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INDEX TO VOLUME XV

ACCIDENTS, building, 177; Cornhill, 43;
destruction of builders’ workshops in Manches-
ter, 453 ; failure of bridge across Severn, 396

;

feilure of girder at Wolverhampton, 'l^O; fall

of buildings, Temple-street, Wolverhampton,
350; fall of ceiling at Manchester Cathedi-al,

51 ;
fall of houses at Cam])er\vell,—a word of

caution, 694; fall of houses, Tottenhara-court-
road, 272, 293, 333, 350,365; fall of new
(Il.C.) cathedral at Plymouth, 34-2; fall of two
houses near Bishopsgate-strect, 528; fall of
wall near Covcnt-garden, 218, 234

Action against an arcliitect,—expense of attempt-
ing to remove dry rot, 278

Adelaide, buikllngs at, 8

1

Agar-town, St. Pancras, 311
Agents,—claim against a builder, 530
Aldershot, 396; h^ospital,—ventilation, -167

Alnwick Castle, decorations at, 5, 616
America: scraps from, 760; exhibition of British

art in, 543
American: Institute of Architects, 327; town-

house, 719
Angles in nature, 14
Apprenticeship system, 713
Arch, Constitution-hill, Green-park, 38
Archaiological Association, British, 43, 503 ;

in
Norfolk, 524

jVrchceological Institute, Chester Congress of, 430

;

air individual view of, 430
Arclueological Society, Glasgow, 191, 618. 727,

7-15

Archjeological Society, Middlesex, 427
Archajological Society, Surrey, 389
Archjcological Society, Sussex, in Nonnandy, 389
Archu'ological Society, Wiltshire, in Bradford,

472, 491
Ai-chitect, agreement with, breach of,—Norman

V. Adams, 455
Architect, an, on salt water, but not at sea, 694
Architect of new palace at Wcstiuinster and the

Government, 202
Architects, a lecture on, 30
Architects, discounts to, 208
Architects, early Italian, education, and lives of,

732, 576
Arclutects, remuneration of, 181, 201
Architects’ Benevolent Society, 153
Ardiitects’ charges as witnesses, 311, 322, 353
Architectural and Archajological Society, Leices-

tershire, 465
Architectural Association, 153, 230, 378, 554, 57-4,

607, 6-10, 713; opening meeting, 574, 607,’64-0;
use^ of imagination in modern ai'clntectural
design, 61; protests by against decision in
recent competitions, 97;squaring dimensions, 671

Architectural : competitions,— corubiiiation sug-
gested, 537; ch-awings at Royal Academy, 257 ;

examples, on use of ancient, 47, 72, 101
;‘

follies,
486

Ai-chitectural JIuseura, see under “ Museum ”
Ar^itectural notes, principally ecclesiastical, in

Holland, Germany, and Switzerland, 205, 240
Ai-chitectural Photographic Association, 2 19
Architectural Publication Society, 710
Arcbitectui-al review (Au),—Liverpool Ai-chitec-

tural Society, 622, G37
Architectural season (TIic),—current competitions,

&c. 621
Ai-chitectural Society, Liverpool, 38, 622, 662

637, 727; excursion of, 378
Architectural Society, Oxford, 191, 366, 389
^ehitectural Union Company, 529, 551, 566, 621
Architecture : and the fine arts, practical applica-

tion of proportion to, 218; domestic in Rouen,
562; examinations in,—Oxford University, 695;
fraternities for development of, 360; how to
reform, 570; of Great Britain, 226, 317;
Iiopulav appreciation of, 533

;
iiractice of, 6-10

Architecture, societies connected with, proposed
purchivsc of house for, 453, -161

Ai-k (The) on Mount jVrarat, 153
Arms, ancient, 476
Armoiu’, ancient, -l^G ; in Manchester Exhibition,

96
Art ; and morals, a question of, pertaining to

churcli extension, 401 ; and the Government,

—

National Gallery question,— the buildings at

Bromptoii, 45 ;
decorative, Soulages collection

in respect to, 92 ; fraternities of, 360, 390 ;
in

architecture,—a dialogue, 688, 698, 719; in

dress,—fashion’s folly, 402; in our parks, 501;
in our streets, 547 ; in the manufacturing dis-

tricts, 685 j
Indian, in the western world, 541

;

novelty in, 397; origin of, 242; ornamental,
application of botany to, 251; political economy
of, 432; schools of see “Schools;” the stage

an instructor in, 14
Art-collections, national, 121
Art-education, national, machinery of, 665, 712
Art-treasures, Exhibition, see “ Exhibition ”

Art-union ofLondon, 153 ; meeting ofprizeholdors,

237; works chosen by prizeholders, 295, 378;
exhibition of prizes, -183

Art-works, decorative, Soulages collection of, 33
Artesian well at Grenelle, Paris, 659
Artesian wells and pure water for London, 694
Ai’tistic culture in Belgium and Prussia, 561
Artistical competitions,—the Wellington Monu-

ment, 499 ; see also “ Wellington Monument”
Ai'tists’ and amateurs’ conversazione, 206
Artists’ Benevolent Fund, 295
Artists, Society of British, 189
Artizan, condition of, and of women, 238
Arts coimected with architecture in Tuscany, 734
Asylum, Royal Victoria Patriotic, 578
Atliens, 2, 34, 60, 70
Australia, South, progress in, 614

BAHIA, progress of, 713
Bank : Devon and Cornwall, Plymouth, 585 ; of

France, gallery of, Paris, 10
Barracks: Cambridge, at Portsmouth, 394; con-

dition of, 726; sanitary arrangements for, 6-47

Basilica, Treves, restoration of, 252]
Bath and West of England Agricultural Society,

—

awards of, 453
Bath, Turkish, on the construction and use of, 615
Baths and laundries, new, at Manchester, 389
Battersea-park, proposed toll on way to, 3-13

Bedstead, Electro-silver, for Egypt, 555, 566
Bell, the great, at Westminster, 667 ;

inscription

for, 15; mode of lianging, 5-1; see also “Big
Beil ”

Bern,—first industrial exhibition of Switzerland,

409
Bewick, Thomas, the engraver, recollections of, 305
“Big Ben,”—a note on the note of, 292; accident

to, 630, G48; ancestors of 711 : see also mider
“ Bell”

Bills of quantities, errors in, 633
Bircli V. Jury,—liability of surveyors, 110
Birmingham, the health question at, 601
Blast, great, at Holyhead, 305
Board of Health and Health of Towns Bill,— dis-

ease and, 725
Board of M'orks, Metropolitan, 50, 67, 354, 419,

461, 662, 694, 713; applications relative to

buildings under Local Management Act, 451;
bye-law as to formation of new streets in the
metropolis, 262; competition designs for laying

out surface and subsoil of streets, 597, 605;
district surveyors and dangerous structures,

421,439; Metropolitan Local Management Act,

4-19
;
main drainage of metropolis, 295, 597,

680,—see also “ Metropolitan Main Drainage
projections before line of buildings,—width of
streets and alleys, 82 ;

regulations as to forma-
tion of new streets in metropolis, 154; the
“regular line of buildings,” 111, 251; vacant
area near St. Paul’s, 277 : see also under “ Build-
ings Act, Metropolitan”

Boldmerc Churcli (St. Michael’s), 571
Books, pamphlets, engravings, &c. received,—re-

views and notices of: Ai'ago’s Biographies, 327 ;

Architectural Publication Society’s Works, 29

;

Bayldon on Rents, 179 ; Bishop of Llandaff
on Llandaft' Cathedral, 398; Buckler’s Essex
Churches, 16; Building Trade Pattern Books,

29; Burn’s Ornamental Drawing, 567 ; Cabinet
Lawyer, 85 ; Cambridge Man on New Palaces

of Administration, 122; Christian Memorials,

379; Cross on Landed Property, 167; David-
son’s Drawing for Schools, 5G7 ; DoUinan’s
Examples, 167; Drawings, 195; Fambairn on
Engineering, 4-1; Fairbairn on Iron in Build-

ings, 761; Fraser's Kirk and Manse, 155;^

Greenwood on Rain and Rivers, 397; Guide-
Book to St. Alban's Abbey, 211 ; Hivlloran on Loo
Choo, (tc. 31; Handcoek on India-rubber, 145;
Ilarrod's Norfolk Gleanings, 398; Head’s Essays,

4-4; Herschell’s Essays, 311 ; Hill’s Educational
Essays, G83 ; Hogg’s Business Directory, 44;
Houlclswortli on Landlord and Tenant, 631

;

Howitt’s Visits, &c. 44; Hutton’s “ A Hundred
Years ago,” 683; Illustrated books,—Moore’s
Poetry, kc. 695

;
Jones’s Grammar of Orna-

ment, 125; Knight’s Companion to Almanac,
761; Krepp’s Statistical Book-keeping, 746;
Landell’s Home Pastime, 714 ; La.xton’s

Builders’ Price Book, 31 ; Laxton’s Examples,
252 ; Loftus’s Chaldea and Susiana, 469; Lukis
on Bells, G95

;
Mechi on Farming, 267; Memo-

rials ofA. Crosse, 3 42; Mitchell on Metroiiolislm-
provement, 179; Mm-rny on Marine Engine, 746;
Newlands on Liverpool Baths, 398 ; On Burning
the Dead, 411 ;

Pettigrew’s Chronicles of the
Tumlis, 442; Price on Safes, Locks, and Keys,
113 ; Prints and Drawings, 195 ; Raine’s
Memoir of Hodgson, 617 ;

Royal Society’s

Proceedings, 586 ; Scott on Secular and Domestic
Architecture, 683 ; Scratton's Architectural

Economics, 518; Smiles’s Life of George
Stephenson, 381 ; Smith’s Collectanea Antiquu,

518 ;
Smith’s Dictionary of G&ography, 411 ;

Southgate’s Many Tliought.s, &c. 7-46; Soyer’a
Culinary Campaign, 556 ;

Tlie L’^seful Metals,

518 ; Tiinbs’s Curiosities of History, 16 ;

Timbs’s Year Book of Facts, 99 ; Transactions
of Institution of Civil Engineers of Ireland, 16
Twining’s Illustrations, Ac. 398; Variorum,
pasfihn

;

Waagen’s Galleries of .\rt, &c. 714;
AVade’s England’s Greatness, 16 ;

Walk with
Waagen, ikc. 411 ; Wilkie on Iron, 311 ; Young'.s
Pre-Raffaellitism, 211

Boston Chui’ch restorations,—Boston in America
to Boston in England, 4-1-8

Braintree Burial Board and their Contractor,

602 ;
errors in bills of quantities, 633, 680

Brick-ology, 53
Bricks : ancient and modern, 7-16, 754 ; blue, 4-65

;

coloured,—street architecture, 374
Bridge, Chelsea suspension, 677
Bridges, metropolitan, on foundations of some of,

752
Bridges, the Thames, and the Government offices,

101
Bristol, General Hospital, GG3 ;

new Fine iVrts

Academy, 531
British Institution, 93
British Museum : last visit to old reading-room,

265 ;
moves in, 176 ;

new reading-room of] 229

;

necessity fur large rooms, -108,—oiiening to

readers, 321
Britton, the late Mr. John, 22, 42; proposed

memorial of, 78, 170
Bi’ouze: casting and polisliing, 393 ;

monumental
cersits memorial windows, 69-4

Brotherton memorial competition, 406, 542, 552,

581, 6-J2

Buckingham Palace, 517
Builders’ bills, 138; Haimaford v. Hill, 67; AVood

V. King, IGG
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Builders’ Benevolent Institution, 121, ‘i54, 512,

616, 630 ;
ball for, 29, 109 ;

testiuvonial to

founder of, 350
Builders’ tenders, the differences in, G72, 712

;

“quiintities” for, 700
Building : arts, science of,—crushing -weights,

321; classes, 165; materials and inventions

connected with,—Architectural Exhibition, 1 ;

operatives, decline in skill of, 133,—distress of,

53, 59, 83 ;
trade artiziins, unemployed, meeting

of, 13, 53 ;
trades, the. 153

Buildings Act. Metrnjiolitan, 8; applications i-cla-

tive to laiildings under, 454; case under,—dis-

trict surveyor’s fees, 110; charges, conHict of

opinion between surveyors as to,—Trinien v.

Lindus, 598; dangerous structures, under, 84,

294 ; district surveyors and dangerous struc-

tures, 421,439; district surveyors and police

commissioners,—accident in Tottenham-court-

road, 333, 350; district surveyor’s foes, 209;

magistrate’s decision under, 362, 394 ;
openings

and recesses, 9 ;
^larties lined under, 273 ;

pro-

ceedings under, 267, 297, 743, 761 ;
proceedings

under,— exempted buildings— militia depot,

695 ; recent decision under, on projection at

71, Great Titclitield-street, 410; railway' com-

panies and, 598 ;
ruinous biiildmgs, 485 ; ruinous

buildings in the City, 513; straw thatching

under, 166: see also “ Board of Works”
Buildings: accidents connected with, see “Acci-

dents; ” clustering of, 531; old, the voices of,

513
Burial-grounds, London, 341
Burlington House, 153
Butler, late Mr. William Dean, architect, 710

CALCULATION, mental, 29
Canada, 50, 54, 395
Canterbury, jottings in,—tlie cathedi'al and its

associations, 545
Canterbury cathedral,—restoration, 460, 545
Cunynges Society and 8t. Mary Kcdcliff, 278
Carishrooke Castle, 186
CaiTnra marble works, 467
Carving at St. Michael's, Cornhill, 325
Casts in (Tovernment museum, 153
Cathedral: Canterbury,—restoration, 460; Can-

terbury and its associations, 545 ;
Cologne, 278,

292 ; Ely, an account of, 535, 518; Glasgow,

CG2 ; Llandaff, 348; new (ICC.) at Plymouth,
fall of, 342 ; Worcester, 559, 592, 606, 624, 660

“Catholic Apostolic” Clmrch, at Liverpool, 134
Cattle : and ilraughts, 396 ;

in London, 345
Ceiling, fall of, at Manchester Cathedral, 54
Cement: bad, 350; cast work, bad, 8; fronts,

Portland, 1(36; Portland, management of, 192;
Turkish, 154; use ofj 648

Cemeteries, 108
Central “Place” in London, 512, 561, 604, 636,

698.

Chaldea, mystic, and its architectural remains,

469
Cliamliord, chateau of, 724
ChaJicels and choirs, particularly in Southern

Eurojie, 49
Chapel: Baptist, at Preston, 690, 706; Wesleyan,

at Highbury, 108
Charter-house. St. Thomas, new schools at, 178
Ciiateauneuf (De), the late M. Mexis, architect,

. memoir of, 129
Clielsea snspeusion-brulge, 677

Chester, congress of Aj'clncolngical Institute at,

430; an individual view of, 430
Clumnev: construction, 120; shaft, Manchester,

214
Chimneys : fimnaco, susgestions for, 230 ; smokv,

154
Chiswick Gardens, 341
Choirs and chancels, 49
Cholera threatening, 593
Cliristian architecture, none l)ut Gothic, song on

Pugin's idea, 440
Christian art in painting, senlptnrc, and architec-

ture, 736
Christ's Hospital,—the poor boys of London, 509

Church building news : see each weekly number
Church: “Catholic Apostolic,” Liverpool, 134;

extension, a question of art and morals pertain-

ing to, 4-01; Little Snoring, 543; of Holy-

Trinity, Hastings, 350 ;
proposed memorial, at

Constantinople, 38,—competition, 81, 115, 150,

—

review of designs for, 157, 162, 190; restora-

tion,—Canterbury Cathedral, 160; St.Michael’s,

Boldniere, 571 ; 8axon, on Dover heights, 195,

208 ; Sinclair Seamen’s Belfast, lOG

Cisterns, open, cmidition of, 62

Classic versus Gothic, 25, 38, 59, 81; so-eallcd,

and so-callcd Mediawal, 90: see also “Gothic”
Chissicists, Mr. Wightwick and the, 360, 373
Clerkenwell: improvements,—Victoria-street, 439;

sanitary state otj 582

Clerks of works, testimonials to, 131, 166
Clock : and clock tower, Westminster Palace,

—

notes on clocks, 57 ; astrological, in Strasburg

Cathedral, 73; faces, 278; hammer, West-
minster, 16; Bye church, 727; tower at

Aberystwitb, 47
Clocks; notes on, 57, 656; illuminated, 110, 137,

151, 162
Clubhouse, Junior United Service, 306
Coats of anus, decoration of, 530
Colchester, im])rovemeiit at, 616

Cologne Cathedr.al, 278, 292

Colney-Hatch Lunatic Asylum, condition of, 421

Colour, harmonic ])roportion of, 366
Compensation case, Norwood. 41
Competition, 91; a foreign, 362
Competition: Aberdeen Grammar School, 326;

Berwick Corn-Excliangc, 43, 66; Blackhurn
Infirmary, 555, 581, 598,621; Braintree Ceme-
tery, see “Braintree;'’ Briglitou Pavilion, 646;
Bi’istol Lunatic Asylum, 165; Brotlierton

Memorial, 406, 542, 552, 581 ; Cambridge Music-

hall and Baths, 455, designs for, 591, 646;
cattle-yard of Royal Dublin Society, 646;
designs for laying out surface and subsoil of

streets, 597; drawings, 289; for memorial
church at Constantinople, see under “Church;”

j

Government offices, see “Government offices

insane, among architect.s and its cure, 410;
Islington new Vestry-hall, 567, 515, 621, 646,

663, designs, 591; Leeds Workhouse, 760;
Londonderry-hridge, 311, 365, 410, 513 ;

Med- .

way UnionWorkhoiise,610; Minton testimonial,

378; premiums in, 190; ])roposed, tor prisons at

Turin and Genoa, 538; St. Paul's Schools, Not-
tingham, GIG; Sheffield Crimean monument,
554, 581; the Bern, 322

Competition, IVcUington momimcnt, 410, 145,

457, 513, 525, 538,540; models and drawings
in Westminster Hall, 415; review of designs,

425; award of judges, 458; statement of Mr.
j

Cockerell, R.A. on, 472 ; award of designs, 47-1

:

thoughts on the designs, 474, 489, 49 4; artis-

tical competitions, 499
Com])etition, Wolverhampton Workhouse, 66,

78, 99
Competitions, 15, 53, 106, 122, 137, 165, 177, 190.

208, 234, 250, 265, 500
Competitions, architectural,—combination sug-

gested, 537
Com])ctitions, current, 621
Coiiii)ctitious, recent,—protests by Ai'chitectural

Association against decision in, 97
Competitions, sculpture, management ot^ 542
Competitor, the lay of the last, 15
Concrete, 325; eiuployraent of, 288; experiments

in, 731
Conservat(jirc des Arts et Metiers, Paris, 78
Ciinstruetion, civil, as represented in the Paris

Universal Exhibition, 90, 130

Contract, a builder's of fifteenth century,—Jesse

altar in St. Cuthbert’s, Wells, 326
Contract to lift sunk fleet at Sebastopol, 171
Copvism and design, 28
Cork, 38
Corn-Exchange, new, at Chelmsford, 349
Courts of justice, .condition of our, 616
Covent Garden Theatre, or Opera Huvise, 610,

—

footlights, 516
Crimean monmnent competition, Sheffield, 554,

581
“ Critic ” (The) on Architecture, 98
Crosby-lvail, Bishopsgate,—evening classes for

young men, 190
Crown ferries in the way of im]>rovcments, 61

Crumliu viaduct, opening of, 324

Crystal Palace, 454; Handel festival, 23-i, 341,

353 ;
as a teacher, 61 1-

;
Dr. Jolmson, 657

Curved tunnels, on tracing, 614

Curves, railway, tracing, 540.

DAiMP and salt in walls, 379, 396, 516

Damp houses, 745
“ David,'’ Michelangelo’s, at Brom]iton, 160

Deals, &c‘. false measurement in, 138

Decimal coinage, 456
Decimal standard for admeasurement, 745

Decoration, polychromatic, 729
Decorations in Manchester for Queen's visit, 387

Deodorization, 292
Dejiartmcnt of science and art, 395 ;

examination

of training masters, 43,—art and the Govern-

ment,—the National Gallery question,—the

buildings at Broini)toii, 45 ;
distribution of

medals by, at Manchester, 59-4, 609 ;
payment of

art-certittcatod masters under, 636 ;
functions

of. 666 ;
on scientific institutions in connection

with. 701
Design ; and copyism, 28 ; architectural, use of

imagination in, 64; random, 429

Designers, encouragement to, 555

Devonshire gems, 325
Discounts to architects, 208
Disinfection and deodorization, information on,

District surveyors, see under “ Buildings Act ”

Diving-bell, imiiroved, or NautUns, 310
Docks, new, 647
Dom, new, of Berlin, 657
Dome, the pointed pendentive, 463 ;

as a ribbed

vault, 731
Domes, practical remarks on, 358, 372, 483
Doncaster Church and modern Gothic, by Mr. E.

B. Denison, 573
Dorking, St. Paul’s, 754
DoA-er : Castle church, threatened destruction of,

195, 208; harbour, works at, 420

Drain pipes, 311, 325; tenders for, 178
Drainage, metropolitan, see “ Metropolitan Main

Drainage Question”
Drainage oj)eration, gigantic, 377
Drawing: and ])arochial schools, 2-46; instruction,

in,—im]>r(.)veme!it of manufactures, 386; public

examinations in, 218
Drawings, architectural, at Royal Academy, 257
Dress, art in,—fashion’s folly-, 402
Dry rot, exjiense of reinoA’iiig,—action against aii

architect, 278.

Dublin, four com-ts, extension of, 710
Diinfennrmo School of Art, 726
Dwelling reform movement abroad, 529
Dwellings : inqiroved, at Kensington, -410 ;

Lam-
het!) Association for improving, 662 ;

for Lon-

don poor, provision of, 77, 222; Loudon, in-

si-)ection of, 516

ECCLESIASTICAL Commissioners, The, Elm,

j

near Wisbech, 710

j

Ecclesiological Society, 295
Edxrcation question, 30
Electric tclegi-ajffi, heralds ot) — Old “ posts,”

I'oads, signals, and news, 687
Electric telegraph, the Atlantic,—steam and elec-

tricity—India, 653
Electro-telegraphic jmogress, 66, 84, 98, 110, 210,

218,477, 516, 566, 653
Electro magnetism as a working power, 250
Elm, near \Vi.sbech,—The Ecclesiastical Commis-

sioners, 710
Ely Cathedral, an accoimt of, 535, 548; stained

glass window for, 555
Engineering, and other works abroad, 672, 705

Engineers, Civil, Institution of, 13, 66. 84, 138,

154, 222, 288, 7 14, 75 1 ;
emjJoynient ofconcrete,

288
;
])remiuins given and oli'ered by, 648 ; light-

ing mines with gas, 680 ;
conver.sion of wood by

machinery, 711, 726.

Engineers, Civil, Sraeatonian Society of, 409
Engraving, phuto-galvano-graphic ])rocess otj 43

Essex County Lunatic Asylum, 273

Exauiinations in architecture, Oxford University,

695
Exeter, restorations in, 584,605; works in,—the
jointing of jnasunry, 681

Exhibition, American, of British Art, 513

Exhibition, Architectural, 1, 69, 76, i09, 616, 621,

6 47 ;
review of, 21 ; the magnificence of Rome,

25; proposed galleries for and rooms for Insti-

tute, 439
Exhibition, xVrt-treasm-es, at Manchester, 105, 264,

287, 322, 566 ; armour in, 96 ;
building for, 162,

389; decoration of building, 311 ;
the modern

pictvires in, 322 ;
close of, 602

Exhibition, first Industrial of Switzerland, 409

Exhibition of xVrt-union of London prizes, 483
Exhibition of 1851, proposed memorial of, -110, 454
Exhibition ofnew inventions at Society of Arts, 209

Exibition, Paris Universal, civil construction as

represented in, 90, 130
Exhibition, proposedNew York of British Art, 362

Exhibition, Royal Academy, sculpture iu, 417

FALL of buildings, Ac.—see “Accidents”

Farmsteads, improved,—apprehended murrain,

217
Fashions in the West, 681
Ferries, Crown, in way- of improvements, 61

Field-lane, Holborn, 369
Fine Arts xVcadeiny (new-), Bristol, 531

Fine arts,—see “National Institution” of

Fine arts, practical application of proportion to,

248
Fir, deal, and house-painting,—see “Painting”

Fires, jArevention of, 295
Fleet (sunk) at Sebastopol, contract to lift, 174

Floorings, stable, 423
Floors, and transmission of so\md, 201, 222

Flowers, Metropolitan, 625
Flues, construction of, 325, 278; and ventilation,

737, 761
Flues, greenhouse, covering for, 681
Font-cover from Rouen, 750
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Food, London, 555

Foot-ligbts, 516
Foreign Intelligence, 13, 136, 153, 305, 388, 109,

440, '166, 471, 498, 516, 529, 566, 593, 646

Foundations and removal of gravel, a liint as to, 597

Four Courts, Dublin, extension of, 710
Fraternities for developments of arclutecture, 360
Fraternities of art, 390, 418
French polishing, hr, deal, and, 705
Fresco in public offices, 62
Furniture, its history and inajiufacturc, 188, 203

GALLERIES, picture,—see “Picture Galleries”

Galleries, portrait
:

provincial, 6S2 : sec also

“ Portrait ”

Gallery of Bank of France, Paris, 10
Gas, l'37, 250, 3 12, 467, 616 ;

cheapening, and its

residts, 390; Company, Anglo-Ronian, 342;
lighting mines with, 680 ; warming and venti-

lating ap])aratus, 65
Gateshead, health question at, 601
Gems, Devonshire, 325
Girders, iron, 517
Glasgow ^Vi-chicological Society, 648 ; Glasgow

cathedral, 662, 727, 745
Glass, stained, 10, 53, 67, 235, 2 18, 352, 379, 438,

452, 483, 493, 555, 646, 661, 679, 706, 725,

759; for Glasgow Cathedral, 679; memorial,
bronze versus, 694

Glass-painters, anomalies in position of, 729
Glaziers, caution to, 367
Government offices: competition, 178,206,221, 230,
216,316,528; and Tliames bridges, 101; the
designs for, 206 ; exhibition of designs, 261, 269,
302, 313, 336, 346, 360, 370, 382; correspondence
on plans for new Westminster, 272; corre-

spondence as to designs, 281, 301, 337, 347,
408, 421,431,462; general observations on,

—

notes on designs, 281; Mr. BoutcH’s lectures

on, 283 ;
notes on each of the block plans, 285j

what a foreigner thinks of it, 350; awiu-d of
judges, 371, 383 ; stone for pi-oposed offices,

409; assumed cost of proposed offices, 431;
the report, 437; the premiated designs, 452,
478, 494, 562 ; a noii-premiated design for, 550 ;

debate on proposed offices, 465, 720; the com-
petition designs,— Architectural Institute of
Scotland, 74-1

Goldsmith, Oliver,—nooks in Temple, 525
Gothic: and Classic, 25, 38, 59, 81, 90, 176; see

also, “Classic” and “Classicists;” architecture,

application of to civil and domestic purposes,

76; architecture of Italy, 126; congress to

settle principles of, 162; no Christian architec-

ture but, song on Pugin’s idea, 410; architec-

ture, Mr. 8cott on position and prospects of re-

rival of, 572 ;
modern, and Doncaster church,

Mr. E. B. Denison on, 573; architecture, the
present position of,—professorial chair at Royal
Academy, 597 ;

revivalists and the vernacular
architecture, 638 ;

architecture, how are we to
revive, 623, 660; architecture, statements of
opponents of, 706; controversy (the), 761; see
also “ Mediaeval” and “Pointed.”

Gothicists, E. L. G. and the, 383
Gravel, removal of, and foundations, a hint as to,

597
Graveyard: soulptvu'e and funereal j)omp, 680;

Tottenliam-com-t-road Chapel, 341
Grays Tliun-ock, Essex, 5U8
Green-house flues, covering for, 6S1
Green-houses, heating from kitchen fires, 618
Green-])ark, blind uncket at, 564
Grotto of St. Benedict at Subiaco and its monastic

institutions, 383
Guildhall Library, 30

HACKNEY and Homerton, 752
Halifax, 482
Hall, T>ivery, Cloth^vorko^s’ Company’s, 38
Hampton Court Palace, 592 ;

chapel of^ 610
Hanuaford v. Hill,—Builders’ hills, 07
Harrow revisited, 677
Health: of the Jews of London, 531; of Towns’

Bill,—disease and, 725
;
question at Birming-

ham, York, and Gateshead, 601
Heat, waste, used u]) and smoke consumed on

economic principles, 366
Heidelberg, on ruins of^— the Renaissance in
Germany, 74

Heraldic painting, a word for, 284
Heraldry in architecture, 737
Hertford, 529
Holyhead harbour, 43, 67 ;

great blast at, 305
Holy Trinity Church, Hastings, 350
Home, Mr. Arthur, of Liverpool, architect, 706
Homerton, 752.
Homes, London, of eminent men. 153
Homes.—social bridges,—a new home for female

worker.s, 445
Horsted Keynes, ramble in, 569

Hospital: of St. Cross, Winchester, 534, 554;
Royal London,—depdt for staff of, 338; the

Fever,—a sanitary fact, 320; Victoria Military,

Netley, 340, 396
‘

Hospitals: sanitary arrangements for, 647; venti-

lation with especial reference to, 36
Hotham, late Sir C. memorial of, 564
House: an American town, 719; agents’ actions,

551; building, 30
Houses : as they were, are, and ought to be, 220,

232 ; for the working classes, provision of, 293,

542 ; London business, 319 ;
mechanics’, at

Edinburgh, 216
Ilyde-park district, 54

ILLUSTRATED literature, recollections of intro-

duction of, into England, during present century,

498, 736
India, a sanitary commission for wanted imme-

diately, 501
India-rubber and its manufacture, 145
Indian art in Western world, 5 11

Indigo, use of,—Turner’s drawings, 609
Infirmary, proposed, for Blackbm-n, 555, 581, 598,

621
Inns and liostelries of London, 369
Institute, Architectural, of Scotland,-—competition

designs for Government offices, 744
Institute of Architects, an American, 327
Institute, lloval, of British Architects, 65, 137,

165, 173, 265, 338, 348. 610, 639, 670, 713

;

the late John Britton, 42; award of medals,

137; Rome, 245; report of council, 277; pre-

sentation of medals, 287
;
proj)osed rooms for,

and galleries for Architectural Exhibition, 439,

-153, 461; polychromatic decoration, 729
Insurance Office, Law Union, 118.

Inventions and materials coimected with build-

ing, 1

Iron : and steel manufacture, 15, 209; beams,

strength of,—neutral axis, 38; cast and wTought,

strength of, 13 ;
current notes upon, 440, 439,

152, 160, 485, 531, 543, 555, 585, 598,616, 663,

61-8, 682, 713, 727, 761; on recent improve-

ments in manufacture of, 178 ; trade of South

I

Staflbrdshire,—u*on girders, 517
Isle of Dogs, remains of ancient chapel and her-

mitage on, 498
Islington, 437 ; “built up ” in, 230; green, pro-

posed occupation of, 410, 437 ; new vestry-hall

competition, 567, 615, 621, 616, 663
Italian architects, painters, and sculptors, educa-

tion and lives of early, 732, 756
Italy, the Gothic architecture of, 126.

JESSE Altar in St. Cuthbert’s Church, Wells, 326
.loiners of Manchester and London, 743 ; see also

“Strikes ”

.Jointings of masonry, 681
Johnson, Dr.,—nooks in the Temjde, 525, 657
Junior United Serrice Club, London, 306.

KENSINGTON, 410
Kensington, South, museum at, see “Museum”
Kniglitsbridge,—a name without a town, 629

LAMBETH and its potteries, 169
Lambeth association for improring dwelUng.s of

working classes, 662
Lassus, Mr. J. B. A. architect, 486
Law Union insurance office, 118
Lea-bridge,—water siii)ply of suburbs of Loudon,
713

Lead, a protective covering for, 681
Leaves, preservation of, 250
Lectures on architecture, by Mr. Sydney Sinirke,

at Royal Academy, 116, 127, 118^ 171
Lectures, Mr. G. G. Scott’s, at Royal Academy, on

Mediaeval Arcliitecture, 158, 184
Leeds Workhouse competition, 760
Leiccstersliire Architectural and Ai’cha'ological

Society, 465
Letter-box, street, new, 103
“Leviathan” (The) or “Great Eastoni:” 719;
and tlie ark, 455; attempted launch of, 756

Library: Marylebone Free, 509, 530, 554; the
Middle Temple, 161

Lingfield, ramble in, 569
Little Snoring Church, 5-13

Liver]iool, a day in, 634
Liverpool Architectural Society, 622, 637, 727;

excursion of, 378
Liverpool: corporation works in, 393; some notes

in, 301
Livery Hall, Clothworkcrs’ Company’s, 38
Llandafi’ Cathedral, 348
Locks, 656; and keys, 113, 151
London: a “central place” in, 511, 5G1, 601,

636; a short cut by a long route in, 571;
artesian wells and piue water for, 691; birds’-

1

eye view of map of, 552 ; cattle in, 192 ; changes

ill aspect of,—Field-lane, Holborn,—inns and
liostelries, 369; condition of,—Nova Scotia-

gardens, Shoreditch Church, 225; dirt and
London wants, 710; dweUings, inspection of,

516; food, 555; homes of eminent men, 153;
improvements in, 322; main drainage of, see
“ Metropolitan Main Drainage ;” on public libra-

ries, art schools, museums and buildings in, 607;
sanitary condition otj—ameliorations,—ragged
schools, 557 ; strolls,—a dark region, -1.94; sub-

arches for, 530; two aspects of, 471
Londonderry -bridge, competition, designs fof, 341,

36.5, -110, 422, 531, 513
Londondeny monument at Scrabo’, 190
Louvre, Paris, new parts of, 206 ;

inauguration

of, 478
Lunatic Asylum, Essex County, 273

MAHOGANY trade, Honduras, 81
Malvern, 481
Manchester: Salford Reformatory, opening of,

463; exhibition, see “Exhibition;” proposed

new public buildings in, 466
Manufactm-ing districts C^'l^c),— Art, sanitary

science, and condition of the people in, 685
Marble

:
producing district in Italy, 513; works

at Carrara, 467
Marbles: artificial, 395; Halicamassiain, 448
Market: hnildings and hall, new, at Bridgnorth,

122 ; Tunstall new covered, 166
Marylebone Free Library, 509, 530, 554; see also

“ St. Marylelione ”

Masonic Lodge, Torquay, -463

j

Masonry, the jointing otj—works in Exeter, 681
Masons’ memorial, 630
Masons’ (operative) Benefit Society, 439
Mathematica (jua'sita cum explicationihus, 41
Mechanics’ houses. Rose Bank, Edinburgh, 246
Mechanics’ Institution, Loudon, 15
Mediajval : Classic versus ; see “ Classic ;” so

called, 90
Media-val Society, -ISl'

Jledway Union V’^orkhouse competition, GIO
Melbourne, Victoria, 564
Memorial: Brotlierton, 542, 552, 581 642; of late

Sir C. Hotham, 561: see also “Monmnent”
Mentmore, Bucks, seat of Baron M. A. de Roth-

schild, 741
Alctals, notes on, 97
Metropolis : outskirts of, 349 ;

Surrey side of,

-184, 496; (The), 390, 418.

Metropolitan Board of Works, see “Board of

5\'orks ”

Metropolitan improvements : and Thames embank-
ment, 243, 276; estimates and cost of, 389

Metropolitau main drainage question, 9, 295, 447,

466, 597, 691; Report of referees on, 558, 589;
Drainage question an hydraulic problem, 647 :

see also “ Board of Works ”

Metropolitan ; mems. 529 ;
streets, competition

designs fur laying out surface and sub.soil of,

597; town without a name, 578; name with-

out a town, 629
Michelangelo Buonarroti, 103
Michcdangelo’s “ David” at Bronipton, 160
Middlesex Archa'ological Society, — Tower of

Loudon and, 427
Midiilesex magistrates, expenditure by, 485
Mile-end, the highways of, 554
Milwakee, 498; Newall House, 555
Aliiieral statistics, 605
Miscellanea : see end of each weekly number
Montreal, progress at, 46G
Monument: Crimean, see “ Crimean ;” Elston, at

Doncaster, 538 ;
Londonderry, at Scrabo, 1 92 ;

LordColliugwood’s, 585; Royal, at St.Thomas’s,

Newqiort, 192; to late Assistant-Surgeon
Thomson, 663 ; see also “ Memorial ”

Monument, Wellington: see “ Wellington Monu-
ment ”

Monumental bronze memorial window, 694
Monuments: and statues, 213, 615, 628; and

tombs, metropolitan, ramble amongst, 515
Momit Cenis, piercing of, 630
Mural paintings, destruction of in Italy, 374
Murrain, apprehended,—improved farmsteads, 217
Museum, Architectural, tii’st home of, 7 ; in

Brompton Museum, 390, 721; conversazione at

Brompton, 413
Museum, Government, at Brompton or “South

Kensington,” 311, 357, 390; buildings, 45;
casts in, 153; visits to, 428; educational depart-

ment of, 459; west corridor on ground floor,

496; collection of aniin:d products, and their

application to industrial pm'poses, 523; collec-

tion of raw and manul’acturcd products, 534;
lectures at, 689

Museum, new', at India House, 592

Museum of art, lecture on, 713

Music, the stage and, 714
Music-hall, Wrexham, 726

t'

• it
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NAMES of streets, alteration of, 1
Napoleon’s liouse and tomb, St. Helena, 296
National Gallery question, 16, -15, 153, 521
National Gallery, arrangement of a, 82
National Gallery wanted,—proposition as to site,

89
National Gallery of portraits,—see “Portrait

Gallery ”

National Gallery, the Edinburgh, 322
National Institution of Fine Arts at Portland

Gallery, IGl
Newgate, doings in, -IIG

Newport, St. Thomas’s, and royal moiuunent, 192
New Fiver Water Company, G95
New-road, 453, 483
New Zealand, 483
Norman v. Adams,—breach of agreement with !Ui

architect, 455
Norwood, value of land at, -111

Notre Dame de Dadizeele, G25
Nova Scotia, 217
Novia Scotia Gardens, Shoreditch Church, 225,

615

OBITUARY : Britton, John, 22, 42, 78 ; Butler,

William Dean, architect, 710; De Chateau-
neuf, Alexis, architect, 129 ;

Home, Arthur,
of Liverpool, architect, 70G; Lassus, J. B. A.
architect, 486 ; Playfair, W. II. architect,

208; Seddon, Thomas, 273; Tinkler, archi-

tect, 509 ;
Zanth, Louis Von, architect, 6GG

;

Wyld, C. II. 422
Opera, Royal Italian, Covent-garden, 138, GIO;

foot-lights, 516
Operative Masons’ Benefit Society, 439
Operatives, building, decline of skill in, 133
Organs, 496, 529; London, 541; at St. Paul’s

Cathedral, 394; Pepyson, 619; Schmidt’s,—St.

Paul’s, 481; Ornament,—composition ot^—
angles in nature, 1 1 ; conventionalism of, 8

Ornamental art, application of botany to, 251
Ornaments, drawing-room, 745
Over-time, prevention of, 108
Overheck’s new pictures, the Pope inspecting, 210
Oxford Architectural Society, 194, 366, 389
Oxford University,— examinations in architec-

ture, 695

PAINT, improvemout of, in metropolis, 222
Painters, caution to, 367
Painters, early Italian, education and lives of,

732, 756
Painters, glass, see “ Glass-paintors ”

Painting, fir, deal, and liouse, 651, 668, 705
Paris, a peep at, 750
Park: and Palace, St. James’s, 371; bridge, St.

James’s, 362, 422 ; for Soutliwark, 9 ; Green,
blind wicket at, 561; the people’s, at Battersea,

projiosed toll on way to, 342 ; wicket, Knights- !

bridge, 422
j

Parks: art in om% 501; improvements in the,'

173 ; the proposed new, 388
;
(The), 528

Parliament, Houses of, 365
;
great bell at, 667

;

new flock-tower at, 615 ; smoke and, 131

;

some account of mechanical scafl'olding used at,

490, 506, 530, 541; stone and iron roofs of,

376; stone for, 409 ; the architect of, and the
Government, 202 ; unsanitary condition of, 4-18

Party-walls, floors, and transmission of sound,

—

a remedy wanted, 201, 222
Patriotic Asylum, Roval Victoria, 578
Patents, recent, 5 i.,'81, 178, 195, 251, 312, 379,

440, 486, 500, 517, 556, 585, 617, 661, 682,746
Patents, recent American, 138, 211, 326, 716
Paving tiles : of middle ages, 252 : see also “ Tiles”

Porshore, 703
Perspective, i)ractical, 192
Photogalvanographic ])rocess of engraving, 43
Photographic Association, Architectural, 249
Photographs, oil painted,—Mr. E. T. Parris, 397
Photography and the stereoscope, 326, 3GG
Piets’ walls, ancient remains of, 492
Picture gallerie.s, construction of,—lectures at the

Brompton Museum, 689
Pictures, the modern, in Manchester Exliibition,

322
Pipes and reservoirs, failure of, 615
“Place,” a central, in Loudon, 512, 561, 604,636,

698
Playfair, the late Mr. W. II. architect, 208
Play-places, ]niblic, 77
Plombiers,—the Roman baths, 452
Plumbers, caution to, 367
Pointed architecture and its worst enemies, G92,

741 : see also under “ Gothic”
Police Commissioners and ruinous buildings, see

under “Buildings Act”
Polychromatic decoration, 729
Polytechnic Institution, Royal, 617
Poor hoys and girls cf London,—Christ’s Hospital,

509

Portrait gallery, literary and oi’tistic, an a\'ail-

able, 277
Portrait Gallery, National,—sculptures and paint-

ings, 726
Portrait galleries, provincial, 682
Potteries, Lambeth, 169
Practical problems, 394
Presbyterian church, Kingslnnd (Trinity), 50
Prints and drawings, 195
Prisons at Turin and Genoa, proposed competition

for, 538
Prohlemata mathoniatica, 517
Proldems, practical, 391
Progress,—wc move on, 405
Proportion, its practical application to architecture

and the fine arts, 248
Provincial news: see each weekly number
Publication Society, jU'chitcctural, 29, 249, 295,

710

QUANTITIES : erroneous, — Braintree cemetery
case, 680; for tenders, 760

RAGGED SCHOOL : Fox-coui’t, 345 ;
glimpse

at an ancient, 499
Ragged schools, 313, 557
Railway : banks, \itil5zation and adornment of,

561; bridge.s, 513; communication with India,

108 ; comi)anies and the Metropolitan Buildings

Act, 598; curves, tracing, 510; matters, 109;
pro]3erty, management oi', so as to restore it to

its ))ropGr value, 385 ;
rating, 630 ; system,

coininencGincnt of, 3S1; viaduct, Crumlin,

opening of, 324
Railways: and other engineering works abroad,

672, 705 ; branch feeders for, 639; communica-
tion 011 , 713,744; on common roads, 40, 85;
iron, iu London thoroughfares, 673 ;

report on,

566 ;
.street, 222

Railways, subways for, 693
Ramsgate, 559
Redcar, 152
Reformatories, 313
Reformatory, Jlanchester and Salford, opening of,

4G3
Renaissance in Germany, 71
Reservou's, failure of, 015
Residences in United States, designs for, 657
Restorations in Exeter, 584, G05
Reveille (The), 153

Road: between East-India Dock and Bow-road,

598 ;
proposed new, in Southwark, 121

Roads: new, in parish of Paddington, 51, 81;
railways on common, 40, 85

Rome, 146, 182, 214, 215, 258, 308, 331; magui-
ficence of, 25 ; the Pope inspecting M. Over-

beck’s now pictures at, 210
Ruueii: domestic arcliitecture iu, 520, 722; font

cover from, 750
Royal Academy : architectural drawings at, 257

;

I

medals, 727; exliibition, sculpture in, 417; the
^

I

professional chair at, 597 ;
lectures at, see

' “ Lectures ”

Royal Engineers rer^KS Military Architects,—con-

dition of barracks, 72G
Royal Insurance Company,— London business

' houses, 319 \

Royal London Hospital, depot for stall' of, 338

I

Rustic ])lague spots, 278
!
Rye church clock, 727

^ ST. ANDREA, church of, at A^’ereelli, and the

Gothic architecture of Italy, 126

St. Botolph without, district of, 517

St. Cross, hospital of, Winchester, 53 1, 551

St. Eugene, cluirch of, Paris, 106

St. George’s, Hanover-square, health of, 352

St. George-in-the-East, district of, 577

St. James’s Palace, 439

St. James’s: park and palace, 371; park bridge,

362, 422; the ornamental water and the steam-

engine, 746
St. James’s, Westminster, 91; sanitary atate of,

131
St. Johmston, county Donegal, Ireland, 258

St. Jose])h’s (R.C.) Institution for Deaf and Dumb,
at Cabra, 606

St. Lawrence Estate, Isle of Wight, 617

St. Marylcbone burial-ground and the contractor.s,

657 ; sec also “ Marylcbone ”

St. Mary Redclift’e Church, Bristol, 27S

St. ^Mary’s Tower, Taunton, 66
St. Michael’s, Conihill, new porch, 171; carving

at, 325
St. Paul’s: area in front of, 250; model of Wren’s

first design for, 161, 178, 285,—vacant area

near, 277, 290, 680; Wren’s first design foi',

proposed illustrations of, 221

St. Paul’s Church, Dorking, 754

,
St. Stephen’s Palace, ventilation of, 528

j

St. Thomas Charterhouse, new schools at, 178

St. Thomas’s Newport and Royal monument, 192
Salt on walls, 516
Sanitary : arrangements for barracks and hos-

pitals, 617 ;
commission in the East, 188 ; com-

mission wanted immediately for India, 501,

553; condition in the North, 577, 601, 603;
conditions of ships and steamers, 629; con-

dition of London,— amelioration,— Ragged
schools, 557; education needed,—prejudices,

697; fact,—Fever hospital, 320; Government,
•1S3; knowledge, want of, ashore and afloat,

741; mews, 552; principles, true basis of, 341

;

progress, opposition to,—the proposed new
parks, 388 ; science in the manufactvu'ing dis-

tricts, 685; state of ClerkenweU, 582; state of

London, 611 ;
state of St. George’s, Hanover-

square, 352 ;
state of St. James’s, Westminster,

131 ;
state of Shoreditch, 109 ;

state of '\\''hite-

chapel, 290; statements, 661
Sashes, Dick’s life preserving and ventilating, 393

Scaffolding, the mechanical, used at Westminster

Palace, some account of, -190, 506, 530, 541

Scenery : music, &c. 222, 663 ; and the stage, 354,

396; at Lyceum Theatre, 43; iu “Richard 11.”

at Princess’s Tlieatre, 160; theatres and, 585
School, Middlesex Industrial, 26, 508.

School of Art: Dunfermline, 726; Kensington

district, 134; St. Martin’s district, 222; Shef-

field, 67; Stirling, 726
Schools : and colleges. Metropolitan, L^’niversity

of, 376; new, at St. Thomas, Charterhouse, 178

Schools of art, 97, 110, 562; distribution of

medals to, at Manchester, 594, 609 ;
district,

])i'izes to,'417

Schools: parochial, drawing and, 246; philologi-

cal, New-road, Marylebone, 594; St. George’s,

Battersea, 387 ;
St. Ikml’s, Nottingham, 616

;

Welsh, Ashford, 290
Scientific Institutions in connection with the

Department of Science and Art, 701

Sfiilptors, early Italian, education and lives of,

732, 756
Sculptiu'e, 29 ;

competitions, management of, 5-42 ;

graveyard, 680 ;
iu Royal Academy exhibition,

417 ;
modern,—Wellington monument and, 457

Sculptures, National Portrait Gallery of, 726

Seddon, late Mr. Thomas, artist, 273
Serpentine (The), 250
Sewage : London, conveyed by hydrostatic pres-

sure, 679; manure question,—Report of Mr.
Austin, C.E. 417; manuring, trial of, at Paris,

352 ;
the lime process for treating, 628

Sewerage: and drainage nomenclature, 408; of

towns, notes on the, 717, 749
Sewerage question, metropolitan, see “Metropoli-

tan main drainage question”

Sewers : old, a latent source of disease, 677 ; the

metropolitan, 515; subways for, 693; Ventila-

tion of,
—“ Vlieve there's a wdll there’s a way,”

293

Ships and steamers, sanitary condition of, 629

Shoreditch, sanitary state of, 109

Silicate of soda, soluble, or water glass, and it<»

applications, 709
Sinclair Seamen’s Church, Belfast, 406

Slates, the names of, 468
Slaughter-houses, cruel and unwholesome, 235

Smeatonian Society of Civil Enginoors, 409
Smltlifield, ai)])ropriation of' 405

Smoke : and the New Houses of Pai-liament, 134 ;

consumed on economic principles, 366

Smoky ehiinneys, 154, 530

Soane IMuseum, 210
Social : bridges, Reformatories and Ragged

Schools, 313; bridges,—homes, 445; morasses,

—Cattle ill London,—Ragged School, Fox-

court, 345 ;—jirogress,—the elections, 201

Society for improN'ing condition of labouring-

classes, 93
Society of .^Vi-ts, 273 ;

exhibition of new inventions

at, 209; examination, 378

Society of British- Artists, see “Artists”

Soulages collection of art-works : notes on, 33
;
in

respect of decorative art, 92

Sound through walls and floors, 201, 222

South Kensington Museum, see “Museum”
Southwark, a park for, 9

Southwell Minster,—chapter-house, 262

Sovereign Life Office, Piccadilly, 218

Sipiaring dimensions, 671

Stable floorings, 423

Stables, inhabited, evils of, 694

Sta"e, The : an instructor in art, 1-4
;
and music,

714 : see also “ Scenery ”

Statue, equestrian of late Lord Hardiiige, 108

Statues : London,—mutilation of effigy of Queen
Anne in St. Paul’s-churchyard, 217 ; monuments
and, 213, 615; places for, 466

Steam-boilers : explosion of, 58-4; oxidation of, 352

j

Stc\)henson, the late George, a recollection of, 194

;

I

the house of, 581, 598
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Stereogra})hers, a suggestion for, 326
Storeosco

2
>e, i)hotogra2)hy and the, 36G

Stirling School of Arts, 726
Stone : artificial, recent patents for, 251 ;

for pro-

posed Government buildings and for Houses of

Parliament, 409
j

preser\'ation of, 629
Stonework: discolouration of, 65; on indurating
and preserving, 132

Stones, cohesive strength of, 19-4

Street : architecture,—coloured bricks,—Tavistock
chambers, Strand, 374; architecture,— Rouen,
—house in Rue de Bac, 703; lines, 406; rail-

ways, 222
Streets: alteration of names of, 4; art in our,

547 ; new, in subways, 582, 605 ; laying out
new,—Board of Works, 67; new, in metropolis,

regulations as to formation of,—151-, 262

;

numbering and re-naming, 30, 629, 681, 711
Strike; joiners’, at Manchester, 712; see also

“Joiners;” of operative cat^Denters at Man-
chester, 108

Strikes, &c. 648
Stucco, stamped or incised, 388; verbis Brains,

the great case of, 753
“ Style,” 402
Style: adaptability of, for modern works, 82 ;

the
per-centage, 320; the question of, 377

Styles, battle of,—a Hudibrastic epic, 403
Sub-arches for London, 530
Subiaco, grotto of St. Benedict, &c. at, 383
Subways, 628; new streets in, 582; designs for,

605 ;
for sewers, rails, pipes, and wires, 693

Suifolk-street Gallery, 745
Surrey Archajological Society, 389
Surveyors, a snug birth for, 97
Siirveyors, liability of,—Birch v. Jm-y, 110
Susse.K Archaeological Society in Normandy, 389
Sussex chui'ches, 499
Symmetry in nature and art, 537

TASTE, 4S5; influence of fashion on, 164,208; of
the working man, 327

Tavistock-chambers, Southampton-street, Strand,
374

Telegraphs: on submarine, 66, 84: see also
“ Eleotro-tclegraphic ”

Temple: fountain and garden, 210, 222; nooks
in the, 414'.— Johnson and Goldsmith, 525;
(Middle) Hall, London, 462

Tenders, Builders’, see “Builders’ Tenders”
Testimonial: Manby, 310; Pennethome, 366
Testimonial competition, Minton, 378
Tewkesbury, 393
Thames: enibaiikment of, 15-4, 243, 276; side,

architecture of, 7; survey of the, 122; (the)
Pepys on, 64-9

Theatres and Scenery, 585 : see also “ Scenery ”

Thomson, late Assistant-sirrgeon, monument to,

663
Tiles, encaustic, turning dull, 190
Timber, Dantzic, experiments on, 25, 209
Tinkler, the late Mr. architect, 509
Tomb of General de Brea, 722
Tombs and monuments, metropolitan, a ramble

amongst, 515
Toronto, building in, 393
Tottenham-court-road accident, see “Accident ”

Tower of London : a nook in, 203 ;
and Middlesex

Arohfcological Society, 427 ; singular preserva-

tion of in 1691, 178
Tower, St. Mary’s, Taunton, 66
Tomi without a name, 578 : see also “Kensing-

ton ”

Town-hall, Burslem, 83
Tracings, to mount, 530
Trafalgar-square, im]n-ovement (jf, 619
Tramways : street, 232 ; iron, in London thorough-

fares, 673
Treasury', iniitehall, 418
Trinien v. Llndus, 598
Ti’iiiity Presbyterian Church, Kiiigslaud, 50
Tunbridge Wells, 273
Tunnels : curved, on tracing, 475, 614; piercing

of Mount Cenis, 630
Turkish bath, construction and use of, 615
Turner, the genius of, 'IS-l

Turner’s drawings,—use of indigo, 609
Tuscany, on the arts connected with architecture

in, 7k

UNIVERSITY College, London,—distribution of
architectural prizes, Z7S

University of metropolitan schools and colleges,

376

VAULT, ribbed,—pointed pendentive dome as,

731
Ventilator, air syphon, 485
Ventilating apparatus, gas, 65
Ventilation : oonstructiou of flues and, 737, 761 j

of St. Stephen’s palace, 528 ; ulth especial

reference to hospitals, 36 ; Aldershot hosTutal,

467
Vercelli, church of St. Andrea at, 126
Victoria Military Hospital, Netloy, 340
Villas in the United States, designs for, 657
Voices of old buildings, 513

WALLS, sound through, 201, 222
Warming apparatiis, gas, 65
Water, pure, for London, 69-4

Water-colour societies, the two, 262
Water Company, New River, 695
Water glas.s and its applications, 709

vii

Water, supply : metropolitan, microscopical exami-
nation of, 289; of the suburbs. Lea-bridge, 713

Water-works ; Keswick, 564; Sheerness, 15
Well at the Chateau de Maillant, France, 535
Wellington Monument, competition, -410, 445,

513, 525, 538, 581 ; models and (bawings hi
Westminster Hail, 415; review of designs, 425 ;

award of judges, 458; statement of Mr. Cock-
erell, R.A. on, 472; award of designs, 474;
thoughts on the designs, 474 ; the selected de-
signs, 489, 4-94

WellingtonMonument : and artistical competitions,
499 ; and modern sculpture, 457 ; in St. Paul’s,

473 ;
a proposal for, 549

Wellington, New Zealand, new Government build-
ings at, 353

Wells, artesian, and pure water for Loudon, 69 4

Wells Cathedral, 746
West Ham, Canning-towm and Halls-ville, 666
West Hoathley, ramble in, 569
Westmmster AthenaBum,^—a liint, 594
Westminster-bridge question, 6, 458
Westminster, new, see “Government offices com-

petition ”

Westminster Palace, see “Parliament, Houses of”
Wliitechapel, sanitary state of, 290
Wild, the late Mr. C. H. 422
Wilts Archa?ological Society, in Bradford,472, 491
Wimborne Minster reopened, 629
Window, stained glass, for Ely Cathedral, 555
Window memorial, monumental bronze rerjiw, C9-4

Wisconsin, doings in, 582
Wolverhampton Working Men’s College, 630
Woman, what she may do,—a recollection of two

friends, 538
Wood, conversion of by machinei'y, 711, 726
Wood v. King,—Builders’ hills, 166
“ Woodman, spare that tree,” 663
Worcester cathedral, 559, 562; “Viator's” ac-

count of, 606 ; ami the new woi’ks, 62-4, 660
Work : for the unemployed, 100; to be done, 153
Working-man, taste of, 327
Workman, English, improvement and condition

of, 673
Workmen: excommunication of, 352 ; hints to,—

caution to paintei-s, glaziers, and plumher.s, 367
;

unemployed building trade, 43, 53, 59, 83
Working classes (The), 461 ; houses for, 5-42 ; in

the manufacturing districts, condition of, 685 ;

on causes retarding improvement of, 562;
society for improving condition of, 98

Wortliiiig water-tower and engine-house, 243
Wrexham music-hall, 726

YORK, the health (piestion at, 601

ZANTH, Louis Von, architect, memoir of, 66G
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ABERTSTWITH Clock-tower, 47

Acropolis at Athens restored, 35

Airint; a Court,—Tjndtdl’s-buildings, Graj’s-mn-lane, 658

American Town-house (An),—ElevHli 'n and Plans, 710

American Till* Eesidences, see “ Villa
’’

Angles, Ornamental, in Nature, Composition of, 14

Architectural Museum, Original Abode of, 7

Architectural Museum at Brompton, 391

Art in Dress,—the Circle of Fashion,—those who dwell in

Gliias Houses should not throw Stones, 402

Artesian Fountain at Grenclle, Paris, 659

Asjlum, Essex Count}- Lunatic, Brentwood,-Mr. H.. E.

Keodall.Jun. Architect, 275; Plan of, 274

Asylum, The Eoyal Victoria Patriotic. andsworth,-

Mr. Rhode Hawkins, Architect, 579; Plan of, 678

Athena,—Ruins of the Olympieinm,—the Acropolis Ke-

stored,—the Erectheium Restored, riewed from North-

West Anglo, 35

BANK OF FRANCE, Paris, Gallery of,—F. Mansart,
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_

Bridge, Chelsea Suspension,-Mr. Thomas Page, Engi-

neer, 675; Details, 671
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Britton, the late John, Medallion Portrait of, 22 ;
Memo-

rials of, 23 ;
Room in which he was born, 23

Bromptou Museum, Architectural Museum in, 391

Brompton Museum, Map of Approaches to, 357

Brotherton Memorial, Salford, 043 ;
Plan of, 6-42
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Brotherton Memoriai, Saiiora, ;

nan ui, o-w

Buildir^ for Freemasons' Lodge of St. John’s, Torquay,-

Mr. E. Appleton, Architect, -163

CABBA, Deaf and Dumb Institution at, 606

Canterbury Cathedral, Memorials of,—The Transept of

the Martyrdom,-The Tomb of the Black Prince, 646

Capitals, Sculptured, in Baptist Chapel, Preston, 707

Carishrook Castle, Plan of, 187

“Catholic Apostolic" Church, Liverpool, 135

Chambers, tavistock, Southampton-street, Strand,—Mr.

C. Gray, Architect, 375

Chapel, Baptist, Preston,—Messrs. Hibbert and Rainford,

Architects, 691 ;
Sculptured Capitals, 707

Chapter-House, Southwell Minster, 263

Chelsea Suspension-bridge, 675 ;
Details, 674

Chimney, Furnace, at Mauchester,—Mr. Worthington,

Architect, 215
Chiranev-sbaft.s, Furnace, Designs for, from bketenes ny

Mr. B. Riiwlinson, 231

Church, “Catholic Apostolic,” Liverpool,—Mr. E. T.

Owen, Architect, 135 ^ ^ •

Church, HolyTrinity, Hastings,—Mr. S. S. Teulon, Arobi-

Fonntain, the Artesian, at Grenelle, Paris,—M. Ivon, En-
gineer, 659

Freemasons' Lodge, Torquay, Building for, -163

Front (Park) of Treasury, as Designed by W. Kent, 419

Furnace Chimney at Manchester, 215

Furnace Chimney Shafts, Designs for, 231

GALLERY. National, Edinburgh,—The lateMr. W. H.
Playfair, Architect, 323

Galleryof Bank of France, Paris, 11

Government OiHces :—Park-front of Design for Treasury,

419; Selected Design for the Foreign-oiTice, 431;

Selected Design for the War ollice, -135
;
Design for the

Foreign-office, to which Second Premium was awarded,

451 ;
Plans of One-pair Floor, and Ground Floor, 460 ;

Design for the War-office, to which a Premium was

awarded.—also for the Foreign-office, -179; Design for

the Foreign-office, to which a Premium was awarded,

—

also for the War-office, 495; a Design for (No. 112,

“ Omicron”), 651
;
Portion of a Design for the Foreign-

office, to which Fourth Premium was awarded, 563

Grenelle, Artesian Fountain at, 659

HALL. Middle Temple, London, 15, 72, 462

Hall (The) about to be Erected for Clothwotkers Com-
pauy, Mincing-lane, London, — Mr. Samuel Angell,

Architect, 39
Hare-court, Temple, London, 626

Holy Trinity Church, Hastings, 351

House, an American Town, 719

House, Kington St. Michael, 23

Houses for Mechanics, Rosebnnk, Edinburgh,-Mr. A.

Maegregor, Architect, 247

Houses of Ifith and 17th Centuries at Rouen, 527 : see also

under “ Rouen’’

INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL, proposed Middlesex, at Fel-

tham, 27 ;
Ground Plan, 26

Inner Temple-lane, London, 526

Inns, old London,—a London Tavern of Last Century,—

an Interior, 370
Institution for the Deaf and Dumb at Cabra, Ireland,

—

Mr.C. Geoghegan, Architect, 606

Insurance Company (Royal), Offices of, 319

Insurance Offices (Law Union), Chaucevy-lane, 119

Islo of Dogs, Ancient Chapel and Hermitage, -199

Johnson (Dr.'s) Staircase, Temple, London, 526

Junior United Service Club. Regent-street, Loudon, 307

.

Plan of Ground-floor, 306

KINGSL.AND, Presbyterian Church at, SI

Kington St. Michael, ilouse in, 23

Mr. W. Burges, Architect, 151,—Plan of Same, 150;

Design by Mr. E. W. Street, Architect, to which second

premium was awarded, 163,—Plan of Same, 162

Churclrof Notre Dame de Dsdizeele, Belgium,— Messrs,

Pugin and Murray, Architects, 627 ;
Plan of, 626

Church, St. Fug^ue's, Paris,—M. Boileau, Architect, 107
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Constructional Section of Same, 106

Church, St. James’s, Westminster, Sir Christopher Wren,
Architect, 96

Church, St. Johnston, County Donegal, Ireland,—Mr.

Edward W. Godwin, Architect, 239

Church, St. Mark’s, Wrexham,—Mr. R. K.'Penson, Archi-

tect, 611
;
Plan of, 610

Church, St. Michael's, Cornhill, 174 ;
New Porch fur. l/o

Church, St. Paul’s, Dorking,- Mr. Benjamin Ferroy,

Architect, 755
Church, Sinclair Seamen’s, Belfast,—Messrs. Lanyon and

Lynn, Architects, 407 ;
Plan of Same, 406

Chnrcb, Trinity Presbyterian, Kingsland,-Mr. T. E.

Knightley, Architect, 61

“Central Place” (A), in London, uniting Trafalgar-

square with the Borough, 698

Clock, Mechanical, in Stra'-hiirg Cathedral, 74

Ckck-Tower, Aherystwith, 47

Clock Tower, Westminster New Palace, 63; Section of

LAW.UNION INSURANCE OFFICES, 119

Letter-box, Now-street, 113

Library of ConsTvatoire des Arts et Metiers, Paris, Inte-

rior of, restored by M. Vaudoyer, 79

London i Sketches in,—where we keep theWater,-aDairy,
a Sheep-fold,—how Oxen are persuaded, 316; Inns, Old,

—a London Tavern of Last Century,—an Interior, 370 •

Old,— Part of Field-lane, 376 ;
two Aspects of,—look oi

this Picture and on this, 171 ; Nooks in the Temple,

—

Triforium of the Circular Church, -116; Sketches in,

—

A^ringnCourt,—TyndBl’s-bui!diIlg3,G^ay3-inn-lane,558;

a “ Central Place ” in, uuitiug Trafalgar-square with the

Borough, 698
Londonderry Memorial, County Down. Ireland, 191

Lunatic Asylum, Essex County, 276 ;
Plan of Same, 274

Offices, the Public, a Design for (No. 112, “ Omicron ”),-—

Mr. R. Kerr, Architect, 551
Old London,—Part of Field-lane, 370
Old London Inns,-a London Tayern of Last Century,

—

an Interior, 370
Olympieium at Athens, Ruins of, 35
Opera House, New Royal Italian, Covent Garden,—Mr.
Edward M. Barry, Architect, 611

Ornament, Mediceval Eorthenware, 491
Ornamental Angles in Nature, Composition of, 1-1

Oxen, how they are persuaded in London, 3-16

PALACE, Westminster, Clock-tower of, 63
;
Sectiou of

Upper Part of, 02
Paris: Bank of France, Gallery of, 11; Church of St.

Eugene, 107,—Constructional Section of, 106; Conser-

vatoire des Arts et Metiers, Entrance to, 79,—Interior

of Library, Restored, 79; “Pavilion Richelieu," Paluce

of the Louvre, 207; Universal Exhibition, Civil Con-
struction, as represented in, 91, 131

Park Bridge, St. James's, 363
Park-front of the Treasury, Whitehall, as designed by
William Kent, 419

Patriotic Asylum, Wandsworth, Eoyal Victoria, 679; Plan
of, 678

"Pavilion Richelieu,” Palaco of the Louvre, Paris,—
L. Visconti, Architect, 207

Philological School, New-road, Marylebono, 695; Ground
Plan of, 694

"Place,” a Central, in London, uniting Trafiilgar-square

with the Borough, 693
Porch, new, for St. Michael's Church, Coruhill,—Mr.

Scott and Mr, Mason, Architects, 175
_

Portrait, Medallion, of the late John Britton, 22

Presbyterian Church (Trinity) at Kingsland, 51

Preston, Baptist Chapel, 691; Sculptured Capitals, 707

ROOFS of Paris Universal Exhibition Building, 91

Room in which Mr. Britton was born, 23

Roaen ; Domestic Architecture in,—Houses of Sixteenth

and Seventeenth Centuries, 527 ;
Domestic Arehitecturo

of, with DetoOs, 703 ;
Domestic Architecture of Six-

teenth and Seventeenth Centuries in, 723 ;
Entrance

Doorway from (1602), 562; Font-cover from, 751

Royal Insurance Company, Lombard-street, Offices of, .319

Royal I.ondon Militia, Depot for Staff of, 3.39; Plan, 338

Royal Victoria Patriotic Asylum, 579; Plan of, 573

lui, 111 Mincing-lane, 39
Club-House, Junior United Service, Regent-street, Lon-

don, Messrs. Nelson and Innes, Architects, 307; Plan

of Ground-Floor, 306
. « . ,

Conservatoire des Arts et Metiers, Pans, Entrance to,

79 ;
Interior of Library, restored, 79

Constantinople, Memorial Church,—Selected Design,

15]^_piun, 160; Design to which second premium was

awarded, 163,—Plan of Same, 162
. ^ . ,

Construction, Civil, as represented in the Pans Universal

Exhibition,—Roofs and Tiles, Skylights, Ac. 91

;

Floors, 131
Covent-garden New Opera House, 611

Curved Tunnels, Diagram to Article on, -175

MANSION,—"Mentraore,” Backs,-Sir Joseph Paxton
and Mr. G. H. Stokes, Architects. 739; Plan, 738

Market-Uiildings, New, Bridgnorth,—Mr. Griffiths, Archi-

tect, 122
Medallion Portrait of the late .John Britton, 22

Memorials of Mr. Britton, 23 : see also “ Britton”
Meraovial, Brotherton, Salford,- Messrs. Holmes and

Walker, Architects, 6-13
;
Plan of, 612

Memorial Church at Constantinople, see under “ Church"
Memorial, the Londonderry, County Down, Ireland,-

Messrs. Lanyon and Lynn, Architects, 191

Middle Temple tlnll, London,—1752, 462

Middlesex Industrial School, Felthani, proposed, 27

;

Ground Plau, 26
Militia Royal London, Depot for Permanent Staff of, 339 ;

Plan, 338
Minster, Southwell,— Chapter House, 263

Mentmore,SBuck3, 739 : Ground Plan, 733

Monument, Wellington, a Design for (No. 63, “Integrita")

by Mr. John Thomas, 539

Museum, Architectural, Original Abode of, 7

Museum, Architectural, at Brompton, 391

Museum, the Brompton, Map of Approaches to, 357;

Architectural Museum in, 391

ST. EUGENE, Church of, Paris, 107; Constructional

Section of, 108
St. Georsie’s Schools, Battersea, 3S7

St. James's-park Bridge, 363

St. James's, Westminster.—Sir Christopher Wren, Archi-

tect, 95

St. Mark's Church, Wrexham, 511 ;
Plan of, 510

St. Michael’s, Cornhill, 171; new Porch for, 175

St. Paul's, Dorking, 755
Pcnffoldiug of Victoria Tower, Houses of Parliament, 507

School, Philological, New-road, Marylebone, — Messrs.

W. G. and E. Hiibersbon, Architects, 595
;
Plan of, 591

School, proposed Middlesex Industrial, at Feltham,

—

Messrs. Banks and Barry, Architects, 27 ;
Plan of, 26

Schools, St. George’s, Battersea,-Mr. Joseph Peacock,
Architert, 387

Schools. Welsh. Ashford, Middlesex,—Mr. Henry Glutton,

Architect, 291 ;
Ground Plan of, 290

Seamen's Church at Belfast, Sinclair’s. 407 ; Plau of, -108

Shecpfold, a London, 346

Sketches in London,—where we keep tho Water,-

a

London Duirv,—a London Sheepfold,—how the Oxen
are persuaded, 346: see also “ London”

Skylights of Paris Exhibition Building, 91

South Kensington, Museum at, see “ Brompton Museum ”

SouthweU Minster,— Chapter House, 263

Sovereign Life Office, St. James’s-street, Piccadilly, 219

Staircase, Dr. .Tobnson’s, Temple, London, 526

Street Letterbox, new, 103

DAIRY, a London, 346

Doafand Dumb Institution, Cabra, 606

Dorking, St. Paul's, 755
, -

Dress, Art in,—the Wheel of Fashion,—those who dwell

in Glass Houses should not throw Stones, 402

EARTHENWARE Ornament, Medi£Dval,491

Electric Telegraph, the Heralds of, 087

Engine-House at Worthing, 243

Entrance to tho Conservatoire des Arts et Metiers,

—

M. L. Vaudoyer, Architect, 79; Interior of Library

Restored, 79
Erectheium, Athens, Restored, viewed from north-west

angle, 35
Essex County Lunatic Asylum, 276 ;

Plan of, 274

Exhibition, Baris Universal, Civil Construction as Eepre-

sentedin, 91, 131

NATIONAL Gallery, Edinburgh, 323

Nooks in the Temple, London,—Triforium of the Circular

Church, 415
Nooks in the Temple, London, -Inner Temple-lane,

Dr. Johnson’s Staircase,-Hare-court, 526

Nooks in the Tower, 203

Notre Dame de Dadizeele, Church of, 627 ; Plan of, 626

Nova Scotia Gardens, and what grows there, 226

FIELD-LANE, part of, 370
Floors of Paris Exhibition Building, 131

Font Cover of Church of “ St. Etienne de Tonnehers,

Rouen, 751
Foreign-office, Selected Design for, -134

Foreign-office, Design for, to which Second Prenuum was

awarded, 451; Plans of One-pair Floor and Ground
Floor, 450

Forc-ign-offico, Design for, to which a Premium w.as

awarded ; also for the War-office, 493
Foreign-office, Portion of a Design for, to which Fourth
Premivun was awarded, 663

OFFICE, Foreign, selected Design for,—Messrs. H. E.

Coe and H. H. Hofland, Architects, 434

Office, Foreign, Design for, to which second Premium was
awarded,—Messrs. Banks and Barry, Architects, 461

;

Plans of One-pair-floor and Ground-floor, 450

Office, Foreign, Design for, to which a Premium was
awarded; also for the War-Office,—Mr. G. G. Scott,

Architect, 495
Office, Foreign, Portion of Design for, to which fourth

Premium was awarded,-Messrs. Deane .and Woodward,
Architeefa, 563

Office, Sovereign Life, St. James's-atreet, Piccadilly,—

Mr. Horace Jones, Architect, 219

Office, War, Selected Design for,—Mr. H. B. Garling,

Architect, 435
Office, War, to which a Premium was awarded

;
also for

the Foreign-Office,—Messrs. Prichard and Seddon,
Architects, 479

Offices, Law Union Insurance, Chancery-lane, Mr. J. W.
Penfold, Architect, 119

Offices ofthe Royallnsurance Company.Lombard-strest,

—

Mr. J. Belcher, Architect, 319

TAVERN, a London, of Last Century, 370
Tavistock-chamhers, Strand, 375

Telegraph, Electric, Heralds of, 687

Temple, London, Nooks in,— InucrTemple-lane, Dr. John-
son's Staircase,—Hare-court, 620; Triforium of tho

Circuliir Church, 415

Temple (Middle) Hall, London (1572), 462

Tiles of Paris Exhibition Building, 91

Tomb of General de Brea, at Nantes (with Plan),—M.
Bourgerel, Architect, 722

Tomb of the Black Prince, in Canterbury Cathedral, 5i6
Torquay, Building at for Freemasons’ Lodge, 4B3
Tower, Clock, Aherystwith,—Mr. E. T. Owen, Architect, 47

Tower, (Dlock, Westminster New Palace,—Sir C. Barry,
Architect, 63

;
Section of upper Part, 62

Tower of London, Nooks in, 2 3

Tower, Water, and Engine-house, at Worthing,—Mr.
Rawlinson, Engineer, 2-J3

Town House, an American, 719
Transept of the Martyrdom, in Canterbury Cathedral, 516
Treasury, Park Front of, as Designed by W. Kent, 419
Triforium of Circular Church in Temple, London, 415

Trinity Presbyterian Church, Kingsland, 51

Tunnels. Curved, Diagram to Article on, -176

TyndalTs-buildings, Gray's-inn-lane, 559

UNITED Service Club (Junior), Regent-street, London,
307 ; Plan of Ground-floor, 306

VICTORIA Patriotic Asylum (Royal), 579; Plan of, 678

Victoria Tower, Houses of Parliament, Scaffolding of. 607

Villa Residences in the United States,—Mr. Calvert \'aux.

Architect,—Four Viewp, with Plans, 658

WATER TOWER and Engine-house, Worthing, 313

Water, where we keep the, 310

War-office, Selected Design for, 433
AVar-office, Design for, to which a Premium was awarded

;

also for the Foreign-office, 479

Well at the Chateau de Maill-iint, France, 535

Wellington Jlonument, a Design for the (No. 68, “ Inte-

grita”), 639
Welsh Schools, Ashford, 291 ;

Ground Plan of, 290
AVestminster Palace, Clock Tower, 62; Section of upper
Part of. 62

AA'iue Cellar, Jerusalem Tavern, Clerkenwell, 23

Worthing, AA'ator Tower and Engine-house, 2-13

Wrexham, St, Mark’s Church, 611; Plan, 510



NVENTIONS for facilitating

building operations, improved

materials, and modes of cheap-

ening those in general use, offer

themselves every day for con-

sideration
;
and, what is equally

important, have a greater chance

of examination and trial than has

hitherta been the case. The

Architectural Exhibition affords the

means of publicity in this respect

to all who desire it, and will gra-

dually, we have no doubt, be largely

two rooms at the disposal of the coraniittec for

this purpose. At the top of the stairs on

entering,

—

The Architectural Pottery Company, of Poole,

to whose productions we referred some time
ago, exhibit a selection of their glazed and
coloured bricks, with a drawing of a villa (Park-

stone, Dorset), the exterior of which is faced

with the stone-buff bricks and dark grey quoins.

The arches, brackets, and cantilevers are also

formed in their coloured material. The buff bricks

and a cornice have been used, we understand,

for the facing of a house in Park Village West,

. 1
1 . n 11 -L Vi* Regents-park. Inside the Exhibition rooms arc

taken advantage of, as well by the i ? • r u •
• i • i • e a ^

o. Kir iliron
hud specimens of their mlaid mosaic for floors and
hearths,— even for table-tops. The quarries,

4 iuclies square, are inlaid in squares rangiug
from one inch to one-eighth of an inch to form
the patterns, and then burnt, so tliat it is in

truth a mosaic paveiueuf, though at first sight

it gives the impression of being an imitation of

one. As in other ornamental tile pavements,
something has yet to be done to keep the

quarries square and uniform, so as to make the

public as by manufacturers, inven-

tors, and merchants. In the year

now openingupon us, we have reason

to expect we- shall have many improvements

and new modes of constiaiction to examine and

chronicle, and we shall lose no opjiortunity to

do so.

It promises, indeed, to be a busy and prolific

year. The Government Offices Competition

;

the Manchester Art Exhibition
; the drainage li„es range. Near the bricks on the landiii.r „

of London (especially as it is now taking a —No. 50, a very good piece of stone carvlii-
business-like shape)

;
the National Gallery qnes- by Mr. Earp, in the shape of part of a monn-

lion; the general adornment of the metropolis; mental tomb to the memory of Archdeacon
the artistical education of the people, and the Hodson, designed by Mr. Street, for the south
more special education of arcliitects, are amongst

j

aisle of Liclifield Cathedral, Passing into the
the subjects which alre.ady put in claims for first room, we come against—
earnest consideration. The last-named question The metal-work sent by Messrs Hart (-13)
Will probably be agitated strongly; the want

, This enterprising firm make a smaller show on
ot systematic instruction for the profession the present occasion than they did last rear but
being more and more iimvcrsally felt every day. dt includes some excellent work of JMi’ieval
The proposition on tins head, made by Mr. Kerr character, in the shape of standards fin<rer-
to the Institute of British Architects namely, I pistes, and other fittings. The capital d’eeorated
that the Council should draw up a hst of hooks

^

,ri,b the convolvnli.s, in iron, painted in exact
mutation ot nature, is not a success, mid must
be viewed as an example of what to avoid. It
is not desirable that we should mistake the
metal decoration of a capital for a convolvulus,
but that the mind should recognise and ajipre-

ciate the skill of the artist in the conveyance,
by means of the material at hand, of the effect

cdnveymg a complete system of education, and
ailmit, as graduates, with certain advantages,

tliose who proved themselves perfect in the pre-

scribed course of study, is a very different tiling

'to the call for a Diploma as brought forward some
’time since, and commends itself to us more
'strongly. Of this, however, on another occa-

sion,-simply saying in the meantime to onr
;

produced by a work of nature. Close bv—
youngest readers that the most valuable educa-

tion is that which a man gives himself, aud that

!

ilr. Magnus, of Pimlico, by whom the pro-
cess of eiiamelliug slate wa^ discovered about

will and determination on their own part will
]
si^^teen years ago,“maintain3 bis supremacy over

go far to overcomtf any diflieiilties m the way of i imitators : he exhibits amongst other tbimrs
•aequiring knowledge that may now exist. As
Charles Swain asks and advises, iu his last pub-
lished verses,

—

“ Is it wise to rest contented
With this half-instructed state ?

Lost time ne’er was unrepented

—

But regret may come too late I

Work then, youth, while yet ’tis morning,
Broad the land before you lies,

Neither task nor labour scorning,

Which the fruit of thought supplies.

As you work so choose your station.

Knowing life and its demands,
Knowing ’tis through cultivation

That the living Mind expands 1”

But all this is a digression, and we return to

what we had in our raiud at the commencement,
the colleciiou of materials and inventions con-
nected with building now in the Suffolk-street
Rooms.

There are aliout fifty exhibitors in this depart-
ment, and the specimens sent more than fill the

(36) a moveable cabinet -formed stove of
Louis XIV. desigu, with blue engraved ground,
aud flowers and landscapes in panels, which is

very elegant.

Messrs. Botfeen’s collection deserves examina-
tion : their patent Regulator Closets appear to
have strong claims to consideration. “ If the
handle of a common closet is pulled up and let

down again immediately, without being held up
long enough to charge the service-box, a very
inefficient wasli of water is obtained, and as

this is how closets are too often used, stoppage
of the trap is the frequent result

;
whereas, iu

the Regulator Closet, if the handle is pulled up
ever so suddenly, the regulator must be charged
with air, and therefore take a given time to go
down ^aiu, during which a copious supply of
water is running into the basiu

; and this time
is regulated when the closet is fixed, to cusiire

'

any quantity that may be thought necessary in

that particular situation,”

Mr. Gilbert’s Terra Cotta (-iG)
;
Mr, Chapuis’

Reflectors (-49) ; Mr. Leake’s specimens of

"Relievo Leather” (44) • Horner’s Self-dis-

charging House Cistern (40) for cleansing

drains, should all be looked at. Ho. 42 is a
very fairly carved altar-table in oak, exhibited

by Francis Smith and Co.

The Lizard Serpentine Company (43) have
some excellent specimens of their beautiful

material, to the value of which for the adorn-
ment of buildings, both ecclesiastical and civil,

we have on more than one occasion borne
testimony. It is obtainable in large blocks, and
of infinite variety in colour. It ought to be
largely used.

Lambert’s Careless Bib Valve (3S), whereby
water cannot be let to run to waste, might be
usefully applied in many siluation.s.

Of Ransome’s patent Silicious Stoue, a
number of specimens are exhibited (37). Pro-
fessor Austed’s evideucc, and the experience of
twelve years, appear to show that, as a mate-
rial, it is durable and good. The process of
manufacture is described to be as follows;-^
Common flints, with caustic soda, arc dis-

solved into a fluid state by the action of great
beat iu close steam-boilers, forming a silicate of
soda or soluble glass, which is ' mixed with
about 92 per cent, of saud. This plastic com-
position is then pressed into moulds, dried, and
subjected to the action of intense heat in kiluB
or chambers, caiisiug the silicate of soda to form
a glass cement, conuectiiig the, particles of saud
together. The chief specimen exhibited, a
^io^ily-ornaincnted chimney-piece, is not suc-
cessful_ iu execution. The. figures are very had,
the foliage has no sharpness, and its aspect alto-
gether is little better than one of cement,
The specimens of w’ood carving from the

Lambeth Company’s works (33) include souifi

rough from the machine, which show strikingly
its capabilities. The company is of recent
formation; it has adopted Jordan’s patents, aud
is prepared to carry out work to any amount.

Hear these carvings will be found specimeim
of the patent Fibrous Slab (32), the qualities
of which were described by us some time ago,
aud brought a pile of inquiries, to whicli (as” it

turned out that the company was nottlicuformed)
we were unable to reply. This material has
been used very largely in the new reading-room
at the British Museum. It offers an admirable
face for painting on, can be bent to any curve
inexpensively, as compared witli wood, and, if

it be all like a portion on which we have ex-
perimented, may be regarded as incombustible.
For theatre-building it would be very useful.

Ill connection with a specimen of Mr. Tyer-
man’s patent hoop-iron for buildiug purposes

(29), the patentee gives the following account
of some experiments made upon it, iu com-
parison with the ordinary hoop-iron bond. He
says

" Some strips of plain Jioop, of the tarred and
sanded hoop, and of the patent bond, 11^ inch wide,
No. 15 gauge, were built in mortar in the ordinary
method, into a wal’, 1 loot ii inches thick, 10 feet
long, and were weighted to the extent of four tons.
The plain aud the tarred and sanded hoops were easily
dravMi out

;
but the Latent bond, althougli submitted

to eight times the test to that at which the tarred aud
sanded hoop was drawn, remained firm until the iron
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knowledge of the languages, arts, and domestic
p^patiate upon for all ages

;
whose architecture

habits of mighty nations long since removed
allowed to have been the most symmetrical,

from the scene of their power, the very site ol
p^^ste, and dignified that the invention of man

whose territory is wrapped in uncertainty; for
jj^s produced ;—a country where selfishness was

the astounding revelations of modern research rpimdiated. vice more loathed, and virtue

was severed three times, where not built into the

brickwork. On the last occasion, previously to the

iron breaking, the patent bond had been drawn about

a quarter of an inch.

The above experiments were carried out a few

hours after the erection of the brickwork.

The same experiment was tried after the^ mortar

had been allowed ten days to set. The plain hoop,

and the tarred and sanded hoop, were again easily

drawn
;
but it was found perfectly impossible to move

the patent bond, although the iron was broken as

before.

Again, some strips of the plain hoop, and of the

tarred and sanded hoop, 10 feet long, 2 inches wide,

and a strip of the patent bond, 5 feet long, 2 inches

wide, were built in cement into brickwork, and

weighted as before. At the expiration of ten days,

the plain and the tarred and sanded hoops were drawn,

but the short length of the patent bond remained

perfectly firm, although the iron was broken in the

sams manner as in previous experiments.”

These experiments would seem to assert the

comparatively little use of the ordinary hoop-

iron bond, in opposition to many elaborate and

well-known experiments on brickwork con-

stracted with it, when it was first introduced

some years ago.

Passing to the inner room, we find in the centre

several pieces of walling, affording specimens of

Mr. John Taylor’s patent facing, both in stone

and brick, and a model, showing the method of

cutting the facing out of the block without

waste. The system was fully illustrated in our

pages wheu first patented, aud has since been

applied extensively by the patentee at Spring-

grove, Middlesex.

Mr. George Jennings, of the Blackfriars-road,

exhibits a large number of his excellent patents

(15), from his now largely adopted shutter-

shoes and fasteners, which led us first to make

him known to our readers, down to propositions

only a few weeks old,—his lavatories, closets,

valves, substitute for wood—bricks, bis pumps,

and drain-pipes. The last, as wc have before

taken occasion to say, are certainly the best in

arrangement that can be used.

There arc a number of specimens of parquet

-floors and borders, wooden tiles, and veneered

decorations, from the London Parquetry, White-

friars
;

grates and stoves from Mr. Pierce

;

specimens of glazing without putty ;
and of

Nixon’s oil-stains; a self-acting water-bar from

Mr. Thomas Smith
;

examples, from Messrs.

Jackson and Sons, of their beautiful Cartou-

pierre
;
some famous bricks from Eastwood and

Sons (No. 1), of Lambeth, together with crest

ornaments.

Mr. Looker’s Imperishable Ground Indicators

and Garden Labels (1) vxp useful things. They

are made by machinery, under steam pressure,

and burnt to great hardness, with any required

inscription or indication upon them.

Beadou’s Patent Eaves Gutter Tile, specimens

of which are near the last-named (3) may be

very usefully employed iu many cases, though

its appearance might be improved. An illus-

tration of the tiles which occurs occasionally in

our advertising columus (suggesting, by the

way, at first sight, a reading-desk ratlier than a

gutter), will explain the construction. As the

patentee says,—“In many cottages, where for

the sake of economy the walls are only carried

up to the tops of the windows, common spout-

ing cannot be used without preventing them

from being opened ;
hut, since with the Patent

Gutter the water-course is placed over instead 1

of under the eaves, the windows arc perfectly
j

free from any interference with their proper

action, or with the admission of light. In agri-

cultural buildings it is essential to have the

headway as low as possible, to cut off the wind,

aud the Patent Gutter is the only contrivance

that can give a sutiieicntly low headway with
,

the roof properly spouted.”

With this we must conclude our present

notice of the inventions and materials connected

with building which now form part of the Archi-

tectural Exliibitiou.

ATHENS.
Eoeemost amongst the numerous distinguish-

ing features which mark the nrogress of refine-

ment and civilization in modem nations,
_

and

w’hich constitute the greatest charm of the times

we live in, may be cited an intense love for in-

vestigating and laying barethe histones of mighty

nations long since passed away, thevisible records

of whose existence consist but in crumbling nuns

aud grass-grown mounds, and the annals of whose

greatness are limited to the conflicting and

scant authority of early writers, or the still

vaguer and more doubtful testimony of mere

tradition. The antiquary, the artist, and the

scholar vie with each other in tlie delightful

tasks of exhumation, description, and illustra-

tion; the appliances of modern science, the

inexhaustible stores of modem learning, are

daily employed in unravelling the tangled thread

of ancient history, unfolding the perfection of

ancient art, and convincing the world of the

surpassing interest of fact over fiction.

The lapse of 3,000 years, though an obstacle,

is no preventive to the obtaining an extended

later epoch than the alphabetical writing of

Moses.
How the attributes of the gods were per-

verted and distorted to suit the depraved ideas

of the poets and their readers, was apparent

even to the ancients themselves, as proved by

the language of Cicero, where he says, “Qui et

ira iuflammatos et libidine furentes induxei-unt

j)eo3 ;—feceruntquc ut eomm bella, pugnas,

pr»lia, vulnera videremus ;
odia pr£eterea, dis-

sidia, discordias, ortus, interritus, querelas,

lamentationes, effusas in omni intemperantia

libidines, adulteria, vincula, cum humano genere

concubitus, mortalesque ex iramortali procre-

atos.” •

. f < . ^

But, waiving these considerations of mistaken

notions of divine mle, there is one country

whose claims, above all others, to the admira-

tion, gratitude, and imitation of posterity seem,

by universal consent, to be
_

admitted ;
—

a

country which comprised within itself all that

was perfect in art —- all that was noble in

patriotism—all that was masterly in eloquence ;

—a country whose mythology, language, poetry,

aud history will form the theme for scholars to
i.' i.- — l“„_ «11 Qml 11 f PJ’t.lirf*

me asLuuiiuiug icvuianuiio

but increase the zest for the study of the records

of the great nations of antiquity in an inverse

ratio to the period elapsing between their exist-

ence aud our oxvm. Thus has modern enterprise

explored the classic climes of Italy, and restored

in idea the architectural grandeur of the Eternal

City, or traced its regal offspring in the ruins

of Balbec and Palmyra, Spalatro, and the widely-

scattered monuments of its extended rule, or

followed its waning grandeur to Byzantium,

j

aud marked its declining lustre to its fall. Thus
' has it traced the courses of the Ganges and the

' Indus, theTigris and the Euphrates, the Nile and

the Niger, examined the pagoda of the Hindoo

mythology, and the rock-cut temples of Elephanta

and Ellora
;

penetrated the recesses of the

pyramids, followed the African savage to his

inland home, and exhumed the sculptured

wonders of Assyria : thus crossed the Atlantic

and investigated the temples of Mexico and cities

of Yucatan'; thus followed the Saracen into Spam,

aud gazed in rapture upon the fairy creations of

the Alhambra : thus tracked the matchless

tracery of the Gothic art through the dark

period of the Middle Ages, and finally welcomed

the return of classic design in the masterpieces

of the Revival.

In all profane history, the beginnings of

great nations are generally enveloped in the

mists of mythicism. Gods, demigods, and

heroes, beings having their type in the eternal

works of nature, the sun, moon, and planets

;

her convulsions, the storm and the earth-

quake ;—remarkab’e men, warriors, legislators,

poets ;—these, combined with small portions of

historic truth, mixed up with fragments of

universal tradition, as the Deluge, the Fall,

make up the history of the earliest times. The

testimony of early writers with regard to dates

is so conflicting, that we can only arrive at an

approximation to tnith in that essential par-

ticular, the weakness of claiming long descent

applying as much to natious as to individuals.

I

Eo-ypt, according to Manctlio, who is referred

! to°by Josephus, Julius Africanus, and Eusebius,

' was governed bv thirty-one distinct dynasties,

' after the gods. “This mixture of divinity with

I

mortality, which consti*^utes so beautiful a

feature in the poetry of history, robs it at the

' same time of its value. The mystic Buddha ot

ludia, the Saturn of the Phceiiiciaus, the

elementary deities of the Pelasgians, the Naith

aud Serapis of Egypt, the Ormuzd of Persia,

the Bel of Babylon, the winged Genii of

1

Etruria, the barbarous Eddaof Scandinavia, and

[the classic mythology of Greece, if wrested

ifrora the respective lands of their creation,

I would rob history of half its charm, and yet not

help us in our search after truth. It is singular

:tbat there is no hint in Scripture about the

' Pyramids, which could therefore hardly have

b^n effected by the Israelites, but subsequent

to their quitting Egypt. For similar reasons

we would refer hieroglyphics to a mysterious

[cypher of the priests, and ascribe them to a

lias prutmccLi
,

» **
j • i.

more repudiated, vice more loathed, and virtue

more applauded than any other in the world

that country is Greece.

In shape a rude triangle, bounded on two

sides by the sea, on the third divided from

Boeotia by the mountain-range of Fames and

Cithsera, is the small tract of laud kuowu as

Attica. Its principal mountains are the Cape

of Sunium, Hymettus, and Pentelicus ;
its chief

streams, the Cephisus and the IHssus ;
in its

extremest length, not exceeding sixty miles
;
in

its greatest width, twenty-four. Between four

and five miles from the sea-coast, iu the central

plain of Attica, surrounded by Mounts Fames,

Pentelicus, Hymettus, and jEgaleos, washed on

the east by the llissus, on the west by the

Cephisus, stands the city that called forth

the legislation of a Solon, the devotion of a

Miltiades, the splendour of a Pericles, the

courage of an Alcibiades, the philosophy of a

Plato, the eloquence of a Demosthenes,
_

the

dramatic genius of an iEsebylus and an Aristo-

phanes,

—

Athens.

It is of this city, its history, topography, and

departed architectural grandeur, that we would

principally confine our observations ;
and

amongst the numerous works that treat of it,

there is none more interesting in its matter,

more distinguished for the profundity^ of its

learning, than the elaborate notice of it con-

tained in the “ Dictionary of Greek and Roman

Geograpliy,” edited by Dr. William Smith, now

on the eve of completion.*

The well-known and received opinions as to

the origin of the Greek nation are patent to the

world. It was not till the first Olympiad,

about 776 B.C. that writing was employed by

them for the perpetuation of facts
;

therefore

their early history may be considered as not

much more than a beautiful legend. It would

be an endless task to more than allude to the

fables that adorn the mythical or heroic ages,

whose improbabilities procured for her, at an

early date, the epithet of “ Mendacious.”

Quicquid Gracia mendax audet in historia.

The recognition of the Pelasgi as the most

ancient inhabitants ot the land, their division

into several tribes, as the Hellenes, Leleges,

Dryopes, Caucones, &c. — the dominant supe-

riority amongst these of the Hellenes, or sub-

jects of Hellcu,— the birth of lus sous and grand-

sons, Dorns and jEoIus, Ion and Achaus, the

founders of the four great divisions of the Helle-

nic race,—the peculiar settlement of the Pelasgic

root in Attica and Arcadia,—the discussion as to

whether the Pelasgi were anciently a foreign or a

Grecian race, aud the consequeut derivation of

the Greek language,—the immigration into

Attica of Cecrops and bis band of Saites,—

the foundation of Argos, by Danaus and his

fifty daughters,—the settlement in Peloponnesus

• - A Dictionary of Greek and Roman Geography. By various

Writers. Edited, by William Smith. LL.D.
;

Dictionaries of “Greek aud Roman Ant.quit.e^ Md of Bi.

ography and Mythology,’ London: Taylor. .
Waltou and M-

berly ;
John Murray.
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of Pelops and his followers ;
and, lastly, the

introduction of letters from Phoenicia, by Cad-

mus, are canons in Greek faith, that all delight

in believing, but whose authenticity the learned
j

are not always warranted in admitting._
j

The Pelasgi were the oldest inhaoitants of
j

Greece, and, according to Herodotus, spoke a

barbarian language, which, from their alliance

with the Iranii, had some affinity with

Sanscrit. To this oldest clement Latin owed
j

its parentage, now considered the more ancient
^

of the two. Subsequently, when the Hellenes

of Ionic race took possession of Attica, the two

became commingled, and, doubtless, in their

reconstruction, formed the early Greek lan-

guage. Of the mythical poets, Orphajus,

Euinolpus, and Mnsajus, and their disciples, we

know nothing but their attributes.

•' Sylvestres homines aacer, interpresque Deoruni

Cffidibus et victu feedo deterruit Orpheus,
^

Dictus ob hoc leuiretigres rabidosque leones.”

The classic literature of Greece may be

divided into two eras ;—1st. Prom the iuiancy

of literature, written and unw'rittcn, to the

time of the PisistratidiE. 2ud. Tlie era at

which national literature attained its climax,

commencing with Simonides and ending with

Aristotle
;
during which period tragedy arrived

at maturity, and stopped ! Comedy flourished,

and history and philosophy culminated to their

highest point of excellence.

The three above-named poets were mythical

bards, and composers of hymns, and with a

number of wandering minstrels, who, it is known
actually existed, occupied a high position in

public estimation, being at that time the only

depositories of historic legend and family pedi-

gree. Parnassus, Helicon, Libethra, and Hip-

pocrene became consecrated to tlic Muses, pro-

bably from the settlement of these bards in

their locality.

The love of Orpheus for the ill-fated Eurydice

forms one of the most beautiful passages in the

Georgies of Virgil.

Authentic Greek literature commences with

Homer and Hesiod. Modern scepticism would
assert that the former existed but in name, and
that the works ascribetl to him were by the

rhapsodists, and first arranged as a whole under

Pisistratus. Cicero is cited in proof of this :

—

“ Quis doctior iisdem temporibus aut cujus
cloqueutia literis iustructior qnam Pisistrati,

qui primus Homeri libros confuses autea, sic

depossuissc dicitur ut uuuc habemus.”
It is, indeed, a difficult question, for as easily

might we ascribe a various authorship to each
of the great epic poems of Virgil, Dante, Tasso,

and Milton. There can be but little doubt that

Homer was an Asiatic Greek, but whether
Ionian or jEolian is not so clear. The time
when he flourished, is also unknown, but Hero-
dotus makes it about four centuries before his

time. The place of Hesiod’s birth, or the home
of his adoption, was Bceofia. He was supposed
to have been contemporary with Homer. The
title of the Epic Cycle was given to the collec-

tion of epic writers made by the ,^\iexandrian

grammarians in the secoud century B.C. It

consisted of the Iliad and Cdyssey, and all the
inferior epic poems of the Homeric form con-

trasted with those of the Hesiodic mould.
The dissertations on this subject, and on the

great works of Homer, are a favourite theme of

scholarship.

Elegiac and iambic poetry succeeded. The
first of the former poets was Callinus, of Ephe-
sus; and Archilochus was the inventor of the

latter, the chief characteristic of which, as

opposed to the epic, was rapidity.

" In celcres iumboB misit furentem.”

The Lyric period followed, a style iiisepa-

rately connected with music. As the Greeks
knew nothing of harmony, but only sang in

unison, their term cipfioviKi) could only apply
to melody. Terpauder was the first who apjihed
science to music. Eor a critical account of the
state of Greek music, the elaborate work of
Buruey must be consulted.

Greek lyric poetry was peculiarly of that race
of which the Dorians and .Eolians formed the
two branches. The nine great lyric poets were
Aleman, Alcteus, Sappho, Stesichorus, Ibjcus,
Anacreon, Syuionides, Baccliyledes, and Pindar,
of these, Sappho naturally excites our greatest

interest. Though called by Plato v naXf],

Maximus Tyrius makes her swarthy, and Ovid

diminutive, where she writes to Phaon,

—

“ Sum brevia, atnomen quod terras impleat omnee
Est mibi.’’

Stesichorus first invested bucolic or pastoral

poetry with a classical character, afterwards

more familiar to ns in the pastorals of Theo-

critus and the eclogues of Virgil.

The great feature in Piudar was rapidity in

seeing analogy,

—

“ Monte decurrens velut amnis, imbres
Quern super notes iiluere ripas,

Ferret, immensiiaqiie ruit profundo
Fiudarua ore.”

Of Anacreon, wc need only remark that the

graceful odes that bear his name were not 6y

him but a/fer him.

The flourishing era of Greek literature com-

menced with the time of Pisistratus. Tliespis

is considered the inventor of tragedy, Eschylus,

Sophocles, and Eurijiides its greatest writers.

The drama was of Attic growth, its writers

Attic, their language Attic. Comedy and

tragedy in Greece liad similar origins. As the

latter was the offspring of the Ditliyrambic

chorus, so was the former of the phallic song.

The baud of revellers danced round

the paWdpopoq or bearers of the (jiaWvg,

the emblem of increase, whilst joining in

rude chorus the song of their leader. Hence

the etymology of the term comedy—the ode

of the Comus. Of a series of 10-i comic

poets, Epicliarmus was the first whose works

took a written form. What is tenned the

old Attic comedy finds its chief representative

in Aristophanes. His extant works are eleven

in number. The remaining poets of the old and

middle comedy form a long list of names, but

of their worts only a few fragments remain.

The poets of the new comedy arc of a subse-

quent date.

Unlike the Egyptians and Assyrians, who, by

t heir hieroglyphics and cuneiform inscriptions,

preserved the records of the great events of

their empires, the Greeks, until the flourishing

era of their literature, bad no regular history.

Of the four great Greek historians, beginning

with Herodotus, and ending with Ctesias, Thu-

cldides and Xenophon were Athenians. Of the

ten Atlienian orators, the highest rank is accorded

to Demosthenes and Jilschines. Of the nume-
rous schools of philosophy established at Athens,

Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle were the most
renowned. The two former were Athenian by
birtli, the latter by adoption.

This siiort digression upon the poetry and

literature of Greece is excusable, for, with this

extraordinary people, arts, architecture, poetry,

and history seemed so linked together in perfect

unity, that to expatiate upon any one of these

points, without so much as alluding to the

otliers, would be to do violence to the subject,

and leave our work but half performed.

It is singular how' a style of architecture

known to be the parent of that of ancient Rome,
could have remained so long unvisited, or at

least uuinvestigated, like some mythical creation

of legendary lore, instead of the actual and tan-

gible remains of the most world-renowned ciiy

ill Europe. But so it w'as. The earliest Eng-
lish travellers of pretension to this classic ground

were Messrs. Wheler and Spon, who, in 167G,

visited Athens, and subsequently gave the result

of their labours to the astonished world. To
them succeeded M. Le Roy, who, in his work
entitled “Les Ruines des plus beaux Monuments
de la Grece,” embraced all the errors of his

English predecessors, using their prior observa-

tions as convenieut stepping-stones for his own.

The third and the most important visit to the

same classic regions was that of Messrs. Stewart

and Revett, wiio, in 1751, first lauded bi the

ancient harbour of the Pirms, and at once pro-

ceeded to take accurate measurements and make
graphic delineations of those master-pieces of

art that were afterwards destined to create a

new era in the annals of modern architecture.

In their critical analysis they exposed the inac-

curacies of Le Roy and his predecessors, and by

their artistic drawings convinced the world of

the surpassing beauty of Greek form over

Roman, and effected a revolution in English

design, that the lapse of a ceutury has only
' tended to confirm.

The example thus set, a host of enlightened

travellers have since explored the ground

;

artists, architects, poets, and scholars, have in

legions druulc inspiration from the lauds that

nurtured this marvellous people, so divided by

race, so united by sentiment, and poured the

varied results of their labours into the store-

house of general knowledge. Eor architectural

pur|)oses, the publicatious of the Dilettanti

Society, of the researches in Ionia of Chandler

and Revett, those of Hittorf in Eleusis, Rham-
num, Suniura, and Thoricus ;

and Penrose’s

“Investigation of the Principles of Athenian

Architecture;” Inwood’s work on the Erec-

theion
;
the supplementary additions to Stewart

and Revett, by Cockerell, Donaldson, &c.

;

Wilkins’s “Antiquities of Magna Grtecia,” and

other works, have effectually preserved the

cnimbliug monuments they describe from the

chance of being for ever obliterated from the

memory of mankind.

South of the plain of Athens rises the Mount
Lycabettus, a prominent object from the city;

and south-west of Lycabettus are four hills of

moderate height, all of which formed part of

the city. Of these, the nearest to Lycaoettas,

and a mile from it, was the Acropolis, or citadel,

a square craggy rock, rising abmitlly about

150 feet, with a flat summit of about 1,000 feet

long from east to west, by 500 feet broad from

north to south. Immediately west of the

Acropolis is a second hill, the Areiopagus ;
to

the south-west rises a third hill, the Puyx, on

which the assemblies of the citizens were held ;

and to the south of the latter is a fourth hill,,

known as the Museiuin.

The Ilissus on the east was joined
^

by the

Eridanus close to the Lycfcum, outside the

walls, and theu flowed in a sout.h-wcst direction

through the southern portion of tlie city. The

Cepbisus, on tlie west, ruus due south, at the

distance of about a mile and a half from the'

walls. South of the city was seen the Saronic >

Giilph, with the harbours of Atheus. The city

stands on a bed of hard limestone rock, in most -

places thinly covered with a surface of soil

Erom this surface the rock itself frequently pro

jects, and almost always is visible. The sur

passing beauty and clearness of the Athenian

atmosphere is noticed by Euripides, as well as

by modern ti'avcllers.

The Acropolis was the boundary of the

original city, and bore the name of Cccropia

from that of its founder. Erom the limit of the

city to this one point, it is indiscriminately

termed in the historical period, Ak-puTroXte, or

lloXtc
;
hence Zeus of the citadel, was teroicd

rioXitw?, and Atbeua, noXidc. Ercctheus dedi-

cated to Athena a temple on the Acropolis,

in which he placed a statue of his patron saint,

and being afterwards interred there, it took the

name of Erectlieium ; Athena was the Minerva,

of the Greeks, the tutelar deity of the Athenians.

The Pelasgic inhabitants, afterwards styled

Cecropidm, were now called Athenians. Theseus
was the national hero of Attica, in whose-
honour the Theseium was built

;
his exploits

need not be repeated. His advice to the ungodly
when in Tartarus,

—
“ Discite justitiam momti,

et noil teinnere divos,” is, perhaps, the most

j

valuable part of his histo^}^ It was in the
mythical age that the Pelasgi fortified the

Acropolis, a portion of which long retained

their name. It was during the admiiustration of
Pisistratus (B.C. 560—olt), that, according
to Thucydides and Aristotle, mauy temples
were built

;
amongst them that of Ajiollo

Pytheus, and that of Zeus Olympius, which
latter, however, was not fiuished for centuries.

It was during the interval between the battle of
'

Salainis and the Peloponnesian war, that the

first public buildings were erected by Cimon •

and Pericles. Previous to this Themistocles

had sun-ounded the city with a fortified

wall, sixty stadia in circumference, and at

the same time fortified the harbour of

the Pyrfcus. It was under Cimon that the
ITieseium was built, and tlic Stoa Poecile

adorned witli paintings, the Academy and Agora
planted and adorned. To Pericles, however,
the splendour of Atheus owed its being

;
and

the Parthenon, the Erectheiuin, and the
Propylaea will ever attest his taste and muni-
ficence. Various other buildings are attributed

to him. After the naval victory over the
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Lacedemonians off Cnidus, the Athenians again

tried to improve their city and restore tlie

damage sustained in its capture, and it was then

that the Dionysiac Theatre, the Stadium, and
Lyceium were completed. After the battle of

Chffironrca (B.C. 3!iS) Athens became a dc-

'

pendency of Macedonia. Upon two occasions
'

Athens sustained serious damage,—upon the

invasion of Philip of ^facedonia, B.C. 200, who
destroyed the suburbs of the city and temples

;

of its plain; and upon its capture by the Roman
general, Sulla, B.C. 86, when t he long walls and
the fortifications of the city and of Pirreus were
destroyed, and the commerce of Athens as a mari-

time place was for ever annihilated.
|

Under Roman rule Athens continued the

centre of Grecian philosophy, and was frec|uented

by her conquerors as the school of learning and
refiuetneut

;
and many of her finest public build-

ing.s date from tliis period.
|

JIadriau (A.U. 117—13S) was a great bene- i

factor of Athens. He not only completed the
[

temple of Zeus Olympius, but adorned the city
|

with numerous other public buildings,—two

;

temples, a gymnasium, a library, and a stoa,—

,

and gave the name of Hadriauo[iolis to a new
quarter of the city, wh'cli he supplied with

water by an aqueduct, lu the time of the

,

Ant ouincs, lierodcs Atticus, a citizen of Athens,

emulated the imperial munificence by erecting

a magnificent theatre on the south-west side of

the Acropolis, dedicated to his wife Rcgilla, and

also covered with Pcutelic marble the seats in

the stadium of Lyenrgus. Nor, says Gibbon,

was Ins liberality couliued to the walls of Athens.
•The most splendid ornaments bestowed on the

temple of Neptune, in the Isthmus, a theatre I

at Corinth, a stadium at Delphi, a bath at
|

Thermopilfc, and an aqueduct at Canusium, in

Italy, were insufficient to exhaust his treasures.

The people of Epirus, Thessaly, Euboea, Bceotia,

and Peloponnesus experienced liis favours, and
many inscriptions of the cities of Greece and
Asia gratefully style llerodes Atticus their

patron and benefactor.
i

Athens was nevermore splendid Ilian in the age

of the Antoniues. Tbegrcai works of Pericles and
^

of his period still retained their original frosh-

,

ness and perfection. The Olympieium, the most
colossal temple in Greece, had been completed

;

and the city had yet lost few of.its uurivallcd

works of art. It was to the visit of Pausanias

at this epoch, that we are piiiicipally indebted

for our knowledge of its topography. Erom that

!

period Athens received no further embellish-

,

raents, but her buildings ajipcar to have existed

in nudimiuisbed glory till the third or even the

fourth century of the Christian era.

Their gradual daeny may be attributed partly

to the declining prosperity of the city, which
,

could uut afford to keep them in repair, and
partly to the bill of paganism, and the progress

of the new faith.

The walls of Athens ruined by Sulla, were re-

'

stored by Valeriau, A.D. 258
;
and the fortifi-

,

cations protected it from the attacks of the
i

Goths and other barbarians. In the reign of i

Galiicnus, A.D. 267, they effected an entrance

into the city, but were driven out by Dexippiis.

In A.D. 306, .Uaric appeared before the city,
|

but being unable to take it by force as an
enemy, he accepted its hospitality, and entered ,

it as a fi'icnd. I

Notwithstanding the edicts against Paganism
j

issued by Theodosius, Arcadius, and ilono-
j

rius, in the fourth and fifth centuries, tlm Pagau
i

religion continued to flonrish at Athens till the

abolition of its schools of pliilosophy by Jiis-j

tinian, in the sixth century. It was probably at
j

this time that many of its temples were cou-
j

verted into churches. Thus the Parthenon, or

temple of the Virgin Goddess, became a church ^

dedicated to the Virgin Mary; and the temple,

of Theseus was dedicated to St. George of
|

Cappadocia.
i

During the Middle Ages, Athens had degeue-

,

rated from its once high estate info a mere
j

provincial town, and its subsequent alternations

of fortune excite a painful feeling of regret.
|

After the captui-e of Coustautiuonle by the i

Latins in 1204, it became a dependency of the
[

king of Thessalonica, and subsequently remained
,

in possession of the Franks till its incorporation
i

into the Turkish empire iu 1456. The Parthenon, i

wffiicU had braved the lapse of 2,000 years with 1

impunity, received its severest injury during the

siege of Athens by ilie Venetians. It was before

this siege that Wheler and Sjion visited it, and
at that time, says Colonel Leake, the Parthenon
was perfect, with the exception of the roof and

a few figures in the pediments
;
the Propylma

preserved its iiedimeut, the Temple of Victory

Apterus was complete, and the Ercctheium but

little injured.

Iu 1834, Athens was made the capital of the

new kingdom of Greece; and, since that time,

the increased knowledge displayed by modern
scholarship has enabled the able and persevering

investigators of its topography and ruins to

clear up many doubts that before existed, and
give to the world the results of their invaluable

labours, in the elaborate and learned descrip-

tions we now Lave the advantage of possessing.

We must here break off for the present.

PROPOSED ALTERATION OF NAMES
OF LONDON STREETS.

j

The proposal made by the Metropolitan

'

Board to change the names of our streets should
!

be. looked at very jealously, and accepted with
'

much cautiou, great as the inconvenience ma^
;

be wbich results from the multitude of repeti-

tious. The time was when the streets of

Loudon were without pro])crly recognised names, >

and it is only as it were the oilier day that the
'

houses in the metropolis and otiicr large towns
were numbered. The previous state of things

must have been very inconvenient, and ex-

plains why a gentleman directing a note to a

young lady would say,

—

“ These for \' hands of y* fair Dame Matilda, at j*

Giildca Fleece, over agniust llic Roiiriiur Lion

and Seven Crowns, iiigli unto the Conduit in

Cbope.” ’

We wish we knew the name of the person to
'

whom wc arc indebted for the introduction of

the system of uumbering the houses : he should
be honoured. •

Named without concert and according to the

impulses of individuals, the same names !iave

been applied to streets iu all quarters. There
are thirty-three New-streets, thirty-eight Queen-

'

streets, forty-four King-streets, fifty-five Charles-

slreets, and sixty-two Gcorge-strects. This is

very undesirable: we would gladly have it other-

wise. and arrangements should be made to pre-

vent farther multiplication. Nevertheless we
|

should much ro"ret to sec the names of esta-

'

blished streets changed : in many instances they
have a historical and peculiar interest,—as, fur

instance, Wa'.ling-street, Knight- Ryder-street,
Crufclu'd friar.s Feuchurch-street, the streets

named from the City gates, Cheaitside, Giltspur-
^

street, and a hundred otliers, which tell a story,
'

aud cause the passenger to reflect. Take, as an
exain|)le which occurs to us, the streets built on
the site of York-house, in the Straudj

—

George-

street., / YV/zVrs-street, street, D/’-alloy,

'

and preserving the name and
title of the last Duke of Buckinghiim of the

'

Villiers family and last possessor of York House, !

and telling a long story of how Henry Y’lll.

took Y'oik House, afterwards Whitehali, from
Cardinal Wolscy; bow Queen Mary, iu recoin-,

pease, presented this Y'ork House in the Strand,

then called Norwicli House, to the sec of Y'ork,

,

and many things besides.

The scheme thorouglily carried out would de-

prive London of all its significance and suggest-

iveness, to say nothing of the difficulties and
amioyauces it would cause for a long time.

Our own Great Queen-street, Lincolii’s-iun-

fields, is marked down in the committee’s report
|

to be changed into Brougham-street.. With all

;

due admiration of the wonderful man to be thus

commemorated, M-hy should we lose sight of the
J

fact that this street was named after Henrietta i

Marin, the queen of Charles I. or give up the

association with it of Inigo Jones, Sir Godfrey

Kncller, and others, in comioction with whom it

is referred to by name by the writers of their

period ?

Even in newer neighbourhoods the names of

streets are not without significance, aud as

lime advances will become more curious. In

places which are now pent iu by heaps of bricks

and mortar, we have such titles as the Grange-

walk, Crabtree-row, Grove-place, Brimrose-

streot. Forest-road, Rose-place, Arbour-square,

Pleasant-row, YY'ilderness-row, Short’s-garden,

.

and even Whetstone-park,

—

Fiinc/i’s preserve,—
which smack of the country, aud sustain the
memory of the original condition of the place.

Then there are names which record the pass-

ing events at the period of their erection,—
Trafalgar squares and streets. Nelson-streets,

Wellington-streets, Y'incent-squares, Colling-

wood-strects, and so on, commemorating, in a
certain way, the men of the long war.

Passing over the places wbich arc of the date

of the regency—when Charlotte-streets wore
common in small neighbourhoods, aud Regent-
streets sprang up—wc will take a glance at

another aud the most numerous class of London
street names. In one locality, joining each

other, are Ernest, John, Alfred, Hcni'y, Louisa,

and Marian streets, 'i’here are numbers of

streets called by Christian names which have

been given by some thriving man as a mark of

affection for the different members of his family,

as the north country and other ship-owners call

their vessels the Bouncing Sallg, the Eliza, or

some other namewhieli is suggested by affection.

As a natural consequence, too, we have many
Chui'cli-laues, Ciniich-streets, &c. •which are so

called from their position, like some of the main
roads, such as Tottenliam-couit-road, YYhitc-

chapel-road, aud others.

The names of the late royal family (Glou-

cester, Cumberland, York) have been given to

many streets aud rows of houses.

Those who notice the names of streets in the

neighbourhood of London-wall—such as Basing-

hall-strcet, Redcross-street, Wbitecross-street,

Jewiu-street, Cripplegate—will find that all have

significance. Bridgewater-square was formerly

the site of the residence of the Bridgewater

family, aud was the first regular square built in

London. Near it is the ancient “ Grub-

street ” of the poets, iu wdiicb it is said that the

family of Milton once resided. After his time

the street fell into decay, and poets of less

note there pursued their precarious calling :

aud then other tenants occupied the place, and
the name of Grub-street was considered dis-

reputable, and it has, therefore, been recently

changed to Miltou-street. So far as feeling is

concerned, wc should Lave preferred that the

original name of Grub-street should have

remained, and that some other street should have

been invested with the name of our great poet.

The Maiden-lane from King’s-cross seems to

be changing to the Y’ork-road. This thorough-

fare, not long since a rural road, has been a

Maiien-lane from Battle-bridge since the Saxon
time Why change the name? The monstrous

efiigy of George lY. to which wc liave referred

on more than one occasion Las been the means
of giving the name “King’s-cross” to one of

the most important positions in the metropolis.

Before the erection of that figure of a kiug the

place was called Battle-bridge—probably from

the circuiiistance of a great struggle having

taken place on this spot between Queen Boadicea

and the Romans.
AV'cnUl it not have been better to have pre-

served the memoiy of this Idstorical event, mid
called this station “ Battle-bridge,” rather than

after the abominable work of no-art which has

been so properly removed ?

Some of the recently constructed lines of way
liave been well named

;
the Commercial-road

for instance, which leads towards the Docks and
otlier great mercantile establishments. The
road through Islington which leads off towards

the north, and which, before many years are

past, will be as bustling as Oxford-street,

has been well named the Caledonian-road.

And ill Islington, -where the remains of Roman
work were formerly to be seen, a large street has

been called the Roman-road.
In glancing around it is easy to observe that

more discretion in naming of streets is now
shown than was at one time exercised

;

and while acknowledging that inconvenience

has been caused by the haphazard mode pur-

sued, we must reiterate the necessity for the

greatest caution in making changes. All

England would protest against re-christening

Runnymead ; the whole world would flout the

notion in the case of Marathon. Many of our

streets have the same claim in a less degree to

be allowed to retain their ancient appellation.

London must not lose its memories.
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SOME ACCOUNT OF ALNWICK CASTLE,
HOimiUMBEllLAND*

This important stronghold formed a species of

frontier fortress between Scotland and England,

being only at the distance of about 30 miles

from the Scottish border, and lying within

4- miles of the sea coast : it therefore commanded
the high road from one country to the other. It

is placed on a plateau, partly natural and partly

artificial, midway up the hill, which rises from

the lliver Alne to tne south. On the west side

is the principal entrance with its barbican,

affording access from Alnwick. This town is

attached to the castle, and is itself surrounded

by a strong wall, aud entered by gates, one of

which, an old one, still remains in tolerable pre-

servation, the two others now standing being

comparatively modem. The fortifications of the

town in their present extension are attributed to

the second Earl of Northumberland, the son of

Hotspur, about IISI; but doubtless so im-

portant a place, and one exposed to the continued

incursions of the hostile Scotch, and the not
very scrupulous raids of the Borderers, must
have been surrounded at an earlier date by a

cirenmvallation or some degree of fortification,

to protect the inhabitants from surprise, and
enaole them to resist for a time an advancing
host.

The raediaival castles of Great Britain may be
divided into four classes : the simple fortified

tower (a tradition of the remoter periods and
similar to the outposts sculptured on the Trajan
column), not of any considerable size, and yet

sufficiently large to receive a small body of

warriors, and afford accommodation for their

provisionment and their arms. These may have
stood singly, as towers of observation, to watch
and harass for a tiuie an aggressive force, and
may have been surrounded by a temporaiy ditch,

or a space enclosed by a stockade to receive

cattle at night, or those of the countrymen near,

in case of attack. They thus formed places of

shelter even to the peasantry in times of danger.
Such a tower was most likely the earliest pre-

decessor of Alnwick Castle.

A second class of castles consisted of a large

square doujon or tower, like those of London,
Rochester, Richmond in Yorkshire, Bamborougb
Castle, Newcastle, and others, usually attributed

to our Norman invaders. These were divided
mto ^several stories in height, aud each story
distributed into one or more central halls, and
several chambers and galleries gained iu the
thickness of the walls. A fortified curtain sur-

rounded them, enclosing a considerable space,
with intermediate towers, and one or two
entrance gateways, with barbican, and posteni,
and sally gates. Some of these, as at Rochester
and Newcastle, received considerable architec-
tural decoration iu the interior, the mouldings
being carved in the doorways, cliapel, and halls.

A third class of castle consists of a central
group of distinct towers of considerable size,

surrounding a middle court, united by curtain
walls, and each tower more or less extensive,
according to the distinctive purpose for winch
it was intended, as the entrance-gate, wifli its

porter’s rooms and marshal or constable’s
accommodation, and with the prisons. Another
was appropriated to the baron

;
a third to the

baroness communicating therewith
;

a foiirtli to
the officers of the household

;
a fifth to guests

;

and another to the hall, kitchen, butteries,

cellars, and offices for inferior retainers. The
whole formed in itself a position of great
strength, enabling the chief, his warriors and
family, when the outworks were in possession of

the enemy, still to hold out, until the means of

resistance or the patience of the besieged were
exhausted. Of this class is Alnwick, as likewise

Conway and Caernarvon, and the old Bastille at

Paris. They were generally surrounded by ex-

tensive areas, like the previous class, consisting
of what are called the outer or entrance ballium
or ward, middle baily, aud so on

;
but occa-

sionaTiy, when attached to a town, as at Conway
or in the case of the Bastille, these outer courts
did not exist.

Onr notice on castles in general should not
stop here, and we may be permitted perliaps to

* Prom A paper (oomplUd from materials furnished by Mr.
Salrin, the Commendatore Canina, and other sourcesl read by
Professor Donaldson at the ordinary meetings of the Royal Insti-
tute of British Architeols, on the 3rd and 17th of fioveiuber last.

Bee also p. in'), Vol. XIV,

notice cursorily another class, consisting of a

large square or circular court, having a fortified

eutranoe gateway flanked by towers, wirh cir-

cular towers at the angles, or in the circum-

ference of the precinct, united by curtain walls,

agaiu,st which were attached within tlie cmirt

subordinated buildings for residence, and ollices

of all de.scriptinns, and the w’hole castle sur-

rounded by a fosse. Such is Barnwell Castle,

near Oundle, in Nortliamptonsliire, and Roth-

say, in tlie Isle of Bute, N.B. both which are

very interesting examples, and deserve special

study.

To resume, however, our history of Alnwick,

for which purpose I avail myself of the elegant

quarto volume, published by Charlotte Florentia,

the present Dowager Dnehess of Northumber-

land, illustrated by effective views, lithographed

by Harding, from her Grace’s very clever draw-

ings, and accompanied by text written by Arch-

deacon Singleton, which is the authority for the

annals it record.s,

—

At tlie period of the Conquest, lOGfi, the

castle and barony of Alnwick belonged to Gil-

bert Tyson, wdio was slain at tlie side of Harold.

The Conqueror gave the granddaughter of Tyson

in marriage toIvodeVesci, a Norman favourite,

and the inheritance continued iu tlie family till

1297, when it passed, iu default of legitimate-

issue, to Anthony Bee, Bishop of Durham. The
precise extent aud features of the earliest castle

under Tyson, it is impossible to ascertain; but

it was enlarged by De Vesci, and it may be

assumed that it consisted generally of the parts

now standing, varied from time to lime as neces-

sity or expediency required, and which we shall

find involved changes in certain parts, tliougli

not so radical as to alter the general aspect.

The Castle consists of a central keep, formed

of a group of towers surrounding a court -yard

about 100 feet square inside. This keep is

encircled by a coiisideralile plot of open ground,

divided iuio two large courts, ootli which

served as places d'armes” for exercising and

manceuvriug the troops, as we find drawn on the

plans of about the middle of the seventeenth

century, and probalily in the outer one, was a

jousting-ving and space for the tournaments,

without doiibt occasionally held here upon occa-

sions of Royal visits. The whole contained

about five acres within the walls, and was

inclosed by a curtain wall fortified at distances

by square and circular towers, with a principal

barbican and entrance-gate next the town, by

which access was given to the interior of the

fortress.

The Curtain is the constmetion of various

periods, the earliest portions being considered

to be those of De Vesci; and the courses,

instead of being stepped up into horizontal

courses, follow the varied surface of the ground,

in curved and parallel lines, aud generally there

are no projecting footings to form the founda-

tion. There are very obvious traces of the De
Vesci walls quite distinct from those of his suc-

cessors
;
and signs of reparations, alterations,

and additions are apparent in various parts.

The curtain wall did not at first entirely inclose

the keep, one of whose sides to the N.E. next

the river, at the part where there was a steep

ascent, was exposed to the country
;
but after

the report of Clarkson, in IS.'jfi, who recom-

mended the donjon being entirely disconnected

and free from the park without, a portion of the

outside ground was inclosed by constructing a

curved curtain wall from the postern to the

armourer’s tower, aud thus the keep was there-

after sun'ounded in its entire circuit by a con-

tinuous court. Originally, as wc shall presently

more particularly observe, the dwelling.s and
I offices for the retainers, and t he subordinate

' domestic erections, were inside the outer and

!
middle halliuins or wards, but in more peaceful

'recent times they have been removed outside to

' give more space to the courts, and more freedom

to the noble’s dwelling.

1 We will now take our survey of the circuit

’ of the castle, and enumerate the several parts,

j

with some short remarks on each division of

4he subject, following Chrkson’s description of

' 155fi, and certain plans now in existence, appa-

j

rently made about the middle of the seven-

teenth century It may here be meulioned,

that we have some very remarkable records of

the condition of tlie castle at certain fixed

periods, about a century apart ;—A survey by

Bellysis and otlicrs in 1537 ;
Clarkson’s survey

in 15G7, iu consequence of which considerable

works were done by Earl Thomas
;
and one of

about 1G50
;
and the middle of tlie last century

is marked by the alterations under Hugh, first

Duke of Northumberland.
The Entrance Gate from tlie town is preceded

by a barbican, or outer enclosure, like the city

gates of York up to a recent date, which gave

great strength to this part as forming the

approacli. There was tlie outer gateway open-

ing into a narrow way between two lofty walls,

so that if an enemy liad passed the outer gate,

the warriors could be hemmed in, and be here

exposed to tlie weapons and missiles of the

besieged on the walls above. Clarkson in bis

survey, 155fi, states, that there was once at this

part a drawbridge, for further security. It is

evident that a fosse, or ditcli, ran along this

western face ot the curtain. Then there was a

portcullis aud several pairs of wooden gates, as

mentioned by Clarkson, and inside is the

porter’s lodge, as of old. The architectural

features of this gate-house aud its barbican are

very bold and striking, aud the date may be

assumed to be about 1350, at the time of Lord
Percy, who added, it is supposed, some ot the

stone figures on the tops of the parapets. The
only old figures are upon the middle gateway,

and the half octagonal towers of the entrance-

keep, and are in quiet altitudes
;
but the later

ones are in all sorts of violent fantastic action.

This gateway is a very striking feature, with

the two advancing turrets of rough stonework

rising up to a noble height
;

the parapets

pierced with embrasures, and surmounted by

figures in various attitudes; the return wall

enclosing the narroAV passage-way, backed by

til' gate-house rising above all, and by its

frowning aspect forbidding approach to tlie

foe. Clarkson notices this gate-house as two
stories high, and as being in a very dilapidated

condition.

Exchequer House.—Immediately within tlie

gate-house, or porter’s lodge, and in the court,

there was a large buihiing, two stories high,

named the exchequer -house, but not now
existing. It served for lodging, and possibly

may have been appropriatea to receive those

strangers whom it was not expedient or prudent

to allow to enter the inner part of the castle.

To the right hand, immediately within the gate,

was another large two-storied building, the

lower part appropriated to stabling for the

hors's of strangers or retainers, or common
uses; the upper floor for grain. This Clarkson

represents as having been recently built (,1507).

AbhoVs Toicer.— Turning northward, or to

the left, on leaving the porter’s lodge, the

curtain wall follows in a straight line from north

to south for a distance of ISO feet, up to a large

square corner tower, 40 feet by 30 feet, called

tlie Abbot’s Tower, and supposed to have

served as a place to receive the abbot of Alnwick

Abbev, when that place was threatened or pos-

sessed by the enemy, Clarkson notices this

tower as being, as it now is, three stories high;

the lowermost then occupied as an armoury.

Between the gate-house and the Abbot’s Tower,

the curtain wall has an embattled gallery all

along, with parapets and embrasures, and mid-

way between the gate-house and the tower is a

turret, sometimes, and now-a-days, called a

garret, and, according to Clarkson, covered

witli freestone and two (bouses) stories high.

'I'hese small inferior garrets served as abutments

to the walls, from tlie face of which they pro-

ject, and thus afforded an opportunity to the

warriors of enfilading the outside of the walls

from tower to tower.

The Abbot’s Tower forms a noble and com-

manding object at the angle, aud rises up high

above the curtain, with a turret at its outer

angle, and its stone figures on the parapets.

Thence the enclosure wall pursues another

north-easterly direction, almost at right angles,

but iu a sweep, towards one of the lofty towers

of the keep. In its course it is divided into

three sections by two garrets, with a chamber
in each. The two first divisions liave battle-

ments to walk upon, parapets, and embrasures
;

and the construction for some height above the

ground is remarkable for some of the Norman
coustruclion, consisting of parallel courses of
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small square stones. The third division, next
the keep, had no battlement to walk npon, a

precaution probably adopted in consequence of

its proximity to the keep, so that the top might
not form a gangway, atfording easier means of

access to the tower of the donjon.

As this forms the conclusion of the curtain

wall on this side of the castle, we must resume
the survey of its circuit by starting afresh from
the Porter’s Lodge House, m the same manner
as Clarkson. On the soxrthem side of the Gate
House, the enclosure wall proceeds southward
for about 80 feet in a straight directiou to a

square garret or tun'ct like the ones already

mentioned rising above the wall, the lower part

acting as a buttress to the v.-all, and the u])per

jiai’t forming a small circular chamber, in a

slightly slanting directiou the circuit wall nms I

70 feet to the corner towci*, which is circular

with a square base, consistiug of three stories.

The various towers, the chapel, aud the con-

duit were then described.

The Keep or Donjon^ as Clarkson calls it,

formed a polygon, with a court-yard in tlie
I

centre, which was encircled by seven round
[

towers and one square tower, under which was
:

the gateway. The approach was by a draw-

1

bridge over tlic moat, aud on eitlicr side, in
|

advance, scmi-octagoual towers, added by the
i

second Lord Percy, about 1350, to the original 1

square Norman tower. These semi-octagoual

!

towers rise four stories high, and contain on the !

cutrancc-fioor accommodation for a poi-ter, and, i

under the chamber, to the right, is a deep :

dungeon-prison, the only access to which is

through the bottle-shaped ceiling by a trap in

the lioor, and there are loop-holes in the walls.

The outer face of the archway next the court

consists of a noble series of Norman mouldings,

carved with enrichments, aud tiiere were origin-

ally two cclumns with their capitals on each

side. IVithin the court, to the right, is a draw-
well in the tliickness of the wall, with three

pointed arches, surmounted by one large dis-

charging arch, forming a very picturesque

object ;l)eyond which is a doorway, leading into

a vaulted chamher, called by Clarkson “ a fayre

vaulte, which is the butterye, in length xvij

yards, in breadth vi.” Above this “ fayre vault
”

was the hull, approached by an external flight

of steps, and over the hall was the peculiar

feature of two chambers. In the tower next

that of the hall were contained the kitchen,

sculleries, buttery, larder, fee. The lord’s and
lady’s lodging was over the gate-house. Tlie

other towers contained the accommodation for

the household. They were all detached, except

in one case, forming separate dwellings, united

by curtain walls for the purposes of defence.

And again, to xisc Clarkson’s own words, “ uppon
the sayde lead ys a trimme walk and a fayre

prospect.” “Tliere is raysed on the west side

of the said doiijeoue one lyttle square tower,

called y^' watche towre, above the lead xiv yeavd,

wherein ys place for a watchman to be and a

bcaken to be sett or hung.”
But there is one curious paragraph highly

illustrative of the economy of the times, which
we shall quote literally. “ And because throwe
extreame wind the glase of thewiudowes of this

& other ray Lords Castells and houses here in

this cuntne doothe decaye aud waste, yt were
goodc the whole height of everie windowe, at

the deparP*^ of his L. from lyinge at any of his

said Castells & houses & dcuriuge the tyme of

liis L. absence or others lying in them, were
taken down & lade appart in safetic; and, at

sooch tyme as cither his L. or any other sholde

lie at auie of the said places, the same might
then be sett uppe of newe, with small charge to

his L. where nowe the decaye thereof shall be

veide costlie & chargeable to be repayred.”

We will now pursue the history of the castle

of Alnwick, with occasional reference to some
of its lords. As we have already noticed, in

1-297 it came into the possession of Lord Henry
de Percy by a deed of conveyance, the original

of wliich is preserved among the family muni-
ments of his Grace, now in the charge of Mr. Wil-
liams, as record-keeper, who has most obligingly

called my attention to this very valuable and
remarkable record. It is from Anthony Beck,
Bishop of Durham, Avho, it is said, always wore
a suit of armour under his bishop’s robe, aud
was called the fighting bishop. It bears date

,

19tb November, 1309, and two days hence will

'

be 517 years old. It conveys to Henry de

'

Percy and his heirs the barony, castle, manor,
and town of Alnwick, with the towns, hamlets,

and appurtenances thereunto belonging, with
whatsoever else the said bishop had of the gift

of the noble Lord William de Vescy within the

barony aforesaid, and elsewhere in the county
of Northumberland; and also the reversions

of the dower lands of Isabella, widow of Lord
John de Vescy the elder, and Isabella, widow ,

of William de Vescy, expectant of the deaths

!

of these ladies respectively.
'

The son of Henry dc Percy defeated and took

prisoner David, King of Scotland, at Neville’s

Gross, wliere 15,n00 Scotchmen fell. He con-

stiucted the sciui-octagou towers to the keep,

as an advanced work, put up stoue figures on
the parapets, and added the barbican to the

entrance gateway, and many other works.

The great grandson of the first Henry de

Percy was created Pari of Northumberland at

,

the coronation of the wretched Bicliard II. and,

after vanquishing the Soots at Hamilton, in

1-162, was himseli slain at the battle of Brara-

ham Moor, 2nd of March, 1-107. His son -was

the valiant Hotspur, whom Shakspeare has im-

mortalized, who was slain at Shrewsbury, 21st

July, 1-103, tliat is, four years before, and the

son of Hotspur succeeded to the grandfather’s

inheritance. He repaired the castle, and forti-

fied the town of Alnwick. Then succeeded the

cruel aud disastrous times of the civil wars, iu

which the Percys took always a conspicuous

part, aud paid with their blood their devotion to

their allegiance for tlicir sovoreigus. The son

of Hotspur fell at St. Alban’s, and was buried
in the lady chapel of tlie abbey : his son was
slain at the battle of Towton, and Henry Percy,

the fourth earl, was murdered in a popular

tumult at Cocklodge, in Yorkshire.

Mr. Dick, in his “ Inscriptions and Devices in

the Beauchamp Tower of the Tower of London,”
recently published, has the following remark-
able paragraph in conuection with this noble
famil}', p. 28. Immcdiatelv below the above
names is the following inscription :

—

SABO: FIDELI:—
inggram;
PERCY
1537.

(I will be faithful, Ingram Percy, 1537.)

During the year 1537, being the 28th of Henry
VIII. we read of several rebellions in different

parts of the country, caused through the great
dislike that was geuendly felt to the alterations,

which were being introduced in the religion of
the country. In the latter part of the above
year several of the northern gentlemen joined in

a conspiracy (Aske’s) to oppose the measures
that w'ere then being passed. Among others,

were the two sons of Henry, the fifth Earl of

Northumberland, (Sir) Thomas and Ingram
Percy. This rebellion was quickly suppressed,

and the authors of it apprehended. Thomas
Percy was condemned and executed at Tyburn,
the same year

;
but Inggram (the author of the

above inscription) after being in confinement a

short time, was liberated, and died in the latter

end of the following year, 1538. The title and
estates then seem to have been estreated for

nineteen years, but were restored, in 1556, to

Thomas, the grandson of the aforesaid Sir

Thomas, and he became seventh Earl of Nor-
thumberland, by a grant of Philip and Mary.
He executed considerable w’orks to make good
the dilapidations into which the castle had
fallen during the period so disastrous to the

family; aud it was during this period that

Clarkson’s survey was made. The ravine tower
was taken down, aud the reparations and alter-

ations carried out iu pursuance of his report.

This earl seems to have maintained the faith of

his fathers, not adopting that of the Reforma-
tion. He was beheaded at York, August 22,

1572, under Elizabeth, avowing the Pope’s

supremacy, and was buried in the church of

St. Crux, outside which he had suffered, and
his iron helmet still hangs suspended ou the
wall near his grave. His sou and successor

was found shot dead in the Tower of Loudon,
1585, also during the reign of Elizabeth.

In 1632, Algernon Percy, the tenth earl, suc-

ceeded to the inheritance : he was the Lord

High Admiral of England, and had the charge
of the children of Charles I.

;
and during his

life the large drawings appear to have been
made, which give the plans and views of the
castle with considerable accuracy and enable

us more fully to appreciate its actual state at

that time.

Afterwards the castle fell into great decay,

aud at the time of Charles H. 1649-60, it is

described by Ogilvy, the cosmographer, as
“ once large but now ruined.”

No incident of any importance is recorded as

occurring [in connection with Alnwick Castle

from the middle of the seventeenth century till

the middle of the last, when Lady Elizabeth

Seymour, the heiress of this noble line, married

Sir Hugh Smithson, bavt. who, on the death of

his wife’s father, Algernon Duke of Somerset,

became the thirteenth Earl of Northumberland,
and was created Duke of Northumberland in

October, 1766.

In his time were executed, by Adam the

celebrated architect, very important works, that

materially changed the aspect of the castle.

The chapel, aud all the domestic buildings

which existed iu the middle ward or ballium,

were taken clown, as also the excheq^uer-honse

in the outer ballium near the porter’s lodge, and
the large two-storied bnilding opposite to it, so

that the two wards were left quite free and disen-

cumbered of buildings, aud the moat round the

keep was filled in, and earth piled up high

against the donjon tower and its curtain

walls. Numerous domestic officeswere erected

outside the south curtain wall from the south-

west corner tower to the Garden tower. * * *

There was the desire to retain the Decorative

style of the Medieval times
;
but it assumed

the taste since so expressively attributed

to Batty Langley
;

anci in order to gain

more light, the narrow apertures of tlie original

times were widened, and the upper range exhi-

bited a series of quatrefoils, which destroyed

the sentiment of the earlier character of the

castle. But still, although the sizes of the

dining-hall and reception-rooms were spacious,

and they were lofty m height, they were devoid

of facility of access, one room often serving as

passage way to .he other. Such was Alnwick
about 17S0.

THE WESTMINSTER-BRIDGE
QUESTION.

A CORKESPONDENT, wlio signs liimsclf "A
Competitor,” complains that in our article of

December 13th, urging the prosecution of the

works of the New Westminster-bridge, wc had
acted inconsistently with our constant advocacy

of “justice to architects iu the management of

competitions ”—and remembering that the ques-

tion of the site of the bridge has been left for

suggestions by competitors tor the Government
Offices, whose labour might be thrown away in

case of any present decision ;—and he argues

that a delay of a few months might be tolerated

even should the bridge afterwards go on. Now,
as we urged in our number of August 30th,

—

just one month before the particulars for the

Governmeut OlBcos were issued,—that Mr. Page
should “be permitted ” then “ forthwith to carry

out his design to completion,” werather think that

the would have been inouro»n7/ww
to lend any additional force to an opinion which
obviously must be formed by all who may
balance the opposing arguments. Sooner or

later, such arguments would have been brought
to the case

;
and we really thought that in dis-

closing them some three mouths before the

time for sending in designs for the Offices, we
were doing our duty every way.
We were guided by the desire that we ever

have for justice to our profession, as to another

interest which we claim also to consider,—that

of the tax-paying public. Indeed, it is not for

the advantage of the profession that more
money for public works should be wasted.

Our plea for justice involves more than our
correspondent may at first perceive. Justice to

the profession requires that we should expose
these constant blunders and vacillations on the

part of the administrators in public works,

—

fatal to the advancement of our art, equally by
the false parsimony aud the extravagance which
are involved in the system. Justice is the



object with us vlicu wc claim, as in the case of

•the New Westruiiister-briclge, that professional

knowledge should be deferred to, that profes-

sional character should be trusted, aud tliat

professional opinions after study of a subject
should be preferred to opinions given after no
study. Justice to the whole profession, again,

requires that wc should support an individual
member of it Nvheu called to defend himself
from erroneous imputations.

We must look to iuterests beyond the pre-

sent hour, and even beyond tlie competition
that is in question, which last, our readers
kuow we think is not announced in terms
calculated to secure the objects on cither side.

All the competitors, like ourselves, have gone
, through the same course of reasoning that we
have done, if their designs can be based upon
correct data,—which have been known to be in

blue books aud plans just as they were found
by us. Probably many competitors will be

,
misled, and will feel as though the conditions

required the removal of Westmiuster-hridge,
iust as they may have been mistaken as to the
limits of the street improvements. We shall

reg;ret these cases
;
but having done our part in

warning competing architects as to their posi-

tion through the confused instructions, surely

we might next consider general professional in-

terests and the interests of the public. No
good, ultimate or immediate, will come to our
profession from keeping back the truth. This
.simply is that several bridges are required, aud
that good sites liave been named for them

;
that

the existing route must be maintained as well
for London communications as for the interests
of the districts joined by the bridge; that
waste of money cannot be sanctioned by us

;

that ground fur approaches is provided,—and
must, for the Midalesex side, by the very
nature of the site, be left unbuilt on in all the
plans,— and that the bridge works should and
will go on, whatever may be the plans sub-
mitted. The actual necessity for the continu-

^
nnce of the bridge we think is perceived by our

correspondent
;
but we do not think with him

tliat anything is gained, but that rather much
would be lost, by concealing for any time the

facts.

TILE FIRST HOME OF THE ARCHI-
TECTURAL MUSEUM.

THE ARCHITECTURE OF THAMES-SIDE.

As it appears certain that the Architectural

Museum will speedily be removed to Rroinpton,

we have been led to engrave a view of the ex-

terior of the building, or rather aggregate of

buildings, in •which the scheme has been nur-

tured, and the collection brought to its present

size. It may be added, too, to our series illus-

trative of the architecture of Tliames-side, and
will serve to show how happily, iu some in-

stances, the most unlikely locality may be ren-

dered serviceable. In a former number, wegave
a view of the interior, aud some of its multi-

farious contents. Tlie present view will stiow

that it is a primitive and many-gabollcd build-

ing of wood, similar to those wiiicli we liave

described, as forming a vei-y large portion of

old London before the Great Fire of IGGO. If

tlie picturesque block had been situated in

some foreign place, wc should probably have
had numerous sketches of it by ti-avelling

artists.

In the foreground of our sketch “ Father
Thames ” brings up the coal-barges to con-

venient piers, from which the contents of the

vessels can be landed. On the right-hand. side

is a building witli about a dozen peaked roofs,

with troughs, and the sides covered upon
massive upright posts of wood, with plauks

;

the whole more resembling tlie timbering of an
old-fasliioued sliip than a building on dry land ;

while the ladders at each end helpto carry out the

idea. The lower part of the building is occupied
as stabling, and the upper story by ihc Museum.
At the time tlie collection was first commenced
here, the long loft bore a deserted and ruinous

aspect, aud did not seem a place to select for the

purpose of bringing together, for the use of stu-

dents in the metropolis, casts, &c. of tiic choicest

specimens of the carver’s skill. However, as

no other olTcrcd, and it being found that the

nation would do nothing in the matter, it was
determined by a few resolute individuals to take

possession of this ark-like building, and bring
into it those specimens of art which now so

thickly occupy the long perspective of the

gallery.

It has not been an easy matter to get the

Institution recognised. Through perseverance

and a good cause, however, the merits of the
Architectural Museum have been acknowledged
by tlie Government, and soon the Institution

will be provided with larger space and a more
certain status. It is nevertheless doubtful if it

will jiroduce the same elTect in its new shell

tliat it does in the picturesque though incon-

venient building we have illustrated.

Amongst the recent iidcliliona to the Museum,
Cn[)taiii Tapper, of the Atlieiuciun Club, has deposited

ft cnrefully-puintcd set of heraldic shields of the aimis

of England, from AVilliain I. to the present time;
also a portion of n carved chimney-piece, from a

house ill King-street, Covent-garden. Mr. Mocatta
lias added to the colleclioii a series of casts, of Greek
and Roman ornanicnt, very carefully taken

;
and Mr.

M . P. Griffith has presented to the Jluseum the

whole of his collection of fragments from the Temple
Church, London, as well as a set of casts from St.

Alban’s Abbey, and some specimens taken from
Roman candelabra, &c. AVaur of space sufficient for

the in-oper exhibition of such valuable additions, has

been one of the chief difficulties of the Museum.

Value of Puopekty iv AVoLVEimAMPTox.—

A

shop and premises in the oceupatiuu of a poulterer, at

the corner of St. Johu’s-slreet, were last week sub-

mitted for sale by auction. A very large company
was present. The premises are copyhold. After a
spirited competition, they were knocked down to the
occupier for 1,35(J/. The premises contain 52 square

yards of land, so that, if the buildings (which have
been erected many years) were not taken into cou-

sideration, l,350f. would give 26f. per yard.



THE CONVENTIONALISM OE
ORNAMENT.

In the course of the tiiscussion wLicli occurred

at the close of Mr. Ou-eu Jones’s paper “ On
Ornament,” printed in our last and previous

number, Mr. Donaldson said he coucuiTed with

the lecturer iii stating tluit all ornament should

be derived from nature, and also that in adopt-

ing mitural forms some conventionalism must

be introduced. To merely copy atiy leaf, for

instance, in stone or marble, would be inccn-

gruons and unsuitable to the material. The
subject of imitation in art, in respect to paint-

ing and senlpture, had been ably treated by

M. Quatrenicrc de Quincy, who showed how
vulgar it was to copy literally uatiirail objects.

The highest effort of the mind, and the greatest

proof of its creative power, was to be found,

not in copying, but in the resilizaiion of certain

impressions in a way that should not be dif-

ferent from that which nature liad produced.

In adapting any leaf or dower to the purpose of

architectural ornament, some conventionalism

must be used,—not a mere caprice, but a good,

sound, sensible, philosophical development, in

order to make it answer the necessary purpose,

and produce a similar impression to that of

nature itself. Probably in Mr. Owen Jones’s

complete work this idea might be illustrated by

taking any speciid plant, as the lotus of the

Egyptians, the acanthus or the parsley of the

Greeks. The lotus in particular afforded great

variety of form for ornamental purposes, noth

in the leaves, tiie bud, and thi expanded flower;

and the Egyptians had most I'ully availed them-
selves of it.

Mr. G. G. Scott said the only point on which
he had intended to offer a remark had been anti-

cipated by Mr. Donaldson; namely, the con-

ventionalism of foliage. This was an exces-

sively difficult subject, and it was hardly possi-

ble to determine the right principle. It might,

however, be hoped that while each person

earnestly worked in liis own course they would
get right in the end. The line of tho'iglit

which he had himself generally followed, w'as

based upon observing that during the Mediaival

period, up to a certain point, a purely conven-

tional foliage was employed. This was not

nature conventionalized : it was not derived

from nature at all : it was derived by imitation

fpm tlic earliest periods of antiquity
;
from the

^

Assyrians tliroiigh the Greeks and the Eastern i

Homans, or later Greeks, aud thenee from the

Byzantines and the Early Gothic artists; and
this process of imitation had led to the exqui-

sitely beautifully style illustrated on the pre-

sent occasion hy the specimen from Stone
Church, Kent. Many other specinmus of the

same era existed, which were as beautiful as

couventional foliage could possibly be. Iii

Eraucc, however, at the middle of the ihirteenth

century (and in England a little later, about

1280 or 1290), that conventional system was
abandoned, and a very direct imitation of

nature was adopted
;
but it appeared to him

that the success which attended tlie change was
hardly such as to bear out Mr. Owen Jones’s

remarks. The instances of copying in the latter

part of the fourteenth century were not direct

imitations of nature, and were, in fact, very

inferior to the earlier specimens. In (lie Sainte

Chapclle in Paris, nature was imitated abso-

lutely, and there the effect was infinitely supe-

rior to the works of the latter part of tlie four-

teenth aud fifteenth centuries. The question,

however, whether this direct imitation was
equal to the earlier and purely conventional

foliage, was not so easily settled. lie himself

thought the absolutely conventional was the

best. The great point to which he wished to

call attention was, that nature was the only

source from which they had a right to copy at

all. Beautiful as the specimen from Stone

Clinrch was (and there were thousands of

examples equally beautiful), it would be wrong
to cop;/ any of it; but if they could invent an

equally conventional foliage, they would do
right. Until this could be done, they should

study nature, and how to conventionalize it, —
as Mr. Donaldson had said,—philosophically.

No conventionalism could be excusable for

which there was not a reason. If leaves were
more beautiful than any other object for orna-

mental purposes they should be adhered to

;
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but it was natural to suppose that as they were '

uot intended for ornaments for capitals (al-
j

though they might suggest beautiful forms),

;

some adaptation of them was essential to suit
j

their forms to the place and the material in

which they were employed, and especially to

make up for the want of colour which they pos-

sessed in nature, and which must alwa^’s affect

!

any imitation of them. Tlie little lines and
'

markings of a natural leaf were merely the ^

result of colour, and this was necessarily repre-
^

sented iu carving by relief, more or less promi-

nent
;
and this mode of conventionalism formed

a style by itself. Another system of conven-
j

tionalism was that of making ornament abso-

lutely flat, so as to destroy all idea of relief,

!

both being equally reasonable and philosopbical.
|

He thonght M.r. Owen Jones’s remarks a little
i

too sweeping in speaking against the direct
^

imitation of nature ; but he agreed most en-
^

lirely with him in the results which he was
aiming at.
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pass as certified
;
but dilapidations are found

out when the contractor is paid, and it is too

late
;
bnt cement-work should he guaranteed for

durability,— for a man who understands his

trade cau do it with the cements of the present

dav.

'I’erhaps I may digress a little to say that it is

a pity that cemeui is used at all for cast-work,

as terra-cotta is to he had at little or no more
expense than well - executed cement, and its

superiority and durability are well known ; it is

capable, too, of high finish and bold relief, im-

possible with any cement, and may be made to

match with it in general appearance for the

decorative parts of a building.

JaS. PuLHiM.

BAD CEMENT CAST-WORK.
Much has been said of late with truth upon '

the subject of bad plaster cast-work and its
|

chief cause, but I think there is still greater

'

reason to complain of the cement cast-work—

'

goodness being more important, as it is subject

to influence of weather. It is not only bad

indeed, in appearance, but in durability, the

latter being seldom thought or cared about

:

this is in consequence of the builders or con-

'

tractors getting it done in the cheapest manner,

regardless, generally, of the quality, frequently

not understanding good from bad, aud the archi-

tect canuot discern the difference as regards

durability : in fact, that which looks finest to

the eye is frequently the worst to stand the

weather, owing to the general practice of cast-

ing with little or no sand with the cement,

C'lnsing a considerable saving of labour, and

producing the smool best surface, wbile a cheaper

quality ot cement can be used than if a proper

quantity of sand is used ; but the system of

every trade being contracted for by one person,

generally a carpenter by trade, or a painter,

or no trade at all, so that anything fair to

the eye passes for good iu quality, is the

chief cause; — thus it is we see so many
failures in the use of cement, not only iu

cast-woi'k, but iu external work generally, for

it is frequently the case that the best apparentl//

executed job is the worst to endure; therefore,

110 architect or contractor knows when he is

right with it. Tliis arises out of several causes,

as cheap, bad cement, of which there is mucli

sold, cement only in name, too little sand used,

quantity being, as I am told by journeymen,

demanded by builders more than quality.

Sometimes too little sand is used in ignor-

ance, with the idea of greater durability. The
system of sub-letting to task-masters, so

prevalent, I need not comment upon, being

notoriously bad. It requires all the vigilance

of a responsible master plasterer, who is inte-

rested in the work he has to do, and will insist

on every care being used to secure good cement

work
;
but your last correspondent says masters

of note are scarce, therefore it need be no

wonder that the trade of plasterer is degene-

i-ating, for there canuot be so many apprenticed

to learn their trade properly
;

for an apprentice

to a builder is at the mercy of the men in

general, and if they are a “wet lot,” as too

many are, he must join with them or be despised.

Many call themselves plasterers now
;
they start

up when they become overgrown hawk-boys, aud

pick it up as they can in the crowd, for a builder

seldom knows, with a large number of men of

different trades, the abilities of one man more

than another, and it is impossible for a foreman

to feel the interest and credit at stake, to urge

the care that is constantly necessary with most

plasterers iu the use of cement now, like a

master who cares for his reputation aud has the

responsibility-

Architects generally specify great things, that

cause a man of reputation to provide accord-

ingly, but a low cutter comes in, gets the job,

cuts everything very fine, and takes such ad-

vantage that a man of judgment and reputation

would* not think of, even to the putting an

ordhwry moulding upside do^vn,—and then all

THE BUILDING ACT.

The first careful perusal of the “ Metrepoli-

tau Building Act, 1855,” suggested to me some
sins both of omission and eomniission ; and I

could but reflect how the offimees of eomoussioii

aggravated the laches of omission
;
also how

very preferable the Act would be with much of

it expunged, selecr.ing for excision those portions

which were meddlesome wick trifles, which were

unnecessary, and which cramped the artistic

design and constructive skill of the architect.

T\’e have now had a year’s experience of the

Act, and it has been my lot to note its working

in divers districts, and from the somewhat pecu-

liar character of my practice, nmler a gredt

variety of circumstances. The observation has

in no degree mitigated my objections, and has

in addition maniiested imperfections and absur-

dities which I did not foresee.

I am all-conscious of the difficulty of making
prospective laws to meet every point in the iu-

fiuite change of shape assumed by common
events. I am aware how circumstances, like

fivees, are never precisely similar in aD their

features. The inference I draw is, that it is

an error to attempt to bring about such uni-

formity by legislation. The peddling spirit

that would interfere by Act of Parliament,

with all the small incidents of existence, is

now rampant. Individual members vigorously

“ride a cock-horse” their respective lilliputiau

hobby; wbile questions of universal social im-

port are left to resolve themselves.

The district surveyors are in a more or less

confessed state of obfuscation, for which they

are iu no sort to be blamed, because they are hi

no way accountable for their perplexity. The
brightest intellect has the sorriest task, inas-

much as it grasps the larger quantity of incon-

sistencies and contradictions with which the

Act teems. To the district surveyors my ex-

perience prompts me to award praise for the

general iatelligcnce and urbanity with which

they perform their thankless duty ;
bnt the Act

cannot be carried oat literally; therefore, despite

all the common sense and politeness of these

officers, there exists the fatal want of uniformity

in their views, and the practitioner has to con-

tend with, or yield to, each peculiar interpreta-

tion. Hence arises the very usual prefatory re-

mark before an opinion on any point of the Act

is ventured, “ Who is the district surveyor ?
”

This ambiguity iu the Act deters me now from

setting forth some of the follies and grievances

which have been forced on my attention, for I

feel my statements and application of the clauses

would meet manv assailants
;
aud it would be

indeed unreasonable to occupy your columns
with a battle of words which, 'from the very

nature of the combat, must result in confusion.

It may be said, in cases of differences of inter-

pretation, a power of reference to the Board of

Works is provided
;
but this, in small matters,

^

is a vexatious, dilatory, aud expensive process,

and in important matters, the tribunal, to my
mind, is also inadequate.

The Board of Works have likewise power to

modify some of the rules of the Act
;
but the

^

constitution of that Board does not inspire a

;

belief that the wisdom of Imperial Parliament

will be rendered more lucid aud reasonable by
Iheir lucubration.e. No, we must have a new

' Act; but it behoves us to take cai*e we do uot,

as we have twice already done, go from bad to-

worse.

Here is a fit vocation for the Institute of

Architects. Let them appoint a committee to
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receive information and opinions by whomsoever a subject to a body of men—very well meaning,

tendered, and especially to incite the district perhaps but—liarJly possessed of professional

surveyors to furbish up their intellects, and experience or the special scientific knowledge,

send laconic clear statements of faults in the
,

Sir Benjamin Hall uow does just that \\hich we

Act • with their impression of a remedy. Let
,

advised the Board to_ do,—he has submitted the

the committee weigh well the few—the very few whole case to the judgment of two or tmee

points on which it is expedient to legislate, and engineers. The gentlemen named will ol course

then, from the careful digest of all their in-, be in communication with the treasury Corn-

formation, prepare the necessary schedules as mission, appointed to inquire into the most

lucidly as practicable, to euforce what is expe- '
effectual means of ^stributing the_ sewage ol

dient and uo more. The scheme, when mature, towns, and of applying it to bcueficial and pro-

should be submitted for discussiou and adoption
,

fitable uses
;
and which coudsts of Lord rort-

hy the Institute, and presented to Government, ' man, Messrs. H. X_er Scymer, M.P.; J. L.

with a petition for the repeal of the present and
,

Brunei, Bobert Kawlinson, Prolessor J. i.Vt ay,

the substitution of a new Act in accordance Mr. J. B. Lawe.s, aud Lr. Soutbwood Simtb.

with the resolutions.
1

The success of the lime process of conversion,

Let the Institute do this work well, and they
,

as noticed in our last number but one, has been

will raise themselves iu the estimation of the at least such as lends great nnportauce to this

public, aud do good service to the State. 1 branch of the question, wliicli was very in-

C. F.
I

adequately attended to by the iMetropohtan

= = ;—
^
Board. The plans of the 150 cr more engineers

THE METllOPOLITAN BUILDING ACT.

OPENINGS AND RECESSES.

Your correspondent, “An Observer,” with refer-

ence to his observations on the stack of offices in

Fencliurcb-strcct, has made them somewhat pre-

maturely, and not with that circumspection which an

observer addressing a public jourual should exercise

;

for if he wiE take another observation when tlie

building is completed, and then reckon in the area of

the cornice aud that portion of the substiuclure below

the level of the grouud-liuc not apparent to the

casual observer, be will then find that the thirteenth

section of the Metropolitan Building Act has been

complied with.

Although in this case I am enabled to show that

the requirements of the Act have been complied with,

I entirely concur in your observations that in City

buildings,—built as they are for purposes of business,

trade, or manufacture, where every particle of light

iu the dark and narrow streets is of the utmost im-

portaucc, and where, as every foot of ground attains

its maximum of value, large open spaces for light are

practically unattainable,— it is in s;me instances im-

possible, without serious detriment, to comply strictly

with the thirteenth section of the Act before

referred to. Edward IAnson,
Architect of the Fenchurcli-street Offices.

You have inserted a communication from a cor-

respondent, under the head of “The Metropolitan

Building Act,” which appears to rdlect upon the

manner in which the district surveyors perform their

duties.

The Building Act is, no doubt, very defective, and
there are mauy of the regulations which it is ex-

tremely difficult to enforce, but in the case referred to

the “ contravention of the Act
”

is so far from c/ear,

that it is the opinion of many district surveyors,

besides myself, that the legal effect of section 13 is

only to prevent any recesses being made in a wall

when the openings exceed one-half of the whole area

of the wall.

The words are “ taken together,” and any other

interpretation would prevent any windows being made
on the upper story of a house when the whole ground

story was a shop-front, aud there was only one story

above of less height than the shop.

A District Surveyor.

THE MAIN DRAINAGE QUESTION.
Since our last notice of this matter, the

names of the three engineers, one military and
two civil, who are appointed by Sir Benjamin
Hall to consider the plan B* of the Metropolitan

Board of Works, to receive any other plans, and
to review the whole subject preparatory to the

application to Parliament for tlie funils, have

been mentioned. They are, Captain Douglas
Galton, R.E. Mr. Simpson, and Mr. Thos. E.

Blackwell, of Clifton, Bristol. Of the special

qualifications of the first we know little
;
the

second has had much experience, aud is now
conducting the drainage of Stockholm

;
and the

third has a certain reputation, aud is the engi-

neer to the drainage commissioners for the lower

level of the county of Gloucester, for which he
has constructed a new outfall in the Severn, in

conjunction with Mr. Brunei and the late Mr.
Rendel. Mr. Robert Stephenson and Sir Wm.
Cubitt were, we believe, considered as already
pledged to a particular course.

Thus, after the lapse of a year, the question
is just in the same state as when it was taken
up by the Metropolitan Board. No satisfactory

result was to be expected from giving over sucli

who were induced to send in their projects to

the first Metiopiilitau Coni mission of Sewers,

will perbiijis be brought forth, and for which

none of the number have yet received any

reward.

The purification of the river cannot be con-

sidered as complete till the same process of di-

version or conversion which is adopted for

Loudou is applied iu the case of towns on the

upper part of the river, where the new system

of sewerage has not always avoided the substi-

tution of one evil for another. Some reference

has already been made to this question at the

Board, as also to the provision of sub-ways.

A PARK FOR SOUTHWARK.
Considering the uuhealthful pre-eminence of

the south side of the metropolis, and especially

of Bermondsey and adjoining districts of South-

wark, there is no quarter of the metropolitan

bounds which can utge such strong claims to

the immediate formation of a park iu which

something like vital power to resist the debili-

tating agencies peculiar to the district may be

inhaled Dy the .housauJs who inhabit its teem-

in" and pent-up courts aud lanes. The vestry

of Bermondsey have shown that in this excel-

lent cause they have at heart the good of their

humbler brethren, as well as their own, inas-

much as they some time since caused their sur-

veyor, Mr. George Elkiugton, to prepare a plan

of an available site for a park witliin a mile-

aud-a-balf of Loudon-bridge, and therefore

easily accessible to the densely-populated dis-

tricts in the parish of ^t. Saviour, St. Olave,

St. John, St. George, aud Bermondsey, lying

between it and Loudon-bridge
;
aud within a

mile of the populous parts of Botberhithe, aud

by means of the Thames Tunnel easily accessible

even to the parishes on the north bank of the

Thames. This site is at present principally

occupied by market gardeners, and may there-

fore now be purchased at moderate cost, although

shortly, as buildings increase iu tlie parish, it

will become valuable as building laud.

Having bad the plan printed, the vestry

caused an application to be made to Sir B. Hall

for aid from the Consolidated Fund to carry out

the object in view. Sir Benjamin expressed a

strong opinion as to the desirableness of some

such large open space as that suggested, but

stated that the Commons would be certain to

refuse any sum from the Consolidated Fand even

for this purpose, aud requested the vestry to

lay the matter before the Metropolitan Board

of Works, who had power to deal with it.

This the vestry have done, and we rejoice to

learn that their plan is now under the careful

consideration of the Board, and that the chair-

man, Mr. Thwaites, with other members, have

personally inspected the land proposed to be

purchased for the public. They were also,

we believe, about to view the intended Fins-

bury-park and Hampstead ; aud, at a period

when the subject of open spaces for public

recreation is about to be discussed, the advocacy

of the Builder shall not be wanting towards an
urgent pleading for the interests of the working
population.

At present there is no open space appropriated

for the public use within the south-eastern

district
;
and as the site shown in the plan has

been selected by the vestry as the nearest avail-

able spot to the most crowded localities in the

Borough, we earnestly hope that all interested

will, if possible, unite with one accord in insist-

ing on its speedy conversion into a park for

Southwark.

PROVINCIAL NEWS.
Noricich.—Tlie guardians appear to be in uo

hurry to carry out the adopted designs for the

new workhouse (those of “ Humamtas”), and

it is even hinted that the execution of the works

is to be postponed for the present. This, how-

ever, appears improbable. The new free library

building is very nearly ready for opening, great

progress having been made lately with the

interior filtiugs.

MorcUle {BriilgnorfJi).—New schools have

been lately erected in Morvillc. They stand on

a piece of ground to the right of the road from

Biidguortli, nearly opposite Movville Hall, aud

are built of stone in the Early Engllsli style.

The architect was Mr. R. Griffiths, of Quatford.

The building comprises a scl.ojl-room, accom-

modating about seventy boys and girls, aud a

residence for the master and mistress. The
ground on which the bu.Lling stands, as well

as the stone of w'hich it is composed, were

given by Sir John Acton, of Aldeuham. The
school is intended to accommeda^e the children

of the three parishes of Acton, Morville, and

Round Acton. Since the opening the number
of scholars has amounted to seventy, so that,

in fact, there already is uo room for more.

Industrial training is to be practised, and a

piece of land at the side of the schools is

to be laid out in allotments of 5 yards by 4, for

purposes of gardening. The profit realized by

this kind of industrial employnicut will be given

to the scholars as prizes.

Went Bromicick.—It has been resolved bvthe

local Commissioners to advertise for a site on

which to erect a new market-place.

Lioerpool.—Mr. Milner having added, to his

already exteusive safe-works at Windsor, a large

hall 100 feet square, called thePhccnix-hail, the

new building was inaugurated on Fiiday last,

when the proprietor, several of his friends, and

350 of his workmen, together with their wives

and sweethearts, took tea together. In all about

SOO sat down, in tlie 'ight safe department,

which is on the third floor of the hall. The
extension of the works of the New Pha’nix-

hall, as described in the local Journal, consists of

three stories, about 100 feet square each, and

the height of the floor is from 1-i to IG feet, but

the area will be doubled when another contem-

plated addition is effected. The gable of the

principal front is surmounted with a pheenix,

aud there is provision made for a clock tower,

which is not yet erected. Atteution has been

paid to light, ventilation, aud the comforts and

conveniences of the workmen. Tlie building

has been erected in three months : Messrs.

Jones and Jump were the conlractois. The
machinery to be erected iu this hall embraces

every appliance for carrying out the manufacture

of Messrs. Milner’s safes, and iu it 350 work-

men can pursue their calling with ease.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Stowmarket.—The chapels iu the new ceme-

tery at this place, were completed on the 20th

alt. The design is Early English, aud the

materials used are red and black bricks, with

cut flints. The roofs are covered with green

Bangor slates, aud ornamental ridge tiles. The
windows are glazed with cathedral glass. All

the interior woodwork is stained oak, and var-

nished. The roofs are plastered between the

rafters, and tinted a slight blue. The contractor

for the works was Mr. Smith, of Ruttlesden

;

and the architect, Mr. Edwin G. Pennington, of

London.
Halesworth —The parish church of Holton,

near Halesworth, has lately been restored and

enlarged. The enlargement consists of a north

aisle, the length of the nave aud nearly half that

of the chancel. In the restoration, the south

wall, eastern jambs, arch gable, and south arch,

were nearly rebuilt, aud the roofs re-framed.

The interior has been fitted up with new
benches, Ihe aisle floors laid with small red-

iand-buff tiles, aud the pulpit, desk, vestry,
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screens, and doors, executed in oak, with iron-

work. A small artistic window, executed by

Heaton and Butler, of London, has been fixed

in the -west 'side of the tower, open to the

church, through the
^
western archway. The

chancel has also been improved, the walls plas-

tered ivith stone copings, new floor, benches,

and-altar rail. The entire works were carried-

out by Mr. Thomas Farrow, of Hiss, from plans

furnished by Mr. J. H. Hakewell, of Loudon,

architect.

Newjwrt {hie of TTight).—The monument to

the memory of the daughter of Charles I. which

the Queen commissioned Baron Marochetti to

execute, has just been erected in St. Thomas’s

Churchj'Newport, wlicre the Princess, who died

in captivity at Carisbrook Castle, lies buried.

Tlie monument represents the figure of a youth-

ful woman, reeliuiiig in a recess, resembling the

cell of a prison. The pillow on which the ncad

of the figure rests is an open Bible, in which

can be seen the following words :
—

“ Come unto

me, all ye that are weary and heavy laden, and I

will give you rest.” ,
The following inscription

is on the monument, viz. ;—“To the memory of

the Princess Elizabetli, daughter of King
Charles I. who died at' Carisbrook Castle, on

Sunday, Sept. 8, 1050, and is interred beneath

the chancel of this church. This monument is

erected,’ as a token of respect for her virtues and

of sympathy for her sufferings, by Victoria, 11.

1S50.” The figure of the Princess is of white

marble. . Tlie recess or cell is of Caen stone,

Worcester.—A monumental slab is shortly to

be placed in the cathedral here, to the memory
of members of tlie St. John family. It is of

black marble, inlaid with brass, and is 7 feet

0 inches high by 3 feet 9 inches wide. The
centre represents' a floriated cross, on Mount
Calvary, and on cither-side are the arms of the

late Canon St. John and his wife.’ The emblems
of the" four Evangelists are 'wrought in the

angles of the slab, ilessrs. Ilardimin and Co:

of Birmingham, executed this memorial under

the direction of Mr. Perkins, the architect

of the Dean and Chapter. IVlicn ilic new east

window has been completed, the slab will be laid

flat on the floor in the Lady Chapel, above the

graves of Canon and Mrs. St. John.

Wimhorne.—The minster, to which we lately

made a brief allusion, is, it seems, about to

undergo a complete restoration. The chancel

and its aisles having recentlybeeii repaired, under

the snperintenden'ce’pf Mr. Wyalt, at a cost of

5,000/. raised on tlie tithes, the necessity of

restoring the remainder of the edifice has be-

come mote apparent. Mr. E. G. Banks, Sir R. P.

Glynn, Mr. W. Digby, tlic Earl of Shaftesbury,

and other leading persons of the county of

Dorset and vicinity, have ofi'ered their aid, and
it is fully expected that the work will rapidly

progress.

Bristol'.—A new church is about to be built

in this city,' chiefly for the accommodation of

mariners; at the cost of the Rev. R. II. M.
Miles, son of the late Mr. P. Miles, of Leigh-

court.

Korville.— The churcli of Morville, near

Bridgnorth; 'has been reopened, after having

been under repair since June last, during which
time service has been carried on in the chancel.

Tlie roof of the nave has been raised to the old

pitch, and a clerestory, with three triplet-

pointed windows, added. The gable is coped

with 'VVest'u-ood stone, and terminated by an
ornamental stone cross. The south wall of the

church has been recased, and tlie windows again

inserted.- A new porch has been added on the

south side. The roof of this porch is iu open
timber work, and the floor is laid with encaustic

tiles. Tlicre is an old Norman entrance from

this porch, and the timber which disfigured the

upper part has been removed, the capitals and
columns cleaned-up, and a new stone arcli filled

in. Tlie inferior of the church consists of a

nave, two side aisles, and a commodious chancel.

T’he architecture is of an nnnsual cdiaracter.

The nave is sc])aratcd from the aisles by high

Norman arches supported on piers of peculiar

construction, having four light shafts clu.stering

round a srpiare centre. The capitals of these

pillars arc in good condition, and are all differfint

from each other. The chancel arch is set in.

fine ashlar work, and has billetted mouldings.

In clearing away the plaster which covered the

ashlar, a course of brickwork directly surround-

'

ing the arch has come to light, which gives an i

unusual effect. The nave bad formerty a flat
’

ordinary ceiling at a level with the top of the

nave arches ;
' but this has been removed, and a

high peaked roof substituted, showing the con-

struction timber, the trusses having arched ribs

carried on moulded stone corbels. The chancel

was re-roofed about two years ago (at the joint

expense of Lord Sudeley and the Rev. G. L.

Waysey, the incumbent) with open timber work,

but of rather later date than that of the nave,
j

The chancel is lighted with plain perpendicular

windows. The floor within the communion rails

is slightly raised, and laid wth varnished

.

encaustic tiles. There is also a wainscoting of

:

panelled oak.
|

West Bromwich .—The money requisite for a!

new cemetery and chapels (not to exceed 7,000/.)

is to be borrowed by the local commissioners,

who have fixed upon a site for the same of eight

acres.

Doncaster.—The parish church building com-

mittee, at a conference held at the Mansion
House, have pointed out to the town council

that they have paid to the contractors for work
done, the sum of 20,41(1/. witli the further

liability of 6,525/. making a total of 26,971/.

The subscriptions amount to 29,201/.; leaving

a probable balance in hand of 1,229/. The
estimated cost of the final completion of the

church is an additional sum of 10,749/.;

making a total amount of 37,720/. So that a

further snm of 8,519/. is now required.

It will be found, says the local Gazette in allu-

sion to these figures, that the burgesses and the

inhabitants generally will be almost unanimous
in their opinion that the tower should be built

forthwith. "We, therefore, it adds, confidently

trust that the meaus will be shortly procured

for at once completing the edifice, firmly believ-

ing that the funds of the town council, under

these unprecedented circumstances, cannot be

devoted to a move useful or better purpose.

Wigan .—The local burial board has foimd it

necessary to borrow another 1,500/. in order to

complete the new cemetery. The sura previously

borrowed was 14,000/. The preliminary ex-

penses, land, and tenants’ compensation amounted

to 3,950/. and there have been paid on account

of contracts, architect’s and surveyor’s commis-

sions, laying out and planning, kc. 9,667/. The
balance due on the contract for chapels and
other work is 1,116/. ;

commissions and charges

for plans, &c. by architect and surveyor, 400/.

Buckie .—The new chapel for the accommoda-
tion of the Roman Catholic congregation here

is being pushed towards completion. The interior

has of late been fitted up
;

the chancel, iu par-

ticular, is being finished. On cither side of the

altar appear what are intended to be highly-

finished copies iu oil of the Nativity, of Christ

Stilling the Tempest, of the Taking Down from

the Cross, and of the Resurrection. These arc

nearly 20 feet high. The artist who is painting

these is a Mr. Russell.

STAINED GLASS.

Porisea.—The north window of the transept

of the church of the Holy Trinity, Portsca, has

been tilled with stained glass, to the memory of

the late incumbent, the Rev. Richard Jolm
Scobell 'Valentine, M.A. The window contains

four subjects from the New Testament. The
artists were Messrs. 'W’^ailcs, of Newcastle.

Springfield {Chelmsford). — The churcties in

Springfield have just received some offerings. A
memorial three-lightwiiidow, executed byMessrs.

Powell, has been erected on the north side of

the nave of the parish church, placed there by

Mr. 'Wjudham Hokatc and his sisters, in

memory of their mother. At Trinity Cha{>cl a

tribute of respect and sympatliy has been paid

to the Rev. G. B. Hamilton and las family, iu

the shape of a windo'w placed there by the sub-

scription of friends, aided by the Amateur
Society of Glass Painters, iu memory of his son,

who last year lost iiis life in the wreck of the

St. Abb.
Sloiieghurst

.

— In the church connected with

the R.C. College, a stained-glass window has

recently been placed. The window is dedicated

to St. Josejfli, and is of six lights, each contain-

ing one prmcipal subject from the life of the

saint, viz.
— “The journey into Bethlehem/*

“ St. Joseph with the infant Christ in his

arms,” “The journey into Egypt,” “The dis-

putation in the Temple,” “ Christ in Nazareth,

subject to his parents,” and “ The death of St.

Joseph.” Choirs of angels are introduced iu

tlie heads of the lights, bearing texts. The
tracer}^ lights are filled with emblematical

foliated ornaments and scrolls. The window
was designed and executed by Messrs. Pilkiug-

ton, of St. Helen’s, Lancashire.

Oldham.—1\\ the new Lyceum building, lately

opened, is a stained-glass window, consisting of

one large central plate (of about 40 superficial

feet), with allegorical group of Science, Art, and.

Literature, treated in monochrome, producing

the effect of basso-relievo. Above and below ave-

two smaller plates; the upper principally com-
posed of appropriate ornament, the lower also

ornamental, but additionally inclosing the “arras”

of the town. There are also a senes of plates

surrounding the three thus mentioned, forming

an ornamental border or setting thereto. The
whole were designed and executed by Messrs.

Pilkingtou.

LUlington ' {Waricickshire).— In Lillingtojr

Church, Mr. Holland, of "Warwick, has put up
a stained-glass cast window, in the Decorated

style, contaiuiiig the following subjects, namely,

the Baptism, Last Supper, and Crucifixion of

our Lord, under canopies, with the figures of the

t.welvc apostles. In a small side -n’indow is the

figure of our Saviour, as the good shepherd,

supported by St. Peter and St. Paul, with appro-

priate emblems
;

also a single liglit, containing

the subject—our Saviour appearing to Mary
Magdalen, to whom the church is dedicated.

Various.—Mr. Holland has also put up-

painted windows ill the following churches :

—

III Brotherton Church, Yorkshire, dedicated to

the memory of William and Arabella Ramsden
at North llliinms, Hertfordshire, to the niemor}'

of Harriet and Richard Gould
;

at St. Mary’s-

Churcli, Lancaster, to the meraoi'T of Joseph
Dockray

;
a stained-glass memorial window in.

North Kilwortli Church; a stained-glass east

window, containing the principal subjects iu the

life of Christ, in Addiiigliam Church, Yorkshire
;

and a stained-glass window in the church of St.

Denys, Sleaford, Lincolnshire, to the memory
of Henrietta Banks, of Hickliugton, near

Sleaford.

THE GALLERY OF THE BANK OF
FRANCE.

nUE DE LA VRILLIEHE, PARIS.

The Hotel de la Vrilliere was built by
Francois Mansart, in 1620, and restored in a

splendid manner, in 1719, by Robert deCotte.
Francois was the uncle of Jules Hardonin Man-
sart, wlin Imilt the dome of the Incaiides, in

Paris. Franyois is mentioned with great com-
niciidatioii by Quatremere de Quiucy, in his

Memoir of Jules Hardouin.
After tlie Duke dc la Vrilliere, the Count de

Toulouse, brother of the Duke du Maine, and
son, like him, of Madame de Montespaii and
Louis XIV. inhabited this hotel, which took his

name, and remained in his family until the revo
lutioii of 17S9. At that epoch it was the resi-

dence of his son, the Duke dc Ponthievre, and
of his daughter, the beautiful and unfortunate

Princess de Lamballe, wlio withdrew to be near

her father on the death of her husband. Florian

also inhabited this hotel, aud composed mauy of

his fables bcueatli its elaborate ceilings.

The gallery, the only portion that has not

undergone change, is a superb specimen of the

magnificence of the interiors of that age. How-
ever much we may miss the admirable hangings,,

screens, and furniture, which made up the deco-

rative whole of this gallery, an idea may be
formed, from our engraving, of the effect the-

rielmcss of its decorations must luve produced..

Ill 1812 the Bank of France gave up the

Hotel Mussiac, and took possession of this

structure, which, since that period, has. been,

considerably mcrc«a5ed in size.

It is ill the gallery here represented by us-

that the Bank holds its meetings.

Gas.—The Hartlepool Gas ami Water Company
Lave reduced the price of their giis for the ensuing half-

year from 43. 6d. to -is. 2d. per 1,000 cubic feet.
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FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE.
Leonard de Vinci et son Ecole.'* Par A. F.

Rio. ' Paris, 1855.—M. Rio is an art-bistorian

advantageously known by the seriousness of his

observations, and the wide bearing of his views.

The present work forms the second volume of

his “Art ClretienP There are persons who
ascribe to Leonardo the highest pitch of general

information and inventiveness, and M. Rio com-

pares him with Schelling, and states that he had,

a hundred years before Bacon, uttered some of

the finest philosophies of the English sage.

His practical skill was of equal extent, and thus

he could write naively to Lodovigo il Moro, in

Milan,
—“ I can execute any sculpture in clay,

marble, and bronze
;
and every painting like any

one, whoever he may be.” At the same tinm

he offers his services as a military engineer and
inventor of new war-machines, aud as a hydraulic

architect: later he undertakes the construction

of large churches. On the top of all his acquire-

ments come his thorough knowledge of mathe-
matics and his ease in writing, by which also

he became the founder of a great school of

painters. Leonardo da Vinci’s literary MSS.
and designs lie untouched (.') in the Paris library,

aud M. Pdo does not much enter on them,

neither does he do so in reference to Leonardo’s
engineering and architectural labours. On the

unmatched Last Supper of Milan new light is

thrown, and the similar pictures by Ghiotto,

Raffaelle, in St. Onofrio, and Plorence, where,
also, in the refectory of St. Marco, the same
subject is painted by the hand of Ghirlandajo.

In this place, we may state, that the original

sketches of the heads of the apostles, by
Leonardo, arc in possession of the present

'

Grand Duchess of Saxe Weimar, probably
directed thither by Goethe. Leonardo da Vinci
was one of the few men who could afford to be
universal, without merging into superficiality.

It was the pupils of Da Vinci who, for a
while, stayed that decay of the art of painting,

which those of Raffaelle and Michelangelo could
not. M. Rio’s work will probably accelerate

one on the same subject by M. Passavant, in

Frankfort, who possesses the richest materials

on the old Milanese masters.

Transylvania. — National Museum. — The
establishing of a similar institution has been
broached before, but the present plan is one
much improved, as it comprises an ensemble
of literary, historical, archjeotogical, and natural
collections and activity. The chief inducement
was the late Count Kemenyi, who left his whole
collection to his fatherland, and Count Miko
presented his summer palace, near Clausenburg
for the same purpose.

TheWinckelmann Festival, Bonn.—This yearly
celebration took place on the 9th ult. Professor
Welcker spoke of the merits of Winckclmann in

connection with his great contemporary Goethe.
He then gave a description of two mural paint-

ings in the Tcrnite collection—one representing
a famished father nurtured by the breasts of his

(kughter. Professor Jahn showed representa-
tions of other wall-paintings of a Columbarium
of the Villa Pamphili, Rome, which affords

some new information on the public and private

life of the Romans. M. Erendenberg spoke of

the bed of the Rhine as a source of archfeo-

logical specimens, and stated that on occasion
of a late dragging for a new quay building near
Bonn, many valuable specimens were found
at a depth of from 5 to 7 feet

; amongst them a
unique specimen of a Gladius Hispanicus, the
blade being 22 inches in length and 2 inches

I in width, and the handle 7k inches in length. The
next number of the “ Transactions of the Ferein”

' will contain engravings of the most interesting
I of these Rhine-bed trouvailles.

Egypt.—Public Works.—As the telegraphic
I Ime between Sardinia and Africa seems iraprac-

I ticable, on account of the great depth of the
: sea, one from Candia to Alexandria is now con-
. templated. In the interior of Egypt, the lines

from Rosetta and Damiette to AJexandria and
“ Suez, and that from Cairo to Upper Egypt, are
. in nrogress. The contract for an iron railway-
i; bridge across the Rosetta arm of the Nile, near
1 Kafr Laiss, has been entered into. It is to be
1 40 feet broad, with two lines of rails, beside
1 two tram-roads for camels. The income of
the railroad from Alexandria to Cairo is most

satisfactory, and no accident has happened yet

on it.

Munich : Collection of Vases.—It has been
long regretted, that the collection of painted

vases given by King Ludwig to the Pinakotheka
did not produce its adequate advantages, either

to art-study or art-practice, for want of a proper

catalogue. This has been remedied of late by
Professor Otto Jahn, whose work, besides a de-

tailed description of the single specimens, con-

tains an introduction of some extent (246 pages),

where not only the history of this department of

art is treated with great acumen, but also the

place assigned which the vase painting of the

ancients occupies in the whole economy of art.

The Wittelsbach Museum.—King Max. has

endeavoured to add to the many art-collections

of the Bavarian capital, one bearing on the his-

tory of his own family, but which has been lately

enlarged into one of Bavarian national anti-

quities. A number of specimens have thus be-

come collected, amongst which are basso-relievos

of Ludwig the Bearded, found at Kufstein, a

sculpture of the famous Altenhof church, repre-

senting Emperor Ludwig and his \vife. The
collection of seals is very considerable, and it is

intended that by the multiplication of casts, the

now almost exploded art of the die-sinker may
be somewhat revived.

THE STRENGTH OF WROUGHT AND
CAST IRON.

INSTITUTION OP CIVIL ENGINEERS.

We have already mentioned that on the 9th

of December, a paper "On the Laws of the

Strength of Wrought and Cast Iron,” by Mr.
William Bell, was read.

la thU paper, it was stated that the chief point had

been the consideration of the longitudinal, as compared
with the transverse, strength of wrought and cast

iron. For this purpose the whole of the experiments

made up to the present time, on tearing asunder, or

crushing, bars of cast iron, and those made by break-

ing bars transversely, bad been taken, and from them,

and the known fonnulm of elasticity, such values of

the constants in the formulse had been deduced, as

would satisfy each experiment individually. And by
comparison a general view of the accordance or non-

accordance of theory with experiment had been

obtained, and some general laws arrived at.

The mathematical theorj" of elasticity, as given by
Poisson and Navier, was assumed. By finding, for

each eiperiracntal beam, the centre of gravity of the

area of cross section, through which, according to this

theory, the neutral axis passed, and calculating the

moment of the forces with respect to this axis, the

application of the formula: to the experiments was
easily made.

The first constant obtained, was the weight per

square inch of the modulus of elasticity, and this,

when deduced from the transverse strain, was taken

from the deflexions produced by small weights, and in

all cases where the beam, or bar, was very little

strained. For wrought iron, the most comparable

experiments were considered to be those detailed in

the " Iron Commissioners’ Report,” which gave, by
transverse strain, from 12,200 tons to 12,750 tons per

square inch, and by extension of bars, from 12,200

tons to 12,900 tons per square inch. For cast iron

the averages of Low Moor, Blacnavon, and Gartsherrie

irons were, from tension 6,305 tons, from compression

6,698 tons, and from transverse strain 5,968 tons per

square inch. Other experiments on the transverse

strain of wrought iron gave from 9,000 to 14,000
tons per square inch; whilst with cast iron the results

were found to vary from 4,000 to 8,000 tons. On
this point, it was stated, that Mr. W. H. Barlow,

F.R.S. in some experiments on the neutral axis,

recently laid before the Royal Society, found results

nearly agreeing with the higher number.

Another mode of arriving at the value of the modulus
of elasticity, by means of the bending or breaking

weight of “long pillars,” was also examined
; the

ratios of the lengths of the pillars to their diameters

being taken as abscissa:, and the bending weights,

obtained both from theory and experiment, as ordi-

nates. It was thns found that, for the experiments

on wrought-iron pillars, given in the before-mentioned

Report, the curve of theory agreed very well with the

curve of observation, until the length became shorter

than 70 times the thickness. The experiments on

cast-iron pillars examined were those in the second

volume of “Trcdgold on Cast Iron.” The correspond-

ence with theory was very good for those with the

ends rounded, until the length became shorter than

20 times the diameter
;
and for those with the ends

flat, until the length became shorter than 50 times

the diameter. The hollow cylindrical pillars, with one
exception—that of a short pillar—gave values for the

modulus of elasticity of 4,350 to 6,680 tons.

The correspondence between theory and experiment

seemed, in the author’s opinion, to warrant the con-
clusion, that the theory was perfectly trustworthy

when only small compressions and extensions were
concerned.

One constant obtained was the value in tons per
square inch of the tension and compression of the

outside particles, when the beam became ruptnred by
transverse strain. For wrought iron the experiments

on solid iron bars were fewer than could be wished,

and gave results varying between 14^ and 18i tons
per square inch. In this material it was thought that

it might probably be the compressive, rather than the

tensile, force which determined the fracture. The
only experiments on the direct compression of

wrought iron were those on two bars, given in the

Iron Commissioners’ Report, where one gave way
under a strain of 14‘5 tons, the other under 13'8 tons

per square inch. The quality of iron was not stated,

bat it was believed to have been soft. It was asserted

that the better kinds of wrought iron were able to

sustain a greater tensOe force, the worse kinds a

greater compressive force. According to Mr. Eaton
Hodgkinson’s experiments, wrought iron might be de-

fined to have its tensQe to its compressive force nearly

in a ratio of equality
;

cast iron to have those forces

in a ratio of about 1 to 6. This being so, it was
thought worthy of consideration, whether in the

plates of a large wroi^ht-iron bridge subjected to

compression, a slightly inferior quality of iron might
be used, not only as more economical but as better in

itself.

\Vith regard to riveted iron, the results from all the

wrought-iron tubes in the before -mentioned report,

gave from 71 to 24'8 tons per square inch. The
lower numbers were apparently caused by using thin

plates for tubes of comparatively large diameter. If

this were avoided, it was thought that in calculating

the strength of wrought-iron tubes, 1 5 tons per square

inch might be allowed for the hrealdng force on the
outside particles.

When the experiments on cast-iron were examined
in this manner, the following fact became apparent:

experiments on small bars broken transversely gave
results of 20 tons, and even more, for the tension and
compression of the outside particles, when the experi-

ments were examined by the ordinary theory. If these

results were diminished by 20 per cent, which it

appeared would more than make up the difference

caused by assuming the ordinary law, there was still

a result of, say 16 tons, while by dii’cct experimenta

on the tensile force of cast iron, 7 or 8 tons was-

found to be the utmost that it would bear. In regard

to this subject, Mr. W. H. Barlow had allnded to the

alternative hypothesis that the neutral axis shifted its

position as the beam became strained, and that when
rupture took place the neutral axis was “ at, or above,

the top of the beam.” This hypothesis was con-

sidered by the author to he contrary to the elementary

principles of mechanics
;

for as the sum of the com-
pressive forces on one side of the axis must be equal

to the sum of the tensile forces on the other, therefore

if there were tensions on one side of the axis, there

must be an area out of which to get compressions

sufficient to balance them on the other.

In experiments on the direct tensile strength, it

was assumed that the outward force was uniformly

distributed over the area of the bar
;
in other words,

that the resultant of the external forces acting on
the har passed through, and had the same direc-

tion with, the axis. This probably obtained in ^v^onght

iron from its great extensibility before rupture; but

in cast iron there was no such extensibility, and

this point was, therefore, to some extent, doubtful.

If a few experiments were made, in which the

force deviated from the axis by certain large and

measurable amounts, and then were made to approach

the axis, until some law was obtained which could be

tested, this point would be set at rest. A table was

then given, showing the values of the forces on the out-

side particles at the time of rupture, in tons per square

inch, from which it appeared that there was a dimina-

tion as the size of the beams increased. Beams
3 inches by 3 inches, as compared with those of

1 inch by 1 inch, showed a falling off of strength to-

the extent of about 4 tons per square inch. The
results derived from Mr. Hodgkinson’s and Mr. T.

Cnbitt’s experiments gave about 10 tons per square

inch, when the sound beams only of the latter experi-

menter were included in the calculation, or 9'6 tons-

per square inch when the unsound beams were taken

into account. From this table it appeared, that the

breakog-weight of tolerably large girders might he

calculated with considerable accuracy, b^^sing 7 OT

8 tons per square inch as the force of teSjon on the

outside particles, when rupture took plac^

In conclusion the author expressed the hope that
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ilc had succeeded in establishing the following propo-

sitions :

—

1st. That in esperiments where the materials were

but slightly strained, theory and experiment coin-

cided.

2nd. That where the ordinary theory was applied

to the rupture of beams, and especially large beams,

of wronght iron, theory and e.xpcriment practically

coincided.

3rd. That there appeared to be no good reason for

supposing that the neutral axis .shifted its position, to

any extent worth noticing, even up to the time of

fracture.

4th. That in cast iron, although theory seemed to

differ from experiment, when the transverse strength

of small bars was compared with the direct tensile

strength, assuming the latter to be correctly stated at

7 or 8 tons jier square inch, yet when the transverse

strength of large girders was compared with the direct

tensile strength, the coincidence of thcorj* and experi-

ment was nearly exact.

5th. That the ordinary theory of the strength of

materials was more trustworthy than was generally

supposed.

COMPOSITION OP OKNAilENTAL ANGLES IN NATURE.

COMPOSITION OP ORNLUMENT:
ANGLES IN NATURE.

I .or glad to see Jlr. Owen Jones's very able

lecture, on the composition of oriinment, given

in your pages ; but at the same time I cannot

egree 'witljliim entirely, and there is one ])oiiit

more especially, ’.vliich I cannot help noticing.

He states that, “All junctions of curved lines

with curved, or of curved lines with straight,

should be tangential to each other;” that tliis

is a uatural law, and “that in the whole range
of vegetable pi-odnc1ions, it will be impossible

to find a line butting on another line.”*

Now% I have studied nature pretty closely for

many years, and in all my observations I have
found, on the contrary, vegetation to be full of

angles, butting lines, and carves directly op-

posed to the tangential, and instead of nature
“ abliorriiig an angle,” she literally appears to

•revel in angles. She even condesceuds to use
the right angle, which perhaps may be con-

sidered the least beautiful of all angles.

The fems grow by forking in angles, and the
leaflets arc usually at au angle with the stem,

often at right angles. The mistletoe grows by
forking, with the berries growing in the angles :

the terminal leaves are curved, and opposed to

the tangential.

The common poplar grows with its branches
opposed to the tangential, that is, the branch
issues with a curve from the pai-ent stem in

such a manner, that if the curve were con-
tinued it would directly cross the stem. And,
further, the branches issue one out of the other

so constantly in this manner, as to form curves
issuing from curves opposed to the tangential.

(See fig. 1.)

It is also common in many other trees and
plants besides the poplar, as in the horse chest-

nut, where the branclies issue in pairs, and at

the top of the tree may be seen forming nearly

an inverted semicircle across the centre stem.

The leaf bud issues from the axilla or angle,

formed by the branch, and the contrary curve is

for the express purpose of giving room for the
leaf bud to expand and grow. The branches of

the elm and oak, besides many others, all issue in

Angles, and at this time of the year may be dis-

tinctly seen, and I imagine require only to be
mentioned to be recognised.

In the acacia the leaflets, which are arranged
in pairs, with one terminal one, often issue at

right angles to the centre stem. In the reticu-

lation of leaves it is more common still. An-
nexed is a tracing from a natural leaf of the
w'oody nightshade, in which, from the main rib

which runs up the centre, issue ribs at right

angles, which run into the side lobes, and in

the upper part of the leaf small ribs issue

from the centre in cuiwes opposed to the tan-

gential
;
and so often is this the case, in leaves,

that it would almost appear that the tangential
is the exception. (See lig. 2.)

1 shall probably be told that there are still

minute cun-es which join these angular Hues to

•Whentlie paper tva* read. >Ir. I'Adipm tooV tbe same objec-

tion to the remark, and the lecturer in explanation replied thnt

he r>nly intended to say that Nature abhorred an angle, not i/is

imijular. Moweve' angular the leading tinea of any natural pro-

duviion mighe be. there was always a curve at their point of

jiitiftiim. Modem artists too oUea forget the curve, and put the

uuiilc justead.—Ed.

Fij. 1. Fi//.

the parent stem : in some cases this is so, but

in many cases, in tbc leaf I have sent you,

for instance, I cannot detect it even with the

aid of a powerful magnii’ying glass.

Now, this angular manner and opposition to

the tangential, should be taken advantage of in

art
;
and if it were, I do not doubt but that,

being in accordance with nature’s laws, we
shomd find in it another element of the beau-

tiful; while, if wc confine ourselves, as has

hitherto been done, to the strictly flowing and

tangential lines, we shall probably never get

beyond the beaten track.

'in one of my own designs for onrament,

which X exhibited! at a lecture,* I gave last year

at the Architectural Museum, 1 formed the

brandling, or leading lines in the foliage, in

an angular manner, coucealing the junctions

of the stems with stipulm, as iu nature, and

I have since put the principle into practice

in several cases, with (according to my own

opinion) a good deal of success.

There is one great fault iu the classical com-

positions of ornament of the present day, which

is entirely opposed to natural laws. I should

have liked to have seen this particularly noticed

by Mr. Joues : it is the constant practice of

making foliage grow two ways. There is a large

lamp bracket now in the Architectural Exhi-

bition, with au animal balancing a lamn on

iis liead, and with its tail twisted round the

scroll, in which the foliage is made to gro^ytwo

ways twice in the same scroll. This practice is

such a violation of nature, that it canuot be too

strongly condemned. James K. Collikg.

THE STAGE AN INSTRUCTOR IN ART.

TVe have some early impressions which are

as fixed in the memory now as if the matters

had happened yesterday, and the most vivid

of these are—the first sight of a great English

cathedral; the first peep of the sea from a

rocky coast; a glimpse at a glorious picture

by Vandyke, iu an ancient hall
;
and the first

visit to the theatre, fitted with what seemed

magical views, enlivened by actors in sparkling

costume. The name of the play has gone ouE

of memory, and yet we could sketch tue wood

scene, the aucien’^t castle, the garden walk and

wrouglit-iron gates, the cottage, mill, and

stream
;
the duugeon-like interior, in which were

grim iron bars and massive clamps and chains,

and a room of the fashion of thirty years

ago. No doubt there were many discrepancies

in the dates and styles of things, and that the

same castle represented the keep in “Macbeth”

and that which belonged to the libertine marquis

in the play of 1790. It was all one then.

Neither the value of fitness of costume nor of pic-

torial representations was generally felt. Tine

• On form, liuht. and shade in architectural foliage, and given

in the Bnilder, voU siii- p, K.’o.

2.—NtiUiral Leaf, V'oodi/ Niffhtshude.

prints were not then to be seen in every

shop-window, and the fenvy Magazine and
cheap yet carefully illustrated histories Lad not

fallen into the hands of the rising generation.

There were no exhibition of pictures in the pro-

vinces, no schools of art, so that to thousands

the only pictures of any merit at all were those

which were presented upon the stage.

Owing to various causes, so great has been,

the spread of information, tliat at the present

day there are few w’ho visit the boxes and pits

of the better theatres, w'ho have not a strong

notion that the accessories of aplay (the scenery,

dresses, and music) ought to be correct and in

keeping with the time and place portrayed., The
day was when Garrick played all characters in

a dress-wig and laced coat, and our painters

painted, in subjects connected with modem
English history, the figures dressed in Roman
and other classical costume. If the best actor

at present in existence were to attempt what
Garrick did, he would surely be booted off the

stage by the most ignorant in the theatre.

Long after Shakspeare’s time, it was from the

stage alone that the populace could acquire a
glimmering idea of history, and, when scene-

painting was introduced, some notion of the

power of pictorial art.

Many of our great plays have the power of

fascination in themselves, and certain fasti-

dious persons would rather read than witness

their performance. The stage, however, has

still a mission to fulfil, for in another and im-

portant wav it has become almost as much a

means of diffusing taste and love of art as, before

the days of books, it was the means of convey-

ing other instruction.

We have of late years seen pictures on the

London stage as powerful in effect and other

high qualities of art, as cau be found on more
permanent canvass, and this is not without its

use, not only to those who witness them, but

far beyond, for the taste inculcated reflects into

many byways, where a sparkle of the beautiful

irradiates, and is useful.

There seems to be a natural taste for beauty

in every sensible human creature that is bora

;

but this is too often marred, quenched, and
polluted. It is astounding to witness the

avidity with which those who have had no
education rush off to supply the want by various

musical and other amusements. At au early age

they ran to the penny concert and theatre, and

we have heard more than one city missionary

express his gladness that cheap panoramas

and other harmless yet amusiug things, which

keep many of their visitors out of worse places

and give fresh ideas, were being opened to them.

No doubt much vice is assembled in some of

the lower metropolitan theatres ;
but the

vicious are Hkcly to be improved, rather than

otherwise, by having gooa things put before

them, and as the smaller theatres follow, accord-
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ing to their means, the larger ones, it must be a

natural consequence that the greater the amount
of perfection attained in the better houses, the

greater will become the artistic skill which will

be bestowed upon those who so much require

overy good aid.

Christmas has given the scene-painters an
opportunity to exhibit their skill and fancy, and
in some cases has been well taken advantage of.

We hear great praises of two scenes in the

Pantomime at Drury-lauc, and of Mr. Penton’s
doings at the Lyceum, but have not yet seen
them.

At the Princess’s, where " xMaddin and his

Wopderful Lamp” have been taken for the
subject, the crowd was so great on the night we
visited it, that with the exception of a glittering

scene of the descent of the Plying Palace, built

ajiparently of mother of pearl and jewels (Query:
Should the architect have 5 per cent, on the cost
when such materials are used?), wliich we
glimpsed over the heads of a lobbyful of people
hcliiud the upper boxes, we have as vet seen
little of it.

The artists of this theatre, and some extra
hands, are all busy on a play of the “ immortal
Williams,” as the French critic called him tlie

other day, which will introduce a large amount
of architectural scenery. Mr. Kean is never
tired, and deserves his success.

At the Haymarket, Mr. Callcott has painted
some charming scenes for the opening story,
written by Mr. Buckstone, and founded on “The
Babes in the Wood.” Mr. Beverley must look
to his laurels, for with much of the skill of the
latter in mechanical aiTangcmcnts, Mr. Callcott,

in natural scenery, will beat him if he choose to

study. By a glaucc at nature he might have
made the scene of “ a Blackberry Brake, at
the fall of the leaf,” perfect—as it is, it is a
beautiful picture. The transformation scene,
with a Turner-like background, and the apo-
theosis of the Babes, is highly creditable to
him, and very elegant.

For The Olynqnc, our Aristophanes, Mr.
Planche, has taken the outline of the fairy tale,

Jeune et Belle, for his groundwork, and under
the title of “ Young and Handsome,” has, with
language delicately nice, and sentiment so pure
it would not soil bookmuslin, contributed to the
sta^e a perfectly original poem, full of philo-
sophy and wit, which will be dug up in a time
to oome, and commented on as a composition
iirespective of its acting capabilities. Mr.
Gray has painted for it two or three very pretty
scenes, especially the Valley of Violets and the
Castle of Flowers, although not quite such as
the author’s compositious were usualiv set in

by Madame Vestris. The last scene, winch has
a number of beautiful candelabra of Dresden
ware, is marred by some dark “ flics ” close
to the flat canvass, which produce a gloom
where all should be light. Bobson is admi-
rable in a new line, and though some of the
actors are manifestly unequal to the parts
assigned them, and prevent the recognition of

the completeness of the allegory throughout,
the whole is a great success.

LONDON MECHANICS’ INSTITUTION.
From the great interest you at all times take in

tiny matters connected with meehauicnl and ornamental
art, I think it will not prove altogether uninteresting
•to yourself or subscribers, to be made acquainted
with the fact, that the members of this Institution
will hold an exhibition of drawings, on Friday,
January 2Dd, 1857, and three following days, to
which the public will be admitted free, by tickets, to
be obtained of myself, or by application at the library
of the Institution.

The exhibition will be entirely confined to the pro-
ductions of members, and I believe that most of them
will possess sufficient merit to convince the public,
that although the Institution has snfFered much in
consequence of its heavy debt to the family of its

great benefactor, the late Dr. Birkbcck, to whom
it owes, for principal and interest, the sum of
about 3,000/. which we are now compelled to

appeal to the public to assist us in paying, — it

is still pursuing a career useful to the community
at large, and worthy of the public support it so

much stands in need of. I and my colleagues feel

oonlideut that the public will never allow the parent
Institution— the founder of upwards of 600 Literary

and Scientitic Institutions, now existing in all parts

of the kingdom, that has given instruction to up-

wards of 40,000 adults (amongst whom have been
men who are now occupying a high position in the

learned professions and useful manufactures of this

country),—to perish for want of that timely aid which,

promptly given, may restore it to the former proud
position it occupied amongst the institutions of this

metropolis. Geo, Wm. Eagle,
Hon. Sec. to E.\'hibition and other Committees.

THE L.AY OF THE LAST COMPETITOR.
Ye great and mighty architects, who sit at home at ea.se,

Accustom’d long to calculate at five per cent, your fees;
(Now I'eaaihle no more, alas ! unless we one and all

Unite like bricks to save ourselves from goingto the wall).

Let sleep and health and happiness, await a future day,
And let your midnight lamps be trimmed, to lengthen out

the ray;
For a prize is in the market, a fat prize to be won

!

So says the Buildcr'ii title-page, and all can read who run.

The burial board of Sunderland require of plans the best,
For chapels, lodges, cemetery-grounds, walls, fences, and

the rest;
And that liberal and fair may be the order of the day.
Full twenty pounds they offer for the best designs to pay,

Reserving to themselves, of course, the right to keep the
best,

Or send them to their authors back, eondernn’d amongst
the rest

;

But still each worthy candidate should bear in mind
that he

Who pays hia journey there and hack, the ground may
visit free

!

No fame nor fortune to thewigbfwbo wins the bulky prize,
Hia services the burial board will never recognise;
Wry-liopes, indeed ! these Ryehope-men hold out uuto the

crull,

They look upon the draughtsman as an animal of draught.

Almost two thousand pounds they’ll spend, whilst twenty
is the prize,

As architects have sinecure appointments in their eyes

;

Their labour is diversion, or they work perhaps for fume,
Content to leave posterity a tombstone, and a name.

The flrchitect.s who notice such advertisements as these
Shall die flic death of meu who lived to feed their own

disease:
And buriiil board, while wandering their cemetery ronnd.
May see the ghosts of those who paid a visit to the ground.

dip the instruments, and let them dry in the air.

: This process is said to be equally applicable to tin-

plate, sheet-iron, and cast metal, and effectually to

protect the article coated from any appearance of

rust, even when exposed to damp.
A process by which copper, it is alleged, can not

only be deposited on the surface of iron, bnt allow of

rolling and stamping to any requisite extent, has been
patented by Mr. Tythcrleigh, of Birmingham, and
Jris’s Gazette reports favourably of it. The prin-

ciple is analogous to that of soldering, the difference

being that the granulated metal used in soldering is

!
spread over the surface of the irou, instead of being

[

merely applied to the edges which the workman
desires to unite. The patentee prepares the iron by
what is technicaUy called “ pickling,” or cleansing it.

He then spreads evenly over the surface the common
brass solder, and over this he spreads a quantity of

' borax to act as a flux. The sheet so prepared is

placed in a furnace heated to the proper degree, and
after remaining in the fire for about ten seconds, is

withdrawn and permitted to cool, the short space of

time mentioned being amply sufficient to ensure the

union of the metals. Iron thus coated has been sub-

jected to the severest tests in annealing, rolling, and
planishing, and has successfully endured them all.

Iron noils, &c. can also be coated in a bath of copper
or brass. The advantages of such an invention are

obvious. The iunumcrable articles now made of

brass or copper may in future be made of iron, coated

with either of these, and the danger arising from
' oxidation of the iron be obviated.

COMPETITIONS.

I

Scarborough. — In reply to some inquiries we arc

able to say that a design, by Mr. T. Oliver, jun. has
I been adopted for the new Congregational Church and
Schools, proposed to be erected on the North Cliff,

! Scarborough. The Venetian Gothic has been selected
’

as the basis of the style of architecture for the

I

buildings. They will display alternate bands of

coloured brickwork, with terra-cotta enrichments and
' dressings.

VVhy, Engltind, merry Eoglaod, “ where health and plenty
cheer

The hib’ring Bwain," are architects denied their beef and
beer ?

Have cultivated intellects no claim upon your soil ?

Or is the labour lighten’d when the miod bears all the
toil ?

If competition still goes on, as it is wont to go,
The day will come when burial boards may yet, for aught

we know.
Have competition for their graves, nor ever die until
Each member finds the cheapest man his vacancy to fill

!

Dublin. C. G.

AN INSCRIPTION FOR THE WEST-
MINSTER BELL.

Great Tom of Canterbury was thus in-

scribed :

—

“In magni Thomaj laude,

Risono bini bom sine fraude.”

Allow me to suggest the following for the
Westminster Bell :

—

“In Becketfi, Q, C. lande,

Risono Big Den sine fraude.”

Clapper.

IRON AND STEEL.

The preliminary meeting of the South Stafford-

shire ironmasters was held at Wolverhampton, on
Wednesday in last week, when it was decided to retain

present rates. The attendance was greater than for

many previous meetings. These prices, nominally re-

cognised, are 9/. for best common bars
;
hoops and

sheets, without being more definitely fixed, being

—

the former from lOs. to 203. ; and the latter from
308. to 403. above the price of bars. It is felt that

,

these rates arc likely to cause the x\merican demand
to continue limited, as, with the addition of the import I

duty of 30 per cent, exacted in the country, the I

American ironmasters in Pennsylvania are able to

compete with English iron. Pig iron has been firmer
[

for the last few weeks. No attempt will now be ^

made to reduce wages. I

The Uchatius steel appears to be favourably re-

garded. The Ebbw Vale Iron Company are manu-
facturing it into rails,which are said to have three times

'

the strength of the best iron rails of the same weight.

'

The Company do not intend to appropriate their I

license exclusively to their owu manufaeture, aud have
,

already granted licenses to others, it is said, on
moderate terms. Messrs. Spence and Son are licensed

to employ the Uchatius process.
j

The Sheffield manufacturers long complained of the

difficulty of preserving the polish on their exported

steel goods, till they reached the consumer. The
following process has been adopted :

— Dissolve

lime in a sufficient quantity of water to’^form a cream :

,

Foleshill Workhouse Competition.—In reply to

the queries of A. M. in your issue for December 20th,

I can only state, in answer to “ What next ? ” that

having been in Coventry on purpose to make some
inquiries, with a view to further proceedings, I found

there were twenty-four sets of plans sent in on
Monday evening, and that the board of guardians met
on the Wednesday at eleven, and separated at four

o’clock, having in jive hours thoroughly examined
each of the plans, as they were justly bound to do.

Their mode of selection was as follows. The chair-

man took one plan apparently promiscuously from the

pile, and placing it on the table, said,
—

“ Gentlemen,

I propose this plan stay at the top of the table till a

better be found.” The plan remained there: one
other was selected

;
and the authors of the others were

informed, per circular, that their plans “might be
had for fetching!” The author of the first-named

plan was tlicn invited to the house of the chairman,
whose guest he remained for some time, aud returned

home; from whence, on the 16th of December, a
fresh ground -plan, much smaller thau the one
selected, was sent, together with a letter, in which he
stated that, “ by doing away with the first ground-
plan, and adopting the one now sent, he thinks he
can reduce the cost of the building to the sum men-
tioned,” and alleging as his reason for so doing,

that during the preparation of the original design

he was so busy he could not devote that attention to

it he ought to have done. Under these circumstances,

would it not be well for the competitors whose designs

have been thus summarily disposed of, to meet iit

Coventry, exhibit their designs to the ratepayers, and
consult as to the best mode of forcing the guardians

to adopt some fairer method of dealing with those

who in good faith replied to their advertisement ?

I send you my name, and am.

One whose Design was “ Sent
ro Coventry.”

SIIEERNESS WATERWORKS.
A company is now in the course of formation for

the supply of the town of Sheerncss with water. It

appears that the inhabitants are rlcpendent npon two
wells, and that the water is distributed from house to

house in barrels,drawn by donkeys, and sold at so mnch
per pailful. Within the last few months one of the

wells has become choked up, and it has been thought by
some persons a favourable opportunity to form a com-
pany to establish efficient waterworks, and to carry

the water through pipes to ever)' house in the place.

A public meeting was held on the 18th ult. which
was well attended. The promoters explained the
necessitous condition of the town, and the means by
which they proposed to carry out the company under
the new Limited Liability Act. Mr. Johu Whichcord,
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as eDG;ineer, pointed out the probable eost of the

Bchemc, and drew a compariyon sbowin^ the great

saving which will be effected by the consumers if

the company is carried out, as they will then obtain

an abundant supply for a mere trifle, whereas they

now pay heavily for a meagre dole. Mr. Preiid,

contractor, gave bis opinions as to the practica-

bility of carrying oat the proposed scheme, and re-

solutions were unanimously passed by the meeting,

expressing its sympathy with the movement, and

pledging itself to support it by every means iu its

power.

" NATIONAL GALLERY.”

The point as to where and how the new National

Gallery is to be erected is now variously mooted.

As one who is much devoted to architeetiire and

TIIE WESTMINSTER CLOCK HAMMER. we i.hink it is also to be regretted that the illus-

Mn. Loseby may depend upon it that he will find trations were not more numerous. The present

some little regard to truth expedient in the long run, part is devoted to_ Stebhing Church, with

even if he gets people to believe him for a week without ground-plan, and a view of the chancel arch
;

it. In jnstificatinn of his foolish and malicious charge, All Saints’ Clinvch, Stanway, with ground-plan,

that I designed the Westminster clock for a hammer and a sketch of the tower basement; and to St.

of only 120 Ihs. he now goes back to a table of sizes Allbriglit’s Chapel, Stanway, witli ground-plan,

of hells and hammers furnished to the Astronomer Xhe title-page, indes, and preface, are also

Royal by the late Mr. Dent, in 1816, with which 1 comprised in the part now issued.

had 110 more to do than Mr. Loseby himself. And

of this table he knows the following things as well as
Transarfions of the ImtUufim of Ciml Enffi-

^
= , ..mnii '

neers ofIrelawi. ».S’i?ss?o«.v 1849-51. Vol. IV.
1. The bomraertherc set down with 120 lbs oppo-

. g Oldham,
sitetoitisnot a hammerof thatw-e.ght but

Suffolk-street. London: Weak, High
reduced weight of a heavier hammer for tlie angle ot

° Jiolborn.
oo deg.

1 I- f
2, It was expressly stated there to be proposed as THOUGH late in issue, these transactions torm a

, i „ .1 _P 1. i AT.. ' *!.-• -/ 'T'lio norfc
the'fine“^^Jbeg^e'^i^toTh7o^ina*s I?"

of permanent value. The parts

wm.Ll nnt n, Tinlionallv V-dliamy’s 150 lbs, hammer, but for a beil hi
. ... ,. '.-p T.-.f;nTinitv viijiiamv's loij ibs. nammer, out lor n dcjI like the under notice contain important, papers on rail-

ott”omcwhit M Ua “ contiaental O'^ “J;. ''ki''*' ^“5’“"^' ivays, tunnels, bridges, uiaducts and roads, and

neichbours
and therefore has a much lighter hammer. on river discliarges and ram lalls, sliiice-aoors.

Three things appesr to be iirst in eoasideralion,- ' 3 That plan never tvas adopted by any eontact
blasting, dnainage, iron girders,

Srst, the site
;
secondly, the an-niipcraents ;

thirdly, "•hatever.
, , t „n.j eart.bworbs, and various other subjects, chiefly

the style. As to the' first, the aalioa ha, a good, T nas proposed sir years before I >vas eons,died
1,,, „f the Institution,

right to say, this ought to be '' Trafalgar-sqnare as
,

“boat the clod!.

to the seeood, that the struelure shonid consist of a » As soon as I was consaWod T prepared a new
e 8I1UII1U CUUSISV U1 <l ... » 1 , -n 1

grand ntarble hall of entrance, a grand nanrble stair. Pl™.
; U irrUllll illrllUll. 8lalJ- I '

, , , ,

Jase, with steps having risers of only 4 inches, which "'h.eh tl.e Company of Cloehmakers themselves de-

‘ ®
. a • 1 senhed ns so difTcrcnt from Mr. Dent s former plnn,

makes ascent easy for the weakest, and is—arrhitcc- "r. I
'

i I
'

• • • le,., iTarrsivn

-r scale of stair for buildings
,

'hat it ought to have been, la tlieir opinion, thrown
turally—the only proper •— p--

, , . ,

of consequence. The building to he otherwise oren- .

^

i

pied hv three grand galleries; the whole paved with ' He says that my statement that I eootemplaW

Lanstic tiles, in plain ehiaraosenro, and to form n hammer of nearly e,ph Itmes 'he newer represented

grand quadrangle. The. three naileries to he divided, h'™. » not confirmed by the Parl.amentary papers.

by way ot d.st.netmn and for elfeet, n to saloon
.

^
^^^P

^
thcEneycloptedia

The lower gallery to be devoted to sculpture.
Britannica Treatise on Clockmaking, written by mo

ancient and modern, with copies by our host, sculptors Notbinc nt all

of AMckrit ch^.d’osuvres in that art froin all parts of
the’Parliamentan' papers, because

Europe; the archmoWical relics.—cunons objects
,],at and all other details were left to the judgment of

without exhibition of hizh art,—to be kept in their
, contract,

appropriate place, the Rritish Museum, where the
|

He says that Mr Vulliamy’s plan, adopted by the
broken wonders from Nineveh and other places are Company of Clockniakers was stronger than mine,
weU placed forthe research of the learned antiquarian,

because the sreat wheel of their striking part was
The second gallery, or first-floor, to be devoted to the

whereas mine is only 3 feet. But he knows that

sciences
;
and the third gallery—the loftiest of the

, ^le great wheel was not the striking

whole, lighted from above—to be devoted to ancient
'

know that that was one of

and modem painting, and copic.s of the first merit
plarioe defects of that most defective plan,

fromthe great works of all the gallencs in existence.
acfuallv intended to raise the hammer for a

At the four angles, I should say there ought to be
,|ic second wheel of the

four staircases, to give access and egress for the
actinr- on a lever consisting of a half-iuch

officials, or for such of the public as might wish to
5^ g inches square in section

ascend or descend in such direction.
; His rage against cast-iron wheels is only the old

For accommodating this arrangement, I should say
Qi^rkenwell clockmakers’ prejudice, with which they

Government cannot do better to meet the national
stcadilv resisted everv improvement in clock-

wish than clear the ground north of the Present
j 5,,^^ th^^ here. When

gaUery. and realise a grand area for consfnirting a
anv of them can make a turret clock on their plan,

magnificent quadrangle, being^ composed of^thc
eq;,alin performance to Mr. Dent’s cast-iron ones, it

Curiosities ofHistory ; \cith )ieic Lif/hts: a Book
^

for Old and Young. By John Times, B.S.A.

Bogue, rieet-street. 1857.

IYe could not have opened our list of books

dated “ 1S57 ” with one more generally suitable

to this holiday season of relaxation from pro-

fessional duties, than Mr. Timbs’s little volume :

it is, indeed, a suitable one for old and young
;

and its curt little sections of historical curiosi-

ties afford a never-ending fund of refreshing

“living waters” to dive occasionally into, and

to clear the mind of jading wrinkling cares.

England's Greatness ; its Else and Progress in

Government, Laws, Religion, and social Life ;

Agriculture, Commerce, and Manufactures

;

Science, Literature, and the Arts
;
from the

earliest Period to the Peace of Paris. By
John Wade, V. P. Tnstitut D’Afrique (His-

torical 80011010, Paris. Longman and Co.

London. 1856.

three gellcries above deserihej, and in the area mthin,
,,,

toplaie a splendid ronniain, to be celled the " Foun-
j

ji,“i,„,ehv has really outdone himself in hisdesire
tain of Neptnne,” fanned by a figure "f Neptane of

,, finishing stroke to mv plau, hv saying that

heroic size, culminating a group, composed of the four
Government is to pny Mr. Dent, for exeenting it,

quarters of the globe, with secondaiy jets by ^tons,
' ^icv would have paid Mr, Vulliamy, if

and with tributary ones by do phins round. The ^.^^£30, I do not
third point to consider is the style, and this I should

g^gVhat the Government, or the public, would have
say ought to he Roman-, the Romans having the

complain of, since Mr. Vulliamv’s clock (as the
credit of introducing the line of beauty into architec-

j^^^r^nomer Royal reported) was nothing better, in

ture, bythe adoption of the arch, and thus getting
p„int of acenraev, than “ a large village clock,” and

rid of the monotonous character of Grecian structure besides. But the
which presents to the eye only perpendicular and

Mr. Loseby again very well knows, Mi
homontal lines.

. ,, , ,, ., Dent’s contract is for 1,900/.: and Mr. Vulliamy’
With the Roman style comes mall the noble enrich-

(^^ich he never would give until he knew it

ineut ofhigh art, m all its branches; and m my
could not be accepted) was 3,500/.

mind s eye, I now behold a palatial building rising
j

^ amount of “ fabrication ” for

lofty to view on the site of our present gallery, which
j letter I think

by altitude should inspire the sublime and hv the
: Jir.’ Loseby prefers had bells, like the Oxford

richness of its pillared, arched, and sculptured front i

Ens\ish bells, which will

disclose, by its glorious combination, the bcaufirul
; ^ j. veckU, or less,

which would make it vie with any structure raised for
,

‘

Westminster bell and some of

like purposes among the nations of the eartli. Jt
| ^ continental hells, with clappers two or three

Parliament, for its own use and benefit does not
^ ^^ich he

scruple to expend a million of money on the 1 alace
: j Clockmakers’

of Westminster, the nation has a good right to demand
opposition bell-founders, joy of

a million of its own levies, to give c.xpressiOD to its
advocate’s taste, as well as his vcracitv.

own views as to high art and the sciences. The

nation never ought to submit to having its acenmu-

. dating treasures put into temporary snobbish recep-

tacles, where multitudes of the people, who help to

pay for every national expenditure, would have to

make a day’s journey to get to them.

If such design against the national will is carried

out, I. for one, who have to rontrilnite a good sum

annually to the exigencies and exchequer of the

country, shall, with multitudes of others, no doubt,

necessarily feel deeply indignant.

Wm. Mason, Lieut.-Colonel.

It is not our part to enter here into any elaborate

exposition or criticism on the contents of this

very interesting and able volume, although

there is not a little in it that is professionally

interesting to architects, as well as generally

interesting to men of mind in all professions, as

indeed any work on such a subject, displaying

anything like research and reflection, cannot

but be.

The author’s aim has been to supply a de-

ficiency in English literature, and compen-

diously, but in sufficient breadth of facts and

philosophy,to exemplify. to the historical student

or the more elaborate inquirer, the mystery of

England’s power, diversified interests, and re-

splendent name. The work is not a mere

abridgment of British history, or a brief narra-

tive of political progress with •which every one

is familiar
;
but a condensed embodiment, in

spirit and form, of national development, as

cliaracterised by its most remarkable epochs

;

illustrated by individual traits and memorable

transitions, and exemplified in the contemporary

growth of art, industry, intellect, social life, and

gradations. The national picture has been com-

pleted by laying under contribution, history,

biography, science, art, and literature
;
and in

the art-review, neither architecture, engineering

sculpture, nor painting, is overlooked. On the

whole, this rather bulky little volume of 800

pages, small octavo, cannot fail to be regarded

and treated as an important subject for discus-

sion and quotation by our literary critics.

iSoohjS i^embfU.

Thames Tunnel. — During the week ending

27th December, 24 870 passengers passed through,

and paid the sum of 103/. 12s. Gd.

The Churches of Esse.T Architecturally Described

and Illustrated. By Geoege Buckler,

Architect. Bell and Daldy, 186, Elcet-strect,

London. 1S56. Eighth and concluding part

of the volume.

We regret to find that what -was de.signed to be

an account of the Essex churches has resolved

itself into a volume containing descriptions of

twenty-two only of these edifices, a circumstance

wliich suggests a fear that the work has not

met with the success which it merits, although

VARIORUM.

‘Notes on Toll Beform and the Turnpike

and Ticket System
;
with suggested Plans for

the Abolition of Toll-gates,” &c. by Mr. J. E.

Bradfield, is a pamphlet, published at the Toll

Reform (Central) Office, 19, Strand, and con-

taining a complete Compendium of all that has

been written and published on this subject, as

well as of the views and suggestions of the

author, who, in fact, is the conductor of the

toll reform movement. A movement, so popu-

lar, with a conductor so able, can scarcely fail

to be successful
;
and we hope it may now be

safely predicted, that the doom of the metropo-

litan toll-bar nuisance is scaled. The plans
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suggested by Mr. Bradfield appear to be ^rell

wortliy of close consideration. He pi-oposcs to

remove all the gates, to a radius of six miles

from Charing-cross, so as at once to free, as it

were, the “lungs ” of London of the incubus,

and at same time consolidating the districts into

five or six instead of sixteen, as at present;

and that a head office be established in a central

situation, such as Charing-cross, vhence tickets

shall be issued, running by the month or quar-

ter, freeing all the owners’ horses, day tickets

being similarly issued at each gate, for say six-

pence each ; and by these and other arrange-

ments, the autlior is of opinion, that in five, or

at least in ten years, the whole of the turnpikes

in Middlesex would be got rid of allogether.

The merits of this and other suggestions, how-
ever, must be gathered from the author’s own
words, and not from the imperfect outline

which alone our space allows us to give. To
any additional tax on horses we may add, Mr.
Bradfield strongly and justly objects.

A little shilling tract on “ Hoinestic Economy,”
in the School Series edited by the Bev. G. K.

Gleig, M.A. Inspector General of Military

Schools, has been issued by Messrs. Longman
and Co. It seems to be full of useful hints,

recipes, prescriptions, &c. specially inteuded for

families with small incomes.

fBijfccUciiua.
.

Yoek School of Aht.—On the evening of Wed-
nesday in last week, Mr. J. C. Swallow made public

his last Free Lesson on Drawing to the working men
of York. The lecturer was aided by a series of white

chalk drawings on a black ground, which he said were

the actual drawings he had made upou the black

board at previous iessons, having been able, after

various experiments, to transfer them in the state

they then saw them. The lecturer drew line after

line on the black board, his pupils copying each

line and touch as it was done, till the design was
developed, c.xplaiuiag and describing as he pro-

ceeded. At the close, he made some rcmaiks on
the study of art. This study, as he observed, pos-

sesses the great and peculiar charm, that it is abso-

lutely unconnected with the contests of ordinary

life : men are often deeply divided and set at variauce

by private interests, by political questions, and by
philosopbical problems, whilst they are attracted and
united by a taste for the beautiful in art. It was
the liigh privilege of art that it had fallen to its

lot to contribute to the happiness and prosperity of

man in the most different epochs or states of society.

Art had shed its splendour's over the Roman empire
and the Greek conjinonwealth, and bad flourished

equally in the bosom of the turbulent republics ’ of

the middle ages, and under the m'ljestic sway of

Louis XIV. But if it be true, as we learn from his-

tory and experience, that free governments afford a
soil most suitable to the production of native talent,

to the maturing the powers of the human mind,
and to the growth of every species of excellence,

by opening to merit the prospect of reward and
distinction, no country could be better adapted than
our own to encourage every one, from the highest to

the lowest, to pursue the study of the fine arts.

IiiON Oke Discoveries at Seend.—The mine-
ral treasures recently discovered at Seend, Wilts,

exist to a far greater extent than was at first antiei-
I pated. The whole of the village is situated on an
outlier of the lower green sand, and it appears that the

• greater portion of this stratum consists of a fenigi-

Dous sandstone, more or less rich in peroxide of iron,

yielding in sooac cases as much as 30 per ccut. of

pure metal. A geutleman largely engaged in the
r iron ore trade, has already extracted 4,000 tons of
1 ore, which have been sent into Wales for smelting.
' There is not the slightest symptom of the existence
1 of coal in the iron fields at Seend.

Support of Free Libraries by the 'Wobking
Classes. — At Preston, the working classes are efil-

i ciently seconding the efforts of the^Workiug Men’s
- Committee thsre, to obtain 1,000/. from their own
I; class. The whole of the hands employed in the cot-
) ton mills and other establishments are making collec-

c tions among themselves. The spinners in one mill
a have unanimously agreed to give ten shillings each,
f by four weekly instalments of 2s. 6d. At another
iraill the spinners detemiioed to outstrip their neigh-
) hours, and agreed to give ten shillings and sixpence
Keach, to be paid as above. At a third establishment,
Aseven of the moulders promised 1/. each; five of
rthem have paid already, and the other two have eaefal

iipaid I5s. A young woman, a power-loom weaver,
ihas given 17s. 4d. The contrast between such coii-
iiduct as this aud certain - recent doings in the meti’o-
)lpolis is rather humiliating to the latttr,

• Royal Institute of Britisit ARCHirEcxs.-t-
At the next ordinary meeting of the Institute, which
will beheld on Monday evening, the 12th of January,
a paper, “ On the Ruin of Heidelberg,” will be read

by Mr. E. I’Anson, Fellow. At the last meeting,
held on the 15th December, the following gentlemen
were elected:—Mr. John Billing, Mr. Henry Astley
Darbishire, Mr. George Devey, and Mr. Simmel
Struton Markham, as Fellows

;
and Mr. Alfred

Porter, as Associate. Mr. Perrey exhibited some
very elaborate wood carvings; aud Mods. Desaeby
some specimens of his method of forming plaster casts

of large dimensions, in which strength and very great
lightness are combined. It consists in backing a thin
layer of plaster with canvass, or other similar mate-
rial, which gives great strength and toughness.

Lecture on “The Economy of the Working
CL.YSSES.”—At the Birmingham and Midland Insti-

tute, on Monday in last week, Mr. W. L. Sargant
read a paper on this subject, founded on au elaborate
work published in 1855, by M. Le Playe. iMr. Sar-
gant remarked that M. Le Playe had furnished or

suggested matter enough for twenty or thirty papers
such as the one before them. Ho proposed to con-
sider the relation existing between the working inau
and his employer in Europe generally. They were so

accustomed to see the working classes amongst tliem-
selves employed by capitalists and paid wages, either
by the day or by the piece, that they were apt to lose

sight of the fact that the relation elsewhere was quite
different. Agricultural labour vvas mainly treated of.

Formerly the ordinary condition of a farmer in France,
Spain, and Italy was that of a metayer, who was a

working partner in the business. Then they had the
more primitive relation of landowners, with peasants
working for them on corvee (or labour given fur land
tenanted), which was the ordinary condition of the
fertile parts of llassia, of Poland, and till lately of

Hungary. Then, in the less fertiic provinces in the
north aud west of Russia, there was another organiza-
tion, namely, the airo^' system, by which a seigneur
gave up his land to a community in consideration of
a rent, for which the whole community was liable,

and which was payable by every individual member of
that community, even after they had migrated to other
towns. The lecturer next remarked upon the right

assumed by men of appropriating land to themselves,
and showed that the grand principle of the Malionic-
dans was that the land was the property of the Divine
Being, and could not be allotted to individual men.
But this principle was greatly modified in practice,

and indeed society could scarcely exist without some-
thing like an assignment to iudivtdiials of properly
and land

; for w ho would build a cottage, or lay out a
garden, if he could not be secure of enjoying them.
In England, and most Chrislian countries, the land-
owner had great control over his estate, and could sell

or mortgage it; cultivate it himself, or let it to

farmers; and turn out one tenant to put in another.
If there were a different organization, a great obstacle
would be thrown in the way of all progress. Some
estimate should have been given to show the condition
of the labourers uuder the different systems, but it was
impossible to treat the whole subject in one paper,
and he had chosen that portion of it which be thought
most likely to provoke discussion. The thanks of the
meeting were awarded to Mr, Sargant.

Strike of Shipwrights on the 'Wear.—.Yn
anticipated strike of the AYear shipwrights bas unfor-
tunately taken place. The men had previously
adopted a resolution, and sent notice to the masters
that, unless the proposed reduction in their wages
from 6s. to 5s. per day was abandoned, Ihev would
strike work. Several of the masters gave way, but
the great majority refused. The number of men on
strike, added to those previously unemployed throu'^b
dulness of trade, will amount to about 300. °A
meeting of a number of the shipbuilders has since
been held at Bishopwearmouth, when it was resolved
to adhere to the proposed reduction of wages. The
shipbuilders, however, are said not to be unanimous
on the subject.

The Antiquities discovered at Bath.—The
Balh Chronicle enumerates the many Roman and
other antiquities turned up from the soil on the site

of the ancient city, even during the last twelve
months, and regrets that there is no local society
having for one of its objects the collection and pre-
servation of just such remains. As it is, many
valuable relics have passed away from the city, which,
with timely interference and proper care, would have
enriched the local museum.
The Architectural ExuiBrnoN.—I quite agree

with your remarks respecting the darkness of the
Suffolk-street rooms, where the Architectural Exhibi-
tion is at present held. Do you not think that they
oi^ht to be kept open later than dusk, as many
young men are unable to see the drawinss except on
lecture nights, which of course they cannot do when
they go for the direct purpose of hcariog a lecture ?

G. S.

Opening of Xew Sailors’ Home at Sunder-
land.—The new Sailors’ Home at Sunderland has
been opened. It is a fine building with a Flemish
front, erected on the edge of the Town Moor, conti-

guous to the docks, and, including the purchase
money of the site, bas cost about 4,000/.

;
one-half

of which has been raised by subscriptions from the

inhabitants of the borough and neighbourhood. It

contains accommodation for seventy seamen. The
business of the shipping office is transacted iu a por-
tion of the building.

Fall of a Building in TIulme.—The roof and
the upper walls of a two-story building at the lower

end of Blake-strect, Hulme, gave way and fell on
Wednesday in last week. Surrounding an open yard
are three buildings, the lower story of each of which
is occupied by butchers as slaughter-houses. One of

these buildings, from 16 to 18 yards in length, had
one of its side walls only inches thick, and the

accumulated soow, which had fallen heavily during

the evening, broke in the roof and forced out the

walls. There was a dancing party in an adjoining

building, aud the vibration caused may have contri-

buted to the downfall. The building belongs to the

King’s Head Building Society, Salford, and is said to

be a fair specimen of “ Jerry work.”

Lecture on Architecture at Alnwick.—On
the 17th December, iu the Towu-hall, Mr. F. R,
Wilsou, Associate of the Royal Institute of British

Architects, now superinteudiug the works at Alnwick
Castle, delivered a lecture to the members of the

Aluffick Scientific and Mcchauics’ Institute, on
English Gothic Architecture, its historical associa-

tions, origin, successive periods, decline, and contem-

porary revival. The hall was completely filled, and
the Rev. R. W. Bosanquet, one of the vice-presidents

of the Institute, was iu the chair.

Consecration of St. Matthew’s Church, St.

Pancras.—Ua the 22ud ult. the cons&Tution of

another church iu this dcusely-populated district took
place. The site for this church was a gift of the

Duke of Bedford, to whom the property in the neigh-

bourhood belongs, aud who also contributed 750/.

towards the building, and 250/. more on condition

that the edifice was provided with a spire. The duke
has also contributed 1.000/. a year, for ten years,

towards the Diocesan Church-building Society, out of

which sum that society have this year contributed

400/. towards the building, and 600^ more on loan.

The edifice is in the stylo of tiie more florid period of

Gothic architecture. The estimated cost was 7,500/.

aud with extras, about 9,000/. The work has been
done under the superintendence, and from the design,

of Mr. John Johnstone, of Adelphi, architect. The
windows are of green glass, surmounted by florid bor-

ders. Oue of the principal stained glass windows in the

east aisle was a lucmorial present from General Sir

Henry Brown. K.C.B. The number of seats is 1,240,

upwards of 550, or nearly half, free. A bronze

medallion, comraeiuoralivo of the opening, has been

executed by Mr. M’yon, medallist to the Mint.

Consecration of St. Paul’s Church, Wal-
worth.—This chntch, which was mostly erected

about three years since, is now completed, and was

consecrated on Christmas-day. The church stands in

the centre of Lorrimore-sqnare. It is built of Kentish

rag, in the Early English style of thirteenth century.

It consists of nave, chancel, and north and south

aisles, and is 77 feet in length, and 52 feet in height

to the centre of the roof, which is gabled with oak ;

the width, iuolnding the aisles, being 62 feet 3 inches.

The vestry robing-roora is situate on the south-east

side of the chancel, which is 26 feet long and 44 feet

high. The organ is placed in a recess on the north

side of the chancel, about 4 feet from the ground.

There are two galleries, oue over either aiale, but the

light from the western window will be left free. There ,

arc sittings for 1,204 ])er8ons, 602 free. The seats

are open varnished oak. The church is wormed and

ventilated by Messrs. Stevens’ gas apparatus, erected

by Messrs. Deane and Dray, of London-bridge ; and
lighted by gas standards, erected by Messrs. Debaufer

and Co. of Creed-lane. Messrs. Myers, of Belvodere-

road, were the contractors; and Mr. H. Jarvis, of

Southwark, the architect. The contract for the erec-

tion of the edifice amounted to 6,000/.

Accident at the New Corn Exchange,
Chelmsford.—Last week an accident occurred at

the New Corn Exchange, but fortunately none of the

workmen were injured. It appears that the last of

the seven irou girders which are to support the roof

was being hoisted by means of a windlass, when the

rope broke, and the immense weight of iron fell to

the floor, shattering the bolts, which were about two
inches thick, and injuring one of the piers.

New Mansion ln Somerset.—The Right Hoa.
H. Labouchere, Colonial Secretary, is about to erect a
new family mansion on bis property at Stowey*

Somerset. The contract has been already taken by a
London firm, and amounts to about 16,090/. The
works are to be proceeded with immediately.
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Tistiko the Shot PKoor Power or Iron I

Holihead Chrisihrs Eve.—

T

he harbour woAs Testimoniai to Dr. Soothwood Smith —A
1X8TISO THE &HOT PR

a w 1 •
V, rnnfnrtorB Messrs Rinbv provided a bountiful private meeting was recently held at Lord Shaftes-

I>J.ATES.-Eipenment, have been ui.de at Woolwich
j the .haue of seveu prime hury's residence, to consider the best mode of testify-

to teat the reai.t.ce power of timber lined with 4 lach
,

“ntodistribation,^^^^^
‘‘L the family dinimrs of ing per»ual estJen. for Dr. Southwood Smith. The

Mme thickiess as the Zatiar batteries coLtrucW i Aeir nnmcrotis workmen. The meat was dealt out mode adopted was, to present a bust of Dr, Smith to
same thickaess as the noatmg oaueries const t a

ni,.i,tmBS Eve after a meeting, presided over bv some public institution, as a memorial of his services
during the late war

i
and also to test the di ability »"

„ Stan ev M P who addressed the in promoting legislative reform on the subject of the
aud qnality of iron plates nionnfacturcd by rolling as he Hon^ \V. O. S anle^,

^
6 ^

SZ fe: «rdZa7o o; idV lW^^^^^^^^^^
»-- “““ American semptor. The movement is supported

WorfZery^^ "n't an act of mere jiistiec to them to y t e^
tenrounds, fired at 400 yards, the timherwork of the; declare thiit not in any part ol Logiand, Mand,oi all social grades.

Pa^ttf
A A iAit*i iT*i j*ui fhp itritisli Isles bad be met with nieu who had The Loeglas Rooji in Stirling Lastle.^^
target wns completely broken .and spl.ulered, and the

I

he ^ j A great part of the old building forming the Douglas-
plates of iron made by the rolling process were cut

]

shown ^o mu h ot
^

that V y p g p b b^^^

7hetou1liZ:hlh«n‘iny”r'™d;rrt^ on these works,” he add.id ago destroyedV fire, is to be

nropPRH rPsUted the solid wrou.rht iron shot iiinch ^

“ and not one of you for tcu ot those employed by erected as nearly as possible in the same style as it

Tre n Sly Thl"Irt sh^ tnt Tn i

nie on other works in England or elsewhere, is a was originally. The Observer says ncariy

nletelv throueh the target —timberwork iron drunkard." „
thirty men are now employed at the work. The

P ^ ^ ° ' *

”1 “The Modern Vandals in Edinhurgh, — north wall, adjoining the governor s garden, has been

“lloAD Reform in SooTL.iNli.-Lonl Elcho’s Bill I

In a lung artielc under this title the Time, points entirely taken down, a foundation levelled out, aud it

for the abolition of tolls in Scotland has been pub-
,

alteiiHou ^to the fact that the dissentiag mnyonty of is now lu the course of re-erecliou.

lished. It proposes to coustitule county boards with

a supcrintcudinggeneral board. These county boards

are to consist of all persons qualified to art as eom-

missioners of supply as at present, and, in addition,

representatives from the diflcrent burghs and parochial

boards within each county. The county boards arc

to be vested with the control and management of all

public highways and roads, with power to classify

them. All tolls and statute labour assessments are

to be abolished, and in lieu thereof assessments are

proposed to be levied of SOs. on horses above four

years, and lOs. on other horses and on mules, and

also on all lands and heritages within the eounty, at

such rates as the local boards shall determine.

M'ofkmen Committed in 1854 and 1855.

—

A Parliamentary return shows the number of work-

men summarily convicted and committed to nrisnu in

the several counties of England and Ireland for breach

of contract, in neglect of work or leaving service,

during 1854 and 1855. The total numbers for

England were, in 1854,2,427 workmen; in 1855,

1,641.

Rent not to re MTthheld ag.unst Execution
OF Repairs.—

I

n a case before the lIiiDtly Sheriff

Court, reported in the Ba}ijshire Journal, it was

lately found that the occupant of a house must pay

the rent, and bring a charge if he chooses against the

landlord for damages for not executing repairs accord-

ing to agreement
;
but he cannot withhold the rent

on that account.

Battlefield Church, Shrewsbury.—

A

n effort

is DOW being made to restore this record of the battle

of Shrewsbury to something like its original state,

erected after the battle of 1403. For this purpose

the sum of 2.600/. it is estimated, will be required.

The Shrewsbury Chronicle of last week advertises the

intention, and gives an engraving, showing the present

state of the church, with the portion roofed in.

Whitehaven Timber Trade.—

W

ithin the last

three or four weeks there have been several cargoes of

the Edinburgh town-council have passed a series of Academy of Turin.— The Royal

resolutions disavowing the obligation and intention to of Seieuces at Turin at its last meeting, on

restore the old ehureli of Trinity College, one of the
tlie 7lb iust. elected ?Ir. AYillinm Fuirbairn, F.R.S.

most ancient and remarkable Gothic fabrics in Scot-
i’resident of the Literary and Philosophical

land, but wbieli, in 1848, fell a sacrifice to railway
. Society of Manchester, a corresponding member of

innovation [although the stones, marked, we believe,
' Academy.

and RURilicrcd, were carefully laid iil) for fuluro
Lerricatino Oil. — Messrs. James Young

restoration]. In doing so, continues ihe 3i»«, ‘“y
' slmnson, M.D. of Edinbnrgb, and WyviUe Tbonip-

have not only refused the appeals ol the Cliuicli ot
^ Belfast, have patented some iniprovciiients in

Seolland. but resisted the combiacdinlluence ol almost
maunfactni'c of lubricating oil from nsphaltum

every representative of law and learning, ol arts and
,
a

j,„ ,1,5 ™ha!te of Trinidad),
aiitinuities, iu the citv. j^t the couticu meeting! .

referred to it was nrned by Mr. E. Joliasioa that tile
!

ARE.AW WAlERWoRKS.-lhe Emperor Alexandei

aeceptanee of the IMOO^d «« hg^.s^ed b^^Eiba (s™
^

oWigaUrio restore the clinreh
;
that the restored waterworks in M nrsaw, a naagaifieent gold nag, srt

ebii^cb would be
T^^^-^ZpaZb^LTE Urn

^ IrZ: on7Z^^i?L.'‘\Z‘c: fae^SiZ
the noor aud necessitous ot tiie pansli

;
ana mat uie

i t> i i? ft
site on the Calton-hill was inaeeessihle to the parish

;
I

lae urea by Messrs. Kaasomes and Si,ns, of Ipswich

and he quoted Mr. Raskin’s views to the etfcct that it ,

the snpermtendence of their late cngmeering

was ns ‘impossible to raise the dead as it was to ! -I"???'--,
Mr. Henry Warnner, and eonsist of a pair

attempt to restore an ancient building. lie proposed of bigh-pressure, condensing, expansive beam engines

of 40-borse power.
resolutions which, ignoring the alleged statutory obli

gatioii, proposed to build a suitable churcb w'itliin the

parish. The Lord Provost maintained the existence

of the obligation, and vindicated the choice of the the erection of a -rilla at Canton, near Cardiff, on

Calton-hill site as the best that could be got, after the Freehold Laud Society's uew estate, for Mr. George

.

mauy attempts, on which to restore tlie eliureb. On Sully. Quautitiea supplied. JJr. H. J. PauU, architect

the vole being taken, counter-resolutions by Mr. Mac- I n n

kuight were negatived by 28 to 12, while the first
; Born 0 o

resolution of Mr. Johuston to build n “suitable"
|

Moore li330 0 0

church, was carried by 2G to 14; and the second,
;

Brown 1,23-1 0 0

negativing the Calton-hill site by 28 to 12. In the
j

.

' ” ~

inaioi-itv of 20 there was one Churclniian, the vest
I

1“

.
•'

A.,, . 1 T\- 1 T .1 county ol StHfford, lor the Hon. Edward SwynfcQ Jems,
being Free Churchmen and Dissenters. lu the

jir. FdwurdJ. i’ayne, ofBinuiogharu, architect. Quunli-

ininoi'iiy of 14 there vvere nine Churdniicu, two I'T'ce ties furnished:—

S. Brisks
J. Hardwick und Son
J . Webb uiid Sons
Brauson uudGwjlber
\V. Smith
J. Cressvrell (accepted)..,

,. £9,350 0 0
,. 9,132 15 0
.. O.Oal 5 0
.. 9,035 0 0
.. 9.025 0 0
.. S,810 0 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Mr. 0."— •• T. R. 8." {will find answer 0

Churchmen, and one. Dissenter. The subject, it is

said, will be immediately taken to the law courts by

a large number of influential citi2ens, to determine

question of obligation; and, if necessary, the

Oimbcc and other "limbm drs'ciinTgea'a'tlhis poit. 'The
^

interposition of Parliament will be called tor to pre-

Cumberland Facquei says that, though the price of vent the council acting upon tlieif piescnt resolu-

timber has undergone a considerable advance in most ;

tious.

of the leading towns in the kingdom, tbc brokers
j

Zinc and Zinc M’hite.—^Ir. Cbos. Titterlon, of

here find it difficult to obtain more money. The
1 itoehainploti, proposes to improve the manufacture of

rates are about tbc same which prevailed at the corre-
' ' ' 1 •

spending date last year.

RailWaVY Retiirns,—

T

he traffic returns of tlr

railways in the United Kingdom for the week ending such matters, they are introduced into a mnflle or .. g b.-—- c. c."—" T. c. c."—" E. 8." (too late).—"C. Jl." (nest

December 20, amounted to 420,400/.
;
and for the ' retort, mixed with broken coke or carbou. The mnflle week).

corresponding week of 1855,10 416,737/-: showing ' or retort used is provided with a tube or passage at, Duofcs and aidiireiK*."—We ore forced to decline pointinc out

ail increase of 3.G63/. The gross receipts of the eight the upper part leading to the white zinc chamber, and “f findins aJdresseg.

railways having their termini in the metropolis I a tube or outlet at the bwer part for the passage of I

NOTICE. — All coimnunicatioos respecting adeertue-

amouuted, for the week ending as above, to 181,444/.
;

' the melted zinc.— 2. When using ores of zinc in the be addressed to the " Publisher,’ and not

and for the corresponding ^week of last year to B^nufaclnre of zinc white in order to obtain cadmium

191,728/.: showing a decrease of 10,284/. There
' for the most part separate from the zinc white, the

was an increase, however, of 1,160/. on the Great
!
apparatus is arranged with two chambers, one to

^

Northern, and 115/. on the London and Btackwall. ’ receive tbc firstproducts, which contain theendmium, ' ADVERTISEMENTS.
The total receipts for the second half of 1856, were and the other cliainber to receive the zinc white. The

8,213,022/.: those for the corresponding period of passages leading to the separate chambers are provided T ECTURDS to WORKING MEN.—The

1855, were 8,425,061/. The following are a few ' with valves or slides, to close one passage when the
'

of the more important items in this return :— ! other is open. By this arrangement, the first vapours. Museum of HrocHoai Geology. Jemyn-MrU

1856
«• -'Gwl. o..»fnvG,»m«v.tnorf r-orlinium will L Oa N atural History, by T. H, Huxley, F.B

Eastern Counties £589,305

B Theatre of the

Edinburgh, Perth, SiDundee,
1 op m c

and Scottish Central )
’

Great Northern 552,057

Great Southern and M''estern... 171,812

Great IVcstern 704,082

London and North-M’estem.,. 1,559,73-) .

London and Blackwall 37,358

London, Brighton, andSouth )

Coast j
London and South-'VVestem ... 416,735

Midland 746,712 .

North British 103,610
North-Eastern 849,837

North London 54,121

South-Eastern 441,698

South M’alcs 166,854

- .MU^DAY, the lath
nd will be contiuued

. hour. 'i'liB Seound
iclUBioa of ilic First.

40-4,414

1855. passing off, which are for themostpart cadmium, will - GeoToTy, byT'c! Kamsay. F.Ra

. 563,990 pass iulo the cadniium chamber, and are there con-

;

' denseJ Ihe air or gas passing through a suitable the coiieotinn of Fossils. win commeni
121’037 ,„een: such passage being tkea abut, aud the oilier "

.
5-10,901 opened the vapours of sine isill be oxidized and gu™ .au^b;.

167 107 received into the proper chamber.— 3. lu constuiet- rp^.ftratiun fee of sixpeucefor the courte of Six Lcciuns. TIiobo

0-isio53 ing the screen in the chambers, it is important that
JS))

.1,496.250 the surfaces lliereof should he kept free from oxides, ’ treniiam reeks. Registrar.

.

’

35,109 for which purpose the screens are each suspended on . hta-MT RNPfNFFHTlVr;
378 043 IHkweIw^’-saee .na‘^Lp?ii thansmission oi

• frame of the screens, and there is lu each case a vou DoCU.'iEJiTS. — Fiaus, Deeds. Law Foiicrs. sample.-, and

381,041 or ivirc passing through the frame which stops thereon
I

700,043 henoe hy moving or pulling the frame at intervals

102 5-43 against the stop, the whole ol the Iranie is so com- Pust-ofliee, the Belgian Goverumeut Railway. and ugente

833',947 pletely shaken as to detach the oxides from the snrfaee “J rSJi.JS" .f7“d
49.433 of the screens.— 4. The invention consists in subject- gratis, on appUcation at the Uhief office. CS, Oracecliuich-atreet.

437,849 ing white zinc to hydraulic pressure, in order to obtain parcels to be sent the -ame day must be at the Chief

142,802 body ” wheu using it as paint.
1

office by three p-m.
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architects, BUILDERS, ENGI-
l\. NEKR9. and SURVEYORS, can he IMMEDIATELY
SUPPLIED with COMPETENT ASSISTANTS (temporary or

otherwisel. Those only recommended whose efficiency and quali-

flcatloni can be guaranteed. The registry is open to employers,

or lists furaislied therefrom (freeh on application to Mr.
RICHARDS, Engineer and Surveyor. 4, Trafalgar-square.

TD PLUMBERS, BUILDERS. .AND OTHERS.
WANTED, a SITUATION as PLUMBER,
TT ZINC-WORKER, GLAZIER, and PAINTER.-Apply

to H. D. 15, Walraer-place, Stingo-lane. New-road.

TO BUILDERS AND PLUMBERS.
WANTED, by a Young Man, EMPLOY-
TT MENT. as PLUMBER, to fill uptime if required.-

Address. H. BL.ACKMORE. 3:). Northampton-rood. Clerkenwell.ARTICLED PUPIL,—All Engineer and
XX Surveyor, of considerable experience in railways and
waterworks, and now holding the appointment of surveyor to the

Board of Works of on important district, is desirous to receive an
tatelUgent YOUTH into bis office. As the practice is consider-

able. he would have an excellent opportunity and unusual faoili-

ties of learning his profession thoroughly, and a flrst-ol^ass

introduction to permanent employment. Premium required.—
Address, C. E. Post-office, Stratford, Essex.

TO ENGINEERS. WHITESMITHS, AND GAS-FITTERS.
WANTED, to APPRENTICE an active,
T V intelligent LAD. who has some knowledge of the business.

—Address. W. Q. Post-office, Great Coram-street.

WANTED, a SITUATION as WORK-
T V ING FOREMAN, by a thorongh practical Joiner. Ac,

Fully competent to carry out first-class works. Can be well re-

commended by several architects of London.—Address, J. L,
No. 2. Gee-street, Clarendon-square. No objection to the country

rrHEHE is a VACANCY for THREE
X PUPILS in the EVENING CLASSES of the Arohitects,

Builders. Civil Engineers, and Machinists’ Drawing Classes.

Terms, One Guinea per quarter.—For detailed proapectussrs of

the Classes, apply to Mr, T. J. HILL, Architect, at the Office»,

15. Old-street. Citv-road, The Classes RE-OPEN on MONDAY
5th of JANUARY.

TO ARCHITECT.S.

T'^HE Advertiser, who is a first-rate
X DRAUGHTSMAN, and has a thorough knowledge of detail
and construction, is open to an ENGAGEMENT,—Address. Q. Q.
39, Michael's Place, Brompton.qro CLERKS of WORKS. — WANTED

X immediately, a CLERK of WORKS, to superintend the
erection of a country mansion. A good knowledge of joining
iodlapensable —Apply, stating age. references, and amount of

»lary required, to A. B. No. 7, Thavies Inn. Hnlhorn,

TO ARCHITECTS AND BUII.DERS.

^HE Advertiser, a person fully qualifi ed to
.1 make working and finished drawings, and drawings in per-

spective. offers his SERVICES, temporarily or otherwise, to nn
Architect or Builder, preparing plans for competition on mode-
rate terms. Has undeniable reference. — Address, A, A. at Mr.
Heath’s, 17, St Martin's le-Orand.

TO MASTER MARBLE-MASONS. ko Ac.

’ll/'anted, a Practical Man, as FOREMANW or PARTNER, of twenty years’ experience in the
quality of marble and stone, capable of commanding a large
number of hands to the best advantage for the working a marble
factory.—Apply, by letter, to P, K. Office of " The Builder.”

TO ARCHITECTS. SURVEYORS, AND BniLDER'4.

^HE Advertiser, •who is thoroughly qualified
X to get up fair working, detail, and other drawings, nnd

materially assist in taking out quantities, measuring up works,
*0 . wishes for a SITUATION. — Address, L. M. J. Mr. Uowsl's,
35. Alfred-road, Harrow-road.

wanted, a MANAGING CLERK, in
VT a BUILDER'S OFFICE. One who could look after

buildings and the general business in the principal's absence. He
will require to he a good draughtsman, write specifications, nake
out detailed estimates, keep the books of the office, and make
himself generally useful. A Protestant preferred. State the age.
Apply to JOSEPH M'AULET, Post-office. Ballymena.

pVENING EMPLOYMENT.—To
Xji TRADESMEN, Ac.-WANTED, by a Young Man, an
exrerienced book-keeper, and at leisure during the evenine, an
ENGAGEMENT to seep a set of books, or other emnloymeat.
Accustomed to measured aocounts, &o.—Address.W. U. Post-office,
Great Hu-sell-street, Covent-garden.WANTED IMMEDIATELY, a middle aged

Tv married Man, as CLERK, who possesses a thorough
knowledge of land survertng aud leveUinir, and has had expe.
rienee therein

;
he must also be a good draughtsman. A residence

will be provided ; and should the party suit, the situation would
be permanent.—Apply, by letter, stating terms, with references,
and where last employed, to E. B. Mr. May’s, Taunton Couritr
Offloe, Taunton.

TO ARCIIITFCTS AND BURVETORR.
A YOUNG MAN is desirous of obtaining a
-tX SITUATION in an Arohiteot’a or Surveyor's office. He has
been in the profession nearly three years, and is well acquainted
with the various hraoefaes of surrevlng 4o. ; also a neat draughts-
man.—Address, N. A. H, Earl-street. Blackfriars.

ANTED, a respectable Person, accustomed
TV to superintend BUILDING and REPAIRS. He will be

required, besides superintending execution of the works, to draw
up specifications of repairs. Salary, 150l. per annum.—Address to
A. B. at Mr. Beck’s, 81. Cheapslde.

TO PLUMBERS. GLAZIERS. PAINTERS. AND
PAPER-HANOERR.

A STEADY and experienced Workman, aged
./x 98. is desirous of obtaining a SITUATION. Can also write
and grain tolerably, and is nn expert glass-outter. Would take
tbe entire management of the above branches for ahnilder. First-
rate reference as to character and ability. Terms moderate.—
Applv to CH.4RLES. at Mr. Coldwell’s, 15. Great May's- buildings,
S'- Martin’s-lane, London.

'1X7'AN TED, in a Surveyor’s Office, a
TV WRIl’INQ CLERK. He must be able to write expe

ditiouily, and with great neatne-ss. Examples of the applicant's
handwriting, and the amount of salary required, to be sent to

A. B. at Mrs. Warr's, 63, High Holborn.
TO BUILDERS. 4o.

A S GENERAL FOREMAN, Foreman of a
.XX large Job. or Firetnan of Cvrpen'ers —Au experienced
Foreman of standing, with unexreptionahle tcstlmaniala. Isopen
for an ENGAGEMENT as either of the ahovc.-Addresa, J. P.
20, Edith-street. Orent Camhridge-street. Hacknev-rnad.

WANTED, a CLERK, iu a BUILDER’S
TT OFFICE, in the country.—Address, hy letter onlv,

elating sge. Folaiy. and where last employed, to C. DAVIDSON,
Esq. Red-hlll, Surrey.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY, in a Builder’s
TV Office, a CLERK, who understands Book-keeping and

the usual office dutiea—Apply, b.v letter onlv, stating age. expe-
rience. and salary requited, to B. 9, Adelaide-road, Haverstock-
hill.

A YOUNG ARCHITECT, whose time is not
XX wholly occupied, and who thoroughly understands the
practical part of his profession, as well ns heingagood draughts-
man. offers lo PREP.ARE at his own residence, WORKIND or
FINISHED DRAWINGS for architects. — Address, A. J.
Adelphi-cbambers, 6, John-streer, St'and.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
WANTED, a SITUATION, as CLERK or
TV otherwise, by a good Draughtsman, Colourt'.t, and Pen-

man. Testimonials for the last six years. Security given if re-
quired. and no ohje'-lion to the country.—Address, J. R. B. No. 6,
Portland-place South, Clapham-road.

TO PLUMBERR ANl> HDILrR“R.

A YOUNG MAN wishes for a SITUATION
XX as PLUMBER.—Good reference can be giveu.—Direct to
A. B. No. 4, Northampton.place, Holloway. Islington.

A N experienced Man, with a practical know-
x\. ledge of building, a CARPENTER and JOINER. is open
to an ENGAGEMENT as CLERK of WORKS. GENERAL
Foreman, or otherwise,—Address, C. M. 1, Ponsonby-place,
Vauxhall-bridge road, London.

TO STONE AND RED POTTERS.
TT^ANTED, by a Practical Man, a SITUA-
V T TION, either to make or burn red ware or atone ware,

having had twenty-five years' experience in both branches alter-
nately.—Address, F. G. No. 1 . Hanover-square, Clapham-road,
Kennlngton.

TO CARPENTERS AND JOINBnS.

A YOUNG MAN, of steady habits, who
xx under, lands his business, and who t-asjust left a respectable
firm, near town, WANTS E-MPLoYMENT. — Address, B. Shoe
Warehouse, 1, Queen’s Head-row, Newington, Surrey.

ANTED, by the Advertiser, a SITUA-
TT TION. to do the general REPAIRS mi an ESTATE,

and COLI.ECT the RENTS, if required. A satisfactory rens a
will be given for leaving the present estate. The advertiser under-
stands drawing. Security will be given, if required,-Address,
A. B. W. Gibbous's, 96, Bruaswiok-place, City-road, Hoxton ;N.

)

TO BUILDERS. P-AINTEUS. 4c-

A YOUNG MAN, who has served five years
rx to the PLUMBING. P.MNTING. nud OLAZIN(J. is de-
sirous of obtaining aSITUATloN os-.n (M PR' iVER —Address
by letter, stating terms, 4c. toF. 7, l lizird-place, i’uiham-road.
Brompton.

TO CIVIL ENGINEERS, BUILDERS, 4c.

WfANTED, bv a thorough Practical Man, au
TT ENGAOE*1>fNT as FOREMAN of BKICKL.AYKRS.

having just finished some extensive public works, carried on
under an eminent engineer for the last two and half years. Can
give levels. First-rate te’tiinoniala — Address, post-paid, 70,
Comptou-strect. CIcrkcnwell, Londou.

A S CARMAN, or in any other capacity, to a
xX Builder, a respectable man, aged 48.—Direct to II. H. 57,
C'lllingwood-street. Black friars-road.

To BUILDERS. CONTRACTORS. 4o-

A YOUNG MAN, who thoroughly uuder-
.Cx stands hi« husine«. is willing to toke I’AlNl'ING, DIS-
TEMPERING. GLAZING, 4c. i.iecework or otherwise. No objec-
tion to take low wages for a permanent situafiou,-Address, A. B.
No. 1-5L flarret.t-streef, Prin'-es-road, Ls’wbeth

MECHANICAL DHAUOHT.‘<MAN.
ANTED, ail Active Young Man, to under-

T T take the .Superintendence of the Detail aud Construction
of Iron Rnofs, Buildings, &c. He must be a good dranuhtsman,
and cariihle of furni-hiog designs and estimate-i for general
w*rk connected with Iron structure*. — Apply hj- letter, gfntitg
capabilities, lo Messrs. TUPPER aud C.-iHR, 3, Mansion-Uouse-
place, London.

TO ARCHITECTS.

A N experienced, practical CLERK of
Zx WORKSisderirousof a KE-ENGAGEM ENT. in town or
country.-Address, Q. F, 39, Lower Slunue-street, Chelsea.

TO BUILDFR3. CONTRACTORS. TIMBER MERCHANTS, 4c.

ANTED, by a young married Man, ivlio
TT has had teu years’ experience in the Jninerv nod Buil'i-

ing line, an ENGAGEMENT, ns TIMEKEEPER. CflLLECTOtt,
UNDER Foreman, or any similar situation where trust and
confidence may be placed. Can use tho pen well, work at his
trade, or Curu his hand to his master's best advantage. Mode'ate
wags?, conriancy heing the chief object. Ko objection to country.
Address G. W. 2. Graham-street, Pimlico.

A PRACTICAL LAND SURVEYOR and
£\ LEVELLER, and a good DHAUGHT.s.MAN. thoroughly
conversant with parish, town, aud railwa' sorv-yiiig. 4c and who
cau be highly recommended, w^^hcs a RE-ENGAGEMENT, nt
home or on the contiuent, Stlarv a secondary consideration.

—

Address, E. T. Post-office. Bradford, WilHhire.

TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS.
ANTED, by a stout, active Y'ouug Man,

TT Bg.d 19. a SITUATION ns IMPROVER in the
PLUMBING

; can fill up his time in painting and glazing.
Wages not uu object —Address, J. 8. 53, Great Titchfield-street,
Marylebone.

TO ARCHITECTS.

A PRACTICiVL CLERK of WORKS is
Zx desirous of a RE-ENG.AG EM EN 1', either in town or
coiiutiy. Ilns had the maniicemont of extrusive public and
private worka Unexceptionable references.—Addresi, B. H. K.
Office of “ The Builder,”

WANTED, a SITUATION.—The Adver-
T T tioer ha.s had 23 years’ experience in the Quarrying and

Building depnrtmeuts, and the making of Eatimates. He wishes
an ENGAGEMENT m any of the counties oi England and Wales-
Une.xeeptiouable references can he produced.—For terms, apply
to A. A 3, Gleugan-torraee. Old Keut-road.

A FTER CHRISTMAS, a Young Man, 33
ZjL years of ace, who has had manv years' experience as Book-
keeper. is desirous of meeting with EM PLOY MENT. either tern-
pcirary or permanent, iu makingup trade-men’s accounts, whether
in a small or large way of business.-Address, V. T. C. Office of
“The Builder.”

TO WATERWORKS AND SEWERAGE ENGINEERS.
A N ASSISTANT, aged 32, wants a RE-
Zx ENGAOEMENT. eitlicr to get out coiur.ict or other
drawings, or to superintend the coiistructiou of works. He ha^
reorntlv buperinieuded the construction of sewers in a large pro-
vincial town

; has experience in erecriug pumping aud ot ler en-
gines ;

and uuderstiuida machinery well. Has good testimonials.
Address, A M. Z. Dsvies's Newspaper Office, Edgewarc-road.

W ANTED, a SITUATION, .as CLERK of
Tv Wi 'RKS. General Foreman, or Foreman over Ma.«ons,

bv a thorough practical man ; or would take a job in brickwork,
plastering, or masonry, piecework, cither in town or country ; has
had extensive practice, unexceptionable references as to character
and ability. — Address, A. Mr. Conway, IJ, Eccleston-street
South, riinhoo.

TO BUILPBRS.
A BUILDER’S ACCOUNTANT, of Twenty
xX yean* experience. aIko »n efficient Meosii'-er, Estiinktor,

Mr. WILLIS, Uffiee ol

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
A HIGHLY KESPECTABLE, middle-aged
XX OentlemkD. acouBtomed to the routine of s couutioK-
honee or builder's office, an efficient penman, and accountant,
wishes for EMPLOYMENT in any capacity where the above

J
ualiBcations, added to steadiness and iDt>-fTity, are deemed
eairable. Accounts In arrear made up on very low term*. The

most satlsfacto^ references can be given. Address, 9. V. T. X.
Office of •' The Builder.’’

an architect and SURVEYOR in
XX practice in the Citv, OFFERS his SERVICES to Noble-
men, Estate Owners, and Capi’alisls. in all matters relating to
Che Mdnairement of Estates, sc. whether for Building purposes
or otherwise. Also to gentlemen, members of land and building
societies, and others 'contemplating building, alterations, or re-
pairs. to whom every kind of a&jistanoe and advice is afforded.
Solicitors, also, will find this a ready means uf having plaus, Ac.
prepared for, and put on, skius and documents, and other pro-
fessional a'lsistance; and architects, surveyors, builders, estate
agents, and the profession generally, in the preparation of destgos.
working drawings, speciticatioas, and superintendence. Also
surveys of estates, parishes, Ac. and other kinds of assistance.

Every commission executed witii integrity and de-patch, and aU
transactions strictly o.mBdential. Remuneration upon the most
moderate scale.— Andress ARC HI'l’ECTUS, Deacon’s News Rooms,
151, Leadenhnll-street. A prospectus will be forwarded upon
application, and the receipt of three stamps.

Partnership wanted, for the
Business of a Plumber, House Decorator, OasfiCter, and

House Repairs in Gener-l
;
one in either branch of the building

trade would be preferred.—Address to M. B. IS, Wcston-plaoe,
King's-cross.

lyrOW OPEN.—The Fourth Annual Exhibi-
I. 1 llonofthe Photographic Society, at the Gillery, 5. Pall-
Mall Eai.t— Admission, in the Moiniug, One Shilling

;
in the

Eveoine. Sixpence.

CRYSTAL PALACE.—LECTURES on the
EXTINCT ANIMALS of the ANTEDILUVIAN WORLD,

'‘ strafed by dingrnms and models, will be delivered by
.VATERUOUSE HAWKINS, Esq. F.0.8 F.L.S. restorer of

the extinct animals In the Crystal PaUce Park, in the New Con-
pert Room, on FRIDAY.and, WEDNESDAY, 7th. and FRIDAY.
9th JANUARY, 1857. The Lectures will commence at ONE
o'clock precisely.

R oyal polytechnic.—

P

atron,
H.K.H. Prince Albert.—This Institutiou has for eighteen

years continued to instruct and amuse the public.—The Christmas
Lectures anu Eutertainmente provided this year are oii r.lie most
liberal scale.—1st. Entire New Lecture, by J, H, Pepper. Esq.
“Ou Optical Illus'oas," illustrated with all the apparatus for
which this Institution is so justly celebrated, every Tuesday and
Friday, at Three and Eight.—9nd, The Lecture by J. 11. Pepper,
’’q. “On Fireworks,” eveiT Wednesday, at a Quarter-pa.st Four

d Quarter-past Nine, with increased lllustratiuns by Mr. Darb3-;
and lu the evening, exhibition of" The British Bouquet.” display-
ing in magnificent fireworks the portraits of her Majesty, Prince
Albert, and the Koynl Family.—3rd. Exhibition of an Ingeuious
Juvenile Mechanical .Model Theatre, displaying every scenic
movement, with novel machinery invented by Mr. Freeman, who
will lIluKfrate his new system with the drama of “ One o’clock

:

or the Knight and the Wood Demon,’' accompanied with the
wholeof the original music by the Misses Orceiihcad; also the
Ohost Scene from “ The Oorjican Brothers,” and the Mccliaaism
of the Rising of the Qliost. Dally at Ualf-past Two and Half-past
Seven.—4th. Mr. Logreuia will exhibit bis astonishiog Conjuring
Tricks and Comic Dclusious, every Monday, Thursday, ana
Saturday, at Three and Eight.—5th. An entirelv new and beautiful
Series of Views, by Mr. Clare, illustrating “The Traveller's Port-
folio, or. Visits to Many Lands." Daily,-see Programme—gth.
Second Gratuitous Distribution, next Thursday, the Sth instant,
from Twelve to Five and Seven to Ten, of thousands of lieautitul
oninments, and hundreds of Mappin’s pocket-kuives. from the
Giant Christmas Tree. -7th. A second and must costly Senes of
Dissolving Views, designed by Mr. Newman, and ohietly executed
by Mr. Hiue, illustrating “Ye Pitifull and Divertynge History
of ye Blew Beard,” with an original humorous description by
Leicester Buckingham, Esq. late of the Panopticoa AdmUsion to
the whole. Is.

;
Ciiildren and Schools, half-price.

R. W. S. WOODIN'S OLIO of ODDI-
TIES, with new costumes and various novelties, vocal

and charaptoi-istic. EVERY EVENING ('Saturday exo“Ptedi, at
Eight, a MoniingPerforrDauceeverySATURPAY.atTilREE.
Private boxes and -stalls may be secured, without extra charge,
at the Box-office, Polygraphio Hall, King William-street,
Charing-cross- Tfie hall lias been entirely redecorated.

IHOSNIX HIRE ASSURANCE
TllUSTEDS

Decimus Burton, esq.

Octavius Edward Coope, esq.
Willii

.

John Davis, e-'q.

Geo. Hi'ilgate Foster, esq.
George Arthur Puller, e^q.
Clia-. Emanuel Goodbart, esq.
James Alexander Gordon, esq.

William J.amei i.ancoster, esq.
John Dorrien Magens.esq.
J. Masferman. esq. M.P.
John Tiraothv Oxley, esq.
Geo^e Stanley Repton, esq.
Benjamin Simw, esq.
Mattliew Whitinir.esq.
Francis Wilson, esq.

ACOfTOaS.
John IIodKoa, esq. Peter Martincau, esq.

Henry Heyman Toulmiu, esq.
SXCRLTARIES.

Wilmer IlaTTis.esq. George W'illiam Lovell, esq.
Arciiitkct axd ScavFYoa,—John Shaw. esq.

Solicitous.-Messrs. Dawes and Sons, .Angel-court.
Insurances against loss by fire are effected by the I'iKENIX

COMP.ANY upon every description of property, in every part of
the world, on the mo.st favourable terms.
Persons insuring with the Phmnix Company are not liable to

make good the losses of others, as is the cose in some offices.
Insurances with this Company expiring at Christmas must be

renewed within fifteen days thereafter, or thrv will become void.
He'-e'?)ts are now ready atthe principal i 'ffices, l.oiub.ard-strcet,

and Charini-cross, aud with the respective Agents thiougliout the
United Kingdom.

P ELICAN LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY, established in 1797.

70. Lombard-street, City, and 57, Charing-cross, Westminster.

Diseotors.
Robert Gurney Barclay, esq. iKirkmau D. TIodgson, esq.
William Cotton, D.C.L. F.R.S.

.

John Davis, esq.

William Walter Fuller, esq.
J'lp 4. Gordon, M.i>. F.H.S.
KemvUrace, esq.

,

N< iTlCE.—In order to remove any apprehension tha' mightbe
entertained as to the perfect security of toe Policies graiiteo by the
PELICAN LIFE OFFICE, tho Directors have omitted every
Clause that would render ttiem void by reason of any error in the
Statements made by the -Assured before or at the time of eli-ctlng

Moderate rates of premium with participation in
protits. Low rates without profl's.
LOANS. —In connection with Life Assurance on approved

security.
For prospectuses and forma of proposal apply at the offices as

above, or to any of the company’s acenti.
ROBERT TUCKER, Secretary.

neujainin Shaw. e.

.

iMattlicw Whitimr, e
(AL Wyvill.jiin. esq. .'l.P.
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.T. LOYL^ ilARBLE WHARF, Tliames-
. M-J blink. Plmttco', adjuinlog VauxhalUhridge. — Italian
..•ftatuary, Veined. Sicilian. Dove, Sienna, and other Marbles, for
Sale, at import prices A resident manager on the wharf at all

-pAWDpN-HILL STONE.—Messrs.
xV TRICK ETT and PERKIN are prepared to execute orders
to flov extent for their much-admired buildtue Stone. Depots,
where large stocks *re kept No. S, Stone-wharf. Great-Northern
Railway Station, King'd-oross : Victoria Stoiie-vrharf, Miliwall.
Poiilar. Blocks quarried to suit cnetomers for eolumni', cornice.

Iiinding*. steps, ledgers, head-tones, ciUs, 4c. Delivered toany
part hy vessel or railway trucks.
" This stoue when better known, must come Into extensiyeuse

I should think it exceedingly suitable for the Loudon market,”
C. L. DaessgR, F.Q.S.

Address. JOHN TRICKKTT, HeadingleV. Leeds. Yorkshire;
or.SAMCEL TRICKETT. Victoria-wharf. Isle of Dogs, London.

N.R A large quantity of Foundation Landings for sale.

VOI^KSHIRE stone. — THOMAS
1 TlLMEY.StuueMerohant.Tanfield-pUce, Leeds b-gatu

inform Builders. Burysyors, and Loeol Baiards. that he can supply '

direct from his Qiiarrid-, by water or railway. Paring. Laodiugs,
Steps, 4c. got out to t-lzes, on the most advantageous terms.

—

Prices sent on application.
|

QTONES, GRANITES, SLATES, &c.— '

)0 W. and J. FRF.EMAN supply the varioiu British and
|

Foreign Stones. Coini'b and Aber-^een Granites, in scappied
blocks, or woTked to speoifleation. Also, the usual quarrv w .rked !

articles of Yoik hire flav«. landings, 4c. 4c. DIRECT FROM
THKQUAKKIRSTO I.IVKBPOOL. HULL. OR ANY OF THE
ODTPuRTS (F'lR EXPORTATION OR OTHERWISE), or
bv rail to any part of the kingdom.—Stocks of each description
always ready for immediate deliverv from their Wharfs. Mill- .

bank-street. City-road Basin, nod (adjointng Commercial Docks)
1

Deptford.— Office. 27. Millbonk-street, Westminster.
|

QTONE ! STONE ! STONE !
— To theO TRADE.—Thecheapestploce in London for Portland and Bath

Stone. T'orkshira Landings, Steps, Curb, Paving. Self-face Slab,
Granite Pitching.and Curb. Giiernsev i rnken Road Materials, and
every other deecripiiou of stone, at JoIIN KNI »HT and SON’S, '

Devon 'Wharf. Mile-end. York tooled paving. 3H8. 6d perTOO feet ; ,

slab for hea-ths. 4d. per foot sup.; slab for chimney-pieces, njd.
!

per foot shp. ; 8 by 3 wmdow--,Hls. fid. per foot run ; 13 by 3 Doping.
]

6d. per foot ruu : box caimneys (any opening), Sa- fid. each, i

Terms cash on delivery.
|

\TARKET-WHARE, REGENT’S-PARK-

!

ivA BASIN.—WEST-END DEPOT, for Yorkshire Paving
'

Portland and Derby Stone, Bangor slates, Blahs, 4o, Ala -

Bricks, Lime. Cement, Plaster, Tiles. Laths, and Fire Goods
1

BCOLES and WOOD invite the attention of Builders. Masons. 1

and others, to their Stock os above, where everything will he 1

charged at tbe lowest prices. Headstones, Ledgers, Steps. Land- 1

ingN, 4e cat on the shortest notice. Country orders promptly
'

attended *o.

pAEN and AUBIGNY STON E.—
P. FOUCARD. atone Merchant and Quarryman. Cargoes

shi pped to order from Caen to any port. Contracts taken for any
j

onaiiflties. Depfits; Granite Wharf, East Greenwich; Lett’s
|

Wharf. Waterloo-hridge. Office: 948, High-street. Sonthwark,
near the Townhal). )

T\AHLEY DALE STONE.—One of the
1 * stones selected for the New Houies of Parliament, and '

high’y commended by «ir Charles Birry. is supplied direct from
the Qnarrv. or at the Ita-ley Dale Stone Wharf. Ctry-road Basin.

In aodition to nuraerou' other works, it is tbe stone of St George's
Hall. Liverpool, and the Sfnirca'es at the ilTe-;hain Chambers,
Old Broad-street.— Office. 27 Millbank-street. Weitmiaster.

I^ATES and GEORGE,
VX CAEN, AUBTONY. and GENERAL STONE

MERCHANTS.
CAEN WHARF. ROTHERHITHE,

LONDON.

O MCCARTHY, CARMAN, and SAND and
vAa CEMENT MERCHANT, Whitefiiors Wharf. White
friars. Fleet -street. City. Sand, from above or below bridge, de-

livered bv the yard or per barge. BaUariscr-enel nr unscreened.

bv the yard or per hawe. Stocks, lime, and old bricks. Dry
nibhi«h delivered per barge, in any quartitr. alongside the

Thamea,

pANSOJIE’S SHHCIOUS STONE.—All
Xv kinds of AllCIIlTECTCHAL EMBELLISHMENTS

1 executed ill this beautiful and Indcstmetihle material, at prices

not exceeding the ordinarv cements. Full particulars furnished

on application to Mr. FRED. KANSOME. Whitehall-wharf,
Cannon-row. Westminster : or Patent Stone Works. Ipswich,

TOHN BAZLEY TOITE and BROTHERS,
O MARBLE MERCHANTS.

Mn,LBANK-STBEET. W EST.MIN-STER.
Mvrble of all kinds and of best quality, in block and slab.

.
Marble mortars, io.

BATH STONE OP BEST QUALITY.

:nANDELL and SAUNDERS,
’ QUARRYMBN AND STONE-MERCHANTS.

BATH.
1

List of prices at the quarries and depots, also cost for transit
' Coanvpart of the kingdom, furnished on application to Baib

[

Stone Office. Cursham. Wilts.

[Jan.
'
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Brickfield.—TO be let. Kiftia. five:

milM of London. 'an o^<^-e8^a^>Ii^>led FI BUn. cimmia'pa
•ertn acres of excrllenf earth, part malm. There is a wwh.aiiil.
plentiful supply of w&Wr. sheds, and other ccinrenieDCfs.—For
-teras apply to Mr. A. KICIIAttUS. Auctioneer, Toitei.hara,

npO BRICOIAKERS and OTHERS.—

A

X NINE-ACRE BRICKFIELD Tu RE III '-|*ii8PD «)F
with immediate possession. It Is situate on the Finohiey-rdad.

about two miles irom the North Gate. RegeQ'’» Park. The eartii

is of extolJeiit quality and forming a hili, may He used to atiepth

Ofat least nine feet, without digging below the road level The
water supply is good, and the field is approached by pood roads.

A railway is in c<purse of formation within a short distance, and
buildin fare approaching the locality rapidly.—For particulars,

and to treat applv to Measra DAVIS and v'lGERS. 3, Frede-
rick’s-place. t'ld Jewry, City.

1V/fIDDLE “WHARE, Great Scotlaud-yard.
IVl. TO BE LET, these excellent PRE dISES, with draw-

dock. atahling. 4e. the most centrally s'tuate of anv in Loudi u.

The present term, which is very short, will be parted with on very

odvantageou- terms, and the tenant will then have the henefir of

taking a renewal direct from the Duke of Northumherland.—For
terms snd particulars apply to Messra EVERSPIELO and
HORNE. Auc'ioneers and Estate Agents, 40, pBrl'ameiit-)>*rcet.

r^OLNEY-HATCH. — TO BE LET, first-

V-J rate BRICK and TILE WORK^, with ab >ut tSj acreaof

good GRABS LAND.—For particulars, apply by letter, to Mr.
WRIGHT. No, S3. Bueklewburv, London.

17REEHOLD PREmSES FOR SALE, near
JC* Flecvstreet. City.—Apply to Mr. YoUnG, Architect, 7,

Panes’-inu, Ptrind.

TO ENGTNF.EKS AND M ANUF.VCTO HERS,

T ARGE PREMISES TO BE LET, with or
1 i without the steam power, situate near Stamf.ird.street,

Blackfriars-road.—Apply to WI LLlAkl CLARKE, House-Agent,

54, Broadwall. Blockfrian-road.

pXTENSIVE PREMISES TO BE LET,
-J-i within fen minutes’ walk of Surrey siiie of Loadun-bridge

;

have been in the occupation of a railway oontmotor and builder,

but are well adapied forany business requiring great ipooe.-
Apply to It. W aRD and BuN. A Oxfi)rd-‘treet.

T'O TIMBER MERCHANTS, ftc.^TO BE
X DISHOBED OP. an old-established BUSlNESi In the

DEAL and TIMBER LINE, with a first-rate ounnectiou, sRua’c
in the centre of » city in the west of England. The pn’mi-ea ace
fitted up with steam aaw-mill“. and the rent is mo'lerate. with a

small nut well-srleofed stock of deals, ftc. A more favourable

opportunity of embarking iu husinevs cau be seldom met with. A
satlsfaciorv offer for partnership In (he above hii«inc'a will re-

ceive atienfion.—.Apply to Mr. S. N. WILMUT, Paiu's-hill,

Balisbury. Wilts.

^URBINE FOR SALE, of 2-horse power,
X new. and warranted never nied.—P.<r further p irnculs-B,

inquire of Messrs. WIGHTMAN and C'l. Iron Pouinlry, Chard.

PATENT TERR A-C 0 T T A.
JL Tracery for Parapets and Terraces. MuUions, Fiiinacles,

Moulded Bricks. CooU of Arms, Crusi-ea, Label Mouldiugs,
Friezes. Trusses. Vases. Balusters, Capital, and Ba.<raof Culumiia.

Paring. Facing Briuk?. Coping. Kitchen aud other Siuks. Chimney
Shafts and Tops, and numerous other Articles, manufaiturec
by J. M. BLANH FIELD, in Patent imperishable Trrra-Cotla. at

Mill-wail. Isle of Dogs ; and sold at No. 1, Wharf, Praed-street,

Paddington-hasin.

pOUNTAIN WANTED.— WANTED to
PUBCIIABE, a PGUNTAIN. of Marh'e orPorM.and stone.

The basm must he from 13 Let 8 in. to 15 feet disroeter, with a
central group, not to exceed 8 feet in he'ght above the 'evel of the
ground —Address, by letter, stating description and price, to

A. R l.Vicariige-pUee, Camberwell.

1\/rAKBIiE. — Tile ITALIAN MARBLE
I»X ruMPANY have just landed, and constan'lv keep, an
oMortment of MARBLE MDRTARB amlG.ARDICN VASES of

all dimen-ions Orders executed fur the above, and every devrip-

tioB of Iialiau works of art. Vein and Sicilian ma-ble in blocks

of all ,izca— • nplv at Bridge Wharf, Millhank. adjoiuiug Vaux-
hall-bridge, to WILLIAM W. BONNIN, Secretary.

TO BUILDERS, MASONS. AND OTHERS.
T^HE largest STOCK in England of
M MARBLE in Blocks and Blabs, veined, B'lrdllla, dove,

black, black and gold, Sienna, SL Ann’s, statuary, serpentine, verd
antique, 4o. Portland, Hureliill, Park bpriug. end othe- stone, in

blocks. kUI's, landings, and headstones. York>-bire paving, granite

curb.4e. All goodsenrefully packed and forwarded to any port

of England.—THOMAS JACKSON, Martde and Stone Bavring-

UUU. Uommercial-road. Pimlico. London.

RUILDERS and CONTRACTORS
Jj OB-EKVE l-The cheapest DeoJt in London for the Sale

of Msr'dc Chimi.ey-piece is at the WESTMINSTER MARBLE
COMPANY’S Works, Earl-Sireet. Morseferr.-road. A large

stock on view to select from. Vein 7darhle Box Chimney-pieces
from 30,. upward''. The trade supplied on liberal terma
N.B. The Westminster omnibuses pass the Works from the City.

TV/TABBLE GALLERIES, 17, Newmau-
IVl street, I'xford-street.—Mr. ALFRED E. EDWAKDEB,
(upwards of ten years with the London Marble Compaiiyi, has
opened the above premises, lately in the oecui'ati”n of Hailey, the
celebrated sculpror, under the firm of EDW.AKDES. Et)WARli.4,
and CiiMPANY, with the largest stock of BRITISH and
FOREIGN MARBLE CHIMNEYPIECES, kc. Ac. In London:
EDWAHDES. EDWARDS, and CO. solicit the favour of an in-

speetiuQ of their stock by architects, builders, and ethers con-
nected with the trade: and beg to nsi-ure them that tor design,

style of execution, and price, it will he found unrivalled. Ebti-

mates tor every description of marble work.

TO BUILDERS. gCAOLI'>I-A WORICRHR AND OTHERS.
IX/-ANTED, FOUR COLUMNS, either in
Tv Marble, Scsgliols, orWood. with Ionic Oipirals nud

Bases of Stone or Marble. Full height, lo feet 1 inch. If in
scagUola or wood, to represent the >erpeutiiie marble. Liwest
price, fu 1 description, and where to he virivcd,—-tpply to J
LATTIMEK and SON, Architrois and Surveyors.

Stratfoi d-on-.Avon, December 23rd, 1858.

JVfARBLE CHIMNEY-PIECES, and every
J.TA other description of marble work, supplied to architects,

builden. and the trade, at prices to compete with slate, manuhio
tnred by the LliNDON sad CONTINENTAL M.lKBLE COM-
PANY'.—Offices ooilDepdt. 3, Crooked-lane. London-bridge.

Paving tor Halls, Conservatories, 4c.

T LANGOLLEN SLABS an! SLATES.
-M—J HOUSE CI.STERNS. Siuk.*tones, Filters, Larders, Man-
g;er«, Riditin?, Skittiua.aud Roiieh Tore.
CISTERNS of LAHQK DIMENSIONS for BRE'WF.BIRS.

DISTILLERIES, BLEACHING - HuDdES. and MANURE-
TANKS.

Cattle-stalls. Picstye*. and Trouirh*.
Paving fur Railway Stations. Malt-houses, Breweries, Balco-
ies, C'lii^Tvotories. Warehouses. 4c,
CHIMNEY-PIECES. Baths, Tombstones. Pedestals. Wasbing-

tabUs. Driiuils, and every other Article of SlabworJs, PLAIN or
ENAMELLED.
Self-faced Flags for Bams, Outboiises. or Pt'eet Piivinc.
In Stock at Po-ldiiigton, SEVERAL FINE SLAB-S of 70

SUPERFICIAL FEET each.
LLANOOLLEN FLAG AND SLATE COMPANY,
PENTREFELIN WHARF. LLANGOLLEN.

AND 4 WHARF, SOUTH WHARF-ROAD. PADDl.VGTON.

M arble chimney-pieces.—

T

he,

nobility and gentry of the Un\ted Kingdom who are build-
ing or refitting their manaions are respect fully invited to inspect

the most Extensive Collcotiou of MARBLE CUIM.'I EY-PIECES
lately imported from the Continent. They oi-mprii-e Statuary,
Oiallo di Sienna, Vert Rouge, Dove, Black and Gold, Rouge de
i^lmoiit, Baidiglio. and other choice foreign marbles; and ore
designed with great taste, and executed by firat-cHaij artiara—On
wle, In the show rooms of Messrs. EVANS , SoN, and CO. Kiag
IfUlioffl-street, London-bridge.

RANITB.—Tlie ‘Welsh Granite Company,
X Carnarvon, atipolles Pltebinc or Paring Set- of this

Material to order- The Sets, which have for sev.ral .veaii

been extensively il«ed in Mancheste'. Bristol. Leeds and other

Urge towns, eomliine in a higher de-Tee than any othere. the

niislitlea of rou;fhne s in wear and durahilSfy. The (done is also

well adapted for foundation courses, pliuths. to. for public uuiid-

ings and fur miU-stoaca *

G ranite.—

K

ing William and Nelson
Monuments, Plinth and Step? of the Roynl Exchange, and

Terraces at the Crystal I’ala -e.—Supplied by the HaytorComotny
under Koval Chnrter.-For terms, applv to Mr. O HOAR. Haytor
Qrauito Office, 4. Millhank-row. Weitmioster.

GPlANITE.— The Cheesewring Granite
Companv Il.iraited), Liskeard, Cornwall.

London Agentn—TH BGELLES and TAYLOR. 54, Old Broad-

street. .Manager-JAS.d. TRaTHaN,

L

iskeard

This G-aaiteis selected for thu New Westminster-hridge.

SLATE.—The Bangor Royal Slate Company
have now on hand a LARGE AtSORTMENTof ROgF-

ING SLATES, blue and green, of the usual sizes, whicii they arc

prepared to suDply on the u-ual terms, for thipment from their

depflt. at Baugor. or to t'ansmit by railway. Also Slabs of all

gizea—Orders to he addreiised to Mr. EDWARDS, Flonager,

Royal Slate Quarries, Baugor.

S LAT E.— An assortment of the best
BANGOR BOOFINO SLATE ON BALE, at Bridge-wharl.

MiUbank.-Apply to Mr. GEORGE BAXTER, Foreman.

PARIS EXHIBITION. — ENATilELLED
8LATE-TWO FIRST-CLASS MEDALS l-.Mr. MAGNUS

is the only exhibitor whose productions received this double
honour; also the Prize Medal at the Great Exhibition of 1961. ami
the Medal of the Society of Arts iu lS4a Thi i beautiful material,
haudsomerand more durable than marble, is now finding its wa.v
into palaces, into the mansions of the nobility at home and
abroad, into the highest class of public buitdinffli a? well os into
humbler dwellingB. The cost is immeasiiralily belnw ttmt of any
other productiuD that can at all compete with it. It is applicable
to a variety of useful aod uvnamental articles, too numerous to be
separately specified. Among the chief are chimney-pieces and
ornamental stoves for all apartments ;

plain and exqui-Kely de-
corated slabs for the tops of loo-tables, chiffoniers, oousoles:^-;
baihs baptistries, altar-tablets, pil isters.oolumns. vases pedestals,
and bmokets i wosh-st-ind toes, billiard tables. Imiugs to halls.
vestlhiileH. and dairiea—Price lists can be bad on application to
Mr. M.\(4N UH. 3!) and 4ii. Upper Belgrave-olace. Pirulioo.
N.B. Plain slate work e.xecuCed from a single article to the most'

extensive contract^ for home and ahrooit.

CLATE PAVING, indi thick, at 3^d. per
kl? foot super, plaard one side and squ ired, ready to lay in
runs, warranted stronger ttiau a-incli Y’ork. Fcir back uffices of
nil dcairiptions it cannot ha equalled, being tot.illy iinperVious to
wet. I/argesiz'd Slabs. 2 inches thick, at 6d. rerfimt smier. in
iiiiis. Nearly .10 O' 0 feet can he -een laid at Beal’s Wh irf, Tooley-
strect, and her .Majesty's Dockyard. Deptford. Cis erns. Sinks,
oud ISlivbs, Bo'fiiig Slates, oi envering. at pries con-iderably
hel'iw the usii.ll quotations. — J. JJ. HANNAt’ORD, Trevalgs-
'uhaef. Ratcliff-oross.

VAEENTIA SLATE SLABS.—
V The Volentla Blab Comjiany inviteattection to their Slabs .

xow supplied, of very large dimensions and of superior quality.
They have been nsen at tbe British Museum, Natinnol Gallery.
Betblem Hospital, various Lunatic Asylums, the lirlnance Works.
Model Prison, Pentonville, and other Penitentiaives ; Malting
Floors in Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire. Ureweriea, (be Race
Stand at Brighton. Portsmouth Barracks, and nre kept In stock In
larve qnantities by Messrs- FREEMAN, Miltbaiik-sttoet; and
at Messrs. Brahv's. BeMdere-road. where terms may be obtained. *

C R 0 G G 0 N and C 0 il P A N Y,
Manufactnrers of

PATENT ASPIIALTE ROOFING,
BOILER, RAILWAY, SHEATHING and INODOROUS FELT.

For Damp Walls, and Lining Iron Houses,

2. DOWQATE-HILL. LONDON.

A SPHALTE.—GERVASE EOOTTIT
Yl. TRINIDAD ASPHALTE WORKS, RA>THEBHITHE,
LONDON. E.rahlt«hed 1834. - TKIN IDAD. BEYSMIL, and
BRITISH -YSPH.YLTEk. manufactured by Steam power, laid

dowu in the liest manner, or supplied iiiany quaiirity. Informa-
tion for u.sing forwarded with material Foat-officc orders or
reference in London promptly ottended to.—Es.imates given tor
every kind of the above wont.

ASPIIALTE, FOREIGN and BRITISH,
l\. for FLAT ROOFING and every description of PAVING,
especially in damp situations,

FRo.M 28. 9d, PER SQUARE YARD.
Coustry Bnilders -applied with Asphalte for footings and bam

Qoors. with instructions for using ’t.

Apply to JOHN PILKINGTON. Polonoeau and Limmer
Asphalte Office. .Monument-chambers, 1-L PiBh-sfrcet-hill, London.
N.B. Importer of the PURE KUOli ASPQ.aLTE, from the

LIMMER Miuee in Hanover.

DOULTON’S TERRA-COTTA CHIM
NEY-ToPS.

TWO SHILLINGS EACH,
TWO FEET HIGH. AS SKETCH.

H. BOULTON & CO.’S

CHDINEY-TOrS

QUITE DIPE'RISUABLE,

About Forty lifrercnt Paltemr are kept
iu Stock, drawings and price-, of most u(
whiuh will be seut uu applicaiion to

HENRY DOULTON ic CO. Hi"h-street, Lambeth.

G ALVANIZE!) WIND-
GUAKL8.

No. 1. 3 feet high, 14 in. by 9 in. bottom. 18j.

This "Windguard is bigbly recommended by

the Manul'acturerj,

F. ED'WARDS, SON, and CO.

42, POLAND-STREET,
OXFORD-STREET.

MOKY CinilNEYS.—
TWO YEARic’ ThlAL.niKlPER-
V tsOCCESS ofr-UTEH'H PATENT

jjlj’jy WIND-GUARD, iu curing tbe most
inveterate Smoky Chimueys, induces the

Patentee to recomineud all peis.'us suf-

fering Irom that'uuiB.auce to try one.

Price 10a.

To be had of Ironmongers and Build-

ers, and of tbe Patentee, athio Office,

$5, Fenchurch-strect.
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IVELTY of effect is so far

the aim marked in the designs

in the Architectural Exhibition,

that any one judging from the

collection m Suffolk - street,

could hardly endorse the old

complaint against modern archi-

tects—that they arc wanting in

invention. The general cha-

racter ot our street and suburban

architecture, however—in form-

iSy ing which, as we have always

been at pains to state, architects

® have less opportunity of influence

^ than tlicy should have—may tend to

keep alive an imputation of the kind

refcired to, as made by the public.

True, it may be allowed that—as we
' ' have also urged at every convenient

opportunity—even in buildings from the designs

of professed architects, mere style too fre-

quently is offered in place of, or becomes more

pi'omincnt than, that ar^ which, capable of

being expressed through every language of

style, is ever the requisite and proper object

of effort. Such effect upon the public as may
be produced simply by a change of style, is

really unworthy of artists, and is prejudicial as

to all its ultimate consequences.

However, in the Architectural Exhibition, the

growth of a different species of novelty—through

the treatment of form and the frequent introduc-

tion of colour—is generally manifest. Indeed, we
have some apprehension lest this sort of ten-

dency, even, should run to excess. Observat ion

and study of old models should never be neg-

lected,—for, in many of these the best effects of

architectural art have been produced] and the

objects of such art—in delighting the intellect

and the sense—require in the work, not merely

the evidence that there has been a certain

mental action of design, but also the presence of

lea^itifal features,—which last—acting through

natural emotions and perceptions— may be

limited in available unmber, or may depend upon
the principles sometimes said to be the same
in all stylos. Hovelty, therefore, though essen-

tially requisite, is but one aim, and perhaps not

the highest
;
and liowevcr we view it, every

disadvantage to art is encountered in neglecting

what may be derived from study of the best

models,— or by rccomiuenciiig a course in which
principles which it has taken time to certifv,

being unwittingly lost, will have to be painfully

wi-ougbt out afresh. That this apprehension of

the tendency—wlien novelty prevails, weakly
allied with the other elements of good art—is uo
unwarrantable apprehension, we think is shown
by that which is still the condition of orna-

mental and decorative art,—iu wliich the great

variety of patterns, and the constant demand
for novelty, become subversive of principles,

and destructive of the real effect upon the intel-

lect and taste where principles are observed.

We have noticed inauy instances in tlie present

exhibition, where only from the desire in itself

commendable, of doiug something in a different

way, a positive ugliness is produced,—such as

the principles which were understood—and per-
haps even ou other occasions advocated by the
architect in question—should have prevented. ^

We may refer to the curves struck from different
j

centres, in the pediments above some of the ^

windows in Mr. Huggins’s drawing, amongst the'
designs for the Liverpool Museum. We, how-

j

ever, referred to innovations of a more general
character; that is to say, we hold that the

accustomed details of styles, for wliich reason

can be given, should not be departed from in

principle, unless reason equally satisfactory

other than the regard for novelty, can be fur-

nished for the change. Thus, wlien in the New
Corn-Exchange and Public llooms, Chelms-
ford,—shown in a view (S.j) by tlie architect,

Mr. F. Clianccllor,—we find mouldings which
belong to the archivolts, carried liorizoutally,

,

instead of their usual arrangement, springing

from the impost, we anticipate that in the build-

ing, whilst the curve of the arch must be im-

paired iu effect, there is no adequate gain. In

^

the same drawing the columns to the windows
appear recessed, so as to be flush with the reveal

and the front
; but whatever may be the method

^

adopted with Gothic shafts, the analogy with

I

them is not complete, and the defect of the inno-

,

vatiou is very striking.

I

Mr. J. K. Colling, in his design for Mer-

,

chants’ Offices, now ei'ccting in Old Hall-street,

,

Liverpool (53 — 9S), a work still commend-
able in its design, lias one or two of w bat we

I

must consider like defects,—as in the form

given to the heads of the principal range

of windows, and in the slcpping-up of the

^

coupled columns, wliich there are in an effec-

I

tive cortile, or passage-way, from which the

j

staircases ascend, one on each side. In the

' extenor, red brick and s'one, with gi-anite and

I

coloured marbles, are used
;
but the drawing

conveys a somewhat unfavourable representa-

tion of tbeir effect, from the unnatural brilliance

of colour given to some of those materials,

—

an eri'or observable in many other drawings in

the exhibition, and wdiich should be avoided

in future. The ornament, which is in itself

exceedingly well designed, is somewhat in

excess. The same gentleman has also a well-

executed sketch of his “ Second Design for new
Church at ITootou-park, Ciicsliire ” (2i-l a).
" Ashwicke Hall, near iMarshfield, Gloucester-

shire, now erecting’’ (409), by flic same architect,

is in the style of M'indsor Castle.—Mr. J. M.
Lockyer exhibits “ House in course of erection '

in Henvietta-street, Cavendisli-sqnare ” (55),
j

where he adopts red and black bricks in

!

patterns, terra-cotta, cement, and panels of^

encaustic tiles, as materials, but with inferior
|

effect to that which, spite of tlie constant diffi- ’

cully of a shop front, he has produced in the
'

“Frcmiscs erected 1854, for Messrs. Heal and '

Son, Tottenham- court-road” (149). No. 31/'
is the “Alonumcnt erected at Kirkby Mallony, ^

Leicestershire, in memory of the late Countess of
'

Lovelace,” designed by tlie same architect. Mr. ^

Wyatt Papwortli exhibits (.58) “Facade to the
'

Hall of a City Company;” designed iu accord-

'

apcc M-ith the details of a building at Ycmce.
'

The work is jirofuscly ornamented iu the style
'

of tlie Renaissance, the details beim; not 111^11

'

cases such as should be copied
;

the design,
*

however, has greater merit than is immediately
'

seen in the unobtrusive drawing. A mere edeva-

'

lion, as expressing only part of a design, fails
'

to do any architect justice. A “ Design for a
'

Steeple and oimameiital Casing to the present

'

Brick Church on Clapham-common ” (377), in

the Italian style, is exhibited by Mr. John
W. Papworlh.—Mr. E. B. Lamb has several

'

works, all having the merit of character, '

though with a slight tcndcuey towards heaviness

in details. His church now erecting at Castle
'

Douglas (59), and that about to be erected at

Egliam (GO), have effect with simjilicity
;
and

a like feeling is displayed in tlie drawing of
Thoniham Hall, Eye, now erecting for Lord
Ileuniker (102)—in a modeniElizabethan style— '

which has a good clock and bell tower, and where
there are a few novelties of detail, as in the use
of wooden mullioned window-frames in the
upper lialf only of the Mundow, in the case of
the principal rooms. The same arclutcct ex-
hibits "Sanatorium and Chapel -now erecting
at Bo iniemouth ” (120), and " To\vn-hall and

Com Excliauge now erecting at Eye, Suffolk”

(133). The latter is noticeable for the treat-

ment of its red and white brickwork iu courses,

with flints iu diagonal patterns, for the plan,
and the design of its tower and entrance.

Mr. T. L. Donaldson’s “ Design for a Temple
to Victory, according to the ancient usages,
combining all the edifices connected with tiie

sacred games, &c. supposed to be erected on
Mount Itliomc, Messene, iu the Peloponnesus,
at the time of Hadrian ” (65 and 6G), embodies
the results of elaborate study, and will be
doubly interesting to those who heard his

j

lecture, on Tuesday, noticed in a subsequent
' page.

The " Carpet 'U’’archouse ” at Kidder-
minster, by Mr. J. G. Bland (C9), illustrates

several observations which we have made
as to prevalent cliaractciistics of archi-

tectural design, meritorious and the reverse.

The design here is expressed iu coloured

brickwork—chiefly red—but with white and
dove-coloured bricks in the arches— and by
cornice and strings of notched and angular
bricks, and broad bands or fascias of chequers.

The ornamented mouldings of Norman architec-

ture appear to have furnished many suggestions

for designs of this character, as it is supposed

I

they did also for tlie old Tudor brickwork.

Further, respecting designs of which No. G9
may be an example—we have apprehended
before, that dark or brilliant colour and
strong contrasts wxre becomiug attended to,

to tlie exclusion of the beauty of light and
shade, and form

;
and that singularities of

detail were being preferred to breadtli and
grouping. The last word—grouping—we use
very often, because the element of effect

(hat it represents is one which is indispensable

in good arciiitecture, and one wliich lias been
long neglected

;
and because the direction of

architectural studies often, as now, tends to (he
searcli after curious details, without rcfeieuce

to their combination, and even with neglect of

the elements in architectural effect com-
prised in proportion of divisions and sub-

divisions, and in outline and mass. Mr. Philip

Brannon, wbo exhibits "Designs for Brickwork
on .^Esthetic Principles ” (1()2, 1G.3, 164, and
293), in an effort which is praiseworthy, has
not escaped the fault alluded to, of cxahiniT

certain good principles at the expense of others,

and thereby failing to see the laboured ugliness

of many of his details, such as the wooden
barge-boards, and the heavy fiuials. It is no
easy matter to design good brickwork, tliough

many think otlierwise
;

the work must lie

well bonded,—therefore the place of every
brick will have to be considered,—tliough it

does not follow that eveiy brick should show.
And in the estimate of architectural effect, there

being several elemonts of imporinnee; where
certain of tiiem are deficient, we are not
necessarily satisfied with the substitution of

such forms as can be expressed by the regular
sizes of bricks, oreven wirh the knowledge that if

we have not projection in a cornice, or -well-

proportioned mouldings, we have good construc-

tion How far liy introducing stone, piojection

may be got, and how far artificial stone may
serve as material for ornament, n-ill require

careful consideration : it, is clear if such ma-
terials attain any prominence, the design is no
longer what was intended — a characteristic

example of architecture produced iu the regular

forms of bricks
;

it reverts to a brick and stone

building, and as such will demand the ordinaw
groups of mouldings and carved enriclimcnts.

^Ir. Charles Gray’s designs are less to be con-

sidered as efforts in “ ornamental brickwoik

”

than as general combinations of stone, cement,

tiles, and brickwork,—inwhicli, however, whilst

each material is used generally in its fitting

place, and good projection is obtained, the pro-

perties of no one mateiiul strike the attention.
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as forming the proper key-note, and therefore

narro\\'iug the scope of the design in proportion

and ornament. Mr. Gray, however, we think

fails in another clement of his required etfect,

by want of sufficient attention to gi'oupiug of

divisions, and to the proportions of bis openings.

Still, in the “ Corner-house in course of rc-erec-

tion, 22, Henrietta-stroet, Covent-garden
”

(116), there is -as usual something to interest

the observer,—that which tliere is not in too

many of the common street elevations.

In the “House now erecting for the Hon.

tect gives to his design a general Gothic cha-

racter, he shows the masonry in large blocks,

even omitting the ordinary small arch stones.

Also should be named Mr. T. E. Knightley’s

“Trinity Presbyterian Church, He Beauvoir

Town” (113), remarkable for very narrow

aisles
;
and rhe same arehitect’s several designs

for “ Cemetery Buildings ” (108 and 130),

which have much merit. An “ Interior View of

St. Michael’s Church, Cornhill,” by Alfred

Bell (132 a), shows the refitting and decoration,

designed by Mr. G. G. Scott, in conjunction

W. H. Yelvertou,” in South Wales, by Henry with Mr. W. A. Mason, by which the late

E. Coe (76), half-timbered work is used : the Italian architecture is converted into the Byzan-

building has a square central tower, with lofty
i
tine, by the introduction of shafts and sub-arches

roof, and has considerable effect.—Ho. 77 is the ' to the aisle windows, and similar forms rayonnans

“ErontElcvationofMessrs.Wheclcr’srretaises,” to the circular windows, and by the character of

in the Poultry, by Mr. T. Burton. It is spoiled
|

the coloured decoration. The problem in such

by the evident want of room for the full semicircle a ease, it should be observed, is a difficult one,

which ought to have been the form of the arch

to the central opening in the first-floor,—but

has a good lower story, in wliich the two door-

ways and the general treatment of the shop-

front, with the windows over it, nearly prevent

any appearance of weakness. This unstructural

character, refeiTcd to as observable in most de-

signs where shops are introduced, quite destroys

the satisfaction which would be derived, in the

case of the “ Bctail Shops for S. llyam and Co.

New-street, Birmingham,” J. J. Bateman (116).

There', the basement is a mere sheet of glass;

and with such a starting point as a condition, it

is difficult to say what an architect could do.

It should be noticed, however, that the require-

ment of apparent support is increased by the

verv attention drawn to the necessity for sup-

port, by the columns and llic bold trusses,

—

which latter carry a wide balcony. Above this

balcony is an attic and a lofty roof with dormers.

With a good basement, the design would have

been one of much merit. 'Ho. 15-1, “The

Scottish Equitable Life Assuraucc Offices,”

in the Poultry, by Mr. J. W. Penfold, has

shafts to the arches and panels to the pilasters

of polished Peterhead granite. The requirement

of ample light appears to have dictated another

design from the same hand as No. 77, “Eor a

Warehouse in Wood-street” (290), which seems

all window opening, and as though it would

require to be entirely of iron. There is, however,

some effect of grouping as well as ornament,

small as is the wall-space. Greater strength in

the angles would, however, have improved the

effect.

Jlr. G. Aitcliison, jun. in the “Drawing of a

Bank, to be erected in London” (159), shows a

building of red brick, with a great semi-circular

headed arch, to the height of two lower stories,

and to the upper stories smaller arches, filled in
j

with Gothic work. The rainwater pipes, which
j

appear very bulky, are combined with the

mouldings, as in Mr. PAnson’s Colonial Life

Assurance Office, in Lombard-street (as noticed

by us some time back), of which also a drawing

is exhibited (115).

Illustration of many questions adverted to

above would he afforded in looking at Mr. J. H.

Chamberlain’s “Business Premises now in coui'sc

of erection. Union-street, Birmiiigbam ” (1T3),

the style of which may be called Italian Gothic,

and in which coloured materials are used. The

lower story for the shop, iu this case, lias two

segmental-headed windows, which not only spoil

the doorway, but suggest structural weakness

in the angle piers.—The Gothic style for build-

ings adapted to business purposes, is also

shown applied iu the “Banking Premises of

Messrs. Seale, Low, and Co. Lcicestcr-square”

(SI), by Mr. J. Billing.

Amongst the churches, we should mention a

design by Mr. H. J. Paul!, in brick and stone

(7S), which, with little modification of the tower

and its termination, would be successful ; also

a “Mortuary Chapel, now erecting in Portugal”

(82), M. D. Wyatt, in which, whilst the archi-

Thc new porch, of which a drawing (245) is

exhibited by Mr. J. D. Wyatt, as being exe-

cuted from the designs of the same gentleman,

is in the Italian Gothic style, with the arch

members below a gable, springing from red

marble or granite shafts, on pedestals. By the

same hand, is also “ Anstey Church, Warwick-

shire” (406), showing the steeple, from Mr.

Scott’s design, lately erected in memory of

ilajor-General Adams, who fell at lukermann.

In the “ Design for the Restoration of

St. Daniel’s Church, Ilawardeu” (156), R. P.

Pullan, some good decorative work, including ci

pulpit, is shown. “ St. Luke’s Church, Nutford-

place,” by Mr. E. Christian, illustrated iu onr

pages, is represented in a transverse section (257),

wliich serves to explain the peculiar difficulty,

both as toplan and levels, in that work; and thefive

graphic sketches of “Tyleluirst Church, Berks”

(256), by Mr. G. E.- Street, show its author’s

skill in the forms and expression of medimval

architecture. After looking at such drawings,

and those from the Lille Competition, it is

wonderful how iu the same day could he de-

signed and built the “ Church, now being

erected at Old Ford,” at a cost of 5,000/. (155),

with details intended as Early English, a low-

pitched roof, two western towers, and stunted

spires, or lanterns. Z^Iorcover, when classical

architecture is attempted, as in a “Design for

New Synagogue, Birmingham ” (244) with a

bad portico of Grecian Doric columns, equally

singular is it, that the especial character of the

style and its scope and effect should be so

lamentably missed. Commonplace also are more

of the designs with Italian window-dressings

than we care to notice. Tiiere is, however, a

good interior of the “ Entrance Saloon, at

Bylaugh-hall, Norfolk,” by Messrs. Banks and

Barry (165), which has the centre and the

arcades lighted from the top through coffers,

and is tastefully decorated. Other drawings

illustrative of interior decoration, with the

competition drawings, and, perhaps, some

other works, we may find room for in

another number. The most prominent draw-

ing of the exhibition, however, is one which we

have left to almost the end of onr notice,—

namely, Mr. Owen Jones’s large view (84) of

bis design for the interior of St. James’s Hall,

which we reduced in an engraving iu the Builder,

—of course without the polychromy and gold,

which, while highly elaborate in application,

are certainly most harmoniously used. The gold

setting of the brilliant apse, with red and blue

coloured ceiliug with gold bands, and the blue

and white ceiling of the body of the hall similarly

banded, are certainly calculated to realize a very

flue effect. Tlic forms in the ornamentation are

perliaps less elegant. Of Mr. Jones’s “Design

for the Exhibition Building of Manchester, sub-

mitted in competition, June 4, 1856 ” (111 and

112), we cannot speak with equal approval. It

is simply a sort of wig-wam externally
;
and

within it is a vault—indifferently lighted, we
should think, from the end windows and the

apertures in the crown—and with just so much
design (except in the polychromy) as might be

produced by the iudustrious turning in of semi-

circles. Even granting the realization of a fine

perspective effect, surely we have not here the

work of Mr. Owen Jones, an irr//s/-architect.

And there is some point in what is so obvious

in the drawing, that the usufruct of such a vault

bears obviously no relation to its vastness. Iu

the drawing, however, Mr. Jones shows liis

masterly hand.

THE LATE MR. JOHN BRITTON.

Ox Thursday, the first day of the new year,

at ten o’clock in the morning, died John Biittou,

the author of “ The Cathedral Antiquities of

England,” at his house in Burton-street, Burton-

crescent, in his eighty-sixth year. On the 2ud

of December, he sent a proof of the last com-

pleted sheet of his autobio^aphy to the printer.

Early on the following Thursday moruiug, he

first felt a sensation in liis throat indicating the

coming of his old enemy, bronchitis. ^Medical

assistance was sent for as soon as possible, and

it was hoped that by this prompt treatment he

might have been saved, as on many former

occasions. This, however, -was not to be, and

gradually he succumbed to the universal con-

queror.

Ten days before his death, be expressed bis

conviction to the writer of this notice that he

should not recover, and desired him to convey

his remembrances to the frieuds they were in

the habit of meeting together, to separate from

whom gave him the greatest pain.

The publication of the first part of Mr.

Britton’s Autobiography has made the parti-

culars of his early life familiar to some of our

readers ;
to many, however, they must be un-
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quai'}'), jvbcre liis father ^vas employed as bakerj

maltster, shopkeeper, and small farmer, tint he
sank into poverty, and his sou John had not
much of a scliool education. In his Autobio-
graphy, Mr. Britton says of his birthj.ihice, “the
inhabitants wei'e undisciplined, illiterate, and
deprived of all good example

;
” and again he

observes, “I do not think there was a paper or

magazine purchased by one of the inhaliitants

before the year 1780, when the London riots

were talked about, and wondered at.” His time
from his thirteenth year to his sixteenth was
spent either in assisting his parents or in play.

The cottages of the village were of the hum-
blest and poorest kind, with walls of rough
stone and rooi's of thatch. The house in which
he was born, which was one of the best

of them,' the outside lieiiig rough-cast and
whitewashed, is rcpresentecl in the accom-
panying engraving.

One room served, he tells us, “for kitchen

and parlour and hall,” and here is a view of it,

the jilaec of his birth. It was about IT feet

square by 6| feet high,—the engraving makes
it too lofty,—with a large beam beneath the

ceiling. The floor wah of stone.

In October, 17S7, he was taken to London
by his uncle, Samuel Hiilicr, who soon after

apprenticed him for six years to hir. Meudhum,
of the Jerusalem Tavern, Clcrkcnwell, where
he was initiated into the mysteries of “ forcing

or finiug wines, bottling, corking, and binning

the same.” He was wont to steal as much
time as he could to visit old bookstalls and
make small purchases

;
but all the reading he

could indulge in during this term was by candle-

light, in the cellar, and at occasional uitcrvals

Old}', not of leisure, hut of time abstracted from
systematic duties. This period embraced a

series of depressing privations, with the addi-

tional sorrow of ill-health. The annexed en-

graving shows the place in which he spent ten
or eleven hours a day for nearly six years.

Ultimately, his master seeing no prospect of
the restoration of his health, gave up about
half a year of his service, and sent him into the

world with two guineas in his pocket to shift

for himself. During his apprenticeship he had
become acquainted with Mr. Essex, father of

the present painter in enamel, and it was in his

sliop, where books were to he found, that

Britton first met Mr. E. W. Braylcy, then
working as an enamellcr. In a notice of this

estimable and valuable man, published in the

Gentleman’s Magazine for December, 1854, Mr.
Britton says,

—
“ Erom this unpromising asso-

ciation, and from fortuitous circumstances, ulti-

mately sprang nj) a crop of literary works which
cannot fail to astonish the reader who calculates

their amount in volumes, pages, variety of sub-

ject, extent of labour, in research, travel, em-
liellishment, and in manual writing. As may
be reasonably supposed, they commenced in the

most humble and unpropitious departments of
literature. Our first partnership comjiosition

and speculation was a song called ' The Powder
Tax : o.r, a Pufl' at the Guinea Pigs written
by my young fii.uid, and sung by me publicly at

a spouting club, held at the Jacob’s Well, Bar-
bican, where a crowded assemblage of smokers
and tipplers met once a week to hear tlieatrical

tyros, and even veterans, recite prologues,,

act sceues from plays, and sing songs. The
new ditty was encored, for powdered hair and
“pig-tails ” were popular ana fashionable. We
were tempted to print cojhes of onr ballad to

give to friends and to sell at one penny each. A
thousand copies were soon disposed of, and
more than 70,000 were sold by a Mr. Evans, a
noted song-printer, in Imug-laue, Smithlield,

whose agents sang and hawked them about
London streets for a longtime. Thinking our
literary property invaded and plundered, we
Ihreateued to prosecute the daring pirate, but

he defied law and the two young authors.”

After leaving tlic Jerusalem Tavern, Britton

v.'as employed as cellannan at the LoudonTavern,
and then as clerk to a Mrs. Lonsdale, carrying

on business as a hop-merchant in Smithflela.

His next engagement was with Mr, Simpson,

an attorney, . in Holborn-court, now South-
square, Gray’s-inn, with whom ho continued

three years, with a salary of 15s. a week. He
was now able to give time to reading at book-
sellers’ shops and stalls, and in the evenings

\ known, and serving to illustrate his character,
I and to show what, to use his owu words, “ may
h be effected by zeal and industry, with moderate
I talents, and without academic learning,” we
• shall briefly refer to them. Let us add to his
D modest estimate of himself, that he had a

singularly active and penetrating mind, extra-
ordinary powers of arrangement and organiza-
tion, an excellent memory, and a kind heart.

iir. Britton was born on the 7tli of July,

1771, at Kington St. Michael, in "VEiltshirc (the
biiThplace of John Aubrey, the Wiltshire auti-

IVine Cellar, Jerusalem Tavern, ClcrkeniocU

.

^lEMOBIALS OP JOHN BRITTON.

House, Kingian St. ?iicliacl.

Boom hi which hfr. Tiritlon was born.
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fi-eqnrnl-cil debating societies, where lie attained would involve a curious and rather lamentable
|

On the 74th anniversary of his birthday

afiuenev of speech which never failed him. Asa exposition of ‘ The Quarrels of Authors,’ and (July 7th, 1S45), a number of bis friends

social speaker he never disappoiiUed
;
and those their dissensions with publisiiers, as well as

;

co-0 |)erated to invite Mr. Britton to a dinner at

who heard liitn the oftenest were the most sur-
,

certain caprices and forbearances of the latter.
,

the Castle Hotel, Richmond, when eighty-two

prised at the constant variety in his happily-
, iMy own personal .share and miseries in this gentlemen were present, and Mr. Nathaniel

turned and well-rounded sciiteuces.
|

drama were ofien painful, always perplexing Gould, R.S. A. in the absence of the Right Hon.

Oil the death of Mr. Simpson, in 1798, he and oppressive, as well as replete with anxiety Thomas Wyse, M.P. presided. Letters_ were

made an cima^-ement with Messrs. Parker and and solicitude. At length the authors sepai-ated, read on that occasion from men of the highest

Wix, solicirons and then became a member of and engaged with the booksellers to undertake standing, in addition to those who were present,

several debating clubs, and was led to recite tlic and be responsible for the writing of certain desiring to give him, in the words of the Mar-

writings of Perer Pindar, George Colmaii, and counties and volumes of the work. Hence Mr. quis of Northampton on the occasion, “ a f)roof

others” In 1799 ho was engaged by a Mr.
;
Brajdey agreed to produce the accounts of of the sense liis couutrymen entertained of his

Chapman, at three guineas per week, to write, ITeri.fordsliire, Huntingdonshire, and Kent for important services to the knowledge of mediieval

recite, and sing for him, at a theatre in Paoton- volumes seven and eight, wliilst 1 wrote Lan- architecture.” His friends also determiued to

street', Haymarkct, Chapman had assisted cashire, Leicestershire, and Lincolnshire for the
,

mark their esteem for him by a peruianent

He Lout.lierbourg in preparing and exhibitiug ninth volume ;
also Norfolk, Nortiiamptousliire, testimonial, and a social gathering called the

his “ Lidoplmsikou,” which had proved very and Wiltshire. London and Middlesex were “ Britton Club ” was organised to carry out the

clfcctivc. The scenes and machinery were pur- next assigned to my late partner, hut he lluisbed project. The testimonial, at Mr. Britton s

chased by Chapman, to combine with other only one large volume and part of another, on own suggestion, was eventually made to

objects for an evening’s entertainment. He Loudon, wiien lie was superseded by Mr. take the form of an ‘^Autobiogiaphy,” which

Loutherbourg was scene-painter to Covent- Nighfingale, who was employed by the pub- he was to prepare and to print with the testi-

o-arden Theatre, and is well known by many Ushers to continue and complete the history of moiiial funds, and on this he continued to labour

mtercsting easel pictures. Being also a skilful the metropolis.” |to the last moment. It will form a book of

and inrreiiious machinist, he invented several lu 1305. Mr. Britton showed Josiah Taylor, very considerable size, containing much curious

novelties for the scenic dep.Trtineut of the the architectural bookseller, some drawings of matter. It gives evidence, amongst other things,

theatre; and for the purpose of displaying his ancient buildings, which it was thouglit were of the power the author of it possessed of making

skill and ingenuity, he fitted up a small theatre not cdculated for “ The Beauties of England
;

” friends, and, belter still, of retaining them,

in the street above mentioned, and, conferring and after a little consultation and deliberation. The social meetings of the Britton Club* have

on it the name of the “ Eidopliiisikou,” he it w'as agreed to publish a new quarto work, been held up to the present time, and will doubt-

entitled “The Architectural Antiquities of Great less be continued m memory of one whom the
exhibited some exquisite paintings of scenery, ... ^

• p

both stationary and in motion, with the varied Britain.” A plan was digested, a prospectus members all regarded as a friend, irrespective ot

effects of sunshine and gloom
;
morn, mid-dav, was written, and Longman and Co. engaged hisclairasasthepionceriiiacoui-sesiucetollowed

and ni"ht; lliundcr, lightning, rain, hail, and to take a third share in the work, and be the by so many, and with such good results. None can

snow. Mr.’\V.H.Pync,iu“WmeandVValnnts,” publishers. Hence originated a publication, question the important part Mr. Britton’s works

has ^iven a graphic account of the exhil)ition. which not only extended to five quarto volumes, (produced in the face of ditTiculties) have played

Britton now fell much amongst theatrical per- and brought before the public 300 engravings, in bringing about the present improved state of

sons, and in his Autobiography be gives some representing a great variety of old buildings of public feeling with reference to our national

curious anecdotes of this peiiod. the country, but many historical, descriptive, antiquities, in making obvious the excellcucies

It will be seen that, from the time of ending and critical essays. This work gave origin to anew of mediteval structures, and leading to an im-

his apprenticeship to the year 1300, his career schoolof artists, bothdrauglitsmenauaengravcrs, proveinent in qurarehitectuie. In the last letter

-was involved in perplexity
;
he had neither fixed and to many competing and rival publications.

,

addressed by him to the conductor of this jqnnial,

income nor occupation. His first literary essay It obtained great popularity, and -was profitable
^

—a letter written with the heartiness of feeling

some observations on “Bachelorship,” bolh to the pnblishers and to_ the mdlior ' tt,«that characterized him, to express the pleasure

written whilst in the wine-cellar, and, one niofn- The "Cathedral Antiquities of England,” a with which he had read soine observations in

in", dropped into the " leltcr-box of the Attic magnificent work, was commenced in 1314 by these ]>ages on the completion of the Victoria

MTsceilaiiy,” in Shoe-lane. This being printed, the publication in a detached form of the Tower by Sir Charles Barry, and to praise the

he was tempted to write comments on plays “ Antiquities of Salisbury Cathedral,” and ulti- view of the Peers’ Staircase,—he said,
—"lam

and players, with notices of free-and-easy and inatcly embraced a series of elaborate illnstra- also gratified by the illustrations and account of

odd fellows’ clubs. These appeared iu the tions of the entire cathedrals of England. In its the improvements at and about Gh.ucester

" Sporting Magazine,” which was ])ublished by completed form the "Cathedral Antiquities” <^«tl'edr.nl M hnt a ernitr.-isit. does tliat edifice
....iv-u ..i.o CHtliedral. lYhat a contrast does tliat edifice

John Whciile, of Warwick-square, who became a occupy If vols. fol. and 4to. 1314-35, with present, externally and mternallv, to what Ihad

kind friend to him, and was tlie cause of his being upwards of 300 highly-finished steel-engravings, to witness when I was there with young artists,

ultimately an author. A sixpenny pamphlet The outlay upon it appears to have been and what is the state of information and of feel-

• called " the Thespian Olio,” with frontispiece, 10,008/. the outlay on five volumes of “ The iugs in bishops, deans, and others now' compared

was the first attempt, and next appeared “The Architectural Antiquities,” was 17,002/. The witli what it w'as then? Had I met J^ith

Odd Fellows’ Song-Book,” price Is. with an outlay on “ The Beauties of England and cordial receptions and courteous conduct from

engraved title-page. For Mr. John Fairbuni, a Wales,” is stated at 50,000/. ' those persons at the beginning of the century,

print and bookseller in the ilinovies, he com-' The production of these works was carried on the 'Cathedral Antiquities’ would havebeeu

piled several annual song-books, for the froutis- throughout under Mr. Britton’s immediate
|

a different work, and the author’s writings

piece.s of which the father of the present George suporinteiidcuce, many of the artists working in and opinions would have been different to what

Cruikshank made desi"us. ' his own house, and licing trained to their task they were when he produced fourteen volumes

For the same publTshcr nnr author wrote a by himself
;
and the facility he thus acquired in on so many cathedrals. It is also likely that

series of “ Twelfth-Night Characters,” and iu the production of this class of publications led his finances would have been much better at

1799, ventured upon a volumeou "Thclafe and to the preparation of many other books of the age of 85 than they arc.”
_ _

Adventures of Pizarro,” which extended to 150 a similar kind. Among the illustrated works of Mr. Britton was a member of many Societies,

octavo pages. I which he was either author or editor may be He was connected for more than thirty-seven

Mr. WlieblOj before mentioned, had issued a named an "Historical Account of Corsliain years with the Literary Fund, and for a great

prospectus for " The Beauties of Wiltshire,” and House,” 1800 ;
“ The Fine Arts of the English part of the time was one of its officers, He was

persuaded Britton to undertake the work. Con- School,” -Ito. 1812; “Historical Account of mainly instrumental in founding The Wilt-

scious of his own deficiencies he hesitated, but Redcliffe Cliurch,” 4to. 1313; " Illustrations shire Society, in London, and the “Wiltshire

strengtliencd by Braylev, he accepted the com- of Foutliill Abbey,” 1323 ;

" Historical Account
.

1 opographicul Society, and was a member of

mission, and together tlicy made two walking of Bath Abbey Church,” 1825; the “ Public the Council of the Art-Union of London. He
tours, and endeavoured otherwise to prepare Buildings of London, from Drawings liy A. was a fellow of the Society of Antiquaries for

themselves for (he task. In due time the Pugin,” 2 vols. royal Svo. 1325-23; "Archi- ' many years, but after his second marriage, when
" Beauties of Wiltshire” were completed in tectural Antiquities of Normandy, drawn by A. ' be saw a necessity for reducing his expenditure,

2 vols. Svo. (1301) to the satisfaction of the Pugin,” 1325-27 ;
"Picturesque Antiquities ol withdrew from that and some other associa-

pnblishers
;
and at tlicir invitation the joint English Cities,” 4to. 1830; “A Diefionary of lions.

_ _ ...
authors immediately set to work on the "Beau- the Archit'-’cturc and Arehtcology of the Middle ' His semces to tlic national aiihquitics were

tics of BcdFordshiie.” Eventually the “ Beau- Ages,” 4to. 1832-33; "A lliston,-, &c. of the recognised, when Mr. Disraeli was Chancellor

ties ” of all the other counties of England were Aueieiit Palaces and Houses of Parliament at of the Exchequer, by llie grant of an annual

published iu 2G vols.; but only the first nine Westminster,” jointly with E.W. Brayley, Svo. pension of 75/. His other resources were small,

• volumes were' written bv the original autliors. 1834-3G; "Historical Account of Toddington, and these have ceased with his hie. Endeavours

Of tlie "Beauties of England and Wales,” Mr. Gloucesfersliire,” IS 11 ;

" Historical Notices of are being made to obtain for his widow, who

Britton says, in the notice of Brayley, before
,

Windsor Castle,” 1812; &c. &c. But besides has ministered most materially to the happiness

referred to :

—" Air. Brayley wrote the greater these Mr. Britton has -written on many subjects of the latter years of bis lile, tlie continuance of

part of volumes one and two, wliilst I travelled connected with general literature, either as the pension, or, at any rate, the grant to her Of

over parts of Bedfordshire, Berkshire, and Buck- distinct works, or as contributions to literary a smaller one, and we sincerely hope these will

iughamshire for materials, and directed the journals. In biography, he published, in prove successful.f
, . ,

whole of the embellishments and correspondence. 1845, a “ Alemoir oi John Anorey,” and in Air. Brittou was buned at the Norwood

The history of this once popular publication, 1343 an essay entitled " The Authorship of the Cemetery, on Thursday, the 8th iust. and adepu-

wliicli, though at first announced would be 'com- Letters of Junius Elucidated, including a tatioii of the Council of the Institute of British

prised in about six volumes,’ and finished iu Biographical Memoir of Colonel Barre, ALP.”
the space of three years, extended to no less Healsowrotethearticles“Avebury,”"btone-

. than twenty-live large volumes, and was in pro- heiige,” and "Tumulus,” for the "Penny
gress of puldicatioii for nearly twenty years, Cycloprcdia.”

• Tlie club iocludes at the present time, lir.CoiiolIj-
;
AIder_

roan Cubitt, M.K ;
.Mr. P. Cuuniiighatu, F.S..\.; Mr. Qodwiaj

Mr. Gould. FSA. ; Mr. Griflse'l. F.S.A.; Mr. Charles Ilill)

F.S.A. : .Mr. W. Toiike, F.R.S. ; Mr. Tile. M.P. 4e.

It «ile died on the 26.b of April, 16^8.
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Architects, including Professor Donaldson, Mr.
C. C. Nelson, and others, in. acknowledgment of

his services to tbeir art, met the funeral on the

ground. Mr. Pettigrew, Mr. Gould, Mr. Lovell

Peeves, Dr. Joseph Williams, &c. were also

present.

Let us add, as an act of justice, that Mr.
Britton was attended in his last illness by
Dr. Williams, who for five years has been his

medical attendant, with a sou-like care, and has

resolutely refused fee or reward.
Nearly twenty years ago, the writer of

this brief memoir, then a student, received a

testimonial from the Institute of Architects.

Mr. Britton, at that time a stranger to him,

followed him out of the meeting-room, gave him
encouragement, and ofiered him his friendship.

Prom that moment to the day of his death the

intimacy thus commenced has been uninterrupted
for an hour. Wc lament a dear friend while we
record the death of a public benefactor.

EXPERIMENTS ON DANTZIC TIMBER.
The followiug results of trials of strength of

beams of Dautzic timber, under different cou-

•ditious, although perhaps of small vahie to

those happy ones of my professional brethren

who luxuriate in the fruitful ways where rcstric-

diou is unknowu, choice of material abundant,

and the fetters of a mutable price current are

unforged, may yet interest those who, like my-
self, “ Grandescunt aucta labore,” more in the

close walks of an economical practice, hedged
in narrowly by thorny £. s. d. and also those

who, like myself, consider timber a most useful

and highly trushvorthy servant, used within the
“ possible ” of its elasticity.

The trials to wbich I refer were made with
good samples of Dantzic, taken from the dock
of Messrs. Lucas, Brothers, Belvedere-road,

who obliged mcM-ith attentive assistance during
the experiments. The timber was 28 feet long,

I4 in. ny 11 in. cut straight, halved, reversed,

and bolted together with No. 6 inch bolts : the

pieces were blocked in. apart. The stuff

was strong, with the usual complement of

long, sound knots, and one or more which would
not have been had for choice . so it is always
with large Dantzic in long lengths. The bear-

ing was 2G feet 10 inches. No. 1 had a I-]- in.

wrought-irou screwed bolt, with inch plates,

3^ in. wide, 11 in. long at each end, and the
bolt was turned under a 2-in. iron roll, secured
beneath the beam. The beam was then cam-
bered an inch.

No. 2 had no such adjunct, and was quite
straight. Iron straining-rods have but a dubious
reputation, and it was to developc their real

value that the experiment was principally

made.
On loading No. 1 uniformly, with a dry brick

wall, IS in. thick, it lost its camber with about
4 tons, aud then behaved as follows

With uniform load

in tons.
Inches.

6 di fleeted '85

8 1-85

10 2-38

14 3-26

15 3'55

The load was borne passively otherwise than
the deflexion, and on removing the load the
beam sprang into its original straight form.

No. 2

Uniform load

in tons.
Inches.

8 deflected 2-65

10 3-50

14 4'25

15 ,, 4 80

The load was not so graciously endured by
No. 2 as by No. 1. With S tons it shook its

ears, and spoke audibly; and with the 13 tons,

a knot or two had half a mind to open, and
the way was cleared for a let down, but in a few
days it appeared on better terms with its bur-
then; so 3 more tons, IS in all, were put on,

evidently puzzling it, causing, in fact, a slight

lateral contortion, as if one side hung partly on
the bolts. Nothing cruel, however, liad been
done, for on unloading, it rose straight and
level with two tons on its back.

Moral.—With the weight of 15 tons, one

half at least more than should be permanently

inflicted on so long a bearing, the tension rod

saved T25 in. in deflection, certainly worth having.

ITM cast-iron abutments been used, the

rigidity would have been greater, but these

would have run into money.
With respect to No. 2, it appears that A/SO

is the niullijilier for elasticity, with good

Dantzic; hut no end of multiplication will be

saved, and danger avoided, by using AOOO.
Henry Lobert Abraham.

THE MAGNIFICENCE OF ROME.
THE ARCHITECTURAL EXHIBITION.

On Tuesday, the Gtli inst. Professor Donald-
son delivered the first lecture for the present

session at the Architectural Exhibitiou in

Suffolk-street, and illustrated it with nearly 100
drawings and diagrams. His object, be said,

was to impress his hearers with clear ideas of

the Magnificence of Roman Architecture; and

he addressed his observations ad populuni, and
not as to a professional body. Dividing the

buildings of Rome into two classes, sacred and

.secular, and these again—first, into temj)les and

tombs; secondly, into fora, baths, aqueducts,

theatres, and triumphal arches, the lecturer pro-

ceeded to describe examples of each, known to

the majority of our readers; pointing out in re-

spect of temples the colossal size of the columns
in some cases, the enormous amount of decoration

applied, and the large expenditure : the shafts of

some of the columns must of themselves have

cost thousands of pounds. The money for these

works was obtained from conquered provinces,

so that the outlay did not press on the Roman
people. The columns of the Temple of Jupiter

Stator were GO feet high, and ot marble. In
excellence of execution, the Roman works were

uever excelled. The Temi)le of Vesta, at Tivoli,

was probably the work of a Greek architect,

possessing all the refinement of the works of

that people. The lecturer dwelt some time on
the Pantheon, with its dome, 142 feet in diameter

(that of our St. Paul’s is about 100 feet), lined

with bronze, its columns of yellow marble, and
walls covered with a similar material. This was
executed about 2.3 B.C. The bronze was partly

gilt, and had an effect of which we know nothing

here, such is the parsimony of our Government
and their low ideas in matters of art. The
cupola of the new reading-room at the British

Museum is as nearly as possible the size of that

of the Pantheon
;
but our Government thought

they had done much when they permitted an
expenditure upon it of 5,000/. Passing ou to

the Baths, the professor showed that at one
time there were more than SOO baths in Rome.
The principal establishment occupied a site

1,300 feet square, or nearly as large as that

surrounded by the houses of Russell-square,

and included noble halls, trees, colonnades,

statues, fountains, and seats of marble, jiroduced

without regard to cost, and forming a whole of

which, in modem times, we have nothing to

give any idea. The Pantheon formed part of

the Baths of Agrippa. Tliere were libraries,

too, and reading-rooms, and althougli, probably,

they had no papers like the Ti/nes aud the

Builder, they there heard poets recite their verses

and critics comment on the new works.

Describing the Forum of Trajan, the original

condition of which is made evident to us by
existing medals aud other records, he alluded to

the countless statues set up in honour of their

warriors, legislators, poets, architects, aud
others, and showed the inducement to exertion

thus held out. The ancients had fewer books
than we had. It was an old saying, beware of

the man of one book, aud he sometimes feared

that with the number of books that were pro-

duced, aud we were forced to read, wisdom be-

came more rare. Trajan’s column, 125 feet high

and 11 feet in diameter, covered with a spiral

line of sculptured history, aflurded him another

theme. It was formed of solid blocks of marble
each 5 feet high, out of which the stairca.se was
hollowed. Proceeding then to the buildings

connected ^vitll games, the lecturer showed it

was pari of the policy of the emperor to keep
the minds of the people occupied, as it was, too,

in Prance. The Coliseum, 622 feet long, 522
feet wide, aud four times as high as our ordinary

houses, was described, with its 240 atcades.

countless statues, aud seats for 80,000 persons.

There were obelisks in all quarters : we (juibblo

aud hesitate at the outlay of a few tliousauds to

bring home one that belongs to us. Tlieiewcre

miles of aqueducts 100 feet high striding over

the Campana, which brought floods of water

into the city, aud called into life hundreds of

noble fountains.

Need wc say anything more to convey an idea

of the magniliccnce of ancient Rome ?

GOTHIC AND CLASSIC.

In this age of mediaivalism, one is not much
surprised to read such an article as that by Mr.

Scott, in your number for the 29lh of Novem-
ber, but 1 bad certainly expected to i)ave seen

a complete reply to it in your pages, from

other than the party concerned, as it is a

subject in which all are interested. The writer

seems to intimate that architecture consists of

but one style, and that style Gothic, &ul)divided

into the Norman, twelfth, thirteentli, fourteenth,

and fifteenth centuries, &c. and wliieli is to be

adapted to our multifarious wants, f.om the

palace and cathedral downwards, throughout

every grade of public and piivatc requirement,

from the most extensive mansion to the smallest

hut, aud on through furuiture, fittings, to, of

course, "middle pointed” collars. But what
really is the fact P what is the purjjose of

architecture ? Is it nut to euwi-ap our actual

wants in f he folds of appropriateness and beauty ?

Very well; but are all other forms of l)cauly

to be utterly ignored beside those prevalent

during the twelfth, thirteenth, and fourteenth

centuries, in the churches and other ecclesiasti-

cal buildings ? Are we to feast our eyes upon
nought but pinnacle, and gable, and buttress, and
hood-winked windows? Are we to he continually

mistaking theatres and other public buildings

and manorial residences for churches, schools,

aud colleges ? Are our minds to be coutimially

bent to the contemplation of ecclesiastical sub-

jects, granting, of course, that Gothic is the

appropriate ecclesiastical style ? Our patrous

are too apt to be led by a pretty set of draw-

ings, not having inclination to trouble them-

selves much about the matter beyond the ex-

tent of required accommodation; but 1 say,

happy is the architect who has a client who
does take a lively interest in the progress of

art, and who has resolution and foresight

enough to see beyond the passing fashion of

the day, thereby setting an excellent example,

and studying his present comfort, as classic

architecture (when properly understood) will,

I have no doubt, again become the adopted

style of this country for public and private

buildings. It has uever been properly un-

derstood aud practised in this country but

by the few, - and, indeed, by them in most

cases as servile copyists of the details of old

Greek aud Roman buildings—the same course

as that pursued in the present day by " Gothic

architects” in churches, even to the reproduc-

tion of useless papistical piscinas, obsolete

screens, and disease-engendering scdillia—but

any one who has had opportunities of studying

of what classic architecture is cajwble, will
' readily perceive the universal fitness it possesses

,

for the requirements of a rich, enligliteucd, and

progressing uatiou, the readiness with wliich it

adapts itself to the advancing inventions of the

day, its chasteuess when unadorned, its majestic

presence when enriched, its adaptability to

" 90mmon ” wants in light, warmth, and venti-

lation : all these render it far more likely to be

permanently adopted for domestic buildings

(when there are architects emifloyed capable of

designing them), than the hard stony Gothic of

the fourteenth or any other century, as advo-

cated by the " one-branch” hands.

Gothic mansions erected in the present day

are a failure in the essentials;—casements ad-

mitting the external air in all seasons; fireplaces

so large that all the heat generated upon the

comfortless “ liredugs,” is immediately trans-

mitted to the nether heaven
;
open ceilings and

stained joists, giving a general cold churcli-like

air to them, very depressing aud unpleasant, and

mixed with gaudy illumination with more colour

than meaning, aud certainly quite out of place

in a social establishment.

Thomas Goodchild.
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PllOPOSED MIDDLESEX INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL ; GROUND PLAN.

TCI c r c L WOKK5HOP.S

I. Clerks S. Eogine-bouse a. Bread-room h. Scullery

J. Conuuittcc-room TT. Court b. Flour-room i. Covered passage

K. Bookbiuding U. Strong-room c. Drying-room j. Foul linen room
L. Printing Y. Messengers’ room d. Servants’ liull k. Corridors of com-
5f. Engineer "W. Coals e. Cook’s room munication

N. Bedroom X. Ovens f. "Wash-house, with 1. Boiler-house

0. Water-closet Y. Bakery wriiigine and dry- m. Engine-house

VP. Passage Z, Laundry, with man- ing machines, &c. «. Stores

QQ. Gateway gles and stoves y. Larder 0 . Office

IIR. Eiremeu

p. 'WasliiiiG;

q. Master’s room
rrr. Cells

sss. Closets

t. School-rooms for 50
hoys

u. Piiingc-batli

v. M'ell

w. Rain-wnler touk.

MIDDLESEX INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL.
The committee appomted bv the Court of

Justices for iliddlesex, to provide au •lulustrial

School for Juvenile Offenders, have reported
their proceedings, aud have selected plans for

adoption. The report says, a competition having
been decided on as the best mode of obtain-

ing

and circa-

aponan ap-

ointed day, forty-one sets of designs were sent to the
essions House : these haying been arranged and clsssided,

jour committee, under the impression that professional
assistance would essentially advance the object in view,
decided upon referring the designs to three architects,
Mr. Sidney Smirhe, Mr. E. C. Hardwick, and Mr. F. H.
Pownall, to select seven, which, in their opinion, would be
best adapted for the proposed Industrial School as
eipressed in the instruction.
The seven plans so chosen, however, after careful de-

tailed consideration, did not appear to meet the require-
ments of the committee. Under these circumstances, and
after awarding the premiums, your committee proceeded
to reconsider the other designa submitted j and, alter

minute examination, and hearing explanations of the
details and arrangements bv several of the architects, rt

appeared that one of these designs by Messrs. Hanks and
Barry, of Sackville-street, Piccadilly, with some modifica-
tions, was best calculated for carrying out the important
object with which your committee have been entrusted.’*

Our readers, who are already informed of the

extraordinaiy course pursued by the magis-

trates in the conduct of this competition, will

observe that the report disguises the fact that

the premiums were not awarded by the com-
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miltee to the designs selected by tbe appointed

referees, but to iliree designs selected by

themselves, showing what we are forced to

call, a want of ingenuousness which will,

doubtless, lead to reproof. In awarding the

premiums, they passed over not merely the

dans selected for them by the architects they

lad called hi, but the design that they now
find “ embraces all the attributes of an Indus-

trial School,” and is one they “ can with con-

fidence commend to the Court for adoption.”
|

We would carefully avoid even seeming to

cast a slur on the authors of the design ulti-

mately selected : our objections apply only to

the course pursued by the committee. Presided

over by Mr. Edmund Antrobus, himself an

artist, and a friend of artists, and consisting of
^

gentlemen of the highest character, the inquiry,

nevertheless, cannot be avoided,—“ How is it
^

that you have disregarded the opinion of those
|

you paid to advise you, and have awarded the ,

premiums to three designs wliich you now de-

1

dare were not the best?”
I

We have engraved a view of tbe selected

design, and the plan of the ground-floor : the

description we condense from the particulars

gpven by the architects. 90 acres, 2 roods, and

27 poles of freehold land, at Eelthain, have been

purchased, as the site, for the sum of 0,000/.

The site being nearly level, and therefore without

much natural drainitge, the architects have kept the

ground-floor of the building sufliciently above the

ground, to allow of a free ventilation under it from

side to side, as in their opinions, tbe beat preventive

against damp or decay of the floor timbers, or damp-
ness in tbe walls or floors.

The walls are proposed to be (for reasons of

economy) exclusively of brick, advantage being taken

of the use of red brick for the general surface, and

white brick for the quoins, strings, plinths, cornice,

margins to windows, &c. The whole of the walls in-

ternally are proposed to be painted on the brick, to

about 5 feet above tbe floor, to allow of washing

them, the upper part of the walls and the ceilings

being simply coloured or whitened.

Since the entire edifice is to be composed of a

number of blocks of building, each suitable to the

separate accommodation, by night aud day, of fifty

boys, with their master, the accommodation for each

section is arranged on two floors, the ground-floor con-

taining tbe school-room opening on to the play-yard.
,

There is a master’s room overlooking both the school-
^

room and also the play-yard, and a washing-room
|

fitted with metal basins, and also with a copper for

hot water communicating with a sunk trough or bath,
*

for washing the feet, or the entire person. It being

left undecided by the committee, whether day-rooms
^

distinct from the school-rooms may be required, the

size and position suggested for these is indicated by
,

the lighter tint on the plans. The upper floor con-
'

tains the boys’ dormitory, calculated for fifty beds,

'

each 2 feet 2 inches wide, aud 6 feet long, having
i

spaces of 12 inches between each bed at the sides,'

and a wide gangway at the foot, and providing 378

feet cube of air to each occupant of the room. Ad-
\

joining, and overlooking the dormitory, is the master’s
|

bed-room, and outside the dormitory door, on the
|

landing of the staircase, is a closet for use by the

boys at night in case of illness. Doors, dividing this

corridor into lengths, are placed so as to perfect tbe

division of the sections, and such doors would have

one key in the possession of the master of the section

to which they belong, and a master-key passing them

all for the superintendent or steward. The school-

rooms would be lighted from both sides, but chiefly

from the outside facades, so that the master, stand-

ing on that side, would see all his boys at their desks.

The size of the block of building, in each section,

required for all these arrangements, is 72 feet long,

by 28 feet deep, aud tsvo stories, or 35 feet high.

The clear height of the school-rooms, &c. being 14

feet, and the clear height of the dormitories being

14 feet. Separate play-yards are provided for each

section, such play-yards being about 170 feet long

and 72 feet wide.

It may be here noted that the provision in each

section of separate play-yards necessarily causes the

building to be a good deal spread out, and dictates

also that it be only two stories high.

Six sections, of three pair each, as above described,

are placed in each of the side facades of tbe building,

giving accommodation together for 600 boys, while

200 more (making the entire 800) are provided for

with like arrangements in the transverse building.

The various domestic ofiices are placed in the range

of building, extending between the steward’s oflice

and the entrance building, arranged on each side of a

corridor lighted from above, and communicating

thereby with the rest of tbe establishment.

Tbe entrance front is occupied in tbe centre by the \

main or enirauce building, three stories high, in
|

which is provided a spacious ciitrance-liall, on one.

side of which is the visiting cuimnittee’s room, clerk's

room, washing-closet, water-closet, and (ire-proof

room for papers
;
and on the other side a dining-room

for the committee, aud the superiulcndeut’s or chap-

lain’s office. i

Plans are also given for the chapel, tbe industrial

work-shops, the infirmary, aud the entrance-lodge, all

in separate buililiugs,

The entrance will be from tbe road between

Fellham and Bedlbut.
I

Tbe water-supply is proposed to be drawn from a

well to be dug iu the kilcheii-conrt, near the steam-

engine, whence it would be lilted into tanks iu the

upper part of the centre building of the north and

south fronts, containing together 15,000 gallons.

The estimated cost is 38,950/.
;
aud il the

Day-rooms be added, 41,700/.

COPYISM AND DESIGN. '

In a few instances the assertions with regard

to designing by copy are not couviuciug. Though

an architect be dependent on exau)i)les for bis

first efforts at any production, be may be inde-

j)endent of everything previous iu tlie result of

liis compositions. /Vllthe designs extant at the

present day have not originated in thcir respec-

tive authors, but rather, it may be said, they

represeut tbe conceptions of great men in dif-

ferent ages of the woild; and these premises

may be established throughout all time, should

we even go back to the earliest records.
_

And
it is evident that the form and construction, of

[
the first classic tem])le, built, according to Pliny,

several years before the Trojan war, was faith-

fully carried out by every conqueror and archi-

tect for subsequent centuries, until the Christian

J

doci rinc was established iu many Pagan basilics.

!

The Parthenon was not the original idea of

the Greek quadrangular temple, any more than

Salisbury Cathedral was the fii’st eftbrt at

|Gothicisra in England. Architectural study

I was scholastic long before
;
and from tbe cir-

cumstance of Carpio having written a treatise

descriptive of the edifice, it would appear that

the Acropolis exhibited the glorious result of

!

emulative zeal. The Muse was not iu her

infancy when artists were found who could

carve such pedimeuts, aud work to the models

of a master genius, leaving to posterity an

almost indestructible example of classical per-

fection. That there were earlier temples of the

same form is not only evident, but it is certain

that, iu the transfer of art to the Roman empire

in subsequent centuries, the outlines were cor-

rectly copied, aud very little impi’ovemeut was

fonuil necessary, save in mouldings and decora-

tions, Unlike some other eflbrts at progress,

which arc concealed from general view, and

wholly disappear without a vestige remtiiniiig,

building has left historical monuments of its
,

advancement on the surface of the earth. These

are visible to all persons who choose to study

or admire their princijdes or beauties
;
and from

their very position they influence the student,

I

insomuch that copyism is the natural conse-

quence.

I

Apathy may lead a man astray, with respect

to desigiis iu general, as much as prejudice;

,
but the gi-eatest error possible is to imagiue,

,
that because a first-elass edifice has spine

similarity iu its outlines to niicieiit models, it is

no longer original on the part of the designer.

,
The moment some critics perceive any parallel

between an elevation aud an existing iialucc or

temple, the architect becomes servile in their

estimation; and he is reproached !is a copyist

because details of the same description may be

seen iu a well-known city. Though aware that

' architecture is, more than tbe other ai'ts, limited

within impassable barriers, aud bounded by

straight and visible outlines, they_ argue in an

indeunite sense, as if absolute originality in de-

' sign were intuitive, without learning or practice.

Rut, by the very arguments upheld in the cause

of novel variety, the reader is often brought into

a narrow compass of reflection, aud is compelled

,

to acknowledge that definable axiom, which

'paralyzes many an eftbrt at heterodoxy, iu'the

words of St. Augustine, Omnis porro

pulchritudinis forma uuitas est.”

I Edinburgh showed a spirit to emulate Athens

1
without derogating the talent of.,the artist; aud

Loudon owes tbe best of its modern improve-

ments to an innovation, wherein cop.Yisiu took

the lead, and talent completed what was

upcessary to harmonize fine ideas wirli imme-
diate utility. Where beautifully applied, tbe

reiteration of former works to niodevu edifices,

cannot be called servile cojiyism, any more
than the use by Hermodorus, in Jupiter Stator,

of the forms in 1 he Temple of Diana at Ephesus,

byChersiphro, built eight centuries previous to

the Augustan age. Otherwise, tbe cities of

England would still he adonied by Langley’s

Gothic varieties, or tbe cubical masses of inele-

gance proposed by Monis, in his theory of har-

monic numbers. The Colosseum of Regent’s-

park is surely not copied from the Coliseum,

ami if it bear any significant resemblance to

what has been called the Pantheon, it must be

in the imagination of persons who are influenced

by mere outward shape. Many other modern

institutions hear the impress of similarity to

ancient structures, whicli, on account of theii*

fitness for tbe purports required, lose the fault

of being so with serviiism. Therefore, it is of

no consequence to the world, when a public

building is beautiful, useful, and economical, if

some of its outlines have been borrowed from

tbe wreck of ages. It is immaterial whether

tbe genius of Michael Sanmiciielli has suggested

a new hall in Manchester, or that the Stones of

Venice have been translated to an extensive

warehouse in the same city
;
when oue has the

merit of being externally characteristic of its

iute.riial application, whilst its sculptures are

judiciously effective, aud the oilier is a laudable

effort to render mercantile pursuits aristocratic;

but, apart from all feelings of originality as to

design, such buildbigs seen upon a foreign shore

would command much admiration.

Not ouly were tlie principal outlines of classic

times carried out successively in buildings, but

imitations were made in the carvings, jiroving

that a similar spirit influenced tlie areliitects.

The metopes of tbe Temple of Tbeseus, at

Athens, were ten panels of figures, showing the

labours of Hercules, in bas-relief, and on the

eight metopes in return were the achievements

of Theseus
;
casts of whicli may be seen in the

British Museum. Iu the Temple of Minerva,

on tbe Acropolis, the frieze of the exterior wall]

of the cella is decorated in bas-relief, by a pro-

cession to the same temple, during tbe Pana-

thenaic festival. The metopes contiiin two

figures each, iu alto-relievo, illustrating the

battles of the Centaurs and Lnpitliic, at the

nuptials of Pirithous. One of tlie pediments

repres-cnls the Birth of Minerva, the other, the!

Dispute between Neptune and Minerva con-

cerning Attica. And, in later years, the

frieze of the Eorum of Nerva was decorated, iu

bas-relief, with Minerva superintending the

Manufacture of various Articlos.

In like manuer, the fathers of mcditeval

architecture knew too well the value of such

embellishments; aud, setting aside the mytho-

logical, they indirectly copied the ancients, sub-

stituting subjects from the Pentateuch, the

psalms, the prophets, aud the parables. Three

arches at Malmesbury are carved with scrip-

tural lessons, the first with tahleavr from the

Creation to the death of Abel
;

the second

thence to the building of Solomon’s Temple

;

aud the third, from that period to Ihe tertniua-

tion of the church militant. The spandrils of

the arches, in the cbajiter-house of Salisbui-y

Cathedral, exhibit Abraliam eutertaiumg three

angels, aud Sarah standing in the tent, Isaac

blessing Jacob, aud Rebekali standing beside;

the patriarch’s hand on his sou’s breast, Jacob

blessing bis sons, Pliaroah’s two dreams, and

further on—all sculpturing the genealogical

lino of redemption. Michelangelo boasted of

taking the dome of Milan as a copy, and sus-

pending another in the air, over St. Peter’s, at

Rome, aware that he gained more than be lost

by imitating such eraiueut masters as Bramaute

aud della I\-ancesca, Cano transferred the

architecture of Italy to Madrid, and Guariiii to

Prague, Lisbon, aud Paris
;
preferring the modi-

Coafion of what they studied to grotesques

designed for novelty.

J

Sir Christopher Wren was tormented about

‘ his hnitalions, and also in other ways, during
'

his f^-ofessional career. Though not altogether

'agreeing with him, in his manner of handling
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the art, it inay not be amiss to note a few of merely in practical and tlieoretical architecture,

his observations in refuting some charges brought but in timber, geology, and chemistry relating

against him. The reason why he used two to building ; the biographical notices are inter-

orders in St. Paul’s Cathedral was because he estiug, from their completeness and novelty,

could not find stone large enough in our quar- and would form a valuable work in themselves,

ries
;
being at length compelled to use Port- especially if arranged according to the form

land, and there the strata nearest to the sea. shown by Gwiit, in his “ Notitia Architectonica

Bramante had the quarries of Tivoli for St. Italiaua.” Scarcely any cathedral town but is

Peter’s, and could follow out one order of that illustrated by a series of its dated buildings,

magnitude : wliereas, were Wren to make his and great interest attaches to the descriptions

columns larger than -i feet in diameter, he given of the works of people wliom it has
could tiiid no stone sufficiently large for hitherto been the fault of our best writers to

eutablaturcs. He doubled the pilasters on regard as barbarians in art. Tbe Asiatic and
the outside, to make space for larger windows, American remains are particularly noticed

;
and

and to regulate the arcades of tbe roof. He we are glad to have clear explanations of those
doubled tbe columus of the portico, to make

,

Orieutul terras used in builuiiig which are now
room for doors, because the same was done in becoming familiar in art publications,

the Tem|)le of Peace at Rome, and the cupola of
+ ll/» rkf Qf .....I ..0^0the Temple of Bacchus, near St. Agnes’s Gale,

At Rome, was supported inside by tweuty-four
coupled composite Oriental granite columns;
and because Bramante and M. Angelo used
coupled columus wherever they wished to do so.

He set the centre columus further apart for the

doorway, an example being found in the portico

of Sta. Maria Maggiorc, at Rome. Tbe archi-

trave within the cathedral is cut off by the
arch, because tbe architrave does not lie from
column to column, but from column to wall,

the same being done in the Temple of Peace;
and where there are no arcades, and next the
dome, he continued the entablature. He incor-

porated small pillars of the same order into
larger, observing that Vitruvius, in the basilic

of Colonia Julia, at Panum, introduced small

SCULPTURE.
Tjte statue of General Sir Charles Napier,

which has been set on the pedestal in Trafalgar-

squarc since our notice of August last was
written, is not more satisfactory in effect than
wc feared would be the case from the model.
It is as difficult to see on what grounds our
contemporaries of the daily press award their

praise in matters of art, as it has been to uuder-

I

stand their censure. The statue is ill placed :

it fails as a public monument, because it wants

{

architectonic character
;
and tbe sculpturesque

treatment, which was heavy iu the plaster, is

^

more so, and is false in very principle, iu the

,

b-'ou;se. Truly, our sculptors lately, though
, ,

second to none in Europe, have not been acquit-
pillars to sup[)ort tbe galleries. The pitch of

|

ting themselves creditably, at least in mouu-
tbe cupola is thus determined : the Pantheon is meuts out of doors. The necessity, and at the
only one diameter of the dome, which he con-

]

same time the good festhetic principle, of a
sidered too low ; St. Peter’s was elevated to two 1 modilication in the form, when there is a change
diameters; and Wren, imagining the latter too

| in the material; and certain requirements of
high, chose a mean proportion between both, for groujiing, very obvious to architects, which
St.^ Paul 3 Cathedral.

^

I belong to the effect of every statue on a pedcs-
These quotations will be found iu the Paren-

1
tal, and every public monument, are becoming

talia, by any reader who wishes to make rc- . habitually neglected. Those who would infer
fereucc

;
but still, who can look upon that mag-

1

that we should do better by employing
nificent edifice as_ a whole, and

_

fancy for a foreigners, may observe the monument to
moment that its illustrious architect was iu-

fluenced by meagre copyisin ?

Ejuncis Svllivax.

THE ARCHITKCTUlUL PUBLICATION
SOCIETY’S WORKS,

P.\:rt VII. of the “ Dictionary,” now
issued, containing a portion of the letter C,
shows, like the previous parts, a care which, if

continued, will cause the work to be an
acknowledged standard for reference on all sub-
jects conuected with architecture. The wide
range of its contents should be sufficient to
place it ou the shelf of all the members of the
profession

;
and amateurs and others interested.

officers of the Guards, erected in St. Paul’s
Cathedral, with its own faults, in the use of

contradictory principles as to imitation,—not to
mention the ill-cut lettering of its inscription.

^yc must take some opportunity to inquire into

the course for correcting tliesc growing defi-

ciencies in a noble branch of art.

BUILDING TRADE PATTERN-BOOKS.
With reference to the endeavoui-s of manu-

facturers to bring the articles they produce
under the notice of architects and others, by
means of illustrated circulars and trade-lists, to

uuvi lui -1 - •
,

^^6 of time, trouble, and therefore money,

whether hi the art ‘‘or Science. rnglVto^aiirthe
j

inadequacy for practical purposes

society by subscribing. We are gfad to see that
' “e iniormation they generaLy supply Mr,

the Ust of members Fately issued has the advau- '

“as addressed the foUowmg obser-

tage of many new names
; but the total number i

Society of Arts :
•

is much below that which a publication of really “ tVithin these last few weeks I Lave received, as
national importance demands, and ought to have.

!

have, no doubt, very many others iu my professiou, '

This occasions, of course, a comparatively small :

some half-dozen picture-buuks, many evidently got up
quantity of text to be issued, for the committee !

considerable cost, and evidencing a most satis-
'

can only spend the amount wliich is received P'‘°S'''^ss iu design and techuical ingenuity.
i

annually : double the quantity could be issued !

half-dozen, scarcely one gives any notion,
I

to each meraborwith double the number of sub-
!

figuring, of the size and substance
,

scribers. After the reiterated complaints for
objects represented

;
prices are either uot at all

,

many years of the absence in England of a p'.o-
'

“ '"Ju-ated, arc cipressed ao vaguely as

fessronalworkofthc same extent! now that one
'

I

commenced it is most
;

yvh.i an architect really require, if these patleru-
'

injurious to those oonoemed that there should hooks arc to be of any use to him, are the followiu..

'

Dj any lack ot support; aud we trust that the coudiiious;— °|
«xmnple so creditably set by his Royal Highness ' Ist, Each object (if Iu the least degree complicated)

*

Prince Albert, who, we see, lias subscribed for to be given in plan, section, aud elevation. I

thi-ec copies, will be immediately followed by ' 2iiJ. Each object to be drawn to scale, and the
'

many of our readers.
j

scale put upon each plate. I

It is announced that illuslrations for the, Each object to have its leading dimensions
*

current year are in the bands of the lithographer, ' figured as well. !

and that a title-page will be sent out in the next attachment of each object to
j

part, so that members will be enabled to bind "'o^k to be clearly shown.
j

up the letters A and B with their illustrations '

,

^ concise description of each object to

which will tend materially in making the work
the architect to define the same

;

readily accessible i

specification, without risk of coufusion or

J™ *o?Th:lo™; w:
'
“^pyheof each object complete, as engraved,

|

™S"’Tnr ff

" “! en„‘&:“^eLdrn^. I

01 ^7^, ami not of^;«0«^, upon the old and to simidification, to be also priced; aud attention to
'

new words, which at the present time occur not ^•die drawn to probable cost of Using, painting, gilding,

'

j

or any necessary process uot included in the first price

I

quoted.

I Illustrated price-lists of articles for the use of all

I

persons connected with the building trades, prepared

I

in accordance with the preceding conditions, become
!

most valuable sources of reference to professional men
;

I whereas, if only pretty picture-books, tliey are just

1 looked over, thrown ou one side, and then either put

I

upon the bookshelves, perhaps never to be taken down
again for years, or, after lying about for a week or

I

two, are thrown into the waste-paper basket, as of no

I

use. On the other hand, in an architect’s office, a

. well-arranged p;ittem-book is constantly referred to,

I

aud articles are drawn and specified from it, of course

to the benefit of the manufacturer. If an architect

,

kuovvs that Brown’s No. 3, or Jones’s 24, or Robin-
sou’s 102, are just the right style and size for Mr.
Smith’s house, which he has got to build, and will

cost such an amouut as he thinks Mr. Smith can
afford to pay, he at once determines to introduce the

aforesaid numbers 3, 24, or 102, although, very

possibly, some other manufacturer may, at the very
I same time, he making better aud handsomer articles

I
at a lower price.

I

Let us suppose that, seduced by a pretty pictiire-

I

book, without scales or prices, the architect is

I

tempted to write respecting some work he wants done,

I

to the person who sent him the aforesaid picture-

^

book. He receives a reply, giving him the particulars

I

the patteru-book ought to have supplied, aud from
the manufacturer’s note he learns that the article he

j

supposed to be about 4 feet long is G feet G inches;
' and that what he expected would cost 5/. will cost

7f. lOs, lie then writes to know if size and price

can be modified. The manufacturer says, in return,

that any modification can be made
;
will the architect

send a sketch? The architect makes his sketch, and
the manufacturer finds that the alteration, although

diminishiug the quantity of material, will, through
the additional labour, cost more than the original

7/. 10s. The architect does not think the article worth
the money, and, in his client’s interest, declines to

purchase. Every one has had bis trouble for nothing,

and discontent is, of course, the result. If even the

article should be procwuble at the architect’s price,

57. the 53. his commission will procure him iu return

for his own aud his clerk’s time wasted, offers no very

great premium to future transactions with the sender

of the pretty but foolish picture-book.

Pray, believe that I arn drawing no fanciful picture,

but one of daily occurrence. My only inducement to

sketch it has been iny sincere belief that, in the rapid

introduction into the building trade of improvements
in the quality and technical treatment of old aud new
materials, lies the secret hope we can have of an ulti-

mate escape from the enfeebling tradition in architec-

ture to honourable and nationid originality.

MENTAL CALCULATION.
The interestiu" exposition of liis system

of mental calculation, which was made by Mr.
George P. Bidder .at two meetings of the Insti-

tution of Civil Engineers in Eebruary, 1S56, aud
noticed at length in our last volume, page 133, has

been set forth in the printed “Proceedings,”
with considerable ability on the part of the editor,

Mr. Charles Manby. We need only remark,
after having looked through this report of the
facts and arguments which were brought for-

ward, that it is clear more might be done iu

arithmetic by mental calculation, were proper
attention given to it iu schools. This, however,
is not the only matter of suggestion which we
derive from Mr. Bidder’s arguments. The iden-

tification of numbers with defined ideas—a^,for

example, the numerical dimeusious or tlivisions

of an area, with its visible dimensions or parts

—

the suggestion of a rational system of memoria
technica which opens out, aud the intimacy of

the relation betw^een number and form, seem to

us to extend the subiect to matters not more
closely counected with the professional calling

aud the study of architecture tlnin with the now
admitted desirableness of general instruction in

drawing, aud even through every bearing of the

question of education.

THE BUILDERS’ BALL.
At Willis’s Rooms, St. James’s, ou the

12i!i February, the annual hall in aid of the

Builders’ Benevolent Institution will take place,

as our readers may have seen from the "first

advertisement in our last number; Need we
still urge the advantage of tliese bulls to this

important charity ? They have evidently already

become highly popular, and have brought in not

a little hard cash to its funds
;
but one cannot
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feel satisfied mth even this measure of success, been laid, and the wks are beiii" proceeded

so long as it is remembered that the builders, with as expeditiously as the weather permits,

who are ever occupied in the erection

of substantial almshouses for all sorts of

trades and professions, have as yet erected none

of their own. Charity balls are not to be ex-

pected of themselves to enable the Builders’

Benevolent lustitutiou to realise this grand

but funds are still wanting. It has been deter-

mined to erect the schools large enough to

accommodate 120 boys, 80 girls, and 150 in-

fants.

Ludytcood [Birminglum'). — The new schools

in comiection with St. John’s Church, Lady-
oienevoieut xudiiiuhuu. lu -- •

-.r i l p i T
obiect of their philanthropic ambition, but such

j

wood, were opened on Monday before last. Ihe

matings have already proved themselves to be
!

total cost of the erection was 3
,
100 /. in addi-

hiffhly capable of aiding towards the speedy ,
tion to school-rooms, there is a residence tor

attainment of the object in view, and all in- . the master, and land for three separate pky-

terested in this ought to regard it as a sacred
[

grounds, each overlooked by the schools, ihe

duty to assist all legitimate means of exciting a
I

building consists of one_ large room, to be

instance, what they can do is to swell the list

of stewards themselves, and to canvass amongst

their friends, so as to extend the common in-

terest on behalf of the Builders’ Ball.

PROVINCIAL AND CHURCH-BUILDING
NEWS.

St. Ices. — The improvement of the church

here is going on, and an addition has just been

made by the erection of a reredos, of carved

stone, with illuminated panels, having the

sacred nionogi'am in the centre. The Dcciuogiie,

Lord’s Prayer, and Belief are inscribed on each

side of the reredos, in the old church text. The

stonework is by Mr. Hide, of this town, from a

design of Mr. Scott’s; and the illuminated

writing, decorations, &c. have been executed by

Messrs. Harlaud and Eishcr, of London.

Maricet Uarborough.—The project for a Corn

Exchange, at Market Harborougb, is said to be

likely to be successful : 200 out of the 300

shares arc now taken up and a deposit paid

upon them, and it is expected that the other

100 will sliortly be allotted. A number of

donations have also been given, which v ill in-

crease the funds.

Beaconsjield. — Attention is directed to the

attempts which are being made_ to restore the

ancient church of Beaconsfield, in Bucks. The

girls’ school.

Stockport.—A window has just been erected

in the n.irish church of Stockport, at the cost of

INlr. James Newton, of Cheadle Heath, to the

memory of his mother. The subject is the

three Marys with the Angel at the Sepulchre,

after our Lord’s resurrection. The window has

been executed by Mr. Hedgeland, of St. John’s-

wood.
Cau-ood {Yorkshire).—Gasworks have

_

been

erected and opened at Cawood. The capital is

1,200/. and the shares amounted to 2/. each

:

aud they uow bear a premium of about 10s,

The works, according to the York Herald, were

contracted for by Mr. Kuapton, aud they have

been completed within about two mouths of

their commencement, at a cost of nearly 1,000/.

Tltey are situated in Sherburu-street, close to

Bisl'iop-dyke, and near the old castle; and the

brickwork has been executed by Air. Bedford,

of York. The patent dry gasholder stands on

iron pillars ; it is 25 feet in diameter, and 10

feet 111 depth, and will contain 5,000 feet of gas.

By having a dry gasholder, formed partly of

sheet iron and partly of Indian rubber, savs our

authority, economy of space is promoted, and

the gas does not condense so much as in the

ordinary gasholder. The expense of making a

tank, &c. is also saved. Gasworks on the same

principle have been erected by Air. Kuapton at
r. .1 XT .1 ^T V _1. T

It is this right direction, permanently alFordcd, which

the junior members of the architectural profession

are seeking from the elder, and which in every other

they receive. If the Royal Institute will take the

position it has the power to do in this matter, it can

scarcely fail to greatly increase its influence and con-

sideration, and in my own opinion the recent question

of amalgamation will speedily receive a natural and

desirable solution.

A AIembeb or the Aechiiectue.vl

Association.

HOUSE-BUILDING.
Observing in your valuable paper of last week a

letter from a correspondent, advocating an alteration

in the present Building Act, I beg to suggest the

necessity of inserting a clause obliging builders of

small houses to keep the ground-joists at least two clear

feet above the surface of the ground, aud likewise of

laying one coarse of slate or lead under the plate of

the ground-joists, to prevent the rising of damp, the

neglect of which precaution is very detrimental to the

poor occupants of such dwellings, and is the mother

aud father too of that horrible complaint, rheuma-

tism. To you. Air. Editor, the necessity of these

suggestions will be obvious
;

for the men who gene-

rally build this sort of property never have to live in

them, aud, in nine cases out of ten, build to sell ;
and

the capitalist who may purchase ten or a dozen, or the

poor frugal artisan who may purchase one, is alike

taken in, as in a few years the road is above the cill'

of the door, and the water running into the house,

instead of running out of it
;
and the damp, once in the

walls, is perfectly incurable, and the tenant is obliged

to leave
;
so that the landlord, instead of getting a fair

interest for his capital, is saddled with the ground-

rent aud all other expenses, just because the ship has

been spoilt for a half-penny worth of tar. T. B.

BeacousGckl churchyard coutaius the tomb of Castle Howard, Newbrougli Park, Lord Wharu-

Edmund Waller; aud within the church itself is a
: cliffe’s, aud other places in. the country, and gas

poor tablet in memory of Edmund Burke, whose
I

has been introduced into several coal-pits by

remains arc deposited beneath. It is a reproach Aiim, The street mains at Cawood consist of

to the country of Waller aud of Bui'ke that no
j

213 yards of 4-ineh, 132 yards of 3-iucb, 980

fitting memorial has yet been placed above their
: yards of 2-iuchj and 710 yards of 1-inch iron

ashes. The church itself is in a half-ruinous ' pipes. There are twenty-eightjmblic lamps in

condition. Rymer’s inscription on the tomb of
^
the town, aud all the shareholders are gas con-

Waller is mouldering into illegibility. The
i sumers.

Rev. John Gould, rector of Beaconsfield, lias
j

Korth Shields.—A gentleman belonging to

made an appeal in behalf of the edifice aud its
[

North Shields has offered to head a subscription

illustrious dead ; and an ample fund will, doubt-
,
for buiidiug au infirmary in that town with the

less, be raised. A committee has been formed
! sum of 200/.

for the purpose of carrying out Mr. Gould’s
|

Gourock {near Glasgow)—The ceremony of

plan of restoring the church, and replacing the
|

laying the fouudation-stone of Gourock Episcopal

monuments by others more worthy of their 1 Chapel took place on Saturday week. The

objects.
I

stone was laid by Bishop Trower. The chapel

Quarrendon.—The Rev. J. C. IVharton, vicar will be iu the Early Decorated style of archi-

of Bierton, is endeavouring to organise a fund
^

tecture, and will be seated for 120 persons,

for the fencing round of the church of Quarren-

'

THE GUILDHALL LIBRARY.

We have before now referred to the very great

value of the hooks, mauuscripts, drawings, and plans

which arc stored up in the library at the Guildhall,

and which at present arc almost unused. Wc have

never seen more than three or four readers, and

that was at a time when the reading-room at the

British Museum was closed. No one cau be more

attentive than the gentleman who fills the post

of librarian, but there is something here so quiet,

so close,—something which it is so difficult to.

express, hut which must have struck most readers

who go to this place—you feel that the books

are so little looked at, and the worthy librarian so

little accustomed to visitors, that you are afraid of

giving trouble. At the British Aluseum, one thinks

nothing of sending up the tickets for fifty or sixty

books iu a dav, and also availing oneself of the use at

bp time of anv of the 10.000 or 12,000 volumes

dou, so as to protect it from further mutilation

aud spoliation.

Alcester.—lt has been resolved to erect ancAV

THE EDUCATION QUESTION

I SHALL feel glad at being permitted the use of a

Corn Exhange tec on a site -Ijoinbg the

Bear Inu, _m High-street. The sum required
^.^1 j^rchitectural Associa-

for the project is i,5Ut)/.
p . • j tion to revive the question of a professional diploma.

— A memorial window ot Stained
such is iu no degree the aim, or even the

glass, is in course of erection iu the inner vesti- present committee, I can confidently

bide of St. Chad’s Church, Shrewsbury, to the
assert, and I wish to do so, because I couccivc a

memory of the late Mr. T. SmitbemauEdwavdes,
I

gjjatrary impression calculated to do harm to the

of this towu. The subject of the window (which cause of architectural education, to which alone their

is 1 5 feet long and G wide), is
”
the Ascension.” efforts are directed. The recent letter of the Asso-

It was executed by Alessrs. J. Hardman and ciation to the Royal Institute, published by you,

CoVof Birmingham. This memorial has been is identical in principle, and in no way goes beyond

provided by Sri Harry Edwardes, bai-t. a rela-
!

the memorial of Mr. Kerr. It asks for the esta-

tive of the deceased. i

blishment of ‘'examinations founded ou certain ac-

A few years since, a ' kuowledgcd principles, and defined courses of study.

1 - L 'n.;.. If ,,xr.bnKW iTiTrnlvpQ fbp iiU.imatc Errantinu

the same time of any of the 10,000 or 1

which are in the reading-rooms.

The value of the Guildhall library is not sufficiently

known, otherwise it would be more visited, a note from

a common councilman, or any known functionary of

the City, being sufficient for admission.

It has been recently determined (we are glad to

bear) that measures are to be takeu to make the City

library more generally useful. A catalogue of such

books as are proper to circulate is to be made out,

aud measures taken to lend certain volumes to the

members of ihe corporation. This is well, so far as

it goes, but it would be better to extend this privilege,

under proper restrictions, to the families of respectable

citizens generally, although not members of the cor-

poration.

RE-NxlAIING THE STREETS.

As the author of a pamphlet ou “ Alctropolitan

Street Nomenclature,” which by a portion of the

press has been recommended as “ well worthy the

attention of the Alctropolitan Board of Works,” and

concerning which I have a letter in my possession

from a gentleman of the highest position, and capable

of judging of such matters, wherein he says, “ I am sure

any one who reads your pamphlet will he satisfied that

the present state of things ought not to exist longer

than is absolutely necessary,”—I trust I may consider

myself entitled to trespass briefly upon your columns.

Wverhamptou gentleman provK^f for the
in reply to your remarks of last week upon this

I
fessional diploma. It is worthy of notice, as iudi- subject.

Rowing Sing thfSrting ffieling ""on^thr su^eeb thatlwo
|

““
As^my humhiejittk wmk is addressed to the Port-

ing, at a cost of 6,000/. the church dedicated to
, to^*thTVmrSecrshould“ha"^^^^ ' master-Generai, Sir Benjamin Hall as Chief Com-

the Holy Trinity. The necessity of a parsonage-
1 sinj^itancouslv from sources quite unconnected, and missioncr of her Alojesty s Board_ of M orks and the

house and schools then became apparent, and
'

hoped that the second will meet with Aletropolitan Board of Dorks, it is not likely toat -t

towards the carrying out of the latter object the
; creator consideratiou than that of the Association.

[

should offer any remarks calculated to impede the

Privy Council granted 670/. ;
and the National

,

youj. remarks as to the necessity of self-cxcrtiou
;

working of this, at best, difficult subject : sUll 1 must

Society 80/. The benevolent individual above
;
.mj education, none will agree more heartily than say that the objections you have raised arc wi som

alluded to, further contributed 100/. to the two-
;
those to whom they are directed ;

but it must_ be justice applicable Pk“
aiiuueci vU, iiiiLiiei contiiuLicLu xuuv. tu tuc

^

iiiose lo i.iiuiii uiej .xic ixnv .v j.- ,1 x
.i i 41 Ti .1

fold purpose, and tllis donation was foUorved up
,

borne in mind, that while few results are denied to “Ij-

by others. The parsonage-house has been well-directed labour, many are to misdirceted. and
Grett to

erected, and the foundation of the schools has in any case the rejnisite time is grievously increased.
,
by the Board m the place of Great Qneen street,

grievously i
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"Brougham.” I am not surprised at this. There is

no necessity for disturbing either Great or Little Queen
streets : they are each specific names

;
but in my

pamphlet I have suggested how to deal with the two
classes of streets so frequently repeated, “ King” and
“ Queen.” By my plan the

" memories of London”
would not have been destroyed, but perpetuated. I have
proposed to append to the several King and Queen
streets (leaving those at Cheapside to remain) the

names of the several Irings and queens of England. I

have a precedent for this. We have already the
following,—King AVilliam, Henry, Edward, and John,
streets : we might have James, Charles, Richard,
Stephen, &c. Ann is the only instance in respect of

the Queen street. According to my plan. Queen-
street, Tower-hill, might be called Queen Jane-street

:

to the remainder we might append the names of
Adelaide, Charlotte, Caroline, JIary, Elizabeth,
Katherine, Eleanor, Henrietta, Boadicea, &c.: Queen-
square, Bloomsbury, might remain, and to Queen
square and place, Westminster, the name of Ann
might, without confusicn, be added.

There is another class of streets—Churcb-strccts

—

about skty-six in number,—numerous, it must be ad-
mitted,—but as they have reference to so many
churches, and consequently localities, they are still

not so numerous as the churches of the metropolis. In
my plan I propose to •prefix the localities, or names
•of the parish churches

; as Paddington Church-street,
Limehouse Church-street. Here "again the "memo-
ries of London ” would be prcseiwed.

Another instance of reviving the recollections of
London would follow from adopting my suggestions.
I will give two. There is Queen’f-road, Bayswater,
recently so named, out of a false notion of loyalty, I
would, in the revision, place that back to its original
name. Black Lion-lane, so called formerly from the
Black Lion Tavern, in the Bayswater-road. Several
of the nobility, and royalty itself, do not disdain to
reside in a lane (Park-lane)

; therefore the inhabitants
of old Black Lion lane could have nothing to complain
of. The other instance is in regard to Cambridge-
road in the east, formerly called Dog-row, from a
tavern named the Black Dog, which, too, is now
altered to (hat of Albert. I need not say that this
road should return to its original name.

If, as 1 have suggested, in undertaking this matter,
, the Board of Jletropolitan Works had availed them-
I selves, or were now to avail themselves, of the services
of a few gentlemen of “ historical knowledge, research,
and taste,” the "memories of London” Avould be

I revived, and an entire revision ofthc streets of London,
I such as the Legislature has at length placed in their
I hands, if judiciously managed, would (allowing ample
I time before the various changes were made) give in the
i long run general satisfaction.

Should you now, sir, take up my book, I beg to
r make this one observation,—it was wiltten last Sep-
f tember. The Post-office plan of dividing London
r into ten districts had not then been made known.
Following my own notions, I had divided the metro-

II polls into eight geographical districts, with the view
1 of the reduction of the names of the frequently-
0 repeated streets, so that there should have been but
tone left standing in each district. Now the town is

; divided into ten districts, I should be inclined to
5 forego that plan, and adopt that intimated by the
xliegislaturc, of having but one of each specifically

rnamed street in the metropolis. And so confident do
I feel that such a plan is practicable, I would, as I

.:have intimated to the Board of Works, readily under-
take the task, satisfied that it requires only applica-

iition and earnestness to effect it.

W. Gallawat.

*** The pamphlet referred to, which is published
^vby Clements, 21, Little Pultcuey-street, deserves atten-
i'tion. We repeat our exhortation to retain for the
tistreets of Loudon their associations.

A LECTURE ON ARCHITECTS.
“English Architects” formed the subject of a

decture delivered recently in Brighton, to the mem-
cbers of St. George’s Instruction Society, by Mr.
J. T. Bunec. The lecturer selected the lives of Inigo
oJones, Sir Christopher Wren, and Sir John Van-
nfarugb, architects specially identified with the era of
laclassical architecture in England. An additional
[tittraction was found in the circumstance that these
rgreat men were distinguished for something beyond
liheir mere profession. More interest, the lecturer
idhought, attached to Joues, the architect and deviser
of masques, to Wren, the architect and philosopher,
ihnd to Vanbrugh, the architect and dramatist,
nthan would have been felt for either bad they been
Duimply architects. The Icctnrer sketched the career
of Inigo Jones

; his birth in London, his journeys to
altaly and D.nmark, bis employment in England by
inlames I. to construct masques for the amusement of
icibe Court, his numerous public and private birildings
S 118 quarrel with Ben Jonson, his intimacy with Van-

I

dyke, and finally his disgrace by the Long Parliament,

.

and his death. As Jones passed away, Wren was

I

preparing to supply his place. Though a firm Royalist,

I

and belonging to a family who suffered much for the

I

Royal cause, Wren took no part in political affairs,

j

but remained quietly at Oxford until the Restoration.

! The chequered and active life of Vanbrngh formed the

j

next and last part of the lecture. He was considered

in his triple character of an architect, a dramatist,
and “ a fine gentlemau, ” audacious enough to under-
take any project, and so able as in all to bring him-
self off with credit. His curious dispute with the
Duchess of Marlborough was commented upon, and
illustrated by quotations from the correspondence :

his theatrical speculations were narrated : his ready
assumption of the herald’s tabard, though knowing
nothing of heraldry, was alluded to : the sneers he
endured from Pope, Walpole, and Swift were re-

counted
;

and the lecturer concluded with some
critical remarks on his comedies.

Wae Yang Jin : an 'Eight 2JoiUhs' Journal,
during Visits to Loochoo, Japan, anclPootoo.
By Alfred L. Halloran, Master, Royal
Navy. London: Longman and Co. 185G.

This is the modest but entertaining “ yarn ” of
a sailor. There is no attempt to dive under the
surface of the strange and antiquated style of
civilization to be met with in the far East

;
but

even here, in the midst of light-spun narrative
and amusement, there is mncli matter for reflec-

tion. How oddly ancient traditionary practices
and observances, habits and customs, in our own
country, arc associated with the Orientals of the
present day. At Ningpo, as the autlior of this

little work tells us, the Joss-houses, or temples,
are not merely used for the ordinary religious

ceremonies, or “Chin-chin to Joss,” but one of
these very chin-chins, or religious ceremonies,
consists m play-acting. Here we have some-
thing exceeniugly like the origin of our own
theatrical entertainments, in the miracle-plays
of ancient times. The Joss-houses appear to
have a special stage and green-room set apart
for the purpose. These Chinese temples arc
generally built wth a square open court in the
centre, and the principal gate is in the middle
of the side nearest the street, \rith a smaller
door, sometimes arched on the top, at each side.

Right above the principal gateway, but opening
inwards to the square, is the stage on which the
religious plays are acted. There are two doors
at the back which open into the greeu-room, aud
through the right-hand door the actor always
enters, aud through the left exits. The green-
room contains usually splendid dresses, and
most artistic false bearns, moustaches, &c.
Near the centre of the open square stands
usually a very old iron censer or urn, in which
incense is burned or offerings of “a sweet-
smelling savour ” made to Joss. In allusion to
these ancient censers, the author himself ob-
serves that “it is remarkable, as showing the
high antiquity of Cliiuese customs, tliat the
vases iu front of their ancient temples are very
much like, both in shape aud position, to some
figures which appear in the representations of
the ancient temples of Korsabad, as given by
Bonorai, in his work entitled, ‘ Nineveh and its

Palaces,’ page 161,—a fact brought to my
attention by my friend J. Couch, Esq. E.L.S.”
At the back of the square court there is usually
ail al'ar, cn which are placed images of Xin and
Quey, the good and evil Joss, exactly alike, but
the one white and the other black, tlie latter, in
this respect at least, in strict accordance with
our owu nursery notions of the old “ gentleman
in black.” The ceremonies observed at the
altars struck the author forcibly from their close
resemblance to the Roman Catholic Mass. There
are open piazzas round two sides of the square,
and the upper stoiT of the Joss-house is pro-
vided with seats lor the spectators, like the
boxes of an English theati-e.

In describing a temple at Pootoo, near
Shanghae, with numerous idol chapels, and a
mass of buildings, so intricate that only the
resident monks could thread their way through
them, the author says, “ Iu the centre of one of
the courts was an elegant and elaborately carved
open-worked screen, cut out of stone, with an
extraordinary monster in the middle of it, repre-
senting a crocodile with a human face, in con-

fl.ict with a large snake, whose folds were
entwined round him.” Prom an engraving of
this really handsome screen, the open-work
appears to be cut in the form of a modification
of the Greek fret, which, as we have before
noted, constitutes so frequent aud remarkable
an element in Eastern architecture. The open-
work is gracefully entwined with representa-
tions of something like palm-leaves, with fruit

resembling the pomegr’anate, and round the
border are scrolls, aud designs closely resembling
the winged globe or disc of Egjqit, but appa-
rently intended for leaves and fruit.

“ Wae Yang Jin ” will be found a pleasant
book to spend a leisure hour or two witL

Laxton's Builders' Brice-Book for 1S57. Lon-
don : Arundel-street, Strand.

EoRthenew edition (the thirty-fourth) of this
now standard Price-Book, the index has been
re-written

; an index added to the Building Act,
and an illustrated Appendix given, containing
description and prices of new materials and in-
ventions. There is also an account with prices,
of seventy-eight building stones.

The Sewage op Peniuth.—The Local Board of
Health here are said to be ia a fix as to how to get
quit of the town sewage. The old Board had put the
inaiii sewer into the beck above Carlcton-hall, so that
the sewage passed through Mr. Cowper’s farm-yard,
lie served the Board with process for a nuisance, bat
an understanding was come to that he (Mr. C.) would
take the sewage if the Board would carry it to a
certain point in bis holme. The Board went to con-
siderable expense, and were at last informed that Mr.
Cowper declined to take the sewage. On the part of
Mr. Cowper, it was stated at a meeting of the Board
that he had, at his own expense, had Mr. Newlands
down from Liverpool, and that Jlr. Newlands told
him that the cut was made far too low

;
that the tank

would have to be on the surface of the ground, and
would necessitate a wheel to be put iuto the river to
pump off the sewage. A member of the Board said
he believed Lord Lonsdale would take it if the Board
would carry it to him on the French Field estate.
Another thought the best mode of getting rid of it

was to run it into the river as they had done at Car-
lisle

;
aud a third member said if they did so Lord

Lonsdale would bring an action agains’t them. The
Board fiually agreed that the matter should remain
statu quo for a week.

A NEW Mode of Ssiothebing Smoke.— At
Pendleton, the small fires of a bleach-work, as well
as its large boiler furnace, are said to be now rid of
black smoke by simply throwing over the replenish-
ment of fuel a few spadefuls of a cheap mineral com-
pound, which is said to absorb the carbon or blacks
of the smoke, and to increase the heat aud llame to a
brilliant white. There is no saving of cost, it ap-
pears, but the ashes are expected to have some value.
The process reminds one of the practice amongst
cooks of sprinkling salt over a smoky fire to give
it a clear flame, and also of the intensification
of heat in fires by means of fire-clay balls, or lumps
of chalk, Doubtless the substance used acts mainlv,
in its pulverulent state, by entangling the blacks and
accumulating the heat in a way quite practicable with
various earthy substances, not impregnated with
poisonous volatiles, easily attainable in all parts ofthc
country, and not restricted to any one district, or
mineral alone.

Australian Stone.-—The stone now being pro-
cured near the spot where the new Court-house is

to he built, at Kilmore, %Vj^‘CaeKilmore{AustraUa 7i)

E-zaminer, and with which it is intended to construct
the base of that building, possesses the singular
quality (upon being subjected to the action of fire),

of melting like lead. During the process of fusion it

becomes highly clastic. 'When suffered to cool, after-

wards, it presents the appearance of coke on the
inside, hut on the outside it retains a shining black
polish. It is no doubt impregnated with bituminous
matter.

_Np'E Valley Drainage 'Works. — The. com-
missioners have appointed Mr. John Fowler, C.E. as
their engioeer-in-chief to carry on these works, origi-
nally commenced by the late Mr. Rendel, C.E.

Evils op Defective Church Stoves. The
congregation of St. Peter’s, Dorset, says the Dorset
Chronicle, on Sunday last, were w'ell nigh sufferiu"-

most seriously from the effects of a mismanaged stovm
The poisonous gas, which was quickly spreading its

dangerous influence, affected many persons, who tried
to leave the church. Indeed, it is not easy to say
what might have occurred had the rector not imme-
diately dismissed the congregation.
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Recovery OF SuNKKN A'essei.s, &c. — A com-
[

“ Liquid Stone.” — A Mr. Hardinge, of Xcw
|

Low Contracts.—At the Alfrcton County Court

pany' under the Limited Partnership Act, has been
]

Yorh, has patented the manufacture of what he not
^

on the 23rd iilt. a case^ bc^xen^ a contractor and

formk with a capital of 60,000/. in 10/. shares, to very correctly calls “ liquid stone.” Quartz rock is I certain overseers was tried. The plaintiff, Mr. James

carry out the patent of Cant.'stephen Rendoll Smith, ' roasted, and tbeu made friable in cold water. It is Aodrews, claimed 42/. 18s. 3d. for work done in the

for sub-marine purposes. Out of 1,141 wrecks and i then pulverised, and thrown into a peculiar steam-
1

erection of a bridge across the river Erewasb, be-

cosualtics in 1855 on the British coasts, 385 vessels ! tight cauldron, containing caustic lye. Here it is
, longing to the parishes of Piuston and Salston. It

were sunk without means of raising them. The power ' acted upon by steam heat and the chemical solvent, appeared from plaintiff’s evideuce that the defendants

brought to bear in Capt Smith’s sub-marine lifting-
[

and brought to a state of solution. IVhcn this solved
|

(overseers for the two parishes) invited three tenders

apparatus is steam applied in two flat-bottomed iron ' silicate is applied to any substance, its water of solution for rebuilding the bridge, and that his tender of

vessels The sunk vessel is sought for in deep water ' evaporates, leaving a coat of crystal glass. In fact, it
^

36/. 10s. was accepted by them without any wntten

bv the surveying apparatus, with divers on stages, ' seems to be mainly a silicate of potash, or soda, such os
.
plan or specification, but that they verbally agreed

with chain ladders and drawn along by a screw- * was known aod made centuries since. See “ Salmon’s the bridge should be rebuilt exactly the same as the

steamer tlie chain ladders having on either side the ' Polygraphices ” on “liquor or oil of flints.” Quartz old bridge was. Defendants had been several times

ordinarv air and speaking apparatus of divers. When ' rock, and sand, or flint, are almost convertible terms while the works were in progress, and also expressed

the vessel is found the flat-bottomed scrcw-vcsscls for silex, and this, when roasted and calcined, can approval. At length, on the 22nd of September last,

are placed one on each side, and powerful steam machi- ' readily with potash form a soluble silicate, which in ' plaintiff received a note from defendants discharging

nerv with crab-winches and chains arc applied and aqueous solution has an oily or gummy aspect, and him from farther proceeding with the bridge (on the

worked with the help of a scries of iron tubes passing was hence, of old, called “oil of flints,” and some- ground that great complaints had been made as to it)

:

from the deck of each lifter, through its central line, times “ oil of crystals,” quartz _or silex having been at that time two or three days would have completed

to the bottom, so that the lifting power is applied formerly called “ crystals.” jit. He now claimed 4-/. 18 s. 3d. as the value of the

from the centre of each vessel without lurching or '
Manchester Exhibitions.—The exhibition of

^

work, with damages for delay, &c. Mr. l^njamin

disturbing their vertical position, and by direct action modern paintings at the Royal Manchester Institution, i IVilson, architect, Alfrcton, one of plaintin s o^
and a dead pull upon the wreck or other weight to be which has recently been closed, was open for seventeen

^

witnesses, said, had he had the superintendence ot the

lifted. When raised to a sufticient elevation it may weeks,—seven at oue shilling, when 4,174 persons work, be could not have passed it as a good soimd

he carried onward to a beach, or other destination, by paid for admission ;
and ten weeks at sixpence, when job, but that he thought there was already too

the screw propellors of the lifters
;
or the wreck, it is the visitors numbered 3,507.- lu the evening the I much work done for the money. Mr. Ucorge

said can be floated bv further processes.
j

e.xhibition was open during ten weeks at threepence, architect, Derby, “8^^^ Mr. Wilson, lor the

Fall of Part of a Stucco Cornice.—As you when 8,484 persons inspected the works of art. There defence it was contended that the verbal agreement

kindly noticed my letter relative to the heavy over- ' were also 178 season^ tickets sold._ I'pwards of^had not
KincUV nouceo my leucr reiun'u lu luu iicav.j u.ci- a , w ^ . — _

» i_'*

hanging cornices so frequently observed on new build- 16,000 visits were made to the exhibition,—a large safe for traffic. Mr Barber, architect, Eastwood

. T 1
' ;_p ‘ -...-.^ 1, 0- v.r.* nr.iiol aoTTo ftio Cniivter tn nrpviftiis ’ and otlicrs, wci'e called to prove that the bridge was

ings in the City, I beg to inform you that, passing ‘ number, hut not equal, says the Courier, to previous

through Fenehurch-street, on Christmas-day, I oh- years. The number of catalogues sold was 2,642 in

served the attention of people leaving church, attracted the evening, at threepence, and 3,180 in the day, at

to the building occupied by the hlarinc Life Insurance sixpence. Thirty-one pictures have bren sold in the

Society. It is a new building, with a heavy stucco ' rooms, and twenty taken by the Art-I uion. The

comice, a portion of the upper edge of which, about
|

number of visitors at the Manchester Mechanics’

6 feet in length, had fallen upon the footpath: the Institution Exhibition on New Year’s Day was 6,000.

dShris might weigh about half a cwt. Efforts should
j

An excursion train from Sheffield brought 1,000

be made to cheek these monstrosities. As pleasing ' visitors. Nearly 1,000 catalogues were sold during

contrasts to them, and good examples to be followed,
,
the day.

z-,,

I beg to call attention to the new Mark-lane Cham-
[

Church Burnt at Montreal.—Christ Church,

bers and to a butldiug recently erected at the Fleet- . the Protestant Episcopal Cathedral, In Montreal, was

street end, and west side of Chancciy-lane.—R. S. T. destroyed by fire on the 10th ult. A dry goods store

unsound. Mr. Barber, in cross-examination, said he

did not consider the bridge worth thirty-six shiUings,

but admitted there might be some 6,000 new bricks,,

and as many old. The Judge, Mr. Cantrell, said he

was surprised that the defeudants should have let a

contract belonging to the parishes in so loose a

manner, and that for the sake of saving a few pounds

in employing an architect, they had incurred all this

expense and trouble. In his opinion also the plaintiff

and hfr. Wilson bad adopted every reasonable and

proper course to avoid litigation. The judgment he

Lecture on Locks.

—

hlr. E. B. Denison pve a

lecture on locks lately at Doncaster, in wbieh he

reviewed the various principles of lock construction,

concluding with an account of a new lock invented by

himself, and of which he exhibited a specimen, manu-

factured by Mr. Chubb. lu this lock, said the

lecturer, the tumblers act without spriug.s, being

pushed one way by the handle which shoots the bolt,

and the other way by the key. The key is not used

fbr locking, so that the owner of a door with this

lock may leave any person to lock it for him without

entrusting him with the key. The tumblers have

thin plates lying between them, and the friction,

which is an impediment to the action of most locks,

and sometimes makes them stick fast altogether when

the lock gets dirty, is an assistance to this, and no

high finish of the working parts is required. The

key not having to move, the bolt may be very thin

:

the key of the large lock exhibited weighs just a

quarter of an ounce. It pushes in a spring curtain,

which closes the keyhole completely when the key is

should give was 28/. with all costs, to be paid forth-

and the nuos’ building adjoining were also somewhat
j

with.

injured The church was thought to he one of the I Gigantic Ikon-casting near Glasgow.—Ou

most elegant and costly buildings in Canada. The I the 30th ultimo, at seven a.m. sixty tons of

damage by the fire is estimated at 120,000 dollars
:

'

pig iron were put into the cupolas of Finnieaton

the insurance is 08,000 dollars. Tlic church pos- Iron-works, and by four o’clock
^

of the same

sessed an organ nearly as large as that of Haarlem,

in Holland.

Artists’ and Amateurs’ CoNVERSizioxt.- At

Willis’s Rooms, King-street, St. James’s, this annual

series of artistic conversazioni arc shortly to be held,

the first on Thursday, the 5th Fehruiiry ;
the second on

Thursday, the 5th of March; the third on Thursday,

the 2ad of April; and the last ou Thursday, the 7th

of May. The annual subscription from each member

is 1/. Is. which entitles the member, besides his or

her personal admission to the meetings, to four

visitors’ tickets of admission, each admitting one

visitor to a single meeting only; but mi-mbers are at

liberty to issue as many tickets as they please for any

one meeting, subject to further subscriptions of one

guinea for six additional visitors’ tickets, and half a

Theout
;
and when it m pushed in ever so little, it pre-

j

guinea for three.
TivTrpT>AnT

vents the bolts from being pressed against the turn-
!

.The Rivington \ a
i' .

Wers there being a square jlug behind the curtain, Bivington water is at length being deluercd nto the

which goes through a notch in the edge of the bolt, Kensington reservoir says a local paper of end o last

"Meptlhcn the eortain is np against the l-evhole. >eek. and very few days. indeed hours. » II elapse

Yon must, therefore, not only turn the key aboilt halt befohh inhabitants

round but t.ake it oit again before yon ean turn the judging for themselves as to the qiial t, of the «a cr
rouuu, uub i.in-t-

S 1 - 1. * u 1 nliniit which so much has been said, and respecting
handle and open the lock, and it cannot be opened ,

auoRt wnicn so muu
v,,i i,,„n 3 „i,„

while anv instrument whatever remains in the key-
1

'vh.ch there has been such an unparalleled local agiU-

hole. Mr. Denison added, that he did not know that tion,

the lock described was manufactured by anybody : he
[

English Churches .at Cairo and AlexsAN-

believed not although it was not pate'nted7and
' l>HlA.-.Snhsari|.tion lists have been opened at fai

Shongh it was stated on the authority of Mr. ITobbs,
,

for collecting^
l.i il!"!!:!!!

in his Treatise on Locks, to be secure against ““y
i

1 1 p • 1,; denote that the requisite means will soon be proviuio. .. ^ , , i,.known mode of picking.
, assistance is expected from Alexandria, ' The temjde is from 60 to (0 feet in length, and about

Roberts sBiucKMAkiNG:MACHiNE. Thccoaiscst
, the English are still striving to obtaio futuls to

;

85 feet in width. It has two stories, the lower one

day this enormous mass of metal was poured

into the mould. This mould conlaioed in one mass

the engine bottom of a colossal steamer, including two

condensers, two chambers to receive the air pumps,

as well os feed and bilge pumps and pillow block for

main shafts. The length of the mass which had to

be cast was 24 feet 6 inches, the breadth 10 feet

6 inches, and the height 9 feet. The casting, when

taken from the mould, in the course of six or seven

days, will be 47 tons 10 cwt. “ Let our readers,”

says a Glasgow paper, “ imagine this mass of iron

thrown into the mould— sixty tons in all—pouring in

a torrent which is exhausted in one minute and forty-

five seconds, and they will Lave some idea of a work

which all the iron-workers in England refused,—the

like of which none of the ironmasters in England ever

saw [nonsense],—and which was accomplished as an

everyday job, under the superintendence of Mr. John

Neilsoii. We have only further to add, that this is

the second casting of the same kind in the same work,

aod Die engines for which it was cast are to he fitted

up for the new Australian line of steam vessels, by

Messrs. J. and J. Thomson, of Clyde Bank.”

A Joss-house in Victoria.— One of the most

striking and remarkable recent events, says the 3IeI-

hoxirne Argus, was the consecration of a joss-house for

the use of the Chinese residents in this city and its

suburbs. The wooden edifice in which this singular cere-

monytook place has been erectedaud decorated, at a cost

of about 1,000/. on an elevated plot of ground, some

distance beyond the Orphan Asylum, at Emerald-hill.

matetial, it is_s.id,_can be made ieto preased bricks or
, Xt' kit 12,000?.

|

being’ apparently that which is devoted to religions

, . .. .Aaai f.,- nyi,l tliP I f-Pi-pnifiTiips. 1'hp iinncr stoTV is surroundcd hv a sal-
n'rVKHrnn have been spent there for building the church, and the

[

ceremonies. The upper story is surrounded by a gaD

Ivbirb ,iiTv result, it is said, is an iocompkte edifice, with sittings Icry, lighted from the roof, and is apparently set apart

,
winch may

, , >, as an assembly-hall. The whole interior is painted

tiles by Mr. John Roberts’s invention. There is a cir-

cnlar track ou which are fixed a series

moulds at regular intervals, and a roller, which may
, ort onn

Vary in weight from oue to ten tons, moves round on P®'®

the track, by steam, or other power. This roller, or ' Reopening of the Colosseum. I uder the

wheel, is connected with a beam, which is moved in auspices of a limited company, the Royal Colossciim,

the frame by means of a shaft and cog-whccl. The Regent’s-park, with all its varied attractions, has

clay or brick cartli is filled into the moulds, aod the been re-opeutd, under the patronage of Her Majesty

roller presses it firmly in. The wheel is fidlowed by and the Prince Consort. Mr. Parris’s remarkable pic-

a scraper, wliich removes any excess from the surface tore of “ London by Day” is exhibited^iu the morning,

of the moulds, a smaller roller acting ns a balance, to and Mr. Dansou’s “ London by Night ’ in the evening

prevent the scraper from rising. On a pressing-plate, ' as before, and the Lisbon panoramas, the Apollouicon,

attached by hinges to the moulds, any design ean be the Swiss cottages and scenery, stalactite caverns,

castor engraved. This plate is turned down upon Grcik saloon, conservatories, aviary. &c. S:e. are all

the clay in the moulds, and the wheel passes over it resurrected, none (he worse for their recent entouib-

a second time, and raises the manufactured biieks ' ment, the wliole exhibition being graced by music, iu-

from the moulds. Bricks of any pattern, it is said, ' stnnnculal and vocal, discoursed
_
by the Crystal

and ornamented in the Chinese stylo, and hung round

with banners. In the lower story is a picture enclosed

in a carved ease, and to this all the external cere-

monies of adoration were paid. The painting consists

of three figures, the centre one being that of an old

man of reverend appearance, and in a sitting posture:

on one side of him stands a young man, and on the

other a man of mature years.

Hastings Board of Health.—The Local Council

and Board of Health have determined on carrying

out aud completing the extensive works of sewerage

and drainage of the town. At the usual monthly meet-

ing held on Friday in last week, the surveyor, Mr.
m loe luouius. jjrichs or uuy uanciu, ii, ia saiu, &ui uiuuukh auu .wci, ...-

_ .
i i i c

1 be muuufaclnred by this machine, and any design Palace Orchestra aud Orpheus Glee Hnion, aud wound John I^mg, C E. presented the plans for divisions

. , . . . V T 11 c - .1-- -—I.;.,!., n ..-kI P it-ki/.li Tporo nnrivnT-Pit nt and ir. wa5 orfiprftfl
can be muuuiaeiurcu uv mia iiiuciiim;, uuu uuy ucaigu x aiacc v^icucai-ia auu v./i|/ua.u.j v. ,

‘’i-i ‘ _ i c'

can be readily impressed upon them. Encaustic tiles, up by grand pyrotechnic displays, all for the certainly B and C, w ic i were appi ° >

or tesserce, by slight modifications, can be also made. ' exceedingly small charge of oue shilling.
[

that tenders should he adver ise or.
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The present collection is remarkable for a
particular class of Majolica wares,—the lustered
specimens, and particularly those of the most
celebrated producer of this kind of work.
Maestro Giorgio, of Gubbio.
The personal information we possess concern-

ing Giorgio may be condensed as follows:—
“ Giorgio Audreoli, a gentleman of Pavia, already
ennobled in his native place, migrated to Gubbio
with his two brothers, towards the close of the
fifteenth century

; and in or about the year 149S

Y accustoming the eye to fine

forms, by comparing and weigh-

ing, the taste is formed, the

judgment is strengthened. The
^

, uuu lu ui uuuuu ineyear
opportunity for this should be obtained the rights of citizenship at the latter
afforded to the whole nation,— ' place : he acquired a high position, and filled

niusi be afforded, if we would .

many offices of trust in his adopted city, and is

raise the general taste. It is
|

said to have been living in 1552. Giorgio hud
in this point of view that such a

1

two sous, one of whom only, Vincentio, called
collection as that purchased Maestro Cencio, followed Lis father’s pro-

from M. Soulages, and now to be fession.

seen in Marlborough Ilouse, is ' earliest date with the signature of the

especially valuable. We have not ^^aster on Giorgio’s wares hitherto observed by
merely to act on our artists and the writer, is 1518, and the latest, 1587. The
manufacturers, but on the public,

who put these artists and mauu

Pasolini Collection (now dispersed) contained

,uuua-i^Pi®°®P^rpO''ting to have been signed by the

facturers in motion. It is to Ijg
,

Master, and dated 1541. Tin’s instauce, how-

. hoped the collection uill be retained cannot be implicitly relied on.”

for the country. The council of the Institute of the fifteenth, sixteenth, and, in a less

British Architects, recognizing tlie value of such the seventecuth century, Jlajolica

works, have appointed a committee of their
j

^6 tmve often spoken, was
body (excluding from it such of their members

;

^ staple manufacture of Italy. Mauufac-
as may have aided in bringing it to this country) ,

todies were fostered by princes, and the artists

to examine and report upon it, with the view of widely extended reputation. Paeuza,

memorializing Goveniraent, if it should be
j

Castel Durante, Gubbio, Pesaro, all

thought desirable to urge its purchase for the 1

comprised within a limited district lying

;

towards the east coasts of Ttjilv. nrp fliptowards the east coasts of Italy, are the five

^
great centres of tlie manufacture. As to the

Robinson, is published, so that the whole col-
specimens, let us say that the metallic

lection ean now be RYamiriRrl wifli ]n't! lirrlif Wp .

are simply various pigments, in reality

nation.

The remainder of tlie catalogue, by Mr. J. C

1 lection can now be examined with his light. Wc
1 have already given seme general particulars

i and may now refer to two or three specialities.

The specimens of Majolica ware are particularly

1 fine
;
and there are two good specimens of Della

Robbia ware, sculptru-e in terra-cotta, which
1 lead up to it. The great point achieved by
. Luca della Robbia was in glazing clay sculpture
’ with a white enamel, which gave it the dura-
1 bility and brilliancy of marble. Some say he
1 merely re-applied a process employed by the
j Arabs long before. In cither case he greatly
i benefited architecture

;
for his works were

( eagerly applied in the decoration of churches and
( other buildings. He afterwards found a method
f of colouring his white enamel. His brothers, and
t then his sons, aided him. Mr. Robinson, who
5
gives Luca a more recent date than Vasari

( does,* and is disposed to consider the glaze was
£ generally used in Luca’s time, says,

—

‘‘It is moreover, highly probable, tliat others,

t besides Della Robbia, were, during the quattro-

c cento period, in the habit of executing similar

metals, deposited or painted on tlie surface of
the ware in a state of solution; the beautiful
iridescent lustre resulting in some manner, not
easily explained, from peculiar atomic arranne-
ment. Strange to say, the attempts of modern
chemists and manufacturers to re-produce some
of the most remarkable have hitherto jilinost

uniformly failed !

Of the ordinary Majolica ware there are some
remarkably fine and interesting specimens. Of
the latter class is No. 9, a large plateau, with a
portrait of the painter Pietro Perugino, on a
deep blue background, dating about 1520, which
must be regarded as a unique piece.

No. 88—a small ewer, date about 1540-50
is an exquisite specimen of the Urbiuo manufac-
ture. “ Neither Se\Tcs nor Dresden,” says the
editor of the Catalogue, “has ever produced in
porcelain any thing liner in respect of glaze and
colour. Pieces like this, which combine almost
every excellence whicli the Ceramic art is

capable of displaying, are those on which the
reputations of the ancient Maestri were iustlv

i._i; 1

e Bnamellcii sculptures. Uvuleiico to tills elfcet '
were justly

'..'".siudeecl indirectly giveu in Baldinucci, and more :

“cguired not in the cha-

r recently in tlie notes to (he lilc of Della Robliia, 1 “l
“f potters

”

1 appended to the edition of Vasari now in process L “ singularly fine oval ewer of

0 of publication at riorciice (“ Fite deipiltori, S-r. i

^ "‘arc—an exquisite specmieii.

ddi Giorgio Fastiri, pMicate per Cura di
“''ya''er give more space to

1 societa di amatoridelle arti belle. Firenze ISIO
“apartmont : let ns look at the specimens

S&c.”). and that, in consequence, the secret of
“ ''^“. rvliieh exhibit a great variety

t the enamel covering and its application was not i

‘'““ration, and manipulatory

e- exclusively conlined to the Della llobbia family,

'

processes,

a as pretended byVasari ; many concurrent cirenm-
1 •‘'^FParently there arc few specimens of Venc-

f stances, indeed, leave little doubt on this point.
I

‘
f

I It seems at any rate impossible to draw any
“"toy

; though the mann
O' other eonchisinn frnm tlif. fonf <irr,f c+.^v„^;

laefcure ot glass there dates from a very earbO' other conclusion from file fact, that the stanni- ' • , ,
. :— “ canj

f( ferons enamel was everywhere in Italy, duriiio- i

certainly from the end of the tliirtecntii

tithe fifteenth century, currently anplied as
^ state took special interest intl the fifteenth century, currently apj'lied ...n <

acovei-ingloclayinthcsliapeofplatesaudvascs.
if its application to rclievi in the same material

'“PuU'c receivi

or could Tint thnrpfnrp Ii-ittp »
;

“'OlH tllC ICst 01 thc
or could not therefore have remained a mysterv.’"

The Majolica ware followed, whether iini-. , n tt- •

la tated from this, aided by thc iloorish workmen, '

Venetian

or or, altorrethcr fmTn f.lmt l-.vn,vo.i.f
mode of decoratm.or or, altogether from that brought from Majorca,

it it is umiccessary for us to determine.

* Jlr. Robittson tays he was born in I3(iu or 14il0. and diedW 14S1. Va£&n. in bis first edition, tai's ho was born in 1355 in t

lb second, I3S8.

the progress of the art. For several centuries
the republic received immense sums of money
from the rest of the world for its glass. At the

,

end of the fifteenth or beginning of the sixteenth
' century, the Venetian glass-makers introduced
rile mode of decorating vases with filagrees of
glass. They had other inventions, too, also of

_ their own. '

The following definitions given in the cata-

,

logue, of a few prominent varieties and pro-

cesses, may interest tliose to whom the subject
is entirely new

“

First ‘ Laticiuio,’ or filigree
glass, of which there is a great diversity of pat-
terns, is cbar.acterized by coloured threads
(genei-ally opaque milk-white, hence the word
Laticiuio ), included in the mass of transparent

glass, which, by various methods of maiiipula-
(iou, are twisted or woven as it were, into
regular spiral or reticulated pattenis, irroducing,
in some specimeiis, a kind of netwoi-k of delicate
lines spread over the piece (‘ vitro di trina,’ or
lacework glass) : this hitter term, however, is

geiierally applied to specimens in wdiicli the
white threads arc crossed at an angle, Ibriuiug
lozenge-shaped compartments, each of which
sometimes contains a small air-bubble. ‘Milie-
Core ’ glass has a rich variegated appearance,
exhibiting an infinity of eccentric patterns, stars,

circles, &c. produced by mingling small cylin-
drical pieces of various coloured filagree glass,

cut from thin rods, with the melted mass from
M’hichthe vessels are blown. ‘ Schmelze,’ and
Schmelzc-Avanturinc

: the former of these
varieties is a semi-opaque glass of a rich varie-
gated brown, green, or bluish colour, which,
when seen through by transmitted light, takes
a deep blood-red tint. Patches or globules of
gold, sometimes seen on the surface of this
kind of glass, constitute the schinelze-avan-
turinc. The ‘ Avanturine ’ is obtained by
mingling metallic filings or levigated leaf-gold

with molted glass, in the mass of which it is

seen suspended in thc shape of brilliant par-
ticles.”

Otic of the causes of the progress of the art

in Venice is to be found in the position which
was given to those wlto practised it. The
Venetian patricians might marry the daughters
of the master glass-makers without derogating
in any manner from their dignity. Farther,
when Henry III. went to Venice, in 1273, be
granted nobility to all thc master glass-makers
of Murano.*

Passing over the woiks in bionze, to some of
which wc have already alluded, the other metal
works (including a wonderful knocker), the
medaP, and tapestry, we are brought to the
decorative furniiure, which includes almost all

that was used iu an Italian house of the sixteenth
century. The chairs and the mirror-frames
must be especially noticed. Several of the
carved cabinets are also remarkable works of

their kind,—but it is not the best kind. The
piece of furniture wc call a Cabinet appears to

have originated iu Germany, in tlie latter half

of the sixteenth century, and was called

Kunstschrank, or art-cahinet. It was architec-

tural in its form, and artists of all kinds co-

operated in its decoration. There is a specimen
in thc Chamber of Arts, at Berlin, made in

1010, which was designed by Haiuiiofer, the
architect, executed chivfly by the well-kno^Ti

Ulrich Baumgartner, and on which twenty-live

various artists, ichose names are all recorded,

worked. The cost of these productions was
necessarily very great, and their value now is

even greater. Our readers may perhaps re-

member that for the mahogany and or-molu
cabinet exhibited by her M.njesiy at Gore House,
Kensington, two or three years ago, a dealer

would gladly have given 4,000/. simply because
he knew that the Marquis of Hertford, or some
other great collector, woiJd have given him a

larger sum for it.

The value of artistic furniture appears to be
increasing every day. We hear that even in

Warwick Castle, alsvays a show place, and
known to contain objects of great interest and
beauty, a well-known dealer in rare objects has
recently astounded its noble owner by the value

put by iiim on various tables, dishes, and cabi-

nets, comparatively little cared for; information
which will probably lead to the examination and
re-arrangemeut of all the collecliou.

• Lftlialte's “Artr of tile MiJd'c
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The mirror-frame ia the first room at Jlarl-

borough House (671), the decoration of whicli

is entirely in the revived classieal style, exhibit-

ing beautiful rcuclerings of paliuette ornaments,

guilloche and acanthus-leaf mouldings, and has

rvithiu the triangular panels of the foot four cir-

cular medallions, carved with emblematical

devices in relief, is considered to have been the

property of Sigismuud Pandulpho Malatesta,

lord of Rimini, or of his celebrated mistress,

Tsotta dcgl’Atti (called Isotta da Rimini). He

employed the well-known Leon Battista Alberti

to build him a church at Rimini (San i'rau-

cesco), wliich is still eproted as one of the

earliest and most important monuments of the

ATHENS.
1

drawn, that eonvinced the most sceptical

f tlironu of the deep importance of the subject, and the
DlST.xou.snuD oo'o' pt ‘ho goodly

surpassing meAt of the work.
of travellers whose devotion to art has prompted

them to grapple with tlie ignorance and nairow-

miuded prejudice of the Turk and the had

accommodation of the country, in order to in-

crease Math their classic scholarship or topo-

graphical science, their architectural knowledge,

or graphic skill, the general stock of informa-

tion upon this absorbing subject, stand Stuart

and Itevett. We may remark that four years

previous to Messrs. Spon and Wheler’s visit, a

foreign nobleman, the Mai'quis de Noiutel,

Trench ambassador to tlie Porte, accompanied

by a Tlemish anist, named Carrey, visited

Athens, and investigated to some extent the

remains of art that it contained. No pub

surpassing merit of the work.

Ancient Athens was divided into three^parts

:

the Acropolis (»} ’AKpojroXig), the Asty (ro'Atrrv),

and the port-towns, Peirmus, Munychia, and

PhaliErum. Trom the original limits of the city

being confined to the Acropolis, it was frequently

termed noX«c by Greek writers. The Asty

signified the upper towm, in contradistinction to

the sea-ports or lower town, and therefore in-

cluded the TloXic. Sometimes, however, it is

called the lower city (// irwXtff), as opposed

to the Acropolis, or upper city. Pierams and
-»r .i ; Jg.l *

earliest ana most imporcaui. inuaunicuLa ui
^rt that it contained. iNo

revival; and as that mirror-frame agrees with
^

resulted from this visit; but some

the architectonic sentiment of the church, it is of the sketches were engraved, and three or four

suggested that it may have been executed from a

design of that architect. Alberti, apoet, an archi-

tect, a gentleman, a musician, an orator, a writer,

.was one of those models, as QuatrcmeredeQuincy

Ul tlJC 3KCVUUCO • V.V*, 1.***^*

are to be found in Mountfaufon. De Noiutel,

therefore, may be said to have set the example

in the adventurous crusade, and Stuart and

Revett to have reduced theory to practice. In
was named in the" first part of

says, of whom uaturo is mifoitunately bi t too
emanated from the host

TTio r.nlALr'ltpil I rpni.lSH Oil ArClllteC- .... ’ 1 1 • -_1__ 1... J,...— .....sparing. Ilis celebrated Treatise on Arclntec-
1 pave in greater or less

ture ivas written in Latin, and w’as aiterwards
i-r, tRr. o-puprat nrrhiteetnral

01 Visu.urs WIIU lU v/i .avo./

mxu V.L..3 ..axov.-.. , — contributed to the general architectural result,

translated into various languages. He was born ”
i.iu,u3uuv.t.i 11a. « 0 —-0 —- —

- we may add Chandler’s "Travels in Asia

in 139S, and attained great ago, but the exact
|

;Miiior;” De_Quincy’s y
Restitution des deux

time of his death appears to be unknown.

The frame of another mirror, in the middle

room, is of a more elaborate kind, including two

scrolls of foliage, starting at the bottom, .and

meeting at the top, and holding in its involu-

tions an angel, death, birds, animals, and other

figures. XVIiat is called a flaming grenade, at

the top of the frame, is thought to have been the

device of Lucrezia Borgia, of whom the raiiTor

is said to have been the property.

Connected with each figure is a c.apital letter
1-, .1 . <t T

LU LIlU JAUlUpUUa, upjJCi. v-ibj. ..^V.

Munycilia were surrounded by the same fortifi-

cations, and united to the Asty by the long walls.

Phalmrum, the ancient port-town of Attica, was

also united for a time by the Phalmric w'all._ The

position of the walls of the Asty has occasioned

much discussion. The two able topographers,

Leake and Torchhammer, are at issue
;

for

whilst the former supposes that the walls of

Theraistocles ran from the gate Dipylum across

the crest of the hills of the Nymphs, the Pnyx,

and the Museium, and then north of the Ilissus,

which would thus have flowed outside the

walls
;
the latter, on the other hand, main-

tains that the remains visible on the line

described do not belong to the walls of

Theniistocles, but to fortifications of a later

period; probably those erected by Valerian,

wlien the population of the city had dimmished.

In proof of the greater extent of the walls of

Tliemistocles, numerous considerations are ad-

duced in Dr. Smith’s "Geographical Dictionanr,”

based upon the descriptions of Thucydides,

Xenophon, Pausanias, &c. and inductive reason-

ings of ranch weight
;
the conclusion arrived at

being, that the walls of Tliemistocles extended

from the gate called Dipylum, along the western

descent of the hills called Pnyx and_ Museium,

including both those hills within their circuit

;

that they then crossed the Ilissus near the

western end of the Museium, and ran along the

heights on the left of the river, iiiclnding

Ardettus and the Stadium within the city; after

wliich, making a turn to the north, they again

crossed the Ilissus, and leaving Mount Lyca-

iviiiiur; J-/U v^'uiuvj a ........

Trontous clu Temple de Minerve et de celui de

Jupiter Olympien;’’ Wilkins’s "Athenieusia;”

Visconti’s “Sculpture dii Parthenon;” Dod-

well’s " Classical Tour;” Wordsworth’s "Athras

ami .Utica
;

” Leake’s "Topography;” Muir’s

" Journal
;

” Burrow’s " History and Topo-

graphy of Athens;” Bcule’s “ L’Acropole
;

”

Pittakys’ "L’Ancienne Athenes;” Gailhabaud’s

"Ancient and Modern Architecture;” and

some valuable works by German writers. This

spirit of inquii’y seemed to have seized the more

Conuected with each ligure is a c.apuai icllci . ,
enlightened countries of Europe at a fortunate

m 4-^, fr... n„r.,. n Uttlr. it f-iiilt sftvs " It momciit, for the same masterpieces of art tliat

The curator,
traVed the elements for so many hundred

is difficult to devine the meaning of the dascoii-

,

nected capital letters so quaintly scattered
,

J
genn-

througbout the scrollwork.” He u'lll Imd, how-
,
jj^rbarous people, and the lapse of each modern

ever, that reading these from the bottom up- century has effected more mischief than five
jcanii- --jv...

wards, beginning with the dragon on one side, times that period in earlier timp. Por instance,
east,^thcy ran in” a semicircuiar

and what would seem to be a pig on the other, when Sir G. Whelcr visited Athens, the Par-
1 ||jgy rejoined the Dipylum.

they form the words Soniim aud Mahm, the
^

tbenon was entire; whereas, when btuart first
j

may seem at first sight startling that no

lastletler of the first being held by the angel, beheld that budding, a
l^™„l,™rhe

Themistocles remain, but

and that of the second by Deatli. The Zitowji damage had acorned to it for thon^
a little reflection rvill remind ns that the rralla

si«fl.asLstalled ns in pointing this ont,
,

w-Hm gort.oo,

-U numerons other eit.es of

though not in the detection. Let ns fnrilier
yet the figures in the pediment

j\'‘“Lpo?sibk “todeTeraiAe^U olaTp^^
suggest, that what the curator calls a great 1, at jpj, sculptures m the metopes were defaced

^ pt jj stated by Thucydides

the bottom, wlicie the scroll on each side com- and mined; and even in the intcrvid between
,;„d Xenophon to have been the most populous

mcnces, and whence emerges a youth, may be Stuart aud Rcrett’s first uisit in Ito-s. and '

Greece, and the latter says that it oon-

aV. and stand for fiVir, while what is called Revett’s second yisit m lr6o, the smHe column
16,000 houses. In the

ogrenade which occurs between the angel and left standing of the west front of the Temple
Hcllcnici ” will be found allthat can be

Latr-Athe end of good and evil-«up l»ssibly “f
"'“f. r f i

bo intended to tvpffy the end of all, a globe in
‘ '

‘'b®' V I
Tliu position of most of the gates of Athens

? , -leeil find their
At the present day the antnuitics are

js doubtful. On the west side were the A,ttuXo..,
flames, whengood an leriltnidthciriewarn

'tolerably well looked after by the Athenian
oriBinallT called the epuina. nUXai (leading to

No. G7d, a metallic mirror m ebony ra
, x,.ehiEological Society, who, as onr readers may

ppfjo oea,- Eleusis), called also the

the decoration of which consists oi an inlayot
j.gme{n[)0r, h.ave fit nlnetpr crimp - ...... m.. .• ,i

c nf H'/avtt fnrmiiirr intprllippd Italian 11

a .1 X x! f raf iRp fiftPPiitL adapted fot tliB task lic liacl sct himsclt. 01 the comer was the Mehtian Gate (MfXirfiitc

probably to the commencement of the ^JJteenth .poi^mcs comprising his work, onW the first ni.Xn<). leading to Melite. On the south side

century, should not be overlooked, it is ot
1^52)

was publislied by himself
;
the second the Itouian Gate TlrXat), lead-

German or Tlemish work, and represents a appear till 1787; the third in 1701
; to Phalrevum. On the east side were the

castle, the turrets battlemcnted .and crowned the fourth in 1816. The first volume was ° - - - •

Archaeological Society, who, as our readers may ^ear Eleusis), called also the KepanuKin

tuc ui-wx......... w. -
_ IT V remember, h.ave even restored in plaster some ^iiiXnt (communicating between the inner and

narrow fillets of ivory, forming interlaced Italuan .yfeU.knownportions.removedbydifferentnations. outer Cerameicus, at the north-west corner of
’ * ^

‘ Stiijii-t. mnv hp. iiistlv fionsidered the father xi,^ „:x„. nf 1 li n i wprp tfip Sanred Gate
ucuiv^u Aixxvv- ... j, c- jeditanan .^fell-knownportions.removedbydiflerentnations. outer Cerameicus, at the north-west corner ot

fretwoik, or knot patterns, is interesting as one
j

Stuart may be justly considered the father
fi^ecity; south of that were the Sacred Gate

of the earliest examples of the use of ebony, of Greek architecture in Engknd
;

^and the nice niiXai), which terminated the Sacred
« uiuy

;
auuiu v.k.c .. ....x ............

ot tlie cariicsc exuinpic& ui me aoe wi eww.ij, ui \jieen. ... ..xj.jj....... ,
...... jtpfri HiiXai), wliicli terminated the Sacred

which afterwards became such a favourite dcco- feeling evinced in the restoration to Eleusis aud the Peiraic Gate (ij ntipaiKi)

p
original forms out of the crumbling and faded

hvXj/) from which ran the carriage-road between

liras*? aOdl beloiminff materials before him, proved how well 1^ was
tPe long walls to the Piera:

,..L1_X_ xi. nf tfip firi.PPiith
adapted for the task he had set himscU. Of the the _Melit

’rams. At the south-

._llxXlliUI. V.. i Uip|,Wl.i vill J. 1 .X,
,

V..W , [Q iriiauci lUU. kdU IU.X VI.UU ,X....v ......X

castle, the turrets battlemcnted and crowned fourth in 1816. The first volume was Q°(.g Diochares (n« leading

with conical roofs. It is made to be suspended ^vell calculated to excite public interest in this i^yceium, and the Dionieian Gate (at

acainst a wall, and has a tap. Similar utensils labour of classic revival, containing, as it did, a ifcXat), leading to Diomeia. On the

miv often be noticed in illuminated MSS. and specimen of each of the Greek orders ;~in the gjjg the Herian Gate (al 'Upfia

uarlv pictures There are many other objects Doric portico of the Agora, m the exquisite „f the Dead the Achamian
cany piei

, , ,
,

, g I™'“ *™P'® ““ ‘’U*’* Gate (oi 'Ax«,ov..-ol n4X».), leading to Achama,
which might be pointed to. siimee It, now cTcr, r t ...,•/ • v* n,. . ciiffipp I’f liriAr-PVPr ionic temple ou tDc llissus, lu tne rums 01 me G^te (at ’AvapriKai riuXai), 1 x

which might p • Corinthian Stoa, and in the charming creations
^jjg Equestrian Gate (at TTTTra^Eelli’Xai), and

to say, tliat the Soulagcs collection, n^jhlly
the Choragic monument of Lysicrates, ami

the Gate of .Egcus (m Aiyitcte HuXat). Besides

viewed, will .afford many valuable lessons, and octagon tower of Androuicus CyiTbestes.
^]jggg^ -^^gj-g others whose names are unknown,

that its domiciliation amongst us will tend jjgt it was the second volume, containing the
, would appear that during the time of

nese, weie ui-ucia

Luai. iba UV 1.W.X.....V..X.. 0-. ~ -- j5ut It was me secona voiume, uuuiuimuy lut
, jt would appear that during the time of

materially to the improvemeut of decorative art Parthenon, in its matchless proportions, its
j^^thens’ greatest eminence in arms and arts, her

• '

' sculptured metopes, and the remains of the private houses were
continuous frieze of the peripterus ;

the remains «t,rikincr contrast to
in this country. sculptured metopes, and the remains 01 cue private houses were mean and_ unadorned, in

continuous frieze of the peripterns ;
the remains striking contrast to the magnificence of the

oftheTempleof Jupiter Ulympius; the Choragic pyi^jic buildings: the same sentiment of
, I, x.f 'T'l.«x...x.l 1 .-.o . nT.4 llio "Prirnvlar'n *

. l.:_U -J,. x.,.. A /lnir/-vfo liio

oftheTempleof Jupiter Ulympius; the Choragic public"^ buildings : the same sentiment of

SccLPTUJiE-nooM AT THE N.vTioxAL Galleut.
; ii;)otiument of Thrasyllus

;
and the Propylsca, p-iiriotism wliich made an Athenian devote his

Sculptors will fie ^Ijid to learn that plans have fieen
j^st was added to the volume by the

j-fg ^jjg public good, rendering him also care-

obtainedby Oie^Conwcilof Uie^Royal^Ara^
Society, for whom it was measured

less of private luxury. It was at a later pf

public spirit

be KiJia to learn tnat pians jia\e oeeu
; ^ybjgh last was added to the volume by tfie

Jjfg ^jjg public good, rendering him also care-

le Council of the Royal Academy for
, pjigttanti Society, for whom it was measured

]ggg gf private luxury. It was at a later period,
convertiag the halb mo a.ciilpture gallery Height,

^

P ..7

seems the main difficulty, and should be Kept ID View.
I
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ATHENS.

Fig. 1.—Ruins of the Olympieium.

Fig. 3.—The Erechtheuim Restored ; viewed from the north-west angle.

^ domestic architecture of Athens became more
? cultivated, “rormerly,” says Demosthenes,
' “ the public had abumfant wealth, but no iudi-

vidual raised himself above the multitude. If
i any one of us could now see the houses of
I Themistocles, Aristides, Cimon, or the famous
1 men of those days, he would perceive that they
I were not more magnificent than those of ordi-
i nary persons, while the buildings of the State
i; are of such number and magnitude that they
2i cannot be surpassed.”

In book vi. chap. 10, of Vitruvius, is found

the only regular account we possess of the
arrangement of the Greek house, and that is

but short and unsatisfactory; and the epoch to

which such description might apply is wrapped
in doubt. Much dift'erence existed between the
town and country house, but there were two
leading features in all the houses of superior
class, namely, one or more open courts sur-

rounded by rooms, and the division of the house
into two portions, namely the AvBpoviTig for

men, and the yut'atifwi'triff for women. These
divisions were on the same floor,

The conclusion arrived at from the scant
passages of Homer are the same, with the
difference only of the women’s apartments being
on an upper floor, and with the addition of a
great court in front of the house. But the

whole of tlie information we possess on this

subject is discussed in Dr. Smith’s “Dictionary
of Greek and Roman Antiquities.”* One infer-

ence is plain, that it was in their public build-

ings alone that their architectural grandeur
consisted.

According to the position of the walls of the

Asty as we have described, and as shown in

Dr. Smith’s plan, the .icropolis stood in the
centre of the city. Within its space was con-

centrated all that art could offer. It was to

this revered sanctuary that the Panathenaic
procession moved its majestic length once in

four years, its chief object being to cairy the

pej)lus, or embroidered robe, to the goddess
Athena Polias in the Erectheium, as contra-

distinguished to Athena of the Parthenon,
The Acropolis (fig. 2) being a citadel, was forti-

fied, the original walls being ascribed to the
Pelasgi, and after its capture and destruction by
the Persians, the foundations no doubt remained,
and the name Pelasgic continued to be applied
to a portion of the fortifications to a late period.
When the Athenians returned to their city,

after the Persian occupation, they commenced
! the restoration of the walls of the Acropolis
and of the Asty. The road up the western
slope of the Acropolis led from the Agora,
and was paved with slabs of Pentelic marble.
At the summit, Pericles caused a suitable

entrance (TTpon-uXata), to be erected by the
architect Mnesicles, which resulted iu the
building known as the Propylma. We need
not recapitulate the well-known features of this

building— its two Doric hexastylc porticos

facing eastward and wcstwai'd, with their cen-
tral ^itriglyph intercolumuiatiou,— the two un-
equal wings, with their porticos in antis, facing-

j

each other,—the marble ceiling of the west por-

I

tico, 50 feet deep, supported upon its six

j

elegant Ionic columns, &c. There is no sculp-

ture forming part of the design of the Propyliea.
“ The present ruined state of the whole,” says

I

the dictionary of the Architectural Publication

Society, “is owing to its position, which neces-

j

saiily made it a fortress from the Middle Ages,.

I

till the time of the War of Liberation, during

I

the progress of which both the Propylma ana
the vast portico of the Parthenon suffered

deplorably.”

The little Ionic amphiprostyle tetrastyle

temple of Nike Apteros, on the west front of
the south wing, though existing in 1676, has
since been utterly destroyed, nothing remaining
but some traces of its foundations, fragments of
its masonry, and four slabs of its sculptured

j

frieze, now in the British Museum. The sub-

I

sequent discovery of its stones and most of the
' frieze have led to its re-construction on the

I

original site. On the western front of the
northern wing of the Projiyltea, stands at pre-

sent a lofty pedestal, 27 feet square, which from
its size, probably supported equestrian figures,

and agrees with a passage^inPausanias, descrip-

tive of such.

Towering in proportions as in locality over
the rest of the Acropolis, stood the Parthenon
[nap0svu>v), the Temple of the Virgin Goddess
Athena, built of Pentelic marble, and standing
upon a basement of limestone. Its eella was
amphiprostyle, and divided into two parts, the
naos and opisthodomos, separated by a wall.

In the naos was the Chryselephantine statue of
Minerva by Phidias, and round it a row of

twenty-three Doric columns formed aisles, the

light being obtained from the roof. In the

opisthodomos were four columns supjiortiog the

roof, probably of the Ionic order. The whole
number of external columns was forty-six. The
sculpture in the pediments represents the birth

of Athena from the head of Zeus, and the con-

test of Athena and Poseidon for the land of

Attica. Tlie ninety-two metopes of the frieze

contained, iu high relief, the exploits of Minerva,
the wars with the Centaurs and Lapithm, and
other subjects. The continuous frieze round
the eella, neueath the ceiling of the peripterus,

* Published bj Taylor, Walton and Maberly. and .Murrsy, and
already mentioned.
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The mirror-frame iu the first room at Mart-

borough House (G71), the decoraliou of which

is entirely iu the revived classical style, exhibit-

ing beautiful renderings of palmette ornaments,

guilloche and acantlius-lcaf mouldings, and has

•within the triangular panels of the foot four cir-

cular medallions, carved with emblematical

de\’ices in relief, is considered to have been the

property of Sigismund Pandulpho Malatesta,

lord of Rimini, or of his celebrated mistress,

Isotta degl’Atti (called Isotta da Rimini). He

employed the well-known Leon Battista Alberti

to build him a church at Rimini (San Fran-

cesco), which is still quoted as one of the

earliest and most important monuments of the

revival ;
and as that mirror-frame agrees with

ATHENS. '
drawn, that convinced the most sceptical

T-. n.nr,riw nimno ' of tliB dccp iiuportauce of the subject, and the
Distixgtjisiied amongst the goodly throng o

of travellers whose devotion to art has prompted

them to grapple with the ignorance and narrow-

minded prejudice of the Turk and the bad

accommodation of the country, iu order to in-

crease %vith their classic scholarship or topo-

graphical science, their architectural knowledge,

or grapliic skill, the general stock of informa-

tion upon this absorbing subject, stand Stuart

and Revett. We may remark that four years

previous to Messrs. Spou and Whelcr’s mit, a

foreign nobleman, the Marquis de Noiutcl,

French ambassador to the Porte, accompanied

by a Flemish artist, named Carrey, visited

A’lhens, and investigated to some extent the

remains of art that it contained. No pub-

ilishedwork resulted from this visit; but some

surpassing merit of the work.

Ancient Athens was divided into three^parts

:

the Acropolis (v'Akpo/tdXjc), the Asty [rb'Atjrv),

and the port-towns, Peirmus, Munychia, and

Phalairum. From tlie original limits of the city

being confined to the Acropolis, it was frequently

termed HoXte by Greek w'riters. The Asty

signified the upper town, in contradistinetion to

the sea-ports or lower town, and therefore in-

cluded the lloXic, Sometimes, however, it is

called the lower city (>'; Kf<rw ttoXic), as opposed

to the Acropolis, or upper city. Pierseus and

Munychia were surrounded by the same fortifi-

cations, and united to the Asty by the long walls.

Phalaimm, the ancient port-town of Attica, was

also united for a time by the Phaheric wall._ The

the architectonic sentiment of the church, it is
, of the sketches were engraved, and three or four

suggested that it may have been executed from a

designof I hat architect. Alberti, a poet, an archi-

tect, a gentleman, a musician, an orator, a writer,

was one of those models, as QuatvemcredeQuincy

says, of whom nature is unfortunately but too

sparing. His celebrated Treatise on Architec-

are to be found in Mountfaufon. De Noiutcl,

therefore, may be said to have set the example

in the adventurous crusade, and Stuart and

Revett to have reduced theoiw to practice. In

addition to the works named in the first part of

this article,* that have emanated from the host

of visitors who have iu greater or less degreeto
^ . f.j ]

UI ViSlljVJiO *T liu HUtV.. ttt D
turc was written m Latm, and was atterwarcls

contributed to the general architectural result,

translated into various languages. He was born ^lay add Chandler’s “Travels in Asia

in 139S, and attained great age, but the exact
'
jxjnor;” De Quincy’s “Restitution des deiix

time of his death appears to be unknown.

Tlie frame of another mirror, in the middle

room, is of a more elaborate kind, including two

scrolls of foliage, starting at the bottom, and

meeting at the top, and holding in its involu-

tions an angel, death, birds, animals, and other

figures. What is called a flaming grenade, at

the top of the frame, is thought to liave been the

device of Lucrezia Borgia, of whom the mirror

Frontons du Temple de Miuerve et de celui de

Jupiter Olympien;” Wilkins’s “Atbenieusia;”

Visconti’s “Sculpture du Parthenon;” Dod-

well’s “Classical Tour;” Wordsworth’s “Athens

and Attica;” Leake’s “Topography;” Muir’s

“ Journal
;

” Burrow’s “ History and Topo

graphy of Athens
;

” Bcule’s “ L’Acropole
;

”

Pitta%s’ “ L’Ancieune Athenes ;

” Gailhabaud’s

“ Ancient and Modern Architecture ;
” and

some valuable works by German writers. This

spirit of inquiry seemed to have seized the more

enlightened countries of Europe at a fortunate

position of the walls of the Asty has occasioned

much discussion. The two able topographers,

is said to have been the property.

Connected with each figure is a capital letter. —o------ -
- *. . , ,

Tlie curator for once a little at fault, says, “ It '
moment, for the same masterpieces of ait that

u i A • 41.0 Too'.nino- nf fliP fli«ieon
braved the elements for so many bundled

IS difficult to denno the meamng of the discon
,

nected cipital letters so quamtly scattered
^ fauaticism of an illiterate and semi-

throughout the scrollwork.” He will find, how-
jj^rbarous people, and the lapse of each modern

ever, that reading these from the bottom up-
'
cpjitury has effected more mischief than five

•wards, beginning with the dragon on one side, (iiiies that period iu earlier times. For instance,

Leake and Forchhammer, are at issue
;

for

whilst the former supposes that the walls of

Theraistocles ran from the gate Dipylura across

the crest of the hills of the Nymphs, the Pnyx,

and the Museium, and then north of the Ilissus,

which would thus have flowed outside the

walls
;
the latter, on the other hand, main-

tains that the remains visible on the line

described do not belong to the walls of

Themistocles, but to fortifications of a later

period; probably those erected by Valerian,

when the population of the city had diminished.

In proof of the gi'eater extent of the walls of

Themistocles, numerous considerations are ad-

duced iuDr. Smith’s “GeographicalDietion^,”

based upon the descriptions of Thucydides,

Xenophon, Pausanias, &c. and inductive reason-

ings of much weight
;
the conclusion arrived at

being, that the wmls of Themistocles extended

from the gate called Dipylum, along the western

descent of the hills called Pnyx and Museium,

including both those hills within their circuit

;

that they then crossed the Ilissus near the

western end of the Museium, and ran along the

heights on the left of the river, including

Ardettus and the Stadium within the city ;
after

which, making a turn to the north, they again

crossed the Ilissus, and leaving Mount Lyca-

beftus on the east, they ran in semicircular
A/I 4 1. TVtT-.Tand wiiiit would seem to be a pig on the other, when Sir G. Wheler visited Athens, the Par-

thev form the words Bauiim and lUahm, the
;

thenon was entire ;
whereas, when Stuart iirst

seem ai iirss signs ssa.s.ing sun.

last letter of the first being hdd b, tlie angel, behe d that bndchng » centoy » e^, >nne
the walls of Themistocles remain hut

last letter 01 me nrst utiug uoiu in.,
4 i,„ traces oi me wciub ui xiiciiiiotu.,ico

and that of the second by Death. TIiq Liierarj/ damage had accrued to it, for thou^
a little reflection will remind us that the walls

and mat or me __ j ^.,4 western portico, “the majestic appeaiance of
of

“i safe's*-
suggest, that what the curator calls a great 1, at

jlie sculptures m the metopes were defaced
p Thucydides

the bottom, wheie the scroll on each side com- andvuioed; and even iii the intervd between
Xenophon to have been the most populous

mcnces, and whence emerges a youth, may he Stuart and itevett’s first visit in lla.!, and
Greece, and the latter says that it con-

aT, and stand tor tilrr, while what is called Kevett’s second visit m l/6o, the single eol^
houses. In the

a grenade, which occurs between the angel and left ,sf™d‘ng^ot Hie west^ Hellenici” will bo found all that can be

‘LX-!^-Hm'’enroTgoTdandeVi-«^^^^^^^^^
of Jupiter -Oljmpins was, gone liaving been

,

I,. ivwifv 11, R end of all. a globe in ! The position of most of the gates of Athens

At the preseut day the antiquities are
jg doubtful. On the west side were the AittuXov,be intended to typify the end of all, a globe

flames, wflieugoodand eiilfmdtheir leward.
'tolerably well looked after by the Athenian orimnally called the eptaffoi nuXcit (leading to

No. 6/2, a metallic minor in ebony frame,
^^.^ucological Society, who, as our readers may Eieusis), culled also the Kfpa^a»cat

the decoration of which consists ol an remember, have even restored in plaster some (communicating between the inner and

narrow fillets of ivory, forming interlaced Italian ,^.pgjt.j^ownportions,removedbydifferentnations. outer Cerameicus, at the north-west corner of

fretwoik, or knot patterns, is interesting as one
j

Stuart maybe justly considered the father
,

. gouUi of that were the Sacred Gate

of the earliest examples of the use of ebony, of Greek architecture in England
;

^tid the nice n^Xai), which terminated the Sacred

which afterwards became such a favourite dcco- feeling evinced in the restoration of yv^y to Eieusis and the Peiraic Gate (jj napniK/)

tlvp material'
original forms out of the crumbling and faded from which ran the carriage-road between

mil LioL' ea^if brass r405') bclonf^iu" materials before him, proved how well he was w walls to the Piermus. At the south-
Ibe cistc

4 tlie firtepiith adapted for thc task he had sct himsclf. Of the
^ comer Avas the Melitian Gate (MeXtri^ff

the commencement ol the fifteenth l
.nn.nrk.ncr in^ wnrk. nnlv the first n,. fP,. .n.pl, ..idnbably to the commeucen

four volumes comprising his Avork, only the first jj^Xm) Icadiu" to Melite. On the south side

tury, should not be overlooked, it is o
("ijr x7f)-2) was published by himself

;
the second the Itoni^ Gate (n< Trwj'ifit ITuXat), lead-

maii or Flemish work, and represents a
jjQt appear till 1787; the third in 179-1

; jno. to Phala?rura. On the east side were the

probably to

century,

German or Flemish work, and represents a
jjgt appear till 1787; the third in 1791

; to Phala?rura. On the (

castle, thc turrets battlemcntcd and crowned and the fourth in 1816. The first volume was
Q.^tc of Diochares (a« Amxapouc IluXat), leading

with conical roofs. It is made to be suspended well calculated to excite public interest in this
the Lyceiura, and the Diomemn Gate (at

acaiust a Avail, and has a tap. Similar utensils labour of classic reA'ival, containing, as it did, a n'(’\Mi), leading to Diomeia. On the

mav often be noticed iu illuminated MSS. and specimen of each of the Greek orders
;

i>\the
^^Qpjh side were the Hcrian Gate («» Hpmi

Parlv nictures There are many other objects l^ovic portico of the Agora, m the exquisite jjbXa,), or Gate of thc Dead, the Acbaraian

1 • / • 14 tn . enffipp hnxvUnr louic tcmplc ou tbc Ilissus, lu tlic mms ot tlie Gate fat ’-AyapMKai nuXfi'), leading to Acharua,
which might be pointed to. suffice it, houevei,

Corinthiai Stoa, and in the charming creations tlm Equestrian Gate («. nf.Xa.), and
*“ “y- of thoChoragio uionuaicnt of, Lysiorates, aoj

t,.e Gale of -Egcua (o. Lyiojg UvXai). Besides

viewed, will afford many valuable lessons, and
octagon tower of Andronicus Cyrrhestes.

tjjeac, were others whose names are unknown,
that its domiciliation amongst us will tend

it was the second volume, containing the
.

jf. 'would appear that during the time of

materially to the improvement of decorative art Parthenon, in its matchless proportions, its ^ythens’ greatest eminence in arms and arts, her

in this country. sculptured metopes, and the remains of the private houses were mean and unadorned, in

continuous frieze of the periptcrus ;
the remains striking contrast to the magnificence of the

ofoftheTempleof Jupiter Ulympius; the Choragic public buildings: the same sentiment

monument of Thrasyllus
;
and the Propylma, patriotism wbicli made an Athenian devote hisScuLPTunv-RooM AT THE Iaational G.\i.i.ery.

niouuiiifnL ui Aiuasyiius; rtuu LUO -i-iupjiiLA., -nalriotism wuicn mane au iiiueuian ucvulo mo
Sculptors will be Klad to learn that plans have been

last was added to the volume by the
fife to the public good, rendering him also care-

obtained by the Council of the Royal Academy for
j)tiettanti Society, for whom it was measured

less of private luxury. It was at a later period,
converting the halls into a sculpture gallery. Height, ^V,- v.j 4l,n4 ihp.

seems the main difficulty, and should be kept in view.
[

• See p a, antt.
when public spirit had declined, that the
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Fig. 2.—The Acropolis 'Restored.

Fig. 3.—The Erechthe'nim Restored; mewed from the north-west angle.

domestic architecture of Athens became more
cultiyated. “ Formerly,” says Demosthenes,
‘Hhe public had abundant wealth, but no indi-

vidual raised himself above the multitude. If
any one of us could now see the houses of
Theinistocles, Aristides, Cimon, or the famous
men of those days, he would perceive that they
were not more magniOceut than those of ordi-
nary persons, while the buildings of the State
are of such number and magnitude that they
cannot be surpassed.”

In book vi. chap. 10, of Vitruvius, is found

the only regular account w'c possess of the
arrangement of the Greek house, and that is

but short and unsatisfactory; and the epoch to

which such description might apply is wrapped
in doubt. Much difference existed between the
town and country house, but there were two
leading features in all the houses of superior
class, namely, one or more open courts sur-

rounded by rooms, and the division of the house
into two portions, namely the Avcpopins for

men, and the fvuaiKiovins for women. These
divisions were on the same floor.

The conclusion arrived at from the scant
passages of Homer are the same, with the
difference only of the women’s apartments being
on an upper floor, and with tnc addition of a
great court in front of the house. But the
whole of the information we possess on this

subject is discussed in Dr. Smith’s “Dictionary
of Greek and Roman Antiquities.”* One infer-

ence is plain, that it was in their public build-

ings alone that theii* architectural grandeur
consisted.

According to the position of the walls of the

^

Asty as wc have described, and as shown in

! Dr. Smith’s plan, the .Acropolis stood in the

, centre of the city. Within its space was con-

^centrated all that art could offer. It was to

this revered sanctuary that the Panathenaic
procession moved its majestic length once in

four years, its chief object being to carry the

peplus, or embroidered robe, to the goddess
Athena Polias in the Ercctheiura, as contra-

distinguished to Athena of the Parthenon.
The Acropolis (fig. 2) being a citadel, was forti-

fied, the original walls being ascribed to the
Pelasgi, and after its capture and destruction by
the Persian.?, the foundations no doubt remained,
and the name Pelasgic continued to be applied
to a portion of the fortifications to a late period.

When the Athenians returned to their city,

after the Persian occupation, they commenced
the restoration of the walls of the Acropolis

I

and of the Asty. The road up the western
,

slope of the Acropolis led from the Agora,
' and was paved with slabs of Pentelic marble.

I

At the summit, Pericles caused a suitable

I

entrance (IIpoTruXum), to be erected by the
' architect Mnesicics, which resulted iu the

I

building known as the Propylma. We need

I

not recapitulate the well-known features of this

building— its two Doric hexastyle porticos

J

facing eastward and westward, with their cen-

J

tral ditriglyph intercolunmiation,— the two un-

I

equal wings, with their porticos in antis, facing'

;

each other,—the marble ceiling of the west por-
tico, 50 feet deep, supported upon its six

elegant Ionic columns, &c. There is no sculp-

ture forming part of the design of the Propyhxa.
“ The present loiincd state of the whole,” says

the dictionary of the Architectural Publication

i

Society, “is owing to its position, which neces-

j

sarily made it a fortress from the Middle Ages,

,

till the time of the War of Liberation, during
' the progress of which both the Propylfea and

j

the vast portico of the Parthenon suffered

deplorably.”

The little Ionic amphiprostylc tetrastyle

temple of Nike Apteros, on the west front of
the south wing, though existing in 1076, has
since been utterly destroyed, nothing remaining
but some traces of its foundations, fragments of

its masonry, and four slabs of its sculptured

I

frieze, now in the British Museum. The sub-
I sequent discovery of its stones and most of the
I frieze have led to its re-construction on the
.’original site. On the western front of the
northern wing of the Propylma, stands at pre-

sent a lofty pedestal, 27 feet square, which from
its size, probably supported equestrian figures,

and agrees w'ith a passage^in Pausanias, descrip-

tive of such.

Towering in proportions as in locality over
the rest of the Acropolis, stood the Parthenon
(VlapOtvwv), the Temple of the Virgin Goddess
Athena, built of Pentelic marble, and standing
upon a basement of limestone. Its cella was
aniphiprostyle, and divided into two parts, the

naos and opisthodomos, separated by a wall.

In the naos was the Chryselephantine statue of

j

Minerva by Phidias, and round it a row of

j

twenty-three Doric columns formed aisles, the

light being obtained from the roof. In the

opisthodomos were four columns supporting the

roof, probably of the Ionic order. The wJiole

number of external columns was forty-six. Tlie

sculpture in the pediments represents tlie birth

of Athena from the head of Zeus, and the con-

test of Athena and Poseidon for the land of

Attica. The ninety-two metopes of the frieze

contained, iu high relief, the exploits of Minerva,

the wars with the Centaurs and Lapithre, and
other subjects. The continuous frieze round
the cella, beneath the ceiling of the periptcrus.

* Published by Taylor, Wnllon and Maberly, and Murray, and
already mentioned.
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was also filled with sculpture representing the

Pauathenaic jirocession. Sixteen of ihc metopes,

and a large number of the slabs of the frieze

were brought to England bj Lord Elgin.

The sculptures of the Parthenon form the

subject of numerous valuable works. The

stylobate, of three steps, upon which the temple

stands, 5^ feet in height, is also of Pentclie

marble. The investigations by Mr. Penrose, at

the instance of the Dilettanti Society, awakened

fresh interest in these time-honoured remains.

The suspicion of deep thought aud subtle re-

hnenient in optical principles before unnoticed;

the facl, since satisfactorily demonstrated, of

the curvature of the lionzontal lines and incli-

nation of the columns of varieties in the size

of caps ill the same structure, with positive

evidence of great mathematical knowledge in

the form of the mouldings, convex, concave,

aud compound, and csjiecially in the hyper-

bolic entasis of the columns,—resulted in a

m’nite investigation of the Parthenon, Pro-

pylrna, Theseium, and other buildings, ia

1816-7. It was ten years prior to this, that

Mr. .T, Pennethonie discovered the curvalurc in

the stylobate of the Parthenon, rubbish and want
of convenience having concealed this fact, now
apparent, so long from the world. The most
important of the curves are those which form

the horizontal lines of the building where they

occur, such convex curves of the steps lying in

vertical planes, and corresponding curves of the

cpistylia, in vertical planes, jiarallel to the steps.

The inward inclination. oi vertical surfaces is

also satisfactorily established. “ When we con-

sider,” says Mr. Penrose, "the long interval

that elapsed between the visit of Stuart and

that of Professor Cockerell, during all which

time the entasis of the columns of the Par-

thenon was undiscovered, aud that it was re-

served for Professor Donaldson to establish the

Yitniviau inclination of the columns, we need

not be greatly surprised that this curvature in

the horizontal lines was not found out uutil a

still later peritid.”

Yitnivius first calls attention to these matters

ill the chapter "De Substruetionibus,” in the

passage beginniug " Stylobalam ita oportet

cxmquari nti habeat medium adjectionem per

scamillos impares,” (S:c. recommending that the

stylobate should have a gradual rise towards

the centre from both cuds, and the inconvenience

arising from it to be obviated by means of

scannUi impares; and further, tliat the abaci

are to follow the directiou of the upper members
of the cpistilium, which will follow the curve of

the stylobate. The vexed question of the

sramiUi impares seems thus to be explaiued.

Certain diQlculties, owing to the various uses of

the terms “llecatompcdon,’' “ Opislhodoraos,”

&c. arc learnedly discussed in Dr. bniif.h’s

Ereetbeus beiug entrusted to the care of her-

self and her sisters, Aglaurus and Ilerse, the

two latter betrayed tlieir trust, whilst Pan-
drosns remained faithful to it. This beautiful

temple stood upon the site of the original one

burnt by the Persians. Though commenced
long before, this building could not have been

completed till about 400 B.C. Its irregularity

of plan forms a relief to the usual outline of the

Greek temple. It had three porticoes of varied

position
;
the principal one, facing the east, is a

prostyle of six columns, five of which are still

standing, the west end being terminated by

four half columns in antis, The north portico

is of four columns in front, aud two at the sides,

enclosing a highly enriched doorway to thecella

of Pandrosus;— the third, to tlie south, is

merely an enclosure, the roof of which was sup-

ported by six Caryatides, each 7 feet high, stand-

ing on a Podium.
In this Imildiiig the curvature of the hori-

zontal lines and inclination of the columns has

not been detected. The whole of the building

was executed with wonderful fiuish and delicacy,

proving how well its coustrnctors loved their

task. Tlie statue of Athena Polias was of olive

wood, and its position was the cella, and in front

was the golden lamp made by Callimachus.

cholera, hospital gangrene, erysipelas, &c. are

most probably “ highly organized particles of

fixed matter, which finds its way into the

atmosphere, like the pollen of flowers, and re-

mains for a time suspended in it,—a condition

which is consistent with the admitted difficulty

of reaching and destroying these bodies by

gaseous chlorine, or with washing the floors as

a disinfectant.”—(Prof. Graham.)
" I have long been of opinion that the cause

of endemic diseases, if disseminated in the air,

must exist there, either in the condition of solid

particles, or in a state allied to the vaporific

form,”—(Dr. 11. D. Thomson.)

‘•The first material cause of cholera is a

specific poison which may be present in all

situations in India in a dormant state, but which

requires for its development certain accessory

causes, such as sudden meteorological changes
;

animal and vegetable effluvia; emanations from

large bodies of men
;

effluvia from persons

crowded into insufllciently ventilated buildings.”

—(Mr. Rogers, Surgeon of the Madras Army,

1849.)
Tliere can be little doubt but that the morbific

matter of such diseases is thrown off from the

bodies of the sufferers, and passes into the air

ith the noxious gases which emanate from the

which was kept bmming day and night ; the
|

skin of such patients. It will be an important

position of the tombs of Cecrops aud Ereetbeus,
j

impiiry, therefore, to ascertain the number and

of the olive-tree and the Salt well, is matter for
j

the character of such gases, and to obtain a

learned conjecture. The building was left in a practical acquaintance with their behaviour (if

most ruinous condition after the iVar of Libera- 1 one may so speak), when they are tlu’own off

tion in 1821-27. fi'o>" a iiumau body, because in so doing we may

Amongst the miuor temples and works of art
:

follow Ibe course of the animal poison; since

that covered the surface of the Acropolis, we ' the latter is to be found in the former impurity,

will only allude to the colossal statue of Athena
J

just as the detritus of human excrement of the

Pi'omachus (i) j) ftfydXi] ' A0)jva), standing i Loudon sewerage is to be met with in the on-

ucarly ojiposite the Propylma, of gigantic size, ' flowing muddy Thames water,

towering above the root of tlie Partlienon, the i It may be observed, that the leading causes

point of its spear and crest of its helmet being
,

of sensililc aerial impurity in the wards of an

visible off Sunium to ships approaching Athens,
j

hospital, are the constant exhalation of the fol-

Tt was still standing in A.D. 395, and is said to lowing gases ; — 1. Phosphuretted hydrogen,

have scared Ahiric from his projected sack of 2. Sulphuretted hydrogen. 3. Carbonic acid.

Athens.
j

4. Carburetted hydrogen. 5. Cyanogen, with

AVe must reserve our coucludiug remarks
|

some of its compounds. To those well ac-

upon the subject of Athens until a future quainted with the penetrating effluvium of the

number. first gas, I may remark, that it is recognised

always in excess in the medical wards, where

VENTILATION, WITH ESPECIAL
REEERENCE TO HOSPITALS.

diseases of internal organs are present, cs]

in all affections of the liv(er, stomach, and bowels,

and in fever, dysentery, Src. &c. ;
whereas the

Permit me to resume my observations on })]ackening of the lead plaster strtqipings used in

the interesting subject of ventilatiou, especially
j

surgical wards to stumps after amputation,
of hos^iitals, and to make some remarks on the

I to°slouo-hing ulcers, &c. readily informs us
reply which Mr. Rosser has given to my former prevalence of the second gas, whilst the
comammcation.* I must be allowed to reiterate gtupor, headache, and sleepiness produced in a

empbatically my previous statement, viz. that healthy person, who remains some time at the
the true origin of infectious and therefore dele- bedside of such patients, leave no doubt of the
tenous air in hospitals, &c. is to be traced up copious exhalation of Nos. 3, 4, and 5 gases,
“to Il,n ^pnprf.1 malaria which is con- mysterious provision in the

leusseu m uv ouiiuis'
general noxious ^ ^

]«c4ollarY,’^^lld arc wS'’ nVtiW'iif attentioi[ i I”*,®’"”? ecmiomy of uaturc, ail gases liuve tendenej to

Callicrates and Ictim.s rvere II, c ircl.itccts, and
' hboanngmi cr the inost sej-ere and themselves into the surrounding a inos-

Phidias was appointed bv Pericles to superin-
and not (hey are governed by ^alterable laws,

tend this magnilieent Iraihling. ,

"'“'fly
1“ carbonized air, ivdnch is only t ie pro- cannot be •prevented,” nor

Of verydiferent stvle ami form tot),o two build- i

lungs
of

,

“ "‘arded ” by " soienlifie ventAation,” as your

iiigsweliave glanced at, was the Ereehtbeium I
‘“T'

,

correspondent implies, although they may be

(ttg. 3), a temple intimately connected with the I

In hospitals, where ventilation is irapcrfectly dilated by artificial means.
. .

earliest legends of Attica, situate to the north oamed out, we imd tliat certain diseases, pre-
!

The diffusion of each .gas is always inversely

of ll.e Paul,Cl, on, and within a few yards of the
“ 'vell-known type originate m a ward, ^s the stpiare root of the density of such gas

wall of the Acropolis. It is dilluni'lt to arrive
tra'''=>'=o [“<>," i "1‘OTOOS m the (Pcof. Graham.) Now the deiisily of the gases

nt a dear knowb'flrrp nf the hislorv of Erceh- '
^association of numerous healthy imlividuals no enumerated as the special products of diseases

thriis, calicd also ^Ert'ditlioiiius.
‘ Ilomcr dc-

'
malaria is given off, aud therefore no disease of hospitals, is as follows, idr being LOOU

tliri’s, called also LrcL'litlioiiiiis. Jlomcr dc-

scrilics him as born of the cart.li, aud adopted PpC'JDm- ijpc is generated.
V . ,1 V , . ....... .

‘
. A I nw iiin in tntiL’P n Ipu- v(

by Alhoiia, and by her installed in her temple
|

.

Allow me to make a few remarks on this

at Aihras as her Companion ! Poseidon Ereeb- ' A condensed body of lumian

theus was tlie name under which he was wor- shut up in a large cdilice-as Exeter

shipped in the Erechtheium. Hall.

Sulpbureltecl hydrogen miuutes.

Cyanogen 31 ,,

Ciirhouic add >.

Hydrogen 37^ „

Carbonic oxide 160

No. 1. Pliosphurcttcd hydrogen 1'240

No. 2. Sulphuretted ditto 1T71
No. 3. Carbonic acid 1 524

, ,
-

, , , , ;
No. 4. Carburetted hydrogen 'ooO—will not only thoroimbly contaminate

j

g Cyanogen 1’80G

" The first aud onlv conception of Athens
' ''^ich should be used (or respiration,

Mitehell found that the law of diffusion
Ihn esnorfd Aornnnfi^” P.rntp “ Ttl-,f.pc

''’ith impure exhaled gases, blit likewise with Dr. Mitchell toimd tiiat ine law oi umusiuu
and the sacrul Aciopolis, sa,'\sGiote, places ... L- i r

nrifrin diTaebed and of llie ff^iscs was only feebly interfered with

ll LScml'’mul hv"mu” Xr’er diff.td tlmm.gh the re Dr. even w-hen a thin humid membrane intervened

Atlmna ointh wbh ptidt the hiitS^ H S“;“‘ obtained 200 greins of condensed »od_the pure arr; thus to tra-

il,e infenor, ihongl. the chosen companion (S'
motslnre from one window milanchester after a verso the membrane,

the former, and therefore exchanging his divine “““ort
t
be burnt loO grains, and a strong smel Ammonia required 1 miaute.

appellation for the cognomen of Erechthens.” '‘onian perspiration eame oll^, coutinmug until

The temple of Athena, in which he was in-
the substance was dry. M hen tins was heated, it-

1

terred, was mimed after him. It contains the
bkelnu-ning flesh, and was very disagree-

'

statue of Athena Polias, or the guardian of
“'>

»•,
Ihis product may be viewed as the impure

the eilv. and was tlie tomb also of Ceerons. exhalation from hundreds of healtliy beings, aud
.tbe city, iiml u-as the tomb also of Cecroiis. vr—" -p.-’—
i

The biliklhig bore tbe general name of the
contagious disease.

' ^,,^^11 greater time with nitrogen.

Erechiheium but in 1’act contained two . The law to which tbe diffusion of gases is

temples, that of Athena Polias and that of
fiom any putrefactive products which arise from appears to be misunderstood by many

the nymph Pandrosus, daughter of Cecrops;— earths surface. Diseases, such as level, persons, if we may judge by the examples

the latter for tliis reason, that the infant * seer. e®. voi.xiv. ]

M'hich they give us, and the analogies which
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they draw from such examples. It has been
urged that the instance of the diffusive odour

of cam[>hor, musk, &c. may be employed as a

type of the diffusion of gases, and that the

scent of the drug is found to remain even some
time after the windows and doors have been
opened. This is a comparison brought forward

on fallacious grounds. The odoriferous power
of drugs depends on a volatile and essential

agent, whicli appears to strike the air as sound
does, and is conveyed as so many undulations

from a centre to an indefinite circumference.

This agent cannot be caught by the most subtle

means, nor analyzed by the most experienced
chemist

; and it is a wed-known fact that a

gi’ain of musk loses none of its weight after it

has been exposed and lias scented a large room
for many months

;
whereas, a putrefying animal

or vegetable substance emits certain noxious
gases, which wc can collect and analyze, becomes
less in suiistance, and eventually decays or
dwindles away through an unalterable law of
dissolution or of putrescence. There are no
gases cwlved in animal putrefaction which are

lighter than air, except carburetted hydrogen,
aiid’dliis is not by any means so common a pest
in our wards as arc phosphuretted liydrogen and
sulphuretted hydrogen. It is a great error to

suppose that hydrogen, the lightest of gases, is

ever given oil’ from human bodies as pure un-
inixcd hydrogen

;
but, on the other hand, it

is always combined with some base, the re-

sulting product of animal putrescence, as phos-
pboriis, sulphur, ammonia, &c. and with the
exception of' carbonic acid gas, it may be
questioned wbdtbcr any elementary gas, such
as nitrogen, ' hydrogen, carbon, is really

eliminated froin the bodies of the sick and
diseased in our hospital wards. Every pa-

tient suffering from a contagious disease,

as typhus, becomes ”
a nidus ” from w'bcuce

coutagion springs. If, therefore, the noxious
particTcs which emanate from the body become
niixed with the animal gases abeady enumerated,
it is cvidcut that whatever agent tends to dilute

tliese gases, will also disseminate them rapidly

into circumambient pure air, and thus render
the morbific matter weak and innocuous. As
there is no bquid poison which may not be
rendered harmless by copious dilution with fresh

water, so there can be no aerial poison, the
action of which may not be similarly influenced
by dilution with fresh air. The exhalations
from putrescent animal surfaces are always
specifically heavier than the upper warm strata

of air of the ward, so that they are coutincd to
the lower portion of the room, where, like oil

flouting on water, with pure air above, they
stagnate, until copious streams of cold and
lighter air glide along the floor from doors and
windows, and thus the aerial poison is driven to
the chimney-flues and to the ceilings. This
fact is borne out by daily experience

;
for, if

several diseases such as fever, hospital gan-
grene, pytciiiia, ^c. are crowded together in one
ward, and ventilation is imperfect, the diseases

usually spread. In one public institution with
which I am acquainted there is a fever depart-

1

meut, or “fever wards,” and when these rooms
|

become filled with such cases, fever shows itself
|

in some of the attendants and servants; whilst

'

in pur metropolitan hospitals these patients are !

indiscriminately niixed with other eases, and yet I

we never hear of fever spreading. This bene-
j

ficial result is not entirely owing, however, to I

the dilution of gases by good ventilation, but to
'

the fact that the worst forms of typhus are

'

coimtcrpoised, in their baneful influence, by the
i

pungent emanations of other diseases, as acute
’

rheumatism, &c. or the fcctid exhalations of a

sloughing back or a gangrenous lung; so that

,

when “ the spotted fever” raged in London in

1847, and our wards were unusually filled with
'

such cases, the disease spread in two or three
;

instances to the attendants
; but it was to the

j

attendant.s of the surgic.al patients, and not to
the nurses who waited on the-fever cases. I

It has been observed, that “ any agent whicli
interferes with the integrity of the morbific
molecule, destroys its capability of inducing a'
regular disease.” The fact seems to be well
authenticated (Boussingault), that the inhabi-
tants of South America are enabled to with-

^

stand the attacks of endemic diseases by media-
[

nical applications, such as veils placed before
|

the organs of respiration, so as to sift the air

from morbid solid particles, “which supports

the view of the orgauic nature of malarious
poison.” (Dr. U. D. Thomson’s “ Jlesearches on
Cholera.”) It is, therefore, probable that by
such au indiscriminate mixture of endemic
diseases with other sufferers, the “materies
morbi ” is so altered in character that it is robbed
of its deadly power to propagate itself; not
unlike the principle of Arnold’s chronometer
compensating-wheel, where “ Elementa suis armis
devicla/’* and one metal expanding in a hot
climate is counterbalanced by another which
contracts in the same temperature.
But to return to the subject of the diffusive

])ower of gases. The staguaut nature of all

animal exhalations of a gaseous kind requires

that the diffusive force of such gases should be
aided by mechanical force, especially when these
exlialations are the product of endemic diseases,

which may spread through a community. Just
as oil with water requires to be sbakcu vehe-
mently together in order to diffuse itself, so

does the aerial impurity now under considera-

tion require to be beaten about from all quarters
(if I ujay use such a phrase) by pure air, before

it can be so diluted as to become no longer
deleterious to healtbypersons. Now the tripartite

windows of the Middlesex Hospital are capable
of being left open all uight, without giving rise

to a downward current, and the zinc perfora-

tions are rarely closed, unless the weather is

intensely cold, and then such a measure is not
wanted, as a low tcmperatui'e is always co-

existent with a scanty amount of fetid emana-
tions.

Mr. llosser observes, “ Everybody knows that

offensive smells are much less perceptible to
windward than to leeward, aud that the volatile

gaseous exhalations from a coke fire are mucli
less perceptible when there is a good draught
towards the fireplace than wdicu the drauglit is

imperfect, aud lienee it would l>e reasonable to

infer that the spread of infectious disorders is

lessened by arrangements the tendency of which
'

is to retard the diffusion {dilution?'] of the'
‘ malenes morbi,

^

and to remove them at once
from the spot where they arc generated.” i

This mode of reasoning is highly injurious,
'

sim[)ly because it is based on fallacious princi-

,

pies, for I have already attempted to show that

,

the poison of contagion is wrapped up in the

bosom of other noxious exhalations of a gaseous
nature, aud that the rapid dilution of the latter

can alone ensure fbc non-propagating influence

of the former
;
and I would numbly suggest to

arcliitects and builders generally, whetlier (he
inattention to this grand principle in the genera-
tion of aerial impurities has not led to so many
serious errors iu ventilation in our public

asylums, &c. &c.
“

'I'herc are many facts,”
i

observes Dr. ArnoLt, “ to show tliat the iin-

purily of retained breath, scarcely heeded in

general, 1ms been the chief element of the foul

atmosphere whicli has led to cholera outbreaks.
Thus, in England, it has been in jniblic

institutions, clean to the eye, not very oflVusive

to the nose, aud where the inmales were well
fed and w'ell clothed, and otherwise well cared
for under frequent public inspection, but where
ventilation wasoverlooked and defective,thatsomc
of the most shocking scenes of destruction from
cholera have occurred; such was the school at

Tooting, of 1,000 parish children, among whom
about 300 cases of cholera suddenly occiuTed

;

and various union workhouses, lunatic asylums,
prisons, &c. in London and elsewhere, were

'

siiuilaily visited; such places in the cud of,

18-19, produced more than half the cases of,

cholera.” The very crowded school of the

'

union-house at Tauuton, became a remarkable
I

example, where thirty cases suddenly appeared
|

iu the room of the girls in wliicli the glass win-
dows remained entire, while in the adjoining]

room of the boys, wliere panes of glass were
j

broken, and fresh air was aciinittcd, not a single
j

case occurred
;
and there was only one olher

j

case in the town.
I

Whenever, therefore, we can by ventilat ion I

drive the aerial impurities up the heated flue of]

a chimney, by the forcing, beating, slapping!

influence of a series of columns of pure air from
j

all quarters, rushing towards tlie rarefied air of]

* Arnold'ij prize essEiy's motto.

I

the fireplace, we then greatly diminish any ten-
dency of contagious diseases to spread

; the
' morbid matter, in lieu of becoming “ retarded ”

;

in its diffusion, should be quickly and largely

j

diluted, wlieu we may inhale it with impunity,
in the same mauner that a tea-spoonful of
Prussic acid in a wine-glassful of water -would
prove fatal to a healthy mau, whilst more

,

than a -n'ine-glassful of the same poison,
' diluted in a gallon of water, would not
prove in anywise injurious to a dozen sickly

persons. It has been demonstrated that the
virus of small-pox, cow-pox, &c. loses none of

I

its property by exposure to gases. It is evident,
' therefore, that the retardation of any gaseous

I

impurity, which carries on its bosom morbific
matter, will aid the latter to propagate its

baneful influence. The extrication of sulphur-

,
retted hydrogen, one of the most poisonous
gases with whicli we are acquainted, or of

' phospliuretted hydro^cu, would not be followed
m a niaishy district by ague, but another agent

I

must be present to give rise to miasm ; and this

]

agent is a certain morbid enhalation, now
' generally considered to consist of solid particles

floating iu noxious "ases, and generated by
vegetable decomposition in marshy lauds, and

animal decomposition, and by endemic

^

diseases amongst human beings.

I

I will now pass on to a brief notice of the
excellent system of ventilation adopted in the

I

east and west wings of the Middlesex Hospital.

The boiler fumace and the lauudi-y drying-
closet furnace flues conjointly meet in the base-

' racut, and run up the east wing ; outside this
' flue is a chamber, aud at the distance of 6 inches
from the ceiling of every ward is nu opening

' into this chamber, so that it is computed that
10,000 cubic feet of impure air arc extracted

from each ward per minute. The same plan is

carried out in tlie west wing by a coke furnace
only; aud this system, aided by the tripartite

windows, has rendered the wards so sweet that,

to quote a remark once made by a visitor, “ You
may come into the wards blindfolded, and you
would not discover any appreciable difference

between tlie air in them aud in that of the

passages.”

In conclusion, let me quote a well-known
authority on this subject:

—“To form just con-
ceptions of what ventilation is, and of how it is

in general to be accoiiiplisbed, au enquirer has
to consider tliat the ocean of air, called the
atmosphere, which rests on the surface of the
earth, and at the bottom of which men live, as

certain a([uatic animals live at the bottom of the
sea, is about fifty miles high or deep, and that
the portion of this ocean which can be con-
taminated by any process of animal or vegetable

life, or by the decomposition of organic bodies
when dead, may be regarded as less deep gene-
rally than the fiftieth part of one mile, estimated
from the surface of the earth. This compara-
tively insignificant layer or stratum, therefore,

may be regarded as the home or lurking-place of
all epidemic diseases and insalubrious aiv, the

moi-e exact statement, indeed, being that these

arc generally confined to the still much smaller

portions of air contained iu houses or other

inclosed ])luces. Then the fact is to be kept iu

mind, tliat the whole mass of atmosphere at any
moment over a city or olher place is always tra-

velling away to leeward with the speed of the
wind, and is carrying with it whatever impurity
may ascend from below, wliicli impurity is then
resolved quickly into the pure elemcnlaiy
oxygen, carbon, &c. of which all efiluvia consist.

Man can no more contaminate permanently the

deep atmosphere over him by his jirocccdings at

the bottom of it, tliau he can contaminate the

Atlantic Sea, by what he may do on the shores.

Tlien lie has to learn that with tlic same
mechanical certainty, as he can substitute the

pure water of a passing tide or river stream for

defiled water near the sliore, he may substitute

pure air from the atmosjilicrc for any air near him
that has become unfit for his use.”—(Dr. N.
Arnott.)

I will close this communication by observing,

that to the practical working of the present

.‘-ystem of ventilation adopted at the Middlesex
Hospital, since 1819, to the substitution of non-

absorbing Parian cement for the old jilastcr

walls, and other valued pmprovements in the

closets and sculleries, may be attributed, as a
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means, the entire absence of all endemic dis-

eases, whilst the oft-repeated outbreaks of such

calamities previous to these alterations, war-

rants me in saying that it is by far the most

effectual systenr of ventilation that 1 am ac-

(piaintcd with amongst our public hospitals and

asylums. Geo. Corfe, M.D.

Since writing the foregoing remarks, I Lave

ascertained that the Builder has lately given a

very favourable review of Mr. Robertson’s ex-

cellent paper, read at the Manchester Statistical

Society. In this brochure, Mr. R. speaks of

the Middlesex Hospital as being nearer “ a

model ” for hospital ventilation, than any public

edifice of a similar nature with which he is ac-

quainted in this country, and he emphatically

denounces mere “ scientific ” ventilation for

hospitals, however admirably such a rnode of

aeration may be adapted for dormitories, &c.

and that nothing but the ceaseless flow of the

external air through the wards, can effectually

carry off the fetor from ulcers, wounds, burns,

and vitiated secretions from other sufferers.

Such an arrail^ement as the zinc plates afford

in many of our wards, Mr. R. speaks of in w'ell-

merited praise,

In my paper I gave an account of expeii- were carried out by Mr. Alexander Dean : the

ments which I had made, and which established
1

original design was by Sir John Rennie ;
but

* ' ’ ' '
’ local circumstances caused Mr. Dean to modify

the position of the neutral axis by actual

measurements of a large rectangular cast-iron

beam, under various degrees of transverse

strain. By these measurements the neutral

axis was found to be in the centre of gravity of

the section.

Having been the first person who ascertained

the position of the neutral axis by actual measure-

ment, and thus rendered it no longer a matter

of opinion, but an established fact
;
and having

published this fact in the paper alluded to by

Mr. Bell
;
it is rather an inexcusable blunder on

his part, that he should use my name
^

as

and alter this somewhat. It is a very successful

work.
Another dock has been also constructed by

private enterprise on this river by Mr. Brown,

with 24 feet water on sill, gates 80 feet 6 in.

wide, in length nearly 400 feet. These works

show the growing importance of this port.

A new Roman Catholic Church of St. Vincent

de Paul has been opened also this year, built

from a design by Sir J. Benson.

Queenstown has been very much built on

within the last two years, but in a somewhat

alluding to the neutral axis being near the top ' questionable style. The new Queen s Hotel is

of the beam, and conclude by expressing an ' almost half window. Small drawn-up piers

opinion (after the fact has been proved), that
|

separate a multitude of openings, and to crown

“ there appeared to be no good reason for sup-
1

tlie whole, it is surmounted^ by a clumsy^ cornice

posing that the neutral axis shifted its position
”

and parapet.

W. H. Baelow.

CLASSIC v. MEDIAEVAL.
Yon will perhaps allow me to express my

cordial approbation of what was saia in your

-r, -1 1 i. f j i ii last number by Mr. T. Goodchild, in behalf of

It; ‘
,

'Vl-t,, for wanfof a more preoiso epithet,
sanitary report of Maryleboue for November, in

which Dr. Thomson has given some striking in-

stances of disease and death arising from effluvia

and imperfect ventilation, ten years ago, in the

very establishment which Mr. Robertson lias

now, in its remodelled state, spoken of in such

high terms.

ARCH, CONSTITUTION-HILL,
GREEN-PARK.

The Iron Duke, on the Corinthian Arch, lias

been so long a fait accompli, that we may
’ ’

';eiJregard him as a fixture for aye in his clcvatei

position, however ill-chosen by those in autho-

rity.* tVonld there be any tiling amiss in now
completing the ornamentation of the arch, to

correspond with the equestrian figure which sur-

mounts it ?

I allude to the spacc.s between the pilasters on
the body of tlie structure, left eii bossar/e to

receive trophies or other enrichment.

Jluch cost would not be occasioned by sculp

be designated Classic in unmistakable contra-

distinction from Medijcval. Still, though I

heartily thank him for what he has said, I am
by no means satisfied with it, simply because it

was too brief to produce much effect, unless it

prove that of stirrmgup others to come forward

on the same side of the question.

The Classic, or I would rather call it the

Neo-classic style, it being considerably modified

from its antique original, is surely more in

accordance with our present requirements, and

likewise with the element of modernism or nou-

mediaivalism in our sympathies with literature

and art, than is a style formed and fashioned

during a quite differently constituted state of

society, of which it is now incongruously

reminiscent.

At all events, before it can again be rendered,

even in a tolerable degree, appUcable to secular

purposes of every kind—as we are told by its

ultra-advocates it ought to be—Gothic must be

greatly modified, perhaps almost metamoqihosed,

or soon would be so, were it to become employed

......
1
,.....^,.... Still from the harbour the town

looks much improved, and was lighted with gas

for the first time on the 1st inst. The shops

and streets of Cork are every day improving,

and in some of the shop-fronts there are a

character and style very creditable. They

about to rebuild St. Patrick’s-bridge, which

was carried away, or rather injured, by the great

flood of 1853, in one arch of 180 feet span, in

iron.

turing on these rough blocks wreaths, to con-
^

tain bronze inscriptions, simply and concisely ' on all occasions, even the most ordinary ones,

enumerating the victories of the Duke.
; V^'‘licu resorted to only in special and exceptional

See the copiplctcuess of tlie Parisian hxc de ^ cases, where, after being carefully studied, its

I’Etoile, in this as in its other details, and then ' mediffival costume can be well got up. Gothic
look at the arch crowning Coustitufion-liill, and may serve the particular purpose : but it has

: 1.4. 4... 41.. ,1 r....i4- ....•*1. ,
‘

, . i' ,• ,say whether there is aught to find fault with in

the suggestion of Q.

STRENGTH OP IRON BEAMS : THE
NEUTR.YL AXIS.

My attention has been called to a paper by
Mr. Bell, on the “Strength of Iron,” read at

tlie Institution of Civil Engineers, an abstract

now become an architectural exotic, and the

making use of it is now too much like the

affectation of archaism. Z.

PROPOSED MEMORIAL CHURCH AT
CONSTANTINOPLE.

It will interest some of our readers to hear

that forty-six designs have been sent in to the

committee for the competition for the Memorial

Church at Constantinople : several of them

have great merits. An architect who has re-

sided at Constantinople responded to our invita-

tion, and expressed himself willing to give any

information in his power to competitors. His

intimation, however, came too late to be of

THE LIVERPOOL ARCHITECTURAL
SOCIETY.

The seventh meeting of the societ;^ was held

on Wednesday, the 7th inst. the president, Mr.

S. Huggins, in the chair, when Mr. J. A.Pictou

read an interesting paper entitled “Notes on

Arcbitectiu'e in Holland, Germany, and Switzer-

land.”

CORK.
The architectural doings at Cork have not

been large lately
;

still, some little has been
done. The Great Southern and Western Rail-

of which is published in your journal of
j

way has been opened to the water-side within
January 3rd. I the past year

;
and a goods station—substantial

In this paper there occurs the following pas-
1
builmngs—being over 36.5 feet long by about

sage :
—“ In regard to this subject, Mr. W. H.

] 140 feet wide, built from the designs of the Com-
Barlow had alluded to the alternative hypothesis, I pany’s engineer, Mr. Miller. The passenger
that the neutral axis shifted its position as the terminus was designed by Sir John Benson. It

beam became strained, and that wlien rupture
|

consists of arrival and departure platforms,
took place, the neutral axis was ‘ at or above waiting-rooms, with the usual offices, a con-

the top of the beam.’ ”
_

! veuient space for cabs and omnibuses, so that
ilr. Bell, having referred, in another place, to

' passengers can be taken up or set down under
my paper on the strength of iron, read at the

j

cover : this is a colonnade, 200 feet long and
Royal Society in 1855, I feel it necessary to

; 30 feet wide at each end, and 43 feet wide by
correct the error in the passage above men-

1 80 feet in length in centre. There are twenty
tioned.

j

columns, 14 feet 6 inches high, supporting the
The words quoted by Mr. Bell do not occur ^ roof. The entablature is plain, with block in

in my paper, but are taken from a book of ray I cornice, and a low attic to screen the roof,

father’s (Professor Barlow), written many years
|

The Cork Exhibition Building has been per-
ago, before the tensile strength of cast-iron and

,

petuated by a more substantial building by the
the position of the neutral axis bad been clearly last-named architect, which is called the Cork
ascertained. Referring to the anomaly pre-

sented between the supposed tensile strength

and the apparent resistance of the outer fibre,

in a solid rectangular bar, when strained

transversely, my father states, that even if the
neutral axis be assumed to be at the top of the

bar, the direct tensile resistance must be 10 tons

per inch, in order to account for the strength

exhibited, to which he adds the remark, that

^'unfortunately the exact amount is not inown.”

• We have b«Her hope*.—Eo.

Athenffium. The building has been in use some
time. The colonnade at entrance is not yet

erected, for want of funds.

The tower to the Roman Catholic cathedral

is finished, but nothing as yet is done to the

spire : the quoins and dressings and tracery are

in limestone, well executed; the walling in the

red stone of the district,

A new dock, 350 feet long, 18 feet water on
sill, 60 feet gate, has been built by private enter-

prise. Mr. Wheeler is the proprietor. The works

THE LIVERY HALL ABOUT TO BE
ERECTED EOR THE CLOTHWORKERS'
COMPANY.
The view represented is taken from the south

end of the room. The sides are each divided

into five arches by piers with attached Corin-

thian columns. On the east side the arches will

contain window's filled in with stained glass from

the old hall, and on the west side there will be

three entrances and two large open fire-places.

The buffet will occupy the cciftre of the north

end, and at the opposite end there will be a

screen and music gallery.

The arches springing from the attic above the

order will groin into the vault of the ceiling

round each of the four sides, and it is intended

to fill these with stained glass, with the royal

arras and those of the principal city companies.

In the spandrils will be figures in relief, ein-

blematical of the most important commercial

cities and towns of the United Kingdom.

The columns are to be of Peterhead or Aber-

deen red granite, with grev granite bases, and

capitals of Caen stone. The stylobate is to bo

of various English marbles. Tlie ceiling above

the vaulting will be trained in wood lor the

purpose of assisting sound.

The extreme length of the room will be

80 feet, the width and height both 40 feet,—

a

double cube.

It promises to be a fine addition to the Halls

of London, and will worthily connect with the

City the name of its architect, Mr. Samuel Angell.

In our last volume (p. 610) w-e gave a view

of the exterior of the building, and^ some

memoranda concerning the Clothworkers’ Com-

pany. We may add that the late Sir Robert

Peel and Lord Hardinge were both liverymen of

the company, and that the present Mr. Justicc

Willes is at this time one of the members of the

court and livery.
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EAILWAIS ON COMMON KOADS.

It has been well observed by an eminent

ITrcncb engineer, in relation to locomotive faci-

lities, that “ to retrograde is sometimes a pro-

gress and this apparent contradiction of terms

IS really tnic in many instances.

It is xindoubtcdly applicable to the formation

of a scries of what may be termed secondary

railroads, or tramways, on common roads,

worked by horse-power, now energetically de-

manded by our French allies, and nseftdly
1_—..J A Ttrr.ftir'r J r>iint.li!m

luggage, coals, ores, slates, and granite blocks, ' self nods assent,—then why should not the

give
as on the Dartmoor tramway,—not for the con- Londoners and men of “ Cheape

veyance of passengers,—pushed along by sweaty “trams” a fait and honest trial ?

men and boys, not drawn gallantly on by horses
j

The improved tramways must neither be con-

a la paste. * The carnages used were scrubby founded with the cheap go-a-hcad “plank

trucks, short, thick, mid stumpy, with pulUcs roads of America, nor with the rolled plates ot

for wheels just big enough to lift them clear off onr old collier trams. Tliey are now, in fact,

the rails or plates. No one ever dreamt of complete railways, with a guard-raO and flanged

using them for passenger traffic, or of carrying wheel to the vehicle traversing tliem, so that

them through towns aud cities,—but why, *is a they really possess all the advantages of a rail

mystery. They were neglected, and at last as used on locomotive lines; their form, how-

f „ • ,L I *1 almost 'forgotten. No one thought of improving ever, being very different. The best form is

employed in America; —

!

tramways, wiiile they had locomotives to im- that patented by Monsieur Loubat, civil cu-

can go slick ahead, as far and fast as anybody l

patent, as the ease might be. giueer, and employed by bim in the hue tra-

wlien it suits his purpose, and retrograde x\itn
, their native rudeness versing the Champs Elys6es, from the Place

equal facility where an advantage is to be gamed.
jj,jj7isticitv, and looked as venerable as if ihev de la Concorde to St. Cloud. In appearance it

And why not ? M hy should people deprive
, formed by Tubal Cain liimself, in his is something like a semi-circular gultcr,_ but on

themselves of the pleasures aud advantages of

cheap conveyance, because they cannot afford

to construct a spick and span new locomotive

railway, with deep cuttings, high banks, showy

bridges, aud splashy stations ?

It will not pay to make expensive locomotive

railways every^icre, to every village and ham-

let ambitious of being introduced into the

prentice days
;
while railroads rushed a-head, closer inspection it will be seen to consist of a

and carved the country into gridirons, with rails rail aud guard. The wheels of the omnibus

and i*oads of every size aud shape. Tet they which are flanged, run on the rail ^^and not iii

have lingered in the memory ;
and now, after a the hollow part of the glitter, as it may be

"rand tlourisb with the locomotive lines, enter- called. Although placed in the common road,

prising men bethink themselves of the “old crossed and re-crossed in every direction by tho

trams ;
” why not smarten them up

;
why not continuous Traffic, it never becomes choked, nor

o improve them
;
make them generally useful

;
put offers impediment to the free passage qt the

world on a railway of its own : however, where i ^-ijcre they have never been put before; omnibuses specially made to ruu up it. It

locomotive lines cannot be made, tramways can,
|
„q -fl-iiere their rivals cannot go, and, like the offers no obstruction whatever to the oth^

at one-tenth of the cost of the former, aucl quite
; lackall, provide food and provender for the lion tiiiffic, and, in fact, is scarcely seen on the road,

'here it locomotive line ?
|

as it is level with its suriace
;
and, in fact, forms

as useful, if not so grand and noisy. IVlierc

will not pay to put down a tramroad, the iuliabi-

taiils must be content to jog on in the even tenor

of their way as usual, — trudge through muck
and slush, stick in ruts, or stop at home out of

harm’s way.

\Vlicre towns are placed at a moderate dis-

Briiidlev Siud one day to a committee of grave an integral part of it. A simple rail would not

isciicres* in the House of Commons, that answer the purpose on a common road : a plaim

road would be worse than useless, aud the old
wiseacres in the House of Commons,
“rivers were made to feed navigable canals

,

aud so we may say that tramways may be made
,

plate trams, with their sharp npnglit flange,

to feed locomotive lines. ! would be dangerous for horses, and easily

The “old trams”—with a new face, with damaged by the passiu" traffic, which is not tlie

tance from the main^ trunk line, aud the traffic ' new-fashioned flanged wheels
_

(not pulUes)— case with the improved tram-rail. Ihcoamages

would not be sufficient to pay for the construe-
[

smart, roomy omnibuses for flfty people; good ai*e large, and capable of cmrying iorty or

tiou of an expensive locomotive branch, they ^ luggage-trucks properly built, and lyell turned fifty passengers, which run h.ghtly along tne

mav be readily tied to the miiiii artery by an
j

out, secundum artem, in their most civilized form, rails, aud are easily \vorked with two hoises

;

imnroved tramway, and thus at small cost reap 1 will be readily pati-onizcd by the rambling they are made back and front alike, with a shilt-

^ , ... 1 * . 1 - X !x ..V........... Xlix.!.. i-ij-iiM rr,..! .ji.fl tnrr nnlp Qn fhftt tllCV an'iVC Ut tllCll
the benefit direct by railway transit.

It is belter to 'have a serviceable tramway

than be cut off from the main liue
;
for a town

public, in consequence of their comfort and iug pole, so that when they arrive at their

economv. The "iankees have taken them in journey’s end, the pole is shifted, which saves

hand, aiid brought them largely into play. They the necessity of turning, or using turn-tables.

n 1 .. .C xl.„ A .olxl.... T.. rtf nncinrr frnm nnv CAhslrUC-
in the latter predicament is isolated, checked in I are well known in many of the American cities, In case of necessity^ arising from any obstiuc-

its progress, aud kept behind the age,

'

want of a few yards of rolled iron

!

its t>ro"Tcss, aud kept behind the age, all for the i and in that land of ]>rogress are going rapi%
i

tion on the road, they Cxan be readily tlirown
^ r n 1 - . . . I I ..1

jjorse railways arc found useful in out of the rail, pass the obstruction, run on to
vaut ol a few yards of rolled iron

! j

ahead. Horse railways arc found usclul in out ot tlie r^, pass me ousiracuoa, luu uu lu

"miY sliould tnimroads be despised in prac-
1 America, aud why should they not in England ? the rail again, aud so continue their way

,ical England, aud ignored in Ixondon and its
|

Our French neighbours have taken them up : :
out let or hindrfince, which is a icry uselul

tical England,

endless suburbs wliy should people laugh at
I
engineers have devoted time and trouble to

|

feature in the improved tram-rails as now

the idea of horse railtrags—of tramways on our

common roads ? Perhaps because they arc old-

fashioned, and have been put in the shade by

locomotive lines. But this is sheer nonsense.

All arc useful in their proper place. No cue

in his senses would recommend a horse tramway

from London to Bristol, while he can lly along

by the “Iron Duke” on the Great Western.

their improvement
;
and improved specimens of ;

employed hi France,

the “old trams ” were exhibited in the “ Palais
^

These kinds of railways,—for after all they arc

de I’lndustrie ” during the last year’s display. ;
really raUways,—may be advantageously em-

Many pamphlets have been written upon them, I ployed, especially on the continent, whore the

several patents taken out, many improvements grand net-work of railways is not so closely

’ ’ ’ • ” -

-’--yvii in the interwoven as in a small country like England.
iiijkde, and a line actually laid dow.. ... --

•
.

Champs Elysees, Paris, to let the gallant
,

They will make admirable tributaries to the

Parisiiuis see what can be done on common
i

main lines, and give great locomotive facilities

But there are places where the Great Western
j

roads. Besides all this stir aud “ waking up,” I
where none now e^st,_ in consequence of the

dare not hope to penetrate : it is here precisely several companies have been started lor the : dirtauce of the mam hues Ironi many ot t e

where the tramwavs take up the business, and ' purpose of carrying the idea of horse railways
!

neighbounn^ towns. Ihey are ot easy appUca-

would do a paying' trade. I into practical execution. Many of the principal
i
tiou m Holland, many parts of Belgium, JNor-

Manv of our out-of-the-way places are worse cities of Prance, as Bordeaux, Itouen, Havre, them Germany, and would render good service

off for'ebeap aud easy conveyance than they &c. by the medium of their municipalities, have
|

to Russia. As the piiucipai roads in Trance

were before railroads came into fashion; the ' approved of the ])rinciple, aud recognised the i
are under the control oi Governnieut, there are

grand trunk lines pass at a distance from them : i merits of the improved tramway system.
|

no qld-lashioued, cnmbersqme turufiike trusts,

coaches have been taken off the roads : convey- And wliy should they not? At Rouen, for
,

us in England, to throw obstacles in the way.

ance is scarce ;
and inter-communication difficult, example, when these tramways are laid down

j

The I'reiieh GoveriimeuL adniits the utmty ot

Much time is lost to the unlucky inhabitants of
,

alongside the quays, merchandise can be at once the principle, and will not raise objections to

outlying low’us. in trudging to and from the 1 received from the vessels, mul sent direct to the
,
well-selected lines, on imy of the routes nn-

railwavs
;
some three or four miles away from railway outside the town, and thus bring the They luave latterly made inuchway,

them ' Who likes to ti-udge to or from a rail-
1
shipping into direct and facile comoinuicatiou

|

in the estimation of the coimnuma and departe-

way station up dusty roads or muddy lanes ?' with Paris
;
and the same arguments apply to mental autlionties, who have not thought the

No one, certainly, if he can help it : even omni- : the busy quays of Bordeaux, which, by means I
subject beneath their notice, or unwortny or dis-

biises are a bore, although put in the liue of
, of tramwavs, will be united with the Cette, as

[

cussion in their councils.
^

route by cunning publicans and others for the
i

well as with the Paris line. In this point of The questiqnrelalive “ « /

special comfort and coiivevance of their cus-
1 view improved frainwavs are exceedingly useful,

,

lignes du sgsh-me de chnnin de jet axec

tomurs.
"

!
and bid fair to be fully employed for such pur-

,

has been ebseussed and approved m
It is no nuusnal sight at a railway station to

: poses on the Continent,—not only for n\ox-\W\o^‘ Conseil gentraWoi the departemeut,

see half a dozen shaky omnibuses, with rieketty ' chuudise, but for passenger traffic. Many lines, pas du Calais, ns, well as in many others ol

horses, and noisv cads, touting for customers on even of twenty aucl thirty miles length, have these important assemblies.
i i- i

the arrival of a train at a place where pas- been carefully studied for tramways, and have
|

The municipal councils have not been belimd-

sengers disembark to find their wav to a town been very favourablv received by the Ercnch hand in these matters; for, in many ot the pnn-

some miles away from the line. Here are half
j

Goveruuiciil.,—as little or no objection seems
1

cipal cities, they have been Ireeiy discussed,

xa dozen omnibuses aud a dozen horses, where
j

made to their being laid down on the iniperial and their utility as \vell as ecoiiomv u y ac -

one good roorav omnibus aud two horses would
|

mul communal routes of graucl communication, mitted
;
ancl, in more tJian one ol the great com-

do equally well with a tramwav. This is a ^ The Belgians mightnaturally enough be expected
,

luerciul cities of TKince, plans and cstiimales

waste of money, time, and power,' which should; to follow the French in these matters. Our
1

have been made for laying clown tr.miways to

be remedied bv the introduction of the tramwav. 1 worthy friends, the good Mhyneers of phlegmatic ' connect their quays and busy centres of tiade
itrouuciiou 01 me iraiiiway.

I

wormy irieiuis, luc guuAi iuiiyiiofis Ol — ,,
-—

Tramroads were invented long before steam i Holland, have even taken up the cue, rubbed with the trunk railways, ami thus reap the ad-

aud Stephenson came forth “to witch the world their eyes, and cogitated, over their cups and vantages cit railways where locomulives cannot

with noble hoi-sciuanship,” and whirl through ' pipes, as to the merits of tramways, and, what i
coiivemcntly or ecqnoimcally penetrate,

the wind at a mile a minute. They were, how-
;
is more wonderful still, see no objection to their ,

The expense of ]>ermauent way laid down

ever, coufiued to bleak and drearv mining dls -

1

introduction into their beloved land of ditches, complete on Iqiigitudmal bearers, cil size suic-

tricts, or buried in the twists and 'twirls of our dykes, and polders. The worthy burghers of
:
able to the rails, does not exceed 2a,000 trancs

great slate quarries,—used for heavy loads of
,

Amsterdam approve,—Mbynecr Van Dunk him-
[

(l,000h) per kilometre, aud any experienced
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loutractor in France would be glad to fumisb a

iue complete, including rolling and working

itock, for 50,000 francs, or 2,000 francs tbe

Dlomctrc. This is in. fact a rather high esti-

nate, and they may be laid down complete for

55.000 to 40,000 francs the kilometre, whereas

i locomotive line could not be executed under

550.000 francs, or 10,000/. the kilometre. And
ince the rraffic in the two lines would be pretty

leai'ly equal for most places where trams would
)e useful, the economy and pecuniary advantage

s evidently in favour of the trams. Then why
lot employ them more freely—why not bring

hem into use more rapidly, and open up new
acilitics fo: locomotion and iuter-commuuica-

ioii ?

Their safety is indisputable, and speed suffi-

siently great for ordinary purposes. The ordi-

larv rate of baggage-trucks is from ten to

welvc kilomHres the hour, and for passenger,

lom twenty to twenty-four kilometres, wliich is

[uite fast enough for ordinary purposes, whei*e

rainways can be judiciously employed. No
me of course would pretend to put them in

2ompetition with locomotive lines : they are not

lesigned for any such purpose : their object is

0 open up new fields of traflac to feed tlie grand
iues, especially where locomotive branches
vould not pay for working

; and in this alone

sonsists one of the greatest merits of the prin-

iiple. Rivers are fed by minor streams flowing

nto them
;
and so are trunk lines by brandies;

ind a large stream of traffic may be made to

low into them, Ihrougb the small but useful

[hauiicl of WL'll-selectcd tramways. They are

ound useful in France and America, and why
lot in busy, bustling, restless England ? Time
vill bring I liem into favour, tbougU now despised

n the native land of railways.

What can be said of their eligibility for

jondon? The “leading journal ” has not con-

idered them beneath its notice : it has devoted
nore than one of its forcible leaders to call

ittcntion to them, especially as to their applica-

lility to London. It has pronounced, there are

10 “ engineering difficulties ” in the way : this

nay be true in principle, but not in detail,

rhere would be difficulties in bringing them
lown such places as Fleet-street, Cheapside,

ind tlie Poultry
;
not difiicuUy of construction,

lertainly, but of economical application and
ffistructiou. They might be readily and use-

jilly applied in our great suburban routes, as

Mile-end, Bayswater, City-road, Islington, Ken-
lingtoii, AVandsworth, Edgeware, Yauxliall

Roads, and similar lines. They could easily be
aid down from London-bridge to the Crystal

Palace
;
and as cacli omnibus could be made to

jarry sixty or seventy people, they would be
rery useful in dividing the traffic to that attrac-

:ive place
;
for at present it is rather difficult

)f ayiproacli, notwithstanding the railway at

London-bridge, and its inconvenient crush-room,

fhey may be made useful anywhere, even in a

lensely-crowded city like London
;

but there

ire other places where they would be far more
jseful, and at tlie same time more profitable.

The question of “Hoi-se Railways ” has been
iakcu up by men of eminence and ingenuity in

Prance
;
and ere long, I have no doubt, from the

capid strides they are making in public estima-

fion, that they will be more generally employed
than at present

;
and that when once the im-

pulse is fairly given, its march will be con-
tiimons and onward. Tliey will be improved as

they advance in favour; and, when their merits

and utility arc better known, they will be better

appreciated, even in England.

Joseph Lockwood.

COMPENSATION CASE, NORAYOOl).
On Friday, the 9th instant, an inquiry took

place before a jury, at tlie Sessions House, New-
ington, as to the value of 4A acres of land and
oniamental water, at Nonvood (by the ceme-
tery), bt'longing to Mr. T. E. Savage, taken by
the Crystal Palace Railway Company for tlie

site of the railway adjoining south to the
viaduct, which sliows tbe increase in the value
iof land there. The plot of land in question was
purchased by Mr. Savage in 1840, by auction,

cor 340/. On the part of the claimant, ^[r. AV'm.

Allen Boulnois valued it at 4,752/.
;

ilr.

Edward I’Anson, at 4,424/.; and Mr. Edwin

Nash, at 4,438/. On the part of the company,

Mr. Charles Lee valued it at 799/.
;
Mr. R. A.

AVithall, at 761/.
;
and Mr. AVm. Rogers, at

706/. The jury gave for the whole, 1,200/.

MATHEMATICA QUiESITA CUM
EXPLICATIONIBUS.

Pekhaps you may consider the tendency of

tbe following resolved qumsita calculated to

give them a place in the columns of your

journal :

—

Required the dimemioyis of a Korman tcindow,

of a g'iven perimeter (a), so that it may admit

the greatest possible amount of light.

The whole perimeter is denoted by a
;

let x
represent the radius of the semicircular head

of the window; then we have t: x — the cir-

cumference of the head; and the area of the

window may be expressed by the function

TT

{a — 2j- — TT x) X - x‘,

ir

~ ax— 2 T- —
2

which (by byp.) must be a maximum.
Denoting the latter function by n, we have

du = a -iX TT X,

dx
which = 0,

when tt -t- 4. = «, and as

die— passes through +, o, —

.

dx
TT

Therefore, when ax — 2 a;- — - a:- is a maxi-

mum, TT -p 4. a: = « ;
i.e. the whole perimeter

equals the circumference of the semicircle, and
twice tbe diameter of the semicircle, of which

the base of the rectangular part of the window
is equal to the diameter, and, therefore, the

sides of tbe rectangle taken together are equal

to the remainder, wliich is the diameter. There-

fore, the side of the rectangular part of the

window must be equal to the radius of the

semicircular head.

Required the height at which a- gas-burner should

be fixed above a table, so that a small portion

of the surface of the table, at u given horizontal

distance \a)from the light, may receivefrom it

the greatest degree ofillumination.

The given horizontal distance = a. Let x
denote the required height, r the distance from

the origin, 0 the angle of incidence; then the

degree of light

sin. </> sin. tp x
y. — and= C—^ and ?• =

X Sin. 0
- , and =
(a'-P-Olr

• Therefore —— must (bv the
r+.-r)^

_

Yp.) be a maximum. Taking the log. of this,

lid denoting it by ie, we have

log. X — ^ log. (a- + a,-2)
;

d u 1 3.T d-— 2.V-

dx «• -P X- [x (a- -p .-r^)

’

/— A
which = 0

,
when x ~ a v i; and

d ar

is negative ;
therefore u has a maximum value

when X = a

Cambridge.
"

A. J. Tompkins.

PROVINCIAL NEWS.
Rardney {Lincoln).—The Bardiiey AYesleyan

Day School, designed by Messrs. Bellamy and

Unrdy, of Lincoln, architects, was opened on

29th nit.

Strafford and West Ham .—It is intended, it

is said, to erect workshops and factories for the

London and Tilbury Railway, near Plaistow-

grove, wliere it is also proposed to erect a

station. The Loudon and Tilbury Hue will

cross the Leigli-road near Plaistow, ami the value

of jiroperty in this district has hence advanced

in value.

Brighton .—The Pavilion Committee of the

town council have made up their report on the

appropriation of the Pavilion estate, from which

it appears that they propose various improve-

ments and alterations, at an estimated cost of

2,427/. for the pavilion, &c. and 7,618/. for the

north property, making together 10,045/, which,

sum the committee suggest should be raised by
a new loan for 57,OOOZ paying off the present

debt, and extending the redemption of the new
loan to thirty years, at 4 and 4-^ per cent. By
this plan the present rate will not be increased.

The committee state that they feel confident the

Pavilion estate, thus applied, will realize in

point of revenue the expectations of the most

j
sanguine. A suite of reception-rooms, music-

hall, and anthenra, or conservatory in the dome,

free public library, museum, and picture-gallery

are all comprised in the projectea improvement
of the property.

Gloucester new corn-exchange was
opened on Saturday in last week. Owing to

the irregular form of the ground upon which
tbe building stands, and the narrowness and
obliquity of the frontage, a departure from the

ordinary rules of street architecture was neces-

sitated. In order to avoid interference with

some established lights on the nqjth side the

building was set back, and a circular portico

thrown out to tbe extent of the line of frontage.

Four detached Corinthian columns, witli two
pilasters, 26 feet high, support an entablature

of tbe same order, on the top of which is a balus-

trade, surmounted in the centre by a colossal

figure of Ceres. Carved v'ases are placed on the

balustrade immediately over the four columns,

the centre space being filled in with tbe city

arms. The total height from the pavement to

the top of the figure is about 50 feet. The
entrance to the corn-exchange is through a cor-

ridor 1 3 feet 6 inches wide, paved with Minton’s

I

encaustic tiles; on one side of which are the

,

offices of the city surveyor and his assistant,

1 witJi a staircase communicating with the upper

I

floor, on which are located the town clerk and
the clerk to the Board of Ilealtli. The dimen-

! sious of the corn-exchange are 62 feet by 52

;
feet, and the height from floor to top of lantern

j

45 feet. A committee or settling room is

,

attached to the com-exchange, measuring some

I
32 feet by 14 feet. The eorn-cxchauge is intended

I

to be used for concerts and public meetings of all

,

kinds : it has, therefore, been fitted up with gas.

; The excliange is heated by hot water, on Huden’s

principle, by whom the work has been executed.

I The contractors for the exchange are Messrs.
^ Jones and Son. The carving is by Mr. II. Frith,

of this city. The architects of the building and

the general market arc Messrs. Medlaud and

I

Maberly.

I

Neath.—The foundation-stone of Alderman
' Davies’s Charity Schools was laid last week,

j

The schools are to be built in the Early

I

English style, and will provide accommodation
for about GOO scholars. The architect is Mr. E.

I

Moxham, of Neath.

!

Jjeicester.—A memorial has just been erected

at. Bow-bridge, Leicester, whereon it is recorded

that near that spot lie the remains of King
Richard. It is set in the gable of a new build-

ing there. The monument is in Kelton stone.

Birmingham.—The opening of the Addcrley-

jiark Library aud Museum took place on Mon-
day in last" week. There was a dinner, the

proceedings of which were not o]icn to reporters.

At the dinner were present—Lord Lyttelton,

Lord Leigh, Sir Robert Peel, hart. M.P.; Mr.

C. B. Adderley, M.P. ; Mr, J. Ratcliff, mayor

of Birmingham, &c. A feature of tlie pro-

ceedings was the presentation of a testimonial

to Mr. Cliarles Ratcliff. The testimonial con-

sisted chiefly of a piece of plalc.

Bdgbaston.— The new vestry-hall, for the

parish of Edgbaston, has been recently com-

pleted. Tlie architect was Mr. F. AAL Fiddian,

aud the builder, Mr. Johu CrcsswcH. It is

calculated to hold about 400 people.

Liverpool.—There are various street buildings

of some pretensions in progress, and for some

account of which wc are indebted to Albion.

The large structure belonging to tbe Liverpool

aud London Insurance Company, on the site of

the old police-court, in High-street, adjoining

the Exchange-buildings, aud occupying the

frontages to Exchange-street East aud Dale-

street,°is far advanced. The style is Venetian

Renaissance. The plan consists of four blocks

of buildings—the south wing, fronting Dale-

street, with an entrance opposite Moss’s Bank;
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the north wing, fronting the Exchange-build- nearly 30,OOOf, The works will consist of a new

inns and the central buildings in High-street
,

wing of four stories or galleries, containing 204

and Exchange-street East. These four blocks cells, with suitable association-rooms for the

have an oncii area in the centre (to be covered confinement of female convicts upon the prin-

, , ^ ox 1 • V • 1 ' — P « o IX oi Oil n + V 1-.V1 . 1 lairiTimrAn

by a glass roof), which not only gives light to ciple of association: improved accomiuodatioii

ifip inner nortions of the structure, but fur- for juvenile prisoners will -also be provided, and
t£e finer portions of the structure, but lur- lor juveni e prisoners

nishes ready moans of aeeess to the various the chape is to be enlarged. The plans were

floors by steps and galleries. The second floor wepared by Mr. Matheson, architect for ii.M. s

will be supported by cast-iron columns, rising Board of Works, and operations will be imme-

froin the basement, and bearing cast-iron diately commenced,

girders, between wbicb and the floor fire-proot
,

' —

^

brick arclies will be formed. A number of these
rTTTTRriT 'RTTTTiTJTNrj 1'J‘KWS

columns arc hollow, and are made to serve as ^ Z ^ i

chimney-flues. The plinth, of the building is
,

Casfle Ristn(/.~lhc restoration of the cbancel

granite; supplied by Newall and Co. of Dum- of the church of St. Lawrence, Rising, was com-

fries; and the external masonry is Darlcy Dale pleted on IS ew pars day. This work is sup-

stone of which St. George’s-hall, the Branch plementary to the complete^ restoration ot the

Bank of England, and other edifices in the tovm nave and tower some years since
;
and Ip ply

have been constructed. The arches over the part of the building now requiring re-edificatiou

entrances in Dale-street and High-street, and appears to be pe south tmnsept, of which no

the carvings, arc in Caen stone. The masonry remains are visible epept the beautiful arcb

to the ground-floor story consists of large which formerly opened into it from the tower,

blocks of stone, the piers which carry the but is now blocked pi. In the ebpeel rpto-

arching to ttie ground-floor windows being in ration, the style of ^clutectui^ throughout

one stone from window-sill to impost, measuring adhered to is the Early English. Tlie walls have

about 4 feet wide and 8 feet high. In the been re-cast and partly rebuilt, the old root

principal entrance, in Dale-street, there will be removed, and replaced by a new one at a higher

a doorway of polished red granite, supplied by pitch, covered with lead with gable ppings

Mr M'Donald, of Aberdeen. It will consist of
,

and cross. Internally the roof is of English

two Doric columns and entablature. Over the
j

oak, raised upon a carved stone cornice having

entrance to the basement, from Exchange-street
[

a running ornament of three diffment ppteras.

East, there are some large York landings, one A new lancet window has been inserted m the

of them being upwards of 13 feet by 9 feet, and
,

north wall, filled with painted glps by Mr.

8 inches thick. These, and the masonry in ,
Lamb, of London. Thus with the two new

general, were raised by two travellers, or i
windows on the south side, and the thrce-liglit

lemmies, on a double set of staging. The eastern window, already existing, the chancel is

Iniilding, when completed, will be 60 feet high.
;

entirely lighted witbpampd glass. The reredos

It covers an area of about 1,500 yards. The : consists of five elaborately diapered ppels of

cost of the land was upwards of 70,0001 . ; and ,
Caen stone in an arcade, the shafts of which are

the contract for the erection is over 35,000/. to .
of dark-coloured Devonshire marble. A similp

which there will be some slight additional cost. I arcade is continued along the eastern wall.

The carving is chiefly by Mr. Stirling, of
,

meeting, on the north, the credpce-table, and

T.- 1 lx.,:.,,.. the hands of Mr. on the south the piscina and sedilia. ihe floor-
Liverpool, portions being in

Nicholls, of London, who executed the carving

for St. George’s-hall; the masonry, by Mr.

Wells, of Liverpool
;
the carpentry, by Messrs.

Haigli and Co. the sole contractors; and the

brickwork, by Messrs. Jump and Son. Pro-

fessor Cockerell is the architect. The new

block of offices on the site of the old iron ware-

house, at the bottom of Water-street, belonging

to Sir Joseph Bailey, is also ready for the first

ing of the chancel is of Minton’s tiles. The

chancel is warmed by hot water, the pipe

trenches being coveredi with perforated tiles,

natented, we understand, by the brother of the

selected designs for their proposed erections’

from those sent in in answer to advertisement.

The designs chosen having been approved of by

the bishop of the diocese and the Secretary of

State, tenders were advertised for, and the

result of those sent by five different builders

was, that Mr. G. Roe’s was accepted, be beiug

some 40/. lower than the architect’s estimate.

The architect employed is Mr. Charles H.
Edwards, of London.

Boiicaster .—The towucoimcil have agreed to

give the 4,000/. requisite towards the comple-

tion of the parish church, in yearly instalments

of 1,000/. Mr. Denison, Q.C. guarantees the

balance, towards which he gives 1,000/. The

sculptured figure of the Saviour, in Portland

stone, the production of Mr. Phillips, to whom
the whole caning of the edifice, both externally

and internally, has been entrusted, has been

placed in the ornamental niche prepared for its

reception above the great western window. The

figure is nearly 5 feet high, in a sitting posture.

The left hand holds an orb surmounted by the

The right arm is elevated, in the act of

benediction.

architect.

The figure is the gift of the

THE ROYAL INSTITUTE OE BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

THE LATE JOHN BRITTON.

At a meeting of the Institute of Architects,

held on Monday evening, the 12th inst. Mr. G.

G. Scott, V.P. in the chair, after the routine

business, Mr. Digby Wyatt announced the death

of Mr. Britton, an honorary member of the

Institute, and read a sketch of his useful Life,

and a warm and well-written eulogium :

—

“ To estiruate the value of John Britton’s labours

aright,” said Mr. Wyatt, " we must rememher that

before his lime popular topography was unknown.

The ponderous volumes of county histories were valu-

able as record rooms, but useless as libraries. The

text-books—Gough’s ‘Camden,’ King’s 'Munimenta

Aiiliqua,’ Cox’s ‘ Magna Britannia,’ and Buck’s

‘ Castles,’ were heavy and opaque. The facetious

Ciiptiiia Grose was the leading antiquary, and Gilpin

furnished a sample of the florid style of picturesque

rector. An improvement has been effected by jegcpiptipn of scenes and localities- Price, Knight,

the removal, from the cbancel into the tower, and llcptou, did much to draw attention to other de-

of all the monumental tablets, the memo-
^

tails than those of genealogies and the descent of

rial of the late Colonel Howard being also re- hereditaments. Any thing, however, like a fusion of

moved to the otherwise nearly blank north wall ' the two styles had not been attempted^ at the period

of the nave. The whole of these works have
;

wbcu John Britton commenced combining aDtiquanau
floo,a„atflecast-fioncolu.nsanfl^gB^.a.-o.i„^
fixed for its reception. The style Cx -u *

i j

ing is perhaps more that of Piorentine Rcuais- 1
Mrs. Howard. The buiMers empme w e,

j of the most loose and imperfect

saSce than anjtlimg else, although very freely for the stouework, Mr- Broivu, of Lyim; and
, , T 1 . xT. _ i.ti X > 1".. "Diyxi/xv, fni' 4]to utAndtirfirV Air. lavlor. or .^orw
sauce than anything else, although very freely lor the stoneworK, lur. Jsrowm, o ) j ‘

,
description. Since the careful prints of Hollar,

treated by the {vrcliitect, Mr. Councillor Picton, for the woodwork, Mr. laylor, ot .^orwlCll.
i

gg^,.ggj engravings of architectural subjects had

of Liverpool. The ground-floor is slightly
,
Mr. Street, of London, was the architect.

' appeared worthy of notice or reliance
;
and the early

-. . , . . . . .
”| ml - A ___X I TT,' yPUn Anncmif nt Sir l4vp.v 1 ‘ . .

• • „ A 4».l xl
ui -LJivcipuui. Auc j^iuiAuu-ixijux xo .,xxqxxi..j — ,

- -
' x f o • n P appcarcu vvoi my oi uuiiii-c ux xvw.iuvx.

,
....xx xx... ......

j

Gothic in its treatment. The grand entrance
I

Jf orcesier .—Ihe consent ot bir Uicorge Lrrey
pj-oj^gtious of the Antiquarian Society presented the

—™ . - . , , . , •ft I : X IX.1 +I-V 4-lm Iqixa rirAconrx*r * . . . T
from Water-street has a polished granite door- has just been obtained, to the land presented annroiiuiation to accuracy. Jamci Basire,

- .
^

. . 1 r TXT T 1-XX ‘M'Tl Ixc,,, . 1 CIXSI-J ne tli/x ^ ^

wav surmounted by sculpture, representing a ^ by Mr. W. Laslett, M.P. being used as the
^

^ere the fashionable engravers of

wreath of fruit and flowers, the design for ,
burial-ground for the city of Worcester; and subjects; and John Carter, nud Towler, who

which is borrowed from St. George’s-hall. The
|

Mr. Purches, the surveyor to the Local Board illustrated stained glass and ancient mosaics, almost

Venetian windows have polished red granite ’ of Health, has received instructions to make a the ouly trustworthy draughtsmen. It was mainly

pillars with capitals, composed of natural survey of the site, with plans, sections, &c. for through John Britton s energy that a reformation was

the capabilities of copper-Architectural Society. Mr, Hugh Yates has
j

and Son of Salisbury, to the son of Majpr- ™
the contract for^the speeaily brought to bear upon

I
the long neglected antiquities of the country, thatand Son, the brickwork

;
and Mr. Borrows, tlie bastopol. It is of Gothic desigi

carpentry. Mr. Picton, who, adds the .i^/^/o«, lished with military emblems.
i artistic

°
ability through the exercise of which

is professionally doing so much to beautify and
j

Charlcombe.—A vestry meeting ot the mha-
alone be popularized. Samuel Prout,

ornament the town, lias also erected the new
,

bitants of this parish was held on the 2ua inst. hlackenzie, Edward Blorc, George Catter-

pile, in the Italian style of architecture, at the ” for the )3urpose of taking into consideration n. Bartlett, R. W. Billings, Henry

corner of Rumford-street and Water-street, for the propriety of authorizing the rector and shaw, and many more, were at various periods in-

the Cunard Company Another block of stone churchwarden to apply to the Bishop’s Court duced to bestow their earnest efforts upon the proper

buildings, the property of Mr. John Naylor,
j

for a faculty for restoring, repairing, and alter- delineation of those views which were so successfully

bauker,isbeiugerectedm01dhall-street,covering iiigthe parish chiirch, according to the plans transferred to copper by the brothers John and

Sr Ai
i

?bXSSSif
He ha. .ade^u Juee ri— of fie

mi. be.madetethe pui-pose of carryfig out
, “'I

Renaissance, with Arabesque variations. There

is a central area, having a grand entrance from

Olclhall-street, with blocks of buildings ranged

around. Messrs. Holme and Nichol are the

contractors, and Mr. Parker has the masonry^.

The design for this building was in the Archi-

tectural Exhibition in London. - -— The Roman
Catholic cathedral in St. James’s-street, for

which Mr. Pugin is the architect, is pro-

'uMly.grossing gradually.

Perth.—Government, it is said, has accepted

tenders for the erection of extensive additions

to the General Prison at Perth, which will cost

• i 4-1 'f Lt. in our time reached its happy coosumiiiatiou i

the repairs; and that the rector be aut^homed
investigation into the true

pro-

-„x,
fixmiltiT ”, lonna mvestjgauon inio luc uue priuciplcs upon

to apply to the bishop for proper faculty.
_ | depended for grandeur aud effect, and m a

TIia vAAfiir AvnlnlllP.d that Ml'. Scott S PrODOSi- , r T?.._The rector explained that Mr. Scott’s proposi-

1

and ’^wholesome sphit of conservancy. For
leave the tower standing, to take country is deeply indebted tition was, to leave the tower standing, to take country is deeply indebted to that

down all the walls and the roof, but leaving
friend we have so lately lost. His labours were in-

parts of the porch and the Norman arch oppo-
,
cessant, his memory extraordinary, his system ad-

site the door. All the rest Mr. Scott had pro- ‘

mirable, his clearness of understanding, and liveliness

nouuced, through his chief manager, to be of fancy in no common wise vigorous, his affections

unsafe. After some discussion the resolution warm, his habits exemplary. Had he bceu less honest

was agreed to by a majority of 14 to 3.
j

he might have been far richer
;
had he been more

Pipley.—!l\i<e. Burial Board for this town have selflsh he would never have benefited hia country as
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he unquestionably did. "Were abundant time at ray

disposal, I could scarcely coodeuse into an evening’s

discourse an emiraeration of the great variety of sub-

jects whicli engaged his active attculion. It must be

manifest, therefore, that John Britton’s claims upon

our gratitude are infinitely more weighty and nu-

merous than words of mine can urge upon the pre-

sent occasion. I can only sura up this hasty tribute

to his nicraory by an expression of my confident

belief that he was to this country infinitely more than

that other great archmologist, whose loss we have had
to deplore this session—Canina—was to his.”

The council then submitted a proposition to

the members present, to the elfect, that it

would be a graceful tribute of respect to the
memoiT of one whose services to the profession

have been of an unexampled chai’acter, if a
memorial tablet were erected by the Institute,

to commemorate those services, and to record
their regard for Mr. Britton : and it was fur-

ther suggested, that it would be expedient to
make an, application to the Dean and Chapter of

Salisbury, expressing the hope that permission
would be granted for the erection of the memo-
rial in that cathedral, which is at the same time
the mother church of the diocese, and of the
county in which he was born, and also the first

cathedral of which he undertook the graphic
illustration. Tlie propositiou was received with
acclamation, and will be acted on fortliwith.

Mr. I’Anson then read a paper on ‘'The
Castle of Heidelberg,” to which we shall refer

hereafter.

BRITISH ARCILEOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.
A MEETING of the Association wns held at their rooms

on Wednesday eveniog, the 1-ltli, Mr. Gedwia, V.P. in

the chair, wheu tlic names of various new members
were anuounecd. At the request of the Coiraci], the
chairman announced the death of Mr. Britton, and
sketched briefly his career,—a career, he said, which
teaches us that the greatest disadvantages Ujay be
•overcome by integrity, a clear head, and a determined
will

;
and that it is not necessary to be either learned

or rich to make a name that posterity will regard.

Mr. Pettigrew addressed the meeting feelingly on the
same subject.

Mr. Planche then read a very acute and elaborate

paper “On the Sculptures in the West Front of Wells
Cathedral,” in reply to the work on the subject pub-
lished by Professor Cockerell. Written in the mildest
•tone, and with an evident desire to avoid the least

appearance of hostility, the paper was so complete a
denial of the theory, and even of the facts, put forth

by Mr. Cockerell, that it will demand the immediate
attention of the learned professor if he desire to main-
tain the character of his book. Thanks, of more
than ordinary strength, were voted to Mr. Planche
for his Essay.

DEPARTMENT OF SCIENCE AND ART.
EXAMINATION OF TRAINING MASTERS.

It is somewhat noticeable that within tho last few
years examinations should have come to be regarded

j

as the most efficient tests, wherewith to discover the
competency of men who are candidates for Govern-
ment appointments.

The system is a healthy one; for, although it may
soiuetimes result in barring from the service of the
country, meu possessing great though perhaps eccen-

tric gcuiiis, yet it closes our Government depart-

ments against those who have no abilities; and whilst

it is no surety for obtaining the best men for public

services, it is a safeguard against the worst.

The anxiety shown by many architects for exaraina-

liou for diplomas iu that profession shows how deeply
|

the fecliug for such a test has taken root, and it is to
|

be regarded as a morally healthy sign, indicative of

systematic study. For the knowledge which thus
|

volimtarily seeks for a test must be conscious of its

;

own power
;
although, perhaps, influenced to ask for

'

the criterion by the undue success of those who pos- !

scss neither knowledge nor power. I

As a practical result of this movement, we may in
'

future expect to find, in our public departments, men
I

possessing positive as well as comparative merit. I

Allowing all this as an argument for examination,
: wo confess we were iu some degree surprised in I

ihearing of an examination in general knowledge
I

having taken place at Marlborough House in October '

r last, of the artists, who, as masters iu the Loudon I

: schools of art, and students of the head school, com-
j

ipose the trdining-clafs of the Department of Science
I and Art. For wc believe that previous to this there

jhas been no instance of on examination, embracing i

; branches of knowledge which liave not in a great
idegrcc been necessary for the clficlent discharge of

|

'those duties which devolved upon successful candi-

1

dates; whilst this test, although comprising subjects

which are regarded as very important items in an
artist’s education, yet hud no very radical influence on
the application of his art.

The examination embraced tbe ordinary subjects of

a general education,—English history, arithmetic, &c.

;

and we subjoin Dr. Playfair’s report :

—

“ As the result of a first examination, the returns

may be considered satisfactory.

None of the students will be registered as having
altogether failed, but those who stand with the letter

C iu the second class must come up for a new exami-
nation in all those subjects in which they arc marked
above 3 in the column of the table.

In subsequent examinations, those who only dis-

play the knowledge indicated by the letter C in the

second class will not be admitted to the paid list of

the training class until they have obtained a higher
position.”

The table of results is so constructed that the

lowest marks indicate the highest positions—1 repre-

senting a high degree of attainment— so that the

figure 3 would show comparatively a failure in that

particular branch.

The letter C being the third division of the class,

where it occurs in the second class, stands as a low
mark.

In an examination of forty-two men, four only had
this mark, and three of these through their bad pen-
manship—a common failing amongst artists.

THE ACCIDENT ON CORNHILL.
On the 5th instant an accident occurred at Messrs.

Sari’s premises, on Cornhill, which caused loss of

life. The workmen in raising or setting a stone at

the top of the house, without taking proper precau-
tions, threw it off its balance, and it fell over the scaf-

fold and killed a poor fellow who was standing below
just under the edge of it. The scaffolding was formed
as is now usually tbe case, iu narrow thoroughfares,

so as to allow passengers under it, and not to slop

the pathway', the shop being kept open
;
and some

correspondents of the newspapers have attributed

blame" to those concerned, for not making a tem-
porary path in the roadway. Keeping open an
attractive shop in such a position is decidedly objcc-

tiouable
;
but it has been shown that the scaffold was

a perfectly good one, and the arrangement the best

under the circumstances.

law was a national institntion, and that the relief i^

gave was their own. They should enforce that right
when necessity compelled it, and then such a pressure
would be brought to bear upon the ratepayers that
the Government would be obliged to retrench some
of its useless expenditure, and apply the saving to the
construction of useful public works.

The following resolutions were afterwards proposed
and carried :

—
“ That the unemployed workmen here assembled, being

fit objects for relief under the Poor-law, should forthwith
apply in masses at their variousparishes and demand such
casual support while out of work as they are by law en-
titled to, andin the meantime the Executive Council shall
draw up a petition in the name and on behalf of the unem-
ployed, praying her Most Gracious Majesty the Queen to
call the_ attention of the Government to the necessity of
employing the surplus labour population upon the waste
lands of tho country, granting them also tho loan of a
portion of the surplus revenue for draining and tilling the
same, to the end that their present impending ruin may
be prevented, and corn produced in suffleient abundance
to meet the wants ofaU.’’
“That the Government open an extensive system of

emigration for all those who, being unable to procure
employment, do not wish to be put upon the land, but
prefer to leave their native coentry

j
thereby to add to tho

wealth of the colonies, and be enabled to better their own
condition at the same time.”

HOLYHEAD HARBOUR,
This great national work, wliich is being carried

out, under the immediate direction of the Board of
Admiralty, by the Messrs. J. and C. Rigby, of West-
minster, affords periodically, to the civil and military
engineer, as well as to tiic scientific and intelligent

inquirer, an opportunity of witnessing the effect of
large quantities of powder brought to bear in the dis-

lodgment of immense masses of the hardest descrip-
tion of quartz rock, amounting iu several instances to
upwards of 100,000 tons, another of which stupen-
dous blasting operations was to take place on the 16th
instant, at noon. This operation was to act upon a
face of rock 115 feet iu height, 210 feet in length,
with an average line of least resistance of 25 feet, and
was calculated to throw down upwards of 100,000
tons of rock, for transmission to the breakwater, with
an aggregate charge, in the four compartments or
chambers, of not less than 16,0001b3. of powder.
Upwards of four million tons have been already dis-

lodged by this means for the construction of the
harbour, without failure and without accident.

BERWICK CORN-EXCHANGE COMPETITION.
A CORRESPONDENT, ou the part of the company,

writes,
—“As the best practical answer to certain

strictures which appeared a short time ago iu the
Builder, on the instructions to architects, issued for

the proposed Com-Exehange, iu Berwick, it may be
stated that fifty-four designs have been lodged. A
definite selection has not yet been made.”

WOLVERHAMPTON WORKHOTTSE
COMPETITION.

The plans of Messrs. Bidlake and Lovatt were
selected on Friday, the 9th, from four sets of plans
submitted in competition for the extension of the
Wolverhampton Workhouse.

MEETING OF UNEMPLOYED ARTISANS
IN CONNEXION WITH THE BUILD-
ING TRADE.
On Monday, the 12th, a very large meeting

of unemployed artisans was held in Smithfield.
The meeting was called for the purpose of
taking into consideration the present distressing
position of that body.

Mr. Hugh Pearce was voted to the chair. He said

at the present lime there were upwards of 25,000
persons conuected with the building trade in Loudon
unemployed. He should like to know how this de-

pression had been brought about. It was all very
well for tbe Government to state, and to blazon
abroad to foreign nations, the glorious prosperity of

this country
;
but let it look at home, and see the

number of unemployed artisans before they entered
into costly wars for what they called the iudependence
and welfare of a people who, he (the chairman) had
no doubt, were much better off than the workmen
of this country. His suggestion was that they should
apply eji masse to the various unions for relief. They

|

must remember that the poor-law was a national
right. Let them ask what could be granted,—like men
of common sense,—for what they required, and not
waste their time and labour in discussing tbe Utopias

!

of vain men, or the political crotchets of professional

agitators. Hitherto Englishmen appeared to be

'

actuated by false pride, for when out of work they
seemed to think it a degradation to apply for relief at

'

the union
;
but they should remember that the poor-

SCENERY AT THE LYCEUM THEATRE.
The transformation scene of the extravaganza-pan-

tomime at this theatre, “ Conrad and Medora,” has

,

been very much praised, and not improperly. As a

!

scries of mechanical arrangements and a piece of

;

colour it is equally excellent. It presents five distinct
movements, and is glittering and gorgeous, w'ithout
glare or vulgarity. Some of the other scenery is also
very good. Mr. Frederick Fenton has long been
favourably known, but has never done anything so

,

good as this before. Mr. Dillon, in his efforts to
maintain the character of the theatre, in several cases

' very successful, must strive for accuracy in his scenery
and costumes. He must not permit any more such
blunders, for example, as some that were apparent in
the piece called “The Cagot,” for which, though-

I

laid in the fifteenth century, we had rooms of the
seventeenth and eighteenth. The last scene had a

' Gothic screen and a Louis XVI. ceiling. We men-
tion this, not to disparage, but to awaken attention.

THE PHOTO-GALVANOGRArHIC PROCESS
OF ENGRAVING.

Light and electricity have been put into harness
by Mr. Paul Prctsch, lately the manager of the Im-
perial Austrian Printing Office at Vienna, and trained
to perform the united functions of tbe artist-draughts-

man and engraver.

The first steps of this photo-galvanographic process
are similar to those adopted by the glass-plate photo-
grapher. The operator coats a glass plate with a
gelatinous solution, suitably prepared with chemical
ingredients sensitive to light. These compounds form
the coating material, which is allowed to dry upon
the glass or other plate which is coated with it.

When dry, the coated plate is exposed to the light in
a copying frame, in contact with the print or drawing
which is to be copied. After exposure, the plate ex-

hibits a faint picture on the smooth surface of the
sensitive coating, and it is washed with certain solu-

tions, when the whole image comes out in relief,

whilst the tints of the original are still maintained.
When sufficiently developed, this relievo plate is dried
and moulded. The mould is prepared for electric

conduction, placed in the electrotype battery, pro-
ducing a thin copper-plate or matrix, which is used
for producing finally the intaglio printing plate.

With this printing process there is no fear of
fading, as the plate impressions are in ink, and the
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attention of an ordinary printer suffices to keep the

pictures to the proper colour.

We have seen some remarkable specimens, especially

from Gothic buildings, and look for great things from

the process. The Company, amount other works,

propose to publish, from photographic originals^" The

Cathedral Antiquities of the British Empire the

plates to be engraved by the Company’s patent process,

on a scale of great magnificence.

external and surrounding force. These experi-

ments, it is believed, will modify generally

received opinions as to the strength of boiler-

flues and other cylindrical tubes similarly

placed,

33oohd l:\cccibftf.

Visits to Remarkable Places. By "W illiam

liotviTT. Third edition. Loudon ; Long-

man and Co. 1856.

M'r. IIowitt’s two elegant volumes, on old halls,

battle-fields, and scenes illustrative of striking

passages in English history aud poetry, have

reached a third edition, issued, however, with-
J)escriptive Essays; contributed io the Quarterly

. '
.i '.i i.i

'

-u • r

Review” Bv SihErancis B. Head, Bart. ' out note or commeut, other than
_

the bnet

In two volumes. Murray, Albemarle-strect. advertisements of 1839 aud 1841, which accom-
‘ pauied the two volumes as they were respec-

This "brood of literivy chickens," as the
' tively first issued. Ihe work is illustrated by

ItL. with that pleasaut pen of his, describes “ tluS™ d?! SiS^d^
them wer al slvT^ b?them, were a ,

s^e „ Alnwick is one of the places v^itei) and the

Sow they "mi-rate from their coop, to f/re,
graceful and original pen of Mr. Howl t is well

She wide world, Urthemsclres.” itereisno adapted to enhance the interest

fear of such lively chickens being unable to
;

*s<!>iss.ons have excited m respect to thl

"picknpaliviiig^- Pew^^f^S™

to.^To“puS“ a^lleeted editioJ of ^is !

and arohieologieal matter, as must bo evident

gr:5hieeLysmerelvbocan.^heyh^^^^^^^

perused them in their ongmal f Hampton Court, Ilaby Castle and
nidus

.

on e con ary, y Brancepetb, Winchester, Seatou Hclaval, Ber-
them most .assured pnrcliasers Tim^ ^1^^

i

pSssiS' rtS .“S'SthoSon"" tI: ™gl|t he named with these The book is bean,

ISannia Bridge,” "The London and North-
,

'fahj go‘.“P; aad full of be interest attacbed

Western KailwaV,” “The Air we live in.”
j

to onr ancient archlteotural rehes and ancestral

“The Electric Telegraph,” and “Locomotion honies,

by Steam.” There are also very interesting

articles ou the “Cornish Miners in Ameiica,”

on “English Charity,” “The London Post-

office,” “The Bed ‘Man,” “The Printers’

ihltSccTlaiua.

The I,ate Mr, Thomas Sepdon, Artist.—

N

ot

Devil,”
r/rnf ifwi V w f 1

» very long ago we spoke of some pictures of great
“ The Battle of Waterloo, and 1.

^ ^
^^^9 . Seddon

:

—
' . ^ ,, , . >1 • r- I merit made iu the Holy Land by Mr. Thos. Seddon

British Policy^ ^a strange ^story, _^in which
incntion, and we do so with great

Canada, Lord Durham, aud Sir I . B. Head i

sorrow, that Mr. Seddon set off last autumn on a

prominently figure.
[ second professional journey to the East, and, very— '

shortly after his arrival, died at Cairo, from an attack

T/ie Business Hfun’s Note-Book and Desk Direc-
1
of dysentery, on the 23rd November. Unhappily,

fory /or 1857. Editedby James Hogg, jun. '

too, he leaves a widow and an infant daughter.

tbr. Stati.aiinal Sooietv of London. .

Mr. Holman Hunt, Mr. Madox Brown, and other

Fai-l or AN oLB House in Spitalpields.-—

On Sunday last a dilapidated building, one of a

number of extremely old houses, in Dorset-street,

Spitalfields, and, occupied by no less than sixteen

families, was destroyed by the fall of its lofty stack of

chimneys through the floors, killing a child and

seriously injuring a number of the poor residents. An
inquii7 will be made.

The Crystal P^vlace.—Many, we dare say, have

wondered aud itjquired what could be the use of

those long corridors through which Crystal Palace

frequenters must tramp — we had almost said for

miles—ere the glories of the interior open on their

gaze. Such of them as have visited the Palace within

the last week, must have had this important question

satisfactorily solved by the interesting sight which then

presented itself to the eye, and the not quite so inter-

esting sounds which hahel'd in their ear. Sir Joseph

Paxton must have clearly had visions of poultry ex-

hibitions in his mind’s eye (as well as flower-shows

and picture galleries), when ho planned these “ long

drawn” corridoric appendages to the Crystal Palace.

They are admirably suited to their purpose, aud vast

as is their expanse, the wider parts were more than

filled with thousands of not very “ dumb animals,” the

eternal chatter and screech of which was (at first) really

amusing, but at last scarcely tolerable. We do not

pretend to be judges of poultry, at least iu their

feathery dresses, but this is said to have been one

of the most important exhibitions, at least iu number,

that ever was held.

The Architectural Exui-bition.—Cn Tuesday

evening last, the Ecv. J. L. Petit, gave an elaborate

lecture “ Cu the Applicatiou of Gothic Architecture

to civil and domestic Purposes,” which was illus-

trated by a veiy large number of his own sketches.

We shall print a portion of it iu Mr. Petit’s o\vn

words in an ensuing number.

Sale of JIodern Drawings.—“We go alittle way
out of our course to point attention to a sale of draw-

ings and other objects of art by Mr. Fredk. D. Godwin,

advertised for Thursday, the 29lli inst. in Cld Bond-

street, because we happen to know that the collection

is genuine, and includes some good specimens. There

arc drawings by Farrier, Ilobius, Dewint, Herbert,

Howes, Varley, Sidney Cooper, Weigall, E. Corbould,

Williams, David Cox, Dujardin, W’^arren, and others,

together with some bronzes and Sevres and Dresden

china.

Architectural Institute of Scotland.— A
meeting of the Architectural Institute of Scotland wasPellow of the Statistical 'Society of Lonaoil, Mr. Holman Hunt. Mr. Madox^ Broa-n, and other

&0 . Etlinhurgh; Hogg. London; Groom- Benllomen ivlio knew Mr. Seddon 5 worth, are anxions
131], sir John Stuart Forbes in the ehair.

bridge. 1

Bomelhng which ahall he honourable to Ina
j ^ Eleinenla

ATthcendoflastmonthMr.nogg’swclcomeaid.“f,X;;[Jf,“[fjteZeLe\rnslVto!“'^
to business was issued mamucbeularged and Still

jj^ve so suddenly become
j Peter’s Church, Not-

more valuable form than heretofore. The widow and orphan. It is proposed to hold an exhi-
1

m,
/.inirrli <>f St Petpr which has

tory has grown into a thick vo.ume of nearly 800 bition of the works which Mr. Seddon has left
; to

; rapidly-extending district of
pages, containing an immense amount of uselnl

'

purchase from his widow, by subscription, the priu-
.^ill, was consecrated last week by the Bishop

matter. Unreadable and unrefcmble blue-books cipal work, an oil-picture of Jerusalem for presenta-
, ^

are here by the score transmuted mto a readable tion to some public institution
;
and, if any surplus

;
of the parish of Kensington,

red-book of easy reference, teeming with the ! funds should accrue from subscription, to request, & *
-n

j- _ _r A ,1 Mra .‘spJlInTi’a neepnfnnefi nf them. Resolutions to CHESTER.^RCH.EOLOGICALSoCIETA . Tl
statistics of trade and commerce, agriculture, Mrs. Seddon’s acceptance of them. Resolutions to

|

-The monthly
3 ilL.ee IJ tCLUG^ VJA I.1.LIX1. . iv. ..v i-v. i

^ ^ .I.*! ^3' XT

fisierie;; minesrtransport, banking, revenue aud
,

this effect will be submitted to the moCiug, which i,

taxes, stooks aud shales, 'toreigu. eommerce aud
I

fi-d for the 2ud of February. Mr. W. M. Rossetti, of room, Chester, ouMou^^^
‘f Ori^

, V • 1 i 1
^

!
4'! UtiTiPr Alhnnv-Slirppt fcirent’s-nark has acreed Moffat, of Ilawardeu, read a paper on “The Crigin

finance, British^ and foreign weights and mea-
^ hononiv sccretar® and^will receive the

' of the Arch, ”_tracj_ug its use back to the most remote

sures, and calculating tables, tariffs and tr.ade

usance, &c. &c. Erom Mr. Hogg’s known cha-

racter for accuracy and industrious research,

every confidence may be placed iu the correct-

ness of the vast mass of statistical and other

infonnatiou here embodied into a most valuable

addition to the desk and the writing-table. 'VVith

the Directory there is a cloth case, containing

various tables aud maps,—statistics of the

British colonies,—map of the electric-telegraph

system of Europe,—balance-sheet of nations,

—

table of Indian territories,—table of treaties and

partitions,—war-tables, &c.

Useful Information for Engineers, with Appen-

dices. By William Eairbairn, E.R.ts. <S:c.

Second edition. London: Longman aud Co.

1856.

The first edition of this valuable work, issued

in December, 1855 (and noticed by us at some

length shortly afterwards) has been already ex-

hausted, and the present edition being called

for has beeu issued hi a cheap form, so as to

secure the volume a still wider circulation, espe-

cially amongst those working engineers for

whose advantage the lectures were originally deli-

vered. For facility of reference, tlie order of

to act as honorary secretary, - —
, tt-“iv j-

h

i

names of any gcutlemen willing to assist in the good aiUiquily. Mr. Hicklm followed ^'ith / paper on

object proposed |

“TlieBenedictine AbbeyofSt.Werbiirgh. announcing

A Builder’s Cl.aim.—In the Court of Passage,
!

it as the prelude of a more important dissertation on

at Liverpool, on Thursday in last week, William Bate- the monastic system gcuerally. Mr. T. Hughes then

mau, a Liverpool builder, claimed from Mr. John introduced some particulars relative to the Cowpers

Moss the sum of 29U. 11s. 4iil. for altering and re-
,

of Overlcigh,” a family long conuccted with the local

pairing his residence, Beech-house, Aigbiirlh. The governmeut of Chester.

sum of 150/. had been paid into court, and to the rest : Lincoln Diocesan Architectural Society.—

of the claim the defeudaut pleaded that the plaintiff As the new rooms of this society iu Lincoln are not

agreed to complete the alterations before the lOtb ' ready, its bi-monthly meeting was held on Friday,

May, 1856, or in default to forfeit seven guineas for January 2n(3, at Mr. Loder’s, near the Stone-how,

every week’s delay beyond that date, and that penalties which was largely attended, and, in the absence of

had occurred uuder that agreement sutficient to cover
^

Sir Charles Anderson, the Rev. F. Massingberd took

the amount. The plaintiff replied that the delay was ' the chair. A total of forty-three members have

occasioned by the defendant’s own default, he having joined the society during the last two months. Various

ordered other alterations to he made of such a nature plans and designs of proposed works were exhibited,

as to render it impossible to complete the alterations ' and a large number of designs for head-stones was

originally contemplated within the specified time. The submitted by the honorary acting secretary, which he

plaintiff’s case having proceeded for a short time, it proposed should form a portion of a manual for the

was agreed that the matter should be referred to Mr. use of Burial Boards, niast)n\ s&c. The secretary

Culshaw, architect and surveyor, and a verdict for the announced a proposal that had been made to endeavour

plaintiff was entered, subject to his decision. to _s,avc the west front of Croyland Abbey from

The late Mr. Brebner, Contractor. — W’e falling,

arc sorry to announce the death of Mr. Brebner, I Columns in Suspense.—Stop him ! Stop him !

railway contractor, wliich took place last week, at his W'here are the police? or are there uone at South

residence at Badenscoth. Mr. Brebner has been in Kensington? Talk of the abolition of capital pumsh-

delicate health for some time, but the disease under ment ! when some (possibly tickcl-of-leave) man has

which he fell was a virulent form of typhus fever, actually constructed an order of columns, on trusses.

, ^ 1 Mr. Brebner was contractor for the Banff, Macduff, in the first-floor of the elevation of the two large

tne lectures has been cbau^ccl, and at the end
Turriff Extension Railway, which is far ad- houses on Lord Harrington’s property, on the very

has been placed a short notice of the results of ygneed, and which should be opened by the Ist of spot which is to be consecrated to our art treasures

!

the experiments which Mr. Fuirbairu recently j„ne was also coulractor for the Alford After this the garotte will lose its terrors — the new-

conducted, at the request of the Iloyal Society '

Valley Railway
;
and had besides a share of the con- horror will be lhe_ suspended columns of South Ken-

and the British Association, on the resistance of tract of the Inverness and Aberdeen Junction Rail- singtou. The criminal is still at large.

—

Mary

cylindrical vessels to compression from an way. ^Ann Sykes, School of Design.
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OW tliat the Department of Art

has actually quartered itself

inBroniptoUj—or“Soutli Ken-

sington,” as it is erroneously

called in the mood for chang-

ing rrhich rather tends to

characterize the Department,

—we may be allowed to look at

the arrangements so far as they

are completed, and to gather

i

what are some of the prospects
- ,0) for the national work of art-

education,—already commenced, and

lately progressing, on the whole

under judicious management, and

with encouraging success. The rooms

at Marlborough House, doubtless,

were inadequate as to space, and un-

suitable.—except regarded as tem-

porary accommodation : but something in archi-

tectural and structural provisions immensely

better, and in other advantages extraordinary,

there should be at the new local habitation, to

compensate for abandoning the power to act

directly upon those for whom the instruction

as we may suppose is intended. These classes

w’c assume to be art-students of all descriptions,

teachers in schools, building artizans, and per-

sons engaged in handicrafts and trades, who are

residing, necessarily, in all districts of London.

For the building artizans, or " art-workmen,”

—

they are more likely to he found in Gray’s-imi-

lane, Clerkenwell, Hoxton, Spitalfields, or Lam-

beth, than in the agreeable suburb of Broraptou,

where they cannot hope to reside, and which is

too distant, if not too expensive, to get to, for

any number of visits. As to such visits, we
may observe that the argument from the Exhi-

bition of 1851, which, if we rightly understand,

is still adduced, we believe is quite beside

the present question,—in short, another of the

false applications of statistics. On that occa-

sion, the objects of interest were so multifarious,

the field of iustruction was so vast, and the

passing time was so short, that all persons were

induced to make great sacrifices in the hope of

seizing something whilst there was the chance.

We should like to know, however, after deduct-

ing all the official staff, and all who neglected

their private affairs hut would not encounter

such risk again, and all the mob of lioliday-

raakers and country cousins, how many there

were who got rid of the bewilderment of llie

scene, and used the Exhibition in the projier

mauner, as contemplated by those who set it

going. Neither is the average success of tlie

Crystal Palace at Sydenham so great,— cora-

luercially and as to the number of visitors, com-
pared with the attraction for them,—or educa-

tioualiyaud as to tlie use made of tlic wouderful

collectiou of works of art,—as to supply any
argument for another case.

The point to be considered in the removal of

the various schools aucl collections of works of

art, to Brompton or Kcusington, is not what
can he provided for people who can take a day’s

holiday, but what should be made available to

those with whom art is a continuous study, and
to those who have daily avocations requiring

occasional reference to a museum and library,

which last object is, perhaps, of most import-
ance in the question. The library of the British

Museum, with all the inconveniences, to a great
degree inseparable from its magnitude, is largely

resorted to for mere reference. Such advan-
tages would be far move withiu the scope of
provision by a collectiou devoted to one ran^e

of subject,—as that of art or science. Indeed,

the very objects comprehensive, whicli are

rightly provided for at a central home of learn-

ing, involve some disadvantages whicli render

desirable, separate collections in departments of

knowledge and study,— but equally if for pur-

poses of reference, in central situations.

Tile position contra we understand to he
(omitting for the moment, consideration of the

supposed site for a new National Gallery, and
any asserted requirement as to union with it),

that the present buildings are merely for head-

quarters, which it is not very material to place

in a central situation, seeing that for the future,

instruction must be carried ou at metropolitan

district schools and towns in the provinces, to

which hooks from the library and objects from !

the Museum would be lent as wanted. To this
j

latter course as a principle, we should be

'

wholly opposed : Loudon and constantly acces-

'

sible materials at some ouc spot, form the first i

object for consideration
;
and only duplicates, or !

transcripts and copies, are wliat should pass out \

of doors. If the collections are worth a tenth
]

of what they have cost, ouc purpose must be

,

their preservation,—regarding both commercial

value and the reference to them. To move the
|

books and speeiinens about, would be not to

ensure their accessibility anywhere. In reality, I

however, instruction in art, equally with the other
'

objects, forms a purpose of the buildings on the
'

new site
;
and regarding what has been said

above, it must be admitted there is great doubt
whether the Architectural Museum, for ex-

ample, will be as useful in its newly chosen

quarters as in the old. The committee, bow-

]

ever, were obliged to weigh circumstances.
j

Let it not be considered that we are either

tardy or premature in referring now to the
J

question of a locality. First, it was not
|

announced that the removal of collections to

that most discreditable thing—the Museum '

building—which the Department is so anxious
'

to shift the blame of, was to involve either a

'

permanent location thereabouts, or tlie removal

j

of the Department from London. The National

'

j

Gallery question was unsettled
; nay, theimme-

I

diate probabilities before and after the debates

i

in Parliament, seemed against the Kensington

j

site. And we cannot now see, even were a site

' out of town best for the National Gallery, that

,
it should necessarily carry all the appliances of

the Department of Art along with it, to the
' sacnflce of the advantages which that depart-

!

raent especially must have and afl'ord in a central

I

situation. In short, if it could have been the

purpose of the Department to take us by sur-

1

prise, they have completely succeeded. If, on
the other hand, it were supposed that such

I

obscrv’ations as those we make, would embarrass

,

exertions which are honestly and zealously made

^

for the public good, it could not be agaiust us tliat

^

accusations could be preferred. We animadvert,

I

or observe, only upon the appearance of conceal-
' raent where none is required,—ou a course, too
' common in public affairs, where a question upon
which opposition is apprehended, is not met,

but settled out of sight, and before proper argu-

ments can he heard,—a dangerous eoui'se which

[

may answer for the time, but which we believe
'

.to be damaging to the morale of public men,'

^

and ulrimately hurtful to the good object which

I

may have been intended. It is because we
' would preserve the great objects of art-progress

'

I

—and, if need were, the persons officially or

I

influentially counected with the Department

—

I

from the danger whicli they ruu from the upshot
' of a debate in Parliament, that we counsel a

revision of what may now be intended. Nowhere
have we seen so much misapprehension of the

I

nature, purpose, and value of art, as in the

British House of Commons,—nowhere so many
damaging reflections upon individuals engaged
in contributing to art, who had uo chance of a
reply. How often, for example, has the archi-

tect of the Houses of Parliameut been misrepre-
sented, Avith no one courageous or lionest euougli
to say a word in defence ?

Ilegretting that there should be any occasion
for going out of towu at all, we accept the
present arrangement as the temporary one,

—

for which, indeed only, the buildings are fitted.

Thus looking at them, we regret that they are

not quite Huished, and that a portion of the

ap])liances of the Department are not somewliere
iu operation. There is still vmst scope for the

agency of the Departmeut upon public taste ;.

and important as we believe such influence to

be, and judicious and patriotic as mainly have

been the exertions in that direction, there are

not wanting those who impute motives whiMi
we neither believe, nor do we discover could

apply iu such a case. Public opinion, we say,

must be openly courted; objections must be

heard and met % argument—not by Avhat would
bear the aspect of concealment or evasion.

With such views only do we enter upon ah in-

spection of the premises at Brompton.
Yet, we have heard it suggested that it would

be inadvisable, for commou objects, to draw any
attention to certain works in progress—con-

sidering that a fair opinion could not be formed
until their completion. Were the question one
merely of arcliitectural design, as capable of

being critically estimated from an unfinished

structure, Ave should at once assent. Too many
instances would occur to us, showing the
danger of any opposite course. Nay, were this

the proper opportunity, we should seize it to

slio.v the impossibility of judging of a building

during its early progress. What could the

opiuiou be Avorth, passed upon some of the

finest church towers iu England or Italy, with-

out taking into view their upper stages ? and

let our readers note with us en passant—for,

the lesson is worth interjecting even here—how
great is the change in the proportions of tlic

towers of the Houses of Parliament by the-

completion of their terminations. No question

of such a kind, however, is involved in what we
would noAV inquire into,—but our question is,

hoAv far the calm and fair consideration of the

locality for the permanent site of the Schools of

Art, if not the National Gallery, is to be pre-

judiced by what is noAv done, or by some con-

clusion iu tlie minds of individuals.

In the presput working state of the arrange-

ments at Bromptou, the scliools are in opera-

tion; but the library is being arranged; and the

museum building is only now being made after

some fashion to suit its purpose, at additional

exjiense; and its future contents are not visible.

The schools occupy some temporary wooden
buildings, and rooms in certain houses Avliich

were standing on the ground. The latter have

been converted to use with considerable skill on

tlie part of Captain Fowke and others attached

to the Department. Some of tlie attics are

even picturesque; and the apartments of the

female school have a look of comfort Avhich has

been very properly made an object. A sage

green colour iu the painting and paper, under

the direction of Mr. Uedgrave, has been adopted

throughout. The temporary scliools arc suitable

for their purpose, both as to lighting and the

arraugement of the casts ; and the examples

placed before tlie students aud the methoils of

tuition adopted, seem to have been chosen Avitliy

care, and to be tending to the desired results.

In the room occupied by the avcbitcctin-al di'aw-

ing class, are a number of models of roof-trusscs

of unusual form, from buildings on the con-

tinent,—perhaps not in every case quite correct

as to details,—yet giving much valuable infor-

mation.

Between these buildings and I he museum there

is a considerable interval of ground, on which is

ei-ccted a long, low brick building, Avitli projcc-

tious in the plan back and front, chiefly appro-

priated to the offices. Mr. Pennethonie is the
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architect. A passaffc-way, lighted from the top, lect the patnotic exultation of Lords and

runs throuo-bout aud forms the commumcation Commons, 1851 commissioners, members ot the

from the schools to the museum, and will Society of Arts, engineers yanous, newspaper

afford ample room for casts. The main entrance writers and qmll-drivers everywhere, at the

transversely, to a central hall, has on one advent of what the very professor at the

side of it the library, projecting from the general Academy termed the iron order of architecture

line of front, and in the corresponding position Wc were to have glass roofs universally,—to

the board-room ; and passing through from the in houses of iron and glass : our prolession

hall, the theatre is reached. The latter is a had been fast asleep, or blindly prejudiced, and

circular hall 42 feet 6 inches in diameter, bound to brick and mortar. A feeble voice was

lighted from ’the centre, the roof being framed hist heard to doubt the value of iron houses
;

without tie, the principals meeting at the apex, hut it died away like childhood s treble in the

aud sprhigingfrom a double curb with inch plate metallic clang and noise around it V^hat

iron 7 indies in width, bolted through, forming matter that the speaker was Mr. litc t' in the

a circuit The suitableness of the circular form public mind, a professional opinion was last

for sound remains to lie seen. Otheiwise, this getting to be of no worth,—all the more so it

portion of the buildings is the only portion given witliiu tbe Institute ot Lritish Arcln-

that could be considered as quite satisfactory, tects, or because professional, — that is, be-

Extemally, it is true, the design—for a plain cause grown out of experience and educa-

bvick bniiding-has some degree of effect. The tion. Very melancholy would it be, yet

S'ectionsfrom the front, forming tbe library instructive—though the case would be again

board-room, have gabled end-s, with roofs
,

soon forgotten—could we here bring together all

of low pitch, and windows arch-headed with red ' the absurdity of the panegyric of one individual

bricks. Internallv, however, the rooms are low,
'

(justly deserving much), which is scattered

and in some cases dark. The library, as first through the newspaper reports of meetings and

completed, was deficient in wall-space, and Parliamentary debates “ of tbe period. How

otherwise iucoiiveuient,—so that certain side the sublime ignorance of art, which is lound too

windows have lately been blocked up
;
the ceil-

'
often in men occupying high places, and having

ing has been removed, and the roof timbers ‘ a great name, would be found set m lines of

exposed, and a skvligbt has been put in.
;

type crowded with superlatives, in number and

Dm-ing these alterations, the wet appears to
j

intended force of the praise doubling and re-

havc cot into the walls, aud we question if it doubling all that was ever read in equal space

will be safe to range tbe books near them for ' of any one out of the greatest intellects of ages,

many months to come. A height of about two One possessing even the vaned aud the vast

feet additioual was at first intended
;
but funds ' acquirements of Lord Brougham would hold a

were wanting, or had been applied to other pur- :
foremost place in this number ot adulators. It

poses. The buildings have been designed to
|

is a practice too common with those who would

last about ten years. The passages arc plas-jbe supposed to appreciate art, but donot,_to

tered ill three-coat work, finished by the hand-
j

apply thickly their praise when the occasion

float. Some of the doorways, as to the library, seems a safe ouc
_:
the quantity of the praise

are rather narrow.

The museum has been the subject of an

abortive attempt at external improvement by

decorative painting, wbich is applied in gi'ecii

aud white stripes. The addition of a spacious

portico, with fight iron pillars, at the end, has a

better result. The original errors in the design,

however, remain, and tell in the result, as they

do in all such cases where there is a mistake at

the outset. T)ie interior—which, as completed,

did indeed realize considerable perspective effect

•—heightened by the precision with which the

work was executed, and the regularity of all the

lines and parts—isiiiidcrgoing considerable modi-

fication, to now first render it suitable to receive

shows so much their great knowledge of the

subject.

The public being told by those who should

have known better, were convinced that a great

discovery and stage of progress had been reached

in architecture ;
aud tliat in house-building,

for brickwork or masonry, iron and glass would

well nigh always thereafter be substituted.

In the lamentable exhibition of the museum

building at Brompton, we now sec one end of

tlic persistence in such a course,—we find a

building intended for the convenient arrange-

ment of objects, and presented as a museum of

art, which, though completed at considerable

expense, requires entire remodelling, aud

its valuable contents, without injury to them still remains unsuifed to its purpose, and m
from condensed moisture, and to allow of their which, as finished, barely a feature of arcliitec-

classification. Plaster cciling.s have been added tiiral beauty can be detected. What the build-

to the roof, and to the spaces under galleries ;
' ing is, it became, simply because certain essential

and the area is divided in all parts by quarter- ,
work in design and contrivance, necepary to the

partitioning. Thus, so far from having a non-
'

goodrcsnltiiiaiiybuildiug.wasaltogctheromittcd,

combustible building, we get one wbich is not —work which wc do not care to urge is that of

only of tbe most comhiistible kind within, but
,

any c.alfing or profession,-;—yet still work for

winch would inevitably get into a blaze were the artist and practical architect. Such, then, is

there a chance of fire externally in contact with the attitude in which, through a public building,

its thin skin. Such is the cousunimation of the the national reputation is made to stand by the

lesson which in 1851, we architects were told management of those to whom such reputation

r.o needed as to the use of iron. The truth is, ;is entrusted,—a system of management which

that in the profession there has been no disye- '
expects good results to follow from burrymg to

eard of the peculiar resources aud capabilities a conclusion by means of omitting the very

of iron and other metals. But, both in struc-
j

design and logical process of conception essen-

tnre aud decoration, iron has been grievously
;
liul to the production or successful issue of any

misused, and by those who assumed to know ' work, no matter of what kind or nature,

better than others its advantages. Much I
The worst of these several instances ot art-

may yet be done towards the proper manner
j

management referred to is, that you never reach

of applying it
;
but much also has been done the source where the respousiliility really was.

to elucidate the subject; and the fact that One thing, at least, is perfect, namely, the

iron has great capabilities is understood and manner of shifting blame, so that at length it is

acted upon. An architect, however, may well
,
found nowhere. When you think you the

have acquired caution, from the frequent failures ' Department of Art, you arc referred to the

in materials presented to his notice—materials Commission for the Exhibition of 1851 ;
and

which he is called prejudiced for not admitting : that way, wc should perhaps get where most

the advertised advantages of as entitling them people will look, namely to the Government;

to nencral and universal application. Every
j

and we should doubtless be sent back again

1 1 . _ -i. :.,i ck;.,— u r....
'

That duties in more

step was to put something on the ground as

quickly as possible. Sir William Cubitt being

on the commission, in a perfectly disinterested

and non-professional spirit, undertook to set the

thing going. Sir William Cubitt has a well-

earned reputation as a civil engineer : but we
may be allowed to say that in tlie present case,

we should reasonably have had more confidence

as to the work from giving it to a properly

appointed architect. The whole thing was, liow-

ever, despatched in the most easy, good-

humoured sort of way. It so happens—"quite

promiscuously,” as the phrase is, that at the same

address in Great George-street, where the able

engineer named has bis offices, are also those of

Messrs. Charles D. Young and Co. of London,

Liverpool, Glasgow, an^ Edinburgh, builders

of " Irou Structures for Home and Abroad,”

—

as tbeir pattern-book continues to say, "consist-

ing of stores, dwelling-houses, markets, arcades,

railway-stations and roofings, &c. &c. constructed

of wrought irou and cast iron and corrugated

sheets.” They have their correspondents abroad,

and have supplied we know not how many iron

houses to the English colonies and America,

besides barracks aud hospitals, and have suc-

cessfully carried out large and important works

at home. What so easy as to leave the whole

business structural and arcbitcctiiral in such

hands ? We have now befoi-e us one of their

books. Take one of their arrangements of the

most simple execution, used for common Aus-

tralian houses and the plainest barrack, which

can be put together with the least possible

trouble : the only difference between it and the

Brompton building is in the number of pieces

of framework and corrugated plates.

Looking at the comparison of structural

sufficiency, it is clear that iron, as a rapid con-

ductor of heat, is not a material which would be

chosen afler any consideration of points con-

nected with climate. The iron houses in Cali-

fornia and Australia have required precisely the

same process of fitting for the purpose, after

erection, which has been required in the case at

Brompton. We have received scores of letters

at different times on the subject. Here, how-

ever, there was not the argument for the iron

building which is found in the colonies—where,

let it be recollecteci, the only chance for the

emigrant to have a dwelling anywhere but in

“CanvassTowUj” was to take onewith him,—and

of course one that would pack into small space,

and could be put up as an external shell as

quickly as possible. But, why bliudly follow

the same plan where the occasion and the

need are wholly different ? Thus, in short, wc

get out of this lamentable yet instructive case,

a truth which poor Theodore Hook expressed iu

saying, “Wrong never comes Right.” Webegin

a woA which should be essentially a work of

architecture, with no regard to its purpose, and

none to its (esthetic effect : we omit, in short,

all planning aud design. On such a system, iu

place of a process of art, the production of this

museum building was a mutter of mere multipli-

cation, and the employment of trade-capital. We
impressively warned the public against tbe con-

templated erection when the design was only in

progress: tbe appeal was disregarded; our con-

temporaries gave no aid
;
and here we have the

result—the Brompton Boilers, a loud-speaking

disgrace to the country.

We have said so much of this lamentable case,

iu tbe hope that we might help to show at last

the ^.true reason of such failures, which_ we
have some ground to claim shall not be visited,

as is the fashion, upon the architectural skill of

the country. In so speaking w'C have left un-

named a few other matters as to the state of the

buildings of the Department.

Our readers may learn with some surprise

that there is now ready for roofing-in, a gallery

for the Sheepshanks collection of pictures. The

structure is not visible from any of the main

roads, aud stands on one portion of the ground

immediately at the end of tbe Museum building,

with which the lower of its two stories will, we
believe, be connected, as a place of deposit for

material has its special properties fitting it for . along the same channel.
__

particular structural offices, aud for particular tliau one of the official positions, belong to nidi-

forms in the expressmii ot’ beauty; but it re- ,
vidiials, of course is not obtruded ou ournolice.

quires time and thought to understand them,— [

" Thrj/ say,” however, that by some means un-

to use tbe material for tliat alone to which it is recorded, it became understood that a build-
y 1

, a-c

SaTcd and to avoid usi.n. it for tltat to vvhiol. ing on the ground rurcliascd by Parliament and some ol the more yalaable works of muamenlal

ft is not It is apprehension of this trutl. th? coramis"sioners,'was wanted. That aeeriain art.
P'f,,

which is first needed, if wc would both use lire
!
rpreslion might be settled gently, and with a

,

proof i "PP"
.J

' “
‘d

l-esonrccs of our time, and so use them that our ' show of deference to pubhc opinion, atemporary troiii the top. and appeals to har e been des gned

art shall not ever he in contrast with the ' bniiding only was asked for. The money being wit h grea care as to hghtmg and general ^
wealth of our resources. Who does not recoh

,

got—though not without opposition—the next
,

iiient of its purpose. Lxternally, pieis and re-
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I cesses, and red brickwork with, patterns in dark

j
bricks, form the medium of decoration, and it is

B

proposed to cover the roof with tiles. The draw-

ings were made by Captain Fowke. The build-

ing, at a rough guess, may be some 70 feet

long, but can be readily extended,—as it has

already been once
;
and a site is planned for a

V similar block of buildings in a corresponding

position at the same end of the museum. As
many will see in this structure, the thin end
of the wedge that is to end in the National

(
Gallery itself, we have thought it right not to

conceal what we know. •

It should be recollected that the pictures were
I given by Mr. Sheepshanks, on the express con-

L dition that they should be out of town; but

^ there are many who do not scruple to say that

. this condition had been suggested to the donor

in order to influence a question which should

, certainly not be influenced by such expedients.

• It is also very freely said what the decision of

the commission appointed will be, judging from
views which are believed to have been those of

the individual members. We must certainly

i_,. repeat our hope that the question will be de-

'k cided in a manner that may be perfectly cou-

; vincing in argument to the public. If it can
• be shown that the pictures are injured by

, smoke, or by the accumulation of people, let

,

. these sources of injury be lessened in the best

f way that may be open for the preservation

f of works of such value. This, however, has to

if
be shown

; and so long as private collections

i suffer no injury in London, and if, as wc under-
stand, it is no object desired, to lessen the

jj
number of visitors, we must require the question

to be fairly stated, and brought to our con-

victions. Let the object be pursued openly,

the arguments stated, and time be given to

consider them. If they are such as would carry

weight, they will be easily assented to ; and for

f
ourselves we should be prepared at once to lend

such weight as we may possess, to the prosecu-

B
* tion of the object. Unprejudiced examination

will, however, be demanded. Wc shall return

to the subject, and consider two orthi-ce propo-
sitions which are before us in an early number.
Let us add, that some required additions to the

buildings of the Department are about being

y commenced, to be devoted as refreshment-rooms

^
and to other objects. They will stand at the

(
angle of the ground next the Brompton-road,

. and will be joined to the museum building by a

f
covered way. They are to be half-timbered

^
buildings, and are from drawings by Captain

L Fowke. The Metropolitan Building Act pre-

vents the use of this mode of construction,

unless in specially exempted cases. If the

building in question be thus not subject to

the control of the Act, we would suggest,
^ without a spark of captious feeling, that it

surely cannot be desirable for the Government

,

to do that which the Legislature prohibits in the

I
^
case of individuals.

j

' THE ABERISTWITH CLOCK-TO^VER.
' The competition for a design for the clock-

"l"
tower at Aberystwith, South "Wales, excited

/ much discussion at the time, and we have
' thought it desirable to give a view of the struc-
' tm-e that has been erected. Mr. E. Trevor
Owen was the architect.

C ON THE USE OF ANCIENT ARCHI-
TECTURAL EXAMPLES.*

Beeorewc begin to discuss the use of ancieut
> examples, it may be as well to say a word on
!' the necessity of preserving them in a state of

' usefulness. I am not going at present to speak
in behalf of only the antiquary and historian.

Repairs cannot be avoided; but needless altera-

tions, and what are called restorations, may very
possibly cause the architectural student to pass
an erroneous judgment, |or to relax in his atten-

tion, from a feeling that his groundwork is un-
certain. He will not look out for subtle and
delicate characteristics, when he supposes the
probability of their bciug obliterated by the hand

•The fuUo>viitg piper, with the aildilion of some possagea,
omitted to bring it more within our limits, was read by the Kev
J. L. Petit at the Architectural Eshibilion on the ISth iustant, as
already mentioned. In commencing, the rever. nd gentleman
acknowledged bia u«e of buggestious in llie writinga of others, in-
cluding the opening address of the President of the Liverpool
Architectural Society.
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of the restorer. Time may destroi/ much, but
it also leaves much, and what it leaves may be
depended on. No one would ever trouble him-
self to observe and work out with nicety the

curious forms and proportions of a Grecian
temple, if he thought the structure were a copy
or restoration, instead of the genuine production
of the age to which it professed to belong. The
feeling does not arise only from a respect to

antiquity, though that may have something to

do with it. It IS chiefly the desire of drawing
our knowledge from the fouutain-hcad, be that

remote or near at band,—be it abundant or

scanty,—instead of taking it secondhand. The
restoration may give some idea of the original,

perhaps not a very faint or false one
;
and so

may a description or engraving
;
but any one

really interested in the pursuit will always, if

he can, go at once to the original itself.

The coulributious of past ages are the pro-

perty of the present age,—a property which
may be employed freely for our own purposes,

and banded down unimpau-ed to future genera-

tions. This is true in literature, in science, and
in art. The man of the most inventive genius
will not hesitate to borrow largely from the
treasures open to all, but by the use he makes
of them will both improve and increase the

store for the benefit of bis successors. No nation

borrowed more freely than the Greeks : to uo
nation is posterity more indebted for all that is

beautiful, sublime, or rcfiued. Every work of

imagination appeals to the mind through the

medium of ideas and impressions already formed.

If it presents what is wholly new and strange,

what cannot even be compared or contrasted

with familiar objects and ideas, it will not be

understood nor appreciated. There must be

some common train of ideas, as a common lan-

uage, to admit the commuuication of thought

etweeu one and another, to enable the writer

or artist to convey his own ideas fairly to the

reader or spectator. If an architect could create

a wholly new style, altogether independeut of

auy hitherto known, it would probably be a long

time before auy one but himself could compre-

hend its merits. "We are always pleased or

affected by having an old train of thought

awakened, and are often so prepared for the

introduction of something new, which, if pre-

sented to us abruptly, without such process,

would startle and perplex rather than instruct

or delight; and, instead of coimectiug itself

with the memory hy a series of known and

cheiished images, would pass away like a strange

dream. Hence, the study of the past is neces-

sary for the establishiug of a communication

between the artist or poet of the most creative

genius and those to whom he addresses hiinself;

even assuming, what I suppose wc have no right

to assume, that his genius could subsist upon
its own inward resources, independent of any
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external aid. It is no disparagement to the

merits of a design that we can easily discover

its prototypes, (.in t!ie contrary, the Knowledge
of them olteu enhances our appreciation of tlie

talent and power of the designer. * * *

Nothing gives a greater air of originality

to a wotT; than any evidence of its designer

having always gone straight forward to his pro-

fessed object, from whatever source he may
have drawn his materials. This is what cousti-

,

tutes the difference between servile imitation

and hold and honest adaptation.

A fertile invention, as we all know, is a some-
what rare endowment. !Many painters, sculp-

!

tors, musicians, nay, even poets, who have not
been eminently gifted with it, have yet trans-

mitted to posterity woi'ks far beyond an average
'

standard of merit, and likely to endure and
exert an active influence on nmny generations.

!

Architecture, from the very nature of its objects,

is much less indebted to brilliancy of imagiua-

,

tion than to sound common sense and habits of

independent thought. If we want a bouse or a
|

church, and have before us a good type, we
should be very foolish if we refused to avail our-

,

selves of it for the sake of some new experiment.

;

Should we see a defect or want of suitableness
;

in any part, or suppose we could devise an ini-
[

inovemcut, tlie change should be made with
much caution and fui'etliought. ^Yhen archi-

tects worked in this spirit, wehnd the buildings
of the age to exhibit an extraordinary variety,

|

and, at the same time, a strong afliuity to each
'

other; so that although no two can be found
actually alike, all may be pronounced as beloug-
ing to the same group or species. And this I
believe to he owiug to no oti)er cause than
singleness of purpose on the part of the
builders. Their object was neither to produce
clever imitations nor ingenious novelties, but
simply to erect the best building they could;
the most adapted to its end. the most pleusiug
to the eye, and the most suitable to its position.

Any one who has made a tour tlirough a dis-

trict in whicli the village cbnrchos arc tolerably
free from modern Ke[)air, will note both the
prevalent adherence to one approved type, and
the vaiicty of character which shows the inde-

pendence of the architects. In Somersetshire
we see a vast number of lofty ornamented
tow’ers, all liaving a strong resembiaiice to each
other, yet each preserving its iiulividu.alit.y by
distinctive marks. In Devonshire the family
likeness is still stronger: the plain embattled
tower, slightly tapering to the top

;
the long

unbroken body, wiili an aisle nearly reaching its

full length, and the rich rood screen, forming a
substitute for the chancel arcli, are features all

but universal
;
aud yet the traveller who visits

one church after the other need not complain of

monotony. In Jersey, every one of the old
parish clmrclics has a central tower, and most
of tliera have an aisle nearly as long as the
whole building. Vet there is quite sufficient

individual character, notwithstanding the injury
done by modem alteratious, to render a visit

to eacli particular church interesting. The four-

sided spire—not a common feature in most
countries—is tlure a favourite linish to the
steeple : as many as six out of the twelve
churches iiave it. The stone barrel roof, to the
outside of which I understood the tiles were
attached without llie intervention of timber,
give a good idea for the construction of an im-
perishable l)iiildiug.

The Ilint ehurches of Norfolk anti SulTolk,
many of which have round towers, and the
Kentish churches with their bold sttiircasc tur-
rets, afford well-known examjiles of this varied
unifoimity. In some parts of France this is

still more striking. I scarcely ever pass be-
tween Paris and Boulogne or Calais, without
giving up a day to tiic group of chiirclies lying
near aud round Crcil and Clermont; aud I have
never done so without ligliting upon some
specimen that was new' to me, ;ind which I

should be sorry to have missed. I may say the
same of certain groups upon the Marne, upon
the Loire, aud that interesting group of churches
with domical roofs, of which Perigueux and
Augouleme are the types.

The open steeples of Brittany, mostly of a
late date, conslantly attract the' notice of the
traveller. Though we are not bound to copy
servilely Koiu ancient examples, yet wc must

look to them for authority. L^nless we are
j

of the designers, and the intrinsic excellence of
content to do so for a time, we shall not, I

j

their work will be put to a severe test ; for
suspect, make much progress in fixing an in-

j

both on one part and the other they must look
dependent style of our own. Architects are much more to the true principles of architecture,
not now in a different position from those of

,
those which are the same through every style,

former ages; neither more nor less bound by
j

than to a mere conformity with the fashion of a
precedents and conventional rules. We know

j

day. If both architect and decorator do what
that the architects of the best periods regarded they are assured is positively aud essentially

the rules^ of their predecessors with no small right in itself aud does not owe all its merit to
degree of veneration, while they neither con- authority, even though they derive their mate-
sidered them to be infallible, nor felt themselves

j

rials from dilferent styles and periods, the har-
to be debarred from any innovation or attempt

j

inouy between their works will perhaps be much
at improvement. The establishment of Doric, ^ more complete tlian we imagine,
the piirest aud most perfect of all columnar

j

I have said that ournew style, when it comes,
styles, did not prevent the Ionic and Corinthiiiu must coutaiu much both of Italian and Gothic;
from coining into existence, aud taking a pro-

,

but the fusion will be a matter of time : we are
ininent part_ in the progress of architecture.

' not called upon, in every building, to undertake
Had the designers of these looked on the Doric

,
that trial of skill which was necessary in the

as a precedent not to be departed from, they ! case of Alnwick Castle, and the results of which
would never have given the fruit of their ideas ' cannot fail to be instructive. We must couform
to the world at all : bad they thrown aside the ' to some one acknowledged stvle, and whatever
precedeut altogether, they would most likely we bon’ow from another we must introduce
have missed many of those beauties aud pro-

1

cautiously, and by degrees. The styles with
prieties for which the Greek orders are so

i

which we are familiar, and between which we
remarkable. And this has been the case have to make our choice, are the Classic
throughout the whole range of architecture, aud the Gothic. Tlie links by which the
The architect of genius aud judgment has never one is connected with the other,—for the
ceased to keep in sight authority aud precedeut

,

transition was gradual, not sudden, namely,
when he has attempted his boldest inventions. I the Komanesque aud Byzautiue—are of extreme
Authorily is like the string that enables the

!
value and interest, and their study will be

kite to rise, aud keeps it steady : cut the ; found essential towards any development to
string, the movements of the kite become at wliich we may look forward, but in themselves
once uncertain aud irregular, and it presently

j

they offer scarcely a sufficient basis for the
falls to the ^ground. The restraint of rules, if they

(

groundwork of a style. Indeed, the first Itoman-
be reasonable, so far from cramping the genius,

ar*e often useful in strengthening it, and giving
it a definite purpose aud action. If there were
no laws of nature, such as the law of gravity,

no laws of beauty aud harmony would unques-
tionably exist, and must be learnt and obeyed,
even though wc may be unable to define them,
no laws dictated by convenience and usefulness,

what would be the scope and aim of the archi-

tect ? how could his genius embody itself in a
definite form ? The laws of precedeut should
Be founded upon these ; and we shall always do

esque is debased Ltomau, imitating the Roman,
and falling short of it from the ignorance of the

workmen, and the later Romanesque is incipient

Gothic. It may be that a new style will be
worked out more like the Romanesque tliau is

either the Gothic or the Ruman; but if we
commence with it as a groundwork, wc shall

really find ourselves at a loss for those ndes
which arc necessary towards securing a steady

and ()ermaueat progress. The question, then,

is, wlieiher the Classic or the Gothic be adopted

as the style on which we shall work, with a
well to examine whether they actually are, or

,

view of eotablishiug a national architecture
whether at least they are not at variance with worthy of an age which in most lespeets betrays
them

;
for no precedent will justify either false

I
no symptom of retrogression,

constractiou or inconvenient arrangement.
j

You will observe the question is not which
Again, rules aud preoedents are usually esta-

j

we shall adopt, and preserve constantly in tlie

blished upon the practice of the greatest mas-
j

state in which wm find it, with little or no change
ters, and when the art is at its best; and they

,

beyond what may be caused by the manner of
are the result of inucli experience aud careful

j

individual architects, but which we shall take as

observaliou, so that, by disregarding them, we
j

a basis for future operations. I dare say the
are debarring ourselves from the advantage of a

!
favourers of Gothic looked ujion the Classical

tried aud apjiroved path to excellence, aud one I party as anxious to preserve the style of some
that must in general be trodden before we are particular era, say that of Palladio, without any
entitled to venture, with any hope of success, '

important alterations, and to make all our
upon the new aud untried paths still before us.

,

buildings spiritless reproductions of his works
However we may wish to strike out a new ' aud those of bis contemporaries. It may be on

style of architecture, we must, I believe, be the other hand that the revivers of Gothic are
content to begin by conforming with an old and supposed to be desirous of establishing per-

recoguised one-—studying its examples, and manently the style that prevailed in England,
acknowledging its autliorilics. We need not bind say during the reigns of Henry HI. or the three
ourselves to them slavishly, nor consider con- first iidwards. It was because I thought this

1(. riiiity as the test of merit
;
indeed, uidess we was the case that I expressed my opinion, and I

look to a far higher standard than correct do not wish it to be taken at more than its

adherence to rules, wc shall have very little
,

worth against the revival of Gotliic; and I
architecture worthy of the name

;
l)nt we should should equally protest against the revival of

not break them lightly and without reason: any phase of Classical architecture, as a per-
aud even while transgressing the rule itself, we manent, unchangeable style. But the question
should be careful to show that we are still car- is, I repeat, which shall wc choose as the ground-
rying out Hie principle on whicli the rule is work of a style, perhaps of a series of sueces-

grounded. As for details, we should adopt sivc styles, according to the wants, tastes, or

tliose which prevail in the style we choose, scientific discoveries of future generations. And
unless Avc can substitute something better in the Gothic architect who professes to develop
itself and harmonising equally well with the the style he has chosen takes a very dilferent

rest of the composition.
j

stand from the architect whose aim is merely to

If we work with a determination to advance, ' restore or reproduce the buildings of the thir-

we shall be sure to attain ultimately a style of teeulli and fourteenth centuries,

our own, distinct from tliose wliicli liave pre-| I^ooking at it, then, in its true light, I do
ceded it, yet plainly manifesting tlicir influence, not know tliat anybody has a right to say that

,

Chmiges will come, slowly aud gradually, or it is not still an open question, Sir Roger do
rapidly and suddenly, as circuinsfances may call

,

Coverley’s conclusion, “ that much may be said

them forth. Our style will necessarily have
!
on both sides,” is generally considered to be

much of the Gotliic and much of the Classical
;
more safe tlian satisfactory

;
but iu the present

as much probably of each as is valuable, and case, it is very certain that much has been said,

capable of cominnation
;
and I think it will be and much will be said, on both sides; and no

^

found that such elements as are of a lastingcha- ' doubt many reasonable arguments, and a still

I

racier are capable of combination. I by no ' greater number of plausible arguments, have
means agree with those who think the proposed

I

been and will be arrayed against each other,

interior decorations of Alnwick Castle will be
j

Nor is it likely that one party will overrule the
felt to be very incongruous with its external !

other
;
but it is very likely, I may say certain,

,

a.spect
;
though there is no doubt that the skill

^

that if they both advance in the right direction.
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and in tiic ri^bt spirit, tbey 'willcome very much
jKiarcr to eacb other in opinion, and in the course

of time join baud in band in accomplishing the

same object. The existence of two opposing
architectural parties may, after all, conduce to

the progress of architecture. Though I cannot

see that the Gothic movement has yet taken the

line that will lead to this advancement, and
though I am strongly impressed with an idea

that wc shall do more towards it if we work
upon a classical basis, yet I fully appreciate the

lijgh and honourable position which the restorers

of Gothic have attained, and which they must
ever occupy in the history of architecture.

They may not, perhaps, succeed in reviviug

Gothic architecture, that is, in giving it, together

with the same forms, the same life and spirit that

it possessed in the few centuries from which
they derive their models

;
but they will undoubt-

edly have done much towards the revival of the
art of architecture itself, into which their zeal,

their talents, and their exertions have breathed
a new energy. It may be that the attempts to

reproduce Gothic buildings have been necessary,

to give us a clearer insight into the principles

ot tliat noble style, just as wc acquire a keener
perception of the beauties of aucient poets by
occasioually exercising ourselves in the compo-
sition of Greek and Latin verses

;
and, viewing

them in this light, we ought not to regret that
they have been made; for the study and know'-
ledge of Gothic cannot be too much cultivated

;

but some higlier aim and object should be had
in view than the production of works which
may be mistaken for those of another age.

At the lirst revival of Classical architecture
the toriii ;iiid spirit of the original was more
truly exliibitcd than those of the Gothic were
for many years after the imitation was attempted
aniong ourselves. The works of Alberti, who
died coiisidcj'abiy before the close of the fifteenth

century, present us with pure Jiomaii. 'When I

was skeU'hiiigthe cathedral at Kimiui, I thought
I had bi’l'orc me some ancient building, within
which a Gothic church had been formed; and I
did not feci sure that such was not the case till

I uoticcJ among the ornaments some nicdiieval

shields. I can conceive nothing grander than
some of the works of this master. At ilantua

element of material decay, is also adverse to the

periuauency of any principle of composition. I

am certain there arc very few large windows in

which, among many beauties, some decided

faults arc uot to be found; faults easily looked

over when we are studying the general elfect,

or the excellence of the workmanship
;
but uot

to be tolerated in a system to which we are

called upon to conform with any degree of

strictness.

I have lately read carefully Mr. Ereeraan’s

very valuable and comprehensive work upon
window tracery

;
and it convinced me that

through the whole progress of Gothic art some-
thing was felt to be wauling in that department,

which the architect was continmally making an

effort to supply. Sometimes there was a heavi-

ness, sometimes a feebleness and indecision of

line, sometimes a defective construction, some-

life and character. It rau a rapid and brilliant

career, and expired as auother age, one of
dilTcrent thoughts, habits, and manners, u-as

commencing. Its relics are most vduable to

us, in whatever light we view them, whether as

historical records or as incentives to grave and
religious contemplation. In this respect oiu-

old churches have a value which more than
compensates for many inconveniences in arrange-

ment
;
and no architect, to whatever branch he

may devote himself, can dispense with the study

of them. He cannot acquaint himself too

thoroughly with their principles both of con-

struction and decoration,—nay, lie should also

learn their symbolical meanings wherever any
are expressed, that he may not attribute to one
idea or motive that which has been suggested
by auother. But the rapid changes of the style

seem to afford an argument why we should

regard Gothic rather as a rich magazine of

resources than as a school from which we are to

times a hard and unpleasing intersection, somC'

times a want of harmony in the sizes or shapes

of the principal openings
;
sometimes an un- !

derive certain rules and principles of art.'

gracefulness of form in the subordinate ones

;

sometimes a stiffness and formality
;
sometimes

a want of variety : all these I have no doubt
were felt, and many were the attempts to correct

them. The architects knew and fully apjire-

ciated the beauty of the traceried window, and
they were coustantly endeavouring to make it

perfect. The result is, an iuconceivable variety

of line designs, but none which furuishes a
definite rule for our guidance.

Now I do not deny that Classical architecture

has grave faults—far graver than any which can
be charged upon the beautiful windows of the

Gothic
; but they are faults which, if we see

them, we can avoid. They are not so inherent

in the style as to force themselves into our

ON CHOIRS AND CHANCELS, EARTT-
CULAKLY AS REGARDS THEIR USE
IN SOUTHERN EUROPE.
At a recent meeting of the Society of Anti-

quaries a paper was read by Mr. Ashpitel on,

this subject. He commenced by commeutiug
on the ditlicult position an architect finds him-

self hi while designing chancels for churches in

the revised medireval styles ;—that any one,

with any feeling for Gothic art, must see how
necessary it was to the effect of the building to

have a long chancel ;—that in ancient buildings

they were seldom less ihau one-third of the

total length of the edifice, and that often the

designs against our judgment, even if we wish I

chancel was equal in length to the nave ; tlmt
•

• a notion had lately sprung up that the laiiyto conform to it strictly : we may imagine a ;

- * , i'^ i ;•

pure building, free from every thing that we
|

enght to be always excluded from the chancel,

could coiidemu as au incongruity or deformity : '
at the same tunc, by a strange anoimdy

we are uot obliged to mix two differcut kinds of! all our cathedrals the laity were all huddled

construction, or to make what ought to be ^
^^to the choirs, and the naves left vacant, so

constructive features take a part only indecora-J it was a rtqu-oach on the part of the utili-

tion : if we think this a fault, we may keep oiic-third ot our churches, and

clear of it, while wc yet build in a correct .

three-iourths ot our cathedrals, were utterly

Roman style; or we may make both the arch
, , -i • i ,

....... X,.. -...V .x.u.LXMLLxi,x
I

and the colonnade really perform their work, in :

reader then said that, impressed witji

is a church, the nave of which is GO feet in
|

harmony with each other, as Sir Christopher
I

v l‘‘te visit

width, covered with a cylindrical vault : it has
[

Wren knew so well how to do, and did, in his
I

Italy, the construction of choirs and chancels,

no aisles
;
but the sides have at ceitaiii intervals

!
exquisite composition of St. Stephen’s, Wal-

1

^scs made of them, and the traditions

large and deep arched recesses, the piers being ! brook. i

attached to their uses. He would first call

..X
,

..wx. .....w *w w.*, *w 6ViJCWtR .W x.
1

’
• O I

the evening that I could judge what it really ‘ the opiuion of those who look upou the early or '
to its preseut state aud use m oouthern

1 was. It will readily be perceived what an ex-
;

Geometrical Decorated style as the nearest to
i

. celknt plau this is for securing suflicient abut-
j

pcrfoction. Por my own part, I think that in Ihe Christian Church was not acopyof,or

meat for the enormous span of roof. The idea
,

several respects a steady improvement took derived from, the l agan iemple in any way, but

may have been partly taken from the Temple of ]ilace up to the period of the Early Periien- Roman Basilica, or Hall oi Justice,

i Peace at Rome

—

I mean in giving the internal
'
dieular inclusive; and that this style, worked Prom worshipping m caves and catacombs, the

I ubalmeiif. But the men of those days fell they with purity, would be found to all’ord scope for oarly Christians were permitted by wealthy

1 had otlur work to do beyond reproducing the ; very noble designs. The elongated plan of the i

occupy their halls (which were

1 style ill its original purity and majesty. Tiipy
!

pier, giving a greater de])tli in a direction trans-
1

most great mens houses) tor the

li 'had to adapt it to their oavii purposes, and also
,

verse to the aisles than in the direction of ihcir.P^^P'^®'^^ 9
^ ^ form was found

[ to add to it much that succeeding ages had length, suggests a very bold composition in the
' in the tune ot Constantine,

1

placed at_ their disposal. Thus they struck out I interior, and is favourable to construction.
[•combinations unknown to the ancient Roman

|
Beautiful varieties of vaulting are admissible

;

of similar lorm erected as, Christian Churches.

:l aud to tlie medireval architect. If the style
i

or, if it is more expedient to use the tiinberj He then went_ into aclose description ol most

[1 degenerated into a dull aud feeble iiiiifonnity,
, roof, fine examples are not wanLing. Extei nally those still existing at Rome, and exhibited ^

Avc must look to other causes besides its own the opportunity of varying tbe pitch of the roo^f P^^^ Clcmento, which still retains m
I'
poverty ot resources. By making a strict enables the architect, if he pleases, to attain a '

respect all the lcatures it possessed m
adherence to conventional rules our prime ' squareness and severity of outline very conJu-

!

Conslantine. -fbci'c was a large

0- object and our highest standard of merit, we cive to dignity. Of this the central tower and '
semicircular niche M the end of the building,

shall spoil any style, whether ancient, ijiudcrn,
' choir of York ilinsfer offer a magnificent ex- ;

iniddle ot which the altar stood
;
the

D'Or meditcvul. jample; ami the interior of the latter wouldi®®^^^ for the bishop and presbyters beiii" close

The Gothic style prevailed in this country for have been still liner, bad it been more thoroughly
i

to.Eie wall behind it. ibis was on a platform

I a period, we may say, of about four centuries. Perpendicular, aud less partaking of the cha-

1

hDuring this time it underwent at least as many racter of the nave.
j

top of_^ this was a ratling called “ caucelii or

very decided and remarkable changes; so that
^

That the advance beyond this period to the '

enclosed

![ there is a greater difference between any two
,

latest Perpendicular avus altogether a down-bill t

pbphases of Gothic tlnau between any two orders course, I am not prepared to admit, for though ;

^ short way down the nave, m _A\lnch the

if-of fLrpfl- nr-A]iH«rxUi.-o oxkI xxr,.-i,..xxc. t i.rx.. ix/x4-....x.x., .X.X.X,... ^ w..x„ 1... chorus psallcntuim, or choir ot singers, sat,

and from whence it derived its name of choir,

j I

On each side of this were the amboues or pulpits

for reading the gospels and epistles, and for
’

Within the enclosures were sung

if’of Greek architecture, aud perhaps than between
! any Uvo aspects of Roman architecture from the
earliest days of Rome to the end of the first or

c. second century of the Christian era. Aud these
iri are all changes of progress

; I do not say neces-
aisarily of improvement, for it is very possible to
mpusb a principle too far

;
but every stej) tended

II' more aud more to develop the resources of the
'Kstyle, to exhibit fresh combinations, and to
"iicorrect what might appear to be faulty. To go
lono iarlher thxaii one characteristic, the windows

some symptoms of a debased art may have
i

psallcntium

appeared, yet some new and beautiful features

were uiilbidcd,—for instance, the fan-roof,

cannot yet get over my old admiration of Kin^ x.

,

College Chanel at Cambridge. I dure say it
pLeaclun|_,

j i i
•

has its fault's, but it will be no easy matter to the psa ins, lijinns, .-ind doxologies.

find many buildings tlmt can bear comparison ' He then remarked on the usage of the words

with it, belheir style what it may. ;“Pagan” and Clmstiau Art, as regarded

But, whether for the better or the worse, it
architecture, and explained how the use ol these

is cert.aiii that a change was going on during terras ongiually intended to do honour to medi-

thc whole period of Gothic architecture; and mval art, were ridiculous and offensive in the cx-

liklivided by luullions and tracery, as it is an to this constant change, I suspect, it owes its, ' To be c:n;iuu«J.
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trpme to tlie ears of Italians
“ miat,” have I Now, curiously enough, this dogma is not to he

|

cast the least doubt upon the talents of

k' h, 11 ,e cm,nos S the. Council of Mavence, own officers, who could, it they were wilhng.
found in the canons of the Council of Mayence. own officers, who could, it they

but it is in those of the second Couneilot Tours compete for the prizes.

(AD. 560), and would quite agree with the It would surely not be wise to permit their

notion of the present practice, if we suppose by officers to do so: a suspicion ot

“ psallcns elericus” was meant, as it is in the pre-
]

rightly or wrongly, would be certain to attach,

sent day, the choir iciifc the hreyiary offices are The committee, if they wish to induce yaluable

going on ; in other words, the choir while it is a
|

suggestions, should at once announce that their

rfoii- But on reading the words of the canon own officers will not be allowed to compete,

itself it goes on to say, " hut for praying and
1

Mr. Jlarrable (the superiutending architect)

fOTCorammikating^letthcIIoly of‘Ho'iies“itselt has recently made some important statements
- ' • ”

the custom as to erroneous decisions by magistrates on

they often said, "arc those buildings in which

the holy apostles, and their successors, have

preached, which have been imbued with the

blood of saiuts and martyrs, where synods and

councils have sate, and which exist to the pre-

sent day unaltered—arc these to he called

Pagan? while that style which wc know to

have been brought from the East by the Crusa-

ders, and however it may have flourished in the

the north, has never even taken root in Pome :

is this the Sarasime to he called ClirisiUm, while

the true Early Christian, the style of the

apostolic age, is to he called Pagnn ? Muhom-
medau called Christian, and Christian Pagan

it is insulting to our common sense.” It was

difficult to answer such remarks. The reader

took a rapid sketch of the rise and progi-ess of

the monastic orders, and particularly of the

custom still observed in the Romish Church,

wherever there was a “ convention,” or assem-

blage of the clergy, of meeting every third hour

of the day and night, in the church, aud meet-

ing and singing certain services, called the

Canonical Hours, or more commonly the Bre-

viary services. These were sung in the choir.

The great Roman authority, Carranza, attributed

their introductiy.-u to Pope Damasiis tlie Eirst

(A.D. 371), but our learned divines, Bingham

and Joseph Mede, thought them to be later.
, _

, • i-r- i

Soon after their introduction, choirs seem to The passage in St. Augustine dc Ciyitatc Dei, he

' have been enclosed. Tlie'best authority on this was told, ailudes to a practice still in use at

point is, the celebrated Durandus, who says in Rome, that on certain occasions men alone go to

his "Natiouale,”— "In the primitive church, certain churches and women to others : not that
• 1 1 11 1 ‘

1 .. 4l. „ . 1 tl.r. r.r^-,-nre in +ll£> CQTnf*

be open to the laity and to women as tz-y-wv.^ — -- --
, ., •, -f; x,.- f

is.”
^ He then entered at length into the ques-

1

cases brought before them by di^tiict sui-

tion of the canons of the fourth Council of.veyors,— decisions tending to paiulyze t^he

Toledo, and of the sixth of Constantinople, and efl'orts of public officers. The evd is an m-

described the use of the churches in Rome, that
'
creasing one. Directly reverse opinions ha\ e

different services are held in different parts of |^eeu given on cases

the edifices, as

other convc

;ervices are held in different parts ot been given on cases precismy sm.uai i u..^ 4 .

;s, as the number of persons present or long the district surveyors will find the proper

vciiiciices may require, the laity being discharge of their duties impossible, and so_ the

.
. , . , ‘r,i’ 5. -ij- uk — ki:^ .,.;n vxv ninct-.rp.timi to thesubicct.oiucr convcuu'iieeb miiy iciiunk, 4

* 1,^ o,.Lior.f

freely admitted to all parts of the building, with public will suffer.

one exception only, that they are always ex- ^ In a pecuniary point of view the distiicUuum Oiliy, mat luev aic V- .444 4v
. . 11.1 „

eluded from tlie eliapels wliile'tlie brcvmi-j sor- yjors have been matemllj ^
vices arc celebrating; but .as soon as these are Act, mthedimmutioiioffeos, tlietransffi^

over, the gates are thrown open, and masses or the survey of rumous bnildmns and other steps," ' "
Qcl the laity admitted —at least, 25 per cent. Builders ;md the pubhe

' ,41411. c..i,r “ 3o much the better lor us. D,other public services said, aud 1

“^Alhision was made to some traditions extant
;

however; the aUeration

among the English Catliolics at Rome; one, value ot ‘“‘S’®

that the separation of the sexes in churches was of men ot on intoor older and standm„, the

said to have been an innovation of Zuringhics.
^

advantage may not be so certain.

BUILDING IN CANADA.

We have received a view of a large building

choir,' was only elbow high, and which is still church. It was also stated, that there is uu
o£ brick a”nd

’

churches” (tins wall, of “Orientalism, as it is called, of churches in and tne^ 9 ^ohseiwed in some churches” (this wall, ot “ t)ncntalism," as it is caiiea, 01 ciiureucs lu
will b&

course, stood in the middle of the nave before Italy ;
and that there is a tradition, that the

, ,
S

gjora^e the upper floors

the altar)
j
" but in this time [he says], almost framers of the Prayer-book used the phrase, jiscd R ,

, nul-lic rooms &c. The
always .a vdl is hung) up, or a wall interposed

,

north side of tlic altar,” disliking the use of

^

b^ye three fronts, the principal one
|hehrocn the eler^t=a„a'tbe people, Iptjhey '

the word, ” gospel sided-^

.„e„ti„ned that the ' Sg’a laigelquare, which, with the eontem.4,1 X _ _I ! r/xvivi /Mills nf trl^lshould mutually ‘look at each other,” Eronij .Another tradition was meuuoueu, ro--
Xte? iinnrovements' will form one ot the most I

this system of raising the penobolus, or wall niodcrn pronunciation ot La1 in was introduced plated 1
1 The dimensions of

ronnd^he choir, ma°y he traced the present at the time ot Elizabeth, that those who had J^Xk^V tcet bfos Jeet, S 70 feet

state of choirs and chancels, the great ditterence received a foreigneducation and to be respected
,

block
.

being that the rails, which formerly separated
,

as seminary priests, might be detected as soon
miikmrtf (Tvom which an ex-

the altars from choks, now separate the ehoirs ' as they emoted a classic authority. He concluded
,

structed of irou._ The roof ^(fiom ^ liicii an ^ex

from the naves.
,

.
..4.xx - —j-- ^

i i

That the laity in olden times were admitted carefully investigated, and more particularly

. .1 1 •
. J l-_. : 4 1, -4.1, 44. 44 4.4. TT444. 41 T4 /I IX O 4l1 C 1 1M1 41 1 C (3VV 1 TP .>!

into the choirs, is proved by many instances, in whether morning prayer and occasional services

none more so than by Barclay, in his “ Shippe might not still be held in chancels, rather than

VtKipih that the siihjeef might bo move
: Ron^Sh^lt^Th:

of Fooles,” several passages from which were scattering people thinly over a large, cold

read, one of which in particular, alluding to the church ;
and also whether the fact of the Church

iudecent behaviour in churches, talks of men of England having determined that the altar

" clapping with their heclcs in churehc, and in should be moveable, may not have had, and ma,y

quedre.” Besides tiie custom in our own not stUl have, a most important bearing on this

country, in France, and in Belgium. subject.

In Italy, the laity enter the choirs and take
j

building was commenced in April last, and is to-

be completed early in the ensuing spring. The

cost will be about 6,000^. The architects are

Messrs. Hopkins, Lawforcl, aud Nelson,, of

Montreal.

their seats in the stalls just as they do here, and I METROPOLITAN BOx\RD OF WORKS.
it is said they always have done so. The word

j

'
Thom,ahfares.—On the

‘f Mi<iiinfil ” 1 C iiiil-nnwn in I I.n v n<5 nnn ipn TO .T, .. o ^ x- -'tx . tt . xi. _ p-ii :" chancel ” is unknown mita y as applied to a
| jfr.''Deputy Harrison, the following

part of the building, c.ancclh
.

meaning only
at the meeting of the

the gates or rails before the eho.r, or coro

What we call chancel, or choir, tlicy call by tbc

primitive term of tribune. The word “ coro
" That it be referred to the works committee to

,to the state and condition of the several
Wiedtoanpartofthe>nildingsidcehapelor,>M-ei^^^^^^^^^^^^^

otherwise, Mncrc the choir assembles, such being
, -i ik„ Thames. and the aimroaches thereto

;

otherwise, where the Clioir assemDies,_sucu oeing
over the Thames, and the approaches thereto

;

shifted from place to place according to the
j-gport whether the communications and approaches

weather or to convenience. But the^choir
J^J.g adequate to the present and inci'casing traffic; if

are assembled there, and il is a "core,” "the
' Qf^jy^i-oving the same.”

gates are shut (oftentimes cupins are drawn),
| member gave yarions reasons why the

^i" r- a f’ present time was opportune for such a reference:
Mr. Ashpitelthen cxplamepiowii friend of

„tpers, was the fact that several of the
Ins was rnzziepiytapnpfthechoirasofthe

companies wore bringing Bills before
east enpi a large church when the sacristan

p for constnicting roads within the
said,“No. sir, tins IS the tribune: the choir is

interfere with the im-
now in the second chapel on the right of the

carried out by the Board,
nave : next week it wuU be in the Spamsh i'

, ... , o, , ml „ MU..
Chapel, in the green cloister.” And he also I

.

Prran/oas/ur Ihelollow-

instanced the most striking illustration, that the .ing motion, proposed by Mi. vVrig
,
was

churches built by the Jesuits have no choirs nor ,

earned :

chancels : Ignatius Loyola, finding how the
I

« phat prizes be offered for public competition for

recital of the breviary services at every third designs showing the best mode of laying out the sur-

hour interfered with the active life be required face and subsoil of the new street in Southwark, as an

of his followers, would not suffer-them to do so,
' example of a first class street, and also for the street

and consequently choirs were useless, and are
,

in Westminster as a sccond-closs street
;
showing the

never built iu his churches.
j

Jisposilion of the private vaults, sewers, gas aiid

The paper urged that the notion that the water pipes, telegraph wires, with any parts ot the

laity should never enter the choir was quite
'

so.il fPF0P‘'ifed ‘»
»«>»''

P'M ^
''““i

MIDDLESEX INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS.

At the last meeting of the Court of Justices,

the design of Messrs. Banks and Barry (of

which wc gave illustrations recently) was

approved.
.i_ /. i

Messrs, .\ickm aud Capes, to whom the first

premium was awarded by the magistrates, have

circulated a lithograph of their plan,
j

letter showing their objections to the adopted

design, and the advantages of lhcir own. They

urge that, their design having been selected as

the best, they ought to have been employed tc

erect the building in wliich, as a matter o!

course, admitting that they have complied witl

the conditions, we fully agree.

XL4X1' T 4JXX'./44.44 XX44 . 44 X 44XXW4,X 4-X44- .-x...,, ... - ^ . 4 44, IXl'.XllI

no^l, imd had^arisen the puWi^ion^f

TRINITY PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH,
KINGSLAND.

Our engraving shows the new Presbyteriai

Church now erecting at the junction of tb

Southgate and Church Roads, De Beauvoir

town, Kiugslaud, for the Loudon-wall (th

oldest Presbyterian) congregation in London.
_

This church, as we have before observed, i

remarkable for very narrow aisles, wliich serv

as passages only, the benched portion of th

building oeing in one span. Space for 600 woi

shippers is provided. Galleries are not coB

teraplatcd. Mr. T. E. Knightlcy, of Cannot

street, is the architect, aud Mr. E. Clarke,

Tottenham, is the builder. •

The building is iu the Geometrical style^ an

promises to be an ornament to the iieighbou]

, , p . r IN J 1 t'umeas ; secona-ciass streei, o\ji. .tui. auu ot. utat.

h”r coulcSrf
that part which is divided by the rails from the

^

altar should be open only to the clergy while
1

Mr. D’lffauger, in voting for this motion,^ de-
altar should be open only to the clergy while

|

avir. ii'inauger, in vouug lur Luia hiuliu.!, uv.-
,

cumtii

chanting:” “psallentibustantum patent mericis.”
|

sired it to bo understood that he did not wish to
,

of January.

English Pictures.— Messrs. Poster, of Pul

mall, have announced an important sale of \Tatc:

colour drawings and paintings, for the 28th and 29t
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PROVINCIAL NEWS.
Norwich.—Tbc workmen have nearly left the

Pree Library buihiin^, which will be opened
very shortly. About 2,500 volumes of books

have been purchased and presented for the

library, and additions arc received daily. It

is now stated that the new workhouse will be

commenced in the spring.

Devizes .—At a meeting of the town council,

held on Friday before last, the Corn Exchange
Coininittee reported that the funds in liaucl

amounted to something like 2,-lOOf. which is

about sufficient for the building expenses, and
it is arranged that the borough treasurer shall

advance 1,000/. for the purchase of the site, to

be repaid by instalments.

Blj/mhill [Salop ).—The opening of the new
schools in the parish of Blymliill, Salop, took
•place on the 5th. The design of the building is

by Mr. Street. It is so arranged as to supply

a boys’ sehoolroom, placed at right angles to

the girls’ room, a clasL-room standing at the
angle. The style is Decorated. A school-

masters’ house is attached, as well as a laundry
and industrial school.

Up(on-on-Seoern.~-T\xc new bridge, a fertile

source of expense and litigation, says the
IForcester Chronicle^ is again prominently
brought before the public. This morning a

large party of engineers, counsel, and solicitors

entered the quaint old town, and proceeded to
make a minute survey of the bridge. We were
not a little surprised to observe the clumsy
manner iu which the running bridge was opened,
and were informed that tie process of opening
and closing it usually occupies from ten to
twenty minutes, and that it is not an uncommon
occurrence to have it opt n for half-au-hour at a
time. The survey be'ug made, the parties

returned to Worceit-T, aui proceeded to the
Shire-haP, where thej co.umenced upou the
long-pending arbitration between the county
justices and the Messrs. 'Nowell, who, it will be
rememb( red, were the contractors for the stone-

work of the bridge; but the only particulars we
could obtain up to the time of going to press

were, that the sum iu dispute was between
2,OOU/. and 3,000/. Three eminent engineers
are sitting as arbitrators and umpires.

Birhenhearl.—At a recent meeting of the
Birkenluad Commissioners, a memorial was
ordered 1 o be presented to the Treasury, praying
for peril iish.u to take a lease of part of a new
building iu Conway-strcct, for the purpose of a

new library and museum. It was stated that
the principal room was -li feet 6 inches by
32 feet, and 1-t feet high, containing eight
windows and four fireplaces. The rent will be
SO/, per annum. The committee have already
upwards of 3,000 volumes of books, and after

all expenses arc defrayed, there will be a sum of

300/. to carry over to the credit of next year.

The library-rate was levied this year upon an
assessment of 111,145/. At the same meeting
a report was read from the surveyor, stating

that the average erection of new buildings, and
alterations to old ones, bad been 73'4 per

' annum for the last ten years. In 1847 tiie

number was 89, while last year it was 241.
The smallest number was in 1848, when the
number was only 21.

Halifax .—The inauguration of the new Hall
of the Halifax Mechanics’ In.stitutiou took place
last week. The building has its principal front

to one of the new streets now being made
through the centre of Halifax by Messrs. John
Crossley and Sous, and will form one of a

^up of public buildings (including the New
Swan Hotel, the Halifax Joint Stock Bank, the
proposed Exchange), and numerous sho])3, now
being concentrated in this localily. The front

alone has been made architectural. The ground
story, to the height of 20 feet from the cause-
way, consists of panelled and moulded ashlar
piers, from the centre of each of which sjiriiigs

a moulded and carved bracket, supporting a
lamp and globe. Upon the iners rests a block
cornice, from which rises a balustrade, with a
circular balcony over the central window, sup-
ported by euriched trusses. Tlie upper portion
of the front is divided into five compartments,
by three-quarter columns of Composite design,

supporting a full entablature
;
while the win-

dows between arc circular -headed, with carved

imposts, archivolts and keys, and semicircular

panels in the wiudow-heads. The whole front

is surmounted by a balustrade. The entrance
to the large room of the Institute is at the

upper end of the principal front, by a corridor

giving access to a staircase branching right and
Tcl’t, and leading to the landing on the first

floor. The large room is about 88 feet long,

42 feet wide, and 32 feet high, with an orchestra

placed at the farther end, and with a separate

access for the reserved front seats. In connec-
tion with the large room in front is the saloon

;

and underneath the orchestra accommodation
for singers and the chorus. The lighting of the

room is on the principle known as the sunlight.

The ground floor of the building, with a base-

ment story, is appropriated for class-rooms to

the Institute, with a large room for library and
a reading-room

;
also for the hall-keeper’s apart-

ments, and other conveniences. The large room
will seat about GOO people, with an orchestra iu

addition of about 100. The orchestra framing
is so constructed that the whole is removable,

thus leaving a clear level platform for dioramas,

or other purpose requiring space. The building

is erected after designs and details prepared by
Messrs. Lockwood and Mawson, architects, of

Bradford, and ilr. Bull, of Halifax, has acted as

clerk of works.

Dumfries .—The firm of Caldow and M'Kiunell,
Paluierstone Ironworks, according to the local

Courier, have contracted for the erection of a
weaving-shed in connection with the factory

about to be erected in St. Jlichael’s-street by
Mr. llobcrt Scott. The building is to be 310
feet in length mud 110 in brcatllh within the
walls, which are to be 12 feet high

; the roof to

be divided into five compartments, supported on
cast-iron pillars; the northern sides of the roof

to be covered with glass. The mason-work has
been sub-contracteu for by Mr. Crackston, and
the joiners’ and slaters’ work by Messrs. Grier-

son and Son ; and the contractors are bound to

have the building finished by Whitsunday. The
larger building for carding and spinning, of

several stories in height, will also be commenced
without delay. The erection of these buildings,

and the building of the bridges and viaduct on
the Castle-Douglas and Dumfries Hailway are

likely to afford full employment to the masons
of this district duilug the coming spring and
summer.

Wick .—There is every prospect, it is said, of

Government agreeing to a vote of 20,000/. to-

wards the erection of a breakwater iu the bay
of Wick, iu the oslimafes of 1857.

CHUIICH-BUILDING NEW^S.
Ahingdon.— At a vestry meeting held on the

Otli hist, the contract of Jlr. WTlliam Walters,
builder, at tlie sum of 339/. for thercpaiis and

' restoration of the tower aud spire of St. Helen’s
i Church, was finally accepted, aud the terras of
• the contract arranged for the performance of

]

the work. The other contractors were — Mr.
i Janies Thomas (538/. 15s. Gd.) and Mr. Henry
Peyinar (579/. las. 9d.). The work is to be

j

completed by the 1st of June.

1
Bunisall.—A vestry committee is engaged in

i
soliciting contributions for the restoration of the

I

old parish church. The subscriptions announced
I exceed 2UU/. It is contemplated to commence
operalious on the 1st of April, when the sub-

scription list will be closed, ilr. Varley, of

Burnsall, lias been appointed architect and
superintendent of the work, aud empowered by
the committee to examine the timber in the roof

of thg nave aud chancel.

Worcester. — In consequence of the sad acci-

dents which have recently occurred at the
cathedral, Mr. Bennett, the contractor for the
rcjiairs aud alterations, employed JMr. Pashby,
of Birmingham, to investigate and report on the
state of the scaffolding there. Mr. Pashby has
accordingly clone so, and iu his report he says,— ‘‘ I am of opinion that the materials usecl

therein arc of a good mid sound quality, and the
whole of the scaffolding strongly and properly

constructed ; aud I think that no complkiut cau
with justice be made against you, by the work-
men or others, as to the want of materials em-
ployed in or available for the erection of the
scaffolding, inasmuch as there are now on the

ground upwards of seventy poles of various

sizes, which the workmen might have used had
they thought that greater strength was required.

In reference to the ledgers or cross-pieces, in

the scaffolding at the end of the south transept,

to which iny attention was particularly called, 1
beg to say that they are amply sufficient for the

purpose for which they were intended, namely,

traces for staying the upright poles
;
but I

consider that the workmen improperly applied

them in using them as supports for stages, aud
thereby caused the accident.”

Winchcomb.—On Monday before last, the new
church schools were opened. A day school has

existed iu the town for five years, with an
average attendance of about 130 scholars

;
but

there was no suitable schoolroom. After some
attempts to raise the necessary funds for such

au edifice, Mr. W. Smith, solicitor, who had
promised a subscription of 25/. commenced the

erection of a schoolhousc at his own expense,

and he has just completed the schoolroom, mas-
ter’s residence, &c. at a cost of nearly 3,000/.

aud the necessary additional buildings will in-

volve an outlay o’f probably 1,000/. more. The
new school, of which Mr. "W. H. Knight, of

Cheltenham, is the architect, stands near the

entrance to the town from the Cheltenbam-road,

aud is capable of accommodating about 250

scholars. The late Mr. John Dent, of Sudeley

Castle, left 2,000/. to endow a school at Winch-

comb, and no doubt this sum will soon be ap-

plied to the endowment of the school now
erected.

Edgbaslon.—The parish church is about to be

re-opened. A south aisle, terminated by a

porch adjoining the tower, has been added, and

the gallery has been extended across the whole

of the wek end, tlius affording 325 new sittings,

of which 100 are free. The aisle (which is 72

feet long, and 27 feet high from floor to ridge)

is divided from the nave by five arches of the

later Perpendicular period, in accordance with

the general style of the building. The windows

formerly on the south side of the nave have

been inserted in the aisle wall, and at the east

end is placed a new window of four lights? The
iioor of the church is laid with white octagonal

tiles, interspersed with small black tiles, diamond

shaped. The new aisle has been erected by

Mr. Hardwick, from the designs of Mr. Eiddian.

Manchester.—The New Barns Cemetery re-

cently opened consists of 21i acres, 111 being

set apart for consecration for members of the

Church of England, six acres for the Dissenters,

aud four for Itoraau Catholics. Chapels iu the

Early Decorated style of Gothic architecture

have been erected for each denomination, the

Episcopal one being the largest and most richly

decorated. It has a spire and lantern 96 feet

high, and its internal dimensions are 3G feet by

20 feet, The cost of the three chapels and lodge

was 2,4GD/. The contractors were Messrs.

Pritchett and Sons, of Darlington. The total

^cost of land, buildings, &:c. will be 1G,000/.

The masonry was done by Messrs. Ellis and

]

Hiucliliff, of Hulme ; the woodwork by Mr.

j

Dnlliiw, of Pendleton; and the general laying

I

out of the grounds by Mr. Forrester, clerk of

the works. The consecration of St. Paul’s

church, Stretford New-road, took place on Satur-

; day before last. The church was built by

j

Messrs. Mellor, Son, aud Terras, aud has cost

2,200/. The edifice is constructed to accommo-
date 1,100 persons, 3G7 free. The church is

95 feet long, by 48 feet wide, outside measure,

and being enclosed by buildings, the light is

chiefly obtained through a clerestory supported

by wooden arches resting upou iron pillars.

The front, wbioh is of stouc, has a deeply-

recessed porch, flimked by large six-hght

windows, aud surmounted by a third, above

which rises a tower and spire, oruameuted by

crockets. The spire, including the nave, is

nearly 100 feet high. The style is Decorated,

of the time of Edward HI. The architect was
Mr. llobcrt Motfatt Smith. In the interior,

horizontal .beams, each supported by a perpen-

dicuiar one, sup])ort the sides of the gallery.

There are centre and side aisles, a vestry by the

side of the chancel, aud over the vestry there is

a small apartment where the oi^au is concealed.

Mkldleshorough .—The front of the new Inde-

pendent Chapel, Middlesborough, which a few
weeks ago had a very narrow escape from being

consumed by lire, has shrunk, it is said, so much
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that it will have to be taken down and rebuilt,
,

iog over tbeir cliildren, the one dead, the other
,

afforded we full back upon our ancient and indisputable
'

\
-.v . ’

. . , : ritfht to oarochial aaaiatance. unaccomoanied bv tha n.
eul ailing an expense of from 70/. to 100/. dying ; in the upper part is the angel with a

Edinburgh .—At a late meeting of the Lord
|

drawn sword, stretched over Jerusalem, which
Provost’s committee, the subject of Trinity

j

is placed in its rocky foundation (Sion), while a

College Church was discussed at some length, hand from a cloud stays him, as if bidding him
and two motions were submitted, tlie one by jto “Put U]) his sword into the sheath thereof.”

Mr. PoiTester, to the efi’ect that the council
[

In the centre is King David, with his crown on
should erect a church, according to the style and ; the ground, praying by the threshing-floor of

model of the old one, on some suitable site at
j

Araunah. The whole is surrounded by a border

the head of Leith Wyud or Ireland’s Woodyard, ! of marguerites. Above is the reference to the

or in some other situation; the other by Mr. Scripture, 2 Sam. xxiv. 17; and beneath, the

Johnston, to the effect that a suitable church
j

inscriptiou. The window was executed by Mr. DISTRESS OF THE BUILDING OPERATIVES.
Sia,—'The meetings which have recently taken place

with respect to this object, and the resolutions entered
-

-“r -»*•
I

r —V...J iDtoatlhconeheldinSmithfield,onMoaday, the 12th
on the suiiject ot a site, ihe motion ol Mr. to the memory of the late Sir Thomas Cullum, ' inst. naturally direct public attention to the subject,
Johnston was carried^b:j a majority of live, muc

I

Bart. The glass is by Mr. Heaton, of London.
|

* ‘ '

' AT..
The subject is “ The Ascension.”

[

should be erected, at an expense uot exccediu"
j

Lavers, from a design by Mr. Alfred Dell.

7,000/. exclusive of the cost of the site, and llawsted.—K Avindow of stained glass has
appomtmg a sub-cemmittee to make inejuiries

, been placed in the chancel of IJawsted Church,

right to parochiul uisiatance, unaccompanied by the
suiting, debasing, and iofamoas conditions at present per*
sisted in."

Mr, M’Hcath (the hou. secretary) read a lengthy
address, calling on the employed not to work any
overtime whilst ouc man was out.

The address was adopted, and a resolution, pledging

the meeting to support the National Associaiion of

the Unemployed, was also cai'ried, after \\hich the

meeting adjoui’ued.

members having voted for it, and four for Mr
Forrester’s.

Kirkwall [Orkney).—The cathedral church of

St. Magnus is uow fitted up for public accom-
modatiou. The plan has been executed by Mr.
Samuel Biiikie, under the superintendence of

“BllICK-OLOGY.”
"What is the meaning of the following names

4. ,
as applied to bricks :—Cullers [iirsts) ; Malm,;

Mr. Richard Sjicnee. The screen which sepa*
j

Yellow and White [seconds) ; Common

as one of very serious import. It is essential, how-
ever, that the workmen themselves should really

uuderstaud the posiliou of affairs, and the utter use-

lessness of oue, at least, of the remedies which they
propose; and that they should be led to consider

whether a wiser solution may not, in fact, rest with

themselves.

I am myself one of the craft ; for, being an architect

ni n 7 aj J T and surveyor, my interests suffer wheu the buildins
Place; Rough Stocks? Is the same material JpnrU.cfi an,! PnfPmrioH in thm
used for these varieties ? CENTURION.

The first four descriptions of bricks mentioned are

varieties of the same manufacture, and are all coin-

trade is depressed, and enterprise in that department

is put a stop to. Therefore I desire, as earnestly as

the ojieratives, that matters should improve, aud that,

in common with them, I myself should be able to hail

posed of the best earth, technically known as “ marl,” i

better times.
" I . . . ..... I There are two great causes of the present want of

employment for the building mechanic,— the employ-
ment of capital in more prolitable investments, aud

carefully washed and prepared, and the bricks are
I

burned invariably in close kilns. It is by the firing,
|

&c. that the different results arc accidentally pro-
duccd. 'When the combustion is perfect, the result

,

^be conduct of the operatives themselves. Persons

would be “cutters,” so called from the facility with
;

can now realise from 5 to 6 per cent, very readily

which they may be cut with a brick-axe, aud rubbed
' loans, or merely by deposits at Joint Slock

to any required form : they are also remarkable for i

Banks, and therefore are not wiiliug to be satisfied
'

mess of colour; but where the heat is too "'‘^b J or 5 from builders, encumbered with the

strong.— too imich heat tending always to vitrify,— ;

business of mortgages or other securities
;
aud unless

"paviors ” would be the result, their name explaining
|

interest is as low as that, building operations cannot
• ' "How the builder any profit. Aud why is this ?

Materials are cheaper than they used to be, and

rates the clioir from the uave aud transepts was
designed by Mr. Spence. The church is lighted

with gas, fitted up byMr. JohuRetidall. The choir
is heated by pipes leading from a furnace under
the vestry. The gallery, which is placed in the
north aisle from tlic grand east window, west-
M’urd, issues into three fronts between the
pillars

;
the pulpit being so placed, with its back

to tlic easternmost pillar of the south side of the
choir, aud its front towards the north-west, as

to enable the greatest possible number of the
congregation to see the otficiating minister.

their evenness of colour
;
but where the heat is too

STAINED GLASS.
Ocerton.— A stained glass window lias re-

J

their purpose; and when scarcely strong enough, ^be builder any profit. Aud why is this

ccntly been put up in the church here. It is of
|

“ seconds,” they not having colour enough to be I
Materials are cheaper than they used to 1

_

three lights, and contains medallions, with, sub-
!

cLssed as the first, uor the harduess necessary for
|

bouses are no less iu request, but the labour is so

jects from the Old and New Tcstaiuents, with.
,

^be other. “ Place’" bricks and “stock ” bricks .

that it keeps up the price of productiou above

mosaic backgrounds and borders. Two of the
' of iufeiior materials, and without the care ^be market value.

- - — 1-1 .1 -• r... ... Some years ago a first-rate carpenter, bricklayer, or

mason would have been satisfied with his 4s., -is. 6d.

or at most 5s. a day
;
but the artisan liuding that

building prospered, that there was a great demaud for

labour, immediately increased his claim for wages 3d. a

day, and then advanced again and again, until at length

the wages came to 5s. 6d. But not content with the

increase, they have claimed their Saturday holiday.

So that builders, if they yield to these large wages,

can make no profit for their heavy outlay on labour,

aud call only realise somethiug for themselves out of

thff materials.

But this is not all, for the trade unions have been
productive of immense injury. They prevent the
builder from paying his workmen according to their

respective merits, as they claim all to be paid by one
standard, that is, the highest. They refuse to work
with iion-uuionists

;
thus diiving all men, whether

willing or not, to become imiouists. Aud I recollect

one instance of a master bricklayer, who was in a way
of moderate business, and used occasionally to work
himself on the scaffold, although he employed several

men
;
but he was not allowed by his own workmen to

work ou the same scaffold with them, because he was
not a unionist. Iu fact, the regulations of the

unions are most oppressive tyranny to workmen and

their employers, auj have completely disorganised the

relations which once existed between the operatives

aud the employers.

One of the remedies for immediate distress pro-

posed at the late meeting was the application to the

tracery ligllis contain angels with scrolls, the .

former cases. They arc burned in

remaining openings being filled with orD.anient i

the “ stocks” constitute the inner,

alone. The window has been erected by Miss
hetter portion, and the '-place ” the outer coatings,

Bennion, of Wrexliani, in memory ot her sister,
'

been the least

and was executed by Messrs. Pilkington, of
hneks, m other words, are dnot bricks.

St. Helen’s.

Cirencester .— A stained glass window has
been placed in the new cluirch as a inemoriid of
the late Mr. Hugh E. Strickland. The expense

COMPETITIONS.
Biigby Town Hall .—The Town Hall Company

_ _

have adopted the design of Mr. Murray
;
the cost

has been borne a few friends of the deceased ' being estimated by the architect, with certain addi-

gentienmn living in Cirencester. i tions, at 2,800/. The design by Messrs. Clarke and
Wellington.— St. John’s Church has been

' Worthington was put aside, their estimate beiug

lately ornamented by the addition of some
i

‘I.IO?/-

stained windows, two of which were the gift of
j

Exchange, Berv:ick.—l\ift designs lodged by

the Rev. W. \V. Pulinan. The eastern one is i
Johnstone, architect, Newcastle-on-Tyue,

dedicated to the memory of the late vicar and !

selected for the new Corn Exchange aud

his wife. The four centre lights contain the
' Berwick-upon-Tweed. There were

figures of tile four Evangelists. The second c i i-* i

window, wllicll is tbe w-oi-kmansliip of Mr. J. I f"«»»- Several coinpel.tors W
To,ns. of Wellington, oontnios t|u-L compart- designs having been scut iu September last. We

have applied to the committee, but have not received

auy answer.

SECOND MEEnXG OF UNEMPLOYED BUILD-
ING ARTISANS IN SMiniFIELD.

Ox Monday, the 19th, aiiollicr meeting of the uu-
cni])li>ycd artisans counecled with the building trade

was held ill the open space of Siiiithfield-mnrkct, for

ments filled with pattern quarry glass
;
and tlie

centre light shows the figure of the Saviour
with the emblems of the 'passions, whilst the
side lights represent the ‘‘Agnus Dei” a dove,
•md the Holy Trinity. Mr. Toms, it is said, has
received orders to execute two coiTcspoudiug
windows for the north side.

Eyton .—xVt Eyton Church, near Wcllincrton,
Air Evan'S nf SlirnwvhTirv Ivis vfnpni Iv n?nr.prl

space oi cumiuneiu-miiriict, tor posed at the late meeting was the applicatiou to the

r;nnir]n the circci,"^
1 .“S", f

V

iLhc ti„utc ol the saint is after Rubens. The; the chair, couteuded that the workmeu were not
j

perhaps Is. a day, or probably breakiug stones at so

"I? r?7
erected to the memory of respousible for tbeir present position, and they con- '

,„u<'h a cubic yard, or picking oakum. Are the
Mr. Itioraas ol Eyjou, by his son, Mr.

,

sidcred themselves entitled to relief from the Poor-
1 artificers prepared to do tbat, when they know

L. C. Eyton, who has co.*siderably enlarged and
;

Hw, as a right. They had no wish to be out of work ;
,
Hicy tan always have at least 2s. or Ss. a day wages for

' but, if none was given them, their depressed coudition
|

their usual work ? 'I'hc truth is, that the operative

must be willing to conform to the times, aud to narrow

bis expenses, till a more prosperous period. Then
will (he building trade revive, aud the builder be able

to afford iutcrest ou the loans by which he may go

on with his operations and continue in work the

men w ho have themsudves aided to stop short building

euterprisc by reason of their claims for wages, for

Saturday relaxation, and conformity to regulations that

paralyse themselves and their master uuder the iron

Yoke of the unions. Let them for a moment consider

the moderate pay of tbe policeman, for example, who is

hound to be able to read well and to write a good

hand, aud to have an undeniable character
;
exposed

day and uiglit to all weathers without any weekly

holiday, and oftentimes, when in the discharge of his

duties, his life aud persou placed in the greatest

improved the chancel.
' Thriuton .—The Rev. Donald Baines, rector ;

shotfid be taken into coiisidcraiiun, and sometbiti^_.

tf Ihruxtoi), near Andover, gave Air. Evans, of Government. He earnestly

ohrewsburv, a commission for two windows ,

hoptd that they would do all in llieir power to dis-

jiboiit 9 feet liigh and 2 feet wide, for the north
1“'^'’® assertion that Uierc w.ns a want of nuily

’ ’ ... .
. among them, and Ih.at, iu whatever they did, they

would use their best endeavours to preserve the jniblic

peace. The best course that could be adopted would

be to proceed en masse to the uuion-housc, and there

demand relief: at the same time, tliey must bear iu

mind they were not asking for charity.

Air. Murray then moved the following resolution,

Ind south sides of the eliaucel of the old church
'f that village. These windows have been
'txccutcd, and arc now in course of erection.
L'fhe figures arc JIoscs aud Daniel for llic north
' ide.^aud Aaron and St. Paul for the south.

//.
Whilnush .—A western window on the noith, .ti,. .umuiv meu movou i

eide of the clumcel ot IVhituash Church has
! which was afterwards carried unanimously

leeu given as a tbauk-offering. It represents
|

,,.,-1 hk- r .• i j
‘he staying of the plague at tlie threshing-floor

|
by el

Arauiiah the Jebusite.

: 3c window two mothers are represented luouru-

- Inch we are not respoiisif)le, deinancl of fli.

Ill the lower part of ;

“Ulborilies that the raenns of existence be extended within
; 1 I our reaeb by useful and profitable employment in apriL'nl-

ture and mauulaeture
; that until such employment be
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jeopardy. Yet the policemen, as a body, are most

decent and well-behayed, aud generally bring up their

families well upon a weekly remuneration much less

than that claimed by the building operative,—in fact,

with wages little better than those of the bricklayer’s

labourer.

These are, perhaps, hard truths ;
but they are truths,

and well meant, aud proceed from one whose interests

arc the same as theirs, and who has for them the

kindest feelines of a fellow workman in the building

craft. T. L.D.

THE MODE OF HANGING THE 'WEST-

MINSTER GREAT BELL.

Mr. "NY. L. Baker, C.E. the patentee of certain

modes of effecting the tm-ning of large hells so as to

present new points on which the clapper may strike,

thus preventing the destruction of the hell by the

wearing of holes in any one part of it, has published

a tract, in which he re-urges his claims to be regarded

as the true inventor of the plan adopted by Mr.

Denison, or rather, as he might, perhaps, have more

correctly said, the first enunciator of the principle of

turning the hell so as to present a succession of points

on which the clapper may strike, to prevent its wear-

ing out any one point by constant action on it. Mr.

Baker says of the mode adopted by Mr. Denison, it

a “ lint- (1 Iriflincf TTiftilificntion of tlic third mclhod

four—one-third of the whole vestry ;
and since they

have been elected, they have expended, out of the

highway rates, to which my property contributes

equally with themselves, the very moderate sum of

1,100^. in repaving and widening certain bye streets

and a square in this highly-favoured ward, where you

seldom meet any other than the inhabitants of that

locality, aud another 1,000A in new sewers; so that

they are to have wider pavements aud new sewers in

one corner of the parish out of the parish money, hut

in the more receatly built parts, where the owners

have properly paved the roads and constructed new

sewers at their own costs and charges, they are not

even to have them kept in repair.

If some of your readers can suggest a legal remedy

for this disgraceful conduct of the vestry, they will

confer a lasting favour upon the inhabitants of the

101 new streets in the parish
;
otherwise they must

look to the men they elect next May, and in the mean

time organize for carrying out so impovtaut an object.

Tnos. Maynard.

THE IIYDE-rARK DISTRICT.

A GI1E.AT improvement is about to take place in

but a trifling modification of the third method

described in my specification.” He claims llie turn-

ing on an axis generally, for the purpose specified,

although he seems to admit that it is impossible to

patent a principle. Towards the close of the tract,

which assumes the shape of a letter to Mr. Denison,

Mr. Baker says,
—” The short round ueck ’ of your

bell, is precisely tbe same as the ‘ tail,’ ‘ projection,’

or ‘ axis ’ of mine
;
only that you have reduced the

length, and, instead of screwing on the projecting

portion or flange, you cast the whole in one piece.

However this be supported—by four or six bolts, or

by the stock itself—this it is that supports the hell.

I need say no more to establish the fact, that your

plan is taken from mine, with the very slightest

alteration, one merely of the proportion of the parts.

By making your ' axis ’ or ‘ neck ’ somewhat shorter

than it is shown in my drawing, you produce what

you call an original design, and appropriate the fruits

of my labours, not only without acknowledgment,

but while contemptuously decrying my iuventiou.”

the neighbourhood of the Marble Arcb, by widening

the road from the gate to Hyde-park-placc, throwing

the rails 20 feet into the park—the increased traffic

requiring more space. This has been decided upon by

Sir B. liall, and the parish of Marjlebone have come

forward to make the road and meet the expense,

which will be immediately carried into effect.

It has been proposed to surmouut the Marble Arcb

ith a group, consisting of the Queen as Victory, in a

triumphal car; and a committee is about to take up

the matter, consisting of several noblemen aod gcutlc-

m in the neighbourhood.

It is reported that the JIavquis of 'Westminster

refuses to renew any of the leases iu Park-lane, it

being bis intention to erect a number of detached

mansions of great magnificence.

A CONSTANT Reader.

THE NEW ROADS IN THE PARISH OF
PADDINGTON.

1815; and the late Mr. Palmer, architect, in his

description of the interior of the church, says, of

the nave, tKat “ the roofs of the side aisles, which

had hitherto been open to the rafters, were each of

them now ceiled over, and worked into compartments

corresponding with those in the nave, and the inter-

sections decorated with orbs, leaves, and flowers. Ihe

pillars, arches, and divisions between the smaller side

aisles, together with the walls, were also cemented

over, to harmonise with the general improvements.

These works were completed about the year 1819.”

He speaks elsewhere of ‘'the addition of more than

an inch of (Roman) cement in thickness upon the

surface of the mouldings on the pillars aud arches

hut whether this applies dso to the mouldings of the

ceiling does not appear. '

A survey has since been made by Mr. J. P. Holden, I

the architect of the chapter, and the damage is being!

repaired.
;

Knowing the interest you take in everything con-

nected with buildings, and the approaches, permit me
to call your attention to the disgraceful manner in

which the vestry of the parish of Paddington always

attempt to evade the taking to new roads, in order

that they may shift the expense of repairing from the

highway-rate (to which you must know all houses in

any new street, whether kept in repair by the parish

or not, are assessed, and are compelled to coulribute)

to the owners of the property, until the vestry choose

to pass a resolution that the road shall become a parisli

road
;
in confirmation of which, I myself have pro-

perty, some of which has been rated seven years, some

ten years, and some thirty years, the same having been

rated to the highway rate, whilst the vestry have not

expended one penny upon the roads. Aud as a

further illustration of the manner of doing business in

this model parish—for you maybe aware they will never

endure a comparison with any other—I will just state

the followiug case ;—Last July the whole of the foot-

ways aud road running between a row of houses on one

side, aud a new church on the other, and forming

, about one-half iu length of a new street, were put in

proper repair agreeably to the rules of tbe vestry, and

according to the instructions of their surveyor. An
application was then made to the vestry, signed by

the freeholder, dedicating the road to the parish as a

public highway. The highway board surveyed the

same, and reported that it was properly constructed,

recommending the vestry to take to it, with a stipula-

tion that the freeholder should keep up a bar, to pre-

vent any one passing over it to the vacant ground

beyond. This he very properly refused, as au inter-

ference with his private rights, and anuuusual request.

The vestry then appointed a surveyor on the part of

the parish—the lessees one on theirs—who reported

that the road was properly formed, made, and drained

with proper materials, and fit to be taken to as a

parish road. The same was read at the vestry last

Tuesday, when some of our liberal members, in the

face of these facts, dared to propose and carried a

resolution that the road he not taken to, on the ground

that the land beyond would be built upon at some

future time—say next year, or it may be twenty years

hence;—really a most absurd argument.

Now, sir, I wish to point out to the parish, who
these meu arc who thus trifle with the rights of

their fellow parishioners : they are the representatives

of the South-east ^Yard, and I believe about twenty-

CANADA.
The Grand Trunk Railway Company of Canada

have now made iirraDgemeiits for booking passengers

from the ebief ports in Europe to various parts of

Canada and tbe United States. Emigrants may thus

know precisely what their voyage and journey toge-

ther, to their destination, if within railway reach, w'ill

cost. \’arious other advantages arc provided for by^

tbe company. The Canadian Neios of the 21st insf.

we may here observe, is accompanied by a map of the

Grand Trunk Railway, also showing the site of the

Canadian Government’s free grants of fand. The

paper contains a leading article on this subject, from

which it appears that the terms of the Colonial

Governraeut are highly favourable to all disposeditp

seek their fortune in the Canadian colony. Indeed,

the main conditions on which 100 acres of land arc

obtainuhle by any man are, that he take possession

within one month after the grant is made, and erect

a log-hut, or “ house,” of at least 20 feet in length

by 18 feet in breadth. In the course of four years

certainly he must have twelve acres in cultivation,

and reside upon his lot, but these can scarcely be called

conditions. The Government make the roads, but

the sol tiers keep them in repair.

FALL OF CEILING AT MANCHESTER
CATHEDRAL.

During tbe seiwice at the cathedral on Sunday

afternoon the occupants of the pews iu tbe westerly

portion of the north gallery were startled by bearing

a slight crack over head, and almost immediately

afterwards the whole of the ornamental plaster mould-

ing which covered a beam crossing the gallery from

front to back suddenly separated from the beam and

fell upon the pews below with a loud crash. \\c

learn from the local Guardian that all the plaster

which had covered the oaken beam with moulding fell

awav from it, leaving the beam bare; and that it

would be from 15 to 18 feet in length, and weighing

probably 12 to 14, cwt. That so large a mass of

plaster should fall from a height of many feet among

the pews without injuring a single person is remark-

able
;
but it seems that the line of the beam was pre-

cisely over the line of partition which separates the

block of pews into two sections, having entrances at

opposite ends
;
and so the plaster fell iu masses upon

this partition, thus breaking its fall, before it dropped

in large fragments into the pews. One of these

pieces is said to have been of the weight of at least

11 cwt. It is supposed that the plaster was applied

to cover the beam during the repairs and alterations

in the interior of the church about the year

1824, but we have not heard any reliable opiuion

as to the cause which has loosened it and led

to its fall. The gallery was erected in 181-i or

RECENT PATENTS.* ’

1187. 'William Maugham.— Rendering IFoodl

Fireproof. Dated 20th May, 1856.—This invention]

consists in simply steeping wood in a solution con-j

taiuing phosphate of ammonia, or of produoing phos-i

phate of ammonia within the wood, and of subjecting!

the solution and tbe wood to heal.
_

|

1324. JosETH Briggs.— and Briche for\

Building. Dated 4th June, 1856.—This invention;

consists in coustructing the parts of blocks and bricks,

for building, whether of wood, stone, iron, earthen-

wai-e, clay, or other suitable substance, in various,

forms coiTCspouding with each other, aud so that each

separate block or brick has apertures into which may

be inserted rods, bars, pins, ties, or bolts, so as to liold

the blocks or bricks together. The apertures are so

formed aud placed that upon any two or more blocks

being brought together in the position they are iu-

tended to occupy, one or more of the apertures iu

each block shall correspond with, or come opposite to,

one or more of the apertui'es in the next block or

blocks, to allow of the passage of the tic-rods through

them, or of their being slipped in the tie-rods.

842. A. Morton.—Improvements in the Manu-

facture of Paperhangings for Decorative Purposes.

Dated 7th April, 1856.—This invention consists in a

number of improved modes of combining and treating

the materials employed in paperstaiuing.

S50. A. C. L. Devaux.—Improvements in the

Construction and the Fitting -up of Granaries.

Djtiijd 8th April, 1856.—This iuveution relates—

Hft 'L'o a novel granary, the object being to obtain h

perfect ventilation of the grain , and,*2. To the use

of certain contrivances for facilitating the storing ol

'^rain iu granaries, aud the discharging of the same

therefrom. The inveutiou cannot be described with,

out illustrations.

760. H. N. Penrice.—Improvements in Machi-

nery for Driving Galleries through Rock and otkei

'strata. Dated 29th March, 1856.—This iuventiot

consists in machinery for jumping or chipping j

cylindrical hole or gallery through rock or othe;

strata by means of chisels or points fixed in a frami

on the end of a shaft, which is drawn backwards am

forwards by steam or other power, and which revolve:

a little between each stroke.

840. lY. E. Newton.—An Improved Constructioi

of Furnacefor ihe Manufacture of Glass. (A com

muiiication.) Dated 7th April, 1856.—This inventioi

consists in constructing shelves within the cone of ai

ordinary glass furnace, for contaiuing the batch o

raw rnaterial (consisting of soda and lime), iu orde

to heat the same to a high temperature before it i

iutroduced into the crucibles, thereby utilizing th

otherwise waste heat which would escape at the to

of the cone, preventing the breaking of pots, an

reducing the labour aud time occupied in chargin

the pots or crucibles.

775. T. 'W. Burrell.—Improvements in Mach

nery for ohlaining Forcer hy IFater. (A eominun:

cation.) Dated Slst March, 1856.—The object hei

is to regulate tbe openings for the flow and stoppag

of wateV in turbines. The principle consists iu opei

ing or shutting the various compartments of tl

w'ater escapements iudependently of each other
;
hem

as many openings may be closed as may be considcre

necessary to correspond with the volume of wafer 1

be supplied, and at any time a greater or less numbi

cau be closed.

871. G. J.ACKSON.—-4 Flew or Improved Stean

holler, to he heated hy the waste heat of puddlit

or 7nill furnaces. Dated 11th April, 1856.—Tb

invention consists of a steam-boiler of a cylindrie

or nearly cylindrical figure, set vertically, aud havii

a central chimney, iuto which the products of cor

bustion, &c. are delivered by horizoutal flues, aft

they have circulated about the vertical sides of tl

boiler, the chimney being isolated from the upper pa

• Selested from the E-ncinur, the lUdiania' J/oous

other sources.
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the boiler by an annular air space surrounding the
imney to a depth below the water line of the
iler.

The Damascus Steel Manufactunng Company have
tented a process for converting wrought-iron into
J-steel, which consists essentially in the use of the
•ious compounds of cyanogen and of sal-ammoniac,
her separately or in combination with each other,
with other ingredients, when mixed and fused with

! wrought-iron which is to be thus converted.

Doncastek Church.—Allow me to cori-ect £

tement which has appeared, to the effect that, be.

es increasing my own subscription to 1,000/. I

m guaranteed the remainder of the deficiency,

ler on behalf of the building committee or myself,
the contrary, the fact is, as you will see by the
Josed circular, that if something like 5,000/. more
not raised very speedily by general subscriptions,
work must stop

;
and this (so far) magnificent

PTch be left a mere shell without its central tower,
ich was the great glory of the old church, and will

larger than any other central tower in England,
ept in a few of the cathedrals

;
and, moreover,

re is good reason to believe that, if the present
tract is not made absolute within a few months,
tower will cost half as much more to build at any
are time. The public ought to know that no more
n three-fourths of Mr. Scott’s original estimate was
^scribed before

;
and there is no doubt that if wc

.
enabled to proceed under the present contract,
whole work will be done within the origiual

.mate— a most unusual circumstance, I should
k, and one which entitles both the architect and
committee to some credit.—E. B. Denisox.

t LUSHING SvpuON B.ASIN,—In the very excellent
[ appropriate article with which you commence a
r volume, yon draw attention to the collection of
tcrials and inventions connected with building now
the Suffolk-street Booms. One of those which yon
licularize is Messrs. Botten’s “ Patent Regulator
«et,” which leads me to address a few words to ymu
pehalf of another closet, worthy of public notice, and
ich, though as yet not much spoken of, is not the
i-steadily working its way into public favour. The
•clc to which I allude is the Self~acthi^ Tlushing
set, manufactured by Stephen Green, Lambeth.
apparatus is put in motion by means of a move-

5 seat, which, when pressed down, causes a quantity
water to accumulate in a service-box, and on the
: beiug liberated, and rising up, this water is forth-
h discharged into the pan, and clears all before
-L.-W.

.UiE Postal Divisions.—I have found that, even
h the help of ail ordinary map provided for the
pose, it is not very easy to define the districts

eh are marked out by the new Post-office regu-
:)ns. Mould it not be useful to mark either on or

to the name of each street the letter of the
rict to which it belongs? Many of the names of
iondon streets might be renovated with advan-
5 at the same time, for in some instances the
ITS seem to have dropped, and in others they are
leatherbeateu that it requires younger and sharper
! than mine to decipher them with comfort even
?he daytime : at night it is a hopeless task, for
ti the gas lamps arc so arranged that not even a
i; ray is shed upon the slrect-mark; and this

mmstance is just as inconvenieut for cab as foot

lingers : might it not be possible to devise some
i| of lamp which would show us up the name of
ntreet, and at the same time illuminate the foot-

? Corner lamps, too, would be, in many in-
ses, a means of breaking the tiresome uniformity
“le miles of post, with their lanterns all of the
fs fashion.—One who travels in London.
lALL or Two Houses, Holtxvell-lane, Shore-
:H.~On Saturday, the 17th inst. the iiihabitaals
:ie narrow end of Holywell-lane, Shoreditch, were
ova into a state of consternation by discovering
two large old houses, both untenanted, one of
h was undergoing some repairs, had bulged fur-

1C in a most alarming manner. Information was
lisdiatcly given to the authorities, and an efficieut

)t of the police, who were speedily in attendance,
llntly stopped all vehicles and foot passengers fi'om
?ng up the lane, which, although au exti-eraely
1 'w and inconvenient thoroughfare, is one of the
jag ouUets from the Eastern Counties Railway
i.on. These precautions had scarcely been tnkcn
U both the houses fell in with a tremendous
I, hut fortunately without doing any material
'.gc. It aj)pears lliat the terniut had left the pl.ice
;high due notice from the aathorilios of the dis-

and w'orlcmen had been set to work to erect

Effect OF Gas-works.—You often in the
I

The Kilkennv Aech.eologjcal Societt—remark on things calculated to injure the public The January meeting of the Kilkenny and South-easthealth, and I would now call your attcntiou to the of Ireland Archieological Society was held iu thestate of the fronts of the houses built under the
direction of Messrs. Hunt and Steveuson, for the
Duchy of Cornwall, iu Lambeth, near to Vauxhall-
bridge. The light painted work is turned by the
gas a complete lead colour, aud I do not think
one of the sliops is let, although completed some
time. The iuhabitauts must breathe the same poi-
sonous air that has changed these fronts, aud were
you to see them I am couvinced you would remark
upon the eOect.—A. B.
Gas in Dublin.—The liublin Dailt/ Express, of

the 7th inst. has a leading article on this subject, iu
which it says,

—
“ Private advantage arbitrarily con-

flicts with the public interest. How else can wc
account for the startling fact contained in the state-
ment that has appeared for some days past iu the
daily press of this city? According to that state-
ment the price of gas, per thousand cubic feet, is, in—London, 4s,; Liverpool, 4$.; "Whitehaven, 2$. CJ.;
Bolton, 3d.: Rochdale, Ss. 3J. to 43.; Sheffield,

3s. fid. to 43.; Birmingham, 28. lOJd. to 3s. lOil.
;

Bristol, 43.; Belfast, Ss. 9d.
; Dublin, Ss. lOd. Prom

this statement, the accuracy of which cannot, we
believe, be questioned, it appears that the iuhabitauts
of Dublin are charged one and tenpeuce more for
each thousand cubic feet of gas consumed by them
than is paid for a similar quantity in some parts of
the United KiugdQiii, and as much as 2s. lOd. aud
even Ss. more per thousand cubic feet than is charged
in other places. Then there is another point to be'
considered, viz. the quality of the gas consumed

;
aud

we find it further stated that the gas supplied iu
Dublin is in point of quality greatly ''in erior to what
ought to be provided, so that, iu fact, the price
actually paid by the cousuiner is Vs. per thousand
cubic feet, or thereabouts. Doubtless, local circum-
stances will operate to vary both the current price
and the quality of gas in different towns, but it sel-

dom happens that serious fluctuations arise on either
of these scores. Coal is the raw material from which
to use gas. Either let the present scale of prices be
justified, or the public at large have the benefit to
which they are justly entitled.”

New Town at Milford.—The papers say, plans
for the erection of a new town at Milford have been
prepared, and application is to be made in the next
session for au Act to carry the same into effect. It is

laid out in front of Milford Church, and is ultimately
to be extended to Castle Pill. The surveyors have
been engaged in marking out the ground. The plans
comprise terrac8s,.shops, and detached villas, with a
complete system of lighting, water, and drainage. The
erection of public baths and an assembly-room has
been settled; and, iu coDjimction with the line from
Johnstone, it has been determined to erect anew pier,

a desideratum long needed.

Progress of Birmingham.—The great activity
iu the erection of dwellings which characterised the
period from 1851 to ’5 1—caused very much by the
destruction of many hundreds of houses in railway
construction'—has not only not been maintained, says
the Birmingham Journal, during the past year, but the
number of houses built last year is not a’third of the
number erected three years ago, aud is not even up to
the average of the ten years ending 1851. A reliirn

of the building plans registered with the borough
surveyor from the 1st of Ja iuary to the 31st 'of
December, 1856, shows this. The Journal then
proceeds to give a table of these plans for the four
past years, from which the following few items are
extracted ;

—

Houses
Churches
Chapels
Syna^'ogues
Schools
Muaufactories
Wivrebouses
Ranges of shopping
Foundries
Casting-shops
Glass-house
New shop-fronts
Alterations and additions .

Amongst the causes in operation to produce this

Tholsel, Kilkcany, on M'^ednesclay week, the county
surveyor, Mr. Sampson Carter, in the chair, when
eight new members were admitted. The annual report
was read by the secretary, and from which it appears
that iu the six meetings held in 1856, there were 112
new members elected. Amongst the subsequent pro-
ceedings of the meeting was a communication from
the Rev. John O’Hnnlon, to the effect that the Mining
Company of Ireland, who had become possessed of
the interesling ruins of the ancient church of
Glcudalough (of which we some time ago gave an
account), had resolved to take measures to prevent
them from going to total ruin, a circumstance highly
creditable to a mere commercial and money-making
coneeru such as this company of course must be. The
thanks of the Kilkenny Society were accordingly given
to the .Mining Company of Ireland for the laudable
example they had thus set to others.

Messes. Mare and Co.’s Propertt.—The works
lately the property of C. J. Mare and Co. are about
to be carried on, under the Limited Liability Act, by
a Joint-stock Company, to be called the Thames Iron
and Sliip-buildiug Company. The shares are to be
of 5,000/. each, to be paid up in cash within a month,
and the entire amount has been subscribed by fourteen
persons of good commercial standing iu London.
The property was purchased of the estate of Mare
and Co. by .Mr. Peter Roll.

Ancient Sculptures from Central America.
—Messrs. J. and A. Tregoniug, two geutlemen from
Cornwall, connected with mining in Central America,
returned from that coHiitry iu the steamer La Plata.
During llicir stay there, they visited the celebrated
ruined city of Copan, described by Stephens in his
“Travels in Central America.” They have collected
from these ruins various specimens of sculpture,
which they have brought with tiiem, aud which, it is

to be hoped, will find their way into the National
Museum.
Gas Retorts in Engine Furnaces.—

M

r. Ni-
colas Delanuoy, of Tournay, Belgium, has patented
au invention, by which he proposes to introduce into
the furuacc of a steam-engine, about an inch from and
below the generator, a receiver, placed through the
latter, and occupying the whole length of the furnace,
with exit outside the brickwork, aud escape-pipe at
the extremity, to allow the gas generated to pass on
to the purifyiug apparatus. The receiver is to rest
on the masonry in the interior of the furnace, and
face the fire, guaranteed from its action by a refrac-
tion-plate where the fire is fiercest.

Coffer Trade of South ^YAJ,Es.—The copper
trade of South Males is at present very brisk, and,
as the advance of Id. per lb. has been established, the
price is now the same as it was before the reduction.
The plant of many large establishments is about to
be extended, to meet the increased requirements of .

the trade. • '

The Boys’ Refuge, Commercial - street,
M HiTECii.APEL.—Tlic third annual report of this
useful institution shows tliat there are now 100 boys
in the iiistitiilii)n, 27 of whom arc orphans, 19 with-
out mothers, 31 without fathers, 17 have both parents
living, and 3 have been deserted; 11 have step-
fathers, and 8 stepmothers, and 20 have been to
prison. During the past year 74 have entered the
institution, and 45 have left. Of those who have
left 14 have been bound apprentices, 11 restored to
their friends, 3 provided with situations, 11 have left
irregularly, 2 have been sent to sea, 2 have been ex-
pelled, and two have been taken away by their
parents. By the balance-sheet it is seen that the
total expense (1,365/. Lis. 4d.) for an average of
95 boys has been 14/. Ss. per head, and that the food
has been at the rate of 23. 4d. per week for each in-
mate. Mr. Charles Buxton is the honorary secretary.

The Church op St. Philip the Evangelist,
Islington. — On the 19th, the Bishop of London
consecrated the Church of St. Philip the Evangelist,
Arlington-square, Islington. It is in the Anglo-
Normau style; built with Kentish rag and Bath
stone facings. The church consists of nave, side
aisles, and transepts. The chancel terminates with
an apse of a semicircular form. There is a low square
tower at the north angle of the west front, the lower
portion of which ooustitutes the principal entrance to

apparent fulling off arc classed over-speculation, war the buihliug. The church will seat 1,05-4 persons
lufluences, high prices of labour and materials, and principally on the ground floor, tlicre being oulv one
dearucss of money. The 803 houses returned as

[

little gallery. There is a small stone turret attached
augmented population of; to the west eud of the south aisle. The aisles are

3,013 during the year—do uot represent the eiten-
|

lighted by plain scmioircular-licadcd windows and
sioQ of the commimity. The borough is beiug built

,
the clercsl'ory by small circular windows. The apse

round on almost every side, going still furtlier into ' cuiitaius five windows of equal size,'semieircular-
Wiii’wicksliire, extending for mill's into Stafford, and ' headed. The organ is enclosed witli ojie’n arcade

-adingly jn.irdmig into Morcestcr. Probably the ' work, aud a similar construction on the opposite side’

'i"'^down The nrcinTsM |

of dwellings erected iu close contiguity to the of the chauccl servos fur the vestry. The’ entire out-

iol by the surveyor ^
1

about 5,000/.
' '

I
number built in Birmiugham itself.

Mr. Gough was the
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“ The Magnificence of Rome.”— A corrc-

epondent, "G. A. Jermyn, C.E.” has forwarded to ns

some observations on Professor Donaldson s lecture

on this subject, objecting to some of the statements

made. It should be remembered, however, that it

was an extempore discourse, meant, as the protessor

said, not for the profession, but for a general audience,

and in which he sought to treat matters largely, and

not with the minute accuracy of the class-room. The

only part of Mr. Jermyn’s remarks which touches

XI. 1 '^. /M,,. ,*iinnrf Tpfprq fo thfi

Demolition OF THE Old Bridge AT Rochester.
[

The Electric Telegraph in Java. — The

•The Royal En'nneers have now destroyed nearly ' elertro-magnetic telegraph has been introduced into

uue-half of the bridge, and the remainder will be Java, and a line of wires completed between Batavia

demolished as speedily as possible. Tbe quantity of
^

and Buitenzorg, the first intelligence by it having
UcUlUliailCU oucuuiiy ao ,,

--
xY 1 xl.

gunpowder used in the first of the two experiraeuts been transmitted to the Governor-General on the

° .or,niL_ -Li cS-.- pLarffoa 9.-?nt1 Oplnlipr in the snafic of four mioutes. i he line
made was 300 lbs. weight, divided into sis charges, 22ud October in tbe space of four minutes,

and therewith a pier, 45 feet long. 21 feet deep, and is to be immediately extended to Samarang and

13 feet wide, was shivered to pieces, and the founda-
^

Sourabaya, and afterwards m different directions,

tions loosened. The pier was built on piles in the such as to Anjer, Chenbon, Pekalongan, Rembang,

river bed The object was to shake the whole with-
:
and Baauwangie. The natives are said to be very

oui, ijoi. n. ..... .......... -
I , 1. jkto the river a result completely ' much astonished and rather frightened at the in-

the particulars given in ™n repor^efers^to thej ...
tne particulars given ,n on. n,.n

J

"btehara angm- (w.na-

StItor (o1thcCo7S^»lW mU.e lecture, bro^yj demolished on Th,,^ in last week, consisting of
,

speech), their Oriental and
^Stator (or the Coruirio), called in he l-ture hroan y i

r„Tr “d “bn menT[n wh hth^ ' ng thus somewhat short of the wonderful ee-

00 feet; hot Mr. Jermyn says they are 46 /eet 3 “
-I,.*,'"!!:, several lerilv and snhlletv of the reality. It is rather snr-00 feet

;
hn Mr.

;

ernijn says tney are ™ is . o
“

; several lerily and snhllety of the reality,

inches in height, with a diameter of 4 feel 5 inehes.
^

“"0“^ The weight of powder
,

prisiag that the/ did not compare it to the lightning

"::foSri!:rrjhe:;:Z; i ;3rJhr«phsi™r;;/^ari;;i^5isra^'was
;

a, whose swi«ness l, indicated m theOrictal lam

A,.
., u , . f . 1-. __i xc X n fLn ililfiJpfl intn flip, snmfi number of charges as in the

srthe heTg'hl rf "thV‘"col'nn;m'‘4S:4V9,‘.nd the
,

divided into the same unmber of iharges^as in the ' plage of
tne Qivmeu iiiiu mu s-.uiic uuiuuixi wi k,uai^w -- — ^—p- -- . - ,

diameter 4. 10. 2. Mr. .lermyn continues, The
!

previous experiments. Since November, the sappers
,

from the east even onto the west, so shaU

•Kp-inHf.ll PririntKim columns in the basilica of St. and miners have been engaged in sinking two bhafts coming, &,c. be.

Rml (blirnt 10th Julv 18241. the lecturer slated in this portion of the bridge, to the respective depths Smoky Chimneys. — I should feci obliged if you

were taken from Hadrian's inausolenm
;

hot St.
;

of 24 feet and 21 feet, one in tin, pier, and the other could, through your numerous correspondents, inform

Paul's was built in 396 : whereas, the mansolcnm, in the ahulment. Captain H. Schaw conducted the
^

me of any means for the cure (or to produce an up-

wilh its columns and slatnes. was perfect in 596
i

' work. At the base of cacfi Bhiifl sprang two E?'l"nes. ward draught) of smoky otiniueys. without the use

besides the height of the columns, which is 34 feet, ! each 9 feet in length, and in these were deposited the „! cowls. I have lately hn.lt a house, and all the

is mneh too peat for them to hove stood on the charges. The powder was contaiued m tin water- chimneys smoke, to my great annoyance. Do yon

mausoleum It is also incorrect to sav the metal proof cases, enclosed in wooden boxes, 500 lbs. weight think the building in of an iron or earthenware floe,

pine now in the garden Bclviderc, ever stood on the for the pier and arch, and 300 lbsweight tor the say fcom 6 to 7 inches in diameter in connection

top of the mansole.im 1 it is 12 feet in height, and ahiitment. The charges m the arch were first ci-
,
„.ith the register of grate, and letting it run some feet

was covered with a canopy supported by eight eolamns, ploded : the ground for some distance reverberated, the flue, would be of any service ?-Z.

surmounted bv two pciicocks and four dolphins, all as if from an eorlliipiake, while the pier crumbled to
j

PpixES FOE THE “Guest Basteen. —
gilt . it stood before the old basilica of St. Peter, and pieces and disappeared. 1 he charges in the g pcale, of Masbro', deputy-ehairinan of the

served as a fountain "
I

»” ‘I'® P'®® abutment were afterwards bred, ana mat
jjjjjj,„ j Eail„nv Company, is now supplying Jlessra.

The I-vmiEATlOK and PeeseevatkAv of Stone- portion of the bridge destroyed. The large arch ot
, Bossell and On. the builders of the monster ship,

WORK —At the next ordinary general meeting of the the bridge was blown into the nver, and the abut.
i„j,„cnse iron plates, to he used in her oonstrne-

Eojal Iiislilnte of British Architects, to be held on ment on the Slrood side entirely removed, the signt „„ jijcj,, „ay jp,., Beale's

Monday evening, the 26lli of January, the discussion of the massive stonework ot the arch being blown Works, at M,isbro', to Blackwnll, have been

on the various methods of indurating and preserving high into the air being very grand,

stonework will be resumed. I

OoAl,-Bl7ENmG LocoMOliVEs.-In allusion to he

Iron SIanpfactiiee.—Besse.wee's Patents.— interesting experiment m progress on the bo lin-

Two additional patents have been specified by Mr. kVestern, the Uimag Journal says,— An invention

Bessemer, one a modification of the ordinary snueexer,' of the greatest importance to raitaay companies

in place of rolls, in order to prevent his malleable generally has for some time past been snccessfnlly

iron " being crushed or broken when put between employed upon the London and Sonlh-Wratcm rail-

rollers as, when ingots of malleable iron and steel way, by which, cnlciilnling upon a®»®uty engines

arc formed by his process, they arc "more or less being in steam daily a saving of 2o,000f. per annum

spongy or cellular, and that owing to this, and their will be effected. T ie liononr of the invention is due

crystaiinc condition, they are apt to be crushed nr to Mr. Joseph Beattie, the locomotive snpenulendent

broken when pot between rollers of the kind now ' of the hoc.'' There are now seventeen loeomolives

ordinarilT used for rolling malleable iron." The upon his system in daily operation. Jlr. Bcnpmin

second patent is for improvement upon his already Pothergill, of JIanchester, has severely tested the

natented fiirnncc
contrivance, and the average result obtained showed

‘ The Architectural Association.—

A

t the Con- a difference in fuel of 4'_01 lbs. in weight per mile in

versazione of the Architectural Association to be held favour of the coal engine, and Mr. Fothcrgill con-
_ _

at Lyon’s Inn Hall this Fridav evening, the 23rd aiders the subject one of serious importance
Jo

rail-
^

a plate weighing 9 cwt. is considered &

instant Mr Buskin will rend a paper on “ Tbe Use way companies. He considers however, ^that tliese
large one. The largest plate that had ever been

of Imagination in Modern Architectural Design.” results are partly produced by Mr. Beattie s patented
: previous to those to which we allude was one

Monsieur ITirroBFF, Architect, Honorary and weighing 1 ton

rArrPsnondiiiff Member of the Roval Institute of P'lmped into the boiler. Mr. lothergiUlurtlier states
. g go many remarks. One ot

British^ Archftects has iust been elected President
engines are fully capable of burning

5 and 17 feet 10 inches long.

rxu nr CP-’ ‘'f their own smoke; that they rapidly generate an' '

of the Class of Fine Aits of the Institute of France. r „x„-„, . xUat iKo lint'ninir of coal.

expressly rolled for the bows of the " great ship,”

and vaiy in size from 2 to 2i tons, the largest plate

being 27 feet long by 4 feet 3 inches wide, and inch

thick. The plates, which have been planed, are said

to be quite free from blisters and blemishes, and the

edges perfect. Tbe difficulty in the manufacture of

plates of these dimensions is in having to deal with

such a large mass of iron in a welding heat, and to

pass it under the rolls the requisite number of times.

As far as we know, says a Derby paper, these plates,

in combined size and weight, have never been

approaclied. The heat given off during the process of

rolling from such an immense surface aud mass of

iron is so great as to prevent the workmen approach-

ing within one or two yards of the plates without

their clothes being set on fire or the skin biirat off

their hands and faces 1 In the ordinary process of

Hicir own smoKe
; VkI i n,-ninrnf coa I

Gas in Dowlais.—

T

he gasworks at Dowlais arc
abundance of steam

;
and that the bui'ning of coal,

hnvP. been iatrndMced inMonsieur Rohault de Fleury, another architect and
““''“'V:;;;;'' Arr""'Rr.t,Hif.’« 'nlnn i<i far mow advan^ !

operation. Improvements have been introduced in

correspondent of the Institute of British Architects, L durabflUy’of the fiw-box and
I

Vro^ Several private houses now

Vice- President. I ? ?u 1 i j
^

^ iwe gas, as do also Mr. G, T. Clarke, at Dowlais-

Report OF Liv-ERrooL BriLDiNG SuRTEY'OR.— tubes, than cokc cou p y
^ !

House, and the schools. The mains running through

The report of Mr. Risbton, the biiildiog surveyor, to
' The Toaveb of St. Marys, Taunton.

j
the back streets have enabled the local Board to put

the Health Committee of the Liverpool Town Council, had put into type the report of the architects, accor -
yp many public lights iu that hitherto darksome

for the past year, has been made and circulated, iog to promise last week
;
but, having received a letter

designer and chief constructor of the

From this report it appears that the total number of signed by the churchwardens, protesting against the
|

jg jjj._ JqJjh Vicarv, gas engineer, of Exeter,

houses erected in 1855 was 1.355, and in 1856, publication of it before it has been submitted to toe
g^QOO/.

1,703, giving nn incrcRsc of 348. The report states parisli, we willinsly postpone its inserlion.
j

g.^ schools, Lewisiiaxi.-The mfant
that the main increase has been in houses varying Ieoh v. Gold. — M. he Girnall tne mspceior oi

, nilioining, to the district of'

from 20f. to 40/. per annum rental, which became mmeyn Prussiig “I*®® ®
®®®®|“l®““®'‘'““,“' St. John's, Lewisham, was opened at the comraencc-

ocenpied as soon f ,

fl"i®,l'®J
I ® ll^'L °f ‘I'® J®®®. which completes the side of theoccupjcu <13 3UUIJ no .Mi.3i.cu
.
a jj. <-<.., ..o .K.A.-unuu, - — ,

. ,, •
• „,.o ' menl ot tue year, wnicu completes me siue oi me

that more houses of that class arc reipiircd
i
but from the produce o all the gold '®''“®* ’'“”,“ ’1“ quadrangle, fo’rraed bv akrge and handsome group ot

. .-v-vvavarin-i u tK=t u-k: 1p iKn nn.nbcr onlv 600 millioos of francs (24,000,000/.) whereas
,
4

, , i,.. o: r.T.'
i

schools. The room is large, 55 feet by 25 feet, witha table appended, it ajipears that while the inimbe. -
. , , -

i

of dwellings from 25/. to 35/. and upwards, was 231.
’ the vahio of ‘[e i®®" P®°'I“®®'[ ‘

'nn 'o0o'of)0/''to
' ®n °P®® ®°"' “f ®‘““®‘> ^®“'i ““"I ® ®*"'''‘®® ‘'‘®" from 750 to 800 millions ol francs (30,000,000/. to

the number at 12/. to 25/. was l,-t55,—an immense
, , /n. iiroui lonmuK me um,iuuL-c. x.i.s 3e..u... ..«= ueg-tx

proportion of the whole 1.703 erected and in course Z2.000 00()/).—Gales/iead Odserver.
\ q -Wheelhouse, aided by the

of erection. Sixteen warehouses had been erected.
;

A New Boiler,—A public trial of xMr. .Nl. Alk^n-
^ Government. The buildings are of

230 separate cellar dwellings had been constructed ' son’s new patent boiler, recently advertised in

during the vear. Although not very desirable, the ' columns, took place at the Grove Boiler oi v!

® *. V .« 1 .- -> -V .1 I . 1 *
. 'aU- 'D» ........1. ...A ®l'Ii II ..fi/Ifur in loaf \VP.kK.

Qjj,.
grant from Government,

g jy
Kentish stone, with Bath stone windows, from the

uuiTug m.; ..c*. . .,vii,i.vug.. ia.a.a., ...A.
'Php nnr ‘ designs of Mr. Pcacock. The whole arc sufficient to

reporter considers them better than the old dwellings
,

the Borough, on Ihursdaj m last week, P i

nearly 600 children, with residences for all

in confined courts, as thcv have each a scDvarate yard pose for which tbe boiler exhibited was pnne p \

in confined courts, as they have each a scp.arate yard

and closet, and are well elevated above ground, and

ventilated. Through the co-operation of the borough

engineer and inspector of nuisances, a vast number of

nuisances caused by cesspools and ashpits had been

abated.

The Cost of not Keeping a Promise.—Last

week, at Birmingham, a jury was empatmelled. under

tbe Lands Clauses Consolidation Act, to assess the

damages due to the Governors of King Edward’s

Grammar School, in that town, by the Town Council,

to the non-formation of a street which the

council had covenanted to make. The amount claimed

was 17,000/. The matter was settled by compromise.

A verdict was taken for 7,500/. and costs—1,500/. to

be paid now, for damage done to this time, and the

remaining 5,000/. in five years, if the street should

not then be made.— Morvi'’'; A'^’-Tiispr.

designed, is that of heating large quantities of air for
,

warming and ventilating hospitals, churches, or other
,

Fall of a Cornice. A large portion of a pro-

large building's The boiler is of the upright circular jeeling stone coruice placed on the top of a new five-

form quite independent of brickwork, or chimney-
[

story building, on the east side of Ducie-bndge, says

stalk’ aud has no appearance of the ordinary furnace the Manchester Courier, feU down on Monday (m

orstokin" hole about it. The fuel, coal or cokc, is last week). The brickwork is being done by Mr.

dropped through an aperture in the dome, into a small Davidson, and the mason work by Mr Batley. The

cockle furnace, in the centre of the apparatus, and is heavy coping stones from the new building burst

entirely surrounded by the water space. This water
,

through the roof of another manufactovy. aud forced

A A®^! I _x ii-_ 1... __ AAAlnv. ITT lliixfliuM- (nF !! mom 111 wKii'K !i V <1 11 11 O' innn sinflfl-
slircc'k also siiirouiified.'horizontaliy, by an aimnlar in tho flonr of a room, in whicb a yoni.g man stood,

ait chamber and this is again snrroiindcd by aootlicr nearly snif.jcalmg him with the fallen rubbish: he-

ivater space’ These two water spaces are connected sides various bruises, he has suffered some injury to

by means of a series of 2-inch iron pipes or tubes, his back, bnt fatal consequences arc not anticipated.

outwards and upwards from the central furnace, near also brnised, and cut about the head. The accident

, 1, . 'c ...l:.!. xl- 1 - -aiaJ,- ear fKa tiiKoo nrp sccins to lisve occiirred from the absence of sufficient
to the surface of which the lower ends of the tubes are

situated, thereby conducing to vapidity of circulation, balance, in the placing of the cornice.
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flE Clock Tower of tlie new
Palace, TV’estminster, is now
approaching completion

;
the

clock-faces are about to be

fixed
;
and, when the four quar-

ter bells are cast, “ Big Ben ”

will be raised to his destination,

and the clock will be brought

from Mr. Dent’s manufactory,

at Millbauk, where it has been

going a long while, and will tell,

far and wide, not merely "the

time o’day,” but the time

o’night. following up the ex-

tensive series of illustrations of

Sir Charles Barry’s great work

which has already appeared in our

pages, we have thought this the

right moment to give a section of the upper

part of the tower, and a view of a portion of it,

the latter on a sufficiently large scale (8 feet to

1 inch), to show the details clearly.*

The clock tower is situated at the north-west

angle of the Palace, adjoining Westminster-

bridge ; three of its sides are disengaged from

I the ground to the top, and the fourth is con-

nected with the buildings on the east side of

> New Palace-yard, which contain the residences

. of the officers of the House of Commons. The

fwest side is not yet finished, as it is proposed

1 that the new buildings, designed by the archi-

:tect to enclose Palace-yard, and to complete

1 the new palace on that side, should adjoin

. it. The walls of the tower, 3 feet 6 inches

jin thickness, arc buUt of brick, with a facing

iof Aufitou stone. The clock-face is of cast-

•ii’ou, filled in with a new description of

; white semi-opaque glass, supplied by Gardner,

[of the Strand. The dial, which is 22 feet

' 6 inches in diameter, will appear entirely

jopaque by day, it is hoped, but will, neverthe-

eless, be available for illumination by night. The
1 clock hands will be of copper, made as light as

sis consistent with the requisite strength to re-

isist the action of the wind. The clock and

i(bells, as every one now knows, have been con-

tstnicted under the superintendence of Mr. E.

IB. Denison, Q.C. with whom Professor Airy

ewas, only for a short time, associated. Let us

iifirst, however, confine ourselves to the structure

The roof of the tower is of cast-iron, gal-

rrvanized, and the ornaments upon it are for the

Jimost part of the same material. The finial is

jfof wrought copper, aud is gilt, as are also the

ffvarious crockets and other ornamental details.

IThc whole weiglit of the metal roof is about

S(300 tons. The lower part of the tower con-

[atains eleven stories of rooms, which are appro-

pipriated to various purposes, and include a prison

[ofor refractory members of the House of Com-

mnions, aud others who may incur the Speaker’s

aiangust displeasure. Those who are incarcerated

Kwill have the advantage, at any rate, of being

alablc to count the hours of their captivity. '1 he

Ulupper part of the tower is entirely devoted to

tbthe clock, bells, and lighting chamber, to which

tlithere is a separate staircase, enabling visitors to

as ascend to the lantern in the middle of the roof.

riThe external width of the tower, which is square,

is is 35 feet (exclusive of buttresses), aud its total

be height from the ground to the top of the fiuial

:5 is 310 feet. The foundations are formed
'j[ of concrete, about 15 feet thick, the upper sur-

|(.'nface of which- is 14: feet below the ground. The
jt^itwo lowest footings are formed of stone landings,
If) 6 inches thick, the area of the lowest of which

• Bee pp. 62 and €2,

is 1,84:0 feet, upon which it is calculated there
is a pressure of rather more than 4^ tons per
foot, exclusive of the weight of the roof, clock,

and bells. The building was erected by Air,

Grissell, up to tbe corbel course under the clock
story, and the portion from that level to the
eaves of the roof by Mr. John Jay, the present
contractor at the New Palace. The iron roof
has been constructed by Mr. Jabez James, and
the ornamental metal-work, partly by James and
partly by Harduaan of Birmingham. The gilding

is principally by Mr. Grace, aud the stone
carving, like all the carving at the Palace, has
been carried out under Mr. Thomas.
The great bell, of which we have before

spoken, and which is nearly 16 tons in weight,
is now hung temporarily at the foot of the
tower, aud w'ill be hoisted to its place as soon
as the four quarter-bells, and the uecessaiy iron-

work for fixing them, are prepared. All the

bells will be raised by the shaft, up which the

whole of the materials used in the tower have
been lifted. Our readers will remember a cry

raised some time since, that the architect had
forgotten to provide for hoisting the bells, and
that an external scaffold would conser^uently be
required, at we know not what expense : we
need hardly say how groundless was such a silly

assertion, or how little such a state of aii'airs

would have been in accordance with the evident

care and forethought bestowed by tbe architect

on every portion of his immense work, at this

time so rapidly approaching corapleliou.

Let us now give some particulars of the

Clock, refen-ing to Mr. Denison’s own de-

scription of it, in the eighth edition 'of the
" Eucyclopmdia Britaunica.” The four dials,

as we have said, are to be 22 feet each in
|

diameter, the largest, it is believed. In the world

,

with a minute-hand: the larger dials on the'

Continent have only an hour-hand. The minute-

'

hand, on account of its greater lengUi, velocity,

weight, friction, and the action of the wind
'

upon it, requires at least twenty times as much
|

force to drive it as the hour-hand. The efi'ects ^

of friction aud wind with such hands as these

offer difficulties in the way of tlie clock going

even as well as an ordinary church clock
;

to

overcome which, what is called remontoire work
is used, part of the arrangement being for the

purpose of giving a visible motion of the hands

at every half-minute, when the point of the

minute-hand will move nearly 7 inches.

The great wheel of tlie going part is 27
inches in diameter : the pendulum is 15 feet

long, and weighs 680 lbs.
;
aud the scape-wheel,

which is driven by the musical-box spring on the

tliird wheel, weighs about half an ounce. All

the wheels, except the scape-wheel, are of cast

iron, i. e. with the teeth cast, not cut, and all

have five spokes. Tlie barrel is 23 inches

diameter, but only 14 inches long, as this part

will not require a rope above inch tliiclc, aud

55 turns ill the 85 days, for which that part is

to he capable of going, though tbe strikiug

parts go only days, so that in case of an

accidental omission to wind it up on the proper

day, the clock may not stop, but proclaim the

neglect by silence. Tbe second wheel is 12

inches in diameter, with a lantern pinion of

12, driven by ISO teetb on the great wheel : it

has 120 teeth, and drives the pinion of tlie

spring remontoire and the fly. The size of the

hour-bell fixes the size of the strikiug parts

;

for that determines the weight of the hammer,
which was proposed to be not less than 4 cwt.

according to tlie usual proportion, with a rise

of at least a foot, but must now be 12 cwt.

The striking cams are eighteen in number, cast

on a wheel of 37 inches in diameter..

There is to be a contrivance for stopping

the winding when the clock is going to strike,

as the winding of each of the striking parts will

probably take two hours. The second wliecls

,

are a little more than 18 inches in diameter.

The second train wheel in each striking part
drives a bevelled wheel, which drives the fly

above the clock on a vertical arbor, as in the
Exchange clock, in order to keep it out of the
way of people winding or examining the clock.
The great wheels all have ISO teeth: the second
wheel of the hour-striking part has 105, aud a
pinion of 15, so that it turns two-thirds round
at each blow, and the lifting cylinder upon its

arbor has three segments cut out of it, and two
of them are passed at each blow,—probably a

novel arrangement, but thouglit the most con-
venient here with reference to the numbers of

the teeth. The great wheels arc 885 inches in

diameter, and the whole mass of the barrel,

great wheels, and cam wheels, weighs no less

than 17 cwt. The whole of the wheels, except
the fly wheels and winding pinions, lie on the
top of ihe great frame, which is a trussed

:irder frame 19 inches deep (like the girders

of the Crystal Palace), resting on two walls

11 feet apart, which come right up from the

bottom of the tower. The frame will be 15-1-

feet-long: the strikiug pulleys will be about

2.J feet in diameter, and pivotted in. Mr. De-
nison adds, with reference to the question of

the strength of cast-iron teeth, that a segment
of one of these great wheels was tried up to

breaking point, and it bore a pressure of six

tons, and then only broke from the pinion not
bearing quite flat upon it.

The desirability of employing cast-iron wheels
is questioned, as cur readers know, by some
who arc well inrormed on the subject, but into

this we do not propose to enter.*

There are several matters in connection with
ihe clock aud bells as yet undetermined, aud
the position of the bells shown in the section

may not be adhered to. Eor illuminating the

dials, we understand electricity will probably be

used. The art of illuminating dials is not yet

in a quite settled state, aud we shall be prepared

to find that time will be needed to make the West-
iniustcr clock satisfactory in this respect. Some
communications on the subject in a former

volume of our journal may be usefully referred

to. Dials illuminated from witliiu in the ordinary

maimer always look very ill by day, -wben they

are more seen aud more wanted. As noted in

the Encyclopmdia article already referred to,

—

“Another objection to illuminating large dials

from tbe inside is, that it makes it impossible to

counterpoise tbe liamls outside, unless, perhaps,

the counterpoises could be made of glass. And
if they are only counterpoised inside, there is no
counterpoise at all to the force of th§ wind,

which is then constantly tending to loosen them
on the arbor, and that tendency is aggravated

by tbe hand itself pressing on the arbor oneway
as it ascends, and the other as it descends

;
and

if it once gets in the smallest degree loose, it

' becomes rapidly worse by the constant shaking.

It is mentioned in Ibcid’s book, that tbe minutc-
' hand of St. Paul’s Cathedral, which is above

S feet long, used to fall over above a minute as
'

it passed from tbe left to the right side of XIT,

before if was counterpoised outside.” In the

j

conditions to be followed in the Westminster

clock, it is expressly required that " the hands

be counterpoised externally, for wind as well as

I

weight ”—a very necessary precaution.

! Some few notes on the introduction aud early

* employment of clocks, may prove iutci*esting.

i

Various inventions for the measurement of

time were in early use. Mention is made in

the Bible of an instrument to show the pass-

ing hours. In the reign of tlezekiah, king of

Judah, the king I'cfers to the dial of Abaz, his

father, who died about 726 years before the

I Christian era. In the year of Home 595 (157
years B.C.), a water clock was erected by

I

—

,

j

* We liave rcctived a loBi letter Jrom Mr Loaeby la reply to

Mr. Deniaou'd last, but cauDot Qud apace fur it. Tbe writer
BSierta. with refereuce to ih- weight of the clapper. “ that 120 lbs.

i for tbebacamer. aid 6 iuoliea for the fall, is tbe greatest quautity
1 of «York the clock should be allowed to do,"
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And clocks the tongues of htiwdiS.”—First

2 .

ScipiOj and, acting in all weatliers, and at night
^

as well as day, it was of the utmost utility . act 1. sc. 2.

and importance. Pacificus, archdeacon of Ve-
1

“Fought a long hour by Shrewsbury clock.

wL tn t.Rp in'nHi cnntufv. is Said to —First Fart of Henri/ IF. act v. sc. -i.

Second Fart of
—First Fart of Henri/

1

“ About three of the clock.”—
rona, who lived in the ninth century, is said to

^

have been the inventor of clocks worked by

,

wheels. It is by some, however, strongly con-
1

7/(?«?y /r. act i. sc. 2.

tested that the credit of the invention is due to
,

“ Ihc clocks do toll, and the third hour. —
Boethius, who is said to have made the discovery ' 7/e«ryr. act iv. Chorus.

^ ^

about the year 510. I

“ Like clocks, still to strike on. —Iirst Fart

Mr. Bowie, in the " Archmologia,” vol. vn.
[

of Henri/ 7 /. act i. sc. 2.
^ ^ ^ „

p 218,remarks, “ That cloekmakiug was brought “ It’s nine o’clock. — 77/ actv.se. d.

to such a degree of perfection at the end of the • “ Count the clock; the clock hath. —Julius

thii-teenth, or very early in the fourteenth cen- Ca:s(ir, act ii. sc. 1.
, i

tury,tbatsraallhousc-clocks, nay, probably table-
,

“Canst awake by four o the clock,

clocks, were then in use, seems apparent from act ii^sc. 2

-Ci/m-

what follows ;

—

•Bl puis fait sooner acs orloges,

Par aes aaUes et par scs loges,

A roes* trnp subliUeinent,

De perdurable niovettient.'

Homan de Ja Hose.

The sands that run i’ the clock’s behalf.”

—

Cj/mheline, act iii. sc. 2.

“ To weep ’twixt clock and clock.”

—

Cymbe-

line, act iii. sc. I.

“Upon a time, unhappy was the clock.”

—

This passage indicates good and serviceable
'

svoikmaSsbip, and the moSem edition tells us
;

fpek struck nmc when, -liomeo a„d

that the poem was finished before 1305. r ^
i i **„,.-•« rr;-,,, Trj,«

Although it appears to be a matter of uncer-
,

"pld time the cloek-settei. -Iu,y Jo!m,

tainty at what period large clocks, now so
,

m. sc. X.

familiar to every one, began to supersede tbc
, Shakspearc makes mention, in Zew’s Zftiow’.s

sun and moon dials, tapers, and other measures
|

i^st, of clucks of German manufacture, nor is

of time, we find certain accounts of clocks me- the only one of the contemporary dramatists

clianically constructed in England at a remote
^

alludes to these produetious. In Ben

iate. In 1288 a stout stoue clock-tower was Jonson’s Silent JFoman, first acted in 1G09, be

cvccicd opposite to Westmiuster Hall, out of a

fine of SOO marks imposed upon Balph de

Hcngham, Chief Justice of the Kind’s Bench, in

the 16th year of Edward I. In this_belfry tower,

wliich was still standing in 1715, was a clock

wliich struck the great bell called Tom of M cst-

niinster, so as to be heard by the people (judges

as well as others) in the courts of law.
^
This

clock was kept iu use until the time of Queep

Elizabeth, when it was reconstructed. A clock

was also put up in Canterbury cathedral, iit

1292, at a cost of 307 In 1368 three Uutch-

nien, who were orlor/iers, obtained the jirotection

of Edward III. Chaucer, the poet, who lived

ill the fourteenth century, when he speaks of a

cock’s crowing, says :

—

" Full sikerer was hU crowing in liis logs,

Than is a dok or any abbey orloge.”

In the reign of Queen Elizabeth the use of

clocks had become familiar. Sluikspcarc refers

to them in the following instances

“ They’ll tell the clock to any.”—Ttw^es/',

act ii. sc. 1.

“Yat is de clock. Jack ?”

—

JIrrry Vices of

JFindsor, act ii. sc. 3.

“ The clock gives me my CMC.'’—Hcrry771ces

ofTf^indsor, act iii. sc. 2.

“The clock upbraids me with.”

—

Ticclflh

Kiylit, act iii. sc. 1.

“Tomorrow, four o’clock.”

—

Hcasure for

Measure, act iv. sc. 2.

“ Like a German clock, still a rciiairiug.”—

Love’s Labour’s Lost, act iii. sc. 1.

“ Larks are ploughmen’s clocks.”

—

Love's

Labour's Lost, act v. song.

“At the farthest by _fivc of the clock.”—

Merchant of T''enice, act ii. sc. 2.

“Ever run before the clock.”

—

Merchant of

T'enice, act ii. sc. 6.

“There’s no clock in the forest.”

—

As You

Like If, act iii. sc. 2.

“Of time as well as a clock.”

—

As 2 on Like

If, act iii. sc. 2.

“ And his honour, clock to itself, knew.”

—

All’s V'ell that Ends V'ell, act i. sc. 2.

“ I love tlice not a jar o’ the clock behind.”

—

IFinter's Tale, act i. sc. 2.

“"Wishing clocks more swift.”— IFiuter'sTale,

act i. sc. 2.

“The clock has struckeu twelve. —Comedy

of Errors, act i. sc. 2.

“ Should be your clock aud strike you.”

—

Comedy of Errors, act i. sc. 2.

“Aud now the clock strikes one.”

—

Comedy

of Errors, act iv. sc. 2.

“ By the clock Tis day.”—ii7i/ci(?///, act ii,

sc. ‘I.

“1 have not heard the clock.”

—

Macbeth.

act ii. sc. 1

says ;
—“ She takes herself asunder still when

she goes to bed into some twenty boxes, and

about next day noon is put together again, like

a great German clock, and so comes forth and

rings a tedious lamm to the whole house, aud

then is quiet again for an hour, but for her

quarters.”

At or near the year 1310, Dafydd ap Gwilym,

the celebrated Welsli Ovid, abuses a clock for

disturbing him during a delicious dream, and

thus, as Captain, now Admiral Smyth translates

ill his elaborate memoir in the Arch^ologia, he

perorates:
— ‘•'Confusion to the black-faced

clock by tlie side of tbc bank, that awoke me
May its head, its tongUb, its pair of ropes,

and its wheel moidder
;

likewise its weights

of dullard balls, its orifices, its hammer, its ducks

quacking, as if anticipating day, aud its ever

restless works ! This turbulent clock clacks

ridiculous sounds, like to a drunken cobbler,

a cobbler, too, in appearance, cunning and false

blindgut ! the yelping of a dog in a pan

I

echoed ! the ceaseless chatter of a cloister ! a

loouiy mill grinding away the night
!”

IVoissart, in one of his earliest productions

(“ Ilorlogc Amoureuse ”), says :

—

” The clock is, if considered truly,

An instruincut very fair and very notable.

And it is also Odreeuble and profitable;

For night and day it teaches us the hours,

By the subtility which it comprises.

In the absence even of ttie sun
j

On which account we should the more prize its con-

struction,

Which the other instruments do not,

However they maybe made by art and by compass;

Therefore I hold fcim for valiantand wise.

Who first found the use of it,

When l>y his sense hebegau and made
A thing 80 noble aud of such great profit.

I will now talk of the state of tbc clock.”

The poet then gives a long account of its

complicated machinery.

Leland mentions a famous astronomical

clock, made by Richard Wallingford, the son of

a smith, who for his learning and ingenuity be-

came Abbot of St. Albans in the reign of

Richard II. This clock continued to go iu

Leland’s time, who was bom at the latter end

of Henry VII. ’s reign, aud who speaks of a

tradition, that this famous piece of mechanism

was called Albion by the inventor.

Dante, who was born in 1265, and died in

1321, mentions an orologio, which struck the

hour.

The great clock at Paris was put u]i iu the

year 1361, during the reign of Charles A . having

been made by Henry de W'ic, a German.

The oldest clock, of English manufacture,

extant, is perhaps that which was made about
~ by Peter Lightfoot, a monk ofA.D. 1310,

Time made me bis numberiug clock.”— j

Glastoubury, for Adam dc Sudbury, bis abbot.

Fichard 11. act v. sc. 5.
j

The face of this machine is divided into twenty-

“His Jack o’ tbc clock.”

—

Fichord II. act v. four hours, in two divisions of twelve hours each,

sc 5. and it showed time, lunar and solar movements,
^

7
A ' «Jh1 four knights on horseback, tilting iu rapid

^

and,—strike,

circumvolutions. After the dissolution of the

abbey it was removed from Glastonbury to the

Cathedral at W'ells, and still remains in an old

chapel in the north transept
;
but the works

were so completely worn out, that about 1835

they were replaced by a new train, made by

Messrs. Read and Thwaites, tbc long-established

Clerkeawell firm. The curious original face or

dial-plate, and the antique equestrian figures, were

carefully adapted to new bodies, and are still

in use.

We could give other accounts of old English

clocks, but win on to the time when the in-

creased skill of the workman enabled them to

construct the machinery on such a small scale

as to produce pocket clocks or watches. It is

evident that, in order to construct them, a new
moving power was required as a substitute for

the weights which set in motion the wheelwork

of the fixed clocks : it_ was necessary that this

power should act of itself, independently of

exterual forms aud irrespective of position, and

that the source of it should be compact. Such

a power is found iu the expansive force of a

coiled spring
;
and it appears that it was not

until the end of the fifteenth century that this

improvement was effected, at which time clocks

had become of general use in the houses of the

wealthy.
“ The best and most portable,” says Admiral

Smyth, to whose memoirs in the Archicologia wc

Imve been mainly indebted, “ as well as the

most general iu shape, is the celebrated clock

belonging to the Queen, which is the actual one

presented to the fair, accomplished, aud un-

fortunate Anne Boleyue on their marriage iu

November 1532. Her Majesty graciously per-

mitted me to examine this iutercstiu" horo-

logical relic at Windsor Castle, with leave to

handle the works. It is now placed on an

ornamental bracket at the foot ol the staircase

leading to the Queen’s closet, generally knouni

as the ‘ Panel-room,’ where it will probably

show the taste of the sixteenth century for

many ages. On taking it down from the bracket

with ray friend Mr. John Ilulbcrt Glover, her

Majesty’s zealous librarian, I regretted to find

that this valuable machine had been ‘ done up,’

as the tampering with ingenious works is often

too truly termed. Tbe interior wheels are now all

of brass, aud the whole train is evidently of

comparatively recent date
;

while, from the -

style of the mechanism, a contrate wheel being

used to keep the arbors of the others hori-

zontal, aud the adaptation for a pendulum, an

iufcrence may be gathered that the ‘doing up’

took place about the year 1680.”

“It is not only her Majesty’s clock which, has

thus beeu altered, but almost all the specimens

I have seen of the reigns of Elizabeth, James I.

and Charles I. have had tbc balance removed

and the pendulum applied, aud the innovation is

so meritorious that even an antiquary must

excuse it.”

In the 3rd of James I. a watch was found

upon Guy Eawkes which he and Percy had

bought the day before, “ to ti-y conclusions for

the long and short burning of the touchwood

with which he had prepared to give fire to the

train of powder.”

In 1631 Charles I. incorporated the clock-

makers, and the charter prohibits clocks,

watches, and alarums from being imported.

About tbe middle of the seventeenth century,

Huygens made his great improvement in clock-

work, which produced mauy others from our

OAvn couutrymen, the latest of which was the

introduction of repeating watches in the time of

Charles II. This king was very curious with

regard to these time-measurers, and it is said

that watchmakers (particularly East), used to

attend whilst he was playing at the Mall, a watch

being often tbe stake.

Charles V. of Erance was so much pleased

with time-moasurers, that be used to sit alter his

dinner with several of them on the table, his

bottle being in the centre ;
and when be retired

to the monastery of St. Just, he continued to

amuse himself by keeping them in order, which

is said to have produced a reflection from him

on the absurdity of his attempt to regulate the

motions of the different powers of Europe.

And so, having tieked our time, wc wind up
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THE UNEMPLOYED WORKMEN.
How'evee. futile the advice may be which

has been tendered, by their so-called friends, to

the large body of operatives connected with

the building trades now unfortvmatcly out of

employ, and however dangerous the doctrine

taught by some of their leaders, expressions of

sympathy, aud earnest endeavours to assist them
ill their need, should not be withheld. Builders

suffered fearfully during the war, especially

the class engaged in the erection of houses for

sale, and have been suffering since. The
Gazette, for many months, showed too clearly

what was going on
; and even at tlie present

time there are no buyers, houses remain on
hand, and the interest of money borrowed,
together with the ground-rent and law charges,

is m some quarters swallowing them up. As a

matter of course, workmen have been dis-

charged, as well because of this as of the winter,

which necessarily stops building operations, and
thus we find a farge number of deserving arti-

zans out of employ, aud requiring aid. Whether
or not the number is so large as has been
suspeotcd,wearc unable to say: we sincereljhope
not. The statements as to the number of persons
who attended the seeoiid meeting in i'mithfield,

were certainly much exaggerated. Some of the

newspapers called it 10,000; but looking with
our own eyes, we were unable at any time
while the chairman was speaking to count a thou-
sand. Let us hope, therefore, that the numbers of

those who are in distress may be less than has
been feared. Taking the best view of it, how-
ever, they are unquestionably very numerous,
and something should be done to aid them. Emi-
gration has been urged as the most effectual

step, aud would doubtless be advantageous to
many. In the meantime, however, they need
assistance, and we should be very glad to see a
respectable committee organized to receive sub-
scriptions, and devise some means of giving
useful help.

We have received several letters in reply to

one signed “ T. L. D.” in our last, and two or
three taking nearly the same view as the writer !

of it. Of the former, wc have printed oue of
the earliest that reached us, and next week will

give attention to others.

In reference to the want of employment so loudly
complained of by many mechanics in the building
trade, aud in answer to the letter which you publish
from “An Architect and Sun'cyor,” in which he
exposes the fallacy of applying to the unions for relief,

and attributes their present distress principally to

their own nets, permit me to say that very many,
probably a large majority in the trade to which I
belong, whilst agreeing with your correspondent on
the absurd and degrading nature of such a course,
caunot help feeling that his remarks on the subject
of wages and the conduct of trade societies are opposed
to truth. lie asserts that w'hcn wages were lower
there was more constant employment than now, w’hich
he attributes to the mischievous interference of trade
unions, which raise the price of labour to such an
e.xtent that employers can only realise a profit on the
material, and not on the labour. In the first place,
there are other causes operating to produce such on
effect, if it exists at all. AVith regard to trade socie-
ties forcing up wages, there are not more than
one-fifth of the men in my trade that belong to them.
Nor is it a condition of membership that a man shall
receive the highest r.ate of wages. The employers
themselves make a standard rate, by refusing to pay a

[

superior workman more than an ordinary one. As i

for the logic which says an employer can only get
j

profit on the material, and not on the labour, it needs
jnothing to prove its absurdity. Were I to compare

the remuneration your correspondent receives for his I

labour with mine, he would probably tell me that the
outlay for bis education was greater than mine

;
that

it required more study and talent of a higher order
to fit him for his profession thaa are requisite for
mine, and, as a necessary consequence, he is justly
entitled to a higher remuneration. I grant he is

;

and by the same rule I maintain that seven years
devoted to acquire a business, with a premium paid
into the bargain

; an expensive lot of tools to provide,
subject to constant wear, and loss by fire or robbery;
together with the uncertainty of employment,—are
sufficient reasons why we should have more pay than
policemen. It really is too bad that the working
classes should be continually told they receive good
wages by those who never knew want, nor how far a
workman s wages procure for himself and family the
means of support, after contending with want of

employment, sickness, births, or deaths in his family.

Were they to try the experiment with all the economy

they recommend to us, I think they would form a

difl'erent opinion of what were high wages. AMiy, the

very fact of so many being destitute proves that our

wages are insufficient to meet the requirements of life

under all circumstances. They preach economy, but

our scale of living is already too low. With low

wages, a married man is in a measure compelled to

allow his wife to compete with the single women in

needle and other work, and again producing low wages

aud starvation to those who depend upon it for a

living.

It is the full belief of your wish to do justice to

both employer and the employed that causes me to

trouble you with this
;
and I beg as a favour, should

the length or style of this letter preclude insertion in

your columns, you will give the substance, as it is in

.accordance with the opinions of many who, like

myself, think a man who is both able and willing to

devote his time to labour, should procure the means of

existeuce without the charity of any one, public or

private. A Joubneyman Carpenter.

A FEAV WORDS TO BUILDING OPERATIA'ES
ON THE PRESENT DEPRESSION.

SiB,—Observing, in your last week’s publication,

an article on the above subject, from a correspondent

who calls himself an architect, I submit the following

remarks:—You are no doubt aware that working meu
regard with suspicion anylhiug, spoken or written by
those who move in a higher sphere of life, that has a

tendency to throw discredit on their conduct. To
state in plain terms who 1 am, and my position in

life, the foRowing will suffice. I have wrought as a

mason upwards of thirty years, in ten or twelve diffe-

rent counties in England and AVales. I have received

as little as 2s. 6(1. per day, and as much as 6s. I

have lost as much as two, and sometimes three

months’ labour in winter, for want of employmeut

:

in summer I have made as much as eight, and some-
times even nine clays’ wages during the week. I

have, during the thirty years, been married twice,

and each wife has borne me six children. The first

family has been trained to get their own living;

the second arc progressing towards the same de-

sirable end. During the above-mentioned period, I

!
have not obtained anything higher than that of a

journeyman
;
neither liave I received from any other

source anything of consequence to supply my own
and the wants of my family. As a double share of

domestic duties has fallen to my lot, and as 1 am
only a working niau among working men, let them
heed the following remarks.

The building ti'ade has always been a fluctuating

trade, aud always will remain so, owing to circum-

stances which are very difficult to contr(.d. The pre-

sent depression of trade is owing chiefly to the high

price of provisions, and the large amount of war taxes

which have yet to be removed. For iustanee, a very

large number of houses in aud around the suburbs of

London, are finished, and fit for occupatiou
;
but the

supply is fir greater than the demand, not that

London has been depopulated—population still in-

creases, but the cause lies here. The war has en-

liauccd the price of provisions—these micst be obtained

at every other sacrifice. The working man, who for-

merly had two or three comfortable rooms, at the

present time makes shift with one. Many of the

middle class give up their houses, and take apart-

ments
; thus, in thousands of instances where a house

is only just convenient for one family, it is over-

crowded with five or six. This, then, is the cause

that house property has become such a drug in the

market. It must be evident, if the builder could

borrow money at 3, or even 2 per cent, and men
would consent to work for half w,agcs, if the builder

had no reasonable prospect to let or sell those houses

when finished, he himself would be in the sure road

to ruin.

Your correspondent of last week, makes some
severe remarks on the conduct of trades’ unions. I

am as averse to the principle on which those trades’

unions are conducted as your correspondent. But let

me state, once for all, clearly and distinctly, the

cause of these trades’ unions attaining such a for-

midable aud thi'cateniug aspect as they do at preseut.

Many of those who contribute their pence and shill-

ings to support these unions, do it not willingly, but

grudgingly, not as a matter of choice, but of neces-

sity. For instance, a man not belonging to the

trades’ union apjjiies to a master for employment -. if

the master employs him, and he refuses to join the

society, a deputation is sent by the union, to state

that the society men refuse to work with him
;

or, in

other words, they demand the master to discharge

him ; the master, to avoid a temporary inconvenience,

discharges him. AVe hear much in the present day of

the tyranny of capitalists and employers: those who
live in glass houses should not throw stones. I speak.

' or rather write, imp-ailiully. As an individual I have

,

suffered more from thetyramiy of trades’. unions than

I have from employers.

j

AA’hen I first came to Loudon I hired a small fur-

\

uished room on the fifth story of a ten-roomed house,

for which I paid 6s. per week. A feu-roomed house,

,
thought 1 to myself, and each room worth 5s. per

' week,—130f. per year. I soon shifted, and laid out a

I

few pounds in furniture, aud hired an unfurnished

room at -Is. per week in an eight-roomed house. An
eight-roomed house, each room worth 43. per week,

—

more than 83/. per year,—too much, I thought. X

J

soon left this, and engaged an eight-roomed house on

I my own account at 42/. per year; let off si.x rooms

I

at an average of 3s. Gd. per week each, which enabled

j

me to live rent-free. But 42/. per year for a house
' which cost about 350/. was, at any rate, 10 per

I

cent, for the outlay,—too much, thought I. By
dint of perseverance and strict economy the united

savings of myself and wife, in the course of fourteen

I

or fifteen years, amounted to the sum of 120/. I

formed a resolution. I will borrow 200/. and add to

I

my savings, and build a bouse for myself. A good

eight-roomed house was soon built
;
ground rent,

5/. per year, aud per-centage on 200/. cost me 15/. per

annum. I could, in these circumstances, let off as

much as when I rented a house at 42/. per year. I

have made the above statement simply to show my
fcllow-mcn how they might better their condition. I

think i am snfficieutly skilled in reasoning to show
them one cause of the present distress of many. In-

stance a case : there arc many innkeepers sufficiently

kind aud obliging to trust men for the liquors they

are disposed to take upon credit during the week. A.
very moderate week’s account in this way often

amounts to 78. or Ss. I have observed that most
men are sufficiently honest to pay of a Saturday

night, that those kind favours of the innkeeper may be

continued. The landlord “stands his pot” for favours

received : this calls for another, and another, until the

man, wlio has laboured hard during the week for his

scanty earnings, forgets he has a wife and children

waiting with eager expectation for the support they

stand so much in need of.

The result of such conduct is simply this. On
tlic Sunday morning hundreds arc strolling to market
iu the purlieus of Marsb-g-ate and other similar

localities.

The gin shops, the pledge offices, and the loau

offices, all bear witness .and give ocular demoustration

which waj the poor inan’s money goe.s.

To those working men who can take advice I

give it :

—

First. Observe, when you can obtain employment—

-

avoid Saint Monday. AVork the whole six days, if

possible.

Secondly. Don’t speud your money before you get

it,— or, iu other words, dou’t take anything on credit

if you can avoid it. The man who pays ready money
for everything will generally take care of his pocket.

Thirdly. Carry home the whole of your week’s
wages, and provide on Saturday night for the com-
forts and necessities of your families.

In conclusion, a few words to those who consider

themselves the guardians of the workmau’s right.

You have shown a vast amount of zeal in forming

trades’ unions,—in levying contributions to support

strikes, sometimes of a frivolous nature. Here, then,

is a subject at which you may employ your zeal to

good account : thousands are out of employment
owing to the depression of trade : thousands of inno-

cent children arc suffering the pangs of hunger

owing to this depression
:
you have societies already

organized, resources at command, in readiness to

combat with any employer who chooses to infringe

upon your alleged rights. Cannot these resources be

brought to bear upon the present existing emergency ?-

A work of charity,—a work of mercy jjresents itself

to your notice, iu which you are deeply interested.

Such a step on your part, I am persuaded, would

meet with public approval, and, iu addition, public

co-operatioo. A Stonemason.

‘ GOTniC AND CLASSIC.”

I SHOULD not have troubled von with any re-

marks upon this vexed question, had not the

letter, which appeared in yoar impression of the

10th, been likely, from its type and position, to

cany with it more than its due weight with the

mass of your nou-professional readers. Those

who arc acquainted with the style it condemns,

will not be in the least affected by it.

The first part of the letter is eitlier a misre-

presentation or misunderstanding of facts
;

for

the object which Mr. Scott, aud all who sym-

pathise with him, have in view is—if I under-

slaud it rightly— to recover and cer-

tain lost principles— alphabet, as it were, of

English “Pointed” architecture; iu other words.
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to restore that train of thought which, by

palieucs and perseverance, produced such struc-

tures as the uave of Westminster, the chapter-

house of v?alisbury, the abbey at Tintern, the

spire of Lostwithiel, the north porch of Red-

cliff, &c. And I am truly surprised to find

that any one should infer from the remarks in

the Builder, of November 20 ,
that the writer

was anxious to revive or restore the “ obsolete
”

fashions of a less civilised age, simjthj because

they happened to be clothed in artistic fonns.

It is neither “ fire-dog,” nor “ hoodwinked

windows,” nor “open ceilings,” nor “but-

tresses,” nor “ pinnacles,”— no, nor even all

these things combined, which the architects of

the movement desire to see revived; but it is

that propriety which the Anglo-Roman, Saxon,

aud Norman all observed — couformation to the

laws and local characteristics of nature, with

the addition of the spirit of Christianity infused.

But your correspondent would have us believe

that Gothic architecture consists of “ nought
but pinuacle aud gable, and buttress, and hood-

winked windows that its domestic “ essen-

tials" “casements, admitting the external

air in all seasons
;

fire-places so large, that all

the heat generated upou the comfortless fire-

latitude of reasoning, termed anything vast

Cyclopean.

“ Qiiicqnid magoitudine soa noTsile est,

Cyc'lopum maou dieitur fabricatuen.''

Among the most celebrated ruins of this de-

scription, rank Tiryns and Mycenrn, in the plain

of Argos, whose remains are composed of rough

quadrangular blocks of stone, the interstices

being filled in with small stones. Of TirTOS,

only the walls of the Acropolis remain, which
Uodwell considers must have been full 60 feet

in height, judging from the fallen stones about

them. Of Mycense, the capital of Agamemnon,

ATIIhNS.*

The connection of Athens with Peirmus and
Mnnychia was effected during the administration

of Pericles, by the erection of the two long walls

(ra fiaKpa rfixv), each about four miles in

length, and 550 feet apart; aud with Phalm-
rum, by the Phalroricwallfro (paXtjpiKov rttxot'),

running due south. The north long wall and
the Phalferic were built first, and after the erec-

tion of the intermediate long wall the Phalccric

was suffered to go to decay, as the Lacedemo-
nians are only desci’ibcd as destroying two long

walls
;

and when, after the battle of Cnidus,

Conon rebuilt them, he probably used the mate- the Gate of the Lions and the Treasury of

rials of tbcPhalEeric in fheirconstruction. These
! Atreus excite intense interest. The lintel to

walls, ruinous at the time of the invasion of

Philip, were destroyed by Sulla, and never after-

wards rebuilt, their ruins being noticed byPau-
sanias, who fiourislied about A.D. 200 . Their

ruins may still be traced.

The most recent discovery of importance con-

nected with the Acropolis is that of M. Beule,

who, not satisfied with the old entrance on the

south side of the west outworks, has brought to

light an ancient gateway, about 6 feet wide aud

12 feet high, surmounted by a Doric entablature,

betweeu two flanking towers, at the west end of
dogs, is immediately transmitted to the uetlier Acropolis, exactly in front of the Propyisea.
heaven, open ceilings, and stained joists, ginng -p|,g surface of the rock appears to have been
a general cold church-like air to them, very Q^g
depressing and unpleasant. Now, as there are, steps; and a recent distinguished
1 dare say, some amongst your immerous

! 1,33 attention to the want of
readers who would be led almost to believe this

;
parallelism amongst the several buildings upou

summary, from the reflections which precede it
^ summit

on "useless miiistical piscinas,” “ disease-
1 The Pelasgic fortiBc.ations of the Acropolis,

engeudering sedinia, &c. 1 thiuk it would be
^ ^]iig]i defied the Spartans, having afterwards

wrong to let even such people remain in the been partially dismantled, could not resist the
belief, that^Ir. Goodchua’s Oothic is the Gothic Persians, who destroyed all tlie buildings within
of whftt he is pleased to call the “one-branch citadel. The foundations of tlie ancient
hands.” It was to be hoped that the question,

|
doubtless remained, but the walls after-

— ^bat is Gothic architecture? li;td_ been
|

^y-irds built upon them retained but the name of
decided, for one and all, but the communication

^|jg niighty founders of the Attienian race. The
in the of January 10th, 1857 ,

contain- restoration of the north wall, called the Pelasgic,
mg direct and indirect censures upon Us lack of

; jg jiggrJbed to Themistoclcs
;
and imbedded in

“ appropriateness^” and beauty, sliows that this
j^g masonry are portions of marble columns, and

hope was vain._ Every one who knows anything
^ complete Doric entablature of limestone, with-

at all of Gothic architecture, is aware that its joubt the remains of the earlier Parthenon,
very first element, without which it cannot

I T,r , . «. i 4. • 11.
• T4. *- vve pause a moment to contemplate 111 thought

GTiist. \s appropriateness or utilitii. it must

'

• p 1 ^ n 1
°

u„ f ILA ^ 4U.A the numerous remains of Pelasgic or Cyclopean
not be forgotten, however, that there are appro-II Liicic -ire a j jiu ’ -

.
. r r t i- *

• ' construction scattered over the states of Greece,
pnate and useful features m the worfil whicti , , ^ 4\.L
I 7 - ,1 • 7 - 71. ,

and bv the same giant race implanted m the
have no rtiWi beannsr upon our wants,

; ,. 1 i • c \ 4. tv' u
1 1 1

°
• 4. • 4.1 4 I

distant regions of Etruria, as shown at Norba,
aB( ilistliisdua appro|,rmencss, 4...tl,eimte-l

gj
B

Alatrium, Piesole, Arezzo, and
nal utility, coupled ji li the o

rish^^kj^eord^oftlicVolsci,
re igious or moral feelinrj, which constitutes W • 41 c u- • j 4-1

r-. . m tf » •
1 „*.[ the Jlarsi, the Hernici, the Sabim, aud other

architecture. Tins “ expression is only another ' ’

word for symbolism; and, from the Druidical r » t> • • *
, 1 j 1 •*. 4. 1 -11 4 r ihe impressions of rausanias, sixteen cen-
temple downwards, it must and will exist, i ,

• ^ 11, 1 .1

ask,^ llicn, ^vhat sliall tile ivorks of llie laltci-
were probably much be same as

bal of the umeteenUi century be symbolical of-,
“^11.0 tourist of our oyrn day; for tl.e

our Christiau faith or our sciptici‘sm-our unity
I™™ ““'rl' as they rvere.

_
In solitary

or our sectarianism—our higher or our lower

nature ? One of the great eiTors of the day is

the supposition that Gotliic or Pointed archi-

tecture must be mediweal, and that it is made up
of “buttresses,” “firc-iogs,” “piscinas,” and
the like

;
things which have no more to do

witli this style than the toga, the Iripod, or

column flutiugs, have to do witli the Classic. I

fully aCTce with Mr. Goodchild, that the great

mass ol buildings “ erected in the present day,”

which go by the name of Gothic, are failures
;

but the style se would not be affected
^

their ancestry and their dcscendauts alike uu-

one iota it we went on failing for a century.
,

known ;—yet not indeed the last, if conclusions

What we really want is more self-reliance, more ! are rightly drawn : if the primitive population

thought, more spirit-life, more faith, more unity, 'of Greece— themselves Greek— founding the

more love, and then both the Classic and Gothic
j

language, and kindred with the blood of the

of history may sink to their proper level, as later and more illustrious Helenes—they still

food for the antiquarian and archmologisf ;
for we ' made the great bulk of the people in the various

ourselves should have a land-mark in the world’s ' states, and through their most dazzling age

grandeur they attest the power of those who
placed them there.

' Hiirna vacuia habifator in arvig

LJonstrat, Cyclopum ductag aiidoribua arces.”

“Their handwriting is yet upon their walls !

A restless and various people, overrunning the

whole of Greece, found northwards iu Dacia,

Illyria, aud the country of the Getic, colonising

the coasts of Ionia, and long the master race of

the fairest lands of Italy, they have passed

away amid the revolutions of tlie elder earth,

history, which would vie with either iu origi-

nality, propriety, or beauty.

Culmore, co. Donegal. E. W. Godwin.

Lectuke on Colour and its Laws.—Alcetnre

on this subject was delivered last week at Ifiawich,

before the members of the Mcdianies’ Iiistitulinn

there, by Mr. George Taylor, of ihut town. The
lecturer successively touched upon the theory of light,

the theory of colour, the properties of culoiired rays,

and the influence of coloured light upon vegetable

and animal life, mentioning under the latter head the

results of the numerous, interesting, ami practicnlly

useful experiments made upou plants growing under
coloured media.

enslaved in Laconia—but free in Athens—it

was their posterity that fought (he Mede at

^laratlioii and Platiea,—whom Miltiades led,

—

for whom Solon legislated,—for whom Plato

thought,—whom Demosthenes harangued.”

The Cadincians, says llcrodotus, were famed
for their architecture, which tliey introduced

into Greece, and there erected lofty struc-

tures dedicated to tlie sim, under the name of

Pclonts, whence the term Pclorian was given to

anything stupendous; and as by their works

thcyjuclgcd the builders, so did they represent

tlie Cyclopes as giants, and pursuing the same

* See pp. 3. 31, anl '.

the doorway of the latter is composed of stones

in size only equalled by the masses of Egypt

or Balbec. The circular chamber, 50 feet m
diameter, and about 60 feet high, formed of

parallel courses of breccia, averaging 2 feet in

height, neatly jointed without mortar, and con-

verging to the centre, not by radiating beds, but

by horizontal courses, projecting before each

other as they rose, and then smoothed by the

cutting off of the lower angle, instead of typify-

ing the future arch as some have thought, only

goes to prove the principle was not even hinted

at by these rude architects. The Treasury of

Minyas, at Orchomenos, of which but ruins re-

main, the vault having fallen in, was, doubtless,

of far greater size, and of marble. Pausanias

fully describes it, whilst he only alludes to that

of Mycenffi. It is supposed that all the subter-

raneous chambers of Greece, Italy, and Sicily,

were similarly constructed. Of the four kinds

of masonry into which the Cyclopean remains

are divided, the first has its type at Tiryns and

Mveenre
;
the second where the stones arc irre-

gular polygons, fitting nearly into each other, as

at Julis and Delphi; the third, wherein the

stones are laid in regular courses, but of un-

equal lengths, as in Benotia, Pbocis, and Argolis
;

aud the fourth wherein the stones are always

rectangular, whereof examples exist in Attica.

Sir William Gell asserts the second method

only to be Pelasgic, and to have been practised

several hundred years before the Cyclopean

manner. Thus, he says, the Pelasgi Wit Ly-

cosuralSOO years B.C. and Argos even 56 years

earlier
;
and that T'iryns was fortified by foreign

artists from Lycia, called Cyclopes, above 400

years later. But our limits will not aliow us

to linger longer upon this most interesting

subject. We will only refer the reader to Dod-

well, Clarke, Hamilton, and other investigators,

and return to Athens.

The remaining places and monuments of the

lower town, whose identity is not disputed, are

the Areiopagus (ci'Apfioff llayof), or hill of

Ares; the Puyx or place of assembly;

the Hill of the Nymphs ;
and the hill called the

Museium (ro Moaatlov), after the poet Musseus,

who retired thither for contemplation; theDio-

iiysiac Theatre, and the Odeium of Herodes

;

the cave of Apollo and Pan, with the fountain

Clepsydra, and the cave of Aglaurus ;
the tem-

ples of Theseus and of Zeus Olympius; the

Horologium of Andronieus Cyrrhestes
;

the

choral monument of Lysierates; the Stadium;

the gateway aud aqueduct of Hadriau
;
and the

Agoia and Cerameicus.

The Council of Areiopagus sat as judges in

the open air, on the south-east summit, of the

rock. Sixteen stone steps and a rude bench of

stones mark the spot where they held their

meetings. At the south-east angle of the rock

is the chasm which formed the temple or sanc-

tuary of the Eumenides. What structure there

may have been in front of it has disappeared.

The identity of the Pnyx was first established

by Chandler, Wheler and Stuart having both

failed in their appropriation of the remains. It

may be loosely described as a semicircular area,

on a sloping ground, the chord of which is the

highest point, the centre of the arc the lowest;

the latter being bounded by a wall of huge

polygonal blocks. The chord is marked by a

fine of vertical rock, bewn flat like a wall, in.

the centre of which, and projecting from it, is

the Bema or pulpit, often called the

stone (a Xi6of), from which the orators ad-

dressed the multitude in the area, which, con-

taining 12,000 square yards, could accommodate

the whole of the Athenian citizens. Eloquence
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was innate with the Athenians, and oratory

ilourished at Athens only. The fine organiza-

tion of this remarkable people was such, that

an ungraceful or unadorned style was repugnant

to their sense. Cicero bears witness to this

exquisite susceptibility where he says—“ Siuce-

ruin fait sic eorum judicium ut nihil possent

nisi incorruptum audire atque elegans.” States-

men, generals, poets, all were orators, though

but few of their orations hare reached us. Of
the remains that are’ extant, those of Lysias,

Isocrates, Isffius, Demosthenes, Ailschines,

Dcraades, and Hyperides, rank highest; Anti-

phon, Autisthenes, Andocides, and others, take

a secondary rank.

The Museium Hill was south-west of the

Acropolis, and of not very inferior elevation.

It contains nothing remarkable, if we except the

remains of the Roman monument to Philo-

pappus (for the description of which see Leake
and Stuart), and the traces of numerous
houses. Of the poet Musaeus, supposed to have

been buried on the hill that bears his name,
none of the ascribed writings remain

;
but

Diogenes Laertius has preserved to us a prin-

ciple of his philosophy in the words— evoc ra

iravTa yivioOai, Kai eig rdvrov avaXveaOai.

Beneath the south wall of the Acropolis lay

the Theatre of Dionysus, commenced B.C. 500

;

being tlie first theatre built of stone in Athens,
all previous ones having been of wood, and
temporarily erected for the Diouysiac festival

;

and it was within such that the first drama of

jEschylus was performed in the same year.

After the discarding of these wooden moveable
theatres, stone ones were erected in all parts of

Greece and Asia Minor
;
Athens at the same

time remaining the centre of the Greek drama
and birthplace of Greek dramatic literature.

Many of these theatres, although all of them
constructed after the Athenian type, were not

devoted to the drama, but to various public

purposes
;

and even at Athens, the Theatre
called Aypnnruov, and that of Herodes
(iirl 'PtjyikXij Searpov), were used for the de-

clamations of the Sophists. The prodigious

size of some of these buildings, as at Argos,
Ephesus, and Epidaurus, is attested by the de-

scriptions of Clarke, Dodwell, Leake, and others.

They were usually erected upon a declivity, the

part for the audience being hewn out of the

rock, thence called koiXov, eavea. The seats for

the spectators, arranged in concentric circles, and
occupyiugaboutfive-eighthsofthecircumference;

the broad passages (5ia^w/iara), pracinctio7ies,

at iutervals between these seats, and parallel

with them ; the stairs, at intervals, radiating

from the centre, and communicating between
the upper aud lower seats, but breaking joint at

each prascincto, by which the seats were divided

into plots resembling on plan the section of a
truncated cone, hence called KiKpioiq, cmei;
the covered gallery forming the finish to the

building, and following the semicircle of the

theatre; the orchestra the circular

area within the innermost seat, round which the
• chorus performed their dances, and in the centre

of which stood the ^vixkXij, or altar of Diony-
sus

;
the stage (Xoyuov), raised above the

orchestra, and terminated by the cfA-Tjvi), and,

on each side, the TrapafficTivioi’ these formed the

principal features of the Greek theatre as

g
athered from the evidence of Vitruvius, who
kewise clearly marks the distinctions between

'

the Greek and Roman theatres. “But these,”
,

says Donaldson, “ and other statements of the

ancients, have been somewhat twisted out of

shape by architects unacquainted with the an-

cient dramatists
;
and philologists, iu their tuni,

have blundered sadly for want of a knowledge
of architecture.” The whole body of the

theatre aud orchestra was open to the sky, aud
the performances took place iu the daytime.

The altar of Bacchus, as tvpical of the worship
upou which the Greek irama was founded,
occupied the centre of the whole building.

It is remarkable, that the theatrical repre-

sentations of Greece retained to the last their

original character
;

and even iu the days of
Sophocles those representations formed part of
a religious festival : the theatre was sacred to
Bacchus, aud his worship as much regarded as

the amusement of the people. The origin of the
chorus belongs to the I)oriaus, who, adding
appropriate dances to their hymns, thus insti-

tuted that important adjunct of the drama
;
and

the Doric dialect is preserved in the lyric poetry

of the other Greek tribes. Their dances in

honour of Apollo, god of war and music, were

either gymnastic or mimetic ; the former, when
intended merely as an exercise ;

the latter, when
corresponding by gesture with the meaning of

the chorus. Of the former class was the

Pyrrhic, a dance peculiarly Spartan, accompanied
by the flute, and the gymnopcedian : the hypor-

clieme was of the class mimetic
;
aud in these

three dances we may trace the origin of the

lyric element in the Attic drama. How Dionysus
came to be the object of a worship formerly

paid to Apollo was doubtless this : the Dorians
worshipped besides Apollo a female form of the

same deity. In the elementary worship of the

Pelasgi aud Achaians there were also two lead-

ing divinities, the sun and the moon, worshipped
as Helios and Selene

;
aud by the Pelasgic

inhabitants of Italy as Janus or Dianus, and
Diana. In Greece, howe''er, tlie original names
of these deifies fell into disuse at an early

period, and Bacchus or Dionysus became the

adopted name for the sun-god, and Denieter for

the goddess of the moon. Connected in their

attributes with the old elementary worship of
j

the Pelasgi, they became blended with the gods
'

of the country. Dionysus was the Wine-god,

'

Demeter the Earth, whence sprang the vine,
j

and a natural transition invested Am with the

attributes of the sun that caused its growth,

!

and translated Aer as his sister to the moon,— [

thus both becoming types of the celestial bodies

tliat ruled the harvest and the vintage. As gods
|

of the earth, attendant deities were assigned

;

them
;
thus, to Bacchus were given the Sileni,

j

to Diana, the Naiades. To these were added
satyrs (from ^arvpog, a goat), beings half man,
half goat

;
deified representatives of ihe old wor-

shippers,who probably assumed for their costume
the skin of the animal they had sacrificed to the

God. Thus did the religion of Bacchus become
incorporated with that of Apollo, aud become
the accepted creed of the Dorians.

The signification of the word Dionysus (the

god of Nysos) proves that some word of which
Ai or Aig vras the root, was the generic uame of

the deity. The etymology of the detbyramb
is a doubtful point

;
but it consisted of a chorus

j

of fifty men or boys, who danced round a blazing
|

altar to the music of the flute, aud was thence !

termed the Cyclic Chorus
;

its subject, the birth I

and misfortunes of Bacchus. I

But the first step towards the Drama iu its
j

ultimate development was extemporaneous nar-

rative. Habited in goat-skin, like a satyr, the

reciter debated upon the adventures of Bacchus.

Hence arose the term Tragedy—or the Goat-ode,

from Tpayog, Aureus,—wr/j, cantus,—even as

Comedy, or the Revel-song, drew its parentage

from the Kiopog.

Thus arose that tragedy which, shadowed
forth by Thespis and further developed by
Choirilus, Phrynicus, aud Pratiuas, found its

great exponents in jEschyius, Sophocles, and
Euripides. As regards Comedy, from the first

exhibition of Epicharmus to the last of Posidip-

pus—a period of 250 years—oue hundred and

four authors are enumerated, of the works of a

few of whom we possess but fragments only

—

the only complete plays that have reached ns

being the eleven of Aristophanes.

Two rows of seats at the top of the theatre of

Dionysus arc now visible, the rest being hidden

by the accumulation of soil, The accurate

dimensions of the building cannot now be

ascertained : the upper part is evident, but its

lower extremity is not visible
;
but it is sup-

posed to have 6een large enough to contain the

f
eueral mass of the Athenian citizens ; and for

eauty, Diceearchus asserts it to have been the

most beautiful theatre in the habitable earth

((!>?£ >jv riuv iv ri) oiKovfiivt) KaXXiffrov Gkarpov,

a^ioXoyO}-, [Xtya Kat OavficKJTov).

The subject of scenery, costume, machinery,

&c. we could not allude to here; aud the dis-

cussion of the Greek drama itself is and must
ever remain the province of profound scholar-

ship. Nor would it be possible to enter upon
the differences pi’esented by many theatres still

extant from the general description we have
loosely sketched. Whether women were present

at theatrical performances has been a matter of

much discussion, as there is sca-vccly auy

passage iu ancient writers that alludes to it
;
but

Jacobs and Passou have placed it almost beyond
a doubt that they were present at tragedy, but
not comedy. If so, their seats were separated

from those of the men.
The Odeium (ioftov) was a building allied to

a theatre inform, and sometimes called Sienrpov,

but was much smaller iu size, and roofed over,

and was first invented during tlie flourishing

period of Greek art in the fifth century before

Christ, for musical contests. Vitruvius makes
a passing allusion to the Odeium of Pericles.

It stood at the foot of the south-east part of the

Acropolis, and was burnt by Sulla B.C. 85. No
ruius remain of it. The most magnificent edifice

of the kind in the whole empire was that built

by Herodes Atticus, at the western extremity of

the Acropolis, beneath the south wall. Its

greatest aiameter was 248 feet, and it is sup-

posed to have furnished accommodation lor

8,000 persons. According to Pausauias, it sur-

passed all other odeia iu Greece, as well iu di-

mensions as in other respects
; and its roof of

cedar wood was particularly admired. There are

still considerable remains of this building, but,

says Mure, “ in spite of their extent, good pre-

servatioD, aud the massive materials of which
they are composed, they have a poor appearance,

owing to the defects of the Roman style of

architecture, especially of the rows of small

and apparently useless arches with which the

more solid portions of the masonry are perfo-

rated, aud the consequent number of insig-

nificant parts into which it is thus sub-

divided.” Stuart’s greatest mistake perhaps was
assigning the remains of this comparatively

small Roman building to the great Dionysiao

theatre.

The other principal odeia were those of Corinth

Patrfe, Smyrna, Tralles, Mycenro, aud Nicopolis.

There are also ruins at Laodicea, Ephesus, and
o’.her places iu Asia Minor.
The Cave of Apollo and Pan lay at the noi'th-

westeru augle of the Acropolis, or, as described

by Herodotus as situated below the Acropolis,

and by Pausanias as a little below the Propylaa.

The worship of Apollo iu this cave was pro&ably
of great antiquity. The worship of Pan in this

cave was not introduced until alter the battle of

Marathon, iu consequence of the services he
rendered the Athenians upon that occasion.

Miitiades dedicated his statue, and Simonides

wrote the inscription to it. A statue of Pan,

found in a garden near the cave, and now in the

public library at Cambridge, may possibly be the

identical statue dedicated by Miitiades. The
cave measures 18 feet by 15 feet, and is

30 feet in height. The fountain mentioned by
Pausanias was called Clepsydra (KXi^vSpa )

;

more anciently E^7r«?w. It derived its name
Clepsydra from its being supposed to have had
a subterraneous communication with the har-

bour of Phalerum.

The Cave of Aglanrus in the paKpat, or

Long-rocks, said to he the point whence Aglau-

rus and Herse threw themselves. Eastward
of the Cave of Pan are two caves, one of whicli

contains thirteen niches, proving it to have
been a consecrated spot, aud one of these was
probably the Aglaurium. Leake assigns one of

these caves to Aglaurus, and the other to Herse.

The Athenian Ephebi, on receiving their first

suit of armour, were accustomed to take an
oath iu the Aglaurium that they would defend

their country to the last.

We must conclude our remarks in another

number.

CROWN FERRIES IN THE WAY OF
IMPROVEMENTS.

On the lOtli instant, as our readers may have

noticed, a deputation of the committee of the

Conservative Land Society aud of the inliabit-

ants of Islcwortb, attended the Chief Com-
missioner of Woods and Forests, for the puniose

of obtaining permission of the Crown to land

on the Surrey side of the railway bridge across

the river Thames, at Richmond, a project

having been formed to erect a foot bridge as an

appendage to the existing railway bridge.

The Society had already obtained the consent

of the City Corporation and the South-Western

Railway Company to this very desirable im-

provement for the public conveuience ;
but
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•

although the deputaliou. informed the Chief
Commissioner that the inhabitants of Isleworth
and Richmond were prepared to const met the
proposed bridge by voluntary subscription, and
devote it to the public use, in order to save a
detour of nearly a mile

; they were met with the
objection that the proposed bridge would inter-

fere with ancient ferry rights, and that the
Crov\Ti revenues could not be sacnficed. These
“ revenues,” it is stated, amount to only a few

f
ounds a year ; and it was urged (in vain) that

y the development of the neighbourhood, the

two ferries in question would actually be en-

hanced in ^'alue. Mr. Gore, in reply, merely
asked the deputation why the promoters did not
purchase the ferries then. But this, it seems,
would be too costly an affair for the proposers.
A few old women, who lived by knitting stock-

ings for those who could afford to have thenr
in times gone by, would have prevented the
manufacture of that necessary article of apparel
by machinery, which placed them within the
reach of all. Are not the Woods and Forests
acting somewhat like the aforesaid old ladies ?

Iiicouveuiences shall not be lessened: the public
•shall not have improved means of transit: the
two sides of the river shall not be conneeted,
and so improved, for fear we should lose our
pennies. Surely, this is a very wrong position
for them to take.

CONDITION or OPEN CISTERNS.
One of your correspondeuts having given a sani-

tary hint in reference to being frozen out, &c. and as

you invite workmen to give any infurmalion upon
matters connected with their work, I would call the
attention of the public to the inside of their cisterns

;

for when the workman goes to repair the pipes that
have been burst by the frost, or stopped with dirt, if

he has given sanitary matters any consideration he is

shocked to find in cisterns a vegetation only to be
found in that position

;
a vegetation which, as the

supply ebbs and flows, leaves its marks on the sides

of the cistern iu green slime, coating the side as

though it had been painted, and in the summer there
is a crop of strnuge-looking plants, such I think as '

are not found elsewhere.

Your correspondent having ventilated the vcntila-
;

tiou of our houses, perhaps a hint on that subject
i

would not be out of place. When we find the windows
streaming with the condensed breath of the inmates, '

or frosted on the insides with the cold, it is a broad 1

hint Nature gives that the ventilation is defective
; |

and when one knows that the head of the family has
j

been at work all day in a badly ventilated workshop,
j

it will not be out of place to respectfully call the
attention of employers to any simple method by
which they can, ventilate their workshops. Take a
jeweller’s workshop over a stable, for example, where
a number of men are employed, and who are injuring
their health by working in a badly ventilated work-
shop,—and workmen who work in close shops arc very
sensitive of cold draughts,—but, if there were self-

acting ventilators fixed in the roof, those would imper-
ceptibly ventilate the shop, the meu would be better
in health, and grateful to their employers.

A Workman.

[Jan. 31, 1857.

FRESCO IN NEW PUBLIC OFFICES.

Although the remarks I am now about to make
'

may be slightly premature, I hope it may draw your :

attention and that of others to this most important fact.
i

As we all know, the new public buildings in Berlin and
|

Munich have not a mass of bare walls, but they are all

decorated with fresco. What impression did the
staircase of the Museum in Berlin make upon you ?

—

those glorious compositions of Cornelius and Kaul-
bach—equal in mind to Michelangelo ? What think
you after this of our British Museum, with its cold
blank walls? What say you of the Glyptothek, in

Munich, with Overbeck’s perfections of loveliness,

compared with the hall of the National Gallery ?

The want of fresco in our clubs and learned societies

is a glaring defect, as also in the portico of any of our
theatres. How splendid are those in Munich in

a similar position

!

I now most earnestly desire that, at least, the halls

and staircases of the new Government Offices about

to be competed for, may, at least, be decorated with
fresco of grand biblical and historical subjects

; and I

sincerely hope this may lead our talented artists and
connoisseurs to press this most necessary subject for

the benefit of art, in order that we may have asgraud
works as Berlin and Munich, and that our buildings

may not have those horrid blank walls so unclassical

and unusual in the finest specimens of architecture.

Charles de Verb.
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they would not be content with a Paxton, and his great building by sculptures of his own,

he prayed them to get rid of the idea of there instead of trusting such a work to others who
being any necessity for the invention of a new

j

had not, perhaps, the same imagination as him-

style. He would not address himself to those, ' self. It might be said this would require much
if there were any, among his hearers who hoped time and labour

;
doubtless it would, but nothing

to obtain celebrity by the invention of some great,orworthyofagreatman,waseveraccom-

strangc way of building, but to those who would
!
plished without both these. What a field was

be content with that degree of celebrity which
;
opened to the fancy by the junction of sculp-

had satisfied our forefathers. The arcliiteci of.ture with architecture! early every other

Salisbury Cathedral might be well content with art was limited in its space ;
but was there

having erected that building, though he was not ' anything within the range of sight, or thought,

the inventor of Gothic
;

and one might be { or conception, which might not be of use to

satisfied with such fame as Titian enjoyed at the architect, or in which an interest might not

Venice, though he was not the inventor of oil be awakened to the advantage of his art ? The

painting. They must consider, then, what room whole animal, vegetable, and mineral kingdom

was Imt for the exercise of the imagination bent down before and was at the disposal of the

under such conditions. Pirst, it would be ' architect
;
and as there was nothing in life, so

J3
..W said that the principal exercise of the architect’s

j

there was nothing in lifelessness which had not

to others merely by having made mistakes him-
j

fancy must be in the disposition of lines and its lesson for him and its gift. Now, that their

self. If they were asked abruptly, and required
I

mouldings in agreeable proportions. But he
[

art presented nil those materials to them, they

to answer shortly, what were the qualities w’hieh
' ’’ ’ — i.-j -1 j - -u +v.aTT 1,0

distinguished great artists from mean artists,

he believed they might reply,—first, their ima-

gination
;
second, theii- industry. Some of them

might doubt the justice or the necessity of

attaching so much importance to this latter

quality, oecause there might be dull men who
were industrious, and clover men who were

THhl USE OP IMAGINATION IN
MODEIIN ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

The use of imagination in modern architec-

tural design was the theme of the paper read by

Mr. Ruskin at the Conversazione of the Archi-

tectural Association, on Priday eveuiug, the

23rd inat.—when there was a very full attend-

ance of members and wisitors, and the walls

displayed a number of interesting drawings and

sketches.

Mr. Ruskin commenced by observing tbnt on

reading over what he had written it seemed to

have taken too much the form of advice. He
was sorry for that

;
but he had been told that

tlie paper he was to read was for young archi-

tects, and he must shelter himself behind the

plea that a man might be qualified to give advice

would ask wbat invention or imagination had already much to rejoice in; but they had

was necessary to this? What degree of fancy 1 more to rejoice in because all these were sub-

was called forth in the an'angemeut of the 1 mitted to them not to be dissected and analyzed,

symmetrical lines and agreeable proportions of hut to be sympathised with, in order to bring

Whitehall Palace? Did the symmetry and out what might be called the moral part of their

beauty of that building ever inspire wdth a feel-
j

imagination. They had seen that if they kept

ing of bravery the mounted soldiers who gaze
j

among lines and proportions only, they should

, ...... upon it for hours together while on duly beneath
I

have cause 'to envy the naturalist, because he

indolent
;
but though the iudustrious man might 1 the arches of the Horse Guards? or did they think

^

wms conversant with facte
;
but they would have

be dull, and the indolent man might be clever, ' that the lovers of London ever go down to the
j

nothing to envy in him if they made tbeuiselves

he had never known a great man who was not 'shadows of Whitehall for consolation when
^

conversant with feelings arising out of his facts.

.

^

industrious. During such investigation as he
i

their mistresses are unkind? Proportion was Their work was alwayswiththc living creature;

I had been able to give to the lives of the great
;

dull, to say the least of it, and he would , the oue thing they had to get ^ in him was his

!
j

. .
artists who had influenced the world by their

,
ask men of genius on the proportionate system I way of living,—^his modc'of going about things

;

; ! career, no fact ever loomed bo much upon him, upon what achievement of the past would they
^

but iu order to ^mpathise with living things,

• J and no law was so universal iu its application
1
iu their old age look back with satisfaction ? 'yon must be familiar with them. We frequently

! as this,—that they were all great workers. One Nearly every oi lier art and profession had the
|

are silent when we consider the responsibility

I
] of the unfailing characteristics of great artists pleasure of doing some good attached to it, that may attach to words, of which the chance

I
was the astonishing quantity of work they either to the professor himself or to others,

|

is that few will be heard at all, or, if beard, will

I
accomplished during their lives. Wbeu they ' while the profession of architecture now left its , be forgotten; but 'none of out words would be

:
,

i heard a youug man spoken of as giving early professors iu a position iu which they could unheard or forgotten if we talked well. Let

I
;

' promise of future excellence, the question they neither act nor feel nor see. He thought they him talk well iu his works, and the artistwould

I
-ought to ask was, “Does he work?” But might abandon the theory of architecture being • be remembered long after he was gone

;
let him

' though tliis quality of industry was essential to in proportional lines, and find something better
j

build large enough, and carve boldly enough,

i an artist, it did not make an artist; lor many upon which to feast their fancy. Iu choosing and all the world wouldkear him. Let him see

I

people were always busy whose doings arc of their way of working, the young architect
|

that his work was happily done, or it ne^r

little worth. Neither did feeling make the should endeavour to bring out all his faculties, ;
would make anv one else happy; let him be

i
•

I artist
;
but the gift which distinctively made the and not be satisfied with expanding only some

^

influenced but by one noble impulse, and let

1
artist,—without which he would be feeble in of them. If architectural desiguing led to no

;

that impulse be love—love for the art he prac-

' life and forgotten in death,—was that of imagi- pleasant journeys, if it did not excite life aud
j

tises, and for the creatures to whom he ministers
" .. , • 1 •

. They might rest assured that if ever any

other motive than love for the art theypractised

became the leading one in their mind, that mo-

ment it was all over with then art. He did

not say that they were mot to desire money, or

fame, or position; they cculd not but desire all

three ; nay, they mi^t (if they were willing

to allow him to desecrate the word love for a

moment),—they might love aU three,—that was,

earnestly covet them ; but they must not do

that in the first place. The question was one

of first or second. Did their art lead them?

—

or did their desire for gain lead them ? The^
might like making money exceedingly, but if it

nation. He would not occupy time 'by atterajrt- emotion, and passion, it sank into a condition

ing to give any close definition of what the word in which t hose who practised it were neither

imagination implied : we have all a sufficiently numerators nor denominators, but mere common
distinct aud general idea of it, in om- minds an'd fractions. Their ira^ination should exhibit

in our hearts; and all pay an involuntary respect faculties of sYmpathy with living creatures, and

to that power vrtierever it can he recognised, all the varieJ beauties of nature around us. Iu

Imagination was .not manipulation, or calcula- order to show more clearly what he meant by

tion, or attention; it was something Tnore, some- imagination, and to contrast the works of our

thing higher than all or any of theso. If an great forefathers with the commonplace and dull

architect lays his bric^ and stones well, we productions of the present day, the lecturer

praise him for his manipulation; if he keeps illustrated his remarks by exhibiting two photo-

well within his contract, we praise him for his graphs, one representing the sculptures in the

calculation; if he arranges his beams so that south transept door of the cathedral at Amiens,
^

nobody drops through his floors, we praise him the other the sculpture over one of the doors
1

for his caution. But, if he is to be a great of the cathedral of Notre Dame. The sculptor, ' came to a fair question of whether they were to

architect, he must do something more than in the former of these, had represented with make 500/. less upon a business, or to spoil

poMCSS and exercise these qualities,—he must life-like accuracy the piincipal incidents in the
j

their building, and. they chose to spoil their

in the meantime be telling fairy tales out of his life of St. Houore, from the period of his beiug
j

building, it was all over \vith their art. They

head. Then it remained to be considered what made Bishop of Amiens to his death, and the
j

must love art for its own sake, and if they

fairy talcs in and by architecture, cun be told, funeral ceremonies consequent thereon. That,
'
allowed the desire for money, for fame, or for

and what can be done by the architect by the in truth, was tlie work of the imagination of a
,

position to take precedence over the love of

heart as well as by the hand. Perhaps the first great artist. In contrast to that he exhibited , their art, they were not in the true sense artists,

idea of a young architect in these days was to a drawing of a hole-in-the-wall building onj —they were mechanics and drudges. In the

think that it was incumbent upon him to iu'vent the lines and proportions system, which did not next place, they must love the creation they

a new style worthy of onr times and country
;

require the aid of imagination in its design, and work in the midst of, for wholly in proportion

but if there were any of his hearers who had which any one might find in the ” Encyclopffidia
:

to the intensity of feehng with which they

been impressed with that responsibility, he would Britaunica,”from which the drawing was copied,
|

approached to the subject
_

they had chosen

ask them whether every inventive architect
|

“ according to scale.” He regretted in modem 1 would be the depth and justice of their percep*

amongst them was to invent a new style? or times the separation between sculpture and

whether every inventive architect was to invent architecture, the former, indeed, being that in

a piece of the new style, aud then to put their which their imagination should be shadowed

styles together afterwards by subscription ? If forth. In order to give their imagination and

so, who was to be the Colombus destined to lead ; the other powers of their soul full scone, archi-

them to the undiscovered island wliich -was to tects must themselves be sculptors ;
they must

be the El Dorado of new styles? After all, not study building without sculpture, and must
when a new style was invented, what were they themselves use the chisel. In fact, the lecturer

to do after that? Could they do more than went on to .show that sculpture alone was

build in it ? or what could they secure in build- architecture ! Nicolo Pisano sculptured his

ing in a new style that theyhad not in the styles panels and mouldings with his own liand ;
but

already known. ? Their new style might be our modern architects ordered bishops at so

different from evcrytliing ever know liefore
; much a mitre, and cripples at so much a crutch,

all the orders of architecture might be entirely The great painters of old did not disdain to

reversed,—but what next? He thought that if
!

paint small pictures as well as the frescoes of

they quietly considered the subject they would the colossal gallery, and why then should the

see that if they were not content with a Palladio,
,

modern architect disdain to fill up the spaces of

tion of its character; that perception was not

to be gained at the moment they -wished to

bring it to bear, but must be the fruit of an

intimate feeling of love and sympathy. He
could not cautiou his hearers too forcibly to

keep clear of petty, mean cares ;
whatever they

did, let them not fill their heads with little

chagrins and little desires. It was possible

they might get into a habit of saying rooney ;

that at a time of great trial they might yield to

tlie temptation of speaking id. of their fellow

artist; but they would shorten their powers and

dim their brightness even by this. Let them

keep themselves quiet and peaeefid, with their

eyes open. They might be anxious for the

good opinion of Mr. So and So; but it did not

matter what Mr. So aud So thought of their
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work : it mattered only what the birds were

doinff np (here in their nests ; it did not matter

wheUier the workman would do what they

wanted him to do, it did matter what that little

vfigged urchin was doing at the corner of the

street, or the children wlio were gambolling in

the doorway. Unless they were in the habit of

long watching birds and children, they could

not sympathise or feel with them. In order to

have a due appreciation of nature, they must

accustom themselves to see it in all its phases.

The highest nobleness was commonly among the

poor, the aged, and the infirm. It was not the

strong arm of the soldier, or the health of the

voung beauty, that were the best studies for art.

It was not in the church pews, where the gay

dresses were, but in the church free seats, where
the widow and the mourner were, that they

would discover the finest feelings of nature por-

trayed. Lastly, they must love the creatures to

whom they ministered,—their fellow-men,—for

if they did not love them, they would be little

interested in the passing events of life, and be

(vpt to be struck only by the outside form, and

not by the interior. If they would be great, let

them be also kind. So soon as they desired to

build largely, they would find that their work
must be associative

;
one could not carve a

whole cathedral himself,—either their own work
must be disgraced, or they must raise their

fcllow-dcsigners to some correspondence of

power. They would take the lead in disposing

of their building, but they must, trust to the

genius and invention of others in the disposal of

its detail
;
and in doing this, too, they must

rejoice in the very powers that may promise to

rival them. If they endeavoured to depress or

disguise the talents of their subordinates, they

were lost to their art, for it was their own pro-

sperity they were seeking, and their own skill

that they were striving to perpetuate. He
Iplaccd no utopian standard beiore them

;
he had

said that they must surrender their own pre-

leminence to their love of building, and whom-
soever they found better able to do what would
ladoru it than they were, that person they were
to give place to, and rejoice at seeing their

edifice growing more beautiful under his chisel,

.and next rejoicing that they had done kindly.

The man who sees capacity in another, and does

<not acknowledge it, or assist in bringing it forth,

is not the refuser of a kindness, but the com-
imitter of an injury. They had the sweet cou-

^•sciousness that as their art embraced a wider
(field than all others, so it was more profound

land holy than all others. The artist when his

ipupil is perfect, must see him leave his room
Irthat he may pursue his destiny perhaps as an
[Opponent m toil; the man of science wrestles

with the man of science
;
but architects alone

Twere called by kindness to fraternity of toil.

IThose massive piles which rise above the

cdoraestic roofs of our ancient cities have a
I'lneaning more profound and true than is com-
nmonly attached to them. Men say they are

(good for worship,—but so is every mountain,

;lglen, and rough sea shore; they have the indis-

(iputable and distinguished gtory that their

nmighty walls were raised by men who have given

jaid to each other in their weakness, and the

itstrength of their stnicture has its foundations

TOn manly friendship which conduces to awaken
Uhe sweeter cadences and symmetry of the

iihumau soul.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Kingsipn-upon-Tkames .—The church of St.

'IMark. (Surbiton), in the above parish, has been
ijopeued for evening service, having been fitted

i[up for gas by Messrs. Hart and Son. The
itfiUings include ten brass coronas in the nave, of

^twelve burners each, and throe larger in the

riransept. The chancel has two rich brass pen-
lafiants, containing thirty-six jets, with foliage of

li(the passion-flower leaf. The coronas arc sus-

epeuded from ornaDiental brackets, fixed under
!i(the clerestory windows, illuminated with ver-
lilmillion, ultramarine, au(i gold.

I Wiibech .—The parish church of St. Peter
D'knd St. Paul, Wisbech, in Cambridgeshire, was
co:eopened on the 20th instant, after a thorough
^restoration of the inteiaor. This church is an
ilij)bject of interest to antiquaries and ecclesiolo-

ii^ists. It consists of a double nave with aisles,

and a double chancel. Tlie tower is attached

to the north side of (he church. The work is

of various dates. The chancels are both of the

Decorated period, to which also belong the

exterior walls of the aisles, but the aisle windows
are of very late Perpendicular work. The arcades

of the nave are of three distinct dates, viz. the

north arcade, Norman, with very slender shafts;

the central arcade, Perpendicular; and the south

arcade. Decorated. The church has for a long

time been in a most unsightly and even dangerous

state, crammed with hideous pews, and two tiers

of galleries, and banked up outside with soil to

tlie window-sills. In 1S53, plans were obtained

from Messrs. Glover and Smith, of Norwich,

,

architects, for refitting the interior, and effecting

(he repairs most urgent, but it was not till 1856

.

that the parish was in a position to commence
the work, wliich was then placed under tlie

control of Mr. Slater, of London, and executed

under the immediate superintendence of Mr. W.
Smith, oue of the architects originally employed,

and Mr. J. Butler as clerk of works. The
whole of the galleries have been removed, and

the church has been reseated with oak benches

of simple design, with pulpit, prayer-desk,

lectern, and chancel-seats of richer character.

The chancel ceiling has been fresh panelled, and

the ancient carvings, wliicli had fallen into the

possession of a townsman, have been restored

by him, and replaced, and the requisite new
supplied. The east window, a special gift, has

been renewed, from a design of five lights by

Blr. Smith, and filled with stained-glass by

Messrs. Hardman, of Birmingham. The church

is lighted with gas, the standards being from

Messrs. Skidmore’s, of Coventry. The organ,

an old and valuable oue by the celebrated Harris

and Gretne, has been removed to the east end

of tile south aisle, and refitted by Messrs. Hill,

of Loudou. The cost of the works has been

about 3,000/. besides the east window, 400/.

The general contractor for the works was Mr.
Ringham, of Norwich. The church affords

accommodation on the floor for 1,600 persons.

Walsall.—A special meeting of the local

Burial Board was held at the Guildhall last

week, for the purpose of opening aud consider-

ing tenders that had been received for the

erection of chapels, entrance-lodge, &c. on the

grounds of the new cemetery. Of six tenders,

the choice lay between those of Mr. Walter

Heaps, builder, Walsall, aud Mr. C. Burkett, of

Wolverhamp‘on
;
the former offering to do the

work creditably for 1,544/. the latter for 1,548/.

The Board resolved on accepting Mr. Burkett’s

tender.

Sheffield.—The palish church was lately re-

opened. The changes made are chiefly the

removal of obstructions, and a step towards

restoring the church to its original form. Eor
many years, the centre arches under the

tower have been blocked up by the organ,

thus making an entire separation between the

chancel and the nave of the church. The gallery

of the north transept, and a number of useless

pews in the transept, have now been removed,

aud the organ is placed near the floor of the

north transept. The arches under the tower

are again opened, revealing the old view of the

entire church from east to west. A further

obstruction to the view is removed iu the old

pulpit—a heavy and cumbrous structure. It

has been replaced by a liglit pulpit, which stands

at the foot of one of the piers of the tower.

The western pews are carried forward, so as to

fill up the old passage between the doors which

have been closed, aud the space it occupied is

allotted to an inner porch, crossing the western

end, for the convenience of the three new doors.

Tlie alterations have been carried out under tbe

direction of Mr. T. J. Flockton, architect, under

whom Messrs. Dutton and Heald have been the

carpenters, and Mr. Mastin, the mason. Mr.

Shaw, of Saddleworth, has furnished the new
pulpit and reading-desk. The churchyard at

tlie western end of tlie church has been lowered

and asphalted between the grave-stones, so as to

give good access to the new doors. These alter-

ations have been carried out by subscription,

and have cost between 600/. and 700/. It is

the inteutiou of the Rev. Dr. Sale, the vicar,

says the local Independent, to present to the

clmrch a western window in coloured glass.

The wdudow is already in progress, in the hands

of Mr. R. Drury. The design is foliated in

colours.

Eston {Yorkshire').—‘k. Congregational Chapel
is about to be erected at Eston, a rapidly in-

creasing village in the heftrt of the Cleveland
ironstone district, silmate between Redcar and
Middlesborough. The edifice will be buOt of

the stone of the district, in the Early English
style of Gothic architecture, and have a belfry

on tbe north gable. Mi\ Oliver, jun. is the

architect.

DISCOLOURATION OP STONEWORK.
In the last number of your journal I observe a

correspondent complains of the formation of a green

lichen or moss (a microscopic specimen of an algse) on
some recent stonework. I should recommend that

the walls be washed over with a dilute solution of

bichloride of mercury (corrosive sublimate), say, half

an ounce Of the salt to one gallon of water. Arsenious

acid, also, dissolved in a weak solution of common
pearlasb, would most probably effect what your corre-

spoudeut wishes.

The cause of the " green” appearance would be

various. It may rest with the stone itself,—the latter

being perhaps, from its chemical composition or

physical structure, especially adapted for the retention

of organic matter, and the germs of minnte crypto-

gamous plants.

Again, the presence of hygroscopic moisture may
tend to encourage vegetable life, or the drain to which

your correspondent refers, having some slight leakage

or gaseous emanation, may furnish the predisposing

influence.

It raij,ht be well to know more concerning the

nature of tbe stone, and of the class of diseases most

prominent in the neighbourhood.

Wentworth L. Scott.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OP BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

At the ordinary meeting of the Institute, on

Monday, the 26th (Mr. Godwin in the chair), Mons.

Didrou, nine, of Paris, was elected Hon. and Cor.

Member
;

Mr. Henry Shaw, Hon. Member ; and

Mr. John Thomas Christopher, and Mr. Joseph Gale,

Associates.

The disenssion on the various methods of indurat-

ing and preserving stonework was then resumed, by
the reading of a paper by Mr. de Witt, on the

chemical part of the subject, in reply to Mr. C. H.
Smith. Papers by Mr.Huskisson (Tonbridge Wells),

Mr. Ransome, and Mr. Daines, on their several pro-

cesses were read, and statements were made by Mr.
Barrett and Mr. Page. To these we shall refer here-

after. Mr. Jennings, Professor Tenant, Mr. Burnell,

and others took part in the discussion.

Reference being again made to the stone work of

Buchingham Palace, Mr. Dines, on the part of the

representatives of the late Mr. Thomas Cuhitt, de-

sired it might be understood that Mr. Cubitt had

always objected to the use of the stone which was
em[>loycd, and merely obeyed orders.

On the announcement of the subscriptions already

received for a memorial of the late John Britton, to

be ))laced in Salisbury Cathedral,

Mr. Ferrey suggested that, as works were going

on at the church of Kington St. Michael, the place

of Mr. Britton’s birth, the restoration of a part of

the church would be a better mode of appropriating

the subscriptions.

GAS WARMING AND VENTILATING
APPARATUS.

The great extension of the use of gas in dwellings

and places of business now absolutely requires the

general adoption of something like a civilized mode of

gas-ventilation,—as requisite in rooms lighted or

heated by gas as chimneys are in those containing

grates and stoves. Nothing hut the general invisi-

biHiy of the noxious products of gas combustion has

prevented this necessity from being seen-, whereas

the more invisible the carbonaceous fumes or smoke

may be, the more pernicious is the product ;
for in

this case, mere smoke is more oc less converted into

the well-known means by which, in Prance especially,

so many suicides are effectually accomplished, namely,

carbonic acid gas, as from charcoal stoves. The

perfect combustion of illuminative gas gives essentially

the same product, combined with others, some o£

which are no less pernicious. In burning gas without

proper gas or other chimneys to carry off these vil-

lauous products, therefore, we arc acting with grosset

barbarism and ignorance, and with vastly more mis-

chievous consequences to health, than the poor Irish

peasant displays in burning his peat in a small hovel

without an ordinary chimney. What we have more

particularly to say in the present instance, however.
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relates to the warmiog as well as ventilating of apart-

ments through the ordinary chimney, by means of

gas apparatus. This double purpose is at present pro-

posed to be effected in a mode which has been patented

l)y >Ir. Adolph, of St. Mary-axe, who recently exbi-

Ifitfcd his apparatus in operation at Bucklersbury. The

invention, as described in the Morning Herald, con-

sists of a small box, on the hearth, containing the gas

.

jets, the top covered with talc. At one end of tins

box there is an aperture to admit the air for support-

ing the combustion of the gas. Another aperture at

the opposite end communicates with a tube passing in

a spiral through the hot-air box, and finally out at

the chimney. Through this tube the whole products

of combustion pass, raising the temperature of the air

surrounding it, wthout in the least contaminating it.

The dry air as it is heated passes out into the room
through two perforated plates at the top of the box,

its place being supplied by cold air .admitted at the

lower part. There is also an aperture at the top of

the apparatus which can be closed, by which the room
is effectually ventilated. The whole is fitted in such

a manner as to occupy the position of an ordinary

stove. It is also contemplated to distribute the light

from the gas-jets about the room by means of com-
pound reflectors. An eq^ual temperature of 60 deg.

Fahrenheit may thus, it is said, be maintained in a

large room at the cost of about id. per hour.

ON SUBMARINE ELECTRIC TELEGRAPHS.
INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEKRS.

At a meeting of the Institution, held on the 13th
iost. Jfr. I. K. Brunei, Vice-President, in the chair,

the paper read was " Ou Submarine Electric Tele-

graphs,” by Sir. F. R. Window.
In a brief relation of the early history of the Sub-

marine Electric Telegraph, it was stated not to have
been the invention of any one person, but rather the

result of the combined researches and exertious of

many experimenters. The first mention that the

author bad been able to find of any method of suffi-

ciently insulating wires as to enable them to conduct

a current when submerged in water, was, in an
account of some experiments made in India by Ur.

(now Sir W. B.) O’Sbaughnessy, in 1839, recorded

in the Journal of the Asiatic Society. lu these

experiments the wire was covered with tarred yarn,

and enclosed in a split ratan, wliich was again

enveloped in another coating of tarred yarn.

Shortly after this (in 1840), Professor Wheatstone
gave it as his opinion, expressed before a committee
of the House of Commons, that a submarine commu-
nication between England and France was practicable.

And in October of the same year, a paragraph in the
“ Bulletin de I’Academie Royale des SciooGes de

Brntclles,” stated, that Professor Wheatstone had
discovered a means of joining Belgium and England
by a submarine telegraph. The nature of the dis-

covery was not, however, mentioned. All these ex-

periments were made previous to the suggestion of

Professor Faraday to use as an insulating agent gutta

pcrcha, which, up to the present lime, has been
universally employed. An extract from an American
newspaper was given, containing an account of a sub-

marine telegraph stated to have been successfully con-

structed by Colonel Colt, from Hell Gate to Fire

Island, and in which it was also said that the same
gentleman had applied to the United States Govern-

ment for funds, for the purpose of forming a tele-

graphic line from America to Europe.

In 1848 a submarine telegraph wire, insulated

with gutta pcrcha, was laid by Lieutenant Siemens,

of the Royal Prussian Artillery, under the Rhine,

from Deutz to Cologne, a distance of about half-a-

railc. And iu January, 1849, Mr. C. V. Walker
towed a similar wire two miles in length out to sea,

off Dover, and sent signals to London through it.

In August, 1850, a gutta percha covered wire was
laid by Mr. Wollaston from Dover to Calais, through
which signals were seut with success, but it lasted

perfect only about twenty-four hours.

On the 25th of September, 1851, a cable, con-

sisting of four insulated wires incased in a sheath of

ten No. 1 iron wii-es, was laid down from Dover to

Calais, by Jlr. Crampton, assisted by Mr. Wollaston,
and was stated to have remained perfect to the pre-

sent time.

The author discussed the respective merits of the

compound cable system, or the collection of many
insulated wires into one cable, as in the Calais and
Ostend telegraphs, and the simple cable containing
but one wire, as in the lines of the International

Telegraph Company to Holland and Ireland : the
greater facility which these latter afforded for repair,

and the less chance of having the business stopped
by rupture, since one wire only, and not all, would
be affected by the cause, was pointed out; and it was
shown that the cost of the two systems did not
materially differ.

The conductive power of submerged wires was

then theoretically investigated, and it was shown that

a considerable difference as to time existed between

the transmission of signals upon suspended wires,

and upon insulated wires immersed in water, or

buried in the earth ;—that while with the fonner it

appeared that the only limit of practical speed was

the possibility of deciphering the signals
;

iu the

latter the electric current required an appreciable

period of time to arrive at its destination, and an-

other longer period to escape from the wire into the

earth, and that this period of lime increased regu-

larly with the length of the wire
;
consequently, upon

a line formed of submerged wires of considerable

length, there would always be a limit of possibility

of the number of signals that could be transmitted

in a given time. These effects were stated to be

caused by lateral induction, the insulated wire as-

suming the nature of a Leyden arrangement of vast

dimensions, where the copper wire represented the

inner coating, and the film of moisture surrounding

the gutta percha acted as the outer coating.

The author argued, that since submarine lines were

more costly than suspended lines, and nevertheless a

smaller amount of business could be sent along them
in an equal time, it was important that no pains

should be spared, whereby this lateral induction, and
consequently the evils arising from it, might be

reduced; though, being in accordance with a law of

nature, it could not be entirely avoided.

BERWICK CORN-EXCHANGE COMPETITION.

Will you kindly, by circulating this little ditty

amongst your readers, give a chance, to such of them
as competed for the Berwick Corn-Exchange, to get

rid of their superfluous indignation by singing it to

the tunc of the sum expended by them on their

design ? A Competitor.

Sing a song of Corn Exchange,
Barley, wheat, and rye,

Five-and-fifty architects

Competing for “my eye.”

Now the drawings are seut back.

Needs must that I sing.

The Berwick competition

As a very noble thing.

The treasurer is at his desk,

Grinning at the money;
Directors sitting at the Board,

Looking very funny;
To think so many architects

In greenness were agreed.

To make oat plans, and pay their freight

To Berwick-upon-Tweed.

“ I’ll tell you,” quoth a jolly man,
“ The only way that we

“ Can show our sense of this expense
" And labour that we sec.

" We must choose one from this here lot,
“ I’m very much afraid :

“ That done, we’ll then send back again
“ The rest, with freight unpaid."

The resolution passed nem. con.

The Board were mnch amused.
To think how all these architects

Would feel themselves ill-used.

If any of them read this song,

I’m sure they’ll wish good speed.

To the Corn Exchange Directors

At Bcrwick-upon-Tweed.

ST. MARY’S TOWER, TAUNTON.
The following is the report referred to iu a

recent number

many years to be removed at a future time when they
may become ruinous ; nor should we desire to disguise the
new portions which may be renewed by any attempt to

tone the new stonework to the grey tint of the old masonry.
2nci. As regards the safety of the structure, altbongh the

settlements and fractures are of an accumulated character,

they are not such, as far as we can judge, to render the

tower immediately dangerous. Supposing those projecting

features of the external design removed, which, from the

external decay, are liable to fall, no apprehension of

danger need be entertained, either from the spreading of

the walls, or the subsidence of the masses of stonework;
irovided the weather is not permitted to penetrate the

..ssures. We are, therefore, of opinion that it is prac-

ticable forthe tower to be shored up, and the lower stage

(where the crashing effect is most manifest) to be made
strong and lasting, and that by well-inserted bond stones,

cement grouting, aud other means, the superstructure can

be greatly strengthened, aud further chance of settlemente

arrested. But here the certainty of remedial measures
appears to us to cease; for though the re-fiiing of the

bells, under this measure of repair, may bo permitted, it

would scarcely be safe to allow them to be rung in joyous

peals ; they should be used only for chiming : the vibratory

effect caused by a full peal might be productive of mischief

to walls which, under the most successful treatment of

repair, could not be said to possess the strength which
belongs to walls well built; nor can we say, that when the

works have been effected, there may not occur such rapid

progress in the disintegration of the remaining outer

stonework as to render further expense soon necessary.

Under these circumstances, we do not see that it is pos-

sible for tts to give a definitive opinion as to which course

should be adopted. It is clear that there is a choice of

two modes of proceeding. The one a restoration, which

may not produce a result quite adequate to what would be
the natural wishes of the inuabitants, inasmuch as it cannot

restore the tower to that fuU degree of strength which

such a construction should posses.s, though it would have

the advantage of retaining, in a certain degree, the iden-

tity of the structure. The other, a nerfectrecoustruction,

which, if properly carried out, would ensure all that could

be desired, but with the loss of that identity. In placing

these alternatives before the parish, we should wish to

guard the parishioners against two misapprehensions which

may arise. In the first place, let it not bo imagined that,

because we speak of the danger to the tower not being

immediate and imminent, it 'vill be safe to go on doing

nothing. The failure might at any moment increase so as

to render reparation impossible; and the continued

exposure to weather, and the penetration of wet and frost

into the fissures, render such a change far from impossible.

It is therefore madness to think of letting it remain as it

is. It wu>t either be repaired or rebuilt. On the other

hand, we wish to guard against the opposite extreme

your deductions from what has been said might lead you
to take down the tower without havingprovided means for

enmring its reconstruction. It is far too valuable an inhe-

ritance to be risked. If you feel that a reparation would

not ensure it to ycuiiu that substantial and permanent form
which you think desirable, it is only tne more necessary

that in determining on its reconstruction, you make it

certain before you take any step for taking down the

present tower that its reconstruction in all its integrity

shall be abaohiieJy giiarun/eed, as the present structure

repaired and partially restored would be infinitely prefer-

able to a new one stopped short of completion.

(Signed) “ G. G. Scott.
Bens. Fereet.”

“ In consequence of your request that we should again
take into consideration the state of this tower since our
examination of it in 1855, and report to you our final

opinion, after weighing the several facts brought to our
notice in the reports made at various times, and more
recently by the survey and statements as communicated
hy Mr. Carver, we nave given our most careful atten-
tion, and have duly reconsidered the subject in all its

important hearings, animated by the most anxious desire
to avail ourselves of every practical suggestion that could
afford a hope of preserving so coble a structure. The
exceedingly dilapidated and fractured state of the tower
has been fuUy dwelt upon in the reports of all those pro-
fessional gentlemen who have been c.nllcd upon to survey
its condition, and no difference of opinion exists in regard
to the facts: there are the most startling evidences of
failure in the construction and decay in the external stone-
work, and were they to be found in a building of less archi-

tectural interest, their existence would probably be con-
sidered quite fatal to any scheme of preservation, aud no
professional man would hesitate to aoviso rebuilding, with
certain success, in preference to less substantial measures
of repair. We will not, however, conceal our most earnest
wish, if possible, to preserve this tower in any way con-
sistent with safety. 1st. Because of its inherent beauty
of proportion and detail. On this ground we should be
content to recommend a course of repair, fulling short of
an entire renovation, yet preserving the main decorative
features, leaving those details which may still endure

WOLVERHAMPTON WORKHOUSE COM-
PETITION.

As it wns announced in your Journal of tlic 17th

instant that the design of Messrs. Bidlake aud Lovatfc,

of Wolverhampton, was selected from amongst several

submitted for the inspection of the Guardians, we wish

it to be understood by the profession at large that

none of us submitted designs for the competition in

question.

The Guardians having determined upon allowing

to the successful competitor a commission of foter-

per cent, only, we declined acceding to their terms,,

and, at a meeting which we held upon the subject

decided upon, and addressed, the following letter to

the Board.

[The letter urged that the time allowed for sending

in plans for the enlargement of the workhouse should

be extended, aud also that the architects’ commission

should be at the usual rate of five per cent, upon the

outlay, instead of four, as stated iu the advcrtiseirenU

It said,

—

“ In the second place, we view with considerable anxiety,

the proposal for reducing the commission from the usual

five per cent, to four per cent, as a remuneraliou to the
' successful competitor, and this not only in a pecuniary

point of view, but from the conviction that, if the intro-

dncUon of such a system is allowed, it will be alike in-

jurious to the profession and the public at large. Five

per cent, is now universally acknowledged to be tbe fair

and legitimate remuneration of an architect for designing

and superintending a building, and which, while it is in no
case more t han a sufficient payment, is in many cases ob-

viously insufficient to cover the necessarily great expense

and labour which an architect has to incur in preparing

himself for, and discharging his onerous and responsible

duties; besides, it has been found that the tendency of

this reduction of the commission, in the few places where
it has been tried, has been to lower the standard of

honour aud morality among the architects, and to induce

them, in order to eke out their insufficient remuneration

to an extent at least commensurate with the usual per
centace, to accept from builders and other persona em-
ployed, gratuities and fees in some other way.
Wo have always most steadfastly opposed this Fystem,

and intend still to do so ;
and we earnestly hope that the

guardians will, now that their attention is called to the

subject, at once alter their proposals, and thus discounte-

nauce a system which would assuredly be the means of

bringing a clavs of persons—we will not cull them archi-

teols—into Wolverhampton, who, while they would meet
the views of any committee, or individual, as to reducing

their rate of commission, would, at the same time, reim-

burse themselves in the uuscrupulous and non-professional

manner we have named, and this, ofcoarse, at the expense

of their employers."3
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You will perceive lhat Messrs. Bidlake and Lovatt

taohed their signature to the letter; aud yet, with a

•OSS violation of good faith towards us, they ultimately

;cided upon accepting the terms of the Board by
nding in designs.

It is useless for architects to complain of the unfair

eatment they receive as competitors, if there he not

little unanimity of action amongst themselves.

That our letter addressed to the Board of Guardians

et with responsive feelings from the majority of

'ofcssional men in this neighbourhood, is made
idont by the fact of there being butfour designs

ut in, not one of which met with the full approval

the Board, or was considered as adapted to their

irposcs
;

in fact, on this account several of the

lardians declined voting for any of the plans sub-

itted. (Signed)

Robert Ebbels,
Edward Banks,
Griffin and Weller,
J. R. Veall,

Wolverhampton, Jan. 27, 1857.

STAINED GLASS.,

'South Wales.—Mr. Clutterbuck has just completed
e eastern triplet for the new church of Idandugwydd,
;av Cardigan, rebuilt in the First Pointed style. The
ree lights contain nine medallions, illustrative of
ir Saviour’s life

;
intermixed with geometric patterns.

10 subjects are arranged as follow:—!. “The
uuunciation 2, “The Birth;” 3, “The Biip-
nii ;”

4, “ The Last Supper;” 5, “The Agony in

e
_

Garden ;” G, “The Crucifixion;” 7, “The
irial 8, “The Resurrection;” and, 9, “The
srension.” The same building is also being enriched
I'h eight paiuted windows, from Mr. Lavers’s
Ijilio. The four side lancets of chancel and south
. lulow of tower are tilled with geometric glass, all

luations to the church. The two west lancets aud
[•ge sixfoil over same are memorial windows to a

fc parishioner, and exhibit in the two lancets four of

works of charity
;
viz. “ Hungry, and ye fed me;”

[ifhirsty, and ye gave me drink;” “Naked, and,
I clothed me;” “ Sick, and ye visited me —well

.awn, richly coloured, within geometric patterns, of

Oich the si.Yroil is'also composed. For the neighbour-
? church of Llaofair-Nantgwyn, restored in the
iitddle Pointed style, Mr. Lavers has also executed
•G windows, all being the gift of the lay-impropriator.

:ie east window, of three lights, contains the subject

11 the Crucifixion in the centre, and on either side the
;ree Slarys, and SS. John and Joseph of Arimathea,
d the good ceutui'ion, under rich canopies and

iisaillc backgrouucl. The south window of chancel
lotains armorial bearings

;
and the two west windows

1|: (luariy glass, with the emblems of the fourEvan-
•iists. The third church in the same locality, which
lODOvv being filled with Mr. Lavers’s glass, is the new
i'urch of Aberporth, rebuilt in the Middle Pointed
ele, aud containing three painted windows : the two-
itht windows, south of chancel and west of nave,
hth tracery, arc filled with geometric glass, both
s Is

; aud the cast of chancel, a three-light window,
'I Lh three quatrefoils in tlie'head, is also filled with
mmetric glass; the centre light containing a large
"iwiag of (be Ascension of our Lord, with the
tl.blems of the Trinity, Floly Lamb, and the Pelican,

uiiug up the tracery. The whole of the foregoing
idadows have been executed under the superinlend-
ic:c of Mr. M'ithers, architect.

Architects.

LAYING OUT NEW STREETS.
BOARD OF WORKS.

U\t a meeting of the Board, on the 23rd insl. Jlr.

igight moved the adoption of a report from the Com-
tdtee of Works and Improvements, recommending

—

'7‘Tliat the designs which may be sent in to the
irord by the several competitors, showing the best

Icdc of laying out the sui-facc aud subsoil of the

V streets, and other particulars described in the
I'lolutiou of the Board of the 16th of January, be
rerred to a committee of seven persons, consisting

To four professional men, and the chamman aud two
:rer members of this Board.
1' Tliat the Committee of Works he authorised to

d'ct fom- professional men for that purpose, aud that

li Board do nominate the two members to he asso-

d‘ed with the chairman.”
•hiThc proposition led to an animated conversation, in
•Vich it was urged lhat if this proposition was adopted
I'.'.vould he a public declaration that the Board was
jil^titute of common sense, aud could not decide which
|tlB the best plan that might be submitted to them.

.
;'I;ijor Lyon moved, as an amendment, tliat two

• .^!fessional men be selected, instead of four, to assist

committee.

ir.Hr. Alderman Cubitt, M.P. seconded the amend-
't.nt, and said from what he had seen of subways in
L Rue de Rivoli aud in the Boulevard de Sebastopol,

in Paris, he felt impressed with tlic fact that the sub-
ject of sub-ways was by no means developed.

Ultimately the original motion was carried by a

majority of 13 to 10.

BUILDERS’ BILLS.
HANNAFORD V. HILL.

This was an action at the Sheriff’s Court, Mid-
dlesex, before Mr. Uadersherilf Burchell, brought by
a slater, to recover the sum of 18f. from the de-

fendant, who was a builder, for a large slate cistern

capable of holding about three tons of water. The
defeudant resisted the claim on the ground that the
cistern was inefficient for the purposes for which it

was intended.

It appeared that the defendant contracted to do
certain work for the General Apothecaries’ Company,
49, Berners-street, Oxford-street, amongst which was
the fitting up of two slate cisterns, one a small one,

and the other large enough to hold 900 gallons of

water. The plaintiff undertook to make and fix

them up for the sum of 18L ISs. He put them up :

hut when the large one was finished, objection was
taken to it as too weak to hold the water. Some
strengthening bolts and fillets were then added to it

;

but when it was fully charged, it leaked at the side

and at the bottom. The plaintifl' was ajiplied to, and
he had something further done to it to strengthen it,

but the defendant ultimately rejected it, bad it taken
down, and another put up by another tradesman.
The plaintiff accounted for the leakage by the settling

of a new wall upon which it rested, which opened one
of the joints of the tank

;
while the defendant’s wit-

nesses said it was because the sides and ends did not
fit into the grooves, but, on the contrary, they were
filled up with putty. A large amount of evidence
was given on both sides, when the jury returned a

verdict for the plaiuliff for the amount claimed, IS/.

THE BL.\STING OPERATION AT HOLYHEAD
HARBOUR.

This operation, nieutioned in our last but one, took
place on Fiiday, the IGth inst. under the personal
direction of Mr. Charles Rigby, assisted by Mr. Rcitlici-

mer, the resident eugineer of the firm. It is computed
that above 120,000 tons were brought down and
broken into masses ready for loading by this explo-

sion. The aggregate charge in the four chambers,
acting upon a face of 210 feet in length, 115 feet in

height, with a line of least resistance of about 25
feet, was 16,000 lbs. of gunpowder. The voltaic

battery was placed a short distance from the quarries,

and the spectators were within a protected battery or

observatory in front of the mountain, at a distance of

only 600 yards from which they were euahled to

witness the explosion without danger, not a stone
having been propelled 100 yards from the face of the
quarry. We may here mention that nearly 6,000,000
tons of stone have been already dislodged by this

means for the construction of the harbour, without
failure and without accident. In the mining opera-
tions which take place for this purpose, the quantity
of gunpowder used anoually exceeds 500,000 lbs. or
more than 250 tons, and the stone deposited in the
sea, fur the formation of the rubble foundations and
embankment, exceeds yearly 1,000,000 tons. In addi-
tian to the agency which gunpowder affords for the
rapid construction of this breakwater, there are em-
ployed upwards of 1,200 men, a large number of
locomotive engines, stationary engines, travelling

cranes with steam power, and every modern appliance
which mechanical skill can bring to bear to accelerate

the completion of this important harbour of refuge.

The northern (or great) breakwater is at present
about 7,000 feet in leogth, or nearly one mile and a

!

half, and will enclose an area of upwards of 800
acres of Holyhead Bay. The breakwater extends
about a mile and a half from the Holyhead shore, a

small portion of which is walled in and finished, the

rest being a rough embankment covered with piles

and scaffolding. The present cost to the country is

about 700,000/. The water shelter now provided by
the new harbour is about 370 acres, in which upwards
of 200 vessels have at one time anchored. About
280 earth waggons and trucks, aud eight locomotive
engines are in regular use

;
and employmeut is given

to about 1,000 persons, at a cost of about 1,000/. per
week in wages. The consumption of powder is about
200 tons per annum : the quantity of rock thrown
into the sea is about 4,000 tous per working day, or

over 1,000,000 tons per annum. The length of em-
bankment already made is about 7,000 feet, and it

takes about 1,000 tons of rock to extend it 1 foot

into the sea.

Electro-telegraphic.— The directors of (he

Electric Telegraph Company have resolved to recom-
mend a dividend at the rate of 7 per cent, per annum
at their half-yearly meeting on the 5th of February.

THE SHEFFIELD NEW SCHOOL OF ART.
The new building for the Sheffield School of Art

was occupied by the annual meeting of subscribers
held on Thursday in last week. The entire cost of
the new premises, including site and fittings, is 7,100/.
of which 1,600/. are still to be realized. The ground
is of irregular form. Fronting to Arundel-strcet it

has a width of 47 feet, and at this width it extends
backwards for 55 feet. Then the ground widens to
the extent of 72 feet, and at this width it extends
backwards 78 feet to Aruudel-lane. The principal
frontage, therefore, is 47 feet, the back frontage 72
feet, and the depth from front to back 133 feet. The
natural position of the ground is a very steep descent
from front to back, and this has afforded the facility

for a basement story behind, on the level of Arundel-
lane. The front of the building is in the Byzantine
and Romanesque style. It is built of coloured brick,
relieved by stonework. The front door opens into a
hall 25 feet 3 inches, by 18 feet 3 inches, aud 16 feet
high, lighted by two windows on the right side of the
door. From the front door a corridor runs through
the front and centre portions of the building into the
elementary room, which occupies the full breadth of
the site in the Arundcl-lane front. To the left of the

I
door is (he council-room, 34 feet by 19 feet, with

I

windows to Arundel-street. Bchiud the entrance-
hall, and to the right of the corridor, is the geome-
trical room, 26 feet 10 inches, by 19 feet. Behind
the council-room, to the left of the corridor, is the
priucijial staircase. From the foot of the staircase
the corridor crosses the centre portion, which contains
the lecture theatre and life school. At this part the
building is contracted for the sake of leaving on each
flank a court for the benefit of side lights. On the
left is the lecture theatre aud life school, 35 feet by
33 feet. This theatre, and also the corridor, open
into (he elementary room, which, according to the
local Inde^endeyit, from whose columns wc here
quote, presents (he greatest flat floor in the town. Its
dimensions arc 69 feet 4 inches, by 39 feet, and its

height is 21 feet. It is lighted by seven large and
lofty windows looking into Arimdcl-lane. Returning

,
to tlie foot of the staircase, which is lighted from the

I
roof, we ascend by wooden st-airs, 6 feet wide, enriched
by ncwells and oak moulded hand-rails, to the first

,
floor. The staircase terminates in a corridor, corre-

I

spoiidiog with that on the ground floor. Opening out

j

of the corridor at the head of the stairs is the prin-

I

cipal master’s room, 19 feet by IS feet. The Aruudel-
I

street front is occupied by the female school, 45 feet

by 25 feet, with nine windows to Arundel-street.

I

Adjoining this school oi-e bonnet and cloakrooms,
,

lavatory, and other conveniences. Over the theatre
and life school is the painting room, 35 feet by 27

1

feet. The sculpture gallery is situated over the

I

eleineutaiy room, aud of the same dimensions. This

,

room, 69 feet long, 39 feet wide, and 21 feet high
. to the flat ceiling, is lighted by a counter light from
the roof. An attic over the front part of the build-

I

ing is divided into a number of studios for the prin-

I

cipal and more advanced students. There are various

I

other accommodations. The principal means of

I

wanning are two Gill stoves, manufactured by Messrs,

j

Jubson Smith, and Co. of Sheffield. Two ventilating

I

shafts, into which there arc communications from the
ceilings of the various rooms, traverse the building
from bottom to top, and with the aid of the Gill
stoves in winter, and of a small fire in summer, main-
tain a current which carries off the foul atmosphere,
aud allows its place to be supplied by pure air.

Messrs. Manning and Jlew were the architects, Mr.
Mycock, the contractor, and Mr. French clerk of the
works. Mr. Mycock’s contract was 4,400/.

;
extra

charges about 182/.

The annual meeting was held in the council room,
and the report was read by ilr. Young Mitchell. It

stated lhat during the past year the school had fully
upheld its high character. The council hoped the
national schools of the town would avail themselves

I

of the advantages held out by the Government for
introducing art-cducation. The income fur the past
year had been 984/. of w'hich 510/, was a grant from

i Government, 255/. were from students’ fees, and
203/. from subscriptions. The report Vi’as approved
of and adopted.

iili'iScenaiua.

Proposed Statue to the late Mr. Brother-
ton, M.P.—A large aud iullueutial meeting was held
in the Town-hall, Manchester, on Monday in last

week, presided over by the mayor of Salford, when it

was agreed that a marble or bronze statue in honotu*

of Mr. Brotherton (who died so suddenly in an
omnibns a few weeks ago) should be erected in Peel

Park, Salford. Between 900/. and 1,000/. were sub-

!

scribed towards the object at the meeting, the mayor
of Manchester and several other gentlemen cou-

jtrihuting 50/. each.
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New Cotton-mills at Bolton.—In 1856, five

new cotton-milla were commenced in Bolton and the

neighbourhood, says the Manchester^ Courier, namely,

a large and handsome mill at Gilnow, for 65,000

spindles ;
another large mill in Lostock, for 60,000

spindles ;
one in Westhoughton,for 30,000 spindles (al)

by Mr. 'Woodhouse, architect)
;
one in Great Bolton

;

and one in Little Bolton. There are about to be

erected at least four other new mills, one in Ilalliwell,

for 40,000 spindles
;
one for 30,000 spindles, near

Tanner’s Hole; one at Parnworth, for 30,000

spindles (all by Mr. Woodhouse, architect) ;
a large

one in HaUiwell (by Mr. Holt, architect) ;
and the

Mount Pleasant Mills, which have been standing a

considerable time, arc undergoing alterations, under

the superintendence of IMr. James Lomax, surveyor.

These will make an addition of ten mills, and others

are spoken of.

Labourers' Dwellings in Liverpool. — The

block of buildings in Northumberland-street and

George-street, Toxteth-park, erected by the local

association for the improvement of such dwellings,

has now been completed. This is the first block of

forty model dwellings to which the project ex-

tends. The company was formed in 1854. It was

originally under the metropolitan charter, but was

subsequcuUy registered as a limited liability company.

The Albert cottages, a similar undertaking, in

Prederick-street, had conferred a great social benefit,

and proved satisfactory as a pecuniary investment.

Por the Northumberland-street scheme, nearly 800

shares, of 25/. each, were taken. The plans were

submitted to the Health Committee of the Town

Council, who approved of them, and male some sug-

gestions as to the arrangements. The buildings have

cost upwards of 6,000/. petailcd plana and a sketch

of the elevation, have been lithographed. The dwell-

ings are various in accommodation they contain,

besides the living room, one, two, or three bedrooms.

Gas is introduced into the living rooms throughout,

and each dwelling is supplied with a scullery, siuk,

water-tap, shelves, plate-rack, larder, coal-place, and

water-closet; and there is a common dust-sh^t.

The access is by a fire-proof staircase. Ventilation

and drainage have been specially attended to. There

arc generaf washing-rooms in the basement, and dry-

ing-rooms in the roof. Near the washhouse there is

a bath-room, and a large room is appropriated to an

infant-school.

Falling in of the Portwood New Bridge,

Stockport.—Ou Monday in last week considerable

alarm was created by the giving way of the new stone

bridge now in the course of erection over the river

Goyte. The bridge was in a very forward state,

having been turned on each side nearly to the centre,

ready for the key-stone. Five of the workmen were

engaged on the arch, when Peter TV'ilson, the fore-

man, hearing something crack under him on the

Portwood side, communicated his fears to the person

next to him
;
and, on looking, observed that one of

the bolted beams bad split, and the dependent frame-

work was giving way in consequence. The next

moment he felt the stone work sink ; he gave a

sudden spring into the water, and instantly the bridge

fell, leaving nothing but the buttresses standing.

Two of the men escaped, and the other three were

but slightly injured. The upper portion of the arch,

having falleu inwards, struck the corbels of the but-

tresses, and broke them off. The damage, it is ex-

pected, will not exceed 200/. and the contractor is not

limited as to time.

ScoTiTSH Agricultural Dwellings Improve-

ment Association.—The annual meeting of this

Association was held in Edinburgh last week
;
the

Duke of Buceleuch presiding. Sir John Forbes read

the third annual Report, which stated that the Di-

rectors had, in different parts of Scotland, been

urging the necessity of increased accommodation for

agricultural labourers, and had sent plans for cottage

accommodation. He congratulated the meeting on

the beneficial results which had followed the opera-

tions of the Society during the three years of its

existence, and the warm iutercst which was now be-

ginning to be felt in its proceedings by noblemen aud

gentlemen in every part of Scotland. Tlic Report

was approved of, and the progress declared to be

highly satisfactory.

Bending Sheet Ikon for Beams.— Mr. John

Le Cappelain, ol New Bridge-street, has invented

some alleged improvements in machinery for bending

sheet iron into corrugated forms for constructing

beams. On the main shaft or axis of the power

there are three wheels with rounded rims. The main

axis or shaft is carried by parallel bars, capable of

being moved to or from each other. Above the three

wheels there are two other similar wheels capable of

adjastment. The sheet iron to be bent is placed on

ledges or supports attached to the two side bars, and

as-.the iron is progressively bent, the two upper

wheels come more aud more between the lower

wheels.

Vital Statistics.—An interesting return of the

vital statistics of the metropolis during the past year

has just been published by the Registrar-General. In

the fifty-two weeks terminating on the 27th of

December, 44,159 boys aud 42,674 girls were born,

and 28,894 males and 27,892 females died. Assum-

ing the population in the middle of 1856 to have

been 2,616,248, the mortality during the past year

was tweiity-two in 1,000, which is lower than in any

year except 1850, when it was a little under twenty-

one in 1,000. It is computed that, with the addition

of soldiers and seamen who have returned from the

seat of war, the population of London at the close of

1856 was 60,000 more than it was at the close of

1855.
Experiments by the Patent Timber-bending

Company.—Some experiments in bending timber for

various useful purposes, lately took place in the pre-

mises of Messrs. Collinge and Co. Bridge-road, Lam-

beth. The experiments are said to have been carried

out principally to convince the Government that an

immense saving might be obtained to the country by

the adoption of the new mode of bending into a per-

manently set form every kind of wood into any sha.pe.

Amongst those present were. Admiral Best, Admiral

Sharpe, Captain Carnac, R.N.; Captain Edmunds,

R.M.
;
Captain Mackinuon, and several others. One

experiment consisted of a small specimen of oak,

which is said to have been quickly bent into the form

of a hoop, which was afterwards straightened, and

eventually turned inside out. Another experiment

consisted of a large oak ship’s floor timber, 12 inches

by 8 inches, which was in a quarter of an hour bent

into a right angle. The cost of curved wood con-

sumed in the British islands under the present method

of supply in its natural condition amounts, it appears,

to at least 5,000,000/. sterling per annum, ^partially

occasioned by the waste of that method. The new

process of bending timber will it is said, reduce the

cost of ships of all sizes 25 per cent, and greatly

increase their strength and durability, by avoiding

the aecessily for usiug cross-grained wood.

Railway Matters. — A railway from Durham

direct to London, is talked of; capital, 4,000,000/. : it

is designed exclusively for the carriage of coals and

other minerals, bulky gnds, cattle, aud agricultural

produce, and to be named the “Northern Coal Rail-

way.” The traffio returns of the railways iu the

United Kingdom, for week ending January 10,

amounted to 387,951/. and for the corresponding

period of last year, to 364,251/. showing an increase

of 23,700/. The gross receipts of the eight railways

having their termini in the metropolis, amounted to

161,401/.
;
and last year to 154,637/. showing an

increase of 6,764/. The increase on the Eastern

Counties amounted to 1,245/.; ou the Great Northern

to 789/.; on the Great M^estern to 992/.; on the

liondon and North-Western to 3,842/. ;
ou the Lon-

don, Brighton, and South Coast to 256/.; total,

7,104/.; but from this most be deducted 91/. the

decrease on the London and Blackwall, 34/, on the

London and South-Western, and 215/. on the South-

Eastern. The receipts on the other lines in the

United Kingdom amounted to 226,550/. and last

year to 209,614/. ;
showing nu increase of 16,936/.

Mr. E. Talbott, of Spring Vale, Staffordshire,

has invented a peculiar construction of split or com-

pound rails, “enabling him to manufacture half or

split bars with perfect bearings or flanges, aud which,

when combined, hove the required strength and struc-

ture of ordinary rails.” Mr. W. Rye, of Manches-

ter, has inveuted certain improvements in thing or

fastening rails of railways in their chairs.

St. Mary’s, Mooufields.—The chapel of the

,

“ Sacred Heart,” iu this church, was opened on the

18tb, having been decorated by Mr. Shaw, of Upper

Thames-street. The principal cornice is finished iu

crimson, blue, green, lavender, and dead white, with

the dentils aud capitals etched with gilding. The

pilasters arc of Sienna marble, and the lower portion

of the walls inimitatiou of panelled blocks of jasper,

Irish green, and Italian antique, with bases of Verd

antique and Egyptian green. The altar is painted

dead white, and has gold relieved with colours ou the

several mouldings. The panels are filled with

arabesque ornaments, aud the door of the tabernacle

has a painting of “The Sacred Heart,” and instru-

ments of the Passion. There is a painting on the

wall above the cornice, of a “ Pelican in her Piety,”

on a gold background. The works have been in pro-

gress for three mouths, under the direction of Mr.

John Young, jun. architect.

A Hint on Lighting the troposed new
National Gallery'.—While lately travelling in

Italy, I noticed a most excellent plan of ligliting

picture-galleries from above and below
;

but 1 am

sorry I cannot remember for certain what town it was

in, but I think Bologna; and I hope this will call the

attention of architects to it, that they may visit and

study it. It is decidedly a great “dodge,” if I

may use the vulgarism.—C. de V.

Bristol ATHENiEUM Soiree.—A soiree was held i

in the Victoria-rooms, on "Wednesday iu last week, j

The whole suite of rooms was engaged, and pictures,

drawings, photographs, stereoscopes, and other works
^

of art and amusement diversified the proceedings.

There were also music and dancing ;
and the president

of the Atheuffium, and the Mayor of Bristol, and other

gentlemen briefly addressed the assembly. Oa the

following day the rooms were thrown open to visitors

at a nominal charge, and large numbers of the inha-

bitants availed themselves of the opportunity to inspect

the numerous objects of interest collected within the

building.

Art Manufacture Exhibition at Edinburgh.

—After a brief season, the first annual exhibition of

the Art Manufacture Association of Scotland, in the

National Gallery at Edinburgh, has closed. From

its opening, on the 13th of December last, it is esti-

mated that it has been visited by considerably up-

wards of 60,000 persons. In the course of the exhi-

bition several evenings have been devoted to conver-

saziones ani lectures. Among the speakers and sub-

jects have been,—Prhfcssor G. Wilson, “ On the

Application of Ornamental to Industrial Art
;

” Mr.

M. Wellwood, of Pitliver, “On the Histo^ of

European Porcelain;” and Mr. C. II. Wilsou,

Glasgow, “ On the Improvement of Oruainental

Art
;

” and the concluding lecture was to be given

by the hon. sccretai'y, Mr. A. Christie, “ On the

Objects of the Association in forming the Exhibi-

tion.”

The Society of Antiquaries of Scotland.

—

At the last meeting of this society, a paper was read, .

entitled “ Poetical Maxims from a Painted Room in
^

the Old House at Culross, called ‘The Palace,’ with

Notices of the History of the Building and its .pro-

hable Founder,” by Mr. A. Jeivise. In this paper

Mr. Jervise described the old house at Culross in

which the painted roof in question occurs, aud adduced

some reasons for supposing that it was erected by Sir

George Bruce, third son of Sir Alexander Bruce, of

Blairhall, in the end of the sixteenth centuiy. One

of the rooms, which has a carved roof, is lined with

wood, divided into eighteen panels or compartments,
,

all of which are filled with curiously painted pictures j

illustrative of morality and virtue, with appropriate *

and quaint maxims iu verse. Of these Mr. Jervise ^

deciphered thirteen. Mr. Cosmo Tones suggestedthe

propriety of opening communications wiiu au me
schoolmasters in Scotland, with the view of obtaining

information and reports from time to time of any >

objects of historical interest found iu their severj

districts ;
aud a committee was named for the purpose .

of carrying out the proposal.

Fall of a Railway Bridge.—The traffic of

the line of railway between Coventry aud Nuneatou

(a branch of the London and North-Western), was

stopped ou Monday by the falling iu of a viaduct at

Cowden, a short distance from Coventry. The line

from the latter city communicates direct from Leam-
,

ington with Tamworth, Derby, and the north. The
,

bridge, which is of several arches, is of stone, and
j

carries over the rails a very important old turnpike- )

road of the district; but, fortunately, at the time the

accident occurred, owing to the absence of traffic, not

the slightest injury befell either the road or railway

travellers.

New Iron Works at Workington and Har-
^

rington.—The Harrington Iron Company are con- -

structing two blast furnaces which, when in full
f-

operation, are expected to give employment to about
,

700 hands, to whom on an average 750/. a week

wages will be paid. About 1,000 tons of ore will be '

weekly smelted by this company, and should they

commence as ironfounders, the importance of these

works to the district will be greatly increased. At

Workington a company for the smelting of iron ore -

has been formed ou the principle of limited liability,

under the title of the Workington Hematite Iron

Company, with a capital of 30,000/. The works are .

to be forthwith commenced. ’

The Church of St. Vincent of Paul, Cork. )

—We arc asked to say, with reference to our mention

of the church of St. Vincent of Paul, that the iuteraal :

completion of the building, aud all the fittings, in-

cluding benches, stained glass, and a very richly- .

sculptured reredos and altar, in Caen stone and Irish

marbles, has been carried out under the direction of

Messrs. Weightman, Hadfield, and Goldie, architects.

Irrigation of London.—I perceive a manifest

spirit for general improvement in every department

which is advocated by your publication, which I, in a

great measure, attribute to its powerful and legitimate-

influence. Might I suggest to you the propriety of

tbe general irrigation of_ London streets and pave-

ments by three o’clock in the morniug? So many

persons being now out of employ, and the object being

a legitimate one, I hope you will urge this point,,

being so salutary and so becoming the dignity of one

of the greatest cities iu the world. '

W. Sharpe, M.A. ;
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HE competition designs in the

Arcuitectural Exhibition

comprise but a small portion of

the number which were origi-

nally sent in competition for the

several projected buildings. But

tliey form, perhaps, the most

interesting and useful feature

in the collection of works in

Suffolk-street. We had less

reason to draw attention to

them than we had to other por-

tions of the Exhibition : for, we
had long previously been urging

upon our professional readers

—

so pertinaeiously ahnost as to

be offensive to some of them

—

that there was a store of mate-

rials in such works, deserving of far more careful

study tliau appeared to be given generally by
architects when the opportunity offered. The
justice of the selection in any of the present

leases, we do not propose to inquire into
; indeed,

ithat object is not the one for which means are

afforded to us in the Exhibition. In the col-

lection of drawings for the Lille Cathedral—the

subject of one of the competitions referred to

—

there are only seven designs out of the forty-

lonc that were submitted by English and foreign

architects. The design which received the first

premium is not exhibited
; and of the designs

hvEicli gained medals, or honourable mention,

'

several are equally wanting,—whilst the foreign
'

architects do not. present themselves at all.

'

lAlso we may oliserve that some of the exhibitors
'

ishow only a portion of their drawings, and those
'

selected are not always correspondent as to other

sets. As regards the Liverpool Eree Library and
[Museum competition, the case is much the same,

i

iwith the additional incouvenicnce of the differ-

'

lences of scale between sketches made iu the pre-

'

iliminary competition and drawings at largo. The '

iRotherhnm Grammar School and the Middlesex
'

industrial Schools competitions, and one or two '

Ibthers may be said to be barely represented.
|

Eor any considerable proportion of the com.

'

rpetition drawings of the year, however, as we
ihave also remarked, the space in the galleries

would be insufficient. Arrangements will,

cdouhtless, be made for the ultimate display of a
irarger collection, as well as with reference to
icacility of comparison. This last is of far more
iimportancc, as regards the purposes of study,

ashau for the means of checking the decision of

a committee. Such a decision is of course often

Iglaringiy unjust; hut it is fair to committees to
i\ay—and there will be no loss in admitting it

—

Lliat there arc often eases where it is most diffi-

unilt for any architect to name the design
;lfvhich, on the whole, includes the greatest num-
t'oer of points of merit. Therefore, demanding,
SIS an adjudication of premiums does, both
ecechnical knowledge and rare judicial ability, wc
tiitill believe that it is to such advantage as may
oe got out of an cxliibition, that a competitor
bihould mainly look. That seems to be, indeed,
[it'ho state of the case as to more than one of the
fiiBompetitions from wliicli drawings are exhibited
oMow m Suffolk-street.—It is curious to note
'juow the several essentials of a good building
[toftoii arefound distributed about thecoinpetitors’
Mdrawings,—one design providing the requisite
?caccommodatiou,—another what would at first

ppippear to be the best elevations,—wliilst, going
- 10 the comp.mcut parts of architectural effect,

eirequently we hesitate between condemning
liivhat in a partial sense would he so masterly,

and sanctioning what is not attained without an

associated quality obviously nnsuited to the

object. The design (172 to 177) for the Liver-

pool building, with the motto “CouAniore,”

already described in our pages, wc may observe,

without entering into the question of general

merits, itself has a portico cliaracterised by the

special defect of tliat of the National Gallery,

in the absence of a visible base of steps. The
provision of these, it is true, was attended with

difficulty iu consequence of the slope of the

ground,—but the main object seems to he

attained iu a design (213 to 222), by Mr. S.

Hewitt, one of the sixteen selected for final

decision, where the steps appear above a dwarf

wall of rusticated masonry, on which there are

lamps—and behind which there arc side flights

—

thus in front of the portico and its proper steps,

instead of as in the arrangement at the National

Gallery. Mr. Hewitt’s design is a bold one. It

has the motto “Cupola,” which indicates the

main partof the scheme. Tliere is a great rotonda,

with an inner circle of columns. The latter carry

a second circle of columns, — but in this case

with arches—and these carry the dome, which has

a span of over 70 feet, and with no abutment

,
that we can discover, at the springing at least.

Otherwise, such a rotonda with the coffered vault

. could be made to realize a grand effect
; and

I there are many decorative details in this design

' internally, which display taste. The dome, as

j

seen externally, is weak in treatment
; and

I

windows at the back of a portico, at least if they

I

are at all numerous, we have frequently observed

I
can but suggest that the portico should not be

there.—The matter of the slope of the ground
' has been the grand difficulty with the designers

in most cases. Some of the designs have a

defect common in such cases, where one end of

the building appears as though plunged in the

earth
;

wliilst in other designs, by providing a

plain mibas&emcnt, and keeping the main

apcrtm“cs and the chief ornamental character to

the stories above, and by some artifice of

enclosing wall or balustraded flights of steps at

'

the entrance, the objection is overcome.
!

Mr. Truefitt’s large dra^wing (178) is one

which, both from its clever execution and the

character of its design, claims notice. A long

chapter might be written of the points of discus-

sion which it would suggest. Thus,—How far

can the purpose of a building, be it museum,

prison, mausoleum, or whatever else, be made

I

to speak from the face of it? Were we to

assent to all that has sometimes been said on

this subject, every one of the thousand uses of

structures, and in places of worship every

sectarian difference, should be so made manifest

that there could be no need of an inscription.

But these shades of distinction never have been

attained, and they are doubtless beyond the

capabilities of art. The mind of the designer

indeed is far more likely to imprint iU pervading

likeness on all his buildings, 'whatever their

object. At the same time it is too obvious to

need showing, that certain characteristics are

popularly couccivecl as belonging to parti-

cular buildings
;

therefore, wlicrc the design

'

is for a difl'erciit object, although tliat object may
not be expressed, anything that would convey

the expression of the opposite, should be

avoided. Common sense, in the person of one

of “ the public,” pauses before this design

by Mr. Truefitt, and takes it to be a “prison,”

or a “ mausoleum,” or anything ratlier than a
'

inusenm, and will pay no regard to the con-

1

sideration that the lighting of museums, libra-

'

ries, and picture-galleries, from the top, neces-

sarily entails blank wall-surface. It is upon
|

the happy balause of many different require-

j

ments and qualities of effect, that the whole
’

success of architectural art depends, and we

'

do not know that there is any subject for design
'

more difficult than, that of decoration of mere'

waU-surface. Soane, at the Bank of England, i

got the desired ornamentation and relief, only
by offending against utilitarian and stnictur^

principles. But in regard to the gi'ouping of

masses and parts, and the manner in whicli the

coloured materials are moulded with the archi-

tecture without the colour predominating over
the form—points just now’ so little observed—
the design we have been noticing lays claim to

praise.

In No. 179, by Mr. J. Nicliolls, the plan

has a rotonda, 'with semicircular recesses,

opening out from it,—but, externally at least,

could the design have justified the selec-

tion of it as one of the sixteen ? Mr. E.

T. Gompertz’s design (ISO) for the same
building, has considerable merit in the internal

arrangements generally, and iu the lighting and
decoration, and the author deserves credit for

the manner in which he has presented Ins design

in plans and sections to a small scale. In the

design of Mr. E. W. Taim, M.A. there is a long

cobnnade on a podium ; a semicircular portico

and two salient columns at each end project

from it; and the latter are surmounted by turrets,

—so that the support of columns appears insuf-

ficient. Mr. F. Wallen’s design (1S2) deserves

close inspection, at least as regards the main
elevation, which has the stories well grouped,

the principal feature beiug an arcade of windows
on the upper floor, of Byzantine character,

which manner also p^Iains to the details,

in which colour is introduced. The centre

is formed by three of the arched openings,

grouped under a pediment, but is injured by the

interference of the hood of the door with the

window over it. Tliere are some good features

in the section,—but the dome iu the centre of

the ground would not show as apparently in-

tended. Tliis is a mistake which is more serious

•in some other designs, and is one which, as of

the utmost iraportauce, and as liable to escape
the notice of non-professional judges, we have

often referred to, to show the erroneous prin-

ciple in the constitution of such tribunals.

Mr. T. E. Knightley’s two designs (1S3 and
181) display considerable taste. lathe first, the

difficulty of the grouud is well met, by the

arrangement of the souhassement, and the steps

ascending two ways, with a dwarf wall, on which
is a group, of sculpture and candelabra. In the

basement proper, the rustication is pleasingly

varied. The other design (IS-t) is somewhat too

close in its mtei’columniatiou, but has great

merit. Mr. G. 0. Lane’s design (189 to

195), also of the sixteen, has a ten-columned

portico, and lacks novelty in the exterior,

—

though its author has shown in the elevation a

variation from his design, as though hesitatingly,

but which variation is really the best of the

alternatives he offers. The ])laii, however, would
be suitable, and highly effective

;
a central hall,

with columns and staircases, forming a main
feature. Mr. H. P. Horner’s design (196),

thougli a modestly drawn elevation, evinces

great taste, and might have been expected to be

amongst the sixteen. It takes the arrangement

of a low building, arcaded along the front, with

square piers, five of the arches opening to a

loggia in the centre
;
and the front terminates

with an Italian cornice, with an inscri[)tion

worked 'into the frieze. In Mr. Lewis Stide’s

sketch (200) a Romanesque character is adopted.

There is not sufficient unity in the design. An
arcaded loggia of two stories, forms the host

portion. Mr. John W. Papworth exliibits (223)

sketches of plans only. Mr. T. A. Britton’s

design (224) is one of those which 'well illus-

trate the mistake referred to as to the design of

a dome in intended combination with a fapade,.

and which could not possibly have the eflect

shown in elevation. Mr. S. Huggins’s design,

mentioned in a former iminber by a reference

to certain peculiarities of detail, is not on that

account to be regarded as unworthy of its

author’s well-earned reputation. It presents an
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economic distribution of the ground, and capa-

bility of extension without alteration of the

design. The portico, projecting tctrastylc be-

tween square angle piers, without pediment,

but with a statue on the top, and carefully

designed details, has both novelty and merit,

which may also be said of other parts of the

building. The whole is surmounted by an octa-

gonal dome, which groups with the portico.

Mr. G. E. Grayson, in his design (233 to 235),

places his library in the centre of a circular

reading-room, the former being terminated by a

lofty dome, from the tambour of which there

projects a square block of building, which ap-

pears to be a portion of the stidrcase. Messrs.

J. W. and J. Hay’s design (230—237) is not

favourably represented by the drawings. It

consists mainly of one story of window’s, with

Eloreutine arches, and a deep cantilever cornice.

Mr. R. Kcit gets over the difficulty of the

site by introducing a grass slope, on which

the ground line is level. There arc two wings,

each with four columns in antis, and a recessed

centre, with hcxastylc portico, and a dome.

Some colour is introduced.

The priueipal designs for the Lille Cathedral,

now exuibited, were noticed briefly in our last

volume, p. 169 ;
and the result of the com-

petition was stated subsequently, pp. 218 and

233. Referring to that and other records in

our volume, we cannot but again express regret

that even those designs wdiich ai-e in the cata-

logue, could be displayed in Suffolk-street, in so

small a number of drawings compared with what

were first sent in at Lille. Our correspondent

there, spoke of twenty-four drawings under the

motto, “ Quam Dilecta Tabernacula,” that of

Mr. G. E. Street, who gained the second pre-

mium ;
and we cannot make up any such num-

ber as now exhibited in London (343 to 351).

Under the motto, “ In Domino Confido,”

there were twelve drawings
;
but three only are

exhibited (353 to 354) by Mr. T. E. Thrup,

to whom the catalogue awards a “ silver

medal,” erroneously, it would seem, though the

drawings have high merit. The design with

the motto, “ Ad Jithera Teudens,” which

gained a silver medal,—though it is not so

stated in the catalogue,—was shown in no less

than thirty-one drawings
;

but Messrs. G.

Evans and R. R. Pullan, have but live in Suf-

folk-street (355 to 359), besides an “ Interior

of a Cathedral; a Study in Decoration” (360).

And Mr. C. Brodrick’s design, with the motto,

“ Spes,” which gained a silver medal, is shown

in flve of the six drawings (336 to 310). Of the

other drawings, Mr. John Robinson’s (330 to

332)—the design bearing the motto, " Excel-

sior,”—may be named as having received

“ honourable mention,”—though it is not so

stated in the catalogue. The only other

designs for the same building in the Exhibition,

are one by Messrs. E. G. Lee and R. J. Jones

(324 to 329), a work having some of its fea-

tures too obviously suggested by the west end

of Peterborough, and the spire of All Saints, Mar-

garet-street, and otherwise inferior in character

and detail
;
and a design by Mr. C. F. Kelly

(334 and 335), which also is spoken of as having

received “honourable mention;” but we think

in this case also, by one of these numerous

errors—which surely are without excuse.

Looking at what we have, we now feel
_

no

surprise that the Exhibition at Lille excited

so much interest. The drawings of Messrs.

Street, Thrup, Brodrick, and Evans audPullau,

are most honourable to the English school ;
and

as designs, the several works display considerably

more of inventive talent than we have been in

the habit of seeing of late. Ami it is deserving

of notice, that this skill is shown alike in the

architecture of the fabric and iu the fittings aud

furuiture. The question arises,—What is there

that should hind the exercise of this skill in auy

British architect, within the ran^e of a certain

style or of a single class of buildings, or should

as too often is the case, prevent the exercise of

anything more than clever imitation or adapta-

tion. if really it is only prejudice that inter-

feres with the development of art, no matter

wh it be the style,—let us hope that the archi-

tectural skill, here so abnudantly manifest as iu

home slate existing, will be adle to transport

itself to any other fleld of operation, or embody

itself in any other language that may happen to

be in common use aud familiar to the public.

To the architect it should matter little what be

the style of the day—that which is of house-

hold use : but to art—aud to the public, if they

are ever to become lovers of art—it matters

much, that no sudden violence to popular percep-

tion of art, should be done by mere change or

contradiction of style,—which iu such case exerts

an influence of its own,—such as, perhaps, it

may be thought ought not to be within the

capability of mere style, — but which operates,

and appears to be distinct from, and to usurp

the place of, the art.

The best of the designs we have mentioned are

well contrived for execution iu brick and stone,

without elaborate external decoration, but with

all the regard for the beauty of outline and group-

ing which should be fount! in a cathedral. The

apsidal east cuds with piuuacles are in the chief

cases treated with gi-eat ability. We ma,y espe-

cially refer to Mr. Brodrick’s design in this

point
;
though wffiether in the west front with its

three doorways, its noble tower and spire, aud

the open screen work which aids in the pyra-

midal outline, or in the general details (which

are very elaborate), this design will_ repay

long examination. Perhaps, however, it may

not have been thought calculated for the local

materials. Two western towers are adopted in

all the other designs,—though Messrs. Evans

aud Pullan terminate theirs at no great height,

by open canopy work,—but they have a lofty

tower aud spire at the intersection of the

cross. The western towers in Mr. Street’s

design would, we thiuk, be capable of improve-

ment, the spire portion being insufficiently

developed. The whole of Mr. Street’s drawings

are elaborately shaded in pen and ink, and there

is no lack of pains and taste in his numerous

drawings of fittings.—Mr. Thrup’s drawings also

deserve praise for design aud execution. The

western towers terminating in octagons and

,

capped by spires arc amongst the best features

of the design. The interior is highly effective

;

though the choir arch is somewhat cramped in

appearance of width.

We do not profess to notice all the drawings

in the Exhibition, and many which would well

deserve examination we may have altogether

omitted. Some of the few designs for t!ie

Middlesex ludustrial School have the plan on

the coDCcntrating principle,—Messrs. Reeves

aud Butcher (299 and 303), placing the kitchen

in the centre of a general octagonal distribution

of the parts of the plan, and Messrs. Morgan and

Phipson (300 to 302) having a large swimming-

bath in the centre, with the diuing-rooms around

it. Had we space, also we might mention niaiiy

meritorious designs for accessories of buildings,

and for objects of ornamental aud decorative

art, and mauy drawings of old examples.

Mr. T. E. Kniglitley, iu the decorations of the

Parish Cbiirch, Shoreditch (464), Mr. Asbpitel,

Mr. Digby Wyatt, Mr. Priguot, Mr. L. W.
Collman, Mr. H. B. Garling, Mr. J. T. Irvine,

and Mr. W. P. Griffith, contribute works of

merit, and of various kinds.

The practical decorators exhibit as in former

years, aud manifest considerable taste and know-

ledge of resources, with, as before, not unfre-

queutly tbe lack of structural principle. Also

we would say, that we arc obliged to pass over,

as their merits would not deserve, many draw-

,iags of buildings,—such as those M'hich are

' contributed by Mr. I’Anson, Mr. Hesketh,

Mr, J. T. Christopher, the Rev. J.L. Petit, and

others. The several drawings by Mr. R. N.

Shaw, the Academy travelliug student, are some

of the best that we have ever seen; though iu

recognising their merit, we regret to see evi-

dence of exclusive attentiou to one particular

school of architecture. We should, perhaps,

have mentioued a plau by Mr. Bruce Allen, tor

building the National Galleries of Art and

Science, partly on the Kensington Gore Estate,

aud partly m Kensington Gardens, with a junc-

tiou across the road
;
but to this we may have

another opportunity to refer.
'

I

Wc cannot conclude without again pressing

1
upon the attention of the committee, that it is

indispensable for the attainment of their objects,

that the Exhibition should be located in larger,
''

amply lighted, and more comfortable rooms,

—

^ if not also in such as can he had at a better

I

period of the year. We do not profess to have

given the attention to the collection, which in

the manner of study, it would deserve from
architects ; hut we happen to have felt obliged,

even for present purposes, to spend much time in

the rooms. We would merely observe that such
is tbe cold aud discomfort of the place, that it is

now painful to spend an hour tliere in looking at

drawings; and that of many of the drawings
placed iu corners or on the top line, not a detail

can he discerned without the greatest difficulty

;

and the result is, we are well assured, that visi-

tors go away ignorant of the interest which there

really is in the collection, or unwilling to suffer

the inconvenience which has to be endured in

discovering it. The only opportunities just now
of properly seeiug the drawings, are the lecture

evenings
;
aud even then, the lighting in the small

rooms IS not sufficient. We know we may be

held excused for laying so much stress upon

these matters
;

for they have their iufluence in

rendering less speedy the general popular recog-

nition of the real character and value of our

art.

ATHENS.*
Let us now carry to an end our account of

this world-famed city.

The Return of the Heracleidai, in the eleventh

century, B.C. and conquest of Peloponnesus by

the Dorians, forms an event in Grecian history,

to which the ultimate eminence of tbe whole

race may be clearly ascribed; an event that

formed the conclusion of the mythical age, aud

the introduction to the period of authentic his-

tory, which commences with the first Olympiad,

nearly three centuries after that most important

revolution.

One of the great characteristics of mythical

histoi-y is, that the events that it records are

wrapped in an uncertainty as to date aud cir-

cumstance, to attempt to penetrate which would

be to destroy the beautiful but tottering fabric

upon which it rests
;
and by exposing the frail

nature of the materials of which it is composed,

destroy the faith that for ages has leant on it

for support. To maintain, then, a belief in

events having no parallel in existing times, it

was necessary to affix periods of indefinite dis-

tance, in order to preserve unbroken that halo

of obscurity which alone could preveut the eye

of incredulity from detecting those fallacies iu

construction that might expose to the world the

worthlessness of the whole. To pry too closely

into the early ages of Grecian history—to rob

the realms of mythicism of the bright and glow-

ing imagery that constitutes its sole beauty aud

value—to analyse too minutely those national

mythi, that entwine their beautiful aud flowery

fictious round each legendary page of a history,

banded down from generation to generation,

through the medium of memory alone, and com-

municated in the figurative language of poetry

only, would be to strip the tree of knowledge of

its verdure, and reduce it to a sapless, lifeless

trunk.
'• Historift quoquo modo scripta delectat.”

The aphorism, doubtless, applies to authentic

history only
;
but where authenticity is unavail-

i able for want of a written medium of convey-
' ance, we must be careful, lest in despising too

I

much the shadow we lose the substance also.

1

“ As one who has been journeying through

the dark,” says Bulwer, by a fine figure,

I

“ begins at length to perceive tbe night break-

ing away iu mist and shadow, so that the forms

of things, yet uncertain aud undefined, assume
' an exaggerated and gigantic outline, half lost

,

amidst the clouds, so now, through the obscurity
'

of fable, we descry the dim and mighty outline

of the Heroic Age.” Alike removed from tbe

darkness of early fable and the broad daylight

' of written uaiTative—the period of demi-gods

• aud heroes, superhuman prowess, daring aUven-

:ture aud lofty crime—like the superhuman

beings whose deeds invest it with the romance

that makes its charm, it forms the conucctiug

link between mythology and mankind. _Accord-

I

ing to mythical chronology, it constitutes a

' period of about two centuries from the first

appearance of the Hellenes iu Thessaly to the

conclusion of the Trojan War, aud amongst
' the chief incidents that adorn it are the stoiy

of Dauaus aud his descendants, the labours of

j
* See pp. 2, 34. 60, a'llA
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Hercules, tlie exploits of Theseus, the institu-

tion of the Laws of Minos, the expedition of

Jason and the Argonauts in search of the

Golden Fleece, the story of CEdipus and
Jocasta, and the “ Seven against Thebes,” and
the Siege of Troy,—the last and crowning
achievement of all. The hero, however, whose
history was inseparably connected with that of

Athens, was Theseus. In his history, by
Flutarch, we seem to recognise the type of

the romances of our own days of chivalry

;

hut lajing aside the events in it that arc

purely fabulous, his uniting in one body the
twelve independent states of Attica, and making
Athens their capital;—his institution of the
Panathenaia and Sjnoikia in honour of Athena;
his division of the citizens into the three classes

of Enpatrida?, or nobles, Geomort, or husband-
men, and Eemiurgi, or artisans ;—his extension
of the Attic territory to the confines of Pelo-
ponnesus, and establishment of the Isthmian

f
ames in honour of Poseidon or Neptune, and
is increase of the capital to the south of the

citadel, are deeds worthy of record.

The Theseium or temple built in

his honour, is the best preserved of all the
monuments of ancient Athens. It was com-
menced B.C. 469, as a receptacle for the bones
of Theseus, brought from Scyros by Cimou, and
is consequently about thirty years older than
the Parthenon.

_

It is a Doric hexastyle perip-
teral, ^having thirteen columns in the flanks

;
the

Delia is undivided, the pronaos andposticum are
distyle in antis ; the columns of the former alone
are wanted of the total number forty-eight. It
stands upon a stylobate of two steps, flie total
length of the upper one being 104 feet

;
the

breadth, 45 feet. It was only the metopes of the
sast portico of this temple, with four additional
ones on each retum, that were sculptured, all

ihe rest being plain. The friezes of the pronaos
ind posticura, continued right across the ambu-
atories, were also sculptured; the sculptures of
;he pediments have entirely disappeared. The
subjects of these sculptures were the exploits of
[heseus and Hercules, and, though much muti-
ited, evince a high style of art. The develop-
lent of Greek sculpture is divided into two
eriods. Not taking account of the fathers of
he art, as Dmdalus of Athens, too deeply allied

0 the fabulous by his connection with the
raxen wings of Icarus; or his pupil Endreus;
r later, Dipmnus and Scyllis, of Crete; or
ater still, Euplialus and Authermus; the first

eriod of Greek sculpture, in its ultimate
revelopment, is that of Pliidias, tlie yEschylus
tf the plastic art, and his cotemporaries Myron
•bd Polycletus. His chief works were the
tatuc 01 Nemesis, after the battle of Marathon

;

aat of Minerva, in the Parthenon
; and that of

quest to the time of Lycurgus and date of the
first Olympiad, during which history presents
isolated facts, with Imtlittle connection with each
other. It was at Corinth, during the period of

the Despots, that art reappears upon the scene,

but changed and transformed in its features.
“ It is no longer,” says Fergusson, “the elegant
and ornate forms of Mycenm and the cognate
Asiatic art, but tlie rude, bold proportions of

Egyptian art, and with almost more than
Egyptian massiveness.” It is the Doric order
of architecture, which, drawing its origin from
the rock-cut tomb of Beni-Hassau, followed the
bold race that first adopted its massive propor-
tions, and left the imperishable records of their

presence wherever that enterprising people had
pushed their extended rule. The temple at

Corinth, of which only a few columns, with
their architrave, exist, is supposed to be one of
the oldest temples of the kind, and may probably
date from 650 B.C. The pillars are less than
fonr diameters in height, and the architrave is

proportionally massive.

Next in age to this is the Temple of Egina,
dedicated to Jupiter Panhellenius, to which,
from the character of its sculpture now at

Munich, we may assign the middle of the sixth

century before Christ for its date.

It is probable that in the progress of the
Persian war most of the temples of Greece,
which, like the earliest Parthenon (some of
whose remains wc have already described as
existing in the walls of the Acropolis) must
have existed prior to that invasion, were swept
away ; and that even those that remained were
either pulled down or rebuilt to suit the
augmented greatness of the state. It is for this

reason that all the great temples now found in

Greece were built subsequently to the victories

of Salamis and Platma. Then was raised the
Theseium, succeeded by the Parthenon (the only
octastyle Doric temple in Greece), where the style

attained its culminating point. To it succeeded
the great hexastyle temple of Jupiter at Olympia,
that of Minerva at Suuium, the larger temple at

Khamnus, the Propylrea at Athens, the Temple
of Ceres at Eleusis, and the Temple of Apollo at

Bassm.

Closely connected with the Dorian invasion
was the colonisation of the western coasts of
Asia Minor, from the Propontis on the north to

Lycia on tlie south. The cities thus founded by
them were divided amongst the three great races

Tlie war betweeu their two most powerful cities,

Sybaris aud Croton, and the total destruction of
the former city, is one of the chief events in the
history of Magna Grmcia, which rapidly de-

clined in power after the fifth century B.C.
owing to the destruction of Sybaris and spread
of the warlike Samnites and Lucanians, who,
in course of time, deprived the Greek cities of

the whole of their inland territory. Among the
other Greek cities of eminence, Locri, Rhegium,
and Tarentum held a foremost rank. The group
of temples at Pmstum has for ages delighted

the beholder. The oldest of them is a beautiful

hexastyle, probably of the fifth century B.C.
and of a bold aud pure style of architecture;

the other two are more modern and less pure,

one of them having niue columns in the fronts,

the central pillar being meant to correspond
witli an internal range of pillars supporting the

ridge of the roof.

The instances of the Ionic order that we
have left to us arc scant. The oldest example,
probably, was the temple on the Ilissus, fouua by
Stuart in the last stage of ruin, and since en-

tirely swept away. Fortunately its proportions

arc preserved to serve as the type of Ionic

beauty for all ages. This beautiful temple was
but 42 feet long by 20 feet broad. In arrange-

ment it was ampliiprostyle, tetrastylc ;—the shaft

of the column 1 foot 9 inches in diameter above
the base. Leake supposes it to have been the

temple of the statue of Triptolemus; Forch-
hamraer, that of Euclcia. If the latter con-

jecture be correct, we have in this temple
a building erected immediately after the

battle af Marathon. Next in date was the little

temple of Nike Apteros, which wc have before
mentioned as recently restored; and last and
largest was the Erectheium, deriving its exist-

ence from the great epoch of Athenian art. The
temple at Tegea, in Arcadia, built about a cen-
tury afterwards, according to the description

of Pausanias, must have been one of the largest

of the style.

It was in Asia Minor, or rather in Ionia
whence if derived its name, that the greatest
number of temples of this style were to be
found, but what buildings of the kind existed

before the Persian invasion, were probably swept
away by that disastrous event. The most
ancient example of it is that of the temple of
Juno, at Samos, which, according to Herodotus,

.
o

.
-o was one of the most stupeiidousedificesonre-

of the .^olumSj lonians, and Dorians, who at the
,
cord, aud ftu account of whose ruins is to be

same time colonised the neighbouring islands. ! found in the “ Ionian Antiquities.” The temple of
The later Greek colonies were those planted in

Italy, Sicily, Gaul, aud Spain
;
Africa, Epirus,

ilacedouia, aud Thrace. The race that main-
tained the dominant superiority in Asia was tlie

Ionian
;
and of its numerous cities Miletus, and

Bacchus, at Teos, which Vitruvius describes as
having been originally intended for Doric, but
afterwards changed to Ionic, was probably
raised after the Persian invasion. Of the
temple of Diana, at Ephesus, 425 feet long by
220 feet wide, even the site is matter of dispute.

The temples of ApoUo Didymmus, near Miletus,

of Minerva Polias,

Alexander of Mace-

^lympian Jove, at Elis
; the latter 60 feet high, I afterwards Ephesus, were the most powerful.

ind so calculated to awe the spectator by its
|

The origin of the above colonies is legendary, i^iuvmtcu
)npressi\^_ majesty, that the Roman historian

;

and it is not until after the first Olympiad tliat ' liuilt about 376 B C. anci of
ays,-— Ejuspulchntudoadjecisse aliquidetiam

I

the history of Greek colonization becomes ! near Priene, dedicated by Alcxanuer oi iviaci
leceptfe religiom videtur, adeo majestas opens

,

authentic
;
and first in importance as in period

[
don, may complete tbe list of the chief temphi.um mquavit The fame of Agcladas rests

:
were those established in Sicily and the south of of this order in tlie colonies

^

meily upon bis havmg instructed the above Italy The earliest Greek settlement in Sicily ! Of the Greek Corinthian order, the works ex-
..asters m their art. Many others, as Alca-

1

was founded B.C. 735 ;
and from that period taut in Greece are still more meagre than those

fS 'lil]

p.ortioiB ot tlie sculpture arose a succession of flourislnng cities, of ivliicli of the Ionic, being comprised, at Athens, in the
i Ehs, and probably aided Phidias m that of Syracuse and Agrigentum, botli Dorian colonies, kittle Choragic monument of Lysicrates and

irio; v'®-' 7
this period.

;

became the most powerful. The connection of perhaps, by S still further straining of the point!

rnarlim^rlmi
Onatus, Hegius,

;

Athens mth Sicily commencing witli their thatoftliellorologium ofAndrouicusCyrrliestes;machus, Calamis, and others, mclndcd in the
,
espousal of the part of the Jiigestaus against the ' the magnificent temple of Jupiter Olympius

-a fAir 1 .

iSelmuiitmes, and eudingin the total destruction ibeiiig, in fact, a Homan building. The connec-
sculpture, wluch by the Syracusans of two of tlio most powerful

,

tion of the term " Corinthian ” with this order
a™ameuts that ever left the shores of Attica, , seems to rest upon no better foundation than

^ c
^ ’

1

°'' " Athenians neyer the well-known story of the basket of the Corin-Unced a proportionate change in nnblie feel- recovered.
[

,„„,„ted by the taste of the sculp-
proportionate change in public feel- recovered.

:g; and the calm majesty of Jove, Hera, and'
"

bchena,
^ ...lom ffOTTP +r. H '

•
1

'
*

"
I 4

1

. 4

*^^ peculiarly rich in Done temples.
'
tor, Callimachus, into the beautiful capital that

'^
a7,1

*
u-t

more violent passions At Agrigentum were tbrec-two small liexastyles graces the stylo; but modern knowledge is able

dad nfX ’setjol 1 1 P
size, being 360 feet long by ' to offer a far mire natural solution oUhe diffl-

Iraxiteis yf f*
* columns being Otfeel in eultj in its unmistakable derivation from the

SvWlhv Art
^ It was comraeiioed B.C. ISO, and never ‘Egyptian capital, in its multiplied variety.

rt? ‘ tT ’ 7 possessed six
; the largest of Asia originated and Greece improved

;
for it yvL

6 te tne tomb oi her husband. Mansnln^ nf mi n/itnci-vio ..i.....,..* j.u_ i ./• ,i i
*

-i*. i iMausolus, at which, an octastyle pseudo-dipteral, almost
, the province of tlie latter gifted people to

tuo mtter
,

was a citizen of equalled in size that at Agrigentum. Syracuse mould evervthinir thev tmiehed into heantv and
ft-nens, and claimed as

^

his rnasterpiece the and .^gesta each contains a fine example.
yiidiai'i AnwTHia 'r 7+1

—

-uw uaciu uuuiaiiis a nue e.vuinpie.
I
gi’acc

; and in the combination of the Asiatic

Dumerout^ndl^fVHuf ‘ j
eolomes m Italy are of a parallel element with the refinement of the European,

sie sS 1 ^7? tl'ose of Sicily. One, indeed, Cumre, I we obtain that perfection of symmetry that is

d Lvsirm,^
^ Sicyomc, of which Eiiphranor claims a Eubocan origin so far back as 1050 i not bkely to be surpassed.

Vous wLlS if tlfe
‘JP®; s eventually lined the whole Sixteen gigantic columns of white marble,

™hSt omiTenG
‘iu Tyrrhenian,

' standing to the south-east of the Acropolis, mark

nviny Lt tTrSm to
® and from their the site of the temple of Zeus Olympius, at

ikYree centurLs eDnsed i procured for the land Athens. Between the commencement b] Peisis-iBtnree centuries elapsed after the Dorian con-
:
of their adoption the title of Magna Gracia, trains, aud the termination by Hadrian a
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oeriodof ilc.irlT VOO years elapsed. From the Iraddmg of smulor form, oalj longer. In formtlie

terms of ad.mralion used 1)V Diemarclius, Stadmunyasatiobloiigarea,termmatedatoneend

Aristotle, and Livv, we niav itrcsnrae that a by a straight line, at the other, by a semicircle ;

considerable progress must have been made by and often formed part of the billldmgs ol tlie

the Peisistratidm, before the work was abac- gjinnasiimi
;
but sometimes stood by itse I, as

doned and as the Boric order was that in use at Athens. Dill'erencc m size m these buddings

at the period, the whole of the marble must applied only to the relative amount of aeeoiii-

have been reworked to mould it in the Covin- inodation lor the iiublie, the length ot the course,

thiau form chosen by llie atclulect, Cossutius, GOO Greek feet, being iixed

upon the resumption of the undertakiiig. Upon The establishment by lorcllhainmer, of the

the death of Antiuchns, B.C. Hid, the work was fact of there being only one Agora mstcad ol

interrupted and eighty years afterwards some two, as nsed to be supposed, lias cleared away

of its coliiiims weie transported to Koine, by a ilifiiculty ill Allieiiiiiu topography.

Sulla for the use of tlie Capitnliuc teiniilc. weighing the testimony of numerous Creek

Augustus resumed the building, lint it was re- authors, the conclusion arrived at is hat it

served for Hadrian to complete it, dedicate it, stood in the valley between the Acropolis I lie

and erect the statue of the God within the Areiopagus, the Pnyx, and the Musenim. B itli

cella This teinide was 331 feet in length by regard to the Done portico described by btnart

171 feet in breadth; its columns, 120 in niim- as the entrance of the new Agora, a clearer iin-

ber til feet in diameter and above 00 feet high, derstanding of the matter assigns it to the

and vvas, doubtless, the most magnificeut temple of Athena Archegetis, ,as shown m the

Corinthian temple of the mieicilt world. It was dedication on the architrave, and refers its ercc-

decastvlc dipteral, having a triple range at timi to the late date of Augustus, as iiid

either ‘end and three Columns n/ifis at each debased proportions sulhcieutly iiidtcale. „

end of the cella and its huge masses ot An important feature in the cities of Greece
,

the Latin, if m the Grecian tongue are yet the

masonrv must liave fiiniislicd building materials was the stoa, or portico. Us defiiiitioii may be indelible traces ot the laiigiiagc of the Pclasm.

for tlie''Vthciiians for centuries afterwards. given as a covered walk, thereof being supported
I
the literature pi the imcicnt, alinost^ ol the

Froin fniumeuls found amongst the Ionian by columns on one or both sides, and it was modern world is tlicir true descendant.

rate symmetry in portraying the figure. Of a

later period were Timantbes, Pampbilus, and.

Eupompiis; the latter so exalted the art in his

native Sicyon, that the old term Heladian be-

came divided into the Sicyonic and Attic schools,

whilst the Asiatic school was termed the

Ionian.

Tlic above were the precursors of Apelles and

Protogeues, contemporaries in tlie art in the

time of Alexander, of the first of whom we need

only say, tliat by the general consent of the

ancients, he ranked as the first ol’ painters;

his name being by the later Latin poets used as

a synonyme for the art itself.

Tims have we roughly traced the history and

progress in Aid, of that portion of the Hellenic

root., that most preserved in its descendants the

ancient germ of the Pclasgi.

“ Not less in Italy than hi Greece,” says

Bulwer, “ the parents of ari imperishable

tongue, and, in part, the progenitors of a glo-

V.*. - riou-) race, we may still lind the dim Track of

indeed its
,

their exislcnce wherever the classic civilisation

fiourished—the classic genius breathed. If M

XlOm i 1 iliriilLU I ri lUIlim lIUI'JIIqOo vijo
\_i’

rcmiiius of Asia Minor, it is probable Unit the either attached o a temple or other public

Coriiilliiau order Wiis used there prior to its in- building, or bmlt independent of any o her
,

trodnetion into Greece Froper.
' edifice. Those attached to temples were either

In the Ionic tcmide of Aihcua Alea, atTegea, constructed only m front of them, or surrounded

'

1 Arcadia, Imill bv the architect and sculptor tlie building, and sucli were intended for the con-

,

. . .*i 1 II ... -i-.i'L.- .. .1/1 rwrtrtlinrv nf tliA JlT, fillfirl i

The world is still taught from Athens.

ON THE USE OF ANCIENT AKCHI-
TECTUliAL EXAMPLES.*

"s7oi)a7The bvinefhrarcella was snrnrandcd by verse and “meeting ot tire worshippers at such 1 However freely I may adopt, m my present

SSi]!rorDert^^eS nsNnrmonnted b? particular tern,dm ^ how-

,

p^er, te^r^ia^^
others ol the Cormthiau order most "‘tie Gr3 eir; i ni iarg; de- '

In^ intention is to restrict myself in their illus-

tale ol the treachery of Caria m aiding
; "'“i the one that g.avc the 'ceive the Parthenon, even in its present state.

zEElSxfMr:;;; SSiSSSFiSrS
wore the CanephormVm„,V.O, or basket-

,

mai^^ iuMm Uese^ Jig^^ agmmt ^

t^ iSk Ahir'^i^si'anLx.reme plma-

Athenian practice of employing virgins to carry \mlcilion ol Lassandra^ ny also the boldness of
viouuioiiyi«..aibuiuua o) --ija-v.' and the battle it was set upon the pillar.

^ ^ ^

UTh7Sterfee.niridly ;pon fi,eir^eads), ,im^
S: t

jng'the “iair citiriit Tfloweirkuife. and
; ““S fhTuppe^' part^of theTinted ’columnlppirre'd to

fraiikmccnsc, when a sacriBce was to bo made, used were wf oi^oo^^ ‘

'I’o, a long me e'xtremely lieautilnl The shape of the

in the Pmiathenaea, .the Dio.;ysm, ami _otl^
i eiii^iipkrt of toeea^al im^diately^

lid architecture, of which traces are found _ni the square abacus, is doubtlesspublic festivals, two virgins o

families were appointed for the purpose,

-

necessary

1
the ruins mentioned. About the time of Peisis- element in the composition, llie trifonum ran^

triitus, Ciiiion, of Cleonie, introduced great iin- ol smaller pillars gave me rather a picturesque

provements in the art. and prepared the way lor bit for skmehing, butmust, I tlilni, be foul y
m

Trail the cxaiuides we have emnnevated. we ' Us ultimate development. principle. It involves a construction too sir M

let?,,I Z remarks uiion the Greek
|

In the era of fcin.on and Pericles, the .art m q>pcaraneo.for an ed.flce nr other r_espjictsof

' Ilia fort(> die casta* de more puellir,

Venice siipposito festiis in I'ulladis arpc.s,^

a coroualis portaSant sacra canUtris."

iS^rr^Mto^SiZZ^onliZl' of hZ! attend itZll'd^l^^^ ^Silkk? ti^fei si gSarsohdity ^d .masrivones, ^Vell
^

sylZ'wlmsc wellkno,™ form has been applied
i

ot this period was Polygnot ns of Tliasos, whose open.n^ of an m,pleasing shape^
ti

to modem fronts, ud mumm, we need improvements upon his predecessors tormed an ever, have been the only way mcetiUo

I eiioch in the art, the old stillness ol countenance ditliculty.
. „ i

Vherai,a"aienaic Stadium (rf .nifiov ri .ava- alrd rigidity of drapery giving way to beauty ' Me
rfl'Zrerae^hem It

pZ;Z:ZrZ"v »."
'
UnZlllSted !lmZu‘ rZIrZ'sSS; U mnehrZlrkZ Zm Zpp^p^ate for

art,for.tsco,upositio„.andwbidi fo^edthc “ toZZ" rmal style,

ante cnm'tabula nllins Mtenditnr qmn teneat vyitliout mticli meaning . or interest; oi'n “<1

ocalos.” Zeuxis was equally famed for his doobt.verydiffcreiit, in tins respect, trmii that of

talent and his vanity : the story of Ills appearance the ancients As tar as we “‘‘'1^^ 7
at the Olympic Games in a mantle embroidered tlie Greek style, we can safely rely on its rules

with bis name in gold is cited in proof of it. Ol and pniicip es as grounded on a true feelli® of

liisnumcrousworis,lieconsideredthepaiiitingo( beauty m form; hut m ““i

Helen llie finest, and his perpetual exhibition of knowledge we could not adopt it without sacn.

his masterpiece for money, procured for it the ficing much that we can lU spnre.

title of " Helen the Courtesan!” He was a I do not know what attempts have hem

great master of colour, and excelled in the art made, or with what success, to rambme the

St illusion as instanced in his trial ot skill with genuine Greek orders with the arch. It has

his rival Parrhasius, although defeated in the soiuetiines.s i'uck me that eveii the pure Dor^

contest. Parrhasius wiis a native of Ephesus, column might, by a modihcation ot the ellta.
;

but exercised his art at Athens, and, according
. paper re-

to riiiiY, was the first to observe rules of accu- by ti.c uev. j. l. Pent, seep.

semi-circular extremity essential to a stadium.’'

It is usually ascribed to Lycurgus, but it is

probable he only comiiletcd it liy construct-

ing a podium, and levL-lling the bed of tlie

arena. Tlie spectators sat, lio-u'cver, upon

the bare turf for' five centuries afterwards,

till the seats were covered, by Herodcs

Atticus, with Pcntelic marble, as eulogised

by Pausaiiias. These seats have disappeared,

and a grass-grown hollow now marks llie

spot. Leake conjectures it could accommodate

40,000 persons, and as many more on the

slopes above. Tlie Stadium was originally in-

tended for the foot-race, but otlicr contests

were curried on in it as well. Horse-races were

confined to tbo llippcdrome (i-Truip'/ior),

e A clii'.cctuiBl J.xliibHiiSU
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blaturc, be adapted to tbe semicylindrical
vault.

The introduction of the arch, from whatever
quarter it may have been borrowed, is what
gives its life and energy to Roman architecture.
I believe it is not only in a mechanical sense
that “the arch never sleeps

;

” for it certainly
infuses spirit into a building that, but for its

use, would have been tame and lifeless. A
square-headed

_

door or window, in an architec-
tural composition of any importance, mostly re-
quires some ornament : an arched one may be
left comparatively plain. The simplest and
most natural arraugement of architectural lines
will be vertical ana horizontal; and in ail good
architecture these must predominate. But if

they exclude every other, it is easy to conceive
that the effect will be most formal and mono-
tonous

;
hence straight oblique lines have tlieir

value. A Greek temple requires its pediment
as a contrast to its predominant lines

; and the
curved lines which present themselves in its
composition, few and subordinate as they are,
md in some cases scarcely noticed, may for this
purpose be found to be indispensable.

It is not merely that a curved line is more
suggestive of life than a straight line. The
jqntrast is the object. Look at a sky covered
yith clouds of the most varied and indeterminate
orms : the straight line of a sunbeam gives it
jt once a life and force it might not otherwise
lisplay. A range of the boldest mountains is
mimated by the introduction of a flat valley, or
. small expanse of water. It is by such combi-
lations and contrasts that the imagination is
.ept awake; and many a scene, the elements of
rhich are of the grandest character, fails to
uerest ns from the want of contrast.
The fault which is most justly chargeable on

1C Roman style, is the incongruity between
s constrnctiye and decorative features. The

I

austrnction is arcuated, and the decoration
ihibits the colonnade borrowed from the
reeks ; and yet we cannot say that the oolon-
tde altogether misrepresents the construction
:he greater part of most buildings intended for
le IS on a system of vertical pressure and sup-
brt

;
and, therefore, a columnar decoration is

>t quite mcougruous, even althongh the prin-
pal openings arc arches. The mcdiieval
icade, so profusely used as a mere ornament,
I i_u fact, liable to the same charge of iucon-
uity, when It adorns, as it most frequently
^‘es, a purely vertical piece of construction

;ough we never think of condemning its use
loause It repeats the usual forms of the open-
15s. Now I take it that the highest order of
chitcetural ornament is (hat which harmonises
ith the construction, witliout repeating or
oroducing it. It may suggest construction,
i.t does not constantly obtrude it on the eve
le Irieze of a Doric entablature is not filled up
ith a miniature repetition of the ram.e of
lumns below, but with a certain kind of oma-
tat perfectly harmonising witli them, and su>r-
inmg at the same time tlie real construction
b horizontal strings and cornices of Roman
trk always deserve attention, whether tiiey he
poplicated and elaborate, or plain .and simple
ese which mark the spring of the arch are
Din extremely bold and effective,
luast year I expressed an opinion that manv
Iiniir railway-sheds might he found to contain
e elements of a very grand style of architec-

i'i
I did not know at the time that there

l0ted an ancient building which exhibits the
3 ie cleiimnts, disposed nearly in the same

basilica at Treves, which is given
ilMr Fergusson in his Hand-book, has esseu-
' ly the same features with the sheds to which

^ building;
0
, Dotli from its size aud position, it is one ofmost conspicuous objects in the town I
OBorry to say I could not see tbe interior, as
ui under a course of rcstoi-ation, aud entrance
ratraugers is strictly prohibited till such lime
ic.he works are complete, when it will be

u i

as a church. The interior is, however,un oy Mr. i ergusson, and seems to be per-
I

plain, and altogether in unison with the
lonor : the decoration, as far as I could per-
de from the glimpses through the windows,
chchiefly consist of painting. All marks of
luquity seem to be as carefully obliterated asmiQ

; and a very meagre cornice gives the

building, as seen from a distance, as common-
place a look as can easily be conceived, and
makes it anything but an attractive object to
the sketcher. Had this part been judiciously
designed, the effect would have been extremely
grand. The form is very simple; an oblong
rectangular parallelogram, with on apse at one
end. The sides have a range of lofty round-
headed arches of one order, each arch contain-
ing two round-headed windows placed one above
the other. The same arrangement is continued
round the apse. According to Mr. Fergusson,
the building is 90 feet in width internally, and
double that length; tlie height of the" walls
about 100 feet. You will see at once what an
excellent model it is for a church, aud I suppose
we ought not to regret that it is turned into
oue

;
still I confess I am enough of an anti-

quary to wish it had merely been preserved as a
model to work from, instead of being actually
put into a condition itself for the purpose.
However, the main features seem to be still

untouched, and we cannot fail to be struck with
the simplicity and grandeur of the original de-
sign. it was probably finished with some kind
of coniice : if this was deep, rich, and bold in

its projection, such as we mostly find in Roman
work,

_

the effect must have fieen very fine.

Some ideas might have been taken even from
the neiglibouriug monument of Igel, which,
among other merits, has some strings and cor-

nices of excellent character.

_

The great width of this edifice, and its double
tier of windows, naturally suggest the use of
galleries, which might either be made an im-
pm-tant architectural feature, or treated as fit-

tings, aud made subordinate to the original

design. In either case they ought to add to
the beauty of the whole rather than to detract
from it

; indeed, we can hardly conceive such a
building to be perfect without tiiem. If we
intend our new churches to accommodate a
lar^e congregation, we oudit surely (o look
witji favour upon plans ami modes of building
which would admit the addition of the gal'ery
as a positive improvement, instead of rejectin;

it as a deformity.

Tlie ancient work that is left of this basilica

positively presents no ornament at all,—nothing
but mere construction

:
perhaps some persons

would deny it the title of an architectural work
at all. Yet it is evident from its composition
aud proportions that beauty, as well as use, was
consulted; and if there is no ornament, the
design by no means excludes all ornameut.
Supposing the present face of brickwork to
remain, it is easy to see how it might have been
diversified either by string courses, mouldings
at the edges of tbe orders, arcliitraves, discs of
coloured marble, or slabs of white marble, or
stone sculptured,—and all this, without auy
admixture of the Greek columnar style. I
shall always protest against the coiifoniiding of
architecture with sculpture. The two arts are
totally different, and have an independent exist-
ence. If I bad ever doubted this, I should
have been convinced by another example in the
same city, the Porta Nigra, a noble archi-
tectural work, but, so far from having auy sculp-
ture, it is devoid even of the commonest inould-
ings, all the capitals and coruices being simply
blocked out

:
you will neither notice nor suspect

this till you examine it pretty closely. But at
the same time I will always admit that the
character of a buildiug may be ennobled, and
its interest increased, by fine sculpture

;
and

if we arc able, without detriment to the build-
ing, to tuni the labour and cost fliat would
have been expended on mere mouldings or con-
ventional ornament, to the production of a
higher style of work, occupying, indeed, a
smaller sp-ice in Ihe fabric, yet equally con-
tributing to its adornment, and equally subser-
vient to the effect wc wish to obtain

; wo may
be sure we have got a style, or plan, worth
sotne consideration, and the development of
which is likely to lead to great excellence. So
that the very plainness and absence of architec-
tural ornament (not of architectural beauty), in
tlie edifice wc have been noticing, may prove to
be one of the great recommendations of the style
to which it belongs. I cannot help thinking
that Gothic exacts too much in the way o1’

architectural aud conventional decoration, to
leave room for the free expansion of sculptural

art. loumay, indeed, sacrifice the former to
the latter, but as you do so, you weaken the
genuine cliaracteristics of the Gothic, and par-
tially adopt_ those of the classic.

The Italian Gothic does this, and is an ex-
tremely beautiful style. From its refinement it
would harmonise better with the present age
than the more decided northern Gothic. It is
content with a less generally diffused system of
ornament, and more favourable to the intro-
duction of works of the highest art. Aud it

presents us with specimens that might be
studied to great advantage by the architect who
consults usefulness in his designs. Such
churches as St. Doniinico, in Sienna, and the
Eremitaiii, in_ Padua, which, like the basilica of
ireves, contain a wide area under a single roof,
may be regarded as valuable models. But the
style appears to oiler us liPtle or notliing
that cannot be obtained in the Roman, or some
style immediately derived from it, with more
unity of design.

We ^yiIl now take another ancient example of
great simplicity (at least in its present state),
and consider whether it may not be turned to
account as a model,—the liall or chamber of
Roman architecture which is entered from the
Hotel de Cluny, in Paris: this contains a nearly
square area, ot about 38 feet by 36 feet, to three
sides of which arc attached oblong rectangular
spaces, the longer side being that of the central
area, and the shorter one about 15 feet.* The
whole is covered by two cylindrical vaults
crossing cacli other; consequcni.ly the roof of
the ceutral part is a cross vauitiug of nearly
equal cells, such as wc see in large German
Romanesque churches. The interior arrange-
ment, it is clear, affords good abutment to the
vault in three directions. I am unable to say
whether there are auy con*esponding abutments
attached to the fourth side, which has not the
oblong recess which the other ones have, but
consists of a wall, iu which are three small
arched recesses, the ceutral oneapsidal, probably
not affecting the extenial outline. But the
weight and thickness of the wall, aided by the
tenacity of Roman mortar, may be suflicient.
The waH-s, up to the spring of the vaulting, seem
about 30 feet high. Here again there is little

or no ornament remaining, the construction,
fully njfiking up for the want of any. The effect
ot the interior may be somewhat heightened by
the roughness of its present condition

;
still,

even if it were tlioroughly repaired aud brought
to a smooth surface, its aspect could not fail of
striking the spectator. It actually requires no
more ornament than it now lias, but still it

would give free scope for artistic decoration of
the highest order. Now lierc is at once an
excellent design for a church, in which no room
would be lost, aud every member of the congre-
gation could both see and hear the minister.
Galleries might be introduced without causing
any disfigurement, and every ritual arrangement
observed that could possibly be required. From
the way in wliicli this specimen is surrounded
and built up against wir.li houses, it is impossible
to judge of the exterior : in fact, the room was
only part of a large range, such as is exhibited
by the baths of Diocletian, and those of Cara-
calla, in Rome. But if we adopted the model,
it could hardly be found very diSicult to devise
suitable elcvatioiis.f

ASTROLOGTC.\L CLOCK IN STRAS-
BURG CATHEDILVL.

^

In connection with the notes of early clocks,
given last week, our readers may like to
see the shape wliioh is presented bv a cele-
brated clock made in 1573, and set up iu
Strasburg Cathedral, wliere many of them
have doubtless seen it. in its present form.
Lacroix, in his admirable book on the “Arts
ot the iliddlc Ages,” gives some particulars
of it. lie calL it the wonder of wonders.
Angelo Rocca, he continues, who wrote at
the commencement of the seventeenth cen-
tury, eulogizes it highly. It was placed on
the summit of a tower inside tlie cathedral. A
moveable spliere, on which were marked tlie

planets,
_

ihc constellations, &c. was the prin-
cipal piece. It accomplished a rotation in

* It fotm?, iu fact, the ceutre and three limbs of a Ureskuioa*
t To be cantinued.
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365 ilays. On eacli side and above tlie dial of

tbe clock 'were represented, in the shape of

personages and allegorical figures, the principal

,

/eies of the year, and the solemnities of the
|

church. Other dials, distributed syinraetrically

over the face of the tower, marked the days of

the week, the period of the month, the signs

of the zodiac, the age of the moon, the rising

and setting of the sun. Each hour two angels

sounded a trumpet, and when their concert

was over, the clock struck the hour, and

then a cock clapped his wings with noise, and

crowed twice. There were various automata,

too, executed -with much art.

Rocca says the construction of this wonderful

machine was attributed to ISicholas Copernicus,

and adds, that when this distinguished mathe-

matician had finished his clock, the city autho-

rities caused his eyes to be put out, in order

that he might not make one similar for auother

place. It is surprising that an exact and

liudicioiis writer like Rocca should have pro-

pagated such an absurd tradition. In the first

place, Copernicus "was not the maker of the

Strasburg clock ; it is known that it was exe-

cuted by Conrad Dasypodias, in 1573, who

himself published a complete description of it,

wherein he showed all the difficulties he had

surmounted. In reading his book, one cannot

but admire tbe genius of the man, who did not

fear to undertake, and had the good fortune to

carry out, successfully, so great a work, the

,

glory of Strasburg, as Lacroix calls it, and the

1 oiiiament of the magnificent cathedral of that

j

city;—in a scientific point of view we suppose

1 he means.

ON THE REINS OF HEIDELBERG-
THE B.EXATSSANCE IN GERMANY.*

Last session I had the honour of reading i

paper describing some of the principal Chateau]

of the Reuaissauce period m Frpce,t and

:

have now to bring uuder your notice the well

known Chateau of Heidelberg, a work of tli

same period in Germany. Besides the Bern

dere on the Hradscliin, at Prague, built m th

latter half of the sixteenth century ;
the portic

of the Townhall at Cologne, 1569-1571 ;
an

the Towuhalls of Augsburg and Nurenabeq

both of the beginning of the seventeenth cei

The followiDg is ft portion of the paper read by Mr, I Ansoi

at the Royal lukUtute of British Arohitecte. on the lath ulto'

IS already mentioned. The more minute descriptions of the ruu

would he uninteresting without Tiews. M
t See the BuUdet;, toL xiT- page 14.
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tury,—I am not aware wlvetber that country
contains many palatial monuments of that time
and character

;
but if, as I believe, it is not so

rich as France in this respect, tins one monu-
ment is so fine and so well preserved, as to

afford an exeellent opportunity of comparing it

with buildings of similar character and the same
age in that or other countries. As a pictur-

esque ruin Heidelberg is highly appreciated by
the many tourists on the RMue. Its beautiful

situatio]!, its perfect condition as a ruin, its

rich deep tone of colour, its aspect embowered
in thick woods, the towering background of
wooded hills, its craggy bold base of rock, the
quaint forms of the town of Heidelberg stretched
•out below, and the rich landscape which extends
beyond westward to the valley of tlie Rliine,

traversed by the noble river Ncckar, all unite to

excite in the mind those sentiments of romance
which we experience in looking back to what
has been, in contemplating the ruined monu-
ments of our forefathers.

The landscape over which the eye wanders is

classic ground, for the distance beyond the
Rhine includes the rich flat alluvial plain in
which the formerly important towns of Spires
•and Worms are situated. It is a district im-
mortalised in the Niebelungen Lied, and the
Minnesinger called it Wonnegau, or the Laud
of Delight; another instance of the very dif-

ferent manner in which beauty of scenery was
understood in-medimval times. As to the ruin
of Heidelberg itself, there can, however, be no
question

;
for certainly I never in any place saw

so many artists expressing then- appreciation of
••the romantic interest of a locality, as might be
fairly inferred from the numbers who were
•seeking to record on their tablets the beautiful
effects of this noble ruin.

The building is still in its general features
'Very perfect, and although quite a ruin, is in
•some parts so well preserved that there is

•enough to indicate its former well-studied mag-
nificeiice. It is yet so much of a ruin, and so
indicates the rude agencies of war or time by
which it has been partially destroyed, as to
furnish abundant scope to the imagination; and,
in its mingled groups of ruined strength and
graceful beauty, to afford the most picturesque
•combination of form, light, and colour.

The carriage approach is by a winding road
i on the south side of the building. There were
I formerly outposts, and two fortified outer courts
'to pass before reaching the gate. The entrance
• is over a narrow bridge througli a gateway, in
•which the portcullis still remains suspended,
linto the inner court. But the more interesting
[approach is by a steep and picturesque path
ithrough the hanging wood, and thence through
:a subterauneau part of the building to the north
rterraee, from which a partial view of the build-
ings and a first impression of their character-
listic architecture are obtained.

The Castle of Heidelberg was built by the
[ancestors of the present reigniug famify in
iBavaria. The first foundation of a castle at or
enear the locality dates back earlier than the
jfourteenth century, and down to ISOI it was still

dield by the descendants of the family by whom
it was built

;
but at tbe peace of Luueville it,

^together with the Palatinate of the Neckar, was
incorporated with the Grand Duchy of Baden.
iEt is recorded that a certain Conrad von Hoheu-
Istauffen, brother-in-law of the Emperor Barba-
Dfossa, had his domicile near the site of the
rpresent castle in 1112 : of this, however, all

[material trace has ceased to exist, it having
eoeeu entirely destroyed, as its more modern
^successor has been ruined, by lightning firing a
opowder magazine, which it contained in 1537.
liThe foundation of the present building is attri-
uouted to Rudolph I. Count Palatine, who com-
leuenced it in 1319, and whose son continued the
'oivoyks. In 1329, at the treaty of Pavia, the
QDuildmg is first conspicuously mentioued. In
11346 its then owner added a chapel, since

: he also formed the fine platform

iik^i • j
Galerie du Chateau, cut out of the

lli^ide towaa’ds .the to-wu. Robert Count Pala-
noine, who became emperor of Germany in 1400,
ilamarged the building

; but the addition neces-
accommodate the court of the emperor

idiid not notably increase the castle palace of a
iirount palatine. In 1415 it became the prison
1 )f the Pope John XXII. It was further

enlarged by Count Louis III. some time before
his decease in 1436. Louis V. between 1508
and 1533, made the important addition of the
great round tower, and the still more important
one of the great terrace, which rises to a very
great height on the precipitous side of the
mountain. Frederick 11. his brother, who suc-
ceeded him in 1544, built more than any of his

predecessors, and completed the works still

left imperfect. The walls which united the
square tower with the tower of Frederick the
Victorious, were raised aud thickened in 1545

;

and,' following his brother’s example, but with
much more magnificence, both within aud with-
out the old palace, he continued the stone
facings to the older parts. The round tower
which Louis V. had erected near the chapel of
Jetta was improved by him, and several upper
stories added. In 1554 a large bell was placed
in tbe tower, after which it was called the Tower
of the Bell until its ruin took place. It then
continued to receive additions irom its succes-
sive owners until the seventeenth century, after

wliich it was severaLtiines devastated during
the thirty years’ war, 1620—1648, aud nearly
ruined in the war of Louis XIV. 1689—1697

;

hut it was restored after each of these periods,

and fell 'ultimately into its present state of ruin,

not from tbe effects of war, but from one of
those visitations of Providence over which man
has no control. On the 23rd of June, 1760, it

was struck by lightning, aud for the most part
destroyed, aud since that time it has never been
restored. * * *

The west fapade, that next the court, is a

very remarkable work, and I know of no piece
of Palatial architecture which surpasses it, or I

even equals it in richness of decoration, not-

withstanding the ruin to which it has been ex-

posed. So much as remains is still in a very
fine state. The masonry is well and solidly

executed, and the stone remarkably perfect, tbe
delicately sculptured decorations being even now
in a good state of preservation.

The general proportions of this fafade are

very satisfactory, as well as the grouping of the
windows, aud the horizontal divisions of the
string courses and cornices : it is placed on an
elevated basement, and the whole is on a scale

sufficiently large to make it a noble and im-
posing front.

The details of the pilasters, cornices, and
dressings to the windows, show a wide departure
from classic proportions, and are not happy, but
there is an exuberant richness of decoration

conceived and executed in the very best man-
ner, which more than redeems these defects,

and is worthy to rank with the best work of the
same time in Italy. As a very near approxima-
tion in Italian work, I may refer to a chimney-
piece forming part of the Soulages collection

now in this country, of about the same date. I

do not, however, claim for it all tbe grace and
delicacy of some of the highest class 'w'ork of
that country, but it is very masterly, not only
in the araBesque, but in the supporters aud
other figure decorations of the arraoriffi bear-
ings, both animal and human, nude aud draped.
The central doorway, once approached by a fine

flight of steps, with caryatides supporting well-

proportioned entablatures, and remarkably rich,

effective, and skilfully treated armorial beariugs
above the door, is a very remarkable and artistic

work.

The new buildings of Frederick II. were
built on the foundations of a much earlier build-
ing, aud intended at first for tiie library ; they
were burnt in the war of 1689, restored by
Charles Philip in 1716, and destroyed in 1764 ;

but since then they have been in great part re-

fitted, and arc now used partly as a habitation
and parllv as a museum, containing some relics

connected with the castle aud its founders. That
part of the building which has not been restored
is altogether in a state of ruin: the exterior fronts
are plain, like all the rest of the building, but
there is one fine projecting bay window on the
east, -which gives much character to this part of
the building. The interior fapade is, I consider,
remarkably elegant : it contains an open arcade,
the lower part composed of two very elegant
arches, formed of portions of parabolas, with a
double story of ai'cades above, of four arches on
each story. The spandrils between the lower
arches arc decorated with very finely-carved

75

emblazoned shields surrounded with wreaths of
foliage. The centre shield is dated 1549, and
on the riband which sun-ounds it are the letters
D. C. V. said to be the initials of the sculptor.
On the left hand side are the armorial bearings
aud initials of the Count Palatine Frederick

;

and on the other the arms and initials of the
electress, Dorothea, Princess of Denmark. Above
this there formerly existed another arcade, no
trace of which remains.

_

Tlie Tun Room, part of the palace of Frede-
rick V. was commenced by Frederick IV.
between the years 1601 aud 1608, and finished
by his son and successor, Frederick V. from.
1010 to 1619, and burnt in the Orleans war in
1689. Of the celebrated Tun it is not neces-
sary here to speak : its wooden framework is

handsomely constructed, but its dimensions are,

I believe, much suimassed by some of the
wooden vats used in the Loudon breweries.
The gallery of the chateau was oiiginally built

in 1340, and re-modelled in 1601-1(507, when
the palace of Frederick IV. was built, but the
balustrade and comer turrets arc of later date.
This terrace, which is the first part of the build-
ing reached in ascending from the town by the
footway, already mentioned, is in itself a very
noble work: the imposing north front of the
castle bounds it on one side, aud on the other
there is a most charming view, extending over
the valley of the Neckar, and the town of Hei-
delberg almost immediately below.

I feel it right to observe that I have availed
myself of the description published by Monsieur
de Graiinberg for all tbe details I ‘have been
enabled to offer, aud that the ])rints on the
walls form part of a work published by him.
This gentleman, many years ago, seeing how
totally the building was neglected, constituted
himself the guardian of the place : he has col-
lected a very respectable museum

;
and his un-

wearied attention has done much to arrest the
further progress of decay.*

In this building there is certainly much to
remind us of the style commonly called Elizabe-
than, which prevailed in this country from the
time when Longleat was built, until that in which
the works of Inigo Jones, and especiallyhis facade
of the banquetting-house at Whitehall, in 1619,
opened the way to a new era in architecture.
There is not an unfrequeut application of the
strap ornament and the flat jointed band, which
are applied as decorations to the pilasters, par-
ticulaily in late buildings of the beginning of
the seventeenth century. There is also the
same somewhat exaggerated entasis of the
pilaster, but all the features are much more
boldly marked than with us ; the strap onia-
meut, for example, is made to project in bold
masses at its extremities, so as to produce great
variety of light and shade : tbe fiat-jointed bands
are not so small or complicated, nor so much like

pauel-work, as in our specimens at Holland
House or Dortou House, 1596.
The entasis of the pilaster assumes a remark-

able boldness, and gives great vigour to the
Doric order used in the lower story of tlie north
front in the building of Frederick IV. The same
feature I have observed in one of the buildings
at Strasburg, but nowhere else so effectively

oarried out. The use of the reversed column or
pilaster is comparatively rare in the German
work, aud only used iu vcij subordinate fea-

tures. The niche with the peculiar shell form
of the head, which is also not uncommon in
French buildings of same style, takes tbe place
of the flat arched panel with which chiefly the
interior of our Elizabethan is frequently deco-
rated.

The departure from theprevious national type
in France is less decided m outline aud general
form than with us—for the French retained the
lofty roofs of the late Gothic, and the castle of
Heidelberg has its stepped and decorated gables,

as all the old houses had from Vienna to Ant-
werp, while the English adopted a substitute for

the Italian balustrade and comice, for which it

must, however, be admitted that the flat roofs

aud embattled parapets of our later Gothic had
prepared the way.

« Tbia enthuaiastic artist is mentioned by Buhver, in his “ Pil-
grims of the Kliine.” Siime years ago, rambling with M, Uraim-
berg over tbe chateau, he described graphioaJly the gradual
increase of interest which tbe ruins had inspired. He lived
amongst them for some years during -which a visit from a
stranger was au ereat.—Ed,
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There is thronplmut these buildings no want

of evidence of a 'very rude departure from llm

proportions and rules of classical arcliitecLurc

;

or it might, perhaps, be more properly said, tbaJ-

classical models were crudely and ill-ai)plied. i

well fls of daninsconinp, were transferred from I'lorcnre,

Milini, Vciiiee, Ferrara, and other cities of the north

of Italy, to Aiigshnrs and Nuremberg. A pictiiresqne

style was suliscqnetitly adopted which had uot inaptly

been designated " the llubens for in it wood, stone,

-
, »

, brick, and plaster were alike made to assume that

The facade of Olho Ucnry, next the hunei
, ^ p^o-

Court, although full of beautilul work, is espe-
'

Vrcnucntly to be observed in the paintings of

daily full of such defecl-s : the attenuated itro-
gj^. p,,^^ ‘Under these circumstances

portions of the Ionic julustcr—the dispropor-
[

peeuliarly interesting to dwell ujjon one of the

tionatc heiglit of Itie window pediments, and
j

,nonnmcnis of Germany presenting the

the stltiug back of tlie mouldcdlmad behind the clmracte islics of Ttenaissance art.

horizontid cornice below, are all crndilios which
1 yir. Suoles said he ipiite concurred in the opinion

show but a very imporfeot acquaintance 'willi
' tliat the Itcuaissance st\lc was never acclimatized in

tlic Italian types of the age, or at least an im-
;
Germany, the detail being much inferior in delicacy to

correct power of applying tliem: but, apait from; tliat of I'r.nce Heidelberg, liowevor, niiiit always

kese defects llio general balance of parts is be admired for tbe beiuilj- of its situation, its palatial

ycry liappj, and the decoration gonorally in very
j

S™;J™b^and Us p,..t„r™,uc elFec

good taste.
,

. , , f n •
} sl uili cd iiiiu'h t lic internsling O'lesliun of the different

The ornament, ”>^cd of I ns period app^
revival .n' classical architectnre

to me the most perfect, winch has ci been n.snd
i

oounlrics. Iq Italy, it ap-

for arohitcctiiral jmrposes
;

being sulUcienl ly
general form and outline of buildings

conventiuind to be used as arcbitectural decora-

1

never departed much from the classical model,

tion, and yet sniricicntly approaching to natural^
a very early period, bnildiugs assumed au abso-

forms to suggest the vigour and movement ut
elas’sical form, but the dotuils remained until

life, tlie flow even of sap in the veins of the
| I„„|,'aft,,rward8 of a Gothic character. North of the

plaut^i, and more developed life iu the lizards Alps the contrary was the ease. There, the details

production of artistic details, or to eudeavour to teach

any of mv audience the way to construct the parts

either of a Gothic town-hall or of a Gothic dwelling-

house, The practical application of the art is a pro-

fessional subject uot only entirely beyond my powers,

l)ut, I presume, unnecessary and out of place amid

the present auditory. Rather would 1 apply myself

to that qiurslio vexata, practically put, and practically

decided about, day by day,—a
question which an

architect asks an employer, and an employer asks his

architect,—a question on the issue of which, espe-

cially in communities like our own, the most impoiiant

results arc depending,—how far, and in what way,

may Gothic architecture be applied to modern require-

ments ? Shall the edifice, whatever it may_ be, be

Gothic or not ? Shall wo have a Gothic city, a

Gothic street,—a Gothic building? or is there some

other style which is preferable, and more worthy of

acceptauce? Tbe answer to these queries, I repeat,

is iufluciicing, day by day, the face of our country.

And, ns there is a wondrous similitude between the

man and the house in which lie resides, the ioffuence

may, probably, be exhibited in ways of which, at

present, we may have but little conception, ways

which shall affect tbe moral and material nature of

generiitions yet unborn.
_ ^

If I am uot trespassing too much on ray auditory 3

good temper, I would say a few words, in the firet

place, oil Gothic architecture iu general. This W'ill

’ ' ’ answering tbe queriesand birds which till up tho blank spaces iu tlio I vvere nicaut to be classical, whilst the general form
1 , .

I P
1 removed than ever from the classical

I
go some considerable way ni .

finest spociinons of this kind of dooora. lyiip, as if the eoeatry was resistiag with all its
|

as to how, aad how tar, it is appUcaWe

in Ihostmct Ll.i.cct,.rc of that oooa, ry,,the style
;

sic, pt hs ohoieost feelings. _Thc_ hardy^iotellod

most perfect in my judgment, in matter of orna -

1

extent. A profusion of
|

simple, true, aud brave men, giving free range-
i.'

. . . , 1 • ,1 t I nrcviiili-d to an enormous cm-cuv. jv j,.v, ,o s' r i

meat, being m the two doors iii the soreeii next
^ forms, of every shape that imagina-

,

fancy and iudividual taste, were its -parents and m-

the central nave -. the case ot one is copied n-om o
.j classical outline veolors. Instead of the stereotyped lorras, therefore,.

a doorway presented to the Doge iVjidrca Dona
I could be conceived, dislir""i->ip<i ilipsp. Gcnnan ' to wliidi the earlier architectural schools were devoted.

by the Senate of Genoa, aud su[)posc(l to be the J

I'* The Town-Mi of Bremen was espeeialiy re- the Gothic builders roamed freely, aud built as their

work of Pierino del Vaga, who was ongaged
for its immense towering

” ' ’ i”- >•' "“ncp <wr«
V.. --- o mniKame lor os iuii..c..syp yw.......g gables, and the

,

minds dictated, untrammelled by auy mtluenee save

with lUfiaelle on the Loggic of Uio Vatican,
1 |„tnente fonnsoflhedctail. Every imaginable fiiutasy their own lordly will, ^he

whicll work he left iu 1527. of onininent was introduced, and there was uot a foot afterwards, when the architects felt that they could

Tho decoration which, however, I would move „f pUiu surface tliroughout. At Hamburgh aud allbrd to relax a httle fronr them dignity, and to Q.

particularly mention, is that of a small ornament i other towns the same features were found, proving as
,

the luxury of

kscrled next tl,= piliister of tlie door from flic ho ihiiuglit, tl.«t llio slylo 1,»b pc,-™,lod the com, try
f

chn«l. of Slinfa Mnria del Miraoolh at Vciueo i -
J 1

do.gm .1.7

geons specimens of it, although the detaU was not pl«n, _unadorncd walk the
!!!7J" r pvLwII

it is perfect of its kind, aud entirely freo from

the less happy compositions of the same lime,

in whicll, as in the dimoratiou in the Vatican,

satyrs, cupids, aud monsters, supported on im -

possible bases, balance each other on opposite

sides by a stilt central stem. In tho framo of

one of tlicse iloor.s is a fine frieze from the tomb

of the Cardinal d’Amboise, at lloucn, of the

date of lo20-2f) : it is not a work of the same

delicacy as the Italian one just referred to, but

it displays great beauty aud masterly workman-

ship.

Tlie works I have been referring to at

Heidelberg arc, as a whole, worthy to he classed

with any of the Renaissance scliool. They have

well-marked individuality of cliarucicr, line taste

in ornamentation, and arc unrivalled iu tlie

adoption of heraldic decorations. So far as_l

know, they are superior to any \ye have in

England, lit to stand iu equal rank with tlir best

works of Pranoe, and uot umvortliy examples ot I

the style which grew up in that great cradle ot i

the arts iu modern times—luily.

At the close of the paper,

Air. DIgby Wyatt observed, that considering Ihe

early period ut which German artists went to Italy to

study, and carried the TedescD stjle into that cumitry,

it was remarkiible that, after their rcturu home,

Germany should have been the last to adojit the

features of the Renaissance style in architecture, and

then even to a much less extent striicluraliy than any

other country in Europe. The principal artists in the

Reoaissance style in Geiinauy were the fnmil. of

Fischer, both Peter Fischer aud his sons having studied

iu Italy ;
and it was through the examples at Niireni-

berg and in its neighbourhood that the Ri-uaiss n-e

style was introduced into Germany. These, however,

were only examples of the deiails of the style. Mr.

I’Ansou had enumerated all the principal examphs in

Germany, and not in one of these were the revived

antique order.s carried out in their iutcgrilj'. The

Towiihall of Cologne was in a very vitiated style, 1 hi'

columns throughout resembling a row of very tliiii

gentlemen jilaeed close together. In Heidelberg

Castle there was very little attempt at a regular order.

It was further somewhat curious iliutat tho very time

Peter Fischer was executing his best Renaissance

work, some of his contemporaries and imitators con-

tinued to work in the Gothic style; and the wood

engravings of the period showed tlie disinelinatioii ol

the Germans to adopt a pure Renaissance character.

The arts of engraving on copper plates aud armour, as

7nnal to' that of France ai,a Italy.
:
liraJcd window, the sqiOTC capital, and

’
.Mr tYvatt said, that ha ought to have made the of early work, take no loveliness from the addition oL

disliactio; between the kind ot art produced by the niili.ral forms, but arc the laagaagc of mind^^mS

stnivglcwitli Goltiic arctiitccliire for theadinissioii of even higher than nature, and " “

?hc Kkaissanee. and that of the period when et=rnil,7vhile they bai t for time. By-an^^^^^^^

antique was imitated with cxaetifiidc. The mujonty lent the grace
their

of the buildimrs referred to by Air. J^cott were based earlier fancies. Gothic builders

as to their main slnieture upon ordinary wMcdircval service
_„nderous and-

practice, and as to their details, which were of a and vegetable worlds afford
,
and jbe p

debased cinqiic-ceuto character, upon the precedents UDoraamented structures of wilier tnn«

for the dcsiun of (ivnmncnts of every descnplion, ceeded by edifices m which,
.J

made popular by tlie class of prolific engravers Icnovyn was conventional, were , N
flowers

a3tl.e “ Petits Maitres,” such as the Behams. the by the iuterlacing brandies and the

IIopfTers, Theodor de Bry, Virgil Solis, Altdorfer, R-oin tbe fields, and
of man more

Aldcgnicver, and others. These were the class ot character was thus given to the

men who multiplied patterns of application for the than ever really savoring

Hi niissauce forms to every branch of art and nidus- structures erected by human
.

try throiigbont Europe, during the cud of the six- same language of adoration as the

teenth ceiilm v, and the whole of the seventeenth. He ' and the lilies of the ^
'

bdieved, thcr-efore, lie was correct in say iug that there opera Domm ^
was exceedingly little pure Renaissance architecture works of the Lord, bless Lord, p

iu Geniianv. Tbe gables and other features referred
^

and maguify Him for ever.’

to bv Mr.' Sfott beloiipua to what he (Mr. 'ffyalt) ,, —
hail li-rmed the llubeiis' style, the houses Iheiiisekes

s

roftiV arehi
beinc mostly of lath and plaster, and the designs

j

- All this corrobornles the Irnth that Gothic arch
^

founded upon the sehool ot fncile drawing whieh tecture was tho petrified expression ot tbe ba"™';

arose trura the CDgi-arings already mentioned. thoughts, seeking rest and lindmg

'

nliiiosl. eanricions,—the production ot free minds ex-= nlling in their freedom. YYith marvellous adroitness

THE APPIiICATION OF GOTHIC ARCIII-
;; accommodated itself to all requirements, and con-

TECTUllE TO CIVIL AND DOilESTIC striicted matchless objects of every c ass. H could

PUttPOSES.
;

throw arebes of exquisite
‘“‘“..“''"•‘J' '’“iS/k”

.vllCllITECTnK,YL EXtllBITION.
!
building, or ornament the walls with areaiM

Ox Tuemlav evening tlie 20fli January, the ' ct
Rev. Thomas Hugo ALA. L.S.A clelivered a

traceries, or rise iuto the noble roof, with

lecf.are “ Ou the Application of Gothic Architec-
assemfliage of graceful timbers or moulded vault

;

tni'C to Civil and Domestic rurposes, at tlic
jeavio^ the interior, could mount into the tower

Society’s rooms in Suffolk-strcet.
‘ and shooUuto the spire, ever equal to the need then

After some words of apology that a mere
^nd ever giving evidence of minds cognisant

amateur should address a professional audience requirement, and of an ability to satisfy

on the peculiar subject of their study, the Hence it is. that all the finest Gothic

lecturer proceeded to state the question which buildings, although so like, are yet so diversified, and

he intended to discuss ;— [present such conspicuous evidences of tho action or

' First let me explain what I undersfand bv the individual minds. All sprang of llope^d appreciation-

te,m.rofthe su%ctft the only memiing
|

of a free gift. All wore the offspnng of love w.thcate

wiiidi, to such all audience as this, coiibl be at all
,

fear.
_ i n

interesting. I take it to mean, not that Gothic archi-
1 The forms, then, of Gothic architecture, are tho^

tcclure /s annlicable to civil and Jomeslic purposes, I in which men of old e-xpressed their holiest, deepest,

but whether, and how far, it is applicable,—and not ’ snbliniest tlioughts. These rnen were not barbarian^

so much the mode as the question of its applicability. ! as some of the moderns take delight m hinting. Ihey.

I do not understand it as requiring me to speak of the
^

had absorbing thoughts of God, IIis power, gieatness^
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holiness, and truth
;
and they obliged the very stones

to cry out the same. They built religiously, look-

ing through what they saw to what they saw not,

like those old painters, as I have said elsewhere, who
worked upon their knees, each line hallowed by

in aspiration, and every stroke sanctified with a

prayer. They possessed and venerated the Faith, and

they wrote it in every detail of the buildings which

they reared as that Faith’s material abodes. They
had exquisite taste to appreciate and seize upou beauty,

and to shrink from deformity, whether near or remote.

And they had, besides all this, that priceless gift, the

noble heart to lavish all the results of their varied

powers upon the visible abiding-place and worship of

that great and glorious Being, who had so richly

mnobled them and made them what they were. They
jave Him back in love the spirit which they had
jauglit from Him in knowledge.”

The lecturer then contended, that the use of

aothic forms should be limited to churches,
colleges, hospitals, tow’u-halls, &c. He allowed
that the churches of Sir Christopher Wren were
entitled to very high praise as exquisite works of
art, but considered that they were deheient as
;harches from the absence of the religious priu-

jiplc in their construction.

Mr. Hugo spoke strongly, however, in favour
if the selection of the style of the Henaissauce
'or domestic edifices :

—

"With regard to domestic edifices, I am willing to

idmit that where practicable, a Gothic house is a very
iharmiug thing both to look upou and to possess.

!^othing lovelier, in many a village of Englaud, than
iome late Gothic mansion of the Elizabethan or
facobean age, full of comfort, breatbing of hospitality

ind goodness, and redolent of home. Who of us is

here who has not more than once such in our mind’s
ye? Who of us knows not of some hamlet which
ooks almost the same as it might have done two ceu-
•uries and a half ago, basking in the sunlight of a
iumraer’s morning, or illuminated through every
uddy window on some tempestuous winter’s night ?

fet, must I needs say, addressing myself to a Loudon
ludiencc, that we have, in my humble opinion again,

)Ut few opportunities for the introduction of such
'difices iuto the crowded streets of our enormous
own. Nor, as I thiuk, do we need them, beautiful

hough they are. The taste of our forefathers, or

•ather, I ought to say, the taste of the alUaccom-
)lished architect of London risiug from the ashes of tlie

'reat tire, has given us some glorious houses, which,
is dwellings for intelligent men, I can never hope
0 see surpassed. At this uioment 1 have ouc in my
nind’s eye still standing in Mark-lane, the very
uodel of a city house, every detail containing somb
evidence of the mind of the workman, stamped with
he impress of a certain creative energy, which could

,

orm nothing trivial or mean
; but which, possessed of

L noble idea, pursued it into execution, and made it

risible to the delighted eyes of others. I have else-

vhere shown that I am not blind to the attractions
•f Crosby Hall, and other edifices of a similar class

;

;iut it is impossible to reproduce such structures
emong us, and the mere longing for them is little

tietter than a weakness. The applicatiou of Gothic
Lrchitccture in this case need take up no part of our
lime, for the subject itself admits not of discussion.

eVe cannot apply a thing which does not allow ot

ppplicalion. And that is the case with us here, and
doder our preseut circumstances.”

Aud the lecturer concluded with the enuncia-
lion. of two technical axioms in cases where the
iiothic is selected as the style of modern edifices :

1. 'Bnildinj^ are to be constructed according
0 fixed aud rigid rules. He said :

—

" Any kiud of application of Gothic architecture to

yuy purpose whatsoever, which is intended to be
Drought about by the mixture of Guthic aud non-
ilrolhic details, is perfectly suicidal in its nature, and
tiutircly subversive of the true principles of art. If you
vaye Gothic

_

edifices at all you must have them of

ritrictly Gothic construction, or you have uotbiag else

itut a deformity and a monster. To give, therefore,
tr to be supposed to give any rules for the produetiou
if such things, would be an act for which I should
veever forgive myself. I repeat—and it cimnot he
Impressed upou men too much—that any attempted
jipplicatiou of Gothic forms to meet our present re-
TUirements, which shall proceed on the allowauce to
limit what are esscutially Gothic details, deserves not
r ur praise, but our most determined opposition.”

2 2. All their details are to be essentially real.
' i-s an example of unreality, he instanced the
iloliowing ;

—

Some months ago I walked into a field near
'awn, where I ynv nieu laying in the foundations of
Inline of buildings. The walls were just level with

the ground, and reminded me of some of those extra-

ordinary little Roman baths sometimes discovered.

There were several little square compartmeuts about

two aud a half feet in breadth, little corners here and

there,—in fact, a labyrinth. I bad the curiosity to

make inquiries about the intention of the work of

what seemed the presiding genius of the place, aud

was answered, with a stare of the most edifying com-
passion, that the tangled ground-plau before me was,

in fact, the foundation of a row of Gothic villas.

Gothic ! It was a base prostilution both of the term

and of the thing ! The building was (to use the

word which solicits me) a sham 1 Aud I thiuk I

should not very far err in asserting that the generality

of modern Gothic houses arc uurealilies and shams.

Now, if there be an enemy against which I would

more vigorously set myself, aud desire more vigor-

ously to set you— it is an unreality. Unrealities of

all kinds are at this very momeut our curse and bane.

Shams abound in litcnilure and iu art, as well as in

things still higher aud still more precious. And I

verily believe—though some, perhaps, would deride

the assertion, aud more would wonder at it— that

such edifices as those to which I have just alluded

exercise an immoral influence on them who have the

misfortune to be connected with them. An atmos-

phere of falsehood is around them, aud pretence is

their characteristic. They affect to be that which

they are not, and affect to be not what they arc.

They are hypocrites in plaster,—as despicable iu their

way as hypocrites in flesh aud blood.”

PUBLIC PLAY-PLACES.

A QUESTION wus raised the other day by
Alderman Hose, as to what should be done with

the street boys, with a suggestion that the site

of Sinithtield Market should be made a public

playground. Some suggestions ou this sub-

ject, made by Professor ilosking, in tlie Supple-

ment to his article ou Architecture, in the
“ Encyclopedia Biitannica,” are worth quot-

ing :

—

“ Iu laying out a town,” says the writer,
“

there

need be no mere louugiug-plaees ]iruvidcd, sueli as

the paved area of Traialgar-sqiiare, in Loiiduii, or as

the //ace so coiumou iu the towns and cities of the

Contineut. ^Markets should be provided for iu shel-

tered and inclosed buildings, aud nut held iu a place ;

and a more than cqiiis-alent for the place, or eveu the

village-green, ought to be provided lor out-door

recreation, aud it may be, rest
;
but wholly irrespec-

tive of business. To this effect plots of from live to

teu acres each, making iu all not less than onc-teulh

of the whole area, should be reserved in layiug out a

town, or iu addiug to a town
;
such plots being so

disposed as not to be more than a short half-mile
’

apart, or so that there shall be one such plot wilhiu

less than a quarter of a mile (a sufficiently loug walk

at once for a child, or for a woman, or a girl, carry-

iug a baby) of every domicile
;
and every such plot

iuclosed, hut accessible on every side, and laid out iu

the best mauuev to make it a pleasant resort at all

times for meu aud women seeking rest or healthful

recreation, aud as a playground for children. With
such a provision iu a towu, idle meu aud boys may he

reasonably required by the police to
“ move on

;

”

and, with almost eqiuil advantage to children and to

the commuuity at large, the truudliug of hoops in the

streets may be prohibited
;
whilst river or sea-side

(juays for business, or terraces for pieasure, ueed not

be the permitted haunts of thieves and beggars. Out
of a teu-acre plot (the size of the whole area of

lliissell-square, iu London, and about that of Lin-

colu’s-iuu-fieids, up to the iuclosures before the

houses), one acre disposed io four distinct quarters of

au acre may be assigned to the four esseutial requisites

of every huudred-aere area iu a town,—a church, a

school, a horary with readiug-rootns, and a building

to cuutuiii baths and wash-houses,—oue at each of

the four corners of the town-garden, in its own
qiurtci'-acre plot, aud eacdi commuDieating directly

with the garden as well as willi the streets by whicli,

if houses or other buildings frout towards it, the

gttden should be belted, without taking them out of

the teii-acrc ai'ea. The town-garden need not super-

sede the square and its garden, which may be formed

and the garden maintained iu all its exclusiveness

with great public beuefit, wherever the prospective

demands of a future population may seem to requi.e

squares in connection with the streets, by which, aud

by the huildiugs fronting to them, the greater i)ai t

of the whole area will certaiuly be covered. Nor
ueed tlie town-gardeu vie with tlie square-gaideu iu

the relative extent of its plaiitarious, or iu tiie pic-

turesque disposition of its paths. It should be laid

out willi broad walks, aud hardily turfed hiwus: it

sliould have a fountain, and trees should not be

wanting;—upon the whole, more like Ilyde-puvk, tlie

Green-park, aud the public grounds of the llegeiit’s-

parlc, than like the too elaborately beautiful ground
of St. James’s-park. The town-g.irdea should i ot

be too delicate fur cricket and quoits
;
nor should it

he supposed to render the suburban park a super-

fluity ;—the town-garden for childrcu iu the day, and
for w'ork-day evenings for men aud women, aud the

park for holidays.”

THE PBOVISION OF DWELLINGS FOR
THE LONDON BUOli.

So great is the size of London, that it is not

an easy task even to glance once a year at its

various districts; aud yet it is important that

those who wish anxiously for beneficial progress

should make themselves acquainted with the

sanitary aud educational movements which arc

going ou amongst its vast populaliou.

From time to time w’c have revisited various

localities, and would now look once more to the

neighbourhood at the bottom of Gray’s-iuu-lane,

a spot which has been more than once referred

to in the Builder.

While viewing the miserable rooms in Char-

lottc’s-biiilclingsand some of the courts adjoining,

it is impossible not to feel anxiety about those

who are here and in other parts of the metro-

polis so thickly crowded together.

In these neglected spots a new generation is

springing up, without care for education,

decency, and in some instances we fear honesty;

aud nothing can be more disheartening than the

aspect of the large groups of lads, from seven to

eigiitcen years of age, visible in obscure corners,

with sentinels posted to give notice of the ap-

proach of the police, busily engaged in gambling,

and using language shocking to the ears. Tliey

have never had the cliance of useful employ-

ment
;
are learned in all mischief, but wanting

in such knowledge as would lit them to be

U;cful members of the community; and unfor-

tunately it oaunot be doubted that these dan-

gerous weeds are increasing in au undue ratio,

not only iu London, but in other large towns.

No thmkiugpcrsou can glance without feelings

of pity at the several thousands who are thus

thrown upon the world without a chance
;
aud

many good men are endeavouring to find some
remedy for the evil. Various plans have been
suggested

;
and great as may be the disputes on

this subject, all will agree as to the impossibility

of rearing useful meu and women in such dens,

and under such conditions as it has been our

paiul'nl duty to describe. Churlotte’s-buildings,

Fox-court, and some of the alleys adjoining, have

been greatly improved by the efforts of the

sanitary police
;

aud yet these are still sad

places.

In providing dwellings for the industrious

classes iu large towns, one of the chief efforts

nccesaury is to get rid of the prejudices which

exist, aud make it difficult to persuade those

who have been accustomed to certain dwellings

to change tlicm fur others which are evidently

better; and in consequence, persons who own
the inferior description of house property can
point with a sort of triumph to the appreciation,

by their tenants, and the profits of their dwell-

ings, in comparison with some of the model
buildings wliich have boeu put up in London.
We cannot, therefore, look without great interest

at the working of these institutions, and feel

that those who have their management hold a

great responsibility
;
for capitalists are watching

the experiment, and money will not be wanting

to rear any description of dwellings which will

return a fair prolit upon the outlay.

From time to time, ami in so many various

quarters, the £. s. d. coi»deratiou lias been

submitted to us, that we are induced, with the

best feelings, to allude to one or two circum-

stances in connection with the new buildings

which are worthy of notice.

Ill the St. Fancras-roadthc sets of apartments

consist of tAVO and three rooms, and other

accoinmodation : for these a rent is charged of

•Is. fid. 5s. fid. Gs. Gd. aud we believe some are

charged as high as 7^. a week (the latter amount-

ing to IS/. ‘Is. per annum), a large sum when
wo consider that smart aud coinl'oiTable cottages

cun iu iiumy places be had fora trilleinorc; aud

althougli tile internal arrangements of tliesc

apartments are excellent, still it is evident

that the rent here charged is more than can
be afforded by the great body of mechanics.
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for whom this place was intended, and the style, ranid progress which is being made in filling the

approaches, and staircases, are not sufficiently cellars with offensive refuse. Some other things

attractive for those who can afford so much, should be attended to, for when a number of

Three or four years ago it was rare in this ' children are gathered together for several hours

building to find any apartments to let. As
|

in the day, it is impossible to take too much

we have before stated, the rents have been from
j

care to ensure health.

time to time raised; and since the last increase
j

school is here in a most useful position,

twenty and more sets of rooms have been empty
I j\_ p^rt of the ordinary dwelling has been, at

at one time, and some of the more expensive very moderate cost, converted into a place

have been empty for upwards of a year.
j

-^liere 300 or 400 scholars, boys aud girls, can

Before leaving this part of the subject it is
j

be accommodated; and it was pleasant, after

necessary to allude to Tyudall’s-buildiugs, in leaving the scenes which have been alluded to,

Gray’s-iun, referred to iu tins Joimial
;
and here,

j

to see such a lai-ge number of children cleanly

uninckily, things have not so far worked well.
J

dressed, aud being trained to be orderly.

There are, however, causes that have produced
|

xhe school seems to be well managed, and
this effect, which, when explained, should not

dishearten those who take an interest in this

movement. At the time we heard of the pur-

chase of this block of houses, we knew
that there was a most difficult population

to deal with; in fact, we do not remember

seeing together such a dangerous company

as has been gathered here on some evenings

when wc have ventured to look in. They wei'e

not the starved and miserably poor, but strong

and healthy men and youths, warmly dressed in

velveteen coats and slio-wy neck-ties, who get a

living, as a police-officer said, "goodness knows
how

;
though you and I can ^icss, sir.” The ma-

jority of tile dwellers in this place did not care

about changing, neither did they like to have

much inquiry made ; and it must be borne in

mind tliat a lai-ge number of persons in London
who have an interest in the property let to the

poorer classes, aud who have much influence

with them, are opposed to all changes, as

entailing upon them expenses which they must,

as a matter of necessity incur, when improve-

ments are made near them.

It unfortunately happened that the Associa-

tion did not succeed iu purchasing the whole of

the houses in the court, and this, in various

ways, led to much annoyance and difficulty.

Notwithstanding, the necessary repairs and alte-

rations were proceeded with,—the cisterns

aud closets were arranged
;
the cellars cleaned

;

ventilation caved for
;
washing places made in

each house.
;
rooms which might be let to families

were judiciously fitted with partitions
;
in fact,

the change made in the appearance and whole-

someness of the place was wonderful : and yet a

number of tlie inhabitants seem to have opposed

this beneficial arrangement. Although the col-

lector bad formerly felt little difficulty in collect-

ing the rents when the place was a scene of

diiaj)idation and ruiu, it has become, strange

to say, not easy now to collect the rent
;
and

many, doors are fastened with a padlock, tlie

tenants having left. This sort of wilful and

ignorant contempt for the means of Jiealth and

comfort, causes miugled feelings of vexation

and pity. We must not, however, be dis-

heartened, for although amongst the old the

cliauce of a change for the better is not great,

still we have hope that if proper exertions arc

used wc shall be able before long to act to

some profitable extent upon the young.

It can only be want of knowledge, or the

most dreadful poverty, that will cause men and

women witli I'amilies of little children to prefer

rooms poisonous from stagnant drains, dirt, and

want of air aud water, to those which are

healthfully arranged, and not more expensive.

Ill-arranged dwelbngs, want of proper educa-

tion, and of honest employment for the chil-

dren of the poor iu our great cities, arc the

chief causes of crime and shortened life, and

it is difficult to know which of the above-

named items is the '^raeans of producing the

greatest amount of evil. Every one will, how-

ever, be doing good work who will endeavour to

get rid of any of these bad conditions. It

IS clear that a certain amount of education

will create a wish for better dwellings, and

the improved homes will lead to an increased

desire for advanced educatiou. We were, there-

fore, glad to notice in the long passage which

leads from Gray’s-iun-lane to Leather-lane, on

the front of a house which in former days had

been a residence of some importance, the words

“National School.” A considerable part of

these premises seems to be let out iu tenements,

aud it would be well if the proper authorities

were to look at the overflowing dust and the

it affords a contrast to compare the boys aud

iris aud teachers witli those playing not

far off. It was sat isfactory to find that drawing

bad not been neglected, and specimens were

sliowm of the work of boys who, in an incredibly

short time, have acquired a degree of skill which
would surprise many who have either neglected

this useful branch of education, or been taught

on old-fashioned plans.

In this and other National schools iu London,
the charge is from 2d. to 3d. a week for each

pupil, aud an extra penny or so a week is charged

for drawing. Constituted as these schools are,

and intended for tlie use of the children of our

mechanics and persons of small means, w'hose

boys one day are expected to take pai’t in the

production of some of our manufactures, it

seems to be question for the serious considera-

tion of the managers whether it would not be

advisable to abolish the extra charge for draw-

ing,—a branch of education nearly as important

as writing and arithmetic. On inquiring

the places from which the boys had come, we
learnt that from Tyndall's-buildings there were
none

;
from Charlotte’s-buildings, none; and from

Baldwiu’s-gardcns, eight. Thus sho\viug that

the nature of the dwellings has a great Seal to

do with the inclination for instruction. There
are 148 boys on the school-books.

In the Thanksgiving building in Portpool-

laue, several of the apartments for single women
were empty

;
aud we were surprised to find

complaints made by some of the tenants of a

veiT insufficient water-supply, caused by some
leakage of the pipes, left unattended to.

If the improved dwellings whicli liave been
erected ai-e not remunerative to the builders, or

appreciated by those for whom tliey arc in-

tended, it is time to think of some other plan

which may supply sliclter to a large class which
must be cared for.

THE “ CONSERVATOIIIE DES ARTS
ET METIERS,” PARIS.

It was the 19th Vendemiaire, iu the third

year of the Republic (October 10th, 1794), that

a decree ordered the creation of the “Conserva-

toire ” of Arts and Sciences, on the suggestion

of Gregory, Bishop of Blois, but it was not till

four years after (179S), that the council decreed

that the buildings of the ancient Abbey of St..

Martin-des-Champs, in Paris, should be appro-

priated for its purposes.

Tiiis structure, as it formerly stood, was com-

posed of a priucipal building, between the court

aud the garden, with two wings projecting from

either side, the one enclosing the garden, the

other tlie fore court, which was shut iu from

the Rue St. Martin by a wall. Of the two

wings on the fore court side, both built
_

by

Pierre de Alontereau, the architect of the Sainte

Chapellc, in the first lialf of the thirtceutli

century, the one to tlic south was consecrated,

as the" chapel; the other, the northern, being

used as the refectory.

The interior of the chapel, which is appro-

priated to tlic machinery, was a beautiful speci-

men of Gothic architecture, and we can still

admire it amid the works that are now_ being

executed there. The refectory is at this time

used as the libraiy. Externally it is a fine

Gothic edifice, adorned with rose and pointed-

headed windows, but which to the south they

have had the bad taste to wall up for the pur-

pose of constructing an amphitheatre : to the

north the walls have strong buttresses. The

iuterior, a magnificent nave, 42 metres by

7 metres, is divided into two by seven columns,

of marvellous lightness aud elegance, the shafts

being banded midway.

Eroin each angle of the capital spring grom-

ings which, meeting similar ribs spnngmg from

each side above the engaged columns, form

pointed vaultings. The engaged columns on each

side are supported on brackets, placed at the

same height as the liand on the columns in the-

centre. Seven paintings, by M. Gerome, deco-

rate the walls, the subjects being Art, Draw-

ing, Painting, Science, Natural Philosophy,

Cltemistry, aud the patron of the Abbey of St.

Martin.

At the end of the north side is the reading-

desk (as at Chester and elsewhere), the stair-

case to which is formed in the wall. The build-
1

ing was fitted for its modern use by tbe archi-

tect, Vaudoyer.

PHOrOSEl) MEMOIUAL OF THE LATE
JOHN BRITTON.

I OBSERVE in your paper of the 10th .Tannary, an

interesting account of John Briifnti, whose death

took place on New Year’s Day. That account was

evideutly written by one who was intimately acquainted

with him, who knew his worth and talents in all

matters of arcbjcolncy and literature. I observe that

there is a proposal made of placing some suitable

meworial of him in the cathedral of Sarum, but

would it not be pentUarhj nppropriaie in the church

of his native village, Kington St. Michael? That

church I hope will be restored shortly to somewhat of

its former beauty ; and might not the mauy archi-

tectural aud archaiological friends of Mr. Britton

take the opportunity of restoring some part of the

edifice, most of which is at present in a sadly dilapi-

dated condition, yet exhibiting specimens of that

architecture, Norman, Early English, and Decorated,

which John Britton’s works so well illustrate? A
“Britton Aisle.” or a “Britton Window,” after some

examples given in bis own works on church archi-

tecture, would well perpetuate the name of the de-

parted in his own native village, and in a neighbour-

hood of Wiltshire to which he was naturally so much

attached. I should feel much obliged, if, by means

of your valuable publication, you would bring this

subject before his friends, and especially "The Britton

Qluiy A Wiltshire Friend.

*** The suggestion has already been made, and if

not adopted by the Institute, who seem to desire that

the memorial in Salisbury cathedral should be put up

wholly by tbemselves, will be, we have no doubt, by

others. The Wiltshire Society have already discussed it,

wc'are told. Mr. Markland suggests that the memorial

in the cathedral should take the shape of an altar-

screen, much needed there he thinks.

THE WOLVERHAMPTON WORKHOUSE
COMPETITION.

As a communiealion respecting the Wolverhamptoo

WorkhnusQ CompetUion, in your last publication, is so

worded as to lead your readers to draw unfair conclusions,

we in reply wonld state;—That on tbe advertisement for

-

plans appearing, finding the time to be very litnited, we
at once commenced our drawings, at the same time indi-

vidually by letter to the Board, protested against the

remuneration offered; some few days after, and when by-

much personal exertion we had matured our plans, we
were asked to join other architects in a combined protest,

to which we asserted, and shared in drawing up the letter

which was then presented, and which is that referred to

in their remarks to you. But on their requiring us to

forego all our labour, and to wait for the guardiwis reply,

thus allowing the time to ebb, and so shut us out alto-

gether (which we believe was their aim) ; we said that we
should, as our scheme was in a forward state of com-

pletion, ranch prefer sending in, promising, if they

would adopt the same course, to adhere with them m
maintaining the usual percentage, even to the abandon-

ment of the work, should our plans be selected. But in

reply, with great apathy they remarked, they would rather

not compete.
On this we finished our plans and sent them in, with »

result of success ;
but we have not as yet met the gnar-

dians, to bring the matter of remuneration before them,

therefore the " Architects’ " remarks are gratuitone and

premature. .....
But wc rather discover a reason for their addressing,

you just at this time being from interested motives

;

competition being open for another public buUding ip tV

town. . , ,

The worth, also, of their remarks you may jndge when

we acquaint you, that for the public buildings erected

during several years past in this town, gratuitous offers of

services have generally been made; and for other works,

any per centage, even as low as 2L has been accepted.

That not more plans were sent in, is attributable to the

limited time, and the difficulties attendant upon this com-
petition. Bidlakb and Lotatt;

n the-

Somerset County Surveyorsiiip.—Mi-. Charles

Knowles, of Bridgwater, Mr. J. Leversedge, Mr. C.

C. Corfield, of Taunton, Mr. Arthur Whitehead,

C.E. of Exeter, and Mr. S. Pollard, of Taunton, are

candidates for the office of county surveyor, which

will be vacant at Lady-day next by the resignation of '

Mr. Carver.
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PROVINCIAIi NEWS.

Norwich.—

k

special meeting of tie local

court of guardians ms lield on Wednesday

before last to consider the subject of a new

workhouse. A report by the committee was

read in wliich it was stated that in compliance

with the order of the last general court, tJie

committee had further considered the pl^s oi

Messrs. Medland and Mabcrley, scut in by them

under the motto of “ Humanitas,” and to which

the court awarded the first premium of lOU/.

;

and they considered the arraugemeut ol the

building by such plans well suited to the post-

ponement agreed to at the last court, ol Ihc

erection of the boys’ and girls’ wards, and the

addition of such wards at some future penncl it

thought necessary ;
and had such parts ot the

builcnng as are proposed to be deterred denoted

on such plans.

Shoreham.—Vi is in contemplation to sxipply

Shoreliam, by means of waterworks of an inex-

pensive character, with pure spring water, taken

from a spring rising at the foot ot a range ot
- -

-A
irom a spiuig usiuy av tnu v.. - --- ^

chalk hills about half a mile distant. A survey

has been made, and plans and estimates drawn.

It is proposed to establish a company, and to

raise about 1,500/. in shares of 10/. each-

Llanelh .—The Nevill Memorial Committee

offered a premium of 10/. lor the best design;

and specification for a building to be erected in

the town of Llanelly, in commemoration of the

deceased Mr. K. J. Nevill The particulars

were as foUows ffroiwif—Eroiitage. SO feet

to 100 feet, and not less than 100 feet m depth.

Buildivg—To consist of one room oi an area ot

1,250 feet, for the use of benclit societies, Ac.

room for savings-bauk, room for committees,

and three rooms for housekeejer, with conve-

niences for tbc whole. A’ro;//—Ornamented,

with a tablet for inscription. The subscription

•Ust amounted to 1,165/. The 31st of January

was the period limited for the desigus tor the

buildiim liciiig sent in bv tlic different competi-

tors, and on the Gth of Lebraavy the committee

were to meet to consider them.

Ware .—In speaking of local improvements,

the Herts paper states that the flagging of the

footpaths which has for some time occupied the

attention of the Board of Health, has been deter-

mined oil, and will commence in Marcli. Air.

Ekins’s tender was accepted on the Cth January.

The estimated cost for the contemplated works is

1,300/. and the sura proposed to be borrowed is
|

I’sOO/. The expenditure will include the out-

,

lay for sewerage where most required, and

improvements in Star-lane. The repayment wiU

extend over a period of twenty years.

Sherborne .—The new parochial school build-

ings in Westbury were opened a fortnight

ago, by the bishop of the (Uocese. Ihe

total cost of the buildings will be 2,450/. exclu-

sive of the site, which was given by the late

EarlDi^by, and which is valued at 245/. In

subscriptions 030/. 17s. have been raised The

•Committee of Council give 1,103/. Os. 6d. ; the

National Society, 120/.; and Lord Dmby allowed

for the old school-room in the abbey 100/.

About 75/. more are required to complete the

undertaking. The architect is Mr. Henry Hall,

of Islington. The buildings comprise three

large scliool-rooms, one each for infants, hoys

anS girls; several class-rooms; and houses at

either eud for the roaster and mistress, ihe

school-rooms are calculated to hold each 200

•uhildreu, with an allowance of 8 square feet per

child. The field in front of the bmldmgs will

be laid out in gardens, which the boys will cul-

tivate. e

Worcester.—Messrs. Hunt and Elctchcr,_ oi

Birmingham, have contracted for the execution

-of the sewerage in this city. The total amount

of the contract, according to the local //(’r«/^/,

is 15,497/. which has been accepted. The total

of the previous contract (which was repudiated

on a technical disagreement) was l'k,684/. ;
a.nd

it remains with the Local Board to decide

whether the first contractors shall be proceeded

against for the balance of 813/. Ihe new

sewerage will be commenced, as soon as possible,

on the west bank of the river, /. e. the St. John’s

and St. Clement’s sewerage is to be commenced

before the rest of the city.

Stockton.—li is in contemplation to widen

Stockton bridge by removing the footpath, and

placing it on that part now occupied by the

abutments. The magistrates in session, at

Northallerton, have given instructions to the

Surveyor of Bridges for the North Hidmg, to

examine and report thereon.

Ualifa.v.—Mr. John Crossley has commenced

preparations for erecting an Independent College,

which when completed, is to vie with the schools

at Harrow, llngby, &c. The site is on the

westerly side of Skircoat Mopr._ The college,

I

it is said, will he a massive building with a lai*ge

spire ami four small towere. When completed,
^

there will be accommodation for 130 pupils and

nine resident roasters, with the principal. The

college is to cost 20,000/. The works arc to be

.

pushed forward with rapidity, and it is aiitici-

i
pated that the college will be opened in about

two years from the present time,

i

Edinburgh.—}six. John Steell, the sculptor,

has suggested the centre of Mclvillc-cresccnt,

Melvilie-strect, as a site for the monument to

' the late Viscount Alelville. He recommends

that the present garden should he changed into

a place, in wdiich the statue should be the cciitral

' object. This has not yet, however, been decided

upon by the proprietors. The statue, which is

a bronze figure, 11 feet 6 inches high, will be
,

' ready to put up as soon as the pedestal can be
;

erected.
'

Eeehles .—Lord Elcho has resolved on the re-

,

building of the aiicieut castle of Ncidpatli, aiid

on filling it up as a place of residence for his

family. Greats repairs and additions will require
j

to be made, as a century and a quarter liave
i

elapsed since Neidpath formed a residence for

,its proprietor, and ever since the grass has

grown within its courtyard and the ivy round its

ruined walls. The works are to be proceeded

with during the ensuing spring.

Wick and Lossiemouth .—The directors of the

Lossiemouth Harbour Trust have almost uuani-

muusly carried a resolution to extend their har-

bour accommodation by an erection which will

involve an outlay of 25’000/. The contemplated

ini])rovemeiits embrace a breakwater, a steam-

! boat quay, and a basiu for fishing-boats. By this

extension they contemplate the establishment of

steam conveyance with Sutherland, Caithness, &c.

sading on the top. There is a separate gateway

entrance provided to each of the consecrated

and unconsecrated portions. The contracts for

the chapels, lodge, entrances, and boundary

walls, amounted to 1,169/. which sum has been

exceeded but a few pounds. The contracts

were taken, and the buildings have been carried

out by Mr. James Long and Mr. Bartlett, both

of Witney, under the direction of Mr. W. Wil-

kinson, architect.

Iffleg.—Some improvements have ^ust been

effected in Iffiey church under the direction of

Alessrs. Buckler, particularly the restoration ot

the Norman front, which was deformed towards

the end of the fifteenth centu^, by the oblitera-

tion of the circular window ill the centre. _A

j

considerable portion of the circle in the interior

1 was spared, corresponding with the frame of the

! side windows. The clear diameter of the circle

i is 4 feet 8 inches ; it has been filled with

I

painted glass by Messrs. Hardman and Co. In

1 the centre is the Dove, with two angels on cacli

1
side, the whole surmounted by a border. This

window is a memorial placed by the incumbent

I

to the memory of the late Mr. Eliot Warburton,

i-who was lost in the Amazon steam-vessel, m
January, 1852. The gallery at the west end

has been removed, and the organ is placed on

the floor. The oak seats have been reduced in

height and to a simpler form than before. The

base of the eastern arch of the tower, previouslv

I restored.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Great Sating (i'w^.r).—A new parsonage is to

be built here, the church entirely restored and

remodelled, and new schools erected, from the

designs of Mr. R. J. Withers, architect.

Ware {flerU ).—A small church is to be built

at Ware, Herts, for the Rev. E. Layton ; Mr.

Georf'e Truetitt, architect. The following

tendc'rs, exclusive of chancel and fittings, have

been received

UllSC Ui tllC LUOVvlH CiLl-lX V. 3 J

hidden, has been strengthened and

'J lie oak doors at the w'est end, with the orna-

mental ironwork, are to be replaced according

to the originals which existed till 1343. Ihe

various operations have been executed by

Messrs. I. and W. Eisher, of Oxford.

Warminster.—There-opening of the chapel ot

St Lawrence, Warminster, took place on Thurs-

day before last. The chapel has been restored,

the style of architecture being the Early De-

corated. The interior is fitted up with open

seats, and the roof is of open work. Several ot

the windows are filled with stained glass.
_

Salisburv.—'i'iie new cemetery for the parishes

of St. Thomas, St. Edmund, and St. Martin,

Salisbury, was consecrated by the Bishop ot the

diocese on Thursday week. Mr. J. Curtis, ot

Salisbury, contracted for the entire works at

2,737/. and they were executed under the per-

sonal superintendence of Mr. John Hardmg,

also of this city, from designs prepared by Mr.

Henry E. Coe, of Loudon, architect.

Speichleg.—The parish church of Spetchley

is likely, it is said, to be restored.

A few gentlemen assembled in tne

Towu-liall of Leek last week to consider of the

erection of a new church and schools at Compton.
.... . .1 ^,1 ....... nVio-mL trifn
The'-plims of the proposed new church, with

' choois.

W. Uitch £440 0 0

G, Hitch 426 0 0

Evans, Brothers (accepted)... 392 10 0

Eiinsham {Oj-on).—Considerable repairs have

lately been carried out to the cliurcli, the service

during the time being held in the chancel. The

nave and south aisle have had new roofs put to

them : the clerestory walls, parapets, and ept

eud walls have been taken down and rebuilt,
^

ami the freestone work to tlie piers and arches
j

on one side of the nave restored. Two of the
j

o-allcries which were iu the churcli previous to

the restorations have been removed, and it is

iuteiided to take away the one remaining there,

and to make up for the loss of sitliugs, by

enlarging the north aisle. The whole of the

interior fittings of the church require to be

removed aud re-arrauged with new work, aud

there is but little doubt it will soon be done,

and the church put in a perfect state of repair.

The works were contracted for by Air. J. Long,

of Witney. Mr. W. Wilkinson, of Oxford, was

the architect.
„ , -i

Witneg {Oxon).—X portion of the burial-

ground which has lately been provided^ for the

parish was consecrated by the Bishop of Oxford

on the 26Lh ult. The site appropriated for the

cemcteiy contains about three acres of ground,

aud is situated a short distance out of tlie town.

Two chapels, in the Early English style, aud a

lodge have been built upon it, aud it has been

enclosed by a good stone wall fence, about 6 leet

high, with the exception of a short distance on

eacii side of the general entrance in front of the

lodge, where it is a low wall, having iron pali-

ine piaub ui mo ----- ,

narsonage house, schools, and master s residence,

were laid before the meeting. The estimated

expense of the whole is 5,289/. odds. Co-opera-

tion was invited.

Walsall—Ei a meeting of the Walsall Burial

Board, held on Tuesday in week before last,

the tender of Air. Burkett, of Wolverhampton,

I

to erect tlie chapel, lodge, aud entrance ot the

I new cemetery had been accepted ;
but that gen-

1 tlenmu wrote to say that he had since foimd

;
that he had by mistake omitted H)0/. from hia

'i
estimate, and therefore declined to accept the

! contract. The estimate of the town surveyor

• was 1 704/. odds : Air. Walter Heap, of W ulsall,

'had tendered for 1,544/.; and Messrs. Taylor,

of the same pLiCC, for 1,705/. ds. At a subse-

I (lueut meeting it was proposed that Mr Heap a

' tender be accepted. The
_

Board, however,

seemed generally to be of opinion that it Air.

I Burkett, who was so well acquainted with such

work, could not perform it for the sum ot

i
1 548/. his first tender, it -was not likely that

All- Heap could complete the works for a less

.amount;” aud Alcssrs. Taylor’s tender was

‘ The new cemetery for Tewkes-

bury bus beeu consecnited. The ..round is on

the eastern side of the Cheltenham-road, a short

distance from the town, on rising ground, and

the cliapels are on nearly the highest portion of

' it The chapels are side by side, but separated

by an aicluvay, 16 feet wide, their dimensions

are precisely similar, being 3-1 feet m length and

17 feet in breadth. The Tewkesbury Weejdy

I ifemrd gives an engraved view of them. The

^ entrance is by a porch on the north side of the
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Episcopal cliapel, and on the south side of that

of tiic Dissenters. Externallj, the 'western

elevation presents three gables, the centre one

being the arcliway, which is crowned with an
ornamental bell turret with a carved and croek-

etted spire. The gables of the chapels are

pierced with three-light windows filled with
decorated tracery of llowing character, and above
each window is a small trefoil opening. The
roofs are of open timber-work stained and var-

nished. The seats are open, and also stained and
varnished. The floors are laid with red and black
biles disposed in patterns. The entrance-gates
have been executed by Mr. J. Eogers, of
rewkesbury. About two-thirds of the cemetery
s appropriated to Episcopalians, and the remain-
ng third to the Dissenters. Messrs. Collins
md Knight were the contractors. The carving
vas executed by Mr. H. Erith, of Gloucester.
Mr. Thompson was the contractor for the roads
ind drains. The architects were Messrs. Med-
^d and Maberley, who have been engaged on
iimilar works at Birmingham, Leicester, and
Plymouth, and arc now employed in carrying
mt the cemetery for the city of Gloucester,
riie cemetery stands upon ground rich in the
itoriod memories of the past.

Manchesier.— our notice of tlie New Bams
Jemetery chapels (p. 52, ante), Messrs. Prit-
5hett and Sons, by a slip of the pen, are called
he “ contractors,-’" instead of the architects.

THE MEMORIAL CHURCFI AT CON-
STANTINOPLE COMPETITION.

The committee have selected thirteen designs
mt of the forty-six submitted, as possessing
uaiins for distinction, and have thus placetl
hem :

—

Prizemen.— lit, W. Burges
;

2n(l, G. E. Street

;

rd, G. S.Bodlcr.

Proxhne Accessit, recommendedfor extra Pnze .

—

V. Sliitcr.

Especially Mentioned {alphahetically^—Q,. Gray,
Id tc Pomiue Speravi," R. P. Pulku, G. Trueatt,
Veiglitman, Iliidfiold, and Goldie.

-

Honourably Mentioned {alphabetically).—k. Bell,
’. Francke (Meiningen), Ilowcil and Budd, Prichard
ad Seddon.

The report offers several points for comment,
ut we prefer to see the designs before making
ny observations beyond this,—that both tiie
rst and the third of the selected designs are
)undcd on the church of St. Andrea, at Vercclli

!

GOTHIC AND CLASSIC
In my letter, published in your impression of

le lOtli ultimo, it -u'as not intended to convey
1 etilire condemnaiion of Gothic, hut rather to
rotest against its universal application to all

jiirposes for whicli "architecture"’ is employed,
like for buildings for religious, secular, domes-
e, and other purposes

^
for surely one should

5 able to tell, at a cursory view, pretty nearly
> what use such and such a building is appro-
riated, whether as a college, mansion, theatre,
3. &c. There should be certain outward and
Isible signs to guide our judgment in these
atters, besides cramping as it does genius into
e set form, and ignoring the use ofmaterials,

' which not a little of the advancement of the
sesent age is attributable; for Gothic is a
He of stone and wood moulded into various
:aturcs, the absence of which in certain ac-
'vowledged proportions renders it impure and
?se : it is, moreover, the generally accepted
He for our churches, although ’it is to be
lished that it will be modified to suit the re-

'drements of the present day,—but not in a
n’m it has taken in some few iustauces, viz.

—

iose harlequin-esque structures of red, yellow,
hek, aud blue, witii gauut to\^rs, like keenly-
stinted gigantic carpenters’ pencils. These
?,pear as if Gothic were very much strained to
bducc" something new:” beauty of general
iiiliue is overlooked iii what seems to be an
odous desire to cut up the surface into party-
lioured rays, hands, &,c. This, I think, is a
laDng step. The sight of a church should rather
re rise to heavenly thoughts

;
but this appeals

aethe senses. The grandeur and exalting dig-

y are sacrificed, tiie beautiful simplicity (a
tat charm) of a Brotestant church is nullified,

image worship thau for an culightened nation
adoring the Great One. No, Jf Gothic is to

be moaified and perpetuated at all, it must be
rather in better adf^itirig it to our mode of

worship, making theform of our churches more
suitable for seeing and hearing. These im-
portant points have yet to be satisfactorily

established. These will be found an attain-

ment worthy of cultivation and study; aud
these, conibiued with suitable adjuncts, so as

not to exhibit a puritanical meagreness, will,

when accomplished, form a type for them for

some lime to come.

Now, the “train of thought ” (mentioned by
your correspondent, E. W. G.) which produced
the nave of Westminster, the north porch of Red-
cliff, Slid others, was brought to bear upon the
only materials which were available for tlie re-

quired purposes at the date of their erection,

coupled with ingenious designing powers, which
altered, improved, aud progressed, century by
century, and so distinctly that -we are enabled
to tell tiie date of particular buildings by mere
inspection of certain features aud character-

istics; but when Mr. Macaulay’s New Zea-
lander explores the land, being “ well up ” iu
“ ancient architecture,” from Brandon and
other sources, he will be sorely puzzled to tell

—

“ how it is that while one building, of (say) the
fourteenth century, leaves' only a few vestiges

to mark its date

;

other specimens, with e.ractly

similar features and details, are found—in as

tolerable a state of preservation, as the selec-

tion of stone in the present century allows them
to be.” And as he will in all probability search
the columns of the Builder for information, we
will tell him that the twelfth, thirteenth, and
fourteenth century architects originated, aud
the nineteenth century architects drew rather

largely from the repertoire thus created for

them.

With reference to the “ obsolete ” items, I

ouly judge from what I see erected, whether
architects arc anxious or not to revive them,
and if we do away with buttress, aud pinnacle,

and gable, traceried -wdiKlow, and pointed arch,

we shall not have much of “Gothic” loft.

That it was, is, and always will he, “ mediroval,

there cau be no doul)t
;

that it can be tho-
roughly adapted to all our wants in the nine-

teenth century, there is very great doubt
;
and

that it will be superseded by a style that will do
honour to our time, aud admit of the free use
of nineteenth century materials there is little

or no doubt. Tnos. Goodchilu.

THE HONDURAS MAHOGANY TRADE.
In an interesting discourse on British Hon-

duras, its history, trade, and natural resources,
delivered at the Society of Arts, on the 14th -ult.

by Mr. Chief Justice Temple, the history and
practice of the mahogany trade was referred to
at some length.

THE PADDINGTON VESTRY AND THE
ROADS.

WiTn reference to the letter on the subject of the
new roads in Paddington (p. 54), one of the corre-

spondents, whose letters on the subject are now before

us says ;

—

“The new Metropolitan Act, in clause 105, gives

vestries not only power to make orcomplete roads for the
public use, but renders it incumbent upon them to do
so, ou receiving a requisition signed by the majority of
the owner* iu any new street. As the vestry appears
to disregard such requisitions on the part of owners
whose property is immensely damaged thereby, and
will permit the ratepayers of the parisli to be sub-
jected to the annoyance of not having their roads

cleaned, liglited, watered, or repaired, the aggrieved

parties liave a remedy in the vestry’s liability to a

writ of mandamus
;
but as legal expenses of this kind

for any single individual to bear would be oppressive,

let one and all of the aggrieved parties unite and try

the question,”

A second, who writes in reply to Mr. Maynard, and
signs liimsclf “A Vestry-man of the ’Soulh-east

"Ward,” says;

—

“ The fade of the case are pretty fairly stated, so fai

as they go, by Mr. Maynard
;
therefore it is unnecessary

to repeat them now; he should, however, have stated
that no hope of the road being taken by the parish was
ever held out,'unless it could be arranged that a bar should
be kept up. The surveyor of the roads proposed it in the
first iustance, and the Highway Board recommended it;
but the parties interested at the last rootnent declined (he
condition, and, as a natural con=equence, the vestry simply
refused to take to the road because that condition was not
complied with, and not because the land beyond would be
built upon at some future time. I may further state for
the information of your readers, that 1 he road in question
leads to nowhere : it is an i9olate<i bit, the roads adjoining
not even being parish roads, and it will be no accommoda-
tion to the public until tha road is made which it is the
beginning of, which may bo next year or some twenty
years hence.’’

il it is more suitable for the fopperies of! of it.

We must content ourselves with having stated the
grievance, aud leave the seuse of the parish to dispose

The trade of British Honduras, said Mr. TerapI^
has hitherto been ooiifined to logwood and mahogany.
Wheu, aud under what eircunistnnoes, mahogany was
first introduced into Europe it is not easy to say.

Some have supposed that it was first discovered in the

island of Trinidad by the oarpenter of one of Sir

Walter Raleigh’s vessels. When be came to work it

up he was surprised at its hardness and beauty
; aud

drawing atteuiion to it, it was soon very greatly iu.

demand for articles of furniture. This account is

scarcely to be believed. There arc many articles of

furniture now in existence which were manufactured
in the days of Elizabeth and the Stuarts, but 1 do not
think one can be found which is made of mahogany.
Some say it was not introduced into Englaud until’

about 1802-3. It is said that a Mr. Gibbons, of

London, had a brother who w'as master of a vessel

trading to the West Indies. This worthy skipper,

hearing that the doctor was building a now house in

King-street, Covent-garden, very fraternally sent him
a quantity of wood, which he had brought in his ship

as ballast. Tliis wood was so hard that the carpenters

could not work it up, and it was thrown aside as use-
less, But one day Mrs. Gibbons resolved to have a

caudle-box made, and selected a piece of this rejected

wood for the purpose. When made and polished, it

was so beautiful, that the doctor determined to hav&
a bureau made of the same material. The bureau,

when fiuished, was shown to the Duchess of Bucking-
ham, who was equally charmed with the wood, and
determined to have a jewel-case made of it. By
these quick gradations—from the candle-hox of a
citizen’s wife to the jewel-case of a peeress — maho-
gany became known in England.

It is hardly likely, however, that the captain of a
West-India trader, laden with sugar and rnm, and
also much spice, would take a quantity of wood into

his ship for ballast. Besides, we are informed that
many years previous to the treaty of 1786, the'

settlers ‘ had taken the liberty of cutting mahogany,*
without the permission of the King of Spain. There'

must, then, have been a'good market for that article

in England long before 1803 or 1804. The time-

allowed to me will not admit of my giving a particu-

lar account of the mode of finding, cutting, and pre-
paring the mahogany. 1 will merely stale that the-

cutting commences io the month of August. In April
and May, in which mouths the ground has become
perfectly liard, from the continued dry weather, the
wood is carried upon trucks, drawn by bullocks, to-

the water’s side
;
and about the middle of June, wheu

the rivers are swollen by tlm floods, the logs are
floated down to about teu miles from the mouths of
the different rivers, where they are confined by a heavy
boom dr.iwn across the stream. Here the owners
select their respective logs, form them into rafts, and
so float them down to the sea. The mahogany ib

always trucked in the middle of the night, the cattle

not being able to perform such laborious work during
the heat of the day. It is a picturesque and striking
scene-—this midnight trucking.

An impression has latterly existed that almost all

the mahogany in British Ilonduras has been cut..

This, however, is a mistake. There is sufficient wood
iu the country, both on granted and ungranted lauds,

to supply the European as well as the Americaa
markets for many years to come. A considerable
quantity of mahogany has been, within the last few;

years, cut in the state of Honduras and on the Mos-
quito shore; hut the mahogany works in the former
country have been, almost entirely abandoned, partly
on account of the wood which is accessible being
nearly all cut, and partly on account of the extra
freight and insurauce which are required when vessels

are loaded on that coast. From the Mosquito shore
very few cargoes have been lately sent

;
fur the wood

which grows there, although it is very large, is of aa,

inferior quality. The mahogany tree requires a rich,

dry soil. The best mahogany is found to the north,

of the river Belize. In consequence of the nature of
the soil in that district, in which there is a great

quantity of limestone, the mahogany is longer in

coming to maturity
;
but, when fully grown, it is of

a harder and firmer texture than that which is found
iu the southeiTi portion of the settlement. There is

no wood more durable than mahogany, and non©
which is so geocrally useful. It is stated in a little

hook called “ The Mahogany Tree,” that furniture is

being made iu the royal deckyards out of the beautiful-

mahogany found in breaking up the old line-of-battlo

ship the which Wits built in Havana 100
years ago. The English and French Government*
purchase yearly a large amount of mahogany for their
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dockyards. During tlie last year the Britisli Govern-

ment required 12,000 tons, paying 10/. ITs. Gd. per

ton. The Drench Government took 3,000 tons at the

same price. The Iloyal yacht is built principally of

Honduras mahogany. Private shipbuilders are, how-

ever, reluctant to make use of mahogany lor their

vessels, as Lloyd’s Committee exclude all ships of

twelve years’ standing in which certain parts are made

of mahogany. Mahogany vessels of ten years’ stand-

ing they admit, but even these, I am informed, it is

their intention very shortly to exclude. The reason

which they assign is, that mahogany differs very much

in quality, and it is impossible to know when a ship

is built of good or bad wood. But this difference in

quality depends entirely upon the district in which it

has grown. If they restricted the shipbuilders to the

northern wood they might admit vessels of twelve

years’ standing without any risk. The qualities of

mahogany which render it peculiarly fitted for ship-

huildrng, are its lightness and buoyancy, its freedom

from dry-rot, and its non-liability to shrink or w'arp.

The price of mahogany varies according to the size,

figure, and quality of the wood. One tree from the

northern district, which was cut into three logs, sold

for 1,800/. or 10s. per superficial foot of one inch.

Southern wood, of a small size and inferior quality,

has been sold at 3H- a foot. The present prices in

London for small-sized plain mahogany are L'ora 5d.

to 6d. per foot
;
for large-sized plain from 7d. to lOd.

;

and for large of good quality and figured from 9d.

to Is. Gd.

might be constructed with a point) used as the

support to a tliin shell of brickwork, to form the

tympanum of the Pointed arch.

And in fact midlions are as suitable to classic

architecture as to Gothic. In country towns,

bouses, upwai'ds of a hundred years of age,

which have classic cornices, and windows ot

ordinary size, divided by a wood muilion (often

w'ith a transom as well), have casements, after

the fashion of little squares, and that millions

and tracery apply as well to classic erections_ of

more ornate character, the dome at the British

Museum will show; but these nmllions arc

reasonably spaced : had the dome been Gothic,

there is no reason the raullious should have been

The yearly average quantity of mahogany

exported from Honduras during the last ten

years was about 8,000,000 feet, equal to 20,000

tons, or 200,000 tons in the whole ten years,

requiring 160,000 trees.

more numerous. r

If not to others’ satisfaction,—to ray own, I

have proved that there is no reason for a Gothic

window to be more inconvenient than a classic

one, in any case
;
and I do not doubt that it may

be shown that every other feature in architec-

ture is applicable to our uses, in the Gothic

style as in any other.

"That I approve of Gothic architecture for its

greater science and beauty, is, perchance, matter

of opinion and taste. I believe that the Gothic

science is greater than the classic, of any times,

perhaps excepting several such quasi classic ex-

amides as St. Paul’s.

My opinions are not, however, immutable :

they are the less so as the beauties of classic

arc so einment, that I can never fail to admire

them. “’57.

ADAPTABILITY OP STYLE POR
MODERN WORKS.

The Classic v. Medieval question being again

raised, I would offer a few remarks.

I do not believe that the style of a building,

whether Classic or Medimval, in the slightest

degree affects its convenience or propriety
;
and

I am equally convinced that Gothic architecture

is as applicable to all purposes as Classic.

When I speak of Gothic, I do not at all mean

that if we are about building a house, we arc,

for fireplace and chimney, door and window,

buttress and gable, to produce copies of these

features of some ancient Gothic building ;
but I

mean, taken as a basis, the Gothic style, chiefly

for the reasons that it is the most advanced of

any time in the science of architecture,—of con-

struction (though falling short enough of perfec-

tion for us to do better)
;
and as a guide, takiu"

the principle of tlie Gothic architects, and indeed

the same, as Mr. Bartholomew proved, that

guided the designers of the best architecture of

all ages,—that true taste in architecture is

purely structural.

Por example, if in a window we imitate the

glazing of the Gothic architects, with justice we

may imitate the system of muUious and tracery

;

but this construction is infinitely behind our

modem appliances, and no less behind our

modern requirements. In a dwelling-hcnse,

with our system of wood-sash and plate-glass,

no muUious in one of its windows need be nearer

THE ARRANGEMENT OP A NATIONAL
GALLERY.

Some remarks in a recent Builder, on “ The

Past and Puturo of Picture Galleries,” in-

duce me to mention a few thoughts on this im-

portant subject for the consideration of your

readers : and first let me submit that a national

gallery of pictures, collected by a powerful and

wealthy nation, should be worthy of the name,

and enable those who visit it to trace the pro-

gress of this department of art, and to derive

tlie greatest possible amount of pleasure and

instruction from the various works there exhi-

bited.

Ill our present so-called National Gallery, we

have some glorious works, which, however, arc

so arranged, that to a certain extent they create

confusion in the mind of both the student of art

and the general visitor. The pictures of Titian,

CoiTegio, Rembrandt, Claude, &c. are foiled one

against tlie other, witliout any fixed plan. In a

In a new National Gallery, care should be

taken to provide sufficient space for the great

mass of materials which must, as a necessity, be

brought together, and continually increased.

Tliis and good liglitin^ having been managed, it

will then be a matter tor consideration how best

to arrange the pictures. Of course, we should

place them according to their dates ;
and it

seems to be desirable that while hanging the

works of the various schools,—for instance,

Italian, Spanish, Plemish, &c.,—the works

of each artist, if in sufficient numbers, should

be placed together
;

and it would give miich

additional value to such a collection if with

these groups there could be placed an authentic

portrait of the painter (if possible by himself).

There ought also to be plainly written up the

time of his birth and that of his death and on

every picture it would be well to put, if it can

be fixed, the date of its production. The risitor

would thus be enabled to observe the progress

of the skill of hand and power of thought of

each painter, and also see the image of the man.

who, on the bare surface, and with pigments

useless in uneducated hands, has createefworks

which delight the prince and the peasant.

If such an arrangement could be made as

would enable us to see at once the pictures

in the present National Gallery in the manner

above mentioned, it would be more interesting

to even those unacquainted with art.

There might be also one room in which the

best specimens of the various great artists might

he hung : these should he selected from the

collection with the greatest care_ and inteUi-

geuec—not depending on one opinion,
_

but be

chosen by the voice of such a committee of

artists and persons of taste as would ensure a

proper selection.

In the arrangement of a National Gallery we

ought not to forget separate space for water-

^

colour drawings and engravings. Tlie first of

these arts may be said to be of English growth,

and in the latter we have produced examples

which will bear comparison with those of any

other country. An Abtisi.

the METROPOLITAN BOARD OF
WORKS.

PROJECTIONS BEFORE LINE OF BUILDINGS,

WIDTH OF STREETS AND ALLEYS.

At a Meeting of the Board on the 30th ult.

the Superintending Architect (Mr. Marrable)

brought up the following report on the opinion

. of counsel, on the application of Messrs. Broad-

private gallery, where we cannot expect to meet Squ for permission to erect a work-

with more tlian one or two examples by tbe
|

in advance of the regular line of

same artist, it is necessary to arrange them so

that each may best assist in showing and har-

monizing witt the beauties of the others.,

Delicatmy-colourcd pictures should not he mar-

shalled alongside of those of powerful tints and

bold execution.

It is well known that Turner, in the Royal

Academy Exhibition, could, by the power of his

colouring, make pale, for some space around,

the pictures of his brother artists. On one

occasion it is said that this great painter covered

down with water colours a painting which, by

its brightness, interfered with that of a youngtogether than some three to five feet
;
and it is

in. direct violation of Gothic principle to crowd i

-- ^
i

Ll. a NTindow wia mconvLcnt and useless

mullions, obstructing the light—to admit which

is the purpose of the window itself—merely for

exteiTial ueauty, which there are plenty of

Classic and even Gothic examples to show is to

be obtained without them. Again, lofty pointed

arches in a small building, as a modem street

house, are surely inappropriate, both from the

extra expense of window-frames to suit their

form, and the greater proportional width required

from the size of the spandrils, to admit an equal

amount of light with a sejuare-beaded aperture

of the same height -. but this applies to a semi-

circular-headed opening also
;
this greater width

seldom increasing the elegance of the window. I

should, therefore, prefer aflat-headed window in

such a case; a segmental arch, with a rise of

3 inches or so
;

a splay round the window, or

with jambs and head formed of moulded bricks,

which are said to be of no more expense than

plain ones, the difficulty only being, the few

weeks’ notice required before they can be sup-

plied. In many cases the high arch might be

used as a relieving arch, and the flat one (which

In passing along onr Gallery in Trafalgar-

square, wc see in one room a picture by Rem-

brandt, rich in ail its splendid depths,—next it

a clear landscape by Claude, then a sceue by

Nicholas Poussin, and by the side of Rubens

and Titian some of the indifferent specimens of

Sir Joshua Reynolds, which so inadequately

represent this artist, and cause his genius to be

improperly appreciated by those who have not

seen his best works.*

In each of the large rooms of the National

Gallery the arrangement is similar to the above.

It cannot be questioned that in a gallery for

the artistic instruction of the people we should

have arranged in their order, according to date,

examples of art from the earliest times, show-

ing its growth and progress. To effect the re-

quired purpose numerous examples of ancient

works, if well selected, would not be required.

• All must feel it matter of regret that the *• Strawberry Girl

Bnd“Puck.”iQ the late Mr-Rogers'scollection, should hare been

allowed to pass into prirate hands : these works, for various

qualities, would have been oompanions for tbe pictur.

other school.

buildings.

“ On the loth of December last tbe board refused

their consent to an application from Messrs. Edwards,

architects, on behalf of Messrs. Broadwood, for leave

to erect a portion of their manufactory situate m the

Ilorseferry-road, 'Westminster, about four feet in

advance o’f the line of the dwciling-houses on either

side. They submitted a plan with the application,

wliich was found upon examination to be correct, by

which plan it appeared that all the houses or buildings

on that side of Hovseferry-road, extending from Earl-

street to Regent-place, a length of 628 feet, althongh

broken up into several blocks, maintained a regular

and uniform line, with the exception of one small

shop, about eight or nine feet high, and 17 feet wide,

which projected up to the public thoroughfare, and

a stack of deals approaching to within three feet of

the foot-path. In reference to the Ordnance map it

appears that no such deviation from the regular fine

as that now contemplated existed before the premises

were lately destroyed by fire
;
and, looking at the im-

portance of keeping the Horseferry-road (which is

likely to become a great thoroughfare) as open and as

free as possible, I recommended the board not to

consent to thfe proposed projection, in which view of i

tbe case the district board of works concurred, and ,

the application was accordingly refused. Since then a

case has been submitted for the opinion of counsel as

to whether the contemplated erection would be beyond

the regular line of buildings in the street; and if the

I

ref'ular line means the two or three houses on either

side of Messrs. Broadwood’s premises ? or if a straight,

line is to be drawn from the point of the houses at

the corner of Earl-street to those at the corner of

Regent-place ? or is the re^lar line of buildings to be

determined by a straight line drawn from one end of

the street to the other along the side of the foot-

path, parallel to the line on the other side of the way ?

or, in other words, are the boundary walls of the
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gardcQ and fore courts to be taken as constituting tbe

regular line of buildings? Upon which case the

foUowing opinion has been given :

—

“ ‘Copy of Opinion.
“ ‘We are of opinion that if the word “ buildings ” is to

bo confined to houses, shops, and erections of tho like

kind, there is not in the side of the road or street, if it can
bo called a street, in which Messrs. Broadwood’s premises
are situated, “ any regular line of buildings in the street,"
with reference to which the line of the new building is to
betaken; and if the word "buildings" is not to be so
confiued, but includes walls, then it is clear that the pro-
posed new building does not project beyond the line. So
that either way Messrs. Broadwood would bo justified in
what they have done, and are not answerable to the juris-
diction or proceedings of the Metropolitan Board.
“ ‘ We do not think it likely that, on consideration, the

Board will persist in their objection
;
but, if they should,

we would suggest that moans may be adopted whereby a
ease may at once he raised, by consent, for the opinion
of a court of law, so as to have the question set at rest
without much eipense or delay.

" ‘Fitzrox Kbllx.
" ‘ Temple, Jan, 3, 1857.’ ” " ‘ J. H. Lloi'd.

. The report thus proceeds :
—

“ I will now make a few

commeuts on tbe case as submitted to counsel. The
plan which accompanied the ease is not correct : it

. does not agree with that submitted to the Board with

. the application, and which was verified by the sur-

i veyor attached to my department, nor is it in accord-

1 ance with tlic Ordnance survey, with which it has

been carefully compared, nor with the detailed plans

. belonging to the engineer’s department, nor with luy

) own observations. * * * 'Phe opinion suggests

that the word ‘buildings’ is to include walls, that is,

. the boHudary walls of the fore-courts or gardens,

which are to be considered as constituting the regular

i line of fronts. A reference to the UlSrd section of

. the Local Management Act will show the fallacy of

J this argument, or why are the words ' notwithstand-

I ing there being gardens or vacant spaces between the

i line of the buildings and the highway ’ introduced
;

II and if the houudary walls of the gardens or fore-courts

J are to be considered as buildings constituting the

« regular line of fronts, as the learned counsel in this

n case opine, then have the Metropolitan Board of

i\ AVorks the extraordinary power ofgranting permission

t to project buildings over and obstructing the high-

1 way. But, from various other analogous Acts, it is

1 clear that the Legislature never intended boundary
Mvalls to mean ‘buildings.’ In the Building Act they

a are expressly exempted from the operation of tbe Act.

3 But if a boundary wall is a ‘building,’ how is the

erequired space between the buildings and the highway
oto be defined? Similar enactments exist intheMelro-
icpolis Roads Turnpike Trusts Act, in the AVhitechapel

I'Act, and other local Acts of a like nature. With
eregard to the present matter before the Board, I am
if of opinion, that if ever there was a case in which they
II were cjJled upon to prevent auy encroachment on the
tregular line, this is one

;
aod if they consider a

tisti'aight line extending for 628 feet from one street

oto another sufficient to constitute a regular line accord-

sing to the spirit and meaning of the Act, they will not
icnow rescind their former resolution, but let the matter
eiest where it is, as far as they arc concerned.”

After a discussion the Board passed ou to the
leuext business, but notice was given of a motion
oto rescind the refusal of the Board to allow the
Itprojection.

Major Lyon brought up the subjoiued

—

‘I " BXE-LAW AS TO TUB POHMATIOK OF NBW STREETS IN
TUB UETROFOLIS.

‘ “ In pursuance of the powers vested in the Metropolitan
kiBoard of Works,W the Act of Parliament passed in the
limineteeuth year of the reign of her present Majesty, in-
iltituled, ‘ An Act for the better Local Management of the
tfMetropolis,’ it is hereby ordered by the said Board as
blToUows, that is to say :

—

1 1. Six weeks, at the least, before any new street shall
16)6 laid out, written notice shall be given to the Metro-
wbolitan Board of Works, at their office, No. 1

,
Greek-

tntreet, Soho, in the county of Middlesex, by the person or
leoersons intending to lay out such new street, stating the
itoroposed level aud width thereof, and accompanied by a
Man of the ground, showing the local situation thereof.
2 2. Forty feet, at the least, shall be the width of every
lenew street (except as hereinafter provided), and the said
ridridthof 40 feet shall be construed to mean -K) feet of car-
ufiage and foot way, exclusive of any gardens, fore-courts,
ififtpen areas, or other spaces infront of the houses or build-
ugngs erected or intended to be erected in any such street.
Wrovided that every new street intended only for foot
rairaffic, and along which vehicles (excepting hand trucks
ndnd scavengers’ carts) are not intended to pass, and also
ivcivery mews, shall be of the width of20 feet at the least,
BAnd the said width of 20 feet shall be construed to mean
If.Ofeet of road or foot wav, exclusive of any gardens, fore-
miourts, open areas, or other spaces in front of tho houses
hr buildings erected or iu tended to be erected in any such
rotreet or mews. Every new street or mews shall have at
t he least two entrances the full width of such street or
tmews, both of which shall be open from the ground up-
invards, unless the Metropolitan Board ofWorks otherwise
asonsent in writing.
3. 3. In any new street where any of the intended
'Mouses fronting such street are to be of a height, above the
•e^vel ol the footway, exceeding the width of 40 aud 20 feet
ifespectively, as hereinbefore prescribed, the width of
frvery such street shall be not less than a measurement
id^ual to such height.

1 4. The measurement of the width of every street shall
' be taken at a right angle to tho course thereof, half on
thather side, from the centre or crown of the roadway to
e he external wail or front of the intended houses or build-

ings on each side thereof
;
but where fore-courts or other

spaces are intended to be left in front of the houses or
buildings, then the width of the street, as already defined,
shall be measured from the centre line up to the fence,
railing, or boundary dividing or intended to divide such
fore-courts, gardens, or spaces from the public way.

5. Every new street must be laid out at such a gradient
or inclination aa will facilitate traffic along such street

;

but in no case must such gradient or inclination exceed 1

foot in 50, unless with the special sanction of the Metro-
politan Board of Works.

6 . The carriage-way of every new street must curve or
fall from the centre or crown thereof at the rate of half an
inch at the least for every foot of breadth.

7. The kerb to each footpath must not exceed 9 inches
in height, and the slope of every footpath must be 1 inch
to every foot of width, if tho footpath be unpaved, or
three-quarters of an inch to every foot in width, if the
footpath be paved.

8 . The materials of every carriage-way, when notpaved,
must, to the thickness of at least 12 inches from the surface
thereof, consist of flints or granite, broken into cubes of
au average size of 2 inches, or of such other materials as
shall be approved by the Metropolitan Board of Works in
writing, and the materials of every footpath, whilst un-
paved, to the thickness of 6 inches at the least, must con-
sist of gravel upon a substratum or layer of dry brick
rubbish.

9. In case of any breach of the regulations contained in

this bye-law, the offender shall be liable for each offence
to a penalty of 40s. ; and in case of a continuing offence,
to a further penalty of 208. for each day after notice
thereof from the Metropolitan Board of Works.

10. In this bye-law the word ‘ street’ shall be interpreted
to apply to and include any highway (except the carriage-
way of any turnpike-road), and any road, lane, footway,
square, court, alley, passage, or mews, whether a tho-
roughfare or not, and a part of any such highway, road,
lane, footway, square, court, alley, passage, or mews."

The Bjre-Law is to be discussed ou Monday,
the 9th inst. by a committee of the whole
Board. Although at present but a proposition,

we have printed it in full, that such of our
readers as are interested may have the oppor-
tunity, should they desire, to communicate their

views to the Board. The requirement of two
entrances in the case of every street or mews,
no matter how wide it may be, the full width
of such street, and open from the ground up-
wards, although unquestionably desirable, will

be found a hardsliip.

WANT OB EMPLOYMENT EOK BUILD-
ING OPEBATIVES.

We give insertion to another letter in reply

to "T. L. D.”:—
Sir,—

F

or the last teu years, a society of car-

penters and joiners have been subscribers to yonr
paper, aud during that time have put up with much
unpalatable matter, but perhaps none more so than

that which appeared in your impression of the 2'ith

ult. from your correspondent, “T. L. D,”
Tbe first impulse of their indignatiou was to dis-

continue taking in the Builder;* but the better

course adopted was to reply to your correspondent,

and show that his “ hard truths ” appear falsehoods

to us.

With regard to the first “ great cause ” of the

scarcity of employment, namely, tbe high price of

capital, we, as a class, do not know anything about
it

;
but what we arc sure of is this, that there arc

thousands of able and willing hands ready to build

houses; and we are equally sure that tliere are as

many thousands of operatives who are almost house-
less, or pent up in such crowded, ill-couditioned

houses, that really they are not worthy the name of

home.

And yet this sad state of things is brought about
by the “ pernicious influences of trades unions.”
Is it so? Well, let us see! We are told that we
must “ confonn to the times,” and accept work at a

lower rate of wages, without slopping to inquire into

the injustice we should commit on our fellow-work-

men who were iu employ at full wages, or the con-

sequences of giving to unscrupulous cmployerB the

power to estimate for work to be done at ten or fifteen

per cent, less than the more conscientious ones
would do.

Suppose we accept the lower rate of wages, and
'

wait “till more prosperous times they arrive, and '

the more independent apply for full wages : what is
j

the result ? " Oh, no !
” (experience tells us) “ we

couldn’t think of such a thing: if we grant it to you, I

others will require it.” Of course they would, and i

have an undoubted right to it, which we can prove.

AVhat is the consequence? Men combine, aud de-

]

maud it. AVliat else could they do? Individually)

they are powerless
;
but the many refusing to work

,

upon such aud such conditions, is at once simple and
;

effectual, and tbe employers are harassed aud annoyed
I

imtil they comply. Then comes the fierce outcry ou
|

* Very sensible and fair, certainly. Those who happen to I

think with “ T. L. D.” may, on like ground, have the same im- !

pulse as tbe society in question, on reading what follows. Thus, ^

it would seem, that seeking to hold the scales with au impartial
i

band, aud allowing both sides to be heard, is the sure way to be
'

abused by all. We yield to none in desire to advance the iu- I

terests aud better the condition of the working classes of this

country. I

the injustice and madness of the working classes,

taking the insane advantage of a little prosperity to

destroy all the hopes and calculations of the great
contractor, and lamenting the sad necessity of the
capitalist taking his capital to a land where the laws
are more stringent, aud the operatives more sub-
missive.

Trades unions, as your correspondent would have
us believe (and I now write more precisely in refer-

ence to our own branch of the building trade), do not
in reality exist. “ A society man ” is the exception,

and not the rule, in builders’ employ
;
and those steps

that have been made in the advance of wages’ move-
incut, or for shortening the duration of the honrs of

labour, have been the result of spontaneous organiza-

tion, which has decayed with the success or failure of

the object they sought. But if the demauds are not
founded in justice, it is impossible tliey can be main-
tained. And we assert that the advance of wages
was a necessity arising out of the progressive iucrease

in the price of provisions; and wc totally deny that

it makes “ labour more costly,” because the improve-
ments in machinery have kept pace with the advance
of wages

;
aud with the assistance of machinery,

employers can produce a larger amount of work for

less money than they could when workmen’s wages
were lower. And is your correspondent to employ
his superior education and position iu inducing us to

excel the policeman iu respectability on the smallest

possible amount of wages? But we reply, that the

policeman’s superior decency and behaviour is not
the result of his superior intelligence or lower wages,

but to the rigid discipline and organization invented

by his employers. And who cares about the decency
and behaviour of the bricklajitr’s labourer, so long as

he can toil up the ladder with his hundred weight of

bricks ou his back? No, sir
;

it will be time enough,

for your correspondent to lecture us on the “per-
nicious influences of trades unions ” when we see

employers emulate each other in providing for the

welfare and happiness of those in their employ, in-

stead of amassing wealth, aud rivalling each other in

obtaining the largest amount of work at the least

possible cost.

On behalf of the “ Progressive ” Society of Opera-
tive Carpenters aud Joiners,

J. C. Arnaud, President.

THE NEW TOWN-HALL, BURSLEM.
The inauguration of the new town-hall at Burslcm

took place ou Wednesday in last week, when a ban-

quet was held iu it. The hall is an isolated building,

in the centre of the Market-place. Its fronts partake

of the same general character, but differ slightly in

detail
:
generally they are divided into two stages, the

lower one being battering and deeply “ rusticated,”

with arched windows, having covered jambs and
moulded sills. The upper story consists of pilasters

of the Corinthian order, grouped in couples, having
between them semi-circular headed windows. The
angles of these fronts have a detached column in lieu

of the ordinary square angle pilasters. The western

front has for its main feature au entrance porch, con-
sisting of au arched and groined carriage way. Above
this is a colonnaded portico, with its pillars grouped in

fours : from this a clock turret rises, the low'er stage

of which is supported by eight caryatides, and the

upper one formed by an octagon bell turret, orna-

mented with festoons of fruit aud flowers. The whole
is surmounted by a vane of wrought iron. The interior

contains iu the basement waiting-rooms for prisoners

of both sexes, a heating apparatus room, and a kitchen.

The ground floor has a corridor running from end to

end, communicating on the one side with the offices

of the surveyor and the town clerk. The board-room
is 20 feet wide by 29 feet long, furnished in oak and
green velvet, the chairs being in the form of those

used by the senate of ancient Rome, that of tbe chief

bailiff being supported by figures of Industry and In-

tegrity, aud surmounted by the arms of the town
painted on china. The news-room, 20 feet wide, and
27 feet long, is furnished in oak and green morocco.

On the opposite side of the corridor is the police

court, 60 feet long and 20 wide, fitted with dock and

bench of oak, and intended further to be decorated

with figures of the Angels of Justice and Mercy. The
remainder of this side is occupied by the apartments

of the hall-keeper and a private staircase to the

orchestra. The entrance-hall has two flights of stone

steps leading to the main hall. The main hall is

entered from this staircase by three doors, and is 50
feet wide and 80 feet long. The walls are panelled

by doubled Corinthian pilasters, as on the exterior,

and the whole picked out iu various colours. The
room is lighted in the evening by means of sunlights.

At the east end is an orchestra, capable of containing

about 100 performers, and an organ. The contractor

for the building was Mr. Robert Young, of Lincoln;
for the stone carving and modelling, for plaster and
iron work, Mr. Hugh Kirk, of London

; for the cast-
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iron woric Messrs Hard? andPadraore, r>f Worcester ;

^ spective shares in the merit of the submarine telegraph

for the furniture, Mr. Chapman, of Newcastle ; for duly apportioned.

the heating apparatus and gas-fittings, Mr. ^Vblte-
1

I'rom investigations it appeared, that without any

head of Preston The ehina door furniture was made direet trial m long subterranean or submarine wrres,

hv Messrs Ma^er, Brothers, and Blliot, of Dale but by reasoning on the known facts and measure-

Hall - and the 'iron-work for the vane by Messrs, ments regarding electric coudut-lioo through copper,

Skidmore, of Coventry. The modelling of the figure and electric induction acro^ solid insulators, there

of the vane and the carving of the caryatides, were by
,

were strong grounds for confidence, m expecting that

Mr. Wood, of Lichfield. The whole has been carried a message of twenty words would not require more

out under the surveillance of Mr. Ibdph Hales, the than seven minutes for its delivery, and that 200 such

surveyor to the Local Board, from the designs and messages could be sent during the day of twenty -four

under the superintendence of Mr. George T.llobinson. hours, througli suit a cable as was proposed to be

nfT.pnmmatnn ftrcbitcct ,

l^id across the Atlantic. There was even reason to

®
’

!
think that rate might be ultimately exceeded, by the

—
‘ perfecting of the system introduced by Mr. Whitc-

ON SUBMARINE ELECTRIC TELEGRAPHS, house.
, r

INSTITUTION or CIVIL KNOINEEUS. I

somc experiments t irough
_

a length of 1,000

_ T Ort.i 1 orr.u AT T V Rrnnt.1 “‘l^s of wirc, inadc with varying battery powers,

On January 20tli and ^7th, Mr. I. K. Brunei
pradnallv increased, bv successive additions, from

. ,1.. ,1,

™

Mr. -Wiiiilows uaner.
„i|, j„ times thirly-onc cells, there

was no sensible variation in the velocity of the

the chair, the discussion on Mr. Window’s paper,

“On Submarine Telegraphs,” occupied both evenings.
sHMsimc vanaim.

A deseriplion was Biyen of the two bods of sub-
to' be about

marine cables employed,—the simple cable, composed
second.

It was observed, that the statement of Professorof one wire in each non-conducting envelope, a certain
n, was ooserveo, iiiai me smuemeuL ui

number of them being laid down side by side, so that
different and distinct waves of elec-

in rase of a casualty occurring to one wire the others
5 q any long submarine con-

might bo made use of ;
and the compound cabk,

wherein a giren number of wires w-ero covered by one
researches of Mr. Whitehouse. ]u

envelope of iron wire. The recent caanallies occur-
^ ^ „

ling to tbeao cables were iliioted m support of the
jisiioctly heard after the

advantages offered by the simple cable
;

ns. in conse-
^ of 498

qiiencc. the Calais cable, which was of the cempouuil

kind, being torn asunder by the anchor of .a vessel
remarked that the subjeet under discussion

during the late gales there had ensued considerah c
i„,„,,ed t„„ principal ouestions, which should he dis-

inconvenience, until the transit of the messages could
scparntelv, namely, the mechanical one of

be arrangid by another route; whereas the simple
,gieldi„g, and' submerging the metallic

cables, although partially injured, had never ceased to
„,r rinririmi qoestion of transmitting

be capable of conveying messages.
^ through the same when laid. With regard

The chief point suggested for discussion was the
,1^,. grst it was shown tliat Mr. Werner Siemens,

difficulty of working, at a satisfactory rate, through
jjrrlin, discovered the non-conducting property of

length to treat upon the subject of hoarJs and scaffolds,

and then says,
—

‘ Projections over public ways hav©

given the commission their usual amount of trouble

during the past year, and although convictions of

offenders have sometimes ensued, still projections over

public ways remain a difficult snbject of management,

and are, in ray opinion, likely to become more so. I

can only see one remedy for it—which I am convinced

must be apjilied at a future day—the entire prevention

of all projections over the public way within certain

limits as to height.’
”

such a length of cable as that now being constructed

to connect Europe with America. There was reason

to believe that the effects of tlie phenomena of indue-

gutta percha in 1846 ; and that iu the spring of 1847.

he proposed to the Prussian Government the establish-

ment of underground line wires, coated with that
, , , .

^
, V

1 t ' I mem. oi uiiueigiouLiu luie »>in.o, .v »

Lon and retardation were exaggerated, ihe electrical
In the autumn of that vear an experi-

conditions of an underground wire emneffied wiUi
jnental line of 20 miles iu length, from Gros Bercu

those of a submarine wire. The first English under-
:

completed, and was found to work so

ground line of any importance coated with gutta
s,jccessfaliy, that in the years 1848-9, about 3,000

percha was that laid by the Maguetic Company in
^

system. In March, 1848,

1851, between Liverpool and Manchester.
_ |

percha

Some lime since Mr. Charles Bright, m coujiinc-
' ij„^er machine, were submerged

lion with Mr. mitehouse, had made some expen- !

.^ of establishing

ments through 2,000 miles of wire, connected so as
> electric communication between the shore and

to form a continuous circuit.termiuating at both ends
-ts in the deep channel, and this was

in the eartli. Intermediate instriimenls were placed
, jjggerted to be the first attempt ever made to establish

at each loop, to lest the thorough action of the elec-
;

communications. It was suggested that

trical waves through the entire length, and signals
' pj,ssage of an electric wave through a cable might

were clearly defined at a rate of ten to twelve words
ajicderatcd to ncarlv four times its natural velocity,

per minute. Two large induction coils, three feet in
; returning the current through a second in-

length, excited by a powerful “ Grove battery of instead of through the

fifty pint cells, but connected for quantity in seta of
The present successful submarine cables were

ten. were used to generate the currents, winch were
^ combination of a perfectly insulated wire, contained

very powerful. T’''ora all that had been shown in the
i ^vives, rmining iu a

paper, it was contended that no difficulty was likely
loDgituJiuallv spir.d direction. The invention of this

to arise in working from Ireland to Newfoundland i

claimed for Mr. Edward Hightou,

that could not be effectually dealt with.
| audiority of a judgment stated to have been

It was observed that, allhoiigh Mr. Crampton’s
, Imperiale de Paris, and it was

name had been prominently mentioned, in conncdiDn
1 fp^f ^hc Solicitor-General for England con-

with the first successful and permanent applicarion of
i ^pjg opinjo„. Although gutta percha, when

submarine cables, he did not in any w.iy chum the
; tpe earth and acted upon uuder peculiar

merit of the invention, and was most anxious to bring
^.^^3 g^pj^ct to decay, yet, as far as

forward the legitimate claims to priority of all those
|

experience had goue, sea water seemed to be a

who had made the investisatioDS upon which
! preservative of that gum Ti -w-na siin-rr^sfcd that the•who had made the investigations upon

system was based, and to give their share of merit to

all who had co-operated with him, in the actual opera-

tion of laying down the first working cable. The in-

vention, or discovery, resulted in fact from the com-

bined investigations and eipcrimeiits of several gentle-

men, as had been obsen'cd iu the paper
;
and, iu

corroboration of this, a tracing was exhibited of a

drawing made for Professor \\'faeatstone in 1840,

showing the submarine cable iu its details of con-

struction, insulated by tarred j'<iru and covered witli

iron wire
;
and the mode of laying down and picking

up was also shown. There could not be any doubt of

the authenticity of the drawing, and it was known

that Liitwiche, who made it, went to Australia in

1841, and had not since been in tliis country. It

•was alwavs said of him that he had aided Professor

Wheatstone iu working out the mechanical details of

the proposed system of submarine telegraphs, stated

hy the professor, before a Parliamentary committee,

to be practicable.

The names of Mr. Wollaston, an early labourer in

the field,— of Messrs. IVilkios and 'Weatberly, who

attended to the machinery for constructing the cable,

—of Mr. Newall, who made the cable,—of Mr.

Stathara, who effected the gutta percha insulation,

—

of Messrs. Davis and Ciuiipbell, solicitors, to whose

energy and confidence the ultimate success was so

greatly due, — and of Mr. Brett, whose indomitable

perseverance had kept the subject constantly before

the public, were successively mentioned, and their rc-

It was suggested that the

conducting wire of a subtcrrancau or submarine tele-

graph might be protected from oxidation or decay at

any poiurof leakage, by means of an electric current.

DANGEROUS STRUCTURES UNDER
THE METROPOLITAN BUILDING ACT.

In Mr. Haywood’s last annual Report to the

Commissioners of City Sewers, be says, under

the head of “ Dangerous Structures ” ;

—

“lathe year 1855 the Amended Metropolitan

Building Act placed the control of ruinous buildings

with the commission. I'jion the 1st of January,

1856, the Act became operative. The commission

imiiicdiately organised the system of carrying the

provisions of the Act into effect
;
and, throughout the

year, their transaelious, consequent upon this addi-

tional poiver, have largely increased their business.

During the year 1856 the number of structures

reported upon by surveyors appointed by the commis-

sion was 286, the number of cases heard belore

magistrates was 24, the number of buildings shored

up during the year was 150, the uumber of cases

certified by the surveyors as being completed was 170.

Almost the first cases dealt with by the commission

were the most pruiuincnt of those structures which

had been shored up previously to 1856, and had been

long standing nuisances. I may mention Nos. 98 and

99, Ctieapsidc. The engineer then proceeds at some

NEW HOSPITAL AND OTHER BUILDINGS
AT ADELAIDE.

The new hospital at Adelaide (South Australia),

or ratlicr, a portion of the final edifice, has now been

erected, and, by last accounts, was shortly to super-

sede the old hospital. The new building is in the

Italian style of architecture, and is said to unite

excellent internal arrangements with a handsome

exterior. Its extreme length from east to west is

196 feet, and its depth from north to south 108 feet.

The elevation is 38 feet, and the area covered by it is

1,277 square yards, or about a quarter of an acre.

It contains four large wards, two upstairs and two

below, 56 feet long by 30 feet wide, each capable of

containing at least twenty beds. There are, in addi-

tion, twenty-three rooms on the ground-fioor, in-

cluding two commodious accident wards, and an

operating theatre, surgeon’s rooms, committee-room,

drug-store, bath-room, dispensary, and apartments

for wardsmen and nurses. On the upper floor there

arc sixteen rooms besides the wards, with every

necessary accommodation for washing, &c. and con-

veniences for isolating patients. The upper floor is

reached by three staircases, built of Sydney cedar,

with balustrades of Singapore cedar, which lead to

two corridors, 36 feet and 44 feet long, respectively.

On the ground-floor there are two corridors, the main

one being 124 feet, and the minor 60 feet long, and

there is also a verandah extending for 60 feet. The

building is furnished with a system of ventilating

pipes. IVater is supplied to all the rooms. The

centre of the building, as complete, is snrmouuted by

a square tower 64 feet in height, enclosing a tank

capable of containing 1,500 gallons of water. Imme-

diately behind the centre are the kitchens, but they

are not yet complete. The fault of the building

appears to be, that the portion which will be the

centre of the complete hospital is too low, and much

out of keeping with the rest of the structure; a

defect which is said to appear the more striking from

the altitude of the tower above the rest of the edifice.

With this qualification, the new hospital is regarded

as a creditable production. The architect is Mr.

Edward Hamilton, and the builder, Mr. Earr. The

total cost of the building is, we understand, 10,000f.

The more recent buildings of this city, fortunately,

give promise of an abandonment of the gaol style of

building
;
and, even in two or three story houses,

says a local auihoiity, flights of stairs arc now seldom

omitted. ' There is the Supreme Court, an imposing-

looking structure
;
the Bank of Australia, both im-

posing and elegant; the cliapel in Pirie-street, with,

an agreeable appearance, not often seen in so young n

country. These, indeed, show that there is some

taste iu the colony, and the most recent dwelling-

houses make a nearer approach to convenience and

comfort than any that have preceded them. The

Legislative Council-chamber is a pretty building, be-

cause it is a copy of a picturesque town-hall in one of

the Midland Counties of England. The Police Bar-

racks and Armoury, whatever may be their internal

arrangements, are bare and unsightly in the extreme-

The Lunatic Asylum is inteuded to be an elegant

Gothic building—but its harsh and attenuated pro-

portions, and narrow windows, give it a gaol-like and

close appearance.”

RECENT PATENTS.*

1577. Joseph Adshead, Manchester.— neio

JpnlicalioTt of a known Material to he used as a

Suhstittdfifor Plustering.Painiing, Papering, White-

washing, and Colouring. Dated 5th July, 1856.—

This invention consists in the use or employment of

the painted or distempered and varnished fabrics

known as oil baize or oil clotb, as a substitute lor

plastering, painting, paperhanging, whitewashing,

and colouring houses, ships, &c.

1537. E. G. Sanders, Poole, Dorset.

—

Manufac-

ture of Ornamental Floor and other Tiles, Bricks,

Slabs, and other similar Articles. Dated Ist July,

1866.—This invention consists in making the above

articles of pulverised clay in various colours or de-

signs, to render them applicable to decorative and

ornamental purposes, by combining pulverised clay

of different colours in such manner that the mauui

factiired articles will have a variegated or ornamental

• From tte Ens;in<eT.
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appearance given to them by the particular arrangc-

meut of the materials.

157-i. Louis Coisnides, Trafalgar-sipiare, London.
— Cementing and JJniiing together Plain or

OrnamentaL Surfaces of Glass, or i/i Uniting

Surfaces of Glass to Surfaces of Metal or
other Ma'teridl. Dated 4tii July, 1856.—The
transparent cementing composiiions or solutions arc

operated upon in an air-tight and air-exhausted

apparatus, iulo which the materials to be united are

placed after the lon'aet surfaces have been coated.

Cement No. 1 is composed of four parts of gnm dtimar,

or other transparent gums or resins, mixed with one
part of spirits of turpentine or other solvents. Cemeut
No, 3 is composed of one part gelatine, one part sugar,

and eight parts water. No. 3 cemeut is composed of

four parts gelatine, one part sugar, four ])arts water,

and 1-lGth part of creosote, thoroughly mixed and
incorporated together.

1605. Henry PAOit, Whiteohapel-road, London.

—

Ornamenting or Decorating Glass. Dated Sth July,

1850.—The designs with which the surface of glass

number of towns, still the places having such advan-
tages only amount in the aggregate to about 3,000

;

and if the po|)ulation returns be examined, it will be
found that, although the principal towns have been
especially cared for in the establishment of the rail-

way system, there are yet nearly 5,000 towns or

villages without a railway station, and in the majority

of instauces without even the “ shaky omnibus ” so

graphically described by Mr. Lockwood.
I’hcre are many towns to and from which even a

tramroad would he an unprofitable speculation, but
there are also a great number of towns which would
only to be too glad to avail themselves of tram-
roads, and to contribute a considerable portion of the
required cost of laying down to bring themselves
within rcgulir and certain communication with the
main line of the nearest railway; and I think it only
requires a comprehensive plan to be submitted for

consideration, to meet with approval, and ultimate
adoption. The old saying of “ Heaven helps those
who help themselves ” would apply in this particular

instance
;
and (hose towns which are now in a com-

is to be ornameuted or decorated are cut on blocks
[

paratively isolated state, by adopting a proper system
with a raised surface, after the manner of blocks used

|

of horse railways, might emerge from their isolation,
in calico-printing, paper-staining, &c. Or the designs

j

and, by re-couuection with the maiu stream of com-^
are cut out of thiu metal (or other material), as in

|

muuication, rub otf the rust accumulated by partial
steucilling. If cut on blocks, the blocks are dipped

]

uon-assoe-iation, and become valuable feeders^ and
and receive the colour from a sieve or roller as in

!
part and parcel of a system in a secondary, if not

paper-staitiicig. If cut out in metal or other plates,

the colour is applied with a brush, aud may be applied

at once to the surface of the glass after it is prepared.

1621. D. W. Hayden, Glasgow.

—

Fastenings for

able to attain a primary positiou. C. W. K.

33oofe£5 iicmbctl.

Windoio-shullers.—Dated 9th July, 1850, but not mr /-it j t U
proceeded witli.-Iiistcod of loose mid eoraiilei !

•
<*. ^lustcod of loose and com])lex

fastenings the present inventiou provides for the
obtainment of conijdele security by means of details,

which are always retained in their place, and can
never be mislaid or lost, whilst the acts of fastening or

unfastening are simfde and almost automatic,

Imks of England ; joilh (he Criminal Law of
England, a Eictionarg of Law Terms, ^c.
SevcEtecnth edition, extended and corrected
throughout. London: Longman aud Co. 1857.

The Cabinet Laxvi'eii ” is so standard and
1576. Jfn’s Foss, Manchester.—Cutting

|

well known a work for popular use, and so useful
Dated 5th July, 1856, but not proceeded a book to keep people out of difficulties, that

ri,„ id V
'

' ” Ti "• d
,
", “i

• ‘‘ is ™>.y requisite here to record another proof
the edges which are made plain or iiideiiteJ according I

rrf T>r.ro,,iL. *• i
• I.,!

lo the n»l„re ,.f tlie i„ l,„ 7 I

pupuiur eslimatioe namely, the issue of the

bought by Sir William Cockayne, ancestor of the
Lords Cullen. It is to the marriage-feast of Bryan,
the second Viscount, that the familiar legend belongs!
He had been betrothed, at the age o"f sixteen, to
Elizabeth Treutham, a great heiress, but had, while
travelling abroad, formed an attachment to an Italian

lady of rank, whom he afterwards deserted for his

first betrothed. While the wedding-party were
feasting in the great hall at Rushton, a strange car-
riage, drawn by six horses, di-ew up, and forth stepped
a dark lady, who, entering the hall and seizing a
goblet, ‘ to punish his falsehood and pride,’ drank
perdition to the bridegroom, and having uttered a
curse upon his bride, in stronger language than we
care lo chrouicle, to the effect that she should live in

wretcheduess aud die in want, disappeared to be traced
no further. The curse was iu a great measure ful-

filled. She became a beauty of Charles 1 1.'s court,

was painted with less than his usual allowance of

drapery by Sir Peter Lely, twice gave an asylum to

Monmouth in the room at llushtou still called the
‘Duke’s Room,’ and, as might be inferred, living un-
happily with her husband, died, notwithstanding her
enormous fortune, in comparative penury, at Kettering,

at a great age, as late as 1713.”

to the nature of the substances to be operated upon
riiese two blades are brought in contact with one

;

seventeenth edition. Por masters and workmen,
icb are urougni in couiact wun one i n j i . , • , , ,

^

mother, or nearly so, they being passed between two '

^^“9/ords and tenants, inventors and patentees,

lairs of adjustable rollers, placed the one pair above,
sanitary reformers, business^ people m general,

md at a convenient distance from, a table or support
or the niaterial that is to be cut, aud the other pair

mder the said table. The blades are stretched over

and a liost of others, this is one of the most

^

valuable books of reference possible. Besides all
' that is indicated slightly in the title as here

wo pulleys, the one pulley above the top set of ' it contains assessed tax tables, stamp and
.'oUers, and the other under the bottom set. house duties, cost fees and charges in the
Vs the two blades arc cutting in opposite dircctioos, I

superior and county courts, &c.
;
and the present

•y against one another, it will be seen that the mate-
!

edition, besides being enlarged and revised,
against the edges of the blades, will

! contains the statutes and le^al decisions to
Michaelmas term, 19tb aud '20tli v ictoria. Special
reference should be made, or attention drawn, to
a useful section ontlie working classes, friendly,

iudustrial, provident, and loan societies, &c.

>e acted upou in a manner similar to that produced

y a pair of shears or scissors,

R.VTLWAYS ON COMMON ROADS.
1 I lUVE read with much pleasure the able letter of
lour correspondent, ” Joseph Lockwood,” andentitled
1 Railways on Cummuu Roads and, as it is a subject
i'hich I have had under my consideration for some
rears, I venture to trouble you with a few remarks.
I am glad to lind that some atlcutiou has been de-

eoted to this matter, and that our continental neigli-

iDurs are really awake to the fact that large lines
equire feeders, and that they are using legitimate
aeans to increase their traffic, and develop the

V.UHOIIUM.

The Qaarter/g contains a long and interesting
article on “The History and Antiquities of
Nortlunnptoiishire, with Suggestions for County
Histories.” Speaking of the picturesque old
mauor-liouses of the county, the writer gives the
following notice of Sir Thomas Tresham :

—

“ Sir T'horaas Tresham, the builder of the trian-

gular lodge at Rushton,* appears to have been the
WBources of the districts through which they run. I

’ architectural Diiraudus of his day, aud in his ‘ New
n convinced that an arrangement of this sort is one

!

Building ’ at Lieveden has left another no less fanci-
cuch required in this country, and that even if the

j

ffih but more utilitarian work of constructive sym-
cecutives of the maiu lines do not examine and

|

bolisni. This carious building is iu the form of a
eke up the subject, probably, wheu public attention Greek cross, with projecting bows at each limb;
18 been called to its advantages in your valuable
leper, something may yet be done, either with or
hthout their assistance.

I[lf the outlying towns become awake to the fact
Eat they, by a moderate outlay, may embrace the
'avantages of raibvay communication eveu iu a luodi-
l .d shape, you may rest assured it will not be long
oifore some inquiry be made into the advantages aud
ipabilities of “ tramways,” and easy travelling, over
rairampeJ busses” (sometimes not loo clean) aud
eeertuin aecoinmodation, or, in eight cases out of
.i, on your arrival at the station per train, you find
il alternative but to leave your luggage and make use
J8 nature’s "locomotive,” or to be politely fleeced
Cider the guise of special hiring.
diMthough the towns in the United Kingdom
iiiving railway stations are numerous

;
and

*

11131
,

lijisideriug the network of railways now spread over
bglaiid and Scotland, it would appear to a casual
:iqnirer that ample accommodation was provided, and
ut there was little room lor any auxiliary stations,
ircareful exatninaliou will at once convince that a
J ie field is open to carry into eminently pi-actical
riBration a system ol intercommunication, as suggested
poiyour receut impression. The beuefit of station
iffiommodatiou has been directly extended to a trreat

roimd the whole house ruu bauds containing the
sacred monogram, the instruments of the Pussiou, aud
invocations to our Lord aud the Blessed Virgin.
There can be little doubt of its destiuation to domestic,
not, as is usually asserted, monastic purposes

; and it

seems to alTurd an admirable, though expensive model,
for a middle-sized house. It owes its present forlorn
coudition to the same party of Cromwell’s soldiery
that ransacked Nicholas Ferrar’s house at Little Gid-
diug. The market-house at Rothwcll, never finished,
and inadequately restored in 1827, is another monn-
ment of Tresham’s architectural taste, aud, if we may
trust the inscription rimuiiig round it

—

nihil pr,eler
bonum commune queesivit, nihilprater deeusperenne
amicoruni—M his public spirit aud private friend-

ship
;
the arms of ninety families of the county form

the cornice. A fine alabaster monument, unique as

to costume, now removed from the destroyed church
of St. Peter’s to All Saints’, Rushton, represents Sir
Thomas in the robes of Prior of the Order of St.

John of Jerusalem. There can be little doubt iu

assigning to him the main part of Ruj-htoa Hall, the
fine screen of which is a famed example of the Eliza-

bethan style. From the Treshams the estate was

“The Monthly Review” (Mitchell), the new
volume of which is to incluile political articles

occasionally, contains a discriminating paper on
the Soulages Collectioo, urging, properly, that
“ iu the present we must do present things

;

we must work for present uses with modern
appliances aud advanced scientific light.” The
writer, however, is too good-natured to the
piesent, wheu he suggests that a walk through
the collection shows “ the great advance in

most particulars of similar arts aud productions
of our own days.” In the majority of the de-

partments the very reverse ought to be the
impression given, “TheBoardsof Healthaud
Burial Boards Officers’ Pocket Almanac aud Guide
forlSoZ,” has appeared (Knight, Fleet-street,

publisher by authority to the Board). Besides
other matter to be found in almanacs generally,

it contains lists of the members of the Metropo-
litan Board of Works and General Board of

Health, an article on Sanitary legislation aud
progress during 1856, a list of burial boards
aud of places under the Public Health Act, with
names of officers, population of districts, &c.
From the article on Sanitary legislation and
progress, it appears that during uie last three
years, sanctions for necessary works of water
supjilyaud drainage to the extent of 1,600,000/,
have been granted, being more than half a million

sterling beyond the amount granted during the

preceding 5:^ years, namely 1,056,000/.——
“The Literary and Scientific Register and
Almanac for 1857,” by J. AV. G. Gutch,
M.R.C.S.L., late Foreign Service Queen’s Mes-
senger, and dedicated to H.R.II. the Prince
Consort (Bogue, lleet-street), appears to be
oue of the most generally useful of the host of
almanacs now published. It contains an exten-
sive mass of condensed matter relative to scien-

tific, art, and literary subjects, in very small
compass, and bound up as a handy little pocket-
book. “The Post Magazine Almanac and
Insurance Directory for 1857,” is a well-esta-

blished aud a useful sixpenny almanac, this

being the sixteenth yearly issue : it is published

by Mr. Pateinau, at the “ Post Magazine” office,

Wine-office Court, Fleet-street, and contains,

besides the more permanent matter, lists of

projected Assurance Associations, and notices

of Assurance Office changes, up to the time of

publication. InthecurrentAV/wiwr^^ Review,

besides an able aud kindly notice of Mr. Fer-

gusson’s “ Handbook of Architecture,” there is

an article on Human Longevity, interesting to

sanitary reformers. The writer will not assent

to the doctrine that a century is the natural

terra of human longevity; but admits “that

individual habits may be made to contribute

much to the healthy prolongation of life; and

Ave can affirm,” he adds, “ with assurance, that

these habits are such as best accord with the

happiness, dignity, and higher destinies of our

species.”

Stained Glass Windows in South Wales.

—

With reference to the stained glass windows executed

for the church of Laufair-Nantgwyn, in South AVales,

and mentioned in our last, we are asked to say that

the cartoons Avere designed and prepared by Mr. Alfred

Bell, as they were also for some of the windows at

Aberporth.
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Damage to Buileings.—At the County Court,

Bolton, last week, Air. Thomas Lane sought tore-

cover 20A as damages done to a house in Bndgeman-

place, Bolton, by the defendants, Moses Kirk and

Thomas Brown, erecting a warehouse adjoining his

premises. In sinking for foundations they bad gone

about 5 feet below the scullery foundation of the

plaintiff’s house, consequently it was necessary to

“ underpin ” it ;
but recently it had become damaged

by the foundations giving way from an engine gearing

being connected to the wall. The judge, after going

through the evidence, directed a verdict to be pen
for nominal damages. A verdict was accordingly

given for one shilling, with common costs. A notice

of appeal was given against the decision.

Accommodation at the AIansion House,

London. — Recent investigations at the Alausion

House Lave more clearly proved the inconve-

niences resulting from want of accommodation in

the place, and its remarkable inaptitude for the transac-

tion of the public business. There is but one room

appropriated for numerous affidavits and declarations

made by merchants, bankers, and others, and, when

witnesses are required to be out of court, they are

crowded into one room, by no means large enough.

The small room allotted to the chief clerk has been,

on each occasion, occupied by the gaolers and con-

victs. It is believed to be the only police-court in

London in which such meagre accommodation is

given, and Captain M’illiams, the Government In-

spector of Prisons, is said to have severely con-

demned it.

Architects’ Bills.—In the sittings atNisiPrius,

at "Westminster, before Air. Baron Bramwcll and

Common Juries, on Thursday in last week, Air. Lee,

an architect and surveyor, sued the solicitor to the

officers of the parish of Epsom, for 49/. for work done

on his order. The plea in defence was, never in-

debted. The plaintiff’s case was, that in 1852 a new

valuation of Epsom was made by Mr. Penfold, and a

poor-rate made on that valuation. That rate, how-

ever, was appealed against by the gas company, the

owner of the Grand Stand, and another. Air. Pen-

fold was instructed by the defendant to find an archi-

tect and surveyor to confirm his own vuluations, and ,

_ , , . s :.i. i

he accordingly communicated with the plaintiff, who the signification of the present judgment, and withoii

valued the properties, and it was for the time and any other formaldy. eondcmns them personally, by all

labour erpeided ia so doing that the present action Ibe means provided by law, and even under pam of im-

was brought. It was also said, on the part of the pnsonment, to pay the sura of d.OOO.OOOf. instead of

plaintiff, that bis charge was a fair and reasonable I the said restitution
;
declares the connter-actioii of Fox,

one. The defendant’s case wras that he was not per- ' Henderson, and Co. unfounded, dismisses it, and con-

sonally liable, but that the parish officers were, who
|

demus them to all the costs.

were his employers. The parish officers had not
[

?^ew Carpet • weaving Irocess. Air. T.

disputed their liabilitv to the plaintiff’s claim, but
i

AVheeler, of Leicester, lias patented a new weaving

had refused to pay it, as it was considered by them to process, and has it in_ extensive operation at the

be excessive. The jury found a verdict for the plaintiff Abbey Alills. The principal features m which the

for the amount claimed; and the Judge gave the method differs from that once universally employed

defendant leave to move the court upon "the question has been described to us as follows; Instead of

I

wives introduced m tlie ordinary manner, a bar with

Boiler Explosions.—From the second annual re- ^ double row of hooks, and a knife w-orking between

port of the Association for preveiiling Boiler Explo- them, is suspended over the fabric, the hooks taking

sions and Economising Steam, lately published ill the up each separate warp-thread as brought up by the

Jlechanics’ Magazine, it appears that there are now ' Jacquard, and holding it perpendicularly on the face

462 members in the Association with 1,301 boilers of the work, until the loops are cut by the action of

in use. 193 members with 458 boilers having been the knife. A pile of any depth required is thus pro-

added since last report. During the past year, 2.216
' duced, as well as a speed, a uniformity, and an even-

visits have been made, and 1,456 boilers examined by dcss of surface not attainable by any methods ordi-

thc chief and sub-inspectors. These visits disclosed
,

narily used. The effect is said to be excellent.

THE BUILDER.

Action for Repairs, Uncompleted from

Trade Union Intf,rference.— At the Grimsby

County Court, in the course of last month, ^ ship-

bnildcr, Mr. Kectley, sued the owner of a M hitby

vessel Air. Isaac Alills, for payment of 40/. odds, for

repairs in dock at Grimsby. The owner had in-

structed one of Air. Keetley’s foremen to send car-

penters on board, who accordingly proceeded to repair

the vessel, but left her on understanding that the

ou-ner had a dispute with the AVhitby carpenters the

repairs being uncompleted, and the vessel in a dan-

gerous state was sent up the river to have the work

finished. Air. Keetley refusing to employ his appren-

tices, who threatened rather to go to jail than obey

his orders. The coimty court judge, in summing up,

said that there was no contract proved, and that

“ Air. Keetley could not force either his men or his

apprentices to work. And he had done all he reason-

ably could iiudev the circumstances. The vessel was

better by the amount of repairs done to her, and would

cost that araouDt less when she was taken to com-

plete and as none of the charges in the amount

claimed were disputed, he should leave it to the jury

to consider their verdict. After retiring for a short

period, the jury returned a verdict for the plaintiff for

the amount claimed.

The Docks Napoleon Company v. Fox, Hen-

DF.RSON, AND Co.—The Tribunal of Commerce at

P.aris have given judgment in two actions, ini\hicli

Alessvs. Fox, Henderson, and Co. were respectively

the plaintiffs and the defendants, and their opponents

were the Docks Napoleon Company. The judgment

is a lengthened document, but the conclusion is to the

effect that Alessrs. Fo.x, Henderson, and Co. and the

directors of the dock company, Alessrs. Cusin,

Legendre, and Duchene de A'ere, with whom they

had arranged for the construction of tlie docks for

24.000,000f. on a secret understanding that the

directors should have l,800,000f. commission, were

equally blameable, and their secret transaction was

therefore declared to be “ null and void, and of no

effect, as stained with fraud {eniache defraude)

the tribunal “condemns the defendants [Messrs. Fox,

Henderson, and Co.] to restore to Torchet, Picard,

and Labot, in the quality of directors, the 32,000

dock shares they have unduly received
;
and in the

event of their not doing so within a fortnight from

fFEB. 7 ,
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candles ;
the straws being previously steeped in a

solution of borax to ensure the construction of the

wick (as in the case of composite and other candles

which require no snuffiog) •. the straw would supply

a stream of air, equally with the metal pipe or tube,

fixed to the candlestick. The suggested improve-

ments sent occurred to me some three or four years

ago
;
and very soon after I saw an account of the

same principle being in use in Russia, in the serial

called “ Household Words.” The writer there ex-

pressed his surprise that it had not made its way to

this country; and, after being published m that

popular miscellany, it seems strange that no one has

attempted to introduce it in this country.—Ax
UNEMPLOYED ClERK.

The Turner AVater-Colours, about 100, are

now exhibited at Alarlborough House. They consist

chiefly of the drawings from the Liber Stucliorum;

of the well-known series of drawings called “ English

Rivers;” of those which illustrate the course of the

Seine- and of the drawings for the vignettes to

Rogers’s “Italy.” These, with the landscapes of

Edinburgh, painted in the year 1800, the "Capture

of Fort Bard,” in 1805 ;

“ Ivy-bridge,” also an early

drawing
;
and “ Folkestone,” wiU be found to exhaust

the number specified.

The Swansea College Competition.—In 1848

was awarded to me the second premium of 15 guineas,

in competition for designs for the Normal College,

Swansea. I have just received the second instalment

from the secretary, after corresponding with him

during the whole of the intervening period, accom-

panied with law proceedings, and finally issuing a

m-it against him. You may recollect, the first de-

sign chosen was not executed
;
I was never applied

to ;
my drawings were retained, with the under-

standing that in all probability they would be carried

out for the purposes of an agricultiival college in the

district, of which 1 have since heard nothing. Per-

haps the above may prove useful to some of your

readers, and may procure some explanation.

R. H. Potter.

TENDERS
For coverofl market, Tunstall. Mr Q-. T. Robinson,

architect. Tenders for builder’s work :

—

Outer

Walls,

faced

with

Common

Brick.

Add

for

Dressed

Brick

Facing.

Deduct

for

Old

Materials

on

Site.

Total.

Robinson
Hardwick ..

Avilkinson ..

Batty
Chapman*

£. 3. d.

5101 U 5

4792 0 0
4471 0 5?

•1563 19 10

4100 0 0

£. 8. d.

75 0 0
40 1 3

176 17 7

55 5 £

70 0 0

£. s. d.

350 0 0

150 0 n
•100 0 0

350 0 0
470 0 0

£. 8. d.

4826 14 3
4688 1 3

4274 18 d
4269 5 4

3700 0 0

that 143 boilers, or nearly ten per cent, of the whole,

were in a dangerous condition. Thirty-one boilers

Improvement in Candle Lamps and Candles.

-I send you some suggested improvements in the

have exploded during the last year, causing the loss
! apparatus connected with artificial light, which I

of fifty-eight lives, anil serious injuries to upwards of
| believe practicable and important, as ensuring us a

seventy persons, but no explosion occurred on works
! better means of illumination than any at present io

belonging to members of this Association. Surcharged use, with the exception of gas. First, as to the

steam is said to be a frequent cause ofsuch explosions.

“ Big Ben.”-—lu the section of the AVestminster

Clock-towcr, given in your number of last week. Big
Ben is shown suspended in the most sensible way
possible, that is, by a single bolt passed through his

central top. Permit me to suggest, that a suitable

number of small spherical rollers be introduced be-

tween the collar of the bolt and the inside of the

crown : the rollers may be kept equidistant, by a

simple carriage made to receive their axis. Key a

ring of teeth, or wheel, into the flanch of the neck, on

the top of the bell : attach a screw or worm gearing

into the ring of teeth, and furnished with a capstan

head into the under side of the beam, from which the

candle: this is to be made with a hollow aperture or

canal ruuning through it, its entire length
;
and to

effect this it will be necessary for the moulds to have

running down their centre a circular piece or pipe of

metal, attached to the mould by a cross-piece of

metal at the end where the tallow or other compo-

sition is poured in. This will thus form a hollow or

pipe throughout. The candlestick is to be so con-

structed that, besides the socket (which need not be

deep) there shall run from the centre of it a hollow

metal pipe (of some kind that will stand heat well).

The hollow of the caudle will then cofrespoud with

the metal pipe of the candlestick, which will feed the

flame with a stream of atmospheric air,—acting on

* Accepted.

for ironrounders’ work :

—

Cochrane, Dudley £2,SOO 0

Bc'vley, Uttoxetcr 2,250 0

Hardwick, Birmingham 2,074i 18

Handyside, Derl>y 1,981 0

Horsley and Co. Tipton l,95i} 0

Fetherstnn. Manchester 1,932 0
Perry, Bilston 1,876 0

TVliiteheiid, Preston 1,830 0

Haywood, Derby 1,760 0

Chapman, Newcastle (accepted) 1,750 0

For the erection of show-rooms and alterations at

Messrs. Porteous and Gregson’s, Walworth. Messrs.

WiUshire and Parris, architects. Quantities i'urnished by-

Mr. S. Field-.—

Edward Cock £1,07-1 0 0

Messrs. Lucas 1,030 0 0

Messrs. Brass and Son 1,012 0 0

John tVillson 095 0 0

E. B. Gammon 970 0 0

Wmiara Higgs 950 0 0

bell is suspended ; then a man standing on a suitable ' the same principle as the Argand lamp does, and also

platform will, with a lever, easily work the capstan,

and turn the bell. The rollers will greatly reduce

the friction, and, consequently, the labour of turning,

and also the objectionable twist on the central bolt.

The object of turning a bell is now too well known to

need explanation.* W. L. Baker, C. E.

* The screw msy be ioclined In order to suit s wheel, cost with
straight teeth. A precedent for this will be seen in Messrs,
Maudsla; and Field’s patent disconnecting apparatus for paddle-
wheels, which has been successfully used for many yeais in

OoTcmment iteam-sbipa.

ensuring stability of the position of the caudle, thus

doing away with the necessity of a deep socket,—

a

slightly-raised ledge being sufficient. The wick must
be circular, and spread round the air-tube. The
“spring” principle, as applied to the candle-lamps

already in use, must be used, because the pipe or air

tube would be necessarily a fixture. A commoner
candle might be made on the same principle by
dinDine straws, covered with a wick, into the tallow . , . ,

,

iv o i-i Books and Addretia."-
I or other composition employed in the luauulacture of

|
books or finding addresses.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

iriiSimfjuferPiilQfe Clocir.—XVenre requested to state that this

clock is at Mr, Dcut's manufactory, Somerset tVliarf, Strand »

where it was manufactured, and not at Millbaak, as stated in

last week’s article on this subject.

“ llampne»B in Slone As in the case of “ Smoky Chimneys,”

several gentlemen have written, offering their services to cure the

evil complained of by “C, O.^and manufacturers have sent cir.

oulara descriptive of their wares. These, however, are not what is

sought.

“J. M." (we are forced to decline). — ” O. C. R." (ditto).—

C. S.”—‘F.”—“G. F. G.” (the term "belfry” applies to the whole

of a tower, or other structure, carrying bella It is applied

specially to the space in the tower wherein the bells are hung).—

•‘A Dunce” (the Pons Asinorum is the fifth Proposition of the

Ist Book of Euclid).— “P. and Sons.” — " K. J. W." — " E. T. L.”

(declined with thanks).—" W. A."—" An Eight Tears’ Subscriber"

(everything depends on the agreement and your ability to prove

it. Put the details before a solicitor). — “ A Bricklayer.'—

"0. T. B.” — "F. R.” (we cannot speak on assertion simply).—
“ G. G.” Southampton (when we have seen the description we will

determine).—“ An Architect " (declined with thauks. Moreover,

it appears that the second premium tons awnrted). — “ P. T. D.”—

•‘T. U."—" J. J.”-" J. N ”—"C. B. A.”—“W. W. jun.*-" C. M."—
•‘A Constant Reader” iwe cannot recommend). — "J. Q.'—

J. TJ."—"W. G. E." — “Mr. N.”— “So-called MedimTal" (is in

•We are forced to decline pointing out
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

A ECHITECTS, BXJILDEES, ENGI-
-tl. NKERS.und SDRVEYOKS, can he IMMEDIATELY
SUPPI.IEU with COMPETENT ASSISTANTS (temporary or
otherwise). Those only recommended uliose efficiency and guali-
flcatluDB can be guaranteed. The re,’?8try is open to cuiployers,
or Jls'.s furniahed therefrom (free), on application to Messrs
RICHARDS and CO. 4, Trafalgar-siiuare, Loudon.

COJIPETITION DRAWINGS. — Messrs,
RICHARDS and CO. having a large and efficient stafl'at

command, are prepared to EXECUTE ARCIHTECTUKAL and
ENGINEERING DRAWINGS, in perspective, either coloured
or in pencil, with landscapes, Ac, in the tiiAt stylo of art. Also
general drawings, specifications, and estimates complete, from
scaled sketches and notes.—j. Trafalgar-square, London.

pniUST’S HOSPITAL. — London, 4tli
Vy l’cbiuary.]8.57,-TheOEFlCE of I^AND SURVEYOR to
thi.< Hospital being VACANT, CANDIDATES for the appoint-
ment are requested,to transmit TESTI.MONI.\LS of their abili-
ties, and qualifications for the office, to the Countlna-liouse of
the said Hospital, on or before TUESDAY, the 17th FEBRUARY
mstnnt. and to attend there on THURSDAY, the 19th inslaut, atELEVEN o’clock in the forenoon precisely, when the Sub-
committee of Hentors will select three of the candidates for the
choice of one by the Committee of Almoners, with whom the
appointment ultimately rests,—Particulars of the duties and pay
of the office, and any further iuformiition, may be obtained upon
personal application only, at the Counting-house aforesaid,
between the hours oITEN and FOUR o'clock.

GEORGE TROLLOPE. Clerk.

T IVRRPOOL INSTITUTE.—EVENING
JLi SCHOOL. — WANTED, a Person engaged as Clerk of
Works, or as Foreman in a Builder’s EstablisIimeDt. or some
other qunlified person, to TEACH a PRACTICAL BUILDER'S
CLASS Geometrical Lines in their application to Joining, Ma-
WDTy. Ac. and to prepare Working Drawings.—Applications to be
addres-ed to the midersigned, of whom information os to duties
and salary may be obtained.

AbTRUP CARISS, Secretary, Liverpool

The local board of health for

,

the CASTLEFuRD DISTRICT, in the West Riding of the
County of York, are in WANT of a Competent Person to under-

! take the united duties of SURVEYOR. INSPECTOR of NUI-
SANCES, and COLIJlCTOll of RA CES, within their District,

I at the yearly salary of 801 The Candidate must be capable to
I conduct surveys, fake levels, and prepare plans, sections, &c.
I and must possess a thorough knowledge of the repairs oi high-
ways. The person elected will be required to give security in the

j sum of 9501 forfhe due performance of all the duties assigned by
I the Public Health Acts to such offices respectively, a copy of the
I partmulara of which in detail may be inspected on application to
I the Clerk of the Board, or will be forwarded to any candidat" on
receipt of eight postage stamps.— Applications, with testimouial?,

1 Stating the ace of the candidate and previous occupation,
i marked Application for Appointment of Surveyor, .fee,’' are to
be foi warded to me on or before the aith day of FEBRUARY

; 1867.— Hy order. W. E. PRATT, Clerk of the Board
I Castleford. i'ebruary 2ud, 1857.

Tf) MASTER CARPENTERS
WANTED, to APPRENTICE a BOY,
T V aged 15, to the above trade. Letters, stating full par-

ticulars, prtmmm^requlred. fee. will be attended to.—Address,. ^ ^ - Baker, New-street, Brompton,’

TO BUILDERS ANT) OTHERS,
\^-A^NTED, a SITUATION as Shop or Out-

•
POKBMAN of JOINERS : ifhoroughlv experienced

objection to filling n similar situationGood reference.—Address. A. B. 3. Swinton-streot. Gray’s-inn-road

TO BUILDERS.
A YOUTH, 16 years of ace, who has iust left

^ -
®9bool. aud is foud of drawing and planning, is desirous ofplacing himself as aa_I_N^OOR APPRENTICE With a respect

TO BUILDERS AND PLUMBERS.
ANTED, by an experienced Yomiff Man,

a.*
“ EMFUCYMENT as PLUMBER. Willing to fill up his

•fittiog, painting, fee. Good references.—Address^

TO WINDOW GLASS CUTTERS. BUILDERS, &o.W’ ANTED, by a Youug Man, ased 30, a
UNDER-CUTTER, dLAZIER, or

V* AtvEHOUM.MAN, la town or country. Has no objection tomake himself generally useful
; can be well recommended.—

Address, J. G. Mr, Ashby, Builder, 14, Carlisle-street, Soho, W.

The Advertiser wishes to enter the OfQce of
a SURVEYOR or ESTATE AGENT

; and as bis object isimprevemeuL would give his services for a'tiine withoutremu-
niratiou.—Address, P. W. Office of " The Builder,”

TO ARCHITECTS, fee.^HE Advertiser, having just completed an
APPOtNlpSirN^n WORKS, wishes for a similarAliOINfMLNT, or as Assistant in the Office: Is a first-rate
draughtsman, and practically acquainted with building No
objection to ilie cuuntry.-Address, S. W. 54, Aldersgatistreet

TO BUILDERS.^HE Friends of a respectable and intelligentX Youth (by Ids desire) arc anxious of APPKENTKIKGhim to the above business, where he will be treated kindly, andhave an opportunity of getting a thorough knowledge of the busi-
ness. Good refereiices will bo given and required, and a moderate

^ Agent!
Kingsliill, Great Misstnden. Bucks.

®

A GEOMETRICAL DRAUGHTSMAN

COLOURING (with!

m 7 business letter, and tonukeestlmatesorsupertieittl areas. As the artistic requirementsare of the siinplret kind, the salary will be moderate.—Apply

, TO SURVEYORS.
YOUIsG MAN, who has been for some

.Jewelling, &o. wishes for
^ “'Opacity, either in town or country,

hidelni* nr
would be taken us au equivalent for board an^lodging, or where a proportionate allowance would be made if to

Ji!

pOREJIAN to a BUILDER.—The Adver-A tiser is desirous of a SITUATION as above: can suner.

Jm f‘*'rftnd working drawings, and measure

k'h“b.'

piLOOR BOARDS, &c.—R. SLADE begs toX inform Builders and the Trade, that he has now on lianda large assortment of FLOURING and MATCHED BOARDINGfrom i inch to ]J inches thick, seasoned, and ready for use- alsoMahogany, Moulding, Wainscot, and all kinds of Timber re-
quired for Building purposes. - Address. R. SLADE (lateL. Simmsl. Flooring MaauIactory.Wiltou-road. Pimlico

TO PARENTS AND GUARDIANS.
INHERE is now an opening for an OUT-
I X DOUR APPRENTICE in a LONDt-N JOINER’S SHOP,
iiWhere none but first-class work is done, aud a large number of
ihauds constantly employed. A premium required, — Apply, by
tiletter, to A. B, 8. CumberlonJ-terrace, Lloyd-square, W.C.

rT'RAVELLEIlS calling on Painters, Builders,
IX if.—WANTED, by an old-ertaUisheJ house, a COMMIS-
'sION TRAVELLER for VARNISHES. Liberal terms will be
wfi'ered.-Apply by letter to Mr. RuWE. i, Octavius terrace,
jiiiortimorc-road, Walworth.

ipO NOBLEMEN aud GENTLEMEN
BUILDING or LANDED ESTATES.-A

years practical experience as aand Architect, lb now open to au APPuiNTM no

To ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS
'T'HE Advertiser, au Architect aud Surveyor,X who hob been for ten years principally engaged in tliesur’-vejmg and levelling of estates, aud laying out same for buildiuir

'^obstructing roads and drains, preparing designs, speoi-ntations, and csliniate.? of buildings, and supcriuteudiug works
IS desirous of a hlTUyUION. References given, salary moderate'—Address. L. H. G. Office of “TlicBuUder.”

oueraie.

A NOTHER GREAT REDUCTION. —

.

:
Spruce, from 3i.j Pine Plank, from

33. Pd. , JJ-mcli iellow Battens, from I2l ; Walnut, Si perfoot; Mahogany, (Id. per foot; Prepared Floor-boords, ISs. 6d.

I'Wmbeth.T ^ FORMAN. 1, W^ut-tree-

"P^RY WAINSCOT, in all thicknesses.—

A

stock, first quality, very dry. at HENRY BATE-
Loud

' ^‘I'^rchaQt, 35, Sun-street, BishopsgaU-street,

lyOTICE of REMOVAL. — EDWARD
hn« ^^P^1Mvrn >‘'9 customers and friends that he

busine^ VVilton-road, Pimlico, to theKING »-KOAD, GUELSLA. where their orders will be promptly
"•s^beretofore.-Plea.se address, E. SIMMS, Kiag’s-road,

TO DECORATORS AND UPHOLSTERERS.
'I’JIL Advertiser, whose engagement with aX first-class house at the West End is about to terminate (-
desirous of obtaining a SITUATION as SALES31AN\°or

TO MARBLE MASONS AND OTHERS.
[PLANTED, several good CHiMNEY-
' V * PIECES, black, black and goUl, vein and statuary, in EX-LHANGB for. or pait payment of. a six or eight-roomed iloUSE
It fur occupation. -Apply to R. U, MoORB, Architect, 4

itiuecii 3-terraee, Regcul’s-pack.

ANTED, a EOREMAN of CARPEN-
TEKS and JOINERS, one who tlicroughly understands

I Us business and is capable of m.-vkipgworkinit drawings, None
i-tliers need apply.—Address, Mr. MATTHEWS, Mr. W Muxon
Dtontractur, Dover.

TO WINDOW-GLASS CUTTER.SWANTED, an UNDEK-CUTTER, in a
WINDoW-QLASS WAREHuUSE,—Apply, stating age, ,

T
CRUCIBLE POTTERIES.

ML Advertiser is desirous of meeting with
an ENGAGEMENT in the above line, having a thoroughiQowledge of the bunness m all its branches. — Address, A B • "

George-street, Priuces-road. Lambeth.

T
'

TT-,-v
TO ARCHITECTS. BUILDERS, fee.WO GENTLEMEN, having their time not

with panics, for

A. G. Messrs. Buck aud Wooton, Mount-street, Lambeth.

PLUMBING.—EJIPLOYMENT WANTED
by a respectable EXPERIENCED MAN, Does not profeM

willing to make himself Si
T- 05, lieury-street, Keu-

. . . - ,, -aa,,. .duv'ij
, sbutlug Bge,

j ,
^ KVE\ ING ENGINEERS, fee

.rhere previously employed, aud salary required (hours of busi- A GOOD DRAUGTTTS\r 4 TV S m^HWVnT?<888 8 fo 8), by tetter, prepaid, to A. N. O . Office of “The
;
A nmi iV-i^'T i

’ bUitN Li. OR,
il'Uildcr.“ '

.ond J-Jsl ELLEH, is open to au ENGAGEMENT, lie

A T the LOWEST CASH PRICES.—
I X SAMUEL PUTNEY invites the attention of buyers to hilarge aud well^elected STOCK of DEALS, and the reduoetlPrio
of prepared Fioonug, fed.

ivuuoouxni.

Inch Yellow Flooring igs. per square.
J-inch ditto isg.
Pine Plank. 19 3 by 1’, from.... £31 per ISO
xellow Deals, from 30
^ruce I'eals, from qg

’

Yellow Battens, from 32
”

w Prices foi warded on receipt of a poslage-stampN.B.—All bawn Goods delivered within two miles free of cartageBorough-road. Southwark, aud Elm-street, Gray’s-inn-lane.
*

f?DWARD SIMMS begs to inform Builders
r~r ‘Ji* trad';, that he has now on hand at his manu.faowry (the firat of its kind ever established!, a large assortmentfloors and MATCH BOARDA’GTseiS

^ U-iuch thick, in Waite orI ellow Deal. Oak, or Pitch Pine. Also Dry Deals, in all thick-
Bantile Litbs, Oak Sills, Plank. MdScantlings. Mouldings in clean Pine, to any design. A patternforwarded on application.—Address. B. StMM.S Flooring

road^Ch'
Sawing, Planing, and Moulding MiUs, King’s-

HAGLE TIMBER WHARE, Milford-lane,
Strand, adjoining the Temple Pier.—W. L. TAYLOR la-vites attention to his well-selected STOCK of YELLO W DEALS

SFHOCE. Prepared Flooriug^cutiellow Batten^s, 14a per square ; inch First Quality White igi

^ricei***^*
' Timber. *a fee. at Wholesale

TO CLERKS OP AVORKS.

bos assisted
unexceptionable references
Address E- E, AVaterloo,

IS open „„ uu iii.utrtur
the Survey of several Liues, and ^oiuieu

to character aud qualifications.—
PorUmouth, Hants.WANTED, a PERSON thoroughly

|

y™-. u.„„.

„
P«tsnt to SUPERINTEND the execution of a large I .

f'lILLAVRIGIlTS, AND OTHERS.lAVxNG WORK, in Loudon.—Applications to be made at the A RLSPECTABLE Yoiino- Af-m Jin,-,’,
irffice of the Surveyor to the Board of Works for the Holbom I A » j

lOUDg iUaU, BaAlU^
listrirr, in Little Gray 's-inii-laue, between thcliours ofTWELVE ' 5,'?.,^*“® *"« fitting aud turning,

daily. S. AV. HOPWOOD, Olert
i

'‘® wilihave-
- s? ^ time. Uuexceptionablerefereuces

as to character and ability cau be given, -Address H 0 at MpCCarr s. Queen-street, Old Kioy street, Deptford. ^
AND OTHERS.

lOUNG MAN, wbo has served his time
as CARPENTER and JOINER, desires a ,'<ITIIA T'Iciiv

l^AN'TED, by the Burial Board of the
Wl' Parish of St. Helen's, in the Coun^ of Lancaster, aEjEBK of the WORKS, to superintend the Earthwork Fencing
IdDriiinage, and the Constructiou of the Buildings, aud also
-•9 general Inying-out and planting of the ground, and all other
tatters requisite to be done in counection with the proposed
tw Cemetery fur the said Parish. Kalaiw, 21. per week. The
aard will require satisfactory testimonials as to ability, experi-
•,»e. aud character of iutending candidates.-Applications must
d-addrc.->sed to Mr. THOMAS HADDOCK, Solicitor, St. Helen’s
inca^hire. Clerk to the said Board, on or before the 12th instant.
It Helen's, February 2nd, 1857.

rlPebniar.r, 1867.

, . .
: ENTER aud JOINER, desires a SITUATIONwhich he can make himself generally useful. He is a goodpenman and aocoautant

; also conversant with the French

jV/fOULDINGS BY MACHINERY.
..ilbYg

*c- to any Design, carefuUy

!r>ppliSli“i‘„
I" ““ 1"““ »' “<e COPBII, . A P.tteA Li.t rat

„ „ E. SIMMS,
SAWING, PLANING, AND MtiULDINQ MILLS,

KING’S-ROAD. CHELSEA.

CT. PANGEAS SATYING, PLANING, and
MILLS, Cambridge-street. Old St Panoriui.NOKES and CO. Invite the attention of Builders

8e“.e'’a'ly, to their STOCK of DRY ELUORING
at the following prices, for cash :—

vikiH or,

i
square

; l-inch white, 15i persquare

:

k SSb
white, 189. per square; J-inch yellow. 15s, per square-5*inch yeUow, IBs. Bd.

;
l-inch yellow, 20s.

square

.

• A J*®'
remunerative prices.

,
A liberal discount allowed on mouldings for exportation. Book

I

ofdesignsforwarded onappUoation.
v vJ-.pvriaHon. nook

PTONE-MA.SON’S FOREMAN,
granted immediately, a steady aud iudus-
* T trious FOREMAN to superintend the Re-toratiun of a
rciroh He must have a thorough knowledge of Gothic work,M be able to execute what carviug may be required. He must
I'D be well acquainted with the value of work.—Apply, by letter
npaid, stating age, qualifications, fee. to L. and F. PosGoflice’

'“"“j A COMPETENT ASSISTANT is open to ROSLING begs to inform bis

17, Pelliam-road, Brompton, S. W.

/RANTED, a first -rate PERSPECTIVE
DRAUGHTSMAN for a few weeks, who is qualified to

•Ke competition drawings in Classical architecture,—Address.
'J>, CaT*H (if nl 11 no,! I B..rl IPIlir.pr A ml. (An.,,.. .A I*. '

A
TO HOUSE DECORATiiRS AND BUILDERS

N experienced, practical PAPERHANGER

I^ STAIR(IASE-HAND. weU experienced, is
,XX of an IINGAGEMENT iu a SHOP, or other- (IWr

le.—Address. R. A. Office of “ The Builder.”

ct“vMt!nS,'r'“ A JUNIOR ASSISTANT in an AECHI-
^

I r^.. SECT’S Glfice AVANTED, where there are good nnnor.

rUANTEDtlYE-ENGAGEMENl'Thome
I

l,p
LAND SURVEYOR !

I
tunitiesforimprovemeuL Must he a fair Draughtsman—Apply

:
stating full carfieulurR and An Uro ,..^10 u n.

It T J.’vn'i I 01. vy a practical jiAiVi) oottVEIUR
-L. -.1 DRAUGHTSMAN, thoroughly
' ‘ l'-‘y>9'’'.tvwu, and railway surveying, fee. Salary

TslRre
cuusideration.-Address C. E. Poshoffice. Bradford^

PROPRIETORS.
I

,

wAJNiLD, by the Advertiser, a SITUA-

'

y TION. to work a VENEER SAW,
'

rbSeneraliv iiApfnl m niio Ib-nn-i. -.vav..

SURVEYOR
”£"13;?

' A I^ESPECTABLE active Man, bavmg a
tee. Bradford, tr.™. .

calling upon build.-rs, fee. is open to an
loujuuotion with his prencnt one.—Address

5, Grea-. St. Helen’s, BHliopigate Within

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS,

•ajeneraJlv useful in niiv Tr 'Y'VAh'' make him- A YOUNG Man, aged 20, wishes for audienerally useful in any branch ofyhe^msm No objection -IX ENGAGE.MENT as CLEuK or TI.MEKEEPER The
I 83, Crawford-

, ^9?,'. satisfactory references cau be givea—Address, W O 13
VrilLiams-terrace, Blue Anchor-road, Bermondfley, S. L'.

‘

'ACOllN TIMBER WHARF aud
I

-IX SAWMILLS,
CANAL BRIDGE. OLD KENT-ROAD, LONDON.

I

A Monthly Price Current forwarded on application.
RICHARD MAY, Proprietor.

Y ETT'S IVHARP PATENT SAWINGXi PL.feNING, and VENEER KNIFE-CUTTING .MILLS*
Commercial-road, Lambeth. The Proprietors beg to ann (Unce to*
the Trade that they have completed theirextensive arrangements
and will be happy to execute all orders entrusted to their care’
with despatch aud punctuality. Wet aud dry docks, and powerful

el«°Yhere"'
heavy goods, offer facRiUes not to be obtained

A LARGE ASSORTMENT OP SEASONED PREPAREDFLOORING, MATCH BOARDING, fee fee ALWAYS IVSTOCK AT REDUCED PRICES.
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MABBLE cniMKEYPIECES Mid every

otiiar rtwrtmFn ..f msTble n!an^

p.Tiua Ft hnlN o’n*er*atnr m. *r.. .y^r” « Jl’.’,'! .r_Am....,

rendered impervions to staias by If

and Repot, 3, Crciked-lane. Rendor

DtTiLDETIS and CONTKAOTOKS

S^'rW ’.nvilw to BeWet frm. Vein Marlde Hos rtiimney-pieceft

T ODGE-STILE, COOMB-DOWN EREE-
1j stone -I-AAC>0)I3InV.Qii»Try>I'»nr,CoomMI;;^^^^^^^

in nip^fiiift p..iitHnoa. ond in hioaicBof all 8iB“«.

G A T E S and GEORGE,
CAEN’’. AUBTO>'Y. and OENEIIAL STONE

MRHi'H.A'-'TS.

C\EN WHARF. UOTHERnlTIIE.
ImiNIX'N

A3!BLE WORKS liy PATENT
:_t J ntmllAn f.nndnn

RAXITE—To BUILDERS and CON-
Tlu''T..R< -A number ,.f R«AMTE ItLoCKS for

S\> F Ifeleared awiv immerfiafelv, they can
,

nitarhi- the prime eovl.-for p.rioulars apply by letter only to

W. B I’n-t-ottice. 3. ijUplH->itreer, Pltpl

T M Ai’HINKRT.Comraercial-rorid, pimljao. Lond^on.

THOMAS JAn<PoPi bepa to draw the
1 ..- •Aa/.v nf %TftrhIp

trivSllN beire to draw me nneui loQ o "„v

«tenVi« Btoch Marble Chimney-Pieced .. ....

SSSHsiilHS
^-HiGpiSiSSis:s

Marblt *r the lowest remunerative prioea.

(
IRAXITE—The Welsh Granite Company,

T CBrn-iryon. t;PPl'«dupplies Pltchine or Psvina Set

The nets, which hare for '

Manehe-ter. Bristil. I,-ed-. -• r;.-;

,8 cim'.me iii a h«li-r d-T'ee than any others, (he qualiOe"

ji.;;;**” .'°.dS'« sswi. undi,,.

Carn.arvi

M.stcrinl to ord
ev'ensivelv 'ved

anapieu l"r nm nu *.i\

and to- mill-stonea

G RAX IT E.—Tung William and Nelson
[i. A 1* A 1 Ej. *' _ . j^ Monnroents, Plinth and ^tepa of the

Jl"73h^X?rompanv
Terraces at the Crystal Palace. Supplied bv the Hytor I,ornpay

under Rovnriiirfer.-Por term" unply to Mr. C. llO.Att. liajlor

Graniieofficp.4. Millb ink-row. Westmio -

mtll.PFRS, ARrnlTFCTS. ANP MASONS.

Marble. — The Italian maeele
rriMPANT bee to call the attention nt Architects.

seS eicept Mr. Baiter. Secretory.

C
irANITE. — The Cheesewi-ing Granite

T.
.

Companvn.imipdl.L..k^y.e^

S
URWEYING, LEVELUNG, and CIVIL
e^^;l^^n’,Hl^•^^,-pnAClICA.L piiiLn L'tTKUotion

.
by M-ssrs.

er,". Kiirrevnrs. 4c. of

ercTT hraiic'i "f the

rofr'Rlon.— I eriiiM lui nic >,..uic.c of Three .'Ii’iiths. Two '•miicas

oestr.is.-For Prospectuses. Sc. apply at the OlhceB.JH.G iildforcl-

.... hevelh
MlTH.aiid T.EWIS. Civil Rn?'
pr'cfice. who pive Inatrm

'

pVoFsRiop.—Terms fc
’ " ‘

IVliE. !

A RCIIITECTURAL and ENGINKERI.NG
/\ liliAWING I'MSSKS, for Ar.-hitne's. )!u'M-r". and

'.'.F-.- rl-r1,.ufWr..VH A.i. Enii.WUhrdbv,K"'atuii[s.''cierk8 of Wo-k" S.l'

•JMIPH. und hllWl'^. ^^^•h'ter^- ' vu p.uci-

lioVliAYaiid EVKNlN'l INSTRPCrioN ia

etneerinp, aud Merhunicol lirawiiiB :
f 'ilouniig.

otiue :
Graamentilan'l Water-C .I 'Hr Driwiqg

;

neciive . mmct noul. and Geometricil Diuwiiw
;
Making

llied and Workiiut

Messrs. HVI'R.',
netr". S •- for B1

\rchiiecturBl, Ki

Shading, and T

Tl'kincniirciTiantitie-. KBlimatm^ Builders - .
r.n.- I’nniK Three (Juineas per Quarter; Evening Pupil". One

Guinea Per Quui ter Tliere are »' extra", th- terms include the
^ ho ^nf the .G.nvc. with the nae of Drawina Boards. T-xqinreB,

iioieoi me Ml uYi.^
. _ n - "-id full purlioulacs

V'long bn WIIIB-. i'l'nlClS. «0 — r I ..BH. v;' Mac' .c .m ..... ,....

m^ behad at 'tbe i-fHcei. i4 0mldf..rd-9treet. Kusse'.l rguare.
.

illiickds. Ac— Pr.

Mathematical drammng instru-
MENT.4-Jl)HN ARCIlBUTT.ao. Westmioster-Bridge-

rmvri Bambctb (S.1. near AsMev’it Theatre, heg" to call attention to

hi»atock of Insrnimeuta manufactured hy superior

The prices will be found coBSitierably lower than ever oharged

for artlclM of similar quality and workmanship. Rules swles,

K "1“ « • “•11, liw prld A
J
lll„Mr.t.d p„oe.|I.t ,111 b,

iMniedmtel^Jorwa^_
and h-eco°nd.hand“ eveia and Theodolites

always for Rale.

L.t«lteflrfi. cornwniu
'i" A A ”.7 THi.'ut'I.I.VS and T » VI/'R. St. Old Broad-
London Agent T

J. TRATtl AN, Liskeard

Tbi " Granite is -electeil for the N ew WestmioRFr-hridBe.

Drawing classes. — The Architects’,

Builbny, Civil li~i.«r.' ;n.l M..™^

riAEN and ADBIGNY STONE.-
V_7 P, FolICARIh Stone Merchant ‘iU Ouarijmnn.

near the TowuhalL

/ii HiiBioeer'. au'l Pifi'’iiu»i'T' ig>uwiiig

Cia8"es "irndu'tVl bv Mr T J. HILL, Architect. ]5 Old-street,

City-road, E.C.-Suhjeete taught :—Architeo'uial. .Meobauica ,

r vii eTib oeeviDB Dri.ameiitol, and Pergoective i rawiua of all

k ^de takhi - out quantities ubhracti.iB, 4«. NoTE.-The ela-Fes

being used ch eflv by Avchitects,

the orawincB are.all .PracHoah the su Iqeo s b^ug

of tlie

cA M,. ..racrieai, T ne suMjeu 1. iitiuii

'"'“rErsfi'sE^^
'

nbh. — The clasBfiB are opeu every Lay and

rro SCELBTORS, MASONS, BUILDERS,

,1 —bb, to Ob, .M-l

"lil"w: Tta~. Bml. isilfll'-

W and .T. FREEMAN, Merchants in the
... . _f -tfn. .u 17 riWANITE. Il.|d

quarter, ord" per mi^nth. -

Evening, 'scept Saturday._

, .
.ImTiptlobS ‘"1 JtiiHE. GKANlTB ...d

<51 ATK f .reiieineer-iiie SiL building puri.oses. Pui>phe"_ direct
ShAI r.. t ireiiemee Iiu; » milw.iv I’ireC' commiinicaHon

w'lb thepluc^poioort^ for EXPORTATION. Wharfprices, and

est males for speuial ®dutract". inoludlngq'iarryvu^ o

Inbour, forwarded on application.—OlHce. Muihanu sirces.

TO ARCHITPCTS.
PANTAENIUS and OWEX,

. . . ...... !.«. A.. ..All «hs Iillpnlinn
r Deooi torn, beg t<

London. S \V.

YYoYITS^iSbLE M'HARF, Tliaraes-

Ill” A “ *“

RANSOME'S SILICIODS stone.—

A

ll

kinds of AKrlMTECTC HAL EMBELLISHMENTS.
„„„..d “'ibG b..btiM ...d l•^l™-‘,vtr.Kv: s“
c™ W..lb.ib««l vr l-nfl sfm Work.. l M,ibb.

and Inter

of gentlemen iu the prof. ssinu to me grciu

meet with at their CxtAhhshment. in carryii gou

works. Lesigtj-subiniHcd and estimates #iveu ;

any part of the kiugdotn.— 2i9, Osford-street.

all the iittention
ig'iince ihe.vwill

their decorative

lear the Marble

COMPETITION and other DRAAVINGS
ciii.nUltEl) by an esperienced .Archifectiiril Oo'i.urist,

on reasmiai.le term". Virrt-el-M re— drawing" (xunll-

tiouslyput ill mi'liue.tiMte. Speem
E. L. UENTHOhME. 1, Millman st—eet. Bedf rd-rt

—Adtlrejs,

M arble galleries, 17, Newman-

eekhrated sculptor. underthetlrmot ti ^ BRITISH and

SfRpio"'’ MAlin't: CnnilNEVI'IECES. it. Ae. !• bma™
EBW ARLES. FHATARLS. and Co. solicit the

^.".1 ,.t iMt .t».k 'y ;t.l bi d-to.
a vij >="‘-

niites (or every def"jnption of marble work.

SLATE—Tlie Bangor Royal Slate Company
UAv-nnwon band a LARGE ASSORTMENT of R'K'F-

G PLATES, blue and areen, of the usual siies. which they are

^-''^L.Vrdei Cbe mT. EDWARDS. Magniger.

yO BUILDERS.—The NATIONAL.
Tv.i..ArT V ,1| A 1. Dl.ATE.GT.ASS TNSU l A.NCE C'lM-

U J5 U 1 Jj J-t XU U. AliO J..AAA.A._...A—
^ PHllVINClAL PLATE-GLASS INSU i aNCL CoM-
1>ANY 137 LudBiit'-bilH allows a liberal rommi-aioii loi tiie

L't^.duction oflmsiness. THOS. DRAKE, Secretary.

5,^01 Plate Quarrie". Bangor.

.VTALENTIA SLATE SLABS--
V The Valentia Slab Company invite attention to their Slabs

aow suopfied Jf very large dimeneioDS and of Bupenor a'**’'*?

i Thiv hsvXen uVel at the Briti-h Museum. National rtallep'.

i .—T“i -...i«..oT..,n. He Aavlnma. the Ordnance Works.

TJELICAN life INSURANCE
J~ CO»lPANV,e8tahli8hedin17B7.

70, Lombard-street. City, and fi7. Channg-croas. Wc-itminster.

ThL hive been used at the Briti-h Museum. National i^llep',

Bet^lem Huspitol. various Lunatic Asylnms, the Ordnance Works.

Model Prds^. I’eutonviUe, and oth/*: •,

FlMre in Bedfordshire ami Hertfordshire. Breweries, «« R®®*

qffnd a* Briuhroo. Portsmouth Barracks, and are kept in stock in

awe^quanrities bv Messrs. FREEMAN. Millbank-street : and

kt Mes"^ Brahv-s. Belvidere-mod. where terms may be obtained.

DiRKOTORS.
.

Robert Gurney Barclay, esq. iKirkraan D, Hodgson, esq.

William Coitou. D.UL. F.H.S. t honiiui llod.Bou. esu.

T..b! iiavis esu! ileuiT Lanedot Hollund. esq.

Williaiii Waller Fuller, esq. Beoiam'u Shaw. bmi.

Ls A.Oordou, M.U. F.K.S.
U{“\yy;ui jun W.'m.'P.

^NTiTlCK—fuVder to remove any appreheuBi.m that might be
- ... ..Gi-rfior W.OI1 rilv of tfie Pol

Bangor IVHARE, Kiiig’s-roacl-bri<l,e,

_ , ST RINGFIELD and COOpER. late W. W.

liuB''bew- to oVRthe attention of Builders and orhers to their
x»»-huB. t

, plaster. Roman. PorlUnd. and

?^'‘‘"'"'epmint blue lias. Dorting and chalk lime, plaefrers-

?*®“ v!„LTk» ;iain r^. and ri^e tiles, glared sewer pip^.
hair. ^

*^^*‘**^*1^ fire-brick", gravel and thells for

T LANGOLLEN SLABS aiul SL.ATES
' J_j HOUSE CISTERNS. Pink-stones, Filters, Larders, Man-

^“niENSloNS for BREWERIES,
liivn. tii.iior'u «nd AfANORR.

LIPI-pelican'
Ciause Ilia' w ui i

Btoiement" made
inder f Void by t

lary
nth

YORKSHIRE STONE. — THOMASUlvixonxxvjg -----
TILNF.Y. Stone Merchant. Taaheld-place. Leed" b.

- T „ liiViiri.. . ‘"Iirvei ors. and Local Boards, that he ran ai.v".,.

.

inform Huiioes . ui >e u
u-ai»r or railway, ravine, landings,

direct from
J'’"

'

’n U'e advaiuageoiM terma-
stepi. sc a' I oui lu "livo,

Prices sent on arphcati</n.

^ ^^omT'Uiv.'ii nf lARGR IH.MENSIilNS for li RK w r. KI r,!'.

I

DlSTM-^hlES, BLEACHING. UUU6E3. and MANDRE-

^ r»ttl".Ktalla l’ig“tve8. and Troueha _ , _ ,

;
Paving hir KsUwav Stations. Mnlt-houses, Breweries. Balco-

I nies C.iiiservatories. Warelmuse". Sc. „ , . , nv i
•

CIUMNEV-PIbCES. Baths, Tombstones. Pedestals. Wasiung-

tablea. Urinals, and every other Article of blabwork. PLAIN or

protiia Low n

iv me Assured heiijioMk .»>

i' crate rates of ptemium witl

without profi a
__ .ouucciioQ with Life Asiuro'

^^For^pruspektuscs and forms of proposal apply at the offices

aboYe.ort.auyof thecompaa>^;,jtoe^uto

puitioipatiuu iu

oe on approved

"K'/sSbs o! 1
Til Stock at t'aiiatiiKtoii.

Sl-pr.RFin.U.1 FEKT C.-»1P.1*1V.
' ^*‘l^v\TRFFELIN IVH.AHF. LIiANQOLI.EN,

AMD 1 WHABF. ADPTll Wll-"^ eADMMGTOM.

S™i;>rVk.!SJ.iA5™°hLL^^ A. ROBINSON is prepared

cerfoot sup • 3 window sills. 8d P«r foot run . 13 bv l copiuk

84 per fori run: box oUimneya (any opening). Sa 6l. each.-

Terins. cash on delivery.

kk D Lu suwiy llUJiuei", .-’Kkn-.a, ....-re'--; —^ ‘ ucuc o.

sTaTES frora-the Beit Quarries, at vep- low prices, frr.... .

y 'liaHs M Tidal Basiu. Victoria Ivondoo Docks, and Bow-brid»..

s^ilte Works-STR.Vl'Fi'RL. London. E. Every de.C’iption of

Roofing and Slate MaBous’ Work, plain or ' enamelled ..executed in

town or country. Price Li-U forwarded on appiKuMon. A
i lil^ral discount to the Trade.-All orders to bo addres-ied to

' M-atfiTd.

TO LRAUG1IT8MEN ANDCpiL E.N .INKbtl-

H MORRELL, BLACIk i,EAI) PE^GIL
• MANUFAUTURER,No.l4a. c leet-sireet. .on I u.

Tlie>8 I’eu.uls are prepared m vanoua uegreesol uardiie • and

H UIl H for drawing on wooi I
ana -na ling.

“kuSS.'™?.'”''-^ H for .keiolimK. Fa iPJr-
HBl.or,l,.oablo.Rt.rai,'-|^BBU li^^o d.UO.

!

BBllB

8o'ld‘frr*an"?ne principal Stationersln town or intry.

rpHE ETHERIDGE MONUMENT
1 riiMl'ETITIoN-TIlE PATEST SILICEOUS STi>NE

COMP ANY are prUred to supply o<impi;t.tors wdh c‘t.ma es
Loaii.A.ii

.

•; » |k in Kansomrs Sihorons >toiie. arnat^

riil‘^* airimoerishsb e?nd inex^xiMve

wharf. Cani.ou-row, Westminster, b W . ;
aud Ip wich. tsuffolk^

O M'CARTIIY, carman, and SAND and

• CEME.NT MERCHANT. Woitefnars Wharf. W hi te-

friam Pieet-stre.t.City. Sand, from above or below Bridge, d -

livtred by the yard or per barge. BiUa."i, screened or uusoreeuud,

bJ the yard or p r barge. Mocks, lime, aud old bricKX Dry

ulibiah delivered per barge, in any quantity, alongside the

rj70 architects and BUILDERS.—
X T. TKKL'-«R. 42. Ludgite-hill. Manuiauiuier fUiuLcs

Cocoa-nut Fibre Maltmg, Door-mats.
L«to

f-iialitv.oncbe must reasouable lerma-rtareliouae, 43 xuiuate

liill. F.C,

MAIlKET-IVnATir, REGEXT’S-PAUK-

;

BAmN-WEST-END DEPOT for Yorh-hire Patnng

portUnil and D-rby Stone. Bangor Slate". Slal«,

Bricks Lime. Cement, Planter. Tile-. I.aths. Bti.i Fire Oood".

srni F'A and WOOD iuviie the alteution of RuildeTB. M»sons,

‘x^irert In the-r htock OS above, where everything wi 1 be

eh'a'grd'nt' ihe lowest prices. Headstones, ledgers, s'ep". l-nd-

Ir^Tic cut on tlse shortest notice. Country orders promptly

Thames.

F DENT, ei, strand, and ol and 35, Royal p
• Exi-.hauce. Chroiiiimeter, Waieh, and Clock Maker hy ap. i

_A A A. .i.a 111. MAT, Qiiit Prinee Albert, onil maker of Ibe Hut

rpO GLASS-MERCHANTS and OTHERS.—
i WA»rSlk.Ti'i”™»“lF.M'EST PkATG .HGtll', ,1.3

Quee .'s-lane,

I iiruiiuiii'iei, .. ttik... .A.... K .uai».i-i by ap.

Oueen and Prince Albert, and maker of the
• - ---. HuUnES of pARLl.Y.MbNT. .-ole

I. Dent in all his paeut rights auu
. . ... . ... ..." -.->~ip"f8

attended ti

DARLEY dale stone.—

O

ne of fhe

a™,, .•l••l•^ f« m. •'

o“orkV"*H°1I^L”v^ooL* BnV*rhe*3Uifeft"« at the ‘Desham

Chnmb is. Old Bioad-street. OBoe: StT. MiUbauk-street. West-

ni ntment t> tli«.

GRE.aT CLO’ K .,

aueeessor to the lat- xa -• 1,.^- ..

bu'iuess in ihe above shops, and ok mx
factory at Somerse'-barf. Ladie;.' gol I w.itclies

• -- ‘Tong nllvei' lever wa-i-t

idulu'ii, 85i.

ARTiNER"HIP.—wanted, in a well
. .1. 1... AS-., .k’o.o M i.iMTbtcIU' iuu M' Vc. Lra'e, miC

lETU: I

Hid

right

church clocli

(guineas ;

a-s MBilutuctu'i

WaUr Bu'iu.s". an ACTIVE LxMil

rbuuri.mol. oai.i nj t;
P:‘>^a'i‘^Lyuolds\"s?! t-Tw Compilo'n^

TOllX BAZLEY WHITE aiidBHOTHERS,
j

'y
"

-.AT, T T>^'v-i-.ownr^T**WRSTVlNSTEH. oek

T'IIE hygiastic eire-grate pro-
X MOTES VENT1L.X1'10N, by a oonunuoui supply of fie«h

ai r. miAierateiy wanurd, in contact with fire-l.nck burtaoes. an d is

at once the m iet ec lu imic and effsetive gr ite knowu. -lo be seen

iu Lilv use and a pto'pectu" of lU many »dv.

ul.Uiiied. at liOYD and 0HAPM.\N’S. 78, Welbeck

itendiog Raii'v

MitRBLK MKK' IIANIM
MILT.BANK-STREET. WESTMINSTER.

Jf.rble of all klnisaod of best quality, in block and sub,

Mariile Mortars sc.

'HE SMOKE - ELUE VEXTILATO

R

efiectualH w Uidraws the v ailated mr of a room, without

ribk ofiriuru-i-moke. a- with ordinary cliimney-valv

I Aeen. with the Hvgia»m: Fire-grate, in dady use, aud pr omeo u»e»

Of both to be obtained at BOYD and CHAlMlA.S’d, Weibeck-

BXTH 8TONE OF BEST QUALITY. _ _ _

R ANDELL and SAUNDERS,
QDAREYMEN AND STONE-MERCHANTS.

List of priocs at the quartie- aod dephta. also cost for transit

to any part of the kinedom, fueuiahed on appbcation w JJath

S'gine Office. Cooham, Wilts.

aMOKY ClIIMYEYS.—POPE’S PATENT
,
O AIK-TIGHT UHIMNEi VALVE-. Upwards of ti.OOtf

fixed Are a guaranteed reuiedy for down draugbU and leluru
' smUeinchimWswhennocmuse.and muy belwed toanjfire-
' nl«ou at a small i:o»t. aIbo a pcrmaueiit cure for smoky chimueis

Si lD SSai'.-AtPll «• W. FUFE ••• Sua. 80 uidBl.
1 .. . .rood, W.

I
MPORTAXT to inten(3ing RAILWAY

I'l >N 1 HA l"l’ilK8, ic. in TU KKEi '

UEoRGb WdoD iiU'i C'l. beg to inform

m'e'sMV^hlLVs uiid gene’ai IHJ ILDING i-.STA BLlSli 31 1 NT

a- Therapia. .Ill the D-phorua, Constautiuople (the hr-t uod i

^dyoiieof It" kind HI Tutkey). where th-y
'*‘"f :

eii.Tinuus exueubC. nutwiiU'tandiiig uuex .in ,.lra l -cal •lO-'ii lore.",

«t,Ub »ework bops.vyith all ^“1“ oj
I

UI unrk III .eei V branch of the bn il ding t la le". wilb oe-patah. (

ns'm EuS‘d. M. ^^rs. G
pw..rL" :

o7Lt?r'’n ye^ 1“ the ctmutrri" Halt*'
w?v

i.A ,,.1 Miponauc lacihtiea lo cou'r"Otk.r» nr miiw ly

:. mouldings, tinoriug, 4o pr< pared

Engineering aud ev. ry iLacri oi

:B uud It

Edgewarc-n

kinds of j I'iiero.’

pe.iVe<l lailirtlt IBUO men. ruis‘ueet‘ii>» “““
irouwo'k.cotiueokcd wKb th» trade FqnikS
leosehiiiaUud lor the PU'-P''"® of

A

ol ,RG£Coubtaucioophsaudouthe Hospnorn". on nppUc.iti .u ioGEultGE

WudD and CD. as aboye, will receive every inloi
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ENSIXGTON GOIIE, as a site

for the National Gallery, is not

popular. Situated at the west,

cm extremity of the metropolis,

it is. felt that to locate the

national collection there, would

he to withdraw its beucflci;d

influences, and its ever-fresh

delights, from a verj' large pro-

portion of the population, par-

ticularly as respects the working

classes. The desire of His Royal

Highness Prince Albert to con-

^ centratc all that relates to art and

science in one Institulion is, in the

1^.. abstract, admirable
;
and while we dw-

- JlSik those who would adopt Ken-

singtou as this centre, we desire not

to be considered as joining any com-

mon cry of objection to views entertained by

the Prince. If but for the part plaj'ed by Ilis

Royal Highness, in what must still be called

The Great Exhibition, the kingdom is most

deeply indebted to him,—as it is for other acts

also. "With more information,— shall we say, too,

good advisers, in respect of the artistical and

literary professions and professors. His Royal

Highness might, with ease, become the most

popular personage in the country, and, while

doing an immense amount of good, create

for himself a reputation w’hich posterity would

not let die. This, however, is not now our

theme.

It appears by the plan of the land at

Kensington that it consists of about eighty-

eight acres, of which about fifty-two acres lie

between the main roads, forming its principal

sub-divisiou
;
upon which are proposed to be

erected llie National Gallery, tlie Colleges of

Art and Science, and the Museums of Industrial

Art and Patented Inventions, in the whole

nearly 0,000 squares of building. About ten

acres of the site appear to be devoted to roads,

and the remainder, about twenty-six acres, to

outlying plots of ground of irregular form, pro-
j

posed for the accommodation of tbc leanied

societies, a music-ball, official residences,

&c. &c. Tlie wedge-like plot of ground,

towards Kensington Gore, wiiicb, althougli in

the midst of the site, forms no pai't of it,

—

having a frontage of about 320 feet to the high

road, and extending about 1,100 feet into the

principal sub-division of the ground, is a serious

drawback upon any architectural display that

might be made towards Ilyde-park. The esti-

mated extent of building is calculated roughly

from a design iu the bauds of the Royal Com-
mission for the Great Exhibition, and under-

stood to embody the views of those members of

it who desire to see the National Gallery on
their land at Kensington. The design is

founded on that of the Palace at Caserta, and
would cover 1,900 squares. The cost of it has

been roughly estimated at a million and a half

of money
;
while the other buihliugs, including,

laying out tlie grounds, would probably cost

two millions more.

It has been urged amongst the objections

that, large as the site is, it is not sufficiently so

for such a concentration of artistic and scientific

institutions as has been shadowed out, and
which some think should include the National
Library and the collection of antiquities at the
Rritish Museum. Mr. Bruce Allen’s project,

to which we referred last week, would meet this

objection by adding to the site a portion of

Hyde-park and Kensington gardens opposite to

the land already in the liands of the Commis-

sioners, erecting thereon the national galleries

of arcliiteclurc, sculpture, and painting, and con-

necting tlic two sites by decorative arched gate-

ways across the Kensington high road. London,

however, is not disposed to give up any of its

open space here, even were it determined tlmt

the National Gallery should be brought to this

cud of the town.
j

Our only objection to the scheme rests on the
|

removal of the collection from its present cen -

1

tral situation so far to the west of the whole
|

metropolis. It was shown some time ago that
j

by taking iu the workhouse and otlier property ;

at the back of the present National Gallery, a site
;

could be obtained sufficiently large for the pur-
i

pose
;
but this would be an expensive affair, and,

moroever, would necessitate the destruction of a
j

building which would otherwise serve a useful

'

purpose for many years to come. The assertion
'

that the pictures must necessarily he more
|

damaged by the impurities of the atmosphere in
j

tlie centre of the town tlian at Kensington, is not
j

generally entertained. Private collections in
|

London are not found to suffer : the tendency

of inventions and opinion is to lessen tlie
J

amount of smoke allowed to escape into the
^

atmosphere
5 and good ventilation would prevent

the deposition of dust on the pictures, while
j

glazing the paintings would set this part of the
^

question altogether at rest. 1

A scheme has been suggested by Sir Charles
I

Barry, which, while leaving the present building

iu Trafalgar-square for artistic or educatioual

purposes, would retain tbe national collection in

a central position ; and this we would now lay

before the public. It consists in the appropria-

'

tioii of the Britisfi ^^uscunlJ with the enlarged

title of “The British '^luseum of Art and
Literature^

This Institution occupies a central portion of

the metropolis : its site is lofty and commanding,

the soil good, and well drained
;

it is open to

the north, and has eighty-two acres of open

space in the squares, which adjoin, or are imme-

diately contiguous to it. It contains at present

1,160 squares of building, and stands upon
8^ acres of ground, which, by the addition of

the surrounding property, with additional build-

ings upon it, might be increased to 3,209 squares

of building and 13^ acres of ground. It has

already cost the comitry little short of a million

j

of money: it is in a good neighbourhood, well

calculated for rcsidcuces for jirofcssors and

officers of the Institution, and it has the advan-

tage of the London University as an adjunct in

its immediate locality : it is, moreover, a very

popular Institution, and only requires the clear-

ing away of a portion of the shabby neighbour-

hood to the south of it, and the opening up of a

new approach to it iu that direction, to render

it an unexceptionable site for a great National

Institution.

It is proposed tliat Ibis institution should not

only be devoted to art and literature, but also to

the accommodation of the learned societies. Eor

this purpose it would be necessary to purchase

the whole of tlie surrouudiiig property, extending

to Montague-strect and Rnsscll-square on the

east, to Moutagne-placc on the north, and to

Bedford-squarc and Charlotte-street on 1 be west

;

and ei'ect additioiml buildings on the west side

of the present buildings.

Tiic quadrangle and the ground story of

tbe building might then be appropriated to

the antiquities, the whole of the principal

floor to the library, iuclnding the manuscripts,

prints, and drawings, with the reading-rooms;

aud tbc upper floor to the national picturc.s,

which floor, with certain modilicatious that

could be made at moderate cost, might be admi-

rably adapted to receive them, and would

not only accommodate the present collection,

including the cartoons at Hampton Court, but

afford space for a future increase of it to nearly

eight times its present amount, or more than
double the extent of space allotted to the pic-

tures in the Louvre. To effect’ these arrange-

ments, it would be necessary to remove by

degrees, as other accommodation could be pro-

vided, the whole of the natural history collec-

tion, whicli at present occupies a large portion

of tiie one-pair floor, as well as other portions

of the building, to Kensington. The cost of the

additions and transformations recommended lias

been calculated at 130,000/. which, however,

might be spread over a period of two, or even

three years; but upon such an arrangement as

would allow of depositing the present collection

of national pictures in llie rooms proposed for

their reception, and providing for the pressing

wants of the library, at the end of the first year.

The Institution, it is niaiutaiued, even iu such

a limited and incomplete state, would even then

exceed the accommodation for galleries of art

aud books provided by the Parisian Bibliothcque

Imperiale aud Louvre combined.

Eor the realizatiou of the entire project ulti-

mately, it would be desirable that the Govern-

ment should immediately purchase the fee-simple

of the whole of the property which surrounds

aud is immediately contiguous to the present

building.

The site at Kensington would then remain for

a “National College of Science,” in its various

applications to arts, manufactures, and com-

merce. Eor this purpose the distance from

the centre of the metropolis would be of less im-

portance, for the feeling of the country at large

as regards art is still wofully deficient, and cau

only be fostered and improved by placing the

finest examples of all ages in a central position,

as iu the haunts, as it were, of the whole metro-

polis, so tliat all its inhabitants and all wlio visit

it from the provinces, particularly tbe industrial

and working classes, mayhave the bcuefit of being,

able constantly and easily to inspect them, and

tlius become familiarised and even imbued with

their princi[)les aud excellence. With respect to

science, the country is already pre-eminent
;
and

the distant locality, therefore, of an institution

for its eucouragement is not likely to deter that

portion of the community who are interested in

it, and are anxious to profit by its advantages,

from being obliged perchance to go out of their

way for the purpose.

The only buildings that would be requii’ecl,

according to tliis suggestion, would be museums

for the exhibition of zoological, botanical, and

miueralogical specimens, aud for patented inven-

tions, and menagerie for living specimens in

the department of natural history; a library of

science and tlieafrcs, with laboratories for public

lectures iu every branch of science
;
combined

with a botanicnl garden, and accommodation for

living specimens of the animated kingdom.

The valuable collections in the Department

of Natural History, at present at tbe Britisli

Museum, the eutire collection of the Museum
of Economic Geology, the Trade Museum of the

Society of Arts, the collection of patented

inventions under the charge of the Patent

Office, and possibly one or both of tbe private

collections of the Regent’s-park and Surrey

Zoological Gai-dcns, if concentrated upon this

site, would form such a valuable, instructive, and

interesting collection as would not fail to cxqite

a great interest in the institution amongst 'all

classes of the community.

If fully carried out, it might then vie with

the Jardin des Plantes, whicli it would much

exceed in acreage, and the Conservatoire des

Arts et Metiers combiued, of the French capit.al,

and bear an honouiable comparison with these

noble institutions.

The present National Gallery contains, it is

calculated, 2/8 squares of building, which could

be increased to 448 squares, by removing the

present portico and other columns and pro-

jections, which now break up its front, aud
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building upon the wasted forecourt a fresh

facade j
and it might then be devoted to the

teaching of art in all its branches, and the

periodical exhibition of modern works and the

other purposes of the Royal Academy of line

Art, who would doubtless be willing to pay, at

any rate, part of the outlay incurred.

The objection to Kensington Gore, to which

we attach roost weight is, as we have already

THE BUILDER.

wanted, and of being made only of the need-

ful proportion and size, is generally tar moie

accomraodating to domestic requirement than

the employment, for every purpose of windows,

of an oblong shape and uniform position. As

regards the use of sashes and casements, it is

no question of style at all, but only of construc-

tion. Moreover, it is as absurd to say that

casements always let in the weather, as it is to

urge that sashes always do keep it out. it

depends not upon the nature of the thing, but

i... <f iSi ftir-b nflrticular instance.
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tie removal ol tie
1

,

^

.... from the centre of the metropolis ,
the

, Gothic style is in no wise dependent

necessity for this step not having been proved.
| ^ gj^g of stones, or even upon the nature

It is most desirable to gather them together m
' materials at all, for effective treatment;

a position within easy reach of the^ toiling Classic architecture, when truly carried

workers in “ populous city pent,” and it seems 1

out, does depend very much for its effect upon

to ns that sufficient appropriate space to secure I the largeness of the materials used ;
the majority

a complete and satisfactory arrangement may
'
of_ such buildings now

most readily, and wilh tlm least pee^iary out-

lay, be provided by rendering the building m
tmall stoSe is mnob the

n.... cf.oof
I procured, wrought, and fixed, and so

! the least costly, too, the Gothic can claim some
'

little advantage over the Classic in this respect

;

'and unless the Classic makes good
_

speed in

' modifying some of these inconsistencies, it will

SO-CALLED MEDIiEVAL v. SO-CALLED fairly beaten out of the field in a few years.

CLASSIC. If it does mean to undergo modification, it must

In the controversy which has been going on do it quickly.

Great Rnssell-street

The British Museuw of Art .vnd

Liter.iture.

professes to display,—even supposing
_

it
_

to

answer fuUy the ends of a mere utilitarian

existence.

Again : the Gothic spirit is even more pliant

than the Classic in making use of modem in-

ventions. Eailures in individual instances have

occurred, in consequence of the imperfect state

of the art, not from any defect in it as a style;

but the advocates of the Gothic, so far from

being unconscious of occasional imperfection on

such accounts, are every day discovering the

means of rectifying such evils. Happy the style

which has no incongruities, or inconsistencies

to lament !—or, it may be rather at the present

time, happy those who are not quite blind to

theii- own state of imperfection, whilst they see

the road to remedy its evils.
_ _

As to the relative capabilities of the two

styles, each in its modified state, to answer

every purpose of civil and domestic, as well as

collegiate and ecclesiastical use, much possibly

may be said on either side. I will not venture

to call the Classic positively incapable of uni-

versal application. I can only confess to not

having found out its universal fitness. Whereas

the Gothic is, to say the least, as fully capable

of general adaptation as the Classic, besides

being ranch more expressive of the purpose for

which the particular building is designed, not-

withstanding the supposed absurdity of usmg

as'to'ibVVespcctive merits of Medimvarand
|

“nJintro-ducers of the Classic style are said
|

the same^
Classic Architecture, there are several pm"ts to have dended the works of the monlcisli archi- ,

ot ai lorme g
. ^

materially affecting the main question, which, tects of onr iiiediffival cathedrals, in that such "
Catliolic • an? although fhe Mediffival

although occasionally alluded to, are not kept
'
lofty structures were carried up of

f™ ^
cnougE in view in weighing the argnments on bigger than could be cai-ried seaffoipo

,

architects did universally use tue^

either side,—points especially relating to fitness scaffold, on men’s shoulders . surely the (lenders all purposes,
ri' ‘

, j ^
m d use. in meeting the many%ieeds of modem unconsciously paid tl.e greatest possible com- high art,-yet

Lionel requirement, whatever style may even-
i

pliment to the science and iugenmty h XlThfXl Sih 111 h
tnX prove to he the best fitted for om use. ' tould carry out such noble works of art with

,

was, as is stiU the X^X ZtakfngX
And iiuless there is some sort of agreement ^ such slender means, instead of being dependent sistently earned out There is no mistaking

mnongst ns as to principles of construction, and upon mcolianical force for the employment of castle lor

hmiL fo? tlTe Xage
true treatment otLailable materials, it is use-

'
sieh materials as the introduction of the new parish church the

less to cuter into arguments as to the supe- style necessitated. Let their successors look to sclmol, nor yet a public institution for a pmate

Sity of any certain sLool of design^ '
,

it.^hat similar ineonsisteneies do not attach to
,

styles’ ItisTmposribfotopIt'ssiile", asthoiigh 'iT’is not to be wondered at that the advo-
' may and ought to tell, its

JjfP'Xl'ch
it never existed, fte whole of that which has '

cates of Classic architecture lis'e m Ld foatuLwhen
forL"the staple of early associations, and nor inclination to enter deeply into the study of

Slar
which most men have been taught, from child- the principles of Pointed arcliitcctiire. Eo one the same style and eve

, . . „,i,;.i. distin

hood upwards, to regard as perVt and beau-
'
can reproLeh them for not throwing either their mall. It ;s the outline chiefly wh eh distm-

tZ; Mlreover, it Ts impossible not to see a heart or their mind into its spirit. And it is gmslies their several purpose ;
bu if purpose

ccrlaiu amount of beauty aucl dignity even in only by the principles of true art—independently is disregaided m the desi^,
-f

u i .g

Se monotonous repetition of the saml form, or of its being Classic or Gothic, or anything else with a grand eastern
, “

’I' ‘ht
ill a long line of straight or curved cornice, -being brought out and presented to their a well-defined chancel, nave, ainl P^eh then

such as IS seen in Hegent-street or Park-
‘ notice, that any architects arc likely to change indeed all distinctiveness is utteily lost, and all

crescent. And every one who has had the
,

their own beaten track. So that the same may character is swallowed up m unmeamiio forms,

opportunity of judging, agrees in giving to be said, perhaps with equal trutli. of all those style itse
.

, p
-

Classic arciiitcctnre its due meed of honour on who have been wholly taken un with the study with Z *'

‘“I 'q XtL*°,I!''iImiist he much
its own native soil, and under its own native and practice of cither style; and, hence, we ma,y fill respects suited to the

„

skv. The clear atmosphere of Italy and Greece, grieve, though wo cannot wonder, that there is modified, or, as some call it, eve p .

the intense and pure light, the genial climate,
' so small agreement between the two parties not more so

_

tbaii either the modern or the

all combine in bringing out to the utmost per- even upon points connected with construction antique Classic. But I canno see w y ^
-

fectiou the fine fiowiug lines of the sculpture,
' and practical use—upon the first principles and production of such a style must be,

the delicate shading of the mouldings, the ira- elements of architecture; and that such vague more incongruous than the mtioduc i

posing effect of grand massive outline, and an notions do prevail as to the true nature of many new style from southern Luropc m e

uncompromising uniformity,—and the very pas- things which hitherto have hardly come within century, or even a continuation _ot ® ‘

sivencss of the style seems in accordance with, the sphere of each individual architect’s pursuit slylc* or some debased phase ol it, rora a

and expressive of, the climate, the country, and or practice.
I

to our own, unless it is generally acknow-

the people
;
just in the same way as the austere ' Yet surely it is iu the settlement of such leclged that art ^ot degenerated prior to its

and changeable climate of Northern Europe questions as these, numerous as they are, that present revival, Ips can I see ow or

seems suited to display the especial characte- we must look for a hopeful issue iu the vitality why a genuine * Protestant should consider

ristics of the Gothic style
;
the comparative lack ' and true growth of art. If the foundations are onr o^vu Mediffivd architecture to be, m its

of light requiring deeper hollows and broader bad, there can be no permanent building, how- .

nature, more " Papistical uian that ® ®

and bolder lines, in order to obtain equal rich- ever fair the superstructure may be. Such
,

which has been used by the Church ot Rorne

ness of effect or depth of shadow, whilst the questions as these ought to form tlie subjects of ;

for al' buildings, irom that day to this,

coldness of the climate and ruggedness- of the our controversies much more than they do; [unless, indeed, the Papal element has been

scenery seem to suggest the suitableness of indeed, the consideration of them comes pro- banished from her pale for last oU^U^years.

warm colours and picturesque forms
;
and the ' perly prior to any question of mere style. These

crispness and energy, and the bold severity of cannot all conform to style. Style may arise

the Gothic spirit seem suited in every respect
j

out of them. The Classic style does as yet fall

to its own place and purpose.
j

short in many such particulars : it disregards

But now for more practical matters. 1. In 'many of these so-called minor considerations,

our climate and country, with occasionally deep
! And it may be urged more justly against the

snows, and frequent driving rains, a steep
,
Classic than against the Gothic, even as now

roof is less liable than a low one ' carried out, that an architecture which sets

to let in the wet
;
the tiling, or slating, is less

1 aside circnrastances of time and place,—which
liable to be ruffled, or torn up

;
the timber is ' is unable to localise itself,—which is much de-

less liable to decay from the retention and con-
j

pendent upon extraneous sources for the vet^

staut condensation of moisture. It may be said means of its success, nr existence,—which is

that a steep roof is in itself more costly than a ' powerless in its attempts to make efficient use

low one
;
but, then, again, in order to obtain an ! of such means as it can command,—lacks so

equal amount of accommodation, the steep roof
j

many essentials of true art, aud proves itself so

is actually the least costly of the two.
]

feeble in effecting that which a living art has to
2. The freedom of the Gothic style, which

^

accomplish, that men may well doubt if it does
allows of windows being placed only where they

|

really possess all the truth and energy which it

WiLLiA-M White.

CIVIL CONSTRUCTION AS REPRE
SENTED IN THE PARIS UNIVERSAL
EXHIBITION.
Reports on the late Paris Universal Exhibi-

tion continue to be published, aud will serve to

make it more and more useful. Several of

them should have our attention. At the pre-

sent moment, however, we would refer spe-

cially to the last issued,—an able document on.

"Civil Construction,” by Capt. Fowke, R.E.,—
aud eoufiniug ourselves to the section on tiles,

will let the Reporter speak for himself.

The several descriptions of roofing tiles shown in

the Paris Exhibition, almost all of which are from

.

Prance itself, may be considered as belonging to
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one of five different classes, the first of which includes

the original flat tile, the examples of which differ

merely in the material of which they are com-

posed, and in their greater or less thickness and

weight, governed in great measure by such material.

The other four classes or general forms of tile are the

results of different attempts which have been made
from time to time to obviate the great objection to

the employment of flat tiles, namely, the necessity of

laying them so that the roof is covered at every part

of its surface with three thicknesses of tile, and the

consequent enormous weight of this- description of

covering, an evil so great as to have almost entirely

banished it from all large modern stmeture-s in this

country, ns more than counterbalaucing its undoubted

and great advantages of durability, great strength,

resistance to the action of the wiud, cheapness, and

perhaps the most important of all, the fact of its

being so bad a conductor of heat as to render the

attics of buildings thus covered, less sensible of the

extremes of heat and cold, winch are so much felt

where metal or even slate is employed.

The flat tile is kept in its place by pegs or nails

driven through holes in its upper part, and each tile

is by this means attached to the lath without being

dependent on its neighbours for support. The same

rule applies to the next class, which is, as well as the

first, fiat, and attached in the same way, and in which

the attempt to reduce the weight consists merely iu

euttiug away those parts of the tile which are con-

cealed beneath others, and in some cases also iu

rounding off or pointing the exposed part, so as at the

same time to contribute more or less to its orna-

meutal character
;
the result is a tile somewhat in the

shape of the blade of a shovel flattened, and in some

cases approaching the form of the spade pip on cards,

and which is fastened, as in the flat tile, by a peg

driven through a hole in the short stalk or handle at

its upper extremity
;
these tiles arc further orna-

mented in many cases by the introduction of figures

or patterns iu relief on theiv surface
;
they have the

advantage of being easily fixed, and lighter than the

plain flat tile, hut still necessitate a very high pitch

of roof to enable the laps to be perfectly weatherproof.

The first departure from the ordinary Burgundian

pattern is illustrated by the tiles exhibited by M.

Bloudeau, which arc merely the former with the lower

comers rounded off, and a little scoop at each side

taken out of the part which is hidden by the super-

posed tiles. Some of these tiles are more or less

ornamented in relief on the surface, aud when fixed

have a very pretty effect.
* * *

In the fourth class we have the edges inclosing one

angle of the tile turned up, aud the remaining two

down, and the tile laid so that the angle first men-

tioned shall be uppermost, and that the joints shall

ruu iu a diagonal JireclioD, by this means continuing

the vertical lap all round the tile, which thus enables

it to be employed at a much less inclination, and

with so little overlap as to have only oue-sixth of the

surface hidden or useless for purposes of actual cover-

ing; in this tile the peg is also dispensed with as a

mode of fastening, the tile haviug a small projection

on the back, at its upper part, by whicb it is attached

to the lath, a slight increase of projection in the ledge

at the lower angle, which fils into a corresponding

depression in the tile next below, serving still further to

secure each iu its place. (Fig.l.) This class may be sub-

divided iuto such tiles as are square, aud those that

are lozengc-shaped ;
of these, the former, known as

the tile Courtois, from the name of its inventor, is

perhaps the most simple, while the lozenge-shape

gives more scope for the introduction of ornament

;

the square tile has also the advantage of haviug a less

length of joint in proportion to its length, aud con-

sequently of having rather more of its surface exposed

thau the lozenge.

Each one of the tile Courtois weighs 4'o lbs. and

ISO of them are required fur a square of 100 super-

ficial feet, so that the weight of this amount of cover-

ing would be 810 lbs. and its cost 44s.

"One of the principal exhibitors of the lozenge tile

of this class is M. Burdin, of Lyons, whose tile is

strengthened by a slight rib along its centre, which

adds materially to its ornamental appearance, and

enables it to be made extremely thin and light, the

square of this description of tiling not amounting to

more than 770 lbs. and the single tile being o'l lbs.

;

it is shown in three dimensions, running 150, 250,

and 350 tiles to the square, aud costing respectively

6/.. 3/. 12s. 6d. and 3/. 4s. the tliousaud tiles, or, for

the first two, ISs. the square, and for No. 3, 223. Gd.

(Figs. 2 and 3.)
* * *

But, perhaps, the best and most complete exhibi-

tion of roofing lilcs is that of Messrs. E. Muller and

Co. of Paris, who jirovide not merely for a covering,

biifc also give the means of introducing skylights,

either to open or fixed, ventilation tiles, and of em-

ploying tiles as flashing, round chimneys, and in

similar situations. The form of the tile seems a

little complicated, hut not at all so as to render it
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:!iore difficult to be fixed, or to require a more skilled

tlescriplion of labour for that oi)eration, and this

slight com plication does not seem to affect the manu-

facture iu any way, their price not diffcritiir from that

of the average of the tiles exhibited. This tile, which may

be better understood by a reference to the cut (fig. 4),

has the fillets or flauues along its lower edge slightly

returned parallel to the iuee of the tile; this reiurn

being locked into a corresponding recess iu the tile

next below it, more effi-clually secures it from the

action of the wind, and at the same time gives a

water-tight joint without the necessity of a high

pitch. Tlie longitudinal joint is I'ornied by two small

fillets on the fare of the one tile, fitting into two

grooves in the reverse of the next, thus being secured

by three edges lapping over two, instead ofmerely one

over one as in the tile Coiirlois. The method of pro-

may have upon the tastes and studies of the architect,

and to the share which architecture, as the controlling

spirit of decoration and ornament, has had in eliciting

productions in which art and industry are harmo-

uioiislv combiued. Tor the illn-straliun of such ques-

tions, the culleetion now under no'ice, containing

specimens, ranging generally betv\een the fifteenth

and seventecuth centuries, of elaborate works iu almost

every material applicable ti>domeslie use or embellish-

inent, offers sultjects of rare importance, meriting the

most serious consideration of all, who would fain anti-

cipate for this country an advance in Ihc arts of

design coincident with the great strides which have

beeu iiiiide of lute years in science and material

prosperity.

The Soulapes Colleclion.

The enlarged views in regard to architectural deco-

vidiiig for the insertion of a skylight is extremely ration, which have recently revived the taste for orua-

sirapie and ingenious
;

it consists in having a cast

iron frame, with edges made to coiTCspond with those

of the tiles, and of the size of one, two, three, or

more tiles
;

this frame forming the 8k7light frame

is fixed in any part of the roof with the same

the gratification of these tendencies, progressive im-

provements constantly arise, industry and commerce

gain by the movement, and the material prosperity of

those engaged therein necessarily follows.

Enamels.

There are many arts which once flourished in this

country, and which have been applied only in a very

limited manner within a century or two, while there

are others wliich have never received in Great llriiaiii

the developineut of which they are capable, and which

in other countries have been productive of very im-

portant results. Euamelling was at one time exten-

sively used in England, as wemay see on the iiielallic

monuments in Westminster Abbey, some of the re-

cumbent figures of which were covered with elaborate

ornaments of this nature, as also the heraldic shields

occasionally inserted in brasses. It is now alnir)st

entirely confined to smuller works of the jeweller’s

craft, or elaborate reproductions of choice picturesmental design that some centuries ago was
.v.

prevalent in England, render it necessary for ‘he
j

^,7:" whVeM Bernal and Sunlages

architect of the present day to enter upon new fields
, pojiections are to be found medallions and plates of

of study
;

to seek for new sources of inspiration
;
and i

cngj^prable dimensions, and the art applied to tazze,

.
. ,- r

to acquaiot himself with all the formulas of coDcep- enriched with mostdelicale
facility as the tiles themselves, and is, of course, tion to be found in the productions of other branches

, specimens give
in every respect as weather-proof at the

,

of science and art than those which are directly struc-
; ^Ptelyrealize, at moderate

Should light wthout air be required, recourse tural. in order to quaUfy himself to take that lead in
| ^ ^^^^gg broo^ht

19 had to a still simpler cast-iron frame, with a directing public taste which his position and vocation I

t|,is institute some ve-irs since
pane of g ass inserted m it ;

and shou d ventilation call upon him to assume. It is mdispulable that m
j honorary and corresponding member, iMons.

alow be the object, special ventilating tiles can be in- every age the sources of design for all classes of,
jqiito,.d- now President of the Section of Tine Arts

troduced as oftcu as necessary while luyog the ordi-
1
manufacture have been identified with the productions

Institute of France or medallion portraits of
nary- tiles. In the construction of roofs with the tile

; of the architect, and frequently derived from his con-
; ^ somewhat similar to those introduced in the

of Messrs. Muller not only is the steep slope of an
,

ceptions. Among the ancients the fictile vases and
. Aoademie des Beaux Arts, at Paris, by

ordinary tiled roof avoided, but the pitch is reduced
|

the bronzes may be quoted in illustration of this fact.
3^0,03 qo reason, if public taste

far below that of an ordinary sla e roof, being only
; as constantly borrowing their ornaments from the

1 cucouragement, why enamelled panels
one-cighthonhespan.^or at a slope of^one m Jour.

, buildings of antiquity; and, m the Medircval penod, imrodueed as an architec-' "
tl'c pillars, the buttresses, the carving the panelling

as to material, brilliant in

and architectural divisions, all of which were applied
[ unchangeable in eflect. A notable in-

to//D«ii5oFevcry description, were adopted from the]
application of enamel existed in

stmelural details of the edihces. often with little or no Chateau de Madrid, in the Bois dc
reference to matenal or other proprieties of adaptation.

; B^^losme, Paris, which has been the theme of praise
Aslhearchitect sdevelopmentoftheartisticelemcnt

^-nters who have mentioned it. The fayade

The weight of a single tile ou this system is 5'5

and as it takes 150 to cover a square, it follows that

this quantity of covering weighs 825 Ihs. or some-

what more than with some of the lozenge-shaped

tiles; but this is more than compensated for by the

decrease in amount of covering consequent on the

alteration of pitch, by the additional security afforded
, jg the highest applicable to the common purposes of hv^ 3 ^feet

against wind and weather, and by the facility obtained 1

life, it is obvious that the revival of obsolete sources
^

in the fitting of skyliahts, &c. by the cnijilciyracnt of
: Jecoration demands the utmost circumspection. To

the tiles of Messrs. E. Muller and Co. whose merit
[

{ipquit himself conscientiously of such a responsibility,

the jury of this class has acknowledged by the award
. bg must neglect no means of information—he must

of a tii'st-eluss medal, and whose productions are well
I underrate no style, no object, no department, which

worthy the attention of constructors in this country,
j

jjjay contribute to those harmonious effects which it

is his province to endeavour on all occasions to ensure.

4 inches wide, niue of which still exist in the Hotel

de Cluny.* "IVerc such panels capable of being mul-

tiplied at a moderate cost, we might from time to

time introduce in our buildings a series of all but

imperishable portraits of our sovereigns, of eminent

men, and historical characters; not, as in past times,

confining the subjects of such enamels to the twelve
M.Vullant, of ChatcauTOiigc, exhibits several speei-j He must enter upon a new career of thought,

^

‘Vi J

P
mens of pavement, some m patterns formed with

|

acq„„iut birnself with the histoevand fluctuationsthat
j

Labours of
nnr oiJii i.oets

aian^oml-sinped tilea,, imitating dark and light mar-
|

L.’e dialinguishcd each phase of the origin, develop-
! ‘STvII

bles, interspersed with white, red, and black, the price

of which is Cd. per foot superficial, one a chess-board

pattern in black and white at 5d. per foot superficial,

also one at the same price in which white octagonal

tiles are filled in with small square red ones, a sample

at 4d. the foot, in which

white hexagonal tiles and
diamond - shaped imitative

y ^ in-ike np the figure,

and finally a very pretty

herring-bone brick pave-

incut, in which small cubes

of black brick are introduced
^ ^ ^ 3 with good effect between the

ends of the other bricks, the price being fij. a foot.

\Ve sliall return to the report at greater length
hereafter.

-
. r 1- 1 : I

writers, and historians
;
and these would come more

home to the feeling,, and commemorate for popular
SO 08 to adopt it with propriety, taste, and originality,

as an ever fresh idea, and not as a mere “rifaccia-

mento” of existing forms.

Collections like those of M. Soulages and of the

late Mr. Bernal, are of the utmost value to the archi-

tect, rcllecting as they do the arts, manufacture, skill

and taste of various countries and periods
; and show

honour and respect those celebrities who have illus-

trated our own history aud have reudered eminent

services to our country.

Medals.

Medal die engraving is at present of very restricted

application, being generally limited iu this country to

ing their application to the ordinary uses of life in
;

too small a class of objects ;
and little patronage is

the several grades of society. No less remarkable are ' bestowed upon what was, among the aucieuts, and

they when set in contrast with the industrial practice

of the first quarter of the present century, a period

of singular barenness iu technical design, since they

serve to hear only a more vivid testimony to the ex-

tent to which art was a))plied iu the most trifling and
ordinary utensils and objects, during those palmy days

of Italian grandeur when were executed the majority

of the specimens of which these collections consist.

During such periods the sentiment of art would
appear to have been absolutely necessary to commend
the productions of the skilled mechanic to general
acceptance. And it is remarkable to observe that

THE SOULAGES COLLECTION IN
KESPECT OF DECORATIVE ART.

IVe would call public attention to the follow- —

.

ing able and pertinent report of tlie coniiiiittee
^

taste never became the exclusive property of any one
!
sion, the lineaments of the great, the noble, or the

... 1-. .1, T , , . V . , V .. . ...
illustrious of these periods.

Of such gems, the Soulages collection contains lOG

specimens, chiefly of Italiao and Trench art, struck or

after the revival, a most importaul department of art

production. The medals and coinage of antiquity

are upon a par with the productions of Phidias,

Lysippus, and Praxiteles
;
and the coins of Sicily, and

many towns of Greece, the medals of Alexander and

his successors, as well as the Romau Imperial series,

reflect the genius of the brightest eras of antique taste

aud skill. Of scarcely inferior merit were the Italian

medals; and the medallions of various sizes—whether

cast or struck—of the fifteenth and sixteenth cen-

turies, are full of intense meaning, handing down to

us, with the utmost vigour aud refinement of expres-

appohitcd by the Council of the Royal Institute departmeut or class of productions', but reigned a

of British Architects to examine the Soulages ' ^^’''versal element; the decline of purity io any

Collection, and report their opinion whether it
j

manufacture being but the sign of a general and con-

would be expedieut to recomineud its purchase
!

deterioration in every other. Such collcc-

bv the Goveriimeut. whieli was road at tlm ' tions represent a world-wide school, iu which to form
a universal rather than a particular standard of national

by the Goveriimeut, which was read at the
meetiug of the Institute ou the 9tb inst,

Your committee have to report that, pursuant to

Tour insinietions, ihey have attended twice at Marl-
borou^ih House, and have also at various periods iudi-

vidually inspected the Soulages Collection, and com-
pared the specimens eontaiued in it with those derived

from the sale of the late Mr. Bernal’s effects, aud
other sources. They have experienced the utmost
attention ou the part of the authorities and officers of

the Department of Science and Art, who furnished
them with copies of the admirable report drawn up
by Mr. Robinson,* and afforded them every facility

of access. Before entering upon any criticism of the
colleclion itseP, your committee tbiuk it desirable to
allude briefly to the iuflueuces which such a collection

• The iDutructive notes and observat obs appendei to each
class of objects introduce the reader at once into a brief history
and analysis of tach division. It li impossible to ovcr-estiiuati
the additional iastmotion which the publication of such oala
lognes confer, upon the casuil visitor of museums and colledtioai
in any- wry aaalo.ons tn the Soulacea

taste
;
and thus the student is freed from the trammels

of that coiiBncd view of style whieli the traditions of
any one period, limited within a narrow geogniphical
circle, would bind around him. Trance, Italy, Ger-
many, aud England, have furnished their quota of

excellence io many ways to the specimens now
brought together in Marlboroiigh House; and from

cast, presenting tnany varieties of treatment, and sug-

gestive of an useful apjilieation of such memorials in

raodeni times, combining valuable fcsihetie results

with historical records of an almost imperishable

nature.

Glass.

The brilliant progress which has been made in the

manufactiire of glass in this country within the few

years that have elapsed since the removal of those

fiscal restrictions which arrested all improvement, and
the very Jislinetive peculiarities which characterize t^rew this country behind others, invests the articles
the various productions, a wider field is afforded for ^f this class io the Soulages collection with great
the wares of the manufacturer of the prcscut day, int^^est. Wiihout enteriug into the technical pro-
Iresh astes are excBed, and an earnest longing is ceases of the “ laticinio,” " vitro di trina,” “ mille-
created in the purchaser for the possession ot more » » nventuriue,” and “ schmelze,” some of which
refined and excel lent productions, raising them above ig,e gi^eady practised iu England, we may at once
mere mechanical resuUs enlarging their sphere of

]

^hat the study of choice specimens
a], p .cation, and necessarily stimulating production.

presented to view in Marlborough House
There can be little healthy progress iu national

manutacture so long as the commonest and mere
in!iteri:il \v.iiits only have to be satisfied

;
but diicctly

cultivated taste seeks for superior execution and more
reflued elegance, enterprise and skill are enlisted iu

will lead to the development of new combinations,

• It la auld thaf. siime were purebaaed by Eugliahoieii, nod are

now in Chia country It wimtd be a great at-rvice to the arts if

they could be diacuvered, and expoted in the Great Exhibitioa

about to be opened at Mancheater.
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v\ Iiifrb will some day diatinguish our Eogliah mauufac-

mr 3 as nmct as, if not more thau, their Italian or

iJ.i'jeinian predecessors. The rapid advance in the

scientific mamilacture of glass, and the new applica-

tiiins of that material which have reeeiitly been

brought to light for the supply of architectural re-

quirements, are alone sufficient to convince us that

tills art is capable of the utmost development through

F/.iglisli enterprise.

Bronzes.

The 106 objects in bronze, comprised in the

Suulages collection, illustrate a class of manufacture

hitherto of very limited application in England;

wlicreas, in her Eastern dependencies, the artists in

bronze for centuries past have produced, even in

common utensils, elegance of form and unrivalled

ik-coration iu metallic inlay. This latter elegaut pro*

cess, which was of essentially Oriental origin, was

eagerly adopted by the Venetians, and reproduced in

their Damascened ware.

Tens of tbunsands of French artizans are maintained

by their skilful treatment of bronze, now an essential

article of furniture in that country, and purchased

with avidity in England, and indeed throughout

Europe and America. So unpractised are onr

founders in the successful casting of such delicate

objects, and so deficient are we in educated chasers

and finishers, that we have to depend mainly on

foreigners for the supply of small bronzes. Their

production by English manufacturers is, indeed, so

costly, that the Art-Union of London (who for many
years devoted much attention to the subject, and at

great expense brought out various statuettes and
busts), anxious as that body are to encourage the art,

have been almost compelled to abandon the attempt to

any great extent, and only persevere under the most
discouraging circumstances. The beautiful works of

art in bronze, so abundant in Paris, find no rivalry

hove. And we feel, therefore, that the acquisition of

the [specimens in this collection, although far too

limited for the urgent necessity that exists for the

supply of good models in this branch of industry,

would be desirable, as tending to draw public attention

to this important and neglected branch of art manu-
factures. We do not venture to class them in design

or execution with the matchless productions of anti-

(piity, such as those preserved in the Museum of the

Studij at Naples— or even with modern ones of the

highast class of art—but still there arc many objects

gracefully composed, elegant in form, and especially

suggestive of improvement in those departments of

domestic economy into which they might be intro-

duced with propriety.

Decorative Furniture.

There are 100 pieces* of furniture and textile

fabrics, consisting of chairs, cabinets, coffers, tables,

buffets, dressoirs, metallic mirrors, a magnificent
lanthorn, the cornice of a room, three pairs of bellows
of tasteful design and execution, and an elaborate
chimneypiece. These present a store of useful and
applicable articles of various merit. Some few are
cai-ved with considerable skill, others are distingnished
for their general design or graceful proportions. Some
have been considerably repaired or modified by inferior

hands, but others remain intact. The buffets and
annoires are suggestive, and admit of easy application
to our present uses. The chestnut-wood coffers, the
marriage-chests of Italian history and romance, have
evidently originated in a superior class of artists, and
the metal mirrors, with their carved frames, are
graceful illustrations of a curious variety of domestic
utensils. In all these articles it is necessary to

discriminate between the production of the manufac-
turer who repeats, and the treatment of his material
by the artist who originates. We may still be enabled
to recognise clearly those forms and expressions of
original ideas, vulgarised by the common taste of those
who repeat, or demand repetition

; for, although
coarse in parts or gross in detail, they may still retain

some of the elements of that antecedent period, when
livelier imagination, more refinement, and truer senti-
ment prevailed. The textile fabrics contain some very
elegant ornamental patterns, and several curious
specimens of embroidery.

Majolica.

We have reserved for our concluding remarks the
. most numerous and most important section of this
( collection, namely, the Majolica, and enamelled
I earllien and stone wares, consisting of 168 picecs.f
We shall not enlarge upon the mutual relations of art

Ji and material, nor upon the extent to which all
I branches of line art are influenced by the materials
e employed. This is especially perceptible iu the

* Artistic iu gener.l eflect are 6$0, 670, 691, 698. Noe. 055. 6M.
are to be praised lor their design aud execution ; and 670, 671, for
exquisite design and workmanship.

t Very satisfaotory in point ot design are the arabesques
aroRud Noa l. 2, 4, e. 70, 70. 7e. 38, 29, asm, 38, 38r, 41,43, I5fc,
ISh, 15?, 66, 72, 75, 76 ; and in form as well as iti decoration, 86,
32, 106, 1C3, 110 i and as works of real art, 3, o, 8. 9, 89.

earlhcnwarcs of Greek art and Majolica, in contrast

with the porcelains of Asia and Europe, and their

works in this class are as distinct as the earths of

which they are composed. Nor do we pretend to

review the various processes of manufacture, nor the

mysteries of the glaze and brilliant lustres, which

give so much attraction to these admirable produc-

tions, such as the metallic reflexions, the changing

colours, the molhcr-o’-pcarl of Gubbio, Urbiuo,

Pesaro, Caffagiolo, Faenza, Castel Durante, or of

other towns or states of Italy, where the enlightened

patronages of the dukes and princes to these wares

realized a reputation that could hardly otherwise have

been acquired by places of such secondary im-

portance. The earlier pieces of Majolica retniu much
of the noble simplicity of form and richness of

decoration of their Hispano-Moorish origin; and the

later ones have a higher aim thau the porcelains of

Germany and France, whose art decorations occa-

sionally present a fantastic and capricious application,

and generally a minute and highly-wrought elabora-

tion by superior artists, almost too precious for the

frail material upon which it is bestowed, limiting the

products to the tables only of the most affluent.

The Majolica on the contrary, admits, when once

the design is settled, of a rapid execution by prac-

tised secondary hands : by this economy in the pro-

duction most carefully designed objects may be

brought within the meats of the humbler admirer of

art. This series includes some choice specimens * of

Bernard de Palissy’s skill, and embraces every class

of object fitted for the table, or to adorn the buffet or

dressoir ;—such as plateaux, plfiques, vases, plates,

frattiere, tazze, trays, or baskets, clips. Husks, bowls,

ewers, sauce-boats, salt-cellars, and other articles.

The finest of these are gronped in one case, and con-

stitute a series of the highest resthetic value, as

regards their form, the combinations of colour, and

treatment of decoration. They are available as types,

or may be considered edncalionally as specimens to

be followed, improved, or varied : there is not one

which is not valuable for the oue or other purpose.

The success may be problematical of any attempt to

derange the predilections and established favour with

which the public have bceu accustomed to regard

certain articles of ase in common life
;

but we believe

that the public mind is prepared and anxious to

adopt a higher state of art-treatment in such objects.

Without advocating for a moment a blind adhe-

rence to any of these forms, or the modes of decora-

tion which distinguish these wares, in which occa-

sionally the execution may not rise to the dignity of

the subject—in which extravagance may now and

then have usurped the place of good taste, and in

which noble forms may be here and there applied

to inferior uses,—we may clearly recognise so

much that is noble and brilliant, so much that

is full of feeling and expression, and such an

appeal to a higher intelligence, as to warrant our

maintaining distinctly, that access to such examples

must improve the taste of the people, and elevate the

aspirations of every mind for something better than

those we already possess. This consummation we are

indeed justified in prognosticating (from the successful

efforts in Majolica made by the firm of Minton for

tiie Paris Universal Exhibition of 1855), our own
countrymen on the banks of the Trent and the

Severn are fully able to attain. From these exer-

tions we may reasonably contemplate that in a few
years, by the teaching aid of such examples as those

contained in the Soulagcs Collection, by the union of

uianuficturing skill in the manipulation with artistic

power in the embellishineDt, and by due encourage-

ment from the public. Majolica will become in this

counti'y a most attractive and very important branch

of art producliou, and eventually compete with the

ceramic works of any period and of any country.

In conclusion, we have to report that vve are unable

to contemplate, withont the deepest regret, the pos-

sibility of such a collection being broken up and scat-

tered into various channels. Each individual piece

has its own peculiar value or merit; but when com-
bined with others, as illustrating either the theory or

history of art, so as to complete the chain and con-

nexion of manufacture and art illustration, and thus

forming a series of the progressive excellence to which

such productions have been carried in times past,

their worth is much enhanced. If Government were

to rely upon the chances of a sale, they would pro-

bably be outbid for the best articles by wealthy in-

dividuals, who would gratify a taste at a fancy price,

and thus the museums of the nation would have in

such an event only the chance of obtaining sccondaiy

articles, purchased at greatly enhanced cost.

In making this report, the committee have deemed
it more advisable to submit their opinions, based,

after a careful examination of the objects, opon a

broad and general consideration of their importance

as a whole, and as a commencement and very desirable
'

contribution, with the series obtained from the Bernal

Collectien, towards a large and corn[)liite historical

and artistic museiitn, rather than ii[)oii a minute

Briticism of any individual specimens. And they

have come to the conclusion, that it would be an

irreparalile loss of a great opportunity to iiiiprove our

ninnufactures, to enlarge the sphere of art aiqilication,

to inert-Hse our commerce, and instruct tiie public

mind, if the Government did not accept llie offer to

sell the whole to the nation at cost price ;—an offer

so nobly made by the disinterested and public-

spirited men who, with singular geucnuiiy, and on

their own responsibility, have at all risks afforded

the opportunity to the country of securing the col-

lection iu its eutirety.*

T. L. Donaldson, Chairmau. E. I’Anson.

S, Angkll. T. II. Lewis.

A. Ashfitel. a. Salvin.

Talbot Bury. G. A'olliamy.

Benj. Ferrey. T. H. Wyatt.

w !
n»"- SecB.

W. D. A\ YATT,
j
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BRITISH INSTITUTION.

The annual exhibition here of pictures by living

painters is now open to the public. If there be any

difference, the collection is rather below its average

standard of merit, there being few works of particular

excellence, although the exhibiting list comprises the

names of many who have beeu designated “ rising

artists,” for these twelve years past
;
nor arc there

many showing promise or progress of that ambitious

character likely to encourage the expectation of those

who hope to discover that the effects of increasing

patronage, amongst other advantages afforded to the

present generation of aspirants, will produce a stock of

fine painters. Nor is such expectation unreasonable

with efficient organization of our Fine Art Schools

:

on the contrary, it is a matter of surprise that season

after season should elapse, with no perceptible change

in the character of our exhibitions, after all that has

been said, written, and done to aid improvement.

Opportunity, it might reasonably be surmised, would

awaken effort
;
and surely there are some able, if only

willing, to do as much as their precursors at least, if

they would concentrate w'hatever ability and skill

they may possess on one or two important under-

takings, rather than dissipate the same through-

out some dozen trivial perfections
;
or if these same

dozen embodied a single new thought iu each, it

would be a decided advance, and a theme for

congratulation. The deficiency in this respect is

more than usually suggested by tlie absence of

Linnell’s powerful landscape pieces, and the three

or four excellent dramatic portraits with which

Mr. J, Sant has been wont to delight its frequenters,

—

which indeed, with the considerable assistance of

Mr. Ansdell’s delineations of animal life, have

lately been amongst the chief attractions of this

gallery.

Taking first into consideration the comparatively

scarce “subject pictures,” Mr. L. Iliigho’s (2)
“ Sunny Hours ” is a very conspicuous performance,

forcible in colour, well composed, and onl^ xoanling in

that delicacy,—aerial perspective,— for which he is

so renowned as a " water-colour draughtsman.”

Mr. J. Gilbert’s (70) "Regiment of Royalist Cavalry

at the Battle of Edgehill,” would also be the better

for some of the attributes of his drawings: so loose a

style of execution, although accompanied with an im-

pressive dash, is more akin to carelessness thau power,

a fault to be regretted the more in an otherwise

clever work, reminding one of Velasquez.

The title of (180) “ The Pliant Hour,” by AV. P.

Frith, R.A. is appended to a version of “Othello

relating his aVdveutures to Desdemona.” The person-

ages are not Shakspearean, and yet are corapouenis of

a successful and charming picture, in a technical

sense. (458) “ Moliere Reading his Comedies to bis

Housekeeper ” is agreeably portrayed by Mr. T. P.

Hall : the result, somewhat marred by theatrical treat-

ment, betokens careful study iu its compilation,

embracing almost too many good points to appear a

probable and natural iucidint.

Amongst the pictures most deserving of examina-

tion will be found (1), “The Colossal Pair, Thebes,”

F. Dillon, presenting the well-known gigantic statues

looming through the dusk of an Egyptian sunset,

sufficiently invested with poetic and artistic treatment

to excite the imagination. (22), “The Pet Rabbit,”

R. Buckner, evidently a portrait arrangement, in-

ferior to the artist’s ideal conception of (348)

• Af'er haviug been gubmUted to public criticism at Marl-

boroUo'b IluUBB since tbe 7th December, the Exinbitioa 0? the

Soulages Collection cl'ised on Siiturday. 7th Peiiruarr. During
this period, it has been visited by upwarda of 48,000 persona, which
is just double (he usual numbers at'ending at tliU season. Among
these riaitors as many as 5,138 peraona have paid fur admission,
being ninefold lUe average numbers paying. We undei stand chat

the ofier of sale has been made Co tbe Governi^eut for IS.OSOi. with
tbe recommendation that if bought fur the nation, it mjy bo

sent to Manchester.
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“A Romon Boy with a Pitcher of "Water,” though in

this the beautifully painted head seems to be out of

tone, and not to ’belong to the figure. (27),
“ The

Island of Murano, Venice,” G. E. H0ring,is a favonr-

able specimen. (33), “TheJIolo,” "V enice, is one of

five coutiilmlions of the indefafipble Mr. E. .

Cooke, A. 11 A. and an exquisite little bit for finish

and local truth. (34),
“ The Convalescent,” J. Gow,

shows us a boy in bed, paying ofl’ in part his great

debt of kindness and attention by amusing Ins

little brother with an accordion, and at the same

time how the simplest episode in every-day life

may furnish a subject for an epic. (42),
“ Co-

rinne,” H. Weigall, a head characterised by much

heautv and classic taste. (52),
“ Cochcm on the

Jloseile,” G. C. Stauficld, is the most striking and

perfect of his three landscapes exhibited here.

ST. JAMES’S, "WESTMINSTER.

Some considerable works, as our readers

know, have been recently executed at tin's

cluirch. The decayed woo’deu box porches that

covered the entrances to the church at the

westem end, unsightly, and long a disgrace to

St. James’s, have been taken down and replaced

with substantial erections in brick and mortar.

These occupy tbe space on each side of the

tower, and the elevations being made to assimi-

late m general cliaracter, and carried up uniform

in hei^t with the body of the church, the

appendages assume the apiiearauce of having

formed a component part of the original struc-

ture. Interaally they are made to coinmuiii-

cate through tlie tower vestibule, the brickiug

(57j “Athens,” "W. Linton, an expansive view, imbued
j

Qf -Ijaseracnt arches of the latter being

with an originality and forcible effect at once i

for the purpose,—the three apart-

proclaiming its source. (5S) “ Beautiful in Death,” i

together thus forming a continuous ainbu-
dolorouslyinformsusofMr.G.Lance’speacockbavingiJ^^ extendhio- from the footway of Jermyn-
become dclunct ;-that wondrous bird, with

rget alone- the° entire width of the western
teUinEloJ so often JikleJ, everybody ,s acqna.Dteil

! g j,

and many know by art. lew can conjecture the ... ,i’
°

• i.? j

amount of size and tears (of the best mastic) spent ire
_ T^,^> vf'mninin'frlHpnl

upon the creature from first to last, and never to by stairs to the gallenes.
+ / • • n”

better purpose than on this the occasion of its demise u entrance from Jerm^-street (ongina y

we may hope that galvatii.sm, or some resuscitating was a correspondmg doorway on the north siUe,

appliance, may be resorted to. and that we shall find the
I

removed iu 1803) has been dona away

tail spreading wider andvi.Icr still in a time to come, bricks and mortar and a window being made to

(65) “The Evening Drink in a Mountain Lake,”
i occupy the place of tbe old door.

T. Dauby, is extremely luminous, in fascinating lines,
|

various interior lobby inclosures to tbe
verging perhaps upoQ tbe meretricious, and decidedly,

glairs and the wainscot cases,
ess truthful as a trausenpt from Nature than (364 j

.
presented numerous ugly bulkliead pro-

A Summer Evening, ^^rj- respect a dcligh fu I

^ church, dctri-
landscape by tbe same painter. Mr. E. Duncan lias

jc'-tioua

“immortalized” (75) ^he gallant Action fought
;

mental to uniformity, and an encroachment ou

by the British IS-poundev 36-gun frigate Fenehpe, the congregational space, have all been swept

Capt. Ileurv Blackwood, and the French National
,

away. The upper westem gallery hitherto

Ship GuUfaume Tell, Capt. Saulmier, bearing i
occupying the central portion only ot the chuicb,

the flaf- of Rear-Admiral Deeres, on tbe morn-
[

has been extended over the aisles to the side

of St. James’s is with houses or other dosely

packed valuable buildings, tbe procuring of tbe

mere half rood of ground on which to erect it,

involves an outlay far greater than the com-

bined expense of building a handsome^ church

and furnishing it, and supplying the stipulated

endowment for the incumbent. Henee, liberal

as the subscribed fund seems, it is as yet insuf-

ficient to justify practical operations on this

head. It is to be hoped, however, that the

opulent traders and manufacturers with which

tbe parish abounds, and wdiose fortune is_ the

produce of the labour of those who constitute

the thousands, Idle spiritual wants of whom it is

now sought to supply, will yet, emulating the

example the nobility have set, come forward in

liberal support of this good work. The second

object in the scheme was to convert into free

sittings certain portions of the pew accommoda-

tion of the existing churches and chapels of the

parish. Tliis has been effected iu respect to

the district church of St. Luke’s, Berwics-street,

and Archbishop Teuison’s Chapel, Regeut-slrcet,

and 500 additional free sittings have in that

wav been permanently provided.

Tiieworksjust completed at the parish church,

rejected by the present churchwardens, Mr.

Frederick Crane, of Regent-street,
_

and Mr.

Rice, of Charles-street, originally without any

view to the object, have nevertheless been

made subservient to the furtherance of the rec-

tors scheme. Among the improvements the

proposed alterations in the clinrch were to

effect, was the gain of considerable interior

space, on which it was intended to set up pews,

and tbe rental arising from tbe letting of these

was to compensate in some degree for
_

the

outlay. But the rector, feeling that additional

church accommodation was more needed by tbeHI.- jiuq .i-x-a. ivui.ii.ui ........
I 1 , j 1 . r 1 •

I

ciiurcn accomiuuiuu.i'ju ujuic utcucu ..-j

ing of the 31st of March, 1800, witli a gusto
;
walls

;
the latter a somewhat doubttul improve-

portion of his parishioners than the
and power, entitling him to respectful salutation

|

meut, but that the creation of fifty Sittings
| made a proposition to the churchwardens

from all Greenwich pensioners. Iq (82) Ram
,

^gre directly or indirectly involved m it. Ihe
committee of his “Tree

Cleanng Off, II. Dawson, a difficult atmos-
1
arrangement of some of the pewing has been Aeenmmodatiou Fund” a erant of the

pheric effect has been well comprehended, and sue-
altered, economising the space to the gain of a i

® .... * 1.. .Qst pf the works on
cessfully dealt with

;
and (96) “ The Evening Hour,”

. po^gi^ieVable number of scats ;-matters, tbe
'

®
cessfully (

E. J. Niemann, bearing the impress of truth in itsres. of truth mils t- . r i -
, . i,

'
• j condition tliat the additional church room

deep nu'llo.v tones, helps to pro™ that the colleetion
““i,

°
only limirto th°e number of con- S“i“d by the altcraUons sho^^^^

predominates in this department in other points than
luae

*-0 sittings. Tbe offer was accepted, the

hmber. (17a)"AEe"freshiuBllr.oght,” C.Dukes-,
grcgation here IS the capacity of the church to jjo f^o

(197) •' The naj-.fieli]," II. Jotsam i and (2C7) accommodate. Some further yentilatio 1 has been
, obtained, which, toge-

“Early Siinimer Morning,” by the same. (247)
,

lutciTor thoroug y |-20 sittings contrived and set up in.

“ Through the Welsh Woods,” II. J. Boddingtou
;

cleansed and re-embeliisliecl. i

cliurcli bv Mr. Crane three years ago, when
(256) “ Imogen,” W. Fisher

; (268) “ Interior of a The churchyard has been raised, levelled, and connection in the churchwavdenship with a
"Welsh Farm House,” A. Provis; (274) “Dairy repaved, and ’the old dingy blank wall fronting ' colleague (tbe late Mr. Sasse), this
Maid,” or rather the cleverly-paiuted “Calves” Piccadilly is to be immediately taken down and

j

given to the narishiouers a perma-
m which Its excellence exists, by G. • replaced with a handsome iron palisade.

! nent accession to the free accommodation in the

Ti?J>nna’” n T Tin/iv I

"U'hcn thc prcsBut activc and esUmable Tcctor, parish church of 270 sittings,—more than.

M!s8 Mutrief (309?
°
Thfilnsifuf flic Shell” I

the llcy. John E.^ Kempe, M.A. entered upon
,

doubling that winch existed before; wl)ilst the

F. Underhill- (310) “On the Coast of Amalfi,” :

his duties m this important parish in 1853, the pew accommodation, and the rental tlierclrom,

H. J. Johnson; (341) “Love’s Stratagem,” T. M.
|

lamentable inadequacy of C50 free sittings for have suffered no diminution. The expense of

Joy i (359) " Holding as it were the Mirror up to adults in all the Church of England places of the present works lias been about 3,OOOL and

Nature,” "W. Hemsley
; (374) “ luterior, West-

.
worsbip in bis parish, for the wants of a popula-

; these Lave been carried out, as already men-

field House, Ryde, ’
Isle of "Wight,” C. H.

;
tion of 37,000, and more thau half tbe number tioned, under tlie superintendence of _Mr. Charles

Stanley
; (407) “ Janet Foster,” F. Wyburd

;
j

poor, engaged his serious attention, and, putting Lee
;
and executed by Messrs. Patrick and Son

(408) “The "t’intage,” "W. E. Frost,” A.R.A,
; forth a comprehensive scheme for the ameliora- in a very satisfactory manner.

(415) “Thy Will be Done,” H. Le Jeunc; (418)
|
fjon of the evil, he appealed to the benevolence of

;
This church, as every body knows, stands on

G. Smith; and (453), jqotc wealthy of tbe parishioners for the the south side of Piccadilly, and, architecturally
The round Cigar, II. t anseben, will arrest atten -

1

The appeal was quickly considered, is remarkable, externally, only as a
tion,_ and ewke luore or less admiration. (4(1), liberallv responded to by the higher clisses meaii-looking dark red brick building. It was

of “O'-etlian a consecrated In 1684.

Rea.T,vm,.h. pvp. LpUp H,r. imnn'Lfnn tiiJ. bundrcd Dames yielding an available fund of
j

Comparatively few of the many thousands

nearly 12
,
000 /. the principal subscribers being who make up the living throng that dauy

the Bishop of London (^Blomfield) 1,000/. the traverse this great western thoroughfare, are

Marquess of Bristol, Eans Derby and De Grey, aware of what au elegant interior these ugly

"Wilbraham Egerton, esq. (since deceased), and brick-cased walls inclose— light, airy, and

Sir "Walter i'arquhar, 500/. each; the Arch-
j

capacious. That Sir Christopher Wren hira-

bishop of Armagh, Earls of Egliiiton and Spen- self—who, besides St. Paul’s, built more than

cer, 200/. each; the Dukes of Norfolk (smee half a century of parish churches—regarded

deceased) and Cleveland, Earls of Ellesmere, this his chef-iVmivre, is seen by his letter to a

Aberdeen, Falinoutb, Enfield, Redesdalc, Jlrs. fiiend, printed in “Elms’s Life of Wren,” as

Byng (since deceased), Mr. Hudson Gurney, follows;
—“Churches must be large; but still

jfr. John Fisher, of Duke-street, the London in our reformed religion, it should seem vain to

and Westminster Bank, “A Penitent,” and the make a parish cluir^ larger than all who are

Branch Bank of England, each 100/.; and under ' present can both hear and see the preacher,

the nomenclature of “A Parishioner” (sup- The Romanists may indeed build larger churcheSj

posed to be the Ear] of Derby), -i,000/. specially as it is enough if they hear the murmurs of the

towards the building and endowment of a new mass, and see the elevation of the host, but ours

church. jarc to he fitted for auditories. I can hardly

The primary object set forth in the rector’s think it practicable to make a single room so

sebeme was the creation of an additional church, capacious, with pews and galleries, as to hold

to be situated if possible in the eastern divisiou above 2,000 persons, and all to bear the sci-vice

of the parish, to he built to accommodate about
' and see tbe preacher. I endeavoured to effect this

1,200 persons, half of such accommodation to in building the parish church of St. James’s,

he free; but the progress of the work has been Westminster, which, I presume, is the most
delayed by tlie difficulties in the way of obtain-

'
capacious, with these qualifications, that hath

I

in^a suitable site. Covered as the entire area
!

yet been built; and yet, at a solemn time, when

sea-Dyniphs whose eyes belie the imputation that

beach jewels are a myth, deserves more than a passing

note of commendation, because it illustrates the limes

we live in, and moreover is a good pictureof its class.

In (483) The Two Extremes—The Poat-Rafl'aellitc,”

and (485) “ Tbe Pre-RafFacllite,” Mr. 11. O’Neil con-

trasts, not too invidiously, careless ease with pains-

taking labour, to the advantage of neither, in spite of

the executive ability displayed iu both cases, as far as

he himself is concerned. To (496) “ Pretty Polly,”

E. J. Cobbett
; (499) " The Talking Oak,” W. Mow

Eglcy
; (525) “ A Little Scarecrow,” T. F. Dicksee

;

(539) “ A Letter requiring an Answer,” W. Cave
Thomas; (540) “ The Lesson,” D. W. Deane

; (646)
“In the Chimney Corner,” T. Earl; and (554)
“ Gems of the Sea,” H. C. Selous, we can but briefly

allnde, as we have arrived at the limits of space re-

served for this notice.

COMPETITION.
Flans far Laying oiti ihe White Horse Fstaie,

'Norwood.—The first premium of 150 guineas has
been awarded to Slessrs. Morgan and Phipson, Daues-
inn. Strand

;
the second, of 100 guineas, to Mr. J. A.

Bone, of Maidstone
; and the third, of 60 guineas, to

Messrs. Coe and Beetholme, of Danes-inn, Strand,
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1 he church was much crowded, I could not dis-

cern from a gallery that 2,000 persons were

present, in this church I mentiou, though very

hroad, and the nave arched up. And yet as I here

are no walls of a second order, nor lanterns, nor

buttresses, but the whole rot^ rests upon the

pillars, as do also the galleries, 1 think it may

be found beautiful and convenient, and, as such,

the moift economical form of any 1 could in-

vent.’’*

The plan of St. James’s is the Basilical, nave

aud aisles being formed by two ranges of six [jicrs

and columns, in two stories. The piers, which are

of tile Doric order, panelled, oaxrj the galleries,

the fronts of the latter of oak. with carved

enrichments, forming the entablature of the

order, with a low attic above, to complete the

breastwork. The upper order is the Corinthian.

Columns rise from the breastwork of the galle-

ries, and the highly-enriched entablature of these,

stretching aeroBB trom each column to the side

walls, Berree as imposts to a series of transverse

avelies from column to column, forming the

covering of the aisles ;
whilst from the abacuses

also springs the great semicircular vault that

covers tlie nave
;
the whole roof being divided

into sunk panela, ornamented with festoons of

drapery and flowers in relief, “producing,” as

Mr. Gwilt observes, “by its unity, richness,

and harmonious proportions, a result truly

-

enchanting.”')'

A slight prolongation eastward of the central

portion of the body of the church forms the

altar recess. The end above the altar screen is

nearly all occupied by a Venetian window. This

is made into two tiers by a massive transome,

which, with a pair of columns in the lower por-

tion, and a pair in the upper, serviug as mul-

lious, subdivide the window into sis. compart-

ments.

The lower tier is uniform with that of the

upper story of the body of the church, and the

architecture the same, i.e. Corinthian—the en-

tablature of the order forming the transome of

the window. The upper tier is composite. The
centre intercolumuiation is cQBncotecl l)y a semi-

circular arch. In 184G this large window was

filled with stained and painted glass. The win-

dow is illustrative by six principal ])ictures,

—

one to a compartment,—of the Narrative of our

Blessed Lord’s Sacrifice for the Redemption of

Mankind. In the lower central division is dis-

played the Crucifixion, mth the praying in the

Garden of Gethseinane, on the left ; aud, the

Bearing of the Cross on the right. The upper

central compartment is the Ascension, with the

Entombment to the left, and the Resurrection

on the right. Very wide mosaic borders sur-

ronsd ea^ of these pictures, m which, as well

as in the other parts of the filling in, are

numerous minute representations of other

scriptural subjects; with details 'Of immense
variety, consisting of religious emblems, symbols,

monognms, fcc. &c. This glass was the pro-

ductim of Mr. Wailes, (rf Newcastle, who
received 1,000/. for the work.

It is intended also to fill in with stained and
painted glass the whole of the ten gallery win-

do\WB. Tlie wort is to proceed gradually, as funds

shall arke for the purpose
;
or by accepting of

wmdowB from individuals in the way of olfcr-

ing!^—mortuary, or obituary. The whole is

designed to form, when completed, a series of

aint.mgfi, fllustrative of the history of our

leaed Saviour’s life and ministry, commencing
with the “ Nativity,” in the easternmost win-

dow on the south side,—^the succeeding win-

doMW to carry on the subject, prt^ressively, as

foll«irB ;

—

No. 2. The Adoration of the Magi.

^ S. Baptism of Christ.

„ 4, Christ and the Woman of Samaria.

„ 5. Christ with Peter on the Sea.

And returning eastward on the north side with

* ^AeMeeitleof St. Jamee's tliarcli 'waa iKit tbe nork of Sir

Wren. It was built u iew jesn tAa tbe oburcb,
ftBd HHfrMD a rajrpUed by u Mr. WUoox, » otu'i>ftiter in
tbs isb'ab. saao^ to My, vw iMde ^uice of by tbe
TMtry ba pTefeoeuoe tu » deeign foe tbe «»m« airQinh<d by Wren
binwf ; tbe ooat of tbe CTectaoD of v biota -wus estimsted to ezoei>d

tbe cCbo-br only ImC Tbe builder of tbe Bteeplee of !-t. Bnde'b.
St. y>adMi’ii.SL Uanttui'u in (he East, and £oiw. beaten in a com-
petition fur tliBt of St. Jame^’e, Weetminatcr. a carpente:

!

t eefirnss. and tbeir enrichments, as now aeeu. were pot
up In 1S37, wheQ the decayed state of the timberB bad rendered au
entire new roof to the church neceasary, The work was strictly a
restopution. and was extcuted under tbe direction of Mr. Charles
May hew, architect : tbe expense on tbe oceasi'm was dji'jl.

No. 6. The Transfiguration.

7 Christ with'ilartha and Mary.

„ 8. Christ Blessing Little Children.

„ 9. The Haitiing of Lazarus.

„ 10. Entry into Jerusalem.

Tims connecting the narrative with the Passion,

as represented in the great altar window.

Nos. 2 and 4 have been executed (also by Mr.

Wailes) at a cost of 125/. each.

The altar screen displays a most exubenint

jiiece of carving, in alto-relievo, executed iu lime-

tree, by that inimitable artist iu that way,

Grinling Gibbons. The principal group repre-

sents “ Tbe Pelican in licr Piety.” Bishop

Pox’s favourite device, typical of our Saviour

having shed his blood for us (though the allega-

tion of the ancient naturalists as to the habit of

the pelican being to feed her young with lier

own blood, when other food was not imme-

diately procurable, on which circumstance this

long popular symbol was founded, is now dis-

proved). In this beautiful work of art, the

pelican occupies the centre, over the altar-table

—is repiesented as sitting in her nest, and in

the act of wounding her breast with the point

of her beak to draw the blood, whilst tlie young

ones beneath are gaping for the food.
_

The

bird is covered with a beautiful combination of

foliage, among which are two doves bearing

olive branches. In addition, a noble festoon

ending in two pendants, which extend nearly

the whole height of tbe screen, displays all the

varied representations of fruit and flowers, in

the highest relief. This elaborate and delicate

work having become much injured by the

casualties of 160 years, was in 1846, thoroughly

repaired by two Italian artists—a work of pro-

tracted labour; several thousand bits of carving,

of more or less minuteness, requiring to be

added, iu order to restore the groupings to their

pristine state.

Tbe font, which stands in the central passage,

opposite the principal entrance from the west, is

an exquisite work of art, in white marble, from the

chisel of that same admirable artist. The sculp-

ture is intended, by the representation of four

scriptural subjects, to tell the story of the fall

of man— his subsequent restoration to Divine

favour, aud his regeneration by baptism, viz.

—

the stem or support to the basin is the tree of

good and evil; Adam and Eve stand at its foot,

whilst the serpent, coiled round the timnk of

the tree, is presenting to them the forbidden
I

fruit. On the side of the basin, which is circu-

lar, and 6 feet in circumference, are, in basso

relievo, Noah’s Ark, with the dove bearing the

olive-branch of peace in its beak, St. John
l

baptising our Lord in the Jordan, and Philip
'

baptising the Eunuch. The pewing and other
j

wood fiitingB of tbe church, are of Dutch oak,

were set up in 1803, aud cost, inclusive of some •

repairs to the clairch, upwards of 11,000/. An
upper tier of gallery, at the western end, eou-

tains the organ and seats for the choir, as also

tbe school children. The organ is in two oaken

cases, standing one before the other, the

'

organist’s place being between them, his face to i

the great organ, and bis back to tlie smaller

one, to the latter of which the acliou passes

beneath his feet and seat. The great case

is in the florid style of the period of its

original construction (Louis XIV.). The
carvings of Fames, angels, cherubs’ heads, &c.

with which it is adorned, strikingly mark, by
their great Ixjuuty, the master-hand of Gib-

bons. This favourite old mstrument, originally

made by the celebrated Reuatus Harris, anno
1678, was entirely rebuilt by the late Mr.
Bishop, iu 1852, on a much more comprehensive
scale, but rctuiuiug the old pipes—for these, the

mellowing hand of time had rendered of more
than ordinary value,—when also the old case was
restored, with the original decoration, and tbe
detached front choir added. The expense of
this work was 1,000/. and the organ is now one
of the most beautiful iu the kingdom.

F. C.

Chain Bkidges.—Mr. Edward William Young, of

Rochester, has patented an iuiprovement in the con-
struction of bridges. According to this invention
the pUtforra or roadwHj of a bridge is suspended
from chains which do not hang iu curves, but descend
in straight inclined lines from the points of suspen-

sion to the platform of the bridge.

THE ARMOUR IN THE MANCHESTER
EXHIBITION.

Many antiquarian friends will be glad to

hear that Mr. Blanche has accepted the invita-

tion from the Committee of the Exhibition of

Art Treasures, to superintend the arrungemeut

of armour aud arms. We may theretbre feel

certain that iu tliis department we shall have a

correct chronological arrangement, to instruct

as well as please. It would be a fortunate

thing if, w hen this matter is finished, Mr. Blanche

could be led to give hie services at the Tower

of London, where the national collection appears

to be left pretty much to itself. So far as we
cau learn, no person having knowledge of the

subject ever pretends now to exercise any con-

trol there, or has any interest in making it

complete and available for public instruction.”

PROVINCIAL NEWS.
S-melhcich .—A parsonage-house for St. Mat-

thew, Smethwick, being about to be erected

(Mr. Joseph James, architect), the followring

tenders have been made for the erection :

—

Cornish, Brothers (Birmingham) ... £896

Harley (Smethwick) 850
Ranisiiy (S(uethwick) 841

Stocktuu and Field (Oldbury) 787

Stourbridge.—The new National Schools at

Amblecote were recently opened by Lord

Lyttelton. These schools are built on a site

given by the Earl of Stamford and Warrington.

Nearly 1,700/. have been secured for the cost of

erection.

Llandudno .—The cororaissioners under the

local Improvement Act have entered into a

contract with Mr. Knight, of Manchester, for

the drainage of the town. Tbe plans and speci-

fications have been prepared by Mr. T. M. Smith,

of London, C.E. under whose superinteniience

the whole is to be cai-ried out. The works are

beiug eomraeneed, aud are to be completed by

August next.

Sbreiosburg.—Under the Limited Liability

Act, a project has been started for erecting a

public hall in this town, to accommodate from

250 to 300 more persons than the Music-hall.

Tbe room is designed to be capable of being di-

vided, without injury to its architectural deco-

ration, so as to render it suitable to small or

large assemblies.

Brewood.—The Tf~olr^rh-anipton€b.ronicle%i^i^?>

that the newly-erected church for the district of

Coven, in the parish of Brewood, was conse-

crated on Thursday in week before last.^ The

edifice is iu tbe Transition style. It conasts of

a nave, 62 feet by 24 feet 6 inches ;
two tran-

septs, 15 feel, by 15 feet each
;
a chancel, ll6 feet

by 16 feet 6 inches
;
together with vestry, south

porch, and gallery at the west end of the nave.

At the souMi-wcs't comer is a turret terminating

above the roof octagouaUy, and surmounted by

a small spire. Tbe ground-floor contains 326

sittings for adults, and the galleiy upwards of

seventy sittiags for children. Tne stotie used

iu the building is from the Brewood quarry, and

is the gift of Thomas William Giffard, esq. of

Chillington. The woodwork, except the pulpit

and desk, is all deal, stained ami burnished. The

roofs are open and high-pitched, with arched

braces to the principals. The architect was

Mr. E. Banks, of Wolverliampton ;
and the

builder Mr. Godfrey, of Birmingham. Tbe whole

cost has been ^timated at 1,900/.

Liz>erpool.— At a recent meeting of the Tox-

teth-park Board of Health, a draft plan, pre-

pared by Mr. Newlamls, the borough-e^iueerj

of a scheme of sewerage for the district, was

submitted. The estimated cost for canrimg out

the plan was 9,000/. The proceedings were

eonfinned, and the clerk instructed as to farther

procedure. Tbe new large floating landiug-

stage, for Brince’s-pier, is drawing towards com-

pletion. It will be brought over in lour sec-

tions from Birkenhead, where it is being con-

structed by Messrs. T. Vemon and Son,

i Eslington .—Lord Ravensworth is now making

numerous improvements at E&luu^-on House,

amongst which are conspicuous a terraced wall

and a gateway in the centre, adorned with vases,

designed by his lordship. The execution of

these designs has been intrusted to Mr. D.

: McMillan, of Alnwick, sculptor.
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SCHOI LS OF AET.

The Norwich School.—On "Wednesday eveninp, the

2yili ultimo, a meeting of the students in this school

was held at the rooms to receive prizes awarded hy

Wr. lludgnive, the Government inspector. The

iiiavor, who presided, said he had attended at the

request of Mr. Nuracy, the master, to distribute the

prizes, lie was glad to sec so large an attendance

notwithstanding the roughness of the weather. He
considered that it was highly creditable to the

sludetus that out of 200 sludents seventy -nine of

them sliniild have received prizes. The Rev. J.

Crompton brielly addressed the students, advising

them not to stop at the outwardly beaiitil’iil, but to

aim at whatever was beautiful iu the highest sense.

Mr, J. G. Johnson said the niimher of students who
had received marks of distinction was highly credit-

able. He hoped soon to meet them in the uew build-

ing with a free library under the same roof.

The ReadiTi.g School.—The provisional committee

appointed at a late public meeting, to take the neces-

sary steps preliminary to the establishment at Read-

ing of a school of drawing and design upon the;

Gueerumeut plan, have nearly coucluded their
I

labunrs. At a recent meeting of the committee,
j

however, it was reported that throughout the country
j

the demand for able masters was greater than the

;

supply, and as there was no possibility of obtaining
'

an L'flicient and approved master before March, it was
concluded to wait for rooms till that date. '

The NetocaMe-under-Lyne School.—The annual

nioctinc: of this school was held in the lecture-hall of
,

this Institution on the 27th ultimo. The chair
^

was occupied by Mr. Addcrley, M.P.; and Mr.'
Child, M.P. the president, was also present, with the

mayor of the borough, and various otherinfluential gen-
tlcuieu. The room was densely filled. The w'alls were

decorated with works by the students and others . ''

From the report it appeared that the receipts were
|

about 60/. and the expenditure the same for the year.
;

The committee regretted to state that the school had
not received the support and encouragement which
they had hoped it would, and also that the number of

students had not been so large as they could have

wished
;

Mr. Child had placed in the secretary’s

hands a cheque for 10/. which was to be offered in

four prizes—two during the present year, and two

duriug the following year. The meeting was ad-

•dressed by the chainnau and by Mr. Child and other

gentleineu. The chairman in his address said he

believed that in the matter of education it was the

duty of Governmont to assist in the improvement of

the industrial arts, and to educate those engaged
througli the instrumentalily of their occiipaliou. In
this respect he thuught Government had made a sad

mistake, and that that might help to account for the

complaints which hud been made of the absence of a

thoroughly hearty support of such institutions, lie

thought that the reason why public schools with large

grants from Government were not snpported by a

larger attendance of pupils was, that the people did

mot see in them that which they wanted. It was
iquite an anomalous state of things to have a supply
without a demand, and grants of public money had
-been lavished upon the country in order to stimulate

ithe demand. The education adapted to the people was
luot an education in thehighest branchesofphilosophy,

(but snch an education in the arts ofiudustry as would
iquickeii and strengthen the inlellect

;
and to pass

over this training was, he was convinced, a great

imisfakc, which lay at the root of national education.

iHe hoped the country would see this mistake, and
cwould urge its correction upon the Governinent. The
ichairman then called the attention of ihe meeting to

lihc efforts made hy Prince Albert to spread coir ct

[principles of taste, and expressed his conviction that

i±he country was mainly iudebted to his Royal High-
mess for developing this branch of education. lie.

shad not merely encouraged isolated effirts, but had
[grouped them together in one great national scheme,
shaving its centre in Loudon, communicating with the

".oral schools throughout the country, but not having
ichcm under its control, as the schools of France were
nunder the central school at Paris. That was not a

iravouritc principle in this country, and he thought
Ki-hat Government was quite right in saying that it

Dvould not do more than aid the schools of art.

The Sheffield School.—The opening of the new
aunilding was inaugurated on the 26th ult'mo, hy

i public conversazione, at which Mr. Roebuck,
(-M.P, presided. In his address to the meeting
lehc chairman made characteristic allusion to his own
aoeculiaritics as a public man in their relation to art.

Tf There is something,” he said, “ in all that pertains to
turtof such a perennial and ever-flowiag nature that it

vnever palls upon the senses, that it never in any way
tniminishes in its power to exalt and bless humanity

;

il.nd, therefore, if we make that the daily avocation of
lirur lives, we do much to exalt the nature of man and
io increase our own welfare. This may appear to you
M somewhat fiue-drawn and sentimental view of things

THE BUTLDEE.

but I speak to you as a practical man, whose life has

been passed in the turmoil and boiling up-stirring

springs of life; for ray life Las been that of one who
has liad to combat with his fellow men, and I have

found that that which has been to me the srdace of my
life has been art. Fur though I am an humble pnpil

of art, still I am an adoring pupil. I love her for her

goodness to me ; I love her for her elevating influence

upon the human race.” Mr. Cole, C.B. was also

present, and addressed the iiieeting, and explained

what Government was doing in order to assist schools

of this description. He spoke favourably of the

ShelDcld School, and stated that whilst the highest

number of medals awarded in one year to any school

was thirty, the sludeuts in the Sheffield School were

about to receive tlmt night twenty-eiuht
;

or rather

they were not about to receive these, though they were

entitled to them, in consequence of the die of the

reverse side having broken iu striking it. The whole

of the art-works for which these medals were given

throughout the country it was intended to bring

together into one exhibition, and in order that they

might not be thought too metropolitan it had been

determined that these exhibitions should be held iu

the provinces. Next year it was intended that the

studeuts’ works of art should be exhibited in Man-
chester, and to award for the best types of art 100 of

j

what they were going to call national medals. To get

a medal worthy of such an occasion they had sought

j

all over Europe for an artist, and they had succeeded

in obtaining the services of a foreign gentleman of

great celebrity, Each of these medals would repre-

sent 10/. for which the student would receive a work

of art equal in value to that amount. The speaker

then exhibited one or two specimens of the works of

art intended to be given to such students as gained

the national medals.

Carlisle School.—A soiree in connection with the

Carlisle School of Art took place on the 27th

ultimo, iu the Mechanics’ Lecture Hall, Carlisle. Tfie

only cause of regret was the comparatively small attend-

ance, notwithstaudiug llie attractive onnouncement

that a ball was to follow the bea-driuking and speech-

making. The hull was gratuitously lent for the pur-

pose by the committee of the Mechanics’ Institution.

SUCH A SNUG BERTH !

Rush, sm-veyors, rush ;
why yonr talents hiding ?

Forward, in a crush
;
storm the Western Riding !

Eighty poonds a-year, open for conteution
;

Duties, trifles mere, hardly worth the mention.

Only land-survey, (pastime ’mid your revels)

;

Theu to fill the day, take and plot your levels ;

Working plans theu draw, fit for high inspectiou
;

And secure eclat, with the parts in section.

Engineering skill, relative to highways,

Time will help to kill,—not forgetting byeways,;

Then, by way of change, in your morniug rambles,

Anti-uuisance range, ’mong the slums and shambles,

diseatisfaction, not only to the committee and members of
the Arohitei’tural Association, but also to the profession
at large, wlien, by a resolution passed at one of your
meetings, it was determined to give the work into other
bands.

Whilst the committee of the Architectural Association
sincerely retrret that a member of an honourable profes-

sion could be found willing to undertake such a commis-
sion, they feel that this act of injustice cannot bo passed
over without |>roteating against your decision.

Iu conclu ion, the committee of the Archiiectural Asso-
ciation hope that before it is too late, you nil! re<'onsidcr

j

the mutter, mid by placing the design into the hands of
'

its author, give him the reward that is so justly his due :

; thus seeming lor the town of Liverpool a building that
^ shall ccimni-'inorate the noble generosity of ilsfuunder,
' the justness of its building committee, and the ability of
its architect. (Signed)

J. A. Bunker, \ Hounrury
B. A. C. Hebbing, J Secretaries,

February lOLh, 18.57.

To the Chairman and Mofiislrales of the Coaniy of
Midiletex.

Mr Lord and Gentlemen,—We are desired by the

committee and members generally of the Architectural

Association, to request your attention to the following ex-

pression of their opinion as to the results of the late com-
petition for the proposed uew sohool buildings for the
county of Middlesex.

I

The cominhtee and members of the Architectural Asso-
ciation having watched with anxious interest the progress

1 of tbe recent competition, view with eitreme surprise and
’ regret the decision which has been ultimately arrived at.

It appears to' them so unsatisfactory, and fraught with so

much injury to the interests, not only of the profession,

but also of the public, that they feel it inoumbeiit on them
not to allow it to pass unchallenged, in the absence of any

' other public protest from a professional source. Into the

i

question of the advisability of calling iu professional

. assistance to decide upon the merits of arrangements and
details in which you were doubtless more experienced, the

committee do not here desire to euter, tbe fact of your
I
own decision not being in accordance with the advice you
had obtained proving, in this case, its inutility. But they

I

take exception only to the final result, and that on the

I

following grounds

I

That having, doubtless, carefully examined and rejected

Ithe plans selected by the professional gentlemen you
,
had culled in to assist you, the subsequent decision

I

made by yourselves, was the right and just one, inasmuch
! as it must have been made with more than ordinary care,

I

seeing that you awarded the premiums to those designs
' you had so selected. And the committee and members of

the Architectural Association, cannot but think that your
decision should not have been altered, unless some ex-

traordinarv advantages were found in the designs you have
ultimately decided upon for execution. That these advan-
tages do not exist, may be inferred from a perusal of the

allegations made by the architects to whom was awarded
the highest premium,
Tbe committee and members of the Architectural Asso-

ciation sincerely hope that you will again carefully recon-

sider the whole question, and, if you were right in

awarding the premiums, then do they hope you will act

justly to the authors of the best design, by giving them
that which they worked for in common with all who com-
pete, viz. the honour and remuneration of currying out
such a building as is proposed to be erected. The com-
mittee of the Architectural Association feel that you
cannot adopt any other course without acting unjustly,

either to the architects or to the rate-pajere, for if the

design fir^t selected was the best, then it is an not of

injustice to the architects to car^ out another design;

and if it was not tbe best, then it is au act of injustice to

tho rate-payers to pay away 150L for a design tnat yon
now say was not suitable. Hoping you will give this

subject your earnest cunsideration.

[Signed by the Hon. Soos.j

Then, from door to door, thus your medley vary

;

Ratc-collectin'i, bore needy folks and chary.

Only think! the small surely claim’d for safety,

Not worth name at all, only poor twu-'fifty.

For eight postage-stamps (justassos are sticklers)

Scud, you seedy scamps, for detail’d pai'tic’lars.

Mind and state your age
;
old uns, don’t he nervous

;

Haste, ye green, and sage—grown'grey in the service.

Oh, what sinecures 1 cheering ’tis to quote ’em

;

Such enticiug lures captivate factotum.

Then, surveyors, rush ;
why your talcuts hiding ?

Forward, in a crush ;
storm the Western Hiding !

Stoney Batt’er.

PROTESTS BY THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSO-
CIATION AGAINST THE DECISION IN
RECENT COMPETITIONS.
The following protests by the Architectural Asso-

ciation have been forwarded as addressed :
—

February 10th, 1857.

To the Chairman and Committee (f the proposed new Free
Pnhlic Library and Mitsetim, Liverpool.

Gentlemen,—

W

e are directed by the committee of the
Architectural Association to request your earnest atten-

tion to the following expression of their opinion in regard
to the late competition for your proposed new buUdiug.

The committee of the .^irchitecturul Association viewed
with sincere pleasure tbe earnest expression of your
desire to ensure, as far as possible, a fair and honest
competition, and they believed it was vour wish to obtain

for Liverpool another budding of which you might justly

be proud. Tour subsequent selection of a limited number
of sketches, thus saving a vast amount of labour and
expense to the unsuccessful comiietitors, the committee
think was most judicious.

A design having been thas selected, it was tbonght that

it would be carried out in the usnal way, upon your being
satisfied that its author was capable of undertaking a work
of such magnitude; that he is capable has been sulIicieDtly

proved.
Tbe decision finally arrived at caused great surprise and

NOTES ON THE METALS.

Mr. D. Morrison, of Bordcsley Worka, BiriniDg-

ham, has patented the use, in malleable iron casting,

of moulds of metal, by preference of cast-iron. By
thus employing metal moulds, the same may be used

again and again, and the articles cast therein will be

more smooth. There is now in progress, at Broomia-

law, Glnsgow, the largest chain, it is said, ever mad*

in Scotland. This chain is for mooring the buoys of

the River Trustees. The irou bar from which the

chain is formed measures two and five-eighth inches

in diameter, and each link weighs ‘Gllbs. The entire

length of the chain will be 120 fathoms, Discoveries

of iron iu the neighbourhood of Seeud, Wiltshire, are

going on, and several furnaces are about to be

erected.

In the manufacture of Steel, Mr. Chenot’s inven-

tion. which is at present attracting much attention at

Paris, consists in the use of an electro-sorting ma-

ebiue (eleclro-tricuse) to raise tbe crushed ore to ite

maximum standard of richness ;
in a system of

cementation, whereby the most opposite qualities of

steel may be produced with certainty; and in the

compression of the ore after its transinutaiion, and

before and after cementation into a sponge. By his

process, it is declared, can he manufactured Irom

Spanish ore, steel which will not cost above 32/. per

ton, and be superior in quality to that sold in Paris at

100/. per ton.

An iron-bridge to carry the Eust-India Railway

across the river Sone (the ancient Eranaboas), has

been constructed at the Elswick Engine Works, New-

castle, and is thus described in the Gateshead 06-

server,—The tentative arch is of iron lattice-work, as

light to the eye as a fabric of cane. As you pass

along the roofed roadway, you have on each side a

double-lattice; and over bead is the railroad for

locomotives. The bridge will be double ; that
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is, there will he two parallel footways and
1

>y.a’of the

no novelty, some new ni

been resorted to, resulting

great strength with great ligbtness-coutrasting re-

markably, in this respect, with the wondrous High

Level Bridge across the Tyne—which, were it now

to bo built, would probably consume not more than

one-third of the iron actually employed. The mmi-

ber of double arches, rcstiug on piers, will he twenty-

nine. We shall thus have a double bridge, wRh

palanquin roads below, and roads for railway traiTic

above ;
a footpath also on each margin of the upper

way ;
the whole in round numbers 7,600 feet (or

nearly a mile and a half) long—six limes longer than

the “ High Level although, literally speaking, the

structure will consist of fifly-eiglit separate hii^dges,

each of which can contract and expand with the

temperature, without danger to the stability of the

viaduct.

At the Sheffield Exchange last week, a number of

files of various sizes, cut by the Trench machine of

Messrs. Prignet and Beruot, were submitted to the

inspection of the local merchants and manufacturers.

It appears that the patentee has disposed of the license

for the use of the maebiue in France, aud is now

desirous to do so in this country. The files are said

to be of a serviceable character, aud the raising of the

tooth satisfactory. It is stated by the patentee that

the machine is so portable that it cau he carried by

two men, and that a small engine of one horse power

suffices to work six machines. Each machine is said

to cut in a day 6i dozen 16-ioch square rubbers,

weighing 91bs. each.

At the Midland Institute, Birmingham, on the

26tb ult. Mr. H. AViggin read a paper on the

manufacture of copper. The lecturer took copper

ore at that point when it is ready for the smelter, and

traced the various processes through which it passes

uutil it becomes good marketable copper, either as

tile, cake, or best selected. The mining, raising, and

dressing of the ore belonged to the miner aud

mineralogist only. The principal sources from which

our copper smelters obtained their ores, were from

Cornwall and Devonshire in this country, from Chili,

Cuba, and the Burra Burra aud other Australian

mines. Cornwall alone produced upwards of 1,200

tons of copper annually. It was from this county

the greatest quantity was obtained. Mr. IViggin

afterwards alluded to the term *' standard,” used in

the copper trade, and remarked that he had never met

with any one who understood it.

Mr. Vi. Bayliss, of Binningham, has patented the

manufacture of ornamental metallic tubes, by pressiup

with a mixture of tar and pitch is then wound round

about the gatta-percha covering, to serve as a bedcling

upon which the external protecting wires are placecl.

The protecting strands are eighteen m number, each

composed of seven charcoal annealed iron wires

Xo. 22 gauge. There arc, therefore, 133 miles of

wire employed in the formation of each mile of cable
;

or for the entire length of 2,500 miles to be con-

structed, no less than 332,500 miles of wire must be

drawn and twisted into 47,500 miles of strand, 2,500

miles of which will be embosomed in a thick insu-

lating coating of gutta-percha, to which the remain-

ing 45,000 miles will be ajiplicd as a protection

against strain or external injury.
'
The diameter of the cable, when completed, will

only be about three-quarters of an inch, and from the

way iu which it is made, it will be so flexible, that^ it

may be tied iu a knot round the aim without in-

juring it.
, . X

The weight of the cable is slightly under a ton to

tbe mile. Many of the cables hitherto laid have

weighed eight to nine tons to the mile.

The cable is capable of resisting a strain of about

four tons
;
and as the greatest depth is 2,072 fathoms

or miles, the maximum of vertical strain upon the

cable, which loses about onc-third of its weight m
water, will only amount to a ton aud a half the dif-

ference of specific gravity between tbe water and the

cable.

The cable wiH, probably, be strengthened towards

the middle by the substitution of steel wire for iron

—so as to bear a strain of about ten tons. The

enormous cost of steel wire, and the difficulty of pro-

curing it in any quantity, would preclude it being

employed for any considerable distance
;
and as theie

is an ample margin or surplus of strength in the iron

wire coating, it has not appeared necessary with the

mere view of employing the former to postpone the

operation for several years and treble tbe capital

required.

The cable is contracted for, in equal portions, by

Messrs. Kuper, of Greeuwicli, and Messrs. Xewall, of

Gateshead, both firms well-known makers of sub-

marine cables : both arc hound to complete their

contracts by the eud of May.

The machinery employed to spin the cable consists

of a large horizontal wheel, round the circumfercuce

of which arc arranged a series of bobbins of the irou

uiauu.avLu.^ V, i- -J-
i

wire strand which is to constitute the protective

Tpiair tubV'into "coiitari “.ISh' a "niaadrif, tho said armour of the cable. The giitla percha covered copper
* 1-11 _ . :l iv- 1.Q vnnrin V.T- "Mr Stfillimn nl t.hft Gutta Percha

The front of the Clothworkers’ Hall, London (see

Builder for Nov. 8, 1856), would seem to indicate

another regal meeting on the ‘ Field of the Cloth of

Gold,’ so ornate is it in emblems of cine splendour.

It is ’another proof to the growing appreciation of the

Anglo-Venetian Classic, and will greatly enhance the

richness of the London street architecture. Its clus-

tered pilastral reliefs, ornate cornice, and fenestral

efficiency, are accompanied by much proportional

beauty ;
and the facade is altogether highly creditable

to the repute of Mr. Samuel Angell. could almost

wish the uppermost window-openings had been square-

headed, since, after all, the architect has felt the

necessity of finishing their top-dressings parallel with

the soffit of the entablature immediately above; and

we would, deferentially, submit to Mr. Angell whether

some gain of light to the rooms might not he had

consistently with no decrease of beauty to the win-

dows. It may be that the keystones of the three

arches have some relation to the support of a largely-

projecting entablature of long bearing ;
but tbe square-

headed openings might be crowned with a cornice

which would still more efficiently support the super-

incumbent architrave. The gradual increase of rich-

ness, as the building ascends, is,wc think, in the best

In another woodcut of the for Jan. 17,

1857, is a perspective of the interior of the Ulotn-

workers’ Hall, the aspect of which is splendidly

scenic. Though the general arrangement of the com-

ponent features is pretty much according to book,

there is a superadded force which removes it above

the level of common-place. A mere well-informed

,
student of Sir Wra. Chambers might have similarly

,
employed the arcaded ‘order,’ the clerc-story, groin-

mandril having upon it the ornamental figure to he

given to the tube, the pressure being applied as de-

scribed. The invention is applicable especially to the

manufacture of taper tubes, as there is difficulty iu

removing the tube from the mandril if theinandj-il be

of unifonn diameter throughout. The tube, however,

mav be removed from a mandril of uniform diameter

by heating the said tube suddenly, and thereby ex-

panding the same.

ELECTRO-TELEGRAPHIC PROGRESS.

Two or three years since wc hesitated, like many
others, to speak of the Atlantic Telegraph as a reJly

practicable project, or anything hut a grand idea,

which might, at some distant day, be realized. In

this hesitation, however, we felt actuated far less by

our own convictions than by an assurance that these

convictions, if candidly outspoken, would be scouted

by many of our readers, as partaking of tbe most

extravagant credulity. At that lime one felt (in a

small way) somewhat in the position of Mr. Ste-

phenson, when he was compelled, by the force of

opinion, to pretend, before the Coimnons, that

be had the most discreetly moderate idea of running

railway trains at some eight or ten miles an hour,

all the while silently multiplying tbe ten by five in liis

own mind, as the true measure of bis well-founded

expectations. Much so was it with Galileo Gahlei,

when compelled to pretend to subdue his unconquer-

able belief that the earth moved rouud the sun, and,

with erroneous denial of its motion on his lips, to

whisper to himself, in the silent depths of his own
soul, “ but it does move though !”

"SV ell, the extravagant idea of this time three years,

is the actual work of to-day. The clue of clues is

now being spun, and in a few short months it will dip

into the middle of the great Atlantic, and settle miles

beneath its troubled surface,

—

“

a way for the lightning

flash,” laid down by the God-given power of human
genius.

The cable selected for the Atlantic telegraph [we
rely on the authority of the Engineer Journal], is

composed, internally, of a central core of seven copper

wire, made by Mr. Statham, at tbe Gutta Percha

\Vorks, and subsequently wrapped over with tbe layer

of tarred yam, is passed through the centre of the

vertical axle of the wheel to which the bobbins of

wire strand are attached, and is enveloped by the

wheel in revolving with a spiral covering of the outer

strands.

The distance to be traversed by each of the two

vessels in laying down tbe cable, is but little more

than double 'that already passed over, without diffi-

culty, in laying the line between Varna and Balaklava.

THE “CRITIC” ON ARCHITECTURE.

The report on architecture as a fine art, founded

on the illustrations given in our journal, is still ably

continued in the Critic. Wc extract a portion of

the article in the current number. Speaking of our

view of Canina’s entrance to the Villa Borghose, the

writer says ;

—

We are by no means inclined to advocate the

general appliance of strictly imitative design
;

but

exceptional circumstances may arise which fully war-

rant its occasional practice; and, at all events, we

cannot but admire the example before us, considered

fcr se, and as tending to keep alive the reverence

which is due to the idiocratical perfection of ancient

art. Speaking with stern truth, the gate-lodges of a

palace should be ' affiued and kin ’ to the palace itself

;

and such is not the case in the relationship borne by

Canina’s propylfeuui to tbe mansion it pertains to
;

but, as tbe error is on the side of superior beauty, we
must he critically indulgent, and then we ai-c left to

acknowledge the ‘ beautiful exceedingly.’ The ques-

tion is, whether, with the same amount of substance

and decoration, so charming a result could be obtained

by the application of any other style, as Canina has

produced by his Borghese gateway ? What an elegant

majesty pervades ! how chastely ornate,—bow uu-

alTectedly refined,— how simply eloquent! What
mental cultivation may we imagine iu the body of the

volume BO gracefully prefaced? We will but refer

our readers to the woodcut in justification of our

eulogy.

accomplished artist in certain superadded details, m
their omameutation, and in what may be termed the

emphasis which marks those passages of his composi-

tion which are most susceptible of effeptive treatment.

The red granite columns, with their grey granite

bases, cannot fail to be imposing, though the material

of the capitals (Caen stone) seems to be something

under the mark for the crowning member ot such

costly appendages, unless, indeed, they are to he

heightened in effect by colour and gilding. Jhis

interior, however, is, at the least, a very excelleut

specimen of academic Roman design; and as such we

rejoice in being able heartily to commend it.

Nothing can contrast more remarkably with the

last-meutioued interior than that of the Gallery of the

Bank of Franco, Baris, illustrated iu the Builder for

Jau. 3, 1857. The scenic and theatrical character of

the latter, having more to do with the upholsteral

than the architectural, depends on the abjuration of

all severe criticism, and on an abandonment to mere

decorative prodigality. It is of the period of Louis

XIV. and emblematises the florid profligacy of his

court, in its excess of carving, gilding, aud paint.

Trinity Presbyterian Church, Kiugsland, Tbe

view of this building given in tbe Builder, 2 Uh Jan.

1857, is comforting to the critical perceptions, for,

in connexion with the evidence of an educated taste,

it shows iuveution and considerate judgment. It

would, perhaps, be difficult to find so well composed

and pleasingly proportioned a steeple among the

genuine Mediicval examples of its kind. The but-

tressing of the tower is far better than is usual.

Artistic feeling and constructive propriety go hand-

in-hand from base to apex. V e only wish tbe lower

gabled canopies near tbe base of the spite could have

a little more projection, so as to allow greater length

to the little pillars that support tbe outhanging

angles.”

SOCIETY FOR IMPROVING THE CONDITION
OF THE LABOURING CLASSES.

I HAVE perused with much satisfaction your valu-

able article headed “ The Provision of Dys-elliiigs for

the London Poor,” contained in the Builder of the

7th inst. and fully concur iu the justice of your

remarks. Permit me, however, to state that you have

been led into a slight error in that portion of jou'C

article which refers to our “Model Building^^ iu

Portpool-lane. I immediately referred to our “ In-

spector of Dwclliugs ” on tbe subject, and desired

him to w'rite bis explanation, which he has done, and

which I now enclose to you. I am sure that you will

desire to render our society, for which you have always

manifested a deep interest, the simple justice of giving

insertion to Mr. Holcrofl’s note.

II. Harwood Harwood, lion. Sec.

Sib —I notice in the la^t number of the Builder a state-

ment that at the “Thanksgiving Building,” in rortpool-

lane. there is an insufficient supply of water, occasioned

by leakage of the pipes. Allow mo to state in reply, that

there has always been an abundant water supply, but

owing to a temporary disarrangement of the valve® <OTn»

v.-.- IxAAn nrtttvnidaVilv 0X061 ,
During,

little*’ fficonvenience has been unavoidably expermnced»

although they were not “left unattended to.
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Ihe neceasary repairs, plenty of water was always obtain*
«ble ut the other end of the buildiDf;.

Jambs Holcbobt,
Inspector of Dwellings to the Society,

H. Harwood Harwood, Esq. Hon. Sec.

*** We willingly comply with Mr. Harwood’s
request, but it will be seen that there was no error on
our part. We simply stated what was the case,

namely, that “ we were surprised to find complaints
made by some of the tenants of a very iusufiicieut

water supply,” 8:c. The complaints uuquestionably
were made. We willingly believe the cause has been
removed.

WOLVERHAMPTON WORKHOUSE
COMPETITION.”

Having received a letter from the Clerk to the Board of
Guardians of the above workhouse, informing me that the
Guardians considered my plans to be the second-best, I
sheuld wish it to be understood that though I competed,
I was under a pledge with Messrs. Bidlake and Lovatt,—
likewise they with me,—that, in case of success, we would
each abandon it unless we obtained the full per centage.

Edwabd Holmes, Birmingham.

*** Wo have also received a letter signed " Robert
Ebbels," “ Edward Banks,’’ “ Griffin and Weller," and
“ J. E. Veall,” wherein they " indignantly repudiate” the
motives BBcrihed to them in Messrs. Bidlake and Lovatt’a
reply (at p. 78, ante) to their first letter (p. 66), and renew
their assertion that the latter gentlenaen have not kept
faith with them. Great pressure on our space prevents
the insertion of it, and moreover the case can rest on the
above note from Mr. Holmes.

3iUfd&clr.

The Year-Book of Facts in Science and Art, for
1S56. By John Times, B.S.A. Bo<Tiie,

rieet-street. 1S57.

Another year brings round another record of
scientific and art valuables, gleaned byMr.Timbs
from many sources, and forming a most useful
book of reference iu all that relates to the most
important discoveries and improvements of the
past year, iu mechanics and the useful arts,

natural philosophy, electricity, chemistry,
zoology and botany, geology and mineralogy,
meteorology and astronomy. Thus many im-
portant steps in general advancement, which
might be swamped by subsequent events and

: subjects of interest, are rescued from oblivion,
and so placed as to be easy of access, and likely

to be ever and anon turning up again into notice,

. and fructifying in inventive minds into new dis-
1 coveries and improvements to be hereafter also

; recorded. We arc glad to note that Mr. Timbs
! begins to break through his too modest rule of
1 refra.ining from the expression of personal
' opinion. The comments of one who is cou-
; stantly in the habit of reviewing the general

]
progress as Mr. Timbs docs, cannot but add

' value to a work such as this. To the present
' volume is prefixed a portrait and memoir of
; Professor Graham, the present Master of the
; Mint.

Evening Cl.a.sses, Crosby Hall : Hope for
I THE Deserving.—Mr. Thomas Brodribb and Mr.
1 Edward Chapliu, two of the members of this insti-

f tutioD, have just been appointed clerks of the third
c class in the Educational Department of the Privy
( Council Office, after a competitive examination by the
( Civil Service Commissioners. The number of candi-
d dates admitted to compete for five appointments was
t twenty-one. This is the second occasion upon which
t the Lord President has placed at the disposal of the
1 Rev. Charles Mackenzie, as honorary secretary, the

p privilege of nominating members of the evening
« classes as candidates for clerkships, and on the former
0 one was successful.

Memorial Church at Constantinople.—We
a are informed that the four prize designs for the
t church at Constantinople, will be shown at the next
n meeting of the Architectural Eshibition (Tuesday
1 17th.)

Clock-tower, Aberystwith.—The Clock-tower
a- at Aberystwith, of which we gave a view lately

([ (p. 47, ante), is in the market-place, being the most
Cl central aud elevated point available : the dial will be
il. illuminated with gas. The blue lime-stoue of the
!o locality is used for plain walliog, and the dressings
ar are of free-stone, from the Stourtou-hill quarries, in
C Cheshire. The diameter of the tower is 15 feet
ir, above the plinth course, slightly battened up to bal-
co cony, and from thence to main cornice. The total
li height is 72 feet 2 inches to the top of the vane staff.

A An archway, with ornamented cast-iron gates, leads
to to a circular staircase to balcony, from which the
a- ascent to tlie clock-chamber and top of tower is by
ca cast-iron staircases.

<f

Chimneys.—In reply to our correspondent,
“Z.” (p. 56), six or seven gentlemen have requested
ns to hand their names to the inquirer as ready and
able to do all he wants in the way of cure. This,
however, we decline. When we give insertion to such
an inquiry, it is with the hope of eliciting information
for the general good. In the matter of smoky chim-
neys, however, each case requires to be judged of
separately.

The Building Trades at Birmingham.—There
is a continued depression in all the branches of the
building trade at Birmingham. Eevv, if any, public
works are in progress, and at no former period did so
many “tramps ” pass through the town in search of
employment. Hundreds of applicants have been
relieved by the officers of the various friendly and
trades societies existing within the borough.

Auctioneers’ Exchange. — Au “Auctioneers’
and Land Agents’ Subscription-room and Exchange ”

has been established in London, at No. 2, Prince’s-
street, opposite the Bank of England. The rules and
regulations agreed to fix the annual subscriptions,
from January to January, at Zl. 3s. for individuals, and
it. 43. for firms, payable iu advance. Jlr. C. C.
Roberts is the secretary. One of the chief objects of
this new association is to supply a perfect system of
registration, to enable the members more readily to
find purchasers for what they may have to sell and
obtain investments for those wishing to buy. Another
object is the raising of the position and public stand-
ing of the profession. The bringiug of buyer and
seller to one central point is itself an important
object for the facilitation of business.

The Liverpool Timber Trade.—Mr. E.Chaloner,
of Liverpool, in his annual wood circular, dated “ 30th
January,” on the timber trade since the 31st January,
1856, states that the import has been the largest on
record, the aggregate import of all woods showing a

total of 477,250 tons, or an average of 1,310 tons
per day : it has increased 52 per cent, within the past
six years. This difference is almost wholly in spruce
deals ; square timber has remained almost stationary.
Spruce deals have advanced within five months from
81. 15s. to 10^. 5s. and again declined to the present
price of 8/. 53. per standard. A spirit of speculation
has for some time prevailed, and a secret system of
withholding the prices of wholesale operations. Re-
turns of colonial fir, in logs and planks, show an
increase in import of 1,206,507 feet, or 7 per ceut.

aud in stock 1,444,820 feet, or 17 per cent, whilst
the consumption is about the same as the previous year.

English Engineering in Brazil. — On the
authority of Mr. Neill, the Consul-General for Hon-
duras, we are enabled to state that the works of the
Pernambuco railway are progressing favourably under
the supcriutcndence of Mr. J. Bayliss, C.E. the repre-
sentative iu Brazil of Mr. Furness, the contractor

;

that Mr. Penuiston, the company’s chief engiueer,
reports most encouragingly as to the solidity of the
execution of the works ; aud that they will be com-
pleted before the time originally contemplated; and,
from the interest displayed by the people of the
country in the undertaking, that the traffic is likely

to considerably exceed the prospective estimate. Mr.
Bayliss, on the part of his principal, it appears, had
been exercising his engineering skill by sea as well as
by laud, the wreck of the Marquis of Olitida steamer,
of 1,000 tons, having been purchased as it stood in
its wrecked state, forty-five miles from Pernambuco,
for Mr. Furness, and half of the hull raised and
floated safely to shore by Mr. Bayliss, who was en-
gaged, by last accounts, in recovering the remainder,
in the midst of impediments deemed insurmountable.

The Iron Trade.—In Staffordshire the trade is

reported to be quiet and steady; prices pretty well
maintained, but no chance of any advance.

The National Museums and the Society of
Arts.—At a meeting of the council of the Society of
Arts, on AVedoesday, the 4th instant, the following
resolution was adopted :

—
“ That the secretary be instructed to inquire of the

Institutions in union wnether they consider the time has
arrived when^ in order to give just facilities, throughout
the United Kingdom, for acquiring knowledge in art and
science, it is expedient that the National Museums situate
in the metropolis and elsewhere, such as the National
Gallery, the British Museum, the Museum of Ornamental
Art, the ^Museum of Practical Geology, aud the public
Museums in Ireland and Scotland, &c. which have already
acquired, or may hereafter acquire, by Parliaroeutary
voles, specimens of art and science, should be rendered,
as far os may be practicable, useful to the local institu-
tions promoting art, science, and literature, throughout
the United Kingdom, especially the Mechanics' and
Literary Institutions in union with the society, and free
libraries. Should it be the opinion of the Institutions that
the time has arrived, the council of the Society of Arts
request that they may be favoured with opinions as to how
the object may be best carried into effect, and the council
wiU be prepared to afford facilities for the discussion of
the subject. That a copy of this resolution be sent not
only to the institutions in union, but also to the provin-
cial museums which may not be in connection with the
society, and to the free libraries in the United Kingdom.”
We are forced to admit our mability to diviue the

exact object its promoters have in view.

Shakspeare’s House.—We leam that a meeting
of the trustees of Shakspeare’s house has been held at
Stratford-upon-Avon, when several tenders were re-
ceived for the demolition of the houses and cottages
which surround the birthplace of the poet

;
and that

the tender of Mr. William Holtora was accepted, and
a contract entered into for the removal of the premises
within one month. It is to be hoped that the trustees
are advised by an architect, or much irreparable harm
may be done. When we were last at Stratford a
careful eye seemed wanting.

St. Peter’s, Stepney.—The new church-schools
of St. Peter’s, Stepney, were opened on Saturday, 31st
ult. by the Bishop of London. The district consists
of^ 13,000, mostly of poor and labouring people,
chiefly dock labourers, and the room which has been
built, will enable the Rev. P. J. Rowsell to assist and
instruct those who, from various causes, do not go to
church. The building was erected under the direction
of Mr. Chas. Barry, and cost 1,550/. There will be
here 1.000 children nuder instruction iu this one dis-
trict connected with St. Peter’s Church.
Hollow-wicked Candles.—Having seen the

article on hollow-wicked candles, signed “An Unem-
ployed Clerk,” allow’ me to say I tried the making of
the same candles in 1849, and then found the follow-
ing obstacle a'gaiust them ;—That the tallow will
run iuto the tube, and stop the air, independent of
burning away very fast. If the unemployed clerk
will spend as much time over it as I have done, he
will find other drawbacks besides that which I have
mentioned.—W. J. W.

Institution op Civil Engineers.—On the 3rd
of February, Mr. G. P. Bidder, V.P. in the chair, two
papers were read; the first, "On the Varieties of
Permaueut Way, practically in use on Railways,” by
Mr. W. Bridges Adams

;
and the second paper, “ On

some Recent Improvements in the Permanent Way
of Railways,” by Mr. P. M. Parsons.

Liverpool Architectural Society.—The ninth
meeting of the session was held on Wednesday
evening, the 28th ult. at the Royal Institution, Mr.
Huggins in the chair. Mr. Chantrell exhibited
several specimens of Staffordshire brick and terra
cotta tile, as well as a large terra cotta chimney flue,

suitable for dwelling-houses, which, on account of its

heat-retainiug properties, was said to be an excellent
contrivance for creating a draught, and thereby pro-
moting ventilation. Mr. Picton introduced the sub-
ject of the action of water upon lead, which led to an
interesting discussion, in which Mr. Verclst, Mr.
Horner, Mr. Weightman, secretary, and Mr. Dawson
took place. A paper by Mr. R. Rawlinson, " On
Factory Chimney Construction,” was read in his
absence by Mr. Picton.

Statue of Turner.—The great painter left by
will 1,000/. for a monument to his memory in St.

Paul’s. It is to be a statue, and it is stated that
Mr. M'Dowall, R.A. is chosen to execute it.

Beverley Mechanics’ Institute.—Last w'cek,

Mr. Charles Brereton (the mayor) delivered a second
lecture here, on “ Ecclesiastical Architecture.” Not-
withstanding the inclemency of the weather, there
was a large and respectable audience present.

Smithfield.— I hope you will protest against
employing the site of Smithfield as a dead meat
market, with its reeking carcasses and disgusting
sights aud smells, the site being an excellent one for

a handaoiric fruit and vegetable market, instead of
that in Farringdon-street, adorned with fountains and
other embellishments, so as to make it au attractive

promenade as well as a place of business. Surely,
even at the eleventh hour, such a desecration of one
of the finest sites in the metropolis may be prevented :

should it become a meat market, it will probably
remain so for generations, with all its nuisances and
abominations.—G. II.

New Park for Glasgow.—By the casting vote of
the Lord Provost of Glasgow, tbe corporation have
purchased ground on tbe south side of the river for an
additional park, at the sum of 30,000/.

The Late Mr. T. Seddon.—A meeting has been
held to express the sense entertained of the merits of
the late artist, Mr. Thomas Seddon, whose death we
announced a short while ago. The chair was taken
by Lord Goderich. Mr. Ruskin moved, and Mr.
Hunt seconded, the first resolution That an ex-

hibition be held during the present season of the

works left by the late Mr. Seddon, which shall be
open to sale.” Mr. Tom Taylor moved the second

resolution;
—“That out of the public subscription

which it is proposed to raise, 400 guineas be given

for the purchase of Mr. Seddon’s principal work, the

oil picture of Jerusalem, from his widow, for pre-

sentation to tlie National Gallery
;
and that, if any

surplus remain after the purchase and payment of the

necessary expenses of the exhibition, &c. Mrs.
Thomas Seddou’s acceptance of it be requested.”

Mr. Ruskin has consented to act as treasurer, and
Mr. \V. M. Rossetti, of No. 45, Upper Albauy-street,

as secretary.
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A Monument to the Pilgeim Fathers.-
*

. _ _ . il. ArA.>A nno mnk'Tiv 1>1 U 31 E, •' i A..- .

The Pilerie, Society of Plv^cth Mos. ore n..h o

efforts to raise funds to erect a monument to

Pilgrim Pathers” on Plymouth Hock.

to be 150 feet-, it will be crowned by ^ fig’ « ^

feet in height, and four others, seated upon the but

* T , . 1 _?n a hotcrUr niS-ofAcHect.h.iUha,c^^^tof^.=h

Emctioc or COKVICT "
-j,;;;,

i

,,e„d he, just bcec erected oe the f.rm of Beklerl

;ri,rat KorWh i

on the estate of Eoekh.ll, on_a J.ta tvh.ch ne

I'sE OF Glass in Farm Steadings.—

A

home-

the farm of Biiklerbolc,

The panels below the —
,,

of " The Departure from Delft Haven, The Sigm

of the Social Compact in the Cabin of the Jl/ay

“ The Landing at Plymouth,” and The 1 irst Treatj

with the Indians.”

The Tbigonometkicaj. Surtey. Upwards o

2,000 persona are now employed m the trigono-

metrical survey of Great Britain, ^early 400 of

them arc stationed at Southampton, f^adave chiefly

computers, draughtsmen, and engravers. The follow-

iog Lps have been completed, viz, ;-Maps of the

whole of Ireland, several counties, and large towns m

England and Scotland, on a scale of G inches to a

mile, and of nearly the whole of England, and paits of

Scotland and Ireland, on a 1-inch scale. The 1 and

6 inch maps are to be continued for other counties ,

and large towns will in future be mapped on a scale

of an inch to every 40 feet. Plans of all the culti-

vated districts in the country will also, in future, be

made npou a scale of about 25 inches to a mile.

Securing Ceilings, &c.—A patent has been

taken out by Mr. Newton, of Chancery- ane, for

securing the plastering of ceilings and walls. Ihe

obiect is to cause the first layer of plas.er to adhere

as firmly to the laths as the second layer does to the

first, and for that purpose it consists in applying to

the joists or girders, or to a ceiling of boards, laths

having inclined edges forming an angle with the hori-

zontal plane of the floor, to which the mortar is to be

applied, and spread on in the usual manner, so that

the tongues of mortar which pass between the inter-

stices of the laths form an angle with the horizontal

plane of the floor, and overlap the tops, and are

clinched thereto, whereby the mortar is held and

prevented from falling.

Leeds. — A correspondent says,— Several new

hnildings of great beauty are being erected here. The

town-hall, when finished, will be a good speeinien of

Jecided on Ihc erection of n large prison

Island, for the reception of convicts under

transportation, and an order is said to av
..

wardld from the War-offlee to Colonel II. S™>ha" .

director of the Koyal Engineers establishment,

Chatham, directing him to hold m "admess one

company of that corps, to eniharlt forthwith for

Norfol/lsland, for the purpose of
“f'f

”8

erection of the convict establishment at that station.

The Buji-pino Tkahes ih Eeoeaed and in

AusTiiAl,ii.-The strangest of all strange things is

that, with our forty colonics, one and all cravin for

labour, there should be a single man unemployed m

the country. Erom the acconnls m our daily con-

temporaries of the proceedings of the nnemplnjcd

building trades in Sniithlicld, «n tnm to the ffle of

. I ir_ -1 ...A fi*ram N PW SOUtU

this district at least, and deserving of the attention of

proprietors and farmers. The whole buildings, m
fact suited for a farm of about SCO acres, are com-

prised in a shed 90 feet in length, hy 79 feet m
breadth. The shed is divided into four parts by

three rows of iron pillars, which support the roof

Each of these parts is 18 feet m breadth and 90 feet
;CU Ul Ulicac A- A.--. — -

length: each part is covered with a ndge roof,

one half of slate and the other of glass, so that ample

papers from Australia, and we find frotn New

Wales that masons there, working eight hours pei

day, receive 13s. 6d. daily wages; bricklayers I4s.

to 16s. per day; carpenters arc receiving Us. to

149.; joiners. 13s. to Us.; plasterers, 12s. to 15s.;

naintei's, 10s. tolls.; quarrymeii, l2s- to i&s. per

day. But it is also stated that the bricklayers, and

one or two other trades working eight hours per day,

are holding meetings in order to obtain still higher

rates of wages. How strange the contrast—wide as

the antipodes. In London, 10.000 men meet daily

to arraign Providence, abuse red tape, declaim

the aristocraev, talk communism, and ehant the old

strain—“"^Ve’ve got no work to do. —Justrahan

and Nf7c Zealand Gazelle.
^ _

Tree-Growing.—hi. Millot Brule is said to have

discovered that, the bifurcation of trees is effected by

caterpillars and other leaf-eaters eating the buds

through the centre. He found, further, that fruit

might be dealt with iu the same wav as the wood,

and that by iuterscction of buds two or four may be

made out of one, and the fruit branches miiltipUed.

In the place of those assiduous pruners

tors, the insects, he uses bis penknife or a bit ot still

paper, and arranges the trees iu a way at once the

most picturesque and fantastic. Lender his fingers

the obedient branches assume the most varied and

elegant forms-, he increases the fructification, andbVVVU A*...., — J '•I 'IJ* • Citgaut iUIUI9 . lAA. ,AJA.A A.AWV.W -a.- ----
, •

*
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Benaissaucc work, while the new iron buildings in
^ according to his wish,

the market place, in the Gothic style, are noticealue.
| news for landscape gardeners, if true; but that

General education seen.s to be properly appreciated
; ^ bifurcating prinriple in nature, apart from

here : for that purpose a uuraber of Mechames’ losti-
i action, is evideut, even in mineral sublimations :

tutions have been founded in vanous parts of the i

arsenic and iodine yield, in combination, when

town ; iu some of the schools the members of the
i

^ beautiful golden branrh, and there

committees teach the classes gratis, while from ttme

to time lectures are delivered for them gratis by men

of ability, who take an interest in the education of

their fellow men. The Institutions thought that if

tiiey could establish drawing classes they would

thereby advance the cause of civilization and better

the mechanic’s position, by opening to his eyes the

world, of machinery which is to be seen in drawings

and engravings : models of the objects represented he

might never get a chance of seeing. The majurity

ot the committees wished that mechanical and archi-

tectural drawing would bo especially taught, but as

the students were ignorant of even the rudiments of

drawing, the master, Mr. Charles Ryan, had to begin

hy teaching freehand drawing from the black board,

but have "forwarded an appliention to London for

“ Dyce’s Examples.” The schools are getting on very

well
;
and the students, on the whole, are attentive

and intelligent. The local committees applied at the 1

central school for a teacher
;
then the central com-

1

mitlee, finding that Mr. ‘White’s time was sooccopied

that he could not attend at these Institutions, applied

to the Department for another teacher, and the teacher

we have named was sent down.

Eyesight op "^'orking Men.—hlr. G. Y. Heath

has addressed a letter to the Northern Gaily Express,

in which he says, alluding, we presume, to what have

been called “railway spectacles,” now commonly sold

by opticians,—" What I want, then, is to call the

attention of all workers in metal—fitters, boiler-plate

makers, shovel-makers, forge-men, chain-makers, &c.

of millstone-dressers, stonemasons, fire-brick workers,

plasterers, stone-breakers, or of any others in whose

employment the sight is endangered by accident, lo

the fact that a convenient and cheap form of protec-

tion is sold at most of the opticians’ shops, capable of

effectually warding off either sparks of hot iron or

chippings of cold steel, large pieces of metal, or frag-

ments of brick, coal, &c. or hot plaster, and which in-

terferes 80 little with the perception of objects, that

the smallest print may be read through them. And
I would urge them most strongly to provide them-

selves w ith this simple means of protection.”

Crimean hloNUMENT at Sheffield,—A spirited

movement is being got up at Sheffield for the erection

of a monument to our Crimean heroes who fell during

the late war, and the Commander-in-Chief has agreed

to lay the first stone. A design has been prepared by

Mr. Edsvin Smith, of Sheffield.

various other chemical combinations which crystallize

iu arborescent forms. The blood-vessels of the

animal organism arc surely not bifurcated or arboresced

by insects 1 There is doobtlcss a natural tendency, m
vegetable matter, as well as in animal and in mineral,

to arborescc.

Iron in America.—In Pennsylvania alone there

was produced last year nearly 450.000 tons of pig-

iron ;
of manufactured iron, 227,837 tons. The

entire prodnetion last year was 1,000.000 tons,

whilst the consumption was only 1.386,000 tons—

a

fact in itself which, to a great extent, accounts for the

unusually small demand foriron from this country. The

iron manufacture in the States, in 1856, was as great

as it was in this country thirty-five years ago. In

Pennsylvania alone there are now employed 40,000

persons, taking the furnaces, mills, and forges. The

I

capital employed is estimated at more than

[
30,000.000/. sterling.

Goodt.et’s Air Propeller.—-An immense con-

course of persons, it appears, lately assembled at the

Docks, Leith, to witness the departure of Mr. Goodlet

on his trial trip in an experimental air-propelled

vessel, which proceeded at a very slow rate to the

extremity of the pier, about a mile we should think

from the docks, when hir. Goodlet deemed it

prudent to return to the docks. It is said that he had

discovered some defect in the air-valves or other parts

of the complex apparatus by which he expects to

attain a great speed.

The Art-manufacture Association at Edin-

burgh.—A prize of twenty guineas is ofl'ered by this

association for “the best original design modelled, of

some object comhiiiing ornament with utility ;” con-

ditions to he ascertained from the secretary, at George-

street, Edinburgh.

Composition to protect Iron or Painted
Surfaces, &c.—A preservative composition, pateuted

hy Mr. J. E. Cook, of Greenock, is described, on the

authority of the Practical 'Mechmic's Magazine, as

affording protection to the bottoms of iron ships, and

for other purposes. A thin coat of it is said lo pre-

vent the efflorescence of salt from strong brine ;
to

keep out damp when applied to oil-paiuted work,

Roman cement, and brickwork
;
and to shield exposed

stonework from the actions of varying temperatures,

and the alternations aud severities of the weather. It

is also held to be useful as a coating over the plaster

of rooms of houses where paper is laid on.

light is given through the whole interior without any

windows in the walls. The outer walls and ulterior

supporting pillars are 11 feet in height, and in addi-

tion to this there is the height of the sloping roof.

Each pillar is hollow, and the rain, falling upon the

roof, descends through them, and is earned off by

drains below the flooring. Once within the steading

accordingly, there is light, dryness, and complete

shelter from the weather for animals and implements

;

while, under such agreeable circumstances, a con-

siderable portion of the operations of the farm can be

carried on. Ample ventilation is secured by openings

both in the walls and roof.

—

Scotsman.
. „ .

G\s AT Brentford.—The inhabitants of .Hrent-

forJ comnlaiti that the Brentford Gas Company charge

them 6s. a thousaiid cubic feet for their pa. ,\hile

they charge the Hammersmith people only os. A

niemiag was lately held, at which a deputation was

appoinled to wait upon the Brentford Gas Company

for an ciplanation of this anomnlons state of things,

and to demand a rednetion. Meantime an inspector

of meters at the meeting gaye tns exiilanalion of the

aritliinetieal pnimle by s.ying that Ilammersnuth took

three times the quantity of gas which Brentford eon-

snmed, and it was, therefore, that Brentford was mr-

charged hy its own gas company. Ihc grps hnnibng

of this explanation, liowcyer, had pevio.isly been

made manifest by the hint ot one of the malcontents

who explained that the real reason was, the Brciittora

Gas Company had the fear of the Fulham Gas Com-

pany before their eyes at Hammersmith while they

felt themselyes quite snug at Brentford. Inmpient

and orumhling threats of a new com]iany for Brent-

ford were hinted at, hot it is to be hoped the company

will act reasonably in tliis matter, more espceuilly as

they may depend upon it that it wilt promote their

best interests if they do reduce the price at Brentford

to the leyel of that of Hammersmith. In Ihet, were

the meter inspector’s tactic.s to be carried out by the

Brentford people, they would insist, aud with some

reason, too, on having their gas from their owu com-

piiny at a positively lower rate than the more distant

Hammersmith people.

Iron Slag, its Apfltcation to Commercial

Purposes.— I trust it will be admitted that I have

proved that bricks, tiles, pipes, and pottery, can be

made cheaper and more duiahle from iron or i^'k'iy

slags than from any other material, having iieilher

drying nor burning to contend with, wherein lies all

the difficnlty to he yet overcome by the advocates of

Machinery versus Handmakiog, hy the common pro-

cess. And is it not reasonable lo com. .ide that as iron

ore is plentiful in the neighbourhood of London, it

will soon be mam f ictured where the articles produced

arc required, whcihcr coal is found in the neighbour-

hood or not, as the estimate for bricks alone for

Loudon is 200,000,000 per anunm, and it appears they

are now supplied within a circuit of 100 miles ?
^

If

the caniage, coals, aud labour attending the drying

aud burning of bricks, &c. are saved by the use of

slag, it will also enable the inhabitants ot Loiidou to

use their dust and ashes for disinfecting the greater

[Hirt of their present sewage materials, or ratber, pre-

veuLiug infection taking place, by mi.xing and reum^ng

the same in a dry state, before they are washed luto

the drains
;
and it may also be applied to the Ofintents

of the sewers for disinfecting, instead of lime, being

much cheaper and on the spot, aud I should think

with far more benefit, particularly if used for agricul-

tural purposes, as all earths are found to he the best

for disinfecting noxious materials.
—

"W. G. Elliott.

TENDERS
For alteration to Sprincfield House, Torlow. office

buildings, stable, and conservatory. Messrs. Tress and

Chambers, architects. Quantities supplied

Down £-2,550 0 0

Brass ^
Harraer 2,4-1-1 0 0

Uird 2,030 0 0

For re-building Frampton Cotterell Church Glouces

tershire, for the Rev. W. C.Foi. Mr. Norton, architect

James May and Son, Bath £6,102 0 0

Richard Hughes, Cannon-street
Bristol 5,600 11 0

William Farmer, Mead's-place,
Westminster 5,091 10 0

Thos. Brooks, Bristol (accepted) 4,‘289 0 O'

For the completion of Nos. 4, 5, 6, 7, Groaveiior-tillas

Hollowav-road. Mr, Wiliiam Sim, architoct:—

Fish £1.200 0 0
Cawland (accepted) 1,100 0 0
Watmaugh 1,007 10 0
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Yol, XV.—No. 733.

SfSiKCE we last referred to tbe

question of tlie Thames bridges

and tbe Governraent Offices,

there have been several indi-

cations that the importance of

greatly improving the commu-

nications between the opposite

sides of the river is being viewed

by the Government, and in other

quarters, with increased atten-

tion. The works at Chelsea-bridgc

are in active progress
;
one of the

chains is now fixed, and it is ex-

pected that the bridge will be open

this year. We shall have another

opportunity for noticing any points

of interest which there may be in

this case, in the method of construc-

tion* In regard to that portion of the metro-

polis to which more especially our recent

observations applied, it appears to be now

admitted that three bridges for carriage traffic

are urgently required in the distance be-

tweenVauxliall andWaterloo bridges. Whether

tbe sites which are contemplated are quite

accordant with the views which we ex-

pressed, especially as to the site of Westmin-

ster-bridge, is not, however, sufficiently clear.

Sir Benjamin Hall, in the course of his reply

to questions from Mr. Locke and Mr. Williams,

on the 9th, informed the House that nothing

could be decided upon as to Westminster-

bridge till after the designs in the competition

for Government Offices had been received; but

the proceedings of the Government throughout,

show that their opinion tends to a modification

of the present rouie from the Middlesex side.

Indeed, according to the report in the Times,

Sir Benjamin Hall said in the House,—“If

they decided that it should not be removed,

they would then have to say whether the bridge

now being constructed should be proceeded

wdtb.” So that one seriously important point in

the question,—the loss from abandoning the pre-

sent works,—appears to be left out of the fii'st

consideration. Are we also to understand that the

question of tbe principle of construction is once

more to be tlirown open ? One question, at

least, seems from the reply of Sir Benjamin

Hall, to be as little understood as though lialf-

a-dozen different committees or couiraissious had

not recorded evidence upon it. Can any fresh

point for consideration have arisen between the

date of the last investigation, and the present

time ? If not, the system here illustrated is far

more serious in its effects than it is presented to

us in the case of a single public work, for,

as we have before shown, it is inconsistent

with all progress. And can the statement

be correct, that there has been no survey

of the river since that of Telford? We
might venture to refer to the First Report of

the Commission for Improvement of the Metro-

polis, if there should be no later record to

strengthen our doubt. With reference to

the site of the bridge, the very wording

of the particulars to architects is calculated,

we fear, to bias them,—so that iu place

of what might serve the questiou—a calm

view of it, iu which the out lay already made
would have some weight—the competitors are

rather likely to mould their designs according

to what so much appears to be the acceptable

opinion.

Regarding other requii'ed bridges, it is re-

ported that a bridge from the Horseferry to

Lambeth Palace, joined by a road from tbe

Pimlico end of Victoria-street to Millbank, is

again under consideration, as also that the

,

Government support the scheme for widening
Hungerford-bridge iu lieu of the bridge to

which we referred as designed some time back,
j

and which was to cross from a point nearly

opposite the Horse Guards, with one access to it

'

from Charing-cross. The Hungerford Bridge,

or rather as they are called “ Charing-cross
”

Bridge Company, after widening the bridge on the
present piers to 48 feet, with the requisite addi-

tional chains and strengthening trusses, propose

,

to get their access by removing tbe market,—but

.
the alternative has been considered, of forming

a curved access from Whitehall, using the pre-

sent line of Whiteliall-place, if we understand

the scheme as set forth, by which there would
be the disadvantage of an approach with con-

siderable curvature aud a steep gradient. On
,

the Lambeth side, the proposal is to work in

,

with the lino of the street intended by the

Metropolitan Board of Works, as well as to

^

furnish an access to the South-Western Railway

on arches to its own level. This proposition,

however, assumes that the scheme of the

Metropolitan Board will be preferred to that of

,

Mr. Peunethorne, whose plan, it should be

observed, was made in connection with the site

then proposed for the bridge before referred to,

,

with approaches from Whitehall aud Charing-

cross.

I

On the same evening on which the procced-

,

ings in the House took place, Sir Benjamin

Hall announced that 1,791 copies of the par-

^

ticulars for the Government Offices had been

sent out, 1,371 of them being in reply to appli-

cations. This, of course, by no means implies

that the persons who compete will be so

numerous,—though, no doubt, the event will be

an extraordinary one in the history of architec-

tural competitions.

I

Competitors are most anxious as to the selec-

tion of proper judges with reference to the de-

signs for the new Government Offices, and for

laying out the neighbourhood, about to be sent

in. In the House of Commons, on tbe ICth,

Lord Robert Cecil said he should be glad to

know from the Chief Commissioner of Works
whether tlie judges of the approaching compe-

tition, with reference to the new Government

Offices, would be appointed before the day on

,

which the plans were sent in. Also, whether ^

he intended, in appointing the judges, to coufiue

^

his selection to those who were uuentangled by '

any personal connection with, the profession, or

whether he intended to include among them

'

practising architects. In reply, Sir B. IIhII '

said it was not his intention to nominate any of
‘

1' the judges until after the plans were sent in.
I

I

With regard to tbe selection of judges, it was

I

his iuLeution to nominate some gentlemen who
1

I

were not connected with engineering or archi-

I

tecture, and to associate with them others having

I

a thorough knowledge of those professions. It

j

would, however, perhaps be difficult to select

'

I

competeut persons who were not at all connected
'

I

with the competitors
; but be would certainly

,

I

endeavour, in the selection he should make, not

,

to nominate any persons who were competitors

[

or were connected with competitors.

I

As we are speaking of Government works,

'

I
let us refer iu a dozen lines to the proposition '

I

set forth iu our last, at p. 89, to adapt the

British Museum for the reception of our Art
^

I

Treasures, in order to remove the impression of
^

I

some of ouf readers that Sir Charles Barry’s

j

scheme requires the immediate purchase and

;

I

appropriation of the surrounding property, l

, This is by no means tbe easels all the accom-

1

modation that may be retjuipeJ for years to ^

come may probably be o'et^ed within the

'

limits of the existing building. It is proposed

that the institution ultimately should not only

be devoted to Art and Literature, but to the

Royal Academy of Art, Schools of Design, aud

the mcreasc of the collections, for whicli pur-
poses it might be necessary hereafter to [>ur-

chase the surrounding property i-efcrrcd to. One
result of the completed arrangements might be
an amalgamation of all annual or other periodical

exhibitions of modern art and science, in the

building in Trafalgar- square, with a grand
hall for national demonstrations and displays

of music, in those times to come when the

provision of intellectual enjoyments for the

people will be more considered than it is now.
Let us add that, although last week we appro-

priated the quadrangle of the Museum to au-

tiquities, this might still remain appropriated,

as is now intended, to readers. The scheme as

set forth in our last, has been received with

considerable favour, and we are therefore anxious

that no wrong impression m respect of it should

exist.

ON THE USE OF ANCIENT ARCHI-
TECTURAL EXAMPLES.*

The temple of Minei-va Medica must have
been, when complete, a building of considerable

beauty, and of a finer and more varied outline

than the Pantheon. Here the buttress is

adopted without disguise or concealment, as in

mediceval buildings,—and the area is expanded
by a series of apsidal recesses; a hint not lost

upon later architccfs, for it is acted upon in tbe

polygonal part of St. Gereon’s church in

Cologne. At Tivoli are two circular temples ;

one, the well-known Sybil’s temple; sur-

rounded by a circle of columus with their en-

tablature,—in fact, a Greek temple of a round
instead of rectangular form

;
and one in brick,

on a plan somewhat similar to that of Minerva
Medica, but smaller aud s'mjder. It has eight

arched recesses within, of which the alternate

ones are apsidal : over each of these on the out-

side of the wall are deep arche®, so that the

upper part is lightened, without dimiuishing the

abutment required for the dome. The temple

at Baiie is of the same description. This has

some corbels of a very medieval character, but

there seems no reason to suppose they are not.

original.

From such temples as these we readily pass

to the early circular baptisteries, which were, no
doubt, suggested by Hum. •* * *

It is impossible to enter the Pantheon at

Rome without being struck with the advan-

tages of its plan, as well as the magnificence of

its appearance, aud I never saw a church
lighted in a more perfect manner. I have been
in it on a rainy day, when the opening of the

top was covered with a cloth, aud on a fine day,

when it was opeu to the sky, and cast a single

bright spot on the surface of the wall : in either

case it displayed the grandeur of the interior,

and appeared fully sufficient for the congre-

gation.

We cannot wholly deny to the aqueducts of

the Romans the title ot architectural works.

They must have been intended, as they were
calculated, to form a magnificent feature in the

scene through which they passed. I will at

present only refer to that of Jouy aux Arches,

m France, about six or seven miles from Metz.

You pass it on the line of railroad from Paris,

and there is a station pretty near. The aque-

duct was carried across the valley of the

Moselle, and its remains appear on both sides of

the river : the principal and most imposing part

is a line of arches wliich crosses the street of

Jouy, ou piers, taller than ordinary village

church towers, and of great massiveness.
_

The
peculiarity of these piers is that they are divided

into several stages, each less massive than that

beneath, instead of tapering gradually theii whole

height. I suppose the strength iu each case is

pretty much the same : the form of these I

think more pleasing than that of our usual

viaduct piers. The arches are semicircular.

Although decorative art, from the decline of

the Roman empire to the twelfth or thirteenth

century, was of a rude, rather than a refined

character
;
yet we can during no period find

buildings of better design, both iuplau aud out-

line. The basilican plan expanded into the

• from the pMer rend at ilu Aroliiteotural Zshibitioa

by the Bev. J. L. Petit. Concliibiua See r- antt.
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Latin cross, a form never abandoned by tbe

cliurcb builders of any age or country, and to

which, we are indebted for the grandest, the

most imposing, and the most picturesque edifices

that exist. That magnificent addition, the

tower at the intersection of the cross, has, I

believe, no prototj'pe in classical ai’chitecture

;

and however this may have been enriched or

earned up in height as Gothic architecture

advanced, it never appears with greater majesty

than in the large conventual churches ot the

eleventh and twelfth centuries. Nothing can be

really finer in general outline than St. George,

Bochcrville, in Normandy, which is nearly, if

not entirely, unaltered; or, in our own country,

the abbey church of Tewkesbury, which, though

the choir was rebuilt in the fourteenth ceutury,

and consequently witli Decorated details, still

retains, in all essentials, its original form

and proportions. As the choir was lengthened,

a greater height was felt to be requisite for the

central steeple ;
and Salisbury aifords a very

perfect example of proportion. But on the

whole I cannot help thinking that the long nave,

the massive central tower scarcely exceeding a

square in height, or even much lower, with a

choir and transepts dilTcring but little in their

extent from the square of the intersection, form

a composition which gives the greatest dignity

both to the whole outline and to each part

independently. ^Yc may like to see other arrange-

ments for the sake of variety, but this is one to

which we always revert with pleasure. The mas-

sive Norman tower, in its proportions, though

not in its details, is preserved through every

change of style. We see it in churches of every

degree of importance or richness; sometimes

with not enough ornament to give an idea of its

date
;
sometimes, as in Merton College, wit hall

the emichment of its style. The square central

tower, though it survived the fall of Gothic

architecture, appears rarely iu churches of the

revived Italiau : the circular dome aud octagou,

also owing their origin to the Byzantine and
Romanesque period, are of constant occurrence ;

though the former was dropped during the reign

of the Gothic, the latter prevailed through the

whole of it. Both arc beautiful features, exter-

nally aud intenially, and capable ol great variety,

particularly iu combination with other towers.

Of the octagon one might give an interesting

series of examples from a rather early Roinau-

esque period to nearly the present day. One of

the most efFcctive I know is that of St. Cydroiic,

between Dijon aud Sens; a church of the

eleventh century. * * *

To the period between the decline of Roman
art and tlic full devclopmeut of Gothic, we arc

to look for mauy striking groups and combiua-

tious of towers. The low central lantern with

a lofty campanile attached to some part of

the church, or altogether distinct, is common
throughout Lombardy. The combination \yas a

very favourite one in Italy after tlie revival, and

tended to divest the churches of that formality

which we are apt to attach to the style. It is,

however, quite a mistake to suppose that for-

mality is necessarily a characteristic of revived

Italian : not only the churches of Italy, which

are as varied in their plan and outline as any

group of Gothic churches, but tliose of Sir

ChristopherWren in our own country, thoroughly

disprove any charge of monotony or dull uni-

formity.

St. Mark’s, at Venice, is a true type of the

style, as well as the city to which it belongs
;

an inexhaustible magazine of treasures, full of

splendid ideas, and suggesting enough to fill

out aud enrich the architectural systems of ages

aud nations
;

yet if we look to it for the

establishment of a fixed rule or principle, we
shall find the foundation as unsteady as that of

many of tlie towers which nod over the canals

aud laguues. We go to Venice to admire, not

to criticize ; to give ourselves up to the fasci-

nations of the scene, aud allow the imagination

to wander through all the endless vistas which
it opens to ns, not to search for rules and con-
ventionalities which are to re-train it. That
group of domes has furnished suggestions to

great architects. Bor whoever d^esigned the
church of St. Front, in Perigueux, aud intio-

duced the domical arrangement of the roof into
the district in France of which that city is

'

the centre, must have been a great architect.
1

St. Front has the actual plan of St. Mark’s,
^

the five domes forming a Greek cross, with a

decided barrel roof between each, so that if the
j

present roof were removed which covers the
^

domes, they would appear distinctly, as iu the
|

Venetian edifice, without being crowded to-

gether. * * -* *
.

*:

The buttress, we have seen, was used in the

temple of Minerva Medica, in Rome; hut it

does not appear to have been in frequent use,
^

at least extenially; nor is it employed to any^

great extent during the prevalence of the

Romanesque style, for the flat Norman but-'

tress is little else than the ancient pilaster; and

though it may in some degree strengthen the
|

wall at the point where it xs applied, its use is
;

mostly to form vertical lines at certain dis-

tauces, and thus give an increased effect both of
^

extent aud height
;

and even when decided

buttresses with the set-oft' were used, they were

seldom of any gx'cat depth. The immense
vaultings of Anjou could not dispense with

them, hut, though lai-ge masses were applied

externally, much of the buttress was often in-

ternal, and the architects did not employ them
as if they liked them as a feature ;

in fact, they

seemed anxious to avoid as nnich as possible

the appearance of lateral thrust or pressure,

and retain the idea of a wholly veidical support,

licnee the segmental arch was rare, and the
!

stilted very common. Tbe Gothic architect, on
!

the contrary, delighted in his buttress, enriched it

with his best ornaments, crowned it with an
^

elaborate pinnacle, and made it the great
^

characteristic of his style. The architect of the
|

Renaissance leaxmt from him to be less afraid of

,

displaying lateral pressure and corresponding!

abutment : segmental arches became common, I

aud these are a greater innovation upon the semi-

'

circular arch than even the Pointed arch. And I

buttresses wci'c xxsed freely, though not always
|

successfully, as far as appearance is coucenied ; !

a good revived Italiau buttress is still a deside-

1

ratum. There is a church in Rome to which
the masses used as buttresses give a very

curious outline.
j

As a Romanesque composition, which might

,

suggest a very pleasing front, I may call your
i

atrentiou to the palace of Tlicodoric, in Ravenna,
j

The recess in the upper stage of the centi'al

:

compartment, the ledges on which the flanking
j

arcades are supported, aud the simplicity of the
j

lower part, give this front great character. I

I coxild produce abundance of examples show-

ing how one style of architecture uniformly

affected that which succeeded it ;
aud how even

'

when on the decay of the Gothic a revival of
|

Roman art was undertaken, the principles of

that which had just passed away were neither
|

forgotten nor recklessly abandoned.
,

Whether he endeavours to revive an old style
|

that has been superseded by some other, or to
,

invent altogether a new style, the architect

ought to learn how to make the most of the

range of examples which he already possesses.

No sound mode of construction, no convenient

plan or arrangement, no beautiful outline, ought
to be abandoned, on tbe mere ground of incon-

sistency with the style he adopts. He must retain

all the good that he can beloughig to former

styles, aud add as much as he is able. If he
rejects anything it must be because he really

and truly likes better what he substitutes

in its ptace. His art and genius will be
shown in amalgamating the beauties of dif-

ferent styles witfiout inconsistency. There may
be some beauties that cannot possibly be com-
bined, but 1 believe the number of these will

be found to be much smaller than we sup-

pose, if we can divest ourselves of prejudice,

or set up some other standard of merit besides

archeological correctness. I do not suppose
the Romans rejected, upon principle, anything
that was Greek. They may not have always
beea_ skilful iu tlieir manner of combining
Grecian elements with the other parts of their

system
; but by making the combination at all,

skilfully or uuskilfuUy, they took a great step,

and have left in tlieir arcliitectural remains a

school which must have its influence for many
ages. If the mcdrseval architects rejected any
ppt of the Roman system, it was because they

I

did not want it, or did not like it, or liked

I

soiiietliiug of their own belter. They saw the

1
beauty of a continuous range of arches, and fel^.

they could dispense with the entablature. They
saw also, or supposed, that this beauty was
increased by giving the arch a particular form,

and therefore they rejected, in great measure,
tbe round arch in favour of the pointed. They
did not reject it altogether, for when they con-

ceived that the construction or composition re-

quired a round arch, they introduced it unhesi-

tatingly,—as iu bridges, and they even resorted

to the trabeal system when beauty or conve-

nience demande(f it,—as in the porches and
other parts of Chartres Cathedral, in the tran-

soms of continental doorways, and in our owu
Edwardian doors aud windows. Nor did they
reject the engaged column or pUaster of the

Roman pier, but turned it to good account as a

vaulting shaft. Again, as we have seen, the

revivers of the Classical styles made ample use
of the intervening Mcdiseval styles. Much of

their early work might readily be mistaken for

Romanesque or Byzantine. They availed them-
selves freely of every mode of construction

exhibited by their predecessors. They frequently

gave their buildings a lightness much more
accordant with the Gothic than the ancient

Roman character. Had they wanted, or liked,

the Pointed arch, they would have used it. I

think a church near Pi^da, which has Pointed
pier arches, but in other respects is entirely of

Renaissance character, is contemporary with

buildings that are purely of revived Italian.

And pointed vaulting cells, the advantage of

which is clearly obvious, are used in revived

Classical buildings throughout Italy.

Our first revivers of Gothic architecture jmt
Grecian aud Italian temples into a Gothic dress.

Their fault was that they did it clumsily. Had
they made the dress sit better, and more grace-

fully than the old one, they would have achieved

a great triumph ; as it is, they did not come so

near the mark as the architects of the last

period of the Gothic in oiir own country, whose
works deserve more commendation than it is

just now the fashion to give them. If we can-

not adopt the Gothic style without abandoning

forms and plans of beauty aud convenience, or

any decideef advantages, whether of construction

or arrangement,—if wc cannot make it apparent

that the requirements of the style involve no
sacrifice, or the least possible amount of sacri-

fice in anything that can be deemed importanl,—

!

then I say, the sooner the style is dropped the

better; there is no hope of an effective revival.

But if such a development is really going on, as

will enable ns to retain all the beauties of the

Gothic, without the loss of any of the beauties

or solid advantages of other styles, then there

can be no doubt the movement is for good.

But the architect must not pass over even the

debased Gothic as worthless. Faulty and in-

congruous it may be, yet it contaius gems that

ought to be preserved. Its study may enable

us to effect an union between elements we bare
always considered as at utter variance with

each other. Many French churches of the

earlier styles are enlarged by additions of the

Flamboyant verging towards Renaissance, and
even of the Renaissance itself, without disfigure-

ment. There is a beautiful little specimen of

this latter style at Caen, the Maison des Gen-
darmes, which, had it appeared among the

Edwardian towers encircling Alnwick Castle,
' would have offended the eye by no incouguity.

Like those towers, it is oniameuted with armed
figures on the pai-apet, from which it derives its

uamc.
1 will now’, iu a few words, repeat the con-

clusions to which I have wished you to arrive.

That if we would have good architecture, or

indeed any architecture at all, we must conform

to the laws of some recognized style. That
this conformity, however, does not imply a

system of slavish imitation, nor a rejection of

any change
;
and that our aim and object should

not be the retaining in its integrity of the style
' we have chosen, but the general advancement
' of art. That the style we choose should be a
' refined one, and that its rules should be

grounded on principles whose value is inde-

' pendent of local circumstances, the manners or

!

notions of any particular age, or merely con-
' ventional opinions. And, moreover, that its

intrinsic merit be such as to enable it to bear

^

the most searching tests,—such as the gloss of
' newly-cut materials, the neatest finish on the
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part of the workmau, and decorations of the

highest order of art.

That wc may nevertheless draw largely upon
other styles, of whatever age or countiy, whose
principles arc less firmly fixed

;
but to adopt

any such style, except as a mere exercise to

enable us to become Wtter acquainted with its

beauties, is not calculated to advance true art.

It may, however, be a still better exercise to

attempt the translation, so to say, of a building
we admire from one stvle to another

;
and as

this will be done more frequently on paper than
in stone, the Architectural Exhibition will give the
public an opportunity of judging as to the pro-
bable success or failure of any such attempt.

That in observing established authorities and
precedents, we shall be following the example
of the greatest men, the master-spirits of the
age in which they lived

; but that unless we
look upon rules as the means of arriving at

further excellence,—the foundation of a super
structure yet to be designed, and not as being
themselves the standard up to which we are
content to w’ork, we shall altogetlier deprive
a^, and especially tliat of architecture, of its

life, vigour, and energy.

That no precedent whatever can justify us in
the repeated commission of acknowledged faults,

without an effort to correct tliem : the very
effort, even if unsuccessful, may tend to the
development of new beauties.

The formation of a new style will most pro-
bably be gradual: some idea may possibly be
struck out which shall cause a sudden and rapid
advance

;
but then we must take care to secure

the step we gain; and in art a slow progress, if

we can make sure of holding our ground, is

better than a brilliant start, with the risk or
certainty of its being immediately followed by a
retrograde movement.

THE NEW STREET LETTER-BOX.
We have often ealled attention to the glaring

inconsistency with which many of our public
works are conducted

;
and when good materials

have been at hand how little inclination there
has been to use them.
We should have thought, for instance, that

when there is a Government Department of
Science and Art, with a large and well-paid staff

of artistic professors connected with it, in the
event of a public work being carried out which
needed their professional assistance, their skill

would be called into requisition. Hitherto,
however, this has not been the case, and our
last year’s illuminations, the letter-box at present
in our thoroughfares, and to crown all, that
Bromptou abortion, called the Museum, at
Cromwcll-gardens,*—all these are lamentable
instances of the absence of that guiding artistic

power which the country has had, and still has,
in its own pay and at command, if Government
chose to avail itself of such service.

In the present instance we have to bear testi-

mony to a somewhat original line of conduct on
the part of the Government.

The engraving accompanying this notice is

from a street letter-box now being prepared to
replace that one at present in our principal
streets, which we have before referred to. In
this instance Mr. A. Cooper, C.E. of Great
George-street supplied the constructioual de-
sign, and, the Department superintending the
ornamentation, the working out of the deco-
ration most strangely found its way to the De-
partment’s own ornamental modeUiug master,
Mr. W. J. Wills, who, as our readers will agree
from the engraving, was a very proper person
to execute the design.

The plan of the box is a hexagon, and the top
has a useful little article in the shape of the
compass let into the surface. The chief deco-
rations are festoons of flowers hanging from
masks at the angles of the hexagon.

Altogether, if the metal castings are sharp
and clear, we are inclined to think this will be
a satisfactory work.

Gas.—

T

he half-yearly meeting of the Worcester
Gas Company was held last week, when a dividend of

7 per cent, vvas declared.

* Wc have some difficulty in keeping up wilh our friend Mr.
Cole’s love of uame chaDginf. A u cek ago the Department dated
from South Kensirgton, now ita locals ia Cromwell-gatdens.

NEW STREET LETTER BOX.

MICHELANGELO BUONARROTI.
Who will not hail with pleasure a fresh

tribute to the memory of that great man whose
name—so long as memory endure or art human-
ize—shall live exalted in the annals of those

arts that draw their deepest inspiration from
his works ? Who will not respect the endeavour
to lay before the world new features, or at least

present, from fresh points ofview,knoivn episodes
in the life of one who united in himself the

highest excellence as poet, painter, sculptor,

and architect, whose soaring genius, alike ac-

knowledged % friend and foe, could neither be
bought by price nor coerced by threat, but
found its true field of action where, unfettered

by prejudice, it was left to assert its own supre-

macy in those works of grand conception and
religious fervour that have received the fiat of

universal approval ? So agreed is the world in

its appreciation of the transcendant merits of

Michelangelo Buonarroti, that the terms of

ordinary criticism degenerate into commonplace
platitudes, in judging of tlie monuments of his

genius by the ordinary standard of excellence.

The nobility of blood claimed for biin is totally

eclipsed by that of intellect accorded to him

;

and in the immortal designer of the cupola of St.

Peter’s, nobody cares to recognise a descendant

of the old Counts of Canossa.

To write the history of his life requires an
education to the task—a thorough knowledge of

his works— an intimate acquaintance with the

history of his times : to analyse tlie works of his

genius has employed the talent of a Vasari, a

Dc Quiuev, a Lawrence, a Elaxmau, and a

Euscli, ana a host of competent commentators,
whose thorough knowledge of the subject could

alone give weight to their appreciation, and
without that knowledge it may not be lightly

attempted.

The first of the two works before ns* does not

profess to contain a strictly critical notice of bis

works as an artist, but rather an exposition of his

qualities as a man ;
and the author, a gentleman

well known for his love of art in general, comes
armed for liis task not only with the principal

passages in the life of the gifted man at whose
altar he offers the incense of bis homage, but

^

with collateral passages in the lives of others

whose CLutact may in any way have influenced

the fortunes of the great object of his lauoation.

These subsidiary portions of the work, though
constituling its chief claims to originality—for

little can now be said of Michelangelo that has

not been said before—yet weaken it as a w'hole,

' especially in the case of the biography of

Savonarola, who, however he may have influenced

Ills contemporaries, Luca dellaRobbia, Corniola,
' and Cronaca and others, yet could exercise but
little influence upon so strong-minded a man as

Michilangelo, “whose good sense and mental

independence,” says the author, “raised him far
' above any of the extravagancies of Savonarola.”

Eor the biography of Vittoria Colonna, Mar-

]

cliiouess of Pescara, a better reason may be
given in the intimate friendship that he had
cemented with that distiuguisben woman during

the latter portion of his life
;
but even then his

!
age (sixty-four) precluded the notion of any
great change resulting to bis career in art from

lit; nevertheless this one episode in the life of

this most unselfish, though lonely man, proves

I

Ills high appreciation of the charms of feminine

I

refinement, it was lier genius that licld him
spell-bound, and the sentiment was recipro-

!

cated. His real feelings towards her are
• recorded in five poems inscribed with her name

;

I

and, though proving her great influence over

I

him, they breathe nothing but exalted senti-

I

ments of attachment, produced by kindred

I

nobility of soul, and perfectly free from earthly

alloy. The mistress whose sway alone he
acknowledged was his art, and in solitude he
wooed her. “ Ne para miovo a nessuno che

Michelagnolo si dilettasse della solitudine, come
quello che era inamorato dell’ arte sua, che
vuol I’uomo per se solo e cogitative.”

In describing the career of such a man, it is

impossible to discard entirely from the biography
sketches of remarkable men, his contemporaries,

and still more important events, inextricably

interwoven with the texture of the narrative,

• and to omit which would do violence to the

j

entire fabric. Surrounded by a circle of eminent.
men, amongst whom he moved the chief amongst

,

chiefs, at once student and master, he drew
inspiration whilst he dispensed it

;
and in him

the revival of Classical art may recognise at once
its ofispriug and its parent. Well might Vasari
describe him as “ Uuo spirito che nuivcrsalmente

in ciasebeduna arte ed in ogni professione fusse

abilc.” How truly he foilowed his art for its

love, not for its pay, is best endenced by his

only accepting the direction of the works of

St. Peter’s upon condition of receiving no re-

muneration for his services, and that during the

eighteen years that he held the office, he never

could be induced to change his determination.

Thus the writer of the life of Michelangelo is

bound to prepare the reader for his task of dis-

passionate judgment, by the introduction of

such traits m charaeter and evenis in history

as may have contributed to the development of

the genius of the great subject of the memoir.

And first in order, as in importance, we sce-

again before us the Coui't of Lorenzo the Mag-
nificent, bright and effulgent amidst paler

planets; one of the chief points of concentra-

tion for those arts and letters that made Italy

in the fifteenth centui’v tlie focus of intellectual-

light for the world. Worthy descendant of his

predecessor Cosmo,—au elegant scholar, and

not only devoted to the furtherance of Greek

literature, but still more renowned for his

advancement of that of his own country
;
keenly

‘ * The “ Lifeof Miobeiaugehi Duoiiarroti : with 'I'mij-luHuus of

,
ma'iyofhis Poems aud J etters. Al-o, Memoirs of Sarouarola

Uaffielle, aud Vittoria CuKiuun." By J.jhn S. Harford, eag.
' D.e.l., F.lt.S. 3 vols. Longman and Co.

t

“ llhistretions, ArcUitecturdI aud Pictorial of the Get)iiia of

I

Michelangelo Bnouarroti : with Detcriptioua of tiie Plates.” By

I
the Commendato-ei'anina; C, U. Cockerell, thU- B.A ; aud J. 8.

I Harford, estj. D.C.L. F.R S.—Momhers of the Koman Academy of

j

Painting of St. Luke. Colnaghi and Co. j and Longman and Cet.
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•Jiye to the faults anil beauties of existing art,
[

his brothers
;
and the consequence of the down- ’ were com missioned to report

,

upon the stale of

IT devoted toits proirress-he rivalled his ' fall of the Medici was the total dispersion of the the ediflce accordingl, Ihe insecure condition
to^i^

J,
, pictures, statues,, a^_^lmr ex^isPe wo^M bn. dnig^d^W^ known

^Sf ‘“d ^ S'InS Sdec^d the nmonstmetion m.d enlargement of the tri-

rufpt’urrand eclipsed him % .l| roun3ation with equal taste, b, Cosmo and Lorenzo de ime a

Z3r,‘Cert7e“tii^T^^^

toBolocna,— at that time in much agitation from from the descriptions of "Vasan and Coudivi,

tlie presence of the Medici familv,—where he would have been indeed a noble work ot art. it

found a new friend and patron ill the CoinicOlor was of tetragon form, standing detached, tlie

Aldovraiuli who made liis house his liome during ' substructure 'being covered by a light marble

his stay in that city. Two figures being want- pavillion ;
beneath which the sarcophagus was

• the tomb of St. Domitiic, in the Jesuits’
,

to be surmounted by two angels, t'orly statues,

‘'il^!:iS!™,o7!Sem;:“M:mnster.rT;:;ing be migbt be involved in the pro
j

Xlexirnder V.
i
but at the death of that pope the

Ghirlandaio tirst brought the youthful Michel- scription of his patrons, Michelangelo had
|

works were suspended.
i i f j

anirelo to\lie notice of his future patron, and ,
retired first to Bologna, and then to Vemee, It was tins locality that Michelangelo selected

thfeharming story of the faun’s hid, so cha- whence want of means obliging^ him to return

ractcristic in its incidents of both patron and

forms a prophetic prelude to tlie sequel

of hi^ u’tiraate success.

After some remarks upon the frescoes of

Masar-ci \ aud his master, Masoliiio di Panicale,
_ _

_

7iTTTalliSd7'Tseco''nd School oTM^e n
|

clmrcli, executed bv Pisano, Miciielangelo sup- :
inefuding eight colossi, with numerous bas-

Painting oceupyin- a middle position between
i

plied the defleienev m tlio style of the original reliefs and eiirichments, were to have been Us

its fornfa' ion under Ciiiialme and Giotto, and ; design, which justly ranks as one of the best principal cmbellisliments; and the abaiidonraent

its pmtolT under LeTardo dTvinei, Michel- works of the revival.
, j

of the scheme after the selection and carnage of

anirclo and Kall'aelle—succeeded by a short The return of Michelangelo to Plorenco, in the marble the parlial fimsh of several of tlie

disTrt’atioii upon the’ frescoes of Giotto, wo IMd, was at a period of great political excite- .
figures, and P™PYT“'®lX’Tmdved

follow Michelan-clo into the palace of the ment. The leading character of the day was supposed to the jealousy of Bramante, deputed

Medici, where he found Lis home until his Savonarola, a long statch of whose life, however the world of the most

patron’s death, and may study at our leisure a interesting iii itself, forms a disconnection m ciiiien of his genius m sculpture that it ever had

series of portraits of tlm leading men who fre-
1

the chain of Mr. Harford's narrative The
,

the chance of possessing.

onciited it eomnicncini' with Politian, and popular government of Florence beneath liis One reparation, liowevei, Jnlius made the

endin' with iTTno
I

anlpices-tlie invasion of Charles VIII.,-Savo-
1

world for the grievous wrong done it and art

Of this list of cniiiieiit literati we only pause narola’s pobtical and religious schemes,—Ins together by liis change of purpose, and that was

upon the name of Ficino.indissohiblvcoimected' exposure of the vices of the papal court under the painting m Lesco ol the ceiling ol the

ai it is with the Platonic Academy of Horenco, Alexander VI. and rejection of their offer of a Sistiiie Chapel. On the occasion of “

to the philosophy of which school the author
|

cardinal’s hat as the price of Ins silence,—his ex- indignity from
,

the pope, Michelangelo liafl

refers much of llie tcndcncY of the works of eoranmuicatiou, trial, condemnation, and death, quitted Rome m disgust; and it was some

Miehclant^clo. “There is,” savs be, “oue form the leading incidents in the history of months before the messages of Julius and advice

brancli o? critical investigation connected with Florence til! 1494. Long previous to the death of his friends could persuade him to renew their

the mental history of this great man, which is ' of Lorenzo, the jealousy of the popular element former relations, ihe reconciliation took place

full of interest, but which has hitherto been
|

had prompted the endeavour to shake off the at Bologna, where he executed a colossal statue

imperfectly touched upon,—1 refer to the inti- yoke of nobility, but which, after a struggle of in bronze of Julius for the iayade ot the great

mate alliance ^ybich mav be traced between the thirty-eight years, terminated in a far worse church of St Petronius, but which was destroyed

lofty tendencies of his aVt and of his poetry, and
!

tyranny lu the person of the notorious Alex- by the mob m 1511.
_

Ou returning to Koine in

to the powerful influence exercised upon both
j

ander Medici. 1
150 S, he found the mmd of Julius still estranged

by the Platonic philosophy, a deep attachment
!

It is to the incident of the statue of the from the subject of the mausomum^by t e

to which he appears to liavc imbibed in early Cupid, as told by Vasari, which, being pur- scheme for the rebuilding of St. Peter s under

youth, through an intimate conuection with the ' chased by Cardinal Giorgio di Riario as an Bramante, even then commenced, m addition to

Platonic Academy of Plorence.” He describes
* nr.A of the Vn.,,man.

Tatonic Academy of Plorence.'

the transfer into Italy by the refugee Greeks

from Constantinople of the flercc contest that

had long raged on the shores of the Bosphorus,

between the rival partisans of Plato and Aris-

totle. He narrates howCosmode’Medicibecame
a convert to the eloquence of Pletho Gemisthus,

the result of which was the foundaiion of the

Platonic Academy of Florence
;
and further, by

what fortunate chance he selected the youthful

PTciuo as the future exponent of his doctrines to

the multitude; and narrates the unflagging

industry of the pliant youtli, who, to the mas-

antique, was traced to the authorship of Michel- the enlargement and decorations of the Vatican,

angelo, that the first visit of that great man to upon which latter Ruffaelle was extensively

Koine may he ascribed
;
and of his numerous engaged.

_

works ill sculpture during his two years’ resi- According to Vasari and Condivi, it was again

deuce there, the Pieta, for the chapel of St. the covert scheming of Branmnte that induced

Petronilla, in the ancient St. Peter’s, and after- Julius to force Michelangelo into the execution

wards removed to the first right-hand chapel of a project from which he had an uuconquer-

on entering the great door of the modern St. able aversion, aud to which a possible_ failure

Peter’s, was the most celebrated, and raised bis migbt attach, resulting in the discredit of so

reputation to the highest rank. ;
formidable a competitor in court favour. _We

The conversion of the block of marble of the need not repeat the oft-told tale of_ the ceiling

court-yard of the Palazzo Vecchio at Florence of the Sistiue Chapel. The brilliancy of its

..xxv......,vx
,

...v
i

..xxv., V... v..., loto tfic statuc of Duvid, was his next work of success, and the celerity of its execution, pre-

tcry of Plat o in the original Greek, added that ^ importance
;
and still greater interest was after- ' served its great author from the further attacks

of his commentators, Proclus, Ploiiuus, Jam- ' wards exited by his rivalry with Leonardo da ' of malice or incompetency
;
and for the last two

blichus, and Porphyrius, the whole of whose ' Vinci in the decoration of the great council- years of the life of Julius he enjoyed the frieiid-

•works, ivith those of the great philosopher him-
\

chamber of the Palazzo Vecchio, Both these ship and favour of that pontiff undisturbed,

self, and numerous other Greek philosophical great artists were commissioned to furnish a Chapter 13 of Mr. Harford’s work is devoted

writers, be translated into Latin, accompanied
:

cartoon preparatory to an oil painting. Each ' to a critical and particular description of the

by copious comments, afterwards printed and i chose for his subject an incident in the battle of painting of the ceiling; and for a view of the

given to the world by Lorenzo de’ Medici. 1 Anghiari, and each produced a masterpiece.
!

ceiliug itself we refer our readers to the large

The lectures of Ficino, supported by thc|“\Vlule the cartoons of these two, great mas- '
chromo-lithograph prepared under Mr. Harford’s

scholarship of such men as Politian and Miraii- ' ters,” says Benvenuto Cellini, “ hung opposite superintendence.*

dula, long formed the attraction of the academy, i to each other, they formed the school of the
|

The time wasted to Michelangelo and to the

and it wae but at the eleventh hour that be i
world. Although the divine ilichelangelo world in the fruitless preliminaries for com-

lumself was extricated from the mists and errors ' afterwards painted the great chapel of Pope ' plcting the church of St. Lorenzo, at Florence,

Julius, he never again fully realised the force of
I

and other commissions of small importance,

these bis earlier studies.” The intention of the ' occupying the whole of the pontificate of Leo X.

Florentine government, in having paintings ' forms a dark stain in that pontifl’’s history. His

executed Irom tlicse cartoons, was never realised. '
death took place in 1521, the year after that of

Both were destroyed after serving as studies for ' Raffaelle.

numerous admirers,—amongst them Raflacllc,— ]

Adrian VI. reigned but eighteen months, and
‘•'in whose works from that period,” says Sir C. ' was succeeded by Clement VH. Michelangelo

Eastlake, “ a closer study of anatomy is appa- '
returned to Rome, bent upon completing the

rent.” I tomb of Julius upon the reduced scale arranged

It was bis second summons to Rome, in 1504, 1
with bis executors by that pontiff. On the

by Julius II. that formed the most important
j

other hand, Clement 'was equally bent upon his

epoch in the life of Michelangelo, as from tliat
|

completing the statues for the sacristy of San
visit resulted those crowning efforts in conuec-

1
Lorenzo, commenced under Leo, and ag<ain the

i.t :n v.. .
• i postponed sine die.

of a false philosophy, and restored to the light

of revelation by the preaching of Savonarola.

A chapter in explanation of the peculiar dog-

mas of the sects of Platonists, which, originating

at Alexandria in the third century, exercised so

potent an influence over the whole Roman
empire, concludes a digression from the history

of the great artist for which, perhaps, there is

fair warranty, in the opinion of the author, that

the influence of the Platonic Academy “is dis-

tinctly to be traced in tlie artistic works of

Micliclangclo, inducing a lofty idealism, a love

of allegory, and mystical views of nature aud
art.”

The death of Lorenzo, in 1492, cast a tempo-
rary shadow over the career of Michelangelo,
whose feelings of gratitude for past favours
rendered him inconsolable for his loss

;
and the

invitation to the resumption of his residence- in
the palace of the Medici, by liis son Poerio,
proved but the prelude to further misfortunes.
Upon the invasion of Italy by Charles VIII. in

tion with which his name will live in honoured
memory when the works of his inspiration

shall have long passed from the scene of their
triumphs.

The conception of a splendid mausoleum,
from the design and chisel of Buonarroti, to
perpetuate the claims of its founder to the
gratitude of posterity, was the first incident in
the train of events that resulted in the present

1491, the rash conduct of Poerio caused a church of St. Peter. The next was the allot-
Teyolution m Florence, which resulted iu his ment of a site for the monument in the then
oemgobliged to flee for his life, accompanied by existing fabric, and San Gallo and Bramante

IVe must leave the events of this reign to the

pen of tlie historian, and follow Michelangelo in

his fmal visit to Rome in 1533. The story of

the tomb of Julius II. was terminated by its

erection under Paul III. iu the church of San

Pietro, in Viuculis, reduced to three statues

only, by the hand of Michelangelo. The painting

of the Last Judgment, commenced in 1533 and

completed 1541, and the subsequent decorations

of the PaulineCbapel,must terminate our sketch

• Published by Colnaglii.
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of his liistory as sculptor and painter : there

is but to notice the reinaining branch of liis

career in art,—that of architecture.

Amongst his works, we must confine our-

•sclves to the part he played in the erection of

St. Peter’s as it is,—that church which, in the

words of Professor Cockeveli, “ was corainenccd

by diramante in 1506, elaborated till 1514 by
that master, and successively carried on to

1520 by the immortal Kaffaclle, and his co-

adjutors Juliano San Gallo and Pra Giacoudo
;

then by Perruzzi and Antonio San Gallo toge-

ther till 1534 ; by Antonio San Gallo alone fill

15 1-6
;
by Michelangelo till 1561, Pirro Ligorio

assisting during the last seven years
;
then by

Vignola till 1573 : JaComo della Porto witfi

Pontana then carried on the work to 1590,
when the cupola was completed by relays of

workmen niglit and day
; then by Pontana and

Maderno till 1613; and finally% Bernini till

1080
;
comprising 177 years in the accomplish-

ment of the new structure.”

Thus do we see the relative duration of each
successive architect’s connection with the build-

ing, but the part each played in its erection

forms a remarkable example of the mutability of
human intentions. Por the study of the ancieut

Basilica of St. Peter, wdiose time-houo.ired site

the present building encloses, the Templuin
Vaticanura of Fontana should be consulted; and
for the arrangements and injunctions for the
general Basilica of Constantine as handed down
to us by Eusebius and other early writers, the
pa^es of Canina should be studied.

The subject of that symbolism which formed
so leading a feature in tlieir sacred structures,

and to which architectural beauty and symmetry
were subordinated, is leaniedly discussed in

Professor Cockerell’s “ Explanations.”
Although Nicholas V. had consulted Rosel-

lini and Alberti upon the subject of the new
budding, it was Bramante who first planned the
vast edifice under Julius II.

j

In Plate I. of Mr. Harford’s "Illustrations ”
i

broad, publicly exhibited in 1544. In this pro- The subject of his poetry forms a study distinct

ject the Greek cross is preserved; but, amongst ' from our province, but is handled by Jlr. Har-
ininor changes in detail, the great piers am ' ford with considerable taste,

much increased in bulk, and an atrium ap- Tlie volume of "Illustrations” contains (be-

pended to the principal front, for reasons not ' sides the beautiful plates of the ancient and
quite conclusive. i modern Basilicas of St. Peter, with tlieir able

The exterior was cut up into numberless ' and learned descriptions from the pen of Pro-
parts, showing that San Gallo had never dreamt

i
fessor Cockerell) the bas-relief of the Centaurs

of breadth : a triple order of Doric on a podium, • and Lapithte, the cartoon of the Battle of Ifisa,

a lofty attic above, and above that an Ionic: and certain groups from the ceiling of the
l.':tine Chapel, and the Last Judgment.order formed the main building. The dome

was surrounded by two orders of arches and
columns, and sm-mounted by four tiers of deco- aeT-TREASURES PALACE,
ration, in columns, attic, candelabra, and de- AI-iNCliESTEll
pressed spire, and the belfry towers were in

, 3 .itsf. ‘1
. { 4.JU IiiE works connected witn tue Art-lrcasurcs

lourtecn orders or stages, also surmounted n\ ,, , t nn 'p «• j u i j 'ji
, 1 . rn a? • ) • 11 ' I uiace, at Uhl irattord, have not proceeded so rapidly
depressed spires. To tins design, so broken up,

^

M. Angelo opposed one as reunirkable for sini-
, „„„ ot which has caused some slight delay

;

phclty. He proposed externally' one vast Coup- uml those who know no more than can be learned
thian order corresponding in size with that of fmio gazing at the erection from outside the boarding,

Bramante internally, and the tambour of the have conjured up for themselves visions of disappoiut-

dome he surmounted with sixteen pairs of nieut. But when was such a building as the Art-

eouplcd columns, each pair being crowned by Treasures Palace completed strictly within the limited

a statue. huie ? And was such a one ever erected without

As seen,” says Cockerell, " in plate 1,
and more serious accidents than tliose upon

the arrangement of Michelangelo’s design com- '^bich the executive comniiltee and Messrs. C. D.

mends itsmf to the understanding as the conclu- contractors, have to look back ?

sion of .a muster mind. ^Ve udmire the dcca-
' ' assured that the buildmg will be completely

style portico, with the tetrastyle in adyance, in
Fas="‘ ‘.me : for

barmo iTwithtlie toU expression of the edifice, -'"“f the picture gallcnes have been so far

f ,,
I

, ,1 ' , clwcd, that experiments in decoration have been
IK a feature of the utmost magniaccncc, the n, executive com.
non-execution of which, by a lamentable per-

ini'tee entertain no doubt whatever of being enabled
versity, e inii.st ever lament, and for which the jq perform their promise to throw open the exhibition
actual execution in bas-relief is but a miserable early in ifay.”
substitute.” Antonio San Gallo died inl546. The Such is the opening passage of a long description of

building had now been forty years in hand, four the exhibition building, contained in the Manchester

popes and six architects had iicd in that period. Unnrdian of February 5, being, as is stated in the

when Paul III. conferred the direction upon the arlide, the first account of the progress of the building

unwilling Michelangelo, then in bis seventy-third "'hich has appeared in that paper since the beginning

year, His plan (plate 5) is a model of sim-'°f Xovember. IIow comes it that the Manchester

plicity and unity. The piers of Bramante being
' has for three mouths been without information

indicated on the plan, the vast increase iu size
' ““ progress of this greet work through the

of those of Michelangelo is shown by the com-
'

“'•‘’'“P
“'"S

navismi and the cnns?mieiit ehano-e in the form
‘bought that the progress ot this specimen of

paiisou, ana tiie oonseijueiit ciian,c iii iiie ioriu
formed one of the most

T ii J T !• • T T
—

'
— • —1® 1

iiHcresi- ou me part oi tue utaueiicsier puirnc m
death ot Julius in 1513 was succeeded by that

,

predecessors
;

the interior hemispherical, the undertaking? For the information of our readers
of Bramante in the following year

;
and we are exterior segmental, the base surrounded by a avail oursefves of some of the particulars alluded to.

indebted to Scrlio for the publication of the ' peristyle and attic. Highly imbued with the The great hall is about 700 feet long, 104 feet

plan and elevation of the dome as we possess
|

merit of Brunelleschi’s dome, he made it the wide, and 65 feet high ;
and consists of a centre and

them, In the beauty of his plan all agree, and type for his own, whilst greatly improving upon two side aisles, respectively 56 feet and 2-i feet wide,

foremost amongst its appreciators was Michel- it. Instead of an octagon, he adopted a circle, the boundaries being formed by the inner walls of the

au^clo. ‘’Aucun plan,” says De Quincy, “ iie and approached the centers for his external picture galleries, which lie upon each side. The aisles

presente uuc plus parfaitc unite, line jdus belle cove nearer to each other, thus forming a curva- ' marked out by lines of coupled iron pillars,

harmouie dans ses ligiics, uu meilleur accord ture less acute
;
to this the peristyle surmounted trigonal for ahout_4 feet from their bases;^ the

entre toutes ses parties et u’cut doune I’idee d’un ' by an attic formed the abutment ;
and tbe addi-

portion beiug divided into stages by nogs,

plus vastoiuterieuv. Lo Suii.l-PieiTe d-aiijorn-d. tL of u loft, tuiiilioiii- raised the wliolostpic- /‘f-J ^^kZfttTuXMbrt’ngrES
bui parait moms grand qu il ne lest eu effet. turo above llie roof and coiiipleted a pci-fcctioi,

i , „eat capital
i and

Lc baiut-Picrre de Bramante auvait ecrtauie- of outline hardly likely to be surpassed. .1 he
,
ii./onn,T.«u nnnn irirdRrs. The anmi-cirmUrhardly likely to be surpasse

nient 6te plus grand encore eu apparcncc qn’en ' forty-eight dormers gave scale and richness to

realite.” the dome; and tbe lantern, though light,
•

the capitals support open girders. The semi-circular

roof principals, 15 inches deep, arc only 12 feet apart,

for they rest alternately npon the columns, and upon

an ornameutal bracket supported by the girder. The
columns are 33 feet high, the remaining 32 feet of

To the conception of the dome of Arnolfo, less than SO feet high. Such was the St. PeterX
realised^ by that of Brunelleschi, we owe the of Michelangelo as he would have liad it. Li
conception of the dome of Bramante, realised by plate 4 of Mr. Harford’s work wc see it in all height being represented by the girder and tbe rise of

that of Michelangelo. The knowledge of the its sublimity. The beautiful section (plate 6) the principals
;
and the semicircular roof thus formed

instability of his fabric was saved to Bramante, shows at once tbe superlative merits of Peruzzi's spans the ccntral_ aisle only. The
_

side aislcs^ are

by his death in 1511. The chief occuiiation of Greek cross and ilichclangelo’s wondrous dome,
j

36 feet
6_
inches high, covered with ridge roofs, rising

the next six years was the strengthening the' Such was Michelangelo’s connection viijj
' favt G inches above the pillai-s.

piers under Ilaffaclle and Giuliauo San Gallo, the '

tills gigantic undertaking. Tbe alterations in
The westerly end of the great hall is crossed by a

design remaining unaltered. The death of his project subiequcut to his death in I b.'E!,
' It does not extend beyond the hue of the

Raffaclle, in 1520, transferred the direction to form no part of our criticism
;

their value may
Pernzzo and Antonio Svau Gallo. Peruzzo ad- be seen in the comparative views from the same
Lered to the conception of Bramante, of the point in plale 7. "Originality,” says Cockerell,

dome raised upon four vast piers, but his wish " was the character and aim of M. Angelo in all

was to make the cupola the grand featm-e of the his productions. Pie sliowcd little symp.ithy
design, and not a mere appendage to it : he, with his predecessors or his contemporaries

;

therefore, abandoned the nave, and converted manifesting neither servile reverence fur the
the Latin into the Greek cross, thus cliaugiii"

'

classical models, nor entire fellowship with Ihc of iron,

the basilica, or elongated form, into the cubical architects of the llcvival. The sublime, flic Commencing 72 feet on the easterly (or fojade)

or concentrated form, of vertical tendency, majestic, the terrible, predominate in his designs
^

side of the transept, is a gallery covering each, side

having its type in the Mosque of St. Sophia, or in all the three arts of which he was so gi'cat a
'

o'sle, and therefore 24 feet deep; and from these

Baptistery at Pisa, &c. Peruzzi’s heautifiil master
;
and tliougli his taste may be somctime> ' poi'its the gallery continues round the transept, Md

plan (pi. i), was approved by Michelungi-l > and questionable, his productions can never fall to
' round the westerly end of the hall, for a ength

San Gallo, and the eloquent testimony of both inspire the architect with exalted notions, fur

!

Canina and Cockerell to the superlative merits removed from the commonplace of customary
panels he ween ^s an ar^^,

^ ^

of the Greek cross over the Latin, in the case invention.”
in question, may save us the necessity of de- We have thus roughlv alluded to the imu-c
scanting upon it. As in the case of Bramante, important doings of Michelangelo: for

. ot me siae aiaics; is lu icci.
the only portion of Penizzi’s design preserved remainder of his many works in architect ure,

juuht, be found very useful at all times during the
the plan as given us by Serlio. The death painting, and sculpture, we refer the reader (o exhibition; but it will have particular value during

of Pemizzo left the buikling in tbe hands of the work of Mr. Harford, whose industry iukI die opening or any other special ceremony
;
for from

San Gallo alone, who, by the insti’uction of the scholarship have been equally taxed in liiis it a great number of spectators will he enabled to

Po.pe, prepared a model of his own conception labour of love, which is well entitled to an ' have a good view of all that passes at any point near

of its ultimate execution, 28 feet long by 1 S feet honourable place in its branch of litcvwlui'c. the intersectlou of the hall and transept; and that,

building
;
but it ia carried to the side walls (the picture

galleries being thus terminated), and it is 104 feet

wide, coi-responJing with the three aisles of the hall.

At the intersections of the central aisle there are

groups of six pillars; and from these, open roof

[inncipals, 21 inches deep, are thrown across diago-

iiully. At the transept ends, the semicircle of the

roof is filled iu with a handsome open-work window

substantial mahogany hand-rail. There will be four

very substantial wood staircases. The height from

, the gallery floor to the roof (which is, of course, that

of the side aisles) is 15 feet. The gallery will, no
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upon all such occusions as we have indicated, will be

the point of attraction.

The exterior of the palace is almost entirely of

iron,—wrought standards and corrugated sheets. In-

ternally, the iron is lined with ^-inch pine
;
and to

the wood is affixed, first a covering of canvass, and

then one of prepared paper, which serve alike to make

the roofs, &c. water-tight, and to prepare the interior

for decoration.

The widths of glass are as follow;— Great hall,

central aisle, glass 24 feet
;
each side aisle, 10 feet;

the picture galleries, each 24 feet. The galleries will

be lighted wholly from the top, through, the glass

named. The great hall, near the transept, will have

additional light from the glazed transept ends
;
but at

the poiuts not thus affected there is a supply of light

from the roofs.

The semicircular side roofs terminate with the

transept ;
hut the space covered hy them is sufficient

to form, in the whole, six galleries, each 120 feet long

and 48 feet wide. There are three of these galleries

upon each side of the great ball.

On the westerly side of the transept, upon each

side of the great hall, is a room, 72 feet by 48 feet,

covered with a ridge roof, but in all other respects

agreeing with the picture galleries before described,

and intended for the same purpose. Running along

the back of the palace, there is a room or gallery

24 feet wide and 200 feet long, which it is at present

contemplated to devote to the collection of water-

colour drawings. The entrances to this place are

under the gallery which runs round the transept.

Adjoining, and in the rear of the water-colour gallery,

there is another apartment, 24 feet wide, but only

120 feet long
;
the precise use for which has not, we

believe, beeu decided as yet.

The fafade will extend more than 450 feet, which

must he thus divided :—Frontage of palace, 200 feet

;

corridor, from railway station and platform, 150 feet;

some offices and stores (on the side next the Botanical

Gardens), 100 feet. As to the front of the palace, it

will be sufficient to say that all the iron-work and

much of the wood-work for the arches are up, as

regards the great hall and the picture gallery to the

south or railway side; and that all the material for

the north arch is upon the ground. This is an altera-

tion from the original intention, consequent upon the

failure of the north arch (in brick) after its com pletion ;

but, as far as appearance goes, the original design will

be closely carried out. A good deal of the work for

the exterior gallery, running across the openings of

the three arches, has been completed
;

and it and

other points arc being pressed on vigorously. All the

brickwork for the corridor is up, and so are the roof-

principals : the railway offices are rising rapidly; and

the gronndwork (including the flooring, beams, &c.) is

quite completed at this point. There will be a slight

rise in the corridor, for a portion of its length adjoin-

ing the station. For the offices and stores (ale,

porter, &c.) on the northern side, the walls are more
than half up.

The railway station is to be 800 feet long. The
platform is to be 15 feet wide

;
and it is advanced so

far as to be quite ready for the flooring. The double

line of rails, for the special use of the e.xhibition

trains, has been laid down
;
the junction for trains

arriving being a little beyond the Old Trafford Station ;

and there is abnndant standing room for empty trains,

being provided to the west of or beyond the palace.

The first-class refreshment-rooms are to form three

sides of a quadrangle around the building which was
formerly the pavilion of the cricket club, and is now'

used as the general offices for the employes of the

contractors. These rooms will thus stand directly

opposite the. northern transept. The second-class

refreshment department will be in the rear of the
railway corridor, and apart from the palace ; here the

brickwork is slightly advanced.

A drain, 25 in. by 17 in. and 11 feet deep, is being
laid around the building. It will serve for the general
drainjge of the ground, as well as for the reception of

the rain-water from the roofs, which, passing down
the pillars (all of them being hollow) and into pipes
•which serve to tie all the underground iron-work com-
pactly together, will pass into the drain at the north
and south angles of the fa9ade.

The exterior of the building has been painted
;
and

all the iron-work in the interior has bad three coats of
the same, as "priming.”

The arrangements connected with the valuable
objects of interest which arc to be assembled are said
to be proceeding satisfactorily, and the arrivals of
articles are now numerous. The shell of the building,
let us add, is now completed.

AuCIIITECTUnE AT THE RoVAt ACADEMY.—The
architectural lectures of the season will be given by
Hr. Sydney Smirkc, A.R..\, on Mondav, February the
23rd, and March the 2nd, and Mr. G. G. Scott, A.R.A,
on March the ICth.

THE CHURCH OF ST. EUGENE, PARIS.
]

At the eud of the year 1855 a church was
|

opened in Paris, which had excited a lively in-

terest ill the public mind, from the mode of con-

struction adopted, and the new effect which was

the result of it.

This church, situated in the Pauhourg Pois-

sonniere, near the Conservatoire de Musique, is

the cliurch of St. Eugene, the architect whereof

was M. BoileaUj' a gentleman who has long

made the composition of sacred edifices his

study, combining art with economy of cost.

The Church of St. Eugene, which is not a

perfect realization of M. Boileau’s system, has,

neverth'eless, appeared of a description suffi-

ciently novel to excite public discussion, iu

which architects and eugiueers of eminence have

taken part. It is in the Pointed style of the

thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, and the

architect claims to have made use of the modem
resources afforded by the science and industry

of our own age. The external walls are com-
posed of he-wu masonry, -with fillings-in of

rubble. The intenial columns, -ribs, and gal-

leries, are of cast iron, as are the fittings to the

windows and the circular openings. The ribs

or groins of the arch are in wrought iron, with
filliugs-in of masonry in two thicknesses, form
ing a cavity for air, to preserve an equality

iu the temperature—iron ribs replacing the
ordinaiy woodwork of the roof. The hollow cast-

iron columns are 32 centimetres mean diameter.
The superficies of the building is 1,350 square
metres, being 50 long, hy a -width of 27, taken
at the projection of the buttresses, and 25 high.
In the interior tlie length of the nave is 40
metres

;
the width, as shown on the section, of

the centre nave, 10 metres from centre to centre ;

the side aisles 5 metres, measured in the same
manner. The height to the crowu of vault in the
centre nave is 23 raetres,'aud in the side-aisles,

15 metres,—a height more considerable tlian is

found in the majority of the Ercnch cathedrals.
A good effect is produced by the slightness

of the columus, which enables the eye to
embrace at one time all parts of the structure
aud its decoration, from whatever point of view
it may be looked at. Tins also enables the
words of the preacher to be perfectly heard iu

all parts of the edifice. The an'angcinent of

the vaulting, too, is thought to he favourable for

sound. The light is let iu by fifty-four open-

ings, filled in with paiuted glass.

The structure itself cost 21,600/. ;
the finish-

ings, glass, and decorations increasing the cost

to 26,000/. ;
the building alone being after the

rate of 16/. per square mHre; the church, com-

plete, 19/. The churches which have been built

in Paris since the beginning of the century

have cost, it is stated, more than 80/. the

square metre.

The use of iron ribs, 'which have scarcely any

thrust, for the arches, admits of increased

height, supersedes altogether the necessity for

flying buttresses, and tlie timber for the roofs,

as well as the need for massive buttresses

aud thick walls; and it is this which briugs

about an economy that becomes the more per-

ceivable iu proportion as we increase the height

of the vaultings.

Polycbromy is used iu the decoration of the

interior. AYith the space obtained by the addi-

tion of galleries, the church is able to accom-

modate • 3,000 persons. The library of the

Conservatoire des Arts et Metiers, it will be

observed, has afforded the architect a type.

COMPETITIONS.

Synagogue at Manchester .—In answer to adver-

tisements for designs for a new synagogue for the

Hebrew congregation of Manchester, a number of de-

signs were forwarded to the committee from London,

Liverpool, and Manchester
;

and the committee

selected those produced hy Mr. Bird, architect, of

Manchester, whose design is to be earned out forth-

with. The site chosen by the congregation is in the

township of Cheethara, purchased fi’om the Earl of

Derby, immediately opposite the Cheetham Townhall,

a building erected three years ago from designs by the

same architect.

Li.chfield.—'^e, are again asked in more than one

letter not to allow our twice-repeated question as to

the seltlemeut of the "Lichfield Library” competition

to be forgotten. The drawings were sent in at the

end of September, and not a word of information has

been returned to the candidates. Is there no one at

Lichfield who can state what is being done ? Wc have

written to the committee on the subject vrithout

effect.
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EOUESTRIAN STATUE OF THE LATE
LORD HARDIlVGE.

It has been our misfortune to find so little

satisfaction in recent public statues and monu-

ments, that -we have the greater pleasure in

offering congratulations to Mr. Foley for bis very

successful equestrian statue of the late Lord

Hardinge, which, when cast in bronze, is to be

erected in Calcutta. It is a very admuable

work, and will materially increase Mr. Foley’s

reputation in one walk of his art. The horse is

full of life and fire : the head, which is kept

down so as to show the face of the hero, is espe-

Merlon portion of Afterton Ce.etejT ' be occupied and £
designed for the use of membe

J
sending a fev hands beyond the nnmher so dis-

Church, has been consecrated
broS tributed, and paying the whole gang for ten hours

of Manchester. There is only a ,

‘^Yyper’dav
;
as, from want of space, or other adequate

gravel walk to divide the consecrated irom the
|

leisure “ to tread on each

unconsccratcd ground. The cenietcry consists
tQgg ” of the Iwo evils, too many men crowded

of about two acres of land, purchased Irom Lord
contract is worse than a deficiency of opera-

Lilford for -100^. and two-thirds of which were get to work with advantage,

consecrated. The two chapels, the largest readily as boys become iwopemtivcs, and

being the Episcopal one, were designed by Mr. p|ay_ to the great injury of their own luture

T D Burry powers of willing exertion, and sometimes blight the

The local Burial Board have re-
]

character of their master, ivhilc making buu pay the

not™ so as to snow tne taoe o. me ..em, espe-
,

“i-d Uie foUotriog ftncle. ^
j

Pb-” \t‘rot' ftrfc'cS Tan architect or

dally well modelled ;
and the tail lashmg inward F^PhnnS tl e grounds of their “1™“

91 snrvWor, aecostomed to the mode of condactmg basi-

servi to connect the hind legs, and materially kr.H.
^

' „ess ia his ofBce, and knowing mneh re.pectmg the

improves the composition. A broken Indian
;

of Cheadle 19o/.
Bird.liXls 215/ •

‘ recent transactions therein, can advance Ins inteiests

gun under the hoke plays in like manner a
[

2 -18 /, is,; Cole and Sharp, B'rchaelds 2^ j„ a higher degree by the additional npplioation of an

® X irwrarvKfn- r.f T.nrri ; Afr. Cowdarv, Birmingham, 49d/.
,

jNiauslieia
{vvo daily, than double the Dumber of tempo-

Hardhfge's exploits. There is a weakness, as it
[ 5t“enX oflLsVs^Da^y

did not include any estimate for the pipe-

Hardinge’s exploits,

aeems to us, in the upper part of the uear fore-

leg, which it may not be too late to reconsider.

The group is being cast by Messrs. Flkiugton,

and will be about 14- feet in height. It has

been proposed by a number of influential per-

sons that a second cast should be made, to be

set up in the metropolis. We shall be glad to

see tneir desire carried out ; the work will do

honour to all concerned in it.

WESLEYAN CHAPEL AT HIGHBURY.
On the 4th inst. the foundation-stone of a

new Wesleyan chapel at Highbury, was laid by

Mr. F. Lycett. The building is of the De-

corated period of Gothic architecture, aud con-

sists of nave, with aisles aud transepts. A
semi-ootagonai aspc, for the communion service,

is at the end of the nave, with open timber roof.

The minister’s vestry is adjoining. The tower

stands at the north-west angle of the building,

and is surmounted by a timber spire, covered

•with ornamental tiles, the entire height being

110 feet. This is used for the purpose of venti-

lation, and also forms one of the principal en-

trances. The chapel stands about 8 feet above

the level of the road. The basement story is

formed for class-rooms, and there is a large

meeting-room under the transept, which is

capable of accommodating 500 persons. Ac-

commodation is also provided for the chapel-

keeper. There are two entrances, one in the

tower and one in the centre of the front gable.

There are two galleries for the Sabbath-school

children, one over the vestibule at the entrance,

aud one in the west transept, each having a

direct communication from the basement. The
roof is formed of open timber, the ends of the

principals being supported on ornamental stone

corbels, clustered columns, with carved cups.

hour or t.w x.-..,.,
, . . , • .r .•

rarilv cu^aBed assistants could in twice the tunc.

While deprecating the coveted reslrictioQ on the

U .14 livv ^
, extent to which a mao shall eujoy the privilege to

drainage, of which it is said a large quantity
;

give away his time, and talents if blessed with

will be required. The tender of Messrs. Cole thein, it must be admitted that the employers derive the

and Sharp was accepted. chiefadvantagefromlong-contiuuedkbour—thosewho

would put the veto upon it, the supplementary beneht

since after the principal has profitably prosecuted

business with the workmen, &c. at present engaged,

he is enabled to increase his staff, instead of discharging

the whole of bis corps through loss ;
and the meut^

or manual labourer reaps no such fine harvest as the

dissatisfied arc apt to imagine, his only real gam con-

sisting in securing the goodwill of his master, and pre-

venting a substitute being found, who eagerly takes bis

place, and will comply with the necessities of commer-

PROPOSED RAILWAY COMMUNICA-
TION WITH INDIA.

In opposition to the projected Suez Canal,

Mr. W. H. Villiers Saukey, who is not unknown

to our readers, lias addressed a letter to the

Earl of Clarendon, as Secretary for Foreign

Affairs, urging the advantages of railways in

place of canals, aud pointing to the fact that

all the plans yet proposed for shortening the

route to India are entirely behind the age. The

writer says ;

—

In a few years the coasts of France and England

will be united by rail, either by a tuuuel under the

bed of the Channel, by a viaduct of new coustruction

spanning the Channel itself on moles, or, what would

be better still, by a hollow iron pa^ge, laid on the

cial life. . . , ,r^

So far from a great pecuniary gam accruing to the

man whose energies are often taxed beyond the usual

time, and at high pressure, the consequence is, on

account ofloss of recreation, and, consequently, injured

health, increased coat of clothing, medicine, _&c. and

the withdrawal from social enjoyment when his home

is calculated to afford him comfort, a heavy and

sometimes irreparable loss, and not unfrequeutly it

. . . . . tlvnc Arpnt.infT ft

ele™h- and tUs ktler plaa could 5c caaily aud vacancy for another u-ho may have found t.oie to

leiegrapn
lahourera put him under the

ecoQomicaliv carried into effect. i ’—'-‘t
' r ’

ut will .tndv The
In the event of such a railroad being established, of this, every person of

the whole of the East is capable of being connected interests of his master so loDj,
.

mnnrnlivelv
with England bv land, llailway communication is ence to his own ease, thinking himself compaiolively

already made between Calais and the volley of fte Artnnatc should he secure the esteem of him he serves

Danube and what ia now required is to continue that and who, in his turn, serves nnot er, c g

line from near Donnauwerth to Vienna, along the it we do not all tulll our destiny, wo were aU horn to

banks of the Danube, aud following the same valley
^

serve each other,

to prolong the railroad by the shortest aud best route ' n
to Coustantinople : there the narrow channel which

v-nvir PiUPPKTFFS
separates the capital of Turkey from the mainland of STRIKE OF THE OFEIIAIU E CARPE^TERS

the Asiatic continent might he crossed in the manner I

IA MANunJiiairi .

I have alluded to for effecting the communication ' In consequence of certain proceedings on the part

between the neighbouring shores of the British of the Operative Carpenters and Joiners I mon

Channel. From thence the shortest practicable route about three mouths ago, the builders of Mauchestev

should be taken to reach the Persiau* Gulf, after considered it iiecessai'y, in self-defence, to establish

irthe turf. In spite

supportingthe clerestory. The materi^s used
,

which the Jine_sl.onld_ Airttte A “
are Kentish rag with Bath lacings, iue in-facings The in- '

then follow the coast of the Indian Ocean, aud elation has been the production of a new set of work-

tpmal fittings are be^S^staineS ileal Tlie
' ^bus into the very heart of India. This would be a ing rules for the trade, based on the old rules of

temal mtings to oe 01 sxamea ueai. -t'le
‘ overland route,’ one which must be carried 1S46, in which the masters have made certain altera-

bi^dme m to be heated by the warm-air appa-
1 distant period, and which would be of tions,' chiefly, as they aUege, to the advantage of the

ratns of Messrs. Stewart and Smith, of Sheffield,
^ jjg workmen. The workmen, on the other hand, con-

Accommodation is provided for 1,000 persons,
England and the world

;
and I would at tend that, although these new rules may be in some

and the total cost of the erection, exclusive of
carry out my project if I could obtain a coucA—

'
respects better than the rides of 1840, they arc not

heating and lighting, is 3,900/. iue buimmg is guaranteed by England in concert so good as the last rides made by the union in 1852,

being erected from the designs of Mr. Charles
tjjg other powers interested. I am convinced but which the masters have never acknowledged.

Laws, architect

of Hackney.
the contractor is Mr. Clever,

CEMETERIES.
Heigate .—The new cemetery at Reigate was

such a work of public utility woidd yield an immense ' This difference of opinion has led to a dispute, and

return on money invested, aud on such conditions I at a meeting of operatives, it was resolved to " strike

am ready to undertake the completion of a through the shops, one at a time, until the new rules were

railway communication direct from London to Cal- withdrawn, the first attack being made on Mr. Robert

cutta, and find all the capital for the same.”
j
NeiD, of Strangeways. The operatives met Mr. Neill

ronseerated on the 24th lilt' It adioins the' Tlie writer urges that, extraordinary as is the “ body, and demanded the removal from the
consecrated on tne ^itti im._ iiaajoins tne

. ,
.

. n„ nnetipilfip ealU shops of the new rules. This was refused, and the

present churchyard, and contains three acres of project, it is eminently iiraeticable, and calls l
difference

ground. There is no chapel for the Established Clarendon to give Ins aid to ^be
is said to be very

Church, as the old church itself adjoins the
^

scheme.
!
little.

ceineteir; but on the unconsecrated portion a
|

,

|

following letter on the subject has been

chapel for dissenting bodies has been erected, in THE PREVENTION OF “OYER-TIME.” ' addressed to us :

—

the style of the old edifice. The designs for the
^

At the meetings of mechanics out of employ- ' stkike of cakpunteus.
chapel and laying out of the ground, and the ment, great stress is frequently laid, by the speakers to seems that we are going to have the joiners'

plans and register, were furnished by Messrs, their various associations, on an injunction to their shops’of Mauebester deserted by the workmen, the pay-

Page and Lees, of Reigate. Tlie cliapel was more fortunate and seldom less dosen-ing fellow work- meat of wngea stopped, and families thrown into a state

built, and the fencing and entrance formed, by men, to refuse to labour beyond regulur hours. If “h|"t®^-[^®"Jar'^rriV*beerso^di^a3troSs m their^cffects

Mr. W. Carruthers, of Reigate, builder. ;

this request or demand was, or could he, carried luto upon the operatives and their families. Are there no

BocHn^.-Ihe Booking Cemetery lias been
praclice the result wo,ildiiievHsblj be align,entod

consecrated by the Bishop of Iloclicster. The
mate distress for those who hud urged oroompeUed tbeir ^ l„ the

cemete^ conLts of ahL two aeres, fenced SSroVtbo'st W ltd? for!

t ' "y the now so generaiy adopted systeo. of contractiog “-f,’ ^“^/o°f
erative society say, in the notice they have advertised.

next the road by a dwarf wall, with iron 't' certaiu operatio;. fa a limited time, a
palisades, and bnck piers capped with stone, builder is forced to see that all energy shall be profit- th^nt th.. ,.w.. ^ -

The ground is divided iu the centre with an '

ably exerted. While, therefore, he may usefully have be countenanced by the workmen in any way, “ becanse

iron fence 3 feet high, and
_

each portion has a 30 or 100 men, S:c. engaged in the erection of a par-
, ?o?king‘^custom?for“3omf)w%M^^^^^ "^Surely theTnieUi.

central entrance by lolding iron gates. 1 ticular boilding, and find it of advantage for them to
^

gent workpeople of the middle of the niaeteenth century
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are not taking the serious step of “ striking ” on a reason
of this nature, which would equally apply to the arrange-
mcnts necessary to secure to the working classes the boon
of the Saturday half-holiday, or any similar measure.
The Saturday half-holiday has been applied for by the

workpeople, and at this lime a circular is being sent round
with tbe namesof the Bishop and leading mercantile firms

of Manchester, desiring the musters in the building trades
to carry out the plan. The principal reason why it is

difficult to accede to the request consists in the disposition
of trades' unions to compel tbe operatives to adhere to
antiqiiutrrl rules and regulations, which ore quite incom-
patible with the increase in the light both of intelligence
and gas, Before the introduction of gas-light such un-
Bstisfaclory rules as “ working from light until dark,” a
Teryundeunable period, might be tolerated

;
but now they

are quile behind the age of progress, and are causes of
discomfort and anuoyance to master and operative, l.et
the subjects in dispute bo settled by arbitration, by dis-
cussion, liy conference, by drawing lots, I17 the force of
public opinion, by any means whatever, rather than that
expensive and deplomble course, a strike or turn-out.

A Lookke-on.

There arc one or two highly suggestive points in

this letter, especially the one about “ light to darh
”

worlviiig in winter. 'J’his has been a constant source

ol’ luisuiiderstanding, and we should rejoice if a
remedy could be devised.

WORK FOR THE UNEMPLOYED.
The breaking of stones for the public roads is

doubtless, in its way, a useful enough work, but it is

one that not only is unfitted for the skilled artizan,

but unfits him for the proper manipulation of work
more befitting bis skilled and educated hand and eye.
There is this to be said in favour of stone-breaking,
however, for the unemployed, that in presenting it to
him who seeks for "leave to toil” at it, the autho-
rities thereby adjnit bis right to earn his livelihood
by labour, on behalf of the public aa his paymaster,
at intervals when private enterprise fails to provide
him the means of doing so ; and the only excuse
imaginable for restricting tbe public works so offered

to the unemployed industry of tbe artizan to so
low a description of jiubbc requirement as tbe
breaking of stones, appears to be that such work
is supposed to be level with the capacities of all the
able-bodied poor, and a good test, even from its

general repulsiveness, and its liability to injure both
the hands and the eyes, of the actual need of the
applicant for it. But why should not a willingness to
labour for his daily bread, under the moral stigma of

the “ wor/'house,” be a sufficient test in itself, with-

out any further degradation or any personal injury to

the poor man who applies for it ? There are many
forms of public works besides stone-breaking eligible

as tests without its objectionable features. Such
. would be paving for masons, drainage for bricklayers

and navvies, and so on
;

and why should not the
'
public authorities in towns be obliged, by law, as

,

Queen Elizabeth intended by her institutiou of wori--

houses, to “ set the poor to work ” during just such
a lull in the state of their respective trades as the
present in the building trades of the metropolis. The
demand which the unemployed as a mass ai'e now
making, that the authorities should " set them to

. work,” is an honour to men who might have
I thrust their hands into their pockets and demanded
I of these authorities, under the circumstances, to fill

: their mouths for them with the bread of involuntary
I idleness. Tins is a vast question, we are quite aware,
1 and leads to immense social as well as national conse-
I quences; hut let us well consider the common sense
1 and reason of the thing, and being satisfied of that,

. let us go a-hcad, in spite of imaginary feai's of future

: and far-off consequences. Sp long as there is a stigma
t attachable to workhouse work, there is little fear of
I resolving all labour into workhouse employment and
c socialist communities. These few remarks occur to

. us, while, pen in hand, and about to note tbe circum-
i stance that a writer in the Suti newspaper suggests
1 this as a fitting time to push on the power of the
‘.Metropolitan Board of ^Vo^ks aud local hoards and
I vestries, by the T^th section of their Act, to carry out
various sanitary worKS connected with house drainage

Cl for the owners, by borrowing the money and paying
0 for the work as an improvement rate, or otherwise;
oemploying the unemployed thereon, and so benefiting

b the whole community while providing for thousands
'( of poor families at present without the means of sub-
i:8i3tenpe. The suggestion is, in many respects, agood
It one, and we hope to hear more of it.

IBILL BOR THE BUILDERS’ BENEVO-
LENT INSTI'rUTION.

The annual ball in aid of tbe funds of this
0 very useful and growing Institution took place
' at Willis’s Rooms, St, James’s, on Thursday,
liithe 12th, inst. and passed off in a manner that
iimust have been satisfactory to all concemed.
.IThe company was numerous (nearly 600 persons
ctwerc there), and there is reason to believe it

nwiil prove as profitable to the Institution as
Jiany of its predecessors. Mr. Alderman Wm.

Lawrence, Mr. Jacob Bell, and a number of
gentlemen connected with the building trade,

were present, and the general feeling was grati-

fication at the result.

The Institution is indebted, on this as on
previous occasions, to the exertions of Mr.
Joseph Bird as honorary secretary.

THE ARCHITECTURAL EXHIBITION.
The series of lectures in the Suffolk-street Gal-

leries closed on Tuesday evening, the 17th, with
some observations by Mr, James Edmeston, juu. one
of the hon')rary secretaries, on the Articles exhibited

in the Department of Materials. An apology was
previou'ly read from the lecturer of the preceding

week, for sonic most improper personalities in which
he had indulged. We have received a considerable

number of indignant letters on the subject from the
officers, members of the committee, and others con-

nected with the Exhibition, but will content ourselves

on the present occasion with urging on the committee
the absolute necessity of preventing the recnn'euce of

such proceedings. If they do not, this excellent

fe.iture of their Institution, calculated to effect

much good, is inevitably doomed. No man would

I

think of attending a lecture-room with the possibility

; hanging over his head, that for some perhaps imagi-

I

naiy slight he would hear himself or his friends

I vilified. As the most obvious amongst the prccati-

j

lions, a chairman should be always appointed to

I whom appeal could be made. We have reason to I

' believe that the committee fully concur iu these
I views.

j

THE SANITARY STATE OF SnOREEITCII.

]

Anotheii of those useful quarterly reports which

I

we have before noticed has been made to tbe Shore-

I

ditch Vestry by their medical officer of health. Dr,

I

Barnes, and printed for circulation.

I
Dr. Barnes expresses his satisfaction that for the

I

futnre he will have the Registrar’s weekly mortality

I
returns fi-oni which to obtain some current light as to

i

the causes and localities of death
;
and tbe use he

I

already makes of these is the eduction of certain con-
! elusions in reference to tbe Thames and its sewage, to

which we shall advert iu his own words.

“It ia held with great pertinacity in sotdo quarters,”
says the reporter, “that the great preventive remedy of
fever is the diversion of sewage from the Thames. That
the dweUings immediately exposed to tbe exhalations from
the mud-banks, left at every ebb, are especially unwhole-
some, is indeed amply proved. But we have seen from
the preceding statistical analyaea, that the deaths from
fever in the East division, including Shoreditch, which was
high and far removed from the river, were consideraldy
more than in the south, which is within its immediate in-
fluence. It ia, therefore, in strictly local conditions that
we must seek for the disease-producing causes. Disease
must be pursued in its abiiling-places : it can only be ex-
pelled by the vigorous application of sanitary remedies at
the very apot where it takes its rise Almost
the whole of that matter which renders the river turbid is

earthy detritus—clay and silei, washed down from its banks
and water-shed

;
or raised from its bed, and suspended

in the mass of flowing waters in fine partielea. This inor-
ganic mutter atlructs and entangles the sewage-substances

^

as these mingle with the stream. It thus exerts a power-
I
ful disinfecting and decomposing action on the organic

j

matter I think it has not been proved by

I

di.slinet evidence that this unconverted organic matter
I exists in a form which ia capable of producing disease, so

I

long, that is, as it is not deposited on the banks. The con-
ditions under which (he sewage at present flows into the
river are the most favourable for rapid conversion and

I disinfection ; flowing constantly by thousands of natural
(
out-falls and sewers into the Tfiames, along many miles of

I

its course, tbe sewage is so sub-divided that speedy and
' perfect admixture with the stream is ensured, Very dift'e-
' rent are the conditions for the reception of the sewage by
i the Thames, in tbe plan adopted by the Metropolitan

j

Board of Works, and very different would be the results,
Concentrated in enormous masses, and discharged inter-

! mittingly by two points of out-fall only, the entire sewage
I

of London would not instantly mix with, and be diluted by
!

the whole volume of the river, as has been unaccountably

I

assumed. Like the Gulf-stream which flows across the
' Atlantic

;
like the Plata which carries its stream of fresh

I

water unroingled many miles into the ocean ; like the con-

I

fliience of the BUino and tbe Main, whose streams, one
coloured red, the other green, run on side by side, two

I
rivers in one bed ; so would the great Sewage-stream hold

I its course, a concentration of pollution, undiluted by tbe
waters of the Thames.”

This special differeoce we ourselves pointed out at

a time when it was argued in the daily press that the

inhabitauts of Erith had no real cause of complaint

in reference to the new sewage scheme inasmuch as

the whole quantity of sewage had all along passed by
this very district, all the difference being that by the

new scheme it was to issue iuto the Thames at a cer-

tain point above Erith. This, indeed, made all tbe

difference; but it was a diff’ereuce widely distinct from

the present state of matters. Mr. Barnes refers to a

matter often urged in our columns, the necessity of

providing means of escape for the products of gas-

consumption.
" The purest gas which it U possible to manufacture,

must always be injurious to healtnif burnt in rooms where
there is not a free escape for the products of combustion,
or a free circulation of air to dilate them. It is possible,
as we have seen, to supply gas free from carbonic acid,

but it is not possible, notwithstanding the pretensions of
patent stoveroakers, to burn it without creating that poison
in volumes exactly proportioned to the extent of the com-
bustion. Besides carbonic acid, during the burning of
gua, a great and injurious quantity of sulphuric acid is also
evolved. Many striking examples of the destruction of
books, furniture, and goods from this cause, are given in
Dr. Letheby’a report. It cannot be enforced too empha-
tically, that it is quite as irrational and dangerous to burn
gas in a close inhabited room without providing a vent for
the vitiated air, and means for tho supply of fresh air, as
it would be to burn a coal-fire in a room without a chim-
ney. There are invisible vapours far more poisonous than
smoke.”

As regards the " patent stove-makers,” a serious

case in point appears from the following paragraph to

have recently occurred at Brompton :
—

" Tico Men
suffocated through Joyce's Patent Fuel .—Au inquest

was held on Tuesday, at Brompton, on the bodies of

Thomas Barton and Alfred Rose, two farm labourers,

employed by Mr. E. Dodd, of Gillingham, who died

last night from the effects of iuhaliug the fumes of

carbonic acid gas, emanating from au article known
as ‘Joyce’s Patent Fuel.’ The deceased men slept

in the farm-house, aud the weather on Sunday night

being severely cold, Woolley, the bailiff, placed one of

Joyce’s portable stoves iu the room in which the

deceased were to sleep, some hours before they went
to bed, for the purpose of healing the apartment.

There was no pipe to carry off the poisonous fumes.

Mr. Weekes, surgeon, was promptly in attendance,

but all attempts to restore animation were of no
avail, the deceased having been dead several hours.

Mr. Weekes stated that the cause of death resulted

I

from inhaling carbonic acid gas, given off by the

patent fuel.”

We cannot advert to such stoves as these without

stating, that, scarcely believing it possible that they

could be recommended for use without special warn-

ing as to the absolute necessity of “ a pipe to carry off

the poisonous fumes,” we personally called at one

or other of the several stove-makers iu Newgate-
slreet, and there, to our astonishment, we found that

it was but too true, that not the slightest warning
or even simple intimation of the necessity of such a

pipe was given by the attendant employed to sell the

article : on the contrary, we were confidently assured

that the stove was a " self-consuming ” one
;

and
when we responded,

—
" So much the worse, inasmuch

as the fuel, if thoroughly consumed, is only all the

more thoroughly converted into the deadly poison

carbonic acid gas,” what do our readers think was the

fencing rejoinder ?—"Oh but this is patent fuel,

—

purified fuel,—twice purified 1

”

RAILWAY MATTERS.
Out of twenty-eight arches, of which the viaduct

near Coventry, alluded to on a recent occasion, consisted,

only five remained standing after the accident, and even

these appeared to be ready to share the same fate of

total destruction. The foundations are said to have

given way. The river was turned from its bed and
swamped adjoining property. The viaduct, says the

Coventry Herald, wa» about a quarter of a mile in

length, and consisted of twenty-eight arches, each 40
feet span, and 15 feet rise. The piers iu the valves,

which averaged about 15 feet, were built of a stone

obtained from a quarry near the residence of Mr. C.

Bray. The first stoue of the structure was laid in

August, 1848, and the last stone was laid in its bed

on June 29, 1819; so that little more than ten

months elapsed in completing it. It was erected

under the snperiuteiideuce of Mr. Warriner, the eugi-

neer to the company
;

Messrs. Shaw aud Hayton
being contractors, and Messrs. Nowell, Robsou, and
Ainsworth, sub-contractors.

The Llanelly aud Llandilo Railway is now opened

for public traffic. Mr. J. Samuel, the engiueer, states

that the cost of the line, including land, works,

stations, permanent way, sidings, law, engineering,

and parliamentary c.xpenses, the electric telegraph,

and every item from its commencement to its opening

for traffic, has not exceeded 6,800/. per mile. The
line is seven ntiles in length, embraces 180,000 cubic

yards of excavations, two over and four under road

bridges, two parish road bridges, nine river bridges,

one of which, over the river Towy, is of 150 feet

clear span, and all the bridges are either of wrought

iron, cast iron, or masonry. The line is laid with

rails of 70 lbs. to the yard. The Vale of Towy line

to connect Llandilo with Llandovery, and form the

first link iu the main line from Miinchester to Milford,

is now in an advanced state, aud will, it is said, be

completed for leas than 5,600/. per mile.

The traffic returns of the railways in the United

Kingdom for the week ending January 24, amounted

to 392,668/. and fur the corresponding period of last

year to 365,886/. showing an increase of 27,282/.

The gross receipts of the eight railways having their

termini in the metropolis amounted to 163,796/.

and last year to 156,854/. showing an increase

of 6,942/. The increase on the Eastern Counties

amounted to 1,563/.; on the Great Northern to
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Tlie result of Sir. Howard’s removal mas to throw

i.iim.; ou .ue
.(i: 2598? ' oa ! all the said property at Mistlcy out of occupation:

the London and North-Ycstcin to i 5 Jb(.
, ^ ineninu of the railway to Harwich,

the ®
“f,i 7 «? :; which railway passes through Slistley, eoinhincd with

and on the Soulh-Ea tern to JW total,
j ,i,te of all mercantile and warehouse

“thcTento anrBla'ehwdl and ««• ""
of

r-in-Sn^tr^SS Xi^^Lr^n^todt S:Sptf:s.e'in^lS5^0. n’o hiddin.s were

228,872?. andforthecorrMponding_pmodrf
negociation with Mr. Jury to take

to 208,532/.—showing an increase of 20,340/.

The' following taWe exhibits the growth of the

American railroad system :

—

Years.

1828 ^

1838
1848 5?682

1857 24,476

Miles built 1st five years 1828-32

„ 2nd 1833-37

„ 3rd 1838-42

„ 4th „ 1843-47

„ 5th 1848-52

„ 6th 1853-57

ILLUMINATED CLOCKS.

Tuxse elochs, which are now becoming more
, i---.. -

, i c son/
general, and are found to be most useful, have hitherto

; ^

':.o“e™rojidTr ™id by the 'company, ior had lufte Birmingham School, We may here add there
not empioyeu i

^ yr-o= cvp under instruction and supenntendeucc at present

the iiroperty at his valuation, and 800/. arrears oi

interest, ^hich he refused to do for this reason,—that

he was not employed or paid by the company, nor

he been paid by either party ;
that the propeUy

fully worth the amount he valued it at m 1851, and

that he could not have foreseen the changes that had

taken place,—this action was brought.

Mr. Cook, Mr. Penn, Mr. Thompson, the sur-

vevor to the company, and Mr. Clarke (I^’cbrotber

and Co.), surveyors, were called on behalf of the

company, who respectively put the present value at

2,700/. 3,800/. 3,880/. and 5,200/.— this being Mr.

Clarke’s valuation.

favour of the school, and it would manifest itself

distinctly if the committee were to undertake a can-

vass to increase the number of subscribers. lie could

not but feel that the school had effected much good.

Last year he was assured by the jewellers of the town

on all sides, that reproach was scarcely applicable to

their articles as it previously had been, and he noticed

Classic forms and pure designs which, upon intpiiry,

he found had resulted from studeuts who had worked

in the school. He felt certain that if some effort

w'ere made, the body of subscribers would be very

larirely increased iu the course of two or three months.
— • ww. . I C-T 1 I....... n.lil fliBrp

the following number of studeuts ;
—

III the school, New-street 631

Parochial and other schools under the

inspection of Mr. Wallis 678

At the close of the exhibition of the students’ works,

on Friday in last week, Jlr. M allis delivered hisusuiu

lecture illustrative of the course of instruction pursued

nrthr-nmr'rf Mr Jmy Mr. Charles Lee and iji the institution. The object of the address was to

Mr Snoole surveyors, were caBcd. They Tallied give those persons who might he dcsiroiM to enter the

+1,

'

rtv OS in 1851 which they main- ^ classes useful information as to the vaiious stages

pLriy_ ii.ui
...vocon/ I attempts of Icaniers in drawung.tvcitHfLo V/. ---a* - , • 1. 1

T/ie I'or/t iSe/zoo/.—The head master of this school.

had this great disadvantage, viz. that the 'dials are not 1 Lord Oaiiipbell. “ ^ ’ jir J. "o.' ”swairo”w’ delivered a lecture on Tuesday,
“ "

This ineon- :
defendant was the agent of the

„„gie„ce of 250 working

has recently had an experiment made on the face of

the clock on the north side of the lodge at Hyde-park-

corner, in front of Rotten-row. This dial was made

of the glass generaUy in use for such purposes. The

figures were gilt, and by no means distiuct
;
and the

hands were also gilt, 'i'he figures and hands are now

painted a dark colour, and the face is made of glass

which is as white as a sheet of paper, aud perfectly

transparent. The clock has been lighted for three or

four nights, and the time is indicated most distinctly.

The esperiment is thought so successful that the other

face of the clock opposite Grosveuor-place is now

undergoing alteration ;
and it is to be hoped that the

owners of other clocks may be induced to adopt the

improvement. It is understood that the dial of the

great clock of the new Palace of Westminster is to

be made of a similar desciiption of glass, so as to be

quite clear both by day and night.

made himself liable. This he left first for the jury

to decide ; and if they decided it against the de-

fendant, they then were to say what damages he (the

defendant) would have to pay.

The jury retired, and after an absence of two hours

returned a verdict for the plaintiff, with damages

—

one shilling !

!

This case and ruliug of the judge raises a serious

question of responsibility, as it has always, heretofore,

been considered necessary to pay for a valuation

before making the party responsible for any error of

judgment, or loss, arising from depreciation in tbe

value of property.

The position of architects and sun’eyors is becom-

ing anything but satisfactory.

men, on the importance of mechanical drawing. A
working man was in the chair at this lecture. It was

tbe introductory lecture to a class tbe master had

formed, the first lesson of which he gave on the

Thursday to a class of eighteen working men—engi-

neers, foremen of works, andjoiners—several of whom

belonged to his free class, so that a practical result is

following the free class : many more were expected

to attend the next lesson.

LTzVBILlTY OF SURVEYORS.
BiBCH V. JUEY.

This was an action brought (and tried on the IGth

instant) by the Liverpool and London Insurance

Company, against Mr. Jury, of Dowgatc-hill, sur-

veyor, for neglect of duty when employed by the said

corap.any to report upon and value property at

Mistlcy and Manningtree, Essex, belonging to Jlr.

How'ard, for the purposes of a loan. The damages

were laid at 8,500/.

It appeared that Mr. Jury was asked in the begin-

ning of 1851, by hlr. Hubbard, of Buckler.sbury,

solicitor, to obtain a loan of 8,000/. on two grana-

ries, two warehouses, workshop, and wharf at

Mistley ;
also, five houses and six cottages at Man-

ningtree (the adjoining parish), belonging to Mr.

Howard, a fish-factor carrying on a very large busi-

ness there, who himself occupied the granaries, ware-

houses, wharf, &c. at Mistley.

For this purpose Mr. Jury visited Mistley aud

Manningtree, and made a valuation. Ou his return he

applied to the Liverpool and London Insurance Com-
pany to advance the money,—he being the company’s

agent for settling fire claims, hut not their surveyor
;

which was agi'eed to at 4i per cent, provided his

valuation was satisfactory, ilr. Jury then again

Wsited Mistley, and on his return made a formal

report and valuation amounting to 8,000/. sale

v^ue, and recommending a loan of 7,500/. which

he laid before the secretary of the company, at the

same time telling him that he was employed by Mr,

Howard, that he could not act independeutly for both

parties, and that an independent surveyor had bettor

be employed by the company to value the property.

The directors, however, signified they were satisfied

to take Mr. Jury’s valuation, provided he looked to

Sir. Howard for payment, and agreed to lend 7,500/.

on the property, if Mr. Howard would pay 5 per

cent, interest, and insure his life for 4,000/. These

terms were accepted by Mr. Howard, the money
lent, and the insurance kept up for three years.

It was clearly shown that Mr. Juiy never received

a shilling from either party, not even his expenses

he told Mr. Hubbard his charge would be 20/.

Soon afterwards, in consequence of the large trade

carried on by Mr. Howard with London, he was in-

duced, by the Great Northern Railway Company, ou
receipt of 5,000/. to remove his business from Mistley

to Grimsby, where he aftci-wards failed.

SCHOOLS OF ART.

The Penzance School.—At a recent meeting a

report from the School of Art Committee was read.

ELECTRO-TELEGRAPHIC PROGRESS.

The walls uf the New York Exchange were lately

adoi-iied with an interesting map, prepared by Capt.

Berryman, showing the profile of tbe bottom of the

Atlantic on the route over which it is designed to lay the

cable. We append tlic figures, showing the depth in

fathoms, beginning at St. John’s :— 96. 150, 98, 120,

370, 460, 752, 1,080, 1,590, 1,827, 1,627. 1.600,

1 500, 1,564, 1,600, 1.650, 1,630, 2,070, 2.000,

1,830, 1,920, 1,813, 1,650, 1,590, 1,545, 1,750,

A circular had been received from the Department of

Science and Art, asking the opinion of the committee

as to the circulation of books from the art library to

local schools. The committee expressed their approval

of the plan, with certain modifications applicable to

distant schools. The Department having offered to

lend— on easy terms and for a short period—

•

two sets of photographs taken in the Paris Universal

Exhibition, the committee resolved that the loan be

accepted
;
also, that the Chancellor of the Exchequer

he memorialised to purchase the Soulages collection.

The committee reported the invariably good attend-

ance of tbe classes, but recommended continued efforts

to augment these classes. The report was adopted.

The Birmingham School.—The annual meeting of

this school took place on the 3rd inst. in the rooms,

at New-street. Lord Ward presided, and addressed

the meeting at great length. In more especial allusion

to the state of the school, his lordship observed that

he had looked round the room, and although the works

were very carefully and beautifully finished, yet he

thought it was not such an exhibition as should be

found in the towu of Birmingham. They must have

a higher standard for tbeir works, or the good to be

derived from them would he very inconsiderable. In

reading tbe report of last year he found that there

had been a difficulty with regard to a modeller. Now,

a modeller in the Birmingham School of Design was

of the first necessity. He did not think it was suffi-

cient to send a young man already under probation,

who, to say the least of it, finished bia own studies at

the cost of those whom he ought to instruct. If a

modeller had not yet been found worthy of being sent

to a school of that sort, no peace should be given

Mr. Cole, who had undertaken the raanagemeut of

these institutions, until that want was supplied. Mr.
Wallis, the head master, afterwards spoke. He said

that he had conducted the seboul for five years, aud

bad never taken any part in the proceedings of the

annual meetings. But he felt it his duly, iu conse-

quence of what had been said, to make a few brief

remarks. Tlic impression conveyed to his mind by
the speeches was that there was a feeling that the

people of Birmingham did not take sufficient interest

in the school. Moving among the people as he did,

he should be very son"y for his lordship to go away

with that feeling. He believed sincerely that there

was a very strong feeling existing in the town in

1,905, 1,513, 410, 255, 410, 715, 114.

The English and Irish Magnetic Telegraph Com-

pany have declared their dividend at Liverpool for the

past half-year at the rate of G per cent, per annum,

free of income-tax.

From the last half-yearly report of the directors of

the Electric and luternational Telegraph Company, it

appears that 7,000/. and upwards have been expended

iu extension of the company’s lines of telegraph on

various railways; aud that the net earnings appli-

cable for dividend give a per centage on the larger

capital expended, at the rate of 7 per cent, per annum,

as against a per centage of 6 per cent, per annum

(free of income-tax) for the previous half-year.

For the electric telegraph in Australia, according

to the Australian Gazette, six tenders were sent in.

The total cost by Mr. 11. Butcher's tender, tbe suc-

cessful one, will be 10,015/.; the cost of the line

from George Town to Launceston (40 miles), being

62/. lOs. per mile ;
from Launceston to Hobart Town

(120 miles) 52/. per mile; Hobart Town to Mount

Lewis (20 miles), 57/. per mile. Apparatus, 735/.

That of Messrs. Falconer and Fleming involved a cost

of 12,555/. including apparatus. A tender was put

in for Messrs. Henderson and Co. for 12,847/. Mr.

Joshua Higgs tendered for thcline from George Town

to Launceston alone, at an estimate of 148/. per

mile.

CASE UNDER BUILDING ACT.

DISTIUCT SURVEYOBS’ FEES.

Dn, Jonrr Fouhes Witfstow, of Sussex House, Fulham,

WHS Bunirnoned, on the 17th, before Mr. Inphara, at the

instance of x\Ir. Audrew Mosely, tbe district surveyor, for

refusioK to pay the sum of 121. for building fees.

Dr. Korbes AVinalow did not appear, but was repre-

sented by Mr. Marlin, who pleaded not indebted; Mr.

Clark attended for Mr. Mosely,

One nf the items in dispute, a fee of 61. for alterations

and additions to n building, was the princip.al subject of

discussion. Considerable improvements have recently

been made upon Dr. Winslow’s premises, amongst which

were some alterations and additions to a building used as

Q dwelling-house, having connection with the old Sussex

House, and the surveyor held that he was entitled to

charge for those alterations, as a fee. one-half of the fee

that would be charged for the whole area of the premises.

The words of tbe Act were “ one-half the fee that would

be chMrged in case of it being a new building.’

Mr. Ingham could not put that construction upon the

Act, and was of opinion that it meant one-half of the fee

charged upon the area of the additions, and not thewbole

area of the old buildings. For instance, supposing tho-
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Queen wiahed to build a pipstye adjoining Buckingham
Palace, would the district surreyor be right in charging
for his fee one-half of the fee that would be charged for
the whole area of Buckingham Palace ?
Mr. Mosely said that would be the case, and ho pro-

duced a document from the Board of Works which went
to that effect.

Mr. Clark said in the case of alterations the surveyor
would be obliged to take the whole area to obtain an idea
of his fee, and tho words of the Act were, " alterations and
additions.” There was no difference made between tho
two words, and, moreover, there was a limit to the fees

:

tho sum of lOL was tho highest fee that could be charged^
and therefore his client could not have charged more than
the 51.

Mr. Ingham said he agreed with Mr. Clark as to the fee
charged for alterations, but for additions he could not
agree.
Mr. Clark then said he could provo that in this case the

works done were alterations.
Mr.^Mosely was called, and proved that an entrance was

made in the old walls for a communication with the new

;

and many other alterations were made.
Mr. Mansell, the builder, was called by Mr. Martin, to

show that no alterations had been made; but ho ulti-
TDStely admitted that a window in tho old premises had
been taken down and made into a door.
Mr. Ingham held that was an alteration, and he must

allow the fee.

There were some objections to the other fees, but an
order was made for their payment.

“ THE REGULAR LINE OF BUILEINGS.”
5IETROPOI-1TAX BOARD OF -WORKS.

_

Tjie “Regular line of Buildiuga ” question is get-
ting ])rcciaely into tiic position we foretold long ago
namely, lhat the determination of the Board in such
cases is altogether disregarded, A builder applies for
leave to erect a hniJdiiig in a certaiu jmsition,—some-
times, by the way, when no consent is necessarj', hut
the Surveyor of the local Board has forced him to
apply. The Metropolitan Board refuse assent— some-
times with reason, sometimes without : the builder,
nevertheless, proceeds. The local Board, who are the
parties to enforce the decisions of the Metropolitan
^oard, think the decision wrong, and refuse to inter
(ere. The building is therefore allowed to remain,
and the law is brought into contempt, a number of
persons having previously been much annoyed.

_
At a meeting of the Board oa theSth iaat. the superiatead-

lug arehitcet brought up a report on correspondence with
certain members oftho vestry of Shoreditch, relative to the
gencrttl line of fronts in Xingslaad-road, which he stated
as followB It appeared from this correspondence that, ia
June lust, the vestry of Shoreditch refused their consent
to Mr. Batey to erect a scaffolding ahd hoarding, for the
purpose of building a soda-water manufactory, which they
considered would be a projection beyond the regular line
pf buildings in the street. Upon which Mr. Batey endea-
voured to compel them, by a writ of mandamus in the
Court of Queea's Beach, to grant permission of the same.
The ease whs heard, and the rule discharged. Since then
it appears that certain moinbera of tho vestry had taken a
different view of the case, and had now granted to Mr.
Batey permission to go on with his building; upon which
Mr. Walker, one of ihe vestry, had addressed several
kttora to him, inquiring whether the Metropolitan Board
had granted any permission for the extension of the said
building, complaining of the course which the vestry had
taken in the matter, as setting aside tho authority of the
Metropolitan Board. These were the maiu points of the
aorrespondence, and it only remained for the Board to
detormmo whether they thought lit to take any steps in
the matter. ^

The Board refused to take any steps in the matter.

On the 12th instant, in the case of Broadwood’s
manufactory, of which we gave particulars, p. 82,

Mr. Leslie moved that “ the resolution of the Board
of the 19th December last (No. 21), refusing the
application of Messrs. Edwards, for the consent of the
Board to the erection of Messrs. Broadwood and Sons’
workshop, in llorseferry-road, Westminster, 4 feet in
idvance of the regidarline of buildings, be rescinded.”
Mr. M’arc seconded the motion, and urged that it

;ould be no possible detriment to the public.

^
After a long discussion, the chairman put the ques-

lion, when there appeared

—

For rescinding 20
Against it 16

Majority —
.1

The chairman ruled that the numbers, according to
he Act of Parliament, must be two-thirds of'^the
doard to rescind the order, and he declared the motion
Lot to be caj’ried.

; Nevertheless, Messrs. Broadwood will doubtless
ircct their building in the position desired by them, as
he local Board could scarcely venture to cause it “ to
e demolished” (the remedy given them) in the face
If the opinion of Sir Fitzroy Kelly, and the above
'.ote on the part of the Metropolitan Boiird.

Ill

London and Middlesex Arch.eological
Society.—A general meeting of this society was
held on Wednesday night, the 18th, in the Gallery of
British Artists, Suffolk-sireet, the Very Rev. the
Dean of Westminster, one of the vice-presidents, in
the chair. A large assemblage of ladies and gentle-
men testified to the growing interest which is felt in
this subject. The papers read dui-ing the evenino-
were—“ Middlesex at the Time of the Domesday
Survey,” by E. Griffiths, Esq. F.R.S.

;

“ Walks in
the City — No. 1, Bishopsgate Ward,” by the Rev.
Ihomas Hugo, M.A.

; and “ Monumental Brasses of

The Burning and Re-building of Wallasey
Church, Liverpool. — WaUasey Church havine
been destroyed by fire on the 1st inst. a public meet-
ing was held at the Egremont Hotel, Liverpool, onMonday m last week, for the purpose of initialing a
movement for the raising of fimds to rebuild the
edifice. The Bishop of Chester occupied the chair,
and in opening the proceedings, expressed the gratifi-
cation he felt at seeing so large an assemblage. His
lordship then dwelt on the solid satisfaction that the
church was partiaDy ensured for 1,7007. and 300/
upon the organ. Messrs. Hay, architects, of Liverpool,’
had been requested to submit slight plans and esti-
mates of the^ probable cost of a restoration, and theyLondon and Middlesex, Part 2,” by the Rev Charles i. i V -

- ” auu .acj

South Australian Society of Arts —A meet. I

Ihe present tower, capable of ac-

ing of persons interested in tie formation of a society
' *“ l“olu.

for tie promotion of the fine arts, according to the
““3 subscriptions,

Adelaide Observer of tlic ISti Oetoier last, svns held v'i.’
on tic previous Monday evening at the Adelaide euncak^

“““‘.‘'erable difflculties, it

School of Arls, ohm it was resolved nnanimoiislv,— '

“ soti^Jolory restoration,

yrhat a society, to be eaUed tie South Aestrdian i^^^Mtee s ?Me3‘ n “i”
’

Society of Arts, he now formed.” The annual pay-
’

.Utl,! !lr„— c
*'*»'**'<! “ new site

ment of one gidnca is to cntitle'the subscriier to ‘aU for'l'h|.“?nci”ei"s'l‘’''^
““ «<l«itod

the henchts of membership, consisting in free admis-
, toLerim sM 3 ‘'“Omn,ending that tho

Sion to all lectures, mcetink and exhibitions of the '^ anfn n"
'

.^r ‘Tsociety; and a don.ation of painting, scidpture, or afinwin^a ^
r

funerals,

other such grant of not less valuethan 10/. staling, or
'
“ adjacent walls on the north

of 10/. in money, entitles the donor to all the ad^mi-
|
N^^ Batnnil buttresses,

tages of membership for life; the society reserving ' f Irafalgar-squaee
the right to dfcline ai.v unsuitable object.

®
I w °

r' T °

JIETROFOLITAN COMMUNICATIONS AND Thamfs HgU stated ^hat 4 000/°^ Beujaimii

BitiLGES.—The arliclo under this head in “ The
'

i . r
5,000/. more vvoidd bo

Companion tr the Almanac,” to which wc referred in ' TotZuk it atescYl f ’'"1
‘’“‘‘r'"'our notice of " The Comi>anion," has been reprinted fortlmr !dv.
““k® ™y

for wider eircniation, with the name of the author, ‘

Mr. Edward Hall. F.S.A. architect. It is a very t t
SOto

able paper, and should have the attention of the autho^ I ’“''k
' sum

rilies iu the ease of Wcstminstcr-bridge.
j
S „ I „

‘ 1'“”

Meetiso op Wouiatro Men,-A meeting of
! b“°

' °

working men was held on Eriday evening. 13th inst. ' AsS^^iatmi -Tb
]'''“'-'reEUs Beni!voleot

attheTcmperancc-hall.OlerkonwcU, Mr. Neale Porter; was Sid if tbek i S
moolnig of this society

in the chair, when several resolutions were agreed to ' ill The
on Monday in last

having reference to the present distressed eradition heueSolcMe tovJS i S
™ <o exercise

of the working men of the metropolis. The first Si fSlSg i iib n" f3 cidtivate the

resolution caUed tho attention of Govenimcnt to the ' hS-VSesMuSS "Y’
™ 3’““*''

"severe, wide-spread, and alarming distress existing WbilSto tS is t

f-eroiis y eon-

in the metropolis and its suburbs, the result of a lonS ' i Slt S *ti
^

S'-
'“PleJ'ees who wore

stagnation in the huildiug and other trades.” Thf F„wed tri M xl ‘S',
J'"”® '“3-

other resolutions spoke of the " acute and almost im
,
(rliarirec J 1 , H ‘T'

tolerable privations ” now endured hv working men, p anti C p'n’stnu
^^onkin T. Donkin,

their wives and children, and stated that the eni; the seLeh^; tn h
''

1
hope of the men who could not find employment wa( Tf,e mm,w‘*ir°T
emigration to Australia, New Zealand, and Canada

; tU 1

niembers had

and they therefore prayed the Governmeut to grant h- Ibibdlli

^ ‘"‘“',*“7 45/.

;

them a free passage to the colonics. Petitions to ' mestod^^f ,.T'! ,b
®

both Houses of Pai-liament, based upon the resolii- W wo /“rn; I"™'
tions, were agreed to. Aid shuuld he* given. ' 7 1

*’ 1
. r-

acclamation. Upwards of 300 sat down ir-»Oxford Architectural SociETY.-The first dinner, the nmnber fa/cxcecd ing the ordS 4“^mcctm„ for this Teimi was held on y cdiiesday, Noeth Oxpokdshiue AnculoLOGlCii, Society
®‘-,131oxnm, president, in the

:

-A general meeting of this society wa, held at thechair. J1 . I rccman desenbed a journey from
,
Vicarage HaU. Banbury, on Monday in last weekIlavro to the 1 yrenees, and back again by way of

,

when Sir Henry Urydeu read a paper^on the " Earth!

I

1° espeeiaUy on the wide svorks of the Earlier Inhabitants of this Couutoy ”
difference between the areliitecture, most conspi-

;

and the Eey. AV. Wilson one on " The Gcolocw o/thecuonsly the Hoiiianesqne architecture, of Sonthern
|

Neighbourhood of Banbury,” Some discusS^n tookand ol Northern France. Sonthern Fr.mee, in fact,
!

place, and on the waUs of the hSl w e drawSm every historical aspect, is a tolaUy distinct conn- mnstrative of the papers read on the occasion
®

tty: without graspmg histonc-il differences of this *
^

’ •

sort, it is impossible fully to appreciate archi-
tectural ones. Mr. Freeman pointed out what
he thought some errors of Mr. Ferguson’s in
this respect, arising from inattention to medimval
history; and contested both parts of the favourite
Parisian dogma, that France was always iu advance
of the rest of Europe, and Paris always in advance of
the rest of France. Personal inspection had in no
way diminished his old admiration for St. Ouen’s as
the nearest approach to perfection that the art had
ever made, and he had only marvelled the more at the
invectives of Mr. Ruskin in depreciation of it.

-TheUrgent Manx of Labour in Australia.

—

me
Geelong correspondent of the Australian and 2^ew
Zealand Gazette wiites as follows :

—“ All that is

needed to develope the advantages we possess is

suimned ap in one word—lahoiu-
;
which is now so

scarce that the progi-ess of many important works is

interfered with, and in some cases even stopped from
the want of it. The supply of emigrants of late has
been far too limited. Mhcn a ship-load arrives, the
crowded depot is emptied iu two or three days, and
certain classes—single females, for instance, accus-
tomed to town or farm services, agricultural
labourers, married couples with small families—have
tempting offers made to them of wages not di'camcd

1 Somersetshire Arch.eological Society.—The
Mirth conversazione of this society was held on
'londay evening before last, at the Sluscum, Taimton,
ndcr the presidency of Mr. W. E. Surtees. Amoug
ue objects deposited were various illustrations of the

Mto“y™Lfiv°?,rM
'^‘*',“““1'!® of frescoes tempting olliTs made to them of wages m.t dveametotlery, ashes, S-c. by Mi. Surtees

i oil paintings and
! of in the ‘ old country,’ and may secure comrortabli

-e Tfl ^
;

1' o>ci within one d.ay-ot their hemg open to

“
Jliot* Mowed' with “one Z*‘“’lWner''tla \!s ' wrlos

“*
'"’'“pi

““3 onrpmtew
j

minutely the consumption of gas. The Aihiiirab

dorks.”
his

i

are las. pci daj, and ol common labourers lOs. to .arc said to have ordered fifiy-two of his iialei
1
i2 s. per day. machines for the use of Woolwich dockyard.

Taunton.— A newly-crected dweUing-hoiise in
Taunton has recently excited attention there It ia

soundly butit by Mr. Davis. The stvleof architectuM
adopted is an adaptation of the Gothic of Italy to
English requirements. An attempt is now being
made to

_

improve the art of brickwork, one of the
results of which (if successful) will be that the manu-
facture of bricks will also improve. The chief diffi-
culty in the erection of the house in question has
been _m obtaiiiiug bricks of different colours, so that
in this respect all has not been done which might he
wished for

; hut in another respect the house has not
been unsuccessful. It is stated that the house ex-
hibits an unuxsual amount of decoration, in character
with the style chosen. Colour has been applied to
doorways and arches, and effect has been obtained by
the use of deal, varnished, without concealing the
natural colours of the wood. The design was fur-
nished by Jlr. C. E. Giles, architect, of this town.

Bedford Working Men’s Institution.—

A

lecture outlie “Antiquities of Bedford” was delivered
to the members and friends of the Bedford Working
Men’s Institution on 6th inAaut, by Mr. Hurst. The
Rev. 11. W. Fitzpatrick, the president of the institu-
tion, was in the chair

;
aud the alteudauce was a very

g'lod aud attentive one, according to the Bedford
Times, which ^ives a lengthened report of the lecture.

Gas Regulation. — Mr. L. Young, of Loudon,'
gas engineer, has luvcutcd a new method of regulating
minutely the cousumptiou of gas. The Admiralty
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WlSTMINSTES IMPKOTEMENTS. — The

orJers have been complied with m the cme of a Bill

to alter and enlarge the powers "
'®‘“'if"

Improvement Commissioners, in reference to making

0 street leading from Vietoria-slreet to its jnnetion

^thPalaee-steeet;to rescind and varji the objeets.

contraets. and arrangements entered into between the

TreasuiT and the Commissioners of orhs and public

a, Il-iT.* ^.ww»*vivc!CmlIPI*<t Hi \i OrKS

The St. B4rtholomew's Litee.iey Ihsiith-

Tios.—In Gray's-inn-lane, adjoining the Free Hos-

pital, there has for some time been established m
institntion, having for its object the “5
advancement of the working classes of the metropolis,

and on the 10th, the anniversaiy meeting was pre-

sided over by Lord Fobert Grosvenor who was s^-

ported by the Eev. Canon Dale. Mr. Payne, and

’ others. The large room was crowded in every part

MdTil^s^id to enable the Commissioners of Works "‘"ers.Jbe mrge ™_om

to advance money to the Westminster Improvemen
^ chairman expressed the pleasure

rt «;ri nf imnrovements :
lo cnaDie

.
•••

Commissioners in aid of
' 1° he felt in meeting in this manner the working classes

the Westminster Improvement Commissioners to sell, “
and considered it his duty, having been

with the approbation of Ohanceiy, al or any part ot

,

i,„cgoa and being intimately connected with

the properlf vested in them; to setlle and pay
Several J

mortgages, and to cancel secnnties now Feld by ge
addressed the meeting, all

Jnd^ent and “•F" “cM-. Lt important good must residt from the

secnntiea, approved by Chancery, and lor older pur
| ^ where the working

iisumcup VI j/.vw— .

and women of this vast metropolis can gam
At the St. Barlholo-

Literary Institution, series of lectures on in-

. . J ilsw vnanoiTora fppl.Prinee Albert, the Commissioners of Patents, and the
,

. and the managers, feel-

Bnard ot Trade, from the Society Mechanical
,

tercslmg snbj^
attracting: provide

Engineers, and from Manchester, Glasgow Birming-
,

mo IZ ghane of concerts, &c. ^ There are

^
* .1

’
: : esf Pntoii+c Irnvp iindiirtahL also evening classes for instruction in the various

the formation o
a iiuu UCIIUlhUlc-iim V. —

- _ .11 i.1.- • I, 1.

SLUrnlmMons: rad rfl Library ot Works on sub- ' of subscription to obtain

jects relating to Z fnLarts S a” h i
' ‘S aid tbe-“working men of the district sboidd

the Indnstnat AITS, op e
,

„ t„ the Institution, and judge ot its advan-

Mcordingly been allotted in the Musenm bnilding at
,

pay
^ >V *Vrv nvi.li^in/T IlIVITlCT

. fatrp

M-
AHUI’ACTURINGPBEMISE^withgood

Wharfoti'

a‘

TO liE LKT on Lpmc. with immediate posses-

ofsbooisi sores, with excellent frontaas

.mprislDF gaukeepers lodge. dweU-

. .. .- s.v 1-a*- . tifo counting-e Cut, and c

Vi<,ii*e stabling for nine horses, with lofts; vwu oovvjius-

ho'use^extenliTe range of well buiit and commodious workshoj*
rouses. e»ve>Jt.i >o 1 h ktnre.TOoms.and opea
and warthouses.enginc-house. b^er-house, store-rooms, andopm
and inclosed sheds.- Fur further particulars, apply to MtsarB.

._j cTTWo Gresham-strcft, London.BEADEL and SOUP.

YO cakpenteks, builders, &o.-T TO BE^DISPOi'EP OF. with possession, the L^easehold
fUBib

premises at Kingston-upon-TharnMi
-w.E*_vi_ with large vardadioiu-

for tre eeDcnesi, siar.ie, auu u...v. .^---

For particulars and orders to view, apply to Mr. JOHN DA^ON,
Land and Auction Officer, Marlhorough-chaml^re. 49, FaU mau^

'0 IRONMONGERS, SMITHS, BELL-
. ’nvr. oe- r.iuuotJT'.n (iP. an

v.o-d.tShhh”d''BU!sI«EBs‘m“thy above line, now

fuilv carried on in a populous and respectable JEtn^ct ihc

numerous and the jobbing portion of the business 18

ihop "in^ cowled

ChaDceTy-ianc-

0 BE DISPOSED OF, a BUILDERSTC
BUSINESfi, with extensive yard Tvw... ---a and workshops.

TO LATHE TOOL, and GENERAL
IRON and BBA„SSWOHKEK|^-^^^^

on old-eotablisbed BEi'lNESB.,!.

„

J . 0. at Mr. BihraV, 13, Upper ht. Martin e-lane.

milts Fear with eatiefactlon that the Far-

now ready, sneb
Znt

|

ueVMaoe, raerfae most striking domestic mouu-
I LUC AXkid.

,, J.
, , . I .. r cvW- lo tfi ho rActnrpd.them exhibited in

space can he allottea inera, ou upinicauw uj wiTe Irted tLm ttpSion by^^^^^ lo ' mont. ot It'alira art, is to be restored,

wll-t mlutendlt of the Patent
i

The Westm.nsteu BELOS.-The Irapst of the

- _ „ I Tt- is nronounced to he of the intended note B, a fifth

25, Southampton-buddings.
• j <• +Ti ^ ahove^the great bcU. Tlie diameter of this hell is

Matence.—A society has been organized for the
, dactlv and its weight will he a little under

repair and cmbeUIshment of the cathedral of Maycnce, .

« ^
epair anacmocuisumcuL ui mv

,
structure of great interest, ranging m date from i

Street Indicator.—With reference

To PLUMBERS, PAINTERS, and

OEAEIERJ-A BDBmESS TO HE
“/tS

the centre of the city of Canter-

tv"SSefon 1.W attM. other for .

huifdrr or .
be had.— Apply t<

To ARCHITECTS.—An Architect resident

fess, J. K. core of Gilbert. Broihers, IP, Gr&cechuroQ-

the tenth century.
^ in the Builder on the necessity of

Aechitecturai, Society of the Archdeaconry
| direction panels illuminated at night for

OF Northampton.—At a committee meeting held
comers of streets and elsewhere, so as to he useful

February 9th— Lord A. Compton in the chair
| ^ times, our attentiou has been directed to

Mr. Trollope’s letter, proposing a umted effort among i

^^^^tin’s “ Street Indicator,” which has been exhibited

the associated societies to bring out a manual of,
corner of 'Wellington-strect, Strand,

Sepulchral Memorials and Epitaphs, for the use ot i

months past. A correspondent justly

stonemasons and others, and with especim retercnce to
) greater necessity for these panels exists

the daily-increasing cemeteries, was discussed and
,

^.j^g-n in the Pimlico and Belgravian dis-

agreed to, and a suh-committee appointed to
. it is then a great maze, and go where

operate with him in this work. Lord A. Compton ^ through it, you will meet with

explained his plan for an improvement in tlie manu-
,

complaining of its intricacies, which will be

fecture of encaustic tiles, drawings of which designed
, xhis in-'

for Theddingvvorth Church, were exMbited.
I consists of a strong cast-iron rebated frame,

Bigge explained a new system of heating by g^s at
i

^ lighting or extiu-

present in operation at Northampton. A letter fiom
>

g_ front panel is filled with alter-

Mr. Scott, with reference to St. Sepulchre s ChurtA,
, coloured and ground glass, having

was read, and from Mr. Ireson, making a rough esti-
streets on them, which show out white on

mate of 3,000/. for the enlargement of the ^urch,
I

^ ground by day, and at night the whole be-

irrespective of the restoration of the Round part.
i

comes a pretty and attractive parti-coloured panel.

The Unemployed : Bronzes. — Every lover of
letters having a silvered oppc.irance, forming

the fine arts must be grateful for the ample report on i

gfreet-lamp and guide at the same time. On the in-

the Sou'ages collection, published in the last number
^jeator fixed at the comer of Wellington-street and

of the and there is one suggestion arising gfrand, the name of the street is shown in large

out of it lhat I beg to offer, viz.—the opportunily for
jgfrerg ^t the top, and the streets hrauchiug fi'om it

the unemployed painters and decorators (whose hands named in smaller letters below,

are likely to suffer by stone-breaking'), to “chase and

TO BUILDERS and CARPENTERS.-
TO HE LET. six mites tftst of the Citv of Londop, ft fleet*

. BUILDER’S BUSINESS and STOCK-IN-TRADE, to b«

en at a fair valuation. — For particulars, address Q. if. S. at

MAKERS, JOINERS, andTO SASH „
BUILDERS.—PATENT for SALE.—TO BE SOLO, a

'-M .ntinn nf Snah Frames.

sffiftUdShutteii ^ which mode is superseded

3. UnioD-coiirt, Old Brund-street. F.<\

’ bronzi'S. I am persuaded that they in most

instances would soon learn the art, and also that they

could sell their specimens individually, as fast as they

could be produced
;
and when they became competent

workmen, it would not he difficult to find masters

who would emidoy them ; by this means they could

find emplo>Tnent in the winter until their regular

trades came into play.—W, Tuoroi.d, M. Inst. C.E.

The Dublin Akt-Union.— .A-bout ninety pictures

TENDERS
For new offices at Bricklayers’ Arms, Brightoi

South-Coast Railway :— , _
Haward and Nixon £1,097 0 0

Iroihers 1,083 0 0

Piper and Son 1,055

John Jay ._
1.047

Patman and Fotberingham ..

''

J. Little and Son

were lately placed on view at the local agents’. Of for Mr. William Forge.
For the erection of a villa residence at Wanstead, Essex,

Rivett
Hill ..

Helston
Taylor and Buckley.
Dove, Brothers
Saville

Hedges
Perry
Harbour

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

EXTENSITE and EXCLUSIVE WHOLE-
. .11 T-V/HT.* M n.

i^F^COOK’S^PATENT COMPOSITION COM PANY ( Llmiteg.
. . — , j.„-„ - Business with Builders, Printers, hurt-

tllA rnnS WlU baAn extensive house
neers, IronfouudersT&^^and'iiavinF travellers on

ureferred the composition will Pe seut to the I/mdon Dep0>, at a

price which will oUow of supplying oiher wholesale housM la

Loiidoo and the Provinces As an
looked for, the above agency wi 1 be of

creaBiog importance.—Applications to be sddrwsed to ti e Uire^

tore of Cook’s Piitent Composition Company iLimited), IS, Umon-
Btreet. Glamow.”

A SPHALTE.
Ax b
peculia.
Rood-lane, Penohu

-About 300TonsofAspbaUe,iQ
idon. TO BE SCLD. at n low price (under

-Apply to ALLDRIDGE and CO. 31,

A SPHALTE.—GERVASE FOOTTI'P
XX '

1,039

these pictures a considerable number have heeu
j

selected by the enmmittee for distribiilion in prizes ;

the remainder are to be purchased as the funds in-
[

crease. Two of the principal works illustrate the

war in the Crimea. The names of Stanfield, Braid,
j

J. P. Bonhf'ur, W. Sant, Ilcnshaw, Isabey, Fisi-hel,
^

Kendrick, and others, are among those whose works
|

make up the exhibition. The print given by the Art-

Union is engraved by Mr. Simmons, from Mr. Frank
.

Stone’s “ Old, old Story.”
I

Tenders for Paving in Holborn.—For taking
'

Mr. Gr. R. Noble, architect

£1.993

1,733 0
1,710 0
1,690 0

TRINIDAD ASPHALTE WORKS, ROTIIEBHITHE,
LONDON. EMftblished 1831 — THIN ID.AD. SEYSSEL, and

BRITISH ASPHALTES, maoufactured by Steam power, laid

down iu the best manuer. or supplied in any quautity. IiHormft-

tiou for using furwnrded with matenaL PosLoflice orders or

reference in London promptly attended to.—Esumates given for

every kind of the above w—

A SPHALTE, FOREIGN and BRITISH,
J\. for FLAT HOOFING and every description of PAVING,
flBDeciallv in damp situations,eepeoiaiiy

j-H' >M Ss. 9d. PER SQUARE YARD.
Country Buildereeupplied with -Asphalte for footings and bam

floors with iustruotions for using It-

ADPly to JOHN FILKINGTON. Polonceaa and Limmet
Asohalu Office, MouumenDcharabere, 14, FiBh-streetOiill, London.

N B Importer of the PURE ROCK ASFHALTE. from the

LIM MF,K Mines in Hanover.

I
MPORTANT to intending RAILWAY
TON l^RACTOR^ &c.

GEORGE WOOD nn<f CO. beg to inform intending Railway Con-

tractors and f)t' ere, that they have now comnlefed thejy^exte^

SAW-MILLS and seiieral BU 1 1.DING ESTABLISHMENT
Therapia, ou the Bo^pho^uB, Cousfantinoplejthe Urst and

- ’-‘nd in Turkey), where they have fitted un at an
ouiy one oi iceaiuuiij Auiiaoj,. - “a-.w ...• , -- —

.

enormous expense, nolwithatatiding unexampled local obataclcs,

extensive work.hops. with all kimfs e-
fs of maohioery. for the execu*

1,687
1,531

“J C ” (we cat not venture to advise',—“C. B."

—

... “E. T.P.’'-“B. 11.”-“ F. n. W.'’-“Zeta'' (St. Pom’d

Up the present wood paving in High Tlolbom, and Portland stone -.-for similar work, as good a etone a

.... 1-—.... ...lAt, .-.•anGa /..iLno T>T-f«\nJ(TicT T1PW fruitwrivr found, wh

England. Meesrs. OE'iRGE WOuD and 0< >. having cxien*

sive exnerieuce in Turkey (one of their firm having been upwards

of fifteen years in the country), flatter themselves that they wiU

be enabled to afford important facilities to contraoturs or railway

companies, and are prepared to enter into ooLtraols for all kin<U

of materials. The erection of siarions or other building,

kinds of iotnero’ work ,
mouldings, flooring^ 4o prepared by ir*

proved patent —a -

jronwoik connected with the trade. I’artK. ... .

leasehold land fur the purpose of buildings, mill^ Ac.

Cousiantinople.and on the Bosplioruv, onapplicatv

WijOD and CO. asab. ve. will receive every inform

lOUlUllIgS, OOUllUK, W'O ^,.,..*1... "V '—
Engineering and every description of

to invest ii

when properlp gelectedi. —
’ v'T ^.r’l ’U'-At'*'

" P.”—" Ajft' ” (experience hi
portion ot the kerb, Mr. ehufly to

PiAPER-HANGINGS.— The CHEAPEST

lend).-- G. 11.”-“^ W. F.-

,
.XX.J in the Kingdom, THIRTY PER CENT. CHEAPEB

I than any other house in the trade. Buildere, Decoratora,

;
Dealers, and large cousumers will do well Ui visit this estftb*

: HANGINGS is GROSS’S WHOLE.,
- --r, - a, i - I GREAT POKTLAND-STRBET, Oxford-street, wlu.. .

liCWis IT. Isaacs, surveyor to the Board, tlie following .
the drawings referred to are not tul.lished. We will make I f^om the LARGEST and MoST El^rENSIVE AMoi^

. ’
. - imiuirle*. — '*G. N. W.*^ (ihow the agri-cment to a O'litipetent ' * 'thimtv ui-.k t.r.ivi,

person. We cannot aaftly advise in pr v.ite dispute*.)— 'Mr,

I

“ T. B,"— W. G. E.”—“ P. B.”—“ A. B.” (apply personally uv me
Academy).—" An Arohitect."-'• Qeologicus “ H. A.”—'' Q. G,”

I

" E. T. O.” (shallsppear:. -“T E. R.”— T. L."—“ J. E.”-" P.”—
' t

(‘•C. H.”-“A. F.”— ‘T. B. L.”—'‘-E, 1.”— “A Hard w rking
, |

I Man ’(Fuch an arrangement would be unfair ; but depeuuson i

' tbe agreement. Take advice). leu

NOTICE. — All communications respectinp ndeertUe- JU'

Bienf* shoulcl be addressed to the “ Pumiaher,’’ and not

to the “Editor:” all other communications should be

addressed to tbe Eniios, and not to the Publisher.

iATENT solid SWISS PARQDETERIE.
This beautiflil, unique, economical, and elegant desoription

ooriiig. so extensively used in Paris and other conimental

,
is now introduced into this couutry; an extensive assort-

of specimens and patterns commencing at is. per foot super,

lei with every rartioular of its cost and adaptation, can be

oowinc-i of Memre. H. P. UURJT^and C(>._9.^Charlott^row. Ma^

I Bond-etreet.
; or of' Messrs. ABROWSMITH and CO. 80. New
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Mr. Price, now before

The most ancient lock ever

seen in modem times was that

described by Mr. Bouomi,

This very interesting and remarkable lock, Mr.
Denison says, was shown to him by Mr. Chubb,
to whom it had been given by a gentleniau

who brought it lately from China. He did

not know "how many years, or thousands

of years, the invention had existed there, but
probably,” he adds, " long before Braraah^s

^CKS and safes have been j‘ist as the recent invention lierc of

treated ot in a large book by instrument, the

spiral or corkscrew drill, was found to have
been anticipated long ago in India.” That
this Chinese "Bramah” must be an inven-

tion of extreme antiquity, the stagnation of art

,
. , , find science for ages in China would seem to

havmg seenred ti.e gate o an

apartment in one of the Khor
Bramah’s time

;
and tl.is is

sahad palaces. Like those still scores of instances of a like order,
used in the East, this lock was a ju wliich the most modern and advanced, and
wooden one, with a key so large, apparently novel and original, inventions have
probably, as to require to be been found to have been anticipated for ages

^ carried on the shoulder. Indeed, amongst that wonderful people, the Chiuese.

^ the caiTying of keys on the shoulder As for the kindred Egyptian lock, it may here

is a practice which is stiU adopted, be noted that the figure of such a lock, sculp-

aud has long prevailed, in the East, lured among the basso-relievos of the great

practice is thus alluded to in temple of Karuac, proves it to have been in use

the book of Isaiah :
“ The key of ^SYPt for above LOGO years, during whicli

the house of David will Hay upon Iris shoulder.”
,

it does not appear to have undergone

Primitive as such a key may very naturally be re- 1 appreciable change. The same sort of

garded in these times of lock-picking, lock con- 'wooden pin-lock, we may also remark, has for

troversies, and lock improvements, the ancient i

centuries been in use in the Earoe Isles; and it

and modern lock of Egypt and other parts of i® ®^i^i that a lock similar in character has been

the East is by no means a despicable invention
;

i° time immemorial in Cornwall, intro-

indeed, it is a remarkable circumstance that :

^uced thither, doubtless, from Phccnicia, by the

some of our most celebrated modern locks are
!

traders of ancient times. Another .Eastern

but an elaboration of the principle of the Egyp-
j

^uck had a key formed like a large sickle, and

tian lock, which is an invention of a superior
j

worn on the shoulder, as the sickle itself is

order altogether in comparison with the warded
lock of modern times, so far as real security is

concerned. The bolt or bar of this lock when
shot is fixed in its position by a set of pins or

slides, which require to be lifted by the proper
key with corresponding pins, in order to enable

the key to shoot back the bolt. Doubtless our
skilful modern lock-pickers could manage to pick
such a lock, just as they have picked the lock of

Bramah, which is, in fact, essentially Egyptian
in principle

; but, for all that, it is a veiy notable

to this day by reapers in some parts of this

country.

The earliest known English locks were the

warded ones, and these are still the commonest
of locks in this country, although, as respects

security, they are of a very low order, and have
long been superseded, for more impoitant pur-

poses, by locks of quite another principle. The
keys of the old w'arded locks, however, were
often very elaborate and beautiful art-w'orks, as

is proved by the fine examples of Early English

circumstance that one of the most celebrated
i

Museum at Brompton. Tlie

and approved of modem locks is but a modifica-
!

themselves comprise, besides the bolt and

tiou 'of so ancient and primitive an invention.

TVe have frequently pointed attention, however,
to the fact that in many very ancient inventions

wc seem rather to have the effete or worn-out
remains of a still more ancient and a still more
advanced state of science or art than the mere
germ or primitive form of such iuveutions. So
docs it seem to be in the present instance.

Were we able to trace the progress of such a
principle as this of Bramah’s lock, through
such modifications as those of Mordan and
Cottcrill, onwards to its culiiiinatiug point of

perfection, and beyond that stiU through an
era of deterioration and decay, in the extreme
lapse of ages, we should expect to find it at

length assume just such a vestigial shape as
that of the Egyptian lock,—essentially the prin-

ciple, but stripped of all elaboration, and of all

other trace of high art advancement than that
implied essentially in the very existence of the
principle, as one in itself involving evidence of
some previous state of high art development of
which it was but the worn-out vestige. But is

it not a circumstance still more notable than
that displayed by the ancient wooden locks of
Egypt and Assyria, that there is a Chinese
wooden lock, of very superior character to the
Egyptian, and, as Mr. Denison remarks,
" exactly similar in principle to the long cele-

brated Bramah lock, inasmuch as it requires a
number ofindependent sliders to be pushed in to

different depths before the lock can be opened.”

* TrrntTsenii Fiieaixi Thief Proof Depositoriw, ond Locks and
Ke.vR By f’corge Price. London: Simpkin, lHanl.all, aud Co.
Stoti ’Dero -h ’ll com t isse.

L,otur, on Look,, b, Mr. E. B, Deni,on, reported in Doneorter
QatMc, Cud Jnnoary, lfl57.

key pipe, a series of fixed or stationary obstacles,

which are the wards, or wheels, in and about the

key-hole, or between the key-hole and the bolt,

and round which the key, with its correspondent

slits, is turned, while any other instrument was
supposed to be prevented by the wards from
doing so

; but in reality, a bunch of skeleton

keys is but too likely to possess some one or

more capable of giving the- slip to the most
cunuingly-devised wards, and of turning the bolt

as if there were no such obstacles in the way to

it; and even failing such a contingency, it has

always been open to the lock-picker to take an
impression of the wards in wax, or smoke them
out of their secret otherwise, and so to make a

key that will lit the lock precisely " as if it were
made for it.” Warded locks, therefore, are

much more suitable to keep out the prying eye

of mere curiosity than the light-fingered hand
of the tirief who seriously sets about the

task of lock-picking. To the class of warded
locks belongs the common padlock. There is a

species of padlock, however, of a very different

description, namely, the puzzle or letter lock,

which, though of a far superior order, as regards

security, to the warded padlock, is in fact one
of the oldest locks in use in Europe. Not only

so, but there is a curious afiiirity, which we have
not seen adverted to, between its principle and
that of the Bramah lock, which, as already noted,

is in principle akin to the most ancient of all

known locks. The puzzle lock usually consists

of rings strung on a barrel enclosing a spindle,

with studs con-esponding with grooves iu the

barrel, ou whicli the rings can be set to different

letters or figures engraved on them, so as to

produce a word or sum which will be the “open
Sesame,” by means of which the spindle studs
are enabled to slip along the grooves, and so
alone to open tlie padlock. One of these puzzle
locks belonging to the first Napoleon remained
iu this country from 1815 to 1S56 unopened,
notwithstanding reiterated attempts to do sn, but
in 1S56 it was at length opened by Mr. C.
Aubin, who discovered the combination of
figures to whicli it was set.

The puzzle lock has been regarded as involv-

ing one of three distinct principles of lock con-
struction; but its analogy to the Bramah prin-

ciple, which admittedly belongs to another of

the three alleged principles, tends to resolve the

three into only two distinct principles. One of
these is the ward; the other (in the words of
Mr. Price) “consists in the insertion of such
impediments to the retraction of the bolt as are

not fixed or stationary like the wheels or wards,
but moveable, and of various combinations, and
which prevent other insfruments than the true

key from opening the lock.” To this class belong
all the locks which have been invented, from the

first of Barron’s, the patent for which was
enrolled in 1778, downwards to the present
year. To this class also belong the ancient

Egyptian, Assyrian, and Chinese locks already

referred to. Barron was the first to improve ( ii

this ancient principle, by the iutroduotion of Iris

double-acting tninblers. "Most of this latf:

.

class arc called either tumbler or lever locks.

The two principles,—fixed or stationary wards,

and moveable wards or tumblers,— are applied

in combination as well as separately. To the

warded lock the single tumbler was first of all

added, this tumbler being merely a lever with a
tooth or square pin iu it, which drops into a

notch iu the bolt, so that the bolt cannot be
moved until the pin is lifted out of the notch.

In this, however, there is but little additional

security beyond that of the comuion warded
lock, as any kind of pick or false key that will

clear the wards will readily raise the tumbler..

The requii-eineiit of raising the tu i bier to a
certain height only, and neither higher nor
lower, to let the bolt pass, introduced a new
element of security

;
and this was managed very

simply by putting tlie square pin in the bolt iu

place of in the tumbler, and by making a gating
and two wider boles or chambers in tlie tumbler
(more or less like the letter H as a whole), the
gating just the width of the bolt-pin or stump,

as it is called, and the wider holes intended, the

one for the stump when the lock was bolted, and
the other for it when the lock was unbolted.

Thus, unless the tumbler were lifted exactly to

such a height by the key, or its counterfeit, tli:;t

tlie gating was exactly opposite to the stump,
and neither higher nor lower, the stump could

not pass from one of the wide holes or chamber.^,

through (he gating, into the otlier chamber,

and thus the lock ouce bolted would so-

remain till this was done. But pressure-

applied to the bolt by a wire through the kev-

hole while the tumbler was gradually lifted by
anotlier wire or picklock might effect the pur-

pose : nevertheless, the gated tumbler was a

decided improvement on the mere drop Inmblf t

.

The next advance was Barron’s raultipHcatiun

of the tumlriers, since adopted in all lever locks-

wilh any pretensions to security. Several

levers or tumblers now required to be raised

each to a particular height of its own, so that

tlic gatings of all would coincide, and thus

allow the stump to jiass from the one chamber

to the other. This is the principle of the Chubb
lock, altliougli, superadded to this principle,

tliere is the deteclor, the great and peculiar

feature in Cliubb's lock, and to which it had

mainly owed its celebrity. This detector is

merely an additional lever, which lies over the

tumblers, and locks fast into the bolt if any of

them are lifted too high, and it can only be set

free by overlockiug the bolt a little with the
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true key. Price is of opiuiou that tlie detector

springs arc of positive advantage to the lock-

’^''security being added to secuiity in 9™rsf f
successive steps of progress, it was till lately

imagined that all these many-tnrablered locks

were impregnable, the ditficulty of raising ail

the tumblers or levers so as precisely to open

the gating being regarded as unsurmountablc,

and the bellies or lower edges of_ the tumblers

or not, the enormous thickness required for the key m
order to get a moderate range for the sliders will be

a fatal obstacle to its coming into general use. ibe

action of pushing in the wedge-shaped key against

the friction of the sliders is also unpleasant. It is

remarkable that though the insecurity of the Bramah

lock, without false notches, was known and pubhshed

so long ago, it never occurred to anybody m i.aglancl

that Chubb’s and all the other many-tiunblcred locks

could be opened in the same way, and they were never

made with false notches in the tumblers and stump

ririiiE no clue’ by means oCvriX impressions or
|

„mil afur Jlr. Hobbs's exposure of them m ISoL

SmKd hknk tors to indicate borr high each Nay, rvheu it was stated some years before at the

reouired to be lifted The idea that pressure Institaliou of Civil Engineers that the Chubb oc ,

cSbt so“ appuid to the holt through She hey-
j

- Jf^-ded.^s*
and^eonk be

hole, tvlnle the 'o^oas were being successit ely
j

pic
^y^ the best tumbler lochs

lifted, that the gatings of all could be >nnde to
notches, and there is no

coincide, seems almost never to have occurred
|

conaiderabty to the diffl-

to any one in connection with the Pjohmg of lever ‘

j picking by any hut first-rate hands.”

'irtin^Sfi^XtTrrd actimhy b“eeXe! The tentative method.of picking,, alluded to

in America
came to

1S51
;
by Mr. Deiison, and which has lately aeiinired

rica
;
and s’!”*'?

Hie Cnstal ' such celebrity, though actually published m the

Ma™,'’ began “elS^ the craci loci of “ Eneyolopmdia Britannica.” nearly thirty years

English makers right and left, till at length his

HAvn “Protector” lock was picked by an

~'iubb'

lock was picked by

Englishman, one of ilr. Chubb’s workmen,

named Goater, who, however, in attempting to

ago, consists merely in applying some prpsurc

to the barrel of a Bramah lock or the bolt of a

Chubb or other tumbler lock, which would

make it open if the sliders or tumblers were all

sSti‘V.Si; o i

'which the notches or gatings will allow the
only by pnbUe opinion, but ty judge and jujy^

, ^e lock then
‘

. I li If 01-0 i-inti->1 ir>ci unnrtprto whom the circumstances were reierren, anu
... notches shorter

who decided hollow against Air. Goater and his opens of itself. Fahe ™
plea of having_/tffr(y picked Mr. Parnell s lock

;

di. 4lio+ Lf> Knil <5iirrfin-mdeed, it was shown that be had surrep

titiously got possession of the lock, and tam-

pered with it, so as to enable him to niakc a

duplicate of its proper key, with which, of

course, it was as easy to open the lock as with

key Ko. 1.

These and other important proceedings, under

the general name of “ the lock controversy,’

led to great improvements in the construction

than the real ones, made in the sliders and the

jdate which surrounds them, and so when _a

slider is pushed down as far as a false notch, it

allows the barrel to move a little, but no more

;

and for many years it was supposed to be im-

possible to feel whether a slider was at a false

notch or a true one. But Mr. Hobbs showed

that that made no real difference ;
for whenever

the lock cannot open it must be because there

is a pressure upon some one or more of the

little, so as to enable us to give some account of

it. The patentee is Mr. Parnell, to whose two

previous inventions of a similar kind since 1851

(and which two he has since sold to bis former

partner, ilr.Puckridge), Mr. Price devotes con-

siderable space, as well as to the notorious case

of Goater, to which we have already alluded.

The lock selected by the Board of Trade officials,

however, is a third and still more recent inven-

tion than these, and is named “ the universal

lock,” the patentee having aimed at such sim-

plicity in construction and loAvness in price,

combined with new and effective modes of

security, as would entitle it to be regarded as a

lock for general and not for mere special uses.

Mr. Parnell is known to have been in the

van of those inventors who endeavoured to give

that security which the controversy of 1851 so

clearly proved to be desirable and necessary to

restore the public confidence, which bad been

so sadly shaken iii the use of locks hitherto

deemed secure. The two first inventions of

this patentee; doubtless contributed, so far, to

remove the feelings of insecurity and fear which

the controversy had engenderea ;
but, with all

due acknowlecfgment to the merits^ of these in-

ventions, something more was wanting to satisfy

the most scrupulous; and the new lock just

selected by the Board of Trade does seem to be

capable of fulfilling its purposes, so as to obviate

all idea of insecurity, at least till some new

mode of lock-picking shall be discovered besides

that by j}ress!{rs on the bolt, with which so many

wonders have been accomplished. The invention,

in fact, was expressly devised in order to

obviate the possibility of its being assailable by

pressure on Hobbs’s scieritific and celebrated

Mlock^‘'"BrSs~AIr Hobbs -d thut pressure can be felt by geutly

iu picking Wh Bramah’s look aud Chubb’s, as moving or the,u aud so

wefi as others. And here it may not be amiss m m a fa so noteli, and has only to work ou tiU

more narticularlv, to explain the construction be gets it into a tiue one.
v , j „i

of Bramah’s lock, so far as that is possible
!

Some recent locks are very complicated ;
such

principle of lock-picking. The lock ajmears to

be so constructed that pressure obtained against

the bolt, without the proper key, entirely stops

the action of the levers, an end accomplished by

giving the lock or bolt two actions, namely, a

forward and a backward one in the simple act

of locking or unlocking. This is done by a

single revolution of the key as in locking any

ordinary lock. The levers are adjusted twice

by a simple mechanism ere the lock can be

unlocked
;
and this must be done in the first

place before any pressure is applied. The stump

of the bolt is original and peculiar, and is pro-

pelled iuto a special or third chamber, formed

m the levers, and which the stump enters in

locking : this is effected by the back action

already mentioned. To make this important

feature clear, we may add, that after the oolt of

the lock is shot out, and held there by the

I

levers, the bolt, in the further revolution of the

key, recedes, and locks down the levers; thus
r- 1 1

- , .if 7... +La

0 lar tlo lUfib ia iJUooluiLt
, . , 1 V' nr ta 1

without diagrams or drawings. The principle
,

as the parautopHc lock ot Messrs. Day and

of it as ifr Denison lately remarked in tis Newell, of New York i wiH. this twenty.gnmea

• (.
’ ior.tr>vA nn lnr>l-s chaugeable-keyed-lockMr.Hobbs snatiie hasbeeu

interesting leetmc on locks,-
^

' assoemted. llessrs. Day and Newell’s lock,

“ CoDsists in a number of slides having to be pjet^d, and by a mere wooden
pushed in to different depths^ by the key, which has

|jad to add a kind of wiper
slits of different lengths in it, and is resisted by a

curtain, in order to frustrate the
spring which pushes up the slides These slides arc

; ^ adopted of picking it, with what result we
set in a cylinder or barrel, winch turns with the key,

;

i o
^ _ _

and can only turn »hen the notches in the slides me
^

j

ontirely frustrating the modus operandi of the

all brought into the same plane as a steel plate nhidi
i ^

j j; So much so indeed, was scientific and experienced lock-picker, as also

™estn it‘’'\S’l»rwa.1,ro oLeTbTtt ' M tl e etrS^all loX^^^^^^ previo'ns to
;

docs the safegnari of a shield supported noon a

ILointeTy n^Xe ‘ b" never- that year have been regarded as old locks and ^ high circiilar ward upon wMch it ruvolve^

;

thdess, picked within a few years, and, strangely
|

only those since invented as the new order of also revolving in r®-
enough. W a method identical with that used by Mr. locks. Of these latter, however, there are not ,

which entirely closes the key-hole dnrmo the

Hobbs in 1851, when he gained the 200 guineas for many, besides the improved Cliubb, Bramah,
,

oppation of locking or unlocking, ihis s le a

picking the challenge-lock which had hung for years Hobbs, and other locks. But though not nume- ' being connected, by a stump, or notch, wim the

in Messrs. Bramah’s window in London. It was
,.Qug^ ^s Mr. Price remarks, they are " effective, lever, be turned; thus sbnttmg out the

supposed until then that the addition of what are
j-^ purpose,” aud decidedly "good locks.”- lock-picker evch from attempting to raise the

called false notches had prevented that mode of
;
In his preface, he remarks that, except in bis

' locked levers.
.

picking ;_but Mr. Hobbs showed that to be a
^

cc I Mr. Price’s book,
_

although its leading title

mistake.’
j

^ygj-g t]jg gf the ‘ lock controversy ’
I
relates to fire and thief proof safes, raamly treats

Aud, finally, by way of proving whether Messrs.
'

produced by the Great Exhibition of 1851, have
j

of locks and keys, inasmuch as only the hrst

Bramah’s present locks are easier or harder to uot been described, with two or three excep-
j

170 of its 900 pages relate to safe^ with which,

open, Mr. Denison added, that be had lately tions, although many of them are far superior
|

as a tradesman, he appears to be personally

seen Mr. Hobbs open one of their best and in security to nearly the whole of the locks more interested than with locks.
_

newest large locks in three minutes and a half
! known prior to the year 1851.” It was, there-

!
In the outset the author enters upon a briet

Mr. Chubb had also shown him a very neat little fore, to be expected that any one of these new ,
history of iron safes and chests, winch are of

instrument -which a man cau can-y in his waist-
;

locks which W in any way become distm-
1

quite a modern date, having had their origin

coat pocket, and by which anybody who gets guished, would be found described in Mr. Price’s within the present century. “Ourforeiathers,

hold of a Bramah key for half a minute may portly aud rather diffuse volume of more than
,

he observes, “ in the simplicity of their arrange-

take an exact copy of it without your even goo pages. One of these very locks (patented
,

ments and requirements, weie satisfied to place

seeing what he is doing. : fu Eebruary, 185G) has just been selected by the their valuables in an oak chest, secured by one

Nevertheless, there is great scientific beauty '

authorities acting on behalf of the Board of or more locks in front, or in a brick or stone

as well as symmetry in the principle of Trade Department of Science and Art, as the '
closet, with either a wood door studded with

Bramah’s lock. That of Mr. Cotterill is very most suitable for the new Museum at Brompton, '
nails, or a plain iron one

;
in either case secured

analogous, only the slides in this case radiate and we naturally turned to Mr. Price’s pages, in
,

by a common warded lock, or a lock without

from the keyhole, as a centre, instead of lifting order to enable us to give our readers some any wards at all, or with the usual iron bands

cylindrically. Mr. Hobbs, we may add, ex- account of a lock selected for such a purpose
;
with hasps and staples and padlocks.”

_

These

pended several hours in a vain attecapt to pick but to our disappointment we find there
,

simple contrivances, however, were effective, for

one of Cotterill’s locks. In allusion to tliis not a -word on the subject, although the in those days robbers were less adroit than now,

last and other locks, ilr. Denison says,— ' p.iteut is included in the list of those to ' and Mr. Price adds that " the oak chest was

“ Cottcrill’s lock is a Tuodem one substantially on which, as a class, Mr. Price refers in the favour-
'

quite as safe as the iron one now, because the

the principle of Bramah’s, only with the sliders able terms just quoted. We have therefore strength of the chest itself would generally

pushed out radially by the key acting as a wedge, been at some trouble to obtain a few particulars resist violence, while a lock of the most simple

The conscqueuce is that, whether that lock is secure as to this lock, aud to study its peculiarities a construction afforded sufficient security, from
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the circumstance that at tliat early period the

means of picking such locks were not under-

stood.” Descriptions are afterwards given of

the various patents taken out for the manufac-

ture of iron safes, and of Mr. Price’s improve-

ments upon them, for the nature of which we
must refer our readers to the work itself.

Among the other topics discussed are the

requirements in an iron safe to make it

secure against thieves and fire
;
the construction

of those in general use ; the two principles on

which safes are made fireproof
;
the preservation

of parchment deeds from destruction by steam

and damage by water
;

fireproof closets and

strong-rooms
;
the best places for fireproof safes

to occupy
;
powder-proof locks

;
and the com-

parative prices of wrought-iron fire-resisting and

thief-proof safes]—on all of which much useful

information is given, although some of it doubt-

less must be taken cum gram salis, since one

cannot close his eyes to the fact that in this

practical treatise, "by a practical man, there is

not a little of the nature of advertisement in-

volved. Nevertheless, hlr. Price’s “ little work,”

as he rather oddly calls this bulky volume, con-

tains a large amount of interesting matter on
the subjects regarding which he writes, and
the whole is fully illustrated by engravings of

locks, keys, and safes.

With one observation of practical application

we close our remarks. The majority of the

locks used in our ordinary dwelling-houses are

of the most ti'umpery description, being usually

out of order within the first six months. A good
serviceable lock at a moderate price is much
wanted

;
but, beyond that, there must be a

determiiiatiou on the part of buyers of houses,

and occupiers, not to put up with such locks as

are now too often used, and which prove a con-

stant annoyance and cause of expense.

TEE hfEMORIAL CHURCH AT
CONSTANTINOPLE,

We have already announced that forty-six

designs were thrown in by architects, in this

one of the lotteries, or little-goes, which are

offered to aspiring talent. The “prizes”—as

they arc called in phraseology revived from
days of other lotteries—were drawn, as our
readers know, by Messrs. W. Burges, G. E.
Street, and G. S. Bodley, and it was recom-
mended that an “ extra prize ” of 35/. should he

f

iresented to Mr. W. Slater. The other designs

lave not yet been exhibited.*—Such grounds of

objection as we have to architects’ competitions
in the aspect in which they are just now being
presented to us, belong less to the question of the
intended good faith of adjudicators—concern-
ing which we have here no doubt—than to the
question whether the sort of decision calculated

upon by competitors, can he expected,—whether
chance, or showy drawings, or anything rather
than design and constructive skill, has not more
to do with a selection than actual merits,

—

and whether, in short, gain which there may be
to some competitors—styled, as it happens,
successful or unsuccessful—includes any of a
pecuniary nature. If on the evidence of such cases

as the present, it appear that adjudication can be
made according to merits, or if any adequate
object, such as mutual improvement, is served
by the system, architectural competition may he
defended] but if it affords, in the majority of

cases, none of these advantages, it becomes pre-

cisely that which it is often designated, mere
gambling, and as such, a vice delusive and inju-

rious to those who are possessed by it.

That the tendency is now towards delusion
and unfairness, we tried to show in our recent
remarks on what are called “ Instructions.”
The giving anything more than suggestions, is

for the coDimittee, or adjudicators, to tie their

own liands
;

and after having placed a limit

upon freedom of design, is almost invariably the
forerunner of some injustice.

The judges in the case of the Memorial
Church, possibly have chosen designs, one of
which may be t£e best for the purpose

]
or they

may have rewarded such as were the best of
those submitted

;
hut they have certainly re-

* With reference to the design marked, “In Te Doroine
Speravi,” given in the list of those especially mentioned (see p, 81
atiie), vithoue the architect’s name, we arc asked to say that It
was by Mr. William White.

warded designs which were inconsistent with

their “instructions.” These were by no means
perspicuously worded. The style to be adopted

was “a modification to suit the climate, of the

recognized ecclesiastical architecture of Western
Europe, known as the ' Pointed ’ or ‘ Gothic ]’ ”

and it was added, “ the neglect on the part of any

architect of this provision 5vill absolutely ex-

clude from competition
j

” and further (though

after a reference to “the numerous and beauti-

ful instances existing in Southern Europe of

this modiheation of Pointed architecture,” as

amply justifying “the preference thus given to

it”), it is stated,
—“Any approximation to the

specific features of Byzantine architecture is

prohibited, as being objectionable in many re-

spects j

” and,
—“ Still more must the compe-

titors abstain from the imitation of any forms

connected with the religious architecture of the

Mahometans,” which, as it is correctly said, is

" at Coustantinople based upon Byzantine

models,” and which indeed everywhere, was an

offshoot from the same style. Lest tliese and

other stipulations miglit not be sufficiently

clear, it was added,
— “Non-compliance with

the above regulations will absolutely exclude

from the competition.”

Now we apprehend that from thesewords there

follows some little inconsistency. The examples

of the Italian Gothic exclude, indeed, much of the

Greek symbolic sculpture and decoration
;
but

they are Byzantine in some of their chief fea-

tures—Byzantine from the inlluence of the

Greek art as transplanted throngli Venice and
Ravenna, and Byzantine- Saracenic from the

intlueuce which likewise spread Irora the south.

The surprising development of late Greek art,

even to the remote borders of Europe, is a

subject which deserves the particular attention

of every architectural student.

Therefore, the “ instructions ” of the com-
mittee were contradictory,—or at least, we
should say, were calculated to embarrass the archi-

tects wlio had to prepare designs ]—as similar

.

interference with the logical process which is

that of all design, must inevitably do. Tlic

judges in the present case have rejected, per-

haps with reason, designs which introduced

“forms wliicli too much resemble those of

Byzantine or Greek architecture]” but they

have awarded their chief premiums to designs

which every one at first sight pronounces to be
Byzantine. Thus the design to which they

have given the second place,—looking at their

“instructions,” is that which might have been

expected to stand first. Compared wdtli the

design which is first, and with that by Mr.
Slater, it makes limited use of coloured mate-

rials externally. The tendency of the “instruc-

tions ” was obviously to interdict the use of

coloured materials in horizontal bands, to

the extent to which they arc anplied by Messrs.

Burges and Slater. The horizontal bands
are a feature most marked in the Saracenic

styles. That they are emphatically a Maho-
metan feature, will appear to those who inquire

into their origin. The rich dresses of the

Arabians, and tlie manufactures of Damascus,
were so greatly influential in the forms and
colours of architectural detail, that no student

can acquire a proper knowledge of the

Eastern styles, without taking them into con-

sideration] and Professor Semper, if we re-^

member rigliily, traces all such polyihromatic

architecture as that which prevails both in the

mosques of Cairo and the Christian churches of,

Italy, to the hangings of coloured drapery used
by the nomadic races, of which so large a

'

number became Mahometans.
|

There arc particular symbolic forms and
sculpturesque details in Byzantine works which •

certainly should find no place in a Protestant
church,—though we are not sure that some

'

of them have not been adopted in English

edifices. But there are other details, equally

Byzantine or Malioinetan in their origin, which
there was no intention to exclude in the present

case, and which lend themselves most advan-
tageously to architecture where colour in mate-
rials is used. So much, then, for the teudeucy of

an attempt to bind and trammel the expression

of design by needless mandatory "instructions.”

A considerable excess in external colour, over
what we would consider to be satisfactory in

England, is rightly enough introduced m a

' building at Constantinople. Tlie climate is sup-
I posed to favour it : and the ai^jacent buildings;

costume in the crowded streets still retaining
' much of its former party-coloured appearance

;

and the whole character of the scene, establish

a different key-note of colour to that whicli we
bold might be satisfactory with us at home. That

these differences of chromatic scale exist, will be

obvious to any one who has noticed the changes

produced upon himself in passing from place to

place, by the local materials, even in England.

The party-colonring, therefore, whicli gives

the mam (character to Mr. Burges’s design,

although it may be in excess, is not so much so

as might at first be supposed. In Mr. Slater’s

.
design the effect is injured by the execution of

the drawing.

The church of St. Andrea at Yercelli, on which

the designs placed first and third are regarded

as founded, is certainly a very good example-

of the development of the Italian Tre-eento

architecture,—where some of the essential

Byzantine elements of the earlier styles were

excluded and is one which well deserved to be

studied. What ])rccise use has been made of

it, in the absence of the memoirs, to which the

judges refer as accompanying the designs, we
are not aware of,—but the designs are ob-

I vioiisly much varied from the supposed model*
i

Competitors may do tliemselves real injustice

I

by an attempt to fortify their case by quoting a

j

precedent. It is the misfortune of the present
' system, tfaat judges being afraid to go wrong,

! are still sometimes influenced by a named ex-

ample: designs, therefore, arc submitted by

! archit ects, on a basis even inconsistent with

f
enuine art, and the proper use of precedent.

omething which is of most value is sacrificed,

and a lower level is sought as acceptable to the

men in authority.

Mr. Burges’s design has, indeed, as tlie most

prominent feature in its plan, a semi-circular

apse, springing directly from the intersection of

the transepts, with an ambulatory cai-ried round,

suitalile for monuments. The open pier arches

to this ambulatory from the choir proper, evi-

dently owe more to the study of Beauvais

Cathedral than another building. The general

plan has nave and aisles, and transejits, and a

detached campanile, placed askew with the

south front. There is a groined stone-ceil-

ing and timber-framed roof, of low pitch,

covered with red tiles. Elying buttresses, it

is to be observed, spring mainly from the roof

covering, instead of from a base of greater

apparent sufficiency. The west front has a

rose-window, and three deeply recessed doors.

To tire latter there is a broad pent-house roof,

covered with tiles. The piers and arches on
each side of the nave, are coupled

;
that is to

say, the bay between the external buttresses

occupies the width of two arched spaces in-

ternally, the main ribs of the groining being

arranged accordingly. Iron ties are introduced,

as in many of the Italian buildings,—with

doubtful advantage in point of taste. In the

exterior, as we have intimated, colour in bands

and patterns, plays an important part in the

design.

Mr. Street’s design has few, if any, Italian

features. It is a cross church, without aisles
;
but

in their place, along the nave, there is a cloister,

with which the projection of the buttresses re-

sisting the thrust of a stone groined^eiling

(said to be nearly equal in span to that of

^

King’s College Chapel, Cambridge), corresponds

;

and the same cloister continues along the west

front. Thus the church is lighted altogether

from windows iu the upper part. These gene-

rally are grouped in three narrow lights, with

externally, arclics,— coupled so that there is a

central shaft—and, further, a hold arch, from

buttress to buttress, forming a deep shadow.

The depth of the windows allows of the intro-

• In a note to us Mr. BoJley save, on this matter Will you
allow me to state that, as far as I am aware, the only point of

resemblance between my de-ign and the cliurcli of 8 . Andrea, at

Vercelli, is in both haTing a tquare east end. My reason for

adopting this eapeoially Fnpits^ feature -wa* the idea that, as a

'memorial' church, the building should bear evidence of Its

history, and I rem.arked, in my report, that wlicu iu the Middle

Ages a church was built at Vtroelli under Knglich influence, and
therefore uuder similar circumstances to the proposed church

at Constantinople, the square east end was adopted. I do

not think there was any other point of resemblance what-
ever. The church at Vercelli. Indeed, is a large cross church,

with apsidal chapels, and altogether of a scale and character dis-

tinct from the proposed church, and for which the prescribed
estimate would have been inadequate.”
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1 ,. P <1 TT v,M-,n/l Hip ' nrnLlpm wliii-h had renuired workiu"- out,—namely,
!
MR. SYDNEY SMIRKE’S EIRST LEC-

duction__of au_exterDal_passage-way_round th0^i.^^^^^,^
, huBL. «,?itahk to conirrecational pur- TUllE ON AHCBITECTDRE, AT THE

ROYAL academy.*
By the kind permission of the council, I pro-

pose to address you, the students in arcliitec-

u.ve IW is a w.tb
j

to design a bedding sei.nble to =o..grega,io^ pen

.bich tbe .eatharinp cl' the buttoesses a.e
,

conjoined by the intioductiou of an elegant
^ j ^ ^ objrct, the committee had dttcr-

fuiiated enrichment. At the east end is.an,^|J^“ comneiiton Architectural compe-
wa, .uo dx.

octagonal apse. will, long teindows, tbe groining •

“1 « >»
» Jl f, i.„ led !

»f the Kojal Academy on the subject of

interaally being partly supported by the shafts
| resslts.-as in the raic of Canterbury out ™toinon profession. On this occasion I

of tbo inner order of tracery. Tbe building lias brought over ideas occupy, for a while, the place of one who for

two octagonal turrets, one on each side the in-
: „g g ue„. to England. By such fresh elcmeuts years has won your respect and esteem,

tcrseclion of the cross. The design is put forth
ijej .^ith local inateiiaU and dcLiils from the, by bis thorough kuo\Yledge of our profession,

as for a memorial chapel rather than a church.
;

i,a„ds of the native woi kmca, new combinations were and by tbe freedom and perspicuity with which

Barts mav be founa which resemble couti-
' formed, and steps of progress were the result. In be imparted to you that knowledge, and gene-

iiental models- but there is great merit of similar nianner constantly, features of architecture rally by those elevated views of the nature and

design in this’ production. In the internal were transpl.mtcd,— by mcdtaival architects— who
, mission of our art by which he invited ingenuous

detads more colour is introduced; and some of as priests had no particular nationality. Lincolu ' aspirants to join him in the path of meritorious

thefittiiio-s ns mio-ht be expected, display much C dhedral, and its points of resemblance to the
' ^-lnch he has troddeu so successfully

rare and Tt^te
°

I Burgundian eburobes, afforded illustration of this sort
ijjmself. I feel, therefore, a deep sense of the

mI'. BodlejL design bail made a less marked, »f
';efer‘'re^to^h°

difficulties of my position, and of thedisadvan-

i„,pressiouuponns duringtbeshort time weljad
‘Sed Mend

“ "
for exam.nmg_it at hrst,_tlmn it bas^smee done.

,

Berbaps justice is not done to it in the draw-
, j ryor WOUIU a na.e eourenuea agar:rs. ^

will have been already inferred,
„t all events, for one » ho had lived in

f ?1 T the
lef study seems 0 Engli^d, where he held as a beneliee the priory of

,

duj I n?t entertain a belief that on tb s, the

Ii.ave been given to the interior, which IS nghtly
st. Andrew, at Chester. ;

only subject with which 1 can pretend to apy

iugs. It is, as

Italian Gothic; aud the chief

praised by tbe judges, who also say that the
, jn considering the style for the new church, the intimate acquaintance, by_ a,n honest and disin-

dcsign is “ remarkable for great simplicity of
,

professor s:iid it was thought desirable to allow of no terested expression of opinion, I might coutri-

plan.^’ It has a tower at one angle of the features which wcreB\ziuitiiie. or vvbieli were derived bute, in some slight degree, to advance the in-

buildiu", with a hio-h-pitclied roof
;

and gene- from the Byz mtiae, in order that tbe new edifice terests, and, may I add, to sustain the character

rally has the plan of an ordinary church, with might have a distinctive Cbristiau character. The of that profession to which I feel it a great

the addition of a long mrlhe.x or jiorcli at the architecture of the churches of Justinian was shut honour to belong. I have, therefore, under-

west A wa"gou-lieaded vault, of timber, wiih out, edifices of that character being now appropriated jq address you on the subject of architec-

pviucipal arches of stone, covers the central mosques; and other buildings such as those used
jg impart to you my experiences and

division,—similar construction being adopted in by the present Greek church, were conceived to be
result of my reflections on some of the

tbe aisles, wbicb are witliout windows. Tile hkcwisc inuppropnate. 1 he Lombard atvle of Nor-
„„,tters to which it is allied,

principal arclies are stilted, in the manner more ['“'y as partaking ot the
| ^ lecturer on arobitecture, some

Iveque'nt in Sicily than the north. The decorative seTeSn ^.^^a^irnlrr^irTbc thirty years ago, would have been an extremely

character is expressed mainly through surface
diaraetcr appropriate for the edifiee, was also iiiucb hght and simple one. hen dealing with the

decoration. ' goverued bv the materials,—such as were available at history of our art, he would have probably

^Ir. Slater’s design has the regular cruciform Cunstautiubple, iucludmg rifh marbles,— the use of been content to repeat the olt-told tales ot the

plan, two western towers, with tiled roofs, which, having regard to sunlight, would dictate flat paternity of Greek art, and of her less distin-

13 in manner approximating to Early English, surfaces, supplying the place of deeply-cut mouldiugs, gnished oll'spriug, Roman art, and, hastening

aud has many of the details of the masonry and which, indeed, were comparaiively speaking, inadmis- through the mists of the Middle Ages, passing by,

ornament ot very good cliaracter. Its chief ex- siblc. The judges, therefore, had not been surprised with hurried steps and half averted looks, the

tenial effect is derived from its bauds of coloured at the pariicular choice made of models.
,
forms of a period in which the types of classic

masonry, and tiling to tlie roofs aud spire cap- ' In the course of his explanatory description, he rc- ages appeared to have been well nigh lost, he

pings, and the boldness of its flying buttresses. Arrcd to the feature of the apse aud ambulatory, would have emerged, with rekindled delight.

The wall buttress, we may observe, in this dc- as pot general in Italy, though one church, that of
dayliglit of Palladian art, when he

sign, and that first on the list, appears to be Antonio, at Padua, might be named as having
geemed to breathe again the atmosphere of re-

BhiJIouslv made of very slight projection ex-
an aps.drt tcrmisat.on

i
and w, h reference to the

tnrniiig sense, rcason%nd taste,

tomnlly. One /eaturc which is attempted m Aj ’JncL-it ivS doifblfuTwhelhet
Then, in dealing with the principles of our

this design. It IS singular has not been mtro- art, the lecturer would h.aye arrayed belore yon
duced many other of the instances before US.

professor also particularly directed the five orders; nor would he have failed, like

M e refer to the true stone roof, so appropriate attention to the ambulutory in the design, as suitable ^ true discijile of \ itruvius, to point out for

to the climate, aud so often found in Eastern fyp niouumeuts, and carrying out the intention of your admiration the matronly curls of the

buildings. Mr. Slater, however, _we rather a memorial
;
yet at the same lime he spoke somewhat Ionic, the virgin delicacy of the Corinthian,

think, has not applied the principle in the best di'paragiugly of the propriety of the treatment in the aud tbe manly dignity of the Doric
;
nor have

form. His roof—of low pitch—both in the second design (in which a considerable portion of
,

forgotten the time-honoured fable of Katatech-

case of nave and its aisles, is formed of blank wall under the windows is provided, with a nos and his horticultural studies,

blocks of stone, whicli in the aEles might exert similar intention), aud which was less a church than a Such would have been assuredly tbe sum and
considerable thrust upon the walls in the bays, monumental chapel. He, however, praised highly substanceof his discourse; and if, for the purpose

wliei'c unresisted by buttresses. The belter the artistic conception cxliibited iu the drawings. i completing his subject, he had indulged in a

svstem would, we lliiiik, have been to use'. Exi>'’6*sing the pleasure which it had been to the
passing notice of Medimval art, it would have

tiiiimcr slabs—-thougb joggled togetber in mucli 1° finil that tbe brat ami second awards of pro-
it as a transient fashion,

the same good fitsliiou as the blocks-bcdded ''bm»a.l«'Hallen to arch,torts who had held similar
; jj

l

j regarded as tbe evanescent
upon a considerable thickness of pumice- l>>a;“ 'a !>» Ld!' aampet.tioa where Messrs. Clulttm

^

} * •
1 f xi r 1 * t ‘j • land Burges gamed the iirst prcimiuii, and Mr. '

stone, or other material o tbo lightest descrip-
the second, he said the eolnmitlee in that ease ' Great, indeed, are tbe cliatiges that thirty

lion. The vaulting IS all waggon-beaded, he
„„t earned out their conditions

i
but he A'ears have eilcoted ! Onr art has taken her

diagonal ribs and others being planted on the

surface; aud we believe this arrangement

—

.simulating the other where tlie diagonal of

forces is directed to theiiositiou of the buttress

—and where the latter has a distinctive use in '

Gothic architecture—was held by tbe judges to

Icssefi the merit of the design. The design,

however, appears to us deserving of study.

Altogether, even with the limited opportunity

for examination wliicli has been aft’orded, we
may pronounce the designs as marked by much
beauty of effect, altliougli, as must necessarily

happen, each one of the competitors may derive

soim-lhiug from the observation, of vvhich now
he has the chance, of what is done by otliers.

Of the justice of the selection, it would be
nnci'ssaiy for us to see tlie other designs before

speaking; but ive have already said something of

the iliflicuhics which committees make for them-
selves in addition to those which arc iucvilable.

'1 he sncf’essfiil ile-^igns wnre eshibiled at a ronver-
sazi- n’', at the looms of the S.iciety for the Propa-
aati' n of tlie GospiT in F.ireifUi Pait'^, ou llio 13: h
iiist when Prol'es-or AVillis delivered an addrisp
cliivfly desi-riptive of ibo>e design^, ami supplying not
iiMi-iv paiticulars of ibe compel ilioii beyond what «e
ha! j) cvioiisly gathered,—as we huvo noted them
above. He Leg.m by slating the character of the

hoped that here tliey should act with greater justice. Stand upon a far wider base and a loftier plat-

Hc also hoped that those who had not gained pre- form; and from this more elevated point of

niiiims, would not fiud ihuir labour valuelcs?, but
, view, tlie horizon of onr art has become greatly

that their designs might be turned to aecuaut iu the ' extended : with these changes, the chiiir’osGUlO
case of some other church. iQf her wide domain has also changed : objects

Ihis alvantiigc, it is needless that we sliould re- ' hitherto lost in obscurity and neglect have been
mark, is not very likely to accrue. Anything that brought to light, revealing beauties hitherto

be geieeil is ,„ore bWy to result lr„m a srbrme
: and kindling renewed feelings of ad-

ed 0 ! amongst some of ihe eompelilors, lor lillio-
a cold shade has been rast over

some of those objects which once took rank

among the fairest of architectural forms.

I am quite conscious of the enormously

increased difficulties of the task of him who
ventures, in these changed and still changin"

times, to treat of the principles of our art and

their practical application. But, with these

increased difficulties, the task acquires increased

honour and a new dignity; whilst the compara-

tive novelty of tlie course which lies before us

awakens an interest which it would be vain for

me to attempt to excite in you whilst pursuing

the trite path amidst the old familiar scenes.

But other difficulties beset the path of him
who, in these present limes, would venture to

assume the office of a teacher. We are dazzled

by the excess of light that is being thrown upon

t dked of aniougst some of ihe oouipetitors, for JilhO'

graphing the whcle uf the sets of drav\ings, and pi’o-

vidiiig each coiupetiior with a copy of each set. This
Would effect what was pioposcd in one pages in the
case of the birrick competitimi, but not then cairied

out. hy, in that cQ'sc, should not the thing sliil be
done, or plidt igraphy be c died in to aid. The de-^igns

iiiid particiil rs arc, we suppose, lying stowed away
somewhere; v\bilsl no areliitect amongst ihecoiiqie-
tilors on that oeCHsioii, we can discover, lias been
ciiiiiloyeil in any of the barrack-buildings for require-
ments of (he line, that have been lately erected,

—

erected, too, as we must infer, with many of the
defects of the old coudemued system. As we urged
on tint memorable occasion, byf.Uowing suchacoiiise
:i8 we have now advoc.ited, great nmiiial beuefil
might be made to accrue from every competition. It

should be especially urged in the forthcomiug
Go\ernmcnt competition.*

* .V ullrf^p^ludrllt aunetiis, timt ia eihihitioi; tho • esigns re.
ciitvtd for t'le <4u7ernu3»ut offices. tUe Clas-ic aud the Gothic
should not be miitd up togetber, but form two separate divigioui'. ' Head on Monday eveniug, the SUrd ii
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our art. Expositors of artj issuing from all

ranks and professions, are as numerous as our

students; and such grandiose terms as “first

principles,” “ fundamental truths,” “ general

laws,” and the like, have become almost house-

liold words. These attractive terms are caught

Iiold of as the keys to open to our view the

mysteries of the art we seek to acquire
;

to

reveal the hidden sources of harmony, and to

introduce order, symmetry, and certainty, into

the domain of taste.

I am son-y that I cannot promise to feed your

yearnings for truth, by announcing any such

unerring criterion of taste, any such authentic

formula, that shall command the approval of

every observer, or satisfy the requisitions of

every critic. I shall lay before you principles

and systems with a very cautious parsimony. I

will tell such trutlis only as I think I can find

vouchers for, and give you such opinious as I

feel well assured have their fouudatiou in

common sense
;
but I beg that you will not be

disappointed if I do not even attempt to take

wing, and plant you, 'per sallum, on the acro-

polis of art.

The student must be the artificer of his own
fortune : the teacher may, according to his

ability, arm the student with the appropriate

weapons of his profession, point the way, and
administer some facilities for advancement; but

the art-student must expect progress only in

proportion to the tod of his own hands, and the

inspiration of his own genius.

The literary student has, doubtless, as wide a

field to cultivate, but his labours arc wholly
mental; whilst the student iu our department of

practical science has to exercise his hands as

sedulously as his head, and to make himself as

iutimatelv acquainted with the material as with
the moral elements of his art. He must unite

that essential constructive knowledge from
which the very name of architecture is derived,

with a perception of those graces of form and
decoration to which architecture owes its place

in the circle of academical fine arts. Our pro-

fession is peculiarly complex, and comprises
obligations essentially different, nay. sometimes
apparently discordant.

We have not only to conjure up a thought,
and express it on paper

;
but we have also to

make it a reality, and in that task we are liable

to be embarrassed by a thousand difficulties

—

•of cost—of construction—of deficient material

—

of limited and prescribed site : a weight of

serious and lasting I'cspousibility lies heavily on
us

;
and we are not seldom sorely tried by

those whose tastes we find ourselves called

upon at once to submit to and to control.

Sucharethedifficultieswhichawaityou—which
' beset your path with pitfalls aud witli thorns.

But 1 offerthem to your notice, with no fear that

1 they will dismay or discourage you : to a mind
of energy aud spirit, difficulties to be overcome

I tend but to strengthen the resolution and
1 heighten the courage.

You will ever let it be present to j'our minds
' that tlie study of our profession is no light

thing, and you will not fail to enter upon that
study with a becoming earnestness aud a
thorough appreciation of the gravity of your
vocation. I need, however, scarcely remind you,
that the utmost diligence will be of little avail

unless that diligence be wisely directed. That
a proper direction be given to your studies

i is indeed absolutely aud obviously essential

1 to their future success. Tliere must be
1 no impatience under the restraint of rules

:

I the mind must be disciplined and recon-
I oiled to subordination, for he who would com-
1 mand must first learn, to obey. Our great
1 master, Keyuolds, has said, with his wonted
{ sagacity,—“ Tlie impetuosity of youth is dis-

E -gusted at the slow approaches of a regular siege,

a and desires, from mere impatience of labour, to
t take the citadel by storm : they wish to find
' some shorter path to excellence, and hope to
:t obtain the reward of emiuence by other moans
i than those which the indispensable rules of art
b have prescribed.”

'V’V e often bear “ rules of art ” condemned as
' leading to academic coldness, and to a tame,
1 lifeless formality. True it is that no mere rules

—

1 no prescripiive teaching—can supply the w'ant
c of that innate perception of grace which is not
c made but born, which must come uncalled for.

if it comes at all; but let us by no means be

led hastily to infer from thence the inutility of

such rules. They will not suffice to give life to

a school copy any more than tliey will animate

a lay figure
;
yet sound rules of art serve to in-

spire tlie best artist with confidence, aud, above

all, will curb the erratic tendencies of even

genius itself, ever prouc to overlook the line

which distinguishes the bold from the extrava-

gant, the sublime from the ridiculous, even the

right from the wrong. Let no student suppose,

iu whatever amount of conscious strength he

may indulge, that he can with safety trust him-

self to tlie trackless wastes of his own imagina-

tion, and shut his eyes to the lights that have

been set up by long experience, or to the land-

marks which X\\Q past has left for the guidance

of future. It is a false aud vulgar opinion

that rules are the fetters of genius. “ He who
begins by presuming on his own sense,” says

Sir Joshua, “has ended his studies as soon as

he has commenced them.” Now, the orders of

architecture are instances of such rnlcs of art,

aud have been instituted, not as fettei’s to em-

barrass, but rather as helps to strengthen the

judgment.

It is no uncommon thing to hear these orders

spoken of with disparagement, as tending to

inculcate a servile adherence to arbitrary rules,

destructive of originality aud of inventive

talent. I think that this impression is founded

on a misapprehension of the nature of these

ordcTS ; a misapprehension I am ready to admit

likely enough to arise from the dogmatical tone

in which the proportions of the five orders are

often laid down.
The truth is that the artists of ancient Greece,

in its best days, endowed with an unmatched

perception of beauty, and of the most refined

cultivation, were led by their observation and

experience to adopt certain general forms and

proportions, and students, struck with their

oeauty, have sought to trace it back to its original

sources by an analysis of those forms and pro-

portions—that is, by their exact measurement

aud delineation,—a very legitimate, natural, and

indeed necessary process.

In thus deducing a system of proportions

from the practice of the best architects, we are

surely acting as reasonably as the student who
would deduce rules of poetical composition from

the poetry of Milton or of Tope.

It is thus that the orders of architecture have

been instituted
;
but it is an error to regard

them as composing an infallible standard of

taste from which any deviation must be heresy.

With a praiseworthy adherence to truth, the

travellers who have measured and delineated

these works, iu giving us their transcripts of

ancient examples, have figured for our iiuorma-

tion minute fractious—very hairs’ breadths,

—

and thankful we should be for their laborious

exactness
;
but it would be a gross mistake to

represent that to these fractious we are to pay

a superstitious reverence : this was far from

the practice or iutentions of the great authori-

ties themselves.

Vitruvius tells us of the diversity of practice

that prevailed even in his own times. In truth,

many wide diversities exist even among the best

examples.

Ju the relation of the diameter to the length

of the shaft of tlic Greek Doric order tliere is a

difference of 33 per cent, between the lieaviest

and lightest examples even in the best times.

In the Ionic order a similar, though perhaps not

so great, diversity prevails
;
and every tyro is

aware also of the extreme variety in the form

and character of tlie details existing between

even pure e.xamples of these two orders. Similar

comparisons might easily be multiplied, abun-

dantly sufficient to show that the best masters

of Classic times held the reins with a loose

hand : indeed, under the easy sway of these

five orders, we recoguize a regimen so mild as

to satisfy any reasonable love of liberty.

The value of these great examplars has been not

uufrcquently tested and proved by the fantastic

variations which have been sometimes boldly

grafted upon them. In these attempts at new or

amended orders (some of which may, perhaps,

suggest themselves to your recollection), we
find little to encourage any wide departure from

the parent forms, but, on the contrary, we
recognise in them more clearly the convenience

and wisdom of adhering pretty closely to known
standards, which the eye has learnt to appre-
ciate as acutely as the cultivated ear distin-

guishes tile iufervals of scientific harmony. To
set at nauglit the arciiitectural forms which the

age of Pericles lias bequeathed to us, is about as

idle and undisceruiug a task as to contemn the

rules of counterpoint, or tlie musical scale which
has descended to us from Guido of Arezzo.

If we lura to the other great system of archi-

tecture, that which grew up in the Mcdiaival

period, we shall find artists still acknowledging
certain general and leading principles; singu-

larly differing, indeed, from those which guided

their predecessors, but still rules of art.

It is true that, so far at least as relates to

ecclesiastical structures, these rules have been
influenced in a material degree by the dogmatic

teaching of tlie Christian Church, which, if it

has on the one hand inspired many very striking

and sublime conceptions, so on the other hand
it has imposed some restraint on the erratic

tendencies of Mediaeval genius.

I confess that I am unable to assign to the

favourite symbolism of the early Church iiianv

of those forms and features which were in truth

of earlier growth. We recognise in the Komau-
esque church the familiar forms of the Roman
Basilica, and no ambiguous tendency to Roman
architectural decoration

:
yet we cannot fail to

see that a symbolism, grafted on pre-existing

forms, which sought to appropriate, and to

sanctify, the most admired features of Pagan
art, did in fact gradually pervade the whole

system of Christian architecture, and impressed

upon it a character which departed widely from,

the types of ancient art.

Thus it is that architecture has ever sub-

mitted itself to a wholesome control, withoiit

opposing any impediments to the exercise of

inventive genius. No art has stagnated less

than our art
;
perpetual change has rather been

the law of her existence. The student, there-

fore, as I have ali'eady urged, should leani to

reconcile himself to the discipline of the schools,

and use it as the safest foundation to receive

the superstructure of his subsequent education

and practice.

An important portion of his preliminary

studies should be the acquisition of a compre-

hensive knowledge of the works of past times.

A large and conscientious survey of such works

exercises the judgment, forms the taste, and

fertilises the mind, of the observer, and pro-

motes the growth of new thoughts aud new
combinations.

Sir Joshua, with his usual felicity, says—
“ The student unacquaiuted with the attempts

of former adventurers, is always apt to overrate

his own abilities, to mistake the most trifling

excursions for discoveries of moment, aud every

coast new to him for a new-found country,”

aud “ to congratulate himself on his own
arnval at regionswliicli they who have steered a

belter course have long since left behind them.”

It may perhaps be superfluous to urge these

considerations on you now, when, I fear it must

be admitted, that the leaning of the present

day is rather towards an excessive admiration

and a somewhat imdiscrimiuating revival of a

bygone age. Of course it would be a very

serious error to stop short at the acquisition of

such knowledge, which should rather be regarded

as the means and materials for further develop-

ment, and the bases of your future operations.

Our art lias been often subjected to the re-

proach that it has uot advanced with

other branches of human knowledge
;
and it is

useless to deny that sestlietics have not kept

pace cither with ])hysics or the exact sciences.

We must, however, bear in mind, that there

are important lieads of human knowledge which

arc not iu their nature susceptible of indefinite

extension, aud in which it is idle to expect pro-

gressive discovery.

There is every reason to believe that the

works of nature supply, and will ever supply, an

inexhaustible field lor the research of liuman

ingenuity. We can hai’dly contemplate the

time when the facts, which lie concealed beneath

the surface of created bein,gs and things, will

become revealed to all mankind. The Omni-

potence that made can alone fully make knomi
the infinite wonders of his own creation. But
as it certainly is iu morals, so in ffisthetics it
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may be, that no new important principles remain

to ue discovered, and that we can look only for
^

_ ___

new combinations, for the employment of new about to be erected at Norwich.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Normch. — Anew congregational chapel is

new cuiuum«Muu&. lu. tuo a^out to be erected at Norwich. Itis under-

materials, and for the discovery of new con-
1

stood that the design of Mr. James (a son ot

structive inventions. A hasty retrospect will, the Rev. J. A. James, of Birmingham), has been

I think, confirm this supposition.
|

accepted for the building.

Upwards of 2,000 years ago a more refined
. painted window has been placed on

and delicate taste, and a' more thorough north side of the communion-table, in St.

mastery of the power of representing beauty, Church, Bury. The subjects of the six

existed, than the world has since been able to
principal compartments are Christ’s Entomb-

acquire ;
nor was that extraordinary festhetic Resurrection, and appearance to Mary

;

development confined to a few rarely-gifted groups representing the three Acts of

artists, for there is not wanting good ground for “ j -^^3 in prison, and ye came unto

believing that it pervaded the general mmd of;j^g.3J “Xaked, and ye clothed me;” “Sick,

the Greek people.
| and' ye visited me.” In the tracery of the head

Again, 1,700 or 1,800 years aM, the grandeur ^Tiudow are the figures of Moses, Aaron,

of the Roman empire was well typified by a Samuel, and Joshua; l3avid, Gad, Elijah, and

corresponding grandeur of architecture, which goiomon; surmounted by the monogram of

has never since been equalled. Christ At the foot is the inscription.

We are compeUed to acknowledge 500 j jl.e parish church, Blickling,
or OOO jears ago workmen jrought ^ ^ . tp, iinjow at the chancel, it

freer spint a bolder genms, and a more genuine
advisable to erect a new gable for

artistic ardour than distmgnishcs the workmen
„r tv. i one. and to Mr.

of the present day. We iiud, 1,200 years ago,

in the Gregorian chants, musical compositions

conceived of a grander character and deeper

feeling than the music of the modem school can

and decay, the late Dean Merewetber devoted

his energies for many years to procure its resto-

ration and repair. He succeeded in raising con-

tributions, with additions from various sources,

amounting to something like 26,000/. ;
and the

result was the partial restoration of the edifice.

But the funds proved sadly inadequate to the

contemplated purpose of a complete restoration.

A sum of 15,000/. or 20,000/. more is abso-

lutely necessary
;
and the Dean and Chapter

have resolved to raise a loan for the requisite

purpose, on the security of the Chapter pro-

perty.

Birkenhead.—The congregation for some time

past worshipping in the Congregational Chapel,

Grange-lane, Birkenhead, are about to erect a

more commodious edifice at the junction of the

Woodchurch and Oxton roads. The new church

will be built of white Stourton stone, and will

be 100 feet long, 4-5 feet wide, and 60 feet high,

and will accommodate 500 adults on the ground-

floor, and about 100 in the gallery, provision

being made for subsequent enlargement either

by galleries or transepts, or both, so that, while

retaining the harmony of the design, the build-

ing may be increased to twice its present capa-

the reception of the present one, and to Mr
John Freeman, of Aylshara, was entrusted the

rebuilding of the east end and furnishing the

aaemsciiooicau stonework of this window. Messrs. Hardman ' -vo;"
Tvill be vestries, and a lecture-

Kvelmmto Tt seems to be in accordance with oo<' Co. of Birmingham, supplied the window, I

ggo adults. It is pio-

iese7neral views! wh eh I ha^rveXed to
Gr“t Exhitiitioii ^ first to erect onl.v enongh of the steeMe

acconntfor the admitted want of ongi.iahty m
; angels, &e. The five lights

modern musical composition, by expressing l is ®
= compartments, with St.

opinion or at least his. snsp.eion that all the “
Evangelists. In the lower the

material changes of which the notes of nmsie
^ Cross,” " The Crnei-

aresuseeptiile may have been already rung out.
Dead Christ

;
” the two outside

I cannot indeed adopt this theory, even 7-
, ^ ^ ^^^^^ng of the

speetto musie,aud lam stJl less disposed to = y; Underneath is
damp the aspirations ot young architects by “ ‘

countenancing any sucb doctrine of exhausted
inscription.

, ^ t> i- i

orirriuality.
1

{Kent).—The enlargement of the Baptist

1 believe, indeed, that the fundamental prln- chapel, together with new school-room and ves-
...

ciples of architecture leave but little room for tries, have just been completed and opened, the
, Under the arches on

important future discovery; hut the combiuations
,

fonner buildings having been found too
|

g-jg jg intended to place

which the component materials of art permit— j

foi' so increasing a neighbourhood. Messrs, riper
, statues of St. Andrew and St. Benedict,

their variation, composition, and decoration—arc and Sons were the builders, from the designs, and
^

been executed bv Mr. G. Swar-
’ !.— J— X1.. — J Tvrx.oo..o BiJlake

,

- - --

and the land, comprising 1,800 square yards, is

about 3,000/. Towards this amount about

1,700/. have been subscribed. The architect of

the new building is Mr. N. Cole, of Birkenlicad.

It is expected that the foundation-stone will be

laid next month.

Jjcyland {Bresioii). — The Catholic chapel at

Leylaud has lately had' a new sanctuary added

to it. The addition comprises a large reredos

consisting of three compartments of decorated

Gothic work, and a large centre with two small

practically infinite and inexhaustible,

May we not discern some relation between

the progress of fine art and the corresponding

development of the individual man ? Our first

pleasures are all sensuous : our earliest efforts

are limited to the exercise and gi-atificalion of

our seuses. The eye and the ear are, I believe,

as acutely sensitive in early youth as in the

after man ; it is not until the faculties of the

mind are somewhat matured that it begins to

discriminate; to suiwey nature with a more in-

telligent observation
;
to take a deeper interest,

and to recognise a more pregnant meaning, a

more mysterious harmony, in its forms, its

sounds, and its colours.

And so it may be that, in the earliest ages of

civilization, men mainly cultivated those arts

which address themselves to the senses.

It seems, indeed, to be conformable with our
ideas of the Divine will, to suppose that we
should be instinctively supplied with the power
of enjoying the pleasures arising from these
simple elements, whUst purely intellectual plea-

sures, such as arc derived from acquired know-
ledge and matured experience, are left to be
gradually attained by the slower process of self-

culture.

These inquiries, however, are scarcelv fitted

for the present occasion, and must not be here

pursued : but the fact can hardly be disputed,

that not in this country only, but elsewhere, and
everyw'here in our hemisphere,—whatever may
be the cause, whatever the remedy—the fine

arts, or at least our art, has not kept pace
with time; and, I may add (although 1 hope
that there is no inherent connexion between the

two phenomena), that those countries in which,

in modern times at least, political and com-
mercial improvements have been most remark-
ably developed, have been perhaps the least

fortunate in the cultivation of msthctic talent.*

under the superintendence of Messrs,

and Lovatt, architects.

Bxefer.—The Roman Catholic church of St.

Nicholas, Exeter, which has been enlarged by

the addition of a transept, 54 feet 6 inches, by

17 feet, also of an angular apse, was re-opeued

on IQlhinst, The original building was Italian,

and its sash windows have been replaced with

Norman two-lights, of Bath stone.

brick, of Preston.

THE LAW UNION INSURANCE
OFFICE.

The Law Union Fire and Life Insurance

Company, which numbers, we believe, upwards

of 500 members of the legal profession among
The west

' its shareholders, have taken on lease from the

front, stripped of its stucco, wood coniice, and City of London a spot of ground in Chance^-
classic doorway, and having undergone the ex-

]

lane, within one door of Fleet-street, a locality

tinction of three circular “ Christopher Wren
windows, now replaced by legitimate Norman
apertures, and surmounted by a new gable, ex-

hibits a fafade of the real red stone. The flat

ceiling, carried on into the transept, is orna-

mented 'ndth polychrome, skilfully done by Mr,

better adapted to their peculiar requirements

than the present place of business in Pall-mall.

We present onr readers with a view of the new
offices just completed by the company. The

front is entirely of stone, and Elizabethan in

character, which gives an opportunity for pro-
J1 : _11. r,+- Itx rxvortl-in-nc AT

Dipstall. The interior is re-scated with stained ducing attractive effect, aimed at in erections of

deal open benches. Mr, Morton, of Exeter,
! this description, without vulgarity,

has carried out the work, Mr. Ashworth being 1 The building, though possessing a frontage of

the architect. nearly 40 feet to Chancerj^-lane, is, owing to

Westleigh.—Mr. Wilrashurst has finished and .
the narrow and inconvenient shape of the

fixed a memorial window in the church at West- gi’onud, soinewhat cramped as to its internal

leigh, near Bideford, North Devon. It is a accommodation, and has required sriidy to make

perpendicular window of three lights, and con-

tains the figures of Faith, Hope, and Charity,

beneath which are the armorial bearings of the

family, and in the tracery emblematic devices.

At the base of the window is an inscription,

stating that it was erected to the memory of

the late Jane Torr (widow), of Eastleigh, by
nine surviving children, of herself and the Rev.
John Torr who was thirty-two years vicar of

Westleigli.

Burhage.—A memorial window has lately
;

Exhibition of the Scottish AcADEsnr.—This

exhibition is now in form after some delay. The
ScoisiK.a.n says it will probably not be inferior to any
of its predecessors.

• To be continued.

the most of so limited a space. The arrange-

ments comprise, on the ground-floor, the public

office and secretary’s room ;
on the first-floor, the

board-room, 28 feet by 20 feet, and 15 feet higb,

and ante-room ; on tlie second-floor, securities,

committee-room, and waiting-room ;
on tbe

third-floor, clerks’ office and housekeeper’s,

rooms
;
and in the basement are placed the

strong-room, porter’s-room, and bed-room—

I

cellars, clerks’ lavatories, &c. Tbe architect’s-

memorial mimiow uas lately
;

been erected in the church of Burbas-e, Wilts,
i

we are
i’

to the memory ot Dr. Denison, late bishop of
j

7"-,
J*'®

^

Salisbury, The quatrefoil contains the arras of w Inm Ppnfnlrf
the see, anil a text (Philippians ii. 29),

' ence of the architect. Mr. J, Wornliam Penfold.

oblique bands, runs across the two principal

lights, commemorative of the bishop’s conduct
when the cholera raged at Salisbury. There is

a subscription on foot, it is said, for the pur-

pose of erecting K painted east window.

Hereford.—A Bill for the restoration of Here-

Salopian Society for Improving the Con-

dition OF THE Industrial Classes.— This is a

new society just established under the Limited.

Liability -'Vet. Calls of 1/. per share only are made

^ at regular intervals of six months, thereby allowing

ford Cathedral has been brought into Parlia- ^ a period of two years and a half for tbe payment of

ment, Having fallen into grievous dilapidation
t
a B/. share.
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PROTINCIAIi NEWS.
Hast Dereham .—The uew corn-ball here has

been opened. Old shambles and slaughter-

houses have been cleared a'w^ay, and the space

appropriated to the new building is in the most

central and open part of the town. _Mr. J. 33.

Goggs, of Swaffbani, was the architect ;
and

Mr. Hubbard, of Dcreham, the contractor. In

May last the building was commenced. It con-

sists of four walls and a flat glass rool, the prin-

cipal front presenting a colonnade of Corinthian

columns, with projecting cornice, and sur-

mounted by pilasters and cornice of the same

order. The whole of the columns, pilasters,

and archivolts are of Ancaster stone, and the

panels of red brick. A peculiar feature in the

front is a space forming an entrance lobby,

which will be enclosed by a pair of cast-iron

gates, and covered by an arch, intended to can’y

the proposed base and statue of the late Earl ol

Leicester. This statue is to be of colossal size,

in stone, and will be the work of a London
sculptor. Idle whole area of the hall is covered

in by a wrought-iron roof in one span, formed

with semi-circular ribs and principals. Outside,

the roof is covered with Hartley’s patent rough

plate-glass. A panelled ceiling of obscured

glass, of which the ribs are formed by the tie-

CHIiMNEY CONSTRUCTION.*

CiiiiiNEY construction may appear to many a very

humble theme, aod if we examine most of the struc-

tures erected to pass smoke and foul vapours into tlie

atmosphere, we shall find such structures are as bald

Hs the theme is humble. To be “as hideous as a

'‘actory chimney” has passed into a by-word, or

proverb of comparison ;
and most certainly huge piles

of brickwork, without break iu line or coutour—bare,

bald, and grimy—cannot be said to present to the eye

much to admiVc. For the most part, factory and

other tall chimneys have one form—a vertical base

floished with a plain string-course; then a uniform

batter, finished at the top by a plain stone string-

course, or coping. Some few tall chimueys have

heaw, over-hanging cornice finishings, cramped and

bound in place. Many of these are, however, lumpy

and painful to sight, and dangerous to the structures.

It is not my wish to throw censure broadcast, or

to recommend any suggestion now made by reviling

existing structures. I rather state opinions widely

entertained, namely, that factory and other tall chim-

neys, as now erected, cannot be considered eminent

for beanty. If the question
“ "Who is to blame ?” is

fully sifted, I expect the great mischief-worker

“nobody” designs all the tall chimneys; for 1

presume it rarely enters into the mind of a cotton

lord to employ an architect of known reputation to

design a chimney. There are, however, exceptions,

and it is to be hoped that which is now exceptional

beams, is placed at the springing of the arched '
may become the rule. It will be no new thing to add

ribs of the roof. In summer, the ceiling -will
;

design to o tall diimney. This foot may Lave weight

prevent the direct action of the sun’s rajs into
i

with some minds. In Italy and throughout the East

the hall. The internal dimensions are SO feet i

tcwws a»d mmarets have had the best arehilects of

by 50 feet, and the height 27 feet from floor a L jwn' mWedt
line to glass ceiUng. The floor is ofbard timber.

The cost of the building has been about ],S00/. minarets given

Wolverkampton.—The plans of Mr. Banks for joy incalculable,

the new library building have been selected. The
^

Campaniles, watch-towers, and minarets exist as toll

directors now require tenders for the building, and as slight iu sectional area as many of our tall

Bradford.—The fouudation-stoue of tlie aque- chimneys.
, ,,, -0 . , i

duct (under Contract F.) was laid on 10th inst.
'

lb™“ghonl the East a bare or positive y

at Draughton, near Addingham. The total
agly chimoey-shaft or group of chimneys is rarely o

1 II f * 11
' -n 1 -1 nai be seen. I do not remember to have seen such, but

ength of tunneflmg vM be 1/ i mi\es The con-
j ^ ^

D'-aughton portion is Mr. Barker, ^ b,;,;,,, rti,„„eys, as coiitcm.
of Wakefield : the sub-contractors are Messrs.

p)aie,3 from our railways, must, I fear, have caused
I3oocock and Benson, of Bradford. The sub- many a nightmare to sensitive foreigners. Our house
contractors and friends afterwards celebrated chimneys are for the most part brick abortions, made
the occasion at the Sailor Hotel, Addiiigliani. more frighiful by pipes and cowls of pot, zinc, and

The first portion of the tunnelling was keyed on iron. To he ugly is an evil; but such chimueys are

the following day. not only ugly, they are also dangerous.

TFest Hartlepool.—The new market-place has It has been said, “ there is a time for everything.”

been opened. It is 470 feet long from east to In Italy during the Middle Ages, there was a time of

west, and 138 feet 6 inches broad from north to hu'lditig tall towers. In 1159 there were about

south, and contains an area of about one acre 10,000 tril towers in Pisa,f and a proportionate num-

.and n half. It has large entrances, and is fitted
'

"!

up with smaU shops, sheds, &c. l‘“ f,, i" “n 1

“

a,VW,.-Thc pier on the south side of the ““'"S""’ 7"'. t»« ch'mnvy.likc they were m
yp . a. ..,1 1 1 , appearance, "he Asinelli lowerreiuaius almost entire,
Tyne IS making perceptible pgress, and already

and is 370 feet high. Mr. Gaily Knight designates
extends « an arni into the sea A wharf is u “a standing monumeut ofpridcandabsurdity”—
nearly finished on the south side of the Narrows, Asinelli folly. The nobles of Italy built these
for shipping stone into lighters and small craft, towers first as a means of defence, but subsequently

Alston.—Pi. town hall or public building luis in rivalry, as a symbol of illustrious birth. They
for some time beeu a desideratum in this town, were fashionable

;
and what will man not do to head

and a committee has been formed for Ibe collec- a prevailing fiisliion ? The trade requirements of

tion of subscriptions. The Commissioners of modern times necessitate the building of tall chim-

Greenwich Hospital have granted a jhcce of neys
;
and Manchester can match the 10,000 tall

ground for a site, at the Vicarage, iu the low towers ofPisn, as the manufacturiug towns can match

part of the town. The buOding will be com- ^ sincerely hope it may be-

raenced early in the spring, and will contain fome fashionable to strive after grace and ornament,

savings’ bank, public room, mechanics’ iustit ute,
^ chimney need not be ugly,

news room, &c. The subscription list has, ' Pfediaval Chimneys.

within a few days, reached 410/. and the esti- ;

The chimney constructions of mediieval times are

mated cost is about 1,200/.
!

only named for the purpose of directing the attention

Edinburgh.—Captain Eowke, B.E. xvas here of the student members to their beauties. Examples

lately, examiniDg into the propriety of acquiriuo- he found iu castles, baronial residences, and in

Argyle-square as a site for the Scottisli liulus°
“’^"sious, dating from 1400 downwards. B/itton

trial Museum, on which subject he w'iis to reiiort
he consulted relative to brick constructions and

to the Board of Trade. A new sheet is about
" Areliitectanil

to be construefed from the Higloslreet to the P»p, Oa ; engravrf representations are

railway terraim, at Waverley-hridge. It is to be
architectural

e.e.iUri'^k-v *1 ^ Tj 11/1 11 "ofks. Old E iiglish TO ausious 10 B}' ulso bc iDSpeclet]

.

called by the uanie of t e late Lord Cock burn, i„t i.uifatious ia .lot, ir
in comineniora ion of the mferest which he lerra-eotta, auj iu'eemeut. Few arc worked out ai
always felt m Bie tmprovement of the city. they were worked out in the honest old times.

Montrose.—^I*]ans of the proposed uew'markets m u
have been received by the treasurer’s committee !

Chimney Construction loundations.

from four architects,—two belonging to the
j

The foundaiion of any building must be the first

town, aud two residing elsewhere.
' ^constructive care of an architect. The foundation of

Gt«?msey.—The tenders for another section
» tall chimney may require extraordinary precautions,

of the new harbour-works were opened bv the
will be excavated and dressed off to a level aud

committee on Tuesday before last. Kepor^says
hed. Clay, marl, gravel, sand, or varying

a local paper, states that four tenders were sent • ihd blowing la the paper hyMr. r. Rawiinson, read
in, and acids that all the competitors were very asmentiyned

ckse to each other iu their estimates. One of
|

'TMr.vToS, i. g.u, K„i,kt. But i inmt „„
the teuders, we hear, requires tliree years and ' some mistake : m.ooo towers in one town is & large number, upon
four months to complete the work. i

Weknow.how-

tures of these may tax all the resources of the engineer

or architect. An unequal or uneven foundation, part

soft and part hard, is most to be dreaded. A com-

pressible foundation is also unsafe— that is, clay, marl,

or shale, compressible by weight. Many of tl.e

oolitic and tertiary marls are compressible to con-

siderable depths, and ought not to be trusted, however ’

solid they may seem to be. The probability is that

most of the leaning towers of Italy are foiiuded on

such strata. Some of them may stand as designed

—

architectural tricks—but most of the leaning towers

are no doubt foundation failures.

The modern architect has at his command means

and appliances of the greatest utility, which were un-

known to men in former times. Steam can be brought

to aid in driving timber piles, and simple applications

of water or air will sink hollow iron piles with com-

parative ease. The old Eastern plan of forming deep

wells and then filling them up with concrete has becu

too much neglected. Modern well-sinkers will go

down in any strata almost to any depth—certainly to

any depth required iu practice; aud a secure founda-

tion may thus be made for the loftiest structure in

the most difficult ground. Mosses of concrete or of

brick or stone work placed on a compressible sub-

stratum, however cramped and bonnd, may prove un-

safe. Solidity from a considerable depth can alone be

relied on.

Enlarging the area of a base or foundation by foot-

ings can be resorted to ; but mere enlargement of

area may not in itself be sufficient. A lofty struc-

ture which is to stand secui'e must have solidity

sufficient to maintain each part in the position in.

which it is first placed.

Foundations are too frequently slighted, or labour

and material are WTongly applied. The compressibility

of oolitic and tertiary clays can only he overcome by
piling, deep sinking, heavy ramming, or heavy weight-

ing. The point of bearing must he carried below any

possibility of upward reaction. A heavy embankment
or heavy pile of building frequently distuibs the sur-

face ground at a distance of many yards, the sub-

sidence causing a corresponding rise around on either

side, as the case may he. A tall chimney or tower

of like proportions, built on such a foundatiou, if not

made safe to a sullicient depth, would most likely be-

come a “ leaning tower,” if not actually a failing

tower. Probably the depth of a fovmdatiou in com-
pre.asible ground ought not to be less than one-fourth

the intended height above ground
;
that is, for a shaft

of 200 feet the foundation should be made secure to a

depth of 50 feet. This could easily be done bypiling,

or by wcU-sinking and concrete.

Bricks and Mortar.

The lofty towers of Italy and the minarels of the

E.ist arc for the most part constructed of bricks and

mortar. 1 have examined the bricks, and 1 have

tested the mortar, and found that neitlier the one nor

the other is betler than, if so good as, the nioilern

architect may have at his command. The proportion

of brick to mortar in tbe foreign structures differs,

however, most raaterially from modern practice.

The bricks of Italy and of the East are very thin

in proportion to area of bed—9 inches square by

inch, or at the most inch and a quarter, iu thickness.

These bricks, or (as wc sliould almost designate (hem)

tiles, are frequently set or bedded in mortar as thickly

spread as the brick, so that there is almost as much
mortar as brick. From iny examination I have no

hesitation in saying that the permanence of the work

is in a great measure dependent on this liberal use of

hard-setting, tough mortar. The tornado’s sweep aud

the earthquake’s shock have alike failed to overthrow

these slender and lofty piles
;

though many times

they must have shaken, vibrated, and bent under the

furious effects of the contending elements aud dread

tremblings of tbe earth. The elasticity and tenacity

of the mortar liave, in my opinion, alone preserved

the structures from sudden overthrow, It is a modern

practice to stint the use of mortar. Specifications

generally set forth that a bed of mortar shall not ex-

ceed one-eighth of an inch. It will be a new clause,

but uot any less useful one, if at times vve specify

that a bed of mort.ar shall not be less in thickness

than half or quarter of an inch. In tall chimneys or

towers the mortar should be of the best quality : it

should be ground by horse or steam ]>ower, and

should be used liberally.

'I'hosc who wish to ascertain the quality and power

of mortar have only to visit the Liverpool docks, and

inspect the works of Jesse Ilai-tlcy. 'J'hcy will there

find river aud dock walls having in their composition,

almost as much mortar as stone, and tbe one as en-

during as the other, although that stone is the hardest

and best granite.

With thin bricks and thick beds of mortar the

Italians used iron holts for bond, and some of the

Eastern minarets have poles of timber enclosed ver-

tically in them. Timber cannot, of course, be used

iu tail chimneys, hut hoop-iron for bond is well

known to the profession, anti its aid is highly desirable
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for many purposes. Rods or bolts of wrought iron,

to give vertical tic, may be used; but all tall struc-

tures should depend on the strength, cohesion, and

gravity of the materials, for stability and permanence,

rather than on iron or other aids.

Tall chtrnueys have elements of destruction to con-

tend with which are abseut in Italian tower and

Eastern minaret, namely, great heat, and gases which

may affect and destroy both bricks and mortar. The
only remedy against these elements will be so to

design and construct the chimney as to have an inner
,

lining of the flue, which may be cut out, taken away,

and be replaced without endangering the structure.

A. space or air chamber betwixt the true shaft and

lining will be of great service in preserving the whole.

Towers and minarets have, for the most part, in-

ternal stairs, or means of access up them. Our largest

and taDcst chimneys may easily have means of access

provided, as also means for erecting temporary scaf-

folding for examination and repairs, should vepaivs be
required. This hiut will, 1 doubt not, be sufficient. An
:irchitect or an engineer should provide for all contin-

gencies, and not build a tower or chimney 300 feet

!

in height, and remove his scaffolding, without having

considered the means of futui'e examination and re-

pairs. A recess, with step and hand-irons, and put-

lock holes at regular stages, properly formed for easy

use, may furnish means within the shaft. Openings
'

through the shaft may form part of the design, such
]

openings having the character of sunk spaces, the

!

. formed space being filled in, but affording means for

the removal of the filling without fracturing the main
work of the shaft. All tall chimneys or towers must
have proper electric conductors, secured in the best

manner.

Colour and Ornament.

Colour and ornament may be used in tall chhn-
. ncys ; contrast of colour may be made to produce

ornament. The common bricks of almost any dis-

I trict may be sorted so as to produce contrast in tint

' or tone—red, and yellow or cream colour. This tint

' of the bricks may he preserved and heightened by
• using mortar of the same tone or tint. Furnace ashes
: und lime will produce a dark mortar; pounded red
! brick or red tQe mixed with lime will give a red
: tone to mortar

;
and cheap mineral coloui's may be

; added to mortar for pointing. The colour of mortar
1 is sadly neglected, as the same white ,lime and sand
r arc used for all tones of colour in bricks, and not nn-
f frequently white putty mortar is used for jointing the
r reddest as well as the lightest-coloured bricks

; the
1 light-coloured work having haimony of bieadihaud
1 keeping—the red brick porlion being friitcred and
t broken up by the contrast betwixt bricks aud beds
3 and joints.

If precedent may be our guide in outline it may
j also be a guide in the use of coloured contrast

;

and although the use of marbles of various colours
' Avith stone and with bricks is designated “ strange
and preposterous,” 1 must confess to a leaning in

f favour of colour, and most strongly advocate its use
\ where dingy monotony may be relieved. There are

!

jdenty of brick aud stone fronts dreary and wearying
I to the imagination. The oppressive feeling produced
b by a red brick-built town—if I may judge by my own
51 sensations—is one of lasting disappointment. My
( earliest sensations avere matured in Lancaster, a clean
• stone-built town . My first journey Avas to I’rcston,

a a town of red bricks. At this distance of time I do
r not forget the disagreeable feelings Avhich came over
i me, and VA-hich I suppose I never shall forget.

I w'ouJd earnestly recommend all architectural

5 students to study the best brick structures of England
and of the continent, as also the buildings in which

i alternate courses of bricks, stone, or marbles are
!• used. I would not shrink from using “ white, black,

r i-ed, broAvu,” or any other colour, if monotony could
I be prevented, aud the eye and mind gratilied. I'he

c classical man may caU. me a Saracen if be tbiuks

[:
proper— I hold to the use of colour.

In advocating coloui', T need scarcely say that at the
' saaue time 1 advocate breadth and harmony, that is,

keeping.” The laws of colonr must be well under-
5 stood, and these laws must be attended to. As in

n music so in outline and in colour, the student must
It learn well the gamut, aud attend to his thirds, fifths,

3 and octaves, or discord will be the rcsidt of his
ii labours,—and discords in architecture ai'c quite ns
d disagreeable to the feelings as discords in music.

Ju recoiumeudiiig the use of moulded and coloured
b bricks, as also terra-cotta, I would direct attention to
tl the Architectui'al Exhibition doav open in Siiffolk-

st street, Loudon, where specimens of these materials
0 may he seen. The catalogue furuishes full informa-
tj tiou both as to makers’ uaraes aud places of iiinnii-

h facture.

ihe time is ripe for originality of design in the nse
0 of brick, if our youug architect will only grapple
b boldly with existing dilliculiics. Manuianurers may
b be found who will second his Avishes if his iilaus and
si sketches arc only practicable. They must be practi-

cable, not only to the maker, but also to the brick-

layer. Any ncAv form of brick must work in bond,

or in course, AA'ilh common bricks. The dimensions

of any new forms in brick or terra-cotta should also

not exceed the easy manipulation of the material

from the clay state to the finished and burned brick or

tile; and the form in all cases should be one of

strength, both before use and after it has been set in

any building. The form and dimensions of a com-
mon brick are perfection : there arc strength, facility

of handling, and adaptability to work any useful bond.

Common bricks may also be arranged to form a vast

variety of ornament.

Mr. Rawlinson submitted a series of very clever designs,
in illustration of his views. In hia description of these, he
said :

—

In the designs now submitted, vertical lines are, for
the most part, used where existing structures (tall chim-
neys), invariably batter. There is, Iconceive, great beauty
in a vertical line used as proposed. For precedent I must
refer to Italian examples, the chaste campaniles and
towers, which I w uld fain see more studied.
Most of the designs are for detached slrnetores, and

it is desirable that tall chimneys should stand detached

I

on their own base. A special foundation must then be
prepared, and the chimney will not depend on any build-

ing for support, nor injure or be injured by vibration, or

partial settlement in the foundations, or in (he materials
used. The vertical form adopted almost throughout may
be objected to, as offering a larger area for the wind to

act npon. My reply is, the wind will not injure a sound
' structure standing on a good foundation. The force of

]

the wind in our greatest storms rarely reaches 301b. on

I

the square foot : the gravity of any chimney is much
greater than this. Eastern minarets and Italian towers
stand not only storms of wind, but also shocks of earth-

quake.
In no case are qnoins shown, either in plinth or shaft,

and their use is repudiated to the uttermost. Whatever
m-iterial is used must set in course with the bricks, or

must form entire ennrses round plinth or shaft. This role

must have no exception, but must applj from foundation
to summit. An external band of stone may be backed up
with brick to receive the action of fire or heat ; but in such
case the stone must set in bond with some exact number
of courses of bricks, so that the whole may be grouted
aud Qushed into solidity.

In arranging cornices and roofs on chimneys, it may be
necessary to use iron bond and iron cramps. In such case

great care must be taken so to use the metal as to run the
least risk from contraction or expansion. It is practicable
to combine iron with stone and nrickwork so as to ensure
strength and safely, but the combination must not be
lightly undertaken nor carelessly made.
There should not be any cutting of bricks, if possible;

but all face-work should have the llre-skin preserved.
In proposing contrast in colour by brickwork I do not

contemplate the necessity of obtaining costly bricks from
a distance; but for the muss of the work the common
bricks of a district may be so assorted and set iu mortar
of the same tone of colour as to effect all the contrast

required. Moulded brickaforornamental purposes, being
required in small quantities, may be obtained from a dis-

tance without adding very much to the whole coat of the
work.
Thought and judgment in the design and care in the

execution of any work will tell more than mere expense in

ornament. To the student I must reiterate the necessity
of thought. Examine all the prints and drawings of build-

ings you can find access to. Examine all the buildings you
see with the greatest care, to understand, if possible, the
meaning of the architect or builder

;
and, above all, never

put a line on paper at random, nor because it is to repre-
sent a form taken from some other building, and the reason
for which yon have not thought about. There ought not
to be any chance forms or chance effects, but one uniform,
clear, and distinct result of thinking.

BUILDERS’ BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.
A aPECiAL meeting of the directors of this excellent

charity was held on Monday, 23rd iuat. fur the piirpose of

taking into consideration tfie propriety of having another
election of pensioners in May next; the treasurer, Mr.
George Bird, in the ohair. The secretary reported, that

the stale of the funds would not allow of more than two
pensioners being added to their present number, thirty-

six,—viz twenty-one males and fifteen females. At the

last election, in November, 1856, there were nine unsuc-
cessful candidates, and to whicb number, no doubt, more
would bo added in the shape of new applicants.

The committee, therefore, deeply regretting their ina-

bility to elect more, appealed to the builders generally,

but more particularly to the members of the numerous
trades who had not yet contributed towards the support
of the Institution, to aid them at the present moment, and
by their suppurt enable them to increase the number of the

peusioners, and extend the benefits of the charity. The
ball, it was stated, would produce about 150^ On the

motion of Mr. John Newson, jun. seconded by Mr.
Ii. Richardson, it. was resolved that an election of two
pensioners, one male and one female, should be held at

the London Tavern, on Thursday, 38th May next.

NATIONAL ART COLLECTIONS.

I READ ill your last uuinber a well-digested report

from a conitiiittee of the society of architects, strongly

recommending the purchase of the Souluges collection.

Is it not Avoiiderful that our Guverniueut, admitting,

as it must, not only the advantages of art education

with reference to the industriid welfare and the social

aud moral improvement of the
2
)eople, but its neces-

sity, if we are to keep pace with the progress of

other nations, should yet grudge the means, especially

when it is cousidereil bow very little, compared to

our enormous expend tnre, would satisfy all the

clainisof art in its widest sense? Should the pur-

chase be declined, aud a smaller sura be granted, we
shall see, as at the Bernal sales, some of the most

important objects carried to Paris, others fiercely

contested by the indignant collectors, and perhaps a

renewal of the stand-up fight between the British
Museum and Marlborough House. "What proportion
of our national art-treasures has been supplied by
collectors is shown by the statement lately made in

the House of Lords, and the records of the British

Museum, much as they arc often disgusted by the

conduct of Government and trustees. Their patriotism

has been of late sorely tried bythe refusal of the trustees

of theBritish Museum to purchase for a small sum, the
interesting, genuine, and English collection made by
Mr. Fuussett, notwiLhstanding the entreaties of the

public ; in consequence, some say, of their officers

having loo zealously pressed it upon them : there may
be other and better reasons for their decision, which
has deprived the country of more than one valuable

donation. The spirited purchaser of the Eaussett

collection has very properly, in the title-page of the

catalogue, registered the decision, the error of which
is established by the text and illustrations of his

beautiful volume. May it be a warning for the

future. Q. P.

PROPOSED NEW ROAD IN SOUTHWARK.
At the meeting of the Institute of Architects ou

the 9th, Mr. Donaldson gave a description of the

streets proposed to be formed by the Metropolitan

Board of Works.
With reference to Southwark, be adverted to the

importance of a direct communication from the

westem parts of London to the Borough, the railway

termini at London-bridge, &c. in order to avoid the

difficulties of the route through the city. He called

attention to the fact, that the existing line, on the

other side of the river, of the York-road aud Stam-
ford-street, constituted the gn ator portion of the com-
munication DOW projected by the Metropolitan Board

;

and that a continuation of the latter street eastwards

to the Borough would complete the line. It com-
menced at a point north of the Town-hall, Southwark,

aud terminated opjrasite the east end of Stamfurd-

street. This liuc is necessarily curved, iu order to

avoid, whilst clo>ely infringing upon, the College,

Almshouses, Messrs. Barclay’s premises, Messrs.

Fotts’ Vinegar Works, Hopton’s Almshouses, the pre-

mises and market of the Hop Plauters’ Coinpauy,

Messrs. Eiston and Amos’s Foundry, &c. The esti-

mates for this line were as follow :

—

OUTLAY.

Purchase of property £510,549
Sewer 8,875

£519,424
RETURN.

Sale of ground-rent £105,390
Property re-sold, and sale of old

materials 33,363

198.753
Difference, or net cost 320,671

£519,424

But towards this cost there were already about

90,000/. in the Lands of the Government. Contrasted

with the above plan, Mr. Donaldson described [re-

ferring to a rrmp] the route laid down by Mr. Penne-

ihoruc in 1853, being a straight line fiom a point

near the Lambeth side of Hungerford-bridge, which

it is proposed to widen to a carris^e-A\ay, passing

close to the north side of Surrey Chapel, direct to the

Town-hall, in the Borough. This line it was also

proposed to continue eastwards to Bermondsey, aud

Avestwards by a curved line to tbe Surrey foot of

Westminslci'-bi'idgc. The main portion of tbe line

passed through a very inferior description of property.

The estimate made by Ylr. Marrablc was as follows;

—

OUTLAY.

Purchase of 2)roperly, good-Avill, aud

cost of sewer £895,104

RETURN.

Properly re-sold, sale of ground-rent

aud old materials £631,794

Difference, or net cost £263,310

Mr. Donaldson briefly referred to another project

by Mr. Pemietborne, in 1844, for a line direct from.

Weslminster-bridge to St. George’s Church, in the

Borough, ou through Bermondsey, Avhich would then

be opened up to general traffic ;
as also to another

scheme for widening the existing line of the New
Cut aud the streets beyond Surrey Chapel westward

to the Borough, as a cheap method of meeting the

required object. He concluded by impressing upon

the meeting the superiority of Mr. Pennethorne’s

plan over that about to be submitted to Parliament,

as being shorter, more economical, and as bringing

into more direct (day and communication Westmin-

ster, Hungerford, Waterloo, Blackfriars, and London

bridges, an opinion in which we fully coincide.
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Brldgnodh Kcw 3Iarkct Buildings. Mr. Griffiths, Archiled.

BRIDGNORTH NETV MARKET
BUILDINGS AND HALL.

The new market building, which is composed
entirely of bricks, in colours of red, white, aud

blue, is ill the Italian style, after a style by Mr.
Griffiths, architect, ofQuatford. The main block

of the building is square, with a tower at the

north-west angle. The markets extend down

'

Listley-street. Being a corner building, it pre-

sents two fafades, the one in Bank-street, the

other in Listley-street, with the tower at the

angle. The general walliug is of blue brick,

banded with white
;

the quoins, strings, and

plinths being also in brick of the latter colour.

The building is two storied. In the main body
the ground-floor consists of shops and entrance-

hall
;
the tops of the windows aud entrances

presenting, in the exterior, a line of seven circular

arches, the middle three having a pier of double

width on either side, thus making them central.

The arches are in alternate blocks of blue and
white brick, springing from piers also in blue,

banded with white. The annexed rough view
must be considered as simply indicating the

arrangement. The base of the tower, which is

divided into two compartments by the continua-

tion round it of the string of the building, pro-

jects slightly. The compartments from the

f
round to the string are carried up in white brick,

anded with blue, and have awindowwith circular

arch in each of the two faces. Etom tlie string

to the main comice—which is also continued

round the tower—are pilasters of white, banded
with red, with a window between them coiTe-

sponding with those below, but rather narrower.

Above the cornice—which is continued from the

main building—is a blocking of white brick,

from which the tower is raised to a considerable

height, with the nilasters of red and blue con-

tinued at each angle, leaving in the four faees a

receding panel of blue. Each of these panels

has three light circular-headed windows, with a

circular opening for the clock face above them.

The public hallheing built over the centre of the

markets, and not bemg so wide, leaves two side

aisles in the latter, which are roofed in with
rough-rolled plate-glass.

Tne principal entrance to the building is iu

Bank- street, through two archways, fitted up with
ornamental iron gates, opening into an entrance-

hall, the floor of which is laid with encaustic
tiles of plain design. There is a central stone
staircase, with cast-iron balustrades, conducting

to a landing, from which are reached the various I design by Mr. Matthew Thompson, architect, of

rooms above the shops. This upper story con- Newcastle and Sunderland.

tains a reading-room and librai'y for the new ™
.J"”T 1 allowDic to Call attention to the competition for a

monument proposed to be erected in Liverpool to the

Duke of Wellington? It is now rapidly approaching

four months siuce the drawings were sent in to the

committee for their consideration, aud they have been

sitting npon them sufficiently long I think to have

enabled them to have hatched something out of them

long ere this
;
but I have not yet heard of there

being anything definitively come to in the matter.

Three or four weeks ago an advertisement in your

columns met my eye, calling for the address of

“Delta X.” aud as 1 do not happen to be that indi-

vidual, I made up my mind that the affair had been

settled iu favour of “ Delta X.” However that may
be, I have heard nothing further of the matter since

I sent in my drawings on the 1st November last.

A Competitor.

Literary and Scientific lastitute, a magistrates’

room, aud clerks’ office, and the lar^e public

hall, the latter being situate at the bacL, aud, as

already stated, over the centre of the markets.

The ball is a parallelogram of SO feet by 32 feet,

and is lighted by six windows on each side.

The markets, which are at the back of the

building ou the ground-floor, are approached

either from the principal entrance or from

Listley-street. They contain fish-stalls, general

and butchers’ markets ;
the whole of which are

paved with brick, fitted up with stalls, counters,

&c.
5
and have the gas aud water laid on. The

general market is divided into side aisles and

central avenue by piers aud arches, which support

the public hall.

SURVEY OF THE TH.YMES.

Ik the leading article iu the Builder of last week,

yon aak, “ Can the statement be correct, that there

has been no survey of the river since that of Telford ?'

Allow me to say that in 1852 the Navigation Com-
mittee of the Corporation of London caused a survey

to be executed, exteudiug from Battersea-bridge to

Woolwich. The special object they had in view was

to have an authentic record of the existing state of the

river, so that future comparisons could be made, in

order to ascertain the extent of the deepeniug of the

bed of the river which is in progress from a variety of

causes. This survey was executed under my direction

by Mr. T. Macdougall Smith ; and as the utmost

attainable accuracy was required, every sounding for

the longitudinal and the numerous cross sections was

taken with the spirit-level
;

and, by a process origi-

nated I believe by Mr. Smith’s assistant, Mr. May,
the precise position of each sounding was observed

in such a manner that it can be exactly found at any

future time. S. W. Leach,
Engineer of the Thames Navigation and

Port of London,

J3oo6^ llcmbcU.

COMPETITIONS.
Chapel, Leeds. — Mr. William Ilill, architect,

Leeds, is the successful competitor for the proposed

Methodist New Connection Chapel to be erected in

Woodhousc-lauc, Leeds, at a cost, with boundary

walls and iron railing, of 3,000f.

Siinderlajid Cemetery.—In answer to advertise-

ments offering 20f. for the best design for chapels,

lodges, and laying out ground, forty-four sets were

sent in, and from these the committee have selected a

The New Palaces of Admhiistration. By A Cam-
bridge Mak. Cambridge; Macmillan and Co.

London : Bell and Daldy. 1857.

The object of this pamphlet is “ an earnest appeal

to the competitors, the public, and the committee,’*

in favour of Gothic, as the style to be adopted in

building the proposed Government Offices. On the

ground of unity aud harmony, putting aside Whitehall,

the Horse Guards, and the Privy Council Office (which

latter, moreover, may come down), the writer urges, as

they will he most viewed iu connection with the new

Houses of Parliament and Westminster Abbey, Gothic

should be the style. But when so vast a pile of

building is about to be erected, the very best style

should be adopted irrespective ofneighbourhood,—and
this, with strong feeling, he declares to be Gothic :

—

“ If formnlity [he writes], tameness, method, square-

ness, be most beautiful, then is Italian architecture most

beautiful; but if boldness, freedom, grace, if buoyant life

and freshness be beautiful, then is Gothic the queen of

styles. In short, if a straight line of rails be more lovely

than the wild woods and the dancing sea, then is Gothic

more lovely than Paliadian, for the one glows with the

force and spirit of nature, while the other is squared by

the formal rules of man.”

The appeal falls upon us rather as an echo than a

voice
;
and, coming thus late iu the day, can operate

only as advocacy for those of the competitors who

have adopted a Medimval style. It is to be hoped that

the judges, whoever they may he, will enter upon

their task without any prejudices as to style, and,

with the conviction that “ whate’er is best adminis-

tered is best,” look for those who have best expressed

the best thoughts.
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SociTiTr or Aiits : Street Tram and Rail

Ways.—

A

t tbe meeting of the Society of Arts on the

11th inst. Mr. W. Bridges Adams read a paper on a

subject which we have frequently treated of,—namely,

On the Application of Rails for Horse Transit in

the Streets and Environs of London, and also for

Railway Branches.” The paper was illustrated by

diagrams; and a discussion ensued. Some idea of

Mr. Adams’s mode of treating the subject may be

gathered from his reply to the observations advanced in

course of the discussion, and which we quote from the

report of the whole in the Journal of the S.ociety of
Arts. Mr. Adams said, “ It had never been con-

templated by him to cover all Loudon at once with

this system of railways—nor did he think it practi-

cable to introduce them into narrow thoroughfares,

although perfectly practicable in some localities. He
thought, as regarded the traiEc of London, they would
ultimately have to make streets on the first floor—the

fii-st floor for the light traffic, and the lower level for

the heavy traflic. With regard to the railway itself,

he looked upon it only as another mode of paving,

and a strip of iron rail passing down a street would

occasion no more obstruction than the iron gutters

through the pavement to carry off the water from the

houses. With regard to the rails, there was no occa-

sion for a deep channel— a very small one would suffice

to keep the w'heels in their place. He believed the

plan needed only to be seen in operation to be appre-

ciated, and his object in tbe present paper was to

draw attention to the subject. He thought it desirable

that it should be tried over a short distance, and when
proved to be practicable there would be no difficulty

in following it up. lie saw no reason why the ex-

periment should not be tried in such thoroughfares

as Oxford-street or Holbom. With regard to stopping

the carriages at any required moment, there was no
difficult)’ in adopting mechanical appliances to effect

that object. He thought the rails ought to be laid

j

upon the simplest plan, so that a length requiring to

be replaced could be removed with facility. He
thought the cost of repairs would be small. The load

I

upon the rails would be so much less than that on
I ordinary railways, that the abrasion of the rails would
be very slight indeed.”

The Aechitecturax Institute of Scotland.

—

I At a meeting of this Institute, held last week, Mr.
: Chai’Ics G. Reid, W.S. read a paper on “ Primeval

i Architecture and its Remains”—Mr. Cousin, arebi-

i tect, in the chair. The lecturer said it could not fail

; to have occurred to men’s minds, pondering upon the

1 Antediluvian period, to consider under what a totaUy

. different economy to ours men then lived, breathed,

. and acted. His opinion was, that tbe people of that

;
age had reached an infieitely higher degree of progress

i in science, mental and natural philosophy, and particu-

3 laj’ly mechanics, than now-a-days commonly entered

I into the imagination of most who had written on this

I subject. If this was so, on what possible ground

:i could it be assumed, as it had often been assumed,

] that the first great diluvian patriarch and his family

I. had lost all recollection of and acquaintance with tbe

j knowledge and accumulated experience previously

; acquired by himself, his family, and his compeers ?

i Was it to be supposed that all knowledge and skill

K possessed by tbe antediluvian world had peiisbed in

b the Flood? This, in bis opinion, was impossible.

P They must, therefore, fairly conclude that when the

u ark rested upon the mountains of Armenia, Noah and

lihis family descended into the plain fully equipped and

II provided for the accomplishment of the great mission

Ji intrusted to them, and that they did not enter upon
Ithat mission as barbarous savages beginning the work
if of civilixation. Their great work would be to revive

Hand embellish and to improve the rains of those cities

Hand mechanical works which tbe Deluge had thrown
ii down. They had thus the means of accounting for

>c some of the loftiest specimens of architecture, and the

ID marks of advanced civilization discovered in ancient

a cities disentombed by the moderns.

Coloured Washes for Outside Walls.—

A

:c correspondent, signing himself “ Caisariensis,” says,

—

‘“As a Member of the ‘Jersey Working Men’s
A Association,’ which takes in your excellent pnblica-

liition, I would feel greatly obliged to you to give the

IB name of any firm or manufacturer of any liquid (if

;li there be any), which, being applied to outside walls in

i the manner of an ordinary wash, has tbe power to

ik stain them 'permanently of any desired tint.” No such
la name occurs to us at present

;
but we may refer our

01 correspondent to the description, by Mr. Wentworth
ic Scott, of his “lacboracic paint,” more than once
given in our pages. Might not soluble silicate of

wisoda form a basis of coloured stains? An old
tlcbymical author, who seems to know what he is

m writing about, states that this silicate “extracts
cocolours from all minerals.” How this is done he docs

jcaot say, but the bint may suffice for new experi-

Q'mcQts.

Upwards of 150 Lives Lost dt' a Pit Ex- !

PLOSION.—At Luud-hill colliery, near Barnsley, on '

Thursday in last week, a dreadful explosion took place,

!

while nearly 200 persons were in the pit. After tbe
'

explosion the pit took fire, and burning masses were '

projected even tlien 20 yards above the pit mouth.
|

Measures were taken to subdue the fire, but it was
|

anticipated that it would be some days before the pit i

could be entered. Sixleeu persons had been brought
^

up alive, but some of them seriously injured, and
about a dozen dead bodies were picked up in tbe

tramways; but as to the fate of the remainder, there
!

is but too much reason to fear tbe worst. The pit, it is

said, was considered one of the best ventilated in the

distnet, and had just been pronounced perfectly safe

before tbe poor miners bad descended.

Liverpool Labourers’ Dwellings Society.

—

At a gencrnl meeting of the sbai'cholders held last

week, a rcpoit of the progress of this society was
read by the secretary. It staled that the company’s
buildings in Northnmbcrland-strcet had been nearly ,

completed, from tbe plans by Mr. Williams, the

'

architect. The total amount of subscribed capital,
|

includiog the forfeiture of 170/. on shares condition-

1

ally relinquished, was 20,970/. Of this amount the
'

sum of 8,340/. had been paid up : 5,335/. had been

,

paid on account of the buildings in Northumberland-

:

street, leaving about 1,000/. still to be paid. The

'

Chairman slated that of the forty houses of the
|

society, uinelecn were already let. He had had an
ajiplication from Hull, and from Salford, asking for

'

plans and information as to the mode of conducting ,

such a society. The reirort was unanimously
adopted.

j

Liverpool Architectural Society.—At a meet-
j

iog, on the 18th, a copy of the protests from the

London “ Architectural Association,” in the case of

the Museum and Middlesex Schools competiiions, and
.

a suggestion that the Liverpool Society should inter-
'

ferej was received. According to the local papers,

'

srime discussion took place, in the course of which
|

Mr. Picton said, in reference to the letter so far as it i

alluded to the Liverpool competition, that it proceeded

on two assumptions, hoih of which were incorrect.

The assumiitions were, that the rewarded design was
being earned out, and that the committee of the

Liveipoul Free Library bad tbe control over it. That
design was not being carried out, but another plan

had been adopted which would make the building

much less expensive. It had been selected by Mr.
Brown, and was under his control. On the motion

of Mr. Horner, it was agreed that the communication

be acknowledged with thanks, and lhat the Arebitec-

tural Association be informed that, alter a full discus-

sion of the question, the society, under all the circum-

stances of the case, did not feel it desirable to interfere
'

in either of tbe matters alluded to. A paper, by

Mr. Leeds, entitled “Modernism or Mediaivalism,”

was read.

Modelling Classes at Birmingham.—lu your

notice coQcerniiig tbe Birmingham School of Art,

published in the last impression of your jouraal, you

have reported certain remarks delivered by Lord

Ward at tbe late annual mectiug relative to the

master of the modelling classes in that institution.

As a president may reasonably be supposed to speak

the scalimetits of a committee of whom he is the head,

and as, therefore, the speech of Lord Ward, by the

wide circulation whirffi it will now obtain, is calculated

to do me serious injury, I trust you will be good
enough to spare me space in your columns for the

insertion of this letter. Some time previous to the

annual meeting I bad tendered my resignation, but it

has since, notwithstaading the president’s speech, been

unauiraously voted by the committee, that it is highly

desirable to retain my services iu their school. The
following extracts are from the principal local papers.

[We need give only one] :
—“At the public meeting

remarks were made deprecatory of the iijodelliug class

and its tutor. From ao inspection of the specimens

exhibited, and considering that the class was only

revived nine mouths ago, a'ter becoming almost

extinct, we are bound to say that considerable credit

is reflected upon the master, Mr.
,
who, what-

ever may be bis youth and inexperience, unmistake-

ably knows his work.” The subjoined is an extract

from a report of the public lecture delivered by

Mr. Wallis, art superiuteudent of the district. Speak-

ing of Lord Ward’s speech, he remarked,—“If he

had heard what was said, he should most certainly

have defended Mr. , for, as far as he was con-

cerned (and be believed he spoke also for the pupils of

the modediing class), he was well satisfied with the

result of the seven mouths’ work. * * * Although

the specimens exhibited did not display that high per-

fection which some people seemed to expect in a class

recently established in a school of art, still there was

that iu the work which plainly testified that the

teacher knew what he was about.”

The Master of the Modelling Classes,
'

Birmingham School of Art.
|

Ireland.—A large ragged school-house has been
recently built at New Combe, according to the liubiin
Newsletter, and was opened last week. It is of
stone. Jlr. Maguire supplied the design, and Mr.
Bolton erected the building, on a contract for 1,070/.

of which G70/. have been realised by subscription.

Steps are being taken, according to the Belfast
Newsletter, for the erection of a public hall at

Belfast, capable of holding 1,500 to 2,000 persons,

the want of such a building being much felt. For
the new town-haU of Coleraine, according to the local

Chronicle, four tenders were received, two from
townsmen, Mr. S. Kirkpatrick and Mr. James H.
Coyle*; one from a Deny man; and the fourth fi’om

ilessrs. M'Laughlin and Harvey, of Belfast. After a
careful examination of the tenders, it was found that

the two latter were ncaily equal, and on a division of

the Board of local Commissioners, Messrs. M'Laughlin.

and Harvey were declared the successful contractors

at 3,021/.

The Demand foe Labour in Australia, and
THE SurPLY IN England.—Mr. William Howitt
urges, in the Tones, that Government ought to be
asked tbe plain question,

—
“ Arc there not funds in.

your hands to send out the labour so called for in

Australia? And if so, why are these starving brick-

layers, masons, plasterers, &c. who are so greatly

needed, not sent out ?” The fact is lhat the proceeds

of the sales of lands in Australia are appropriated (or

profess to be so) to this very purpose. The public

ought to be informed, therefore, where the hitch is

which prevents the demand in Australia from being

inimcdiatfcly met by the surplus supply in England,

whether it be a mere “ circuinlocutiou ” hitch, or

oue of a more onerous description. “With this want
oflabour here and this pressing demand for it there,

—

with starvation on this side of the water and 10s.

a-(3ay for eveu working on the roads there, with all

kinds of workmen connected with building out of

work here, and there offered 14s. and 153. a-day, what
is the reason,” Mr. Howitt asks, “that our destitute

men aiid women cannot get to this land of promise

—

' from this purgatory and destitution to that paradise

of labour ? 'There are abundant funds provided for

this very purpose.” Meantime there is another sort

of “ circumlocution ” at work, as a hindrance to this

great good to our unemployed, besides that of Govern-

ment. It does not suit the purpose of certain political

demagogues that the starving population should

obtain employment ; they are therefore busy in the

endeavour to persuade them, by all sorts of circuui-

locutoiy’ arguments, not to emigrate : the unemployed,

however, appear to be awake to the real motives at

work with such advisers, and have treated them with

the contempt which a total disregard of the best

interests of the unemployed deserves.

;

Tunstall New Market Hall.— I shall feel

much obliged if you will favour me with a short space

in your columns, to state as briefly as possible what I

consider to be most unfair conduct on the part of the

contractor for the above works. In compliance with
an advertisement which appeared in your paper, I

sent in a tender to the Local Board of Health at

Tunstall, for the ironwork required in tbe erection of

a new market-hall, which I undertook to supply and

fix for 1,750/. At the request of Mr. Chapman, of

Newcastle, the contractor for the building, I also sent

him an estimate of the same amount for the iron-

founders’ work ; and on learning, through your paper,

that the Board had accepted his teuder for the iron-

work, which was tbe same amount as my own, I, of

course, supposed that he had made use of my esti-

mate, and lhat he would give me tbe job. His
reply, however, was, that he intended to reserve the

wrouyhtAxQH work to himself, and that my price for

the cast-xTOQ. work was too high. Feeling strongly

the nufairness of such treatment, and believing that

all was not straightforward and above-board, I wrote

to the clerk of the Local Board on the subject, who
said,

—

“ Iu reply lo your letter of the lith instant, I beg to

inform you that Mr. Chapman’s original tender was
1,800^. lor ironwork. It was accompanied by a letter

addressed to the architect, dated January 14, 1867, ia

which Mr. C. says,—* In consequence of an offer which I
have only this morning received, I am enabled to reduce
the amount of my tender for the ironwork contract to the

Tunstall market, by the sum of fifty pounds.’ ”

You will observe that Mr. Chapman’s original tender

to the Board was 50/. above mine, and that he ad-

dressed a letter to the architect, offering to reduce it

50/.
;
thereby bringiug it precisely to the same

amount as mine. It is for you and the public to

judge whether Mr. Chapman has acted fairly iu throw-

ing me overboard, after having obtained the contract

through the medium of my -tender. For my part I

think the Board ought not, in fairness to the parties

tendering, to have taken cognizance of a private letter

sent to the architect, but should have decided upon,

the estimates scut in to them upon their priuted forms,

aud in compliance with their public advertisement.

I

Berhy. James Hailwood, Jvm.
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The Impro'\'eme>'ts at Cotent-garden and

IN Southwark.—The City authorities are preparing

to petition Parliament against the Metropolitan New

Streets and Improvements Bill of the Metropolitan

Board of Worlcs. The City Improvement Comtiuttee,

in their report to the Court of Common Conncil,

recommend “that the Metropolitan Board of Uorks

should he restricted in any charge to be made upon

the surplus of the London-bridge Approaches Fund

to the sum which is actually required for the purposes

of the improvement,” and slate that, “by direction

of yonr oommittee, Mr. Remembranrer has been m
communication with the promoters of the Bill, to fix

the Slim to be charged upon the surplus of the

Londou-bridge Approaches Fund at 30,000/. the

amount required for the Covent-garden improvement

;

hut they have not agreed to the reasonable request ol

your committee, and we have therefore directed Mr.

Remembrancer to prepare the draft of a petition

against the said Bill, which we recommend to your

hoD. court for adoption.” Deputy Bovver, in moving

that the report be agreed to, and a petition presented,

said he trusted that the Legislature would protect the

corporation from so serious an attack upon their

finances ;
and he believed that if the present oppor-

tunity were not taken to appeal against the contem-

plated injury, there would be a rapid succession of

inroads, which it would be extremely difficult to

resist. The report was unanimously agreed to, and a

petition, founded upon it, was ordered to be presented

to the House of Commons forthwith.

The Telegraph in Canada.— The Montreal

Telegraph Company, according to the Ca/tadianNews,

employ 326 persons, and have 2,783 m’les of tele-

graph liue in actual operation, aud 118 more in

course of erection. The mam Hue is 1,100 miles in

length, aud there is an independent line of 660 raile«,

extending from Quebec to JBulfalu. Lateral lines arc

thrown out to the extent of 1,019 miles, aud there

are now 4 miles of submarine telegraph. In 1856,

500,000 messages were sent over the wires. The

capital of the company is 70,000/. currency. The

stock stands at 15 per cent, premium. It has paid,

besides bonuses, a dividend of 10 pi-r cent, per annum

while constantly engaged in the construction of new

lines.
• • 1

- Bishop Burton.—A monument, the principal

feature of which is a shrouded female figure, was

rected about 200 years since by the Gee family,

in the Bishop Barton Church. This monument had

gradually fallen into decay, and had been laid in a

vsult during the last forty years. The vic^r having

discovered the raonuincnt, has, with the aid of

descendants of the Gee family, been enabled to restore

the monument, and replace it in the church. The

figure is the only .part which was capable of restora-

tion : this has been plnccd on an altar-tomb, the

design of which is taken from one in Beverley

Minster, called the Sisters’ Tomb, and the old in-

scriptions hive been re-cut on the tomb in Old

En»lish characters. The tomb has been erected,

and the figure restored, by Mr. Jucoliuo IVilkiu, of

Beverley.

Compensation to Railway Travellers.—The

sum ex])«nded during the la^t sis months by the

Eastern Counties Railway Company in “compensa-

tion for injuries to passenger.'*, and c-ists incident

thereto,” was 547/. 2s. 9d. In the iirevious huH-

year the amount expended under this head was

upwards of 9,000/.—T.

The Downham Market “Commercial Hall.”

—An architect, in a not very fluttering account of

this building and its designer, informs us that it has

appended to it a heavy “ balustrade in burnt cl.iy made

to resemble stone,” which “ runs along the front,

returns alongpart of both ends,” and is “ tied up with

ropes to keep it from falling 1

”

Ro.ads in Islington.—Unfortunately the Pad-

dington vestry is not the only one which neglects or

refuses to do its duty. I have been a housc-occupier

and owner in Charles-street, Islington, approaching

two Tears, aud cannot get the vestry to put it into a

decent state. The whole of the owmers of the houses

composing the street arc willing to bear their fair

share of the expense of having it properly made, but

the owners of the houses at the corners of the street

neglectmg, to pay their quota, the vestry refuse to

proceed against them for it, shielding or excusing

themselves hy the statement that the Act of Parlia-

ment gives them no power to compel payment of the

amount from the owners of the four houses alluded

to. I have read with some attention the Act <f

Parliament, and consider the vestry have, by the

105th, 215th, 21Gth, 217th, 218th, 221st. 225th,

and other clailsos, abundant power, but they appa-

rently do not possess the will. I may say that from

Mr. Pratt, the surveyor, and Mr. Layton, the vc-try-

clerk, 1 have always received very courteous atten-

tion
;
hut the vestrymen will not move, though we

have memorialised them several times.

H. J. Piiiiiips.

Architects’ Commission.— On the subject of

architects’ commission, which is occupying so much

attention just now, unless a very determined stand is

made against the growing system of reduced

sioD, the rule will soon be to “get what you can.

I believe that architects themselves are more to blame

than committees. It is now not uncommon for

architects to voluntarily offer to take work at reduced

commission, even as low as 2i per cent, sooner than

lose the job. Something should be done. M hat ca,n

be niore vexing than for a struggling but honourable

architect, who deems it wrong to take less than 5 per

cent, to see^ others carry off almost every matter,

because they will take the work for less?—An

Architect. .

Captain Scott’s Impboi-ed Cement.—Captain

H. Y. D. Scott, of the Royal Engineers, has patented

a method of preparing, from common quicklime, a

substance which, when ground to powder and made

up with water, will, it is said, set somewhat after the

manner of Portland cement, and gradually attain a

very degree of hardness, thus differing essentially

in its action from the preparation of lime m ordinarily

used. According to the Mechanics Magazine, he

takes quicklime, and reverberates it in a kiln; iron

pots containing ignited sulphur arc then introduced,

and an equable distribution of the sulphurous acid

generated is obtained when the lime is placed on

jierforated horizontal floors. Tlie lime may be used

in lumps of the size of a cocua-nut ;
and, in a

properly-constructed dry kiln, one pound of sulphur is

a fair allowance for each bushel of lime operated on.

Drainage, Norwich.— E.xtensive sewage works

are contemplated in Norwich, and the question was

discussed on Tuesday afternoon iu the Local Board of

Health. The cost of the works is estimated at 8,000/.

A lengthy report by Mr. G. Donaldson, C.E. was

•call to the Board.

Solution of Quartz, Petrf.faction of Wood,

&c.—Count Dembinski, in allusion to his mode of

dissolving quartz by help of carbonate of soda, for the

more easy extraction of gold from the quartz, says,

one of the products obtained is silicic acid, which,

besides a variety of industrial purposes, can be em-

ployed in silicatising or petrifying wood artificially.

Wood having by means of hydraulic pressure been

saturated by it, is thus protected from rot, and from

being worm-eaten or destroyed by ants. Wood,

simply wetted with dissolved silicic acid, is penetrated

by it to the depth of about one-eighth of an incii, and

will now take a fine polish of marble or rather agate.

Mixed with lime, the dissolved silicic acid forms an

extremely hard, insoluble, hydraulic cement. In

solution, the silicic acid is most readily reducible to

siliciiim—a metal perfectly similar to silver in colour,

brightness, malleability, and other qualities. It is,

however, nobler than silver, because, except by

fluorhydric acid, it is, like gold, not attacked by

acids ; the price is at present five times that of

silver. When calcined and used as a powder, silex, or

silicic acid, forms, mixed with oil, a perfectly white and

opaque varnish
;
and for grinding the same acid is

capable of entirely superseding emery.

Cast Steel.—JlessTs..!. Jackson and Son, of St,

Scurin, France (through Mr. Johnson), have pateuted

an improved system or mode of treating metal for

effecting the production of cast-steel at an extreui'dy

low price
;
also a peculiar construction aud arrange-

ment of furnaces employed in the process of manu-

facturing cast-steel. According to this invention, the

hammering, rolling, and working of the metal, sub-

sequent to its withdrawal from the puddling furnace,

and the several re-hcatings attendant on such opera-

tions, are entirely dispensed with. The metal, after

having been decarburised in the puddling furnace, is

cither conveyed direct to the fusing cnicibies, whereby

a saving of time is effected, or it is plunged into a

tank or running stream of cold water. In the bitt-r

case, the metal, after being thus suddenly cooled, is

reduced 1o powder or grains by hammers or stampers,

and is then put into the fusing crucibles.

Office Tablet.—Experiencing at limes, on calling

at offices in the City’, a difficulty in being unable to

leave my name, or kuow when the parly with whom
I have business may return, it has occiuTcd to me
that the followimr plin would be appreciated, as a

beneficiid saving of time aud disappointment, viz.

—

Let there be inserted in the munling, or pniif l of the

door, a piece of white porcelain, or other sbitc, with a

lead pencil attached, cn^riived on the top thus :

“ Return *
I

* o’c’oek.” “ Please leave names.”

The two spaces marked * lo receive the time of the

intended return, by twelve figures, showing the hour.s,

aud five figures, the decimal parts uft lie hour, thereby

preventing waste of time in ringing bells and inquii iiig

of housekeepers, who, nine cases out of ten, caiiuot

give the necessary informatiotr. It bi'ing let into the

door would prevent the same beina stolen
;
aud now

that many offices are being built and altered, I think

it might be very advantageously used.

White Porcelain.

Society of Arts.

—

On. Saturday, the 21sl, a con-

versazione 'nvis held in the rooms of the Insiitution,

in the Adelphi. The attendance was very numerous

(too ranch so, iudeed, for comfort), aud the tables and

Willis were covered with interesting specimens of art

and industry.

Odd !—The enclosed, from (he Derhg Reporler of

20lh lost, is somewhat too good to he lost, so I.send

it you, as a novel application of Gothic.—T. D. B.

On sale by private contract, and to be removed withiu

one week hence, a beautiful Chinese summer-house, with

Gothic windows.—Apply * * * >*

TENDERS
For flapRinR. for the Luton Local Board of Health

Mr. T. L. Evans, C.E. surveyor

Akroyd and Co. London
Ennor, London
Styles, London
Thornton, Brothers, Bradford..

Binns, Brothers, Lincoln

Forrester, Stockport

Peckf Luton
Jackson, Bradford
Clark, Burton
Wood and Co. Bradford
Wright and Peel, Bradford

Skelton. Halifax

Pratt, Halifax
Maloott, London
Aspinall, London
Walker, Northampton
Green, Oxford
Tilney, Leeds
Haseigrove, Luton (accepted)..

Beavers, London

Surveyor’s estimate £4,992 18 0

Mr. Beaver's schedule of prices for the measured work
was higher than Mr. Ilaselgrovo's.

£3.708 10 0
6,370 0 0
6,117 0 3

6,063 10 0
6,001 9 H
4,885 0 8^
4.R16 17 0
4,042 13 0
4,921 U 9
4,909 0 0
-l.SbB 15 0
4,37* 10 0\
4,714 18 1

4,69ft 10 0
4,673 13 7
4,SS8 13 -4

4.6S8 0 0
4,266 16 0
4,165
3.097

For the Hastings Drainage Division B and C. Mr. J,

Laing, C.E. town surveyor, who supplied the quantities

Rodney and Doewra,Waltham-
cross £11.997 «

Pickering. London
Murray, Woolwich
Moxon, Dover
Munday, Loudon
Labour, London
Phillips, London
Howell, Hastings
ITiiglies and Hunter, Hastings

Bennett & Holdsworth, London

10.353 1 1

10,000 0 0
9,997 15 3
9,928 0 0
9,798 0 0

9,790 0 0
8,548 0 0
7.787 0 0
7,346 0 0

For building house and offices at Snnbory, Middlesex,

for Mr. W. T. CoUins. Mr. H. Walker, architect

J, Dove, Simbury £1,776 0 0

Dove, Brothers, Islington 1,737 0 0

J. Taylor, Sunbury 1,657 0 0

For reb- tiding i

Schools, at Sutton.

Reaevave and Co.
Thompson
Coils and Co
Smith
Tarrant
Trnlloj
Nichol
Ryder
Mar.sdon
Taylor aud Buckley
Aviss and Sons
Burton
Downs
Perry (accepted) ...

ng at the South Metropolitan Distriefc

Mr. Nash, architect :

—

£6,849 0 0
6,260 0 0

6.250 0 0
6,260 0 0

6,000 0

Q and Sons...

0 0
6.975 0 0
5.975 0 0
6.920 0 0
6,896 0 0
5,818 0 0
5,7ft3 0 O
6,696 0 0
5,575 0 0

F<vr additions to the Queen's Hotel, Norwood. Mr. F.
Pouget, architect :

—

Ashby and Sons £1,773 0 0

Lnwrence and Sons 1.664 0 0

HoHiind .... • 1.625 0 0

Mansfield and Son 1,670 0 0

Perry 1,657 0 0

Downs 1,516 0 0

For the erection of Banbury Corn Exchange. Mr. Wm.
Hill, architect :

—

Hope, Oxford £2,178 0

Chesterman, Abingdon
Davies and Son, Bantiury

Orchard. Banbury
Kimberley. Banbury (accepted)

Throp and Pounder, for carving (accepted)

2.3 55

1.9 -7 0
0

l,B!i8 . 0
135 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

“Li‘TU'd Ghe
iiiuid L-inp. in n

year's Biiildfr. o (Hi.

..J, i H”—‘- Practical Problems,” (will appear).—' J.II.'—

“ B "Lacly n,”—“ A Hard-workhin Man.”—“ \V. A,"-“\Vm
B.” ( Eyre and Fpottiswoode. the Queen's priufersl.— A. G. ll.”—

" VV. li." (we raiiiiot speak rsithout evidence) — E. W,’’— "8. M.

R”—" J. W.” (U. t drsimlle: thaukb).—•'Q. L. H." (the evidence

varies according probe),ly to the nature of tbe water Wliy not

use iron p’pr ?i—•' J. C. aud C"." (we are forced, unifnmly, to

decliiiet.—*• tV “ ('ambridge."—" Shop Eoieman, A.*'(iffj;gai!edf

i.y the week, three moniha' notice could not be enforced).—

-it. W. II.'—-C. FV-'-J. T." ifrom thosur-.

a '6 of tbe vroiind).—“ P. L. C.”— “B. G."— '• W. “ Messrs.'

A. A.'-'-T. B. (next weckl.— ‘ W. H. T.”

Not'ces of various book' received are in tvpe.

•• Books and AdrfrMSM,'—We are forced to decline pyintlng out

liooks or SndiuK a'lt rei>>eB.

NOTICE. — All communications respecting (rrfcerfise-

menU should be addressed to the “ Publisher,’’ and not

to the “Editor:” all other communications should bo

addressed to the Editob, and not to the Publisher.
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N Monday evening last, as our

readers will find in a notice of

the proceedings on another

page, the Institute of British

'

Arcliitectsresolvcdunanimously
i

to recommend to her Majesty, I

that the Royal Medal for the

!

present year should be conferred
I

on Mr. Owen Jones, for his i

publi.shed works, including the
!

Alhambra ” and the “Grammar
'

of Ornament.” The recommenda-
tion, we have no doubt, would be

endorsed by the profession, not

only in our own countiw, but

throughout Europe. In the pro-

duction of his magniheent work on

the Alhambra, Mr. Owen Jones
j

expended his fortune, 7,000/. it is stated, with
j

little prospect then of <a pecuniary return, and,

'

probably, in opposition to the opinions of his

!

friends, who may have thought that he was
devoting his time in an unprofitable study.
Strong feeling and determination, however,
carried him through it, and the results have
fully justified his course as respects the sendees
rendered by it to art, while personally, he has
now probably no reason to regret it. The value of
his labours iu inducing a feeling for colour, and
elucidating the principles of decoration, has
long been felt by his professional brethren, and
it has been wisely thought that tlie completion
of his last work, “The Grammar of Ornament,”
made the present a fit moment for the bestowal
of the highest reward they had to offer. We
most cordially concur in the compliment paid
to liim, and will take the opportunity to make
knowi the scope of “ The Grammar of Orna-
ment ” to those of our readers who do not
already know the work.* We have already
expressed in warm terms our admiration of the
book. It divides itself into,—Chapter 1. Orna-
ment of savage tribes, with three plates : 2 .

Egyptian ovnameut, with eight plates : 3.

Assyrian and Persian ornament, three plates :

4. Greek ornament, eight plates ; 5. Pompeian
omament, three plates: (3. Roman ornament,
two plates; 7. Byzantine omament, three
plates : S. Arabian ornament, five plates : 9.

Turkish ornaraeut, three plates : 10. Moresque
omameut, from the Alhambra, five plates : 11.
Persian omameut, five plates : 13. Indian orna-
meut, seven plates : 13. Hindoo ornament, three
plates: 14. Chinese ornament, four plates : 15.
Celtic ornament, three plates: 16. Mediieval
ornament, five plates, and illuminated MSS.
three plates ; 17. Renaissance ornament, nine
plates : IS. Elizabethan omament, three plates :

19. Italiau ornament, five plates : and 20.
Leaves and flowers from nature, with ten plates.

The leading principles in the composition of
oniainent of every period enunciated by the
author, have beeu already set forth at some,
length iu our pages.f Iu the prosecution of
tins work, and the study of omament, he says
he has gathered these main facts

fens in accordance with tliese laws, the leading
[

“The Romans ceased to value Hieing
^
TldrdlJ T “

1 17 ““ VrVf' i

»f tPo structure and the contowlThirdly. That the DiodificatiV and develop- ' of the moulded surfaces, whicli weie eiitirclv

mofer'"ri^r“ ’’iT
me style to ^ destroyed by the elaborate surlace-modelliug of

7 bge eansed by a sudden throw- the ornaments carved on tliem
;
and these oma-mg off of some feed rammel, which set thought

' meiits do not grow natnrall, from the surfacefree for a time, til the new idea, like the old, but are applied on it. The acantlius-leaves

fiXnvmfenr ’

' Th ^ ““''“'’“fe “d those round the belliiesn 11 ventions. w , .
,

Cormthian capitals, arc placed one beforeLastly. He has endeavoured to show, in the the other most unartisticaily.^ They ai-e nottwentieth chapter, that the future progress of even bound together by the necking at the tooornamental art may be best secured by engraft-
,

of the shaft, but rest LI ft Smg on the experience of the past the knowledge the Egyptian capital, wLre the stems of thewe may obtain by a return to nature for fresh flowers round the bell are continued throuirhinspiration. To attempt to build up theories of the necking, and at the same time renresenfaart, or to iorra a style indenendentlvof 1,lu»n;i<;t, hpmitTr nuri ^
iu athcuipu Lu oiuju npineories o

art, or to form a style independently of tliepast,
would be an act of supreme folly. It would be

.....4- 1 ... . 1

beauty and express a truth.’

Until this principle of leaf within leaf and leaf
X.X iuiij. xh ixjiuu ue

; Until tlatonceto reject the experiences and accumu- 7 •
‘

- 7
'“

lated knowledge of thousands of years. On the
guen up for the adoption of a

contrary, we should regard as our inheritance
^stem throwing off ornaments on

all the successful labours of the past, not blindly
,

pure conventional ornament re-
following them, but employing them simply as no development.
guides to find the true path.”

|

In the mosaic pavements of the Romans we
His great object is to aid in arresting the

which may be directly traced

unfortunate tendency of our time to be content
^ variety^ of Byzantine, Arabian, and

with copying, but in the first instance the work
mosaics.

will probably have a contrary tendency and
' 1

of Arabian ornament contri-

will be used by many as a dictionary ratlier'than
Ii'om the mosques of

a “ Grammar,”—a storehouse of available
interesting, exhibkiug, if the

examples, instead of materials for reasoniuf^.
correct, types of those

The Manchester manufacturers, wc have no i^ik'^
which reached thcii* perfection in the

,

doubt, will, amongst others, put many of the
feature introduced by the

Egyptian patteiTis, iu plates, 9, 10
,
and 11

, on to
surface omament sliodd be

dresses for all the world.
I

namely, the number ol planes, sometimes

It is curious to note the use of the fret as an
which the patterns were drawn, the

ornament by so many nations. Altliougii poim-
plane being boldly dis-

' larly viewed as a characteristic of Greek art it
while those on the

!

is to be found in every stylo of architecture
interwove themselves with the first, by

land amongst the first ‘attempts of omament
;'^"angcment breadth of effect was given

I

of every savage tribe. Perfect specimens will
’''icwcd at a distance, and beautiful dceo-

be seen in some of the patterns from the ceilings
^ closer inspection,

of Egyptian tombs, resulting, apparently, from '

.

chapter on Moresque ornament, illus-

their being representations of mats—formed by
maiuly by the Alhambra, is, as might be

plaiting together straw, reeds, or bark—with
enc of the most complete and dis-

which tents in eaiRer times were covered. The
involving many of those points

Arabian, Chinese, and Mexican frets, althou"-h Joues in his paper
strongly resembling those of the Greeks, may

Journal, already referred to. It

have had this same independent origin. ^Erom
iudeed, a wonderful system of ornament,

a twisted rope, again, we get the guilloche.
i

^ whicli^notliing more is needed than

In what is blown as the Grcek\oneysuckle
journey to the Ciystal Palace, at Sydenham,,

our author finds it diilicidt to discover any
Indian ornament, a number of elaborate

attempt at imitation, and is induced to believe
^^I'nirable specimens are giveu, and our

that the various forms of the leaves of a Greek
refers, as a matter of course, to the

flower have becu generated by the brush of the
on the opening of

painter—according as Ihehand is turned upwards
Exhibition in 1851, by the gorgeous

or downwards in the formation of the leaf would
°o“*^^‘nutions of India, exhibiting, amid the

the character be given,—and that it is more
disorder every where else apparent, so

likely the sliglit resemblance to the honeysuckle
^”

1 ,

design, skill, and refinement,

may have been an after recognition, than that ^
^0 says, “in the works contri-

the natural flower should have ever served as '
U vanous nations of Europe there

tlic model. The prevalence of a Dreclselv
‘'’.'^'“'’seped an entire absence

similar form Lorcpver A™' ol nnj common principle m the appbeation of

M 1" Assyrian ornament, art to maniifaetiires.-ivliilst from one end tomioht \k quoted as aflording a more immediate the other of the vast structure there could hsugpsfen to the artists of Greece.
|

found but a fiuitless struggle after novelty
lut all desi

Pirst. That wliencver any style of orna-
1 ment cmiiraands mdvctsal admiration, it will
always be lound to be iu accordance with the

1 laws which regulate the distribution of form in
mature.

Secondly. That however varied the manifesta.

""" '"“•‘'•si

«Sou. Publialied by Day and Son Tittwl k®

, tB«V»l.iir. pp..iB„4,M. AIM

.
t,ov.u.o. WAX Avr aiu&ts ui vrreece.

,

louua uut a tiuuless s
Jlr. Jones is so saiisfled that all ornaments ‘"‘'spective of fitness, that all design was'base,

on the mouldings were coloured by the Greeks "P°P ^ system of copying and misapplying th
IU a manner to render them distinct, that be has

('“''"'s of beauty of every bygone styl

supplied the colour in several patterns which
art, without one single attempt to produc

have hitherto been published only as gold or
"'‘1

** ,o” pre-'cnt wants am
brown oniameuts on the white marble

^ Paotfoo ‘on,—the carver m stone, th,

0 14.:,
““ 'uc wuiie maroie. worker m metal, the weaver and the naiiiter

to a LLt Ll
^ each otl.er, aud valternatSv misto a point vhich has never Since been reached; applying the forms peculiarly appropriate ti

ana irom the very abundant remains we have of each,—there were to be found, in isolated col
Greek oruauient, wc must believe the presence at llie lour corners of tiie ti'ansepts, al

!
of refined taste was almost universal, and that '

P^'oeipjes, all tlie unity, all the truth, foi

j

the laud was overflowing with artists whose
i

: hands and minds were so trained as to enable ’

amongst a people practising ar

’ them to execute these hcautifid oniameuts witii

' * hndgri.wu up lyiili their civilization,

unerring truth.”
oniameuts .vith

, and strenglheued uitli the.r growth. United

The spWfmn * n a j

“J ^ common fjiili, their art h:ul necessarily ame selection ot Gicek (painted) ornament is common expression, varying iu each according
very lull and beautiful. The chapter on Roman

I
fo the influence to vhich each nation was sub-

ornament, and the illiistralioiis of it, are —the Tunisian still retaining the art of thr
satisfactory than some others. The amount of I

created the Alhambra; the Turl
...-A-.. .

• exhibitimr tlie same art. hnf. n>A^^l:(!o4 *l.design iu Roman ornament, consisting univer-
sally of a scroll growing out of another scroll,
encircling a flower or group of leaves, is shown
to be small.

,
.

I

.
^ xxvAun/j rA, LHC XUrX

exhibiting tlie same art, but modified by the
character of the mixed population over which
they rule; the Inlian, uniting the severe forms
of Arabian art vith th? graces of Persian re-
nnement.



We must taie another occasion to refer to

this beautiful book, uhiob, rre may add, is
i

admirably printed and bound. The ornament

on the outside of the cover is an illustration ol

eclecticism worth notice. The Egyptian lotus

and papyrus plant form the centre : on each side

of these opens the Greek honeysnckle, with

farther to the right and left, the Gothic trefoil

,

and cinquefoil and Moresque scroll-work with

Eoman acanthus-lcaves as a base to the whole.

Mr! Bononii and Mr. James Wild {m the
|

Eerptiaw section), Mv. C. J. Eicbardsoii (Eliza-

,

bethan specimens), Mr. J . B. Waring (essays on

Byzantine and Elizabethan ornament), Mr. J . U.

Westwood, Mr. Dresser, Mr. Digby M yatt (by
,

an admirable essay on Renaissance ornament),

have rendered aid in the production of the work.

The drawings have been chiedy executed by Mr.

Albert Warren and Mr. Charles Aubert, the

author’s pupils, and by Air. Stubbs
;
whde Mr.

Erancis Bedford and his assistants, with their
,

accustomed skill, have drawu the whole upon

the stone, and have executed the 100 plates m

less than a year. To Alessrs. Day and Son, the

printers,' and at the same time the publishers, ot

the work, we cannot give too much praise

:

their own energy and enterprise, and the great

resources ot their large establishment, are shown

by the rapidity and excellence with which so vast

an amount of colour-printing has been executed.

It is necessarily a costly book, aud should be

bought by the directors of public libraries as a

matter of duty. The Government should also

purchase copies for all the provincial schools ot

art, and to present to foreign libraries.

,, , nprlnd avert their '
the interference with regular progress which

minedly. or during a long period, avert t

effected by the partial and temporary

eyes from the s.il
rceeptauce of thl Gothic in Italy. To achieve

the early -exceptf ns that may be due to By J in art, as in every other course of

tium—has spring every phase ”
.

° ® ^ji^n the line of action must be direct, and

beautiful form in all
““'‘“^’'^XeMural aiul the guidance resolute. It is impossible to

classical elements, and details
j, ^ | ^ leading principle in part, or to pittsue

decorative of even ‘‘i'' several courses each claim-

the architect to pass by
in., to be placed as principal. Judgment must

country could produce,,wouU be W
i

p “exercised ;
but action and the result equaUy

self proper material of his ar
,_ which require that selection should he made

;

that

fest himself unsusceptible ot impressions wl
, relation;

should be those ot artists. md that the course should be taken with deter-

But it may happen that neither the dls^^J
“'^S‘tion and self-reliance. The English Gothic

of the fact ot the want, nor the ““-“p
’ j jpg Italian classical styles each have leading

beauty elsewhere, suffice to
1 nrincinles some of an opposite character—^but

thing wanted.
' the rcfatBe value of these^ast is of less moment

THE CHURCH OE ST. ANDREA,
AT VERCELLI;

AND THE GOTHIC ARCUITECTUBE OF ITALY.^

That version of Gothic architecture -which is

found in Italy is becoming the subject of more

attention thauit has hitherto received. We are

led to hope that the study of it may not be

limited to its mere forms, as through their

delineation, or to a simple effort after reOToduc-

tion, such as has in many another case milit^ed

fatally against ari viewed in any aspect. The

circumstances of the introduction of the style

into Italy, aud its position there, deserve to be

vie-wed for the lessons which we may
_

now

derive
;
and a fair comparison of the merits ol

the English and Italian manners should be

made, that we may discern where is the highest

art and the best exemplification of the value oi

the Gothic principles. If the Gothic style is to

be a system of architecture for use during the

future, should we not consider whether in

importing what is called the Italian Gothic, we

ini<^htuot repeat a passage m the recent history

of ^architecture of too frequent occurrence,

when the style in favour has been abandoned

iust as its forms and principles were becoming

understood, and tlie course pointed fair for ex-

tending the domain through the region of art/

Such a prospect as this last, surely now is open

to the systems, the forms and principles ot

which have become—during the improved

resources for study lately-more familiar to

the sight and responsive to the grasp ot onr

architects. .

The new love of the Italian Gothic indicates

a proper want, but likewise offers a snare. Aftei'

allowing all imi>orlance to tbe mducements ot

an arcbmological sort—and those -which even

there are beyond question, pertaining
_

to tresh

pmJiiction m ait,—and after admitting what

may be due to the langmme ot some writers,

there still is, if not a jnstilication. an exp ana-

tioii, of the use by some of onr best architects, ot

features wbicb are common in Italy, but which

may be found in had rather than in good Gothic

in 'Envland. Such explanation we take to be

the growth of the fecUng that rcproduction-as

especially in church architecture, of forms lU

which t&e first impression conveyed is one ot

their exact similitude to others—is an object

which is not entirely worthy of artistic labour,

or, indeed, one which is properly that of true

architecture. Aud we apprehend that it is

impossible that auy race of artists should deter-

tuingwameu. uj vxxw ,
, relative value oi luese lusu «

" what old style has most claim to °
, f , ^3 principles are directly acted upon,

the base or the vehicle of art ? —a q^stion
^

which would smk in importance were a taste,

perly estimated,—we may venture to say
whilst all materials should be known

the course is ”0t ‘lL‘=.™^JT,Z'Uothe"arrhiLkVoTar\may in the

current piactiee,—as in the matter 0 y
| gQig,. (,f tlem. We do not

which may be called the language of art. In
^

CM
^ buildings which are called

English Gothic system (as, iirdeed, in the I a an
^ architecture in Italy, are

Classical) we have a “P™"
^

or that they ate abso-

langnage,-one which
^ by lately wLting in some character of their own.

all language may be consistently with iteeir.
y

^ g^^^ .^b^t we bebeve was

the importation of foreign materials, /.he
style operated in the manner

analogy between language and style miiy
^development of arcM-

complete ;
but it is sufficiently so to justify oui

lii go simply because

use of it for present purposes. Thus,^
(me Gotluc was neither boldly chosen, nor

it is when the study of the language is ended,
,

, ^
, reiected as principal or fundamental

that we are ready to begin to use wHat vve have
^erc lesigned.

gained. If tbe moods and phrases of
1

.5,01! ot architecture, a guld-

Gothic have been used up, so mueb better ought
.

’j gav that of style, should be present

;

it to be for archileeture. Instead 0 progress Scions may be grafted

;

will not the change q
Italian Ctathio merely

“tp^^’g^gg
“

a might or sboSld be

shift tbe basis or vehicle, and place ^s once
,

infinite. ‘Vlhen. however, opposite

. again at the bottom of a new and dilfere
j,„mhu,nce, the result is

course?
' witnt Inq pvpi- been discountenanced as example

1 Do we conceive that style ^osen is a matter
writers. Hybrid aud nonde-

unirDporiant ? Compare the Gotluc of England y ^ produced, and if the result in

with that of Italy.,.. Settle^^the question
of a certain;;^tb\hat of Itafy.;. Settle the question

f re^ of a certain

“ Classic versus Gothic, way as to
would recommend an effort

merits,-tbe English Gotbe a^^^^^^ a -

,
desianeclly v^hich resnlts_ rather frommerits,—lUG xiugusu ..

cessfiil expression of the principles ot the general

style, in regard to which, although we may not

have the fragment of a sublime cathedral like

that of Cologne, or a choir with the altitude ot

that of Beauvais,—if, in short, we have less

grand though executed designs, less vastuess m
parts and less intricacy in detail, we have what

IS of more value towards progress, namely, the

merit, no ariisi wuuiu ---

to do that designedly which results rather irom

accidents. It is essential to. art that there

should be defined principle dominant.
.

The two principles which, are opposite

to one another in the Classic and Gothic

systems, are those of the horizontal and ver-

tical line; and it is curious to observe how,

in distinct parts of the same building, the
, -1 A +-V>r.xT TirnT nrraiTlstIS of more value towards progress, namely, the m

yet how they war against

perfect use and demonstration for ns of what/™ may be J

has been referred to—the true principles.
_

'

x| papal proportions. Such intermix-

The ItaUan Gothic is. we believe,
J ™ constitute one source of

ferior as architecture, or as the foundation of
. ,

o
Dnthic style in England,

new art, to the English -and for the reason,
of the bell-

that it pursued no selt-conslstent or deter
classical Italiau architecture, auy con-

mined course.. Neither the Gothic prmciides,
,

, mtgjfgjence of the horizontal line with

nor the garb m which they are placed, were ever
^ jg fim required leading fea-

dominant ui Italy,— either the true princip e ,
> J

letiaot from the composition. In
or the particular style. Italy exhibits the spec- to/

gjg^ggts ii a work, as

tacle, so remarkahlc to one acquainted tohthmr >
.

, subordinate, is a re-

contemporary English architecture, of several P
architecture, of whatever style,—

couourrent styles -^f exotic or natno T
, gg i{„oolds pointed out that it should be.

taken up, and laid by, and again toen up and .
ust as Reyuolus po

j,. jg g

relinquished. IVhcn the chuich at VCTcelh was
^

m
Lmiuant aud defined principle which

eommeneed, the Romanesque and Bjsantoe wvant of a
Spears to

styles, under various forms, were in use,
1 compared lAh the

after the iutroduction of a Gothic style m that us, ol HM a
England. The Gothic

chureli, the building .was
‘f to that ot

Eomanesque,—which, indeed, is the style of the
^
^ >

.

jpfgpAiyp Gotluc for much the

whole exterior, the buttresses hardly excepted. Wren, and s detective as
^

^

The high-pitched roof, with gable, was. we
^

same reasons. C™P/™»,‘‘
r “h4 Batty

might almost say, never, fairly used
;
the.aichi-

1

ig^tiJ^’jeait iT is impossible to avoiJ

tectsot the Italian.Gothic churches, “"g
“tgffi’^ It has a

ceedingly few exceptions, adopted a low pitch --
[

the idc t

not as the present advocates of the style might
,

gremer likeness, w
i

^ jt.

argue, from considerations of climate, but mam-
j the\story of art in Italy, there

festly from tl^e impossibihty of divorcing tliem- Look n a h^
y^^^^

selves from the accustomed classical type of is much in tli s
„„ Ttalian

the pediment. Sometimes there are gables of tlie opinions here vrai _ concurrently
high^,itol., but it does not Mow that ^ej

|

Gothic was a/tyle^eh pew

corresnond with the slope of the roof. witli g fint- rireumstance
The Gothic manner was introduced by the help under Jiicolo .

interest those of

of foreign artists, at Vereelli; it was again intro-
j

1 owed i s <=hief fe/mes ^
“f

Snel [m ttt

doubt of any special value in “ ItaUan Gothic.

The reproduction of a style aud manner is ever

a practice of doubtful propriety ;
but lessons of

peculiar value may, we think, be learned from

to immeaiate consiuciauuuo vxi ixi./

—suck as may in a majority of cases have made

the sole difference between prevalence ot one

style and another. The influence of tbe Cru-

sades, which brought many Eastern forms and
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inventions to 'Western Europe, the foundation
of the orders of mendicant friars, preparations for

the building of Salisbury Cathedral, and the
chief monuments in a style which was imitated,
though in an exceptional case, in Italy, may all

be said to have had more or less concern with
the new innovation. Of all these causes, the
chief was the rise of the Franciscans and Do-
minicans, who, especially the former, sought to
effect an entire reformation in the Church. By
them the pointed style, first introduced at
"Vercelli, was re-introduced, as in the church of
San Francisco, at Assisi, bearing date 1228;
and the same order retained an especial regard
for the style which they adopted in that building.

Vercelli is in Piedmont, and is situate at
about equal distance from Turin and Milan.
The first stone of the church was laid in 1219
(or one year earlier than the dates of the
commencement of Salisbury Cathedral, the
rebuilding of Westminster Abbey, and the
cathedrals of Amiens and Friburg), and the
church and the monastery were finished in
1222. The plan is a regular cross, with
aisles, a central tower, and two western turrets,
four chapels to the transepts, and an atrium
before the western end. There is placed askew,
near the angle of one of the transepts, a de-
tached bell-tower. The features which are those
of pointed architecture, are those of the piers,
arches, and groining, and the buttresses so far
as the presence of them may be deemed impor-
tant. The choir or chancel is not apsidal in its
termination, but has the square end usual in
Finland.

There seems to be, we may observe, some
error in the statement reported in our pages
last week, that the majority of the ItalTan
Gothic churches have not the apsidal termina-
tion. Wc think the reverse would be the case.
The chapels at "Vercelli have polygonal ends.
But the choir has the square end and lancet

commenced, that Guala had acquired English
habits and prepossessions. He makes bequests in

sterlings ; relics of English saints were amongst
his gifts to the church ; and a collection of
Anglo-Saxon poetry which belonged to him is

now in the cathedral library, the chief piece
being the metrical legend of St. Andrew, well

windows of the English Gothic
; and the round

piers and clustered shafts with moulded bases
of Early English character, and the quadripartite
groining are sufficiently near in their resem-
blance to disclose their origin. The imitation,
indeed, is markedly such; the work is not one
of fresh and life-like art, and therefore may not
deserve all that has been said of it favourably.
The nave arches have a small chamfer, or some-
thing of that nature, but otherwise are not
enriched, and in place of vaulting shafts in the
usual English manner, the face of the pier itself
is carried up—which gives the appearance to the
clerestory of being built in subsequently. But
the central tower—octagonal above the square
of the intersection—wliich has a diminished
stage and pyramidal capping

; the lofty turrets
at the west, square with pyramidal cappings

;

the three western doors with shafts, but circular
heads; the small circular-headed windows in the
aisles and elsewhere

; the circular window in the
west front, and the small arcade along tbe
clerestory,

_

repeated in two stages at the west
the low-pitched roof, and the atrium — are
all features characteristic of tbe earlier, or
rather the then existing style,— though they
were completed after tbe Gothic portion of the
building.

The story of the origin of this structure is

interesting. There was bom at Vercelli, at the
end of the twelfth century, one Guala Bicchieri,
who, after devoting himself to the study of eccle-
siastical and civil law, and adopting the clerical
profession, removed to Rome, where he was at
length raised to the purple by Innocent III.
Guda was sent as legate to France in 120S, and
again in 1215, when the pope was trying to
dissuade Philip tlie Fair from attempting the
conquest of England. "When the invasion under
Louis took place, Guala went at the same time
to England, and was energetic in the support of
Xing John. On the death of the latter, he took
an active part in establishing Henry III. on the
^Tone, for which the king gave him several
benefices, and amongst them the priory of St.
Andrew, pt Chester. Guala afterwards returned
to his native city, and, passing througliFrance, en-
gaged as his architect a French priest, Thomas,
afterwards at V erccUi the first abbot of the con-
vent, and at Vercelli he founded the Collegiate
ChurclL which he dedicated to St. Andrew.
There is sufficient evidence, besides the dedica-
tion aud the style of the church at Vercelli as

known to Anglo-Saxon scholars, and which may
have been published.

The church at Vercelli, we may thus see, was
a building wholly exotic in its style. As an
example of the Northern Gothic, it is of no value
beyond the interest of tbe story connected with
it; and an exemplification of Italian Gothic it

is not,—being in another version, and not leaving
any impress behind it. But even at a much
later period, the German Gothic cathedral of
Milan was built, and was coeval with a style
very different to it—the classical architecture
revived by Brunelleschi.

During the interval between the date of this

last building, belonging to the close of the
fourteenth century, and the buildiug of the
church at Assisi, previously mentioned, a con-
siderable number of Gothic churches were
erected, and amongst these was the cathedral
at Sienna, in tbe thirteenth century, as to which
we believe there is some positive evidence of its

having supplied a suggestion for the octagon
at Ely Cathedral, and thereby for tbe similar
arrangement of the piers and arches in ourpresent
Sc. Paul’s Cathedral

; the Campo Santo at Pisa,
completed in 1283

;
the small chapel or oratory

of Santa Maria Della Spina, at Pisa, by
Giovanni Pisano, profusely enriched with cano-
pies and sculpture

;
the church of Sant’

Anastasia at "Verona
;

the church of Sant’
Antonio at Padua, by Nicolo Pisano, dedicated

dc
I-- . ..

in 1231, aud having domes modified from those
of St. Marc’s

;
the interior of the church

of Santa Maria Novella, at Florence (1279)

;

the cathedral at Orvieto commenced iu 1290,
aud remarkable for the mosaic of its exterior;
the church of Or San Michele (128-1); the
church of Santa Croce, at Florence (1291) ;

the
cathedral of Florence, founded in 129(3, or 1298,
of which the dome, designed by Arnolfo, and
executed by Brunelleschi, probably with little

variation, may be regarded as a better applica-
tion than those at Padua, of the form to a
Gothic building; aud many others.

"We should also name the town-halls of many
of the cities, some of them with marked Sarace-
nic features, and the noble Loggia dei Laiizi,

by Orcagna. The last of these has circular

arches, the form of which had never been laid

aside. But, perhaps, it has little beyond a few
details to characterise it as Gothic.

Tlie Italian Gothic exhibits, we think, bad
trealment of those details, which are mainly
architectural, though something which may be
of value in the use of coloured materials. Ttie
sculpture and the architecture were in an union
of position, but not of association aud relation-
ship. The architects were sculptors who prac-
tised as architects, — men indeed, the Pisani,
studious of the antique, aud constituting a
noble school,— yet rather by accident than by
study, arcbitecTs. 'J hey came too early for the
union of their real art, with the architecture of
the Revival, and joined their sculpture to the
architecture which circumstances, political or
religious, gave to their hands.

MR. SYDNEY SMIRKE’S FIRST LEG-
TURE ON ARCHITECTURE, AT THE
ROYAL ACADEMY.*
In this country, architects are not unfre-

quently asked, in a somewhat disparaging tone
(and the same inquiry may be made in other
countries), “

"What is the style of the nineteenth
century ? "We know wit& precision the dis-
tinguishing style of the eleventh, and of the
thirteenth, and of the fifteenth

;
but wbat is the

style which is claimed as distinguishing the niue-
teenth century ? ” This is a question wliich I
am bound to admit it is extremely difficult to
answer

;
for buildings from every climate under i

the sun, and of every period since the Pyramids,
are candidates for our admiratiou, and find spec-
tators willing to be pleased. After making every
allowance for the charm of variety, and the

* See page 116, anJe.

monotony of uniformity, especially in street
architecture, I cannot but think that the English-
man’s claim of right to do what he will with
his own, and adopt the style that may seem good
in his own eyes, is to be lamented as tending to
make our architecture motley, and our buildings
incongruous with each other; causing our gables
to be of every conceivable angle, and our
columns of every imaginable proportion. But
so it must be until the republic of taste shall

submit to a dictator, or the vision of an eminent
writer of the present day shall be realized,—
who dreams of some happy future when we shall

all, by common consent, agree to build in accord-
ance with the canons of the thirteenth century.
But there is another class of enthusiasts with

whose views it is impossible not to sympathise.
Full of hope and confidence, they watch day and
night, in the full assurance that a new style will

one day spring up, fresh and bright from tlie

mint of genius, ready for the current use of the
remainder of the nineteenth century.

I have already said enough to show that I can
hold out little hope of such a new birth, or that
the effort to generate such a phenomenon would
be productive of any creditable result. The
experience of all ages shows that the fluctua-

tions of style are the result of causes over which
man can exercise but slight control. The varieties

of soil—of climate—of available materials,—
are among the obvious causes of diversity in

architectural style : the discovery of a new
material, or of a new region,—the requirements
of religious, political, or commercial movement,—

^

these have been the chief agents that have given
birth to those modifications of style which mark
the history of our art.

It may not be unprofitable to occupy a few
moments in noting some instances of the opera-
tion of these external influences.

The style now kno^vn as Byzantine owes its

real origin not to the inventive labour of any
indiridual artist, but to tbe struggles for imperial
power in Rome, which led Constantine to esta-
blish the seat of bis government on the Bos-
phorus, and so brought Eastern and "Western
art into such combination,—each imbuing tbe
other with many of its peculiarities,—that this
“ Tertiuin quid,” the Byzantine style, came into
existence.

The stjle known as that of the Renaissance
is traceable not to the mere ingenuity of artists,

but to the extraordinary growtli of the power of
ti-.e Turks, who, sweeping before them the de-
generate remnants of Roman power, pillaged
Constantinople, and scattered its comparatively
polished inhivbitants over Europe, there to sow
the seeds of a taste for Classic literature and
art.

The style of architectural decoration called
Ralfaellcsque, after the great artist who first

practised it, really owes its origin, not to the
inventive powers of that master, but to the
eager excavations in search of Classical anti-

quities, which leil to the accidental discovery of
tbe Baths of Titus.

Then, if we turn to another class of architec-
tural design, we shall find that castellated struc-
tures, with their lofty towers and f^rowning
macliicolations, totally altered their style auS
aspect at about the fifteenth, or sixteenth cen-
lurjj—not from the caprices or ingenuity of
artists, but because some unknoum person had
chanced to discover the chemical effects of com-
bining in certain proportions nitre, sulphur, and
carbon.

If we descend to times nearer to our own, we
shall find like examples of tbe influence of
accidental causes over the fate aud fortunes of
high art. Napoleon for awhile found it his
policy to take Imperial Rome as his model, and
to obliterate as far as possible the reminiscences
of the ancient regime : hence Percier aud Fon-
tain^, following out, not an mstbetic law, but a
political necessity, inundated France, and by
consequence, Europe, with representations of
curulc ebairs aud the lictors’ fasces

; and at
once the florid school of Louis XVI. was
superseded by the severer forms of classical

Hutiquity.

If I could safely venture on such tender
ground, I might <lraw further illustration from
the ardent revival of Mcdiieval art in our days.
An euthusiasm which all the labours of a
Carter, a Lysous, a Britton, and the elder
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Pngin failed to kindle, burst, blazed fortb at

the call, not of archfcolojry, hut of a class ot

rcligioDists, who sought to feed the eye and the

imagination with the materials of a more objec-

tive worship. But [ have adduced enough to

show how secondary a part man’s invoiitive

powers seem to have played in bringing about

the revolutions that mark the history of art.

He may seek to lead, but he finds himself con-

demned in no small dcErrce to JoWovr

:

he mav
|

catch the favouring gale, but the helm is helil

bv other hands; he may cultivate, and gratt,

and train, but the seed has been sown for him.

In saving this, 1 would not be thought to

deprccia'te ‘indmdual aspirations to originality,

bnt I would dissuade you from being misled,

bv the specious cry for something new, to

tempt the dangers of that wild and perilous

rather to become thorough masters ot

the stvles ol’ our forcfallicrs. Seek rather for

that wliich is good, than for that which is new
;

and in this search you may perchauce fall m
with something new which is good.

The cenius of our forefathers has conceived

two great styles, into which all architecture, as

hitherto developed, mav be nlnruatcly resolved.

the Classic and the ilediieval. These are the

two great mines in which you have to work :

they are not only not exhausted, but they arc

practically inexhaustible. They are two svatenis

which, however gradual in their growth, how-

ever originally intermingled, have now become

perfectly distinct and widely different. Tot

both are alike true and simple; both are alike

rational and consistent, for both arc based,

more or less, ou the laws of nature, and the

rational wants of man.

The spirit of party, which is apt to enter

into most of our speculations where the mind is

free, enters somewhat too largely into the re-
^

public of art
;
and architects, as well as coin

;

noisseurs, are too apt to range themselves as

,

partisans of this or tliai style. So long as this

spirit tends only to promote ennilal ion, and to

raise up zealous patrons of .art, it is not to be

lamented
;
but when, as siicli a spirit is apt to

do, it narrows our view, or warps our judgment,

the effect becomes injurious to the cause of art

and of truth.

At all events, you shall fnd in me uo exclu-

sive partizau. l*sec no reason why botli styles

should not flourish together in like honour.

There is no monopoly of style iu the works of

nature. She excites our admiration— awes us

—delights us, with every i)ossiblc variety of

means, with all the magic of colour, figure, and

diniensiou.
_

I

From certain laws, it is true, she never

departs : certain principles arc with her fixed

and immutable, but beyond those of truth and

of aptitude, what bounds does she submit to ?

She loves to resort to a thousand expedients :

she is fain to adopt a thousand different modes

of doing the same thing, surprisingly varied.

HTiy, tlien, should we, though humbly following

her, as becomes us, at a remote distance, ^yhy

should we conceive ourselves under any obliga-

tion to adopt, as our rule of design, ouc special

system •' We see her expatiating over the

whole material world, importing beauty from

eudlcss sources
;
why should wc ruu in a groove,

and hold our own to be the only orthodox line

in which true taste can be permitted to i-uii ?

Other more suitable occasions may present

themselves for a detailed comparison of the two

styles just referred to, but tliere is one point of

dikinctionso broad, and so uiiqviestionable, that

I cannot refrain from here adverting to it,—

I

mean the subordination of horizontal lines to

vertical lines in Pointed architecture, ami of

vertical to horizontal lines in Classic architec-

ture. If we regard the latter in its whole

range, from the primasval efforts of Fgypt, down

to the latest vagaries of tlie Borromini school,

we find horizontal lines always dominate: the

entablature, iu some shape, is scarcely ever

wanting: cornice, coping, balustrade, string-

course, all haveahorizontaltendeney; and, when

vertical lines are resorted to, there appears to

be a perpetual eagerness, as it were, to inter-

rupt their continuity ;—whilst, when we turn

to Medieeval architeclure, from its earliest dis-

tinct development to its final extinction, a

never-failing tendency to vertical lines and up-

ward extension is manifest. When a constructed

necessity occurs for a horizontal feature, it is

kept iiisignilicaiit by faint projection and ire-

(lucut interruption. Height, in fact, appears to

have been the dominant thought of all Medie-

val architects.
,

This striking and fundamental distinction is

the chief cause of that impassable line of sepa-

ration which now exists between these two

great systems of design—each so bcautiiul ye

so different. . .. .,

I should be ill exprcssiug my own leehngs it

I were not to urge on you a close, diligent,

study of both these styles; for both are alike

deserving of our attention. The youn^r style

we may pronounce, as compared with the elder,

more free and picturesque ;
more plastic and

manageable ;
more varied aucl_ cojiious in its

details- more inlimatelv associated with our

history; and in ecclesmstical structures the

' habits of six centuries have interwoven it with

our religious feelings. On the other hand, the

elder style we may regard as more symnietncal,

solid, and severe; more polished, and in some

of its later phases more applicable to festive and

cheerful purposes.
. „ , , i

I The 'Teat aim and oliject of all style, as such,

'

is to produce cci-taiu forcible impressions ou

the mind, which impressions ai-e nsaally_ classed

under the two leading heads of ibe sublime aud

' the beautiful. I shall not launch out into any

metaphysical inquiry on the nature and sources

of these two wide topics. The field of mqmry
. I Ci I'lini. 11,

has been so often aud so ably trodden, that n

would be difficult to gather any new flowers in

such a search. The subject has been amply

discussed : from Longiuus to Burke and Alison,

the sublime and beautiful have been favourite

topics with the highest intellects and the pro-

fonndest thinkers.
_ , , , ,

To such sources, then fif you should have the

curiosity to pursue an inquiry from which 1

cannot promise vou very much Iruil), 1 would

refer you for the study of the two great instru-

ments’ liy which our art is supposed to acquire

its power to affect the spectator’s mind,

Ou some future occasion 1 may be called

upon again to refer to these great qualities of

art • blit it will be for the philosopher, and not

for the artist, to trace out the nature of tliesc

affections of the mind : enough for me, the

huiiihler task of pointing out some of the means

by which these mental emotions are physically

produced.

I hope, however, it may not be held pre-

sumptuous in me to say, that amidst the pro-

fusion of written leaniiug lavished on these

topics, uot a few fallacies may occasionally be

encountered.
_ i . i

Toil must, therefore, read with thought and

attention, remembering that what is well said

is uot alwavs truly said. Thus, Alison, too eager

to prove his favourite dogma, that there is no

such thiug as inherent beauty in any object,

will advance opinions to which all the retiue-

meut of his polished pen will scarcely avail to

coiiiDiand our asseut. He states, for example,

that “ what we call beauty iu colour is not

due to any original or indepeudeut beauty in

the colours themselves, hut to associations we

coimcct with them.” When we enter upon the

subject of colour, it will, I trust, be clear to

YOU that this is an unfounded tlicory.

He tells ns, too, that “ no forms, or species

of forms, arc themselves originally beautiful;

but that their beauty, iu all cases, arises Irom

their being expressive to us of some jdeasing or

affecting qualities.” Against this theoiy we

liave but to set up the very opposite Lheoi^ of

another writer, that great and original genius,

Hogarth, whose whole book is devoted to prove

the inherent beauty of one particular line,_—the

one, curvilinear, line of beauty! As if the

sources of beauty were not endless ! as if a liue

had an intrinsic beauty independent of the use

to which it was applied, or the nature of the

object of whicli it forms the external bouiidaiy I

With uo greater violation of trutli, w'e mi^ht

attempt to define the hue of beauty,—iu paint-

ing
;
or the note of beauty—iu music. Again,

it is a prevalent aud plausible story, that the

true beauty of an object consists solely in its

fitness for the purposes for which it is de-

stined.

I readily admit that unfitness for its purpose

is a fundamental defect to which nothing ever

can, or ought, to reconcile rs.
_ _

But to urge that utility is all that is required

to impress us with a sense of beauty, would

^ surely be going too far.
, . ,

-

I

In nature, the mother and_ mistress ot alt

arts, there arc many illustrations to which, I

might appeal.

The legs of a peacock, for instance, are surely

' more directly useful than its tail; but •how im-

' seemly are they, when compared with that

goro-eous appendage. No doubt there is great

beautv in the fitness of the leg for its purpose,

but there is a beauty iu its plumage,—of another

kind it is true,—vet I conceive more effective

iu producing livclv pleasure in those who con-

template it. The beauty of the leg spea^

rather to our reason than to our feelings, whilst

' that of its plumage needs no exercise of reason

to command our admiration. It is that latter

kind of beauty which the Germans, borrowing

from Greek sources, liave taught us to call

{esthetic ;
and which, I think, needs yonr chiet

studv
;

for it is a kind of beauty far more diffi-

cult "to understand, or define, or hold m our

! intellectual grasp. The beauty of fitness may

be measured and weighed by tlie easy standard

of common sense : the other, more subtle-—

more immaterial—may be perceived, and yet

• uot measured, or even explained. Like a wreatli

' of mist—tlie rainbow—the mifi.ge,
_

or the

!

northern aurora—it is a reidity it is there,

before us, in a thousand forms of lovclmess,

yet the vision eludes that closer scrutiny we
' desire, and refuses to submit to the test of a

stricter investigation.
. .

I Uufortunate'ly for the teacher of art, it is lar

move easy to say what is beautiful, than to say

wherein that beauty consists. A sense of what

' is beautiful in the physical world operates like

' the conscience in the moral world, which impels

or deters, often without the intervention of

reason. We often, perhaps, indeed, usually,

' perceive what is morally right or wrong at

once and without any process of cxaunuation.

So the recognition of beauty is an intuitive rc-

I

suit, at which we ought to be able to arrive,

i
befoie we have formed auy definite idea of the

! cause, or have sought to investigate the motives

! upon whicli our judgment is touiided.

;

A true student, nowever, will not rest satis-

fied with this vague impression, but will endea-

vour to seaich out its causes; and whatever

may have been the errors into wliich men of

genius may have been misled by their confident

reliance ou some favourite theory, the student

should be thankful for the hints which philoso-

j)hic inquiries have afforded to aid them in their

search.

It is of course an essential ))art of the task

of a lecturer on our art, to bring before yom*

notice examples of the highest qualities of the

art, practically presented to us in the mastet-

pieces which time has spared. Our art may

boast a proud pre-einmeiice among the sister

arts, iu its capacitv to present such examples,

in addition to the "durability of its monuments,

it has been truly said of architecture, that she

alone is able to excite emotions similar to those

excited by the contemplation of the great works

of nature. If such be tnie, it is, indeed, a very

noble incentive to genius, that_ it should be per-

mitted to tlie architect so to distribute and dem

with mere inert matter, witli fragments of rock

or pieces of burnt clay, and so to jiile them up

as to make them the source ot a high intellec-

tual pleasure.
.

Besides the two primary qualities oi subli-

mity aud beauty, a claim has been set up for a

third attribute, or quality, as worthy to be

classed with them, as forming one of the great

aims of art, though I am by uo means satisfied

of its claim to be treated on a footing of

equality with them. I allude to the pictures-

que—a word of modem Italian origin, desig-

natin'' that whicli is well suited lor the painter s

art. I believe it was XJvcdale Price who first

attempted to define distinctly the attributes ot

the pictuiesque, aud claim for it an independent

position.

Pictuvesqueness seems to be a terra, in ouR

art ut least, more applicable to a combination of

forms than to anyone form. A single objert,

as a cornice or a column, may be said to be

beautiful, or even sublime, but it can hardly be
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said to be picturesque. There must be a varietj

of lines, or of tints, or of chiaroscuro, in order

to constitute the true picturesque. One of the

most eminently picturesque single objects I

know is the Pharos at Genoa
;
but even here

the structure itself can scarcely be so designated :

it is its position, its substructure, and its acces-

sories, which impress it with that peculiar

character.

It is this dependence of the picturesque on a

happy combination or grouping of forms, rather

than on the artlul design of any one form,

which renders it a dangerous object of pursuit

with the architect. It can rarely be the result

of premeditation : it should come unbidden.

Certainly the happiest and most charming in-

stances of this quality of art liave been the

result of accident. Perhaps the castles of the

Middle Ages, especially those of the thirteenth

and fourteenth centuries, abound more than any
other class of buildings in the ingredients of the

picturesque. Wljich of us, for example, could

ascend the long flight of steps leading to the

higher and inner gateway of the great castellated

monastery ot S. Michel, near Avranches, without

fancying that some sublime genius, pregnant
with all the poetry of architecture, had designed

that gate and moulded its scenic turrets with

no other object than to All the spectator with
awe ? Yet we may be sure that nothing could

have been more remote from the mind of these

builders tlian to make a picture. The barbican,

the keep, the menacing machicolation, the

deeply-recessed archway, the varied outline, the

; broad chiaroscuro, are all features happily mci-

I dental to the military icants and exigencies of

those times, and yet who is so utterly and
, almost necessarily regardless of the picturesque

. as the engineer ?
Even in domestic architecture, if we ex-

i amine any highly picturesque buildings—Hadclon
[ Hall, for example,—we shall not fail to find that

. the agreeable effects in which it abounds
i are by no means the offspring of studied irre-

’ gularity, or of any flnesse of art. The embayed
f window is thrown out just where the view
j invites one. The fireplace projects in bold
relief, and its smoke-tunnel is carried quaintly

) off to one side, simply because the ease and
'I comfort of the occupant required that these

j objects should be placed in these situations.

I The result happens to be highly picturesque,

3 but it is so, as it were, by accident, There is no
^ reason whatever to doubt the ability of the old

) builders fully to appreciate the effect of all their

t arrangeineuts
; but there was no straining after

:1 that effect : a bold and almost careless freedom
•> of design characterised all their works.

I need scarcely repeat that a laboured imita-

] tion of these happy results would be sure to lead

0 to failure and disappointment.

I do not counsel the young practitioner to

ii disregard those superficial arts of design whicli

p.
please the eye

;
but it should be bis chief aim

and first consideration so to do his work that

i: each part should answer its purpose thoroughly
tf well

;
and it is very doubtful w'bether he can

adopt any process better calculated to secure a
pipleasing result.

Before quitting these general views, I think
it it incumbent on me to advert to one of the
li dogmas of our art, the soundness of which is

iL undeniable, but which is attended with some
li difficulties.

Painting and sculpture are so fortunate as to
bhave in nature a standard of excellence for ever
bbeforc them, a frequent recurrence to which
bkeeps them on their true course.

But architecture is less able to di'aw her in-

ipspirations from that pure source : her wants are
lotoo artificial; she is too dependent on the
^ requirements of man to enable her to look
irimpbcitly \rp to nature.

But mchitecture still has a ruling principle,
rl which is truth. From Vitruvius to Pugin this
lahas ever been taught, although in practice it has
ifi often been grievously disregarded.

There is an honest simplicity, a plain manli-
neness, about truth, which wins our regard,
wlwhether in ethics or icsthetics. But whilst we
Kreeognise truthfulness as a cardinal virlne in
OTOur art, as well as in morals, we must take care
nenot to allow that analogy to carry us too far.

We often meet in the practice of our art with
^necessities utterly inconsistent with beauty,

—

hard lines, unsightly angles, heavy, graceless

forms, imposed on us by structural require-

ments. It would be a mischievous error to

suppose that, because in our social conduct there

should be no deception or concealment what-

ever, we are therefore bound to expose to view

these mechanical del'ormities from which w'c

cannot escape
;
whilst to depart from the form

that is mechanically right and expedient, only

to make it more agreeable to the eye, would be

a still graver error.

That there should be a politic concealment

sometimes studiously resorted to ; some inge-

nious art practised occasionally, seems, there-

fore, an unavoidable condition of our calling.

Even the painter, who has both subject aud
materials more completely under control, cannot
with safety trust entirely and exclusively to

the mere correctness of his transcript. If it

were so, photography would take a higher place

in the rank of fine art than, with all its wonders,

.

it is ever likely to win.

In the most naturalesque schools, nature is

not, and never has been, copied with a stern

adherence to exact truth. The simplest leaf

requires treatment to fit it for the purposes of

decoration, and treatment implies some modifi-

cation of form or of colour,—in short, some
departure from nature.

Is'early allied to this is another principle of

our art, which, although by no means imivcr-
J

sally acted upon, justly claims our most re- i

spectful submission. We should bavc a care

bow we design anything which does not serve

some useiul purpose.

I do not mean that mere utility would justify

a deformity
;
nor do I mean that every archi-

:

tectural feature iu our design should be a struc-

!

tiiral necessity, nor even of structural utility ;

!

but that, although it may not be to add strengt h,

!

or to afford support, it should at least have its
J

appropriate purpose : a valid reason should he
|

assignable for it
;
some good end must be sought

,

to be attained by it; some ofl’eusive angle or I

feature to be removed
;
some unsightly blank to I

be relieved; some monotony of line to be i

broken; some needed light or shadow to be i

introduced
; some discord in form or colour to

be allayed.

Doubtless it is a maxim worthy of all accept-

ation, that utility is one of the most important

elements of beauty; yet those who recognise

architecture as a fine art will admit tliat simple

bare utility is not the sole aim of our art. This

qualification of the really valuable and impor-

tant princijile of usefulness will, I fear, scarcely

meet with general sympathy : the utilitarian

current sets iu so strongly in some minds that

it well nigh carries all other considerations

before it.

It is enough to say that neither poetry, nor

music, nor letters, nor any of the arts which
embellish life, can lean for support on that class

of intellect which refuses to assign to them a

footing within the domain of social usefulness.

In the estimate of such minds architecture

must be content to take rauk with boot or

buttonmaking.

With all respect for so inestimable a guide in

the common business of life as utility, I will

venture to encourage you by pointing out to you
the prodigal munificence which has arrayed the

lily of the field, which neither toils nor spins, in

a raiment of surpassing glory
;
which has given

to the birds of the air not merely their needful

feathers, but a plumage of iufinite beauty
;
has

lavished on the shellfish of the deep seas tints

which no art can reproduce, aud the pearl which
princes are proud to wear. Nay, virtue itself

has found a fit companion in the beauty of the

human form.
" Gralior pulchro veniens Iq corpore Virtua.”

Why, then, should architecture be forbidden

to indulge, moderately and wisely, iu some
graceful inutilities ?

It is the fear of excess and abuse that alone
renders this indulgence dangerous

; and to arm
the student against such danger is one of the

foremost duties of the art-teacher.

Truthfulness aud usefulness must indeed be
taken as our guides in the highway along which
we may travel unwarily and without danger. It

is when we diverge into the by-paths and in-

viting lanes of mere mstheticism that we most
need to be on our guard against failure.

I have now defained you quite long enough
on these general views. Our art is a peculiarly

practical one, and needs to be dealt with in de-

tails rather than in generalities.

The mind of the true student is soon impa-
tient at these distant views, and be longs for a
closer, clearer, and more practical survey of his

subject. I shall therefore now close my present

discoui'sc by addressing to the student a few
parting words.

You are set out on a pilgrimage which will

need much prejiaration aiuF a large fund of

enthusiasm to cheer you on your way. Set out

on it with a conviction that an abundant store

of knowledge is the best provision you. can
I make for the journey.

j

Besides obtaining a thorough mastery over
' your own art, cultivate an acqiiaintance with

,

the sister arts. It will be wholesome to boar

in your memory the very intimate relation which
! subsists between all the departments of high

art which find their home within these walls.

Together they will ever flourish or decay. Eacli

needs the aid of the other. It is for Architec-

ture to build the sanctuary ; it is for Painting
aud Sculpture to spread out their treasures for

its perfection. It is for them to give life to its

inanimate walls by peopling them with the story

of past times
;
by refreshing us with the charms

of natural scenery, and by making them the

depositories of those memorials which link the

living with the dead.

Above all things, in your pilgrimage, be
especially anxious to dismiss aud discard for

ever from your minds all petty feelings of per-

sonal jealousy. Pull at no man’s skirt ; outrun
liiiu, if you can, in the race of honourable
rivalry; but, depend upon it, your progress will

be impeded, not promoted, by the indulgence
of professional jealousy or censorious criticism.

Let not your spirit be weighed down, nor your
course turned aside, by any such sinister, un-
wortliy objects.

The rivalry in labour is the best aud only

useful rivalry. You will find the buoyancy of

self-reliance wonderfully assisted by that light-

ness of heart, and cheerfulness of spirit, which
never fail to accompany an habitual goodwill

towards others.

A BRIEF MEMOIR OF THE L.VTE ALEXIS
DE CUATE.^IINEUF, ARCHITECT.*

Alexts de Chateauneup was born 18th of

February, 1799, at Hamburgh, where his father, one
of the old French nobility, bad taken shelter at the

Revolution, and married. His only son, the subject

of this memoir, after comjdi-ting his school education,

was, by his own desire, afforded an opponunity of

learning the practical part of his future profession in

ihe workshop of a biiiider, while he devoted his spare

hours lo the study of inathcinatics. In 1810 he
acquired the nidiinents under M. Wimmel, town
arcliitcct, and in the following year went to Paris to

pursue his studies at the Acatlcmy, hut finding that he

did not derive tlie advantages cxpi ct»-d, he removed to

Carlsruhe, where he applitd himself as'idnously for

three years iu the atelier of Oberhaur^ith Wein-
hreiiner.

Having thus thoroughly grounded himself in the

elementary knowledge of his art, tie commenced, in

1821, a tour through the south of Germany' and
Austria to Italy

;
where he visited all the most im-

portant remaius of antiquity, and devoted himself to

their study, remaining iu Rome above a whole year.

Iu 1823 he ri tiu'ned to his native city, and com-
menced his professional career by carrying out the

town residences of Syndic Sieveking, and l)is brother,

the senator, besides minor works. He also spent

much time at the neighbouring llanse town, Liiheck,

the iuteresting old buildings of which he appears to

have studied very carefully.

In 1828 he visited Euglaiid aud France, and part

of Germriny. On his return tie dfsigned and carried

out the Town Post-office, the cmiutry scat of the

Syndic Sieveking, aud other works. In the first-

named building, which abuts upon one of the prin-

cipal canals, he mnde a hold esperiment by omitting

the foundatiou of piles, universally used iu the old

town, and suhslituting an arrangement for floating

the stmeture ou the soft boggy grounrl. This, though

not altogether successful, at least shows that M. de
Chatcauneuf was not content to plod on hi the beaten

track, hut that lie endeavoured to adopt all modem
advances iu scientific construction.

• Bead at the otdiunry general meeting of the Royal Institate
ot Britieh Architects, on the Uili ult. by Mr. Charles Fowler, jua
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civil CONSTRUCTION IN THE PARIS
EXHIBITION.

Retuknikg to Captain Powke’s interesting

report on civil constmction. as represented in

the French Exhibition, Tve find some j)avticul!irs

of M. Coignet’s concrete, used by him m the

construction of a house, near St. Denis, and

which has excited much interest.

“ M. Coignet has, as the results of a series of expe-

riments, given us the recipes for mahiag two kinds of

concrete suitable for bouse building, which he dis-

tinguishes by the epithets of economic concrete, and

hard and solid concrete. The first is composed of—

Sand, gravel, and pebbles 7 parts.

Argillaceous earth 3 parts.

Quick lime i

This concrete, he says, properly beaten up and mixed,

has given walls nearly as hard as the common soft

rubble masonry used in Paris : in price it competes

with ordinary pise work, over which, however, it has

the advantage of being able to resist moisture.

The hard concrete is composed of

—

Sand, gravel, and pebbles 8 parts.

Common earth, burnt and powdered 1 part.

Cinders, powdered 1 part.

Unslakcd hydraulic lime li part.

The materials to he perfectly beaten up together.

Their mixture gives a concrete which sets almost im-

mediately, and becomes in a few days extremely hard

and solid, which property may he still further in-

creased by the addition of a small quantity, say one

part, of cement; and the price, depending principally

on that of the time and labour, was, in Paris, under

unfavourable circumstances, SJd, to 4d. per cubic

foot ;
with more favourable conditions, 2d. per cubic

foot. A house, three stories in height, 65 feet by

45 feet, standing on a terrace, having a perpendicular

retaining wall 200 feet in length and 20 feet high, has

been actually constructed, with every part, including

foundations, vaults of cellars, retaining wall, all walls

exterior and interior, without exception, of this hard

concrete (Beton Dur), as well as the cornice, mould-

ings, string courses, balustrades, and parapets, and

without bond iron, lintels, or wood throughout ; the

use of plaster in the interior is also avoided, as the

concrete takes a surface sufficiently fine for papering.

The retaining wall measures 22,750 cubic feet of

masonry, and constructed of Paris bard rubble

(meulieres), or ashlar, it would have cost from 1,200/.

to 1,500/. and in common soft rabble (moellons), aud

stone coping, from 650/. to 750/. : on M. Coignet's

principle it has cost

—

22,750 cubic feet of concrete laid at 2d.

per cubic foot £190
Balustrade in moulded concrete 18

Total £208

Tlie entire house, M. Coignet says, only cost 400/.

and he further states that to build one similar of

ashlar, it would have cost probably five times that

In 1832 he again visited Italy, and soon after his

return (about 1835), while the impressions of his visit

to that classic ground were fresh, he designed the

residence of Dr. Abendroth, an eminent connoisseur

and liberal patron ofthearts. This building, although

not on a very large scale, may he considered his chief

work, as it affords evidences of great skill in adapting

a very effective arrangement of plan to an irregular

site, and of refined taste in combiniog Greek purity of

detail with the structural forms of Italian Renaissance.

In the interior especially, every part, even the smallest

detail, hears the impress of a master hand.

In the years 1838 aud 1839, M. de Chateanneuf

passed much time in England, engaged, in conjunction

with Mr. Mee, upon a competition design for rebuild-

ing the Royal Exchange, to which the second premium

was subsequently awarded. He was also, I believe,

assisted by the same gentleman in the publication of

a 4to. work, “ Architectura Eomcstica,” London,

1839. To another small work, “The Country House,”

by Lady Mary Pox, published in 1843, he contributed

some excellent designs for a country mansion. The

letters which accompany these designs contain many

remarks showing how carefully he had studied the

general principles of his art, and the correctness of

the views he entertained of the vexed question of style

in architecture.

The great fire, which, in May, 1842, destroyed a

large portion of tlie old town of Hamburgh, opened

a wide field fur the labours of the architect, and it

may be safely affirmed that no one strove more

assiduously or successfully than M. de Chateanneuf

to carry out the restoration of his native city. A
commission having been appointed to remodel the

plan of the destroyed quarter, he was nominated pre-

sident, and many of the important improvements

effected were originated by him ;
among which may

he specially mentioned the arcaded porticoes by the

side of the Alster Canal, aud those flanking the square

of the Exchange : the fomcr were also subsequently

carried out from his detailed plans.

From this time to about the end of the year 1850,

M. de Chateaoneuf was largely engaged in the erec-

tion of numerous buildings, both public aud private
;

among them the rebuilding the great Church of St.

Peter’s, in which he was associated with Professor

Fersenfeldt, the residences for the clergy, and other

buildings connected with this church, the new post-

office, the large warehouses, with residences for

Messrs. Schulte and Schemmann aud for Mr. Daven-

port, the Hall of the Tailors’ Company, a large w are-

house for the Cabinetmakers’ Company, and numerous

private houses in the town aud suburbs. Many of

these buildings show great originality in arrangemeut,

and particularly in the details of the mouldings and

enrichments, for which M. de Chateanneuf always

made numerous studies. The beautiful details of the

English Mediffival architecture appear to have made
a strong impression upon him, the iuflueoce of which

maybe clearly traced in the works executed suhse-

queutly to his visits to this country.

lu 1846 he manied a Norwegian laily of Christiann,

aud, on paying a visit to that city, the restoration of] amount. The same person has also constructed a
the “ Church of The Eedccmcc " was entrusted to

j
diemuil manufactory at St. Denis, in which walls,

him ; he was also employed to prepare a design for
; water-pipes arc all of this material, as

another church, which was sabscqiicntly earned out
; ^i,,, tpj foandaliou of a 30-horsc engine. If aU these

fi'om his plans hy a former pupiil. Although still in
; gtapements as to cost. See. are correct, the material

the prime of life, he began now to feci the effects of
, jj Ooi'met would appear worthy of being further

constant application upon his naturally earnest and
|

inquired into, as it would seem to afford a means of
somewhat cicitahle temperament, which, combined

; construction at a price hitherto unheard of.”
with some domestic afflictions, caused his health iT-n • -i- i-i j-
visibly to decline. He mude, however, aiiolher great

' ,,

France, iron is being extensively used_ m
effort, and produced one d hi. grandest architectural Pj^ce of wood in private residences being

conceptions in the design submitted in competition rolled at once into form for girders and beams,

for the Storthing Haus, at Chri.tiaua, which, how- Captain Fowke gives a description ot various

ever, was not carried out, as the eatimated cost ex- sorts of floors used, to which we will confine

ceeded the proposed expenditure. This was his last ourselves:

—

work, and it formed a worthy termiuation to his pro-
j

“The employment of rolled iron in girdersand joists

fessional labours.
j

fgj. floors, which is almost unknown in England, and
III 1850 it was found advisable to place him under

,
which is now very largely adopted in Paris, owes its

the care of Professor Sessen, in a private asylum neai- origin to the circumstance of a very extensively

Kiel, which had been erected from his designs: he organised strike of carpenters which took place in that

subsequently, however, returned to his native ciiy, cily in the year 1846, before which time iron was,

where he died on the 31st of December, 1853. even to a greater e.xtent than iu this country, debarred

Throughout his life his energetic character led him by its price from entering into competition with wood
to feel a lively interest iu all public affairs, and he in the construction of buildings and private dwellings,

took an active aud leading part in the local Kunst- In order to extricate themselves from the position iu

verein (Ai-t-Vnion), and tbe Society for encouraging which they were thus placed by sucb an event, and
Arts and Mauu'actures : he was also an honoraiy and with a view of preventing its recurrence for the future,

corresponding member of the Royal lustitutc of the Parisian architects and builders turned their

British Architects. He was thoroughly devoted to attention to the substitution of iron for wood, both in

his profession, and. an accomplished aiTist himself, he the roofs and also in the flooring of buildings, aud
took great delight iu the society of hi.s brethren of all more particularly to the best means of reducing the
classes, whom he frequently consulted on the subject weight and cost of the material, which, as stated

of his principal de.igns, thus prouiijting that rccipro- above, formed the greatest obstacle to its general
city of action so desirable between tiie sister aits, employiueut.

Those of foreign countries always met with the Much of the difficulty experienced by the French
kindest attention and hospitality at his hands, and he architects in perfecting this tew construction was
had thus procured the warm attachment of a large occasioned by the fact that, according to the custom
circle ot friends, hy whom his premiture death will which obtained at the time, the iron was transmitted
long be regi'etted.

|

from the manufacturer to the builder through the in-

tervention of a dealer, who was totally ignorant and

careless, both of the requirements of the latter or of

the capabQities of the former to meet those require-

ments ;
and it was not until the manufacturer and

builder were brought directly into communication that

the best forms of iron were made, especially for the

purposes of construction, forming what are called in

France “ fers speciaux.”

The cross-shaped girder of M. Bleuze being, as

might have been expected, weak in proportion to its

weight, recourse was had to a girder which was first

adopted in the construction of the St. Germain rail-

way station, and which was a slight modification of

the common I rail, hut which being made a great

deal too heavy, fell to the ground from its consequent

high price
;
and it was not till the month of February,

1849, that the I girder, as now used, was produced,

and first applied in Paris iu the flooring of a house.

No. 18, in the Boulevard des Filles du Calvaire, for a

bearing of 18 feet. A number of experiments wpe
instituted by M. Zorcs, for the purpose ofohtaimng

the best possible section for these new rolled iron

girders, which resulted, flrst, in proving the useless-

ness of a third flange which had been introduced by

some makers, as in the case of M. Bleuze’s girder, at

the centre or neutral axis of the I girder, and after-

wards in the gradual development of what are now

considered in Paris to be the best and most practical

forms of rolled iron girder, and which are described

below.

The principle of the substitution of rolled iron for

wood having now been established, numerous modifi-

cations were proposed in the manner of its application

and arrangement, as to the ties, stmts, and connection

with the remaining parts of the floor and ceiling, for

both which a variety of methods of construction have

been from time to time adopted, and of which some

of what are considered the best forms are here

described.

The first (figs. 1, 2, and 3) has the girdws of

I shape, slightly arched, having a rise of '06 inches

in each foot, placed at a distance of 3 feet 3 inches

from centre to centre, and connected at intervals

of 3 feet 3 inches throughout their length hy

ties of flat bar iron on edge, resting on the lower

flange of the girder, and fastened one to another

either by wrought-iron straps or cast-iron chairs.

Upon these lies are placed square bars, three be-

tween each pair of girders, running pai'allel to them,

from wall to wall, into which their ends, turned

down, are built. The girders are further tied to the

walls at each end by iron straps fastened to vertical'

iron bolts in the wall, and in a lateral direction hy

the ends of the cross ties hdug also built in, in the

same way as the longitudinal bars. On the iron

framework so formed the thick plaster ceiling is

formed without wooden laths, a wooden platform

being held under it while the plaster is thrown in from

above, and removed after it has firmly set. Small

square woodeu joists are laid over tbe girders, and

the wooden floor laid on these iu the ordinary way.

In the second method described (figs. 4, 5, and 6),

the I girders are also placed at from 3 feet to 3 feet 3

inches from centre to centre, and are tied, or rather

shutted, at intervals of 1 foot, hy small square bars,

reaching from girder to girder, and resting on the lower

flange, having their ends turned up in an elbow the

height of the web of the girder, and kept upright

merely by tbe plaster with which they are filled iu

:

this, as will he seen at once, is the most simple of

these methods, but it is deficient in the ties with

which the others are strengthened.

The third method (figs. 7, 8, and 9) differs from

the first merely in the manner in which the cross-

ties are connected together, being a simplification of

the chair already described.

The fourth method (figs. 10, 11, and 12) is

that which has generally had the preference among
the principal builders : in it the girders are

tied together in pairs, at 3 feet intervals, by

round iron bolts of an inch in diameter,

passing through holes at the neutral axis of the

girder, and nutted up at each end. Small square

bars are hung on to these tie-bolts by hooks at their

extremities, of sufficient length to permit them to

hang nearly level with the bottom of the girders, to

which they are parallel, as described in the first

method, the description of the floor and ceiling of

which answer for all four methods.

In speaking of the gradual development and im-

provement in form of the rolled iron girder, an

allusion was made to forms now in use in Paris which

are considered superior to the I section commonly
employed, of which the four methods above are

applications. These were exhibited by M. Zores

along -u’ith the collection of hollow bricks by M. Borie,

aud were of two forms, called by the inventor “ fer

tubulaire ” and “ fer a coulisse,” the first being, per-

haps, more strictly speaking, a girder, and the latter a

joist, where only a single fluor is required.

The “ fer tubulaire ” (figs. 13 and 14) may he de*
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CIVIL CONSTIITJCTION IN THE PARIS EXHIBITION, ELOOES.
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scribed as bein^ in section of ihe form of a capital A
withoot the sinall triangular top : those exhibited ore

said to be for a bearing of 20 feet, ami a’’C ^
following dimensions, viz.— inches high inches

wide at ton, 4 inches wide at bottom, exclusive of a

small flange of
-J-
inch projection on each side, the

sides of the girder are ^ of an inch m thick-

ness, and the top andflamics ^Vhs- These girders

arc placed at a distance apart ot 2 feet 8 inches fi om

centre to centre, and arc tied together at inters als

of 3 feet hy flat biriron tics of inch x mcli

bolted to the* bottom of the flanges.

ON INDl'K-VTlNOr AND PRESERVING
SrONEMORK.*

The decay and preservation of stone being in a

great measure a chemical question, it is very neeessap-

that an architect should lie acquainted both witli the

first principles of the chemical action of the air in tne

disintegration of the dilTcrent stones, nod with those

which should guide him in forming a just opinion on

the various processes suggested for their preservation ;

so that he may neither be led away by the specious

statements of interested parties, nor induced to pass

a hasty coudcinnalioo on all alike, 'without either

understanding their mode of action, or le.sliug them

by experiments of a decisive and satisfactory character.

The destructive action of the atmosphere upon the

various kinds of building stones may be class hed

under two heads. 1 o all cases it is the solvent action

of water and carbonic acid which effects the deca)

.

These agents affect stoncain different ways, according to

their composition, which, however, may generally be

referred to one of two classes, viz. the eartliy carbo-

nates, and the earthy and alkaline silicates.

Under the first named may be included the larger

number of common building stones, the liincstoues

and dolomites of ihc “'oolitic ” and “ magnesian lime-

stone formations.” which are chiefly carbonates ot

lime and rangnesia, and also the sandstones, for in

these the s.'ind is agglutinated by carbonate of lime.

These neutral carbonates of lime and magnesia are

- insoluble in pure water, and would remain cniirdy

unacted upon it the atmosphere consisted only of pure

uitro'^cD oxvc'cn, and nqiieous vapour
;
but it olwnys

contams carbonic acid, which being soluble in water

is carried down tiy the ruin, and these earthy curbo-

nates are dissolved iu an aqueous solution of tins acid
;

moreover, whenever rain falls upon a surface of carbo-

nate of lime (Ca (), COJ, a portion of it is dis-mlved

in the form of acid, or bicarbonate of lime (L.i U,

CO2 ;
110, COj), hence the presence of considerable

quantities of carbonate of lime in .spring and river

waters passim: tbroiigh chalky and liiiiestooe di?lncts.

If, however, the temperature of such solutions be

raised, or if tlicv be long cximsed to the air, the

carbonic acid is evaporated and the caiboimte of lime

precipitated; it is thus that iiicnislations of natural

objects met with in the ncighhourhoud of tlicse

springs are formed. A curious illustration of this

fact I have also observed when examining the action

of the weather on the south-western side ot the church

of St. Luke, Chelsea; wherever there is a sloping ledge

the rain, in niuiiing down, has dissolved a certain

quantity of enrhonate of lime in the form of bicarbo-

nate, but on arriving at the edge it lias collected in '

drops, or been drawn under it by capillary attraction,

and being prevented by the same force from falling to
j

the ground, it has reiimined n sntTicient time exposed

to the air for the carbonic acid to evaporate, and the

carbonate of lime to be deposited in droplets 01

miniature stalactites; this is doubtless a cominoD

phenomenon, which has been frequently observed, but

it is an interesting proof of the accuracy of our views

respecting the action uf nuuwnter ujion such stones,

for there we have the very same carhonale of lime

which has hceii dissolved out of the edifice iu one

place, deposited in another.

The granites, porphyries, clay slates, and such

minerals, are acted upon by the atmosphere in a dif-

ferent way; the general nature of the process may,

however, be well iiliistratcd iu the case of granite, a

rock which being often very hard is popularly deemed

indestructible ;
but that such is far from being the

case is obvious in the weather-worn crumbling sur-

faces of the masses of granitic rock on our own

coasts, as in Cornwall. The action of water and

carbonic acid on granite is different in nature and

slower, but as certainly destructive ultimately as in
,

the case of the limestones. I

The composition of granite, or at least of felspar

its largest constituent, may be thus represented

(KO, SO., ;
AI2

;
O3, gSOs). that is to say, a double

'

silicate of potash, and alumina; and when carbonic

acid, dissolved in water, is brought repeatedly in con-

tact with it, the potash is dissolved out from the

silicate of potash in the form of carbonate of potash,

Head by Mt. Heury SI. Witt. F.C.S. As^t. Chfmi-t, Govern-

ment Sohoiil of Mints, at the ordinary general miieting of the

Koyal loalitale of British Architects, on tbeild’h January.

Icatin,! Hie silica in a flocculent partially soluble i

state: the silicate of alumina, though unacted upon,
,

is left in n disintegrated state; so that by the mere
|

agency of air and rain-water the massive rock crum-

,

bles to powder, ,

The foregoing remarks apply to the action ot the

' pure air of the open country upon stones, ibesc arc

destructive influences to wliich all buildings, even 10

the purest and most serene atmosphere, are con-

staiitlv exposed, and from which no stone, hovvever

good 'and well selected, can be free. But in large

t^owns, where enormous qiiaotitics of cool are burnt,

sinue is subjected to far more adverse influences : the

narlicles of carbonaceous matter (soot) constantly float-

ing about in such an olmospbeve, are carried down by

' the vain, dcpo.sited on the stone, and there cemented by

the carbonate of lime wliich is simultaneously precipi-

tated, in consequence of evaporation from the rain-

water in which it had been dissolved oft' other parts

of the hiiihling in the form of liicorbonafc. Thus the
,

biiildim's become covered with a funereal encrusta-

,

tation, producing that sombre appearance which occa-
|

sions such a striking contrast between the public
|

buildings of our metropolis and those of Paris and

other continental towns where wood is the common
j

fuel. Tiiis coating, though marring the beauty of
|

the architecture, conduces to a certain extent to the .

preservation of the stone by forming a layer imper-

vious to water, and thus preserves the subjacent car-

bonate of lime from further contact with the acid

solution. Sometimes, however, moisture penetrates

through cracks in the surface layer and permeates

behind it; then dry or frosty weather setting 'fi.

coaling becomes loosened, and whole masses fall off

at a time: the result is necessarily very destructive,

hilt it is one which may tie frequently observed.

Alorcover, the atmosphere of these coal-consuming

districts contains, besides carbonic acid, also sul-

pliiirons and siil|ihiiric acids, which act upon car-

bonate of lime much more energetically, and in a

more injurious manucr than the carbonic acid.

; Some atones bring more readily acted upon by

these agencies llinn others, on account of peculiarities

in their iihysicol structure, with wliich the architect

can only become familiar by practice, it is obvious

that tlic utmost caution should be exercised in the

choice of stone for public buildings; nevertheless,

since even lliu best selected stones are liable, and

must uttimately yield, to I he same dcst nietive agencies,

the differenee’lieing only one of degree, it is hut

natural that attention should have long since been

drawn to methods for preventing the mischief; many

of which, to judge on cliemiciil principles, merit the

i

serious attention of the architect, and the most unpre-

judiced trials.

;
They may be divided into two essentially distinct

'

classes. In the one the otijcct is to cover the stone

with a laver of some untcriul, organic or inorganic,

vegetable or miucral, having 110 chemical action on

the stone itself, but serving only to cover it with a

surface which, not being affected by or having a

' repulsive action towards water, shall pn serve the sub-

jacent stone from the contact of tlie acid solution,

just ns wood is preserved by a coating of paint.

Although these methods vary much in detail, they

have ail the same ohjeet, and are all more or less

' useful, iliough less valuable than the second-class of

' processi 3 to he hereafter alluded to.

The most obvious method is to cover the building

ding of paint, as in the case of the anw
willi a coniiag 01 [MiuL, 111 ... V..W

fumade of Buc-kiiighnin Palace. Tliis is obviously

better tlian allowing the stone to decay, Imtrit is a

veiT temporary expedient, and liable to the objection

that, if the paint be made of lead, it speedily becomes
i

I

black from the sivpburettcd hydrogen of the atnios-

;

pherc of au English town.

j

Many patents have been taken out, to which Mr.

Smith alluded at length in his paper, read here on the

I 1st iilf. which cousist in soaking the stone in, or

;

covering ifs surface with, a layer of an oily body of

some kind; motives of cheapness and convenience

mnv, to a certain extent, influence the selection.

These are all valuable for a certain length of lime.

So long as the oily coating does not itself decay, it

must affiird important protection to the stone beneath ;

i and no doubt there are many here present who can

,

testify to the practical value of one or other of the

' processes of this class which have been suggested.

' But it must not be forgotten that all vegetable bodies

—indeed, organic compounds generally— are subject

,

I to a process of decay quite difl'erent in character from

those to which 1 have before alluded. All these

bodies, which consist essentially of carbon and hydro-

gen, are combustible, and, when burnt, are converted

into carbonic acid and water (the compounds of these

two elements with oxygen—viz. COo, and HO), and,

hy long exposure to the air, the very same result

ensues, only more slowly
;
so that in process of time

they entirely disappear, being converted into invisible

' gases, and no trace of them remaining. Their action

can therefore be but temporary, their durability being.

in fact, considerably less than that of the stone— as

much so, perhaps, as wood is less lasting than stone.

They can obviously only be of value whilst they last,

and’their existence is but ephemeral.

I

Besides, in selecting the oils, it should be remcm-

^ hcred that there are two classes—one distinguished as

! drying, the other as non-drying ; and it is the former

' which are of the greatest value. These drjiiig-oils

1

(oil of turpentine and linseed-oil arc common ex-

j

amples), on exposure to the air, absorb oxygen, and

! are converted into resins, which are more durable,

! and form a more impervious coating than the oils.

' themselves.
* * * *

„ .1 j
' It has been already mentioned that all the methods

which consist in coating the stone with organic mix-

tures composed of oils, resins, fats, &c- though more

or less valuable, are but temporary expedients com-

,

pared with others to be subsequently mentioned.

1 Under this first class may be included those of

‘'TheIodiiratedStoneCompaDy”(Frau 9oisTeycheone)',

' and of “The London Stone Hardening and Breserv-

1
ing Company ” (Mr. Barrett)

;
Mr. Henry Clinton

I

Page’s Patent
;

and lastly, Mr. John Bcnyamm

Daines’s. „ . ,

' Having recently seen the trials of Mr. Dames s

process at the Houses of Parliament,
_

I may be

allowed to make a few remarks specially in re'erenw

to it. It differs in no essential respect from tte

others of the same class, consisting essentuilly m
coating the stone with linseed-oil, to enable it to

resist the action of moisture. The on]y_ variation

from the others is in treating the stone with a sohi-

tion of sulphate of zinc or of alum, previous y to

applying the oil, and also in dissolving m the oil sul-

phur or liver of sulphur. 1 am at a loss to under-

stand what advantage is sought hy this modilication^

and in what the superiority of this over any of the

other processes fur coating the stone with a layer ot

oily or resinons matter consists, or, indeed, why it i&

preferable to paint, especially if zinc instead of lead

colours be used. But it certainly has inimy serious

disadvantages ;
for in the first place, the action of the

sul[)hur. whether in the free state m as liver of sul-

phur upon either the impurities iu the sulphate of

zinc applied, or on the iron in the stone, produces a

black sulphide, which gradually darkens the colour ot

the stone, and will doubtless soon render it almost

black
;
a result certainly anything but desirable m

Lmiclon, where the atmosphere generally performs

this office but too rapidly. Secondly, it is rather a

dangerous experiment to introduce into the stone an>

element like sulphur, which, by oxidation, is gradually

converted into sulphurous and sulphuric arids,—the

' very acids which, as products of the combustion of

coal, render the atmosphere of London and other

large towns so much more injurious to stone than

that of the open country ; it is, in fact, sowing within

the stone the prolific seeds of its dcslrucliun.

The second class into wliich I have divided the

various processes embraces those the object of

is, either to convert the surface of the stone itself

into a chemical compound less readily affected by an

aqueous solution of carbonic acid (rain-water), than

the original stone, or to deposit a less destructible

chemical compound in or upon it.^

The first suggestion of this kind, and, I he.ieve,

after all the most valuable, is that made by Professor

Fuchs, of Munich, for the preservation of fresco

pHinlings, and successfully applied by Kaulbnch (of

which an example exists iu the Alnseum of Practical

Geology). It was subsequently employed for the

preservation of ordinary stone erections by M, Kuhl-

niann, of Paris.* It consists iu washing ihe stonc

surface after erection with a solution of silicate

of soda (NbO, SO3) ;
but, in order that the iivocesa

may be successful, its mode of action should he nu-

derstood, and all the necessary precautions should be

adopted iu carrying it nut. AVhen the solution of

silicate of .soda (NaO, SiOg) is applied to a limestone

fCaO CO2). a double decomposition takes place,

—

silicate of lime (CaO. SiOg) and carbonate of soda

(NaO, CO2) are formed : that this is really its_ mode

of action, I have satisfied myself by experiments

made on pieces of stone treated in this manner hy my

friend, Mr. Henry Burnell. The establishment of

this fact is one of considerable importance as affecting

the theory of its action, as it proves rhat we convert

the carbonate of lime, which is so_ readily acted upon

hy an aqueous solution of carbonic acid, into one of

the most insoluble of mineral bodies,—the silicate of

lime
;

one, moreover, which is scarcely, if at

affected hy carbonic acid, and this without in the

least degree injuring the structure of the surface.

It is true that at the same time another action goes

on : carbonic acid is capable of decomposing silicate

of soda, as I mentioned when spcakimg of the dis-

integration of granite, and by this means free sibca

is likewise deposited on the surface and in the pores

of the stones ; this silica, thus deposited, is more or

* Sec - MemoiresurrAoplication des Silicates Alcalio-s Solu

iesau durecissement dea Pierres Caloaires Poreusef.'' Paris. 185
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less insoluble, but byproloupcd exposure its solubility

increases : -still it is never uU absolutely insoluble, and

it appears to me that the great value of the silicate

of soda arises from the formation of the silicate of

lime from the veiy lime of which the stouc itself is

composed.

]jut, as I said, certain precautions must be carefully

•attended to iu its application; tbe secondary product,

the carbonate of soda, which separates ia, the form of

a saline efllorescence, must be carefully removed by

washiog from lime to time, if suiiicieut rain does not

fail to elfcct this result : moreover, it must not be

imagined that one coaling is sufficient : it should be

repeated two or three times at intervals of several

mouths, and tbe washings performed frcfpionlly during

the iutcrinediale periods ; for this conversion of the

carbonate of lime iuto silicate, and the removal of the

soluble carbonate of potash, takes place but gradually,

and unless it be at first effectually performed it is

useless
;
but if it bo thus carefully carried out, judging

on general principles, as well as from experiments,

which I have carefully watched, carried out by
Mr. Henry Burnell, at Chelsea, I cannot but feel cou-

vinced that the process is likely to prove most valu-

able. I cannot, however, too strongly recommend
that experimental trials should be made with the

necessary care by persons who are both unprejudiced,

and, from their uudersiauding the principles of its

mode of action, coinpeteut to decide upon its merits.

I would merely ask Mr. Smith whether tlie single

experimeut to which he alluded in his paper, of which
the results were exhibited to the meeting (to which

'

•experiment reference was made almost in the same
words by the Rev. hlr. Barlow nearly two years

ago), was performed with all that care, and whether
all those precautions were adopted which arc

necessary to enable him to come to a fair decision on
the merits of the process? I could point out to him
spots ou tbe church of St. Luke, Chelsea, which have,

under treatment with tbe silicate, become so hard that

one can scarcely scratch them willi a walking-stick,

whilst the stone close by the side of it crumbles to

powder under the pressure of the thumb-nail.

There arc two otiicr processes to which I must
briefly allude, vix. Mr. Rausume’s and 5Ir. Smith’s

own novel suggestion.
j

Mr. Rausome’s process consists in treating the snr-
]

face of the stoue first with a solution of silicate of*

potash or soda, and then with a solution of chloride
|

of bai-ium or chloride of calcium, by which means an
insoluble silicate of baryta or lime is deposited in the

pores of tbe stone. This process, if judiciously

carried out, is undoubtedly likely to prove valuable,

but a priori reasoning would certainly lead us to give

the preference to the use of the silicate of potash

alone, and subsequent washing with water, for the

following reasons:

—

If the actiou of the silicate consisted merely in the

•deposition of silica iu the pores of the stone, as

imagined by some, then undoubtedly Mr. Ransorac’s
method would be not merely similar in mode of action,

but perhaps superior, to the use of the simple

silicate
; but I have before sliown that the silicate ^

converts the very substance r»f the stouc itself into a

Lard insoluble mineral compound,—the silicate of

lime; and it is ou this account that I am inclined to

anticipate more favourable results from it than from
Mr. Rausome’s.

Moreover, the silicates of baryta and lime, which
are deposited by Mr. Ransome’s method in the stone,

will, I fear, be in a finely-divided pulverulent state,

and in that condition afford but slight protection to
j

the subjacent carbonate
;
unless it be that the gein-

'

tinous silica deposited simultaneously from tlie silicate
|

of soda by the actiou of the air serves as a binding
|

material, uniting the whole into a compact surface:

experience alone can decide this poiut, nud I would I

strongly recommend Mr. Rausome’s process, as second

to none but the simple silicatisatiou, to the impaj'lial

'

judgment of those who are willing to give these two
j

processes those careful experimental trials which their
|

intrinsic merits so well deserve. i

Mr. Smith’s owu suggestion, notwithstanding its
.

ingenuity, is, I fear, uot likely to afford very satisfac-

tory results. He proposes to imitate those natural

.

processes by which cftTbouate of lime is deposited in

a compact form, as in stalactites, tufas, and other

native encrustations
;
but bow is this to be carried

out ou a building? lu nature, tbe surface which
becomes coated with carbonate of lime, remains for

months or years constantly exposed to the action of

water saturated with bicarbonate of lime, and the
very compactness of the mass arises from tbe extreme
slowness of its formation. But bow are wc to

imitate artificially such a process with success?
Could we submit the wall of a building to tlie action

of a constant but uniform current of a saturated

solution of bicarbonate of lime for years? In the first

place, what would be the expense of transporting a
calcareous spring, or of forming one artificially ? and
then, by what mechanical appliances could it be marie

to flow for years together over the surface to be
coated? In fact, to produce u covering of compact
massive carbouate of lime is impracticable, aud if it

be deposited quickly, it would be no better than the

well-known process of whitewashiug. Tudeed, even

j

if it were possible to veneer a stone with compact

^

carbouate of lime, it would be only equivalent to the
' choice originally of a good compact stone

;
for it

would be still liable to the same destructive actiou of

,
water aud carbonic acid as all other varieties of

carbouate of lime, though somewhat more slowly;

whilst the effect of the silicate of soda is to couvert

the stone superficially iuto silicate of lime, a mineral

almost entirely unaffected by these agencies.

In conclusion, allow me to observe, that while it

is the duty of the architect to select the best possible

stone, it must not be forgotten, that even the best

will always be liable to the same process of decay, the

difference being rather one of degree than of kind, and
therefore, if processes arc from time to time suggested

for protecting stone from this decay, it would appear

both the duty aud the interest of the architect to give

them a fair trial.

Moreover, it can hardly be true that the necessity

for preserving our buildings from imemature decay is

entirely an evil of modern date, for carbonate of lime

must always have possessed the properties which it

now has, and have been subject to the same kind of

decay; but the fact is, that it is only in modern
times that the atteutiou of scientific, as weU as prac-

tical men, has been directed to the discovery of pro-

cesses for preventing that decay to which all building

materials have beeu liable from the earliest epochs,

aud will continue subject, to the end of time.

THE DECLINE IN SKILL OE BUILDING
OPERA'l’lVES.

If you and your readers arc uot yet entirely de-

cided that enough has been said and written ou the

questions raised by the unemployed mechniiica, per-

haps you will permit me to advert to one topic which
seems peculiiu-ly ada^itcd for the pages of the Builder,

constituted ns the suil’crcrs are of the trades more
immediately connected w'ith building operations. The
wild proposal of converting 35,000 (?) unemployed
mechanics into “ ploughmen and agriculturists,” by i

sending them to cultivate the waste lauds, whilst so
jmauy colonies require the assistance of their labour,

'

ajjpears most iucousistent with the general fact that

ail employment rcquii'es at least some previous cdu-

;

catiou.

Is there auy member of these 35,000 tradesmen
who can state how many of that number have received

any education for the pursuit they profess to follow ?

Are not a vast number of them persons taking up
such trades merely because for a few years building

operations have been carried on at a rate beyond all

precedent, creating a demand for labourers, the want
of whom might alone have stopped much of the reck-

lessness of speculative builders. It is chiefly these

builders not being able to get tboir houses off their

hands that has thrown so many trades out of work
at the present moment. The larger houses arc enr-

ploying but few less in number, but then they

employ the skilftd workman— the workman worthy of

his hire; nud as they arc often obliged to pay a

: higher rate for wages than their workman is worth,

they are the more cautious whom they erajiloy. The
man who has had a proper education in his trade

must of necessity be a more useful jierson, and there-

fore, more likely to have constant employment than

the one who has merely taken to the trade on account

of some immediate dcinimd for assistance. This eas'v

influx has been permitted by the repeal, iu 181-1, of

so much of the statute of 5 Elizabeth, ebnp. 4, as

subjected to penaItic-», persons who carried on or fol-

lowed any trades (then existing) without having
served an np

2
)reutieeship of seven years thereto.

There arc many now living who can recollect the

first deterioration of joiners’ work, when men recom-

mended a “ mate ” to their master, aud employed his

time in fetching and carrying, because he was not

worth the pay which he shared willi his introducer.

There can be no doubt that this repeal has been of

iucstinuible service to the country as far as commerce
has been concerned ; but, as regards the art-zcDrZ-Mf/ff,

as he is now called, iu contradistinction to the mere
workman, it has been of great injury. 'J'he master

workman and others have by it becji enabled to take

cither short appieiiticeships or none at all; aiiil, by

I

making their apprentices perfoi in the work of tbe

jonrneyinen of the p'^evious period, have not only dete-

;rioiatcd tlie quality of work generally, but have

I

assisted to intioduce the system of conli acts, whereby

each master seeks to undersell his neighbour, which

j

can only be done in a majority of instances by loose

•n'orkraaiishiii aud inferior inalerinls. What else but

I

this JiHs destroyed the race of llie art-w orkinen of the

I

middle and end of the eighteenth century ? Where

I

arc BOW the bricklayers Who could build wuHs Avhii-h,

for neat aud 'strong work', are iu these days still a
delight to look at ? the stonemasons, who coidd select

stone which, fifty years after the com[jlctioii of the

edifice, exhibit iu many cases as clean work as the

day it was done, and wliich will still endure for years

I

without either the process of a trienuial cleaning

down, or of covering over with five or six coats of

' jiaint ? the carpenters, with their joists, roof, and
floorings, adapted to all rcqtiiremenl.a, without the

additious of ironwork, to render small scantlings

' efficient for the duty of proper ones ? the carvers of

' all kinds, yet putting to shame all our modern make-
believe attempts in composition aud papier inuche?

' the plasterers, with their ornamental work, executed

I

by hand, on the w all or ceiling itself, reudcriiig the

;

modern “ decorator ” a person of no consequence?

,

These were all art-workmen, and truly so, aud wc
shall not have them again until the building trade,

,

leaving the control of one imiii, who undeitakes all

trades “ by contract,” shall again be cai ried out by
' the master worlmiau, with his assistant-;, as formerly

I

practised. It is thus only that the best work is por-
' formed, even in the present day, in England, and
by all trades in foreign countries. When Sir

William Chamher.s, and the olher architects of his

period, had made the designs for a building, they

called together the several mostcr-workineii, aud ex-

idained the work to them: the building was erected

iu the best manner, constructively and ornameutalJy,

was paid for by measure and value, and the occupier

found, after inhabiting the house for twenty or

twenty-five years, that he had not had to pay for any
substantial repairs. Now, however, iu too many
cases, every three or four years, a house requires

almost as much to be laid out upon it to render it

again decent in appearance, as would have been at

first sufficient to have made the work efficient for

thirty or forty years. Under such an ariangcmcnt as

this, the marter-workmnn would be compelled to

teach liis apprentices, and must keep his men up in

art knowledge, otherwise the greater artist would
obUaiu the custom of his client. Look at the work in

the houses in Harley-strcct, and in the buddings of that

period, or lake the house of the Society of Arts, and
compare them with those in Regent-street, and the

Siiffulk-street Gallciy, uot to descend to later ex-

amples.

It is only for the last quarter of a century (hat the

want of art-workmen (I do not mean artists, as Elax-

man, Stotliard, and otliers wtio were omjdoycd by the

great bouses for designs) has been commented upon,

aud the fault of their uon-cxistcnce or scarcity has

been laid at the door of the Govenmieiit, for not

providing schools to teach drawing aud design ; wdten,

in fact, these very schools— as ateliers abroad—had
been iu existence iu the houses of each of the master

workmen, who, by his indentures, was bound to teach

his apprentice “ the art and mystery ” of his calling

;

and tins in reality, and not as at the preseut time, by
sufi'ering the youth to pick up a good, bad, or indif-

ferent education as he best may from the peopde he
has to associate with during the few years it may be
considered necessary he should devote himself to such
“ unprofitable ” labour as learning liis business.

Govci'iimeut, however, after much pressiuT, did, iu

1837, commence a “School of Design,” as an upper
scliool for the many good institutions for teaching

drawing then in existence
;
and, under the able direc-

tion of Mr. J. B. Papworth, it answered its object

ino.-t efficiently. But, resigning the appointment ou
his arrangements being interfered with, this establish-

ment has gradually been altered in character.

In the last volume of the Builder, page Cfin, in the

report of a lecture given at the Coalbrookdale

LitcraiT and Scicntitic Institution, Mr. George M’allis,

head master of the Binningham School of Art, stated

that “ some twenty years ago the Government of this

countiy, conscious of our naliomJ defects, undertook

to remedy them. They began, however, by teaching

‘design,’ an unfortunate tei-m to select, seeing that it

includes invention, which it is out of the jjower of

such schools to teach. M'c have now, however, arrived

at the point from which wc ought to have started :

the object of the Government now is to teach the

whole people that they may appreciate works of

merit, as well os to educate students in these schools

that they may create IIkuh.” These remarks are

extraordinary as coming from a person iu his position,

aud if it be the opinion of all the other head masters

of these Government schools, it certainly proves one

thing,— aud that is, their general incapacity for their

positions
; because, according to tbe capacity of the

pupil, design is ns easy to be taught as any portion of

an art or of a trade ;* and with all tbesetwenty years

of Government teucliing, has there been any advance

upon the works mentioned in the first portion of these

remarks? 1 doubt it.

If, then, these “unenrploycd operatives” are what
I have termed nnudueated, woidd it not be an advis-

* We are to Le iiuttisiood uu oNseutieg to all lUe wiUer’s

;

TjeWf.-El>,
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assistance of their nrt-studjes, they have some hopes

of distinguishing themselves.

This being an honest avowal, it would seem,—and

relieving their distress, than that of the conversion

wastelands? At present, p agriculturist does not

want a stonemason or a bricklayer as an assistant

;

nor does a manufacturer require the daily services ot

a carpenter or decorator. I urge this, because the

eye:

affairs are blinded by what are called “ principles of

political economy,” which arc a ronvenieut screen for

doing nothing to help such a body of men.

A Well Wisher.

TESTDIONIALS TO CLERKS OF WORKS.

Among the numerous difficulties attendant on the

practice of an architect, that of obtaining clever,

steady, and honest clerks of works, is not the least.

How manv buildings and architects suffer from the

deficiency of one or frequently all of these very essen-

tial qualifications ; and how much litigation is pro-

duced by the ignorance, inattention, or roguery of

those who should assist to hinder it, most architects

have experienced in a more or less degree. Some

course should be adopted to remedy the evil. Persons

who call themselves clerks of works are numerous

enough, as all have found who tried for one by adver-

tisement; but, of the applicants, how very few would

be employed even by the most undiscriminating or

confiding architect ? as two-thirds consist of men w ho

are too la^y to work manually at their own trade, or

prefer (naturally enough) superior pay, position, free-

dom of a«-tion, and builders’ gratuities (either in meal

or mall) for some service they should not but do

render to them.

Now the real cause of so many improper petsoiis

getting employment is the system of
“ testimonials,

too readily and frequently given by architects before

they have had opportunities or time to know the real

character of the man they have had faith in. Lazy

people are most feasible : talking is much more easy

Department will do well to encourage and foster such

a spirit, by complying with the students request.

This looks something like vitality.

The utmost good feeling seems to have prevailed

between the master and mistress and their male and

female classes, for at the Icave-tukiug on inday, an

address aud testimonials were presented to both

master and mistress.

SANITARY STATE OF ST. JA^IES’S,

WESTMINSTER.

The first annual report of the medical officer of

health for St. James’s parish, Westminster, has been

made to the local vestry and printed. As was to be

expected from the well-known tact and talent of Dr.

Edwin Lankester, the report is both interesting and

instructive. It appears fi-oin it that while the

average mortality of the parish from 1846 to 1855

inclusive was 790; that during 1856 was only 682,

or 108 less than the average,—one hundred and, eight

lives having thus been saved to the community iu oue

year, doubtless maiuly by the operations of sanitary

agency.

“It is Quite poB9»>le.’’ remarks the reporter, “ to cal-

culate the vnluo of lOB lives, at all ages, and in all ranks

aud conditions. Founding such a calculation on the annual

income of the country, the lowest value that you could

attach to 108 lives would be lO.OOOZ. To this sum must be

added the cost of 108 funerals, and the attendance ot

medical men, nurses, and others upon the sick. Another

element of this calculation to which I would draw your

attention is the fact that where one person dies, ten are

taken ill and recover. If you remove the cause ot the

death of one individual you will probably save the sickness

r—i- .X w j 1 of ten other persons. It is by calculations such as this

thau working, and this said talking is tinned to good pnomious cost of disease and death can be alone

account • not that they who do not talk are always to
I estimated, and it is upon considerations founded upon

te considered cither cLer or eireomtpee., as one
f

the most quiet men T have employed was seldom to
i economy of an effective

he found on the building.
;

system of sanitary organizulion.’’

I have been informed that many a testimonial has
j

however, is not the only point to which we
been given which would gladly be recalled, as it has

| \\irii to draw attention. While the deaths in

been known they have been used years after when
]

population iu the
n ... c.. V. .... 1%Ancnm Q /liiicrpfir. - .... — . •, .1 • *1.

floating record, for the time, against the legislative-

wisdom and justice of the three kingdoms. Phy-

sician, heal thyself,” may be thundered forth against

this abominable smoke-producing tower by every

citizen who has been fined or censured for making

smoke. There are many ancient privileges connected

with Parliament, and some modern ones, and we pre-

sume it is intended to claim the right to smoke. The

Admiralty, at the recent grand naval review, issued

orders against steam-boats making smoke. The com-

mercial steamers complied : the Admiralty^ steamers

alone sent up black volumes of defiance against “ My
Lords’ ” orders. So now Parliament first proves, by

scientific evidence, that smoke can be burned and pre-

vented
;

it then most properly frames aud issues, as-

law, clear and stringent clauses against smoke, and

then the British Houses of Parliament smoke worse

than the Lambeth Potteries. This should not be so.

Messrs. Nobles,— Lords, Spiritual and Temporal,,

and Commoners of Great Britain,—if the smoke of

coal cannot he consumed in your fires, then burn

coke
;
hut don’t bid defiance to your owu laws, and-

persist in ruining your own beautiful new building

before it is fairly completed.

THE "CATHOLIC .APOSTOLIC
CHURCH AT LIVERPOOL.

The Irvingite, or Catholic Apostolic Church,

iu Cauuing-street, Liverpool, of which we gave

some account in our last volume (p. 14:6), was

partly erected by an amateur architect, who was

also his o^\^J employer or paymaster. The edifice'

stood for some time after being only partly

erected, but at length was put into the bauds of

Mr. Trevor Owen, of Birmiughain, architect, for

completiou, not entirely according to the ori-

ginal intention, but so as to accommodate a

larger congregation.

The masonry is in freestone, from Stourton-

bill. The length oftbcclmrchis 121 feet; width,

39 feet
;
height, 60 feet. The nave and transepts

are covered by an open timber roof, stained and

varnished
;
the windows are glazed with mellow

tinted glass. There are large traceried windows

in each transept, and over the west door, which,

together with the smaller ones, and the building

generally, is executed in the Elamboyant style

of architecture, as nearly as circumstances

would admit, in accordance with the more

expensive richness of the eastern portion.
_

The

tower rises over a baptistery, with a window

designed for a baptismal subject in stained

glass.

The edifice is now complete, together witlk'

several additional works in contemplation at the

time we last noted its progress, and amongst

which was the entire remodelling and refitting,.

the parly who proposes to engage him. That ivill 1

of the narish
i

chancel and choir, the floors being

answer the purpose, hut the letter must be couflden-
j ^ iu the whole 'parish during the

,

relaid with Messrs. Minton S

tial, and not given to the clerk of works, as is re-
, J ^ 1

A spacious new vestry and couDed-room have

quently done. Another course is to give no heed to '

•

^ other words, from sheer overcrowding it been added. The aisles have been groined, and

testimonials, or even look at them; then there
j

would ^eem combined'of course, with the still im-
1

the church is lighted by ncbly-omanieuted gase-

no inducement to obtain them
;
and above all thums, I

sniiitaiT condition of the locality, one hundred liers. The organ has also been completed, and
architects must be tine to one ano'her, as lu rhrre ^ encased with a new organ front.

The total amount of contracts, with other

works, amounted to upwards of 4,000/.

Mr. T. Hughes was the contractor, and Mr.

B. Brierly executed the stonework ; Mr. R. Grey

was cleric of the works.

the person referred to has become a very different

character to what he was when the favourable testi-

monial was given. I have experienced this myself on

several occasions ;
and, in communicating with the

architects, have been told of their having had cause

for great dissatisfaction on again emplojing them.

There are two ways by which the profession may

St. James’s-square division of the parish, those in th

notoiious Berwick-street division were 23 to the

1,000. The Berwick-street iHstrict of St. James’s

parish contains no less than 432 persons to_ every

acre, being a more crowded population than is pre-

sented by any district in the metropolis so large as

lhat of Berwick-street ;
and even including, with the

he protected to a certain extent : one is, never to I

Jsmes’s-square division, that of GoUlen-squnre,

give a testimouial under any cireumstances to a
, deaths to 1,000 of the population, if the

clerk of works himself, but write, on appliiAtion, to
j Berwick-street district were as low as

tlip nnriv who nronoses to cncasie him. that will 1
, .

•'
t. ...1 *. j:,.:..:.,..., + 1...

casts within a short period I hare found the charuetiTS
i

^ ^ ^
and actions a. total rananoe and m one of the most

a.er»Be description, wonld have been
important features, viz. houesty, as they united with ..

® ‘

the builders tudefiaud my clients, besides being rarelythe builders tudefiaud my clients, besides being

seen at the hiiiidiiig.

' There are many honest, respectable men in this

calling, but it must be a matter of regret that a

superior class of men do not qualify themselves for

the duties. 'Ihree guineas per week (often given) is

not a very had sdary. Above all things, avoid testi-

mom^L, and giving unreal characters; and if some

architects will euiiage men without application to

SMOKE AND THE NEW HOUSES OF
PARLIAMENT.

There are " Smoke-consuming Acts,” and “ smoke-

burning patents,” and " smoke-burning orders,” and

fines for allowing smoke. Smoke is, however, neither

“burned,” “prevented,” nor “fined,”—that is, all

the cases, and some of the most notorious which

their last employers for their character, or with as ' ^ccur, are not so dealt with. Smoke is made by the

strong a slur on them as the law permits, they justly law-makcrs aud fine-enforcers in defiance of the good
merit the bad service they themselves do not take the proverb which says— and, we must confess, with

trouble to avert.
' . , ,,

One -who Speaks from Experience.

PROVINCIAL NEWS.
Portland.—Government, according to the

Dorset Chronicle, have appointed Mr. John

Goode, C.E. as engineer in chief of the bieak-

water works. The post became vacant through,

the death of the late Mr. J. M. Rendel. Mr.

. . Goode has been the resident engineer from the

some show of justice—that “Law makers should not
'
commencement.

be law breakers Let aay one of the three peers of
j

new national scbool bnildin^^ the blood royal, the two archbishops, the twenty
. ,, 'ru. t. j u

' dukes, the tweutr-one marquises, the 111 earls, the
J

m ‘1“= Church.road, approaches completion : it.

KENSINGTON DISTRICT SCHOOL OF ART.
! viscounts, the tweuty.four bishops, the;-wlll supersede the building m George-street.

One of the district schools of art, that at Gore 202 barons, the sixteen representative peers of Scot- The architecture is m the iudor style, ihe

House, Kensinglon, was closed on Friday, the 27th land, the twenly-eight representative peers for Ireland, |building 'will contain tvro school-rooms, a class-

ult. iu order that the row of buildings in which it the four Irish repreaeutafive prelates, the officers of room, lavatory, two large lobbies, and two

was situated might be given up to the commissioners the House of Peers, the 496 members for England ' porches. The large school-room is 51 feet

of the E.xhibition of 1851, who are about to pull it and Wales, the fifiy-ihree members for Scotland, and
|

6 inches by 20 feet
;
Ibe other, 39 feet 3 inches

down and throw open the site to the Kensington- the 105 members for Ireland,—just look at their own hy 20 feet
;
both being 19 feet high. The class-

road.
i
smoke-oiaking, and say if the British Houses of room is 20 feet by '^3 feet, aud contains a

A short time previous to the closing of the Gore Parliament have any right to make laws against the '

{T/^^ery The 'whole will be warmed by a new
louse School, the students sisned and sent a memo-

;

intolerable nuisance, smoko.
patent process It is calculated to accommo-

ueulre of Sir Ohai-le. Barry’s graud ,
.

,
,

House School, the students signed and sent a memo-
rial to the Department of Science and Art, deploring I About the

date 200 scholars. A detached residence for the
the cii-cumstiinec, and requesting tlnit iinother school building a square tower rises, with steep roof and ,

might be establislied in or near Keusington. They louvered sides
;

and, out of said tower, dense volumes
er

j
m \

went on to say, that ihe Training-school at Cromwell of smoke may be seen pouring forth, tilling the air

Gardens is inaccessible to them, on account of the with millions of “ blacks,” each black forming a
,

hill

Banbury.—The CTOund upon wliich the Coim-

11 corn exchangebuilding is to stand is being
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cleared, preparatory to tlie erection of the
exchange.

BUthJxeld .—The foundation-stone of Blithfield

scliools was laid on Tuesday in last week. The
idea of erecting national schools for the parish

1 of St. Leonard, Blithfield, originated with the
] late Lord Bagot. The site of the structure is

' within the park, and close to the hamlet of
j Admaston. The building will be of Gothic
( design, mcluding residences for the master and
r mistress, and be composed of red and blue
I brick with stone dressings. Mr. G. E. Street
i is the architect, and M- ssrs. Lilley (of Mcasbam)
5 and Elliott (of Ashby-de-la-Zouch) are the
I builders.

Cardiff.—The East Bute Dock extension now
r approaches towards completion, and the dock
' will be lengthened 2,000 feet in a short time.
1 Messrs. Hemingway and Pearson, the contrac-

tors, have made arrangements with the trustees

of the Marquis of Bute for a further extension
of 1,000 feet. The Rhyraney Iron Company
are about building extensive warehouses in con-
nection with the dock, and hundreds of houses
will be built ere long on the east side of the
Rhymncy Railway, for the accommodation of

;

merchants and o( hers who will ship their coal

j

and iron in that dock. Landlords, according to

the Cardiff Guardian, are now clearing from
I
ten to twelve per cent, by houses in this town,

j

Hereford .—This city being in want of a Corn-

I

Exchange, the incvilable “two schemes” are.

afloat. Cue is to erect a “new and handsome

j

building, of which Air. W. Startin, of London,

j

is the architect; the other is to renovate and

j

remodel the present butter and poultry markets,

I

adding thereto a eoru-exchange, at an expense
I
of from 4,000/. to 5,000/. Immense energy is

I

being thrown into the struggle by both parties;

Broad-street contending for a new building, and
' High-town for the renovation of the old markets.

1
Tlio new building would be in the Grecian style,

and of a character different from any other
' erection in the town.

Becclcs .—A factory for the operations of a
silk works company is to be erected in Peddar’s-

lane, and tlie foundations have been commenced.
Tiic contract for the building has been taken by
Alessrs. Woodrofl'e and Sous, of this place,

builders.

Btocki)ort .—A new grammar-school is now in
the course of completion, upon a tongue of rock,

elevated some 20 feet above the highway, at the
bottom of Lancasliire-hill. The proprietor and
originator of the scheme is Air. Coppock, and
the cost will be upwards of 1,000/. The Alessrs.

Longsou, of thistown, builders, are the contractors
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for the huMiiig. The design were prepared by ' o/ncS?, i° theSitcct.™'^
,

Mr H BoMTlian, of Manehester, who designed Imcs, the usual nnii^cr o
.

B
| Worimen are now emploj-cd upon the

episeopal ehurch for the cemetery. The
,

.a est.ma ed th t it "
“ jtnt'h 000?.“ It will

!

ground purchased by the Free Tolbooth congregation

style of architecture in which the school
| r„Hrie Svlc’of architcclnre, with a

,

in St. Andrcw-squaie, prcparalorj to commencmg

=7-
described by tlie local Javerjiher as rese

.
o

; a groined roof.
xi • i +1,., .,„,i Hip F\plianfT^e Bank premises, which ai-e to be

the form of the letter Lytbe longer arm forming
I

local vestry bas
aod 150A for some

the principal school-room, 40 feet 6 inches long
I

]3uard to borrow a siun of money for foi-mi p . •

,
,

, exnenses wiE make the total outlay

(mefudingroOBSatthecnd),andlSfectei..ohcS t,,„„ew cemetery. The estimated expenses amount to nc.Jeulai expenses,

wide The shorter arm forms a second school- something over 1,100/. The contract for erecting , • - "t

room, 18 feet 6 inches by IS feet G ™’*“>f';“ty 'hapela has been tata
roBEIGN INTEHIGBNOB.

S I?r'Xa??iS:t1:Mnrcln. d IVru-
,

G„„e,^^The society of Ag.-

^
_i 4. n A fee*- tyntlo 1 C iinrf.i. phnster.

room, a portion, about 10 feet wide, is parti-

tioned oil’ by a wood screen. An external pro-

jecting porch forms the only entrance into the

Duilding. Over the area, screened olT, and occu-

pied by the master’s room and lobby, is a gallery,

10 feet wide, forming a library and class room,

open to the school-room, and access to which is

obtained by a circular newel staircase, in the

centre of the wood partition or screen. Both

the school-rooms are covered by open timber

roofs, having an ornamental timber bell turret,

or louvre, with a conical spirelet roof. I hc

large school-room is lighted by a pointed win-

dow, in the north gable end, three lights in

width, with stone tracery in the bead, and by

three other two-light windows in the side walls.

There is also in the south gable, over the gallery,

a circular window, 6 feet 6 inches diameter.

The smaUer school-room is also lighted bya three-

light pointed and traceried w-indow, in the west

gable end, and a low three-light window on the

south side : all tlie windows have stone mullions.

The external walls are faced with Torkshire wall

stone, and the doors and windows, buttresses,

and angles, with wliite aslilar stone.

Norih Bierley .

—

The foundation-stone of the

North Bierley union workhouse was laid on the

new site on Briday in last week. Messrs. Lock-

wood and Mawson are the architects.

Leeds .

—

The new covered market is now

being rapidly proceeded with. It is constructed

almost entirely of iron and glass, socnewliat

^ter the style of the Crystal Palace. The form
_

would be a parallelogram, if it were not for an
p.

Chester.

BrisioL-

cultai-e, Scieuce, aud Arts of the above city has had

-A ueu- church is to he built iu asituotiou the happy idea of establishing ou

toservc asanlaceofivorshipforKll. An anonymous to contam historical monuments reUting to the city.

f?icTd (a??ordiimto tlieJ/iLr) has offered 1,000/. Amongst the specimens lately deposited m the coUce-

Sd'sX IS'udure. Mr. Miles gives a site, and tion, already
l.X^ti”

nth...' oentlemen hare iiroiiiiscd to coiitnbulc. copies of the pamlmgs ot the Gueal 1 alaa, leuicc.

“'lefUhe opeoiog of the ueiv ^Xo?' ft”e"anh“ ^^dy eo -TrltL;
here took place on the 13ih

,

® i. Ti.LmninT e-nneror of Constantiuoide, horn at

supposed to have co.t the dooor. Mr. Uard e, with ®“
the site, about 4,000/. 'Ihc trustees have made some

^^i-a in 1202 ” bv Dorainico Tintoretto ;
“Thel'irst

additions to the oriftinal iiliui, involving an expense ot „
, of’Constautiuople iu 1203,” by Palma the

about 250/. The style adopted is Early Pom,.ed,ot the
iundoring the

transitional character prevailmg during the
Crusaders in favour of bis I'utlier Isaac,”

Edward I. The nvitcnals used are red and white aid
the elder;

brick, with llollington stone dressings /he chapel
RTldouin as^ Emperor of Constanti-

Electiou of BaJclouin as Emperor

noplc,” by the same master,

ving these fine pictures

The M. Charles Crank, second great prize of Rome, born

the at Valenciennes. The originals being of huge dimen-

of the buttVesses, which divide the sides
' ?oSg The's;'' fiur'pietares hud been eonlided to

Wllieu 1 i ..r Pv.mo Itryrnbiys each. Two light huicct-heided window

run through the galleries, light each bw.

ei.trance-f.out is divided into three bays. ^ sious“‘"M* Crbas reduced^hetn to ouc-third. These
entrance is a large four-light window, glazed vulh

'.

of Italian mind have been little

stained glass. At the east cud of the chapel is a
ofhitherto as thev arc placed at a great

vesliy, 25 feet by 15 feet luside, for pnvute meetings
^ towards tlie Quay,

with orchcitra over. he body ol the chapel is
lights also make the viewing very

approached trom inner lohbu-s Ihii roof is 42 feet

^ glilteriiig ot the waves ruilcctcd on
in span, witliont any lionz-mtal tie below the elevated

oyigej M Crank to interrupt liia work at ccr-

strniniog beam. The eiil.ro width is spanned by “7 X's of'^ day. It was only after eight

laminated ribs springing from moiilJed stone rospoiids. i

perseverin'. 'labour that he succeeded m
The spandrils between tlie ribs and pnoeipal rnllers

^ p.pjei, „„„ higply spoken ot

arc cusped, and the ribs ore relieved on the under side I a. ‘ p^jt Paris, where they remained
bv continuous pendentivc tracery following their curve li.v tnc ualian press, nuuat ra. , ,

from side to side. The *™ei‘»db>“l
I

“ /m/ror™™/ i» Borms Jppamlui.-M. Kind, the

roof are so disposed as to

’T°
' German engineer, bas devoted the last twcl.ly years to

oblique end 'on the Kirkgate side, which follows
1 lolour'ed. The scots are fr uned in deal, with inelined

‘!“Xm °e'ly'° he borino'of ?ock to F?at°dcpt!i!’' The

the fine of the sire 't , It is about 300 feet long backs. The whole of the jomer’s work ,s st.mcd and mo
'pf |,is improvement eotisists tu this, that

- -

s eighty shops in varnished, ain the windows, except that over the J^riXi-l^
into the several entrance, are glazed vsith

R ,p‘ which is nlternately elevated to a lieiglil ot 1 or 3 feettwo rows—the outer facin'^ ... . ^ ow.

streets by wliicli they are surrounded, and tlie
,

glass. L.ghtmg is efiected by two
bVa woV*« rod/andthus falls by it's absolute weight

inner facing into the'^ interior space. They are
|

eetlitig-availaUe as

, ^s taled by h^
' o* «'=

'’“'X
"

‘f
surmount^ by a glass screen, and the entire

,

through the
^ .Ani'd ont from the ' po"’^er. In the old apparatus the tod vvas mudc of

space is covered in by three longitudinal roofs. '''

.

,,.p„y.p.„pi,,ppe of Mr Sugden iron, which atnoauLing, at a depth of 1,000 feet, to

tIc building is clos/d by seye^ntcen pairs of M » 150
,

owl. impatted to

ornamental gates, and the design, so far as an
'except tlic'tilu'mbing, glazing, aud painting, vibrating motions which nearly annih lated its admn.

architectural character is admissible m such a p^^p jp„‘o ,, joii„soo a„d Son. Ti.e wo^en rod, on the“X fi-om ‘l 000 to 2 000
structure, is of the Tudor style. It will be i’' ,r„r«.'irf-An effort'is being made to carry ont of the borelmle,

po/’"he
ready for occupation about Easter. It w-as

, ^^pip immh-needed repairs and altcratioos m S'-
^°„„,.atns The prowess S^tlie work

designed by Mr. Charles Tllney, late borough Marv’s Church, Warwirk. The estimated cost of the weight of ‘
, J, frop, i

surveyor, and is being constmetod by Messrs, npdjrtaking dees not exceed 500/. aud more than half
^

varies.

hard rocks d not prment the

Kelson and Sons. the required amount has been already promised.
i

’,„ft ppj toe ones, which must be

H id .—The British 1 ishery Society mtena to
j Uaslingden .—The new chapel for M esEyans, in

pj.Qtected bv tubes of strong sheot iron. The very

•commence immediatelyto build along-projected Manehesicr-roafl, has bcim opeued. The chapel is
of the tubes, which is from 15 to 30 lbs. to

rivet'-waU, opposite the John O' Groat Journal 95 feet long by 50 feet wide, including vestries and
tj^rannino; foot, causes their dosccut, if loose rocks

office. This, and the several buildings coiitem- apso. It covers an urea of 4,800 square feet. The
or'grit arc to be perforated. The work

plated in Pulteneytown, says the O’ (?roa/, style is Guthic, of the Perpendicubir period.
t|j„g p,-oceeds downwards, as the iron tubes obtain

will prove more than sufficient for all the avail-
I

chapel is estimated to scat 1,100 persons.
_

Theroofs,
descend by the removi

able labour of the district. The wages of masons ' iuti-rrndly, nrc ceiled to the cross-pieces. Ihe
depths of the borehole,

are consequently on the rise ; 20s. a week is
;

plnHcritig between the panels is
_

coloured blue and
fastening or ramming

almost the lowest figure that will be accepted,
j

the coved ceilrag o the apse is m addition, lilumi-
difficulties arise when banks or blocks

' nated witli gold stars The chapel has been erected
. pluced between tiie in lin loose geolo-

by wMr. William Waddingtoii, of Padihatn, at a cost
formations. In this case, a dilating instrument

of 3,000/. cxrlusive of e.xtra% from the desigus aud
foppassin^' the tubes, which are 10 or 12 inches

ii'Klcrlhe supcrintcmleuce of Mr. James Wilson, of
through such an impediment.

Bath. I Unnich.—jTcha:olo(fical UwcormVj.—Even this

Doncaster.—The last stone, under the first contract art-loving capital of Bavaria has beeu surprised by

the removal of the detritus

aud do not re-

dokvu of wooden

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Boade.—lhd chancel of Roade church, Northamp-

tonshire, has recently been restored, at the cxpcme of

the Duke of Graftonthe iJUKe 01 ura^Q. 'The south wal^^^^

at the parish church, taken by Messrs. Ireson and the appearance of an archmological work, containing
-^apidated,

nud in the north side a three- Sou, has been bid; and when the interior of the ^ descri|itioQ of the Roman villa excavated near
tiou oUwo

clumch is cleaned one, says the Gii--.//., their engage- ingolstadt, and which has been issued by the firm of
kghtPerpen

'.hp'brick four bas been reolacecl witk m™' >ave been completed. Consequently, a Curtis, in German and Latin
;
with much typngrnpbicol

besa opened. The brick four has beeu^
number ot vvorknieo will be diseliarged, as the eon- elegauee. It oontaius a very fine map of fee snr-

red W,
n.j ’

r Cn Eebmarv ISth’tbc par- tractors have received no inslrnctions to proceed w ilb bonmi-v, in which the Eoman rood and the
open high-,, tched root On

is the tower. This panse in the work, however bene- ^ Vallom R-inianum are laid down, and avery deldlod
tition be w e

re oiieiiin- was fieial it may prove to the bmlding itself, will, to many p,an pf the important building, which represents a
central) having been taken away, the re-opemn„ was

mailer of deep regmeti and it has been fa,, of a very elaborate aud well-nrrauped design.
celebrated with divine service.

Furingdon.—\i has beeu resolved that active and

immediate steps shall be taken to restore the Pro-

.tostaiit chapel in the village of Watvhfield, which was
r *u .

polled down in 1788. A subscription has been set
* . . , 1 a.-..- -D tr n. .C/. .•.,7V-

-

persons, ^ — a. ,
- - -

urged on the building coinrniltee that there is no the indication of its various rooms, &c. A
necessity for further delay in giving their order to coloured drawing of delicate design shows the mosaic

Messrs. Ireson for the secoud contract, viz. the erec- pavement, which occupies the middle of the building.
'

Hitherto, the knowledge of the Roman antiquities

2\orth Shields .—A new Wesleyan Reform Chapel Trausdaniibia, which stretches along to 4 indelicia

VI. ucv... -ns opened on the lyib ult. in lloward-street. North and Rhatia, consisted only of some scanty reci^ds, or

Tunbridae iVeUs.—liie. proposed new church for Shields. The chapel is built in the mixed style, upon
,

roads and tlieir_ ditches lined with piles. Iffie dis-

the Calveriy district, Mr. B. Peri-y, architect, is to an Italian base. It will seat C50 persons, and, with
,

coverics near M intcThoven prove now, that Itoman

on foot, and Viscount Barrin;gton aud the Rev

Edward Becens have giveu donations of 100/. each.
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civilizatioa and art had also reached to this remote

comer of the urrat empire of old.

The PanamaB.ailway.—A Swiss engineer emploTed

on this line writes as follows :
—“ This railway is the

most adventurous work ever undertaken. We pro-

ceeded with the com])a.ss straight from one ocean to

tho other: swamps like the Poutiue were dried up,

torrents cut off, rivers passed, mouutuiiis got round-
up and down with tlic windings of a serpent, but

always a-head; until on a fine njorniii!; the locomotive

was whistling where before but the howling of the

jaguar and briboon had been heard. Now, iu a few

short hours a journey is accomplished which hitherto

could only be performed with much expense and

danger. But what a railw:ay ! I wonder how stokers

and hremen cau be found to expose their existence to

such constant venture. I ferd frightened iu con-

templating these bridges, like cobwebs, from one
i

precipice to another, and resting on moving, rickety

ground. It is true the trains go very slowly at times,

'

at tlie rate of hardly 12 miles. Ou the otlier hand,

nothing can surpass the beauty of this scenery, the

bold vcdcanic rocks decked with the most gorgeous

and varied vegetation,” &c.

IlOYAL INSTITUTE OP BRITISH ARCHI-
TECrrS : AWARD OP MEDALS.

A SPECIAL general meeting of the Instihitc was
held ou Monday, March 2n(l, Mr. Bimaing, V.P. in

the chair, wbeu it was resolved unanimously, “That
it be hunibly submitted for her Majesty’s gracious I

con8iderati<»u, that the Royal gold medal, for the year I

1856, be awarded to Owen Jones, Pellow, author of

the ‘Alhambra,’ ‘The Grammar of Ornament,’!
and other works.” The rccommenda'.ion was sup-
ported by Professor DouRldson, Mr. T. IT. Wyatt,

'

hL-. Scoles, Mr. Digby Wyatt, Mr. Papworth, Mr.
Jennings, the Chairman, and others.

The reports of the council, ou essays and drawings :

received iu competition for tlic Institute medals, and '

the Soane meJalliou, were rend
;
and, in conformity

with the recomtuendalions therein contained, the '

Institute medal was awarded to Mr. E. W. Tam,
M..\. for his essay on the Malhetnatical Sciences, in

their relations to areliitccture
;
and a medal of merit

was conferred ou Mr. Augustus Henry Parken (“Con
Amore”), for his design for a large metropoUtan
hotel.

1

The report on the essays said,— '

" Tour council have the honour to report that they
have read with considerable care two essays sent in to
them, one marked ‘ Guudemus gaudentilius, doiemua dolen-
tibua,' on ‘Bellfi and bell-fixine,’ and the other, ‘Chivciin

!

a SOD gout.’ The latter is a long and very carefully pre-
pared essay on the ' Mathematical Sctencea in their I

relation to Architecture.’
It commences with some of the simplest geometrical

problems, and proceeda through a selection of the most
useful theorems in conic sections, mechanics, and hydro-
statics. Among them will be found cases in geometry,
trigonometry, conic sections, rules forfinding ihe entasisof
columns, composition and resolution of forces, thrusts of
roofs, strength of timber and other materials, the
theories of the lever, wedge, arch, and dome, and the pres-
sure of fluids on the sides and bottoms of vessels.

As the author very properly observes, to write a
treatise on all these points, would fill many volumes. We
also know that entirely new discoveries in mathematics
are of rare occurrence, and all treatises on the science must
he more or less compilations or adaptations from the
works of others

;
but the subject takes an enormous range,

and the author has attempted, and we think with success,
to select such cases as eotiimend themselves to the archi-
tect, and which hear moat directly on hia practice,

Although your council cannot endorse all the opinions
stated—fur instance, they believe the rule given for the
curve for the entasis of a column will not suit, all orders,—
they still have great pleasure in giving their high commen-
dation to the paper, and recommend that the olTered
medal be awarded to tho author of it.”

Iu tbe report on the designs, the council said,

—

“ Tbe Drawings with the motto, * Persevera, Per aevera,
jPer SB vera,’ exhibit a range of buildings, enclosing one I

large quadrangular court, with successful arrangements
for Ruperviaion and administration. The plan has decided
originality in several respects, such, for instance, as tho
introduction of a ladies' coffee-room, and combats fairly

the difficulty of placing a corridor of communication be-
tween two ranges of rooms. This is sufficiently lighted,

wide, and handsome ;
and, by the contrivances at the meet-

ing angles, is made to harmonise with the external design.
At the same time the arrangements generally, would
admit of some improvements in construction. Throughout
the plan symmetry is well maintained. The elevations,
considered as drawings, would admit of more careful exe-
cution, but there is merit in the general effect of tho
fijonts.

Viewed as a whole, the design is fairly havraonious, and
^nerally well proportioned. Tbe management of five
tiers of windows in the height, without producing same-
ness in effect, deserves commendation.

Considering these merits, tbe committee suggest that
the Soane medallion should be awarded to the author."

Some dIscussioQ arose as to coiilinniug the recom-
mendation of tbe council respecting the Sonne medal-
lion, the author of the desigu chosen having, it was
thought, transgressed in. some degree the precise in-

struction given to competitors as to tinting only
with Indian ink or sepiu

;
but the superiority of the

desigu over those of the other competitors, induced

the meeting to acquiese in the recommendation of the

council, and the medallion was accordingly awarded

to Mr. W. J. Green, Associate.

There was a third set of drawings marked “Pro
Bono Piiblico.”

Tho rccommcndatioTis of the council respecting the

Royal and other medals for the current year, 1857,

were read and agreed to
;
tbe council being requested

to take into special consideration the merits of loreigu

distinguished architects and men of science, iu propos-

ing the award of the Royal modal.

The Tustitulc medal will be awarded to the author

of the best essay “ On the application of wrought-

iron to structural purposes On tbe influence of

local material on English architecture —or “ On the

principal harbours of the Roman empire, and the

monuments by which they were adorned.”

The medals of the Institute, with the addition

of five guineas, will be also awarded for the best

illustriitions, geomclrically drawn, from actual niea-

sni'ement, with descriptive particulars, of a Mediaeval

building, hitherto unpuhlishcd in that manner, in

Ireland, and for the like subject in Scutland.

j

The Soane medallion will be awarded for the beat

I

“ Desigu in not less than flve drawings for a marine

saiiitarinm, or building, for the temporary residence

of a limited number of the middle and upper clas'cs.”

The successful competitor, if he go abroad within

three years after receiving tlie medallion, will be

entitled to the sura of 50^. at the end of one year’s

absence, on sending satisfactory evidence of his pro-

gress and his studies.*

COMPETITIONS.
Nortii Shields Mechanics' InsiHulion.—Tn your

number of the 21st ult. is an advertisemeut to whirh

I think the attention of the profession should be par-

ticularly drawn, because, among all the gros.s cases of

attempts to get the benefit of other people’s time and

talent, this is the worst I have seen. I allude, sir,

to the advciTisemcnt for designs fur a new building

for the North Shields Mechanics’ Institution, winch,

after stating the accommodation required, says that

the cost is to be limited to 1,500/. A premium of

30/. is ofi'ered for such design as the committee shall

select for construction; hut the person receiving

the premium will be required to prepare all sufFicicnt

working drawings and specifications, and to find a

contractor willing to perform the work for the sura

named in the report and estimate accompaoyinc the

design; and in ease the bert desigu, sent iu, shall.uot

be adopted for the conattuclion of the buildiug, then

15/. only will be paid as the premium.

The plan of the giound is to be had on paymeut
of Is. fid.

Now, sir, I presume that the committee of the

North Shields Mechanics’ Institution are aware that

the regidtii* commission for what th'-y wish to bind

an architect to do, is 5 per cent, on the amount cx-

[Mjnded (including the supcriutcndeDce), and, ihci’e-

lore, that they are seeking to get somebody to do the

hiisiucss at very much less than the fair and usual

j

charge,—a charge which eveiybody knows, for a

building to cost 1,500/. is quite little enough for the

i
time c.xpended and e.tpenae incurred,

j

[Moreover, architects are to make drawings for

; nothing, for the chance of getting thi.s reduced pay-

ment. Ed.j

I presume, too, that some of the cniumittee are

professional men, or tradesmen, and I would ask

them to apply the same rule to themselves, or to any

solicitor or medical man, or to any shopkeeper, with

whom they may deal in tho town, and iu that way
test the honesty of the proposition.

But unfortunately this is not an uncommon case,

and in all such cases there arc some memhers of the

profession who, from necessily, or a wish to obtain

practice, are induced to send in designs in reply even

to such advertisements as the one in question; and,

tberefure, perhaps, I shouldnot have taken the trouble

to write to yon, or have sought to occupy auy space

in your valuable paper, but for another fact in the

case, which is, that in your number for the 28th
April, 1855, an advertisement appeared for the same
purpose, and from the same parlies, of which the

present is almost a verbatim copy, the principal

—

indeed, almost the only—differences being that the

amount for the building was then limited to 1,200/.

;

that there was a second premium of 5/. and the

charge for the plan of the ground was 23. GJ. I

suppose they are now getting rid of the old stock at

a reduced price.

I happen to know two young men, one being a

pupil of mine, and the other a friend, wjio sent in

designs on the former occasion, and who had them
sent back some time afterwards wiihout any sort of

acknowledgment, and had the carriage to pay into the

bargain. I think, therefore, it is only a duty to my

* At the next meeting of v1i« Institute, to be htltl March 9tii,

a paper will be read, " On the diflorent theovics respectiug the

Fonitn of Kome,"— pnrticularly those of the Cominendotore
OaniDB,—by Mr. Arthur Aahpite!.

J

younger brethren in the profession to let them know,
if they send in designs, what sort of treatment, judging
from the former proceedings, they may expect in this

instance. AV. R. Gbitten.

Lichfield.—AVe are informed hy the committee
that “ the delay in selecriug the design is owing to the

general disapproval of the site by the architects,

—

another not having been obtained.”

Sunderland Cemetenj.— The Sunderland Daily
News expresses surprise that the offer of the Burial

Board was responded to hy so many architects.

“The well-merited philippic,*’ says tbe editor, “to
which a correspondent of the Builder treated this magnifi-
cent proposal, and which we transferred to our columns,
will not be forgotten. But what are the poor architects
to do ? They are at the mercy of oil the ignorant and
illiberal public bodies whose united craniums, onsuch snb-.
jecta (to use a common but incorrect simile), contain no
more than the little finger of any of the least competent
of the men on whose prodnetioos they sit in judgment.
Without making special reference to theSunderlandBoard,
the subject takes a wider and more general signifleanee-
than applies to it locally. Of late years the method so-

generally adopted by public bodies of calling upon profes-
sional men to devote their talents and time to the produo-
lion of plans, specifications, and estimates in competition
with each other, has been greatly oondemoed, and, we are
bound to say, by none more energetically and more ably
than tho Builder. Such a proceeding is a gross injustice

upon professional men, who have to oo at great expense
and labour in preparing designs, out of which only onecan
possibly receive any payment. But in tho case where the
premium is a mere pittance, scasrcely sufficient to cover
the actual outlay for tbe mechanical labour of copying the
drawings after they are designed, the injastice is greater
still."

AVe shall be glad to find the general press awakening

to the errors of the course pursued by public bodies in

Ibis respect, and writing upon the subject so clearly

and sensibly as tbe editor of the Sunderland Daily
News.

Tamworlh Union Competition.—Competitors arc

asking for information as to progress.

ILLUMINATED CLOCKS.
OnSBRTijfo a paragraph in your paper of the21atult.

which states (bat the dials of the great clock, at the new.
FaUce of Westminster, are to be done in imitation of th^
clock ut the lodge at llyde-park-corner,* we beg to state-

for the itil'orroattoo of your readers, and the public ak
large, that we have not supplied any of this new patent
material for the lodge at Hydc-park-corner, or any other
building, neither do we intend to do so until the dials at
the new palace are completed, We received our inetme-
tions from Sir Charles Barry, to supply him with a certain
amount of this material, as far back as November, 1855,
and which was fixed in the temporary eiperimentfiJ dial,

at the south front of the Tower. After various experi-
ments, Sir C. Barry, finding it to succeed, determined
upon having the whole of the four great dials glazed wijh
it, and we were, therefore, honoured with the order in

April, 1866, last, to manufacture sufficient to complete the-
same, which we have now been engaged upon ever since,
and we have so far accomplished the object, that a great
portion of two of tho dials is already glazed : the other
two dials are in a forward state, and wo trust will soon bo
couspletcd, and give universal satisfaction,

HbNRT AJfD Jouw GaBDHIB.

GAS.

A PROSPECTUS has been issued of a County and
General Gas Consumers’ Company, with a capital of

50,000/. iu 5/. shares, to supply gas to villages and
towns with populations varying from 2,000 to 5,000’

and upwards. The Norwich Gas Company have
just dcclai'ed a dividend equal to six per cent, exclu-

sive of an addition to the amount of the shares, by
which the 23/. shares were advanced to 25/. Ajfc

the gcueral half-yearly meeting of the AVest-Ham
Gas Company, after a sum had been appropriated to

the reseiTcd fund of the company, a dividend of 3^
per cent, clear of income tax (being at the rate of 7
per cent, per annum) was declared, and the Chairman
congratulated tbe shareholders on the future prospects

of the company, holding out a probability that while

the price of gas would be less, or at a minimum rate,

the future dividends would no doubt be remunerative

to shareholders. The supply of gas for the last com-

pared with the previous six months showed an in-

crease of 3i millious of cubic feet. The ceremony

of lighting up the village of AVeedon with gas took

place on Tuesday in last week. On Wednesday a supper

was given to the men employed in erecting the works,,

when upwards of 90 assembled. The quality of the

gas was considered to be satisfactory. At the usiml

meeting of the AVolverhampton Gas Company, tbe

report stated that the progressive increase in the busi-

ness and improved couditiou of the company enabled

the directors to advise the declaration of tbe maximum,
dividend (10 per cent.) authorised by tho company’s.

Act, and they at the same time felt pleasure in stating

llicir ability to acjomplisb a reduction iu the price trf

gas. The reduction took place on the 1st of January

last. The dividend having now reached the parlia-

mentary maximum, auy increase iu the company’s

profits fj'om tliis time forward would be principally

* The paragraph simply states, that it is understood tti« dial oT
the Westmin-ter clock “is to be made of a similar description of
gloss, so as to be quite clear, both by day and night.'’—
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applied towards further reductions in the price of gas.

—The chairman said that the Board saw no reason to

anticipate that they should not he able to maintain the

rate of dividend. This result was consequent upon the

increased consumption of gas, which factwouldnodoubt

enable theBoai’d to effectfurther reductions in the price,

and to make additions to the guarantee fund. The

report was adopted. The Burslem and Tunstall

Gas Light Company have just announced their inten-

tion to reduce the price of gas to 4j. 6^. per thousand

feet. This company it is said has also made great

reductions in the charges for meters and fittings, iu

order to give every facility for the use of gas. At

the meeting of the York Gas Company, a dividend of

six per cent, was declared. About three months

ago, a company was formed for the erection of gas

works at Easingwold, and a contract was entered into

wth Mr. "VVilson, of Castleford, near Leeds, who has

since completed the works. On the 18th ult,, the

town was illuminated with gas for the first time.

The works consist of a wet gasometer, 30 feet in diame-

ter and 10 feet high, supplied from five retorts. The

whole of the works have been completed for 1,000/.

The company is formed under the recent Limited

Liability Act. Opposition is to be made to bills in

progress for the Glasgow Gas Light Company, and

the Glasgow City and Suburban Gas Company, ontbe

ground that they do not provide that affer paynient

of 10 per cent, dividend, the surplus iirofils shall be

applied in reducing the price of their gas, and that they

do not stipulate that the gas shall be of a certain quality

and periodically tested. The rapid increase in the

consumption of gas in Dundee is such that, in order

to ensure an ample and regular supply, the Old Gas

Works’ Company have resolved on erecting a new

gasometer capable of containing nearly half-a-million

cubic feet of gas. This reservoir of gas will be 100

feet in diameter, and will be of telescope construction,

in whole 50 feet iu height. The excavations have

commenced, and the estimated expense is G,O00/.

Messrs. Little, of the Newcastle Gas Apparatus

Works, says the Gateshead Observer, have entered

into a contract with the Danish Government for the

lighting of the town of Sonderburgh with coal-gas.

The works are to be of the most approved construc-

tion, from plans prepared by Messrs. John II. Little,

G.E.

B.OYAL ITALIAN OPERA, COYENT-GARDEN.

. „„ A,. lilc I'niTifnrt wfi<» was very much to be reprobated. Uia Lordship enlarged
said this v\ as unticcessaiy, so far as

on the importance of merchaots maintiiiuingin their tran-

conccnied. According to the plaintlfi s own slate- sactions a character for that uberrinid Jide$ tor wbioh Eng-

ment the defendant’s brother an attorney in Union- Ikh merchants bad been hitherto celebrated. He hoped

street, had told him to do what oyas necessary, and to tt.l
trlhHSiS

make a good job of it. lie denied that be had ever
^

undertaken to do the job for 5/. and he said that when ,

he bad sent in his bill Mr. Fitch said he was
,

astonished at it, and that he would not pay more
^

than 5/.

only by the defendants, but by all traders.

A juror was then withdrawn on the terms above stated.

t given by t...

the entry made by the latter was a false one, certainly

the fraud attempted was a most scandalous one, and

one for which he ought to be stnick off the rolls. But

the jury must decide which side they would believe.

The jury retired and finally found for the defendant.

The position of the new theatre is now settled. I

The Duke of Bedford has leased to Mr. Gye for

ninety years, not only the ground upon which Covent-

gardeu Theatre stood, but also that which is covered

by the Piazza Hotel, together with other tenements

in the rear, extending into Hart-street—the whole

being equivalent to upwards of an acre of land. The

lease becomes the more advantageous to the hwlder

from the fact that it is unfettered by any of those

drawbacks, such as renters’ privileges and property

boxes, which weighed so heavily on former adminis-

trations.

According to the present plans, prepared by Mr.

Edward BaiTy, the area of the theatre will be con-

siderably larger than previously, comprising au en-

closure of 240 feet by 100. The roof is to constitute

a span of 100 feet, without any intermediate supports,

so that the scenery and stage appurtenances m^iy be

removed at the shortest notice, and the whole in-

terior converted into a vast concert-room, au idea of

Mr. Gye’s.

Nearly half the site will he appropriated as a

flower-market, in the shape of a glass bazaar, 80

feet in diameter, and 250 feet in length, for the exhi-

bition and sale of flowers, plants, and all the objects

and conveniences that incidentally relate to them.

This idea, suggested by the well-known Marche aua

Fleurs, in Paris, formed part of Mr. Gye’s scheme

for a glass-covered street through London, set forth in

a previous volume of the Builder. The flower-

inarket would show in Bow-strect, south of the theatre.

INSTITUTION OF CDIL ENGINEERS.

^

On the 24th uU. Mr. G. P. Bidder, vice-president,

Mr. Fitch was called for the defendant, and stated
^

jn the chair, the paper read was
“ On Chain-cable

that he had entered into a special contract with the
|

and Timber-testing Machines,” by Mr. T. Dunn,

plaintiff to do the job for 5/. and that he had entered
^

The hydraulic press machiues, for testing chain-

a memorandum in his diary to that effect. The
^

cables, had been generaRy so costly in construction,

memorandum was read, and he positively denied that and required such expensive foundations, that few of

be had given the general authority alleged by the the chain manufacturers had on their premises any

plaintiff. I
means of testing their chains. Messrs. Dunn, Hat-

Lord Campbell Icfc it to the jury to say whether
,
tcrsley, and Co. of the Windsor Bridge Iron Works,

they believed the evidence given by the plaintiff, or Manchester, having had their attention directed to

that given by the defendant’s brother, Mr. Fitch. If
^

this want, designed the simplified testing-machine,

the description of which formed the subject of the

paper, and which could he produced for 200/. to

300/. instead of 1,100/. to 1,000/. the cost of the

Government and corporation testing machines. It

was illustrated in our pages some time ago. The

arrangements for the main hydraulic cylinder, the

valves, and the levers, are very simple and effective,

and the results of very numerous series of experi-

ments, which were given, demonstrated the power

and uniform action of these machines—one of which

was used at the Paris Universal Exhibition in 1855,

for making a long series of experiments on the

strengths of colonial and other timber, under the

directiou of Captain Fowke, K.E. part of whose report

is quoted.

In the course of the discussion it was remarked,

that the broken links showed, in almost every in-

stance, that the fractures had arisen from an imperfect

imiou of the iron of the links in welding. It was

considered that sufficient force and rapidity of blows

could not be obtained by hand-labour, and that tilt

hammers with the requisite speed had not yet been

employed
;
neither had steam-hammers, which were

merely lifted by steam and fell by their own gravity,

sufficient speed for heavy chain making. A descrip-

tion was given of Naylor’s single or double-acting

steam-hammer, which could be changed at pleasure,

by merely moving a lever, and by which any amount

of steam, from a mere breathing upon the piston to

that of the full pressure of the boiler, could he applied,

and be varied whilst the hammer was in full work.

Two of these hammers were employed in the work-

shops of the Eastern Counties Railway at Stratford,

and one at Norwich. They were somewhat like the

“Nasmyth” hammer, but comprised several modifi-

cations, having reference particularly to the valves

and valve gearing. The hammers weighed 10 cwt.

each, and when worked with a length of stroke of

12 inches, and double-acting, 250 blows per minute

could be obtained, or more than twice the number

that could be given by an orJinaiy hammer lifted by

steam, and falling by its own unaided gravity. The

same principle was said to be applicable for rivetting

iron plates for ship-building—also for boilers, tanks,

wrought-iron bridges, rivet-making, &c.

FALSE MEASUREMENT IN DEALS, &c.

A PROFESSIONAL correspondent, under the signa-

t 're, “ ArcUitectus,” writes us as follows :

—

The trial mentioned in the Times of Saturday,

21st ult. in the Court of Queen’s Bench, Shepherd v.

Engstrom and Co. is so imjiortant, and the observa-

tions of Sir ]'’. Thesiger and Lord Campbell so just

and wortliy of alteution, that I trust you will, for the

benefit of the profession and the trade, give it a place

in your journal, for I am sorry to say the very im-

proper practices there referred to are not confined to

deals. Two instances of late introduction (and which

ought to be pul a stop to by architects, as in my
practice I invariably do), at present occur to me,

viz. calling slates of intermediate sizes, not by dis-

tinguishing names, but by the name of the larger

size, and to which name they have no right. Thus

calling slates 9 by 18, countess instead of ladii-s, or

large ladies
;

slates 11 by 22, duchess instead of large

countess. For myself I never allow a higher charge

for these intermediates than for the inferior sizes to

which they properly belong
;
and in contracts I

always reject them, even to the taking them off again

I if substituted for the larger description. Again,

secondly, calling cast-iron rainwater pipes by the

diameter, outside measure, instead of the clear bore,

all other pipes, and drains, &c. thus 4-inch

rainwater pipes are only about three and five-eighths.

The case referred to we condense from the Tmes
columns :

—

The plaint iff, Edward Shepherd, was a timber merchant

BUILDERS’ BILLS.

GvnLT v. Fitch.—At the Court of Queen’s Bench,

Guildhall, on February 28, Mr. C. G. Addison ap- ' te ded meant

peared for the plaintiff, and Mr. M. Chambers, Q.C.

and Mr. T. Chitty, for the defendimt. This was an

action in which the plaintiff, Alfred Gwilt, a builder

in the Borough, sued the defendant, Miss Fitch, to

recover the sum of 33/. lls. 8d. being the amount

of the plaintiff’s bill for making a waterclosct end

doing other repairs, at a house belonging to the

defendant, next door to the plaintiff’s own premises.

The plaintiff’s case was, that he was employed to

repair a drain, and so to prevent a nuisance at the

house in questim, and which also affected the plain-

tiff's own premises; but as he proceeded wilh the

Baltic merchants
;

and the other defendants, Messrs.

Churchill and Sim, were timber brokers in the City. The
action was brought to recover damages for a false repre-

sentation alleged to have been made by the defendants to

the plaintiff as to the dimensions and quality of a quantity

of timber sold by the defendants to the plaintiff at a pub-

lic auction at barraway's. When the goods (about 2,000

Baltic deals), were delivered to the plaintiffhe was much
dissatisfied, for he found that instead of being of the
“ first quality,” as he expected, they were of a very infe-

rior description, and, instead of being 9 inches wide, a

large number of them (816), could only be classed as 8-inch

deals, as not exceeding 8J inches in width. The deals

were described in the catalogue, iu various lots, thus :

—

“600 14 feet, 3 inches by 9 inches, as shipped, first

quality.” It was contended that the order given bv the

brokers to mix and repile the timber, when they knew
that a large portion of it did not come up to the descrip-

tion in which it wss shipped, clearly showed a fraudulent

intention.

The defence was that there had been no miarepresentn-

tion made either as to the dimensions or quality of the

timber; that, in ordering the deals to be mixed and

repiled, they bad done no more than restore them to the

condition in which they were when shipped and first

landed. As to the description in the catalogue, it was

shown that where dock measurement was intended, the

dimensions (3 by 9) were given without any addition, and

this was co nmonly understood in the tmdeto mean '* dock
measurement;’’ but where, the description was '‘3hy9
as shipped,” as in the present instance, that was only

understood as a representation that such was the descrip-

tion nnder which the deals were shipped, and it was to be

expected, iu such case, that many of the deals would be
deficient in size. The same argument was used a

‘

meaning of the words “ first quality,” which it w
.j ded meant no more than that the goods were shipped

a of the heat quality.

After the examination of witnesses and other procedure,

Sir F. Thesiger, for the plaintiffs, said he acquitted Ihe

defendants, who were gentlemen of great respectability,

of any intentional fraud. They had acted according to a

custom in the trade, which was most irregular and im
proper, and the sooner it was got rid of the better. But
he (Sir F, Thesiger) acquitted them of doing more than
acting according to a vicious custom, and was ready to

withdraw on the understanding (agreed to by the
defendants) that the plaintiff should be indemnified for

the consequences and the costs.

Lord Campbell said he thought this arrangement did

great credit to both parties. The plaintiff, as areasonal le

man, might have expected a different result from his _

chase
;
but as the action rested on a charge of personal

_i i. ii_ 1 -i. i_
‘ 1 - 1 , 1 -t j •* I He (Lord Campbell) expressed his belief that the di

state, that it became necessary entirely to rebuild it, i ^^9 did not mean to do anything wrong; but thought
though his principal witness, the tenant of the house,

|

that the custom which it was stated prevailed in the trade

RECENT AMERICAN BUILDING PATENTS.*

Tor an Improvement in Mixing Wheat Flour with

Pahiis. Isaac Gattman, Philadelphia, Pennsyl-

vania. Claim .—The manufacture of paints by grind-

ing crude colours in a composition of water, flour, or

its equivaleut, rosin, or its equivalent, fish oil, or any

drying or nndrying oil, in order that the paint thus

manufactured may be produced at a cheap rate, and

iiftcnvards thinned with water to the required con-

sistency.”

For an Improved Method of Bending Wood.
Edwin Kilbukn, Aetemas Kilburn, and Cheney
Kilbuen, Burlington, Vermont. Claim .

—The bend-

ing of wood by forcing it endwise of its fibres into a

mould, which is closed on all sides, but has an open

cod, is curved longitudinally iu the required form,

and has the dimensions of its internal transverse sec-

tion of the piece of wood, thus causing the wood to

be confined in a lateral direction during the bending

process, for the purpose of preventing the separation

uf the fibres.

For an Improved Method of Bending Wood.

Thomas Blanchaed, Boston, Mass. Claim.—1.

Subjecting the timber to pressure upon all sides, and

coutinning the same while it is being transferred from

the straight trough to the curved mould. 2. The
machine for bending timber, consisting essentially of

the following elements, or their equivalents, in com-

bination:—1. The bending lever. 2. The device for

compressing the timber while it is being bent. 3.

I'he curved mould in which the pressure is continued,

aad in which the timber is removed from the machine

after the bending operation is completed.

1 the Journal of
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Tor an Improved Mode of Securing Sheet Metal
Coveringsfor Roofs. Wm. II. Teissler ani John
Stewart, Fairview, Pennsylvania. Claim.. — The
double lapping joint for uniting the sheets of metal
without solder. Also, the combination of the scroll

and wing edges, for uniting the strips of covering.
Tor a Self-Regulating Draft for Chimney Tops.

JosiAH A. Boyce, Lee, Mass. Claim. — The appli-

cation to the top of a chimney or a draft flue of a
frame, having one or more turning slats or dampers
hung in it, said frame being provided with a rudder,

^0 as to be always turned to a proper position by the
action of the wind, and the dampers being combined
with a spring mast with sail on top. so as to be
closed more or less by the action of the wind, and
automatically opened during a calm.”

Tor an Improvement in Cast-iron Favemenls.
George M. Ramsay, City of New York. Claim.—
The iron hexagonal paving blocks with legs or lugs
below, when united and secured by the iron clips or
bands, so as to form the flexible pavement.
Tor an Improvement in Bndges. Isaiah Rogers,

Cincinnati, Ohio. Claim.—1. The formation of an
arch whose voussoirs consist of one or more ranges of
tubes in vertical planes, held in position by the de-
scribed radial plates with confining flanches, the tubes
of each component arc being gradually displayed and
enlarged from the crown of the arch each way, the
enlargement in one direction and the contraction in
the other direction, being such as to preserve a cir-

cular section throughout, or gradually ovalling from
the haunches by a vertical enlargement tow’ards the
ends, and a corresponding contraction towards the
centre of the arch, according to circumstances. 3.
In combination therewith, the described mode of
staying and bracing together the several ranges of
such tubular voussoirs.

Tor an Improvement in Machines for Mixing
Mortar. Benjamin R. Field, Beloit, Wisconsin.
Claim.—The use of a revolving box of a cylindrical
or other form, made to roll upon the ground for the
purposes of mixing the mortar by the action of the
cross-rods, whilst at the same time it serves to carry
the material from place to place, in combination with
the method for discharging the mortar from the
revolving box.

Tor an Improvement in Artifcial Stone. St.
JuLiEN Ravxnel, Charleston, South Carolina;
patented August 12t]i, 185G ; re-issued October lltb,
1856. Claim.—The composition of marl and slacked
lime, substantially in the proportions for producing
an artificial stone, or a substitute for stone and bricks.

VARIORIIM.

"What is to be done with our Criminals ” is an
i important and anxious question, not only asked, but
; ably responded to, by Mr. Charles Pearson, the City
5 solicitor and late M.P. for Lambeth, in a shilling

f
pamphlet under this title, published by Hall and

1 Virtue, of Pateriioster-row. It is in the form of a
ii letter to the Lord Mayor, and also contains the report
0 of a speech by the author in the House of Commons
c on the same question. Classing the subject uuder
t three heads, Mr. Pearson grapliisally describes—
1 1. The system of past days, or the cheap and cruel
s system. 2. The present, or the expensive and effemi-
c natc system. 3. The future, self-supporting, or
"
"labour and appetite system.” He urges—and in

t this we need not tell the readers of the Builder, that
V we perfectly agree with him —that criminals ought to
V work for their own provision, that prisons ought to be
i> self-supporting, and not an eternal and intolerable
b burden on the ratepayer. This ought to be so even
n with the honest but unfortunate poor in the work-
\ houses,—much more with the dregs of the population
ii in the prisons. The amiable and excellent Howard
would seem to have not only at last done all the good
to criminals that he intended, but much more (and

tl that not all good even to them) than he ever even
^ dreamt of. Such is the power of a single determined
v will over successive generations : the amelioration of
lb the "cheap and cruel” system has resolved itself,

lu under the well-meant exertions of Howard, into "the
ft expensive and efi'eminate system,” and now prison life

IS a state of luxury and idicnes®, wheu contrasted, not
«j ^ly with the miserable provision and accommodation
ji for the honest pauper in the workliouse, but even with
Di those of the employed labourer and artizan. Witness
iitbe progress of the Lord Mayor and the City archi-
tect, and other City authorities, the other day, first to

L the workhouse and its " casual ward,” and then 'to the
pTprison: here was in itself a virtual protest against

'

:iiso absurd a state of things. "Look here,” as the
LYankces say:—At “Reading prison palace,” as Mr.
fePearson caustically styles it, a prisoner is “not com-
Kpclled, nor even persuaded, but only permitted ” to
"cwork. " There are only two cases of refusal to work :

none was a London thief, who came from Ascott, and

lived by the light-fingering trade of pocket-picking:
he was afraid that, by handling the pump, it would
spoil his hand for bis trade.” So says Mr. Field. Of
course, this light-fiugered gentleman, “not being
compelled, nor even persuaded,” to work, declined

the pump (at which, by the way, ten scamps occasion-
ally recreated themselves at the wholesome labour of
two). Under Government regulations, therefore, a

London thief is kindly aided in his laudable desire to

avoid spoiling his “ skilled band ” for his trade, while
at the same time luxuriously fed and attended, so as

to sustain his physical stamina to the same worthy
end. While this state of things prevails in the
criminal prison, what have we going on at the work-
house ? The honest and able artizan must cither
blister, harden, and destroy his skilled band, and
blind his watchful and educated eye, by breaking
stones for a mere pittance, or must starve and die

—

he and his wife and family 1 Can the public “ look
on this picture and on that ” without the excitement
of strong indignation and disgust ? So ridiculous and
absurd a subversion of all right principle can no
longer continue: something be done

;
and Mr.

Pearson, or any one who will help towards that end,

well deserves the national thanks for his exertions.

In the very next publication which happens to

come before us, we have various interesting details of
prison life abroad,—that is, when those princes in

crime who luxuriate in the “prison palaces” of
England go abroad at the public expense to recruit

their health and dispel their ennui: we allude

to a field officer’s very readable volume on "Ber-
muda” as "a Colony, a Fortress, and a Prison,”
just published by Messrs. Longman and Co. lu
describing the life of the felon at Bermuda, the author
involuntarily exclaims,—" How many thousands are
there of good character in London, whose hours of

labour exceed those of these condemned felons 1 The
printers’ devils, for instance, who work from eight in

the morning till eight at night, with only one hour’s
relaxation for dinucr, uudergo more severe and un-

healthy toil than any out-of-door convict labour prac-
tised at tbe present day.” And again, when the con-
trast forces itself upon his profcssioual notice, be-
tween the duties of the gallant defender of his country
and those of Its vile plunderer, or even murderer, the
" field officer ” says,

—
“ If we compare the food and

work of the convicts with those of the soldiers on
guard and on sentry’ in the same island, the position

of the foimer will excite no compassion in the ten-
dercst breast. The convict is allowed, daily, one
pound and eleven ounces of bread (!), ouc pound aud
a quarter of meat (!), and half a gill of rum {! !). He
has cocoa sweeteued (poor fellow) for breakfast, and
a supper equally good. The soldier is limited to one
pouud of bread aud one pound of meat (1), and buvs
his own groceries and liquor. The writer was assured

by an eyo-wituess, that on the first serving out of the

increased allowance of bread—for it used to be only

one pound—the convicts, iu contempt, threw the

surplus overboard.” Can it be wondered at that

under such a system, these facts have long been so

well appreciated by soldiers that crimes were for-

merly uot uufrequently committed by them with the
express desire of being transported,”—a contingency
which it required the lash to put an eud to,—the lasli

which never falls, of course, upon the sacred shoulders

of the true “ devils ” of society. One does not need
to go to Bermuda however, nor even amongst the
military for such instances, and such Government
enticements to crime

:

they are but too plentiful at

home and in civil life. Amongst Educational
books received, we note one, titled “ Every Child’s
Scripture History,” adapted for junior classes, (rom
Dr. Kitlo and Miss Comer’s Scripture History, sim-
plified, by Edward Farr (Dean and Son, ofliidgate-
hill, publishers)

;
and “ The Stepping-Stone to lYench

History,” by “ A Teacher” (Longman and Co. pub-
lishers). Both of these seem to be good of t ieir

kind; but why does “A Teacher” exclude the

Bonapartean as a reigning dynasty from those

enumerated as the French dynasties : is it because the
Boaapartes are rulers rather than mere reigners?

A second edition of Mr. Peter Burke’s " Com-
pendium of the Patent Law as now amended ”

(Penning and Co. 43, Fleet-street, publishers), has
been called for, and has now appeared. The an-
nouncement of the issue is all we need say of such a

work by an author like Mr, Burke. A Tract,

giving wholesale warning as to " The risks to life

and property attending the practice of racing on tbe
ocean,” has been published by Nissen aud Parker, of
Mark-lane. In these fast times such a warning is

cei'taiuly needed. We must place amongst the

books received a veiy complete aud beautiful edition

of the “ Poetical Works of Lord Byron,” in one
volume of 685 pages, just published by Murray.
Byron is the architectural traveller's poet, and this

is exactly the version for the bag or the knapsack.
It has the advantage of a very full index

;
and for

frontispiece, a sketch of Thorwaldseu’s statue of the

poet, now in the library of Trinity College, Cam-
bridge. Adcock’s Engineer’s Pocket-Book, for
1857 (published by Simpkin aud Marshall), contains
many valuable tables, formula;, and other knowledge,
includiug a very useful chapter on the strain and
stress of materials.

iJSiigctUanca.

Submarine Telegraph via the Red Sea.

—

There is a project, said to be supported by influential

names, for establishing a telegraph to India in con-
tinuation of the system of telegraphs decided upon
by the English Government for the Mediterranean,
and which is to terminate at Alexandria. The pro-
posal is to lay a number of wires across Egypt and
down the Red Sea to Aden, whence they will nm
parallel to the south coast of Arabia, and terminate at

Kurrachee, to which the Indian telegraphs extend.
Complete powers are said to have been very lately

obtained from the Ottoman and Egyptian Govern-
ments for the purpose.

Sale of a Quarry by Auction. — Messrs.
Winstanley submitted for sale by auction, at the
Mart, on Tuesday in last week, a freehold estate, con-
sisting of about seventeen acres of land, bounded by
the river Derwent, on the road from Croraford to

Bakevvell, about two miles from Matlock, Derby. The
auctioneer described the land as possessing ao abund-
ance of limestone of a very superior quality, contain-
ing properties peculiarly desirable in the process of
smelting iron. Two quarries, he added, have been
worked, aud there exists a great demand for the stone.
Fine marble of various kinds has beeu discovered, aud,
no doubt, could be worked to great advantage. Cou-
vcyaucc is facilitated by .proximity to the Matlock
and Bath railway station and the Cromford Canal.
There was a good attendance of capitalists, and a
spirited competition. The biddings commenced at

2,000/. and the lot was eventually sold for 4,600/. or
upwards of 275/. per acre.

Strike of Manchester Operative Carpen-
ters.—A meeting of master builders was held at
Manchester on Monday week, to receive a deputation
of workmen respecting the strike in the shop of Mr.
Robert Neill. Five of tbe workmen attended as a
deputation, and requested the suspension of the new
rules. The masters, after a lengthened discussion,
" Resolved, as this meeting utterly disclaims any
iutention of taking the slightest advantage, and be-
lieves the new rules have been drawn out in a spirit of
fairness to the men, and certainly contain nothing
which can justify the extreme step taken by the
workmen, the masters decline to withdraw the rules.
At the same time, if the men on strike resume work,
they have no objection to listen to any proposals
which may emanate from the men

;
and, if it can be

shown that any infringement has been made on the
rules of 1846, the masters are ready to listen to the
representations of the men, and, if necessary, to make
an alteration.”

Repaving High IloiBORN.—This great thorouc'h-
fare will be closed to carnage traffic for several weeks
in order that tbe wood pavement may he taken up,
and the carriage-way laid with Aberdeen granite cubes
on a bed of concrete filled up with grouting, and new
footways laid down from the city boundary to Brown-
low-street. A resting-place is to be made in the
carriage-way opposite Chancery-lane for passengers
crossing. The works are to be executed within,
fifiy-six days, under a penalty of 50/. a-day.

Lecture on Art.—On Wednesday evening Mr.
Henry Ottley gave, at the Marj’lebone Institution, a
very interesting lecture, entitled “An Hour with the
Old Masters.” It was a history of painting, in which
he traced the growth or development of ihe art from
tbe earlier ages to the time of its greatest glory in
the days of Correggio, touching in each instance on
the distinctive merits of the respective schools, and on
the works they have left behind them. P. R. B.-ism
came in for a fair share of his comments amongst
other art topics of the present day.

Moulded Bricks.— It is surprising that so little

use appears to be made of moulded brick for ornament
in architecture in the metropolis, although it is a sin-

gularly beautiful material, having a rich colour, and
taking a very sharp edge. It is also extremely durable.

I have used moulded bricks very extensively in build-

ing myself a house in Surrey, and should be most
happy to show specimens of them to any architect or
builder who would take the trouble to call at my
house in town between five and six o’clock on any day
in the week. They arc not simply common-sized
bricks, cut in various shapes, but are in large masses
as heavy as a man can lift. This adds greatly to the
value of their appearance. My hope is to s*ee them
used in place of stucco,—one of the vilest materials

at has ever disgraced architecture.

Charles Buxton.
7, Grosvcnor-cvescent, Bslgravc-square.
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Exetee Hai.l.—The annual meeting of members

of the Sacred Harmonic Society was l.eld at Exeter

Hall, on Tuesday evening, February In the

course of the evening an appeal to the directors o(

Exeter Hall was unanimously agreed to, calling on

them to give attention to the representations so fre-

quently made by the public press and by the various

societies meeting in the hall, to provide additiouiil

means of ingress and egress, and expressing a strong

opinion as to the duty of the directors of Exeter Hall

to yield to representations so frequently submitted on

the subject. « i

Toe Soulages Collection.—Messrs. 1

.

J. G. Cra<-e, John Jackson, and E. Bond (of Gillow #),

have addressed a letter to Sir Benjamin Hall, calling

his attention to the Soul^es Collection, urging

strongly the great importance of the formation of a

museum or collection of sm-h objects and examples of

Teon, Hakdware, and JIet.xl Trades Pension

SociETV.—This society, established in 1S43, for the

niirijose of affording permanent relief to deserving an

necessitous members of the several trades and their

widows, and which now numbers twenty-five men and

forty women pensioners, at au average annual cost ot

l,275f. 15s, held its first ball on IHonday evening, at

VVillis’s-roouis, under the patronage of his Grace the

Duke of Norfolk, &c. The zeal and energy of the

members of the trades in forwarding the interests of

this society may be inferred from the fact that nearly

400 were present.

OxFoiiD Architectural Society. — At a meet-

ing on the 18lh ult. iu consequence of the indisposi-

tion of the reader of a paper announced, Mr. James

Parker read one on the “ Study of Architecture

Historically,” in which he proposed that the society

should turu its attention more than it had done to

He reviewed the exertions

as are comnnscu lu luis ,
n-umi;

collection 'ie ao ncecasary to the education ot the art- ' a love for, and an Notin'

SeSTs to the'arehiteeMhrSmaina ot Greek art ' aociely had’ another work “P™;

MuCe ot h a iad Zt an. taste and his roieo a. sidered that, by studying the h.story of areh.tcetnre

S! re ,re,entZvi of « m more closely, we sho,dd comprehend "'S-YZ
stituedey to induce the Govcimmcnt to become the meaning of these

,f°
“ L

,

purchasers of the Soulages Collection, and
ma^rof our finest werrdt but that after the breakfast hatf-bour

assm in renderms au
'• motofG.o!Z rfiflccs. lie went on' to .how the they retnsed to tnrnjo nnless thejr wages

Thu 1 ituE Seats it) St. .Iaues s riPCAPiLW

--Seeing the article m yonr
f;' to o’rehitecliire, and how by its slndy ntncli Bghl

Leicestershire Architectural Society. At

a meeting of this Society on the 23rd ult., the

Rev. Mr. Gresley read a description of what was said

to be probably the most ancient mansion in Leicester-

shire, accompanied by two views of it, W'iLli ground-

liliin and details. This is Bouingfon-on-the-Heath,

in the parish of Ibstock. In the time of King

Hemy HI., the heiress of 'William de Sees, of Don-

iui>ton, married Alexander Villiers, of Brooksby. To

the earlier part of that king’s reign the mansion was

asenbed. It consists of a square building, with

smaller projecting buildings from it at the hack. On

the ground-floor was the kitchen and store-room, and

abov^e this the hall or apartment ordinarily occupied

by the owner and his family. The entrance to the

mansion led into this upper room, and was accessible

bv means of an external staircase, probably of wood,

ail traces of which are gone. The original windows

are narrow lancets, with plain and trefoiled heads,

while others arc square headed. This mansion has

not been noticed by recent writers upon domestic

architecture. The views of it mentioned will appear

in the volume of the Anastatic Drawing Society, for

1856. _
Strike at the Birkenhead Dock Works.

From some cause of disagreement the navvies em-

ployed by Messrs. George Thompson and Co. the

contractors, in carrying out the works for the deepen-

ing of the Great Float, at Birkenhead, recently struck

work. It seems that last week until eight o’clock on

Monday morning these men, the tippers and ^yers,
. « . j A.!. .. T.T.A1A 1..^.. nl nA[t_n/Mni*

alteration, ill this churthwhemii ^ would be throw'll upou the plans niicl designs which

made of the add.l tonal free s.tlmgs gamed to the
„uiaming, and from which we copy. In

noor bv such alterations, I am induced to inquire of
lEar in the course of the

raised

from 2s 8d. and 2s. 9d. a day, of winter working

hours, to 3s. for the longer day’s work, from six to

six, with half an hour for breakfast, and an hour for

dinner. They urged that their work is more arduous

thm that of the plateioyera and mechanics, who

receive Ss. 4d. a day. The police were first of all

called into requisition, for on Alondny the turnouts

comnclled bv threats all the men who remained at
.1 . t . tt- 1 _-.i non r,e

poor by such alterations, I " conclusion, he proposed that .

you whereahouts and of what sort
ensuing term they ^ould make Oxford their especial

sittings? No one would suppose, from the article m
in the histoiv of its halls, colleges,

your paper, and from previous a/J'c'es m othei puUli-
jjjg'jorv of the times which .... v....-- --

cations on the same subject, which I have seen that
which' they were built. If work to desist. On eduesday morning 600 of tlm

these much-vaunted free siitin,gs are. alter all, nothing
college would come forward turnouls came down to the works in a ^

more than “ a joke, —fit receptacles only fur the cob-
^ history of his own college, and findmg a few men at work, ran after them, but no.

webs, dust, brushes, and old matting of the sexton,
architecture as far as possible, with the !

violence was used. Riotous proceedings,

they being in odd, out-of-the-way corners, at th^o ex-
j. t^eir great ’ having afterwards taken place, a detachment of the

tri.wTVPfitem ends of the aisles, and of very different ®
. i r.. a, .v„i. to

tremc western ends of the aisles, and A/, .v.;
ipadin'rr lopn

construction to the high, pert pews in their front. It ’
.„.rZ'Mcr,;r'vZ,rh.:n,, or <„c-; military rva. calW ia to chock the ^positmn to

.

-
jp produce such a history of the ! violence which was miimrcstiiiB itstlf. ilessra.

is the old story over and over a;am-a ?reat cry and J .„j oily as in no other way could bo Thompson had made arrangcinents to hrmpng men

little wool. ThciewiU be no free areoinmodation for
, v,

,[,0. o,.o„ij ja those historical studios from their various contracts in different parts of the

the poor in the p.insh •hiirch of St .Tames in the
.^e’ now so eminently revivine in Oxford ;

and ooimtry to replace those out on strike. men

proper and Iriic sense ot that much-ahused terra
otaVcliitcctnre, make

unless and unld that church ^ their'society once more to be felt as an earnest, work-
abke, free of charge,—as also of the Irowns or smiles

. f pn

of sour-lookinB, fusty Tim Kov.vn icAUEm-.-The subject selected for

may be troly written '”7>;r
. the gold inedid competition of this year, both in

poor and noh meet together: tn„ Lord is mak r of

tiem a 1. All bosidcs «
“it'e of monov The number of oompelitors will he large, and we hope

dions, trumpery,
'bet ‘be modiliralion of treatment necessary and

“
Zlemn'riie oftl Zc^Zsitto ir peeuUer to each branch of art will he well stad.ed by

adapted for a solemn rite ol me eniircn.-siirn lor
pp, tp t^p p.jp tho similarity of

SZ/Zsir'Z.rr'w7.Zl.ZinZ:Zdht{ enbjeot in 'both hranohss may afford a valnahlo

been nnahie to SCO from his ..aller, the oecnpjts of
‘essenn

Meciaxics' Inst,tut,ox
these nowl.v-gaiofd sittin,ss, as the,, poor mal ,

an
t,,p 33,4 p,ppting of the

as little able to see or hear the preacher which i.

jj ^ Mcehaaics' Institation, and the last lo

said to have been a »«e ,ma with h m^ be MJ ip the old bnildina. in Oooper-street, a report,
arrangement ot h.s ohm dies.

read h» Mr. Ilntchiogs, the secretary, mentioned that
more iinpor anre to the “"“b

J''

' “
the receipts ti-om the Exhibition ot Indnstcial Art in

and indecent distinction m ho on C O God, than lo P

the more seeiog or bearmg the proa hou-G H.
1 nearly 7,000/. and would pro-

^7 t®“r r iet’.' sZ .ZZ hr» vea sZ bZv kave, after defraying' all expenses, the snm of
spondent, Geolopi ns, says, Sra^e three jea s ago

^ ,p„.pp3, ,pp pp3„pi;„„ the delit.

a sewer was formed m the soathern po t on of St
yVoEKUEX ox DiscilAEGE.-At the

James s-sqnsre. Can yon ted me to wl at depth
, j at Walsall, an action was tried in

the excavaiions were made, and what was the thick-
,

‘ J '

j m ti ,.i

ness of the bed otmarf through w hirli they worked?” ''iieb Charles Bolt, a carpenter sued s'Je.srs Lloyd

Mr Loviek obligingly informs ns. in repiv, that from er, and Co. m whose employ he^ had been for
Jur. i.uvjLJA uuiit g J

p,.,.T»,.i.a(nT„i..,i Vi.o nvnrVs 5/. Is. waijes. Judsmont had.iii a prior action, been

rd'exZnation'rf the eontr.,oLeetions, the depth of given to ihe The point o" "-jlieh the

excavation for the sewer appears to have been from question turned was. whelher masters could disci a. ge

21 to 22 feoti that 5 feet of metalling and made workmen when from any cause they toil no w ork to

ground were limt met with; and ,hc„ sand, which ‘bem. withont giving them a for night s notice It

Ltmneduninlcrrnptedlyto tliobotlomoftlicsewer. “'‘''o defendants to

The thicbnc.ss of till sand-bod cut throoph was from ! ‘eV''’Z “
A s' r"Z' 1 Z ? Z

16 to 17 feet : lart its lio.it was not reached. 'Pie jury gave a verdict for the plamtiff to the

The People's Mond.vy Evening Concerts, at ^fiole amount claimed, 5/. L

St. Martin's Hall, are still proceeding, and afford

innocent pleasure to many at a low cost. The Lord

Mayor has forwarded a donation of 5/. after attending

one of the concerts, and has promised to pay another

wait with the Lady Mayoress.

Cambridge Architectural Society.—The first

meeting of the above society for the Lent Term was

held on Thursday, February lyth, when Mr. H. T.

Kingdon, Trinity College, read a paper “ On Erith

Church, Kent,” the purport of which was to discuss

the question whether a recess in the east wall above

•he altar was a credence or not. The Rev. G.

V'-!!iams exhibited a design for a stained glA«8 window,

By Mr. A. Bell, to be placed in St. Colmnba’s College,

Dublin.

Photography and Employers.—A correspondent

suggests that photography might be nsefully resorted

to in the case of applications for situations of trust,

seeing that the character of an individual can so

readily, in the majority of instances, be determined

by his outward appearance.

Liverpool Recreative Company (LiinrED).

—

The objects of this society are to establish a house of

eotertainment for the woriang man, similar to that in

Birmingham, and where, at a trifling cost, the artisan

may enjoy physical and mental exercise (chess, gym-
nastics, &c.), hear a popular lecture, read a light

periodical, drink a cup of coffee, and indeed be

enabled to indulge in every sober and rational enjoy-

,

ment at a small cost.

complilin that' it was falsely represented that they

resisted the introduction of English labourers, the

fact, as thev sav, being that both English and Irish

were on strike 'for a rise in wages. The magistrates

and police repeatedly pointed out to them that what-

ever was the cause of the strike, they bad no right to

intimidate any one or to force themselves upon their

former employers. They have since returned to work.

\VoRKiNG Men’s Free E-migration Aid So-

ciety.—A meeting has been held at the Temperance-

hall, Brondwav, 'Westminster, to explain the objects

of this SQcietv'to such of the working classes as chose

to attend. The society has bien started by some few

working men whp have taken part in the recent pro-

ceedings of the unemployed, aud who have obtained

the patronafTC of several influential gentlemen in sup-

port of the 'object iu view. The hall was crowded by

a very orderly and attentive audience, almost exclu-

sively of the labouring class. On the platform were

several gentlemen, who take a warm interest in their

welfare, including Mr. H. Drummond, M.P. the Rev.

F. D. 'Maurice, principal of the Working Men*s

College, and others. The chair was filled by Captain

Neale Porter, and several rcsolutious, promotivc of

the objects of the association, were passed, and a list

of subscriptions was read. One gentleman, it appears*

has offered 500/. if the society will raise 2,000/.

Width ot Streets in the Metropolis.—The

Metropolitan Board of 'Works proceeded on the 27th

ult. to discuss the proposed bye-law as to the forma-

tion of new streets, and got through three out of the

ten clauses.

The General Features of Portsmouth Har-

bour.—On the 20th ult. Mr. H. 'Wood, Director of

Works in lI.M.’s Dockyard at Portsmouth, delivered

a lecture to the meuibers of the Pliilosophieai Society

there on the General Features of Portsmonth Harhow.

Mr. B. W. Carter, president of the society, took the

chair. In the conclusion of his lecture, Mr. Wood

pointed attention to the fact that Portsmouth is a

tidal harbour, and that for its proper preservation it

is absolutely necessary to admit as great a tidal volume

into it as possible; for it is by the back scour of the

water that its various channels are kept open and

free ;
and he added that a great benefit could be ren-

dered to the harbour by introducing more ‘'back

water” by the Portshridge channel from Langstono,

and that the narrow tongue of land at Ilaslar-heach,

insignificant as it might appear, was the salvation, of

Portsmouth harbour.
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The British Portrait Gallery.—A trust has

been appointed for the formation of a eallery of por-

traits of the most eminent ijcrsoiis in Briiish history.

The Government has assigned apartments at 29,

Great Gcorge-street, ‘Westminster, for the present

accommodation of the board, and the reception of the

first portraits which they may obtain cither by dona-

tion or purchase. Mr. II. Carpenter has under-

taken the duties of secretary pro iem., the permauent

ap])oiatment not having yet been made.

The Sheffield Crimean Monument.— The
movement set on foot by a body of working men in

Sheffield was fairly brought before the public by a

meeting at the Town-hall on Monday in last week,

convened by the mayor. The requisition was signed
;

by 400 to 500 working men, aud the attendance was i

numerous. I

The Military Hospital, near Southa3ipton.— I

The Porismouth Times says,
—

“ The military hospital
I

which is being erected at Netley was to have cost

!

150,000f. bat the requirements of the medical officers I

for the comfort of the patients have so much exceeded
[

what it has hitherto been the practice to provide in !

military ho.spitah, that the expense of the buildings
j

•will now amount to 260,000/.” Wc shall be glad to ,

find that our suggestions with reference to this hos-
[

pital, although scarcely received at the time in the
j

spirit in which they were offered, have been
j

attended to.
I

Old Sculpture found at Warwick.—The
j

sewerage operations at "Warwick have, it appears,
I

bronght to light many matters of iutercst to the
j

archfeoiogist
;
and among these is a figure fouud iu

j

Mill-street, a specimen of the sculpture of the earlier '

part of the fifteenth century. The drapery is arrauged
\

in brotad folds, slightly broken, but it has unfor-

1

tunately suffered from wilful mutilation : it is draped
|

in a rochet and alb, and has a wullct suspended under :

the left arm by a strap crossing the right shoulder, >

and buckled on the breast. It is believed to be a '

statue of St. James the Apostle, iu his pilgrim’s
|

habit. Being uncaiwcd at the back, it most probably
,

occupied a niche either in the reredus of some of the
j

churches (or perhaps the chapel iu the castle), and

,

formed one of the twelve apostles there placed, or
|

occupied a prominent position in the church of §t.
]

James, over the West Gate. Traces of polychromatic
i

decoration yet remain visible. The place where it
j

was found was once a quarry, which was gradually i

filled up by rubbish from the town. '

Architects’ Benevolent Society.—The annual

;

general meeting of this society will be held in the
j

looms of the Iloyal Institute of British Architects, i

ou Wednesday, the 11th inst., to receive the report
|

from the council, aud to elect officers aud council.
,

Chimney Construction.—In reference to a state-
j

ment in Mr. Rawliuson’s paper, ])rinted iu our last
i

number, to the effect that “tall chimneys have ele -

1

ments of destruction to contend with which are'

labsent iu Italian tower and Eastern minaret, namely,
j

'great heat and gases which may affect aud destroy
;

iboth bricks and mortar,” a correspondent, under the
'

jsignature of “James Lark,” stales that he has

nreccntly secured a patent which includes the remedy
[suggested in Mr. Rawliuson’s paper.

Iron.—The trade is getting on steadily, with a fair

share of orders. The general hardw.ire trades of the

)South Staffordshire district are sutferiug, however,
'

(from a degree of slackness ascribed to advance iu
^

prices of copper, zinc, brass, &c. The plan of Mr.
M. S. Salter, of New Jersey, for making wrought-irou '

(direct from the ore, is said to have been reduced to
|

isuccessful aud profitable practice in New York. For
'SOBse months past, says the American Miners’Journal, •

lAhc process of luukiug wrought-iron directly from the
,

ore has been in operation at Slott Haven (eight miles '

tfjom the City Hiill), where is exhibited wrought-iron
!

il^blooms) made at a ton a turn, costing 24 dollars the
|

icon, and selling at 52 dollars. Tiie patent right;

oecures to Mr. Salter “the process of manufacturing
I

oron directly from the ore, in a furnace of three com-
|

mined chambers, one above another, all actuated by
i

lehe same fire, whereof the upper chamber is used for
[

aeating aud deoxidising, the middle chamber for
|

riuiiug and working, and the lower chamber for

«i:educing and finishing the iron.”

1 Fine Arts at the Antipodes.—Art begins to

ooloom iu Australia. At Melbourne, an exhibition of

lioaintiug, sculpture, and photography, was lately open,
t)fthe prosperity of which the local papers speak
irvarmly. Premiums were to be awarded for the best

ecpecimens of paintings in oil, water colours, and on
urvory; for the best figure in marble, Caen stone, or

wlaster
;
for the best design for a six-roomed cottage,

bjdapted for the colony
; for the best specimen of

(Dtraameutnl inodelliug
; aud for the best specimens of

bhotography. The exhibition was under the patronage
f tf the acting governor, the judges, the bishops, the
eaieads of departments, university professors, and
lluthars. The architects of Victoria have established

ttin institute in that city.

Lecture on Roads and Railxvays.—At the

Coalbrookdalc Literary aud Scientific Institution last

week, a lecture “ On Roads and Railways” was deli-

vered by the Rev. John Hayes, In describing the

different modes of construction, or, rather, the differ-

cut rules observed iu the construction, of roads at

different periods, the lecturer axiomatically remarked

that the ancient British, for example, avoided the

hills, the Romans passed over tliem, and the modem
British went through them. The modes of conveyance

were described, as well ns the roads, from the armed

chai'iot of the aucient Briton to the first-class railway

and saloon carriages of the modern Briton.

Toronto.—We confess to some little surprise on

having received a pictorial supplemeut to the Toronto

Globe, dated January, 1857, with an “Account of the

Rise, Progress, and present Position of Toronto.”

Although quite aware that those who weut to Canada
under the idea th;it they had little else than log huts to

see, even in its cities and towus, were destined to find

themselves rather pleasantly surprised when made con-

scious of their mistake, we really were not prepared

to find Toronto so well worthy to be regarded as a city,

and a capital, as it appears to be, if this pictoiial

illustratiou of its more importnut edifices be correct.

Some of these are really handsome structures, and

the dimeusions of others are quite extraordinary for

such a city. Amongst the illustrations arc the City

Hall, erected iu 1845
;

Osgoode Hall, erected in

1829-32
; the ucw General Hospital, erected in 1856

;

St. James’s Church, erected in 1849 ; the Proviucial

Lunatic Asylum, erected in 1845
;
Knox’s Ciiurch,

erected in 1847-48
;
the Normal aud Model schools,

erected in 1852
;
John-strcct School, built in 1853-4

;

Trinity College, erected in 1852 ;
the Mechanics’

Institute, erected in 1854-5
;

tlie Post-office, built iu

1852; the Exchange, built in 1855; and llossin

House, built iu 1856. Many of the principal build-

ings of Toronto, it will thus be seen, arc of rather

recent date.

Lower Thames-stref.t.—Dr. Lctheby presented

to the City Sewers Commissioners ou the 24th ult,

a report on the state of the locality' known as the

Barracks, or Wilson’s-buildiugs, Lower Thames-strect,

The premises are situated behind the houses No. 68,

Cy, aud 70, iu the main road. They consist of a suc-

cession of wood balcouu'S, and small rooms placed one

over the other against a dead wall, so as to exclude

the light and air except iu oue direction. In all there

are 34 rooms, occupied hy 20 families, consisting of

16 men, 25 women, and 30 children. Almost all the

sleeping-rooms are without windows, and have no
proper means of effecting ventilation. Many of the

occupants obtain tlicir livelihood hy clothes-washiug,

aud arc com])elled to dry the things iu the close dark
rooms iu which they live. Sickness is generally pre-

valent in the place, and the iiihabitanls complain of

its close and coufiiied coudilion. The closets also

are' out of repair, and in one iustauce there is a

soakage of the soil iuto the room iu which a widow
and six children are residing. Orders were issued for

a destruction of the partilious that shut out the light

and air from the dark bedrooms, and for a thorough
cleansing and repairing of the closets aud drains.

The Road from Knigiitsbridge to Brompton.
—It has often struck me, since Croiuwcll-road has

been opeued to the public, how very desirable it

would be to improve the present approaches thereto,

if not eveu to increase them. It seems to me that

too much atteution cauuot be devoted to that part

which will eveutually form the main road of commu-
nication to this property. You are doubtless aware
that ODC-half of the very wide space in the Brompton-
road is now only used for traffic, the otiicr half being

cut up into uusighlly patches of grass, railed off

separately in frout of each house, and studded here

and there with trees, &c. By throwing the whole of

the open space into the road, a great public iuiprove-

raent would be effected at a very trifling expense;

aud I think that, if the matter was urged upon the

Metropolitan Board of "Works, together with the

Roads Commissioners, this great desideratum would
soon be carried out. I cannot but taiok that the

laudowuers would readily assent to the proposition,

as it would so much improve the house property,

especially ou the north side of the Bromptou-road.

As a question of expense, the suggested improvement
might stop short at Laiicelot-place

; but if it was
contiuued up to the junction of the Kuightsbridge-

road, and the obtrudiug houses set back a few feet, in

order to make the road of one uniform width, this

road wotdd become one of the Guest iu the metro-

polis.

"Without going so far as our correspondent

in his suggested improvement, the proprietors of the

ground in question, as we have before now remarked,

might greatly benefit themselves as well as the

public, were they to make the most of the open spaces

referred to, short of giving them up entirely to the

public for the wideuiog of the road, which it would
be difficult to induce them to do.

TENDERS
Received by Mr. 'Wiliiani Wriglit, for finisbinu tea

houses at Brotoptou. The builders took out their own
quantities :

—

Beven Shops. Three Houses,
Pearson £2,800 0 0 757 0 0
Hawkins 2.600 0 0 7’10 0 0
Bradley 2,492 0 0 US)5 10 0
Mitcbell 2,234 0 0 486 0 0
Wilson 2.198 0 0 620 0 0
Lonpmire and Burge 2,19/ 0 0 658 0 0
Matthews 2,194 0 0 531 0 0
Lone 2,112 0 0 630 0 0
Smith 2,005 0 0 470 0 0

TO COERESPONDE>'TS.

“ H. W.”—•• W. F."—“ S. M.” (we have already inserted several

replies, and cannot find space for more).—'‘J. A. G.* ivaHous
reiiuiremcuts miut he attended to, to ensure success. Put the

wholo case before your lawyer).—“ J. L.’’—“Chinese White” (we

have no reason lo doubt tlie good intention of the committee).—
*•11. L.’’ (if you oaii proi'e the a;{reement, tou will probibly

recover).-'* E. H.T,*’-**U. A. H.’*~*‘Rey. T. N. H.“-‘ F. S.”-
*•11. C."-“ 8. 11.*'-*-H. j. P.**-" j. L.”-*' j. E. W.''-"P.C. H.*—
“J. XV. I3.'-‘*E. G. IV—•*Mr. 0.**-“ H. aud W."-*‘A. C.”—
“ ’57.’’—“T. F.’*—•* An Architect."—' T. ?. W.”—*‘ J. U.”

NOl'ICE.— All communications respecting adeertistm

mtnti should be addressed to the " Publisher,’’ and not

to the “Editor:’’ all other communications should be

addressed to the Editob, and not to the Publisher.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

The EREElI.-iSONS’ MAGAZINE and
MASONIC MIRROR for MARCH, Hij7. u now ready.

Price Is.

COSTSSTS
I. MAFr'NIO IJUFSTIONS.

II. THEVl'IllLRSVMDoI.TSM OF FREEMAFONRY. ^
111. HlaTOHY OF THE ANCIEN’V AND ACCEPTED HITE.

-No a
IV. REVIEWS OF BOOKS;—

THE BOOK tiF UCCI.ESIASTES.-TIIE CANADIAN
MAStiNIC PIONEER.

V. CORRESPONDENCE.
THE MASONIC MtanOB-

The King of Hauovcr.-Urani Lodee.-The Bo^h" Schools.—

The Giru’ School—Loudon Lodges.— Provine al Lolges—Soot-

laufi.-lrel»iid.-America.-The Co onies.—RoyH Arch.- Condon
iiud Pruviucial CiiaprcrB -Knights Templar.—Summarv of News
for February.—Notices aud Answers to Ci>rre8poijileut8- Ao

London : HENRY GEo. WARREN. 2, Red-ii-n-court. Fleet-

street; audOfiOivGE RoUTLEDGEaud Co. Farriuedoo-btreet

JiiRt published, nHce On* Shtlline.

rHE KEW PALACES of ADMI?sISTRA-
TION.

Bt A CAMBRIDGE MAN.
Cambridge: MACMILLAN nnd Co. Loudon: BELL and

DALDY, ISS, Fleet-street.

DHAWING CLASSES. — The Architects’,

Bu'Iders’, Civil EuBineerO. and .Ma>hiuij-t.-.' D.uwlng
Cliis-.es, coudu-te.1 hv Mr. T. J. HILL, Architect. 15 Old-street.

Citv-road, EC.— Hu'Jects taught :—.Architectural, MMhaumal,
Civil Eiiciueeriog. ‘iriiameuUI, and PeraoecCiTe Drawing of an
kinds, taklug out quautities, ab.tractiuB. Ac. Note.—The classes

lieing uted ch'fcflv by Arclntccts, Builders, aud i-nainee's sons,

Assis auts, Ac. the

ahchiteots. engineers.
x\. and SURVRY'IRS can he IMMEDIATELY SUP-
PI lED with CoMPETEN r ASSISTANTS (U-mporury or oiher-

wisel. Those only rcoommended whose effioieuoy and auoil-

Bcationscaii be guaranteed. The registry ts open to employers,

or lists furuisbed therefrom (free', on application to Messrs.

RIClIARDa aud C' >, 4, Trafalgar-Bnuare. Li.nd-m

COMPETITION DRAWINGS. — ilessrs,

RICHARDS aud CO. having a large and effifsieut suff at

c-jmtnaud. are prepared to EXECUTE aHlH 1 1 EC1 U HAL and
ENGllvERKING DR.AWINGS, iu pepspective. either coloured

or in peuoil. with landscapes. Ac. in the first stjlcolarr. Also

general nrawings. specifications, aud estimates complete, from
scaled Kketchpg and notes.-4. Trafal.tar-.quare. Loudon.

UllVEYING. LEVELLING, and CIVIL
ENGINEERING.-PRACTICAL FIELD IM'TUUOTiuN

IS Biveu in •*ni vey itg. Levelling. Civil Eugiutcriug, A -. hy M-rssrs.

HYDE, S.MITH. aud LEWIS. Civil Engineers. Hurveyois. Ac. of

evleosive pr-ctice, who give luBtrucHou in every nraneli uf the

s

A IICHITECTGEAL and ENGINEEllING
XjL DRAWING CLASSES, for .Art-hilecis, Builders, and
I-'iitfineert*’ Sons AssistantB, Clerks of Woiks. Ac. Esiiihli->hed by
Messrs. IIYDE. SMITH, and LEWIS. Architect-. Ci;nl Ruai-

neers, Ac. for giving DAY aud EVEnINiI iN.-^rRUCrfiiN in

Archiieotural, Eiigiueeriiig. aud Mechanical Drawing ; Colouring,

Sliading, aud Tiutiug; OrBamentul and Water-Culnur Drawing

;

Perspective, isometneal, iiud Georaetric.il Diawiiie ; Miking
Finished nnd Workiug Drawing-* ; Preparing ^necifl atioas,

Taking out Quantitie-, Estimatin;.'. Builders’ Wort-, Ac. Terms
l>av Pupils Three Guineas per (Quarter ; Eveuiug Pupils. One
Guinea Per Quarter There are uo extras, the terms include the

whole of the nhove. with the use of Drawing Boards T-squarei,

Plans. Drawing*, Mndels, Ac -Prospectuses ami liill particulatB

may be had at the offices. 24 Gujidfurd-street. Itiiasell square.

a/TATHEMATICAL DRAWING INSTRU-
iVj. MENTS.-dOIlN ARCHBUTT, SO, Westmiuster-Bridg^

for ortioles ofsimilar quality and workmansliip. Kujes, s

tapes, A 0, at equally Vow prices. Au illustrated prioe-Lst wiU Be

immediately forwarded, free, on applieatlou.

N.B. A few New and Second-hand Levels aud Theodolites

always for Sale.

TO ARCHITRCrS. A:.

IVfESSRS. PANTAENIUS and OWEN,
LvJ. Ai lists and Interior Deoorator3,_beg to call the nUeii^n
if jentiemci;

' ' -<- -
ifessiou to the great aasisrsnoe theywill

iiii^t'wiVhn't tiiei'r estVhlHhment. lu carrying out their decorative

works. Desiga-subinlited and estimates given without cUanteJi
any part of the kiusdom.—219. Osford-etreet, i

Arch.

r the Mmble

FlOR HIRE, a SPACIOUS TENT, ailapted

{or the Laying of Foundation Stoues for Public Build-

Also, for Sale, a Quantity of Cocoa Matting for Churches, at
greatlv reduced prices.

Apply to H.PlUGUTT.llS, Pore-Streel, City.
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CLERK ot WORKS WANTED, tor a large

ExperieoMd persons, wiili first rate teatimomais.

tatina solary, and last employment, may apply to J- J'

BATEMAN. Esq. Cherry-streef, Birminafiam.

'0 ENGINEERS or MECHANICS.—The
jL Committee of Visitors of the Littlemure Asylum, near

Oxford, are desirous of obtainine the services (in a perrna^ut

Bitaationi of a goid practical ENOINEER. A
some knowledge of plumber’s work would be preferred, lie must

be a man of gnod moral character, and capable of undertnking

the mansgement of steam-engines, force-pumps, 4o. Sniary,

thirty shtlfings per week; but without hoarder lodgiijg. or any

other allowanoea-Applicants are requested

monials, by post, to the undersigned, on i>r ‘

March. JoHN M. DAVEN POKT. Clerk of the Visitors.

County Hall, Oxford, asth February, iS-hr.

TO BUILDERS- CLERK-s.

Loudou Firiii, an ex-

. periencedAKCHl’i'ECTURAL DRAUOflToMAN Office

hours from 830 i^m. to 7 o.m —.Addres-s, stating a<e. particulars,

and salary required, to Y. X. (ifficc of *’ The Builder.

lu nuxii.WANTED, by
petiencedAKCHITEi

PAl.NTEKS.WANTED, in one of the leading provincial

towns, a otever Young Man, ttioruughly acquainted wb h
.. .. . .

' ..... _ __j nain'-r'-' traop
all the above brsnoiies. and well praetHed in the I'a-nt-ng trade

f
enerally, at which he would occasionally have rc. fill up nis

t is essential that he be of very temperate habits.—Applv.

paid, to O. J. I.i3, aigh-street, Oosport.

TO CARPENTERS AND JOINERS.

ANTED, SIX experienced MEN (of

. . steady habits) in the above tiades.

Apply, bv letter only, giviuir name I'frefr.

9,Claremont-pla e, Wandsworib-road, S.W.

W ANTED, a good PLDJIBER aad
PAINTER.—Apply, by letter, stating wages required,

age, Ac. to E LE-ADER \MLH.\.MS. Juu. C. E. Weaver Naviga-

tTon office, Norihwiok.

/ANTED, a practical EOREMAN of
. . BRIOKMAKEKS. One wlio hns been used f. making by

machinery and burning in kilns will be preferred.—.Wdre^ bv

letter, stating experience, age. wages required. &o to E. LEA HE tv

WILLI.A MS. Jtin. t'.B. We.aver Novica

TO MASTER PAINTERS AND DECORATORS.

WANTED, by the Advertiser, a SITUA-
TIO.N as WORKING FOREMAN, having had twenty-

four yeais.' experience. and a practical knowledge of the business

in all its branches, being in the habit of taking charge of jons for
. r. r> rir — T ..rr.V., Conduit-street,

TO LAND SURVEYORS AND CIVIL ENGINEERS.

Wanted, by a respectable Young Man, a
SITUATION as ASSISTANT to a L.iND SURVEYOR

or CIVIL ENGINEER Understands land surveying, levelling,

4c No objecliun to the country, or to go abroad.—Address, J. B.

A GENTLEMAN, aged 23, who is compe-
tent to get out working and ornamental and perspective

•*- ' -* a RF...u wings, and understands laud surveying, is do irons of a RE-
ENGAGEMENT at the conclusion of his present one on the plaM
for the Guveriiraent Offices Competition.—A. D.

Wyman, jun. 75, Great yueen-street.

,
Northwich.

WANTED, an OUT-DOOK APPREN-
TICE. to theOAS-FITTING and BRASS FINISH INU

BUSINESS. — Apply at Mr. FREEMAN’S, 8. Vine-sireet,

Pio^illy.

ANTED, a good M^OOD-CARVER.—
Apply. -Messrs. MARGETT’S and EYLES. Carvers,

11/ANTED, by aBDILDEKin tlie Country,
Vt a WORKING FtlKEMAN, capable uf innkiDg plain

.. .....„a Drawings, and take out quiiuii ics —Applv
TEN and TWO o’elocK, to Mr. BCSU, Atcbiten, JS.Clifl'ord-

itreet, Boiid-S’reet. W.

TO ARCHITECTS, 4e.W ANTED, by a Young Man, who has
recently completeif his article', aud is tuJIj qualified tu

nndertake all the principal official duties, a

iofi zeal, confidence, and punctuality, salary a eecundnrr c

•laeratuin. Kefereuces unexceptionable.—Audress, A. Z Oflice
*• The Builder.”

TO BUILDERS, CONTRACTORS. AND OTHERS.WANTED, by a respectable Young Man.
SITUATION as CLERK and TIMER KbPEK. He

been accustomed to Ukiug men's time and buukiug in leri ds, 4c
and understands the general routine vf office duiii

Mtisiacr, rv nfereuces can be given.— iddres.--, B.
" The Builder.”

M' a aiTtlATloNns SAW SbARPENLK h
in a ^BW Mil!.-Addrtss. A. B. 3, Bute Cutta
Hammrr-milb

TO miICK AND TILE ^fA^l FAWANTED, a SITUATION as
The Advertiser uuderstaudK the making.

UUERS
PObEMAN.

TO BUILDERS, PLUMBFK'.Se.

a Three-branch businrsv, the advertiser having hul
experience, and can make himself useful in an office if required
Dnerceptiuiial reference.—Address by letter, prepaid,

‘

25, Wc»t Smith field. Loudon, E.C.

TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS.

A 111 lOLK hiiuself to ihe 1 Li
three years ; lias been four years in the
to fill up his umc in the painting or g
can be given from his last employer
Belveurre-i oad, Lambeth.

M NTKR ana JOINER, a S
FOREMAN, or to take charge ul a yuP
perieuoe in the whole of the building tia<

of all description-. Respectable references given.— vd
paid, A. B, I). Devonshire-stieet, Barnsbury-park. Islingi

TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDER)

__ years, a SITUATfoN. Good t

ability can be given if required.—Address to H. S. N
house-lane Peckham, Surrey.

To GENTLEMEN AND OTHERS.WANTED, a SITUATION as GENERAL
FOREMAN, op CLERK of WORKS ; to Superintend

the Erection or K-paus of Buildings
; has a thorough kuowiedn

of measurii g up works, taking out quantities and escim.itiiig.
" -

make plain and working drawinga First-rate refeieuces
i

testimonials from last employer, — Address, pre-paid, A. II.

Kingjgaie-xtreet. Ilolborn.

\\
TO AKCHITECTS.

• BUILDERS and < TIIERS.

J BKIl K or TILE WOUKk. by the Advertise]
has a thorough nowledge of the same in all its brsuchc-
good references for sobriety and ability.- Addre—•, A M. 34,

.

eou-»ireel. Jobn-street. Commerdal-road East, London.

YX/ANTED, by a Plumber, Painter, and
“

VV Glazier, (!ON^^ANT EMPLOYMENT. - Address to

THOMAS CAL LIS, Davis’s Advertising office. Maida-hili.

TO PTJ’MRERS. BUILDERS. AND OTHERS. I

\)trANTED, by the Advertiser, CONSTANT J

VV EMPLOYMENT as THREE-BRANCH HAND. Cin do _
Ga^tiKino, and make himself useful. Good reference, if required,

Adortss to A. B. No. 5, Henrietta street. Manchestcr-square.

TO CONTRACTORS, BUILDERS, WHARFINGERS, AND 1
OTHERS. t

VirANTED, a SITUATION as BOOK- >

VV KEKPEB. CLERK. CLERK of WORKS. Ao. by a per; P

son of experience, and who does not desire a aineeure. A ten years
,

empliiymciit just concluded.—Address W. Y’. 20, Edward-street,

l.aogham-pia e.

TO AKCHITFCTS! AND SURVRYtiRS.

WTANTED, an ENGAGEMENT (temporary i

\ V or otherwise), by a gemleraan who is ihoroughly ac- s

ouaiiifed with practical building. Con m.tke fair and working -
drawiiigv, wrhe specification.’, and is fully capable of conducting
a business unde' tbe direciinn ot tbe principal.—Address, A. B.
Sparham's Newspaper office, Prospect-place, Old Brorapton, S.W.

TO rARPENTEKS AND BUILUEKS. \

Vl/ANTED to APPRENTICE a YOUTH, '

VV Bge 15. 08 OUT-DOOR APPRENTICE to a Carpenter
and Builder.—.Address, A. V.27, Rahere-etrect, GoewcU road.

u ANTED, a CLERK of WORKS, im-
^V’ mediately, (0 Kupenntind the Erect on of a Church in
t

the Neighbourhood of Loudon. N-ne need apolv who hare not n
been frequenile eng>ged in the Building of Churches, and who

,

cannot be strongly recommended by their lust employers, os
j,

testimonials will not be attended tr-.—Apply by letter to A. B care
]

o| Mr. Bluukley, Stationer, 14. Great Maryleboue-street, Portland-
J

'W/'ANTED, by a respectable Young Man,
V V ag- d 30, by Trade a Carpt tiler aud Joiner, a SITUATION .

He is accmiumed to .Jobbing Work
;
can, if required, give satis-

factory references to a Builder in t >wii, with whom he worked
for some jeui-is. Wage- not so much an oijeoi os constant work.—

i

Address. A.K 13, ElizabL-rh-tcrraoe, Liverpool-road. Islington.

XO NOBLEMEN and GENTLEMEN ^

A PiiSSES.'J.NG BUILMli’JG or LANDED ESTATES,— A
OENTLKM.AN, uf twenty-two years’ prectlcal experience as a
Survei'or aud A'CP.itecr, is now open to an APPOINTMENT as
STEWARiq ^DKVE\Oo, or AGENT to the above.—Address,
A. B, t iffice of •• The Huilder.”

TO MAHOGANY AND TIMBER MEROHANTS.
^IlE Friends of a respectable Youth, aged 17,
,X are desirous of ARTICLING him to the KETAIl, .MAMU-
GaNY and DEAL TRADE for two or three ye.irs- He has a
knowleiige of the trade, and a premium will he given. None but
really bo-ines’ men wi 1 he treii'd with.—Address, nest-naid. to
Mr.F. N HAM.y.RedLlon.street.Clerkenwell.

' ’

To AhCillTECTS AND SURVEYORS.
'l'’HE Advertiser, whose present Engagement

'

X (ou Cuinpetitiun i’lauB for the new G vernmeu' otnuesl will
shortly terminate, is desirous of obtaining an AFPoI.N’T.MENT a-,CLEhK of Wu-KS, or oFFICr, A.ssI^TaNP. llimng had
some year.’ extenrive Praotical Experience on Building and
H:.il«ay Works, is fully Competent to prepare all detail and
finished diawiige-, apeelficatious, e-iiina'es of coat, setting nut
works, and directing workmen. 4c.—Ad-ircss A. B. care of the
Keep?', to. Great Grorge-stieet. We.-tiniu.-ter.

TO AKCHITFCTS, RniLDER:', 4o.^HE Advertiser (aged 2S) desires a SITUA-
X. TION as CLEl.K. ilc ]« ri good draiightf-man and
accountant, experU-neeit in the ii-u il du'ie- of an office, and can
superintend work —Addreir, E, R. B. at Mr. Cook’s. Alaiden-V.ue
C -vent-gardelj.

TO ni'II.DEKS AND SUNVEYiiR-,^HE Advertiser, a Young Man, is desirous ofX a KIIUaTIUN isan Abtri.-TA.'iT to tlie ab-ve- Iswellac-
qoaiu ed with tbe Office diitiei-. (fan prepare fair and ivoiking draw-
mg’, Mipeiintend wurkroen. and measure up work, aud would
nuke hirasell geutrally useful.— .Address, H. B. Uffice uf ‘"Ihe
l)uilde>.”

T() AHCHITECTS.
e ^IIE Advertiser will be happy to ASSIST
• X lu the office lor two or Ibrec day-, a week, or to undertake

ihe prepara’iuii of coutruct aud workni. (drawingaand perspeo-
tiv » at h 8 own chainhers- City aiid provincial architects will

. obtain iiccuncy and despatch upon moderate terms, by addressing
’ AHt HITEC 1 care of Mr, Laiidaie. •^5. Cannon-street, City,

' E.C. 1 neiceplionable references and restimoniais.

!: TO SAW-MILL PRoPRIETi'liq AND BUILDERS,
EMPLOYMENT WANTED, by a steady
1 A ,Mau, os Planing and Moulding Machine or Circular-^aw
hench Woiker I'au make himself useful in a ilill.—Direct, A. C.

,
Mr. Ennip, 5, Kinnerton-st'eet. Knishtobridge,

i" TO PAINTERS AND GLAZIER'-’.

A SECOND CLASS WRITER and
Yx GRAlNER wishes for a CONSTANCY in or near London,

r Cm make hiirnelf generally useful.-Address. C. H. 30, Upper
J Clifton-8 red, Finsbury.

2 TO CiiNTKACTdR-i.
n A GENTLEMAN who has had the manage-
,

lx. inent iiT extensive railway works, waterworks, Qovernineut
'• ami other contracts, as contractor’s a^tenr, is desirous of a similar

KNOAGEMENT, or as general Su perm ten dent of Works. He is
thoiougi ly acquainted with all kinds of works, materials, labour,
price*, Ac. oud can furnish most unexceptinuable refereuce.MiLii

- trsrimouials. Would probatilt not object to go abioad.—Addreea,
M. N. Deacon’s News-ruonis, 151. Leadeuhall-street, Loudon.

- TO B(i ILDEKS AND ARCHITECTS.

.-r
A FOREMAN, of many years’ experience,

’ Yx. wiBlles an ENOAOEMtNT as SHOP or OUTDOOR
IU FOKK.M AN. either ia town nr country

; fully understands work-
h iiie aud other drawing’. Can give good tehtimomals os to
u- nhilftv, 4'.— Address R. \V. No. 3, Crosier-’lreet. Lambeth, 8.

TO HOUSE AGENTS AND JOBBING MASTERS.

A EBSPECTABLB YOUNG MAN is

Yi. desirous of obtaining a SITUATION as Working Foreman
of Bricklayer- to a House Agent ’or a Jobbing Master; 1» well ac-

quainted with house repairing iuRown
;
can out, gauge work, dress

ironts down, and is well acquainted with flre-wurk of all desorlp-

1(1jection to a country sitaatioo. Good {reference and
8 of his abilities can be given -Address, P. O. 9, Foley-

TO CARPENTERS AND BUILDERS.

A YOUNG MAN, a CAKPENTER, aged 21,
Yi. wishes for a SITUATION. Wages not so much an object as

TO AHCfilTECTS

1 N efficient DRAUGHTSMAN, of 11 years’

>. practice in good office.’, desires an immediate SI'i'U aTION,
aporary or otherwise, is perfectly faiiiilisr with Perspective,

diatvnl, and Classical design and detail, and has much ex-

-ieoccin the tasteful execution of competition drawings, with

ne ability in tinting.—Address to L. L. L. Ullice of "The

A
TO ARCHITECTS.

PRACTICAL CLERK of WORKS
wishes a HE-BNGAQE.MENT.-AddreBS. J. C. 48, Alma-

New North-road, N.

TO BUIT.DERS, 4c.

YOUNG MAN WANTS a SITUATION
aa TIMEKEEPER or CLERK. Has a praoUcal khow-

; of the building trade.—Address, A. B. North Star, Ditchling,

TO ARCHITECTS AND OTHERS.

L GENTLEMAN who has served his time
to the profession, and has been engaged for some time on hU

u account, isauxioua to form an ENGAGEMENT with anArchi-

it, iu extensive practice who requires an ASSISTANT. He is

rfectly couvertant with the getting up of drawings, both geo-

trical and perspective, finished and detailed, and aico with th*

ictioal part ot the profession, aud would be competent to auper-

iurveylng, mapping, 4o, The Advertiser is a
inity College, Dublin, and can give satisfactory

) competency, 4c.—Address, W. X. Y. Cffice of

A^,
PRACTICAL JIAN of experience, who

u prepare plans, elevations, and detail drawings, accus-

tupenntend building operations, wishes for a ^ITUA•
os CLERK of WORKS, or Draugh'smaiq or Superintendent
Estatr, or Assistant to an Aroliiteoc or surveyor.-Address,

N.B.— Unexceptional testimonials.

PARTNERSHIP.—A BUILDER, near the
L Citv, with extensive premises and large stock, wishes for

PARTNER, who under.-.tands the busines-, with 7ooi. or l.OOOt.

Apply by letter only. P.O. Mr. James Roberts, News Agent, 195,

^0 ARCHITECTS and BUILDERS.—
_ T. TRELOAK, 42, Ludgate-bill. Mauulaciurer. suppliSS

loooB-iiut Fibre Matting, Door-mats, Hat,^ook8. ftc. of the best

iiality. on the most reasonable terms.— Warehouse, 49, Ludgate-

y Ui’Hi-LDERS AM) DEioHaTuR?.
'W/' ANTED, by a Young Man, practically
?f icquoii.lid With the trade, a ci’lUA'l'lUA aa ^ALl,^-

M.\ • kod DRaCGB . BMA.^ ; can give fil^^rat< releieiioe’
Good bij-ii,e!B huhite and addteia—Apply to J. C. 27, Linton-
Street. New Norlh-road, Islingioo.

H.
TO DRAUGHTSMEN AND CIVIL ENi^lNEErtU.

MORRELL, BLACK i^EAD PENCIL
MANUFACTURER. No. 149, x'leet-street. London.

These Pencils are prepared in various degreesol nardnera and

1 n H H for drawing on wood.
H U U for architectural use,

r engineering.

H B bard aud blacltl

FF llghtanosnadlQg.
F for general use.
B black for sLading.

BB ditto ditto.
BBB auto ditto.

BBBB ditto ditto

Sold by all theprSnolpalStationersin town or country.

lATENT WOOLLEN DRIVING-BELTS.
WHITEHEAD’S WANDLE FELT CO.MPANv, Bedford-

7 Coveut-garden, Patent Woolivn Bolts, used instead of

h-ather by the Admiralty in their dockyards, and in the North
11(1 West of Englaud, for driving all desc iptlons of maohinory.

wing to their perfect uniformity and adhesiveuejs. they can bo
..orked much slacker than leather str.ips, cousequencly give

power, and do weU both in hot aud damp aituationa
The Prices ai.

.

3-inch width, doable thickness. Os. Bd. ;
single, 4d. per foot.

3-inch „ Ob. 9d. „ 8d. „
4 inch ., Is. ud. .. fid. „

5-

iuch „ ., Is. hd. „ lodv

6-

iu( h „ „ la. 8d.

7-

incU „ „ l®s. Od.

aiuoh „ „ 9a
Any intermediate and greater widths can be made; prices ia

proportion.

TO DECORATORS, BUILDERS, UPHOLSTERERS. 4o.

^and R._ STANNARD, LOOKI^^^^
. . , GLASSand PICTURE-FRAME MANUFACTURERS,

begs to inform the above they can be supplied with Gold Border-
ing for rooms at reduced prioM. 10,1100 yards kept ready gilt for

delivery. The Trade supplied with fancy wood aud gold mould-
ings in the lengths — 4. Middlerow, Holborn, London, W.C.

TO SURVEYORS. BUILl'EHS, &(-.

A YOUNG MAN, well versed iu building
Yjk. mater-, iind wnh good e.xperieiice lu several Loud u
oibuc*, i'open to au ENGaGLMEN')'. As general assi-tau l.-r
manager in an office, superiuteuileut of an e-lal-, or in any n a^ier
counictel with bunding, tlie Advenbev woula be found most
useful.—Address, M. B. Mr. Kerbei,ll8, Whitechapel-road.

Pattern List, with prices, free by post.

A RT
lx. T. a

RT MODELLERS and CARVERS.—
. T. and W. J. WILLS (Master in Modelling iu tbe Govem-
t School of Art, South Ken-ingtont, being de8trnu.s to elevate

this narticular att. solicit the patronage of Architects and
Builders for Designing aud Modelling of the most artistic works
of the Figure, Arohifecture, and Metals, in every style.-
HARRISGN-aTREET, GBAY’S-INN-ROAD.]

M AKBLE IVOHKS by PATENT
1 , Pimlico, London.. . _ MACHINERY. Commercial-road, I ._

THUM.AS JACKSiiN begs to draw the atteution of the pnblio

to the must extensive stpck of .Marble Chimney-Pieces in the
Metropolis ; consisting of a selection of upwards of two hundred,
aud manufactured by steam power from tbe finest Italian ana
other marble, and w<th that careful attention to the details and
finish so necessary in good marble work. The Stock eonsiets of

elegant Drawing-Room Chimney-Pieces in Statuary Marble ; bold,

massive Oliimuey-Pleces. in Black, Black and Gold, Bardilla,

Sienna, Verd Antique, Brocatolla, Dove, St. Ann’s, and Serpentine
Marble, suitable tor Diuing-Kuums, Libraries, Vestibules, and
Eutrnnce-IIalU; and a great variety of others in Veined, San
Juan.Einperor’sRed and Amber Marble, for Boudoirs. Breakfaat
Rooms, best aud secondary Bed-Rooms, 4o. ;

also. Monuments,
,

Tombs, Tablets, and Pedestals for Busts aud Statues, and Slabs fox

Cabinet Work, Ac. ;
the whole executed from the most classical

.
designs, and in all the varieties of the finest Italian and Britisil

. Marble, at the lowest remunerative prices.
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BUILDERS. ABriIITE''TS. AND MASONS

A/TARBLE. — The ITALIAN MARBLE
IVX COMPANY beg to call the attention of Aroliitects.

Builders and Others oonneoted with llie trade, to their larve and

£ell-aLnrtcd STOCK of VEIN. SiniLIAN, and other MARBLES.
The liberal syttem of business adapted hy this company, the supe-

rior quality of their marble, and their very 'moderate scale. of

irioes are combined, to form an Inducement to buvers. An in-

spection is solicited at the Depftt Bridge Wharf, Millbank, adjoin-

BK Vauxhall-bridge, where no other persons arc authonsed to

eU except Mr. Baxter, ^"^W.'nONNI^Ktary.

/^ATES and GEORGE,
\jr CAEN, ADBTGNY. and GENERAL STONE

MERCHANTS.
CAEN WHARF. ROTHERHITHE,

L< )ND()N.

\jnLLlAM S. LAWRENCE, Pennant
Vv Stone Merchant, Stapleton Office—10. Merchant-street,

Bristol.—All descripti ns of Step*. Lau lings, Trough*, Tombs,
Cu-h, Ashlar, Paving. &c. on sale at the Stone Quarries, Stapleton,

and at Conbam.on the Avon, near Bristol.

A/TARBLE GALLERIES, 17, Newman-
iVX street, iHford-streeL-Mr, ALFRED E. EDWAKDES,
upwards of ten vesrs with the London Marble Companyl, has

ipened the above premise*, lately in the occupation of Bailey. Hie

lelebrated sculptor, under the firm of EDWARDES. EDWARDS,
and COMPANY, with the laraest stock of BRITISH and
POREIGN MARBLE CHIMNRYPIECES. Ac. 4c. in London.
EDWAKDES. EDWARDS, and CO. solicit the favour of an in.

spectloD of their stock bv architects, builders, and others con.

nccted witli the trade: and bee to assure them that fw design

ityle of execution, ana price, it will be found unrivalled. Esti-

nates for every desoription of marble work.

^ RANITE.—The Welsh Granite Company,
Vjr Carnarvon, supplies Pitching or Paving Set* of this
Material to order. The sets, which have for sever-il years been
extensively u'cd in Manchester. Bristol, Leeds, and ot''er large

towns, combine in a higher degree than any others, die qualities

of roughoes* in wear and durability. The stone is also well
adapted for found.vtion courses, plinths, Ac. for public buildings
and fo' mill-stones.

^ RANITE.—King William and Nelson
VX" Monuments. Plinth and Steps of the Roynl Exchange, and
Terraces at the Crystal Palace. Supplied bv the Haytor Company
under Rovnl Charter.—For term*, apply to Mr. C. HOAR, Haytor
Granite Office. 4. Millb-iok-row. Westminster.DELGIAN MARBLE WORKS.—A large

.11 a-soriment of MARBLE CniMNEYPlRCES. at most
moderate prices. Shnw-rooms, Freeman's Wharf, MiUbauk-
strect, Wpttminster, 8.W.

W. HADFIELD. Agent to A, BEERNAERT, Brussels.

The trade supplied on liberal terms.

^RANITE.— The Cheesewrin^ Granite
Company (Limited). Liskoard. Cornwall

London Agents—TREGELLES and T 4 YL'iR. 54, Old Broad-
street, Miinaaer-J4S. J. TRATTIAN, Liskeard.

This Granite is selected for the New Westminster-bridge.

T LOYD’S MARBLE WHARF, Tharaes-
1 4 bank. Plmlieo, adjoining Vauxhall-bridge. — Italian

*tatuary. Veined. Sicilian. D ive, Sienna, and other Marbles, fur

Sale, at Import Prices. A resident Manager on the Wharf at all

pXEN and ADBIGNY STONE.—
P. FOUCARD. Stone Merchant and Quarryrosn. Cargoes

shipped to order from Caen to any port. Contracts taken f»r any
quantitie*. Depfits; Granite Wharf, East Greenwich; Lett’s
Wharf. Waterloo-bridge.— Office : 316, High-Street, Southwark,
near the Townball.ATARBLE CHIMNEYFIECES and every

I.vX other description of marble work supplied to architects,

jullders. and the trade, at prices to compete with slate, manu-
'actured by the London and Continental Marble Company.
Paving for halls, conservatories, *c. Marble indurated and
rendered impervious to stains by Page's Patent Process.—Offices

ind Depot, 3, Cruukcd-lane. London^ridge,

"W J. FREEMAN, Merchants in the
TV • various descriptions of STONE, GRANITE, and

SLATE, fur onvineering and building purposes. Supplies direct
from the Qiiarrie.*. by vessel or railway. Direct communication
with the principal ports for EXPORTATION. Wharf prices, and
estimates for special contracts, including quarry wort or other
labour, forwarded on application—Office, 27. Mlilbank-strect,
London. S.W.

RUILDERS and CONTRACTORS
X3 OBSERVE !—The cheapest Depot in London for the Sale

of Marble Chimncy-pieoe Is at the WESTMINSTER MARBLE
COMPANY'S WORKS. Earl-streot, IIorHefercv-road A large

stock on view to select from, Vein Marble Box Cliimiicy-pieoes
from 30S. upwards. The trade supplied on liberal term.s.

N.B. The Westminster omnibuses pass the Works from the City.

PANSOME’S SILICIOUS STONE.—All
X\ kinds of ARCHITECTURAL EMBELLISHMENTS
executed in th’s beautiful and indcHtructihlc material, at prices

not exceeding the ordinary cements.— Full partinulars furnished
on application to Mr. FRED. RANSOMR. Wbitehall-wharf,
Cannon-row, Westminster ; or Patent Stone Work*, Ipswich.rpo SCULPTORS, MASONS, BUILDERS,

X 4o.— B. FABBRICOTTI. of Carrara (Italy), importer of all

lorts of Marble, keeps a constant well supplied stuck of Marble in
blocks at the undermentioned wharf, comprising STA’^UARY’^,
VEINED, VEINED PAONAZZO, SICILIAN, DOVE-all the
produce of bis own Quarries at Carrara. Bardilla, Black and Gold,
Klenna, Qreotte, 8t. Ann's, Vertdea Atpes, Breccia, Ac. 4c. Vases,
Monuments. Garden and Gallery Statues manufactured in Italy,

and take.* contracts for all the above sorts of inaiblc to any extent
leoDuected vrith the trade.

Carrara Wbarf, Thames Back, Pimlico, and 150, Leadeuhall-
street. City.

OLATES.—TO BE SOLD, cheap, a CARGO0 of GOOD WELSH ROOFING SLATES, of useful sizes,

now in London. -For particulars apply to Mr. FALK, 5, St.
DunsfanVhill. Lower Thames-street.

T LANQOLLEN SLABS and SLATES,
.1 J HOUSE CISTERNS, Sink-stones, Filters, Larders, Man-
ger*. Ridging. Skirting, and Routh Oore.
CISTERNS of LARGE DIMENSIONS for BREWERIES,

DISTILLERIES. BLEACHING - HOUSES, aud MANURE-
TANKS.

Cattle-stalls. Pigstves. and Troughs.
Paring fur Kailwov Stations, Malt-houses, Breweries, Balco-

nies. C'lnservatories. Warehouse*. 4c.
CIII.MNEY-PIECES, Batlis, Tombstones, Pedestals. Washing-

tables, Urinals. aud every other Article of Slabwork, PLAIN or
ENAMELLED.

Self-faced Flags for Barns, Outhouses, or Street Paving.
In Stock at Paddington, SEVERAL FINE SLABS of 70

SUPERFICIAL FEET each.
LLANGOLLEN FI;AG AND SLATE COMPANY,
PENTREFELIN WHARF. LLANGOLLEN.

AND 4 WHARF, SOUTH WHARF-ROAD, PADDINGTON.

TJRAMLEY FALL ! BRAMLEY FALL !

X_) Rawdon-hill, Pottemewlon. and all kinds of Yorkshire
Stone supplied direct, by vessel or rail. TKICKETT and PER-
KIN’8 Quarries being on the railway, no delay takes place in
delivery to any part Large Stocks are kept at the DepSts, No. 3,

King's-cross Itailway, and Victoria Wharf, Isle of Dogs.

Address,
TRICKETT and PERKIN, Headiugley, near Leeds;

ir SAMUEL TRICKETT, Victoria Stone Wharf, Isle of Dogs,
London, E.

RANGOR WHARF, King’s-road-bridge,
XJ Cnmden-towo.-8TRlNGFIELDand(JuOPER.lateYV. W.
Rawlins, beg to call the attention of Builders and others to their

-iltock of Bangor slates, laths, plaster. Roman. Portland, and
(Keene's cement, blue lias, Dorking and chalk lime, plasterers'

hair, Yorkshire plain, pan. and ridge tiles, glazed sewer pipes',

oloset-paus. and traps, Welsh fire-bricks, gravel and shells for
garden paths, ballast, sand, 4c. Materials lauded, wharfed, and
inarted.

CLATE.—The Bangor Royal Slate Company0 have now on hand a LARGE AtiSOHTMENT of UOoP-
I^G SLATES, blue and greeu. of the usual sizes, which they are
prepared to supply on the usual terms, for shipment from tbelr
depdt. at Butigur. or to transmit )iy railwav. A.so Slabs of all

siZ' 8—Orders to be addressed to Mr. EDWARDS, Manager,
Royal Slate Quarries, Bangor.

tv 0 RK SHIRE STONE. — THOMAS
IX TILNEY, stone Jlercbant. Taufield-place, Leeds begs to
finform Ruildcs. Surveyors, and Local Boards, that he can supply,
rllroct from bis Quarries, by water or railway, paving, landings,
[iteps, 4a got out to sizes, on the most advantageous terma—
iPrtces sent on appliontiun.

CLATES.—A. A. KOBINSON is prepared
lO to supply Builders, Slaters, Shippers, and others, with
SLATES fnun the Best Quarries, at very low prices, from bis
Wharfs at Tidal Basin. Victoria Loudon Docks, an'I Bow-bridge.
Slate Works—STR.ATFORI), London, E. Every description of
Ho' fing and Slate Masons' Work, plain or' enamelled, executed in
town or country. Price Lists forwarded on application. A
liberal discount to the Trade.—AU orders to be addressed to
Stratford.

T ITTLE CASTERTON FREESTONE.—
il 3 Apply for prices, 4c. 4c. to FBA4. aud OCTS. N.
'SIMPSON, Stamford, aud see specimens at the "fflee of Messrs.
JPINDER, SIMPSON, aud SONS, 29, Saville-row. Loudon. vtalentia slate slabs.—

V The Valentla Slab Company invite attention to their Slabs
BOW supplied, of very large dlmensiouB aud of superior quality.
They have been used at the British Museum, National Gallery.
Bethlem Hospital, various Lunatic Asylums, the Urdnaucc Works,
Model Prison, Peutonville, and other Peniteatiai’reg ; Malting
Floors in Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire, Breweries, the Race
Stand at Brighton, Portsmouth Barracks, and are kept in stock In
larse quantities by Messrs. FREEMAN, Millbank-street

; and
at Messrs. Braby's. Bclvlderc-road, where terms may be obtained.

TO ARCrriTECTS. SCULPTORS. AND nuri-DERS.

pDOCHE ABBEY QUARRIES, near
iXV ROTHERHAM, Yorkshire. — JOHN HAWKE begs to
ij*y, that he has now plenty of K iCHE .ABBEY STONE, of the
ednest quality, and can supply any size and quantity.

W/TARKET-WHARF, REGENT’S-PARK-
iLvX BASIN.-WE8T-END DEPOT for Yorkahire Paving.
^Portland and Derby Stone. Bangor Slates, Slabs. 4c. 4o. Also
rJrlcks. Lime. Cement, Plaster, Tile*. Laths, and Fire Good*.
MCOLES and WOOD invite the attention of Builders, Masons,
lind others, to their Stock as abuve, where everything will be
izbarged at the lowest prioea Headstones, ledgers, steps, Und-
guga. 4c out on the shortest notice. Country orders promptly
lettended to.

n MCCARTHY, CARMAN, and SAND and
Vy* CEMENT MERCHANT, Whitefriars Wharf, Wbite-
friara. Fleet-street, City. Sand, from above or below Bridge, de-
livered by the yard or per barge. Ballast, screened or unscreened,
by the yard or P'T barge. Stocks, lime, aud old bricks. Dry
rubbish delivered per barge, in any quantity, alongside the
Tbamca

'ptATlLEY DALE STONE.—One ot tlie

X_-V Stones selected for the New Houses of Parliament, and
llighly commended by Sir Charles Barry, is supplied direc from
i( he Quarry, or at the Darley Dale Stone Wharf, City-road Basin.
1 n addition to numerous other works, it is the stone of 8t.

nleorgc's Hall. Liverpool, and the Staircases at the Gresham
ahambers. Old Broaa-atreet. Office: 87, Millbank-slrect, West-

^-AYWOOD’S METALLIC TILES.
XX PIPES, 4c.—Blue Red, and Bufl Paving Tiles, of various
designs, fur churches, entrance-balls, schools, 4c.

;
Italian, Grecian.

Plain, and (Jrusmeiital Roofing and Ridge 'Tiles, in grcjt variety

;

Blue Facing and Paving Bricks, Vitrified Stable Paviors and
Clinkers, Plain and Socket Pipes, Grids, Channel Bricks, Coping,
Fireproof Flue Lining, 4c. all of very superior quality, with
Dum-TOus other articles'.—See lis's and other particulars to be
obtained Lorn U. aud K. HAY'WUUD, Manufacturers, Brown-
hillTileries, Uurslem, Staffordshire

;
or their London Depot, 15,

South Wharf, Paddiugton.

rjOHN BAZLEY WHITE aud BROTHERS,
1 J MARBLE MERCHANTS.

MILLBANK-STREBT, WE.STMINSTEK.
Marble of ail kinds and of best quality, in block and slab,

Marble Mortars. 4c. TNDESTRUCTIBLE MOSAIC PAVE-
X MENTS (for every style of private or public building), de-
signed by Jl. Digby Wyatt, Esq. for MAW aud CO. Bentholl
Works, near Broseley, Shropshire. These designs are now print-
ing iu chruino-litbograpby, and will very soon be published. In
th: meantime, M. and Co. will he happy to send (without charge)
a sketch of an appropriate pattern from them, adapted to any
giveu dimensions of ball, passage, conservatory, verandah, frieze,

or other wall-decoration, with an estimate.

BATH STONE OF BEST QUALITY.
JDANDELL aud SAUNDERS,

QUARRYMEN AND STONE-MERCHANTS.
BATH.

Lb List of prices at the quarries and depots, also cost for transit
to any part of the kingdom, furnished on application to Bath
<D(tone Office. Corabam. WiiU.

'aTONB ! STONE ! STONE !
— To tlie

TRADE.—Theoheapeatplace in London for Portland and Bath
oatone. F'crk-hire landings, steps, curb, paving, self faced slab,
iicanite pitching and curb, Guernsey broken road materials, and
ttVery other desoription of stone, at J^oHN KNIGHT a''d SON'S,
ntevon Wharf. Mile-end. York tooled paving. 3Ss. 6d. perlOofeet;
ibab for hearths, 4d. per foot sup.; slab for chimnev-piece-, SJd.
tier foot sup. ; 8 by 3 window sills, 6d. per foot run ; 13 by 3 coping,
. 1 per foot run; box chimneys (any opening), 83. 6i. each,—
tntrma, cub on delivery.

pEAKE’S TERRO-METALLIC TILES,
X^ PIPES, 4c.—Notice is hereby most respeotfully given, that
the LONDON DEPOT forthis WARE is REMOVED to No. 81,

WHARF, Macclesficld-street North, City-road Basin (N). Sadly,
that the trade term, ‘•TEBao-METAiLic,'’i8 the exclusive right
of the Proprietor; and, thirdly, that the '•RnyonTS or the
JuKiES.” page 581, of the Great Exhibition, note tbc grant of a
First-class Medal, and rank the Manufactories known so long as
“ The Tileries," lunstaU, Staffordshire, as the first of the kind
the, world.

SMOKY CHIMNEYS.—POPE’S PATENT
AIR-TIGHT CHIMNEV VALVE.'. 'Dowards of 6.000

fixed. Are a^aranCeed remedy for dowD draughts aad return
smoke in chimneys when not in use, and may be lixed to any fire*

place at a small cojt. Also a permanent cure for smoky chimneys
of any description.—Apply to W. I’OPE and SUN, 80 and 81,
Edseware-road, W.

SMOKY CHIMNEYS.—
TWO YEARS’ TRIAL. and PER-

EECT SUCCESS ofSUTER’S PATENT
WIND-GUARD, in curing the most
inyeternte Smoky Chimneys, induces the
Patentee to recommend ail persons 8uf<
fering from that nuisance to try one.

Price ms.
To be had of Ironmongers and Build-

ers, and of the Patentee, at hu Oflioe,

65, Penohurch-street

D urability of gutta pbrcha
TUBING.—Many inquiries baying been made as to the

Durability of Gutta Percha Tubing, the Gutta Pereha Company” iwing letter PROS
Uri^LE of WIGHT.

-...,-In reply
letter, received this morning, respecting the Gutta Peroh*
for Pump Service, I can state, ivith much satisfaction, it answers
perfectly. Uauy Builders, and other persons, have lately ex-
amined It. and Uiere is not the least apparent dlflerence sinoe the
first laying down, now several years , and I am informed that it

is to be adopted generally In the bouses that are being erected
here."
N.B. From this Testimonial it will be seen that the COR-

ROSIVE WATER of the ISLE of WIGHT has no effect on
Gutta Percha Tubing.

THE GUTTA PERCHA COMPANY. PATENTEES.
18. WHARF-ROAD. CITY-ROAD. LONDON.

HTa.ncock’s patent vulcanized
INDIA-RUBBERTUBINQ, HOSE-PIPES, WASHERS.

ENGINE-PACKING, both round and flat, and SOCKET-RINGS,
for Hot-water-pipes. Vulcanized Rubber Door-springs, and Solid
Round Rubber Cord of all sizes of aiiy length. Billiard Cushions
and Rubber Strips cut to any pattern for bagatelle tables.

Diving-dresses of superior make, and improved VulcanizedDiving-dresses of superior i

Rubber Supply-pipes for ditto.

Vulcanized Rubber, In sheets, from three to four feet wide, and
of any thicknesa Air-beds, Pillowe, and Cushions inflating Port-
able Baths. Invalid Cushions, and Articles of this kind made to
any pattern to order.
N.B. All communications and orders punctually attended to,

addressed to the Manufactory, JAMES LYNE ” '

well-mews. Goswell-road, London.
N£ HANCUCK. Qoa>

TMPERLiL LIKE INSURANCE COM-
X PANY, 1, OLD BROAD-STREET. LONDON. Instituted
ItUO.

T. GEORGE BARCLAY. Esq. Chairman.
MARTIN T. SMITH, Esq. M.P. Deputy-Chairman.

One-tbird of the Premium on Insurancea of SiHl and upwards,
for'the whole term of life, may remain as a debt upon the policy,
to be paid ofi at convenience ; or the Directors will lend sums of
SOI and upwards on the security of policies effected with this
Company for the whole term of life, when they have acquired aa
adequate value
Four fiftbs, or 80 per cent of the profits are assigned to policies

every fifth year, and may be applied to increase the sum insured,
to an immediate payment in cash, or to the reduction and ulti-

mate extinction of future premiums
At the fifth appropriation of profits for the five years terminat-

ing January 31,1856, a reversionary bonus was declared of It 103.

per cent, on the sums insured, and subsisting additions for every
premium paid during the five yeara This bonus, on policies of
the longest duration, exceeds 82. 5a per cent per annum on the
origlual sums insured, and increases a policy of 1,0002. to 1,6381.

BONUS TABLE.
Showing the Additions made to Policies of 1,0002. each.

Date of
Insurance.

Amount of
Additions to
Feb. 1.185L

Addition made

Feb. 1, 1856.

Sum Payable
after Death-

1890
1825

1835
laio
1845
1850
1855

£. s. d.

533 16 0
3S3 14 0
»il 13 0
185 3 0
123 15 0
65 15 0
10 0 0

114 5 0
103 14 0
93 2 0
88 17 0

79 18 0
75 15 0
15 0 0

£ f. d.
1638 1 0
1436 3 0
1334 14 0
1274 0 0
1213 8 0
1145 13 0
1085 15 0
1015 0 0

And fur intermedia'e years in proportion.
The next appropriation wiU be made in 1861.
Pruposais for iusurauces may be made at the chief office, as

above
; at tlie branch office, 16, Pall Mali, London

; or to any of
the agents throughout the kingdom.
lusuranc s without participation in Profits, may be effected at

reduced rates.

Samuel ingall, Actuary.

P ELICAN LIFE INSURANCE
COMPAN Y, established in 1797.

70, Lombard-street, City, and 57, Charing-cross, Westminster.

Robert Gurney Barclay, esq.
William Cotton, D.C.L. F.R.S.
John Davis, esq.
William Walter Fuller, esq.
Jvs A. Gordon, M.D.F.H.s.
Henry Grace, esq.

This Compnny offers
COMPLETE BECUHITY.—Moderate Rates of Premium with

participation in four-fifths or eighty per cent, of the profits. Low
Rates with outpanioipalioa in profits.

Loans in connection with Life Assurance, on approved
security, in sums of nut less than 6002.

Kirkman D. Hodgson, esq.
Thomas Uodv’sun. esq.
Henry Lancelot Ilotland, esq.
Benjamin Shaw, esq.

Matthew Whiting, esq.
"1 Wyrill, jun. esq. M.P.

ANNUAL VREaiiUM required for the Assurance of 1002. for the
whole term of life

Age.
Without
Profits.

With
Profits.

Age.
"Without
Proflta

With
Profits.

15
£ s. d.

1 11 0
£ d.

40
£ 8. d. £ a d.

3 6 5

30 1 13 10 4 10 7
30 2 4 0 2 10 4 60 6 10 6 7 4

ROBERT TUCKER, Secretary.

1,0002. IN CASE OP DEATH.
A FIXED ALLOWANCE of 61. per WEEK,
Xi. In the Event of Injury by

ACCIDENTS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,
may be secured by an Annual Payment of £3. for a Policy in the

RAILWAY PASSENGERS ASSURANCE COMPANY.
Smaller amounts may be secured by proportionate payments.

NO CHARGE FOR STAMP DUTY.
RAILWAY ACCIDENTS ALONE may be insured against by

tbej'urneyor by the year, at all the principal Railway Stations,
where also Forma of Proposal, and Pruspectuses, may be had;
and of the Provincial Agents, and at the Head Office, Loudon.

N.B. The usefulness of this Company is shown by tlic sum

f
aid as Cumpensation for Accidents, £23,73^
assengers Assurance Company,

Empowered by Special Act of Parliament.
WILlilAltl j. VIAN, Secretary.

Office, 3, Old Broad-strect, E S.
etrewry.
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Hydraulic blue lias lijie,
No ifi. S"UTH-WHARF. PARPINCtTON. *-—

KELSON aD(J RUTLAND hes W ncqnaiat their

me iro 'e lu Nciera'. thst they hare opened the whore Wharf, for

theSaleof I’-rtland. Rorown, Keeu’s._ MartiUa.

Cemm’s coatee ond fine Pla-iter. &c. in addition to the Bine L

w

Lim- Trade, ynahtr end roeature may at all times be impliatly

idirf .1.. m proof of wli.oh »« ”

P.S.-Contnirta to ncy amount eon be undertaken, and a re-

KUlar-nrplv. direct from the Wo-ka, fr-ah burnt and around.

Sn be fo^rded in Me«r.. N. and R,\ own boats. a'onESide

veaMfls in the Docks, river Tbftoiet, and by canal or rail, to all

partsofthekliigdom.

HYDRAULIC
TJORTLAND and BATH CEAIENTS.—
U Thi, (vmrnl. pro miUo from . aATUK.fl, CBJIEST

STONE, hy a meihoci at once simple, crutaiji. ash rFPtciEST.

and are t'.tallv distinct from the L mdon^AaTiFiciAi. ctMLSTS,

wbieb are maile from a mixture of CJIAl.K and (.LA\, ti\ a

eostlr and complicated process, often producing

maiiiif»o»nre and consequent dianppoinfmr-* -

HYDRAULIC CEMp-T,< - * -
j and lns«.

c a I ' rwn therefore he produerd at a

ri l^IE BEST AND CHRAPEsT CEMENTS
ihrYlili MARKET. As there are VAnrnt-r

Cements . ftVred to the trade by other maker?

are obtained through third

loKs of the'C
liile t'T some they
PRErrOCS TO SALE

TH'iMI’S

oee to 8-ate distinctly tnnlthey are tbeiiRlMNAL IN VRNTiiR:'

oflhe-ie (’cments and that they auosb po-sess the knowledge of

the true and oriKinal process ix all its petails. b. 1. and Co.

therefoi-o request that all orders and aPPlicwMons may oe eimcr

ftddre-seil direct to them, or to their AUTHORIZED
,

AI'VEHTISED COBRESPuNDENTb in all parts of the

oouotry.
FCLT.WOOD THOMPSON and CO.

‘•The Bridcwiter Pobtlaxd Ceuest Wons-S.” Bbidowateil

OBSBRVEl-NO CONNECTION WITH ANY OTHER FIRM.

AUSTIN AND SEELEY,
;

KEPPEL-ROW. TJEW-ROAD.

A Inrge assortment of Clihnnej-s in Artifi-

cial Slone, of wliich a list of designs, with,

sizes and iir'ces.Avill be forwaJ-ded on appli-

cation. Also may be seen, a great variety of

Balliistrndiiig, Gable and Pier Ornaments,

Tascs, Figures, and other Eiirichmenfs.

During 30 years this material lias been in

use ill tlie'highcst class of residences. In

cdiitradikiinctiou toTcrra-Cotta, and ail other

Ivinds of I’littery, there is no distortion of

form by the process of baking, and it lias

the clos'cst resemblance to Portland Stone. 37.—Ureciau Vase.

DAMP WALLS.
STFXT’S COMPOSITION FOR PREPARING NFAVL\-PIf.\STERED OR DAMP AVALLS

‘ '
* FOR PAPERING,

, ,, anil lone e-vncrlence : it is unfailing in its application. Entire houses hare been papered a fe

London Ajont. : Mm,™. OEO. .nd THUS. W.dLLIS. 54. Long-dore. Agont for loeiand : Mr. 8. BOYD, 45, Dublin.

D .Y I E S Mill NO 11 M A N,
CROWN WH ARF. GREAT SCOTLkNDA’ARD.

RiiMAN snd PORTLAND CEMENT'.
LIME. BRICKS. TILES. SLATES. FIRE GOODS, io.

STONEWARE PIPES. PANS. TRAPS. 4o.

A Lilieral Allnwance to the Tride.

The PORTLAND CEMENT WORKS,
NORTH FLEiri’.KENT.-Mcssra KOBIN^S end Co. to

•WIIO.M THE PKIzfe MEDAL WAS AWARDED m 1851.

are prepared to sm ply anv quantity of the very best PORTL.k ND
CEM ENT. manufactured by llicrn for all the 'i' ..hicn

Cement is apolicable. Urdera
-j -• —

at the Workf.

NOTICE OF REMOVAL.
HUEBUCK’S PATENT WHITE ZINC PAINT.

tcnr the further faoilitv of their Trade. HUBBUCK and SON have ere.-ted suitable W.\UEIIOUSES In LIME-STREET,

with CounUn^i^hoSe ‘usance. 167. Fcnchurob-strcet, to which Prcmi.es thciy Business, lately earned on opposite the London

D.ioks. is Tcmoved-
Thc FACTORY,

Depot.

heretofore, is at IIUBBUCK’S WHARF. R.ATCLIFF. formerly the East India Company’s Naval

P.YINT AND YARNISII WORKS, ir>7, FENCHURCH-STREET,
Two dours from Lime-street,

Geo. &THOS. EARLE, CEMENT MANU-
PaCTURERS. hull. — Light. Darfc. and Portland

Cementsequal t- any made. Manufacturers also, and DcaJere in

Plasfrr. Paris While. MasUo. Hair, Lias Lime. Laths. Plates, and

Slate Slabs, Fire-hricks. Grindstones. Cement Chimncv-tops, ditto

Vases. Hidging. 4o. Painto, Stucoo. 4o. Mikrble MerohonU and

IniDnr»er» of Poitolano.

JOHNS and CO.’s PATENT PERYIANENT
al MTTTCfNt W.VSIl (nerfectlv non-absortient'. STUCCO,
^MENT. STUCCO PAINT. — CL.AHK and BENGOUGH.
Manufacturers. Grand Surrev Canal Bridge, Old Kent-road.

Office, 4. Ofirge.yiLrd.Lnmbard-«trcet.

C OLES, SHADBOLT, and CO
CEMENT and Pl.ASTEK MANUFAOTUKEUS.

LIME BUHNERS.
Brick Tile, Driiu-pine. Hriir Lath, and Fire Goods

MerohaiiN. t

ST. JAMES’S nnd THORN HILL WHABFS.
Calednnian-road. London.

ROMAN CEMENT, made at the above work*

from the kilns dailv— a great ad vantage

eontrac'inrs, e peoi 'llyiii winter time.

PORTLAND CEMENT, of the best iiuality,

manufactured in Kent. This ceinriit w-,,.

than anv of the Li-il Cements, so much of which
-••••• ' -- Portland

1 dealers
V be had fresh

leth.aiid Colour.

B ath, Portland, and royian
CEMENTS.— ihe Loudon and West of F.iieinnd Cement

Company cniYhifei^t'’ CintrartoeS;^ Jlnilde; -8 the best

MTimi'^IiVDRAULlC CEMENT.s. «t REDUCED PRICES.
B«ih Cement much re-omniended ; the best quality fnrajl

delling, cornice decorations. Ac. Blue l.ias Lime, c

lump, direct fmm the kilns, everv day, per <,Tei

Bailwav. fmm whence it can he delivered along.stue - ,

the river Thames, canal, or any nclway
Commun’caiioiii to he aMrewed to _Mr.,, TIMLWELL

, Western

hrought intothe market and sold as Portland

PLASTER of PARIS, direct from the quarries, both coarse and

fine, whole-ale and retail.
. , . , . j ,,

LIME. Grey Stone. Chdk.ftnd Blue Lia« Lime, freth and well

bumf, a oonstint and re.cular supply of which may be had by

A'largeSsi^troentof Glazed Stonewa-e Dm,io-pipc«. of the best

Iiambeth make; Yorkshire Plain. Pan. and Paving Tiles ; WeUh
Pire-brickj, Lumps, and Tiles

:
Hair and Laths, always kept in

*'°rhMe goods are of the best quality, and sold at the lowest

possible prices.

N.B. Shipping orders promptly executed.

Wharf. Hamp>.tiad-ri»ad,Camden-town ^nr i

4. Carol'nc-place. City-road ; o- *'

water. Somerset.

1‘urflre

n neorer-rard. Lombard-«treet. City

ELMLEY CEYffiNT lYORKS.—ROYIAN
and PORTLAND CEMENT of ’be first Ty'ilT. fonn'J;

fHOtiired 00 the abiive worka Alsc STUCK and KILN-BURNT
BRICKS, hand moulded and machine made, for sQlpment or

Otheiwnne—Apple to G B«»liTM. Ageir. as above.
^

I TKINSON’S CEMENT, so long known and
!A '

esteeiDrd in London for plBstering purp
; . .

setttug Cement, that reqaires no colouring—'old exclu»iyely by

JOHN BAZLKT WHITE and BB'iTHERS Millbank-street.

Wealmluster; and Reel-street. Liverpool

KEENE’S and PARI.YN CEYIENTS nnd
FRENCH PLASTER, for iiitemal uses. 'These well-

known hard Btuccoei dry qulcklr. ahd eon he painty ur on

vitbiD a few daya— Made nnd sold by 4i iHN B.VZLEY WII L 1

E

and BROTHERS. Millbank-rtrect, W.-atmmstrr.

>0RTLATCD CE:\rENT TVOKKS, NORTH-
FLEET. Kenf.-KNIGHT, SEVAN., end S’TUKGE,

'onlVof first-olnsaquBlity. tor the home and foreteii

trade. Portland (Umenf is manufactured at these works, with

especial reference to its destination, wheihcrfo

JYHADWICK’S PATENT LYTHIC
\u HYDRAUI IC CEMENTS, -i.itible f-iroll dimates. and
every purpo-e.-JOHN CHaDWiCK i-olioiis the a'tenlioii of

Architects. Endiieer*. Coutrnctoni, ihiildei-

wvil-known LYTHIC HY D rtAUl.IC, K* M.VN
CEMENTS, Each cask lontaiDS about wt.— •• oik. ; y.boio

N ew-roa'.-M'archruic. Hmom-tr-et. Rhodr-liiH. Mimdiester.

nin-lAND

JARIAN CEifEiST, reduced in price

26 per cent. This article is ynluahle for inside

_ equally for skirtings, for flooring on brick arclies. Ac.

It lakes p’lint in a Uw hours after ita application on walls or

laths, is wittiout eflbireaoence. and may he papered in a o-iuole of

dava A finer qnuiity forma a beaiiMful Rcagliola, with any ad-

mixrure of coloura-Manufactured by FHAN<TS. BROTHERS,
and PiiTT, Cement Works. Nlne-elma. London.

A KTIFICIAL TIYDIIAULIC or PORT-
IA I.iND CEMENT oorobiuea ha .tJuaMe qiialUiet of the

natural Cements with the additional advantage that it greatly

excels them in it* oementltioua properrire
;
fhar. it ia not offecte't

hy froit. and does ,not vweJate_ia_dainp

RICKS.—Malm Cutters, Yellow and Pale
' Seconds, Payiors, and Pickings, of good and sound quality,

constantly on, sale at U. DODp'S^Briokfields, which arc only a
quarter of an houriswalk from the City. H. D earnestly requests
purchasers to favour him with a vlaiU is order to inspect hla stook.
and b ludge f ir thein?elTea
Malm Place, half-washed Stacks, and Place BnoRs. also on sale.

Thc’e bricks are sound, well burnt, and .unusually free from
defects ; a very large proportion of the atoch being vuitabte for

, , DODDandCO.attheCountlLg-house.Hoston
Brickfields, Grange-walk, near the Hoseraory Branch, Hoxton,
N.B Light-coloured Pit Sand of avproved quality constantly on

sale upon ri-as>iDabIe terms- This Sand, from itsiiotcouCaining
any saline matter, is acknowledged to be preferable to river sand.

B RICKS ! BRICKS !— Yellow and White
Cutter.?, Seconds, Picking?, and Paviors, full si

Newi I, N.

B ricks. — Superior White Pacing Bricks
atid Kelt Facing Bricks, delivered alongside in the Thames,

or «t any Gonds .station on the Eastern Counties Railway, at ten
per cent. uiid*-r the usual prices — Apply to W. aud W. tV RIGHT,
Brick atul Tile Works, Springfield, Essex—Moulded Bricks and
Tiles of all descriptlouii.

Brick and drain-tile machinery.
A-.-To BE LET.fora term, MACHINERY and PLANT

foi BRICK and DR.aIN-TILAs, with extenaive sheddliia, kiln,

and other appliances, complete, together with an ahiindant supply
01 suitable earth at the doors. An eligible party taking the same.
Will b" emp’OT-il in making drain-tiles fur the estate, of. a late to
tie agreed upnn.—Mai be iiewed on application to WM. M.tKOH,
B.iiliff, Beech-hill-rark, near Biimet,; .md terms can be obtained.l.iilitf, Beech-hill-rark, near Biimet ; .md terms can be obtained,

y letter, a-'dreseeii to W.M. II.AILBS, (fl. Arlingum-street, Cam-
ilen- I. N.V

Brickmaking and tile and pipe-
making by Machinery.— CI.-AYTON’.'i PATENfd.—

These M icliines. miv employed by the prioDipol c'ntrBCtors and
briekmakers throughout the world, ore oonstmefed in sizes

adapted to steam, water, hor.?e, or l»nd pow.-r.— Machines om ba
inspected, or particulars oritaiued on applie tlon to H. CLAYTON,
Patentee and Mauiifaoturer, Atlai Works, Upper Poi-k-plaoe,
DorBet-sqiigrf, London. N.W.

<•> EYl ENT.—ROYIAN and PORTL.YND
V> i-EMENTf*. and PLABTKRof PARIS, mmiufacu.rrd bv

C, J. HILTiiN. can be- had in any quantity, wholeeal- and retail,

at his wharf, fl, Upper Thatnes-street. I.ondoii : and also st the

manufftctory. Faversliora. Kent.—N.B. The«>e Cements supp'ied

for sliinment. nn adyanraccoiiB terms.

„ _ _ . . _ uiis. Acoouni of

CoMPaR.4TIVE EXPERIMENTS oa'the strength of this and
ijther Cement* ireid at tlie lusi’tu'e of C’vii Euirnce^L tu be

‘jLtaiDed fr'*m the M.ikrra, Jl>HN B.V/.LI.V WHITE, and
BRi'THEKS. Mill'iatik-s'reet. Weatmiuvter. who prepare one
quality only of Portland Cement.

Blue lias LIYIE.—YIessrs. GREAYTES
and KIBSll-AW having completed their Works on the

Birmingham and oxford i.ine of the Great Wss'em
Harbnry. are imw prepared to supply LUMP and GROUND
LIME Ilf Hie best qiislitv. direct from the kiloe. to ollthe staiiooa

on the Great Westeni Railway.—Greaves's Blue Lias Lime.—Port-
land. Baili. and l.ias Cement—Works, at Ilarbury. Stockton, aud
Wllmoote.— < ‘ffice. at Warwick^

G rey stone liyie wharfs,
12. UPPER GROUND-STREET, Blackfriatp -Surrey sldel,

7. NORTH WIIARF-RO.AD. Paildington.

WILLI.\M I’ETERB bera to inform the tr.vle he is in n posi-

tion to supply the best GBJ'TY STONE LIME iu anv luantities

from the above wliarfs. or per bare- direct fr =. tlie kilns.

Large Grey Stone, or Grey Chalk, free on board at Works,
la 8cL per ton.
Small ditto, ditto. 4d. per ton.

Barge? loaded in a few minutes.
Wouldham-hailGrey ‘kvoe Lime Works, on the Medway,

near Roeheifer.

'HE BEST HERTEORDSHLRE YIALYl

B
3 4 8. South WhS'f. Psddiaetou.LEE LIAS LIME.

CHARLES RtCHABDSoN takes the earnest opuortiinity

informing Eugineer?. Arohiteoig, CnunacMr?. aun others, thii

i.e .0 u-.~ ,...n•'u^GHEATE's't^BL*CK'’LI.A's LIME per the

Great wenterti Railway from Unrbury to Bull't-bndge and Pad-
,

dington, from whence it can be deliyrred alongside auy rart of

y railway stations in London the liav

aJie-' li ia bu^' and ground, in any quantity, aud at a great

reduction iu price.
,

All applicaiious tor prices and terms will meet with prompt
tfent-ion.

, , . ,

N.B. Please observe the lime is ground at the works, not in
London.

8BC"NI .

THE BR«T WHITE SUFK'lLK and BED FAcrNQS:
WHITE SUFFOLK PERFnKATED BRICKS;

DEEP-RED KITBBING BRICKS.
Msi'COWLKT and KENT ST< UIH >4. in any quantities.

J. KAsTWiuiD and BoN-ri. Belridere-mart. l.amtieth
;
and

Murrey-CBnal-bridge. Did Kent-rood. Surrey.
N.B.—Lime. Cement, Slate?. Fire-brieks, Ac. and all kinds of

Building itovds

C HARLES RICHARDSON,
3*6, SOUTH-WHARF. PADDING lOH B.\SI-V.

COWLEY AND KENT BRICKS,
PORTLAND. ROMAN. AND OTHER CEMENTS,

TAMWiiRTH GLAZED BEWaGE PIPES
BLUE VITRIFIED BRICKS. COPINGS. PIPES. 4o.

B RICK-EIELDS, QUEEN'S-ROAD,
PECKHAM, SURREY

Within a 'liori di>ti*iice of 'he five bridgesi.

THE BEST MALM-COTTERS. 8BC"NDS. PICKINGS, sad
PAVK'RS, in anv quantity.

AlM.STiiCKS, of FIRST OU.ALITY.
J. EASTWOOD and SoN.S. Relvidere-road. Lambeth.

B LUE LIAS LIME DEPOT,
Portland, bath, and roman cements.

Glazed Stoneware, Sewage Pipes, Bricks, Tilea, Lime, Hair,
and Fire Goods.

TATHAM and CO. 14. SOUTH WHARF, PADDINGTON.

FIRE-BIUCKS. LUYIPS, TILES, to. of
every de-n-riptuin, at HoNDUR.\> W H.AHF. 74, Bankside.

J>ondou.—JiiHN N bW I'liN aud CO i sewn teen ' Ciirs w)ih James
Newton, of Fulcon Doek. Hank*ide. Fire-brick and Tile Mer-
chani) have taken Uio OLD-E8T.\BLISHEli BUSINESS nod
PKEM ISES carried ou so many years by W M. WARD anti CC
and solicit the patronage of Consumers. tSw Companies. Engi
neers. Bu'iders. 4c. Ramsay's suner'or Newcastle Fire-brick*.
Retorts. Fire-clay. 4c ; al-o Bauitary-pipes. Chimney-tops. Dutch
Clinkers, 4c. all at the lowest prices. Shipping orders executed

I

with despatch.

BRKNTWOOD railway BRICK and
TILE W iRiCSaod YVHARF.-TO BE LET, direct f-om

the Proprietor, the above W'lRKS. which have been esta'diahed
abiiut seven years. The property consists of about 21 acre-, which,
ith th* exception of that portion occupied hy the works aud the
'barf. is 'xcellent sound meadow ground. The whole odj das the

goods’ htotiou of the Eastern Counties Railway at Breutwood.
There is a double siding and extensive wharf, which coniieota the
._ilway with tile works; nnd the sidings traverse the wharf in

close proximity to the kilns and clamps, by which mean-- coal and
breeze can be brought direct to the kilns, and the burut materials
' luded into the trucks and forwarded at one? to London, and all

ntions on the Eastern Counties lines. A oool deidt is also on
le spot The clay is abundant and unequali d in quality, the

_.iong bring the best known for drain tiles, and the mild and
intermediate kinds, which are nil in abundance and free from
ftoues. make facing bricks of deep red colour, cutters, tc. There
is plenty of fiuc sand for moulding the above in the ground
Miilms and stocks are made by the usual process. The ground
slopes to the railway and to the kilns, aud a plentiful supply of
water is led by gravity from a spnng at the top of the ttcid all over

the work*, when required, Ijirge sheJu are erected for drain-tile

rawking, and Clayou'a ceUliraied prize machine has b«u in sue-

oessful operation during tbreeyears. The above, with-all the
necessary plant to be taken on euteiing, would be within 3001. A
large quantity of clay has been prepared during the winter for

soring operations There i* an inciea-iiugandprofitableconncotion
already e-itahii-hed. and 'everal orders are on hand. The works

beviewodand the d'tTerent materais exarnined upon apidl-

m to the, Foreman, oo the Premises at Brentwood ladj.lining

t-ods' station)
;
and ali particulars ascertained upon applica*

to W. PONSFOHD. Esq. Land Agent, 4o. Breutvr od, Essex.

A SPHALTE.—GERVASE EOOTTIT
ijL TRl.MDAD ASPHALTE WORKS, ROniEEHlTHE,
DuNDGN. E-iablihlied 1834 — TKIN IDaD, BEYSSEL, aud
BRITISH ASPH.1LTE3, manufiictured by Steam power, laid

down iu the best loanner. or supplied In any qiiautUy. luforma-
tiou for using forwarded with raateriaL I’ost-otDce oTOers or

reference in London promptly attended to.—Bsiimates given for

every kind of the above worlc

A SPHALTE, FOREIGN and BRITISH,
J\. for PLAT HOOPING and every description of PAVING,
especially in damp situations,

_ _
Aspbalte for footings and banv

floors, with instructions for using it. „ ,

Apply to JOHN PILKINGTOR, Poloneeau and Limmer
Aspbalte Office, .Monnment-ohambers, 14, Pfsh-street-hiU, London.
N.B. Importer of the PURB ROCK ASPHALTE, from th»

LIMMER Mines in Hanover.
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VNY, doubtless, remember tlie

timewhen the only sli.'ipeinwliich

India-rubber showed itself in

this country was that of crooked

and twisted little bottles, off

which slices were cut for the

use of those who desired or

required to obliterate pencil-

marks on paper. Even, the first

decided step towards the final

manageineut and maiiufacture

of this highly promising but then

somewhat tough and refractory

'

material displayed itself to tlie eye

of the general public in the shape

^ merely of neater square cuts in the

•^r.w place of the old bottle slices, but

still with the sole purpose of rubbing
'

out pencil-marks. It was but natural, '

1 under such circumstances, that this singular’

! substance should acquire the name of " rubber,”
'

' whicli it still retains, although from no want of

‘ specific names of its own, such as the “ hcree”
( of.Esmeraldas, the "siringa” of Guifitia, and the

'

‘ caoutchouc ” of the Mainas, with which last

I rather repulsive choker of a name it has been
5 somewhat unavailingly baptised, notwithstanding

I the possession of more eujdiouious cognomens,
b both in America and in India, such ns jintarvau,

• saikwah, doll, and others besides either hevee or

s siringa.

Rubber, as we shall continue to cal! it (and

f' for so doing we have the authority and example
c of one who has himself been called the father

c.of the India-rubber manufacture,” namely,

] Mr. Thomas Hancock, of the firm of Macintosh
R and Co.), is an inspissation of the creamy juice

0 of more than one species of tree
; and, as already

li hinted, is found ratlier plentifully in parts of the

t tropical world widely asunder. There are even
T vines which yield a similar juice. In the estuary

0 of the Amazon, on most of the great cluster of

ii islands there, it is obtained iu large quantities,

a and the mode of procuring it on these islands is

1 thus described in a recent work on South Arae-
T. rica ;

“ The season for the labour is from July to

J January, for the river is then low, and at otlier

fi times the water is so high as to overflow all the

k low lands, where the India-rubber tree grows,

S[ so that the process cannot then be carried on.

1 The tree is tall and straight, with a smooth
t bark, and sometimes grows to the diameter of

1 18 inclies and even more. In order to collect

tl the juice a longitudinal g.ish is made in the tree

^ with a hatchet or tomahawk, and a wedge of

VI wood being inserted, to keep the incision open,

a a small cup of clay is stuck to tlie tree just
lb below it. These incisions are- made all round
itl the tree, and the little cups form a circle round
tithe trunk. In these cups the juice, of the

jC( colour of milk continues to ruu four or five

I. hours, and ea:"’ cup is found to contain from
tl three to five table-spoonfuls.”

India-rubber came first into special notice
al about the beginning of last century, moulded
ic into the bottle shapes already referred to, and
even into those of animals. It was sold as high
as a guinea an ounce

j
but scarcely anything was

b known as to its history or origin at that time,
;'j except that it then came from America (as well
!5 as probably inland, then and previously, from
Ii India), till De la Condaminc sent an account of
it it to the Erench Academy in 1736, describing
ii it as the inspissated juice of a tree, and called
kby the natives '‘hevee.” It is now known that
tithe best kinds of rubber-bearing plants iu the
MWest and East are the sijjhonia elastica of the

Amazon, the hancornia speciosa of Pctn.ambuoo,
and the urceola elaslica of Borneo, I'ulo-Penangj

^

and other East-Indian islands. The cultivation

^

of these or other sources of this most useful,

^

and, indeed, now almost indispensable, article

^

has become a question of anxious consideration

and of great importance. In America the de-

struction of the rubber-trees is prohibited by
law, a practice having once prevailed of strangu-

lating and killing them while withdrawing the
sap. In some of the East-Iudian localities

where they abound, also, care is doubtless taken
of the trees; but iu other districts it is but too
likely that the well-known fate of many of the

gutta-percha trees may have been shared by the
india-rubber yielders. It may turn out, as we
have ere now suggested, that organic chemists
may discover how to make an artificial rubber
from some inexhaustible source, since a sub-

stance very similar has been produced iu ex-

perimental chemistry, from bitumen, and, if we
remember rightly, sulphur, iu the acid form;
but, till so fortunate a discovery be made, there
cannot he too much care and trouble taken in

the preservation and cultivation of the rubber-
trees.

Tlie importation of the milky or creamy juice

of the rubber-tree was at one time regarded as

a great desideratum. Some of it was imported
by Mr. Hancock, but he found that before it

reached this country the solid and fluid portions
had separated, so as to frustrate the intention in

view. As, moreover, the solid part, or the con-

gealed rubber, formed less than fifty per cent, of

the whole bulk, it was at length looked upon as

a hopeless task to import the juice. Compen-
satory processes afterwards rendered this failure

of less importance, perliaps, than it once was
;

but still it would seem, from a scientific exam-
ination, by Dr. Faraday, of the properties of
some juice which teas safely imported (in the
hollows of bamboo canes, if we mistake not),

more than thirty years since, that great advan-
tages tcould accrue from having the opportunity
of dealing with the raw material in the shape
of the creamy juice; and in these, our own,
days of daring and cosmical schemes and specu-
lations, it is surprising that no enterprising

India-rubber mauufacturer has gone to the
fountain head, by establisliiug the requisite

works in convenient vicinity to the native tree-

milking process itself, either in South America
or iu the East Indies. In coufinnation of th^
idea that manufactures, of the beauty- and
purity of which we have as yet little concep-
tion, might be^Tealized, were we only able to act
freely and by wholesale on the raw juice, as it

flows from the tree, we shall just dip a little

into Faraday’s report on the juice which he
examined.

Ooe most important feature was the facility

with which the rubber-juice and rubber could
thus be washed with mere water, over and over
again, till both rubber and water were left per-
fectly pure. In this condition the creamy juice
became “ perfectly white,” and portions of it so
continued even for a twelvemonth, the sap being
thus more easily preserved in a diluted than a
concentrated state. When evaporated, either on
paper, or on a capsule or otherwise, the rubber
was left in its elastic state, and perfectly un-
altered, except as regarded purity. On absorbent
surfaces such as plaster of Paris the water was
rapidly abstracted, and the rubber congealed into
a mass retaining the form on which it was cast,

and beautiful medallions were thus made. At
first the rubber congealed as “a soft white solid,

almost like cur,d.” From this the residual water
could be partly extracted by mere pressure,
when it contracted, became compact, and as-
sumed the elastic state, though still soft, white,
and opaque. The opacity was not an essential
property, however, being attributable to water
not^ yet exuded. Exposure to air completely
desiccated it, and then it appeared “ as a per-

fectly transparent, colourless, and elastic body,”
except in thick masses, when a trace of colour
(that is, of white opacity) still remained.
"No appearance of texture,” continues the

report,* “can be observed in the pure transparent
ca >utchouc : it resembles exactly a piece of
clear strong jelly. All the plieuomeua depen-
dant on its elasticity, which are known to belong
to common caoutchouc, are well exhibited bv it.

Wlien very much extended, it assumes a beau-
tiful pearly or fibrous appearance, probably be-
longing to the efffcts which Dr. Brewster has
observed clastic bodies to produce when in a
state of tension upon light. When it has been
extended and doubled several times, until farther

extension in the same direction is ditflcult, it is

found to possess very great streugth.”

In trials made to give it colour, the body
colours were found to answer best.

"Indigo, cinnabar, chrome-yellow, carmine,
lake, &c. were rubbed very flue with water, then
mixed well with the pure caoutcliouc, iu a some-
what diluted state, and coagulation induced
either upon au absorbent surface or otherwise.

Perfectly coloured specimens were thus ob-

tained.”

A very instructive and interesting volume of

personal expei ienccs, difficulties, and discoveries,

in the management aud manufacture of rubber,

has recently been written by Mr. Hancock,
whose name is so intimately associated with the
origin aud progress of this mauufacture.f The
author, who is now upwards of seventy years of

age, and appears to liave survived all liis

original partners and compeers, lias been
engaged for the last six-and thirty years in the

manufacture of India-rubber. He attributes

his success in tliis branch of manufacture
mainly to a practical knowledge of mechauical

manipulation which he had acquired in early

life, aud he thinks tliat this, much rather than
chemical knowledge, was what was required in

the circumstances: indeed, the peculiar diffi-

culties which he had to overcome, and the

result, on the whole, both of chemical aud
mechanical manipulation, as applied to rubber,

seem to corroborate Mr. Hancock in this

opinion. Of chemical knowledge he says he had
almost none; and it is probable that, hadhelud
more, those curious and unlikely mechauical
operations by means of which the rubber was
made to assume so many shapes, aud particularly

the mechanical process of "mastication,” or
" chawing up,” into integral masses, would
never luive been discovered at all. At first,

however, he teas imbued with the notion tliat to
make it useful, a good solvent was what was
wanted, and he fortunately, but almost unac-
countably, failed in then obtaining such a solvent,

although he used oil of turpentine, which, when
pure, and heated, is a good solvent, and dries

perfectly off it.

First of all, the original "bottles” were
merely cut up into various elastic sti-ings, or
tapes, and other forms, adaptable to wearing
apparel, such as the backs of gloves, to. draw
these togelher, so as to cause them to fit neatly.

In course of time, the waste became a matter
for serious consideration

;
and, failing the dis-

covery of an adequate solvent, various modes of
procedure were adopted iu the attempt to "work
it up.” Papin’s digester only yielded him “a
thick fluid of the appearance of treacle,” doubt-
less containing the since-discovered solvent,

named caoutchoucine, which is obtained in

the distillation of rubber itself. Newly cut

• Q'lnrttrly of Seienee nod ihe Arh

:

"Royal
Inatiiution ol'(4reat Britain." Vol. xxi. JVo. 41. London :

J. Murray. Is26.

t "Personal Narrative of the Origin and Progress of
the Caoutchoucor India-ruldier Manufacture in Eiiglund ”
By Thomas ITancoclr. of (he firm of Cbiirles Macintosh
and Co. London and Maochester; with engravioua •—to
which is added, some account of the plants from \\hich
Caoatehouc is oblained, its chemical analysia, statistical
tables, &e-}— with an Appendix, containin'' Ibe speo'fica
tiooa of the author’s patents. London : Longman and Co
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pieces, it was
“t" S°„Lfct‘?V of ^ “P“!pieces, 11 was suuu iyuuu,_ -

great source of perplexity was the outside

cuttincfs of the irregular and small bottle forms.

Small °smiares were punched out of the waste,

however, and put together under severe pres-

sure in boiling water, and thus solid blocks got,

whence thin sheets could be cot with luoper

knives, supplied with water, which Mr. Hand-

cock had soon found to be an indispensable

adiunct in cutting the rubber. Still, however,

the outside waste cuttiugs remamed to be dealt

with. It occurred to the indefatigable expen-

meiiter that were he to make uiincc-raeat ot

these cuttings, the fresh cut or torn surfaces

would be greatly multiplied, and he iiiyented a

mincing-machine, not unlike the recent inven-

tion wlierehv legs of beef are minced for sausages,

in order to test the utility of his idea, the

re-^ult was a very odd one : instead ot thus

bein"- enabled to tear the waste cuttings into

still smaller pieces, he was astomshed, on look-

ing for the shreds, to hud that not a vestige ot

a shred remained in the miuciug-macbine,

nothing, in short, but a single solid ball ot

rubber! This was even more than be had

stipulated for or anticipated : he found that the

ball when cut open presented a marbled or

grained appearance, exhibiting the shreds

curiouslv joined together, and the union almost

complete. The ball was wisely nut in again to

see what the machine meant to do with it. ihe

result was that the ball became very bot, and

rate(bisdphmetT)''of carbon, or pure coal naphtha,

cold, no heat being required : athm sheet of rubber

is by this means ‘converted’ m a minute or two

***’'' the process is capable also of pro-

ducing the horny state, similar to hard vulcaniimg.

The results of this process are as mysterious as those

of vulcanization: they could not have been antici^

nated : they cannot be accounted for.
_

The process of Mr. Partes, enables us to pve to

vulcanized articles colour of every hut, and a delicately

smooth surface : these converted surfaces also print

well, and the most delicate impressions from copper-

plate engravings are produced from them :
gutta

percha, and compounds of this substance with rubber,

are equally susceptible of improvements in the same

The bard vulcanized rubber Mr, Hancock

seems to have produced as well as the soft
;
but

the former, if we mistake not, is exclusively the

patent of Mr. Goodyear, who is the American

Hancock, if we may so speak, and has also done

an immense deal for the rubber mauutactuie,

both in soft and in hard matenal. We are

somewhat inclined, however, to agree with Mr.

Hancock, in thinking that too much use may be

made of a restricted material like ludia-rubber,

ill a form such as that of hard or horny vulca-

nite, in which its peculiar and invaluable pro-

perty of elasticity IS disguised or reudered use-

less, and even its impermeability is made of no

avail. There are plenty of other materials, of a

non-elastic nature, which will come to be sub-

One of the most delicate and beautiful products

already realized in India-rubber (as the medal of

1851 will testify) is the thread of Messrs.

Nickels and Co. the first patentees and manu-

facturers in this country of India-rubber thread

for braiding and weaving processes, elastic

tissues, cords, belts, and other such articles.

The idea of producing an artificial silk, either in

floss for spinning into thread, or at_ once into

thread itself, in the way suggested, is a totally

different thing, and, besides, is as yet a mere

idea, requiring, no doubt, an immensity of hard

work, and no little cash, to realise it as fully as

the thread of India-rubber ef simple" has

already been.

But our suggestion has led us somewhat astray

from the subject in hand, which is Mr. Hancock

and his very instructive volume : it has also

helped, moreover, to exhaust our space for that

subject
;
but we cannot take leave of this author

without recommending bis narrative, to our

younger readers especially, as one which strongly

illustrates the immense advantages of_ perse-

verance, and a stout and unquenchable faith and

enthusiasm while labouring through difficulties

aud disappointments suffered in a reasonable and

useful as well as a still hopeful cause.

result was that the ball became very not, aua non-eiasuc n:auic, '''',7’
“ ;

on ratting it open .it length, all the graining
j

stituted tor l.ard vulcanite shonld

had disai)pearc(l. aud the whole bad become a come scarcer or deavei j
and it is, perhaps, a

solid homogeneous integral mass, which Hr. question whether the imiumcrahle products into

Hancock soon found out how to pass under which hard vulcanite is

rollers while hot, and so to convert into sheets he not oven now cnliancnig the price O' [ho

and other handy shapes. Ho nllimately had
|

elastic and impermeable products of the iiibher

constructed a more complete and perfect monster
,

inamifacture. Besides, hard v ulcanite is really

TasUeaUng machine,” or “piekle,” as it was '

not so well adapted as other and cheaper mat -

slyly called, which converted the whole hottle -

1

rials are, at least, for some pm poses . hall

r*ber into solid cylinders, which ultimately i combs, for instance, made of vulcanite, are by

contained 180 to 200 pounds weight ot rubber no means so pleasant or effectual in use as the

each, to be "squelched” into square blocks G feet
I

old horn ones, aud are sometimes, we know,

lonf^’and 6 or 7 inches thick, whence beautiful
;

cast aside on that account,

sheets were cut, sometimes not more than the
|

It will easily be imagined that the introduc-

eightietii part of an inch in thickness.

While the “masticator” was thus

will casuj ui.’ o-.v.u —
tion of so new aud useful a material as vulca-

beiug ' iiized rubber would soon attract the attention

of the ingenious aud inventive. "Without con-

sideration of what has been done in patents of

applications since the Great Exhibition of 1851,

Mr. Hancock mentions that there had then been

upwards of fifty patents taken out by various

persons, who had adapted and applied it to their

various purposes. To enumerate these, or even

a selection of these, and of the innumerable other

brought to maturity, various other improvements

in the manufacture, and numerous adaptations

of the material to new purposes, and patents

thereaneut, were simultaneously in progress;

but the grandest discovery of all was the vul-

canization of the rubber. This, however, Mr.

Hancock would appear to admit, was not made

first of all bv him, although, acting on a hint
' a selection oi mese, auu m tuc muuiiioiayao

oriffinallv ffot in the shape of a few bits of evi- ])vu-poses towhich India-rubber has been devoted

dcntlv vulcanized rubber brought from America, from first to last, is here out of the question,

he set to Avork, under the idea that sulphur ' more especially siuce it would seem that almost

seemed to be somehow used iu its preparation, everything but good tender legs of mxitton have

and at len"th, after a long course of experi-
;
been, are being, aud will yet be, made ot this

ments found out for himself how to “vul-
1

protean material. We have sometimes even

canize” therubber, so as to render it independent, ruminated on the possibility of superseding the

in its elasticity, to a gi-eat degree, both of cold ' silkworms by the production of artihciai silk

and heat. The vulcanization of rubber is a
;

from purified rubber in combination with some-

curious subject, inasmuch as chemists are of
: thing that would takeaway its peculiar elas-

opinion that the unchanging elasticity thus pro-
! ticity while retaining its powerful tenacity and

duced does not arise from any permanent com-
^

perhaps contributing the silky varnish, ihis

bination of the sulphur use^ with the rubber
;

idea suggested itself, we remember, upou one

itself, but from an allotropic change in the
|

occasion while experimenting with India-rubber

molecules of the rubber alone. When hard and
|

solution aud asphalte, or resin, for the produc-

borny rubber is thus made, however, by addi-
1

tion of an impermeable coating for damp wafls.

tioual doses of sulphur, there doubtless must
,
The sfrinyiticss of the composition while laying

be a specific combination of the sulphur with
;
it on the wall vnth a brush was such as forcibly

the rutiher. Mr. Hancock found that when
j

to suggest the idea of silk being so produceable

rubber is blended willi melted sulphur, the
, by wholesale, the resin being substituted, per-

absorptiou of the sulphur takes place at about
j

haps, by gum lac, or it might be also with some

210 deg. and then, by raising the temperature albuminous ingredient. Not being very likely

to 270 ueg. or 2S0 deg. and lulowing the rubber ' to appropriate an idea which has been floating

to remain in it for about an hour, it becomes in our brain for some years without the realiza-

“ vulcauized.” This, he says, is certainly the tion of even a simrle exDerinicnt towards the

most simple mode of producing "the change,”

as he calls it, aud also as cficctual as any. There

HOME.
WBAprED in the mists of a legendary birth,—

veiled in an atmosphere of mythical uncer-

tainty,—alike the wonder of the unlearned, the

undying theme of scholarship, and the delight of

mankind in general, is the origin of that city

whose name, once the synonyme for the world’s

dominion, by a just retribution now constitutes

its moral and its lesson ;—-that city, whose

history forms the connecting link between times

past and present; and which, though so faUen

from its ouce high estate, still presents in the

ruins of its grandeur a shrine for the world’s

pilgrimage, to which an endless stream of

votaries resorts to linger fondly on each spot

hallowed by the presence of its statesmen and

its warriors,—to restore in thought its palaces

and its temples,—to trace its topography from

its infancy to its fall, and to draw poetic inspira-

tion from the scenes of its greatest desolation.

Seen through the dim obscurity of a remote

antiquity, its heroes and their achievements

assume gigantic aud distorted forms, or fade in

utter indistinctness from the view ;
and where

the light of truth seems to penetrate the geucr:u

darkness, and point to bright spots on which

the eye of inquiry may love to dwell, even

there the many-coloured mantle of poetry

invests the objects that it envelopes with tints

of such exaggerated brilliancy, as to confound

the calm conclusions of sober judgment.

" In no history is it later before we reach

what is actually certain;” so said Niebuhr,

Avho, following in the footsteps of Perizouius,

Bayle, and Beaufort, gave that blow to the in-

discriminating faith of ages which hasproxed

the prelude to a sounder and juster comprehen-

n& ilC etuis Ifc, lUiu j .

are other processes analagous to this of x-ul-

cauizution, and called galvanization, mineraliza-

tion, metallization, thionization, &c. by all of

which the process of vulcanization is said to be

meant, and in all of which sulphur, in one form

or another, is said to be used. One of the best

of these other processes ajipcars to be that of

Mr. A.Pai’kes, patented in ISIG (Mr. Hancock’s

discovery was patented iu ISiS). This the

patentee called converted rubber.”
" The process,” says Mr. Hancock, " is an elegant

and simple one, and consists iu immersing the rnhljer

111 UUl Ulcliu lUl OUlUL. JC-tUO

tion of even a single experiment towards the

end in view, we hereby make a present of it to

others who may be less pre-occupied. We
Avould recommend the use of chloroiorm as the

solvent (shonld any other solvent besides heat

and some fluxible resinous ingredient be found

requisite, along with sulphur), from the exceed-

ingly rapid evaporation of chloroform being

likely to enable the experimenter to obtain

the stringy floss in a dried state, especially if it

were produced in the midst of an atmosphere of

steam.

In offering these incidental suggestions, it

will not be imagined that we claim the sug-

gestion of producing thread from India-rubber.

Jjufc tnougu tue eruaniou uuu lugemuuo auiu-

tions of Niebuhr have roused the spirit of

inquiry so long dormant, and doubtless paved

the way for the better appreciation of Roman

legends, and better writing of Roman history,

yet his successors are by no means bound to

subscribe to his conclusions.

The general untruthfulness of the old Roman

legendary tales, was even more apparent to the

writers of the Augustan age than to the

moderns, who, seduced by a buming zeal for

the study of classical antiquities upon the

revival of letters, delighted in giving, at least,

the semblance of an implicit belief to any ab-

surdity, if only handed down to them through

,the medium of a classical language. Cicero

and Livy were mistrustful of their authorities,

but treated them with the respect they paid to

an equally doubtful mythology.

In the eleven books now extant of the twenty

written-by Dionysius of Halicarnassus, and m
the thirty-five remaining of the 140 of Livy,

we find our only detailed account of the first

ages of Rome. Living in the Augustan age,

they of necessity wrote from the information of

earlier writers, and in the first ten books of his

I

work Livy quotes from Eabius Pictor, Calpnr-
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niiis Piso, Claudius, Ciucius, and Valerius

Antias, all of whom were more or less infected

with exaggeration and partiality. Of these,

Pabius Pictor, considered to be the most ancient

Roman historian,

—

Scripionm antiquissimus,

—

was noted by Polybius for his partiality; and
Valerius Antias, frequently referred to by Livy,

is termed by that author the most lying of all
1 - . T.1 j . .1 • . 1 • V

of Ror
'

own time (Adrian), into four periods : first, its i By learned quotations, says Professor New-
infancy under its kings, struggling for very life

;

man, it is satisfactorily demonstrated that the
round the mother city

;
second, its youth, from

|

lonians and jEolians were Pelasgian; that the
Brutus and Collatinus to Appius Claudius and

i
Selli, or HeJli, were Pelasgian

;
that the Helli

Quintus Pulvius
;

third, its manhood, up to
[

were Helenes
;

and Helenes, Dorians : there-

Csesar Augustus, during which period it sub- fore we may presume the Dorians were Pelas-

dued the world
; fourth, its old age and decrepi- ^ gian ; moreover, Thessalians and Siculiaus,

tude, experiencing, however, a transient return (Enotrians and Latins, were aU Pelasgian.

of pristine vigour under Trajan. I

“ All we know of them” says the same writer.

The epitome of Florus abounds in the prevail-
[

‘Ms, that they were closely alviu to tlie Trojans;

ing corruption of Roman history, being turgid, and while rejecting all the rest of Niebuhr’s

’lU.

the annalists. Plutarch, in his lives of Romulus,
Numa, Publicola, Coriolanus, &c. describes par-

ticular periods, and incidental mention of _ ^

various historical facts occurs in Polybius and florid, aud panegyric rather than faithfiil.
j

speculations, we may accept his conjecture that
rt-. .. m. . ....... -i

q£ S0rvius is au elaborate
I

tte migrations of the Pelasgiaus by sea from
commentary upon Virgil This work is still ' the coast of Troas to Sicily aud Italy, carrying

extant, though much interpolated by different
|

with them their aud worship, generated
authoi's, as shown by the great differences exist -

1

the poetic legends concerning JUneas and
ing in the different manuscripts that have pre- 1 others.”

'
' The well-known habit of the Roman poets in

Cicero. The other prose writers lived at much
later periods, or, being poets, sacrificed truth to

effect. To connect the broken chain of a nar-

rative thus gathered piecemeal, monumental in-

scriptions and public and private records would
doubtless supply many a wanting link

;
but in-

j

served it to us. Even in its present condition,
^

correct transcriptions of the first, and the I however, it is regarded as one of the most im- '
calling the Greeks indiscriminately Pelasgi,

notorious falsifications that family vanity intro- portant and valuable of all the Latin scholia.
,
doubtless much influenced the world in con-

duced into the last, would sadly deteriorate! Of the Abridgment by Eestus of the work of founding the two races together. The Etruscans
their value.

_

Do Vej^orur/i Signijicationey ons: imper- were a third people, foreign in Italy, called by
The wooden tablets upon which the Pontifex feet manuscript only has come down to us, the

^

the Romans Etrusci, or Tusci
;
by the Greeks,

Maxinuis annually inscribed the leading events Numerous blanks in which have been ingeniously
|

Tyn-heni, or Tyrseni
;

and by themselves.
of each year, thence called the Annales Maximi,
and which had been continued down to the time
of Mutius, were destroyed by fire at the inva-

sion of the Gauls. The Leges Regia were
saved

;
also many of the treaties of peace and

the Libri Lintei (on linen), preseiwed in the
temple of Juno Moneta, also escaped destruc-
tion. These, with the journals of the Censors,
corrupt familv memoirs, funeral orations—pane-
gyrics, bv wuich Cicero says historv had been
completely falsified, old heroic ballads, upon
which Ennius built his Annales,—and the like,

made up the chief sources of information when
Eabius Pictor vTote ;—traditional legacies “ ad
ostentationem scenas gaudentis miraculis aptiora,

quani ad fidem.”

Next in antiquity to Eabius Pictor was Cato
the Censor, to whom a large portion of what has
come down to us is due. Of his great work,
the “ Origiues/’

_

the second and third volumes
of which contained the origin of the Italian

towns, but fragments remain. When Cato
wrote, the Etruscans, Oscians, and Sabellians
still existed as nations, and their fasti and
chronological registers might have been con-
sulted, which must have given great value to
his work when extant.

“ Wliat moved Livy to write,” says Niebuhr,
“was that nature had endowed him with a
brilliant talent for delineation of character, aud
for nan-ation, with the imagination of a poet,
but without either the power or love of versify-

ing. He wQ’ote without positive feeling, whether
of doubt or conviction, bringing down the
marvels of the heroic ages into the sphere of
history,” &c. His sole wish was to elevate bis

countrymen, even to the perversion of facts, and
whilst borrowing largely from Polybius, dis-

torted his plain truths without acknowledging
the ^source whence he drew them. Allowing,
nevertheless, for all defects in exaggeration and
oyer colouring, he produced a colossal master-
piece unequalled by the Greeks

; and we may
agree with Niebuhr, that “of all the losses
which have befallen us iu Roman literature, the
greatest is that which has left his history im-
perfect.”

Polybius was an author of a different kind.
Living at a much earlier period, he was not only
more conversant with the subjects that he
treated of, but studied deeply and described the
events of his own period only, and when inci-

dentally and briefly he speaks of remote ages, he
proves that early traditions were less corrupted
when he wrote tL an when Dionysius and Livy
immoved upon them.
Had Cicero written an early histoiy of his

country, the discriminating talent of such a man
would have been of signal service to the world
in weighing conflicting accounts, and the highest
respect would have been paid to his opinions,
but as it is, he merely quotes facts to illustrate
arguments.

Of the historical compendium of Paterculus,
written about A.D. 30, the fii'st part, commencing
apparently^ with the siege of Troy, is missing;
and the single manuscript that has come down
to us abounds so with errors, that his text is

much^ corrupted, hut his relations of character
exliibit discrimination and judgment.
Ploms divides the history of Rome, up to his

filled up by Scaliger and Ursinus. It contains
j

Rasena.
a rich treasure of learning upon many points ' The country between the Tibur and the Marc
comiected with antiquities, mythology, aud Inferum, or TyiTherdau Sea, and bounded on the
grammar. He was supposed to have lived iu ' north and north-west by the Apennines and the
the fourth century of our era.

|

river Macra, was their seat. Their early history
One of the most voluminous of Roman has given rise to much discussion iu modern

authors was Varro, Romanorum doctissimns, times, aud it is now admitted on all sides that
famed for his vast and varied erudition, but of the people known to the Romans as Etruscans,
whose 4:90 books two only have come down to

'

were not the original inhabitants of the country,
us, and one of them in a mutilated form. His but a mixed race. The most ancient inhabitants
work upon agriculture ranks him first among

' appear to have been Ligurians on the north,
the Scri^tores Rei Rustica veteres Latini. In the and Siculians on the south, both of whom were
remains of Iris treatise, “ De Lingua Latina,” ' subsequently expelled by the Umbrians. From
we find much curious information connected this point two opinions have prevailed. The
with the ancient usj^es of the Romans. His first (that of Herodotus) ascribes them to a
great work, upon which his reputation for pro- ' colony of Lydians under IVsenus, son of the
found learning was based, was his “ Antiqui-

1

King of Lydia, from whom tfiey took their name,
tates ;” but we possess but a few fragments of and iu this opinion Cicero, Strabo, Paterculus,
it; but, says Niebuhr, the loss of Varro’s

;

Seneca, Pliny, Plutarch, and Servius follow;
writings are not of much importance, his state- : the second is, that a Pelasgic race, called
ments concerning the early history of Italy ' Tyrrheni, subdued the Umbrians, and settled in
being for the most part worthless, it we except
the list of the cities of the aborigines.

Such were the principal sources from which
early Romau history has assumed the uncertain

the country, who were afterwards in their turn
conquered by a powerful Rbmtian race, called

Rasena, who descended from the Alps aud the

valley of the Po. Hence it was from the union
forms in which it appears to us after the lapse

)

of the Tyrrheui-Pelasgians and the Rasena that
of nearly 3,000 years

;
hut the principal tradi-

j

the Etruscan nation was formed. Dion of Hali-
tioDS of which resolve themselves into three I carnassus considers them aborigines, but admits
leading varieties, namely, that the foundation of

|

that a tribe of Pelasgi passed from Thessaly into
Rome preceded the Trojan War

;
or that its the heart of Italy prior to the Trojan war, who

foundation by jEneas immediately succeeded
' assisted the aborigines in their war with the

that event; or that it was founded by Romulus ' Siculi, whom they forced to fly to Sicily, the
several centuries after the Trojan War. The

|

seat of the aucieut Sicani. Gibbon agrees with
speculations as to the origin of the name of

,

Dion. Gorius derives the Etruscan element
Italia, originally confined to the southernmost

!
from Egypt or Phmnicia, which he considers the

part of Bruttium, being derived from the
j

original seats of the Pelasgi
; thence driven out

numerous oxen (tVnXoi) which the district pro-
j

into Achaia, Thrace, Arcadia, &c.
;

and from
duced, would seem to be sufficiently unprofit-

[

thence passing into Italy. Mazzochi follows
able, when so much more likely an origin is I the Oriental theoiy. Maffei briugs them from
found iu the land of the Halt, so called after

j

Canaan, and Guarnacci derives them from the
Italiis, a law-giver of the (Enotrians, which
people, according to Greek accounts, were
Italians, and under which name, iu its more
extended sense, all the tribes of the same race,

Tyi-rheuians, Siculians, and Latins were in-

cluded. Dwelling in the earliest times to the
north and south of Latium, were the Urabriaus
and Oscans

;
the former possessing all Lom-

bardy and Tuscany, the latter known under
various names, as Volscians, Ausoues, Aruncans,
&c. The languages of these two nations, ac-

cording to Lepsius, pervaded Italy, and were
allied to each other by sensible a^iities. A
third aud most important element was added to

these in the Helenes, Pelasgi, and Etrusci.

Cum® was considered to be the earliest

Greek colony iu Campania. Numerous other
Greek colouies were formed, and, indeed. South
Etruria exhibits Greek influences throughout
its extent.

The emigration of the CEuotriaus, or Pelasgi,

dates back from a most remote period. They
were also called Aborigines aud Siculi, who,
as we have already seen, were the same as

the Itali or Vitali. The spread of the Pelasgi

seems to have been as extended as that of the

Celts in later times; and to their language

—

different to that of the Helenes, but having
affinity to it—is to be attributed the existence
of that Greek element in the Latin tongue, un-
questionably referable to its influence.

East after the Flood or Babel, asserting that the

Umbri and aborigines were the same people;
that they spread over Italy, aud some tribes

of them, called Pelasgi, thence emigrated to

Greece, &c. Being entirely ignorant of tlieir

language, it is impossible to arrive at a definite

knowledge of their origin, but we know them
to have been a very powerful nation when Rome
was still in its infancy, bavin" extended their

dominion over a great part of Italy. Through
the attacks of the Gauls in the north, and of the
Sabines, Samnites, and Greeks in the south, they

became confined at last to the limits of Etruria

Proper, and long flourished there after they had
disappeared from the rest of Italy. Of the

twelve cities that formed the confederation, no
list is given by the aucients, but they were
probably Cortona, Arretium, Clusium, Perusia,

Volaterric, Vetulouia, Kusellm, Volscinii, Tar-

quinii, Valcrii, Veii, and Cmrc, more anciently

Agylla. The latter part of the history of

Etruria is a straggle agaiust the gi’owiug power

of Rome, into which nation it in time became
absorbed.

The name Italia, from its early_ signification

of the southernmost part of Bruttium only, at

last, about the time of Polybius, included in its

widest extent the whole country from the Macra
and Rubicon to the Straits of Sicily, the country

thence to the foot of the .^s being callerl

Gallia Cisalpina. Italia and CEnotria, Ausonia
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or Opica, Tyrrhenia, lapygia, Oirbrica, lies- as told by Livy and Dionysius, and adopted by

peria, Caraesne, Argessa, and Suturiiii', are Virgil, with uU the embellishments of poetry,

poetical names derived from the Greek names of
|

Ccphaloii, who lived about 350 years after the

the tribes inhabiling the peninsula, in the btiildiiig of Rome, seems to have been the first

' “ -
I to introduce jEncas into Latium; but whilstflourishing times of ilagna Gicecia.

Dionysius states, that Latium was inhabited the general tradition places several ccutuiies

at the earliest times by the Siculi, a portion of between his arrival in Latium and the fouuda-

whom were forced to give vray to the Prisci
^

tion of Rome, Cephalon calls one of his sons

or Sacraiii, an aborigiiiiU ])eoplc, who had been Komus, and ascribes to him the foundation of

r 1 r - j_ 1-- il.„ »1.« ...iTir oi-o vnripl.iPQ nf llip. <5nm(»
forced from their seats by the Sabines, and the city. There are other varieties of the same

who, uniting with tlie Siculi, who still remained, .
legend that wc cannot here allude to. The third

<• I . - .1 . 1 ,- -n I..,-..: ... form of tradition, which ascribes the foundation

of Rome to Romulus, was that most universally

believed by the Romans.
This version of that irapoitant event, as re-

formed together the Prisci Lalini, or Prisci et

Latiiii, or simply Latini. Thus, the population

of Latium was a mixed on'*, consisting, on the

one hand, of Siculians, aborigines, and Oscans,

ail of whom belonged to the Pelasgian race ;

and on the other of Subellians. The Siculians

had spread along the east coast of Italy, from

north to south, one branch of them only having

crossed tlie Apennines, the progenitors of the

future Latins. In proof of this relationship,

a similarity in the sense of words, between the

portion driven into Sicily and the Latins tlicin-

sclves, has tended to the conclusion that their

whole language was fundameutally the same,

although tnat of Latium was destiued to re-

ceive furlher changes from new immigrants
;

for, according to Dionysius, they were after-

wards conquered by another people from the

Ajienuiues.

The Latin language is allowed to be one of

the ludo-PuropCiiu group, to which German,
Greek, Welsh, and Irish Delong

^
and prevailing

opinion assigns to the latter a more remote
position than to the others; and the composi-

tion of Latin from Sieuliau, Umbrian, Oscan,

Greek, and Sabine, and perhaps Pelasgian mul

Etruscan elements, adds to the embarrassment.

But we may conclude, that one of the compound
dialects that make up the Latin language, may
fairly be termed Celtic. Among the arts of

Latium, was a system of ina-ssive fortification.

Prieueste and Tusculum, Ecreuliuum and Ala-

trium, Norba, Cora, Siguia, Arpinum, and many
other places, attest the mode of massive but

rude construction, ascribed to Pclasgic origin,

thougli the mere fact of its Cyclopic style

does not always establish its claim to a remote
age; Signia, for instance, having been planted

by Tarquin, and its Cyclopic walls, therefore, to

be imputed to him.

The iiomans, upon the subjugation of Etruria

and Latium, adopted many of their rustic deities

as well as their local customs aud superstitions :

Saturn, Janus, Pauuus, aud Picus were Italian

gods. The natural ])]ieuoraena of Italy gave

rise to numerous local deities : “Nulluslucus
sine fonte, nullus fons non sacer proi)ter attri-

butos illis deos qui fonliljus prmesse clicuntur.”

corded by Eabius Pictor, and adopted by other

of the origin of this great people, whose moral
influence in the ruins of their grandeur still

binds mankind by as potent a spell as when by
their martial might they swayed the sceptre of

universally acknowledged supremacy.

We must defer the consideration of Rome
itself to a future number.

ancient historians, may be regarded as the great

national tradition of Rome, and there can be

but little doubt that it was of native growth

as mauy of its incidents serve to explain

Roman rites and institutions, such as the

worship of Vesta, the Lupercidia, Lareutalia,

Lemuria, Pratres Arvales, &c. By this account,

too, no violence is done to the received opinion

of tlie connection of .^neas and his Trojans

with the origin of the city, as its ancestral

parentage is still connected with his name. 'Die

tradition is that he was succeeded in the

government by his son, Ascanius or lulus, who,

tliirty years after the foundation of Laviuium,

founded the town of Alba Longa. The suc-

cessors of Ascanius now reigned at Alba for

300 years ; but upon the list of kings as given

liy Livy and Dionysius, but little reliance can

be jilaced, having evidently been made up in

Ufer periods, to fill up the interval between

iEueas aud Romulus.
Possibly the last-named immigrants into

Latium, as related by Dionysius, may have

caused the distinction that existed between the

l^risci Latini and the otliers, who, a]>pai'cntly,

can only be the Latins that adhered to Alba
Longa as their leading city. As mauy of the

thirty townships inhabited by the Prisci Latini,

called colonies of Alba, were older than Alba
itself, we must infer that the nopull Albenses

were the colonies founded by Alba, aud not the

other and more important towns.

Prom these preliminary observations we see

that long before the time assigned to the founda-

tion of Rome, Latium was a uourisliing country,

containing numerous towns formed into a

powerful confederacy. Of the three periods

assigned to the foundation of Rome, the last,

from its entire adoption by the Romans them-
selves, aud the collateral evidence of cifcum-

stances, is the one alone worthy of attention
;

aud although discrepancies exist as to the year of

the event, still the main feature of the intcr-

Tbe mytliology of Etruria was more pure than.
,
vening period between iEneas and Romulus

that of Greece, but its fables were not so inge-

nious. “ Wlien the Romans were allured by
the arts of Greece, the rude and simple tradi-

tiousof Italian mythology yielded to the enticing

and Voluptuous fictions ofainore polished people.

The spirit of polytheism did not restrict the
number of gods, and the ministers of supersti-

tion seemed always ready to reconcile the most
discordant systems.” 'Tims the Greek Kronos
became identified with Saturn; thi

Pauuus became confounded with t:

Etrurian

remains the same. And as we may Ivave occa-

sion frequently to refer to the admirable article

upon Rome contained in the “Dictionary of

Greek and Roman Geography,”* alluded to in

our late papers on “ Atliens,” we will adopt the

summary of dates which the writer there

gives us, and which, imleed, is strictly accu-

rate. “The sum of the reigns here given
(Dionysius aud Diodorus), allowing five years

for that of iEiieas, who died seven years after
il... ...P i ‘J O ^...n i-l.ni .1 ......Ircacliaii the taking of Troy, is -132 years,—that is, down

Pan, and launs and Satyrs indiscnmiuatcly
I to the second year of Numitor, when Home was

commingled. i ,

ResjH'ctin, the
founded by Romulus, in the first year of the

foumlalion of Rome, one
' seventh 01ym])iad. Now, this

'iiiv, luumiauuii ui ixume, one
,

scveniii uiym])iau. i\ow, tins agrees very
tradition, very prevalent, ivsciibes that event to closely with Varro’s era for the loundation
Evauder, about sixty years before the Trojan of Rome, viz. 753 B.C. Por Troy haviuj
war. Eyaiider is supposed about that period been taken, according to the era of Eratosthenes
to have led a Pelasgian colouy from Pallaiilium, iu U8i E.C. the difi’ercncc between IISI and
in Arcadia, into Itfiiy, and there to have built

town called Palatium, at the foot of the Pala-

a
I

753 leaves Ril years for the duration of tlie
' Alban kingdom. Yarro’s date for the founda-

tine-hill, which was afterwards incorporated
j

tion of Ro^ine is that generally”adopted^ *'^6ther
with Rome. 'Ihe appellation of tliis town is by authorities place it rather later: Cato in751B.C.;
others derived from Pallas, grandson of Evauder, • Polybius in 750 ;

Pabius Pictor in 717.’^

by his dauglHcr Launa and Ilcrcides.

Of the deep faith reposed in tliis tradition,

proof is shown in the divine iionours to a late

period paid to Evauder ami his mother, Car-
menta. In addition to this, both Livy aud
d]aeil us ascribe tiic introduction of letters and
civilization to Evauder,—an opinion very ])re-

valeut with tlie Romans. The second tradition,
and one very prevalent amongst the Greeks,
regards .iEucas, or one of his immediate succes-
sors, as the founder of Rome. We need not
recapitulate the story of ./Eneas and his Trojans,

Another and a prevailing opinion among the
Homans was tliat of assigning three centuries
only to the Alban monarchy before the time of

Romulus. Of tliis opinion was A'^irgil, where,
in the prophetic promise of Jupiter to Yeuus,
he says :

—

“ Uic jam ter centum totos regnabitur annos
Geute sub Ileetorod

;
donee regioa suoerdoa

Miirte gratis gemiuam parlu dubit lli.» prolera.'

theThus have we briefly traced the leading
featui'es in the legendary and mythical history

MR. SYDNEY SMIRKE'S SECOND LECTURE
ON ARCHITECTURE AT THE ROYAL
ACADEMY.*
In my last lecture I addressed to you some general

remarks on the position of our art, and on its leadiog

princi pies.

I should have been glad in the present lecture to

have descended into details, and to have considered

with you the practical application of these principles;

but such a duty could not be satis^’acturily t'ullilled

without mauy diagrams, I therefore postpone tliat

task to a lulure opportunity. I think ihut I cannot

employ the present occasion more usefully than by

tracing the course of our art, through its various

phases, from the early prai-tice of it down to late

times. Besides the iutriusic interest of such a view,

1 think it essential to a right uaJerslaiiding of our

posHion as artists that we should he well acqatiintcd

with the course that onr art has run.

Nor is a knowledge of this history unworthy of

the atteutioii of the more general student. Our dis-

tinguished historian, Hallam, truly says, that “ no

chapter iu the history of national manuers would

illustrate so well, if duly executed, the progress of

social life, as that dedicated to domestic architicture.”

And as tliis social progress is intimately connected, if

it be not identical, with civilized life, we may, by the

8 me aucliority, regard the history of our art as illus-

trative of the progress of civilization itself. Even in

countries respecting which we have the written tradi-

tions of their history, no material surviving evidence

can he adduced as affording a stronger collateral con-

finaatiou of its truth than their architectural remains.

The barbarity or rctinemeiit of a people,—their pro-

sperity or dcc'liue,—the derivation of their races,

—

the extent and character of their commercial rela-

tions,— all these exercise so marked an intluence on

their architecture, that it would scarcely be an exog-

gcratiou to s:»y of such a people that their history

mav be read iu their buildings as plainly as in their

books.

Let me, then, devote this evening to a cursory

glance—for such only will our time permit— at the

history of arehilccture. The rapidity of our survey

must he such as to forbid our entering at all iuto

lotiquaiiau research; nor have we time to amuse our-

selves with any cudeavours to penetrate the obscurity

of primaeval tunes.

It is, indet d, curious to mark the traces of the early

troglodyte, aud to recognise in the cabiu of the Indian

or the kraal of the Hottentot a reflex of tlie primitive

efforts of builders when the world wrs young, and art,

in its higher sense, unborn. It is liiuhly iuterestiug

thus to detect, as it were, the print of the naked foot-

steps of primeval man,— but such spcculatious are ill

suited for the jiresenl occasion.

Nur, indeed, do Ithiuk it expedient for us to bestow

more than a passing regard on the labours of the early

builders even iu those more advanced periods when

men spread and seltleil over the teeming continent of

Asia, had learnt the secret that arehilcdui c aflbrdcd a

pi Tent auxiliary iu overawing aud subduing the human
mind, and making it amenable to the injatcrious im-

pressions of a religious cousciousuess.

It is beside my preseut purpose to inquire when, or

at what point of the horizon, the rays of our ait first

dawned. Antiquaries give this honour to Egypt, but

the dates of the antiquary are often based on far more

precarious foimdatiuns than we, as builders, love to

rely on; and I am happy in the belief that it forms

uo part of my duly to entangle you, or niyselti, in the

abstruse deductions of the astronomer, nor iu the

claboiate science of those who would dive iuto the

mysteries of hieroglyphics.

It is enough for me to say that any remote dates

are assigned to many amorphous piles of decajed

architccUire on the jdiiins watered by ttie Tigris and

the Euphrates, and still more rcinote 'lutes are coufl-

deiitly aitrihuted to many less decayed piles of archi-

tecture scattered along the course of the Nile
;
whilst

on the great proiuontuiy of India, also, exist many

solemn monuments of man’s liiindiwork tliat have been

left liy the retiring tide of civii'zatioii— oitcu without

a dale or even a name to guide us with certainty as to

their origin.

All these buildings, fir npai t as they are, no doubt

differing widely in their dates—widely ditferiug, cer-

tainly, in ihi-ir physiognomy—all speak, as it were,

one common language, telling us of men—in a rude

stale, it is true, but endowed with a deep sense of

‘ Publislied bj Walton aud iluberley. * Read Monday evening, the 2u(l inst.
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gr.vudeiir iu form, and not always without a strong

sense of the beautiful,— especially delighting iu works

oi' a broad, robust, and masculine character; little

arquainted with the graces of art—not at all with the

finesse of construction, or with dynamical science.

It is certainly well worthy of observation-how soon

men. perceived the capabilities of our art, and acquired

the science of so piling up stones as to produce a

powerful effect on men’s minds. “ Go to,” said the

rebellious descendants of Noah, exulting in their

iiewly-acqnired aits of construction; “let us build a

city and a tower, the top of which shall reach unto

heaven and from that day to the present time,

throughout the woild, one of the chief exponents of a

country’s pride, or its opulence, has been the great-

ness of its architecture.

I leave to the antiquary the consideration of the

style and character of the buildings of these pre-

historic times. But Egypt, the reputed cradle of the

world’s civilization, demands of me some short

notice. However deficient the early architecture of

this remarkable country may have been in that grace

and elegance which were reserved for another people

and a later period, it is yet certain that the art here

acquired much of the character of a fine art ;
and I

think we must admit that the Egyptian builders pro-

duced works marked by a dignity of conception

which, iu the lapse of 3,000 years has been scarcely

exceeded. The earliest development of Egyptian art

is found about the delta of the Nile, and its chronolo-

gical progress is up that river, for the ruins about Ibe

cataracts are of later dates. It is natural, indeed,

that those most accessible and most readily cultivated

districts should he the first settled, and that there

communities would be first founded. As populalion

increased and cities multiplied, the human tide ran

upwards towards the mountains. Abuudaut arclii-

tectural remains attest this fact, and show that Egypt
offers no exception to what I hold to be the rule, that

our art affords a safe index of the progress of civili-

zation.

The Egyptians, however, were not a progressive

people
; their civilization did not advance with time ;

aud to this our art clearly testifies, for the era of the

Shepherd Kings is marked by even nobler remains
than those of ibe Ptolemaic period. To a hasty ob-

server there is no wide difl'ercuce iu the stylo or aspect

of their buildings during perhaps thirteen or fourteen
,

centuries or more ; a strange phenomenon this, when
'

wc reflect what ext raunlinary changes have been since

effected iu our art wilhiu a much shorter period,

among races of a more active spirit.

But wliile the swariliy worshippers of Memnon
were piling up their ponderous masses of granite and
basalte, after the fashion of their remotest ancestors

;

while with more patience than genius unnumbered
carvers were lahouiiug over aud polishing the siuface

of their colossal, yet still lifeless and couveutiou;il

sculpture, a seed had been wafted to a more genial

: soil, and had struck root among the marble moun-
tains of the Peloponnesus; an art was there born
destined soon to give the law to oil after time.

Peculiar' mental endowments characterise nations

as plainly as individuals : aud special moral aptitudes

seem to have their geographical limits almost hs

clearly defined as those which govern the vegetable

world. The dilicary of taste which early distinguished

the Doric race was a surprising ])hcuomeuon. A
(population very small, and apparently without much
unity of origin, fostered by no favourable circum-

stances, scattered aud broken up over a luuidred

lislcts aud along rugged coasts, constaully conteuding

fur personal socuriiy against the indigenous races

—

ithese hardy warriors aud intrepid seamen became, in

'two or three centuries, the most refined artists that

ithe world has yet produced.

Yet these Greeks had not, in the arts at least, any

.very fruitfully inventive genius. To Egypt and
Assyria may be traced much of the raw material of

Greek art. Their wonderful power lay in the piirlty-

ling, elevating, subtilising, and idealising art. They
(did not create the body, but they modified its meiu-

ibers, and breathed into it a soul. They emiucutly

(possessed thut alchemy, by which the base metal of

itheir predecessors became in their bauds a pure gold.

It was no long period- of gestation which preceded

I the birth of true Greek architecture. In the eighth

(Century before the Cliristian era, there is, I believe,

.no evidence of its having acquired any very high

•ffistlietic character. The singular structures which
I have been transferred by Sir Charles Pellowcs, from
the coast of Lycia to the British Museum, give but a

i faint foreshadowing of the grace and beauty that were
to follow; and the well-known gateway at Myceum
'savours more of Assyrian than of Grecian d'esigu.

I Yet as early as 600 years be'‘ore Christ, a noble

(Doric temple was erected iu Sicily, near the luodcru
(.Soliaunte, differiug iu no essential respects from that

)Congummatioa of Greek art, the Parlheuou itself,

Iwhich arose in the middle of the filth century.

Much diversity of opiuion exists as to the moral
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dignity of the Greeks : some are disposed to regard

them us little better than successful brigands
;
whilst

others as little less than a race of demigods. It may
be that undue proportions are imparted to the form

of men dimly seen through the haze of remole anti-

quity, for “ Distance lends enchantment to the view

and possibly were it given us to know the truth,

divested of fable and hyperbole, some of those whom
we have learnt to look up to as godlike heroes miglit

shrink into the dimensions of hold gladiators. All

this, however, may be the case, and much of Grecian

history itself may be mythic
;
hut Grecian art stands

forth as a palpable, appreciable fact. Their works are

before us
;
and eveu now, after the lapse of more than

2,000 years, which of us will venture to deuy that iu

architecture and sculpture no other men have since

wrought as they wrought.

In the slight historical sketch which now engages

us, any detailed courideration or analysis of style

would be misplaced. Eorlhis, other more appropriate

occasions may, I trust, jireseut themselves. The
course of events leads us on to the period when the

wonderful light of Greek art began to wane. All

that was of purest and highest quality was produced

within tlie narrow limits of little more than a single

century
;
UHincly, from about the middle of the filth

ccntuiy before L'livist to the death of Alexander.

The career of that couquerou mede known to Greek

artists m;iuy new and strange forms of art among
the conquered races, aud the love of novelty inherent

iu our natui'c would naturally lead lo their adoption.

Lord Aberdeen, ninuy years since, pointed to tbe East

as the probable source from whence tbe arch was

derived which ultimately so materially influenced our

art; and his lordship’s supposition has fouud a re-

markable coufirmation iu the recent discovery of the

I

arch in Assyrian sculpture.

Up to the period last referred to, we are, I think,

justified in assuming that the styles, or orders, taking

their names severally from the Dorian and Ionian

States, were exclusively used
;
but whether the merit

I

of priority is due to the former, os Vitruvius avers,

may admit of doiib*. Tbe rude but undeniable repre-

‘ seutation of Ionic columns, which occurs iu the

I

Assyrian sculpture now iu the British Museum, must

be at least as old as any known example of a Doric

building.

Tbe third order, Ihc Coriutliian, bears every mark

of a later origin ; its rich exuberance was the natural

result of that maturity which preceded its decay. The
date attributed to that nuion of grace aud beauty, the

Choragic luonuniL’iit of Lysiorates, at Athens, is 335

before the Chrisliiui era; and this is held to be

the earliest aulhcuti'-aled example of the style:

iilthough it cauuot be supposed that so perfect aud

symmetrical an order could have issued at once in all

its maturity and pcifcclioii, like the goddess of

Athenian idolatry, from the braiu of even a Grecian

artist. The gradual steps by which iiicii of geuius

elaborated the elegant Corinlhiau capital from the

lolus-shapcd summit of the Egyptian toluiuus are

lost lo u«, it is true, but may be conceived and eveu

traced iu the imagination ;
aud such a parentage

seems far more natural than the one assigned to the

order in the familiar story handed down to us by

Vitruvius.

"Whilst, however, the application of this order to

temple architecture was certainly late, it is equally

certain that its ad<ipiioii was general and rapid.

Within a century alter the dale of the smallmouu-

ment just named, the order had almost monopolized

the attention and favour of architects.

It was long after its attainment of eminence and

power, thut Home sought to augment its dignity by

the cultivation of the fiue arts.

To meet the ampler means and want.®, but less

fastidious taste, of the conquerors of Gicecc, architec-

ture laboured not iu vain.

Wouderlul as was the progress of her anus, Rome
may lay claim to almost an equal triumph in the arts.

It was not, however, in a paiuiul study of the refine-

ments of art, nor by the gcuevalion of auy striking

novelties, that the Roman people sought to iudulge

tlieii' love of architecture. As tbi-y hesitated not lo

enlist men of all races aud climates into the ranks of

their armies, aud even to adopt aud naturalise the

very divinities of their vanquished enemies,— so also

were they nothing loath to avail themselves of the

artists of other countries when they desired lo adorn

their own capitol;. and the ready supply of cullivulcd

artists which Greece was able to afford, though it

must liiivc tended to improve and elevate the lone of

art iu Rome, can hardly have tended to the practical

encouragement or growth of a race of native artists.

It seems to be generally admitted, eveu by their own
writers, that tbe Romau genius was less successful in

the cultivation of fine arts, aud, notwithstanding the

eagerness of opulent proprietors aud jiublic bodies fur

the possession and display of such monuinents, tLit

people never attained to the exquisite acumen of their

teachers.

Yet over the whole Roman world, from the Thames
to the Tigris, are scaltered in profusion the evidences

of their love of architectural splendour and luxury

;

and their temples and palaces, their theatres aud
villas, bear testimony to their all-pervading political

])ower, as decisive and palpable as auy that can be

drawn from the written recoixls of history.

In tlie reigns of the Antouiues, Rome appears to

have reached what in the language of geology would

be called the anticlinal line of her grandeur. It is of

this period that Gibbon speaks when he says, “If a

man were called to fix the period in the history of the

world during which the condition of the human race

was the most happy and prosperous, be would, with-

out hesitation, name that which elapsed from the

death of Domitiau to the accession of Coinmodns,”

and it is jirccisely to this period that vve must refer

the highest excellence of Roman architecture, aud to

which some of her finest examples may be attributed.

The Pautbeou and Coliseum, however (although

not quite of that date), are the two buildings which

perhaps exercised the most direct and powerful iuflu-

ence on the architecture of all succeeding times : the

former may be regarded as the parent of all the domes

that have since been erected,“vvhether in the east or

the west, and the form in architecture which, in the

opiuion of many, may be said to possess, in a higher

degree than any other, tbe attribute of sublimity.

In the latter, the Flavian amphitheatre, we recog-

nise one of the earliest known examples of that

wedded union of the arch and the column whence has

descended such a fruitful progeny of grace aud beauty.

The religious architecture of the Romans did not

indeed very materially differ from that of their pre-

decessors in Greece; but the last-mentioned colossal

structure, widely differing from auy kuowu Grecian

type, seems lo have greatly iuflueuced design in all

subsequent civil architecture.

The idea of an arcade strengthened and relieved

by columnar construction had perhaps long previously

developed itself, as in that interesting ruin known as

the Villa of Mecseuas, at Tivoli, and elsewhere; hut

this vast amphitheatre, still the most conspicuous and

popular ancient building in Rome, so well calculated

to gratify at once the pride and the pleasure of the

Roman citizens, perpetuated the idea; aud the arrange-

ment was not only repeated in succeeding amphi-

theatres, and scattered over the Roman world, but it

struck deep root iu the general practice of Romau
architects, and has never ceased, down to our own
times, materially to influence architectural design. The
arcades, iudeed, lost their breadth aud grandeur as art

dtcliued, but some form of arcade was rarely after-

wards omitted in auy important composition.

It would be a curious, although perhaps a some-

wliat tedious task, to note the degradation of archi-

tecture step by step. Tiue to the law that our art is

an index to tbe slate of civilization, as the Roman
character degenerated, Roman art sank passu;

aud by the age of Diocletian, when the empire was

merging towards its close, the days of classic archi-

tecture were numbered.

Its fate after tbe fall of the Roman empire is a

subject that has of late engaged many pens. Till

lately, iudeed, only casual and superficial attention was

paid to the subject of the state of art in its declension.

But a very different feeling has since arisen, aud

writers who, a few years ago, would have deemed the

topic hardly worthy of investigation, will now descant

with laborious aud reverential attention upon its

minutest details.

Still the siibjict remains obscure, and authorities

difl’er widely both as to the date aud to the parentage

of many notable moiiuiuciils
;
and, although I again

disclaim |)olcmics, you will, peihaps, permit me to

detain you a very few minutes in its coiisidcratiou.

Before tbe fall of the empire, the architecture of

Rome maintained an undivided authority over every

poitioii of that vast empire.

From Thule to the extreme south, an almost uni-

form style prevailed
;

varied, it is true, by provincial

peculiarities and exigcncits, yet essentially uniform.

"WLcn, however, the ligatiirts, whicli bound togcllav

the imperial Colossus, became looseued, and the

empire was disinemhcrcd, art also soon lost its unity,

a'nd a very different fate befel its eastern and itS'

western extremities. Iu the cist it fell into tho

bauds of the descendants— sadly degenerated and cor-

rupted, no douijt, yet still the dcsceudauts—of the

greatest artists that had ever lived. In the west, it

fell into ihe hands of invading hordes, ignorant, and

for the most part roganlLss of art; yet affected, as

we know, and eveu awid by the prestige ol that great

but fallen cmiiire. Tims’ difl'ercutly circumstanced,

and separated both by geographical position aud by

national antipathies, eastern aud western art soon

began to wear very difl'ereiit aspects. Iu the cost,

Greek traditions infused into the architecture of

Bvzaiitium a character of its own, elegant aud ornate,

yet somewhat flat, and grave, and qu'et. In the

west, Roman art, in its decadence, was less metamor-
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phoscd, Lut exhibited strange deporlnres of the

IlomaQ type, arising more from the ignorance and

the rude impetuous energy of the age than from any

new clement of design
; for nothing is more generally

admitted than that those Huns and Ostrogoths, and
even the Longohardi, brought with them but few art-

traditions of their own. This western (or rather this

north-western) phase of Roman architecture has been

aptly named the Romanesque style, and probably

existed nearly contemporaneously over a large portion

of the western empire.

A distinction has been drawn between the Roman-
esque of Lombardy and that of the Rhine; but, not-

withstanding the uncertainty that prevails in the

dates of the earliest examples during this obscure

period, I believe that, except those differences natu-

rally arising out of the difference of climate, we pos-

sess no early evidence of any such marked distinction.

In those districts where examples of Roman archi-

tecture most abounded, as in the south of France, the

Romanesque savoimed most strongly of the classical

type, for among the early converts to Christianity no
unwillingness was felt to adopt the architecture of

their Pagan predecessors. Some ChrUtiau emblems
were invented and introduced into the ornamentation
of their buildings, but all else remained essentially

Pagan. Indeed, it was the policy of the early Chris-

tian Church to facilitate the abandonment of the old

worship, not only by the adoption into its ritual of

certain old forma calculated to render the new doc-

trine palatable to the catechumens of the Church, hut
by the consecration of existing Pagan buildings to

the new service. Thus we learn, from an inscription

on the frieze of the Pantheon, that that building,

which had been erected by Agrippa, in honour of

Jove and all the gods, was by Boniface IV. conse-

crated to the Virgin and all the sainis. So, also, a

temple of Apollo became a Christian church dedicated
;

to S. Ap^llinaris. Dr. Middleton tells us, too, of a

church dedicated to S. Bacchus, and many similar in-

,

stances might be adduced. Even the music chanted
before the idols of Paganism was appropriated (as

Blimey surmises) and converted into Cliristian hymns.
luJeed, as early as the fourth century, these equi-

vocal practices of appropriation had extended bo far

as to have become a scandal in the minds of some
stricter and more simjilc-miuded Chrisliaus.

"SVe may readily assume, therefore, that the sub-
version of Paganism was attended by no very appre-
ciable change in the prevalent stUe of architecture.

The circumstances of the times, however, ultimately
wrought their effect, and a sort of transition style
slid, as it were, into use, which, as I have already
said, has been designated Romanesque. Perhaps one
of the most curious as well as most authentic speci-

mens of the earlier Romanesque are the relics of 1

Thcodoric’s time, at Ravenna, in which we detect

clear traces of the change that was gradually taking

place, w’hilst a somewhat classical aspect was pre-

served, the builders of that period still seeking to

retain the ancient Roman type. Fur centuries the

reminiscences of the empire exercised their influence,

and to build “more Romano” was the aim and
boast of men at a time when all true classical feeling

had long been extinct, and when even the arts of con-

stmetion must have been nearly lost; for we find

that when the builders desired to form a dome over

the tomb of Tbeodoric, in humble imitatiou of those

at Rome, they seem to have been driven to the whim-
sical expedient of scooping out a huge block of stone,

32 feet across, into the semblance of a spherical

vault, and then lifting it bodily on to their walls.*

MEMORIAL CHURCH AT CONSTAN-
TINOPLE.

The accompanying cngi-avings illustrate the

selected design (by Mr. Burges) for the memorial
church at Coustantinople, refen-ed to in previous

articles. The author of it, as already stated,

founded his design on a study of the cliurch of

St. Andrea, at Yercelli. We shall best set

forth his views by quoting part of the memorial
which was sent with his draxvings

“ Actuated by tbe ideas conveyed by this model, the
first care of the author of this design was to ascertain
what materials were to bo readily found at Constantinople
suitable for an edifice worthy of the nation by whom it

was to be built, while tho expense of re-opening quarries
or of long land transit would forbid the introduction of
any materials not in common use. From careful inquiries,

made of competent persons who have been engaged for
several years in building operations at Constantinople, it

would appear that the choice of materials is limited to the
following somewhat scanty list:

—

The St. George’s limestone, of a consistency between
Portland and Bath stone.
The Maltese limestone, like Caen stone j

Tbe Macrican stone, like the St. George’s;
And a bluish black limestone, usedpriucipaUy for rubble

walling,

The Marmora marble, of a dull cloudy white.
Italian marble, used for paving.
A red marble, from a quarry recently opened near Con-

stantinople
; and (now that a good understanding is

established between tbe Turkish and Russian Govern-
ments) the Balaclava marble, which resembles the Siena,
may possibly be obtained.

Bricks may be had of all colours, as well as terra cotta.
The tiles resemble those of Italy, and the lime is to be had
remarkably good.
For the roof, spruce fir is used, which comes from the

shores of the Black Sea.

* To be continued.

PLAN OF PROPOSED MEMORIAL CHURCH, CONSTANTINOPLE.

The design for the proposed church must naturally be
nfluencedUy the properties of these materials.
At the outset a dilliculty presents itself. The church is

essentially a memorial cliurch, and should therefore be
especially designed to contain monuments. For this pur-
pose it appears to the author that a space should be
separated from the rest of the church by a grille, so that
there may be a space specially devoted to the preservation
of monuments (many of which would doubtless be very
costly), but which might be rendered available, when
necessary, for the wants of the congregation. Impressed
with the’ importance of this, the tower has reluctantly
been omitted in favour of au ambulatory or space round
the east end of the choir : at the same time, a design for
the tower has been appended, in cose of tho funds becom-
ing snfBciontly increased to carry it out.”
” For tbe sake of lightness, and in order to diminish tho

thrust, it is proposed to make the fitling-in of the vaulting
of a light concrete, like that used at Salisbury cathedral.
It is much lighter than any stone, and, should a settlement
occur, does not become detached in small pieces, as a
brick vault would, but simply cracks. For a similar
reason, it is carried over the nbs, and not rebated on to
them. In France, where this system is followed, the
author has seen several vaults (the cloisters of Rouen, for
instance) where the riba have fallen, but the filling-in re-
mains quite perfect.

It is proposed to build the core of the walls with the
rubble of black stone, and to face them inside and out
with various ashlars of terra cotta, brick, and white and
black stone. The Marmora marble will be confined to the
dado of the nave,* the caps of the columns, and the
tracery plane of tho windows; while the black stone and
red marble, slightly polished, will be employed for tho
various columns.”

Many of the flat ornaments on the fafade are

to be formed simply by the stones being incised

and filled np with a dark coloured cement
;
glass

mosaics would also be introduced.

Tbe cost is estimated at 20,000/. : the tower,
if added, would entail au expenditure of 3,000/-

more.
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Mr. Brown, of Liverpool.—The commission for

the portrait, to he painted, of the muoificent friend of

the Liverpool Free Library, Mr. Brown, M.P. has

been entrusted to Sir "Watson Gordon. The choice of

the sculptor for the statue was not decided when we
last heard, but lay, we believe, between Messrs. Foley,

Jlarshal!, and MacDowcl.
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THE ark: on mount ARARAT.

Major Stuart’s description of the ascent of Mount

Ararat l.y five Euplishmen, published in the Times of

August 22, 1856, is most interesting.

It appears from a letter in the same paper of a

subsequent date, and from other statenienis, especially

those in Dr. Kitto’s work, that the summit of Mount

Ararat was reached in 1829, and that it was inen

slightly convex, and almost circular iu form, Me

diameter being then about 200 Pails feet. Major

Stuart’s description of it, as he found it in ISoo, is

different, and seems to me to give occasion for some

curious inquiries. He states that “ the whole surface

of Mount Ararat bears evidence of having been sub-

jeet to violent volcanic action also “ the impression

left on my mind is, that the summit is an extinct

crater filled with snow.” He states also that 'the

summit itself is nearly level, of a triangular shape,

the base being about 200 yards in kuglh, the perpen-

dicular about 300.” It is obvious that Major Stuart

found the summit different both in form and diiuen-

sions from what it was in 1829 : this would he con-

sistent with the idea that probably it was much higher

iu 1829, from the accumulation of snow and ice; and

as it is known that the mountain was shaken by a

great earthquake in 1840, which threw down vast

masses of ice and snow, and part of the rock ilsdl

(the latter probably carried away by the weight o*

ice which might have been accumulating about 4.000

years), and as it does not appear that any lava has

flowed from the summit, either at that period, or at

any other time since the Flood, so far as I have been

able to learn, it seems to me probable that the form

and dimensions found by Major Stuart are much

nearer to, and perhaps not very different from whai

they were at the period of the Flood, whether the ark

rested on that mountain or not. Now, supposing

that this is really the place where it did rest, is it an

idea without some reasonable foundation to suppose

not only that the ark may be there yet, but that the

earthquake may lead to its discovery?

To suppose that the ark may be there yet may

seem a startling idea, but that arises chiefly from the

importance of the purpose for which the ark was

used.

If we were <old that a piece of good wood had been

preserved 4,000 years, under favourable circumstnnees

for preserving almost anything, it would not seem to

be so very itnprohablc, especially to those who are iu

the habit* of finding black oak under the soil of low

“car” or “feu” land,—which oak they call “old

Noah,”—that name iutimatiug how long ihey think

it has been where they find it. "Whether they are

mistaken or not as to the exact period, the oak must

have been there many centuries. A rough outline iu

the triaiigulur form, described by Major Stuart, may

he made

meut of facta tends to remove two of Dr. RUto s

difficulties; some others mentioned by him

may he got over by plain reasoning from w'cll-known

facts. The question recurs, is the place at the summit

of the mountain now called Mount Ararat apparent y

well adapted for the purpose of receiving the ark, and

preserving it? Slajor Stuart states that it is m the

form already described, and that the base is 200 yards,

or COO feet; the perpendicular is 300 yards, or 900

feet. The ark was to he 300 cubits long, equal to

547 feet and 50 cubits wide, equal to 91 feet. Do

not, then, the dimensions of the summit correspond

with those of the ark in a remarkable manner, after

we have allowed for the “earthwork ” outside of the

supposed crater? If the ark floated ia at the lowest

part of the triangle summit, when there was just

sufficient water to float it over that part of the summit

of the mountain, the “ elevated ridge,” or base of the

triangle would he likely to so impede, or alter the

course of the ark as to hold it over the crater as lu a

wet dock. The wet dock would become a dry one as

the water subsided, and if the ark really rested m it,

is there not a probability that it is sliR there pre-

served in dry snow ?

As five gentlemen have reached the summit, 1 wish

to ask the question whether it iimy not he yet prac-

licuble to ascertain whether the ark really is there?

A.M. R. I.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Ij/svjich.—The following tenders have been received

for a new Congrcgiitional Chapel about to be erected

at Ipswich under tiie direction of the Mr. F. Barnes,

architect :

—

W'right, Ipswich £2,701

Ringham, ditto 3,019

Gibbons, ditto 3,055

Baldistou, ditto 3.355

Luff. ditto 3,385

Simpson, ditto 3,503

Colls and Co. Loudon 3,800

The building about to be removed is of the ordinary

meeting-house character of a century and a half ago,

but there is a residence attached to it, containing

some very interesting oak carving, and an ornamcutol

plaster ceiling of the scvciitceuthcentuiy in good con-

dition. The new chapel is calculated to hold nearly

1,200 persons, and is designed iu the Decorated style

of Ecclesiastical architecture, iu accordance with the

advancing ideas of the leading members of the Dis-

senting interest.

liici-mansicorlh.StvcTal labourers employed on

the works at the cemetery which is being formed at

Hickmansworth. had a very narrow escape from acci-

^ ^ dent last week, while engaged taking away the ceulres

uv luuu.- ... a minute on a separate piece of paper, and fi om underneath the arch of the entrance-gateway,

by holding the paper highest where he states that the One of the buttresses was observed to give way, and

particular part of the mountain’s summit is highest, i the men had scarcely time to get out ol the way when

some of the following remarks may seem deserving of
I
the arch fell.

attention. Major Stuart states that “the highest
|

Llandaf.—The restoration of the inferior of the

point is the apex of the triangle : separated from it
,

ealhcdi’al has been nearly hreught to^ a close, after an

by a hollow is nnolher point of nearly equal altitude,
|

outlay of nearly 23,090/. An eminent Melsh iron-

and the base of the triangle is an elevated ridge fonn- master, says a contemporary, being recently solicited

ing a third eminence.”
!

for his subscription, asked the probable cost of the

Dr. Kilto had difficulty in supposing that the ark
|

works. “ 23,000/. sir,” said the applicant. “ Good

could become fixed on the top of a mountain, and
|

God !—two miles ofrailwny !” emphatically cxcluiincd

therefore he thought that aword h.ad been erroneously i the man of iron, with a sbiug of the shoulders,

translated
;
hut iChe had seen Major Stuart’s dcscrip-

j

Covenirg.—The memorial window in commemora-

tion of the form, and his dimensions of the summit of 1 tion of the death of the Hon. Colonel Hood, of Whit-

the larger Ararat, as it appeared in July, 1856, orjleyAbbey,isnovvcoinpleted,andplacecl ntlhe north-

s\x\.eeQ ycurti <^ter the earthquake q/" 1840, perhaps
j

cast end of St. Michael’s Church. 'Ihe subject is

he would have agreed with others in thinking that
j

“
'fhe Atcension,” and its execution was entrusted to

they are strikingly consistent with what we may 1 Messrs. Heaton and Butler, of Loudon. The slonc-

suppnse they would have been if the mountain, and I work was by Mr. Plait, of Coventry,

the crater at the top of it, had been made for the
j

St. Helens.— The church of the Holy Trinity,

especial purpose of receiving and retaining the ark.
j
erected on the north side of Travel se-slrcet, Parr-

What is said iu the Bible about the ark is iu few

words, but thiy are reiuarkuhly eiplidt. Noah was

not to use his own discretion or judgment as to the

proper dimeusiuua of the ark, or even as to what wood
he was to use

; he received on both points clear direc-

tions.

Dr. Kitto and others slate that there are different

opitiioTiB as to wlielher ihe mountain described by

Major Stuart is really that on which the ark rested,

hut they ail admit that there is a very general belief

that it is; so we may fairly suppose that before the

recent ascent it was at least as likily as any other

mountain.

Dr. Kitto iuliinales that for animals to coinc down
it in safely would be almost as great a niliacle as the

Flood itself; but if we are to believe that five gentle-

men hare recently come down it iu safely, and that

one of them (Major Fraser) had previously shot down
1,000 feet of the most dangerous part, “ now head,

now feet foremost,” and was so little iujarctl, that he

actually walked up to the suiuiuit immedi. tely after

that remarkable descent, surely we may believe that

the animals could descend when their Preserver

intended them to do so ? Thus, Major Stuart’s state-

mount, St. Hcleus, as a chapel of ease in couuection

with St. Mary’s parish church, has been consecrated.

It is a crueifonu building in the Gothic style of

architecture, and is built of the black slag produced

from the copper furnaces, which, contra4ed with the

red sandstone qnoins and tracings of the windows,

gives the edifice rather a striking appearance. The

windows of the nave are ornamenLud with stained

glass borders and texts. The church contains about

650 sittings, 639 free. It has been erected at a cost

of about 2,500/. by Messrs. Harris and Sherrat,

builders, St. Helens; Messrs. Hay, of Liverpool,

being the architects. Attached to it are boys’, girls’,

and infants’ schools, in which 200 children are being

daily educated
;
and it is intended to erect a par-

sonnge-honsa adjoining.

Doncatier .— In reference to improvements at

Chriri Church, Doncaster, the Real Gazette slates

that the patron and iin umbenl have iu contemplation

the removal of the eastern window, and to replace

thereiu another of five lights, and decorated. The
reredos will he funned of inarhlc shafts, with pro-

vision for the tablets, containing the commandments,

&c. ami running crccketed gables, terminating with

carved finials. The lights will be filled with stained

glass. The design is the production of Mr. Scott.

The work has been let to Messrs. Ireson, of North-

ampton, for 245/. The carving is to he executed by

Mr. Phillips. This alteration will not interfere with

the service, as the stone will be prepared before the

window is removed, and the new one will be erected

iu the course of a week. It is also intended to have

a new pulpit and reading-desk of wood, aitir draw-

ings by Mr. Scott.

PROVINCIAL NEWS.

Banbury.—’I'he site for the Cornhill Corn-exchange,

says the local Guardian of last week, will apparently

be cleared by the end of the week. To the accepted

tender of Mr. Kimberley, should be addad one of

Messrs. Thorpe and Pounder for carving, 135/. An

alteration iu the design as first exhibited has been

made, by elevating the base of the building, so as to

give an approach to the various entrances by' steps.

The architect is iMr. Hill, of Leeds.

Portsmouth. — In reference to the garrison gates

for the Portsmimth D..cl<yard Railway, a Hampshire

paper says,—Mr. Bushby has, in connection with his

coutract'fur making the railway, a curiosity on his

LiUlehampton premises, in the garrison gates. They

are in pairs, with a seini-eircularhcad, are of the best

picked oak, solid, and of 6 inches thickness through-

out, except that the flush panels, which are moulded,

are in two thicknesses, of 3 inches each, in order that

the plank on one side might be put in diagonally.

The gates are of the weight of tons a pair. The

railway ia now nearly completed as far as the dock-

yard itself. It is rather over a mile in length—about

1,800 yards.

Sahsbw-y.—kh effort is being made to crect,_m

St. Edmund’s parish, schools for hoys, girls, and in-

fants, together with residences for the muster and

mistress. The probable coat of the buildings will he

about 1,800/. and if a moiety can he raised by private

subscription, the other li.alf will probably be suppUed

by the Committee of Council on Education. A site

in Bedwin-street has already been purchased at a cost

of upwards of 200/. and more than 350/. have been

subscribed towards the object.

Pe/niroi-e.—The extensions and improvement of

the dockyard at Pembroke are this year to be carried

out to the extent of 120,000/. The widening of the

entrance dock is to cost 8,000/. and the lengthening

and widening of the dock, so long in hand, 20,000/.

The two new slips and boat-basin extending along

the wharf are also to he carried on, and these, with

provision for scouring away mud in front of the dock-

yard, will cost 30,000/. The erection of larger saw-

mills, eugine-house, workshops, a new foundry, and

plumbers’ shops, is to cost upwards of 20,000/. The

saw-mills are advancing towards completion, and

sheds are being extended. The foundry is to he

erected on the site of the old iron store. New slips

are hcicig constructed. The woik of each contractor

is performed under the superintendence of an in-

spector.

Mansfield.~T\ie Bentinck monument, some years

ago erected in the market-place, is said to be in a

neglected state. The monument itself wants com-

pletion hv the introduction of a figure of Lord

George, iii the opening left for that purpose. The

church of St. Johns, lately erected in this town, with

the two chapels now in progress for the cemetery on

the NoUingham-road, says the Guardian,

when completed, will strongly contrast with the dingy

appearance of the monument.

Liverpool .—The contractors for the landing-stage,

Messrs. Thomas Vernon and Son, have made such

progress with the work, that withiu a few weeks from

the present lime the whole of this gigantic work,

according to the Journal, will be completed. jUI the

air-tight pontoons, or floating tanks, have been com-

pleted and placed iu relative position. That connection

also has been fixed by the placing of the longitudinal

kelsons
;
and the wood framing for supporting the

stage lia« likewise been finished. The deck or flooring

of the stoge has been nearly all laid down, fastened,

and caulked ;
about, a fourth part only of the deck re-

maining to he laid. The stage is 1,000 feet, or nearly

a quarter of a mile, in length, perfectly level to withiu

a few feit of each end, where a gentle slope allows

easy access to vessels of com[taraiiveIy small size
;
and

at two points, near the centre, similar accommo-

dation is afforded by short flights of steps. For the

convenience of launching aud floating, the stage has

been dticoiinccted at three equidistant points. The

cmmecting bridge.^, four in nuoiber, are ready at Man-

chester for being put together.

Breston.—The foundation-stone of the new Petty

Sessions Court aud Police Station, Preston, was laid

last week by the m<'iyor. The site is in Lancaster-

road. The new building will have a frontage to

Lancaster-road, and also to Earl-street, which runs

from Lancaster-road to Back-lane.
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Norwich.—The free library will be thrown open to

tlie pnlilic on Monday. A railing has jnst been

placed round the Wellington statue, in the Market-

place, under the diroctiou of Mr. Bcnest, the city

surveyor.

FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE.
Mumch.—Restoration of tite Dome.—Although

the cathedral of Munich is not one of the most
important in Germany, its restoration has been
taken in hand, but the way in which it is to be
done is not yet quite settled. Messrs. Bergen aud
Foltz, architects, are engaged to assist the meetings.

It has been resolved that the arch, of the Renais-

sance style, which intercepts the principal nave, is to

be removed, as well as the old rubbish of closets and
pliitfono, surrounding the choir. After the effect

thus produced has been ascertained, the demolition

of two lalernl altars aud the principal altar encum-
bering the choir wiR be begun.

ILiinbiirff.—Demolition of an old Building.—The
so-rallccl B.iumhau3, one of the oldest buildings of the
Hause city, will be removed. It was built by the
architect, llans llamelin, in 1622, in the Netlierland
style; aud from its uppermost story, surrounded by
two vci’uudiihs, one of the finest views of the city, and
the Elbe tiavbour, is to be enjoyed. Being situate at

the end of the Steinhoft, the surrounding streets will

profit by the demolition
;

still it was a line memento
of the traffic of old, once carried on witliin its walls.

Baris.—Bew Scientific Invenliois. — The ba-

rometer (of Turicelli) consists in tlie method of mea-
suring the pressure of the atmosphere. The Father
Secchi, of the Observatory of Rome, has invented an
instriuiicnt to weigh the pressure of the atmospheric
cohitijii. M. Seguin has iuveoted a steam-eugine,
which utilizes the heat of the steam alter it has exer-
cised iU moving force. After 1,300 patents have
heeu taken out in France and England, for the cou-
sumpiion of smoke in steam-engines, a new grille a
gradins promises to supersede them all.— —Anew
mode of panificatiori,—tlie making of cheap bread of
perfect wbiiencss,—has heeu iuveuted in France,

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.
The meetings of the Associatiou are continued with

regulrti-iiy, aud some interesting papers have been
read. The condition of the finances has been brought

. before the Association, and it has been shown that at

the end of the session it will be in debt 60f. The
• eipeiisisof the Architectural Exhibition first caused
the deficiency, and the cost of the conoersasioyii giv’eu

1 during the i)i*cseDt session has iuercased it. The fol-

I lowing resolution, proposed by Mr. T. J. Rawlins,
' and seconded by Mr. B. A. C. Uij^riug, was passed at
i the last meeting :

—

“ That cousklering that the full benellta to be derived
I Irom the Arohiteoturai Asaooiation cannot bo realised until
1 the esistiiig debt be cleared off, it is expedient that a sub-
I scription be entered into forthwith, and that the friends
. imd members of this Association be solicited to aid in
enkryiiig its sphere of action. That the amount of sub-

( acriution for the above purpose shall not exceed the sum
I of li. euoh person.’’

It is most desirable that the Association should be
: relieved from the embarrassment of debt, and we trust
: that its friends will come forward in aid of the
! endeavour now being made to effect this. The treasurer,

Mr. Buuker (1, Danes-iun, Strand), will receive sub-
( scriptious.

r THE ARCHITECTS’ BENEVOLENT SOCIETY.
ONV eduesdny, the 11th, the general meeting of

t this fcxcflleut society was held iu the rooms of the
i ihiyal Iiislilute of Brilish Architects, by the per-
I mission of the council. Mr. B. Fcrrey presided, and
ii addressed the meeting in favour of the objects of tbe
i( society. Tbe report of the council which was read
:i congratulated tbe members ou the fact that no dimi-
1 nuliou hud taken place iu the amount of the subscrip-
: tious, and proceeded thus :

—

“ A sense of delicacy forbids, of course, our adverting to
PMticular cases, but we feel it incumbent on us to state
that several cases of u peculiarly painful nature have come
before us during the past year. It appears to us one of
the strongest recommendations of our society, in which
both those who give and those who receive are alike
members of the aamc profession, lliat it aO’onts the means
of. Ill some measure, iilleviating the sad consequences of
““Q®® reverses to which all are liable, without aggravating
the distress ol the unfortunate recipients, by making it

out of tho pale of the profession.
\Vo take this opportunity of cordially and earnestly

' Piitreating our provincial members, and especially our
corresponding uiombers of council, to extend the sphere
ot our useluluess. by making widely known the name and

members
society, and by augmenting the.ljst of its

,

the eager competition, and occasionally opposing
interests, which arc too apt to disunite tho members of our
profcssmii, this society appears to form an agreeable spotof neutral ground, on which all may meet wfth no feeling

of- mutual

The hiJaQcc showed that duriog the year, the sum

I

of 244/. 11s. had beeu received in donations and sub-

scriptiona, and that 170/. 5s. had been paid to

; apidirants for aid. The sum funded amounts to

I 707/. 13s. 8d.

Donations were announced from Messrs. M. D.
IVyatt, 5/. 5s.; FI. E. Kendall, jnn. 5/. 5s.; T. E.
Kendall, 5/. os.

;
David Brandon, 5/. 5=.

; C. C.

Nelson, 51. 5s. ;
George Mair, 5/. Ss.

;
II. B. llodaou,

5/. 58.; and \V. W. Pocoek, 4/. 4s.

The committee aud officers were re-elected; and

various votes of thanks, including one to the honorary

secretary, Mr. John Turner, were passed
;
Mr. Charles

Miiyhew, Mr. Sancton Wood, Mr. Pocock, Mr. Pap-
woith, Mr. Tite, M.P. Mr. Hesketh, Mr, Simmons,
Mr. W. Papworth, and others, taking part in the

procce<liiigs.

The number of members ought to be very much
larger ih-m it is, and we invite our readers to help in

making it so.

THE REVEILLE!
(.ds sung in the Fens, near Spalding)

{After Shakespere,—a long wag)

IIaick ! hark ! A Clerk at Moulton sings,

Aud two pounds is the prize

He offers for those trivial things,

The architect supplies

;

And winking governors begin

To close their knowing eyes,

Aud hope for plans that prelty bin
;

Sweet architects, arise I

Arise, arise

!

J 3 S 1.

THE CASTS IN THE GOVERNMENT
MUSEUM.

A VERY competent authority writes to us as follows :

The authorities at the new Exhibition building at

Bromplon are now arranging their classic casts
;
but

the classification seems to be confided to inexperienced

bands
; for, instead of the visitor being instructed by the

proper classification of the objects, the Greek and
Mediaival are mixed up with Roman

; and the por-

tions of the same edifice, instead of being kept toge-
ther, are promiscuously mixed. Thus the visitor will

be bewildered aud led astray, and the judgment of the

guides of the public taste be a subject of great ridicule.

BURLINGTON HOUSE.
The new meetiug-room aud library for the Royal

Society, which have been formed under the direction

of the Office of Works, Whitehall, in the western
vving of Burlington House, are now ready for the

decorator. ITie meeting-room is an apartment of

large size, 77 feet long, 42 fei-t wide, and about 30
feet high. Here the fine collection of portraits,

belonging to the society, will be open to the public at

stated times. It will be heated by hot water. The
library is a room of good size, but comparatively low.

Mr. ilycrs aud Mr. Smith, of Pimlico, have executed

the principal works.

THE LONDON HOMES OF EMINENT MEN.
In various of the old parts of LonJou, inscriptions

are to be found, which from time to time have been

renovated by well-disposed persons, aud which help

often to give an interest to the long and monotonous
widks some are often obliged to take along London
streets. Tliis goodly custom has of late years been
almost abandoned, although many matters might be

noted at small expense which would give much interest

to what are at the present time nomeauiug blocks of

brick aud mortar. In particular, it would be well

worth while to affi.x small tablets to houses in which
eminent men have been born or lived. On the house

once occupied by Milton, in Wcstuiinsler, a stone has

been put up, ou which is inscribed that the house was
formerly the residence of the “ Prince of Poets.”

This, hosxever, is placed at tbe hack of the premises,

and is of course not visible to the generality of pas-

sengers.

it is surprising often to find the great-difficulty

thereis, parlicularly in London, of getting information

iu the neighbourhood resjiccting places which have
historical and other associations. We went a little

while ago in search of the birthplace of Turner, the

landscape painter; and, although provided with the

number of the bouse, thought it better to inquire

how much of the prophet was known in his own laud.

Tlie respectable mau of business who actually occu-

pies the ])lace in which the greatest landscape painter

the world has yet produced was boro, was not aware

of the circumstance; nor were other persons living

round about better informed. Would it not be worth

while to place a record on this house (24, Maiden-

lane, Covent-garden), and also on No. 47, Queen
Anue-stiect, where he so long resided and produced

such famous woi'ks ?

I

Scores of bouses in London could be mentioned
which might with much advantage be treated in a
similar manner ; for instance, the house occupied for

long by WooUett, the eugraver, in Green-street, not
far from the National Gallery, on the top of which
the engraver w’as in the practice of firing a small piece

of orduance on the completion of an important
plate.

There is also Hogarth’s house, in St. Martin’s-
lane, where he resided before his removal to the

square. The residences of Newton, Reynolds, Law-
rence, and others, are well worthy of a mark

; so

is the house iu Brook-street, in which poor Chatter-

ton unhappily died. There is also the poet Dryden’s
house, in Fetter-lane; places connected with Benjamin.

Franklin, aud a hundred others. Many of the Loudon
streets are dreary enough, and would he much en-

livened by such memorials, which, iu many instances,

would add to the value of the premises. We throw
out this hint, not for tbe first time, in the hope that

it may he the tiieans of inducing some of the owners
of properly which has a public interest to state,

shortly, the circumstances, in a visible and permanent
manner.

THE BUILDING TRADES.
We have received statements, addressed to Trades-

men of all Callings, and signed Thos. M’Anaspie, pro-
posing the formation of a “ Trades’ Protective aud
Grievance Society.” The following will show the ob-
ject of the proposed association :

—

<• Perceiving there is a spirit abroad, and that it is ad-
mitted on alt hands that something is wrong which requires
a great radical change, we therefore submit that each
separate trade is entitled to the full control and benefit of
that trade

;
and we call upon the public and Government

Boarda, private persons and men ofbusinesa, as well aa all
architects, at once to alter the mode lately adopted in the
advertising or giving away of the diCTerent contracts under
their control. In place of giving to one capitalist the power
and benefit of monopolising the work of eight or ten
separate trades, let them subdivide tbe contracts, and
thus give an opportunity to each tradesman to contract for
bis own department. By so doing there would be more
competition, less jobbing, and the work would be done
better and cheaper, as each trade would be more oompe-
petent to inspect his or their own depai tment, and thus a
stimulus would be given to emulation, and the talent of
the country would not emigrate to America and else-
where.’*

THE ART-UNION OF LONDON.
Our advertising column s have shown that the sub-

scription lists will close on the last day of the present

mouth, and we take the liberty of saggesling to such
of our leaders ns may uot already be members of the

Art-Uniou of Loudon, the desirability of becoming so

forthwith, not inertly because of the personal advan-
tages, equal to much more than the amount sub-
scribed, but because of the great good which h.as been
effected, and is being effected, by the Society’s opera-
tions. By its means move than a quarter of a million

of money has been spent iu aid of art and artists, not
one sixpence of which would otherwise have been so
spent

;
a love of art has been widely induced, and a

desire for knowledge of it spread. Each subscriber
for the current year will receive, on payment of his

guinea, two [irints, ‘‘ The Clemency of Cceur-de-Lion,”

by II. C. Slicntou, from the picture by John Cross,
which gained the Government premium of 300/.

; and
"The Piper,” by Edward Goodall, from the original

picture by I'rederick Goodall, A.R.A.
;
to say nothing

of the chance of obtaining one of the prizes to be
allotted iu April next, which will include the right to

select for himself a work of art from one of the public

exhibitions, statuettes in bronze and porcelain, medals,

mezzotints, and lithographs. Should the priutsof the

year not suit the taste of the subscriber, previous works
maybe taken in lieu. "The Piper,” by Uie way,
engraved by llic father after the son, is a veiy charm-
ing specimen of the art of both, aud is sui'e to be
popular.

M’ORK TO BE DONE.
That bread, &c. may fall, let us no longer be

dependent on foreign supply for our daily wants, but

cultivate the waste lands, must particularly those near

the metropolis'; such as our Wimbledon, Wandsworth,

Tooting, and Barnes commons, all within the reach of

its manure and sewage. Look at Ilounslow-heath

as an example. 2ndly. For remunerating employ-

ment, and plenty of it,—put a spade, pickaxe, or hoe,

into the hands of the unemployed, and let them drain,

trench, and level these and other wastes. Suppose

we tried the experiment with a few. Could you find

ten times ns many hands, in shape of discharged

prisoners and others, there is work for them, by

which the cause of humanity would be essentially

served, tbe noble horse saved his suffering, and the

country benefited beyond belief. It is, in a word, by
laying down the granite kerbstones of the streets, in

a doable line, for the wheels of all carriages to run

ou, as in Friday-street, Bread-street, Cheapside, the

Commercial-road, our Reigate-hill, the Corso of
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Milan, &c. ;
or, perhaps, large blocks of semi-vitrified

clay, or other bard, impervioiis substances, nrught

ansVer the purpose. In streets of great traffic, these

double lines, on the near and off sides, leaving the

middle for passing, of gravel, if yon please. In st^ets

of less traffic, two lines in the centre would suffice.

At one blow, you abolish the distracting noise of the

City, its dust, dirt, and, I had almost said, “f

the horse. Mr. Jessop proved, before the Lords, that

one horse, on the Darlington railway, drew 12 tons,

three miles an hour ;
that one gig-horse drew fori y-

one people eight miles an hour. Thus, half the “’^m-

her of horses would be dispensed with,—much of the

lost traffic, pleasure, and convenience of the public

roads would return,—the produce of the land consunied

by horses,—and Sir James McAdam assured me,
^

it

was four acres per horse per annum,—enough for eight

men,”—would afford employment and bread for the

poor.—and there would “be no complaining m the

streets.”

TCUKISII CEMENT.

The Turks use common red earthenware pipes,

with socket-joints, to convey water from springs to

reservoirs and fountains. They make and use mortars

and cements as under:

—

Moriar.—Fresh slaked hydraulic lime, one part, by

measure
;
pounded brick or tile, finely sifted, one part,

by measure j
chopped tow, sufficient to mix into the

consistency of ordinary hair mortar the ingredients

to be mixed dry immediately before use, and then to

be well incorporatedby the aid of water j—the mortar

to be used fresh.

Cemeiit.—Fresh. slaked hydraulic lime, one part, by

measure
;
pounded brick or tile, finely sifted, half part,

by measure ;
chopped tow as above ;—the whole mixed

with oil, in place of water.

The earthenware pipe-joints are made water-tight

with this cement.

bringing oxygen freely to the fuel, causing more rapid

and pcrtect combustion, thereby dimimsbing the

quantity of smoke, and by diluting the remainder to

such an extent that we have a column of compara-

tively-speaking pure heated air rather than one heavily

charged with carbon ascending the flue.

The cowls which adorn our housetops are, theo-

retically speaking, useless ;
for it is absurd to attempt

to interrupt nature. Equilibrium must be inaintained.

How far they practically answer their purpose, your

readers wiU be the best judges. Eor myself, I am

convinced that their success is in any case fortuitous,

rather than the result of experience.
. , . ,

There is in use a ventilator, the principle of which

I would apply to chimneys.

Two tubes are fixed iu the ceiling, near each other,

and it is found that hot air ascends the one whilst

told descends the other. I would therefore divide

the flue at the top, and for some distance downwards,

into two. with perhaps sheet iron or zinc, Experi-

ment must at first determine how far down it is

necessarv to bring this division ;
hut of course the

nearer it approaches the fire the hotter will he the

smoke, which will therefore ascend more mpidly, and

create more draught. It will pass up one side of (he

division, and carry the cold air which has descended

on the other up with it. Cold air will, to a certain

extent, descend in every flue ;
therefore let us make

au entrance especially for it. A. P.

REGULATIONS AS TO THE FORMATION OP
NEW STREETS IN THE METROPOLIS.

METROPOLITAN BOARD OT WORKS.

At a special meeting of the Metropolitan Board of

Works, held on Tuesday, the 10th inst. Mr. J.

Thwaites in the chair, the following by-laws were

agreed to ;

—

“1. Six weeks at least before any new street shaU be

laid ont, written notice shall be given to the Metropobtan

Board of Works, at their office, No. 1, Qreek-street, Soho,

in the county of Middlesex, by the person or poraons

intending to lay out such new street, stating the proposed

level and width thereof, and accompanied by a plan ol the

ground, showing the local situation of the same.

2. Forty feet, at the least, shall be the width of every

new street intended for carriage traffic j 20 feet, at the

least, shaU be the width of every new street intended only

for foot traffic : 20 feet, at the least, 8hall_ be the width ot

every new mews ;
provided that the said width, reapec-

tivelv, shall be construed to mean the width of the carnage

and footway only, exclusive of any gardens, forecourts,

open areas, or other spaces in front of the houses or

buildings erected, or intended to be erected, in any street

Every new street and every now mews shall, unless

. the Metropolitan Board of Works othortnse consent m
writing, have, at the least, two entrauces of the fuU width

of such street or mews, and shall be open from the ground

upward.

ARCHITECTURAL INSTITUTE OP
SCOTLAND.

A meeting of the Architectural Institute of Scot-

land was held in Glasgow, on the 26th ult. when

Mr. John Murray, of Murrayfield, advocate, read a

paper on Church Towers, with special reference to the

towers of parish and lesser churches. He said that

the oi'igiual type of the church towers of this country

was to be found in Italy. The northern architects,

however, introduced an important change in the dis-

position of the building, and the tower was generally

made an integral part of the plan of the church in-

stead of being detached as in Italy. This modifica-

tion of the plan of the Romanesque church and cam-

panile had always been a distinguishing feature of

northern church architecture, though it might with

some ground he maintained that it was not adopted

by the Celtic tribes. Tlie lecturer proceeded to point

out some of the most prominent characteristics of the

Norman, Early English, Decorated, and Perpendicular

towers of England and Scotland, and concluded with

some hints regarding modern adaptations, condemning

in strong tenns the very common practice of adopting

the Gotffic steeple and applying to it Italian details.

In the course of the conversation which followed,

it was observed that many of the Celtic towers referred

to by the lecturer were iu reality more ancient than

any of the campaniles of Italy.

Mr. Honeyman remarked that the nomenclature

adopted by Rickman, when applied to Scotch archi-

tecture, was quite unintelligible, and that a perfectly

different and independent classification was absolutely

necessary to prevent confusion.

ILLUMINATED CLOCKS.

The attention of the readers of the Builder having

recently been directed to the subject of illuminated

clocks, perhaps the following suggestion for their im-

provement may be of interest.

In the science of optics it is au admitted fact that

white on a black surface is visible at a much greater

distance than black on white. In accordance with

this axiom I suggest that the usual mode of construct-

ing illuminated clocks be reversed ;
that is, instead of

the entire face being illuminated and the figures and

hands showing black, the figures and hands are pro-

posed to be illuminated and the face black. To effect

this object, the dial must be of copper,- or some other

opaque material painted black ;—the figures and

hands being perforated, and filled in with white

transparent porcelain ;—the dial to be constructed of

three concentric parts, the outermost of which (for

the figures), to be fixed, and the other two parts.

'-4. The measnrement of the width of every street ahull

betaken at a right angle to the course

either side, from the centre or crown of the roadway to

the external waU or front of the intended houses or bu id-

ines on each aide thereof; but where fore-eourts or oUier

spaces arc intended to bo left in front of thehous

buildings, then the width of the street, as already defined,

shall be measured from the centrs_lino^up^to^the^l6nce^,

railing, or boundary dividing o
’ *'“

_r intended to divide such

ipaces from the public way.
fore-courts, gardens, or spac

6. The p.rtiBge..y of o™?. »"'I
fall from the centre or crown thereof, at the rate of thjee-

eighths of an inch, at the least, for every foot of breadth.

6 In every new street the curb to, each footpath must

not'be less than 6 nor more than 8 inches m height above

the channel of roadway, except in the case of crossings

paved or formed for the use of foot ppsengers; Jhe
slope of every footpath must be half an inch to every foot oi

widthif the footpath be unpaved, or not less than a quarter

of au iuch to every foot of width if the footpath be payed-

7. In these by-laws the word ‘street shall be inter-

preted to apply to and include any highway (except the

carriageway of any turnpike road), and any road, lane,

footway, square, court, alley, or passage, '^^^tber a

thoroughfare or not, and apart of any such highway, road,

lane, footway, square, court, alley, or passage.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

On the 3ra insl. Mr. I. K. Brunei, V.P. iuthe

chair, the paper read was “ On the Results of the

Use of Olay Retorts for^ Gasmahing,” by Mr. Jabez
the ligiires), to be lixeci, anu inc oitier iwo pans, j

t. .-i ,• s <!,.n nieiTr fnr mfifnl in

with the openings in them to seswe as hands or The snbsUt^ S -^1^
pointers, to 'revolve. It is obvious that there is the

further advantage, in this arrangement, of avoiding

the necessity of counterpoising the hands.

Geo. Guillaume.

LOCKS AND KEYS.

SMOKY CHIMNEYS.
Since no abler pen thau miue has been taken up

to furnish your correspondent, “ X.” with an answer

to his question, I wfiJl, with your permission, trouble

your readers with a few remarks
5
but do so more

in the hope of eliciting further information than with

the idea that my mite of knowledge will he of much
use to them.

Smoky chimneys are the architects’ bugbear : they

cause more trouble between them and their clients

than almost any other subject. As such, surely they

should be dealt with boldly, and an attempt be made
to exterminate so great an evil, instead of allowing it

to remain as it is, iinexamined and unheeded.

The cause of smoky chimneys is usually, if not

always, down-draught. A body of heated air ascends,

but being ratified, cold air has a tendency to rush into

it to keep up the equilibrium. There is, therefore, I

presume, always some down-draught in the lop of

every chimney
; but it is only when it overcomes the

tendency of the hot air to ascend that a chimney
smokes.

The various methods in use for supplying cold air

direct to the fire appear to me to be useful
;
thus, by

As one of your oldest subscribers, and who has seldom

troubled you with a letter, may I now beg the favour of a

short space on the subject or " locks and keys,” so fully

treated by you in the Builder of the 28th ult. r

I shall not enter into the question as to whether a cer-

tain lock or locks may or may not be scientifically picked.

I have no intention of attacking the inventions of other

manufacturers, mv sole object being to uphold the reputa-

tion ofmy own. ’The question, so lar as my locks are con-

cerned, is this : are they not proved by practical use to

answer the purpose for which they are intended, viz. to

keep property safe from thieves and housebreakers ? I am
content to let their reputation rest upon this test. Not-

withstanding the controversies, lectures, and illustrated

hand-books on the subject of lock-pickina. equally acces-

sible to thieves and honest men, the result has been that

public confidence in the security of Chubb's locks has

increased instead of diminished. Some people, it is true,

expect perfect impossibilities, and imagine that having

obtained a secure lock they have done aUthat is necessary.

This is a great mistake. No lock whatever will guard

against culpable negligence with regard 10 its key
;
or, as

in the late South-Eastern bullion robbery, the treachery

ofsupposed trustworthy servants.*

Since 1851, 1 have made and adopted many improve-

raenta in my locks, besides those you mention, and more
still have been tried and rejected, as interfering with their

proper working. Complexity of action in any lock will,

sooner or later, invariably prove fatal to its success. A
lock is not like a watch, or other delicate machine, that is

treated with a considerable amount of carefulness. It is

subject to every-day hard wear and rough usage; and it

has been, as it always will be, my endeavour not to over-

look these facts in making whatever may from time to

time appear to be desirable alterations or additions.

Absolute perfection is perhaps us unattainable in locks as

in other matters, nevertheless the present is an age of

progress. Lock patents by scores have appeared within

the last seven years ; some good, others indifferent or bad
in principle, and many of them embracing as new ideas

certain principles of construction long since exploded or

laid aside. Of those practically defunct (and they are

many), my opinion is, that the ingenuity of their inventors
has generally been allowed to overrun their perception of

the before-mentioned fact, viz. that a lock is a very hard-
worked machine, and that in its construction eimplicili/

is as necessary an element as lecurifi/.

John Chcbb,

the construction of retorts, was attributed to Mr,

Grafton, aud dated back as far as the year 1820.

Originally they were square in transverse section, but

that form was soon changed for the Q,_or oven-shape,

which had been since adhered to, both in this country

and abroad; this latter form of retort admitting of a

stratum of coal being distributed of an equal thick-

ness throughout.

The compai-ative quantities of gas made by iron

and clay retorts, of the O form, of 16 inches by

13 inches in section, and 7 feet 6 inches in length,

had been found by the author to he as follows
_

The ii'on retorts lasting 365 days, and working

off 1^ cwt. of coal for each charge, effected the carbo-

nization of 2,190 cwt. of coal, which, at 9,000 cubic

feet of gas per ton, gave a total quantity of 985,500

cubic feet of gas per retort ;
whilst the clay retorts

lasted 912 days, carbonized 5,472 cwt. of coal, which,

at 9,000 cubic feet of gas per ton, gave 2,462,000

cubic feet of gas per retort. It would thus be seen,

that the clay retorts yielded a greater quantity of

gas, from the same weight of coal, than the iron re-

torts, but the specific gravity of the gas so made was

less and its illuminating power was diminished, m
consequence of the increased temperature of the clay

retorts, which caused the last portion of the gas to be

decomposed.

The most practical method of working clay retorts

in large works was with the addition of an exhauster.'

This reduced the pressure on the retort, and pre-

vented the escape of gas through the pores and

fissures; and by that system the quantity made was

increased about 200 cubic feet per ton of coal. In

small works, the expense of an exhausting apparatus,

aud steam machinery to work it, would not be com-

peusated by the gas saved.

* It will bo reraeiubercd tliat tlie notorious lock-picker

Agar said the robbery would bo impossible unless copies

of the keys could betaken. By the connivance of Tester
this was accomplished, and yet the duplicate keys thus
made were useless until Agar had travelled seven or eight

times to Folkestone with the chests, altering the keys until

they fitted.

THE EMBANKMENT OF THE THAMES.

In a paper read at the Society of Arts on the 11th

ult. Jilr. Bridges Adams spoke of the great accom-

modation afforded by railroads in several cities of the

United Slates, and advocated that similar ones should

be established in London, recommending the way in

which they could he conveniently constructed. In

the discussion on this subject, objections were raised

to such railroads on account of the narrowness of the

streets; but though this might be the case in some

localities, it was not pretended to hold good in other

liustances, Mr. Bennoch proposed, instead of such
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railroads in llie streets, to construct one on an embank-

ment of the Thames
;
but these two plans need not

interfere with each other. For instance, a proposal

of Mr. Page’s for this purpose was entertained by the

Government Commissioners for the Improvement of

the Port of London about a dozen years ago, and they

said the necessary funds might be raised by a tax on

the coals imported. This appearing objectionable, I

ventared to submit to the conmiissioners a proposal

by which the expenditure might be rendered seif-

paying, as in several works of the lute Sir Saranel

Beiitham.

lu the first place, instead of a sewer on the lowest

story of the embankment, it was suggested that this

portion should be appropriated to warehouses for iU'

flainmatory stores, such as tar, &c. which could be
easily submerged, snch storehouses being well dried

und ventilated. Sir Samuel gave a eonviucing proof
of their effudeiicy in Portsmouth Yard, where the sub-

terraneous cellars over the reservoirs were used for

the desiccation of block shells. An upper tier of

warehouses was proposed by me for such goods as

timber and planks, likewise capable of being Hooded,
and a portion of the chambers always above water

were intended for rooms for refreshments, such as

pastry-cooks, rcstaurauts, &c. The surface of the

embankment was proposed to be slreogthened by Sir

Samncl’s mode of projecting iron stays, which w'onld

at the same time protect foot passengers from tlie

railroad carriages. This embankment was to be on a

level with the street. Another feature of this plan
was the leaving the existing wharfs and warehouses
withiu the embankment (thus obviating one of the

most powerful objections to the scheme) by keeping
the water up to a convenient height, and avoiding the

emanations from muddy banks. There are various

details in the proposed plan which might be worthy
of consideration, sljould this embankment be carried

out. M. S. B,

The Kirk and the Manse. By the Ucv. Robert JI.

Fraser, M.A. Fnllarton and Co, London, Edin-
burgh, and Dublin.

The tweutidh part, just now published, concludes this

work, wliich consists of sixty illustrative views in

tinted lithography, of j)arish kirks and manses in Scot-

land, by Messrs. A. and J. Maepherson, with descrip-

tive and historical notices, and an inlrodnclion. Mr.
Fraser remarks, in the latter, on not only the want of

taste as to Ecclesiastical architecture in Scotland, but

the positive prejudice against it which has prevailed,

aud rejuices in the great change for the better in that

respect which is now evident.

Considerable improvement has been observable in

the views during the progress of the work.

VARIORUM.

The '‘Essay on Labourers’ Cottages ” for which
the Royal Agricultural Society awarded their medal to

) Mr. T. W. R. Isaac has been printed in their journal
i and reprinted in a pamphlet form. “Australian
Essays, ou subjects Political, Moral, and Religious,”

. by Mr. James Norton, Sen., Member of the Legis-
•i lativB Council of New South Wales (Longman and
’ Co. publishers), are interesting, from their antipodal
ii origin, and show that literature is making its own way
1 In the wilds of the true new world of modern times.

Indeed, one cannot well conceive a position more suit-

il able to the exercise of the reflective faculties than the
ii solitude of “ the bush,” unless, hy the way, some
! hungry bushranger, native or transported, baiipen to
i have his eye upon the reflective absentee. \Vc sus-

)i pect, however, that even though an Australian, our
)i present author is much more familiar with the "legis-

lative council ” than the "bush.” His essiys, at all

5 events, display no Crusoean isolation From his mother
^ country, as bis interest in the Gorhnm and other Eiig-

idish questions of the (waning) day will testify. The
nmost interesting to us amongst his essay.?, iieverthe-

eless, arc those which relate to Australia itself. Mr.
S’ Norton complains of the apathy of his co-exiles iu

erespect to the advantages of railway and telegraphic

:ccommunicnlion, and urges them to reflection and to

leaction on the subject. One of his essays contains an
icaccount of Port Jackson and the City of Sydney, in

rlwhich it is painful to be reminded that the town of
ijSydpcy is still " totally undrained,” aud still full of
a pallid ghost-like faces which proclaim the maLu-ious
ilinfluence under which they suffer. That original
Diand somewhat eccentric author, Mr. Alfred Smee. has
njust had published, hy Longman, a tract titled " The
kMonogenesis of Physical Forces,” forming the subject
f of a lecture delivered by him at the London lustitu-
iotioD, on 18tb ult. Mr. Smee is evidently luboiiriug
] iu a rich miue of thought, but the ore he may have as
.lyet dug out is rather crude aod mengre. The corre-
Jtlation (or identity rather) of the physical forces, so far
oiforth as they manifest the influence of aflractice

power, he appears to appreciate, but although the
changes of convertibility in such forces may be
rung ad iujinitxm, his ideas seem to be exceedingly
defective so far as regards not only the power autithe-

tical to attraction, namely, repulsion (if, indeed, it be
proper to use such hypothetical terms ac cither of

these), but also as regards the forms (or whatever else

they maybe) on which those depend, which
plainly show themselves amid the identity, iu light,

heat, actinism, &c. aud thcircorrelative and co-operative

anlithese.9. The causes of dij'erence, in the midst of
identity, -while treating of mechanical force, hydro-
static force, and pneumatic force, Mr. Smee sees, so far,

clearly enough, where he says that " when a new
attraction is exerted, the force emanating therefrom
may be propagated through aeriform bodies, when
it is termed pneumatical force

;
through fluid bodies,

when it is called hydrostatic force; throu-rh solid

bodies, w’hen it is called mechanical force.” "Why docs
he uot endeavour to poiut out how light, heat, &c.
differ iu a similar way, as they plainly do, though not
exactly fi'om the same causes ? In tact, however, he
has not caught the identity in these forces, far less

the difference.

Maxspield Cemetery.—On Tuesday, the 24th
ult. the first stone of the chaptls proposed to be
erected in this cemetery was laid by Sir Edward
Samuel Walker, the chairman of the Al'.ansfield Burial
Board, amidst a large assemblage of people. A
bottle, containing the current coin of the realm, and
a scroll of parchment, inscribed with a statement of
the event, was deposited under the stone, after which
a suitable address was delivered by Sir Edward, who
spoke of the beautiful site which, under the Act for

inclosing part of Shcrw’ood Forest, bad been set apart
for the purposes of a cemetery, and which, iu a few
years, when the shrubs bad become well rooted, would
be second to none in Englaud, its natural beauties

being such as to require little aid from (he landscape
gardener, and being adorned with a few relics of
"merne” Sherwood’s rare old oaks. The ground con-
tains ten acres, situated about a mile south of Mans-
field, on ttic Nottingham road. The architects are
Messrs. Ri'itchett an 1 Sous, of Darlington. Mr
Lindley, ofMausficld, is the builder

;
and Mr. Mansell

Rowell, the clerk of the works.

The Sewerage of Ty.vemouth and North
Shields.— Mr. R. R'twiinson, C.E. has reported to the
local Board of Health for the borough of Tynemouth
on the completion of thc-ir public sewerage works,
of which he was the engineer. The following extract
from the report will show generally what has been
done, and at what cost :

—“ The estimate given in mv
report of October, 1854, provided for 16,162 lineal

yards of cast-iron, brick, and earthenware pipe sewers,

together with 150 manholes and larapholes, 600 gnlUcs,
and three flushing chambers. The total cost was esti-

mated at 13,668('. I have before stated that the
General Board of Health suggested some additional

works and alterations iu the arrangement of sewers.
The cost of these was estimated at 800/. making a
total sum of 14,468/. as required for the completion
of the public sewers. The total length of public
sewers actually laid down amonots to 18,046 yards

;

the number of manholes and lampholes to 276 ;
and

the guRics (fixed) to 559—12 remaining in stock

—

making a total of 601. The cost of these works,
iucluding payments amounting to 304/. 17s. lid. for

previously existing sewers which have been adopted,
together with all eogineering and other expenses, will

uot exceed the sum of 12, .500/.” Two outlets have
been provided for the Tynemouth village discharge,
aud seven for North Shields.

The Londonderry Monument. — The founda-
tion-stone of the monument to the memory of the
late Marquis of Loudonderry was laid ou Saturday
week, and was witnessed by a large assemblage of
people from Belfast and the Londonderry estate, in-

cluding the Marquis and Marchioness, aud a party
from Mount Stewart. The spot selected for the site

is the summit of one of the loftiest Mils of the Scrabo
range, within a mile or two of Newtownards. The
monument is to be a tower, square in shape, and
rising to a heivht of 130 feet. There will be a guard
chamber, and a winding stair will conduct to the
battlements, which are to be at a height of 95 feet

from the base. At the east corner of the square a

round tower is to rise, which will form a conspicuous
laudmark visible to a great distance at sea. The plan
is hy Messrs. Lanyon and Lynn, architects, and it

was chosen by the building committee in preference
to several others sent in by architects in differeiit

parts of the country. The structure will be built of

Scrabo stone, quarried on the spot. Mr. W. Shar-
man Crawford, chairman of the building committee,
delivered an address, as did also Sir Robert Bateson,
who laid the stone, after prayer by the bishop of the
diocese.

Strike at Dover.—A considerable number of
bricklayers io the employ of Mr. Moxon, on the Govern-
ment works on the Heights, resolved to strike—not
for wages, nor from any ill-will to their employer, but
simply from a resolution to choose their own foreman.
Mr. Moxon discharged the whole, and immediately
telegraphed to London for a reinforcement of men
who have supplied the place of the malcontents.

‘

The London Operatives and Emigration.
There have been other meetings of the unemployed
besides that reported in our last. At Bethnal-gi-een,
between 4,000 and 5,000 persons were present!
A resolution w-as passed appealing to the Government
to recognise the urgency of the present crisis, aud to
take prompt measures to enable those who are starvino-

here to emigrate to the colonies, where their labour
nod their skill, w'hilc raising themselves from destitu-
tion to the enjoyment of an abundance of the neces-
saries of life, would, by the development of the vast
resources of these possessions, give a healthy stimulus
to the industry and a sound aud safe expansion to the
commerce of the mother country. One speaker very
reasonably urged that as so many millions had been
freely given to feed the pooriu Ireland, and to liberate

the slaves in Jamaica, siu-ely a single million might,
if requisite, he given to supply om‘ colonies with
labour and our unemployed with work.

Gas.—At the half-yearly meeting of the Birming-
ham and Staffordshire Gas Company, the usual divi-

dend, at the rate of ten per cent, per annum, was
declared. The Bingley Gas Company have issued
a notice for the reduction of the price of gas. from
5s. 6d. per 2,000 cubic feet to 5s. from the 21at of
December last. The qualify of the gas, it seems, is

not first-rate at present. The consumers may as well
have cheap and bad gas as dear aud bad, but the com-
pany would find it to their advantage to improve the
quality of their gas while affording additional induce-
ment (in price) to use it iu private dwellings.—
At the meeting of the Grimsby Gas Company, the
directors reported that their works are in good I’epair,

that since the last meeting a new gas-holder and tauk
have been constructed; that they intend to offer the
old gas works for sale by auction during the spring,

and hope to be in a position before long to reduce the
price of gas. A dividend for the last h'ilf-year, at the
rate of 8^- per cent, per annum, was declared, leaving
a cousiderably increased balance in hand. The
Banff Gas Company have enfered into a portion of
the contracts for an addition to their works. The
contract for mason work aud excavations has been
taken by "Mr. Hunter, mason, Banff.

Shakspeare’s House.—a meeting of the Birth-
place Committee was held last week, aud the Birming-
ham Gazette says, that "it was unanimously resolved
to proceed no further in the work of conservation
until the opinion of some eminent architect lias been
taken upon the subject.” "VVe are glad to find our
advice has not been thrown aw'ay.

Canadian Exhibition at the Crystal Palace.
—The Parliament of Canada voted last session a sum
of 2,000/. for procuring a proper exMbition at the
Crystal Palace of the products, both raw and manu-
factured, of that country, together wilii models of
almost all the important public works there. A large
apace has been allocated for this purpose, and iu a
short time, says the Canadian Neios, an exhibition
exceeding in extent and interest that displ.iyed by
Canada at the “Exposition Uuiverselle” of 1855 will

he completed. A sum of about 500/. a year vrill be
expended in maintaining and adding to the collection.

Joiners’ Strike at Dumfries.—The jourueymen
joiners of Dumfries struck work for an advance of Ss.
a week. The present wages vary from 16s. to 20s.
a week—18s. being the general rate for good work-
men. Except one film, the master joiners refuse to
agree to a general advance of 3s, but some of them
state they are willing to give an increase where they
think the workmen merit it.

Holyhead Harbour.—Mr. John Hawkshaw,
C.E. has been appointed, by the Admiralty, engineer
in chief of the New Harbour Works at Holyhead, vies
Mr. Rondel, deceased.

The Wellington Monument at Liverpool.—
We understand that the committee appointed to

superiutend the Wellington monument at Liverpool
have resolved to adopt the design of the Messrs.
Watson, of Edinburgh.

Notices under the Building Act.— In the
esse of the militia depot about to be built for the city

of London, the authorities refused to give notice to

the district surveyor, Mr. Hammond, ela'ming it was
exempt on the assertion that it was a building "em-
ployed for her Majesty’s use or service.” It was
argued before a magistrate on the 10th, who decided
that the building is 7iot exempt from supervision of
the district surveyor

;
aud who fined the builder, Mr.

Jay, after three days’ hearing. The Court of Lieute-
nancy have given notice of appeal to the Court of
Queen's Bench; but this, it appears, the builder
repudiates.
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St. Eugene, Paris.—A corresponJent writes.

—

“When in Paris I saw the church of St. Eugene,

recently illustrated by yon. To the lovers of out-

and-out polychromy, it must be a treat : every

imacinable colour (except black and white) plays its

part: this, with gilding and stained glass windows,

gives a curious effect. Were it not for the style o

architecture, it would be a very appropriate bui dmg

for a bazaar. There is no solemnity about tbe place :

the mind is excited and disturbed with this gaudy

colourinr, and it does not seem that it would be a

desecration to eorauiit a polka therein. ' cry ait-

fereut are the feelings with which we enter and leave

the old Gothic cathedrals in our country and m

THE BUILDER.

Lettered Glass Screens : Glass Trade Al-

MANAC.—The globe and other gas-lights m shop

windows are now being improved in effect by lettered

screens of ornamental glass, made to seiwe the pur-

poses of advertising shop goods, &c. and which ™Sh
also be made very serviceable in pointing out the

thoroughfares after dark, if applied to the public

lamps. The effect of these screens is attractive, anti

decidedly good. They form the subject of a patent

secured by the Cosmopolitan Gas Company, m
Oxford-street, one of the nian.igera of which firm, we

observe, has just published a bandy office sheet, in

form of an almanac, with borders usefully occupied

with a good deal of interesting information on the

subject of tbe glass trade and manufacture in its
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Messrs. Bay announce a work under Ibis

“r
‘ t&rcomS.Tgora eerie, of views oo.l details from

Clarendon, Cowley, Walcwski, Buol, Cavour, Bruuow,

and the res^. of the size o^' life. The figures arc skil-

fully grouped, and the result of tbe whole is very

excellent. It takes rank amongst the finest works of

its class.
,,

Portland Cement Fronts.—Will you allow me

the use of your columns to ask a question ? My
house, situated in the eountr}', has been altered, eu-

Shaw, architect. The author says,—“ While every

comer of the United Kingdom has been ransacked for

fresh examples, and nearly eveiw building of note has

been more or less illustrated, many of tbe most bcau-

tii'ul works in France, Italy, and Germany remain

entirely untouched, and very little known. This is,

perhaps, chiefly remarkable in the case of France, the

country of all others the most accessible, and im-

CclrdTucir Tiic pi'.£:d ocmcnl, it'wa, I
doubtdly the mctrichlj stored with the triuo.phs

sud would “ set ” of one uniform stone colour ;
but ,

of medireval genius.
y- „

instead of thit, I find it sadly mottled, altbooRh it The Mbteopoiitan Boam akd the ^F,w Pabk
iUaLLUil Ui lull’, i

_
j

^ ^ _ TtTi._i I »./AT, T7r»-oniri>v A f No rtivlm nrv iVPPlflv mept.intr 01

is upwards of three years since it was done,

is the remedy? The pamter recommends oil pamt

:

good taste forbids ;
it would be too shiny ;

and M
Sic surface is exlensive, the expense would be an ob-

jection, The plasterer recommends a wash, which I

fear would require renewing annually. Many besides

What
\

FOR Finsbury.—At the ordinary weekly mcetin;_
'

the Metropolitan Board of Works on the 6th inst. a

report from the Committee of Ways and Improve-

ments was presented, recommending the Board to

replace the Bill of the Finsbury-park promoters by a

new Bill of their own
;

to consider whether the

mvsdf would be glad to be informed bow sech a difii- cipenses menrred by the promoter, should be paid by

cnlty is to be met with good effect as regards appear- the Board
;
and, in the event of adopting the Bill, to

ance and with moderation in tbe denmnd upon the retain the services of Mr. Barnet, surveyor, in its

j.g|. Rustic. prosecution. Therecommcndationa of the commit

^ The Literary Fund Society.—

A

t the annual after some discussion on proposed amendments, were

gonerni meeting of this admirable and important agreed to by a majority of nineteen to twelve.

Society, held on the 11th iustanl (Earl Stanhope iu St. John’s Cathedral, Liaierick.—According

the chair), another attempt was made to pass a vote
j

to tbe design of the architect, Mr. P. C. Hardwick,

of censure on the committee, but which, being alto-
! this cburch will comprise a nave, two aisles, north

gether groundless, utterly failed, notwilhstanding the ' and south transept, chancel, four side chapels, and a

position and abi'ities oflhe objector.s, Mr. Dilke, Mr.
' tower. The tower will be reared in the angle formed

Dickens, and Mr. John Foster. Mr. Hubert Bell,
| by the projection of the north transept beyond the

Mr. Monckton Milues, and the Bishop of Oxford aisle. Two sacristies will be erected to tbe eastward

Spoke on the other side. In answer to some charges ^ of the chapels. The total length of the church,

against the committee in respect of the late Mr.
|

chancel inclusive, will be 168 feet; width across

Haydu, which have been industriously circulated, a i transepts, 116 feet,—across chancel and chapels, 118

triumphant reply was given, and tbe meeting showed
;

feet,—across nave and aisles, 74 feel
;

depth of

their full appreciation of it by voting sixty-nine against
j

chancel, 43 feet
;
height of nave to underside of ridge,

the motion, eleven f>r. Unanimous testimony was
; 77 feet 6 inches; external height of west front,

borne to the value of Mr. Blcwitt’s services as
' gg feet 6 inches, from ground line to top of cross,

secretary.
j

The tower will be upwards of 200 feet in height, and

Brancote Church Competition. — Corre- at base 37 feet 6 inches in breadth,

spondeuts complain, a'.d with good reason, of the Liverpool Architectural Society.— At the

terms put forth in this matter, which end with the

intimation that ‘‘ The committee do not intend to give

any premium or other remuneration for designs, and

will not bind themselves to accept any of the designs

which may he sent iu.” But what can we say more

than wc have already said a thousand time.s ? \\hi!e

architects arc to be found who will send designs, no

matter what the conditions may be, it is hopeless to

expect improvement.

Sale of Genidne Pictures.—On the 18th last.

Messrs. Foster will sell a number of first-rate draw-

ings and paintings, the property of Mr. Lewis Pocock,

F.S.A. who has purchased so many pictures during

the last few years, that he now fiuds some of them iu

the way. 'Fhe sale will include Millais’s *' Proscribed

Royalist,” Linnell’s “ Wold of Kent,” Dobson’s

“ Children in the Market-place,” and many charming

specimens, by E. M. Ward, F. E. Pickersgill, Goodall,

TVilh, Holman, Hunt, Lesli*-, John Lewis, Webster,

and others.

Milborne Reformatory. — This Re'^ormatory

School is now ready for the reception of hoys con-

victed under the 17th and 18th Viet. c. 86, and

similar Acts. It is built upon the most economical

principle consistent with health and comfort, and con-

sists of a large school-room, two sitting-rooms, a

kitchen, and small store-room on the ground floor; a

dormitory for twenty boys, two bed-rooms, and an

hospital on the first floor. A master, matrou, and

bailiff will have the supervision of the boys.

County Surveyoeship, Essex.—The following

gentlemen were selected from fifty-eight candidates ;

—

Mr. Whichcord, London
;
Mr. Smith, Hertfordshire

;

Mr. Wthb, Chelmsford; Mr Chas. Forster Hayward,
Colchester and London; Mr. Chancellor, Chelmsford

;

Mr. Pritchett, Bishop’s Stortford; Mr. Phipson,

Ipswich and Loudon
;
Mr Henry Stack, London

;

and Mr. Crewe, Aldershott Camp. Tue latter five

gentlemen have been chosen for further selection in

April next, when the election is expected to take

place. The salary is 300f. per annum.

eleventh meeting of the present session of this

society, held on Wednesday, the 4ih, Mr. James Hay,

Vice-President, in the chair, a paper by Mr. W.
Imray, “ On Improved Machinery for the Manufac-

ture of Bricks,” was read.

Rise in Value of Sandstone at Banff.

—

Owing to the large demand for sandstone, says the

Banffshire Journal, occasioned, it is said, chirfly by

the large quantity required for the railway bridge

across the Spey, the price of the stone has risen, in

this district, within a short period, by 3d. a cubic foot.

The stone for the bridge is said to be chiefly from the

Covesca quarries, iu Morayshire, known for hard close

grain.

Architecture in Kew Zealand.—Under the

heading of ” Our Want of Practical Architecture,” the

New Zealander says, “ This is a want we have more

than once had to speak of in reference to our public

buildings in this city
;
and both from editorial articles

and newspaper correspondence we learn that the

dcci'ion of the Architectural Commissioners of Wel-

lington, with reference to tbe pirns for the proposed

new Govemment Offices and Assembly Houses in

that city, has met with anything but general approval.

One writer, ‘Public,’ deals with the several designs

* very sensibly (his remarks, indeed, have more than a

merely loc.il application), and shows that not one is

suited to the province or the locality where the

edifices are proposed to be raised : all are too costly

and ambitious : none are characterized by that unity

and simplicity, and regard to judicious economy,

which are all so r.quisitc in young countries—even

in the Empire City. The critic thus concludes his

review of the first prize design:—
‘ In this doaign there is nothinR for Wellington to feel

proud of,—no display of good workmanship, practical

knowledge, architectural ability, or the principles of con-

struction suitable to this province. The committee think
that B design may be made vp oat of three accepted de-

signs,—but how a row of cottages with two Vandalised
porticos, a Clothic building, and an Italian villa, can be
amalgamated, is a pnzzle.'

"

Arches.—Allow me to enter into a few particu-

lars on this subject, and at the same time to point

out what I consider a great defect in the common

arch. In the ordinary radiating arch, resistance to

upward pressure is effected by loading, which, how-

ever, is only efficient to a certain extent, and that in

some instances very limited. Now, I propose to con-

struct arches in such a manner that resistance to

upward pressure should be obtained in the arch itself.

For this purpose, the arch stones should be so inado

as to fit into one another iu such a manner, tliat no

arch stone can move on account of the ones on either

side of it. According to the form of the arch,

whether semicircular, elliptical, or otherwise, so will

be the form of the voussoirs. It is difficult without

diagram to show how the form of the key-stones could

be got, but if from the upper end of an ordin^y

radiating key-stone a vertical line be let fall (which

of course will be parallel with the line representing

the rise of the arcb), and the height of the key, or any

other stone be bisected by a line drawn froni the

centre of the arch, where this bisecting line inter-

sects the line whose top represents the upper end of

the key-stone, a line should be drawn to meet the

vertical line first spoken of, where it cuts, or would

seem to cut, the under line of voussoirs. The same

process should be gone through on the opposite side

of the keystone, and thus the key-stone would become

of such a sliape as to be incapable, when surrounded

by the rest, of moving upwards or downwards. "W hen

this has been doue, the same process should be gone

through with all the stones in such a way that the,

80 to speak, projecting parts of every stone should fit

in and hold together the indented parts of the neigh-

bouring ones, and vice versd. As, when this has been

done, no stone can move on account of the stoues on

either side of it—and this is the case with all,—it must

follow that the arcb itself as a whole is incapable of

motion if rightly constructed. An arch of this sort

would, of course, be in stable equilibrium, and would

stand without abutmeuts if tbe foundations were suffi-

ciently strong, but like all others, it would be better

with them.—J. A. D.

Tunnelling in the Biiore GiiAirr.—The Bom-

bay Times says the slope or incline intended for the

rails at the Bhore Ghaut is nearly 15 miles in length,

ascending between the two points at an elevation of

19,000 feet. Stretching along the face of the preci-

pice, the line is every now and then seen to plunge by

tunnel into the bosom of the rock
;
to shoot ny some

light airy viaduct across the chasm, or extend itself

over the more substantial-looking support of an earth-

work. About three-fonrtbs of it crosses one of these,

containing no less than 200,000 cubic yards of mate-

rial. There are in all twelve tunnels, measuring be-

tween them 2,300 yards, or about a mile and a half.

These works were commenced under the auspices of

Mr, Faviell, tbe contractor, in January last : the con-

tract is to be completed in February, 1861, at a charge

of 634,000/. There are at present ten thousand

workpeople employed on this part of the line, the

average pay being about 1,500 rupees a day. The cost

of the whole work amounts to from 10,000/. to 12,000/.

a month. There are 3,000 men employed in boring or

jumping the rook. Thechargeof each mine amounts

on an average to about 121bs., and about a ton of gun-

powder (made on the spot) is consumed daily. Near

Poona, Mr. Faviell employs 7,000 people, and the-

line from the top of the incline to Poona will be

opened before the rains in 1858.

House-Building and Rents in Paris.—The

Prefect of the Seine reports (hat the number of houses

piiUfcl down in the lust five years amounts to 2,524,

whilst the number of new buildings is 5,238, or more

than double of the former, and that inquiries made in

the arrondissements of St. Denis and of Sceaux show

that in the S’Uburls the houses newly constructed sur-

pass sixfold the number pulled down. Thus, in Paris

. aud the suburbs, 18,594 houses have been constructed,

against 4,667 Louses pulled down. The prefect alsO'

states that the old houses were not more subdivided,

nor contained a greater proportion of lodgings, than

those recently constructed iu (heir place. It is thus

maintained that the increase of rents does not proceed

either from the diminution of the number of houses

or of tho number of lodgings ;
and the prefect points

out that it proceeds from the rapid increase of the

population of tho capital, and from the number of

foreigners and persons from the provinces, attracted

by the facility of communications, the popiilulion of

the capital having increased, in the last five years,

305,000. “ Houses,” says the Consliiutioniiel, com-

menting on (he prefect’s report, “cannot he built by

enchantment. 'Phere is a limit to the capital applied

to building. But as the money invested in houses

gives 80 excellent an inlercst, the building movement,

far from diminishing, cannot fail to spread. The

incessant muUiidication of lodgings will forcibly

bring about a fall in rents, a result that canuot long

be delayed, thanks to the measures of the adminis-

tration.
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{E exhibition of the designs

sent in competition for the

Memorial Church at Constan-

tinople projected building, was

opened to the public on Monday

last, and comprises a collection

of great interest and value to

the profession. The drawings arc

arranged at King’s College, in

one of the corridors, GO feet long,

and fill the walls to more than

I

the usual height for exhibition,

as well as both sides of a screen

down the centre of the corridor.

There are about 370 drawings in

the forty-six sets. Mr. Edmeston,

to whom the superiuteudenec of

the arrangements was entrusted

by the committee, has made the most of the

space, and deserves the thanks of the com-

petitors.

At the same time, wc should not discharge

our duty did we omit again to say that the

space allowed in such cases, bears little relation

to the thought and labour expended on designs,

or to the requirements for simple inspection.

We may be told that no ordinary exhibition-

room would contain drawings displayed on the

principle of ample area for their observation and

study, that we venture to contend for. The
point, however, with which we have to deal, is

not as to what rooms are available in London,
but is as to the reasonable expectations of com-
petitors in answering an appeal to their exertions.

Every drawing should be placed so that its

minute details could be examined, and that the

real character of the several designs could be
gathered, in order to their comparison with each

other. The ample space is necessary for proper
adjudication; and it is equally required if the

profession and the art are to gain by mutual
improvemeut,—in the manner wc have spoken
of, as possibly the chief gain that should be
looked for in entering into a competition. It

would assist the object if the space would allow

drawings to be in the same relative positions,

—

say, as to the plans, hy having them hung
always on the lower line. And it would assist

arraugements if an uniform system could be
devised for mounting—avoiding wide margins to

drawings, and to admit of their suspension witli-

out injury.

In regard to the freshness of conception

which is displayed in many of the designs for

the Memorial Church, we regard the present

occasion as one of much importance. A wider

field of study has been entered upon ; the right

value, as with reference to new art, of English

and continental models lx)th, is being perceived

;

and that there is value in what may be old, and
a necessity for the new, is being equally ad-

mitted. Designs which tliere happen to be
in this exbibifion, such as were the works
of our best architects scarce ten years ago,

already fail to satisfy, even where scrupulously

correct,'—for the simple reason that they belong

to a school which was ever wanting in the art.

Of some of the dangers however, incidental to

the present position,wc have very lately spoken.*
"VVe have also given particulars of the designs
to which premiums were awarded.

f

Italian Gothic character is exhibited in many

* See anie, p. 126 "The Churcli of St. Andrea, at
Vercelli, and tho Gothic Architecture of Italy.”

+ In our present number (pc. 162 and 1G3) will be found
a Tiew and plan of the second prize design, with a state-
ment of the considerations which guided the architect.

of the works
; indeed, in several cases, one

;

or other version of the general style has been

taken as a basis. Oue of the principal designs

of this class is that of Messrs. Weigiitman,

Hadfield, and Goldie (oue of tlic five “especially

mentioned”), which, in plan and exterior at

least, much resembles the Gothic buildings

of Lombardy, though its details are modified

rather from those of the Canipauile at Florence.

The plan has long nave and aisles, short chancel

and transepts, each with octagonal ends, a

tower at the intersection, western tuiTcts, and

an atrium or cloistered court at the west. This

feature in the plan, we may observe, is perhaps

more characteristic of the llomanesque and
'

Byzantine churches, than those of the Gotliic
j

period. IVe mentioned it as existing at Vereelli,
|

on the trustworthy authority of the writer in
'

the Qitarterly Reriew,^ who shows it in a plan
; ^

blit no such feature is shown in the work of

.

Osten on the churches of Lombardy. A sqnni*e
j

paved space is, however, remaining, according

to information derived from Mr. Burges. We
should also state that in designating the different

sides of a building, we use the points of the

compass as they would apply iu England,

though in Italy, in Romanesque churches, tlie

altar may be at the wxst end.

In the design we were speaking of, the

atrium has scmi-cireular arches, in the span-

drils of which are pateras representing the

colours of England, France, Sardinia, and Tur-

key. Generally on the exterior of the building,

except as to the use of bands of dark marble,

coloured decoration is confined to tho windows

—

as by ornamental tiles in splayed reveals—and
to the cornice, and the use of red tiles to the i

roofs. The roofs arc of no great elevation; the
,

main gable, below the coping, is stepped with i

arches, and an arcade extends along the front

below from tower to tower.

The buttresses of slight projection of most of

the competitors, appear to be adopted under the

idea that they are best suited to the climate,

and that they were on that account used by the

Italian architects. Certainly, whether by bold

projections as those of ordinary buttresses, the

general breadth would be interfered with, may
deserve consideration : the treatment of the

drainag before us, seoms to show that such was
the idea hi the design. On the other hand, the

evidence would lead us to think that the shallow

buttress, like the low gable, was simply a re-

production of a classical feature, — in that case,

the pilaster. A questiou analogous to that just

referred to, suggests itself as to the substitution

of broad reveals for mouldings. In short, were
such deviations from the general Gothic system
made from considerations of art, as supposed,

or are they simply the results from attempting

a style different to that to which the architects

were accustomed ? These observations arc in-

troduced now as bearing upon questions of

general importance, rather than as applying to

the one design which happened to lead to them.

Our notice of it should, however, add that

the central tower introduced, does not solve the

problem of the appropriate termination of that

of Giotto, which otherwise it resembles : indeed,

the pyramidal cappings to all the towers are the

least successful portion of this design. The in-

terior of the building here has principal arches

of stone, as the support to a ceiling panelled

at the slope of the roof. It is questionable

whether the curve and the raking lines harmonise
iu such eases. A quasi-triforium is introduced;

rectangular openings, having columns with red

marble shafts, being coupled in the thickness of

the wall. This design is illustrated by very
good perspective views, the best of which, how-
ever, is “ killed ” by ornaments in the corners,

such as it is the fashion of architects just now

* Yol. LXXV. IS'lo. " GalJy Knight oad Bunsen, on
Ecclesittstictil Architecture," p. 399.

to place for the destruction of wliat there is

of real merit.

Mr. C. Gray’s design ("especially men-
tioned”) is a combination of Romanesque
general character and forms, with Gothic details.

The plan consists of nave and aisles ; tran-

septs, formed by semi-circular projections from

the aisles, and by broad piers at the point of

intersection with the nave; of a chancel, also

with semi-circular apse
;
a north porch; a square

tower, joined to the south aisle by along passage-

way, or entrance-porch
;
and an octagonal vestry.

The roof of the clerestory, which is of low pilch,

has a range of trefoiled arches, with shafts, and

mouldings with stones set anglewise, as cornice

to the eaves—also continued up the raking lines

of the gable. There is a rose window at the

end, the proportion of the gable being given

by mouldings below,—in continuation of the

decoration to the eaves of the aisles,—and this

arrangement gets over appearance of imitation

of the classical pedirarnt. The windows gene-

rally, which in the apses are closely set, have

trefoiled arches and shafts. The interior has

more of the Early English character. It has

round piers and arches, with t1ie dog-tooth orna-

ment. The to'wcr has a weathered lower stage,

lofty plain walling, belfry windows, and a pyra-

midal roof of great apparent height.

In the selection of designs for approval, the

general principles appear to have been acted

upon by the judges which are put forth in the

report. The English Gothic designs, or those

having rich tracery and elaborate mouldings, are

gouerally passed over, and all designs with

domes are “nowhere.” There are, however,

works of considerable merit iu which a dome is

introduced. Mr. S. J. Nicholl has such a design,

deserving attention. It exhibits, perhaps, the

best attempt at a Gotliic dome that has yet been

made. The main portion of the building de-

rives some of its features from the calhedral

at Florence, aided, however, by considerable

freshness of thought. The west front might,

with some modification, servo for a front for

the cathedral. The dome, however, is very

different. The plan may be described as a

mooification of the Greek cross, the re-entering

angles thereof being iu part filled up, the nave

slightly extended, and towers added laterally to

the west front. The dome is carried by pointed

arches, which spring from columns arranged on

the plan of an octagon, or more properly <a

square with the augles cut off so as to leave the

four principal sides double the width of those at

the angles. Above, by pendcutives or cor-

belling, the plan becomes a figure of twelve

sides, above which is the dome. 'I his is deco-

rated externally by panelling and mouldings
;

and at the base arc Gothic windows, nearly iu

the form of spherical tri.anglcs, and filled with

ensping, and around the exterior clustered

shafts and pinnacles terminating the actual but-

tresses; whilst the wliole is surmounted with

what may be called a smaller Gothic dome, with

polygonal base and perforations, and an enriched

finial and cross. According to I lie plan, the

gathering over from the arches would require

uimsual skill
;
but tliere is great merit in the

w’ork—clever adaptation of one example and an

equal amount of invention. The western towers

arc square, with pyramidal cappings, t he latter

having, independently, details which are sugges-

tive. Coloured marbles are introduced sparingly

iu compartments. The grouping of the mould-

ings and panelling throughout is excellent.

Somewhat on like good principles—as regards

new forms in church architecture, with the provi-

sion of space on a plan more concentrated, and

therefore in some respects more suitable tlian the

tiaditioual oblong, audwith an application of the

dome,—is the design of Mr. G. Aitcliison, jun.

It should not, however, be classed with designs

of the character of either Northern or Italian

Gothic. Its merits are not enhanced by the
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profuse striping of coloured materials,—even

allowing for exaggerated colouring in. the draw-

ings ;
and the west front, wliicli comprises a

great arcli under a low-pitched roof, and two

square towers with corbelled parapets, and low

lead-covered spires, is weak in design. Tbe

main portion of the plan, however, deserves to

be examined. There is a central octagon of

coupled columns aud arches, and an aisle or

ambulatory around, in the form of a polygon of

sixteen sides. The tambour of the dome is

converted into a polygon of the same character

by supporting shafts aud corbelling : it con-

tains a triforiuin gallery, and a clerestory with

windows, and vaulting shafts supporting the

ribs of the pointed vault or dome. The sixteen

windows of the tambour, or clerestory, exter-

nally, have gables, and their roof covering meets

that of the dome
;
which last covering forms a

polygon of thirty-two sides on plan,—in other

words, is aiTanged in ridge aud valley form.

The dome itself carries a small open lantern

and spire capping. The windows are plain

pointed openings, with central shafts and sub-

arches, and the elfect is got chiefly by the

study of plan and the colour— which inter-

nally is of some merit. Porches, each in the

plan of a half-hexagon, are placed north aud

south. The chancel, carrying out the general

principle, is chiefly internal—being advanced to

the octagon of piers and arches.

Mr. G. J. Wigley has also essayed the dome,

and has, we presume, been passed over for
,

similar reasons. His design is a modification
,

from the church of Sta. Sophia, with a great in-
j

crease of altitude in the dome. There arc apsidal
j

ends to the wide chancel and transepts. In the in-

1

teiTial arrangements, the study of the same model

-—with, however, many important innovations

—

may be observed throughout. The main bays

of piers and arches rise to the full height of the

church, and are filled in with secondary divisions

of three bays on the plan, aud in two stories,

—

providing the lofty triforiuin. The west front

is extended by towers—which have pyramidal

cappings,—aud large arches for a carriage-way

under each, are provided. The dome rises from

a low tambour, arcaded, aud is surmounted with

a very large ball and cross. All the arches are

pointed, aud arc chiefly without moulding. The

capitals and bases are foliated.—Mr. II. B.

Garling, also, has a dome in his design, which

generally is Gothic on a Romauesqae basis. It

is conceived on the same leading principle as

the design of Jlr. Gray, both as to position of

the tower, and general decorative detail, but

appears to be inferior iu general proportions.

A different kind of termination, however, is

adopted for the tower, instead of the blank pyra-

midal capping, which spoils many designs. The

dome, with a cluster of crocketted gables, recalls

that of Pisa. In the interior, which is hardly

ecclesiastical iu character, the principal effect

;

is given by a panelled ceiling. The coloured
’

decoration has a pervading blue tint, which
|

could scarcely be satisfactory in any climate.
I

Messrs. Guillaume and Campbell have adopted
j

a plau similar iu priuciple to that of Mr. Burges,

'

so far as regards the apse occupying large space,

and the aisle carried round it, are concerned;

and their design also exhibits a feature perhaps

derived from some of Wren’s churches, as that

'

of St. Magnus, Loiidon-bridge, uamely, the com-

!

bination of the domed capping to a tower, with
|

a spire as the termination. Internally, they pio-

\ide a gallery iu the lantern, octagonal in plan,

carried on pendeiitive vaulting. One or all of

such latter features are, we think, introduced in

one or other of Mr. T. C. Sorby’s “ alternative”

designs at the opposite end of the room
;
but

the drawings arc placed too high for us to dis-

cover more than that the author has gone to an

extraordinary amount of labour, though not

without falling into mistakes, as in the bulkiness

of his tracery. Some of his views and sections,

however, exhibit novelty, both in plan and

decorative treatment.—We must break off till

next w'cek.

MR. G. G. SCOTT’S LECTURE AT THE
ROYAL ACADEMY ON MEDIiEVAL
ARCHITECTURE.*
It is with feelings somewhat closely border-

ing upon trepidation that, availing myself of the

liberty given by the regulations recently passed

by the council of the Royal Academy, I venture

to address you on a subject which has never,

till now, been more than incideutally touched

upon within these walls
;
a subject, indeed, dear

to my heart,, and entwined among _ my inmost

thoughts and affections, but one which, perhaps

for that very reason, I feel it the more difficult

to bring befoi'C you, through the medium of a

lecture. It may be at first sight imagined that

love, of all the humau feelings, is that best cal-

culated to aid iu describing the beauties of its

object, and iu advocating its claims upon the

admiration
;
but it is not so. We can hardly

state the reasons why wc love our parents, or

our brothers. We know that it is a feeling

which has grown with our growth, and is a part

of our very existence. Yet it is probable that

an acquaintance who has never shared in these

warmer sentiments might describe their cha-

racter aud even their virtues more successfully

tlian ourselves. If we seek to investigate them,

we find the research all too cold and too metho-

dical, to accord with the tone of our feelings

;

and, like the poet w'ho wished to sing of the

Atrides and of Cadmus, the chords of our hearts

respond only of love.

So it is with those who have harboured an

early affection for the arciiitccture of their

native land. Strongly as I appreciate the in-

trinsic beauty of the monuments of classic

antiquity, anil the merits of very many works

of the Kevival, I should doubt whether it u’ere

possible for any unsophisticated youth, before

studying their architecture as a science, to

entertain towards its productions in this country,

any feelings bordering upon real affection. He
may see in them much to admire,—much to

lead him to study the art which Las produced
them

;
and this study will, no doubt, often

kindle those warmer feelings which ripen into

love; but this is a very different feeling from

that deep and filial affection which many a

youth, untaught in art, but gifted by nature

with a perception of its beauties, has enter-

tained from his tendcrest years towards the old

churches 'of his neighbourhood, and which has

impelled him to walk from village to village,

not only under the balmy influences of summer,
but along muddy roads or snowy paths

;
and

with glowing heart but shivering hand, to

sketch the Immble porch, the unaspiring steeple,

and the mutilated though venerable monument,
with feelings of indescribable delight.

It is this instinctive affection which it is so

difficult to reason upon, and to which cold in-

vestigation seems so uncongenial
;

yet most
pleasant it is, iu after life, to find ever uew proof

that our early feelings have not been misplaced;
tliat those once callous warm up wheu they are

led to examine
;
that those who, strange to say,

disliked the architecture of their forefathers,

arc uow forced to admit some of its beauties;

that the style, once despised, has become
gradually appreciated, aud its study become the
favourite pursuit of thousands, every county
ha\'mg its society organised to promote it

;
that

ill every country in which it once flourished

(Italy herself not excepted), the same revived
feeling towards it has arisen; aud, finally, that

this distinguished academy has stamped it as

er^ually classic with the architecture of the an-

cient world, and admitted it to an equal place

iu the instructions offered to her students.

Having found it impracticable, from previous
cngiigements, to give, as had beeu kindly sug-

gested to me, a short course of lectures during
this season, I propose, on the present occasion,

to limit myself to some introductoi'y remarks on
the study of Medieval architectm-e, Avliicli I

trust, with the kind permission of ihe council,

to follow up next year by one or two further

lectures, both upon its original productions, and
upon the bearing of the study of them upon

‘ Read OQ Monday, March 10th.

our own practice aud the architecture of the

future.

I will commence by considering the different

claims which Pointed architecture has upon our

study.

The more carefully we examine into the sub-

ject, the stronger and the more numerous do

we find these claims to be. To a casual

observer, the interest we feel in the subject

may appear to be the result of local prejudice,

or of arbitrary choice, and our Medimval styles

may seem to have no greater claim upon us than

those of a hundred other periods or countries.

The fact, however, is the very reverse, and that

Pointed architecture is marked out from among
others in the most signal aud remarkable

manner, I will briefly point out some of the

circumstances which thus especially single it

out.

In tracing the histoiy of civilization, we can-

not fail to perceive that, from the earliest ages

to the present, it has followed one, not unbroken,

yet connected stream, and, though branches have

struck off iu different directions, it has ever had
one main channel which at each period repre-

sents the central mass of civilization
;

this

stream, passing now through this country and

uow through that, but its place being nearly

always so marked as to leave no doubt as to

where, iu each succeeding age, the main seat of

civilization is to be found. Art has iu regular

successiou followed in the same course,—the

main channel of cirilizatiou aud art having been

the same, though each possessing its minor

branches.

The earliest seats of mental culture were the

great valleys of Egypt and Mesopotamia. There,

too, were the cradles of primitive art. The less

enduring materials of the eastern valley have

deprived us of the remains of its earlier archi-

tecture, but the imperishable ruins of Egypt
will tell till earth’s closing day liow mighty was

her primievai civilization.

Persia seems to have succeeded to Egypt and

Assyria as well in art as iu domiiiiou
;
but long

before her political power had been overthrown,

the stream of mental power had been trans-

ferred to Greece, whose arts and knowledge,

partly indigenous aud partly derived from Egypt
and Assyria, so infinitely excelled all which had

preceded them, that we are apt , and with reason,

to view both as the only genuine art and civili-

zation of the ancient world.

Rome, succeeding Greece in external power,

bon-owed both her arts and literature, but,

throughout her whole career, was as subordinate

to her in these as she was predominant in power

;

and when that great catastrophe occurred which
crushed to dust the mighty fabric of Roman
domination, it was again in Greece that civiliza-

tion and art flowed on, aud it was thence that

those friendly streams proceeded which enabled

the Gothic conquerors of Rome to reconstruct

what they had destroyed, and, among the debris

of ancient art aud knowledge, to sow the seeds

and to foster the growth of tliat richer and
mightier civilization which distinguishes the

modern from the ancient world.

In all its earlier stages, the growth of civiliza*

tiou in the modern, as in the ancient, world
was marked by corresponding changes iu its

architecture. Every age had its architectural

style distinctly and strongly marked, a style

which, though counectiiig itself unmistakeably
with the long chain of ancient art, that,

I

though rudely broken iu the West, had been
continuous in the Eastern empire, was never-

j

theless so distinct from any former link in that

j

chain as clearly to mark a new dynasty in

j

human affairs, and to show that the stream

I

which bad passed successively through Egypt,
Assyria, Persia, Greece, aud Rome, was now
making wide aud deep its channel among those

Gothic nations whose progenitors had been
viewed as the enemies of art and knowledge

;

and that the seat of art was henceforth to be
established among those vigorous races which
had destroyed that of the ancient world.

My object iu going over this well-beaten

path is to draw your attention to three very

I

marked primet facie claims which Gothic archi-

,

tccturc has upon our study. 1. That, though
we are iu the habit of coiisiuering it antiquated,

it is in fact the architecture of the modern as

;

distinguished from the ancient world, — that
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just as the architecture of the earlier half of the

world’s history culminated in that of Greece,

which must ever be viewed as its_ most per-

fcct and most glorious representative, so did

the indigenous architecture of the newer world

reach its c Iminating point in the thirteenth

and fourteenth centuries among the nations of

Western Europe—the depositories of a new
civilization. Secondly, that it is the architec-

ture of the Germanic nations, through whose

land the main stream of civilization now runs,

as of old it did through Egypt, Greece, and

Rome
;
and, thirdly, that it is the latest original

style of architecture which the civilized world

has produced; that the chain of architectural

styles, commenciug in Egypt, and passing on in

continuous course through Assyria, Persia,

Greece, Rome, and Byzantium, and thence

taken up by the infant nations of modern

Europe, and by them prolonged through suc-

cessive ages of continuous progress, terminated

in the style which wo are treating of, and has

never since produced another link of its own.

As, then, the architecture of Egy]^t claims

our respect as the earliest link hi the history of

architecture, so are our own ]\rcdi£cval styles

especially marked out from all others as being

its latest creation. That continuous stream of

indigenous art which from the earliest ages of

the world had unceasingly flowed onwards,

—

now through this country, and now through

that
;
now smoothly flowing on through a deep

and copious chanucl,uow choked up with rocks,

or spreading itself sluggishly, unhealthily,

through marshes and morasses, but ever pro-

gressing, seemed at the end of the period yve arc

speaking of to turn back upon its course, and,

instead of creating as heretofore ever new
beauties of its own, to content itself with re-

producing those of bygone periods
;
instead of

illustrating, as it were, the collateral stream of

civilization which flowed on so mighty by its

side—it accompanied it by images of that of an

older yvorld—of another family of nations—of

another religion
;
and since then, though civili-

zation has roUed on in a continuous course, it

has failed to produce auy style of architecture

of its own.
Mediffival architecture, then, is distinguished

from all other styles as being the last link of

the mighty chain which had stretched, uubroken
through nearly 4,000 years,—the glorious

termination of the history of original and

genuine architecture.

The next claim to which I will direct your

attention, is, that our style is par excellence

Christian architecture.

This is a claim which it is so much the

fashion of the day to dispute, and even to

deride, that it demands somewhat careful investi-

gation. Many who have no hesitation in using

the terms Mahomedan, Hindoo, or Buddhist

architecture, aud who do not, in the least, deny

the influence of the various religions of the

ancients upon their modes of building, see

nothing but fauaticisra in attributing any sucil

influence to Christianity; or if they ^o not

deny this influence they view Pointed architec-

ture as the special property of the Roman
church (though Rome herself boasts of having

scarcely admitted it within her walls), and find

no style to symbolize their Protestantism but
that derived from the heathenism of the ancient

world, and whose more recent type is to be

found in the great metropolitan church of

modern Rome.
Other more reasoning persons object that, as

Christianity, in its purest ages, adopted a modi-

fied form of the ancient Roman style, and bent

it to their uses, tiie Roman style became by that

f

moccss a hona-Jide Christian architecture
;

aud,

urtlier, argue that Pointed architecture, having

derived some of its forms from the Saracenic,

has thereby lost its title to beiug considered a

purely Christiau style.

To meet these objections, it is necessary to

' explain what we mean by Christian archi-

I tecture.

There can be no doubt that )\eai'ly all forms
' of architecture have taken their rise in the

temple, whose form and character have been
regulated by tbe religion for w'hich it was
created. Prom tbc temple it has diffused itself

throughout all classes of buildiugs, carrying

with it, in a certain degree, the feeling it’ liad

already acquired. No one will deny this of the

Egyptian, the Greek, or the Saracenic ;
and, so

inconsistent are people on such questions, that

the very persons who would laugh at the term
“ Christian architecture,” will almost, in the

same breath, object to tbc use of our style for

secular buildings, on the ground that it will

make them look like churches !

Now, what wc claim for Pointed architectiire

is, not that it is the only Christian style which

has arisen, or is likely to arise, but that it has

been more entirely developed under the influence

of the Christian religion, and more thoroughly

carries out its tone and sentiment than any other

style. It is not exclusively, but, par eminence,

Christian. The early Christians naturally

adopted the style which was ready-made to their

hands. That this style, as they found it, was

essentially Pagan, it would he absurd to deny,

but it was the only one they knew
;
aud, care-

fully avoiding the types of Pagan temples, they

adopted one of its secular forms, and wholly

adapted it to their uses. The buildings thus

produced were unmistakably Cliristian, but it

would be absurd to say so of tlieir style. This

being nearly identical with that of their heathen

predecessors, it needed a long course of re-

moulding before it could justly be predicated of

it that it was a Christian style,—a style gene-
' rated under the mfluence of Christian customs,

to fullll Christian requirements, aud to harmo-

nise fully with the sentiments of the religion of

those who made use of it.

The earliest sl^dc wliich may fairly be called

Christiau was the Byzantine. In the East no

sudden revolution had affected art or civilization,

but “the Greek empire, founded at the moment
when Christianity became the established re-

ligion, went on quietly adapting its arts and

institutions to its new religion. Art having

already degenerated under the later Pagan

emperors, aud difficulties both from without

and from within gradually weakening aud under-

mining the power of the state, it was natural

that the changing style should not have that

full scope which would have been afforded^ it

had the purifying influences of Christianity

accjuircd full sway during the Augustan age.

Painting, sculpture, and architectural carving

had lamentably fallen off before they were trans-

ferred from the heathen temple to the Christian

cliurcb, aud even the more mccliaiiical features

of Roman architectnre had departed widely from

their original purity of form. The task pre-

scribed to the new religion was not to take the

highest form of Pagan art as it had existed

under Pericles or Augustus, and to mould it to

its own uses and its own purer and holier senti-

ments : what slie had to deal witli was a mere

wreck of its former self : all its early simplicity

destroyed, its vigour enervated, its magic in-

stinct for beauty gone, its artists fast falling

back into barbarism ;
and that not the savage-

ness of early but untutored art, but the effete

aud nciweless hcartlcssness of a race whose

glory had departed. It was this lifeless body

which Christianity had to awaken to new energy,

—this dull and spiritless lump out of which she

had to mould her future arts, and that at a time

when the western half of the empire was about

to be crushed to powder by the mighty storm of

northern barbarism, and tire eastern portion

itself weakened by gradual decay and by the in-

cursions of the Goths, Huns, Persians, &c. and

eventually by the tremendous inundation of the

followers of Mahomet. That such a glorious

result as Byzantine architecture should have

been produced out of materials so lifeless, and

through tbe agency of a decaying nation, speaks

volumes for tbe power of religion over art.

Let us turn, however, to the Western Em-
pire. There the case is still stronger. With

the same decayed aud lifeless art as their

nucleus, the people of Christian Rome had the

additional disadvantage caused by the removal

of the seat of government, and with it of the

seat of art, to Constantinople ;
nevertheless,

their first efforts were so successful, that though,

in the words of Thomas Hope, “The architec-

ture of the heathen Romans, in its deteriora-

tion, followed so regular a course, that that whicli

most nearly preceded the conversion of its rulers

to Christianity is also the worst ;”—ahe same

author tells us that the early Christian build-

ings, “ from their simplicity, the distinctness,

the magnificence, the harmony of their com-
ponent parts, had a grandeur which we seek in

vain in the complicated architecture of modern
churches.”

What course art would have taken Lad the

Roman empire continued, it is impossible to

judge. It was destined to share the fate of the

empire itself, and to be utterly overwhelmed by

that mighty deluge which severs the ancient

from the modern world ;
so that its Christianiza-

tion, instead of being gradual and progressive,

as in the East, became a complete reconstruction

by the successors of those who bad destroyed it,

though aided in their work by the friendly hands

of those who, in tlie Eastern empire, had kept

alight the lamp of civilization. The architecture

of the West, therefore, instead of being a mere
translation of the old style from Pagan to

' Christian uses and expression, was a new crea-

tion, formed, it is true, out of the ancient
^ debris, but, nevertheless, originated, carried on,

' and perfected by Christiau nations, aud for

Christian uses, and may, consequently, be said,

i even in a stronger sense than that of Byzantium,

.

to be a distinct Christian style; aud 1 suppose
' none would doubt that its culminating nuiut,

i

and that to which all its progress tendud, was
the Pointed archil ecture of the thirteenth aud

fourteenth centuries.

An argument against its claim to the title has

been founded on the theory that the Pointed

arch, which is in some respects the culminating

I feature of the style, was not developed sponta-

neously by our Christian forefathers, but learned

!
by them from the Saracens. As well may it be

' attempted to sever Grecian architecture from

the niytliology and traditions of the Greeks,

merely because some of its details may Qud their

prototypes in Egypt or Assyria ; or to disconnect

the native architecture of India from their reli-

gion because its first inspiration seems traceable

to the Eireworsbippers of Ancient Persia ! Even
Saracenic architecture itself was an emanation

from that of Christian Greece, so that if we are

indebted to it for the Pointed arch (a question

which I will not now attempt to investigate),

she oulv paid back to the religion from whicli

she liad borrowed. No one, liowever, can study

the tendencies of the late Romanesque without

seeing that the Pointed arch was becoming every

day more necessary to the development of the

germ which it contained. The gradually increas-

ing predominance of the veilical over the

horizontal
;

the increase in the height of

pillars and jambs demanding a proportionate

addition to the arch; the necessities of groined

vaulting over oblong spaces
;

and a hun-
dred other evidences, proved the Pointed
arcli to be the inevitable result of the already

attained developments, and often had it,

almost unconsciously, appeared in intersecting

arcades. If its systematic adoption can with

certainty be traced to the suggestive architec-

ture of the East, surely this does not un-

cLristianize the already Christian architecture

of the soldiers of the Cross, who brought the

idea home, among the spoils won from their

unbelieving foes ! Is it not rather in the spirit

of our religion to receive tribute and homage
from all the nations of tbe earth ? And if it

may be said of the Christian Clmvch, that—
“ Kastern Java there

Kneels witli the native of tlie farthest west

;

And Q'llhiopia spreads abroad the huod,
And worships.”

It is equally reasonable to expect of her mate-

rial temples, that

—

” The looms of Orinus, and the mines of Ind,
And Java’s spiuy groves, pay tribute there."

The character of a style of art docs not de-

pend upon the mere material from which it has

been fabricated, but upon the sentiments with

which it lias been developed. Were not this the

ease, all styles, excepting, perhaps, those in China

•in’.l Central America, with a few others still

more obscure, would be more or less eoirnected

with the religion of Egypt, or of Nineveh;

whereas, in fact, every race up to the sixteenth

cenlury, had so moulcied the original materials

upon which its arts have been founded, as to

render them expressive, in a great degree, of

their own sentiments, and especially of their

own religion
;
aud more strongly than in any

other was it so with our own forefathers, when
developing the latest of all styles of genuine
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architecture, and forming it to liarmonise with

the sentiment of our holy religion.

The iHst of the historical cljiims of Pointed

architecture to which I will call your attention

is, that it is the native architecture of our

own country, and that of our own forefathers.

Here, again, I must define my meaning for

the sake of meeting a class of objectors who
delight to attach a false and exaggerated meau-

iug to an expression.

I do not, then, mean that Pointed archilec-

ture belongs to us in any different sense from

that in which it belongs lo France or Ger-

many : 1 do not mean to revive the claims of

our country to its origination, nor to assert

in its behalf any pre-eminent share in its

development. All 1 mean to urge is the simple

fact that, by whatever members of our family

of nations it was shared, it was, nevertheless,

the architecture of our own country, just as

much English as we are ourselves, as indigenous

to our country as are our vvild-llowers, our

family names, our customs, or our political

constitution.

In England, as in France and Germany, the

same Roiaaiiesque architectnre bad (with local

varieties) grown up with the new civilization:

as it perfected itself it showed in each the same
tendencies and the same yearnings, which
Pointed architecture could alone satisfy. If it

were so, that these were at length met by sug-

gestions from the East, it was our forefathers

who fought there side by side witli those of our
neigliboms; and the lessons learned and the
trophies won were common property. It is pos-
sible that France was more rapid in making use
of them, and it is certain tliat Germany was the
most tardy in doing so

; but iu each the result

bad long been aimed at ; iu each it was the
iiaturul consequence of what had already been
attaiued, and was therefore not the property of
one, but the common inheritance of all; and each
having attained it, carried it on and developed
it iu her own way

;
thus making it iu every

sense her own.
I am, however, only urging this as a claim

which our old architecture has upon our own
Study. If we investigate the architecture of
Egypt, of Persia, or of the East, we find that it

tolls of races with whom we have no national or
personal sympathy. If we go to the classic
.shores of Ureece, though tliere we should be
viewing the work of a race whose arts and
literature are, more than those of any other
)eople, the property of the world, we iieverthe-

ess fail to find anything to connect them iu any
special sense with ourselves. If we transfer our
i-esearches from Greece to Rome, though we
now view tlie vestiges of that mighty nature
whose world-wide sway stretched its iron
sceptre over our own land, and though we find
auiong them the germ of the arcuated architec-
ture whicli forms the nucleus of our own styles,
they are still severed from us by so wide a gulf
that, were it not for the modern revival of their
style, lhey would appear perfectlv alien to our
race and climate. All these studies must be
followed up in distant laiuls, excepting only
those few fragments of Roman work scattercii
here and tliere iu our own and neighbouring
lands, the evidences of universal empire, the
footsteps mid symbols of ancient servitude. How
dillereut is the study of Gothic architecture !

Its origiual exemplars arc at our own doors;
the very churches peihaiis iu which from our
infancy we have worshipped

;
the monuments

of our owu forefathers
;
the works of raeu bear-

lug our own names, whose armorial badges we
are still proud to use

;
wbo spoke, in its pristine

form, our own laugmage; who sat in our own
parliaments, w’ere lords of still existing manors,
louuders of still surviving charities, men who
fought the battles of which we are still proud,
and laid the foundations of our liberties and of
all those institutions which render the name of
England illustrious among the nations of the
earth. Sui'cly the architecture which grew up
among men so nearly allied to us has a pre-
eminent claim upon our attention.*

collection of drawiogs by Leonardo
da \inci has been ojtaiiie.l for the Louvre, at the cost
of 1,400/.

* Tu be continued.

MICHELANGELO’S "DAVID,” AT
BROMPTON.

The great attractinn for artists and art critics

in the coming Exhibition at Brompton will be

a cast of Michelangelo’s celebrated statue of

David, the original marble of which stands in

the Piazza in front of the Palazzo Vecchio, at

Florence.

For this grand acquisition to our national collec-

tions, we are indibied to the Kiug of Sardinia, who,

in a spirit worthy of a kindly piitron of the arts, pre-

sented the cast to the English GoverDme .t, as a

memento of our alliance and his visit to London.

The history of tliis statue is as remarkable as its

excellence is wonderful, and shows how genius and '

perseverance, when comoined, can overcome even the
^

greatest difficulties.
j

When Soderini was made Gonfaloniere of the

Republic of Florence, Michelangelo, then in Rome,

'

retiirucd to IloreDce, in order that he, in common i

with other Iloreutiue sculptors, might enjoy the

liberally brstowed pairnnage of Soderini. On his

arrival, Michelangelo made an earoest aopcal for a

;

certain huge block of marble, which had been em-

[

bossed, or rough hewn, for a gigantic statue by
Fiesole, but which had lain in it< iucnmplete state for

many years, regarded as spoilt for a large figure, and .

too fine a piece of stone to be cut into small pieces.

The Goufalouiere had intended to present the stone to
''

Leouaido da Vinci, but, at the time of Miclielaugclu’s

application, was preparing it as a present to a cele-

brated Florentine sculptor, Sansovino. The block

was, however, given to Michelangelo, who determined
to make a single statue out of it,—an undertaking

w'hich, from the hacked condition of the marble, no
one else would attempt.

Ttie difficulties to he surmounted were of the roost

perplexing character, for the previous embossing liad

so destroyed the original capabilities of the piece,

that no figure in violent action, or with extended
limbs, could be wrought from it, and it was much
feared that other pieces of marble would have to be

joined to it before any w’ork of character could be
produced. Instrad of resorting to this expedient,

Michelangelo adapted his design to the dimensions of
the block, which he obtuined by care'ul measurement,
and having iu his usual manner received the siicrament
before cumiuencing the design, he modelled a small
statuette iu wax,* of David as the youthful shepherd .

buy, preparing to sling the stone at his giaut opponent.
This design was so exactly calculated to the diraen

- ''

sious of the marble block, that on the shoulders and

'

toes of the large statue may yet be discerned the
|

rough marks of his predecessor’s chisel, and which i

Michelangelo was too scrupulous to erase, for fear .of!

risking the minute proponions of bis own gigantic
w'ork. His devotion to the task of transforming this!
disshapen mass to his owu exquisite design was
entire, permitting no one to see the work during pro-

'

gression
;
and it is of the head of this statue the tule

!

is told, that upon having completed it, even to his
jown ideal, he struck the marble with his mallet, and

cxcbiimcd, “ Now speak 1 for I know you cm.”
To say little of the excellencies of this mighty per-

formance would be to do it an injustice, and to say
much would be folly. The perfect expression ot

youth iu every feature and limb, in so gigantic a
figure, is a triumph of art, whilst the deep cuttings
aud apparent exaggerations of a work intended to be
seen at a distance, cannot in a single feature be de-
tected on the closest and most minute inspection.

Vasari’s own remarks upon it are, perhaps, sliuhtly
influenced by his intimate friendship with Mieiitd-
aogelo and admir.ition of bis genius, hut inav, never-
theless, be here appropriately given:—

“ The Work fully comfiletcd, Michelangelo gave it

to view
;
and truly may we affirni that this statue sur-

passes all others, whether ancient or modern, Greek

:

or Latin : neither the Marfono at Rome, the Tiber
and the Nile in the Bdvidete, nor the giants of
Monte CavaJlo, can be compared with it, to such per-
fection of beauty and excellence did our artist bring
this work. The outline of the lower limbs is most,
beautiful. The cofinection of each limb witli the
trunk is faultless, and the spirit of the whole form is

divine : never since has there been produced so fine
an altitude, so perfect a grace, such beauty of head.
^ee^ and hands : every part is I'cplcte with eiedlence

;

nor is so much harmony and admirable art to be
found in any other work. He that has seen this,
therefore, need not care to see any produflion besides,
whetlicr of our own times or those preecdinf ir.”

The eyes, mouth, and toes are so minutely elabo-
rated that, though a nude figure, it may be called

,
®°®tornical studies for this figure were

exhibited some time ago at Marlborough House and arenow added to the Museum of Science and Art. The careful
rendering of each muscle and tendon, in these wax models
shows how minutely Michelangelo studied every rteiuii
before he attempted to commit hia deaigu to the marble
a lesson not to be thrown away
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the foundution and masterpiece of the “natural”
school of sculpture; these, as well as other details,

but these especially being direct trauseripts from
nature.

The height of the figure is 16 feet G inches. It

came to England in five pieces,—the trunk, legs,

bead, trad two arms. The legs were slightly shaken,
eilher in the journey or during the unpacking, so that

it was feared they would not support the enormous
: weight of the trunk and head. It became necessary,

therefore, to add a large iron support to the inside of

:
each leg; and this necessitated the moulding of the

ilegs, in order that the outliue of the figure might not
in any degree suffer from the mending and fi ling in

of the grooves cut for the insertion of the supports.

So large a portion of the figure having been moulded,
Mr. Bruciani completed a mould of the whole, and
thus an accident has proved a boon, for we shall now
hope to see casts of this graud work in the Crystal

Palace, and other such institutions. Portions of the

figure, such as the mask, bauds, and feel, will also be

of valuable assistance in schools of art, as well as

private studios.

So great is the enthusiasm aroused by this cast

(the first ever made in plaster, only one liaving been
c ist in bronze), that applications have been made for

permission to make copies of it in Parian and terra

cotta,— an enterprising terra-cotta manufacturer
having offered to try the experimeut of burning it in

one piece, which, if accomplished, would he almost as

wonderlul as the circumstance its origiual pro-

duction.

THE SCENERY IN “RICHARD II.” AT THE
PRINCESS’S THEATRE.

Scarcely has the curtain fallen upon the crossed

and wayward loves of Heniiia and LysanJer, Deme-
trius and Helena;— scarcely has the last burst of

laughter died away, as Bottom, the weaver, perpetrates

his crowning drollery by his hard and ditlieiiU death
;

the city of Theseus, restored, yet rears its temples

aud its palaces in our fresh remembrance;—Puck
still seems to plague us with his mischief, the

fairy-train of Oberon and Titania, to weave their

mazy dauces upon the moonlit greensward, or make
the woods re-echo to their wild and supcrliuman

chorus ;—and the last notes of the creations of the

gifted Mendelssohn yet linger upon our charmed
sense, when again the curtain rises, and yet another

revival from the works of our great dramatist, iu ail

respects cqualliug, iu some, perhaps, oiitrivaliing its

predecessors, is presented be'dre us by the enter-

prising aud indefatigable manager of the Princess’s

Theatre.

We have followed Mr. Kean to the capital of

Assyrian Ninus
; have trod with Macbeth the wilds of

Scotland and visited its pre-Norman fortresses
;
have

seen the eighth Henry in his voluptuous court, and
studied in his palaces the magnificence of the last period

of the Gothic style; havetlience transferred ourselves

to Sicily, and, iu the picture of Doric Syracuse,

second to Athens only iu arts aud luxurj', contem-
plated a portraiture of the architecture, costume, and
domestic raauuers of the Greeks never before

attempted upon any stage; and lastly, in the revival

immediately preceding the present, obtained a ulauce,

though but transient, of the Athenian capit'd itself.

And now the scene is once again in merry England;

—

the subject, (he three last years of the short aud
disastrous reign of King Richard 11. the d..te from
1396 to 1399, when the Decorated style was merging
into the Perpendicular, and when a semi-baibarous,

semi-civilised taste in dress and equipment, symbolical

of the state of society at the time, gave the oppor-
tunity for a display of military aud heraldic gorgeous-
uess never before excelled, if equalled.

This opportunity has not been neglected. The
pct formancc of “ Richard II.” has not hitherto been
marked by any very great success. The abseuce of

what is called “plot,” has proved in general a want
of that popular elemeut without which mere dialogue,

however poetii al and beautiful, has fdled to secure

public jratronage
;
hut the happy idea in Mr. Kean’s

various revivals, of investing narrative w ith all the illu-

sion which scenery, costume, and circumstauce, in the

Strictest accordauce with historical tradiiion and anti-

quarian sanction, could confer, has, in addition to the

surpassing merit of the plays tliemselves, called forth an
amount of appreciation from the public, which seems
to indicate that the one thing wanting has been sup-

plied. In the present instance, every available autho-

rity has been consulted, to identify scenes, actors, and
circumstances witli whom and wliafc they represent,

and it is only where actual warranty fails, that in-

ventiou has been called in to supply the deficiency,

and in such case every precaution taken not to exceed
or diminish aught that might be deemed essential to

the semblance of truth. From the beardless aud
juvenile-looking monarch, as described by the Monk
of Evesham, aud whose exact resemblance to his con-
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veutional portraits may be recogoised at a glance,

down to the lowest menial in his train, every detail

has been scrupulously observed^ ,to stamp the period

>witli reality.

In the openins scene of the Council Chamber m
Westminster Palace, and the following one in the

palace of the Duke of Lancaster, two styles of mterual

decoration are presented
;
the latter being of the thir-

teenth century, the former of Richard’s own period. A

-ceiling, whose* beams and panels are highly ornamented

and polychroinatised,—walls hung with tapestry, em-

bellished with the kneeling and chained hart, the pod of

the plantagemsta, the rosemary-hianch, and the letter

R,—a throne, the satin canopy of which is embroidered

with the same devices, and an inclosui’e of stalls for

the Privy Council, constitute the leading features of

the first.* An air of agreeable simplicity cbai-actcrizes

the latter in its equilateral arched stone ceiling, of

low spring ;
the ribs of which are ornamented with

the dog-tooth and other mouldings picked out iu

colours ;
its small stained glass window at the further

end
;
the nicely drawn door and ornament that

encircles it, and the sideboard with its accessories.

A very remarkable scene is that of the death of

John of Gaunt, in Ely House. It occurs in an old

baronial apartment of unexceptionable form, into which

a subdued light is thrown from a bay window. The

walls are covered with paintings, elaborately and

minutely executed, of passages in the lives of St.

Edmund (Richard’s patron samt)and St.Eremund,from

an illuminated manuscript in the British Museum.

The fitful light from the expiring embers of the

ample-lioodcd chimney illumines the costly hangings

.and coverlid of the couch upon which time-honoured

Lancaster recliues
;
and the warning words that fall

from his lips assume a doubly prophetic significance

ii'om the solemn air that pervades the whole apart-

ment. The painting of this scene is highly creditable

to Mr. Lloyd.

Of the architectural rcsloralious, perhaps bt.

Stephen’s Chapel, painted by Mr. Dayes, presents the

greatest amount of elaborate pauclling and tracery,

albeit, the chapel itselt;, seen through the arched

entrance, is but faiutly delineated. Pounded by

Stephen, the chapel was rebuilt iu the reign of

Edward II. between 1320 aud 1352, and until its

destniction by fire, in 1834, to which time, from the

reign of Ik’nry 111 it served for the House of

Commons, was considered, as all our readers know, a

fine specimen of Decorated. Drawn iu angular per-

spective, aud seen through the arches the lore-

cround. it makes a very beautiful and eflcclive scene.

Westminster Hall forms another elaborate interior;

the fourteenth century, new in effect, and very well

painted by Mr. Cmhbert. Two counUy scenes o'

great beauty, and n representation ol Mil'ord Haven,

with Pembroke Castle restored, and the fli-ot lying at

anchor that conveyed Richard back to England, as

copied from the Melrical History in ihe
_

British

Museum, form an agreeable relief to the architectural

substantialities; one of these is a charming landscape,

with practical bridge, showing llie hand ot Mr. Grieve

himseP, under whose able direction the whole has

been done.

In the scene of the Lists near Coventry, the artifice

employed with such success in the Hall of Sardana-

palus |aiid the Baiiqucting-room of Henry VHI. for

procuring indefinite length by angular position as

regards the stage, is resorted to with complete succ'-ss.

Por the aid aud authority of Mr. Salvin and Mr.

Godwin, in the architectural restorations of this play,

and for the antiquarian knowledire of Mr. Henry

Shaw and Mr. George Scharf, Mr. Kean teuders his

acknowledgments in the play-bill.

The subject of costume we dare not here touch

upon
;

suffice it to say, that the French metrical

history of the deposition of “ King Richard II. h

furnished much authority in its illuminated pages,

addition to various other manuscripts, and the works

of Strutt, Jleyrick, Pairholt, aud Shaw.

As regards Mr. Kean’s conception of the part of

the king, there seems to be but one opinion,-— that of

unqualified praise. The various phases iu his event-

ful career of absolute and imperious authority, sur-

prise, rage, hope, despair, all receive their full value

at h's hands; all have their exact weight assigned

them in his balance of the whole.

Not less meritorious in her degree, is Mrs. Kean,

who in the little she has to do as his queen, throws a

depth of feeling, an intensity of grief, into the part,

that raises the character into animpoitance it has

not hitherto enjoyed. Aud if our proTince were to

speak of acting, Mr. Ryder and hir. Walter Lacy

would certainly come in for a full share of praise.

A. F. A.

NATIONAL INSTITUTION OF FINE ARTS,

AT THE PORTLAND GALLERY.

Tkn years have elapsed since certain adventurous

and self-dependent artists resolved to aff.ird them-

selves and others more extended opportunity of be-

coming known and appreciated according to their

particular merits, by the somewhat haz.irJons expe-

riment of allowing all w'ho chose to contribute to the

Westminster Hall fo’rms another elaborate interior, I

expenses and fonnaliou of a Fine Ait exhibition, a

the fine roof of which would be seen to still greater fair proportion of the most favourable positions,

advantage were the gallery erected for the spectators of
j
irrespective of professional precedence. For a season

Richard’sabdicationalittlelowcr.andoflesssize. The i

qj. the result was necessarily a heterogeneous

hall was materially changed in the latter years of the
j

combination of the good, bad, aud indifferent
;
but

rcigu of that unfortunate king, when the walls were
, sufficiently encouraging fur its originators to perse-

heightened aud the present tine roof constructed. It
|

ycre, and by a little judicious rcstricliou and modi-

is not a little singular that the first use made of the fication of first intentions, gradually attain success,

building should have been for the deposition of the 1 Although the advantages offered by this institution

monarch who restored it. Acting on the evidence,
' arc palpable enough to invite new-comers, it still de-

docuincntary and otherwise, that remains of the use vokes on the nucleus of its members to support its

is forcible and real-looking. (31) “ Bolinghroke’s

Entry into London,” F. Cowie, has many good

points. (34) ” Dutch Tankard and Fruit,” W. Duf-

field, is so closely imitated as to be worthy of G. Lam-e.

(50) '‘Rochester trom Strood.” E,_C. WiRiams, with

(265) "Unloading a Collier—Night Seme,^ lias-

line's,” and others, proclaim facility of cxecuiion. us

wefras knowledge. (51) “ A Bye-way among the

Hills,” F. W. lluline, is delightfully fresh and true.

(99) " River Llngwy, North Wales.” by the same,

appeals at once to the attention. (06) llayiTuiking

in Switzerland, Lausanne,” by II. Moore, looks painted

on the spot, and is a very clever performance, in which

cveryincidentismostfaithfuUytraDscribed. (70) "A
Mountain Mirror,” G. Pettitt, a lake reflecting the

surrounding scenery, has been elaborately siudied.

(87) "The Mountain Stream,” W. UnderhiU. is a

pleasing agroupmeiit of rustic figures. (109) " West-

minster Abbey ” (Henry the Third’s Tomb), Hairy

Williams, is cleverly painted. (120) “ The Painter s

Studio,” J.D. Wingfield, is a repetition of asuccess'ul

picture, only deteriorated by its want of novelty.

(246) “The Merry, Merry Jlonth of May,” J. S.

Raven, looks rather chill and bare, vet wears wiihal

the aspect of probability. (281) W ith no title, but

to which some lines are appended, is really a tran-

5cri])t of one of those little islands met with in a row

up the Tbames (well known to aquarian pic-nic

parties), poetically imbued with the declining

light of a siuinncr's evening, by G. A. W’lliiams, and

pleasantly contrasts with (404)
" "Winter Sunset,

by the same. (315j “ Interior, Accrington, Lanca-

shire.” There is always something admirably quaint

aud pleasing in Mr. D. Pasmore’s works, hut in iMs

case he has produced a perfect little gem. (39o)

"Morning Light on the Hills,” is by A. Gilbert,

another Williams—and as this asserts—not 'be least

clever of tbe number. (50) " A Family Group, D. B.

Willis, consisting of two goats and a kid, is carefully,

but somewhat timidly executed. Amongst oilier

taking pictures, will be found (25) "Tbe Scarecrow,

P.R. Morris; (09) “ Returning from tbe Uouveu-

ticle,” II. Stacy Marks (a capital impersonation of

char’acter); (79)
" A Rugged Path,” C. Dukes ; (276)

“ Crossing tbe Stones,” J. Dearie; (307) " The Taming

of the Sbrew,” ^W. M. Eglcy
;

(321) " Jlodcrn Miu-

strelsy,” Rossiter
; (373)

" Morning lo a Gleu, R. S.

Bond
; (439) " In the New Forest,” H. Moore

;

(446) "Salmon audTrout,” H. L.Rolfe; (448) ‘Cot-

tage Interior,” J. B. Burgess ;
aud lastly, we would

meulioii, having nearly overlooked it, (231) "Ashford

Mill, Derbyshire,” A. Fraser.

uocuincniary auu omuiiviov, i.uai. xiimmuo v..,-

of colours on roofs and walls during Richard’s reign,

polychromy is introduced, though but sparingly.

The scene, however, that will be last forgotten in

this list of revivals, is a street scene iu old London,

where the crowd have assembled to welcome Boling-

broke and insult their fallen monarch. A block of

picturesque, half-timbered houses, stands obliquely in

the centre of tbe stage, from which streets ruu to

two separate vanishing points. The varied designs of

these houses, all adorned wdlh tapestry and hang-

ings, from which festoons hang from side to side

of the streets, aud whose windows are crowded with

gaily-attired spectators,—the motley crowd iu tbe

street below, dressed in every variety of costume of the

period,—the feats of jugglers, jesters, and " itinerant

fools,” the shouts of merriment from the mob, and

the enlivening sounds of a real peal of bells, form the

most exciting tableau of the piece.

One more interior, and of a different character to

the others, should not be overlooked : the dungeon at

Pomfret Castle, a Nurmau crypt with tbe vaulting

carefully made out.

Two otlicr i-estoralions of great merit deserve

consideration : the cxlerior of Flint Castle, and the

Traitor’s Gate at the Tower of London. The first of

these, iu exact accordimcc with the type of the Welsh

castles, is excellently painted, and has an extra air of

substantiality given to it by the raising of an actual

portcullis aud lowering of the drawbridge by which

the unfortunate Richard throws himself upon the

mercy of his rival. The second shows the internal

elevation of the tower formerly called "St. Thomas s,”

but. fr'ora the w'atcr entrance beneath it, through which

State prisoner's were brought, known better by its

present name. It is nicely painted by Mr. Gordon.

In the Duke of York’s garden at Langley, adapted

from the JIS. of the Roman d'Alexandre, in the

Bodleian libi’iiry, we have a specimen of the style of

character.
.

Mr. R. S. Lauder, R.S.A., is almost singular in

historic aud dramatic compositions. Mr. Lander has

gone to bis old source for inspiration, and seems to

cling tenaciously and gratefully to the works of Sir

\Valter Scott, perhaps because they are associated

with early triumphs. (132) "Meg Merriiies and

the Dying Smuggler,” proves how sympathetically

he can emhodv the author’s meaning. In the (286)

Death of Arthur, duke of Bretagne,” those qualities

for which he is renowned are still more conspicuous:

whatmuch Falcoiihridge lacks iu character is made

up fur by pathos in demeanour, aud one forgets to look

for finish where the desired impres^ioa is conveyed

so powerfully.

The chief component of the present collection is

essentially landscape, and the most atiractive reali-

zations emanate from the tMlIiams family, whose

industi'y is only equalled by their ability of turning

it to the best account. (44) " On tbe \Velsh Hills”

has furnished Mr. A. \V. 'Williams a theme to dilate

upon most glowingly—" The shower passed, a gleam

of sun makes nature doubly joyous.”

It would be difficult to exiccd tliis in rich local

colour, and truthful effect; every pass^ige suggests

conscientious sludy of Nature and an intuitive per-

ception of its most beautiful phases. The same re-

marks would apply to (343) " A Tranquil Eve,” and

(466) " Haymaking.” Mr. S. R. Percy also delights

in the grandeur of Welsh hills (82), “In the Vale of

Ffestiniog;” but, investing them with a distinct efl’ect,

leaves them cold, massive, and uninfluenced by atraos-

pberic medium . He, like his brother, is an eaiucst

student of all he represents, and has marvellous dex-

terity of inauipulnt on
;
hut iu this very fine picture,

so well composed and drawn, the preponderance of

slaty greys is not agreeable to the eye. (21) In the

Highlands,” C. Leslie, surely one of the same family,

THE MODEL OF WHEN’S FIRST DESIGN
FUR ST. PAUL’S.

The Architectural Association have addressed a

memorial to the Dean and Chapter of St. Pauls

Cathedral, on the present condition of the model of

W’rcn’s first design for St. Paul s Cathedral, i’hc

writers say :

—

“ The fact of its Leing the work of that great man

would alone entitle it to the reverent coubideralion of all

architects; hut when, in addition to tMs, the nuidel is

admitted to be a work of eitruordnmry beauty, and that

it remuined to the last the favourite design ol bjr Christo-

nber Wreu himself (he himself desiring the model to be

perfectly preserved), Dotwilhstanding the numerous works

of beuutv afterwards produced by bis hand; no archi-

tect can see it gradually droppinp to decay wiibout teelings

of extreme regret, or without protesting, iii the name ot

the art which gave it existence, against the neglect which

has allowed it for so many years to be threatened with

total ruin.”

They further suggest that the position of the model

in tbe room in which it is exhibited is not favourable

for inspection.

THE MIDDLE TEMl^LE LIBRARY.

The new library which is to be erected for the

Society of tbe Mi*ddle Temple, from the desipi of

Mr. H. R. Abrahnm. wiU be 85 feet long, 42 feet

wide, and 62 feet high to the underside of the ridge.

Beueath, wiR be class-rooms aud rooms lor the

benchers. The building is Gothic of the Perpendicular

period in slvlc. There will be an oriel window^ at the

end next Garden-court, aud a large traccned Pointed

window in the end, which will be seen from New-

court. There n ill he a louvre aud spiret on the roo .

The new library will be connected with the old ball

by means of a new turret to be added to the laltei

,

wdth a flight of stairs which externally wil take the

shape of a flying buttress. The library will have au

open timber roof.

St IIkli-n’s Cemetery.— The burial beard has

acceptea tbe tender of Mr. John M.Jdl, hurst St.

Helen’s for the erection of tbe three chaj.els aud two

lodges, Lt the sum of 3,286/. 14s. 3d., aud that ct

Mr. Edwin Knight, Manchester, fur the earthwork,

road-makiug, drainage, &c. at tlm sum of 2,286/.

Mr. Batry of Liverpool is the architect.



THE SECOND PRIZE DESIGN EOI
THE MEMORIAL CHURCH AT CON
STANTINOPLE.
The author of this desi^ claiios to liav

attempted to secure the object which the coa:
mittee had in view by making his desisu avow
ediy monumental. He considered, therefore
that a fine simple chapel without aisles was th
mpst suitable form to adopt

;
and though th

witlth of his church is considerable when judgei
by our English ideas, it is below that of a largi

number of continental examples. In his meraoi
Mr. Street strougly argued against the iinpro
priety and absurdity of taking a cathedral as thi

t^'pe for the proposed church, which ough
rather to be considered as a chapel for thi
English residents in Constantinople than as tin
church of a future bishop. He considered, alsr
that the church should distinctly proclaim it
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English origin, and not be an imitation of foreigi
lildings to such an extent as to render it difii

bui— ..w ULL t>3 LU icuucr lU lUU
cult to distinguish it from a building devoted t

the use of Italians or others. He looked, there
fore, to Italian buildings only for the best mode
of securing his church against the beat of th
climate. Ihesc he found to be, generally, ver
few and small windows placed at great heigli
from the floor, groined roofs, and external clois
ters or porches. Besides this, in Constant!
nople it is the custom to have large blinds ii

front of the windows, The windows in tli

design are therefore arranged with outer au(
inner traceries, and so narrow is the light am
so high from the floor that the sun would neve
have fallen upon the people occupying the seat
on the floor of the church. There was a passag'
round the walls also at the base of the windows
to allow of blinds of lattice-work being put ui
and taken down if it were found necessary. Th!
spaces between the buttresses were converte(
into a small cloister, which would protect th
doors from the suu and keep the walls cool
No one who has not been in a hot climate know,
how intolerable a large amount of ^Tindow is ii

such a city as Constantinople, and in this case
as figures and subjects were expressly forbidden
it^ was useless to think of filling the window;
with stained glass sufficiently rich in colour t(
subdue the liglit.

It was proposed to bufld the walls of rubble
stone or the neighbourhood, covered occasionally
with stone of other colours. The use of marble
was intended to be mainly reserved for the
intenor. As the native workmen are incompe-
tent to execute any hut the simplest work, it

was felt to be a great point that there should
only be as much simplicity but as much

similarity as possible. The groining, therefore,
though of large dimensions, was of the simplest
character, and similar throughout. Eollowino-
the example of architects in similar climates°
the mouldings were all to be very simple.
The designs for pulpit, font, stalls, altar, and

teredos, sent with the design, were not included
in the estimate of 20,000/. but were proposed
by the committee as the objects of future dona-
tions, by way of memorials. The committee
gave no instructions as to monuments, &c.

:

uo
place was specially provided for what in England
are rapidly being expelled from our churches

;

but it was thought that the external cloisters
would afford all the space which would be
required for this purpose.

EEFERENCES.
A. Half plan at level of windo^ws.
Ii. Half plan at level of cloisters.

C. Sacristy.

D. Organ chamber.

figures, and that another disc should encircle that with
an illuminated set of while figures, the consequence
of which would be, that there ould always be visible
a red aud a white circular spu.. In the day time, of
course, when the circles were exaclly opposite the
figures, they would be visible; but even when not
exactly coincident, the time \vould be equally well-
ascertained, as the relative position of the hands on a
blank face is pretty well known by habit of obser-
vation : indeed, if one might analyze the action
of the miud’s eye, on looking at a watch, it is only
the ends of the hands that are required. The only
objection to the plan that has been suggested is the
amount of power required to turn the discs. I contend
that if they were made of sheet copper, and travelled
in a rebated joint, the power required would be less
than for the large hands now ia use, and the power
of the wind w'ould be at zero. In this plan the
instant the spots are visible the time would be known
in all the present plans an illuminated clock is seen
long before you can ascertaiu the time.

W. H. Buiteefield.

P.S. The white spot might be the minute, the red
the hour.

AUT TREASURES’ EXHIBITION BUILDHn
MANCHESTER.

The decoration of the Manchester Exhibit
,

building 18 now being proceeded with. The cen
nave is being executed by Mr. Grace, and the s
gallenes are being done under his direction, but b
Manchester firm.

All the principal constructive features in the cen
nave, such as the columns and main girders are o
pale bronze, relieved slightly with gold. The wt
are a deep but subdued tone of red, finished at f

by an ornamental frieze. The main arches of 1

roof are of pale bronze, the rivets being gilt a
the thickness relieved with gilt pater®, the lillio-^
between the fl.iuges of the arched ribs being painted
red scroll or fret work alternately, on a vellum groui
The ground of the ceiling is a warm grev, the purlii
being vellum colour, relieved with red :* gilding is I
sparingly introduced. In the side galleries, the wa
are oliye-greeu, finished with a frieze on a red grour
ihc ceilings here correspond in general tone of coic
with that of the grand nave.

ILLVitriNAl'ED CLOCKS.
I BEG to remind you that it is now more than two

years since I suggested that the face of illuminated
clocks should consist of concentric discs. In ray plan
1 did away with the necessity of hands altogether.My pro[josition was, that the centre disc should be
hxed that a concentric disc, with a circular openin'^
should cneu-cle it over an Ulnniinated red set of

CONGRESS TO SELTLE THE PRINCIPLES
OF GOTHIC.

All architects, I think, agree (hat one of the causes"
of the beauty of the Gothic architecture of the thir-
teenth century was the unanimity of the Freemasons
as regards the principles of Gothic, and one of the
great defects of the present day is, that every archi-
tect has his own principles. Now the only way to
arrive at unanimity is for architects to form themselves-
into a society after the following plan. Let U3 request
them to convene a meeting in some spacious hall in
London, and request the attendance of all architects
of England, elect a president, and proceed to work by
holding daily meetings and discussing the various
principles, and thereby come to some general under-
standing, and frame rules and principles fur the system
of Gothic architecture to bo juirsued. I doubt not
that the Freemasons settled their priD(rii)les by a
similar system in the thirtecuth century. They must
have done something of the sort. I do (rust we
shall see again a regular system of principles kid
down, and then we shall have some chauce of seeing as-

finebuikliiigs as those of tlic Middle Ages. Architects-
of original talent would then have some fixed system,

jand not lose time by giving themselves np to wild 1

speculations about the so-called principles of Gothic J
art, but would be employing their talent to raise a 1
new style suited to the nineteenth century, upon a

Jtrue basis, and the thorough study of jirevious styles;
]

for, as Mr. Sydney Smirkc remarked, a new system will .1

not spring up in a night. Hoping that some such 1
meeting may be conveued, I remain, ’

CilAELES DE VXRE.
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INFLUENCE OF FASHION ON TASTE.

Is the influence of flishion on taste beneficial,

nreiudicial? Does fashion really affect taste at all,

or does taste affect fasliion
? Jaste and fashion are

more frequenily antagonistic than fneudiy. They d

not often row in the same boat, or march in the same

path. They frequently diverge widely apart, yet

sometimes, for brief intervals, they eo^^erge and

while the convergence hists they beneficially affect each

^the^ LTif an? particular species of

fashionable, it is patronised by the

parties of influence, by men '‘“bitio'is o bemg dis

tineiiisbed in peculiar matters of taste, whether

architectural or artistic. Fashion is variable, ever-

changing, and mutable; it moves

less ftiort dies, and recurs at intervals. What is old

thS’ to-day may he quite '^e^/wenty years

hence, and what is quite the rage to-^y is only

some modification of the vraie mode m the time ol

our grandfathers.

These observations apply to architecture, sculpture,

painting, decoraiions, furniture, and the kindred arts,

with quite as much force as to mere sumptuary mat-

ters, modes, aid manners, hut they do not ^PP y

high art, for that is of all time, fndependent of he

petulant changes of mere fashion in taste. Here he

the distinction between art and taste. One is real

and permanent, the other temporary and artificial.

A “ thing of beauty is a joy for ever,” but a thing

of fashion is only considered beautiful while in fashion.

If based on the principles of real art, it will remain

beautiful to all ages
;
but if based on mere fashion-

able taste, its bcaury fades woth the fashion that gave

it birth. From being admired as a thing of beauty,

it becomes odd, quaint, or curious, a mere type of

past tastes, a prized article in the “ old cunosity-

shop”—a gem with the antiquary, hut not an object

of art,—the work of genius challenging adimration

through all times, simple, pure, and true, Pp^ect

its kind. If conceived in the true spmt of art, the ,

stamp of genius is iuefficeable
;

it euduxes through a

hundred' cycles of mere fashionable art and tastes too

fickle to fix a thought which the “world will not

willingly let die.” Architecture moves in cycles : we

live in the midst of revivals, of styles resuscitated

and of blending styles. New combinations of old

parts create a novelty, with nothing new in principle,

but new only in arrangement, with no great range ol

variety in detail; each style being more or less

rigorously confined to its peculiar type of ornamenta-

tion. No one would insert Gothic details in a Conn-

,

tbian building, or introduce Corinthian details into a

Gothic stmclure. Inigo Jones put a “magnificent

portico” to old St. Paul’s: the portico might

have been good in itself, perfect in detail and

proportion, but yet an excrescence on the building

to which applied. Yet these freaks of fancy are

not unusual, especially during the last century.

This curious species of barbariaiiism is not un-

common on the continent any more than in Eng-

land. Many beautiful cathedrals in the south of

France are disfigured internally by the injudicious

application of classic ornamentation. Corinthian

altar-pieces and Ionic organ-lofts do not accord with

elaborate tracery in Gothic churches. They may he

good in themselves, but are incongruous when placed

in forcible and direct contact with groioed vaults and

oriel wiedows. llich specimens of this ruthless

defiance of every rule of art and real taste are com-

mon in France. Narbonne, Capestaog, and Beziers

cathedrals have all been beautified in this fashion,

for it was once the fashion ot the day to improve

Gothic choirs with classic decorations. The fashion

was to introduce raar.y-colourcd marbles, as a direct

contrast to the rich grey of the original time-honoured

stone. Clustered pillars, beautifully moolded arches,

and panels rich in elaborate tracery and diaper, were

ruthlessly cut away, or lined with slabs of variegated

marbles, doubtless beautil'iilly polished, and “adorned
”

with cohunns of a “ severe and classic taste,” which

may be good enough, ger se, but are sadly out of place.

Many heniitiful side chapels, rich in elaborate tiacery,

are spoiled and disfigured by the erection of cumbrous

classic shrines for the Virgin’s throne. Fancy a

Corinthian or Ionic throne in the House of Lords,

with the whole of that end of the building encrusted

•with slabs of veined marble, “ beautifully polished,

and highly wrought,” and the effect of the once

fashionable classic improvements in many of the old

French cathedrals will be fully realised. This slyle

is now happily out of date
;

yet it seems to linger
;

for a recent French w riter, in criticising the Queen s

throne, in the House of Lords, states,—“ 11 symbolise
\

amerveille la royaute constitutionnelle : ilressemhle

a une cage doree and that the whole chamber is

peu monumentaie,” and resembles, in fact, "nos

trhs-beaux inagazins de the I"

The rage for classic restorations or transforma-

tions in Gothic buildings is dead, clean gone, unless

confined to Boetiau churchwardens, in remote places,

„h.Te locomotives never whistle nor penny papers

’”’F™!\,trodncing elassie work into cathedrals, the

t^hev are almost fresh from the improver s hands,

“ r 'yle totally different. You pass under grim

ll'ers and turrets, tbrongh po.ned arches, and

..irin.a into rooms rich with the handicraft of

faiionoble upholsterers, in the taste of the present

dav Old panelling gone to the broUocs ;
old t"P“t'

J

to'lho curiosity-shop; ^

modern stoves ;
mullioned windows richly d'gnr,

by slabs ot plate-glass, aud carved ceilings by plain

“‘“Tim walla covered by flock or satin paper " beam

tifollv panelled " with elaborate

and heighlcncd up with genuine Dutch gold. Heality

abolished to make room for sham.

At -Windsor—royal Windsor—we have the bt.

George’s Hall, Waterloo Gallery, and b^l-room, al

different in fashion, style, and ta.ste. Onr 1 reach

friend before quoted, is enraptured at this hnll-room.

'hc siys; “A de bal, tendue de Upueenee

dee Gobeline, decoree dam le sbjle derersatHes, est

la. plus riche, la plus deliciexse ju tl smt possMe

d'Lagimrr In the style of Versailles 1 md

WlndMr, with St. George’s Chapel; its castellated

walls towers, turrets, and donjon keep !

The old feudal fortress of Aluwick is being restored,

and transformed at the same time
;
and hero comes

the queslion in all its force,—What is the influence of

fashion on^^
,,jji i,eeomo fashionahlo ;

more than one feudal stronghold will

wake of Alnwick: the fitness ot things 'ul be over-

looked, this hybrid fashion of questionable taste pre-

dominate, and restoration become synonymous with

transformation ; they will become nothing more than

“ nn decor, ajuste dans un theatre Gothique.

"Will modem decorators and upholsterers assimi-

late with the sturdy master masons of oMen time

.

Can ancient Aluwick and New Belgravia accord ?

Would the Alhambra and Vatican be harmonious it

united? Can modern “boose decorators be in

unison with ancient masters in the cuuniug cvaT of

castle building ? , ,, r j i *

! Fashion has given rise to deadly feuds between

architects and upholsterers. It rages even now, as

fiercely as the wars of the Roses, or the wars of the

Montasius and Capulets. An architect dcsi^s a

building : no sooner is he ready to lavish his skill and

taste iii the judicious decoration of his rooms and

halls in unison with his general design, thaiiin walks

the uphnUterer, takes forcible possession, and expels

the architect. The architect makes the building, and

designs its proportion ;
hut the upholsterer stalks m

with his high priest,—the “ house decorator, —to

finish it off. without the slightest reference to the

injured feelings of the agonised architect,—whose

work they are conspiring to spoil,—whose skill they

forestall,—the proportion of whose work they

destroy,—and leave to hear the blame of them

blunders.
, . , e

Small rooms arc “ decorated with papers ot pro-

dfeious pattern
;
large ones “ beautifully panelled lu

the French style,” and licked into sh-ape with the

panerer’s paste-brush and shears. The cornice,—

a

grand subject with the “ decorator.”—must he

picked out with gold, and filled in with greeo
;
or

touched wiih silver, aud tinted with blue, delicate

cream or sickly salmon, to say nothing of clear-

colling and flatting. The walls are now ready, and

completely decorated in the highest style of the

latest fiisliioa,—glowing in all Ihe colours of the rain-

bow, for such discrimiuatiug patrons as are fond of

“coifjur,”— or douce and subdued to very baldness, for

such as prefer to gaze ia the placid beauty of “ neutral”

tints. . ,

As soon as the decorator has exhausted the mighty

cunning of his craft, in comes the great man of the

day,—the upholsterer, to “ cry havoc, and let slip the

do^^s of wav;” deadly war to the architect, and a

disguised one to the decorator,—his chosen friend and

' comrade. The architect is spoilt by the skill of the

' detoralor,—and the decorator by the skill of the

upholsterer,—the npholsleret by the mistress of the

jioiise—though I wish to say so soito voce ! And how

is all this slaughter occasioned? "Why thus: the

upholsterer kills, at ooe fell blow, all the laborious

I

m°‘enuity, all the skill and taste, of the most fastidi-

I

ou'sly fa’^hionable decorator, by the introduction of a

\
pestiferous carpet: the blushing glories^ of paper,

I panels, and paste-pot are eclipsed in an instant,—

a

I

thousand rainbows woven into one are condensed on

I that carpet,—the dccoratoris done,— the architect de-

I funct,—they have pirrishcd by a conp-de-carpet. AU

the picking out with gold and filling

are erliiiswi by tbe glowieg briUiance of tie

favouird carpet, and its larp email ^

chair and sofa covers, equally dazzling wilh lie great

Mogul of a carnet,—which converte a lashionablj

Ibcllhhcd room into a " chamber ofA™.' "-^6

art and taste are often done to death by those who

Irv to give them birth, hashioli m lurnitiirc vanes

m'ech -at one time briUlantly polished mahogany, at

anolh’cr dark aud sombre rosewood, tlicn aomolimes

light-toirrd maple. They arc often eelcctvd lor the

fashion ot the furniture, irrespective ol their I'm"? ™
haniiouv wilh the general chai-aclcr or colour ol the

“ hiahly-drcoroted
’’ walls. Too often a huge niusic-

hos, shaped like a coffin, and called, par excellence, a

grand piano, is foisted into a room, ultrrly regardless

of efli ct. And, generally speaking, a grand piano, at

besi, is no beauty, cither in colour, form, m; “«“t»u.

Whatever progress may have been made in the mteinel

parts of pianos, eitcrnelly they remain much the

lame as when first rising into fasli.onable riTute

They are rarclv so constructed as to he oinoineetal m

a room decorated according to the present taste. 1 lure

is much scope for improvement in

nienlation of pianos. They retain their old leatoes

too strongly, and are evidently designed ‘X
"cabinetmakers,’’ and not by artists. Whj should

they not become ornaments to a room, instead of mere

pieces of "toroitnre.’’ They are nearly >'1 «' »“<=

prevailing tvpe. and slick to Ihe same foi-m and pat-

fern aa peVfmacionsly as if designed by Chinese

arlists,—who conserve old patterns in everjihmg.

But who would pay for an arlisticallj-dcs „ned

piano’ Who cares tor a combination ol art and

btaulv in the eiternal ease of a piano ? T ery few it

is to 'be feared. They are treated as mere music-

boxes on a large scale; as mere cases to cover an

ingeniously. coatrived combination ot haiimiers and

whes. Bnl why should they not be so formed as to

please the eye as well as the ear ? Let us hope the

lime is not tar distaat when the case of a piano wiU

be looked upon as a work of art, and so designed
^

to be an elegant and appropriate ornament to a taste-

fully-decorated apartment. Its conspieuous S'“ “

modern room imperatively demands ornamentation m
harmony wilh the general features ot the

decorations; to which at present they violently con-

trast in every particular.

Ladies are generally allowed the pnvilege of select-

ing carpels, chintz, and furnitnre, and exercise a

powerli'l influence in the choice of paper lor docorating

or disguising their rooms. Perhaps naiads has been

to Marlborough House, visited the

horrors,’’ wandered through the deserted ha la ot

Sover’s Symposium at Gore House, or evmn had a

peJp at the growing glories ot the Brompton

boilers,” whereby miladts taste has been hoimleously

refreshed. „ . ,v„

But being dazzled by the hnlhauce of carpets, the

olories ot glazed cliiutz, the beaulica of elegant-

mtterned papers, and diimhloundered by the

' horrors,” miladi is eonfnsed la her ideas, niretakeS'

brilliancy ot colour tor beauty of design, and confounds

simiilicity with baldness. A/i/arfi “ tnsscs about '

from shop to shop, makes inappropriate piirchases.ii

;

semis them homo in triumph,—to meet wilh dis- ,

appolntnicut and vexation on finding what a comical

combination of colours she has jumbled together;

what poor effect is produced
;
how, alter Ml her

trouble her rooms do not look what she expected, or

what they ought to be. Something is still wanted,

although (here is excess of everything—hut taste, iu

vain beautiful table-covers arc purchased
;
elegaully-

bound books, shiniog in gold and morocco scattered on

the table
;
the ehimueypicce crowded with ornaments,

reflected iu splendid glasses: all these efforts fai ;

miladi feels that something is wauling ;
hut, notiwacUy

knowing what that something is, she consdes herself

by sayiu^, “ tke rooms at least are comfortable, aud

so dcxteronslv evades the difficiilty. .

Fashion has much to do with these matters. bome(

tweutv Years ago it was fasliiuuable to have rooms

socra^uined aud charged «iih furniture ot fill kinds

as scarctlv to permit moving m them,—species ot^

furniture ‘ pautccLnicons ! The fashiou changed:’

rooms were stripped bare,—the less the furniture the

greater the fashion ; even pictures were tebooed, and

received the route for other rooms less used for grand

occasions aud state displays. Fashiou mu from one

extreme to another, but let taste stand stock still, or

ignored it altogether, as is too often the case with

fashionable patrons of “ painters or decorators.

\Vheu the Duke of Brentford or Marquis of Cara-

bas shall employ real artists to desigu their furniture

and fittings; when the Duchess of Putney and

Countess of Cri])plegate shall employ able artists,

cunning in the craft of designing chintz, carpets, and

table-covers, really pure in taste, aud veritable y-orks

of art, then will fashion operate beneficially in the

spread of general taste in house decoration.

The bas monde will ever follow the beau monde

.
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I the lower tori thousand tread in the steps of the

“ upper ten thousand.” If once our patricians set the

• example of following sound rules of taste, instead of

I
the whims and fancies of mere fashion, the parvenus

I will eiteiid the practice, and spread a knowledge of

; it to the outride circles : and surely if taken in a

proper spirit, it is just as ea^y to make true taste

' fashionable as false taste. Example is the best pre-

I cept. It onght not to be beneath the notice of a man
of fashion to stiuly the designs of his furniture and

1 imploy ariists for the purpose, instead of leaving

i such matters to the crude skill and uutntored taste of

. mere “ cabiuet-niakers.” In the olden time half-a-

dozen artists or more, each of eminence, did not dis-

; dain to unite their abilities in the production of a

])iecc of furniture,—and wliy should they now ? The
1 cheap and nasty system at present in vogiic cannot
I be expected to elevate taste or produce works of art.
' The best that can be said of the productions of such

a system is that their works are “good enough for

t the money.” Many of the upper class, who are won-
iderfully jiarticular iu the pattern of their cravats, arc

utterly careless as to the designs of their furniture.

They spend thousands in the erection of a house, and
i thousands more to spoil it, by reason of following

3 fashion instead of taste in their attempts to decorate

few observations to make on this serious subject.

The system of apprenticeship is very defective: most
masters keep their apprentices employed in the most
ordinary work : this may answer their prufit very
well, but they seem to forget the conditions required

of them, to teach their apprentices the “art and
mystery ” of their various professions. I respectfully

submit a remedy for this wilful neglect on their part.

If magistrates were empowered to insist on the

masters perfoiming their part of the contract, or
agreemeuf, or, in default, to impose a pecuniary fine,

as a compensation to their injured apprentices, the

emanating from pro''essional men themselves—but
«<?cer i^fore have we wilnc-ssed such a humiliating
instance of the low standard awarded to the profes-
sion by educated laymen (laymen as far as the pro-
fession is concerned) and Gentlemen. It is inatter

for serious reflection—it is food for deep thought, and
a warning cry to us to unite, os we should do, tu stop
the raging of this giant disease. I need not occupy
your space further. As a member of the Institute, I
look lo that body this time to take the initiative : the
provincial architectural societies will render it all the

support possible, and the Loudon Architectural Asso-
result would be productive of much good. But this

:
ciation will he cordial co-operators in the work. The

is not all : I have to regret how much valuable time , time has arrived for something to be done. I, as an
and money are thoughtlessly wasted by the apprentice individual member, feel lowered in the eyes of the
aud young mechanic. Let them resist temfifations, ' public from such occurrences, and soon shall fiud but
and devote their time and means to the acquirement little pleasure even in the name of architecture. It
of what will prove of ultimate benefit to them,

\

is of no use saying this is a solitary instance, or one
“useful knowledge” required in their several pro- only of a few : from my intimate knowledge of scores
fessions aud trades. T, G.

|

of committees in the Midland Counties, I know to

I

the contrary, and architects themselves seem to foster

The Duke of "Weliington having headed a subscrip- the impression scattered abroad. I write, perhaps,

tiou list for the promotion of emigration for the despondingly, but no one will be more ready to be up
unemployed with 1,000^. and various other consider- aud stirring, or work more cheeriully in counter-

able sums having been forthwith added, the fund thus acting the doings of these committees than your art-

. _ . in progress of accumulation has been called the Wcl- loving, hard-working A. R. I. B. A.
matter quite as diflicult to build lington Emigration I'und, aud a committee has been :•'* l

'I-V *
.

b the house itself. Joseph Lockwood,
j

formed, including various influential names, such as ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH—
I

those of Lord Stanley, Mr. Laboucherc, M.P. Mr. S.
! ARCHITECTS.

THE 111111,DTNfi- PT
Herbert, M.P. the Lord Mayor of London, Mr. T.

^

At the ordinary meeting, held on the 23rd idt.

. 3 • 1 • \ r n r I

During (who has contributed 500/.), and others, with Mr. Ashpitel in the chair, a paper bv Mr. J. W. Pap-As I am convmced It is your desire to hold the the Duke of Wellington as cliainiian. The cmigra-
,

worth was read, entitled, “ On Beauty in Architectnro
scales equ illy betw ecu the employer aud the employed,

_

tton, as a mcaus of relieving the distress among the uud its Alliance with the Past.
”

I am induced to trouble you with a few remarks unemployed, will chiefly be directed to those colonies A discussion followed, in which Mr. M. D. Wyatt,
which may contribute most to the fund, and sub-

' Mr. Jennings, Mr. C. C. Nelson, and the chairman
scribers are allowed to specify the colony to which took part.
their subscription is to be applied. Lord Goderich,

' Mr. Fraser, contributing visitor, called the attention
the Rev. P. D. Maurice, and others, are acling on i of the meeting to an article in the newspapers, from
behalf of the working classes for the selection of emi-

[

which it appeared that a suspension-bridge was to be
grants, who will repay the sums advanced on their

^

erected across the ornamental water in Sst. James’s-
hehaJf by instalments, after they have been fairly set park. This he considered would be a very great eye-
a-going iu the colonies.

j

soj-e. tVhere there were high tides or violent currents

—

\

suspension-bridges were most useful (as in the cases
' of the Britannia and Conway bridges)

;
and in France

respecting the present scarcity of employment, par-

(ticiarly among the building classes, which has now
icontiuiied for a long time, and without any immediate
fsigas of improvement. For a long time the average
lyearly earnings of thousands of skilled workmen have
onothing like equalled the pay of a policeman, and that

mot through any fiult of their owo, but entirely occa-

osioned by the scarcity of employment : but I contend,
rsir, the pay of a policeman is no criterion to go bv,
as a good character and the blessing of a sound cou-
islitution are sufficient lo procure him employment.
liHow different is the case of the building classes, who
lin many cases have served an apprenticeship, have

Mr. M. D. Wyatt said, that as his name would
probably be hereafter associated, to some slight extent,

with the bridge referred to, he begged to say publicly

tliat he agreed with the general principle laid down
by Mr. Fraser, and considered that a low bridge on
arches, recalling the Palladian bridge at Wilton,

would hove been a more classic and picturesque object

in St. James’s-park than any suspension-bridge could

possibly be made. When he was applied to by the

late Mr. Rendd the matter was 9.fait accompli. Mr.
Rcndcl’s engineering arrangements were nearly com-

BRISIOL LUNATIC ASkLUM COMPETITION, such bridges were properly employed from motives

The committee, acring according to their state-
!

of economy; but over a quiet lake, as that in St.

^ L . 1 3 ^ .-I
• ment, “with the advice of Mr. Salvin’’ have awarded James’s-park, always at the same level, a suspension-

to purehosc tool,, and cannot Msare an.rilnng l.ko '

j j, totally out ot place, and would by no
constant employment, leaving lUness of themselves -u •

. i j •- V kA, -iU 1

1

* *i. v * r /u

.and family oit of the qncstion ' 7°, f ™

f ‘0 Mf- J- H. Hirst, of Bristol. The
iche building classes is the vile system of contractiug,

<.i, j • !• * 1. .i

.and lettina, and ag.dn sub-lettin/, until suiBcient Hum . 1 d ft,
"™!

t ““"u'
s not allowed to encente work as it ought to be doue, ^f ° T I?' Id t

^ rfn'T
..ui, c* + -u LI- ^ "'ithout even the cold and cost ess courlesv of thunks,md scarcely w th safety to the pubhe. Be ore the

: w, „„d„stand that there were tweuty-sm en contpe-

.rerec7":ri' m7sl"7r efeSuT t‘h° 1 f

!

If foZ.ff srtf‘rt'i7 r

ruchZgff'tim: than efe uT”tS™ w(- n ^.h“Z ”'h‘'' 'T' f" f
eaic.-. tLss i. I J

/ ^Jjgg Jjjg fm-nishing hns been completed, the

n-tnnl n f ‘
It fu’

uc, the man entire cost will probably be about 25,000/. The pay-
^

plrted, aud it was in respect to the precise forms of

„ hruaflf - l)
"* bMf‘

I

meat will be spread over twcuty years.” We havl re- !

all the irouwork that could be made in anywise sub-

‘'a ,? r’
^ as monopoly increased that ceived two very indignant letters. One writer says— I

servient lo the hiws of beaiitv, that his assistance had

’t
' H •

"f I

Brisiol Committee have sent ofl' all the dr^w- been invited,

crpcpivpd in nniN^lpiii WpP rHe/l.t Z,.
permitted even the selected designs

!

Previously to the reading of Mr. Papworth’s paper,

phpIntpMr Hnlfdri^’a’ n n ti' ^ tP
c aseisof having evcn returned the 2ud aud 3id Mr. C. F. Hayward, associate, called attention to the

..Uip j Kegea 's-park,
)

p^ze drawings to the authors of them. Coupling ' dilapidated state of Sir C. W.eu’s model of St. Paul’s

n.h Jh wrsr.i/i v.,,*
^ the selected men are all of

,

Cathedra), with a view to memorialising the authorities

and to place it in a more ad-

Mr. M. D. Wyatt, and Mr.

cvT.,,.,. -wr..,,,., 1 ...- k T / 1 u i.1 T. ‘i
• * t I

ii-jry,i.-u uutiitjeiiiuis wiJi ai any race laKC aua*‘o, biaiuui, t-Auiained that the subject had not

bthelwise lo rcJ,ma the animnt o^^irmr InTery ' “'l?™.
,?'si-Sn*.-

.
Can you not get a osenpea ihe attention and care of the surveyor to the

airanchofthe building line. I could name a branch of
Toy own business where work which as formerly done
ivould have had a day’s labour given to it, I have seen
mone in the present day in less than one-fourth ol that
rime. Of course, it was not worthy to be placed by i

lu every
light' thrown upon the affair ?

tranrh at .

*
< -r- ..A Bristol Man.

COMPETITIONS.

fabric.

Mr. Twining, contributing visitor, then exhibited

some sketches of churches in Bavaria. The lowers,

he stated, were generally surmounted by small

cupolas, iiiodeileJ after that of the cathedral of

1 „ .1 „ f I . .... ., r „
“— •'

,

Moulton, near Spaldiny, Lincolnshire .—Most of
.
Munich, but modified in vai'ious wavs

;
and it ap-

pvpTi in •> Pauomt IT*-
^

^ V
^ 0 pass your readers have, doubtless, seen an advertisement peared to him that these cupolas, though by no means

f flpcifTTi i et

.

ia the of the 7th inst. from the “ Governors” I beauiiful in themselves, harmonised with the rocky

n Hn? vpr? Lv ^‘'wr^^T
woiktuanship

|

of a certain school near Spalding, for plans, &c. for ' outlines of the Bavarian Alps much better than the

tinnTnlninf h f
^

1 I

cUss-room for 150 boys
; spires of the Tvrolese churches assimilated with that

'ZS bv f 7 “ f "\=re
|

(N„. 2), school aud claas-room for 60 bova
.
(Nuf 8) monutaiuous regiou.

1 «nrerl I
,

‘1"?^ “
"“f

m'"’'' to olt.Tatioii of prcsout school-house fur head-nmster aud
!

At the mccliug held on the 9th lust. Professor

mntity is ever, thiD^g, aud quality but little thought rooms for the under-master." The whole cost not tu Rcchcrehes sur la Peinturc en Email dans
"'‘'I £1,200. So far, so good,-but fe.v of your rAutiquite et an Moyeu Age;” M. Didrou, aiud.

1 r'- 1 A ,1 1 . -r , I

— -b/iub, ou guuu,—but fcw of vour I'Antiqiute et au Moyen Age;’ -u. x/iuruu, umc,

!a -ll

^ readers will find fault with the terras up to the present his “ Manuel d’Iconographie Cbreticune, Grecque, et

,!Si ?, 77' £“1 *>“ is " IVo Eatin ;” and Mou. M.'H Durand, “Le Monitcur des
POUNDS ! for the best plan ! ! and one pound ! ! ! for

. Architectes, Joui'oal Indicateiir General et Special, a
the next best I ! 1 ! Such is the burden of the next

|

I’usage des Architectes, Eutrepreneurs, et Construe-
sentence, and a burden that ought to break the camel’s teurs.”
back. The profession have long had indignities

i Mr. Ashpitel read a paper “ On the different

showered down upon them by Cotnpelitiou Com-
1 Theories respecting the Forum at Rome, particularly

mittees—have groaned under the hurdeu
;
but this

;

those of the Commendatore Canina.”
rare insult, one would fancy, would be the one either

j

One of twenty pendants, carved by Mr. W. G.
to break down the sufferer, or to make him discard

, Rogers, for the new Palace of the Sultan, Constanti-
tbe load with one gigantic superhuman efl'ort. We

j

nople, was hung on the walL*
see clearly lo what competition has led : in your pages

,

linglish workman performs more than double the
Tfork the foreigner does iu an equal space of time.
Il If peaceable conduct under privation is any recom-
mendation, surely the Government will adopt every
meauB in their power to counteract the present want
tf employment. Prompt measures are required : the
itise is urgent. Emigration, and a return to the Letter
itcecution of the diffci'ent Lranches of work, appear to
th the only remedy. g

K Reading, with regret, the statement, iu p. 133,
I I 1

* • .

*
, 'r'

, I

” At the next meetinc, to be held on the 23rd, a paper

liOn H,a ,7
1'- some weeks back we saw some instances which be read, “On Furniture, its History and Manufac;iuu lue -L/eciiue oi Sktu m Uperativcs, 1 have a

,

have strengthened the hands of the oppressors—acts
j

tore,” by Mr. J. G. Grace, contributing visitor.
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rwT’fRPLT HI'ILDING NEWS !
in the church, which will contaiu henchcs for 700

CHLRCH-HLlLDliNl^ iNi-vvo
i

peoule. The schools will afford accommodation to

Frampton CottereU ancient parish church ot i

children The entire cost is estimated at

Trampton Cotterell is ahouj; tobe^tahen down.Kbnilt^
' g’Q^Q^

‘
' _£-W._Contracts have been entered into for the

Moss-street United Presbyterian Church. The suc-

cessful candidates, according to the local Comant,

^ere—Builder, Messrs. John Lamb, 1,124/.; car-

penter, Alci. Forsjlh, 731?. ;
slater, J. I’.ndloy, 81?.

, T 1 £^i. -L rr A 7 1 Oo . T,iiimh.ar .Inn

It should be some consolation to us poor clerks of

works to find that the writer flings his inuendos at

gentlemen of his own profession for their lack of

discrimination, &c.
;

although I think he fails to

make out his case, as very few architects would fail to

discover the shortcomings, or roguery, or whatever

else he may term it, of a clerk of works, until his

delinquency was made apparent in a court of law.

I will pass over his " regret that a superior class of
iicu.ci,

plumber John men do not qualify themselves,” and, in conclusion,
plasterer, Jo^ph

» J
•

’exclusive of the I will boldly assert that the position of a clerk of works

_ i.„ii nLiirnh. which is iu thc ' iu carrying out his duties is attended with difficulties

d as " One who
fit to do.

and enlarged, at the cost of one of the joint patrons of

the rectory.
. ,

3lacclesJieUl—k rich stained glass window has re-

cently heen put up in Christ Church, from the designs

of Mr. A. Bell, and e.xecutcd by Messrs. Pilkington,

of St. Helen’s.

Little The church here has been

lately re-openef, after having been restored. The
i J— The church, which is iu the ' in carrying out .

west end, which previnus to the restoration was of
,

^ from a design by the Messrs. Reid,
j

enough, without being publicly assailed

lath and planter, has been pulled down and rebuilt,
| architects, is about 60 feet long by 42 feet speaks from experience has thought fij

with a bcU-turret and angle buttress^ of rubble flint-
j

and the side walls ax-e to be 26 feet

work, and Bath stone (U-essings. Ihc interior
Xhc tower, which is on the cast end fronting

been entirely reseated, with open benches, and a new
^ fp go feet high, with corner tiurets

and crockets, &c.

STRAW-TIIATCIIING UNDER THE BUILD-
ING ACT.

The Crystal Palace Cornpany erected a building witbin

5 feet of the public way, without giving notice to the dis-

trict surveyor of Penge (Mr. Rash), in area, 61 feet by 32

feet, and iuteuUed to be used as a store-house for rough

ice. Its roof was covered with straw-thatching, and its

doar-frames were placed flush with the external faces of

the walls. Upon discovery by the district surveyor, he

gave legal notice to the Clerk of the Works of Irregularity

fn the said items of roof and door-frames, requinug that

llie roof should be covered with incombustible material, and
inch and a half; it being a

screen, pulpit, and rcadiug-desk have been erected, all

of English oak. The floor has been relaid, with

Minton’s red, black, and buff tiles._ The roof has

been covered with old plun tiles, in lieu of thc thatch

previously existing, and a bai’ge-board and cross of

oak have been added at thc east end. The whole cost

of the various works, including architect’s commis-

sion, has been 2S0/. Aboiu 40/. are still wanted : this,

however, it is expected will be given by the authori-

ties of King’s College, Cambridge, the patrons of the

living, who it is also cxpecied will put the chancel in

a state to accord with thc rest of the church. The

works have been executed by Jlr. Betts, of Ston-

raarket, builder. Thc architect was Mr. Edwiu G.

Pennington, of London.

Moseley {Biriningham). — On Jloseley-common,

and occupying a situation on the south side of Bir-

mingham, very similar to that which Oscott College

occupies ou the north, stands Spring Hill College, an

institution for training ministers in connection with

the lodependcut body. The old building beiug very

inconveoient for eoUegiate purposes, a fund for the

erection of a new one was started in 1840, and at the

close of 1856 this fund amounted to 12,985/.

Twenty-two acres of land on Moselcy-common form

the site for the new college. The building was begun

early in 1854, and a formal opening wiU take place

in June next; but tbe professors and students have
.

already tak-m possession. The style of the building
j

by Mr. James Haywood, jup. of Derby, and published in

p ii- T> *
t J .•„! o I your number of the 28th ult. with contempt, but as a very

13 of the Decorated period: three sides of a 9*'aa-

^

rangle arc occupied by it, and in the ceutre ot the
, attack, and at the same time be useful in cautiouiug

south front is a hattloinented tower, 78 feet in height, 1
buUdersin such matters, I have to state that Mr James

flmkea by b bdl turret, carried 14 Teot bigler. In . H“2;5fto''“m[™lV°hTi“Bwork for'i,7ff’raSio"to°f
this tower is the principal entrance to the building.

|

discount of li per cent. ;
also a tender to the Local Board,

A Lovee of Pair Play.

Another correspondent writes:—

“‘Ono who speaks from experience,’ says that two-

thirds of the clerks of works consist of men who are too

lazy to work manually at their trade : they prefer (natu-

raUy enough), superior pay, position, freedom of action,

and builders’ gratuities. As regards their being too lazy

to work at their own trades, I know nothing, but this I

know,—they must not be lazy to please an architect ;
and

as regards superior pay, they surely will never leave their

trade, expecting better pay from an architect : if they do,

they will be wofuUy mistaken. Talk about three guineas

per week, indeed ! I should think that jobs where clerks

of works get three guineas per week are like ‘angels'

visits.' Uow many are they who do not get thirty shil-

lings per week ? but then there is the position, which of

course is very enticing, that is, being placed between the

architect and the proprietor, so that if aoythiug is wrong,

be may get all Ihe blame, and, as before stated, screen the

the door-frames set back an inch and a half; it being a
gj-ci^itect.

* * * If clerks of works must be
warehouse building. Upon non-cqmpliiince with the

, ^ honUt, let architects give them a salary to sustain

notice, information of such non-compliance was laid before
, position, and keep themselves respectable, and above

the magislrates at Croydon, on the 13th March
;
and the

clerk of works being in attendance, the ease was then

lieurd. Tbe decision was, that as straw-thatching was the

best covering for an ice-house, and as double doors were
required in the walls, the building wus to remain without

alteration

!

The decision is manifestly an illegal one
;
inasmuch

as the Building Act does not place any power in the

justices to dispense with the rules of construction con-

tained in the Act, their duties being merely administra-

tive. Moreover, the building, though an ice-house uow,

may be something else another day.

TUNSTALL NEW COVERED MARKET.
I SHOULD have treated the charge brought against d

position, ;

suspicion. “ Ojie who speaks candidly.

BUILDERS’ BILLS.

WOOD V. KIRG.

Tins case, tried in the Greenwich County Court on

thc lllh inst. before hir. J. Pilt Taylor, appeared to

cause some excitement. It bad been previously beard

and twice adjourned.

The plaintiff was a builder on Blackheath-hill, and
claimed the balance of account, 11. 123. 6d. from the de-

fendant, an artist of the same place, for work and interior

fittings to his shop-window. From the original estimate

given by plaintiff to defendant, alterations had been made,

at the request of the defendant, which increased the

account above the contract, and which formed the subject

of action. At the last hearing the plaintiff' called, as a wit-

ness, Mr. Banks, surveyor ofLewisham, to prove the vidua

of the work done j
but as the defendant, under advice,

would not admit Mr. Banks to measure the work, he

could only make his calculation from a drawing that had

been given him by plaintiff, and upon that he made the

Above tbe main cntraoce rise in succession three RS he hirnseir states, to ‘‘ supply and fir ’’ the ironwork
j

B
l,y plaintiff. On.

large bay rriedows, for the lighting respeclively of
[X’noth.” ‘iSUriTm’ ‘-3 ^

band, Mr. Badger had h.e„,.red th, ob

council-room, museum, and laboratory. To the west anj fixed,”
-

. ''4
I
the other band, Mr. Badger

aeiiverea
; prerr.ises for the defendnut, and contended that 4/. 163.

!
was a sufficient charge for the work in question, instead of

----- » w . m. . . 1 r .1 1 » - on non that charffed bv the pluintiff, whose bill was 8i. lOs. -Id.

large moulded windows ot stamed glass. Over the t.“Ld

I

the adioapaed meetiaj:. Mr. B.«k. said he had now

tracery of these is a P'crced parapet, surmouetea by
n,.,at necessarily be reqairedinfiaiag a roof of aach eiteat,

' thttaaarea rae i

. , a. a a c -.-a
"'h that “ no

;

” e'-
^ b

j ^ i„tc,d of
of the tower is the library. It is lighted by four amount is inehided for soalfoldme,' nop was any discount

^ Jtaraed by the plaintiO', whoso hilfwas 81. 10s. -Id.
' ’ " The inlernsl area of the market IS Ze 000, the adjoined meetio;. Mr. Backs said he had now

eet and a considerable quanWy of seaffolding
| enclosures ofthe windows in question, and

. - , . a ‘ , 1 .1 —c-.---—IhtdyberequiredinfiamgarooiofBucheitent. .pQ^rjjgpjaiiiog
four carved pinnacles. Immediately beyond tbe whwh Mr. James Haywood, jun. not only expected me to

qq ^lau could get a livine at 94. a foot, which had.

library, and forming tbe west angle, is the warden’s
,

furnish him gratuitously, but also to pay him the precise
, ^ asserted by Mr. Badger to be a sufficient charge.

1. 1 4

°
J- 4V., rvf

amount for the ironwork which I am to receive_for it.
_

| Banks) had upon the drawing only on the last
bouse, flanked by an octagon turret, on tbe summit of

^

which is a water-tank for tlieuseof tbe establishment.

To the east of the tower is the dining-hall, with whole of tlie correspondi
vnu Will he enaninrt to ii

noiuie. nauacu oy un ucingou luhcu, ou lu.
‘

I

^

I did not keep copies of my letters to Mr, Haywood at
j

— v™;
c'arcul^t'ion "of is: pcr"foot: but now be

which is a water-tankfor tlieuseof the estabbshment. theoufset of tbe negotiation, but 1 transnnt to you the
inspecting the work and dissecting it, he hadhad been inspecting the work t— .

made his present estimate instead of the plaintiff's charge

of SI. 10s. id. to come to tho amount of lOL IBs. Id. In
examination, the witness said that the framing (which

Mr. Badger contended was made from IJiu. deal) was

0 ray possession, from which

T", “.V " you will he enabled* to judge whether the attack does not
lecture-rooms over it, and beyond these the ^'^rions head, as I deem it ‘‘most unfair

residence. The wings are two-storied, and have tran- conduct,” when he was in treaty with another builder and

somed windows. At the end of cacll wing is a turret,
' niysell (end probably otters also) to submit any tender

, ^;„X“t£ed‘'f“o‘m 1* hird^at"

intended to carry a bell. The eatrancchall is paved
a'’le^rp'^ic.°tt.A b“” oq'erto'me"

j

.
0.»

“'ilS.’';*.

with encaustic tiles. A corrMov window immediately M'ith the correspondence I also enclose my own detailed

fronting the entrance-hall is to be filled with staiued estimate for the ironwork
;

a letter from Mr. Robinson,

glase. .Uoag thc north side of the priocipal bnilding Jl”f„Tk\rr”wi;?ch c?at7:. [reS
my estimate. Robebt Chapman.

[With this, the correspondence must terminate, so far

IS we are concernedL

its present state it measured 1 in. fth, and l-16th of

I inoh in the frame.
The Judge pointed out that the defendant's surveyor

had asserted that he had divided and measured tbe panels

separately—the framework at one price and the panels at

another, and then took an average, and called it J framing,

by which means he had arrived at his charge of 0d. a foot,

whereas Mr. Banks contended that it was 1^ inch moulded
framing, worth Is. 2d. afoot.
Evidence having been given on both sides, the Judge,m

auraroing up, said he could not see how the work brought

before him could be made out of IJiucb stiUf, unlessithad

very thick; and he believed it to have been made
" • ’ — ight have been thin of the

-irtger’s measurement and
upon a large scale, m tbe JSlizabctban style. “1^“-“ “l’v'w“sv, .a p.„ prices, and give a vorficl for ihe plaintiff for

It is to be ornamentefl with what a coutemporary calls sh.ill be glad it 1 nave beeu anticipated by some full amount, with costs of seven witnesses and attorney,

“ a spiral steeple ” placed at its centre, The altar is more able than myself in protesting against his

to be elevated with three steps to approach it, and to sweeping assertion, that the majority of clerks of

have in it, or attached to it, a baptismal font. :
works are such worthless individuals as he describes.

i/rfr/?oo/.—The Wesleyans here propose to erect I ashamed to say that I have 'worked

three or four new chapels, on a large scale, with manually, and did not leave it from being too lazy so

mas a corridor, with pointed arches. The wii _
appropriated to the students, the studies being ou thc

first-floor, and the dormitories overhead. There is at

present accommodation for thirty-six students, but

this can be doubled. Jlr. Joseph Janies, of Loudon,

is the architect
;
Mr, G. Myers, of London, the con-

tractor
;
and .Mr. 11. Beeson clerk of the work

TESTIMONIALS TO CLERKS OE MORKS
I SHOULD be sorry for the remarks that appeared

Bangor.—7. Wesitvan cliurcli is bring constructed in yonr number for March 7th (p, 134), from “ One from H inch which probubly miehl 1

iu Bangor upon a large scale, in the Eiizibctlian style, "'t" *8“^ from espenence to pass without notice,
;

prices, .7 give a voldk

PORTLAND CEMENT FRONTS.

Your correspondent “ Rustic,” has opened up a

auigh. ovoakke ...VO — ,
subject of great importance to architects, builders,

Bcho'ols'’attac'bcd"in n7obb”u’rh7aasa*/presmrwaulii'i[ to do, but beiug desirous to better my position' (and and thc public. That many ot tho Portland cements

such accommodation. About 15,000?. have already "Iio is there, I would ask, who ought not to aspire to
|

now in use dry off in colours as numerous as the

heeu subscribed; but 20,000?. is the sum wanted. It go forward by all honourable means?), by dintofitints of Ihe rainbow,- experience is coutinnaUy

is proposed to erect one chapel in Grove-street
;

study aud perseverance I have succeeded to some proving, and it has bei^e an evil of such magni-

another in Prince’s-park
;

to enlarge the one in Stan- extent.
_

tude that, unless some Re1

hope-street; and to refit and decorate thc one in Pitt-
1

*'One who speaks from experience reasons

street, increasing its capacity, and impronng its illogically in speaking of testimonials. Surely every

appearanf'C. The building cummittee are commencing pravtival architect would form a tolerably correct

forlliwith tfi rpaliQP tlipir obiprts estimate of onv man’s character aud abilities before he

Mr.R.Hopwood, of Rockcliffe House, 'would give him a wiitten certificate. The writer

Blackburn, and his sister, Miss Hopwood, says thc seems to think that a certificate as to character is

/•> 7- .. . ._ .. ._ .1 J.- _ -J _ nlvt iiiioJ -IQ cniDP ‘‘ ti/-l.-pfo nf IpflA'p ” arp irrnnfpil fnrFresto7i Guardian, have undertaken thc erection of a obtained as some “ tickets of leave are granted, for

church and schools in Nova Scotia, at their own little assumed good conduct.

expense. Church accommodation has long been I proud to say that I have had written testimo-

reqiiired in the locality iu question. A large nuinher ninls,— ay, and handed to me too,- from gentlemen

of plans were submitted for inspection, and those of whom I have acted for several years past, and

Messrs. Taylor and Foggett, of Blackburn, were I think each successive expression of opinion adds

adopted as the most suitable. There will be no gallery weight to that which preceded it.

tude that, unless some ftethod be adopted to check

it, a highly valuable material will be disused for

the purpose of facing buildings. The course I would

suggest to prevent future failures (I fear " Rustic
”

has DO satisfactory remedy) is to ask the favour of

your publishing in the Builder the names of those

manufacturers whose Portland cement can be relied

on for facing purposes, aud I have no doubt there are

many gentlemen who would be glad to give this lu-

formiition, and whose names would be a guarantee for

truthfulness. I am aware I shall be tuld that the

cement is not to blame, but the mode of mixing,—the

sand,—that different makers’ cenienls have been used

I

on the same works, and so forth
;

but, as far as my
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own experience goes, I (leD7 all this, and believe that
the fault is iu the manufacture of the cement. If

you would lend your powerful aid in this cause, you
would, I think, have the thanks of many others besides

your subscriber.

—

'W.
*** We cannot undertake to carry out the request

:

but we insert the letter, as a suggestion to manufac-
turers who prepare a really good cement, that they
may use their own means to make the fact known.

In answer to the article in the Builder, p. 156,
respecting the defective colour of the Portland
cement front referred to, I would recommend
colouring the fi'oiit twice with Portland cement
colouring. Calculate the quantity, and mix the
cement well : dry first, as I have found, when
opening casks of Portland, the cement of different
shades. I am sure, if the above be attended to, it will
lanswer the purpose, and not diy in different shades :

it will also form an additional hard casing. I also
beg to recommend to any that may stucco the front

,

of a building with Portland cement First calculate
the quantity of cement required, and then mix the
^Iiole of the cement diy, in a large trough formed of
hoards temporarily for that purpose, and under cover

;

then mix the quantity of washed sand required, and
all of one colour : mix the whole up, sand and cement,
w<ll together : the plasterer can then take any quan-
tity to mix with water as he may require.

—

A Clerk.
OF Works.

167
much to be desired, and the author rightly urges such
legislation as might effect this. Land is increasing in
worth. Estates now ranging in value from twenty-
live to thirty years’ purchase, will eventually realize,
our author suggests, from thirty-five to forty years’
purchase, and seeing that, do what wc will, we cannot
add an acre to England while the supply of gold is
daily becoming greater, we should not hesitate (o
endorse his opinion.

JSoohii liccctbcti.

Examples of Ancient Domestic Architecture. By
Francis T. Dollman, Architect. Part II. London:
6, Albert-street, Regent’s-park : Bell and Daldy.

I’liE present number of Mr. Dollmau’s work is dc-
iroted to the Hospital of St. Cross, near Winchester,
iinj cqutaius ten plates, carefully di-awn and engraved,
ncluding,^ with plans, the gatehouse, the refectory,
:.he dwellings, the ambulatory, &c. The examples
ire of a practically useful rharacter.

Further Improvements bt Mr. Bessemer
IN the Ikon Manufacture.— Mr. H. Bessemer
has just filed specifications of two patents for further
improvements, which are thus described in the
Mechanics’ Magazine. “By the process of puddling,’’
says Mr. Bessemer, “ the iron is found to be more or
less injured by the gaseous matters thus brought iu
contact with it, while the consumption of coal adds
greatly to the cost of the process. The object of the
first of his new inventions is to render malleable
either the crude molten iron obtained from the smelt-
ing furnace, or remclted pig or refined iron, in part
by the process of puddling (or by a process pro-
ducing a similar effect), and in part by foicing into
and among the particles of such fluid iron, jets of air,

or of some other gaseous matter containing suificieut
oxygen to raise the temperature of the metal, so fur
as to admit of the puddling or other analogous pro-
cess being carried on without the use of any fuel, or
any other heat than is obtained by the introduction
of oxygen or hydrogen into the metal. The second
of his new inventions consists in obtaining crude or
grey pig iron, hard while iron, or .steel, and malleable
iron, direct from carbonaceous iron ores, or from any
mixtures of carbonaceous ores with oxides or other
ores of iron, by the application thereto of a blast of
hot or cold air, or steam, or of any other gaseous
matter containing oxygen or hydrogen, and without
requiring any fuel except such as is evolved from the
said ores of iron, and from the gaseous matters forced

Landed Fropertg ; its Sale, Purchase, Improvement,o. , ly . i-i-i Kiiiic, L aiviuise, improvement, Horticultural Society, Chiswick and
and general Management. By Francis Cross, Regent Street.—Some important changes have

. Architect. London : Simpkin and Marsliall. I 857
’ been introduced amongst the Society’s regulations.

jIr. Cross s book, to which wc have already briefly
illudcd, is addressed rather to those who own, or dc-
cire to own, land than to (he profession. His main
I'bject is to aid the former in arriving at a notion of
:lic value of land, and the points to be attended to in
,baking purchases. The management and improve-
nent of a landed estate arc treated of, and incidentally
iioiuts on which legislation is required arc discussed,
n the eniTeavour to make the treatise “light ” for
be general reader, Mr. Cross adopts a style which,
1 some miuds, serves to throw a doubt on ihc
oundness of the information so conveyed. We must
iud a little fault with him, (00

,
for going out uf bis

j;ayto discourage the preservation of our national
ifltiquitics,— those footmarks of past times wliich
)fford food for thought, enlarge the mind, and nouiish
le heart.

‘I
Antiquaries.” lie says, " are alarmed at the manner in

chich aKncultunats of the present day disregard all his-
ancal associations m carrying on their work of imnrove-
.lent. AUiting wilhiu Iho sound of ' Bow bells,' we are
'

3t sentimental ’ enough to puzzle ourselves with debate-Me matter like the Cromlech, or altar stone and the
:»gRD, or rocking stone. To speak the truth, the growing

I a luxuriant crop of wheat where once stood the Druidicai
imple IS einmenlly characteristic of the genius ai.d pro-
^'ess of the nineteenth century. Our sympathy does not
nerelore, extend to a writer iu a new.spaper (March 1856)'
>ho deeply regrets to learn that the Druids’ temple on
te estate of Moyness, in the parish of Auldern, within a
sinshot of the ruins of the old castle of Moyness has
nien recently interfered with, and in a short time, if the
I rd of the manor, the Earl of Cawdor, do not put bis veto
A the contemplated “ improvements," all trace of this —
le most complete of the ancient Druidicai mouuments’in
[6 provmce of Moray,—will bo obliterated.’

"

I'l’The removal of a Druidicai temple, and the growth
' its place of a crop of wheat, may be “ characteristic
hthc genius and progress of the niutteenth ceutury,’’
it It is well to remember that raau shall not live by
lead alone 1

'IThe book will, nevertheless, be found very useful
If those for wiiom it is intended. The measures he
iggests for the advantage of agriculture ere thus
iimmed np :

—

rats'

granting of leases with liberal cove-

moral and physical condition

transfer of land.
U. Ihe abolition of burdens that press heavily on thelijngs of luduatry,—such as the claims and rights of
'tnorial lords and their stewards

°

™priJe.-““‘“® BMc^ess,

fi. Facilities and encouragement for land drainage.
'"Merin good likely to result from scientific dis-

iveries and mechanical inventions

iiAlicul Views, on all that relates to agriculture.”

iuiicuuccu aiuuugsi, luo oocieiy 3 rcguiatuins,
and it is confidently believed that these will be of
great public benefit. Amongst them are a plan of
adrnitliug all kinds of manufactured articles connected
with Horticulture, and arrangements for an autumnal
I'ruit Exhibition. The new council have resolved,
with a view to promoting good gardening, and ren-
dering the Society more stable, to establish a new
ehissof two-guinea members, and abolish admission fees,
all new subscriptions being in future payable in ad-
vance; aud to place the Chiswick Garden under one
general superintendent, whose stauding in the horti-
cultural world will secure geueral confidence. Such
a person has at length been found in Mr. George
Mchwen, formerly gardener to the late Duke of
Norfolk, at Arundel. "With this accession, and the
aid of funds voluntarily provided liy a large number
of Fellows, the council believe that the Garden at
Chiswick will become a great seat of instruction and
education, as well as of experimental Horticulture.

Improvement of Operatives. — I hope your
remarks ql last week respecting the closing of Gore
House will have the desired effect, aud that another
school at the same rate of charges may he established
at or near Kensington, to enable mechanics, tlieir
sons, and others, to leai-u somethin-; of drawing, but
who are shut out from Cromwdl-lane Scbo'ol by
higher charges and a greater distance. But why
educate and teach to draw, seeing that at the present
day men are not paid according to merit, but equal
wages are paid to the bad as well as the good, and in
many instances the indifferent workraau'is employed
in prefereuce to Hie good ? I readily admit the utililyof
drawing

; mid if we call back the remarks lately made
on the decline in skill of building operatives, we shall
there see the use of it in a greater degree if we could
follow it

I

but until men are invited to a more recrea-
tive and instructive enjoyment than a public-house, so
long must we expect to follow in the same pal hwc now
tread. Unless vie receive the benefits of our own
trade, we shall never arrive at 1 hut proficiency that
our

“
‘Well Wisher ” eompilaius of; but if architects

were to exercise their rights, and take each trade
separately, we might slill hope to add something to our
reputation.

—

One good in Trade.
The Building Trade in the North.—

E

very-
where, says O' Groat'

s

«7(??rrK«/, there is likely
to be a short supply of mason labour this season, aud
good bauds will be at a premium. In Wick aud
Pultcncytown the erection of several dwelling-houses
intended to be built, will have to be postponed; aud
in^ luverness, our correspondent says, a similar state
of matters prevails, owing to the large number of
masons required at the erection of bridges on the

means of a chsap and oas, tmas-os of land m-a '

imps,””

Manchester School of Art.— The annual
meeting of this school was held on Monday in last
week, at the Manchester Royal Institution. Mr. Potter
the president, occupied the chair. He regretted the
small attendance. At the last meeting, he said, he made
some remarks of a rather doleful character : then they
were 400/. in debt

;
hut the debt had now been re-

duced one half, and things looked, on many accounts
more cheering. The improvement had been upon the
best possible basis

;
for their fees were increased, in

consequence of the much larger atteudance of students.
He believed that there was no similar institution that
stood firmer; but there was one clog—the school was
desperately heavily rented, Shefiield had bnUt what
he understood to be a very handsome building for
itself; and most of the other schools were rent free,
or nearly so. Considering the Art Treasures Exhi-
bition, if something was not done this year to put
the school upon a higher footing, the chance might
almost be considered as gone for ever. During the
twenty years’ existence of die school, they had cer-
tniuly improved as to the system of teaching; but
generally, they had not taken the rise they ought to
have done. This year he thought that a move should
really be made to attach the school to the Royal
Institution.

^

Institution of Civil Engineers.—At a meeting
on the 10th inst. Mr. R. Stephenson, M.P., Presi-
dent, in the chair, with reference to the discussion at
the previous meeting “ On the Results of the Use of
Clay Retorts for Gas-making,” it was remarked, that
the raerits ef iron retorts had scarcely been fairly-
stated, as, in some instances, quite as much gas has
been made by the latter as by the former, unless in
cases of peculiar qualities of coal being used, and that
the iron retorts had been in constant work for two
years and a half. It was stated, that the course the
discussion had taken might lead to fallacious conclu-
sions, for although clay retorts, when well set and
carefuUy managed, might endure twice or thrice as
long as iron retorts, and the materials of these retorts
and also of their settings were cheaper than those of
non retorts, yet on the other side of the account must
be placed several important items of charge, which
under certain circumstances would tm-n the ’balance
lu favour of iron retorls; in certain other circumstances
render it matter of indifference which description of
retort was used; and in a third state of circiiinatanccs
prove that clay retorts ought to be preferred. The
1 aper read was “ On High Speed Steam Navigation •

and on the Relative Efficiency of the Screw Propeller
and Paddle Wheels,” by Mr. Robert Armstrong,
the first pait of the Paper was devoted to the con-
sideration of the circumslances which appeared to
limit the maintenance of higher speeds than were
now attained by steam ships, in deep sea navigation,
and the causes which had hitherto prevented the
asserted high speeds of steam navigation on the
Amencan rivers from being attained in England
In the second part of the Paper the relative efficiency
of the Screw Propeller and Paddle Wheels, when
applied to vessels of identical form, tonnage and
steam power, independent of the use of saOs’ was
considered.

’

The Brompton School of Art and its Pro-
fessors.—On looking over the article on the Letter
Box, in your paper of tlie 21st ult., I felt curious to
know the amount of salary of the Department’s staff

^ professors. On consulting the blue-books of the
Department, I find that two of these professors, whose
works have often been before the public, and who are
rightly appreciated for tbeir practical, as well as their
artistic knowledge, receive a salary about equal to that
ot a common mechanic. How can we expect art to
progress when the professors are so ill-paid ? Surely
out of the grant which is received fi-om parliament
enough might be spared to bring them under the law
of the income tax, and put tbeoi on a level with their
office-clerks; for surely, the position of an Art Pro-
fessor IS equal to that of a clerk. If England wish
to approximate to the standard of excellence of the cou-
liuental nations, she should see that all classes of her
professors receive a proper remuneration.—An Art
Student.

Blind Tenders. — I can hut think if you would
have the kindness to insert tlie under-mentioned, it
would show that many who call themselves builders,
have much to learn ere they are entitled to the appel-
lation. Tenders for repairs and restorations to S.S.
Peter and Paul, Ospriiige, Kent :

—

Newinau, Lewisham £1,543 0
Redman, Faversham
Rutter and Ket, Cambridge.
Keunet and Spicer

Sutton and Walter, Maidston
Messrs. Boi.ley

Shrubsole, Fuvcrstiam
Page and Shrubsole, Favershum
Trollope aud Sous, Loudon
D.iy and 'Whiling, Ospriiige

1,2S6 17
1.232 11
1,218 0
1,201 0
1,190 0
1,140 0
1.120 16
1,090 9
882 14

An Old Subscriber
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.vTT.-'ffeha^reccma from Mr. Maiijin, of sir, it appears to me that the time for has
i>ELS.— we nave reti.ivt.li

' i.,.i i,„ i., „:„r.ra w onrl flmi mp-ons sLniild now beNational Gallery of Irelano—There seems
j

Panels.
panel, patented by. long since gone by, and that means should now be

-0 be a fair prospect of the establishment of this instt-
j

Birmingham,
.

.5^.,„„i„i4ou3 attempts consists taken to camf,el the directors to afford the necessary

Wioo, Th^oird oSta >' I "'ouia therefore eapgeat, that ao

objects—the erection of a suitable bmliling on Lein
| ft.n siVp nancl he says the steel tvould not application should be made to the magistrates at the

Lawn, for which a fund of 11,000/ has
os n series licensing day, (o withhold the music license

been provided, andjhe creation of^ayund^to^prfase^
until

^

the ^ nccessaiy alterations were^^made.^^^^^^

•works of art to exhibit periunneDllyWUlliS Ul OIU IrV' . .
-

when fioished. The plans «nd estmialcs are m the

_ , • .* 1* o TTipTcr nf PTITpr-
hands of the building committee, with a view of enter-

into the necessary contracts, so that the ceremo-

spa» Sf’thr^Anartem if an inch between each. The wonld no doubt bring the directors to their senses.

‘ -I a .-a - wam-Pppr rpsiqlflnpc ' A'- A>.

patentee considers that it affords a perfect resistance

to sharp instruments used by biirglnrs ;
ihat panels

ing luiu Liic ucvcppcl; ..so. --
Tnntlc oF (his material will never shrink or twist i

and

iSswSiSfHSseuiuo wi —
T_ "t j r

erection on the south side of the
the^n- being" ‘‘ Eiinlish Archilecture vnewed in connection

;Side‘!‘''%™frttm: CT”f'“s':” ro°gr^.i°ni w^English^ His, or,
•

Oxford Architectural

inat. a paper was read by Mr._ Forbes, the subject architect^-

, ,,, For new manaion at Stowey. near Bridgwater, for the
•On the 4th non. n. Labouchera, M.P. Mr. Glutton (St. James b)

It is next to impossible,”

ac cathednils and ancient

churches in ihis country and not suffer our mind to
*mr~l Tp«t»tiiP said the reader, “ to visit the cathednils and ancient

Statue of Moore the Poet.—The bronzptatue,

by Moore, the sculptor, of Thomas Moore, the poet, ‘“^g gVeuts connected with them
;
and

,

his arrived safely in Dublin.
_

Early steps will be
,

•• •
M.WV.. s. •

J* 1 i

nns , .
. ereu many of our towns and villages are Hcecdmgly

!

taken to have it placedm Its designed loenl.tv, opposite,
associations. All history is

.» ...i f *1,., lT.w„e« nf T.nrdq in Col eire-street. I . .

=> ... .1 w: „f OavsTc /louHnfTc

White
I’Anson
Niiou ....

Lucaa ....

Holland .

Jar
Myers ....

. £9,221 0 0
. 8,884 0 0

.. 8,200 0 0

.. 8,075 0 0
7.!

7,815 0 0
7,670 0 0

the entrance of the House of Lords in College-street, i

narration of God's denlings engineer:

C A+ tLc :
.1 1 . , 1 ; T7,-_i:.l tV... IvSef.xvir Ilf lieore

For Newport general drainage. Mr. Alfred TVilliBms,

George Mandey, London £16,767 0 0

Hardie and Bolt, Newport 15,491 0 0

Richards, GrifTiihs, Moore, and
Francis, Newport 15,132 0 0

James Marriott, Coventry 14,681 0 0
Alfred Tuckett. Shirehampton 13,920 0 0
M'Kenzie and Millington, Wel-

liudton 13,800 0 0
Bewick and Wade, Carmarthen 12,951 0 0

J. and 8. Harpur, Derby 12,609 0 0

J. Phillips, London (accepted) 11,893 0 0

Engineer's estimate, £13,838.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Jfr. Ss/dnev Smirke's Lecture at the Rfiyat Academv—Vfe are

Cambridge Architectural Society.— At ‘be
^ith minkind ;

and to Eoglisbmen the history ot

second meeting of this society for the present term,
' country and of their own ancestors m-ist of

held on Thursday, March 5th (the Rev. IT. M. Ingram
necessity be most interesting as most nearly coucern-

|

in the chair), Mr. W. T, J. Drake, Trinity, read a
themselves. The old English towns, cathedrals,

paper on the Churches of Coventry, especially noticing i

abbeys, and churches are full of reminiscences

the Cathedral, which could once boast of three spires
, p^^t—most deeply interesting

;
and it is impos-

but was destroyed in 1440 a.d. : ibe bases of some of
to visit them and to shat out from our minds

its pillars have lately been discovered in digging the imaae • of iheir past associations ; king®, bishops,

foundations of a school. Mr. Drake also gave an
. princes, nobles, statesmen, and warriors, will -

account of the Churches of the Holy Trinity and
^'p quick succession ;

indeed, there

St. Michael, the latter of which has been lately re-
| gp^jg Eoglibh ground that have not some

|

stored. ' connection wiih past history, for which they deserve
!

Destruction of the Doeceiain Tobtr of
to be remembered. But all such recollections will be forced to postpone completion oitht second lecture.

Nankin The C/ivia Iloratd relutes that the far- ‘ than useless to us of the preacut dav, if we do suicie AcW.-a correspondent wEbes to know where silicic acid

famed porcelaiw lower at Naekin was destroyed m learn from them the lessons they are ‘<= "

November, during a bloody massacre ot some a,uuu ^g_>» jneant; for mere oommou flint is silicic acid: so are pure sand

to 6 000 imnerial troops bv the insurgents, who bad removal of an Iron Building.—

T

he ^ and sandstone, qtiariz, 4c. a p-octicaichemi.-t, such as Button,

gain’ed posseLion of the city ky treason. I „.„mi„ns the removal, bodily of an .aaplr .dww .=,d ,n

The Choeley Sewerage. —

A

report ou the irou Carriage Repository, erected in ih it city by i nt„;jpgper__^gui,8criber wishes to know how to extract

pomnleticm of the sewerage of Cborley has been Messrs. E. T. Bellhouse and Co. for Messrs. W. Brown
|

juu from wall paper without spoiling the ooiouw.-rathor a
COtapieuou

•
®

-\T T> Q+.tAo i J rv Tvu I '1T„.^ Is, no foot 1nn<r 22 fect Wide ticklish job, we fear, fla does not slate whether the ink is black

printed, m which the engineer, Air. Rawhnson, states and Co. The biiildiug is 8.4 feet long, icet loe,
„ uiue. or what the colours are on which it is bespattered. The

tlie amount of work done, together with the cost.
|

and 10 feet in height: the foumJation is ot 'yooo,
> ^ new piece of the paper pattern,

Of brick sewers there were 5,360i yards, costing iiaviug been laid oa a brick base, and connected traus- be the best way of ottaining the end
•-

5,060/. odds; of eaitheuwarc pipe sewers. 7,844i versely by the joisting of the tloor. Lhej)iU«rs are
,

esentni^idt^of Umons howeve^^^^^

yar^, costing 2,454/, odds: of gullies, 282, costing of cast iron, bolted to the foundation : the sides, ends, and themedium in considering what eftect the acid or lalt would

696/.' odds
;

and of manholes, 79, costing 778/. and roof, are of corrugated iron. The main eiilraoce is have on the paper patt-m.

odds.' The total cost, includiug 151/. to consulting ia the centre, by spacious double folding doors. There « -« g-AtUuh.

engineer for plan and report, and 453/. for com- are ten plate glass windows in front. Messrs. Hay,

suspeot, would
Oxalic acid, or

would bleach ordinary black

the particular nature of the colours

G. P. J.—G. C.—Ariatidea (dcoUnedwith thanksi.— Ur. 0.—A. B.

-Mr. W.—An Inquirer (stone, if obtainable).—W. S.—B. S. N.

UiHimctsi 1— --- ‘y»
;
(Board of Health, Whitehall) —J. J. C.-S. a-E. N.-Mr. S.-

mission • 372/ odds to resident engineer, inspector, M‘Nish, and M'Kean, have not ouly transferred it b. aud H.-F. w. n.-w. j. T,-J. a-F. K--G. R. R.- J. o.--

and stor’e-keepor. and other itema, waa 10,759/.
|

bodily from ila former site to another oa the opposite
j

Attfrutions and Enlargement of Croydon side of the street, but completely slewed it

Parish Church —.it a meeting of rate-payers held about.” lathe first place the building was raised i ing;(su,ny faila on the tradeamani.-H. L.
rAKisM vHcn

.

resolved to coDseut to from its foundation by powerful screw-jacks, then NOTICE. -All coramunications respootmg adoerhtt.

^ d^d^'£)’imTov™tf of r7a^ ..laced on heama end roVra. and moved hy powerfol
|

t'tr. s7;f7St7o7t‘Re7'om7n^^^^^^
i

" SvM.vn GnAOS.-Another painted window h,a
|

.ddre.aed to the En.v,., .nd not to the Puhliaher.

•movemenl placed ill the old church of Aldciley.^ It is
, a rY\/C DTI CC ftA CMTQ

The Stoppages in Flef.t-street. — A corre- a baptismal window of three lights, with tracery open-
j

sDondent su'^cests in reference to thefrequent stoppage ings in the bead. The sni.jcct in the centre light , i Engineer, Surveyor, and Valuer, who has-

^traffic in Fleet-street and Ludgale-hill on accouut is St. John baptising Christ in the Jordan Li the
;

p^bi.c and othe^r

of the crossing from Farringdon-street to Bridge-
,

side light to the left is rcprcsentei the birth of our

street, that this difficulty “might be entirely done Saviour. In the one to the right Christ blesbing
^

away wnth, by forming a new aud level line of street little children. -In St. Thomas s Church, Bedford,
,

. SCULPTOR wishes to obtain a PUPIL,
(by a li"bt bridge over Farringdon-street) to com- the old rhaurel window of plain glass nas been re-

^

to be Articled for Three or Five Yeara A moder^e

edueated.’indirBtriouV'TOUTH; ao' an OUT-DOoR AKTICLED
PUPI L. A premium required.—Addresa.ALl RED WILLIAMB-
Town-hall, Newport, M ciDiDOU'h-ihire.

, SUIKKEFF and SUN,

A T.fM> TUT- \'Af RAVT Oil Roi'SFi vqsi geonietriciil scrollwork, on grounds of ruby aud blue
, guineas'*aVeek.' Applieaiiona. siatfug the

Accomodation FOR THE \AGRANT OR nOLSELESS fa
onfroiinflprl wilh hnrdrr*? ' BaBemeutB aud nauiea t'

J. '\V. Biittcrworth, of Fleet-street, a aUcmately, each so
.
attended to.-Addrew. v

^ ' o . , Al il«.co windows were designed and executed byPoor.—

M

r

West London fnion Guardian, proposes, Hint each
,

. V, rnlon°L7ri"!LnZidd cZrlbnto « B “”'“".5“"
I

DEICKMAKING.-WA^JTED, an active
metropolitan Lnion or Pool ItonrJ should contribute

tj ,,^.,,,p£VVater\Vorks.—

T

hese works are sup- Ij woRKlNd fore,man. who thoroushlv auOerstandB

to a common fund, to be applied to the erection .and
,

lORAie inne " win
i a briokm.kmain senerol. a ,d ha- a kuowhasoorthemaiiufaoture

mainlenanec of "a proper nnniher of conveniently sit. plo^ bj ™ "‘cs.an bore, MO feet deep and 0 inehes „j^^ie..._a,pi., ..i., aLEREl, MBEso.s.ss. e..i.h..tl.

,

Rated and nnitormljco.id.iotedeasnnl wards thronwh.
.‘td'l77L deep a7 ( « CURVEIING CLERK, and EINISHED

out the metropulis.” This, he thinks, if carried out, this boic is pierced, is 5 p ^ dkaughtsman, wanted, iu an Estate Ageaysuffice,

?< 1 cMiia rr.rr.nvra lliP ninlivp and therefore nut diameter, and the water rises to within lo feet of the in J-on<lon.-ApplicauU<, wt.o are prepared roaubnit 3,.ecuneaB0t

would at onee remove ttemot.^
The pomps arc four in number, three out,

;
their casual wards unattractive

1

being used, the fourth bein'

engines, which -tj^ANTED, a TVWE
and inaccessible to the wandering and peculiar class

,

^ uHernately. The two Cornish boilers W take chanie of Wood ana
of paupers for whom they are ranintamed, m order to

, . 1 *1, nf ti.o nmrint.« 4 t a disMopp i'® firsi-olasa dranghu-maii a:

-ujft nt-hnr. ebAnlrlPTe thp l.iirdon i.f thc rate for ,

are double the powti of the engines. At a disiance
acquainted with natural Misge.

shift on other shoulders the burden of the rate for
power (

of ouc-tliird of a mile from, niid 70 feet above, the

50 feet high,

menec st St. P.d', and finish at the east end of placed by ooe of k.lcidiseopic aspeel, represenling ^
i

Trouff acre formin'^ a direct line from Piccadilly colours of evi ry shade and touc, events in the life 01 1

* ooxem i -aTm ttt-

a

Tv-rni7Tv i, a vi-

Lngh Leicester Square Mag away with a very
n"7e

!

dirtv locality and being of the greatest service to the Protestant Church, vviigtii-sirLtx, “'"'''e,
,

drawiagswith full detaiu of buiidiuBS <f the flwt dns*, andre.

nuhlie and a great ornament to the metropolis.” window of eight enmpartmeots, each filled up with nnlrlM sre.. ..,.,.,.h i . rood ymotio.! kh..lyd,.. .1 c.h.lrdw

3 0 ii,..„«l. rsT. rvr.niiiwU nf riihv nnii nliift
' fur drggu will also be nece'gary. Salary, two

TO C V-. •

^“ORKING EOREIIAN, to
a StoiK- C irving Bli'ips, lie must
aud modeUer. ao'i thoroughly

IILCU n.hu liuvM.i.. ....u-^e. Kerereuoes required. M clio-

and ability will be stricily investigoted.—Address, with
terina, W. S. Pust-offiee. Lcicegter.their support.”

Skoke Nt;rs.vNCE ^-d the Houses oe pari.a-
, 2l'fce't 'diamcHT and TT/AKTED. a CLEHK of the VTOKKS, for

SENT.—We owe yon thanks tor calling attention to
^

‘S
. ’. .. „„„ VV . short i.Eod, who I, thowaohl, ooh.,r,..o, with

frifrblM ouanlitvof smoke emilted contrary to
' Act deep, capable

_
^ ^

e nT.n * '''ai“'‘Sew'Hki‘.— Addri-N, bv letter. »faMiiK Mlavyr^mred.eud
e works btfiia upon, tull. G. HAVWUOD, Ei-q.S.Piiilpot-iane,

tlm .hat; ,n.ml,y of,™ tons, =
in London, no hblf-dozen factories to ether, create SO

;

""‘I IS Slid lh.it lu case
, t stdmc Cauveks.

much mischief in this respect as the Houses of Par- without the aid of a fire-engine, over an> buihlint, m wxr ,^]SjTED, the Assistance of a good, mdus-

Thr hnildh^^^ itself is hcconnn"- din-v and I

engine, boiler.s, and pumps, and also W triuug btune CARVi-m.-App'yby
hament. bmUliiv tscll is neconnn am y, anu

waier-lank have bceu constructed by Messra. teimg,audthehtyieofworkacou>tomedto.toJ.\M-4SFOKBYJ.'i/;

all its more delicate features hidden, by the effect of Die aier- auk, navt oven i-uusi ; Liuisdfwu.ygrd. Guiiaf-ra-gt-eoi. l> u.d..", w.u

its own smoke, and the atmosphiTe of the whole Headly and Maiiumg, ot Lam g .

‘^IT'ANTED, in an Architect’s Office, a Junior

neighbourhood is defiled bv it. Pray do not let the Means of Egress, Exeter Hall, hi your \V A,ais,aiitftg arrgq. nr^nn qmii iioMioa

matter rest until an clTJctiial remedy is provided, paper of the 7th inst. I observe a short report of a and^^gaury required, to Mr. cHABLbS bailt, Arduteot.

Please draw attention also to the smoke nuisance of the meeting of the Sacred Harmouic Society, held on
. i?nhPATAN who

Reform and C-arlton Clubs; and that of St. ilartiu’s Tuesday even ng, February 24th, at which an appeal
,

AIsTED, a ORKlAb FOlUbiUAIN yktlG

Baths, immediately behind the National Ga’lery. i to the directors of Exeter Hall, to provide additional
> country—Addrean.'^statiug^^^^ £^c,°4c! B. s. Pubt-office,

"W. B. 'means of egress, was unanimously agreed to. Now,
^

AUou.Haut?.
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scale audits aiipl,cation was Tory limited: it which enabled the workmen to produce betterwas almott confined indeed, to spirit and oil work and witli greater rapidity. When Mr
bottles. Within that time, however, many im- Green determined to introduce the new wheel
provenients have been made; and by the ein- into his manufactory, the whole of the work-
ployment of machinery the inateiial has become people struck

;
the master endeavoured to ei-

availablc for numerous purposes, and the trade plain the advantages of the new plan both to
has enonnonsly increased. The quantity of them and himself, and said that although he
drain-pipes made in England is said to average would not discharge any man who was willino-
forty miles a weekly And of these, probably

, to work for him, it would be a benefit to
..o ...... one-third is made in Lambeth. This part

|

him if they left, as it would enable him to caiuy
so mucli so as noiv,-thanks, ot the trade has grown up wholly within the out the improvements he proposed The men
above all things, to the ex- ^st ten years. Beginning .at the beginning of their own will, all left except one. who was

I tended use of pipes iu drainage.
,

establishments we have named,
' kept at work at liis “kicker” until his death a

A visit to Messi-s. Do-ultou’s, several huge stacks of while
'

period of fifteen years, he eamino- 30s. a-week
Mr. Stephen Green’s, or one of square blocks, each weighing about while the man with the improved°lathe, who sat

the other Potteries in Lambeth,
^

hundred weight, l^xaraiua-
' next to him, earned 3/. ; and so much greater was

would astonish most of our
^ ^

i

the rapidity of the potter at the new machine than

readers. Such as may wend
^ 't chiefly

^

the man at the “ kicker,” tliat he could produce

Ihoir way tliither with instrnefed L ''7®' stoneware ink-bottles for fid. at the

eyes, will find the neiglibonriiood cumstances. fl™.' 1

"'“p®
‘A® “A™ *>7

full of interest. Of the Palace som'e’'o7The verVflue*’''elfr med '
*'*f

f'"' 1®. 3d. Since the days ot the

. 1- ‘A, ''."^7,,,*“'’ carlh used in making '• kicker,” the number of men and boys employed
Ihe chiy from Dorset and at ibis establishment aloue has been increased

we spoke not long ago, with the cliina is added.
restored church, the tomb of the col- Devon contains a large proportion of silica,— ! fivefold "What

^<^74 Tradescant, the slab to Elias fuUy two-thirds of llic whole bulk,—less than a ' n-nod— is thought evil turns out

" In Die norfasoiiioff progresa of the world
A wiaer spirit is at work for us,
A better eye Ihtin ours.”

Asbmole, founder of the Ashmolean third being almniina, with a small quantity of i

y Museum, the Pedlar and bis dog, in iron and lime in conibiuation. Other clays are
|

i stained glass,—connected traditionally with brought from various parts of the country, and I

“Pedlar’s-acre,” a portion of the Marsh,—and ' the whole may be divided into three claves U throes and spasms of individuals
: other memorials. The ferry here is of great 1st. That used for small ware, or vessels not increased comforts for the many, and
i antiquity. The pedestrian will stop near the exceeding in capacity two or three quarts. 2nd. general progress.

1 Palace-gateway to notice the view obtained That used for vessels of a larger capacity, say I

turn the Staffordshire wheel has giv’eu
: there of the Victoria Tower, and the Houses of up to six or eight gallons; and, lastly, \hat steam. In Messrs. Doultou’s esta-
E Parliament. ‘When the sun is shining, and the ' used for the manufacture of laro-e chemical •

blishiucnt steam is made to turn the disk of
. river full, the structure there looks its best. ! vessels, some of which have been made by Mr !

potter, the speed being varied (the ffreat
; Some of the houses near the church are older

1 than the time of Queen Elizabeth. In the little

'' coffee-sbop opposite the clinrcliyard, there is a
: richly ornamented ceiling of that date, a rem-
1 nant of one of the noble bouses wliich formerly
) occupied this site. In times past, this house
9 was much frequented hy the Welsh, and some
9 who are living, it is said, remenrber
f Welsh fair being

j ling is old, and

1 massive : in the kitchen is a fire-place of large
\

brought to the

Green to hold upwards of 400 gallons. [point to be achieved) by means of a conical

The clay having been lauded, it is allowed over which the band passes : accord-
to remain for some time iu drying - rooms,

j

’“o position given to the band on the

until the moisture is evaporated
; and when ^ potter, so, of course, is the speed,

the lumps have a dry and white appearauce, I

rapidity and certainty with which the

and are what is technically called “ white potter^ works make the operation appear an
hard,” the blocks arc taken to a mill (worked ' “^‘^er his thumb the vessel expoiids,

by steam pow'cr, exactly like those used for ^ bounded without an
held there. The panel-

1

crushing tanners’ bark), by means of which the
' ®^'®vt—but, in truth, as wo need hardly

part of the walls very
^

clay is reduced to a rough powder : it is then
' requires long practice to acquire this skill.

^pug-mill,” coutaiuiiiga number
[

^ good potter can make upwards of 1,000 pint-
In the upper part of these premises ' of knives or flat pieces of iron, set at angl ‘s so" day, and other things

il the leading of the windows still lemains; in one ' as to form an imperfect screw. Tlie powdered !

proportion. A small boy at Djulton’s makes
'( room the mantel-piece is ornamented \rith carved !

clay, with a sufficient quantity of water, is
' j-'^^-pots in that, time.*

' flowens. Returning over more towards the passed through this mill, and is delivered at the ^

Looking at tlie potter at work, one is struck

bottom iu fine plastic.form, fit for use by the j

'vith the force of the simile iu Jeremiah,

—

potters. Eor small ware, the Devonshire clay

r Thames, the visitor will find a narrow, ill-paved,

Hand worse swept street, rnniiing wi^stward
c towards Vauxliall-bridge, connected with which,
lion the side farthest from the river, are some
J miserably-neglected spots: worse will not be
1 met with iu London. The drainage is cither

e deficient or altogether wanting. Some of the
,chouses are of large size, and have formerly been
il places of importance, but the majority are small.
Hill-built, and dilapidated. In one narrow pas-
asage, not more than 4 feet wide, the Louses are
lithickly occupied, the closet, with an open cess-

Kpool, is placed between the two windows
;
Die

•(people have some distance to go for water, and,
5as we need scarcely say, sickness is often to be
ofound. The smell when we visited it was
r.friglitful.

The inhabitants about here are, for the most
•(part, very poor. Some appear to earn a trifle

i\by gathering up the refuse along tlie river

labanks. It is the dinner-hour, and hundreds of
icboys, wliitc as millers, are amusing themselves
ain various ways. Some are chasing stray pigs,

nanimals ominous of ill-condition. The white-
ocoated boys are employed in the potteries, which
r<are situated amongst tlie houses, and extend
^efrom Lambeth-ferry to near Vauxhall-bridge.
liThe manufacture, which is produced here in
Dimmeiise quantities, consists chiefly of what is

ilcallcd Stoneware, of various degrees of firmness,
••irom the common di-aiu-pipes to the finest jars
jifor chemical purposes.

Until within the last thirty years the descrip-
icfeion of pottery known as salt-glazed stoneware
ewas manufactured on a comparatively small

” Behold, ns ihc cliiy is in the pi^tcr’s liimd, so are
needs no admixture.

j

in hind, 0 h<;use of LraoL”— xviii, Q.

The second de.scription is a mixture of various
I

The allusions to Ihe productions of the
clays with sand, the quantity of sand varyiu" potter’s wheel througliout the Holy writiun-s are
according to the size of the vessels intended to ' uumeious. As in Isaiah,

—

II- I

® Dird, thuu »rt' our father
;
wo arc

ihe third, or chemical ware clay, requires the c1.jv, and thou our pjtior, aud we arc ull the wurk
the greatest care, for the least fragment of grit hand.”—Ixiv. 8.

will often render a large vessel useless. The Or in the New Tesi ament,

—

ckys used fur this purpose are mixed to
|

" Hath m,t the puller po.cr orer tie .-Li, of the
the extent of nearly one-fouitii of the whole same lump to malic one vessel unto hmiour, and
bulk with strong fire clays, such as those in use a^wthcr imto disho.imu?”— Romans ix. 21.

at Stourbridge and Newcastle, together with After the turning of such objects as
burut eartheuwave of the most vitreous descrip- '

are round, and the casting in moulds of
tioii.

^

This mixture is carefully sifted through otliers of different shape, the ware is allowed
fine sieves

; and, when the whole has b(icn pro-
'

partially to dry, when it is again placed
perly ground, it is raised to the difterent floors by in the lathe and smootlicd by shaving,
macliincry for the use of the potters. and ornamented by means of various instru-
Ihe potter’s wheel, a kind of lathe, having ments; it is then left in tlie drying-room, until,

its mandril in a vertical position, is so well as was the case with the blocks, all the moisture
known, that it does not require any particular has evaporated, and the vessels have become
description. Tke must, however, notice the im- “white dry.” Great care is needed iu this
provemeuts which have been made in working particular, for a single damp vessel is liable
it in this district during the last thirty or forty to produce mischief iu the kiln, by crack-

_

ring and so, probably, damaging others. Iu the
Within recollection, the Lambeth potteries large chamber called the kiln, the dried goods

were mostly of small extent; horses, and even fire then packed in earthenware cases, called
hand power, were iu use for crushing the clay

;

‘ “ saggers,” one above the otlier, until the whole
and the potters all used wheels which they interior is filled. The entrance by which the
turned with the foot, as in the machine of the

' men have been enabled to pack the kiln is

street scissor • grinders : these were called afterwards built up, aud closely plastered
: six

kickers." In the Staffordshire and some other
' , ^ i"T nriTTr T r—:

• xi ,M 1 Hill 1 I

* It waa ijleBsinfi to bear that the boyaherehaye/urmed
poiienes, tire kreker liad been long super- themseyea mto a band for the practice of music and

seded by wheels and bawds, turned by boys,
' ia=tru’m.nti
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or seven fire-places in the sides are slosvly

lighted, and the heat is gradually increased

until the whole of the interior of the kiln has

been brought to a white heat, by which time the

pottery has beeome a hard substance, but is>

without glaze. Salt thrown into the furnace

produces what is called the salt-glazed ware.

The brown ware aiul most of the common

articles are made in this way.

Another method of glazing, however, has

been introduced lately into some of the Lambeth

Potteries. This is by a preparation chiefly com-

posed of feldt-spar, ground and reduced to such a

T^wrww niT THE DESIGNS POU THE moulding ;
and the chief decoration is got by the

CHURCH AT CONSTAN- windows—with plain perforations to their heads;
CUUiLUii Ai

^ uumber of star-shaped perforations
iliNOlLE.

_ along the battlements and other parts. The
In the first portion of our notice,

ffeueral eroup, however, is happily composed,

led by the bent of our ideas as to novelty and 8
.^^.jndows are in the upper part of the walls

;

the use of continental models away Irom tne
waggon-headed—arches over

designs “ especially mentioned, ot
windows groining in

;
and the centre space

have remarked only on those ot ^'lessrs. vv ei^nt ^ rood-screen m iron-

man, Hadfield, and Goldie, and Mr. C. Gray

Mr. W. White’s design is certainly 011°^ Qf the four designs which are '' honourably

would not be passed by so long as
mentioned,” Mr. A Bell’s is of northern Gothic

it. It is glowing ’
!
character, cruciform on the plan,—having nave

unstinted m the dravymgs, and
aisles, and lofty chancel, with apse dode-

tlivanee of plan and in novelty of device,

plan, described generally, comprises nave, and

consistency that it can be painted over the siir-
transepts, witli central tower, chan-

face of the articles ;
and tliis the white heat ot

,
corridors, forming with a

the furnace turns into a vitreous glaze without porch, a covered way round the mam

the use of salt The wave glazed in this way
|

portion of the building
;
and a tower at the

has a verv clean and light appearance. The
; north-west, joined by a covered way. i he length

gradually to cool, and then the chance o
1 subordinate divisions marked m the grom-

opened, and the various objects taken out ready

for the market. In the whole three or four

,

days are occupied. So great is the heat required ,

.for this purpose, that it becomes necessary to

renew kilns every two or three years. It is

from the numerous chimneys of the kilns that

the black volumes of smoke proceed which roll

over Lambeth Palace and other quarters.

It will be remembered that, at the passing of

the Smoke Act, the potters made so strong an

opposition, declaring that they could not pos-

sibly carry on their business without smoke,

that they were partially relievedfrom the opera-

tion of the Act. We are glad, however, to

learn that they have changed their opinion, and

are striving to comply with the regulations. At

Messrs. Doulton’s we saw three kilns which, by

a very simple arrangement, produce little if any

smoke. If gas could be employed for heating

the kilns, as was once suggested, it would

seem that many advantages would result, the

avoidance of smoke amongst them.

It is curious to notice the variety of stone-

ware which is produced at these Lambetti

Potteries ink-bottles of various sizes, large

bottles for spirits, ornameuted glazed casks (if

we may so call them) for the publicans, various

kinds of mugs, &c. for shipboard, immense

quantities of strong articles for exportation to

Australia ;
chemical vessels, retorts, glazed

pans, and the worms of stills for making acids ;

filters, and the various goods required for sani-

tary uses. The large glazed wave jars of iOO

gallons bring to mind the story of “ AU Baba

and the Eorty Thieves,” and we should not he

surprised to hear a voice exclaim, "Is it time?”

Large jars are in use in various parts of the

East, but these arc unglazed, and, consequently,

much more easy of manufacture.

The process of grinding the neck and lids of

jars, and fixing them by simple means, so as to

render them air-tight, is noteworthy. Thousands

of such jars are sent abroad, filled with jams and

jellies. There are many other matters which

might be looked to
;
but having seen this much,

wc shake the dust from our clothes and depart,

suggesting, as wc do so, that a little more art

might advantageously be brought to bear on

this manufacture, so admh-able iu a commercial,

social, and scientific point of regard. The arrange-

ments for saving labour, lessening cost, and

multiplying productions, are perfect, and most

advantageous for society : it is to be regretted,

however, wlieu these prove adverse to the

development of taste,—the production of beauty.

Of Lambeth, in a sanitary point of view, wc

must find an opportunity to speak farther before

lonj

Society of British Artists.

—

The tliirty-fourtli

Exhibition of the Society of British Artists is non

open in SufTulL'-strcct. It consists of 852 works ol

art, and is similar in character to those which havi'

preceded it. M'c will give some account of it in

another nninbcr.

... "of the nave and bj the bearing shafts and ceil-

ing ribs ot the aisles ;
and in these divisions, very

narrow windows are set, four together, dhe

buttresses are carried np to form w-hat we must

call pinnacles, though they are square in plan,

and are terminated by party-coloured tile spire

coverings, with fiiuals ot metal work ;
and there

are very bold flying buttresses across the aisles

auJ corridors. There is a general blankness of

character about the decorative treatment exter-

nally, excepting as to the effect produced by the

features mentioned, and the several gables to

the entrances of the western porch ;
but positive

colour is prominent on the gables, and m
Vandyke patterns in the roof covering ;

and

in the interior it prevails largely. The central

tower is octagonal above the roof,_ and is

finisiied with a tiled capping; and internally

the lofty ceiling of the lantern is vaulted. The

other tower is lofty, and barely decorated

in the lower part, and is finished with gabled

sides and an octagonal tiled spire cappiu" It

may be doubted whether the design would not

be too gaudy iu effect, and whether the result

would he at all proportionate to the real study

involved, or even the cleverness which the work

exhibits.
_ _ . . .

Erom the manner in which novelty in details is

studied, it may result that art is reduced in

effect
;
and the very ingredients which should

go to form the art maybe the means of destroy-

ing it.

Mr. R. V. Pnllau, on the otlier hand,

also “especially mentioned” (for his design with

llic motto, “In Remembrance of Scutari”),

though he exhibits a design for elaborate enrich-

ment of the end of the chancel, appears to have

studied plainness of character, or at least in

his exterior. He also adopts the cruciform

plan, but with a western tower and spire, and

lofty aisles without buttresses. He shows no

clerestory, but has a triforium, lighted by a

second range of windows. The ceilings of nave

and aisles are vaulted ;
and as in most of Uie

designs, the roofs are of timber, and of a high

pitch. A wooden fiechc, with lead covered

crocketted spirelct, is placed at the intersection

of the cross. The same architect exhibits a

second design, but of less merit.

Mr. G. Truefitt—iu tbe same class—shows no

decoration in colour, and little otherwise iu orna-

ment; but, whilst his plan is novel, the combi-

cagonal in plan,—and two square towers in the

position of transepts, with pinnacles, gabled

sides, and low ppamidal spire-cappings of stone

;

and it has also a vestry and an organ-chamber

with apses, in the position of chapels to the

transepts. Tbe north transept or floor level of

the tower forms a baptistery, and the cor-

responding part of the plan forms the depo-

sitory for the bier, and would be_ approached at

funerals by a covered way, which is external

to the south aisle. The arches of the towers next

the nave, are filled in, each with subordinate open-

ings and a central column. The style is a modified

Early English, with continental features. There

are bold buttresses and flying buttresses, and

high-pitched roofs; a waggon-headed vault to

the nave, and a groined ceiling to the chancel.

Coloured materials are sparingly introduced.

The nave piers are shown as of red marble or

granite, and there is a smaller shaft attached,

for the support of the principal arches to the

The design by Erancke, of Meiningen, is the
»y i

only one of tliose by a foreign hand that

would lav much claim to notice. The'plan has

been carefully studied
;
but the decorative de-

tails, though they may be moulded after some

examples of German Gothic, are so spiritless,

and positively so uu-Gothic to English eves,

that we are afraid we may not give that place

to the design which others have deemed it de-

serving of. Its best feature is exhibited on plan

iu tbe treatment of the east end, no doubt in-

tended as tbe place for monuments. As iu cases

before referred to, this has a polygonal apse,

formed by piers and arches, with the aisle carried

round—the inner form being irregular octagonal,

and the outer one from a polygon of sixteen

sides,—the groining here, as it is throughout

the design, being very carefully considered. The

general plan is cruciform, with short transepts

—

the divisions of nave and aisles of equal height

internally ;
and there are two western towers

with perforated spires, and a central spirelet.

The aisle windows are lofty, with unbroken

mullions, and traceried heads. The disconnected

horizontal stages of the towers ;
and the pin-

nacles springing from labels or canopies, or

inserted 111 the raking lines of gables, are surely

things such as should be avoided.

Messrs. Howell aud Budd’s design has been

studied with extraordinary pains, and is shown

ill a very elaborate set of drawings. Every-

thing appears to be drawn,—to the hanging of

the bells, and the colours and patterns of decora-

tion. The plan—an extensive one—consists of

nave and aisles, transe pts, chancel with apse on

the dodecagouEil plan and ambulatory, aisles of

commuuic-ition (alongside tbe chancel) aud ves-

tries without, a south porch having a room over

it, a west tower and spire, and a baptistery and

a morning cbapelto the west. Also, there arc a
iKition ill the design is circctive. The phm

tviroriumma a clerestory. The geieral design
srrnnirement ,s erne, form i but tlie

character. Coloured mate-

ials are used in patterns with considerable skill.

^;eneral arrangement is cruciform
;
but the

nave and transepts are narrow, without aisles,

and branch out from a central irregular 3" - „ctaugukr on the plan, aud
octagon (a square mth ang es cut off) the

segmental arches, but with a second arch
tvnn<?prits nrn Tftrminrit.pd bv tnwprs n.sino' -i . i i *1,...transepts arc terminated by towers nsiu[^

clear of the centre, surmounted with gables,

pinnacles and spires; and the chracel is ter-
Ji,7”",e'irroreredIy a waggon-headed vault.

wia arches over the oleiestorjwrindows. groining

under the soffit, of equilateral shape ; whilst the

chancel arches are of the more general form.

and organ-chamber to the chancel form imth it .

'js g.

one general octagon on the ground though they
^ ^ jlie iu-

are earned up to somewhat less height. The
section of the cross. The

eontre octagon is earned to a greater height
i^terio,- wonld be fine

;

than the nave and chancel., and has Its separate
decoration, both pictorial and

roo , with a JlecU or spirelet. There aie no
taste.-bnt could snoh a

buttresses, except as piers internally
;
monldings

,

arc sparingly nsed-there being none to he ,

gables 1 the parapets have only a crowning
^ application ot coloured

* 3ee p. 157, anie. materials disposed in voussoirs of arches and
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circles and sub-arches surroundiug the light-

coloured stone tracery n'hich fills in the window
openings. The plan also has a distinctive cha-

racter. It comprises nave and aisles, chancel

with dodecagonal apse, transepts extending to

tlie aisles, a western tower, and in advance of

the latter a porch running up to the height of

two stages, with open arches m the lower part,

and exposing internally the full height with-
out floor. This communicates with the middle
of an open loggia at the end of the main build-

ing, — proposed for the sculpture,— through
1 which access is gained to tlie congregational
• portion of the church. The style may be called

1 Early Decorated in character, with a few
! Italian features. The aisles are low, with
shallow buttresses, but without windows, and

: arc faced internally with coloured materials in

[

patterns, and have stone roofs. The clerestory

i is ol great height, with gables and bold flying
I buttresses, the ceiling of the main division

t being stone groined, uuder a high-pitched roof.

] The tower is square below, and octagonal at the
t belfry stage, and is crowned by abftyspire;
1 and at the intersection of the cross is a Jihkie,

'

: or spirclet. The merit of the design is in the
; treatment of the coloured materials,—each
t being applied in its proper place, and without

. the too common excess.

Amongst the other designs, is one by Mr. T.
\ Meyer, which has a cruciform plan without aisles,

1 and accntraloctagouwithlarge lantern, pinnacles,
i and flying buttresses, but is more elaborate than
successful in its details. Mr. C. II. Gabriel,

s whose design is of Early Decorated character,
i and cruciform plan, exliibits two well-drawn
i' views of it.——Mr. llailton’s design is cruciform
I in plan, with western and central towers and
i| spires, and flying buttresses, and is of general
I Early English character, with the masses well
II proportioned for effect, thougli the details have
e less novelty than those of other designs. The
' piers supporting the central tower seem of
il slight proportions,—being no larger than the
)\ others.

Mr. T. E. Thrupp, who has a good perspec-
i tive view of his design (Early English, with two
r western towers), shows a contrivance which
tit may be supposed is introduced to resist

Ithe efl’cets of earthquakes. He would turn the
Eniain arches as semicircles, from pier to next

'

pier but one, placing the intermediate pier with
! its halves of the pointed arches (in which the
.-ivoussoirs are shown dowelled together), under
1 the other. An ii-ou rod would be then fixed up-
; right in the intermediale pier, and bolted top
cand bottom to a continuous chain,—one chain
il above and another below the arcade. Mr.
R Raffles Brown’s plan is cruciform, with nearly
r equal nave and aisles, and the apsidal termiua-
i tion to the chancel w’hich in some form has been
If adopted by so many of the competitors. Other-
f wise the design is of English Gothic character,
I except as to the introduction of red bands. It
iihas a tower and spire of excessive height.

Mr. J. W. Mould is an exhibitor from New
['York. The transept in his design is of greater
[(height than the nave, and has the tower at one
iiend of it. The general grouping Las more
rimerit than have the details. Like many of the
i-Amcricau attempts in Gothic,—shall we say,
ifaffording that reflex of character which archi-

etecturc ever presents,—this design is pretentious
nhi its claims, but wholly fails when tested by
^examination,— the horizontal lines in the
lOtower and spire are sufficient to quote as in-

itstances. Mr. Henszlemauu’s Gothic, of
1 a different sort, is equally curious in its way

j

Hand yet, some of the details of the polychromatic
Ifdecoration show knowledge of that portion of
hthe subject.- —Mr. James Castle’s dcsigii has
D merit in many of the parts, — spite of their
locostlincss. But, the coloured materials are
ipapplied in a questionable way, cousideriug both
ocolourand cost of carviu". Mr. M. liohde

jIHawkins’s design is one of a higher class than
'

0 some that we have been noticing,—^yet the re -

1

eisemblance which there is between the central
n and the western toicerSy and the difference in scale
nand treatment otherwise, involves, we think,
oisomc error of principle. They should either be
lof one family—with spires, or designedly more
indifferent as to the towers. Messrs. F. audH.
’rFraucis’s desi^ is also of English Gothic cha-
aracter, and is shown in a good perspective view.

I

The framing to the roofs and spire appears to be
of wrought-iron, and covered with lead,—in the

j

case of the spire ornamented with pateras in

I

alternate spaces. We suppose the climate was
considered with reference to this metal-work.

( In some pails of the East, we apprehend, such
a mode of construction would be wholly uusuit-

' able. The stone roof is, as we observed in a
former article, the proper covering. -Mr. L.

;

de Villc’s design has a peculiar character of
[loftiness of proportion, but fails in details;
whilst Mr. Derick’s design is one of those which

.

are correct and careful,—good according to the
standard of English models,—but which contain

I

little that is new, or of the real nature of the

I

indispeusable arl.

But, on the whole, we retain the opiuion tliat

the exhibition illustrates a decided step of pro-
gress ; and it deserves even more attention than
we have been able to give to it.

MR. SYDNEY SMIRKE’S SECOND LECTURE
ON ARCHITECTURE AT THE ROYAL
ACADEMY.*
It is amusing to trace the various ch^iuges and

chances of our helpless art, struguling amidst the diffi-

culties that beset her during the four or five ceuturies
succeedinglhedateof tlieTomb ofTheodoric. Tuborrow
a not inexpressive homely figure of speech, the builders
of these times were as breeders who wholly neglected
purity of blood, and every species of cross was the
conseqiieoce. lu Lombardy the old Roman stock got
tinned by tlie strange fantasies of the northern mind

;

and in Venice may he recognised strong indications of
an eastern infusion. lu Puglia and Sicily the graceful
baud of the Saraccii plainly discovers itself

;
and in

parts of Fi-iiiice, also, these eastern influences huvelelt
behind (hem the traces of a genial taste. Strangeand
ofteu iuliarmonious combinations led necessarily to
the confusion of style

; for there were no master minds
to combine or correct, and the genius of originality

bad departed. At this period, art shared the fate of
literature, llallom.in his history of Ibis period, says;

—

Ignorauce was the smallest defect of the writers of
these dark ages : they are unifonnly deficient in ori-

ginal argumeul and expression : almost every one was
a compiler of scraps fi'om the Fathers.” How truly
may this criticism be- applied to Ibeir buildings!
Unable themselves to carve, they misunderstood and
misapplied the sculpture of their predecessors. Reck-

'

less spoilers, they carried off the colimins that otliers,
j

in happier times, had wrought; and piled them up'
again ofien with misajiplied capilals aud inappropriate
b ises. I have myself seen, in the cryjjt of oue of the
earliest Christian churches iu Sicily, an Ionic capital,

of classic workmanshi]), revcised and converted info

o.ie of the priest’s sedilia, the volutes forming the
elbows. '

The strange expeclation that pervaded Europe iu

the tenth century, that at its close the world was to

pass away, seems typical of the prostrate stale of
society at this period. But the night has ils morning,
and with the eleventh century came clear evidences
that the crisis was past. Political iinprovemeut soon
begot improvement in the arts. The vigorous re-

publics of Italy led the way to the culiivatiun of the
neglected arts of peace, and the dormant fallows soon
began to show signs of the rii-hes they concealed. In
Pisa, aud Lombardy, aud Venice, buildings arose
which, to this day, comd and deserve our admiration.
The period of the highest political prosperity of Lom-
bardy was marked by the execution of great engineer-
ing aud architeutarat works, which remain to this day
as houourable monuments of the freedom and energy
of the Lomhardic Slates. Ou the Rhine, and in
Prance, our teeming art brought forth a numerous
and noble progeny of buildings. Ou our own soil,

'

too, sprang up edifices which command our veneration,

not only for their age, nor only because they are the
works of our own forefathers, but because they arc, iu
some respects, aud in some iustances, unrivalled, iu

dignified and simple grandeur, by the works of any
succeeding time. Disregarding the attraction of mere
ornament—devoid of all architectural artifice,—the
old builders of our Norman period knew well how to

raise structures in harmony with their own earnest
and devout feelings. i

It may be an agreeable task, hereafter, for me— or
'

some other who may follow me—to study with you
the details of these truly uohle monuments; to trace

the Classic parentage of many of the most character-

istic details of Norman architecture
;
to point out the

direct lineal descent of not only many ornamental,
but many constructive devices, from the age of the
emperors to that of the pontiffs

; for example, how the
solid ashlared ribs, with light rubble spandrils, as

practised by Norman masons, were derived from a like

* See page 148, aii/a.

j

economy of labour and material observable in the
gromed vaults of the- Coliseum. But, for the pre-
sent, I forbear to dwell on such matters. Nor shall

I aitempt to expound to you how, when, and where
builders first turned pointed arches. Of this we have
already had theories enough.

Our old master, AVieii, tells us that the Crusaders
brought the pointed arch from the East, and I, for

one, am quite willing to believe that, if they did not,

they had at least seen such arches in use before they
had been engrafted on wcsleru architecture. Il may,
I siu p(;se, be saicly asserted that, since the dispersion

of Babel, no moveraeut of popular masses has been
attended with more important or more peimancut re-

sults than the Crusades, aud it seems no unreasonable
conjecture that the pointed arch was one of these re-

sults. But a larger aud more iutcreslioff (piestiou

remains behind. Iu wbat region and at what period
were buildings in the Pointed siyle (of which the arch
is only a component member) first erected? England
ouce laid claim to the parentage of it,—Germany
still n2)pr<)priatc's it,— Italy has had its advocates. I

believe that the weight o! evidcuee preiiouderales in

favour of France
; and the period of its earliest ap-

pearance is to be referred to the first half of the
twelfth century.

Such was the extraordinary vigour of our art, now
thoroughly awakened from its long slumbers, that, iu

the short period of half a century, the style arose,

and reached, if not its maturity, at least to a perfect,

complete, and coosistcut existence. Som id a may
be obtained of the fervid activity of this period, from
a consideration of what architecture effected in

Europe during half of the twelfth century, as com-
pared with the progress (if progress it may be called),

during half of the eighteenth century. In the oue
ease it would be easy to adduce a loug series of splen-

did edifices, evincing a constant advance iu the know-
ledge and power of art. In the latter case, bow faint

and feeble the steps! The puerilities of Louis XVI.
varied but little from those of the preceding Louises.
In England, from the first George to the third, what
advance was made but from oue dei'ormity to another ?

During the first period under consideration, not
only did religious bodies vie with each other in the
erection of numerous stately structures, on a more
extended plan, and upon a more sumptuous scale than
before, but their artists devised new modes of con-
struction,—brought out new- effects— created new
beanlies’—and overcame new difficulties. Disdaiuing
to follow their ^iredeccssors even in the mere outline

of thcLi* mouldiugs, they flung aside their old moulds
;

excavating deep hollows, and bringing out sharp
arisses, with a vigour and force of hand quite un-
known to their fathers. But it must, in candour, be
admitted that to France is mainly due this wonderful
devcIo|jraeDt. England followed with a more faullcr-

ing step, aud 2>'Tted slowly with the forms o'" her
No.-mau conquerors. It was iu Fiance that a moral
energy, religious zeal, aud jjolitic.d prcpoudcrauce,
combined to favour the excitions and genius of its

accomplished architects.

1 may remark, however, that our comparatively
slower pace was attended by one advantage : it gave
us time to perfect an E.irly Pointed style (which, with
a degree ol pride not altogether imwavratitcd by fact,

wc are fain to call the Eaily English st\le), more
homogeneous aud complete lhau any corresponding
trausition style in France. So ra

2
)id aud brilliant

was the advance there, that the interval was short

that intervened between the first establishment of the
Pointed style aud its full maturity. As to Germany,
the grand, old, sombre style of Romanesque archi-

tecture lingered ou the banks of the Rhine loug after

the mure mercurial genius of the neighbouring coun-
try had advanced far iu the new manner of building

;

whilst in Italy this novelty, being an iniporied article,

was m-irked by scarcely any prcliuiinary ellbrts.

The upper church at Assissi affords, perhaps, as

complete a specimen of E irly Puiuted art as any in
Italy, and yet it was nearly the first, bearing date in

the earlier part of the tliiiteeutb centniy. Por a

time, it is true, this style became prevalent in lialy,

but its reign was short. From the date of Arnolpho
di Lapo’s work at Assissi to Andrea Orcagna’s Loggia
at Florence, there was an interval of about 100 years

;

aud at this Loggia wc see strong indications of a

return to the classic school, which Italy had quitted

so late aud so reluctantly.

Reverting, however, to the more general European

view we are taking, I would say that, with certain

exceptions, Pointed architecture perfected itself

throughout Europe at the close of the thirteenth cen-

tury, and obtained that preponderance which was due

to its own superiority iu all the highest qualities of

our art.

An insatiate spirit led on the enthusiasts of the

fourteenth century to seek out fresh triumphs, but

this very ambition was the stepping-stonetothemsubse-

qneut degradation. The first signs of this are per-

ceivable in an exuberance of ornament, and a certain
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jrtificial chHfa' ter of coustru tiiT, wbioh afterwards

became the seeds and sources ol uitimate dejay. Every

_

gable and piu aide, and nlmod eveiy comiive, became

fringed or studded wilb c ockets, buds, or bosses.,

Workmen be^an to fret over and cut up every plain,

surfai-e, and to seek out ihcjus or excuses for perforat-

ing every solid space. That last remuaut of Early

art,—tbe capital,—representing the impost of classic

times, ceased at length to be an essential feature of au

arcade; and all lines became blended into each

other
;

tlie >traigbt into the curved
;
the convex into

the couc:i\e ;
uniil masons seem to have repudiated-

their natural miterial, and treated stone like wood or

iron. Many superior buildings, no doubt, arose

during this [leriud. 'fbe accumulating wealth, and, I

THE BITILDEB:

from whatever cause arising, ihut not only in England

but tbsougbont Europe, Pointed architecture lapsed

into such a condition as to render its fioal abandon-

ment a subject of little regret.

'Ite style had in truth worn itself out. The

strangest vagaries prevailed. Stonework was dis-

torted iulo apparently inipos'iible foims, assumiogthe

proportions of metal ;
twisted iuto a resemblance of

wood
;
and, as at Ulm and elsewhere, tracery was

mide to imitate the branches and small twigs of

trees. Ail merit was considered to cousist in extreme

dexterity of e.xecuttoii ;
and simplicity seemed to be

the principal defect to be avoided.

But the abandonment of medimval ai-t was very far

from being conteii'poraucous througbout Eunope, as I

TMaroh 28, leST:

must add, the aspiring tendencies of tbe ecclesiastical
j

will proceed in a few words to sh:w. I h-ive aii early

and municipal bodies, urged ibe builders of the four-
j

named Orcagna’s celebrated Loggia, whose date is the

teenth anrl tifteenth centuries to make great efforts,

rind many noble buildings were the result. St.

Stephen’s, at V,emia, Fj’iboiirg, Antwerp, Milan, and

many other fine structures, attest the iinab.ited ardour

for church building, and the increasing constructive

powers of masonry :
yet still the course of true art

was then a downward coui-se. In short, a great

change had come over the Gothic manner, we have

already seen how it fared wi'h Greek and Roman art,

—

and so it fared also with Medimval art. What began

iu simplicity, ended in complexity and coni’asion;

what WMS pure at fij'st, bccjrae prurient at lust.

Indeed, excessive onuiment, however admirable or

striking the effect of it in particular instances, may
be taki'U as the surest indication we can have of

approaching decay.

It is needless, however, to dwell on a talc which

lins been often told. The errors of the later

Med'jcval architects have often been the subject of

unfavourable co-nment, and are too often unjustly

used a.s iiistnuiicnts of attack on the style itseP. We
are accnstuniiH], with justice, to accuse the exuberance

and excess of ihe later styles.aa the causes or the con-

sequences of dcgener.icy
;
yet sncli a result seems to

be ill the uatui'u! aud inevitable order of events.

Builders were at first timid aud cautions, like men
exploring a new coiiutry : they were satisfied with

small advances, and sought rather to secui'e their

footing than to expatiate freely. In coirr.-.e of time
they gained courage thrinigh experieiier, the masons
struck their stone with a bolder und a freer bund, aud
at length, hiving acquired a complete mastery over

their materials, and confidence iu theiiiaelies; they

would seek by lours de force to produce new cfficts

and more surprising displ ivs, and each became emulous

to exceed his Pillows in the cxhib'tion of manual
dftxtcrity. Thus our art woalJ necessarily be distin-

middle of the I'ourteeulh century. This work is of

no greot dimensions, but of most pleasing proportions,

and, except its coruice and a few uiinor -details, seems

conceived in a perfectly classical spirit, and was, iu

fact, among the first fiuits of the growing distaste for

the then prevalent Pointed style. The passion lor

cla'S'eal literature in the free states of Italy soon com-

pleted the d'Si'omfiture of medimval art. Eortunately

for Italy, a most bcaJitifnl modification of the classic

style arose in the fifteenth century
;
and as the change

happened to coincide with the appearance of a glorious

company of the most aocomplisked artiats, a beauty

was imparted to the resnsci'ated featuies of ancient

art which was truly admirable. I would name the

church of Sta. Maria dei Miracoli, at Venice, aud the

church of S. Francesco at Rimini, with some other

well known buildings, as singularly elegant and well

woj'thy of carcrul study, not only tor their exquisite

details, but for the pure aud simple dignity apparent

in their design.

The examples, however, of the best renaissance

work ai'C not numerous in Italy. Theextreme activity

of art at this period led to tiie nalurnl result —excess,

as at the Certosa, at Pavia
;
and the inordinate study

of classical rema'ns led to the abandonment of much
of that which was oiigin'd in the manner. A school,

however, arose, of whicli the masters were such men
as AJhei'ii, Peruzzi, lluffisellc, aud Michelangelo,

wherein was perfected such an admirable adaptatiou

of ancient forms to modern uses, that now, after the

lapse of 300 ye-irs, Imman ingenuity has since con-

trived no style (as it apjiears to me) so exactly meet-

ing tlic wants of civic architecture : plastic und versa-

tile
;
capable of adaptation to every purpose; sus-

ceptible of every cipreseion

—

From grave to gay, from lively to severe.”

uaiiuuul sympathies as Etiglishiuen, and murka a

brilliant epoch in our history. It is, moreover, an

indigenous variety ; for although, as I have already

said, it bears a strong analogy to the coDleuipomiy

manner of tbe Germans, it has a siifiutient individuality

to distinguish it very plainly from the heavier aud

more grotesque German variety.

We must not, however, dwell too long on this

period : our ever-changing and iuconatant art, like a

dissolving view, no sooner reaches a period when a

yle stands out clear and distinct, than again it con-

fuses itself, and, entering iuio now combinations,

emerges anew w-iih an altered aspect.

Recurring again now to Italy, as unquestionably

taking trie lead, at this period, among the artistic

powers of Europe, we find art making a rapid descent

after the days of the elegant Palladio and his pllil^h. d

contemporaries, and a style of architoutural ilesiga

became piwident, tbe inferiority of which is, like ihat

of Elizabeth, only redeemed by its breadth and

boldness.

I am much inclined to attribute some of the leading

errors of architecture at this period to the habit, then

very generally prevalent, of uniting the practice of

onr art with that of one, or both, of the sister arts.

Thosesisters are guided by principles, in many res-pects

so different from ours, that the areliitect must be

indeed rarely endowed who is capable of successiully

pruolisiog (however carefully he may, and should,

cultivate) those other arts. The painter end the

sculptor may well share with tbe architect in the

study of the purelyiccsthetic principles of design ; but

there are other studies, I need scarcely say, imme-

diately connected with the art of buildiug, which are

at least of equal importance to ua. That whatever

we design shall be consistent with tbe principics of

sound cunslruction is an obviously essesutial con-

sideration, aud, io designing, should ever be present

iu our minds. Yet these principles are precisely

those which are necessarily foreign to tbe sculptor’s

and tbe painter’s course of study and hauls of

thought.

From this combination of pursuits has probably

arisen much of the extravagance of the Boromini

school : such practical absurdities as broken pudi-

merits, and twisted columns, and that strange inter-

laixture ofifloatingickmds aud flying drapery with ihe

rigid aud substantial forms of architecture, vvhich

defies common sense, though it cerlaiuly, sometime?,

brings out some line scenic effects. Hence, ton, those

strange curvilinear plana, such as tbe Royal Librmy

at Berlin, aud many coiitiucBtal churches, built iu llic

palmy days of the Jesuit iiiissions, which were quite

unknown iu the better peiiods of art.

It is to be lamented that the great religious move-

ment which origiu-<itcd with Ignutius Loyola, cbauced

to occur at this period, when our art was in so debased

sc.ircdy account for this coincidence, except as perhaps
one of tbe cfiitls of the widely extended and closely

b' nded fraternity of Freemasonry. But in the course
of time this unity of leeling and practice became
weakened or dissolved, and ttie artists of various
countries diverged into various paths. Distinct

schools were formed, and styles became localised.

France, Germany, and Englmd assumed widely
different aspects, and it is curious to note to whut
extent this separation was ultimately carried. The
several provinces of France differed materially from
each other: mutual differences are also apparent iu
the several schools of German art. Even in a couutrv
so geographic illy small as En-jland, striking charac-

Such differeu<‘es were no d -ubt partly due to the
differences of availabk m derlals, a circumsiancc often
greatly iiilliiencing the local cha-acterof buildings;
and ol this I may hereafter have occasion to present
to you some notsble iustinccs. But these differences
weic, ill this country, also due to its growing inde-
pendence of fi>reign connection and of foreign art.

England had formed her own schools, and thence be-
came possessed of her own special diversities of style.

I slia'l not, however, contend for our supenority at
th's jieriod. I am ready to confess, that whilst on
the continent a licentio is freedom prevailed in late
Mediaeval architecture, characterised, by great force
aud boldness ; England, on the contrary, sank far be-
neath her foiTuer level, aud betrayed undeniable signs
of iinbcciliiy. Whether, and to what extent, this
decay may be attiibut' d to social and political causes
we will nut stop to inquire. It is, however, certain.

in a great variety of buildings, often very picturet-que,

profuse in decoration, and sometimes ingenious in

construction, but in ,a style that has nothing wnalevor

to recommend it to your favourable considerutiou.

Whilst art, in Italy and Germany, having lost its

true -path, was thus wasting itselt in vain efforts to

produce great effects, by false and artificial means,

French art was diverging iuto another paih, with

results if uot more natural, at all eveuta, far less open

to coiidcmnation.

The grandeur of the architectural works towards -

, .So aitivc, however, w.^^ th& movement of our art,
gm-hed liy simplicity and plainness in its infancy, by

, acd so rspid her course at this period, that the same
intricacy and ornament m its decrepitude

;
the latter master who witnessed the earlier steps of the

arising trom excess of power, the former originating R.-Daissance, w ftiiesscd also its decline. Michelangelo,
m actual inrapacrty,

; stupendous power gave furce and breadth and i

astute. An extreme zeal in the erection of cburch^

As we pass on in onr history, we find onr chrouo- ’ gnmdeur to everj' thing he toiiciied, but whose mind
[

colleges distinguished that society, and to ihia

logical view somewhat, embarrassing. It might almost rather aculpture'que than architectural, did I fear
witness the result, throughout the Coutiueiit,

be said tlrat civilized Europe had hitherto been culti- it must be ado, itted, lead the way to those anomalies
vatmg one school : architecture spoke, as it were, but

'
^hich in weaker bauds become serious defects,

one language, varied only by dmlectic peculiarities;! it allWds a curious evidence of the fcsthetic isola-
a general coincidence which is very remarkable, cou-

|

timi of England at this time, that dm-ing the greater
srdcrmg thcsoci d disunion of coimiriesat this period, I

j-t of the period to which we have just been advert-
and of which, il the subjert were worth pursuing,

|

a glimpse Imd been yet caught of the
many cunoos instances might be adduced. Me can great changes which continental art wus then under-
sc--ircdy account for this coincidence, except as nerhans

I going. England appears to have been taught her
first lesson in the new style by Holbein

; but is it not

remarka'ile that at the very lime when this Crcri

arlis-t was startling the send-Guthic comt of Henry
j

liy his novel and fantastic arabesques on the ceiling of
]

the close of the seveniceulh century in Fiance, is so

the chapel iu St. James’s Palace, Michelangelo was uearly ahied to real greatness, aud has so much of

painting the noblest imagery which the homaii hand ' actual beauty of detail to recnmuiendit, that we canuot

had yet depicted on the ceiling and walls of the be surprised at the estimation in which it is still held

Sisiiue Chapel in Rome.
[

by many.
With us the new Italian mode of architectural I But, as we have already seen, our art never pursues

design made no very rapid prognss. For full iOO a level course; aud the breadtn of designwhiclidis-

years our buildings, generally, retained a strong savour
!

tioguishes the age of Louis XIV. became liiitcred

of Medireval art. Uiifurluuately, too, the active
|

away and disfigured by aflectation under his suc-

fnmoin- ,u e '
J.I. '“Au

tnarcantile ifitercourse existing at this time between
j

cessors, when at length the storm of the great revo-
toiisncs uisliiiguisti the noith trora the south : the i /-•„ * . i

• s i ^
°

-i.. .i r
(ost from fhe wi st

huglauu .md the Gcrinau stales, and our tics of con-
,

lution arose, aud our art, in comuiou with ihe jiuu-

sauguiuity and of political interest with tbe Germim ' tical instiUitions of Europe, had to submit to other

racxis, gave to our Rciinissance rather a German than great changes.
a Ereneli or Italian bins. W’e are not wanting in

|

To revert to the period of the Renaissance iu our
specimens of this Irausitioual style, equal perhaps in

|

own country, I have already said that the free, though
beauty and grace to any,— but the examples are ' grotesque luauliness of the Elizabethan period soon
neither niiiniTous nor considerable. Certainly, the ! lost its character. The public miud of England was
general character of our English buildings at this

,

engrossed by her iuternal contentions, and influenced
period deserves much of the condemnation which has by the more frequent and direct communication with
been bestowed on it with no sparing hand

;
for, how- I

the Continent, we were coutent to borrow the jicaccful

ever widely asunder the partisans of the two extremes
,

arts of design I'roiu our neighbours, on whom we liav'e

of Classical and Mediteval art may be, both extremes been so often dependant in matters of social habit and
concurprctiy cordially in contemniog that mixed breed taste. Close observers of costume will trace, in pic-

of architectural forms which prevailed during the tures of this date, the prevalent fashions of France,
reigns of Elizabeth and James. This hybrid style

^

Germiiiiy, Spain, and Italy, contemporaneously lufltt-

has, indeed, its merits as well as its admirers : there encing the dress of the peojile of England,
is a broad, mnsculine boldness in its eccentricities

;
1 It was to the building up of a great political fabric

much ingenuity and originality in its conceptions
; j

that the energies of England were exclusively directed,
and, above all, its peculiar claim to the quality of the and she postponed all minor eonsideratious'to a more
picturesque is undeniable. It, further, enlists our peaceful time aud a more convenient season. It is
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recorded of Themisiocles that whilst he would fraokly

admit his inability to play on auy instruraenf, he yet

claimed the prouder distinction of knowing bow to

render a great nation prosperous and happy. So

Englishmen, at the end of the seventeenth century,

may well afford to admit that they followed the taste

and fashions of other countries, whilst, in their own,

they were engaged in laying deeply' and broadly the

foundations of a political system whieh other coun-

tries have ineffectually attempted to borrow or

imitate.

Let me not, however, do injustice to Ihe memory
of our great mister, Wren, who certainly holds such

rank among the artists of Europe as may go far to

redeem the character of our country at this period.

I think there is little doubt that, had he lived

under more favourable iufliieuces, ia better times, and

with the means of acquiring a more intimate know-

ledge of art at its best periods, the mental powers and

professional skill of Wren would have placed him on

a level with the highest of his predecessors, as they

certainly did win for him an unupproached pre-

eminence among his contemporaries. In tracing these

outlines of the history of our art, you will perceive

that I have exclusively followed her fortunes as a fine

art. Were it possible within these walls, and on such

an occasicn as this, to trace l he mechimical aad con-

structive progress of architecture, cMir course would
not be without interest and utility : we should find

that sound principles of coustrnction have always dis-

tinguished the best periods of art. The Greeks, like

the Egyptians, worked, not perhaps with much con-

structive finesse, but with a most elaborate, reveren-

tial attention to good execution. The bedding and
jointiug of their masonry surpasses even the compre-
hension of a modem mason. Roman buildings, ^so,

of the Augustan age, show the highest degree of con-

structive excellence; and, except in the use of iron, I

am at a loss to say what material progress has been

made in this department of practical art, during the

seventeenth or eighteenth centuries that have since

passed away.

The darker ages that followed were as strongly

marked by constructive incapacity as by the falleo

condition of architecture as a fine art. Great negli-

gence of execution, and a resort to rude, iiuseienliQc,

expedients mark that age, and it w'as a sagacious

policy of tbe church to re-auimate the subsidiary arts

of building, by crmwbliog and investing them with

the character of a religious confraternity of which the

vestiges still survive to us in the social iustitution of

Freemasonry.

Id tbe best period of the middle ages, the study of

the arts of construction were not held to be beneath

the dignity of the highest intellects, and the result

was a wonderful mastery over the practical arts of

building.

These few remnrks I throw out as suggesting to;

you a useful line of study; not one, however, that;

can be pursued within these walls.

I now bring my brief historical notes .to a close : it
I

is useless, perhaps to pursue tlicru farther. To speak,

of the present would be an invidious task : to speak,

of the fuUire would be an idle presumption. To
undergo a perpchial change seems to be the destiny

of our art. Between the works of the Creator and of

the created, there is no greater distinction than Iheir

relative mutability. Of the latter, all is fluctnation,

change, and decay
;
— of llie former, as it is to-day,

so it has been since the beginning. There are no
fashions in the plumage of birds

;
and the flowers,

whose grace delights us now, have, with the same
grace, delighted mankind since they first scattered

their fragrance over the garden of our earliest parents.

Let each man, therefore, in his sphere, strive to

restrain these fluctuations of fashion within tbe limits

of good sense. It is, at least, the artist’s duty to do
80 . But we cannot alter our inherent infirmities,

and all that the most ambitious teacher cau hope to

do, is to offer the assistance of rudder and compass to

those who are about to launch their frail vessels ou
the troubled waves of professional life.

IMPROVEMENTS IN THE PARKS.
The projected improvements and alterations in the

metropolitan parks are beginning to develop them-
selves, so that an opinion may be formed as to what
their effect will be when complete. The long draining

and cleansing operation in St. Janies’s-park seems to

be progressing satisfactorily. The bottom is nearly
formed, and iu a few weeks this part of the business
may be easily terminated, and by the end of May the
water be turned in. Let us hope that the little I'oun-

taiu at the head of the lake opposite Buckingham
Palace will be really improved, aud the quantity of

water thrown up by it considerably increased. Let
us Lave no more squirts, but something really efl’cetive

and ornamental. Surely the powers that be can call

in the aid of some artistic cuuuing in the mystery of

hydraulics, capable of arranging a series of roses, jets,

and pipes something different from the old model of

the street fire-plug, which really seems to have been

tbe original of all our attempts at fountains.
,

The foundations of the suspension-bridge are pro-

gressing apace. A light struclure of this kind, when

once well commenced, ought not to be long in hand,

and might be finished in a few mouths. This bridge

will le^ direct to the new passage opened to the

public between St. James’s Palace and Marlborough

House.

This passage is supposed to be a thoroughfare, but

daring the levee the other day it was closed to the

public, aud considerable confusion was the result, for

uuinbcrless cabs were turned back to make a detour

either by tbe Stable-yard, or, iu some cases, by the

Horse Guards. This is an inconvenience which, when

j

the new bridge is opened, will amount to a nuisance,

but which, from the peculiar nature of tbe case, seems

j

to be difficult to obviate on the occasion of drawing-

,
rooms and levees.

I
By opening the passage to Pall-mall, a considerable

slip of garden-ground is added to Marlborough House,

I

which was much required at this part, as it was too

do-sely hemmed in by the wall forming the western

I boundary.

j

In Hyde-park extensive alterations are in progress,

I
which may be decidedly pronounced great improve-

' ments. Rotten-row has been considerably widened,

re-railed, and partially drained, so that it now forms

an excellent promenade for tbe equestrian part of the

j

heau-monde. The Ladics’-mile on the side of the Ser-

peiitiae seems to have been left untouched and (or-

* gotten, except near the magazine by the bridge, where

; the approach to Kensington-gardens has been opened

:
up and considerably improved.

j

Tbe Ladies’-mile requL'es widening,—not only tbe

caiTiage-drive, but the jiaths ou each side, for ou

fine attractive Sundays they are overcrowded, while

' on the north side, now apparently tbe fashionable

lounge iu the season, there ai'e scarcely any walks at

aW, exccjtt ragged'.ajid irregular path* .paddled out by

the people tlieinselves. The immediate vicinity of

the Humane Society’s Receiving-house requires im-

proA'iug, as at jureseutrit forms anything but a pleasing

feature in the scene.

!
However, tbe grand improvement in Hyde-park is

the new walk loading from the Marble Arch to Ken-

:
sington-gardens. This is a decided improvement, and

I

\

will be much appreciated by the denizens of the neigh-
'

I

bourhood. It forms n pleasant walk from town to '

the g*i'dens; and (when the young trees jind shrubs are ’

full grown, will screen the park side from the dust ’

and dsiagremens of the public road running parallel .

I

with it. Any ouejemembering what this walk used
|

I
to be,—little bettertlmua swampy irnddie, repletewith '

every kind of nuisance, offensive to more senses than
!

one,—^will be highly gratified at tbe pleasant change
'

effected.
j

Near the Marble Arch a kind of artificial mound
'

baa been formed, with a sunk road, which is for the

puqjose of concenliug a scries of couYCBiences. much
required iu the j»» ks. These will be entirely concealed

from view by the little shrulribery panted on tbe

newly-created* roomui. Tliere wUl be a small orna-

mental cottage for the 'residence of tlie Jauilor of the

place, whieb will be snugly ensconced in a bowery

plantation of slixubs-ajod .trees.

\Vhile ou the matter of new roads aud shnibberies,

attention may be called to the neglected state of the

path from tbe Bayswater-gatc to Brick-h:ll-gate. This

route counects Belgravia with the new neighbourhood

of Beyswater, and is much used. The path, how-

ever, in winter, is little better than an impassable

puddle, full of holes and muddy water. It requires

immediate attention, and as it is really an impoitant

pa'h through the gardens, it ought not to be left in

its present neglected aud forlorn condition, for iu wet

weather it is really iinjwssable. The trees in the

neighbourhood of this path have been rather smartly

lopped, for tbe purpose of admitting a free circulation

of air, and letting the same more readily penetrate, so

as to promote the growth of an agreeable covering of

grass, instead of the present black and swampy-look-

ing suifacc.

The improvements iu the parks are not merely a step,

but a good long stride iu the right direction,—

a

pretty clear indication that at last, by some means or

other, ihc right man is in the right place aud as

he has begun so let him continue till the parks are;

Irausformcd into what they ought to be—pleasant'
and orn'inicntal places of recreation, where our pent-

up citizens may freely breathe the fresh air, and sun

themselves in parks aud gardens as beautiful in

appeai-ancc as they arc useful for healthy exercise aud

amusement.

In many places the old weather-beaten wooden,

railings have been removed, and replaced by “invisible”

! wire fencing, to the regret of some parties, who seem

to fancy that old-fashioned posts and rails are more

I

rustic and park-like than new' wire fencing. Tlic

change, however, is for the better, as from a little

distance t! e wircs are scarcely perceptible, which gives

the iuclosure the appearance of being open and in a

stiite of nature, which is certainly more effuctive and
pleasing to the eye than a long array of wooden rails,

howsoever old and rustic they may sccm to the eyes

of a few old ladies and geutlemeu of a certain age.

In a few months, when all these alterations are

effected, tbe young trees and shrubs in full leaf, glow-

ing in all the beauties of the pleasant spring lime,

these changes and improvements will be duly appre-

ciated; let us hope that they will be thankliilly

acknowledged, and due prai.se given where the praise

is duC'—to thetasle and exertions of the worthy Com-
raissiouer, Sir Benjarain Hall. J. L.

INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.
At the ordinary meeting of the Institute, on Mon-

day last. Professor Donfddson took the chair. Mr.
H. Sliaw', F.S.A. was admitted as an Honoiary
Member and Mr. Francis was admitted as a Fellow.

A letter was read from Colonel Phipps to Earl

De Grey, president, conveying her Majesty’s entire

approval of the award of the Royal Gold Medal to

Mr. Owen Jones
;

also a letter from Mr. Oweu Jones,

expressing bis appreciation of the flattering manner in

which the resolution of the Council had been sup-

ported by the members generally.

Mr. J. G. Grace read a paper "On Furniture; its

History and Manufacture.”

Mr. Grace’s paper w'as illustrated by some interest-

ing drawings of Egyptian, Greek, and Roman furni-

ture, copied from existing specimens, and from vases

aud other representations
;
together with a large and

beautiful series of photographs of the cabinets and

other specimens of furniture exhibited at Gore House,

and in the Great Exhibitions of 1851 and 1855.

Tbe chairman said that he was sure the meeting

would feel much iudebled to Mr. Grace for his illus-

tratious of the history aud development of art in con-

nection with the manufacture of foroiturc, which was

one of the most important branches of decorative art.

Mr. Cracc had given some interesting illustrations of

Egyptian, Greek, aud Roman furniture; and in addi-

tion to his remarks, it might be noticed that carpets

were entirely unknown in classical limes, having been

introduced from the East at a later period. The
tesselated pavements, however, of the Greeks and

Romans, were exceedingly interesting, from the beauty

and variety of their patterns. In Mcdireval times, a

profusion of ornament aud decoration was bestowed

upon furniture, both in churches end mansions; but

he would only now allude to the two thrones or chairs

used at the coronation of tbe Sovereign, in "West-

minster Abbey. One of these was originally a very

splendid piece of furniture, being beautifully carved,

and in p>irt covered with gilded stucco-work
;
but the

other was only a rude imitation of it. Mr. Grace had

referred to an Egyptian seat, presenting examples of

inlaid work, somewhat analogous to modern mnrquetiy;

but that art appeared to have been directly derived

from inlaying iu marble, especially as practised in

Florence. French furniture had deteriorated very

much in artistic merit from the time of Louis XIV.

to that of Napoleon I. ;
but a superior style of

ornament had litcly been introduced. 'ITiis was

strikingly manifested in the Great Exhibitions of

London and Paris ; and it was gialifying to know that

the London maiiiit'acturers had also produced works

of very great ability. As Mr. Grace had observed, if

the exercise of a pure taste were not upheld in the

production of matters of luxury, such as decorative

funiilurp, England would fall behind her competitors.

Mr. Dlgby Wyatt referred to tbe ivory diptycha of

thr Lower Empire, as furnishing some curious illus-

tralioua of furniture, in the successive variations of

the form of the Emperor’s seat or throne. This, it

would ap|)car, became gradually more and more elabo-

rate w'ithiu tbe next two or three centuries after the

time of Gonslauline, and at length was covered with

jewels and similar decorations. The great seals of

England, Ifranee, &c. afforded similar illustrations of

the subject, and wore especially valuable, as being in

all rases the work of the bist artists of the time.

Mr. Grace called iJie attention of the meeting to

some specimens of inlaying fur marquetry, which bad

been cut iu the room iu the course of the proceedings

by a workman in tlie employment of Mr. Blake, of

Rathbouc-jflaee. These consisted of the petals and

other pails of flowers, in four thicknesses of ditfereutly

colouied woods; and the process of their execution,

with the nature of the implcmeiils employed, excited

a considerable degree of interest. Mr. Grace drew

particular attention to the extreme fineness of the

saw (being a watch-spring almost as fine as a hair),

as contributing mainly to llic necessary accuracy with

which marquetry was fitted together.

Mr. G. H. Smith added some comments on the

nature of the process, aud stated that iu tbe bands of

a skiRul workman it surpassed the results of ma-

chiucry, both in accuracy and beauty.
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Id reference to a remarlc by Mr. Digby Wyatt, ^Ir.

Grace sta' eil that in a large establlahmeul at Pari#,

the patterns for marquetry (on which the accuracy of

the workmanship, of cuurse, mainly de])ended) had
lately been executed in lithography. This was a very
U'eful a])])lication of the prinicr’s art; hut minute
accuracy, even to a hair’s breadth, was c.sscntiiil iu

small designs, and however correctly a design might
he drawn upon the stone, the paper on which it was
priuled was liable to shrink in drying.

Jlr. Nelson, lion. See. introduced the subject of

parquetry for floors, lie understood that the par-

quetted floors of Buckingham Palace had cost as

much as 200/. per square.

Mr. Grace said tlia^ floors of that description might
he executed at a comparatively trifling cost. lie

briefly described the process of their execution, stating

that the inlay was cut by a machine, in order to

ensure greater accuracy in the vertical position of the
saw th in could be obtained by hand labour.

The Ghairman alluded to the an logons arts of

Florentine mosaic, and Indian inlaid marbles. Tlic

latter, he observed, were remarkable for beauty of

execution, hut the recent specimens of Florentine
work did not quite sustain its former reputation.

In reply to a question from Jlr. A. J. B.iker,

Mr. Grace stated that only ordinary glue was at pre-

sent employed for marqiietiy, though there could be
no objection to marine gh' as a gi'eater protection
from damp or heat. He fui ther referred to the pro-
cess of manufacturing the well-known Tonbridge
ware, as a cheap and efficlive species of mosaic work.
It was probably by some such process as this that the
mosaic table of the Queen of Spain, exhibited in
1S51, and containing bciweeu three and four millions
ol separate pieces, bad buen constructed.

THE CONTRACT TO Lll-T THE SUNK
FLEET AT SEBASTOPOL.

From an American source we learn some par-
t culars as to the contract entered into by the
Russian Government with Mr. J. E. Gowen, of

‘

Bjstou, U.S. for raising the sixly-four vessds-of-war
'

composing the fleet sunk in the harbour of Sebastopol
i

during the late war.
I

lu the course of an examination of the condition of
the ships, which occupied him for several months, with !

a Russ'anstearacr at his disposal, i\Ir. Gowen descended '

with his sub-marine armour to the bottom of the
;h irhour and examined the sunken vessels. He found
'

that the channel of the harb rnr was in the middle,
with hanks upon both sides, that of the north beintr '

of sand, and that upon the south of mud. In the I

sand there -were no worms: in the mud they were
j

quite plentiful : the vessels exposed to the attacks of .

the worms are now but of little value, hut it is s-iid

'

that only a small portion, comparutivelv, were sunk '

where they would suffer from their attacks. i

Ihe machiuery of the ships, it appears, was care- !

fully covered with a preparation of tallow to prevent
j

injmy from the water, but whether anv of it still
'

remains does not as yet appear. Jlr. Gowen examined
!

thirty of the vessels. The value of the whole fleet is
'

said to be 65,000,000 dollars
;
and a certain portion 1

of the value of each ship raised is to be handed to'
Mr. Gowen at the moment it is restored to the Ru-'sian

'

Government.

ihc AiiK-ncan expedition will consist of two vessel
one of which leaves Philadelphia on or about the Is
of April. The mimher of persons engaged to accon
pany it is about 150. Some of the hydraulic mach'
ucry for raising the vessels is of a colossal descriptioi
one cylinder alone weighing 54,000 pounds Th
value of the material to he furnished hv the Russia
Government to be used in the raising of the fleet wi
be about 1,500,000 dollars; and the^ime occupied i

performing the contract will, it is thought, be aboi
eighteen months or two years.

At Kcrtch, there are also some five or six Russia
vessels sunk, which are included in the contract, anm the harbour of Sebastopol there are some 600 00
dollars worth of chains and anchors. In addition to th
expedition from America, the Russian Government bin
themselves to furnish from 3,000 to 5,000 men whos
pay from Mr. Gowen will he about 25 cents, perdai
they "finding” themselves.

Mr. Gowen gives some particulars from that no^
famous city. The Russian Government are engaged i
rebuilding it. Before the siege it contained, it is sue
posed, about 60,000 persons. When Mr. Gowen wa
there about 6,000 had returned. Several thousan.
labourers were then engaged upon the works and th
number was to he largely increased. The old cit
was famous for its narrow streets : the new city wi
be built m squares. It is also said that there are re
Mnctions against the erection of wooden building;
Ine Russians, he says, have already gathered in th
vicinity of the town more than 16*000 tons of she
and sheU, and they are still so thickly scattered aroun
that It IS impossible to tread without touching them

ST. MICIIAFL’S, CORNIIILL.
NEW PORCH.

The old clmrch of St. Michael. Coruliil), was
destroyed by the fire of 1G6G, and the rebuilding
01 the body of it was commenced by Wren iu
16/2, in the style of other of bis cbiirches. The
tower itself was weakened, and fifty years after-
wards was taken down and rebuilt, it is asserted,
by the same architect, the last stone being laid
according to Malcolm, August 29, 1721. Wren
must have retired from practice at this time, but
may have made the arrangement previously.
Strangely enough, the architect, iu rebuilding
the tower, adhered to the Gothic style, and
though the details are poor, the gener^ outline
IS noble and effective.

,1 ui so a
- muuivfuuu oetwecn i

north side of the tower and Conihill w
cleared away, to obtain an entrance there to
church, and now a Porch has been built, i

two stages of the tower itself have been
paired^ and altered, windows with tracery, an
new circular window with wheel tracery imt
diately above the porch, having been insert

Our views show the general appearance and
position of the tower, and the porch at large.
The only stone employed is Portland, of

which the original tower is built. The six
shafts ill the jambs of the principal doorway are
of red polished granite.

The sculpture in the gable of doorway repre-
sents Our Lord in the act of benediction. In
the tympanum below is to be a group repre-
senting Michael disputing with Satan about the
body of Moses. The other carving consists of
medallions of angels, bosses of foliage, &c.
which are liberally introduced throughout the
work.

The porch is a parallelogram on plan, and is

groiued iu stone. The side window will be
filled with a subject in stained glass, hv Mr.
Bell.

6 > J

The cost of the present work, including the
carving (by Mr. Philip), which is an important
item, will be about 2,500/.

Mr. G. G. Scott, A.B.A. iu conjunction with
Mr. W. A. Mason, who has long been profes-
sionally connected with the parish, are the-

j

architects engaged. Messrs. Browne and Co.

J

of Great College-hill, City, arc the contractors.
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MOVES IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM.

The visitor to the British Museam will notice that

a great alteration has been made in the arrangement of

the Greek and Roman antiquities. The placing and

lettering of the Townley and other marbles are not

quite completed, but will be so in a few days. Some

of our readers will remember a narrow gallery, the

first door on the left baud after passing through the

main entrance, in which were many sculptur^ of ex-

quisite beautv, and also of thegreatest histoncalmlereat.

These, however, were jumbled together : busts ot

Romans were bv the side of those of Greeks ;
and the

other antiquities were ao arranged that, although

even the uneducated visitor of taste might feel aud

enjoy (he thiugs of beauty there, he must have ielt

the place with confused ideas.
•

. j p

Up 10 ac*-rtain height the wall has been painted ot

a kind ol crimson madder brown colour, which is

rich, yet subdued, and seems to throw out, with good

effect, both dark colours and light. Against this back-

ground are arranged the Ki'.'mau antiquities, in some-

thing of the following manner :

—

In one group, marked in gilt letters—Roman por-

traits-B.C.— A.E. 10. On the bust of Julius

Cffisar—B.C.—101—44. (It is curious to notice how

much. in many points, this bead resembles Roubiliac s

bust of Pope, (he poet, formerly in Rogers s colle^

tion.) Augustus—B.C. 63—imp.—B.C. AD. 14.

Tiberius—B.C. 42; aud so on.
, ,

Near here are busts of Hadrian, the builder ot tne

wall from V'alTs-ciid, across the borders of Scot-

land,—Antouiuus,—and a Roman female, with simply

crisped locks. Then we have Roman tessekud pave-

ments from the Cily of London, and other districts.

There are on the other side of the gallery more

mosaic pavements and other antiquities of this period,

and one of them is described as a sarcophagus found

in Hampshire; and reference is made to the x^re^<r-

oJogical Joumal, ix. 12.

This is the sort of detail, added to more miaute de-

scription, which we want in this national institution.

In this department of Roman antiquities we recognise

some old acquaiutances ;
ainouget them the curious

volute, omaioented with leaves, engraved in the

Builder (see '‘Antiquities found near the Tower

Postern”), and some fragments from Mr. Roach

Smith’s coliectiou. Here is also the curious Roman

sarcophagus found near the Holy Trinity Church,

Miuories, presented by the clergyman and church-

wardens.

With this glance at the Roman antiquities, we pass

ou tolhiToom marked “ First Gi'*eco-Roman Saloon,

in which are Olymjiic deities— Minti'va, Apullo,

Diana, Mercury,—various volive tablets, &c. Another
,

group is lettered
' Mythological Personages—Olympic

Deitius.” How wonderfully beautilnl is the head
^

Diana, aud fine the contrast between that aud the

splendid busts of Jupiter

!

The subjects in the next room arc divided, and

marked ” Subjects from Coiiimou Life.” lu Ibis divi-

sion is the t^uoit Thrower, &c. “ Historical Per-

sonages,’’—Homer, Diogeues, &c.— Real Person-

ages,”—Demosthenes, &c.

lu the next room of Greek antiquities are “ The

Heroes,” Hercules, Muses, Heroes, and
|

Heroines.” Here are Castor and Pollux, &c. Another

group is headed “ Asiatic aud Jlyslic Subjects. On

the other side are mythologicul personages of the

Dionysiac Cycle, where are figures of Bacchus aud

Satyrs. I

It will ho seen by these hasty notes how very much

the interest of these magnificent works of aucient art
,

is increased by the new description and classified

arraugeincut ;
aud vve hope that the principle will be

still farther carried out iu this aud other parts of the

Museum.

“GOTHIC AND CLASSIC.”

I AH pleased to find that your correspondent

“T. G.” (p. 81) has favoured us wiih an e.Tpld,nalion

of his communication in the Builder of the 10th

ultimo. It was much to bo desired, fur I had care-

fully read and reread his letter in questiou, to try and

discover whether ita author had .cast eveu one favour-

,

able glnuec upon the Gothic style, but not so much as

the shadow of a “ wink ” could I perceive.
'

It is quite true that a building should be expressive

of its purpose ;
that we should nut be liable to mistake

a church for a mill, or an “ Excter-hall ’ for a

theatre ;
but, are tbe principles of Gothic architecture

so narrow and confined as to be only applicable to a

certain class of buildings ? Had we not been accus-

tomed to see our civil structures, our homes, and even

our furniture, modelled after Classic forms, the veriest

loiterer upon the threshold of art would never have

mistaken a manor-house for a college, or have failed

to perceive that although the principles of a style may

prevail in all classes of buildings (in jail, theatre,

mansion, and church alike), it is tbe apflicaiion

•of those principles to characteristic individual features

which enables him to distinguish a palace from a bank,

or a museum feooi, a penitentiary. ,. 1.1
I am realW at a Joss to compi ehend in wbat school

“T. G.’s” kuowledge of Gothic was gleaned,
_

when
,

he describes it as “ ignoring (he use of materials

which not a little of the advancement of the present

age is attributable.” aud as “ a style of stone and

wood." Gan it be possible that your correspondent

has never seeu or heard of the jrcoiWffrA- wlm-li sm'-

rouods the tomb of a cerUin queen lu \VestniinsU-r

Alibev? Have the numerous hinges, so exquisitely

designed and so beaiitiftilly wrought, which cover the

otherwise plain doors of ihe thii-tceulh and fourlecmh

centnries with a tracery of irotiy escaped his observa-

tion? Does not the lead work of many a caibcdi-ai,

the inlaid brasses" upon tbe floor--=, aud the nume-

rous works in silver aud gold, prove that the same

principles which formed the groundwork of a struc-

ture in “stone and wood" would as readily iiud as

easily have formed the basis of a ci.iliedrjl lead or

silvfrr, had these rnnterials been more appropiiate. it

bvno means necessarily follows that because a column

of iron 2 inches iu diameter can support the same

weight as a stone columu ten or twenty times the size,

therefore it is more suited to columnar purposes.

The Great Architect might have given us the spring

of the grasshopper, or made our bone as tough as

adamant; but yet who will venture to assert that

either the one or the other would have been an im-

provement. But even granting that stone and wood

are the only materials tbe Gothic architect cau work

in, it h's yet to be prosed that there exist other

materials in every respect as sui'.able for building

purposes.
. ,

All “T G."s” remarks on tbe iniroduction of colour

at the expense of beuuty of outline 1 I’ully agree with,
,

but beauty ofform, it is to be remembered, is not con-
;

fined to outline, and may often be produced by colour

when 'Other means are naatlaimible. I am pleased to

find, too. that this gentleman has discovered that

Gothic architecture has something more than what he

enumfli'iited as its componeuts in liis former letter,

and that traceried windows and pointed arches are

nowaddud to the “stock in trade” which he \vns

pleased to afford to “ onc-branch bands.” But still,

with all due deference, I assert that a budding miiy

be Gothic and yet possess none of these features,

—

that, in fine, a mighty style like this is independent

of the characferistics of a time or a locnlily, be they

“hoodwinked” or “traceried” windows, “ bul-

tresses” or “ pinnach'S,” panelled towers, or lofty

spires. I beliove, and sincerely hope, in spde^ of the

opposiiion of the champions of the “ Classic, that a

style will grop^ upon tbe hitherto but little understood

princifles of ihe Medisevnl style, as differeut as that

of the foufteeulh from that of tbe twellth century,

aud as couformable to the progress of invention. 1

ask—wmdd such a style be Medieval f Would not

sucii a style be Gothic ? For who amongst us wiQ

presume, fiir instance, to tether down to a time or

people or creed, such forms as the trefoil and the

quatrefoil Shall we leave off twiuing miv capitals

with ottk leaves, or stamping our tombstones with the

cross? Shall we fail to fix Hie slope of our roofs

' with due regard to the elements,—the wind, aud the

rain, and the snow ? or refuse to accept with thank-

fulness such lessons as the ivy and tbe vine, the

hawthorn find the shvimrock, teach us, because others

have done the same ? Rather let us, in humbleness

of heart and siugleness of purpose, read more dili-

I gently that volume of Nature which lies open before

' us, and we shall then more readily uudei>tand the

colistituiiou of the Hue art which we profess, aud

more easily comprehend the studies of the Mcdiicvii]

arcliileot as he sings to ns from the du.^ky pa^t;

—

are walking in the straight course of wise and honest

ineu, or imitating the crab, by going backwards : if

the former, let us pursue it boldly, aud with a pitpng

eye for all those who would have us turn aside
;
but,

if the latter is our case, then let us quickly retrace

our steps, endeavouring more and more to restore

that likeness within us which has become so obscure

by the accumulation of sin; and, with more fiuih,

more hope, more love, extreise a deeper sympathy

with all the glorious creations of the Great Good, and

we shall fiud our architecture will reflect, as ia a glass,

' the ima^e of tins likeness, and, endowed with the

‘ life of "the inner muu, approach more nearly the

excellence of those works which God himself pro-

nouueed to be so " very good.." E. W. Godwin.

PROPOSED MEMORIAL TO THE LATE
JOHN BRIITON.

The subscription at the Institute of Arcliitects is

making gradual progress towards the amount con-

lemplated, 100/., and the committee have determmed

that their tribute shall take the shape of an incised

brass plate in Salisbury Cathedral, the
_

dean and

chapter having readily consented to allow it to be set

up there. Some of Mr. Britton’s friends ace anxious,

as wc have already meutiuued, to give the memoinal

a more importaut character, aud Mr. Tite, F-R.S.

;

Mr. Alderman Cubilt, Mr. Charles HilLF.S.A.;

ilr. Alderman Proctor, of Bristol, and otlmra, have

si'-nified Ibtir desire to subscribe foe such a pur-

pose for which about 300/. it is said^ would be

required. The Institution committee, have lapcessed

by a resolution their willingness to allow their incised

brass to be corubiued with lids restoration, if it can

be effected, aud to contribute towards it whuteyer

might remniu from their subscription, after paying

for the plate. As a centre is needed, so that tbe good

desires of the friends of Mr. Britton may be realised,

wc venture to state that coiiiuiuuieatious ou the sub-

ject may be addressed to Nathauiel Gould, esq. No. 4,

Tavistook-square.

“ The book I read is Natuiv ...

Her simple truths appear
; _

And, though she change her features,

Her dictates still are clear.”

And here, sk, I should have laid down my pen but

for the closing obacrvulions of the first jim'agraph in

the last letter of “ T. G.” Really, one would iningii.c

fcooi the tenour of bis remarks, that Gothic anchitec-

ture was utterly dependcot upon aisles and chauccls,

and. chapels and transepts, and all the et-celeras of

piscinic aud sedilia. His arguraeut, therefore, is vir-

tually, after all, wbat I believe most of the arguments
,

to be which are nominally anii-Gothio, not against

the sfyle, but an uliara-Protestant outcry against

corlaiu revived enstoms aod church arrangements,^

ycleped “ Tractai iajj.” I delight as ranch us “ T. G.^
^

in tbe “ purity ” of the Protestant church ;
but this

' purity I must believe to be comparative, for 1 equally

believe that no iudiviJual church or sect can here be

pure. Perfection in religion or art ia in (his world

imattiinable. Progression and retrogression form

the history of both the one and the other, and reforms

and revolutions but mark the changes from the back-

1 ward to tbe forward, aud from the forward to tbe

[

backward step. It behoves ns, then, to consider well

the direction in which we are moving,—whether we

CIIURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Bro.xbounie {Herts). —Tiha fine Perpendicular

church of Bruxbourno has breu restored externally,

aud is now going to be rescaled and. thoroughly re-

stored internaily, at an expense of about 1,500/. uuder

the direclions of Mr. Joseph Clnrke. It was built

about ninety years before the Reformatiou, though

leave seems *to have been given to a Sir WiUiam. Say

to erect a chuutrey on the north side; the foliovving

inscription runuiug round the patapeti—“ Pr»y for

tbe welfare of Sir Wilham Say, Knight, which founded

this chapel in honor of the 'L'rtnity,—the year of our

Lord God, 1577.” The church has been much muti-

lated by the iusertion of large aud cumbrous gal-

leries. TJiese will be removed and the whole of the

stonework restored, end, the church haudsomely-sealed.

Mr. Bosanquet, of Broxbuurue, will at the same time

restore the chancel, and Admiral O Brien the Say

Chapel, both acliug on the architect’s plans and

advice. It is a good specimen of Perpendicular work,

aud will be a very fine church when completed. The

parish are much iutereslcd in the work, and assist

bearlily in the oxertious of tbe vicar and church-

warden.

Hornsey.—The new cemetery was consecrated on

tiie 13th iustanf, by the Bishop of AVinebester. The

arcliilect uuder whose snperiutendcnce aud designs

the cemetery has been carried out is Mr, AV. E. Lower,

of London.

Sherborne.— has been discovered that the dry

rot has set in in the joists which support the llooriug

I of tbe north transept of Sherborne cliurcli, and that

j

already an expense of nearly 5.0/. has been occiirioued

by it.‘ The work of restoring the chancel is proceed-

ling. The reinstating of the groined ceiling of the

'

choir has been completed, aud the groined ceiling of

the south aisle is nearly done. The mode of proceed-

ing, says the Sherborne Joumal, was, first to raise

large balks of timber to tbe chancel windows, and^ to

' pas^ them through the building from sill to sill;

these timbers were bolted together outside by cross

I pieces, and when these were keyed.-up, the building

' was firmly and securely “ boxed/’' On these timbers

strong centreings were placed, and a platform erected

for the workmen, who, having now reached the roof,

' proceeded to uuderpiu each rib of the greio, and then

to take out tbe punelliug piece by piece. All tlie ribs

' of the choir ceiling have been talieii out.axid raised

from 8 to 10 inches
;
the whole of the panelbng,

which consisted of Tufa stone, has been removed and

replaced by a rich warm-coloured Ham-bill stone, and

thus, hit by bit, the whole roof has been talcen down,

and either re-erected or rebuilt. In the aisles the

walls have been forced outwards by the decay of tbe

heavy timbers of the roofs, the ends of which no

longer rested on the walls, but pressed against them.

The inclination is inconsiderable, and they have
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settled firmly, and to adapt 'the roof to their position,

«-ed‘ii's of slate and cement in the joints of the riba

are slid toeofflce. The cause of the outward disposi-

tioii of the wall having been discovered, a recurrence

of it. has Iwen gnarded against. The buttresses of the

soutii aisle have been rebuilt, with 6 iuchw -greater

projt-otion. The whole of the flying buttrosses either'

have been, or will be taken down, and reconstructed of

large blm-ks of llain-iill stone. Both the north and

south doorw-tfye, and the southand north-aisle windows

have been reinstated. It will, therefore, be seen that

a krgp portion of the works .affecting the security of

the building has been aocorapLished. Still there, re-

main wtirlfs considered amply sufficient to occupy the

nest twenty month?. Mr. Digby went over the works

Istely, and is said to have been saUshed with their

their progress.

TFedleigh-.~^er&itat\y menlioncd the erection of

a wiudow in WesUeigh church, near Bideford, Devon-
shire. Another has been put up in the same church,

by Mr. Warrington, of Loudon, being a memorial
window, cousiatittg of.thnee lights, also Perpendicular

in character, to the young and only son of Mrs.

Clevdaiid, of Toply-park, Westleigh, who lost his life

while serving with the army in the late Crimean cam-
paign. The window is one of large dimensions,

occupies the east end of the north aisle, and contains

subjects from the life of David. The entire gable

was t.iken down and rebuilt, and the new window of

stone inserted from the design atid under the direction

( of Mr. Artlior Billing, architect,

Roc/ida/e .—The third contract for the restoration

e ofKochdale parish church lias just been completed,

i including a uew roof on the nave, and the re!>uildiug

L of the clerestory walla. The ga'lcries on the south
a and west sides have been takeo down, but it was
I thought necessary to build a smaller gallery at the

west end. l^iciher works are contemplated, for which
1 the pi ins have .been, prepared by Mr. Joseph Clarke,

t the judiciOiis irourae having been adopted by the com-
n mittee of settling the plans for the entire restomlion,
1 and iheu each year completing a portion as the funds
I permit.

Doncaster .—The design for the memorial windows
I to the Elston and Samiders family, by Mous. T. B.
L Cajjnuniiere, Brussels, has just been compictc'd. It

r represents remarkable scenes of Seripturc history.

1 The mcmorifds will occupy two. aisle windows at the
rt west end. Eaoh light contains two medallions, with
•i sLx subjpcis for each window. The first represents
:l the creation of man—tlia Creator meeting man in the

: garden — his. expulsion — and the, death of Abel, as
i| showing the heredhnry natui-e of sin. The second
! portrays the first desU-uetion of Jeruinlera and the
I Tmnidi’, with the captivity—Daniel and his com-

p
paiiioas—Nebuchadncz.zar.'3 dream — Shadrach, Mc-

•1 shach, and Abedaego— the return to the promised
t land—and the 'rebuilding of the Temple.

PROVINCIAL NEWS.
AowiCit.—-The IVee Library was opened on

t Moudfiy ill last week to all the citizens. The eipcu-
li diture, cither actual or estimated, hns been as fol-

0 lows :—The site, including house, 1,8507
j amount.of

1 conlrkct, 3,0987
;

estimated extras, 957. ; extras for

t stone pilasters inlieuofibi'ick, 707; coat of temporai'y
cellar, 257. ; estiniuted cost of upper story, 7007.

; cost
I of gas fittings, 1207 ; lotnl, 5,0587 Including book-
k shelves, stoves, and furniture, the expenditure will be
.kabout 6,5007 Sir Samuel Bignold advaueed 4,0007
' to the council in order to expedite the erection of the
buQdiug. Mr. Bouest, the city surveyor, was the

.rarcliitect for the new-building, and Mr. Wormau the
((contractor. The building is in the Italiau style.

i'lThere h;is been an erroneous impression among the
II citizens, says the Norfolk Ohronicle, that tbewbolc
'L building is for the Fi-ee Library; but it iucludes

tacconunoiLiiioufor the Museum, Literary Institution,

'(School of Art, and .a public lecture-room.

Bedford.—The following were the tenders to erect

a new lunatic asylum for the counties of Bedford,
1 Hertford, aud Iluatiagdon. The ([iiantilies were
usupphed :

—

Jeeves, Hitchiii £73,786
Piiirrall, Mauebest-er 64,900
Myers, Lambeth 64.164
Parker, Tiirapston 58,742
'VVeatbeeby, York 5; ,

Shaftor, York 58,148
Porgnsson aud Allen, Not-

tingham
Dennis, Islington

Kirk aud Parry, Sleafort

Webster, Boston
Huddleston, Lincoln

liThe tender of Mr. Webster, of Boston, was accepted,
iiand it is expected that the works will sliortly be com-
icmenced. Mr, George Fowler Jones is tbe architect.

Chatham.—The buildings and iiuprovemeuts now

£73,786 4 6

64,900 0 0

64.164 0 0
58,742 0 0
58.175 0 0
58,148 0 0

57,875 10 0

57,050 15 5

63,909 6 3

63,626 11 11
60,809 16

upmardfi of 100^0007, Among these nuiy be men-
tioned the lengthening.-No. 2 dude lOO feet, by Messrs..

J, and, G. Raghy. When completed this dock will be.

360 feetiin length. No..7 slip is also being lengthened.

60 feet, and the iron roof laiEried the same distance.

Both these docks are of granite, laid on beds of con-

crete. Messrs. Foord, of Rochester, are ertciing a

large police-station near the saw-mills : I he same firm

have just completed a supplying kiln fur steepiug,

limber. A workshop, 240 fcet in length, has been

built forrthe convicts, and clusc to this is a range of

new buildings for cement mills. The iin2>rovemeut

of Chatham Docliyard by convict labour w'ill cost, it

is estimated, 16.0,0007.

Tunstall.—Kl a recent meeting of the local Board
of Health, a resolution was eiitertaiued, upon the

recommendation of Mr. Robinson, architect for the

Town ball, to the effect that the clerk give Mr. Wil-

kinson, contractor, formal notice that the Board

would, undur the terms of the contract, take (he

Townhall out of his Lauds, and proceed to complete

ih in consequencciof bis having failed to carryout the

contract.

Bristol.—The building in course of erection fur the

use. of the Academy of Fine Arts and the School of

Art, approaches comjilelioui It is said to differ iu

charucter from any structure in tlie locality. An
exhibition of local aud metropolitan ai't is to be held

at the new rooms in Septeuiber ueif. The
foundution-stone of parochial schools for the parish of

St.. Nicholas with St. Leonards was laid ou Thui'sday

in last weeJr. The schools, whea completed, will

accoBiniodate 120 infanis, 84 boys, and 84 girls. The
building will have an ornamental blank front, in the

Italian style of architecture, towards Back-street
;
the

boys’ school beiug lighted from the roof, while the

girls’ aud infints’ schools will have windows facing

the playground. The infant school-room will be

42 feet by 22 feet, and 18 feet high ; aud the boys’

aud girls’ schools 41 feet 0 inches, by 18 feet and

14 feet high. There will be a residence for the mis-

tress. Messrs. Foster and Wood are the architects,

and Mr. Samuel Bowden the contractor. The site

cost about 7007 and ihe contract for the building

amounts to 1,3007.

Poniypool.•—-Preparations are goiug forward for

the erection of a new building for the branch of the

West of England aud South Wales Bank at lYinty-

pool. 'The fuuadations are being dug in a field adjoiu-

ing ihe TownliaD.

Tamworth .—The building committee of the board

of gimrdiaus of the Turawortb Poor-law Uuion, on
Satui'day week, received tenders for tbe erection of a

new workhouse, according to plans and specifications

of Mr. NicboUs, architect, of Westbromwich. The
lowest tender was from Mr. Parne), builder, Rugby,

4,4737. The other tenders varied from 4,5457. to

upwards of 6,5007. We have received coiuphiiuts

from competitors that they cannot get back their

designs.

Liverpool .—At a recent meeting of the Town-
council it was resolved, that the tender of Mr. John
H. Mullens, for the erection of the proposed public

buildings in Dale-striict and Hattou-gardeu, for

20,2017 23. 6d. (jiccoiding to the jfiaus of the sur-

veyor) be accejiled. The tender was tbe lowest of

uine sent iu. -It was also resolved to apply

steam power to the inaeliinery of the chain-tester,

which was now worked by hand. The cost of the

new bnildiug will be about 5,0007. aud of tbe

machinery fiom 1,4007. to 1,6007.

nearly fiuished. All the windows are to be of stained
glass, and commemorative of eminent persons, tbe
gift of the friends, relative?, aud admirers of the de-
ceased,—Lord Brougham, .Principal Lee, and others,
contributing memorials of this kind. The odd win-
dow is eomffieted, embodying in its several tableaux
scenes, from Scripture— as the sacrifice of Isaac. With
the exception of a pigmy wiudow above, which is of
stained glass, none of the others arc put up. Tbe
vestry is constructed aloft, and will be appi oached by
a stair from the outer entrance, an expedient whi(;h

leaves more accommodation within tbe cliureh.

Berth .—Thu new Gcmmercial Bank at the north
end of Princes-street, Perth, is now ready to be roofed

in. The building is in the Italian style. The Free
Territorial Church, Souih-street, is nearly couipletcd.

Though plain in design exteriorly, the edifice, accord-

ing to the Constitutional, is superior in poiut o£

architecture to the other Free Chm-ches iu the town.
Preparations are -being made for erecting a row of

villas on the Glovers’ lands at St. Leonards, on the

north side of Craigie Burn. A macadatuibcd road
leading to tbe villas has already been constructed.——-
Workmen are. excavating the foundation for th&
erection of the new wing and other additional build-

ings at tbe General Prison. The contractor is Mr.
David llae, of Edinburgh, and his estimate for the

work appear?, fi'ora the report just issued by the

General Boai'il of Directors of Prisons in Scotland, to

be 27.3977.

COMPETITIONS.
Wellingborough Cemetery

<

— A meeting of the

Burial Board of the Wtiliugborough -New Cemetery
was held on Tuesday, the 10th inst. for the purpose of

finally considering and deciding upon the designs for

chapels, lodge, &c. which had been sent iu by various

architects in answer to advertisements whicli appeared
in the public journals. The designs bearing the motto
"Nisi Domiuus Fruslra” were (we -are told) uuaui-

mou.'ily. adopted, and the successful- competitor was
found to be Jlr. E. F. Law, of Northampton, who
has received a commission to prepare the necessary

drawings and spccificatious f<}r cai-jying out tbe

buildings.

Chatham Workhouse .—Iu this case there were
nineteen competitors. The design, by Messrs. Fred-

erick Peck and E. W. Stephens, of Birminghjim, has
been Selected as the best, and that of Mr. E. Holmes,
also of Birmingham, as the second best.

Worcester Cemetery.—Ahont fifty. designs, we .are

told, have been sent in.

Bromsgrove Cemetery .—Eight designs for erecting

lodge, &c. and for laying out the new burial-ground,

have been received, the estimates varying from near
6007. to 1,9007. Five of the more expensive plans

were set aside, leaving the other three to he decided

'The Board at length decided upon accepting the

plan submitted by Mr. C. H. Cook, of Loudon, whose
estimate was 5757. A competitor states that when
he sent in his drawings, he received by return of post

a printed circular with the vicar’s name at the end,

particularly requesting a subscription towards the

funds for restoring the church I

SCOTLAND.
Dnprovoments in Edinburgh. — Masons wore

lately set to work iu hewing stones on the Castle

esplanade, for the new garrison place of worship.

Tlie new accommodation, according to the local Post,

from which wc adapt tbe present note, is to consist

of an addition to the ancient chapel of St. Margaret’s
;

the good taste of which arrangement is considered

questioniiblc. An angle in the Parliament House
buildings has recently been comjfieted, wilb a zig-

zag piece of coarse wall, however, in proximity.

At Melbourne-place, George tbe Fourth’s Bridge, the

street will shortly be completed, adding another

architectural feature to tbe old town : the houses arc

lofty, andai'e said to be of fine stone. Mclbounie-

place is completed by tbe extension to Victoria-street.

An inlet from Victoria-terrace is completed by an

arched gateway. Other buildings (of one story) have

been erected westward from the termiual poiut of

Melbourne-place. East of Fisher’s-close a noticeable

building is set down : it is of three stories, with

lautern window. 'To the north of the quaint old

house of Allan Ramsay, the poet. Lord Murray is

constructing a promenade. A statue or group, by
Steele, is to be placed in the centre of tbe walk, iu

honour of the aulhor of “ The Gentle Shepherd.”

ACCIDENTS CONNECTED WITH BUILDINGS.

— — j, ......
I

The interior work of the Old Grey friars Church
in progress at the dockyard will involve an outlay of 1

proceeds rather tardily: tbe seating, however, is

Huddersfield.—At the theatre, in HuddersfiNd,

while Mr. Cobden was speaking last week at a pohlical

meeting, a portion of one of the side galleries fell,

precijjitating about twenty persons, aloug with the

beams, &c. on the heads of those beneath the gallery.

Great confusion ensued, aud there was a fear of greater

mischief from panic; hut the meeting was dispersed

without further accident.

Liverpool.— On Saturday last five men were at

work at a house in process of erection iu Netherfield-

road North, when the portion of the building on
which they were engaged fell down, bringing along

with it the scaffolding and four of the men, who
were partially buried amongst the bricks aud limber,

and were severely injured. The fifth workman per-

ceived the dauger in time to spring upon two tiim

joists, and thus succeeded in saving himself. One of

the men was so buried amongst the bricks, which

wedged him in on every side, that it took half an hour

to release him, and in a few minutes afterwards the

wall fell down. The house was to have been 0))eued

as a public-house. “ Great blame,” says the Albion^
“
attaches to the owner, the builder, and, if we are

correctly informed, to the building surveyor, inasmuch

as the house, though of unusually large dimensions,

and of three stories in height, had no foundation,

being built immediately on the soft soil, while the

outside wall, instead of being a 14-inch, was only a

9-iDch wall. "We understand that another house, in

the s.amc neighbourhood, also came jiartially down on,

Salurday.”

Edinburgh .—An accident took place, on Wednes-

day in last week, at the Caledonian Distillery, Hay-

niarkct, iu consequence of which one life was lost,
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several persons were injured, and considera.ljIe damage

was lione to property. An addition to this extensive

distiUeiy was in course of heing made by the erection

of a malt barn about 300 feet long by 7o f^ct m
breadlb, and four stories in height. An iron roof was

nearly finished, part of the supporters of which were

pillars rising from the ground. Simultaneously the

floors were being laid upon iron girders and bnck

arches, supported in part by the siiine pillars. Ihe

building was therefore to be fire-proof m every story.

About a third part of the work of building the

brick arches had been completed, when, suddenly,

something was heard to snap about the roof. Imme-

diately the whole covering, and a great part ot the

internal structore, gave way in a scries of crashes, and

in a fevv moments there was little left except the

exterior of the building, and a mass of ruins mside.

About thirty or forty men were at work within the

building, but they all escaped with life, except one

man, who was struck on the head by an iron beam,

and almost instantly expired.

Atiupn (iiwwci).—On Thursday week the metal

bridge crossing the Limerick and Toynes Railway at

Attyflin fell iu, completely blocking up the line. The

first train was within fifteen minutes of being due at

the nioineut the accident occurred, but it was fortu-

nately stopped, and 100 workmen were set at once to

clear away the rubbish. The loss will fall on Mi.

Dargan the contractor, aud the expense of replace-

ment, it is said, will be heavy. Fortunately no life

was lost.

the ordinary refining and puddling pro-
j

the time and outlay of any competent person rvho

< • • • *--- --J'- 1 ’’Mght undertake it.

Iu Elmes’s “ Life of Wren ” there is a flan of thecesses, paaents were noticed in which water was made
]

mighUindertatoit

“
|

mo^;Un;d ;a g.;t provoerdivc it is to the desirc^r

dition, aud jirior to its final treatment, with a covering
,

more. In tim hope that

tott° patents relating to the prodnclion of steel ' the fame ot IVr'en and the cause

from refined or wrought iron by fusion arid by I am, hx

j

what assist in promoting a result alike beneficial to

irom itiiuLu , 1

comentation, with the employment of partieidar

cemen'ing nnteiials and flaies and ot coulriyanccs

for rendering Ihe cementing operation a continuous
TENDERS FOR DRAIN-PIPES.

HavixC regularly taken the Builder from the commenee-iOl lixw. WW.....— - ^ , ,1 T * ilA V l.eiu 1 trgunni .. .

one were next noticed, and this led to the discussion
^

^jent of its publicaiiou, I have always considered^it^ a pro-

-fA. — -actora+ui hrAiKrht oiit liv Mv. Besseuicr
,
pcF Channel for promoting the interest of'

of the several patents hronght ,Mr.
i u..-'wd„? tlafie; and
' _i.._ .. 1 . A*.. 1 TT. .X.for the productiou of steel and malle.ible ir^.

_ exposing any abuses that were aetrimentai to KsiocereBis.

patents such as those of Mr. Martein, Mr. Parry, aud
^

jng, therefore, to call your attention to n practice

Ir '’t__ -_.i a l>«rrriTify mmn the ssmc which ought to be exposcd. A few days since I luspected

•ything c

^
as possible

that were detrimental to its interests.

TVTaaxoA’Tnn nn,l Armitfiffp bearin'^ upon the same which ought to be exposed. A few days since .
Messrs. Lea and Armit g , ^ r *u-. ' o speeihcalion for work to be done as drainage, ^at the

ipected

principle, were described, and notice was taken of the

effects of this particular mode oftreatment upon iron.

It was held that the results of experimeots with Mr.

oost end of London, and to my surprise, there found it

stipulated that the pipes to be used were to be of Messrs.

anufacture. ‘Whether or not the insertion of such a

.rx , 'A'DivVinnl PTTtiiinatiou ' stipulation was founded upon any peculiar ground, 1

Bessemer s process, and of the cbemical examinmio
, j^gay, but if not, it was the most gratuitous mju^

of his products, had not served to bear out the state-
, eugineer’s employer that can well be imagined,

ments made by him iu his paper read before the Competitionj-as nuito out of the question, and I rdused

British Association last year.
_ p'urchMe ’of the parties named, without reference to price,

concluded by pointing out the great present momentvaries fromlOtoSO per cent.The report (

PTtpnl t*f>'’«^ich 'the nuddling ‘process depended upon aTcordrng'to the situation of the purchaser, as to freedom

S' , :i,“ .V xi.il hv show- to purchase, and I have aeeu lu.tances tyhero pipe, have
the skill and iedustry of the workmea, ai.d by show-

“;Ct”woil5 other

iiisj that this was sufficient reason to lead all interested a Contbactob.
. X . x_ _1 :_U i.u„ l,.xx.r. 4l,ol ttip priTl-

'

NEW SCHOOLS OF ST. THOMAS
CHARTERHOUSE.

On the 19th, these schools, situated in Golden-lane,

St. Luke's, and commenced iu May last, were for-

iron luanufaclure to cherish the hope that the con-

tinued exertions of Mr. Bessemer and others who are

now actively engaged on the subject.^ might lead to RECENT BUILDING PATENTS.*

the” suVcesTfiil anplicatioQ of the priuciple upon which' 1755 . Chakles Burton, Regent-street, London.
> . ..111 ...?a_A L TV- . TT- .7 Mrtp I'ln+ojl

was based the process which had excited such general —Warming Houses and olher Buildings. Dated

attention, so that the prophecy of Mr. Nasmyth, that 24th July, 1856.—In carrying out this invention, air

it would lead to a new era in a most important ig led by a shaft from the top of the house or other

bi anrh of our manufactures, might ultimatily he building to a chamber iu the basement, in which is a

fulfill d.*
' fire surrounded by coueave or other reflectors, so

s,. ^ .
I

— 'arranged as to concentrate the heat of the fire to

lally opened by H.R.H. Prince Albert, who spoke txjvgTTT.T? PRESERVATION OF THE TOWER ' w mn^the air, and from this chamber the warmed air

i.-f .-vL ._.7 pn ti.p n-pfxunn. ' =3 coiiductcd bv turucd pipes to the rooms or other
admirably and with great fecliug on the occasion.

Some effect is obtained in the building by the alter-
OF LONDON IN 1691.

The air is forced down the

the ground story is the infant school, which is

by 29 feet, and 13 feet in height, to which is attached State Papers
. , .

a well-paved and airy playground. The girls’ school.
!

“ 9 Julg, 1691.—Her Majesty m Councill having

. ^ , . X , -1 xA <• 11 • • + J places to be warmed.

nate use of red, black, and buff-col mred bricks. Ou ' We are iiidebtod for the 'ofiowiag luterestmg wanniug-chamber by means of a screw
- - '

5 66 feet
I

extract to Mr. Lemon, the editor of The Calendar of
^

iustnmicnt (iu the shaft), which is put m
! motion by the force of the wiud. In order to regu-

-- -„ - . . - late the amount ofhcatcdairdischarged into the room

uU the first floor, is of the same dimensions as the received an account that by the fall of pail of one of oilier pi ice, a valve is employed, which is opened

infant school below, and has leading from it a h cture- the floorcs this morning iu the White Tower, where or less by a self-acting apparatus, consistiug of

room 28 feet bv 14 feet, The boys’ school is on the
' the powder was lodged, about two thousaud barrclls arrange neut of levers put in motion by the ex-

top story, and is 67 feet by 30 feet, and 13 feet high arc t'allea through and lye upon the next floorc; and pangion aud contraction of a bar of met.d or other

at the sides, and 17 feet in the centre. Tne lecture-
;
that the keeping of so great a qiiautitie of powder as '

luateriul exposed to the temperature of the room or

room attached to the boys’ school is of the same '

at present is cxtreamly dangerous to the Tower and
pia^e.

dimensions as that on the first floor. There is a base-
' City of London, Her Majesty is pleased to order the 1060. W. Gregory.—yin Imgrovemeni in ihe

ment story, containing kitchen, scullery, &c. and a Kt, Houble. Sir Henry Goudiicke, Kiit. ' Construciion of Hoofing Tiles. Dated 5th May,
’ ’

‘---‘ed to Lieutenant Generali, aud the rest of the princip.ill iS56._The patentee forms in the arched lippingheating apparatus. The desks are coustniclcd 10 Lieutenant ixeiieraii, auu me rcsi ui mt pimu p.m — pbe pi

accommodate 26i boys and a similar number of girls.
;

officers of the Oiduance, to consider of a fitc plrn’C or pgpjj (except the eave tiles) a recess

There are also desks in the galleries for 372 infauts ' places where the stores of powder may be conveniently receive the ends of the arched lip of the ad-

thus giving ample accommodation for 900 children, lodged, as well for the security thereof, as of the jojujug tile. This recess or cup he makes of a depth

All the rooms arc lighted with gas, which renders Tower and City of London.”
|

equal to the width of lap required for two adjoining

them very suitable for evening classes for adults, or
^

yp ^ large flooring at once giving way', and rows, and the workman or tiler is thus provided with

those whose ocenpations prevent their attendance
2,000 barrels of powder being precipitiited through to ' a gauge for fitting the tiles together. He also forms

during the day-time. The total cost of huildiug, without the least spark of fire occur- ‘ recesses at the opposite edges of the ridge tiles, so

fittings, &c. with 2,2007. expended in^tjie p^rchasc^ of
jg jj ,n.)st wonderful instance ot preservation.

' ’ ' ’ ' ^

the site and the play-ground, was 8,4527. The build-

ing was designed and constructed by Mr. Hesketh, ^

the architect, who constructed the other schools of

the district, which, with those just completed, are

capable of accommodating 2,500 pupils at one time.

THE GOVERNMENT OFFICES
COMPETITION.

Dear Mr. Editor,—Pray put your head into

M’estmiuster-Ilall, and see the official doings there

that they will completely overlap the upper edp of

the top row of tiles at the opposite sides of the ridge,

and “produce a water-tight joint, which may, when

desirable, be furtlier secured by a thin liue ot raoitar

or cement.

1777 . Joseph Platt, Audlcm, Cheshire.

—

Door

Knockers. D.ited 2Cth July. 1856.—This iuveution

ON RECENT IMPROVEMENTS IN THE
MANUEACTURE OF IRON

for the forthcoming Exhibition of Designs. The ball consists iu peculiar mechanical arrangements, by

is being divided into small coiupartiuents, which some ' means of which the knocker is operated by a^siutable

. 1 1 1 1 41, li' 1 ! f fR., '
liken to sheen-pens, aud same to cating-huuse boxes, haudle on the outside of the door, casing a hammer

A REPORT was y to th K
but which will,̂ fear, considering the darkness of !

or knocker to strike ou the inside. The handles may
Chemical Society by Mr. director of the chemi-

,

- .ve;? slauTh^ i
be variously constructed to turn, or to pull out, or

cil establishment of the Mar Department, on
j j^amugs which may be committed to them. ‘ push inwards; and the hammer, knocker, or other

ahnvp siinipcr. 1 _ ° . .
*^

. n. -r. . ,1 ' ‘4
. . .. i__ 1..1 ...it-l. *1,.. LaixiBo Ratabove subject,

The first portion of the report was devoted to

consideration ofproposals relating to the construction

rftko blast fiirnlce, the appliction of tie blast, the
,

“"•‘''"‘ly-

mixture of ores, &c. with the view to ensure uni-
^ ^

formity in the working of the furnaces
;
the prepara-

j

have’’ sent in designs : those from abroad have yet to Grooving,
tion aud state of division of the ore, and its mixture be received. Some of the packages include drawings Eitedl7thMaY 1856 These relate

eland fluxes; the economisation of fuel and for the three competitions, some for two of them, so t.-.q,

that the number of designs is of course greater than

the number of competitors.

Pray give the officials a jog, for Sir Benjamin Hall alarum may be connected with the outride handle by

cm have no wish to do otherwise than exhibit the ' springs, ratchet wheels, or other like contrivances.

Nemo.
\

Not proceeded leith.

* * A,T A , 1 ,A r. -i' -U .-4 I
1172 .

J.Z.M^x^n.—Itnprovements in Mnehinerg
Me understand that 1J2 British competitors

Mortising, Tenoning, Hounding, Sweep and
dfici Mitreing

.

with fuel and fluxes ;
the economisation

heat; and the description of fuel employed. The

last was considered to be a subject of much interest

from the circnmstance that the very considerable iron

resources of Ireland might be expected to rise to

great importance, if the application of peat in one

form or other, as the means of reducing and refining

the metal, proved as successful as was anticipated by

numerous persons, whose attenlion had been devoted

to the subject.

A review was next taken of the numerous plans

proposed fur effecting the reduction and purification

of the metal in one continuous operation, none of

which were considered as likely to compete success-

fully with the present system of iron smelting. Allu-

sion was also made to the system of produciu;

refined iron or steel direct from the ore in the United

States, in the so-called blooraery forges.

The second portion of the report related to the

application of other agents than those in general use

in the manufacture of iron.

After an examination into numerous proposals for

WREN’S JIODEL OF ST. PAUL’S.

I PERCEIVE that some attention is at length being

called to the model of Sir C. Wren’s first design for

St. Paul’s, now decaying from want of care ;
little

known, from its secluded position, and no way ser-

viceable, except one of the twopenny sights iu our

great show cathedral,

But it is surprising the architectural world does

to certain com-

binatioos of parts constituting a machine in which

the operations of mortising, tenoning, rounding,

sweep and straight moulding, boring, grooving, and

mitreing may all be performed, instead of employing

separate machines for these purposes, as heretofore.

AnH a feature consists in an improved mode of form-

ing the following cutting tools :—the mortising

chisel, the tenon cutters, the cross revolving moulding

cutter, the mitre wheel or cutter, aud the grooving

cutter.

977. J. Barbour.—Improvements in Sawing

Apparatus. Dated 23rd April, 1856.—Tlie saw

blade to be used is made iu the form of an endless

not seek for more than its restoration and improved belt, which is passed round two pulleys, and kept

position. It should he made known to the many properly stretched by screw or other adjustmeat, by

who may lave no opportunity of thoroughly inspect-

ing it in its show-room
;
nor can I doubt but the

publication of a quarto volume, fully illustrating it,

with plan, elevations, sections, and views, would repay

* A pretty full report of the whole will be found i

.Engineer journal.

which the bearings of the two pulleys can be separated

more or less.

1769. Robert Stewart, Glasgow.

—

Cutting Stone

and other Mineral Subsia7ices. Dated 2Qd July,

* Gleaned from lists

Engineer, kc.
t the jlfec7ia»te«’ Magazine, the
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1856.—According to one modification of the improved

apparatus, a suitable sole or bed is laid down for the

traverse upon it of a carriage carrying the cutting

tools, the stone to be cut being placed beneath. The

machine may be furnished with auy convenient num-

ber of cutting tools, arranged iu a line one behind

the other, aud following each other in the cut. The

cutting action is made to talce place by raising aud

letting fall a bar, which is of considerable weight,

and causes the rutting tool to forcibly strike the

stone, and so effect an increment of the cut. The
carriage maybe moved forward by hand, by means of

a suitable lever eonneclion with the running wlicch,

or a self-acting feed motion may be employed. In

some cases the carriage may be kept stationary during

a number of strokes, so ttiat the cut may be made
vertically downwards on the side of the stone, or at

any other part.

1805. Gkorge IIolcroft, Manchester, and Peter
Johnson, Wigan.

—

Improvemeriis in the Manufac-
ture of Cement^ and in the Ajiplication of a knoioii

Material to Cementing Purposes. Dated 31st July,

1856.—This inveiitiou consists in manufacturing

cement of sulpliirr combined wilb sand, gypsum, or

any other suitable material; also, iu the application

of sulphur alone for cementing the joints of stones,

or as a substitute for cement when used for any other

purpose.

1870. WiijjIam Gorse, Birmingham.

—

Improved
Boor Fastener. A communication. Dated 8th

August, 1856.—This door fastener consists of a plate

of metal inserted between the door-post aud the edge

of the door, the said plate being secured to the door-

post by the closing of the door. The plate carries at

its projecting eud a plate, arm, or bolt, which, being

brought against the door, prevents the said door from
being opened.

1885. John Cartland, Birmingham.

—

Improved
Boor Spring. Dated 11th August, 1856.—This in-

vention consists essentially of a heliacal or coiled

spring of steel, iron, brass, or other wire, the said

spring being acted upon in such a manner, by its

connection wilb the door or door-hinge, tliat the said

spring shall be coiled or uncoiled at the opening of

the door. The clastic force of the spring is exerted

by a winding action, instead of a lengthening or

shortening action, as is usual with heliacal door-

springs.

iSoohiS JiUfnbctJ.

Practical Suggestionsfor relieving the Overcrowded

Thoroughfares of London, securing improved
Means of Locomotion, directing the Sewagefrom
the Thames, and appropriating it to Agricultural

Use, ^’'c. By Joseph Mitchell, C.E. Stanford,

Charing-cross.

These practical suggestions assume the form of a

letter to Sir Benjamin Hall, as chief commissioner of

the Board of Works. The principal feature iu the

vast sflictne proposed is the formation of a great

street or road, leading in a straight line, or nearly so,

from Keusington-gardens to Shorcditcli Stalion, with

a metropolitan railway adjoining it, in a sunk track,

and a main sewer under the railway, which laltcr it

is proposed to uuitc ou the north with the metropoli-

tan railway already sanctioned by Parliament, aud on
the south with the South-Western aud other lines, by
a branch crossing Waterloo-hridge, ou an iron way
raised above the bridge. The proposed sewer, the

projector remarks, would drain all Loudon north of

the line, and would be coutinued from Shoreditch

along and near the Eastern Counties Kailway', beyond
the river Lea, where the sewage would meet that of

the lower portion of the metropolis and that of the

south side, as proposed by Jlr. F. Foster and Mr.
' Bazalgettc, and thence the whole be sent throuiih the

. agricultural districts, and to the sea. Mr. Mitchell

also proposes, in connection with his road scheme, the

. erection of a new palace in Kensington-gardcus, to be

;
partly devoted to the national collection of art-works,

I and partly as a residence for her Majesty. The Hue
1 of street aud roadway, he observes, would inter-

: fere witii no public buildings of importance : it would

:
pass chiefly through property of iul'crior value, except

; the north side of Grosvenor-street, and would pass by
and cross the enclosures of several of tlie London

I

squares. There would be 70 feet of carriageway, with
' footpaths of 24 feet, on each side, or a width con-

t siderahly greater thau Regent-street, which is 50 to

] 54 feet wide, with footways of 18 aud 21 feet. The
I construction of Regent-street, oue-aud-a-htJf mile in
I length, cost 1.533,582/. The cost of the proposed
; new Hue of road, wilb a branch to the post-office, iiiail

;
say four miles in length, is estimated proportionally at

I 4,089,552/. ; or with additional width of street, rail-

w.iy, &c. 6,502,387/. to which is added cost of rail-

way, 1,976,330/, aud of new palace, &c. at Kensing-
iiton, 1,500,000/.; or iu all (not including three-and-
•1 a-half millions, for the main sewer aud whole drain-
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age),, 9,978,717/. 1 The estimate of revenue is set

down as follows :
— Revenue of new street (ruled

by known revenue of Regent-street, viz. 39,000/.),

97,500/.; to which add 10 per cent, for additional

attraction and thoroughfare, 9,750/. ;
revenue from

railways, 180,000/.; in all 287,250/. being nearly

3 per cent, ou 9,978,717/. The sewage, if applied iu

irrigation, as at Edinburgh, would, it is estimated,

yield a clear leveuue of 472,500/. or a profit of

262,500/. to which the author adds 287,250/. as

estimated reveaue from rents of new street and from
railways, aud remarks, that the 549,750/. of revenue
derivable from the whole of these improvements,
would be about 65 per cent, on the capital of

9,978,717/. required, forgetting, however, that iu

this sum the three-and-a-half millions of first cost of

the drainage is not included.

We have preferred thus occupying our limits with
a condensed and brief abstract of Mr. MiteUeH’s
scheme, without displacing anything by the insertion

of any observations of our own, anil will simply add,

that even ten millions, if that sum would do it,

mighf, as it seems to us, be better spent with the

same end in view.

The Art of Valuing Rents and Tillages, Originally

written by Mr. Bayldon. Seventh edition, en-

larged, by Robert Baker, Valuer. London:
Longman aud Co.

“ Bayldon on Rents ” has long been indispensable

with all coueerned in the valuation or the raanageraeut
of land, and this last edition contains much that is

new, especially with reference to the principle of

Michaelmas entries and the valuation of property for

assessment. It is the best existing book of the kind.

Mr. Biker, in his preface, urges that it daily be-

comes more and more imperative upon landed pro-

prietors to give due encouragement to their tenants,

by affording them the utmost security for the invest-

ment of their capital, “not alone by removing such

absurd restrictions in leases that hitherto have existed,

but by giving security, by valuation, for unexhausted
improvements.”

lie proposes the abolition of the yearly tenancy
altogether, and the substiiution of a lease for a terra

of one year, with clear clauses as to cropping and the

mode of quitting.

Doncaster New Parish Church.—A month or

two ago it was found necessary, before proceeding

with the tower, to appeal for an additional subscrip-

tion of 10,000/. the funds obtained by the first sub-

scription, amounting to about 30.000/.beiiig exhausted.

The amount subscribed has now reached the sum of

8,600/. Although this is 1,400/. short of the money
required for the completion of the church, it has been
deemed sufficiently large by the building committee
to warrant them in continuing the works of the

church, which would otherwise have shortly been sus-

pended. Arrangements have been made with Messrs.

Warner for a new peal of hells, which will be cast

under the direction of Mr. Denison. Mr. Dent has

promised to supply a clock gratis for the tower. Mr.
W. Foreman, of Surrey, Ins rebuilt the south chapel I

entirely at his own expense.
1

London Athosphere.—What a destructive agent

'

is the atmosphere of London I I observe that the
'

Roman Catholic Church in St. George’s-fii-lds, built a
[

few years ago by Pugin, is already wearing a most
autumnal aspect : its foliage is rapidly decaying, and

!

in a few more years its crockets and finials will be ^

numbered with the things that have been, and we I

shall then be enabled to judge what will be the effect

of a fourteenth-century building deprived of those ^

interesting excrescences. Should they be equally iHs-

1

posed to crumlile and fall off from the surface of the '

colos-al structure in the same viciniiy,— the Houses
j

of Parliament,—we shall have a somewhat alarming
bill to pay per annu'ii for new crockets. A considera-

tion of the destructive nature of London atmosphere
j

should have some influence iu deciding on the style'

aud character of the future Governmeut buildings.— '

Anti-Corrosion.
i

Rotting op Gutta-percha under Ground.

—

An iovcstigaiiou has been made by Mr. E.
j

nighton, iuto certain cases of decay in the gutta-

percha covering of ihe imdergronnd wires of the
;

British Electric Telegraph Company at Berkbamp-
stead aud elsewhere, which results iu the discovery

'

that the mycellium of a fungus which frequently

grow's on the dead roots of oak trees, and sometimes
under hawthorn hedges, occasionally affects the gutta-

j

percha covering telegraphic underground wires, fer-

meuting and rotting the gutta-percha in spots where
the fungus prevails, while immediately adjoining, no

|

such decay appears. The caase of this occasional

annoyance having been thus discovered, donblless

'

some mode of obviating it will soon be found.
|

Lectures on Art-Education at Leeds. Mr.
G, Jackson recently delivered two lectures before the*
members of the Leeds Mechanics’ Institution and
Literary Society, " On Art-Education.” The lecturer
commenced by asserting that no nation had ever
excelled Great Britain in the development of the
abstract mecliauical science-o, and that it might as
truly be said that no nation had done less to promote
the national, social, and commercial importance of
the aits. This could not be attributed to any want
of talent, but it might rather be taken as a demon-
stration that the old proverb which said that two
things could not be done at the same time would
apply to nations as well as to individuals. Attention
had begun to be directed to the importance of art,

and to the iialioual necessity of it being encouraged.
It would, therefore, be his object to point out what
constituted the elements of art, and how to impart a
knowledge of art. Mr. Jackson’s second lecture was
devoted to the consideration of the necessity of the
principles of ait forming part of all systems of
elementary education.

Crystal Palace District Gas CoMPA.Ny.—At
the third aimual general meeting of this company, on
3rd inst. it was announced iu the directors’ report
that during the last year the number of private con-
sumers had largely increased, new railway stations had
been lighted, and public lighting had been commenced
throughout the district. In 1854 (half-year), the gas
rental, it was stated, was 1,736/. 16s. lid.; for the
entire year 1853, 5.078/. 8s. 8d.

;
aud in the year

now passed, 1856, 6,535/. 19s. lid.; and it was
estimated that tlie company are now in possession of
a gas rental of nearly 8,000/. per annum. The profits

on the year amounted to 2,297/. 8s. Id. out of which
a dividend was declared ou the paid-up capital of the
company at the raleof 5 5 per cent, per aiiiium, leaving
a free h.ilance to be carried to tbe profit of next year.

Indicater Tiles.—Mr. B. Looker, jun. of Nor-
biton Potteiy, Kingston-on-Thames, has forwarded to
us specimens of some new “ Indicater Tiles,” which
he has introduced as a suggestion for marking the
new Postal Districts (“ E C,” “ W C,” &c.). They
can be made of auy size or shape, and in any descrip-
tion of earthenware. The specimens forwarded are
composed of ordinary tile clay, and the letters are
coloured with a permanent vitrified black. They are
rather rough aud imperfect, however, being the first

he has made. They are 9 in. by 6 iu. (the length
of one and the depth of two bricks), for the facility

of fixing in a wall, and can be produced aud sold at

something like fid. each,

J.R'BLiN.—The foundation stone of the new church
of St. Patrick, Celbridge, was laid on Sunday in week
before last. The architect is Mr. J. J. M’Cartby,
and the design is Eirly Gothic. Mr. R. Farrell, of

Dublin, builder, is the contractor. The site is at the
rear of the present pari>h chapel. The new church
will be 130 feet in length, and 60 feet iu width.
It will comprise nave and side aisles. At the end
of the north aisle will be placed the chapel of the
Sacrament, and at the termination of the north aisle

will be erected tbe chapel of the Virgin. The great
oriel window of the cliureh will be a tiiplet of stained
glass. Another end of the edifice will also have an
illumioalcd window, the designs of each being com-
memorative of some great event of Gospel history.

The building will be of solid limestone, with Gothic
front and belfry. The interior will be comjileted
with open woodwoik roof, and with the usual Early
Gothic decorations. The church of St. Caihcrinc iu

Meath-street, now finished, and the church of St.

Saviour in course of completion, were designed by the
same architect.

The Society of Arts’ Exhibition of Inven-
tions.—This exhibition is now open to the public,

and will continue to be so till about the eud of May.
By next week the arrangements will be more
matured, aud the articles exhibited more numerous
than at present, and we shall then take an opportunity
of noting some of the more important aud interesting

features of the new’ exhibition.

Government Artisans and Emigration. —
Upwards of 2,000 workmen iu various departments
of M’’oolwich Arsenal, having received notice to leave,

in accordance with the reductions iu ihe last army
estimates, a memorial has been adopted at a large

meeting of the men, and forwarded to Lord Paumure,
strongly recommended by the heads of the depart-

ments, praying the Government to grant a free pas-

sage for themselves and families to the Canadas,
Australia, or elsewhere. The memorial, it is said,

has received the favourable consideration of the War
Office.

Encaustic Tiles turning Dull.— Having the

floor of a balcony of considerable length laid with
iMinton’s tiles a few years ago, I find they become
very dull at all times except when wet. Perhaps yon,

or some of your readers, could inform me if anything
could be done in the way of glazing or varnishing

them, so as to improve their appearance ?—F. K.
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Liverpool ARCHiTEcnrRAi. Society.—The twelfth

meeting of this bo.iy was held on UeOnesday, the

ISth, when the chair was taken by Mr. James llay.

Mr. Frank Howard read the paper of the evening,

“A Description of Pickering (^urch, with reference

to the Principles of Decoration.”

St. Helen’s, Bisiiopsgate,—During the last lew

days a honse, supposed to have been bnilt in the reign

Of James I. adjoining to this interesting specimen ol

clmrch architecture, which escaped the Great hire ot

London, has been pulled down, by which means many

points in the exterior of the south choir, which hy

been ruthlessly blocked op, have been brought vO

light. Amongst other discoveries, a window has been

laid open, the greater part of the muUions and glazing

of which rcmcioB entire, as they were covered OTer

with plaster when the church was made the party-

wall of the adjoining house. Several windows of

Norman character have also been discovered.

Extensive Dr.4inaoe ‘Works in Norwich.

The drainage of the northern part of Norwich was

again discussed in the Local Board of Health, on

^esdav in last week
;
tbe reports of the surveyor and

of Mr. Donaldson being placed in the members

hands. From the surveyor’s report it appears that

Gas.—

T

he directors of the Southampton Gas Com-

panv have reduced the price of their gas, to 5s. a

thousand cubic feet. The Margate Gas Company

have declined to accede to the demands made upon

them and detcmiiucd on at a recent meeting of gas

consumers, uamelj', to charge 4s. 6d. per 1,000 feet m-

stead of 6s. with a hotter supply and of better quality.

The late Mk. Playfair. Architect. — The

Edinburgh Courant says, — We have to record the

death of the greatest of our northern architects-the

man who, more than any other, has filled the Scottish

capital with monuments of bis geums. AVilhaoi

Henir Playfair died on Thursday, 19th inst. after a

long illness, which had for some years paralysed his

limbs, and for the last day or two made him msen-

rible to everythmg. Mr. Playfair was horn in _I^n-

don in July, 1789. He came of no utidistingmshed

stock His father was an architect of note in his day,

altliousi his rcputalion has long been ubscured by the

briglite eminence ot his son
;
and his nnclc was the

cclrtrated mathematician and natnral philosopher

Professor .John Playfair, lie had the advantage ot

being edocated under the roof of the latter, at a time

when Lord John Kussell was not the only pupil ot

k whom it sheltered. At a subsequent period he

with a view to the nltimate diversion of the whole of accompanied his undo in that continental toim which

the sewage of tbe citv from the river, he has so occupied the closing years of the geologist s hie.

Mrangeil the several lines ot sewers ns to seenre of Masoks HEili Southampton.—The

hnt one outfall for the whole draiiinge of this north-
of stonemasons employed at the works ot

cm district, at a spot most convenient for extending
Viclorin Hospital, Hamble, are under strike, and

the sewer to an outfall beyond the limits of the city. py ihc General Society ot the Trade, each

The system of drainage eonsists ot one mam sewer,
receiving 14s. a week. The men, according to

two collateral sewers, and twenty-nine branch Hamfshirn Advertiser, desired to leave work on

sewers. The main sewer lias a total length of i ,314
j

gue hour and a half earlier than usual, to

feet. The two collateral sewers are respectively to Southamirton and other

1,818 feet and 4,462 feet in length. From this the contractor slated

main sewer there are irioeteen branch sewers,
contract did uot permit him to comply.

all 8,467 feet in length; from the^ ^first ^col-
I

Harbour Works.—The contract for

lateral sewer four branch sewers, 2,113 feet m
,, Guernsey Harbour, according to the

length; and from the second collateral sewer six . , -
. „ ...•.-..i a. n-.ufrom the second coUatcral sewer ^ has been virtually assigned to Mr. Coult-— rs, 2,911 Jett in length.

"^y^-iiose’ tender was much lower than those of

must be executed with borrowed money, to be repaid
, Gallit'hau and the other com-

hy instalments m thirty years, being a
|

'
x', „ "The doubt,” says a Guernsey paper,

over OHC penny in the pemnd
i ?< ii^g been entertained as to whether Mr.

perty in the eity. o^an additional half-penny rale m
j j understood his own business was entirely

the half-year ;
each y^r lewenmg « the principal is

, examination of his figures. It was
maid off. Mr. Donaldson s report approves of the

| ,_i n<i maiprinU wprp ibi^timatpd.

surveyor’s plans, with the condition that the outfall

be carried about 160 feet farther down the river. It

Kcommeods that the sewage he deodorized by the

ase of lime, ou sanitary grounds, and also as a means

of preventing the accumulation of sewage deposit in

the river, akbongh the sew.ige deposit \vi\l probably

be sold at a price that will merely rover tlie cost of

its production. The Paving Committee of- the Board

were authoFTSed to advertise in the local press and the

Builder, for tenders for the exeeulion of the proposed

^or){g^—the Board at the same time reserving the

right of further discussing the detirils.

Painting on CE>rENT containincx Sea-sand.

—

A correspondent, “ G. E. R.” asks forinformntion ns

Carpet Sweeper.—The Scientific American de

scribes a carpet-sweeping machine, exhibited at the

fair of the American Institute in New York. It con-

sists of a small box, in which there is a revolving fan

that sacks up all the dust and dirt, and carries it into

a small compartment containing water. The woollen

fibres and larger particles are deposited in a di-awer.

The sweeping is done by pushing the box over the

surface of the carpet by handles.

[advertiseitent.]

MESSRS. CLiARK and CO.

15, Gate-street, Lincolu’s-inn-fields.

Gentlemen, — After eight years’ trial of your

Patent Revolving Shutters, erected here, I can safely

pronounce them most effectual in their action, and

tliey have given me the utmost satisfaction,

I am, Gentlemen, yours truly,

Geo. Downe.

155, Leadenhall-street, August 7tfa, 1866.

TENDERS
For erecting Cemetery Chapek, at Heanor, Derbyabiro.

Mr. Benj. Wilson, Architect. Quantities supplied by the

Architect :

—

Thompson, Derby £1,1CW 0 0

E. Oldershaw, Marlpool ? 5
Evans, Greenhill-lane (accepted)

- - •• Not-C, C. and A. Dennetts, Nottinghui 1,060 0

For fcmilding new Foundry, at Basingstoke, for Messrs.

Vallis and Haslem. Quantities supplied by Mr, J. B.Wallis and Haslem. Quantities supplied by j

Musaellwhite, Architect :

—

Nicholls ,...£1,001 3

Caley and Boardman 1,026 0

Prichard - 968 10

Budden ®

TO CORBESPONDENTS.

these items were set down at higher figures than m
the other tenders, and that the saving which enables

him to tender so much below his competitors was to

be effected by the modem appliances of mechanical

science, which formed no part of ihe other plans.”

School or Art foe Reading.—A public meet-

ing was held in the TownhaU, Reading, on liVeduesday

eveuing before last, for the purpose of receiving a re-

iwrt from the committee (appointed at a meeting held

about three months back) of their proceedings in

avianging the preliminaries necessary to the establish-

ment of a Government School of Art iu Reading. It

was resolved unauiniously th'it such a school be loitb-

J, A. (if the receipt was not acknowledged 'the communication

did wot reach osK—0. B. (we find it daugerons to adnae In private

disputtB on iuBufficient data. To recover, it would be neccss^

to provea contract).—Anti-Corrosion.—C. 8 . (we have already in-

serted two repitesi.—A Lover of Truth idlttol.— W. W. B.—D- M.—
T L. D —X. Y, (we do not know). — A SubMriWer.-J. S.—M. and

Co.—C.L.-W. D. B. — W.O. D.— T. W.— F. H.-A. B.-A Pro.

vincial Architect. — T. Q.— A Competitor. — A Practical Man.—
B. B. D.—C. F. D. — C. and B. — G. L.—B.— J. H.-J. P. (we are

forced to decline).—J. U.P.-J. A (the fault of the newsvendor).

“ Book) and AddrM«e#."-'Weare forced to decline pointing out

books or finding addresses.

NOTICE. — All commnnications respecting udvertUe-

mtnit should be addressed to the “ Publisher, and not

to the "Editor:” all other communications should be

addressed to the Editoe, and not to the Publisher.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
ANTED, withm two the PosJ;-

N.W. preferred‘.°' Long lease at low ground-r.ut ; m pa^
couflideraiiun for which three ploU of freehoW buildiuK laud at

the Wietrend, are oflered.—Addteos. W. EABTOATt, H, Giafton.-

plaoe. Euston-equare.N-W.

to how the salt in cement made w ith sca-saod can be with formed in Re;rding. The president, vice-presi-
lu HI'.

_ . .... .XX .V »x.xr.rxxiftixa wor/s thPTi 5innnii>fetl

prevented from destroying paint laid over the cement.

This is just one of the forms of Ihe difficult question

how to obviate the unsightly stains ou walls from salt

contained in the lime or cement used in their forma-

tion, a question often treated of in our pages. If we

understand our correspondent aright, what he desires

dent, treasurer, and committee, were then appointed.

The Iron Trade in South Staffordshire.—

The trade here continues steady, and the idea of

chan-^ing prices at the preliminary meeting has never

heen^eutertained. The reduction of the import duty

on iron iu America from 30 to 24 per cent, news of

An Architect requires an ASSISTANT in

his office A VOUCH man who li&s recently eompJetedhia

1)68 wiuld be p«f«rtS.-Addfe8S. L. M. N. Office of " The

/~1LEHK WANIED.—He must be a good
dnuighwn_ .iightflTftan, weil>»cqi>*iiited with builckra’ nccoums.und

the ordinary duiiee of a surveyor’s office.—Address, poat-p-nd, to

Mr. CHARLES BRADLEY, M, NottlBglHim-rtreer, St. .Raryle'

to know is how to prevent the salt from injiiriog or wliich has arrive^ "'ill, it is believed, have an irn-

destroTin'^ paiut made of ordinary materials of the I povtaut influence on the American demand, as it will
F ^ i._ 1 u_ -r I

. . X 1 x_ lAx «.„« xxx. fi.xicboxl
best kind, not merely how, by some new kiud of

pdnt, to subdue the salt, or prevent it from appe.aring

on tbe surface.

Illuminated Clocks.—Having read some letters

in yonr paper about illuminated clock faces, it appears

to me that the figures might be formed of gas-piping,

which might be pierced for jets, and so become figures

of fire at night.

—

Parthenon Club.

Architecture at Sydney.—The foundation-stone

of a mansion to be erected at Rose Bay, near Sydney,

New South \VaU-s, for Mr. Daniel Cooper, speaker of

the House of Assembly there, has been laid by the

Governor-General, the Bishop of Sydney having said

a prayer over the stone. The building is to cost

100,000/. of which sura, says a Sidney paper, the

architects, Messrs. Hilly and Mansfield, will have a

share of 10,000/.

Monument for Edgcott Church.—A monument,

to the memory of the late Mrs, Cartwright, of Aynhoe,

has just been executed by Mr. Grimsley, of Oxford,

ficnlptor, from a design furnished by him. Tlie monu-

ment, which is in Caen stone, is in the Decorated

Gothic style of architecture, and consists of three

niches : the large one in the centre is filled with the

tablet, and in each of the other niches is the figure of

an angel, moulded by Mr. Grimsley, sen. The monn-

ment, says the Oxford Jmmal in speaking of it,

differs materially from those ordinarily executed, ioas-

mneh as it is- a happy cumbioation of architecture and

Bcnlplure carried out so as to justify its occupying a

high position as a work of art

amount in round mimbers to 10s. per ton on fiuished

The reduced duties, however, do not come- iuto

operation till July.

The ''Time o’ Day.”—

A

correspondent, “ G.

suggests a rcvoliUiuu in timc-telhiig, which, we agree

with iiim in suspecting, is not very likely to be

adopted,—namely, to make the bunds statiouary and

the hours and minutes to pass by them with a regular

and continuous movement, the figures beiug all up-

right and parallel. The immense advantage of the

present method is, that the time can be inferred at a

glance fn iu the mere gcometriciil aspect of the clock-

face intersected by its changing bauds, and at dis-

tances even bevond those at which figures, however

bold and distinct, cun be readily seen. Our corre-

spondent’s abject appears to be the obviation of the

sreat weight of the bauds in such a clock as the

Mestmiusttr Palace one. and the prevention of any

necessity for 7-ioch jumps, such as the niioute-hHBd

will take. It is perhaps doubtful, however, whether

Ihc public wonld thank our correspondent even for

this latter advantage, as the 7-iiR’b jumps are^ likely

to constitute a never-failing source of curiosity and

interest, not only to DiiiuTy cousins, but to the

Metropolitans themselves, and will far outvie the

/"•LEHK of WORKS.—WANTED IMME-
DIATELY, bh expwi«noed and praciioal CLERK of

WORKS. for six month 8.--Apply. CF lew"-.?*?

menta. referencea, and salary required, lo Mr. U. C. URDxJaKex,

drubiteef, Beuriieiaoutb, near Poole.

TO AROIUTECTURAL DRAUOllTSMEN,

ANT-ED, an ASSISTANT competent to
uuderrake Coloured Drawings for .>Iedi«vai and UTaBsic

Metal Work. Terms, two guineas per week, — Address. R. D.

iflice of “ The Builder.”

TG BUiLDERS’ FOREMEN.

WANTED, an experienced, active Man, as
YARD EuHEMAxN, who is a Carpenter by Wade.—

WANTED, immediately, in an Architect’s
Uffiee, III the country, where extensive eugineeriug works

are also' carried ou, a CLERK, peileorly conversant with the

dutieoof an office, and who o.n take the managemeixt uuder the

directions of the pnticipal. He should bequalihed to design and
make finished, detail, and perspective drawings, in Classic, AU-
direval, and Oothio arcUiteeiure, and practicsUy uequaiuled with
c-usttnccKiL Also, a CLERK in the Engiueeriug department,
wbocau prepare and make finished and working diawiuys.and
vhohashad practioal experience in designing and constructing

bI^dge^, in stone,
— . - . , . ...

timber, and wbo can make surveys
BeoiiouB, and complete thesama An efficient ojuhltectural

clerk, possessing a knowlcdse of engineering works would be pre-

ferred, and a iiOeral salary, with a permanent appoiQla.eut would
be given for zealous services.—Applicants prepaiel to submit spe-

cimeDS o( tbeir drawings, to famish references, and to speuify the
nature of their former engagements, to write, Btuting name, age,

whether married ot single, and salary eipeoted. to B. T. G. Gffioe

of •• The Builder.” _

TO JOINERS' MACHINU WuBKEItS.

WANTED, in a Builder’s Establishment, a
sCeaiiy, industrious Man, accustomed to worn leimnlDg

wnnJprfiil fact that every time me stone non at ^nd moulding tnaoniues, and competent to make the machine
, ,

•/
, X 11 ^r>\. X.XX-S honT-e Sit irons.—Apply, in first instance, to Mr. ELlxlS, 4o. a«elpB-laiie»

Northuraberliind House, Lhariug - cross, nears ot. ^x^^y . where last engaged and wages required.

”Tck’ilpB';T’beVraarana S* /*“won4er' ! WANTED, TWO JOBBING CARPEN.
^ 1.1 1. •, J p UxT nxxTT r\-no roVien ^ » • TEKb and JoiNERH, for a coiiowuey ! alBo » FLU MB ER
that need Bot long be wailed for by any one, wnen i glazier. 4o. None but good and steady workmen need

they are once set a-going.
]

•prix-iM™. S- <> eo.t.oao,. SMea WxKhxx
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LTHOUGII tlic question of

arcliitects’reinniieratiou appears

to be jjlaccd—so far as Govern-

ment works are concerned—in

a more promising state, ,bj the

conditions for the public oflices

competition, than it was left in

by the Treasury, at the cou-

* summation of their treatment

of Sir Charles Barry—by wliicli lie

was made to forego a large pro-

portion of the amount of bis fair

claims,—it cannot be held as at

present adjusted satisfactorily,

—

having regard to professional inte-

rests, or to tlie national interests

—

'which equally are involved in the

question—and the cultivation and advance-

ment of art. ThcGovernment lias reverted

to the principle of payment by a commission of

6 per cent.
;
but complaints reach us from the

country, showing that—as it was feared would
be the effect—rates of remuneration by other

parties are offered, for which it must, before

long, prove impossible to command the qualifi-

cations expected—much less those which the

real duties of an architect ret[uire.

Where aHists deal with the British Govern-

ment, the case of Sir Cliarles Barry may show
•what is the minute precision in agreement

wliicli they must take care to have attended to,

for their protection. The reader of Dickens’s

tale, who is puzzled to know what particular

office of those about Whitehall and Dowuing-
street, is the Circumlocution Office, should

refresh himself with the jiapers on the case iu

question. He may be the successful competitor,

employed at the rate of 5 per cent, upon the

outlay, on the buildings now proposed
;
but, no

matter what extra services not connected with

the structural outlay, he may be called to render,

he will be denied his rights, and told he has got

to the wixmg office. This is, we regret to say,

the simple aud necessary couclusion.

Now, it may save much trouble hereafter, if

those architects whose designs arc selected will

consider 'wliat they have to guard against. In
treating themselves fairly, they will take one
step, at least, to serve the country also.

The case of Sir Charles Barry sliows that

an amount of miscellaneous service,—extend-

ing over twenty years.—to some ten thousand
pounds in value,— including services such

as the preparation of plans and reports,

•iutei^'iews, superintendence of work, and ex-

penses connected with llic arrangement of

papers and records
;

similarly, plans, reports,

attendance, aud expenses called for by any royal

commission appointed iu regard to decoration

of buildings with works of painting and sculp-

ture; “volumiuous aud elaborate returns to Par-
liameiit,” with atteudanccs on committees and
debates, correspondence, and so forth

;
personal

direction of works of unusual character, beyond
the sphere of a contractor ; negociations for

purchase of materials, aud of casts fonniug part
of a museum ol great aud pcnnaneiit value to
the country

; designing aud re- designing each
portion of a comprehensive range of buildings,
to suit the ever-varying orders of committeCvS,
commissioners, and departments, four times
over, or any number of times, for the one
fi.xed remuucraliou; preparation of documents,
attendances aud expenses in resisting claims
aud legal proceedings

; all these, aud any other
services, though leading to no outlay on the
building, and therefore bringing no return by

commission,—may be demanded of the archi-

tect over and above his ordinary duty, and no

compensation whatever be given him for tliem.

He may have defrayed heavy costs out of pocket,

whilst instalments to him arc far iu arrear, yet

will get no allowance of interest on the one

ground or (lie other. Verily one must have a

fortune aud large capital to begin and support

a calliug where so much is made to depend on

lenglii of purse. Is tliat a position iu wliich

should remain a profession requiring very

different qualifications for its objects aud real

sphere of influence ?

' By a course such as we have referred to,— as

iu the case of the Crimean Cominissioucrs,—the

country is, by the conduct of its Govermnenf,

made to appear willing to reap advantage, and

.

yet to offer any quibble in lieu of compensation.
' The public have, ordinai'ily, no time to master

I

“ Parliamentary ])apers /’ they leave the public

honour and cicdit in the liands of tliose who

I

administrate
;
but they recognise no distinction

in tlicir debt for services whether rendered to

the order of one “ Department,” “ Board,” or
^

I

‘‘ Commission,” aud another. On the ground,
of such distinction, however, the Government
appear to have acted iu Sir Charles Barry’s case,

,

when they refused the claim for services con-

nected with tlie arrangements for the public;

records, and with the Fine Art Commission
;
or

' on the ground that the seiwices were, in the

'

former case, performed without competent
' authority, aud, iu the latter case, rendered at the

instance of the Iloyal Commission, who ought

[

to pay, aud not the Treasury.

Snell is the position that arcliitccts must, for
' their owu sake, and for the national credit and

the desired advancement of art, assume may be

theirs. We say the question is pressing, as a

national one ; for it is now that has to be decided

,

the issue iu our art aud science, which will be-

,

come.manifest only after an iulcrvai of years.

Are we called to sliow the connection of

architeeturc with progress in every relation,—

social, moral, or intellectual ? If, now, wc need

not do this, we ask,—is it desirable that tlierc

should be an educated body of men— one

qiialilicd to further these grand objects ? Every-

where we can discover growing, evidences that

architects are disposed to take an extended view

of their calling
; and of .the necessity which

there is, towards a due acquittance of their re-

sponsibilities, that there should be a great im-

provement effectctl in the resoin-ces for profes-

sional education. It uili be impossible, how-
ever, that the progress can continue as dcsii-ed,

unless by the puldic tlierc are furnished at once

tlic obvious required returns of industry, aud
me.ans which are also in some measure required,

to assist in supporting the pursuit of tlie educa-

tion. Iu the nature of au architect’s study

aud “mission,” ever constant growth of know-
ledge is a normal aud requisite condition. The
man in such a sphere who ceases to learn aud to

receive external impressions, ceases to act, or

to fill worthily the measure of his high calling.

He must be not only arduous iu the pursuit,

but judicious in tlie choice of studies wlien

young
;
but also, he must preserve the means of

continuing them. Need we say that suchau indi-

vidual sliould be surrounded witli books and all

the appliances for study; that his house should

be adorned with taste—for the iiilluence upon
him,—no less than the houses which he designs

as the means of inlluciicc uiion others. If the

impressions produced by beautiful objects arc

worth seeking for in every home, art of some
kind deserves to have visible provision in the

atelier of an artist. There should, iudeed, he
' art aud beauty evcrywliere,—in a palace or a

labourer’s cottage
;
a inausioii or a model lodg-

ing-house
; a suburban residence or a place of

business
; a suite of apartments or a single

office-room. Yet a considerable proportion of

the number of architects, iu practice, from some

cau-c, are placed suiTounded with ol)jects of a
character which arc incentive to the production
of ugliness aud want of propriety, rather than
of beauty and good taste iu tlieir ilesigus.

Such, it should be allowed, is the present

inllucnce of mechanism aud manufacture, that

tlie very means which should serve the exten
sion of art, arc not yet understood so as to be-

madc to operate inu.eli otherwise tlian in the

dissemination of bad designs and pernicious

principles. A very plain article of furniture, or

adornment, costs more to execute tliau a manu-
factured article, elaborately “ ornamented

;

”

—

and thus, taste, which properly “saves ex.

peiise,” presents itself for the nonce, at a dis-

tance unattainable, save with great trouble

aud difficulty. These circumstances reuder

the objects to be provided, for association with

the pursuit of the practical business of an archi

tect, moi c difficult of acquisition
;
but the amend-

ment desired would not render needless a con-

tinued cultivation of taste through similar

agencies. We miglit regret to see our profes-

sion imbued with the mere passion for collect-

ing ; such a “ taste,” thougli it may afford

service to others, is iu the subject or victim of

it, hardly consistent with the practice of art,

even though accompanied with a feeling for the

beuutifui. But, much on the part of the archi

ted will he always required, towards fostering his

art-spirit, by immediate association of beautiful

objects with his daily observation and thoughts.

His home should be iu its sphere, a constant

book of reference—though, perhaps, intelligible

to him only; it should be the sphere where
whilst securiug his own comfort aud repose, he
should be able,—by practical experiment, if

need be—to study contrivances for domestic

convenience, and new effects to be woi*ked

out ou another scale, or under different circum-

stances. It is no mere fiinciful assertion that

tlie public gain 'would be great,—even through

the agency adverted to,—from any improved
worldly position of arcliiteols. So far from
reducing the emoluments of the profession, it

were much to be desired that these could be

made such as to induce a larger infusion of

taste into the class of houses in town aud
suburbs, where art is most needed, and archi-

tectural design is seldom afforded. Some visible

demonstration is wanted of the fact, that beauty
is quite attainable with moderate elaboratiou, or

rather without what now pass for -ornaments,

—that the walls of rooms may bo plain, fire-

places aud furniture, and carpets, composed
with few elements of form or surfaco-pattern,

—

and yet that a better effect may be jiroduced

than through the aid of tlic mockery of art,

which now holds place solely through dominance
of fashion. YYe believe the improvement would
bo easily made

;
and that the body of our own

profession could, and would effect it, either by

the example of their homes, or the application

of gains iu tlie mode of investment which ihey

'U’ould choose—that of erection of houses on

piivate specuhition.

But whatever may he thought of cue

view of the jiublic gain, the condition of

art ill architecture generally, cannot improve,

if what supplies both the means and the

reward be denied. "What. can be the reason

of the difference of which jiublishcrs com-

plain, between the sale of books to architects

and engineers ? We have heard it said fliat

architects did not buy books, the intended in-

ference being that they did not care to pursue

the course—wliich wc have spoken of aliove

—

of constantly extending tlieir sphere of know-

ledge. So far as it may be that the range of

architects’ education bears no relation to the

area and comprcdiensivcness of the field, the

feeling of the profession itself now tends in the

same course of opinion. But tlie jilaiii reason

of what leads loan imputation, is the difference

in the circumstances of the professions (if 'we
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must for the moment treat them as separate) of

cn°TueeriBg and architecture. Engineering is,

we believe, generally far less comprehensive

than is the profession of architecture. Ihe

requirements to be provided for, and the

elements for consideration, in designing a

harbour, or even a railway, are, we apprehend,

much less in number or in character ot compli-

cation, than those in a house. The bulk of the

necessity to deca^ and pass away, w^hilst iu them

arts and, more imperishable still, their litera-

ture, they still survive and are indeed immortal.

And thus it was with Rome.

“ Alas for TuUj’b voice aod Tirpil’s Jtiy,

And Livy’s pictured page ! but these shall be

Her resurrection
;

all besides, decay."

He who surveys from the summit of the

tower of the capitol the midulating and wide-

spread plain of the Campa^na,—beholds the

scenes of the latter portion of the iEneid—now
trackless w'ood and swamp, aud contemplates at

one glance the lands of Etruria, Latium, and

the Sabini,—where
“ Cultor Latii, per opaca sUeutia Tibris

Lubitur,’’

the fonner country being divided from the two

latter by that river as it follows its course from

Soracte to the Anio, from the Auio to the sea ;

Not only the 5 per cent, should have

been allowed, but all the other claims,—

since they were just, and consistent witn

the precedents so often appealed to._ In tlie

“ Statement of amounts of professional re-

muneration paid to architects by the Govern-

ment on account of various public builcl-

ings. prepared at the Office of 'Works for Sir

soclet[’-ls°also it ofay be observed that there subsequently to the aljolition
.
“P'

.

have ^een some errors; such as where architects pomtments m 18^, up to
I sees the mountains whence the Anio draws its

areLneo ned are heavily visited upon «». But when both the arehiteetural a^nd fl ume al dute

Te real reason of the difference imputed is P™fesslou were undertaken by the seveiaL^^^
the Sabines;

ve?y simple one, that 5 per cent, on ''engineer- architects
b^e™ invTriablU

tints o the

ing works” is worth vastly more than 6 per cent, professional iiUowance has
^ Campagna, contrasted by the deep blue shades

npm practical architecture. In the “rclutoc-
,

per cent upon the outlay It was ™
| oftheAdban hills onthesouth-east, on the highest

tmal lirofessionthe 5 per cent, pays so ill, that
,

the evis enee “ summit of which, now called llonte Cavo stood

the majority of bnddiiig works are necessarily
,

mehltects to the A " the temple ot Jupiter Latiaris, to which, by the

eschewed bj the profession; whilst Board undertook the financial procession yearly

either in suUdinate or chief positions, readily
,

tect s duties,
^ to celebrate the feria: latinos, and,

uain a competence and sometimes secure large
,

was three pel cent. ihis is cmai y sMW y between its summit and the plain,

Krtnnes. ‘ihus the engineering profession the tabular
or the more distant Algido, with ts

' patronises” the literature ot its pursuit; any ™™ooratioii is never under five per
of snow, as alluded to by Horace; de-

good work can command a sale
;
a

Sir '
scries the sites of Alba Longa, the city of

and useful society is niamtaincd ;
.and so wrao effected by the src™ect Pace's. ““

l and Tusculuin, sacred to the im-

an ever-growing stream of knowledge and Chmles Barry s ri^P'^sentations were rather
,

Cicero, and Colonna, built upon the

progress ‘is kept up. To place tlie architectural
,

within than in excef »
'ferJed ancient Labiciim, aud “/nffidim Pricneste,” now

profession in the same vaiitagc-groiind, or to ‘I*® ''"‘T Nash rareived Balestrina, favoured retreat of Augustus, and

Pxtend its domain over the area which architec- to, or trom 183o to 1830, Mr. Nash leceivcd
Regillus, famed for the fatal defeat of

tore—the art—includes, may be more than we five per cent. Similar allow ances m excess
, Tannins, and Collatia, hallowed by the

can at present find the way of doing
;
but archl- were made m other cases. The cases quoted

j Lncretia and Koman liberty, and

tecturewillassuredlynotbeprogressivcasart,or by Jly Lords were really not precedents
confounded with its neigh-

tend to the public good, if the inducements to for the only point made ont was that from fSlo
Lavinium ;

or, bearing to the left betweenCprofession become less. IVe do not say to 1832 ,
it was the piuotioe to rebevm

that “architects” will not be found, ready to of Goveniment works, of a portion of uhat might
^

quitting the range of hills so

undertake works at almost any rate of remu- [o Bicir labour, and m such cases to allow them a
monotonous, the eye once more

neration,—for such appears to have been the
,

lower rate. ^ upon beauty and verdure in the olive-

case, according to statements m our columns ;
at alb as by the course which they adhered to in

; [ j pid woods of Tivoli, and from winch

Tut the cdueftional standard, instead o’f rising Sh Charles Barb's case-giving him a^
will become gradually reduced, and m “ the Tiber is intercepted by the Jani-

years some intellisreut reviewer ot our architec- and denying compensation of any kind toi the
•, j xTritnovcr

j.._. _.;ii iLinrri! lifvvA Jw smair onerous extra duties reciuired iroui him—have

ucyuuu LUO J-lUOi isr -.j

cuium, Vatican, and Monte Mario; whoeverj

we say, contemplates this varied scene upon a

cloudless day, receives into his soul an amount

of inspiration from the genius loci that must fit

him the better for his after-task of critical

investigation.
, .

Turning to the south, we verify the descriptiou

wxaa.iL-ow ... — . X- J A 1 •. 4 ofMartial, though by him in allusion to the view

of their great duty, calculated to secure the m-
^

to that taken in the case mentioned. Architects
Janiculura, as we trace the outline of

terests of all, aud to have the force of example, may therefore feel interested in the particulars
> spread out before us :

—

Corporatebodies.andprivateiiidividuals—though of another case (to which we shall refer next
„ nine .enlen, domino, vide™ wont,.

1 .1 1 «m n .-...I T* riol f I .V C rVVVV A O Xl f. V*AlVV ,1 AX' II 1 /U I \ AV tl G CltlAIP.Tl k*.,. . -T. _...!

Years some nitelligeut reviewer ot our arenuee- auu ueuymg uumpcuoaviLJx._A.xc.uj

ture will discover that things have by small onerous extra duties required from him—have

steps of decadence got greatly worse.
|

simply shown that it is not their habit to appor-

The means to avert tiiis unfortunate result, tion labour and its remuneration with any reia-

must be an extensive dissemination amongst the ,
tion to one another.

public, of knowledge of the real nature of the
|

The conditions for the Government Offices

architect’s pursuit and calling; aud the per-
' competition, as we have remarked, leave some

fonnance at this juncture by the Goverument,
|

of the chief points still open for a course similar

of their great duty, calculated to secure the in-
'
to that taken in the case mentioned. Architects

terests of all, aud to have the force of example, may therefore feel interested in the particulars

Corporatcbodies,aiidprivateiiidividuals—though of another case (to which we shall refer next

under particular views derived from some sec-
^

A,veek), showing remuneration which was given

tion of architectural students, rather than dis- to one of the Government architects, even during

ceruing the real extent aud nature of architec-

ture as a study, or a pursuit—are likely to miss

their aim from other reasons than the desire to

risk the consequences wc have adverted to.

You can no more improvise the resources of

arcbitocture than you can the inattriel of war ;

it takes many years to grow au architect as it

docs to make a soldier. Let not, therefore, the

nation find itself unprepared for any peaceful
• .l-_x xK_ C..i ........ U.n . l.a* !(-

I.U UliU U1 iUU VJUV ..iUlUVUV A, • V.— .—g

the time so often mentioned, when there were

architects attached to the Office of YVorks.

ROME.*
“As rivers flow into the sea,” says Niebuhr,

“ so does the history of all the nations known to

have existed previously in the regions round

the Mediterranean terminate in that of Rome.UUWUU UllU IVOUll l.X.fJ.A.|JU.V.A. .... U..J ^''“"''*7*
I
me X.XA.AAIVA-...‘U.-U..

campaign that the future may_ require; let it
j

appear in it only to perish forthwith,

not find, when the need of art is felt, that the
, others maintain their existence only for a while,

means to produce it have passed away, through ' mostly in a struggle, but the contact sooner orLieuila LU piUUUA.A. xv .....A, ......j, v.— w—g..

neglect aud the effects of ill-requited labour.

It will be for the Government to show the way,

aud set the example,—by a course of treatment

liberal and different to that adopted in the case

of the works of the Houses of Parliament, which

later proves fatal to them.

The peculiar circumstances that made Rome,
tbo'se'masses of ruins, so mighty in their deso-

surrounded as she was by enemies from the
, [^tion, that wide-spread Campagna, once thickly

,, , i..u fTii- + 1-1 moment of her birth, rely upon her arms for flourishing cities, now devoted
of the works of the Houses of Pa rliament, which

existence, occasioned that element of valour
j

pasturage of cattle,
extended over so long a period, and im oh ed

j

composition, which, born of necessity,. More true was the prophecy of Virgil’s great
questions unusually complex and difficult lu their

, [ 1,5 ,natality into that thirst for con-
j

• contemporary, Horace, where, in reference
character

;
and by the conduct ot which, art in ^ould only be allayed by an un-

: increasinff luxury of the Romans, he
limited possession. Thus did she hasten on

from conquest to conquest, until, in the begin-

discussion aud delay, Sir Uliarles harry was Christian era, she had gained the

compiiletl to assent to terms including P^r 1 gf i^^own world, when, after a

cent, on the outlay, 1 per cent, tor measuring,
glorious existence of a thousand years, paralysed

and au amount for services in coiiuectioii with
^

^j^g (Jegeneracy of her rulers and her armies,

the warming and veutilatiug. Ihegreat amount
| ^j^g g,iccumbed to the biubarians she had once

“ Hinc septeni dominos yidere monies
Et.tocam licet lestimare Eomam.”

In the foreground, on one side, arc the ruins

of her mighty monuments, when Rome swayed

the sceptre of the world
;

on the other, the

churches and palaces of the modern city
;
the

capitol standing, as it were, between the living

and the dead, separating the City of the Popes

from that of the Csesars.

The fallacy of the assurance of perpetual

empire, as ascribed to Jupiter in his celebrated

address to Venus, by Rome’s greatest epic

poet,

—

“ Hie ego nee metas rerum nee tempera pono
;

Imperium sine fine dedi,*'—

comes vividly to the recollection, as we behold

those masses of ruins, so mighty in their deso-

this country has received great advantage.

It will be recollected that after considerable

discussion aud delay, Sir Charles Barry was

me warumig auu vcuxiiaimi^. xuL.giA.cxLuiiiAJuuL

of extra service cannot be considered as included

in the sums allowed, in any adequate manner,

though eventually the principle was virtually

admitted by the Treasury in the reasons which

they gave for sanctioniug the full I per cent,

for measuring,—which, according to their view,

^flowed a sum for the extra services.

AViUiC tiUU VTttO LUA/ jJlAJ^/UA.V.-J AJ. 1 ..gu Ai g......

micucu lu 1 X0 iijuxu.xxj .uvv xuA.. .... A.—
, |yj.jg contemporary, Horace, where, in reference

(piest which could only be allayed by au un-
, ^g ^j^g ij^creasing luxury of the Romans, he

A. .............’.A.. nJU.itf. /ll/l ol.A Ii-igIoai /AIA '
^

says,

—

“ Jam pauca aratro jugera reoim

Moles relinquent; undique latius

Estenta yisentur Lucrino
Slagna lacu ;

platanusque ccelebs

Evincet ulmos.”

In the few brief observations wc propose

sue succumueu lu lue uiuuatuius suo uau uuuc
,

pgj^ subject of Rome, nothing is

despised, and who founded fresh empires upon from our intention than to attempt to

her ruins.
_ _ x r n 1 reconcile discordant theories, or to adjust the

Aud thus it is that the monuments of the
;
fjjfl'creuces between the German aud Italian

most absolute nations, the trujjhies ot the widest
ggjjools of topot^raphers,—the adherents of Nie-

spread dominion, seem destined by a moral
buhr, Bunsen, and Becker,—Nardini, Nibbi, and

Canina.• See p. Ii6, ante,
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Equally foreign to our purpose would be the

endeavour to condeuse into a few columns tbe

descriptions of fora, palaces, temples, theatres,

amphitheatres, baths, aqueducts, bridges, walls,

gates, arches, columns, tombs, and the numerous
other objects of antiquity, the details of many
of which have individually occupied volumes to

discuss, and employed whole years to investi-

gate.

Our intention is to confine ourselves to the

most salient points, looking to, amongst other

authorities, the article on this subject from the

pen of Mr. T. Dyer in Dr. Smith’s Dictionary
already referred to, and making such observa-

tions and suggestions as may arise in the con-

sideration of the question at issue.

The Tiber, in an irregular course of nearly
three miles from north to south, divides Rome
into two unequal parts, the larger of which

—

that upon the left bank—comprises the seven
hills of such historical renown. North of these

is the Mons Piucius, not included in the ancient

city, but a portion of which was enclosed in the
walls of Aurelian. Within a short distance of

the easternmost point of the Tiber rises the
Mons Capitolinus, the smallest of the seven,

though the most renowned. Almost touching
it, and the most northern of the group, is the
Collis Quirinalis, being in fact, together with
the Collis Viminalis, which lies to the east of
it, offshoots of the Mons Esquilinus, the most
easterly of the group, and the two tongues of
which were formerly called Cispius and Oppius,
but afterwards considered but as one hill, in

order not to exceed the prescriptive number of
seven. South of the Esquiliue lies the Mons
Cffilius, the largest of the seven, and to the west
of that is the Mons Aventinus, the next in

extent] and almost in the centre of the entire

group is the Mons Palatinus.

On the right bank of the river are the Montes
Vaticanus and Jaiiiculus, of a considerably
greater elevation than the hills before men-
tioned.

The principal portion of the modern city, and
the most densely populated, is the area upon
the left bank, enclosed by the Pincian, Quiriual,

Viminal, and Capitoline hills, forming the irre-

gular plain of the ancient Campus Martius, and
which is traversed by the principal street of
Rome, the Corso, about a mile in length, and
running from the Porta del Popolo on the north
to the Piazza di Venezia, near the northern foot
of the Capitoline. Why the Quirinal and
Viminal were styled Colics, in opposition to the
term Montes applied to the others, is not
exactly known, but probably originated in the
ancient traditions of the Septimontium.
The heiglit of these hills varies from 120 to

160 feet above the river, but in ancient times
they must baA'e appeared of greater elevation,

owin^ to the intersecting valleys having been
considerably deeper tlian at present.

The Capitoline, the Aventine, the Palatine,

and the Cseliau, were quite isolated and sepa-
rated from each other by narrow valleys, of
which those nearest tlie river appear originally

to have formed a marsh. The three latter hills,

with the Esquiline, though included within the
walls, arc comparatively uninhabited, being prin-
cipally occupied by gardens and vineyards. The
remaining portion of the inhabitants of Rome
are located in the Borgo and TVasteverc, on the
other bank of the Tiber.

Conflicting accounts accompany the history
of the city from its outset

;
for instance, Varro

and Dionysius ascribe the incorporation of the
Cmlian to Romulus, — Eutropius and Livy
to Tullus Hostilius, — Cicero and Strabo to
Aucus Martius,—Tacitus and Pestus to Tar-
quinius Priscus

] and equal discrepaucies exist
elsewhere.

The prepouderauce of testimony establishes ^

I the following general order of the gradual
annexation of these hills to the spreading city.

I Rome was originally confined to the Palatine;
and Tacitus, iu his ” Aunales,” traces the course

1 taken by Romulus, with his plough, in descrih-
1 ing the^ow^m'/^/«, or symbolical boundary, ac-
1 cording to the Latin and Etruscan custom,
! and from which description and analagous
1 reasonings, the form of “ Roma Quudruta ”
1 has been inferred. The words- of Tacitus
1 translated are,—“Therefore from the Porum
. Boavium, where we see the brazen figure of a

bull, because that kind of animal is yoked to the
plough, the furrow for the marking out the city

commenced, so as to include the great altar of
Hercules. Thence, stones being placed at

certain distances, it continued along the base of

the Mount Palatine to the Ara Coiisi, then to

the Curia; Veieres, then to the A^des lAtrum,” &c.
This process of setting out a city is laconically

described by Cato in the following pithy sen-

tence,
—

“ Qui nrbcm novain condet, tauro et

vacca aret
;

ubi araverit, murum faciat; ubi
portam vult esse, aratrum sustollat et portet, et

portam vocet.” But from the very starting of
the plough of Romulus, the euigmatical and
defective descriptions of the Roman writers

plunge us into difficulties as respects the actual

site of these obliterated landmarks, from which
the views of Niebuhr, Buuseu, and Becker by
no means extricate us; and for rescue from the
slough of despond, we refer our readers to the
clear exposition of Mr. Dyer. For the progress
of the city under its first five kin^s, wc rely

more upon probabilities than upon tacts. The
addition of the Capitoline, formerly called

Saturuius, the least iu extent, but greatest iu

importance, and whose oval form may still be
traced in a circumference of ‘l-,000 feet, together
with those of the Aventine and C®lian, are
referred to Romulus. But whilst the latter

were merely fortified by ditches and palisades

as a protection for herdsmen and their flocks,

the former must have been surrounded with a
wall and gates to correspond with the account
of the Sabine attack made upon it. Romulus
liad, without doubt, selected this hill for his

future citadel, aud thither he carried his first

sj^olia opima, and dedicated them upon the site

of the temple of Jupiter Feretrius, the first

temple consecrated at .Home.

The Aventine, for the circuit of which
Dionysius allows 18 stadia, or 2y miles, seems
to have remained as a mere fortified inclosurc

for shepherds to the time of Ancus Martius,
who allotted it for the residence of a portion of
the conquered Latins. After his final victory

over them, he located the remnant of that
people ill the districts between the Aventine
and the Palatine

;
and, further, incorporated

witii the city the Janiculum, built the Pons
Sublicius across the Tiber, and constructed the
Fossa Qiiiritiura. It was to the introduction of
the Latins into Rome that the plebeian order
owes its origin, aud Rome its greatness

;
and it

is to the genius of Niebuhr that we may
ascribe our present knowledge of the relations

between the patrician aud plebeian ranks. The
etymology of the term Aventine has called forth

so peat a number of ingenious solutions, that it

is difficult to say which is the most probable.

The Crelian (formerly Querquetulanns, from its

oaks), so named from C®lius Vibennus, au
Etruscan general who assisted Romulus against
TatinSj and who had his station upon the
Mount, had, as we before observed, three dates
assigned to it. The removal of these Tuscans
to the Plain, where they founded the Vicus
Tuscus, and the subsequent colonization of the
Cmlian, may partially reconcile these conflicting

pcounts. The more modern name of this hill

is Latcrauus, from a senator of that name who
had a splendid house upon it in the reign of
Nero.
The Quirinal hill, formerly called Agonian,

seems, in the time of Numa, to have been
divided into four distinct eminences, each named
after some deity, namely, Quirinalis, i^alutaris,

Mucialis, and Latiaris, all of which, however,
were afterwards absorbed iu that of Quirinalis,

so called from the Qiiirites, who came with
Tatius from Cures.

The circuit of Rome at the accession of Tar-
quinius Priscus appears to have embraced the
Quiriual, Capitoline, Palatiue, Aventine, and
Cffilian hills, and the Janiculum beyond the
Tiber. Tarquinius made no additions to the
city, but plaimed, and, as some say, executed
the walls usually attributed to his successor.
Iu addition to this and many public -^'orks, he
constiTicfed the Cloaca Maxima, improved the
Circus Maximus, jdanned tlie temple of Jupiter
Capitolinas, aud erected the first porticos aud
tabern® around the forum.

The incorporation of the Viminal and Esqui-
line hills, according to Dionysius and Strabo,
was the work of Servins Tullius, aud Victor

adds to these the Quirinal
;
but these little dis-

crepancies are easily accounted for, and are but
of small moment. Although the authorship of
the wall, comprising the whole “ Url/s Sepfi-

collia” usually ascribed to Servius, is disputed
by the elder Tarquin, that of the Agger
belongs to the former. This agger, which was
a gi'cat rampart or mound of earth, 50 feet wide
and above GO feet high, faced with flag-stones

and flanked by towers, constituted tfi^e most
formidable portion of the fortifications of

Servius, and extended across the broad table

land formed by the junction of the Quirinal,

Esquiline, and Viminal, since it was on this

side that the city was most open to attack. Its

length was G or 7 stadia,'—three-quarters of a
mile,—and below it was a moat, 100 feet broad
and 80 feet deep. Remains of this monument
of antiquity are still to be seen near the Baths
of Diocletian and iu the grounds of the Villa

Negroni.

As in the time of Augustus it was difficult to
trace this wall, it is now, of course, impossible,

no remains of it being left : therefore it is by
determining the probable position of tbe gates
alone, and by wliat remains of the Agger, that

by connecting these gates by lines, according to

the indications offered by the ground itself,

an approximation to the truth may be arrived

at. Cicero informs us that Servius, like Romulus,
was guided in the construction of his walls by
the form or outline of the hills. And here our
difficulties begin again, for Becker, after assert-

ing that Servius only constructed walls where
there were no lulls as natural defences, after-

wards conducts the line of walls over the height

of the Quirinal, and even over the summit of

the Capitoline itself. There were, however, two
exceptions to the continuous line of wall, and
those occurred at the Agger and tiie Arx, or
Capitoline, the latter exception being proved, as

Niebuhr remarks, by Livy’s account of the Gauls
scaling the height.

The number of the gates iu the Servian wall
varies in different writers, hut as space -u-ould

not allow us to institute comparisons, we will

content ourselves with the able conclusions of

Mr. Dyer, who enumerates twenty, including
the Porta Triumphalis. “"Vyhenwe consider,”

says he, “ that there were only nine or ten main
roads leading out of ancient Rome, and that

seven of tlicse issued from the three gates,

Capeiia, Esquilina, and Collina alone, it follows •

tliiit five or six gates would have sufficed for the
main entrances, and that the remainder must
have been unimportant ones,” &c. The remain-
ing gates of chief importance were the Virai-

nalis, C®limontana, Trigemina, Carmentalis, and
Raturaena.

Of the fortifications of the Janiculum, ou the

right bank of the Tiber, as ascribed to Ancus
Martius, modern opinions are not iu favour of

any having existed
;
Niebuhr, amongst others,.

holdiug the theory as erroucous, though not
giviug reasons for his conclusions.

The modem walls of Rome, including those
of the Trastevere and the Vatican, are from
12 to 13 miles in circuit; those ou the left

bank being the same as those commenced by
Aurelianin A.D. 271, and completed by Probus.
But as iu the repairs by Honorius, the gates of

Aurelian ai-e supposed to have disappeared, it is

difficult to say wnetlier any part of the actual

walls of xVurelian remains. Hurried and tem-
porary repairs by Theodoric, Belisarius, Narses,

aud several of the popes, exhibit so many
varieties of masonry, that it is difficult to assign

periods to these several constructions.

The last general repairs were by Benedict XIV.
in 17-19, who restored all the dilapidated parts.

They are generally of brick, with patches of

masonry, occasionally presenting portions of

opua reiicidatim, as iu the Mnro lorfn, described

by Procopius. These walls aver.agc about

50 feet iu height on the outside, but from the

accumulation of soil, do not exceed 30 feet

upon the inner surface. Twenty gates belong

to the modern city, of which seven arc now
walled up. Procopius, who wrote upon the

Gothic war, and is tlie chief authority on this

subject, enumerates fourteen principal gates
{gthKai), and some smaller cues (a-yXioff).

The distiuctiou, however, between these two
appellations is not very clear, as we find the
Piuciaua indifferently called aud -uXjj.
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Tiip (Icstruclion of ir// 1 lie ffates by Tdila, seems ' Tiber, and some modem additioiis by the popes^,

disptovedby a few inscriVlioiisetiU remaining ' are substaliliolly the saino as tliose which no

„vi”;;Se.:i ones. An, h'osv it is assumed that exist, as appears f™"'

their bon was not altered in the repairs ol gates, and tlicir “
j jjj ^

Honorins; and the ipiestion is, not so much to Ammon and \opiscns, are thcietoie

discover the sites of the nncient gates, as to
,

errors.

ascertain the .^rlciellt names of llie existing ones.

;

After the destruction of the city Ijy the Gauls, q q SCOTT’S LEOTURE ON MEDI-

^

B.C. 1590, its hasty recnistniction t'l'O^ccl fatal jiVAL ARCHITECTURE AT THE ROYAL

to its beauty and h-yiniuclrv. Ihuldiiig Rir iui-
^

ACADEMY.*
mediate necessity instead of for posterity, the

j traced out what appear to me to he

old lines of road u'ere disregarded
;
and even in icadiDg historical claims of the style we arc treat-

tho time of Augustus, the narrow crooked '

qJ' ^nd which I will rcca|h!ukte as being

streets and mean 'houses formed a striking con-
[

architecture of the muJem, as

;

OUICI-IO Ciuia - U « 1
' rsu. 1 ilUb 11/ IS nil.,

trast to the public buildings and palaces he had i

jj^iiy^u^ished from tlie ancient norld.

erected. In ol2 B.C. the Aqua and Via Appia OrA That it is the nrchiiecture of the Gcrm=mic
^ ^

were eoinnienced under Appius Claudius Cmcus ; y ifcs. in whose hands the civihzatiuii of the mudcni
| even a homely coaiiug of plaster, if only it

and ill B.C. 22U, the Censor Flaminins com- world has been vested.
' . y ..,,i ,..,i

JUS u uio "-y'j campanile, a structure resulting wholly from practical

those Avhich now
' necessity, became the greatest oronniunt of Christian

* citii'S, nucl supplied an endless variety of majestic

forms, which had no parallels iu aneieot architecture ;

and generally, whatever feature, whether homely or

otherwise, eo’nstrnctiou or utility demanded, was at

once enlisted, and that with right good will and

hcai'lin.ess, atnong the essential elements of the

design.

C.irrying out the same spirit, no material was

either too rich or too rustic to find an honourable

place in the works of these truly Catholic builders.

The varied marbles of the Appeniues, the polished

amethysts of Rohemia, the glass mosaics of the

Ryzanlines, with gold and silver, enamel, brass, and

iron, were all brought under tribute to make their

richer works glorious
;
yet they were equally at Jiome

in the use of biick, or flint, or lubblc, and did not

unu 111 jL'.v^. -.IV, y./v - --
•

1 1 • r
houestlv and triithiiilly used. And, what is

meiicecl llie Blaminian Way ami Circus. In-
,

Srdly. That it is the latest link in the c-ham of
remaikable, they eseelk'd in the use of nearly

crcaseiiactimiintance with ilm .airhitecture oU genuine and o-ignvd styles of arcintcemr

Greece tliruugh tlieir conquests in that country commeu.-ing with the first sHtlemcnt of ihehuu.au

and its colonies, doubtless gave the Homans that '
ra<-c, and ici-mmot;ug (-toiIhc aichitecme.

taste for architcctoral mogi.i(jcenee aftenvards so I

mb.'r''BthrVcSiisb;a mtMtcetare.
highly displaved m tlmdwellmp o t , o r

mg meu,—albeib the mass ot the ho ses o j', bind.

J^r’Sh^i^ilamr-oe ITSohlr^S^^a !

wi« a„w proceed to ^

ferred lo court popular
‘“jf

C«ac'“ »ith its .lislraot bcu.tv, I will

of public Inuldings ratlicr than by the cxhihi-
^ comparative, but as a positive

tion of jirivate opulence.
]

Ditfereuces of taste and edm ation le A us to

The reign of Augustus torms a most nn-
estimates of the relative merits of the

portant epoch iu the history ot the city, as his
'

gtjp.g of a t, hut the must devoied follower of

firm and long-enduring power, and vast re -

1

ojaggic antiquity could scarcely question ihc absolute

sources eiialiled liim to carry out, not only bis intriusic beaulv of a Gothic cathedral. Every

cverv one of these materials, aud varied their design

with iustiuclive precision to meet every one of their

individual conditions.

Carrying on the same spirit a step further. Gothic

architecture shapes itself instinctively to varied climate

aud local tradition, and that without sacrificing its

leading principles. It is true that its great normal

types are found iu northern Euimpe, and that the

north of France may, peihaps, be considered as its

central province; yet how admirably does it shape

itself to the varied conditions of lialy or Spain, to the

vallies of Switzeidand or the inhospitable shores of

Scandinavia
;
while, in every country where it pre-

vailed, it assumes a national type, aud in every pro-

vince a local variety.

.
^

In the same wuy, again, it suits itself to every

uncle’s plans, but his own also
;
and the extent gtylc of architei-lure lias hud its own glories. The

; g,.aje gud every class of building to which it is applied,

nlicl nuignificence of liis undertakings mny be
j

,„ijrhiy hall at Kumac, the hall of Xerxes at Perse -

1

n jg equally at home in the humble chapel of the rustic

best described by the boast of bis old age, tluit ‘ polls
;

tln.t m-del of ^ymlnctly, the Parthenon
;
the hamlet as in the metropolitan cathedral. The traveller

he had found Home of brick, and left it of
,

Coliseum at Rome, and that gorgeous congeries of
!
through Linculiishire is no less charmed by the vil-

domes which canopied the shrine of Holy ‘Wisdom at '

lage churches which rise iu such profusion from Us level

The event which ultimatelv onuduced to the Coiistiuitinoplc, alt rank among the moat noble of the surface llian with the majestic minster, which, from

/TCatest impi-ovenient in H omV, nms the jestme- !

"'oi ks nf m.i, ;
bet who i. there ™ ,.reju,hcea k to it, i„n,. site, surveys the whole county

;
"or are me.

Winding streets, Suetonius unequivocally
considered, ihe cathedrals of Amicus, of Rheims, of senlimeut which docs more than compensate for their

butes it. Out of the fourteen regions of wliien
of Bourges, of Sirasburgh, Cologne, of rusticity, 'j'o pass again to different classes of build-

Eome consisted, three were completely do- Yoik. with a huodi-cd others, the Medimval casilcs, though belonging to a class

stroyed, aud seven nearly so, wliilst tlirce only
j

suffer by’ comparison with the works of any which the alt.red modes of warfare have rendered

cscaned untouched. Many masterpieces of Greek
j

pj-evi.jus age ! Nay, I am convinceil that an unfire-
'
obsolete, are iu their degree as noble and as thoroughly

art, besides public buildings, perisliod upon Ibis ' juiPcud umpire would go much furlher and pronounce suited to their purpose as the sacred stractures. The

occasion; but, on the other hand, the advau- tlum, iu most respects, far superior to tlie works of manor-house, the farm, and the cottage show equal

ta^es in the city of regular plan, broad streets, ' earlier aacs ;
but my argument only requires that appropriateness of treatment. The timber street-

beUer constructed houses, portions of wliich they should be admil ted as their equals. fronts of Coventry or Brunswick ;
the brick houses of

were of stone l.lentiful supplv of water, atuU the nest cldm I will stale is this,—that as Lubcck or of the Lombard cities
;
or those of stone at

increased ma'rtkceiice of everv kind, more limn trabeated aichitecture was brought to its l.ighcst per- Nuremberg-all evince the same power of meeting

compensated^' for the ruin ‘caused by this
[

by the Greek-s so the oll.er great type of con- conditions of purpose or niatcnal,- while the vast

I I mil n
strncliori, arcuated ari-hitecture, was pcrfccled by the warehouses of the comiueroial cities of Germany, the

catasiropiie.
' McditE.al builders; the round-arch variety iu the towu-halls of Flanders, and the tithe-barns of an

The -ifirea dom?/.
,

, f j twelfth, and the pointed-arch in Hie two succeeding English village are, in their way, os admirable aud as
himself, xyas in keeping \i itb all .around. Greeted

,i,c subject a momeuL's aiipropriatc as the minster at Rhciins or the castle at

on the rums (.1 the former paliice it inc ’ided m
j^ubt the enormous advantages of eVnarvon.

its preemets large parks and guldens. Idled wini
the arcuated over the trabcaied system ; indeed, with

A"aiii, Gothic architecture unites all arts in one,

wdd animals, and a vast lake, atterwarcis the
the materials we have at connnuid in this country, perhaps than has been effected by any other

site of the Flavian ampliitheatre, comprehending thefoiiner st\le iu its puritv is in most ca.scs inipruc-
to s iy the least fully as much so.

portions of the_ Ca?lian, the jEsqmline, and the iRahlc, as is shown by half our modern attempts at
'ig'its’normalform a stone’architoclure, it doesnot

Palatine hills m its vast extent. Under sac- it being in reality arcuatioa plastered over to lojk
materials conform to this condition,

cecding emperors tbi3_ enormous structure ex- like trabcatioii.
but treats them each according to its own demands,

perieiieed many alterations, and but a shapeless The peculiar advautagrsof the pointed arch (though
successful inits timber roofs os in

mass of ruins now remains to mock the anti-
.

I do not urge them to the csclusmu of other torms
construction, aud eqnallv perfect in wood as

ght
;

Its lessened . ^ .
•, ;

mass of mills now remains to mock the anti-

quary and confound llie architect.

“ TemplM. baths, or biilla ?

Pronounce who can
;
for all that learning reap’d

From her research hath been, thai these are walls.

Behold the Imperial Mount ! ’lU thus the mighty fuUi

a, X., wood as

are Its greater power of currniig weig.

.hi-iisi, th» fariiity sviti. which ii i>mpor[io,is it, 1"

hMglit to tlmtof ,1, S0|,porting jsoilJS .u<l Ihr cener.l
derorotioos ot ioe riokest or tho simplesto 3 I . 1. Ill lUlllLCU ucruiui/ious Ol tUC lioucai/Ui LUX, aiio /iwx.

feeling of the building m vyhich u is used, whelher more
^ introduced

or less verticil m us leodency; and Us great advan-
aii.p,,,vadiug art entirely of its owu-I mean

. . „ , V ' painted gl.iss
;
and no art perhaiis ever contributed ii

the works of the empire to the time of Anrelian, ' ui xt qnuluy I will menliou is the ex ram m.iry
^ ^ ^ degree to the increase of architectural effect

4. , . ‘
facility ot our style m decorating coiislniction, and iQ —

monarch, O' decorating coi.sIruetioiL^
ils jewellerv, enamels, ivory carving, embroidery,

Er^vptmid convening struetm-al and useful features i«to ehments
arts are iu perfect harmony

;

hfsmhtal ’"‘""‘"J’;,
n-,rmal feature, snpphes to

duss-c styles in the

f.’vxv, ti.vx it ail eudless store of bcauiy. Ihe vault snpplies
fi,j,ivp.senliUurc. it nosscssed even

when that enterprising and active monarch,

though engaged in successful wars in Egyp*”

the East, found it necessary to secure his Capital ^ , 11 ... c* ...« kam.iv 1 vamr ,

from hnrharian foes bv 1 he constmctiou. of the
eudless stoie of hca ih . Itie vault [p perfection of ils figure-seiilpturc, it possessed even

wrthxt be-irs birran^ |
here » sukin., a.ul “severe digm.y, hsrdw equalled at

wall, that bears 1113 name.
_ . rivalled in any other style, ike witidow, cniiijiara-

In that interim tlie reigns of A esp.asian anil „eglceled bv the ancient arehitcets, and even
ot he da, in siSoK

^

Titns produced many imbltc works
;
amongst hated by the GreeK-S was. in the hands of the Gothie

;
cthedral, onr

which the Coliseum ot the former, and the hnildrrs. a pe,-feet treasnry of arelnl eeinral loveliness.
- p.-olteor, who possesses, la a greater degree

Baths
^

ot the lat er, take the first rilllk. and the mtrodnet on ot w.ndow-glnss, an invention
^J inow, the

DomiUan rebuilt the temple of Jupiter Capi- unknown to the encienls, becan.o the science of an
hap.hncss of hd.ig susceptible of enthusiastic emotion

lolinus; Nerva completed tlie forum whose entirely new and moht enchu.ting art, and one which
beauties i*

' ' ’ ' ' - • /-i..

name it bore
' . . i .1 i j .1^1 . .. .i ...a ......x, />x..xi.,

of the imperil

of a rival school of art to that to

;
Trajan constructed the last exercised the most surprising ii.fluuuce upon archi-

especially devoted himself, makes tho

wi Li..- i...,rxiial fora, with which was con- tei-ture. The biutre-s, (he nuluva! but unpronusiug
followin'-' rem.arks :

—
nected the Basilica Ulpia, and under Hadrian accoinpHihincnt of an arcuated style, became m t cir

EejanlL-d in the right spirit, we shall wonder at

Rome attained ils culmraating point of splcii- magic hand'-, a source of stateliness au \ari.( p**!* ?-
,

pn.jhgugpijig rosourt-cs ol the artist in delinealin™

dour. Of succeeding moiiarchs it mav suffice
ro(>f, unwillingly shown y i- c issic m er.,

opposite characters of his muliifariou
,, •, f ,1. I'lu various uuu opposite characters of his inuliifarious

to sav that those who most contributed to reno-
,

solemn ’pb? °
, l to

vomp isiii m, in which no two are to be fonod alike,

;

saccessoi-s
;
while, H need be, its Hiubers are made to

appropriate idea.Tate the cilv were Septimius Sevcriis, Caracalta, •

'n +t,„ „(• ,u„ int.ri.M- 'CIih ...
and Alexander Severus. The walls of Anrelian,

|

n u e 1 ei y jidness of embo.limeut which sustains the

with the exception of that part beyond the * see p. 153, an/e. <A(tOTari'4'/; ',jo?/r« throughout, with an uiiliring eneigy
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of impersonatioQ in e^stume, symbol, and action,

which excites our warmest admiration.

“We have the sanctity of the monk, the meekness
and abstraction of the Supreme Pontiff; the arch-

bishop; the pious energy of the bishop in the act of

benediction; the prudent abbot; the devoted ancho-

rite
; the hnughty and imposing king

;
the stark con-

queror fiercely justifying his usurpation
;
the placid

and impassible confessor iidministering his good old

laws * * *
; the inspired evangelist or the malig-

nant sprite ;—each and all discovering a racy energy
of conception, whicli the informed artist nny envy.”

Again
—

‘‘The MedUeval artist appealed sometimes
to the imagiiialioD, and sometimes to the conscience

;

and thus gave a degree of sentiment to his works
which the moderns can scarcely attempt, much less

attain.” * *

“ But it is the moral uuderstimiling of the artist

which is most affected by the coutemplatiou of so

f)Ur ji,uigment,^not repressing the exercise of ciiher.
but giving each its full piny, a-id exercising each in
its highest .and noblest degree.

I now come to the manner in which Mediaeval
architecture should be studied.

In the first jdare, tliough hooks and prints are very
useful in their degree, let me impress upon you, in
the strongest manner, that alt real .study should he at
the fountain head. You may derive iutorination a.s

to the history of art from bo’>'ks, hut knowledge of art
itself must be derived from works o' art. The know-
ledge derived from books and prints comes to you at
second-hand

:
you ai'c seeing through otlier men’s

eyes : the really useful iiiforinatiou is that which you
<ihtain at the fii'st hand, ajid through your own eves.
If you learn a fact from a book, be never satisfied tiU
you have proved it by your own observation: if you

every accidental requirement; grapples with every
difficulty, and converts it into a source of beauty;
disdains, on the one hand, all artificially effected

symmetry, nor, on the other, fears to submit to the
most rigid uniformity, shouM the eondilioiis of tlie

case require it. being equally noble in theciisth-, where
no two parts are alike, as in the Hull at Ypres, where
scarcely any two are differeut. Here ir meets every
emergency with the utmost frankness and houesty ;

how it disdiiius all deception 1 thus cootrasiitig itsili',

not with other genuine styles, for none really

systematically admit of shams, hut wiih the despicable

trickiness which our modern architects have learned
from their own plasterers and lionse-paiiiLTS

;
nor

have 1 time to treat of the boldness, freedom, and
originality of its conceptions. But, above all, its

great glory is the solemnity of religions character
which pervades the interior of its temples. To this

j

are impresse.l wiih the’bcanfv of a building froin'a
all Its other allributcs must Lend, as it is tins wbieh ' drawing or a print, make sure of its befug rcallv

vast an assemblage of Chnslian art, as contrasted'] renders it so pre-'^miner,tlv suited to the highest uses
:
beautiful bv examining it for vonrsches Investigate

with the classical, contained in our museums, or in
,

of the Christian church. It was this probably which ' every theory, however rudimental bv actual examina-
ancient raoniiments. Habituated to the Grecian

j

led Romney tu c.xcl:iim, that if Grecian arcbiiecfurc
,
lion of thc’daia on which it is founded so that n-*uemodel in which the pride of life, the sensuality of was the work of glorious men, Gothic was the iuvtu- ' of your ktiowlydgu sli dl be merely taken upon trust

beauty, a superhuman energy, or an unreal Elysium, i tion of gods.
|
from others

^ ^

are assumed, deiiuling with a beau-ideal, and disap-
; Having, I fear, at too great length, skelched out During a gciiu-uc, and a-,tural state of art every

pomtiDg to a 1 luiQum experience, he is brought here ' the cl.ims of Mediceval architcclure upon your study, ' one learned it from, and developed it upon tbe works
to the full admission of the reuhues and true con- I will condiide wiili a few remarks as to the sifiril of his immediate prcdicessor/ TJiis n-itm-d course
dihons of human existence,-probation by the sweat

]

with which that study should be uudertaken, ihe
' having been broken up, the most reason ible substitute

of the brow, and the grand achievement of eternal
;

manner in which it should be pursued, and the pme- for it is to studv the actual works which surround ih
ife. Art is here employed to impress tbe great tieal objects fur which it should be foUuwed up. and wh'ch were produced while art w»s still genuine
lessons of truth the warfare of the vvorld, the snbju-

,

In the first place, 1 will premise that your studies and unbroken. ^Ve have not to viril diHai.t''shores.
gation of the natural to the spiritual man, the honest should not be undertaken in a spirit of more ami- and to investigate obscure fi agineats.-^tlie works of
ctnp oymenj; 0

^
tlie intellect m the gred cause of quarianism. We owe very iniidj to iiiitiqimiics, and which have viui.>;hed from the face .of tbe

rc igion.
, . , , . ,

clinraeters enter into far be it from me to dcfircciate the value of iheii- earth : we arc siirnuimled on every side bv original
IS picture which have not been signalized by some rescarohes : on the contrary, I ihiuk lliat the maniples of ihc arts which we wool’d stiiilv they are

great good to society, or some great triumph over euliglHcued s\ stem on which ihey are follo vi d up is the productions of our own country and oiir own 'race
aU-absorbiDg _seli ^\lsdom m ils true seme, and

|

one of the things of which our age has to be proud. Toe te-i.ples from which onr amliorities are derivei
•varying energies of personal or intellectual strength,

. and one for which, as lovers of art, we have great are not those of an aucimt and Uv^one iia'iao, hut
in a great cause, ^are the only passports to admission

^

cause for gratitude
;
nor do I wish to discourage the those in which we ourselves worship, and within and

in tnese records
, , [

pursuit of siieli. iuvestigations by architecl.s. It is, in around whose hallowed walls sleep the rem lins of our
1 need not apologize for quoting at so much length some degree, a necessury accompiiuiment to their forefathers. We study no outkudisli or exotic

iroin him who has so often and so eloquently ad-
j

studies, and will alwavs add interest to them. What orchiteeture, but tuat of 'buildiu"s which from our
dressed you from this place, and cannot refram from ' I wish to suggest is that our own proper subj-rt i-s idfaucy we h ive been taught to venerate. We have
adding the follow-ing adnnrahle reflections to which art rather than antiquity. Tbe fact that the tvpes Ihen no excuse if we neglect to obtniu our knowledge
thc^work he was describing gave rise : from which we have to study have grown old is from llie fountain-hcml.

“ The poetic faeully,—the fine sense of beauty, I accideufal ; their merits and their value are perfectly 'I'be chuicc and ordn- of the particular buildings
grace, and humour, are the gifts of nature: teelniical

i
irrespective of their age, and would have been ns great which we select for our studies must depend much

skill may be acquired by academy and happy circura- ' had they been erected in our own day
; nay, more so, hp.m sccidenial circumstances

;
but, as a general

The UuioQ of these qiidification®, which is for then we should he following np, as iu former da\ s. rule, 1 would advise each student to begin with those
tbe works of our own imiuodiafe predeci'ssors, and "hich arc readiest to his hand. If yoiir boinc is, in

should uf)t be suffering, as now, f,oin a greut and im- the country, visif, study, aud sketch* from your own
uatural hiatus in the history of our art. In the second purisli church, aud from those imnieJiaie'y snrrouud-
jilnce, our studies should uot be undertaken in a spirit you. widening your circle as yon proeevd

;
gejie-

of mere philosophical investigation : that, too, is very rally studying the simpler specimens before you ven-
useful in its pi ice, mid is au important element in the 'ore upon tlie more niaguifii-eot. If you live in
study of art, ihuugh somewhat too cold to suit the L'>ndon, the case is diff •rent. Toe humble specimens
feelings which belong to the true artist.

^

have mos’ly peii-hed, but the earnest studeut will

I would suggest two classes of sentiments as espc- out many of which the juiblic are ignorant.

. , . .
. — -- -t'i~— cially suited to onr owu stmlirs,—somewhat opposite ^^ore, however, yon must for the most pait idlend to

in their true ment the more exalted and the rarer
;

in their chanider, and each calculated to temper and 'he. more inagnilicent works, and resei ve the Immbler
^^

1 * 11

*^ the poet descends to the gruminaiian,
|

correct any tendency to undue excess in the other. rural excursions; and, above all, you must
and the intellectual artist to tbe haodicruftsman.”

]

On the one hand, I would urge that your studies fi'Iig<'>>tl.v study the glori.ius abbey chnn h of "West-
In foliated scnlplnre the Med h?vh1 artigts exceeded should be the earnest following up of the genuiue —iuternidly, perliup®, the fi.iK‘.-t in E'lulaod,

those of, perhaps, any other period. In their works impulses of the heart,— that their primary chiira”- "'l"eh, from its proximiiy, is made unthliig like
you find the finest specimens of conventional or 'teristics should be warmth, enthusiasm, veneration, so much u-c of as it ought to be. Though the village
imaginary foliage, founded on natural principles, yet and love. “ Keep thy heart with all diligence, fur riiurches ronml London have suffered more than
not imitated from ualurc,—the best instances of the ' out of it are the issues of life.” Never repress in

'

'’»y others, \on would st 11 do well to make
mtwduction of natur-d foliage, either wholly or united yourselves nor ridicule in others the generous im- P''''t^striao exctirsioiis among them, and carefully
with the conventional and the most admirnble ' pulses of cnihnsiiisni. They are the very soul of art :

sketch what remains of them
;
and hy extending your

samples of conventionalizing nature, or, as Mr. i they are the fresh spring-flowers of tbe yoiilh'ul mind, to Waltham and St. Albiu’s, to EUham
Ruskm defines it, “bringing it into service,” so as to the life-spring of every noble thought and ai-iiou: Court, yon will find objects of sCmly of
suit it to the material and to the forms, conditions, ' without them, ait woidd cease lo exist, and we shouM highest merit, aud the most thrilling interest. I
and purposes of architectural decoration, whether iu ' sink under the bondage of an iron age. Above nil,

'^onld, however, recommend as the most prufuable
relief or in painting; mid not the least valuable oflcuUiva'e these feelings now that you are young,— niod-^ of following up the subjci-t, ir.ore lengthened
the lessons we learn from them is the acknowledg-

;

guard and cherish them as you would tbe choicest'nnd
' excursions

;
as, for instance, pedestrian tours through

ment oMhe mind and imagination of the art-work- tenderest of flowers
;
for, depend upon it, the chdlii.g particular counties or districts, walking from village

blasts of advancing years, and the deadening contact
' village, aad carefully sketching everything w'orthy

of a hard aud uuscntiinental world, will have sufficient I’ound in it, whether ecclesiastical or

tendency to nip the precious bud almost before it has flotnestic. This should be repented over aud over

time to burst into bloom. Ou the other hand, it is
i'l different districts. If you wi^h to direct

necessary that the exercise of this zeal, lieartiuess, and t^rienfion to the nobler productions of architec-

veneration, should be regulated by sound and dis- yo^ivselves down in some c ithedral

criminating judgment, a perfect and unfeiirred free- follow it up patiently from Jay to day, till

dom of ihou/ht, and an eye to nal beauly of form ''' exhausted. A lia<ty view-, to these noblest

and reasonableness of construction and design; so of strnctm es, is but of little use.

that onr generous enthusiasm may not betray us into ^ Especially would I entreat your attention to tho.se

funning erroneous judgments. "

j

beauteous but -melancholy ruins which still mark the

However perfect a style of art may be, its produc- ^ sites of ancient momistic in.sti'niion?. Von may find

lions are not all perfect, nor all of equal merit, while
' tht-'m the finest and best studied examples of your

every human art has had its period of rise, culmina- 1 tut,—works designed and carried out,—not in the

tion, and decline; and, enthusiiistic and heart-stirring bustle and bu'yhnni of cities—liut iioiler the quieting

as must be our fceliugs towards any art in which we !
i°'b'vnce of Icinied rerin'iiii'nt: they are the works

hope to excel, and intense as may be our veneraiion
|

o'' tlie most thoughtful spirits of tlieir age, and have
for the skill and noble scnliment of its original mas-

j

received their ntuiort study and considoiation. Not
ters, these feelings should in no degi’ee be per.nitlcd only are tlicy iutiiiisically among the mo-t btauliful

to blunt the sensitiveness of our own insiini'tive per- 1

spcciincus you can visit, but their pri scot cauditiou

ceptioii (if beauty, whether positive or relative, nor to calculated to impress them the most deeply upon
bias the freedom of our judgment as in tbe eompara-

I

theiiiiagiualion and mciiioiT.

tive trntlifulness, propriety, or genuineness of the i
It is well to visit these remains alone

;
to stay long

works of different periods or of different hands. We at tliem
; to study them thorough’y, and not to

must keep a constant balance between our zeal and
j

repress the emo' ions to which they are calculated to

stances.

requisite^ to perfection in a work of art, is indeed a
rare felicity : their separate existence is a imlaucholy
fact, exhibited by the history of schools in which,
for the most part, mechanism and technicality usurp
the higher attainment, and the wide distinction be-
tw(3en the professional practitioner and the unborn
artist is made apparent to us. But, the end of all

sound criticism should be to recognize these dislinc-
tions

;
to seize the poetical conception, however

encumbered with a faulty execution, and to apjjreciate

man, who was not, as in class'c ai'chitecfure, em-
ployed to make for Lis capitals, or other features, an
indefinite number of f.c-similes of a single model,
much less, as in must modern works, to enpv in a
hundred buildings a model which its author never
meant to be used but in one

;
but after having

acquired a due amount of skill in the afTangemcnl
and execution of his foliage, and a due knowledge of
the general tone and feeling which the archircct de-
sired to express, was then left, under only general
guidance, to the imlulgence of his own inventive and
artistic faculties, and thus rendered every capital,
every boss, and every cusp a distinct and seiiarate work
of art, though all in harmony with the ideal or the
whole design.

of expression Gothic urebilrefure is
excelled by none, being equally capable of thesternest
and most majestic scveiiiv. and the must exquisite
and refined elegance, as well as of all the intermediate
varieties.

In beauty of external outline, no other stvlc of
architecture approaches it

;
and in the variciv, depth,

and refiiieil delicacy of the profiles of its mouldings it
stands unrivalled. Time would fail me lo tell of the
wonderful manner in which our style shapes itself to
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give rise. I would also plead for tbem ou auotlicr
,

course of study sliould be oudertakou ? They arc,

ground: there are many of them fast inouldcnDg thiulc, three-told
: r opnmintin" ourselves

Lay or tolterioe to tbeir fall. A few years more. 1st. Tor the mere soke_ of ^aequ.mlios ^ourselyes
away or tottering to their

and many of thorn will have perished.

r years

Lend, then, a

reality is no more, the trothful representation ^ ‘ ’

least will be preserved.

I need hardly say that no works of art can be really

profitably studied without drawing from them. The

memory will not retain its impressions by mere ab-

stract study and observation. I would not advise

hasty and careless sketching, unless your time is so

short as to render more impossible, hut would urge

upon you the necessity of carefully and assiduously

drawing whatever strikes you as worthy of it, making

measured drawings whenever you cau, and noting

down vour impressions as to the merits or the defeets

of the work. So study what you see as thoroughly

to learn it, as if no one had ever made drawings ol it

before. Never buy prints or photographs of it as

substitutes for your own work ;
though they are most

useful when you have done all you can for yourself.

In this way you will in a few years obtain a good

knowledge of the architecture of your own country,

and this is the best preparation for studying the con-

temporary works of other lands.

I would never encourage a student to go too early

abroad. Study well our own examples first
;

and

follow up foreign ones later.

When you go abroad, begin with France. It is the

great centre of Medimval art. Perhaps the best

course is to take Normandy first, as being most

allied to our own country, but still more impoitant is

the district round Paris,—the old royal domain,

—

which seems to he the heart from which Gothic archi-

tecture difi’used itself throughout Europe. The archi-

tecture of this central district, particularly iu works

of the thirteenth century, demands the closest and the

most diligent study ; it is the great standard and type

of the style, aud, without a good knowledge of it, your

studies would be not ouly iuconjpiete, but defective at

the most vital part.

After France, I would recommend Germany.

Pointed architecture iu Germany is a direct emanation

from France, far more so than is the case with our

own country. Yet it has a character of its own, wliich

it is well to study, and the later Romanesque of Ger-

many, which is conlcinporary wilh the Early Pointed

arcbitecture of France and England, is replete with

beauty and suggestiveness.

Italy should come after France and Germany, and

the study of its Medimval works is, in my opinion,

necessary to the completeness of the course I am sug-

gesting. It should, however, be uudertaken wilh

much caution, without which it is apt to lead astray.

I have above recommeuJed you never to repress the

generous impulses of euthusiasm ; I fear, however, I

must here make an exception to my rule. On first

visiting Italy the scenes are so new, and so exciting,

and the efi'ects of the climate aud the beauty of the

atmosphere so intoxicating to the feelings, that we are

apt to view everything through an exaggerating

medium. Without repressing noble and generous

emotions, I would still suggest that a rigorous watch

should he kept over the undue effect of merely external

iuflueuces :
“ Put a knife to thy throat if thou be a

man given to appetite.” With proper safeguards,

however, on this head, southern Gothic is one of the

most useful and delightful branches of the studies

which lie before you, and supplies many a hiatus

which would otherwise exist.

I hope, however, on some future occasion, to say

more on this subject. Fur the present, I will close

my remarks on the manner in which Gothic archi-

tecture should be studied, by saying that it is not

mere architecture which you will have to attend to:

painted decoration, whether iu its nobler or humbler

branches, stained glass, illuminated manuscripts,

ceding times are studied and their history understood;

aud strange would it be if, while traversing every

laud to glean vestiges of its bygone arts, we should

neglect "to acquaint ourselves with that noble style

which prevailed among our own forefathers, and

whose glorious monuments surround us ou every side.

The second object is one of a more practical nature.

These noble monuments, the pride and glory of our

land, have, through the lapse of time, and the barba-

rous baud of modern vandalism, become in many

cases so decayed aud mutilated, as to demand at our

bauds the most careful and judicious rejiar.itions,

put up by Lord Cutts, xvlio was governor of tbc

island aud captain of the castle after the Resto-

ratiou. Appended is an interesting extract from

some accounts of the year 1270, printed by

Mr. Ilellier in bis unpublished work on the

“ History and Autiriuities of the Isle of Wight,”

in which reference is made to this very chapel.

There is also appended, on the authority of a

“Memorial of the Castle,” by the same author,

an extract from an inquisition taken after the

death of the Lady Isabella de Tortibus. The

chapel of St. Nicholas, therein mentioned, is

probably that we have been speaking of : the

other “ great chapel ” most likely refers to one

which may have stood ou the site now occupied

by the walls of the chapel erected in the year

1738, which xvas dismantled a few years ago. It

possesses no feature interesting to the architect.

The next alterations of any great extent appear

This canuot safely he uudertaken by any but those
^

have been made in the days of Edward IV.

who have as perfect knowledge as is possible of their
^

^hen the residence assumed the shape it still

architecture, aud who are able to trace out with pre-
jji all its main points. The kitchen is a

cision the bistory and changes they have undergone,
, -vv'ork of this period,

aud whose feeliogs arc such as to lead them to deal i — • •

tenderly and lovingly with them. This alone is

sufficient object to induce a careful study of our

Mediajvul architecture.

There remains, however, a third object to

,
The whole residence may have fallen into bad

^ 1 repair during the Commonwealth, or was found
**

j

unsuited to the wants and taste of the time
;
for

lead us
^ alterations were made by Lord Cutts in.

mere remains, nowever, a iniru oo. ect i-u icau u.s
.

cj
i

• - i
' -nm

to this study, but it is oue ou which so mu.-h diffur-
,

the mndotys and mtcrnal arrangements pro^

cuce of opii'iiou nists, that I must ovoid on the pre- I

bablj before his day, the buddmg opposite the
.. . . I. /* ..n Y, wra n.n+ n TP “nff^ C TItA iknll Ol T.TIft

sent occasiou doing more tlian naming it. I refer, of

course, tu the revival of Pointed architecture now

going on. The promoters of this great movement do

not desire to revive a departed art, however glorious,

exactly as they find it in its original remains. Such

may naturally be the character of their first essays,

but it is not their ultimate wish. Their view is

•alher this,—that, feeling deeply the fact that we

have long since ceased to possess au architectm-e

which cau be said to belong to oui' race or our age,

and fully agreeiug wilh those who desire to see a new
developeinent of our art to meet these demands; they

feel that the most probable fouudalion for such a

devclopement is the native architecture of oui' own
race and country, and that the thorough study of its

principles may tend in time to promote the formation

of au architecture of the future, which will be more
thoroughly our own than that, however meritorious,

which has been founded upon traditions of the ancient

world.

CARISBROOK CASTLE.
The steep conical mound on which in later

times the keep of Carisbrook Castle was built,

was probably a fortified position from the earliest

days after the Isle of Wight was inliabited

;

though the more recent structure has obliterated

all trace of the first earthworks, if any such ever

existed. The sides are so precipitous that they

needed but sliglit artificial defences to render
this by far the strongest position iu the whole
island ;

and we may therefore conclude that it

was occupied as a military stronghold by the

first settlers, and subsequently by those who
successively obtained tlie command of the island.

Tbc earliest architectural remains that have

been found in the course of the recent repairs

are towards the end of the twelfth century,

when there must have been a residence of some
extent on the site of the present house, as well

as the keep; and from the nature of the ground
a wall must have connected the two, and
partly enclosed the residence. But few remains

of this period have hitherto been found in situ.

The most interesting feature is a small two-light

window on the east side of the main buildiii:

gTcat entrance-gateway was the ball of the

castle; and, according to the evidence of old

representations, open to the roof. It is now
divided into two stories. Further investigation

may reveal details of the original structure

sufficient to determine the design, which, it is

hoped, may ultimately be restored.

The object of tbc repairs that have been

recently executed, under Mr. Hardwick^s direc-

tion, has been principally to preserve the exist-

ing features of interest, rather than to restore,

—

to arrest the progress of decay, rather than to

recreate, however faithfully, ancient forms from

the mutilated fragments, which, after all, are

more interesting to the antiquary and architect

than the most careful copy. Another object

has been to remove such buildings of moaem
erection, as disfigured and concealed the ancient

structure, without adding either to its stability

or usefulness.

The entrance-gateway is a magnificent work,

aud it is satisfactory to be able to state, that it

is less ruinous than most similar constructions

that have been as much neglected. No other

repair has been done to this portion of the

castle, or to the external walls, except the

removal of ivy and other vegetation, which was

found to be actually injuring tbe fabric, and the

securing in their original position such stones—

It is only recently that

'cre5, and the re-

, ,
-

^ , 'i 11 IV -1 which from its position and appearance was
».ulpUr=, metal-work jewelle.y enamelhag, seak,

p^bably one of tho windows of the haU of
carved ivories, embroulerv, and a hundred other sub- ,,

i
ta • ’ ' ’

sidiary branches, possess an almost equal claim upon castle of that time. It is

your attention ; and many of these must be followed window has been discovt
, , . ,

up in museums and public libraries, iu coUections of
,

“oval of a modern slied which concealed it has

archives, and in the sacristies and treasuries of monas- made it a prominent feature in that part of the

tcries and cathedrals, where, for the most part, they building, aud in conjunction with the chapel and

lie hidden, and unknown to the busy world around, i old chiiimey of the hall, which has also been

Nor would I leave you to suppose that the objects of brought to light—one of the most picturesque

your study should be either exclusively, or even, per-
'

points of the whole group of buildings,
haps, mainly, ecclesiastical. Yoa must search out 1

j ^ portion of the existing building was
wilh the utmost dihgencc the remuauts of mvil,

; o^^oted by the Lady Isabella de Fortibus, who
seciilar aad domestic bu.ld.ugs of the same ages

: possessed of the island from the death of

me LriLLM'di l'™ d T-e 'r
ter brother in 1262 to her death in 1293. The

Ine capnee of individuals, and the love of livms m , , . ^ i , i • i i

new houses, have rendered these remains most im- chapel is the only work of her time which has

perfect and fragmentary; yet the fragments are retained its architectural features with but little

strewed on all sides of us, and demand to be carefully change. The side window remains, and the

collected, and not a village you pass will fail to supply arcade on both sides
;
but of the east window

vou with some contribution.
'' --i ... j.. - - . u.i j.i.- ± . a..

' there is no other trace than the position of tbe

Finally. "What are tbc special objects for which this
,

cill. It is now occupied by the great staircase.

laliy those of the parapets aud upper sur-

faces of the walls—as were loose and likely to

fall.

The building which covers the famous well

is a structure of the fifteenth century. The
walls are sound, but the roof was entirely

decayed : sufficient remained, however, for the

purpose of restoring every part, except the

barge board. The depth of this well has been

popularly stated at 600 feet : in fact, it is only

115 feet.

Within the walls are two isolated buildings,

besides the residence aud chapel,—one near the

gateway,—probably the guai’d-house ;
the other,

a work of the fifteenth century, which was most

likely built as q^uaiters for the troops : it con-

tains some fireplaces of good bold design.

The range of ruined buildings on tbe left side

of the entrance-gateway are works late in the

fifteenth century. Here were tbe apartments

where Charles I. was confined after his first

attempt to escape
;
and it was from a window

nearly opposite the end of the present residence

that he made his second unsuccessful attempt. It

is quite clear that the window which has hitherto

been pointed out as that through which the king

endeavoured to escape must liave been in au

ante-room, or in one of tbe rooms occupied by

Colonel Hammond.
The gateway in tbe wall of the outworks is of

tbe time of Elizabeth, and bears her initials,

with tbe date 1598. The whole of these outer

works, which are of considerable extent, and

interesting as examples of the military engineer-

ing of that time, were constructed by Genebello,

an Italian engineer, for Elizabeth.

Carisbrook Castle has been visited hitherto
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PLAN OP CARISBEOOK CASTLE.

p principally for its picturesque beauty and from
t the sympathy felt for the events of the life of
( Charles I. which, took place within its walls.
] Ifi addition to these sources of interest, the
I recent repairs, which have stripped the castle of
1 modern buildings that concealed its ancient
f form, and have developed much that was scarcely
1 known before, have added much to its interest
t to all those who are desirous to see our national

monuments preserved, as a record of the past,
and examples for the study of the architect and
archffiologist.

J.D. 1270. Cost of the Castle.—For bars and
nails bought for the ditfereot doors of the castle, and
for iron for making the window in the wardrobe
beyond the chapel, XVIIM ob.

For XXIIIot. shingles bought, and for the porterage

and carriage of the same from Yarmouth to the
castle IVm. Vtr.

NaUs for laths, with straw for covering the houses
of the castle, and for uails bought for the new tower,
LXVj. vial.

For a beacon bought for a fire {rogunt), and for
making, burning, and extinguishing the same, and for
carrying into the castle, XXIj. IVrf.

For digging and cleansing the foundation of the

April 4, 1857.] THE BUILDER.
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whether the condition of the whole was such as

to allow, by purity of the air and freedom from

over-crowding, fair play and full scope to medi-

cal and surgical treat meut for the recovery of

health
;
and, having reported on these points,

to superintend the necessary works of improve-

ment. They w'ere, Lord Paninure said, to take

care that, so far as was possible, all evil inllu-

ences from without were removed, so that the

1

1

1 air inhaled by the inmates ol the hospitals might
n'lnre wjii't aire nv iui'i orrak- i

. , i * i

* 1 r;i,,rr,.r inr iiot be coutainiimted.
“ ‘ ‘

' It may be as well wc should say, in conse-

new Willi m-xt the herban’, and for making a wall

ami for co'^criiig the Si^me, W’s. VTTL/.

For levellins the obi wall uest the herbary before

the ha'l 1L-. 0//.

For six eni) ty o 'sks, bought for making the paling

of the herb iry, \'s. \l'L

For making a c.rla'n we'l in the new garden,

IXs. 0'/.

Fur cleansing ami making a foundation for the new

chapi-l, L. VL/.

For the keep of Bo'U'fnee, whiht digg ii,

ing stone for tne sane

thirteen weeks, XLr. IV;/. ub.

For rarm.;? slo„a bv wat.T, from rartile ami
'

queiico of a rroent discussion that the coramis-

frnm Freskwatro, and from dives other idaees,
' sroil was prec uded from in eriei'lDg t ‘iie

XIVj Oii *
I

treatment of the sick or with the discipline ot

For a horsehlde boiight for a cc tain rod to iirtns,
|

the wards, and was not to interfere with any-

and for inakinu the same, and 'or bran b. night for
,

thing connected with the personal hygiene

cleansing arms. ll^-. Od/. ob. Fur a driiin made near
|

the soldiers. “ It had, in a word, to deal with

the kitchen, for receiving the dirt of the kitchen,
t,[ie liospitals, but not with the sick, and with

IL. Ot/. ob. Ithc camp, but not with the troops.”

Sum, VlUi. VL-. \U. I [pjie report, which has an appendix with

Paid to Roger, the ciiqjcnter, for performing work maps, describes the condition ot the various

within the c stlc, X'l//- IVj. Of/.
j

hospitals separately, and the steps taken to

Paid to John Jlason, for his pnjTneiits for one improve them in respect of drainage, venti-

h, TI.« X'L
, lation, overcrowding, and other points.

healthier districts of England for males of the army

ages, and might be further reduced by sanitary im-

provements.

But ussnmingthe present unimproved country rate

as an attona'de slandaid for the whole of England,

we arc iit once struck with the very unhealthy condi-

tion of the army in home slalious. It appi ars from

the Army Statistical Report, 1853, that the mortality

among infantry of the line in the Uiiitid Kingdom is

16'8 per 1,(100 jier auimin from disease alone, while

in the Fo >t Guards it is ID'S per 1,000. In the

model dwellings of the metropolis, the mortality for

all ])eriods, from infancy to oM age, has ranged be-

tweeo 12 6 and 13'9 per 1,000 per annum, a little

more than half the mortality of the metropolis for

the same years. On comparing the mortality in

ihrse dwellings at all ages with the picked lives of the

nnnv, we have a most eonvincing proof of what may
be done, nnd bow much requires to be done for the

sanitary improvement of the soldier.”

Attention to the “practical conclusions”

with which the commissioners end their report

will tend to remove the cause of the largest

amount of loss iu armies, and promote immensely

the physical efficiency of our forces.

momh, TI.v
__ , , 'lation, overcrowding,' and other points. We

In *• An Exteut or Inqnidtion, taken soon after the
little more than report the result. The

death of Isabella de Foitibus Laily of the Isle ot
commissioners state that while the sanitary

being carried out, a marked im-
of C»n.brook .t that earl, 1“^,. [[th

: ^ , 1,^
Edward 1.

'• Tiie iiirv sav, upon their oath, that ine . I
.

i , ,

advowsooortl,ctr;e;.hapd if the blessed Nirholaa,
!

Iiospitels. Fart ot the result they admit was

m the Oaslle of CarisbrooV, b. longs to the abbot and
:

prohahly doe to the lep severe character of the

convent of Quarrera. A house in the snme casile, to ,
cases sent from the Crimea to i-cutari; but there

wit, one hall, four chambers f^r straw, adjoining the
,
Can be iio doubt, they say, that the favourable

hall, with a solar [upper citamber]
;
one sumU chnpcl, change in the health of tlic hospitals advanced

and another great chapel, which cbMpris arc supported
^

simultaneously with the progress of the sanitary

at the expense oT the abbot of Quavrera; one large works,
kitchen; one chamber for the constable, withasolarj

» All ihe sanitarv measures adopted,—the external
to the same; one small chamber beyond the ga'e, nnd

deodorizing, cleansincr, flushing, and
another und.r the«all; one great riinmbcr with a

I improvements in sewers 'and drains, the
sobir; one house which is called the ‘ Old Chapel

; ii,„e,v,,s],ing of ^vards and corridors, the cessation of

one larder; one arcat house which is c.illcd the
overcrowding, and the improved ventilation,—had for

‘Bakehouse and Bicwhmi.sc,’ in winch there is a
their object the removal of numerous causes of atinos-

granaryat one end; two great si ubles for corn aiid
routamiua'ion which existed around, under,

forage; two high towers, built wuh the chambers for
^nd within the hospitals at the time thev were first

straw, and other two lowers bu It imder. the wall
;

. puritv of' the air iu

one house, wuth a well for a prison
;
one chamber

praclii'able to do so.”

near the same. Richard le Porter hath the custody
1

1 1 t r n
of the prison in the castlr, and of the castle gate, fvr

j

The mortality among the sick had lallen very

the term of his life, by cliartor of Isabella, formerly
I
considerably, as will be seen by the following

Countess of Albemarle, and receives yearly, from
|

table of the percentages of deaths to the sick

remaining and admitted into hospital for six

periods of twenfy-one days each, from March 17,

when the sanitary works were commenced, to

June 30 :

—

the manor of Bonecoaibc, his peusiuu, to wit,

for twelve weeks.”
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THE SANITARY CO.MMISSION IN
THE EAST.

The Report of Dr. Sutherland and Mr. Roht.

Rawlinson, tlie commissioners appointed (with

poor Gavin) by her Majesty to proceed on a

sanitary mission to Constantinople and tlie

Crimea, during the late war, has been presented

ON FURNITITRE. ITS HISTORY, AND
MANUFACTURE.*

When a nntion has made a certain progress in the

arts, it naturally seeks to adore the ordinary articles

of daily use, and to render them more convenient aud

elegant
;
so that out of a state of rude deformity they

at last become objects of beauty aod luxury : thus

from a rude clay cup have been developed the precious

vases of Etruria—and thus did reGnement mark its.

growth on the bronze implements of Herculaneum

and Pompeii.

Of the furniture of anrient times we possess but

fi'W specimens. ^Ye arc told by Wilkinson ihut the

Egyptians displayed considerable taste in the furni-

ture of their houses : studiously avoiding too much
regulaii'y, they preferred variety both in the airange-

ment of the rooms and iu the character of the furni-

ture. Their mode of silting on chairs resembled that

of modern Europeans rather than of Asiatics, nor

did tlu-y recline at meals like the Romans, though

couches and ottomans were to be '‘ound in an Egyptian

as they are in an English drawing-roc.m. Many of

the fiiutcuils were made of most elegant forms in

ebony and other rare woods inlaid with ivoiy. The
legs w'cre mostly in imitation of those of animuls, but

some had folding legs like our camp stools. The back-

was light and sfrong, consisting of a single set of up-

right and cross bars, or of a frame receding gradually

and (erminating in a graceful curve supported from

without by perpendicular bars. Over this was thrown

a handsome pillow of colomed cotton, painted leather,

or gold and silver thsue. The couches evinced uo

less taste than the fauteuils, aud were of wood, with

one end raised and receding in a gracc'‘ul curve. The
British Museum contains examples of chairs in ebony

inlaid wilh ivory, of a kind of citron-wood inlaid with

dark wood aud ivory, and an X chair likewise inlaid,,

all of which show the degree of perfection to which

the Egyptians had attained. Tlie-e inlays are made
by veneering, just as at the present day.

T'he paintings on tlie Etruscan vases supply us

with numerous examples of the furniture used by the

Greeks, aud showing with what elegance and sim-

plicity of form they were designed. Judging from

the tasteful folds of their garments, and the pure

Every one knows by this time that it was not

the “enemy” who destroyed our men.
_

Even

after the attack on the Redan, the zymotic class

of diseases still vindicated its deadly superiority
j

ornamentation that enriched’ them, we may suppose

over one of the bloodiest struggles of the whole
j

that the furnished interior of a Greek house harmo-

war No fewer than 1,912 zymotic cases, or
j

“‘^^d with the cultivated taste which fostered and

61-9 per cent, of the total admissions, went into “WMed the works of Phiilias anil ApeUes. Ihe

t-o-pSiamentTaird whl belomd to sh^rae all
;

hospital
|
and there were 173 deaths froin the

, la“7rS
such reports innsL show, the immense import- same class of diseases, eqna to 6G I per cent.

i

^ ^ ^ ^
auce of improved sanitary arrangements,—the of the^total mortality, m hospital, during the

: possession, but which is

sin involved in their neglect. It will be seen week
!

j

now in the British Museum.
that tlie allied occupation afforded uo exception ' It appears to be made tolerably clear, that

|

Qp furniiure of the ancient Romans we are

to the general law, that, given an epidemic wheneverfeversof the continuedtype, especially enabled to speak with more certainty, as we possess-

influence, the effects of that influence will be with a typhoid tendency, appear in a regiment,
|

a greater number of specimens, which the discovery

most marked where the: e arc damp, and filth, and there is some local removable cause.
|

of Herculaneum and Pompeii has brought to light,

foul air
;
where there are defective drainage, ' “ Most of the occupants of a certain tent in the ' Et-ss tasteful but more luxurious than the Greeks,

want of cleansing, nuisances, overcrowding, Fretich camp had been successively attacked with their furniture wasremarkable forriohnessrather than

defective ventilation, and impure water. tvplius tbpmgbout the whole course of the winter of
,

f®'’ P'lriiy of design. They had furniture in bronze

“ ppri.m PThihItP,! thr.P fh-fcctc or «omP 1655-56. The tcct was sfriick, aud the ground under '’“‘1 iron and in precious woods iulaid with ivory and

of them in so maikcdamanncr th4 thennlv remedv “P asceriain whether there wns any '

P^'Y and beautiful stuffs richly

in thraWnce S ^ cause for ihe disease. The corpse of a soldier, in an Ymhroidered wnh elegant designs, and their houses

In o(he? ..shnre« rom the nv.rc iihcn^c he!t of the slate of putrefaction, was found hone Uh the [vere decorated with such tnste, that the remains taken

clim^Cl ^ X^ht surface over which the tent ha,i been p tehed.”
j

8ii|«areii c™i,.ar.tiv.«jr harmjess, became of great In May, ISoB the army aiTived at its rnost
|

miporlaace to the poUie liealth.'
^

hcaltllj state. I he weekly admissions into lios-
: j, jiistratioa of

The commissioners were directed to inspect pital averaged oU little more tlian 1 o per cent, ot

.

every part of the hospitals aud infirmaries, to HUJ force, and the weekly deatlis O’Ol 7 per cent,

ascertain the character aud sufficiency of the or a little more thaii 8 per 1,000 of the force per

drainage and ventilation, the quantity aud annum. The commissioners say,

—

quality of the water-supply, and to determine

,

our suliject.

“The best woods for cutting into layers and em-

• Road by Mr. J. G. Craco, Contributing Visitor, at the-... .

Ortiinury General Meetiogof the Royal Inatitoteofiritieb
‘ This death rate is about (he same as exists in the .Architeuts, March 23rd.
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ploying as a veneer for covering others, are the citrus,

the terebinth, the different varieties of the nmple, the

box, the holly, the holm oak, the root of the elder,

and the poplar. The elder fiiraishcs also, as already

stated, a kind of tuberosity, which is cut into layers

like those of the citrus and the maple. lu all the

other trees the tuberosities are of no value whatever.

It is the central part of trees that is most variegaled,

and the nearer we approach to the root the sinuller

are the spots, and the more wavy. It was in this

•appearance that originated that requirement of luxury
which displays itsedf in covering one tree with another

however, opened to Europeans a knowledge of the arts ' polished. The coffre or chest which contained ihe
that still flourished in the East, and Iiad probably ladies’ trousseaux, was substquently nuich oniameuted.
inateriiil influence on tbe princi[de8 of Medieval

|

The wardrobes, so called, were gcucraily tniull rooms
design. Our forefathers of the thirteenth, fourteenth, filled with cupboards called arnioiries*. In 1253,
and filteenlli centuries, lived in a rudo convivial

^

“ Ihe sheriff of Southampton was ordered to make in
manner which demanded few luxuries of furuiture,

i
the king’s upper wardrobe, in 'Wimdiester Castle,

and these at the earlier parts of that period were sufli- where the king’s cloths were deposited, l\\ o cuifooat ds
ciciitly plain and simple in form depending rather on

j

or armoirics, one on each side of fireplace, with arches
their painted decoration than on neat workmansliip or ' and a certain partition of board across the same ward-
carving

;
this taste, however, towards the end of the

j

robe.”
fourfeenth century gradually changed, and colour gave I There were also tables of Cyprus and other rare

-
.

- - .
"•'ly to more finished workmanship, moulded paocls,

!
woods, carved cabinets, desks, clicss-boards, and above

and hestowmg upon the more common woods a bark and carved ornnmeiits. The constructiou of the fur-
j

all the bed—the most importauf piece of fiiniitui-e iu
of higher {H-ice. In order to make a single tree sell 1 niturc thus became better suited to the material the house, and of which Ralph, Lord Basset said,
many times over, lamirim of veneer have been devised

;
employed. On rejecting the covering of parchment,

i

“ Whoever shall Jirst bear my surname and urins, ac-
hat that was not thought sufficient,—the horns of

j

it was necessary to arnmne flic wood iu smaller com- 1 cording to my will, shall have my great bed for life.”
animals must next be stained of different colours, and

j

parlmcnts to prevent it splitting or casting; hence • There was the ’‘standing bed,” and the “truckle
their teeth cut into sections, in order to decorate arose the system of paiiuiliiig and framing which

, bed on the former lay the lord and ou the Liter his
wood with ivory, and, at a later period, to veneer it

^

bscaine the main fealme. One of the chief beauties, ' attendant. Iu the daytime the truckle bed, on cas-
all over. Then, after ail this, man must go mid seek ^ however, of the furniture of this later lime was the i tors, was rolled under ‘the standin'' bed The posts
his materials 111 the sea as well

! _

For this purpose he elegant uiclal-'vivk applied in the form of locks, liend-boards, and canopies or sp’ivcis of bedsteads’
has learned to cut tortoise-shell into sections

;
and of

j

hingc.^, handles, &C. ilauv of these still
• ....

, ..... .'etmiiiiing

late, in the reign of Nero, the.’e was a monstrous iu- ! show wonderful perfection and taste iu the workiiian-
'veotion devised of destroying its natural appearance

j

ship. I will not attempt to paiTicui.irize the pecu-
by paint, and making it sell at a still higher price by

j

liarilics of style of the various periods, but I will now
a successful imitation of wood.” describe tbe principal arlieles of furuiiore belonging

" It is in this way that the value of our couches is to a house of that time. 'I he great tliuiug-hall h:ul a

•so greatly enhanced
; it is in this way, too, that they

j

long table at the cud, at which the lord and his prio-
hid the rich lustre of the twebiuth to be outdone, a c-ipal guests sat; two other tables for iuferior visitors

mock citrus to be made that shall be more valiiible
|

anil retaineis were jjhiced along tl.e sides oftbc hull at

than the real one, and the grain of the maple to be ri-rbt angles with the upper one; tables so placed were
feignod. At one time luxury was not content with said to stand banquet-wise. The lord’s seat was Ji.s-

wood, at the present day it sets us on buying tortoise- '
tingu s'icd by a canopy of clolh of estate, on which

shell iu the guise of wood.”
j

was geneially displajed his coat of arm®, and a cloth

In the 13th hook, Pliny speaks of the mania for
[

of t qicstiy was hung ngninst the wall. This eud of

fine tables. He also says, “ There is preserved to the
' the hull being raised above the I'tst was called the

])Tcscut day a table which belonged to M. Cicero, and “ dese ” or dais, the step funning a line of

for which, notwithstanding his coniparativily mode-
1

demircatiou beyond which uoiic were to approach
rate means, he gave uo less than one million sesterces by invitation. Sometimes the tables were

(9,000/.). Two fables were also sold by auction, >'i one length, in which c ise the salt-cellar

which had belonged to King Juba: the
j
rice'fetchcd bv

j

fomird the homidary h'tween in'’criors and the moi-e

one was one million two hundred thousand stslcrccs.”
* h^f^oured guests. 'J'hc floor was gciiernliy slrcwnl

A library discovered in a ruined villa nearPortici was
!

rushes. The tables were massive boards fixed

adorned with presses inlaid with different ssrts of 1 trestles mortised into the floor. The scats were
woods. The beds were often made of ccdi'.ile enriched ™'^-‘‘tly Conns, but chairs were sometimes used. A
with inlaid work, &c. and a bed made of iron has been ' of the fourfeentli century has lliis item :

—“To
found at Pumpeii. put waiiiscole above the dais in the king’s hall, mid

In all these specimens of Egyptian, Grecian, and
:

t ' luake a fine large and well sculptured chair.” At
Roman workmanship, it will be noticed that though farther end of the hull a cupboard called tlic

tbe pcculiai'ilifs of ihe style are distinctly pi-eserved “Court eujjbnard ” wns generally pinced, iu which

yet they have no architectural character, but simply the service of plale, such as salvers and gold driukiiig

constructive forms and heauly of outline adapted t‘o
cujis, were arranged, on shelves or stages, answering

the material used.
I

in some respects to our sidi hoards of i lie present day.

We have now to pass through a dark cloud w'hicli 'I'hcse cupboards, though originally of rude coustrnc-

obscured every phase of art;—we pass over a period
:

afterwards became elaborate and beautiful pieces

of more than n thousand years. According to Greek i

furuitnre, richly carved in oak : they are often

manuscripts of the tenth century', the dee iraiion of alluded to iu old dncuiiicnts. On grand occasions

furniture iu the Eastern Empire must Lave been of tuinimrary stages as cupboards were also creeled.

coosiderable richness, as the thrones, seats, and beds I

“ marriage of Priucc .Vriliur, son of Henry VI f.

rffpreseiited, tlioiigh rude and ungraceful iu form, i'' fhc hall wns a triangular eiiphoird, five stages

.arc highly decorated with gilding and inlaid work, high, set with plate valued at 1,200/. entirely onia-

Thcophilus the Monk, in the twclfih century, tells us
I

i
tmd in the “utter ctrmibcr,” where tlie

I that, not satisfied with dccoraUiig the smooth parts prlm’ess dined, was another cupboard set with gold

of furniture with colour, they painted onitfigur.s, plate, garnished with stones and pearls, valued at

I nnimals, and foliage, sometiraes on a gold ground. fiO.OOO/.

The same writer iu his Essay on Various Arts,! In the iuventoiy of Skiplon C.istlc, in Yorkshire,

chap. xvii. thus describes the manner of [ireparing the furniture of the great h'lll is thus given:—
1 ponels for painting on ; ‘-You must join the bo:iids

“ Hnprimis, 7 large pieces of hanging.®, with the

with care, piece by piece, by the help of trie iiistru- Eurl’s arms at large in every one of them, and pow-
mcntiised by carpenters and joiners: you must fasten

' dered wilh the several coatc.® of the house. 3 long

: them with glue
;
the pauuls brought together by this tables on standard I'rames, 6 long forms, 1 short ditto,

glue when they are diy adhere so solidly that thev
|

1 Court cupboard, 1 fayre brass laiiterii, 1 iron cradle

cannot bo separated, either by damp or heat. Ttuy "'th wheels for charcoal, 1 aliiics tubb, 20 long
must then be made. smooth with an iron proper for pikes.”

that purpose: this iron, curved and cutting on the The great chamber was ofreu used as a slecping-

: inside, is provided with two bandies iu order that it foom by night and a reception-room by day.

imay be used with two hands. It serves to plane the ' Shaw, in his decorations of the Middle .‘{ges, gives

i panels and the doors, so that these objects become the interior of a chiimber in which Isabella o'' Bavaria
iperfcclly smooth. You must then cover them with

,

I'l'ciiives from Chi'islioe of Pisa her voluu.e of poem®,
the hide not yet tanned, either of horse, nss, or ox. 'I'hc queeu is sealed on a cou<-h covered with a stuff

After having macerated it iu water auJ scraped oil' fed and gold, imd there is a bed iu the rocm fur-

thc hair, th ; excess of water is pressed out of it. It wished with the same material, to which are attached
is applied to the wood in this dmip slate with the three shields of arm®. The wmIIs of the chamber

1
glue of cheese.” In another clupter he expluius the were either hung with tapesiry or painted wilh iiis-

imaunerof covering these panels lined with IcaihiT toricaUubjects. Ohaucer,inliisDream,finciesliim-
I with a light coat of plaster or chalk; he takes care self iuaehambcr

—

' to recommend the use of linen cloth or canvass if no , ,

” T''olI well depainted,

,km i, to had
;
he a'terwards gi.e, the precesa for

'

‘S.
I painting these panels m red or any other colour with And hU ilie Eomaunte of tbe Rose,
iliuaeel oil and covei'ing them with vernifli. The
• beautiful alt-ir frontal in AVestmiuster
: most interesting example of the process
1 Theophilus, and it is of a period nut fur ;

*

e
Kvisor, tmip. Ilenrv VII. enumerates

' i” n it r i i ”i on--nonevratoapon a stylo of art fom.dod upoa vorv iniauloly the various arliolos,- amoog »hich are
Mr. Sjer has sooc bright fresh ]audsoaprs;20o

ipnaciples altogolher d, Her,.at from those svhich pre. ,ho carpet, Ihe, t.hlcs, the cupboards, the chairs, tl, I ^r"}' ' v“;,,ce,lc.l Me, Iu that chivalrous era the stools, tivo great chairs, silk aud velvet coverings if"'"''''. f'ahnoa Leap „u rlie touvvay h..

Were sometimes carved, or ^iniutcd in colour.®, but
they are generally rcprcseiitid covered by rich hang-
ings. King Edward III. beqneattie.l to liis heir an
entire bed marked with the ninis of hVance and
England, aud Richard, Eml of .Arniidcl, to his wife

Philippa, a blue bed, marked with his arms, and the
arms of bis late wife

;
to his son Richard a standing

bed c'.iDed clove, also a bed of silk embroidered with
the arms of Arundel and AVarren

; to lus son Thomas,
his blue bed of silk embroidered wiih griffins, &c. &c.
The chair was a single seat without arms. The

fauldsteuel (fanteuiliu modern French), was originally

a folding stool of the curiilc fi<rin, hut afierwards the

form alone was preserved
;
examples reniairi from the

time of D.igobert up to a 1 itc perind. D.igobcrt’s scat

is considered by some to be of miu'h greater antiquity

than his time, and the back and arms are certniuly of

a liter period than the rest. The so-called Glaston-

bury chairis much to be commcniled for simplicity of
form, pcifeet strength, and adapt ition for coiiifort.

In tbe earlier times chiirs and benches were not
stuffed, hut had cushions to sit upon and cloths

spread over them : alterwards, as the workmanship
improved, th'.y were stuffed and covered with lapestrv,

ii-ather, or velvet. The I'oruis and workmanship of

these seats were geuernily very rude, but the stuffs

that covered them were of great richness aud value,

and tasteiiiily tritiirncd with fringes aud gimps, fas-

tened with large brass studs or nails.’*

SOCIETY OF BRITISH ARTISTS.

The most striking ])icture in the Siiffolk-strect

Exhibition is No. 86, “ The Sick B ly,” by T. Uoberts,
and this, strange to say, is not on the line. Tho
ohjeclioii that may be urged to it is that it recalls by
its composition the death of Chutterton, exhibite'd

last year iu the Royal Acad.-my, but iu truth it owes
nothing to that picture. It is an admirable paiutiug,
touchiug aud beautiful. The coiiutcaance of the
sufl'erer, and the tearful eye of the watching sister, are
not easily forgotten. The accessories, too, are painted
with marvellous truth. Anotiicr very noticeable pic-

ture, hanging opposite to the “ Sl-k Buy,” is 153,
“ II Ililorno dciia Coiiladiria,”'— a nojlc-looking

peasant woui m crossing a ford, can yiug her child. It

is full of character: us a piece ot m:ni(iulHiiuQ the
painting of the dress is admirable. No. 4-11, “ 11

Piccolo Tesoro della Madre,” by the s-iuie artist,

alihoiigU not quite so good, is ueven hclcss a clever

piclure. Mr. Hurlstoue’s principal ]jiclure, “The
Son ol Louis XVJ. under the Tutelage of Simon,”
altliougli vigorous both iu design ami cscciuion, is

soinewlnit coarse iiud streaky. 'I’lierc is much cha-
racter in 379, “ AVaiting for Legal Advice,” by
J. C imjibell, juu. ; the compressed li|» aud raised toe
are eloqncut. The fiill of the picture should have
bceu a littlelirgcr. Characlcr is the quality for uliich

565, too, is distmgiiislicd, “ French Soldiers describing
their Battles;” and, as of Ihe saiiu- c'ais, if the
visitor want a laugh, he may luok at 327, “ Anxious
Suspense,” where a young joskiu, stealing apples,

ha\iQg slipped from the bough, is held up by his
“ fiock,” while the owner approaches. 52. “ lltaits-

I ease,” is one of Air. Baxter’s gia-el'ul aud gracious

I

female portraiis, liefore which all stop. Mr. Cobbett’s

j

*' Beg, Sir,” 206, lias been irnmortal zed iu the I/ius-

The Fibherman’s

ceded it—the Mcditev.il.

toiirnMnentandtkeb.ttk..0d,l,vereth7,;7aAniD cS,s''ioAS'.vindrra,,ri™]r.'>'k3\™^^^^^^^ ‘p “ ,““‘0 G. Colv; auJ ".Obliry

Ufrt i'.v.
’ .ionhs, by ine tiobjectii vvliicli VDgoged tke attvnlioii ot the many, aud flro.lroii., branclms for Huhls, &f.

tho study of Morature aud Iho praotlco ot art were There is uo mention of a mirror, hut they were i

aonaned tu the Church alone. Tho Crusades had, used at this time, hut very small, and of metal.

tame, 408, is cqvially good. 195,
Evening on tbe “ Lliigwy,” i^ a good specimen of

* To be contiuucd.
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a Storm,” by E. Nicmaan
;
“Tyn y

W. West, all deserve Dotice.
and library, at a price so small, as to be witlim the

’ reach of every mercantile clerk and industrious

—
I

mechanic, who desired mental improvement, and a

CROSBY HALL, BISHOPSGATE.
|

wise occupation for his leisure hours.

EVENING CLASSES FOE YOUNG MEN. I In the tacc of great dif&culties, the committee have

Crosby Hall was probably erected in the fifteenth carried on their Institution with great usefulness to

century, but the exact date of its foundation is uncer-
; the thousands of young men who have from time to

tain. In the year 1466, when the lease was granted time, joined the classes, many of whom have improvea

to John Crosby, by Alice Asbfield, prioress of St.
'
theii- position in life by the instruction they have

Helen’s it is described as a great tenement, formerly obtained. Three have been recently appointed to

in the possession of Cataneo Pinelli, a merchant of clerkships at the Privy Council-ofiice, and several

Genoa : it was, however, finished in 1470. by Alder- distinguished themselves at the examination held in

man Crosby, M.P. who was that year sheriff of the Juue last, by the Society of Arts,

city of London, and in the following year knighted The present leaseholders
_

have, however recently

by King Edward lY. coming into the city.
|

determined to part with theirinterest in the building,

Soon after the death of Sir John Crosby, A.T). and the committee are desirous of purchasing it, in

1475 it was occupied by Richard PlantEgenet, Duke order to preserve the building during the remainder

of Gloucester, afterwards King Richard III. whose of the lease (seventy-nine years), for educational pur-

connect'on with Crosbv-place has been immortalized poses. In the event of their being unable to accom-

hy Shakspeare, in two well-known passages,* while his plish this object, the lease will be offered to public

residence there is affirmed by the best authorities, sale. To what purpose it might then be applied it is

Sir Thomas Jlorc
;
the chroniclers, ILiU and impossible to predict. The archmologist. the lover of

Hollinshed
;
aod the historians, Rapin, LingarJ, and the beautiful in architecture, and the friend of ediica-

thc accurate Mr. Hallam. tiou, earnestly desire the continuance of its present

The next possessor of this princely mansion was appropriate occupation; but as the sura necessary tor

Sir Bartholomew Reed, who spent his splendid and the purchase of the leaseis considerable— 5,000/._or

celebrated mayoralty therein, A.D 1562. He seems 6 ,
000/.~the aid of thepuhlic is asked, anda suhscrip-

lo have entertained thePrincess Catharineof Arragon,
, tiou list is opened at the hall. To induce the assist-

two days before her marriage with the youthful ance of some of our readers is the immediate object of

Arthur, the eldest son of King Henry VII.
;
and he our notice.

is reported to have received there some ambassadors
j

-

from Maximilian, Emperor of Germany, when they
| PREMIUMS IN COMPETITIONS,

ramo to condole with the king npou his son’s early
constantly following

Reid was sueeeeded by Sir John Rest, who was ' most competitions have dten in your pages been well
Itcenwas succeeaea oj

;
commented upon, and many modes of procedure

LoH Mayor in the ^
•

Thomas
' suggested to cure the increasing evil, some of which

^“^l|eS:sSrof..ePEo^^c,t.ew..s-^ovi.sis
surrendered to the Crown

;
and in the reign ot ±.liza- ,

' ,

beth it became the property ot German Cioll, n dis- '
»mong ourselves, we cot.ld soon put a rtop to sneh

tinsu,st,ed.merebam! arid his wife. Cicely, a daughter
;

proceedings. It is self-evident, that if the shamefnl

and a covered entrance common to both chapels, each

of which has a robing-room connected with it. They

form a cross on plan, the gable end of the Episcopal

chapel looking east : considerable similarity is observed

in their style and arrangement. The walls are in-

tended to be built of stone, backed with bricks
;

all

the dressings being of chiselled ashlar. The framing

of the roof, the doors, desks, seats, and other fittings,

are to be of deal, varnished. The floors of black and

red tiles. The lodge contains two rooms, wilh

pantiy, &c. ; and board-room for meetings on the

ground-floor, with bed-rooms above.”

of Sir John, and courin of.Sir Thomas Gresham.
' calls remained unanswered, the calls would soon cease

In 1594, Crosby-place was purchased by Sir John
I

to be made.
_

Spencer, the eve of hi, mnyor.lty, and it passed,
1

r>«t "gm-ds the premmms, which often

through his daughter and heiress Elizabeth, to Sir
,

totally inadequate. I would suggest that arehr-

tvmiam Comptol Lord Northampton. It was while ,

teels, one and all, should agree never to respond to

Spencer wa, Imrd Mayor that Queen Elizabelh competu.on unless the sueeessfiil “mpot'tor be

hLonred the hall with her presence, and witnessed a allowed to carry out the work at he usual cornu s-

masqne, conducted by the young wits and revellers of “t » P»r o™*- addition to that, a premmrn

Grsy’s-inn and the Temple,

At the commencement of the Great Rebellion,

A.D. 1642, when Sir John Langham was the occu-

pant, Crosby-place was made a temporary prison for

the Royalists, aod several clergymen were sent there

by order of the Commons House of Parliament.

Tliirty years afterwards (a fire having destroyed

the greater part of the building, A.D. 1672), the hall

was used as a Meeting-house for the Presbyt.erians,

who continued there, with some intermission, for

nearly a hundred years.

In the year 1692,' the estate was sold to William

TVeeman, esq. in whose family it still remains. Pro-

bably in despair of its restoration, it was let to

Messrs. Holmes and Hall, packers, and in utter dis-

regard of its beautiful form and original occupation,

it was sadly altered to be made avuilahle for their

commercial purposes.

In 1831, the premises, then in a ruinous condition,

were advertised to be let on a building lease; anda
public meeting was held, in order to avert, if possible,

the destruction of an ancient and beautiful edifice so

rich in historical associations, and so valuable in a

scientific point of view, as a connecting link between

the domestic architecture of the fifteenth and sixteenth

centuries. A subscription was immediately opened,

and extensive repairs, necessary to preserve the great

hall from farther injury and dilapidation, were

effected, under the gratuitous superintendence of

Mr. Edward Blore, architect.

The amount of subscriptions was, however, inade-

quate to render the hall available to any useful pur-

pose, or to provide for the ground-rent, and other

imavoidable expenses : tbe northern wall was still in

a dilapidated condition, and the front in Bishopsgate-

street was unrepaired.

A number of gentlemen (most of whom were ii

of 1 per cent, in consideration of the superiority of

his design above those of the many other competitors.

The first premium would then be 1 per cent, on the

cost. For the second premium, I would have it

agreed not to accept less tbau 2i per cent.
;
aud for

the third, 1 per cent. The absurdity of calling the first

premium such, when it is to be merged into the com-

mission, often a reduced one, must be manifest to all.

The premiums for a 1,000/. building would then

stand thus:—First premium, 10/. in addition to the

usual 5 per ceiit. second premium,' 25/.; third

premium, 10/. ' •
.

Now, as regards practically carrying out this

scheme. Should it be approved of, nothing is simpler.

It is only requisite that such architects as engage

themselves to abide by the above rules should be in-

-i-ited 10 forward their names and addresses, to be

publicly chrouicled in the Builder ; and I feel sure

we should soon see the names of all the principal

in the profession put down, thereby testifying their

desire to support their character, and raise the style

of design throughout the country.

A Pbovincial Architect.

COMPETITIONS.

Etheridge Memorial, Bilsiou, Staffordshire .—The

committee for erecting this memorial have selected

the design of Messrs. Bidlake and Lovatt, architects,

of Wolverhampton, which is to be exeeutccl in Mans-

field magnesian limestone, by Mr. Horsman, of the

Wolverhampton Stone and Marble Works.

London .—The designs submitted by Messrs,

F. and II. Francis, for the National Discount Com-

pany’s offices, in Coruhill, have been selected. The

other competitors were Mr. H. Baker, Messrs. Nelson,

Mr. N. T. Randal], and Mr. C. 0. Parnell. The four

terested in a Literary and Scientific Institution unsuccessful competitors received 25/. each for their

then lately opened at Salvador House) associated
' plans ;

a fair aud honourable arrangement,

ttcmaelves vvilli a laily, whose eiicrar and taste hod
1 Ufanor Cvinerery—The designs of Mr. Benjamin

hitherto directed the work
;
and, assisted by the espe-

, tvilson, of Alfreton, have been selected ;
aod a teader

rience of Mr. Joha Davjcs, architect, expended nearly
1 f,„„, yi, builder, to excoatc the works

3,0001. more upon ftie proper^v. For sev^^cn years Mr. IVilson, has been accepted. - The Derby
the Literary aud Scientific Institution found
agreeable home at Crosby-place, but ceased its

tenancy in 1849.

•Act 1, scene 3j act 1, scene 3,—“ Richard III.”

ENCADSTIC TILES TURNING DULL.

With regard to the complaint of your correspondent

"F. K. ” (p. 179) I beg to say that the^appcnrance

he describes is probably due to the minute pores on.

the surface of the tile having become filled with

mortar when first laid down, which, whenever the

surface of the tile is thoroughly dry, gives them a.

diugy grey appearance. Should this be the case,, the

only remedy 1 know of is to dissolve out the car-

bonate of lime by using sulphuric or muriatic acid

or tbe former after saturating the floor with a strong

solution of sal-ammoniac. This remedy will also he

effectual should the greyness arise from efflorescence

of the salts or other constituents of the cement or

mortar, or of the concrete, if any, which frequently,,

ifthe substratum is damp, proves an inveterate source

of annoyance in this manner. In fact, where the

foundation is clamp, more care than is usually be-

stowed upon tiles, which any one will undertake to

“ rattle down,” is necessary to prevent the appearance

of salts on the surface. Where eventual diyuess is

attainable, the tiles may be much improved in appear-

ance, and a gloss obtained, by washing wilh milk>

which is much practised.

Another frequent cause of encaustic tiles turning

dull” is neglect of cleanliness, aud I can truly say.

that where the foundation was dry, and the owner

careful to keep them clean, I have never seen encaustic

tiles which did not look quite as well twelve years

alter laying down as during the first week.

There is nothing in tbe tile itself to ” turn dull:”

if kept clean it will never look so. Frequent scouring

with a silver sand, and clean water, is all.

that is necessary under the most unfavourable circum-

stances of traffic. The opposite course is also a good-

one, to encourage an oleaginous crust over the surface

by use of milk.

F. Hews, for Minton aud Co.

THE LONDONDERRY MONUMENT
AT SCRABO.

The first stone of the memorial about to be

erected to the late Marquis of Loudonderry, in

County Down, Ireland, and of which we now
give a view, was laid on the 2Sth of February

last, as noted at the time.

The monument, which is to stand on the

highest point of Scrabo Hill, nearNewtownards,

and 500 feet above tbe level of Lough Strang-

ford, will be a tower in the Scottish chateau,

form. The walls are to be built throughout,

and faced, with rubble work of bard basalt. The

door and w'indow dressings, quoins, coping, &C.

are to be executed in sandstone. The sandstone

is procured from quarries at the base of the hill,

aud the basalt overlying it enables the material

for rubble work to be quarried immediately at

the site. The mode of construction does not

embrace anything peculiar; the several circular

roofs are to be executed in sandstone, in the

same manner as church spires.

The architects are Messrs. C. Lanyon and

W. II. Lynn.
The contract has been taken for 2,000/. the

exact sum provided by the committee in their

instructions to architects : under the present

system of competitions, perhaps this fact may
be considered rather singular.

Tbe tower will be 135 feet in lieight. A stone

staircase will ascend in the round tower to the

parapets and guard chamber, which will be

fitted up with an armoiuy, witli oak panels,

and groined ceiling. The building will afford

accommodation to a custodies. The form is

considered appropriate to this quarter of the-

kingdom, inasmuch as similar buildings are not

unfrequent in Ulster, into which they were in-

troduced by the Scottish countrymen of the

Stewart-ancestors of the Londonderry family.

.ddvertiser says,
—“The chapels, which are to be

placed some little distance from the entrance, are

separated by an archw.iy surmounted by a belfry and
Thames Tunnel.—In the week ending 28th of

March, 54,611 passengers passed through the tunnel,

affording shelter for hearses and mourning coaches
; |

and paid 227/. lOs. lid. in tolls.
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bf the side M-ith tlie h«ud partly open. The ! mines, should be looked after ; some of these

nick is bare’; and the cheek reclines “P»?

S

th^Zub brate
open Bible. Gothic monldings are, on either

,
so contrary to the nature of the diiittb brutes,

side of the monument, continued square round that it is impossible that ^
the top the head of the opening being seg- condition to supply ivholesonio milk. The grains

mentaf’ The hcii-ht is 5 feet S inches
;

-width, from the neighbouring breweries, and other mi-

8 feet 3 inches
;
projection from wall, 3 inches, proper kinds of food, cause the

The figure is well spoken of, but the luche, rntli a larger quantity of a liquid called milk than

its nionldinn-s, if we mar judge from an engrav- they would do if roanimg in the fields, or ted

inu is wanting in the right character .and effect.
^

with pure materials. The children who are

"Accommodation is provided in the church for made to depend on such milk suffer grea%-

1 460 worshippers ;
and the total cost of erection

,

It will be a good day for the poor beasts, .and

aid fittiims is 10,71'.)/. ,fof ‘t® generation of Londoners -who

We have cleaned these particulars from
,
driuk milk, when the cows are driven out oi

a tasteful little volume, by_ Mr. Samuel B. '
their cellars into the green fields.

Beal,* which contains a view of the church,

and one of the monument.
^

The writer deals
, OF P011TLA.ND CEMENT, i

ST. THOMAS’S CHURCH, Ts^EWPORT, I

AND THE ROYAL MONUMENT.
Some time since, we printed a short para,graph

respecting the monument which_ lier Majesty

commissioned Baron Marochetti to erect in

St. Thomas’s Church, at Newport, in the

Isle of Wight, in commemoration^ of the

virtues and sorrows of the Princess Elizabeth,

second daughter of Charles I. TVe now give a

few particulars of the church itself.*

In the reign of Edward IV. the town was

burnt by thel'renchj and St. Thomas’s appears

to have shared in the injury, as many of the

stones had the marks of fire clearly discernible,

when pulled down in ISST.

Various alterations had the effect of destroy-

ing any architectural uniformity that miglit have

^ginally existed, and rendered the buildhig an

anomalous combination of successive periods.

Upon au architectural survey, in 1853, the build-

ing was found to be too far decayed to allow hope

that any repairs would be effectual ;
the bearings

of the beams being so worm-eaten as only to

.cause wonder that they had not fallen belore.

Accordingly, the parochial authorities and the

inhabitants generally resolved to raise funds for

the erection of a new building. Subscriptions

were obtained, lier Majesty and Prince Albert

heading the list. Two bazaars were also held in

Carisbrooke Castle, the proceeds of which

(2,000/.) materially aided the funds. Architects

were invited to send in designs
;
and one by

Mr. Daukes was selected. Tlie builders were

Messrs. Dasliwood, of Hyde; and the carvings

too freelv witli superlatives, but the book will

nevertheless be found a very useful and pleasant

companion to the church.

CATTLE IN LONDON.
Although the new regulation respecting

the slaughter-houses of Loudon has effected

mucli good in certain districts (particularly iii

'

Allow me to make a few ohjcrvationa on the

“ Sa<:fiestions ” offered by a “ Clerk of Works

(pa'i-e 167), in auswir to your correspotidcut “ Rustic,’

of the preceding nmiiber (March l-lth), respecting

the varied colours which occur iii.the drying out

of Portland cement stucco fronts.

His first suggestion is good, viz. that of colouring

with Portland cement colour: his second, that of

o— - •• -
, "iiiisiug large quantities of cement with well-washed

the City), still it is by no means uncommon to
; ^ trough,” is an idea that is at once

see a ffock of sliecp dropped, and pushed
; ^ird impraclicHbU, for reasons that are

through trap-holes, into deep cellars, or Gxen
, iju^vimis, it is well known that either Port-

persuaded by blows, tail-twisting, and obher land or Roman cements while in their powdered state

rl ' TL.. .'....I 1.../.. \TT- .1 1 ^ t. . P + ..VT O (.V HlVCt ' ll i <1 I* iiHV iBntTth

were entrusted to Mr. Baker, of Kcnningtori.

During the process of demolition, many curious

relics of antiquity w/erc discovered. They have

beeu described by ^Ir. Ernest W ilkius, curator

of Newport iluseum, where many ot theoi arc

preserved. Many mural paintings were found :

their colours were black, red, yellow, aud piice^

gCutle meauB, into the doorways and narrow

passages of ordinary dwelling-houses, and then

slaughtered in most unfit aud inconvenient

places, which are surrounded by thick popula-
’ ms.

Reflecting on the evils of this practice, which

is not only injurious to health, but also the

cause of considerable w'aste of valuable material

into the sewers, the writer visited, the other day,

the recently erected slauglder-liouses at new
Sinithfield-market. These are spacious and pro-

perly ventilated idaces, fitted with the proper

machinery for hoisting heavy animals : there

are receptacles for the various kinds of refuse,

almost the wliole of which is sold at a profit.

loss tlieir strength if they are expaskd for any length

of time to the action of the atmosphere or to damp,

thus becoiniog actually dead; next, the improbability

of being able'to dry the sand after the washiug pro-

cess—espcciiilly in large qiumtiiies— sufficiently to

justify its being mixed with the eement iu the innnucr

described
;
as the almost imperceptible moisture which

is found in the sand for weeks aud mouths .after

washing— to say nothing of its being a'tcrwards

exposed to atmospheric iullueuces,—would in a few

days destroy from '50 to '75 of its virtue. The

result of such an experiment must necessarily he a

figure,— while the authority upon \\liich it is based

is c.ilculuted only to mislead. If experience can

teach, its teachings will be found to be diametncally

opposite to those of your correspondent ;
and, instead

and but little is allowed to pass into the great
|

of mixing the saud and cement in Urge qiiaulitics, it

drain, which runs to Essex.f At frequent iu- advises that they be mixed in small quunlities; suffi-

1 - il _1 „.l 1 . ..1.- “ rTciiiiriliir ” tViP. S17P. flR (lliaUti

Those of the middle aisle were better preserved

than those iu the side aisles. They had been

renewed from time to time—the old paiutiugs

having been covered with a layer of whitewash,

and upon that the new painting was executed. umeu luuo w. .... u., 0.0 ..
• «

On August 21,1854, the first stone ot the evervthing is cleared away, and by ' cient only for one “gauging,” the size or quantity of

new building was laid by Prince Albert, with
an* clastic hose, and powerful force of

i

which should be regulated accordiug to circumstauces.

Masonic forms. ^-atcr, the roof, walls, aud floors, arc so such as the mnnber of men that are supplied from

The style of architecture IS Early Decorated
;

j

purified, that no taint remains,
j

any one puge-box with it

''Jf
and the building consists of a nave, with clere-

. Several of the Loudon butchers arc begiimiiig to
1

ronghing lu or fining off. e . • y,

story, side aisles, aortli aad south porches, aud
, „ tPemselves of these places, finding that it

"““J
[

requires usmg
“f

chapels ;.vest0mentra.iee, arch, and tower. i pave their animals !

"P
".f'” j „

' C»re 'So Th/ulTl.e taken that tlie same ratio be
laoulded ribs, the large stone corbcis can. in

. slmn,.
I observed ia the inisins of each separate

the principals have sotne good specmieiis d On market days, it is an extraordiuary sight,
' jf jg cither''too “fat” or too

carving, representing maple, nut, thorn, ivy, oaK,
I 5^^ ijjg crowds of oxen aud

^

pj’orf » this is of the greatest importance, as the

vine, rose, &c.
* j *1 u i f

' sheep which are driven through the streets to
, neglect of this precaution aff.:ct9—not so much the

A richly-carved screen separated the body ot
yj^,.jous parts of the metropolis, iu some places oolour u9--lhc strength of the stucco generally; and

the old church from the chancel. In the new
j stopping the other traffic. The process is one of the principal causes that produces thecracks

building, this screen has been adapted into a
1 over long distances of the hard and on the surface, so frequently eompUitied of by some

•new reading-desk.
1 often slippery pavement, does not improve the of your readers. Lastly, open hut one cask or so at

The pulpit has beeu preserved, aud placed on
of ^ jjg lieef and mutton • for it is a well- a time, .md avoid all unnecessary exposure to air, &c.;

its old site, near the chancel. The top or
, j^^^Hocks lose 20 lbs. when and as the work progresses colour it as fast as it is

sounding-board, is an irregular octagon.
_

' gPeep^ 3 ^ogg^ s lbs. finished, with Portland cement colour, thinned vnth

The north chapel contains her Majesty s
|

has, therefore, been found that it
beer grounds (or bottoms) : it is then readily ab^

tribute to Elizabeth Stuart. Near this spot,
^y railway than to iu-

““‘I’ dnes and

“about the middle of the east mart of the
|

f f j ht, tollage, and cost of f T tilk the first coat
chancel,’^ the princess xvas inten-ed. But thc!^ •

° ° ’ ivheu completed but not so thick as the hr»t

memorv of this event passed away; till it; nuantities of small-sized beef and ^ '^f’%,,rfland
chancea that, in Octobev, 1793, aoa.e work„.en J"' “in Loaffon by railway and steam- "'[Xal

'
"

“''a

M

ai
who were digging a grave to receive the

.
packets, ready prepared, from parts of Wales. ^

mains of the Hon. Thomas West, accidentally
other remote districts, and are sold at a

'

^scovered the initials E. S. engraved on a stone
, price; and it seems to be worth the PRACTICAL PERSPECTIVE,

in the floor; Beneath vv^ a '^ault ^o^tainin|^
larger cattle traders and Some time since mathemaiici ms were not a little

the prii^ess’s remains. 1 he coffin was ot lead,
fhe Loudon meat salesmen, if it would not be startled at an assertion made by the head-master of

ridged in the middle, and in good preservation. advantage of all to slaughter the animals the Training-school, at Marlborough House, namely,

An iiisoribed
'

plate proved its identity, by this Loudon ready “ that a circle seen in perspective is not au ellipse.”

inscription:
—“Elizabeth, 2*' daughter ot y'

for the shop. It is, unfortunately, difficult to A demonstration of the commimly received notion

late King'Charles, dece’d. Sept. 8, ilDCL.” ^f customs ; aud we fear that it will ’^ery properly appeared in the Buitder, but I did not

A tablet was then ercct^ to perpetuate the
f^g g^ i^gf^.g fj^g giaughteriug of expect that that demonstration would make proselytes

event; but that also at last departed and no
this large metropolis has ceased,

supporters of Mr. Bcrchett s new theo^^^^^

further memento was added till her Majesty however, that before the summer ^ lolerahle acquaintance with Euclid s do

rescued the memory of the princess from the • cellar slaiif^hterhouses and other
applied to conic sections, wou.d inevitably

neglect into which it had fallen. Bor thenionu- ' w iTbe vS prevent any one being led astray by any assertion m-

ment, snnt 2 feet 6 inches in the wall, is a space ™to’^ thf regulations 'C poor miserable 31 ol' ,[T S.rer®“rnortbSI be sm!
With the stone back car\ed to

al^nt^a
o*' iil their dark and prised when I tell them that there are other teachers

a pnsoiL Im front, iron spikes dej^nd about a „u^vhole80me lairs, look almost as wretched as of drawinu, who still adhere to the new notion,
foot from the top. Below is- a figure ol the

horses we have often pitied in the coal- Now, Tam not about to give any demonstrations
princess m Carrara marble, the dress m accord-

1

ance with the Stuart period. One delicate arni
j , Etheridge, Newport; Dalton, Cock- some authority of sufficient iiuportauce, to induce him

.and hand rest on the waist : the otfier is extended spur-street, Loudon. to acquiese in the commonly received opiuiua, without“
.

~ ~7 ~
: r I Z I

butchers, it is told, do not waste a being ut the trouble to leai'Q conic sections for him-
• This notice, with some others in the present number, particle of either oxen or sheep : all is used for lood, or ^ ^ • i ii_ ^ ii_

AS been in type several weeks. for agricultural or chemical purposes. se'f, I would merely refer him aud others of the same
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school to Dr. Hutton’s, Francreur’s, and Hatoilton’s

conic sections. The first raathcinatician demonstrates

the nature of perspective representations of circles,

simply from Euclid’s elements
;

the other two do
the same thing by analytical geometry. Dr. Hutton’s
demonstrations being the simplest, I would recom-
mend his book to beginners iu preference to those of

the other mathematicians, although the latter are

Cambridge books, and may, therefore, have sufficient

power to convert, notwithstanding the contents may
not be 80 easily understood.

I would not have taken any notice of this subject

Q

in the colnmns of the Builder, if it had not been for

the purpose of making known a very short. and accu-
rate method of representing circles in perspective,
and which has not, to the best of my knowledge,
been made use of before. The usual method is that
of inscribing the actual circle withiu a square, making
sundry intersections, and then transferring those in-

tersections in the usual way to the perspective. Jly
method disposes of these preliminaries entirely, and
from lines drawn on the perspective itself, any num-
ber of points in the curve may be expeditiously and
accurately obtained.

will be covered with Delabole slating, and the windows
will be in lead quarries. The designs, have been pre-
pared by Mr. J. 11. Hakewill.

East Beckham (AVwf).—TJie church of East Peck-
ham is being restored under the direction of Mr.
Joseph Clarke. The interior of the chancel and
south chapel are completed with the exception of the
propo.sed new roofs. The work has been carried out by
Mr. Carruthers, of Reigale, who has had considerable
difficulties to overcome in taking down and rebuilding
the arcade and cbana-1 arches. The chancel fittings

are of oak. The floors are laid with Minton’s tiles,

and the steps arc of Bethersden stone, which so
nearly resembles Purbeck, as often to be mistaken for
it. Several works of interest were discovered during
the restoration. A memorial window by O'Conner
has been placed in the • _apel. There arc two curious
objects of interest worta noting

;
one, an iron instead

of a brass cross, inlaid in a ledger of the date 1487,
the iron probably coming from the neighbourhood

j

and in one of the north windows of the nave is a
curious inscription, painted in the place of, evidently,
a distasteful representatiou which existed at the time,
as follows r

—
“ Hero stood tho wicked Fable of St. Michael waying©

of soules,
By the lawe of Queen Elizabeth according to Ood's

word is taken awaye.”

Eastbourne [Sussex).'—The new cemetery for this

parish is just completed. Two chapels in the Early
English style have been erected, built in flint and
brick, with Bath stone di'essiugs. The Episcopal
chapel is surinonnted with a bell turret, with a vestry
adji)ining, entered by a porch

;
and measures internally

36 feet by 18 feet, with seats for fifty persons. The
Dissenters’ chapel is 2.5 feet by 18 feet, with a vestry,

and seats for thirty persons. The ground is laid ont
in paths and shrubbery borders, planted

;
and con-

tains four acres : it is surrounded by a brick and
flint wall, with a gatewiy, and stone piers from the
old London-rond. The chapels were designed and
carried out under the superintendence of Mr. Ferrey.
-Mr. Haines, of Eastbonrac, was the builder, and
Mr. S. Stapelton dork of works. The total cost, in-

cluding the conveyance of the land, is about 2,000/.
The Episcopal chapel and ground will be coi^ecrated
in June next.

Sudburi/.—The taking down of the old Grauiinar
School buiblings here was commenced on 17th ult.

The school-house is believed to be the original one,
built about 350 years ago. The doorway is of ancient

brickwork, the sides being formed with moulded
bricks, aud a Gothic elliptic arch over, corresponding
with the sides. The bricks, it is said, are to be care-

fully preserved.

Clifton [Bristol).—Christ Church, Clifton, which,
has hitherto remained unfinished owing to the want
of funiLs, is about to be completed. The tower vvill

at once bo carried up to its full height. The cost will

be defrayed by subscriptiou. and 800/. have already

been raised; but between 500/. and 700/. more will

be. required to complete (he tower in the ornate style

of the building. The opportunity will be taken to

build an additional aisle, the cost of which, estimated

at 1,300/. will be defrayed by the Rev. Mr. Bevan,
one of the curates of the church. The completion
of the church has been confided to Mr. Ewen
Christian.

Middlewich .—Tho church of St. Michael, iu this

town, which has become mutilated partly from causes
during (he civil wars, but more from ruthless church-
wardens since, is now about to bo restored by Mr.
Clarke. The whole of the interior will be swept
away, leaving, however, (be interesting memorials of

the Vernon family in the Baron’s Aisle and Ladye
Chapel ; and, instead of the galleries round the'church
and the present liUle boxes or pews, the church will

be seated wricli handsome scats raised to the original

levels of the fioors. The chancel will also be restored
j

and the tower, which seems constructed for the pur-
pose, made the baptistry aud the present font luoved
iuto it. Mr. France, of Bostock Hall, carries out the

restoration of that part of the plans which comprises

the chapels attached to the Kinderton lands, aud held

from the Conquest down to a recent date by the same
family, the original barons of Kindei ton. The Jacobin

screens will be preserved, and all that is interesting.

Besides these works, it is intended to restore, iffun^
can be found, the decorated front as a memorial to

the late Rev. Thomas IIulsc, the founder of the

Hulsean Lectures, who was buried iu this church.

Bakewell.—Mr. Allcard is about to commence
some very extensive arlditious to his inaosion at Burton
Closes, near BakewclJ, uuder the direction of Mr. T.

Barry, of Liverpool. The tender of Mr. Hughes, of
Liverpool, for the first contract, amountiug to 4,893/.

has been accepted.

Warrington .—The Warrington Cemetery was con-
secrated by tbe Bishop of Chester on Monday before

last. The three chapels aud lodges are built from the
designs of the architect last named.

I- Lct .ABGD in the acoompanying figure represent

;he perspective of a vertical square, whose plane is

tot. parallel with the vertical plane of the picture;

dA and CD being lines converging towards the
umighing point; and suppose it be required to repre-

lant the perspective of a circle w'ithin tbe -square

iBpresented by ARCD. Draw the diagonals, BD and
'.C, and through the intersection at 0 draw HF
•tertically, and GE to the common vaaisliiiig point

:

nen will GE and HF represent accurately the hori-

ihntal aud vertical diameters of the circle, and the
edos of the quadrilateral will be tangents to an
ascribed ellipse, touching at the points EFGII. Thus
ir-the method is very common

; but for the sake of

tjcuracy, more points are needed. Now, because the
angents AD, BC are parallel, the line EG will pass
arough the intersection of the conjugate and trans-

s3rsa diametci-s of the ellipse : hence, bisect EG iu .r,

waw F jr / and W x q make j 5
' = j H, and

f= F.r
; then will q and f be points iu the curve

If the ellipse. Further, draw GT, making an angle
J 45 deg. with, and equal to GB

;
draw TV per-

imdicular to GB, aud draw a line from V to the
ismishing point, cutting tho diagonsls at r and n

;
cut

die diagonals at m and g, by vertical lines from n and
11: thus four points more are found in the curve

:

i.en again, draw lines from these last found points
jiirough the centre .r, and four other points will be
;iund in the same manner as q and f were found:
'US then are there fourteen of the most essential
it-ints in the elliptic curve found. Now, all this may
i done ia much less time than it has taken me to
:rscribe it, and I am sure the curve wiU be much
e5re accurately represented than by the usual
ijthods. It is frequently very desirable to know the

true position of the elliptical axes : this may be done
very expeditiously as follows : make the line E 2 =
w' i, the transverse axis bisect G 2: in w

;
draw 10 y

perpendicular to G z, cutting E r in y ;
then will y be

one of the foci to the ellipse
;
the transverse axis may

then be drawn through y x i, and the conjugate at

right angles. Wheu this is done the curve will at

once assume the appearance, as it really is. of a true

ellipse
;
and any one may prove practically that this

is really the case by drawing the curve in tbe usual
manner, and comparing it with the known properties
of the ellipse. The problem for finding the transverse
axis is founded on tbe known property of the ellipse,

that FE -I- Ey =-?c'z, y and z being the foci, aud
y.G = EF.

I believe the mistake about tlie nature of the curve
has arisen from couToundiiig the perspective, hori-

zontal, and vertical diameters of the circle with the
axes of the curve which represent the circle

; this is,

indeed, the ground of Mr. Burchett’s assertiou (see

page 78 of h’s ‘'Practiral Perspective”).

All that I have written in confirmation of the curve
being an ellipse is founded on the supposition that the
plane of the picture cuts vertically through an oblique

cone, without cutting the circle to be represented,
which is the base of tho cone,—the point of sight

being the apex. If, however, it be required to repre-

sent the perspective of a circle ou plau, aud the point
of sight be iu a vertical line cither above or below
the eircniufrreucc of the circle, then the perspective
of the circle 011 a vertical plane will be parabolical;

and if the poiut of sight be within the circle the
curve will be hyperbolical. For instance, if it be
required to make a perspective view of the interior of
a circular building, aud the station point be at the
entrance, upon the circumference of the horizontal
circles to be represented, then all the representations
of such circles will be parabolical, and may be accu-
rately drawn on the perspective itself, wiih even
greater rapidity than the elliptic curve.

In conclusion, I may slate that I have not thought
it necc-ssary to prove everything relative to my
method; I have merely applied the -well-known pro-
perties of conic sections in a way which I think is

somewhat more expeditious and accurate than what is

usually adopted. John Burlison.

CHURCH- BUILDING AND PROVINCIAL
NEWS.

Yarmouth.— A new church for bcachmeu and
seamen, to be called St. Andrew’s, is to be erected
here, on the open ground to the westward of the
“look-out.” The nave will be 55 feet 6 inches in
length, and in width 20 feet, having a centre aisle

4 feet in width. The chanced and apse will be 24
feet in depth, and the vestry on the south side, with
a porch adjoining. There will be another entrance
and porch ou the north side of the nave. 'The church
will seat about 600. The architecture will be Early
Englisl), with lancet arches and high ]>itched roof.

The walls will be of cut Hints, with brick on the
inner surface. Tho foundaliotis will be in coaeretc,

aud the walls will be supported by ornamental but-

tresses. Thcj.unbs, sills, and mullions of the windows
will be of Cacu stone, .and the plinths, eaves, quoins,
slopes of buttresses, copings, labels, aud bcli-turref,

of hard Bath stone from the Box quarries. The roof
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to be erected. Tor

Fraser and Son, Aberdeen ;
car-

innic, Aberdeen •. slaler-work. Walker,

Boernooi.—The first section of the new knding- sent braiding, two Inrgc

stn-e was safely iaunched on Monday in last week, the moson-work,

from the builders, Messrs. Thomas Fernon and Son. penter-work, Ksi .

at Tranmere, and moored on Thnrsday, at the Prince's
^

Band
i
plaster-work, Simpson, El^in.

Pier. The second section was to he launched on

Saturday, and placed in its position the same da.y. It

will take a considerable time to rivet tbe two sections.

The portion moored on Thursday was one-fourth of

the stage.

A RECOLLECTION OE THE LATE
GEORGE STEPHENSON.

_
,

TUE w-riter of this notice remembers w-eli,

Chorle'/.—On the 19th ult. the first stone of a
' thirty years or so ago, in the north of Euglaiid,

Roman Catholic Church was laid at Aspull : it is to the old colliery tramways; tbe “loggerheads, or

be dedicated to “ Our Lady of the Immaculate Con- puy^ping.engines, for taking the water trom the

ceptioD.” Size of church:—Nave, 64 fe^ long;
goal-mines; the inclined jnanes on w'hich the

width (including aisles), 39 feet 5 inches. Chancels
loaded coal-waggous were made to draw up those

and small chapels will be added at a future period.
- and one of the first of the locomotives, aii

Style— Early Decorated Gothic. Architect Air.
j^pp^ratus, witli outsetting ironwork,

Goodman, London. BuQder—Mr. James lairclougb,
sometlliug like the wiugs of a bat,

Mark Low Moor, and in its progress made a most liorable and

snorting noise. Ihis engine, called the ironBradford.—The church of St,

has been consecrated. It consists of a nave, transepts,

The Horse,” was able to travel at the rate of four
and chancel, with a turret ajid spire,

^

^ ““g;- ^
after it nume-

Thisstyle is Early Dtcoratid. The nave vero....-.- — -
- »

bi-8, in each of which is a two-light window, three- rous waggon-loads of black diamonds,

foiled with alternate tre-foils and four-foils m tbe was a great improvement ou the old tramways,

head, as are the two windows at the west cud. Above which seldom, on an average, exceeded a speed

the two last is one of a spherical triangular form, gf three miles an hour.

composed of six trc-foils. The transepts on their east About this time George Stephenson, who has

and west sides are lighted by three tre-foiledw'indows
fglt pride in stating that he bad worked

under arches of construction, having their heads filled
t^yopgugg a day, and eaten a red-herring for

Hn side of the south transept Ko pm.

and manufacturing districts a great railway for

the carriage of these valuable materials. We
want, sir, you sec, if I may so say, a sort of

stream of steam directly across the couutry, from

the north to London, and from other similar dis-

tricts to London: speed is not so much an

object as utility and cheapness. We would

want, sir, a very broad gauge and great strength

in all the materials.” With another person he

got quite animated on the subject of agriculture

and stock-breeding. “You see, sir,_I like to

see the coos’ [cows] backs at a gradient some-

thing like this” (drawing an imaginary line

with his hand), “ and then the ribs or girders,

sii’, will you see carry more flesh than if they

were so and so.”

Ill these railway times many young limbs of

the law and others came into unnatural positions

and some endeavoured to hide deficient parts by

extensive personal decorations. A youth of this

description chanced to come in Mr. Stephenson’s

way on the occasion above mentioned, when,

after the usual exchange of civilities, he made

something like tbe following remark :
—“You

will, I hope, Mr. ,
excuse me; I am

in with a four-foil. On either side of the south transept
at the pit’s-moutb, chanced to beem-

doorway is a slight tre-foiled light, and above a whee
^[Qyg^ garincr for the “loggerheads” atone

window. 12 feet diameter formed of a centre four-foil 1 J

and eight i

.vUl! of tho Ikfo Lov'd Ravensworth’s pits, vvben bis
uiiuu m '>uu j. 1

foil in the gable for ventilation. The south side of a manufactory for engmeenug apparatus, which

the chancel contains a three-light window of inter- ^ grew rapidly, and m a short time a long regiment

sectino- tracery, the light aud the tracery trc-foilcd.
^

of workmen might be seen at the proper hours

The eLt window is of five lights, and is composed of
j

moving to aud from Stephenson’s factory on the

two fenestallm, and acompleraental light. The gable
'
l‘'orth banks at Newcastle-on-Tyne. The rail-

contains a spherical, tre-foiled triangular opening. Nyays -were projected, and the writer well reiuem-

The turret is of three stories, surmounted by an octa- ^gj.g seeing the prize locomotive engine tried in

gonal spire, rising to the height of 80 feet. Entering
^j^jg place.

by the south doorwjy, the font stands on the west. It
j

The labours of this self-taught man in con-

is of cup or goblet form. The woodwork of the seats
t]je commencement of railways are

a plain-spoken person, and am sorry to see

a nice-looking and rather clever young man like

you disfigured with that fiue-pattemed waist-

coat and all these chains and fang-dangs. If I,

sir, had bothered my bead when at your age

with these things, I should not have been where

I am now.”

is deal, stained ;
the remainder of oak. The chancel unnecessary to enter

areb isof ttree orievs. the "P”" Haying watched and marveUed
deenlv carved canitals and shafts. The chaacel is l.

, . i®deeply carved capitals and shafts. The

entered from the nave by a flight of three steps. The

floors of the aisles and the landing of the chancel are

laid with plain Staffordshire tiles
;

tbe space within

tZie rails with Minton’s pattern tiles, black, red, and

biuff. The roof of the nave is composed of arched

r bs, which run down the walls, and rest upon carved

stone brackets. The roofs of the transepts and chancel

vary in construction, whilst the four meeting at the

intersection are formed of arched braces, resting upon

carved stone corbels. The windows arc filled in with

Hartley’s patent rolled rough plate glass, furnished

by Messrs. Watson, of Dunfermline. The stained

glass at the west end, which is of decorated character,

but, according to the Bradford Observer, from which

we quote, not very effective, is from the same firm.

The dimensions of the church are as follow Nave,

east to west, 68 feet
;
north to south, 24 feet. Chancel,

east to west, 22 feet 6 inches
;
north to south, 19 feet

6 inches. Transepts, east to west, 20 feet ;
north to

south, 18 feet. Vestry, east to west, 9 feet
;

north

to south, 10 feet. Turret, 10 feet 6 inches span.

'Lhe accommodation is ou the ground-floor for 350

sittings; in the transept galleries, 120 sittings. The

architects were Messrs. Maliinson and Healey.

Bathgate.—Plans for the proposed Corn Exchange

in Jarvey-street are thus described in the Falkirk

Herald. The elevation is simple, and when the

building is finished it will have a good effect, aud be

an ornament to the town as well as a great public

convenience. The front portion of the building is to

consist of large shops on the ground floor, with a

commodious hall on the second story for public meet-

ings. This hall is to be lighted by large arched

windows, and the shops are to have windows of plate-

glass. A large gateway in the centre will admit tbe

public to tbe market behind
;
and at one end of the

building there is to be a steeple and clock. The

frontage of the building is 40 feet, and the depth of

space occupied is nearly 90 feet. The market area is

to he roofed with glass. Upwards of 1,500L have

been subscribed.

Forisog.—The new building for the Ladies’

Seminary, at Portsoy, has been contracted for, the

contractors being, for the masonwork, James Wilson,

Portsoy; joiner-work, W. and P. Thomson, Portsoy;

plaster-work, Innes and Ross, Banff
;
slater-work,

James Watson, Portsoy.

Netherdale. — The Banffshire Journal states

that additions and repairs are about to he made on

the House of Netherdale, in that county, the residence

of Mr. T. G. Rose Innes, of Netherdale. 'Lhe house

is situated ia the parish of Mamoch, overlooking the

Deveron. Besides considerably heightening the pre-

at this wondrous introduction, and having from

school-boy days been as familiar with the name

of George Stephenson as with that of any other

well-known fact, it was with no little pleasure

and curiosity that I availed myself of the oppor-

tunity of meeting with this celebrated man.

This took place in 1845, that year of railway

speculation, when civil engineers’ and suiweyors’

minutes and hours were worth fabulous sums of

money. The oflices of Mr. Robert Stephenson

were "filled with, a crowd of persons of various

conditions seeking an interview, and presented

very much the appearance of the levee of a

minister of state. Here, amongst others, popped

in the “railway king,” followed by a sort of

staff of persons. Amongst the group appeared

a gentleman of middle height, neatly dressed iu

black : tbe coat of old-fashioned cut, with

square pockets in the tails, and the pocket-

handkerchief hanging some distance out, a

white neckcloth aud a large bunch of seals

suspended by a watch-ribbon, completed the

COHESIVE STRENGTH OF STONES.

Will some of your practical, scientific readers

favour me with some remarks on this important point ?

The crushing weight per square inch or foot of a

stoue being known, with what proportion of this may
it be safely trusted for a coustant load?

From an account given in Weale’s “ Engineers*

Pocket-Book ” (1852-3), it appears that the calculated

maximum weight on the piers of Hungerford-hridge

is about one-quarter of tbe crushing vseight of red

brick. Would this be safe as a constant load ?

From experiments given by Sir J. Burgoyne

(“ Treatise on Blasting ”), it appears that the weight

with which granites are fractured varies from, ’590 to

•883 of the crushing weight
;
sandstones from 'eSS to

•943. I should be obliged for auy further information

or reference to where it can be obtained.

Peteus.

OXFORD ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY.

At the last meeting of the term, held on the 18th

ultimo, Mr. Lowder read a paper “ Ou the Proper

Construction of Town Churches.” According to the

Oxford Herald, the great principle which was advo-

cated was unity, which was stated to be the great

secret of success in ancient buildings, and the only'

way of returning again to ancient excellence. The

difficulties with which architects had to contend ia

the construction of town churches were discussed in

detail. They fomed four heads; namely, in mate-

rials, site, aud arraugement, those that arise from

deficiency of means for completing a building, and

local restrictions. The propriety of using brick or

stone in particular localities was considered in the

In the second, the general subject of correct... .first. , -— o -

costume of George Stephenson
;
for he it was

, arrangements was entered into, in which the necessity

who was present, engaged in an apparently
j

of unity and harmony was strongly enforced. The

pleasant gossip with those nearest to him,
'
third advocated the partial completion of buildings on

durino- which there was an opportunity of examin-
j

a large scale, instead of cramping the design by finish-

ing^ ^le features of the man who, from the
[

ing at once. The fourth referred to Building Acts

most humble rank, had raised himself to the ' and other restrictions of a similar nature. The papM

position of a public benefactor, and to the com- was concluded with a suggestion for a school of archi.

mny of kings and otlior magnates. Tlie face tects, and some observauoas upon the evils of the

in many respects resembled that of Thomas
,

«‘=Ln6 »t “-“P'^tion.

Bewick, the engraver on wood; the forehead
[

large and high, projected to ^ considerable

:

extent over the eyes — a peculiarity which
. „ j

may be observed in the heads of many who This society met on the evening of the 23rd

have been eminent in the higher departments March, Sheriff Steele in the chair, when the secretary
nave ueen eimucui lu uuo uiuuci

, ,
’ , i j.,

of art and oonstmetiye skill. Tbe hair y-as

almost white, but bis countenance was ruddy organizing the soeiety was very

and seemingly glowing with health. The mouth '

was firmly marked, but with a lurking humour The Chairman delivered an address on the impor-

. ,, J csrsTv-io
tance of archeeological pursuits. He claimed for the

m both that and the eye; and there wao some-
metaphysiciau, the

thing so easy and gentleman-hke m bis general
historian. He deals with theana genueman-uxe m uis geuoiai
historian. He

most must have forgotten his
U&torkimanner, that most must have torgotien nis

gjg^jgn^g of historical truth, and searches out for the

earl.Y struggles and disadvantages. historian his most valuable resources—in the records,

Mr. Stephenson’s Northumbrian guttural was monuments, of past ages. The sheriff then re-

particularly distinct, but seemed to give em- furred to the variety of objects which interest the

phasis to his speech, and it was remarkable how iutelligent arcbmologist
;
and concluded by pointing

readily he varied his discourse with different out the favourable position Glasgow occupied as a

1- FTIw. Kr. fioifl QTi^viiiy'.v-iQr, 1 niTfiof ifTotizyno n APflf of Icam-To one gentleman he said,
— “We field for antiquarian investigations—as a seat of leam-

jv 1 - T . ... J ...... .1.. nV ..-.f ..n.! no Lomrr the
want from the coal-mining and iron producing ing, of commerce, of enterprise, and as being in t
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neighliourliood of Roman, Celtic, and Scandinavian

antiquities.

Mr. Laurence Hill brought before the meeting
three original letters from King James VI. to the

1 liiird of Craighall
;
and also an original letter from

' CuDuiugham of Craigends, dated 2Gth November,
f 1696, demanding from the freeholders of Renfrew-
I shire payiueut for his services as M.P. I and civilly

I pointing out to them the course of legal proceedings

c he must resort to in cases of refusal or delay. Mr.
[ HiU presented these MSS. aud also a silver penny of

1 the reign of ‘William the Lion, to the Society.

Mr. John Buchanan afterwards read a few notes

; regarding the chair which was occupied by the chaii'-

imau during the evening: it belonged to the last

I Renfrewshire witch, who was burned at Paisley so

ilateasl097. He also exhibited several interesting

imemorials of old Glasgow.

THE SAXON CHURCH ON DOVER
HEIGHTS.

Mtt. C. Roach Smith has been di*awing attention

)to this most interesting relic and memorial, as heiug
ithreatencd with destruction by the Governmeut, who,
it was stated, were about to build on the site of it.

IMr. Smith said,

—

“The Roman Pharos aud the Saxon church upon
lithe heights of Dover, though probably all but un-
aknowu to the majority of the thousauds of tourists

bwho yearly pass by them to visit objects of antiquity
lin other coimlries, are well known to and appreciated
yby the better educated classes; and even many of the
iSnliabitants of Dover itself liave a certain respect aud
laffcclion for these noble landmarks of two distinct,

iiiistorical epochs. I need uot point out to you the
^peculiar features which make these edifices dear to the
iiantiquary and to the architectural student.”

, Mr. Akcj'mau, the secrctury of the Society of
(lAutiquaries, has since published a portion of a letter

oCrofn Lord Paunmre, in answer to a memorial ad-
•jreflscJ by the Society of Antiquaries, in the following
f erins :

—
“ I am directed by the Secretary of State for "War

> 0 inform you that the War DeparLinent has no inten-
u.iou at present of disturbing the ruins of the ancient
ichurch at Dover Castle.”

This wDl be heard with satisfaction. "We would
^denounce the threatened Vandalism in the strongest
pnguage. It would he a robbery committed on pos-

frerity\ As a suggestive autograph of the past, an
undeniable corroborator of written history, the ancient
idiurcU at Dover should be sedulously preserved.

RECENT BUILDING PATENTS.*
1 l‘i:4:o.T.SciVNxmz.~A}iLnprovedBricl:. Dated
iiuue 19, 1856.— The inveutor removes vertically
irom the central portion of the brick such a quantity
if the material as can he dispensed with, and gives a
recuHar configuration to the cavity.

I 1324. J. Briggs.—Im-provements in Blocks and
iiricks for Building. Dated June -1, 1856. The
tarts of blocks and bricks for building, whether of
yood, stone, or other substance, are constructed in
iorious correspouding forms, and so that each has
ioertnres into which may be inserted rods, bars, pins,
s,e8, or bolts, so as to hold them togcthei-.

1 1270. L, D. Ow£N.—Improvements in (he 3Ian?i-
'heiure of Artificial Stone.—A conimuuication.
noted May 28, 1856.—Building blocks are formed as
Idlows A quantity of coarse silicious sand, as free

p. possible from clay or other earth, is provided, with
qi quantity of freshly-slacked lime in powder! As
icuch sand and lime as con be moulded in an hour
le then thoroughly mixed (about one part of lime to
liom six to twelve of sand), the lime being the dry
bwder hydrate produced when lumps of calcined
lienestouc arc freshly slacked, and the sand having the
i»isture it has when dug out of the earth. This
Dimpositiou is then placed into the mould of a mould-
•g-press, and submitted to great pressure, and the
clocks so produced ore then taken out of the mould,
caced upon a flat surface, and exposed to the air to
dirden.

21299. G. Gidley and W, Christopher.— Re~

vicing the Bottle or imported India-rubber to a
Mans-parent liquid state, so that it mag be used as a
ispisparent Varnish or Solution for mixing with
wlours. Dated June 2, 1856.—This consists in sub-
iDjting the India-rubber (preferring the bottle India-
jeboer) to an alkaline action

; also to boiling in water
'd then dissolving the India-rubber in suitable
CLvents.

91976. Marc Antoine Francois Mennons, Rue
loipolcon, jMontmartre (Departement de la Seine),
ocance.—J tme Composition applicable to the Coat-
o> or Covering of metallic or non-metallic Surfaces.
CO communication.) Dated August 25, 1856.—This

G' Gleaned from lists in the Tilechanics' Maqazine, the
&c.

invention consists in the preparation of a non-con-
ducting composition applicable to the coating of sur-

faces iu general, such as walls, partitions, aud other

parts of buildings, steam-boilers, locomotives, and in

short all structures and apparatus to which a pro-
tective covering may be necessary. The patentee

lakes a quantity of argillaceous clays, as far as

practicable, of diifereut kinds, and coutaiuing a

certain proportion of alnmina. These clays are

kneaded with water so as to produce a constant

mass, and to this mass he adds in successiou the

proportions hereafter noted of mucilaginous, resi-

nous, oleaginous, bituminous, aud other substances
imperfect conductors of heat. Clays prepared as

above, 100 parts
;
oily substances, or residues, 6 parts

;

oil sediment, 5 parts; fat, 2 parts; animal charcoal,

2 parts; vegetable charcoal, 2 parts; mucilaginous
substances, such as glue, &c. 1 part; wood saw-dust,
or ground wood, already employed in the purification

of oils, or in drying processes, 10 parts; waste hair,

well beaten, 4 parts. To this he adds a decoction of

logwood treated with nitrate of iron (to deepen the
colour), together with a small projuirtion of soot. The
whole is then thoroughly mixed aud brought to the
consistence required. The composition is then ready
for use.

PRINTS AND DR.AWINGS.
The Opening of the Great Exhibition. — Mr.

Belliu’s engraving after Mr. Heury Selous’s large
picture of this event has been published by Mr. Boy.->,

and will be found an excellent memento of that
memorable event. “ Evil May-Day ” has a place in
our history ; 1851 gave us a “Good May-Day” to
balance it. All the leading persons cODiiccled with
the Exhibition, and those who attended the openiog,
are slidwn iu the engraving, including that impudent
Cliinaman who contrived to take iii the two greatest
nations on the earth, England and France, and whose
representations of the ease with which he did it may
have misled Commissioner Ych in bis estimate of us.
The likenesses, especially those on the left side of the
picture, are for the most part exceedingly well pre-
served.

II orks executed hg Sir. 3Igers, and designed by
E. JI. Pugin.—Mr. Myers has bad prepared for private
circulation a chromolithograph, showing the various
works which were executed by him from designs by the
late E.W. Pugin, and exhibited at the Crystal Palace iu

1851, including a canopied altar-tomb with recum-
bent figure, font, tabernacle, chimneypiecc, screen,
cross, aud cabinet. It was produced at the establish-

ment of Messrs. Day, drawn by Ordish, chroino-
lithographed by F. Bedford, and, apart from the great
excellence of the objects represented, is one of the
most successful specimens we have seen of the art.

The font aud tabernacle are now in Pugin’s church at

Ramsgate, Mr. Myers having presented them to him
for that purpose.

J3ooh^ ixcfdbcB.

VABIORVir.

The Supplementary Report of the Association

for Improvement of the Dw'cllings of Agricultural

Labourers in Scotland contains two designs for cot-

tages by Mr. "W. Fowler, of the cheapest sort of cou-
structi'.n. Mr. Fowler Laving become superintendent
of buildings on the Duke of Siithcrlfiud’s estates at

Dunrobin, Mr. James Campbell AValkcr has been
appointed ai’chitect to the association, and is to act

also as secretary. In the Art-Journal, which well

maintains its excellent character, the Rev. Charles
Boutell has commenced a series of papers on “ The
Crystal Pnlace,” as a teacher from ancient and early

art. The March number contains (he second of them,
founded on the Byzantine Court, which, the writer

urges, is incorrectly named, aud should be called the

Romanesque Court. “ The Ciystal Palace Maga-
zine,” new series (Hall andVirlue) is an interesting and
well-conducted miscellany, not confined by anv means
to the building from which it takes its name.
“Adulterations Detected

;
or Plain Instructions for

the Discovery of Frauds in Food aud Medicine,” is a
new work by Dr. Hassall, published by Messrs. Long-
man and Co. This more condensed aud general bo k
of instructions is not intended to supersede the larger

work iu which so many individual exposures of adulte-

ration were made. A cheap treatise, illustrated with
such woodcuts as this new volume contains, aud in-

cluding such plain instructions for microscopic and
other detections of adulteration as are given was much
required; and, indeed, ihe public looked to Dr. Hassall

iu particular for it.
.

It is to be hoped the doctor’s
'

inquiries and instructions will extend to other branches
'

of trade besides those connected with food and medi-
cine, though these be assuredly by far the most im-
portant. “ A'V'^oice from the Goodwin

;
or, a Plau

for the Prevention of Future Casuiiltics on the Good-
win Sands

;
by George Chowen,” published at 7,

^

James-slrect, Covent-garden, proposes the formation,

of bell-buoys to surround these dangerous sands, so

as to warn off all vessels which may be approaching
them in mist, fog, or darkness, by the continual

sound of the bell attached to each buoy. The idea

seems to be a good one, and the construction of the
buoy appears to he effective, but it would be well

to test the tear aud wear of such an apparatus
for a short lime before trusting the lives of mariners
to expected sounds which might not meet the ear in the

moment of peril, should a limited experience of the

rough treatment of the Goodwin breakers disable the

buoys from doing duty. Mr. Thomas Tate, the
author of many educational works, has just published

(Messrs. Longman aud Co.) “A System of Mental
Arithmetic, after the method of Pestalozzi, for the
use of teachers.” Mental arithmetic is certainly one
of the most important branches of primary instruc-

tion,—the faculiy of mental calculation being almost
as useful to a tradesman or to an artizan as the faculty

of speech, and ranking highly as an iostrnmeut of

iutellcctual culture in general school instruction. The
rules aud examples given by Mr. Tate seem to be

clear and simple, and well adapted to the end in view,

The conductors of The National Magazine con-

tinue to introduce articles bearing on the adornment
of Home. Part V. with much pleasant literature,

contains a siigsiestion for the ornamentation of win-
dow-glass. The glass is to be painted with a thin

coating of white
;
then with a pointed stick, which w iU

remove the wet paint, patterns may be drawn.
Moos. Leon Contanseau, Professor of the French
language at the East-India Company’s Military

College at Addiscombe, and Examiner for direct

appointments of Cadets, &c. has compiled a vey
superior

“
Practical Dictionary of the French and

English Languages ” (Longman and Co. publishers).

The authorities to whom the author acknowledges
his obligations arc the lYench diclionaries of the

Acadenry, Boiste, Beschcrelle, iS:c. and the English
dictionaiies of Johnson, "Welsier, Richardson, &c.
besides technological aud scieutific dictionaries iu both,

languages. The work contaius various improvements,
such as new words in general use, hut not in other

dictionaries, compound words not translated literally,

prepositions annexed to theFreuch verbs and adjectives,

showing what case they govern, familiar idioms and
phrases, &c.

;
and there are also abridged vocabularies of

geographical and mythological names. This new dic-

tionary is the fruit of seven years’ laborious application

and research, and must hence be regarded as an entirely

new work, and one that was in many respects much
wanted, ,notwithstanding the previous supply of

French and English dictionaries. The ridiculous

mistakes made by many students in translating

English into French, have been found by M. Con-
tanseau to be in many cases the fault of the diction-

aries rather than that of the students. It required

an intelligent Frenchman, occupying just such aa
English position as the present author holds, to

trace out aud correct such radical errors
;

aud
the correction of these, together with the incor-

poration of new words, and the various other im-
provements, render M. Coutanseau’s work a very

valuahle acquisition both to English students

learning French, and to French students learning

English, as well as to translators generally of two
languages so cordially associated as are uow the

French and the English. As an example of watchful
attention in the insertion of new words, we may
remark that we here already find the congeners of a
new and useful word, first suggested iu our owa
columns within the last twelve months,—naraelv, the
word “stereograph,” as applied to the stereoscopic

pictures or slides, as they used to be called. The
“ Universal House and Land Advertiser,” a monthly
sixpenny list, published at 1, Brook-street, Hanover-
square, contaius a classified registry of property ou
sale or hire throughout the kiugdom, and seems
capable of becoming exceedingly useful, not only to

agents, who can insert their whole lists gratis, but to

buyers and hirers of houses and land, who can obtain

all requisite particulars as to any three properties here

advertised for a second sixpence, after obtaining the
“ Advertiser ” of fifty pages itself.

Monument to Sir John Franklin in Lincoln.
—A numerously attended meeting of the iuhabitants

of Lincoln, presided over by the niayor, was held last

week, wheu a proposal to comuiemoraie the fame and
virtue of Sir John Franklin, the intrepid Arctic navi-

gator, by the erection of a Franklin lustitule and

^

Scientific Museum, was warmly responded to and

I

enthusiastically adopted. Some geutltinen who had
subscribed 51. under the idea that a statue only was
coutemplated, announced theiriutentiou of now giving
25A An alderman expressed his hope that the cor-

poration would, at least, vote 1,000/.
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New Church fob St. John’s District, Pad-

dington.— A. ticw rhurch is about to be erected in

Praecl-strcct, adioiniii" the Grand Junction Cana’.

At a ineelin.s of the St. John’s Church Association,

held on Tnestiav ereniap, the appointment of an archi-

tect was decided in favour of Mr. Hawkins, who made

the offer to fjive his serviers airatnit'iusly. Two other

architects liad heeu nomiiiafed, and tiad eiprcsscd

their willincrne-ss to serve if elected, viz. Air. f'- ”•

Scott and Messrs. rran(;is : but the nature of Mr.

Hawkins’s proposal determined the votes of the os'O-

ciation. ''he rhur.h will be built in a ])Oor part of

the district, and will cost from five to sis thousand

pounds. Are not these rei'eated offers of gratuitous

services to be deprecated?—A. B.
^

KeSTORATION op TIIF. Carvings in St. Jaiies s

Church. Piccadiley.—With reference to the remark

“P. C.’s” article ou St. James’s Church 0*. OJ,

Krr.KENXY Arch-rologicae Society. — The

Atarch meetins of this sooiefy was held iu the Assem-

hlv-rooras, Kilkenny, on the ISth ult. the Dean of

Ossory, the president, in the chair, when twenty-five

new niemhers, and otic lionorary member, were

elected. The accounts for the past year showed an

income of 429/. odd*, and a balunce in hand of

78/. odds. Various donations were brought under

notice. Air. E. Pitzgerald, the local secretary of the

society at Youghnl, sent an account of the destruction

of a moniinientiil statue at A’oiighal, hy the sexton,

while hastily dieging a grave where it lay under-

ground. Air. Fitzgerald called the attention of the

many clerical members of the society to the power

that a sinule word from them in such cases to their

sextons vvoiild have in the preservation of interesting

ecclesiastical and other remains. Several other

uu L-i. w .. . - papers were communicated to tiie meeting, includiiiK

a>iM that the carving's of the allar-scrcen by Gibbons , one by tbe last-named gentleman on Arehmology, and

were thoroughly repaired bv two 7/,r/h/« aitists, wc another hy Air. AY.
_

A\ illiams, of Dnngarvan on

are requested by Air. George Lock, of Lenmington, Ogham Readings wiBi an acconnt of an Ogham

to say that the merit is not due to any foreigners, but monument recently discovered in the nuns ol the

to himself and a young mau who was employed by
,
church of Kilrush, near Duiigarvan, in the county ot

him of the name of Kent. Tbe contractor for tlie
!
AVaterford, towards the illustration of which Mr.

^ork at St James’s was Air. E. AVyatf, of Oxford-
,

AVilliams contributed a large number of woodcuts.

etrnrvf “^’inav aUo st.tc” Air. L-ick adds, “ioj Tramway Steam Omnibuses for AVorking
, j * r •! „

•

further confirmation that on the top of the pelican’s ' People.—A correspondent, “Turntable,” suggests,
|

Aly attention has been often called to failures m

best I iihiced a small tablet stating I had restored it, 1 amongst other ideas connected with metropolitan and healing churches and other large biii dm^s. I shall

w 1. th^lTe &c general improvement, the laying down of common best explain tbe cause by showing t e usual way of

The Iron Trade—At the prelimhmrv meeting T rails, rib downwards, between two blocks of the fixing. In a small church, say with 160 feet of

of LnmLlcrs k-U at, Birminsham last weak, it was , street praaite, and the formalioa of omnibus engines
,

O-ioeh pipe tile boiler holds 100 “W
resolved to m.ke no alteration in the nominal prices

|

to carry 100 persons each, or more, and to run from
,

cistern, only

E.ktinguisuing Fire without AA'ater, on Land

AND Sea.—A suggestion is made by a correspondent,.

Air. F. AV. Devey^ that by simply having the m^ns
of shutting up any house in which a Ore is raging,,

the fire might be much more readily subdued than by

tbe access of w'ater and the opeuiug of doors and

windows which generally accompanies the use of the

water. But firemen are already perfectly well aware

of the evil of unnecessarily opening doors and windows

iu such cases, although iu many instaucc.s, doubtless,

in tlie fiuiTY and coofurion at fires, much, mischief is

(lone hy not attending to this as a rule. The sugges-

tion has been repeatedly made before, and it is well

kuown at sea when a cargo is fired that the hatches

ought to be kept as close as consistent with other

efforts fo put out the fire. Carbonic acid gas, the

general product of the burning, is uucj^uestionably a

potent extinguisher of fire, and the fire aunihilator

acts on this principle ;
but it seems very questionable

whether a burning house can be easily or cheaply shut

up in the way our correspondeut seems to imagine, as

the fire so frequently opens its own way through

windows, doors, or roofs, before the inUrior is

sufficiently charged with the cnihouic acid arising

merclv from its own progress.

Cause OF Failure IN Heating Churches, &c.—

:
gallons, is fixed on a level with the

;
lu (ally i.uv utiauii... -w ..... -.v...

i

».... . , ^ tv,' 1

recorrnised bv the oua'terlv meeting m uter.*, viz.
;

' five o'clock in tbe morning, in various clireclioris, at top of the boiler. A,ow, it must appear to any think-

Lrs”!)/' hoops aud shceJ Tespcctively 1/. and 2f. fares of sav sixpeico for Iwelre rides, vaiying from iii!; mind, even without my sineiitilie linoivledge that

ncr ton dearer' A New York correspmdent of the
|

fonr or live miles radios from the General I’ost-offiee this is nroiifr; for. when tlie water m the boiler

BirmivUm lounal says that tlic progress ot
,

to lesser distances, and running at the rate »f ^ ^
America in manufactures is pcrfeetlv a.touuding, and ‘ miles on hour, without stoppage; the floor ot the the pipes are never full of watu . the cistern bem on

that the best workmen of hhigland' and Germany in ' carriage to be only six inelics or so from the groaiid, a level with boiler
S“cl\e™” eTntving

the mannfaetiire of c.iroenters’ tools, edge-tools, cut- with a fool-board or step all round, so that workmen the water is forced over the small cis cm, emptying

lerv Stc are continurdly arriving at'Ncw York, miiigbt step in or out from the kerb ns the carnage
^

tbe boiler below the bot-avatcr pipe,—then the ebance

Yankee wares, he asserts, are steadily superseding all passed close to it. This arrangement, he thinks, of a flow is gone, for steam has token the ptae
• • ^

’ could be easily carried out were sometbing like order of water, and uot a drop of hot-waler Hows in the
,

established iu the street traffic. i pipes. Aly plan is this. Let the cistern be placed
,

Dublin.—A Roman Cutholic Institution for the on the top of the boiler, say 4 feet to the top of

deaf and dumb has been erected, from designs in the cistern; the cistern to hold fifty gallons. 'Ihis will

Tudi r Gothic style, furnished by Air. C. Geoghegan, do for a small church with 200 feet of pipe ; if more,

Rrcliiteef, on a site of about five acres north of the make the cistern still larger, AVc shall now have a

high road from Dublin to Cavan, at Cubra. Air.
j

pressure equal to the height of the cistcni, aud an

Beardwood. was the contractor. Tfte local papers ‘ ample sup
2
)ly of wutcr.— G. AV. T.

speak very well of the biiiltling.
,

Destruction of Egyptian Antiquities. — I

The Turkish Bath.

—

At the Polytechnic Insti- , saw, the oihtr day. at the Great Temple at Karnac,

tulion. Regent-street, last week, Air. David IT-qnhart
' a person whom I afterwards discovered to he a

lectured to a large audience on the Turkish Bath, preacher from New York, hammerlug away with a
^

the use of which in this country, tbe lecturer pole at the beautiful star-spangled ceiling of the

said, he had come 500 miles expressly to urge.
,

sanciiini, endeavouring to detach a “ whole star, as

lie pointed out the difference between the ordi- he said. I remonstrated, but in vain, for I afterwards

uary bath in use here and the Turkish bath, espe- saw him picking out a piece of the stone which bears

cialiy as regarded temperature, and tbe tucce-asive
' the effigy and oval of the King of Juduh, by which

processes peculii^' to the more elaborate Eastern bath, ! the victory of Shishak over Rehoboam is recorded,

at same time describing a building wliicb he had Then comes a legion ( f scribblers. lathe grotto at

1,Inn,1,' near Pooln, in cTnMrtion whh ili'n kikreTf
;

‘’l' I

Biini-IIaBrnn. tin, walls of whici, are covered with

the B’lstern Bank, hnr cansed much anxiety m the
;

orM.nd, JleW filW d^^^,w,,h^«crc^
^

-he ^anment

others, not only in the States, but iu Canada, aud

even in Australia. “ The trade here,” adds this cor-

respondent, “has been built up by the high prices of

English iron,” a result which it needed uo prophet

to foresee even years since, while the iron trade in

this country was running mad under the reckless

mismanagement of gambling speculators. It is now

to be feared that, notwithstanding the more steady

course of thfc trade latterly, it is too late to recall the

American trade to its former state of activity.—

—

Among the many new iuveutions recently patented in

the Uniled Slates, is an expanding augur, invented by

L. II. Gibbs, of New York, who is 'now fulfilling a

contract for 2 000 for the Governractit. The bit, by

means of a single moveable part, fixed in a peculiar

manner iu a slot io tbe main bit, bores holes of any

size, from inch up to 2i inches.

Bhanksea, Poole.—The Preston Guardian says,

The reported failuie of Colonel AVuugb, of Bi'anksea

S th of E^gri ^he ToTnelTu-baBid Bcanksca
|

respondii.s with the frigid irinm of the Roman,, with Bgplian,. among them i, a proccion believed to

. n o ^ - yr.Anr.r riM.. ...„o ! nil inner clinmber. coiTfsnoiiding wil h the tcpuiarium , be by some tlie arrival of Joseph and his brethren.
Island a fewY-ear, ago for 13,000f. The island was Y>;»'“ber,eorrespoiid,„|

-.u : „ , .eg , w
then a barrtn heath, but it is about three or four and a third large chamber, vaulted, and lighted with ‘IB Sailer, Irimm Ahraharas, dragoman, Nov.

mile, in circomferencc, and its purchase was con- ™lonrcd glass from ahove-deep and sombreg winch ISoC, occnpirs someth,nghke 4 cet square, written

sldered a hargsin. Soon after it was bought, a b, fiirnaces beneath The chamber fits w, h a charred st.ek over tbe patnimgs, whtle on the

valuable potle'v clay was discovered beneath the 1

to be entered would he healed to I rOdcgrees, the next
, ceil, ng, the delicate colonrmg and chaste pattern ot

surface. Colon’rl Wa'ugh ,l„g for this c'av, and esta-
' ‘o about 100 depecs. and the third was open to the

i which any decorator of the present day might ^van-

blished a colony ot «rk.,ren on the island. Ho heavens. Ihis biiildmg was capable of hathmg abon tagconsly copy, there is W Stevenson, 1855, m
hnilt a ehiireh for the use of his fatnilv and workmen, 800 persons ,n the course of twery twelve hours, and letters near y a foot long each, with the smoke ol a.

which cost 10 000/ and his residenre, Braiiksea ,

‘he expense would not exceed nOO/. candle. Who these genUemen are I have no idea

;

Castle, which ho also boili, is a costly edifice. The
|

Al,tmisii;>i.—Mr. AV. B. Newton (for a foreign ^tt there arc plenty of the same sort.—Letter tn

reclaiming of the laud and digging fur the clay turned correspondent) has piteiilcil a process, by which the Times.

out very expensive operjit'ons. ' prodm tion of aluminium is said to be reduced to an ' The large Block of Gb.vnite, weighing 33 tons,.

Paint on Porti.and Stone.— “ A. B.” would ,
essentially praeticnl and eou)merLi;il form. The ic-

;

from Messrs. Freeman’s (piorries, at Penryn, and

pstecm'it a great favour if any one of tbe many sub- ventors have, in the first place, substituted for o^her which was at the Great Exhibition, has been recently

^cribers to the Builder could inform him how to
|

apparatus vessels made of cist or wrought iron, of removed to Battersea, for the bed of the large engine

remove paint from Portland stone. He has some varying form, in which vessels the reaction is effected

porinthian ])illars, capitals, &c. that have been painted iu the same manner as in vessels of clay. They have

for a quarter of a century, and he wishes to know how also, it is said, succeeded in effecting the reduction iu

to clean them without injuring the stone.”
j

chambers made of brickwork or fire-clay, either

AVarwickshibe Antiqi.'Ities. — Propo'a’s are heated as a reverberatory furnace, or through the

issued to publish a “ Warwickshire Antiquarian sides. The apparatus employed by preference, how-

Jragazine,” to be devoted to the funheranee of the ever, is a reverberatory furnace, the bed of which,

study of local antiquities, and for the publication of
j

having a portion of it inclined, is arranged for facili-

matters relative to local or family history ;
notices I tating the collection of the metal as it is produced

;

and illustrations of the principal ecclesiastical, military, but the furnaces ordinarily employed for the nianufac-

and domestic remains in the county
;

reprints of tore of soda may be used. Another improvcnieut

scarce tracts, broadsides, S:o.; comity obituary, and consists in dispensing with the marine salt, which is

Other matters of local antiqnaiiau interest.
‘

Air. usually added either to tbe simple chloride of aliimi-

G. T. Robinson, architect, is to be the editor. The iiium, the double chloride of alnmiuiurn and sodium,

work will be commenced so soon as the names of or to the fluoride of aluminium and sodium (cryolite),

200 subscribers have been reccivtd.
i

and in simply addiug a suitable proportion of fluoride

Sir Hans Sloane’s AIonument. — This hand- of calcium.

Some tomb fCbclsca Old Church3 is beenming sadly
|

Destruction of Sunderl.vnd Exch.ange AIusic-

out of order' Tbe inscriiilioD is scarcely legible, and hall.—On Saturday before Inst, the Exchange Alusic-

if taken io time, a small outlay would put it to rights, hall here was discovered to be on fire. The roof fell in,

Pray say a word for this reparation : sorely the man
j

and the internal fittings were consumed, notbiug

it rccals to our minds was worthy the memorial being left but the ruined walls. The damage is esti-

devoted to his memory.— B.
' mated to be upwards of 2,000/. which is insured.

•ecting by Alcasrs. Aird, the (xmtractors for the

Southwark Waterworks.

Great Northern Hospital, King’s-cross.— '

A'^arious .additions aud alterations are to be made here,'

Air. AVoodthoi'pe, architect. Tenders from quantities
;

supplied hy Air. George Euoch, surveyor, have been
j

sent in, ranging from—Payne and Jeff'ard, 687/- to
j

Williams, 555/.

Double Bars on the Toll Bridges.—AVill you

give your aid to abofish the double bars on the

AA'aterloo and Charing-cross bridges ? Really there

is no necessity for them; and after paying the toll

aud crossing the bridges, it is really a hindrance and

a bore to be obliged to go through the some annoy-

ance to get off thorn. Surely a slop might he ifiaced,'

if necessary, without a second turnstile mesiing one’s

clothes, and in some cases involving ffiserrangement.

—

A Lady. f
Regulations as to New Sthf.ets in the

AIetkopolis.—The regulations as to the formation of

new streets in the metropolis, about to be issued by the

Metropolitan Board of Works, are not yet settled ; the

law will come up for confirmation this Friday, the 3rd.
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TUNSTALL NEW MARKET.
' SiK,—Mr. Chnpnian’s statamenl, that I pave
rVTr. BaHy a tender I'or the above, subject to a dis-

count of H per cent, and that iiiy lender to tlie

jSoard was less than the one I gave iiim, is wholly
And entirely untrue, and without the slijhlcst foun-

tlation whatever. ' The tender I pave to Jlr. Batly,
ilud to the other builders, as well as to the Board,
ivere all precisely of the same aiiioiuR, and upon the

uame conditions. With legard to scdtl'olding, I told
,

rVIr. Chapmaii in reply to att inquiry from hiin, that I

:hould e.vpcct to be allowed the use of such scnlTold-

J. G. C.—H. E. K.—An Innuircr (the “ adjoiniaij ” owner should I
•

pay for the-hnlf of n wall of the thickuesanauiredbythe Ao', for his > Tit 7ANTED
oNvnhou^rl.-G.W.T-J. li.-T.G.-AnAntniuriaQ.-W. H.-

,
W mYrti '

L 0. P. - T. (.:. P. - Justus. - >T. H. at3d C„. - O. It 8. - G K— ' ' '

Vc'ax ( hould send liL iiaiiie).-L. B
-L. Y. X.

Hooks find .-tdiireises.”— tV'i

Tith the n

TO AlICniTEGTS?.

a RE-UNGAGEIIENT as
'f WnHKS. by an etfieieut and practical Mao,

respec'ahle rei'erencr^. — AoilrK-a, U, W. ut .Messi

0 forced to declini

to the “Editor:" all other commuDications shou
addressed to the Editor, mid tkol to the Publisher.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

IDg as he iiiipht have there
;
but 1 certainly did not T 0 N I) 0 N COMAIEUCIAL DOCKS,

pipect him to lind one pennyworth mure than what he ' T^aiiway I'.ommu.

iirould require for his own use.
'

: of all kinds of tirdroct to the Board. Duos he suppose that because I
me afforded for .

l^ave him a tender (v\hich, by the bve, lie applied for), ' "Ced, cak-, sod other go,.ds. The Commercial Dock Coihiiai

. was to be debarred fro,,, teoderiij; to tlie Hoard ? liTiin&Xa" ' '

tt 1 had confined mvself to the Board, I should in all ' 1
'^''''''*.^. without the espeu>e or n-k of hg .t

nmlnliiliti- hof. h,.il tki, ; . 1 ,

ticulara of rates fur ctrriuge, wliarfatje. storing, <urOUauUltS, uavtluicltacjijb. tamed on npp.ication at the Commcrciftl Deck0
Jas. IIaiwoop, Jun.

TENDERS
F For St. Luke’s Church, Holloway. Mr. Charles Lee,
||robitect. The qiiautilies supplied by Mr. James Bar-

Evans, Brothers
Patrick and Son
Hill

Dennis
Carter
Troloppp and Son
Avia and Son
Colls and Co
Wood and Son
Ashton
Dove, Brothers
Myers

I. storing, Ac, V

ial Deck Office, lOS. FeB
iiinercinl l)o,:k?; and oclmroh-8tre' t. Loii ion; at the C',

various stations of the Loudoii, Br
the &outh-L'asicin Hailwaye.

^ II. K. 8MITUER8, Jun., Secretary,
rommeroial Peek. March Hl.lxf."

£S.8R5 0 0
8.4.75 0 0

. 8,4712 0 0

. 8,872 0 0
. 7,907 0 0
. 7.002 0 0
. 7,976 0 0
. 7,873 0 0
. 7,615 0 0
. 7,405 0 0
. 7,355 0 0
. 6,970 0 0

I For Tamwonh Workhouse. Mr. Q-. B, Eichols', archi-
.!Ct. Quantities by Mr. Poland

"Webb and Son
Epaloy..
4\ alker
Clarson
Wilson
Harley
Spencer
Lilly and Smith
Harlland
Norman
Fergussoii and Allen .

Parnell

..£5,8.81. 0 0

.. 5,392 0 0
. 5,305 0 0
. 6.260 0 0
. 6.(100 0 0
. 4,890 0 0
. 4.879 0 0
. 4,8«5 0 0
. 4.;91 14 0
. 4.721 8 0
. 4,61.5 10 0
. 4,173 1-1 0

F DENT, sole Successor to E. J. Dent in
• nil hia Piiteut Kighta siid Bu«ioe.‘p, at til, Strand, and 34

and »-), Koval Exchange, and the Clock ami Couionsa Fict-r
Somertct Wharf, Chr-inomcter. Watuli. uud Clock Maker to
Queen aud I’nuce Albert, and Mikerof theGllEAT CbiK’K
the HOUSES of P.IKI.IAMENT. La.licb’ Gold Watohe?, K
uiweas; Gentlemeu'-.^Ten Guinea?

; vtrong Silver Lever Wan

TMPERISHABLE TESSELATED RAVE-
A MEXTS, combiuiiig a highly dccurative and eoouocnical
ftulistUMfe for ordiuarv fl lors or their penahaMe coveritiga.
and Ol.i.’a pacteru-l'o k. de.aigued by M. Dighy Wyatt. e>q toj
with a special detdgn and estimate of cu>t, adapted tu any
dimen>ious of hall, pas^ag”, nonsorvaturv, verandah, fri.-;,.

,

will be Sent on Boplioatiou to Bcuthall Works, Uro eley, Salop.

A PPUENTICESHIP.—In the Ornamental
MA HBDE and STONE CAKV1.\(4 and MODELLING.—

a

pcrsuii well estahlUhcd lathe ahi
of generrl hu.ine'S. desires
as au APDRENT1(}B. A
tiouaide references caa I

•• The Ihiildei.’'

e line, and haviug a good r

(For Jews’ infant schools, Whitechapel.
lid ChamberluiMe, architectB:

^ucas £4,060 0 0
3,927 0 0

"'dec 3,920 0 0
3,911 0 0

g''?®’] 3,863 0 0

3,.827 0 0
Brown and Co 3,785 0 0
Njers 8,719 q 9

•^or erecting banqueting-room at Hoolon-Hall, Cheshire,
k Richard C. Naylor, esq. Mr, James K. Colling, archi-

Jones and Jump, Liverpool £4,700 0 0
Haigh and Co. Liverpool 4,500 0 0
Holme and Nicol, Liverpool

(accepted) 4,173 0 0

pLERK of WORKS.—WANTED, imn
\_7 diaiely. an esperieiieed praotical CLERK ot WORK?
six rauntlis.-.Vpply by lett.T, post-paid, wi'h references, w
lastrugaged, aud salary re'ioired, to MICd.AEL SHEA RE, J
Architect. Hatley, near Dewsbury.

GNOLL college (Scientific and Prac-
tidftli.-HESIDENl' PltGFibS.siiK.S WANTED, for the

lUessra. i'lllot ' fi'llowing Ch Ors :-MatliecQatica, Meohanlta, Physic , Uhem a

I

Natuml llUtory. Human History, Devigrjs 'alary. .Ht.iL
' rni. l-'rospeetii.? forwarde<i. on applicaiinu to WILLI

The BANGOR WATER and GAS COM-
,

PANY nre iu want ol a SEORETAKYand UENEKAI
I

WANAGLK. His duties wiU he those ol a Secretiry to an lucor
poraied Public C-unpaipy, including the makiug and oolU-cti
the rate?, a certsiniiig what the meters regi-ter, aud seeiof
they are kept in proper order; superintending the wo’k-,
receiving aud p tying the Oompany’s billa He will he requir
devote the whole of his time 10 tne Oonipaiiv'o service, a
enter into a bond for .he proper performance of hia dutie?.—

A

oatioiip.ei olosiijf testimoiriil?, -md f-tatiog salary expected ul
names of -he proposed sureties stnnild be scutlo, addreS'cd

that the 13bh APHII,

WARE LOCAL ]^OAKD of HEALTH.—
Notice U hereby given, that the Ware Loei.l Board of

JiFor the building of the New Police Courts at Weston, r,,;,;.
tidhe county of siomerset. Mr. Fuller, architect, Bath I

^UNbTABLb,

G. Mann, Bath £3,585 10 0
erf

«

o. Treasure, Bath 3,411 0 0
J. Hothani, Bath 3,268 7 0
J. May and Son, Bath 3 231 0 0
Hodges, Bath 2,926 10 0

Uealth will. ou'TG'ESC ..... ...

proceed '0 elect a Person to execuie the due es of
NtHfiANCES, SUB-SUHVEYOtl of HuAI'H,' a salary of one guinea per w

“ The I

-- ocal Hoard of Health.
DAY, the mil of APRIL lushiu. ....
appulutment. inmt reside in Ware, aud devote his whoie i

the duties of his office.— Dy order,

. ,.
K.4TU. C’GBIIAM, Clerk to the Board.

Ware. April S, 1857,

oFor St, Paul’a Church, West Smethwick. Mr. G. B. ' \^/EYBRlDGE, SURREY. — WANTEDbhois. architect. OnantitiPv cuinnl.Arl m-
. VV a good BO 1 LD E R, to Undertake the EBECTD -N J

several freehold detached VILLAS, at chief reiits. the freeholdei
vaunng70_per cent, ou mortgage.- Appiy to .Mr. A. C. ilGUK

tree', WestmiU'ter,

liohois, architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. Folund ;

Cox and Edwards £2.844 0 0
2,600 0 0

ifarley. 2,495 0 0
2.376 9 8

oFor works for Messrs, Golding and Son, Church-street, ' aJl a
foreditch. Mr. Robert Dexter, architect. The quan-

’*—
'‘•“s supplied liy Messrs. Walling aud Son :

—

Laud Agent. 13 a. Great George-

51aniu'4-le4tn

Pritchard and Son .

Wood and Son
Clements
Case
Hall (accepted)

.,.£2.489 0

... 2,308 0
. 2,262 13
. 1,857 0
, 1,775 0

tPor new schools at Cannon-street-road, for Christ
rtarch, Watney-street, Commercial-road East. Mr.
mHon, architect;

—

W/"AN TED, in tlie Manufactory of a General
T T Coutructor fur Ironw..rk. a Persou wu.i has beeu accus-

tomed to make eolimites iiud tiuLhed and working drawlugs.—
Apply by letter, stating age, whcie last employed, aud salary
expeete^. Wntiou ihe.« pariicuiara.no letter will be aiteuded
to.—Addre>j», X, \. Post-ofhee old 8r. Pancraa-road.

TO SUHVEYoRS.

John Hale ..

W. Hill

T. Ennor...,
J. Wilson

.

WANTED immediately, an experienced
SUHVEY’OR, to extr.ict the niiantities for a building,

—

£1,480 0 0
1,478 0 0
1 ,389 0 0

, 1,385 0 0
J. ihornmu ana Sou (accepted) 1,199 0 0

I

A pply to J. 8. Office of
*•

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

TO SMITHS.

W;ANTED, a strong LAD as HAMMER-
MAN. None need apply but tliuse nccustouied H

work, and of ixcelleut character. A turn-over apprentice
not be objected to.—Apply to Messrs. CULLS and Cu. Builders!
Camberwell.

TO JOINERS’ MACHINE WORKERS.WANTED, in a Builder’s establishment, a
steady, In-iustrious Man, u.-omtomed to work Teuouiug

HteWeMr. IP //. PkijjTuir.-We are compelled to postpone aMHOir of tins diatiiigui.shed architect,
in HoUors and I‘ipta.~A correspondent, C.donel Mason,

fa for information as to means of preveuting water making
d'C deposits in boilere, or other vessels, aud in pipes conveying
uBug water, This is a subject which was some time since dis-
i «d at the Instiluliou of Civil Engineers, to whose records We i T 4 ATG’ PtS ’ V I* i i

• -* w.

w refer our correspondent.
ecoros we A^ANiED imracdiatelv, by a youug Gentle-

C- 0. H.-A. V. — C. N,-F. and II. F.- Subjoriber. -M. p.- '

„i;i.
isfooveisant

aud Moulding Machine', aud competeut to make tbe maohiui
irona—Appjy. Hi Brst iusUuce, to B. B ]2I, Bunhlll-row. Fiui.

' Tuesday eveuiug, between Six and Eight; if
required.

1
1

ANTED, TWO respectable YOUTHS,
I
TV p .r,se».iug some knowledge of drawing, wli-' «ou!d like

to apply themsvive- to Gl.jss I’flhiiing. A small saiaryatcom-
*

1

ineiiOemeut.—Apply to N. W. Lavers, 3C, SoutbampMn-street,
; strand.

® 'I'O ORNAMENTAL PAIX'I’ERS,

ANTED, in a permanent situation, a
- TT WHITE*' andOKNA.MENTAL PAINTER, llemust

1 be a first-class workman.—Apply by letter to Mr. R. (JART
1

WHIGl-lT.sy. IJuecn-stree', Wulverbampton.

To BUILDERS AND CONTIfACToHS.
ANTED, by a Young Man, a SITUA-

, 1

f » 1 iuN. to take charge of a J ijB, or to as'ist in Mensuring
. up Exlra.-i, <Vo. Has filled a similar situatiou, and ii thoroughly

convcisaiit with builder*’ prices, aud the geueral routine of office

j

duties. First-rate test'.mouial from pre-'ent empluier, with whom
1 he has beeu upwiird, of tij rears.—Address, L. C. Mr. Farduahar*
son, 10. Bloomshu y-street, W.

TO ARCUITECTS. &c,

ANTED, by the Advertiser, an ENGAGE-
VT .mint us LKAUUHTS.MAN. Hus beeu teu vears in

• the profession.—.iddress, B. B. loo, Cumberlaud-street, llaokney*

\^ANTED, by a Practical Man, a SITUA-
* T TIoN to pUPerIN TEND the EREUl'luN of any exten-

sive Works, or to tane Brickwork, Rubble, or Kentish Rug per
measure. Retereuce last employ —.iddrcas, .A. T. No. 1, Spencer-
place, Victor, a-s'rvel. We'triiia-tcr,

TO BUILDERS, SURVEYORS, AND OTHERS.
' ANTED, by tbe sou of a respectable
>T tradesriiau.asil'UATION as PLUM BEK. BAIN I'EU,

1

Glazier, 4u. Uuviug no Uijecuou to cuutruc', aud has b»eu iu
,
business for liimsvli. Good leslimoniaU cart be given.—Address,
C. B. No. i, BrydgfS-street, Strand.

W/'ANTED, by a Y'oung Man, aged bO, a
t T sri UA J luN as CLERK in a ’limber Mercimui’s Office, or

ns Foreman iu tbe Yard. He has been twelve years iu tbe abovs
line. LI uexcepti.iuable refereucee can be glveu from ins last
employer.—Address, F. \V. 11. Uraiidall Nurserv, I’wert'in, Bath.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ANTED, by tbe Advertiser, a SITUA-

T T Tlo.N as MuuELLERand i’LASlEREH. Can make
working druwiugs >( rcquiied. No objection to me country or
colouies—Addre*.', Z. o. office of " Tbe Huildei "

ANTED, a permanent SITUATION, by
V T a tborouah good PLUMBER; town or country. No

objcccii'U to till up time with paiutiiig ami gisz.ug, if reiiutred.—
Address, E. 1’. 1-2, Ulevelniid-screet. Wyiidhatu-roiil. Uamberweli.

TO I'LUMBERS. PAINTERS. AND OTHERS,
ANTED, by a Young Man, a SITUA-

T T 1 ION a' a THREE BRANOH HA.NU, who thoroughly
understands the busiue.ss, aud oau keep book .—AddrebS, pose-,
paid. W. L. 1, Church.row. St. Jobn'H. Hoislevd iwii.

W/”ANTED, by the Advertiser, a SITUA-
TT TIuN to uo the general repair on a,u EaTATE,

aud Collect the Ueutc, it required, heviu^ beeu fuUiUiug a similar'
siiuatiuu for these two years. Satisfactory r as-ju wilt be given
for leaving the present bUuatiou. — Diieo: to .A. B. 12, Suffolk-
btieet. Lower-road, Isliugtuu.

TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDER®.
\^ANTED, by a respectable Young Man,
TT E.MpLwi.\1Ei.nT, as a 'ilIUEE-BRANCH HAND, 'hi

ohe who thoroughly uiiderstauds bi8biiaiuaa< Agj 3A-Aiidres7
C. A. Checs'-mouger, lui, Yurk-road, La nbe:h.

To PAlvM'ERS, BUILDER8, isc

’ll/’ANTED, by a good GKAINER and
TT WKU'ER, a pel moheut .'1 UATIuN lu town or country.

Rcfereacvs, as to ability, Ac. Will fill up vim . wiih pamtiug.—
Terms moderate.—Address, Q. 0. S, Bell-yard Temple btr, Cityt..^

To ARCHITECrS. BUILD I'lRS. AND OTHERS.
WANTED, a SITUATION as CLERK of
TT WORKS. OUT-Dooa, or SHOP FORE.HAN. by a

Practical Mau of experieuce and abihry. Wu.ild ooutruct for
stalrcosiug or any brauflii of oarpeutry.—For reference, 4e. 'iddre-vj

.

L, M. 4U. Buitou-aCrcot, Burtou-crescent, W.C. No oijectiou ta
ihe Country.

TO BUILDERS. DECoRAToR.S, &a
ANTED, a SITUATION, by a Young

TT Man, ageu 25. as PAl.'iTEH, I’.iPCRiI.ANGEll, auR
QRAINEit, or lu tske charge of a small b.ibUies.s; cau keep
accounts aud measure work.—Address, E. F. 11. Wellington-,
street, Newiugtou-oaUi-way, S.E.

X/^ANTED, by a middle-aged .Man, a SITUA-
T T TluN as CLtHK of WOhK-, or Agent loan Ebt.de. in

setting out, plat.uiug, aud plutling out ground, mukiug working
druwiugs, Lakiug ih- uiiuaqemeut of woik< geueraily. Prsctioaliy
aud well aequaiuced wiih uuiljiugs aud inaLeriala No objection
to the Country.—Address, E. C. Office of “ Tne Builder."

Til ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYiiKS
US 'ANTED, an ENGAGE.ME.ST (temporary
T T or otiierwiix). by a Gemleranu, who is thoroughly

acquainted with praciical building, rau design in Italian uua
Gothic, make mu and working drawings, write bpeciliuaiions,
measure aud euimaie, and is fully capable of geuei .Hly uouducliug
a business under the uiiectious of the pnucipuL—Address, \Y. B.
11, Piospeet-piaee. Old Broiapton, S.W.

^ ANTED, by a Y'onng Man, aged 21, o’

Tv SITU.L'lTtiN m an Arobiceot's Office uowu or country) :

has beeu bimiiariy cugiged, and uudirstauds thegeaeral routiue
ot the bu'iuess. Sutisfaotury r-fereuces given

;
mudeiate salary

only expected.—Address, J, B. A. 53. Museutn-street, Bloomsbury.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ANTED, by the Advertiser, a SITUA-

TT TloN as GENERAL FOREMAN or CLERK, or to

Manage a business, or in My capaoity where ha could
make himsslf geueraliy Useful. Can m .ke plain aud working
drawing', me.uiare u i works, get out quantities, and est mate.
UnUeuiaiile reter^nces and testimouiaU.— Address, Y. Office of
The Builder,”

TO DECORATORS AND PAPEK-STAiN ERS.

\iyANTED, by tbe Advertiser, who has a
vT thorough knowledge of French and Eimlisu decorations

and paper-iuipgiugb in general, a oi'i'U.VTIo.N as S.AL ESM.AN or
TRAVELLER, or to take charge of a Show-room.— Address,
A. T. Office of' J'hc Buililer.” No objection to tne country.

AKCHITECT.8 AND SURVEYORS,

id. jim.—Mr. N.—T. R. 8. (uext week).—W. S.— Mr. P.—
I

—Address,
I
and c
ir .

WANTED, by a respectable Married Man,
a RE-ENGAuE.UENT. Timroughly uequaiuted with.
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'HE Advertiser seeks an EHGAGEMETsT

C^ce ia the absence of the’ priodpal. and Superintend Work-

under him, or as Clerk of Works, or to prepare and colour per-

gpectives for architecta Salary, two guineas per week.—Address,

A. B. cate of Post-office, Clapham-rise. Clapham, Surrey.

TO CARPENTERS AND BUILDERS.

The Advertiser, aged IS, wishes to obtain a

SITCATIUN as IMPROVER, for one or renrs.

Wages no o-ject.-Address, T. S. 19, Sidmouth-street. Regent-

square, W C.

The Advertiser, aged 22, having just com-
pleted his articles, is -le-lrous of raeetioi:

GAGEMENT in an Architect’s Offi'e, either in tov

He Is a good draughtsman, nnd has had onportui

Jng apracfical ki e-— o
,

i ofobtiiin-

JUH oi'iacwtai nuowledge of his profeRsion from
whom he bos been articled fiye years.—Address, B. O. rost-olhcc.

Essex-street.. I-lineion, N.

The Advertiser, a Yo-ung Man, tfishes for a

HE-EN<iAGEMENT in an Architect's or Builder’t office,

or as Clerk of Werka Can produce good tcstitnonials of qualifi-

cation. Salary moderate.—Address, \V.
' '

Lincotn’s-ino.

iv Boaweli-court.

TO L^ND AGENTS. OWNERS. &c.

The Advertiser, an Architect and Surveyor,
»ho thoroiighlv understands his profession, is desirous of

meeting with either of the abore having
one in which Architecture, might he introduced, with a riew of

estaWi-hing himself cither in connection with them, or otherwise,

fhtbe thought deFlrahlt— For furiher particulars, address
•“ The Builder."

TC BUILDERS AND CARPENTERS,

The Friends of a Youth, aged 15, are de-
sirous ofat. IN-nooR APPRENTICESHIP in a rcsrec

-

TEMPORAKY assistance offered by a
full.y qualified I’RAUGHTSMAN in preparing competi

or working drawings, or qu.mtities.—Address. G. H. Offii

"The Builder."

TO ARCRTTECTS AND SURVEYORS

The Advertiser desires a RE-ENG-AGE
MENT as OFFICE ASSISTANT or CLERK of WORKS

has been accu.stomed to the prepar.ition of working and finiaheti
plans, spccificaiioo, estimates of cost, A- ; also h"s had i

years' prsctical expeOenoe on werks. Terms moderate.-Ade
X. y. Z. Wilmnt Houee. Old Kent-road.

TO AKCFIITECTS. .cTT/>-nT-c>

PRACTICAL CLEHR of WORKS
willies a RE-ENOAGEMENT.-Addrees, J. C. 48. Alma-

Btreet, New North-road. N. -

TO ARCHITECTS, SURVEYORS. &o.

i RESPECTABLE YOUTH, who can copy

V drawings neatly and make tracing8..Kauare

ite a fair hand, and is willn

wishe-F for E.MPLoYMENT
po-t paid . T. 1, Alina-teriace,

,g i,u moke himaelf generally useful,

in a profe-siooal office —Addrefs.
Rtockwell Priyate-road. Clapham

TO ARCHITECTS. .

A N ARCHITECT’S ASSISTANT is

J\ desirou- of an ENGAGEMENT. In an Ecclesiastical Oflice

prelerred.-Addreas X. 493. Oxford-street. London.

A YOUNG ARCHITECT, whose time is

not fully occupied, will he happy to PREPARE DESIGNS,
Finished or Working lirowings, with Specifications and Quanti-

ics 111 his own ihaintiers, or to give occasional Assiataoce, either

n a’u office or making surveys.-For card, address X. X. Office of

The Builder.”

TO BRICK. LIME. AND TIMBER MERCHANTS, Ac,

A COMMISSION AGENT (a thorongli

Al. pracfioal Builder), having a connesioD amongst the mo.'t

emiiieut railway coniractora and builders, solicits Comuuabion-

for the Sale of any description of materials consumed by the

ahoTe trades A new or second-hand Contractoi'. Plant diapnsel

of. No charges made unless sales tffected. Good references given.

Address. AGENT, Dead 0, 6. Leadenhaii-street.

TO ARCHITECTa,

^ COMPETENT DRAUGHTSMAN, who
hns had experience in det nls and gnnstructioii (Gothic and

modern worki, aud is -ccuit'imc-l to making fair nnd working
dnwiiigs is open to an F.NGAGEMENT. Good references.—

Addre-s, OMEGA, Gray's J.ibrary, 3, Lower Queen's-row, Pemon-

TG ENGINEERS AND SURVEYORS.

A GENTLEMAN, now holcliug a Govern-
ment appointment, wishes to ENGAGE himself to r

resoectahle firm ofth- above profe.e.si'in. He in well acquainted

wuh all kinds of buildings, surveying, me.asuring, Ac. and liof

t ad fourteen years’ experience in superiii ending works of varhius

kinds, including roads and -Irainoge. Also haa been well used to

preparing both arcbitec’ural and working drawings, specification,

estimatee, Ac. and is well acquainted with the oiflerent qiialitien

of material. Can produce good tesHmunials aud specimeua-
Address, J. P. F. Office of ‘‘ The Builder.”

To EREEHOLDERS, LEASEHOLDERS,
MASTER POTTERS, BRICKMAKEUS, and TILE

MAKERS.-WANTED, about FOUR ACRES of LAND, where

there is some good olay to build a kiln upou, within afew mjleaof

Liindon."'The advertiser'woufd like'to join a partner with about

SuOI having hod good practical expenenoe in the three above

brauchea.—Address by letter, post paid, to W. J. C. '

Driukwater. Ryo-temice. Peckham-rye. Surrey.
e of Mrs.

FREEHOLD GROUND-RENT, CITY of

London will meet in the Guildhall of the said City on TUESD.aY,
!ith JUNE, 1817, to receive TENDERS for PURCHASING a

FREEHOLD OKOUND-RENT of 501 a year fora term of seventy-

nine .Tears from 24th JUNE, 1853, and the Reversion of a Hpuae,
Warehouse, nnd Premiees, situate on the east side of Philpot-lone,

in the said City.—Printed particulars and conditions of pie may
be ubtaiued on application nt the Sewers Offlee. Guildhall.

Joseph daw. Principal Clerk.

Sewers Office, Guildhall, March 12, 1857.

PUTNEY.—A small PLOT of BUILDING
Ground to let, on lease, for iiinety-nii-c years. 120 feet

frontage. 201. per annum, iu the Upper Kicbmond-road. three

minutes’ walk of the station. — Apply at 1. Clarendon Villas,

Putney.

VO BUILDERS and OTHERS.—Several

pinREEHOLD BUILDING LAND for
S.ALB, in beautiful Plots, at IZ. 3a 6d. per foot frontage,

close til Forest-gnte station, four miles from the City ;
alan. near

the Car.'halton station, on the Epsom line, in beaiitilul Plots, of

mo feet froutage, 250 feet deep, at from 60!- to fw!. per plot. All

land-tox redeemed. Prices t-i include the conveyaiic-. and all law

chavgia — Apply to Mr. PARSONS, 2. King’s Arms-yard, Moor-

gate street.

vQ BUILDERS and OTHERS.—TO BE
adjoining the Coluey-hatch Station, on the Great Northern Rail-

way, seven miles from the City. 'J he si'uation is huh, ary and

gravelly soil, and commands beautiful views i-f the surrounding

country.-Apply to S. B. BOOTH. Esq. -1. Ora>’.-iuti-square ;
or to

E. WOODTilOKPE. Esq. 23 a. Baslughalt-tre-t, City,

KPKNTFMS AND CABIN ET-MAK FR.'S.

The Eriends of a respectable Youth wish to
APPRENTICE him to the nhnve frades, either in LondHii

or the country,
years at the trade.
Direct to A. B. C. I

- will t-e ,
Kci-peetabi- Trf«TeDce8 s

,
Wfhtern-road, Lewes. Sii

TO SRCHITRCTS AND SUKVBTGHS, OR BUILDEn-.

The Advertiser, who is thoroughly qualiiied
to prepare fair woiking. detail, and otiier fliawioc«. m‘a.

Suringupworks.snd matenolly as-.i'-t in taking out. ouaiiiitie-., &c.
wishes for a SITUATION, — Address. B. P. 35, Alfred-road,
Harrow-road, W.

TO CARPENTERS AND JOINERS.

The Advertiser, a Youug llau, aged 20, is
desirous of obtaining EMPLOYMENT in the above line.

Wage.' not sn much an object as improvement No objection to
' fold, (.'. B, 10, Tltchborne-ftreet.

in. W.

The Advertiser, a good DESIGNEE aud
DRAUGlrri.MAN.wbo has held town fiirvpvors' ip» ftp

is open to an ESG.AGEMFNT in nnv of the abnvp oflipps, N,.
objection to go abroad. Te-timoniaU ns to pomppt-iicv and re-
spectability given on application.—Address, V, K. dffiee of " The
Builder."

T<i SURVEYING ENGINEERS, Ac.

^ GOOD DRAUGIITSM.AN. SURVEYOR,
d LEVELLER, thoroughly conversant with pari.-h .

urveyitig, is open ta au ENGAGEMEInT, either ai

on the continent. He has assisted in the survey of several

_ _ I can furuish unexceptionable references m to_ character

and qualifications.-Addrei 8, N. B. Office of “The Builder.”

TJARTNERSHIP. — All ARCHITECT is

desirous of DlSPcSING of his SHARE in a well-estat>-

lislied L'lNDuN PRACTICB.—For particulars, Ac. address P. Q.

Office of " The Builder,"

•FREEHOLD LAND TO BE LET,
i Building Lease for ninety-ni e years. Money advanced tty-m

ponsible parties. Freehold Land to be Sold forbuildin
ses in eltgil._ ..[giWe aituations. — Apply at the Offices of Messrs.

Ml iRGAN and PHIPdUN

,

Architects, 3. Danes-Inn, SL Clement’s.

T7ALUABLE FREEHOLD LAIS
V BE LET, on Building Lease, for 99 Years, or Tu

TO

T'l AHruTTvrT.«, fto.

SITUATION WANTED, by the Advertiser,
aged 24. pupil of a City Arrhiteot. fia-s einee completed an

eneagemrtit in London. Draws fairlv,
take plana of propi

•

accounts
;

irpproTem»rt being FOiieli*

modern'e — Ad-'
— - --

St'eet. Peekban

. . impleled
been aceiistiim>-d to

Snbr.v exrected.

AND
BE SOLD,

of 14 hou.sea pn the east ride of the Edgewnre-
road, between Chspel-i-treet and Bell-street, with a froutage iii

Bell-street of 6il feet, and about 2-36 feet in depth, suitable for the

erection of any large manufacturing premiies. horse and carriage

repo'itory, ernotbus or livery stables, theatre, music or lecture

hall, or model lodging-houses, in this deusely populated neigli-

bouihood.— Houses fronting the Fd-eware-ro-iU to be J,et with the

above if required —Apply, Mr. ISAAC BIRD, Architect, No. 73,

Seymour-plaoc. Bryauitoue-squ.-vre.

TO CARPENTERS and BUILDERS.—
TO BE LET. a capital HOUSE aud SHOP (with a good

JobbiiigTcude), near the Angel, Isliugton. iu the above Business,

ccoiiiit of the decease of the proprietor; o mtains seven

IS. Rent only 30Z. Premium moderate. — For cards to view,

apply to Mr. EWINS, Auctioneer and Estate Agent, 15, Uigb-

street. Islington.

HOUSES TO BE LET.—TO BE LET, liy

Brazier-', oua HfiPAIRING LEASE, for Twenty-on. _

IFTEEN HOUSES in Brniiers’-huiidiugs, Farriiigdon-street,

numbered 1 to 15 iwitli a shed on the south side', aud one «- m-

liguous house, numbered Hi, in Sea-ccle-lnne. The lessee will be
required, iu making the repairs, iilso to do, at his own coat, all

dr-iinage and other works wanted for saniturv purposes, or which
may be required by the constituted authorities. The le-ssee to pay
sewers and mtiitia rates, nnd all other imposts, except property
and land-tax, the latter being redeemed ;

and to pay the expense

of fire insurance. The lease to coutuin all covenants usual in the

Compauj’a leases. Certain fi.xtures now on the premises the Com-
pany reserve, to deal with as tney shall think proper. Sealed

Tenders to be delivered at Armouiers’ Hall, C-ileraan-street, on
or before the 29th Al'RIL. where parlies tendering are required

to be present the next day (the Siitlil. at TWO o’clock. The Com-
pany will not be bound to accept the highest or any other Tender.
Any further information required may lie obtained of the under-

BUSINESS PREMISES, eligibly situate,

being No. 30, Westroinster-road. suit'ilile fur L.iuea Draper,

Outfitter, House-Agent. Furniture \VarehoUi.c, or nnv business

reouii lag room. The situation is cominandiog. Kent moderate

—

Reference, to Messrs. EDWARDS aud SMITH, Alreat Carter-

lane ; or on the PremUes.

AND TO BE LET, near the Church andT
I J Railway Station, Lower Norwood, for good Houses. .Money

and bricks, if required,—Apply to Messrs. BLAKE aud SNOW
Solicitors, 22, CoUcge-blU. Cannou-stceet, Loudon.

FOiieh* fur, Salary exrecied, TTl T? T', F. TT O
'

of Mr. Foster, Stationer. High-
, Jp ddi WICH —

REEHOLD BUILDING LAND,
•About 90 Acres of LAND TO BE SOLI), iu

i-.o. .... - price, in this choice neighbourhood, admirably
sui'ed (o building purposes. The situation is higli and dry, and

, rommands fine views. There G good brick earth on the estate.

Two-thirds of the purchase-money may remain on murtgageif

IV/rANUEACTURINGPREMISES.withgood
IvX Wharfage, occupying an area of about 2i nore-*, with excel-

teut frontage to the Liinebouse Cut. and ooinpristng gatekeepers
lodge, dwelling-house, stabling for nine horses, with lolta ; two
ocunting-liouses, extensive range of wcl-lbuili and commodious,
workshops and warehouses, engine-house, boiler-house, store-

room-, nod open and inclosed sheds, TO BE LET jcitherasone
or two occupations) with immediate possession.— For further par-

iculars. apply to Messrs. BEADEL and SUNS, 3.5, Gresham-
treet, London.

LAND SURVEYOR, with good test,-
morlal*. is open tn an I NGAGEMENT, or to contract f .r 12, Fumivat'o-inn.

terms.—Address, R. P. C. I

UILDHALL, March 21, 1857. — Tlic
Committee for Letting the City's I-snd^ will MEET at

' ‘ in ' U A* lA- U>. AC.

A YOUNG MAN, aged 21 (son of a prin-
clral), of energetic business habits, abmit learing a l.und.'n

City
posais lor a neaec oi a House. No. 10. Cross Laucoshire-couri,

New Bond-street.- Plans of the iJt'operty may be seen, nnd further
particiilnri and forms of Tender obtained, upon applicati''n at

the Architect’s Office, Guildhall.
FERDINAND BRAND. Comptroller.

i-
^ t leaving

building fi'in. is open to engage with either of the auove js
accustomed to superintend workmen, keen time, pav wages, corre-
spond and keep builder-’ books generallv, including cos'-price
accoim's, bills of extras, day-work -accounts, tneasiirirg-np works,
and billing out some to Government schedules. References as to
integrity of charac'er. nnd bond, if reouired. Palarv moderate.—

K, Parimouth-sfree), M'estminster, S.M’.Addre-s. F. M.

:

BUILDER’S CLERK wishes for a RE-
GE.MENT; can take ouF quantities,
with office duties. — Address. H. M . MrCosweiro
i-^priTig.gnrdeiio. Charing cross.

EW WINDSOR ESTATE. — Valuable
_ BUILDING LAND TO HE LET, in Plots for first nnd
second claes Villa Residences, with Stabling, which are much
needed in this beautiful locality, The situation is the finest in

or near Windsor, abutting on the Park and Long Walk, and
commanding a “plci.did view of the Castle. Within teu minutes
of the Great Western and fifteen minutes' walk of the Soiith-

\\ e-tcra Railway Stations. Advanos ca_n ^le had by_responsible

parties.—For particulars appl)
' "

and Purveyor. 3. Panes-li

HHE FIRST INDUSTRIAL BENEFIT
i the principle of Mutual Cu-operation, will make ADVANCED
1 SHARES of 2ti0!. each, without interest, for tlio purpose of

28. Bennett-street, Blackfriars, S. Prospectuses g

1^0 CARPENTERS and BUILDERS.

-

_ TO BE DI.SPOSED OF, an old-established SMALL
BUILDER'S BUSINESS, with a good jobbing connexion, situ-

ated in the vicinity of the prinoip.il squaret This would suit any
persevering young man wishing to commence business. For
goodwil

,
stock, fto. about 120!.—Address, T. W. uffice ut “Tbi

Builder.’'

^0 SLATERS, BUn.DERS, and OTHERS,
the proprietor, a very old - esiablishcd (neirly fifty years
sLA'i'EK’S BUSINESS. The Stock may he lakcu at a valuation
or will be realized separately. The late proprietor has had foi

many years the Slater’s work for the Corporation of the City o
Londuu.—Apply personally at E. LYNCH’S, corner of Nelson
street. City-road.

TO TIMBER-MERCHANTS, &c.—TO BI
_I)lSl’n_SEp_pF. ,an old-e-tahlislied BllSINi;?S i

T
A THOROUGH practical CLERK of noiiders..

Ai. WtiRK' is open to a Rn-ENOAGEMENT. - Address, ^

H. O. P. R'. New 5 orth-stie-t. Qiieeu'a-square, London.
f t Ani

' A HCHITECTS.

A DRAUGHTSMAN, competent to make
finished, per'-pf ctive, iid working drawings, nod neq-a-o -4 —

ULSE-HILL.—BREEHOLD LAND TO
BE LET. with liberal monev advances, to responsible

The plot comprises 171 feet 0 inches frontage, I'y

inches in depth ; is >iiuate on the summit of Tulsc-hill ;

frontiige to the high road from Camberwell to Norwood
proposed thereon to erect seven houses of oue nniforin

The situation is highly respeotatde aud licoltliy, and
’J'he plaus may be inspected,*'-'

**" "

K- l.*H XT.. Ti/ s p»T..
e had of Mr. FRANCIS CROSS. Architect, 53,

t, E.C.

H AMPTON-COUllT. — Several eligible

An ASSISTALTis desirous of an E^> GAGE-
jMEM'w

Address to A. Z.
bury.

BUILDING SITES TO BE LET.
501.D.1U large or p'lnall Plots, neat tae
it moderate rent or prioea The quei

... junsidered — For terms. ic. apply to

LETT, -Architect. 35. Esscs-street, Strand, W.C.
Mr. PUEDEKlC

DtAL and TIMBER LINE, with a good oiinnection, situate li

tlie centre of the city of Salisbury. The premiseaare fitted uj
with steam saw-mills. iu excellent working order ; the rent ii

moderate. withasmaU but well-relectcd stoi k of deals. A mon
favouraiile opportunity of embarking m husiness 'can be seldon
met with. — Apply to Messrs. U M. KEYNES and SON, Steao
Saw-mills, Saiiabury.

T'- MA.STFR VAlNTEK-i, decorators, fto

RESPECTABLE Youna: Man wishes to
. obtain x CiiMSTA'I'l ns GltAlNER, WRITER, HOUSE.

SIGN, and OHNAxAIENTaL PAINTER, GLAZIER, &C.

—

Address, slating ter s, J, P. Office of “The Builder”

UILDING LAND.—Leases direct from
the Freeholder.— Valuable LAND at Holloway To BE

Ltii'. Bjine of it frouiinu a high road, where uo expenditure
will be required for roads or sewers. Pnee, from 2b. 6d. per foot
Apply to M'Bsrs. ROREKTS and BULL, Arohiiects, 16, Holles-

stiect, Caveudifh-square.

R oyal polytechnic.-
PATRON-H. B. H. PRINCE ALBERT,

Next M'ndav Evening, the Bth. nt Elgh', Gr.iid Concert-
Vocalists : Madame Wiipcrt, .Mi^8 Horamin.', and debftt of a Nc'

Tenor, Mr. Autonio Blacker; also, the Special Violin I'erforfl

auccs. by tne Brothers Alfred and Henry Holmes, who havc^Bi
returned from Vienna. D-. Spohr, in a letter to the Coutifl

O.'iba, declares their performances to he the highest nebievemeO'
ofnrt. Herr Gauz wiil preside at the pi-ino, and Mr. H.Delaspii
Chof will .sing BcleotiouB from Meiideia-ohn. During Pa-sio

Week the Brothers Jlolmes (who have received a must eutffi

biasiic reception) will perform cveiy Evening at Eight. M
Pepper will Lecture daily, at Two and a Quarter-past Sevei

“Ou Elementary Astronomy,’’ Mr. Jumea, the most original'

Yeutriloquists. daily, at Half-past Three and Nine; and tl

highly artistic Dissolving Viewp, with description by Mr. L. Bud
ingham, daily, at Uall-pastFourand Half-past Niue. AdmiBsK
to the whole, is.



April 4,

fANSOU’S OLEFIANT GAS COMPANY
(Limited). The Company is now prepared to furnish csti-

lates. and to execute orders for apparatus for the supply of twenty
ghts and uowsrds. Oas made by the Company's Patent Process
I free from sulphur and nil other impurttie.s. and can be produced
t a cost nut exceeding that of coal gas, at. 5s. 6d. per ],i

' ' '

he Irarious sizes of apparatus, and the light, may be
IJ times at the Compauv’s Works, Barnes. Surrey: and ..

irmatioii required may be obtained at the Ottices.—By order,
A. W. OUD, Secretary.

Offices, 18, AdaiTi-strcet. Adelphi, W.C.

SMOKY CHIMNEYS.—The best Cure is

8 Majesty—SOO on Buckinehain Palace
;

brought irou,25i
;
Galvanised do. 30i ; OasMron.S.'is. each

tteraa duraldc as the building itself. The merits of this ii

on are proved by practical experiments : they nr* Ilk
rohitectunil in arpearauce,—Depot, Barton's Iron Works,
(anufactory for the Patent Stable Fittiues. and Enam

[^OODEORD’S PATENT SM(
T T OUAUD, and GEHEKAL VENTILATOR.

guard is remarkably simple ai

eftective. In each aide n
formed apertures, in each
which is placed a Ihree-leav
vane, turning upon a vertit
spindle, one leaf projectiDg ot
wards from the face of t

chimnev. and the other t'

withintheohimney. When t

wind impinges upon either
the outer leaves, the whole va
turns upon its centre, and e>i

of the internal leaves closes o'

Sole Manufacturers. D, .J: E. BAILEY, 273, Holbom.

TO DRAUGIfTSMEN AND CIVIL ENOINEERb.

MANUFACTURER. No. 143, Fleet-street, London.
b'hese Pencils are prepared in various degrees of narduc-

IH H IT for drawing on wood.
H H H for arohlt<-otural use.
: H II for engineering.

H for sketching,
t HBhardaudblaoKfordraw-

F F light and shading.
F forgeneial use.
B black for shading,

n B ditto ditto.
BBH dino ditto.

BBBB ditto ditto

intry.

TI/TNDOW BLINDS.—TYLOR & PACE,
T Window Blind Manufacturers, 101, New Bond-street, and

f^een-Htrcet. Clieaosidc. Loudon, submit the following PRfCE'
IWINDOW BLINDS, which they can recommend as bein
de in t he best manner;—Venetian Minds, per square foot. fld.

:thollnnd blinds, on rollers, Sd,
;

best ditto, on spring rollen
t; gauze wire blinds, in mahogany frames. Ss. ; perforated ziii

uds, in ditto. Is. lOd. ; outside Mind*’ of striped doth. 2!

rmsparetit' blinds in great variety. Engravings, with prices am
mounts to builders and the trade forwarded on application,
It free.

no ARCHITECTS, CONTRAC
QUABHYMEN, BUILDERS, and UTHERS, •

.T. the STONE QUARRIES, situate in GRIMSI
IRK, m 'he oount.v of Lincoln. These are the nearest i

Kmetropolis. being distunt only S3 miles from the Great
«lway Station. King's-cross. London, and offer nn ...

hteil oppnr'unity to anv enterprising eapitali-t, there being so
gea demand for durable stone suitable for London architec.
!. Railway communication is now opened to nil par's of I'le

h.ted Kingdom, hv me.ans of the line of railway recentiv con-
'seted bv Lord Wlllniiehbv D'Eresby, branching from the Great
t'tliern Railwav at the Little Bytham'fetatlon to Edenbam
I'l quarry is Wi) feet from fbe branch line, and fr‘ m which a
tng into tlie qiiorn-will lie ma^o. — For fmiher particulars
lyto J'lHN WILSON NICHOLSON, Esq. Solicitor, 4S,
•e-street, London.

T LOYD’S MARBLE WHARE, Thames-
aiiinining Vauxhall-bridge, — Italian

• tatuary. Veined. Sicilian, D 'Ve. Sienna, and other Marbles, for

hours
Prices. A resident Manager on the Wharf at all

manufacture and sell in block and slab the beoutiful stone
a raised from the lower beds of their quarries. Cliimney-pieceB,
nmna. Fimta, and oruameutal works on view, at 20, Surrey-
,et, Struud.

HENRY COX. Mannger at. the Lizard.
F. W. RUFFLE, Agent in Loudon.

.rARBLE WORKS by PATENT
I MACHINERY’, Commercial-road, Pimlico, London,
"lOMA.S JAGKSON begs to draw the atteutiou of the public
tie most extensive stock of Marble Chimney-Pieces in the
iptopoliB

: oonsisting of a selection of upwards of two hundred
Simaniifaoturrd by steam power from the finest Italian and
or marble, and with that careful attention to the details and
di BO necessary in good marble work. The Stock consists of
iimt Drawing-Room Chimney-Pieces in Statuary Marble hold
leive Chimney-Pieoes, In Black, Black and Gold, Bardilla
143a, Verd Antique, Brocatella, Dove. St Ann’s, and Serpentine
kale, Suitable for Dining-Rooms, Libraries, Vestibules, and
ra-nnoe-Halls; and a great variety of others in Veined. San
,Ii, Lmpero' a Red and Amber Marble, for Boudoirs. Breakfns t-
I'.ns.hest and secondaiy Bed-Rooms, 4c. ; also. Monuments.
i. bs. Tablets, and Pedestals for Busts and Statues, and Slabs for
itaet Work. &o- ; the whole executed from the must classical
i!.na. and m all the varieties of the finest Italian and British
l«le. at the lowest remunerative prices.

.'TAnBLE CHIMNEY-PIECES, and every
L other de-oription of Marble work, supplied at prires tu

manufactured by the LONDON and CON
•MiNTAl. Marble CO.MPANY'. Erected specimens can bt
u and lefrrruces given to upwards of liio works which the
« poopauy liavc examined in various parts of Engliuid
Mrated 'ly Pages Patent Solution, which have now stood for
/I ten to n neteeu years in the most exposed situations both in
ulBul or doors, without showing the slightest appearance of
cr or diacolorafion. The London and Coutiicntal Maible

II,.laiiy are tliereforc now prepared to indurate buildiog.s, and
'rlier works in marble, stone, or cement, at a pr'ce not exceed-
urimmoii raio'ing, provided such works have not already been
'Mhcd with oil or paint—Mural (ablets, gravestone-, iind
o imen's executed to order, and warranted to stand good tor

im4°“ SiTwYATt! I-™-

.1 .
ahciiitei'ts, and masons

IfAIlBLE. — The ITALIAN MARBLE
er< aiM^i^h ^ attention of Arcliitects,

. er.i, aud 'RlierH connected with the trade to their lai-Y-e iimi

y.iberai 8y»feni of business adopted by tiii-. company, vhe suue-
; “'I 'Yij mode,”;
bo are oomhmed. to form an inducement to buyers. An in-
D ion IB solicited at the Ui-nAi R,.i.i«A n/i » a,,,,,.’ ,

"

tiauxh .ll-liridge, where
ttHcepoMr. Baxter, Wharf Forem'.„,

ii. A 1 T • t * M MlLLlAiit W. BuN N IN, YldUager.
it At Liverpool, to Messrs- G. M. FLETCHER and CO

^

it At Glasgow, to Messrs. QOURLAY aud CO.

> other persous a

) T>IJILDERS and CONTRACTORS
7“!. in London for the Sale

‘^>6 WESTMINSTER MARBLECOMlANYn WORKS. Earl-s'reet. Horseferrv-road. A large
stock on view to select from. Vein Marble Box Chimney-pieocs
fn>m 30s. upwards The trade supplied on liberal terms.

^
N.B. The \vc8t minster omnibuses pas.s the Works from the City.

'T'O SCULPTORS. MASONS, BUILDERS,
^ (Italy), importer of all
• sorts ot Marble, keeps a constant well supplied stock of MarMe in

"ndermeiitioned wharf, comDrising .STATUARY.
• VEINED, VEINED PAONAZZi). SICII.IAN, DDVE-al! the
« produce -f his own Quarries at Carrara. Bardilla, Black and Gold,
a

Menna. GreoMe, St. Ann’s. Vertdes Alpes, Breccia, 4o- 4o. Vaies.
Moniimeuts, Giirdon and Gallery Statues manufectured in Italy,
and take-i oon tracts for all the above sorts of marble to any extent

- connected with the fnide.
Carrara Wharf, Thames Bank, Pimlico, and 150, Leadenhall-

strect. City.

i
IVTARBLE GALLERIES, l7, Newmau-

e street, "xford-street.— Mr. ALFRED E. EOWAKDES,
f (upwards of ten .years with the London Marble Company), has
1 opened the above premises, lately in the occupation of Uailev. the
1

celebrated sculptor, under the firm of EDWAKDES. EDWARDS.
- * '«''th the larirest stock of BRITISH and
® 4a 4o. in London.
3 EDWARDES, EDWARDS, and CO. solicit the favour of an in-
g speotlon of their stock bv architects, builders, and others con-
f neoted with the trade: and beg to assure them that for design,

styleof execution. aud price, it will be found unrivalled. Esti-
mates for every description of marble work.

T’O BUILDERS and OTHERS. — ONE
r J THunSAND CHIMNEY PrECES kept in stock, a* prices

from fis, each,-W. B. WILKINSON and CO. Jlauufacturers,
Prudhoe-street. Newcastie-on-Tyue.

T TITLE CASTERTON EREESTONE.—
prices, 4o. 4c, to FKAS. and OCTS. N,

]\/rARKET-IYHAIIF, REGENT’S-PARK-
iiT.T

®ASIN.-WE.ST.END depot for Yorkshire Paving,
Portland and Derby Stone. Bangor Slates, Slabs, 4c. 4o. Also

Tiles. Laths, and Fire Goods.
SCOLES and WOOD innte the attention of Builders. Masons
and others, to their Stock as above, where everythiug will be
ofiarged at the lowest prices. Headstones, ledgers, stops, Und-

iRtended to'^^

°° shortest notice. Country orders promptly

TJAWDON HILL STONE is the BESTiV BUILDING STUNK in the MAKKET.-Archtteo's would
do well to specify Knwdon Hill Stone for their 3vork« Themansion of the Earl of Harewood, the Leeds Town Hall,
the Bank Building!-. Albion-street, Leeds, and numerous other
public works are built, of this a'nna Large stocks at No 3

TO STONE M.4SONS.
WANTED, BALCONY LANDINGS,
T V J oriloiid Curb, Plain Stone Chimneys, Paving Are i and

'1°'^ nther Stone-work, in EXCHANGE for

MiniHE*^
large yard. 4c,-Applv to Mr. K. H.MUUKE, Architect, 4, Queen s-terrace, Regent s-park.

YORKSHIRE STONE. — THOMAS
, . ^H^EY. stone Merohaiit, Tanfield-place, Leeds begs to
inform Builde’s. l^urve'ors- and Local Boards, that be can supplv
direot from his Quarries, by water or railway, paving, landings,
rteps. 4e. get outdo sizes, on the most advantageous terma

—

Prices sent on application.

"D ANGOR WHARF, Kmg’s-road-bridfre,
Camden-fown.—STRING FIELD and CODPER. late W. W.

Rawlins, beg to coll the attention of Builders and others to their
stock of Bangor slates, laths, plaster, Roman, Portland, and
Keenes cement, blue lias, Dorking and chalk lime, plasterers’
liair, Yorkshire plain, pan, and ridge riles, glazed sewer pipes
closet-pans, and traps, YVelsh fire-bricks, gravel and shells for
garden paths, ballast, sand. 4c. Materials lauded, wharfed.and
carted.

TAARLEY DALE STONE.—One of the
J-f Stones selected for the New Houses of Parliament, and
biglily commended by Sir Charles Barry, is supplied direo' from
the Quarrv. or at the Darley Dale Stone Wharf, City-road Basin
In addition to numerous other works, it is the stone of St
Georges Hall. Liverpool, aud ihe Staircases at the Grtsham
Ofinrabtrs, Old Broad-street. Office: 37. Millbauk-street West-
minster,

TOHN BAZLEI WHITE and BROTHERS,
tf MARBLE MERCHANTS.

MILLBANK-STREET, WESTMINSTER. '

Marble of all kinds and of hei-t quality, iu block and slab
Marble .Mort.ars. 4c.

BATH STONE OF BEST QDALlTiT>ANDELL aud SAUNDERS,;
QUAHRYMEN AND STONE-MERCHANTS 1

BM’H 5
List of prices at the quarries and depots, also cost for transit 1

6°.o“’oe. •“

RANSOME’S SILICIOUS STONE. All
’

-IV kinds of ARCHITECTURAL EMBELLISHMENTS
executed la this beautiful aud iudestructible material, at prices
not exceeding the ordinary ceraents.-Full partioulaw furnished „
on application to .Mr. FRED. RANSOMF, Whiteliall-wbarf. fCanuon-row, Y\ estminstcr ; ut Patent Stone Works, Ipswich. »

X^ILLIAM S. LAWRENCE, Pemiaut
n-7, sitone Merchant, Stapleton Offioe-lt), Merobanr-street, e
Bristol,- Ail desenpti .us of Step', Landings, Trougho, Tombs. 0Cu'b, Ashlar. Paving, 4o. on sale iit the Stone Quarries, Stapletou. „and at Cjubam, on the Avon, near Bristol. ^

CIXTYTONS of ABERDEEN GRANITE,
K_/ To BE SOLD reasonably,—Information may be obtained si
at Brunswick Wharf. Agar Town, or at 15, Yurk-road, King’s- h

/^RANITE. — The Cheesewring Granite
f'vj CompanyJLimited), Liskenrd. ComwolL i?

London Ageuls—THEGELLES snd T.YYL'iR, 54, Old Broad-
street. Manager—J.\S. J, TKATH.'YN, Liskeard

This Granite is selected for the New Westminster-bridge. y

rf^RANITE.—King William and Nelson frVJ Monuments, Plinth and steps of the Royal Exchange, aud li
Terraces at the Ciystal Palace. Supplied by the Hiytor Company b'
under Royal Charter.—For terms, apply to Mr. C, HOAR, Uaytor ru
Graaite Office, 4, MiUbiink-row, Westminster. T

^RANITE.—The Welsh Granite CompanyVJ
,

Carnarvon, Mipplies Pitohinc or Paving SeU of tMsMaterial to order. The sets, which have for sevcrul years been
extensively ii'od in Manchester. Bristol, Leeds, and other large
towns, combine in a higher degree than any others, the qualities
or roughness 10 wear and durability. Tlie stone is also well
adapted for foundation courses, plinths, 4o. for public buildings
and for mill-stones.

riAEN and AUBI6NY STONE.—
Owe P. FOUCARI), Stone Merchant and Quarryman. Cargoes
shipped to order from Caen to any port. Contracts taken ferany

Depbts: Granite Wharf. East Greenwich; Lett’s
Wharf, Waterloo-bridge.-Offioe: 218, High-street, Southwark,
near tlie Townliall.

M-^

W and J. FREEMAN, Merchants in the
• various descriptions of RTUNB. GRANITE, andMiAl E, mr eDBineering aud building purposes. Supplies direct

from the Quarries, by vessel nr rallw.iv. Hirecr communication
with the principal ports for EXPORTATION, Wharf prices, and
pt'raates for soeeial contracts, including quarrv w.ir'c or other
labour, forwarded on application.—Office. 37, 'Millbank-street.
London. 8.W.

l\/rAGNUS’S SLATE BILLIARD T.ABLES,
^ ' -4^ tl'B only ones that, having enamelled slat? frames and solid
slate legs, are suitable for exportation. Her Mojesty has one in
rile drawing-room at rtsborue

; the Duke of Wellington has one at
-btrathheldsaye; aud they are patronised by noblemen in general
ns well as by tile most scientific plnyeiw. (See reports by the
Jurors at the Great Exhibition of 1851.) “Of alt the objects
manufactured by this exhibitor, the billiard table is perhaps the
most important, os being decidedly superior to tables constructed
or any other miterial. To this exhibitor the jury have bad no
tiKitation in awarding the prize medal, iu acknowle-igmeiit of his
admirabie and useful contriv-iiioes and applications "—Although
Ir

immeasurably superior to ail others. Mr.MAGNUS is now able to suppirthem for less than tables with
mahogany frames.—Pimlioo Slate Works, 30 and 40, Upper Bel-
grave.place, Pimlico, S.W.

AGNHS’S ENAMELLED SLATE
1 V

CH IMNEY-PIECES, table tops, cabinet stoves, billard
and bacatelle tables, cliefloniers, baths, washstand tops, altar
tablets, mural tablotv, pilasters, oolumus, wall liniuga, plinths,
voaes, dairy fittiugi. 4e. obtained the medal of the Society of
Arts, the prize medal of the Great Exliibitinn of 1851, and two
first-class medals at the Pans Exhibition of 1855. Much cheaper,
handsomer, and more dura))le than marble.

work of all descriprious.—Pimlico
Slate Works, 39 and 40, Upper Belgnve-plaoe, Pimlico, S.W.

Slates.—

T

o BUILDERS and OTHERS.—
TO BE SOLD In lot-, to suit purnbisers. a cargo of very fineWELSH •'Ha ATES, now lying at a Wharf in the City.—Apply to

Mr. J. Boulter, 150, Leadenhali-streel.

CLATE CISTERNS, lld.^ per foot super,
Gfi small sizes)

; best Welch Slabs, 1 inch thick. 100 always
in stock ; plain Slate Cbimney-pieoes. g-t 6d. each. A great quau
titv of ready-made Moulded do. heautifullv carved

;
Slate Paving,'

planed and squsreil, ready for laying. 4d. per foot ; large thick'per foot. Roofs covered in town, with first quality" - square. -T. B. HANNAFORD, Trevalga-

SEATING, best Rangor Duchesses, strong
copper nail.B. at 25j. per square, within four miles of Loud^

bndgH. Goodslating at. 2:t<. per square. Builders fiodiug theirown Bla^s can have stating done in th» hes: manner in any part
of the kingdom.—HODGKINSON, Slater, Bagnigge-wells-road.
Clerkenwell. London.

T LANGOLLEN SLABS aud SLATES,
-Li HOUSE CISTERNS, Sluk^tones, FUtera. Larders, Maa-
gers. Ridging, hkirtlne.and Roueh f)ore.

LARGE DIMENSIONS for BREWERIES.
D|ST^LLERIBS, BLEACHING. HOUSES, aud MANURE-

Cattle-stalls. Pigstves. and Troughs.
Paving for Railway Stations. Mult-houses, Breweries, Bolco-
'es- Liin.«ervatones. Warehouses. 4c.
P,HIMNEY-PIECES, Baths, Tombstones, Pedestals. Washing-

EN AME"led
Article of Slabwork, PLAIN or

Sclf-facrd Flags for Barns, Outhouses, or Street Paving

LLANGOLLEN FLAG AND SLATE COMPANY
AiATTY .

,VA^'TREFELIN WHARF. LLANGOLLEN, ’

AND 4 WHARF, SOUTH WHARF-ROAD, PADDINGTON

Slabs. ,...

Slates, Sis. fid,

-vbarf, Ratcliff-c

S LATE.—The Bangor Royal Slate Company
have now on hand a L.AKGE AbSuRT.MEVT of R<*oP.

' o G SL.ITES, blue and green, of the usual sizes, which they are
enartd to supply on the usual terms, for shipment from riielr
:pOt. at B.mgor, or to transmit by railway. A «o Slabs 0/ all

,

to lie addressed to Mr. EDWARDS. Manager,
Royal Slate Quarnes, Bangor.

QLATES.—A. A. ROBINSON is prepared
^ supply Builders, Slaters, Shippers, aud others, with

jAl LS from the Best Quarries, at very lov prices, from his
barfs at Tidal Basin, Victoria London Do ks. and Bow-bridge,
ate Works-—STRATFORD. London, E. Every description of
O' fing and Slate Masuus' Work, plain or'cnamellc I. executed inwu or country. Price Li«ts forwarded on application. A

aiscouut to the Trade.—All orders to be addressed to
Stratford.

'ALENTIA SLATE SLABS.—
The, Valentla Slab Company invite attention to their Slabs

supplied, of very large dimensions aud of superior quality,
y used at the British Museum, National Gallery,

iioou, reuconviue, ana otner renitentiaues

.

3 Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire, Breweries,
,
Malting

.. the Race
kept iu stock in

18 may be obtained.

L A T E WORK S—TO BE SOLD, by
PRIVATE CONTRACT, the Fee Simple and lulieritance

idin the LINCU-MBE WOOD SLATE WORK.', siruute la
lansh of South Breot, in the county of Devon. The land iu
li these works are situate c-.nriots of about 10 acres. The
of stone is of first-class character (cqu-il to Dehiboiei. The

ruikiiigs, which are the result of ot-eruthms conducted on a— lied scale for many years, are n>w thrown I'pen to such an
mt as to show that, by the application of the requisite amount
apital, any quantity of material cau bo turne i out, aud larg
Its may be realizeu, * — -j- — » 1- - -- j -- a

Jt^i B

A ready sale has I

: th.it

•e ab<i It four miles from the
of the S.iuth Devon
ICC the mauufaccared
There are cottages.

viihinfouT miles of Be
aie nas iieen aud can be shipped b — ..-aw
acksmith’s shop, aud stables on the works. The term of the
'eseiit lessees expires at Christmas next; and the owuerot the
e, instead of granting a new lease, is desirous to treat with a pur-
laser for the sale of the fee simple iu the properly,— For pirriou-

Plymouth, March 12th. 1857,

M‘CARTHY, Carman, und SAND and
a CEMENT MERCU.ANT, Wnitetriare Wharf, Wtiito-
Fleet-stre=t, City. Sand, from above or heluw Bridge de-
1 by the yard or per barge. Ballast, serei ned or uuscreened
; yard or per barge. Mocks, lime, and old hricss. Dry
ih delivered per barge, iu ony quantity, alongside the
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TOHNS and CO.’S PATE^-T PERAIAKENT

Mamifaotnrers Ornna Surrev Caaal Bridge, Old Kent-road.

Office. 4. Qeorge-yard. Lomburd-stre et.

B ath POUTLAND, and ROMAN
CFMENTf=.-lhe London and West

ssr-aJsS"
Railway, from whence it can be delirered olnnOToe.

the river Tbsin'9,_ canal
iiiii*ca''

London.
TIMEWELL. Ili<

"iirfleet

DAMPWALLS.
STENT’S COMPOSITION FOR PEF.rAIUNC NEMW OR DAMP M.AILS

roil PAPERING,
. . ,nrt innsp-etierience- itH anfailinc init* aprlioation. Entire houses have been papered afe

I,
d , M,. S. BOYD. .S. D„S..„.

notice of removal.
nUBBUCK’S PATENT AVEITE ZINC PAINT,

. . .1 nrTV Tr-ARFnnnsRS in LIME-STHEET, with a second entrance tlironah thei

nUBBUCK and^SW^M^yi^npjrertfd^ TT^
Business, lately carried on opposite the London DooIcb,

the Worlis, I'unball, Bridge-
|

which Preiniie

,
HDBBUCK’S WHARF.

B TT7E TiTAS Ll^IE DEPOT.
PURTLANP, B.ATH, and Ki>M.A.N CEMENTS.

Glazed Stoneware. Sewaze_Pipee. B/'e>c«. Tiles, L

••factory as heretofore is at uunnuun..-. RATCLIFF, formerly the East India Company’s

PAINT AND A^ABNISH ITOKKS, 157. EENCnURCH-STREET.
Two doors from Lime-s'i

', Hair,

_ Fire Goods.

.....n.'. ..am. 14. .SOUTH Wll.tBF. PADDI!10T0N' .

4 RTTETCTAL HYDTtADLIC or POUT- pHAPLES KICHABDSON,
* KiirlOiAJj

the V.7 Mr. ROBERT. FilREST. Bruns-MOlc W
A\. L.AND CEMENTcombmes f Bricks of every de-oription. botn from Co
... 1 n-«n..ra ,r.,4h the additional advant.tcc tnai ir

I .ir... 4i,«

R

oO p.i

successor to
chall..k Wharf, Vau:

.......
,1 I 14 or»«tio nricRB OI rvsi* • * Cowlev and Kent, of

T3LUE ETAS LIAIE —Alessrs. GBE-AVES ^7rau'7haVptoiedl7J^rchU^ectsi4hl\^’W«'p-pnili^^^

LIMEofthehe'tunality.directfromthe kilns, foallt^h St
.^ b^'tHEHS, Millhauk-streel. ‘Westminster, who prepare

?.Vd' 1

<....i^v»WPor»«-c^
Wilmpota— < 'ffice. at Warwick.i.o.oo>w-.,.4...4 /^TIEY STONE LIME WHARFS,

L TKINSON’S CEMENT, so long known and -

—

npPEB QROUND-STREET. Blaokfciars iSurreysidei,
'^44^,4 4 4, T? U d , 4 T\ X>4d1/Ij„4r4dTTl
7. NORTH WHARF-ROAD. Paddington.

.4 1- ..,.4 ,n,r raniiirna uu o...o..-.....'""i=ald'e*criisivelj by
I WILLIAM PETERS begs to inform the trade he

JOHN BAZLEY WHITE and BHiiTllERS, Millbauk-street. tion to supjily the^ beat GBFA STltNE LIMI'

Westminster: aiid >'eel-atreet. LiV'

PORTLAND CEALENT WORKS, NOH'rH -

1

FLEET Kent. — KNIGHT. BEVAN, and STDKQt.
i purges loaded in a few minutes.

Manufaciurers only of first-class nua'ity. for the home
;

Wouldhani-hallGrey Stone Lime Works, oi

ttade. Portland dement i? b^^k^
j
.

near Roaster.

... .n the abore wharfs,

Large Grey Stone, c

Is 9A per too.
' Bmallditto, ditto, 4d,perton.

Barges.loaded'
- - ‘-

4 „ 4 ....„ any juautities

ici harae direct from the kilns.

irey Chalk, free on board at Works.

It otherwise.— London

pARIAN CEMENT, reduced in price

^ S5 per cent. This aitiele is valuable for inwde «tncco.

tmdesrecully for skirtings, for flooring on *’rtck arohe'-.jt o *c

It Ukes p.ainr in a few hours after its »Dk>'0 '“0" "I
laths is without efll.ire«enc«. and may be pape-ed in ^

days A flue- nualtly forms a bwutlfn sc»fIio1s. wRb ariy^-

mixture of colours.—Manufactured by Hl.ANCIs (BROIHLB1 )

and PUTT. Cement Works. Nine-elm«. London.

N'
OTICE —the SOHTHAII BLUE LIAS

-AA4-4 ncMTl-IU 11 ._WW
LIMP, aiid PATENT liVURAFUC CEMENIVIV. U.O .. 4........ -WM

OLDHAM begs to inform Lime and Cement M^rchont"^ aud

others, that he has not only erected

mannfactu'ing and grin-’ing the genn

rAii:; ..i^r

Work' for the

e Hydraulic Blue Lias
rodiic’iig from the

Portland, and nydniilie. i-

'patent —W i>, re4T4.-c'faiIv sollci'S a trial of hi

.h. will recommend them.-

ROMAN and PORTLAND nOLES, SHADBOLT, and CO.

iis,™, ..d ™TER
p“

.A" b,
,
L OEnnui »d plahtph. M*N^-TACTnnEas.

’

jjrlok. Til., hS iSt. .»d Fir, Oorf.
C EMENT.

n
C. J HILTON. oau"be hud in anv qiiantitv. wholesale and retail.

a^bisWhaif. rt. Upper Tharaes-street, London ; and also at ,V'

Manufactory. Fayfrsham. Kent.— N.B. These Cements

for shipment, on adv intageous terms

and N 0 U M A N,
CROWN WHARF. GREAT SCOTL ^N DJ ARl).

RitMAN and POHTI.AND CEMENT’'.
LIME. BRICKS. TILES, SLATES FJ “R Ac.

STONEWARE PIPES. PANS. TRAPS. 4c.

A Liberal AllowaBce to the Tradt

p A Y I E S

Mercbar....

ST JAMH-S'S and THORNHIT.L WHARFS.
Caledonlan-road. Lmdon.

ROM.AN CEMENT, made at tbe above works, "

joniid. ^viors and Shipping Stocks, Vitrified

luc BrickV, and Hutch Clinkers,

Ti.es. Cements. Plaster, Lime. sjates.Fire

I.nth', Toikshir
''

......w. Good*. Sewag" Pipes,

Flints, Sand ,
Ballast, and every descrip-

tion o’f Boiidiuc Mntertals. .

N.B. Lauding Wh'irf and Draw Dock. Ojods sent per rail

le day as ordered.

1HARLKS RICHARDSON, C, SouthC 14.44.44^---
WImif. Padiiingtoo.-BRICKS Of every de'cription, both

]

fMm Cowley and Kent, of superior riuality. including the dajK \

Red Paoings and Rubbers. ,so much approved by architects, the
,

new Strnw.floloured Facings from Kent, aud the well knpwn
)

White and Red Suffolk Bricks. YeUow Cutters, Seconds. Payiors
,

. —. . ... r-. . -I.. 4r;4.i A ..1 m..n U4.nL.o « n.i Xiutch CUnkefS.

Chimney Pots.’ Blue 'Ridge and i’aving Tiles. Lnf.lis. Mastic, Blue

liiM L'me. CloMSt Pans and Traps. Sewage Pipes, and other

Building Materials.

'IHREE HUNDRED THOUSAND RED
mj ini.-a » — o i T 1

.J at Brentwood, delivered into railway

r facings).—Apply to W.M. GENTRY,^

BRICKS. — Mr. HYDON is desirous of

id Others, requiring bricks of superior quality, to the STOCK of

HICKS on hii estate, ” Highbury New I’ark." consisting of

liVuckB^Whi'te'a’id^Yeirow Pi’ckrngsl ’Malm Seconds, a.... 4 ...—.

which he can ofler neon liberal term«. He has aUo a qUiDtity of

HARD WASHED BRICK>i, for sewer nr waterworks, n
- '

RED FACING aud KUIIBINQ BKICKS.-Apply s
‘

Office. Dell's Farm. Stoke Newington-green. N.
t the Estate

( 4ir, .41 r..4 1 . 4iiaue no -uv be b^
1 the kilns dailv-a great advantage to dealers and sewer

contrae’nra e-peoi'illy in wintertime.
PORTLAND CEMENT.nfthebest quality s’renrtb. and Colour

“;m„f.clu.ri to Krat TbI. .b.i.Dt will c.rrj .m.e md
1 than any of the Lias Cements, so much nf wliich

^0 BBICKMAKEllS.— FOR SALE,rpC
X. CLWTON'd PATENT BKiCKfPRESS; also, a olayton’s

:

Patent Drain-Pipe. Machine, with Iron Pug- .Mill, both nearly new.
,

Address to R :i«, Bermoudsey New-tuad.

tiringbrint.nthe market and sold as Portland.

PLASTERnf PARIS, direct from the quarries, both ooarscana
‘

,
whole-ale and retail.

RICKMAKING and TILE and PIPE-

G
Fire-bricks, Lumps. and TUcs; Hair aud Laths, alwajs kept TERRA-COTTA.

;; . -r-.T -n /-i-m-amwTfP nf i -KTTT ^¥liese goods are of Ih's best quality, and sold at the lowest IJ
„ pamnets and Terraces. Mullions. Piiioaclet,

EO.&THOS.EARLE_, pE!\n5NT_MANU- possible pneea^^
shipniQg orders promptly executed.

|

Moulded^ Brfok8.„Coats„ of Arm8_,_ Cros-cs, Label Moulomgfc

are prepared 10 supply any quannrv 01 me »rr> . - ..

CEMENT, manufortuied bv them for nil the purposes

Cement is applicable. Orders receiyed at Great Scotland yard,

and at the IVorks.

_ FACTDKER8. HULL. - Light. Dark, and 1 ortJand

Oementa equal to any msdt Manutacturew Jso-
'D

Plaster. Paris While. Mastic. Hair. Lim ’-’me. Laths. M,Dp, and

Slate Slabs. Fire-bricks. Orindstcnes. Cement . 'a
Vases. Ridaii g. Ac. Pmnls. Stueco, Ac. Marble .MerchantB and

Importers of Poizolano,

B
es, Trusses. Vai

RICK-EIELDS, QHEEN’S-ROAD,
PECKH^M. SURREY

(Within aehri’t distance of rii' five bndgefl).

THE BEST MALM-CUTTERS. SECONDS. PICKINGS, and
D4vrtr,trg n, *• mia.iMHag

5 OI /vrmB, »4ioB-eo, 4ju..c..

I. , a-ro. Balusters. CapitaH and Biges of Coluo^.
Bricks. Coping, Kitchen and other Sinks. Chimney

d numerous other Artiolw.

B L D E

3 A 6 South Wharf. Paddington, and
Hrupswick Wharf. Vauxba'l. __

j I A S L I AI E.

PAVIORS.iu ai.vqii-.- - - „
Also. STOCKS, of FIRST GDALITY.

J. EASTWOOD aud SONS, Beivider. •oad. Lambeth.

hV u”™w 'liri?glng^VlkV^/E9’S BLu'eIIlAS LIM^^
Great Wes'ern Kailwav from Harbury to Bulla-bndge and Pad-

dington, from whence it can be delivered abmaside any pyt of

the River Thames, canals, or railway stetions in Luudou.tiiedsy

after it is burnt and ground, in any quantity, aud at a great

**'AUapphoa'tiou^ for prices and ^rms will meet with prompt

ground at the Works, not

BLDE LIAS,
CHALK '

GREY STONE,

POHTLANU^ROMAN. AND i_>TIIEU CBMENT3.

staff<>ud!*iiirb pavements
And ev<TV variety of DUUiDING GOODS.

EASTWOOD and .Sd'NS. Belvidere-rnud. Lambeth; and

Surrey Canal-bridge. Old Kent-road. EADON’S PATENT IMPERISHiABLl

N.B. Please observe the lii

London,
pIIAI— \J HYI)

PATENT LYTIIIC'iIIADWICK’S
DRAUMC I'EMENTH, -Iiiutije forall 1

EENE’S and PARIAN CEMENTS andK FRENCH PLASTER, for internal us^ee.

known hard Sluccoej dry quickl*. and can be painted u:on

within a few daya—Made and sold by JtHIN BAZLEY WHITE
and BROTHERS. MiBback-street. Weg*mina>er.

• ."ine—i/.f -- -tohi-

iT-known l.YTIlic HYDHAULIC. lO'MAN -nd POKTI.AND
CEMENTS. F.ach cask eootsins about ;< i'Wh— \V ork- : A’lriton

New-roat.-Warchr.use. 5, Hroom-stn e

GUTTERTIIiES.
• Spouting Roofs of Houses (eithereild or new. whether of

thatch, slate, or tile', and other structures.

SOLE AGENT.

J B LA'WES, 1. Adelaide-plaoe. Loiidon-brilge.
_

This is the cheapest kind of spouting known; for.bes

lower cost, it will last without pajntor repair os luiig w

f. Shude-hill, Manohe.stcr.

HYDRAULIC

PORTLAND and BATH CEMENTS._— L^udom-joHN'^EwH^iN audoo

17IRE.BRTCKS, LUMPS, TILES, &c.

I every deseription. at HiiNDU RA--^ WILVIIF. 74 Bauk
of

bTONE. bya meihoj e SIMPLE. CERTAIN

i- tally distinct from tbe L indoi

. Bauksi'^e,
wiih James

44 ..»4,..-...4 4 . ...brick and Tile Mer-
(|•LD-ESTABLlSHBD lUtsINEi^S and

many jears by W.M. WARD and C().

idea it

II ,,..4 ,.4si. " , 4 .. 4.
-A the build

Ing itself.
'

It wni‘T^r'thi“weight of any ladder; aurtincuwo

accident a labourer can repair it. It occupies the rootn of a lar^-

amount of roufing. efleotmg a great saving i"
•

is espee'ally applicable to the backs of hou

and agricultural buildioga

- arg
u slates, tiles. Ao. 1

,
cuttagsf

Pr?ce 4d ewh 111^0?about 13 inches long ;
stop-ends aud oul

lets. «d. Any ma-on can put them u- — 'f '“.ar mi leet ar

required, a man will be -'

HVOKACLIC CEMENTS can therefore be priidu'‘4d at a mccii Clinkers. Ac. 1

coA; and are THE BEST AND rHEAPE.-T CEMENTS withdespatch

BuDders. Ac. Rumsav’s surer-or Newcoatle Iire-hncks.
- Pire-elav.Ac ; aUo Sanitary-pipea, Chnnuey-t p-. Duteb

the lowevtpricea Shipping orders executed

BRICKS.—Malm Cutters, Yellow and Pale
IN THE MARKET. As there

Cements I ffered to the trade by other innVtr«. while l yRome the;

are obtained through third partite, and M'^u fREvn-rs to sal

WITH ivrERinii articles: FUJ.LWiii'D TID'M P-’-i'N and Cl . —
bi o Share distinctly that they aretbeURItHN.ALINVMNTOKS con^tiy -

gvKKTISFD COUUnSPoanFa-tS to .U ..... .f 'lir

|

‘“4;

fix them at 6d. per foot. Th:

„ ‘inci"ude tiles ^delivered m Agent's yard!, ceiuent.
-*

labour. Mav be had in Loudon, Gloucer

.Madeley, Stuffordshire.

'. Bridgwater, an'

PEi»
p ^ ectfully given, tbi

ja. PIPE8. Ac —Notice hereby most

he LONDON DEPOT for this WARE is HEMoVCD tu

North. City-road Ba»it. (M. Sadi
TEKKo-METAiLic.-is the e-vdusive r'

WHARF. Macolestidd-streeb No^rth. City-

p'erondl Paviors, and Piokii»B of yood and sound qual; tj. '4'‘iv^‘p™*rtcto™’and,*'?hi>dly.’^tbftt the -.RNroBTS of ft

ntiy 01 . sole at 7l. DODIVS Brickfielos. which are ..nly s I 7 ‘ ^ jgj (tie Groat Eihibition, note tbe grant of
i . 4 - n_ 4 — .\nr<l4M tl n 4Ar.n4cf1c rai-illAaf . 1

r_ r,l *--• y*tr . ,. 41. - 44- ....f4-4,...444 ki nu7i» tf.t 1/incrlH. D earnestly request
j

j.- "B^da«sTled7Cand'-'ank '!he M^ufactortes k

!» to insBect hiB stook. ..fpj,,. Tiienea"'iuuBtall. Ptaflordsbire, a- i-b» fir.

' the world.

1
def'-ct*

;

, ' Bucpowater.*Tue Brii

OBSERVEl-NO CONNECTION WITH ANY OTHER FIRM.

ve'ry large proportion f •'ho

’^'‘^‘ppWr^IU^RY DODDandCO-nttheCountliip-honse.HoTtot.
Brfokfieldb. Granye-walk, near tbe Rosemary Branch. Iloxtr-n

N.B Lkht-oolou-ed Pit Sand .jfa.-proviid quahty oouslaptly on

ASPHALTE, EOREIGN and BRITISI
J\. for FLAT RonFING and every description of PAVIN

1
sal-

NiiTirE _
fYDRAULIC BLUE LIAS LIME, --

1- m, Si'Dril-WHARF, PADDINGTON. - Messr*. VI
liKl.btJ.'y and RUTLAND beg to acquaint li.eircu-t.-mers. and ^’‘"fvrn.'.N'wTri’r'n
tbe ira'eiu Benera'. that they h.ive opene-i the above Whar'. for

,

bALLlNOD iN M II 11 L

theSiilcuf Pi rtlaod, Koronti, KeeuV. Jlartin n. P'l

Cemtn c -arie and tine Plaster. Ac. in aduiiion tc

Liui'Tni.h’. Duality and meaiure may at all times be iinpiicmy

relied ou. references in proof of which can he givi’i’. „ , , .

J. D. BLYTH. Sole Agent.

P.S.— Contracts to any amount can he iiudcrtakeu. and a re-

pnlarn-pply. direct from the Wo ks, fnsh burnt and ground,

oau be forwarded in Messrs. N. and R.'s own boats, alongside

vessels in tliel’ockB, river Thame?, and by caual or rail, to ail

parts of the kingdom.

ESSRS. J. EASTWOOD and SONS
now SOLELY engage-l j.n the ;’f tbc'weU^yn.

to
sQniKG yard,

Country Builders ‘•iipplied with Asphaltc for footmits and ba

flours, with instruction? for usinslt.

Apply to John PILKINUTCN. Polnuceau and Lira®
e.l4— J.4II— — 44 —4.4.—I. .-4 Snru 1 A P wh-Kt rR0t-h 1 1

1 .
LonOC

_ .dUnD>UFFoLK F.aCIVGS
IS!), aim •Lias : Willi ?play-, Uoor-j-mbs. nnd all k-iuis .ff 'h-ircd and Moulded

he Blue Lias
;
Bri-ka mnuufoctured in dilfereut eoh urs fw

be impiiciily ( work ; and tbe EWELL DEEP Hhi* and BLA'.K UD BRERS.
I And iiKo soi.fi.y cnenged in tbe S-M.? nf the well-kn iwn

IlF.RTFoitDSHIHEYELLOW rod I’U.i: MALM FACINGS
Tbelie-t Alabii Cutter., Peconds. Mean bciinDds. iaciDK laviors.

Paviort. sinl Pitkii.g.. of very superior qual ty,

CiivVLEY aud KENT BHHKS. m liny quanHtlCS.

AVELLINOTON WHARF. Belvedere r-.a-i. J.ambetb; and

y CamB-bridge, Old Kcut-ruad.

Asphalteiiffioe, Muniunenbchambers. id.Fish-st

N B. Import
LIMMER Mu

^SPHALTE.—GERVASE POOT'
TRINIDAD ASl’HALTE WORKS, ROrHERIIII'H

a.-iNDON. EMablislied 1 h:m. — THIN IDAD. SEYsSEL. a

BRITISH ASi’lIALTES. manufactured by rtteam

dowu in the best manner, or supplied iu any quantity, liilora

tion for using foiworded with roatenuL p.»t-olnoe ordere

reference ill London pn iuptly attended to.-Ei- imates given

every kind of the above work.
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N of ingenuity, lend us your

ears. There is no greater nui-

sance in modern houses than that

of the transmission of sound

tiirough party-\Talls. Any prac-

tical, inexpensive, and efficient

means of deadening sound will

be a great boon. Solid walls and

solid floors transmit sound in

,

the highest degree. The Metro-

politan Building Act provides

that all party-walls shall be solid,

and of a certain thickness in

proportion to height and length.

How is the evil to be overcome ?

" Tor eight years,” writes a stu-

dious friend to us, " I have occu-

pied a bouse in London
; and, during

the whole of this time, there have been

gsighbours having young families. They are

Ausical, and, I must confess, labour most iudus-

mously at the scales : morning, noon, and night

Jie or other child howls and strums, apparently

•lithout making any progress.” There is no

iojection to neighbours’ children learning

usic and singing ;
quite the reverse

; but it is

jsiost objectionable that walls should so readily

bansmit sound, and render the young ladies’

)forts so widely known. Some persons always

eke a comer house, so as to be free from

kch nuisance on one side at least. Is there no

medy ?

bin nature there are certain simple laws to

ihich men pay little practical attention. Hence

e numerous blunders constantly made. Solids

aansmit sound
:

polished surfaces reflect sound

;

Idlular substances, and cellular surfaces, absorb
;

d deaden sound. A party-wall built of pumice,

iDuld transmit less sound than if built of solid

edekwork
j
and a chambered party-wall, the

oaces filled in with small loose particles, would
iosorb more of any sound than a wall of pumice,

p
proportion to the extent of chambering, and

e character of the material filled in. Pugging

r deadening floors is well known: the joists

e filled in, betwixt ceiling and floor, with

taterial to absorb or deaden sound. The late

X. Cnbitt had some trouble at Balmoral, with

iortain floors, and remembered that in taking

nwn an old palace floor (many years before),

tflt quantities of cockle-sbells fell out from

ntwixt the joists. These had been used in

jagging. The idea was acted upon. Cockles

rere dredged, and brought : the shells were
leaned, dried, and used, with beneficial effect,

eie cellular spaces thus produced absorbed

mind.

P Patent fire-proof floors, formed with iron

stists and concrete, are terrible transmitters of

imnd. In some new hotels, the nuisance is a

:reat drawback : sitting-rooms under bed rooms,

imnot be used with comfort. But, apart from

pjs, iron joists, ns often used, ruin the

jliilings : the ii*on shows through the plaster

ilid finishings.

S( Solid party-walls and fire-proof floors are

stost desirable, if they can be retained and
aieans can be added to absorb or destroy sound
•corely science will accomplish this. Polished
firfaces reflect and transmit light

:
polished

;ieel reflects
;
polished glass transmits (if both

.'des are polished)
: rough grinding the surfaces

tustroys the power of reflection and transmis-
uon. Sound is governed by laws very much as

litjht is,—if the wave theory be accepted. We
y^y, therefore, hope to retain our solid party-

iJlalls and our new fireproof floors, and yet get

rid of the nuisance of transmission of sound.

Some highly cellular texture may be applied to

walls, ceilings, and floors, which shall resist fire

and ordiuaiy decay, allow of finish, and yet

deaden sound. Who is to invent and introduce

such materials ? They may patent the invention

and make a fortune, if they will only abate tlie

existing nuisance, and enable us to have solid

party-walls and fireproof floors without being

compelled to Lear what is going on up-stairs

and in the next house.

THE ELECTIONS.—SOCIAL PROGRESS.
We have no business—some might say—to

meddle with party politics; and we are not
about to quarrel with tlie division of labour
which would relieve us from a duty that may be
performed better by others. Yet, we represent
interests which are deeply concerned in tlie

results of legislation and government, — the
public interests as affected by our art, and by
the advancement of science and diffusion of
knowledge, and tliose pertaining to the moral
and physical condition of immense classes,—in

short, social progress in the wide and compre-
hensive sense. It is on such accounts that v'e

cannot witness unconcernedly, movements in

the political world like those which have occu-
pied attention during the past three weeks.
Indeed, if the objects of politics have any rela-

tion to the meaning of the term, then the Builder,

'

on the score of its usual matter, may claim to be
a political journal.

The object of goveniment has been defined to
be “ tlie greatest happiness of the greatest
number.” Has that object been followed as yet
with the same asshluity by Parliament as out of
it

;
and what is the prospect for the future ?

We lament that appearances are not encou-
raging. The course of the elections seems un-,
fortunate in many respects. Witliout an opinion
that Liberal or Conservative, Ministerialist or
Oppositionist, as such, could except to, we
must say that what has occurred is not credit-
able to the intelligence of the country.
On the Cliina question the Ministry may be

right or wrong,—we believe the former
;

at least
it ought to be considered a coixect principle to
en^^r.ist responsibility to agents : without this,

efficient service cannot be expected. The punish-
ment inflicted upon an utterly defenceless people
may be wrong nevertheless. On that we express
no opinion,—though herein, we do, as we con-
ceive, better than many who have not inquired
into the evidence.

A serious question is, whether the machinery
of progress at home should stand idle during
the best portion of a year, through any such
combination of circumstances. Measures affect-

ing the lives, morals, and condition of thousands
of our countrymen— but which are not of the
nature of ordinary “party questions”—have been
kept unsettled for years, only because honour-
able gentlemen must be verbose and oratorical,

and because a notion is that government must
be effected through “ parties.” Does Mr.
Disraeli mean to argue that it is better that men
should not act by the light of reason, or straight-
way on their honest convictions ?

It is the country, and not Parliament, which is

now suffering what Lord J ohu Russell, quoting a
former statesman, called the ''penal dissolution.”
It is the country, however, which is itself to
blame for what has occurred, and what is going
on. Our contemporaries of the general press,

too, are not holding the position which they
should have as promoters of improvement. So
long as the people give to the questions called
“ political,” the first attention, so long will the
real political qiu'stions be staved off. Many of
these last ai’c difficult enough

;
but so much the

more desirable is it to give every scope to tlieir

solution by men really patriotic, who devote
themselves tlicreto. But what is it that the
constituencies have done ? Qualifications for the
social questions, as well as Parliamentary expe-
rience, appear to be valueless. !Mcn unknown
are preferred to those who are the hope—and
perha]>5 the safeguard—of this empire. Indi-
vidual opinions may prove wrong

;
but statement

of them is essential to arriving at wliat is right.

The Times now sees, if it ever doubted, that

men such as Cobden, Bright, Gibson, Layard,
W. J, Fox, Miall, Sir J. Walmsley, Cardwell,
and others, cannot advisedly be excluded from
the British House of Commons.

Ill our own more immediate department,
we have to regret the loss of Mr. Bell, at

Guildford. Mr. Tite, whose services both iii

the House and in committees have been of
value, has gained by a slender majority, and
has a scrutiny hanging over him. Mr. 11. Stephen-
son, Mr. Locke, Sir J. Paxton, and Mr. Wm.
Cubitt, are amongst those connected with our
class of subjects who remain. The list of mem-
bers also includes the author of “Eothcu;”
Mr. Couingham, who has made so many attacks
upon the management of the National Gallery

;

Mr. Slaney, we presume the same to whom
much is owing in regard to the proceedings of
former Parliaments in matters of the ht'alth of
towns, and the condition of the working classes

;

Mr. A. B. Hope, and Lord Ingestre. Sir

Henry Rawlinson was a candidate at Rcigate.

In many cases, bribery, under the guise of
payments for committee-rooms and canvassers,

lias carried everytliing. Is not the fact of the

cost, to a candidate, of an election, itself a thing
disgraceful to both the Parliament and the

country ? In some cases, the free and en-

lightened electors have made a special grievance
of the fact that their “sweet voices” had not
been asked for. Or the most abstruse questions

of our day have been solved in a moment, for

the sake of electors who required “not a man,
but a machine.”

Generally, the “ cry ” of the moment lias

borne all before it, and electors have been
oblivious of the interests which, within another
moiitli, they may have painfully before them.

It is perhaps not for us to suggest measures
of parliamentary reform,—but we cannot but
sometimes think within ourselves, whether edu-
cation should not be directly represented,—
whether, by a modification in the representative

system, professions and interests, sucli as those
of our class, might not have their own voice,

with advantage to the public good, and without
being indebted to a mere chance election by
property or population,— also, whether the
ministers of the day should not be ex ojjicio

members of Parliament without votes, and not
allowed to seek the suffrages of any const ituency.

It is now long since a prime minister of the

day oiicned a session of Pfudiameut with the
confession that social improvement had been too
mucli neglected; and to Lord Palmerston,
though deprived of some of those who would be
his allies, we shall not fail to look to remedy
the long delay.

REMUNERATION OF ARCHITECTS.
Our article, last week, on professional remu-

neration, referred to the case of a single archi-

tect, and did not allude to many circumstances
which arc of importance, as presented in the

relations between the Government and Sir

Charles Barry. Much less did we attempt to
notice all the questions about wliieh it is desi-

rable tliat architects should come to some
opinion amongst themselves, — if not for the

purpose of attempting to enforce rights of
theirs at least, that they may be prepared to

make such arrangemenfs as will allow them to

devote greater, rather than less attention to

their duties. We have shown that an architect

employed by the Government, may have thrust

upon him any amount of extra labour,—ucver
conteraplatcn at the outset,—and is likely to

receive no consideration for it. That the course

taken in Sir Charles Barr)'’s case—assumiug
him to have assented to a fixed sum—is opposed
to the law of contracts, we apprehend is obvious.

Evci’y day’s experience with builders shows this,

^

— for, general clauses— sometimes framed
' under the idea that they will include all con-

I

tingencies— hardly ever have the force ex-

I

pected,—and justly so. The law and Ihe justice

!

of the case equally, decide with reference to

j

the original intention. So much for the treat-
' meiit which the architect of the Houses of Par-

liament has received in the mere matter of

(?.rtrff-serviccs.*

• We believe it would be even found—in ihe case of
the Records—that some iiistrueiions to the architect were

I

supplied directly, by the Treamry.
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perty, and commission on rf-sales ;
a sum

1 Ty-n* flin nf>W ^I.rr.pl, • rVTlU.Amonjrst the other questions which remain prope,
.tveht imi

unsettlSf, that ot measuring deserves immediate or ns original plans for the MW sUeet and

eonsideration. Assuming that the 5 per cent.
|

lastlv, S

tn the esse of larirp worhs nii"ht he adequate
I

buildings, and the duties ot a suncjoi

iemunorSioS for tL d“sign^°orb drawings ncoted therewith. He received^ also eompeusa-

5th of April, 1814, “save and except such

mid^spSifationsrand superiuteiidhnee,
,

it is
!

tiou for valuing old materials. The explanatory

MySir^SertSaUite'should be’ iuelu-
!

agreement is framed to show that the remune-

1 „ 1. . 1 I* »fliorr> 1 rnlirtn tni' IPi
of adjustnient ot any accmints^vM where

|

“in., v^s
^

these refer only to extras and omissions, as

in the case vhere there is a contract.
_

Ihe

few statements which may be found in print, as

to matters of professional practice, are iiardiy

to be quoted here as authorities : some of them

do, however, iuclude the business of the

accounts in the 5 per cent. ;
and such appears

to have been the principle iuteuded to be

followed by the Government in the major^y

of cases which have been refeired to. On

the other hand, it is the practice of many

architects, and especially so with those m
the provinces, to charge a certain per ceiitage,

on the amount of extras and omissions both,

for the duties in connection with the accounts,

and in addition to 5 per cent, upon the

amount of contract and extra vorks.
^

Where

the builder’s contract is one for prices, the

question requires to be settled on distinct

merits. In such case, the architect’s labour in

allowed him per centage upon additional valua-

tions which were required, in consequence of

modifications in the intended line whilst the

Bill was in Parliament (joint or derivative m-

terests, however, entailing hut one charge)

:

and in other points it secured the true intent

of the original contract.—The services of the

several kinds, and the remuneration for them,

may now be particularized, following the order

in which they are named. As regards the for-

mation of the sewer, in case the expense of it

amounted to 50,000^. or any larger sum, the

architect was to receive 5 per cent, on 50,000^.

that is, 2,500/. and no more
;
and if it amounted

to less than 50,000/. but more thau 45,000/. he

was to receive 5 per cent, on the amount

expended. But if the expense exceeded 40,000/.

without reaching the next larger item named,

he was to receive 5^ per cent, on the expendi-

superintendence may he even increased : deduo-
]

turo
;

if it exceeded in like manner 35,OOOf he
, .

“
,1 .

"
i. ii iy. invr, Die I xT"ta In iiavf' h4 npf ccut.

j
it it cxceeueci

tion from the 5 per cent, therefore, is less jns -

1

to have 5^ per cent.
;

if it exceeded

tiflahle in such case th.in in the others but the Sp.OOW. ijer^cent i

architect should he held fully entitled, on account

of the increased labour in measuring, to the sum

larger than he couldobtaiu where there was a con-

tract. We are aware that the cases quoted liy Sir

Charles Barry do not show that such views have

been followed practically by the Goveriiment.

It is, however, clear to us, that the architect of

the Houses of Parliament was placed, even in a

worse position than the architects were in any

of the precedents quoted, and without rcfereuce

to the extra sendees. lu some cases, as when
ilr. Biore was employed at Buckingham Palace,

and Sir Jeffrey Wyalvillc, at Windsor, the re-

muneration was in effect higher thau the 5 per

cent.—since, with that rate, the architects were

both relieved from the trouble of measuring,

which it appears was thrown upon the architects

in the other cases. But, this allusion hardly

No services out the superintendence here are

distinctly specified.—In regard to the several

public works and buildings not to be let, in-

cluding the rails, pavements, and other matters

before referred to, he was to furnisli “ the origi-

nal plans and designs to make estimates, to

arrange the contracts, superintend the works, and
' clf<

’ ' ’

arrange the accounts, and for such services he was

to receive a commission of 5 per cent. And in

cases where he was called on to make designs

and estimates for works of the character referred

to, in anticipation of the requirements, he was to

be allowed then a commission of l-j per cent,

and the remainder making up 5 per cent, in

case the works were eventually proceeded with.

Where materials from the existing buildings

were used again, in order to remove any doubt,

it was agreed that their value should be added

commission as he may be entitled to under any

or either of the other articles of this agree-

ment,” he was to receive “a gross sum of

1 ,000/.”

Pov the letting of buildings or ground, Mr.
Nash w'as to be allowed one half-year’s full

rent as reserved in the leases, to he paid on

execution of the lease,—for which be was to

take the trouble of ncgociating any required

purchases, to advise as to the letting and the

covenants for the leases, “ to measure and value

the ground” (retaining, however, his compensa-

tion where received previously on valuations),

“to prepare all designs for the buildings” to

be erected, to negociate with lessees, to insert

the nlans on leases, and to superintend the

builctings and repairs required to oe done
;
and

in case of his death before the completion of

these matters, his administrators were to be

able to claim three-fourths of what he would

have become entitled to. Touching cases where

the rent reserved might happen to be reduced

by fine, exchange, or other means, so as to

render it less than the annual value, or where,

on the other band, it might be increased through

the Commissioners’ purchase (whether they paid

in money, or by sale of building materials), the

compensation was to be estimated not upon the

reserved rent, but upon the rent as it would

have been under ordinary circumstances. And
again, where the reserved rent might be increased

by reason of buildings or improvements made at

the ftxpense of the Crown, under Mr. Nash’s

directions as architect, the compensation was

to be estimated as on ground-rent, or on the

rent which would have been produced if no such

improvemeuts bad been made,—Mr. Nash being

allowed his five per cent, as architect, notwith-

standing.

It may be interesting to state that it appears ,

from the agreement of 1818, that subsequent to

the date in 1815 before mentioned, ilr. Nash
had delivered accounts of his claims up to

Christmas, 1816, and had received a com-

mission of 0^ per cent, on a sum of 619,387/- (or

does justice to Sir’ Charles Bany’s case, which :

to the actual expenditure, and the commission

involves many points of importance to the pro-
i

he calculated upon the whole, tire value, how-

fessiou even beyond what have been noticed.
|

ever, it seems, being treated as that oi old

In connection with the subject of architects’
I

, x t i • t r t

remuneration, some particulars of the payments ,

head, was to be claimed \eiX valuing,

to a Government architect for services of a
,

^^^ere a house or ground should be afterwards

varied character-often required from the pro- ' et, tliereby yielding compensation under the

fession-will be interesting. i

of compensation lor letting.— io

-rr 1 ^ f c it valuations, as of buildings, gi-ound, or materials,
We haTc uow hofore ns a copy of u coutect,

tl.e commissioners, with a view
entered into on the ISth Icbruarj Ihlo, be-

tween the Commissioners of H oods, l orcsts,
^ oommissioii of Oi per cent, on tlie

and Laud Revenues, and Mr A ash m re-
. ^ ptrehasc, provided

gardto ins employment as architect, in con-

.

neeticn with the Regent-street improvements ‘ y
and works connected therewith, «'<) regn-

^ ^ valuation, or in ti.e event of
almghis compensation, as well as a copy of

An explamdop- agreement, dated 2 dI i April,
^ valuation for the purpose of a

1S18, and which en er into mimue partienfnrs,
. gx

flllmg nearly eight folio pages m the appendix
; ^ valuation i but no

to the Kepoit Irom Ihe oelcct Committee on ^ * i n i r i • f

Crown Leases,” dated 19th June, 1829. Nash “'“ftaation was to be .illowe for valnmg for

a j , \ 1 K +1 • • purchase, ground or buildings afterwards let, xand
had been employed by the eonimiysioners in

j, ,
niakiDg the plans and estimates in regard totle ‘r®i* j iii °i
.

,
,°i X ^ X 3 XI ° X . case o a purchase and re-sale, it per cent, were

miended street and the sewer, preparatory to x v, ii i *i t
A i r *i -o j f /-t ^71 r* i i to be a owed on the amount arising or pro-

the Act of the ndrd ot George 111.* and to j , , , , •
,

"
i

* u
,, 1.1 • A Pi.1 1 T> V duced by such re-sale, m case such money should

attend the passing ot the Act through Pariia- , , i *1 m i *1 l
. ih +1 -IT- not exceed by more thau 10 per cent, the amount

inent: and by the agreement, he received his r x, i * • e i d i -r *1 j
X.

1 i „i •* i 1 ot tlie valuation tor sale
;

but it the proceeds
formal appointment as architect and suiwcyor. i 1

1

i i j ii i ir. i ^ *1

The i-eminei-alion was classed under several
be beyond that 10 per cent excess, then

heads, according to the duties. Thus he was
I' be allowed a further commis-

+ .a i <• 41 Sion,—that is to say, it the proceeds exceeded
to receive remuneration at a certain rate lor the .1 . c l 11-1 xi

superintendence ot the works of the sewer;
ba amount of sneh re-valnation by more than

other remuneration for designs, superintendence T a x'’ ,1

" * b^^^as

and adjustment of 11, e accounts in respect of
“f 01 Pf

iiterials. No other compensation, as connected

upwards of 3,000/.) for surveying, planning, and

valuine. the estates and property originallyvaluing, the estates and property originally in-

tended to be purchased, and also upon 156,860/,

(or upwards of 780/.) for valuing old materials,

over and above the sum of 1,000/. allowed liitn-

for bis plans and designs. It raxay be also well

to refer to the belief that he realized largely

through becoming himself the lessee of the

Crown. This position, however, whilst he was

acting as the Crown agent or surveyor, involved

him in many imputations—still sometimes

luoted to his prejudice
;
but from these he was •

distinctly exculpated by the result of the

parliamentary inquiry, and there is no doubt

that to his enterprise in taking ground subject

to onerous conditions which accrued by the

improvements themselves, was the source of

gain to the public.

These pai'ticulars may at the present juncture
’

be useful for reference.

ituu rtu Uol-lllA-UU Ut tJIC ULAxUlUiLS III iCoNLLiL Ol x 1 l -3Tx* 1 TA x

public buildings, lodges, iuclosuvcs, ah vail-
;
and so on. each additional 10 per cent.

Lm. navemeuS. ami .similar works riaolmlino
realised w.as to give him an additional Oi per

ings, pavements, and similar works (including
w.as to give Him an additional Uf per

minor sewers), not of a nature to yield compeu-
‘be original re-valuat.ou

X.
lor sale, lor such remuneration Mr. Nash was

sation under another article of tlie agreement,— , x i x • x i i- c

and in rate according as the works were or were ?
'“'““'Aments negociate and dispose of

not carried into execution; remuneration for all J p'lght be required,

valuations nccessai-y for the purchase or sale of , T plans of the m-

_ tended street, the calculations and estimates,
• "An Act for mtiking a more convenient cofumunication engravings aud COpics of the plaUS in the COUrse

of passing the Act, or otherwise in regard
metropolis, in Ihepansnof Saint Alarv-ie-bone, to Channe- XI ^x ®i r i- x i- i x- ®x
crOBS.-wjtbiu the lil.ert}- of Westminster, and for making a

tllCretO, and lor lllS past time, plans, estimates,
more conveoient sewage for the same.'' “ and expense iu regard to the sewer, up to the

THE ARCHITECT OF THE NEW PALACE AT
WESTMINSTER AND THE GOVERNMENT.
In connection with our observations on the re-

muneration of Sir Charles Barry, and that oui^^

readers may be made acquainted with all the steps

taken in the matter, we insert the following protest

of the architect against the decision formed by the

Lords Commissioners of her Majesty’s Treasury, in

respect of his claims, recently delivered by him to the

Treasury. It has not yet produced any rejoinder.

“ Firstly,—Because the alleged bargain was, in fact, no
bargain, in the true sense of the term, but a dictum of the
Government of 1S39, issued after nineteen months’ pro-
gress had been made with the works by the architect,

upon the understanding of receiving his accustomed com-
mission of 5 per cent, upon outlay, and in contravention
of an allowance made by the authorities in the Depart-
ments of Woods and Works, of that rate of commission,
which was added by them to the amount of bis estimate.

this dictum, which, contrary to all precedent and profes-
sional usage, had the effect of reducing the just claims of
the architect to the extent of 10,0004 was yielded to by
him, at the time, under pressure, bis acquiescence was
conditional, and under a protest both then and on various
subsequent occasions made by him, as to its injustice,

without any rejoinder on the part of the Government; all

payments made to the architect from time to time, in the
interval, having been received by him as only on account.

Secondly,— Because, even if it be assumed, for the sake
of argument, that the dictum of the Government of 1839
constituted a bargain, the circumstances have been en-
tirely altered, and the conditions upon which it was baaed
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have been altogether violated, from no fault on the part

of the architect, whereby such bargain would bo rendered

null and void.

Thirdly,—Becauao the principle of dictation adopted by

the Government of 1839toward8 the architect, was ordered

by the Treasury at the same time to bo applied to the pro-

fession at large, in respect of all future public buildings

thereafter erected, but has never been so applied in any
single instance. On the contrary, the architects of all

E
ublic buildings, since erected and now in progress, have

een paid, and are still being paid, at the accustomed rate

of 6 per cent, upon outlay, and in some instances at even
a higner rate of per centage.

Fourthly,—Because as the dictum of the Government
of 1839 could not have contemplated any allowance for a

general measurement of the works ; which works, being at

first contracted for in the gross, rendered all such measure-
ment on the part of the architect unnecessary ;

the rate of

commission now awarded to the architect by the Treasury,
namely, 3 per cent, for the icsthctical, and loss than 1 per
cent, for the financial duties which have been unexpect-
edly thrown upon him, falls far short of the amount of

remuneration sanctioned even by the dictum of the
Government of 1839.
Fifthly,—Because considering the difficulties which the

architect has encountered and overcome in conducting
during a period of nearly twenty years, the works of a
building covering more than eight acres of ground, con-
taining above 1,100 rooms, 19 Balls, 126 staircases, and
more than two miles of corridors, passages, &o. under
eight successive Governments, subject to the interference

and interruptions of fifteen Parliamentary and other
official inquiries, and to the constant, and often contradic-

tory orders.resulting from opinions expressed both in and
out of Parliament, involving extensive changes of planj
whereby no less than twelve official residences (now
eighteen in all), and a large amount of extra accommoda-
tion have been provided within the building, beyond the
accommodation afforded by the original design, thus in-

creasing the cubical contents of the building more than
60 per cent, and occasioning constant revisions and recast-

ings of the design of the entire structure ; also considering
the difficulties of carrying on the works piecemeal during
the constant sittings of Parliament, in temporary struc-

tures, and in portions of the old and new buildings on the
same site; the forming of the foundations of the building

on a treacherous soil, partly within the river, and more
than 19 feet below the wvel of high water, and other cir-

cumstances ; the great amount of extra labours, anxieties,

and responsibilities, which have thereby been thrown upon
the architect have not been duly appreciated.

Sixthly,—Because it is evident that the Treasury must
be aware of the iniustico of its decision, inasmuch as it

now invites the prolession at large to compete for employ-
ment upon the intended New Public Offices (which are
proposed to he on a scale of expenditure far greater than
that of the New Palace at Westminster), on the under-
standing that the architect or architects to be employed
will be paid the accustomed commission of 5 per cent, upon
outlay.

Seventhly,—Because after every effort to have the case
fairly teited upon its merits, ana repeated offers on the
part of the architect to abide by the result of an arbitra-
tion, on a broad and equitable principle, unfettered by
legal technicalities, the Treasury has pertinaciously refuscii

to accede to any arbitration whatever, and has determined
' to keep the case in its own hands, and to dictate its own
terms.
And Lastly,—Because, by the decision in question,

which, practically, as is well known in all cases between
an inaividua! and the Government, leaves the architect
little or no chance of a remedy at law; the Treasury has
committed an act of injustice and oppression towards
him

;
whereby the honour and good faith of the country

are compromisod.”

NOOKS IN THE lOIVEK.

A NOOK IN THE TOWER OE
LONDON.

In tlie north aisle of Henry VII.’s Chapel, in

Westminster Abbey, there is a sarcophagus with
an inscription put up by King Charles II. to mark
the resting-place of the supposed retnaius of the
princes who were murdered in the Tower by
order of the Duke of Gloucester, and buned
there, but were afterwards removed to the
Abbey.

The sight of this record the other day induced
us to take au opportunity to visit the locality in
the Tower whence the remains were removed.

Tradition states that the unfortunate children

were killed in the gateway called tlie “ Bloody
Tower.” This is now occupied by modern fur-

niture, and has lost its original aspect. The
chief room is of considerable size, and is lined
with a very thick panelling of wood. There
arc also some smaller rooms and dark-looking
passages. Whether or not tradition be right in

connecting this place with the murder, it is

certain that events have here happened which
invest the spot with an indescribable interest.

In one part we came upon the machinery for

raising and lowering the portcullis, such a
curious relic of ancient warfare, that we have
given a small engraving of it. There is no
other perfect example in England. Tradition
says, too, it was in the room in the Bloody
Tower that the Duke of Clarence was drowned
in a butt of Malmsey. Those who visit this
part of the Tower, by the way, should take a
view of Bather Thames from the top of the
gateway.

Leaving the upper part under the fine arch-
way which leads to the “ Traitor’s Gate,” we
endeavour to move the huge door of wood and
iron at the east side of the Tower, and having

with much difficulty succeeded in doing so, fiiic;

a small entrance which leads to the vaulted

chamber here eugraved, where, in Charles II.’s

reign, the bones now in Westraiuster Abbey
were discovered.

ON FURNITURE, ITS HISTORY, AND
MANUFACTURE.*

"We now arrive at a period when the ta'te for

classic literature led to the study of the avis asso-

ciated with it, and produced the era of the Renais-

sance. Then appeared those great artist minds,

Kaffaclle aud Michelangelo; while the demand for

articles of luxury called forth the genius of Cellini,

Palissy, Jean Goujon, and Germain Pilon. I think

it is generally agreed that the Italians were the first

to apply themselves to tlie manufacture of oruamental

furniture of the more modern style. They adopted

in their cabinets architectural forms, which they en-

riched vvith a superabundance of ornaments, figures,

inlaid marbles, &c. ;
hut so elegantly disposed as to

make us forget the want of constructional character.

Gioliano, sou of Baccio d’Agnolo, and his brothers

Filippino and Domenico, are particularly mentioned

by Vasari as the most talented sculptors of furniture

in the middle of the sixteeuth century. Marquetry

was revived and applied to the decoration of furniture.

Vasari names among the most skilful in this art in

the fifteenth century Giuliano da Maiano (l-t60),

Giusto and Miuorc who assisted him, and Benedetto

da Maiano who excelled in the process of coDjoining

woods tinted of various colours, and thus representing

building in perspective, foliage, &c. In the sixteenth

century he mentions Fra Giovanni di Verona (who

had a high reputation). Fra Ruffaelle de Brescia, aud

others. This furniture was highly esteemed through-

out Europe, aud Vasari relates that Benedetto da

Maiano made two magnificeut eoifers in Marquetry

for Matthias Corvinus, king of Hungary, but on

taking them to him, he was distracted at finding, on

unpacking them, that the damp weather had softened

the glue, and that all his beautiful Marquetry was

detached from the work.

The large trousseaux chests or coffers of this period

are remarkable for the richness aud excellence of their

sculpture : they w'ere made principally for marriage

gifts, and the talent of the first artists was employed

upon them. The style of this work can scarcely be

considered appropriate, as it bears the characteristics

of design snitable for stone rather than for wood.

See p. 188, artle. Bead by Mr. Grace, at the Institute

of Architects.

Til tlie latter part of the sixteenth century, the

Germans had arrived at considerable renown for

excellence in the manufacture of furniture—both in

carved work and marquetry. More especially cele-

brated were those art cabinets {kunst schranke), of

which m.any are still preserved in European palaces

and collections. Adopting generally the design of an

architectural fagade, they combined in them all that

was rich in materials and excellent in art : ebony,

ivory, tortoiseshell, amber, lapis lazuli, jasper, and

even gems were used by the painter, the goldsmith,

the sculptor, the enameller, the workers in marquetry

and mosaic, to produce conjointly these truly named

art cabinets. The manufacture was principally car-

ried on at Nuremberg, Dresden, and Augsburg. There

is a fine specimen in the Green Vaults at Dresden,

which bears the name of Hans Schnferstein of

Dresden : a desk which accompanies it is dated

1568: anotlnr cabinet in the same collection bears

the name of Kellerthaler, a goldsmith of Nuremberg,

and is dated 1585. One of the choicest examples is

to be seen in the Royal Palace at Berlin, and it was

made at Augsburg in 1616, for the Duke of Pome-
rania, having been designed by Philip Hainhoff, and.

executed by Baumgartner. Hans Schwauhard,

another eminent cabinet-maker, who died 1621, in-

vented the undulating ebony mouldings introduced in

cabiuets of that time.

In France, through the efforts of Francis I. the arts

made great progress in the sixteenth century. He in-

duced many celebrated Italian artists, as Primaticcio,

Giulio Romano, Benvenuto Cellini, and many others,

to settle in France, and laid the foundation of that

taste which has since taken such deep root. Less

celebrated than the Italian, French cabinet work yet

arrived during the sixteenth century at great per-

fection. Bachelier, a celebrated architect and sculptor

of Toulouse, said to be a pupil of Michelangelo,

applied himself to cabinet work, and acquired great

reputation. A cabinet in the Soulagcs collection is

said to he by this artist. The celebrated wood sculp-

tor, Jean Goujon, disdained not to apply his talent to

this branch of art. Marquetry also was much em-

ployed hy the Freucli at this time. I have alluded

hitherto to the artistic furniture of the period which

was required for oruament rather th.an use, and could

be purchased only by the very wealthy. The com-

moner articles of house furniture were still of a rude

aud simple character—good tools and clever work-

men being scarce. The chairs were generally of the

ordinary curule shape, of which there are several

specimens in the Soulages collection, some being of

simple wood, others inlaid ; there w'ere also square

chairs, with square stuffed backs—all rather rude in
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uialce, but sometimes covered with cxli'ciiicly rich

stuffs, haudsoinely trimmed with friuge.*, &e.

Towards Hie eud of the six'eiwh coulury the

Renaissance lo.-<t its carl’or tastefulness, and, esporially

in Flanders, assumed a bolder but a coarser cha-

racter. The furniture was j-ipr»resqne, but had lost

the qualities of purity of design. The chairs now

were much altered in foiTn, the b-gs were tunied,

either plainly or spindly, tlie backs sometimes high

and richly carvcd~as furniture of a showy kind was

more geue''al!y used ; the carving became of a coareor

and commoner description.

The ri'ign of Louis XIV. of France introduced con-

siderable alterations in the oris : richness and grandiur

now took the place of the purer style of the Renais-

sance. For the pal,tees built by Mansart, v\herc Le

Notre designed the gardens, and Lc Brun decorated,

it was necessary to have furniture which corresponded

with the splendour of all around. It was tit this time

that the celebrated Buhl, or Boule, was employed to

make those cabinets that still bear his name. Andre

Charles Boule, borne at Paris in 1642, desired to

become a painter, but he at last settled to the busi-

ness of his father, a cabinet-maker, aud the superiority

of his works attracted the favour of the kiug, who
granted him npartnicnfs at the Louvre, and named

him Premier Ebeuiste de sa Maison. He then com-

menced the grand series of cabinets and other furni-

ture for the palaces of the king and his courtiers :

what particularly distinguished these, was the kind of

elegance of his metal works, producing groups of

foliage aud flowers which rivn'led nature in the per-

fection of their design and workmanship ; this artist

was, I believe, the inventor of ‘^or-mat” in metal-

work. David made the “ mouble de noce” of JIarie

Antoinette, and Goiithier one for the Comte d’Artois

on his mamnge. The chairs and sofas of this period

had lost the ^acofnl curves of the former reigu, and

a stiff straight style was adopted, which was, however,

relieved by the infinite delicacy of the ornamental

carving.

The Revolution in France, especially during the

Reign of Terror, must have cither ruined or caused

to wander abroad most of the art-workmen, and for a

long period a style of art uhtaiued which was a very

poor co]iy of the classic; this under Napoleon I. was

modified into the so-oalled style of the Empire,

founded on the works of Porcicr and La Fontaine, two

celebrated architects ;
but though any style carried

out by clever men may have a certain merit, there is

little in this to interest or instruct. The furniture of

this period was made principally of mahogany, with

little if any carving, the ornamentation being given

by bronze work of a very flat and meagre character.

During the reign of Louis Philippe, French art

changed very considerably, and sought for models in

the Renaissance period. The periodical eihibilions

of national products, by causing emulation among the

manufacturers, produced a higher class of art-work-

mcn, aud also, by the beauty of the wjjrks executed.

marqiu-tiy in tortoiseshell and metal which was caused a great demand for them. Jlay these words
invented by Boule, and still called after him. Although '

of the celebrated Nccker ever be borne in mind by
out of the bounds of strict taric, there is yet abundant I our Chancellors of the E.xchequer :

—" Le gout est lc

genius in the works of this master. The patterns of
, plug adroit de tous les commerces;” which may be

his inlay work were full of fancy and beautiful draw- I rendered thus, “That uo kind of commerce has such
ing

;
aud his gilt metal mountings, though detached skilfuluess in increasing the demand for manufactures

and apiiarcutly unconnected, form a magnificent gad as taste.” The art of marquetry, which had lain

harmonii.us whole. His grand inkstands and iuci-
;
dormant since the Revolution, was revived, and wood-

dental furniture show wonderful taleut in their flowing I carving as applitsi to art manufacture has arrived at

curves and harinouious orujmeiit?. The genius of
' a very high state of perfection.

Boule is best understood in comparing him with bis 1 la speaking of the furniture of various countries
SMCMiors : lOtwilhslandiijg the richness, there is a

|
5i„ee the Eenaissance I have not alluded to om- own ;

much disposition to profurion of orn imciit.

man of great taleut in designing furniture and orna-

ments for iuby work was Berain, who was also

attached to the royal factory.

During the reign of Louis XIV. the arts were much
encourased : his minister, Colbert, saw their impoit-

auce
;

and, though a (.'faancellor of the exchequer, he
was bountiful iu founding sehools for the instruction

of workmen in drawing and knowledge of art, and in

fostering that school ofmanuficluring art, the tapestry

manufacture of the Gobelins : this and the royal

manufai tory of porcrlaiu at Sevres, in executing works
of the highc't artistic perfection, raised up a class of

skilled designers and art workmen, who disseminated

the knowledge they thus acquired iu these royal fac-

tories. Under Louis XV. furniture lost its grandiose
character, and hcrame more remarkable fur prelliuess :

the forms rouuded or curved became more eccentric :

the ortinmcnts assumed the peculiar style called

Rococo, which is founded on a system of reversed
scroll and shell work producing unduhiting forms, not
ungraceful in the hand of a master, but of dangerous
facility of execution, and the ciuse of the common

burr of the tree, or a swelling, generally near the

root. The woods must frequently used for veneering

are, the fine kinds of mahogany, rosewood, satinwood,

birds’-cye maple, walnut, tulip wood, araboyna. The
ground, having been prepared of the required form, is

finished with a toothed plane, on the side to be

veneered
;
and the veencr itself is also planed in the

same way. The wood is first soaked with water, then

the sheet of veneer is well dried, and afterwards both

it and the ground are spread over rapidly with glue,

and the two parts are brought immediately together

:

when joined, it is at once covered with a heated caul,

either of wood or metal, and afterw'ards a number of

screws are applied, so as to press the parts together

in every direction.

Marquetry, or the inlay of various woods, is one of

the most beautiful processes in cabinet work. The
design having been first drawn on paper, aud properly

coloured, is pricked with a fine needle, so that the

outline of the ornament can be pounced on the various

coloured woods proposed to be employed. These out-

lines being carefully marked in, arc cut with a fine

watch-spring saw. In most cases the wood forming the

ground is cut with that of the ornament ; so that a

piece cut out of white wood corresponds exactly in

shape and size with the opening left iu the black

wood, in which it therefore fits, and forms the re-

quired pattern. In those ornaments which are

shaded, the effect is given by dipping them in heated

sand. The various parts being cut out, in the re-

quired tints, are now adjusted according to the design,

and fixed on paper ;
afterwarfs they are applied,

exactly as veneer, to the piece of furniture. Buhl, or

Boule inlay is conducted on the same principles as mar-

quetry, only that the various ornaments in this kind

of iulay are cut out of sheets of metal, tortoiseshell, or

ebony.

I have shown that it was the policy of the French

Government, and is still, to encourage aud develope a

knowledge of art among their manufacturing popula-

tion. And I acknowledge that much has been done

by our own, in the establishment of schools of design

in various towns
;
but it is essential to bring before

the eyes of art-workmen good examples
;

to form
collections of the fine productions of former times;

aud thus not only form schools of art for them alone,

but by them educate the popular taste, and hence

create a demand for what is beautiful. With this

feeling, I can scarcely believe that the Government

have decided not to purchase the Soulages collection.

Think of the musennfs at the Hotel de Cluny and

at the Louvre, at Paris, and compare them with our

own. Compare, also, with our own, the French ex-

ports of fancy goods, dependant upon taste—their

furniture, their bronzes, their paper-hangings, their

printed muslins, their rich silks,—and then acknow-

ledge, that as certainly as "knowledge is power”
taste is commerce,

I will now hazard a few remarks upon the princi-

ples that should guide us iu our designs for furniture.

I will recite, if you will allow me, two sentences out

of the report I was suddenly called i\pon to draw up

on Furniture at our Exhibition of 1851.
“ It is important, both for the strength and good

effect of furniture, that the principles of sound con-

struction be well carried out ; that the construction

be evident,? aud that, if cnrviug or other ornament

be introduced, it should be by decorating that con-

struction itself, not by overloading it aud disguisiog

it. It is not necessary that an object be covered with

,

ornament, or be extravagaot in form, to obtain the

,
clement of beauty : articles of fnrniture are too often

crowded with unnecessary embellishment, which,

besides adding to their cost, interferes with their use,

purpose, aud convenience. The perfection of ait

: manufucture’consists in combining, with the greatest

possible effect, the useful with the pleasing ;
and the

execution of tins can generally be most successfully

carried out by adopting the simplest process.”

Though these words are mine, the principles they

enunciate are from a far higher source, and were pub-

lished as early as 1841, by Augustus Welby Pugin

—

a man now, alas ! lost to us—whose memory I revere,

and whom I look up to as one of the greatest artists

of his age—whose genius had scarcely begun to be

,, .

' .—.-.w ....V .... ..V..VU..V
I

known to the world, when he was struck down. He
S the coDstructive of some of the ornameutitl processes may be of in-! rarely mixed with society, and therefore bis high
jj without curves, tercst. ' att.iinments end great powers of mind were only

sobriety in the omamentatioii ot his vvorlts while, in ^ Eoglimd had not es-hibilcd any peculiar eicel.
Crescent and others ot his imitators, there was too this manufactnre, I thought it better to carry

Another
qjj jjjg explanation of the successive styles through
those countries which particularly influenced them.

^\^li!e the Renaissance supplanted the Gothic in

France, Italy,land Germany, our own country adopted

the Tudor style,* till that was changed into a coarse

kind of Cinque-cento work named the Elizabethan ;

this continued with various modifications till the works
of our celebrated countryman, Inigo Jones, induced a

taste for Italian art. The caiwcd oak furniture of the

time of Elizabeth and James I. is marked by r.ather

exaggerated forms, particularly in the turning, as

instanced in the bed of AVare aud that from Cumner-
place, illustrated in Richardson’s work on “Old
English Mansions:” the tables and buffets, too, where
the turned work is introduced, present the same
features : the friezes and panellings have either scroll

work, or that particular kind of ornament called strap

work : various specimens of furniture of this period

and the next century remain at Penshurst, Knowlc.
Hardwicke Hall, and Holland House. Towards the

time of King William aud Queen Anne, the style

greatly changed, assuming more of a bold Florentine

character, but (he taste seems theo to have declined
ora.mcinl'dl rurnihire of the present iay. A laste for

! (in n,, time ot George III. wbeo I Ihiiik il reachea
i.mr,uclry m wood, seems to have revived, nod to it, point-a compound ot SlrawbciTyhill
such au etlenl was .t used, as somchmes to cover the Gothic and Chinese being considered the most fashiou-
whole of a piece of fnrniture the ehnirs of this tune able style. Mayhew and luce, cabinetmakers, pnh-
were very gmccfnlly foruicd in the s yle called the iu 17.50, n work of spoeimeus io this style;
Cabriole, m ivhioh there is uo fixed form but cou- Chippcudalc, nnotlier manufacturer, aud eu able
tmuous enrved lines As ease and liixiinous eoinfort

, nmu, also publikhed a collection of designs. It was n
were esscutiiil consulcr,.tious the upholsterer s art ot

'

grand step to work away .'rom these false ideas of
slufflng teeamc an important aid in c.irymg out this ornaments, and resume a uiiiet, aiiuple slvle distiu-
desidcratum. Lenuvais tapestry of a very bcailtitiil

'

g„i,hed by good workmanship and pure taste ; thisdesenp lou mlrodiieiug flowers, animals, trophies, or achieved by our cabiuelimlkers cSrly iu Ihis cen.
pastor 1 snbjccls wms also applted to farm nre ' tary. Duriug-the last forty years art ha, grown up

111 the time of Loins XVI. a fresh style of orna- gradually amongst ns, until we perceive the full im-
mentatiou arose, which is now kuowa^ by that poitance of encouraging its growth: above all, coin-
monarch s nnme. It resembles the Renaissance in petition with fureiga countries has taught us to know
Its ornaments, but had nothing of its artistic genius, oar own dcfn-ieucies.
and it iii'ngled delicate foliage, and ribbons, and

,
I will now say a few words respecting the manu-

res with the attnbutes_ of Corydun and PhilHs.
' facture of furniture : it will not bo possible to give a

frmnture of tins p nod is rcmai-k.ilde for the full descriiffion of the various di tails, but an account
elaborate finish of the ornament'' *'•* ‘ .

forms being simple and genenill.

’’I-™” ‘t,

I

koowui to tVelerv wd,o‘ poIscss'edTis iatimaey'or his

•n -L-
,

.
employed be thoroughly seasoned,— far more so than • friendship. For some years previous to his death, I

™inem eahinefIT U''? '
focuiturc, almost had the advilutage of his advice and assistance in the

beoTd fill iui ,v of
'1^“'''’'? 'T "

r
qoolilics of wood beiag too expensive 1 have lately heard it discussed that Gothic fumi-

Se ,v iT? nT-H’
‘

"'"oV'''''
. T "‘“"i ““4 aoeoritiou are not suitable to a nobleman's

sba.lirt* n> tv-
when laid on a wood, of a plainer kiml. The ground house of the present day— that their forms and appli-

roiniirs «.f H.p'’ tmr
^ the natural generally used fur this purpose is Honduras mahogany, ances are incompatible vvith modern tastcsaiid comforts,

trcnielv fiiiP iMi-.iitno.’ r
^ tracer is wood cut iuto sheets, nhout one-sixteenth of But, in my opinion, there is no quality of lightness,

bT thlhI^X«°.i^ I
contrived for that purpose, elegance, richness, or beauty, possessed by any other

with wlih'h Hr> v«,.:
which these veneers are cut sometimes style, which cannot, with equal propriety, be luain-

GoiUliier was ci'teli-'ifp'l f
® fetches an extraordinary price. The orDamental tained in Medimval famishing or decoration; and

b.ated for -he exquis.te taste and
^

knotted-lookmg walnut wood, now so much used, is a with this addition, that I know uo style where the

e only fully
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princi|iles of souod coosirnctiou can be so w ell carried

out.

Keturniug to the imraediate subject of this paper,

let us hope that the priuciples of true taste will guide

us in improving our household furniture: it is as

essential in the 8im[)le as in the more elaborate kinds.

Let us avoid gross, exaggerated carvings.^ which,

applied without meaning, so vulgarize everything they

pretend to decorate. Neither let ns imitate the

Fiench in their exuberance of ornament. Let us feel

that well-considered forms and proportions cost no

more in their manufacture than distortions, and that

utility and constriictiou should be the element of

d«sign. To conclude, in the woids of Pugin, “Let,

tben. ‘ the beautiful and the xeue ’ be our watch-

words for future exertions.”

iRCHITECTUKAL NOTES, PRINCIPALLY
ECCLESIASITCAL— IN HOLLAND, GER-
MANY, AND SWITZERLAND. i

EOTTEBDAM—AMSTtEDAM—THE BHINE.

Two previous papers have already appeared in the

Builder, containing observations by the present writer

on architecture in Central France and in Flanders.

The following paper contains a few similar notes in

the countries more eastward. To begin with Holland.

Generally speaking, the kingdom of the Netherlands

.isuot distinguished for any special beauty or gran-

deur in its architecture. There are, however, some

i peculiarities which may be studied with adi autage,

and others which are interesting from their quaint-

ness, or from their historical associations.

Rotterdam was the first town visited. Its aspect,

like that of most of the Dutch towns, is quaint and

striking at first, from the iuterpermeation of laud

and water
;
the canals and havens, with their broad

quays lined with trees, penetrating the town in every

direction. This quaintness and old-world look is

increased by the houses in a great majority of

instauces presenting their gables to tbe street, many
of tliem with scrolls and pinnacles in the Hemisli

style. After the first coup d'ceil, when the mind

begins to analyse tbe component parts, and descend

Into detail, the first impression becomes considerably

modified.

There is great sameness in the street arcbitecture,

.aud nothing very striking in each of tbe houses

taken singly : the public buildings are in general poor

and meagre.

Brick is the prevailing building material. The

basement story of many of the modern houses is

carried up iu blue limestone of considerable hardness.

The churches of Rotterdam present for the most

part nothing remarkable. The national religion is

Presbyterianism, which has, until recently, affected

the utmost plainness in its ecclesiastical strurturcs.

The church of St. LawTence, formerly the cathe-

dral, is a cross church, a large part apparently of

fourteenth-century architecture, but the details are

miserably mutilated. The east end has a mult-

angular apse. The nave has three aisles, besides

chapels carried out between the buttresses and

groined. The outside walls are briok, with stone

facings and tracery. The piers and arches,

internally, are stone. These are bonnd with

iron ties, the centre piers under the cross being much
out of plumb. The preseut roof of the nave is a

barrel vault formed with wood, having rough logs

for tie beams, with large brackets under. The
|

window tracery is of flowing lines, but thin and

meagre. The south side of the nave is undergoing I

restoi'atiou : the window tracery is being patched up ;

with Roman cement : the choir, internally, is sepa-
|

rated by a fine brass screen : tbe floor of the church

is paved with monumental slabs of a fine dark ba-
I

aallic stone. These have been highly decorated with
|

aimorial bearings, now much mutilated.
jA modern organ, completed iu the year IS-lO,

occupies the west end of the nave. It is a large aud
,

noble instrument. The pipes are left in the natural

colour of the metal, aud highly burnished. The
effect is exceedingly good.

The tower of the church presents some good

features, having bold angle buttresses, with triple

recessed arches in two stages above the roof. Above
this the tower has been modernised. The modern
national churches are plain, even to meanness, aud
offer no architectural features whatever.

There is one church of recent date which possesses

much merit as a hohl and successful attempt to dis-

card conventionalities, and to consider the object of

the structure regardless of traditionary forms. This
is the Reformator Kerke, belonging, I believe, to a

Secession from the Establishment. The body of the

structure is octagonal iu form, probably 80 to 100
feet in diameter, with shafts at each iutern.'il angle,

from which spring ribs meeting at the central poiut.

This portion is unbroken by gnlleries, and is light and
• lofty. From each plane of the octagon a recess is

carried back under a lofty pointed arch. Foiu- of

these recesses arc s.mi-octcgoual, and contain gal-

leries. The other four are rectangular, and shallower,

containing the oigan gallery and entrance vestibules.

'L'be building is capable of containing a very large

congrcgiitiou, all able to see and hear. The architec-

tural effect is simple and grand. Externally, the

building is brick, with stone facings. The style is the

modern German Gothic, the detail of which would

scarcely find favour in the eyes of the Ecclesiological

Society, but which is, nevertheless, capable of very

fine effects.

The other public buildings arc scarcely worthy of

mention. There is an English church in the heavy

style of the liVilliam III. era. The Stadt-haus is

somewhat ambitious, having a liexastyle Ionic portico,

surmounted by a pediment filled by allegorical sculp-

ture of very grotesque design
;
the figures in their

build are thoroughly Dutch.

The next town visited was the Hague, the seat of

the Dulch Government, and the residence of the

monarch. It is a clean-looking, brick-built town,

containing about 60,000 inhabitants.

'The court end of the town contains some fine

streets, bordered with large trees, and lined with

houses of some pretence. TTie royal palace presents

nothing remarkable in its external aspect, being .a

plain Italianised building. Immediately opposite tbe

entrance stands a noble equestrian statue in bronze, of

Wilham, the first stadtholder. Fronting the palace

some new buildings have been erected of brick, form-

ing a covered cloister, with unglazed windows, having

opeu flowing tracery and mullions of brick. Tbe

brickwork iu these is beautifully executed, the curves

easy and flowing, aud the ciispidations sharp and well

marked. The style is German Gothic.

The King’s hbrary, in the Lang Voorhout, is a

noble modern building, iu the Modern Belgian style.

The ecclesiastical arcMtccture is not remarkable. The

principal church is a Mcdifcvol buildiug of brick, with

brick mullions, and a heavy brick tower. St. Jacob’s

Church is a building of the latter end of the seven-

teenth century, in brick, with stone pilasters and

entablature. The plan is somewhat singular being a

rectangular parallelogram, with semi-octagonal pro-

jections on each of the sides. The Klostcr Church is

Modern Gothic, with very large window's, and slender

brick mullions and tracery.

There are some remains of the original castle of the

counts of Holland, from which the town dates its

origin, principaUy consisting of a large Gothic hall,

with a timber roof. The Stadt-house, partly built iu

1565, in a semi-Guthic style, is brick, with stone

dressings. It has a slender tower, with a projecting

galleiy, and is covered with a cupola.

From the Hague we departed for Leyden, famous

for its siege and its univ-ersity. This has all the ap-

pearance of a decayed town. The bustle and noise of

trade are strangers to its quiet streets. The cliok of

the trowel, and the stroke of the mallet, arc seldom

heard. Some of the street architecture is by- no means

despicable. The Broad-street, extending in a gentle

curve through the town, flanked by quaint old build-

ings, reminds the visitor of the High-street of

Oxford. This does not arise, as might be supposed,

from the Collegiate or University buildings. The

Collegiate system does not exist in the continental

universities, andtheUniversiiybuildings are scattered

in various parts of the tow'u, with no architectund

pretensions to boast of. The Stadt-house, built in

1574, is a picturesque building, in the quaint irregu-

lar semi-Gothic style of the period. One or two of

the churches arc worth mention. St. Peter’s is very,

large, and has been very good. The west end is brick,

with stone dressings : the south transept is stone.

St. Paneras is a large cross church, with very long

transepts. These transepts are very fine, with eight-

light end windows, and octagon angle buttress

turrets, breaking into circular above. Over the win-

dows runs an external gallery, the gables recessed

back, with three w'indows to each, and rich tracery

heads. The east end has a multangular apse. There

are remains of a tower at the west end. The church

j

is a noble specimen of late tbirteenth-ccutury work,
' in mixed brick and stone, but the whole is wretchedly

!
dilapidated, and so surrounded with buildings, that it

is scarcely possible to get a good sight of it.

I
From Leyden we proceeded to Amsterdam. This

renowned city has been called the Northern Venice,

I and doubtless the amphibious cbaracter, the thorough

intermixture of land and water, gives to tbe two cities

I something of the same general aspect, but here the

resemblance ends. The Dutch city is of the earth

' earthy : there is no ethereal element out of which the

poetical spark can be kindled. Even the geuius of

! Riiskin would find it difficult to descant with his usual

' fervid eloquence on the few specimens of the beautiful

! to be found amidst the dull mediocrity of its architec-

ture.

I
In Venice, the greater part of the palatial slructures

rise up sheer cut of the water, giving the aspect of

•a city built iu the sea. In Amsterdam the canals

which iuterscct the town in all directions are lined

with quays, giving the idea of ditches cut into the

laud.

The houses usually present their gable cuds to the

street, aud the greater part date from the latter end of

the sixteenth to the beginning of the eighteeuth cen-

tury—the palmy days of Holland. The material is

almost exclusively brick, with dressings of freestuiic,

or, in some cases, oflimcstone. The ariaiigcments

are almost universally the same,-—a cellar for mer-

chaodizc about half out of the ground ;
three stories

of a dwelling-house with three stories of warcrooms

over, crowned with a projecting cathead aud pent-

house,— a very convenient arrangement, doubtless,

when the ship could lie opposite the merchant’s door,

and his spices aud coffees could be warehoused over

his head. Great changes have taken place iu this

respect during the last half-centu-y. Large docks

sui rounded with warehouses have been constructed for

the large ships, and the inner canals are principally

used for the coasting trade.

One building peculiarity in Amsterdam i ni Rot-

terdam strikes au architect as very singular. A laige

number of the buildings oveihang their foundations

—

many as much as a foot or 18 inches
;
not by projec-

tions in stages like the old English timber buildings,

but by a line sloping forwards from tbe ground up-

wai-ds. I was at first inclined to suppose that this

arose from the sinking of the soft substratum on

which the buddings stand, throwing tbe building for-

ward at the top, but subsequent observation convinced

me that they were designedly constructed in this

manner. The object is probably to keep the walls

aud foundations dry, but the appearance is unsightly

and insecure.

Generally speaking, the buildings in Holland are

kept in excellent repair. The scrubbing-brush and

paint are in continual demand to efface the im-rks of

the mellowing hand of time. The rteult is a great

want of the picturesque. ^Veather-staius and moss,

the crumbling edge and ragged sky-line in which

painters delight, are scarcely to be found. Strange

to say, the only exceptions are the old Gothic churches,

which are allowed to fall into a hopeless state of

dilapidatiou and ruin, or are patched up in the roost

unsightly manner, without any regard to their archi-

tectural style.

The Royal Palace, formerly the Stadt-house, is the

finest building in Amsterdam, or probably in Holland.

It was erected about tbe middle of the seventeenth

century, in the classical style, with two orders of

Corinthian aud composite pilasters, raised on a base-

ment, with a central pediment and wings to each

front.

The state apartments are exceedingly fine. A noble

corridor extends round a central court, probably 100

feet sqnore, vaulted and lined with marble, about

25 feet wide, and 30 feet high, rich with sculpture.’*'

The great hall is 120 feet long, 100 feet high, and

60 feet wide, lined with polished marble for a con-

I siderable portion of its height, with Corinthian

I

pilasters and vaulted roof. The walls are adorned

with many fine bas-reliefs.

The buildiug is surmounted by a cupola, surrounded

by a gallery, from which a fine view is obtained of the

surrounding country.

I
Near the palace stands tbe Exchange, built in 1845.

It is a building iu the Grecian style, and possesses

some merit. The centre is formed by a tetrastjle

Ionic portico, dipteral in depth, and deeply recessed

back into the building. Tliis portico forms a propj-lea,

towering above the rest of the building, which is com-

paratively low, with antae at the comers, and doric

entablature.

A new Post-office is in course of erection in the

same neighbourhood, iu the modern Italian style,

huilt of brick, and plastered with Roman cement.

The ancient churches are mutilated, modernised,

and built round in such a manner as to offer no archi-

tectural features. The modern churches are poor,

with wooden steeples, crowned with a kind of dome,

semi-Flemish, semi-Oricntal, iu style.

Ou the whole, the feeliug after viewing the archi-

tecture of Holland for the first time, is one of deep

disappointment. Utility and convenience there may

be, but taste aud design are sadly deficient. This does

not arise solely from want of suitable materials, for

theii' neighbours the Flemings have contrived, with as

great a paucity of materials, to stamp the mark of

picturesque hcauly on the brick buildings of Bruges

aud Ghent. The* genius for architecture, or tbe asso-

ciations of which genius takes hold, ap^rear to have

been wauling in tbe Dutch character.

Pacing through Utrecht and iVrnbem into Rhenish

Prussia and the hanks of the Rhine, we soon arrive

at a school of architecture of a very different cha-

racter.

The little town of Einmericli, where the Dutch-

Rheuiih Railway terminated until within the last few

* This is now Uinded into several separate apartments.
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weeks, presents some features worthy to he men-

tioned.

The town itself presents the aspect of a quiet

English country town of about 5,000 inhabitants. Its

two churches are ancient and rather dilapidated. St.

Aldegund’s has three aisles, and west tower. The

aisles are apsidal at both ends : the chancel is also

apsidal, all covered with groined vaulting, with thin

ribs, and slightly domical. The principal material is

brick, with stone coins and tabling. The windows

have flowing tracery heads of meagre character. The

tower is brick, with stone coins, without buttresses ;

in three stages, the upper octagonal, with a stone

shaft at each angle, and a large blank panel on each

face, in the centre of which a narrow slit is opened

for light. The floor nnder the tower is paved with

incised sepulchral slabs of very ornamental design.

Another, and older church, is situated on the

extreme edge of the Rhine. It appears of early

Romanesque work, with additions and insertions of

fourteenth-century architecture. It has originally been

a cross church without aisles, to which aisles have

been subsequently added. The chancel has an apsidal

end and plain semicircular barrel vault. The transepts

are groined. Recesses are formed in each side-wall of

the chancel, filled in with stall-work of late date, but

well executed. There is some good Renaissance carving
;

in bench-ends and panels. The tower is brick, with
!

slated spire. An open gallery is carried round the

tower with semicircular arches.
!

The village churches from hence up to Diisseldorf

very much resemble each other in style. They arc

usually built of brick in three aisles
;
the east end of

chancel apsidal. The tower at the west end, with

broach spires of timber covered with slate.

Diisseldorf, in its street architecture, presents a

very modern look. Many of its buildings are spacious

and handsome. The streets and squares in the quarter '

near the Hofgarteu, interspersed with trees, have a

very fine effect.

The architecture of the Rhenish churches, from
Cologne up to Spires and Worms, exhibits features of

a very marked character, which have attracted much
attention from architectural antiquaries.

The attentive study of these buildings is calculated

to throw much light on the derivation, the early his-

tory, and the tendencies of iMedieeval architecture.*

That all Mcdimval art has been derived from the
Roman, nearer, or more remotely, is admitted on all

hands, but the particular sources from which each
country derived its typical forms, the channels through
which these influences were brought to hear, and the *

peculiar circumstances which modified them in their

development in each instance, require careful exami-
nation before any general conclusions can be
arrived at.

That there existed at different periods various
schools or centres of Mcdiajval art, the influence of
which stamped their peculiarities on the buildings
within particular countries or districts, is a fact now
well ascertained.

The history of these schools yet remains to be
written. Indeed, it is only within a period compara-
tively recent that materials have existed for this

purpose. The old idea of former writers on the sub-
ject, founded on partial and imperfect data, that any
particular country possessed the perfect type o'f

Mediaeval art,—any departure from which was debase-
raent_ and degradation,—is no longer tenable. The
English, the Flemish, the Norman, the He de France,
the Poitevin, the German, the Italian Tedesco, are all

styles complete and consistent in themselves, as grow-
ing out of actual circumstances aud necessities. This
subject is worthy of more attention than it has yet
received.

The particular district to which our attention is
now directed is a case in point. Its churches of the
eleventh aud twelfth centuries hear a striking resem-
blance to each other in general character and style,
mth peculiarities which are found nowhere else, except
in a few isolated instances where Rhenish influence
has been brought to bear.

The church of the Holy Apostles, at Cologne,
approaches probably as near the typical form as any
which could be cited. It consists of a rectangular
nave with side aisles. The east end terminates in a
Latin cross, each arm of which has a semicircular apsis
covered by^ a semidome. Above the intersection of
the cross rises an octagonal cupola, carried ou pen-
deutiyes. On each side of the choir, at the re-
entering angle, a slender circular tower is carried up,
breaking into an octagon above. At the west end
a square tower rises in a similar style of design.
There are square transepts at the west end of the nave,
but these are evidently of later eonstructiou, and may
be fairly ascribed to the thirteenth century. This
church has suffered by fire at different perfods, and
has undergone some mutilations and insertions; but

ti, 1 ,
^otes on German Church

w- k! “ History of ArchitectnHave bestowed considerable attention on this subject

there is no difficulty in determining the general scope

of its architecture. The details of the original work

in the piers, arches, vaulting, strings, tabling, See. do

not differ materially in principle from the French

Romanesque, or the English Norman of similar date,

except that they approach nearer the classical forms,

and are much less rude than our early specimens.

There is also in the Rhenish churches much less dis-

play of the varieties of the chevron, billet nail, head

—

and other grotesque mouldings and enrichments. A
very prominent peculiarity in most of these churches

is the open arcaded galleries, with columns and semi-

circular arches extending round the buildings exter-

nally, immediately under the eaves. The termination

of the towers generally has a gable on each face, sur-

mounted by a low slated spire.

This style of building, by Hope and other authors,

has been designated the Lombard, from an idea that

the revival of ecclesiastical architecture at the com-

mencement of the eleventh century first took place on

the plains of Lombardy, and that the style was carried

by the incorporations of Freemasons originated there,

into the countries lying to the north. That a great

improvement in church architecture took place at the

beginning of the eleventh century is unquestionable
;

that its progress was from south-east to north-west,

and that in passing through Lombardy some influence

was exercised over its develo])ment is a fair inference

from the comparison of existing specimens
;
but that

the style either originated in Lombardy, or that its

fiuest specimens are to be found there is a conclusion

which we cannot think at all warranted by the exist-

ing state of our information on the subject.

Down to the reign of Charlemagne, in the eighth

century, the churches in the west of Europe had
been rude copies of the classical remains left amongst
the ruins of the Roman Empire. The west front of

the abbey of Lorsch, and the building called the Bap-
tistery of St. John, at Poitiers, are good specimens
of this style. It is to the Emperor Charlemagne,
and to his intercourse with the East, that we owe the

introduction of the first genns of Eastern art, which,
modified by the peculiar genius of the West, was in

after ages to bear such abundant fruit.* The cathe-

dral of Aix-la-Chapelle, built by Charlemagne, was an
imitation of the church of the Holy Sepulchre, at

Jerusalem
;
and there can be no doubt that many

other buildings in the Rhenish provinces, since de-
stroyed, were constructed under Eastern influences.

Charlemagne, however, was before his age, and in the
long period of confusion which followed his death,
architecture, as well as other arts, well-nigh perished
from the earth. In the mean time, similar influences
had been at work in other quarters. Venice had been
silently growing up to be the mistress of the Adriatic.

The riches of the East poured into her harbours,
found their way across the plains of Lombardy, over
the passes of the Alps, and down the course of the
Rhine into western Europe, and along with commerce,
there is sufficient evidence that science and art walked
hand in hand. It is a singular fact, account for it

how we may, that the Byzantiue influence upon the
architecture of western Europe did not develope itself

in the same form in the different countries to which
it extended. In one it principally affected the general
plan and arrangement

;
in another the domical forms

of the vaulting; in a third, the polycliromic and rich
character of the ornamentation; in a fourth, the
sculptures and enrichments of the mouldings.

"There exist,” says M. Viollet le Due, in his
" Dictionnaire Raisonnee,” “in the East, three plans,
which have been applied as types to churches : the
most ancient is the circular, of which the Holy
Sepulchre at Jerusalem is one of the best known
models. The second type is one derived from the
ancient basilica, but with the transepts terminated by
semicircular apses, such as the Church of the Convent
of the Nativity, at Bethlehem. The third, which is

the only originally Byzantine plan, is composed of a
central cupola, carried on pendentives, with openings
to the four cardinal points, and one or three apses to
the east end, lateral galleries over the side aisles, and
a narthei or open loggia at the west end.”
The church of St. Mark, at Venice, is constructed

on the type of St. Sophia, having both central and .

lateral domes on pendentives, as well as the side-
galleries and the narthex. The present huUding was
commenced in the year 976, after the destruction of
an older one probably after the same type. As we
proceed westward, we find the tj'pes of plan alluded

1

to above mixed and combined. The church of San
'

Michele, in Pavia, built not later than the eighth cen -

1

tury, has the form of a Latin cross with apsidal east
end, vaulted galleries over the side aisles and central

'

octagonal cupola carried on pendentives. Many of
the detmls of this building show the germs of the
peculiarities afterwards carried to such an extent on
the borders of the Rhine. The slender tower at the
angle of the choir and transept, the double tier of

• See yioUet le Due. “ Dictioanaire EaiBonnfie."
Vol. I. p. 120.

arcades round the drum of the cupola, the open gal-

lery running up the gable of the west front, are

identical in principle with those described in the

Church of the Apostles. San Ciriaco at Ancona aud
the Duomo at Pisa, both built in the eleventh century,

exhibit some of the same features.

If we now turn to the Rhenish churches, and oom-
pare them with the specimens just alluded to, we find

the plan of the Holy Apostles Chui'ch very nearly

identical with the church at Bethlehem, except that

the latter has four rows of piers, and the former only

two.

The central cupola with its pendentives re-apptars,

and the arcades, the slender towers, the galleries, and
other minor features only sketched out, as it wert, in

the Italian buildings, here receive their full deve.op-

ment. It is interesting thus to trace out to tleir

sources and to ascertain the analogies of buildiigs

separated by mountain ranges, difference of languaze,

manners, and customs; aud until this is thorouglly

explored, the true progress of architecture will never

be satisfactorily understood.* J. A. Picton.

ARTISTS AND AMATEURS’
CONVERSAZIONE.

It is some time since we attended one of tbe©^

agreeable reunions, and it was a pleasant surprise, o>

the 2Ed instant, to find that they arc now held in tb-

iipper room at Willis’s, the cheerful aspect of whirl,

the ample space, and the good lighting, add mati-

rially to the comfort and satisfaction of the visitor:.

The committee for that evening deserve great praise

both for the agreeable company invited, and for tb^

interesting display of works of art collected. Lesi

crowded and belter known to cacb other than in somt
cases, the visitors chatted in lively groups, rendering

the evening a true conversazione. Amongst the

works exhibited were some interesting portfolios of

drawings and sketches by Richardson, Harttman, and.

Colliugwood Smith
;
a pleasing picture by a German

artist, an Italian mother depositing her child at the

door of a convent, (he property of Mr. Walter Fawcett;

the original sketch of Collins’s " Cut Finger
;

” Mrs.
Garrick before her marriage, by Hogarth,—piquant

in the extreme; "Roma,” by Harttman, very poetic

and suggestive, but, nevertheless, open to criticism ;

a nice, breezy, sea-piece, by E. W. Cooke; a scene

from "Macbeth,” by Caltermole, very vigorous ami
effective; Millais’s cartoon for his picture of "The
Rescue

;

” and many others. Mr. Herbert Watkiun
exhibited some admirable photographs of Balfe, the
composer, and Robson, the actor, in several of his-

parts.

The last of these very pleasant meetings for the

season will be held on the 7th of May.

THE DESIGNS EOR THE NEW PUBLIC
OEEICES.

The arrangement of the designs is being pr»-
ceeded -with. The exact number of packages
received^ (some of which contain more than one
design) is 218,—of which 18S were delivered
up to the 20th ult.

; and 30 (from abroad) irp

to the 4th instant.

THE NEW PARTS OF THE LOUVRE^
PARIS.

In our fourteenth volume, amongst other
illustrations of Paris, a general view is given, at

p. 275, of the additions to the Palace of the
Louvre, made by direction of the present
Emperor, from the designs of the late illustrious

Visconti. The accompanying engraving, taken
from a photograph of wonderful beauty, repre-

sents more at large the front of the centre
Pavilion, next the Place Louis Napoleon, as
the space enclosed by the two new wings is

called, together with a small portion of tbe
arcade, surmounted by statues, on each side of

it.f The statue on the left side, by the way,
represents Montesquieu; that on the right,

Mathieu Mole. The design of the Pavilion is

founded on that of the Pavilion in the
Renaissance Court, built during the reign of
Louis XIV.| and displays an amount of scirlp-

ture of which we have no correspondiug ex-
ample. The caryatides, and the details of the
windows which occur between them; are ex-
quisitely modelled.

• To be contioued.

t A bird's-eye view of the Louvre and TuHteries united,
wiU be found m vol. lii. (p. 131), with a historrofthe

(pp. 129 and 137). A plan is givea in voLx.

} See vol. xiv. p. 7, for view of that Court.
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"PAVILLON RICHELIEU,” PALACE OF THE LOUVRE. PARIS. .L. Viscosii, Architect.
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THE LATE W. H. PLAYEAIR,
|

biite, and this is finished by a handsome gateway at

APPHTTECT each end.

p ii T • 1 Avnlii I

The monument to Dagald Stewart is erected on the

At the last mceUng of the Liverpool Arclii-
jj.,,. i„„„„ed from

tectural Society, Mr. tTames M. Hay alluded to

the recent death of William Henry Playfair,

the able and distinguished architect, of Edin-

burgh, and after reading a notice of that gen-

tleman from the Daily Scotsman of the 20th of

March, he exhibited and described some of Play-

fair’s designs, and continued with the following

remarks;

—

Playfair completed his studies at a time when Greek

and Roman Architecture were considered the only

styles worthy of imitation, and it is Burprisiug that

he should have succeeded at all in Gothic architecture,

the revival of which has been so recent an occurrence.

Great is the advantage of the architectoral student

in the present day, when every style of art,

ancient and modern, is illustrated, examined,

sifted, and analyzed, and we have every reason to

believe that a greater advance will he made within

the next fifty years than at any past period. Bnt

every architect shows a preference to one style

though educated in several, and Playfair’s forte was

decidedly the Greek style. There is a freshness and

vigour in these compositions, combined with so much

elegance and delicacy of finish in every detail that you

recognise at once the work of a master who has

worked out his subject with love and enthusiasm.

St. Stephen’s Church, Edlnborgb, forming the termi-

nation to St. Vincent-street, is a anccessful work of

his. It is hexagon on plan, viith a tower to one of

the sides or front: the two eaiposed flanks of this

building exhibit great power mid beauty, and indicate

as fine a feeling for Greek art as anything I have

seen; the upper part of the tower partakes, perhaps,

unneoessarily of the Gothic, bnt the whole design is

bold and original.

The Royal Institution is after the Greek Doric, bat

is a snfficieut departure from the temple form to

stamp it as an original work. An octaatyle portico

terminatea each eifremity of the btdlding, and each

flank ifi broken by projections surmounted by sphinxes.

The roof of the colonnade abuts against the cclla

whicdi rifles up tirrough ihe roof, as it were, to receive

it, making this part of the design exceedingly beau-

tiful. This, in my opinion, is the finest of all Play-

fair’s flesignB, and » a noble boilding, notwithstand-

ing the lowness of "the site, which much impairs its

majesty of effect.

The TJationol Gallery is vaiy inferior to the Royal

Institution, and although Pl^fair’fl latest work, will

not bear the same inspection,

Donaldson’s Hospital was "tiie result of a competi-

tion Utnited to Gillespie Graham, David Hamilton, of

Glasgow, and Playfair, all three able and eminent

men, and the latter gentleman was -commissioned to

carry his fleogn into esecutien. Althongh in a style

foreign to Ins predilection, he has acquitted himself

with great abihly. The style is late Tudor, with a

certain infofiion of Elizabethan, and his fine classic

tastem indicated in every detail and moulding, which

are not merely borrowed from precedent, but are

drawn oat afresh according to his own standiird

of purity and beauty. I may here observe, that

there is, perhaps, no style more capable of being

improved in elegance of detail, and in general eba-

the monument of Lysicrates, it is quite original in its

treatment, not to mention nil the minor differences.

The columns are nine in munher, and stand free,

there being no cella or inner chamber, ns in the

Athenian example. The stylobate is circular, while

that of Athens is square.

There are other buildings in and around Edinburgh

from the classic pencil of Playfair, and if they are

not so numerous as those of some of his compeers,

they are sufficient to stamp his reputation p a great

and distinguished architect. One picture is enough

to prove a great painter, one poem a poet. What is

desired is quality, not quantity, and in the works of

Playfair we find genuine and sterling merit.

'‘slightly noisy” in effect, but still ouly neutrally

offensive; but the carpet and the curtains recom-

mended are “thrilling;” and all these things, with

pendant fringes from the cornices, — these latter

rococo in its last stage—like gilded ropes of onions,

are ordered home ;
and when “ miladi’s ” lord returns

one evening, he is bid to wipe his shoes, and all the

glories of the renovated room burst on his gaze at

Of course, at first he shudders, as is natural

;

but becoming callous with familiarity, he thinks his

wife a woman of great taste, and writes a cheque.

Now, why should we become the scapegoats of all

this ? Because, forsooth 1 people persist in ignoring

the existence of competent professional men, it goes

forth to the world that decorators arc the enemies of

good taste. A Decohatoe.

INFLITENCE OF FASHION ON TASTE.

Youe correspondent, Mir. Lockwootl, under the above

heading (p.l64) treats ns to a dissertation npon matters

of taste as applied to the finishing and furnishing of 7
- ---

. ,

m ge„'Ll, wherein, nrnch that i, t™e, P-

COMPETITIONS.

Sori/i Shields Mecluinics' Institution.—From the

several designs sent in, the committee have selected

one by Mr. John Johnstone, the architect for the

Exchange hiiildings, St. Nicholas’-sqnnre, Newcastle.

IT'orcesier "When we last beard, the

ust mucu uiai is iiuf, o- R • j

there ie mingled much thrt is »m-c»slie.-mnch thst
!

ground hnd not been e^mined The reason assigned

is positively unjust. He has painted a fearfully real
;

for the delay is the city election, which has put aU

picture of the horrors and incongruities that certainly public businras out of joint.

Uist in too many of our modem mansions; and, Bowden Church.-

k

comspondent^ asserts his

doubtless many articles of so-called oruament would
,

belief that the appoiutmeut of architect lu this matter

be belter placed, and give more joy to the beholder,
' has been settled some tune, and is at a loss to con-

presumms him to haoe a heMhy perception of what
\

ceive what can be the motive in advertising

I ornament, it used to illustrate some of our Jopular
1

Cardiff Cemetery first premium o 201 for

professors' lectures on eombustiou, in lien of being
;

the plans of the chapels and laying out of the pio-

allowed to usurp the place of honour in our house- pMed eometery has_^beeu

bolds, and drive taste from out the drawing-room to

consort only with the gardener out of doors. That

this state of things exists, no one has a better know-

ledge than myself, and no one feels more pain in the

possession of it
;
but it being conceded that a lament-

able want of taste exists, the question is, bow is that

evil to he met ;
and to whom are we to look for an

improvement? Mr. Lockwood considers, by arming

architects with full powers, and allowing the sole and

'Phomas, architect, Newport, Monmouthshire, who

will carry out the design. The Burial Board propose

to purchase thirty acres, and the works, it is supposed,

will cost about 7,0007.

THREATENED DESTRUCTION OF DOVER
CASTLE CHURCH.

I AM greatly surprised to see an article in your

last publication which conveys the impression to anti-
entire .upenuBion to them of ei'crylhing ‘bat the

,

hand. Alas I until the architects show,
:

5“™ ' TF 1* 1. the inlentinn ofremedy IS at hand. Alas I until the srehiteets snow
: P

destroyed. If it is not the intention of
by a greater preponderanee of good works over bad

Department to disturb the rains, is it not
than at present eiists among their works, that we

, jhe Seeretary of State for
may do so w

[
aafety, I a"; h'niri we should be «

asked for fenders for pulling down
scarcely benefitted. And with a house so dmaed i

. nn +Lp
against itself as the profession of architecture,—one

|

^ ® ® ^
| s TndppJ -miinv have bnt

• *v j *• (*1, r-i • *. 1..^ site of the present edmeer indeed, many nave oat
urging the adoption of the Classic, anothff hJedimvaJ, I

of what it would costj -.L- 3 1 u-i-i. f '
a- 1 + 1 ’ iust finished their calculations of what it would cost

and a third he desirability of an entirely new s jk, J
materialso

each to the total exebmon ofall others -VOo pnbhe . T
a foundation for the proposed erection,

or patron, does not know on whom to throw himself
,

to Lw h . errinv tnoF.ten. v.ii.led rivhtlv in fiimiah- ^ vcry short time ago the authonties were visited
to have his erring footsteps guided rightly iu furnish-

ing his house.

It seems to me exceedingly unjust to throw the

blame entirely on the decorator and upholsterer. Tbey

have in too many instances, like the architects, no

voice in the matter, but are compelled, nolens voletu.

with some qualms of conscience, because they had

committed the gross sacrilege of making the interior

of the church serve as a coal-store, and orders were

given to diacontinuc the practice
;
but they seem now

to have so far recovered themselves as to have come

. , .
. *u ’i, j f I

to the determination to demolish the sacred edifice
to become passive instruments in the hands of their

|
CO necome passive msrrumems in xne nanus m

^^er, and place tie venerable luatorials-whioh.
employers, disgusted ofteutimos mththeimpropruties

,

S . 1
- -

oisguswa orteuumes «iu ine impropruuiLs
,

=

they are eompdled to
' underKronnd, to form the fomiaation of a sohool for

fore, the patron’s peculiar fancies must be bowed to,

or the shop closed. The disrepute that decorators

^
have fallen into, amongst writers upon art generally,

racter than the Elizahithan, and that there is none ' arises not from their own deserts, hut from that love

equal to the study of the Greek style, for imparting
j

of meretricious adoromeut that unfortunatily pervades

the qualification for doing so. The IVee Cluiri-h
|

society to such an extent ;
for were a decorator

College was offered for public conrpetition
;
the first

,

worthy of the name called iu (and there is no lack of

iiivj' ttii; LUiupciicu lu kiuiuum ;
uuit lohca quli ud-ia-d i 11'

must he paid, and large eslablishments kept np; ‘here-

near the site of the present bnilding as exactly upon it.

Vl^TO.

DISCOUNTS TO ARCHITECTS.

Inclosed herewith is a circular from on iron-

... i - - i .
I

. monger of extensive business, headed “Circular for

and eecond premiums were awarded by the committee, them) and allowed to nsc bis skill, unshackled by Architects only,” and offering them 10 per cent, dis-

assisted in their selection by Sir Charles Barry, and “miladi,” we should have none of those incongruous ' count on the prices of the articles. I think it would

the work ultimately given to Mr. Playfair, who was ' elemciits complained o^ None possess a more refined have been more appropriately called a “ Circular for

not a competitor. As a design, this building is com-
|

feeling for colour, or are accustomed to act with • Thieves ouly.” Surely the tradesman who issued it

pletely marred by the character of the four towers, greortex reference to the toxit ensemble, than the
: jg ignorant of the olfligations of architects

;
or is it

GothM ias been defined as the vertical stile, and decorator-proper; effect is his grand object. Unfor-
'
that his priocipal customers are some low class in our

Greei as the horizontal one; but it would be absurd ' tnnately, in far too many instances, the method of profession which systematically defrauds an employer

to conclude that every vertical line in the one, and ' procedure is as follows :—When “miladi’s” drawing- by certifying for the payment of upwards of 11 pa’

hoiTJODtal in the other, ought to be dispensed with
;

' room requires refurbishing, she sends for the jdumber cent, extra upon the rei value of works, in order to

but Bertainly Mr. Playfair must have had some and glazier, who reinstates the square of glaa the chii- enable the tradesman to pay 10 per ceut. to him, the

sichidea, when he designed the towers in qiics- dren's ball has broken, or plasters up the water-pipe,
' very person on whom reliance is placed for seeing

tion, for there is not a single string or horizontal ruptured by last uighfe frost, with alacrity ;—a very -tb^t only fair prices we paid?
moeddfing nf any description, from the base to worthy man, no doubt, and quite an orade of toste

; Jt is right in the face of this imposture that the

the parapot Every Gothic architect is aware of amongst those worthies whom he regularly meets at
'

public should know that every Fellow of the Institute

the sesthetic ralue of I4ie string moulds, iu binding evensong
;
but one who knows no more of the harmony i of Architects has subscribed a pledge, “that he will

the edifice together, in indicating and contrasting the of colours, and has no more idea of the difference
j

not receive any pecuniary consideration ry emcduineat

heights of the various stories, and, iu fact, imparting ' of treatment required, in a room at Haddou Hall from aoy builder or other tradesman who8f''.xQrks he

more of the nspiriug or vertical principle, than the ' and ouo iu Compo-place, than an Esquimaux.
'
may be engaged to superintend,” and I believe Lhat^

design could have without them. The other portions
,

This “ plain good inau ” dubs himself decorator, this is generally recognised as a principle by respect-

•of the college are good, the entrance, and especially ' and in that character “miladi” sends for him. He ' able architects. F. I. B. A.

the quadinngle, is very fine, bnt the design o[ the ' forthivilh produecs papers that make the behoider
j

, , received niue other letters enclosing-,
whole is generally considered a failure; and this wmk, and “ miladi " Ihmks thein neat ;

rcconimends
, „-ith similar comments,

arises, in my opinion, from the faulty character of graining for the woodwoik, and that the moiudmgs -

the towers, in outline, as well as gencred treatment. should be gilt,—templiup, of course, his victim with

The Sorgeons’ Hall, in Nioholson-street, is auoiher
,

the most expensive first. The work is done; and I Institution of Civil Engineers.—

T

he discus-

of Playfair’s designs, and is very justly admired
;

it , then “ miladi ” goes to an upholsterer. He, having a ' sion on Mr. Armstrong’s Paper “ On High-speed

consists of an octastyle Ionic portico, projecting from wife and family to keep, must make a bill : chairs, Steam Navigation, and on the Relative Efficiency of

a main building of small extent on each side; the Vouches, and other requisites which remind of Luuis
;

the Screw-propeller and Paddle-wheel,” has occupied

front columns of the portico rest upon a high stylo-
I

Qnatorze, hut are not, arc exhibited: they are three eveuiugs, aud was closed ou the Slst ult.
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METROPOLITAN DISTRICT SURVEYORS' FEES.

The first ftuniial report by tbe superinlcndiug architeot to the Metropolitan Board of Worica, on the

cxamioatiun of the monthly returns of district surveyors, enables us to give the following ;

—

list of the Gross Totals of Tees received by the Surveyors of the several DistHcts U7ider the

Metropolis Building Jet, arranged according to Value.

£g

Futooy and Roehampton (9 monthe)
Penpo (9 months)
Tower Liberty
Rotherhithe and Hatcham
Stoke Newington
St. Paul, CoTent-garden, &c
St. George-m>tbe-£ast
Streatham
Holborn, &c
St. James, Westminster
Plumstead and Eltbam (9 months)
3t. Giles and St. George, Bloomsbury ....

Saffron-bill, &o
Olapbam and South Battersea
Charlton, Lee, andKidbrook.....
VVTiitecbapel

Spitalfletds

St. jHartin-in-tbc-Ficlds and Soho
Limobouse, &c
AVoolwicb
Northern Dirision of City
Betbnal-groen
St. Margaret and St. John, Westminster ..

fiammersmitli
Chelsea
Newington,
Fulham
Greenwich
North, Saint Marylebone
Wandsworth and Tooting
St. Luke, Old-street,

Eastern Division of City
Sooth Kensington
Southern Division of City
Western Division of City
East Isbngton
South, Saint Marylebone
Mile-end Old Town
Southwark, &o
Clerkenwell
Lambeth (South Division), &c
Camberwell
Lewisham, D. 8 f£S9!

Int. D,S (.
3.

Bromley
Bermondsey, &c
North Kensington
Hampstead
Deptford
West Islington
Paddington
Hackney
St. George, Hanover-sqnare
South Islington
Shoreditch and Folgate
Bow and Poplar
St. Pancras

0
;0/

Gross Fees
Received.

Office

Expenses.
Net Revenue.

£. s . d. £ 8 . d. £ B. d.

27 { 6 25 C 0 2 i G
ol 5 6 17 7 4 33 Ifi 2
47 6 21 1 0+ 26 4 6
75 17 46 0 29 17 8
83 3 20 2 62 1 3
105 3 70 0 0* 35 a 0
109 10 0 40 0 69 10 0
122 10 17 10 105 0 0
132 9 0 35 0 0* 97 9 0
143 2 9 81 0 0* 79 2 9
187 18 6 84 0 0 103 18 6
189 2 9 27 0 0 162 2 9
189 15 8 82 10 0* 167 6 8
139 16 9 45 0 0 144 16 9
189 19 0 37 0 0 152 19 9
193 6 6 S3 12 0 159 13 6
202 6 8 14 10 0* 187 16 8
232 3 9 None. 232 3 9
241 11 9 67 0 0 187 H 9
253 18 0 109 5 5 141 10 7
26-1 19 3 115 0 0 1-49 18 3

266 14 3 80 10 0 186 4 3

276 2 9 50 0 0* 226 2 9
283 6 6 142 3 0 141 3 6
284 18 0 83 0 0 196 18 0
295 8 0 No return.! 295 8 0
295 S 0 17 10 0» 278 18 0
302 13 6 133 0 0 169 13 6
308 12 0 114 12 0» 191 0 0
-310 7 3 64 2 2* 2-46 6 1
313 19 6 60 0 0 253 19 0
317 19 9 90 0 0* 227 10 9
321 8 3 115 10 8* 206 17 7
823 14 3 No return. 323 14 3
SS4 0 3 176 10 0 207 10 3
3S6 1 9 157 0 0* 229 1 9
387 17 6 140 0 0* 2-17 17 6
392 14 6 90 0 0» 302 14 6
399 19 3 63 0 0* 344 10 3
410 17 6 43 0 0 362 17 6
413 9 .1 113 0 0* 300 9 .1

414 6 0 109 10 0 244 16 0

435 12 0 165 0 0 270 12 0

436 14 3 152 9 o* 28-4 4 0
4S5 19 9 96 1 9* 389 18 0
492 3 3 146 11 4 345 11 11
501 8 0 149 12 0 354 16 0
571 1 6 100 15 0 470 6 6
590 11 3 70 1 8 620 9 7
707 19 6 160 0 0* 647 19 6
709 14 0 273 0 0 436 14 9
726 9 3 250 0 0* 476 9 3
727 9 9 196 11 0 630 18 9 ^

917 9 9 172 10 0* 744 19 9
956 13 6 125 0 0" 831 13 6

1,317 17 9 None. 1,317 17

19,904 14 11 4,872 17 8 16,031 17 3

Expenses marked thus * include house taxes. In other cases these excluded, as not being definitely returned,
t No rent. J Mr. Porter died in August.

TTHE EXHIBITION OF NEW INVENTIONS
AT THE SOCIETY OF ARTS.

' The uiuth exhibitioo of iuveulions at the Society

jf Arts, Adelplii, has now assumed something like its

amatured form, though some rather promineut articles

tn the catalogue have not even yet made their appear-

Mttce. Mauy of those to which we will refer, as well

03 of the others, are recently patented.

1 The first series, in the catalogued order, are " En-
igineering and Mechanical Appliances,*' amongst the

1116 separate articles of which we note {No. 7), an

lUntomatic scavenger for scouring steam-boilers of

icncrustalion, scale, or mud deposit, and consisting of

enetallic articles in varied geometrical forms like

onodels of crystals, which move about iu the water,

land scrape and stir the nascent deposit
; (33) a

iilouble-acting centrifugal pomp
j (43) a railway

isjostman, very like an old invention for slipping

liffand on mail bags as the mail train passes the post-

irtations
; (48) flush rails for streets

; (49) hollow-

cooed demisemicyliudrical rails, also for streets; (71)
rslrawings of Bashford’s gas-making apparatus for

liloing away with all nuisance in gas manufacture,
idnd (72) his Pavilion gas-works for parks and plca-

iraire-grouuds
; (81) a band saw without joint, for

ilnitting curves and bends heretofore cut by hand

;

1484) the timber-bending machine; (88) a self-acting

swaversing drilling machine
; (89) the litholemer, or

eateam stone-cutting machine
; (91) drawings of Clay-

iQ on’s brickmakiiig machine; (92) Stocqneler’s cleva-
r.or and observatory; and (93) Howard’s apparatus
rbr making moulds for castings.

I In the next series, "Philosophical and Educational
plipparatus,” we observe (122) Elliot’s planimeter, a
itieat little instrnmeut for calculating the areas of
aolaus, &c.; and (128-133) Rigg’s educational models
af movements in pumps, engines, mortising machines,
ebeks, &c.

I The nc.vt in order are the " Building Contrivances
idnd Hardware.” The fii’stof these is

—

li No. 146. A specimen of wood paving for floors of

i

school-rooms or workshops, consisting of wooden
bricks laid on asphalte

;
Holmes, Derby, exhibitor.

No. 147 is a specimen of wood inlaying, composed
of sixty-seven different woods ; Rea, exhibitor.

No. 148. A specimen of the solid Swiss parque-
terie; Arrowsmith, exhibiter.

No. 149. Specimens of parquet floors and borders,

parquetetto panels, and wooden tiles, exhibited by the

London Parquetry Company.
No. 150. A specimen of ornamental veneer floor-

ing for sides of rooms, window recesses, hulls, &c.

;

Sikes, exhibiter.

No. 151. Roberts’s encaustic tiles for flooring,

glazed, to prevent tear and wear and to keep dry and
clean, and indented to prevent the feet from slipping

on them. Glazing must "tend to show out and pre-

serve the colours of encaustic tiles. Iu these speci-

'

mens, however, the glazing is imequal, some looking :

highly varnished, and the glazing on others being
scarcely visible.

No. 152. Corrugated papier mache' fur lining port-

able houses, and for partitions, panelling, and orna-

mental purposes.

No. 153. Ransome's silicious stone, and 154, a

process of preserving stone : these are interesting

specimens.

No. 155. Page’s pellucid chromatic embossed glass.

No. 156, Imitation of stained glass, consisting of

sheets of gelatine, painted and inserted between two
sheets of glass

;
Myers, exhibiler : a good subject for

ladies to amuse themselves with.

No. 157. Enamelled wrought and cast iron, from
the Patent Glass Enamel Company, Binniugham.
Besides various household utensils, including un-
breakable crockery, and uotaintable saucepans, we
have here specimens of enamelled iron pipes, which
look promising for so great a desideratum and sub-

stitute for lead. The enamel does not look just so

nicely laid on inside the pipes, however, where it is

of most importance, as on the outside
;

still the iron

seems to be effectively covered.

No. 158. Specimens of the patented process for

coating iron with copper and brass; Tytherlcigh

exhibiter. Here are brass nails made of iron, and
sheets of iron tinned with brass. This is another

mode of guarding iron articles from corrosion : the

lacquering seems to be complete, and the articles have

all the appearance of brass.

No. 162 is an attractive looking show specimen of

Parnell’s new patent "universal lock,” of which we
have already expressed a favoui'ablc opinion : as an
exhibition article, this is one of the most noticeable in

the room.

These arc the chief objects of interest to our readers

in this exhibition, although there are many others of

a miscellaneous order to which we might have referred,

did our limits permit. It will be seen that there is

not a very numerous list of building trade inventions

this year, and that, in fact, most of those noted have

already been described in our columns, as have others

connected with sanitary science and ventilation,

engineering, gas, mechanics, &g. to which therefore

we need not here make any further or more special

reference.

EXPERIMENTS ON DANTZIC TIMBER.
Referring to the account of experiments on the

elasticity of timber, by Mr. H. II. Abraham, at page

25 of the current volume of the Builder, wherein,

after giving the particulars of the deflexions produced

by different weights on a beam supported at both

ends, and loaded uniformly throughout its length, he

states, that "'4750 13 the multiplier for elasticity;”

probably many of your readers may have been puzzled

to know how this result has been arrived at : perhaps

Mr. Abrabam would not object to add to the value of

the experiments, by stating what formula he adopts

to obtain his constant.

Tredgold’s general formula for a beam, supported at

constant number, when B = the breadth, and D =
the depth, both in inches ; L = the length of bearing

in feet, W = the weight in pounds, and d = the

deflexion iu inches, for the material ascertained by

experiment.

In computing the constants given in his own tables

of experiments, Tredgold takes forty times the result

40B.D.3ar
of the above formula, thus - — =(i.

But where the weight is uniformly diffused ove^^

the length of the beam, as in the experiments alluded

to, he shows that the deflexion produced is, to the

deflexion resulting from the same wei.ht collected in

the middle, as 5 is to 8, or, as '625 is to 1 ; there-

fore, to obtain the value of a, for a beam uniformly

, , , , , , ,
iOB.B.^d.

loaded, the formula becomes t
''

i a.’

L.** 625 >V.

Applying this formula to Mr. Abraham’s experi-

ments ;

—

When W = 8 tons and d =s 2 65 then a = -0188

„ W = 10 tons „ d = 3'50 „ a = -0198

„ W = 14 tuns „ d ^ 4'25 „ a = *0172

„ W = 16 tons „ d = 4-80 „ a = '0181

4 0739

Average value of a = '0185

If the theory from which the formula is deduced

were absolutely correct, and the several weights and
deflexions accurately noted, of course the value of a
would he the same in each case : as it is, it appears

that with 10 tons the deflexion was greatest in pro-

portion to the weight, and that it was least in pro-

portion w'hen the beam was loaded with 14 tons.

It will be observed that the value of a here given

is very different to the multiplier obtained by Mr.
Abraham. E. S.

IRON AND STEEL M.\NUFACTURE.
Mr. Bessemer seems resolved to make tbe best

possible use of his process for keeping iron melted

without fuel. He last month filed specifications of

other two new patents for further improvements. He
states that by the ordinary puddling process of re-

verberating flame and gaseous matter from mineral

coni on to the molten or semi-molten metal, the iron

is injured, at great cost
;
and the object of his first

patent is to sustain, without ordinary fuel, the heat

requisite during a process producing the effect of

puddling, or during puddling itself, by forcing into

and amongst the iron particles, through jet pipes of

fireclay, or iron, jets of air, or other gaseous or

gaseous with pulverulent matter, containing sufiheient

oxygen to keep up the heat of the metal, so as to

admit of the puddling or other processes producing

the same effect. The second patent claims the

obtainment of crude or gray pig-ii'on, hard white

iron, or steel, and malleable iron, direct from carbo-

naceous iron ores, or from any mixtures of carbona-

ceous ores with oxides or other ores of ii'on, by the
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application thereto of a blast of hot or cold air,_ or

steam, or of any other gaseous matter containing

oxygen or hydrogen, and without requiring any fuel

except such as is evolved from the said ores of iron,

and from the gaseous matters forced in.

It is rather a curious circumstance in reference to

the essential principle of all Mr. Bessemer s pro-

cesses, namely, the ^spensing with ordinary fuel m
his melting processes, that an old author, who wrote

before Mr. Bessemer could have ever dreamt of his

new processes, in a work treating of the Japanese and

their inventions, is said to have stated that they had

one “ for melting iron without using any fire, casting

it into a tun, done about on the inside with about

a half foot of earth, where they keep it with

continual blowing, aud take it out by ladies full,

to give it what form they please, much better and

more artificially than the iuhabitanls of Liege are

able to do. So that it may be said Japan may live

without its neighbours, as being well furnished with

all things requisite to life.”

There is scarcely any new invention of mark or

moment, of which traces have not existed in the East

from time immemorial. Such was the case with the

screw propeller, with gas, with the compass, aud

many other inventions and discoveries; and new

instances are ever and anon tumiugop.as was lately the

case with the screw augur and the Bramah lock. If the

Japanese (a sort of insular Chinese) do really practise

this new process of Mr. Bessemer’s, depend on it

“ there is something in it,” however much it may as

vet he involved in difficulties.

RO^^E.
THE POPE INSPECTING M. OVERBECK’S NEW

PICTURES.

On the 7th of February the Eternal city was plea-

santly surprised by the visit which Pio IX. paid to

the atelier of the Gerraau painter, M. Overbeck, in

his villa on Monte Esquilino. His visit chiefly

referred to the picture Alla Tempora, which is to be

placed in the Palazzo Quirinal, and which Overbeck

has completed during his late vilUgiatura at Perugia,

representing the Saviour disclosing to the future Evan-

gelist the Secret of the Trinity. Christ is repre-

sented in a sitting position, a holy vision rests on his

brow, whilst the loving disciple reclines at the breast

of the Divine master, listening to the disclosures of

his inspiration. The sculptor, M. Haffmann, is

engaged to execute this fine design as a group io

marble. M. Ovcrbeck is now painting the “ Sta-

tions,” as well as an allegory of the Seven Sacra-

ments.

ELECTRO-TELEGRAPHIC PROGRESS.

That there will shortly be a telegraphic line laid

down to India, we think, cannot well be doubted,

whether the Russians, as alleged, are already laying

one down to Teheran or not. There are now two

schemes afoot for an Indian line ;
but there is a serious

question as to the best or most practicable route. The
Euphrates or Mesopotamian line would he 300 miles

shorter than that by the Red Sea, hut the tender mer-

cies of the wild Asiatics, we fear, are less to be

trusted to than the casualties of the stormy sea. The

Red Sea line would he mainly submarine, the Meso-

potamian chiefly subterranean
;
and that the wild

tribes who scour through rather than inhabit the ter-

ritories adjoining the Euphrates are but too likely to

he perpetually tearing up the wire, on one supersti-

tious or ignorant pretence or another, is much to be

feared
;
so that an expensive, or rather an impracti-

cable, police would be requisite, as Lord Palmerston

states that the Company must see to that themselves.

On the whole, it would seem that the Red Sea route

is the likeliest to become the established one. Besides

its more direct purposes and uses, it would, contin-

gently, be of service to our marine, both naval and

mercantUe, as much of it would he coasting in its

character. The great Atlantic line is on the way.

Two first-class United States steam-ships, the Niagara

and the Mississippi, are to come to England, where

they will he associated with two similar British steam-

ships, for the purpose of laying down the line from

the middle of the Atlantic landwards. The telegraph

is reported as likely to come into operation about

August next, but we cannot place much reliance on

that date. There is no doubt, however, that the

utmost expedition is being used by all who have the

practical part of this magnificent undertaking to carry

oat. The Interoceanic Telegraph will thus soon

put a belt around the globe
;
and one question which

will then arise is,—What will be done about Sunday ?

Sundays will generally become confused. If the tele-

graph offices in all parts of the world close on Sunday,
news arrangements will he greatly interrupted and
delayed; for Sunday in one place will of course he
Saturday or Monday in others.

Another question suggests itself to ns on examining,
at the Society of Arts Exhibition, a small piece of one
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of the Dover sub-marine lines, ticketed as follows

“Piece of sub-marine cable taken up off Dover, covered

with simple gutta-percha,—the electric wire cor-

roded !” If this were intended to depreciate the merits

of “ simple gutta-percha ” in comparison with a com-

bination of gutta-percha and ground cocoa-nut shell

beside which it lay, the purpose entirely fails, for the

copper wire is clearly not corroded, at least to any

appreciable extent ;
hut what is very siugular, and

seemingly important, is the fact, that the wire is

divided into short pieces of about half an inch each in

length, aud as it were beat in at each end, as if some

mechanical force had been used to shorten each piece,

leaving small vacant intervals, just as if the wire

had been so contracted aud consolidated that it could

no longer retain its former length, and so had divided

itself into separate morsels. If the electric force shot

through such wires he a concentrative one—more

analagous to cold, for example, than to heat,

or to attractive force than to repulsive—as we

have always maintained it to be, this curious result of

its continued operation would be explicable. Whether

it he possible to counteract it by some alternative

process, is another question: doubtless, the electric

message will still pass along a wire so disintegrated,

but in a length of line such as that of the Atlantic tele-

graph, may it not at length lead to imperfect or more

expensive working, if not also to other inconveniences ?

It may he worth noting here that in the fragment of

cable alluded to the gutta-percha was nearly all to one

side of the wire, a comparatively thin film only cover-

ing it on the other side.

THE TEMPLE FOUNTAIN AND GARDEN,

yon spare a corner in your paper, and lend

your aid, to save from ruin one of the most charming

spots in London? I allude to the celebrated Temple

fountain and garden, now doomed to destruction by

the benchers of the Middle Temple—an irresponsible

body, who squander away the funds of the society in

acts’ of the most perfect Vandalism. I ask anybody

who has a taste for the beautiful to visit this spot now

that the trees are coming into leaf, and say whether

any but barbarians could think of destroying it, and

covering the space with a mass of brick. Loudon

has surely need of all her vacant spots for the sake of

health and eojojonent—more especially if they contain

trees and verdure, such a relief to the eye and the

mind fatigued. The Bar of the two Temples are

unanimous in condemning this monstrous outrage on

good taste and on all that is old and venerable, and a

numerously-signed petition has already been sent in,

to he followed by several others in course of signature

against the measure. Our rulers seem demented

:

but there is a secret cause for everything, and Sir

R. Bethell could tell it you in this.

Help us, sir, to save this lovely spot, and receive

our united thanks and those of posterity.

R. Paternoster.

THE SOANE MUSEUM.
After a long vacation, the collection in Lincoln’s-

inn-ficlda is again open, and may be seen on the

Thursday and Friday in each week till the end of the

month of June, by all persons who apply previously,

by letter or personally, for tickets of admission.

Some alteration in the management of this im-

portant collection is much to be desired: its educa-

tional value to the public is at present next to

nothing. It is little better, in fact, than a sealed

book.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Broughfon-cum-Tilkins.—The new church of the

recently consolidated parish of Broiighton-cum-

Filkins is to be consecrated on the l-lth inst. It is

in the Early Decorated Gothic style, from designs by

Mr. G. E. Street.

Henley .—On the 25th nit. the school chapel at

Skirii.ett, in the parish of Hambleden, was opened.

It is intended for the double purpose of providing a

school for the in^'ants of the hamlet, and a place for

the occasional performance of Divine service, for

which it has the bishop’s license. The building is

very small, and is simple and inexpensive. The
architect was Mr. H. Woodyer, of Graffham, near

Guildford, and the contractor, Mr. Courtney, of

Hambleden.
Croydon.—St. Andrew’s Church here was conse-

crated on Thursday in last week. It is in the Middle

Pointed Gothic style, with turret and bell, and has a

nave, chancel, and vestry-room, with sedilia, credence

table, &c. The eastern window is of stained glass,

representing St. Andrew. The other windows are of

Powell’s patent stamped glass. The seats arc all

open. The pulpit is of Caen stone, and the font of

the same material, inlaid with marble panels. The

bnildiug is situated at Soulhbridge, between the old

church of St. John’s and the new church of St. Peter’s.
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Mr. H. Woodyer, of Guildford, was the architect, and

Mr. Swayne, of same town, the builder.

Basckurch {Shropshire).—In the outlying district

of the parish of Baschurch, called Weston, Mra.

Barrett, of Prince’s-terrace, Hyde-park, formerly of

Prescott, has erected a church, and a parsonage-

house attached, at a cost of 5,000^. and endowed the

incumbency with 200/. a year, besides a sinking-fund

for repairs. The church, which is dedicated to the

Holy Trinity, consists of nave and chancel, with

vestry and north porch. A turret and spire, contain-

ing two hells, spring out of the nave roof near the

west end. The interior is fitted up with open scats

for about 145 persons, free. The roof is open-

timbered, and, like the pews, of stained deal. The

parsonage-house, which stands on the south side of

the church, is connected with the latter by means of

a cloister, principally composed of timber work. The

style of the church and parsonage is geometrical.

The walling and dressings are of Cefu stone, and the

roofs are covered with blue Staffordshire tile. The

architect is Mr. Edward Haycock, jun. of Shrewsbury

;

the builder, Mr. W. S. Rogers, of Beaumaris, who

recently built the church at Trefnant. The church

was consecrated on Tuesday before last by the Bishop

of Lichfield.

Bailey.— A new Independent chapel has been

opened here this month. It is built of Yorkshire

stone, in the Early Decorated style of Gothic archi-

tecture, and measures 68 feet by 36 feet, and 30 feet

iu height within (the roof not being open to the apex).

It consists of the chapel, vestry, with organ-gallery

over, gallery at the west end, and tower .and spire

100 feet in height, placed at the south-west angle

outside the external walls. The whole has been exe-

cuted from designs of Mr. Michael Sheard, jun.

architect, at a cost of about 1,700/. exclusive of the

land.

Sedgley {St(^or(lshire).—On Monday week the

memorial stone of a new Congregational chapel was

laid by the Rev. T. A. James, of Birmingham. The

edifice is intended to hold about 400 on the ground-

floor, wilh sufficient height iu the walls for galleries,

though at present only an end one for children is

coutcmplutcd. The style adopted is Early Decorated,

and the material for the walUiig Gornal stone rubble

work, with part Kingswood, and Box ground stone

dressings. The contract is about 1,400/. The archi-

tects are Messrs. Bidlakc and Lovalt, of "Wolver-

hampton ; the builder, Mr. Burkitt, of the same town.

Smallhridge .—A painted memorial window, by

Messrs. R. B. Edmundson and Son, of Manchester,

has been prepared for the church of St. John the

Baptist, at Smallhridge, near Rochdale. The window

is for the chancel, and consists of three lights, with

tracery, aud is iu the Transition style. The design,

comprises, first, six acts of mercy, three in each side

light, the incidents of which typify the verse, “ I was

a hungred, aud ye gave me meat; thirsty, and ye

gave me drink; a stranger, and yc took me in;

naked, and ye clothed me
;
sick, aud ye visited me

;
in

prison, aud ye came unto me.” 'The centre light

shows the agony in the garden, with Peter, James,

and John asleep in the foreground, and “ Tbe Last

Supper,” introducing the heads of all the apostles.

At the foot is Christ bearing the cross, and the

Crucifixion. The two principal compartments in the

centre depict the Resurrection and the Ascension.

The tracery represents the birth of our Saviour,

John baptising Christ, and Christ blessing little chil-

dren. M the subjects arc under canopies, aud every

part of the window is filled with minute details in

foliage and geometrical work.

Wakefield.—A public meeting of the inhahilants

was held last week, for the purpose of taking pr -

liminaiy measures for repairing the tower of the

parish church, taking down and rebuilding the spire,

and reseating the body of the church, &c. An esti-

mate of the cost was laid before the meeting, showing

that the amount required would be about 8,000/.

which it is proposed to raise by public subscription.

After some discussion, the meeting adjourned until

the 16th instant.

AspuJl .—Tbe foundation-stone of a new Roman

Catholic chapel has been laid at the village of Aspull,

near "VVigan.

Belfast .—The foundation-stone of a new Preshy-

terian meeting-house at the Maze was laid by the

Marquis of Downshire last week. The building,

according to the Belfast Newsletter, is considerably

advanced in erection. It is situated within a stone s

throw of the bridge across the Ulster Canal. The

style adopted is the Early English. Lord Downshire

has granted the site for its erection. The outside di-

mensions are 60 feet in length, and 35 feet in breadth.

It contains a vestibule, with a staircase to an end

gallery in front, and session-room, aud other requisite

apartments in the rear. The front, which is set back

about 60 feet from the public road, consists of a bell-

gable, in the under part of which is a deeply-reces^

entrance doorway of cut stone, having pillars with
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carved capitals and bosses, moulded arch, and other

oruamental work. Over the doorway is a triple win-

dow, and the gable is surmounted by a belEiy, the

I total height of which is about 55 feet. The roof,

I which is of a steep pitch, will have the timber cx-

,

posed to view inside, and the timber will be stained,

I and varnished. There are diagonal buttresses at the

I corners, and three others on each flank. The whole

fabric is to he of brick, with cut-stone dressings. The

.

plan was prepared by Mr, John Boyd, of Belfast. The
I total cost, it is said, will be about 700/.

St, Johnston {County Donegal^—The fouudation-
I stone of the new (R.C.) church of St. Baethen, St.

. Johnston, county Donegal, was to he laid, according

)to the Londonderry Journal, on the 4th inst. The
site is on a sloping and elevated ground, in the imme-

idiatc neighbourhood of the old disfranchised borough
f of St. Johnston, looking out on the river Foyle and rail-

• way. The plan is in the form of a Latin cross, com-
1 prising nave, transepts, chancel, porch, and sacristy,
• with a bell gable over the chancel arch. The total

• length will be 109 feet 5 inches, and the greatest

I breadth 66 feet 5 inches. The height to the top of

hthc bell-gable will exceed 70 feet. The character of

tthc exterior will be simple. The principal light will

( he obtained from traceried windows in the four gables

ror extremities of the cross. In the interior the

hchancel arch will form an important feature, from
which six steps will lead up to the high altar, which
iwill have all the arrangements necessary for the cele-

r brntion of mass, provided in the building, including
:i sedilia, piscina, credence, shelf, aumbry, reredos,

screen, &c. The roof timbers will all show, and will

I perhaps he stained and varnished. The whole of the
fiwerk is being carried out from the designs and under
h the superintendence of Mr. E. W. Godwin, architect.

iIMr. Gore, of Londonderry, has contracted for the
II supply of all the cut-stoae work necessary for the com-
1 pletion of the building.

PROVINCIAL NEWS.
Lincoln.—The accommodation at theCounty Lunatic

uAsylum, on Bracebridge-heath, having become in-

usufficient, it has been determined to enlarge the same
ijhy raising the wings one story, and adding two back
V wings at the cuds of the old wings. Drawings for these
i^additions have been prepared by Mr. Thomas Pariy,
hthe Kestcveucouuty surveyor, and tenders wore opened
uhere on the 12th March, from the following contrac-
otors. Quantities supplied:

—

Geo. Myers £11,000 0 0
J. Deut 10,500 0 0
Huddlestone -.iu) 6,763 0 0
Holmes (Liverpool) 6,750 0 0
Young (Bnrsicm) 6,556 0 0
Surveyor’s estimate 7jl87 5 0

\IMr. Young’s tender was accepted, and the works have
lebeeu commenced by opening a quarry close to the
ijasylum, on land belonging to the county. Mr. F. W.
liGill has been appointed clerk of works.

Bampton.—The opening of the church-school at

hAston, in this parish, is to be celebrated on the 13th
dust. The building has been raised by the contractor,

i[Mr. Robert Plaster. The architect is Mr. Castle, of

fflifiley, near Oxford.

Poynings.—A school for this village, it is said, will

Ifflhorlly be commenced. The first and only design
litthc Government would sanction was too costly for an
^agricultural parish, coutainiug only two or three

rftradesmen and ns many farmers for coiitribiitors.

liAnother set of plans have, however, been prepared, in
vhft'hich the chief architectural points have been pre-
eiserved, and Mr. Teulon, it is hoped, will have siic-

leiceedcd in getting the oppi-oval of the reduced plans,
Jiand then the work will at once be commenced. The
ocommittee will be responsible to the builder. They
,ouow, according to the Brighton Guardian, only
((require about 100/. more than is already promised.

I WoUerkampton.—The new school-rooms in con-
teoectiou with Queen-street ‘Congregational Chapel are
'ocompleted. The building has been erected at the
Jiback of the chapel, with frontages towards Market
band Castle streets. From the former are the principal
^entrances, four in number, the one adjoining the
Ikchapel being the entrance to the chapel and vestries

:

ilidhc centre one of the remaining three leads to a lobby,
jbdhcnce into a large room adapted for the holding’ of
I'clecturcs and week evening services, with seating for
Ikabout 200 adults : the others are staircase entrances
i'alwding to the upper floors for boys and girls respee-
jvitively. The further accommodation on the ground
joafloor are the deacons’ and minister’s vestries and an
jifanfant school, the latter having a distinct entrance
|i3ifrom Castle-strcet. On the first floor is a large
jikschool-room, 68 feet by 34 feet, with recessed dais for
he,he superintendent at one end and two class-rooms at
|ie;be side, through which admittance is gained to the
dl^alleries of the chapel. On the second floor are the
isfeading and discussion class-rooms and library for the
«ise of the Young Men’s Institute, the remaining por-
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tii'n of the floor being appropriated to seven class-

rooms. In the basement arc the heating-apparatus,

h'jilci'-rooms, and cellars. The building is throughout
heated by hot water, the work in connection therewith
having been executed by Messrs. Perry and Sons, of

Bilston, and lighted by gas in every room. The
exterior of the building is Italian in style, executed in

red brick and stone dressings. The cost, including

fittings, will he about 2,500/. The architects were
Messrs. Bidlake and Lovatt, of Wolverhampton, and
the contractor, Mr. Elliott.

Tamworth.—At a special meeting of the local

board of guardians, it has been resolved, by the cast-

ing vote of the chairman, to accept the tender of

Messrs. Ferguson aud Allen, of Nottingham, in pre-

ference to that of Mr. Parnel, of Rugby, whose esti-

mate w’as move than 50/. lower than any of his

competitors. The preference was shown to Messrs.
Ferguson and Allen on account of their engaging to

complete the work in a shorter period than Mr. Parnel.

Six months, it is said, is the time fixed.

Dewsbury.— The directors of the West Riding
Union Banking Company have accepted tenders for

the various works required in the erection of their new
bank and manager’s house, according to drawings aud
specifications by Mr. Michael Sheard, Juii. architect.

The probable cost wiU be from 3,000/. to 4,000/.
Durham.—The works for the Durham Female

Training School have been let, and will be commenced
unmediately. The contracts amount to 4,346/.

Aberdeen.—About twenty years ago a benevolent
physician in the city of Aberdeen, Dr. Watt, gave a

donation of 1,000/. for the establishment of a house
of refuge for the destitute, and subsequently bequeathed
an estate of eighty acres of land, near the town, for

the purpose of supporting a reformatory for juvenile

offenders. The rental having accumulated to a sum
sufiicieot for the erection of suitable buildings, and
donations having been received towards the support
of a new refonnatory, the building was erected, and
opened on Wednesday week, in terais of the Reforma-
tory Act for Scotland.

RECENT AMERICAN PATENTS.*
For an Improved Lathefor Cutting Fluted Mould-

ings. James Anderson, John M'Laren, and
John Bryant, City of New York. Claim.—\. The
adjustable rotating cutters attached to shafts, which
are fitted in frames, the frames being fitted and work-
ing in pendant guides attached to the adjustable
block. 2. Placing the leg between centres, which
are attached to a swinging frame fitted on a recipro-

cating carriage; the leg being turned or rotated
between its centres as the carriage moves by means of

the inclined slot in the ledge or plate, aud the lever

and gearing.

For an Improvement in Lathes for Planing
Metal. William W. Hubbard, Boston, Massa-
chusetts. Claim. —-Arranging the tool carriages,

slides, or supports, on the vertical sides of the frame
or bed, in combination with arransing above such
slides, and so as to project from the sides of the
frame and over the slides, covers, or guards, whereby
the slides are protected from dust, chips, or other

matters.

For a7i Improvement in Cutting Metals. Robert
Anderson, U.S. Army, and Aaron H. Vancleve,
Trenton, New Jersey. Claim.— The use of the
parallel table, revolving table, and traversing table,

in connection with machinery for punching and shear-

ing metals, when the said tables are constructed and
operated for cutting and punching straight, curved, or

irregular forms in metal.

For an Improvement in Cutting Files. Charles
Miller, City of New York. Claim.—Fitting the

chisel to work in a stock which rests upon the file

blank itself, or on a pattern of a similar form moving
with it throughout the whole length of the movement
of the blank under the chisel, and serves as a stop to

the chisel.

For an Improved Machinefor Sawing Marble and
Stone. George J. Wardwell, Hartley, Canada.
Claim.—Suspending the swinging saw-frame from
levers, when arranged as described, and constructed

with or without the circular hearing surface, resting

on the friction roller or rollers, in the end of the

vertical lever or levers attached to, and swinging with,

the swinging saw-frame.

For Improved Self-acting Mead and Tail Blochs

for Sawbig Mills. A. S. Walbridge, Burlington,

Vermont
;

patented in Canada, July 28, 1853.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

T shaped carriage blocks, connecting rack, and
setting-off shaft, whereby a self-operating carriage of

any desired length or compactness is produced. Also,

the self-setting off device, composed essentially of the

ratchet, disks, adjusting slop, and stationarj' cam.

* Selected from the lists published ia the Journal of the
Franklin Institute of Fenusylvania,

|
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The Abbey of Saint Allan: some Extractsfrom, its

early History, and a Description of its Conventual
Church. Second Edition. Intended chiefly for the
use of Visitors. London: Bell and Daldy, 18C,
Fleet-street. St. Alban’s : Langley. 1856.

The Guide which the Rev. Dr. Nicholson drew up of

his Abbey Church, was an elaborate and most trust-

worthy one
;
and we on a previous occasion made

some use of its contents. It has now reached a
second edition. It is to he wished that all onr
churches were illustrated with equal ability and re-

search. Such a hand-hook is not only instructive to

the visitor, but invaluable to the future historian of

the fabric treated of, as it gives a vast fund of refer-

ences to available sources of reliable information : the
rev. author of the one under notice seems to have
spared neither expense nor pains, having even
travelled to Cologne to gather authentic materials.

Dr. Nicholson’s love for the venerable building in

which he officiates ia reflected in his book.

Pre-BaffaelliUsm ; or, a popular Inquiry into some
newly-asserted Principles coimected with the

Philosophy, Poetry, Religion, and Revolution of
Art. By the Rev. Edward Young, M.A.
Loudon : Longman, Brown, and Co. 1857.

The pith of this interesting and clever book, so far

as it relates to architecture, appeared originally in

our pages,* and we need therefore the less excuse
ourselves for having allowed it to remain so long
without notice. It deserves and has obtained atten-

tion. The writer is earnest, acute, and in parts

eloquent, and it is not too much to say that be is the
most powerful opponent that Mr. Ruskin has yet

found, llis zeal occasionally overruns his discretion,

showing how too much praise provokes too much
abuse. Mr. Young feels this himself, and says in bis

preface,—

*' Something may bo fairly set down to a defentive
object; something to a sense of that very peculiar asser-
tion of his supremacy, of which it may be said, as of
oppression, that it “maketh wise men mad;” and some-
thing to an ever growing jealousy of the materializing
tendencies of the day we live in, and that disposition to
sink the tnhjecHve in the oljeciioe~iha moral in the
physical—the feeling in the knowing, from which I cannot
disconnect many things in the Turner controversy."

The writer takes up with warmth the cause of the old
masters. In reply to the complaint that Guido and
the Caracci were Eclectics, he says,

—

" Let us know, then, where Guido found his ‘ Aurora
and Annibal Caracci his ‘Three Maries

; and Dominichino
his frescoes of St. Andrea della Valle. Show me a figure
any of them took from their predecessors, as Michel-
angelo did from Orcagna, and Raffaelle from Masolino.
The charge is utterly untenable. The bees of Hyblnwero
not more guiltless.

What theu was this ‘Eclecticism?* Was not this its
virtual language? All former art has been the art of
tchools. But each school has had its master genius, its
special excellence and special fault. Study all, without
enslaving yourself to any. Observe the good, avoid the
bad, and this as standing on the vantage-ground of their
collective eiperienco. Painting is not copying figures,
but thinking thonghts, feeling feelings, and then giving
thought and feeling its plastic utterance. Learn thoughts
and feelings from your own hearts : learn the language for
their expression from those who thought and painted
before you. Such, I take it, was substsntialfy ‘the
Eclecticjsm of Guido and the Caracci.’ It was essentially
the eclecticism, not of vtaleriah, but of a mode qf utter-
ance,—the manly eclecticism of independent action and
native genius. How long has such eclecticism been deemed
a crime ? Or what is to be henceforth the coarse of the
‘ bigeniiat didiiciete fidcliter artetV—to have studied no
school? to have studied one school? or to have studied
every school? ’’

He maintains, too, the goodness of the present
time as opposed to the mediffival period :

—

“ We are money-making people," he says; “I read on
the froutispiece of our Royal Exchange, that ‘ The earth i$
the Lord's and the fulness thereof.' We reared, the other
day, a Temple to Commerce, poetically called a ‘ Crystal
Palace,’ but which might have been called with prosaic
truth the eighth ‘ wonder of the world.’ Our monarch in-
augurated it with prayer and benison; and whilst the wide
world was making pilgrimage to it, its sacred solitude, each
returning seventh day, made un lisguisablo confession of
iho ‘ Lord of the Sabbath.' There is another fact I would
dare to match with all the upholstery confession of the
middle ages. Show me the equivalent to a money-loving
people putting its band into its oicn pocket, not to build
proud towers, but to emancipate degraded savages

;
giving

twenty millions, not at the bidding of an imperious
monarch, or a tyrannical priesthood, but at the spon-
taneous call of the national conscience, and by the imme-
diate instrumentality of the national will. There is a moral
grandeur in this ‘ money grant,' that sinks the Pyramids
into littleness. As for Christian heroism, what can history
chronicle or poetry invent, of Godfrey, Richard, or 8t.
Louis, that does not pale before the simple details of that
poor despised Patagonian mission of the other day? I
will not content myself with even the names of ‘ Highiin-
gale ’ and her noble sisters."

Against the dictatorship of utilitarianism our author
protests strongly : admit that all employment of

columns, save for what on the very straightest prin-

ciples are for actual use is wasteful, vicious, and in-

• " Revolutionary Architectural Principles." Ynl TTV,
pp. 161, 171, 203, 227, and 260.
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admissible, and away goes all that makes architecture

a fine art :

—

*' If tte word ‘ us^ul

'

stand for anything short of what

ia necettarv, then its distinction from ‘ the ornamental is

but one of degree also. The absolute contrast is a false

contiast. ‘Useful’ means, I suppose, conducive to a

proper purpose. If, then, comeliness,

accordance with the great instinctive sympathies God has

made US of,—accordance with the great tnast^ outlines

&ud indelible emblazonry of bis own workmanship, be, as

I sup-pose they are, conducive to a proper purpose (and

this u what I mean hr ornament,—all besides or

but disfigurement), where can yon draw an absolute line

between the useful and the ornamental
?
^ho 9*7

that ugliness is not an inconvenience ? Or what wo^d be

thought of him who, reading ‘ Truly the Uyht u good, and

a pfeamnt thing it is to bekoU the sun,' sho^d straight say

* Amen

;

for Ught and heat give us corn and cabbage 1

Even those who dissent altogether frora Mr. Young’s

views will find much to interest them in his hook.

iHi^fcHanca.

Thebks.—A correspondent of the Literary Gazette

(March 14th) writes an interesting letter from Thebes.

He says,—" At present I have three gangs of men at

work at selected points in the Dra-aboo-neggeh, the

Shekh-Abd-el-Goomeh, and the neighbourhood of

Eer-el-Medceueh—the two extremes, and the centre

of the necropolis i and I have another body of forty

in the Valley of the Tombs of the Kings, where I am

BUTious to take the chance of examining every pro-

bable spot, before removing that party to the ‘Western

Valley, where there is a strong feeling that other

royal sepulchres, besides the very few now open there,

remain to be discovered.”

RoTAL Institute of British Architects.—At

the next ordinary general meeting of the Institute, to

be held on Monday evening, tlie 20th instant, the

Royal gold medal, the Institute medals, the Soane

medallion, and the prize in books, will be presented

in conformity with the award of the special general

meeting, held March 2. E >rl de Grey will preside.

The Sukderland Baths and Washhouses.

—

Sttuderlanil holds r-ither a distin^iished place com-

pared with some other towns in refercnco to its

patronage of liaths and washhouses; and, according

to the Shields Gazette, they continue to increase iu

public estimation and revenue. The increase in the

last winter quarter was as follows Number of

bathers, 81 ;
washers, 2,855 ;

and the hours during

which the establishmeut had been used bad also

increased to the extent of 155,048. The receipts

during the same period had increased from bathers

16s. 7d. and from washers, 64/. 15s. 8id. giving a

total increase of 65/. 123. S^d. By far the larger

amount is from the washing department, which is

found to increase at a ratio of 10 to 1 over the baths.

The baths in summer wcjthcr, however, furnish a

large source of revenue to tlie establishment, whose

income is now nearly 1,000/. a year. 'Ihe total cost

of the building h.as been about 4,000/. so that the

corporation are actually deriving a substantial revenue

towards the reductiun of the rates in addition to the

Napoleon and the Birmingham Artists.

The Trench Emperor has gooduaturedly agreed to

lend the Birmingham Society of Artists the valuable

pictures by Delaroche, Veroet, Delacroix, and others,

sent by him to the Edinburgh Art Exhibition at the
;

Scottish Roval Academy. They will, therefore be

handed over for exhibition at Birmingham at the

close of the Edinburgh Exhibition.

Houses with Steam-power. — The Coventry

Herald advertises houses with steam-power lo he let.

'Phis plan, as we have before noted, is likely to be

found advantageous to the working classes : in this

case it will combine the advantage of the factory with

the comforts ofhome. Thebuildings are not yet erected.

They are to be from designs by Mr. Murray, the

architect of tbc Coventiy Corn-Exchange, with drain-

age complete, from plans by Mr. Robinson. Messrs.

Cash are the proprietors, who also propose to erect

school-rooms, reading-room, library,
_

&c. One im-

portant regulation is that persons taking these houses

are not required to work for Messrs. Cash.

Red for Corridors and H.xlls p.vved with

Tiles.—A brush dipped in the water which comes

from a common ley, or in soapy water, or in water

holding in solution a twentieth part of pearlash, is in

general drawn over the tiles. This washing thoroughly

cleauses them, carries off the greasy spots, and dis-

poses all the parts of the pavement to receive the dis-

temper. They are then left to dry. Dissolve in

eight pounds of water half a pound of glue : while the

mixture is in a state of ebullition, add two pounds of

red ochre, mixing the whole with great care : apply

a coat to the tiles, and let them dry. A second coat

is applied with Prussian red, mixed up with drying

linseed oil ;
and a third with the same red, mixed up

with size. When the whole is dry, rub it with wia. The

third coat maybe dispensed with, if pulverized litharge

be mixed with the previous colour, which will then

become more drying. The operation may be shortened

by redilening the new tiles with a preparation of the

serous and colouring parts of ox blood separated in

the slaughter-house from the fibrous part. Ibis

preparation is exceedingly strong. If a single coat of

red bole, mixed up with drying linseed oil, be then

applied, it may soon after be waxed and rubbed. This

application is solid, and costs less than the former. I

tiave seen in a house inhabited for thirty years, the

floor of a hall painted in this mauner, where the

colour still retained its lustre without being iu the

least diminished.—Tingry, ” Painters, &c. Guide.”

8vo. 1816.

Fall op a Railway Bridge. —The metal

bridge crossing the railway at Attyflin, iu the county

of Limerick, Ireland, fell in last week, completely

blocking up the line. Fortunately, no one was

seriously hurt.

Shocking Railway Accident in Canada,

Upwards of seventy lives have, it appears, been lost

through the giving way of a bridge over a canal, on

the Great Western Railway of Canada, near Hamilton,

while the train from Toronto to Detroit w’as pass-

ing it, with about eighty passengers, including, it is

Emporio Italiano.”—The endeavours of the

Couut Montemerli to establish an Institution iu Italy’s

behalf appear lo have been received with favour.. The

Institution is to be for the encouragement and dif-

fusion of the moral, scientific, and industrial resources

of Italy. The scheme includes a Review, the first

number of which, in three languages, has been pub-

lished.

Architectural Publication Society.—Sketches

and drawings for the plates to the “ Dictionary of

Architecture ” are being invited. The following list

contains some of the articles it is considered desirable

to illustrate iu the next parts :— Cancellum, Cande-

labrum, Canopy, Cantiliver, Capital (Medifflval),

Casino, Catacomb, Catafalque, Ceiling, Cemetery,

Chancel, Chautry, Chapter-house, Chateau, Chirauey-

piece, Chimney-top, Church (Plan), Cinque-Cento,

Clerestory, Cloister, Corbel, Corinthian, Cornice,

Courts of Law, Crocket, Cross, Crypt.

TENDERS

For Hackney Now Chapel. Mr. H. A. HarbiBhire,

architect. The quantities supplied by Mr. Lavender

Chapel. Spirettea. Totals.

Ashby and Son £4,349 GOO 4,949

tv. Norris 3,797 687 4,484

G. T. Watts 3,814 636 4,450

Holland and Son 3,976 440 4,416

J. Vialaw 3,760 691 -4,361

J. Crook and Son 3,-167 563 4,330

Pattnanland Fotheringhani 3,645 400 4,136

J. Smith 3,630 493 4,123

G. T. Carter 3,366 618 3,873

For farra-honae and fiirm buildings, at Caterham,

Surrey, for Mr. Alfred Parker. Mr. John Dwyer, ajohi-

tect. Quantities supplied:-

House. Buildings. Totals.

Hill 3.431 1.460 4,891

Wardle and Baker 3,200 1,500 4,700

Ward 3,478 1,197 4,675

Lncaa, Brothers 3,134 1,492 4,626

Sb“ptoti and Parsons 3,200 1,300 4,600

Macey 2.997 1,290 4,287

Patman k Fotheringham 3,033 1,195 4,278*

* Accepted.

For certain alterations and additions to the Wolver-

hampton Union. Messrs. Bidloke and Lovatt, architects.

Quantities not supplied

Elliott, W'olverhampton £5,485 0 0

Lilley, Meaaham 4,898 0 0

Beech, Wolverhampton (accep.) 4,699 0 0

For warehouse fittings, for Messrs. H. E. and M.
Moses, Cannon-street, City. Messrs. Tillott and Oham-
berlain, architects. Quantities supplied :

—
Ashby and Horner ...£1,280 0 0

Brail and Son 1,210 0 0

Lawrence and Sons 1,193 0 0

Eider 1,178 0 0.

Holland
Jay
Brown and Co
Ashby and Sons (accepted) .

1,076 0 0
986 0 0
917 0 0

indiiect benefit confeered on
‘V"' ' S' m™7o7the prineipd inlmhiiants of th'e pro-

creased eleanlmess and hcallh. The building has-been
,

’ “ { nf an lule on the locomotiee
in operation about six years, and was specially designed

as a model self-supporting establishmeut, by iMr.

Oliver, of Sunderland.

Railway Traffic.—The traffic returns of railways

in the United Kingdom, published for the week ending

Jl^cb 21, amounted to 406,342/. and for the corre-

sponding week of 1856 to 390,383/. showing an

increase of 15,959/. The gross receipts of the eight

railways having their termini in the metropolis

amounted to 165,739/. and last year to 164,824/.

showing an increase of 915/. The increase on the

Eastern Counties amoiiuted to 284/.
;
on the Great

Northern to 766/. ;
on the Great 'W cetera to 884/.

;

and on the North-Western to 3,197/. But from this

deduct 54/. decrease on Blackwall
;
1,742/. on South-

Coast ;
935/. on South-Western ;

and 1,486/. on

South-Eastern; together, 4,216/. The receipts on

the other hues in the United Kingdom amounted to

Vince. The breaking of an axle on the locomotive

was said to have been the cause of the accideut; but

the Daily Colonist attributes it to the faulty construc-

tiou of the bridge: it says,— " The bridge breaking

down with the locomotive on it, whether au axle

were broken or not, settles the matter of inadequate

construction. The obstruction, whatever it was, is

the only thing that we can detect that tore down the

bridge, for wc are unwilling to conclude, after the

trials it has had, that it gave way under the bare

weight of the locomotive.”

Emigration of the Unemployed.—The_ first

body of emigrants to Australia (several with f.imilies),

under the auspices of the “ Wellington Emigration

Fund,” will leave London on the 16th inst. in the ship

Esse.r. They have, it is said, been carefully selected

from unemployed artisans who joined in the move-

ment resulting from the late meetings at Smithficld,

For taking down and rebuilding the nave, aisle, porch

and vestry of the parish church of Coaley, near Dursley’

Gloucestershire. Messrs. Jacques and Son, arcbitecta ;

—

Wall and Hook, Stroud £1,400 0 0

Jones and Son, Gloucester 1,350 0 0

Harrison and Watkins, Coaley... 1,177 12 0

Hayes, Gloucester 1,177 0 0

Niblett, Gloucester (accepted).., 1,076 0 0

Fora new Parsonage, in the parish of St. Werburgh

.

Derby. Messrs. Giles and Brookhouse, architects. Quauti.

ties supplied by the architects ;—

W. H. and J. Slater

T. Cooper
E.Brideart
J. WooR
G. Thompson
E. Thompson (accepted) .

£1,62-5 0 0
. 1,583 0 0

1,.474 0 0
1,436 10 0
1,389 0 0

. 1,386 0 0

240,603/. and last year to 225,559/. showing an
|

The funds of the association are, it seems, increasing,

increase of 16,044/.
j

Wren’s Model of St. Paul’s.—Permit me to

Paint on Portlxnd Stone.—I should think that inform *’ Ex-Architect,” through the medium of your

your correspondent who wishes to remove old paint
1 columns, that tliere is a veiy fine set of drawings ^in

from Portland atone without injuring the latter super- ! existence of Wren’s original modid for St. Paul’s;

ficially, might accomplish his object by using rubbers
[

consisting of geometrical drawings made by measure-

soaked with the liquid known as “benzole,” or ment from the model, and perspective views. I was

“ coal-tar naphtha.” I now always nse “ benzole” to
|

favoured with several of these drawings as illustra-

Cltract the oil in my analysis of “ white-lead ”[ lions to the p.iper read before the Architectural Asso-

paint, and the like, for which purpose it is admi- i ciatioo, which was fortunate enough to provoke the

rably adapted : it ought, therefore, to prove useful in
]

suggestion that something should be di'"": to rescue

the renovating process, which is the aim of your cor-
!

the model from its present condition. Those who saw

For a 'Filin, proposed to be built at Tiotoria-park,

Bethnal-green, for Mrs. Edwards. Messrs. Morris, archi-

tects. Quantities supplied

Messrs. Ashby and Sons £1,1S9 0 0

John Jeffrey 1,150 0 0

J. Hickmott 1,150 0 O
J. Atherton 1,150 0 0

G. Blackburn 1,119 0 0
D.King 1.099 0 0

J. Billson 1,095 0 0

Q. J. Watts 1,029 0 0

J. Salt 986 4 9

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

S. Y. (the office named is very respectaWe, we believe).-J. R.

(any demonstrations sent us shall receive attention).—B. W.—
Wilfred.-C. B.-li,-J. C.-II. E.-R. R.-F. C.-F. B, T.—
«. W.-W.-E. M. B.-W.-W. P.-B. and L.-P. 'VV. O.-T. W.—
J, w G. and B.—Urgent (not too much).—J. A P.—0. G.—
J. D.-G. W. B.—J. L.—n. F.. K. (all right).-J. 0. B. (send the

collector to your landlord!.—G. E, L.—W. H. T.—E. W.— J. G. H.

—E. W.—F. and P. II.—F. C. (nest week).—Gothick.—J. M. H.—
Jackplane.—Sykes.—M. T.—J. D. P. (shall appear',-W. II.—

Lille (it is not our fault we have not given it before).-

“ Jlooks and Addresses."—IVe are forced to decline pointing out

respondent. As the fluid in question is somewhat these drawings will, I am sure, agree with me that if

volatile, it might be mixed \vith a little oil to conn- “ Ex-Architect,” and any of his friends, cau persuade
_ anaAouresses. --

teract this propei-ty. A strong solution of pearlash,
'
their author to engrave and publish them, an addition

finding adOresses.

or caustic soda,—the latter prepared, by adding would be made to our English architectural literature
j

NOTICE. — All communications respecting adoertist

slaked-lime to a solution of the commercial carbonate, i of the highest value
;
and a lasting memorial of what

^

menfs should be addressed to the “ Publisher,’’ and not

—would probably have the same efficacy.
[

I fear will soon fall to pieces from shaer decay will
^

to the “^Editor

Wentworth L. Scott, i have been secured. T. Roger Smith.

all other communications should be

addressed to the Editob, and not to the Publisher,

Ml
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ECEXTLY, in the notice of a

statue erected in a prominent

position in the metropolis, we
adverted to the frequent mis-

takes which there had been

in the treatment of similar

works, and expressed an in-

tention of shortly returning to

the subject. We would now
inquire into the reasons of

these failures. The subject is

important, not only in the ob-

vious relation to the improve-

ment of the metropolis and pro-

vincial towns by the art which

can be expressed in their streets

and public places—and which there

has been the desire growing, to

exhibit by sculpture as well

\ architecture—but concerns the reputation of

[j living English sculptors,—a reputation such as

0 on other grounds, would claim no mean place,

p whether in relation to contemporary talent

1 abroad, or to the merit which has been manh
f( fested through their productions, by artists,

I modem or medieval, at home. Indeed, to any
)i one who has watched the recent progress of the
statuary’s art, as exhibited in works which now

i adorn the private galleries of the country, it

6 can hardly be necessary to quote examples, to

si show that in imagination and poetry of concep-
tition, and in simplicity of treatment—as in

b beauty of modelling and dexterity of fiuish—the

r art of sculpture as practised in our day—at least

ii in some main elements of its expression as an
—confers honour on our country and our

5( school. Whatever may be now accorded for our
n works in painting—whatever merit there has
b been in those of sculptors who are deceased, as

B Banks, Bacon, Westmacott, sen., Chantrey, or
even Elaxman, is paralleled, nay, rather is* sur-

p;
passed, by reason of what has been done by

BBailj, Behucs, Westmacott, jun., Gibson, Foley,
Oilarshall, Lough, MacDowell, Bell, Durham'
r.Thomas, Joseph, Edwards, aud many otliers.

II How, then, comes it to pass, that when a
']"public statue” has been subscribed for, the
IT article supplied should be so very different to
y'.what could faudy be anticipated ? The rcaj

treason, we n])preheud, lies in very narrow com.
prpass

;
and to some attempt at the exposition of

tjit, we ask for our readers’ attention.

Although tbeone branehof art—“sculpture,”
illike that of painting, has beeu followed with
;usuch assiduity, and as to many essentials, with
rasuch success, there are branches of the artist’s
itstudy, called for in the conception of most if

icnot all woi'ks of art, which have not had suffi-

iicient coiisiderationj—unless lately, in the course
)fof the iaquii'ies iuto the principles of design,
luaud requisites of art, in architecture. It is

ntrue—whilst there are principles of art, some of
dwhich can be set forth in words, and some
vlwhicb, perhaps, can be only felt—that, in one
isjaspect, a single “ art,” as painting or sculpture,
luought to be guided by rules which would be ap-
iliplied erroneously to another; but, it is evident
iklikewibc, that there arc principles applicable uni-
eivcrsally—to sculpture, paintiug, or architecture

and with which every artist should be con-
civersaut.

_

Such relationship, indeed, is part of
fliwhat exists throughout the circle of human
iGmowledge : all arts and sciences are originally
oiconncctcd : no one is complete without the
tlother. Enough in this, is said to show that the
egeneral uuity- of art, often spoken of, yet, per-

haps, too little apprehended, is an idea based on
[

Tlic great point to be observed as to sculpture
rational grounds. The philosophy of art forms

^

is, tliat iu a large area of the field which it cm-
one mam division of human pursuit; and braces as art, it is either one with the art of arcM-
whether amongst the subdivisions of practice,

' tecture, or is guided by collateral principles. As
architecture is to be classed with painting and ' auactual thing raodelledintheround (actual save
sculpture, or as some have held with music

; as to the colour), instead of being a represcuta-
also what constitutes poetry, aud what is the re-

j

tion depicted on a surface—the work of sculpture
lation to it of a vehicle of expression as that of

j

ranks with that of arcliitccture, and is subject
words, may be left for our present purpose uu- to the same laws of proportion and symmetry.

,

determined. A certaiu unity of sensation is not
|

Eveu the structural element of architecture has
,

the less existent iu good works of art, because its correlative iu the sculptor’s group; the

j

incapable of an exact analysis by language. requisites of apparent stability have to be

j

The several branches of art have, it is true,
|

expressed in both. Whilst as to the result

^

been acted upon injuriously during their pursuit
I

derived from a certaiu attention to pyramidal

,

at one time by the same men, and by the applica-' outline above, aud spreadiug base aud growth

I

tion of principles of oue art to the medium of
,

from below, the more important works of sculp-
another. Architecture suffered during the period tiu-e have, as wc shall shortly show, requirc-
whenpamterswerc architects; yet, a painter-like 'menfs for effect the same as the works of
power of composition, such as that ascribed by

j

architecture.
Reynolds to Vanbrugh, is not the less a desir- 1 Indeed, the exact requirements of sculpture
able quahficatiou for the architect. W bilst

|
which are just now wanting in the “public

deriving what lesson there may he in general
^

statues,” are veritably those which are present
qualities, it is only requisite not to discard the to the sculptor’s miud in bis use of the word
particular qualities wliich make the distinction,

i
“group,”— of which term, the qualities as

Ihere should be no reason now for falling into
;

embodied iu it, seem to be forgotten when
the mistake of Italians. Unless discussiou has the statue becomes, by allocation, a publics
had uo practical value, esseutial principles arc monument. Perhaps, in some decree the cou-
at present, capable of application. dition of the art which we have been advertiu-

llie distinctive qualities of architectural art
|

to, is due to the maimer of giving commissions
arise from its constant association with struc- iu cases such as those of tlie rcceut works,—
ture, and with use. It is uot requisite only

|

the practice being to require a staiue rather
that the_ eye should be delighted by beauty of than to leave the artist unfettered as to the
outlme, justness of proportion, and symmetry

^

appropriate form of monument. Sameness
of parts

;
but the reason must be satisfied, whiht therefore, becomes the characteristic of the

other conditions of the perfect_ result are ob.| works produced; poetry of coueeption and
served. To expect that architectural effect

, inventive skill which need uot be eschewed at
would arise from mere expression or embodiment

|

any time, have no opportunit^for expression •

of use, or from mere observance of what other-
j

and aU the acknowledged difficulties of modern
wise might be the elements of the beautiful— j

costume stand unmitigated, save by the artifice
each course—wc now simply obsei-vc, would be ' of the cloak. Ko doubt, the lack of funds, the

desire of representing the man in liis habit as
Ihere appear to us, however, points of uni- ' he lived, and the art and lasting beauty of the

formity of principle, peculiar to the relation be-
j

work, are difficult to be reconciled with one
tween architectural art, and sculpture, or some

j

another
; more, however, might be done, as we

of the fields of the latter art. It should be recol- 1 arc prepared to argue, by means which might
lecteci, more frequently than it is, whether as to ' generally be found available,
painting or sculpture, that each has two distinct

|

We should, liowever, obseiwe, that whilst our
main fields,—that is to say, either, one as in public mouumeuls should exhibit design, beyond
participation with architecture, or as designedly

j

that of the mere statue, more frequently than
complete without it. In the latter category ,

they do, it is uot desirable that the cumbrous
may be classed all cabinet aud easel pictures,

j

allegory of the monuments of Westminster
and all busts, and generally single statues and

|

Abbey should be revived. It is to be reoretted
groups, such as are found in the chief galleries that in lliose casc-s sculptors so readily fell
of art and are in the examples before alluded to iuto a mauner which is rather wanting in art
of high merit. Where, however, works of paint-

,

than characterised by it,—however excellent,
ing or sculpture are designed to form accessories particular figures may be iu the modeliing.
in architecture, or cannot be viewed apart from The practice, exemplified iu such cases, re-
it, they clearly require to be subordinated to quired to be referred to here, only that the
some general principle, fortlie mutual harmony

—
'remark may be now made, that from time

to avoid loss, indeed, of labour and effect de-
^

to time a woi'k appears iu which there is a ten-
signed. Ihus it becomes comprehensible that

' dencj to return to it. The works of Flaxman,
the architect of the Houses of Parliament and many recent productions, show that there
should have desired a very different principle of is no reason for an alteraative between inven-
decoratiou to that ^yhich has been observed in tion aud thought not readily intelligible, aud
the chief fresco paintings which have been com- poverty of conception as the accompaniment of
pleted, and eveu the use, perhaps, of gold back- simplicity of outline.

grounds.^ All, however, that we wish to say is, ' Whatever be the cltaracter of the statue, or
that the intention in such a case as thislast, would gi’oup, it must be recollected that bvtliecir-
be founded on correct views. Where the several cuuistaiice of its position as a public mouu-
arts are iu juxta-position, they must cither nieut, it becomes amcuablc to the principles, and
harmonise-—even should it be by omitting some-

^

requires consideration of the essentials which
thing applicable elsewhere,—or they will con- we have ventured to speak of as those of our
tend with aud to a certain degree injure one own art—architecture. Something more than
another. Sculpture, however, does not present the statue is in short required, aud will make
the difficulties of combination which may exist the “group,”—the pedestal, the site, the verym the case of painting,—perhaps because it is posts and rails and pavement, will all go to
dioesi 01 the seduction of colour—the couditiou help or to injure the clTc.t of the whole;
esseutial, as we must hold, to its cliaracter as an and are matters wliich should be included

or, perhaps, because of colour in the dcsigu of the artist, whether called
anywhere, is not favourable to tlie highest archi- architect or sculptor. And here, referring to
tectural effect. Any controversial points which the importance of that branch of sculpture
arc here involved we need not at present wliich we have classed with architecture,—can
pursue; enough will, we apprehend, be con- we avoid saying, that if little considered now,
ceded by all who have considered the relation it has once or twice iu the liistory of art, formed
of the arts, to serve our present argument.

^

almost the sole, aud yet the gi-audest, field of
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lie sculptor's labours and achieYeraeuts? Tie

finest Greek sculpture u-as designed and exe-

cuted to serve the purpose of what we may call

architectural decoration; whilst in the luediaivai

works, so intimate is the connection between

the two arts, that it is impossible to point to

that which is merely architectural or that

which is merely sculptural. In the Gothic

sculpture of the best class, as the siugle figures,

perhaps the variety of the treatment is not

great in proportion to the number of works

;

But the sentiment conveyed was beautiful; and

it seems to have been admitted by Tlaxman, as

again more recently, that the chief works pos-

sessed characteristics of the highest art. As

sculpture, they gained by being designed m sub-

ordination somewhat to general principle, and

to leading forms in the architecture.

Opposed to this is the modem system.

A statue is ordered, and is cast in bronze.

would place the
care

' best brpnee statues-that of Charles I.-iu addi-
bassa relievos. Lut we wouiu

j general merits, has many accessories

r simoleolan such ' monotony of the impression derived
;
and we

by numerous variahons of ^

such Tmportance^hat'tions which arc heard as to the statue
monuments should be ot sucD_ impuru uLc

-,tt Kp fnund. cm careful
f o cvnprlnr class sbould of Gcorge III., would be found, on careful

^“Se^d'The the seSgu^^^^^^^^ the '
analysis, to have more to do vrith the mud of

SmSSofS ttouMo— and the railing and lamp-posts, than
pedestal

^ -i7 ,..,a«v;r. flip Creat. ! with the obnoxious Tus-tail, — however mdis-
_ the monument of Prederic the Great,

|

with the obnoxious pig-tail,

which may be well quoted as a rich example of posed we may be as artists to the revival of

Siafua we wo’uld seek to P™nde for in ' 1 .at appen^go m Mur^^

effect, in all cases-

done by the most simple means.
_

;a.oaS. often, as could he right, 'if follows as a matter, of course that

le by -— —r— - . .,.

\Vidi regard to tlie removal of iron railings,;

tlm equestrian statues, as having more detail

ill them, as well as more matter of interest.

+Lmfr<5 G -wp believe ciuite
' will be more satisfactory than the others of

s'cSTtl TffLtoT^uy F?doetiou .P^'s Lord Hardinge
esseniiai

,, A. • „ .
iintirAtrov le an adnnriihle snccimen. Beyond

Sr' uAs°sinLses wherrthere is admirable- speeimen. Beyond
ing, unless in cases u

j /xf wV.af Icfelyr Esq fippn Hnnfi. we see noitaiueis UIUOLCU, ..u.. .. ...... .
I pUibs in Pall-mall—first designed for much of what lately has been done, we see no

resnird to which particular vehicle some
:

as at the GluOs ,mnaum.ui u.suunso
, _ , ^ j, ,,

° . . -11 - i* 'L- tLo narfipiilar Sltlllfl

xiistinct points will have to

The site, the iiedcstal, the accessories ;—m our

vehicle some as at the Uuhs^m^
forms thi pith of reason why the sculptors of the present day

lEat; llmeffpcfcof evcrv i7ro?/»— should not greatly advance
;

and to them, as
mir argument that the effect of every yroiip— should not greatly ,

, ,

.

fact, what will make or mar the group seems
"ike pScepLons! and aSmated

'

1
,^™® like

nan be got m a
n®

‘

“7’h'' i t
’

^ PhlAr'd Kail who in the course of writings opinions, as to the value of groujiing, and of

7,”'t“"?„tlriW iTnctA in Companion to the Almanac, the attention to the imoperties of materA, as part

thp effect the fio-ure is set down, much as an of his iu the Companion -
,

lUlif in.a„AmL° would rest to plastor-east ato ,oJherj,nbl* used

*At Cock- part of the arguments which we may have

smir-street, tlic pedestal stands in the hollow given in this place, has obseiwed somewhere

vvith an extensive T.latform of mud in the field that ,the buildnig, like a Pcat tree s ou d foi
with an extensive platform ui inuu m >uc noiu wreo ..j,, - , -

of view. Generally there is an iron railing—of
,

the effect of it, seem to grasp the eaith ;vith ds

a commoii sort-hiding the base on which much
|

roots,-aiul this pretly well conveys the sort of

of the effect of any work depends; .and there effect which should bo sought for m every vvoik

are four common itreef-l.„nps to group with of -k.teet.me and eveiynm—
1)3 LVJ glUUI) tvtPJ.1 ms - ..

. 1 s i •

the figure Of pedestals, mention has been has seldom been provided in hnglancl, except in

often inade-as yet, with litlle^ result. There
,

recently erected churcies.-w^^^^^^^^

of the subject which they have to consider

towards reaching the purpose of their art.

isonV good one.'to'thc statue of Charles T. and ' walls, and low railing, let it be observed, ™stead

llussell-square, to the statue of the Duke ' of concealing that part of the structiue which
V • *1.; 1,- 1. esf ..X.XO+ lr,xr.r.ytonPP In iK t irrnitv and PTO

one in ..
_ • • ' e

of Bedford, ana there is something which is, at of

least, sufficient and appropriate in effect, to the ' greatly

most importance to its dignity and grouping,

eatly aid the pleasing result by spreading out
leusL, suiiiuicui- aiiu iiiipiuMiniiLv., ill v.ii«-v.w, vv< ixLx/ j - — - i_ -

1 „

sedent statue of Box, in Eloomsbury-square
;

the area of design m the eye, and so giving
. .. . 11 ryv - _ i 1. nr. ..cT./aQrl 00 fa c CIXT) —

but eeueraflviu recent works, a few mouldings, .
the effect which has been noticed as essen-

as cornice and base, or mere blocks of granite
'

tial.^ Something of

with diminished sides, form the exempiifica- we believe, present to the mind of a writer in

tiou of the art iu that part of the composition, our pages, at the time of the discussion as to

rni TTr nK._.i ,m1 1 tiio cHf. fnr t.Ep. WplliDp-toii statue. when he
lion U1 um iUl JU UUaL IJiiiii mi vum mmuiymmsismsa. w.*.

. 1, \ ^

The Wellington statue in the City has one ad -

1

the site for the Wellington statue, when he
^ ....

advocated a low pedestal,
_

and referred to the
vantage,—tBat resulting from its position in

’
ntoi

* ' •

the platform ofpavementliefore the Exchange,— profile of the scotia moulding, as what he con-

the value of which last feature to the building ' ceived should be the approximate outline ot the

named, it is well to notice as illustrative of the
^

base of the group.
, 1- 1 _ _i A 1 . .. -\Tr«1 1 ... rt.. .XX .x.x . . MCI. vA h I 0 LA Ttryni^-.^ w- ni

present subject. To the Wellington monument 1
The points which wehavc been referring to-

at Ilyde-park Comer, it is hardly possible to ' trifling as they may seem to be m themselves-

avoid makinn- a reference. Let it "be observed, ' are really not so in their result, and wm not be

then, that whilst tliis is designed as a colossal deemed unimportant by those who will

monument, it is hoisted in the air, where its ,
the consideration of the' effect realised by build-

.. I -11 ? i; •— x/r i I
1.™..... nv tmiLKa mnmirtiPii'f-c '1 nP.TR IS.

dimensions arc wholly inoperative in any effect, ! ings and other public momiments. There is,

unless bv reducing the apparent size of the
,

however, another reason why most ot the re-

1 . . w, . , ^ , mi ' ii_ i-„.1 nn-n f..iLi>-AC Tlinf vpfi.snn
structure on which It is placed. The question

;

ccntly erected statues arc failures. That reason

as to the position across the direction of the is in the treatment of form m the matenai in

roadway need not be revived,—except in the which they are cast,

way of remarking that the principle of the '

_

There are good arguments

design, or building, of the arch, being mainly difference of treatment iu

CHIMNEY-SHAFT, MANCHESTER.

After reading Mr. RawUnson-s suggestive pnpev

„.j “Chimney Construction,” in our journal of the

28th of February, Air. Tbomas 'Worthington sent us

the anne.Ted illustrations of a chimney-shaft recently

erected in Alanchestcr, under his direction, for the

Manchester and Salford Baths and Laundries Com-

pany. It serves the double purpose of a smoke-flue

and a vapour-shaft, the smoke being discharged at the

top, and the vapour through the openings at the sides.

The smoke from the boilers and drying-furnaces passes

into a chamber at the bottom, whence it is carried up

a circular flue of boiler-plate, fixed in the centre of a

brick shaft 6 feet square, which latter carries off the

vapour from the several parts of the building. The

boiler-plate becoming hcateci, ravifies the surrounding

air, and extracts the vapour very effectually.

Our readers acquainted with Italy will perhaps

recognise in the design somewhat of the character of

the celebrated tower at Sienna, which is sketched by

every travelling architect.

The builder was Air. Neill. The height of shaft is

90 feet. The outside measuremeat at base is 8 feet

square, with a slight batten up to the projecting top,

where the vapour is discharged. The materials used

are the ordinary seconds red stocks of the district, set

and pointed in black mortar, with dressings of coarse

grit, from Yorkshire, roughly hewn and boasted on

the face.

The boiler-plate central smoke-flue is, in five lengths,

rivetted together like an ordinary boiler, the plates

being at the bottom S-Sths thick, and diminishing to

5-16ths at the top. This flue is supported on a cast-
uis in favour of a - -i

. ,
,**

- v +

brnnvR <?1 ntiips from Aon base-plate, built m on corbels, as indicated on
bronze statues ion,

*i.k i,Aintr i t.inrE ibick. with six-
J3 -,

-- ...
^ o

. - , , 111 f i.1 • uu riian Uectiou, the hase-pliite being li-inch thick, with six-

that of adaptation of the character of an ancient
.

what would be proper for those m marble. Gne
j , a.- n.. a... .iVnT,

structure, it may be considered that on reason is, that with the colour of the material
structure, it may — — _

^

that account, consistency should have been as exhibited iu onr streets, heavy masses or

ndbered to. But the lesson of this unfortunate drapery cannot be satisfactory. Another point

case is from the fac.t that the whole difficulty for recollection is tbat in works of art, of the

teen radiating ribs to strengthen it.

e about by the want of proper regard on the best class, the properties of material are to be

BOilE.*

Tjib further we prosecute the study ofHoman

topography, the more are we convinced of the

part of the sculptor, for essentials of effect in always taken advantage of,-—and just as you.
[
f^llacie3 of many of the opinions which once

his -work. will see a different proportion and treatment
'

p^ggg^ -^{th the world, the more do we

ICow, what should be done towards ensuring between the candelabrum, of stone and^ that of perceive upon what insecure foundations we

a better result in our public statues need iron, or the tracery iu stone, and that in brass- fabric of our belief. The vagne-

bardly be described. It happens that at ' work,|so we apprehend you will discover betw'een ^ggg Qf descriptions of the Romans them-

Chariug-cross, in the statue of Charles I., the ' the marbles and bronzes of the antique sculp-
1 ggfygg^ gg loosely put together in the full

requirements of the case can be very readily
,

ture similar distinctive characteristics. We are
! ggg^yj^y gf own intimate knowledge of the

made to appear exemplified. If the iron railing sure at least that the observance of them_ w’ould scenes they were describing, has been the cause

were removed, tlie group there would show to be found consistent with the best principles of of endless discussion upon topographical points,

the eye, as to principle of design, nearly all art. What, however, can have less of any dis- scholar after scholar has deduced fresh re-

that we have contended for. Had we a public tinctive character than the statues which have g^f^g fj.on^ every new light thrown upon theni,

statue to erect, we think we should go about it in been lately set up? Heavy folds of drapery, actual excavation has demonstrated the

thiswise:—first, we would select a sufficient are<a, with little undercutting, are reproduced from

slighihj elevated above the surrounding street;
;

a model—which may have been fitted for marble

we would have the area accurately levelled and ' not a particle of the ornament which relieves

evenly paved, with dwarf posts at the angles the sombre tint of the medieval bronzes can

and at intervals; in the centre of this, if the
,

be allowed to show on modern dress; and the

area would suffice, we would place a much whole work is black and bulky, and deadening

sDialler platform, on a few steps, with pedestals in its effect, as it appears to be—more than it

at the angles having ornamental accessories in really is, perhaps—in its art. "We apprehend

unison with the object of commemoration. On that a different character of drapery might be

a larger scale, the Nelson Aloimmeut, iu Trafal- tried in bronze with advantage ;
that the colos-

f
ar-squdre, with its angles intended to receive sal should be altogether avoided; aud that the

ons couchant, carries out a modification of the^ ingredients of the composition of the material

worthlessness of such theories, and shown that

upon it alone must we look for the solution of

these questions so long at issue.

We before enumerated a few of the ancient

historians upon whose works the early history

of Rome has been founded, and drew attention

to some of the sources whence still earlier

writers, now lost, drew their knowledge ;
and

we will now in like manner call attention to the

sources of our knowledge of Roman topography.
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iTlic descriptions of tlie ancient wiiters that arc
textant form our second means of topograpliical
finformatiou

;
the first being of course the exist-

remains of the monuments of antiquity
(themselves. Third in order, and forming a very
(Valuable source of information, are inscriptions,

and amongst them the fragments o£ /asH, or

/calendaria, have been of sendee in marking the
sites of temples where certain sacrifices were
performed. Thesefasti were of two kinds, sacri

or kalendares, and annales or kistorici. The first

of these was a kind of almanac, for some cen-

turies kept by the priests alone, enumerating
the months and days of the year, nones, ides,

&c.
;

together with festivals, asfi’ouomical

observations, and public events. The latter were
chronicles, sucli as the annales maximi

;

and
from a similar arrangement of dates and events

to that of the calendars the term fasti became
equally applied to them, and indeed by a poetic

licence to all historical records.

Foggiui, in his work upon the Prmuestine

Calendar, enumerates eleven of these fragments,

named after the places where found, or tlie

families who possessed them ;
and from which

fragments he manages to extract the complete

fasti of the whole llomau year. Of inscriptions,

the most important specimen is the Warmor
Ancyranum, or copy of the record of his acts;

prepared by Auguslus for his mausoleum, and

inscribed ujjoii the walls of the marble temple

dedicated to him at Aucyra.

An inscription of less importance, bnt still of

considerable value, is the Basis Capitolina, con-

taining the names of the Yici of five regions,

whose Curatores and Vicomagistri creeled a

monument to Hadrian. Another singular relic

of antiquity, and whose mutilated condition

must ever he lamented, is that known as the

Capitoline plan. It is a plan of Home to a

large scale, incised upon white raavb'e, but in

so imperfect a state that but little help can he

derived from it. Canina has ascertained its

scale, and Becker its bearings ;
but the topo-

graphical connection of the buildings described.

IS very difficult to be traced.

The literary records of the Middle Ages that

remain occupy the next place in the study of

llomau topography, and constitute a feature in

its new school, although reliance upon Jlcdimval

authorities is by no means satisfactory, unless

supported by collateral proofs, tlie corrupt state

of the text of early wTiters being proverbial.

Amongst works of a prior date, the ^'Notitia

Digiiitatum Utriusque Imperii,” a statistical

view of the Homan empire, with a description

of the city itself added to it, ranks fii'st. Tliis

MS. as Mr. Dyer observes, cannot be later tbau

the reign of Constantine, since no Christian

church is mentioned in it, nor, indeed, any
building later than lliat emperor. Of the cata-

logues of Victor and Hufus, once forming the

basis of Italian topography, but now considered

spurious, we sliall speak anon.

Of Mediicval authorities, tlic collection of

inscriptions and routes to the chief Homan
churches, by au unknown author, known from the

monastery where the nianuscnplwas found as the

“Anonymous of Einsiedlen,” is the mostvuluable.

This work appears to belong to the age of Chari-

lemaguc, and was, at all events, written before

the Citta Leonina was enclosed by walls.

Inferior to this is the Ordo Romanvs, a ritual

of religious processions of the twelfth century,

in which ancient buildings are incidentally men-
tioned, but under strangely disguised names.
Niebuhr, with much ingenuity, explains these

disguises. Thus, for instance, was the temple

of Julius Caesar called the Asylum,—that of

Venus aud Home of Romulus,—and the Forum
of Nerva that of Trajan

;
aud in the mauuscript

of t he twelfth century, presen'ed in the Vatican,

called Mirahilia Roma, many more such perver-

sions are found.

“In the last days of Pope Eugeuius IV.”
says Gibbon, “two of his servants, the learned

Poggius and a friend, ascended the Capitoline

hill, reposed themselves among the ruins of

columns and tem]>les, aud viewed from that

commanding spot the wide and various prospect

of desolation. Ihc place and the object gave

ample scope for moralising on the vicissitudes

of fortune, which spares neither man nor the.

proudest of his works, which buries empires and

cities in a common grave; and it was agreed,

that in proportion to her former greatness, the

fall of Home was the more awful and deplo-

rable.” The sketch of Poggio, who flourished

in the fifteenth ccntuiy, made above 900 years

after the fall of the Western Empire, though

not in itself critical or investigatory, is interest-

ing, as one of the earliest works of the revival,

aud as written by one of the first who raised his

eyes from the monuments of legendary to those

of classic superstition. “Besides a bridge, an
arch, a sepulchre, and the Pyramid of Cestius,

he could discern, of the age_^of the republic, a
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double ro\r of vaults iu tbe salt office of the

capitol, which were inscribed with the name and
luunilicence of Catullus. Kleveu temples were

visible in some degree,—from the perfect form

of the Pantheon to the three arches and a marble

column of the Temple of Peace, which Vespasian

erected after the civil wars and the Jewish

triumph. Of the number which he rashly ddiues

of seven thermfe, or public baths, none were

sufficiently entire to represent the use and dis-

tribution of the several parts : but those of

Diocletian and Antoninus Caracalla still retained

tbe titles of the founders, and astonished the

curious spectator, who, in observing their solidity

and extent, the variety of marbles, the size and

and “ iioma Antica,” completes the list of the

leading authors of the Italian school.

Of English authors, tbe works of Lumisden,

Ilobhouse, Burton, and Burgess (the latter,

especially, evincing the highest scholarship), are

of a date antecedent to modem discoveries
;
but

the excellent papers of Mr. Bunbury, and the

late elaborate essay of Mr. Dyer, are most
welcome additions to our Roman topographical

literature. Of the spai’kliug and invaluable

observations of that eminent scholar, Forsyth,

we can never weary, but they are too short and

discursive to be of much aid in modern times.

It was in 1829 that a new era commenced in

!
Roman topograjffiy by the publication of the

before the world, the scholar has the advantage

of forming bis own judgment upon them.

Mr. Dyer is of opinion that many of Becker’s
views upou important points of Roman topo-

graphy axe entirely en’oueous, but acknowledges
his oeligations to him in the production of his

own elaborate article.

Before the German writers had expounded
their views, symptoms of an inclination to throw
off the yoke of Is ardini had previously appeared,

and already had Piale restored to the Forum of

Augustus and Temple of Mars Ultor their true

names, and had the still greater boldness to re-

turn to the view of the early topographers con-

cerning the position of the Roman Forum, sub-

sequently established without doubt. But before

deposing Nardini, the two pseudo-regiouaries,

Victor and Rufus, whose catalogues of the

buildings of ancient Rome according to the

order of the regiones of Augustus formed the

basis of his work, had to be removed from their

pedestals. It was long known that their lists

were opposed to known passages in tbe classic

writers, and great obscurity peiwaded their

names and the period of their lives. Bunsen had

multitude of the columns, compared the labour
J

views of Niebuhr, Bunsen, Platner, and Gcr-

and expense with the use and importance. Of
|

hard, iu the first volume of the “ Beschrei-

the baths of Constantine, of Alexander, of bung,” which event produced as great a revo-

Doinitian, or rather of Titus, some vestige might lution in that science as that made by Nardiui,

yet be found. The triumphal arches of Titus,
]

a century and a half before. Their work was
Severus, and Constantine were entire, both the immediately received as the standard authority

structure aud the inscriptions; a falling frag- ' in Germany, but it made but little impression

meut was honoured with the name of Trajan
;

'
upou tlie Italians, so long accustomed to the

and two arches still e.xtaut in the Flaminiau ’ uiulisputed domain of the subject ; and, so late

Way have beeuascribed to the baser memory of as 1838, Nibbi, in his “ Roma Aniica,” retains

Faustina and Gallienus. After the wonder of
,
the old creed, aud speaks with reverence of concluded they should be discarded as spurious,

the Coliseum, Poggius might have overlooked a
,

Navdini aud his fallacious guides,—Victor and
^

when Sarti proved to him that the catalogues

small amphitheatre of brick, most probably for ' Rufus. The “ ludicazione Topografica” of, were palpably not the work of any ancient

the use of the Preetoriau camp. The theatres
^

Canina, displays more originality aud indepen-
!
authors, even of the fourth or fifth centuries,

of Marcellus and Pompey were occupied in a deuce, but is still deficient in critical iuvestiga-
!
but, in their present state at least, a mere corn-

great measure by public and private buildings
;

'
tion

; but his researches have thrown much
|

pilatiou since the revival of letters, aud probably
and in the Circus Agonalis and Maximus, little light upon many points of obscurity, and espe- not older than the fifteenth century, the founda-
niore than the situation and the form could be

,

ciully in the localities round the Forum. The tion of both being a third catalogue appended to
investigated. The columns of Trajan and ' result of the publication of the “Besehreibung” , the Wori'/fa: Imperii, commonly cited under
Antqniue were still erect

;
but tbe Egyptian has been the formation of two distinct schools

[

that name
;
but from its insufficiency little re-

obclisks were broken or buried. A people of of opinion,—Italian and German, ” the former ' garded by topographers.
gods and heroes,—the workmauship of art was attaching themselves more particularly to the

|

In spite, however, of Sarti’s irresistible evi-

reduced to one equestrian figure of gilt brass investigation of tbe existing monuments, aud dence of the worthlessness of these documents,
and to five marble statues, of whicli the most making rise of the authority of the ancient the Italians show a marked disinclination to
conspicuous were the two liorses of Phidias and

^

writers rather as a subsidiary resource, than as discard their long-valued friends, and Canina
Praxiteles. The two mausoleums, or sepulchres, ' the first and primaiy source of information

;
the gave to the world, in 1841, a third edition of his

of Augustus aud Hadrian could not totally be latter adopting more exclusively the historical
^

“Indicazione Topogi-afica,” in which rhe cata-
lost

; but tbe former was only visible as a mound
^

mode of inquiry, and appealing only for occa- '
logues are given m lull at the beginuing of each

of earth
;
and thelatter, the Cast.leof St. Angelo, ’

sional assistance to the relics of ancient build- region.
had acquired the name and appearaucc of a ings; the Italian still looking up to Nardini as' Such are the authorities upon which tbe
modern fortress. Mitli the addition of some their great leader, aud following with implicit ' world now leans its belief,—such the divisions
separate and nameless columns, such were the faith the guidance of the so-called Regionurii, ' in which these authorities are classed. A new
remaius of the ancient city : for the marks of a Victor and Rufus

; while the Germans repel source of inquiry has of late years become
more reccut structure might be detected iu the with uncompromising boldness the authority fashionable—excavation

;
and the success that

c j . e •L-ii. .e ..\ 1 . 1. ,1 „
I

attended it at Pompeii aud Nineveh willwalls, w’hich formed a circumference of ten both of the one and the other,
miles, iucludiug 370 turrets, and opened into

the country by thirteen "ates.”

ine work or Biondo I lavio, entitled Iw^uia
. Museum, wherein the writer clearly explains the Bunbury, “they have already been productive

lustaimata, published in 1513, may be con-
^

Jeading points of difference between the adhe- incalculable benefit; and it is impossible to
^lered tue^first regular treatise on Roin^topo- penis of the two schools of opinion.

Such is the expositiou of Mr. Bunbury, as
' '^O’^^tless follow it to Rome. “ Slowly as these

contained in an excellent paper in the Classical excavations have been conducted,” says Mr.

I look at the present state of our knowledge in
graphy, aud servea as a foundation for the sub'

‘ m] ef>linnk i .r
' regard to the Roman forum and suiroundiug

sequent works of Andrea Fulvio, Fauno, and
schools, a lew years back, received

localities as comnare i with t at possessed bv •

Marliauo the condpnspd nnfl nem.r'ite f1e=;erin
a fresh involvement or subdivision 111 the persou

as compare mm t ai pqspsea pt

#on of the of _M. Becker, already known to the wSrld of

.

complete tj-pe of tlic first period of Homan !=“crs by Ills “ Gallos ” and “ Chariclcs,” wlio,
^ ... m a little treatise, Dc Rom® vetens Muns

iug that the shovel of the excavator has clone

more than all the labours of the learned.” He

pSSs “““
I

"‘‘1“ rortis7\anrafterVardsTror7elato
^ Of;L^™nswriK fcarisbed from

“bis - Ilandbnoh.” declared war against botli cl“m“ttania*
tbe middle of the sixtcentl. to tbe middle of the

-b™
lisra'onfiS beLXL Ca^ol/wUch

XtnTiied t^dS^his ft e
‘o ^e the remLs of the Temple o( Coneofd

«uu UUUU5UKU, m n s ^ommeuianiim
, scvpi-pIv Still i.p niraro tr. +i,« 'rintil the excavations beneath the Palazzo delS r IrS ofC ” tZX & tbTltalLrtje'^^freVestion “

became as important a tamer” liS^ -Jh the former, not only in\is reli- PTrr>« r^b
under San Gallo Labaoco, Serlio, Palladio, “SifrinletrbuTirm'LT7tt's'e77

'

Thus tor instance, ^717*^1 Ibe Tembe of

L”Sa,1t brar at’orff “S "-'“b fo™ tbo line of separation
Jn™ Moneta was built immediately above that

fine art

nncame at once a science and a of Concord, and that the former was situate m
The next work of

Joes he adopt their views with renard to the
^rx. we obtain a point towards settling; the

Vetus et Heceus,’'

ucLwt,i-u uie Lwo seexs. ciim more markedly A . iT- • **
—

t work of pretension was the “Eoma be adopt their views with regard to the 7
lieeens,”’^ot Donato! lubLliSir -pn rqecting altogetheUhe views jtf llfstvert ™,er mruSwas

Eouie in 1638, but wlueh was soon eclipsed by maL iflSS^bn the sfeps of

ilini ^irrr
^ t^ntica ofltar-

of ins wiwt- nvVthe R f,
Julia, which fixed not only the site of that

dim, in 1806, aud which continued the standard
advanta^jC ot lus work over the Beschrei- i x i x, ‘limH of the Forum

authority to the begimiiug of tlie present cen-
consists m its condensation, and notes

but also the western limit ot the iomm

&i!'!i!^^7r!ri^irtidif:fe!5 ^earr^rt^^dtriSlJ .

T.mtop„graphieaihisto.WEomeisdirided

to have fraamd the creed of^
p , yp p „ r, / Ita tetrcitffht^ ^

dhel S \ \Tl T 1 7 wrhie? i 1 7 ‘bonv^ go^ios Tullius, and the imperial city of

Prf ,eh Rp,
-'fon'fnntnn, learned ''l Uoii in moderation, produced a furious reply Aurelian. The points of greatest interest toIreuchBe iedictmes, towards the end of the from_ Al. Bcckcr in a ))amphle!, entitled “ Die the general observer are the walls and eates

tbrcansTb wl^rcTn
the Lpitol anVhe Forum Tlie better under'-

1687 n!i
fb'ications

,

Bomclmis, m “ I'''!’?'' standi,Ig Unit we now have of these two remark-

Hmim L
topographical sketch of

,

b" 1^1,.™ side., 31. Url.chs,, m
.it? a, triumphs ofivome accoiding to tti-j rrniuiis. Hie more Jxonusclie lonofrraimic m Leinzifr sifts t> + i i 4.

®
i u • +1

r.Sta7d'‘p;;L«t7d,w^ -a 7e“Zri„vl-,w!!"r!,tt'ra‘ dEsft')
~

S;ii.^7s“r pt“7';'j- :;Sn urgu..icn— ItheSoSppon&eso
ffiiidc-bnnt<f ntwl icdi,. v;i i ; ; i- c‘ %i • 1 .

much upou one side as to point to but one con-

flomano ” “ Viii Vi’ •

^ is the matter left much as it was, except elusion. Nevertlieless, the unfortunate arabi-
' ‘ '•^1 Roma, that the arguments upon both sides being now guity of the ancient writers in their use of the
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terras Arx and Capifolinm, may possibly prevent

tlic question at issue being ever satisfactorily

settled.

This question, as our readers know, is simply

upon which of the two summits of the Capi-

toliuc hill was the Arx, and upon which the

Capitolium. The leaders of the German school,

Niebuhr, Bunsen, Becker, and Preller, hold

that the Temple of Jupiter Capitolinus was
situate on the south-west summit of the hill;

the Italians, led by Nardini, maintain the pre-

cisely opposite opinion, and to which latter

opinion Gbttling and Braun subscribe. A third

class of writers, but numerically few, hold that

both the Capitol and the Arx occupied the

same, that is, the south-west summit; but this

opinion we shall not entertain. The north-east

summit, slightly the most elevated, is crowned by
the church of Ara Celi

;
the south-west is partly

occupied by the Palazzo Cafarelli and its gardens,
partly by streets

;
all, however, of a compara-

tively modem date. To the time of Donato
the Italians held the opinion now adopted by
Bunsen and Becker; while all the modem
Italians have followed Nardini in the contrary
opinion. Biondo and Marliano held the German
opinion, founding their conclusions apparently
upon the name of the church of Sta. Salvatore
in Maximis, the latter addition indicating the
immediate presence of the Temple of Jupiter,
Optimus, Maximus. Tlie name of Monte
Tarpeo is still preserved, both in the names of

: existing streets, and of churches founded early

in the Middle Ages, as connected with the
south-west end ol the hill, and as it is well
known that the Mods Tarpeius was the Capitol,

and the name seems to have been confined to
that portion of the hill as distinguished from

I the Arx, one argument towards the location of
the Capitol is obtained.

Mr. Bunbury and Mr. Dyer embrace oppo-
site views in this question

; therefore, whilst

:
giving condensation of the whole argument
•as explained by the former, we would recom-
imend the perusal of arguments of the latter, in

order to form a judgment upon the whole.
The account by Dionysius of the landing of

: Herdonius on that part of the hank of the Tiber
nearest the Capitol, whence, entering by the

! Carmental gate, he took first the Capitol and
1 then the Arx—thus showing that the Forum
, was nearer the river than the latter—is another
; argument in the same direction. The bridge
Ithrown by Caligula from the Palatine to the
’ Capitoliue, in order to reach the Temple of
Jupiter, &c. ; the narrative of Tacitus of the
'attack of the Vitellians on the Capitol; and
1 lastly, and perhaps the most conclusive, the
I story of Livy, that a mass of rock fell down
• from the Capitol into the Vicus Jugarius, which
5 ran under the south suuimit—and thus proving
- that the Capitol was upon it—form the chief
I arguments in favour of the German side. To
1 the above a collateral proof in favour of the
i Arx being situate on the other summit is the
I statement of Ovid, that the Temple of Concord
1 (of which there is no doubt) was at the foot of
1 the steps leading up to that of Juno Moneta,
1 the latter being placed by numerous concurrent
I testimonies in Arcs.

The remarks of Mr. Dyer upon all these
f points, and the arguments on the opposite side,

t will well repay the perusal, and douotless give
c another colouring to the matter. The leading

) points of the other party are briefly as follows ;

—

. 1. The position of the Ara Celi is more im-

) posing, therefore more adapted for the site of
! the Temple of Jupiter Capitolinus; 2. The
\ Arx, being for defence, would be situate on the
i most important part for such purpose, and
I therefore clearly on that point of the hill

II neai'cst the river; 3. That the hill of Ara Celi
J answers the description of Dionysius of that of
t the Capitol, better than the opposite one

;
4.

'. That we are expressly told by Dionysius that
b the Temple of Jupiter fronted the south, whilst
f we learn from the other accounts that it looked
1 on the Forum; 5. That Vitruvius directs that
b the temples of Jupiter, Juno, and Minerva,
b should be placed “in excelcissimo loco.”

SunvEYOR TO Llanelly Board op Health.

—

J Mr. Thomas Hand has baeu appointed sui’veror to

h the Local Board of Health at Llauelly.

THE APPREHENDED MURRAIN, AND
IMPROVED FARMSTEADS.

Considerable alarm is manifested on the subject

of the probable appearance amongst our herds of a

murrain said to be prevalent abroad, and it is

desirable that the right steps to prevent the evil

slionld be taken. "We find Government prohibiting

the importation of cattle from the Coutinent for fear

of bringing in disease which has never been absent,

but which land-draining, improved agriculture, and

better cattle-sheds have reduced, aud which only pre-

vails now on wet, undrained laud, and in filthy over-

crowded cattle-sheds and pons.

Dr. Greenhow, iu a preliminary communication to

the Board of Health on the subject, just now pub-

lished, says the disease recently prevailing iu Holstein

and the a*djoining countries is the "pulmonary mur-

rain,” aud is identical with the " lung disease ” that

has proved so destructive among the herds and dairies

of Great Britain and Ireland during the last fifteen

or sixteen years.

" Although possessed of infectious properties in a mode-
rate degree, the ‘lung disease’ is known to arise spon-

taneously under certain ill-understood conditions of food

and season, and is not usually believed to have been
imported hither from abroad. It is. almost universally

diffused throughout this country, having from time to time

broken out in an epidemieform in particular localities, and
again disappeared, without any very obvious cause. Being

' already quite as prevalent here as on the continent, no
danger exists to our cattle from the importation of foreign

cattle suffering from the disease.”

All that has been writteu and paid for by Govern-

ment on Quarantine is made of no avail. Even the

experience of the last war goes for nothing, when

every quarantine regulation iu every port of the East

was set at defiance, and without one single case of

injury, but incalculable benefit. Our vessels sailed in

aud out of Constantinople, Smyrna, and other plague

ports, during a cholera period, without either taking

or leaving cholera; and now the ports of Great

,
Britain are to he shut in the face of the world against

cattle, hides, and hoofs. If this regulation were not

something worse, it would be supremely ridiculous.

As a nation, we show the world that w'e have no faith

iu quarantine where human life is concerned, and then

would establish a rigid quarantine for cattle. Thin

the overcrowded cattle-sheds of this metropolis and

other places, cause these places to be ventilated and

cleansed at short intervals, and cattle diseases will he

reduced. Next, prevent diseased Lome-bred and

home-fed cattle being slaughtered aud sold for human
food, and the Custom-house officers mny with a good

grace prevent diseased cattle from being imported.

The mortality in metropolitan milk cow-sheds is

frightful
;
but as one of the owners remarked, "the

cows don’t die: we kill them.” That is, all diseased

cows are killed, as Paddy would say, " to save their

lives.”

A damp subsoil and low temperature aggravate the

epidemic diseases to which cattle are liable. Drainage

afi^ects both of these, raising the temperature of the

air from G to 8 per cent. In a report to the Board

of Health on tlie parish of Penrith, Cumberland,

made in 1851, the i-eporter, Mr, R. Rawliuson, points

this out strongly, and says truly,

—

“It will be ft carious and highly interesting problem’
and one in which the human race ia deeply concerned, to

trace ont the origin and spread of those malignant and
fatal diseases which affect plunta, animals, and man ; and
probably act, and re-act, directly and indirectly, one upon
the other. Many such wide-spread diseases are recorded
iu history. In 1515 and 1678 nearly all the sheep in France
perished by a disease resembling the small-pox; and in

1599, the Venetian Government, to stop a iatal disease

among the people, prohibited the sale of meat, butter, or
cheese, on pain ol death. The murrain of cattle has a
bubo like the plague, aud from 1705 to 1711 it spread
among cattle, sheep, and horses, all over Europe, 5,867

dying in Middlesex, Essex, and Surrey; and Europe lost

one million and a half. It aflected men who ate the flesh,

according to Sauvages, destroying at Nisraes the tongue in

twenty-four hours
;
and Paris was similarly afllicted in

1576. From 1710 to 1760, the cattle were attacked by
disease like the small-pox in all parts of Europe, audit
was considered as a cause of spreading that disease among
the eaters. In 1764, horses, cattle, sheep, dogs, and
poultry, died in thousands all over Europe. In Holland
alone, 208,354 died. At this time, 1850-186], cholera is

raging to a frightful extent in the West India Islands

;

and, iu the Polish Provinces, ‘ the pest ' is amongst cattle,

and it is said that more than 200,000 bead of oxen have
been destroyed by it. There ia also the recent disease in

potatoes, which produced famine and fever iu Ireland

to so fearful an extent, the effects of which have been
severely felt over wide areas of England, especially in the

!

towns and villages on the western side of the island, and

I

throughout the manufacturing districts genertdly.”

! "Wide-spread disease in cattle, on undrained lund,

I

and in crowded, ill-ventilated cattle-sheds, follows a

, wet season. We have here, therefore, at once, points

to which attention should be directed to ward olF the

dreaded murrain.

Liverpool Free Public Library.— The first

stone of the proposed new hnildiug was laid hy Mr.

\V. Brown, M.P. the munificcut donor, on Tuesday

I

morniug last.

LONDON STATUES.

mutilation of the effigy of queen ANNE,

IN ST. Paul’s churchyard.

All must have heard with regret of the damage

done by some mischievous person to the statue of

Queen Anne, whicli stands within the railings at the

west end of St. Paul’s Cathedral.

In consequence of the occurrence, Dr. Milman,

the dean, has ordered the gates which have afforded

the public access to this enclosure to be closed.

Although this statue is scarcely worthy of con-

sideration as a work of art, it is, not^rithstanding, an

historical record of considerable interest, and it is

surprising that any oue could he found to mutilate

such a harmless monument, and in such a position.

The Portland Vase, in the British Museum, when it

was broket, was kept in an ont-of-the-way room to

which the vi.sitors did not usually go in sufficient

numbers to prevent mischief. It has been shown by

many examples that the public is a good guardian of

its own art-treasures.

It seems wondeifful that the mutilation of Queen

Anne’s statue could have been effected iu such an

open place, for it must have required considerable

force to do the damage which has been effected. It

surely could not have been done in the day-time,

aud it seems curious how iu the night the matter

could have escaped the notice of the police. The

neighbourhood of the figure is, however, dimly

lighted, and this circumstaoce no doubt tempted some

foolish or evil-disposed person to commit one of those

now rare outrages which unfortunately afford to autho-

rities who are not anxious to give the musses of the

people increased facilities for visiting our galleries and

museums a pretext for shutting them out.

The statue in front of St. Paul’s was damaged most

likely by a single individuHl, and, in consequence, the

gates of the area are closed altogether to the public.

We hope that no exertions will be spared to bring the

perpetrator of this act to justice.

It is to be hoped too, that the gates will be allowed

to remain open during the daylight, for the ways across

arc very convenient, aud iu fine weather groups of

women aud children, from the narrow back streets

about, may be seen enjoying this the only accessible

open piece of ground in the neighbourhood. East,

there is nothing of the kind until wc reach Tower-

hill
;
west, the Temple-garden, and this is threatened:

in another direction, but at some distance, is Smith-

field : all between are close rows of bustling streets,

lanes, and narrow courts and alleys.

The suggestion that the damage complained of must

have been effected at night, brings to recollection the

dim lighting of many of the monuments iu our

squ-ircs : some of them nearly vanish with the light

of day, although the stream of passengers moves along

for hours without ceasing. With a little tasteful

management, aud at a very small cost, the street

statues might be made visible and interesting objects

when the sun has gone : the light would also be a

means of protection from damage.

NOVA SCOTIA.

Since my acquaintance with the Builder, I have

fi-eqncutly seen notices of improvement and progress

in the arts of architecture aud building in Canada,

Australia, and other colonics, but have never yet seen

these subjects mentioned in connection with the colony

of Nova Scotia. As the Builder has numerous

readers in this province, and great activity and im-

provemcot have prevailed here in these departments

for the last two or three years, I had hoped that some

more practised pen than mine would, ere this, have

given you some account of our progress
;
but as none

has hitherto appeared, I will, if you approve of the

proposal, send you, on some future occasion, a few

brief notices of our chief architectural works uow in

progress or in contemplation.

I observe in the late English papers that great

numbers of building operatives are out of employmeut,

aud much distress has been occasioned this last winter

th'Tcby
;
and as we in this country are vety much in

want of labour, many works almost stopped, or pro-

gressing slowly, while many more would be entered

into if there was not so much difficulty iu procuring*

skilled labour
;
my principal object iu writing to you

at the present time is to call your attention, and that

of your workmen readers, to the advantage of this

province as a field for emigration.

1. Itsproximity to England : we are now not more

than twelve or fourteen days from there, and this

spring there are two lines of steamers leaving Liver-

pool (England) regularly for Halifax, one line afford-

ing facilities for moving not hitherto given, by taking

steerage passengers at low rates.

2. The climate, &c. very similar to that of the old

country.

3. In the constitution of the Government, and the

social habits of the people, an Eaglishiuan would fiud

himself at home.
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And last, tut not least, tlic certainty at the present

time of constant cmjiloyincnt, at \\liat may be called

high rates of wages, as living is cheap, carpenters,

&c. getting 6s. to 7^- CJ. per day of ten hours;

masons, bricklayers, &c. lOs. to 12s. 6d. ;
and other

trades in proportion.

I trust that you will give publicity in some shape

to the sentiments contained in this hasty note, and

that it may result in good to both employers and

employed on each side of the Atlantic.

A Nova Scotiax.

the pli

the first floor,

dent myself

I went (he ssid) tothepreniises from time totimo, Fill.—A church and parsonage arc about to be

; there as late as Monday last, when I round I

ejected at Pill, near tbe mouth of the river Avon.

Me late

in arch on which I was standing having fallen
,

and the late Mr. Thomas Kington contributed l,Ul)U/.

d covered me with the ruins- 1 examined
' towards its endowment,

the wall in Question on Mondav last, and thought it was I _ , , , tt-.-it.-ii-
sound. lean form no opinion of the cause of the accident.

I

Veterhead.

—

Tbe United Presbyterian congi'cga-

The pulling down the houses of course weakened the wall.
; Peterhead have just contracted for the erection

It never occurred to me that the wall “
JJ® ; of a new place of worship. The contractors are-

houses were taken down. There were Duiiaings on lue _i i
* r

other side which I thought would have supported it.
_ |

Messrs. Held and Cucyne, inasons ; Messrs. A. and d

.

Mr. Edward Uakcwiil, district surveyor of St. Paul’s,
; &e. joiners

;
Mr. tVm. Stewart, plasterer;

Coyent.garden,said,-The premises in question were not,
jj- ^ Mersou, slalers. The exact

’ ’ - Buildings can bo taken down wiin-
, „ -,/>/>, n n-u i -ii-

• ’ --•** amount of the estimates IS 1,166/. lOs. Ihcbiulding

ELECTRO-TELEGRAPniC PROGRESS
A NEW stride in tbe progress of Elcctro-Tclegrajihic

communication appears to be about to be made, by tlie

formation of a new company working tbe patents of

Mr. Allan for light-weighted tinned-irou-wire Hues of

of telegraph. The Times gives a full account of this

new' system, from which we condense the following

particulars.

Mr. Allan has devoted himself to the improvement

of the electric telegraph, and has applied ])ractir-ally

some of the more important receut discoveries of Pi'o-

fessor Pai-aday and others of our chief electricians. He

under my authority. .

out my sanction. I inspected the premises, but not

officially. linspeoted them, supposing that new buildings

would fie erected. The houses in the court were not iu a

dangerous or dilapidated condition, but were pulled down
in order to prevent tbo place being occupied by improper

persons. The wall appeared to me to be perfectly safe ^

; .u- .— 11. .,..j
'' ’ ’

is to be commenced immediately.

Kilburn.—The foundation-stone of St. Mary’s

Church, Kilburn, was laid by the Hon. Geueral

Upton, on the 31st of May, 1856; and on Tuesday,

Itk of Apnl, ac portico of it that haa booo

appearanceof danger. I saw one wall which struck me as Jjailt was opened for divine service. The nave and
being ^dangerous, and I re^ported it to

i aislcs have been fiaished, and the transepts covered
' with a temporary roofing, leaving for fuUirc erection

icssoi i <u rtuuy ixuu oim.-i3ui oui euici i.ict.iyL.uu9. xi.i, opjujon, supports shoulil have been put against tno wan
has invented a cable about one inch in diameter, the I to make up I'or the party-wnll removed by the demolition

mmeJiatcly shored up. I have inspected the wall sinco

the accident, and it is very cliflicult to form an opinion as

to tbe cause of it. Tbo material of the wall was good for

the age, but the wall was a very old one. The materials

were n-»t sufficiently bad to bring down the wall. The re-

moval of the party-wslls which radiated from it at right

angles would deprive it of much of its support. Iu my
opinion, supports should have been put against the wall

centre of which is formed by nineteen wires, of tiuucd-

iron wire, twisted into one strand, an inch in circum-

ference. This is enclosed in a case of iodiarubber,

coated over with a mixture of tar and sand. The cost

of the whole is .only 70/. per mile, instead of 300/. to

500/., and its weight only 8 cwt., in place of 6 or

8 tons. The core of this cable is thus made both its

strength and its conductor. The conducting power of

iron as compared with copper is as 24 to 120, but

the increased sectional area afforded by (he large iron

strand more than compensates for the relative differ-

ence. Thepreposterous weight of previoussubmarine
cables, such as those for the Mediterranean, was the

fatal error which interfered with their success
;
but

experience has shown that within certain limits, as to

durability, the cable cannot be too light.

It is proposed, by the new company availing itself

of these patents, to establish, in the lirst instance, a

system of telegraphic communication thiougliout the

United Kingdom almost as complete and extensive as

our present postal arraugements, and at a uniform rate

for messages of a peony a word, or a shilling a mes-
sage, whatever the distance within the limits of the

kingdom. The chief manufacturing towns are to form
sub-centres with the smaller towns and even villages

around tliem. The wires will be tbiuly coated in

gutta-percha, and laid in numbers branching off to

the different towns e/i route. The cost of each of these

wire cables will not exceed 10/. per mile. It is esti-

mated that if twelve of the largest towns in England
send on an average fifty messages per day to each
other, the gross receipts, without including intervening

stations, would be 120,450/., while 24 towns sending
100 messages per day would yield nearly 500,000/.

per annum. For carrying out this system Mr. Allan

has devised an improved recording telegraph.

The ocean lines arc at the outset to be coutined to

laying a cable from tbe Land’s-end to Flores iu the

Azores, and thence to HaUfax, making tbe deep sea

stretch, it is alleged, about 400 miles shorter than the
route between Newfoundland and Ireland, and avoid-
ing tbe laud lines, which are expensive to maintain,
and increase the cost of messages. Should the Ameri-
can cable do, it is intended then to extend the system
to the Channel Islands, Gibraltar, Malta, and even
India.

of the houses. I think the necessity of such s pporls
The re-

moval of the party-wall was undoubtedly the cause of the

full of the wait, Ihouch a well grounded opinion might have
been formed that the wall would have stood, as it was
perfectly upright. It has been stated iu the newspapers
that I pronounced the wall as perfectly safe, but I never
gave any such opinion, and none was asked of me.
Mr. \Viiliam Howse examined—I am a bricklayer and

builder. I was employed to take down the houses in

Kussell-court, to aell tbe old materials, and make good the
wall. I sent to Mr. Hakewill, the district surveyor, and
he came, but not.officially, as he said he h.-id nothing to

do with the taking down. Mr, Paiker gave me in)' in-

structions, and tbo job was not done by contract,

found that the wall

tbe tower, chancel, and cbancel aisles. The style is

the Decorated English Gothic, and the c-luirch will

seat upwards of 800 persons on the ground-floor.

TiiC cost of tbe works at present undertaken amounts

to 4,300/. leaving about 3,500/. to complete tbe

structure. GO/, were collected at the offertory, after a

scvmou by the Rev. T. Ainger, vicar of Hampstead.

The architects were Messrs. Francis; (he builder^

Mr. W. Higgs.

any further w

rUBLIC EXAMINATIONS IN DRAWING,

During the last month public examinations, con-

ducted by tbe Department of Art, in elementary

drawitig, practical geometry, perspective, and model

drawing, of two grades of proficiency, have taken

place ill the several district Schools of Art in the

4 feet higher’’than the stables ' metropolis Not only tbe students of tbe schools,

bal all wl,„ pre.calod themselvas, were digiblc for

’ ‘ ^ examination, aud to take the rewards. At Rother-

hilbe district School of Art 41 exercises were worked.sidered it safe. I thought it was sufficiently upright to

stand without any support. I went to the stables behind
about twelve months ago, aud ascertained that the roofs

did not rest upon the wall. I was at the premises three
times on the niomiog of Good Friday, and no one made
any complaint to me about the wall. I thought it snffi-

ciently strong to stand without support; but if I had
thought otherwise, I would have supplied ,teo’Pf’>'‘‘ry

shoring. We removed 3 feet of the wall, because it light-

ened it, but we had no misgiving as to its height. It wiis

a 9-ioeh wall all the way down. It was 70 feet long and
25 feet high. I have had considerable experience in

pulling down old buildings. I think it most have been
owing to the badness of the lower part of tho wall under
the mangers in the stables at the other side.

It was ultimately arranged that the inquiry should be
adjourned until Friday next, and that in the mean time the
surveyor of the Duke of Bedford should take the necessary
steps to have tbe ruins examined.

FALL OF WALL NEAR COVENT-GAllDEN.
At the back of Bow-street, Covent-garden, was a

court known as Russell-place, with one opening to it

nearly facing the police-court, and another in Russell-
strect, nearly opposite to the pit entrance to Drury-
lane Theatre. The houses in this place were occupied
by very abandoned characters; and, other remedies
failing, the agents of the Duke of Bedford resolved to

pull live of them dowu. This had been nearly com-
pleted, leaving the back wall, which also served as a

back wall for some stables in Kiug’s-Iiead-yard,
standing; when, on Good-Friday morning, this wall
fell to the ground bodily, spreading flat over the
whole site of the court, and buried in the ruins four
out of five nieu engaged, the fifth having left the
spot a few seconds. Two, Maurice Fitzgibbon and
John Shean, were killed, and the others dan-
gerously injured. The wall was 70 feet long aud
25 feet high. The party-walls of the stables iu

King’s-IIead-yard were not bonded into, but simply
built against, the back wall, so that when the party-
walls of the houses iu Russell-place were taken away,
there was uotuiug to steady it, although to the casual
observer it might have seemed tied to the stable:
standiag.

At the inquest held on tbe 13lh,

—

Parker, the Duke of Bedford's surveyor,
iug the houses to bo pulled

gave evidence as to ordei

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
St, Mary’s, West Brompton.—The tower and spire

of this church, at Bolton’s, in West Bromptou, left

undone in the first instance, have beeu completed,

under the direction of Mr. Godwin, by Mr. Myers i

Mr. Milman was clerk of the works. A view of

the building will be found iu a former volume. It

is a cross church: an octagon lantern, with four

windows in it, surmounts tiie tower, and is itself

crowned with a lofty stone spire, the angles of which
are ornamented with ball-flowers. On the parapet,

at the foot of the spire, arc eight kneeling figures of

angels, executed with much feeling aud skill by Jlr.

Ruddock. The lantern is open to the church. This

was objected to in the first case, in the fear that it

would interfere with the transmission of the preacher’s

voice. Fortunately, however, it does not do so in the

slightest degree.

Noridck.—The last of the four sides of the tower
of Norwich Cathedral is now being restored. The
first side was restored about twelve years since, and
the repairs have altogether cost about 2,000/. The
expense of the works has been defrayed by the dean
aud chapter. Mr. J. Brown is the arcldtect em-
ployed.

Yarmouth.—At a recent meeting of tbe general
committee of the proposed church on the beach for

seamen, the several tcuders for the work were opened.
The proposals were as follow : Mr. Cosscy, of Lon-
don, for bricklayers’ aud stonemasons’ work, 823/.,
for stone-masonry alone, 408/.

;
Messrs. Curtis aud

Balls, Norwich, lor the whole work, 1,43?/. ;
Mr.

Key, Yaimiouth, ditto, 1,394/.
; Mr. Robt. Pratt,

ditto, 1,271/.; Mr. Wright, ditto, 1,099/. IGs.; Mr.
R. Steward, ditto, 1,246/.

;
Jlr. II. J. Norfar, car-

pentery alone, 398/. Tuc tender of Mr. R. Steward,
being the lowest for the whole of the work, 1,246/.
was accepted. The work will be commenced ed most
immediately.

Brockley.—An improvement has recently been
made in the parish cbm'ch of Brockley, Somerset.
The north transept has been enlarged, for the purpose
of receiving the organ, which has now been placed
there: the west window and tlie carved oak screen

of the gallery arc now exposed to view.

and 6 rewards given; at Lambeth 92 exercises, aud

24 rewards
;

at Spitalfields 168 exercises, and 47
rewards; at St. Martin’s-iu-the-Fields 381 exercises,

and '
)7 rewards

;
at Kensington 548 exercises, and

184 rewards; at St. Thomas’s, Charterhonse, 598

exercises, and 212 rewards; and at Finsbiuy 686

exercises, aud 259 rewards. The projiortions of

rewards t) e.xerciscs were as follows:—in freehand

drawing, 4 ;
iu practical geometry', 24 ;

in perspec-

tive, 52; in mechanical drawing, 33; in drawing
,

from solid models, 3 ;
aud iu drawing from memory,.

42. The rewards consisted of drawing-boards and

tilers, cases of mathematical instruments, colour-

boxes, aud similar objects useful iu di-awing. These

rvere the first public examinatious in drawiag which

have taken place in the metropolis, and which it is-

intended shall be held annually.

SOVEREIGN LIFE OFFICE, ST. JAMES’S-
STllEET, PICCADILLY.

Tee building now in the course of comple-
tion at the corner of St. Jauies’s-street, Picca-

dilly, for the Sovereign Life Assurance Office,

is interesting, as showing the tendency at the

present moment to the use of a much larger

amount of carving for external decoration than,

has heretofore been employed. Few houses,

indeed, arc at this time built in tbe streets of

London without some attempt at decoration. The
building iu question, of which wc now' give a

view, was built from the designs of Mr. Ilorace

Jones, architect. The works were commenced
at the beginning of October last, aud will be

completed, it is expected, by tbe end of this

month. The fronts of the ground and mezza-

nine lloors, and the cornices aud dressings to-

the upper part, are executed in Caen stone ; the

facing of the upper part is of Bath stone.

The lower portion of this building is devoted

to tbe uses of the Sovereign Office. The ground-

floor coutaius the public office, secretary’s aud

strong-room, the mezzanine floor the board-

room aud lobby, directors’ waiting-room, &c.

aiul the medical officers’ room : the basement

contains washing-rooms for clerks, a second
strong-room, housekeeper’s apartments, and
cellarage. The three upper floors are three-

separate sets of chambers, with three rooms,-

and requisite couveuieuce to each set.

The contract was a little under 4,500/. ;
and

when completed the total cost, it is stated, will

not exceed this contemplated amount.
Messrs. Pritchard aud Ca. of 'Warwick-lane,

Newgate-street, are the contractors. Mr. Wm.
Farmer, of Lambeth, has executed the carving.

Mr. Woodfall is tlie clerk of the works.
’

'i
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ON HOUSES AS THEY WERE, AS THEY
ar;e, and as they ought to be.*

A Society that for a hundred years has applied,

itself to the cncouia^ement of the judicious applica-

tion of capital in arts, manufactures, and commerce,

needs no apology for considering a few of the results

of the eniploynjcnt of capital on some buildings and

in some building operations; that is to say, for con-

sidering the durability, coDvenience, and beauty,—the

cost, profit, and value,—which some of our buildings,

especially dwellings, at present afford under competi-

tion and iusiiffii'ient education. Any one of these

subjects offers materials for an evening s discussion,

and, therefore, short explanations Ibd descriptions

only can be given : facts and figures must be taken

as proved
;
and there will only be three definitions

which must be borne in mind, viz. of the bnilding

owner, the architect, and tbe builder.

A building owner is a private person who invests

his money in a building as a speculation, and who
generally knows nothing of the construction and cost

of the building. A person who invests his money in

a matter of which he knows nothing, without any

guarantee as to the stability of tbe imdertaking, and

no information as to the character of tbe mau with

whom he is to entrust that money, is one of the most

lamentably ill-educated people that the inquiries of

this Society can discover; yet such is the case with a

large proportion of those who either rent, buy, or pay

for building any edifice of any sort.

An architect is a person whose business it is toknow

in his mind the building thoroughly which he has to

design before it exists; to proportion the number and

sizes of tbe rooms and their parts to their'uses; to

arrange them in a convenient manner
;
to give beauty

to those pai-ts and their details
; and to place these

graceful portions in good relative positions as to the

inside and outside of the building; to foresee all the

essentials required by custom, health, law, locality,

materials, site, &c. especially by the intention and

prescribed expense of the building
;
to choose amongst

the various methods of sound construction
;
and to be

so reputable that his' decision in dispute as to the

meaning of contracts and the quality of the materials

and labour employed in that construction shall be

binding upon the bnilding owner and the builder.

A builder is a person whose busine^ it is to pro-

vide, in tbe cheapest market, good labour and good
materials, and to supply them and their results to the

building owner at a reasonable profit, according to

the directions in the drawings and specificatious by
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olhcr animal aal the carl must have been paid bj Uorltmen employed on it, and Eesent-atrcct rubbish,

somi'bodv I

wonder, it remains. I counted upwards

Thi- same comparison mav be made with regard to
|

of thirty cracks in one wall of a house there. But

hou«es A work by the lute Mr. Hiidsou Turner,
j

bad as that is, it is not really so bad as much that has

winch is still new, aud called “ Some Account of been since built,— it stands.
, ^ , ,

Domestic Architecture,” is filled with descriptions of The poblic would seem to have a belief that a low

houses built at the same time as Old Loudon Bridge, rent and a good house, in a good situation, are likely

or e irlier and of bouses built from that time to the
|

to be put before it under the present system of corn-

year 1500, which are still stamliog. M'e need not
;

petition. "When the landlord was tbe builder,
_

and

recapitulate his list, but, acknowledging the beauty of
,

covered four or five acres with houses, it was his m-

nearly aU his examples, we will take up the subject at -'-H— I"-* ’•ent-

the beginuing of the sixteeuth century, wheu brick

was a I'a-hionable material.

\Ve shiill find that a large number of the timber and

of the brick houses that were built between 1509 and

1649, st'U remain, aud command what m-iy be termed

a f.iiicy price. There is actually no saying when they

will perish
;
some in ruins like Tattershall arc as good

as many a new house of the present day. If we visit

Loiidou just on the skirts of the Great Eire, we see

houses that need not be pulled down, which is more

terest to build all equally well—he could get his rent;

but wbeo he let that ground to four or more

builders, they cut down the cost of construction, in

order to compete with each other for profit out of the

rents, which their own competition made lower than

their landlord would have asked, and this system of

competition is part of the secret of our present had

houses. The other part of the secret is the folly of

people in renting or buying anything in the shape of

a bouse, without knowing, or endeavouring to know,

anything about it; yet the public will not hire or buy

than can be said of the Londou that has been built a piano in the same way.

since 1800 To say nothing of almshouses dating! The usual way of starting a street is to let the

between 1550-1650, we shall find that houses built land to that anomalous being, a speculative builder,

before 1600 in the Strand, Little Moorfields. Cross- He need not be a builder, or a tradesman in any

street (Islington), HolyweU-street. Gray’s-iun-laue, I branch of building : indeed, the persons whom I have

Bishopsuate- street, were, til! lately, or are now, exist-
1
known succeed best, were a sailor, who had suece^ed

These are certainly not in very good' condition, ^ to some property, and built two houses for £7,000,

but we shall find houses 1620-30 'in Liucolu’s-mn-|whichhesoiaimmediately,inthemo8tcarele8s,opeu-

fields and Great Queen-street, 1637 in Chandos-street,
,

banded way, for “s much each; a chandlers shop-

Cov.mt Crardeu, 1640-62 in Clare-markvt
;
1657 iu

|

keeper, who built a row of forty houses for £300

Middle Temple-lanc, and 1660 in Hatton-garden. each, and sold nearly all of them, but none for less

Keeping generally westward with fashion we find,
;

than £600
;
and a footman, who built a street in such

1678, King’s Bench-walk, Essex-court, aud Farrar’s-

buildings in the Temple, Anmdcl-streef, Exoter-

street, and Sackville-strect
;

1G80, the Old Jewry,

King-street, St. James’s, Crown-street, 'VVardour-

street, and Soho-squarc; Paper-buildings in the Tem-

ple, which Bagford says were so called from the

slightness of their construction, 1683, were not re-

built till 1848. So that actually houses built in what

were then considered a slight manner, have lasted

160 years; indeed, it was lately stated at an inquest

that a house was only 200 years old, and therefore

could not have been supposed to be in danger; in

fact, ought not to have fallen. This is a remarkable

proof of the extreme difference between the old and

the new houses
;

if we reflect that a glance through

the journals of tbe last fifteen years will show the full

of about as many houses before they were finished, as

of the old houses. Yet Neve, iu 1703, says, “tbe

greatest objection against Loudon houses (being for
which the architect expresses his decisions ; this, and mogt part brick) is their slightness, occasioned by
this only, is the legitimate province of the huBder

;
I

(y,. grojind-rents) exacted by the landlords,
who IS, or professes to be, bricklayer, mason, car-

1 gg that few houses, at the common rate of building,
peuter, smith, plumber, joiner, plasterer, painter, &c. longer than the ground lease, i.e. about fii’lv or
all m one. Our epoch of the division of labour has gj^ty years ;

aud this way of building is very bene-
seen all the trades connected, however remotely, with

|

to trades relating to it, for they never want
building combined in single hands, to the loss of all ju go great a city, where houses are always
concerned, except the capitalist : the good work of the
present day is the bad work of fifty years ago.

The nrerchaut knows what to expect, who orders

repairing or building,” And probably much of bis

observutions applied only to houses ou the outskirts

^ , of the then city, for we find that about that lime ' builders would put a good deal more money of their

an agent to make up an examined cargo of goods
J
good houses were built, as 1700, Red Liou-square, own or other people’s in the shape of carcasses on his

suitable to a particular market, which goods are to be Boltou-street, Devonshire-street, (Jueen-square, and ground, aud by failing would allow him as mortgagee
furnished by a warehouse that does not keep many of

j

Great Smith-street ; 1707-8, King-street, Golden-
;

to foreclose and get, at a cheap rate, carcasses to be
them instock, and has to manufacture, or get monu-

|
square, Queen-square, Westminster, aud Great

'

finished scampishly and sold cheaply,
factured all the rest to order. This is the relation of Ormond-street

; 1716, New Bond-street, Conduit-; 'W'g g^g houses built before 1700, at an apparently
the building owner, the architect, and the builder. street, and llanover-square ; 1718, Rathbone-placc

; reasonable price, actually still too good to be pulled
The merchant docs net know what to expect, who

1 1720, Bedford-row; belore 1725, King-street, Covent-
^

170 years old, and most of them are con-
orders that a cargo of goods suitable for a particular

|

garden
; 1727, May Fair

;
1730, Oxford-aiarket, ‘

gidered good for another forty vears at least ; we see
market should be shipped without examination from Half Moon-street, and South Aiidley-strect

;
aud nj^nv houses only intended to last for 100 years, new

such and such a warehouse
;
the goods may be very

i 1737, Crown Office-row, iu the Temple. I fronted, and these also are considered good for at least
good, bat prohibited in the port they are sent to, or

j

Xbe. age of these houses is clearly marked by the another forty years
;
and we see many bouses that

they may bel^al, and of such a quality as not to pay faet^ that after 1708 the window-sashes in Loudon
|

were built before 1800, that are now being tinkered
for freight. Ibis is the relation of the building

;
and "Westminster were placed in reveals by order of a ' in order to last that time. But we also see whole

owner and tbe builder, without tbe inten’ention of Building Act
;

fifty jears afterwards a new Building
j

quariers of London consisting of houses built since

•
•

1

necessary from the great increase of buildings, ' 1790^ which the tenauts quit from absolute fear ; rows
The preparetion of this paper has been caused by and the order lor reveals extended to some outlying

! exist where the representatives of the builders would
the fact that in ray professional education and prac-

1

parishes
; in 1706, Parliament ag.iiii met the great

j

be too happy to get rid of their prospective burdens,
tice, duiing both which you have several times

!
increase of buildings bv a new Act

;
andin 1774 came

! and sell their interest or rather burdens iu their leases
honoured me by your favourable attention, it has been

;
tbe stringent Act called the Black Act.

j

for a mere song.my habit to examine, value, aud repair buildings at
|

About 1765, Berners-strect and Grosvenor-place
;

^ Why our dwelling-houses in London are built after

1
^*

1,

prune, and decay : thus I have seen that
' 1770,

Great Russell-strect and Salisbury-street
;

^ one plan, viz. an entrance passage, a front room, a
old houses sutvite penerations of neiv ones; that new

|

] 775 ^
MansBeld-strcet and Stratford-plaec

; 1773, ' smaUer back room, and a staircase hy its side, is a
nonses are generally ugly

;
and when pretty are fre-

1 Portinan-square, Portland-place, and the Adelphi
' nivsteiy to many besides myself. The plan is no

queutly not worth m the market what they cost.
|
^verc built. Many of these streets, built 1760-1780, ''

doubt a very good aud healthy one, where it provides
The Times has called upon its readers to under vigorous legislation, aud leases For ninety years.

compare old I/ondon-bridge, faulty enough in

design, but living for 600 years with Westmiuster-
bridge, 1750, and Blackfriars-bridge, 1760, both
now supported on crutches. The first of them
IS waiting to be swept away as a nuisance some day

;

the other may remain an invalid until the crutches
rot aud the fabric foils under the weight of a mau, a
horse, and an empty cai’t. Tnis w’eight is fixed as

the fatal one, because it has once been enough to
break down a railway bridge. There was no dcodand,
I believe, on the human body, bat the cost of the

• Bead by Mr. John TV. Papworth, architect, at the
Society of Arts, Wednesday, April 15th, Mr. E. Chadwick
in the chair.

hive houses that although old-fashioned, are hand-

some, convenient, and far too good to be pulled down.
The ven,' foundations of this society’s house are shown
to foreigners, though perhaps few of my audicucc

know that such a sight c-vists : except to those

engaged iu building, it is an unpleasant and useless

visit.

But with the year 1790 we have Lisle-street
; 1795,

the New-road; 1800, AUVed-placc, Gower-street, aud
B iker-streel

; 1803, Great Surrey -street, Waile-strect,

aud Russell-square
; 1810, Bty.lU^tolle-squa^e ; 1815,

Park-criscent ; 1820, Rcgeiit’s-park, Burton-crescent,

and Regent-sti'cet
;
or their neighbourhoods. Eegeut-

[

street rubbish was a term well understood by the

a style that at last the tradesmen actually refused to

work any longer for him, but who complacently said,

iu the court of law to which he summoned them,

tenants would occupy anything he put up.

Between 1760 and 1810 many streets were built

on a system which no longer prevails ;
it wns called

blood for blood ;
because if a plumber took a piece of

ground, he arranged with a bricklayer, carpenter,

joiner, and painter to put their work over the ground,

each taking one or more houses finished with his

plumbing in payment. Of course his lead was thin
;

the brickwork was poor; the rafters and joists were

weak
;
and the glass and painting discreditable.

From 1800 to 1825 there was a different system:

builders who gave themselves up to the business of

building street? on speculation, borrowed of their

friends and tradesmen, aud paid their debts according

to the sale of their houses
;

this system dropped

when the lenders found unfinished houses left ou their

hands. Since 1815 the timber merchants, &c. have

lent money to the speculative builders, and of course

the quality of the materials they supplied could not

be disputed
;
but these pei*sons, especially the timber

merchants, have apparently had reason to suspect

collusion between speculative builders aud ground

landlords, and are now more wai-y. Indeed, the real

speculator is often the landlord who lets ground and

advances money, in the hope that the speculative

a thorough draft every time the back or front door is

opened, but it has a great tendency to make the

chimneys smoke, aud to keep the house very cool in

winter. M'hy', Mso, the kitchens should be placed in

the baseraeut is not clear
;
the open doors in summer

carry all sorts of scents up tbe stairs. Indeed, in

this respect the very small bouses, like those in

Camden-towD, which have no basements, but have

kitchens iu the yard, might be usefully followed in

larger houses, and tbe servants’ rooms might be

above each other at the back of the house, and all the

way up. Some good third-rate houses have the stair-

case in front, aud g.iiu a handsome back room, at

liitlc expense to that in front, but this plan is rarely

foEowed. It is also curious that speculative builders
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never will put a ventilator to the top of tLc staircase,

ami so the whole heated and damaged atmosphere of

the house is poured into the top rooms, which also

liap2)en to be the apartments for the invalid and the

nursery.

There is hardly a house fit for an invalid in

London, yet almost every second house in a street

contains, on an average, one invalid in a year, and all

1 he year round. Perhaps this is one reason why so

many invalids live abroad, where all their home is on

one floor, and where there is only one staircase, and

that a very easy one to descend, in order to get into

the garden or the street. Back houses, too, are quite

gone out of fashion, as if our families had nothing to

do hut to sit at the front windows to see the passing

vehicles. I was much struck, in several of the Bel-

gian and French towns, with the system—of which

traces may still be seen in the city, viz.—of having a

carriage entrance, in which a porter lives that stops

all incomers to know their business, lie and bis wife

act as servants, on occasion, to the inmates of the

front and back houses. Through the carriage entrance

I passed into a pretty, though small, garden (I should

saythat no carriage except for an invalid entered),which
separated the front and back dwellings. In com^tliance

with continental customs most of these w'ere large

enough to have a family or two on each floor, but I

visited where only one family occupied the pretty

little house. There the porter is answerable for your

house
;
you put the key on your hook in his lodge,

and the whole family can leave for the best part of a

summer’s day, week, or month, with safely. The
convenience of this system to men living in chambers
in London is so obvious, that it is surprising that

families have not adopted it. The cost of one servaut

is at least saved, and nearly one half of another is

quite saved. The dost and noise of the streets does

not affect the hack bouse, and by letting the front one
for business, the rental of the ground is much increased.

There ought to be a stop put to the barbarous system
of using basement floors as sleeping rooms, and for

ovens, There is no occasion for the great part of our
bread to be prepared in underground holes, where the

baker’s men can see nothing except by candlelight,

and which are subject to all the dirt aud effluvia—but

I need say no more on that point. In the best houses

in certain parts of London, the female servants are

made to sleep in the basement. It was my business

to survey a house near RusscU-sqnare the other day,

land I found under the entrance passage, with a window
looking (it would not open) into the enclosed shed
under the steps, aud a chimney-place blocked up, a

icloset in which two servants were said to sleep. The
d'oetid odour was such as the mistress of the house
lappareiitly thought accidental, and she was good
lenough to ex]ilain to me that it arose, she thought,

from the fact that her neighbour’s cistern always kept
overflowing and made one side of this little bed-room
.'rather dump, so damp, indeed, that the plastering

icould not be said to stand upon the wall. To find

isink-stones with the holes corked up is nothing new
at home. Perhaps one of the greatest improvements
in London houses of all sizes, would be to have the

idrains laid so near the surface, and so covered by
iboavds in their line, that they could be examined or

cleaned without trouble
;

at preseut there is nothing
iwhich embarrasses me so much on surveying a house. !

If the floors are taken up aud the drains arc clear, !

.(there is great wrath at the trouble aud c-xpense ; if

Ireliance is placed on the assertion that the drains are
[

(clean, it by no means follows that they are either clear
' or sound, and many a drain has been allowed to leak its

|

icontcnts away into the kitchen floor and the fonnda-
|

itions, from which cause aloue there are many damp :

iwalls in London.
j

I shall say nothing about a backwarduess in adopt*
|

ang patent sash-fastenings, calculated to render the

Uabour of cleaning the windows less dangerous
;
or

!

sensible designs fur stove-grates
; or spealang-tubes

; I

or ventilating-glass in the windows; or self-fitting

clock-handles
;
or small rooms fitted np for a bath or

ibaths, where children might upset the bath without
jinjnry to the bouse, as is frequently provided abroad,

|

[especially in the north of Europe
; or the possibility

)f making a house so nearly fireproof, even if it be an
'

61d one, that lives should not be lost in case of fire

;

inor of better shutters than the ugly contrivances now
n nse

;
nor of lifts; nor of several other things'

uj^ally nsc*'ul and valuable
: yet these are all matters

liivhich are neglected in our houses, of the common as
ilwell as of our belter sort

;
and I am inelined to think

'

athat it is because an architect is not employed. Per-
paaps we might go further, and say that if an architect
:;s said to be of no use except to increase the cost of
b house by the amount of his commission, at all events

'

an amateur, or a speculative builder, would certainly
ae sure to do better. Yon know that the new streets
If London arc filled with houses that have little or no .

ileal couvenience in them, aud that the speculative
'

il'Uildcr does not seem to care a jot for the sanitary
!

(tnd social improvements of the d:iy
; but you probably

'

do not know the sort of faults committed by those

men who, loftily saying, " wc can do without an archi-

tect,” tliiuk themselves clever enough to direct their

tradesmen. Houses without staircases, as in Hur-

court-strect, Dubliu
;
without a front door, as at a

house in Liverpool
;
without a door to the drawing-

room, on which occasion my father was called in by a

client who became my godfather
;
without light to

the stairs, which is common ;
or virtually cut in half,

as by a military engineer
;
arc absurdities seldom, be-

lieved, but oftener perpetrated.

As to competition, the matter is still worse. The
public decides that it wants a cottage, a shop, a house,

a school, a parsonage, or other buildings, of which it

fixes the price. On what grounds it fixes the price

nobody can say
;
yet the public, knowing nothing of

the price of a building, appoints a committee to spend

this sum in a satisfactory building : whether the com-

mittee, or a private person, wants the house, &c. the

following steps are the same. A child who has to

choose between a large plain cake and a small pretty

cake, would ask if they were equally good ;
but the

public expects to have its cake the biggest and prettiest

at the same time, without security as to whether it is

good at all. So it advertises a competition.

'^'^hcre a lawyer, a medical man, or a broker, is

wanted, the public can be tolerably safe in seeing if

the name is on the rolls or lists of the respective

bodies corporate; but when the public requires the

services of an architect, it accepts as one any person

who chooses to take the title. Of course, in these

days of competition and free trade, an architect on

the rolls has no right to complain, either that he is

not employed, or that a person not on the rolls is

employed; but the vexatious part of the business is,

that if the public employs what the profession calls a

quack, and is deceived, robbed, and ridiculed, it un-

justly says, “ ^Vh!lt is the use of an architect ?”

Knowing the desire of the public to have its cake

large and pretty, men calling themselves architects

engage in competitions, aud send the biggest aud
prettiest designs that occur. He who sends the

biggest and prettiest is generally successful. Docs
the public believe that the apprentices and clerks of

architects are capable of answering the purpose ? if so,

it is as much in the wrong as if it asked a chemist’s

apprentice to take of a limb or tie an artery. Yet
one-half of the competitors are pupils, clerks, or

yonng men without experience
;
now, the public has

no right to depreciate a whole procession because the

apprentices are incapable. A large number of the

competitors are civil engineers and builders, men
estimable, no doubt, in their own lines, but no more
fitted for such competitions than they would think an

architect fitted to direct the water-supply of a town,

or to take a contract for the bricklayer’s work of a

public building. Does the public believe that the

biggest and prettiest cake offered to its acceptance at

the price named, is likely to be good in its constitu-

tion ? A single judge might be so uneducated, but

half a dozen or a dozen can hardly be so far wrong.

This is the dilemma, either ignorance or injustice

chooses a cake made so pretty aud so big that it

cannot be good.

To avoid (his dilemma for public buildings, the

employment of an architect as judge is the only

course to adopt, and has been adopted in some cases
;

but the judge may well say that his is a thankless

ofBcc, when as has been the case, he has conscien-

tiously to report that not one of the designs sent in

by the men who call themselves architects, can be

done for the money; or give the accommodation re-

quired. Then the committee generally throws aside

the award, and makes a choice of its own.
It may be said that this is all very true of a com-

mittee, but that an individual is always equally un-

fortunate. This, however, can be justly aud emphati-
cally denied. If a private person employs no
architect, his building may be whatever it will

; if he
em|)loys the first packing-case maker, gardener,

painter, undertaker, auctioneer, who calls himself an
architect, let his building take the consequences.

Ellesmere-house, Holford-house, of the preseut day;
I

Burlington-house, Maiiborough-house, of the past,
'

are equally fine buildings, built by selected architects. '

The club-houses are generally built by competition,

but amongst selected men only, as was the Royal

!

Exchange
;
and at Liverpool the most sensible of the

|

speculators ollcred haudsoiiie prizes to competitive

designs for bis new street houses. I shall say no
'

more of architectural competition than that the prin-
\

cipal leading architects do not enter unlimited com-

|

petitions, unless justified by the importance of the

occasion. Thus, in the approaching corapetiliou for .

the Government ofiiees, the public will not have the

advantage of the skill of half a dozen of our best

men
;

and thus, also, but a few established names
of repute are attached to the forty-six sets of draw-

ings uow exhibiting at King’s' College for the Con-

’

staniiuojde Church.*
j

• To be continued. I

PROPOSED ILLUSTRATIONS OF WREN’S
FIRST DESIGN FOR ST. PAUL’S.

I RKjotCE in learning from Mr. Rogers,- that the

drawings for the work I suggested are already pre-

pared
;
and it is, therefore, the more to be expected,

that the profession will bestir itself in bringing about

the desired issue. All-sufficient as the present cathe-

dral is for the justification of Wren’s high fame, it is

yet, without a knowledge of circumstances, an imper-

fect witness
;

being, after all, no more than a com-
promise between his genius and the compulsory

meddling of those who enforced him to preserve the

old cathedral plan, in the hopes of restored

Catholicism.

It may be observed, that the hypercritical objec-

tions taken to the building as cree'ed, will not be

found applicable to his “ favourite model,” which,

j

for originality of conception, no less than for artistic

judgment, is, perhaps, without an equal in modem
design.

I

The proposed w'ork, in these days of lithography,

i need not be very expensive. A clever artist would

1

,

be required for the anticipated effect of the views
j

I

but the elevations and sections might be in outline
;

I and there would be no occasion for minute detail. If

.
Mr. Rogers could but obtain the estimated cost of

such a publication, the Builder would soon show, by

,
the response to an appeal for subscribers, whether the

i
publication might be safely ventured on ; and, hoping

I
the " great ones ” of the profession will lead the

thousand little ones to follow in their wake towards a

consummation so devoutly to be wished, I wait to

forward my real name, as one of the least lovers,

though not the least loving of the great and good Sir

Christopher. Ex-Architect.

PUBLIC OFFICES COMPETITION.
If there was ever a competition in which justice

should prevail over all other considerations it is the

present. Marvellous reports are abroad as to the

money expended by competitors, but what is that com-
pared wiih the thought—the labour of minds that

have worked on the ai’chitectural problems of the

year ?

Sir B. Hall has no simple duty before him, and one

of no slight importance: for the result, architects will

watch with fear and hope. Observe on what a thread

that result hangs : as it is not possible to estimate ex-

actly any mau’s favour of or prejudice against a parti-

cular style, so will it be difficult or not possible to

nominate judges who shall be absolutely impartial

and disinterested in their verdict : a slight excess of

the Gothic element among them, and a majority of

the designs selected as the best are Gothic, and the

same with regard to the Classic.

Names of men known and honoured appeared as

judges in the late Constantinople Chureh competition,

but bearing in mind the “ instructions,” can it be said

that the result has been wholly satisfactory ? The selec-

tionof the judges is a case of extreme diffi'-ulty -. islhere

not yet. time, and is it not an occasion worthy to have
the suggestions and opinions, on the point, of those

whose interests are deeply involved—the profession?

Despite the opinion of those who insist that per-

spective drawings are absolutely indispensable for the

proper understandingof an architectural design, it seems

to be little more, little leas, than a money question.

There are artists who can make a plain stouc wall

look like — anything but a phiiu stone wall
;
and

the competitor, be he professional or amateur (in the

preseut case (here are more than one ot the latter), who
can secure the said artist to tint his drawings, does so

because he knows he theu has a better chance of

gaining a prize than he who could not afford an un-

limited sum to purchase an effect, and to have the

plain stone wall look like — anything but a plain

stone wall.

Besides, who is to say how far a perspective is

“ cooked ”—to look as it should, not as it will ? Such

things are done. Aud there are few even profes-

sional architects who can wholly resist the favourable

impression produced by views tinted as we have

lately seen them; for example, the Liverpool Library

aud Constantinople Church.

^Vhy allow him who merely spends more ynoney in

the cause this fatal advantage over those who have

worked day and night, night and day, with love, not

willing to buy the honour and fame they seek ?

Wliat honourable objection can there be to with-

drawing the perspectives until after the award, which

then with justice on the part of the judges must be

fair, aud whom such a course would most effectually

preserve from committing even unconsciously a great

wrong. Keep back the views for tlie present. Attach

the names of the competitors, and let all that is done

be open to the world. Does not the motto principle

itself assume the influence of name, an influence that

it has no power to render nugatory, for svho cannot at

a glance discover the designs of “Eminent Architects,”

to say nothing of private views and dinners before
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Ili3 designs were sent in ? Away with the motto

mockery
1 ^ e *1

On dii, that all designs prepared in defiance of the

instructions will be at once repacked and returned to

their owners—would it not be well to have theiu ex-

hibited—-of course, as excluded from the competiHon

.

If all that is told is to be believed, and the Chief

Commissioner docs not utterly ignore tlie instructions

and plan of the site issued by himself, maufj of the

desiiius received will go to the “ excluded from the

competition ” screen. The site is somewhat irregular,

but presented little dilficidly to those who at once

mado it rectangular, not forgetting to taiie then

dimensions on the sides. Some have projected

the official residence into the park far beyond the hoe

:

others, competiog for one office only, leave no space

on which the other could by any possibility be erected.

It will be too late to point out these things a/ler the

decision.
.

When the day comes where will these designs be f

Where should they be but on the “excluded from the

competition ” screens?

Bat is the on dit a pleasaut dream—a myth ? for it

is also said, that all the drawings sent will he received,

and, that deviations from the iostrnclious will not

exclude from Ihe competition. If so, alas! for out-

line and Light Bkown Indi.\n' I>'k.

IMPROVEMENT OF PAINT IN THE
METROPOLIS.

The other day the City authorities discovered a

pipe from the gas-works ueai- Vaiixhall-bridge dis-

charging their foul refuse into the middle of the

Thames— thus giving forth, in that neighbourhood, a

volume of sulphuretted hydrogen, enough to account

for the blackness of all the painted fronts from

Vauxhall-bridgc towards Belgravia which has Ibis

winter shown itself so fully.

The use of sulphuric acid, both in the reduction of

the blue into while lead, aud the universal use of it in

clearing linseed oil, will account for the readiness

with which this destructive element combines with

the paint. May I, therefore, beg the favour of your

urging the manufacturer to use a purer acetic acid,

and which may now be had free from either sulphuric

or nitric acid, as also to use Mr. Biuks’s process to

purify the oh. This plan was fully described last

autumn at the Society of Arts
;
because lead properly

prepared, and mixed with pure linseed oil, will resist

even this scourge. David G. Laing.

THE MIDDLE TEMPLE FOUNTAIN.

Whether the new library in the Middle Temple

should be built on the site of the fountain or not, may
he fitly discussed in the Builder : it is however a sub-

ject for the exercise of a mature, refined, and unpre-

judiced judgment, and should not be approached with

a temper in which personal detraction and vituperation

arc prominent, and art is made the vehicle for dis-

paragement aud abuse. Not ouc of your readers, the

architect, engineer, operative, or artist, will read with-

out pain the unqualified terras of disrespect used by

Mr. Paternoster against a body of men, eminent for

respectability and learning, who arc now engaged in

the noble work of promoting aud enshrining know-
ledge; and that gentleman who has made so unfavour-

able a debut in a journal devoted to the promotion of

art and science, should be cautioned that he obtrudes

among a class who will not receive invective in the

garb of art, and wbo esebew at once the bitter garnish

of calumny, however adroitly it miy be commixed and
concealed in the mess which he proffers to them.

Pater Adr.^viiam.

STREET RAILWAYS.
Mr. T. W. Rammele, C.E. in a pamphlet ju^t pub-

lished by Stanford, of Chariug-cross, suggests ‘'A

new plan for Street Railways.”

He proposes that the railways shall ruu through
the streets on a level with the first floors of the

houses, and simply consist of girder-rails aud an atmo-
spheric tube between them, the three constituenis of

the line being firmly framed together and supported at

a height of 14 feet (or more if the gradients require it)

above the street surface by a single row of cast-iron

colmns, placed generally alougtbe liue of the kerb-stone

of the foot-pavements, the columns to be secured to

cylinders of cast iron sunk deep into the ground and

solidly imbedded iu coucrute. Tiic guage he would
have to he only of a standard width of 3 feet 9, aud
the carriages (fur passengers only) of the lightest pos-

sible description, much nearer to the level of the
rails than at present, and constructed with special

reference to the avoidance of noise : each carriage to

hold from 30 to 60 persons. The lines would be
accessible at fi'equent stations either built expressly
or formed out of houses already existing, with stair-

cases leading to waitiug-rooms on the fii'st floor, level

with and open to the platform.

The advantages of his scheme Mr. Rammell thus

sums up : it is simple and compact, yet strong ;
will

occupy little lateral space and not interrupt the street

traffic nor the commnnicalion between street aud pave-

ment, the iutcrcoluomiations being wide and each

column of small diameter; neither light nor

would be obstructed : the appearance would not be

inelegant; the whole might be so readily erected or

taken down as to be practically moveable, and hence

easily alterable according to circumstances, neither

erection nor alteration interfering with the street

traffic : lastly, its cost would not bo excessive.

The projector also proposes certain modifications

or adaptations of the atmospheric principle of pro-

pulsion, to insure certainty aud economy of working,

into which wu have not room to enter.

THE DWELLINGS OF THE LONDON POOR.

Sib,—The recent report made by Dr. Lclhehy to

the City Commissioners of Sewers, was much called

for, aud will do good. It presents a frightful picture,

ami will, doubtless, startle many who have not

already giwu alteutiun to the subject. It has becu

rcfcn-cd to -very extensively by the daily press, at

which, of course, as one wishing the evils set forth

should be remedied, I rejoice greatly; nevertheless, it

docs exasperate me, and must dishearten many, to find

the press have taken up this report as if neither you

nor auy other persou had written on the subject before.

Tiiey speak as if these filthy and frightful facts were

now made known for the first time : they ignore the

circumstance that foui- or five years ago you dragged

into the light of day the very places, Plnratree-cuui't,

R'jsc-alley, &c. &c. which Dr. Lcthcby now very pro-

perly again brings forward, and described minutely

the miserable couditiou of their occupants, and the

imavoidablc consequences of forcing men and women
to herd in such dens. Now that public attenliou is

again awakened to the magnitude of Ibc evil, and the

vital necessity for change, it is to be hoped that

something will be done. Do not relax in your endea-

vours. An Engineer.

INSTITUTION OF CIAHL ENGINEERS.

On the 7th last. Mr. G. P, Bidder, Vice-Presi-

dent, in the chair, the paper read was “ On the Lay-

ing of the Permanent Way of the Bordeaux aud

Bayonne Railway,” by Mr. F. R. Conder. A detailed

description was given of the construction of the per-

manent way, as well as of the series of operations that

was uecessary for its complelioo. It appeared that

although called “Yoie Brunei,” the principle adopted

was in no way identical with that of the Great

Western and other broad-guage English railways

;

the ouiy resemblance being the use of a bridge rail,

aud the loiigiluJirial position of the short pieces of

limber that supported the rails, which were little

more than half the dimensions of those used on

English railways.

Ou the Great Woslcru lines the stability of the way

was effected by the housing of the transoms into the

longitudinals, aud by tie-bolts which were passed

through the latter, and were firmly secured to the

funner; aud the continuity of the longitudinal tim-

bers was secured by a sort of dowel called a “joint-

plate,” which had been found iu practice to unite the

euds of the thnbcrs with a degree of solidity that

could hardly have been expected, but which was an

essential condition iu the system. On this Bourdeaux

and Bayonne line, unfortunately, all these precautions,

which a long experience in England bad proved to be

necessary, were omitted. The short longitudinal tim-

bers were merely laid end to end ou the transoms,

the rails were laid on aud rivelted to the joint-plates,

and the only tie between the outer and the inner rail

was effected by the bolts, which passed vertically

through the rail, the longitudinal limber, and the

trausom.

ST. MARTIN’S DISTRICT SCHOOL OF ART.

A Soiree, arranged entirely among the students

of this school, was held on the 3rd instant,

the Rev. W. G. Humphrey, of St. Miirtiu’s,

in the chair. A collection of painting.s, draw-

ings, &c. contributed by Messrs. Ruskin, Bur-

chett, Collier. Casey, and by some of the students

tlieraselvcs, covered the walls. The meeting was

addressed by Mr. Cruikshank, who deeply regretted

ihit be had not had such opportunities of early art

study as could be now obtained. Mr. Ruskiu next

dflivcred a lengthened address, in which he mainly

dwelt upon that power of eye and mind wbich the

practice of drawing give
;
and then on the chemistiy

of painting
;

in the course of his remarks on which

he touched on doctrines, rather more poetical than

orthodox, in which phosphorus, sulphur, aud carbon,

and even the gas we burn, were regarded os metals,

which some of them, after all, may eventually turn

out to he. Tu respect to the air, however, of which

he also spoke, his doctrine was both poetical and true.

The air he regarded as the soul of everything, which

required tobe “burnt” into thcraerejllie metalsorother

combustibles could in general be made of much use in

art. Mau himself lived more ou this soul of the earth

than ou its body. The air of which he spoke, of course,

was oxygen~thc vital air and the supporter of all

" burniug.” It was by this air, be observed, that many

art materials, such as colours, were prepared from the

metals aud other combustible bodies. Perhaps Mr.

Ruskin himself may not he aware that some of the

ancient chymists were uot only well acquaiuted with

oxygen (notwithstanding assertions to the contrary),

hut called it the soul of the world, and hydrogen the

spirit. The meeting was subsequently addressed by

Mr. Burchett, the head-master of the Normal school.

The soiree was enlivened hymiisic as wcR as eloquence,

and passed uff with spirit and eclat.

SOUND THROUGH WALLS AND FLOORS.*

Will you kindly allow me space for one or two

observations on that part of the leading article in

your last number which has reference to the trans-

mission of sound tlirough floors.

Floors formed with iron joists and concrete, like

those formed with brick ai'clies, transmit sound by

contact, under cerkiin circimsUmces , but the cir-

cumstances under which they do so form quite the

exception to the general application of this principle

of cousLructiou in dwelling-houses: when a liuished

surface of cement, or other solid material, is laid down

upon the concrete, aud the structure ceiled luiderueatb,

so that the whole forms a soli'l, homogeneous mass,

souud is undoubtedly freely transmitted
;
but, instead

of this being the general custom, iu forty-nine cases

out of every fifty, the floors of rooms constructed on

this principle are finished with a hoarded surface,

leaving a hollow space between the flooring-board and

the top of the concrete; aud, besides this, iu the

majority of cases of superior rooms, a second hollow

space is obtained by attaching a counter ceiling below,

for wbich the structure afiurds ready facilities
;
the

furth'r advantage of this latter mode of construction,

being that there is no cootact between the irou and

the plaster, and consequeutly no risk of the ceiling

being discoloured.

The floors of the new house at Balmoral are formed

in this manner, and for all practical purposes the con-

struction is sound-proof. It is, iu fact, like a brick

wall battened ou both sides.

As illustrative of the difficulty of preventing the

transmission of sound through a solid body, however

thick, I may mention the fact that in some of the old

prisons in France, where the walls were nearly Yb feet

thick, the prisoners found means ot communicating

with one another through them.
James Barrett.

SCENERY, MUSIC, S:c.

Italian Opera-House, Lyceum.—Short as the time

has been since the Lyceum was closed ou its dramatic

manager, iMr. Gye has contrived to rc-decoratc the

whole of the iuterior iu a quiet, tasteful niauner, and

to introduce various improvements before the curtain,

tending to the comfort of the audience—a point very

much neglected, by the way, in most of our theatres.

1 Puritani was the oiiera with which the season was

commenced ;
and never did Grisi slug and act, even

iu her palmiest days, with more admirable effect.

,

Mr, Beverley has painted a scene of beehives aud
.

flowers, for a new divertissement, Les AbeiUes,\'i\\\Q,'a.

is pretty and quaiut.

Haymarkct Theatre. — The only extravaganza

brought by Easter will be fouud at this house, under

the care of hir. Buckstone. It is wrilteu by Mr.

Talfourd— called “ Alalauta
;
or. The Three Golden

Apples,” and gives occasion, as all our readers will

see at oace, for some Greekish scenery, in the pre-

paration of which ' The ‘Winter’s Tale ” at the

Priucess’s has not been overlooked. Iu the Royal

Drawing-room, for the sake of lightness, probably,

the type is departed from, and slight coupled Alham-

braic columns, witb an Order of Caryatides above, are

substituted. Iu the last scene, Doric temples, iu

.

fairy colours, wonderful palm-trees, and tiring statues,

form what Mr. Talfourd might pcrhafis have the bold-

ness to call a pjlm-and-stouiau coalitioa, while they

delight the house, and do honour to hir. Callcott.,.

There is some truthful scenery in Mr. Bayle

Bernard's exciting drama, “A Life’s Trial,” which,

precedes the extravaganza, such as the “ Beach at

Tenby,” the “ George Ian Yard, SoutliWiirk,” and

,

a view in the Borough. A villa on Riehiii(ind-hill,

wiih the Thames below, is charmingly toned, but is

marred by the erroneous perspective iu the practicable
j

• Three several correspondents inform us that they haye

sncceeded in producing a material whereby all sound will

be deadened. When we know something more about the

iavenlioas we may speak of them.
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lart of Ihc building—the porch, the lines of which

lomradict all the rest of the structure. We mention

,hi3 the more particularly, as it is a mistake often

nade on the stage. The piece itself is very interest-

n", and is contradicting the critics of the hrst night,

fv'ho pronounced it a failure.

Burford's Panorama. — Assisted by Mr. Selous,

Mr. Burford has painted a very excellent picture of

Moscow, with its Kremlin, 500 churches, gardens,

lud rivers. The foreground towards the north is oc-

mpied by the procession accompanying the Emperor

into the fortress-palace. On the plateau formed by

the highest ground, are seen the three Cathedrals of

the Assumption, the Annunciation, and St. Michael,

two of the vast iinperial palaces, and the singular

tower of St. John, with the far-famed great bell

of Moscow at its base; also the treasury, arsenal,

two large monasteries, and several of the other

churches of the Kremlin; together with a long line

of the walls, two of the principal gates, and many of

the towers and spires by which they are adorned. It

is admirably painted, and gives a striking notion of

the amount of wealth which has been lavished by a

despotic sovereign, on this, the heart of all Russia.

Many of the buildings arc characterised by vast size,

a profusion of domes, and a barbaric profusion of or-

nament.

JIb. Thackeray and Scottish Art.— At the

dinner given to this gentleman in Edinburgh the

other day, Mr. Thackcry proposed “The Fine Arts

and the Royal Scottish Academy.” In the course of

his speech he said, “I assure you that I have been a

constant visitor at the building with the Doric pillars

not far off, for I have spent no less than Is. 6d. for

various catalogues, and I have come away with the

strong idea that the battle between the lion and
unicorn is not altogether decided, and that I do not

know what rolours ought to have precedence on the

pallet, and whether it should be those of England or

of Seollaud. I am perfectly certain of this, however,

tliat the President of our Aeadc.uy could not pniiit,

and would own liimself that he could not paint, so

good a portrait as the President of yours. I am per-

fectly certain that tliere is a certain Francis Grant in

London who could paint a picture as well as any
Scotchman out of London, or any man in almost any
other country. I know that one of our chief painters

—one of our naturalistic school—comes to draw his

inspiration fi oni Scotland, and that he finds his most
noble rocks, his most beautiful lakes, his most splendid

deer, and his most wonderful heather here. I know
that a week ago I shook bauds with a young painter,

a leader of the Young England school in Penh, and
that he last year found his autumn leaves, and his

beautiful grass, aud his glorious sunset, worthy of

Giorgione himself, by the banks of thu Tay. I know
the young Queen of the French naturalistic school

came into your country, and has fallen in love with
it, and has taken away from it a little ark of her own,
carrying with her many of your animals. I cannot
say what particular power it may he iii your country
which creates tliis immense attachment, hut I begin,

I assure you, to feel it myself. M’hat vitality is it in

the air which causes all you Scotchmeu to have such
an intense natiouniity ? Not that your artists cannot
go to other jdaccs than to Scotland. Yeslerd:ty, in

the course of one of those visits of wlPch I spoke to

the Royal Academy’s Exhibition, I was taken by
Lauder into the sacred garden of Olivet. I wandered
also with Harvey hack into old limes, aud saw dear

lold John Bunyan standing at the gate of Bedford
iGaol. I passed a little door, and there I. was away
tfrom John Bunyan, but Harvey was carrying me on
istill, and I stood ou the deck of Columbus’s caravel,

and we looked out and saw land across the Atlantic.

iTlieu I went with Noel Paton, who led me on to the

moonlit regions of fidryland, and looked at the beau-
Itiful crowds of creatures that danced, and frisked, and
igambolled around Oberon and the beautiful Titania.

iThen he brought me away from that fairy place into

a place still more pleasant—from fairy laud into love

iland—and I beheld a young couple sitting in uncora-

tmonly close conversation under the gleams of Hesperus,

•that bright star, who I am sure would wink at what
;that couple were going to do next.”

Arcihtecturat, Institute of Scotland. — At
(the last meeting of the Architectural Institute of Seo'-
iland, held in their hull in Georgc-strect, Edinburgh,
I Mr. Smith, architect, iu the chair, Mr. D. Cousin read

^the second part of a paper on “ Jeffrey’s Theory of the
^Beautiful.” Beauty he considered under three heads

—

moral, intellectual, aud material, iloral beauty cou-
tsisted in truth aud goodness, and our sense of it arose
from the relations springing out of those elements.

tlntcUectual and material beauty arose from the clc-

inients of adaptation aud order, including proportion,

imumber, symmetry, &c. and onr sense of it from the

Ixclation of these qualities.

Sanitary Condition of St. Luke’s, Chelsea.

—A *' general report upon the sanitary condition of the

parish of St. Luke, Chelsea, during the year 1856, by

A. W. Barclay, M.D. Medical Officer of Health for

Chelsea,” has been printed by order of the Vestiy.

Tlie results arc, on the whole, favourable, uotwith-

standing the had state in which some of the more
crowded districts of this suburban parish still subsist.

The rate of mortality for all Chelsea appears to be to

that of all Loudon nearly as under 23 is to over 24.

Nearly 4,000 houses were inspected, 3,600 by re-

gular visitation by the inspector of nuisances : 1,191

sanitaty improvements have been reported ou as

finished, and others as in progress. The small streets

aud courts bordering on Leader-street, and extending

down to Bond-street aud College-place, west of the

Marlborough-road, have an unenviable pre-eminence

in the midst of many bad districts, and give the

largest ratio of mortality from epidemic causes. The
worst places in this district itself, are Little College-

street, Oakham-street, aud Wickham-placc. In the

lust, each house consists of four small room®, with an

average of eleven inhabitunts each, or more than three

families. Iq Little College-street, one house of twelve

rooms, contains forty iuhuhitauts. A new landlord,

however, has done much for this street. Overcrowd-

ing seems to be one of the greatest evils iu Chelsea,

this part of the metropolis containing an immense
number of small houses subdivided amongst pour

peop’e.

Gnoll College, Vale of Neath.—A scheme

for the establishment of a scientific college for 200
student?, from sixteen to eighteen years of age, at

Gnoll Castle, in South 'Wiiles, is iu progress. Tlic

course of instruction is to extend over three years, ami

to include mathematics, mechanics, physics, chemistry,

natural aud human history, and design
;

the final

courses comprising trigonometrical surveying, me-

chanical art, steam-power, and projectiles, tiaction,

&c.; sanitary science, raining and metallic manufac-

tures, commerce, letters, &c.; and construction and

decoration. Every student is to pass tiircugh the

introductory courses, while the iutermediatc and

final courses will be selected for the students accord-

ing to their special pursuits. 'I'lie fees fur each

student, board aud residence inclusive, wiH be two
hundred guineas a year. The situation for such a

college is advantageous, both from its seclusion and

its hcalthfulness, as well as from its locality, sur-

rounded by various industrial works, particularly iu

metals and minerals, quarries, limestone, &c., and

connected, at the same time, with the manufacturing

districts, aud with the metropolis, by railway, a station

of the South Wales line adjoining the park of Guoll

Castle. Much, however, will depend ou the way in

which the scheme is carried out, as respects pro'’cssors,

aud so forth. From the prospectus it does not appear

that the teachers have ycl been selected or appointed
;

nor are the president, wardens, and secretary, who are

to control the establishment, nuraed in it. From what

wc know, however, of those who are concerned in the

proposition, we augur well.

Completion of Coventry vSewerage : 'fREAT

TO Workmen.—Nearly 100 workmen of Messrs.

Tomlinson, Harpur, aud Ilarpnr (Derby), with some
friends, members of the Town Cuuneil, and offictrs of

the Local Board of Health, lately celebrated the com-

pletion of the contract for the sewcr.T^e of Coventry

at a dinuiT in St. Mary’s Hall, Coventry. Mr. S.

Harpur presided. During the execution of the con-

tract, the contractors have laid in branch drains for

about 1,000 houses at the private expense of nearly

400 owners. These, together willi the contract, em-

brace a total length of 26,000 yards, or about 15

miles, of sewers aud drains, consisting of pipes of 3,

4, 6, and 9 iuches in diameter, and brick sewers vary-

ing from 12 inches iu diameter to 3 feet 6 inches

high and 2 feet 6 inches wide, and are placed iu the

ground at diplhs varying between 3 and 21 feet. In
the line of the sewers nearly 200 chambers have been

built to facilitate iuspection, flushing, and cleansing

when necessary, and mimerous street gullies have also

been constructed. The cost of the works was deter-

mined by a schedule of prices ranging from 4s. to 25s.

per yard.

The Iron Trade.—At the quarterly meetings at

Walsall, Wolverbamptou, Birmingham, and Dudley,

the quotations of last quarter have been upheld, and

the accounts • were much more promptly met than

was expected, from the great difficulty of obtaining

advances except at ruinous rates of interest. It was
stated that some makers had reduced bars 10?. per

tun, but the prices of last qiuirter were confirmed. Tlie

demand for pig-iron is said to be considerable, prices

averaging from 4/. to 4/. lOs.
;

for supeiior qualities,

5A Notwithstanding the great number of fuimaces

and other works in operation, many more are spring-

ing lip, the most important of which are those now
in course of erection by Lord Ward in the neighbour-

hood of Dudley. These arc capable of employing an

immense number of hands.

The River Thames.—A blnc-hook has appeared,
containing the copy of a report made to the First

Commissioner of Works by Commander Burstal, R.N.
on the state of the river Thames between Putney and
Rotberbithc, dated the 27th January, 1857. The Com-
mander gives a scientific detail of the changes which
have taken place, including the great alteration in the
low- water surface of the Thames above London-
bridge, doubtless consequent on the removal of the

cld bridge in 1832. From this report it appears that

the bed of the river has deepened considerably since

1823, the average deepening at each station between
Putney and London-hridge varying from 2 feet to

9 feet 6 inches. The greatest change noticeable in

the river bed among the bridges is at BLickfriars and
Wesimiuster, and a strong disposition to the same is

evidenced at Southwark. From two cruss sections

made on the site of the old London-hridge, it appears

that the whole of its piers and foundations have been
removed to a level of 29^ feet below Trinity datum,
iu a line with the centre arch, which corresponds with
the depths of the present bridge, and as tar as All-

hallows’-wharf above it, and 2 feet higher than the

general depths in the Pool, 600 feet below it. From
these facts, and from the solid nature of the material

of which the old foundations are composed, it appears

evident that the natural scour of the river has been
arrested at aud near this point, and, consequently,

the safety of the present structure preserved. Yet
the ebb stream is so strong in the Pool as to cause

a small and sufficient scour. The bulk of the volume
is filled with a scries of transverse sections.

Sewerage of Paris.—The Prefect of the Seine

has just presented a report to the municipal council

of P.iris on the subject of a large tunnel sewer, to be
funned in such a manner as to cany off the water
which in rainy seasons inundates some quarters of

Paris, particularly the Faubourg Alontinartre, Rue de

Provence, Chaussec d’Antin, and neighbourhood.
The document states that the surveys made establish

that the very slight fall of the river at Paris, where
in fact the bed of the Seine is nearly on a level, ren-

ders it impossible to prevent the wafers, when high,

from flowing up into the sewers. The prefect con-
ceived tlie idea of turning to account thb bend in the

river, which, about Asniers, approached near enough
to Paris to serve as an outlet for the sewers of

the quarters on the right bank about two metres
lower than the grand sewer which runs into the Seine

at Chailot. The report then goes on to describe how
this new sewer is to be formed. The expense is es-

timated at 3,4SO,OOOf. "Within Paris it would form
a tuimel, and beyond the fortifications a covered cut-

ting. The sewer is to he 6 mHres wide, and high
enough for boats to pass. One of the causeways at

the side fvill have rails laid down for waggons, by
which hereafter a general system of carrying off the

soil from the water-closets iu Paris may be established.

Three years will be required for the execution of the

work, and the prefect concludes his report by propos-

ing a credit of l,200,000f. for the first year’s opera-

tions.

Salopian Society for Improving Condition
OF Industrial Classes.—The principal objects

which the promoters of this society intend to accom-
plish are habits of cleanliness, by the erection of

public baths and washhouses on improved plans, and
the construction of model cottages fur families. It is

intended to establish branch societies in Staffordshire

and the adjoining counties, and prospectuses have
been issued by the directors. The liability of the

shareholders is limited by royal charter.

The Gibbon Carvings on the Altar-screen op
St. James’s Church, Piccadilly.—Learning that

Mr. Luck, of Leamington, had written to you,

stating himself to have been the executant of the

restoration of these beautiful carvings,—a work that

had btcu wrongly attrihnted, in tlie paper on St.

James’s Church supplied by me aud printed in your
uiimber of the 14th of February, to two foreigners, I

' repaired to the gentleman on whose information I

had recorded the incident. This gentleman was at

the period referred to connected with the manage-
of the church

; and he states, that during the pro-

gress of the general works of repair then going on in

the church (unJer the direction of Mr. ilajhew), he,

day after day, saw the men engaged on the carvings,

and ho “took them, from tlieir appeaiance, to be

foreigners.” However, having casually heard that

ou some part of the screen there was an inscription-

invisible to general observation—recording the cir-

cumstance, 1, with the assistance of one of the

beadles, made a search, and, at length, discovered it,

written on the inside of the pelican’s nest, and it runs

thus:
—

“ This carving was restored with 850 pieces,

hy G. Lock and G. Kent, 1846.” It will be as well

to notice this fact, when you can spare a corner so to

do, and thus give Mr. Lock the credit due to him, of

having executed, in the instance referred to, a very

meritorious wotk.

—

Frederick Crane, Church-

warden of the Parish of St. James, Westminster.
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Builbers’ Competition-.—The Colchester Burial 1

Board, hearinp, doubtless, that the building trades are

not at this momeut very busy iu the great metropolis

audits neighbourhood, have kindly and compassion-

ately given them something to do, as will be seen

from the following advertisement :
— “To Builders :

The Colchester Burial Board are about to enter into a

contract for the erection of the assistant s cottage

upon the burial-iironnd, in the Mcrsea-roacl, for a sum

not exceeding 120/. All persons willing to underlake

the erection of the same are requested to send proper

drawings, phins, sections, and specifications, together

with a lender for the same, to me, the undersigned,’

&c. &c. The drawings, plans, sections, specifications,

and tenders “to be without real name, hut distm-
,

gnished by some private mark, with the name of the

author in an accompanying sealed envelope, referring

to the private mark, w'hich will not be opened until

after the sdedion is made : it will not be incumbent

on the Board to accept the lowest tender.” The

architects, whom the builders will of course consult as

to the drawings, plans, sections, and specifications,

wai thus come also in, at least indirecfly, for a

share of the patronage of the Colchester Buiial Board.

Perhaps, too. by a little working on their kiiully feel-

ings, the Burial Bnard might even be induced to

provide the successful competitor with a comer of

their premises in which he could lie down comfortably

and “take bis rest ” at the close of his labours.

(Jas. The Imperial Gas Company of London has

just held its half-yearly meeting. The profit from

gas-rent for the half-year was 10,000/. over the half-

year corresponding in 1835, and 10 per cent, was

A meeting took place at Brentford last

week, to hear a letter read from the Gas Company,

containing proposals to reduce the price of gas from

6s. per 1,000 feet (present price), to Ss. 6d. per

1,000, from Midsummer next. It was thought

desirable to call a public meeting of the gas consumers

of the town, as early as possible, in order that the

matter might be brought before them.

Coffee-Roasting at Home.—The reason why

the flavour of coffee is so superior in Prance to that

generally put up wi(h in England does not proceed

from the excessive adulteration in practice here so

much as from the system adopted in preparing the

infoaiou. The secret is, that the coffee-berry is only

roasted vnmediately before being required for use,

and in small quantities at a time j
while here, it is kept

in porous bags, sometimes as long as a fortnight after

being roasted. Amongst the many scientific men and

mechanical minds who peruse your valuable serial,

some one may, I should think, be found who could

invent a roasting-apparatus that might be affixed to

the common roasting-jack used in cooking. Very

many persons whose means are small possess a jack;

for they are now comparatively inexpensive, and a '

necessary adjunct to the comforts of a home. The

cost of such a roffee-roaster need be but trifling,
'

while the benefit would be great to the working man

of scanty income, who would thus be able to get a cup

of coffee with all the true flavour of the berry—

a

matter very difficult, if not impossible, in the present

'

age of adulteration.

—

Cognomen.

The Earl of Caithness's Stone Cutter.—A ^

patent, dated 26th August last, has beeu taken out by .

the Earl of Cuithness, for the machine already noticed

in our columns. The apparatus is described as con -

1

sisting of a set of vertical parallel bars of metal, ar-

ranged in suitable guides in a substantial framing, and
|

furnished at their lower ends with steel or hardened

metal cntiing or reducing edges. These bars are

actuated crank movement, the rotary action of

which, 'or other driving i>ower, elevates them to a cer-

tain-predetermined height, when they are allowed to

drop upon the face of the stone or other substance

under treatment, and thus chip or cut away the mate-

rial to the required extent. As the cutting bars are

thus caused to operate, the stone being dressed is

caused to traverse at a slow rate beneath them, and

hence a fair plane surface is produced. The fixed

framing of the mactiine resembles that of an ordinary

engineer’s pluiing machine. A cam shaft opcralcs

upon the c-mter bars, and is either cast with its range

of cams solid upon it, one cam for each cuiter

bar, or with the cams in loose pieces, strung on to

the shaft. The cams, being disposed heliacally upon

the shaft, niise up and let fall the whole of the opera-

ting cutter bars in regular succession in line at right

angles with the dircclion of traverse of the stuue

beneath them. The stone is supported upon bearing

rollers or upon a carriage beneath, and it is moved

forward a short distance after each revolution of the

cam shaft, so as eontiniially to present a fresh uu-

dressed port ion to thendting action. The same

machinery may be cm[)loyed for breaking masses of

stone, as well os for cutting or reducing vegetable

matter, siU'L as uorse for feeding cattle. In the L'li-

of the lOlh instant, there are two engravings

showing the coustructiou of this machine.

Strike akb Intimidation.—At the "Westminster
,

P.dice Court, ou the 8th iust. three labourers who had

been employed by Mr. Frcake, at Prince’s-gate and

,

Exhibition-road, but had turued out, being dissatisfied
|

with the amount of their wages (3s. a-day), and

demanding 4d. more, were charged with using threaten-

ing and intimidating Inngiuge towards other labourers

who had agreed with Mr. Preake for the wages refused

by the defendants. After hearing the evidence, the

magistrate sentenced the three defendants to three

months’ imprisonment c.Tch, with hard labour, and

announced that if tlierc was .any further interference

with the men employed by Mr. Freuke, he would

impose the full penalty on the offenders.

Ventilating App.aratus.—A tract on “ Ventila-

tion and its necessity to Health,” is being circulated

by Messrs. Bovd and Chapman, of M'elbcck-street,

Loudon, with the view of recommending Boyd’s,

patent for improvements in the construction of smoke
i

and air-flues, but containing some very proper strip-

1

tures on the still prevalent neglect of ventilation in

inhabited apartments, even where there is so much

additional uced for it as in houses lighted at night by

gas. The apparatus recommended for the ventilation

of rooms consists of Boyd’s p.itent bricks and flue-

plates, smoke-flue ventilator, and “ hygiastic fire-

grate.” Of the ventilating-bricks and flue-plates,

the writer of the tract says, “This invention consists

in the construction of the several smoke-flues of a

house iu such manner that, in place of the usual solid

‘ withes,’ ventilating Jlttes shall be formed (commenc-

ing at or about the ceiling line) side by with, and

forming hollow ventilating partitions between, the

several smoke-flues. These partitions to he con-

structed of hollow-bricks of cast-iron laid one upon

another, or of two tiers of plates of tbe same metal,

built up side by side in building the chimney-stack.

These bricks and plates being good conductors of heat,

will impart warmth from the smoke-flue of each room

to its venlilating-fiue adjoining.” The smoke-flue

ventilator has a division-plate in the ventilator-box

for checking return smoke, and preventing it entering

the room, ns from ordinary chimney-valves. Thelire-

grafe is “constructed to receive a continuous supply

of fresh external air, and to discharge it into the

apartment moilerately warmed by contact with fire-

brick surfaces ” at the back.

Building Operations in Nottingham.—I am
informed by a con espondeut in the Midland Counties

that the ait of building, as now practised, has attained

a very high standard in Nottingham. The builders in

that town must be possessed of a great amount of

scientific knowledge as regards the “ strength of mate-

rials,” for they economise to a wonderful extent in both

quantity and quality of the same, and labour of every

description that can by any means be dispensed with

is most carefully avoided. Young professional men
whose experience in construction has been limited,

would be much benefitted by studying for a time iu

that locality : they would ascertain to a nicety the

least possible amount of timber that could be put into

a building, and find that the tables already published

are quite erroneous and extravagant: for instance,

where these authorities would give the strength of a

thorough joist as 7 iu. by 3 iu. a scantling of 7 in.

by 1^ in. is deemed quite sufficient, and, indeed,

rather more than necessary, if the material used he

anything better than spruce. The same care is shown

in brickwork. All outer walls of ordinary cottages,

except the front, are of half brick, and the iuner and

division walls of brick on edge. This is a good arrange-

ment in many respects, some of which are, the inmates

have the advantage of hearing everything that passes

in their ncighhoui's’ houses, as well as the opportunity

of quarrelling with and blackguardiug each other with-

out being subject to the interference of the police

—

an amount of convenience which architects in some

parts of the kingdom I am afraid have rather over-

looked.—Jack-plane.

A Canadian Contractor.—Amongst tbe seventy

or eighty passengers killed by the late dreadful railway
' accideut at Hamilton, in Canada, was Samuel Ziramer-

mann,thc great Canadian railway contractor. A Roches-

ter paper says, — “lie was born in Huntingdon, co.

Pcnn.intheyenr 181 5, and in 1842 removed to Canada,

having no capital hut energy, farsightedness, a gray

horse, and a buggy. He was iheu but twenty-seven

years of age. His first undertaking was the coustruc-

tion of four locks and an aqueduct on the We lland

Canal, which involved something like one milliou of

doUai's. Subsequently he built 120 miles of the

Great Westcru Railway, the contriii't jirice fur which

was about 600,000 dolinrs. The buibling of the first

' suspension-bridge at Niagara Fulls, and of the great

railroad-bridge at the same .place, engaged his atten-

tion. He built the Coburg, and Pctcrhovu’, the Port

Hope, and Lindsay, and the Erie and Ontario railways

in Canada. Mr. Zimmennanu originaleil and had just

completed the prelitiiinary nrraugeiiients for Imilding

a neftv road to the Wist, nearly par.dlel with the

Great Western, to the south of that line, aud on a

[April 18, 1857.

shorter aud better route. This work was to cost some

ten millions of dollars. Some 18,000 acres of land

in different parts of Canada, belonged to him. He
estimated his property to he worth three millions of

dollars.”

[advertisement.]

MESSRS. CLARK and CO.

15, Gate-street, Lincolu’s-inn-fields.

Gentlemen, — After eight years’ trial of your

Patent Revolving Shutters, erected here, I can safely

pronounce them most effectual iu their action, and

they have given me the utmost satisfaction.

I am. Gentlemen, yours traly,

Geo. Downe.

155, Leadeuhall-strect, August 7th, 1856,

TENDERS
For the Lunatic Hospital, Nottingham. Mr. T. C.

nine, architect. Quantities furnished:—

Ferguson and Allen, Nottingham £10,350 0 0
John Fisher, ditto 10,300 0 0
Thomas Fish, ditto 10,190 0 0
Richard Willimott, ditto 10,155 0 0
C. C, and A. Dennett, ditto 9,995 0 0
Garland and Holland, ditto (ac-

cepted 9,976 0 0

For the rebuilding of No. 16, Cornhill, for Messrs,
Mausell and Elliott. Mr. John Barnett, architect. The
quantities prepared by Mr. Richard Roberts :—

Piper and Son £6,320 0 0
Holland 6,240 0 0
Haward and Nixon 6,200 0 0
Browne and Robinson 6,016 0 0
Myers (accepted) 5,948 0 0

For building the chapels, lodge, and entrance-gates, in-
cluding all fittings, fixtures, &c. Lewisham cemetery-
Messrs. Tinkler and Morphew, architects ;—

•

W. Smith £2,952 0 0
Andrewartha 2,648 0 0
Ring and Stangcr 2,343 0 0
Dethickfaocepted) 2,210 0 0
J, and "W. Barker 2,143 0 0
S. Newman 1,633 0 0

For tbe erection of lunatic wards and padded rooms,
and for the execution of alterations and additions to certain
buildings at the workhouse of 3t. Pancras parish. Mr.
W. B. Scott, architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. C. J.
Shoppee

Mann £2,277 2 6
Dennis 2,268 0 0
Alibott 2,140 0 0
Rudkin 2,100 0 0
Bennett 2,088 0 0
Heaste and Moon 2,040 0 0
Frow 1,95-1 0 0
Purkiss 1,896 0 0
Rowe 1,891 0 0
Palmer (accepted) 1,766 0 0

Infant Schools. Mr. William Sim, architect. Quantitiea-
supplied by Mr. Poland :

—

Design A. Design B.
Fish £1,200 £830
Chamberlain 1,103 716
Mathews 1,079 717
Cowlaud 960 800

For building a new parsonage-house at Haydon
;
also a

keeper’s lodge, for Mr. G. D. W. Digby, of Sherborne
Castle. Mr. P. C. Hardwick, and Mr. W. Hoggett, archi-

tects :

—

Parsonage-
house. Lodge.

Gent £1,772 £277
Down 1,760 300
Sarrell 1,700 296
Green 1,633 ...... 343
Guppy 1,473 242
Newbury 236

For building the chapels, lodge, and entrance-gates,,

and draining, forming the roads, boundary walls, &c.
Deptford cemetery. Messrs. Tinkler and Morphew, archi-

tects. Quantities supplied :

—

Chapels,
&c.

Ground-
work and
boundary Total.

Pound
£.

2,677
2,595

2,261
2,029
1,597

2,390

1,602

£.
4,997
1,441

4,426
-1,665

4,439
4',830

3,960
4,569

£.
4,997
7,021

7,020
6,910
e,'168

6,427
6,360
0,161-

Hassell and O'Brien ...

Lee and Lavers
Patrick and Son

Dethick (accepted)

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

j

J. M. B.-F. W. D.—F. T. G.-R. T.-E. R.-Tyro (bow window
is a O' irruption of bay window).— M. M. -Novice {a “ folded floor”

I' one in wbiub tbe jniuts do not appear coutiouous throughout'

the whole length of the floor, bub iu bays or folds of four or five

' each).—ASubscriber.-A. H. P.—C. L.-Lille.- Mr, W,-W. H. T.

(packet h iS heeu firwacded).—R. P. (jch).— H, R.— S, F. C.—W. S-

(it the teiideis reached us and did not appear, tbe amounts must
have been under our limit) — C. tV. W isuch a gate wus illustratoi

iu our rages eome years ago).—H . C.— T, C. 11.— J. K, C.—J. W.W.
(apply to Weale. Holbom; we are forced to decline).—!. G.—

I

W, P. G—J.B.twe eball beglad to kuow something of the means
employed). -ft. IS, (we cannot refer).

I

“ ifooirs ondAddreeses. "—We are forced to decline pointing out

I

books or finding addresses.
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VoL. XV.—No. 742.

FTER we had laid bare, syste-

matically and constantly, for a

year or more, the frightful con-

dition of various parts of this

proud, populous, wealthy, over-

grown London, the home of

nearly three millions of people,

the resort of the intellect of

the world,—afterwe had shown

during.many months the depths of

the shadows lying here, there, and

everywhere at -the back of the

bright thoroughfares where fashion

disports itself, the festers and

malignant sores with which the

body of society is spotted, though

they are carefully hidden away,—we
were told that enough had been said, that

it was unnecessary to make the evil further

mown, and that improvement would surely

,allow. Improvement is not so easily obtained,

lood reader, when the evil is of monster size :

t takes a long time to make the public appre-

tate it, and they must be told a thing many
lanes before they will even hear, still oftener

‘oforc they will move. Something has been

lone, and results are not wanting. For example,

ie Registrar-General’s return of the deaths and

(Irths in London, during the year 1856, shows

.tiat in lS-1-7 the births in the metropolis were

.8,331, tlie deaths 60,-i J;2—leaving a balance of

;}ily 7,8S9 to be added to the population. But
:t the year which has closed the births liave

86,833, the deaths only 56,786—leaving a

lalancc of 30,047 to be added to the popu-

iion ! The life of man has already been

gagthened.

^’Nevertheless, the causes of premature and

iinecessary deaths are still at w’ork,—the hot-

[sds growing a criminal population are still

)vowcd to remain. The City officer of health,

Idddcnly re-dcscribcs the unhealthy dens crowded
kth degraded life, pointed out by us years ago,

l.d all London is perfectly astonished, its daily

'ess in particular, that such a state of things

diuld possibly exist. Eloquent leaders are

llrittcn on all sides, some speeches, perhaps,

liade, and then all the facts are utterly for-

lictten, and the evil goes quietly on, doing its

kiadly work, and will be re-discovered by and by,

luain to be consigned to a convenient oblivion,

jumething has been done, it is true, but to so

idtall an extent, that the body of the evil remains

^.touched : in parts, indeed, it is increased

—

1

3

overcrowding is greater than ever. New
Meets are made without the slightest pro-

fodon for the poor people who are turned out

;

id they are forced, as we have again and again

i^wn, to quarter themselves where there is no
for healthful existence. The question where

itj they to go to never troubles the improver. In
^ e of Mr. Blanche’s far-seeing extravaganzas,

lUhe Birds of Aristophanes,” the king of the

jkds says to one of the charactei-s, who has
itt'iuced him to build a city in the air for the
!hds,—

jl* Zivg. "Whero's JackBooxides ? I come to telJ,

The city's built

—

Ur Jack. Tis well 1

r Einc). I would ’twere well

—

h Jacic. Is’t not well built ?
Ti Zinff. Yea.
U Jack. Well, then, what’s the matter ?
Cl Zing. The rooks are making a confounded clatter

;

They want a rookery

—

Jack. In my new town I

57 one, I’ll pull it down.
E Zing, c'*'* t afford (o live in Peacock-tqiiare

:

W here can they go to ?
h JaA, Goto?—anywhere!”

mAnd so our new street-makers, when they are

tied where the displaced occupants of the

garrets and cellars are to go, shout, without
thought,

—

*' Go to ?—any where !

"

Let them he wise in time, or it may lead to

mischief greater than is dreamt of. Some time
ago we ventured to assert that Paris was in

greater danger of a revolution, through the

destruction of the dwellings of the poor without
the provision of other places of reception, than
it had been for some time

j
and, quite recently,

the Comte de Tourdounet, in the ‘'Revue Con-

temporain ”
echoes the alarm, and warns pro-

prietors to hear the voice of reason in time, and
lower their present demands

;
since, however

strong a Government may be, it might yet be
taken by surprise iu the case of a sudden and
universal outburst, and might be unable, at least

for a time, to avert the vengeance of an infuriated

multitude, of which the landlords would be the

first victims.

The Metropolitan Board of 'Works are about
to form some new streets, iu the construction

of which thousands of poor people will he
turned out of their lodgings, and will be forced,

unless proper provision be made, to flood the

neighbouring localities. We would exhort the

authorities to give this point consideration.

There is a great want of dwellings so arranged
that the families of the better description of

mechanics in the metropolis may live iu becom-
ing privacy, and be accommodated with proper
conveniences and means for cooking, at a rental of

from 53. 6d. to 7s. per week. This amount several

thousands of persons willingly pay for very in-

convenient apartments. Should not capitalists

endeavour to meet the requirement ? or, recollect-

ing the passing of the Act of Parliament limiting

liability, could not the Loudon artisans do some-
thing for themselves ? Large sums have been
collected amongst them for the purchase of free-

holds iu out-of-the-way places. Would it not be
possible for them toorganise societies for the erec-

tion of houses which might be well draiued and
ventilated, and divided into flats ? What can
be done by means of association amongst the
wealthy, is shoum by the palace club-houses,

where, for a payment which would seem inade-

quate for the enjoyment of so much luxury and
comfort, the members who choose to avjiil them-
selves of it, have a splendid home. The problem

how capitalists are to provide the required

accommodation with a pecuniary return is not
solved yet

; but wc must not touch that point
just now.

Our immediate purpose is to add one more
special instance, to the host already given in our
pages, of neighbourhoods that need reform.
We refer to a large tract of laud known as

Nova Scotia-gardeus, situated near Shoreditch
i

Church.

In passing along Old-street-road from the I

City-road iu search of this place, the sub-|

ject of our engravings, the architectural i

features of the neighbourhood will be noted I

as peculiar. Many of the houses have been
j

originally small buildings by the road side,

;

and the various alteratious which have been

;

made from time to time, to transform them into
|

more fashionable taste, are curious. These

,

attempts, however, have not been altogether
|

successful
;
and the street, and indeed the whole

i

of this neighbourhood, presents a more pic-

1

turesriue appearance than usual. The shops
|

are for the most part small, and many of them
are occupied by dealers in old and new furniture

and shop fixtures, including a collection of

Highlanders for snuflf-shop doors, Chinamen,
and other devices, amongst them the effigy of a
game cock, which cannot be less than 12 feet

high. The number of barbers’ poles in the Old-
street-road suggests the largeness of the popu-
lation, which renders necessary so many shops of

the description implied
;
and from the numerous

flights of pigeons which are to be seen in all

directions, and the appearance of certain parlies
who throng out of some of the narrow passages,
one gets an impression that many of the inha-

bitants of these back slums could scarcely be
placed amongst the useful and industrious

classes of the metropolis.

Here are several almshouses, which were
erected originally amid the green fields. On one
is the inscription :

—

“
Erected A.D. 1G24, by the "Worshipful Company

of Weavers, London, for the Widows of Twdve Poor
Freetnen.

Ilvbuilt A.D. 1824, at the sole cli.nrge o'" Cliarlea

James Coverly, E.sq. a benevolent Member of ihc
Court of Assistants.”

The motto below tlie coat-of-arms is “ Weave
truth vrith trust.” There are also Potter’s

almshouses for eight .aged women, and Judge
Fuller’s almshouses, dated 1591, and rel>uilt

by voluntary subscription iu 1771. AVhen
the London almshouses need rebuilding, it will

be better to dispose of the sites, and purchase
a situation away from the town, and more in

accordance willi the original intentions of the

benevolent founders. Iu some instances so

great has been the increase iu the value of the

laud that pecuniary benelits might be gained by
such exchanges.

A curious book might be written upon the
bookshops of London, and the indications which
then- contents give of the nature of the sur-

rounding population. In this district the serial

publications are not of the highest order, and
little dream-books, the art of fortuuc-telling, and
Raphael’s Almanac seem to be in request. We pass

on, however, to Shoreditch Church, a short dis-

tance along the Kiugsland-road, to Union-street,

on the right Jiand side. 'J his leads to Crab-tree-

row and Nova Scotia-gardens, which, notwith-

standing its fine name, presents the appearance
shown iu the engraving, and points to a con-

dition of things not to be thought of without
astonishment and fear.

An artistic traveller this way, looking at the

huge moimtaiu of refuse which has here been
collected, may faucy that Arthur’s Seat at Eciin-

burgli, or some other monster picturesque crag,

has suddenly come into view, and the dense

smell whicli hangs over the “gardens” willaid

in bringing “auld reekie ” strongly to the
memory.

At the time of our visit, the summit of the
mount was thronged with various figures, wliich

were seen iu strong relief against the sky
;
and

boys and girls were amusing tliemsclves by
rumiiug down and toiling up the least precipi-

tous side of it. Near the base a number of women
were arranged in a low, sifting and sorting

the various materials placed before them, and
many passing by would hope that, by means of

a force of so much strength, this great accumula-,

tion would be speedily got into a marketable con-

'

dition, and be removed from the closely packed
and very poor population surrounding it. While,

however, thinking of these things, and looking

with pity at the pale-faced children who were
amusing themselves on some of the smaller

duughills, aud wondering how this accumulation

could have been allowed by those who had
charge of the public health of the district, we
saxD fve carts loaded icitli the same material of

which the mountain is composed go towards the

sorters engaged upon the gigantic nuisance,

return empty. This is doing and undoing with

a vengeance,

—

“ Ab Sisyphua againat the inferDal steep
Heavea the huge rock, whose moiuna ne’er may

Bleep,”

It appears that tlie magistrates, in conse-

quence of remonstrances from those concerned,

have ordered the removal of this dust-heap;

but, kindly cousideriug the interests of the

owuers, allowed a fair time to get rid of the ac-

cumulation. Whether this kindly feeling has been

treated in tbe right spirit, we can scarcely say.

It must be borne in mind that, in consulting the
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architecture of great BRITAIN.

Whatever may be the condition of Architec-

ture in Great Britain at present, as si^nifyin^

what is worthily monumental of our nation anr

the time, there is unquestionably a vast amount

pla:
-

of architectural display; but the latter may

differ as much from the truthful result of sound

principles, operating on past experience and

existing necessity, as the general forms of our

uresent costume from tliepresent costume from the varied fashions

adopted at a fancy-ball
;
and, indeed, during the

last twenty years, the genius of edificial design

liave stood aloof, as if waiting forseems to — . - .

.

capricious experiment to resolve itself into

some fixed and definite issue, either as to the t

most fitting style for common adoption, or as to •

certain differing modes most suiting particular

but differing cases. Although no one especial
|

manner may have catholic application to every i

class of building, we might reasonably expect,
j

from our now acquired knowledge of ancient,
i

mediteval, and more modem art (aided by the i

adaptive invention which has been at work i

during the period to which we have alluded),
,

such universally admitted deductions as would
i

confirm our architects in the selection of a :

style exclusively the most suited to each. ^

occasion.

They still, however, continue in servile obedi-

ence to the mere whims of their employers, or ;

in blind cultivation of their own prejudices;

mistaking, for matured judgment, the impres-

sions first made, when it was their interest to

please in any way, and to get "the job” on any

terms
;
and thus some of them have become

mere bigotted adherents to a peculiar phase of

their art, incapable for ever after of its full con-

sideration. This has more particularly shown

itself in the Gothic monomania, doubtless to the

advantage of that variety of design, in respect at

least to the knowledge of its detail and the pre-

cedental characteristics of its successive periods.

But even the Church has not wholly resumed,

its Anglo-GotWc form; for, though the pure-

Greek or Roman styles, and their modifications

under Palladio an(f Wren, are almost entirely

abandoned in ecclesiastical design, we observe

that our old church models are frequently put

aside for the mere transitional varieties of

Byzantium and Lombardy, or other fanciful con-

tinental revivals. As to our other recent build-

ings, public and private, they simply prove

the national feeling to be that of Shakspeare’s

Jaques, who, enamoured of the “ mangled

forms,” in which vents his wit, attaches

his sympathies to the jester's party-coloured

dress, and exclaims, "Motley’s the only wear.”-.:

While all men of the same country, rank, or

position, conform to a uniformity of habits in

,

every sense, the houses in which they live, the •

churches in which they pray, and the halls of

assemblage in which they meet, are as varied in

fashion (" ay, ‘ fashion,’ ye may call it ”), as if

our particular land were peopled with occu-

pants, not only of all nations, but of all times

;

profits of individuals in such a case, we may be
I

belong to the habitation, but is used for the as if the men of this day were no^more than

causing sickness and death to many who reside
1
lodging of a donkey or pigs.

, r

;

• ’ ' "" n>i church and schools contrast curiously tors and their intermediate successors, British
in the" neighbourhood. The district surgeon,

•who chanced to come in the way of one of our

assistants, said that in the summer he is con-

stantly called to attend cases of typhus fever ou

all sides of this refuse. To add to the mischief,

there is nothing but surface drainage and cess-

pools. A woman, who lives in one of the little

white cottages shown in the upper view,

said that the smell, which was certainly bad

euout^h at the time, was as nothing then in

comparison with what it was in the summer-

time, when stale fish, and all other kinds of

refuse, were left to putrify. The white cottages

are built back to back
;
one side of the row has

no water-supply, and they are obliged to throw

all the waste water in front of the houses, as

the small drain is constantly choked, and the

closets are often overflowing.

On one side of the “ Gardens ” are streets

thronged with people and children ; and the row

of houses in our sketch is worthy of notice ; one

of them is perhaps the smallest in London. A
tall man’s head reaches to the top of the arch of

the door. The little shed adjoining does not

The new - ^

with what surrounds them, and serve as an

indication of coming improvement.

;
supplementary to our undying earliest ances-
'

rs and their intermediate successors, British

d foreign.

Until the beginning of the present centqry.

, , , . • V - 1
-

1 • i- j i. *1,
our architecture,—ecclesiastical, civil, and do-

^

A benevolent individual is disposed to use the
, ^ record of distinct feelings,

site to better purpose, and to aid in the moral and progressing in marked gradational sequence;
physical elevation of the neighbourhood. Whe- ancTthe history of British taste is successively

ther or not he will be enabled to carry out his written in chapters, respectively headed, the

views, however, remains to be seen, Certain it Norman, the Early Pointed, the Later Pointed,

is, that the first step towards effectually raising the Flamboyant, Perpendicular and Tudor
... - .... ..v. Tr.rtj-.Kmv. Vrt 1 In ni QV1

the couditiou of the very poor is to give them

wholesome dwellings. Until they are taken out

of the dirt that brings death, there is no chance

of diffusing that intelligence

—

" Which binds ns to the skies,

—

A bridj;e of rainbovrs thrown across
The gulf of tears and sighs."

Abeidgments of Patent Specifications,

—

Gothics, the Elizabethan, Jacobian, Palladian,

Greek, and revived Anglo-Classic. But how will

posterity read the architectural denotements of

1830 tolSGO? If aconspicuoustablet-stonereraain

not over every porch-door to signify the date of

erection, verily the antiquarians of succeeding

ages will he as mystified as an Abenakee Indian

in rambling uninformed through the miscella-

neous courts of the Sydenham Palace T Archi-

tecture has been, heretofore, the history of the
The pubUeatioa of a eeriea of Abridgmeots of the

superstitions, or imperiaracUeve-
Specifications of Patents, in classes according to sub- o - - --j°y -

r,.,
'

•

jeet, has been eommencedia the rateatOffiee. Each melts of the world 1 he genius and power of

class, in a small volume, brings the jiatents down to ' ^yP^>
rClass, lu a siuau vutuiiie, uriu^s lue (liiicms uut> u lo * ' Vi - • i-ii. T J

1855. The classes already published are “ Drain d^'R^se, Hindus, andMexiwn^oi the earlier ana
4uuvf. iuo cjasaca aiicauji

, t.*- V j 11

I’iles and Pipes,” “ Sewing and Embroidering,” and
' Medieval Christians and Alahomedans, as well

Manure.”

facture.”

The next issued is to be '• Iron Manu- as of the more modern revivalists, have been

emphatically exemplified with separately distinct
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precision
;
but, in its present progress, architec-

ture is little more than a ‘^sign of the times”

which the times alone can comprehend, indicat-

ing a conflict of tastes devoid of vital principles
;

I unless, indeed, it be said to exhibit the necessary

c confusion of that transitional condition which

(
(agreeably to the temporal nature and “ eternal

I fitness of things”) is to precede the final

s accomplishment of a universal harmony.

Be this as it may, it will be conceded that

it before any mode of design can be established,

|d definitely expressing the genius and judgment
of our age, and forming a precedent for the

respect and cultivation ofposterity, our architects

must agree among themselves tomake the general

f
public agree with them. The present anarchy

0 of feeling has occasioned a confusion of tongues,

a as hostile to the formation of a National Archi-

ll tectnre as that which arrested the building of

il the Tower of Babel, and left it an unmeaning
j?
conglomerate of brick. Before we can have

lE En^ish art, art must speak English
;
however

111 the language may be replete with derivatives

i'l from the Greek, the Latin, or other tongues,

I'

grafted into the Saxon and Mediaeval British

lil stock. Let our architecture be, indeed, what
1)' our language is,—a compound of many others

;

j but let the former, with the latter, speak the
Ik peculiar truths of our common faith, our feel-

n mgs, our manners, and climate. Our religious,

fl moral, and social impressions are not less

u nationally marked than the atmospheric laws
? which afreet them

; but it is certain they have at

n present no architectural expression, save such as

li denotes them to be inexpressible. That the

1
speaking power of architecture can be but vague,

iiand that its meanings must be to a considerable
13 extent conventional, are admitted facts

;
but

h these only empliasize the necessity of such con-
r current exertion on the part of its artists as
nmay ensure a generally accepted signification in
‘ its forms and details. Wherever architecture
has become great in any age, this conventional
acatholicity has been a despotic principle. In
usubmissive obedience to this, rose the world-wor-
Ifshipped wonders of Egypt, the simple majesty
'fof the Greek temple, the complex pile of the
)ICliristian Gothic cathedral, and the elaborate
psplcndours of the Mahomedan mosque; and it

vmust be admitted (though we have alluded to
imuch exceptional disturbance) that the tendency
fof the present time in Great Britain is strongly
un favour of the adoption of the Pointed Gothic
)ifor our churches and ecclesiastical edifices. But
li'the adoption of an old style, and its adaptation
3to new forms suiting present purposes, are two
ocqnsideralions which haveuot yet been regarded
iwith sufficient distinction. We are not only
ezealous and prodigal in the repair and restora-
iction of our ancient Catholic churches (as iu the
lease of St. Mary Rcdcliff, at Bristol), but we

The architectural truth of a building consists

in the most suitable application of decorative

taste to its form, and to the mode of its construc-
tion

;
and we must, in the first instance, suppose

the amplest consideration awarded to these,

without any regard whatever to the style of
ornamentation which may hereafter be employed.
Every structure, from the cathedral to the

cottage, is a box, with certain divisions for

rooms, holes for doors and windows, and other

indispensable requirements. The material to be
used will greatly affect the construction of the

carcase, and a variety of prominent features wdll

be thereby developed, giving character to the

edifice, irrespective of what the artist will here-

after afford. In perfecting this mere machine,
the substance of resultant grace will be insured,

as, in the luiman frame, the absolute complete-

ness in its arrangement of bones, muscles, and

tion,tbat not onlyis there required a conventional

catholicity as to style, but also a due distinction

between the adoption of its details and the

adaptation of its general forms to that purpose,

which we trust is daily strengthening in our land,

and the unqualified eTj)ression of which must be
determined by the will of our people before we
can have a national church architecture that

may rival the past and inform the future.

In admitting the Gothic style as best adapted
to the service of our Church, we would extend
that admission to all structures immediately
allied to it. Still may our church colleges, the
bishop’s palace (if the Italian villa of Henry of

Exeter, at Bishopstowe, rise not against ns),

the parsonage-house, the cottages of the clerk

and sexton, and the church scliool,—still may
they continue to show their ecclesiastical rela-

tionship; and glory in their high-pointed gables,

their turrets, pinnacles, buttresses, ornate chim- functional parts, constitutes it instantly capable
ueys, traceried windows, and corbelled oriels. ' of the superficial adornments that ultimately
Tiiei c will be ever enough of them to give full leave it a thing of unsurpassable beauty. Super-
play to the fanciful as w'cll as to the sublimer induced, then, as the skin and its complexional
efforts of the Gothic designer ; and these will charms, the hair and its glossy pendant grace-

be the more honoured by a cliaractcr of art fulness, and the filling-up of the features into

exclusively their own. Black-letter inscription expressive indication, should be the facial

and rubrical adornraeut will be their privileged beauties which overspread a building, and con-
pride and emphatic - distinction, till common vert an honest piece of utilitarianism into a
acceptance endorse the conventional law which truthful piece oi art. By such a process of
will preserve them in our hallowed respect for ratiocination have we come to the conclusion iu
ever. favour of the Gothic style for our churches, &c.;

But, witli a conviction, equal iu strength to that and by the same reasoning process have wc
which would assign to the church and its depen- arrived at the conviction that it is so suit-

dencies the full right of Gothic adaptation, the able to other buildings as a modification of the
writer would maintain the triumph which other so-called Classic varieties,

styles have asserted, on the facades and within The new House of Parliament stands forth

the halls and clianihers of all our mere secular incontestably as the most magnificent modem
buildings, public and private. Admired and Gothic structure in the world : and it would bo
respected be every veritable old structure of absurd to bring iuto comparison with it any
architectural pretension, whether it be a perfect genuine old building of the Tudor period, hav-
thing of one style, or a mongrel of many; and mg secular application. Indeed, even the
“rum seize the rutlilcss” hand which would gorgeous cliapel of Henry VII. and those of

unnecessarily pull down even tlie most monstrous St. George, Windsor, and King’s College, Cam-
combination erected in the time of Elizabeth ! bridge, as entire examples, do not display the
The ugly picturesque thing that stands forth in same amount of pervading completeness without
tlie High-street of her own especial Exeter and within. • And yet, however architectural

semperJidelis ”) shall still remain as the time- criticism may succumb in deference to its

stained page of a rare historical volume, telling general merits as a thing of its kind, the prac-

of the mortal conflict of tlie Tudoric and Italian
;

tical utilil arian has grave charges to bring
when the combatants, like Duncan’s horses, against it, as failing iu the most important
“ate np each other,” saving only the small point of its purpose! The Lords hear liut

residue left by the Kilkenny cats—their tails— imperfectly
;

and the Commons have bee n
or tales,—let the reader take it as he will—for ' obliged to curtail the lofty proportion of their

“thereby hangs” one, in either sense. The chamber by concealing the original costly ceiling

final remnant of the Italian party had, however, behind a lower one of differing form. Thus we
life in it

; and, under the nursing care of Inigo have a botch iu the very presence-hall of

Jones, transferring it to Wren and his followers, popular representation
;
while neither House is

it became a thing again of eminent beauty and by any means of the form best adapted for sight

vitality. Respect, then, we say, the transitional and bearing. We at once acquit the architect

links of our art’s history
;
but repeat not tlieir

,

of all blame in a defect which has been wholly

.
_

. forms, with inconsiderate reverence, iu the im- occasioned by the uusuitableuess of the true
continue to erect “modern antiques,” obstinately ' proving chain of progress

;
unless, in emulation Gothic character to a debating tlieatre.

I'.miudless of their unsuitability to the especial
j

of ffa/iilei's paradoxical hypothesis addressed to ! The Senate-houses of Paris, Madrid, and tlie
requirements of Protestant worship; and re- Po/o«m, we would make the modem say to the United States are of the semicircular or theatric
i^arkame is the amusing inconsistency of many, ancient, “ For yourself, sir, shall be as old as I model, obviously the most accordant with acous-

am, if, like a crab, you could go backward.”
• i i i

We mean to lie serious in tliis fooling; applying
to what we conceive to be frivolous the lan-

guage of frivolity. In soberest truth we would
repeat it,—let veritable antiques be revered at

least, if not admired. • Hesitate to restore, but
be tenderly conservative. Renewal may be as

false as an artificial skin or complexional decep-
tion. Let the doctor do his best to perpetuate
health and venerable existence, but abjure the
principle of making tlie old look young or the
young old. A gifted modern may be born at

Exeter or Edinburgh, with natural parts, per-

sonal and mental, reserabliiigly identical with
those of another wdio appeared 300 or 2,000
years ago at Windsor or at Athens

;
but be is

twho, affecting an orthodox adherence to the old
ianodcl as unimprovable, still complain of the
rpractical obstruction it occasions. They persist
i in the retention of nave and aisles, while they
edeuounce the pillared arcades, wliich form them,
1 as intercepting their sight and hearing of the
rfflreachcr

; and often has the architect been
rilriven to something beyond his wit’s end by
a cool inquiry, on the part of his employers, as
):o whether he cannot do away with the very,
land only means, by which his admired general
‘siesult is obtained ! All this, and much more
ishat might be adduced, is no condemnation of
i&he Pointed Gothic as the style best suited to
mar churches. We believe, as the result of much
irconsideration, the reasonings of which were de-
ilailed by the writer of this article in a paper
sissued by the “Architectural Publication So-
ebiety,” some years ago, that it is by far the most
igiligible for this particular purpose

; but we are
tit the same time free to state that these reason-
fmgs have not been afforded by the Oxford

'

'lecturers, or by those ofthe profession attached to
c he high church party. Indeed, the writer could
jtnstance a Dissenting church in the neighbouv-
viood of London, as more happily exemplifying
'.he adaptative capability of the Gothic model,
aihau any specimen we can now call to mind
mora among the new churches of the Establish-
einent. We recur, then, to our former observa-

tical and optical principles
;
and we have no

doubt, had the advertisement to architects

simply required that the designs for the New
Westminster Palace should be wholly subject

to the best possible form for its two principal

chambers for the Lords and Commons,—without
any prescribed style of architecture, and -with-

out reference to a particular site, seeming to

require such prescription,—the distinguished

architect who has been (happily for the country)

appointed to this great work would have ex-

hibited his bold conceptive genius in the produc-
tion of a Greco-Roman design, as the natural

resultant of his fully considering all the purposes

required. But the matter began with a blunder,

born of the then newly-arisen mania for Gothic
the heir to experiences and knowledge far more

j

revival
;
and the sage committee of mauage-

varied, and to feelings and habits widely dif-
j

ment, in thoughtless idea of a style of art

fereut
; aud the same spirit and person will

present themselves -witli an expression and
habiliment more or less distinct from what they
would have been iu the days of Elizabeth or

Pericles, as the differing circumstances of time
aud place may occasion. So architecture, iu its

utilitarian sense as a thing of protective conve-
nience, or in its expressive sense as a fine art,

will resemble, or differ, in different countries

and periods, as the case may require
; the un-

compromising canon of its law being, that it

shall, in all places, and at all times, teirtUe trnih.

indigenous to the nation and representing its

proudest historical period, demanded that the

architects should confine themselves to the

Gothic or Elizabethan mode I This last they

may have since learned to regard as the most
vicious that ever prevailed, “lumpish, heavy,

melancholy,” and only interesting as the chrysalis

in its transitional nature between two differing

developments. We are not aware that any
architect attended to this evident mistake. At
all events, Sir Charles Barry took upon himself

to understand it as meaning the most finished
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period of the Earlier Tudor
;
and, since there is desired, inducing very generally rectilinear

was to be a modern edition of this, modified by and riglit-angled formations, and not u^lre-

tbe inventive taste of the Victorian day, be has quently the employment of tbe circle or bait-

secured to us tbe best example that might be circle on the plan, which may render, necessaiy

afforded. Wliat faults it has are those which, the cupola or hemispherical concave and the

perhaps, inferior men might now avoid; and, domicular roof above. Now, without saying

with more assurance, such as he himself would all this may not be met by the ingenuity of the

most successfully improve upon ;
but, taking it Gothic architect to an extent that may satisfy

as now existing, it may triumphanlly challenge his employers, we would aver that the united

all other European structures of its kind, older architecture of Greece and Rome, as modified

modem.
I

by the Palladian artist, not only suits it better

It is, however, amusing to observe how some than any other extant style of design, but with

of the leadiu" intentions, in the selection of the an immediate precision that appears to us un-

style and site, have beeu self-stultified. Respect improvable. Our posts, beams, piers, and semi-
;

Grecian or Roman architecture, and that it is equally

for tbe old Hall and Abbey demanded the circular arches might, indeed, be differently orua-
j

useless for the purposes of uiventioo, ani. couse-

Gothic character to be observed in the new ad- mented; but we can see no more reason for
,

quently, for the future progress of archite^re.

ioininc^ or proximate buildings
;
but the result giving up their decorative presentment in tlie

[

Vitb regard to Giecian architect^e, Mr.

1,as be"en mutually deteriorafin^ Tlie vast size columns, entablatures, and secondary f^bious
,

and majestic simplicity of the Hall render it, m of the revival Classic, than for seeking new or
5 determining the height of columns from

comparison with the chambers of the new additional details for modem Gotbic design.*
I aiaj^cter.” Stuart, mthe “Antiquities of Athens,”

Geoegb- VV ightwick.
|

..
diameter of the column, as that neces-

for producing ancient architecture, it is entirely

useless, for the- several parts of Grecian architecture

cannot be reduced or sub-divided by this system

;

neither does it apply to the architecture of Rome;
there being but few, if any, buildings to which this

metliod of division can be brought to apply. The

architcefs of antiquity, fortunately for the progress of

design, never employed so mechanical a process : if

they bad, the great variety of examples of the several

orders could not have been produced.

I shall concisely show that the classic architects

did not have recourse to the monotonous division of

modules, minutes, seconds, &c. ;
and that the said

method does not accord with the remains of either

palace, as a giant among men of ordinary

stature; while the magnificeiit Victoria Tower
1

sary measirre by which the modular)' proportions of

utterly disconcerts the previous grandeur of the pj^QpoRTlON : ITS PRACTICAL APPLTCA- buildings are adjusted but he not being (strictly

Abbey. This tower was necessary, not to any
q'joN TO ARCHITECTURE AND THE PINE speaking) an architect, only alludes to that measure

purpose of absolute utility, but to the artistic
^

ARTS f I

through its being in vogue in his time : he does not

correctioa of the low length and infinite hori-
architeetoal fnrma, and those

'

““'"I'’
‘h'

zonlal lines of the mnm structure The archl-
,1,0 #„e ai-ts, no correct standard

' dependent upon the diameter of ttc columns because

teet, we presume, felt that one of the greatest
„„ compass is used to guide the student

'

"'“'‘If
impracticable

characteristics of Gothic design was wanhne, researches tor tbe active cause of pro-
j

Stuait therefore says, Wo have eintomed

viz. that of vi-rheal, as well as longitudinal, portion and of beaulv. There are uomerous methods
;

1*''*
an

expression ;
and upward sprang the great tower,

{ enable him to copy existing remains, hut none to I"
Eashab feet and inches, and decimal pmts aa

to draw with it tbe otherwise earth-bound i„re„t. Not that tL-e is uc compass, for at the,'?'''; purposely forbe^mg to mention “

imagination of the spectator. The partial eleva- presect day we have not only the knowledge of our necessarily '“P ^ ® ^
tioii of other portions, with the clock tower, ancestors, but many improvements which never oc- .

J’ P

ventilating lantern, and attached hutiresses curred to them.
uu e *i w e

i kind of modide or modulary division he heat
were insufficient in a building of such vast lu elementary works upon architecture, the effects

: . ,,

Any artist

may, ho'wevcr, from our measures, form whatever

extent; and the fenestration, witll all the rich or results are always given, and not the creative or

surface-work, between the windows, left the developing causes ; for instance, we are invariably
j j 'X“‘ „t buildiogs in fee’t,

face „w,.ollovod Kv owv offlolc.flv nem™- told that there »re three orders of Grecian arcbitec- .. .
• ... i.

’

fancies.”

Taylor and Cresy, in their “ Antiquities of Rome,”

entire face unrelieved by anv efficiently perpen- '
toH

, , j xi a

dicular effect. Tbe plain piers between the lure, and five orders of Koman arcluteetare, and that

windows of the Italiai faf ade, and the emphatic “ 'nt'M'ture
;
and

1 . fp J \ ii V e.
that a column consists of a base, shaft, and capital,

vertical expression afforded by the columns,
entablature has an arcbiirave, frieze, and cor-

and intermediate shadows of the Greek portico
instructive aud proper for the

were not to be obtained
;
nor could t he ginnd

dggeripfion of an order of architecture, but if we desire

Gothic portal of Peterborough Cathedral be design or to create a style of architecture for the

called in aid, because it is not of the Tudor ppeseut century, we most not limit our exertions to

period. Under such operating causes therefore the mere description of the works of former ages,

rose tbe Victoria Tower, as unequalled in beauty 'Phe primary or developing causes ought rather to he

as in bulk
;
but this does uot reconcile us to the sought than the results produced by the architects

loss of the structure we should have bad, if Sir and artists of former times.

Charles Barry had been left to himself in the
_ _

No_ new style can he created by worshipping or

inches, and decimal parts : in tbe letterpress, how-

ever, they have devoted much attention in testing

Vitruvius’s modulary system, with regard to its appli-

cation to the Roman temples and other architectural

remains; and a few extracts will prove that no such

division of parts was sanctioned by Roman archi-

tects :

—

Temple of JupHer Stutor, at Rome .— On com-

pariug the capital,” say Taylor and Cresy,
“ with the

precepts of Vitruvius, we find its height exceed the

lower diameter. 'I'he abacus is nearly one-seventh

part of tbe height, aud the second range of leaves does

not occupy so much space as he allots. The architrave

is less than prescribed by Vitruvius. The upper
choice of style and site. The two senate cham- iMixiog only tbe works of antiquity i wo must study «

bn s a seventh of th
n 1 ,1 1.,.. I, •• ,.„1„ „r end underslund the lews relatinir to fomi. as Wei as

' member appears diminutive, but is a seventh ot tne
hers wonld have been, as we opine, a couple of “5.

'

whole episiyl.um, as preseribed hy Vitruvius, not

Greek theatres: the’sovercigu, the lords, aud ‘b“» "'o'", ''“•'m'' '“'i

the commons, would have had each their grand
-i.,

•

entrance portico. The tripartite character of our
Pii'ilmetib"' conueeled with se.enee, mcdieioe,

constitutionwouh have been symbolised 1 and
„;;„t is adopted, and the first cLos

the crowning amphtude of a great central dome,
couse,aeuccs are ulanllv set forth iu a clear

over the common hall leading to the monarch s
infelligeut

robiii"-room and to the two debating-rooms, appears (o me that there exists in art as m ua picsut.utw u

would have represeuted the “majesty of the nature (upon which the former is founded) ceitniu cousidernbly.

Deluding the bead at the foot of it : the other mem-
bers do uot accord with his iuslructions. The dimen-

sions and arrangement of the cornice do not accord ’

with the rules of Vitruvius.”

Temple of Vesta, at Rome.
—

“ The columns do not

accord in height with the interior diameter of the cell,

as prescribed by Vitruvius, but exceed that dimension

Pantheon, at Rorne.~‘ The entablature is nearlypeople.” Perhaps, indeed, a third spacious hall, simple and uoiversal laws, to which we arc indebted

to which the sovereign, the lords, ^id commons for all beautiful objects, and that these laws are in a a quarter of the height of the column, including its

had equal right, would have been the grand de.gree more or less present iu the best works of all capital and base; the members of the cornice and

theatre of their combined meeting outlie august ages and countries
;
and that by comprehending these architrave, and proportion of the frieze, do not accord

occasions of opening and proroguiug Parliament, laws, and applying them as dictated by nature in her with Vitruvius.” “The mouldings of the bases to

We have beeu speaking, it is truc, without Sir works, utility and beauty will be the consequence, and the columns aud pilasters do not accord with Vitru-

Charles Barry’s sanction
;
but we are not with- ^ certainty of success will uniformly attend our vins in their mouldings.”

out hope that our readers will cry “hear! bear!” endeavours. The “ Antiquities of Rome ” would have been more

to our suggestions. I ^ proceed to consider the several systems valuable if tbe delineations had been limited simply

The course of our argument has now fairly
urged and used iu proportioning to those buildings, aud parts of buildings, which

bl-owgllt us to the dousicleratioii of the Classic
""'I An' art proa.ictious : these may be Taylor and Cresy saw and actually mea^smed; as it is

ofevirs fU/x .,xvx.-(. i:„e.ui.x 11 1
thus dividi'd. 1. Of artmcial systems. 2. Offanci- evident by the foregoing quotations that \itruviu3

•^.•1
f J t

ful and popular cmjecliires wilhoiit scientific invest!- cannot be relied upon for accuracy, and therefore the
siastical purposes. The facts of antique or

g. Of technical descriptions : oud, 4. Of “restorations (in the above work) according to the
medireial precedent, and the homage couven- natural systems. Commeucing with avlificinl systems, principles laid down by Vitruvius” must be calculated
tionally awarded to it, wei"h with us uot oue Jir. Gwiit, in his “ Encyclopredia of Architecture,” to mislead rather than to instruct the architectural

Miihomedau, the Greek
|

offers the following remarks on the mode of mcaaur-
'
student,

and Gothic, the Homan and Byziviitiue remains itig the orders of architecture :
—

“ Several methods The most eminent modern ai'clutects assign pro-

have each their full share of our admiration aud have been u-edfor forming the scale of equal parts, by portions to the orders regulated by the modulary
respect, as such; but they are as mere material which the orders are measured; but they are all system which vary considerably : take, for instance,

iu t!ie quarry, or as specimens in the Museum fmnded on the diameter of the column at the bottom the height of the entablature of the Corinthian

of Design, to be used or uot, as tlicy may or of the shaft; fur those that use the module, or semi- order. Palladio gives 3 modules, 23 parts; Scamozzi,

may not suit the simple Bo.x-mO(lei to which diameter, as the measuring unit (which all have done 4 modules, 1 part; Serlio, 3 modules, 16 parts;

allusion has been made. This liaviu" been Tloric order), must still recur to the diameter
,

Alberti, 3 modules, 10 parts; aud Vignola, S

formed, as aforesaid, we find it, iu almost every
'‘“'f'

'[‘‘f
““«'ors have usually div-ded it into thirty modules.

buildin<r except the church to be a thin" o'f
concur in measuring it by an unit There not being any existing remains of the Tuscan

floors above floors, either Aoily or in parts, j

"

involving a large emplovraent of horizontal car:
*

‘I" ‘I"
'’“S'"

J ... X. . 1 .
snatt Ot a column luto mmute parts for copying the writers vary by 3 modules.

order, no great difference ought to have existed as to

even in this, the above

One says 12 modules,

hS"VxTpn.iS .nnlfo ru" ,

ancient architectural remains of Greece and Rome, and anothel- 15 modules.
‘

Although Vitruvius pre-

'“‘oplcl by architeets from Vitruvius '

scribes mofieles, miunles, Sre. yet he' afluies to a
construction, m union with the pier ajid arch.

'
(«rra B.C. 25) to the present period. As a method geometric system on more than one occasion; and

often seek a maximum of ——
1 there is no doubt that he introduced the unscientific

a 'vith amimmura opening, aud with facilities ° ® mue
. unsuccessful method of dividing architecture into

for gkztug, which woodau sashes or casements
w!p«lrGVTffi,h,

t.Br'hiriii Rnniaevrirs tha iKfK
j

Vitfiivius suys, '* But that tbosc who 316 Qot musteTS
mi nfonn ilVnY-rl A r. -.x * r Mr. W . Fetit Griffith, P.S.A . read atcan alone afford. A compact economy of space tecturui Societyoa the isth instant.
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of geometry (ind aiithmetic may be prepared against

delay on tlic occasions of war, I shnU here state the

results of my own experience, as well as what I have

kamt from masters, and shall explain them by re-

ducing the Greek measures to their correspondent

terms in our own.” If, therefore, Vitruvius changed

the measures in the instance above quoted, for the

enlightenment of those who may have been unac-

quainted with geometry, it is equally as probable

that he did so in propounding tho proportions of the

temples.

That which Vitruvius did for Classic architecture.

Batty Lnngley applied to Gothic, and the attempt

was equally fallacious.

Placing no confidence, then, in the module as a

measure of proportion, I will proceed to consider the
“ fanciful and popular conjectures, without scientific

investigation,” which have been offered on beauty in

architecture.

If a reference be made to the writers upon beauty

in architecture and the fine arts (among whom may
be named. Bacon, A.D. 1605

;
Stukeley, 1743 ;

Hume,
1752; Xant, 1755; Burke, 1766; Price, 1758;
Warburton, 1760; Alison, 1790; Stewart, 1792;
Hall, 1800; Brown, 1800; Dickenson, 1801;
Knight, 1806, and others, it will he found that the

majority of them comprise gentlemen of education,

who were capable of producing elegant compositions,

but possessed little, if any, practical knowledge of

art, beiug incapable of drawing or producing either a

plan, section, or an elevation,—a pencil sketch in per-
[

, speclive being the utmost a select few of this class ,

were enabled to accomplish
;
and yet these writers ^

undertook to propound beauty in architecture aud iu I

; the fine arts, and have submitted to the public from '

time to time their conjectures, based upon fancy,
^

without any scientific investigation. The greatest’

: evil which has arisen from these \vriter8’ endeavours
,

is that many iotclligcnt members of the architectural

•profession have been influenced by them, and to so'

•great an extent that it is with difficulty they can be
!

induced to believe that beauty of proportion is capable
' of being practically demonstrated. Aristotle asserts

'

ithat “the greatest species of the beautiful are order, I

symmetry, and the definite, which the mathematical
isciences especially evince.” Sir Christopher IVreu

[

says, that “ the true test is natural or geometrical

:beauty,” and that “ architecture is founded upon the
|

iskill of the greatest geometricians.” Inigo Joues
.

iimaintaius that “
architecture depends upon demon-

tstratioo not fancy ;” and yet we meet, in our inquiries
j

linto the cause of beauty, with the following perverse
'

1 information :

—

" Beauty is no idea belonging to men-
j

ifiuration
;
uor has it anything to do with calculations

land geomctiy.”—Burke. Dr. T. D. Whitaker ob-

'

iiservcs that Warton ” treated of Normau aud Gothic
architecture, not indeed with professional exactness,

ibut with that felicity of real genius which illustrates

land adorns- every subject that it touches.” Knight,
flurges that religion and philosophy—being matter of

ibeiief, rea-son, and opinion,—hut taste being a matter
|

‘of feeling, &c.
—“au artist must work by a kind of,

Ifelicity, and not by rule.” Other writers maintain
lihat buildings should be designed iu a picturesque

jstyle; aud one of these writers (Knight), thus defines

;its meaning:—“Picturesque, that is, the beauty of

various tints and forms happily blended, without rule

or symmetry and he then gives the following illus-
|

'atration :
—“ Iu the pictures of Claude and Gaspar, we '

j|iBrpctualiy see a mixture of Grecian and Gothic
'

architecture employed with the happiest effect in the
'

iisatne building.”
I

In a standard and popular Cyclopmdla we are in-

'

rstructed that a certain degree of cultivation is necos-

iraary to the perception of beauty. This is a partial

'

Jiidmission in the right direction, and as regards archi-

^ctecture, especially, there is no doubt of a practical

'

laducation being essential to a correct appreciation of
j

Sits beauty.
|

. Among other arguments against the use of geometry
I in producing beautiful forms, it has been maintained '

laihat “ it was to he remembered that the danger of a
'

erigid geometrical basis in art was, that its presence
'

land imperative laws prevented the student from exer-
j

siasiog himself in those minute refinements of form
kffhich lend their winning charms to the highest

j

'djrder of grace.” Aud another writer enforces that

ff'the sense of harmony and proportion in a building
j

iwas dependent upon its harmouising or sympathising
'

itffith our own system generally, and particularly with I

e;he organ by which it was viewed—namely, the eye. ^

aind we are told by another that “ the attempt to sub- ^

ctect to rules the finer feelings of the mind could only
'

idmd in failure,—as much in architecture as it had iu
loiusic and in poetry.”

I

I It is to be hoped that these sceptics will have
|

!«recoursc to experimental philosophy, which will, I
aaluuk, convince them that the cause of beauty in ^

rclttchitecture is the result of the most simple geo-

'

lelnetrical principles possible, aud that its ti-uth can he
'

icascertained by actual measurement. So far from the
'

harmony and beauty of Greek and Gothic architecture

being of a subtle nature, I have undeniably proved, in

my published works, that our finest buildings can be

subjected to the rigid tests of fact and experiment.

THE NEW HEADING-ROOM OE THE
BRITISH MUSEUM.

The very fine Reading-room which has

been constructed in the quadrangle of the

British Museum, under the direction of ]\Ir.

Sydney Smirke, A.R.A. by Messrs. Baker and
Eielder, is now nearly completed, aud will be

open to public inspection for a week, commenc-
ing on the 8th of May, after wliich readers will

be admitted under the usual regulations. It

will be inaugurated, we believe, by Priuce

Albert aud the Trustees, ou the 2ud. A
plan of the building, and view of the interior

as it was designed to be, will be found, with

some particulars, in Volume XIII. of the

Builder (1855), pp. 133-138. The statues at

the springing of the dome, aud the artistical

decorations in the panels, shown in our view,

have been omitted. The Times of April 21st, in

an excellent descriptive article, wherein reference

is made to our early account of the intended

structure, says,

—

“The dome is 1-10 feet in diameter, its height being
106 feet. In this dimension of diameter it is only inferior
to the Pantheon of Rome by 3 feet ; St. Peter’s being only
139 feet; 8t. Maria, in Florence, 139 feet; tho tomb of
Mahomet, Bejapore, 135 feet; St. Paul’s, 112 feet; St.
Sophia’s, Constantinople, 107 feet

; and the church at
Darmstadt, 105 feet. In other particulars our new dome
is far superior. Tho new Reading-room contains 1,260,000
cubic feet of space; its ‘ suburtis,’ or surrounding lilira-

ries, 750,000 cubic feet. The building is constructed prin-
cipally of iron, with brick arches between the main ribs,

supported by twenty iron piers, having a sectional area ol
10 superficial feet to each, including the brick casing, or
200 feet in all. ’Phis saving of space by the use of iron is

remarkable, the piers of support on which our dome rests
only thus occupying 200 feet, whereas the piers of the
Pantheon of Rome fill 7,-177 feet of area, aud those of the
Tomb of Mahomet 6,593 feet. Upwards of 2,000 tons of
iron hare been used in the construction. Tho weight of
the materials mod in the dome is about L300 tons—vis.

upwards of 200 tons on each pier. The first standard was
only fired in January, 1855. The framework and acalTuld-

ing upon which the dome rested were removed on the 2nd
of the following June. No subsidence or ‘ set ’ of material
was observable on the wedges being removed. The entire
dome was roofed in and copper covering laid in September,
1866. The roof is formed into two separate spherical and
concentric air chambers, extending over the whole surface

;

one between the external covering aud brick vaulting, the
object beiug tho equalization of temperature during ex-
tremes of heat and cold out of doors

;
the other chamber,

between the brick vaulting and tho internal visible surface,
being intended to carry off the vitiated air from the
Reading-room. This ventilation is effected through aper-
tures in tho soflitea of the windows, and partly by others
at the top of the dome

;
the bad air passing through out-

lets provided around the lantern, In order to obviate the
ell’ects of condensation, all the skylights, lanterns, and
windows throughout the building are double. Tho quan-
tity of glass used amounts to about 60,000 superficial feet.”

In this new room, probably for some centuries,

numbers of studious men and vromen will have an
opportunity of searching amongst the enormous mass
of printed matter wliich is accumulated witliin the

walls of the national museum, and condensing from
it what may he useful in various ways.

A great change has been made iu the distribution

of knowledge amongst the multitude since the time a

collection of specimens of natural history aud other

matters were beque.atbed by a private individual under
ceitaiu conditions, for the use of the nation. Then
came various additions, the Greaville and other

libraries, manuscripts, aud the splendid library col-

,

lected by George III. called “ The King’s Library,” '

which were placed iu Montague House. Since the

time these contributions have been arranged the press
'

not only of this country but also of foreign countries

has been most prolific, and waggon-loads of books

have month after month been brought to the building

in Russell-street, many of them consisting chiefly of

chaff aud stubble, iu which, however, by careful

search, a grain or two of corn may be found. I

Men who have written a few books are apt to look

upon them as of some consequence: a visit, however,

'

to this library’, must mike writers modest when
they see the miles of shelves loaded with literature of

various descriptions, and see how few amongst the

number of volumes have stood the test of time.
j

Thousands of persons visit the British Museum,
who, while wanderiug through the great space occupied

in the exhibition of objects of natiiral history and art,
'

are little aware that bidden from the view of the general

public there are rooms almost as extensive as those

above 'referred to, which are crowded from floor to ^

ceiling with manuscripts and printed books, and that

even this large amount of space has been found in-

sufficient. Mr. Panizzi devised various ingenious

plans to increase the available space for books. He
had iron staircases and galleries erected, and lines of

shelves of various sizes constructed : notwithstanding

all these efforts, it was evident that the library would
be ere long unable to receive the annual supply of

books, and ultimately the erection of a circular build-

ing in the large quadrangle was, as our reuilers know,
determined on, to serve both for a new reading-room,

and also for the reception of many thousand volumes

of books.

The old reading-rooms will, for long, be vvcdl re-

membered by many who have for years availed them-

selves of their useful aid. They bad become too small

for their purpose, and the ventilation was very imper-

fect : the lighting of the place was also not good, and

it will be a pleas mt change to remove to the new and

I splendid apartment which has been provided.

I
It is not easy, in words, to couvey an idea of the

i fine effect of the circular building : the vast space

I

cannot fail to create feelings of both pleasure aud

,

surprise. Up to the spring of the dome are countless

I

volumes in variously coloured bindings, which are

reached by ornamented and gilt galleries. The panels

within the dome are coloured a light blue : the re-

maiuder is of white and gold : the side-windows and the
' large top light are filled with thick dull glass. At
first sight many will be disappointed at the apparent

' size, judging irom the extent outside. This defect

results from the want of a greater diffusion of colour

' and of smaller ornamentation. The windows, both at

,
top and on the sides, instead of blending into a

I

whole, break the space into patches, which distract

I

the eye. The large blue panels, contrasting strongly
' with the other parts, also de.droy the idea of size.

How splendid an apartment this might have been

made, if the rich colours of the books had heeu ex-

. tended iu coloured ornamental forms to the windows

and dome. Art should have been culled in to decorate.

The omission, however, is not the fault of the de-

signer so much as the consideration of &. s. d.; and

j

the length of time which it would have taken to

complete the work.
I The seats and tables in the new reading-room

radiate from the centre louud which are the cata-

logues and the superintendent’s department.

The space for each reader is fitted with moveable

book-rests, inkslaad, aud other conveniences : a divi-

sion iu the centre of each table will prevent the

mixing of hooks and papers, which was sometimes

,

complained of iu the old place. Fur those who
require more space, there are a number of larger tables

without divisions. The floor has been covered with

kamptulicon, which deadens the sound of footsteps
;

,

and every provision seems to have been made to

warm and ventilate the room,

j

Round the circular reading-room, there is another

circle, from which radiate various puzzling galleries,

all ready for the reception of books. In order that

every portion of space may he made available, the

bookshelves are constructed double, with a passage

for air between. By this coulrivance double the

number of books can be placed. The effect of the
' various branches, with railway accommodation for the

I

conveyance of books, the shelves divided aud sub-

divided, like the cells in a beehive, is very curious. A
stranger might easily lose himself iu this literary

' maze. Such of our readers as can make it convenient

will, doubtless, visit the new rootn, and, perhaps, it may
be interesting to some at a distaiici’, to give a few

I

particulars of the arraugement and regulations of this

useful place of study.

I

The written recommendation of a clergyman, or

well-known member of the medical professiou, or any
' one of note in art or literature, is sufficient to ob-

tain (he use of this great library fur six months,

and at the end of that time the admission can be

renewed on presenting the original ticket.

On enteriug tlie reading-room, the visitors at first

are at some loss to find out the hooks which they re-

quire, the various catalogues thcraselvcs foi'iuing a

large library. Iu these are embraced the various

works uuder the name of thoir authors ; and if a

publication by Smith is wanted, it will he the labour

of nearly on hour to get over the list. There are

the catalogues of the raanu«ci'ipts, newspapers, music,

one expressly for the use of the reailing-room, &c.

Having found the hooks needed, it is necessary to

copy the name of the author, and description of the

work, and also the press mark, on a printed form

supplied. The ticket or tickets arc then delivered

to an attendant placed for the purpose, who passes

it to another, who proceeds to the part of the library

in which is the press which corresponds with the

number wanted. In due course the books arc iaid

ou the table before those who require them : the

tickets are kept until the books are returned. Iu
' the reading-room, however, there are about 20,000

volumes, which can be taken from the shelves wiihout

any ticket. Here are ranged together the best editions

' of the standard poets, dramatists, and novelists : the

chief magazines, various editions of the Bible, dic-

tionaries, both English and foreign, fill many shelves.

There are all the best encyclopedias, biographical

dictionaries, voyages, and travels. There are also the
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Lest of the semi publications : our o'mi volumes begin

to present considerable bulk. There are also in their

proper places the standard books on anatomy,

chemistry, botany. Indeed, the reading-room, inde-

pendent of the mass of material behind, is so well

arranged and so useful, that we hope before long sorne

means will be found of making its contents available

to a large class who could use it only in the evenings.

We most congratulate Mr. Smirke on the satisfac-

tory completion of this important and remarkable

piece of constniction.

roonly to be noted: the traffic on the water

seen through gaps among the willows served to

enliven the scene. Gradually, Sir, the brickmakers

approached, and the air became less pleasant m con-

sequence of the earthly-smelling smoke which came

when the wind was in certain quarters. Soon it

mattered not from which " airt ” the wind blew, for,

on every side, I was beset by the brickmakers ;
and

then roads were roughly laid out; and, like the

skirmishiag before an army, houses began to take

possession of salient angles, and I wondered what

madoess could have induced persons to rear vast gin

palaces so far removed from human habitations.

Soon, however, the foundations were dug up, where

the soil was gravelly
;
and the main body of the army,

in the shape of rows of bouses, marched irresistibly

along : amongst these were churches and other

useful institutions. Along the banks of the canal,

within my view, rose several large raanufactuncs,

with tall chimneys and other unsightly architectural

features, and wharfs were, one after another, erected ;

and then a church, with turrets of Henry ‘VTH.’s

time, with slate roof, brick walls, and^ unplea-

who will advocate a design hearing his name ? But I

will not think this of him.

To exclude designs from competition because floors

and corridors are mode yellow and blue, and because

walls are tinted a shade or even four or five shades

darker than light brown Indian ink, would be an act

of narrowmindedness unworthy of the members of a

liberal profession, or of a fair stand-up Eoglish fight.

Let us be chivalrous to one another
;
let us scorn to

oust our fellow-competitors by insisting too much on

these minor points. If any one has been mad enough

to tint or shadow his elevations, let him be made^ a

public example. "Will there be one such ? I doubt it.

Renardus P. C.

“ BUILT UP ” IN ISLINGTON.

I AM, Sir, an old inhabitant of “ Merrie Islington,

and can remember in this neighbourhood many a

shady spot which afforded a pleasant shelter in the

hot weather. I also remember rows of hawthorn

hedges which, in the season, were snowy white with

“ May,” and snug little country-houses imbedded m
trees, and so retired, that it was not uncommon for

them to have loud-toned bells like those usedinfac-
,

tones for the purpose of giving alarm in case of saut-looking windows. My trees began to wither, and

robbery or fire. *

I began to have so little pleasure in my garden, that

When I hear the cries of the costermongers, and see
j consented to part with most of it. And then a sort

the great thronging of both human beings and the
arose, on which were planted various square

brute creation in the Caledonian-road and the streets

which branch off from it in all directions, it puzzles

me to fix the site of well-rcmembcred scenes. Can it

be possible that in this spot, now blazing with gas-

lights, the shop-windows decked with gay advertise-

ments of teas and coffees, not much more than a score

of years ago young artists would sit, day after day,

sketching the picturesque foliage and branches ? At

times I almost doubt, although I have seen it with

my own eyes, and assisted in the operation, that

splendid crops of hay have been so recently made on

what is now Copenhagen-street, William-street, and

those near.

Sometimes, Sir, I meet with one of the few remain-

ing old inhabitants whose memory goes back as far

as mine, and we feel a pleasure in taking short jour-

neys along the rows of new streets, for the purpose

of comparing our recollections. The square in which

the New River reservoir is now placed, being a high

point of land, is a favourite spot for observation. You

would scarcely think that opposite to what is now the

Belvidcre Tavern, there was a place called “ Brown’s

Pond,” which was a spot on which all the refuse from

far and near was collected. Then towards London

were a few suburban taverns,
—“ Merlin’s Cave ” one

of them,—and the New RiverWaterworks, with railing

(not a wall) round it, so that you might see the

pleasant-looking water. By the way, there was, and

still is, a very old house, with high-pitched pent roof,

of about James I.’s time, in the now enclosed area.

Sadlcr’s-wells was close by, and, over meadows in

which cows were grazing and children and others at

play, was a fine view of St. Paul’s and what was then

the outskirts of the great city.

My ancient friends and I remember,—taking a posi-

tion as far as possible from Brown’s Poud, and still

allowing a sufficient elevation,—that there were the

Bagnigge-wells Tea-gardens, a conntry-place of famous

resort, where there were grottoes of shell-work and

little pools of water, and other bits of ornamental

work, which were greatly thought of at that day.

There were also the Pindar of Wakefield, and a few

more scattered houses, but no Clerkeuwell prison, no

New St. Pancras Church, Tavistock or Seymour
'squares. At the time when I have caught sticklebacks

not far from what is now the Great Northern station,

we had not dreamt of railways, and such like inven-

‘tions, nor of omnibuses or cabs. Montague House
-and gardens, and Queen-square and the places adjoin-

ing, were visible from this spot
;
but towards Mary-

lebone fields and Paddington there were only a few
• traggling houses, and a distant view of the country

loscd this prospect.

Towards the cast was the picturesque Angel Inn,

with its gallericd yard; the pointed gables of the village

of Islington
;
and, beyond, a clear green space towards

-Essex. On the north were the old Conduit play-fields,

and places of refreshment and recreation adjoining.

During these walks we talk of the dangers of the roads

in old times of coaches, stage-waggons, and other

matters, which you have lately referred to, so that

repetition is unnecessary : indeed, pleasant as this old-

time gossip IS to us ancients, I find some of the present

generation to be rather impatient listeners. I will,

therefore, proceed to mention the circomstances which
have led me (o pen this communication.

It is a number of years now since I established

myself in a little house on a spot which I thought to

he at such a distance from modern buildings as to be

out of tic reach of improvements. This little

dwelling had a nice slope in front towards the canal,

and was pleasant with trees and flowers. I could

hear the bells of St. Mary’s, and so still was the place

that the booming of the great bell of St. Paul’s, and
those of many other churches, were sounds com-

erectious of iron, so ugly that I regret tliat I cannot

have for them but a peep at the church which

before I had thought so little of. Ou the other side

of me the builders are at work. The roads are im-

passable in wet weather
;
and look in what direction

I will, I can see nothing agreeable to the eye. I

must now, therefore, much as I like the spot and all

its memories, beat a retreat, before a force which I

cannot resist, and fly to some nook where I can quietly

think over times past, and wonder at,—and feel a

pride, notwithstanding my individual discomfort in—

,

the advancement of a district I have for so many

years loved so well. An Ancient of Days.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

A PUBLIC meeting and .conversazioiie, in connec-

tion with this Association, was held at Lyon’s Inn-ball,

Newcastle-strcet, Strand, on Friday evening, the 17th

instant. In the absence of the president, the chair

was occupied by Mr. G. J. "Wigley, who, in opening

the proceedings, adverted to the many advantages

arising to the Association from meetings such as that,

not the least among which was that it brought amongst

them many of the older members of their profession,

whose avocations prevented their more frequent

attendance at the ordinary meetings. He congratulated

the members of the Association on the satisfactory pro-

gress of their affairs, in a financial as well as in other

respects : they were making up for past deficiencies,

and were gradually getting out of debt
;
and he took

occasion to refer to the approaching anniversary

festival of the Association, which would take place

during the first week in May. He looked upon events

of that nature as of peculiar interest in the artist’s

life, and he hoped to sec a large gathering upon the

occasion. The Rev. C. Boutell was to have read a

iiaper, but was unexpectedly called out of town; ana

member made some observations in lieu.

GOVERNMENT OFFICES
COMPETITION.

A cokrespondent, who ought to be 17611

informed, states that it has been determined,

room failing, to hang the ground-plans in an

adjoining apartment ! We are enabled to say,

however, that this is not correct : and that all

the drawings will be hung together, though

some, probably, will be high. Nothing is yet

known as to the appointment of the judges, or

of the time for opening the exhibition.

“ Light Brown Indian Ink ” has favoured the

readers of the Builder with an admirable piece of

special pleading. Without layiug so much stress on

the importance of impartiality, why did be not un-

affectedly say,
“

I have sent no perspective of my
design for the Public Offices, so withdraw all the per-

spectives until after the award ?
”

He reminds me of nothing so much as the fox in

the fable, who, having lost his tail in a trap, sum-

moned a conclave of his brethren, and proposed that

they should aU cut off their tails. If my memory
serves me, Mr. Tailless dwelt on the excessive incon-

venience of a long brushlike appendage, as proved in

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURNACE
CHIMNEYS.

In adopting vertical lines in chimneys great

care should be taken to graduate the strength

of the walls as the shaft is carried up, so as to

secure lightness with elevation. The upper

portions of tall chimneys should ever be light,

so as to reduce oscillation. Tall chimneys,

having heavy cornice finishings, have fallen. A
storm of wind sets them in motion, and over

they go. There are the ruins of chimneys which

were so weighted, and have fallen, near Stoke-

upon-Trent, and in other places. The studei^

must not be drawn into any mistake in this

respect. A tall chimney must have a secure

foundation, a well-arranged shaft, growing

lighter in substance as it mounts upwards, and

any ornamental finishing must be the lightest

possible, to secure the required appearance with
"

' ion must be paid to thestrength. Great attention r
_

.

mortar, so as to use the best in quality and

quite fresh.

We have arranged and engraved some of the de-

signs for shafts, made by Mr. R. Rawlinson, in illua-

tration of his paper on " Chimney Construction,!*

his own case. At least, he brought some specious,
j

panted on p. 120, anfe. Commencing ou the righL-

plausible reasons to bear on the subject. In reply, a band side of the engraving, the first is a design for a

Vulpine Pater Conscriptus made use of very couvinc-
j

tall chimney, to be constructed with brick of two

ing arguments on the other side, and the result of
[ colours. Stone may be used in the base, as shown.

the discussion is shown in the fact (so gratifying to

country squires) that foxes wear their tails to this

day.

In choosing the judges. Sir B. Hall has, indeed, a

difficult task. As to finding persons ‘‘ absolutely im-

partial and disinterested,” I fe.ir that is impossible,

unless we go to Lord R. Cecil’s peasantry. Every

man of education and cultivated taste (and such only

should be judges) must have formed some opinion of

architectural styles. Let the Goths and the Clas-

sicists have each their representatives, but let the

right honourable chief commissioner steer clear of

bigots.

We may carp at the instruction issued by her

Majesty’s Works, but they are the best yet given for

any competition. Let ns do them justice. Abjuring

artistic tric/rerg of colour in the views, requiring

elevations in outline, laying down a uniformity of

scale, fully describing the requirements for the plans,

suggesting that “ one view may accompany each

design,” and requiring no estimate; everything was

done that could be done, to give everybody a fair

chance.

When “L. B. 1. 1.” says, “ away with the motto
mockery,” he lays himself open to the suspicion of

being an “ eminent architect,” for no others can

afford to dispense with the incognito. If he have

not attained eminence, he is proposing a suicidal

The

course ; unless, indeed, be has friends in high places, I used.

The pliuth and shaft are square on section,

cornice may be terra-cotta and brick.

Tbe second shaft is squai'e on section : stone may

be used in the plinth to form the set-offs. The main

design is to be worked out in brickwork and terra-

cotta. The' attic roof is ofiroD. This design, although

apparently elaborate, need not be very expensive, as

the forms are repeated, and in their structure they

should be simple.

In the third we have a detached shaft, square on

section, formed of brick of two colours, with stone

cornices in plinth, and iron roof to attic.

The fourth has an attached shaft, square on section.

Brick of two colours is used, with iron roof to attic.

The fifth has an attached base. The shaft is

octagonal. The cap, square, with octagonal lantern

of iron. The base and shaft are of brick, of uniform

tone and colour.

The sixth is a square shaft of brickwork, banded

;

formed of bricks of two colours. The cornice and

attic are of brick and terra-cotta.

The seventh is a detached shaft, square ou section,

of brickwork, in two colours. The cornice is of briik

and terra-cotta
;
the roof of attic to be iron.

Two cottage or house chimneys are shown, roofed

over as in the East. Tile or terra-cotta may he
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ON HOUSES AS THEY ‘WERE, AS THEY
ARE, AND AS THEY OUGHT TO BE *

The case of a private client vrith a selected

arcEilcct is a very different one to that of a

committee. Some persons complain that the client

names heforehaud the price which he will pay for the

building that he wants, and thus confines the taste of

his architect. On the contrary, the restrictions which

the peculiar wants and wishes of the employer dictate

should form the pressure to mate the fountain of

genius play high.

Few buildings, it may be presumed, are now built

either continual quarrels, or to hear of the builder’s as mauy bncks as they can to look laid. I have

bankruptcy, with a demand from his assignees for the
,

heard a man threatened with dismissal by a foreman

most oxtmvaitaiit value that cau be put upeu se much for uot la,mg half as man, bricks again m a day as

ef the verk as is dene. A oemmittee. by accepting arc allowed m tlic price of labour tor fair work. Often

such low tenders, also gets into the difSenlty of when the bneks are pod they are somelimes so dry

spending eventually much more money than it m- ,
that the water is absorbed out of even well-made

tended. It chooses the biggest and prettiest eakc mor ar which dries into a powder. But m genera

which it learns that it can have for its money, and
|

our bricks are porous enough, without this addttional

finds afterwards that it is certainly a large and good- fault
;
and you mp alvvavs suspect this re the case

looking cake but of flour and water only
;
that the when there is a rush of au- into the room at the skirt-

other mfrredicnts are wanting; that the building, : ings : this is healthy, and consequently ought not to

when pard'for according to contract, and perhaps not be altogether stopped. You will observe that when

too well built for the raonev, will cost as much more
;

new brickwork has bits of old brickwork in it, the

! to finish before it con be used
;
a result which several

,

new settles down a.good deal in the first three months.

design and estimate, which were approved by the

Board, excepting as to the front. The Board offered

that subject, not the whole work, to a limited compe-

tition, I believe, or, at all events, chose another archi-

tect to design it. hir. Jupp executed the work for

less than his estimate, and the Board paid the amount,

with the addition of a gratuity to him of 1,000/.

Such a gift was not singuliu; in the last century, but

now, we say„ the more- impectaut the work the less

we win pay fiur it in proportmn.

In many casfls the architect is not the offender who

causes a house to-Be ugly—biditlie want of education

in the client.

under such circumstances as the East-India House.
|

^

It would appear that the chairman said to the archi-
:

, ^ similar buildings have presented to their ,

but the old has no settlement to make, so there is a

tect of the Company, Mr. Jupp, ‘‘ want a house :

; g^iirely to the ignorance or injus- crack on each side of it for some distance. Even

tell us how much it will cost. Mr. Jupp made his
committees where I have been watchful, advantage has been taken

If an individual attempts to build whhout the !
of my absence to- finish a good piece of foundation

asBistance of an architect, he is liable to the same
!

with rubbish (aud I have been personally threatened

misfortune : and the quan-els which arise are amongst for persevering in having it taken up), or to put

the nicest picking's for the barristers that can be rubbishing concrete metead of stone paving: m the

given them by judges who dread having to sit for latter case the building owner desu-ed me not to mter-

soveral days over a case which consists of a buUder’s fere, the foreman had told hm it ivas safer, and cost

• more than the stone. Bricks arc laid now-a-days with a

The usual wav of settling a disputed account for
!

bed of mortar,, rouglily smoothed out, when the

haihliog is to mMsure all the work and pay tllo current bricklayer takes- up a little on the trowel, wipes it off

price for it This would be the honestest way of deal-
,

on the edge of a. brick already laid, and puts the next

ing in aU cases, if all work were equally good and brick in place with as little exertion as possible. Mhen

were done under similar circumstances, and if the this little bit of mortar has perished, the air circulates

, . . , , current price could ever be strictly aseert-iiined. It is in the waU in a manner that is advantageoi^ to our

rrcqueotly a. good ileaign. la oat aowa, to save some
,|„t this " measure and valne ” system, health but decidedly iucouveuiout and annoying, and

trifling expense,, and after the contract is made with
retained by the Government was open to gross ' the house wants what is called pointing, of which you

the builder, one altoralion after another is made by
and that it is in want of revision : many prices all understand the nature, expense, and trouble i in

the client, the oontract IB void, and the biUs for extras
the host work was fact, the house requires painting and papering after

when added to the amomit of the amended tender
Amongst other duties, I have had to

I

it. But these are not aetnally germs of danger

.often greatly epood- the sum that would have com-
, j jo suffleient to cause the house to be pulled down : they

pleted the original satisfactory design for the house.
|

. ^ ay cause alarm to the inhabilants, but danger is

It 13 easy for a olient to say that he wul make no
,

°
' ygai the soil alters its condition, when the

alterations; bull when, a work is begim with the sole
^ ^ obiection to bnildiiig by unrestricted

‘ bottom parts of the wall turn up on to the kitchen

.object of parsimony before the mud, one of two things
c„™ctition i. that it gives the best chance to the floor, when the wallsand piers bulge out m the middle

happens If there is an architect employed bean^
man,-to the man who intends to hreuk his

;

of their height, when the walls begin to overhang,

and utility are saonflccd to convemenea and strength,
or to defraud his creditors when the bricks in the arches of the windows begin

the meagre staved design does not come up to the
jj jo drop out like teeth i in any of these cases I wonJd

expectation of the proprietor and his. eritieal fneiid.s,
cfections and disadvantages. Both committees ' recommend you to apply to a real arehitect, and if he

and before and after completion M much m «pent m
,

they do I

should say "Go. out,” I would take the advice i£

vanons attempts to improve the house as would have
, ^ themselves to accept the lowest tender. possible. Sometimes, indeed, we hear of a few wedges

snffleed at flrst to,tako it right; Imt even then the
I should

;

being lightly driven into cracks, with the advice that

bmldmg always betrays ita sordid ongm by Its mean cceommend the plan of taking the the tenants shenld “go ” it the wedges tall by their
wh.ch ™n hardly he efl-aced; the unhappy

^r third, ns might be previously settled, own weight out of the cracks when the cracks get
’ ' '>"«=“ rtiian wn iiap.

qJ- wn SO oheu sec larger. Some persons arc so strong-minded as to

- . our respectable bnilders classed together ill the middle sleep without further precautions in sucb a house

:

pnetor loses his money, when even a speculative jt

^
- others have some one to sit up all night and watch the

w„„l,l b.,„ l,.i*„ TF i» „„ ^ j that little bells, or, better

are the builders to whom I should apply iu a limited
,

still, detonating balls, should be fixed to the wedges,

features, which,

architect loses his credit
;

and, as the house will, per-

haps, not fetch half its cost, the disappointed pro-

prietor loses his money, when even a speculative

builder would have known better. If there he no
architect, the usual result, indeed, is, that ornament,

not heauty, is put on to the building at the expense of
; „„ qo„hi there are several gentle- becanse the old nurse or watchman might go to sleep

the materials and labour i the propnetor has saved
themselves builders, in this Society, who will

- -n in.

the cos of an architect, and has sunk his money lu a
, jj „„„ t,_ t

house that will frequently not sell, and will want
ii„,itaHou, i. that vou cannot expect to get

repairs three or four times as often as a good ugly

house, and these repairs will cost at least as much as

the original price of the liousc, beii^ immeasurably

more than the value of the repaire to an ugly good
house.

"When we begin to consider the cost of a building,

men, themselves builders, in this Society, who will as well as the rest of the family.

' A building may be really dangerous, yet give no

sign of the fact to most observers. A house may
appear very dangerous without there being any real

cause for its demolition, I suspect that we borrowed

from France or Germany the system of tying one or

cood work by an unlimited competition.

Ill order to build cheaply, the sjieculative builder,

or the bad builder, resorts or connives at a system of

scamping, which, if the work be executed under an

architect, keeps eveiy one connected with the building

a fever of quarrel
;
aud which, if it is not executedm flud anothar difficulty iu store for eommiltees.

„„ „cWteet, mav be u great de.1 worse than
ine cake, reduced m size and shorn of its orna- ----- - • . . . .

ments, is put out to tender, and the committee is
the following picture of things which you may see

1 , 1 - ii. mi x- T daily if vou will stop and look at the new houses on
puzzled by the result. The figures I produce are '

* i • + „p Tr..:i ..

tonriorc on+raniw Tx,ui,;„ fu .u 1 « of. 4-™.^ +1, 0 .
tfic outslvirts of LoiiJuu,

tenders actually made within the last two months :
—

2,800 757 .. 400 ... 233
2,600 740 ... 371 ... 247
2,492 C95 356 ... 232

* 2,234 * 558 ... * 319 ... * 186
2,198 531 ... 314 ... 177
2,197 530 ... 313 ... 177
2,194 520 ... 312 ... 173
2,112 486 ... *301 ... 162
2,006 470 ... 286 ... 157

9) 20i832 9) 5,287 9) 2,972 9) 1.743

rage 2,315 587 ... 330 ... 194

The soil is perhaps clay, at first with no great drain

soon as a large sewer, or a very hot season

more houses together with iron rods, which announce

their existence by a sort of coal-plate fastened on the

outsides. This affords an object for decoration, which

has not yet been treated successfully iu London, but

abroad these plates (which arc tcchuically called

anchors) are full of significance and loveliness of form

and grace of design, to which the beauty of colour

might be added.

Among the little defects of the public, I am in-

Or the soil is merely '

able to say whether a house is iu danger or not by

1 a mass of mortar.
;

architect is generaUy allowed, like the Eastern

ps of old brickwork carefully built into new physicians, to see the skin of his patient, but not to

tnd old road pavement, arenot the worst mate- touch it. There is, perhaps, no outrage upou do-

rials now used for walls
;

indeed, iu themselves they mestic comfort and private property more reseated

330 ... 194 are jewels compared to the bricks, which, instead of than the sensible attempt of a surveyor whom the

imv more eiamnles of this sort of competition
I'ke a bell nofler the strike of a hammer, public may employ to examine a house. Does he

are at* your service: there can be no hesitation in
crumble under the pressure of a strong hand or the want to see if the' roof and chimneys are sound; there

saying- that the average of these would have amply touch of a light hammer. is no way out to it except through a hole big enough

remimerated any respectable tradesman. The highcs*t mortal', it is not much better than the for a cliild, but scarcely for a man ;
and if he puts bis

amamts, perhaps, arose from too expensive modes of ^^''cks : it ought to be made of newly-burnt lime aud head through, he generally sees that, unless he means

prooeeding, from the expectation of large profits, and allowed to spoil before it to risk his neck, he had better send fur a long ladder

in some cases from mistakes : the lowest ones' cer -

1

®ca sand or pit sand, or road and get np outside. The connectiou between long

tainly arose from mistakes or intention. I

oc road stuff, or the actual earth from ladders and broken slates, and the consequences, are

T«x.r„ I „ 1 I

the site of the premises: all these have the slight familiar, of course, to many present. If he wishes to

ino- nn-mnrn tv.
^ iv fii V, f '

V.
I

dcfect of either introducing Vegetable Tot into the DCW see that the floors are sound, and wants to have a

nav +TiP fn'r
^

F tf ^ ^
OT of preventing the mortar from beooming board iu each floor removed, it would seem that he

pay tie fair value of the bmlflieg, ivh.t clioice can it l

j,
h

hafl done aa iejury to one of the toil,; or, if the

being made by hard manual hibour into a mass, having house be empty, aud he tries to see what sort of

each particle of sand covered with a coat of lime (as bricks arc behind the stucco or plastered front of the

to keeping it mellow, that is now never thought of), ' walls, the landlord watches him as he would a thief;

they are mixed by boys, and drenched, often with foiQ but the great explosion of wrath is caused by a hint

make in sneh tenders ? There is an outcry if it does

not take the lowest. If the diflbrence arises from a

mistalffl, the builder generally withdraws his tender

on heating of thn large difference ; but if he is in a
hurry to begin, the committee may expect to have

* Bead by Mr. Papworth, at the Society of Arts,
p. 220, ante.

to bricklayers who are engaged either by the piece or . veyor who goes that length bad better be a man able

by the day : in either case it is their business to get
j

to control his temper. Yet all these are points on
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tthich a prudent man ought to be satisfied before he

takes a house for sevea years, aad much more before

he buys house property.

Portuautely, however, there are other indications

of the state of the health of a house, and I will

liberally put you iu possession of some of the priuci-

pal ones. If you walk over a house and find that the

walls are cracked or damp, that the paperhangiugs are

changed in colour, that the floors shake, that the

stairs creak, (hat the doors and windows have not

fitted, then you mny be sure that you are among the

elements of a haunted house, and that you had better

not eater it again without professional advice. I rim

no risk in this liberality, for people are found to take

houses with a clause that " no dancing is allowed on

the premises.” We all know cases where the supper

has been demolisbed by the ceiling, and now we go to

houses where the ground and first-floors are propped

up on the occusiou of au evening party, though. 7io

dancing is contemplated.

But neither the public nor professional men can

tell without experience the signs of premature old age

iu a house. Wben it was young, the heedless, specu-

lative builder had caused the walls to be rum up, and
a bricklayer knows full well the meaning of that

word. He put their footings on the wet ground, with
no lead, or slate, or asphaltc soles : he put no area

round them, but wrapped them up with wet clay (or,

perhaps, he put an area under the clay, as is some-
times rather uselessly managed). As to the chimney-
stacks, they are, probably, as usual, only skins of

brickwork, enclosing flues and those vast holes for

the reception of red-hot soot which set so many
houses on fire : the arches of the windows and door-
openings are, probably, only shams; and, as to the
exterior cornices, let the coroner’s inquests tell how
they are made. Rotten paving-stones are laid, off

their balance, on the waU, and are to be kept in their

place by a load of parapet, until the day when some
one steps off a. ladder on to the cornice, either for re-

pairs, or in case of fire, or until a new proprietor re-

moves the parapet in the course of alterations and
improvements. Then, perhaps, there is a large amount
of what may be called hereditary disease in the house.
Tor example, the carpenters employ sometimes
decayed old stuff, and exhibit their forethought of
using no more of it than can he helped, by putting
that stuff at distances a quarter larger than is gene-
rally allowed for new and good materials. Of course
builders who will do that will not hesitate to do with-

'

out a girder or a main beam, if possible, or will put a
couple of joists to represent it, aud will put unaea-
soued brestsumers to carry the whole weight of
a front upon story-ports that will beud, literally

bend, under the weight of the brestsumer, before
the brickwork goes upon it at all; or will carry
a whole bouse upon little iron columns, which
ai’C 80 small that they act like bradawls, and cut
at top and bottom into these walls, which, of
course, leads to settlements : as to partitions, so slight
that we must not lean against them until they arc
lathed and plastered, but so framed that if a tenant
wants to cut a doorway iu them he cuts the one piece
of wood which holds the whole together, I am inclined
to deem them less prejudicial than roofs heavy enough
in appearance hut of decayed or uuseaaoued wood. I

must not, however, foil to give to our modei’u car-

penters in London the credit of making two new joists, I

or two new boards, out of a single old one. At

!

Brighton, however, they can, and do, get three floor

boards out of a single old one. It is, perhaps, rather
unscientific to use the half-joists in the present way

j

V : they would, undoubtedly, be stronger if laid
;

but then there would be nothing to uail the boards
'

upon. The joiners arc certainly to he jntied who are
!

sent into a house to put their slips of dry wood iuto
'

the crevices between each pair of floor-boards that
have shrunk, and to make the skirtings fit close to

'

the floor
; but it is generaRy considered best to re-

,

move the doors which not only have their panels split,

but are so twisted that when they are shut at the top
a rule may be passed near the bottom. A very usual
cause of gradual and unseen decay in a house is the i

roof. The small-sized slates split and let the water
in, and are laid so badly that the water gets in if they
do not split. They are fastened with iron nails that
decay aud let the slates slip aad cut the gutter, which

'

is either of zinc or lead, and in both cases too thiu,

'

and so leak: the junction of the slates with the walls
,

is puttied up with cement, which cracks aud lets the
water in : the gutter is not deep enough, and over-
flows; and the raiu-watcr pipes are so small that
they easily get stopped.

The fall of ceilings is not always a mark of danger :

the plasterers have covered the partition and ceiling
timbers so liberally with laths, that there is no room
for the plaster to be pushed between them and turn
over, so as to make what is called a key, which in
fact is to fasten it to the laths: it will not slick of
itself to the laths for any length of time if there is

the slightest tremor in the house : children playing in

the room should be taught that if they are very up-

roarious the ceiling may tumble upon them, as in the

case of a school lately. The great quantity of water

used iu making the mortar for plastering kept a

house very damp for some time formerly
;
but now

the drying is forced by braziers full of charcoal in each

room : habits of tape and rule, and a deplorable want

of scientific knowledge, invariably put a brazier under

the fio ver in the centre of the ceiling : the room be-

comes very hot : the flower and mouldings begin to

crack and perhaps to fall, whilst cracks of infinite

variety as to shape aud magnitude appear on the

ceiling and the walls. That is to say, this happens

only when the doors are left open, for many people

shut them, and the charcoal fire goes out soon after-

wards. Iu a few days the plastered walls are so many
fields of blisters, arising from the badly biirut lime

in the mortar
;
hut this passes unregarded, for the

paiuter and paper-hanger have yet to come.

The painter attempts to disguise all defects with

paint aud putty, but as the work is done in a damp
house, every patch and spot of the knotting or cover-

ing of the bad wood, aud of the nail holes filled with

putty, can be seen through the finishing coat of

paint : the paint, however, is to blame partly, for it

has hardly been paint at all in the whole sense of the

word.

The paperhanger is equally unlucky : he does his

best, I supjiose, to get the joints of his papers to

match, but it tries the temper to see a good red flock

paper with a white hue at each joint, and to see half

the colours disappear just because the papers were

hung before Ibe plastering was quite dry. When that

is the case it is usual to see if the grates have not got

rusty and so stained the chimney-pieces : that stain

nothing that I can name will remove.

But what does all this matter ? We see along our

suburbs whole rows of bouses unfinished, or jiartly

unfinished ; when the plasterers begin their work, an

iuscription says, “ This desirable (or this excellent.)

family residence to be let,” and Kars -Williams Lodge is

actually let in time to allow the board to be used for

the next house—and so on tiloug the row.

Our forefathers were usually so short-sighted as to

lose a year’s rent, by waiting so long before they

painted and papered, and the medical men seem to

think that a damp house is not so safe to sleep in as

the wet plaids of which we have heard. But the

house is taken ; let the tenant look to the rest, be-

cause, after all the trouble of moving furniture, per-

haps new, a fire is lighted for the first time and in

the best room, probably to receive the bride on her

entrance to home. You may imagine her exclamation

when she ventured into the drawing-room, and was
straightway saluted by what Buiwer felicitously terms

a joyous dance of those monads vulgarly called smuts

or blacks; you feel indignation at the bridegroom

who exclaimed to the choking servant that he had to

go to the city, aud rushed out with the blacks tumul-

tuously following him to the gate, one yard from the

door-step. The mouey value of the fretting, and

fuming, and worry, aud care, consequent upon the

discovery that a chimney will not draw, may be cal-

culated; but when half-a-dozen chimneys rebel, the

sum is beyond belief : of course the clouds of smoke
that rebelliously will not roll up the chimney, hut *

prefer going out by the door or the window, are

endured in the hope that, when the chimney is dry, all

'

will be right, but in the meantime the ceiling, the ,

paper, and the paiut get discoloured, aud the teuant

'

must have no fire, or go to a chimney-doctor. This

functionary, generally a white wizard, engages to
,

uubewitch the chimney with a patent top, good in
j

some cases on principles which he does not under-
i

stand, and when at last the patient victim will try no
more tops, he gets as a parting blessing the hint that

perhaps there is a brick too much, or perhaps a brick

too little, in the chimney.

A guileless and uneducated portion of English

householders, living in Londou, also appears to have a

belief that all these points fall under the notice of the

district surveyor. He is to be paid, the Act of Par-

liament says, and of course he is to do something for

his money. Several district surveyors could tell you
thit they are often expected to do, for their fee of

shilliugs, as much work beyond what the Act requires

as au engineer would charge guineas for. It is de-

sirable that the fiction of every Englishiuau’s having

a knowledge of the laws was iu this case a fact; the

district surveyor’s duty is simply, on the part of the

State, to watch the building owner, the architect, and
the builder, and to see that they do not, from igno-

rance, carelessness, wilfulness, or misappreheusiou,

transgress certaiu rules laid down in the Act.

If the public expects tliat any architect cau possibly

see every brick laid, every heap of mortar made,

every piece of timber cut, every slate laid,—in short,

everything done, it makes a mistake which should be

rectified. It might as well expect Mr. Rowland
Hill to weigh every letter that passes iuto the Post-

office.

If the public will avail itself of unlimited compe-
tition, and will not pay the builder a fair price for his

work, the class of honest builders will die out, and in

all our houses we shaU see one or more faults like

those which I have just described, without the least

exaggeration, and for most of which proof cau be
found in the newspapers of the day, and for one or

two of which, taken separately, proof wiU be found

in the experience of my audience or of their friends.

Thus are houses built to be sold, aud the question

arises, cau any better bouses be built under the pre-

sent syslem of competition ?

It is want of education, and also fashion, which
allows the public to rent or buy any such houses at

all, and which allows the builders to erect such

houses; and, as the attention of the society appears

to be especially turned at present to popular educa-

tion, I hope that these observations, on points which
are not thus treated in any book, will be acceptable,

as giving some insight into those most useful, but too

much neglected, portions of knowledge as regards a

dwelling. It is supposed by the public that because

all ornament has not been set aside economy was not

a great object with, the speculative builder. This is a

great fallacy. “Where absolute parsimon^j is required,

all oruament must be set aside, but when economy is

the object, ornament is frequeutly requisite, for the

desire to have some decoration in bis dwelling is

usual, perhaps inherent, iu man
;
aud speculative bad

builders kuow the fact so well that they think rightly

it is economical to spend some of the money saved by

bad construction on decoration. Thus the graining

I

or imitative painting is an effective investmeut of

I

capital. There are few eyes to which colour is not

attractive, and an empty house, decorated in the best

j

taste, if that be a simple one, is not easily let. It

1

seems necessary to bang gaudy papers, and to paint

I

the woodwork in imitation of oak and maple. The

I

moment the house is furnished this effect disappears :

j

the spots of gaudy paper that appear among the fur-

j

niturc are obtrusive and uncumfortablc : as for the

I

woodwork, nobody sees whether the imitation be good,

I

bad, or indifferent
;
and there only remains the var-

j

uished marbled paper of the staircase,—that is econo-

mical, because the colour is desirable as giving an air

j

of comfort, and spots of dirt are supposed to be part

of the pattern. There can be no faith in the cleanly

[

habits of people who put up a varnished paper on the

staircase. The question of sham, as it is now gene-

rally called, is intentionally avoided this evening ; it

is enough for my purpose to say that the imitation
' for doors, shutters, and skirtings, of woods that can-

not be afforded, is generally a profitable investment
' of capita], like moe*’ of other decentious by which

we keep up appearances,—deceptions which are re-

garded by some earnest persons as offeuces less

against good taste than against morality and political

economy.
' At first sight it would seem that the investment of
' capital in houses is a speculatiou to be recommended,
either to a person wishing to purchase a residence for

' himself, or to a person having alittle money to invest,

For suppose the sum to be invested is 1,350/. and he

;

decides to build for himself by unlimited competition,

he may get the following tenders (which have really

' OCCUITCJ), 1,4971. 1,4457, 1,335/., 1,398/., 1,198/.

average 1,362/. If he takes the lowest tender he

saves 150/. that he may fund at 3 per cent, and will

.
give him back his 1,200/. in seventy years. Perhaps

' he lets the house on lease, and avoids the repairs ; but

if not so lucky, be can usually manage to pocket three

years’ rent iu seven, and if content with a clear profit

rent of per cent, (instead of ten generally asked),

he fancies that he secs iu thirty-five years 1,350/. in

rent, without reckoning corapouud interest, aud the

houses to sell, aud the 412/. made by his original

saving, aud you will say that a house ought to clear

more than three years’ rent out of seven. But it docs

not, somehow, if it is not a good built house.

Ou the other band, if the 1,350/. had been spent,

the builder would only fancy that he saw in thirty-five

years 1,350/. in rent, without compound interest, and

the houses to sell; for such liouscs will fetch no

more rent from a sensible public thau the bad ones in.

the same street : it must drop its rent to the 90/.

which its competitor can afford to take.

Is it in human speculation to resist these results.

“Whom does it hui't ? “Wliy should the builder be forced

to spend the extra 150/. ou each house or set of

houses.

The policy of honesty in building only shows itself

after a time.

Every year of a hadly-built house may be said to

cost at least one-third of the rent in repairs : if they

are not done the house goes to ruin at ouce, and many
persons have not more spare money than that which

they have invested : several such houses require that

a man shall have capital, and the speculative builders

generally have little or none.

Our modern houses are so badly built, that even

speculative builders now find it difficult to sell a lease.
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andean scarcely get anyone to talte ^
i

teen, or twenty-one years’ lease :
people begin to see

. flbrous nature, and the mortar having become a light

the advantage of taking a house on trial, and a three
,
eartb or mould and in the courses

,
° i of flip PTid nf i

diatelr above innumerable cockroaches ana mealworms
years agreement is the consequence : at the ena oi

pvjng
that time so much is wanting to the house, that the I xhe wall-plate of the ground floor ofthoremovedhouses

trouble and eipense of niovlug is balanced by the enteriae Iho wall at thi.

ineonvenieuoe o't having tvortaen in the bonse, and ™
•>=- r™ Tall-'^icri^™ .fah“£

by the discovery that not far off there is another new fearfully poised, the slightest lateral pres-
• • . . - .1 1 i-J

sure’ from the north would have sufficed to push it over.

This ngent may be found in the roof of the stable build-

ings, which is a lean-to roof, sloping from the back wall ol

the bouse to the front wall of the stables.”

house to be let for three years, decorated after the

latest fashiou.

lu seven years the 1
,
200 /. houses will have demanded

the outlay of 180/. but the 1,350/. houses nothing :

and suppose that neither have let, the tnith gains at

once. In fourteen years the 1,200/. houses will have

cost 360/. in repairs, but the 1,350/. houses perhaps

only 90/. In the first fourteen years the 1,200/.

houses may have luckily produced 540/. clear : the

1,350/. houses are hardly likely to have lost more

'fhe coroner, iu summing up, said it had been the

habit of juries to return a verdict of “ Accidental

death ” whenever the evidence fell short of a criminal

charge. That might have been a very harmless

course as the law formerly stood, but since other

remedies were afforded to the friends of the deceased
1,35U/. houses are haraiy iikeiy lo nave iusl luu.t

j- • .e „ ^...^f fi.ri.ifTbf if nns.
than three tenants, and vonld then have produced

,

by proceedinga Tj?”!
9901 so that the balance on the side of good bnilding sible that m some cases a verdict of acc dental death

at the end of fonrteen years is, 9901-90= 900 X
against 5407, + 150/. and interest, or 9007. ^

i Xh. i, [[
7657.= 1357. more than the bad building gives. i

^“7„.[re,n„n'
It is quite true that at the end of the first seven nlthongh there might not “I '

years the rents may fall equally, but the proportion of
; f

b'Wy ‘<> J'ct aomethmg hri been omitted

profit will alter in favour [t good bnilding.
I

to. be done which ought to have been doj th y

The great damage that a bad house does to a good
,

might steer a middle course, and, instead “t

jX?
one in the same sTreet. or near it, is to reduce the a verdict of accidental death, they might say that ^
rents and the market values lo the same level. All ileceased came to their death.by such and such means,

houses have snspieions characters in the eyes of a pur- caused by snch and such circumstances, [hiis ‘[e

chaser at auctions. But when thirty-five years have parties wonld.be left free to take whatever other

expired, the 1,2007. houses wiU not be so good, with course they might think proper to adopt,

all the money spent on them, as the 1,3507. honees, ' The jury then retired
i
and, after being absent about

and at the end of seventy years, if not much sooner, three-quarters of an hour they returned and delivered

theirvalnewfflhavepcriBlied, but the 1,3507. houses m the following verdict :
— That the deceased,

will fetch about as much iu thirty-five years as at
,

Maurice Klrgibbou and John Shehan, came to their

deaths by the falling of a wall, some portion of which
present.

by Messrs. Gray and Davison, will occupy a platform

of 40 feet wide by 24 deep, which 'will not only afford

sufficient room for the pipes to speak, but ample

passage between each division, so that any department

of the structure can be approached without difficulty.

The weight of the new instrument will be somewhere

about 20 tons, and will demand a platform of the

most solid and durable nature.

And society is interested in the nueslioti. Although
:

being in an unsound state, not externally visib c
;
yet

the saving apparenflv of the 150/. is considered, there they arc of opinion, through an error of judgment,

is a loss to society of 720/. on the 1
,
200 /. houses, hut '

sufficient precaution was not taken to secure the

the repairs of the 1,350/. houses are only a loss of same.

382/. so that society loses to the individual 338/. on
j

'

every 1,200/. spent in bad building. I leave the 1 COMPETITIONS,
importance of this subject to yourselves.

. . Uehfeli Mueiim. — Trom a large number of
Speaking of honesty, I must not omit to mention

„„„„ittee have selected three, namely,
that the speculative builder has a great advantage over » p,epaced by Mr. Cranston, of Birmingham i

Mr.
the pnvate building owner in the 111500.11.113 al owed Bidlake and
by the trades, which allow him to sell his budding, Wolverhampton

;
and have requested these

whUfnuhing, at prime cost ;
whereas the private

enllemen to re-arrange their plans to suit another
owner has to pay his builder that pnme cost, and

convenient site. The amended drawinga
a profit, and in large vvorks probably the amount paid 35 ,^ ip,,,pt,
to the architect for oobog to his interests, before he

, _ u -nr n rri, =/,

„ .1 , 1. f i.® 4 <r I 4 It 4 Tamworth Workhouse .—The guardians have se-
can sell; and therefore he cannot afford to seJ' at tj • „ j ...i

builders' prices : if he attempts to sell by attiou,
E»eral,.ot

_th_p. .s^pei work of the speculaling hnildera has
Crme/ery.-Thc Warwick Burial

ruined his property before he finished. Hut if he can
jj^.

hold tho property, he can beat the others by his
j, Birmingham, architect, which

houMty.
,. . . t, 4 „ consist of two chapels, united hy a covered archway

r,n °rif^° surmounted by a bell-tuiTet
;

two rohing-rooms,
difficulties of the hmldiug owner either as a com-

Episcopal Chapel is placed to the
mittee or as an lodividual-of the amh.teet as an

^
S

. pp, 1 jo the left, and are
agent, whether professional or ,uack-of the budder,

design, the former being of the Early
as a monopolist and a tradesman-and of he spec..-

,„t(er „f the Early English
lative builder. I have shown you the situation of . .

/ o

many of our old London houses according to their
"

:

age, and you can see their duration as well as myself.

I have shown you most of the chief defects that exist

in modern buildings, with many of the causes of their

early ruin. I have shown yon how, if good, their cost.

THE CRYSTAL PALACE.—HANDEL
FESTIVAL.

The programme issued by the Crystal Palace

at first, is extravagant to the building owner, but if Company, and published in our advertising columns,

bad, a good investment at the moment to the specu- shows that there will be no falling off in the attrac-

lative builder; and I trust that I have shown you tions of the coming season as compared with the

that if the systems which I have condemned are con-
' last ; the'' opera concerts (with the addition of the

tinned, no blame for faults of construction or want of
, Cologne Choral Union), the flower shows, the great

beauty in our buildings can justly be attributed to ^^-aterworks, and other events of last year, will be

the members of the profession to which I have the repe;.tcd.

honour to belong.

THE FALL OF WALL, RUSSELL-PLACE,
COVENT-GARDEN.

PROVINCIAL NE-WS.

Norwich..—The Norfolk County Lunatic Asylum is

to be enlarged so as to accommodate sixty additional

patients of each sex. It is also proposed to supply

the establishment with water hy means of a. steam-

engine. The expense of the works is estimated at

19,925/. ;
and at the Norfolk quarter sessions, the

plans submitted were approved, and the money re-

quired was ordered to be borrowed, and repaid hy

instalments in thirty years. The plans have been

prepared by Mr. J. Brown, county surveyor.

iVantage.—The new schools attached to the Wes-

leyan chapel here were opened on Good-Friday. The

new building comprises a school-room 40 feet long and

19 feet wide, entered by a porch 9 feet by 5 feet, two

class-rooms respectively 28 feet by 17 feet, and 20 feet

by 16 feet, with offices, &c. It is built on one side

of a square plot of ground behind the chapel, having

a large playground in front, and is designed to har-

monize with the chapel, with grey bricks and Bath

stone dressings. The principal entrance is from Back-

street, under an archway. Messrs. Poulton and

Woodman, of Reading, were the architects ;
Mr.

George Martin, of Hungerford, the contractor.

Reading .—We understand, says the local MercJtrg,

that the Government inspector has pronounced the

rooms in Bridge-street unfit for the purpose of a

school of art and design
;
and the co^ittee are now

making arrangements for the erection of a suitable

building, adjoining the New Hall, London-street.

Pelworth {Sussex).— girls’ school is about to be

erected at Byworth, in this parish, the whole cost of

which will be defrayed by the liberality of Miss

Constance Wyndham. The foundation-stone was laid

on Tuesday last. The building is to be constructed

of local stone, with ornamental brick dressings
;
the

roof being covered with coloured ornamental tiles.

The design is furnished by Mr. James Castle, of

Oxford.

Brighton.—ki the recent county sessions, the com-

mittee for building a County Lunatic Asylum reported

that they had obtained tenders for a loon of 32,500/. in

instalments from the London Life Assurance Society,

at'4/. lOs. per cent, per annum. They had accepted

a tender for building the asylum from Messrs. Rees

and Ayres, of Dover, for 36,000/. and 800/. addi-

tional, the cost of making the external walls (above

9 inches) hollow, to keep them from humidity and

dampness. The contractors had entered into security

of 6
,
000 /. for the due performance of their contract.

The report was adopted.

Bridgnorth .—The new public hall has at length

been completed, and fitted up with gas fittings by

Mr. Gill. The room is still very damp, and will not

be fit for opening for some time.

Bristol—’The foundation-stone of the Wesleyan

Day Schools, in course of erection on the site formerly

occupied hy the Circus, North-street, was laid on

Tuesday in last week. They are to he upon a some-

what extensive scale, accommodation being provided

for 600 children, including a large number of infanta.

The co.st of the building will be upwards of 4,000/.

a considerable portion of which has been contributed

by the Budgett family. Nearly the whole amount

has already been obtained. The building will be in

!
the Tudor style

;
the walls of Pennant stone, with

We should be glad to see some intimation of an ' freestone dressings. The ground-floor will contain a

intention to render more available, iu an instructive
|

school-room for 200 infants, and an industrial school

point of view, the architectural courts and the artis- for girls. A large class-room, filted up with a gallery,

tical collections. We have before suggested a series
’

is attached to each sehool-room. k stone staircase

' of conversational lectures at stated periods, illustrated leads to the first-floor, which is occupied by a school-

At the adjourned inquest on the sufferers through
contents of the building, and should he glad ' room, 60 feet by 31 feet, for the accommodation of

this unfortunate occurrenoe, a joint report from
to see it att- mpted ; about 400 children of both sexes. Two large class-

Messrs. Parker and Hakewill was read, setting forth
- arran'mments for the iotended Grand Handel i rooms, fitted up with galleries, open into this room,

the particulars we have already given, and proceeding
; are being proceeded with rapidly. The ' A residence for the master forms part of the building,

thus;
[orchestra, already completed, rccupies a space of ,

There will be a playground in front of the schools.

The appearance of the back wall fully bears out the i

;^gg fg^.j (gg ^^ider than Exeter-hall), ' about 200 feet long hy 40 feet in width, covered m at

e no s t em-
depth. The scats for the performers ' eitlier end and fitted up with swings. The architects

are raised, one above another, so that every instru- ' are Messrs. Foster and Wood. The contractors are,

meutalist and vocalist can have a full view of their for the mason’s work, Mr. John King
;

for the car-

conductor. The band will be in front, the chorus at peuter’s work, Mr. Thomas Morris
;

for the til^ s

the back. The aspect presented by this enormous
[

work, Mr. James Diment ;
and for plumber s work, &c.

superstiucture, when crowded from roof to base with ^ Messrs. Gibbs and Thatcher.

singers and players, can hardly fail to be one of the 1 Coalbrookdale.—The Coalbrookdale Company had

most imposing description. Below, the beams of
[

brought before them at their last meeting a plan for

timber, screwed and bolted together (there are no ' suitable buildings for a library, reading
^

and news

aaaertion of its apparent soundne;
selves are remarkably sound, and the mortar strong and
binding, so much so that large masses of brickwork may
still be seen unbroken by the fall. This is also proved by
the manner of the fall. A decayed wall would have settled

down on its base, and formed a heap of rubbish. This has
been broken oiT at its base and fallen flat, and but for the
crushing of the floor on which it fell would have pre.seoted

a pavement as even, nearly, in surface as the wall pre-
sented before its fall. This is exactly the effect presented
by a new boundary w:ill when blown down by the wind.
The portion of the wall also remaining in the basement

is remarkably strong, and is even capable of being built
npon again.
The cause of weakness, entirely hidden from the eye,

existed at the exact level of the ground floor. Here, for a
space of about 18 inches above the underside of the wall-
plate, the mortar had become deteriorated by damp, the
drainage of the stables; and at this level a piece of oond-

naih), with their stage and struts and bearings, pre-

sent the appearance of a complete forest of wood-

work, less scientific at first sight than further exami-

nation shows it to be.

The organ constructed expressly for the occasion
,

by the firm.

room, &c. for the members of the local Literary and

Scientific Institution. The plans were approved of,

and have been placed in the hands of the architect.

The necessary funds for the erection will be supplied
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Birkenhead.—Negotiations are said to have been

going on bttween the county magistrates and the

llirkenhead commissioners with reference to the erec-

tion of a new htidewcll in the township, and the

‘Commissioners, it is also said, will recommend, at their

neit monthly meeting, the erection of a town-hall

and bridewell on the vacant piece of land on the south

side of Hamilton-square. The plans are said to be
from the office of Mr. L. Ilornblower.

Leeds.—The opening of the covered market just

erected inVicar’s Croft, took place onThursday in week
before list. The building, so far, is in the Tudor style.

The designs were prepared by Mr. Charles Tiloey,

late borough surveyor, and improved by Sir Joseph
Paxton. It has been erected by Mr. George Nelson,

of Leeds, under the direction of the present borough
surveyor, Mr. Filliter, and is coustrucled almost ex-

cdusively of iron and glass, in the manner of the
Crystal Palace. The building covers an area of 4,040
square yards, being 300 feet in length by 132 in

width, and 35 in height, the west front running
parallel with Vicar-lane, the south end with Kirk-
gate, and the north end with Ludgatc-hill, the
eastern side frouting the wholesale market, to the

east. It contains forty-four outside and thirty-

seven inside shops, and forty-five stands, the in-

terior being lighted up at night by 200 lamps in

clusters around 196 iron pillars. A glass screen sur-

rounds the building above the shops, aud the entire

space is covered in by three longitudinal roofs. A
gallery can be constructed at a slight additional cost.

There are seventeen entrances, including three at each
I end, which are closed by large ornamental gates. The
‘ contract was let to Mr. George Nelson, for 10,854/.

The total coat, up to the present time, has been
13,869/. the c-xtras being 2,829/. besides other items

. amounting to 685/.

North Shields.— The private drainage in North
Shields, says the local Gazette, is progressing rapidly
under the direction of the borough surveyor. Upwards

I of two thousand houses have now been drained, and
I those portions of the town which most required
I drainage, namely, Milburn-jdace aud the Low-street,
1 have been completed with a few exceptions. The
' village of Tynemouth also has been got through.

Itiffan .—The first stone of a new "Wesleyan
! school, in (he Gothic style of architecture, to hold
: 300 scholars, was laid on Wednesday in last week, at

Lamberhead-green, near Wigan. The school is to be
( called the Atherton Wesleyan School. It is intended
1 to erect a chapel adjoining the school at a future

I
period. The architect is Mr. Wilson, of Bath,

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Richmond.—The foundation-stone of the proposed

I new church on Richmoud-hill was laid on Ejster
'J Tuesday, by C. J. Sclwyn, Esq. Q.C. It is situated
0 on a beautiful site, the gift of the late Mr. W.
li Sclwyn, whose intentions have been liberally carried
0 out by his son. The architect is Mr. G. G. Scott

;

i: the builders, Messrs. Piper and Son, of Bishopsgate-
1 street. The church, when completed, will seat 950
p persons on the floor, and consists of a nave and two
Si aisles, chancel, terminating in an apse aud side
cl chapels, and a noble tower and spire, 197 feet in
bi height. The style is the later period of the Early
B Eroglish

; the material Kentish rag-stone, with Bath
W stone of a hard quality from the Box tunnel. The
« contract is for 8,176/.; but this does not include the
|U upper stories of the tower aud the spire. The prin-
ici crpal feature is the west front, with its centre doorway
i. and large circular window, the tower being incor-
ip porated in the church on the north-west angle. The
cl church is well situated for the wants of the locality,
Is] and it is hoped will prove an advantage also to the
1C numerous strangers who flock to this beautiful hill

51 on Sundays. Upwards of 5,000/. have been sub-
ic scribed

; but much more is required for the coniple-
li tion of the work.

Wihford,—On 13th inst. the foundation of the
ft restored parish church of Wilsford-cum-Lake was
h laid by Mr. Loder, of Wilsford House, who has under-
iataken at bis own expense to take down and rebuild
ihthc old church, uuder the superintendence of Mr.
r.T. H. Wyatt, the diocesan architect.

Ketterhig .—The organ of Kettering church has
iiebeen removed from the west gallery, and placed in
tbithe chance! near to the choir. There is now no im-
teipedimcnt in the w’ay of throwing open to view the
riwestern window, which, too, as seen from the in-
rterior, through the second stoiy of the tower, would
cincrease the perspective of the church.

Bromsgrove.—L numerously attended meeting of
icthe ratepayers aud inhabitants of Bromsgrove was
c.held at the Town-hall, on Wednesday in last week,
irfor the purjTosc of receiving the report of the com-
iitmittee appointed to take steps for the proposed restora-
lotion of the parish church, and to authorise the vicar
Band churchwardens obtaining a faculty for that pur-
6pose, both of which objects were unanimously agreed

to by the meeting. The restorations will cost up-
wards of 4,000/.

Bedminster.—A new church will, we understand,
be shortly commenced near Bath-bridge, in the parish

of Bedminster.

Stapleton.—The parish church of Stapleton, rebuilt

by the late Bishop of Gloucester aud Bristol, was con-
secrated on Wednesday in last week, by the Bishop of
Oxford. The new church stands on the site of a
church of ancient date, the plan of which comprised
chancel, nave, and western tower

j but, with the
exception of the tower, which was heavy and low, no
part of the original structure remained, having been
rebuilt in the debased style of the eighteenth century.
The new structure occupies the space of the original

plan, besides a considerable extension laterally aud at

the west end. The plan consists of chauccl, north
chapel, nave, north and south aisles, western tower,
aud north porch. The following are the several

dimensions ;— Chancel, 35 feet long by 30 feet wide
;

chapel, 22 feet by 13 feet
;
nave, 68 feet by 21 feet

;

aisles, each 68 feet by 14 feet
;
tower 14 feet 6 in.

by 14 feet
;
porch, 10 feet by 9 feet 9 in. The main

walls are 2 feet 6 in. thick
; and the tower, 3 feet

6 in. and 4 feet. The material used is the local Pen-
naut sandstone, of a blue tone of colour, and the
several dressings are from quarries in the neighbour-
hood of Bath. The style is Middle Pointed, of a

character more than usually ornate. The nave is

separated from the aisles ou either side by an arcade
of five bays. The great east window is of five lights,

the mullious and jambs enriched with small shafts of
Devonshire marble. The side walls of the chancel are
pierced with two-light traceried windows, the south
aisle wall with five three-light windows and two of
four lights in the gables

;
and the same arrangement

occurs in the north aisle, with the exception of the
second bays where the porch occurs. These windows
are filled with tracery of vaiied character. The
western tower forms the principal entrance through a
carved doorway. The tovfer is lighted by a three-

light window, which, owing to the unusual importance
given to the doorway under, is dwarfed in proportion.
The face of the walls (except the chancel) is stucqoed
and coloured. All the roofs are acutely

as there is no clerestory the height ‘ofttu nave aud
aisles is nearly the same. The roofs (Except the chancel)

are formed of stained and va^iSffed deal, and covered
with boarding. ThechanCcl'Voof is carved in English
oak. The east chancel^jv’indow is filled with painted
glass by O’Connor: .the subject of the Crucifixion

occupies the upper nkrt, and below are subjects illus-

trating the life or our Lord. The western tower
window is by Hamman, and forms a special memorial
to the founder by the inhabitants of Stapleton—

a

kneeling figure of the late prelate being represented
offering up a mo'Jel of the restored church. The large

four-light window at the east end of the south aisle is

the work of the Misses Monk : the subject is the

Adoration of the Magi, with angelic figures in the
tracery over. The other windows in the south aisle

are also the work of the Misses Monk, assisted by
Mr. Bell, of Bristol. The centre area of the nave and
aisles is floored with red Staffordshire tiles, the chancel
floor with Minton’s coloured tiles, the sanctuary with
encaustic tiles, the patterns enclosing emblematic
figures. The seating throughout is simple, and formed
entirely of English oak, affording accommodation for

nearly 500 persons. Externally the chief feature is

the tower with spire, rising to a height of 170
feet. A greenish slate is used for covering the
roofs. A low dwarfed wall surrounds the churchyard.
The architect was Mr. Norton

;
the clerk of the

works, Mr. "Wilkinson. Mr. Stamp, of Bath, was the
contractor for stonework; Mr. Hughes, of Bristol,

for woodwork
; Mr. Canter, for slating and plaster-

ing
;
Messrs. Edbrooke and Leaman, for smith’s work

;

and Mr. Gibbs, for plumbing. The wood and stone
carving was executed by Mr. Farmer, of London.
The chancel and side chapel were rebuilt by Mr. J. G.

Smyth, of Ashton Court, under the superintendence

of Mr. Arthur Way.

Melton Mowbray.—The rectory at Piekwell, Melton
Mowbray, which has been building for some time
past, is at length completed. It is built of stone, in

the Tudor style. The architect was Mr. C. H. Ed-
wards, of London. The builders were Messrs. Tyler,

Smith, aud Kitchen,

Market Harborough.—A meeting was held in. the
Townball, on the 13th inst. to consider as to making
various alterations in the church, when the report of

Mr. Law, the architect, was read; and the alterations,

including the restoration of the whole of the body of

the church, at a cost of 420/.
;
and of the stonework,

arches, piers, cleaning and oiling limber, at a cost of

160/. were unanimously agreed to.

Ipswich.—Tenders have been received for the repair

and restoration of the tower aud the north and south
aisle roofs of Thurston Cliurch, ranging from Riug-
ham, Ipswich, 448/, to Reduall, Woolpit (accepted),

294/. :0s.

STAINED GLASS,
Worcester.—Three stained-glass windows have

been presented by Mr. Perrins, of this city, to the
cLurch of St. Nicholas, and are put up at the cast
end. The windows north and south are each a single
light, and the central one is circular. The subjects
arc allegorical. Mr. G. Rogers, of this city, executed
the work.

Bebington .—A window, according to the Chester
Chronicle, has been put up at the east end of Bebing-
ton church, in memory of a daughter of the rector,
who was accidentally killed by poison. The centre
east window was selected, and the committee deter-
mined to unite the great truths of the Christian faith
with the more peculiar subject of the memorial. It is
a large window,—very late Perpendicular. The death
aud ascension of our Saviour were fixed on as the
lower and upper centre subjects, occupying three lights
each. The four side lights were devoted to the memorial.
Theyrepresent the life of a female Christian, in subjects
from Scripliire. The design of Mr. "Wailes, of New.
castle, was selected from others, and on Saturday be-
fore last, the anniversary of Miss F. Fcilden’s death,
he put in the window. It is in the pictorial style of
the date of the window’, the reign of Henry "VIII. in
some respects modified by modern improvements.

Doncaster.—

k

window is being put up at Christ
Church, Doncaster, to the memory of the late Mr.
G. Jarralt Jarratt, the late patron. The new eastern
window will be 22 feet 6 inches high, and 11 feet in
width

;
that is, the space occupied by the stained

glass. It \Yill consist of five lights
; the centre one

being 2 feet wide by 14 feet 10 inches : the four lesser
lights will be 1 foot 8 inches in width, and 13 feet
10 inches high

; the tracery forming a large wheel at
the top of the smaller lancet window, filled in with
three trefoils. The centre and two side lights are
each lancet windows; and the two side ones support
the wheel. The stained glass will be from M. Capon-
uicre. The stonework is nearly finished by Messrs.
Ireson; and the cost is to be defrayed by Mr. George
Jarratt, the patron of the living.

Blackburn .—A memorial window has just been
at St. John’s Church, Blackburn, consisting

oT a painting of the Nativity, and figures of St. Paul
and St. Peter, with the usual emblematical designs.
The work has been executed by Mr. Baillie, of London!
The communion-table has been surrounded by new
railings, carved, in imitation of antique oak, the pre.
sent of Mrs. Marien, wife of the incumbent. There
are also a new pulpit and reading-desk, executed iu a
corresponding style, the expense of which will be de-
frayed by subscriptions. The carved work on the
pulpit, reading-desk, and communion rails, has been
executed by Mr. Shaw, of Saddleworth.

CRUEL AND UNWHOLESOME SLAUGHTER.
HOUSES.

The able observations in a recent Builder on secret'
or public slaughter-houses have not only respect to
wholesomeness (for what animal killed in a feverish
state, and after torture, can have or bequeath its

flesh in a proper state?), but to humanity. And will
it be thought bitter or malicious to say that those
who are kuowingly and systematically indifferent to
the sufferings of animals deserve much less pity for
the “Nemesis” of their sufferings, from the in-
jurious condition in which the flesh comes before them ?

At least twenty.five years ago the eligibility of
public o3fl//oj"« (slaughter-houses), as in Paris for
some time before, was pressed on the English public.
The old sl-uighter-houses have ofteu had such cruelty
practised in them by irresponsible men—too often of
brutalized feelings—that it is actually " a shame to
speak of the things that are done in secret.” But it

is a proved fact that sheep thrown down into under-
ground cellars have had their legs broken, and have
been left in that state, some twenty-four hours, till

killed. No rational persons would suppose Ma/ con-
ducive to wholesomeness. It even seems a useless

piece of cruelty to pea them in the slaughter-house
whilst they see their fellows killed.

But of all disgraces to a humane age towards ani.
mals, the calp torture is perhaps the worst. The
treatment of this poor unoffending animal, to pander
to an ignorant or else very unprincipled taste, which
called for the animadversious of Smollett in “ Pere-
grine Pickle,” who described the animal as “ para-
lytic,” as in fact it is by the ante-death sufferings

;

and the flesh (denounced by physicians as unwhole-
some), in this unnatural state, as resembling “ a
fricassee'pl kid gloves,” was brought before the public
several years ago iu the Builder, and elsewhere; and
it was said, iu the former case, that, after discussion

in the local papers, the butchers at Derby had come
forw ard with a wish to give over tbe present cruel

practice. Every humane man might well put him-
self under a voluntary anti-veal-consuming pledge
till the detestable misusage is removed from a prin-
cipled age or country. p.
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PE^'^JING an oppoi'Lunity to speak at greater

we would mention with commcndaUoii a work mlitW

‘Tnias and Cottages, a Scries oE I)cs,gns prepared

for execution in the Tlmted States by Mr. Caliert

Vani, architect. It is published '>5' S
York, and Sampson Low, London; and is illustrated

hy 300 engravings. The plans are, for the most part,

vliy good? and some of the designs are eicellen t.

The letter-press, too, is instructive and sensible and

we can safely recommend the work, even to Engl h

hnyers. .Another American work is before us

“Designs for Parish Churches, in Ibreti

English Church Arcliitcclur^ by Mr. J Coleman

Hart, architect (Dana and Co. ^ew York) It is

exceedingly well got up. and has more than 100 dlus-

trations, very well ciecutcd. In this oounl^, where

Parker's last edition of Kickman and Brandons

"Parish Churches" and “Analysis are ohlainnble

it is not likely to have a large
^

sale, hut it

serves to show that efforts are being made in

America, and it wOl doubtless effect good there.-

.
' - « .

• 1 vwaovin iQfsf nrpn

Destruction op an Embankment.—Becent tigh

floods have done serions injury to the permanent way

of the South Yorkshire Railway, at Bramwith. lor

a leogth of at least 20 feet the earth, rails, sleepers.

&c. were torn up and carried into the new river^

Relap of men for uight and day were set to work to

reunite the line.

A Ckystai PAl,.tcE AT '''"ffNA.—The coustruc

tinn of a Palace of Industry for the Yinnna

is about to be commenced. It will be situated in t

Schwartrenberg garden, m that city. The exhibition

does not take place until 1859.

Free Library, Picture Gali.ery, &c. for

Baltimore,—Mr. Peahody, the American merchant,

has reenntlv presented to the city of Baltimore the

snm of SOO'.OOO dollars (to be increased ultimately to

one million), for the establishment of an mstitutiou

comprising a free library, musical academy, and pic-

tare gallery.
. t -n „Tr

Discovery of a Roman Villa. — In Dunny-

park, Hurstpierpoint, according to the

Gazette,the remains of aRomauvilla have been brought

to light. Dear the Roman camp on V olstanhury-hill.

Railway Traffic.—

T

he traffic retmms of the

[advertisement.']

MESSRS. CLARK and CO.

15, Gate-street, Lmcoln’s-inn-fields.

Gentlemen, — After eight years’ trial of yoM

Patent Revolving Shutters, erected here, I can safely

pronounce them most effectual in their action, and

they have given me the utmost satisfaction.

I am. Gentlemen, yours truly,

Geo. Downe.

15B, Leadenhall-street, August 7th, 1856.

by Err.d S. of Bemhall, near Broseley Shrop

stoe; from patterns designed and arranged by M.

Digby Wyatt, architect, London,” is an elaborate and

useful kind of trade circular, containing both designs

» in colours, and instructions as to laying down mosaics,

aa well as lists of prices, charges for carnage &c.-—
“Report of Captain W. S. Moorsom, ^E. on the

adaptation of the Screw to locomotive Engines for

the ascent of steep Gradients on Railways, patented

by G. Grassi, of Milan,” is another printed circulur.

Captain Moorsoin’s Report speaks favourably of M.

GrLi’s invention, which, indeed, the captain seems

to have himself matured in detail, on condiliou that

he is to carry out the patent, which is intended to

provide a cheap suhstilute for expensive tuimcls in

mountainous districts. The screw consists of several

powerful twists round a cj Under, and winds along a

midway provided with discs or roller?, revolving bon-

zontally as the screw winds across them. The same

mode of progression, we presume, is intended to be

adopted in descent as in ascent of sleep gradients,

although nothing is said of this iu the tract. Messrs.

Grassi, Velina, and Co. of Souiharapton-strect. btraud,

are the London publishers of this little tract, which

contains detailed engravings of M. Grassi’s im'cnt as

matured by Captain Moorsom. “ Orr s Circle of

the Industrial Arts ” (Orr and Co. Amcu-corner

Patemoster-row, publishers), has reached the hfth

part, which contains, as do the third and fourth, a

good deal of matter interesting to architects and

builders in reference to construction in iron, orna-

mental ironwork, and iron mannfactnrc generally.

Copper is the next subject which is treated of.

y “ ^ Treatise on Road Legislation and Manage-

ment ” by Mr. Richard Buyldon, road surveyor, has

just been published by Messrs. Longman and Co. m-

which snggestiuns are given for the payment of turn-

pike trust debts, and also twelve model clauses certi-

fled by Mr. Tidd Pratt, and proposed for adoption in

all new turnpike-road Acts, together with reasons for

lemoving toU-bars from certain localities (Metro-

politan and others), and for encouraging and enforcing

flat broad wheels for heavy carriages; also, some

practical remarks on toll management and road

repair. Mr. Bayldon is a road reformer, of whom we

have before spoken, and what he has to say on such

subjects deserves coasideration. A “ Proposed

Plan of a Suhaqueau Main Sewer,” by Mr. Burch,

of Entield, is set forth iu a trad assuming the form

of a communication addressed to the Govemmeut

Referees on the Metropolitan Drainage Plans.
_

Mr.

Burch proposes to lay down the main sewer in the

bed of the Thames, by help of a ” portable vertebrated

dam,” whieh be describes. Amongst educational

hooks received may be mentioned, “ An Elementary

English Grammar, ’ by Viscount Downe (Longman

and Co.), prepared at first as an easy grammar for

his lordship’s own children, and for village schools.

The same publishers have issued a convenient little

botanical companion in field scampers, titled “The

British Botanist’s Field-book, a Synopsis of the

British Flowering Plants,” by A. P. Childs.

KAILWAY IRAJfl'lo.— Liiv L.ciiAAv, —
onerica, and it wm uouuuess i-ucvn wv,..,.

railways in the United Kingdom for Easter week.

Specimens of Geometrical Mosaic, manufactured
| to 440,291/. and for the corresponding

„ xr.A.,. r.n nf Beniball. near Broseley,
of 1856 to 407,375/. showing an increase ot

32 916/. The gross receipts of the eight railways

having their termini in the metropolis amounted to

187 023/.
;
and last year to 170,504/. showing an in-

crease of 16,459/. The increase on the Eastern

Counties amounted to 4,199/. ;
on the Great Nor-

thern, to 357/.; on the Great Western, to 2,267/.

;

on the North-Western, to 2,006/. ;
on the Blaekwall,

to 81/. ;
on the Brighton, to 3,136/. ;

on the South-

Western to 1,098/.; and on the South-Eastern, to

3,315/.; total, 16,459/. The receipts on the other

lines in the United Kingdom amounted to 253

and for the corresponding period of 1856 to 236,811/.

;

showing an increase of 16,457/.

Royal Industrial Exhibition of Belgium.-—

Last week’s Gazette contains a copy of a despatch

from the British minister at Brussels, enclosing an

official notice that “An exhibition of designs, models,

and finished works, connected with the industnal arts,

the productions of Belgians or foreigners, w-ill be

opened at Brussels on the 15th August, 18^7, by

the Brussels Suciet)’ for the Encouragement of Indus-

trial Arts.
, ,

,

The Art-Union or London.—The annual general

meeting of this important Association will be held lu

the Theatre Royal, Ilaymarket, on Tuesday next, the

28th instant, at eleven for twelve o’clock, to receive

the report of the committee, and distribute the

prizes. Lord Montcagle will preside.

Preservation of Leaves.—Feeling the necessity

of studying foliage from natural types, I have made a

collection of leaves, &c. for that purpose, but 1 had

that in a very short time they become so shrivelled

as to lose a deal of their original shape, or are so

crisp as to break whenever they are touched, and

mounting does not remove the difficulty. I am told

that botanists have a way of preparing leaves, by

which not only the beauty of form is retained, but the

cohuraho. Now, if one of your
_

numerous corre-

spondents can give me any information on this sub-

ject, it will confer a great favour upon—R.

Gasworks.—A return has been published of all

gasworks established by Act of Pai-liaroent in England

and Wales, with various particulars, such as the charge

per foot, the average quantity of gas evolved from a

ton of coal, the illuminating power, and the cost.

The London Gaslight and Coke Company charges

from 4s. to 4s 6d. per 1,000 cubic feet (Newcastle

coals), and 6s. for cannel gas. The average quantity

evolved is 9,000 cubic feet from Newcastle, and 10,000

; feet from cannel coals ; 5 feet of Newcastle gas is

equal to 12 candles, and 5 feet of cannel gas equal to

26 candles. The Imperial Gaslight and Coke Com-

pany charges Is. 6d. per 1,000 feet, and produces

9,518 feet of gas from one ton of coal. The quantity

of gas evolved in London varies from 8,500 to 10,000

feet from one ton of coal, and the iUuniinating power

from 12 to 14-2 candles. The Pheenix Company nses

Newcastle and cannel coals mixed

TENDERS
For Talbot Cottage, Glossop. Messrs. Hadfleld and Co,

architects :

—

J. Evans, Macclesfield £3,580 0 0

Blunt, Ramage, and others, Glossop 3,295 4 0

Ellis and Thorpe, Glossop 3,267 17 0

T. Holroyd, Padfield 3.117 JS 0

Benton and Others, Glossop 3.03» 1° ?

Messrs. Robinson, Hydo 3,0TO 0 0

Farrell and B^ownbill, Manchester 3,0W 0 U

T. Tully, Manchester (accepted) 2,8^ 0 0

Ollereuahaw, slating and plastering 270 16 8

Ollerenshaw, plumbing, glazing, and
painting 369 <t -

For alterations and additions to Peele's Coffee-house

and Hotel, Fleet-street, for Mr. Johnson. Mr. W. Finch
' Hill, architect :

—

Lawrence n n
Loncmire and Co 1,168 0 0

Elston...' 1.080 0 0

Patrick UO^O 0 0

HiU (accepted) 381 0 0

For erecting a pair of semi-detached houses in Church-

road, Sonthgate-road, for Mr. J . F. Lovering. Mr. F, Q.

Widdows, architect

Rivett .-£1.578 0 0

Lewis 1.320 0 0

Sargeant I.I'IS 0 0

Praly 1.177 0 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

C. K. (apply to a shipping agent).—C. B.—S. 8.—G. D.—F. H —
P. E. M.— C. H. W.—Westminster Improvements (competitor

should inquire at the nffice of Works).—B,—E. n.-C. G.—W. P. G.

-St ThomasV.-J. L.-Y. Z. (we cannot recommendl.-J. C.,

Borough (apply at the Board ofWorksl.-H. B. (alistof the tenders

would he more satisfactory: but cannot be enforced).—J. C.—

B M. (below our llmit).-G. E. M.-C. A.-A. W. O. (the request

could scarcely be enforced, bat should be complied with).—P. and

CO.-J. b-.-H. W.-W. R.-P. B.-J. A. C. V.

•* JJooks and Addressee.”—We a:

books or finding addresses.

NOTICE. “All communications respecting advertUsm

tnents should be addressed to the “ Publisher,” and not

to tho “Editor:” all other communications should be

addressed to the Edixob. and not to the Publisher.

•c forced to decline pointing out

ADVERTISEIVIENTS.

The engineer of Eriday. Sltli Aprd,
contains descriptions of Clay and Harris's ImproyementB

iu the Mauufimlure of Iron and Steel. Wats-on and Halle s im-
urovemeut in Spinning, Buchanan’s Mode of Propelling Vessels,

Whittle’s Nail Machinery. Mouoklon and Clarks Tilling 51a-

chinery, Wilson's Steam Engine Valves, White a Apparatus for

Distilling DiU from Petroleum, Coulson’s Apparatus for \ cntil^

ing Mines, all illustratei Original Articles on lUilway Acc dents.

Abridgement and Sutidivision of Labour in Agriculture, Colonisa-

tion. Formation of Elementary Schools of Art, &o. &o. Ahstraots

of Mr. Robert Hunt’s Paper on Eleotro-blotive Machines, and
Dr. A. Smith's Paper on DUinfection ; also Mr. Bretts Paper on

the Submarine Telegraph, read at the Royal InstituU^ of Great

Britain : Reviews of New Works ;
Brussels Dnivei^l Exhibition

of Designs ; New Beading Room of the British Museum ; Com-
mltiee of the Metropolitan Board of Works ;

Report on Lmbank-
ing the Thames ;

Law Intelligence. Patent Journal, ootitaanmg

New Patents. Notices to prooeed. Abstracts of Specihctttions;

I

Timber and Metal Morkete ;
Trades. Birmingham. Wolyerhamp-

!
ton, and other Districts ;

Notes from the Eastern Counties :
Bna

all the Engineering News of the Week. Price (Id. ; stamped, 70.

BERNARD LUXTUN, Publisher, 301, Strand.

A LOCAL BUILDERS’ PRICE-BOOK,
price 5’. is now ready,

winch has been compiled chiefly by unwards of twen ty practical

tiuilders, and may be had, post free, of Mr. JAS. ACTON, Builder,

Nottingham, by the remittance of sixty postage

BRICK-MAKING.—A PampUet containing
Two Papers, to which the Society of Arts awarded their

BiWer 5tedal. forwarded on receipt of fourteen poafftge;stampa

HU51PIIREY CHAMBERLAIN. Kempsey. near Worcester.

I
NSTRUCTIONS given in Measuring and
Estimatiug all description of fluildiTT’a W rk. and taking

out fiuantities, with other useful information. 1 erms mouera,^
Direct to Mr. ANDERbON, care of Mr. S. U. Idndley, 19, Cathe-

rine-streei, Straud.

A CARD.— Mr. THOMAS HARRIS,
Architect and Surveyor, late of No. 48, Regent-street, W.

heixs to inform his professions! friends and clieuis that he has

ReVoVEK to his new Uffieea at No. 30, CHARLEd.sTREET,.

{Bisallanta.

Balmorai,.—In mentioning Inst week the employ-

ment of cockle-shell3 in floors by the late Mr. Cnbitt

to deaden sonnd, by a slip of the pen “ Balmoral was

written for Ojior/H’. Mr. Cnbitt had nothing to do with

tie works at Balinonil, except supplying by contract the

cooking apparatns for the kitchen, some of the grates,

and the hot-water pipes and apparatus for baths. Mr.

William Smith, the architect of Balmoral, asks us to

jwrasiie auu cauuei cotus uhacu.

Highland Roads and Bridges,—

T

he fnrty-third
^

report of the Commissioners of Highland Roads and i
n.b.-a Vacancy for a PupU.

Bridges to Parliament has just been issued. It states
^ ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS, &C.—

that “the operations of the commissioners during the
Ouanrities taken out, and Work ftJevmred up, by J. SL

year 1866 have been almost confined to the main- brysoN. Surveyor, 57. R-mpeiutreet, Lambetin

tenance of the works in their ordinary state of repair, *B,CHITECTS, ENGINEERS,
although a considerable proportion of the expenditure J\_ surveyors can be immediately sup

is rete?rible to tlie exocotioo of repair., ttie oecessitr
:

for which occurs only at lone intervals. The total eoationscau be guarenteed. The registry 18 open to employert

. . i 1

1

„ ib:;a Lx? Iho ef»trprnt or lists furnished therefrom (free', on application to flieasrs

amount of assessment payable in loot) oy me several mciiA.RDs and cu. 4, Trafolgar-square, London,

counties, under the operation of the Road Repair Act,

to the commissioners, was 4,575/. 9s. 7d. : in 1855

the sum was 4,798/. lOs. showing a decrease last year

. p nan I /»_ r J lx T^ Qlc* Inet vnnr fbp
William Smith, the architect of Balmoral, asks us to of 223/. Os. 5d. At December 3ist last year, me

correct the statement, in fairness to him, and we do
,

balances to the credit of the general i^ds and the

80 willingly. 1 different toll accounts was 1,488/. 6s. lOd. •

Messrs.

tie mm w.B 4,7118/. IU.. .bowing a oetTease iKoSlUcT’BBA'LS.j
of 223/. Os. 5d. At December 31st last year, me b>gineering in n.n.n.ri»ivp. rithfir coloured

k,.l— t/v tUn nnerUf +lip tTPnprfll flUlds Sud thc Ot IU peDoll. 'With lundi

COMPETITION DRxUWINGS.
RICHARDS and CO. having a large and

nand. are prepared to EXECUTE ARCHITEi,. i u xvxxxj luiw

INEERING DRAWINGS, in perspective, either coiouKd

ot in pencil, wltii landscapes, Ac. in the first style of art. Algo

general drawings, specifications, and estimates complete, tniB
sealed sketofiu and notes.—4, Trofalgar-square, London.
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UR especial art is so much in-

terested in all that tends to

make a knowledge and love of

art general, that we have for

some years past given a pro-

minent position to the pro-

ceedings of the Art-TJuion of

London, wLich was established

with that object mainly in view,

and has admittedly effected it

to a considerable extent. The

annual meeting w'as held as usual

on the last Tuesday in April (the

28th), in the Theatre Royal,

Haymarket, wdien the B-ight Hon.

' * Lord Montcaglc presided, and a* large audience testified to the in-

iterest felt in the proceedings. On the chair

libeing taken,

Mr. Godwin, Honorary Secretary, read the

loUowing
llEPORT:

The council of the Art-Union of London, in making

liheir report to the subscribers for the twenty-first

itime, would recall to the miuds of those of the present

xbody who have not witched its progress from the

(Eommciicciucut in 1886 (when a subscriptiou of 489/.

bnly, wns raised with difficulty), the increased appre-

iciatiou of art and artists on the part of the public

lUow as compared with what it was then, (he amount
of money at this time annually expended on works of

onodera art, and the growing perception of the im-

loortance to the country of widely-spread art-educa-

don. Nut many years ago the sale of a picture at'

ehe exhibitiou of the Iloyal Academy was a rarity,

[ivhercas now, at that and the other established exhibi-

iiions of works of art in the metropolis, purchases to

chc extent of thousands of pounds are made each

ieasoD, irrespective of the sums spent by the prizc-

ikoldcrs of the Art-Union. At the three exhibitions

*f oil-pictures now open,—the British Institution, the

)BOciely of British Artists, and the National Institu-

)iion at the Portland Galleries,—purchases to the

aimouut of 9,103/, have already been made by the

'general public.

The Art-Union of London has played its part, and

I m important one, in producing this state of public

liipiniou. Addressing itself by its popular character

0 the masses, establishing local secretaries, not

merely throughout the kingdom and its dependencies

kherever an Englishman is to be found, but in

r'arioiis other countries, and disseminating far and
dvide its prints, bronzes, statuettes, reports, and cata-

pogues, it has aided materially in creating the present

Aridely-felt interest in the fine arts. Since the estab-

lishment of the Art-Union it has collected and dis-

ilributed for the benefit of art and artists more than a

quarter of a million of money, which otherwise would
itiot have been so applied, and has led to the expendi-

fure in the same channel of very much more.
' The subscription of the present year amounts to

ehe sum of 13,218/. 9s.

1 Each subscriber is entitled to, and many have
already received two engravings,—one of “The
[t*iper,” by Mr. Frederick Goodall, A.R.A.

; and one
'if
“ The Clemency of C(Eur-de-Lion,^’*by Mr. Cross.

1 Pot next year a painting, by Turner, of “ Bel-

liiDi’s pictures convoyed to the Church of the

nledcntore, in Venice,” has been engraved by Mr.
. T. Willraore, A.E.R.A.

;
and the prints will be

'veady for delivery in the spring.

1 The volume of etchings prepared for the Asso-
lit'iation by the Etching Club is completed, and will

le found very interesting. Copies of it, as prizes,

ilvill form part of the present distribution.

1 The series of wood-cuts, illustrative of the works of
^deceased British painters, is being proceeded with,
'.nd will be appropriated hereafter. It comprises
jictures by Sir W. Allan, Barry, Bird, Blake, Con-
stable, Collins, Copley, Fielding, Etty, Gainsborough,
s^aydon, Vou Holst, Lawrence, Moreland, Romney,
atltotliard, Turner, Wilkie, and others.

T Tlie council have the satisfaction of announcing,
"that the popular picture, “ The Sands of Ramsgate,”
'•’y W. P. Frith, R.A. the property of her Majesty, is

iiieing engraved by Mr. Sharp, for the Association,
jdnd will be delivered to all subscribers of a future

year. They have also arranged for the production of

an engraving by Mr. ‘Willmore, after the picture by

Turner, in the National collection, known as “Childe
Harold’s Pilgrimage.”

It is sometimes urged as an objection to the Art-

Union, lUnt its productions, being issued to large

numbers of persons, become in consequence common
and valueless. This is not the feeling in which
works of art should he viewed. It is not so in litera-

ture : a book is prized for the instruction it contains,

or the delight it affords
;
and the value of it as a work

of mind, is in no degree lessened because copies are

multiplied iu thousands, and the hook is placed within

the reach of every one. The beauty of the woods and

the glory of the sea are common to all, but are none

the less surely beauty and glory.

Arrangements have been made with Mr. Thomas
Battara for the production, in Parian statuary, of

Gibson’s fine group, “Venus and Cupid,” with the

kind concurrence of the Earl Yarborough, to whom it

belongs.

In the department of bronzes, Mr. Stephens has

executed for the Association a group, “ Mercy on the

Battle-field,” and is now producing it in bronze for

distribution as prizes.

Tbc medal, commemorative of Sir William Cham-
bers, has been completed by Jlr. B. Wyon, and a

certain number of examples will be allotted as prizes

to-day.

In (he Report of a committee appointed by the

Royal Institute of British Architects to examine the

Soulages Collection, now in this country, and to

advise as to the expediency of recommending the

Government to purchase it for the nation, honourable

testimony is borne to the long-continued endeavours

of the Art-Union of London, in the face of difficulties,

to encourage the production of artistic bronzes in

England.

The extraordinary collection of decorative objects

of utility, of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries,

referred to, shows, in a striking manner, the extent

to which the best obtaiuiihle art was then applied to

the most ordinary objects, whether a mirrnr-irame, a

pair of bellows, an earlheuvvare dish, or the dining-

room fire-dogs. Nothing was deemed too trivial to

occupy the highest talents. Wanting in some impor-

tant qualities as the works of this period may be, tbe

Soulages Collection is nevertheless one of extreme

value, and should unquestionably he purchased by the

Government as a means of instruciing the public

mind, and enlarging the field for art-application. It

.

has been often urged that taste in mauu''actnrc8,

which gives a country the world for a market, is only

to be e.xpected where the fine arts are properly

encouraged.

Amongst the current art questions which occupy
aitcnlion, the determination of the best site for the

National Gallery is not the least interesting. Tlie

commission appointed to take evidence on the subject,

and which is now sitting, doubtless fee! the import-

ance of a central situation, easily accessible from all

parts of the metropolis, and it is to he hoped will not

remove the national collections from amongst the

workers, unless the most conclusive reasons for the

! change are given. The widest facilities for the con-

templation of noble works of art should be afforded to

'the people; access to collections should be made
! more easy, not more difficult,—inducements to visit

them should be increased, not lessened.

\

The want of public collections of pictures, and
' other works of art, in our provincial towns, before

urged by your council, is still a discredit to us, calling

I

for removal. Nearly every principal town iu France
possesses its collection, open to the public at stated

times, and largely resorted to, with great advantage

to the country, both commercial and social.

I Art gives pleasures that never pall, and, amidst the

bustle and combat of every-day life, will brighten, the

'passing hour, and exult the thoughts and feelings.

I

“ That pleasure which is at ouco the most inteu«e,

the most elevating, and the most pure, is found in tbe

contemplation of the heauliful.”*

I
Of the amazing number of noble works of art

possessed by private individuals in Great Britain, the
: Exhibition of Art Treasures in Jlaiichcster, to be

opened to the imbli'' in a few days, will afford astouml-

ing evidence, and will give such an opportunity for .

the study of the history and progress of tlie arts, tbe

I

cliai-acteristics of the various schools, the position of

modern English art, its strength and its weaknesses,

I
as never before wns provided.

I The Jluicum of General Art, too, which has been

j

gathered together there from ail parts of the country,

;
will illustrate in a remarkable manner every sort of

I

art-maiuifacture and decoration,—working in metal,

I

ivory, glass, and clay
;
carving, enamelling, and mosaic

I work. Sculpture, too, will be well represented, and,

.
at the request of the committee, some of the bronzes

I issued by the Art-Union will form part of the collec-

tion. It may reasonably be expected that this mar-

* Edgar AJ.'an Poe.

vcllous exhibition will give an impulse to manv
branches of art, while it will afford wholesome delight

to thoubands.

j^cting upon the principle which has always guided

them,—that of spreading abroad the works issued by
the Association,—your council gladly accepted an in-

vitation to place all the Society’s porcelain st'itucttes

in the Ceramic Court in tbe Crystal Palace. The
valuable and hiaiitiful collection there, affords many
striking instances of the importance to a country,

even in a pecuniary point of view, of cultivating taste

and bringing art to the aid of its manufactures. The
attention paid to the arts in France from the time of

Louis XIV. the establishment of the royal manufac-

tories of tapestry, furuiturc, and china, the organiza-

tiou of drawing-schools, and other nrraiigemeiits with

the same end in view, have made Paris tbe manufac-

tory for the world of objects of decorative utility.

From Anstralia, as heretofore, the council have

received large lists of subscribers, and it is noteworthy

that in that distant land an associaiion lias been

formed under the title of “ The Victorian Society of

the Fine Arts,” the main feature of which is au Art-

Union.

The council have to lament the loss by death of

two valuable colleagues, in the persons of Mr. Setjt.

Thompson and Mr. John Britton
;
and two other

vacancies have been caused by the retirement of Mr. C.

Harrison and Mr. \V, J. Smith. In their places,

Mr. Thomas Grissell, Mr. Robert Hudson, the Rev.

Edward Coleridge, and IMr. Henry Thomas Hope,
have been electeA

The reserved fund now amounts to the sum of

7,695/.

A full statement of receipts aud expenditure will

he herca'’ter appended to this report.

The accounts have been audited as usual by two
members of the peucral body of subscribers, Mr.
J. Jones and Mr. J. B. Scott, whom the council beg

leave to thank, and three members of the finance

committee.

The sum set apart for prizes, to he selected by the

prizeholders themselves, will be thus allotted, viz. :

—

26 works at £10 each.

30 „ 15

24 „ 20

24 „ 25

16 „ 30

14 „
6 „ 50
.5 fiO

3 75
0 100

1 „ 150

1 200

To these are added :

—

12 Bronzes of Her Majesty on Horseback.”

1 Bronze of “ Satan Dismayed.”

3 Bronzes of “ Jlercy on the Battle Field.”

^ 2 Bronzes in relief of “The Duke of Wellington
entering Madrid.”

10 Vases in iron.

50 Porcelain Statuettes, “ The Stepping Slones.”

10 Porcelain Statneltes, “ The Daucing Girl

reposing.”

10 Terra Colta Statuettc.s of “Thalia.”

20 Silver Medals of Flaxman
; and

30 Silver Medals of Sir Wm. Chambers.
450 Impressions of the Lithograph, “ The Supper

Scene.”

250 of the Mezzotint of
"
Tyndalc translating the

Bible and

260 Volumes of Etchings.

Making in all 1,250 prizes.

Thu bronzes, porcelain statuette', anil vases, will

be allotted to the first uiuefy-eighL names drawn con-

secutively at the close of the general distribution.

The medals, etchings, mezzotints, iiud liiliographs, will

he allotted to the names standing one hundrcdlh and
two hundredth iu the. list preceding and mcceeding time

of each of the prizeholders, determined as above

staled, with a proviso that a prize hus not f.illenlo

that nninhev (o-d;iy— in that case the prize will pass

to the next succeeding name. No(ir-e will be sent to

those entitled to the bronzes, statuettes, medals, aud

prints in the course of two or tliree days. The other

prizeholders will be informed of the result by to-

night’s post.

The prizeholders of last year purchased from the

various exhibitions of the season 1 60 works of art, to

the following amounts,— viz :
—

From the Roval Academy £989 0 0

The National lustilution of Fine

Arts 1,112 10 0
Society of British .Vrtists 1.-1S9 0 0

British Institution 617 0 0

Royal Scottish Acudciny 85 0 n

Water-Colour Societv 587 4 0
New Water-Colooi' Society 228 11 0
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\Yith the peitnission of the Society of British Artists,

the prizes were as usual eshihitedin their gallery to the

suhscribers and their friends, and afterwards to the

general public free and withont limitation. It would

he unnecessary now to say that uot the slightest

damage was done, or impropriety coinniitted during

the exhibition, but that the fact, in aid of endeavours

to obtain for the British public free access to collec-

tions of works of art and public monuments, ennoot

be too often stated. In connexion with this question,

the desirableness of having the public exhibitions

open on the Snturda;/ is very generally felt.

The steps now being taken to extend art-education

in this country, carrying out views which have been

urged for many years by your council, must before

long bear good fniit.

The national collections, most valuable means of

instruction, are becoming yearly larger and more

important. The munificent act of Mr. Sheepshanks,

to which the countr)' owes the last addition, deserves

to be widely known. 3Ir. Sheepshanks has presented

to the nation his fine collection of 233 paintings and

their association. Twenty-one years ago they started
,

with 400 members, and now their numbers had

reached the enomrous aggregate of 13,000. He

should uot long ociupy their time, for he knew by

experience the impatience of an Art-Union audience,

but still he thought it due to the annual meeting to

make one or two observations. Tlieir institution was

a private institution, hut still having the sanction of

Parliament, and it was because it was a private

institution he thought it was most likely to he

of public benefit. As a people’s institution it had

an immense amount of public sjunpalhy, and he

well remembered Dr. Chalmers asserting that public

sympatby whs the most powerful of all agents in

forwarding any good work. The amount of public

sympathy they' had received was enough to hurl back

“ the foul scoru,” as Queen Elizabeth had called it,

that the English as a people were indilferent to art.

They could turn to Exetcr-hall to prove their taste

for music, and to the Art-Union as an evidence of

their love for the sister art. They could show the

magnificent gifts of Messrs. Sheepshanks, Vernon, and

103 drawings, by British artists, on certain easy con- ' Turner, and they must also admit that sonietbiug was
^

ditions, one being that a suitable building, to be called done by the State. To the State they ovved the recent
^

“The National Gallery of British Art,” shall he purchase of that master-piece of Paul \ eronese, the

erected, to receive it on or near the estate at Kensing- “ Meeting of Alexander and Darius
;

^

and there was,

ton purchased by the Commissioners of the ’51 Exhi- in his opinion, a singular propriety m the circurn-

bition, together with any other works of art that may ' stance that that picture would be first exhibited in

be subsequently placed there by other contributors, as this country amid the tall factory chimneys of Man-

hc does not desire that the colleclion should bear his Chester. The returns of the Board of Trade showed

name. He has shown his anxiety to protect the a monthly increase of prosperity, and it was no novelty

interests of artists, by providing that any such engrav- that a flourishing commerce carried arts and civili-

inn- or reproduction of a picture that may be made zatioa in its train. Let them, then, hope that the

shall be approved of by the artist of the picture, and progress of their wealth and commerce would still be

that he shall be paid whatever sura may he received coincident with the progress of art, and that every

by the ex-officio trustee for the sale of such right, new year would add fresh strength and numbers to

The donor suegests that arrangements should be made, institutions like that whose anniversary they then

80 that the public, and especially the working classes, celebrated. His Lordship concluded by moving the

may be able to see the collections on Sunday after- adoption of the report.

noon.5 : but this is not insisted on as a condition of Mr. Francis Bennoch, F.S.A. in secouding the

the gift. For so good an act, so nobly done, Mr. motion, referred to the coming of age of the society.

Sheepshanks deserves the applause and gratitude of pointed to the formation of an Art-Union at the anti-

every lover of art and admirer of public spirit. i podcs, and concluded an excellent speech by showing

The building is now nearly completed, and the col- the value of art to this country,

lection will probably be opened to the public before The report having been unanimously adopted,

the expiration of the present spring.
!

Mr.HenryMcekcs, A. R.A.proposed a vote ofthanks

In reference to the subject of public galleries, to the council, and the hon. secretaries, and in the

it may be mentioned that the council have had under course of his observations, expressed his belief that

consideration the practicability of establishing a per- there were few of our younger artists now eminent,

raanent exhibition in connection with the society, who would not acknowledge the advantage they had

The desirableness of producing artistic works in glass derived from the Art-Union of London, at critical

and in porcelain, to be distributed as prizes, has also niomcuts in their career.

been under discussion. I
Mr. Hurlstoiie, of the Society of British Artists,

The intention of raising a public monument to the seconded the motion, which was carried unanimously.

Duke of "Wellington in St. Paul’s Cathedral has been Mr. "Walter Taunton, as a junior member of the

m=[de to afford sculptors an opportunity to distinguish council, replied for that body, and, in the course of

themselves, of which, we do not doubt, full advantage his address, eloquently exhorted those art students

will be taken. Let us express a hope that such a who felt williin themselves the power of expressing

course may be pursued for the determination of the fine thoughts, to persevere in a right course, assured

competition as will give to the highest merit the that their efforts wo\ild not pass unregarded, and that

highest reward, and secure for the country a work o/ helping hands were not far off.

art worthy of the object and the age.
|

In returning thanks, Mr. Godwin dwelt on the

Sculptors will soon, probably, he further appealed apathy of the Government in respect of art, and

to, to suggest a design for a memorial of the Great pointed to the new reading-room of the British

Exhibition of ’51. Funds have been provided, and Museum, the decoration of which was coafineii to a

the committee wait only for the consent of her Majesty blue tint and gilt mouldings: the architect had proposed

to place it in Hyde-park on the site of the building in to fill every panel with a painting, and terminate each

which the Exhibition was held. Before selecting the rib of the dome with a statue. The Government had

design for the Wellington monument, the Government uot yet learnt that the beautiful was useful. "With

will have to obtain a decision on the projects, novr in reference to a passage in the report, he mentioned the

’Wcstniinstcr-Hall, submitted by British and foreign extraordinary fact that, at the private view of the two

architects for the public offices and tbe improvement "Water-colour Societies, on Saturday last, purchases

and decoration of part of the metropolis. were made to tbe amount of 3,500f. The speaker

The artistical adornment of cities,—important to referred to the services of the assistant secretary,

the culture of the dwellers therein, to their happiness, Mr. T. S. "Watson, and concluded by moving a vote

to their health,—concerns us nearly, and it is earnestly of thanks to Mr. Bnekstone, forhis kindness in grant-

to be hoped that the occasion will be made to develop ing the use of the theatre.

the talents of onr artists, and to aid in rendering 5Ir. Lewis Pocock, F.S.A. seconded the proposition,

Loudon ns eminent as a city, fur fitness, beauty, and having first expressed his thanks, as honorary secrc-

in'iguificcnce as its inhabitants are for skill, energy, tary, for the previous vote
;
and the resolution being

aii.l enterprise. To bring this about, such opportu- carried, j\Ir. Sudlow and Mr. "Walch accepted the

uities must be given to artists in our public buildings office of scrutineers, and Miss Marian "Whitehead and
and elsewhere as may lead them to produce works of IMiss Stewart having consented to draw the numbers,

high teaching,—noble 'I’Ths set forth so as to awaken the distribution commenced. Thanks were afterwards

noble feeliugs,—which serve to convey to pos- voted to tbe scrutineers, and to the two ladies, and to

tcn'ly a worthy idea of the mind and power of the Lord Jlonteagle for his admirable address and kind

nineteenth century. Had not Leouardo da Vinci been conduct in the chair, and the meeting then broke up.

called upon to decorate the walls of the Dominican

NottiDg-bvll ;
Oliver, G. Jun. Shotter’s-mill; Paton, A. P.

Greenock; Robinson, G. E. Newark ; Stewart, A. Camden*
town; Tilley, J. Hobart Town; tVartnaby, E. North-

ampton.
30T—Beech, TV. H. Manilla; Child, T. Leeds; Coakley,

A. J. Bath
;
Fairfoot, H. S . Houchty-Btreet ;

Fanlkes, W.
Whitcburch ;

Gent, F. Daily Neu-s; Gough, Mrs. K. D.
Wilienhall ;

Hail, W. Adelaide; Irvine, John, Hanger-
ford-wharf; Mercer, C. per Grindley and Co.

;
Newcombe,

F. B. Long Melford
;
Nicholson, Wm. Maidenhead; Spar-

row, A. Liverpool
;
Saunders, Mrs. Kidderminster

j
Saun-

ders. J. Hoiton ; Stafford, E. Hyde-park-square.
25T— Bulger, Lieut. 69tb regt. ; Bowling, T. Eamsgatej

Brady, A. Admiralty, Somerset-house; Clinch, Capt.

Hobart-town ; Dodd, J. Liverpool ; Foster, J. Manchester

;

Francis, J. Birmingham
;

Gowing, J. TV. Lowestoft
;

Henty, E. Portland, Victoria; Hewlett, A. Bolton ;
Hol-

den, O. Wbitstable; Houghton, T. Edward-terrace;
Hughes, C. Northampton ;

Longbottom, B. Leeds

;

Mayeur, 8. A. 63, Tredegar-square
;
M'Lardy, Hy. Cal-

cutta ;
McLean, Colonel, Penrith ; Penn, W. Chadwick

;

Eamage, Geo. Old Kent-road ;
Eowe, J. C. B. Grace-

cliurch-street; Salignfic, G. Mark-lane; Strickland, C. J.

Launceston ;
Shadfortli, Lieut, gen. Durham; Under-

wood, Bev. — ,
Liverpool.

20^.—Benton, TV. Highbury New-park; Breffit, Mrs.
Glebe, Lee ; Sudden, J. L. Fenchurch-street ; Clement,

Jas. Cletto ;
Clowes, F. Norwich ; Cooke, S. C.Horstead;

Devenish, J. A. TVeymouth ; Farrar, TV. L. Lincoln’s-

inn-fields ;
Fell, A. Nelson, N. Z,; Gerring, E. Farring-

don
;
Haydon, Chas. jun. Wandsworth ;

Johnson, TV. B.
Nantwich ;

King, Mrs. TT'. Connaught-square
;
Longstaff',

Dr. TVandsworth ;
Macauley, J. J. Rochester

;
Mills, F.

A. Athy, Ireland; Randolph, Mrs. Sanderstead
;
Sheath,

Mrs. E. Erdington : Simpson, Rev. J. D. Stoulton
;
Stock-

dale, G. Throgmorton-street ;
Tarratt, TV. Wolverhamp-

ton
;
Take, Dr. Conservative Club ;

Watkins, T. Peck-

ham ;
TVemyss, Mrs. Gen. Bath.

15/.—Aylmer, Miss, Downham-market ;
Bailey, Mrs.

Bow; Bedford, Rev. TT'. K. Sutton Coldfield; Baker, Mrs.
Chepstow; Clarke, R. St. George’s-terrace; Coke.E.J.
St. Vincent; Dawban, R. Wisbeach; Dunt, J. E. Cock-

spur-street; Evered, R. Tavistock-hill ;
Foley, J. G. Trow-

bridge :
Heath, J. T. Chepstow ;

Liveng, Mrs. W. Maida-

hill; Lower, E. TV. Lewes; Lowther, W. Royal Exchange

;

MackernesB, Rev. G. B. Ashburne; Morant, G. J. Hendon;
Norton, Dr. Westbourne-grove

;
Oxley, H. Commercial-

street
:
Pollett, W. Ashton

;
Reilly, T. Dublin ;

Rozea, J.

Milton-street
;

Sayer, E.B. Newport; Smith, J. N. St.

.Tohn's-wood-park
;

Steele, Brig. -gen. Smith and Elder’s
;

Taylor, W. S. Golden-square; Thornbrough, Mrs. TVest-

bourne.terraee ;
Tomkin, 3. Cape Town; TVbitehouse, 6.

TVestbromwich
;

TVood, N. Hetton-hall ;
Young, TV.

Bolton.
10/.—A. Z. 18i, Tottenham-court-road

;
Alleyne,S. Tun-

bridge
;

Austin, T. Melbourne
;

Brown, H. Birkenhead ;

Collins, J. 116, Regent-street; Davis, R. Daily Ifetcs:

Denny, D. N. Rochester, U.8. ; Douglass, Jno. Lancaster

;

Evans, Mrs. P. G. Horseferry-road ;
Francis, G. St.

George’s-street East; Gregory, E. Guildlbrd-strcet

;

Harvey, J. Singapore ;
Hay, Mrs. A. Sheffield

;
Hoggard,

G. Welliugton-place; Jones, J.Kentish-town
;
Lockwood,

T. M. Chester ;
Norfolk, H. G. tbe Duke of; Norman, Q.

Cheltenham
;
Oatway, W. V. Bideford

;
Peat, D. Thirsk

;

Prower, Rev. Canon, Heurietta-atreet ;
Rogers, Mrs. F.

Peterafleld; Simpson, T. Clifton, York; Simon, G. Den-
mark-hill; Stewartaon, Gn. Fukenham

;
TVill'ama, J. TV.

Huddersfield.

Convent of the Madonna delle Grazzie, the world

would not have had The Last Supper.”

Our Government should keep these matters in view,

ackuowledge the importance of developing the arlistic

talent of the country, and act as if they knew the

value of fine works of art,

The fullowinc

holders :

—

is a list of the principal prize-

200/.—Mallett, T. Catherine-street, Lambeth.
150/.—Rhead, —,

Tavistock.
100/.—Pound, J , Lee, Kent

;
Sloane, J. Dungannon.

75/.—Boueneau, A. TVarren-street; Campbell, J. S.

Leadenhall-street
;
Harris, S. Douglas, Isle ot Man.

, , 1 • , ... PL n i.
60/.—Bennett, G. L. Hong-Kong ; Day, George, Black-

A love and right appreciation of art on the part Ol heath-hill; Guy, W. 13, Great Turner-street; Self, H.
the public uill lorce this on, and to produce this feeling Torrington-pkeo

;
Smith, N. Great Cumberland-place.

i. a lU-iu object of llic Arl-l'iiion of Loillloo. !
I-orlsfa; Comb. F. Sl.lTord, Hartley,

R, Morceoiiib; Mitflcm. Miss M. -T. Tork-road; PowcU, T.
Gi.okge Godwin-,

(
llouorary TValworth

;
Wells, H. T. .Stratibrd-pluce.

Lewis PoCOCK, yeci’t-tarics.”
:

35/.—Adams, D. Boston, U S.; Houlnois, E. Pocklington;
FT". ^> . . . ”, Dodd, H. ITeetwood; Fairolough, T. M. St. George's-in-
Tue Cur.irmnn, m moving the adoption of the ,he.EusL; .le.hnson, S. Trinity^quare

;
Johnson. R. A.

report, congratulated the mee'ing on the progress of Bishopswearmouth; Marais, P. Cape Town; Noyes, John,

CONDITION OF THE ARTIZAN
;
AND

THE CONDITION OF WOMEN.
Time was, they say, when the secluded

ground of literature or art was a refuge needed,

for minds pained in the contemplation of evils

—

then loo great for remedy. Whilst the world

political and social consumed its intestine ele-

ments—murder and rapine as instruments of

tbe governing classes, and excesses equally

horrible as the revulsion of the govemea,

darkening the vista of tbe future—so that the

end of earthly things was sometimes believed to

be nigh,—when vice and sensuality were in the

higher places ; and plague aud pestilence deci-

mated the people,—then, as it might be said, any

creed of ultimate perfectibility could have few

believers
;
hope abandoned the best of hearts

;

and the learning of the Deuedictine cloister, or

the aspirations of artists, were as the solace for

tbe individual mind, even more than they were

the means of direct influence in their office of

moral regeneration. Now, however, if there be

much cause for sadness in what exists, there is

evidence that each body of men, or each indi-

vidual in his sphere, may help somewhat the

great work that there is to do,—and which help

is both the duty of man’s existeuce aud oud

which returns the only solid gratification.

Such work, set before the architect, is to be

hedged iu neither by the utmost limits of art

and science, nor the widening field of profes'-

sional study. Exigencies divide the practice

of architecture iuto many channels, whilst the

ideal architect is every day being surrounded

with more attributes
;
and so must it continue.

But, whatever yet has to be supplied for the

furtherance of our qualifications, thefeld cannot

ever be bounded unless with some abrogation of

the office of the artist and of the duty of the

man. Therefore let no one narrow his mind to

any standard of what may be bis immediate call-

ing; but rather let him sympathise with the

great world, with Ihc throes and agonies of its

deliverance, and with the exertions of all who
are earnestly working at the pi’oblems of its
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erowth Sucli is the true course tor all of us— even an acting cause—from other evils —though

there can be success in no other. Interest let each may be widely separated m position from

there be token in ,iny questions which concern another. Youmayprovidetbcworking man with a

the welfare of society or the comfort of sections
J

wife trained for the duties of a home ;
but the

of the people —interest in the educational ques-
;

home also must be provided,—and with appii-

’
1 every one that has sanitary, moral, ances, without which your work will be undone,

, 1 11 ... ..-a -• I A i,, +l.r, r,f llOl’m P-SQ nhlOfitS Otion 3Ild in uveiv out; mail uao auiiioaij, aaiwirv., I *' "
r. 1 1 I," I f

and' social bearings—whether or not imme- Again, the provision of harniless objects ot

diaiely appearing to belong to architecture and
|

amusement ;
the extension ot free libraries,

building.
I'-ii- ""U

Viewed in the light of narrowed interest, or

of wider duty, there is one question, that may

well be deemed the most important to society,

of any to which attention could be ^ven
;
and

it is now, though tardily, claiming notice

more probably than has before been accorded to

it. Here, then, let no architect—no one who

values the means that forward social ends, or

believes in any benefits to accrue from moral

training, cultivation of intellect, or the special

pursuit of art,—let no euiploj^er of labour _

—

no one who interests himself in the condition

of the working classes,—no one with one touch

of nature, or of kin—whether with those whose

lot is lowly, or whose station is high—think that

he has little concern with our subject, though

it may seem one that is foreign, in title rather

than in fact, to what may be the general matter

of our journal.

Eemale education and the social position of

women,—as properly part of the question of

improvement of the condition of the artizan

—

is a subject of momentous interest to every

reader ot these pages ;
but it has also universal

relations, such as no thoughtful inmd can pursue

without the deep sense of duty that will follow

upon clear convictions. So presented, any one

branch of our subject merges in with the general

magnitude of an evil which, if we say, it per-

vades all the fabric of society, we make no

assertiou—the result of yesterday’s opinions, or

that differs from the conclusions which are

now stated in glowing language by others. Of

rights of women, iudecd, there are none, other

than are the rights of men; but, equality of

position has ever been denied, by custom and

by law, to the half of nature’s work, which,

if only not endowed with the same qualities

as the other half, is supplied with such

as form part of the one creation—in which

each half is complementary to, or incom-

plete without the other. In place of recog-

nition of this equality of duty, of intellect,

and of right,—this “ communion of labour,” as

it is styled by the latest and best of the

writers on the subject,*—the position of woman
is still that of a dependant,—one who is to be in-

dulged and humoured in one sphere, and, sad to

say, too generally, made a victim in others.

Jealously excluded from the bulk of the em-

ployment for which she would be fitted
;

re-

stricted, till lately, iu the cultivation of lier

intellect ; her existence viewed as “ merged in

that of the man ” (a condition which would be

less serious, were it really f'llfilled),—woman has

no resource from other dependant positions, ex-

. cept marriage
;
and has too much interested in-

ducement towards that provision for herself, to

ensure that the relation shall be reciprocal in

acquittance of duty, and the interchange of

affection. Often not trained for auy duties of a

wife,—not furnished with qualifications for the

education and care of a family, or auy which

would relieve some of the cost of her mainte-

nance
;
sometimes in the higher class, consider-

ing any sort of labour a degradation
;
not

encouraged in developing any powers of her

mind
;
neither the able helpmate of the artizan,

nor the intelligent companion of the intellectual

man,—she sufers from, whilst she is made to

perpetuate, a condition of things whereby the

married state too often presents itself rather as

a danger to be avoided, than as it should be,

one of the objects of life. It may seem like a

parodox,—but the assertion will convey what is

obvious to all who have looked into the subject,

—that if there were any real alternative to the

woman from marriage, marriages would be more
numerous, as more frequently prosperous aud
happj;. True it is that, as in the case of all social

questions, one circumstance of evil cannot be dis-

connected in an estimation of it—as a result, or

of

baths and wash-houses, aud schools
;
the furnish-

ing opportunities for small investments
;
and

even such improvement in the means of com-

munication between different parts of the metro-

polis as would lessen the tax to the workman,

and prevent the necessity of resortiug to a

public-house at meal-times,—all these ai’e de-

serving of attention, but can be only referred to

Surely the slang now so much in vogue
among young ladies {proh puilor .') does not

seem to show that the neglect of domestic occu-

pations is necessarily followed by refinement of

the taste.”*

And elsewhere contemplating one hopeful,

but too solitary example of a school fitted for

the training of the future wife of the working

man, she says, “This, thought I, is the real

type aud expression of the life and duty of

woman. Take it at whichever end of the social

scale you will, there is nothing higher than

this :—the comfort, order, aud good government

of the house, aud the iustructiou of the young.

To fit herself to fulfil these paramount duties of

her sex, a woman must acquire qualities intel-

here, much as may be required to show that , lectual and moral, second to none possessed by

theil' consideration is not neglected by us. i
man or woman. ‘

Thus there are, indeed, complicated evils, rc-

1

We well remember, many years a|0, when

suiting from the position and training of women,
j

there occurred one of the periodic outbursts ot

varyiifg in each class of society,—but from each
^

the educational movement which has so much

class acting and re-acting, on one another. All ' expanded since, how great was the value attachecl

come as we believe, from like false directions to infant-schools,—as the foundation for ail edu-

taken at the starting-point of life,—from the dis-
j

cation,—how much honour was given to one who

turbance of natural tendencies—and ignorance
j

claimed to have originated them. V\ e were

widely spread, or practically exemplified, as to then struck by the omission of relercuce on aU

that which a noble band 'of female advocates
|

public occasions to the true foundation,—the

have truly claimed as the "mission” of their
j

education of women. AVe have lived_ to see

sex Such beinf^ the nature of the subject, are
^

such exertions as we could make, to which then

wg to take the course which some might deem i there was uo response,—such complaints as were

expedient, of speaking oulv to the experience of then denied, as to the deficiency^ of^mmale

* “ The CommunioD of Labour ; a Second Lecture,
the Social Employments of Women,” by Mra. Jameson,
author of “ Sisters of Charity at Home aud Abroad."
London : Longman and Co.

the working classes, and ttc sympathies of oiir

readers, or to treat the veal question,—that in

which the world at large is interested? Illus-

trations, however, drawn from one class, can

readily be made to show what exists elsewhere.

Pausing, let us ask, is there any reason other

than prejudice, why architecture should not be

followed more than as a study, by ladies ? e

put this question seriously ;—is there anything

in the work of design and drawing,

beyond what is exactly suited to the female

mind aud hand? Even further, would it be a

thing quite startling to know that the specifica-

tion of an architect was drawn out b^ his wile,

or copied by his daughters ? Is it impossible

to the female intellect to square dimensions

(whilst one of the best works on Arithmetic,

the “ Rational Arithmetic,” of Mrs. G. R.

Porter, is the work of a woman),—impossible to

money out an account
;
and could it rightly be

that “ society ” should ever after the discovery

that such things were done, point at the hap-

less family who thus made up the true “ Com-

munion of Labour.” Tell us there are other

duties of a home, and we arc hardly answered.

Arc these duties fulfilled iu one rank of life,

or in another : or iu one case, is not the valued

direction wanting? aud for the home of the

working man, is there the saving aud ready

hand ? The fact is, if we may so state it from

our own belief and knowledge that the best ex-

amples of the performance of housewifely duties

are amongst the most intellectual of women.

We know of one,—having the name of one

deceased who several yeai-s ago contributed

articles which we valued, on perspective, to

these pages,—she, her friends say, is equally

apt in the cutting out a garment, in boiling a

potato, in working out a problem in geometry,

or in writing an article for a quarterly review.

Happily is she placed as the head of a school,

—

one where music is not taught to those who
can never master it, aud where philosophy and

science, as well as duties aud “accomplish-

ments,” are not tabooed. Look at what even

now, is done by the women who equally

adorn our literature aud brighten a home. The

writer of some letters on “ Industrial Girls’

Schools,” whose initials do not conceal the

thoughtful mind and able pen of Mrs. Austin,

lately said, speaking of this question of the

household duties, “The notion that these accom-

plishments are inconsistent with high mental

culture, refined taste, or feminine grace, is alto-

gether false. The conduct of a household with

order and economy, makes large demands on

the reason and on the faculties of observation

aud discernment, and leaves these faculties

strengthened for their application to purely in-

tellectual objects. The conduct of a household

with grace aud dignity, makes large demands

on tbc sense of fitness, harmony, and beauty,

and ripens that sense for exercise on purely

fcsthetical objects.

education, and the disproportiouate attention

given to “ accomplishments ” and to many

paltry substitutes for tbc fine arts, justified and

supported by the brilliant phalanx of writers

since risen in the ranks of womanhood itself.

Still, however, the social question is but slowly

advancing,—though some amendment of the

law which gives all the earnings of a wife aud

mother to a brutal ruffian, or allows a husband

to be kept responsible for the debts of a shame-

less wife, has only too long been under the con-

sideration of a Parliament aud a Government

wliicli takes many other things leading to lament-

able results far too easily.

What with the sort of dogma that Govern-

ment is not to interfere with certain arrange-

ments,—though Government does interfere—as

in the removal of dwellings, and the creation of

waste ground—in the way of doing ill
;
things

arc left to solve their own problem, by going

the way of social ruin aud eternal shame.

Without entering upon any of those questions

of capital and labour, which can be so readily

settled by some who just leave out a few im-

portant considerations,—there are surely many
means now not employed, by which the govern-

ing powers or the leading minds of a nation

could benefit the masses of the people, aud

peradventure by an indirect course, secure the

other objects tliat have been couteiidcd for. The

doctrine that works like that of the provision

of improved dwellings, must be effected by

private enterprise, would be verywell did private

enterprise act at all in that direction.^ But,

whilst such enterprise is idle, demoralization

aud misery are not idlej and it seems not to

occur to the mind versed in legislation, or bred

in office, that tbc constant sore which is open is

more painful than the operation rvoiild be for

the removal of it,—a sore, too, that may fester

on to peril the constitution or the state.

This digression on a point so intimately allied

to the one that we have been treating, we

could not avoid at this moment. What _we

have for the present before us, is the education

of the home in another aspect. Now, “what is

education ?”—what is the signification of the

term ?—is a question on which there has lately

been much careful splitting of hairs. There is a

distinction made between education, and instruc-

tion,—wbich, as there could be no dispute about

conclusions, we need not enter into. But,

heretofore, wheu we have touched upou another

question—that of the education for our_ own

profession,—we have had to urge the simple

truth, that education at all times should be

viewed, and directly given, as the preparation for

tbc future life. If the education or instruction

of women could be set on the course thus plainly

designated, how vast an amount of benefit would

accrue to the condition of the artizan, how

excellent a chance might there be that a wider

' The Mkenamw, ^^ovember 22nd, 1856.
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social evil could be removed. Tlic education of

the ^omau should be equally such as will fit her

to be in an independent position, or to acquit

herself of the duties of the family and house-

hold. Whatever may be requisites for the

married state in the higher classes, the wife of

the worlcing nuiu is liardly ever competent in

any portion of her duties. I'rom such a home
as there may be in a basement or a single

,

room, she was launched at childliood through

the glitter and temptations of Loudon, to

earn at some uninteresting drudgery, in a

vitiated atmosplicrc, during hours far longer

than those during which men work, wages
for which it is incapable of demonstration that

food and other requisites can be obtained.

Need we say what too generally at such au

age must be the result,—it is one most awful,

whilst least to be wondered at. Or otherwise,

if the giii is fortunate, she may be sent

to a school, wliere we arc told she may answer

to, “ Wlio was Cyrus r” but gi'ows to woman-
hood without kno-wing how to clean a room,

to make a shirt, to buy good food, or to cook a

dinner. Or she becomes a servant in a family,

where everything is not her own, and waste and
extravagance are to be found at least in the

kitchen. In any case, what wife have we been

educating for the working man? The -writer,

from whom we have already quoted, iu -words

whicli best convey all that we could express,

says,—
“ This, if I am not greatly mistaken, is the

root to which wc must trace much of that bitter

harvest of depravity and brutality of which we
daily see examples in our newspapers. It is

now seven years ago, that a man of singular intclli-

geuce, and of the widest and most intimate ac-

quaintance with the working classes, foreman iu

an establishment iu which he ])resided over five

or six hundred of the best sort of artisan.s,

uttered words which struck me as giving the

dreariest insight into the condition and pro-

spects of our working classes. I was making
some inquiries concerning wages, and, hearing

how large these wei-e, I expressed the hope, or

rather expectation, that these men laid by

money, and were well otf. Shocked at hearing

that hardly one of tliem was worth a shilling, I

inquired the reason. ‘ Was it vice—drunken-

ness ?’—
‘ No, those were rare exceptions

; we
could not employ drunkards iu our business. It

is the badmanageiiieut of the wives. The money
is muddled away. To say the truth,’ added he,

‘ there is no such thing now as a poor man's

wife.' What a sentence to pronounce on the

homes of England ! The admiration with whicti

one witnesses the energetic and intelligent

labours of this noble race of men, is tunied to

pity, when one thinks tliat all their wondrous
skill and industry fails to secure to them the

natural object and merited reward of man’s toil

—a comfortable home, and a decent provision

for old age.”

And she says in a subsequent letter, she is

convinced,

—

“Tliat all the perjilexit.ics and grievances of

mistresses, the inefficiency, and recklessness, and
corruption of servants, and the miserable defi-

ciencies of working men’s wuves, are only

symptoms of a general disorder of our social

body (no member of "which bus a distinct life),

and ihut iu order to arrive at a radical cure of

any one of these evils, we must go iuto a com-
plete examination of their mutual relation and
common source.”

Such conclusions arc those of aU who have
inquired into this solemn (jui-stion. A writer iu

the North British Jieoiew, iuau article on “Out-
rages on Woman,” attributing, as he might
well do, the il'-treatmeut of wives not merely to

the bad character of the man, but to the miser-

able dwellings, refers to the ignorance of

“common things,” and the want of all training

in womanly duties and res])oiisibilities, on the

part of the wife. The deOciency is not a reason
why wives should be beaten au^ stamped upon,
but it is a cause to be taken iuto consideration

by philanthropists and legislators. And, again,

the greatest oueof all our social evils, attributed

to the restriction of many employments which
would be fitted for -womeu, to the male sex, is

due also to the circuiiistauce that tlie tiiarried

state does not present to men, we might say of

any class, the inducements wliich it was designed

to hold out,—sympatliy, and companionship, and

a home. Eacts as they are too painfully pre-

sented are gaming the tardy notice of the

London jounials
;
but viewing the position of

cither sex, l.he case has its elements of danger to

the social fabric. Low standards of right,—even

degrading vices like that of drunkenness,—are,

we apprehend, likely to prevail where tlie reci-

procal influences of the sexes in mind and in-

tellect, arc not felt. Tlie existence of a large

unmarried population, or of one which only

fndures the obligations of the married life, is,

I

we are sure, an clement of weakness under any

j

form of government. Is it a hopeless prospect

for an old, a civilized country, that “ The Com-
munion of Love and the Communion of Labour”
should form, as was its purpose, the strength

and stay of a state,—should exist as the pledge

of goocf order, and even progressive position.

So far from its being even the concern of the

State to check the growth of population to a

standard of the production of food in the country

itself, we can conceive the possibility of a very

different principle of action. With the wide

world open to the Anglo-Saxon race ;
with

possible improvements at borne iu agriculture,

and discoveries even as to the production of

food from new sources—as from substances

which are now cast aside
;

with every year

accelerated means of communication, by leviathan
steam- ships and oceanic telegraphs,—all parts of

the world may be in like prosperity and in

family union
;
and whilst the man of energy

aud action will extend the triumphs of skill

and the results of industry around the globe,

the man of thought and intellect will, year

by year, address a wider British public from

his seat at home. Tlie Government of this

country have only to prove equal to the occa-

sion, to keep apace with the growth of the

population which will be attendant upon the

progressing sanitary aud social ameliora-

tion,—and not as now, practically to apply a

“ preventive check,” in apathy to the greatest

and most pervading ills. To the women of

England, whether saying with Mrs. Pochiu
(whose pamphlet,* let not the masculine reader

disregard, for, the views taken, may be now only

iu advance of our time), tliat they have “very
few real friends among men,”—“ very few who
examine their real wants

;
who would establish

and respect their just claims,” “ who would
encourage their efforts at improvement, aud
rejoice to see them elevated into a truer and

I

nobler life, even if it should involve a little

, sacrifice to themselves;” or with Mrs. Jameson,

j

that there is “ in general,” “ among men

—

!
superior meu—a strong generous sympathy”

;

with the cause she advocates—the “ noble aud
good,” as she has “ found them,” and “raised iu

,

their manly power above all vulgar masculine
jealousies,”—we would offer gladly such syin-

.
pathy and encouragement as our -words and aid

' can give, conscious that such a cause as theirs

is uot alone that of one class, or one sex, but
one which concerns the whole human family.

ARCtUTECTUIl.AL NOTES, PKIVCIP.ALLY
I

ECCLESIASITCAL— IN HOLLAND, GER-
I MANY, AND SWITZERLAND f
' The stone aad wurkniiinship of most of the Rheuish
churches is excellent, wliich accounts for their preser-

vaiion and freshness after trie lajise of 600 to 800
vears.J They mark a singular period of prosperity

and progress in the locality, and, like the temples of

Ba;ilb c and Palmyra, they indicate the c. urss of an
almost forgotten cotiimereial iulerconrse, which, like

the noble river on whose bosom it was carried on,

fructified and enriched the conutries through which it

flovvid.

The structures in this particular style most worthy
of study are the three great Cilhcdrds of Sjjires,

Morins, and Meiiiz; the church of St. Castor, at

Cohlcntz
;

at Cologne, the churches of the Holy
Aposiles, St. Gereon, and St. Maria in Capitolio, the
laitcr of which, according to Hope, is the counterpart
of a Greek church in the ruins of Selcucia. Tiicre

are also many othi.Ts deserving notice in s-tuJying

the progress and variations iu the style, iJinongst

• " The Right ol' Women to exercise the Elective Fran-
chise,” by “ j u-ilitia.” John Chapman.

t See p, 203, anfe.

t The Slone is sandstone, of a light red or pink colour,
pleiif-iiii; to the eye, ami capable of a considerable degree
of duith.

which may be mentioned Bonn, Andcrnaeh, Boppart» \

Liiach, Bacharach, the minor churches iu Cologne. i

and the cathedral at Gcluhauscn,—a very late spe-
j

ciincn. I

This peculiar style of Rhenish architecture pre-
[

vailed for about two centuries and a lialf. The intro- ^

duction of the pointed arch, though it tended to i

lighteu its proportions, and was not without inllucnce
i

oa its arrangements and forms, yet left the distribn-
j

tion aud general effect much as hef'orc. The cathc- i

drill of Gcluhauset), attributed to the early' part of the i

13th century, and iu the pointed style, displays exter- i

nal galleries aud circular corbel tables, has plain low ”

gables to each face of tlie ortagomil apse and of the

tower, and an octagonal cupola, though carried, not ,•

on peodentives, hut angular arches. About the raid-
!

die of the 33lli century the style of architecture in

ihe Rliiueland was com|)letcly changed by the sudden

introduction of the contemporaneous architecture of

central France, probably the noblest type of Medieval ;

art in existence, and at that time in its most palmy

state. The cathedi'al of Cliavtres was completed in

tlie early part of the century, thuugh much of the :

work belongs 1o the ])rcceding one. Rlieims was
l

finished about 1230. Amiens was coiunienced about ;

the same period. Tiie choir of Beauvais was con-

structed between 1240 aud 1272. To rival, and if !

possible to surpass these nuigiiiticeut structures, the i-

cathedral of Cologne was founded, and the works
i

commenced in the year 1248, the choir having been it

consecrnlcd in the year 1322. The name of the
;

architect of this world-famed building has not been [i

handed down to posterity. That he was a French- :

raau seems exlremeiy probable : in fact, the name of li

Master Gerhard, of whom we first catch a glimpse in c

the year 1252, as master builder, may be only the ,

German form of the common French name of Gerard. .!

Be this as it may, however, of the French origin of
!

the design there can be no doubt: any oue who will 1.

compare the three grouud-plans of Amiens, Beauvais, p
and Cologne, will at once perceive that the systems li

of projection, arrangement, and distribution, arc iden- -ii

licdl. Each of the choirs has double aisles on each d

side. Each has a polygonal apse in seven planes, ,<

with projecting ihree-sidcd chapels between the but- l!

tresses. At Amiens the extreme east, or Lady Chapel, !•

projects as is usual in England. The complicated b

system of vaulting, radiating from the ron(Npomt of !'j

the choir through ihe aisles and chapels, of which it is fi

e.xtreiaely difficult to find two examples alike, is the ti

same iu the three buildings. Tlie parallel might be I'l

run through the whole building, iu the construction, j;

style of tr.iccry, of mouldings and ornamentation, ,£

though in these allowance must be made for the fact,

that when works in the Middle Ages were continued U
for any leiigtlicncd jierioJ, even on the same general h

design, much was )e*t to the individual skill and taste 'x

of the workman, which varied of course with circum- .i

stances. Now in France evciy step in the progress m

and development of this school of architecture can be if

traced back to its origin, whilst iu Germany it pre- •!

sents itself suddenly, wiihout preparation or growth, ,l

complete and perfect in all its parts.

To attempt a detailed criticism of a building so o

well known would be out of place : that if completed
|)

it would be the finest Gotliic building in the world, [1

few will be disiiosed to doubt.
'

The ju'inciple of counterpoise and mutual depend- ^

cnee uniting every part, so characteristic of the best >

age of Gotliic; the vigorous feeling of buoyancy,
i'

power, and life, which this system is calculated to im-
part, is nowhere shown iu more healthy development

; ;

yet llic candid observer cannot but admit that har-

mony of proportion has been somewhat sacrificed in t

the conception, to breadth and height. The five c

aisles in width running through from end to end, L

combined with the enormous height of the central I

vaulting, give an appearance of stuntedoess to the 1

building, whicli its vast size ought not to admit.

The length of Amiens Cathedral, measuring over - r

all, is somewhat greater than Cologne, whilst its
|

breadth over tlie transepts is considerably less, the k

nave also lias only one aisle on each side. These pro-

portions give the building a sublimity of perspective i

internally, which it is to be feared Cologne if com-
J

pleted could not surpass.
;

On the principle that “a living dog is better than I

a dead lino,” it must be admitted that in the existing I

state of the buildings, Amiens is the nobler specimen ’

,

of the two. Of their relative effects when completed,
j

possibly some critic, writing about the year 2456', i

ijuiy he able to judge.

There is not much of modern architecture of which - I

Cologne has to boast. One of the innumerable family
|

of Jean Marie Farina has recently erected a new i

depot in the Glockeu Gasse, in the modem Ger- i

man G.ithic style, of which the principal character-
|

isties are square stiff panels, rigid lines, and georaetri-<

cal tracery. Nearly opposite, in the same street, is

an erection not often met with in the midst of a
'

crowded town. It is a large handsome conservatory i
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on the ground floor, and abutting on the street, open

to the observation of the passers by. The interior is

rather elegant, something in the Alhambra style,

with polyclironiic decorations, and a fine collection of

exotic plants.

Leaving the ecclesiastical buildings on the Middle

Rhine, which we have grouped into one class with

very striking resemblances, 1 will next refer to a few

notes on the Cathedral of Sliasburg. The building

is now in a beautiful stale of repair, the interior being

thoroughly cleaned, and every defacement removed.

The light pink colour of the sandstone, lighted up by

the brilliant glaiiring hues from the profusion of

stained glass, imparts a peculiarly gm-gcous effect to

the first aspect of the inside of the building. This

character is further strengtheued by the bold solid

style of the east end and transepts, contrasted with
^

penetrate every other it comes i

windows, prini-ipallv old. Tlio pierced tiif.iriiim Mdifcval, all good in tiicir kind. The slender

windows stained in 'the rich hues of antique gla^s Rhenish turrets at the rc-cntiTing angle of llie trau-

iinpart a peculiarly sparkling effect to the interior. septs and choir, still veuniiti, hut tbc up|]er portions

The c.xierior of the building is equally woitliy of have been mnditiod to a later style. The whole is in

study. The respective portions correspond of course excelhnt preservation and repair. The colour of the

in style wiib the corres-poiidint? rouipartments of the stone is a light red, which rci-eives from the effects of

interior, and do not need specific description. The time and wether, a beautiful mellowness and glow,

east end exhibits its Rlicnirh descent by the usual which it is diflb'uU to describe.

ocl agonal eupoli rising above the iutorseeliou, siir- The town-hall facing the south side of the Minster,

rounded by the open arcaded gallery. The side chap-ls is a curious low building of the 16th century, with an

to which allusion has been made ’present exterinilly arcaded front, and projecting turrets at the angles,

very furious illustrations of the Flamboyant style, carried on corbels, and Mirmounted by spirets, covered

and of the system of interpenetration. Id aii ante- wiih coloured tiles. The groining under the aresulcs

ehapel added on the north side of the noith traTisept i-s o'' the same interlaced and iiiterpeuetraliug design,

this is carried to an extent I uever saw equalled. The as the chapels alreHdy alluded to.

principle adopted seems to he. to let every moulding I'Vom Freiburg our course lay through Swtfzcr-

coutact with, aud land- It would be tedious aud uninteresting to sub-

the light aud elegant proportions of the nave and then to cut it off abruptly. ni't hi detail memoranda, made in the various small

jjjgjgg
I A screen or open cloister is carried along both sides towns of this country, more remarkable .or its natural

The earliest part of the building is the choir and of the church in the Flamboyant style, with open beauties than for any pre-ciniuence in architectural

transepts which partake of the character of the ! tracery without glazing, and surmounted by an open skill; its remams in any case arc more uiteresting

Rhenish school of architecture, hut arc not exclusively
j

baitlcment. ar^hmologicaily than architectiirally. The ancient

of that class. The choir extends westward to the! The far-famed spires are a noble specimen of specimens of domestic biiildiug lu stone are German

west side of the transepts, aud is raised about 8 feet ' •mathematical skill and architectural construction. To in style, aud in many cases h ivc been orDaineutcd

above the general level of the floor, with a Roman-
1 carry up a structure to the height of 47-1 feet (the wiih larges fresc.irs ex'ernul y. Most of these layc

esque crypt underneath. The cast end is apsidal, highest in the world’), the greater part of it being perished, or have been defaced
;
but a few still remam

projecting only its own radius, aud vaulted hemi-
I of a light, open, airy character, aud so to frame its at Sebaffhausen aud <'lscv\hcre.

^ n t) • •

sphericalfy with brick, 'fhe transepts are square,
j

design aud construction that without any subsequent
_

Tlie modern street architecture is nsiudjy Farisinn

without aisles, with a cylindrical column in the centre i biud'ing and cramping it boldly maintains its upright- ’’i htylc, detail, and arrangement, ihe lunber

of each. This part of the structure may he safely ness and stability unimpaired after the lapse of more buildings which constitute what we usually under-

ascribed to the latter part of the 12lh century,
j

than 400 years,— is surely enough to immortalise the stand by Swies architecture, are found the most corn-

Thc arches of coiislruction are pointed
;
Ihe vaulting ' memory of any man, particularly as the same achieve- ph’te and .•oniinoHious in the Cautou ot lltTue. J he

of mixed form. The usual octagonal cupola is carried ' ment is not likely, so far as we can foresee, to be great jinnciple adopicd, is 1o coriibine all the luud-

up over Ihe intersection, covered by a ribbed and accomplisbed again.
‘ ings of the house aud larinstcading under one roo .

vaulted dome. To enter into a miinite cuumeration Notwithstanding the lightness and elegance o'’ the Considering the severe wiulers and the accuniula ions

of the several details would he tedious, but there is ' structure, I am not sure that the form of general of *0 valleys, tins is probably the bi^t

for the attentive observer much in every part of this ' outline adopted is the best adapted to embody tbe arrangement, under ihe peculiar eircumslanccs o e

building worlliv of most careful study. The work-
' idea of aspimtion naiurally expected from il. The country. The cat' le are housed on the rez de

manship -of the whole is excellent, aud the design '

snddeii change from the v.rtii’al lo the slopin-z forms chausse
,

the house oceiipies one port loii ot the upper

evidently by a master mind. There is a fine scuii- gives a stunted appearance to tbc sninmit less phrasing stiwies, surrounded by a projecting wooden baleouy,

circular arched deeply recessed portal in the north ^ than the gradually pvramidising lines of the steeple flanked by the buildings ot the barn aod other s oies,

transept, with grolcs’que capitals. The large rose ' of Antwe-p.
’

’ extending us shelter frequently

windows in the transepts, formed by a series of small
i The workmanship and materials are of the very y 6 or 8 feet projeciiou beyond the 'fa Is. \\ hen

circles, arc curious and interesting. I best quality, and making due allowance for pictiirer-qiie in good order, w’Th a thriving look ot piosperi y

In the east wall of the south transept there is a weather-stains, it is in excellent rtpair.
j

siirrouuding them these huge masses ha\c a very

pointed triple-arched opening, under a semicircular
j

The Minster o'’ Fn-iberg, distant from Sfrasbiirg picturesque look
;
hut in upland, sterile districts, sue

canopy, to which has been added a low open baliis-
,
nbnut forty miles, is another very noble specimen of '’s the Upper \iilinis, the timber buildings have a

trade, of Flamboyant character, of very beautiful de- Mediaeval art. The nave and western tower and
|

squalid and dJ.ipidated aspect,

sign. Leaning on this balustrade slands a figure in lantern belong to the same school and period as those ' ^ "''h outclude tins paper by a few riraarks on

stone, the size of life, and painted in a very life-like of Strasburg, and are cqiiully excellent both in de-ign :

®ome of the Swiss caihedrah, which have been ic-

manaer, said fo represent the architect, Erwin von
|

and execution. Some of the details are ])cru1inr. cenily cleaned aud restored.
t> * ^

Steinbach, to whose genius we owe at least the western There is uo tri''oriiiin in the nave, its place beiug I
Geneva, the cradle of Ircsbitenan 1 rotestantiam,

portion of the building.
!

supplied by a set-off in Ihe wall over Ihe pier nrebes, preserved ns cathedral at the Reformation. It is of

The nave is a noble specimen of the very best style fenced by an open tracery balustrade, which is level
,

the 12i‘h century Irausitiou style, extending down to

of 13th-ceutury Gothic, and decidedly French in ' with the cill of the clerestory windows. The vaulting
,

the I3th. ihe nave is only lour

character and trcidnient. The three aisles are wider ' resembles that of the nave of Strasburg. T^e western ' nays iii length, the tniusep's two bays

than is usual in proportion to their height. TIte piers tower is single, placed in the centre of the front, the choir one bay, b"sides the aps divl end. ihe pieis are

are shafted, with foliage capitals. The Iriforium con- lower poition fonning an open lofty porch. The side b-icnl, with gretcsqiic aud classical capitaU : the
. ... , , , , 11 1 7 •nt.ir nrrti.oo 01-.. iviDi iLiiijimesque (!( tuils

;
tlic

English windows iu Lincoln Cathedral aud Beverlev linmane'quc, ot late 1 -dth century worK, some oi me. ;E' • ?
' t

.
’

. if „;i

Minster. The windows of the side aisles are similar ' arches being slightly pointed
;
there are rose windows

,

rihs,_ lighter cross-sptingcrs without pier-rib., and is

in character, and of large dimensions: a blank arcade
!
at the extreniuics of the arms of the cross, with triple domical in each compartim-iiL Ihe ends or the

with detached shafts, and a stone bench, extends ’ semicircular-hcaded windows undcroe'dh. The usual
,

transepts have ratherlmc rose windows

under these windows. The vaulting is of the usual Rhenish association is preserved by au oc'agonal Tin re are projecting chape s round the apsidal end

simple character of French 13th-century work, with ' cupola on peudentives over the intersection. Tnis has of the choir, the lower wuiilows of which arc filled

bold cross ribs {arcs douhleatix), and lighter cross ' been modernized. Tlic choir and its aisles are Flam-
^

with original stained glass. Iiic interior is now m
springers {arcs ogives), and pier ribs {formerets). ' boyant in stile of very late date ;

the choir-screen is, au excc'lcnt state of rc[iair, and free from all encum-

Each 'bay is slightiv domical. Tbe twm great western I in fact, Renaissance in character, with Flamboyant brance. Tiierc me a tew moniiracuts, but llie general

towers are carried on arches opening into the nave balustrade. The east end is seini-oclagonal : the aisles aspect is bare and cold. Exiernally tbe buildiog is

aisles. The work in this part differs in detail from of the choir arc low, and extend round the east end much dilapidated, altered, mccicrmsi-d, and deprived

the nave, and appears of later date, though the style
.
in a zig-zag form, somewh'it resembling the aisles of' of all cliaraeter. The west end is terminated by a

is still preserved. There are here some^fine sedUia,
I
Henry VII.’s Chapel, at 'Westminster. The vaulting

;

classical Corinthian portico, bringing to mind the

with rich cvockettcd canopies. I
of the choir and its aisles is singularly complicated - more celebrated one constructed by Imgo Jones, at

There are two very remarkable chapels occupying I

and iuterlnced, resembling the side chaiiels at Strns- ' the wc'^t end of Sf. P.ml’s. The a.cUitecture of

the two eastern bays of the nave, built outside, and burg already described : aliitle of the old R-manesque
,

Geneva generally, wUhiu the wals, piesenis little

opening from the side aisles. These are both of the work still remains about the west end of the choir, worthy of no'me. Outside the walls, new streets have

latest style of Gothic
;
that on the south side is pro- There is a fine stone pulpit of late date in the nave, been laul out and quays formed, on land paitly

bably the latest in construction. Ou one of the walls
;

The aisle windows are glazed with fine antique stained gamed from the lake.

appears the date of 1480. The chapel on tbe north '
glass of briliinut colours.

I

On the nghr hank o'' the Rhone a new suburb has
• •

Externally the building is well placed lo be seen to
I

arisen, called the Qmirtier des Bergiirs, containing

advantaire, standing in the middle of a large open some very migiiificeiit hotels and other buildings

“place,” surrounded by antique buildings. 'The ‘ erected by private enterprise. 'Ihe new Post-office

tower and open lantern, though resembling Slr.isburg
^

erected a few years since is in the Byzantine style, O'c

in general design, have nnieb beauty peculiar to them- what passes for such. There is anew English church,

selves. The porch underneath the tower is finely ' a modest structure in the Gothic style, hut possessing

conceived. An inner portal, with a centre shaft, occu- ' no particular fcotur'‘s. The m"St noiieeahle building

liicd by figuris of tbe Virgin and child, and flunked by '

is a new Roman Catholic church, or catlicdral, now in

four rows of statues on each side, occupies the whole ' the course of erection, in the Gut hie style, with nave,

breadth of tbe back wall. Tiie doors have square ' aisles, aiul transepts, choir with poll gonal apse, of

heads, and tlic arched tynipnnnm is richly sculp'urerl. I large size ami good dc-ign. The cciliugs will be

An arcade is carried round the side walls of the porch, i groined in .--to'ir.

ivitli a statue uuder each arch, and a canopy over.
|

We will now gl ui^'c at the town aud cathedral of

The exterior arclmay has eight shafts aud orders of' Berne. Berne is very generally coniparcd to the city

mouldings. I of Chester, priitcipally on accouul of its arcaded

The architecture of the exterior presents specimens ! streets. 'L'hurc is uiidoulitidly a ceitain degree of

of all styles from the llomanc-quc to the latest
j

vc^eIublam'C arising fruiii the vcuerablc aspect of both

] I citii’S, as well as from iho ro-re‘pi)iidcncc of the

* 21 feet hietor than the great pyramid. i
covered wais common to both. There are also many

side is vaulted semicircnlarly with fau tracery, the

ribs interpenetrating and crossing each other, with

the ends cut off square. Tbe chapel on the north side

is vaulted with two low domes, intersected by under-

cut groins. On this ground-work there is spread out

rich interliDcatioD of ribs in the most fantastical

forms, intersecting and iiiterpenctmting, cut off

abruptly, and twisted into all manner of shapes, in

which the real principles of constructiou are ostenta-

tiously ignored. There is in these chapels a pro-

fusion of rich carving, the execution of which is ad-

mirable, whatever exception might he taken to tbe

taste.

Ou the north side of fhe nave stands a stnne pulpit,

of early loth century character, probably one of the

most elaborate in existence, being one iucviistation of

minute tracery, foliage, tabernacle work, aud statues

of admirable execiitiou.

There is a rich profusion of staiued glass iu the
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points of dilTerencc. The “rows” in Chester are intensely a Gomian town. Thou;jh large and fiim-

raised a story above the si reels, or rather the streets ' rishing, there is not much of its architecture worthy

are excavated below the nntiiral level of the surface ; i of notice.

and the superstructure is supported bv beams and i The ll'ith-Haus, of late Gothic, has sorjie curious

wooden posts. la Bi-rue the arcades are on a level
i
old pait-Uiigs

;
and some extremely singular balus-

wilh the streets, and the houses are carried by stone trade tracery, with three sets of patterns one over the

arches. The architcclure, imleed, is of a very sub-
1

other iuleipencirating in a very curious manner

The cathedral will well repay careful, and even

minute cxainiuatirm, by the architect and archnio*

logist. The varieties of style, and the intermixture

of w’lirk of all periods, render it a little complicated at

first, but a little study will soon reduce the chnos

into order. The original corpus of the building is

in the Transition style of the 12th century; the

plan, a nave with two aisles, transepts and semi-

riiTuliir apse, with the aisle carried round. Two
iidditional aisles have been added on each side of the

nave, apparently late in the ISih century. The

original jiicr arches arc pointed, the triforiiim arches

round. The triforinm is a veritable gallery, extend-

ing tlie width of the inner aisles. The clerestory

windows are single lights, two in one bay with semi-

arches. The vaulting is plain groined, with cross

springers and cross ribs. The choir is raised consider

ably above the nave.

The windows in the apse are insertions of the 13th

century, very large. Tlie tracery of these windows is

continued down to form an open screen in front of

the tril'orium gallery, which is continued round the

apse.

The ends of the transepts have rose windows, under

which tlic triforium is carried round by a recess in

the wall, and a blHiil; arcade. The piers in the choir

arc of the original 12lh-ceutury w’orlc, and are com-

posed of detached shafts, heanlifully wrought with

lich-sciilptured capitals and bands. The interior has

undergone very careful cleansing and repair,—the

stone appearing in its original tint of light gray, with

a faint llush of pink. The new benches and chairs

display some very good designs in carving. There is

also a flue modern organ of very beautiful design, and

a rich stone-pulpit of 15th-century work.

Externally the original western towers have been

repbicel by towers and spires of the Flamboyant

period, very rich in crockets, tabernacle work, aud

open tracery. A centre portal is of the same period,

hut has since been altered. The west window is au

iuserliun of the 13th century. In the clerestories, at

the sides, aud in the transepts, much of the original

12lh century work remains. The flying buttresses of

later dale are terminated with statues in niches, with

canopies and pinnacles well executed. The apse has

arcades ruuuiug under the lower windows, with corbel

table over, and a gallery with open parapet under the

tiiforium windows. The end of the south transept

has some curious original specimens of Romanesque
ornnmeut about the cntraoce-door.

The duep-red colour of the building is stated by the

guide-books to be the natural tint of the stone; but a

very slight examination suffices to make the discovery,

that the whole exterior has been painted a deep

Indian red colour. When this tasteless barbarism

was committed, and whether it is still perpetrated

from lime to time, I cannot undertake to say. The to be : it develop

roof is covered by coloured tiles disposed in patterns,
!
nobler of his powers : it affects the observer in his

wliich give it a bright and pleasing aspect. The
j

gentler and nobler feelings. Art has to deal with the

cloisters attached to the church are very extensive,
' tone of his being. The void that it fills, the joys that

thickly occupied by cenotaphs, of which many have it imparts, and the influence that it exerts, are all

been raised to the memory of early Protestant
j

beneficial. Surely that which exerts an influence for

lleformers.
I good is useful—whether or not it affect the temporal

I have now brought these imperfect memoranda to or physical advantage of any.
a close. To myself they are interesting as recalling Perfect art must have a perfect originator. Man •

incidents of travel, and impressing more vividly on is not perfect—consciousness tells ns this—therefore
the mind, observations, and deductions made on the he cannot form a perfect enshrinement of art. He
spot; and, if they have the least effect in calling up can only approximate—he ought to do this—he ought •

recollections, or assisting in the comparison of notes to draw’ as near to perfectness as he is able,

by others of kindred pursuits, I shall feel that they The Almighty One, who made all things by His
have not been altogether penned in vain. will, was necessarily perfect—His work was perfect

J. A. PiCTON. too— lie pronounced it very good. He is perfect

.. I I ,——
j

now
;
therefore the maiuteuanco of the planets in their

!
courses, aud of this our world in its >Yell-beiDg, is

ART IIS ORIGIN. 'perfect. There is no change in our seasons
:
year after

Max is an artist as he is a man. The first rude year, spring, summer, autumn, winter follow on un-

of notice. The Kunst Palast, or Museum of Art, is ' aspirings aTer adaptation to circumstances and beauty ceasingly : the mountains are still as once ;
the val-

a new building not yet completed. It is a large stone of form were the necessary expressions of an inward leys also : the trees still spread themselves upward :

structure, with a centre, receding flanks, and wings principle. When man began—even in a small degree the shrubs still flourish in their seasons : the miuu-
boldly advanced. It is four stories in height, without

i —to long for comfort, for scttledncss, for material test operations in nature are still kept on—on always

a single Classical column, yet the effect produced is
j

case
;
he became a framer of dwellings. The cavern —on for ever. If we wish for a perfect concentration

remarkably fine. The tone and character are given in the rocks about him, the enclosure formed by of use, proportion and harmony, and beauty
;
we have

to the building by rustication,—arches with deeply-
1

tangled woods, the easOy constructed moveable teut, only to regard some fertile valley— closed in from
recessed mouldings to the windows,— an arcaded ' had been the dwellings of his w.anderiog life : now he barren country—the refuge of man, bis habitation,

centre to the ground-floor, aud an arcaded gallery • felt that he must be a settler. lie must for this leave his home, the producer of his blessings, the giver of

above the centre on the fourth story. Diapered i ell portable, travelling abodes, and form for him.sclf bis Joys. Art is there in all its supreme excellence:

strings and. corbelled cornices also contribute to the ' a solid, well-foundationed, lasting house. The first rocks, hills, valleys, all teach us lessons—lessons that

general effect. The doubling of the columns in the ' attempt was rnde and yet artistic. He brought to the artist, the framer, should learu well and use

arcades, by placing one behind the other, offirding a bear the skill that he possessed, and a habitation of i

well. /

broad soffit for ornameutation, gives a flue feature in some sort was erected. Thus his constructive ability, I We have, in this day, as an universal rule, art in a

a building of this kind. his invention, liis art were exercised. His next effort very low stage : the streets of our large towns, the
A few words on the Cathedral of Basel will com- was made, with all the experience which he had ne- house in country fields, nil tell us that use alone is

plete our remarks. Basel, though on the very edge ' ccssarily sained, and was an advance : his wants were studied ;—use too in its lowest being. The covering
of irance, which almost comes up to its wails, is belter known and belter supplied, and better mea- is framed for the house : it is proof against the weather

;

s’a'Uiiil character, and much of it picturesque I

Arcddes in the streets of towns were not uncomiiioii,

particularly iu those constructed in the 14ih century.

They are met with at Alby, in Languedoc; Dol, in

Brittany; Montpazicr, in Aquitaine; Payerne and

Estavayer, in Swiizcrlaud. The picturcs(|ue appear-

ance of the streets of Berne is greatly aided by tlie

numerous fountains, of (inaint dcvii'cs, iu wliich the

bear in all attitudes plays au important part : aud by

the lofty ancient watch-towers connected with the old

fortifications.

The commanding situation of the town, and the

magnificent view it affords of the great Alpine chain,

add much to its interest and beauly.

The cathedral is a singular building, deriving its

principal interest from the illiisiratious it gives of the

latest period of ContincntHl Gi'lhic. Little of it is

earlier than the middle of the 15lh ccnlury, and some

of the work must be brought down nearly, if not

quite, to the time of the llcfonnation. It is all in

good repair, and well kept. The building consists of

a western tower, with chnpel at each side, nave in live

hays, with side aisles. The choir is a prolongation of

the uave, separated by a screen, and without tran-

septs
;
the aisles are continued on for two bays of the

choir, which is carried some distance further without

aisles, and terminated by a semi-octagonal apse. The

style internally is poor and meagre. The piers are

splayed, and suuk with a shaft running up the front.

The pier arches are pointed segmental. The clerestory

windows have fautnstic flowing tracery, with panelling

running down to the pier arches without a triforium.

The vaulting is complicated in pattern, hut poor, with

shields and armorial bearings at the intersections.

The filling in of thcvaulis is plastered, and paiuted

with scroDs and borders in a grey colour. Side

chapels are projected out between the buttresses, and

groined.

By an inscription, in old German, on one of the

stones of the vault of the north-west chapel, this

portion appears to have been couiplelcd iu the year

1476. The choir is separated from the nave by a

stone screen, in front of which is au arcade, with

Classical Ionic columns, and entahlatui'c and sculp-

tured frieze. The groined vaulting under this arcade

is precisely the same in character with that of the rest

of the church.

Externally there is a fine late porch at the west

end, with a double doorway, the tympauuiu filled in

with a sculpture of the Last .Tudgincnt. A figure of

Justice, ilauked by angels, occupies the centre pier.

The receding orders ou each side arc occupied by
statues of the five wise and five foolish Virgins. The
arches are filled in with angels and figures, under

canopies, with inscriptions. The wholeis exceedingly

rich and well executed, though the details of the archi-

tectural mouldings are poor. The usual crossing and
interpenetration of the mouldings peculiar to the

namboyant is strongly marked. Two side portals

are completed in the same style, but plainer. The
upper part of the tower is very inferior to the portals

just described, and is probably of the 16th century.

The eastern eud of the building displays the purest

Mediseval character. There is a great complication

of fiuials, pinnacles, galleries, and parapets about the

upright and flying buttresses, each having five, which
gives a certain richness to the appearance as a whole.

There is considerable ingenuity displayed in varying

the designs of the open-work baltlements round the

clerestory and aisle roofs, no two bays of which arc

alike. Some of them have quite a Reuaissance cha-

racter. As studies fur forms of trucery, they are

worth notice. Oa the whole, the boilding may be

pronounced more curious than beautiful, hut remark-
ably interesting as an archaeological study.

There arc several other buildings in Berne worthy

sures taken to render the building free from the effects

of the elements. He had now obtained a holding iu

a restrained and civilized mode of life—with its re-

strictions and employs. He had become well imbued

with an idea of his own wants, and the best manner

of their supply. He had attained tw'o points—the

stUledness of building, and its adaptation to bis need

aud comfort. Now he naturally, in the spirit of con-

stant advance which has been ever in man, urged him-

self to the realisation of something further. In pur-

suing this, he improved on his former adaptations,

made his materials of more enduring stuff, let his

requirements take a wider range, aud, further, be

imprinted on his effort the stamp of his creative

mind. He no longer formed his work with mere

utilitarian art : he added to that beautiful art—equally

utilitarian in its origin, only more gradual and re-

stricted in its uses. The door had been before—it bad

opened and shut—it was artfully made—and was in

every sense a door. Doors were still wanted—doors

were made—they fulfilled their office—they were ad-

vances on the others, in that with construction were

united proportion of form and well-placed embellish-

ment. This was the advanced post—the attainment

from which the inventors did not recede, but proceed.

Then buildings retained use, proportion, beauty

:

they were, in that sense, the works of man’s art.

Art originates in invention. Man is iu it a creator

:

he ever acts restrained by no bonds : his mind may
light, unchained as it were, on the topmost turret of

a temple, and cast broad glances on all that is below.

He is free to think : his thought aud will are his

action : his action is the origination of structure.

The hand, as it guides the pen, forms its characters

;

so that thought is there imprinted that was before

unfreed. Tlie mind holds the germ : it there casts

forth its branches and is finally developed in word or

in act. The mind conceives of beauty : it expresses

that couceptiou in word or in act. It conceives of

proportion, of grandeur, of solidity, of uieetness, and

guides the hand of the workman as he chips the

stone, or moulds the wood to express his purpose.

The builders, in the youth of their employ,

idealized little: they had to follow the rules that

such a stale as theirs gave to them. Later, their

need was proportion of parts and manifestation of

feeling. They wanted that their buildings should be

fitted for their uses—for their advantage. These uses

were not merely for the body, they were for the mind
and for the heart. The body wanted a dwelling, a

covering, a home. The mind wanted an expression

of thought, an arrangement of parts, an orderly

filling together of acquirements. The heart wanted

taste, richness, fulness, beauty.

The builders knew that mnn has a trinity of wants

and they arranged a trinity of supply. They acted

wisely and well.

ART— ITS OFPICE.

Art was developed by a necessity. It satisfied a

longing : its office was beaelicent. It is impossible

to find a man without some perception of its usefulness.

Use appeals to mankind—to English feeling. Art is

useful : it makes man more like what he was intended

in the framer, the gentler and
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WORTHING WATER-TOWER AND ENGINE-HOUSE. Mr. Rawlinsox, Esgkeee.

is convenient for the body: it consults nothing more.
This should not be so.

The individual energy of man was great in time
past: the individual energy must be powerful now.
Vigour should be with us

;
then the workman would feel

his work—as well as the archictect. Instead of one
originating mind, there would be only the control of

Goveminent to produce a successful whole. Each
workman w'ould labour at the work he loved—would
love on—and work in love. The workman would not

be an implement, a tool, an instrument—he would be
an agent, a worker, such as he should be.

Art, in its highest state, indicates a very advanced
state of refinement—intellectual and moral—in a peo-

ple. It is the exponent of the energy, the skill, the

taste of a nation. It belongs to no form or race of

forms. It does not rest in horizontalityor verticality

of construction. Every form shows forth a certain

development—less or more advanced.
The profit of man, his elevation, his joy are the

purposes and aims of true art. The artist should
therefore laboui* for this. S. F. C.

WORTHING WATER-TOWER AND
ENGINE-HOUSE.

Tiie water-tower at Worthing, of which we
give a view, constructed under the direction of
Mr. Rawlinson, C.E. is 40 feet square on plan,

with a central pier of brick, and spiral stairs of

xjast-iron. The foundation is of concrete
;
the

main structure of bricks, made on the ground :

white and red brick from other places have

been used in the piers and arches : where stone

is used it is Bramley Pali, Caen, or York. The
water-tank is of cast-iron, 40 feet square, and
13 feet deep, and will contain about 110,000
allons of water. It has been made and put up
V the Messrs. Cliff, of Bradford. The strongest

plates are 1-inch, and the thinnest f-inch thick.

The staircase is carried through the centre of

the tank, and tie-rods radiate from the stairs’

well to the sides.

The engine is high-pressure, by Messrs.

Headly and Manning, of Cambridge, and pumps
sewage as also pure water. The sewage-pumps
are at a little distance outside the engine-house.

The pure-water well is inside the house, at the

foot of the tower, and is sunk in chalL The
bottom of the tank is about 70 feet above the

ground, and the tower and roof are about

110 feet in height in the whole. Tank and
water, when the tank is full, are upwards of

500 tons in weight. The whole tower is upwards
of 4,000 tons on the foundation. There is not

the slightest crack or settlement about the work,

and the tank is quite water-tight. The engine

commenced work at the end ol last year. The
public sewers will be completed in about a

mouth’s time. At present, upwards of 400
houses have been drained, and have had the new
water laid on. The men are proceeding with

the private works as rapidly as possible. Before

summer, the whole of the houses and streets on

the sea front will be sewered, drained, and have
new water

;
and the shore will be perfectly freed

from sewage. Messrs. Ereud and Hamill are

completing the public sewers. Mr. Charles

Hide, architect, has superintended the whole of

the works, and is now completing the house
drainage.

METROPOLITAN IMPROVEMENTS AND
THAMES EMBANOIENT.*

The subject on which I have undertaken to read a
paper this evening is, even in its most limited sense,

sullicient to chill one’s enthusiasm and appall the most
courageous improver

;
but, taken comprehensively,

the difficulty is immensely increased. It is hard to

resolve where to begin and what to reject, so as to

touch the most important points, and bring them all

within the compass of an hour’s address. To treat

shortly and intelligently a subject which embraces

whatever relates to health, comfort, convenience, and

general well-being of two millions and a-half of

people, involves no trifling responsibility. Nothing
calculated to improve their condition ought to be ex-

cluded. Ventilation, drainage, sewage, public parks,

baths, wash-houses, and all other sanitary regulations,

whether superintended by corporations. Royal com-
missions, boards of works, parish vestries, or local

boards, are necessarily included under the general

idea of metropolitan improvements.

From such a catalogue of matters demanding our

* Read b7 Mr. Francis Bennoch, at the Society of
Arts, Wednesday, April 29th.
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atienlion, wc oiijhl not to consider as iimvorlliy of

om* notice, water eompaivcs ps eompnmt s.

priuciiAes. or street eleiuisov.' ;
but as cacb siiEje.-t

enumcralcd possesses in itself iii4cn tl srflie ciH for a

single paper, I sbaU content niyselt ^'lth cursorily

touching tbctn ns 1 pass, and now proceed U Hie

more immedi ite dntv I Invc to peifoiin, my pnrfiose

teing to confine n.y remarks t-. sue', improvements

in onr pii'l'c tlic.niigti fares as will give uiercased

facilities (or the tn.ffi • of the metropolis.

B-fore prieceding to emsider our straits as tin v

now absulutclv exist, wc iiiil rapidly survey the pas',

80 as to enable ns more jnsily to a|,precialc the pre-

sent, and paili.dly excuse the ilifficiilt.cs that hi

No people Imve ever been siillii;ic:iily fir-secing as to

anticipate aecar.itely tho wants ul the future, blreets

amply commodii'n.s a luiudred \eirs ago are a tO'

gctlie*r iiisiillicient for ttic necessities ol to-day.

short-sighted a>e persons in pone' that before the

completion of tlic.r approved (bsiiiis they are fic
r

. ... . , i- _ .1 *_
I 1..., 7..». ...Ill

sides of the gentle slopes were covered with the huts

of the carlv settlers, "'he space between the houses

would ncecWaiily be only such as to permit the inha-

bitants to pass and rejiass with llieir burdens on their

heads or shoulders. 'Wlicn pack-horses superseded

human labour in th. heavier work, the streets were,

u<i dou'it, found too m.irow ; and, true to their nature,

it is to be cxpecicd that some cxcifed and stnrcl.v

Briton denoimc. d the then Chief Comimssioner of

Works for nceleet of duty. A collection of such

siicecbes would, even now-a-days, be of rare valu^

when no man seems to have capacity or power enough

to grasp and conquer the giaut evil. The streets, then

as now, followed f: e course of the river, narrow,

wiiidinu', and inconvenient. In England, Scotland,

Ireland, on the continent, and even in the l iiited

^ States, this law holds good.
_

The river forms the

I ha-c and determines tlie direction of the streets.

I

Turnpike roads, canals, and radways, those

' triumphs of the genius of Mac.idam, Brindley, and

in facilitatiiv
"

.0 CO.;. U,,.
i

T.c ,cio,.c, o^^ecUo
*“

: . . . . ... — 1 :...% and of

wnf scltw ana ac e,ana, and aid it been inocease.1 ' aamlral.ln ivid.h, ii.stonil of bems the excel,tio , ...

adopt.

down and bnilt under that idea li.v Uie ihen cliaieina.i
.

iaatnre, snenM to rebel

^f^relnTomvm^ent Committee, ’m opposition to the
!
system that would a't«mptto fashion

better iudoment of their eminent arch toet. The , like perfent uiuformitv. The sti arts ot Itidaaeipn a

result is that enterin'^ Moorimic-streel from llie wider
,

are in their arrangements as regular and formal as the
result IS that eiiien. iioog

Preindiec 'squares on a chessboard, and can, from end to end, be

ruled anITio" visiea m abeyance. No fiJ-class ' flushed wnth the crystal water of the Sc^iU evc^

leadin'' thoroughfare ought to be const meted on a
.

hour m the day. lu seeking for miproiement and

S fe lcsrtlmn 60 tVt betwen tbe Ponses, from perfect utiUty -they have fa. . to

front to fimif. Niue llet f-r the fo .t pav, meut on
,

priva.y : so exa. tly alike are ail the streets m the

each side and 42 feet for the ro-idw.iv. This would
j

square, the same maible cornices, the same . -

enable two nersons to walk nbreas', and allow oue
,

plated hamlles and knockers on the doors or hcll-puH

neSn to pa^Hn each d ‘ction on’ each side of the knobs, the same tell-tales at either side the window,

street 42^fcct for the miri-ige wav gives ro.nu for five the same number of marble steps leading to the door,

or s^\tt el'c^ On^^ tt stand%vhcn necessary, ' and the same railing around the area that cvem the

n il side - one line of slow waugoiis I oldest inhabitant is liable to luvade his neighhoui s

n-oceed in either (lirec- ‘ house. The doors are the same wiilmu^, and the

m. - . ..1 .. .Unt el.,, 1 , 1,

1

pv^r lip ! iin«a«!rpa are the same within, that a per.--on may tiike

tion,

by the kdb on each side
;
one

and another of swift cabs to pr

a
be

l

tl.e ea^e .vithin, tbai a peeoa .„av t„k,

ialaiaed. A leas ..iath i. prodaetive ,,f ^ -i"”?

Red tape existed ibeii as now, and tbe pbilosophiral

a,-el,ilect was tliwartcd in every possible way by the

envions hand of Ibo then illnstrions Barnacles^ Ihe

plan snagcbt.d by W,'en for the rebnihhng of Ihe City

was of course l eiected bv the authorities, and the old

CiU- was reproduced with all its evils restored or

anariyatcd It is linniiliatiag to observe, that the

nisei- the alterations, and the greater the improve-

menls now recoininended. the nearer they approach

tlie design of the great Ohristopher. to whose memory

be evciT honour paid. The precise fealnres of the

plan snigested hv Sir Christopher l\ rcn being imper-

fcctlv hiiown, I have caused one on a large scale to

be la'td down so that you may thoroughly understand

it without ditilcully. That plan is now before yon.

So soon as a oily bursts the bonds of its commer-

eial renoircmeiits or trading necessities, and its mer-

chants have realised property sufficient to he inde-

pendent of trade, a new condition of things appears,

ilifi'ercnt streets arc introduced, rcgnlatcd by laws as

tlie ’intcreimrse of man . invariable as those that existed when the first street

the intcrcan,
, constrnetmg the

original houses was convenience tor the purposes of

gain
;
the second series of houses springs from the

fact of accumulated wealth, and des'gas are produced

on a scale of corresponding magnilicenec ;
the object

being fo cratify the seusea.by the iodulgcnce of every

The first streels. ns we have seen, arc regulated by

the course of the river; the second take an inde-

pendent course. In almost every city the eastern

district is devoted to labour, the western district to

recreation and its attendant pleasures. The cause ot

the difference, so far as London is_ concerned, is per-

fectly clear. Begiu where we will, the first house

becomes the centre of the system, and os the houses-

increase they form a i iHage,-town, or aty, there must

be to each an eastern and a western side. The earliest

founded becomes the centre of trade prodiiciiig abuu-

diint wealth. 'With iDdependeiicc arises tlic desire to

enioy the fruits of industry. The [north may be too

chill, the south too warm, the east full of husUe and

vapour, but the west is during niue months in the

year freer fro’u tlie annoying smoke which the prcvail-

ine -wind -kiiidlv drifts towards the east. To the west,

therefore, the uiuu of pleasure retires, and there estab-

lu the .course of a few years ^he

grealer width in stniet

! tffier'SlXfwW Se“s?;[:l^ Zis^nto b;™,ertl,;;»tr7of aiircdc whnsc sole
wiili a sliril! .

lishes liimself.

iuterruptions, a greater wmtu. iii a sireei oi uns.—

or general tralRc might b-ad to confu-ion, but c

not’imp.ove the convenience, wh'le to cross on foot premises.
^ ,

... ,
r,f tW

would be attended with cousiderable difficulty, if not
,

The growth of London was like the g.owth of the

alisoh.tc daneer ' English oak -slow but snre-r-as if dcbtiucd to Ine

That tlie Uioroinihfi.rcs of London should continue
,

for ever
;
and like ihe oak, too. the fir^t sign of decay

as tl-.y are, is ilisi-.idilable to us as so
ot ivl.ioh there is one on

pconK but bv-no mcuus siiriirisiiig. Ihcie is not on iiic eariie.i leiiauic
| ,

luxury of.the .-ivilised world; and those who chose it
|

the centre, seems to be a me

life

secuLs to be tbe pursuit of enjoyiiieuf, often -fid^'olous,.

and not imfr.-queutly sinful. Though dwelling m the

uucruwdcd west, they ace, noviertheless, cotapelled

occasimially, generally quarterly, to demeao them-

selves by visiting the precincts of trade, and so a free

tlioroughfiire is'ci,tahlished east and .west. Nvhat-

ever course the streets of trade may tak •, .ihe^treets

of plcasuve are gciiorally east iiud west. 1ms is

the centre seems to oe » ,,,creT,'i‘iidfiii"o? houses i ihc.'case, hiit.oiily in Lon.iou, hut in -BtisMw.

Never
I

« hen eoutr:..cd,„i.h ihe endless i.,y,n„th
aisrl,'.y«lj5oo.l sense nod judgment Never .Irenn.iug

,

» mu. eout,-m.,ea w,u. j- ^
,

I
«

I ^ e.,d lluhli;
,
the wh* being .determined

of the mTi-vidlous fiUnvc, Ihi-v oulv ooiisiilteJ ihcir
,

tli.it now eonstitulc t ie gn-n. mi.ti ipius. jx,;,m,i
|

fluiiiiiu He.
^ ^ , ^ftie

theu ueoLhii ABruIhring -peopi;, their higl.w.ys
,

the City bnundary, and outside .Is hhcrlies, iiii
i

hy "the .eui'l-oilt ,ot the wind. Mr. Gluieber, of the

were t

thcirifl...
. . . .

combining i'li iisi-lf the greatest number of natural

advontaurs. The first being ronliguity to the ocian,

and yet^ntficienily remote as to render any sudden

attack unlikely by day, and utterly iinpr.iciicable

under the shadow of night
i
the serpentine course of

I

the Thames rendering navigation in the dark utterly at their place of business.
_

hopqleas. The second advantnge was its excellent Still the City grew; and grew with it all the in

situation for agricultural and grazing purposes. The
|

conveniences tliut marked the roniiation of its tirsv
,

natural soil being composed of gravffi and loamy clay, sireet. Narrow inidraiueil. no fri-c circiiliition of air
; p [fj iij^hlv interesting os

rendered very p%.i,.c!ive hy the applieatiiin of iffi-

1

closely pent-up hoiwes, ovinhau^ng^ tlie^straels^ aiA
,,„p, p, mho the hint!

" In Ihclaieautiium, the winter, and the early spnng.

cent period, the borough of Southwark was resorted to

as a place of amusement and healthy exercl-e for ihe

younger non, with an occasional mansion occupied by

the wealthier merchants ;
the custom then being for

tbe general citizens, whatever tbeir grade, to reside

tables bearing upon this point, which, I regret to soy,

I have been unable to use as fully as 1 at first in-

tcmied. This, however, may prove to be an adyan-

tage to the society, for I would suggest to our friend

the proiiriety of his preparing a paper for next

session, to be entitled, Which way does the

blow ? ” I am convinced that such a paper, founded

on his nlmost iunuiiicrablc but accurate observation

with the sever, il principles, Icgitiinately deducible

refuse matter 'of large towns; the surface of thi

ground bc.aiiti'’iilly miituliit-ng, with a great variety o''

gentle bills ami pleasant dcHs; the a^r temperate but

moist, and innumerable springs suprlviug an abund-

ance of the purest water, made anil makes London by

nature one of tbe healthiest situaiious that could have

been selected. Ascending tlie river, the site chosen

was the first reiillv apjiropriaic. Though easy of

approach, t!ie banks were, nevcrlhcleas, suflicieutly

elevated to form a natural barrier against the en-

croachment of the tides. The model in the middle of

the room, kindly lent hy Mr. Wyld. will give you, at

a glance, the best idea of the undulating I'haracter of

the ground ou wbii h London is built.

It requires .no effort of the imagination to stretch

back a .couple o‘' ihousaud years and witness the

painted natives building their tiny huts by the side of

shutting out the light. The con;ii

ami closely piiclicd iuhaWtaiits became a iiiiisani-c,
] ,he western saburbs receive

rcckiag will, every imsgiaable iibomma loa. ™
.^yXoi ^ east, but, at that period,

allhiaess brought its own piini.hmoiit
:

i ", m.lalaine in country

tZ:aui;iVje'';fopY''% trrlcZS
tralioiis, and praxers, they hop, d to appease offended not altord me country esi o ,

Beitv, and overcame the physical laws established by
1

front windows and
Jj,®

their Creator I
hot still the epidemie came, and all

,

ffingy .chambers “'“'““'"‘"B

too sufferings that affliet dirty h.imanity eonld not,
! Z!!: .fflive v landS.tne suffenugs that afllict uirry “"‘'‘arnty coum nut, , -yj-- '“o — - v - , . ,

and would not be banished, because 'key ue.alectcd
|

tmn drcira they are m the -midst of a1^
siiuTile cleanliness so near akin to godliness. At last, ! The whims and caprices of fashion arc not *0 be nn

as a hoon, ami as' a blessing, came the Great Fire of derslood by any process of reason Z jhe
ircA H.,.fnr,4nfr nn tlin f-itiyciK of Lonilon oTinor- reconcile wilh the demands of common sense, tne

SkZr&^s si:;:''If
;

eustmn tlmt makes ihe p.md

degree, to those wliieti the lale ramine con'erred on
,

and rieudly associa ion. he time that should be

Ireland, rendering possible for ihe first time in its voted to repose, seeking their couches about tho tmje

their i.lc-.saiit rlv.-r Coiiiinv d.iwi. the stream of
[

liistoiy the iiilmdu,-tion of a wiser system What they ought to rise

time we obsoive lliem g,-ad„ally ehimgo. The strag- appeared to bo a dire ealamitypinveil to be a heaveiily
]

"T*™ mgM a da* c«rt..n s drawn as.

gll.ig st.-,icl..ns increase in ,lumber, and by-aml-by visiliition, the commencement ot anew era, the dawn BjmornioEs j g

unite to ti.rm a picturesque but iri-eeid;ir row of in- ofabriglitei-day.
, . - V’"i I

’

i i i- „ T ho fkiiml

convoniint .aliins
;

population in reased, but tlie Tlicn, as now, the autborihcs wore unequal to their ""‘'."“‘“'F '''2.’

-Another reason for tile streets taking naturally an

.. -asterly and westerly direction inny, I tliiiik, be found

banks of the riv. r ,,e,-o'*i,',ix'iblc 'amrcould not be
]

position', and did not appreeia'o the lo' ly'i-onecplious in the f.iet ilnit they are by necessity belter ventilated

;

ixlendcd, nor ,v„i.ld it have b. en eonsislenl with the ! ot tlieir iiien of geniiia. Wren might unleash his not oidy^ does the westerly wind cool and sweeten

lialiits of the lime, fur 111 ,, iuh.ibiti.iils to he scattered imagiiiatiiiii, and gire Ms genius scope. Delighted them with its refreshing breezes, but during the

and dwcllin., fur i.p irt. T'lirv eliistercd together for ' wilh his coneeplioii, he iniglit revel in glorious visions largest portion ot tlie year, flic rianig ami the setong

miilnal iiroieclm.i an,1
,
tliereVoir, another slrnggliiig of his new and regenerate city rising from the cooling siui illununales .mil enlivens them twice everyday,

row iiitlie re.r „• tl.e lii-st appc.icil, ami forine.l the embers of llie old, eclipsing in its grandeur and its while tbe streets rmming norll, and south receive the

first street. Am,tiler and auolhir to'l .wed, until the ' beauty every cilv on tbe earth. But it was not to he.
,

advantage only once during the twenty-foni- hours.
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This is a raattcr somewhat theoretical, hut, I think,

it is well worthy the consideration and carefulinves-
tigation of the sanitary student, with the view of
ascertaining whether the direction of the streets bore
any—and if any, what—influence on the general
health of the population.

Having thus glanced at the formation of our busi-
ness streets and thoroughfares leading to districts

dedicated to pleasure, we must turn our attention to
the examination of the difficulties to be overcome
before our main trunks of coimnunicalion can be con-
sidered perfect, or moderately convenient.
How to employ the industrious poor

; how to get
rid of the criminal jmpulation, are, and ever have been,
exciting subjects for discussion. Keformatory socie-
ties, prison discipline, labour regulating, crime repress-
ing and fraud preventing, schemes, with suggestions
numberless,] ai’c spoken from the pulpit, thundered
from the platform, and echoed by the press, until the
very air gets thick with thoughts of something to be
done. Physical discomfort and its consequent moral
degradations have attracted the attention of our
Shafteshuiys, our Lockes, our Rogers, and our
Lethebys, and Parliament will, ere long, be forced to
devise some true method of removing or abating those
discreditable scenes so frequently disclosed. London is

now an epitome of the universe, and contains within its

borders not only all that is purest, best, most refined
and holiest, but also all that is vilest, basest, wickedest,
and barbarous. The several districts are divided from
each other, and as accurately defined by tbe habits of
the people, as are the several countries of the earth
-on a map by Wyld or Arrowsmitli, Belgravia, Tybur-
nia, Bcthnalia, and the recently discovered Kogerian
district of Costermongeria, are all peopled by tribes as
mfferent in their habits and inodes of life, as are the
Esquimaux and the loungers on a Parisian boulevard.
It is no part of my intention to dive into the recesses
of these several regions, and bring into light either
the gems and jewels of the one, or the loathsome
filth and reeking crime of the other : I leave that for
abler bands. My work is to endeavour to bring
these several portions of the metropolis more closely
together, by suggesting certain improvements, which
if adopted, would render a journey from the west to
the east of London possible iu less than half a day.

The difficulties of the north-west passages, the
nearest route to India, the mountains of the moon,
have all been measured and resolved. How to bring
our Australian cousins into closer relationship, stand-
ing as wo do towards each other, heel to heel with
only a globe of eattb between, has had due attention
from the public and ihe Legislature

;
but how to bring

the several parts of disjointed London into closer con-
tact by increasing its number of bridges, widening its
•SCfccts, embanking its river, or extending and render-
ing continuous a metropolitan belt of railways, has
never to this hour received the steady and determined
attoition of the authorities. A spasmodic movement
18 occasionally made, but wilh little effect. Instead of
anew bridge, they construct a crutch to support the
broken back of the old one. They commence a
street and leave a wilderness

;
they attempt a sewer

•and produce a cesspool. We devote thousands to
the evangelization of the barbarous South Sea
Islanders, and leave our unfortunate hrelhrcii in an
^joining street comparatively uncared for, wallowingm hotbeds of crime, suffering, disease, and death. 'Tiic

intellects of the country and ablest engineers
ofthe land, are devising means by which all parts of the
civilized globe shall be placed in immediate contact,
ihe harnessed lightning, obedient to our will, is dc-
hvering every moment, at every central scat of com-
merce, the course of Exchange on Paris, or the price
of Consols in Capel-cuurt

; but how to shorten the
•overlaud route froiii Charing-cross to Whitechapel, is
left to a few enthusiastic private persons, who arc, I
fe^, looked upon as lunatics, the matter seemingly
being abandoued as hopeless, while the evil is increas-
lug day by day.*

A letter from Sir Charles Barry was read, inclosing from the rains, or from a slight eartlinuake havinfr
a copy of his protest against the decision of the

,

slipped, fell from tbe Capitol into the Vicus inrrarius^
Government in respect ot his remuneration. and killed several people.’ Now we know ihis^lreet

_

Ihe Chairman said that Sir Charles Barry was began near the Temple of Ops, and passed clo^c under
iicb y euhtled to the best thanks of the Institute, and the southern hill, but it has been shown that the
of the profession at large, for the good light he had whole hill was called Capifolium, times without
longht, not simply for his own personal advantage, number, and therefore the passing expression nroves
but on heba f of the architectural profession. Govern- ' nothing. He then quotes a passage Iroiii Suetonius
raent had admitted in the great competition now going who, in relating the mad pranks of Cali-ula =avs heon the principle of 5 per cent., and although in that built a bridge from the Palatine to the' Capitol' Ifthey had not done all that was needed, still iu what the Capitol Lad been on the norlhcrn summit' this
they had done they had shown the iujuslice—he was bridge must have crossed the Poruin at an aii’-le acompelled to say—with which they had treated Sir thing highly improbable. But the fact is, we find on
Hilaries Barry.

_

referring (o the author, that the half-crazcd, half-
Mr. Ashpitcl then read a conliinintion of his paper savage wretch, was seized with the desire of bciu^

on the Roman iorum, but confined himself in it
.

adored by the people, and that he sometimes sat be°
the Capitoliue

,

tween the statues of Castor and PlUux in their
lliil. Ihe loUowing is a portion of his argu- temple, inviting public worship, and at last pretended

I Jo receive^ frequent visits from Jupiter Capitoliuus.
" We now come to the consideration of the Capitol

| !
tl>e author, ‘ llirowiug across a bridge

itself— a subject which has lately awakened unusual Temple of Augustus,

interest. In addition to what had already been written, Palaline and the Capitol.’ There
a very able critique has just appeared hi a late

I

^ the Ar.x, nor of a bridge,

niunber of the Quarterly, upon Mr. Dver’s opinions on
^ "’oJ-d about the bridge m any other author,

the subject of the Capitol, coutuiiied’ in his excellcut
erection, a huudred feet high and a

article ou Rome iu Dr. Smith’s Diciiouary of Classic something to

Geogniphy. The writer takes the side of Messrs.
A hndge is said to be ‘transinissus.’ literally

Becker and Buusen against Mr. Dver, who adopts the
' ac^ss, not over an open space, but over the

views of Cauina and Dr. Brauu.
'

' ot Augustus ! Now, a little further, we read

The nature of the Mount, a sort of saddle-back
another of his pranks was to scatter money from

with an intermediate hollow, has been before described
' ^ roof of the Basilica Julia among (he people;

and it seems clear from the account of Varro, that '

probable, than to

the entire hill was ns much designated ‘ Capitolinus ’
i

^ bridge, possibly moveable,

as the other hills ‘ Palalinus ’ and ‘ Aventinus.’ But
across from rool' to roof of the temples, which

from the circumstance of there being two summits, '

”’'^'1

,

Tabul.irium, whence he

royal INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

ROMK.

fi

a meeting of the institute held on Monday, the
20th, Mr. G-odwiu, fellow, in the chair, it was an-
nounced that the temporary indisposition of the pre-
sident, the Earl de Grey, would prevent the presen-
miou of the medils on that eveniug, as intended.
iNumeroiis interesting donations were presented, iu-
clQdmg a photographic view of the scaffoldiug for the
ercetiou ot the column in Rome, commeroovating the
establishment of the dogma ot the Immaculate
-t/onception.

With reference to the photograph, Professor
DonoWsou condemned the obsolete stjle of scaffolding
adopted m Kome

; and the Chairman urged the mor?
.extended use of photography by architects in obtaiiiincr
reports of the progress of their buildings.

• To be contioued.

from the circumstance of there being two summits,
a sort of subdivision seems to have been adopted, and
however terms may have been interchanged, one sum-
mit seems especially to have been culled ‘the A.rs,’

and the other ‘ tbe Capitol,’ the hollow ground be-
tweeu being designated the Iiilermontiiim. The great
question now is, which was ‘ the Ar.v,’ and which ‘ the
Capitol.’ Mr. Dyer and Cauina place tbe Capitol on
the noiThern summit and the Aix on the southern.

—

The reviewer, following Bunsen and Becker, reverses
this order. Two things are agreed on by all, viz ;

—

that the Temple of Jupiter Maximus stood on the
Capitolium—and that of Jiino Moiieta, the Roman
Mint, ou the Arx, the spot where formerly was the
home of Manlius. That the whole hill was 'culled the
Capitol, is <-ltar from the fact, that it is always so
named in llie enumeration of the seven hills, just as
the whole hill was formerly c.dlcd the Tarpeiaii, and
before that the Saturnian .iloiint. It took its name
from the head of a man named Tolus (Caput Ti lil,

being found fresh and bleeding underground, while
excavalious were being made for the fouudatiou (Jul.

Obseq. 5). This eveut was considered such a prodigy
as to justify the change of name. Now this was two
centuries before the time of Romulus, and yet Livv
(i. 10), describing his offering the Spolia Opium to
Jnpiter Feretrius, says, be ascended the Capitol, by
which word, of course, the whole hill must be meant.
When, however, classic authors speak of the hill alone
without relation to the other hills, the Arx and the
Capitol are mentioued separately

;
thus Livy, describ-

ing the surprise of the place by Herdonius, of which
we shall treat presently, says :

‘ The news went to
Tusciilum that the Arx was taken and the Capitol
seized upon;’ iu another place, ‘The Arx and the
Capitol were in great danger;’ in another, ‘The Ar.x
aud Capitol, the dwelliDg-jilare of the Gods and uu-
nicroiis similar examples might be quoted. But there
is eveu something mor<‘, the whole hilt was sometimes
called^ the Arx. Thus, Servius in his Coinmcntaiy on
the .'Eueid, viii. 653, says: ‘Thus on the other 'part
of the shield was modelled the Capitol because this is

manifestly the Arx of the City.’ Mr. Dver also cites
a passage from Cicero (Vir. ii’ 6), to the same effect.

Perhaps an exnm[jle might be found among our
own writers, when speaking of the Tower of Loudon.
It is often said such a oue was scut to the Tower,
tried and beheaded there, when, iu fact, the execution
took place out of the Tower, upon the Tower-hil!

;

aiid^somelimcs people are swid to have been rxcciued
on Tower-hill, when, in fact, they underwent (heir
scnteuce on (he rising ground called Tower-green, in o-->
front of the chapel and inside the Tower walls. To Porta Piiiidana. In fact, there is a

doubt an English historian’s accuracy because lie
presumption that it never meant the Carmen-

Yntfi-Vif r.... ..

0

rt..... ......L xT_ _ ..I 1 ... I tal trate of ib.- f-tiv* anti I'lm

doubt an Xjiigiisn liistorian's accuiMcy necause lie

might confonud one spot with the other, would be too
severe—and yet these are distinct spots, wilh a broad
moat between them. Thus, with respect to the
Capitoline Mount, oue summit should be called the
Capitol, the other tbe Arx, the lutermoutium between
them; can wc uow define the right names for each
division ? Becker tries to settle the matter at once, bv
quoting from Livy, xxxv. 21, ‘A large stone, whethe’r

could a-ceud to the An or to tlic Capitol as he
pleased ? It is evident he was in the habit of passing
oveV the various mofs—and if so, what need had he
of such a stupendous, such a gigantic bridge, of
which no remains cx'st, aud of which no author
makes mention ?

Tliere is another story, of which Becker makes a
great deal, and which nquires a little more considera-
tion. It is the account of tbe sudden surfirisc of the
Capitol by Appius Herdonius, a S.ibine by nation.
Tbe account is partly given by Livy, and at greater
length by Dionysius of Halicarnassus (10— 14). The
facts occurred a litile before the time of the fainons
story of Virginia, Herdonius seems to have been a
sort of adventurer, who had

‘ SJjurk'd up a list of lantBesa rcsolutes,
For food aud diet, to some euterpriae
That bath u stomach to it,'

m fiicf, he had collected ns mniiy e.xiles and slaves as
made together a body o( about 4,0U0 persons. Iu justice
to all parties let us take the account given us by Diony-
sius. He states, that Herdonius got liis men together in
some light boats, that ‘ they crossed the Tiber at that
part <if Rome wheft the Capitol stands, which is
scarcely a stadium (a little over 200 yards) from the
river

;
then, it being tbe middle of tbe iiiglit, and all

the city being deep in sleep, they went up at their
will through the unlocked gates, for thus do tbe sacred
gates of the Capitol remain through an oracle (they
call them the Canuental gates)

;
then, sending up their

power, they seized the (ppoi'pto}', or guard, then
runkiug au altmlc on the An (Apicat), they made
iheinselvcs masters of it.’ Now, Becker reads the
passage to mean tliat Herdonius came (olheCarmcn-
tai gate.®, not of the Ca[)itol, but of the city itself;

that he slipped through them, and then scaled the
rock and catered the Arx, and thence the Capitol.
But these difficulties directly suggest themselves: is

it to be reasonably supposed that a city would be
carefully fortified with walls aud gates, and yet the
principal gate be always left opeu to the attack of an
enemy ? It can easily be understood why an inner
iate should always be left open according to an oracle,
specially when leading to a holy place like the

Cajiitol
;
but an outer gale always open would be as

useless as no gates or walls at all. But Dionysius
does not say it was au outer gate; he says it was the
gate of (he Capitol, called the Carraenlid gate, and
this it might well be. It was close to the Altar of
Cai'inentis, and it has been shown that its name had
•aried

;
it was sometimes railed the Saturnian gate.

We mny take the opportunity to say th:it our own
senes of papers ou Home were determined on and com-
menced belore the introduction of liie sul.ji-ct ut the
Institute. A continualiou of these will unoear iu our
nest. ' ‘

~ •'"•O ('• '••'““p'i'Ju umi It iiuvci mcitiiL iiiu \_ailll0U-

tal gate of the city, and that Herdonius brought his
men by water. Now, if he passed the gate of the
cily by the river, landed liis meu iu the ciiy (which
we can ea-ily conceive), aud then rushed upon the
open gates of the Capitol, seized on the guard, and
made himself master of Ihe Arx and the Capitol, the
whole affair is intdligiblc, aud intelligible according
to the notions of Cuiiiiia. In fact, I must say, these
argumi'iits ot Becker’s seem to prove uothing; and
bcsidi's, it is difficult to coiiiprehciid the account ac-
cording to his views, and easy to imderslaud it

according to tbe ideas of Cauina aud Mr. Dyer.”

Professor Donaldson objected to some of the views
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of Guildhallj

separated

When (he Peperlmeiit of Science nod Art enm-
y,, j„„„ progressed until the comp

, ... „,e ™>i some results
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^
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|

h™
useless to insert them.

e nlreaily hi the school-room and ''"C verj 'O .
-

Sg^m^;7;S;c«= nopr.«^l^d

could result from a fe»- lessons lu .‘‘'"'"S 'P™’

ovpr a Ion'' ncriod, some were of opmiou iQai uiej-
olreailv ni me s(;iiuuiMtdM..._ --- •
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tion

“kow that the scheme has been fairly (-3. « -jy

not he oat of place to make some remarks on

™The*mcthod by which the proposed instruction in

parodiid schools was to bo carried out m London,

welcome.

niBLic oticeTcootetition.

The public will be admitted to see the designs on

it is now done, it would be useless to insert them.

la joor

at tlie simph St child eollld uuacrs.aou u ,.co -
, ,. „ „aus P. Of write. H there b;

el '..tions, let

.n' i> 1 ..^.e foil,- aiiliipots nrevionsly out ol the j,^g been mad enoiiRh to tme
fcclly. lerb.p

^ i.^oo Koon fiivoar- him be made a public example.
^

I aeree whh " exclude also de-

*”nf.il^'a."^..T"Sd; yellow or bluer'),

but not as retards the "hadow,
eleralion. are to be in.

lln?:;;;”"~t'°“o„S. 0^;. ‘Therrfor, line etchiut

tlv reruaps icw feiuijn,i3

ramie of sAuol ediuatio,. could

ably arcommodated and so easily blended witb the

alrciidv existing system of education.

le method by which the proposeu ms..,., the pupils had acquired a certain P”"" ?
ebld schools was to be carried out in London,

,
j j | pj Uncs and simple curves on their

°t. m.ih7tirteaehing of them part of the '
r las given them, and the same everense

I'lacaLon of ad® anced students in the head school at improved hot slowly ™““™'

Marlbotoagh House, who were undergoing a course of
„„ the slates, those who showed more

tvaininc bolh in art and art instruction 1"''"™* improvement wore “"“"'cd to draw on pape ,

liilir appointment in count,y schools of art
claL was a^^stepjo thc^ sunplcr

“Ttee students had, as a part of their education to
to 'see proportion, “4

wive one or two lessons per week m the parochial ^guemeut and firmness, he was “

schools- hut, as a role, each student gave one lesson parochial schools, viz, that

ucr wcA- of one hour, in some national or otnec
.

j jj a„jij models,

SooUo which he was appointed, ip have hitherto spoken o this ^rttc-
J"^

The average mmiher of children instrocted by each
; ,yas ra sueli a

'"1"",“7^nnshnces
master during tbe hour's lesson, was about seventy

, ,|ment commenced, but m the majority o ‘

Tnd 7 the lesson was of so short a duration it priuciplcs that the parochial schools are

SHhi." etill^lefMtS thilelon i
, a. a nfie. the system he ^ormiyfi/y sac

lb is emsidering the nnmhcr of children m-
, f„i „ qiieslion which can only ho answeied

staet a 'was somewhat difficult, inasmuch a, draw-
, j„„g iuvestigation and it is not iiy

„g may be said to be an art to acquire which p^aseat to enter into Aat part of he

nmiires^ careful and individual supervision As the
. j however, give the result in one m-

cxlense of material for so large a mimher of childreu ^^^h luitiou in drawing as I have deBoiibe ,

WM also an important question, as the inajonty of
pgjh you noticed the public

pupils were of the poor class,

Xffl cyan,iuatious in drawing vvhieh have latel.v l.^^^^

hensive material had to be thought of. These difti
, poodon District Schools of Art both of the

lultieswcre surmounted by the adoption »' ‘^e Wnci wished to apply for exam,-

ioard as a means of giving the lesson i
*'>‘e puj ils

liotherhilhe school, the nnmher of

drawing on slates the object which was drawn b; the
p p („rty.„nc •,

the number of prizes

Ister'on the board. Then, as m
^ 'g-ren was six. Having myself had th"

'f'
. iL- ivorp. vfirv vouDR, it ^as eMfleni h i.- i j-on-tno-rlass dunne the p.ist

i;nn nnlv” not in ouiunei ous/. —

and .h.dowing are ““""''d/d "/j"*'”
jhi, xiew of tbe

A. others beside, mjaelf have ‘alien

iSwilfbr^o'Bo'od
” rs".. pnblicilj to these remarls

'AOo>.„„roawno.E.«.m.s^,Snxnownn..

I lids ;
V..»va •• X

master ou lue oua.a. ,

-f was" evVdent given was six. Having myself had the care 0 I e

cases the children were very young, it was evident b
parochial drawing-class durmg the p,.st

that some simple ciplaoalion should accompany the
^ present time, when the examma-

lesson and a plan of instruction he resorted to ly
. ninoimced I was anxious to test the system

which’ even the youngest child might understand how
teaching, upon which I have vv orked

to draw the object given. j^d I therefore sent some children lor cx-

To obviate this difficulty a ^ amiunlion in freehand drawing from copies, vvhicli

system of teaching was adopted, and one "jb"' J"“
„„5 „[ the siihjecis for exaramalion. I pon

ciously practised, was calculated to he perfectly s ic
concerning the six successful candidates, I

cessW. '^Thiswaathe principle of giving
f„7drtat three wire litlle boys from my class at the

tional lines as a means of drawing the actual jm“
.pjji ^ehool, a foiirih was a boy who had attended

the object, all bearing a ceitam proportion '» ‘>>1 fit-*

J and that at the district sehoo ,
whilst

line which was drawn. T*-*. a
^"1= fte reiuLing two were hoys from Queen Elizabeth s

the njma recta occurred, a straight hue vvould bo
Souibwark, in wliirli I am the drawing-

drawn as the central line
;
the position of the classes m it solely on the

indicated by another straight line, which would he
„j tuition. Now m the case of

divided into two equal parts, and upon this the curve
average amount of instruction

be drawn.
, ^ which each has received has been one lesson of two

The same thing would be repealed on the opposite months, and this

side provided the object were symmetrical, as a
.

,i.
, slispnces ocenrnnet

,
’ ^ eiir.li 05 rases, siliiolt

.nJCHAmC|™4,K0SYBA«K.

the tetter class of meclmmcs and others at

a«;s“'— for each house^

the plan are. first, a distinct and tPtloP®^

entrlnee ;
secondly, a plot of ground or b cach-

ing or for flowers; thirdly, ».

fourthly a scullery, ^vith 'waslung-tubs, bath,

and hot^water; fifthly, a separate access to each

“a^ar^tr from tL lobby, -
through the adorning room; and, siitmy.

ainnle’provision for ventilation and for warming

ItesraaU bed-rooms, which have no fireplaces

The cost of each house at Edinburgh, executed

with weU-squared rubble stone, and droved

stone dressings, including all the appliances for

wmfog ventilation, aid drainage, cue osure

and stafr-railings. &c. and finished in substantial

style, was 220^.
eefebekces.

a. Kitchens or sitting-rooms, floored with deal.

,

*: I'ufehs’-vvith trough at end which 1= ronvartiWe'

I

into two washing-tubs, sink and wasbing-tub, or

a bath, when required.
, . , xv

d. Water-closets, having a spring by which the open-

ine of the door flushes the im\.

Nos. 5, 6, 7, and 8, arc the plots for the houses above

’

Nos! 1, 2, 3, and 4.

Fig. 1. Elevation of kitchen chuoncy, showing

boiler.

Fic'. 2. Cross section of ditto.
iue 8U.UC LUXM5 I

* • 1 --A5 n Uours per wcvk utit.xxs t..i.
i-

niouvus, uuu lu..
p, gcction oi uutu.

side, provided the object were symmetneal As a
^ vacations and absences occurring

^ Section of fire-clay hack of kitchen grate lor

rule, symmetrical objects, such as vases, simp e piec
'pjie exercise given at the examination

j warm air. . , , .

3 -^..--1, lll-Q eiiliin/ifft WftPR selected, so „ , „Avn<.or,tiv\ivol nvithP- AAA. Drawing of the firc-elny hack to kitchra

grate, showing the divisions or chambers tor

larra air. ThJ cold air from the grated openings

at X travels across the whole back of Ihe fire-

place and is carried into those rooms whiA have

not fire-places by hollow bricks in the partotions.

4. Trough in scullery, ^Ith moveable centre, to

be taken out when used as a bath.

Eie. 5. Plan of kitchen fire-place.

Pig-

rule, synimelncai oujecis, suvi. ..
A., ‘i . "'jf in the time. The exercise given ... —

of ornament, and sueh-like subjects, were examples, two couven loual authe-

that a central line might be dravva, and the propor-
springing symmetrically from two

tions of tbe figure to be drawn having h“" ^^5 ed forms. The time given for the working

txed bv the master, the central hne was dulled into
e^rciso was one hoar, and those only who

a certain number of parts, upon ^ “ h „eeived prizes.

principal parts of the figure lay. The balance of flic
,

P
consideration, I tliiek

hbject would be obtained by piMsiug lines rtoM'
„geiently determines that the present system of

angles to the central one, and marking off equal
aching is successful. If the dillieulty of

distances ou each side of it, themselves bcarm„ some
He absurdly short time allowed for

proportiou to the central hue.
, i- o A "R Tip its workiu" be remembered, it will be evident that —

si;rS:i:uJrrs:i'l:;te~S5S:kse;h.^^

;k;^So‘”itertea7k^rL:roFrf^ure::i7:rerto‘tp:T^
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CHURCH BUILDING NEWS.
Ckalford.—Some additious and alterations are at

present being made at Chalford Churcb, Gloucester-

shire. The existing church was built in 1724, and
consisted merely of a plain paralkdogram, with gable

ends, but with an M roof, and with a small bell-cot.

The north aisle has the somewhat unusual arrange-

ment of consisting of seven cylindrical vaults running
at right angles to the nave, and terminated upon the

outside by a corresponding number of gables. The
length of the nave was increased, and a chaoccl added
in 1741, by Messrs. Foster and Sons, of Bristol,

architects. The contract has been signed by Messrs.

Hook and Rcstal], builders at Chalford, for the tower,

spire, and porches. Messrs. Naylor and Vickers, of

Sheffield, have offered to lend, and fix free of cost, a

peal of six cast-steel bells for a year for approval.

This, it is believed, is the first instance of cast-steel

bells being used in this country in peals. Including

the tower and spire, and bells, and the other additions

contemplated, the total cost will amount to about

1,700/. Mr. F. T. Gompertz is the architect

employed.

Kingswood {Bristol).—The new Moravian Chapel
at Kingswood was opened for divine service on ihe

25th ult. The building, which is iu style a modifica-

tion of the Italian, consists of a nave and ti-aosepis

with an apsidal end. The transepts, on the ground-
floor, are occupied by vestries, and over them are

yard, at the junction of St. Michael’s-lane with Queen-
[

Neioland.—The foundation-stone of a ‘Wesleyan
'

street, has caused the extension of the north aisle
,

chapel and school-room was laid at Newland, on Mon- i

westward beyond the end of the nave : this projection
|

day last, by Mr. John M. Hamilton, of Hull. The
|

forms an octagonal recess iu the inside, suitable for an
j

building is to be erected of white brick, with stone I

organ. The stone used for the walls will be from
;

dressings, and will be in the early English style. The I

Duflield, Sydnope for the piers and arches, and for
,

fittings and all the interior wood work will he' stained,
(

the windows, tracery, and corvings, stone from An-
. in imitation of oak, and varnished. The accommoda- i

caster, in Lincolnshire. The seats-and timbers of the
j
tion will be for nearly 200. The contractors are Mr.

roofs will be of red deal, stained and varnished : the
j

Cresscy, of Hull, for the brick and plaster work
;
Mr.

j

inner surface of the roofs will be lined with boarding,
j

W. II. Shaw, for the mason’s work; Messrs. J. and \

and Croggon’s asphalte felt will be laid underneath
^

J. Benton, of Grimsby, for the carpenter’s and joiner’s '

the slating. The style of the building will be Gothic,
' work; Messrs, llichardson andMiller, for the plumber’s

of the geometrical period of the fourteeuth century, and glazier’s work
;
and Messrs. Havvber and Son, for ]

An attempt has been made to retain the same character

in the new structure as the present one [Jossesses.

\Mien the tower is completed it will be about 60 feet

high, a little more than the height of the old one.

With the limited means at the disposal of the com-
mittee, it has not been thought desirable to attempt a

structure vicing in pretensions cither with the spire

of St. Alknnind’s, on the one side, or the tower of

All Saints’, on the other, but to form a bold, massive

feature, that would produce an agreeable contrast with

both. Mr. H. I. Stevens is the architect, and Mr.
Charles Moody the contractor. There will be accom-
modation in the new church for about 450 persons

—

double the number provided for iu the old one.

IVnlbromwich.—Effurts have been for some years

made to provide a church at Greel’s-green
;
and atnooi, arc occupieu oy vestries, anu over tnem are pi'-'vmi. a cumeu ac aticci

,
aun ai,

galleries, the vestries being divided from the chaptl ' l^“gth the contract for the erection of a church has

by glazed screens with curtains. The roof is open to

the timbers, except that over the apse, which is hemi-
spherical, groined, and finished in plaster. The internal

length is 56 feet, the width 25 feet, exclusive of the

transepts, and the height 25 feet. It will accommo-
date upwards of 270 persons, and has cost about 700/.
The architects were Messrs. Foster and Wood, and
the several contractors Messrs. Brown, Davy, and
Diment.

Sneed.—The Bristol Times states that a mectiog
has been held, at the residence of Mr. J. S. Harford,

of gentlemen residing in the neighbourhood of Sneed
Park, to take into consideration the propriety of erect-

ing a new church on that estate, for the convenience
•of the growing population of the neighbourhood. A
general understanding was arrived at that the work
should be at once attempted. It was decided that

the edifice should be made to accommodate 500
persons, and cost 3,000/. or 4,000/., more than a

moiety of which sum was subscribed ou the spot.

Tedstone Belamere.—The parish church of Tud-
stone has been restored by Mr. Scott. He has re-

tained the old walls of the nave, strengthened them
by buttresses, and made good the foundations. A new
high-pitched roof has been provided, and a two-light
window inserted at the west end. The bell-turret is

of wood, surmounted by a pyramidal shingled roof.

The south porch is of oak. The chancel has been
•entirely rebuilt. The east window is a triplet under
a containing arch, with shafts of polished serpentine
•marble in the interior : it is filled with stained glass

by Hardman, representing " The Ascension.” This
window is the gift of Mr. James "Wight, of Tedstonc-
conrt. The sill of the south-east window is lowered
to form the sedilia. On the opposite side is a credence
niche, and in the vesti-y is a piscina. The seats are
of oak, and all open. There is accommodation for

about 150 persons in the church. At the entrance to
the churchyard a lich-gate has been erected. The
builder employed was Mr. Pearson, of Ross.

Basford.—A committee has been formed, includ-
ing the Duke of Newcastle, to carry out the restora-

tion and enlargement of the parish church of Old
Basford. Mr. Place, architect, has reported on a

plan, whereby the accommodation will be increased
from 414 to 714; and the duke thinks it could be

•easily extended to 800. The proposed works com-
prise the reseating of the interior, and rebuilding and
•enlarging the north aisle. The tower is to be repaired,

and new high roofs placed upon the church. A new
north porch is to be built, and a vestry provided at

the east end of the north aisle. The church is to be
heated by hot air, and a bed of concrete laid under
the floors against the damp. The masonry generally
is to be restored, and the churchyard properly
drained.

Derby.—The foundation-stone of the intended new

been taken by Mr. George Robinson, of Redditeh, the

amount being 3,000/. Messrs. Johnson and Son, of

Lichfield, arc the architects. The building will con-
sist of a nave, with north and south aisles, upwardsof
73 feet iu length

; a chancel, and western tower. The
total length of the church, from tower to chancel, is

120 feet; width, 58 I'ect. The exterior is of stoue,

and the style is Decorated Gothic. The building, ia-
cluding a children’s gallery at the western extremity,
will be capable of accommodating 607 adults and 227
children. The roof is to he open and stained. The
site was given by Sir Horace St. Paul aud Mr. Ed-
ward Jones.

Bruckevfield.—^fhe ancient chapel of the Holy
Trinity, hitherto the only place of worship iu the
secluded village of Brackenfield, haviug become from
age and decay quite unfit for the requirements of the
inhabitants, besides being situate in a remote and
almost inaccessible part of the district, it was thought
desirable to erect a more suitable edifice. This
has been at length accomplished, and the new church
has been consecrated. It is erected in the centre of
the district, on a site given by Mr. Turbult. The
edifice consists of nave, north aisle, chancel, vestry,

and south porcli. The style of architecture is that
which was prevalent in the fourteenth century. The
roof is open-timbered, and the windows are trace-
ried : the seats are open benches. Two windows at

the west end of the nave are filled with stained
glass, executed by Mrs. 'IMrbutt, and representing the
Apostles, St. Peter and St. Paul. The floor is paved
wilh encaustic tiles, from Messrs. Minton’s manufac-
tory. There is a provision made at the western ex-
tremity of the north aisle for the proposed tower,
which will be completed when sufficient funds are
raised for the purpose. The architect is Mr. J. C.
Hine, of Nottingham

;
and the builders were' Messrs.

Bindley aud Son, of Mansfield. The amount of the
contract was about 1,250/. which has been met in a

the slating. M. Botterill, of Hull, is the architect.

East Bergholt, Suffolk.—On "VVediiesday, 22nd
April, a new congregatioual chapel was opened in this

place: Mr. C. F. Hayward, architect. The building
is entirely of brick, the material of the neighbour-
hood, aud the various coloiu's are disposed with a
view of bringing out the constructive lines. A
triplet, wiih a circle above, fills the end gable, and a
laucet-light flanks it on each side, while below is the

doorway, with a boldly projecting slated hood. The
side windows are laiicef-lights, placed singly between
buttresses. The roof, 35 feet span, is open, and the

timbers stained, and the fittings generally arc finished

in this manner. The amount of contract was 829/.

iucludiu;ijschool-rciom,and the accommodation afforded

with this latter addition, which forms also part of the
chapel, is 506 sittings.

great measure by private subscriptions and grants
from societies,

Walsall.—The foundation -stone of a new church at
the Fleck, near Walsall, was laid on Wednesday inweek
before last, by the Countess of Bradford. 'J’he edifice
has been designed by Messrs. Griffin and Weller, of
Wolverhampton, architects. It will be a Gothic
structure of Ejrly Decorated character, and will con-
sist of nave, with uorlh and south aisles, a north
porch, north and south transepts, chancel, organ
chamber, and vestry. The roofs will be high pitched,
framed with open timber, boarded, and covered with
blue and red tiles, the ridges being finished with open
cresting. The sittings will be of deal, stained and
varnished; the roof timbers also stained and var-
nished.

_

The aisles and part of the chancel will he
paved with black and buff quarries, and that part of the
channel within the rail with Minton’s encaustic tiles.

chujch of St. Michael Derby has been laid by Mr.
;

The east window will have three aud Ihe west four
i. W . Evans, M.P. The edifice wdl consist of nave,

j

lights : the transepts will have three-light window- •

north and south aisles, chancel, vestry, and tower. The
peculiarities of the site have caused some variation

from the usual arrangement iu the plan of the church.
The widening the public road in Queen-street, as

arranged with the Local Board of Health, has so re-
duced the length of the churchyard from east to west,
that, although the church will be built at the extre-

ihe window-heads will be filled with tracerv. The
clerestory will be lofty, with four traceried windows
on each side. The building will be warmed by hot
water. The church has been designed with a lofty
bell turret, but it is e.xpecled that arrangements will
be made for putting in the foundation of a tower and
spire, to be added at some future time. A stained
wiuduw has been promised for the chaucel. The

STAINED GLASS.

S/. Thomas’s Church, Salisbury.—The great east

window of this church has been tilled with stained

glass, designed by Mr. Alfred Bell, architect, in illus-

tration of the 36th verse of the 24th chapter' of St.

Luke’s gospel : “Aud as they thus spake, Jesus him-
self stood in the midst of them,” in pursuance of a
request to that effect, contained in the last will of the
late Mr. William Smith, of Salisbury, who bequeathed
200/. therefor; the rest of the cost being provided
for by his widow. The window is a rather late Per-
pendicular one, of five lights, divided into two rows
by a deep transom, with some debased and extensive
tracery above. The central compartment of the top
row is somewhat higher than ihe others, and this now
coutains the figure of our Lord in the act of henedi
tion. Around him, in the remaining compartment®
are grouped the eleven Apostles, who were then assem^’
bled together, all being so placed as to be looking up
to Him (the central figure) iu attitudes of surprise.
Each of the Apostles is distinguished by his peculiar
emblem. Iu the tracery above are coutained repre-
sentations of the dove and angels bearing palms. The
drawings of the figures, aud the forms and colourings
of the robes, &c. are very fine, and we advise our
readers to see for themselves this magnificent and
munificent work, and addition to art in Salisbury.
The manufacture was byMr. Irfivcrs, of Southamptou-
street. Strand, under the immediate direction of Mr.
Bell.

PRO'V'INCIAL NEWS.
Beighton.— h. natioDal school has been opened at

the small village of Beighton, between Norwich aud
ifarmouth. It is built wiih red brick aud white
facings, and roofed with mixed lile.s, from a desiga

1- nf NnrwiVh amEituci- Tho vllmnn.by Mr. Brown, of Norwich, architect. The dimen-
sions are 30 feet by 18 feet, and the cost has been
200/. The entrance is by an ornamental porch. The
room above this porch is arranged for a free lending
library, which will shortly be opened to the use of
the cottagers. The school has been built by the aid
of suhscriplions aud a government grant of 100/.

Netebury.—A Congregatioual school-room is about
to be opened here. It is of brick, designed by Mr.
Claey, of Reading, and built by Mr." Hopson, of
Newbuty, and is 72 feet long by 33 feet wide, and
21 feet high, wiih means of converting a portion of
one cud into two class-rooms; in addition to which

mity of lhc churchyard at each cud, it would not

ph';'-* "ill afford accommodation to ffOO^persoM^ it contains’ tivo gaYl7ric'sronr2oVcrtT[l3"fcet,“he

anslc“on lirl^o/T h
'M'i'-'". •-™ the ground-floor. The con-

!

other 40 feet by 7 I'c-t. The whole building will be

tranet to L Crrh
he i.rmc.pal en.

|

traodor is Mr. Isaac Highway, of Walsall. It is in lighted and ventilated w.ih gas, on the new svstem oftrance to the (hill oh. lhc acute angle m the church-
,

contemplation also to erect a parsonage.
,

the ' sim hnmec." The total cost of the hiSiding

Aylesbury.—One of the lancet windows on the
north side of the chancel of St. Mary’s church, has
just been filled with stained gloss, the work of Mr.
Oliphant, to whom was committed the execution of
the obituary window ou the south side, presented by
the family of the late Mr. Fowler, of this town. The
general pattern of both windows is a reproduction of
the design of the early English glass, in Chetwode
Church. The vesicas of the new window contain repre-
sentations of the Baplisin and the Temptation of our
Lord. The new window is presented to tl.e chancel
by the Archdeacon and Mrs. Bickersteth, as an act of
kiudly remembrance towards the late vicar, Mr. Prety-
man, aud his wife.
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will be about 1,1001'., a consiJerablc porlion ot wliich

has still lo be raised.
.

The large new tidal basin m course ot

constriictiou at Cliatham Dockyard is progressing,

and as soon as completed. wiU afford accommodalion

for iinc-of-batUo ships. The new dock has been built

on the site of the old No. 2 dock, and will be of the

length of 3G0 feet, and 92 feet broad. The founda-

tion of the basiu has been laid on beds of concrete,

the bottom and sides being of granite. It is in enn-

templalion to lengthen the adjoining. No. 3, dock

nearly 100 feet, making its length upwards of 300

feet, so as to admit a larger class of vessels. Jlessrs.

Highy, the contractors, have also lengthened No. 7

granite slip 60 feet, making its total length 330 feet.

Devizes .—The foundation-stone of the Corn Ex-

change at Deviacs was laid on Wednesday in week

before last, by the Mayoress of Devizes. The builil

side of the church is a twin av indow, erected by Mr. I a very great reduction might thus be made m the cost,

Anthony Trail W S in memory of the llev. Robert he showed the means which seemed to him, amongst

Trail. Tlic glass is similar in chpracter, though less oihcrs. available for carrvine out the ob.ieets proposed ;

A twin window has
elaborate than the two former,

been erected, the work of Mr. Barnett, of Leith, on

the north side, in memory of the Rev. Dr. Anderson.

The triplet window facing the cntrauce-door was

erected at the.cost of Mr. James Buchanan, of Moray-

place, and is dedicated to the memory of the Scottish

worthy, George Buchanan. The whole of these win-

dows, with the exception mentioned, have been exe-

cuted in the establishment of Messrs. Ballantine and

Allan.

Glasgow.— Dean of Guild Court of Glasgow

met last week to dispose of some applications for

liberty to erect new buildings. Among others, “ Mr.

Peter MTayJen, cabinet-maker, Argyle-slreet,” prays

to be permitted to build a range of dwelling-houses in

Lyon-strect, Cowcaddens. This range is to be five

fag (whiuh i, dciguel^ IS;
i

Soriis iUo be divideiiulo singic C0.„.

others, available for carrying out the objects proposed

;

through the members of the profession and other

friends who would be sboiTly travelling to various

parts, and who might obtain negative photographs

of the buildings in some of the places they would

visit ;
through presents of negatives, which would

doubtless he made to the association; perhaps, too,

the Honourable the Enst-Iudia Company might be

willing 1o assist them iu India. He had communi-

cated also with a scientific officer of the Royal Engi-

neers, who, with another officer of the corps, was

present, and would, perhaps, inform the meeting

whether they might hope for assistance from them

and from the Coihpany’s Engineers iu the different

parts of the globe in which they were quartered.

Sir Charles Barry expressed his cordial approval

of what had beeu proposed, and urged that the Asso-

ciation should be confined to architectural subjects

arohltoct) vvill be ot
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interior is eutircly open and unencumbered by pillai's

or galleries. The roof is of open wood-work, and the

windows arc all filled with stained glass, as memorials

of former ministers. In the eastern gable is a large

window of five lancet lights, contributed by the con-

gregation. Above this is a small clerestory window

of three lights, filled with stained glass by Mr. Ballan-

tine, the artist in glass, as a personal coutribulion to

the work of restoration. To the right of the great

.window is a triplet window, erected in memory of the

Rev. Dr. Erskine, by Mr. Thomas Erskine, of Liu-

lethaii, and others. On the north side of the church,

a twin lancet has been filled with glass in memory of

the Rev.Dr. Fiiilayson, after one of the early windows

in Cologne Cathedral. This window is contributed

by Principal Lee. To the left of the lai-ge east window
is a triplet in memory of the historian, Dr. Robertson,

erected by the Earlof Miuto and others. On the south

side of the church another triplet is erected in memory
of the Rev. Dr. luglis. The glass is similar iu cha-

racter to the former, and the subject of Paul preach-

ing at Atheus is introduced, iu allusion, it is said, to

Dr. Inglis having originated the Mission for Schools

in India. This window is contributed by the Dean of

I'aculty and Mr. H.M. Inglis, as a memorial of their

father, a minister of Old Groyfriars’, On the same,

ARCHITECTURAL PHOTOGRAPHIC
ASSOCIATION.

OxVlVeduesday, the 29th ult. a meeting of architects

and others desirous of formiug au association for pro-

curing and furnishing to the members, photographs

of arehitectunil works of various coimtides, by means

of a moderate subscription, was held, by permission

of the council of the Iiistiluto of British Architects,

at their rooms, No. 16, Lower Grosvenor-street,

Grosvenor-sqiifu-e, Mr. Kerrey in the chair.

Mr. Hesketh stated that he had only ventured in

the first instance to ask the attendance of several

gentlemen, chieily in the profession, with whom he

was personally acquaiuted, in order to consult their

views, and ask their advice before the proposition

should be submitted to the profession generally and

the public. He then pointed out the particular adajita-

tiou of photography for obtaining correct aud beau-

tiful representations of architectural subjects, beyond

perhaps any other purpose to which that art had been

applied, and it appeared to him that the profession

ought to endeavour to make a greater use of if, and

by co-operation to lessen the cost of photographs.

Having mentioned the reasons for considering that

niv,u.i,x-xvLitu. ...y...- — countries, is eminently calcu-

lated to be of benefit to the architectural profession, by-

obtaining absolutely correct representations of ihoM

works, and to the public, by difiPusing a knowledge of the

best examples of architecture, and thereby promoting an

increased interest and love of the art.”

The following gentlemen were requested to act as a

provisional committee, to obtain members, and to-

draw up regulations for the management of the asso-

ciation, to "be submitted to a general meeting Sir

C Buvrv, ilesars. Ashpitel, Clifton, M. D. Wyatt,.

Kerrey
'
J. H. Hakewill, S. Wood, C. H. Clarke,

Salvin, C. C. Nelson, U. B. Garling, P. C. Hardwick,
,

G. Mair; Capt. Scott, R-E. ;
Capt. Ross, R.E.j.

Messrs. Papworlh, Boutell, aud Hesketh, with power

to add to their numbers. Finally it was resolved,—

That Air. Hesketh be requested to act as Honorary

Secretary p}-o iem.

THE ARCHITECTURAL PUBLICATION
SOCIETY.

The first part of the works for the year 1856-7

has just been issued, comprising illustrations to so^
of the articles in the letters A and B of the “ Dic-

tionary of Architecture.” These, together with the

previous iilates, make thirty-five devoted to these-

lelters.

The subjects are nil of much interest at the present

day. “ Agriculturiil Buildings ” occupy the two first

lilates, affording specimens of dairy farms erected in

Dorsetshire aud'Gloucestershire : these plans sho.w also

the manure and surface drainages, nnd have been pre-

sented by Mr. Henry Drake. Another plan, coim-’

prising the Scotch system as practised iu Berwi^

shire, is contributed by Mr. John Starforth, of Ediii-

burgh, whose plans, issued by the Highland and -Agn-

cullural Society of Scotland, are already familiar tc

many of our readers; aud lastly a stock farm, as

just completed in Kent, and contributed by Mr. A.

Ashpitel. These, together with the plans issued last

year of practical farmsteads erected in Lincolnshire by

the late Mr. E. Willson,ofLincoln,niakc a choice selec-

tion of madern examples for study. Five interesting

examples of interiors and exteriors of "Apse,” from

Como, Venice (2), Arezzo, aud Sebaste, arc placed with

a series of seven plans, showing the manner of forming

this termination of a church, as practised from the

ninth to the fifteenth centuiies. “ Arcade ” has fur-

nished two specimens from Assisi and Siena, plain

aud ornamented ;
and “Balcony,” six examples from

Venice, Viceuza, Florence, and Verona. " Bell” is

illustrated by au exceediugly fine work,— that in

St. Peter’s at Rome: it is greally to he regretted that

this example was not made public at an earlier period^

as, notwithstanding the defects in its very elahortde-

ornamentation, it forms a strikiug contrast to the

paltry pkiniicss of the “ Big Ben ” of Westminster^

whose “ decoration ” is a disgrace to the state of the

Fine Aihs of the present day. Sections of the belk

at York and jMontreal are also given. “ Bench ends

(tinted) opens up a subject in which much can yet be

done by those who are not addicted to conform to

strict precedent. The examples are taken from

Colo-^ne (6), Piacenza, Palermo, Sieoa, and from

Great Tew aud St. Cross in England. “ Brickwork,”

showing its ancient applicability cither for plain work,

cut work, or use with terra cotta ornamentation, is

illustrated in two tinted plates of examples from

Siena, Verona, Milan (the Great Hospital), the

minutely detailed Campanile (thirteenth century) of

San Antonio, at Padua, with seven specimens of

cornices from Bologna, Padua, Verona, Spolcto, and
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Venice. The introduction of the hands of brick in

the otherwise stone cornice of Verona is especially

deserving of attention : reference will be found made

to it in Street’s “Brick Architecture.” “ Buttress
”

gives a worthy example from Nuremberg of a more

than usual English character, with others from

Bautzen, Cintra, Amiens, Troyes, and TBrastcd in

Kent, which latter having a wide substructure allows

for a small archway, and, its projection admitting of

its being used as a porch, is suggestive. Two exam-

ples of Italian character are given from Florence and

Venice.

The selection has been altogether judicious, and the

members are greatly indebted to the liberality of

those gentlemen who have thus so freely contributed

their drawings for the use of the society. Besides

those above mentioned, who are new friends, we see

the names of Messrs. W. Lightly, F. P. Cockerell, G.

Somers Clarke, H. R. Newton, Sv. Boutcher, and R.

H. Shout, together with the more familiar names, as

connected with the society, of Messrs. E. H.
Martineau, Octavius Ilausard, J. "VV. Walton, J.

Lockyer, jun. T. H. Lewis, S. S. Tenlon, and C.

Fowler, juD. Messrs. Hansard and Lewis have like-

wise devoted much time to the collection and prepa-

ration of the drawings. On page 212 will be found

a list of some of the subjects in the letter C, which

the committee are now preparing to illustrate.

A few weeks since (p. 181), we adverted to the

difference in the sale of books to architects and to

engineers
;
and a strong example of the point we

wished to advocate is given in the work in course

of publication by the society. It is certainly a

very striking instance of the fact, how little the pro-

fession interests itself in works more immediately

bearing opon their pursuits, and how little it aids the

class of works relating to it. As we have often urged

before, there ought to he at least a thousand sub-

scribers to this “Dictionary,” instead of the present

few hundreds : this would then enable the committee

to carry oat with energy the arduous task imposed

upon them. Even the addition of some seventy or

eighty members would now produce a year’s issue

without the necessity of a subscription. The profes-

sion should come forward in earnest at once.

COMPETITIONS.
Worcester Cemetery .—The committee have had

much trouble in arriving at a decision, After long

discussion by the town-council, three designs were
selected. The sealed envelopes accompanying the de-

signs were then opened, and it was found that the

architect of “ Trefoil ” was Mr. R. Clarke, Sbakspeare-

street, Nottingham
;
of “ Finis,” Mr. R. "Wheeler,

London
;
and of “ Faith,” Mr. C. H. Cooke, London.

The committee were duly instructed to carry out the

plans, advertise for tenders, and report from time to

time.

Naniwich .—Designs have been received for erect-

ing, at Nantwich, Cheshire, a new towu-halJ, corn-

exchange, news and reading rooms, &c.
;
and those

submitted by Mr. Cranston, architect, of Birmingham,
have been selected, and are to be carried out.

THE SERPENTINE IN HYDE-PARK.
From time to time public attention has been

directed to this well-designed piece of ornamental
water, which, in general effect, is scarcely surpassed
by any other public decoration of the metropolis. It

is certain, however, that the Serpentine, beautiful as

it looks, must be put in the list of painted sepulchres,

if we may use such a term
;
and it is to be feared that,

unless proper means are taken, the condition of

things will become worse, and it will be necessaty

to get rid of the ornament for the sake of whole-
someness.

It must be evident to every one who has looked
carefully, as well as frequently, at this favourite place

of resort, that the supply of water is quite insufficient

for the purpose of causing a proper current to clear

away the impurities. Looking over the railings of

the road which crosses the east end of the Serpentine

towards the Knightsbridge barracks, instead of seeing

the water continually streaming down the artificial

cascade, in nine cases out of ten the imitation rocks

will be found dry—a stagnant green-looking pond at

bottom—the vegetation in the season more than half-

eaten away by insects ; and it is curious to remark
how few birds are to be seen in this shady place :

there are, however, rats, in somewhat strong force,

often to be noticed.

We would rather not enter into particulars as to the
source and tributaries of this water, but would hint
that it is not altogether so pure as it should be when
it arrives at Kensington-gardens.

In order to remedy a manifest and increasing evil,

various plans have been suggested. Some say let us
have the bottom concreted, and the depth regulated

;

and this is a good hint. Others say let us have the

water drained off, and the site planted with trees and

shrubs. But who that lias seen the sun setting red'y

behind the trees beyond the well-proportioned bridge,

would for a moment recommend the planting of this

place, if by any means it can be rendered wholesome?

It has also been suggested that salt water, for the

supply of the Serpentine, should be brought from the

sea at Brighton. This would be attended with enor-

mous expense
;
and it is doubtful if salt water brought

in this way, in such quantities as would be possible,

would benefit the bathers in proportion to the cost

;

we could scarcely, in Hyde-park, by the mere pre-

sence of a salt-water lake, manufacture the bracing

atmosphere on which the beneficial effects of sea-

bathing so much depend.

Those who have seen the many thousands of per-

sons who throng the Serpentine in the summer
mornings and evenings, must feci how necessary it is

that this piece of water should be kept in proper

condition. We would, however, rather that this

should be effected by means of a sufficient quantity of

clean fresh water, natural in such a neigbourhood.

Arc there no small rivers at a moderate distance

from the spot wlilcb, by the expenditure of a reason-

able sum, could be made to flow into the parks, and,

after doing duty (here, be sent to add a mite to the

volume of “Father Tliames?” for surely he will

require some help before long. Our old and useful,

yet dirty, servant must be fed by water from the land,

in order to enable him to throw back the regular

attacks of the sea
;
oihcrwise he must continue, as be

has for some time done, to get smaller and less

vigorous at his extremities.

This subject is well worthy of the careful con-

sideration of aU. who fet‘1 an interest in the tasteful

adornment of the metropolis, or who are anxious to

provide a sufficient and proper bathing-place for

large numbers of our pent-up mechanics and others.

THE AREA IN FRONT OF ST. PADL’S.

It is with much regret that we notice that this space,

which, in the crowd and throng of the city, may in a

way be compared to water in the desert, is still closed

against the public. The police, the tradesmen, and
all who have business in this crowded thoroughfare,

say that the opening of the gates of this inclosnrewas

a very great advantage. This damage has been done,

must probably, by a mischievous boy or other per-

son, and it would be well that he should be brought

to justice. Surely the Dean and Chapter of St. Paul’s

should have used some means of doing so, and not

closed a space and a pathway so useful to the public.

It would be just as reasonable to shut up the cathe-

dral of St. Paul’s altogether, in case a mischievous

person should unfortunately perpetrate some small

damage in the interior
;

or that the British Museum
should be closed, because a madman in the absence of

the attendants broke the Portland vase. A reward

of 10s. has been offered for the apprehension of

the offender. I have at times seen advertisements

of 2/. reward offered for a missing gentleman, and
liave wondered at the cheap consideration in which he
was held, and the reward of IOj. offered for the ap-

prehension of the person who has caused the public to

be debarred the use of a most convenient privilege is

hard to be understood, and shows a feeling which is

not altogether creditable. I trust that the dean and
chapter will reconsider this matter.—A Wayparer.

GAS.

The half-yearly meeting of the Great Central Gas
Consumers’ Company was held last week at the

London Tavern, Mr. Dakin in the chair, when the

chairman read the report, and congratulated the meet-
ing on the prosperous statement which it conveyed to

them. Their rental for the year ending Christmas
last amounted to 54,2287. 73. 4d. being an increase of

more than 5,8007. over the preceding year, and
8,4007. over the rental at Christmas, 1854. This

increase raised the net profit to 16,8027. 13s. 4d.

The balance brought forward was 15,2597. 19s. : by
deducting the amount of the depreciation fund, as

settled for four years ending the Slst December, 1856,
from the gross profits of 15,2507. 19s. the sum of

10,4597. 19s. would be left for paying the usual half-

yearly dividend, after deducting all working expenses,
interest on debentures, &c.

;
and out of that sum the

directors recommended the payment of a dividend for

the half-year at the rate of 8 per cent, per annum.
This would absorb a sum of 6,9197. 13s. 7d. leaving

a balance of 3,5407. Ss. 5d. to be carried over to the
credit of the next half-yearks account. Dr. Letheby’s
report, which formed a portion of the directors’ report,

staled the quality of the gas to be 23 per cent, over
the standard of illuminating power required by their

Act: 242 experiments had been made during the

year. At the Thames Police Court on 24th ult.

Mr. Alexander Angus Croll, the engineer of the Great

Central Gas-works at Bow-common, appeared before

Mr. Y’ardley, to answer a summons taken out by
Mr. Edward Fulcher, inspector of nuisances andsani-

tary inspector for the Poplar District Board ofWorks,

which summons charged that several nuisances existed

on the Gas Company’s premises. After a long discus-

sion, Mr. Y’ardley said it was admitted on all sides

that the nuisance was of a threefold character
;
and

it was agreed as he suggested, instead of making an
order at present, that the summons be adjourned for

six weeks on the defendant undertaking to cover over

the tanks and the blue hilly-pits, and prevent the

escape of any oftensive effluvia; also, that none but

pure water should he used in cooling the glowing

coke from the retorts, and that a longer time should

be allowed to change the purification of the gas.

Gas has just for the first time been introduced into

a Cornish mine—Balleswiddcn. Mr. A. AVright,

C.E. who contracted to supply the gas, delivered a

lecture on Gas to a large number of miners and others,

assembled in the drying-house of the mine, and was
listened to with great attention.

A public dinner was held at the Crown Inn,

Staveley, on Wednesday week, to celebrate the open-

ing of the gas-works in that place, erected by Mr.
jNIarriott, of Staveley, under the direction of Mr. T.F.
Cashiu, of Sheffield, engineer. The company arc

extending their mains to the remotest part of the

village, and at present they are charging 8s. per 1000
for gas, hut shortly they expect to reduce it.

The existing Glasgow gas companies are paying

dividends of 10 per cent. It is now proposed to

establish a consumers’ company', to meet the discon-

tent which the present high rates occasion, by limiting

the dividend to 7? per cent. The company is to

remain independent, but its charges are not an-

nounced.

PRESERVATION OF LE.AA’ES.

If your correspondent, “R. H. W.” will take a dish

and place his leaves and flowers on edge, or in such a

position that he can embed them in fine diy sand
without disturbing their forms, and afterwards dry
them in the oven, he will find this a ready means of

attaining his object. The heat should not be so

great as to burst the delicate vessels. I believe this

preserves the colour better than any ordinary plan.

The yellows generally stand well, however dried
;
hut

whites, reds, and blues, have always an unpleasant

tendency to dirty brown. Plants dried in this way
are more or less crisp, and inconvenient to keep :

my herbarium, of about 1,000 specimens, is made by
placing a few sheets of newspaper over each plant,

applying pressure, and changing the paper daily until

dry. This is qnite sufficient for giving the correct

outline of the leaf
;
and a study of the hahit of the

plant in its wild state will enable the artist to adapt

it to his purpose. Finial.

ELECTRO-MAGNETISM AS A AVORKING
POWER.

At the Institution of Civil Engineers, on April 2l3t,

the paper read was “ On the Application of Electro-

Magnetism as a Motive Power,” by Mr. Robert
Hunt, F.R.S.

The author commenced by giving the progress of

the investigations by which Oersted first proved the

connection between electricity and magnetism, and
which led Sturgeon to construct the electro-magnet.

The powers of this form of electric force, as deve-
loped temporarily in soft iron, naturally induced the
idea of employing it for the purpose of exerting
mechanical motion—doing work. The principles of

the electro-magnetic machines of Dal Negro, of Botta,
of Jacobi, of Armstrong, of Page, and others, were
next described. It was shown that all engines acting

by a direct pull were inefficient, from the circum-
stance that the repeated blows received by the iron,

so altered its character, that it eventually assumed
the quality of steel, and had a tendency to retain a
certain amount of permanent magnetism. This in-

duced Jacobi, after a large expenditure of money, to

abandon arrangements of this kind, and to employ
such as would at once produce a rotatory motion.
The engine, thus arranged, was stated to have been
tried upon a tolerably large scale on the Neva, and
by it a boat containing ten or twelve people was pro-
pelled at the rate of three miles an hour. Page’s
engine, and that of Hjorth, which in 1851-52 excited

much attention, were described as being in principle

an electro-magnetic piston drawn within, or repelled

from, an electro-magnetic cylinder. By Ibis motion,
it was thought that a much greater length of stroke
could be secured than by the revolving wheels or
discs. After having generally described the forms
under which electro-magnetic engines had been con-
structed, the author proceeded to give, as the result

of his experiments, confirmed by those of others, the
difficulties which still stood in the way of the applica-
tion of electricity as a motive power; and he endea-

voured to enforce the law, that all mechanical force.
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of whatever kind, whether horse or man pow'cr, steam

])owcr, or electrical power, involved a change of the

forms of matter to produce that force;—that to pro-

duce motion it was essential to use matter, and that

virtually, in all cases, it must be destroyed as a useful

agent. Hence the commercial question of cost, he

conceived, was greatly in favour of steam, and adverse

to the use of electricity as a motive power.

A discussion, which was commenced, was an-

nounced to be continued at the next meeting.

Mr. T. Allan, whose improvements in electric

telegraphs have been recently mentioned, has lately

occasioned considerable excitement in Paris by the

exhibition, at the desu-c of the Emperor Napoleon, of

jiis clectro-miignetic engines, which, according to the

Mechanics' Magazine^ are unquestionably the most

successful examples in existence of the application of

clectro-raognetism as a motive power.

ITie main feature of Mr. Allan’s invention consists

in the application of electric currents so as to form

several electro-magnets in succession, by means of

which several impulses shall be successively given in

the same direction to a rod capable of being moved

longitudinally to any extent which may be required.

At the commencement of a stroke the first of a set of

keepers upon the rod is placed sufficiently near to the

first set of magnets to enable them to exert an avail-

able force upon it, and to move it through the space

that separates them. Therefore, when a current of

electricity is applied to this first set of magnets, they

accordingly draw down the keeper to them, and move
the rod longitudinally through the space just men-
tioned. The next keeper is, by this means, brought

within the same distance from its magnets, and the

current of electricity is at the same moment cut off

from the former and applied to these, which there-

upon draw their keeper to them, and move the rod

through an additional space or distance equal to the

first; and the other magnets and their keepers will

respectively act in a similar manner in succession,

and thus complete the stroke of the rod; after which

the opposite rod will be operated upon similarly, the

reciprocating motion thus obtained being converted

into rotary motion by means of the connecting-rod

and crank in the ordinary manner. Mr. Allan has

also arranged a rotary engine upon analogous prin-

ciples, and a writer in the scientific periodical just

named states that he has seen it produce very ex-

cellent results.

RECENT PATENTS ECU ARTIFICIAL
STONE.*

No. 2,267- Frkdbrick Ransojie, Ipswich.

—

Improvemenis in the manufacture of artificial stone,

and in rendering it and other building nialerials less

liable to decay. Dated 27th September, 1856.

—

This invention is applicable, first, to those descrip-

tions of artificial stone which are compounded with

sand, clay, and other mineral or earthy substances,

together with soluble silica or a soluble silicate, and

the invention consists iii adding to the composition of

such artificial stone a substance which will fuse more
readily than the sand, and will run into and fill the

pores of the stone, and thus render it more dense than

when compounded without such addition. The sub-

stances which the patentee prefers to employ for this

purpose are pumice-stone or a readily fusible glass. In

preparing the artificial stone he prefers to mix the

ingredients in the following proportions, by measure

—

Silicious sand, 30 parts
;
finely-powdered silica, 10

parts, solution of silica, or silicious cement, 5 parts,

«p. gr. 1'700; powdered pipeclay, 5 parts; pumice-

stone prepared in a way described, 5 to 10 parts.

When he employs a readily fusible glass in the manu-
facture of artificial stone, he prepares the glass by
fusing together in a reverberatory furnace or crucible

the following materials— Silicate of soda, 100 parts,

sp. gr. 1,400 parts
;
oxide of lead, 1 00 parts

;
and in

preparing artificial stone ho substitutes for the 5 to

10 parts of prepared pumice-stone, in the mixture

before mentioned, 5 to 10 parts of the fusible glass.

The invention also consists in a method of rendering

artificial or natural stone, bricks, and other materials

used for building purposes, less liable to decay. For
this purpose the stone or other material is coated or

saturated wholly or superficially with a solution of a

soluble silicate, and has afterwards applied to it a

solution of chloride of calcium, by which an insoluble

silicate of lime is formed in the body of the stone or

other materinl.

2,282. George Tomlinson Bousfield, Sussex-
place, Loughborough-road, Brixton, Surrey.

—

Manu-
facture of artificial stone. A communication. Dated
29th September, 1856.—This invention consists in a

composition of matter to be used as a substitute for

stone and bricks for building and engineering pur-
poses. For this purpose the patentee takes of ordi-

nary chalk from SO to 85 parts, and of slaked lime

from 15 to 20 parts, by measure. The ingredients

* From tho Engineer,

are well pulverised and mixed together with sufficient

water to give the proper consistency for moulding.

The paste thus produced is then moulded with a

proper degree of pressure, to cause the particles to

adhere together into any form suitable to the purposes

dcsiirncd. After coming from the moulds the blocks

or tiles are allowed to dry a few days in the open air,

and are then ready for use.

RECENT BUILDING PATENTS.*

1339. ‘J. Norris, Jtiu .—dn Improvement or

Improvements in the Manufacture of the Cutting

Tools employed in Nail-making Machines.—A com-

muuicatiou. Dated June 5, 1856.— In fonniug such

cutting tools, the patentee employs a mixture of one-

half of the best sterling iron incorporated with one-

half of malleable iron
;
or equal ]mrts of white and

gray iron producing a malleable iron. The cutting-

tool being cast in either of these mixtures, and the

ends and edges being chill cast, the cutter is dressed

or faced on a lap.

2056. Eugene Arxiand Roy, John Archibald
Hall, and William Thomas Binns, all of Camdeu-

town, Middlesex .—Means of ensuring Draught in

Smoke Flues or Chimnegs. Dated 4th September,

1856.—The patentees use a fan on the screw-propeller

principle, to revolve in the flue or chimney, or in the

pot or cowl, so as to propel the smoke and air.

2063. Richard Archibald Brooman, Fleet-

street .—Improvements in Buildings and Paris of
Buildings .—A communication. Dated 4th Sep-

tember, 1856.—The object of this invention is to

provide economical means of constructing roofs, roof-

frames, and other buildings or parts of buildings in

iron. The parts are made in pieces, and so that they

may be easily set up, taken down, and carried from

place to place.

2083. Peter Armand Le Comte de Fontaine-

jioreau. Rue dc TEcbiquier, Paris .—Making Arti-

ficial Stonefor Statues and ornamenting purpa.res.

—

A communication. Dated 6ih September, 1856.

—

The inventor mixes argil with red ochre or iron ores,

in the proportion of about one-fifth argil. This mix-

ture is jmlvcrised and sifted, and thrown into recipients

prepared for the purpose. It is then sprinkled with

acidulated water. The product of this operation re-

sembles ordinary plastic clay, and may be moulded

and mauipulated by pressure, or by any other known
means. When required to produce ornaments like

porcelain handles, the ordinary hand process is adopted,

the joiuts being imperceptible after tbe baking. The

material tims prepared and moulded to the required

form is passed to the drying chamber, and thence to

the kiln, where it is submitted to a temperature at

least equal to that required for fire-bricks. At this

degree of heat the product undergoes a certain amount

of vitrification, which gives to it a polish aud blueish

colour, between that of iron and polished slate, and at

the same time a hardness of texture which enables it

to he advantageously substituted,—first, for grauite

and marble for pavements, chimney-pieces, table tops,

statues, &c.
;

secondly, baked earths for retorts,

boilers, and vessels of all kinds employed in chemical

manufactures, tlie composition being in no degree

altered by the acids.

Gas.—M. Emile Kopp, of Paris, professor of chem-

istry, has provisionally specified improvements in the

manufacture of gas, which consist in new arrangements

of furnaces and retorts iu which gas is produced,

either from coal or other organic substances, in such

manner that the preparation of gas, instead of being

iutermittent, becomes continuous
;
the furnaces and

retorts being constantly heated to the required

temperature, and never being empty. By means of

suitable mechanical arrangement, such, for instauce,

as an endless iron chain and a piston, coal or other

fuel is gradually and continually introduced into the

retorts, passes slowly through them, disengaging gas

and being converted into coke, which coke or other

residuum is continually discharged, hydraulic occlu-

siou preventing any undue escape of gas, which latter

remains constantly of the same qudity during the

entire time of manufacturing.

2077- John Juckes, Dame-strect, Islington.

—

Stoves and Fire-places, Dated 6th September, 1856.

—Iu carrying out this inveDtioD,that portion of a stove

or fire-place in which the fuel is contained is arranged

to turn on an axis at the back, and it has a grating

or set of fire bars in front. The basket or fire-place

may be made of various forms : it is, however, pre-

ferred to be of a spherical form, with a door at the

top and the bottom, which is composed of fire-bars or

otherwise for the passage of air. When the fire

requires fresh fuel it is put into the fire-place through

the doorway, which for the time being is uppermost.

The door is then to be closed, and the fire-place or

• Gleaned from lists in tlie Mechanics' Magazine, the

Engineer, &c.

stove is to he turned half way round ou its axis at the

back, by which the fresh coal will come below the

weli-iguited fuel of the fire. The peculiarity of this

construction is, that the axis is only at tlie hack, and

the fore bars are iu front .—Not proceeded with.

ON THE APPLICATIONS OF BOTANY TO
ORNAMENTAL ART.

At a meeting of the Edinburgh Botanical Society,

on the 9th instant, Mr. George Lawson exhibited a

paucl carved by Mr. B. Reeve, representing iu its

side ornaments Polypodium alpestre and Poystichum

Louchitis. In connection with this study from

nature, he called attention to the inexhaustible source

of novelty iu design which the vegetable kingdom

pi'csents, and which he hoped would be made more

fully available than hitherto, for although “ flowers

have iu all ages been used by the aspiring orna-

meiitist, and have ever been the basis on which, the

science of ornament has stood,” much still remained to

be done. Even iu our own day novelties are occa-

sionally introduced by enterprising designers ; still,

how easy would it be to catalogue all the vegetable

forms that have actually been referred to in design.

Of the uinety-three thousand living plants (not to

speak of dead species), how few have actually come

into general use for this purpose 1 Dr. Liudley, and,

more recently, Jlr. Dresser have done much to eluci*

date this very subject of the relations of botany to

ornamental art, and with such aids, the wall of sepa-

ration that has so long existed between the botanist

and the ornameutist will surely be speedily broken

down. Mr. Lawson then referred to some of the

authors who had been instrnmental in drawing atten-

tion to this subject, alluding particularly to Pugin’s

“ Floriated Ornament,” and to various writers iu the

Builder, Art Journal, &c. He proceeded—It is to

be kept iu view, when the artist is recommended to

study nature under the light of science, that this does

not necessitate a naturalistic treatment of his subject.

Attention to botany is even more essential to him

who would create a design by the conventional treat-

ment of natural forms, than it is to the naturalistic

designer. It is what anatomy is to the painter of the

human figure. It enables him to modify his leaves

and flowers according to the requirements of his

design, without overstepping the boundaries of truth,

aud originating a caricature, instead of adapting

nature to his special purpose. It is a common error

to suppose that the artist has merely to take natural

forms as his starting-point, and give these a geome-

trical disposition, modifying them according to his

taste. Truth to nature is necessary iu all decorations

intended for an educated eye, and especially so in an

age of science. And the beautiful laws of form, and,

of colour, of number, and of arrangements of parts,

that prevail throughout the vegetable kingdom, are

necessary to be known by the artist who has high

aims. This knowledge loosens him from the tram-

mels of a mere copyist, and gives him a wide range

of conventional treatment, while his work assumes

the character of an exposition of principles instead of

a slavish copy of details.

It is a well-known fact that many of the finest

carved works, in both ancient and modern buildings,

are direct studies from nature
;
and several modem

writers have lately pointed out to designers, that it is

to “ natural forms geometrically disposed” that they

must all look for new inspirations. “ By repeated

copying,” says Pugin, “ the spirit of the original work

is liable to be lost : so in decoration, the constant

reproduction of old patterns, without reference to the

natural type from which they were composed, leads

to debased forms and spiritless outline, and in the end

to a mere caricature of a beautiful original. It is

impossible to improve on tbe works of God ;
and the

natural outlines of leaves and flowers must be more

perfect and beautiful than any invention of man.”

METROPOLITAN BOARD OF WORKS.
THE REGULAR LINE OF BUILDINGS.

At a meeting of the Board, held on Friday, the

24th ult. a deputation from the Board of Works for

the Westminster district attended, with reference to

the building recently erected by Messrs. Broadwood

aud Sons, iu the Horseferry-road, Westminster. The

particulars of the case will be recollected by our

readers. The Board of Works having refused to

sanction the erection, the duty of ordering tbe demo-

litiou of the work was cast, by the very objectionable

arrauEement in the Act, upon the District Board of

Westminster. That body, for their own protection,

took the opinion of counsel, and the following is the

substance of the opinion so taken. Mr. BoviU, Q.C.

to whom the subject was refen-ed, says ;

—

“ I am of opinion that the regular line of buildings men-
tioned in tbe 143rd section does not necessarily mean a
regular line of buildings from one end of tbe street to tho
other end. Many portions of a continuous street or high-

way aro commonly known and considered as separate
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nt DBiiies, and oftnn

Q my opinion snfTi-

' was older tlinu the building, as the walls had been
streets, are distinguished by dilTei

situate in different parishes, and it is in my opinion sniti-
jy^-g |{g niass

Tl,e remaant, of (bis Basilira tad b™„ pn.smte.l

fleur-de-lis in the centre. Probably they are of
' early fifteenth-century' workmanship. Their

margins prevent the patterns from uniting

symmetrically ;
but perhaps the "eneral effect of

the floor was little worse on this account—the

colour, and not the pattern, being in such cases

the primary source of interest, as in the case of

the ordinary Turkey carpet, in which no one

looks for a pattcni
;
and while our Axmiusters,

Wilton, and Kidderminsters, the designs of

which have been considered, rather than, the

harmony of their colours, are so distressing in

their obtrusive roses and cornucopias—the in-

compreheusible and oft-repeated interlaced

- - . , ut.ciLi , design of the old Tui-key carpet seems never to

Mr.Mifls (amembernf the depulaliou) said they ioSg-negrected'*structure. When tho Franks bad made
|

weary, and the modern designs for tiled floors

the buildings 111 any pan 01 s connnuous sireemr iiiKii"!*/ *
TT' p p ' ,_u,,

are of sucb a number und character as to assume the form bv the mimicipullly to the AUlg 01 1 nissia, " uo

of a regular lino of buildings in the ordinary scceptation
gpJypeQ^ Jts restoration as a Protestant place of wor-

of the term. The language of the 143rd section, which - was confided to the care of M. Sclinitzler,
speaks of the regular line of buildings in the street, and 9'np. 11 as commui i, luc o

not of the street, seems to me rather to lead to that cem- the architect, and M. Xonig, the builder, and they have

elusion, and I think the meaning is made clearer by the jy^de it such a structure as may hardly be matched
interpretation clause.''

tliisside the Alps. If wc fancy the height and breadth

He went on to develop the grounds upon which
gf |j„i|,ijn2-, whose interior is not divided by either

this opinion had been formed, which he said was one of
(.giuuins or pillars into several naves—its whole splen-

some importance, not free from difficulty, and sug- niajesty become apparent. On each side four

gested that a decision should be obtained in a special
j.Qyyg gf \Yiudows admit the liitht, to sho*v us the

case to be submitted to a court of law. Au opinion
, o].nameDtiition of the interior, which is quite in ac-

was also obtained from Mr. George Pownall, surveyor, ’

gordauce with thosimplc yet grand style of the build-

whicli aireed with the views taken by Mr. Bovi!l._
; Strange also have been the '‘ates of this mystical.

attended from the District Board to ask this Board to

give them facility for oht iiniog the fullest informa-

tion upon this subject
;
not for the purpose of taking

down the bnilding, or to give any further opinion as

au end to the Roman domination on the Moselle, the

Basilica of Treves was converted into a King’s Court

{Konigshof), in which resided the palatines of the

monarch, the suzerains of the Church, and, in fine

to whether Messrs, Broadwood had complied with the i bishops themselves. In the beginning of the

Act of Parliament, hut to put them iu possession of
^

century it was converted into a fortress

all cases the Board might have on this subject. In by turrets and fusses, until it got lost amongst

calling upon the District Board to carry out the law
indifference of succeeding ages,

as laid down by the Mttropoliian Board, they really

thought it was beginning at the wrong end, and that

the Central Board’ shonld have the power of carrying

out their own orders.

::..The chairman said they sat there to administer the

law, and had no further jurisdiction in the matter

than the Act of Parliament conferred upon them.

They had no power to demolish ihe building in ques-

tion, as that was a duty cast upon the District Board,

and conld not now discuss any alteration in the law.

Any information that was possessed by the chief

office would, of course, he at the service of the

District Board.

RESTORATION OF THE BASILICA, TREVES

The traveller who descends from the surrounding

heights into the valley of the Moselle, is chiefly

attracted by two grand structures—the Simeons Gale,

which, according to Kugler, is a Merovingian struc-

ture, whose huge stone blocks have become blackened

by the long lapse of lime-, while the rears

its bold hut slender brick structure up iulo the air.

There can be no doubt that this is a Roman building,

aud the so-called Roman Baths, which rise at a short

distance from the present city walls, present the same

bnilding material, and the same style, and it hi comcs

probable that the whole neighbourhood was once

occupied by a complexity of similar buildings. This

Basilica has been considered hitherto to have been

palace of Constantine, a theatre, or a hippodrome. It

is Professor Sleininger, the assiduous searcher of tlie

antiquities of Treves, who has proved its real desiiiia-

tion, namely, that of a basilica, and any one who knows

the description given by M. Wuckeniagel, of the

Basilica of Pouqieii, and compares them hotli.w'ill he

assured of the. correctness of that belief. The
basilicas of the Romans served as courts of justice,

and as a meeting-place for merchants
;
aud when of

late the modern accessories of the building were re-

moved, and the interior of the fine bnildiog hod become

visible, this turned out to be still more evidently true.

It is to he seen now, th-at of the originid Roman
structure, there only remains the scmiciroulnr tower

called Helenen, or Rndenihurm, in which is the hold

arch of 60 feet span, aud the we-tern longitudinal build-

ing, with the two rows of large arched windows,

which are separated by strong pillars, and a portion

of the eastern wall, which may have been demolished

on the building of the archiepiscopal palace. The

whole building is constructed of flat bricks, combined

by layers of mortar, aud forms a square of 180 feet

long, and 88 feet wide, its height being 100 feet. On
both sides of the semicircular building, in which stood

the seats for the judges, rise ihe two last pillars of

the longitudinal wall?, aud form turrets for the. stair-

cases, which reach above the roof, which serves for a

vault. The front, turned towards the present Parade-

jofflfr, in which is the main entrance, has large niches

instead of windows, iu which statues w'ill now be

placed, and above the pediment the Christian emblem
will be raised.

As the soil has risen, through the lapse of centu-

ries, 10 feet, a staircase leads on the west side down
to the portal. The many fragments found iu the

lubhish show, that the floor of the main building vvas

paved with marble and granite plates, forming various

designs. This floor rested on small brick pillars,

through which warming couduits passed. The floor

of the tribunal also must have heeu transected by
heating conduits. The walls of the circular build-

ing, as well as the niches therein, were nicely painted

or inlaid with many -coloured pebbles, mosaic-like,

which forms a very humiliating contrast with the

ham-like rooms now called Courts of Justice. M'hen
the soil around the Basilica had boon removed, of

late, a splendid piece of mosaic was discovered, which

have very commonly proved failures, aud almost

ill proportion to the symmetry aud continuity of

their patterns. Still, in the case of the tiles

alluded to, the separation should not have_ been

in the form of pattern, which is unmeaning if

not continued : the relief should have been

sought in colour. The tiles are evidently of

i-ude manufacture. Tiles are now produced by

pressure ou dry clay, the agent being either

THE PAYING TILES OE THE MIDDLE
AGES.

At the second Conversazione of the Somerset-

shire Archfeological Society, held at Taunton,

some medifcval tiles from St. James’s church-

yard were exhibited, and the following remarks

by Mr. C. E. Giles were read :

—

The clay mauufactures of the Middle Ages

have hitherto not been sufficiently investigated,

and consequently are little understood : ancient

examples should therefore be in all cases pre-

served in tbeir original positions if possible,

but otherwise in public Museums ;
and the facts

connected with them should be carefully re-

corded. The tiles found iu the churchyard of

St. James, Taunton, are, I think, of interest,

from the fact that the design or pattern on

them is only superficial, or painted by hand, as

in the case of china-ware. It has been supposed

that the superficial colouring on clay was intro-

duced into England through Italy from the

East, iu the reign of Elizabeth
;
but as tiles are

said to occur of this kind, of earlier date, the

supposition is perhaps doubtful. In this case

the pattern on the tiles seems to be of a much
earlier character of design than is usually found

in Elizabeth’s reign. There are said to be tiles

‘of tliis manufacture in the Major’s Chapel at

Bristol. Au examination of the floors of our

remote country churches iu this district would,

I think, throw some light on the subject. In

the larger churches the floors have been “beau-

tified” in the eighteenth, and “restored” in

the nineteenth centuries ;
so that for these

historical interest at least has ceased. But I

have some idea that many churches west of

Taunton, including Tolland, still possess remains

of their ancient floors, to the colours of which

iu late years, in some cases, has been added a

rich natural green. It is, however, certain

that tiles with superficial colouring did not

form the staple manufacture of the Middle

Ages. The common type was made m this

manner :
— A thin square of clay was par-

tially dried in the sun, and then impressed by a

stamp, having a design in relief. This produced a

pattern in cavetto, into the hollows of which

clay of another colour was afterwards inlaid.

The permanence of the work was then secured

by a thin metallic glaze, which also gave rich-

ness and tone to the whole. Sometimes the

hollows were never filled at all, and in other

cases the pattern, instead of being in cavetto,

was in relief. The first was, however, the usual

type of manufacture througlioiit Northern
Em-ope. South of the Aljis, iucised stone or

marble supplied the place of the clay tile
;
and

for the pattern-coloured glass or precious stones,

that of the coloured clay. There are examples

of this kind in Canterbury Cathedral, and else-

where in Northern Europe. Sometimes, after

the glaze of the surface has perished, the inlaid

pattern has fallen out. This seems to have

happened in the case of the tiles found at Messrs,

Stuckey’s Bank. These seem to be of rather

rude manufacture, and were probably the four

tiles at the corners or angles of a floor, the

pattern of which was a diaper, consisting of

circles aud squares, interlaced, and containinj

steam or hydro’static power, which is applied

Sion results. The cuts in the backuntil cohesion results. The cuts in

arc to keep the tiles from shrinking, and to hold

them fast m the cement.

Mr. Elliot, at the close, said, according to the

Taunton Courier, it was doubtful, whether any

tiles had been discovered in England, that present

the features of the Norman style of decoration, the

most ancient being apparently of the thirteenth cen-

tury. Having briefly described the process of manu-

facture most commonly employed, he observed that it

appeared probable tliat the origin of decorative pave-

ment was to be sought iu the medieval imitations of

Roman pavements. In almost every instance where-

the ornamoutal tiles had been accidentally discovered,

or dug up on the site of a castle or mansion, there

had been reason, to suppose a consecrated fabric had

once existed. Among the earliest specimens of glazed

tiles might be mentioned the pavement discovered in

the priory church at Castle Acre, Norfolk. They were

ornamented with escutcheons of arms: they were

coarsely executed : the cavities were left, aud not

filled in witli any clay of different colour. Sets of

four, nine, sixteen, or a greater number of tiles, form-

ing a complete design, had been sometimes found

;

hut examples of general arrangement were very rare

and imperfect. In the ancient system a large pro-

portion of plain tiles, black, white, or red, were in-

troduced, and served to divide the various portions

which composed the general design. In modern

imitations, where that division of couipai’tments had

been neglected, the effect had been unsatisfactory,

having the look of oil-cloth or carpeting. The fre-

quent occurrence of heraldic decoration rendered

them valuahlc as an evidence or illustration of the

descent of property, as at Great Malvern, the bearing

of the successive lords of the chase and manor were

exhibited, and finally the royal arms of England, the

lordship having, by marriage, reverted to the crown.

At Tawstock, Devon, were the tiles stamped accord-

ing to the ancient process, with ornaments evidently

copied closely from ancient originals, and in high re-

lief—one of them bearing a fleur-de-lis, the initials

T. W. and date 1708. At St. Deenmans, Somei'sot,

there were similar tiles with raised patterns. Evi-
dences tended, in unison with the general character of

decoration displayed in the tiles of the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries, to show that they were of English

manufacture. In 1833, a furnace of brick was dis-

covered on Priory farm, Great Malvern, constructed

for the purpose of baking such tiles, and containing

fragments similar to those which exist in the neigh-

bouring churches. A similar furnace was discovered

in 1837, in the parish of St. Mary Mitton, near

Droitwich, formed like that at Malvern. Now,
though they had not discovered a furnace at St.

James’s, they had got as near to it as may be : as the

children say iu their play, “you burn.” They had

got the tiles with the glaze running one into the

other, with the evidences of cinder upon the surface.

ijooh^ iimibeU.

E.runifles of Building Cojisiruciion. By Henry
Laxton. London: 19, Aruudel-street, Strand.

Volume for 1857.

Mr. Laxton's work, to which we drew attention on

the appearance of the first part, has now attained the

form of a volume consisting of eighty plates of large

size. It is intended hy the author as an aide-memoire

for the professional man and the operative, and is, in

fact, a series of working drawings to a large scale,

exemplifying the arrangement aud details adopted.
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ia carrying out the several branches of trade reqni-
j

site for public and private edifices.” The details arc

selected from buildings by ^Messrs. 'W. Young, J. and

J. S. Gvvilt, il. Laslon, G. T. Robinson, Scott and

Moffatt, G. Morgan, J. T. Knowles, Smith and Thurs-

,

ton, P. "W. Wyatt, Sir R. Smirkc, J. Shaw, Gandy ,

Dcei'ing, I'inden and Lewis, llrooks, V. Arnold, J. K.

Colling, Aslipiti-1 and Whichcord, G. S. Clarke,

Penne'thorne, Grissel), J. Pilling, Sir C. Barry, J.

!

Thomas, IL R.. Abraham, and others. The volume
'

contains doors, windows, shutters, balustrades, cor-

nices, roofs, gates, seats, staircases, coloured brick-

work, and many other items, and will be found of

the greatest service, both in the architect’s office and

the builder’s workshop.

VARIORUM.

A SET of very useful tables, by Mr. C. M. Willich,

actuary, has been published by Messrs. Longman and

Co. the purposes of which will sufficiently appear

from the title, which is as follows :
—

“

Interest Com-
mutation Tables ; for changing at sight any amoant

of interest at 5 per cent, into the equivalent amount

of interest at any other rate, varying from 2^ to 10

per cent. Also, a Commutation Time-Table, for

changing the number of days at 5 per cent, into the

eqaivaleut number of daj s corresponding to any other

rate, varying from 2y to 10 per cent.” Prom the

annnal report of the directors of the Walt Institution

and School of Arts, at Edinburgh, it appears that

this school, which is one of the oldest in the country,

having been established in 1821, is in a flourishing

state. Tlic total number of students attending its

classes in mathematics, natural philosophy, Prench,

drawing, modelling, chemistry, &c. in the course of

the past year W'as 543, while the number of tickets

sold was 825, a state of matters which the report

gives as “ highly satisfacton,'.” Except for French

(155 tickets), the mathematical classes attracted the

greatest amount of attendance (92 students, exclusive

of full-course ticket-holders). For drawing, there

were 47 special students. At the annual meeting,

Professor Pillans gently protested against the exami-

nation of candidates for Govcrunient appointments on
English university routine principles exclusively, as

English students had thus an advantage over others

which did not necessarily imply superiority on the

part of the former, although it promoted their success

under examination. The Scienlijic American is a

weekly illustrated paper 'which ought to be more
extensively circulated in this country than it seems as

yet to he. We observe in the advertising columns of

the number for 28th March last, that a good field is

said to be open to builders, painters, oil and paint

dealers, cobinetnjakers, founders, blacksmiths, and
others, at Nininger, in Minnesota, as to which in-

formation is offered by Mr. A. W. Macdonald, at the

Sdenlific American Office, New York. In the number
of the Scietiiifc American under notice, there are

illustrations of a saw-inill in which the saws are

adjusted to the position of the log in course of culling,

instead of the log to the saws. Another shows the

construction of a machine for felling trees by band-

power; another, an improved diaphragm pump ; and
there are other illustrations besides these. A corre-

spondent announces the discovery of a species of

caoutchouc in many of the States.

liUslctniTOea.

Wages at the Portsmouth Dockyard. — Sir

Francis Baring, M P. has paid a visit to this port,

and received a deputation from the sailmakers and
ropemakers belonging to the yard, complaining that

they were not paid wages on the same scale as the

men of other departments. They felt it as a great

grievance, says the llamiishire Independent, that

while shipwrights were receiving 27s. a week and
painters 23s. they only got 21s. Sir Francis thought

the best course was to send a petition to the Admi-
ralty. An order has since been received at the dock-

yard that the ropemakers and sailmakers should receive

4d. per day in addition to their present pay.

Paint on Portland Stone. — My method is

this :—Get some lumps of well-burnt, fresh chalk, or

grey stone lime ; break them smaller (about the size of

walnuts) ; dissolve some pearlash in soap lees (or

“slutcli”), which can be bad of soapboilers : boil it,

and add it to the lime. Cover it over with an old

sack, or the like : keep stirring it up with a stick, and
when slaked and mixed, apply it hot to the paint of a

good consistence (a brush for this purpose of the

finest part of what carpet-brooms are made of), broom
bass, or the husks of a large cocoa-nut. As a caution,

cover your face with crape, and put on a pair of thick

leather gloves. Let ttie wash remain for a day or

two if you can, and theu apply the brush used before.

If any part still adheres, apply the wash as at fir^t

:

afterwards.jl it requires, wash it off with the clear water

of the mixture, or common water.—T. Goodlifpe.

Stamped or Incised Stucco.—Mr. B. Ferrey
j

has patented a process by which common rouih i

stucco may he indented witti sunk ornamental pat- '

terns on the surface as the plasteiing proceeds, and
,

whilst the materials are sufficiently plastic to admit of
|

the desired impressions or indents being made. We
|

shall take an opirertunity to say something more
,

about it.
i

India-rurrer Pump Valves.—It seems to be a

good iilca to imitate, by means of an elastic tissue like

vulcanised nibhtT, the action of the valves in that

living pum|)ing apparatuc, the heart and blood ducts.

This has to a considerable extent been effected by an

ingenious Freuchinau, M. Perreaux, who has patented

his invention both in France and England, as well as

elsewhere. This valve has two thin straight lips,

which gradually thicken and spread out wedge-

wise into the form of the stump of a tube, so

that when inserted and fixed, lips upwards, iu the

throat of the pump, the slightest pressure of the

water from belo w opens the lips apart, thus allowing

the water to pass, and again closing on the cessation

of the upward pressure of water, so as to retain what

lias passed to the upper side of tlie valve whatever be

,

the downward pressure, which only closes the lips

the move firmly. There is thus, too, a clear throat,

as it were, for the wafer-flow, without anything to

retard its passage, or much chance of getting out of

order, as the ordinary pump valve is apt to do, even
' from the least trifle wedging up the hinge of it, so as to

' prevent its thorough closure, hi. Perreaux, it appears,

‘ was awarded the silver medal for 1856, at (he French
i Exposiiion d’ Agriculture, for bis invention.

I
The Worcester Railway Literary Institute

I

—A public dinner to celebrate the establishment of

I this institution took place last week at Worcester. It

I
originated with Mr.A.C.Sherriff. the general manager

I of the Oxford, Worcester, and Wolverhampton Com-
1 pany. During Mr. Sherriff’s residence at York he had

i
had occasion to note the benefits derived by between

I

500 and 600 men employed on the Noith-Eastcrn

;
line from the establishment of a " Railway Literary

Institution.” In this school, knowledge on various

subjects particularly connected with the railway de-

partments was imparted, at a very small cost, to the

men. Mr. Sherritf, on going to Worcester, regretted

to find no similar institution existing on the local

railway, and suggested to the directors the desirability

of such a society being instituted. The directors of

the Oxford, Worcester, end Wolverhampton Railway

assisted Mr. Sherriff in his purpose, and his clForts

have been attended with very answerable results.

Although no appeal has yet been made to the public

for pecuniary assistance, nearly 60/. have been raised,

chiefly by the directors and managers of the com-
pany

;
and the dinner referred to, and the establish-

ment of the institute, are the more immediate

results.

Chimney Construction and the Sweep ”

System.—The Midland Association at Derby for the

Suppression of the Use of Climbing Boys in Sweeping

Chimneys, claim our aid (whicli we willingly give) in

calling public attenliou to the necessity of architects

and others constructing chimneys in such a way that

there may no longer be the slightest pretext for em-
ploying poor lads to ascend chimneys for cleaning.

The mischief of badly-constrncted flues is greatly

exaggerated by a prejudiced public and by interested

sweeps
;
hut the mere calling of attention to the

subject may do much to check an increase of the

evil, fur it is to be feared builders and others, in the

provinces at least, think little of suffering humanity,

as embodied in the climbing boys of this country.

There is a law on the subject (section 6 of 3 & 4 Viet,

cap. 85), but this is often evaded, because it is no
one’s business to look after the builders of new
houses, &c. Absurd chimney-pots are often an

obstacle, in using the sweeping-machine, tending

to perpetuate the use of boys.

The Poplar Assistant Surveyorship.— '' A
Candidate” complains indignantly, that, iu the midst

of lorty applicants for this situation who filled the

room and the passage appropriated to them while

awaiting the doliberalioos of the District Board of

Works, who had advertised in our columns for an

assistant surveyor, a stripling drove up, with his

uncle, an influential member of the board, and was

ushered into a special apartment, whence, after a mere
show of examination of some few of those applicants

who did not go away on seeing how the election was
plainly destined to he decided, Mr. Stripling came
forth, and was forthwith appointed to the vacant

office, as was fully anticipated by all the more expe-

rienced and less sanguine of those candidates who
had no itiliiiential uncles on the board. Oar corre-

spondent ask?, what was the use of adverlis-

ing at all in such a case? Iu our opinion, if the

case be fairly stated, it was not only useless, but a

cruel mockery, so to excite the hopes and fears of

nearly half a hundred, no doubt meritorious, profes-

sional men in such a way.

The late John Britton and the Wiltshire
Archaeological Society.—The following letter has

been addressed by the Hon. Secretaries to each mem-
ber of the Wiltshire Archreological and Natural His-

tory Society:
—

“Sir,—Some of the members of the

Wiltshire Archajological Society are desirous of ex-

pressing tiicir respect for the memory of their late

Vice-president, and honorary member, John Britton.

For this purpose, and at the same time in acknow-

ledgmeut of his zealous and long-continued labours in

illustration of the general antiquities of England, and

more particularly of those of the county of Wilis, it

has been suggested that some memorial he erected in

the church of his native parish, Kimiton St. Michael,

which ia now to be restored. Mr. Britton had been

for the latter years of his life in receipt of a small

aunu^il pension from the crown. With his decease this

expired, and his pecuniary circumstances having been

found to he limited, it is further proposed that a sub-

scription he raised to purchase an aunuily for his

widow. These suggestions are respectfully submitted

to your approval, and contributions towards both or

either of them, to be distinguished as doiiarions to the

‘Britton Memorial,’ or ‘Mrs. Britton’s Annuity

Fund,’ will be thankfully received at the bank of

Messrs. Locke and Co. Devizes.” We understand

tliat the Marquis of Laiisdowne, Mr. S. Estcourt, Mr.
Sidney Herbert, and Mr. Foulelt Scrope, have each

subscribed teu guineas towards the accomplishment

of the objects proposed.

Paving Thoroughfares at Birmingham.—
.\ plan for paving second-rate thoroughfares in this

town has been submitted to the local Public Works
Committee. The system, though new to Birmingham,

has been for some time past in operation in North

Staffordshire and other towns in the midland counties,

and it consists iu a diagonal arrangement of vitrified

bricks, the chief advantages of which are represented

I to be great durability and soliclily, as well as economy
of cost compared with that of pebble and Rowley-rag

pavements. The expense of the new pavement, includ-

ing the laying, it issuid, would not exceed Is. 6d. per

superficial yard, or one half of the pebble paving.

Institution op Scottish Engineers. — A
nuineroudy attended meeting of engineers, presided

over by Mr. Robson, lately assembled in the Philoso-

phical Society’s Hall, Audersonian Institution, Glasgow,

to receive and consider the report of a committee

appointed relative to the establishment of an Institu-

tion of Engineers. A series of rules were discussed

and agreed to, and it was decided that the society

should be styled the “ lustitution of Engineers in

Scotland.” The former committee consisted of Pro*

fessor Rankine, Messrs. Walter Neilson, James R.

Napier, and William Ramsay. The committee was

re-appoiiited, Messrs. Robson, D. Slore, Alexander,

Rowan, Downie, and M'Ooie, having been added to it.

On Disinfectants at Society of Arts.—On
the 22nd April, ihe paper read at the Society of Arts,

Adelphi, was “ On Disin^’cetants,” by Dr. R. Angus
Smith, of Manchester. The author began by giving

some account of the precautions taken in reference to

this subject in ancient tiiiies. Having expressed it

as his opinion that much of the knowledge possessed

by the ancients on these subjects has been lost, Dr.

Smith proceeded to discuss some of the various

changes which take place iu bodies, particularly fer-

mentation and putrefaction, and, after touching upon

mauy snbstanccs which had been used as disinfectants,

he gave the results of some experiments made by Mr.
M'Dougal and himself in reference to this subject.

They found that of all bases magnesia was the best to

use for the disinfection of manures, as the only one

which gave an iusoliihle ammoniacal salt, and pre-

served the ammonia at the same time, whilst it was

an agent also employed regularly by nature iu the

economy of vegetRion ;—that of all acids sulphurous

acid was the best, and its power was at least equal to

chluriue, but it had not the quality which chlorine

possesses, of decomposing ammonia; whilst, when it

had done its work, it was either converted into a

harmless solid, as sulphur, or, by combining with an

alkali in the soil, became a sulphite, another agent

used by nature. They combined the base and the

acid, and found that by this means disinfection was

nearly completed by the use of only a small portion

of material. They had tried the carbolic acid from

coal tar, a homologue of creosote, but had not been

able to produce good results by it alone. When the

sulphite acted there was still a srnnll remaining smell,

which the carbolic acid removed : they, therefore,

added to the sulphite about 5 per cent, of carbolic

acid, and so produced their disinfecting powder. Dr.

Smith then gave some aciouut of the successful use

of this powder, particularly in the town of Leek,

whicli had recenily been altucked by an epidemic,

and when the disinfectant w.is applied to the principal

Sewers and cesspools, the disease w.is found gradually

to abate. discussion ensued, in which Mr. P. H.
Ilollund, Dr. Mitioy, Messrs. Dugald Campbell, Robert

Rawlinsou, and the chairman took part.
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Action on an Account for Buiuding a Church.

—The case of Messrs. Pearson, builders, against the

Rev. Wm. Coke, was heard at the last silting of the

Ross County Court. It was brought for settlement

of an account for building the new church at Brel-

stone-green, Marstow. !Por the plaiutiEFs, it was

alleged that in July, 1854, IMcssrs. Pearson prepared

drawings for the said church, and delivered a tender

for the erection of the same. Sir. Nicholson, of

Hereford, architect, afterwards prepared a specifica-

tion, and Messrs. Pearson contracted to do the build-

ing for 525/. making au allowance of 40/. in that

amount for old materials, but ^Ir. Coke pleaded the

40/. as a set-off against the amount of the contract.

The sum of 519/.‘l0s. lOd. was paid ou account of

the original estimate, and extra work done. After

some evidence and discussion, the judge said it ap-

peared to him that Messrs. Pearson were entitled to

525/. ^/w the old mntcridls, and if the matter was

misunderstood, by Mr. Coke, that was no reason why

Messrs. Pearson should suffer. From the terms of

the contract, Messrs. Pearson were entitled to a clear

525/. in moDf-y. Mr. Coke raised an objection, but

the judge saV he bound by the mistake of his

architect, if il was a mistake. The specifications

included the old materials. He had no doubt what-

ever that Mr. Coke was nuder the impression that the

40/. were to be allowed off the 525/. Judgment

withheld.

Dovf,tailed Masonry.— Provisional protection

has been secured by M. Gustav Julius Gunther, for a

method of strengthening the coustruction of masonry

by cutting building stones iuto such shapes as shall

cramp together iu various ways, so as to imitate

a piece of solid rock in mass, even independently of

cement or mortar. The principle is not new, and,

indeed, M. Giinthcr, to some extent, admits this, but

we rather think it has been patented already : at all

events, we remember noticing the model of a bridge

constructed on a somewhat similar principle, which

was exhibited (as a subject of a patent, if we mistake

Montrose "Watf-Rworks.— These works are

nearly in a workable state. The contractors have

made good progress with the works at Kinnaber, aud

the reservoir at Suunyside. The well at Kinnaber is

22 feet deep and 25 feet in diameter. The buildings

for the wafer-wheel and pumping machinery are

finished
;
the wheel is 12^ feet in breadth, and 16 feet

in diameter, working power, 20 horses. Ihe water

will be forced in a continuous stream into the reser-

voir, which latter is being built with stone sides and

brick bottom, and will be 12 feet deep, aud contain

above 30,000 gallons. It is so situated as to enable

the water to rise to the highest floor of the most

elevated buildings in the town. The pipes to the

town, which are laid, are nearly 3 miles, or about

15,000 feet, in length. They arc connected with the

old pipes aud the reservoir at lA)chside, which also

they can supply.

Dundee New Harbour Mohks.—The contract

for these works has been let to Messrs. Carstairs,

Mitchell, and Co. of Kirkcaldy, for 36,133/. Mr,

Ower the h'lrbour engineer’s cstimntc was 39,998/.

Of seven offers lodged by different contractors, two

were above that amount and live below. Three of

the tenders were within 500/. of each other. ^The

lowest was that accepted. Mr. Carstairs, of Kirk-

caldy, was the builder of the railway station and

viaduct at Newcastle, aud Mr. Mitchell, of Montrose,

is also a railway contractor. One of the other six

tenders was only a small sura above that accepted.

The work estimated for includes the carrying of the

main common sewer (which discharges itsell iuto the

present tidal harbour) out to the river at the south-

east point of the river wall; underfooting the quay

Willis of the present tidal harbour ;
the new quay

walls; scouring tunnels
;
masonry of the 60 feet wide

new entrance lock
;
and filling up between the new

walls, forming quays, with the earth taken from the

new dock. The present cast tidal harbour will thus

be converted into a wet dock, as authorised by the

new Harbour Act, and sanctioned by the Admiralty

MONUJtENT TO THE LATE Mr. AtTWOOD, AT

Birmingham.—It is intended to erect a monument

in Birmingham to the late Mr. Attwood (of Currency

celebrity, if we mistake not), and a sum of 800/.

has already been promised to that end. Mr.

Hollins, of Birmingham, and Mr. Thomas, of London,

were to be invited to furnish designs or models for

the monument, to be erected on a site not yet

determined upon, the cost not to exceed the sum

of 800/.

Surveyor to Local Board of Health, JIer-

thvr-Tvdfil.—Mr. J. W. Ilan-ison has been re-

appointed surveyor for the ensuing yeai’, at a salary

of from 150/. to 175/. per annum.

Canadian Railways: Stone and Wooden
Bridges.—Anolher accident, similar to the one

which receutly occurred ou the Great Western, at the

Dcsjardiii’s Canal, in Haniiltou, though not accom-

panied by its appalling result, took place lately, at a

Muddy Fork, between New Albany

39 998/. • f‘nd Salem, ludiana. Two passenger-cars were pre-
’

' cipitated 15 feet into the water, by which one person

was killed aud two others were severely injured. The

Great Western will be compelled to substitute stone

aud iron tubular bridges for the present wooden ones,

said to be 236 in number. The Burlington suspen-

sion-bridge seems to be insecure. The Hamilton

Banner asks, “ Who is responsible for the safety of

the suspensiou-bridges in the Burlington Heights^

over the Desjardiu’s Canal? Is it true that it has

been condemned as insecure by an engineer?”

On the Grand Trunk, the bridges are ail of stone and

iron girders. The directors have given directions tor
_

a thorough and complete inspection of bridges
;
and .

Messrs. Shankey, Keeper, and Starke, the company’s'

engineers, are engaged iu that duty.

not) at the Gre.it Exhibition of 1851. The same
i
the iron gates will be a separate contract. The coin-

principle, it is obvious, is applicable to brick con-
j

pletion of the uorth wall of Victoria Dock, with its

struction. to which allusion is also made iu the pro- ! lock, during the progress of the works now contracted
struction, to which allusion is also made iu the prO'

spectus addressed to capitalists by M. Giiuthcr, and

has been adopted in more than one instance.

Sculptured Stone JIonuments in Scotland.

—

At a recent meetiug of the Society of Scottish Anti-

quaries, held in Edinburgh, a paper containing de-

scriptive notices of the localities of certain sculptured

[Advertisement.]

TO THE ARCHITECTURAL PROFESSION,

BUILDERS, PROPRIETORS OF HOUSE.

PROPERTY, &c.

Gentlemen,—It has come tonur knowledge that,

in several instances, persons have been deterred from

using iron shutters through fear of being subjected

to the trouble, annoyance, and expeusethat have been

experienced by those who have been induced to adopt

lock, during the pro;^.

for, would give an immense addition to the dock

accoramodalion of the port. The contractors will

commence their operations during the summer.

The Water Colour Societies.—Both societies

are now open, and the collections are very satisfac-

UULII.C5 ...c iui.cn. ,i..a Ui, V.U. ecu ^V cci,i ccci vc ,

torv I wc uvc forccd, however, to postpone our notice yjg revolving "^shutters of-other makers, which have

stone monanieots in I’orfarslnre, namely, Bonvie and
j

of some of the more important "'orks. i in some cases been mistaken for those of onr manu-

Invcrgowrie, Mains and Strallimarlin, Monicaeth, AncHiTECTUlun AssociiTloN.— rhe dmner of the
' and thereby prcjodicing our interest. We

Cross of Camus and Arbirlot, was read by Mr. A. mcn,bcrs of the Association and their triends will take i

ftel it incumbent on us to state that since

jervjse.
|

place on Tuesday evening next, at 7 p-M., at the Albion,
'

introduction of Revolving Iron Shutters, in

Great Russell-street, Covent-garden.
^

]^S 3 (5
^

fjxeji ^jany thousands in all parts of

Report on Closets.—The Sunderland Sewerage '

United Kingdom, and also exported great num-
Committee have reported to their town council, without a single failure, whilst, on the other

Answers from various towns respecting water-
Jj^nd, we have been frequently called upon to adjust

closets.” The report states in the outset, that pyj working order, aud in several instances

the committee had caused extensive inquiries to be remove altogether, the revolving shutters of our

made through their surveyor, amoog the fully drained competitors, both of iron and wood, though but a

boroughs and cities of the empire, relative to the go^^paratively very short time in use, and tx our own,
d ^-..-1. -1 -..*-. it is remarked in con-

! jjj place.

Our shutters are fortunately too well known to

The Sheffield Crimean Monument.— The

committee have made such progress in this movement,

that it has been resolved to advertise for designs for

the monument, the cost of which shall not exceed

I, 200/. It is intended that the designs sent in shall

he opened to the inspection of the public, previous to

selection.

Works and Public Buildings.—The Commis-
sioners of Works aud Public Buildings expended iu

the year ended 31st March, 1856, 183,934^ for

RoytJ palaces and public buildings; 81,377/- fur

Royal parks and pleasure-gardens
;
124,945/. for the

New Houses of Parliament
; 13,158/. for the General

Repository of Public Records; 5,554/. for Holyhead
Harbour, &c.

;
21,807/. for the salaries and expenses

of the Office of Works, &.c. ; 64,962/. for the British
' Museum buildings; 21,407/. for Battersea-park

;

19,658/. for Chelsea-bridge
;
22,962/. for the Chelsea

embankment and public roadway ; 5,952/. for the

Downing-street improvemeuts, new public offices, &c.

;

II,000/. for Buckingham House, in Pall-mall

;

3,726/. for Windsor improvements; 200/. for the

Nelson monument. The total sum expended was
604,707/.

A slight Differf-nce.—What can he said to

explain the following tenders for the plumber’s and
painter’s work, to be done to twelve houses, Lea-

bridge-road, for Mr. Cluff ? Mr. E. Williams, arohi.

tect.—A. B.

influence of such closets
;

elusion, that the information, libenilly furnished,
j

whilst it shows that io o few o..d cxeeptiooal coses
, ^ iodividool lestimooiols, but we

the moonvemenccs comieclcd w,th water-closets of
, n„. n.rtiea we

which so much has been said, have arisen, conclu-
coufidciitly refer to any of the numerous parties we

. , 1 I
• • r have ever sunnlicd, amongst which will he found the

swely pro.es that they have been, when arismg rom
,

of the bankers, large establish-
the Ignorance of those employing them, _verj_ Icm-

l,„ildi„„ i„ London and provincial

J. Tuncliffe . £635 0 0
C. Grist , 456 0 0
Allard

, 455 0 0

Johnson and Rowland 432 0 0

W. J. Thorpe
,

399 10 0

H. Howe . 397 0 0

J.Gurridge , 392 8 0

J. E. Waldon . 360 0 0
S. Leonard . 350 0 0
R. Wiltshire . 347 0 0
R. Diilbam . 337 0 0
S. Eaton (accepted) .. . 330 0 0

G. Wollaston . 320 0 0
C. aud W. Brooks . 305 8 0
\V . Knowles

. 296 0 0
S. Tavlor . 283 0 0
Shaw and Wood . 251 10 0

^ , . ‘ai-'.. 'e TT i-.-i - ments, and public building!
poiarv. and in mauv cases, that ot Uxbiulec lor ex- . c ‘ e c ^t ;,n-i -f .II mu. towns. As an instance, the eminent firm of Swan

.ple‘, so partial as to have
‘J |

and Edgar, in Regent-sri-eet and PiccadUly, were the
on y cases in w uc i ey a

.
fii'st to adopt them to a large extent

;
a great number

raanent, have been those in which the water supply
, i h r ^u i,/ u- i

, ,

’
. , . JO ; were fixed by us for them years ago, which

has been inadequate or ill mauaged. • i- j j a: j
‘ are now m perlect working order and ctnciency, and

Norfolk and Norw ich Arch.eological So-
' continue to guarantee them so at a very trifling

ciETY.—The annual jneeting of this society was hrid
' amjuai expense. Wc also beg distinctly to state that

at the Guildhall, Norwich, on M ednesday in last
evei-y real improvement in revolving iron shutters has

week, the Rev. J. Bulwer in the chaii, nhen the been effected bv ourselves, or has beco:-
1 • ii LI effected by ourselves, or has become ours by pur-

annual report was read, congratulating the membors chase, for the purpose of being incorporated with the
on the flourishing state of the society. The report

|

practicalsuggestions of nearly twenty years’ most eiten-
was adopted, and other official busings transacted.

i experience, aided by the comaiaod of powerful
The secretary then read a paper from Dr. Husenbeth

' appropriate machinery. Of this nature is our
respecting mural paintings, especially those discovered

j

^g^ Interlocking Curvilinear Shutter, which
111 the church at Lmipenhoe, Norfolk, in 18o2.

_

I he
jg g^j^g^ purposes, particularly for mansions

.
I

w .w. —
.
purposes, particularly

chairman was rather surprised at the statement in the
I private houses, being lighter, stronger, aud

paper, that these paintings were done by itinerant i

cheaper than anv other, and is ellectually secured
decorators. He thought tliat was scarcely possible,

' ^ patented process,
for though the majoi'iiy of them were rude, many of

j
- ,

. i ^ i ii. i, -r° V 1 II .1 J u ,„j 1,; V, in conclusion, we beg to observe, that availing our-
them were exceedioglv well done, aud showed high

, r i ? . • .
® »

X. • 1 • -i. Ti’r xvx L -1 u t J „ „ selvcsot the kind and extensive patronage so long
attainments in art. Mr. hitch said he had received a

;
™ , , , , ,

‘

allorded us, we have made such additions and im-

provements to our extensive works aud machinery, as

Mr. Fitch said he had received a

comiminication from Mr. D. Gurney and Mr. Petti-

grew, stating that the Archfcological Association of

England would hold a meetiug here iu August, under

the presidency of Lord Albemarle. He (Mr. Fitch)

was sure that he expressed the sentiments of the

members when he said that they would give the asso-

ciation the same hearty welcome as had heeu given to

the Archaiological Institute, when that body visited

Norfolk. A vote of thanks to the retiring secretary,

Mr. llarrod, was then passed, and the meeting

separated.

will enable us to reduce our prices in all cases to the

level of any other makers’, aud at the same time main-

tain the well-known superior character of our works,

and to execute all orders with which we may he

favoured, with promptitude and despatch.

We are, Gentlemen, your obedient servants,

Bunnett aud Co.

Deptford
;

Queen-street, City ;
aud Glasgow.
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TENDERS
Tor rebuilding a portioa of Newgate Prison

Holland £16,900 0

Cubitt
Myers
Piper,
Perry
Rider.
Pritchard
Jay
Brown and Robinson ..

Piper, T. and Son

XTIEAT^TED, a WORKING FOREMAN of

1
T V JolNEltS. onethat thorouglily undorstanria the business.

and can give agood reference.—Apply bylettCTonly. A. H. Mr San-
, drman’s. Ironmnneer. Ni> 3 York-sfreef. Bnroiiah Mnrke^.

15,:i20 - -

15.270 0 0
13,858 0 0
13,365 0 0
12,980 0 0
12,831 0 0
12,653 0 0

12,650 0 0
11,330 0 0

TO BDfI.PER'5’ OLERKS,WANTED, in a Builder’s Office, a YOUTH
who writes a good and expeditions hand, and who has

been accustomed to bookkeeping and the routine of a Buildr-’-

Odice.—Address, in own handwriting, stating age. terms t

reference, to F. 8. care of Mr. BroWP, No. 1, Avcry-row, Bund-
street.

For rehuilding the tower to Newport Church, Essex.

Mr. 0. E. Pritchett, architect :

—

Bell aud Son, Cambridge £1,990 0 0

Bennett and Son, Whittlesea ... 1,575 0 0

Brown, Lynn (accepted) 1,560 0 0

Clayton and Co. Cambridge 1,620 0 0

For cleaning, painting, &c. at the Army and Navy Club,

Pall-mall. Mr. Parnell, Architect

Haekforth £1.487 0 0

Herman 1,284 0 0

Trollope and Sons 925 0 0

For additions to Beaumont Manor, Herts, for James
Fort, esq. Mr. Widdows, architect. The quantities were
supplied :

—

Heath and Son £1,230 0 0
Rivett 1,183 0 0
Patman 1,069 0 0
Lewis 979 0 0

For erecting a Branch Bank, in Edgeware-road, for the

Xondon and County' Banking Company. Mr. Parnell,

Architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. M'Culloch:

—

Bath Stone. Compo.
Holland £2,949 ... £2,699

G. Smith 2,010 ... 2,460

Nash 2.764

Johnson 3,395

Greig 2,287
Trollope and Sons (ac-

cepted) 2,159

2,334
1,990
1,832

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

^‘Kitchen Fima."—" A Subscriber " would be glad to know how
a current of air may he generated in a kitchen to o.irry away the

fumes «( cooking, without allowing them to ascend into the house.

AYould apertures, say 12 inches by 6 inches, over the fireplace and

hot-plate at the top, under the ceiling, effect this ? A smnH aper.

tuce communicating with the centre of the ceiling and the chlra-

ney-flue. has bi-en fried, ineffectually.

“ Cemenf/or ut^uuniurw."—Could any of your cor'cspoodents

favour me^th name of any cement which would serve for atjua-

riuras ? if so. I should be extremely obliged.—E. F. T.

J. L. (thank').-A Sailor (the publication of the letter did not

seem to us desirable).—J. B.—A Candidate (already printed else-

where).—0. J. 6.—A. W.—Q. T.—Mr. F.—W. B. 'declined, with

thanks).—W. P.—E. B.—Mr. M'C.—N. S. (we deoHne recommend-
jng).—An Amateur Organist.—A. J. B.—B. F.— 11. II.—J. A. B.—
E. S.—T. B.—T. W. I.— S. C—E. II.—Honourable Member of the

ProfesstoD.— Oliver.—T. T.—P. and S.

“ Bools and Addresses. "—'We are forced to decline pointing out

books or finding addresses.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

A N ARCHITECT and SURYEYOH. esta-
xV blished in a miuland county town, whose practin.
cipally in ecelcKia“t,>ciil work, has a VACANCY in his OFFICE
for a YOUNG OFIN TLEJIAN who has an aptitude and taste for
drawing. A moderate preroium will be required.—Letter-^ to be
addressed ALPHA, care of Mr. T. Chapman BroYvne, Bookseller,
Bible and Crown, Market-place, Leice.ster.

TO PARENTS ANO OUAKUrANS.

A SUUVEYOR’S firm, holdiug a Govern-
ment appointment, have a VACANCY in their Office for a

PUPIL, with every opportunity of aetjumug a thorough practical

knowledge of the wrofession. Terras moderate.-.Apply by letter,

addressed. A. Z. OtRot of “ The Builder."

Deputy surveyor and rent col-
lector.—wanted, immediately, a respectable, active,

well-educated Man (about 35 years of sge. who has been brought
up to the building trade), to take the management of various
houses in (he suburbs of London, and to overlook the accounts of
a brick-field. He would be, required to fulfil general duties con-
nected with a rent agency.—Apply, in the first iiiHtancc by letter,

to J. T- VINING, Esq, Solicitor, 2, Moorgate-stre-t. E.C.

FORaSTEAM SAW-MILL.—REQUIRED.
for a Sawmill abroad, o MAN well acquainted with the

construction and management ot sawing, planing, moulding, and
grooving machinery for working timber.-ApplioAtion to be made
ty letter.statingage, full particulars of qualifications .aud previous
employment, addrc.sscd to Y. O. care of Messrs. Hammond aud
Nephew, ‘’7. Lombard-street, R 0.

'ANTED, a LAD, wEo has bad some
experience iu omainimtal painting.—Apply to Messrs..w-..

'HART and 8'>N. 63— .Cfi, Wyob-street, Strand.

Ti' MONUMENTAL MAfcONS,

WANTED, aManwbo can work bothSTONE
and MARBLE, aud Cut Letters. A permanent situa-

tion given fo a good workman.—Apply to JOSEPH B. ROBIN-
SON, Carving Works. Derny.

WANTED, in a Builder’s Office, an intel-
ligent Youth. who tias been accu'tomeU to c-)py arehi-

trctural drawings, and can write a good aud expeditious baud

—

Address, with references aud s-uary required, to B. B. at
Mr ParadlseY, -lo. Watliug-street, City, E. C.

WANTED, an active BUILDERS SHOP
FOREMAN.-Address, with refereuoes and full particu-

lars. to B. R, Mr. Paradise. 40, Watliog-strcct, City. E. C.—None
need apply unlc'S they nave been filling a similar situation, and
can hiivc an uuqiicstional le character from their last employers.

WANTED immediately, a good TJIREE-
BUANCH Ji.AND, to take charge of the general tepai-s

of houses. M- st be a lOud plumber aud painter; cunversuut
with accounts will he prelci red.—Apply (betwe-n nine and t<

'

at the Britanuia Tavi-ru, Adi-lalde-roa'l, Finclilcy-roiid, _..
John’s-wood. Wages Sr. per dtiy, to be increased according to
ability.

T'l CARPENTERS AND BUILDERS.
ANTED, by a Young Man, aged 2S, a

V» SITUATION, at low w.-iges. Used either to the bench
or jobbing.—Addrcftv, JAMES DAVIES, 21, Charlotte-terrace,

uopenbagen-strect. Islingtoo.

TO PT.UMBER®, 'RUTl.DER!!, AND OTHER®.

AXT’anted, a SITUATION as PLUMBER,
Vt zinc worker. GLAZIER, and PAINTER. No.

objection to the emintry.-Address. A. B. 35. Stephens.-n-terraoe,
38leHoninTi-road. I'lington.

TO MASTER PLUMBERS.
WANTED, a SITUATION as IMPROVER
Vt in the above Trade. Can fill up his time with painUng

and Glazing.-Address to 8. W. Post-office, Porson’s-green, Ful-
liam.

TO BUILDERS AND PLUMBERS.
"IJrANTED, by an experienced Plumber, aged
VV 3j years, a SITUATION. References as to ability if

required.-Address, S. T. No. IS, Mceting-house-lane, PeokUam,
Surrey.

CLERK OF WORKS.
fT^ANTED, % the Advertiser, a SITUA-
VV TIONasabove. He has been engaged inmany evtensive

buildings, under i-everal eminvat architects to whom reference
can be given.—Address, M. P. 117. Bunhill-row, E.C.

TO DISTRICT SURVEYORS.
"l^ANTED, by tbc Advertiser, who is prac-
Vt ticallv acquainted with the duties of a District Sur-

veyor, and the general busness of an office, on APPOINTMENT,
to occupy about three or four days per week, at a moderate salary.

Address, post-paid, to J. E. H. Office of “ The Builder."

TO ENGINEERS AND M ANUPAOTURERS,
WANTED, an ENGAGEMENT as CLERK,W or to Superintend Workmen, by an exoerieuced Man.
having a knowledge of working drawings, out-door erections, and
taking orders, &c.—Address B Y, P,. Office of “ The Builder."

TO ARCHITECTS.
WANTED, by tbe Advertiser, a SITUA-
VV THIN 08 DRAUGHT.®MAN. In en Architects Office in

Town. Goodrefercuees.—Address. Y.Z Office of
•' The Builder.”

TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS,
ANTED, by a good PLUMBER, a con-

Vv slant .SITUAlftoN : uo objection to fi'l up his time in
paiutlog.—Address, C. R. I. .Meadow-row, New Kent-road.

TO ARCHITECTS.
ANTED, by an experienced CLERK of

Vt works, aSITUATIONasnbovp. Good referenc-- oan be
given.-Address. G. C, 71. care of Mr. Barry, 68, Great College-
street. Camden-town, N.W.

TO BUILDERS, ARCHITECT®, AND OTHERS.
WANTS a llE-ENGAGEMENT.as CLERK
VV of WORKS. SHOP FOREMAN, or FOREMAN of

WORKS. The adv-rtiser is a practical Carpenter, has a 'borough
kn''w]ed-'eof all branches connected with build'ng ; makes work-
ing drawings, takc-i quantities, estimates, and measures; would
take charge of a Job, or Contract for -^tairs. or other work.—
For reference, &c. address L. M. No. 6. Elizi-place, Clerkenwell.

TO BUILDERS, DECORATORS, Ac.

\XrANTED, by a Decorative Artist, Designer,
V V Grainer, Mart.ler. Writer, &e. a PERMAN ENT SITUA-

TION ; London preferred. — Address, Z. T. Office of “ Tbe
Builder.”

N.B. Has been accustomed to manage a business.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ANTED, by a respectable, steady Man,

Vt who is obout to leave h'S present situation, a R E-EN
OAOEMENTas SHOP or OUTDOOR FOREMAN of JOINERS
Is competent in mnkiug working drawings and conducting work
Good refereoee,— Addres-f. M. S, 3, Charlton-street. Eu'tou-square

Xl/" ANTED, by a competent Person, a
Vt SITU.VTION in a timber-merchant or builder's yard, as
CLERK or FoREM.tN. working or otherwise. Thorougliiy un-
derslauds sauiug, tnensuring, aud storing timber of allkind-i;
would be gl»d 'n make himself geuerallv useful. Five years' rc-
ference?.-Address, S. 29, Queen-street. Kingsland-road.

ANTED, by a respectable Young Man, a
Vt permanent situation as GRAINER, WRITER, ond
GILDER, who can turn bis baud to the other broiiches of the
biiaioesB. Onn measure up work and keep the books, if required
No objection to the country.—Apply by letter, stating terms, to
W. S. 43, Skiuner-street, Clerkenwell.

TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS.
XX/'ANTED, by a respectable Man, aged iO,
Vt aSITUATIO^iosSIIOP LABuURER, having fulfilled

a similar sitiiatiou three years Good reference if required.—
Direct, 0, L. 1, East-road, City-road.

WANTED, a SITUATION as CLERK of
VV WORKS. TIMEKEEPER, or BUILDER'S CLERK.

Tpstimoniala given. Salary very mcderate.-Apply to A. B. Mrs
Pitebford'-, Sleaford.

TO BUILDERS. See.

XX/'ANTED, bv an experienced Young Man,
Vt EMPI.i'V.MENT as PLU31BER, Willing to till uo his

time with paiuting, Ac.-Address, 11, B. 10, Robert-streel, Bedford

Tl> nnlLOERS, PLUMBERS. AND OTHERS,
XX/'ANTED, by a PLUMBER, or else as a
VV IIRANTH H.A^D. cou-raiit EMPLnYMENT.—Address

S. STIRNIE. Plumber.37. Camden-street, Kensington.

TO BUILDERS, PAINTERS, PLASTERERS, Ac.
BUILDE-J.-i CLERK AND BouK-KEEPEK

XX/’ANTED, by an experienced Clerk, wlio
V T has part ofliis time unemployed. an ENGAGEMENT for

two or throe Ja>3 a week, or otherwise, in makirioui irrear or
current nccouiit?, mcxs'inng works, preparing estimau - aud spe-
cifications, .te. on very modepRe terms.-Direct, prc-pr.‘.t, to W
at Mr. CviWAN’S, Qaa Euyiucer, Ac. 9, Hungi-rfoi'd-atreet
Strand. W,'.’.

W'ANTED, an BIBROVER’S PLACE in
tlieCVRPENTEKlNGandUUILDl.NU LINE. Age, ly.

Addrew, J. W, l) ', uld-street, St. Lukt’s.

XX/'ANTED, by a respectable Young Man, a
Vt situation as SAW-sHAKPENER or MANAGER

of SAW-MILLS. — Address, Y, Z. 2, Bute Cottage, Bridge-road,
Hammersmith.

X^ANTED, a permanent SITUATION by
VV a first-olsM PLUMBER ; has no objection to fill up his

time painting and glazing,-Address, H. W. 34, Clarendou-street,
Camberwell New-mad.

^0 BUILDERS and OTHERS.—^A Loudon
i Solicitor, of much experience, is willing to TRANSACT

the CONVEYANCING; and other Business of a Builder or other
P'rsoD, in a large way of trade, upon fixed terms, to be agreed
upon.-Address, stat'ng extent of 'ervioe required, aud other par-

!
tioulars. to LEX, Offioe of " The Builder.’’

1 TO CARPENTER® AND BUILDERS.^

:
^HE Advertiser, a Carpenter and Joiner, wbo
A lia.s b^en five years at the trade, wishes for a SITUATION

a'' IMPROVER. — Address, Q. K. D. No. 9, Arundel-place,

1

llaymarket.

1

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.

,

^IIE Advertiser, ^Yhose time is only partly
A engaged, wishes to arrange, either by aitcndauce two or

Ihrce days in the week, or otherwise, wi'h a gea'leman requiring
' assistance in preparing designs, specifications. valuaHons, man-
1

agement of property, Ac. Ac.—Address, C. A. B. Office of “ The
I
Builder.”

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYOR®, OR BUILDERS.
^IlE Advertiser, wbo is tboroiy^V qualified
A to prepare fair working, detail, and i , drawings, and

assist materidly in taking out. quantities, nv..^riag np works,
1
Ac. wishes for a SITUATION.-Address, R. P. 35, Alfred-road,
Harrow-road. W.

^HE Advertiser, a good DRAUGHTSMAN,
X can level, take out quautities. and thoroughly acquainted

' with the practical detail of the profession, desi'es an ENG-YQE-
M EN'T. either In the office, or as CLERK of WORKS, iu wliioh

1

capacity he has been exclusively engaged for some years, by

1

eminent architects, ro whom he can refer. Salary moderate.—
1

Address. E. W. F. Office of '• The Builder."

. TO BUILDER®. SURVEYORS Ax

T^HE Advertiser is desirous of a SITUATION
1

A as a JUNIOR CLERK. lie thoroughly understands

1

bulldesr' books aud accounts, and is willing to make himself
' generally useful.—Apply to C. M. Post-office, Lyall-street, Loudon,
1

S.W.

’ TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.
' ^HE Advertiser desires an ENGAGEMENT
l A bas been accustdmed to get out working drawings.i s a neat
' draughtsman and colourist, and can give highest te^'imouials.—

1

Address. A, B. C. Mr. Mole, 16, Great Ru»sell-8treet, Bloomsbury.

^LERK of WORKS.—The Advertiser (aged
i 30 years, is desirous of a RE-ENG \GEMENT, in the above
.
capacity, nr to superintend the repair^, Ac. on a nooleman’s

1

estate.—Address, L. J. 37, High-street, llarylebone, W.

pLEKK of WORKS.—WANTED, by a
^ thorough practical and experieneeJ person in all brauohes
‘ in Building Department for the last twentv-seven years. Salary,

1

3US. per week,— Address, W. R. 16, Ticcbbuarn-streeC, Cambridge-
square, Paddington.

DOOKKEEPER.—A Young Man, aged 30,
AJ of cou'iderable experience in buslnc'S, is desirous of a RE-
ENGAGEMENT. Refersnees to employers. Terms moderate.—
Address, C. O. Offioe of " The Builder."

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
A STEADY, persevering Young Man, aged 23,
/V wlshestomeetwitha SITUATION as CLERK. He can
makedrawlngs.keep nooounts, aud writes a good band. Can give
unex,-»ptionaiile references, aud has four years' good character
from lost employer. No objection to the country.—Addres*,
J. JACKSON, Post-office. Lyoll-place, Eaton-aquare, S.W.
London.

A PRACTICAL CLERK of WORKS, of
±\. twenty years' experience. Is open for an ENG.YGEMENT.
Address, A. B. Minerva PrlntiDg-office, Lcadenhall-street, E.C.

TO PAINTERS, BUILDER9, AND OTHERS.
A YOUNG MAN wishes to obtain a
-Tl. SITUATION as HOUSE PAINTER or SIGN-BOARD
PAINTER, or writing, s’ladiog. or gilding, or makehimself gsne-
rnlly uicful.—Address, W. B. Mr.'i. Bailey’s, 27. Primrose-street,
Bi8hnp«gnte,

TO ARCHITECTS GR BUILDERS.
A DRAUGHTSMAN, of large official

jTV experience, is desirous nf EMPLOYMENT. Terms mode
rate, aud reference good.— -A ddress, N. B. Office of "Tbe Builder.”

A N ARCHITECTURAL DRAUGHTS-
I\. MAN and general ASSISTANT is desirous of obtaining a
SITUATION, in town or country.-Address, J. S. 6, Paragon-
place. Brixtun-hill.

A PRACTICAL BUILDER’S EOHEMAN
Xjl. wishes a RE-ENOAQEMENT. Good testimonial as to
character and ability.—Address, J. B. U7. High-street, Poplar.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

A GENERAL EOREMAN, of long practical
Ji. experience, wishes a RE-ENOAGEMENT. Referencesof
the highest order.—Address, Mr. YOUNG. Post-office, Lincoln.

TO BUIIiOEa-4.

;
AN ENGAGEMENT is SOUGHT in a

. 'London Builder's Establishment, hy a competent Surveyor,
1 E timator. Draughtsman, and general in or out door As.tiatant

;

is at present engaged in the country, but would attend in Londou
on tile shurtest possible notice. Inquiry ns to charrater and

{

ability is courecd.—Address, Mr. J. MUGERIDUU, Horsham,
Sussex.

1 TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.

i
A N experienced ASSISTANT, accustomed to
l\. prepare finished, working, aud detail drawings, take out
quantities, measure artifioers" work, Sc. is d'-sirous of a RE.
ENG.AGEMENT in London, either in an Offioe or as Clerk of

Works. Excellent testimonials. Salary, moderate.—Address,

1
A. B. 3. llarvey-square, Folkestone.

1
TO BUILDERS, HOUSE-PAINTERS. P.VPEU HANGERS. &c.

1 A YOUNG MAN, 28 years of age, who
As. lia- a practiealknowledgc of house painting, paperliangiug,

' Ao. and who has been engaged for tlie nast two .vi-ars as time-
keeper and > i-rk. iu a Buildei’.s Office, wishes lor a SITU.ATD >N

1
in any car. "'r connected with tbc above. Une.xc'-ptiouable
rpfercncc'!.—n ' iress, K. .1. Mr. Jin'. Jnd.-e, Hiiilder. R\e, s’ui'-x.

WANTED, by
T T who has just hiii-

respectable Young Man,
- „ .. . finished ins ivrtiule.s with an Arrliiteot, a

SITUATIkN in au Architect or Uiiildei’s Office.—Apply to T. .M.

14, Upper Stimtvrd-street, Waterloo-roud.

TO ARCHITECTS.

THOROUGH PRACTICAL CLERK of
_ WORK'S, having just compleicd some very extensive works,

IS desirous of a JtE-ENG.iflKME.NT. With Cr-t-nte tesii-

m<n air. .Vihirob?, T. ti. 16 , Ward-utreet. Lirnbeth-witlk, 8.—No
objeet onto ihs country.

a;
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A S RESIDENT CLERK offfORKS, Head
iX. Carpenter or Foreman, or Workiuit Poremi" to take charve

ofa Job. a person who practically understands the several braticlie-i

of building, hot am] cold water, gas, Ac &o. Uaa b.eniii tlie

above capacity in a large establishment for roaoyyeara Kith
wages not so much an object as employment. The highest refer-

ence BlverK—DiiW^liLA^j^' re"t. Soho, Lone:

TO CAKPKNTKR3 AND OTHKRS.

A YOUNG MAN, age 22, wishes to
APPRENTICE himeslf for two years. The first ^ix

months gratif, the nest at lOs. per week, and at the end of twelve

mouths as may be decided on, and to fiud his own to. Is —Direct

T. S. S7. Stanlej-street. Paddington.

T<> CARPENTERS AND RDILDERS.

A YOUNG MAN, aged 23, having sei-vcd

sis years at. th<' abort tiaiR. wirliesfornn ENU.aCKMENT
.. .. . .-TV . 1. Address, W. A. uihoe

TO AECniTECTS,

AN expeiieuced practical CLERK of

WORKS, ia open fora RE-ENGAGEMBNT.-Addresa
A. B. AS.Alnm-Bireet. New North-road, N

DRAUGHTS!MAN, who has been ten
1 the profe.-wiun. and has bad great experience in

, l’. H. I, Bruns-

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.

An ASSISTAN'l’, perfectly accustomed to
the routine of tlie o't'ces of both, and capable of carryiua

out effectively the idea.s of his employer, being a (mick and good

driughUmau, colourist. n"<1 desiciier. in iredia;v.it aod clu-sic

architecture, debiies an KNiJAOEMENT. Reference first-clai-s,
,

Terms usual. Address, free, to ALPHA, 33, Upper Seymour-
^

street. Eustou-squnre, N W.
;

TO ARCHITECTS AND OTHPRS.

A CLEAR DRAUGHTSMAN, well
acquainted with details, construction, specifications, and

oftce duties, seeks an ENGAGEMENT at 353. per week. Lami-

Furveiing, pe-spective, Ac.-AddrevR. F. F. at S. Humphreys.
Stationer. 9. Middle-row, Kiiightsbridge.

A CIVIL ENGINEER, of several years’

varied practice, and possessing a good knowledge of .\ KCII I-

TECTUBE, is desirous of an ENGAGEMENT in either of the

irofessions.

fjiREEHOLD GROUND RENT, CITY of

J? LONDON.—The Comtni'Siouers of Se»er8 of the CitV ni

London will meet in t e Guildhall of the said City on TUEe>i>AT

,

9th JCNE. 18-57, to receive TENDERS for PlFKCU.A.>INi} a

FKEEIH'LD GROUND KENT of 60i a year fora term of

seventy-nine I ea’S from 34'h JUNE, Js-iS ;
and the Reversinu of

a House, Warehouse, and Premi-es. situate on ihe ea,Rt side ql

Philpo'-liiie, in the said City.— Printed particulars and om'Ui-

tioi a of sale may be oOtimed on application at the J-ewer'
|

lince

,

Ouiidhall. Jo.SEPU DAW, Principal Clerk.

Sewers Office, Guildhall, March 12, 1857.

I
7REEH0LD GROUND, Tower-street.—

The CommiS'ione's of Sewer - of (be City of London, hereby

give Notice that thev will meat in the Guibihallof ihe «aid City,

on TUI>DAY. the 2fifh day of MAY next, to ^ec-ive PRd O-

SALS for the PUKCUA6E ofacerWiii PLOT of FREEHOLD
GROUND, situate iu Towei-street, near Mark-lane. I' urther

rarticulars and for ms of proposal mav be liad on applic I'ion to

this office, wheic a plan of the ground may also he seen. 1 er^sons

makinc proposals f.r ihe said land must attend ontheahqve-

mentioned day, and the party whose i-fler is accepted, wnl be

required to pay a deposit of 20 per cent of the purchase-money

and sign an agreemeut for payment of the remaiuder on the c »m-

pletion ofthe sale. JOSEPH DAU ,
PriBLipal Cieik.

Pewers Office, GuildholL April 2Sih, 1857.

BUILDING GROUND.—TO BE LET, in

that delightful and rapidly improving neighbourhood.

Warwick Town. Hed-hiil Keigate. and close to the Reigate Junc-

tion Station. BUILDING LAND, suitable for six-roomed cot-

foge?, for which there is an immmfe demand. Money advanced

if required.—Fur particulars, inquire of J. PuNNL
gQf-sireet, Walworth-road, Loudou
Ued-hiil, Rcigate, Surrey.

TTREEHOLD LAND EOR SALE, Twick-
J? enbam. Bromlev.aud.Mitcham.-Fiveocrai at Tmckenham,
near the new church ;

two and a ha'f acres at Bromley, with the

buildings thereon ;
two acres at Mitcham, near the church, with

five houses and barn thereon, the whole commending n frontage

of 4.000 feet, elig'tde fur building purposes.—For particulars,

apply to G. M. Ifi, Brompton-crefcent, Brompton.

jpsREEHOLD BUILDING LAND.— FOR
Sale, Teu Acres, with 4,400 feet of frontage to good roads,

close to a station, four miles '-om tlie City ; price 4,fi(i0i. Also,

shout Twelve Acres, with S.oou feet of frontage to a good road, by

260 feet deep near a station eleven miles from London-bndge,
price 1.6001 —Apply to .Mr. PARSONS, 2. King’s Arms-yard, Muor-
gate-str»et. E.C.

s:

To TIMBER MERCHANTS and OTHERS.
PART of BRUNSWICK WHARF, Yauxhall. TO LET.

IVlu-t admirably adapted for the above t ade.—Apply on the
Premises; or. by Utter, to C. RICHARDSON,

ANCOCK’S PATENT VULCANIZED
INDIA-RUBBERTUBING. HOSE-PIPES. WASHERS.

ENGINE-PACKING, both round and flat, and SOCKET-RINGS,
fur Hot-water-pipes. Vulcanized Rubber Duor-springs, and Solid
Round Rubber Cord of all sizes of anv length. Billiard Cushions
and Rubber Strips cut to any pattern for bagatelle tables.

Diving-drei-ses of superior make, and Improved Vulcanized
Rubber Supply-pipes for ditto.
Vulcanized Rubber, in sheets, from three to four feet wide, an

of any thickness. Air-beds, Pillows, and Cushions inflating Port-
able Baths, Invalid Cushions, and Articles of this kind made to

any pattern to order.

N.B, All communications and orders punctually attended to,

addressed to the Manufactory. JAMES LYNE HANCtjCK, Oos-
well-mews. Onswell-road. London.

TNDIA-RUBBER GOODS.—8. MOULTON
X and CD. heg to acquaint their customers and the public
generally, that they have Removed their Office and Sample Room,
frum No. 2, St. Duustan’s-hili. to No. 4. Greshim-street, City,

Orders for railway buffer and draw springs, machine banding,
steam pocking, washers, hose, garments, &c. &o. executed as usual.
Manufactory— Klngstonlndia-Rubber Mills. Bradford. Wilts.

D URABILITY of GUTTA PERCHA
TUBING.—Many inquiries having been made as to the

Durability of Gutta Percha Tubing, the Gutta Peroha Company
have pleasure in giving publicity to the following letter FROM
SIR RAYMONDJARVIS. Ban.. VENTNOK, ISLE of WIGHT.
—Second Testimonial-“ March 10th, J85i—In reply te your
letter, received this momins, respecting the Gutta Percha Tuning
for Pump Servloe, I oan state, vrith much satisfaotion. It answers
perfectly. Many Builders, and other persons, have lotely ex-

amined It. and there is not the least apparent difference since the
first laying down, now several years , aud I am informed that it

is to be adopted generally in the houses Uiat are being erected

N.B. Prom this Testimonial ft will be seen that the COR-
ROSIVE WATER of the ISLE of WIGHT has no effect on
Gutta i’ereba Tubing.

THE GUTTA PERCHA COMPANY. PATENTEES,
18. WUAUP-ROAD. CITY-ROAD. LONDON.

IMPORTANT TO BUILDERS.

be given. - Apply. IDUILDING LAND, WANSTEAD-PARK,
I r» £8SEX--T0 be let on BUILDING LEASES, for

. . I long terms, teveral PLOTS of highly desirable LAN D, for villas
TO COUNTRY ARCHITECTS.

,
j
und other reaideneee, in the above park. The land is situste in

An ARCHITECT, who has been practlSlU" theimmsdiaie neiehbuurl.o.d of thu Woodford and Loughton
^

1 • , , ’t nn Inn nri.hM fy» Till ^ i
Kailwa.v- Ptans of tile proc erty may be seen, and all pariicularj

|

on his own account
^r'tn he ennar-eii

'• <5“^ information mar be obtained on application to Mr, CLIF-
Aronitect, either in the capacity of Parmer, or to be euga.ed us „ Ac No. 6, GresUom House. Broad-street
*n Ase'stant, receiving a uomlTial remuneration, with a pruspeet

i

nrrui>cvL. a,i.. i.w. v, •j,<auuux
^

^0 BE DISPOSED OF, by PRIVATE3. A. Office of " The Builder."
t to a share In the practice.-Addre

•
I

-

TO LANDSCAPE GARDNERS. ,
^ TREATY, a FREEHuLD MARINE RE-4IDENCE,

y-. » -TiT-i-b-af i-liV 'V “u il 1 T;..n the Isleuf Wight. The house is adopted to the roquirements of

A GARDEN ER, who has had good practice a genUemnn’s family; the pleasure erouiids are be.iuHfully sUu-

in laiiiig out aruuudn from plans, is desiruus uf a
;

ated im a slope tu the sea-shure with private access to the sands.

FOREMAN’S I’DACK, to Iny out a cemetery, or cei>metric.al i The property is very eligible for buildiu* purpqsea 1 rice
- - — • r. t .-— £pst Aciun. Mid- I The wr ’ ' • - - - - ‘ *' *-

. PPRENTICE IN-DOORS. — WANTED
o APPKENTICE.i

youth (age 151. to some trade oi

A moderate premium wUi be

Hopkins's, Tobacconist. New-ro

I raspcctibleanil weh edu -ated

i-iueeS ; mechanical "referred,
cn. — Address .A, II. at Mr.
Gravesend- Kent-

A ETESIAN WELI.S, BORING for

XX WATER. SINKING SHAFT'S, Ac.—The nubility, gentry,

water companies, town«, b'tbs, brewers, and maiiiifauiurerv of

every description, may be supplied with nnv quantity by DAVID
GBEENLEY. Civil EnBineer and Pntentee uf horiog Tocos,

No. 10 .
Cumming-street. Pentoiiville. Pomps and Machinery for

raising water from deep wells. 8team*engioe°. portable and sta-

tionary, su'd, or lent on hira Buring tools and well-pipes fur

home and exportation. Men and tools supplied to bure for la.l-

Toads, minerals, Ac-

Window blinds.—tylor & pace,
Window Blind Manufacturers. 104. New Bond-street, a--'

9, Oueeo-street.Cheapside, Loudon, luhmit the following PKJ CE8
of WINDOW BLI.NDS, which they can recommend as being

made in the best manner:-Venetian blinds, per square foot, 9d-

;

best hoiUnd blinds, on rollers, 6d.
;
beet ditto, on spring rolle-a

9d. ;
gauze wire blindo, in mahogany frames, Ss.; perforated zinc

blinds, in ditto, la lOd. ; outside blinds of striped olotb. 2s

Transparent blinds in great variety. Engravings, with prices and
discoiints to builders and the trade forwarded on applicstiuu.

post free.

hare no objection to take well-secured ground-
exchange. — Further particulars may be had of Mr.

Woodman. Architect, Brighton.

IV/rANUrACTURINGPEEMISES.withgood
1 V 1 AVharfage. oecupyiog an area of about 2i norea, with excel-

lent frontase to the Limehouse Cut. and comprising gatekeepers

lodge, dwelling-house, stabling for nine horses, with lofts
;
two

counting-houses, extensive ranee of well-built and commodious
workshoDs and warehouses, engine-house, hoiier-huuse, store-

room*. and open end inclosed sheds. TO HE LFT (either as one

or two occupatiuu.s) with immediate possession.— Pur furttier par-

ticulars. apply to .Messra BEADEL and 8uNB, 25, Oresliam-

street, T.ondon.

EGISTERED CAST-IRON CHIMNEY-
Hopper and CHIMNEY-BAR combined, ensuring

a perfect furmation uf the Flue, aud rendering smoky chimneys

I

impossible. One trial will cause their adoption iu every building.

I

Price from 8s. 6d. each, accordiug to size.

IRON GIRDERS aud COLUMNS to MODEL nr DRAWING.
1 IRON PIPES and connections for goa, water, and liquid
i
manure.
RAIN-WATER PIPE and EAVB GUTTERS, at wholesale

prices. Also, U-U Gutters, Sosh-weights. ST.ABLE FlTTiNGB,
' pumps, tomb railing, cattle and pig troughs, and COLUMNS
: with caps and hoses, and every kind of builaers'eastiugs, iu stock,

;
at LYNCH WHITE'S Iron Wharf. Upper Ground-street, London,

' Blackfriar.-i-bridge.

TO BE SOLD for 5001. the LEASE of a
SAW MILLS and THREE adjuimng IIUUSBS. with all

MACHINERY, imraely. 8-li«r« power boll.r aud steam-engine,

two sawing benches, sh»(tiii?, riggers, large tank, Ac. Ac —Apply
to Mr. J. U. ANDREW, Saw Miile, ChurUs-etreet, Blackfnara-

road.

TBEEE UNFINISHED HOUSES, con-
ig six rooms each, with walled garden, furlflid hituate

I, 3. and 3. Eagle-street, Furest-gate. Stratford, held direct from

the freeh'dder for ninetv-ninc yems, at 121. Advances would be

made bi finish them.-Apply fo Mr. SPEARMAN. Land Agent,

. 4.5, Bedford row. Rluomshiirv. W.C.

^
LDERSUOT CAMP.
TENDER. in Lota. lor '•tabljoi

- - ._i9 may be
. _--0 letting, and plane.
. LAMB, BROOKS, and

._ EDWARD H. BURNELL, ^ur-
veyur, eii, iwuiuiu-i u,r, London, W.O. Tenders to be addreseed to

Messrs LAMK. BRi'OKS, and CO. Batiugtoke, on or befora

FRIDAY, the 92ud of MAV.

road, and in t'>e centre of the two ci

the Farnliam-road Wharf. — Particulars a

may be inspected at Ihe ottice uf_Mes
Co. Basingstoke; and of Mr.
veyur, 32, Bedfurd-ro

Extensive business premises,
with Steam Power, TO BE LET, near Qray'».iun-lane.

—

Messrs EVEHhFIELD and HORNE are instructed TO LET, on
L.s^p, those debirahle PREMISES in Portpoul-iane. lalelyoccu-

T -r-im 1 I

pifd by Ihe late building firm of Locke and Nesham. comprlsiog

-10 BE J-iEI, bv a large open yard nearly IWI feet deep, with timber stages, drjiiig-

ir other building Duroose-
I

sheds, and saw-pits, two ranges of carpeuters’ shops, convenient
ir Ollier nuiiamg purpqs^,

| piunjbe,.*„ Bhona. counting-hou»e. and dweliing-

huuse. The luw rent ufl7i)i avear isrequired. and the fixtures to he

token at a valuation, with the option of taking the steam engine

nod machinery attached thereto. — Further particulars may be

obtained of Messri. EVERSFIELD and HORNE, Auctioneers.

Ac. 40, Parliament-street.

D arfield pottery,
BARNcLEY, YORKSHIRE.

on Dj p5t. No. 4, Warehouse, King’s-ccoas,

Great Northern Railway.

Sanitary Tubes of all dimensions, pjre Bririts.

Quorrias, Tiles, and every article connected with
the trade, and made upon the most approved
system.

Drawings and prices will he forwarded frw on
application to the Manager, at the Works,
Mr, W. FORD; or

Mr. J. D. JONES, 27, BuoUlersbnry, Sole Loudon
Agent;

Mr. 0. BATCHELDOR, ComwoUis-street. Liver-

pool ;

Mr. B. CONSTEKDINE, Ilunl’s Bank, Mnn-
cluster.

VENTILATION.—PURE AIR.

A LDERSHOT.—IMPORTANT to S
J\ CAPITALISTS; _MKKGH_AHTSj TKADERS. i

) SilALI.
. _ I. and PUR-

LICANa—TO BE S('Ll) or LET on le'ise. for any period, a
great number of SHOPS and PH IV.\TE HOUSES, in the rapidly

improving parish of Alderehot, near the Military Camp, in mubt
eligible posi'ioo*, well adapted for businesses of nil descriptioos,

and also for dwelliug-bouses. A part (or on Mtirfeetory terms
being arrangid) the whole of the purchase-money may remain
on mortgaga The above presents an admirable op^rtiinity
for investment — For fur'ner particnlar?, apply to .Mes-iv.

EGGAR, Architects, Auctioneers, Surveyors, Ac. at their Offices.

Farnhnm. .Alton, sod Hornsey.

rMPOBTANT to BUILDETIS and

Linseed Oil,i<.4-i. per gallon; Boiled Oil. 33. 8d. per gallon ;

Turpentine, 3i. 4d. per gallon ;

Fine Pale < tak Varnish, ts. fid per eallon.

Fo-cs«h, a' EDWARD PRICE’S Oil and Colour Warehouse,

45, Coleshill-street. Pimlico.—Every article fur tbe trade

lowest price.

EXTERNAL WALL,
the Wilhsinglepulley. from 68. each ; with leading pulley, from 6s. dd.

I 'Pv-~» Ventilators are arranged that the requisite quantity of

be admitted for the due ventilation of an apartment

A FEW PLOTS of very valuable BUILD-
ING LAND Tu BE LET on LEASE, for 99 years, direct

frum the freeholders, situated in the high road from London to

Lewibham. and paneh of Lewisham, close to the new church of

St. Juhi.'a dhtrict, and within five miuntea' walk of the railwa.y.

The soil is lush aud dry. and the situation very lieaHhy nod
picturesque. T1 e unusual demand turgood houses in this locality

Tenders it au advantageous imiiortunity for builders or geiitlemeu

desirous of erecting their own residences.—For full particulars

app'v to Mr. aJ.FKED TKOSS, Archit'ot and Surveyor, 1:1.

Birchin-Ianp. City, oud 12. Unicn-nlace. Blnokheath-roid.

TO BUILDERS aud OTHERS.—TO BE
LET, by the Freeliolder, f>r any term, at 32 per home

TWO PLOTS of (lit uU Nil, for five small houses, m the Debnum-
road. New-roiid, Roll erbuhe, close to the Commeroiul-dock
Siaiioii. ou the Greenwich Railway. Advances if required

-

Apply to Mr. 81'EAltM.iN, Land Agent, 45, Bedfurd-ruw,
Bloomsbury, W.C.

FREEHOLD LAND TO BE LET, on
Building Lease for ninety-nine years.. Money advanced to

responsiole punies. Freehold

s
•OTTI A T fi'TT'T "nQ T IT A Ti PT.A'^S rind ^*thou?the shghtest draught being felt by the pooupanta; and M
X 1 i A Li' lEL-U O Jj.tiAJ-'j fj-LAoo, uUQ they are plaoea in the extamal wall, their action is not impeded

CoL
t.-, hheet. .

irata work,

hGUR WORKS.— Window-glass of every rieicriplion, when the house is closed for the evening, at which ti

and pipe lead, solder, tin, shot, plumbers' tools und
. supply of fresh air is most required.—HAYWARD,

k, clo-eu. pumps, colours, varninhes. oils, turps, red, sole MaiiufactUTers, 196, BlackfriarB-road, and U7,
polFed, wholesuJe and retail Le"\D As'hES. Borough ; and of afl res’pectableironmoi

LD sjid TfiA LEAD bought or exchanged iu large ./ small
;

quontUiea-A. LE DOFH, 36, Gryat Pearl-street. SpHotelds,N.E. J^QULTON’S

time a constant
HRUTHER8.

... .... Union-street,
I. builders. Ao

,r Eastern Counties Railway Station.

PAINTING-BRUSHES of best quality.
—

'

J. B.TYL"Rinvite« the attention of Painters aud Builders '

to hi? PAiNTlNiLBBDSIIES, of every description, which are
|

manufactured on his own oreraisee. of the best Russia bristjes.
|

Price list on applica>ion.-J. B. TYL<>R. Painting Bruah Mnau-
facturer.2, Bury-eourt. St. Mary-axc, London.

|

TO BUILDERS aud DECORATORS.— !

C. AV, NOBliE (late A. and F. Strong). VARNISH and 1

Japan manufacturer, invites a trial of hia supenorOd
Copal and Oak Varnishes. Oak Stain. Patent Knotting, Gold

|

Size. Ac.— Manufactory, Mitchnm. Wholesale and Retail Ware- :

liuuac,117, Long-acre, London, W.C.
|

OECKETUORN’S
XJl Cl iH'U K, tor external Bi

PATENT LIQUID
iiutenial stuccoed or plastered

j

"alls ; primings tur in, and outside woodwork (to prevent blister- 1

ingi, and a compobition (in lieu of size', tor floor-elotli and table-
]

Newo“fo"rd-“r‘e(rt!”‘“’'^'^^*^°^‘'^ \

HENRY BOULTON & CO. High-street, Lambeth.

TERRA - COTTA CHiM-
NEY-TUPS,

TWO SHILLINGS E.\CH,

TWO FEET HIGH. AS SKETCH.

H. DOULTON & CO.’S

CHBINEY-TOPS

ARE OF A STONE COLODE,
AND ARE

QUITE IMPERISHABLE.
Some were erected in London Thirty

Years ago, and are now as sharp and
perfect its wheu first made.

About Forty different Patterns arc kept
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interest in the present position of arcliitecture, produces the best elTcct,—whereas many recent

connected with what is called Pre-Eaffaellitism, English designs, like the example before us, fail

would naturally lead us to that school with from inattention to a due subordination of parts,

feelings different to the ordinary curiosity.; Mr. C. J. llichardson’s “Suggested Entrance

Hunt, we may say, this year does not exhibit, into ITydc-park,” which he shows with houses

and there are comparatively few other works that are being erected on the estate of the

of the kind referred to that wmuld deserve Earl of Harrington (1007), is considerably better

notice. What are exhibited by Millais ought than many of the pai'k entrances of very recent

to afford instruction, whether by their defects date, where one wonders why poverty of thought

or their merits
;

for, tiiey show, fortuitously for should necessarily attend upon elements of

the architect of our day, how narrow is the line effect such as disposition of ground-plan, and

HE Exhibition of the Royal

Academy, which opened

Monday last, though contain -

1

iug many beautiful paintings,
sepaiates real excellence from caricature the details of piers and railings. The lodges

IS no equa
,
m le in eres an

or exaggeration. In the picture by the artist of Greek character, of course—as well as the
merit ot t e woi ’S genera

y, j^st named, called “A Dream of the Past, Sir entrances at Hyde-park-corncr— are better,,

to the exhibitions oi reccu
jg^nibras at the Ford” (2S3), the beauty of and may be again appreciated as they merit,

years. The steady progress and
childhood is exquisitely rendered, uotwithstand- The author of the preseut design has,

the excellence of British art enormous eyes of the little girl held on hbwever, placed his equebtruui figures in a
are sufficiently established as

facts, to prevent our regarding

the present evidence otherwise

than as exceptional
;

and it

may be to the advantage of

the horse’s neck by the aged knight, whose direction crossing the liuc of roiife, in the

countenance so well expresses the objectionable mauncr of ihc statue over the

peur as sans reproc/ie. Such a combination, of archway of the Green-park
;
and some of liis

forms of expression is indeed art of the highest details arc not good by standard of Italian

class, and we almost forgive the vvooden horse ' precedent—which it is well to regard for some

artists, as of others engaged in i and some other portions of tlie work which arc purposes of convenience—and do not suggest by

intellectual pursuits, from time

to time to allow an unusual in-

terval to elapse between the

production of their works : the mind is freshened

by sucli relaxation, and mannerism is avoided.

The chief of the painters who exhibit this year

are Cope, Cj-cswick, the two Coopers, Cooke,

Dyce, Dauby, Egg, Frith, Frost, Sir J. W.
Gordon, Grant, P. Goodall, Hart, Herbert,

Hook, Horsley, Knight, Leslie, Sir E. Landseer,

Mulready, Maclise, Millais, H. W. Pickersgill,

F. R. Pickersgill, Poole, Patten, Roberts, llcd-

not true to nature. their beauiy, a particidar reason for their intro-

The north room, which of l;d;c years has not ductioii. The “ Cambridge Asylum for Sol-

been given up even iu name to architecture, con-
'
diets’ Widows” (lOOS), which is now being com-

fains but a poor display of architectural draw-
'

pleted by Jfr. Ferrey, makes a good group of

ings. Indeed, the most interesting works in it buildings in red brick and stone ; and the same

are a really extraordinary series of drawings,
' architcci.’s “ Design for a Bleaching Estab-

forty-two in number, by Maclise, illustrating lishineul” (1016), with few other features than,

the story of the Conquest. The avebi-
'
arc comprised in the simple arrangement of the

tcctural drawings are confined to the lower buildings about an elevated centre and a tall

portion of three sides of the rooms. If we ' chinmey-shaff, and in the overhanging eaves and

wanted an endorsement to our regret at the low-pitched roofs, realizes some of the chief

I

inattention to architectural forms—wherein (qualities of architectural effect, which are

grave, Stanfield, Stone, and Witherington
;
be- it might be thought a new field lay open to'ueglecled in many more elaborate productions,

sides Philip, Solomon, Ranklcy, Ansdell, Lin-
^

paiuters in oil— it would be afforded by a work The “ Desigu fur the National Discount Bank,

nell, Linton, and others who have made a name,
^

that occupies a prominent place, namely,
|

Mark-lane Chambers, lately erected” (10;12),

not in the ranks of the Academy. For the most (1025), “ The Bellot Memorial,” iu which Green- by Mr. N. T. Randall, is scarcely equal to other

part, however, these contribute a smaller
j

wich Hospital is rendered in a style of deliuea- ' recent buildings iu the City iu regard to fresh-

nnmber of works, and those less remarkable
|

tion, tliat might make an admirer of Wren or
'
uess of invention

]
and the arraugemeut of the

than they are accustomed to scud. Cope repeats
j

Lugo Jones indignant.—Several of the drawings ' stories would be open to some of the observations

the subject of his fresco iu the Peers’ Lobby of are new presentments of old faces. The designs
'

which we have made above. .Mcssi’s. Webuert

the Houses of Parliament, in oil; and Mulready
|

for the Memorial Church, at Constantinople, by,' and Ashdown exliibit (1020) a large view of

exhibits (13S) “TheYounger Brother,” apicture JL. Burgess and Mr. Street, are both shown in
' Milford, Pembrokeshire, the property of the

painted for the Vernon Gallery, in pursuance of part; that is to say, of the former architect’s ' Hon. R. Fulke Greville, with the proposed

the will of the donor. Maclise’s principal work design, there is the perspective view of the ex-
'
docks and improvements. Mr. Teulon’s “ pro-

in oil is (78) a picture of Peter the Great with terior enlarged, by IMr. E. S. Cole (lOUO)
;
and

'

jeeted church,” at Hastings, “ as designed for

his “ rough retinue,” working as a shipwright of Mr. Street’s, a south-west view (1012), and ilm original site” (1035), is a cross church,—

at Deptford, visited by William HE. a painting a view of the iuterior (1132). The latter the tower, east of the transepts, terminating

marked by the artist’s usual invention and architect also exhibits a south-west view of his iu an octagon and a tiled capping; anil

elaboration, but which it is scarcely possible for design for the Cathedral, at Lille (1010). The it bus a western porch carried up, so as

any architect to examine without the impression towers seem to have been raised in the design, to be in effect a transept. The design ex-

of faultiiicss in the perspective ;
and whoever ‘ since it was exhibited in Suffolk-slreet,—at hibils some details of uuusnal character,

the observer maybe, he may look long before least, such is the impression from recollection— [Greater merit, however, is displayed iu Mr.

discovering that the blow aimed by the stalwart
' the design gaining thereby. If we are wrong, Toulon’s “Small Brick Church, at Barring-

figure with the adze, is not aimed at Peter but
.
our error testifies to a fact that well might be ham, Lincolnshire” (1129), which, without but-

at the lilock of wmod behind him. Errors borne in mind generally,—that a single perspec-
[
tresses, and with little more decoration tiian is

in perspective and in the drawing of arclii- tive view is really incomplete for purposes of
'

got by vousso/rs of dark bricks,—by simply

tectural forms, are more general than they representation—because it shows, especially in raising a portion which is square on the plan a.

should be
;
and though iu figure compositions, the case of interiors, the appearance of the ob- little above the general height of the walls, and

some departure even, from the strict ground- ject from a single point, whilst tlie impression
'
covering with a pyramidal roof, into which the

plan, ill perspective, may be justified on the is usually derived from many points of obsevva-
'
other roof joins,—realizes, like one of the designs

score of gain by a compression of the iatevest, tion. The practice of drawing iu perspective, how- ' already mentioned, more by its plainness than

nothing can be justifiable which can mislead as ' ever, it need not be said, is an indispensable aid ' many another does by its elaboration. Mr. J.

to the artist’s intention. Tainting, an art, to good design. Mr. Street also has an iuterior James’s design for a congregational church at

would have stood even higher than it does, had view of his design for the Lille Cathedral (1015). Cheshunt (1037), has a good tower, with a

there been a higher appreciation of architecture For tlic same building, there is a design by Mr. lantern and a tile-covered spire, that evidently

in the Academy, and the required facilities given J.L.Pedlcy (1092)—with the full cathedral plan, ^ owe something to published sketches from

for architectural study. It is impossible, how- western spires of open work, and a square
|

continental buildings. The design proposed

ever, to look at the works of David Roberts, central tower— iu which the general grouping is
' for the rebuilding of TedJiugtou church, by

without feeling that we arc under a debt to him successful. Mr. J. T. Wood exhibits a drawing
[

Mr. R. W. Armstrong (101-0 and 1079), has

for some help which his works have given to the (lOOG) of “The Casa Stralla, Mondovi” (in long transepts, a tower and spire at one side,

maintenance of public interest iu architecture ; Piedmont.), as altered and re-ai ranged from his and a polygonal apse to the chuuccl, with

though his general perspective, admirable light designs,—showing a building with plain Italian
'

gables to the windows. Mr. Sydney Smirke’s

and shade, and colour, and his skilful grouping dressings and cornicc-like strings, which may '
contribution is a “Design proposed lor the

of accc^ssory figures, fill the eye iu spite of be those of the original building, but which too ' Reredos to the Choir of Lichfield Cathedral”

the inattention to delineation of details. His
' nearly resemble one another to allow any effect

'

(10S3), where the panelling is intenoed to be

principal work this year is (l-l) “ Interior of the ofproportiou or breadth. Thcmanncr is one that, ^ ornamented with the uiineral products of tlie

Duomo at Milan.”
j

we apprehend, some English architects—in works ' diocese, it appears to be of later character

The pressure which there is upon ns just which wc have often referred to—have shown than the structure, and seems too much a repe,

now, prevents any notice of some of the most the capability to improve upon. With proper tition of parallel lines with some minor details

deserving works in. the rooms. Were it provision of leading features, any number of to which exception might be founti. No. 1131

otherwise, the points as to the philosophy and stories may be grouped in three general divi- is an exterior view of the “ Percy Chapel, Bath,”

principles of general art, which there are of
'
sions—and three form perhaps the number that

^

by Messrs. Goodridge and Sou, which it may be
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recollectcJ, from aa illustration tliat ive gave

of it, has a large polygonal area in tbe centre of

the plan, which is here shown carried up as a

lantern, which again is terminated by a smaller

lantern, with, as shown, somewhat too heavy a

capping. Another of the works which we have

illustrated is Mr. Horace Jones’s “ bovereign

Life Assurance Office ” (1063), at the corner

of Piccadilly and St. Jamcs’s-strect.

Mr. Palkencr’s contributions are, as usual,

interesting and valuable. The chief of tliem is

(1056) "Ephesus—a Restoration of the City.J

from plans and measurements taken on the spot,”
^

in which the theatre, the diameter of which
^

Mr. Palkcner stales was -10 feet greater than the
,

length of tbe major azis of the Colosseum, :

occupies the foreground—the Grand Agora or
|

Porum, with a lake in the centre, being amongst

,

the other interesting objects. Of a number of
,

Oriental sketches,” one (1034) taken at

Aiaslik, near Ephesus, represents the gate of
|

the Mosque, near which is a circular tower, the

shaft of which has a curious pattern in red pn
|

a white ground. He also shows au interior
[

view of the Mosque (1086), and some of the
'

curiously-shaped head-stones, in a sketch of a

Turkish cemetery at the same
_

place. Mention
,

should be made amongst the views, of one good

one of the “ Amphitheatre at Pola” (101.1:), by

Mr. J, Bell. The views, however, and some

other matters of interest we must leave, many
of them, unnamed, mindful of the other topics

of interest that call for attention tliis week.
;

It is curious to remark the change that

,

is being made in the treatment of Gothic
|

architecture; with the object and intention of

which, however, we can feel more satisfied tlian
'

with the result. The now common pointed

arches with the heads filled in with blank

,

masonry, cr merely pierced so as to leave large

blank spaces, as shown in recent designs for

domestic and municipal buildings, seem to us to

afford not the best evidence of good use of the
|

resources of the stylo, and in favour of the

advantage of restrictiug attention so much to
|

the models of the earlier periods. Venetian and
,

other forms have been introduced into cur

modern English Gothic, to a greater extent llmu

the merit of the forms would justify. This is

seen, wc tljiuk, in the jam/oMDwwct’ of pointed

arches to^viMdow3 in exteriors, even though the
,

buildings be not arcuated intemalW, and in the

use of singularly inelegant cuspiiig (generally

soffit cusping) to arclies of great size, only tre-

foliated in the bead, if we may so say. In

some respects, we think Mr. Scott even could

,

have done better than the design for the exterior i

of the Town-hall at Halifax, Yorkshire (1073),

'

which has a tower, too, crowned wiili a roof

and lantern-capping of disproportionate size
;

'

hut we admire much, the design of the separate
|

bays, and the interior generally. Of this last
J

there is a view in No. 1067. I'he cuspidatiou

here—on the principal arches of the roof—is in
|

nowise large and clumsy. The arches them-

;

selves are filled in witli quatre-foils, and are

'

supported by liaminer-beams bracketted from i

over the wall-shafts.

A work also of a modified Gothic style is

Mr. A. Bell’s "Little Lalby Hall, Leicester-

shire,” of which the south front is shown in

1048. The coloured materials, we observe, arc

introduced in due subordination, and with
judgment. Of similar character in intention is

the "Town-hall at Cork, Ireland ” (1090), by
Mr. J. r. Jones. In the " Monument” about to

be erected atMelbounie "in memory of the late

Sii- Charles Hotham ” (1111), we can discern,

we think, and can commend, Mr. Scott’s object

of novelty. The present design, however, we
submit, wants qualities which are equally neces-

sary. 'Whilst we are alive to the mistake some-
times made of condemning forms because of a
far-fetched resemblance to something that is

deemed vulgar, there really are particular struc-

tural forms, adapted to certain objects, which
should not be repeated under different circum-

stances. The shaft in the design before us
would be well suited for that of a Gothic candle-
stick, or a modern table-lamp

;
whilst in the large

scale, the shaft—provided with regular capital

and base—would have the fault of tlie recent
English imitations of the Roman monumental
columns, in being intended apparently for a
weight very much beyond that wliich it is made

to support. Possibly the design may follow

some ancient models; but the objection is not

then removed. Mr. E. I’Anson’s novel and

successful “ Eastern Corridor at Merchant

Tailors’ Hall” is shown in a view (1050).

"The New Post-office and Electric Telegraph

Station at Calcutta,” of which Jfr. M. D. "Wyatt

exhibits an exterior view, is designed in one of

the Indian styles of architecture, with arcades

in two stories—the arches tall four-centred

pointed—with a large arch of entrance, bulbous

domes, and an octagonal turret with balcony

and clock. Two original sketches of
_

a design

for the Government Offices, in the Italian style,

with superimposed orders, are shown in Nos.

1069 and 1070, and a study for the Foreign

Office, by Mr. C. F. Hayward, of tbe same

character of Gothic as we have been remarking

upon, is shown in No. 1071. It has an open

arcade on the first floor, and has considerable

novelty in details. Tsvo or three of tbe designs

for the Liverpool Library and Museum are here

represented by views.

Drawings of objects of decorative art there

arc hardly any; but the "Composition for a

Ceiling
”

"^(llO'S), by Mr. J. Warwick, deserves

to be mentioned for some details which are in

good taste, and arc well drawn. The festoons

on a surface which is horizontal, of the Adam
school, should, however, he avoided. Another

ceUiug, by the same hand (1107), has more of

the Louis Quatorze element. Mr. J. U. Powell

exhibits a design for staiued glass for the great

west window of Beverley Minster (1133). The
subjects in the side compartments are carried

across several bays, but are not cut up disagree-

ably by the ranlli'ons. The only other drawing

wh'ioli'wc had marked for notice is " The Albert

Bridge, Windsor” (1087), designed by Mr.

Page. It is an iron bridge of one span, and

the spaudrils of the arch arc filled in with

circles and Gothic cuspiug. There are, how-

ever, a few houses, as one designed by Mr.

R. K. Penson, and built in Cardiganshire (1084),

with a square tower, and a round tower at the

angle,
—"Arle Court, near Cheltenham ” (1093),

Gothic of a different character, by Mr. T. hi.

Penson, a,nd some churches and chapels which wc
have not noticed. But, the present state of what
once had some title to its name—the Architec-

tural Room,—if it might afford a peg on which

to hang observations useful at the juncture,

would hardly bear out the claims which we
have so often preferred for the ascription of

merit to English architects.

ST. JOHNSTON, COUNTY DONEGAL,
IRELAND.

The foundation-stone of a new (R.C.) church
was laid here on Saturday, the 4th of April, by
the Right Rev. Dr. Magettigan, R.C. Bishop of

Raphae.
The plan is that of a Latin cross, with porch

and sacristy in addition. The entire length will

be 109 feet 5 inches, and the breadth across

transepts, which will only project sufficiently

for the introduction of side altars, will be
56 feet 5 inches.

There will be a bcll-gablc over the chancel

arch, and the height to the summit will exceed
70 feet.

The light will be derived principally through
traceried windows at the extremities of the
cross, and the roof will of course be open.

Over the chancel arch will be a representation
of the Agnus Dei, the ground-work being orna-

mented with a scroll pattern. On either side of

chancel arch will be brackets, supporting figures

of SS. Peter and Paul. The transept arches
will have plain single soffits, relieved with poly-
chrome. All the masonry of the walls will be
visible, pointed and coloured. The chancel
walls, as high as the wiudow-cills, will, however,
be lined wit h freestone. The principals of the
chancel roof will be arched, and the spandrils

.

pierced with foliated circles. The nave roof
will be op the trussed collar-beam principle.

All the windows will have scoinson arches.

The principal altar will he supported by eight
marble columns, and will stand against a free-

stone reredos, divided into seven compartments,
the central one rising higher than the rest,

having a gablet crowned by a crucifix, beneath
which will be tbe tabernacle.

[May 9, 1857.

The floor of the chancel will be laid with

encaustic tUes.

The side altars will be supported on brackets,

backed by three arched and gabletted compart-

ments : above the centre one, on the south side,

will stand an image of the 'Virgin, and on the

north side a figure of the patron saint. The
font will be maced at the west end of the

church, and will be constructed of native marble

and freestone.

The architect is Mr. Edward "W. Godwin, of

Bristol.

ROJ.IE.*

In our last article upon this subject, iu the

passage relating to tbe capture of the capitol

and arx by Herdonius, p. 217, by a printer’s

error the word “Forum” was substituted for

former, thus destroying the sense of the argu-

ment.

Much of the ambiguity of the old writers in

the use of the terms Arx and Capitolium may be

traced to the changes that lapse of time pro-

duced in the destination of these objects of anti-

quity. The term Capitolium, originally applied

to the temple and its precincts only, was after-

wards used for the whole hill when the fortress

became of less moment than the chief abode of

religion,—in wliich sense it is found in the

Notitia, and continued to be used throughout

the Middle Ages. So did the term Arx, m its

true sense applicable to the fortress only, become
applied not only to the whole hill, but even to

the temple itself, when the citadel had ceased to

he maintained for military purposes. Those
conversant with the works -of Livy will recollect

bis frequent use of the terms iu question, as

indicating two distinct localities, though in close

proximity,—as De arce capta, capitolioque oceu-

pato—nuncii veniunt

:

the two together meaning
evidently the whole hill. A^ain, in the same
writer, the term Arx, by poetic license, is em-
ployed in the sense of the whole hill,—as 2Iagna
pars iameu earim in arcem suos prosecutee sunt.

Again, the use of the Capitolium as a military

station, as well as the Arx, is proved by such pas-

sages as 2>ri:esidia in arce, in Capitolio, in muris,

&c. Flence the Capitolium itsflf was frequently

designated Ar.x Tarpeia, or Capitolina, a phrase

that has occasioned much confusion, though in

such cases the distinctive appellation indicates

that it was not the Arx that was referred to.

The preceding remarks show how loosely

those various terms were used, and iu the lan-

guage of the jiocts still farther embai'rassment

of the question arises from such terms as

Mons Tarpeius—Rupes Tarpeia, often used with-

out any precise signification. In fact, it is by
the context only that the value of these terms

can he judged of, for the true secret of their

meauiug lies in all probability beneath the sur-

face of the soil, and the spade may yet be
destined to terminate a contest which the pen
seems potent only to embitter. One more
opinion we will adduce before leaving this sub-

ject to futurity for its solution. In the (Quarterly

for September last, is a review of Mr. Dyer’s
article, in which, what raav be termed a fourth

theory, is advanced, namely, that originally the

Arx was -north, the temple south
;
but in later

times the Arx was disused and forgotten, and the

temple sometimes usurped its appellation. The
writer then gives a translation of the famous
narrative of Tacitus, descriptive of the assault

of the Capitol by the soldiers of Vitellius, and
comments with much ingenuity upon the various

points of the description, whict he argues clearlv

indicate the southern summit, and upon which
he places the temple or Capitol. Mr. Dyer, on
the contrary, admits the attack to have been,

made on the southern hill, but uses it as an
argument for placing upon it the primitive or

proper Arx, which he maintains to have been
the Capitoline fortress of Tacitus.

The remaining points of interest connected
with the topography of the Capitoline Hill may
be briefly adverted to. Of the buildings that

constituted the Capitolium, the temple of

Jupiter Optimus Maximus was the principal,

comprising under its roof the cells dedicated to

the kindred deities, Juno and Minerva, and
among the numerous smaller temples that filled

the sacred precincts, such as those of Jupiter

• See p. 214, ante.
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Feretrius, Rides, Mens, Venus E^cina, Venus
Victrix, and others, the first mentioned was the

most celebrated, as being the most ancient re-

corded temple in Rome. Tradition has assigned

the height of Ara Celi as its locality, and

Becker nas pointed out that it is always men-

tioned as in Capitolio, and especially in the

Marmor Ancyranum, where it seems difficult to

imagine the term used in a mere general sense.

To these small temples or adicida, Augustus

added one to Mars Ultor, in gratitude for the

recovery of the standards of Varus, and one to

Jupiter Touans, supposed to have been an

edifice of a more stately character. Domitiau

also erected there a temple to Jupiter Gustos,

in acknowledgment of his preservation when
the Capitol was burnt by the troops of Vitellius.

In addition to these, upon the same summit,

were the Curia Calabra, where the pontiffs pro-

claimed the calendar for the month, and adjoin-

ing it the Casa Romuli, a straw-thatched hut,

preserved in grateful remembrance of the

founder of the city.

The open space designated as the Area Capi-

tolina, seems to have been an elevated platform

of considerable extent, in the centre of which

stood the temple of Jupiter with its appur-

tenances, a sufficient space being left round it

for the assemblies of tne people, and even for

the passage of chariots.

Ill the great work of Canina, the plan and

general view of the Capitol, as he conceived it

t^o have been in its perfection, with the Temple
of Jupiter, crowned with sculpture, towering

above its more humble satellites, conveys an
imposing notion of the general effect of this

favoured eminence, and recalls to our memoiy
the Acropolis of Athens in Us superior propor-

tions. The other summit, occupied by the Arx,
received but few additions to its earliest sanc-

tuaries. Connected with the Temple of Juno
Moneta was the Officina Mouetm, supposed to

have been the office of the public mint through-
out the republican period, whence, in the empire,
it was transferred to the neighbourhood oi the
Colosseum

.

In the Intermontium, tradition has placed the

asylum of Romulus, inter duos lucos, as told by
Livy, and in the same situation, inter arcem et

Capitolium, Aulus Gellius places the Temple of

Vejovis, one of the oldest deities of the ancient

Latins.

The only considerable remains that have been

found upon the Capitoline, are those of the

Tabularium or Record Office. From an inscrip-

tion we learn that it was erected by Quintus

Lutatius Catulus in U.C. 670, at the same time

that he restored the Capitol after its conflagra-

tion under Sylla.

One more point of interest in this hill is the

Tarpeian Rock. Custom has hitherto assigned as

the actual ancient place of execution an over-

hanging mass of cliff under the gardens of the

Palazzo Cafarelli, on the west side of the hill.

M. Dureau de la Malle, however, was the first

to call attention to the fact that the passages in

ancient writers describing the execution of

Manlius and Cassius, cleany point to the place

of punishment as visible from the Forum, and

that, therefore, it must have been upon the

eastern side, opposite to the Palatine. This

view is now generally established, and the pre-

cipitous cliff beneath the Palazzo Mariscotti has

been fixed on as the exact site of the memorable
spot.

"We now get to the Forum, the spot with

which some of the most stirring events in

Roman history are associated. To give a con-

nected account of tlie Fonira would require

a consideration of its state under its several

phases of kingdom, republic, and empire
;
but

our limits will only permit a very cursory glance

at a few points in its history, and for the argu-

ments that illustrate the differences of opinion

in its details, the reader must refer to the writ-

ings of their several exponents. Of the .architec-

tural monuments of the empire which were
gathered round it as a centre, many remains

yet exist to tell their own story; but of the

edifices that surrounded the Forum in its

earliest ages not one is to be found in its original

state. Nevertheless, the fact of many of the

works of the empire occupying the sites pre-

viously covered by those of the republic, fur-

nishes so far a clue to the unravelling the mys-

tery of the past. It is to M. Bunsen that we
must ascribe the merit of having cleared a way
through the confused and embarrassed state-

ments of the early topographers, and by point-

ing out the periods of destruction and restora-

tion, afforded us a clear conception of its

condition at several successive periods. The
streets which either encircled the Forum or

afforded outlets from it, were the Via Sacra,

the Vicus Jugarius, and the Vicus Tuscus. Of
these, the first was one of the most ancient and

important streets in Rome. It doubtless derived

its name from the sacred purposes for which it

was used, certain offerings to Jove being borne

along it monthly to the Arx. It was luso the

road by which the augurs descended from the

Arx to inaugurate anything in the city below.

The Vicus Jugarius ran close under the Capi-

toline Hill from the south side of the Forum to

the Porta Carmentalis, and is supposed to derive

its name from Juno Juga, the presiding deity of

wedlock. The Vicus Tuscus, according to some
authorities, was the quarter assigned in B.C. 507

to such of the vanquished Etruscans under

Aruns as had fled to Rome, and desired to

settle there.

To a few fixed points ascertained by

the process of excavation, the position and
limits of the Forum can now be laid down
with something like certainty, and the follow-

ing account by Mr. Dyer, will convey in

a few lines the giat of the discoveries in

question:
—“We must not,” says he, “look

for anything like a regular Foniin before the

reign of Tai*quinius Priscus
;
yet some of the

principal lines which marked its subsequent ex-

tent, had been traced before that period. On
the east and west these are marked by the nature

of the ground
;
on the former by the ascent of the

Velia, on the latter by the Capitoline hill. Its

northern boundary was traced by the road called

Sacra Via. It is only of late years, however,

that these boundaries have been
_

recognised.

Among the earlier topographers, views equally

erroneous and discordant prevailed upon the

subject; some of them extending_^the Forum
lengthways from the Capitoline Hill to the

summit of the Velia where the Arch of Titus

now stands; whilst others, taking the space

betweeeu the Capitoline and Temple of Faustina

to have been its breadth, drew its length in a

southerly direction, so as to encroach upon the

Velabrum. The latter theory was adopted by

Nardini, and prevailed till very recently. Pialc

(Del Foro Romano, Roma, 1818, 1832) has the
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merit of having restored llic correct general
]

prodigies, as the falling of milk and blood, in-

view of the l''omm, though liis work is not I stead of rain, C'owiV/ww, and the growth
always accurate in details. The proper limits I of the sacred fig-tree on the same spot, all serve

of the Iforum were established by excavations I to show that it must have still remained an
made between the Capitol and Colosseum in

j

open, uncovered area. We are, indeed, told in

1827, and following years, when jM. Tea saw
^

very early times, that it was inclosed, in

opposite to the 'i'emple of Antoninus and
^

terms which by no means necessarily require us
I'austina, a piece of the pavement of the Sacra . to regard it as clearly distinct from the Forum,
Yia, similar to that which runs under the Arch much less as constituting anything like a sepa-
of Sevenis. A similar piece had been previously rate edifice. On the other hand, from the
discovered during excavations made in the year frequent mention of buildings, or other mouu-
1712, before the church of S. Adriano, at the ments, which are spoken of at one time as being
eastern comer of the Yia Bonclla, which Ficoroni ihe Forum, at others in the Comilium ; and,
{Vestigie. di Roma Antka) rightly considered to still more clearly from a passage of Pliny, where

\

belong to the Sacra Via. Aline prolongedthrough he describes the sacred fig-tree as being in'

these two pieces towards the Arch of Sevenis, ‘^foro ij)so ac Comitio, we may safely infer that

'

will therefore give the direction of the street, ' it was a part of the Forum itself.”
j

and the boundary of the Forum on that side,
j

The inference from all this is, that the tectum '

The southern side was no less satisfactorily ' of Livy alluded only to tlie temporary roofing of
determined by the excavations made in 1835,

[

the Comitium, on the occasion of gladiatorial

when the Basilica Julia was discovered; and in '

displays.
j

front of its steps another paved street, inclosing
j

These circumstances have occasioned M. Bun-

'

the area of the Forum, which was distinguish- sen to conclude, that the Comitium occupied
able by its being paved with slabs of the ordi-

,

the upper or narrow end of the space allotted
nary silex. This street continued eastwards, to the Foram generally. M. Becker, who takes
past the ruin of the three columns, or Temple the same view, has also remarked upon the fact
of Castor, as was shown by a similar piece of upon the earliest edifices,—^those referred by
street pavement having been discovered in front tradition to the four first kings of Rome being
of them. From this spot it must have pro- found at this portion,—the remaining space
ceeded eastwards, past the church of Sia. being the Plebeian Forum, and served at first as
Maria Liberatrice, till it met that jiortion of the ' a market-place, or for other ordinary purposes,
Sacra J in, which ran in a southerly direction, and took no regular form until the reiom of
opposite the Temple of Faustina (S. Lorenzo Tarquinius Prisciis, who, according to Livy,
in Miranda), and formed the eastern bound^ first surrounded it with shops and porticos. The
of the Forum. Hence, according to the opinion theory of the German school is well told by
now generally received, the Forum presented an; Arnold. "From the foot of the Capitoline,”
oblong or rather trapezoidal figure, 671 English ' says he, “ to that of the Palatine, there was an

'

feet in length, by 202 feet at its greatest breadth open space of unequal breadth, narrowin'^ as it

under the Capitol, and 117 feet at its eastern ‘ approached the Palatine, and enclosed ou both
^^tre tn it y» i i..... ..i. .... r.c ^ o.. i \ / . i

I
sides between two branches of the Sacred Wav '

—^,1 1 xi._ <
IThe position of the Basilica Julia being thus Q’he narrower end was occupied by the Comi-

ascertained, the details of the Fonim and situa- tium, the place of meeting for the poqndvs, or
tion of many of the buildings surrounding it great council of the burghers, in the earliest
followed in

_

a natural sequence. The situation times of the republic
; while its wider extremity

line Lacilir*'! Lof 1

L

/n r.. ...1.^ *1... 17'..— ii i .

I

of this basilica between the Temple of Saturn,
which stood ou the slope of the Capitol, and that

of Castor and Pollux, being known from the
Marmor Ancyranum, the latter must have been
immediately beyond the Basilica, on the side far-

thest from the Capitol, and must cither have been
the temple near Sta. Maria Liberatrice, of which
three columns are still standing or have stood
between that and the Basilica itself. The known
proximity of the Temple of Yesta to that of
Castor and Pollux, and a combination of other
circum.stances, assign to it nearly the site of the
modem church of Sta. Maria Liberatrice—

a

conclusion arrived at upon very different grounds
by some of the earlier topographers. The fact
of the discovery upon this spot early in the six-

teenth century of honorary and sepulchral in-

scriptions in commemoration of vestal virgins,

their privilege of sepulture within the citv,°aud
the probability that their place of burial would
adjoin their sanctuary, led M. Fea, in 1827,
thougli still liolding 1 he views of the Forum then

was the Forum, in the stricter sense, the market-
place of the Homans, and therefore the natural
place of meeting for the commons, who formed
the majority of the Roman nation. The Comi-
tium was raised a little above the level of the
Forum, like the dais or upper part of our old
castle or college balls; and at its extremity,
nearest the Forum, stood the Rostra, facing, at
this period, towards the Comitium

;
so that the

speakers addressed, not indeed the patrician
niultitude as of old, but the senators, who bad
in a manner succeeded to their places, and who
were accustomed to stand in this part of the
assembly, immediately in front of the senate-
house, which looked out upon the Comitium
from the northern side of the Yia Sacra.” The
Curia Ilostilia, or senate-house, built by Tull us
Hostilius, was one of the principal buildings of
the locality. From a remarkable passage in
Pliny, to the effect that in early periods the hour
of noon was marked when the sun, as seen from
the Curia, stood in a line between the Rostra

prevulcmt, to place the Icmple of \es(a on tins and the Gracostasis {cum a Curia inter Rostra
‘he position of the cqupstnan colossus

I

<7/ Gracostasiu prospexisset Salem), Kiebiilir i

ot Domilian, as desenbed in Ihe well-known
:

pointed out that it must have stood upon the
lines of Stalins becomes now intelligible. It

!

north side of the Forum. The preponderance
stoo^d nearly in the centre of tlie I’oriim, with ' of authorily places I he Kostra in the open space
its back towards tlip. tcmnlns nn tliP clrttaa Af fi.A iQ front of the Curia, and, with reference to

'

them, the sun at noon could only be observed
'

from the Curia, if facing the 'south. The!
Graecostasis, which was an elevated area, was ^

situate to the right, or west of the Curia.
Yarro, in describing the position of the

'

Graecostasis, sub dextra Curice, speaks of one
looking towards the south, which would bring

!

the Grmcostasis to his right
;
and this is further

proved by llic next passage, “ Senaculum supra
(jracostasin nhi cedis co7icordue et Basilica
opiniia,'" meaning that the Senaculum lay above

I

the G.-^costasis, and towards the Temple of
Concord, on the side of the Capitoline Hill. I

To the same side of the Comitium may be
[

assigned tlie Yulcaual, or Area Fulcani, an open '

space, of higher elevation than the Comitium,

!

and looking directly upon it, and referretl back
to Romulus fo^r its consecration. The relations
between the Yulcanul, the Graicostasis, and the
Senaculum have not been satifactorily explained,
but it is the conjecture of Becker, that the for-
mer preceded the latter, and formerly desig-
nated the whole area, of which the Grmcostas'is

its back towards the temples on the slope of the
Capitoline, on its right the Basilica Julia, on
its left the Basilica ilimilia

;
while in front, and

therefore at the narrow extremitv of the Forum,
under the slope of the Yeliau'hill, was placed
the Temjilc of Julius Cmsar.
A clear notion respecting the nature of the

Comitium, and the relation it bore to the Forum,
was first conceived by Niebuhr, and afterwards
developed by Bunsen. “ That tlie Comitium,”
says Mr. Bunbury, “ was originally nothing
more than an open space, in wliich the assem-
blies of the patricians, the Comitia Curiata,
were held, seems to have been generally ad-
mitted

;
but by a strange misconception of a

passage in Livy, which, beginning with Flavio,
Biondo, was transmitted in succession through
the whole series of topographers, down *to
Nibby and Burgess, it was supposed that it
liad been subsequently roofed over, and con-
verted into a covered building. Yet not only
does the passage in question, rightly understood,
expressly (?.rc<V,7f any such idea

;
but, as Niebuhr

has justly observed, the occurrence of such

and Senaculum each comprised a part. The
opinion of Caniua regarding the Comitium, is,

that it extended along nearly all the south side

of_ the Forum. The views of Mr. Dyer upon
this subject are independent and novel

;
and

according to the opinion of the writer in the
Quarlerlg, have much to recommend them.
After carefully weighing the arguments upon
both sides of this question, he decides upon
embracing neither, but removes the dehate-
able spot to the north-west comer of the
Forum, near the site of the Arch of Severus,
making it, in fact, a part of the Forum itself.

The Career Mamertinus ascribed to Ancus
Martiusis, is the only building extant referable,

with certainty, to the regal period
;
the lower

vaulted chamber, added by Seivius Tullius, and
called the “Tulliannm,” being doubtless that
whose horrors are so forcibly depicted by Sallust.

Under Numa Pompilius, the Forum received

a few improvements. Besides the little Temple
of Janus, index bellipacisqua, he built his Regia
or palace, as well as the celebrated Temple of
Yestn, both the latter being at the south-east

extremity of the Forum.
With the reign of Tarquinius Priscus, as we

observed, the Forum assumed its first architec-

tural features. On the slope beneath the Capi-
toliiie the remains of two temples had long been
seen—the one showing three columns, the other
eight. The former was generally known as

Jupiter Tonans (albeit the temple so dedicated
by the testimony of Augustus himself is jilaced

in the Capitol, the pseudo-Yictor alone placing
it in clico CTyjjVo/wo—whence the blunder origi-

nated), the other, since the days of Poggio, as
the Temple of Concord. The existence of a
third temple adjoining the one assigned to
Jupiter Tonans was revealed by excavation, and
from the inscriptions found there, as before
alluded to, the site of the real Temple of Con-
cord was established beyond a doubt. This
point being therefore fixed, it remained only to
determine the names of the other two. Accord-
ing to Yarro, the Temple of Saturn was founded
by Tarquinius Priscus on the Forum, on the

spot where the altar to Saturn stood. Upon
these ruins, again, authorities are at issue.

Bunsen, followed by Becker, gives the ruin of

the three columns to Saturn
;
whereas Cauina,

approved by Dyer, gives to that temple the ruin

of the eight. Bunbury sides with Bunsen.
The writers who mention this temple speak of it

as situate at the lower part of the hill and beneath
the Clivus. Thus Servius, sub imo Cupitolino,

and Festus, in imo clivo Capitoline,—thus was
the Milliarium Aurcum, sub oedem Saturni; and
furthermore, the Marmor Ancyranum mentions
the Basilica Julia as inter cedem Castoris et

cedern Saturni. The objections of Becker are as

follow:—First, that Servius mentions the Temple
of Saturn as being Juxta Concordice Templum ;

and though the eight columns are near it, yet

asserts they cannot be called Juxta. Secondly,

the A’briVifl, starting from theMamertine prison,

names the three temples in the following
order,

—

Temphm Concordire et Saturni et Fas-
pasiani et Titi. This argument would be con-
clusive could tlie Nolilia be relied on, but its

looseness of description is too well known to
warrant the reliance. Thirdly, he gives the
inscriptions to the three temples as recorded by
the Anonymous of Einsiedlen, who must have
seen them in their integrity, and who gives

them in a continuous senteuce, without breaks
to divide the inscriptions, but comprising all the
fragments extant, but in the reverse order to
that given in the Notitia, as proved by that of

Concord which now comes last, and about which
there is no question. The inscriptions are

given by the Anonymous, as follows :
—

“ Senatus
populusqne Romanus incendio consumptum resti-

tuit. Livo Fespasiano Augusto. S. F. (?. R,
Impp. Ccess. Severus et Antoninus Pii Relic.

Aug. restituerunt. S. P. Q. R. eedeni Concordia
zetustate collapsam in meliorem facieni opere et

culltt splendidiore restituerunt.”

Now, it is in the dividing this inscription

between the three temples that the most im-
portant argument lies, and Becker, by giving
the words, D. Fesp. Augusto to the first, assigns
tlie min of the three columns to Saturn, and
that of the eight toYespasian; whilst Canina,
by giving the word, B. Fesp-Augusto. S. P. Q. R.
to the second, reverses the order, and assigns
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the three columns to Vespasian, and the eight

to Saturn.

Adjoining the Temple of Saturn was the small

Mdcs Opis, mentioned in the Tasti JmUeniini,

and Capranicormi, and alluded to by Cicero,

which served as a bank for the public money, and

before it stood a statue of Silvauus and a sacred

fig-tree.

The tahernee, erected by Tarquin, consisted of

butchers’ shops, schools, &c. and were distin-

guished by the names Veleres and Nova, whence

the long sides of the boruin derived their names,

sub-Vcteribtis— sub-Novis, and a passage in

Cicero fortunately determines their relative

positions. The next improvement was the con-

verting the butchers’ shops into those of silver-

smiths, or argentaria, the earliest notice of

whom we find in Livy’s description of the

triumph of Papirius Cursor (B.C. 308). It was

by means of the cloaca of Tarquin that the

Porum became drained, and it is probable that

to this unroraantic agency, the disappear-

ance of the Lacus Curlius must be ascribed,

rather than to the self-immolation of the Homan
of that name. Ultimately the site of the Cur-

tian lake was converted into a dry puteal,

which, however, still retained its old name, and

into this the people used to throw pieces of

money, as au angurium salutis, or new-year’s

gift lOT Augustus. The way in which modem
Ciceroni can administer to the appetite of those

who doat upon the wonderful, is humorously

described by Porsytli.

"On my first visit to the Campo Vaccino,”

says he, " I asked my valet-de-place where the

Lake of Curtius was supposed to have been?

when the crowd was somewhat less, 7,000 were

present
;
and on Wednesday the numbers again

reached to 10,000. The body of London archi-

tects seemed each day transported eti masse to

Westminster. It is a source of much satis-

,

faction to us that this amount of interest in the

exhibition is being taken by all classes. Every
,

object that is desired for the advancement of our

art w'ill not immediately follow
;
but the public

'

appreciation of architecture will be advanced

,

nevertheless.
j

Such is the extent of the collection ;
such the

'

amount of architectural materiel iu " Designs 1, 2, i

and 3,” in plans of all central London, or of “ the
i

space bounded by a red line and in drawings,

,

models, reports, and specifications in different
^

languages
;

such is the work of examining 200
^

ana odd designs,—some with two drawings and

some with forty ;
such the trouble of trym" to

|

read what is placed too high, and diseutan^iug
'

one set of drawings from another, that many

'

days may be spent in breaking ground for the

study of thtf designs. It may now perhaps be

seen and understood better than it has been

before, what is the quantity and amount of

thought and labour which architects give to

even ordinary competitions, and how great

should be the corresponding devotion of time

and skill, to the decision on merits,—points

which, strange as it might appear, we have had

to say that architects—nay even competitors—in

pre'saons eases, did not show that they had due
;

apprehension of.
j

There are in all 21S designs, according to
,

the official statement, but amongst these there

is cousiderable variety, as to nature of subject

Behold it !
’ cried he, striking with bis cane au and comprehensiveness. Eirst, as might be ex-

immense granite basin, called here a ‘ Was
[

pccted,_ some architects have entered into the

this, then, the middle of theEorum?’ ‘ Cer-

1

competition for the block plan only. Another

taiuly !

’
‘ Does the Cloaca Maxima run under-

!

portion have sent drawings for one or both of

ueatb ?
’

‘ Certainly !

’
' And this was really the

j

the offices onlv, viz. tlie Foreigu-office and War-

lago where the aucients threw the money ?’
j

office—the subjects for " Designs 2 and 3. A
* Certainly !

’ Thus was the lacus of some ancient
j

third portion have grappled with both the gene-

fountain (probably one of those which M.
[

ral and the particular schemes mentioned, making

Agrippa had distributed through the streets) !
them more or less capable of being \yorked out

transferred by a wand into the Curtian !
in unison. The numbers under this sort of

Lake ! And thus are thousands cheated by
I

classification, in each head, can only be found

sounds.” I

by analyzing each set of drawings, but we think

In the graphic and humorous passage from
|

the three classes '^ould be about equd.

the Curculio Lf Plautus, commencing “ -Tbe ybole area of the hall, excep a narrow

monstrabo quo in qucmque hominein facile vi-
cour s, an a on^ le cu s, is

venialis loco," the first of the series of basilicas
'

«P. to the exhibition. The space ffius

that afterwards adorned the Forum is men- ’ « o^ted is divided longitudinaUy, into /our

tioned, namely, the Porcian, commenced in the
' al eys, and a at the end; and cross divisions,

censorship of Cato. Though it stood close to ^i/h the requ.si e openings, arc placed at ccr-

the Curia Hostilia, its exact site is not certain
;

tain distances, the inconvenience expected rora

but both were destroyed by fire at the funeral
,

tbis arrangement, as to the crowd, is not felt,—

of Ciodius (U.C. 702). The next in succession as to the light, there is no cause for cora-

was the Basilica Fuivia, founded in the censor- plamt. It may, ere ore, appear la we_ are

ship of M. iEmilius Lepidus, and M. Fulvius disposed to find unnecessary if we inti-

- - - -
n(f sometimes called the

,

"^^te that in other respects, he arrangements

,

are not what we should have desired. And we
NXlior, B.O. 179, anJ _
jEmiliau, sometimes the Ailmiliaii and Pnlvisn. -

-
,, , , r.i-

It stood on the north side of the Fornm, behind compelled to say this, even after hariiij,

the Araenlana: Kova,. and close to the Basilica heard of opinions from competitors, directly

Portia. This Basilica was afterwards rebuilt
i

by Lucius .JDmilius Paullus, B.C. 53. A misap-

prehension of a passage iu Cicero occasions a

presumed to say, conunittees and judges are not

1 . a jiassage in e.ieero oeoasions a the only persons who have yet to grasp facts as

aifficulty in reconciling this restoration with ‘haj are. It is true that-excep mg t.iat it would

another alleged “ BasiUoa PauUi ” of still greater :

have saved us some hours, if tlm dlilerent sets

magnifioencl; the situation of the latter not '
drawings had been encircled with a strip

beiSg solvable, as only one Basilica PaiiUi is :

“'»‘h, and it numbers had, ranged

mentioned by ancient authors. The Basilica
;

consecutively (numbers 60 and 61, for instance,

Sempronia, erected by T. Sempronins Gracchus, ;hemg now at opposite ends of the hail in

B.C. 169, constituted the thirdof these ediflecs.
|

dilferent alleys) -we m.av gladly allow that as

It stood on the south side of the Forum, behind “iicli has been done by the Office o Works, as

the Taierme veleres. probably some way back «.‘ating covered space m a central locality ad-

upon the Viens Tnsins. The fourth and last ^
"'“ed of. But we must repeat,-one of the

Basilica of the republican period was the «hl“ts for competitors is to ensure to
- • . , . L, _

. themselves that their drawings stiail be exuibited

where they can be seen. Without this there

can be no advantage from competing. OF course,

the decision cannot even go on merits. The

majority of competitions which liavc occasioned

dissatisfaction would have owed it alone to the

fact that the committees had no place to arrange

drawings for their own inspection. The points,

therefore, which we have ventured to urge upon

our professional readers, have been, that whilst

there might be great advantage to be gained

by competitions, the prospect worthy of the

exertion was in some way connected witli exhi-

bition, and that it was undesirable to em-

bark in competition, without that point at

least clearly stipulated and understood.

Now the principal view in set No 116, in

Opimia, erected by L. Opimius, close to the

Senaculum,

THE EXHIBITION OF COMPETITION
DESIGNS FOR THE GOVERNMENT
OFFICES.
Whatever differences there have been as to

the management of the competition for the
GoTcrnmcnt offices, or whatever opinion may be
forming as to the result, we may safely say that

nothing so remarkable as the scene of West-
niinster-Hall during the first three days of this

week, had been ever known of by architects. On
Monday last, when the designs were first dis-

played to the public, it is believed that 10,000
persons visited the exhibition; on Tuesday,

tlie Hall, with the motto beginning " Nec
minimum meruere decus,” is placed so high up
that its details, which are apparently of great

beauty, and are of course most important even

iu the general effect, cannot be distinguished.

Again, the general plan in No. 96 (" Dense a

bien”), we looked at for a quarter of an

hour, without being able to find what was

the proposal as to the bridge routes. The

real intention is, inter alia, to remove Himger-

ford-bridge altogether,—and we believe this

design is the only one in the exhibition that has

such a proposition. Surely—without our enter-

ing into the merits of the plan—such a feature

of the design is to be taxen into account in

balancing merits and defects. As to West-
minster-bridge,—great attention is necessaiy to

see whether competitors change the site or not

;

for, independently of any line with approaches

from Parliament-street or Wliitehall, there are

several sites, so to speak, varying only a few

feet from one another. There is the site of the

old bridge
;
there is that site plus Mr. Walker’s

addition to the piers, w’hich some of the com-

petitors have taken (mystified by the plans,

which were very incomplete as to the bridge)
;

there is the site of Mr. Pace’s intended bridge,

i. e. the site of the old bndge with an addition

on the up-stream side; and there is the site,

per se, of that addition, which it has sometimes

been suggested, as indeed by us, might form the

whole bridge
;
as well as there arc various lines

that swerve a little in crossing. It is important

surely to know—and it is a question of feet

—

exactly what use any such competitor proposes

to make of the foundations put in lately

;

whether advantage is taken or not of the points

as to the approamies, which constitute the ad-

vantage of Mr. Page’s line on the up-stream side

;

or, on the other hand, whether the foundations
' completed are proposed to be removed. For

instance, some of the foreign competitors place

their increased width to the original site, on the

down-stream side,— perhaps without hmicing

what had been done,—but such things involve

points that should not have been doubtful

on the drawings. Further, there are other

plans, the arrangement of which cannot be

I

done justice to, from the absolute im-

possibility of reading the writing with the

unassisted eye, standing on the ground. As
one instance, we may notice the important

plans of the design No. 99, AfXrcr. From such

circumstances, the duty and responsibility of

the judges’ office will be very great.

’ The circumstances, in other points, correspond
' with what it did not require any great pre-

science to see must arise. If we refer to what

we said in October and November last, on the

' offices, and iu December and in our first number

of this year, on the subject of Westminster-

bridge, or to wliat we have said at other times,

it would not be in self-gratulation, but to place

in the true light the case of the profession—as

interested in common with the country and the

Government, in the objects of the scheme,—the

advancement of art, and the efficient orgauiza-

' tion of public business. We spoke of the un-

' necessary hurry in which the project was being

' pressed 'fonvard
;
we argued that information

was even needed before the objects to be attained

I by “particulars,” or “instructions,” could be
' set in the right light

;
that these “ instructions

”

;

must be su^ as could not interfere with the
’

logical and sequential order of ideas essential to

! the conception and realization of any work of art

and intellect, and that they must not be such as

would trammel freedom of selection, or sugges-

tion, or lead to au alternative between, on the

one side, deprivuig the country of the best ideas

that could be brought to bear upon the subject

;

and on the other, unfairness in the decision.

We objected to the rigid demarcation of a

boundary until the block plan had been decided

upon, and more especially to the selection of

any sites for particular offices, as tending to in-

terfere with suggestions as to the whole
;
but

the red line being marked on the plan which

accompanied the instructions, we wondered that

it should enclose a site of such iiTegnlar form,

and at one part leaving Richmond-terrace

standing. We ventured to say that the

problem left as to the block plan, was one for

which there could be few modes of solution,

and that consequently the 500/. would be far
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beyond the value of the project that might
become eatitlcd to that premium.

The merit of the block plans generally, as

exhibited, is small. Parliament-street is widened

:

the War-office aud Poreign-office are shown in

the positions required, and the data are thus

given for the whole. The only suggestions for

the grand object of concentration that are really

valuable are in those drawings where the designer

has gone far more carefully into the design, than

by a mere block-plan. I’he author of No. 99
above mentioned, thus makes the existing frout

of the Treasury the dalum of his group. The
author of No. IIG perceives that two objects,

not necessarily connected with one another,

were attempted to be served by the " block

plan,”— namely, the London street improve-
ments, and the general concentration of the

offices
;
and if he is right, the “ instructions”

in that particular, have led to much waste of

labour. The site of Kichmond-terrace many of

the competitors do not hesitate to appropriate.

Of those designs which treat the London im-
provements, a large proportion do not present
any important variations on what have been
canvassed and discussed for years past.

The sites of the bridges that we referred to

in our article on "Westminster-bridge, are gene-
rally observed. With reference to the question
of the site for Westmiuster-bridge, we believe

|

the numerical preponderance of opinion is de-

cidedly in favour of the retention of the site.

About oue-tliird of the designs seem to make no
reference to the bridge whatever. (>f those
plans which do contemplate the removal, a con-
siderable number show by the new position the
very great disadvantage of the change,—unless
the bridge were wauled, and could be kept for

the sole use of the offices themselves.
These and many other points, however, will

require our attention in subsequent notices.

Tor any matured opinions as to the designs for

the Foreign-office aud the War-office, in which
the chief interest of the collection may be
found, there has been no time. Having only a

day in advance of the crowd of Monday allotted

to us, it has been impossible even to see the

;

bulk ( f th'' collection. The architecture of the
designs will, however, be found to include more

|

of uoyelty and beauty than has been displayed in i

drawings for many years. The Engl^h archi-

1

tects do not suffer as some would liave said they
j

might, beside the architects of other countries.
Of these last there are mauy, aud the uumber
of forcigu styles suddenly brought before us is .

considera,ble. '
j

The names of forty or fifty of the chief

;

competitors are not in anywise secret.' The
j

names of those who, ‘

it is supposed will he
j

judges, are also very freely reported. The cxlii-

1

bition will at least do this,— it will leave last ing
'

influences upon the architects who are so assidu-
ously studying it, aud the valuable results will
be seen in our buildings, as in the amenities of
the profession for years to come.

The days of exhibition are now only Mondav,

'

Tuesday, and Wednesday, from ten lo six, and
Saturday from twelve to six; aud unless the

;

exhibition shall be kept open longer than first;

intended, it can hardly by the day of closing, be '

seen in the manner which is desirable for cither
study, or adjudication.

I

In another number we shall enter more into
!

particulars. Meanwtiile w'e should be glad to !

receive any copies of the rciiorts. ^

THE TWO WATER-COLOUR SOCIETIES.
!

E.vch of these societies will afford a picasaut
;

morning. Although there may be nothing super-
emineiilly superier to what has been seen before, there

'

is scarcely a work in the two collections that may not
be looked at with pleasure. At the Old Society there
arc 317 pictures, the inajorily of wliich are already
pur.h£u,-e(l. On the private-view dav alone, the sales
amounted to about 2,000/. Mr. F. W. Burton’s
picture, which occupies the place of honour, “ Faust’s

Sight of Margaret,” is an nnqiiiet and theatrical
composition, though very admirable in other respects.
Mr. Topham’s “ Zouave’s Story of the War” is one
of the features of the collection. Mr. John Lewis has
one of Ins Eastern interiors, “ Hharcem Life ” (302',
a hltle less elaborate than usual, but still a marvel of
minute execution. 3Ir. Carl Haag takes a high posi-

^ T
and degree of merit: his

Sabme Lady” (273) is a charming work, and will

have many admirers. “ The Evening Hour ” (178),

where we have an Italian peasant piping at eve, and

looking mistily into the future, is full of beauty and

feeling. Odkley, Rivibre, and John Gilbert, have

good • specimens of their art. Mr. Nash has an ex-

cellent architectural portrait of ” Bramshill, Hants ”

(188), and Mr. Read a good interior of '* Milan

Cathedral” (193). ‘‘ Kilgerran Castle” (3), by

C. Branwhite
;
“Scene in Glen Nevis” (11), by

T. M. Richardson
;

“ Val St. Nicholas ” (45), J. D.

Harding
;

“ Convent of La Madonna del Sasso ” (98),

W. C. Smith; “ScblossElz” (105), W. Callow,—are

all very excellent landscapes.

The exhibition of the new society consists of 354
drawings, including many works of high merit, from

which purchases were made at the private view to the

amount of nearly 900/. No. 97, “A Public Letter-

writer in the remains of the Theatre of Marccllus,

Rome,” is the most admirable of several excellent

works contributed by !Mr. L. Haghe. The scribe sits

within a vault dimly illuminated by an artificial light

:

the tone is delicious,—the sleeping man perfect. “A
Guard-room” (329), and “Cromwell and Treton”

(317), by the same artist, will not escape notice.

Mr. Henry Warren’s large picture, “A Street in

Cairo, with a Marriage Proression, as seen from the

Shop of a Dealer in Wearing Apparel and Arms”
(218), is a very interesting picture, conveying truth-

fully the scene intended. Mr. Corbould has expended .

much time and thought on “A Scene at a Prussian

Fair ” (82), which is fiill of character, but can scarcely

please the judicious. In others of his subjects he is

more successful. On the score of subject (234), “A
New Pupil for John Pounds,” by E. H. Wehnert,

stands first in the gallery. The cobbler, John Pounds,

it will be remembered, was the founder of Ragged
Schools, and Mr. W’ehnert shows him surrounded by
the children he has coaxed in from the streets to teach.

The execution is not equal to the intention, but it is

nevertheless a picture which should be preserved.

Mr. Mole has made an advance. Mr. Absolon is

thinner aud more papery than usual. Mr.Vacher has

some exquisite Italian and other landscapes,—see, for

example (111), “The Environs of Mesilah;” and
Mr. Bennett is as vigorous as usual in (211), “ A
River Scene,” and others. The best landscape, how-
ever, in the collection is exhibited by Mr. Edmund
Warren, " Glen Sannox, Isle of Arran” (226), which
shows a most careful study of nature. His “Trysting
Tree” (119), too, is an admirable drawing.

BYE-LAW AS TO THE FOR.MATION OF
NEW STREETS IN THE METROPOLIS.

SIETROPOLITAN BOAKD OF WORKS.

The following bye-law has been approved by the
Right Honourable Sir George Grey, bart. one of her
Majesty’s principal Secretaries of State, pursuant to

the Act for the Better Local Jlanagement of the
Metropolis, and was published the 1st day of May
instant :

—

“ 1. Four weeks, at the least, before any new street shall
be laid out, written notice shnil be given to the Metro-
politan Board of Works, at their otliee, No. 1, Greek-
street, Soho, in the county of Middlesex, by the person or
persons intending to layout such new street, stating the
proposel leTcl and width thereof, and accompanied by a
plan of the ground, showing the local situation of the
same.

i

2. Forty feet, at the least, shall be the width of every ^

new street .intended for carriage traffic : 20 feet, at the
I

least, shall tie the width of every new street intended only I

for foot traffic ; Provided that the said width, respectively,
I

shall be construed to mean the width of the carriage and
'

footway only, exclusive of any gardens, forecourts, open !

areas, or other spaces in front of the houses or buildings '

erected or intended to be erected in any street.
(

a. Every new street shall, unless the Metropolitan Board
of Works otherwise consent in writing, have at the least'
two entrances of the full width of such street

; aud shall ,

be openfroni the ground upward. '

4. The measurement of the width of every new street
shall be taken at a right angle to the course thereof, half

i

on either side from the centre or crown of the roadway to
the external wall or front of the intended houses or build-

'

ings on each side thereof; but where forecourts or other
I

spaces are intended to be left in front of the houses or
buildings, then the width of the street, as already defined,
shall be measured from the centre line up to the fence,
railing, or boundary dividing, or intended to divide, such
forecourts, gardens, or spaces from the public way. I

5. The carriage-way of every new street must curve or I

fall from the centre or crown thereof at the rate of three-
eighths of an inch, at the least, for every foot of breadth.

I" e^ery new street the curb to each footpath must
not be less than four, nor mme than eight inches, above
the channel of the roadway, e^ept in the case of crossings,
paved or formed for the use of foot-passengers

j
and the

slope of every footpath towards the curb must he half an
inch to every foot of width, if the footpath bo unpaved, or

*ban a quarter of an inch to every foot of width,
if the footpath be paved.

7. In this bye-law the word ' street ’ shall bo interpreted
to apply to and include any highway (except the carriage-
way of any turnpike-road), and any road, public bridge
(not being a county bridge), lane, footway, square, court,
alley, or passage, whether a thoroughfare or not: and a
part of any such highway, road, bridge, lane, footway,
square, court, alley, or passage.

8. In case of any breach of the regulations contained in
his bye-law, the offender shall be liable for each offence,W a penalty of 403.

j
and in case of a continuing offence

to a further penally of 203. for each day after notice
thereof from the Metropoliluu Board of Works.”

SOUTHWELL MINSTER.
CHAPTER HOUSE.

In Mr. G. G. Scott’s excellent lecture on
“ Mediceval Architecture,” lately delivered at

the Royal Academy, and published in the

Builder, he points out the great advantage to
be gained by a continuous and patient study of

such of the examples of our ancient architec-

ture as come 'withm our reach, from the humble
parish church to the stately cathedral. At the

same time, he, in a measure, condemns all hasty

and careless sketching, and, as a rule, very pro-

perly so; but still there are times where no-

thing more than a hasty sketch (it need not be
a careless one) can be obtained,—and even this

has its value, if it only adds, to the common
stock, some fresh form of tracery or moulding;

Again, this hasty sketch may be the only record

of an equally hasty visit to some place incon^

venient to reach, and which may, therefore,

never be seen again
;
and it so happens that

many of our finest examples of English archi-

tecture are not easily to be got at,—such as

Tewkesbury, Beverley, Ripon, aud Southwell-
all exquisite specimens, but all, more or less,

difficult of access. Let us take Southwell, for

instauce, aud see what sort of a pilgrimage must
be undertaken. Suppose the platform of the

Great Northern Station at Newark reached;

then there is that other station from whence
you shall be conveyed to Southwell : in your

anxiety to reach this, you hardly dare cast a

look at the fine church, aud the remains of the

old castle. Useless speed ! You will most pro-

bably find that you have to wait something like

two hours for the next train
;

so there is no-

thing for it, but to walk back iuto Newark and
make a closer acquaintance with the church-
no bad alternative

;
seeing that it is one of the

finest in England. After this, another walk,

and a short ride on the iron road, and you
reach the so-called Southwell station. Still,

the place itself is two miles off; but a plea-

sant walk is no hardship, especially if the

reward is to be so great, — for Southwell
Minster is really what Rickman describes it,—
“ a large and magnificent edifice,” combining
Norman, Early English, and Early Decorate^
all of the finest description. The north porch
and some of the doors are excellent specimens

of the former period : the choir and transepts,

particularly the east cud of the former, have
Early English work, that can hardly be equalled

;

and there are some ornamental portions of a

later character, such as the stalls and sedilia, of

peculiar beauty : it is said that the latter were
for a long time carefully cased up by heavy and
unsightly woodwork, aud that their existence

was only discovered by one of the choir boys
climbing to the top of the unsightly erection,

aud by his weight bringing it to the ground

:

the result would be looked upon with more
pleasure if the visitor was not obliged to hear
that the freak cost the boy his life.

But perhaps the most attractive part of the
buildiiig is the chapter-house, a specimen of
Early Uecorated work, upon which, internally,

almost every form of ornament has been lavished
in the most abundant profusion. Here, indeed,
no hasty sketching would do, nor would it bo
possible : the forms are so peculiar aud so
elaborate, that nothing short of the most careful

study would be ofthe slightest seiwicc. Although
the room is small, a month might easily be
spent there

;
and even then, only skilful fingers

aud the most untiring industry would produce
any great results.

M hile staying at the village inn (for, after

many hours’ travelling, it is no shame for a man
to be hungry), looking through one of the local

guide-books, I met with the following sentence,
taken from some old author,—“The minster is

large and heavy, aud of no particular beauty.”
Now, Rickman says, “it deserves the study due
to a cathedral and, so far as my oxvn observa-
tion goes, I am inclined to agree with the latter

authority
; but still I would advise all who can

do so to judge for themselves, for the above few
notes, together with the accompanying sketch
of the Chapter-hou$e from the north, are the
only results of a hasty visit to Southwell Minster,
a visit to be repeated as soon as circumstances
will permit, because of the great beauty of the

'VY. Caveler.
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THE AET-TKEASURES EXHIBITION.
Manchester has certainly done a great

!

thing. She has gathered together, at no small

outlay of time and risk of money, such a coUec-
j

tion of works of fine art as the world has never ,

before seen under one roof, and from which
|

good, in an educational point of view, must re-

;

suit. The Exhibition was opened by Prince
Albert on Tuesday, the 5th inst. with much

,

pomp, fair weather, an elegant assemblage,

:

10,000 strong, and, as a general result, com-

1

plete success. The orighm paper of sugges-

'

tions on wliich the scheme was founded, and

;

which has just now been printed for the first
|

time, was signed by Mr. Peter Cuuuiugham and

,

Mr. John Deane, both of whom have assisted in
'

carrying it out to its present position. Doubts
were at one time felt as to the willingness of,

owners to lend such works as were desired
;
but,

!

with an admirable spirit, the art-treasures of

the United Kingdom have been poured out at

the feet of the committee, without feai- or

stint. The corporation said, in their address to

the Prince ;

—

“ The encouraffing example afforded by her Most
^

QraciousMajesty anayour.RoyalHiRhoessiQthua zealously
,

sopportinp an exhibition originatin;; in a desire to instruct
and gratily the people has been emulated in the noblest,
spirit of liberality by the possessors of art-treasures

!

thronghoot the kingdom, and the promoters have thus
been enabled to congratulate themselves on the splendid
realization of their purposes which is presented in the im-
posing spectacle around us."

j

And the Prince referred to the point in his
'

reply both to the corporation and to the execu-

1

live committee. To the latter he said,
—“The

building in which we are assembled, and the
|

wonderful collection of these treasures of art, as

you so justly term them, which it displays, re-

1

fleet the highest credit upon you They must
strike the beholder with grateful admiration,

'

not only of the wealth and spirit of enterprise
^

of this country, but also of that generous feel-

;

iug of mutual confidence and goodwill between
j

the different classes of society within it, of

:

which it affords so gratifying a proof. Wei
behold a feast which the rich, and those who
have, set before those to whom fortune has
denied, the higher luxuries of life—bringing
forth from the innermost recesses of their pri-

vate dwellings their choicest and most cherisned
treasures, and entrusting them to your care, in

order to gratify the nation at large ; and this,

too, unhesitatingly, at your mere request, satis-

,

fied that your plans were disinterested and well
matured, and that they had the good of the
country for their object.”

|

Our readers already know something about

'

the building, but some additional details will

probably be looked for. It has been erected
upon a plot of land about 17-^ acres in extent,

situated at Old Traffurd, a distance of two miles
from the Manchester Exchange. Tlie plot is

bounded upon one side by the llaancbestcr South
Junction, Altrincham and Bowdon Railway, in

connection with which convenient and commo-
dious stations have been provided, affording

direct entrance into the building. Upon the
other side of the building are the grounds of the
Botanic and Horticultural Society, and arrange-

ments have been made for easy access in either

direction. The accessibility of the site, by rail

or by highway, is remarkably convenicut. The
Exhibition Building covers an area of 16,000
square yards, or three acres and 2S0 square
yards

; and tlie cost of the erection is stated at

about 30,000/. : the total pecuniary liability

already incurred, by the Executive Committee, in

the building and arraugeineiits for the Exhi-
bition, amounts, it is said, to above 80,000/.

The vdiole of the edifice, with the exception of

the entrance-front, is constructed, externally, of

corrugated iron sheets, fixed to cast-iron up-
rights and roof principals : the interior is lined

with wood, and covered with paper-hangings.

The building itself is, in external form (dis-

regarding some projecting buildings at each
end) a parallelogram, of about 3^ squares of its

width
;

that is, it is three and a half times as
long as it is broad. The exact dimensions of
the square are 656 feet in length, and 200 feet

in width. But its length is increased by the
two projecting portions of the east fafade,
flanking the grand entrance

;
and at the other

end by the farthest rooms of the water-colour
gallery. Each of these end buildings adds 21
feet to the entire length of the whole, so that

the extreme length from end wall to end wall is

701 feet. The east fapade, in which is the

principal entrance, has been greatly altered

since its original design, Originally it repre-

senfed three bold ciicular-arclied roofs, con-

nected, by lower intermediate buildings, with

ridge root. The two lateral arches cover the

picture galleries : tiie central arch roofs over

the 56 feet central aisle of the great hall, and

the two ridge roofs cover the side aisles of the

ball. But owing to a line of offices being car-

ried northward in a line with this fafade, and

the railway corridor being also attached to it in

a line soutiiward, the fafade is now composed
of—palace 200 feet, railway corridor 150 feet,

aud offices 96 feet; in all presenting a front 416
^

feet in length. The entrance-front, which shows

three large arches, is of cream-colour bricks,

with red brick dressings and panels up to the

spring of the arches : the face of the arches

,

themselves, filled in with glass, are of wood,
pointed cream colour, and red to correspond

with the lower part. It is not very handsome,
—indeed, to speak the truth, it is squat and

i

The internal form, so far as it can be seen at

once, say from the centre of the transept, is that

of the Latin cross, but reversed as to the car-

dinal poiuts of the extremities
;
the upper eud

or summit of the cross being the west eud.
|

The dimensions of the principal divisions of

the building are the following :

—

Feet.

Length of great hafi 632
Extreme width of hall 104
Length of north and south transepts 200
Width of transepts 104
Length of each range of picture-galleries 432
Width of each range of ditto 48
Length of waler-colour gallery 200
\Vidth of ditto 24
Length of smaller ditto 104
AVidtIi of ditto 24

The general coustructiou will be understood
by describiug a section through the main part

of the building. The central portion of the

section will be the Great IZall, 104 feet across :

this is divided by rows of coupled columns (at

distauces longitudinally of 16 feet apart) into

three spans, the middle span formed by arched

principals of wrought iron, without auy cross

tic-rods, springing from the tops of the coupled
columns, and rising in a semicircle to the height

of 56 feet 6 inches at the crown, the span being

56 feet across. The two sides are each spanned
by a hipped roof of 24 feet across. On each
side of the Great Hall are picture-galleries of

the width of 48 feet, covered by a semicircular

roof, the principals of which are trussed by tie-

rods aud struts. Tlie height of the crown of

the roofs to the picture-galleries is 50 feet

6 inches. The lieight of the coupled columns
in the Great Hall is 28 feet 6 inches.

The organ has been built, specially for the
purpose, by Messrs. Kirtland and Jardine, of

Manchester, and has been placed at tlie service

of the executive committee for the period of the
exhibition. The organ-case has been executed
by Mr. George Jackson, of Brazeiinose-strcet,

from a design by Mr. E. Salomons, architect to

the executive committee. The centre, above
the key-board, is occupied by a screen, 11 feet

6 iuclies wide, of silvered pipes, decorated with
a diapering in colours. Above, there is an en-

riched baud, supporting a number of trumpets,

in gold and silver, arranged on the radial lines

of a semicircle. The effect of this is not very
good. On each side of the screen there arc

circular towers, 3 feet 8 inches in diameter, of

gilded pipes, 9 inches in diameter; the pipes

passing through the enriched band, and tenui-

nating in decorated coronets. Beyond, and
slightly recessed, from tlic line of the lowers,

are screens of pipes according with those in the

centre, but of less size; and, at the angles,

there arc other towers of pipes. Tlie whole screen

rests on a pliiitli and surbase, 4 feet 6 iuches
high. The case is, in the whole, 36 feet wide,

by 26 feet high to the top of the centre trum-
pets

;
and it is IS feet 6 inches deep, a narrow

passage being left between the back and the
wall. The work of the screen has been done
principally in carton pierre.

The first-class refreshment-room is approached
by passing out of the north transept aud aloug

an open colonnade surrounding a court 104 feet

long by 100 feet wide. The room is 96 feet by
72 feet; but, at the south-east comer, a space

38 feet by 24 feet is partitioned off for retiring-

rooms, &c. The second-class refreshment-room

is at the south-east corner of the Palace, adjoin-

ing the main building aud the railway corridor,

it Deing entered through several doorways from

the latter. The extreme dimensions arc 132
feet by 72 feet

;
but 24 feet of the width is cut

off, and devoted to retiring-rooms, &c. of which
the supply is abundant.

Very extensive cooking arrangements have
been made, including a kitchen 50 feet long and
25 feet wide. The newspapers say that Mr.
Donald will be able to supply 100,000 persons

daily
;
but inasmuch as, after four or five thou-

sand persons had been supplied on the opening

day, we found little obtainable but some polisbed

bones of lamb, we must conclude that matters

aie not yet complete.

The decoration of the building internally was
entrusted to Mr. Grace. The sides of the central

hall are decorated with a maroon pap;r, having

a cornice in gold aud colours, with tablets, in

blue, upon which are inscribed the names of the

arti-'ts whose productions hang beneath. The
semicircular roof is divided into panels, the

divisions consisting of the iron principals, and
the longitudinal ribs of timber. The compart-

ments (picked out with a faint border-line of

crimson) are an aerial grey. The ribs arc of a
light tea-green, or rather greenish stone colour,

with an ornamental edging of a light cream or

vellum lint, and the faces are decorated alter-

nately with Vitruvian and Grecian ornamenta-

tion. Upon the lower edges of the principals

there is a rosette ornament, aud on the face of

tliem alternately a guilloche and the tan. The
coupled columns (coupled, by the way, as an
afterthought, to obviate a weakness) arc of the

same tea-green colour, relieved with gold. We
must coul'css to liking this part of Mr. Grace’s

work less than the side aisles, the Oriental

Gourt, and some other parts. The colour of the

columns is gloomy aud mean, even wilh the sun
upon it,—and that luminary does not always
shine in Manchester.

Down the nave on each side are groups of

statuary, mostly by modem artists, placed with
admirable taste. Some more specimeus are

needed to continue the line to the further eud.

Beyond the statues on each side are large cases

containing the General Museum, a collection of

rare value, commending itself to the attention

of architects, even more strongly than the paint-

ings; while against the wall on each side are

placed cases of smaller objects, carvings, cabi-

nets, and otiier artistical aud costly furniture.

In going tlirough these do not miss the head, in

low relief, by Donatello, or Turregiano’s bust of

Henry "Vll. On the right baud, or north side

i

of the nave, the main cases contain the Bernal
aud Soulages collections

;
while those on the

south side are filled with the loans of private

individuals aud corporate bodies,—glass, china,

porcelain, metalwork, and ivories. These speci-

mens are not yet catalogued or labelled ; until

this is done their value aud the great interest

attaching to tiiem will not be felt. Their value
in a money point of view is enormous. The case
of old chma, for example, English and French,
was priced, in our hearing, oy a well-known
importer, at 100,000/. This is probably not

' above the mark, for some of the vases would
probably sell for 2,000/. apiece ! The case of

Gothic plate is very remarkable, coutaining
specimeus from the pre-Norman Diinvegau cup,

alluded to by Scott in " The Lord of the Isles,”

to the sixteenth-century cup ascribed to CeUiui,

and belongiu" to the Earl of Warwick. Look
at the fine collection, in another case, of Italian

knockers [take a lesson, BirminghAm], and that

beautifully-worked steel casket of architectural

design. The carved ivories arc numerous aud
wonderful, from diptychs and triptychs of the
thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, and Mr,
Hope’s crozier, to the more sensually beautiful

flagous of the seventeenth century. Tlie case of

j

Oriental chin i, wilh its delicate tints, should
serve to revive the love for it which has been
lessened by Shres ware and Majolica. The vase
from Sicily, sent by Mr. Edward Falkeucr, the

architect, and attributed to the eleventh
century (!), should be iuvesligated.
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The whole of the museum hns been gathered

and arranged under the direction of llr. J. B.

Waring ; Ihe cases have had the special care of

Mr. Chaflers.

On reaching the end of the nave next the

transept, a collection of annour and of weapons

will be found, arranged, under the direction of

Mr. Planche, by Mr. Pratt, scarcely to be rivalled.

Lost to some extent in the lar^e space, and in-

jured by separation, the collection demands the

study of all who arc interested in the subject. To
say nothing of the suits in series, the helmets

from the earliest period of English history,

notice the Roman-British shield in the Meyrick
collection, that ivory saddle of the time of

Heniy VI., the cross-bow of the same period,

and the exquisitely-wrought and inlaid halbert

on the other side, said to have been given by
the Pope to Henry VIII.

In the soul h gallery, at this end, there arc

about fifty architectural drawings, not yet

labelled or catalogued ; some are very unwortliy,

and the whole, if mistakenly viewed by a

foreigner as an exponent, would give a wrong
impression of the present state of the architec-

tural art amongst us. Of the photographs and
the admirable collcctiou of engravings illus-

trating fully the history of the art, we must
speak another time.

The walls of the nave hold the British por-

trait gallery, 337 pictures : the galleries on the

south side contain the works of the ancient

masters, annnged bv Mr. Scharf, 1,098 in

number; and the galleries on the north side,

paintings by modern masters, the English
school, about 600 in number. We may not

now, however, say more of this extraordinary

collection, but shall return to it at an early

opportunity. Suffice it, that all who find delight

in works ot art, would know the riches possessed
by England, and would avail themselves of the

most complete means of study ever afforded,

must visit the Art-Treasures Exhibition at Old
Ti-afford.

THE LAST VISIT TO THE OLD READING-
ROOM, BRITISH MUSEUM.

On the 8th of September, 1838, not quite a score

of years ago, this useful place of study was thrown
open to the readers

;
and, during that time, much valua-

ble information has been gathered from the enormous
mass of books which forms our national lib', ary and
laid before the public.

The growth of the British Museum has been rapid

since the days when the lute Mr. Disraeli and tw'o or

three others were all who availed themselves of the

books and nianiiseripts which were stored in Mon-
tague House, and the changes since then have been
great. The number of readers who now use the

library annually is upwards of 30,000.

Ill 1836, two years before the opening of the old

reading-room, the library of printed books consisted

of 230,000 volumes. In 1851 it consisted of

470.000 volumes, or at the rate of 16,000 volumes a

year on an average. It is probable that the increase

of hooks added to the British Museum will, as educa-

tion advances amongst the masses of the people, both
at home and abroad, be much more than 16,000
volumes annually

;
but even at that rate, the library,

in 1900 (forty-three years hence), will contain

1.270.000 volumes.

In 1851 the library occupied 51,050 feet, or very
nearly 10 miles of shelves : at the end of this century

the shelves will extend nearly 30 miles, or 10 miles

farther than from London to St Alban’s.

The old reading-room was thought a fine thing

a few years ago; hut lately compLiinls have been
constantly made of want of light, want of space, and
want of ventilation. Notwithstanding all these faults,

a long attendance bad caused us to consider the place

with something of the same feeliug ivliich is ex-

perienced for an old and valued friend
;
and, notwith-

standing the beneficial change which has been pre-

pared, it was with some regret that we left the old
room for the last time.

Most of the well-known faces which ore familiar

to the visitor here were in their accustomed places
;

but the other attendance was not so numerous as

usual. All the volumes, with the exception of the
catalogues, had beeu moved away, and the place had
an uncomfortable and desolate appearance, something
like premises which have been swept by the sheriff.

The eye wandered round the empty shelves to well-

remembered spots formerly occupied by books of re-
ference. The readers looked bewildered and uncom-
fortable, aad many who had before highly valued the
advantage of having access without any trouble what-
ever to the well-arranged volumes in the reading-room,

more than ever appreciated the use of this depart-

ment of the British Museum.
Books were written for as usual, but did not come

to band with regularity, and many tickets were re-

turned instead of the volumes wanted, marked “New
Rcadiug-room.” Numerous clergymen and others,

anticipating the fortnight’s closing, rushed hurriedly

in, and in many instances were disappointed in obtain-

ing the materials they required. Other persons, who
had neglected to have their cards of admission re-

newed at the proper period of each six months,

attended in considerable numbers for the purpose of

obtaining fresh tickets. Many regular visitors to the

reading-room had not had new cards for years past,

and some were lost, and much dissatisfaction was

caused by the necessity of old readers being asked to

apply for fresh introductions. Mr. Panizzi, who is,

on all occasions which have come under our notice,

defaced—walked upon, and nail-holes made throm^h
the face; returned in a reckless roll, with the ends
twisted and open, tied hard with a bit of twine at

each extremity ; two shillings to pay, and a circular,

stating they had been forwai'dcd, but witliout one
word of thanks, or information os to the result of the

competition. Such treatment, I am sure you will

agree with me, is unbecoming a committee of gentle-

men.”

PROVINCIAL NEWS.
East Eerel/am.— The local Corn-Exchange Com-

pany, last week, had a meeting in the Corn-Exchange,

to consider the expediency of building a suite of public

rooms on the ground next Church-street, adjoining

the present erection, when it was unanimously resolved

to build on the site without delav, and the directors

kind and considerate, gave instructions that all who
|

wore authorised to raise the additional capital required

chose to call at the old room, and could be recognised

by the attendants, should be spared further trouble.

At the time appointed, the readers slowly departed,

and the alarum of the clock, and the cry of “ All out,”

was heard here for the last time, and the old reading-

room, like Montague House and the green fields and

to carry out the project.

Cambridge.—The waut of adequate public rooms in

Cambridge is leading, it appears, to the formation of

a
“
Public Rooms Company,” under favourable cir-

cumstauces, with a capital of 17,5007. in 3,500 shares

at 5/. each, for the piu'pose of erecting a series of

lanes adjoining it,—old Smithfield market, and other hiiildiugs, comprising a grand hall, with suitable rooms

once well-known portions of London,—has become a

thing of the past.

When we contrast the snuggery occupied by the

elder Disraeli and his few companions with the old

reading-room, and then the new room with the old
;
old

Smithfield market with the modern one
;
and the

buildings erected for public and other purposes half a

attached, for balls, dinners, and entertainments; and

also baths, swimming and private
;
washhouses, hotel

of the first class, &c. A freehold site, according to

the local Chronicle, has been secured in a central

position, namely, at the head of Jesus-lanc, where the

Hoop brewery, the free library, &c. now stand.

Eudleg.—The new County Court buildings in this

century ago with those which are now being reared
!
town are let to Mr. W. Nelson, builder, for 3,400/.

iu all directions, we see evidences of the advancement

of this great metropolis, and find good grounds for

hope as to the futui’e.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

The Annual General Meeting of the Institute was

held on Monday evening, the 4th of May, at eight _ _
0 clock,—to receive the Report of the council on the

, ijave the foundations only in, while the schools are

(the next lowest being 4,160/.), and the works are to

be commenced immediately. The accommodations

consist of public office 33 by 18, court 58 by 28,

chief clerk’s office, registrar’s offices, consultiug rooms,

judge’s rooms, keeper’s apartments, &c. The archi-

tect is Mr. Reeves, of Guildford-squarc. Part

of the workhouse is being roofed in, but it will

be some time yet ere the place is ready for the recep-

tion of its inmates. The front wing, board-room, &c.

state of the property and affairs of the Institute, and
j

jjqj ygj commenced.
an account of the funds, together with a balance-

!

, . . . . j T 1 , 1. 1 i. I

Burnham (Bristol ).—National schools have been
sheet of the reoeipts and d.sbarsemenls

,
to

| jhi arish at the sole cost of Mr. Reed, a
officers of the Institute and ciammers under the

; ^
Metropohfcm Building Act for the ensuing yeap

Children of both seaes attended. The site and building
finrl f/M" thp wATiPPtil Hriannt/'h nt hucinpQS Mr A .. _ . _ .. °and for the general despatch of business. Mr. A.

Ashpitel, Fellow, presided. The following were

elected :

—

pBESiDENT—Earl de Grey. Vice-Pbbsidbnts—Messrs.
J. B, Bunuing, G. G. Scott, and J. J. Scoles. Honobabt
Seckbtxbibs—Messrs. C. C. Nelson and M. Digby Wyatt.
Hosoraht Seceetabx fob Foebion Coehesposuence.
—Professor Donaldson. Oedinaet Memuebs of Coufr-
CIL.—Messrs. A. Aslipitel, II. Baker. H. Glutton, St.

James’s, Owen Jones, T. H. Lewis, J. Clarke, II. Currey,
E. C. Hakewill, F. Marrable, and J. Pennethorne.
Trbasdeeb—Sir tv. R. Farquhar, bart, IIonoeaet Soli-

cost 907/. odds, and the Council on Education con-

tributed 200/. ffir fittings, boundary walls, &c.

Womboum (Staffordshire).—It is proposed to build

new schools and master’s residence here, and at a

meeting of the vestry last week, the design of Messrs.

Bidlake and Lovatt, of "Wolverhampton, architects,

were unanimously adopted.

Lichfield.—At a meeting of the Lichfield Corpora-

ur.. .. . X.. X ....... xx......~..~x tloD l^^^t wcck, thc dcsigu of the same architects was
CTTOB—Mr. W. L. Donaldson. Acditobs— Fellow, J. P. decided upon for the Museum and Free Library boild-
St. Aubyn

;
Associate, C, F. Hayward.

Of the interesting review of the doiugs and sayings

of the past year, contained in the Council’s report, we
must take note in our next number.

ing for this city.

Retford. — New National Schools are about to be
built at East Retford, which is certainly not before

they are req'uired, as the present building is totally

unfit for educational purposes, and has no provision

nnMPiTTiTTnATQ
*'“' “ Shls’ school. The new buiUing is intended to

L/UMrlliiiilUiNb. I accommodate about 180 boys and 120 girls, and is to

Worcester Cemetery.—At a meeting of the General have a teacher’s residence attached. The designs, as

Health Committee, held on Tuesday iu last week, ' prepared by Mr. William Kerby, of East Retford,

Mr. Clarke, whose design for the chapels has been ' architect, have been approved by the “ Committee of

selected by the Town-council for adoption, attended
, Council on Education,” and are in the Gothic style.

„ith an alter.atije design wliich showed but one
I s/,„„,j„,y,_Meeling3 are being held for the pnr-

archivay instradottwolnthe connccl.ngbu.ld.nghe-1
promoting the erection of new schools for

tween the two chapels. The commiUee agreed
^ aecommodating 800

unamraousiy to recommend the alteration to the
^ » a

Oldbury.—The ratepayei-s of this town, in vestry
' Alfretm. Tim new Town-hall, erected at the cost

assembled, have rejected the design of Mr. W. Bourne, Morewood, has been opened,

of Dudley, for the chapels, &c. for their new cemetery, '
It stands on a site adjoining the George Ilutel, and

and intend inviting competitions. The Burial Board ^ structure, contaimug assembly-room, with

had accepted his plans, and procured tenders for the sessions court and offices, and other apartments for

same ; but it appears that their proceedings were not lousiness either public or private. The roonis on the

in accordance with Fox populi.
\

ground-floor are intended to be used as offices &c.

, T7- 7 I mL i.'.-
' and two Wide staircases lead to the large room above.

Seidy 71Mouses -The compothioe
^ 35 „of

for these hmldrags has been scltlcd, Ihere were
,133 springing

twelve designs sent m. which have been open for in-
. the woodwork is stained andvar-

spcetion o the merahers o the Town Connoil for
a„a white ceiled plastering between the ratters,

three weeks past. The Binlding Committee reeom.
' „ith st„ne heads and

mended the design under the motto Nota-Bene
, jhe architect, and Mr. Josh,

tor the first premium, and that with Con Amore
, t,^,, „„,jtractor.

for the second. This recommendation has been

unanimously adopted, and we understand the works

will be immediately proceeded with. Upon opening

the notes with the respective mottoes, the first was

West Hartlepool.—The foundation-stoneof national

schools was laid here last week. The schools are to

contain room for the tuition of 750 children, viz. 300
IOC uuies wiLii me lea jeeiite muLi-uea, me uisi nus .

• p . mi x c x\.

found to he that of Messrs. Giles and flrookhouse. of •'“J®- ^OO girls, and 150 infants The amount of the

Derby; the second, that of Mr. Oliver, of Sunder-
,

fr^Frtive contracts for the eompletron of the h
is 2,375/. and the Site 13 the gift of the West Harbour

The Liverpool Wellington Monument Compe-
j

Railway Company.

titio}i. — A competitor complains loudly of the ^ Carlisle.—It has been determined to erect in

conduct of the committee. He says,
—

“ 1 found my Chapel-street a new dispensary, at a cost of about

drawings, to all appearance, wilfully dirtied and 700/- iticluding 80/. for a site.
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CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Camhridge.~'T)i& vestry of St. Mary’s Cturcli is

being removed to maVe way for the erection of a new

chan'cel. It is proposed to remove the Doctors’ Gal-

lery, and re-arrange the body of the chnrch, so as to

increase the accommodation. The requisite means,

however. Lave not yet been collected.

East BerehaTn.—T)i& chancel of the parish church

has recently received some additional embellishment

from the Rev. W. C. Wollaston. The open roof has

been displayed by the removal of the unsightly ceil-

ing; Early English windows substituted for those

of

i

more debased style; and a window by Mr.Wailes,

as a memorial to the late Mrs. Wollaston, now com-

pletes the series of painted windows in this portion of

the church. The vestry is said to have authorised

the removal of a building in the churchyard, by

which the burial-place of St. Withbnrga, an object of

local interest, will no longer be hidden from view.

Greenstead {Colchester).— Too church here has

been re-opeued, after being closed nine months for the

purpose of restoration and enlargement. It was falling

into a dilapidated condition, and was of too dimi-

nutive a size to afford adequate accommodation. The

an open-timbered roof, consisting of sixteen principals, Staffordshire tile. A bunal-ground, with boundary-

with curved braces, &c. supporting an octagonal Ian- wall, and lich-gate next the road, are also to o^ro-

tern, 17 feet 6 inches in diameter. The seats are vided. The cost of the whole will be about l,600f.

arranged round the octagon amphitheatrewise, five I Biclon .—The chief stone of a parsouage-house for

tiers in depth, each tier rising 16 inches. The build-
tij(. chapciry of Bicton was laid on Monday in last

ing is in the Gothic style, and has two three-light
j

^eek. The design was furnished by Mr. E. Haycock,

windows in front and back bay, the tracery of the
! jmi_ the contractors are Mr. H. Thomas, of

latter being filled in with stained glass, representing Shrewsbury, and Mr. J. Evans, of Callcot. Col.

the Dove descending. In this window the tracery is
j

"Wingfield has contributed 100/. towards the work,

flowing Middle Pointed. There is a vestry, class-
'
and jjrg. Wingfield 50/.

room, &c. attached to the chapel, the schools being
I Bordesley {Birmingham).— The Holy Trinity

detached. The contract for the chapel was 995/. ex-
' Chapel, Bordesley, has been decorated and reopened,

elusive of the gas and heating, the latter of which is '

Tfig wdls are white, the ceiling a blue, that part over

effected by steam. The builder was Mr. J. Peacock,
[

altar being ornamented with gold stars. The

and the architect Mr. W. Wigginton, of Dudley. panels in front of the gallery are alternately oak and

Kidderminster.—"ih.0 contracts for the erection of

the new church at Kidderminster were signed on

Tuesday in last week, by Mr. WuUon, the contractor.

The church is Gothic, from the designs of Mr. Gilbert

R. Blount, of London, and consists of nave, aisles, and

chancel, with sacristies, tower, and spire.

Winterbourne .—A new church, says the Gloucester

Chronicle, will be shortly comrnenc.d in the parish

nntive a size lo anom auequatc uccomui^^uau^u. .... of Winterbourne, between that village and Frencbay.

edifice has been enlarged and improved, at the cost A clergyman, a resident m the neighbourhood, is to

of 800/. The alterations comprise the addition of a pay the cost.
.. . .u . * i -c

new south aisle to the church, which besides has
|

e are asked to s^ that the total eoA

undergone complete renovation. The aisle is parted of the works contemplated at Chalford Church is

off bv an arcade consistiog of five arches. The i
calculated at 700/. not 1,700/. as stated,

external walls are of Kentish rag. with black cement,
j

C/i/Vow.—The necessary steps, preparatory to the

and the porch, windows, doors, and buttresses, of ,

coramencemeot of the building of the tower ot Christ-

Caen stone dressings. The sittings, in lieu of pews, !
chnrch, have been taken, and an appeal for public

are plain open benches, capable of holding a congre-
^

support in the work will shortly be put with. A

gation of 300 persons, or more than double the
.

committee has been formed to carry out the under-

number this old Norman church would before accom- taking.

modate The building operations were entrusted to Taunton .—A competent person, says the L.ceter

Messrs.' Grimes and Sons, builders; and Mr. G. has undertaken to rebuild St. Mary s tower,

Lu*kio mason Colchester. In altering the church Taunton, for the sum of 0,500/. ;
and as 3,000/. have

the workmen discovered in the walls of the chancel a been subscribed, it is proposed to ask the parishioners

piscina, and Easter sepulchre.
!

to contrihnte 2,000/. in ten annual rates of 25,1. in

Nev:burg.—V\d.os for the improvement of Thatcham the pound, and other means will be adopted for raising

Church are about to be taken into consideration.
|

the other 1,000/.

Maidstone .—The foundation-stone of the new
|

On the 30th ult. toe new church

church of St. Philip, intended for the accommodation for the district of Cyfarthfa, Jlertbyr lydfil, w as con-

of the inhabitants of the Stone-street district, at secrated by the Bishop of Landaff. The edifice is a

laid on Friday in last week. The cross church, of the Geometric Decorated period, and

ultra-marine blue. Painted on the oak panels are

whi'e scroll bauds relieved with blue, and on these

are inscribed, in old English letters, quotations from

Scripture. Itollowiog the curves of the upper win-

dows are other bauds, with passages from Holy Writ

:

these are bordered with floral designs in yermilliou,

green, and blue. The reredos is covered with Gothic

ornament and symbolic characters in. various colours.

The iron pillars supporting the galleries are painted

blue, and the gas stands, which are brass, and similar

in design to those at the Music Hall, are partly blue.

The high, old-fashioned pews have not been removed

and open seats substituted. The architect employed

was Mr. Cranston.

ManchesteT.—T:\io Jews of Manchester have lately

become divided into two sects, one holding to tradi-

tion, who have just laid the corner-stone of another

new synagogue, so that two new synagogues arc at

present in course of erection iti this city. The one

now under notice is to be in York-street, Cheetbam-

hill-road. The chief entrance will be at the west end,

facing York-street, and will be approached by a flight

of twelve steps, at the top of which will be a loggia,

24 feet wide by 12feet deep. In the north and. south

fronts will be two other entrance-doors, leadmg to

the staircases to toe galleries, in addition to two

others leading into the worship-liall, or, laterally,

into ante-rooms, of which there will be two,

supplied with lavatories, &c. The worship-hall will

be 56 feet 6 inches wide, from north to south, and

73 feet long from east to west. It will be^ furnished

ith seats to accommodate 372 persons, besides ninetyMaidstone, was .- — —
.

.
- , , c i -j

chnrch is in the Transition style of the latter part of consists of a lofty nave, with clerestory, chancel, side
App vltin^s I’n

thirteenth century. The present contract extends only aisles, transept, chancel aisle, vestry, west and south boys O'"

^
L

to the erectioa ot » uL, 82 feet long by 32 feet
,

porch. It ie boilt of a speciee of purple rag etooe. the ceutro of the »d ' >1

wide and a chancel. There are to be no galleries, ,
from the neighbourhood, with Bath stune dressings, projecting pilasters, to contain the ,

anil all the seats are to be open The roof tiin-
i

The vonssoirs of the arches arc aKcrnatcd with light enclosed with doors made of polished ma og y.

Srs L to he^oLi;" TheToreh (on the nor,h blue Pennant sandstone, and the dnrk rag.
,

A, oorered with a enrta.n rn

side) and bell-tnrrct are to be of oak. The ,
at the west end is crowned by a spiracle. .’^0 west ga ler.es which wdl be set ap i to

huildtag has been so arranged that transepts can end is lit by alargc rose window, of Geometric tracery,
j

citend along three sides >
, jj,,,

he added at a future time, when the church wdl The arches of the nave are supported on B ith stone
^

contain 156 private and s xtyToni free s „
,

^
afford accommodation for 800- till then, it will' columns, alternately circular and octagonal, with accommodation for seventy girls. They will

gfre rooTr than 500. Towards its ' carved capitals... aLds of polished stale are iniro-
,

over a Doric entAlatnre supported on pdnsters, wh eh

freclion, the Earl of Komney contributed the sum of .
dneed in the eolnmns, with good cffict. All the in-

|

™I1 extend round the four- si e, “LjXan
600/.—inclnaivc of the cost of the site, besides a

,

tenor dressings and arches are of Bath stone. The the whole will be an entablature of *e

large quantity of building materials. The contract
|

pulpit and reading-desk are of Meniel deal, stained ,
order, supporled on colomns, and separa „

for the^building has been taken by Mr. Thompson, of
,

and vaimished, with Bath stone diapered panels. The
]

ceiling into three large divreions the

Maidstone, who has stipulated to complete the work i
communion and pulpit railing arc of , /.,

by the 1st of Novemhef next. communion is paved with Minion’s tiles. There are ' as to form a clerestory, wdi.ch will be

CranJrooi.—Some time since the members of the
!

galleries in the transepts for children. The whole of stamcd-glass windows. The ceiling will be formed
nners or tne i galleries m me Limiscpis LUI uuuuicii. Aut; ».juie ui

^

O--— ^
e V tl.o

Independent Congregational Church in this town
|

the woodwork stained and varnished
;
the

Q.mlicrht ” foral L;nUrcU in tins town i
me woouwoilk is SLauieu aua >uiuisulu, me jjcns V.— --

1 3 tf T h+ ” fnr

purchased a piece of ground situate in High-street, in open seated. The church accommodates 600 wor-
|

central panels wil be placed a gas sun ig

order to erect thereon a new church. The edifice will shippers : its cost was about 2,700/. The land was
;

lighting the hall, there beiug also single b
.

he a Gothic structure, accommodating about 400 per-
1

given by Lord Dynevor and Mr. Richards. The building ,
the galleries. Underneath the hall will be a ha ement

sons, and together with school-rooms and site will nnminr.nr.fMl hv ATr. D.inl^ls of Ahcrcraveniiv. and ,
storv, divided, by moveable partitions, into a mimbe

cost about 1,500/. The foundation-stone was to be

laid on "Wednesday of this week.

Ramsgate .—A chantry chapel has just been com-

menced at St. Augustine’s, Ramsgate. It is erected

bv Mr. KenelmDigby, from designs by Mr. E. AVelby

Pugin. The exterior is built of flint, with Whitby

stone dressings. The interior is of Caen stone and

alabaster, enriched with Galway, Derbyshire, and

Purbeck marbles.

Chiseldon .—At the picturesque village of Chisel-

don, AVilts, toe little church is about to be embel-

lished with what is moreover a marked specimen of

the parishioners’ good taste and regard for propriety.

The parish clerk, named Nash, having served about

fifty years to the satisfaction of all and credit to him-

self, has gone to his last homo. A staiued-glass

window has been put up to his memory,
Tunsiall .—.411 the pews of the present chnrch being

rented, and the free seats being filled by school chil-

dren, several of the leading families of Tunstall have

come forward to aid the incumbent in his design of

erecting a new church, intended more particularly for

the working classes. Mr. Edward AVood, of Purthill,

has aunouuced to the incumbent his intention of

giving 500/. towards the object in view.

Tipton .—The opening services of the Regent-street

Tabernacle, Prince’s-end, Tipton, closed on Tuesday
in last week. The chapel has been erected by the

Methodist New Connexion body, and is calculated to

seat 440, exclusive of 120 children, who are accom-
modated in wings attached to the raaiu building. The
principal feature of the building is an octagon, having

was commenced bv Air. Daniels, of Abcrgaveniiv, and i
story, divided, by moveable partitions,

completed by Air.’ P. Rees, of Merthyr. The’archi- ' of rooms, adapted for committee meetings or other

tect is Air. James S. Benest, of Norwich. A parson-
!

purposes. The exterior of the sjTiagogue will be o

age will also be shortly commenced, elose to the the Italian style of architecture ; the west facade,

church and it is in contemplation to build schools fronting York-street, being the most ornamental por-

in connection with the district.
'

tion. The centre will consist of Coriutbiau columns,

LlaniiUo Crossenng.—The parish church of Llan- forming the entrance to the loggia
;
and theie will be

tillo Crossenny, silu'ited in a picturesque part of wings enclosing the staircases with attached pilasters,

Monmouthshire, on the old road from Abergavenny the whole supporting a Corinthiaa entablature. In

to Alonraoutli, having become greatly dilapidated, a the central part there will be a balustrade, but the

landowner. Colonel Clifford, AI.P. for Here'brd, has, two wings will be surmounted with domes. The

at his sole expense, completely renovated it. The
J

whole of the front of the building w'ili be constructed

edifice was re-opencd for divice service on Thursday with polished stone; but the north and south sides

in last week. The original type has been followed will be faced with bricks, with stone dressings for the

in such alterations as were requisite, as in the inscr- windows.

tion of three new windows in the south aisle, and a
' Lancaster.—A Roman Catholic church, or cathe-

new western doorway in place of mean modern cues, dral, is about to be erected at Lancaster, its site

The interior has bad the stonework cleaned from
,

being on the Moor-road, contiguous to the new

whitewash, the modern ceiling removed, and the tim-
,

schools and convent. The fouudatiou-stone of the

bers repaired and exposed to view. The nave and church, which is to be dedicated to St. Peter, was laid

aisles have been rc-scated with moveable open benches.
!

with much ceremony on AVednesday in last week.

The restoration has been effected by Air. David Air. E. G. Paley, of Lancaster, is the architect of the

Lewis, of Raglan, builder, under the superintendence
j

church, the style of which is the Geometric. Its

of Messrs. Prichard and Seddon.
!

tower and spire will rise to a height of 240 feet, and

Welsh The first stone of a new church
^

the other portions of the building will be on an equal

Has just been laid in the village of AA’clsh Frankton, ,

scale.

near Ellesmere, by Airs. AA’rlght, of Halston, The 1
Burgthorpe.—Subscriptions have been opened and

plan of the church comprises nave and chancel, with responded to for the purpose of pulling down the

vestry to the north, and a south porch. There is also
:

present church of All Saints’, Burythorpe, and build-

a stone turret at the west end of nave, surmounted by
j

ing a larger Early English structure on its site. The

a spire. Accommodation is provided for 190. The :
church bas become too small for the requirements of

style of the building is geometrical ; the material the congregation, and is in a ruinous state.

Cefa stone
;

and the roofs will be covered with i
North Shields.— consecration of that portion
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oE tlie Norti Sliiclds ljurial-grouna wMA is devoted

to tie Church oE England took place on Satnrdny m
last week The new hurial-groirad is situated on the

west side of I’rcston village, aliout li imle from

North Shields. The quantity of land pmehased by

the burial board was 33i acres, but of that only about

2S acres are enclosed as a cemetery. The ground was

laid out and levelled under the direction of Mr. Icn-

ivick, the borongb surveyor. The principal entrance

is in llavvkcy’s-lane, where stands the supenotend-

ent’s house. A gravel-path, 25 feet in width, run-

nintr due east and west, divides the ground mto two

equal parts ;
that on the right-hand (the north side)

heiog consecrated for the Church of England, and

that on the south uncousecrated. The chapel, lodges,

and entrance-gates were designed by Mr. Johnstone,

of Newcastle. The contractors for the chapels were

hicssrs. Scott and Reed; for the lodges Mr. Eoggin;

for entrance-gates, Mr. Schooler ;
and for the houn-

dary-walls, Messrs. J. and M. Kobsou, of North

Shields.

Newcasae-npon-Ti/nc.—l:\it consecration of that

portion of the new cemetery constructed by the

Burial Board of All Saints, which has been set apart

for the Chnrch of England, took place on Wednesday

before Inst. The cemetery is in Jesmond-road
;
and

is the first of four cemeteries which the burial hoard

of this town will ultimately open for public use. The

whole purchase of land for the purposes of the All

Saints’ Cemetery consisted of 12 acres, situated neaily

opposite to the already-existing Jismond Cemetery.

Of these, 10 acres have been appropriated for burial-

ground—five on each side ;
the other 2 acres being

set apart as huildiug sites. The eastern side is ap-

propriated to the Church of England. The ground

has been purchased at a cost of 500/. per acre. The

chapels and offices were designed by Mr. John Green,

architect; and built by Messrs. Gibson and Wilson.

They are stone structures, iuclnding, besides the two

chapels, a superintendent’s house, belfry, tool-house,

and deacl-honse. The entire outlay for the new ceme-

tery, includiug the cost of the laud and amount of

the contracts, has been 10,008/.

SCOTTISH BUILDING NEWS.

Sdinhurr/h.—li was “overtured” by the Free

Synod of Angus and Mearus, at their last meeting,

that the ensuing General Assembly of the Free Church

of Scotland, at their nest meeting, should adopt mea-

sures for the erection, as speedily as possible, of an

Assembly-hall iu Edinburgh, for the meetings of the

Supreme Court of the Free Church.

Brechin.—Mr. John Smith, of Andover, iu America,

lately contributed 1,500/. towards the erection and

eudovvraent of schools in his native town, Brechin ; !

and has since announced that, in order to make the

building ornamnrital as well as useful, he is to give
j

other 200/. cliif fly for a belfry and clock, and tliut his

hrotlKr, Jlr. P. Smith, aud his partner iu business,

Mr. John Dove, both algo natives of Brechin, are to

give 200/. each, to aid in the erection of a teacher’s

dwelling-house. The directors of the scheme intend

to engraft on the institution an industrial character,

especially for behoof of girls.

AUowatj.—Funds were raised some time ago to

build and endow a new church for the parish of Alio-

way. Operations have just been commenced for the

erection of the new building. The site is in a field

opposite to the interesting ruiu immortalized iu “Tom
O’Shantcr.’’ The estimated cost is 1,750/.

Berwick.—iTlie intention to erect a new church in

this town has been announced (since his defeat) by
Captain C. W. Gordon, the unsuccessful candidate at

the late election at Berwick. A site is now being

sought out for the building.

hut, with the concurrence of the surveyor, the sum
was afterwards commuted to 203.

In the second case the irregularities complained of

were, that the existing wall of the washhouse of

No. 40 had been made use of as a party-wall, wherein

the chimney-hack and a part left for a copper-flue

were ouly 4i inches thick instead of 9 inches. Fur-

ther, part of the enclosure of addition at the back was

formed of weather-boarding, and part of 4^-inch

work. The district surveyor stated that the first

summons would not have been taken out had the

irregularities been rectified. He further said, how-
ever, that works were done to such an extent in his

district without notice being giveu to him, that he

was uuahle to see the requirements of the Act carried

out. The builder was ordered to amend within four-

teen days fi'om the 30th of April, paying the costs of

summonses.

Much time was spent in making the points clear to

the magistrate, who went into both cases with great

patience, and pointed out how much better it would

he were such matters referred to a professional tribunal.

33006s 33 t«il)rtl.

How to Farm Frofitabhj,
^Particularly on stiff, heavy

Clays. By Mr. Sheriff Mecui. Longman and

Co. London.

As a coadjutor in the rather tardy settlement of the

somewhat vexed question,— lYhat are we to do with

our town sewage
;
and as a general and agi'icultural

“ benefactor,” who can make many “blades ’’grow

where only “ one grew before,” Mr. Sherilf Mechi
merits the loan of the public car, while teaching the

'

farming portion of that public how to multiply ears

of another order. Iu this pamphlet it is Mr. Mcchi’s

purpose to disabuse the public mind of the notion

that his farming is merely an expensive hobby, and

that it is not for substantial pecuniary profit, as well

as for practical example, that he works. The fact is, as

he assures his readers, that for several years he has

beeu deriving a most gratifying return for his expen-

diture, a return of a very endiiriug aud continuous

character
;

but the world docs not believe it, only

giving him credit and thanks for kindly losing money
by his experiments to oblige the country. The agri-

cultural and other classes ought to he grateful to Mr.
Mechi for something else than this, even though his

|

endeavour to show how the country could grow all

its own supplies of corn aud meat were not so sue- I

cessful as it seems to he. If ever there be such a

grand dcveloperaent of agricultural mauufactm*es as
j

there has been of those of cotton aud other fabrics in
j

this country, it must he by some such means as those
j

Mr. Mechi is adopting
;
aud we cannot hut regard

him as one of the most advanced and enlightened
\

of the pioneers who arc cutting out a clear and open
i

way to this most desirable cud.
1

The chief points iu the pamphlet under notice are

the inculcation of the principle that, without drainage

and manuring, little besides the old jog-trot rate of

reproduction can ever he done iu farming operations;

eternal ploughing, harrowiug, aud digging being of

little use without these grand stimulants
;
and, above

all, that, in agi-icultural, as iu other matters, a capital

must he invested before an interest or profit worth

speaking of can he got ; that, in fact, the real test of

economy in farming is the cost-price per quarter, per

ton, or per lb. of the farm produce. "When the

Builder was younger than it now is, and when we
had not heard so much about agi’icultural science as

we have since done, we urged the very same prin-

ciple in nearly the same way,—ever insisting that

agriculturists should not consider the amount of the

sum spent, so much as the amount realized.

PROCEEDINGS UNDER THE METRO-
POLITAN BUILDING ACT.

Builderfinedfor not giving Notice.—Fariy-waUs.

At the Clerkenwell Police-court, on the 30th ult.

Mr. Cntbush, a builder, was summoned by the district

surveyor of South Islington for having commenced
an addition and other work at the back of No. 45,

Mildmay-street, without previously giving two days’

notice : he was also summoned for irregular work. In

the former case, the builder quoted in defence sec. 44,

which provides that, in cases of “emergency,” work
may he done, provided that before the expiration of

twenty-four hours, notice he given to the district sur-

veyor ;
and he said that he had given the notice within

: that time. The “ emergency ” was, that having let

t the house, had he not done the work he might have

I lost a tenant. The district surveyor maintained that

1 the word “ emergency ” in the Act provided only for

: a pressing necessity or case of danger
;
in which the

I magistrate, Mr. Tyrwhitt, agreed. Moreover, it was
! shown by the builder’s own witnesses that the notice

' was not given within twenty-four hours after com-
1 mencement. The magistrate fined the builder 40s.

VARIORUM.

Amongst educational books received, is one by Mr.
J. Blaiu, late vice-principal of the Winchester Train-

ing School (Longman and Co. publishers), titled,

“ The Rationale of Arithmetical Teaching Exempli-

fied in a full E.vpositiou of the Principles of Numera-
tion, and the Four Elementary Rules ; with Remarks
on Teaching Arithmetic.” We quite agree with Mr.
Blain, that children in general arc made to begiu

slate arithmetic too soon ; and any treatise designed

to obviate this evil merits a trial, as this little treatise

does.

Preservation of Plants and Leaves.—In

answer to your correspondent, who inquires the best

mode of preserving plants, so as to retain their

colour and form, I may state, that the plan I have

followed for several years is that given in Withering’s
“ Botany,” page 39. I should, however, observe,

that in some plants I have been unable to retain the

colour perfectly for any great length of time.

H. W. P. I.

Management of L.vnded Property.—A course
of sixteen lectures, on “Agriculture and the Manage-
ment of Landed Property,” is to he delivered at
King’s College, by Mr. J. Lockhart Morton, as a
justification of himself for dealiug with such an im-
portant aud comprehensive subject. In his first lec-

ture on the 27th ult. Mr. Morton stated that for

twelve years he had been engaged in the management
and improvement of landed property. During that
period he had been occupied, not only in studying
agricultural theories, but there was no system of
manual labour pursued on a farm in which he had not
taken a part. He mentioned this to show that he
was not a mere essayist, hut a practical man. Mr.
Morton then proceeded to show the necessity for

lauded proprietors having in their service duly,
qualified agents. An agent might he a chemist, a
geologist, or a practical fanner. Chemistry, geology,
and practical experience in farming were severally

desirable; but would a knowledge of cither of them
he sufficient to qualify a man to be the ageut of an
estate ? The lecturer thought it necessary that theory
and practice should be combined, and that, in the
choice of an agent, practical knowledge was indis-

pensable.

The Iron and Copper Trades. — In the iron
trade sales have taken place, of late, at prices 10s. per
ton below those which prevailed at the time of the
quarterly meetings. Copper has also fallen to the
extent of a penny per pound. On the announcement
being made at Birmingham, a meeting of the metal
rollers was held, at which corresponding reductions
were agreed upon in the prices of brass' wire and
tubing, and the following is now stated by the Bir-

I

tningham Journal to be the general scale of prices :

—

I
Manufactured copper. Is. 2d. per lb.

; best selected,

I
129/. per ton; tough cake, 126/.; yellow metal

i
sheathing, Is. O^d. per Ib. The reduction on brass

'1 wire is one-half penny per lb.
;
rolled metal and brass

,

tubes, three farthings
;
copper wire and copper tubes,

' Id. per Ih. Following this, the hrassfounders have

I

issued circulars announcing an advance in their dis-

j

counts of 5 per cent. (2^ nett) ; and apart from the

I

direct, the indirect effect upon a great variety of

^

trades will he such that it will not only be a very

I

seasonable relief, but .tend to stimulate trade gene-

^

rally, at a time when something of the kind was
' wanting to give it an impetus towards healthy action.

I

Sale of the Panopticon, LEicESTER-squARE.

—

; The Panopticon, which cost iu all upwards of 100,000/.
I was sold last week to Mr. E. T. Smith, the lessee of

I

Drury-lane Theatre, for 11,000/. the reserve price

I

fixed by the Master in Chancery.

I

Slate Engravings.—It is stated that M. Ca-

!

niana, historical painter of Valetta, in Malta, has dis-

I

covered that slate is superior to wood for engravings.

,
It is easily worked, he alleges, reproduces the finest

I lines with remarkable exactness, and resists longer

i

than wood the action of the typographical press, so

I

that several thousand copies of a design can be struck
off without producing any sensible difference in the
quality of the impression.

Remuneration of Architects. — I notice iu
your paper of last week the observations made by
Mr. Godwin with reference to the remuneration of
architects, and I highly approve of all that was said

upon the subject. It becomes more necessary every
day to uphold the honour of the profession, see-

ing, os we do, that there are members who do all

they can to degrade it, by so readily responding
to the calls of committees, corporations, and other
persons who insult the profession by asking architects

to devote their time, mind, skill, and scientific know-
ledge for an insignificant reward, barely enough to

pay for the paper. Whether or not these bodies arc
ultimately benefited, is beyond the question : he that

as it may, so long as there are architects who will

condescend to enter into an expensive competition
for a paltry consideration, so long will there he
great and small bodies, public and private, eager to

take advantage of their folly. I see by an advertise-

ment that architects, builders, aud others are invited

to send designs, specifications, aud estimates for alter-

ations and repairs to be done for the corporation of

Hertford, the reward to be Ten pounds, it being
understood that the successful architect is not to cal-

culate upon being employed
;
and by the particulars

issued, if he he, he is to work under the superintend-

ence and to the satisfaction of the borough surveyor.

If, however, he is not to carry out his plans, which
may have cost him 20/. he must be content to sacri-

fice the difference. Now', I would take the liberty of

suggesting to the very liberal corporation of Hertford

that they would ouly act properly by at once desiring

their borough surveyor to prepare plans for the altera-

tions, and not seek to rob the profession of their

brains for nothing. If, however, they have not suf-

ficient confidence in their own man, let them employ
some one in whose scientific attaiuments they can
depend.—I am, I hope,

—

An honourable Member
OF THE Profession.
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York School of Art.—The aacaal meeting of

thie school was held last \ve.'k. Mr. J. P. Bro^^West-

toad, M.P. preodod. The report stated that the

number of students who had paid fees in the school

during the past year had been on an average 103, who

had paid the school fees (ind^endent of 216 free

students during four months in the year), while the

average of the previous year was 96. The free

classes for working men have resulted in the perma-

nent establishment of a class for mechanical drawing,

which was considered to be the kind of drawing par-

ticularly suited to the needs of worknog men, and

which has proved to be one of the most fiounshing

classesintheschool. The balance-sheet showedahalance

atrainst the institution of about 40/. and the chair-

man announced himself a donor of 10/. in liquidation

of the debt, He also promised to become an annual

flubscriber, and offered to pay the cost of sending

some of the pupils to visit the Manchester Art Trea-

sures Exhibition. Mr. Swallow, the master of the

school, read a statement to the meeting, giving some

acconnt of improvements he had effected, with the

approval of the committee.

Metropolitan Toll Reform.—A joint com-

mittee of owners of public and private carriages was

held on IVeduesday in last week, at the Craven

Hotel, Mr. H. Ingram, M.P. in the chair. In open-

The Cleared Space at St. Paul’s Church-

YARD.—A deputation from the Royal Institute of

Architects was to have an interview, on Friday, 8th

inst. with the Metropolitan Board of IVorks, respecting

the preservation for the public use and enjoyment of

the area recentlv cleared at the south-eastern angle of

St. Paul’s Churchyard. The Improvemeut Com-

mittee of the City Corporation were also to send a

deputation to the Board on the same day, on the same

subject. rm.

Engineer for Preston Waterworks.—

T

he

Town Council of Preston, as the Local Board of

Health, have appointed Messrs. Park, Son, and (^r-

lick engineers to carryout their waterwoiks, ihe

appointmeut was made unauimously. “ It has been

known for some months back,” says a local paper,

“that they were to have the work
;
yet the Council

advertised in Preston, London, Liverpool, and Man-

chester papers for an engineer ;
induced many persons

to make application for the office
;
and then the coni-

miltee, without condescending to open the testimonials

of the applicants, recommended that oar townsmen

should be appointed. When the advei-tiscments were

first proposed to be issued, it was objected that such

a coui-se was unnecessary, as it was then known what

the result would be
;

yet the announcements were

issued, jnst to give the appearance of liaving sub-

ADVERTISEMENTS.
TO PARENTS AND GUARDIANS.

FELLOW of the INSTITUTE

;eof “Tbe Bu.lder.”

of
.. .he
Addresa,

An.
to architectural draughtsmen.
ASSISTANT WANTED, accustom^
penspeotive. and a good colouruti ao^iua|ut.^d

Srtii preceedin-s, the chairman combated the map,
;

milted the oIBcc to competition We think such :

SijectioL that have been raised to the abolition of
,

course scarcely fair—hohbiig out hopes ahuh then

toi-bars, avhich he viewed os nuisances of so grave a
,

character, that he considered the meeting perfectly

was no intention to realize.

Leicestershire Architectural and AECiiiEOLO-

Wified lu calling on the general public to assist gical Society.—A gemi-al me^ti^ of this society

a. Mr. J. E. Bradlield gave a was held on the 27th ultimo. Mr. T. Nevmson exhi-
them in their object.

S mo“„td in”\825 to^^rdlf:, S ^

fa- Mm;.-f™m St. iyhan's Abbey Mr Thompson
nrsi mooica mio^o lo

^
i

.

i

^ ahm-f. nanev on ihc “ Chapel of IVyggestou s

hited a rubbing of tbe well-known brass of Abbot de

that the Metropolitan Roads Commission, instead of read a short paper on the “ CJapel of Wyggestou s

keepngto thcT™^^^ with a view of coiling attenlion to the
keeping xoxnur pi

^ : Ai nr loa building, which is tlireatened with destruction. At

the committee meeting afterwards held, it was de
milpfl of road in and round London, 112 were tolled, — - -

...
,

•
. «

^ free; ond while the repair, of the 11.
,

cided that the nsunl aii^o mce ing^

SKIDMORE, Eieter Hall t .A TUESDAY.
...... If by lettar, Bketches
I, Coventry. Terms 3l, pet

A PPIIENTICESHIP. in the Marble and
xi Stone CaniDg and Modelling.—A person well rataWisli^Caning and Modelling.— _ , — ..

tbe above Line, and having a good run of general bi«ioe» la

desirous to meet witha perseveriod steady youth as on APPREN-
TICE. A premium will bo required.—Unesoeptionable references

can be given,—Addresa M. N, Office of “ The Build"r.

DEQUniED,
Xv tectural

TO architectural assistants.

the Services of an ARCHI-
ASSISTANT. He mua^be thoroughly

acquainted' wfth'the details of his Pxof^ion-Reply. by letter,

6ta:imt terms and references, lo BIDLAK.E and LOVAii,
Architects, Wolverhampton.

TO GLASS PAINTERS. — WANTED,
a few Yt'UNG MEN. as ORNAMENTAL GLASS

PAINTERS, and ONE or TWO FIGURE PAINTERS, of

ability. — Apply to N. W. LAYERS, 30. Boutbamptoa-street.

Straud.

T'UNSTAI.L LOCAL BOARD ofHEALTH.
1. CLERK.

^uosiaU^-^^oiie who has Eteen oocustomed to iron roofing preferrecL

-Applications, statiug terms and refcreuces,

Mr RALPH HALES. Surveyor to the Local Board, Cole*

i,owNPEs.ctot.

WANTED immediately, a MAN to WORK
a MOUJ" ’

MOULDINU-OIACHIN'E; he must be thoroughly

_.iinpeferi(, and capable ofmalang the iron?.—Apply at 9, Manor-

terrace, King~8-road, ChelseR.
.

TO ART WORKMEN. .»r-rvoW ANTED, PIRST-HATE HANDS
as Sniitlis, Brass-finishtrs, Pattern-maker#. Ac.—Apply

loWtSSTf. UaRT and SON, Wych-atreet. Strand.

Sitl'TO™ '/bint' 33 ,
000/ Tr about‘340f. per mile,

j

the soci_ety shonid take place at Ashby-de-la-Zonch,

Z“pair, of the eleven miles cost .bent 15 OOOf. or ' e„ the 5lh and 6th of Ansnst.

atnU dOO/ pcr mil^^^^^^^ these roads, which were Tun ENGUsn C.tuitcH .>• SwiTZ,mpa.vD.-An

i/ the centre o^ London, were pmd by the. people in attempt is being

the suburbs Appropriate resolutions were unam-
!
at Berne. The sum of 1,500/.^ is n quired tor th

mouslv passed in^ favour of the abolition of metro-
1

purpose. Au accoimt^ for the land for the pro-

politan tolls, and of an appeal to tbe pubUc for funds. posed chapel at Beroe, has been opened, we hear, at

1
. - - r., . 1 . -r -1

'
Coutls s, where subscnptious can be paici.

B.ate Fine Arts Society.—

T

he fourth and last

ANTED immediately, a MASON’S
FOREM.AN, to take the charge of a country yard. II"

e competent to carry out church restorationa. to .seou

G.jthic carving, and engraving.-Apply by letter ^ ^ '7-

office, Melton Mowbray, stating age, terms, and qualifit-ationa.

W"

meeting on the 23rd ult. It appeared from the

report, that the reduction last year of the price of gas

had been attended by increased consumption aud

profit, aud that although a new gasholder had been

required, a dividend of 5 per cent, could be paid to

the shareholders, leaving still a balance in hand.

In 1807, just fifiy vears ago, the streits o! Pans were

lighted wiih 4,223 lamps: on the 1st of January,

1857 we find these supereeded by 14,330 gas-burners.

In 1807, each lamp, all expenses included, cost 2ic.

per hour, or 273c. per night, taking eleven hours as

the average length of time: in 1837 the cost, all

expenses included, is 19c. per burner, with an inten-

sity of light seven tioics greater than that of the oil-

lamp. The total number of gas-burners in Paris,

streets and houses included, is upwards of two mil-

lions : the total length of all the gas-pipes laid down

is 195 leagues. Mr. Scbeller, of Vicuna, proposes

to obtain a greater yield of illuminating gas from a

given quantity of coal than now by carrying on the

distillatory process, as heretofore, for a given period,

and when the gas given off begins to fail in its illumi-

nating power, conducting into the retorts a suitable

quantity of the tar given off in the earlier part of the

process’ or during a former operation. Or, collect

the tar into a still, vaporise the volatile parts, and

conduct these to tbe retorts, the heat of which will

quickly convert them into a rich gas. By this means

the poor gas will be enriched at the expense of the

hitherto valueless gas-tar.

The Camp at Aldershot.— There have been

fresh fires here and more damage done. The fears

we expressed, after visiting the camp long ago, and

the caution we gave, have been justified at some con-

siderable expense to tbe country !

Liverpool Architectural Society.— The fif-

teenth fortnightly meeting of the session was held on

VVednesdav in last week, iMr. S. Huggins, president,

in the chair. Mr. Horner directed attention to draw-

ings of three designs given in by Mr. Macbryde^ for

the Londonderry Monument, to be erected at New-

tonards. He also requested attention to a drawing

by the same artist, oftheLiverpoonVellington Monu-

ment. This latter had been executed to show, in

some degree, st least, the impolicy of combining a

pillar with a statue in a monumenliil structure.—Mr.

Verelst then proceeded to read an “ Olla Podrida, on

the various subjects of the curse of cheapness, public

monuments, the naming and numbeting of streets in

large towns, professional practice, cements, comparison

of English and foreign cathedrals, and composition.”

—The next paper read was “ On the Timber Trade

of Liverpool,” by Mr. A. Rimmer.

meeting of this society for the season has just been

held, with the usual full attendance of visitors, and

with more than the usual supply of works of art. The

whole suite of Assembly Rooms is now not more than

sufficient for llic purposes of the meetings.

McDougall’s Disinfectant Powder consists of

sulphite of magnesia {or better still of magnesian

limestone, lime in addition being an improvement),

with 5 per cent, of carbolic or pheuic acid (a sort of

creosote of coal tar).

The Ilminster, Chard, and Crewkerne

Labourer’s Friend Society. —This society have

awarded their prize of ?/• 7s, for a design for a three-

bed-rooined cottage, as well us their prize of 5/. Ss.

for a design for oue with two bed-rooms, to Mr. T.

W. P. Isaac, of Bath.

Tunnel THROUGH Mount Cenis.—The Sardinian

Government has just concluded the preUminaries of a

coutrr.ct with the Company of the Victor-Emmunucl

Railway for the passage and tunnelling of Mount

Ceuis. The sum of forty millions having been deemed

sutficieiit for completing the tunnel and gidleries to

complete the plan as previously sanctioned, the Go-

vernment has consented to take twenty millions on

itself, and the company an equiv.dent sum.

TO PARENTS AND GUARDIANS.
ANTED, as au APPRENTICE to a

BUILDER, a ^e8^ectable aud well-educated YoutL,

wiH-re a tliurou li kuuwledge of the routine of a bui dei; a office

will be combiued with the practical department of tbe buBin^—
Apply to W. SANDS. IS, Curaitor-street, Chaacery-laue, Loudon.

WANTED, a good ARCHITECTURAL
DRAUGHTSMAN.—Apply to J. W. and J. HAY, St.

Georgc'i-chambers, Liverpool.

WANTED, a ffood SHOP FOREMAN in

the Ji'INEK’.-. DEPARTMENT: oue who has a
I .-_i. ... iHu Kn.iT.«ea iiioUidinkr staircased and
IhoroUKli knowledge of' bis business. iucludiuK staircases and

bandraihuB, cau set out work, superintend and take account of
• A steady man, with good references, required.—

Apply to Messrs. GRIMES and SONS, Builders, Northgate. Col-

W ANTED, a TOWN TRAVELLER in

Wholesale WINDuW GLASS Trade.—Apply, by h

to E. C. No, Hi, St. Sariout's Glmrch-yar'*, Soutnwark.

the
letter,

/ANTED, a FOREMAN to a FACTORY.W_
A previous knowledge of the business is not so e^entW,

'ikciDR able to write and keep the aco uQt of the W’ok. ilq will

reouired to reside near ihe Premue^. Good rifcrenoea mdis-

usAle. t=alerv. 901. per anmim.-Appiy by letter, stating age,

A M Z Messrs. Jones and Causton, 17, Eastohoap.

SMITHS AND TURNERS.

<TED. a HANDY SJUTH, who can
irn at the lathe, fit up smith work, good fireman, and

tharper or musoLs' tools.-.Ap. ly by Utter, stating age, how last

ployed, and wages, to F. K No. 1, Yoik street. Ooveni-garden.

TENDERS
For Gitension of north wing of St. Paacras Workhonao j

Mr. \V. 13. Scott, architect. Quantities (supplied) taken

out by Mr. C. J. Shoppei
Dales .

Wilshire ..

Alford
Rudkin ..

Mat
Dennis
HiU
Rowe
Hack and Son
Bennett and Sass....

Batterbury
Palmer
Frow
Purkiss (accepted) .

£2,163 10 0
.. I,8i3 9 6

.. 1,713 0 0

1,021 0 0
.. l.tJHO 0 0
.. 1,595 10 0

.. 1,669 0 0
.. 1,5:59 0 0
.. 1.537 0 0
.. 1,620 0 0
.. I,i39 0 0
.. I.LIU 0 0
.. 1 3b8 10 0

1,387 0 0

WANTED, iimnediately, a JOURNEYMAN
PAINTER, G RAINER, and PAPER-HANGER, to whom

-Apply L

ANTED, small Building Establisli-

, . inent, a yOONG -MAN as CLERK. He must have some
knowledge of Architecture ond Construction, aud be conversant

with tbe seveiol branches of the Building Busine-s, aud comp_^

tent to measure and value ihem. ‘

ceptioaable references a-
* "

.-v~. — 0 handwriting, aud unex*

wuuuu-o .v..-.—vw ~ to ability and respectability, are inuis-

oensable As tUeadvertiser attends much to the business himself,

he does not expect to pay hiKhly for the a?8is JiDce he requires.-^

Address by let er, post-paid, slating^ sal iry r

all other reiuisite particulars, to V'

park, K.W,

TO CORRESPOJ^ DENTS.

Mons. P -T. B. S.-J. P.—T- L. D.—Palmyra.-J. H. (under our

Umi ).-T. |ditln).-A. Z.-T. Jl-A. G, II.-R. II.-W. oud M.-

C A W -T O.—J. F. B.— K. H — ProcrUites. — H. B. H.

Maible Mason.-T. P,-J. B. N.-H, D. O.-S. F. C.-Querbt.-

G. E. S. (next week).-J. 11. W. T.-F. and H.-T. F.

W. II. C.—A Competitor.—T. C —E. A. a
•• Bookt and Ad(ir««e8."-We are forced to decline pointing out

books or finding addresses.

NOTICE. — All communioations respecting adverlue-

menfi should be addressed to the “ Publisher,” and not

to the “Editor:" all other communications should be

addressed to the EniroE, and not to the Publisher.

TO COOPERS AND OTHERS.

WANTED, as 'UNDERFOREMAN in a
CEMENT MANDFACTUKY, a Young -Mm who has

worked in the above trade. He will be required to uudeitake the

ipectiou of the ca-ks, and to make himself Bent-roily useful.

None need apply who cannot furnish a satisfactory reference a:

character.-Application to he made, m the first instance by letter,

addre-aed Mr, C.J. HILTON, Cement Manufactory, Faveroham,

Kent.

TO GRAINERS AND WRITERS.

WANTED immediately, a good Hand, to
whom constant employment will i»e given. Wa^ea,30s,

... juiiN Parkinson, IJ. SinoU-street,

WANTED, a Person to fill the Office of

INVPECToH of N UlSANCES. an-i as an ASalsTANT
to the SURVEYOR to the StroUd Local Board of Health.

Sa ary. "oi. per annum.—Applicatious, with testimonials, may be

addressed to me.— By order of the Local Uua: '

btcoud, May 5, 1957.
r.,-.....*-EDWIN WITCHELL, Clerk.

TO ENGINEERS, lUONPOUN DER8, COKTRACIOU3. AND
OTHERS.

•ged 36,
-, Sc. also

._CLERK.
ivv. ... v....— of the above department< ;

or. Collector of Kents to

an Estite, being perfeoUy acquainted with the general repain,

roat rial, -d tbe same. Security given.—AiidresS, ALPHA,
cars of Mr. Holt, Stationer, 4c. 2, Dennia'k-place, Camberwell*

green.

OTHERS.WANTED, by a respectable Man, aged
w ell versed in accounts, time, abatrao ioB, pos', S

agricultural machiuerv, wianesa RE-ENGAGEilENTas Ci
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VoL. XY.—No. 745.

]IOWDS continue to visit West-

minster-Imll, to inspect the com-

petition designs for the proposed

Government OtBccs in Parlia-

ment-street, and the plans for

iniproving the neiglibourbood

generally. The judges have been

appointed, offices have been

^ taken for them, and the greatest

excitement prevails amongst the

competitors. The tribunal consists

of the Duke of Buccleuch, Earl

Stanhope, Lord Eversley (the late

speaker), Mr. Stirling, M.P. Mr.

David Eoberts, E.A. Mr. Burn,

Pellow of the Institute of Architects,

and Mr. I . K. Brunei, member of

the Institution of Civil Engineers.

The fact that the Duke of Buccleuch possesses

a mansion immediately adjoining the site to be

treated, about to be eularged or rebuilt, and that

Mr. Bum is his architect, may lead some to

assert, by and by, that predilection for certain

arrangements affecting personal convenience

has weighed in the decision. All the judges,

however, are understood to be men of the

highest integrity, and if they fail in makiuj

correct selection, it will not be through want
of v>ill to do what is right. The (ask is one

of great responsibility, and, properly performed

win involve immense labour. Let us hope that

the judges are prepared to give that patient

attention to the matter wiiich it demands.

When we talk of the difficulty of the task, we
speak from personal knowledge : none can judge

of it but those who have made the attempt to

master the various propositions set forth with

pen and pencil by the various competitors. The
intimatiou in our pages last week, that we should

be glad to I'eceive copies of any reports sent in

with the designs, has brought upon us an over-

whelming pile of papers, to say nothing of the

correspondence on the subject, a small selection

from which will be found in our present number.
The reports will be looked at as they ai-e

needed.

We alluded in a previous article to the fact

that the authorship of a large number of the

designs was perfectly well known : since then, the

anonymous has been for the most part abandoned

;

' competitors of any position felt that they were
; disadvantaged by remaining unknown, while the

works of contemporaries were mentioned with

the names of their authors
;
and the result is

that throughout the Hall reserve has disappeared,

i and the authorship of nearly every design of

) note is known aud publicly recognized. Thus
; to name half a dozen noticeable designs to which

r we shall not arrive in the course of the present

\ article,—No. 69 is given to Mr. Kuowlcs, 76 to

? Mr. Lamb, 77 to Mr. Garling, 99 to Mr. E. M.
I Bany, 112 to Mr. Eobert Kerr, 116 to Mr.

^ Scott, 114 to Mr. Cockerell, and so on.

Omitting for the present any general obser-

7 vations, we now' proceed to notice some of the

7 various designs ; but before doing so, we w'ould

a appeal earnestly to the Government on behalf

0 of the large body of architectural assistants,

ai and of the working classes generally, and ask

tl that the Hall should be allowed to remain open
ti till dusk, instead of closing as now at six o’clock.

T There are hundreds who cannot by any means
K reach Westminster-hall until after six o’clock,

IT who are yet most anxious to see the designs.

T We have received many pressing letters ou the
SI subject, and would strongly urge that the re-
qi quest should be granted. We again express a

hope, too, that the Exhibition w'ill remain open

longer than was first intended.

The author of the design No. 6, marked
“ Braraantc,” contributes a street plan, a block

plan of the Offices, and a design for the Foreign-

office. He retains the present site of West-
minster-bridge, adopts the site of the Horseferry,

and widens Iluiigerford-bridge. He is one of

those who boldly appropriate the site of Eich-

mond-teirnce. Thus he is able to get two

similar blocks of buildings at opposite sides of

the new street— which takes the place of

Parliament-street in nearly all the designs. He
also proposes to remove Dover House and the

Horse-guards, aud to construct, about the

middle of Whitehall, a place, oblong or oval in

plan, opposite the Banquetting-house, The

style of architecture which be adopts is that of

Bramaute, with the addition of high curved

roofs.

No. 7,
“ Eoma,” is a design for the War-office

and Foreign-office, which, as in most of the de-

signs, are joined in one building. The plau ex-

hibits large inner halls, lighted from above, with

corridors around, giving access to the several

apartments. In decorative character the design
|

may be called Greco-Italian of the modern I

German school
;
indeed, the building, cxteraally

'

at least, is an adaptation from well-known works
|

011 the continent. Square masses at the angles
|

are surmounted by peristyles; aud a larger
j

peristyle crowns the centre,—a statue being

placed ou the middle of each of these portions

of the buildmg. The eutablature is surmounted

by a range of ovuameut, formed chiefly of

griffins or chimerm. No. 9, with the motto
“ The Ides of March are come,” appears to be

a veritable German design, but of a different

character. The author contributes a block

plan, iu which he retains the site of West-

rainster-bridge, aud a design for the War-office

and Foreign-office, in which the Gothic style, or

what may be called a poor German version of it,

is chosen. Groined ceilings are introduced

throughout the rooms.

No. 12, marked A C, includes a general

street plan, a block plan, and longitudinal section

through the Offices, aud complete sets of draw-

ings for the War-officc and Foreign-office. The
author appears to he a Frenchman The general

plan would provide some of the best possible

arraugemeuts for street communication con-

joined with architectural eifect; but displays

au amount of disregard for existing lines of

thoroughfare, such as no English competitor

would have dared to veuture upon,—the Strand

aud Cockspur-strect being, we think, almost

the only routes that are unaltered. With re-

ference to the short time allowed for the designs,

it may be well to refer to what this competitor

says of his own case. He received the pro-

gramme on the 2oth of November, 1856; then

spent six weeks in various studies; passed a

fortnight iu London, and liaJ but six weeks left

to finish Ills design iu the midst of other engage-

ments. Ilis general arrangement (disregarding

the present Board of Trade, which he preserves,

like most of the competitors) is as seven blocks

of building, symmetrically arranged, or ou what

the professors call a good “academic” plan,

around a “ Place du Gouvemeinent,” crossed

by the Whitehall extension, or new Parliament-

street. On the major axis of the plan, so to

speak, or dividing equally the eastern portion of

the ground, is the line of a street joining the

place with a new site for Westniiuster-bridge.

The latter forms the datum for the whole dis-

tribution. That datum, however, may be a

false one,—for, it appears to be chosen under the

misapprehension that a change of site was dic-

tated to the competitors. The mistake leads the

author to the conclusiou that Great George-street

would be umiecessary, and, therefore, to obtain

absolute symmetry of plan, he has one proposed

arrangement covering the site of that street

with a portion of the buildings. The suggested
site for the bridge, also, as in all the plans

where a similar position is shown, has the

efl’cet of increasing the inconvenience of the

traffic which it was one object to divert from

the Offices, a point which w'lll be found treated,

of iu our articles of Dec. 13, 1856, aud other

dates. The Treasury, with au official residence

in a semicircular projection, occupies the chief

position, and is joined by covered ways to the

Foreign-office and War-office ou one side, and

to the Privy Council and other offices on the

other. The several buildings are shown de-

tailed into apartments, iu the “block plan.”

The style is a plain version of the now prevalent

revival of the French “ Peuaissance.” Tlio

general street plan, we may say, as much
as the English plans, recognizes our plea for the

provision of three carriage routes. It provides

the Horseferry-bridge, and one with ap-

proaches from Charing-cross, but removes

Northumberland House for one of those ap-

proaches. Indeed, there are si.x ways radiating

from the tele du pont of the Charing-cross-

bridge, in this design,—viz. two, right and left,

on the embankment; one north, cutting through

the Adelphi, or thereabouts
;
the one across the

site of Northumberland House
;

one to the

Horse-guards
; and one to Parliament-street,

opposite the angle of the War-office.

A contrast to the character of the last-named,

design is atforded by the next work to it>

No. 14, with the motto, “ Non omnia onmilius

congruunt,” which seems to be the work of a

Gennan architect. It is a design for the

Foreign-office, and has arch-headed' windows,

with mullions and Gothic tracery, panelling to

the masonry, and shafts to the angles.' -The

author of No. 16, “ Light, Air, and Con-

venience,” has a general plan, aud designs for

the Foreign-office and War-office, in two similar

blocks, with road aud archway between. He
proposes, in addition to other bridges, one near

to the Houses of Parliament, south
;
but the

most curious feature of the plan is the proposal

to fill up the middle of the, Tliaraes, aud form a

garden, coiiGiiing the water-way to two canals,

one on each side. As plenty of “ stuff” would

be wanted for filling iu, an observer suggests

that the looked-for comet might be laid dov\Ti

:

that, however, would set the Thames on fire.

On the sheet of the general plau referred to,

the author has written the words,—“ Pure aiv

and exercise versus dirty water.” The author

of No, 17, with a monogram of the letters,

' / and B, has some capital drawings to a good

I

Italian design, with superimposed orders. His
' designs generally include a street-plan, a block-

i plan, aud a design for the Foreign-office. He
preserves the present site of Westminsler-

bridge, and provides another bridge with two

approaches from Charing-cross,—but appears to

contemplate the removal of Hungerford-bridge, ^

a suggestion which it thus appears is not pccu<*i

liar to the plau mentioned iu our last. No bridge,’

is shown at the Horscfcriy. Amongst his other

improvements are tlie opening a way from the

Strand to the Mall iu the Park (as shown iu many
of the plans), the enlargement of the National

Gallery, which most of the competitors appre-

hend rightly, should remain on the present site
;

Uhe erection of a building for theEojalAca-

I

demy south of Traf.ilgar-squarc, near the Park

'entrance; aud a road north to Oxford- street

from the west side of Tratalgar-square, past the

end of the National Gallery. Tlie general di-

vision of the offices is into seven large and other

smaller blocks; aud we may here again observe

as to the majority of cases, that—first by

the intersection of Parliament-street, and after-

wards by the dictation practically made by the

irregular site—absence of variety aud sug-

gestion, and waut of the desired oouoeiitra-

tion in the offices, are far too greatly cha-

racteidstic of the block plans. The plan of
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tlie roreign-office is arranged two in-

ternal courts and corridors
;
but some of the

latter are defective as to light, a disadvantage

which also is found, to a great extent, in

of the designs generally. The orders here, three

in number, arc of engaged columns and pilas-

ters; and large arch-headed windows to the

first floor, the Vignola cantilever coraice, and

a balustrade with tall pinnacle-like terminations

to the pedestals, are amongst the other features.

The principal front has a projecting centre, and

in other parts narrow divisions breaking out

;

and has an arcaded carriage porch. Iso. IS,

“Veniunt et Spectentur,” again like other de-

signs for the two offices, has them in one, with

a carriage-way through. The "War-office has a

great central court, roofed over with iron and

f
lass, and having galleries round

;
but in the

oreign-office, corridors are provided. Here,

again, there is a deficiency of light. Super-

imposed orders and arcades form the decorative

features.

The names of the competitors so far in our

list, do not appear to be generally known. But

in most other cases the authorship of the designs

is either apparent on the face of the drawings,

or, as we have already said, is generally spoken

of in the Hall. Tiiere can be no advantage,

therefore, in our omitting names in tliis place.

Indeed, it must not be forgotten, carrying out

what we have said as to advantage from an

exhibition, that the benefit does not accrue

under the system of mottoes.

The excellent designs numbered 20, and

marked “Corona,” have strong points of resem-

blance to the town-hall at Leeds. Their merit

is both in the plan, and the decorative treat-

ment. The drawings consist of a block plan,

sketches of all the buildings proposed, and com-

plete drawings for the War-office and Foreign-

office. The author appears to preserve the present

site of Westminster-bridge, but extends his plan

over the site of Richmoud-tcrrace. We should

also observe that the parade at the Horse-

guards is shown enclosed, on a symmetrical plan.

He groups the offices raaiuly in three sym-

metrical mocks. One of these, which may be

described as in the form of the letter I with the

addition of a semicircular piece at the top, is

appropriated to the War-office ami the Foreign-

office. These form one design externally, though

there is a separation on plan, by reason of the

usual carriage-way across. The grand princi[)le

of distribution in the plan of eac£i office, consists

in the arrangement of the rooms round large

inner halls, lighted from the top, with the three

stories of rooms next the hall, set in,—each of

the upper stories, 10 feet from the one below it,

—leaving room for the corridors or galleries, on
recessed stages. Thus, freedom of communica-
tion and good light, it is sirppcscd, would be
provided better thau iu the ordiuary arrauge-

meut, aud with a more economical use of the

ground. The author shows that iu the section

of a building 130 feet across, by the suggested

arrangement, a width of 30 feet would suffice

on the ground level, for the area, or the dis-

tance between the opposite sides, aud the

whole of each remaining 50 feet could be appro-

priated to large rooms
;
whilst on the old prin-

ciple, even with a total width of liO feet, as

40 feet would be required for the area or court,

both in t he ground story and for (he whole heiglit,

and 10 feet would have to be taken from each

50 feet in the middle of that distance for corri-

dors, there would be both more ground taken

up, aud less accommodation provided; or to get

the same accommodation on the ground story,

with required area, the whole dimension would
have to be made ICO feet. In other words, as

he says, the arrangement with 140 feet requires

one-thirteenth more width of ground; and that

with 160 feet provides the desired accommoda-
tion, with an excess of gi’ound over the chosen

arrangement, of three-thirteenths. The deco-

rative character of the design is that of the

Roman style : the Coriutliiuu order, with elal}o-

rate enrichments being used. The porlicoes are

recessed and without pediments, and the attics

arc broken to form ma'^ses at the angles aud
intermediate points, for the support of sculp-

tured trophies. The War-office has three por-
ticoes at the end, with a grand flight of steps in

the middle
; whilst at the Foreign-office eutb the

residence is in the semi-circular projection,
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enclosed by a balustradcd area, with tall can-

delabra on the piers. The otlier Government

offices are shown treated in the same style.

The defect of the design is one arising from the

provision of two stories in the same height of

columns ; windows being introduced iu such

positions as involve disadvantages in the use of

porticoes and likewise a certain detraction from

the appearance of a portico itself. This poiut,

as to the portico as a feature in a design, is one

which we have heretofore treated of. The style,

however, is selected on the plea that it em-

phatically is one permanently exhibiting monu-

raeulal character
;
whilst, other opinions of it

we have heard expressed, to the effect that it

does not exhibit the character appropriate to

offices. Both in plan and decorative character,

however, the design is one of great merit.

Ho. 19, with the motto, “ Honos alit arles,”

is a design for the Foreign-office and the W'ar-

office iu one block, and is the work of a

foreigner. Tbe plan has a semi-circular projec-

tion to the north, which is objectionable as

shown, by requiring a similar curve in the line

of the street. Tbe style is the Greco-ltaliau

practised in Germany. In tbe present design,

many of the details are novel to English eyes,

and perhaps suggestive; but good proportions

are little regarded—some mouldings being enor-

mous in size
;
and in grouping there is a want

of relation between the centre and the wings.

To the first floor there arc square openings,

each filled in with four columns with regular

entablature returned at tbe ends, forming a

loggia before the actual window. Some of the

other windows have dressings diminishing up-

wards. A range of statues without pedestals

is placed along the cornice. There are several

examples iu the exhibition, of this German
school of taste ; invention is exhibited in them,

or in their originals—the building.? of Scliinkel,

Klcnzc, and others—and much could be learned

from them
;
but they should be looked at with

discrimination.

lYc have some difficulty in following the
’ order of the numbers, so r//sordercd is tbe rota-

tion in the hanging; but we come to No. 21,

,

“ Confido Couqniesco,” a design iu the old style

of builders’ architecture, which is one of a lot

1
ill tbe collection, such as acquire a sort of

curious and historic interest from the growth

of good art of which there is so much evidence

iu uic works around them. Of the class referred

to is No. 22, with the motto “Only I.” the

I

ornament of which might have been designed

I

by a writing-master, or pi’ofcssor of penmanship,

!
rather than an architect; also No. 24, “ Baphea,”

iu which the general plan (where tbe site of

‘VYestmiuster-bi'idgc is retained) lias bad the

chief attention, and where the TYar-office and

I

Foreign-office ai'e in a version of Gothic

;

I

and No. 28, “ Labor Omnia Vliicit,” where
there are as many as twenty-four drawings

' carefully mounted, but exhibiting corridors

I

unillumined, and orders and window-dress-

j

ings of the worst character and proportions.

I

No. 20, “Circum Tecta,” a design for the
' Tfar-office, seems to be on the model of

[

Soane’s Board of Trade, with the addition of

a portico and cupola; whilst No. 31, “In spe

! laboro,” copies the style of Gibbs, having two
' stories treated with major and minor orders.

One thing is demonstrated by the present ex-

hibition, alike by the good aud the had of the

designs, namely, the impolicy of ever going

back aud attempting merely reproduction of

models. No. 26, “ Nothing like trying,” a

design for the War-office, neatly lined iu in

brown ink, might be noticed for tbe peculiarity

of its treatment, the style being like the Floren-

tine castellated, and the entrance being at the

angle, through an arcaded porch, somewhat
Byzantine in character, between massive towers.

But No. 25, “ All’s well that ends well,” a
design for the War-office, shown iu a neatly-

outlined set of drawings, which might pass for

the work of a foreigner, deserves more atten-

tion. Tlie plan has the principal staircase

reached from the grand entrance in the centre,

two open courts, and corridors round, joining

at the angles to circular staircases, which are

well lighted. Tbe principal elevation has three

stories besides the basement, the windows of

which last appear in the design, and lias an

,
elevated centre and two advancing wings.

Each of these portions has three main divisions

or bays, marked by pilasters, piers, and vermi-

culated rusticated masonry, varied in design.

The centre bay is deeply recessed and arched

over at the top, with scxilpture in the {ympaiium;

aud an open loggia or porch is introduced in

the ground story, to the entrance. The top

story derives its chief character from a small

order of columns and pilasters. The style is

the later or highly-enriched Florentine, but

with traces of the study of modem works on the

Continent. The window-dressings are carefully

studied. The other elcvatious are differently

treated, but are equal in merit to the one we
have noticed.

No. 32—“Lahore et oro,” exhibits a block-

plan, and a design for the Foreign-office

aud the War-office, together. The design

is Gothic, with pointed arched and traceried

windows, a rich parapet, and stepped gables,

which have, what appears, tbe defect of not

according with any breaks in the front. The
author of No. 34^“ Au bon droit,” shows a

street-plan, a general block-plan, and a design

for the Foreign-office and War-office, in one,

or with only arch-ways and a carriage-drive,

as the separation. He retains the site of

Westminster-bridge, and places a bridge at the

Horseferry, and one at Charing-cross. One of

the approaches to the latter appears to require

the removal of Northumberlunc! House, a mea-

sure which would be unuceded by the plan

referred to iu our article of December 13,

and shown in many of the designs. We
even think the removal has not obvious

recommendations. The author would also

remove St. Margaret’s Church, a proposition

which, though it has the advocacy of Sir

Charles Barry, is, we apprehend, one that it is

not desirable to act upon. Several of the com-

petitors, however, propose this alteration. The
plan of the War-office in No. 34, shows the

rooms aud corridors arranged round a quad-

rangle; whilst the Foreign-office lias a central

hall, 84 feet 6 inches by 78 feet, covered over,

and with stairs leading up from it. The resi-

dence is next Charlcs-street, aud it has a diu-

iug-ioom, 59 feet by 25 feet, and other apart-

ments. The style of architecture is the French

palatial. There arc three stories
;

the two

upper ones having coupled columns and broken

entablatures, arch-headed windows, and trun-

cated, or high Mansard roofs, curved as to the

centre pavilion, with dormers and sculpture.

The doorway wants prominence. The Foreign-

office has nearly similar features, with a cam-

panile of superimposed orders, inclosing a

staircase, at the north-west angle. The draw-
^ inn's have great resemblance to some, numbered
' 54° attributed to the Messrs. Habershon, which
I have the same motto.

No. 35, with the motto, “Thou hast covered

my head in the day of battle,” is a Gothic

design for the War-office and Foreign-office,

joined
;
and both from the evidence which is on

the face of it, and from report, owes much to

Mr. Ruskiu. Mr. Woodward aloue, or iu con-

junction with Sir Thomas Deane, has, however,

some of the credit of the arcliitecture. As in

the majority of designs, there is an archway in

each of the opposite sides for a carriage-way

through. The War-office portion in three

stories and an elevated basement, forms three

sides of an internal quadrangle. The entrances

aud principal stairs are in the centre of the por-

tion of the plan on the Parliament-street side

;

there are open courts at the angles, and internal

corridors, which, perhaps, are rather deficient

in light, along the other sides. The Foreign-

office with residence form an oblong block, with

internal courts, and a staircase iu the centre.

It has three stories, and a mezzanine in one

part, in addition. Windows, with pointed

arches, and shafts coupled iu the thickness of

the wall; a range of windows, circular or multi-

foil, in the basement of the War-office; and of

square form, with shafts, iu the corresponding

position of the Foreign-office
;

stairs at the

angles, which are marked externally by stepped

openings, aud raking lines in the fronts
;
high

truncated roofs to square portions of the

plan
;
dormers

;
a recessed porch

;
the alternate

voussoirs of arches marked by darker-coloured

materials
;

enriched strings and bands ;
and

generally a profuse application of sculpture iu
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relief—on piers and spandrils—are the promi-

nent characteristics of this design. Much of

the ornament is of great beauty, and displays

remarkable fertility of invention. It consists

either wholly of figure subjects in a series, or

detached, or of figures and foliated ornament

intcrraingled. One elaborate subject fills the

tympanum, or space between the pointed

arch and a sub-arch, segmental in form,

which is over the entrance to the quadrangle.

In the facades, generally, the ornament is most

elaborate near the base of the building, in ac-

'

cordauce with one asserted principle,—which,

however, to us, appears inconsistent with the

impression of an aerial lightness and beauty I

conveyed obviously in many cases by the ap-

pearance of elevated position, as in the case of
^

some of ihe peculiar forms in Gothic architec-

1

turc itself, as the crocketted spire, and the

,

battlements, pinnacles, and flying buttresses of
^

most elaborate character, wnich often enrich

,

the top of the tower. The sculptured oraa-

'

ment, too, here, however good in itself, is scat-

'

tered about, so that there is a deficiency of the :

spcci:d architectonic character,—the framework
of lines, and the order in masses,—which most
conduces to the effect of sculpture itself. Much
of the ornament might have been thrown on the
wall, as Turner is said to have begun to paint a
picture by throwing his colours against the
canvass. Still the ornament deserves careful

examination.

In No. 36, with the motto “Industria,” the
author moves the Middlesex end of Westminster-
bridge a little to the north, needlessly, and with
some disadvantage as to the angle on the other
side, at the junction with the Bndge-road, which
results. He makes the change merely to get a
piazza or place, about eight times the size of
New Palace-yard which would form the angle
of his new place. He w’ould put the Law
Courts south of the Houses of Parliament.
A better suggestion which he makes in common
with others, is for tlie prolongation of the Hay-
market southward to the parL The design for

the War-office aud Foreign-office is Italian, with
three-quarter columns

; aud there is a cupola
which groups ill with the main front.

No. 37 ,
“ Populis artium vinculo conjungen-

dis,” a neatly dt awn production of foreign origin,
comprises a detailed block plan and drawings for
theForeign-officc. The style is Italian, withMan-
sard roofs, pilasters, and rusticated angles, aud
arches enclosing windows with Italian dressings.—No. 39, marked “ Perseverantia No. 1,” shows
the Foreign-office aud War-office in one block

;

and the plan has what is called a ‘^columniated
gallery of communication,” 370 feet long and
20 feet wide, which, unless the author is calum-
niated by us, would be inadequately lighted from
the ends of certain internal courts. Externally,
the Italian style is attempted. There is a
range of arches springing from ill-proportioned
columns, and an ugly dome, which terminates
m •something

_

that resembles a Coriulhian
capital supporting an obelisk. The distinction
which there is between productions of the class
to which this design belongs, and those of archi-
tects, was never so well defined as it is in this
exhibition: “ our architects,” indeed, may now
claim a very high place both for technical skill
mid taste. Amongst the latter class we may well
include the author of the design under the
number 11, with the motto "Pro Regina
et Patna Semper,” said to be Mr. Khiud, of
Ldinburgh.

_

He has two alternative street
plans, in which he jmoposes considerable altera-
tions about Whitehall; and he has projected a
design for the whole of the offices,—those on
the west side of Parliament-street being in
two similar groups (of which one contains
the Foreign-office and War-office), joined in the
street and in the park front by colonnades on
steps. It appears that he would complete the
new Westminster - bridge, and add another
Widge with an approach from the middle of
Whitehall,— contemplating, also, one at the
Horseferry. He would remove the Horse-
guards to the north of the parade—the site of
the Admiralty,—and also Dover House and the
present Board of Trade and Treasury buildings,
and would form gardens on the site gained, and
also on the present site of the parade. He also
would remove St. Margaret’s Church to improve
the area thereabout. The plan of the Foreign-

office and War-office has a great centr.al court,

surrounded by colonnades, or porticoes, having

three ranks of columns along two of the sides

which give access to the corridors of the Offices.

Tlierc are also two other open courts in each

Office. As to external character, the design

shows in the principal view a pleasing group of

Italian features, including arcades and colon-

nades, loggias, and receding upper stories, set

between square masses rusticated at the angles

and carried up above the general height as

towers with Italian cornices and roof coverings.

In one part, a fourth story is added between the

towers, and forms a good central mass.

No. 42, with the motto " True,” and the device

of three arrows crossed, is obviously by Mr.

John Shaw, and is in his peculiar style founded

on that of Chelsea Hospital, or rather of Sir

Christopher Wren, with elaborate ornament

added. In the present case, we should also say,

he would intend to use only stone. The War-
office and Foreign-office appear as two similar

buildings externally, with a gateway iu each

front, between. One buildinghas the corridors

lighted through the floors. Much attention has

been given to the internal arrangements, which

arc shown in good sectional drawings. In the
' exterior, wc should say, square masses are
' carried up as towers, with quadrangular domical
' roofs, at all angles of the buildings

;
the details

of the rusticated piers aud pilasters are well

studied; and the building is covered by a Man-
sard roof, with dormers, aud a railing at the

top. The chimneys, as single shafts, are ranged

along the front, over the external walls.—No. 44,

"Pro Grege,” includes a street plan, general block

plan, and designs for the War-office and Foreign-

office. The large plan shows that the author

roposes to keep the site of Westminster-

ridge, to widen Hungerford-bridge, and to

place a bridge at the Horseferry. In the War-

office he provides an open arcade to the ground

story and a portico on the first-floor, reached

by the terrace over the arcade, and a hall and

staircase iu the centre, surmounted by a dome.

The corridors are well lighted from two large

open courts. In the Foreign-office the same

general principle of plan as to the courts, is

carried out; and the decorative features are

varied by the more prominent use of columns

with broken entablatures, and by the introduc-

tion of two small towers.

No. 45, which bears the motto, "LeBcau
derive du Vrai

;
Le Vrai eu Architecture e’est

I’Utile,” we shall probably not be wrong iu

giving to Mr. Hector Horeau. The drawings are

too slightly coloured to be seen properly
;
they,

however, exhibit a general street arrangement (by

a plan and view), a block plan, and designs for

the Foreign-office and War-office united. In the

general plan, the radiation of streets from one

point gives some resemblance at first to the

Ian in No. 12; but the site for AVe&trainster-

ridge is retained—widened, however, on the

down-stream side
;

and the author removes
Hungerford-bridge, spanning the river there-

abouts by a single arch
;
whilst he contemplates

also a bridge at the Horseferry. He also ap-

pears to remove Northumberland House, and
many of the conventual buildings about Dean’s-

yard. The two Offices are united by buildings

of less elevation, and have a great central

court
;
whilst each Office has two courts with

corridors. As in many of the French plans,

convenience and effect are served by cutting off

the angles of rooms and quadrangles. The
architecture of the design is a plain version of

the French style, with Mansard roofs, pavilions,

and dormers.

Such is the anungement, or derangement of

the exhibition, that we know not where some of

the numbers arc, and may therefore have to omit

naming many designs from that cause alone. Of
No. 47, “ L’Esperance,” which we come to next,

we have only noted that the author proposes a

skew-bridge from the middle of the ground, with

curved approaches. But No. 49, a design for

the Foreign-office, by a German, deserves to be

looked at for its details, which are Italian, of

the modern German version. The author shows
' a fountain-court, roofed over with ornamental

iron-work aud glass. Blocks of buildings at the

angles are carried up
;
there is an open loggia

' of arches, decorated with fresco paintings on

;the first-floor, aud a belvidere story in the

centre. Small plain arch-headed windows are

used ;
and there are plain pilasters to the prin-

cipal story, bearing Persian figures in the story-

above.

No. 50 has the motto "No Corridors,”

which the author, Mr. Truefitt, has adopted to

express the distinctive feature of his arrange-

ment for the Offices. The rooms in each Office,

he proposes should be ranged round a halls, with

galleries, giving access to the rooms. He has

some peculiar proposals, also, in his street plan

and general block plan. Preserving the site of

Westminster-bridge (though showing an alter-

native site north of Ilichmoud-terracc), and

widening Hungerford-bridge, and having a

bridge at the HorsefeiTy, he differs from the

other competitors by leaving Whitehall and

Parliament-street, as suitalile for cart-traffic;

nearly as at present; and- with the view of

giving a proper approach on state occasions,

aud opening a vista to the Victoria-to-wer, he

forms a distinct way from Trafalgar-square, west

of the Horse-guards, to a circus which he places

opposite the centre line of Westminster-bridge.

The parade be fonns, west of this " way,” on

a regular plan
;

and the Foreign-office and

War-office he places at right-angles to bach

other, aud perhaps not exactly as the instruc-

tions required. The Foreign-office residence

is detached, and looks somewliat small. The

Italian style, without columns, is, adopted for

the decorative character. The design appears

to have suffered from a causes—but for which it

should constantly he recollected, the evidence

of architectural talent in the present com-

petition would have been even greater than

it is,— wc allude again to the inadequate

time allowed by the “instructions.” As to

No. 50, iu which the leading idea as to

lighting was good so far that it avoids

the mistake of many of the designs, it is

curious to hear the passing criticism of the

British public—traceable, we believe, uot to the

defects of the design, but merely to something

-which happens to dissatisfy in tlie colouring of

the plans. It is one evil of competitions, that

architects who look to them for employment,

have to embark in so many, that due stiidy

of some one subject is in danger of being

neglected.

No. 51, with the mottoes, "Urban” aud "Non
Nobis Solum,” to designs for the street arraugc-

meuts, block plan, aud the Foreign-office,—we
need only refer to as showing a skew-bridge

with approaches from Wliitehml and Cbaring-

cross, and tending towards a point in the

Bridge road.—No. 55, a German or French

design, with the motto, " The fair, the truth,

tlie utility” (we always quote literally, the

blunders whether of English or Latin notwith-

standing; and of the latter sort there are many),

is a design for offices, with many of the minutia

of contrivance iu plan to which we lately

referred. One of the courts appears to have

galleries at the ends, which are joined by a

bridge. The decorative treatment, in a version

of the Italian, is deserving of notice.

No. 57, "Westminster; V. R.” comprising

a street plan, a block plan, and designs for the

Foreign-office and War-office, makes a slight

alteration in the Middlesex end of the bridge,

and proposes that the Park front of the Offices

should be iu the form of a crescent,-—the

Foreign-office residcuce to occupy one half aud

the Admiralty the other half
;
aud makes varioi.s

alterations in the street arrangements,

i
No. 52, with the motto "Hope” inatriangle

and ciicle, by Mr. Lane, has a well-studied plan

for the War-office and Foreign-office, occupying

three sides of the oblong, with tlie residence

detaclicd in the middle of the otlicr side. The
quadrangle is approached by a gateway from

^

Cliarles-street, 0])posite the back of the rcsi-

' deuce, through a range of connecting buildings
' one story less in height than the portions at the

'ends; wliicli last, like the residence, are well

' provided with courts, and inner halls aud stair-

cases ;
whereby the corridors are better lighted

,

than tliose in many of the designs. It is to be

j

regretted that the merits of the arrangement

I

are uot shown by sections. The design is iuthe
' Italian style. There are arch-headed w'indows
'

in the top and bottom stories, and there are

' architraves and pediments to the other windows;

! and some novel details are introduced.
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But, with the ^-isli that -svill be felt that we
should preserve some record of the circura-

stauces of an occasion which, we believe, wilt

be referred to in future years as marking an

epoch in taste, we liave no choice but to break

on, however abruptly, till another week.

CORUESPONDENCE ON THE PLANS EOR
NEW WEST.MINSTEK.

In a few weeks at the longest, it will he decided

how the next twenty public buildings and the next

two or three bridges are to alFect, encumber, or

oh^t^act, as long as London lasts, the ways, tlie

chaos of fragments and beginnings that must always

form the only ways through this huge chance-con-

gested drift, of chancc-grown cities. Few graver and

no harder questions have had to be settled in Rufus’s

useful Hal!. The mere choice ofaWar-officcor Foreign-

office, how' their rooms shall be divided off, and in

what new experiment of travelled scenery encased

and dressed up, for the admiration of children and

laughter of the next age is comparatively unimportant.

A few weeks ! That w ill give to each project a few

mimiles. Are the 200 to be all carried in the judges’

brains, from the two or three dozen rooms in which

they hang, in all positions, with every side upward
;

with every extent of envirouincnt, from nothing to a

dozen square miles
;
with every outrageous Irc.ik and

advertising device of colour, from bliU'k buildings and

white ground to while buildings and blark ground

;

and iu some cases (if I am. not mistaken') with different

scales ? Enviable task !

The simplest remedies seem often overlooked,

because no one thinks they- can rtqnire pointing out.

"SVould there be much difficulty in taking phoiographs

on a uniform small scale (ibt-t of the small Orduance
“ London ” might suffice) from all the blo(;k-plan3

and more general plans,—in so priiiliog these photo-

graphs from their ' n»-g.ttives,” as to give all neaily

the same depth of touc,—and then in placing them
behind c-ird-moiuils vvhofc apeiture should exactly

rupresent the pieseribed area of clearing, with the

siirroujding map piiiit d on the c.ird
;

aiul hanging
all in the 20 feet of vacant gallery remaining at the

north-east corner of the Hall ? “ l^ous verrons!'

Pkocrcstes.

Ajiong the little bits of information that would, as

you have observed, have been necessary to the real

designing of the future Westminster, I think you
may reckon the following correction of a part of the

Iiistructiou plan, the error of which only lately and
by chauce presented itself to me.

Victoria-street (the longest and most costly tho-

roughfare of which that plan embraced any part) wa-*,

I believe, the only pair of lines therein added to ex-

press any change since the Ordnance Survey, though
many other changes had taken place, and notably ttie

new’ piers above Westminster-bridge, the completion
and disencumbering of St. Stephen’s Porch, and the
building of the solid and expensive church of Sr.

Matthew, of none of wliich (nor of the plan, and, I

suppose, inviolable smelify, of the Westminster
School buddings) could the foreign com])ttitors have
any guess. Now as only Victoria strei t, among all

the changes, was represented, it was. I ^uhrait, reason-
able to suppose that it might be drawn with’u seoen
degrees of its true direction, and miglit intersect the
edge of the map not quite a hundred and thirty feet
too far south, which any jicrson on the spot, with the
map in hij hand, may convince himself that it does.
\Mie>hi'r any block-plan lias been influenced by this

information remains to be seen.

E. L. n.VRBETT.

In the Times of the 12tli, a writer, signing himself
"Civis Britunnicus,” justly observes that the part of
the subject connected witli the proposed public ofTu-cs

requiring the first attention is “ the block plan, and
not the elevation,” and that, in the majoi-ity of the
derigDS, “ the Houses of Piirliament, upon which so
much has been spent, and which ought to form the
prominent feature of any plan for Living cut our
official quarter, arc effectually neutralized by a screen
of public offices proposed to be erected in front of
them.”

Fnrtlicr suggestions are offered in the letter, into
which it is uuncccssiry to enter; but one important
fuct is now coming out, that but too little attention
has been psid to the most important part of the
scheme— the general arrangement.

Now, it so happens that the instructions to com-
petitors (issued hy the Commissioners of Works
under date 30(h Sept. 1350} restrict ai'chitccls iu
more ways than one, and to my mind so seriously as
to destroy ihe possibiliiy of making a good design’.
The first glance at the map shows that the im-

portant coosideration is, huw to git the most easy
access to Lnndon over the bridge.

Clearly this is best done by jdaciog the m w bridge

d light angles to the present "Houses of Parliament,

and with one bold sweep connecting it with Parlia-

ment-street. What 'ideas of magnificence present

flieraselvcs immediately under such an arrangement !

A new bridge, adorned it may be with colossal statues

of bronze; the new Houses of Parliament on the

left; on the right a space affordiog room for oue,

and but one, puolic building, of but one story in

height, surrounded by plantations; the view of the

new Houses of Parliament unimpeded, and, passing

on, the proposed buildings occupying the rectangle

formed by the park, by George-street, by the line of

Dovvuing-street, and of the new buildings of White-

hall : and what a sitcl Nothing could be finer; a

splendid approach, an open space (how valuable in

London), a new bridge adorned with statues, and no

shutting out of what we now possess,—architect,

engineer, and sculptor, all at work.

But mark the fact. The rectangle above-named

will not give the area required under the instructions

for the new buildings
;
and to appropriate the space

on the river bank to a building of great height, not

only would shut out in some measure the view of the

new buildings at Westmiuster, but would become a

fractional ])ortioD dissevered from the main group of

offices, the unity of which is as necessary for archi-

tectural effect as for utility.

Such was the difficulty felt by me, and, doubtless,

by many olbers, ou putting to paper the earliest sug-

gestions of designs,— impracticable as they were

,
under the Government instructions.

The style of architecture, and the plan of the

buildings, important considerations in themselves,

sink into insignificance in comparison with the

general arraugeineut, so important to my mind as to

lead rac to hope that these hasty obseiwations may
not be considered imwortby of yoiu' notice.

An Architect, but no Competitor.

Nothing like in importance to this exhibition of
' competition drawings has taken place since the year

! 1836, when ninity-seveu sets of designs, comprising

1 1,200 drawings lor the New Houses of Parliument,

I

were publicly exhibited in the National Gallery, not

I

by llie authority of the Government, but at the

1 exiicnse of the several competitors; indeed, it was

j

with some difficulty that those who undertook the

I management of the exhibition could obtain from Lord
Dnncannoii the loan of the prize-drawings, iu order

that they niigbt be exhibited with the rest of the

,

designs. The case is widely diffvi'ent now, and it is

to be hoped (hat the judges wljo nay be appointed to

select the designs worthy of the several premiums,

I

may, by the fairness of their decision, satisfy the

I

great body of the cumpciitors.

I

Tue number and inngiiitude of the premiums iu

I

this instance consisting of seventeen distinct rcw.ards,

I

have iudiiocd an unusual number of professional men
I

to embark in the eompetitiou, for the premiums pro-

I
luise at least a fair I'elurn fur time and labour to the

competitor who may succeed in gaining a prize, even
if he fail iu standing first on the list.

In this respect no previous eompetitiou offers any
parallel. When de-igns were solicited for the New
Houses of Parliament, “ The Lords’ Committee, agree-

ing with the resolution of the House of Cominous,
offered premiums of 500/. to be given to each of the
parties whose plans should be recommended by them,

I to be not less than three in number nor more than
five, and thot the surcessful competitor shall nut be

;

considered as having necessarily a cluim to bo eu-

!
trusted with the execution of the work, but if not so
employed he shall receive an additional reward of a

1 1,000/.” Jn the present case no less than sixteen

j

premiums are offered : two of 800/.
;
three of 500/.

;

! two of 300/. ;
three of 200/.; and seven of 100/.;

making a total of 5,000/. as a sliiimlus to bring forth

proi'essional skill. Considering, therefore, the in-

creased number of architects since 1836, it can
scarcely cause surprise that so many men have been

I

found to enter the list of competitors'.

A corresponding increase in the value of the
drawings produced is also perceptible. In 1836 the

I

cost of production was estimated at 10,000/. : the
,
drawings now exhibited iu \Vestfninstcr-hall arc
thought to have cost upwards of 50,000/.

I

The very magnitude of the scheme, and the vast

,

sums expended iu the preparation of the designs,

I

make the subject well worthy of consideration, both

,

in reference to its effects upon the professiou, aud its

'miausof securing the best result. An examiiialiou

I

of the multitude of drawings filling Westminster-hail,

,

must tend to strengthen the opinion of those who
I

hesitate to think that the proredure by open and uu-
' resirie'ed competition is the right way of obtaining
the best talent of the country. Ot the numerous

• designs, those tnaiuly deserving of attention have
been prepared by men whose abitilies are already

I

known
; and the impress of their style and manner i's

rao w-ell understood, that, in spite of the incoi'nito
veiled uud' r a motto or device, their authors are at

once recognised. The idea, therefore, of the judges

being ignorant of the designs is absurd, and the pres-

tige of names may possibly influence the final de-

cision. It is iindcuiuble that, amongst the mass there

are several very meritorious designs
;
but there are

others chiefly remarkable for wildness of conception

and oddity, and this must ever be the case where
competition is open aud wholly unrestricted. The
same fault prevailed in a few of the designs submitted

for the New Houses of Parliument in 1836, and to

such a degree that the committee hesitated for a time
to suspend some of the drawings : still, whatever may
be the faults inliereut to open competition in art, the •

determination to adopt this principle iu works of
|

magnitude seems unalterable; but the fruits of the I

system should be watched, especially wbeu large sums i

of public money are expended in such experiments.

’i'he most remarkable effect of this competition is

the development of some decidedly Italian Gothic
j

designs. The attention to this style, which has been
encouraged by the writings of Ruskiu and others, has

certainly been productive of good: the usual hackneyed

character of detail has given place to boldness of

feature, which bids fair in the hands of able men to

result in such a modification of English Gothic, as to

render it much more applicable to modern require-

ments ; and, however e.xcellent may be the composition

of the several Classical designs, they certainly do

not show novelty of treatment
;
while in some of

the Mediaeval designs, there is the most marked
evidence of progress. "Vl^ben such liberal premiums
are offered, it appears ungracious to find fault, but

there seems to be a great disparity between the

prizes for the block plans as compared with the others.

\Vhilc every set of plans for the Department of the

Secretary of State for War and Foreign Affairs in-

volves a large number of drawings and great study of

arrangement, seven of them can only gain premiums
of 100/. each; but three block plans drawn upon
single sheets of paper, enlarged from the Ordnance
Map, showing the improveineuts iu the principal

approaches to the New Palace at Westminster, are to

carry off prizes to the amount of 800/.

It may perhaps be said that the object is to obtain

the mind and iugeuuily of the author; but surely the

same reason applies with equal force to the other

designs : if the general scope and conception be not

successful, no extent of elaboration in the details can
ever make the composition acceptable. The skill of

an architect is best cvideuced by his general design
;

and if it were not invidious to mention numbers,

some masterly examples of the kind miglit be named
where the detailed portions (beautiful as they are)

might have been withheld, and yet no competent

person could fail to discover the excellence of the

general designs without them. While making this

communication, the names of the noblemen and gen-

llemeu constituted the judges in Ibis matter are pub-

lished : if fairness caunot be had from such distin-

guished men, I know not where it may be sought. It

was one of the complaints attending the competition

for the Houses of Parliameut, that the judges named
previously to the coinpelition bad come to a foregone

conclusion.

I This remark cannot apply now, and there is every
i reason to hope that the selection of the designs to be

i
rewarded will be founded upon a careful examination

1
of their merits alone. I would not have troubled you
with these remarks

; hut, as the then honorary secretary

to the body of competitors fur ihe New Houses of Par-
: liamciit, I feel interested Dow,iu a competition which is

by far the most important which has occurred since

1S3G. Ben. Ferkey.

FALL OF HOUSES, TOTTENIIAM-COURT-
ROAD.

' Early in the morning of Saturday, the 9th inst.

j

three houses, Nos. 146, 147, uud 148, Tottenham-
court-road, sitiuiteil between Totleiiham-place and
Grafton-street, (ell to the ground, and caused the death

I

of five persons, besides injuring others. The houses
were undergoing repair at ihe time, aud the accident

^

has been attributed to the fiiiliirc of one of the parly-

walls while beiug uuderpinned.

An inquest on the sufferers was opened on Wed-

I

nesday last, but no evidence as to the cause of the
' disaster was then taken. It was adjourued till Friday,

and we prefer thorcfoi'e to postpone particulars. The
inquest was attended by Mr. Reeve, the Surveyor to

the Metropolitan Police, and Mr. Henry Baker,
the district surveyor. Mr. Gifford, instructed by
Mr. J, W. Chamberlain, appeared on the part of Mr.
Maple, the relatives of the deceased Frederick Byng,
Mr. Raggett, Jlr. Maple’s surveyor, and Mr. Taylor,

his builder. Mr. Cooper, barristir, was present on
behalf of Mr. Hunu-r, Mr. Riddiug, his surveyor,

and Mr. Jolin.^on, his builder. The court was densely

crowded, chiefly by professional men and builders.

The jury included Mr. A. Watson, architect, and six

or seven builders.
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TUKBKIDGE WELLS.

OPER.iTiONS have beeu commenced for the

cTCction of tlie proposed new St. John’s

Church, on the Lew. The erection of the

jiroposed church on the Calvery estate will

also, we believe, soon commence, so that

Tunbridge 'Wells will have the advantage of

two additional ciiurches. It is t.o be hoped

they may prove ornaments also in an architec-

tural point of view. If those who own property

and regulate the affairs of places of resort like

Tunbridge Wells were wise, they would take

care that every step made should tend to the

iraprovemeat and adornment of the towm. Some
substantial shops have been recently built. On
the 1st of May, when we happened to be in this

pleasant place, that part of the well open to the

wayfarer (the water of which, by the way, is of

moat literary character, having the taste of

modified ink), was littered with pieces of paper,

sticks, and other rubbish. If the show be made

of keeping a part open to the public, it should

also be kept clean and wholesome in appearance.

The "High Rocks,” the most attractive sight

in the neighbourhood, want a little artistic care.

A very beer-shoppy aspect has been given to

art of this beautifid morsel of wayward Nature

y some vulgar erections and perverse arrange-

ments. It is to be regretted that Peushurst,

bard by, is only to be seen on one day in the

week—Sidney’s Penshurst,

—

" Thao whom no greater, braver man,
His own delightful genius ever feigned.
Illustrating the vales of Arcady,
With courteous courage and with loyal loves.”

THE L.\.TE THOMA.S SEDDON, ARTIS'’.
THE SOCIETY OE ARTS,

At the second conversazione of the present session,

held on "Wednesday evening, the 6th, the pictures

and sketches of the late Thomas Seddon were col-

lected for exhibition under the superintendence of

the committee for the "Seddou Subscription Fund,”

and of W. M. Rossetti, the Honorary Secretary. The
,

paintings are still to be seen at the Society of Aits.

Mr. Ruskiu delivered a very interesliug address

with reference to them. In the course of it he said,

as to the purchase by the nation of Seddon’s picture •

of Jerusalem, be believed that some ohjectiou had

been taken to the idea of placing this picture in the

national collection of paintings, because it was said

that they sought to bring it forwai'd as a unique pic-

ture, or as one so admirable that they were never

likely to look upon "its like ’’again. For his own

part he differed from that view. It was not because

he considered it remarkable, but because he considered

it not remarkable, that he wished this picture to

become the property of the nation : he regarded it as

the type of a class of pictures and of works which

might be understood and imitated by other men, and

the understanding of which would be advantageous to

the nation in future. In like manner it had been

said that it was sought, as it were, to canonise

Seddon as a saint—immortalise him as a hero—that
they wished to bring forward his death as a mirlyr-

dom to the cause of painting. But it was not so.

The death of Seddon had nothing remarkable oi'

extraordinary in its character, but was merely a type

of a class of deaths which were being continually

offered up to the nation by great and good men, but

which, in this case, a concurrence of pathetic circum-

stances justified them in bringing before the public

notice. The simple sacriGce of iile had in it nothing

unusual ; it was, on the contrary, a melancholy thing

to reflect how continudly we all of us lived upou the

lives of others, and that in two ways, viz. upon lives

which we take, and upou lives which are given. It

was a terrible expression to use—this of taking life

—

hut it was a true one. "We took life in all cases in

which, either fur higher wages, or by the compulsion

of commercial pressure, men were occupied without

sufficient protection or guardiauship in dangerous

employments, involving an average loss of life, Tor

which life we paid thoughtlessly in the price of the

commodity which, so far, was the price of blood.

Nay, more than this, it was a well-recognized fact

that there was scarctlj’ an art or a science in the pre-

sent day, in which there was not some coucomitant

circumstance of danger or disease, which science had

not striven to abate proportionably with the endea-

vours to advance the skill of the workmen. And
thus, though wc had abolished slavery, we literally

bargaiued daily for the lives of our fellow men,
although we should shrink with horror at the idea of

purchasing their bodies; and if these evils, arising

partly from pressure of population, but more from
carelessness and cruelly in masters and consumers,

from desire of cheapoess, or blind faith in commer-
cial necessities,—if these evils went on increasing at

the rate it seemed but too probable they would,

Eagl ind would soon have to add another suppoi'ter to

her shield. Si e bad good right still to her lion, now

more than ever
;
hnt she needed, in juslice, another,

to show that if she could pour forth life-blood nobly,

she could also drink it cruelly ; she should have not

only the lion, but the vampire. These remarks

applied 1o what was only too justly termed the taking

of life ; but in other cases lives were given, as by the

active and enterprising explorer of uiiknowu regions,

and the brave and devoted soldier and sailor. These

sacrifices we might accept, if the eaute in which they

were offered was a just one. He had to bring be'ore

them that evening an instance of such a sacrifice, and

to explain and justify its cause.

At the close Mr. Ruskiu proceeded to narrate the

establishment by Seddon, with the co-operation of

Mr. NevUl "Warren, of the North Loudon School of

Design for "\^'o^knleo, in Camdeii-towu, the principal

siiperiuteudeuee of which devolved upon Seddou him-

self, conjointly with the sutisfiction of the other

arduous claims upon bis time, attention, and hard

labom-. Ilis great exertions during that period of,

his life, it was believed, impaired his constitution, and
,

were regarded as the primal cause of the failure ol

,

his health in Syria, and his dying there. Mr. Ruskiu
^

theu entered into a recital of the labours of Mr. Seddon
;

iu his last great work of " Jerusalem,” and concluded
;

byappealiugto the Society and those present to aid iu
,

doing justice to a great artist by the recognition of

his genius.

PARTIES FINED UNDER THE BUILDING
ACT.

On "Wednesday, tbe 29th of April, a person calling

himself a journeyman irounionger was lined 2/. at

:

the Mausioa-Hoiise. for putting up a stove for_ trade
,

purposes, in the northern district of the City, without
|

notice to the district-surveyor, the prosecution being '

conducted by the Metropolitau Board of Works,

through their solicitor. I

The next day, Mr. Norton, a carpenter, iu T^ng-
j

lane, Bermondsey, was fined at the Southwai-k Police-

,

court 2/. lor crentiug an earthenware funnel for carry-
j

iug smoke from a copper furnace, and 1/. for the ;

erection of an addition to a house, in each cose, without

such notice to the district surveyor.

In both tho first two cases penallies had also been

incurred, under sec. 21, for work done contrary to the

rules of that section, but were not pressed for.

ESSEX COUNTY LUNATIC ASYLUM.

The engravings in our present number illus-

trate the Essex Lunatic Asylum, completed not

long ago under the direction of Mr. H. E.

Kendall, jun. The design was obtained iu a

private competition of ten selected architects,^

the invitation going from the committee of

visitors, who offered the work to the author of

the best design, lOOL to the second best, and

50L to the third.

This was in 1S49; and, in July, 1851, the

committee accepted Mr. G. Myers’s tender for

the execution of the works, wliich were then

commenced, and were completed in July, 1853.

Tlie outlay, on the certificate of completion

being given, was as follows :

—

Building and fitUngs £58,940

Engineering 6,085

£65,025

The asylum accommodates -150 patients. On
the architect giving it up complete, it was

arranged and prepared for the patients by Dr.

Campbell, the medical superintendent, under

whose management it is at present conducted.

It is erected at Brentwood, on the Eastern

Counties line, about 18 miles from Loudon

:

86 acres of ground are attached to the asylum :

the purchase-money for tbe latter was 8,000L

The building works comprise the asylum, its offices,

and out working offices, the chapel, and residents’

house, &c. the whole occupying, wilhiu the boundary

walls, an area of 8 acres of ground in extent
;

to-

gether with a large gate-lodge, a bailiff’s house and

farm buildings, a large engine and boiler house, with

drainage for every budding throughout.

The engineering works include the reservoir, steam-

enmne and boilers, pump work, tanks, the hot and

cofd water services aud supply, fire maius, the warm-

ing aud ventilating throughout, gas fitting, steam

cooking-apparatus, besides the general fillings of

stoves, batus, lavatories, water-closets, bells, the dry-

ing closet, and httiugs of brewhouse, washhouse, &c.

The asylum stands due east and west: the latter

aspect being more genial and quiet is given up to the

patients’ wards and airing courts. The resident’s

house looks cast, and forms the entr.ince to the

asylum : removed from the public road about 300

yards, it includes the residenee of the phy-ieiau

superintendent, the slewai’d, matron, aud assistant-

surgeon, all being distinct, with sepaiate siaircases to

eaeh ; it contains also accominodution for the house-

porter aud domestic servants, alarge commitiee-room

and clerks’ room, vi^ilors’ room, a room for the chap-

lain, the patients’ receplion-rooms, male and female,

kiti'licu offices I'or the superintendent and steward,

a large ceutial enlranee hall, and entrance arcade,

&r. From the house, passing round the kitchen

offices, and to the right and left the patients

wards are approached by cloisters or galleries of coai-

mnijication, paved with Staffordshire tiles, blue and

red, laid arris wise. The roofs are open-timbered

and stained: the door and window openings are of

stone, some being filled in with quarried glazing, and

some left open with ornamental iron work fixed

therein. At the terrainatiou of these corridors, right

and left, immediate access is obtained to all the wards

and infirmaries of tbe main building devoted to the

patients, the females occupying the wards or wing to

the left, the males the wing to the right. There arc

seven wards aud two infirmaries on one side, and six

wards and one infirmary on the other side, together

accommodating 450 patients, 150 in single, and 300

in associated, rooms. The whole of the west front is

given up to the undisturbed use of tbe patients,

having an uninterrupted view of the extensive and

beautiful scenery around, with free access of air and

sun, &c. The building extends in length from south

to north, forward 800 feet, a longtiludiual line
;
only

broken just sufficient to allow of thorough light and

ventilation at the ends of the galleries. The infirma-

ries advance iu front on cither side at the junction of

the wards
;
and the convalescent wards recede or re-

turn from tho front line on either side eastward,

centralising the residents’ house, kitchen, offices, aud

chapel. The ward galleries are 12 feet wide aud

13 feet high : they all have large oriels and bays, tbe

day rooms thrown open to them, aud windows at each

end. The ceilings are arched, and fii e-proof, con-

structed with hollow hexagon-shaped bricks. The

floors are boarded throughout the wards and in-

llrmavics, except in the case of two of them for the

unclean patients, where they are paved with Stafford-

shire tiles, red and blue, oruamentally arranged. The

windows are of cast-iron fancy patterns, the casements

opening outwards above tbe trausoins; but the frames

being double, when open, one of them remains in

position unglazed, so that ventilation is obtained,

combined with safety ; this principle aud the mode of

opening is founded on a patent of the contractor, Mr.

Myers. The chapel is built with Kentish rag stone

to mark its character. The accommodation is for 300,

all the sittings being on the floors.

The water tower is over the scullery : a cast-iron

cistern or tauk holding 10,000 gallons is constructed

therein, supported on arched groining : from this

tauk the geucral distributiou of water all over the

asylum is made
;
18,000 gallous per day being about

the consumption, calculated at the rate ol forty gal-

lons per day each patient : this tauk is supplied from

a large enclosed reservoir constructed at the bottom

of the grounds holding 40,000 gallons, the water

from the springs on the ground running through it,

always with a waste : it is forced from this reservoir

up to the tank by means of a powerful non-condensing

steam-engine, the height being about 150 feet, the

distance 1,400 feet.

Every part of the asyliuu is lighted with gas, sup-

plied from the town gasometer.

The engineering works were executed by Mr. May
for Mr. Myers, the responsible contractor.

' Tiie style of architecture adopted throughout, ex-

' ternully and internally, is Medimval; the materials

' are stone dressings and red brick facings interlaced

I with black.
REFERENCES.

1. Gallery, 12 feet wide.

2. Day and Dining

Room.
3. Dormitory.

4. Single Beds.

5. Attendant.

6. Bath.

7. Scullery.

8. Lavatory.

9. Store.

10. Assscmbly-room.

11. School-rooms. Mem.
The Chapel is over

Nos.10 and 11.

12. Distribution-room.

13. Cook’s Room.

14. Servants’ Hall.

15. Coals.

16. Kitchen Offices.

17. Bakehouse.

18. Flour Store.

19. Passage AVays.

20. Engineer.

21. AVeighing-room.

22. Matrou’s Rooms.

23. Surgeon’s Rooms.

24. Superintendent’s

Rooms.

25. Committee-room.

20. Clerks’ Room.
27. Hall.

28. Porter.

29. Receiving-rooms.

30. Open Yards.

31. Arcade.

32. AAhshhousc and
Laundry, &c.

33. Brewhouse and

AVorkshops, &c.

34. Sun-sbades.
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irETROPOLITAN IMPROVEMENTS AND
THAMES EMBANKMENT,*

So tboronglily has the tedious traffic of the streets
[

got ground into the trne Londoner’s nature, that, to
[

shortcQ his course fi ooi Piccadilly to the Bank. M ould
j

be to rob him of a vested right or a natural |irivitege.
'

If a railway train from Aberdeen or the Land’s Eud
arrives in London five minutes behind its time, the

indignant travilh-r vents bis spleen and writes a letter

to the Timt's

;

but your d ig-collared occupant of the

knife-board of a Clapham omnibus will stick on
Loudon-bridge for half an hour with scarcely a mur-
mur.

Such being tbe result of the existing state of things,

I will now direct your attentions

I. To the coudilious of our streets, direct aud
lateral.

II. Wirnt they have to accommodate.
III. How they may be improved.

We mnst first direct your attention to the commu-
nications, east aud west, beginning with the river,

whose ample width enables it to supply the best pus-

sible means of communication between the City and
Westminster, and their immediate neighbourhoods.

With all its iidvantages the Thames remains in a

state absolutely disgraceful. Tbe boats are the worst

that sail on any river where the traffic is abimd-mt.

Our halfpenny, penny, and even our best boats, arc a

reproach to the metropolis. They are chiefly used

by the very lowest, or perhaps I ought to say, the

poorest or the humblest classes. As there is no
respectable approach to any pier on the sooth side,

and very few on the north, the general moving public

must avoid the river until the boats are enlarged aud
the approaches made reputable.

Let any person eiaminc the accommodation, and
say whether it is not discreditable. Neither cab nor
cai-riage can approach within two or three hundred
yards of the piers, while the proper descents to the

river by the noble stairs at London-bridge, are aban-

doned to other and not very creditable purposes. The
pier at Paul’s-chain is equally inconvenient : the one
at Blackfriars is much better, and almost the ouly

respectable lauding along the river. At the Temple,
Hungerfbrd, and Westminster, are repealed the ob-

jections already named. * * * «

It would be interesting to arrive at the annual
amount of the loss sustained by brewers, whai fingers,

carriers, and proprietors of pnblic conveyances, through
stoppages in the streets. An ingenious friend of

mine has gone into the calcnlation, and come to the
conclusion that, within tbe City boundary, what might
be done in ten minutes usually occupied fifteen

minutes, sacrificing one or two thousand pounds per
day, or from 300,000/. to 600,000/. per annum

;
but

taking the loss at 300/. per day, there was a loss of

100,000/. annually—an amonut almost sufficient to

build a bridge once a year.

What are the streets expected to accommodate?
This portion of my address I shall give in a tabular
form, so that, at a glance, all who take any interest in

the question may possess themselves of facts not to
be overlooked, in arriving at a just estimate of tbe
duties to be performed. But I may here coudeuse a
few facts, worthy of bring permanently fixed iu the
memory.
The populaiioii of London was iu 1801, 958 863

;

in 1811, 1,138.815; in 1821, 1,378,917; in 1831, !

1,654,994; in 1851, 2,361,640.
Since 1801, or within 57 years, the population of

the metropolis has very nearly trebled iiself, and
therefore, if the streets then existing were required to
be of their then capacity to accommodate the pnpula-
tion, it follows that a population of three times the
number demands a greatly increased width of tho-

j

roughfare. 1

If population has increased so much, we find that
^

public couveyauces Lave increased in an equal ratio.

Tbe number of hackney-carriages were in 1801, 900 •

in 1811, 1,000; iu 1821, 1.000; in 1831, 1,200;
'

in 1841, 2,000
;

in 1851, 2,800 ;
in 1857, 4,350. I

In tbe first thirty tears of the present century the
;

increase of hackney-carriages was only 300, or 100
'

for each period of ten years, being at tlie r.itc uf ten
^

carriages in a year
;
while daring the last six years,

the increase has been 1,550, or over 250 per annum.

'

Since 1801 the lucreaac has been such as to multiply
1

the then number nearly five times.
j

Before 1828 that most convenient vehicle the!
omnibus was unknown in London, being in ihit year I

imported from France by Mr. Shillibeer
;
yet we now I

observe in the public prints that week by week one !

company has a revenue of half a million sterliug per
'

annum, and the esiiimted c.cpital iiivci-ted in sneh
property is nearly 3,000,000/. the mtinbcr nf c;ir- \

riages under liccuse being somewhere about 3,000. I

Trade aud coiiimcrce have doubtless estcutk'd in a
like maniuT, and the number of waggons, carts, and

• From paper read by Mr. Francis Bennoch
; see p. 213

ante. * ^ ’

ho.’'ses must have increased proportiouably. There-

fore we bilieve wc are juslified in concluding that iu

1857 we have teu tiroes the number of vehicles tra-

versing the streets that we had in 1801; and what

has becQ done to widen the streets in jimportion to

this tremendous increase of trafilc? Absolutely

uothing

!

But, it may be argued, if our population bus in-

creased as three to out, aud our various conveyances

as ten to one, our general nieiropuliiau advaut iges

have increased equal to the demand. In lodging

accommodation this is uudoubtedly correct, but not

io our streets, giving room for arterial traffic. For

allliongh raauy cabs mny never, or only occasionally,

enter the crowded parts to which wc have been refer-

rins, nearly all the omuibuses, and uine-tenths of the

carts and waggons, must visit these localities
;
but,

estimating the inci'ease nt half what it really is, or

five times the number since 1801, wc repeat, that

unless tho streets were theo absurdly wide—au idea

that has never (or one instant been entertained—it is

manifest that the main streets ought to have been

nearly doubled in width.

1 append tabular statements of the traffic over

London-bridge taken very recently, and also tbe

traffic of several parts of the City, taken under the

superintendence of Mr. Haywood, the talented engi-

neer to the Commissioners of Sewers of the City of

Loudon. These facts ineootestibly prove tbe neces-

sity for street occomniodatiou
; aud it will be seen

that generally the pressure is the greatest where the
streets are the narrowest, or where they have not
been expanded for fifty years, and cannot be widened
without an enormous expendiiure.

The only reasonable manner in which the evil can
be overcome, and the wants supplied, is to open other
currents of traffic wherever they are needed and can
he accomplished. This introduces us to the third
division of our subject. i

How can oor thoroughfares be improved? The'
greatest improvements in modern times were the
uniform widening of the streets,— the new streets

opening with Leicester-squsre and New Oxford-street

io the "West-end, and witliin the City the coustruction
'

of Moorgate-strcct and New Cannon-street
; and above

all, the building of London-bridge, with its several

'

neighbouring alterations, not only within the City,
'

but iu the borough of Southwark, and the new Vic-
\

toria-strect, leading from Biavkl’ridTs-bridge to Clerk-
euwfll.

j

Iu addition to the improvemeut, as already de-

scribed, of Middle-row and Temple-bar, in tbe com-
munications east and west, it is indispensably neces-

j

sary something should be done to secure at least

three great thoroiighfarci east and west, so that in
the event of repairs being required in either, tbe
other two might be always open. To meet this
necessity we have on the north a direct line from
Charing-cross to Lond>a-bridgc, by way of tbe

;

Stiand, Fleet-street, Ludgate-hill, St. Paul’s, and
CauuoD-street.

I

The centre line should be the conlinnatioii of

'

Cbcapsidc, north of Paternostcr-row, over Farring-

1

dou-street by a viaduct bearing slightly to tbe south
I

of Liucoln’s-imi-field?, and so on to meet the im-
[

provements in the west, on a line with Piccadilly.
j

The northern line should be New Oxford-street, a
part of Holborn, diverging at the to[) ol the hill, and

|

by a viaduct crossing Victoria-street to Siiiitbfield,

passing in frout of St. Bartholomew’s Hospital,
through Burlholomew’s-close, across Aldersgate-street

on the level, and so in a Hue with and into Loudon-
wall, joining the pavement for Hoxton traffic, Bishops-
gate-street for Hackney or Shoreditch traffic, aud
proceeding down to tbe river-side by way of Ilounds-
ditch, the Minories, and 'I'owcr-hill, crossing the river

by a steam-ferry : all these we show on the map now
before you.

On the south side, the new street, resolved upon bv
the Metropolitan Board of Works, will be of immense
couveuieuue, although 1 tbiuk the line chosen by Mr.
Penuethorne is infinitely preferable.

The cross traffic of the meiropolis, that is, the
traffic north aud south, is nearly as important as that
ea^t and west. To relieve Loudon-biidgc of much of
its heaviest traffic, I suggested to a committee of the
House of Commons, some years ago, the propriety of
establisliing steam-ierrics nt all couveuient points on
the river below Londou-briilge, and I rejoice to find
that a public company has recently been formed to
carry out the project. If faiily tested aud proved
siiccess'ul, of which I have no doubt, a new era will

have commenced iu regard to metropolitan thorongh-
fares.

I

Soutliwark-bridge, though badly constructed, its

,

gradients being nearly as steep as Holborn-hill,
: should, nevertheless, be made free of toll, aud Quecn-

I

street, between Caiiuon-strect and Cheapside, m ide of
;a width equal to that between Caunou-street and
I Thames-street.

j

St. Paul’s-bridge, which I had the honcui' to sug-

gest, would, next to Londou-hridge, have the largest

iraffic across the river. Being on the high level, and
forming the connecting liuk, in a straight line, be-

tween Middlesex on the one side, and Kent and
Surrey on the other, it would not ouly relieve Lmidon-
bridge, but take half the tr.iffic that now pass<s over

the old aud ricketty Blai-kfiiars, which, springing

from the low ground, is compelled to have a gr.idient

very injurious. Its immediate uemolition and recon-

struction are alike demauded by the exigencies of the

public service. As the new bridge would be lower in

tbe heading by 4 or 5 feet, the incline would be
greatly reduced, and still more so should the piers be

of stone, and the span of irou girders.

Temple-bridge would introduce a most important

feature iu tbe re-arrangement. It would open up to

the river tbe whole district of Liacoln’a-iuu-tields,

and the squares north of Holboru in a direct line

with the south, and thoroughly ventilate the wretched

neighbourhood of Drury-laue.

"VVaterloo-bridge should he made free of toll, and

Hungevfurd widened aud strengthened to bear car-

riage-traffic.

At Westminster, 'whether we arc to have one or

two bridges, I may leave to the decision of the active

gentleman who presides over the department of

works.

However necessary and indispensable the accom-

plishment of all these sugges'ed improvements may
be, and ail of which are ciirefuliy described on the

maps before you, they only introduce me to the main

object of this paper, which was designed to refer

chiefly, if not solely, to the embankments of the river

Thames. Having at considerable length gone into

the general question of improvements, I feel that I

have cleared the way for the careful investigation and

discussion of the plans proposed.

The details I shall explain viva voee, but you will

observe from tbe plan before you that it combines a

promenade, a carriage-way, and a railway, and should

the Government approve, and the river commissioners

agree, to the scheme, the entire work might be

executed without costing the metropolis or the country

a single farthing. The reveuue from the railway,

and the froutage obtained from the river, would not

only compensate all persons having claims, but pay,

it is presumed, a handsome dividend to the yirojec-

tors. The merit of the scheme, as now laid down, is

chiefly due to Mr. Charles Liddell, the eminent civil

engineer, to whom I am personally indebted for tbe

beautiful drawings now before us, all executed by
Mr. Driver.

You will observe that the embankment commences
at Westminster-bridge and terminates at the proposed

St. Paul’s-bridge. A railway you will observe starts

from the Post-oflice, being in continuation of the

Fleet Valley Riiilway from King’s-cross : it follows

the road on the eiDbankment along the river, enters a

tunnel at Whitehall, and proceeds westwards to

Richmond and Brentford, so as to catch the omnibus

traffic of these districts, which is very large, and
would be exceedingly profitable.

The gardens of "V^tehall and the Temple are not

only retained but enlarged, while new gardens are to

appear in frout of Somerset House. Every street

cooling dowu to the river is improved, and a greater

amonut of wharf accommodation secured than now
exists. As time has failed me iu having the whole of

this plan completed, I purpose, if acceptable to the

council, to return to the subject next session, when
the whole scheme will be complete, architectural

embellishments introduced, and when it will be
divested of the incumbrance of a general idea of

raetropolilnn improvements.

Here, however, I must explain that the railway
starling from the Post-office, as already described, has

a branch uniting it with the South-Western on the
one band, while on the other it is connected with the

South-Eastern. Could these junctions be cfi'ccted,

this important and often-discussed problem,—how
cau the railways on the north and on the south of

London be effucluully united ?—would be solved, and
that in the only way that is feasible, at a moderate
expense. Taking advantage of tbe admirable street

suggested by Mr. Penuetborne, Mr. Liddell has con-

ceived the possibility of uniting the South-Westem
with the Brighton and South-Eastern Railways, in a

manner that cannot be surpassed. If, instead of

sanctioiiiug all sorts of peddling schemes, tbe autho-

rities would resolve to grapple boldly with what is

pressing and imperative, this entire scheme for

Thames embaukmeut, railway junction, and a high
level bridge at St. Paul’s, would not ouly be com-
menced fuithwiih, but completed in five years. The
drawing now exhibited shows the nature of the con-

structiou. On the lowest level, facing the river, are

the whaifs and other matters connected with trade :

ou a higher level, but receding considerably, is a

promenade for pedestrians ; next comes the space over

which, on iron columns, the railway is to be laid

dowu: next comes the roadway for carriages, 40 feet
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uidc, and tbcn another footway or promenade in front

of Ihc houses that may be erected, the entire width

for foot passengers, carriage way, and, railway, being

lUO feet.

Another line, it will be seen, might run along the

side of llie New-road, Irom St. Paul’ato tlie Elephant

and Castle, and branching off to the left, give rail-

way convenience to the immense omnibus population

of Camberwell, KenaiuKton, Brixron, Clapham, and

Slrealliain, uniting wiih the Crystal Palace Railway

to the west end
;
give facility to many visitors, and

considerably relieve London-bridge of much of its

superabundant traffic. It will be observed furlher,

(hat it is proposed to unite the Thames Embank-

ment Railway with the Blackwall Railway, in a

manner, as I believe altogether novel, the merit of

which belongs entirely to Mr. Liddell.

You will see that the railway passes not only

behind the houses facing the suggested new street,

but absolutely passes through them; the back part of

the first floor being surrendered for railway purposes. It

may seem a daring scheme, hut I am assured that it

is perfectly practicable, aud from the plau of con-

struction proposed, it is believed that vibration could

barely be delected.

The completion of (he Railway and Thames Em-
bankment scheme would open the whole of the

river, from the centre of the City to the attractive

west, to all who might desire to avail themselves of a

rapid and tegular mode of conveyance. The piers

would be rendered more accessible, and so the boats

would be more useful. The promenade and carriage-

way direct from the Bank to Charing-cross would

relieve the traffic of our present overloaded streets,

while the railway would convey irom St. Paul’s to

Westminster, in a single hour, a larger number of

persons than could now be conveyed in twelve hours

by all the appliances iu general use.
* * * * *

Before resuming my seat I think it is due to Mr.
Liddelljiis well as to myself, to say, that the plans now
before you have bceu in course of preparation for

months, aud the paper I have just coneludcd was iu

the hands of the printer more than a week ago
;
that

neither the one nor the other have in the slightest

degree been modified or influenced by the report on

the enibaukmeut of the Thames, which has recently

been published by the Metropolitan Board of Works,

a report which seems to me to he exceedingly vague

and inconclusive. Perhaps it would he well to give

them the advantage of the plaus I have now had the

pleasure of submitting to this assembly.

AN AVAILABLE PORTRAIT-GALLERY,
LIl'ERAllif AND AUTISTIC.

Mr. Herbert Watkins, of Regent-street, has

formed a very interesting collection of portraits of

men connected with literature, the drama, and the

arts. It includes Charles Mackay, William Russell

(of the Timei), J. R. Plaiiche (a capital likeness),

George Grotc, Alexander Dumas, Balfe. Albert Smith,

Hepwoi'th Dixon, Bayle Bernard, Chas. D.iuce, Stilling

Coyne, Kenny Meadows, George Lance, Lewis Poeock,

John Deane, Madame Ristori, Mi.ss Cushman, Charles

Mathew's, Wigan, Harley, Selby, Robson, Gordon
Cummiug, Owen Jones, and others. Some of our

readers may like to know that these are obtainable at

the cost of a few shiUings each.

Mr. Watkins has farther made portraits of Lord
Palmerston (excellent). Lord Stanhope, Lord Laus-

downe. Lord Brougham, and other distinguished

men, to be published in Fry’s “National Gallery of

Photographic Portraits.’’ The whole collection will

be found in the gallery of the Ait-Treasurcs E.\hi-

bition Building at Manchester.

THE VACANT AREA NEAR 3T. PAUL’S
CATHEDRAL.

METROPOLITAN BOARD OF WORKS.

On Friday, the 8th, a deputation from the Royal
Institute of British Architects, including Mr. I'itc,

M.P.
;
Professor Donaldson, Messrs. AngL-ll, Mocatta,

Penrose, Myluc, Inman, C. C. Nelson, A. J. Baker
(acting as honorary secretary), and others, presented

a memorial respecting the preservation for the public

use and enjoyment of tin area recently cleared at the
soutli-easteru angle of St. Paul’s-ehurchy ard.

After setting forth that the Institute are, by their

charter, culled upon to ]»roinolc both the “domestic
convenience of the citizens aud the public improve-
ment and embellishment of towns and cities,” the
memorial urged,

—

“ That the apace in question, if left open, would afford
the finest point of sight for viewing the Cathedral of St.
Paul, the inusterpieoe of Sir Christopher Wren, and the
noblest work of modern nrcliiteeture in the kingdom.
That to cover any portion of this spate again with

huildiogs would be a permanent source of regret, as it

must shut out some portion of this magnificent view,
•favourable as well for the fine perspective composition
which it offers as for the advantage of a southern aspect.

That if this occasion of securing the ground now vacant

be lost, there is no chance that such another opportunity

will occur of removirig the reproach but too justly applied

to 'his city by foreigners,—that of encumbering our public

edifices with buildings of a commercial cluracter, and that

in this case additional injury would arise to the cathedral

from the colossal proportions of the buildings which would

without doubt be reared upon the site.

Ihat London is ackoowlcdgcJ to be deficient iu grand

public edifices, and is inferior in that respect to some of

the continental towns, and especially to Paris, where,

within the last few years, numerous erections, of import-

ance iu point of art and richness of decoration, have been
nudertakon by the Government. That even the cities of

Washington and New York, in the United States, are now
being embellished with sumptuous buildings, of a costly

and ornamental character.
That it is, therefore, the moro important that London

should be rendered worthy the capital of a great people,

and its monuments duly appreciated and shown to the

greatest advantage, and that the Cathedral ot St. Paul is

confessedly second only to St. Peter's at Rome in size and
importance.
That ill an artistic point of view the improvement urged

by your memorialists may be considered of a national

character, and as regards convenience the metropolis at

large, as well as the City, will derive the benefit of keeping
the site free for ever for the public use, and that with

ref-rence to sanitary considerations it would be manifestly

highly advantageous as improving the free circulation of

sir in a confined part of the City."

It fartlier showed that by preserving the area, a

great improvemeot could be made in the line of

traffic from the north.

Mr. Deputy Hurrison afterwards inlroduced a

deputation from the Improvement Committee of the

Corporation of London, on the same subject.

From remarks made by the members of the depu-

tation, it appeared that it had been in contemplation

by the corporation to build on one-fifth of the ground,

and to leave the remainder unoccupied. There was a

w’illinguess to give up the whole plot if the Board

would aid in the contributiou. The value of the

whole of the area would be 75,000/.

There was much debating as to whom the matter

should be referred to, but it was very favourably re-

ceived, aud was ultimately referred to the Works
Committee, and not to ihe whole board, by a large

majority, namely, 25 to 3.

REPORT OF THE COUNCIL OF ROYAL IN-
STlTUi'E OF BRITISH ARCHITECL'S.

The Report presented to the Annual Meeting, held

May 4th, was more than usually interesting. We
give the following passages from it ;

—

As session succeeds to session, it becomes the grateful

task of the council to report the eSbrts made to consolidate

the position of the Institute, and to extend its sphere of

uselulness. At no period in the history of the profession

in this country has it stood moro in need of some central

point, around which all who would uphold its rights, its

dignity, and its responsibilities, might rally in the conli-

dent assurance of receiving sympathy, support, and
counsel adequate to the occasion. It is to be sincerely

hoped, that a conviction to this effect may spread far aud
wide, and that the Institute, supported by the uuanimous
voice of all respectable architects, may be enabled to stem
that unfortuDHto popular current of reckless competition

which has sot in, aud which, if unchecked or unregulated,

must, inevitably, reduce our fine art to a trade, and so

bring down the character of the profession, as to shake
public confidence alike in the value of the assistance it can
render, and in the rigid probity which should mark every

business transactiun with which it is connected.

“If the accession of members to the Institute is not
absolutely commensurate with the almost too rapid growth
of the profession, it is at least satisfactory to be enabled

to state, that the average of past sessions has been more
than sustained, and that since the last annual meeting,
the Institute has received au addition of seven Fellows,

ten Associates, four contributing visitors, two honorary
members, and three honorary and corresponding
members."*

* * * »

The increase in the number of contributing visitors is a

point to which the couticii would particularly iuvite atten-

tion. The importance of the varied iuforiuation which

may be contributed to the ordinary meetings by gentle-

men whose interests or avocations connect them with the

fine arts generally, is so great, that it is earnestly to be

hoped that the number of contributing visitors may re-

ceive an accession of great strength. To effect this

desirable end, members are invited to communicate, to

such of their' friends as they may consider eligible, the

existence of this class in the institute. It is believed that

the fact only requires to be generally known to insure the

co-operation and support of many persons of great inlol-

ligence and energy, who at present conceive tbemseives

debarred from associating with professional architects.

The public generally, and the members of tho profes-

sion have seen with pleasure tho conipletiou of the west

end of Somerset House, alter the designs of our Fellow,

Mr. Penuethorne. Hia professional brethren, availing

themselves of the occasion to express to him their con-

gratulations upon the successful manner in which he has

carried on this task, with due justice to the genius of the

original architect. Sir W. Chambers, and, anxious to oiler

him a mark of their cordial respect for his character as an

architect and surveyor, and for his bearing as a gentleman,

have, with tho permission of the council of the Art-Union

of London, had an impression struck in gold of a medal,

recently engraved by Mr. B. Wyon, for that body, bearing

the profile of Sir VV. Chambers on the obverse, and on

the reverse a representation ol the Strand part of Somer-

set House. At the particular request of the originators of

this testimonial, the medal will bo presented to Air. Penne-

* Tho Institute now consists of 141 Fellows, ld4 Asso-

ciates, 15 Honorary Fellows, 18 Honorary Members, 80

Honorary and Corresponding Members, and 11 Contri-

buting Visitors.
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Ihorne by the Earl de Grey, president, on tho same even-
ing as the medals of the Institute.

Soon after the last annual meeting, the council were led
to consider, Ihat a friendly co-operalion with the Archi-
teeliiral Association of London, the niHintenance of which
appeared at that time to be somewhat precarious, or a
more or less complete fusion of that body with this Insti-

tute, might revive the energetic desire which the Asso-
ciation bad previously exhibited for self-improvement, and
induce all the younger members of the profession to take
part and interest in exercises, such as those which the

Association appeared on tho point of giving up, and
which, so f:ir as tho practice of design is concerned, hud
also been for many years carried on by students of this

Institute.

[The failure of the proposition was then referred to, and
regret expressed. Reference was afterwards made to the
ditl'erenee between the architect of the New Palace at

Westminster and tho Lords of the Treasury, the result of
which is known to our readers.^
The council warmly sympathise in this firm but respect-

ful protest, and fully concur in the justness of the state-

ment made by Sir Charles Burry in his letter to them, ac-

companying a copy of the protest, that ‘ both with respect

to the settlement and tho circumstances which led to it, ho
has done all in bis power to vindicate and uphold the

dignity and rights of the profession.’

The parsimonious example set by her Majest/s Govern-
ment in th's instance,* is one which the council teg'rd as

especially injurious by furnishing a precedent only too

likely to be seized upon by bodiescorporate, such as those
from which advertisemenis frequently emanate, inviting

architects to compete upon terms little less degrading to

the profession than dishonourable to those from whom the

invitations proceed, It is to be remembered that the only
remedy for the evil lies with architects themselves, it the

respectable members of the profession will only abstain

from answering any such appeals, those by whom they
are habitually put forward will soon find that it is more
to their interest to consult in the outset an experienced
practitioner of good and well-known reputation, than to

allow themselves to be cajoled by deceptive drawings and
estimates, calculated only to captivate the eye and disarm
the sober judgrarnt.
Tho council have very lately had their attention drawn

to unworthy inducements offered by unscrupulous trades-

men to those architects by whom clients can be induced to

make purchases of certain articles used in buildings.

Against such offers the council indignantly protest, ana if

it shall appear that any member of the Institute, forgetful

of the written pledge he gave to the contrary on joining

the body, sballhave received or accepted ' any pecuniary
consideration or emolument from auy builder or other
tradesman whose works he may be engaged to superin-

tend, they will forthwith take the proper measures to
ensure his expulsion, in accordance with fiye-law, No. 16,

sec. III.

It must be apparent how great would be the temptation
for architects to lend themselves to such dishonest prac-

tices, were the example set by her Majesty's Government
of lowering the proper and legitimate rate of professional

remuneration to be taken as a precedent. So long as com-
petitions for works involving but alight architectural

attainments continue generally unlimited, it must be
apparent that openings must exist for the admission to

practice of men entirely unwoi thy of confidence ; and
however possible it may be for the Institute to watch over
tho professional conduct of the men of good character of
which it is proud o believe itself composed, it is alto-

gether inoperative with regard to those without its pale.

Under existing elrcumstanees, it is alone by association

and watchlulnesB on the part of the profession, that such
disgraceful practices can be absolutely suppressed.

Painful as it is to allude to such matters, the council
have felt that it would be a shrinking from their obvioca
duty if they were to suppress adirect reference and a clear

.

expression of their convictions with respect to them. * *

Attention having been called by one of our Associates,

Mr. Wiglcy, who has spent many years in the East, to the
desirability of architects being appointed British consula
in certain ciiies where remains of ancient art are supposed
CO exist, the council addressed a memorial to her Mujecty’a
Minister for Foreign Affairs on the subject, instancing the
laudable proceedings of the French Government in similar

appointments, by which means many valuable vestiges of
antiquity have been brought to light and preserved. Tho
olBcial acknowledgment ol the memorial promised, in the
usual terms, that the request should be duly noted, but
regretted that arrangements had been already made for

filling up the consulates mentioned. The council can
therefore only hope that in some, if not in all the cities in

which they desired to see men placed who might be as

anxious to further the cause of civilization aud letters for

their country as the French savans, similarly located, are

for theirs, such nominations may have been made as will

conduce to tho national honour, and to the best interests

of art.

[The maintenance of the vacant space adjoining the

south-east angle of Bt. Paul's Churchyard was urged
;
and

afterwards allusion made to some recent competitions.]

A novel mode of proceeding was adopted in the compe-
tition for the Liverpool ree Library aud Museum

;
the

Commiitee selecting, in the first instance, certain sketch

designs, the authors of which were invited to send in more
detailed drawings. Tho Council, considering that the

number of competitors—twenty—to be so selected, was

excessive, communicated their opinion to the Committee.

It subsequently appeared that sixteen sketch designs were

selected from among the one hundred and fitteen sent in.

The result of this competition is well known ;
the author

of the selected design, not being employed to superintend

the erection of the building, although his design has been

adopted in a modified form by another hand, it is there-

fore obvious that, notwithstanding the best iotentiona,

ostensibly, at the commencement, this competition has

not difl’ered materially from olhereminently unsatisfactory

ones, which have eitlier preceded it or been contempo-

raneous with it.
.

Another competition, upon the issue oi which the

Council took occasion to congratulate the body of the

* However hard it may be to Sir Charles Barry, that an

exception to the ordinary practice of her Msjeety’B

Government should have beeu made iu his case, it may be

gratifying to the profession generally to observe, that m
the conditions issued for the competition fur tho “ New
Government Offices,” it is declared that, “ if the archi-

tect to whom a premium may be awarded iu respect of

designs Nos. two aud three, or either of them, shall be

employed to superintend the execution of the work, he

will not be entitled to receive such premium, but he will

be paid a commission, at the rate of 6 per cent, upon the

outlay.’’
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Inatitute in tlieir Report last yenr. assnmes at present a

mach less favourable aspect than it did at that penod.

Stimulated by a general outcry against the traditional

defects of arrangement which appeared to preside over

the plans and constructions of barracks, both for infantry

and cavalry, her Majesty’s Government appealed to civil

architects to famish them with more enlightened ideas on

the subject, holding out as an inducement very small

money premiums, but an unconditional pledge that the

two best designs should be carried out under the superin-

tendence of their authors. Animated by this pledge,

which offered at once honour and profit, the profession

responded at a great eipenditore, both of time and money,

to the appenl made to them in an hour of need by her

Majesty’sGovemment, in whose unreserved promises they

E
laced implicit reliance. The designs were publicly ex-

ibited, so that all interested might derive the full benefit

of the valuable suggestions offered by them, but up to the

present date no symptom has manifested itself of her

Majesty's Government redeeming the pledge into which

they voluntarily entered. The authors of the designs ad-

judged to he the best by the commission appointed to con-

sider the subject were (as was stated last year) all mem-
bers of this Institute; and the council sincerely regret

that, while the principles of arrangement suggested by
them should by public exhibition have become the pro-

perty of the community, no steps should have been taken
to adequately reward tnese able men, by affording them
an opportunity of realising the principles they had set

forth before their novelty should have worn off.

A case of disputed right to retain designs forwsrded in

competition having been referred to the council, was
speedily decided in accordance with the specific conditions

under which the drawings had been sent in. Where such
conditions are not stated in the instructions, competitors

would do well to protect their own interests by inserting

them in the papers they may forward in explanation of

their designs, and so reserve to themselves, under any
circumstances, the right of property in their drawings.” •

CLOCK FACES.

An inquiry having been made in your last number
as to the best material for a clock face in an exposed

position, and occasionally washed with the salt spray

of the sea, I would strongly recommend a sLite slab,

having its exposed side painted with seveial coats of

colour mixed with japanoer’s gold size, with just

sufficient turpentine added to make it work easily, and

dry without a gloss : the figures, &c., should be
painted with colour mixed in the same way, without

any oil, or being afterwards varnished.

I painted an orDaracutal clock face upon slate with

this Colour, which is now as hard as the slate itself,

and looks as fresh as when first fited, although it has

been in an exposed position more than eight years.

I feel confident that sea spr.iy would have no in-

jiuious eff. ct upon it, as I have used the same ma-
terial n|.on an old church wall, where a moisture,

conta'niug a considerable quantity of salt, is con-

stantly oozing out, hut does not destroy the painliug.

11. B. IIagreen.

• COLOGNE CATHEDRAL.
Will yon allow me to soya few words in reference

to Mr. Picton’s remarks on Cologne C-itliedral? I

find that he thinks that “ few would he disposed to

doubt that if Cologne Cathedral were completed, it

would be the finest Gothic building in the world.”
Now, when I see this kind of expression of opinion in

a guide-book, I am content simply to protest to

myself against its truth
;
but when au architect (as I

presume Mr. Picton to be) gives this as the result of

his examination of many churches iu France and
Germany, I fear, lest any should be disposed to

acquiesce in what he says, ns said, by one entitled to

speak with authority, and I venture, therefore, to say

a few words in arrest of judgment. Cologne, no
doubt, has had the benefit of au architect who could

see the beauty of the French system of planning, am)
who bad the boldness to follow it in preference to the

ordinary German plans
; but the evidence of a French

origin stops here, and in every detail ihi'oughout the

building there is most nnnaistakeable evidence of a

German, and not of a French artist. The conse-

quence is, that the completed portion of Cologne is

inferior in a very marked manner to the correspond-

ing portion of Amiens, and many other French
churches

;
and it seems to me that the works which

are being carried out for its completion, serve to

bring out this inferiority more and more clearly. In

these days, when all of us rightly think it our duty
to studyancient examples of our art abroad, as well as

at home, it is doubly necessary that we should dis-

criminate carefully between the good aud the bad

schools of Mediffival architecture; and, much as

I rejoice in the recollection of my visits to

churches in all parts of Germany, I am yet bold

enough to say, that there was no part of Europe
during the Middle Ages which achieved so little

of a really noble and thoroughly artistic character as

* At the next meeting, to be held on Monday evening,
the 18th instant, the Earl de Grey, president, will present
the Royal and other Medals. On Uiis occasion, also, the
president will present to Mr. Pennethome the Chambers
Gold Medal, as a mark of respect from his professional
brethren. Mr. Digby Wyatt will offer a few observations
on the Sacred Grotto (Sagro Speco) of St. Benedict, at
onbiaco, and its Monastic Institutions.-^—Earl de Grey,M president, will hold hia annual conceriasione on the
29th inst,
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that country. Every one who has studied French

buildings of the Middle Ages with the same care

must have seen how far superior they are in almost

every point of view. Their ground plans were so

superior that the architect of Cologne rightly neg-

lected his national traditions, and copied them.

Their sculptors were among the greatest the world

has ever seen, whilst those of the German churches

were singularly deficient in grandeur or simplicity of

purpose, and have left nothing fit to be compared

with any of the great French works. In this respect,

indeed, it would be a reductio ad absurdum to com-

pare Amiens and Cologne. In the treatment of

window tracery and of groining, the same inferiority

of the Germans is always evident. I have long felt

that this excessive admiration of Cologne and of other

German works of the same date might prove most

damaging to the revival of Pointed architecture

among ourselves, and year by year the impression

becomes stronger on my mind. It seems to me that

we run a very great risk in allowing ourselves to be

captivated by the fantastic traceries of German win-

dows, as we so often do, and by the excessive display

of personal conceit and ingenuity of device so common

iu Germany, and so destructive of noble art. At the

same time, if we neglect the teaching of those great

men, the French architects of the twelfth and thir-

teenth centuries, we most unquestionably neglect the

teaching of men who raised our art to a point of

excellence to which no other school ever attained. I

would never ask men to cease to admire, and reve-

rently study, Westminster or Ely, Wells or Lincoln,

or any of our countless relics of early art in this

country; but I would, at the same time, most ear-

nestly advocate the duty of studying Amiens, Rouen,

Chartres, Laon, and the other great churches of

France, not less carefully nor less faithfully; and when

they have done this, I am confident that they will

never allow themselves to entertain for an instant

the question of the relative merit of Amiens and

Cologne;—the one the shrine of sculpture and archi-

tecture most exquisitely combined
;

the other tbe

largest and grandest example of the cold ingenuity of

would, doubtless, have been destroyed, and probably

the whole block of buildiugs between John-street and

the terrace, would have shared the same fate. After

this, the houses in the Adelphi may hardly he deemed

so safe as their construction in some respects would

lead persons to suppose. A vast sum was expended

in tbe foundations, vaults, and basements, as well as

in the walls and staircases, and other parts of the

superstructure, but many of the details of construction

and convenience are very defective.

ACTION AGAINST AN ARCHITECT.
THE ESPEXSES OF ATTEMPTISG TO EEMOVE XinT ROT.

This was an action bronght by Mr. F. Mulholland

against Mr. E. Welby Pugin, to recover 81. lls. 3d. the

balance alleged to bo due to plaintiff, for certain chemi-

cals in combination, CEilled “ The Anti-Dry Rot Composi-

tion,” the manufacture of which has been patented by the

plaintiff. The case was tried in the Bloomsbury County

Court, and it appeared in evidence that the disease known
as dry rot had got into some flooring at Bilton Grange,

near Rugby, and that the defendant had instructions to

use Ills endeavours to remove it. The plaintiff', who was

then in his service at a sfilary, said he knew how to manu-

facture a composition which would effect ils removal, and

he was accordingly instructed by the defendant to obtain

the necessary chemicals. The plaintiff, thereupon, ordered

goods to the amount of 18Z. Ils. 3d. including IGs. for per-

sonal expenses. The first bill amounted to 101. which

the defendant paid at once, bnt when the second'

general bill for the 18L Ils. 3d. was given him, he asked

the plaintifl' for a detailed account, which, on bis defin-

ing to supply, the defendant declined to pay. The
plaintiff' said the object of the defendant was to ascertmn

the elements and proportions of the composition. This-

was denied by the defendant, who said his only object was

to have a proper detailed account to show hia client, Capt.

Hibbert, and nc had only that morning obtained it from,

the persons who had supplied the plaintiff with tbe chemi-

cals m question.
His Honour disallowed the 16s. for personal trouble and

expense, as the plaintiffwas at that time in the defendant s

employment. That reduced the claim to 71. ISs. 3d. wmeh
delendant at once paid. The plaintiff’s costs of the whole

proceedings, amounting to 11. 10s. were also disallowe^

on the ground that he had declined to furnish a detailed

account before the action was bronght.

THE CANYNGES SOCIETY AND ST. MARY
REDCLIFF, BRISTOL.

a scientific architect.

George Edmund Street.

RUSTIC PLAGUE-SPOTS.

Having this morning heard of a sad case of desti-

tution in a village culled Liddington, three miles from

Swindon, I swallowed a hasty meal, and betook myself i

to the spnt. The only sleeping-room of the miseryhie

hovel is 13 feet long by 8 feet wide, and in such a ,

place, huddled together, sleep father, mother, and ten ,

cbildren, two of them born on the 2nd inst. within
,

three hours of the toil-worn mother’s return from
,

laborious field-work.
i

Three other children, aged eighteen, fifteen, and

fourteen, are provided for away from home.
,

The nation looks for much of valuable reform in
;

the existing Parliament, and I trust that insertion of

this in your world-wide columns will help to stir up ,

[ihilanthropisls to prevent recurrence of such scenes
j

as are here imperfectly sketched. The hovel is the

labourer’s own, built upon the waste land, in a
i

most abominable swampy lane, the only water-supply
j

being from a filthy pond in the rear of the hovel
;

I

which pond does also duty as a cesspool for the
I

sc lurings of the lane ditch, into which all the privies
j

in the lane are arranged to empty. It is felony to l

attempt suicide: so would I make it, henceforth,

,

felony to build a dwelliug so uufit for human abode.
|

Present possessors I would not deprive of their homes
,

without compensatiou, but I would render it impera-

tive that tbe fitness of a locality should be certified

ere future habitations should be sanctioned
;
and that

rent should not be recoverable in any court without

production of such certificate.

C. A. Wheeler.

CONSTRUCTION OF FLUES.

A GOOD illustration of the danger in which many
houses are Irom bad contrivance in the flues, was
afforded a few days ago, at No. 7, Joha-street,

Adflphi, where a fire suddenly broke out iu a locked-

np room in one of the basement stories, and was oii’y

discovered by accident after mauy valuable books, a

pinno, and other property with which the room was
filled, bad been either wholly consumed, or greatly

injured. An entrance being effected by the firemen,

through the window, the fire was extinguished, when
it was lound that it had commenced in a fireplace,

against which the chief of the articles consumed had
been placed. The explanation of the origin of the fire

was, that the flue communicated with one of another
fireplace, and that burning soot from the one flue bad
fallen down the other. Indeed, the discovery was
made by the noise that was heard in the flue, by a
person in a room in the upper part of the house.

Had the fire commenced in the night time, the two
houses. Nos. 6 and 7, which are in communication,

The tenth anniversary of the Canynges Sociity, at

Bristol, for the restoration of the church of St. Mai’y

Rcdcliff, was celebrated on Thursday, tbe 30lh ult.

under the presidency of Dr. Symonds.

At the business meeting, held after hearing sermon

in the church, the report of the commitlee fer 1856

was read. Donations amounting to 606/. odd had

been received, besides subscrijitions amounting to

178/. 7s. Since last meeting, 750/. had been con-

tributed to'wards the restoration of the church. Tbe

donations inrludcd [five of 100/. each, promised on

condition that 2,000/. should be otherwise raised, but

since paid without awaiting the fulfilment of the con-

dition, on account of the dangerous state of the fabric,

particularly the south side of the clerestory of the

nave: two of the windows were now in progress, but

more funds were much wanted, while the committee

regretted to note a diminution of the annual subscrip-

tions. Reports from the Commercial and the Ladits’

Auxiliary Associations, the former announcing that

400/. had now been collected, and the latter 280/.

;

this latter sum being for the restoration of the Ladye

Chapel, were then read.

Mr. J. S. Harford addressed the meeting, while

movdug its thanks to Mr. Proctor, as chairman of tbe-

restoralion committee. He alluded to a visit made to

the church by the Comniendatore Caninn. The Com-
mendatorc, said Mr. Harford, had some prejudices

against Gothic architecture, and he had beard him
call it barbaric, a name which sounded harsh on the

ear of one attached to that beautiful style of struetuve-

On entering St. Mary Redcliff he stopped, and after

casting his eyes around said, “This is the most beau-

tiful building I have seen in England.” He had been

staying with the Duke of Northumberland, and had

seen Edinburgh, Lincoln, York, aud some of the most

distinguished cathedral churches : he mentioned, in

particular, York Minster.

Mr. Proctor was also present, and addressed the

meeting, especially as to the dilapidation of the

' edifice: he only wished some of them could be per-

' suaded to ascend the leads and look at the buttresses

and the raullious of the windows : they were positively

dangerous, and yet a few hundred pounds now would

do much to obviate what thousands shortly would be

I

required to do.

1
A lecture “ On the Principles of Beauty ” was

afterwards delivered by the president. Dr. S}monds.

After a few preliminary observations on the Fine

Arts, the Icctiuer entered upon his immediate subject.

He said that his purpose was to endeavour to simplify

the theory of beauty, and to bring its principles witliin

the general law's of sensation and thought. He con-

sidered that beauty might he referred to four prin-

cipal sources—1st. Sensation.— 2ud. Thought and

Reflection.— 3rd. Moral Sentiments.—4tb. Asso-

ciated Emotions. In the treatment of the first of

these, he remarked that simple visual pleasure was the
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germ of beauty—namely, that pleasure which consists

of a mere agi'ecahle impression on the nerve of sight,

lie then showed how a number of co-existent or

closely-successive impressions create pleasure on the

several princqdes of similarity, variety, or contrast,

and continuity. The effects of simple lines, both

straight and curved, were briefly considered, and then

symmetrical and harmonious combinations of forms

were entered into at some length. Dr. Symouds gave

an exposition of Mr. Hay’s system of harmony of

proportions, and expressed, in strong terms, his admi-

ration of the originality of conception, as well as of

the persevering industry which Mr. Hay had mani-

fested in his investigation of this interesting subject,

the results of which investigation had been embodied

in several books by Mr. Hay.
Having expounded Mr. Hay’s views. Dr. Syinonds

proceeded to give a theory of bis own as to the cx-

plauatioii of the cause of the pleasure which resulted

from the contemplation of forms which might he

analysed into angles bearing these definite propor-

tions. The leading idc.i was that as those movements
of the body which are performed in conformity to defi-

nite proportions of time and space, as in marching,

or in duuciug to music, are productive of satisfaction

and enjoyment, so those delicate movenieuts of the

eyes which, if the eyes are carried over spaces of

harmonious proportions, must also be regular and

rhjthmieal, will be attended with a fecliug of plca-

sui-e, which feeling constitutes a large part of the

beauty in question.

iMi'gceTIflnca.

AnciriTECTuiiAr, Publication Society. — The
annual general meeting of the subsciihei s will be held

at the institute of Architects, ou Wednesday after-

noon, the 20lh of May, to receive the report of the

committee on the general affairs of the society, &e.

when, it is to be hoped, there will be a good attend-

ance, and tliat arrangements may be made to ensure

the rapid progress of the " Dictionary.”

Manchester Exhibition.—In connection with

the Exhibition, Messrs. Day and Son are about to

publish a chromo-litbographic work, “ The Art Trea-

sui'cs of the United Kingdom.” The series will

embrace— Sculpture—The Ceramic—Metallic—Vi-

treous—Textile—and other Decorative Arts
; and

each division of the work will he accompanied by

historical and descriptive essays, and the work will

be produced under the direction of Mr. J. B. Waring.

Messrs. Colnagbi, too, announce a work, entitled,

“Gems of the Art Treasures Exhibition,” from pho-

tographs by Messrs. Caldesi and Moutecebi, from the

most iuteresting specimens of art contained in the

Art Treasures Exhibition. It will be divided into

two sections, one embracing the works of the old

masters, in painting, sculpture, engraving, and the

most interesting works in armour,, glass, porcelain,

caiwing, while the other section will be taken from

the works, in oil and water colours, of the modern
school, modern sculpture and carving, anil from the

collection of historic portraits.

Cheltenham School of Art.— Last week a

conversazione, in connection with the above school,

was belli in the rooms of the Literary and Philoso-

phical Institu'ioD, which were decorated with casts,

evergreens, and plants in pots
;

the drawings and

paintings executed by the pupils being also arranged

around the large room, for the inspection of the public

and the government inspector, who was making his

annual visit to the school. The evening’s entertain-

meuts included a “Lecture on Gothic Architecture in

connection with the History of the Parish Church,”
delivered by Mr. J. W. Hugall, the hon. secretary of

the school; the chair being taken by Mr. W. M.
Tartt. This reunion marks the commencement of

the Cth year of the school’s operations, carried ou
uuder the present master, Mr. James P. Knight, and
an inllueutial committee.

Liverpool Architectural Society.— At the
closing meeting of the session, on Wednesday evening

tbe Glh, Mr. Huggins presiding, the honorary secre-

tary, Mr. Weightman, rend the report of tbe society

for tbc session 1856-57, from which it appears that

there are 4 life members, 6 honorary, 25 professional,

and 124 associate members—in all, 178. The fol-

lowing were elected the officers and committee for

the ensuing year:— President, Mr. S. Huggins;
Vice-presidents, the Mayor of Liverpool and the High

• Sheriff, ex officio J. M. Hay, and G. Chautrill

;

I hon. treasurer, T. Horner
;
hon. librarian and curator,

G. Goodall; hon. secretaries, W. H. Weightmau and
I William Stubbs

; Council, H. Cox, Frank Howard,
I J. A. Piclon, J. Boult, aud John Hay. The trea-

surer’s report was next read, from wbi'cb it appeared
1 that the income of the society during the year was
1 136/. 79. 7d., and the expeuditure 132/. 143. 5d.
I The president then delivered a very able closing
M address.

Institution of Mechanical Engineers, Bir-
mingham.—The general meeting of the members of

this institution was held on the 29th ult. at their

house, in Ncwhall-street, Birmingham, when some
new members were elected, and an abstract of an ad-

journed paper “ On the Application of S learn Power to

Agiucultural Purposes,” by Mr. W. Waller, of Lincoln,

was read; as also a paper “ on Sleam Cultivation,”

by Mr. Jobu Fowler, of London
;
and a “ Description

of Improved Machinery for Turning and Shaping
Wood,” by Mr. J. W. Wilson of Banbury. This ma-
chinery is being employed for tbe manufacture, on a

large scale, of long rounded poles, such as broorastails,

&c. of which as many as one per miuute are turned

out. The wood to be rounded is fed through grooved

rollers to a couple of revolving cutters, carried on a

face-plate rotating at a high speed, by which it is

rounded, and passes out through a circular die or hole

,

in the plnte. The revolving cutters are made of such

a shape as to last for a long time without sharpening.

Scottish Art Manufacture Association.

—

The prize of twenty guineas, offered by this associa-

tion for the best design and model of a useful and

ornamental article of art maniifaclurc, for general

distribution among the subscribers, has been awarded
to Messrs. Lcs Freres Wills, of Loudon; and the

committee of management have adjudged an extra

prize of five pounds to Mr. James Annan, junior, of

Edinburgh, the model given in by him having been
nnicb approved of The models offered for compe-
tition by Mr. George Brookes, of Dalkeith, were con-

sidered entitled to honourable mention.

Inauguration of the Queen’s Statue in Peel
Park, Salford.— The ceremony of unveiling the

statue of her Majesty, erected in commemoration of

the Q.ueen’s visit to Salford in 1851, was performed on
(he 6th inst. by Prince Albert, in the presence of the

mayor and corporation of the borough, aud many
thousands of spectators. The statue is erected imme-
diately in front of the new library aud museum faciug

the road, and near tbe entrance of the park. The
pedestal is of granite, and the Queen is represented

in her state robes, and with a small coronet on the

head. Mr. Noble was the sculptor. The Prince
visited the Museum aud Local Art-Exhibitiou at the
same time, and was received there by Mr. Hainmersly
aiid a deputation of the committee of coutributiug

artists.

Purification of Pivers. — Mr. John Buck,
M.R.C.S. delivered a lecture ou Thursday in last

week, in the Jlanchcster Town-hall, on the method of
cleansing the river at Leicester, employed by Mr.
Thomas Wicksteed, C.E. The lecture was given
under tbe niispices of the Maachester and Salford Sani-
tary Association. The chairman, Alderman Bancroft,
said he had attended as one of a deputation from the
Manchester council to Leicester respecting the cleans-

ing of the river, of which a report had been presented
to the general purposes committee. He must confess
he saw difficulties in the way of adapting the principle

employed successfully at Leicester to the three Man-
chester rivers, two of which had streams of eighteen

and twelve million gallons per day. Tlic llcv. Canon
Riebson, as chairman of tbe association, introduced
the lecturer, and remaiked that the experiment tried

at Knott Mill bad proved its practicability. He
hoped the result of the lecture would be a further
step in the same direction. Mr. Buck then explained
Mr. Thomas Wicksteed’s system of sewage and de-

odorising by means of diagrams, and pointed attention

to the happy sanitary effect the drainage and deodo-
rization had had in the town. In the discussion

which fullowed, Mr. Richardson, sanitary inspector,

said he thought the sum required to purify their rivers

would he two or three hundred tiioiis:md pounds,
smd he doubted if it could be done at all uuless adjoin-

ing towns cleansed tbe rivers which flowed into the
Manchester streams. There were also tbe rights of
water-way, &c. to be contended with. Canou Riciisou

said that the association, without pledging themselves
to the scheme described by Mr. Buck as tlie best,

merely wished to show that the thing was feaiihle,

and that there was ground for asking the hclj) of the
authorities in the matter. Mr. Buck added that much
money had necessarily been spent in Leicester iu try-

ing the plan, which would be saved elsewhere.

St. Marylebone Cemetery Job.— Can you
enlighten me and many fellow-sufferers as to the like-

lihood of any satisfaction being got out of the parties

who mismanaged this affair, or if the question is to

be considered as buried with our money; and if the
same persons will offer to oblige us wiih their ser-

vices again in the proposed new job as to a school for

the pauper children.—A (first) Rate Payer.
The Academy Drawings.—In your report on

the arcliiteclural drawings of the Royal Academy, you
say, “Town Hall at Cork, Ireland.” That is an error
iu the catalogue : it should be “ A design for the pro-

posed Town Hall, Cork, Ireland.” I hope you wEl
correct this in your next, as it may lead to error.

John P. Jones.

Police Trespass.—Under Buildings Act.—In the
Vice-Chancellors’ Courts, before Sir R. T. Kindersley
on Thursday in last week, a motion for an injunction
against the Commissioners of Police was brought on.
The question was, whether undor tbe Metropolitan
Buildings Act (I8th and 19th Vic., c. 122, ss. 69 aud
73)jthc Police Commissioners had aright to entcrupon
the premises of the plaintiff, Mr. Addison, living at

No. 6, Dclahay-street, for the purpose of repairing or
uudcrpimiing the wall of his neighbour Mr. Henry
Richardson’s house, which wall was admitted to he in a
dangerous or insecure state, and had been so represented

by the plaintiff himself to the commissioners, who had
acted under a magistrate’s order, giving them power
to enter, and repair the wall. After some discussion

the Vice-Chancellor gave the following judgment :—

I

thiuk this is a very plaiu case. The injunction must go.

The plaiutiff lias a right to be protected from any per-
son coming on his premises. It appears to me that
the language of the Act of Parliament is plain. A
justice of tbe peace makes an order upon tbe party to
“ take down or otherwise secure the building to the
satisfaction of the surveyor.” If that is not done,
the commissioners arc not ordered to do, but they may
do what they think requisite. They may take down,
repair, or otherwise secure : that is their authority. I
think that they were bound to exercise that authority

if there were really danger. But docs that justify

them iu coming upon the land of another to do it ? I
think not. I am not meaning to say that there might
not be a case of such extreme pressure and necessity

as that this Com-t would not iuterfere to prevent them.
I do not see here the smallest symptom of danger to the
public. Tnc wall is already shored up by tbe plaintiff

himself. It is not an external wall, producing a pos-

sibility of danger to passengers. Therefore, it appears
to me that supposing a very extreme case might jus-

tify trespassing on another man’s land, that case does
uot exist here. As to that there is no contradiction

in the affidavits. The injunction must be until answer
or further order.

Great Blast at Holyhead.— Some of our
readers who may be going to Manchester and others
will probably be glad to know, that on the 21st inst.

a grand blasting operation, in which 18,000 lbs. of
powder will be used, under the superinteudence of
Messrs. Rigby, the contractors, is to take place at the
Hulyhead Harbour "Work Quarries.

English and Irish Magnetic Telegraph Com-
pany.—The auuual general meeting of the share-
holders in this company was held in the Clarendon-
rooms, on Tuesday in last week, Mr. J. C. Ew'art,

M.P. iu the chair. The report called attention to the
steady improvement in the receipts, not only during
the past year, but from the commencement of the
company’s operations; and to the fact that, although
the business ti-ansacted by the company during the
last half-year of 1856cxcecded that of the first half-year

by 1,200/. the working expenses were less by 400/.
notwithstanding a large additional expenditure incurred
in the rejiair of lines, injured by severe storms. The
directors had carried out the amalgamation between
the Magnetic and British Telegraph systems, and had
every reason to be satisfied with the results of the
union. The chairman mentioned that the company
were receiving nearly 150/. a week from tbe agent of
the Submarine Telegraph Company, which had never
been the case heretofore.

Worthing Drainage.—Messrs Frcndand Hamill
complain that in our acconnt of “ Worthing Water-
Tower and Engine-House ” they arc not mentioned.
If they look again they will find they are in error.

They say further—“ As you have broached the subject

of the drainage of Worthing, will you allow us to
iuform you of a peculiarity in the mode of carrying
out the house-drainage of that town. Tbe resideut

engineer to the Local Board of Health, at the same
time that he is acting in this capacity, is contracting

for house-drainage, aud executing it imder his own
direction, or under no direction atall : in other words,

a part of the town is being drained by a contractor
without auy engineer to plan the work, or to control
its exeentiou. This is not very likely to ensure to

Wurthing a sound drainage, for the private or house
drainage is as much a part of any system pursued in

draining a town as is the main or public drainage,

and the imperfect construction of either will be sure

to ]ireveut the efficient action of the whole.”

Battersea P^uik.—Great exertions arc being

made to throw this park open to the public by
August. The cxrnvatioas for the ornamental water
are completed, and the walks are nearly all ready.

The Grain of Stone.—Can any of your corre-

spondeots teil me of any composition which could be
applied to stone columns with a view to bring out

the grain and veins of the stone? I have four sand-

stone coliimus in a hall, which are of very varied

colours, and which w'onld be veiy handsome if stained

and polished. Could they be afterwards varnished,

or should they he polished ? and with what ?

Querist.
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Architects’ Bills.—At ilie sittings in B:meo, at

the Bail Ckiurt, before Mr. Justice Coleridge, last

week, a case, SiminoDds v. Moss, was argued upon a

rule for setting aside an award by a juryman, who

had been selected at the suggestion of the judge (Jlr.

Justice Crompton, at Guildhall), the case being one

savouring much more of accouut and fitness for exa-

mination by an arbitrator than by the Court. Tlie

case in question was an action to recover 152/. Ss.

for work and labour in surveying ;
and there were

two pleas,—never iiidelitcd, and a set-off. Ihe award

of the juryman, as arbitrator, was that the plaintiff

was entitled to 152/. 3s., and that 53/. 6s. was due

firom plaintiff (o defeiidmt, leaving a balance of

98/. 6s. due to the plaintiff. Gross misconduct on

the part of the juror arbitrating was alleged as a

reason for setting aside the award, but Justice Cole-

ridge said that the allegations of great noise, tumult,

partiality, and interruption, bad been met in the most

clear and specific manner, and the charges most com-

pletely answered. The rule must, therefore, be dis-

charged, and, considering the gross imputation thrown

on the arbitrator, discharged with costs.

ExPERIilENTALTEST OE THE CRUMLIN' VlADUCT.

—The Taff Vale Extension of the Ili nford and Aber-

gavenny Railway being nearly completed, an effort is

being made to open it on the 1st of June. “From

its light and aerial construction,” says the Sfar of

Gwent, “ it appcai-s to the eye more like a piece of

ornamental net work — which might possibly be able

to bear the weight of a foot passenger,—rather than a

piece of mechanism of almost incalculable elasticity

and strength.” The engineers and contractors con-

cerned in its construction, tested the structure last

week by means of six engines with their tenders, each

made up to the weight of fifty-two tons. Mr. Gordon
;

Mr. Carr, resident engineer; Messre. Kcnnard,

E. Sayer, and Jlr. Kidd, m mager, Crumlin "Works,

&c. were present. The greatest deflection observed

was found, says the paper quoted, to be only one

and one-eighth of an inch
;
and the amount of weight

to each, foot run on the bridge, did not exceed one-

fiftb of the weight which the iron is capable of

bearing. Before the opening for traffic, the bridge

will be tested by the Government inspector.

Prevention of Sound.—The Secretary of the

Fibrous Slab Company says;
—“ I have just read in

the Builder of the lllh April an article containing a

forcible description of the inconveniences attending

the transmission of sound through ceilings and party

walls, and an appeal to men of ingenuity to step

forward and remedy the evil. Allow me to inform

yon that the appeal, so long and so often repeated,

has been answered, aud that the material, ‘ solid,

fire-proof, and sound-absorbing,’ shown by you to be

so desirable, has been produced. The patent wood

or fibrous slab, among the advantages it has over the

ordinary substance, some of which have been already

pointed out in the Builder, possesses that of being a

non-conductor of heat aud sound.”

"Weekly Retubns of Illness on Disease in

THE Metropolis.—The Registrar General’s weekly

returns of deaths in the metropolis have now a

promising auxiliary in a Board of Health weekly

return of cases of illness short o‘'de!'th, the number

of which is not included or implied in the nuniher of

actual deaths registered : in other words, the record

of deaths very imperfectly represents, except to the

most initiated, the multiple of sickness to which it

corresponds. As justly remarked by the compiler of

the new returns, Mr. Conway Evans, “ To be warned is

V) be armed : so far as individual life is concerned, the

warning of the death register is toolatc; so far as society

is concerned, it is Ixdli too late, and, so to spcitk, too

inaudible.” The officers of health, therefore, in the

different districts of the mc'ropolis, have united in an

endeavour to ascertain the number of cases of illness

or disease which arise in course of each week

their respective districts. The returns for the few

weeks already printed are fiir too imperfect, as yet, as

a basis for useful inference
;
but it is to be hoped that

the officers of health will soon be effectually aided in

their purpose both by hospital and other public

anthorities, and by private practitioners.

Examiners under the Beilding Act.—At the

last meeting of the lustilutc of Architects, in con-

formity with the recfjmmendation of the council, the

following gentlemen were appointed to act as cx iminers

under section 33, Metropolitan Building Act, 1865;

—

The vice-presidents and the honorary secrct-irics for

the time being, with Messrs. C. Barry, Fowler, Gibson,

Godwin, Hesketh, lutnan, Pennethome, Powuali, S.

Smirke, and Whichcord, Fellows.

Cement FOE AquARiA.—In reply to “E.F.T.” I

have used red-lead piilly for my marine squiriiim,

and it remains perfectly water-tight. White-lead

potty will do for a fresh-water tank, hut whichever is

used, it is desirable to let it harden for a fortaiiihl

and before iotroducing the water to cover the inner

joints with a coating of shell-lac, dissolved in spirits

of wine.—E, A. Copland.
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Wellington Testimonial, Liverpool.—Read-

ing iu the last number of your valuable publication

nn account of the manner in which a competitor’s

drawings for the above had beeij treated by the ser-

vants of the Testimonial Committee, I imagined you

would not mind my troubling yon with a few lia« on

the subject. My design, a drawing on _D elephant

paper, properly stretched on a frame, in the usual

manner, was returned to me, having had some other

frame forced quite through it, entirely sf^iliug ray

drawing for any purpose. As a proof that it was nut

done iu the transit from Liverpool, the covers and

thick mill-board in which it was packed were unin-

jured. Is there any redress in such a case ?—C.

Electro-Telegraphic. — In two months, we

hear, the electric telegraph will he laid through Coru-

waH’to Pljmouth, and Liskeard, Truro, and Fal-

mouth are also about to be brought within the general

elcctro-tclegraphic organization, or innervation, of the

country.

Photographs of the Soltages Collection.'

Mr. Thurston Thompson has prepared a scries of

Fifty Photographs of the principal objects in the

Souiages Collection, consisting of bronzes, carved

furniture, majolica, &c., &c., which will be published

shortly.

TENDERS
For the new town-hall and markets at Eughy.

Murray, of Coventry, architect:—

Hall, Nottingham 0 0

Bromwich, Rugby 3,500 0 0

Farnell, Rugby 3,333 7 0

Ruthbone, Hill Morton 3.324 0 0

Gasgolue, Leamington 2,889 0 0

For building a granary, engine, and boiler house, at

4, Irongate-wharf, Paddington, for the London General

Omnibus Company. Mr. Wm. Scurry, architect. Quan-

titles supplied

G. T. Smith
Miicey
Smith aud Armstrong..
Brown
Pin,

Hill
Trolloppe
Greig (accepted) .

..£2,919 0

.. 2,933 0

.. 2.820 0

.. 2,780 0

.. 2,96-1 0

.. 2,697 0

.. 2,373 0

.. 2,227 0

ADVERTISEMENTS.

TO CEMENT MArTOFACTUKERS.—TO
PE LF.T, a YARD an-^ QUARRIES of CEMENT and

LIAS STONE, at CIIAKMOUTH, DORSET.—The Stone is of

superiurqualityforraakine Char, Komanaod Portland Cements,

and has the advmtage of Bituminous Sha'e to assist the buminp,
in abundance. Ala.'.iB most advantageously situated fur obtaining

freights at a lo » rate for the nciriheru coal and enntinentab porta,

by vessels retuniina from the wesiern porta—For particulars

apply to Mr, J. II. FIIEAN, CharmoutU, Dorset.

For building a house at Putney, for Mr. J. T. Leader.

Mr. Chas. Lee, architect. Quantifies not supplied

Patrick and Son, London £2,3-10 0 0

Colls and Co. London 2,620 0 0

Nye, Ealing 2,-ISO 0 0

Aviss and Sons, Putney 2,136 0 0

For additions to union workhouse, Portses Island.

Quantities supplied

Jas. Bramble, King-street £1,555 0 0

Lee and Lavers, Lambeth 1,495 0 0
John Ayling, Portsea 1,'IOB 0 0

J. W. and J. King, Porlsca ...... l.S'Kt 0 0

George Absolnm, Portsea 1,295 0 0
Caleyand Boardman, llamhledon 1,286 0 0
Thomo-s Barkhurst, Portsea (ac-

cepted) 1,176 0 0

For the erection of a v carago at Sutton, Suffolk.

Messrs. Morgan and Pbipson, architects :

—

n. Luff, Ipswich £1,4.31 0 0

Dove and Bcadon, VVoodbridge 1,360 0 0

Fairhead, Sutton 1,360 0 0
Caiiham, Sutton 1,313 3 0
Bennett, Ipswich 1,292 0 0
Orman, Ipswich 1,230 0 0
BalUeston, Ipswich (accepted)... 1,170 0 0

For villa at East Moulaey, for Mr. Hastings. Mr. Salter,

architect :

—

Fisher £1,269 0 0
Matthews 1,250 0 0
Gouller 1,222 0 0
Mansfield 1.145 0 0
Burton 1,077 0 0

For pulling down and rebuilding two houses ii

yard, Shoreditch, for Mr. T. Rock :

—

New-inn-

Lamprell

Raly
Tolfey

],425 0 0
1,385 0 0

Ashton 1,393 0 0
Hivelt 1,301 0 0
Sargeant 1,205 0 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Mesirf. F. — T. II. W. — D. D. — W. K. H, (apply to the Co".).

—T. C.—J, It. (we cannot venture to clve any opinion upon the
motter).—0. and 13.—B aud Suns.— Br.imante.—W. J. J. (let

the dra wiugt.—E M. (H per cent, is the lca.-t allowed fur superin-

tendence'.—X T Z. ino)—H. E.—J S-'L. (touk to the in er).-

A. J. B-N .>. P8.—C. E, P.—n J.P.-W.D. G.—N. and J. 1=

—8 F.-SciutiIlo--H. 13.-D. 1'.—J. D.-Mci-sr-. W. and Cu.-
Fairplay.—P. and 8.—M.—F, W.—O. O. 6.—Deltx—.Amateur.

A Sculp or.—Constant Reader.—C.—One of (he 218.— R. K.— B,

— E. B.—S-—K. B, (under our Iimitl.— Mr. IV.-J. H. 0.—No fiJ.

F. L— S. P. X.—No. 77.—J. B. N,—Working Joiner (out- of o

province).—D. F.—L. -J. s, D.—Facts.— J. H. O.— 1'-. It.—O. II.

No. HG.-J. I5-8a'erio.—J. U. C.-F.Q. W.
” Books and.iihlresses.”—Vie fjc farced to decline pointing out lent tronta../e

books orfindiuK addresKOS.

NOTICE. — All communications respecting adeeriise-

ments should be addressed to the “ Publisher,’’ and not

to the “Editor:" ail other comn
addressed to the Ediiok, and not to the Publisher.

TTiREEHOLD BUILDING LAND.—EOK
X' PAl.E, Ten Acres, with 4,40(ifcet of most eligible frontage

close til a station, four miles f'era the Citv. price 4,60i)i. Also,

about Twelve Acres-, with 2,00(1 feet of beaut(ful fronttwe, by 2G0

<?ot, deep, near a i-tatio'i eleven miles from London-bridge. price

1 liooL—Apply to .Mr. PARSONS, 3, King's Arms-yard, Moorgato-
ttr-ef, E.C.

nrO ENGINEERS, MILLM^EIGHTS»
X MACHINIST:*. RAILWAY CARRIAHE BUILDERS’
HKASH and IRONFOrN'DERS, and OTHERS.—The Directors

of tl e South-Eastern Rnbwav Company are prepared to LET on
LEASE the very extensive WuHKSIluPS and Premises lately in

the occupot.ion of the rarriope Department of the Company, ad-

joining the Railway at the Deptford Station, in tbe High-street,

Deptford, three miles from London-bridge. Tbe situation of these

premises, so close to the City of London, the Gevernment Arsenals,

and Doekvardk, nnd their connection by sidings with the Railway,

render them particularly eligible for either of the above named
businesses, which may be carried on upon an extensive scale.-—

For further particulars, and to treat, opply to Mr. EDWARD
KYDE, Surveyor to the Company, at his Offices in the London
Terminus.

^ITY FREEHOLD, close to Mark-laue.—
Persons desiro'is of PU RUHASING oap.ocioua FREEHOLD

PREMISES, capable of great improvement, situate as above^,

may submit their proposals to Mr. JOStPH SPUINGBETT,
Architect, 12, Clemeut'.-lane, onTlIDRSDAV, 4lh day ofJUNE
next.—Full particulars and a plan may be obtained on applica-

rro MACEINISTS. ENGINEERS, and
A fiMITiI8-TU BE DISPOSED OF, an old established

BUSINESS in the nbwe bronebea. which has been successfully

carried on In Loudon fur nearly half a eeotiiTv, and may he in-

crease! bv a person of act've habita The STOCK and PI/ANT
to be taken at a valuation —.Address. G, R- Mr. Wm. Myatt,
Solicitor,3l, Thruemorton-strect. Loudon.

'T'O BUILDERS. — KENT. — Close to a
A Reilwav Station, e'ght mile< from London, overlooking a

heatniful ooimtry.-TO BELET. fur houses to cost not less than
1.61)01, the pair, au excellent BUILDING FRONTAGE, on the

high road ; 60 to 70 per cent advaiicee made to respectable parties

who may have some capital to back them,—For further particu-

lars, apply to Mr. A. 0. IH'OK, Land Agent and Surveyor, Wa,
Great Oeorge-street, Westminster, 3.W. between the hours Of Ten
and Four.

"OREEHOLD LAND TO BE LET, on
A Building Lease for ninety-nine years. Money advanced to

responsible parties. Freehold Land to be Sold for building pur-
poses in eligible sifuations. — Apply at the Offices of Messrs.
MORGAN and PHIPoON, Architects, 3, Danes-Inn.St. Clement’s.
Strand.

17REEHOLD GROUND, Tower-street.—
A The Commis-toners of Sewer- of the City of London, hereby
live No’ioe that they will meet m the GuiMhaU of the "aid Citv,

on TUESDAY, fhe Sfirh day of MAY next, to reo-ive PROPO-
SALS for the PUKCnASE of a certain PLOT of FREEllDLD
ORoUNI), situate in Tower-street, near .Mark-lane. Further
particulars and forms of proposal mav be had on application to

this "ffice, where a plan of the ground may also be seen. Persona
making proposals fur fhe said laud must attend on tbe above-

mentioned day, and the party whoso ufiar is accepted, will be
required to pay a deposit of 20 per cent, of the purchase-money,
and sign an agrcemeul for payment of the remainder on the com-
pletion of the sale. JOSEPH DAW, Principal Clerk.

Sewers Office, Guildhall, April 38lh, 1857.

TJUILDING LAND, "^ANSTEAD-PARK,
J3 ES8EX,-TO BE LET on BUILDING LEASES, for

long terms, reverat Pl-oTS of highly desirable LAN I\ for villas

end other residences, In tbe obove park. The land is situate in
the Immediate neighb'>urliO'«d of the Woodford nnd Loushton
Railway. Plans of the propertymay be seen, and all particulars

and inffirmation mar be obtained on appltcacinn to Mr. CLIF-
TON, Architect, &c No. 0, Gresham House, Broad-street.

A LDERSHOT CAMP. — TO BE LET, by
f\. TEN DER. in Lots, tor stabling or other building purposes,
PLOTS of valuable FRONT.AGE LAND, adjoining thr turnpike
road, and iu t' e centre uf the two camps. Ptans may be seen at
the Famham-road Wharf. — Partioubirii os to letting, and plans,

may be inspected at Ihe Office of Mensrs. LAMB, BROOKS, and
CO. Basingstoke ; nnd of Mr. EDWARD H. BURNELL, aur-
veyor, 33, ftedford-row, London, W.C, Tenders to be addressed to
Messrs LAMB. BR'ioKS, and CO. Baslngtoke, on or before
FRIDAY. Ihe sand of MAY.

A LDERSHOT.— Several eligible BUILD-
Xi. INO SITES TO BE BOLD, immediately fronting the
Permanent Barracks at the South Camp.— Fur particulars, apply
t-i Mr. H, A. DAVIS, L nd aud Engineering Surveyor and
V.iluer, Baalugstuke. Hants.

BUILDING SITE, SPITALFIELDS, of
JLi large ditneiisions. adapted for the erection of a footory
near Hie Eastern Counties Railway and new street from White-
chapel to Shoreditch.—Apply to Mr. JoNES, 27, Milk-street,
Chenpside.

p HEAPSIDE.—Eligible BUILDING SITE,
V-.i' uf coiisid'-rable depth, wiih a frontage of upwards of 00
feet, To BE LET tor a long term.—For rartlculars, apply to
Mr. JONES. Estate .Agent. 27, -Milk-street, Cheapside.

TTiREEHOLD GROUND-RENT, CITY of
X London —

T

he Commis-iouers of .“^ewers of the City
ot London will meet in the Guildhall of r he saidCi tv on TUESDAY,
9-li JUNI-'. 13-'.7. to receive TENDERS for PURCHASING a
FHEEII"LD GROUND RENT uf SOL a year for a term of
seventy-nine years from 21 h JUNE. 185.1 ; and the Rev..r ion of
a House. Warchoii-e, and Premises, siiua'e on the east side of
I’bilpot-lane. in the «aid Ct-.—Primed particulars and condi-
ti'iiis ot sale may be obtained on anp'ioatum at tlie Sewers office,

Guildhall JoSEr*!! DAW, Principal Olcrb.
Scwersoffice. Guildhall, March 13,1»57.

"I^REEHOLD TO BE SOLD, or TO BE
A LET ou REHAIKING or UEIIU 1 LJH.'i G LEASE. No.
14, CBuSS-STRLET, HATTON GARDEN, E.C. The situation

. is well adapted for a work-hnp building. Part of the purchase
mopey ninv remain on mortgage.—For particulars, apply to
Mr. G. A. Y'lUNG, 34. Eagle-street, KeJ Liou-snuars, W. 0.

ly/TANUFACTURING PKEM 1 SES, with good
' i-Vi Wbarfiiije, ocpuiy'iig an area of dhuuC 2i nores with excel-

•- inta../e to the I.uiiehoiise Gut. iiiid comprising gatekeeper's
. dweliing-hi.U'e. stahimg tor nine liursea, with lofts; two
counting-houses, extensive rauite of wull-built. and commodious
workshopa and varihuusea. engine-house. boi'cT-bmiBc, store-

nd open and inclosed pbails, TU liE LET (eitheraj
' '
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Cljc §iiiliicr.

Vox. XV.—No. 746.

HE Exliibition of Designs for

cj the Government Offices, and

improvement of Westminster,

continues to demand a large

amount of attention from all

who would properly avail them-

selves of the extraordinary op-

portunity for study afforded by

the drawings and reports. 'J'o

come to real conclusions on

many points, or even to sec the

^ designs, is a work of enormous

Lpl labour, and one involving long

and patient examination. We
are not in the habit of asking

the indulgence of our readers

but certainly there has been no

case where we might so well

c/aim to be absolved from the

effort to give at once, particulars—such as

could be of the slightest use—after the limited

opportunities that we have had to the present

moment. The judges will be better than we
are in professional subjects, if they do

duty in the time that we are taking about ours.

The majority of the journals have abandoned

the subject in sheer despair of it,—sometimes

having had to catch at any numbers of designs,

so as to fill in any way paper and type. Never
before have we had the misfortune to see so

many false descriptions — such confusion of

terms, and what is worse, of things and ideas
j

and so generally loose a grasp of the matter in

hand. At this rate of progress, the teachers

are getting behind the knowledge of the public.

For the present, indeed, we fear there is an in-

fluence exerled even over opinions of architects,

tending to a disproportionate estimate of the

effort and th(5 object in such a case as this, and

of the positive time and consideration needed

for any judgment of the result. There is
'

a limit to what can be douc, even in these

'

wonderful days. We do not expect a man

'

to read through Homer in a few minutes i

or an ordinary person to master a language,

'

as Sir John Bowring is said to do, before ^

breakfast. From the devotion of centuries to '

a single edifice, architectural practice has beeu
'

lately running to the opposite extreme,—and by
^

omittingrauch of that consideration and thought i

which are preparatory and requisite to the

'

intended result, and are conducive, indeed, to

the facile realization of it. One of the journals

—referring, we suppose, to our remarks on the

inadequate time allowed and other points in

the aunouucement of the competition—speaks

of the course as “ successful, notwithstanding

the opposition of many architects, aud the

critics of the building press, who dared to

restrict the competition by numerous con-

ditions” (though onr complaint was rather of

restrictions and conditions really imposed by
others), “and who declared the time given to

draw the plans was insufficient. The fallacy of

those anticipations is shown by the fact that
there are no less than 219 competitors,” &c. &c.
Now, obseiwe the notion which the writer has
as to the production of what he calls “plans,”
which he evidently thinks require only a certain
effort of muscle, like drawing a cheque, or
drawing a cork. We pass over the mention
which has been made of “ all sh/lcs of architec-
ture Doric, Ionic, Corinthian, composite,
Saxon, Norman, Gothic and Modern Gothic,”—
again, of the “Doric and Ionic sidles” of “ the
Italian order,” and “ the Anglo-Saxon style.”
We must leave tlie influential organs of opinion

^

to speak in their own way, and- get on at their

own rate. We know the country, perhaps, and

are not sucli daring riders.

We must- give the bulk of this article to some

general observations. Begging again to refer

—

less in justice to ourselves than to the profession

—to remarks we have made respecting the anti-

cipated result of the competition, we find it

necessary to say, we did not predict that few

designs would be sent in. We said the reverse,

—

that there would be more drawings than the
j

Hall would well contain; and so it has turned
!

out. It has also been proved that our frequent

;

assertions, as to the real ability and taste which
j

might be found in the profession, were abuud-
'

anlly warranted by the facts
;
and tint the ani-

'

madversions so hastily made upon “our archi-

'

tects,” from time to time, by the leading jouraals,

should have been directed elsewhere. We did
j

say that the competition itself, from the terms

of its announcement, would be a failure as to
j

the main objects. Great praise may be due to

the Government, and the Office of Works, for

'

the desire properly to reward competitors ;

tliose who contribute so largely of their time
j

and money should have some better chance of

compensation than is in ordinary cases allowed
^

them. But, because designs are received, and
taste and talent are displayed, it does not follow

;

that the object has beeu answered, and that the ’

public money has been devoted to premiums in
|

the best manner for the country, or even for,

the profession. At Peel Castle in the Isle of

'

Man, some five and twenty years ago, the old

bombardier who had charge of the ruins used to

conduct visitors to a certain excavation in the
i

ground, whereat he would ask if they had ever
'

heard of a man thirty feet in height. On the

'

reply, he would point triumphantly to the

'

trench, saying,—“ Tliat grave is thirty feet

long.” The reasoning of the newspapers, as

'

to the present competition, has been of the like
'

conclusive character. We ourselves, must ob-

'

serve as applicable to the majority of the de-

signs—and amongst the number to some which
afford evidence of high professional skill—that

'

the chief objects of the competition are not

attained. Good as the designs may be in

'

many respects, there are, we may say, none,
’

which do not appear to us as exhibiting a

measure of ability below what might have
been expected from their authors, had suf-

ficient and ample time been allowed to the
study and preparation for a project which
not alone ourselves, or English urchitects, see,

was one perhaps the most comprehensive and
varied in its character ever submitted for pro-

fessional consideration. In some cases, tolerable

plans are found, with hastily designed eleva-

tions
;
in other cases, the drawings do not do

justice to the real thought. It has resulted

from the terms of the announcement, that
the block plans are, in the majority of cases,

almost valueless. In all cases, the scope for

useful suggestion, either as to the general
site, or the distribution of the individual

Offices, was reduced to the narrowest limits;

and even the general street plans—useful as

some of them -will be—cannot be considered,

any one of them, so far original or elaborate as

to deserve a premium of 5007 Moreover, ns

we and everybody foresaw, it is impossible for

the judges to escape the diiemiua—resulting
from the impossibility of using designs by dif-

ferent authors for parts of one iutcgrul under-
taking,—lhat is to say, the giving premiums for

each of the advertised objects to the same com-
petitors—in which case a very large proportion

of clever designs would be unrewarded—or the
more division of the awards on a principle

which is not that put forth, aud pays no regard
to proportionate merits. The latter course
would remind us of the story told, we think, by
Punch, of the one successful adjudication by a
“ third party,” in a dispute between husband

aud wife, and the imparlial justice of thrashing

both.

Disr-egarding for the moment the connection

of the two Offices with the general arrange-

ment, let it be recollected, that some of tho sets

of drawings which will probably receive pre-

miums, show the two Offices either in one

arrangement, or really in a eoimeclcd design,

j

How, then, according to any principle of fair

i

adjudication—better than “tossing up for it
”

j

amongst the competitors— can one design be

!

rewarded without an equal reward being due to

I

the other?

I

Supposing, as wc arc inclined to think

may be at present intended, that a premium
is given to a block plan, aud a premium
to another competitor as tlie author of the

best design for one of the Offices,—which-

ever of the two competitors is commissioned to

make the working drawings, he will have 'to

make a fresh design for his own, or the

other portion of the general scheme,—whereby,

either he will be in effect not premiated

for his first design—having already spent the

amount in preparing it, whilst it is rendered

useless—or the country will be paying one or

more premiums, witliout their conducing to the

object in the manner which was coatem[)lated.

This course, or any other which is, as we may
designate it, disorderly in point of judgment,

cannot conduce, as the present occasion might

have been made to do, to the objects of all

parties. The course wiiich was really open to

the Govemmeut, might have been either to

have, as we were first disposed to recommend,

a preliminary competitiou for the block plan, or

to announce only one comprehensive set of

premiums. The designs which are the most
practicable, are it will be observed, all prepared

just as though this last had been the principle of

the competition—the circumstance thus pointing

to the conclusion that if "concentration” of

plan and unity of design are to be best attained,

the whole work of the offices, if not also of the

iinproveinenls connected 'with them, must be

that of one directing mind. If on such suppo-

sition the work appear to be of vast extent, this

shows only the necessity of taking up the design

on a correct logical foundation, and of giving

far more time than has been given in the present

case, to the study of the subject. Indeed, we
must admit, that a separate competition for a

block plan is consistent only with the employ-

ment of the successful competitor on all the

future designs, or with the alternative that unity

of decorative character—as really requiring the

employment of but oue architect—should be not

sought for. We have taken occasion to speak of

some of the “ block plans ” in the present com-
petition, and may have to name others, as not

only having tlie appearance at least, of tlie study

of the wants of tlie several departments—wliich,

more than a “i/oc/fr plan,” is really what the

Government req’iired for their handsome pre-

miums, but as having the buildings grouped
with precise attention to symmetry. U'onid

not the several parts of such projects require

that they should be completed by the same
hand ?

But there would have been advantage iq

another respect from a different course in the

instructions, namely, that—whether having one

or more competitions—suggestions could have

been received for designs without the restriction

of the “red line.” The designs scut in, it may be

said, would have been widely asunder in their

principles, aud would have given some difficulty

in comparing them. But the question there

would seem to resolve into—sufficient allotment

of time for examining the drawings, and com-
pensation to the competitors by money aud the

eligibility from a public exhibition. 'I’hcse

points we should not have felt less hopeful of

obtaining than under the jirescnt arrangement

;

. and we think it very likely that the superior
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eligibility of some one site would have stood
]

are numbered 54, and bear the motto Suayiter

out so prominently in connection with a nood Fortiter and two other sets ot drawmgs,

plan and design, that there would have been ^ numbered 54^?, and having the motto Au bon

even less difficulty m selecting than, perhaps, is
,

Droit,” treat the s^^nie subjects in the h rencb

beb" found now. i

palatial, or modified Italian style. There are

We should also observe, as to the choice of
,

no less than forty-five drawings m these sets—

a different site, that it would not only have ' publicly spoken of as by Messrs. Habershon; and

allowed of the appropriation of some or all of
;
we have already noticed a dpi^ beann tbe

the present proposed ground to the purpose of
'
same motto as No. 54fl, and in the style oi the

a paS as reLmmendeT in several quarters, and
^

latter, as apparently to be aserrbed to tbe same

lately in a pamphlet, by Mr. Beresford Hope, authorship, lha plans in the designs o4 and

and evidently thought of by some of tbe com- and 54a are the same with sbgbt

petitors
;
but it would have got rid of much of These plans show corridors better hghted tl an

the difficulty which we apprehend there may bo m many cases where a principle of distribution

from the vicinity of the Abbey to the Houses of similar to that oS the present designs him been

Parliament, between which and the Offices it is followed. The Poreigii-office and War-office are

clear there must be either assimilation ot style, treated, as by most of the competitors m one

or some discordance and mutual injiu-y. The ' design
;
a cmnage-way separating .he offices on

perception of this circumstance bas led some of
,

plan. Loobngattbeloreign-officeplan.the chiet

the competitors to contend stoutly for the Gothic
;

rooms are seen to surround a court-yard, the

as a style others to select the Elizabethan or entrance to which—also for carnages—is at the

Jacobean, as likely to prevent the harsh contrast east, from the way previously raeutioued ;
and

which there might be alternatively at tbe opposite—across the court-yard—is the inmis-

Wbitehall end, or at the south, and_ others to ter’s residence, with two

regard to the appropriation of that story in the

particulars, and to the difficulties of the site for

drainage; but the author, not unreasonably,

supposes that the printing department might be

placed more advantageously than as intended

;

and he therefore provides tbe rooms in his lofty

roof as au alternative. The style may be called

Early Anglo-Italian ;
but, whilst the general

character is Jacobean, there is little or none of

the peculiar ornament of the last-named style,

whilst in its place there are elaborate re-

lievos in panels on the faces of certain broad

masses or piers, by which each front is divided

into a number of bays with man^ uniforoi win-

dows and pilasters. The rustication of the

masses is especially well grouped and varied.

These piers are carried up, admirably studied

throughout, and are surmounted by the chim-

neys.

The design for the Foreign-office, numbered
5S, and marked “Opera SI,” and that for the

VYar-office—60, “Mars, Z,”—are spoken of as

by Messrs. Banks and Barry. Under the first

number, are well-studied street plan and a block

nut forth as far as possible a new stylo with the it, one on each side. Similar staircases occupy
j

plan of the Offices generally. In the street plan,

Jrmirintention Believing, as we have often the like relative positions to the entrance, mttie the prmeipalfeatnr^ as shown,arethereten-

Seed that architecture would he better under- official department. The plan ol the War- tmn nf the site of the new Westmmster-bndire :

stood and appreciated by the public were there office has the rooms ranged for the most part

but one prevalent style, we thiuk the question around two oblong courts, whilst m the eastern

as to Gothic is whether it is likely to become portion of the building there is a hall with gal-

soouest the style of the day, and if not, where leries, the height of several stones, from which

in usino- it in a city we are to break off. Wiiat- the main corridors lead out. The lighting m
ever the style of the future, uo doubt it will be the first design, however, appears to be the

one owino- much to the Gothic ;
and we are best, as by _means_ of recesses about tbe court-

content tor warranty for arguments that we yard, light is obtained for the corridors at inter-

have used at auv time, to point to the evidence mediate places in their length. Tbe decorative

which the preknt exhibition affords of the ' character of the design is given by buttresses

change that is going on m modern Gothic archi- and pinnacles, traceried windows, high-pitched

tccture itself. foofs and gables, oriels and dormers, parapets

There exist-? we have said, ver^' widely- with elaborate bratishing, and octagonal masses

spread miscoiiccplion as to the tlio'ught and at the
_

angles of the buildmjs crowned

labour needed in a project of this nature, by conical roofs. Tbe Il'ar-office exhibits

A few months were abundant to get from in the centre of the front a larce six-

our friends evidence of their taste and pro- light window, under
_

a gable, and
_

octa-

fessional abilities, but were utterly inadequate gonal turrets and pimiacles,—the window

to the obiect in tbe particular case. That lighting the hall before meiilioncd. In the
r V) i- x ^

•

enough has been done to provide food for long designs in the French style, 54«, for the octa- plan the ground west of Parliament-street is

and patient studv, we well know, as also that gons on the plans, quadrangular masses are divided into four blocks, oue of them being

no adiudication which can be just by the terms substituted, carried up as pavilions, with made to correspond ^vlth the prpent Board ot

of the competition, or approach to giving satis- cuiwed roofs; the centres of the principal
,
Trade; and on the opposite side there

^
a street

faction can be made, without an amount of fronts being crowned by domes, one quadran- '
runningm aii oblique direction irom Dowmug-

• , /•!.. .-..j l:-u 1 —.1 Qo CP/.T1 frnm cniinrp” at thc uorLli cud of rarliament-street.

tion of the site of the new Westminster-bridge ;

a bridge at tbe Horseferry
;
the widening of

Hungerford-bridge, with a carved approach

from a point east of Northumberland House ;

a crescent near the end of this bridge, with

streets radiating—one to the Strand, opposite

Bedford-street, and one to Whitehall-place—an

embankment passing under the bridges, but

which, as in many of tbe designs, does not

seem to provide any docks or receptacles for

the barges, and joined to Whitehall by a

street opposite tbe Horse Guards; communi-

cations between Cbaring-cross and the Mall, and

the Haymarket and Westminster by a road

west of the Parade
;

the enlargement of the

Hospital, removal of the Sessions-house and of

St. Margaret’s Church
;

the retention of the

present Board of Trade building, new buildings

being erected at the back
;
and the arrangement

of the Parade on a regular plan. In the block-

trouble on the part ofthejudges which has never gular on plan. The Foreign-office, as seen from square”
_ , , x r xu

-et from any case been conceived or expected, the Park, has two principal stones of coupled opening out a view of the clock-tower_ ot the

vYe would, however, urge that there arc columns or pilasters, arch-headed windows, and Houses. The “square would require the

interests both public aucl professional extending a Mansard roof, with dormers
;
the masses at the

;

appropnation of part of the site ot Hichmond-

over the present iunctnrc
;

and, allowing the angles (of three iutercolumiis) being earned up terrace. Astreet calledKichmond-street is shown

iustice to architects of liberal premiums—nay, a third story, andfimshed with a pediment to m place of the Mews. Of the designs ior^e

contending that both the public and private each face, above which is the curved roof, two chief Offices only that for the loreign-office

interests are served bv compensating our The roof to the central mass is raised on an attic, under the No. 58, quite accords with the block-

profession for its labours, we yet appre- or podium. Some of the pavilion roofs are plans. The two Offices are separated by a street

bend the danger of some disastrous revul- formed of curves of contrary flexure, and are crossing Charles-street, praposed to be called

siou in tbe public mind, or in Parliament, very effective. Clarendon-street. The Foreign-olhce has a

should it appear that the expenditure, even of Tlie design No. 50, “ Aucora Confidentim,” quadrangle with a screen ot live arches and

5 000/ has not directly served its object. The by whomsoever it may be, exliibits a high coupled columns, in the careful report accom-

obiects of the Government, whether as to the degree of art in its compositiou; audit is one panyiug the designs, it is stated that one-sixtti

better organization of the public service, or the that we are the more disposed to notice, as, ot the gross area ot the buildings m the loreign-

improverneiit of the metropolis by better com- from the absence of perspective drawings, and office is required for luterual courts
;
and as to

munications, and by tbe display of art in archi- the position in which the elevations are hung, it the qucstiou w one general muldmg two lor

tccture, should have the warm advocacy of may not receive the attention it deserves. The the loreign-omcc and War-office, it is doubted

every one We regret to see auy question author exhibits a general block plan, and whether there is any economy ot space by having

made as lately in the Upper House, as to the separate drawmgs of his design for the Foreign- a single building. The rooms are distnbuted

real public demand for what the Government office and War-office, which again are united, round courts ;
but the corridors in one building,

have proposed doing. The economical question We discover that he would retain the site of are not so well lighted as m the othen in deco-

lias been o’oue into often enough, and we Westminster-bridge, and also, like most of the rative character, whilst the VVar-ofiicc is de-

thopo’ht was uncontested; and even if the hire competitors. Sir Charles Bari'j’s existing Board signed in the style of James 1. the Forei^-

of offices now costs only 30,000/. and the in- of Trade. At the back of the latter he shows office is of rather later Italian character. The

terest of 1,500,000/. purchase-money of land, a semicircular addition looking to the park, latter exhibits superimposed pilasters, clustered

would be at 4 per cent. 60,000/. it does not On the space of ground west of Parliament- in the centre of the front, arch-headed windows

follow that this correctly represents the money street, and between Great George-street and with dressings, festoons, a balustrade and vases,

difference now, any more than it would do in Downing-street, he would erect two similar masses with high roofs, and chimneys
_

at the

future after the increased requirements as to structures. Of these, one is appropriated to angles of the building. The other_ design has

business, and the probable rise in the value of the Foreign-office and War-office, and is shown rusticated pilasters, and has bow windows and

premises. The objections raised by the Duke surromiding a court 2S0 feet by 120 feet,— others with mullions and transoms,

of Somerset, and others, only show to us the the building on three sides being of three In No. 59, “ Matter of I act, though one

necessity of at once procced-ng to obtaining stories, besides an elevated basement story and portion of the corridor would be dark, areas

the whole of whatever site may be decided a very lofty truncated roof with dormers; and or well-holes for light at the angles mrm one ot

upon as ultimatelv to be covered, and to settle the portion, filling in the fourth side next the best features in the design. The arched

upon a f^cueral de'sign adapted for it. Charles-street, where the entrance-gate is, and coffered ceilings of the rooms arc not with-

Tbese points have appeared sufficiently being of two stories. The Foreign-office out merit, but the external details, which are

important to be recorded, to keep us long from residence is in the south-west of the building, of Italian character, are commonplace. No. 61,

the continuance of the remarks on the several The plan has an ample provision of stair- with the motto “Anglo-Saxon” m a circle,

designs in which we had not been able to cases, and glazed areas and courts lighting includes a general street plan, a block plan,

advance far when we broke oil’ last week.
;
the corridors. Ventilation, also, has been well and views and elevations of designs for the

Two designs, one for the Foreign-office and considered. The height of the basement above offices generally, and separate drawings for the

the other for the War-office, in tbe Gothic style, ' the ground-line is advisedly designed, having, Foreign-office and the War-office. In the first-
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named plan, Westmiuster-bridge seems to be

moved to a site north of Richmond-terrace.

The present Board of Trade is removed, and

the -whole space ” bounded by a red line ” is

treated as one design. Parliament-street is

intersected by an oval place of covered -ways,

-which are much used elsewhere, and is crossed uy

two archways. On the south, in Great George-

street and Bridge-street, two similar elevations

would seem to be proposed. The Poreign-

office and the War-office have large open courts,

with corridors lighted from them. The former

Office has an inner hall or entrance corridor,

130 feet by 30 feet, with coupled columns and

corridors round, forming what we may call

aisles, through the ceiling of which light is

admitted. There are two versions of the de-

sign, one in the English style of Elizabeth, and

the alternative design iu the rich French style

of early portions of the Louvre. Each specimen

of style, as treated, has certainly merit. In

the view of the Park front of the Elizabethan

buildings, the residence of the Foreign Secre-

tary, First Lord of the Treasni'y, and Cuanceilor

of the Exchequer, are shown with arcades in the

recesses in the lower story, long projecting

porte-cocheres, and the characteristic details of

coupled and rusticated pilasters, mullioncd win-

dows, and scroll gables. The ends are massed,

with octagomil turrets at the angels, and an

octagon and large crown in masonry in the

centre. The other design has superimposed

coupled columns, arched -windows, and subsidiary

orders
;
pavilions witli high truncated roofs, and

curved pediments broken for the insertion of

sculpture; dormers; and caryatides. This de-

sign is very elaborate, and the interior decora-

tion has been well studied. Arches, as before,

cross Parliament-street.

No. 62, “ God save the Queen,” includes a

street plan, a block plau, aud a design for the

Foreign-office and War-office in one building.

This is joined to a building of corresponding

desigu southward, by columns, which are pro-

fusely employed througliout the design. There

appear to be four stories, besides an open

loggia or bclvidere over the whole roof. One
design for the Foreign-office is shown in the

style of Windsor Castle. The corridors are

lighted through the floors.

No. 64, “ Well considered,” is shown in an

elaborate set of drawings, about seventeen in

number, including several large perspective

views, and comprising a street plan, a detailed

block plau and general views, and drawings of

the Foreign-office aud War-office separated by

a covered street. The general plan seems
to contemplate the retention of the site for

new Westminster-bridge; b-nt like some other

designs which we have noticed, makes the mis-

take of showing the additional width on the

doxen stream side. It also provides for a bridge

at the Horseferry; the widening of Hunger-
ford-bridge, with a curved approach from a

point east of Northumberland House (a proposi-

tion which, as in other designs -ndth the same
feature, we may say would hardly place the

route from Trafalgar-square in the most advan-

tageous position)
;
the removal of Dover-house,

to provide an approach to Whitehall for the

royal processions; the preservation of Sir Charles

Barry’s building, and the removal of St. Mar-
garet’s Church aud formation of a square

next the Abbey. The ground next the

river is proposed to be given to the Ad-
miralty, Home-office, Board of Trade, and
Colonial-office in one block, ha-ving colonnades
on a podium, two principal stories, and an
attic, a decastyle portico, and a dome above.

Statues, fountains, and candelabra, are disposed
about the area, south of the building, and on
the embankment. In the length of Parliament-
street, the War-office, and Paymaster Geucral’s-

office, exhibit two similar fronts, with a central

street. Looking at the War-office, there is a
grand arch of entrance to an open court, next
wdiich the principal corridors are'placed. From
this court, crossing the eon-idor, a circular hall

is reached ; around this the staircase winds,
and it is surmounted externally by a dome.
The general elevations exhibit three stories of

orders, a basement rusticated horizontally, and
ordinary window dressings, and masses grouped
at the angles. The Foreign-office is similar in

plau, but has coupled columns, arch-headed

windows, and arcaded loggias. The plans and

the drawings have obviously absorbed the

author’s whole time, so that the decorative

design does not exhibit results of the thought

that is required, or the author could, under

more favourable circumstances, have given to

the subject.

No. 6.5
—"Meo judicio”—a design for the

Foreign-office, by Mr. S. Huggins— in our

humble judgment, treats the plan better than

the decorative design, in which we can hardly

help noticing the small semi-circular porticoes

at the angles, only supporting equestrian sta-

tues, as surely at variance with principles

which the author has done so much to expound.

The grouped columns as piers to the arcaded

porch, aud the perspective effect which is

attained thereabouts, should, however, be com-

mended.—No. 60, with the motto, “ Treu uud

Fest,” is a design for the Foreign-office, leaving

the State Paper-office as a detached building,

standing. In the basement, below the central

court, a restaurant is shown. The portion of

the design which deserves most notice, is the

plan of the Minister’s residence, where oval, cir-

cular, and angular forms are well combined for

effect as well as convenience. Tlie entrance-

porch, however, with conservatory over it, is of

very ordinary character, and the official entrance

is surely too confined and narrow. The base-

ment is elevated above ground, aud there are

three other stories, witli details which may be

called Italian, but which err in an opposite

direction to those in a design which wc have

noticed,—the novelty being purchased rather at

the expense of propnety aud taste. Some of the

windows have widely splayed reveals ;
others en-

close a distinct set of dressings with pediment

below the glazed aperture of the arched head;

there are statues aud arches corbelled out, and

some features which remind us too much of the

mistakes which are commonly made in cement

decorations. The rooms are proposed to be

heated by Pierce’s stoves.

No. 67, “ Foi,” which has the plans coloured

to show the departments—to the manifest saving

of time in examination—is a design forthe War-
office, which it may be well to look at, since it

seems to provide the required accommodation on

a less area of ground than other designs, whOst

it has a considerable space appropriated to a cen-

tral haU. This ball runs from front to back, and

is surrounded by galleries, from which the cor-

ridors lead; and in the centre, the messengers’

boxes and waiting-rooms are built up. This

panopticon priiici^e has not been adopted in so

many cases as we should have expected
;
though

messengers’ boxes placed with a similar inten-

tion, are we believe, generally used, as being

deemed essential, in the existing offices. The

elevations with an order of pilasters on arches,

are to be ranked with those which lack the

required invention.—No deficiency of the latter

important requisite can be found in the design

No. 69, marked “Viator,” of which,' we have

already named the authorship. The War Office

and tlie Foreign Office are proposed to be

erected in similar blocks, but united by two

covered ways and a larger cortile in the

centre,—each of the three, of two stories.

Thus, a prominent feature in the plau is a

“ grand promenade” of 500 feet in length,

and so feet iu width, from end to end of

the two Offices. This feature is divided into

several halls, with the staircases from which the

corridors lead out, these last being so arranged

that they are lighted chiehy on one side, either

from the hall, the stairs, or one of the open

courts. The courts are forty feet across
;
and

as the author shows that the direct rays w^ould

light only the floor of the con-idor in the story

next below the top, it is inevitably suggested

that those plans which provide less area for

lighting should be tested as to the point in

question. No. 69, however, wc fear, is defi-

cient in external window opening; and with all

the merit of the desigu, the difficulty of com-

bining good plau with regularity iu the exterior,

has not been quite overcome. Thus, a room

2S feet by 27 feet, is lighted by a single window,

—of about 7 feet iudeed, but set near to

one angle. Rooms 30 feet by 12 feet, also,

which there are in some cases, cannot be con-

sidered desirable. A communication is pro-

vided between the official residence of the

Foreign Minister and the “ grand promenade,’*

so that a great space is available for assemblies

and state receptions. This important object is

positively avoided in most of the designs,

though we find nothing in the instructions

leading to the inference that separation was

necessary. The offices have each two entrances,

or east and west,—one entrance in each case

being from the cortile, wliich is enclosed by

gates of bronze. The required distinction

of the offices is not affected by the arrange-

ments referred to. The plan extends lor

a distance of about 324 feet on the Parliament-

street face, and the design marked Suayiter

Fortiter ” has the same dimensions within 3 or

•1 feet, whilst that marked “Foi” has only

2S8 feet. The design does not bear much re-

semblance to any existing building, unless in a

few points to the work of the same architect at

the corner of Fleet-street and Chancery-lane,

but it has more novelty than that buildiug in

its windows, and in the ornamentation, which

includes forms modified from the Classical,

Byzantine, Gothic, Renaissance, and Italian,

and some Asiatic styles, combined with remark-

able skill,and mainly with propriety. The several

fronts are generally like one another, with each

one of the eight angular masses having rusticated

piers and tuii’cts with pagoda-like cappings, aud a

largertcrmination,witb much surface enrichment

of the same general style in the centre. Enriched

mouldings, tympana to arches adorned with

relievos, traceried spandrils, Byzantine shafts

and capitals, aud windows sub-arcuated and

shafted, are amongst the more remarkable de-

tails. The ceilings have been well studied, and

tlie lighting through glazed coffers is worthy of

notice. The author proposes a similar group

on the opposite side of Charles-street, but, like

other competitors would alter the site of

Westminster-bridge to make it centre with one

aide of the ground—iu this thinking more of his

own desigu than of the public iutercst and con-

venience.

We sliall return to the designs next week.

We have received a very large number of.

letters from the country inquiring how long the

designs will be visible ; and one asks if the

Exhibition will remain open to the public on

the Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday of the •

Whitsun-wcek? Without being able to answer

the general questions, we may safely say that

the Exhibition will be open on the days in the

week we have just now named.

Let us add that Mr. Samuel Angell aud Mr._

George Pownall, both Fellows of the Institute of

Architects, have been appointed assessors to aid

the judges in selecting the best designs.

yril. BOUTELL’S LECTl'RES ON THE
VVE3TMINSTE11 COMI’E riL'lON.

Ox Tuesday evening a second lecture on the

Westminster competition was delivered by the

Bev. C. Boutell, at Binfield Hall, Clapham-

His purpose was to excite sympathy for the

Gothic and national style, and antipathy to what

he considered the exotic character, monotony,

and general barrenness of invention common to

the designs called “^//ly/o-Classic,” “ Anglo-

Renaissance,” &c. but which he denied had

ever acquired a right to the prefix. _We had

no public buildings in those styles satisfactory

enough to form authorities, nor indeed any civic

building worthy to be so consideied, with tlie

sole exception of that in which, by a happy

coincidence, the question was now being de-

cided, Westminster liall. It was surmising how

people standing in that building could speak of

Gothic as a peculiarly ecclesiastical style ; it

having been simply our native aud national

style for all purposes ;
but our civic buildings

having by sundry lamentable fatalities (with

this exception) disappeared, and only eccle-

siastical ones remaiuiug from the reasonable

times, we had come to so associate rational

architecture with them, he said, as_ to fancy it

a particular style, aud an ecclesiastical one. He
gave another instance of the density of preju-

dice, enveloping the general public on such

[subjects. Two well-dressed, aud, as far as he
' could judge, well-educated men, pausing before

i

“ the most purely-English of the designs,” ob-

' served that “ this was the fruit of cosmopolite

competUion. Our Government had invited the
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architects of all nations, and the result rras, I

that deluded aspirants from knows where,
[

had sent such outlandish exotics as this !
” The

[

lecturer sti-ongly adriscd all visitors who would \

avoid such incredible blindness, to look up occa-

!

sionally at the building in which the drawings
|

bung. He concluded with some remarks on !

the choice of judges, who he had hoped would
|

amount tolhe Huglishnian’s favourite number— j

that of a jury ; and he ventured to read a list of

some names (chiefly of nobleineu and clergymen)

that would have given him greater confidence.

;

The list seemed to us to include every Englishman

out of the profession, who has written on the

subject of architecture; but if so, it disclosed a

curions fact we liad not before observed (and in

whicli, if we are mistaken, we hope to be cor-

rected), that the current styles have now, in

literature, i/o licinff non-professional advocate.

The only architect on the reverend lecturer’s list

was Mr. Ferunsson, whom he said he would have

preferred to Mr. Huru. Jt concluded wUh the name
of Mr. Rui-kio, who was prespiit, and favoured the

andiciicc with some cbaractensiic remarks, as sag-

geslive as liis always are. .A.lliiding to the common
opinion, tlia' Gothic bniliiings arc extravagant in cost,

he first demurred to the uile implied, that we ought

on all occasions to chouse the very cheiipest kind of

work, a rule not followi-d by tlie most thriltv house-

keepers in any other matter, and which would be a

bad guide in building, at least in the case of national

and monumental works of the first order. But he, as

well as the reverend lecturer (who had maintained

that all the costly enrichments of the Palace ofWest-

minster had the effect of rendering it frjt, instead of

more, Gothic), dmiied, utterly, that classic or Italian

buildings could be m ide cheaper than Gothic, e.vcept

by exeinition in plaster and other shams, liardty pos-

sible in Gothic; and which he sufiposed the ace would

not admit in this class of works, whatever their style.

Complimenling, then, the design "No. 35 (“ Thou bast

covered my head in the diy of batile”), Mr. Rnskin

disclaimed any part therein, denying his ability to

have produced such a work. As might be antici-

pated by those who have read hi® last, but least

happy phise of architectural opinion, that stated in

the outrageous pre''ace to the third edition of the
“ Seven Lamps,” he placed the whole superioriiy of

Gothic in its affording fields for sculpture; regarding

now', it appears, rationalism of structure as uuimportont

(because, like grammar or logic, it can be taught by
rale, we suppose)

;
and mere structural beauty,—the

subject of his “ workmauly admiral ion,”— the beauty

and sublimity, for instance, of Cologne or Speyer

Cathedrals,—the first Cistercian abbey that had any,

—Wejtmiiister-hall,— or the Pcestum-like temple that

Phidias tried to improve in raedianienl design and did
not

,

—as showing no more art than the well-propor-

tioned '• placing of dishes on a table.” The answer
is so obvious that It seems an in.sult to our readers to

suggest k. If this thing he so easy, why is it not

done ? Why are not the “ Crystal Palace,” or " the

Boilers,” at Brompton, made at least bcaulifol, if not

beanti'ul and rational at once? If inechauieal beauty

needs so little art for its production, why can you ap-

peal to no utiquestioiitd example ofitin the century last

past ? and to none uniting it with logical reason, since

ihellenaiss mee? For, if you admit Jones’s or Falladio’s

works, which no one pretends to be rational, as mode's
of propoition

;
and a few engiueers' works, which no

one denies to be ugly, ns rntionnl aud truthful
;
pray

where is the work (or these four centuries (since

Ammanati's bridge at Florence) that unites these

qualities? Strange that what was so peculiarly needful

to us since leaving off external sculpture, should

prove so iinaltiiiioble, if it requires no art. We had
hoped Mr. Ruskin's activity aud balance of mind
would, ere this, have cleared him of so strange an
aben'ation, but it seems he must write a litile more
that he may think more, lie has got so far towards

Carlyle’s concdtision that “ kuiisf is h great delusion,”

as to hold now that oil
“ kunst” wliii-li is not paint-

ing or sculpture, is a great dclns'on. But, in fact,

there is far more triiih in the former ixtceine dictum,

rightly acecpicd, than in this milder-lijokiiig per-

version of it; for we take Carlyle’s meaning to he,

that all art, which is nut useful art, is a delusion.

Neither painting nor sculpture was pra-tised in the
gre-it times as whi-t we call “Fine Art” (a new
name properly given to a new thing)

;
they were

strictly useful nrts, only done '‘or tlie utilituriau piir-

pa^es of educiilion, symbolism, public record, useful

jest and satire, bo'jk-illnstration, &:c.
;

never for

“decoration.” They were decorative, aud aho deco~
rated, becain-e nil work was S'l, and \vill be so again;
the present notion of making any art only useful ueing
as great a blunder as the other, of baviug purely
“flue” or “ dei'orative ” art®. There is no mere
useful art, and (not two Fine aits,” but) no mere
Fine art, possible to men

; aud whatever pretends to

be either is quackery and delusion. But the only

measure we can have of the genius sltow'n in pro-

diiciog any excellence is the mrity of it; and wc

deny that tlie “workmanly” beauty, which Mr.

Iliiskin now dcpreciiitcs, has ever been a very common
quality even in the Middle Ages, when truth aud

r.itionality were universal. Such dcsiijus as the

Doic’s Palace, or as "Weulock Abbey, Salop, were

exceptional even in the a^cs of reason, aud the shoit

after-period for which sculptors continued the only

archilGcts, aud really, as lie says, disappeared at the

separation of those professions. Now, it may be

quite true that we might as well talk of “ immortal

architects,” in the modern sense of the word, as of

“immortal shipbuilders.” but the que-tinn is not

who shall be called immortal, but what kind of build-

ing shall be admired or followed. There are many
things whose production docs not constitute men
immortal geniuses, which yet are highly desirable,

and whicli nations like Englaiid may fruitlessly, for

whole centuries together, make the most frantic

cffurls to attain. And such, we mninfain, is (Gist)

that truth and reasonableness of buildings which

Mr. Riiskin once, and rightly, contended for as more
esseotial than imagination,—which can be tauuht to

any duiicc,—which was universal till the “ Renais-

sance;” but of which we now find in 218 com-
petitive designs, only a few that just show a faint

appreciation or recognition; and (2ii(liy) that beauty

or fitness of mechanical forms, which, though never

universal, was once exemplified, perhaps daily, iu

every large city, and now docs not proceed beyond a

paper project once a c:'ntni'y. These things must
not be forgotten in the search for “ a Phidias,” wlio.

when he eoine«, will “setile all our arcliitectiinil dif-

ficulties in a very unexiiected way;”—because Jlr.

Ruskiii mu>t be well aware that the real Phidiasdid no

such thing, for the trifling “ winkraanly” peculiarities

of his Doric were not even improvements; and, as if

to show that this may apply in the basest arcbiteclurul

style as well ns the liighest, the modern Phidias fell

on times antipodean to the former, and the similar

peculiarities of Michelangelo’s Renaissance are just

as raislakeu. So there is diversity of operations be-

tween the sculpfnriil and the architectural— there are

Bezaleels as well as Buonarotlis.

Alluding to the efforts now made after a less selfish

use of the lii'zhc^t art, it was observed that Gothic

architecture alone solved the problem, by turning the

great man’s bouse, as it were, ioside-ont, tbe his:h art

being exposed externally, and quiet c nrifort within.

This-was what should be specially aimed at in national

“offices,” that they be internally utilitarian, well

lighted, well veatiliited, well desked, undistracling to

the mind; but cxtcniaUy storied and speaking with

the highest art we could command. Reference was
also made to a pmnph'et by Mr. Hope,* urging (what

would reduce all the corapeliliou work to waste paper)

the extension of the park to the river-side; on whicli

Mr. Ruskin remarked, that so costly an addition to

the “lungs” of London would be better spent, both

on sanitaiy aud artistic grounds, in some locality far

from cxifting ‘'linigs;” and siigaested one for the

City, that would have a grander effect than the same
extent of spa-e in any capital he knew

;
namely, the

cutting a regular slofie, with steps, 500 feet wide, iVom
the south side of St. Paul’s down to the river. The
scale afforded by the traffic crossing on the various

landings would give such an opening prodigious

grandeur; hut we should prefer it not quite so wide

as the cathi'dral's length, leaving the ends in mystery,

and keeping exact uniformity iu the two halves of the

poition exposed.

Such, however, has been the influence of the

report I have alluded to, that nine-tenths of the

architects whose taste would have led them in

that direction have either been so frightened as

to abstain from competing, or have actually

gone in with Classic designs. One of the latter

class I have since heard bitterly to express his

regret. This is the sole cause of tbe paucity

of Gothic designs.

My first argument in favour of a Gothic design

is the site. A building winch presents a fron-

tage of 1,300 feet to the most important group

of Gothic buildings in the kingdom, including

the burial-place of our kings and statesmen,

and the palace of the Legislature, ought, one

would in one’s simplicity suppose, aud as I find

every unsophisticated person does suppose, to

have some relation to them in. style. Of tbe

three other sides, one is the park, where it

would group chiefly with trees
;
the second, the

river, where it would be equally free, excepting

that it would range with ttie river-front of the

Houses of Parliament ; the third is the only

one affected by other buildings, aud there they

are, all of a mean kind, excepting one which is

a mere fragment, and a second of a very

mediocre description, aud whicli has taxed the

skill of two arcliitects to bring it into anything

like a decent form. On the score, therefore, or

the genius loci, there can be no kind of question.

My second argument is this:—That the

ordinary classic, or as it is the fashion to call it

Anglo-Italian, style has made no development

of late years, and seems almost effete,—so much
so, tliat a large party are crying out for a

new style. That I, sympathising in this wish,

yet holding that no style can he developed with-

out a basis, am of- opinion that, if such a new
style is to be aimed at, the revival of Gothic

arcliitecture, which has from other causes been

^oing on for the last fifteen years, at once offers

tor it the basis it demands,—a basis founded on
tbe native architecture of the nations of modern
Europe,—the founders of our own civilization.

We have done much to carry this idea out in

church architecture, and have a better prospect

in secular works, from the very fact that changes

ofhabit and requirement will necessitate changes

which will be so many elements of life and

novelty.

I hold, then, that the greatest object in

modern architecture is the zealous and de-

termined endeavour to dcvelope a new style

upon tliis basis.

I would suggest, though I do not hold with

such strictness as would come under the head
of Summuni jus summa injuria, that exarnina-

tioii ought to be made as to whether architects

have, or have not, limited the two offices to the

plot tinted yellow in the datum plans. I ob-

serve several designs, in which the difficulties

which have fettered the arrangement have beeu

got over by boldly stretching out into the Park,

or otherwise deviating from this plot. The
residence for tbe Eoreign Secretary gains enor-

,

iiiously by such deviation, but it seems hardly

fair. A Competi'tor.”

CORRESPONDENCE AS TO THE M'EST-
MINSTER DESIGNS.

We have received letters from two or three

of the competitors whose designs are in the

Pointed style, justifying its use, and wc insert

the following:

—

“ In making my design for the Government
Offices, I have deliberately gone in the face of

the publicly circulated report that a Gothic

design would have no chance of success. I have
not only done tliis, ])ut have felt it the more
incumbent on me to do so in consequence of
this report.

How far this report was well founded I have
no means of judging, but I am unwilling to be-

lieve that Sir B. Hall would have told the
meeting of architects he called together, that he
was determined to leave it in this respect per-

fectly open, if he at the same time mentally in-

tended that those who acted on the faith of

what he said would thereby deprive themselves
of all chance of success.

• Puhlio Officoa and Metropoliiaik Improvements. By
A. J. B. Bereslord Hope, M.P. Loudon : Ridjfway.

A WORD FOR HERALDIC PAINTING.
The art of heraldry (to which architecture has

been inilebted for some of its most beautiful orna-

ments) hu3 very much .suffered, aud is likely to

become lost, from the tax that was imposed upon it

in a time of war now long passed away. This tax

induced mmy to disconiiiiue the fashion, of emblazon-

ing their arms or crests on their carriages or equi-

page, nud the discarding of this decoration and
memento of their ancestors threw out of employment
a great number of ingenious artists and draughtsmen;

no father dreamt of seudiug his son apprentice to a

henildio painter; and the old hands, who forty years

ago earned capilaL wages from this pursuit, were

stopped in their career of acquiring a fortiuic, or sup-

porting their reputiitiou in an art that once received

the highest patronage.

Striking improvements have been of late years

effected by the reduction, or entire removal, of the

duty on differeot materials used in building, and we
auiieipate the same result for her'ddry. The art

itself needs no vindication. Some of our first artists

have exercised their talenls iu it : others have found

it a stepping-stone to more extensive practice. There
can be no dou')t, if more facilities were offered to it,

that the opportunity would elicit the abilities of

numbers who are now unemployed, and at the same
time revive a bcautilul and aucieut art. F. L.
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WHEN'S ORIGINAL MODEL 01’ ST. PAUL'S
CATHEDRAL.

TiiK Dean and Chapter of St. Paul’s have agreed

to exhibit this model at the Museum of Arts, Suuth

Xeusiugtoii, on the uoderstaiiding that it shall he put

into repair under the direction of Mr. Penrose, their

architect.

A sergeant of Royal Engineers, with sappers, com-
inenced the removal of it on ilondoy last, and the
model will be exhibited (o the public whilst it is under
repair. The museum will be ready for opening early
in June.

NOTES ON EACH OF THE WESTMINSTEa
BLOCK PLANS.

Ttre number and positions of the permanent
bridges (if Englishmen can ever build permaueut
ones) must receive, at least as regards those between
Waterloo and Vanxhall, a decision prior to and
governing that of any future thoroughfares

;
while

the latter must precede and govern that of the general
plan for the pf'rmanent government buildings, fur
any built before that determinatioa are nearly sure to
be temporary ;— this plan itself equally demanding
priority to, aud influence over, the internal arrange-
ment of any one of them. Whatever the nrgency'^of
the occasion, therefore, architects should not have
been_ set to elaborate the details of the War aud
Foreign OfBce.s, nor cveu their sites have been fixed,
tdl the general plan he decided

; and the six months
given for the simnltnneous production of these three
designs would liave far better sufficed for tlic drawiug
comparison, and choiee. first of* the block plan, and

;

then of the two particular plans, separately or toge-
ther. fills mistake accounts for so many able com-

'

pctitors neglecting the two latter, notw’iihstanding

:

the more numerous prizes offered for them (fourteen,
aniountiug to 4,200L), and concentrating all the,
attention on the block plan (fur which there are only
three, amounting to 800/.) ; their ambition being

'

little excited by the iiieie money prizes for designs
'

likely never to proceed beyood paper. One of these
chooses the instructive motto, “ Mai mai pensa dei
dfitagb avaiite che hai ben determinato il generale,”
which strikes at the root of our continuHl doing^d undotng. Thus, if a foreigner wouders whv
i^gent-street was twisted into so many ingeniou^lv
disguised bends, he will find il ivas sokdy iu order to
reach aud fit the facade of Carllou Pal.ice, which
most solid and only dignified resitienco modern Lon-
don has had, just saw the completion of the avenue
of plaster sham palaces in time to be itself demo-
lished.

To no less than 75 of the 151 planners, the pre-
sent Westimusler-bridge has appeared so extremely
out of place with rcfcrcuce to the chief actual or
possible thoroughfares,* that they have adudty pro-
posed the saci'ifice of the fouodaiious alreiidy Liid for
one on tie same site, which will l,.„.aiy
remove than they l,ave cost to builil. The reasoua,
then, must be vrcKy stronp that have iedaced so
many indepcmlmt thinkers {in fact, ns will appear t

du-cctly, a niajonty) to make such a proposal, in
designs tliat they knew must, if not among the three
best out of liundreds, become waste paper. This
rans,deration makes it doubtful whether a siugle

,

designer would have proposed the renewal of the!
bridp had not these piers been thus prematurely

;

erected • sls ,1 is. only 73 hare done so
;

for I find
three plans, iNos. 06, ISO (in one of its alternatives),
and I 80

, compromise the poi„t, bv retaining only l

toe short piers alremly built, and making it a foot
‘emove, for 73 who complete

4.1,

important is the distinction between plans
toat do or do not anticipate a bridge approached
directly by Cockspur-street. Many look on such a
bridge as an inevitable fact,—if not soon done bv the
public, sure to be so by a trading company. .Accord-

;34 of the plans represent one '
the great

i

majority do not extend far enough to give llieir
authors views of the question, and only 22 have

I

thought a permauent substitute might he afforded by
|

replacing Huugerford-bridge with a carriage one,—of
jcourse, only a suspension bridge, beennse any other, I

by requiring new piers, would be as cosily at that i

aw -war site as at the most convenient one. The
idesign JJ alone predicts a carriage bridge at both

these places which can hardly be'' conceived neces-
sary, though likely enough lo happen, because awmpany would best find their account in widening
Huugerford, after which the public would still have
to build the other.

Another grave question is raised by those 62 plans
that propose a bridge (and in two cases, Nos. 76 and
174 bridges) opposite the base or river eud of
ot. James s-park

;
that is, too far south to be directly

‘ The writer is expressing bis own opinions, not o

approached by Cockspur-strccf, or any future road

cli'aring the tiortii of the park, and yet north of the

present bridge, whose coiitimiatioii only clears its

south side. It is important because, with such a

bridge, dividing its traffic like the present one, to

both north and south of the paik,—but, unlike the

present one, sendiug none straigbtfoi'ward,—it takes

no gnat foresight to tell that ihe national t^iste for

directness would soon, in spite of all “ block plans”

to the contrary, require a coulinuiiliou ihrougli that

park. Only 51, indeed, of the 62, make their park-

bridge carry tri.ffic both to the north and south
;
the

other 11 having another bridge, either at Page’s

piers or Cockspur-street, cither ot which, by taking

all the li'iiflic of its own side ot the park, would leave

the [lark-bridge to be felt a most indirect path for the

only tniffic it conveyed (except to the government,

buildings), uamcly, that to the other side of the

park.

Above Westminster Palace, again, every jiUo that

extends as far as the Horseferry, places a bridge

either there or nearer the palace. The former has

been drawn merely because talked of for years, and
talked of because two mere lanes bappen to open
there; that on the Lambeth side connected with a

road from the N.E. hut none from the S.E. which
would have to be opened for at least a mile; and that

on the Westminster side hardy extending a qu.artcr

of a mile, and having no c.iiiiiection with any tho-

roughfare. Whoever glances iit ilie whide map of

Loudon, or beyond a radius of a quarter of a mile, at

ouce sees that if either public utility or display of

monumeuls were the object, the bridge most called

for belwecu Scotlaiid-yurd and Vauxhall-bridgc is

one in a line between the nearest bends ot the two
main S.W. and S.E. thoroughfares,—that through
Chelsea, and that into Kent; in short, belweeu the

soutliward elbow of the Westminster-rond, ar.d the

similar, though more obtuse elbow of Victoriu-strect,

shaving olT a little of the extreme north of Limbeth
Palace garden, and extreme south of Westminster
College garden, hardly touching a building except

the small Orpliiin Asylum (where it leaves the West-
minster-road), a house or two in Lauibeih, the same
iu Abiagdon-stroet, and the rookery about Old Pje-
stroet, and yet opening tip the sunny sides of West-
minster Palace and Abbey, at the very dist.mces they

are designed to be aecu from,—the former about 100
feet, and the latler about 500 feet. Ten plans have
this Victoria Tower Bridge, and only one (No. 150)
has neither this nor the Ilorscferry-bridge, but an

iuti-rmediatc one.

Next (o the bridge*, 'he most important thing to

note iu the plans will be bow many distinct designs
they suppose or admit in the new buildings, becnise
we shall find every number provided for, from one up
to twenty,— the (onner, ou the general aim to reduce

them to as few as possibb', being quite characteristic

of the French (or else Gallicising, iinperialising, or

ultra-eeiitralising) designers, uolwiihsiamliug the

many iiislaiiccs France atfords of the constant taikire

of iiQ architect thus cheaply to secure to liimst-U ilje

direction oi' vast pruspertive works, at the cost onlv ^

of (what is imtbiug lo him) their utility and best

beauty,—that of im.iginative variety.

Nothing cau be easier, or require less imagin'ition

or thought, than the Jauiichiiig out, with a imp of

Loudon and a ruler, into sucli designs as 99 or 138,
or even 164,—a far more valuable work tliun either,

apart from being indicative of a hi-abhier mind,
bcciiise no man of moderate inientive powers would
or could waste his own or others’ time on the mere
mindless elaboration of the two former; the amount
of finish expended by the author of 16-t being quite

as much as they were worth. But expei'ieuce shows
the inability of any age thus to entail uu successors a
mortmain that wilful htiram nature invaiiabty, at

any cost of syiuiiietry, breaks through. Tberc is no
evidence of its being ever done, even by the mighty
priesthoods of Osiris or of Bramah; no proof that

any design, even fur a single pile, has been uniformly
completed at all, if not as soon as our own two
uiii'onn temples, Salisbury and St. P.iul’s,—that is,

in sume 30 years. The only “ ideas” that ao archi-

tect can leave, witioh posterity will find worth follow-

ing, ore originations of real improoetnenls, like those I

distinguishing the ihiitceiitii cenlury; and tied those,

so-callcd “gi'nnd” plans, like Joni s’s 'Wtiiteliall. for
'

the repetition and display of his own conceits, i r still

worse, of work too uaiuvenlive even lo have con-

ceits.

Ill the following list, then, J have put, after each

number of a design, the bridges it assumes as its I

basis, viz.—Hti. a cariiage-bridge at Hungerford
; C.

a Cockspur-street luidge, that is, any one approached

from that street without a decided turiiiog
;
P. a

'

paik-bridge, that is, auy between Scotland-yard and
the prcBeiit Weslmiustcr-bridge

;
"W. a restoration of

the bitter; V. a Victoria Tuwcr-brldge
;
and Ho. a|

Hoi'se'eriy-biidge. Then comes the number of de-

signs (0 or 20) provided for or admissible in the new
'

buildings
;

fur though I said this varied from 1 to 20
it really dues from 0 to 20; the author of No. 138.
though he remiuds us that ‘‘ Rome was not hnilt in a

day,” ap|)earing to think it was in a day,

or that all official Landou should be so, ia the day
that Sir W. Cliambers sketched his neat external

lively for Somersct-pla'e,— of which he alvisos the

manufacture of a mile or two more, to be applied

from time to time, like his o"u stock of pilaslered

card, ruuud each new block of office*.

After this numb r I have marked the sty'e of

block plan »s Antique, Mediteval, or Moderi’. Now,
as many per-'Oiis seem to thiuk that plans have

nothing to do wiih artistic style, it is necessary here

to define the differences of these three, especiaEy

since the la^t goes ou priiic'ples so fundaiuenlally

opposite to the two former, that they reffise any

common meisure or rule of criticism, because they

can find (like a Buddhist and a Christim, or in att

the Pre-Raftaellilcs aud their opponents) no coiiiiuon

standing ground.

The principles of the modern mode, in tlds art of

block-planning, are tuo famdiar to need inu<h ex-

plaoatioii. Every child sees them to rotisist iu making
as many small things as ymi eau lo'jk likq ona-great

one, or parts of one intended future wl^cde (fur it

alwny.s rpniiiiiis future), by exact squai-e-setting, and
rigoious doubling, and, if po-siblc, quaiiiui.lng of

cveiything, as in the kdeidoscope, or the famous
French garden, where

—

*' Grove nods to croT4?; each alley has its brother,
And half the platform but reflects the other;

”

in short, making the least amount of external design

go as far as yon can, round as much and as many
buildings as possible.

It is also now known to most people, that these

principles are. foreign lo Mid revnl tivf, but uot to so

many tliat they arc eqnalhj forviun to the ancient iir

classical, w Inch in fact only differed fi om the Mcdfajval

ill one point, aud agreed wiih it iu ail those tliat dis-

tinguish it from ours. NeitherAiicicnts nor Medimvals

ever dreamed of making two offieis look bke one, or

making t« 0 things that bad iiot the same fumiiion

alike, or one design lo serve for both. All this' is

purely iiioficni, original, and nupri cedeiitcd,— in

sh'jrt, the iiiveiilinn of modern arcliiiecls, who are

falsely accused of wnuting invention. But as
” modern ” is a word couLimially chnngiiisr its me m-
in/, so I hit, by-and-by, what wo call ‘‘ nioderu ” will

he a past style, I prefer giving it a chronological

name, like the Norman, or Tudor, which, you will

observe, does not imply any connection bciwecu 'the

style and the people or 'iimily a6er which it is named,

hilt merely a correspoiidcni-c in time. Thus you see

that any historical fact which is found to syuclirotiize

with a particular style of art, however unconnected,

may bn taken as a chronological mark to name it by.

Now the style we call “ Modern ” or " Renaissance,”

both iu planning and decoiatioo, cannot, as far as I sc^,

be found to synchronize with any dynastic accession, or

other great public event
;
hut I have observed it to

ni'hronize most rcra irkably with a f.ict in the in-

ternal history of the art or piofession, namely, the

cU'toiii of architects or engineers be'ng paid iu jiro-

poition lo the woik of lluise under them
;

or, as Sir

Benjamin Hall’s paper of instruciion says, “a com-
mission of so-aud-so per cent, upon the outlay.” Of
course, this is not so high-so.mding an event as the

Conquest and the Reform. it'oii, to uarac a slyle of art

by; Imt we must be content with what sj mrhrouizcs,

and so I will mark this hs the '* Fer-ceutage-on-the-

outl'V S vie,” orbiieily, “ Peie. St.”

But Iu return lo tl:e points distinguishing the two
furmerstylcs of planning from oiu'S, 4 is not generally

observed that both Auciciits and Medirova's were so far

from wnnliog to make Iwu buildings appear one, that

they had a forcible mode of maikiug purposely ttieir

distinction, or presenting each separately to the mind
;

namely, by nnn-paTaUellsm, never ranging tlieui in a

Hue, like cbinuiey oruameuts, or articles for sale, but

setting them dowu visibly askew. And this is how
their streets came lo he never perfectly slraieht,

though tlircef enough to tie just as conveuieut as if

quite so (likeWhitehall, for instance, not like Greshum-

strect), aud their courts and areas ra''cly quite rec-

tangular. And what shows most the perfect contia-

riety to modern practice is, that this setting askew

was always more carefully attended to, the grander

and more costhj the stnietiircs might lie. People

look on all this ns “Gottiic,” whereas it is no more
Gothic iu particular lliau it is Attic, Syrian, or

Egyptian.

But now observe, that while the non-pcrcenlage

artists cared so much less thau we about regularity

and sqiiareucss iu the open spaces^ they cared far more
about it iu the buildings. Iu fact, wheu they had
no stiaigbt or parallel-sided street, perhaps uo regular-

shaped court, and hardly a rc-cutering angle that was
a riglit angle, ueither Ancients uor Medimvals could

eudure au oblique sa/iffji/ angle, except in a regular

polygon, aud that not a mere dependent turret
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observe, socli as our Gothicists try to disguise oblique

angles with, but a tower, broad enough to be plainly

independent and more stable than the buildings

abutting on it. To their eyes the least unsquareness

in a salient angle seems to have so destroyed all

apparent strength, or dignity, or majesty, in anything

hot a tower or polygon, that they could not tolerate it

in the most commonplace work even. But we design

it without the least disguise in the chief angles of

such works as the Royal Exchange, or half the present

block-plans
;
whose authors never think of the smallest

sacrifice of mathematical exactness in an unroofed

space to obtain it in the roofed, while it was formerly

never sacrificed in the mass to get it in the void.

But the extreme phase of this modernism is seen in

the (I believe peculiarly Euglish) expedient of curved

ranges of building
;
not mere colonnades, like those

of St. Peter’s and Burlington House, nor single cir-

cular rooms, which were quite enough for contrast

;

hut sacrifices of all ioternal regularity in a whole

range of rooms, imitated from the “ crescents ” of the

speculators.

So far the Antique and Sledimval modes then

differed from ours, and agreed together. But the

Autique differs from the Jfedifcval, and is more

refined and artificial in this, that it gives the chief

buildings of one system, or ha^^ng a connection of

purpose, a certain correspondence and balance, like

the right and left of an animal, and this often in more

directions than one
;
but never our perfect kaleido-

scopic or gardener’s repetition. There is no such

thing in all those stupendous avenues at Thebes or

Palmyra, which (though they were certainly not

cramped by “ vested interests,” See.) never have a

straight axis
—“ He called the name of that on the

right baud Jachin, and the name of that on the left

Boaz.” It was such a symmetry as never cost one

particle of variety, and never saved one line of plan

or di’awing. They would have valued the little twist

which, in the Piazza of St. Peter’s, wc regard as a

blunder, or, in Trafalgar-sqiiare, a misfoitniie to be

disguised
;
the disguise, however, being of a ludi-

crousljl self-defeating chiractcr, for first the builder

of the National Gallery, finding it cannot be perpen-

dicular to both sides of the space, as they are not

parallel, sets it sqoavc with one, rather than neither.

It chanced that this gave an axis curving inio that of

King Charles’s statue quite iu the old manner; but

then comes the architect of the column, and sets it

down with the rigour of a meridian mark, as if the

Gallery were an astronomer’s dco, and without the

slightest reference to anything but lint condemned

pile (whose reconstrnetton might, indeed, restore the

curvature of axis, but that now, between the column

and King Charles, it is no longer cuiwed, but hroheti).

Lastly comes another, who, lindiiig only two things,

the Gallery and column, set with gardener’s exact-

ness, cuts away the terraces, fountains, &c. with sole

reference to these, and makes all the rest at once

appear forced makeshifis for rectaugularity and pre-

cision
;
as will always happen where the old and new

principles of planning arc thus utmalurally conjoined.

The ancient symmetry then was a far more delicate

and difficult matter than either our chimney-piece

principles, or the Medimval rusticity, which had

hardly advanced to out-of-door grouping at all
;
their

nearest approach thereto being in the vicinage of

cathedrals, which, though never meant to have a

whole side exposed at once, as "Westuiiostcr Abbey at

present, were always to have each front opposite a

long and gently-cnrving avenue, as King and Tothill

streets, ^Vestmi^ster
;

or Ludgatc-hill and Cannon-

alley, London -. a cheap courtesy, that the modern
rage for setting them in open fields, with all iis fuss

and cant, denies them.

The reader will uow understand the distinction of

the plans into the “Antique,” “.Mediaeval,”, or
“ Percentage,” styles, to whieh latter I have added
“ Obi.” or “ Circ.” when the modernism extends to

the extreme degrees of admitting oblique main angles,

or circular walls at the expense of internal regularity.

I then add the old buildings each plan retains, viz.

"M'h. the ’Whitehall frontage of the present Home-
office and Board of Trade

;
Tr. the Treasury, on the

Parade, by Sir Robert Taylor
;
PC. the Privy Council-

office, or rather Soane’s un dtered siile of if, in Down-
ing-street; SP. his State Paper-office

;
FL. the First

Lord’s house, of plain briek ; Co. the Coloni.al-offiee,

of ditto
;
and BC. the Board of Control, in Caunon-

row.

Tadt.k I.

Completing and yon-compi-tiiig Btoc/c Plans not

consjjicuonslg transyressin/j the Site.

I should observe that vvhethnr any of these give

the prescribed area for each Office, is solely for the

judges to ascertain, os the plau.s are in lew cases

accessible for measurement. Secern! ffice, by their

own written statement, less than icas required for
some of the Offices. Now, as others may do this

without the honesty to state if, we sec that, uulcss

the three prize plaus he huug within public reach.

the judges will be bound, oo their honour as English-

men, to measure and calculate the area of evei'y block

upon them. Again, as I read the instructions, archi-

tects were, besides the prescribed Offices, to “ provide

for further buddings (to be afterwards appropriated as

the Government may determine) to such an extent as

may be consistent with proper open spaces and

thoroughfares:” i.e. I suppose, lighting-courts and

streets,—not gardens, or spaces only for ornameut or

architectural effect (which, in fact, are commonly only

for a crotchet, i.e. the reproduction or mimicry of

some effect that has slruck the author at another site,

to which, and not to this, it was natural and proper).

But, if this be the meaning, very many of the plans

in this list are non-competitors. Observe, too, that

as we have the word of the Westminster Palace archi-

tect himself, that he designed the north-west part of

his work to be seen from an enclosed court, smaller

tliau the present Palace-yard, there can be no pretext

for sacrificing any portion of the red-bounded ground

iu that direction, as nearly all the designers do to a

great eiteut.

C. W. V. Ho
C. W.
Not shown
P. only
W
Hu. W. Ho
?. only
W. Ho
Not shown
Hu. P. Ho
C. tv. Ho
W. Ho
Not shown
W. ...

Hu. \V. Ho
P. Ho
Hu. P
C. (oblique) H. ...

W
w. ...

P. only
P. Ho
Hu. W. Ho
P. only
P. Ho
C. W.
P. P. only
Not shown
P. only
P. only
Not shown
W. ...

W. ...

C. P. Ho
W. ...

Not shown
C. and V
C. Foot W. Ho. ...

P. and Y
Hu. \V
C. P. Ho
P. Ho
C. \Y. Ho
IIu. W. Ho
C. W. Ho
W, ..,

Hu. P. or W. Ho.
C. IV. Foot Ho. ...

Not shown
W. ..

P. only
P- only

C.IV
Not shown
C. P
C. and \
C. Ho
Hu. P.V
P. only
C. W. Ho
W. .

P. only
Not shown
Hu. P. VV. Ho. ..

Not shown
Not shown
P.only
C. Ho
P. only
Hu. P
P. Ho
C. IV. Ho
C. and V
Hu. IV. Ho
W.
P. IV. Ho
P. Ho
P. V. \V. Ho
P. only
IV.

P. only
IV. or P. ?

C. IV
P. Ho
Various oblique
With Foot IV
P. Ho
C. Foot W. V
Hu. W
Hu. w. Ho
Not shown
P. only
IV.

P. Ho
\V.

P. anrlV
Hu. P. Ho
Hu. IV. Ho

Another with P.

.

P. Ho
C. P. Ho
C. IV. Ho
P. only

1 to 3

2 or 3
1 to 3

2 to 4
Many.
Many.

Many.

8 to 10

3 or 4
5 or 6
2 to 6

3 or 4
6 or 0
1 to 3

1

3 or 4

Perc. obi. ...

Percentage
Antique
Percentage
Do. oblique
Perc
Do. obi
Do. do
Perc
Do
Do

Perc. obi
Do. obi. circ...

Autique

Do
Do. obi
Perc
Do. obi
Ant. butobl....

Antique
Perc
Do
Serai-antique

Perc
Do. obi

Do
Do
Do
Do. obi
Antique
Perc. obi
Antique
Perc
Do. obi
Perc
xto. ODi. circ. ..

Semi-antique ..

Perc. ohl
Perc
Perc. circ

Do. obl. circ. ..

Do. obl
Semi-antique ..

Modiicval
Ant. butobl
Perc
Antique
Perc. obl
Do. and circ

Do. do. do.

.

Serai-antique .

Perc
Do...
Aut. butobl
Perc. obl
Perc
Do. obl. circ. .

Perc
Do. obl
Do. circ

Perc
Do...
Do...
Do...
Do. circ

Do. obl
Do. andcirc
Perc
Do. obl

Perc
Do...
Do. obl

Do. obl

Perc
Do. obl
Perc
Mediievul
Mediffival

Perc
Semi-autique
Perc

Perc. circ...

Antique
Antique
Do. but circ

Perc. circ...

Perc. obl. ..

Antique .....

Perc. obl. ..

Perc
Do. obl
Medieval

BciLDIXGS EsTAIXEO.

IVh. and Tr
Wh. partly

\Vh
IVh. Tr.PC.BC.Co.FL.
Wh
Wh. Tr. partly

None
Wh. Tr, PC. BC
IVh. Tr, PC
Wh. Tr. PC
IVh. perhaps
Wh. SP
Wh. perhaps
IVh. PC
IVh. PC
IVh. Tr
IVh
IVh
IVh
Wh
None
Wh.Tr. PC. FL. Co
IVh .t

Wh
None
Wh
Wh
Wh
None
Wh. Tr. PC. Co.FL
Wh. part ol'Tr
Wh. Tr
Tr. SP
None
Wh
IVh
IVh. Tr
IVh
Wh. Tr
Wh.Tr. PC. Co. FL
Wh.Tr. PC. BC
Wh
Wh
IV

I

Wh. Tr
Wh
IVh
Wh

Wh.
Wli. Tr. PC.FL. Co
IVh. Tr. PC.FL. Co
Wh.Tr
None
Wh. Tr. PC. BC
Wh. Tr. PC
Wh
Wh.Tr. PC. FL.Co

' None
Wh.Tr. PC. FL.Co
None
Wh
None
IVh, Tr. PC. FL. Co
IVh. perhaps
Wh. Tr. PC. FL.Co
None
Wh. Tr. PC. BC
None
Wh.Tr. PC
Wh. Tr
Wh. Tr.PC
Wh.Tr
None
Wh
IVh. Tr
Wh.Tr. PC.SP
Wh. Tr. PO. FL
Wh. perhaps
IVh
Wh.Tr. PO. BC
IVh. Tr..
IVh. perhaps
None
Wh
IVh. Tr. perhaps
Wh. Tr. PC. FL. BC. .

IVh
IVh
Wh, Tr. PO. SP. BC. .

IVh
Wh. PC. Co
None
Wh, PC
Wh.Tr. PC.FL, Co
Wh.Tr. PC
None
None
Wh. Tr. BC
IVh. Tr. PC. FL.Co
None ...

IVh. Tr. PC. FL. Co
Wh. perhaps
Wh

lIoTxo on Mark.

Light, Air, Convenience.
Z. B.
Honos abit Artes.
Confido, conquiesco.
Only I.

Bapbea.
Labor omnia vincit.

Circum tecta.

Laboro et oro.

Sulerio on Readiness.
Au bon Droit.
Industria.

Populis, &e.
Habilitaa.

Pro grege.
L’Esperance.
No Corridors.

Ancora confideotioe.

Westminster.
Anglo-Saxon.
God save the Queen.
Well considered.
A silver star.

Victoria and Albert.
In hoe Spes mea.
Grande certamen.
Hoe propono
8. P. Q. L.
Omnia vincit Labor.
IdemPaciserus inediusqaeBelli

The British Forum.
Tenai Propositi Vir.
Palmyra.
Vitam excoluere per Artes.

Ars longa, Vita brevis.

Utilitas.

Penso a bien.

England expects, .fee.

A cypher.
Detur digniori.

E lasciata Speranza.
Pax.
Fiat Justitia.

Orlando on Competing.
For my Country.
Omicron.
Mens agitat molem.
Viv’at Regina.
Horace on native Art.
Tempus defiiit.

Not in vain.

Conftdo.
Availlant* ecDurs riea impossible

La oh^Fe Heine.
.Je le tiens.

I know of hut one Art.

Palmam qui meruit ferat.

Rome was not built iu a Day.
Probitals.
Cymru.
Nec temere nec timido.

Le Travail est un Tresor.

To remain great, &c.
l-atcridam invenit, &c.
Materiera superabat Opus.
England expects, &c.

Pro Regiua et Putrid.

Cincinnatus.
God tave the Queen.
Labor omnia vincit.

Piilinam qui meruit ferat.

Sic volo.

Omega.
Rome was not built in a Day.
Cede Deo.
Breadth.
We will endeavour.
Sic mihi videtur.

A cypher.
Pianta.
Noblesse oblige.

Mai inai pensa doi detugli, SiO.

Vincit veritas.

Tenfuvi quod possem.
Pniciical Improvements.
EiiHlade, A.
Enfilade, B.
Palmyra.
Pervius orbis.

Poor Jack.
How to do it.

Diir ein chi.

Nemo.
Rule Britannia.

Duin spiro apero.

Non qno, sen quomodo.
Da ibeum et locum.
Omnia .Eternitate.

A cross in a ring.

To the greatest Queen.
Criwt Inr, &o.
Hoc solus fecit,

urdes, £c.

Wh. Tr. PC. SP. BC.

Devi
Hio patet ingei

Postiilata.

Nemo.
Fides.

campus.

* This noble vindication of Euglish art is the only design Gothic in plan as well as detail.
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Table II.

Obviously Non-competing Block Plans,

Hu. W. Ho
P. only
W. ...

C. P. Ho
Not shown
P. W
C. W. Ho.
Hu. W. Ho
C. Ho
P. only
Hu.C.W. Ho
C. P. Ho
P. Ho
P. Ho
P. V.
W. ..

C. V.
Incorrectly drawn ..

Hu. W
C. P.Ho
Incorrectly drawn ..

C. W. Ho
Hu. P. orW. Ho...
P. Ho
Not shown
W. ..

P. ..

P. Ho
Not shown
C. P.
Hu. P. footV
W, ..

P- only
Do..
Misdirected
P. only
Do..
Not shown
P. Ho
W. .

Double oblique br...

3 or 4
2 or 3
2 to 4

11 or 12

1 or 2

10 to 12
6 to 8

2
lto4
Many
4 to 7

2 to 4

Mono OE Mibk.

Do
Do
Do. obi. .

Perc
Do. obi. .

Do. obi. .

Antique ....

Perc. obi. ,

Do. do
Perc
Do. obi

Do

Do. obi
Do
Do
Do. obi

Do. obi

Do. obi
Do
Do. or antique...

Pore
Do

Bramante.
A circle, triangle and square.

The Ides of March are come,
A. C.
Corona.
Pro Regina et Patna semper.

Lo Beau dferire du Vrai, &c.

Opera 81.

Arcana Imperii.

Deus atque jus.

Delta 27,

Tivat Regina.
Devant si je puis.

Ut apes geometriara.
Sassenagn go bragh.

Pro Victoria .sterna Gloria.

Josephus.

The Bell of Westminster.
L'Union est la Force.

V. V. V.
Paritor Pax Bello.

Utile dulci.

11 genio crea, &c.

ViroinSpe.
Laudis publictc aridus.

Valeat quantum.
Blessed are those, &o.
Nationale.
Corso.
Dulcius ex asperis.

Virat Regina.
Voltaire on the English.

May God direct ns.

Corona.
Labor ipse roluntas.

Nemo.
AU6 fert aquila.

No motto.

Many of these are fine examples of the modern

mode of planning, and the first fourteen accompany

elaborately-drawn projects for the two particular

buildings, of which some, as 6 and 20, are respect-

able Bcnalssance
;
and even, as 134, attempt higher

things : hut I must defer all comment on other than

the block plans, having already trespassed on your

sjaace, E. L. Gabbett.

THE M.\NCHESTER EXHIBITION.

The Art-Treasui'es Exhibition has scarcely

taken such hold on tlie popular mind yet as will

ensure success for it in a pecuniary point of

view. Gradually, however, we have no doubt

the importance and value of the collection will

become known far and wide, excursion trains will

run, and the whole of England will supply visitors,

At all events, a fine opportunity will be thrown

away if it be not so. The London guests, on

the occasion of the opening, complain greatly

of utter inattention on the part of the committee,

who appear on that day not to have thought of

any thing or any persons but themselves. Even

men invited as holding official positions, and

who went down at much personal inconvenience,

had no reception, and were, in fact, ignored.

One result of this is, a considerable chorus of

dissatisfactiou at London dinner tables, which

has its effect.

The collection is now getting into good order,

but several important departments remain with-

out an available catalogue. It is very desirable

that all the works should be labelled, so that

their value and interest may be readily seen.

The Bernal collection, the Soulages collection,

the wonders gathered together in the cases on

the south side of the nave, are at present little

better than sealed books to the multitude.

Amongst the departments less studied than it

should be is the collection of engravings exhi-

bited in the western gallery of the building.

This is probably the finest ever made to illus-

trate the history and progress of the art, from

the middle of the fifteenth century, when Tomaso
Einiguevra was led to take an impression by
means of a black pigment from the niello work
on which he was engaged, and ao to originate

the art, down to the admirable engravings of

our own day. “At the precise period when the

mew art was discovered,” says the catalogue,

“Venice was the great centre of commerce as

between the East and the West
;
and not only

did the Italian artists seek there purchasers for

their productions, but the German masters also

ifrequcnted the market of that city, and the

•earUest examples of the engraver, which either

undated, were apparently the work, the former

of Italians and the latter of Germans. About

this time, the art was applied to the production

of the Tarocchi, a description of playing-cards,

at Venice, but the name of the artist is not now
accurately known.” ,

Eor the arrangement of this collection in an

emergency, the committee owe thanks to Mr.

Dommic Colnaghi.

In another part of the west_ gallery will he

found some early wood engravings of remark-

able size, made up of blocks of wood, in_ oue

case, 18 inches by 13 inches each. There is an

excellent map-view of Venice (1500), many feet

square, besides the “ Passage of the Red Sea,”

lieved the public would be deeply indebted to

any one who could improve our hotels.

Another medal was presented to Mr. Parkin,

for his design for the same subject
;
and a pre-

sent in books to Mr. Underwood, for his

Student’s Sketches; the chairman observing on

the importance of sketching, as the commence-

ment and foundation of art.

The chairman then proceeded to present the

Royal gold medal to Mr. Owen Jones. In doing

so, he expressed the pleasure which he felt in

attending on occasions like the present. Her
Majesty’s medal was a gift which the Institute

should be proud of, and he had had much grati-

fication in presenting it on former occasions.

He felt bound to apologise to Mr. Owen Jones

and the meeting for his absence when it had

been originally fixed that the medals should be

presented. The impaitiality of the council in

the award of this medal was shown by the fact

that it had not been uniformly awarded^ to

members of the Institute, but on some occasioim

to architects of other countries, entirely uncon-

nected with the Institute, but of European repu-

tation. But he had now the greatest possible

pride in presenting the Royal gold medal to one

of our oxvn countrymen. It would be almost

an act of nonsense on his part to state the

grounds upon which Mr. Owen Jones had been

selected as the recipient of this medal. He was

blown by his works
;
works of immense value,

which might not have been so productive to

himself as to their publishers,—^but which had

certainly been of great service to his profession.

These works had not fallen within the reach of

every one, hut in the Crystal Palace, which

was accessible to all,—whether connected with

art, science, or manufactures,—the genius of

Mr. Owen Jones was manifestly displayed. He
had the greatest possible pleasure in presenting

to that gentleman a testimonial of the respect

and esteem of all his brethren in the nobla and

honourable profession of which he was so dis-

tinguished a member.
Mr.Owen Jones briefly, but feelingly, acknow-

ledged the award. He deeply felt the proud posi-

tion in which he was placed, and the very Kind

way in which the noble chairman had referred to

him. It was oue of the great privileges of an

artist, that if he had an earnest desire to advance

his profession, his efforts would find him friends.

He had been sustained under many trials by-

numbers of friends, and ultimately they had
after Titian (15-I9), to say nothing of the better- ' j i.- i •<. “ A... i ,-o

known “ Arch of MaMmUian,” by Albert Durer giy™ him that reward whieh it was now his

and Biirghmair (1515), the sheets of which are
1

privilege to receive. Tlic roval cold medal was

put together and make a whole 10 feet by

9 feet.

We have been asked to say again, as some

misconception prevails, that tlie decorations of

the two side aisles, used for the collection of

ancient pictures aud the collection of modem
pictures, were executed by Messrs. Wilson,

Little, and Ilenshaw, of Manchester. They

commenced their work in December, 1856, and

finished their several contracts early in April,

using 44,000 square yards of calico, the same

quantity of lining paper, 10,000 square yards of

wall paper, and three-quarters of a ton of copper

and zinc tacks. These figures will give some

idea of the large amount of work and materials

employed upon the whole building. Messrs.

Wilson, went over the space they decorated

three times, and consequently covered, in round

numbers, nearly thirty acres of wall surface.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

PRESENTATION OF MEDALS.

At a meeting held May 18, 1857, the Earl

De Grey, president, in the cliair, after some pre-

liminary proceedings.

The chairman said that it would now be his

agreeable duty to present the testimonials of

approbation which the council had thought

proper to award. Calling, in the first place, upon

Ml. Tam, his lordsliip presented to that gen-

tleman the medal of the Institute, for his essay

on the “Application of Mathematical Science

in Architectural Practice,” with well-merited

commendation.

To Mr. Green, the Soane medallion, was

^ next presented, for his design for a Metropoli-

bcar the date of tlie year 1460 or which are 1 tan Hotel
;
his lordship observing that he be-

•jio vu The royal gold medal -was

one which eveiy architect might wear with

pride
;
given as it was by the sovereign, guided

by the profession at large. He himself re-

garded it as an honour which could not he too

highly appreciated. He had been placed in his

present position by the gentlemen around him

;

to many of whom he was known onl^ by such

efforts as he had made to elevate their profes-

sion
;

and he felt that he roust sustain the

honour of the gallant corps of those who had

gone before, and those who might foUov? him, in

the same distinguished position.

Mr. Tite, M.P. then addressed the chairman

in reference to the gold medal of Sir William

Chambers, which his friends had resolved to

present to Mr. Pennethorne. The compliment

which it was proposed to pay that gentleman

was as well deserved as it was unusual. For

many years there had been an office under the

Government, similar to that which Mr. Penue-

thorne now held. Formerly the officer was

called the surveyor-general, and in that capacity

Inigo Jones rebuilt the ancient Somerset House,

being paid at the rate of 8s. 4d. a day, with an

allowance of 40/. a year for house-rent, and a

clerk. His design was one of peculiar simplicity

and elegance, and had been repeated in the

Strand front of the same building, when recon-

structed by Sir William Chambers. It had

also been copied at Oxford, and in the Commer-

cial Sale-rooms, Mincing-lane. Sir William

Chambers, the favourite architect of George HI.

had left Somerset House in an unfinished state

;

hut the Government had entrusted its comple-

tion to a man of judgment, taste, and skill
;
and

the work bad been most successfully earned

out. Mr. Pennetbom^ Mho was a relative of

Mr. Nash, came to London in the year 1820.

Mr. Nash had then succeeded Mr. James

Wyatt, who had been surveyor-general, and
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altlibugh Nasli's- style of architecture m'os

anything but buhl, his style of dealing -with the

unprovenieiits of the metropolis was so, aini

deserred ther.gratitude of this geaeratiou. Wr.
Nash liad the judgment to apin*eciate the good

taste of Ills young friend, Mr. Penncthorne, and

manv of liis designs weie carried through by ttie

youthful ardour of that gentleman. The proper

application oi (he large sums necessary lor the

purchase of property for great improvements

was an important part of the business of an

architect
;
and Mr. Ptunethorne had shown

great ability iu this branch of his duties. The
great strwit from the Loudon Docks to Spital-

ficlds, Yi:toria-park, and Battersea-park, had

all fallen into the hands of Mr. Peniiethoi-ne.

Theco^tof tltese had been very considnrable,

but the money had been applied usefully, eco-

noniicHlly, grtacefully, and elegantly. He had
never seen a design by that gentleman wliich

did 1 ot deserve the meed of praise. Mr. Tite

pro<,ne led to slate that the present tribute to

Mr. Pennethorue (originating with Pjofessor

Donnhlson), had proceeded from the leading

meirib*rs of the profession, no lesstlian seventy-

four of whom had signed the letter to him an-

nouncing their /intention; and iu presenting

this medal they wished to record tiieir sense of

his ability as au airhitect, and his higii qualities

as a geutlemnii and a man.
Professor Cockerell considered the tribute to

Mr. Peunethornc a mere measure of justice.

He himself belonged, if not to the same family,

to the same school as Mr. PennetJiorue; us Sir

Robirt T’aylor was tite maslcr botli of Nash
and of his (Professor Cockerell’s) fatlier : and
he rejoiced to see the merit of that school

acknowledged. With all his defects, Nash was
a courageous little man, and it was a matter of

regret iliat no proper biography of him had
appeared. He concluded with a warm eulogium
of Mr. Pennetborne.

Mr. Mayhew said that, as the district sur-

veyor of St, James’s since 1832, he could not
refrain from bearing testimony to the science

and knowledge of Mr. Pennetborne, especially

as displayed iu the Museum of Practical

Geology, ill Jermyii-street.

The chairman expressed his gratification in

being tiie medium of pi-eseiitiiig the medal. So
long ago as 1327, he had been brought into

communication witli Mr. Nash, during the
erection of the United Service Club. As a part

of Mr. Nash’s great plan of improvements, the
exterior design of that club was left entirely to
that archil ect, but, as chairman of ilio Puiidiug
Committee, his lordship had differed with Mr.
Nash as to the effect of the staircase proposed
by liim, and, with the greatest goo 1 temper and
equanimity, .Mr. Nasli adopted the suggestion
whidihe uad ventured to make. IlecoucutTcd
in all the praise whicli had been bestowed on
Mr. Pcuncthoi-ne, and had lately been very
nmchstiiiek with tlie beauty of execution of

the new western front of Somerset House. The
medal had been awarded by Mr. Pennethonic’s
brethren, with a total disregard of prufes.sional

jealousy, and he repeated that he had the
greatest pleasure in jiresenting it.

Mr. Pennetborne begged most sincerely to
thank the meeting for this comidimcnt. Pre-
vented, as lie was by domestic circumstances,
from associating much with his professional

brethren, he had been perfectly astonished to

fiud that he was held in their est.ecra. Passing
over the complimentary remarks upon himself,

he wislied to express his gratification at the re-

marks of the chairman, Mr. Tite, and Mr.
Cockerell, with reference to Mr. Nash. There
had been much difference of opinion with regard
to the merit of that architect, and it was parti-

cularly agreeable to him, after a lapse of thirty

years, to hear his works spoken of as they
deserved. He was tliankful to their noble
ehairman for the kind manner in wliich he
had presented this medal, and in reference to

the Nluseuin of Geology (whicli his friend Mr.
Mayhew had mentioned) he might state that
many alterations in tlie enirunce-front of that
building had been made from ihe suggestions
of his lQrdshi[), who had been consulted on the
subject by the Eatl of Carlisle. In tlie west front

!

of Somerset House lie had felt bound to carry
out strictly the plan which Sir 'William Cham-
bers might have been supposed to have adopted.

!

It might be doubtful, in the present age. of

competition, whether his official position would

be maintained, or whether all tlie great public

improvements would not hereafter be carried

out by tlie Metropolitan Board of Works and

their able arebitect. He highly esteemed the

expressions of good-will from his friend Mr.

Tite. There was no man whom he liad more
frequently met adversely, but none with whom
he had had less difficulty in coming to con-

clusions. Years ago Professor Cockerell was

returning from abroad, when he (Mr. Penue-

thorue) was going thither as a student. By
the advice of Mr. Nash, he went to Mr. Cocke-
rell, and it was by the advice of the latter that

he had studied the works of the modern rather

than (he ancient architects of Italy. On this

ground, therefore, he should always feel a debt

of gratitude to Mr. Cockerell. To Professor

Donaldson he must also feel grateful, as the

originator of this tribute,—a fact of which lie

had not before been aware; and generally be

wished to express his thanks to the Institute,

tlie members present, and to the chairman,

whose kind manner in presenting the medal
liad added much to the honour conferred upon
him.

.Mr. M . Digby Wyatt then read a paper on
the Sacred Grotto of St. Benedict at Subiaco
and its Monastic Institutions, which was illus-

trated by some interesting drawings, and to

which we may refer hereafter.

EMPLOYMENT OF CONCRETE IN WORKS
OF ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURE.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEEUS.

At the uieetin^f on May 6(Ii, Mr. Robert Steplien-

9011, I^r.P., President, iu the ehriir,.tlic paper n-ad

wns “ Ou the Einploynient of Rubble Beton, or Con-
crete, ill Works of En^inesring and Arehitecture,”

by Mr. Rtnoie, F.R.S.

The author commenced by suecinnily fracing the

history of the art of constnictitjn, or building, from
the eurlii-st periods, as exhibi ed by tbe arehiteclural

remains in Egypt, As«ytia, Greece, Etruria, Rome,
and Cfiiiio, and iu South America ;

—-thenee to the

rompanitively more rroeut structures of the Continent

and of this country, vvbotc nondilion evidenced the

cai'Q and aiteution devoted to the st-leeiion of niateri:il8,

aiulihcdue proporiiouiag and inixiug of the mortars
and f-eaienis.

The more immediate object of the paper was to in-

trodu'-e tlie system wilvocaled by Monsieur Gariel, the

manufacturer of the Vassy ceiiicijt, of building bridges

and Ollier similar structures wiih rulibio beioii, or

concrete, in the proseciitii>n of which he tiad been vt rv
sticeessfiil. Alter eimmeratiiig a long list of struc-

tures execiiled in this material, in all parts of France
and Algeria, tlie anilior described more niitiutely the
eonstnietion of the Pont de FALiia, travci-sing the Seine

imraetiia'ely .'idjoiuiog the lower tiid of the building of

the Aiitib.x-', aud wt-.ich lieiiiir in progress during ths

period of the luteruiitioii'il Eiliihiiiou of 1855, had
directed his ai ti-uticjii to the subject.

Ttie Ponr do I’Alma eon>ist,-il of three elliptic il

arches, (“ eu aiisc de I'auier”) whose soaus were, fur

the t«o side urchts 38'o0 iiieires {12G’23 feet o-cli

and the niidd'c arch 43' mbties {141’40 feet)
;
the

heiglit or cotijuii.de axis of the two side areheswas
7‘70 metres (25'25 feet), and the iiiiildle arch 8 60
metres (28 2 ect). The tliiekiiess of the arches at the
Centres was 1’50 inbtre (4'92 feci); the breadth be-

tween the faces of the arches was 10'30 iiietn s (33'78
(eel), aud llie total length of the bridge was 139 69

,
me'res {458T8 feet).

The peeuliuriiy in this bridge wss the mode of cou-
. i-tin’-iiou, the materials cniphyed being, for the
hearting, or body ot the structure, rubble si one, “pierre

de tin ule,” concreted by Vassy cement. The stones of

the iuti ados of the. arches wore roughly squared and
laid as voussoiis, whilst the rest of tins structure con-
sisted emiieiy of rough stone.®, as they Idt the quarrv,
being only well washed wiih water to deprive tliem ot

any earthy pa'-ticles adhering to their surface, which
would have prevented the adhesion of the cement, in

which they were Wtdl bc<lded, and which was poured
in as grouting to fill tip all the interstices. The outer
faces of the bridge mid o'' the piers wc e built in l ut
Slone, very care uUy tooled aud finished, like all the
othe- bridges in the French ca|tital.

The bridge only occupied nine months in construc-
tion, and would have hi eu fiiiijhed sooner but for i n
accident which occurred to one of the piers, during a
heivy flood. This injury was stated to have been since

repaired, by injecting a cousiderahle quautity of
Portland cement, which had consolidated the whole
structure.

Tbe method employed for striking the centres was

simple and ingenious, and had been previously tested

in bridges of considerable span. It consisted in sup-

porting the centres on several cylinders tilled with dry

sand, which was permitted to flow very gradually

through an aperture in the. bottom of each, and tbus

to lower the pistons and centres, without risk of the

inequality of motion arising from slackening tbe wedges
as in the ordinary system.

According to the official report of the meeting, “ the

author then noticed the labours of British eoginoers,

architects, aud others, introducing the use of concrete,

citing the names of Sineaton, Semple, Higgins, Barker,

Frost, Whi'e, M’alkcr, Rennie, Sinirke, Brunei, and
Pasley, aud the Essay by Godwin, on the sul^ct.

Their recorded labours in that branch coiunienced

in 1774, when concrete was first noticed in the works
of Smeafon, who gave the proportions which had been

found practically the best, by Mr. I'oster Nicholl.

Copies were then given of tlie letter of Mr. T. Herd-
wick, aud of the Report, in January, 1813, by Messrs.

Rennie, Lewis, Cockerell, and Browne, advising .its

nse for the foundations of the Penitentiary ; thus cleav-

iug . away the erroneous impression of Mr. (now Sir

Robert) Suiirke having introduced concrete into that

building, upon which he was not consulted until Dc-
(-•ember 1817, three years subsequently to the Report,

which had iu the mcau time been acted upon.”

Several spcidmcns were contributed by members
taking put in the discussion. A cube of 12 inches of

concrete, composed of one part of Dorking lime, with

eleven parts of sand and washed shingle, weighing

136 lbs.— of the same materials and density as the

river wall, 1,200 feet in length and 25 feet in height,

iu front of the new works ot the Chelsea "Water Com-
pany, at Seething "Wells, near Kingston, showed that

its density was very nearly equal to that of Braniley

Fall stone, a cubic foot of which weighed 138 lbs.

Specimens were also shown of the concrete com-
posed of "White’s Portland cement and shiuglc, forming

the miissive blocks use 1 in building the piers and har-

bour works at Dover, Alderney, Cherbourg, and other

places, demonstrating the great solidify attained' by
these masses, which enabled very extensive' works to-

be constructed with great rapidity.

Ou the 12th irist. in commencing the diseu'ssion

‘Upon Mr. Keimie’s paper, tbe Miithor gave some far-

ther details of works which hud been alluded to, and
particularly of the Pont de FAhna. It was stated,

that the material comjiosing the arches was found

originully to dry so irregularly, as to cause cracks in

several places. This was first I'cmcdied by forming

large detaciied blocks of the concrete in sHu. and

then cementing them together. But a further im-

provement WHS made. It was found that, in making
au arch of nearly 5 feet iu ihickness, thcre-was un-

I qiifil expansion and contraction of the materials.

To obviate this, a ring of small stones set in cement

was first Inid, on which the co^itiog of "Vassy cement

concrete was spread. In fact, the arch was built in

two rings. As regarded expense, it had been said,

that the Pont de I’Altna had cost 40,000/. but it

was believed that 50,000/. was more nearly correct.

Now a bridge built at Lihge, of dressed stone, of

550 feet iu length aud 30 feet in width, or 60 feet

longer, and half the width of the Alma bridge, had

cost only 26,000/. This did not show any great

economy in cost, in favour of the nse of eoucinte;

but, as regarded time, the one was built in nine

months, as stated in the paper, whereas the Lihge-

bridge occupied three years in its erection.

It was presu’iicd that the paper was to be taken as

a history of rubble and concrele up to a certain date,

for it did not convey any idea of the extent of its

use at the present time. There were now existing,

in various parts of Great Britain, some remarkable
works in rubble masonry, which had not been alluded

to, amongst wliich might be ineutioued the IJver-

(>ool and the Birkenhead Docks. It was thought,

th.it workiug iu rubble had been greatly neglected,

and that engineers had gone to the ofiposite extreme,

of building in expensive ashlar. But what was to

be most eareliilly guarded against was the adoption

of a hybrid style of masonry, consisting partly of

ashlar and partly of rubble. This was looked upon
as a dangerous system, as the unequal settling was
almost sore to cause the ashlar facing to split, or part

fruin the nibble backing.

It WHS reni'trked, as a generally received opinion,

that Goiicrele made with carefully washed gravel and
sand was preferable to that wh'ch contained an ad-

iiiixlure of loam. Now, in sunn: insLuircs this had
been proved not to be the case, for loam had been

used with positive advantage. Ii' expeusive processes

of making concrete w’cre adopted, it would be better

to resort at ouce to rubble work.

To this il was replied, that it had been shown, that

the composition of the sand ought to bc^ir some rela-

tion to the lime with which it was mixed, and that

under certaiu circumstances the presence of marl in

the sand was necessary. A care'ul examination of

the treatises - on the subject of rubWe masonry
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showed th'it little was known as to the weight it

would sustain Of the duty it would perform.
^

It

was of great iinporiance to ascertain the resisting

powers of rubble, composed of difl'erent materials,

and set in differetit limes and cements; and also the

composition and action of the ingredients which

entered into the concrete or which were mixed up

with the rubble.

A distinctiou ought to be drawn, between concrete,

or betoD, and rubble work. The former was generally

use for foundations, or for making an apron between

Uic piers of a bridge, to prevent the evil effects of

scour, and also in breakwaters, where large masses

of that material were thrown in. In rubble work,

the stone formed about three- fourths, or five-sixths,

of the w'holc mass, whilst, in concrete, the proportion

was very much less. In this respect the material of

ancient buildings occupied a place between the modern

concrete and rubble, (or in the works of the Romans

the stone formed about one-third of the whole mass,

The bdton used in Russia had been subjected to a

pressure of 5 tons per sqii-ire foot. It was inaile of a

particular day, burnt according to the formula of
[

Vicat, and (bus a perfect artificial hydi’anlic lime bad

been formed, nearly equal to natural lime.

A description was given of th'* system followed by

the late Mr. Walker and Captain Huddart, in using

•washed gravel for the backing of quay walls at the

East and West India Docks and other places, by

which great solidity was attained. Mr. John Rennie

subsequently iutruduced the use of lime with the

gravel, foriiiiug concrete. Mr. James Walker had

used cement concrete very extensively in marine

works at Dover, Alderney, aud other places, wiih

great success. The concrete used at the two former

places was composed of Portland ceineut mixed with

shingle, in the proportions of one part, ol' cement to

ten parts of shingle, mniildcd into blocks varying

from 6 to 10 tons iu weight.

The general dimensions of that part of the break-

•water so constructed were,—medium width, 90 feet,

composed of a hearting of cement concrete blocks

60 feet in breadth, protected by range work of blocks

of Roach Portland stone, faced with gruuile, ot an

average thickness of 15 feet on each side. The

foundation of the wall was 45 feet below low water of

spring tides, and the top rose to 20 feet above that

mark, making a total height of 05 feet.

It had been observed, that the quality of the Port-

land cement was not always uniform, and that ex-

pansion or disintegration of the blocks had taken

place two or three months after they were made and

before they were bedded in position, which operation

was generally delayed for six or niue months, to

allow them to become thoroughly dry. - The manu-

facture of Portland cement was evidently one which

required much care, and was not free from risk,

though its general employment was satisfactory, and

its use was daily extending lor all works of civil

ooginccriiig and architecture.

To this it was replied, that the cases of expansion

which had been noticed probably arose from the pre-

sence of too much lime in the cement,—the result of

careless or impioper manufacture, but such results

had not been observed in cement supplied by good

manufacturers. The lime so found in a free state,

and not well incorporated with the other ingredients,

would undergo the aclion of slukiug by tlie atmos-

phere, anil still more rapidly by sea water, aud dis-

integration would ensue.

The manufacture of this cement was essentially

one of confidence, aud such defects as those men-

tioned rarely, if ever, occurred with the produce of

-experienced inanuCaeturers.

With regard to the works at Dover it was stated,

that though nearly half a million cubic feet of con-

crete in blocks were now laid annually, the proportion

of breakage scarcely exceeded one per cent.

The cost of the coucrele blocks was assumed to be

about one-half of the cost of the stouc walls which

had originally been intended to have been constructed.

The large cubic contents aud consequent weight of

these blocks, the uniformity of their size, and their

close contact, iu the work, were relied on as promi-

nent advantages iu their use.

The Trench engineers had used concrete blocks,

made of lime and ai tificial pozzolana, at Marseilles,

Rochefort, Algiers, aud Cherbourg. After a few'

years’ exposure to the sea water, these blocks had

disintegrated and fallen to pieces,— a result ascribed

by M. Vicat to the presence of magnesia in the sea

water, which auted iujurionsly on the lime. It was

not without hesitatiou, therefore, that some years

later they had coinmeared the employment of Port-

land cejuent for iluir beton works
; but the results

ascertained in the interval, as to its durability when

exposed to the action of sea water, appeared to have

justified the present general adoption of that ‘ lua-

toriaJ, even to the extent of using the blocks in

external walls, without the protection of stone casing. I

The injection of Portland cement into the fuunHa-

tions of the Pont de TAlma was noticed as a method

of forming beton under water, which, though allowable

in exceptional cases, could not be recommended on

the score of economy, as in the case in question

a quantity of cement, costing uot less than l.SOOf.

had been employed, one-third of which had, in all

probability, been washed away by the current, and had

uever set at all.

At Alderney the depth of water was greater than at

Dover, and there was ahuud'ance of stone, which was

thrown in as “pierre perdue” to form the substva-

I turn, and from the depth of 12 feet below low water

I

a vertical stone wall was brought up, backed by con-

crete blocks, to form the hcai’ting.

Descriptions were given of the large blocks of con-

crete used at the new harbour works at Marseilles and

at Algiers. They weighed upwards of 50 tons each,

and were moulded close to the spot where they were

to be used, and then throw n into the sea. At Algiers

it was believed that considerable disintegration had

taken place, as it was evident that large civilies

existed ill the work. M'hcu the sea was agitated, it

was scarcely possible to walk ou the mole, on account

of Ihe jets of water which were driven through the

apertures with great velocity to considerable distances.

The local engineers anticipated that these cavities

would in time be closed by the accretions of shells,

by which several had been already stopped ;
but this

presumed that the disintegration of the blocks was

not also progressing. It was questioned whether this

disintegration bad not arisen from the use of artificial

instead of natural pozzolaua.

lustances were adduced of the absolute overthrow-

ing of walls, from tne excessive expansion of the

cement used; aud even of a thin coating of the same

kind of cement having expanded iu the same remark-

able degree. It was explained that this mu?t have

arisen from the admixture of au undue quaotity of

lime iu the cement, an error not unfrcquciillyf. lien

into by inexperienced mnnufaclurcrs.

The now too general system of using a quantity of

lime in the making of bricks was denounced as in-

jurious, as the lime, when acted upon by water,

exfianded, split the bricks, aud destroyed the work.

An instance was adduced where a lighthouse had been

pulled down entirely in consequence of this action.

It was a question whether rubble concrete was

really either so effective or so cheap as good bricks

and cement for the superstructure of a bridge, how-

ever good and applic.ible it might be for the luunda-

tions, to which it had been generally restricted in tlrs

coiintrv. In such positions it was excellent, and but

for its use many hazardous works could scarcely have

been executed.

COMPETITION DRAWINGS.

At the closiug meeting of the Liverpool

Architeetural Society, alluded to in our last,

the president, Mr. Huggins, made some observa-

tions on Competitions.

“ The number and amount of the premiums iu the

great Government conipelition,” he said, ‘‘ should

augur good to architcciure, as being not only in

themselves calculuted to give an impulse to the study

of the arc, but by their ex.imple to shame committees

from the insulting oIFits which, though not responded

to, I should think, by any deserving the name of

architect, are yet calculated to degrade the entire pro-

fessiou iu the eyes of the public. But while, as an

architect, I cannot but feel beliolden to the Guvern-

raent for thus coming to the rescue, I qncstiou

whether, if the evil alluded to were remedied, there

would not still remain abuses sufficient to prevent

anv balance of good accruing to architecture. In

proper hands, 1 know no means so potent to give

new life aud vigour to the art as public competition.

Rightly conduced, no noble patronage, no royal

charter, could do half so much tor us. Some of the

greatest achievements of art, yon arc aware, both in

tins country and on the continent, are amongst its

fruits
;
and it is to me a matter of aslonishineut that

any one should be seriously opposed to the system in

the abstract. Carried on, however, as at present, the

resuiling evils, I fear, far outweigh the advantages.

By far the greatest of ihcse arises (rom the undue

relative importance that, by the usual and obvious

I

principle of decision, becomes attnebed to the mere

manipulation aud getting up of drawings, to which,

if a competitor is to have any chaucoi ol success, he

I

really must pay more attention than to the design

itself. Conversing not long ago with a Liverpool

architect on the subject ol the Public Offices com-

petitiou, I gathered from him that he was deterred

from competing solely by considcrat'on of the great

expense it was necissary to go to for artists’ assist-

ance, in order to cope with the metropolitan archi-

tects. 'You must miike up your mind,’ said he,

‘to spend 50/. fur the getting up of the drawings,

or you have no clmuce with those Loudon men.’

I trust that the chief commiss'oiicf ot public works

will take such measures for the decision of the com-

petition iu question, that both loaudon lui-n a^d

provincial men who are trusting to aught else than

merit in their designs will be disappointed; but the

remark fully acc*orded with my own apprehensions

from the experiincc of the past
;
and if niinnurs that

have lately gone abroad be correct as to the c-xpeuse

that some competitors have inrniretl, he niight have

named a far larger sum than 50/. I believe that in

ninc-tenlbs of the competitions of the day, il the best

desiun that had ever been conceived in this world,

surpassing hi every excellence the master works of

all Greek, Medireval, or Italian genius, were sobinilted

in liue, or geometrical shading only, the aiiihor dis-

daining to descend to the trickery of colossal peispec-

tives, accidental shadows, and atiiiospherie ell- cts, it

would uot have the least chance of being I'hoien. So

certain, generally speaking, is the success of the

largest and most dashing set of drawings, that there

is some little danger of architecture gelling out o' the

hands of the architect itllogciber into those of the

second or third rate water-colour ai't:st, who, if he

acquired a liltte knowledge of the orders of columns

and the disorders of buttresses, just sulficitiit to

enable him to steal decently, would stand on a hotter

fooling than the architect himself. Ouc would sup-

pose that, the incompetency in committees that could

bear such fruit as this, and which I believe is working

much mischief to architect u'c and degr.idiog the

system far more than dishonesty itself, tiie ‘ scliool-

muster’ who has been so much abeuad ol late years

would soon remove. Sun ly the 'aintest glimmer of

intelligence would suffice to tell any ouc that the

executed work can be none the belter for the biilTaut

sky that bends over it and the fme ladies and geuUe-

meii who gaze admiringly ou it in the picture a

part of it which I suppose the wildi'St and blindest

contractor would haixTy undertake to execute. Ihe

design for a royal palace or town hall miuht he liiUy

rendered by a merely architeetural druugulsman, on

a few penny sheets of paper, the cost ot wliich is all

the ex[)eiise the designer should be compelled, or

indeed allowed, to go to. Nay, it tbe tribunal were

eoin|!osed of men possessed of one spark of common

sense aud iiuother of common honesty, an idea sent

in by a working joiner, drawn on tbc back of a piece

of sandpaper, would be as certain of r.-ceiving fair

considernliou as would a glazed and gold-iranicd

picture.”

MICROSCOPICAL EXAMIN.ATTON OF THE
METROPOLITAN WATER SUPPLY.

Bv order of the Board of Heallli, Dr. II assail has

made a report on this subject, which ha.s been printed,

and from which it appears tliat, even in winter, the

way in which (what we may without much scientific

ira[)ropriety call) verinin teems in the wnti-r which tbc

Londoners—diink, wc were going to say, but rather

— don’t diiiilc, is still somewhat horrihiny, to water-

diiiikers especially ; for, oihcrwisr, it is rather a

pleasant reflection to tea and cuffee-driukers, aud even

to beer-drinkers, we suppose, that the vermin are at

nil events boiled—perhaps into wliolesoiiic, nutritive

matter—who knows ?—before it reaches their “ scun-

nering ” lips. Rcvolliug as the live animalcules are,

however, they are not s-) injurious (at Ic si when fa'rly

boilcL) as the dead raw oriraiiic inatier ou which these

animalcules live, and wliich accumiihitcs especially

when these feedeis on it are few. The New River water,

which used to rank amongst the least objecliom.ble of

the melropolilan waters, at a time when filiering and

purifying processes were less heeded or practised by

any tbiin they now arc, by no means now holds its

own place in relative superiority ; it has the bad pre-

einineace, in tliis repoii, of a display of dead organic

though with less numerous animalcules than

in some other instances, but still particularly abun-

dant,” aLo,—in comparison with the Chi’lsea, for in-

stance (ugaiust which at one time we bad occasionally

to urge rather strong protests, it may be rem-'inhered,

but) which is now at the head of the whole list in

reliittve purity, and next to which are the West Mid-

dlesex, East London, and Kent waters. The living

organic productions were also rather numerous iu the

Grand Junction, but most nnmerons of all in Ibo

Southwark and Vunxhall, the Lambeth, New River,

and Hampstead waters. A tot of relative purity

rcc mimended, is .simply to view the water iu bulk

beside on equal quaoiity of really pure water, ihe im-

pure being ulwa\s more or less tinged or coloured, ia

(pianlitics such as a gallon and upwards.

Tainted Window in Glasgow C.vthedral.

—

A memorial window, the first ot upwards of filty to

be put up, has been ])laced in the crypt, wiih an in-

scription to the memory of “Andriw Tlamilton,

Captain, 23rd Lancer.s. hy his Mbfe ami Daughters.”

It was dB>igncd by Tru!es<or lliulucr, of the Royal

Academy, Dresden; and pabi'cd by Mr. Schroder

dircctur of llm iij-mnLcLovy at .Miisscn.
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WELSH SCHOOLS, ASHFORD,
MIDDLESEX.

We illustrate, in our present number, by plan
and view, the Welsh Schools which have been
erected at Ashford, to lodge and educate 200
children, 130 boys and 70 girls, born in the
metropolis, of Welsh parents. The institution

was founded a century and a half ago, and has
been hitherto localized in the Gray’s-inn-road.

The new buildings are erected on a site of

thirteen acres, close to the Ashford station, on
the Sonth'Westera Railway (Windsor branch).

The outlay upon the buildings alone is about
15,000/, Mr. Henry Glutton, of St. James’s,

is the architect. Messrs. Hollands are the con-
tractors

;
and it is expected that the institution

will be ready for opening in the month of July
next.

The building is faced with Kentish rag, with
Whitby stone quoins. The dressings are of

Coombdown Bath stone.

THE VACANT AREA NEAR, AND WAY
ROUND, ST. PAUL’S.

Ever since the “vacant ai’ea” has attracted public

notice, and especially the notice of the architectural

profession, to whom, I helieve, the public will be

mainly indebted for that area continuing vacant, I

have expected to find some party coiuciding with me
in an opinion winch I entertain as to what should
form the cast end of St. Paul’s Church-yard. I have
thus deferred putting forward the proposition myself.
As the thing seems, however, to dude detection, I

beg to direct atteotiuu to it. The said narrow-based
triangiihir area, now, and I hope pcrmauently, vacant,
is situated in front of the narrow western termination
or frontage of the houses betw'ecn Cannon-street and
Watling-street : that frontage ranges with the east
side of Old Change, which extends from Watling-
fitreet to Cheapside. On the west side of Old Change

are the City of London Schools, and about sixteen

houses, now hounding the church-yard on the cast

—

the school building being about the centre, and
occurring on the centre line of the cathedral, but not
standing quite square with it. The Hue of Old
Change couliuues northward from Clieapsidc by the

back of the General Post-office to Fore-street, and
southwMrd to the river

; in both cases, rather broken
and tortuous, yet susceptible of improvement some
day, But what 1 have to do with at present is Old
Change itself, extending from Cheapside to Walling-
street, the east side of which I look upon as the east

side propre of St. Paul’s Chureh-yarci. To make it

such, about sixteen business houses would have to be

sacrificed
; and the City of Loudon Schools, archi-

tecluralized on the north, south, and east sides, would
then stand insulated

;
and the narrow gorge from

Cheapside to Ciinuon-street would be expanded to a
fair working width,—the relief extending even to the
way in front of the schools, since, of the two lines of

vehicle-traffic passing these, one cnuld pass before,

and the other behind, the building. It is rather

alarming—counting the costs; hut the argument that

even these will supply may be coufronted by that of

the increasing demand for wider streets.

Now, the one-fifth of the sa’d vacant area upon
which, as mentioned at page 277, it has been in

contemplation by the corporation to build, is the
portion of it which ranges with the buildings between
Old Change and the Church-yard

;
and its being built

on would greatly bar the chance of such an improve-
ineut as that which I have suggested ever being
carried into effect; and therefore, when the necessity
for more commodious thoroughfares is becoming so

pressing, and this turning at the back of St. Paul’s
is so glaringly inadequate, it is of the utmost import-
ance that the said fifth, or any other portion, should
not be built on.

Each of those two great east-and-west trunk lines—Cheapside and its intended continuation direct

westward, aud New Cannon-street and Us corre-

sponding continuation—is excellent se ; but com-

modious connections. Siamese-twin fashion, are alsoi

necessary'; and the opening I have indicated above

is, 1 think, one much to he desired.

Jajixs Wxlson.

THE SANITARY STATE OF WHITECHAPEL.
The fourth quarterly report for 1856, aud general'

annual report, to the local Board of Works, at

Whitechapel, by Mr. Liddle, the medical officer of
health, on the sanitary state of the district, has been
printed. From this report, it appears that the pulling
down of inferior dwclUogs, and the consequent in-
crease of overcrowding amongst the lower orders of
the population, constitute one of the most serious
evils under which the district suffers, and when the'
saturation of the soil from what we may now to some
extent fortunately coll the old cesspool system, is

considered in connection with that foul stiite of the
air, which cannot but be induced by the conjoint use
of it by multitudes of human lungs, one pair having
no sooner disgorged it, than another aud another
swallow it, to be again and again vomited forth into
the general reservoir,—not all the laws in creation, of
the “mutual diffusion” amongst the gases of the
atmosphere, can prevent the prevalence of fevers, and
other diseases, in such a district. 'Lyphus accord-
ingly is a great scourge in the Whitechapel district,

notwilhstandiug all other sanitary efforts towards its

purification. Nevertheless, some progress from these
efforts is being made, and within the lost eighteen
years the value of human life in Whitechapel has
materially increased. The deaths of the tender little

children who are introduced into stich an atmosphere,
are of course exceedingly numerous

;
indeed, far more

so than in most other localities, nearly one-half of all

the deaths which occur, in fact, being those of chil-

dren under five years of age, and who may thus be
said .to enter life only to leave it, after a few vain

gaspings and cries for air—pure air, which they can-

not get, and therefore alone expire, like poor little

fishes out of their native element and where there is

no breath of life for them to he had.
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CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS. feet 6 inches high, in the perpendicular style, corre-

_ fPL 1 if 4.;,o nf sponding to the architecture of the huildiog. Some
&j«.orM.-The enlargement of the church of

f,„p,„vemeBls arc beiug made in the choir.

Emsworlh, near Shoreham, has been begun by the
^,^6 to be rehiid, iu order to remedy

contr^tor Mr. Clare of Purbrooh, and is to be com-
^

^
^ effectually exclude the effluvia,

pleted m three months.
j

certain seasons more powerful than

Christcliurch .—The memonal stones of the

chapels about to be erected at the cemetery were laid,
,

1 •

'

on Tuesday in w'eek before last, by the lady ofAdmiral
j

Wallcott, the member for the borough, assisted by
j

PROVINCIAL NEWS.
Hr. Perrey, the architect. A suitable address from" "

was then rei

Alresford.—The following lenders

for re-pewing the new church, &c.

Winchester, 880/. ;
— Lewis, Westmeon, 833/.

;

•John Browu, Winchester, 793/. ;
G. Gover, ditto,

774/. 10s.
;
— Fowler, Alresford (accepted), 736/. ;

— Thorne, Basingstoke (allowance for old materials

to be made), 721/. lOs. The committee have deter-

mined on awarding a gratuity to Mr. Thorne, his (the

lowest) tender not being accepted.

The chantry at St. Augustine’s, to

which we recently referred, has a vault beneath for

the interment, ol the late Mr. Digby. jun. The build-

ing will be finished in two months, and has a monldi d

circular pitch pine panelled roof. The builder is Mr.

W. Jarvis, who is executing a piece of rnacbiiiery fur

lowering the leaden coffin into the vault by guides and

balances, with a lever handle similar to the hydraulic

lifting-machines.

Dars/#y.—The first stone of a new parish church

was laid in the village of Coaley, near Dursley, on

Monday in week before last. The architects are Messrs.

Jacques and Son, and Mr. Charles Niblett has taken

the contract. The chnnccl, the repair of which falls

. V J I

Ashhj-deda-Zouch—Vat new market-house at

Mrs. Wallcott was then read by her husband.
] ^ creditable engraving appears

Jlrtsford.—The following lenders ivore snbraitled
^ supplement to the LeicesterAdoertiseroi 0th inst.

le er,
inaugui'aied on Moiidayin week before last. The

fa9ade is of brick, relieved by stoue facings. The two

lower rooms of the front part of the building are

devoted—the oue on the left of the centre archway

to the purposes of a reading-room, and that on the

right for a refreshment-rooui. The upper story con-

sists of a decorated apartment, which will be used as

a Petty Sessions and County Court. The market-

house runs from the rear of the building, and consists

of two rows of butchers’ shops, covered over with a

glazed roof, supported by lightly-constructed iron

girders. A third compartment still (arlher on (the

whole, however, being connected, and under the same

rool) is devoted to gencml market purposes.

Dudley .—New schools, in connection with the

Wesleyan Chapel in King-street, are to be erected

from the design and under the superintendence of

Mr. E. B. Nichols, of AVest Bromwich, iirchilect.

Devizes.— It is said to he contemplated to erect a

building ia Devizes for the purposes of a county

museum and library, in connexion with iheArcbfco-

...
. Pi

logical and Natural History Society of Wiltshire,
to oertam lay impropr.atom, was rabmit at the end of

(So,»e««).-Nen- aebooU n-ere opened

p f « A„,lre,vl,eJhemootbelat,m^^^ Tt<=v»eiitheTadorst;leot,..
JV„</,a«f.-The parish chnrcb of St Andreis has

, ^ arehiteomre, and consist of a school for than eilher France or EoRl»nd,-ror, thooRh m thn
been le-opened after a complete realoration and en-

^ class-room, 18 feet by ! number of edifices in the Pointed style, and in beauty

argemeat from the designs and under the super,.,,
a sebiol for infants, 36 feet by 18 feel , and

- ' '

endenen of Mf- James G. bmilher, of London archi-
p^_, pg p^,_,,

teel. The north and south ss-mdons of the chanee
- /

have been filled With Stained glass, by Alessrs. Powell .* m ’
.vitu .rorrlAn

iKn ftnnr« .l,rnnc>,Ant. Knvp hf-pr, Iflifl
pfay-groiiuds. 1 iierc 13 ulso u rcsid. nce « ith garden.

Fr.mce, and that the plan of Colnene Cathedral was,

an iiiiitation'of those ofAmiens andBeauvais—whether,

the architect was a Frenchman, or a German edu-

cated in the French school, is of little consequence.

The workmen were, no doubt, German, and executed

their work in the German style. AVhethor this be

better or worse than the French masonry may be a

moot point, as I will presently show. For the most

part T prefer, along with Mr. Street, the sculpture

and detail of tho French school; hut there are in-

stances, such as the cloisters of Zurich and the pulpit

and other details of Stvasburg, which nUnost surpass

anything of equal richness to he found in I'Yance.

But the gravamen of my offence isthestatenient that,

“ if completed, Cologne Minster would be the^nest

Gothic building in tho world.”

The word ” fine,” according to Johnson, has the

meaning, amongst other qualities, of “ showy, splen-

did.” It was in this sense I used the term, and still

consider it well applied. Tho building w'ould be the

largest, the loftiest, the most b.i)iiiogenewus, the

most complete in its kind of any in Europe, and

therefore 1 humbly conceive the most showy and

splendid, or, the Jhiest. It may he all this wiih many

defects, both of detail and anistic skiiL bwilt says,,

“it is not impossible to bo very -fine, and very

filthy.”

To show how learned doctors who have written,

books (and I have read few wiih greater pleasure than:

those of the two gentlemen in quosiiou) may differ, I

will quote a few sentences on the subject of Cologne

Calhcdral from Mr.Fcrgussou’s “ Handbook,” vol. ii.

pp. 739—41, which I had not seen at tho time of

wiiliiig mv “ Notes.” He calls it “ the great typical

cathedral of Germany, certainly one of the noblest

temples ever erected by man iu honour of his Creator.,

In this respect Germany has been more foitunate:

nave ueeu uocu «iiu smiucu w/ ..i-caaia. •

and Sons, and the floors throughout have been laid
k*ay-groiiuas.

with Minton's encanrtic tiles, in varions patterns anil
jp,

'°&?»,te».-Sleps are now being taken, says tbo ! ‘“7““"^,',' ^
7'‘-t«rrct, rising “ ““

“Jn , . i

'

1 iu • * u. 70 feet. The bovs ami gir s schnol-iooms are oividea
Cambna7i,\o hcau'ify and repair the ancient church ,

' ^
'!ry-

b
.u..^,.,,.

a. .u J .J a 1 *u» bv foldinc-doors and ciirlaius, which, when thrown
•of All StiiDls, Ovstermonth, and greatly to enlarge tbo

io«uui^ uuuia ouu
. ^ 1 1- o

same, in order ,'o meet the requirements of the diet, iet. ,
“P™. “ ™r' ^ lectures »nd for public mcet-

Tbe plana for the proposed alterations are prepared '“g" fl'»>>le of sealing about 300 pcinoiis The

byAFr.R.K.Pc.,.L,'otS,v.nse.,_architeel.Vcord. ^
ing

111 r• IV. ^ . l L 11OU 11 ,
Ul O .. all sect, dl V ill iCU t . ^uUUVIl a

, /.1,7. 1 .U 'll C

to these plans, it is intended to take down the Knowles, of Wrmgton. tinder the superintendence of
’ - 7 . . ..

, Messrs. Fosters aud Wood, of Bristol, urcliiieets.
front or northern wall, and extend it out a con-

• f i i u At a.i-
siderable distance. A small gallery for childteo will •

tlio school fiumgs were fil rn,shed by Mr- Atkins,

also be erected, and thespire thrown np. The cborcb .

from Norwich The totel eost ol the bmlduig

at nre.ent will acmminodalo about 400 nersons,
,

“J bU"'?* beebeei. about l,3o0/.
at pre-ent will accommodate about 400 persous,

whilst by the new plans it will be capable of seating

nearly double that mimber. The estimated cost is

about 2,000/.

Aslan Clmton .—The Chester Chronicle states that

of dt sign, these countries are far superior, Geimany

alone possesses one pre-i-raincnt example in which alL

tho boaiities of its style arc united.” Again, as to

the details and artistic skill. “ The choir of Cologne,

which is almost of identical dimensions with that of

Amiens, excels its French rival, internally, by its

glazed trifiirium.the exquisite tracery of ihewindows,'

the giTieral beauty of the details, and a sligblly better

proportion between the hciglit of the aisles and the.

clerestory.”

Here I think I may veiy safely leave the question,.

“ Who shall decide where dootors disagree.”

My safest course is to adopt tho conclusion of Sir:

R^^gcr de Coverley, iindor similur circumstances, and

admit that “ muoh may ho said on both sides.”

J. A. PiCTON.

A NOTE ON THE NOTE OF “ BIG BEN.”

Some time ago, good Mr. Editor, you gave us an'

account of Mr. Deuisou’s Big Ben of Westminster,

and toM us that the metal giant sang out E fiat— hut

what E flat? Is it such according to the Italian

fiuings

Ilerefoi-d.—The foiiiidutioii-stone of a new corn-

exehauge at Hereford was laid on .Monday in week

before last by Ludy Emily Foley, of Stoke Edith.

Iftllenhall.—The found.iliori-stoue of new schools

the chancel of this church, which was restored by the was laid at Lanebead, AVillcnhall, by Mrs. Gough, of

rector in 1849, has lilely been adorned by a window Gorsbrook House, near Wolverhampton, on Monday '

of stained glass. It is described os the work of the in last week. The site of the schools, which has been
j

opera pitch, or to what is commonly called here in

old maslers, and represents three figures, that of our given by the Earl of Lichfield, is at the hack of Holy
! England “concert -pitch?” aud what is the correct con-

Saviour being in the centre, supported on either hand : Trinity Church. The new biiildiug, of which Messrs.
! cert-pitch? Formerly in Italy it was much lower than

by those of St. Peter and St. John, the draperies com- ' Griffin and Weller, of AVolverhamptoo, are the archi-
' jg qjjp ynsgrere of Allegri (generally suug in

posed entirely of ancuut glass. A*;*^^**; of brick and stone, consisting of a
sistine Chapel at Rome, iQ'"Hoiy AVeek) is now

Manchester. — T'he external renovations of the ' girls’ school, which lornis the main portion of 'he i

jjjg of the soprani,

Manchester Cathedral having been finished,—when front, 53 feet by 20 feet the left wing, which pro-
! so that the highest uote,F/n flc«/o,hccome3 E flat

;
for,,

theunsafe tower is to be rebuilt, observ.s the f39uri>r, jecis, containing the boys’ schoolroom, 41 feet by
: concert-pitch was nearly a tone

docs not appear,—the dean and canons have turotd 16 feet, adjoining which is a clnsa-room, with lower than in the present day. A'elluti, the tenor,

their attention to the internal decoratiou and im- tories for both sexes; and a residence for the teacher
; gjog^r, caused the pitch of the Italian Opera in Eng-'

provementof the edifice. Two works are in a forward forming the opposite wing i the plan is so arranged
j or forty years ago), andi

state, namely, a carved oak throne of colossal dinien- that a schoolroom for infouts could readily be added.
; j jjeijgve it has been since raised again, t > the detri-

siona for the bishop, and a screen of Caen stone for The style is Early English, with hiuh-pitched I ment of the singers’ voices, for nolhiiig can be got
the altar. The architect of both works is Air. James the gables of the wings breaking the monotony of

| an(j PmJ ennugh for the present taste. But I.

P. Holden, of Mauchester, who is said jealously to i the front. The floors of the schoolrooms and class-
I g„j,.,oBe bells still keep the orthodox tradition respect-i

guard every portal of information till their com- room will be hoarded, and, the roo'-timbers exposed i

jj,„ jhat Big Ben’s E Ihit is the legitimate’

pletion. The bishop’s throne is nearly 17 feet high, inicrnally, and stained and varuishod. Tho contract ‘ bimdred years ago and more. However, as

of Gothic design, in the pcrpendiculm- style, of old has been taken by Mr. J. Rowley. TTio total cost ^ have many well-informed musical correspoudents,
Euglish oak, and carved. The shape of the base is . will be between 900/. and 1,000/. including the

' perhaps some of them may enlighten us on this

octagonal, about six feet iu diameter, with a door on site. ^

the east side. The body of the throne and the
' Stochporf.—The contract for the erection of

reading-desk are breast-high. At an allitode of 10 Chiatei^ute-hridge has been let to Mr. Bertram, of

feet is the canopy, upon which, it appears, the utmost Romiloy. Tho sum is 4,500/. and the contractor will

skill of the designer and carver has been eicried. have the advantage of the niatenuls on the ground as

The carving has been executed by Alcssrs. Banks and well as those sunk iu the foundation.

AVest, of Mauchester, sculptors, and the joiner’s woik

by Messrs. Holmes aud Heron, also of Manchester.

'

The work of erection commenced at the beginning of

last week, but the throne has been in progress for

point. C. Sharp.

INFORAIATION ON DISINFECTION AND
DEODORIZATTON.

A “ Minntc of lofoi-mation” on this subject has

been prepared by Mr. Lindsey Blytb, analytic,

chemist to the General Board of Hi altli, and issued

by tho Board in a printed form, lliis is a very in-COLOGNE CATHEDRAL.
AVit.l you kindly permit me to hove a few words I struelive and important minate^ giving in few words

twelve mouths. The canopy-is supported on span- of friendly explanation with Mr. Street, on the inorita
j

much information which will bo very useful, espe-

drils, and terminated with pinnacles, fininls, and of Oolugiie Cathedral, about which there seems a i chilly ’in the summer aud aiilumu seasons now coming

pendants, with a ceiling in panels and carving. The litilo misunderslundiiig between us, from his strip- i on. Tlio very special distiuotiun between disin-

screen is at present hidden by the large altar painting, lures on my paper inserted in ihe BuUdor of May 2.'! fcctnnts and deodoiizcrs is here pointed out, as well as

which will have to be removed. Tbe screen is of Tliere are so many poiuts onwhioh weore agreed, that Uhe best or mnst appropriate of.botli kinds of agencies

Caen stone. Mr. Williams, of Manebester, sculptor, I should like to clear up the only subject of difference,
j
in particular circuinaliinces. Though agreeing with

has constructed it from the design of Mr. Holden. He thinks, as I do, that the ecclcsiusiical architecture '• the author in many points, especially as regards prac-

Thcrc is a group of three lights in the centre, and of France, in the thirteenth century, “ is the noblest
j

tical uses, there are some scientific questions started

single ones on either side, all of which will be filled type of Mediaivnl architecture in existence.” He ' as to modes of action, chemical or electrical, or other-i

with plate-glass. The screen is 25 feet long and 12 agrees with me that Germany derived this style from
]

wise, which may admit of doubt, or of correction.
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Thus, for cxamiilc, disinfectants are specially pointed

out as those whicti induce in certain organic com-

pounds a condition of great readiness to become

oxidized by the air,—'Sucli as lime, charcoal, &c. ;
but

there is reason to believe, thut there is also a class

which induce the oxygen itself, on the other hand, to

combine with these organic compounds, by exciting if

into something like the uzouous or active state
;
and,

of these, burning sulphur, sul])liur fumes, or sul-

phurous acid (the importance of which, as a powerful

antiseptic, is here recognized), may, probably, be a

most important one on this account, considering the

ozonous smell which such fumes excite; and at all

events they hold a di.stinguisiied place amongst disin-

fectants, in the opinion of Professor Graham, and

others, as we long since pointed out. Again, char-

coal is here considered increly as a porous receptacle,

in which 'the oxygen of the air mecis with the enemy
to be destroyed, whereas, wc have shown reason to

believe that it is not merely on this account that

charcoal acts as a disinfectant, but because it actively

promotes the combination of the two, whetlrcr by

inducing the oxygeu to unite with the noxious ingre-

dient, or eics versa, or both ; and, indeed, Mr. Blytb

himself classes charcoal amongst those disiufcctants

which induce the infectious matter to uuite with

the oxygen, although by this he appears, from fur-

ther explanation, simply tc mean that it tiffovds a

receptacle for both “ whereupon chemical combina-

tion ensues.” These are at present merely scientific

questions, however, although they are captible, per-

haps, of leading to a belter appreciation of the relative

merits and importance of ilisinfectants and deo-

dorizers, Dr. Stenhousp, hy the wny, who has advo-

cated the merits of charcoal as a disinfectant, some
time since spoke of it ns if he adopted the idea pre-

viously started in the Builder, uainety, that it is not

a mere receptacle only, hut also itself an active stimu-

lant (electriciil it may be) to the combination effected

in its “ pores.”

YENTILATTON OP SEWERS.
“where there’s a will there’s a wav.”

At a recent meeting of the City Commission of

Sewers the following remarks on sewers’ ventilation

were made, and we quote them for the purpose ol

offering a few practical suggestions. When the

engineer confesses to Laving “ I'eehlo hopes
”

as to a

practical remedy, ihe public may fairly conclude that

he has put on his nightcap as regards this moat im-

portant question. The conviutious and will of a

master rule results fur good or for evil.

Mr. Deputy Dikin said, tlint two years ago the

question of the ventilation of the sewers was referred

by the Conrt to the engineer; but he believed that

nothing had been done. Messrs. Petty, Wood, and

Co. complained in strong terms of the annoyance

they experienced by reason of offensive smells from

the sewers. * » * q'lie engineer would not like

to pledge himself to the opiiiion that nothing could

be done to alter or improve the existing system of

ventilating sewers, yet he had very feeble hopes that

much of an effcctuid Hiiture could be done to remedy
this evil.

Great improvements have been made iu the City

sewers by the present able and indefatigable euuineer,

but some thing.*, simple and easy to be accomplished,

remain to be done, such as preventing large evolu-

tions of foul gases being driven up the sewers and
out at the gullcvs nod street surface veutilators, aud
applying better modes of drawing off foul gases from

the sewers at points where there shall he no liability

to injury. At preaeut all the mouths of the Drge
sewers on the liAiiks of the Thames are open, exposed

to every wind, so that gases of decotnposition are

forced back and out at any open place in street or

buildine : a temporary canvass cover, at the cost of a

few shillings for each sewer month, will effectually

prevent this, and need not in the least interfere with

the flow of sewage. The evolution of foul gas is in

proportion to the volume of fresh air blown over the

refnse, prevent the current by the mouth of the

sewer, and the generation of gas will be reduced.

To remove those gases which cannot be prevented
forming, the sewers may be connected with existing

steam-engine furiiHces and tall chimneys
;
or if the

owners will not allow of this, veutilaling-shafts for

this especial purpose may be erected. A small rate

will pay for the harmless consumption of all foul

gases now poured out of sewers and drains. To this

we shall come, and the sooner the belter. A few
years ago, a smoke-consuming Act was passed, but
the Lambeth potters were exempted, because Messrs.
Dfl la Beebe and Playfair reported that it would be
impossible to carry on the trade without making
smoke. The Messrs. Doiiltou have since proved the
fallacy and rashness of such conclusions. By means
of new kilns, with very simple contrivances, smoke is

prevented, the ware is better burned, and coal is saved.

Those who have no belief in smoke-burning should

visit aud inspect these kilus, and they will then hem
from the Messrs. DuultoR, aud see in the kilus, how

simple is the change, how easy is the process, aii.i

how complete is the result. If such a visit teachc.'

only a single smoke-maker to comiirehend the maxim
at the head of this notice, there will be no 'subsequent

difficulty worth naming for such convert. So o

sewer ventilation : let the City eugincer prevent extr.

evolution of foul gases as much as possible, and bum
that which caoriot be prevented, remembering that

gases may be burned without actual fire : strainers o'

charcoal will deprive sewage gases of their noxiou-

qualities, and this is all the burning necessary. There

cun be uo excuse for delay, as neither the intercepting

nor the outlet sewers ]iroposed will prevent evolution

of foul gases which will escape, as at present, to thc

annoyance and injury of the unl’ortunate inhabitants,

unless such gases arc drawn off at fixed points undri-

control.

BL'ILDIXG IN TORONTO.
Below I give copies of tenders submitted, on th<-

17th of April, for a new church at Yorkvillc (suburlis

of Torouto), from the designs of Messrs. G. K. and

E. Radford. Quantities supplied by the architects:—

M E g X
^ M

Joiner,

and

Tinsniitli.

1 Painter

and

Stainer.
tVhole

Tenders.

'

£ £ £ £ £
George Netting... 2,193 1,630 331 125 4,279

BpojHinin tValton 2,875 ...

George ArniUHge 1,972
Dowson aud Booth 1,879 1,879*

W. H. Pim 1,472 1,472*

Wm. \V. Fox
McOauslsnd aad

327 327*

BuUouk 81 81*

3.759

* Accepted.

Tenders submitted April 30th, 1857, to “The
Committee of Council ou Education,” for a mod'-l

grammar-school, iu connexion with the normal schools

in Toronto. Messrs. Cumberland and Storm, archi-

tects. Qiiautiiies not supplied :

—

The following is a list of tenders sent in for “ The
University of Toronto,” according to plans and speci-

fications by Messrs. Cumberlaud and Storm, of that

city, viz. :— •

Whale Tendefe

Snarr and Netling £.57,72.5 0 0
tValtoQ and Piin 5.5,703 0 0

Worthington and Brother. 49,i70 0 0

Trade Tenders, — Exfui-alor, Brick-
layer, .T/rwon, and Stonecutter :

—

Walton 33,150 0 0
Worthington and Brother 33,302 0 0

Carpenter, Joiner, Smith, and
Founder :

—

Jacques and Hay 18,200 0 0

Thomas Storm 15,525 0 0
W. H.Pira U.'Se 0 0
George Netting 12,900 0 0

Slater, Tinsmith, j-c. :

—

Wfii.Trason 2,'100 0 0
W. W. Fox 2,117 0 0
E. Barrett 2,2u.5 0 0

Kennie and Duthec 1,074 0 0

Plasterer, ^'c.;—
Timothy Reddan 1,3G1 0 0
Hynes, Brothers 1,150 0 0

James Prittio 6-50 10 0

The building committee accepted the tender of

Messrs. Worthingtou and Brother for the whole

amount, at 49,470/.

The quantities were not supplied.

The above tender is for two sides only of the

intended building, the south and east. The north i

and west will be let as soon as the plans are pre-
,

pared : neither does this amount include the founds-
j

tiuns for the south and cast wings, which were let

livst fall to Mr. Walton, at 5,300/. and will be com-
pleted early in May ;

and, to complete these wings,

has been reserved for the present the whole of the

plumber’s and gasfittev’s work, the glazier’s, painter’s,

md stuiner’a; the whole of the floors to the corridors,

cuirauces, passages, lobbies, &c. &c. which are in-

tended to be laid with Minton’s tiles
;
and the ridge

tiles are intended to be imported from England.

J. U. Pattison.

PROVISION OF TTOUSEvS FOR THE WORK-
ING CLASSES.

Not doubting for a moment sincerity iu your

earnest appeals for the improvement of the dwellings

of the poor, I tbiuk you cannot omit the present

most favourable opportunity of accomplishing this

bjcct. There is a proper move now for mnkiug one

uuiversf-l rate for the poor ou all parishes of the

tnetiopolis, any jiart of which is witbiu the eircle

>f seven miles of St. Paul’s Cathedral. • The parishes

that will be benefited by this movement Will be

those that the poor principally reside iu. Therefore,

why not make it a part of the bargain that what

c ch parish saves iu rates, by adopting' this propo-

s'tion, shall be put aside for each three years, .to

be appropriated at the end of each three years for

the Hnprovemeut of the dwellings of the poor in

the first instance, and progressively afterwards to

the benefit and improvement, and comfort, and

hippiness of the poor, in schools, washhouses, baths,

in lectures, libraries, museums, picture galleries,

italuary galleries, music rooms, &c. &c. (“The poor

ye will always have ”) in each such parish. That

each such parish shall at the end of each three years

obtain the separate reports of three eminent. arehi-

teats, as to the best way of appropriating euoh money

to sui-h purpose. The reports of the architects to

be distributed amongst the parishioDers, and the

[wrishioDcrs to decide how the money shall be spent,

and to appoint a committee of twelve of themselves,

to see it so ajiplied to the improvement of the

dwellings of the poor first, and then to the benefit

and comfort of the poor of the said parish, who do

not receive assistance from the poor-rate.

S. P. 'X.

THE FALL OF HOUSES IN TOTTENHAM-
COURT-ROAD.

At the adjourned inquest ou the 15th inst.

Mr. Henry Baker, district surveyor of St. Pan-

eras, said,—The earliest proceeding with which I was

connee'ed iu reference to these buildings which have

f,illeu,was ou the 9th .April, a paper written byihc clerk

of the works ofMr. Johnson, who gave me notice that

he was about to commence works at Messrs, llnn-

for’s. That notice was not iu accordance -with the

Meti'ojKilitan Building Act, which provides that full

particulars should be given. I went on the loth and

complained of the iasuft'u-dency of the notice. 1 went

there ogaiu on the 18ih Ajiril, and met Mr.' Johnson

there. He pointed out the defective state of the

])orly-wall between 147 and 148. It was in a very

defective state, out of the upright, and cracked from

top to bottom. He told roe it ought to come down.

I agreed with him, and under the provisions of the

oath section, I wrote to the Commissioners of Police

the same evening, complaining' that the place was a

dangerons structure. On the evening of the 2l8t of

April I received a letter from the Police Corarais*

siotiers, dated the 20lh, stating that t-hey had received

my letter, informing them of the dangerous slate of

the premises, 147 and 148, Tottenham-court-road,

and that the necessary steps should be taken thereon.

What was done I cannot say, but I applied several

times for the copy of the Police Commissioners’ cer-

tificate, but the Police Commissioners’ sarveyor re-

fused to let roe see it, or to know what was doing. I

applied several times to see it, both to Mr. Johnson and

Mr. Reading. 1 knew nothing of what they were

doing till Friday eveuing, when I saw the certificate.

Ou the Wednesday previous to the accident I was

much astonished to see the chimney breasts of the

parly-wall on Mr. Hunter’s side taken down from top

to bottom, contrary to the 20th section of the Act,

No. 15 of that section, which renders it imperative

that such a thing should not be done without refer-

ence to the district surveyor. No such sanction was

obtained from me. I at once complained of this

proceeding, and the answer' was, that the police

surveyor had sanctioned it. I then further in-

terfered, and told them that I should insist now

that the -wall should be pulled down. I went home

and wrote a notice, which was served on Spa,rrow

Harrison (Mr. Johnson’s, foreman), calling upon him to

give particulars under the provisions of the Act within

forty-eight hours ;
and also to take down the party-

wall of Mr. Hunter’s Aide. That was served on S|jarrow

Harrison by my clerk. I had to wait the forty-eight
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hours ;
and it was my intcntiou to have summoned

the parties on the Saturday, when the forty-eight

hours had expired. When I saw the police certificate

on the Friday, I was astonished to fiud that it con-

firmed the taking down of the chimney breasts. 1

had a communication from Jlr. Maple, or on his

part, from his contractor, dated the 2nd of

April, stating what he was going to do ;
which

was to put in a new bressiimer, removea de-

cayed story-post, and put in a new brick pier, and

make other alterations. That notice was in accord-

ance with the Building Act. There was a new iron

pier put up for the new brcssumer to rest upon. That

iron pier was put up to my satisfaction. I found

faults with Mr. Maple’s premises, as to the floors

;

but they were attended to. I saw the other party-

wall on Mr. Maple’s side. It was very much cut

about. The surveyor for Mr. Maple wanted to cut

away a chimney breast of that party-wall, and I re-

fused. They did not attempt to cut away the chimney

breast without my sanction.

The Deputy Coroner: Now I may ask you what is

the cause of the accident?—Witness: There can be

no doubt but that the cutting away of the chimney of

Mr. Hunter’s party-wall was the main cause.

By the Jury : I think the cutting away of the two

boles for underpinning, in the way I have described,

was not only calculated to help to bring down the

wall, but it was a perfect act of insanity. Tiie Police

Commissioners’ certificate was dated the 25th of

April. I should think that the party-wall fell bodily.

By Mr. Cook : When I went to the premises on

the iSth of April, I cannot remember that I saw

Mr. Hunter or Mr. Maple. I spoke several times

both to Maple and Hunter, and told them the place

was iu danger, and on the Friday I showed Mr. Maple

the party wall, hut he wished me to allow it to remain.

The old wall was 18 inches at the basement aud 14

inches above it. The whole of the brickwork was

very rotten—the whole, back and front.

By Mr. Robinsou : About the 15th I saw Mr.
Reading (Mr. Hunter’s surveyor), at my house.

Mr. Johnson was the first to point out the dangerous

state of the party wall to me. [The witness identified

the notice given to Mr. Hunter by the police.] I do

not concur in the terms of that notice. It is as

follows :—.A-fter referring to the Act, 18 & 19 Viet,

cap. 122, the notice proceeded: “We hereby give

you notice, and require you to take down the party

wall next to 147, where bulged and defective, make
good with sound brickwork iu cement, all portions of

the same where disturbed by the removal of the

chimney breasts, in order to render secure the same
structure, within fourteen days from the date hereof.

Dated Metropolitan Police Office, 4, Wliitehall-place,

3oth day of April, 1857.” When I went there on
the "Wednesday (the 6th), I was surprised at the

appearance of the chimney breasts. I did consider

the place in danger, but it was then out of my hands
aud in the hands of the police. I made no commu-
nication to any one that it was dangerous to life. As
soon as the brcssumer at Mr. Maple’s was completed,

the taking away of the raking shores would not

have contributed to the fall of the houses. The
removal of the chimney breasts would leave the thick-

ness of the wall about 9 inches in some parts, at

others not more than 4 inches. If the holes were cut

on each side of the place where the chimney breasts

were removed from, that would be more dangerous.

Mr. Reeves, the surveyor to the police, said the

^reading of the most essential part of the police notice

had been omitted, and asked that it might be read. It

was a noid-bene -.

—
“This notice does not supersede the

necessity of giving the usual notice to the district sur-

veyor two days before commencing the work of re-

building, &c. agreeably to the 38lh section 18 & 19
Viet. cap. 122, part 1st.”

Mr. Reeves was subsequently sworn. He said

:

The first we heard of this was the letter of Mr. Baker,
dated the 18th April. In consequence of the receipt

of the police to see the shoring-up forthwith of pre-

mises pronounced dangerous. I contend that when

the district surveyor saw the chimney breast removed,

it was the duty o*f the district surveyor to inform the

Commissioners of Police of the altered state of cir-

cumstances,

By the Coroner : No report whatever reached us

during the fourteen days after the notice was given,

aud I had no knowledge how far the works had pro-

ceeded.

By the Jury: It is the duty of the Commissioners

of Police not to order the shoring the premises pro-

nounced dangerous, but to do it themselves at ouce.

No doubt of that. I should not wait for a district

surveyor’s certificate. K the works contained in the

commissioners’ notice are not done, we should have

immediately applied to a magistrate for a summons

against the parties. "We had no power to interfere

until the expiration of fourteen days. (?) It depends

upon circumstances as to whether it is dangerous to

cut away chimney breasts. It is a proper precaution

to be taken to shore up a wall when chimney breasts

are cut away.

When the inquiry was resumed on Tuesday, Mr.

Reeves was first called, and presented the report of

Mr. Caiger, another surveyor of the police commis-

sioners, stating that the premises were in a dangerous

state when be viewed them on the 23rd of April.

The meaning of the word dangerous might not imply

that they were in such a stale as to endanger life.

When that was considered the case, the commis-

prevent danger. He had written me a letter dated

the 7th of May, in which he complained of the

cutting away the chimney breasts and other works

without giving him notice, contrary to the 20th sec-

tion of the Act, and threatening to summon Mr.
Hunter before the magistrates at the Clerkenwell

Police Court. Mr. Baker said he would insist upon,

having the whole of the brickwork taken out and

properly done throughout the whole of the wall, and

not half the wall as we had done it. I wanted the

wall do\Tn, and I went with Mr. Baker to Mr. Maple

to ask his consent, and when they told Mr. Maple the

wall was defective, he replied, “You arc defective,

Mr. Baker is defective, and I am defective.” Mr.
Hunter also objected to taking the wall down. I

urged them both to have that wall down.

By the jury.—I was not aware of the contents of,

the notice served upon Mr. Hunter and Mr. Maple

by the police, or if it had been served upon the

builders. I have a very indistinct recollection of

having heard that the builders had received a notice

of any kind. A builder would be very culpable in a

case of emergency for not showing such a notice to

his surveyor. When I drew the plans, I intended

the chiinaey breasts to be cut away. I gave no

direction for the holes to be cut in the party w’all for

under-pinning. I had a conversation with Mr. Moore,

Mr. Johnson’s clerk of the works, on the subject, and

it was understood that the brick wall was to be taken

out in small pieces. I attribute the falling of the

houses to the defective manner in which the works

sionera would immediately shore up themselves. 1
j

on Mr. Maple’s premises were being done. lentirely

am told that the premises were already shored be-
j

agree with the statement of Mr. Reeves, the surveyor

tween 147 and 148. "With proper precautions taken, i of the police.

of this letter, the Assistant Police-Commissioner i

police or not.

the mere cutting away of the chimney breasts would

not be objectionable. That is clearly contemplated

by the notice served on Mr. Hunter on the part of

the commissioners of police. I did not communicate

the nature of the police notice to Mr. Baker. It is

not in accordance with the 38th section of the Me-
tropolis Buildings Act to do this, and is out of course.

The builder is to furnish the district surveyor with

that information.

Mr. Dyke (a juror).—There is a fearful delay of

fourteen days, and yet although you have had the

wall certified as dangerous, you do not communicate

at all with the district surveyor.

Witness said there was nothing prescribed in the

Act compelling him to do so.

Mr. Cook called attention to the 73nd section of

the Act, and asked whether the witness did not con-

sider that under that the police were hound at once

to shore up the wall.

Witness.—The reason that was not done was, that

the wall was already reported to he shored up. It is

the duty of the commissioners, immediately that pre-

mises are pronounced dangerous, to shore up. The
73rd section states that the police shall go before a

magistrate, and that the magistrate shall fix the time

when the works shall he done. In this instance, the

police assumed the authority of the magistrate.

Mr. F. II. Caiger, assistant architect and surveyor

of the metropolitan police, examined.—I am assistant

surveyor to the metropolitan police. Tlie order to

view these premises is dated the 20th, and I did not

receive it till the 22nd. The cause of the delay is the

routine the order has to go through. I inspected the

premises on the 23rd. The result of my inspection

was that each end, the east and west end, was bulged.

I told Sparrow Harrison, Mr. Hunter’s foreman, that

they must come down. I then went to 147, Mr.
Maple’s, and inspected his side of the party wall, as

well as the other portions of the house. There was

not the slightest appearance of fracture on Mr. Maple’;

side. There were no works going on at that time. He
told me he contemplated raising the first floor of No.

147 to the same height as the floor of 146, so

make them the same height. The Act specifies that

the district surveyor shall have all works certified to

him, whether they have been previously reported to

Some other evidence having been heard, the inquiry

was adjourned till Friday, 22nd.

DANGEROUS STRUCTURES AND THE
AIETROPOLITAN BUILDING ACT.

The lamentable accident which has occurred iu

Totteobam-court-road, from the falling of houses, re-

sulting in the loss of life, and the various cases, of a

like nature, which have previously happened, call

public attention to the Metropolis Building Act, to

ascertain what provisions the Legislature has made to

prevent so great an evil. Soon after the passing of

the Act, a small pamphlet was published, I believe,

for private circulation, with the title,
—“ The Metropo-

litan Building Act, 1855. The office and duties of a

District Surveyorl By W. L. Donaldson, Solicitor to

the Royal Institute of British Architects,”—and I ex-

tract a passage from it, which appears to me to show

clearly the defect of the regulation in the Act as to

dangerous structures.

“There is another duty to he performed by a dis-

trict surveyor, which will not originate with himself,

but will arise when he may be called upon by the

commissioners ” named in the Act (viz. “ If the struc-

ture be within the City of London, or the liberties

thereof, the commissioners are the ‘ commissioners of

sewers of the City of London ;’ so where the struc-

ture is situated elsewhere, the commissioners are

‘ the commissioners of the police of the metropolis ’) ;

this is, to survey any structure which may appear

to be iu a dangerous state.

The district surveyor, however, is required to make
known to the commissioners any information he may
receive, with respect to any structure being in such

dangerous state (sec. 69).

As before mentioned, the exemption of the hnild-

ings and works specified in sec. 6, from the regulation,

and supervision of the Act, does not extend to Part 2,
‘ Dangerous Structures,’ but they are liable to sections

69 to 88, raentioned*of the Act. Therefore, all such

buildings are to be watched as to their security.

It is very important that district surveyors should

exercise much vigilance respecting dangerous struc-

tures, and they should give immediate notice to the

commissioners of any information they may have re-

ceived on the subject, for frequently loss of life has
caused a survey of the premises to be made on the

[

Mr. Baker (the district surveyor). There is a
, from dangerous buildincs falling down,

20th April by Mr. Caiger, and the notice was issued.
’ special fee for taking notice of dangerous structures, and, even if there has been no nedect on the part

1 have Mr. Caizer’s written opinion, certified on the
;

I'lie police commiSMouer receives it.
] ^ district surveyor, it may be difficult in many

23rd April,

1 opmioD, - - -
,

[He then read the opinion, that the
',

By Mr. Giffard.—We observed in this case, in not

the houses 147 and 148 were in a dangerous state.]
' ?oing to view the premises within Iburteen days after! the case.

A notice, dated the 25th ult. from the police, was notice, the ordinary rule of our department. ' - -

surveyor, it may be difficult in many

I

cases for him to satisfy the public mind that such

It is to be observed that the commissioners are not
served on both Mr. Hunter and Mr. Maple on the Mr. David Reading examined,— I am a surveyor.

]

hound to employ the district surveyor to make the
2/tli, and those notices expired on the very day the I was engaged by Mr. Hunter as his surveyor, and ! survey, but they may employ a7iy surveyor; but there
accident occurred. [He read the notices, one of which

|

prepared plans for rebuilding the back part of Mr.
|

can be no doubt it will he most to the advantage of
has been already given—that which was served with

|

Hunter’s premises, which had been injured by fire.
!
the public, that the district surveyor should be the

resnect, tn Nn 14.7 It called upon the parlies to
|

The works commenced in the beginning of April, surveyor employed to carry out this part of the Act.
Mr. Johiisen being the builder. I visited the preU

respect to No. 147.

take down that part of the wall next to No. 148,
which bulged, to afford proper bearings for the lim-

,

mises two or three times a duv. Ou the evening
hers of the first-pair floor, and strengthen and support before the accident I was on the premises with Mr.
the same.] The fourteen days’ notice means that that Baker. He never said a word about the danger of
tin^o .V. Al 1 1 «._11 T L ! i-__ *_.time should be given to complete the works. the wall or premises. I met him by appointment.

Mr. Cook : The 72iid section does not say fourteen ,
and showed him the order made by the commissioners

days, it says “ forthwith.”
j

of police. He seemed surprised at the notice, aud
By Mr. Dyke : It is the duty of the district sur-

;

said he had not seen it before. He did not say a
veyor to watch the works going on. It is the duty ' word about the police-order not being calculated to

His character of district surveyor, which he will stUl

retain, will give more authority to the proceedings.

In the City of London, the district surveyor has

already been employed in such cases.”

I think the above clearly shows that the defect in

the present provisions of the Act is the divided

responsibility
;
and the evidence, in all these cases, as

published in the public papers, proves the old adage,

that “what is every one’s duty is but little attended
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to by any.” The consequence is, that the important

matter of preventing accidents from dangerous build-

ings is not snflicicntly provided for.

By the extract it is shown that vciy litlle respon-

sibility is thrown by the Act on the district surveyor:

in fact, the district* surveyor is only required to mahe

known to the commissioners “ any information he

may receive with respect to any structure being in

such state as aforesaid.”

If he does this, his duty is at an end, unless he is

employed by the commissioners.

By the evidence on the present inquest, it appears

that the district surveyor did give information, but

the snrveyor of the commissioners contends he ought

to have renewed his information
;
hut where is the

legal obligation to do this: then there is the sur-

veyor of the ow'uer of the property in this case-

three surveyors,—and yet, is any one of them respon-

sible? I certainly think, under the Act, the district

surveyor, unless he withholds information he has

received in such cases, has no responsibility where

the commissioners choose their own surveyor, and

this the commissioners specially do, at least elsewhere

than in the City of London. It is to be hoped that

the Building Act wOl be amended in this respect,

and let the responsibility respecting dangerous build-

ings be thi’own upon the district surveyor, and let

him he paid proper fees for his responsibility and

labour in so important a matter. The public will be

benefited by such an arrangement, and you may

depend upon it there will he less loss of life from

falling houses. A Householder.

PRINCIPAL WORKS CHOSEN BY PRIZE-

HOLDERS IN THE ART - UNION OF
LONDON TO THIS DATE.
From the Royal Acadeintj .—The Child's Grave, J.W. S.

Mann, 200L
;
FaistnlT proposing to marry Dame Quickly,

D. W. Deane, lOOL ;
Devonshire Fisbing ViUaee, H.

Jutsum, 50L ;
Lausanne, Evening, H. Moore, SOL

;
A

Fishing Harbour, VV. W. Fenn.SoL ;
'1 he Vale of Beltwa,

N.W., F. W. Uuline, lOL ;
Marlborough Forest, J. Stark,

35L ;
Lynmouth Bridge and Tor, N.W., W. Havcll, 20L ;

Faces in the Fire, J. Brett, 3lL lOs. ;
Among the Wild

Flowers, J. D. "Wuleon, 20L
From the Royal Scottish Academy. — Scene among the

Islands of Loch Awe, McX. Maclean, 30/.

From the Society of RrifUh Artists.— Gipsy Ctimp, \V

.

Shayer, 80/. ;
Beach at the Mumbles, Geo. Wolfe, 50/.

;

A Hazy Morning on the Thames, U. J. Boddington. 35/, ;

The interrupted Meal. G. Armfield, 36/. 15s. j On Holm-
wood Common, G. Cole, 30/.

;
A Country Ale-house, \V.

Shayer, 30/.
;
Castle and Town of Ileidelbei g, J. Doblnng,

30/. ; On the River Dsk. J. Tennant, 37/.
;
Fairlight Glen,

J. Godet, 25/. ;
The Prawn Fisher, W. Shayer, 28/.

JVom the National histitulion. — A Family Group, H. B,

Willis, 80/.
;
Winter Sunset, G. A. Williams, 76/.

;
The

Stepping Stones, F. Underbill, 35/.
;
Harvester's Repast,

F. Underhill, CO/.
;
The coming Squall, T. S. Rabins,

26/. 68. ;
Forresters, H. Barrand, 25/.

;
Early Morning,

H. B. Willis, 42/.
;
Master Ford searching for Falstaff,

E. W. Buss, 17/. ;
Ha^ .Morning, E. Hayes, A.ll.II.A. 16/.

JVoHi the British fnstitation.— Gle&ners, A. Jerome,

26/. 58. , . „ „
Nete TUa/pr-Co/on>' Society. — Sorrento, Italy, T. L.

Eowbotbnm, 40/. ;
Margate Roads, T. 8. Robins, 31/. 10s,

;

Scene ofl' Dieppe, T. S. Robins, 18/. j
The Stag Rocks,

Phelp, 30/,

ARCHITECTURAL PUBLICATION SOCIETY.

The annual general meeting of this society was

held on Wtducsday, the 20th, at the Rooms of the

Royal Institute of British Architects, Mr. Godwin in

the chair. Mr. Wyatt Papworth, honorary secretary,

read the report of the council, aud the balance-sheet.

It appears that there are now 313 members, and that

the income for the past year was dlOL
;
the amount

expended was about 219L leaving in hand the sum of

200/. for the works still due to the subscribers of

that year. The report said,

—

“For the year 1856-7 just concluded, one part, contain*

j.ug eleven plates of illustrations to the letters A and B-

has been issued. At the time these plates were formed’

the amount in hand would no more than cover their

expense, but as subscriptions have been paid in to a larger

amount, preparations are now being made for another

series to contain illustrations to the letter C, which Will be

put in hand after the nest meeting of the committee- Any
of our friends having drawings or sketches referrine to

Ute subjects named in the list sent out, or t ) any article

under that letter which they may consider eligible, are

requested to submit them for acceptance. The thanks of

the society are particularly due to the following contri-

butors who have this year so liberally placed their collec-

tions of original sketches at the disposal of the committee,

viz.—Messrs. Henry Drake, John Starforth, E. H. Mai'-

tineau, G. Somers Clarke, J. W. Walton, F. P. Cockerell,

W. Boutcher, W. Lightly, 8. S. Teulon, R. H. Shout,

C. Fowler, jun. and the following members of the com-
mittee, viz.— Messrs. Arthur Ashpitel, Octavius Hansard,

T. H. Lewis, J. M. Loukyer, and fl. K. Newton.”

The Chairman, in moving the adoplion of the

report, said it w.is scarcely creditable to the profes-

sion that there were only 313 members to such a

socicly, and urged ‘he desirability of obtaining at least

100 additional mcinbers, so that the work might be

carried on with vigour, and more matter be giveu to

each subscriber for his guinea. "What had been done,

and that too without ever getting into debt, was an

evidence that the work would be carried to an end.

About one-fourth of the "Dictionary” was com-

pleted. He pointed out the care that was taken to

make each article correct, by sending the slips to

sixteen members of the committee, who altered or

added according to their knowledge.

Mr. AV. P. Griffith pointed out some objections to

a proposal in the report to continue the year 1856-7

(commenced May, 1856) to the end of December

next,—the object of which proposal was to make the

subscriptions payable on the 1st of January in each

year; and ultimately this clause was withdrawn, and

the report so altered was adopted.

Thauks were voted to the officers of the society, to

the auditors, to contributors of illustrations, and to

the Council of the Institute for the use of the

rooms,—Mr. F.H. Lewis, Mr. Williams, Mr. Octavius

Hansard, Jlr. C. C. Nelson, and others, taking part.

Mr. John Papworth explained at some length the

mode pursued to ohtaiu revision of the articles, and,—

Mr. Burnell showed the great necessity for this

which existed, and gave examples. lu the case of the

article on
“ Crushing Weight,” which he had written,

he was perfectly staggered by the errors he fouud iii

the books referred to as authorities,— extraordinary

misprints, the decimal points wrongly placed, and

repeated so in book after book. lu one of Mr. lair-

hairn’s works he said the ernshinc weight of a certain

material given in one page as 70 lbs. to the square

inch was stated in another to be 70,000 lbs. ihe

state of our knowledge on this head, be thought, was

very unsatisfactory.

PREVENTION OF FIRES.

In the Builder oi some two weeks ago, you ia-

serted some remarks from a correspondent relative to

the prevention and reduction of fires in buildings, by

closing all apertures, and preveuting the access of air.

This, as you remarked, is impracticable to a great ex-

tent, although there is little doubt many fires might

be confined 1o the rooms they originate in, if “ pre-

sence of mind ” were used by individuals in closing

the doors, &e. to such. It is well known that for

some time the water thrown upon a fire has the effect

of increasing I'ather than diminishing it. Many
cliemieal substances are opposed to combustion

—

alum, sulphur and many others. "Why does not

science impress these into the service of firc-cx-

tingttishiug ? These might be kept in a state of con-

centrated solution, in small receptacles, attached to

each engine, and gradually mixed with the water

while the pumping was in operation nt a fire. I can

conceive little difficulty in mechanical skill devising

such apparatus. Were common sense more in fashion

than it is, we should see our houses coiistriicled so

that a fire should nut spread beyond the room or place

ill which it origiuuted. Some mouths since 1 advo-

cated that the doors might he partly (if not wholly),

made of plate iron, and instead of the rude and anti-

quated lath-nnd-plaster abominations called ceilings,

plates of iron, from joist to joist, would furin a very

superior ceiling, not only fire-proof, but more cleanly :

these could be paioted, and easily clcimed, aod capable

of extensive ornamentation. Fires often spread from

floor to floor, from the plaster giving way from the

excessive heat below : the laths are thus exposed, and

the flames, ever ready to ascend sooner than descend,

speedily complete the process of dcsti action.

Scintilla.

ECCLESIOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

At the anniversary meeting of this society, held on

Wednesday evcniiisr, Jlay 13, by permission of the

Directors of the Department of Science and Art, in

the honrd-room, adjai'cut tothe Architecturid Museum,

in Cromwell-road, South Kensington, the Rev. B.

Webb, the secretary, read the eighteenth annual report

of the committee.

In the course of the report, the principal architec-

tural works of the year were noticed. "The restorations

of Ely Cathedral, by Mr. Scott,” it said, “have been

eniilinued : the reredos is now completed, and the

stained glass for the great cast window will be finished

(we hfar) next week. Carlisle Cathedral, by Mr. Chris-

tinnVi'Rd Llandaff. completed by Messrs. Prichard iiiid

Seddon, uirist also be particnlarly mentioned. Works

are also iu progress at Peterborough Cathedral, niidcr

Mr. Scott; and here Mr. Clayton lias, with great

success, painted a very dignified ‘ Majesty ’ on the

roof of the sanctuaiy-. The Chapter of Lichfield has

very favourably received a report from the committee

appointed to advise upon the restoration of Ihit

cathedral, in which correct arrongeineuts are strongly

insisted upon : the opening of the choir to its aisles

aud to the transept has already effected a perfectly

marvellous improvement in the interior effect of this

cathedral church. A rebuilding of the cast end is

contemplated at Worcester
;
and your committee felt

hound to express a hope in the Ecclesiologist that so

important a step would not be undertaken without

the highest professional advice. The clerestory win-

dows of Westminster Abbey are to be filled with

paiuted glass. Canterbury Cathedral has received

further enrichment in the same material; and for

Chichester (where works are in progress under Mr.

Slater) Mr. Clayton has designed a noble window,

representing the Te Deum, for the south transept.

At the conclusion of the report. Mr. A. J. B.

Beresford Hope, after referring to the Manchester

Exhibition of Art-Treasures, spoke strongly of the

mala fides of the municipal authorities of Edinburgh

with respect to the rebuilding of Trinity College

Church in that city. He also urged the restoration of

St. Bartholomew’s, Smithfield, aud of the Chapter-

house of Westminster. Mr. Scott added Ely Chapel

as another medifeval remain in Loudon urgently need-

ing restoration. Lord Robert Cecil explained that

the works at St. Alban’s Abbey were only suspended

till soroelliiug was decided about making the church

the see of a new bishop. He also spoke of the dis-

satisfaction with which the choice of judges for the

New Govemmeut Offices was generally regarded.

The treasurer presented the audited balauce-sheet

of the society’s accounts, showing a balance in hand

of 70/. 17s. 8d.

A paper, on the Paganism of the Middle Ages, as

exhibited in their literature and art, was read by Mr.

W. Burges, which gave rise to some conversation, in.

which various members took a part.

The meeting then, after examining a collection of

church-plate manuffictured by Mr. Keith, proceeded

to visit the large and convenient apartment in which

the fine collection of casts of the Architectural Museum

is now arranged.

THE MAIN DRAINAGE OF THE METRO-
POLIS.

THE METROPOLITAN BOARD OP WORKS.

At a meeting of the Board, held on the 15th inst.

a letter was received from the Secretary of the First

Commissioner of Works, informing the Board that the

report of the three gentlemen, to whom the main

drainage scheme sent up from this Board was referred,

would not be ready before the end of next month.

Mr. Caiqiraael moved that the thanks of the Board

should be forwarded for this communication. He

took occasion to approve of the course which the

chief commissioner had adopted in the matter.
^

A
very stormy aud irregular discussion ensued, iu which

the chief commissioner’s Ireatmeut of the Board was

bitterly inveighed against by some of the members,

and the chairman was obliged to call “ order,” seve-

ral times.

An amendment was moved and seconded, that a

mere acknowledgment should be made, without re-

turning thauks.

Along desultory discussion ensued, in which seve-

ral members took part, some condemning, and some

approving of the chief commissioner’s conduct, in ap-

pointing persons to overlook (he scheme of the Board.

The amendment being lost, by 17 against and 14

for it, the original motion was put and carried.

ARTISTS’ BENEVOLENT FUND.

The 30th auniversary dinner of the Artists’ Bene-

voleut Fuud took plauc on Saturday, at the Free-

masons’ Tavern, Mr. Godwin, in the absence of Sir

Robert Peel, pre.sidinz. Among the company present

were Sir Ciiarles Lock Eastlake, P.R.A.; Sir Wm,
C. Ross, ll.A. ;

David Roberts, R.A.; E. M. Ward,

R.A. ; J. T. Willmorc. A.R.A.
;

J. H. Puley, A.R.A.

;

Mr. G. Dodd, Mr. J. H. Phillips, Mr. J. Absolon,

Mr. B. R. Green, Dr. 'Thoinson, Dr. Sihson, Jlr.

Thomas Wariug. Mr. L. Pocock, Mr. Riviere, Mr.

Wilboie, Mr. Cafe, Mr. Ilanhart, Mr. Lyuch, Mr-

Mole, Mr. John Dickinson, F.R.S. ;
Mr. Thomas

Lupton, aud numerous others connected with the arts.

After the usual loyal and national toasts had been

disposed of,

The Chairman, in proposing the toast of " Pros-

perity to the Artists’ Benevolent Fund,” referred to

the increasing attention which of late years had been

bestowed by tbe iiublic upon art, and instanced the

large amouuts which had been paid for the purchase

of pictures during the presiut season. He stated,

that at the private view of the two water-colour

societies purchases were made of works exhibited to

the extent of 3.600/. ;
at the British Institution, the

Siiffolk-street Galleries, and the Portland Gulleriea,

before the opening of the Royal Academy, to the

sniount of 9,000/.; and that, adding the amount

brought in by the Art-Union of London, and the

sell's at the Aeiidemy, the total of pui'chascs made

from the various cxliibitions iu London could not, in

the present season, be less thnu 30,000/. Although,

these were gratifying proofs of an increased appre-

ciation of art on the part of tbe public, still it was

incumbent upon the great body of artists to provide

amongst themselves some funds which should be avail-

able fur them, in the event of those unforeseen mis-

fortunes which too often fell upon artists, even in the

height of their prosperity. The Artists’ Fuud was
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established so loag since as 1810, and in 1827 it re-

ceived a charier of incorporation. At the present

moment 300 artists were members of the annuity

fund, the benevolent fund being raised and supported

hj the donations and subscriptions of the patrons of

the fine arts, and was intended for the relief of the

widows and orphans of the members of the annuity

fund. During the past year a sum of 863f. had been

paid as dividends to widows, and 150/. to the orphans

of deceased artists.

The toast was enthusiastically drunk, and in the

course of the evening other toasts complimentary of

the Royal Acailemy, and the officers of the benevolent

and annuity funds, were also proposed.

The amount of subscri|ttioiis received at the dinner

amounted to 460/.—a sura larger, we believe, than has

been subscribed at any previous anniversary.

NAPOLEON’S HOUSE AND TOMB,
SAINT HELENA.

It has been stated, in several of the leading French
and English journals, (hat the French Goveimmcnt
have entered into airangenients with the English for

the purchase of Napoleon’s house at Loiigwood, and

of the tomb. This story has often been repeated, and
|

is nearly always current in the Island of St. Helena.

One thing, however, is very clear, that if the French I

Government do not take the matter in hand, in the
j

course of a vciy few years there will be little or
^

nothing left of the old house at Longwood
;

for it is .

rapidly criimbh’ng away, more from ill usage than
j

from the effects of time; the two together have,,

however, played sad havoc wiih this interesting me-
;

morial of the exiled Emperor. As it is on the crown
,

lands, tbere is nothing to prevent a transfer to the
'

French Government. It is too far gone to be

,

restored : all that can he done is to bestow upon it

,

sufficient repair to effect its preservation
;
and, to do I

this judiciously, so ns to preserve its original form, as !

occupied by Napoleon, it will be necessary to remove
a whole series of wooden sheds, stores, huts, pigsties,

and sheep-pens, which have been lacked on to the

original building. These unsightly erections sadly
'

disfigure the house, and ought never to have been I

placed there: they are in a ruinous coudition, and’
scarcely worth the expense of pulling down even for

firewood. If these unsightly appendages are removed,

the external framework of the nld house will be pretty

much as when occupied by Napoleon, except the
’

wanton damaire committed by the agents of tbe Fast
India Company, in converting Na])oleon’s last abode

|

on earth into the out-buildings of a farm.
^

The entrance to Longwood is marked by two little :

eottages, now, like every thing else, in a state of ruin- .

ous decay, once being lodges, though now mere cabins,
j

Close to the left is a squared stone, which marks the
I

distance from James Town, and the height above the
sea,— 1_,777 fe<t. From these decayed lodges a car-

j

row strip of sward leads direct both to the new and I

the old house, the furiucr of which, though built
^

expressly for, was never entered by, Napoleon. At
the entrance to the house is a small trellised veran-

'

dab, which is tbe ouly thins in tolerable repair, aud
retains much of its original appearance. It is cut

;

and scribbled over with names and initials of visitors

in every accessible part : it is reached by dilapidated

steps, covered with moss and stunted grass. From
this verandah we enter direct into the first room.
It is a wooden structure, being an addition to the
original building be'ore it was made ready for the
occupation of Napnleou. It has long since been
completely dismantled, and utterly stripped of every-
thing. The walls, Jloor.a, ceilings, and windows,
are in a ruiuoiis condition, rapidly crumbling to

pieces : it has been cut and hacked in eviry direc-

lion by tbe knives of relic-seekers. The fireplace

and chimney are tottering to decay,—bits of brick

or stone, and even chips of mort.ir being carried
away by visitors, so that everything movable has long '

since disappeared. It is covered with dirty cobwebs,
and what remains of the internal walls are scribbled
all over with names, dates, aud initials in chalk, which ^

is generally provided by the cicerone of the place, for

the express use of such of the visitors as muy he trou-

bled with the cacoethes scribendi. This, the largest

!

room in the house, was used eis the ante-chambcr or
\

waiting-room, and was lighted by five windows and a
'

aaah door. It commands a tine view over a very
picturesque part of the island.

|

From this apartment we enter into the most inte-

resting room of all, that in which Napoleon breathed
his last, and the one most wantonly desecrated. It

IS an utter ruin, being occupied by farm machinery
for winnowing and crushing corn. It is completely
changed, being entirely altered for fitting up the
materials of tbe machinery, which is itself in a
state of decay. Daylight shows through tbe roof in
several directions, and when last there myself, part of
the roof over the spot where he died had fallen in
altogether, and covered the floor. It is a miserable

place, and has the appearance of havingbecn wantonly

defaced for the express purpose of desecrating a spot

so interesting in its associetions with the memory oi

the fallen Emperor. Euglishmen are ashamed when

they cuter this mehincholy ruin, aud well indeed they

might be. It is a dark and dismal hole, dimly lit by

two windows, between which Napoleon died. From
this we pass into a room still more dark than the

former, which was the dining-room : it was lit by a

glazed door, not having aoy window in it. Visitors

at present grope through Ibis room to reach tbe last

at this end of the building, which was the Emperor’s

library,— a small room, formerly with three windows,

now entirely dismantled and used as a store-room.

The remaining part of the building, now a large

stable, was originally divided into four stiiall rooms,

used by Napoleon,—one his bedj'oom, another his

study, the third his bathroom, and the fourth, a

mere cell, was the room occupied by tbe valet-de-

chambre. Ttiese are all entirely oblifcrated, and to

reach them it is necessary to pass into the yard, ns

the original dour has been blocked up, its place bring

visible in oue of the stalls of tbe stable, for which it

is now used.

Tbe extent of accommodation enjoyed by Napoleon
during his exile iu Suiot Helena will be readily under-

stood and painfully felt., when it is stated that his

whole suite of apartments cousisted of on/y six sinall

rooms and a bathroom: tbe whole were of limited

dimensions, the building having been originally a mere
temporary summer cottage of the de[)uty-governor.

All the apartments are ou the gronnd-iloor. The
outbuildings are now used as sheds for cattle, stables,

and stores. They are quite dilapidated, and in a
|

ruiuous condition. Some of these miserable stables
j

are interesting as having been occupied by Las Casas,
j

Montholon, Gtmrgaud, and Barry O’Meara, whose
names are for ever associated with Napoleon in

exile.

Fart of Longwood Honse is covered with small

thick slates, attached to common battens by wooden
pins, which are coutiuuaDy slipping down fi'ora decay

of the pins aud battens. The other part is merely

covered with thick brown paper, daubed over with

tar, and many of the buildiiics were so covered iu

Napoleon’s time. Internally the walls are stripped

to the stone, and not a wreck remains to tell how they

were coloured or papered : tbe plastering is all knocked
down, and the boarding in every part iu the last state

of dilapidation, as much from ill usage as Irora tbe

effect of Time’s “effacing fingers.”

Immediately after Napuleou’s death, the house and
outbuildings were converted into a fannstead, and
ruthlessly defaced by tbe Government of the day,

the house occupied by Gencml Bertrand being used

as the residence of the worthy fanner: thus for the

long space of thirty-six years Napoleon’s last home
has been barbarously employed as a receptacle for

Cattle.

The site of one of the little patches ofgarden which
used to front his bedroom is walled off for caltlc-pens

:

the other is occupied by the horse-gearing used for

driving the farm machinery, which encumbers the
inside of the room in which he died. The only
remaining matk of his grounds is a little stone tank,
in which the falieu Emperor essayed to keep a lew
fishes for his amusement : it is choked up and covered
with weeds. It appears formerly to have been under
the sliclter of a small bank, to protect it fiom the
trade winds, whiih blow unceasingly over it. A
little to tbe eastward is a circular mound of earth,

with a few straggling shrubs scattered about, which
is said to mark the grave of a favourite horse. There
is oue interesling memorial left,—an old tree in front
of the house, under which he often sat. It was
rccoguised by Emanuel de Las Casas, when he accom-
panied Prince de Joinville to Saint Helena for the
exhumation of Napoleon’s body. The elder Las Casas
was conversing with Napoleon under the shelter of
this tree when he was arrested by Sir Hudson Lowe.

If the French Goverriraent rc^ly obtain possrasion
of this house,-what is to be dime with it? It is too
far gone to be merely repaired

;
and to eftbet a

thorough restoration, the change effected would be so
complete, as in a measure to destroy the interest
altaclied to the present building. Externally it mav
be easily patched up and preserved from further
decay,— for the stonework consists of rough rubble
set in mud

;
but as a.l the interior is stripped bare to

the walls, it would be a mere sham imitation to
attempt putting them iuto anything like their original
state. True, it would be Longwood still,—but not
the Longwood of Napoleon. It has been proposed to
remove the desecrated buildings altogether, and erect
a monumeut ou their site : at preseut they are a blot
on the scutcheon of England—or at least of the E.ist-

ludia Company— for it was ruiued by the Company’s
agents

;
and Englishmen are heartily ashamed of the

wanton desecration. The Tomb Valley is a quiet,

secluded spot, of considerable scenic beauty, well
covered with thriving grass, interspersed with clumps
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of furze and bramble, which gives it an entirely

English appearance, though numerous tropical plants

are visible, especially the aloe, whose lolty flower is

conspicuous in many places. The hills in the neigh-

bourhood are well wooded aud pleasingly diversified.

On the bounding hill to the lelt of the tomb look-

ing lip the valley is a line of firs, said to bo the

remains of the letter N, planted on the slope enclosing

the valley on this side.

In consequence of the siimous windings of the road,

the tomb itself is not visible till w'e enter the little

glade; then, on suddenly emerging from the grassy

path, it stands at once before us, shadowed by a few
tall firs, cypress, aud weeping willows.

The tomb is placed nearly iu the centre of a narrow
patch of ground oncupying the middle of the valley.

This small space is separated from the rest of the

property by a common wooden ]ialing, now sadly

touched by the hand of Time, and bearing evidence

of rapid decay. These are the original palings

erected, after the Emperor’s funeral, to mark out the

limit of the land purchased for that purpose. "Within'

these time-blanched railings are scattered about at

random a few fir-trees, with several of the sombre
plume-like China cypresses, and a scion or two of the

original weeping willow, so intimately connected with
the history of this iuterosting valley of the “shadow
of death.” Tbe remains of the cver-famnus “ weeping
willows ” were carried away to France by Prince de

Joinville.

In the centre of the enclosure, formed by the
wooden railings, stands the empty tomb, sunk deep in

the ground, lined with masonry, fenced in hy some
common iron palisades, fixed iu islaudstone. On the

top of these iron rails has been thrown acomnion roof

of thatch, to protect it from rain, and keep it as much
as possible from decay. At times, honever, thistenx-

porary thatch is removed, so that the whole place is

entirely open to the elements.

At the bottom of the tomb, which is lined with
solid masonry, is a receptacle formed to receive the
coffin, which was then covered by a large slab of stone

upwards of 6 feet long and 3 broail. On this slab-

was a layer of solid masonry, secured by cramps and
cement, which protected tiie coffin from the effects of

damp, as well as from the weight of the superincum-
bent earth.

Internally the walls are plastered over with lime,

which is, however, chipped and cracked in many
places, while in other parts the plaster has fallen off:

in one or two places the walls are liulged, from the

pressure of the adjacent earth. It must have been
well built originally, or it would not have stood open
to the influence of the weather, ns it has done for so

many years, wh'ch is the more remai'kable, as it was
necessarily executed in a great hurry, and under con-

siderable difficulties. It is a little damp inside, hut
not so much as might have been expected from its

situation, in the bed of a deep valley, and close to a

copious spring. Occasionally, in times of heavy rain,

when the ground is saturated from the drainage of

the surrounding hills, it contains a few feet of water.

I have more than once seen it in this condition. As
a matter of coursp, the in.-ide walls are scratched and
scribbled over with names and writing,—thus carrying

this inveterate habit into tbe very grave. TTiereaiay

be traced the straggling remains of many a line of
poetry run mad, and prose on stilts, partly effaced by
the green moss and lichen wliicti ever accompany
moisture. Some of the relic hunters liavc chipped off

pieces from the hard lava coping stones, and others
have been more free than welcome v\iih pieces stolen
from the railings, nothing being too hard or too heavy
‘or the genuine sentimental hero-wurshippcr. Of the
shrubs and flowers piously planted by M.idame Ber-
trand and companions in exile, nothing remains : they
have long since disappeared.

A ftw willows from the old stock still droop neai-

the t^b, and slips are plentifully cultivated in an
adjoioing patch of ground, to supply the demand
created by the numerous pilgrims to the tomb, of

which considerable qnantities are annually sold and
carried to Europe and America by the happy pur-
chasers.

Napoleon was not buried in consecrated ground,
but in a patch of land bought especially for the pur-
pose. It was his own wish to be buried there, in

case the English Government would not allow his
remains to be carried to France, which turned out to

be the case. The ground was purchased by the East-
ludia Company, of the Torbett family, for the sum. of

1
,
200 /.

Having been fortunate enough to obtain a copy of
the receipt given by the proprietor in exchange for

the 1 St instalment of the purcliase-raoney, the reader
may perhaps peruse it as an interesting document con-
nected with the last days of Napoleon.

“ Island of St. Helena, 10th April, 1826.
“Received from the Governor and Council, on be-

half of the Honourable East-ludia Company, the
sum of seven huudred pounds, being the balance of
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twelve huntired pounds pranted me by the said

Honourable Company, in full of all and any demand

or claim by me, my heirs and assigns, for the inter-

ment of the late General Bonaparte in my
o-rounds, and for the free use and access to and from

the tomb and road thereto leading, and the fuU and

sole occupancy of the space surrounding the snid

tomb by the railing now thereon erected, without any

obstruction to the same by me, my heirs, executors,

admiaistrators, or assigns, during the period for

which the same may be required, together with all

and every the rights, customs, and privileges, as now

enjoyed and claimed in behalf of the Easl-India Com-
pany. (Signed) -R. Torbett.

\Vitncss—J. B. Brooke.

„ C. Blake.”
” True copy.

(Signed) Wsi. Hy. Seale,

Colonial Secretary.”

It will be seen from the above document, that five
|

years after Napoleon’s death the English authorities

still persisted in calling him General Bonapnric,

and that the land was not purchased iu perpetuity,

hut only for the period for which it might he retjuired.

Could the aui hoi ities have foreseen that, within fourteen

years from the above date, his remains would he

translated to h'rauce with the honours due to a

crowned head ?

After the exhumation, the ground of course became

once more private propety. as in terms of the agree-

ment it reverted hack to the orij:ina] pro])rietor, in

whose family it still remains. This family claimed

the right and exercised the privilege of exhibiting the

tomb, for which they charged a fee, and kept it for

their own benefit. The Company and its officers had

right of wayTo the tomb, hut not the public—hence

the origin of the present gratuity,— for to reach the

tomb enclosure other land of the proprietor must he

passed. It lias been occasionally sub-let to other

parties, by way of speculation, who trafficked in the

enthusiasm of visitors, and levied black mail on every

one approaching its preciccts. It has mure than once

been offered for sale, as the following advertisement,

cut from a Saint Helena paper, will show, in which

the tomb is in fact the principal item :

—

“Napoleon’s I'omh.— For S-de, the Freehold Estate

at Saint Helena, called Nupoleou Vale, which con-

tains IheTb/rtd of iVflpo/tfOn.laieEmperor of tlicFrencb.

The proprietors being desirous of making a division

of their juiiit property, hereby invite offers fur the

purchase of this valuiule estate, thereby affording to

capit-ilists an eligible opportunity for an investment,

which may he promptly and profitably reimbursed.

The estate will tie sold subject to the negociations

with the French Government (now pending) for the

purchase of the tomb for 40,000 francs. Apply, Slc.

21st June, 1855.”

Here the proprietors demand l,600f. for the tomb,

the land fur which they originally sold for 1,200/.

—

which is not far short of the value of the whole pro-

perty : hence the tomb is offered as the speculative

bit for the Barniims of the island,—the prospective

40,000 francs being held out as a tempting Im’c.

There is a strange and curious fact connected with

the history of this grave not generally so well known
as most events iu his strangely varied life. Napoleon

was buried under his kitchen hearth-siones ! Whether
it arose from any diffii-nlty, at the time of closing his

sepulchre, of getting slabs of stones sufficiently large,

or whether from hurry, or whatever other cause,

certain it is, the three slabs which finally closed his

grave were taken from his kitchm-hearlh at Long-

wood. They formed a flat covering, and were left

alone in their nakedness, without name, date, or initial

being put upon them,— and properly so, as a name on

that grave would have been superfluous,

Antominarchi observes, in his “ Bernihs Motnenis

de Napoleon.” that “ Une enorme pienu, qui devait

etre employe dans le construction de la nouvelle

maison de rEinperoiir, est destinee a former sa tomhe.

Les cereiiionies religieuses termioees, on reeouvre !a

ma^onnerie d’une couche de ciment,” which was

strictly verified at the exhumation, except that the

large stone immediately covered the coffin, iustend of

forming the exterior tomb-stone, which was, in fact,

formed by three slabs as above mentioned, which were
carried away by the Prince de Joinville.

Though no epitaph was graven on the stones, yet

one was written, by a venerable resident of Saint

Helena, Major Sampson, himself a soldier, who had
seen some service in the stirring times in which he

! lived. It is not remarkable for length, high-sounding

I

phrases, or elegance of expression
;
yet it expresses a

^eat deal. Though written in uncouth metre and

j

jingling rhymes, it is eminently suggestive. Here it

i is, in its simplicity and truth, as taken from his own
I lips, at the Limb itself :

—

“ The stones that did hh kitcbeD pave,
Closed at last Napoleon’s grave !

!

Most persons are famili-ir with the well-known cast

( or mask of-Napoleon’s features, taken immediately

after death, hut few are aware of the difficulty which

occurred at the time in finding sufficient plaster for

the purpose.

Antomraarchi states that Sir Hudson Lowe said

to him, “
‘ You have asked for plaster to take a mask

of the defunct : one of my surgeons is very able in

these kind of operations : he will assist you.’ I

thanked his Excellency: the moul ling is a thing so

easy, that I could do it without aid. But I had no ;

PLASTER. Madame Bertrand hod only received, in

spite of her reclamations, a kind of chalk. I

scarcely knew' what to do, when Dr. Burton indicated

a place where gypsum might he found. The admiral

(Lambert) gave his orders, a boat put to sea, and a

few hours afterwards returned with some fragmeuls,

which we calcined. I thus had plaster, and moulded

the face.” I can explain why Madame Bertrand re-

ceived aH«r/ of chalk instead oF plaster of Pan.«, as

asked for. Mr. Andrew Darling, the purveyor and

undertaker to Longwood, who made the coffins and

superintended the funeral of Napoleon, left hthiud

him in 51SS. avery interesting account of his pro-

ceedings nn this occasion, a c^py of which was given

me by Mr. Charlettc, his executor. The following

extract from this curious document explains all about
’ the chalk. It is dated the day Napoleon died.

“ 5/// May, Sainrday.
—"Went up about 12 o’clock

I

in the day (to Longwood), met Mr. Dutton with a

'letter from Sir Thomas Reed, to send vp some

''plaster of Paris ; hut as I knew there was none to

' be purchased, and note in store, having been on the

look-out for tbe same article that same morning, and
' the day b. fore, and found that the only thing I could

find was to grind down some images, and use the

material; but as the expense of them was consider-

able, and not certain of the materials answering,

I declined doing so till I had orders
;

there-

fore, proceeded to Longwood House, where I knew
Sir Thomas Reed was, and there found him and

the governor in front of tbe new house. Told the

circumstance to the governor, when he recommended

the plan as it had been requested by Madame Ber-

trand. I then mounted my horse, came to town,

purchased thefigures to the number of 150, all small,

!

got the men that I had at work, and set about pound-

ing them, which having completed, I li.id two Chiuese

in waiting, and started tbemoff with the powder, and

then left town myself for Lungwood.” In another

part, alluding to other matters, he says,
—

“ A iiiutfress

is now in my possession, amongst the stores, being

much marked by the stains of blood, &c. from him,

when he was turned round to shave the back part of

his head, fur the brnt which was taken on the 7th

May,* by Doctors Burton aud Anlommarchi, and

afterwai-ds a bust taken from ihe same, which was

very fair considering the time he h id been dead, and

the rouiihness of the material, which was paiiked up,

and taken by Antommarchi, for the intention, as I

was told by Madame Bortrand, to be sent to dinova,

for a model in marble.”

A little further on he observe*, “ Much lime having

been lost, and a delay in taking the bust, and the

smell getting to be none of the pleasantest, I felt

anxious to have him put into the coffin, having the

people all ready for the purpose,” &c. &c.

There was no need of sending a boat out to get the

necessary gypsum for this operation, as it is found on

the hills in the vicinity of Longwood itself, where I

have collected it for the very same purpose of taking

a cast. The images alluded to were the small com-

mon caLs, dogs, pariots, &c. so commonly sold forty

years ago, before the Italian hawkers had taken their

present more respectable position as dealers in

superior casts from real works of art.

In a wooden hut or sentry-box near the tomb
enclosure, tbo custos rolulonm, or cicerone, keeps

the “ Visitors’ Books,” for the convenience of such as

may be disposed to jot down their thoughts on visit-

ing this interesting spot. It is needless to say these

books are full of rhymes and rhapsodies in all lan-

guages—Dutch, German, French, English, Spanish,

Portuguese, Arabic, Persian, Hindustani, and even

one or two in the Chinese character.

The English writers are generally amusing from

their absurdity, and the French from the air of regret

or defiance which pervades most of them.

One FVench visitor writes thus, in unmistakeable

characters,

—

J’ai vu et fai maudit !

!

Another follows him up by a sentence equally short

and pithy,

—

llonte et Meprisea VAngleterre I !

A third is brief, hut pathetic—thu«,

—

St. Helhuc Hudson Lowe I !

!

Another falls foul of Pitt in the following strain,

—

Ilorreur a Vexecrable Pitt.

The attacks against Sir Hudson Lowe are often

repeated.: he seems a-favourite mark for the French

visitors’ execration,—
Ilorreur an bourrean Hudson loice I ! !

The following specimen is selected from many
others of a similar kind,

—

0 grande homme ! 0 grande Napoleon I

Malediction ! !

!

Mats la France, et toisont venge,

Hudson Loice esl mart ! ! I

I will conclude these extracts with the following

entries, selected at random, from which the difference

between the French and English effusions is very

evident. I string them together without comment.

“.The tomb of Napoleon we visit to-d«y,

And tread on the spot where the tyrant lay s

That hia equal again may never appear,
Shall be sineerely prayed for many a \ ear.

Jack Lee, Cork,”

“ The sun ofAusterlitz is set,

Anri clouds have shone on Nap. the Great.

Ambition brought the emperor here,

To this bleak isle, both lone and drear.
D. K.”

“ We lohihoe gentlemen,
Are hearty and strong :

We left Janies Town
To visit Wood Long.

On the way to Wood Long
We visited the tomb.
Where Napoleon the Great
Lays conquered by fate.”

“ Here lies entombed of Bonaparte,
Embalmed the body and the heart,

nis ashes rest beneath yon willow :

Methioks it fur too hard a pillow.

For such a daring gallant fellow
!

"

“Louis F. Waldron, on bord of tho bark o
Nubedford, its boat steer,— baa this day bin to see

honey's tomb. We are out 24 munta, with thirteen hnn-

dread bis. spurm oill !

”

“ Several offieera have paid their respects to the scene

which furnishes the best antidote to military ambition

that the world can yet present.”

I will conclude with the following translation from

an entry, written iu French, by a Russian visitor

“ I have the honour to be a traveller who has visited al

the curiosities worth seeing. I have seen the Boars at

I
Berne,— the clock at Moscow,—the monument of Peter

the Great, at St. Petersburg,— the Tunnel at London,

—

the Dome of the Invalides at Paris,—tbe Table Mountain,

and a thousand other things. I have now come to this

place to contemplate the tomb of the devastator of

Europe,—of tbe great man of our age. Alas! the apace
which he has occupied during nineteen years, is exaclly of

I

tbe same dimension ns that which bolds the humblest of
' his numerous victims. W.Vok Mbibe,

Le F^ierin de la Russie I’’

Whether the reports lately circulating in the con-

tinental journals be true or not, one tliiug is certain,

that someihiiig must be done, and th it s[ieedily, if it

is wishi-'d to preserve Napoleon’s last home from

irretrievable ruin. It cannot exist many years longer

in its present neglected state. The French Govern-

ment ind therefore belter bestir itself, and conie at

once to a conclusion. As Longwood House is Crown

property it may he easily obtained, for it is mote

than useless to the Government, and a sad eye-sore to

the island : no doubt it would be readily ceded to the

French on condition of its btiug put in repair, so as

to preserve it from further degradation. The tomb

has been long in the market, and the proprietor will

be glad to sell
; so that no ohjt icle exists here to

prevent the French Government caiTying out its

wishes, whatever they may he.

Joseph Lockwood-

PROCEEDINGS UNDER THE BUILDING ACT

On Wednesday, the 13th, Mr. \Vm. Wray, builder,

was summoned before Mr. Seeker, at the Greenwich

police-court, by Jlr. Snook, district surveyor of

Hatcham and Rothcrithe, charged with using faulty

materials iu the external walls of two dwelling-houses

in the course of coostrnctioo at Hatcham. Complainant

said that Mr. Wray had used very bad place-bricks,

bats, and portions o( bricks, and the mortar was com-

posed of loam or soil with small particles of lime, so

that the bricks would not adhere: thereby the walls

were not properly bonded andpohdly put together, as

required by the Act of Parliament. He therefore

required that tbe whole of the external walls he pulled

down and re-erected, as he had cautioned him against

using such material several times during the progress

of the work. Defendant denied that the specimens

produced were used, while complainant positively

swore that he took them from tho work. The

defendant was ordered to pay 12s. costs, and the case

was adjourned for three weeks lor him to produce his

witnesses.

Granite Quarrying.—An extraordinary explo-

sion of granite took place on Friday, tlie 24ih ult. in

one of th.: quarries at Macn, in the parish of Constan-

tine, belonging to Messrs. Freeman. A hole was sunk

19 feet, and occupied three men and a hoy ten days

in sinking: the size of the hit was 6 iuches, and the

stem inch : the charge of powder wis 93 lbs. and

a mass of granite has been shot out 4 feet Irom its

original position, measuring 53 feet in length, 30 feet

wide, aud 24 feet deep
;

the solid contents being

38,160 feet, or 2,726 tons.
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33oofe^ ivcfci&c’O.

Some Accojnit of the Condition of the Fabric of

Llandajf Cathedral from 1575 to its re-opening

in 1857 ;
with Extracts from the Act-Books of

the Cathedral. Parker, West Strand. 1857.

The Bishop of Llandaff is the author of this tract,

which his lordship has written as a record of the

steps by which his cathedral has been brought to its

present condition of partial restoration. Thepamphlet

contains some estracts of interest, from a Chapter MS.

and other sources, accounting so far for the ruin and

disfigurement from which a considerable portion of the

fabric has been rescued, and into which it first of all

fell nearly three hundred years since. The first step

towards its redemption was the insertion in 1844 ot

the present Early Geometrical five-light window by

Mr. John Prichard; and from that day to this the

•work has been slowly progressing, and the main fea-

tures of the edifice have at length been reconstructed

according to the previous type, the L'ady Chapel

restored, the Korman Arch reset and exposed to view,

other arches disencumbered, the Presbytery rebuilt,

the floor restored to its level, stability secured by

buttresses, sedilia inserted, encaustic tiles laid in tlie

nave and aisles, and stone pulpit erected, a heating

apparatus put up and ramified through the building,

and various other works done, besides the removal of

last century’s work, &c. ;
and still the authorities look

to the continuation of the good work, much even now

remaining to be done. At the re-opening of the

cathedral on 16th ult. a considerable lift to the limited

means of the chapter was given in offerings amount-

ing to between six and seven hundred pounds, and the

archdeacon offered 100/. in five years if 100 persons

would do the same, so as to secure at once 10,000/.

for the entire restoration of that portion of the fabric

which is still in ruin. Various promises in accordance

with this offer were immediately made, and others

then and since have increased the prospective means

already to not far short of half the sum required. We
shall give some particulars of the restoratiou in an

early Number.

VARIORUM.

The article on the New Reading-room and Libraries

at the British Museum, published in the Times, has

been repriuted, with aplati, by Murray, of Albeniarlc-

street, in the form of a penny tract, many of which

appear to have been sold to the public at the entrance

to the Museum and Library during the week just

past. An article in the Engineer, by Mr. D.

Campbell, F.C.S. Analytical Chemist to the Brompton
Hospital, on the application of Sewage to Agriculture,

originally delivered as a lecture to the Chemical Society

in April last, has been reprinted in the shape of a

pamphlet. There is much matter for consideration

on the interesting subject of which it treats, both in

this and in another pamphlet just published by

Atchley and Co. of Great Russeli-street, Bedford-

sqnare, in which Mr. Jasper Rogers reiterates his own
ideas on the subject of sewage as regards town arrange-

ments. The tide of this latter publication is “ Facts

and Fallacies of the Sewerage System of London
and other large Towns, with Plans, Elevations,

and Sections
; being a complete Exposition of its

Defects ; showing that Pestilence is spread by its

Deposits
,
detailing the Means of remedying its Evils,

and 2miDting out the Necessity for public Lavatories,

Closets, &c., as the first Step towards the moral Ad-
vancement of the lower Classes.” Pent charcoal, wc
may remind our readers, is Mr. Jasper Rodgers’s

panacea. He dwells particularly, however, on the

intensification of the sewage evil in the meantime by

the extension of the closet system, and in the publi-

cation under notice he says, “All I ask at present is

to get a metal pipe laid throngh the sewers, into

which all water-closets shall discharge
; and after that

is done, I say. get, if you can, an Act of Parliament

that every bed-room in every bouse shall have a

water-closet.” By the way, there is a fact of which
we are reminded by Mr. Campbell in his lecture, to

which we may here advert. Some time since wc took
occasion to draw altention to the power which mere
common marly earth had of deodorizing offensive

matter, and asked why it might not be tried, in con-

junction with lime, for precipitating and deodorizing

sewage. The fact adverted to by Mr. Campbell
relates to the power of marly earth, and is to the

effect that Sir H. Davy long since alluded, in a

lecture, to the mixing of quick-lime with night-soil to

deprive it of its disagreeable smell, and observed at

the same time that the Chinese, whom he considered
to possess more practical knowledge of the use and
applicaiioD of manures than any other nation, are iu

the habit of mixing their night-soil with one-third

its weight of fat marl, make it into cakes, and dry
it by exposure to the sun, in which state it has no
disagreeable smell, and forms a common article of

commerce of the Chinese empire. Mr. J. S.

Gamgee, military surgeon, has had printed and pub-

lished by T. Richards, of Great Queen-street, a

pamphlet, entitled, “ The Cattle Plague and Diseased

Meat, in their Relations with the public Health, and

with the Interests of Agriculture,” being a second

letter to Sir George Grey, the Home Secretary.^ Mr.

Gaingee here exposes some of the vile domgs in the

sale of diseased and putrid meat in our markets, and

oilers suggestions for their amendment, after due

inquiry by the Government. He deprecates restrictive

measures on the importation of cattle as offering an

increased premium for the fraudulent sale of om own

liad article. That much diseased meat is continually

sold in our markets there is but too much reason to

believe; and the influence of such meat on the human

blood, and on the health in general, becomes a very

serious question. A circumstance which but last

week came under the notice of the writer of the

present notes on hooks received, and which occurred

io the outskirts of London, will show how really-dis-

eased animals come to be sold as wholesome food. A
milch cow (whicli, by the way, had just jiclded twenty-

four quarts of milk—w^holesome milk, wc can scarcely

say, as a day’s produce, also for human food) fell

dow'Q in a dying state on Sunday inorniog before last,

wheu the owner immediately sent fur a butcher, and

sold the cow at something like half price : the animal

was immediately killed, cut up, and sent to the

butcher’s premises for sale. In a similar way eleven

cows have been lost (as the cow-keeiiers themselves

describe the process) by one man since before last

winter, and others have lost theirs in the same vicinity

under like circumstances
;
and we cannot doubt that

this is a system which extensively prevails in the

unwholesome cow-houses in and around London.

“Tramroads in Northern India, iu connection with

the Iron Mines of Kuinaon and Gurhwal,” by Mr.

W. P. Andrew, F.R.G.S. CVVilson, Royal Exebange),

advocates the speedy introduction of cheap tram-

roads into an important district of India, for which,

since this pamphlet was written, a limited company

has issued a prospectus. Speedy opening, as Mr.

Andrew observes, is far more pressing than speedy

transit and hence expensive formatiou in a case such

as this. Amongst books received we have to add,

a second edition, with additions, of Dr. II. Lloyd’s

“ Elementary Treatise on the Mavc Theory of Light,”

Longman and Co. publishers
;
and “ Trifles, historical

and poetical, from an Idler’s Comnion»place Book,”

by the same publishers,—an interesting collection.

jiligcelUnea.

Threatened Invasion of Normandy.—At the

last meeting of the Newcastle-upon-Tyne Society of

Antiquaries, Dr. Bruce stated that an archmological

excursion of some duration was projected, in which,

he believed, any member of the Newcastle Society

would he allowed to join. An invasion of Normandy
had been planned by the Sussex Archmological Insti-

tute. A steamer was to sail from Newhaven, and if a

landing were effected at Dieppe, a week would be

spent iu ransacking Normandy. Master Lower, he

hoped, would be the Master Wace of the enterprise,

and indite a poem thereupon; and the facts of the

invasion would he pictorially handed down to posterity

by the facile fingers of certain Lewes Matildas.

Sanitary Progress at Croydon.—No great

and good movement is without its Quixotic exaggera-

tions aud grotesque accompaniments. Sanitary reform

has so progressed at Croydon, that in an action

brought on behalf of a miller and his men against the

Local Board of Health, for containinating the water

in the mill-head and the mill-tail with sewage, and so

thickening the fluid as to make it sluggish, diminish

its power, and retard the mill-wheel, &c. &c. the

plaiutifl’ lodged a list of nine sevei’al claims, amount-

ing in all to 0,179/. odds, and including 7U0/. for

obstruction of the flow, 500/. for analysis and mea-
surement of the materia), &c. and 2,000/. for

“ nuisance to self aud servants, loss of service, ex-

pense, and inconvenience !
” That sanitary ideas are

now taking a strong hold of the common sense of the

country clearly appears, even in the very uncommon
sense of the Croydon miller and his men.
Novel Competition.— Two wood contractors,

Mr. James Maepherson, Pilchroy, who purchased

part of the forest of Clancbeariiich, and Messrs.

Grant, Carr Bridge, who have lately erected two cir-

cular saw-Diills, had a trial, on the 17th ult. who
could saw the greatest quantity of timber in a given

time. Each party had live men employed, and oue

at each mill {mutually chosen) for keeping the time.

The work was commenced at 6 a.m. and the competi-

tion was keen. The Mess.'s. Graut took the lead

from the first, and, in electioneering language, kept

at the head of the poll till the close of the contest,

having sawn 523 square-backed railway sleepers, and
113 deals. Tht other ^^arty had only 219 sleepers,

and 85 deals, Mr. James Grant, millwright, near

Granton, was the contractor for the Messrs. Grant’s

mill .—Inverness Courier,

The Improvements in St. James’s Park.

—

Last week the Earl of Malmesbury, in the House of

Lords, endeavoured to raise a little political capital

by denouncing the expenditure of capital of another

description on public works, science, and education,

and other cognate subjects forming the miscellaneous

estimates, and in particular by objecting to the outlay

requisite in clearing out the mud. See. from the orna-

mental water in St. James’s Park, and laying the bed

of the water with concrete, an unnecessary expense,

he thought, on sanitary grounds, inasmuch as her

Majesty’s family and household had no reason to

complain of the state of their health while at

Buckingham Palace. Lord Granville responded, in-

forming Lord Malmesbury that, although her Majesty

had made no complaint as to the stagnant mod and

water, the district medical officers had repeatedly

done so on the part of the inhabitants over whose

health they presided. These offierrs had characterised

the state of filth .and stagnation into which the water

had got as an abominable nuisance, and there were

other reasons for what had been done, such as the

loss of life when it was covered with ice, the depth

being in many places too great for safety, and the bed

so full of deep holes, that cleaniug out was a most

expensive process, which would now be entirely ob-

viated bythe expenditure of some 10,000/.or 11,000/.;

aud 900/. a year saved thereby.

Trade Nuisances Comihitee of Heaj.th

Officers.—A committee of the Metropolitan Asso-

ciation of medical officers of health appointed to

inquire into trade nuisances have issued tbeir first

report, which relates to the nuisances arising from

gas-works, aud has been printed. It enters pretty

fully into the subject of gas manufacture and puri-

fication, and points out how certain nuisances arise,

and how they ought to be avoided. The Metropolitan

gHS-works have been visited, occasionally, since

October last, by invitation from the managers, who

arc said to have shown every disposition to promote

the objects of the committee.

Oxford Architectural Society. — The first

meeting of the Term was held in the Society’s Rooms
on Wednesday evening, the 13ih. In the absence of

the President, the Rev. H. B. Walton took the chair,

and introduced the subject of the evening’s discussion,

“ Thelotcrnal Arrangement of Churches.” Mr. Parker

called attention to the triple division of our most

ancient churches into nave, chancel, and presbytery,

and believed that the Reformers in England wished

to restore this ancient arrangement, and that altar-

rails were ordered for this pur()i;se. Several churches

were instanced which retain this arrangement. After

further remarks from Mr. Lingard, Mr. Bennet,

Mr. Lowder, and others, the subject of galleries was

discussed
;
and it was agreed that galleries had been

too indiscriminately condemned, which were certainly

essential parts of the plan of ancient churches, and iu

many cases would be a great addition to the accom-

modation of new ones.

The Surrey Gardens.-—The directors of these

gardens have eotnraenced their new season very well

:

the oratorio of “Elijah,” and a scries of “opera

recitals,” are amongst the fresh things. Danson’s

modelled picture of “Fairy Land,” though scarcely

so good as some of his previous productions, is still a

vety clever aud jdeasing work. The necessity for

innocent amusements, at small cost, for the multitude,

is so great, that those who w'ortliily provide them,

though with a view to their own profit, do good ser-

vice. We have a proof of the demand for amusement

in the fact that, iu the seven days, from May 9tli to

the 16th, during which the new reading-rouin at the

British Museum was open to the public, 162,489

persons visited it.

The Crystal Palace.—The opera concerts here

on Fridays arc proving very satislai-tory, and draw

large audiences. Tbe orchestra is lorined in the gi’eat

transept, aud four or five thousand persons can hear

well with ease. The charge of a shilling for the words

of the songs is an imposition, which should he aban-

doned. The first flower-show is nnuouucrd lor Satur-

day, the 30th, when the first display of the great

fountain for the present season will also take place.

Something should be done to inaintaiu the character

of the Crystal Palace as an educator, by the establish-

meut of lectures, for example, or otherwise.

The Brotiierton Memorial.— The memorial

of Mr. Joseph Brotherton, late M.P. for Salford, is

to consist of a mounment over his tomb, iu the Sal-

ford Cemetery, and of a bronze statue in Peel-park,

Sallord. The commission for the statue has been

given to Mr. Noble, and its cost will be 1,000

guineas. The pedestal will be of granite.

Consumption of Smoke.—In re[dy to a question

in the Commons last week. Sir G. Gi'ey said that,

during the last six months, fifty-four conviclions had

taken ifiace in London for violations of the smoke

law, and that the police prosccu’ed those parties only

who, after representations made to them, refused to

' comply with the provisions of the statute.
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Bridge of Boats at Calcutta.—A scheme is

under consideration for the foiinatiou of a bridge,

based on moored pontoons, across the Hooghly, at

Calcutta, to the terminus of the railway at_ Howrah.
|

The cost of such a structure has been estimated at
i

from £125,000 to £150,000. A more solid and per-

'

manent railway bridge, at an expense of £500,000,

!

has been mooted ; but it is considered a great object

to have some sort of communicatiou, at once to super-

1

sede the present inconvenient mode of crossing
;
and

|

besides, borings have shown that there was no foun-

.

dalion for a massive structure in the bed of the river,

'

nothing having been found but a light and loose soil
^

and quicksands, even to the depth of 37 feet from the

surface of the river bed. Objections, such as the

bore wave, hurricanes, &c., have been considered, but

arc not tbonglit to be at all vital. The bridge would

be so made as to open for the passage of vessels, and

to fall or rise at the river banks, so as to suit the

tides. The roadway would be 26 to 30 feet broad, or

sufficient for thi'ce carriages abreast, with a footpath

on either side. Plans and a report have already been

prepared by Captain Dicey, first assistant master

attendant, at Calcutta, and approved of by Captain

T. E. Rogers, superintendent of marine there.

Hints to "Workmen ; to Procurf, Sleep.

—

Nothing is more injurious or prejudicial to health, and,

if neglected long, it may terminate in insanity, th^n

long-continued watchfulness and want of sleep. To

remedy this, pour a pint of boiling water on an ounce

of Epsom salts and a teaspoonful of calcined magnesia.

Let it cool, and drink it on going to bed. The warm
hath is another excellent remedy, as well as the shower

bath, both being highly sedative. Never eat a hearty

supper, especially of animal food ;
and drink spirits

and water, or beer, “if these are necessary,” only

after dinner. If these means fail to procure sound

and refreshing sleep, lose not a moment in consulting

a regular qualified surgeon.—J. B. N.
Door-Knobs.— I am anxious to draw your atten-

tion to the absurd construetiou of the door-knobs in

England. If a prize were offered for a handle which
would present the greatest difficulty in opening a door,

that condition could not be better fulfilled than iu

making it perfectly round and smooth. On the con-

tinent, they iu general have the sense to avail them-

selves of the principle of the lever, in some shape,

as we do ourselves in the case of handles to carriage-

doors. If it is an object to turn the existing door-

knobs to account, it may be easily effected by drilling

a hole through aud iuserting a cylinder, thus imitating

a carriage handle. In the same manner, if we have

to pull vertically and overcome a spring, why a New
Zealander would use some form of the lever ! In this

latter case, I have adapted a wooden lever, although

less neat than if made in the original manufacture.

Although of less moment, I thiuk any hard wood,

ivory, and perhaps gutta-percha, a better material for

door-knobs than metal
;
the latter abstracting the

heat of the baud so rapidly as to be dangerous to

delicate persons; but that is as nothing compared to

the present objectionable form.—M.

The Royal Academy.— In the first page of the

catalogue of the Exhibition of the Royal Academy,

there is a notice inviting exhibitors of this or last year

to inscribe their names aud become “ candidates ” for

election as associates of the Royal Academy. Will

you inform me if this rule is found to work well ?

Not beiug iu the secret, to me it appears either a very

impolitic, or a most unjust regulatiou. Is election to

the Royal Academy to be considered as a privilege or

an honour? If a privilege, one can understand why
we are permitted to become candidates

;

and this

circumstance may perhaps explain why, in so limited

a number of members as sixty-six, there happens so

frequently that we find the same name repeated {two

Coopers, two Landseers, two Pickersgills, and two

Smirkes). Can it be that the Academy is reduced to

this, and that the title of R.J. is to he considered

only as a mark of good fortune, and a proof that a

man must be possessed of some influence in order to

. be so elected? But perhaps 1 am mistaken, and the

1 distinction is to be considered as an honour, not a

:
privilege. If so, what is the meaning of the word
candidate ? If it be an honour, why should not the

'

1 proof of this honour be in the fact that it is unsought ?

I Why should not the council, each year, select the

I most meritorious artist, and iuvite him to become a

[ member? Why should the newly-elected associate!

' owe his distincLiou, not to tbc fact of his being the most
meritorious artist in his profession, but to his having

)i been considered as the most fitting of the half-a-dozen

ii hold meu who had signed their names? But I have
said it is unjust ; for why should a man he tempted to

B iuscribc his name, wheu he stands no chance of being

:l elected, although he, poor man, is not aware of the

a fact? Why should he, by so doing, render himself

i; an object of ridicule by his presumption, or bring

i| upon himself a half-surpressed sneer, as he is rccog-

li nised as a “ Would-be-Associate,”

An occasional Reader.

Valletta, Malta.—A correspondent, jealous for

the credit of Valletta, where he resides, finds fault

with a writer in our contemporary, the Illustrated

News :
—

“ ITic writer saw beauty iu a beggar woman,

he continues, which no Maltese or visitor ever saw

before, yet in the noble church of St. .John he could

see nothing but the natives on their knees. Did he

look around him? Did he survey the ancient and

beautiful effigies of grand masters, once the terror

of the Algerine and Turk, and the bulwarks of

Christian commerce in this sea? Did this writer

even look up at the glorious painted roof, or regard

the workmanship of the shrines? Had he done so

for an instant, he must surely have found something

belter to talk of than natives on their knees. Permit

me, as a keen admirer of the few old aud beautiful

public buildings we possess, to suggest that Govern-

ment should devote a little attention and a little

money to the restoration of the paintings on the roof

of this old cathedral. The cost would lie small
;
the

benefit, as regards the feelings of the mass, great:

nay, I doubt not, much of the necessary outlay would

come from the Catholic population, did Government

take the lead in the matter.”

Model Lodging House Society at Water-
ford.—lYom the report of the managing committee,

it appears that this body started into existence in

November, 1855, and had an income of 377^. for the

year ending November, 1856. The success of the

experimeut is said to have been already fully proved.

The Grain of Stone.-— A “Querist” asks

(p. 279), what composition would be applied to stone

columns with a view to bring out the grain and veins

of the stone, and then how they could be polished.

A strong alkali,—soda, or lime and potash,—using it,

if required, several times, would remove the carbon

or dirt, and bring out the colours: afterwards emery

powder, or pumicestone, rubbed well over, might polish

the surfaces.—P. L.

News from Melbourne, Australia.—There are

few public works of any magnitude at present in

course of prosecution here, excepting the making and

repairing of roads aud bridges, and the construction

of the patent slip at Williamstown. A new Govern-

ment printing-office, estimated to cost 20,000/. is iu

course of erection, and the interior of the Legislative

Council Chamber is being completed and decorated.

The Melbourne Exchange Company are advancing

successfully. The plan of the building includes a

large board-room, secretary’s offices, library, and

reading-room, 65 by 32, and a basement capable of

being made into twelve offices; and it is anticipated

that these rooms will he completed and ready for

occupation before June Ist of the current year. The
subject of artesian wells has begun to attract much
attention. Discoveries have been mafie in various

parts of the country which justify the most sanguine

expectations of our being able to obtain by such means

the great desideratum of a sufficient water supply for

the purposes of irrigation and personal comfort. The

working men of Melbourne and the suburbs have sub-

scribed among themselves nearly 1,000/. in aid of the

funds now' being raised to defray the cost of an addi-

tional iving to the Jlelbourne Hospital.

Discoveries at Tunis.—The Malta Times speaks

of the success alteuding the Rev. Nathan Davis’s ex-

plorations among the ruins of Carthage. In addition

to the discoveries of a scries of Punic mosaics, a fur-

ther piece of mosaic flooring, of abuut 12 feet square,

had beeu brought to light. In the centre appears a

basket of beautiful form and design, filled with

members of the finny tribe and other inhahitauts of

the deep, consisting of several varieties of fish, craw-

fish, writhing eels, prawns, &c. delineated in colour and

effect so as to vie with the most perfect oil-painting.

!
A Contrivance for Securing Stacks of Corn

FROM THE Attacks of Vermin.—We have seen at

Messrs. Dray and Co.’s, the agricultural engineers, of

Swan-lane, Upper Thames-street, a very ingenious

method of excluding rats and other vermin from corn

ricks. A set of cast-iron pillars are so formed that an

animal ascending to the top finds himself com-

pletely at hay, being covered with an impenetrable

dome. With these pillars a set of iron clips are sup-

plied, by means of which a farmer may readily

construct a stack frame from any waste timbers found

on the farm. The cost is only about 3/.
—“ Farmers’

Club.”

St. Paul’s Organ.—

A

s the keyboard at the west

front of the organ gallery has been allowed to remain

so long uufiuished, I presume some alteration of the

organ is contemplated : if so, I wish to suggest that

DO more money should be wasted ou this unjustly

extolled, toneless instrument (built by a foreign work-

man of no note), as a good opportunity of purchasing

areally grand organ will shortly offer. If, however,

it is intended to preserve the present “ outrageous

machine,” I hope you will urge the immediate re-

moval of the unsightly keyboard framework, and the

restoration of the gallery front.

Amateur Organist.

Architectural Congress at Lincolk.—A
great architectural congress is to be held at Lincoln,

on the 26th of May, and two following days. The

meeting will consist of the archifectural societies of

Yorkshire, Northamptonshire, Leicestershire, Bed-

fordshire, Worcestershire, and Lincolnshire
;
and the

officials of each body are expected to arrive in Lincoln on

Monday, May 25, for the purpose of holding a con-

ference for the transaction of business. On Tuesday

the whole body will attend Divine service at the

cathedral, and a lecture ou the sacred edifice will be

delivered, by the Rev. G. A. Poole. The castle, and

other objects of interest in the town, will afterwards

be inspected; and in the evening a lecture will be

delivered upon the introduction of Chi'istianity into

Lincolnshire during the Saxon period, by the Rev. E.

Trollope, and another upon the architectural history,

&c. of the cathedral, by the Rev. G. A. Poole. On
Wednesday, the 27th, an excursion will be made to

Coleby, Somerton Castle, Navenby, Wellingorc, Wel-

bourn. Temple Bruer, Dunstau Pillar, &c. ;
and in

the evening the society’s dinner will lake place, either

at the Gre.'it Northern Hotel or at the Com Exchange.

Lectures will fill up the evening, one being promised

on the history of the captivity of John, King of

Prance, at Somerton Casde, by the hon. acting secre-

tary. On Thursday, the 28tb, another excursion will

be made to Stow, Littleborough, Marton, Torksey,

Thorney, Doddington-hall, Skelliugthorpe, and Brace-

bridge
;
and in the evening the Mayor of Lincoln

purposes to invite the members of the societies to an

entertainment. The Duke of Newcastle, Earl Stau-

I hope, the Bishop of Lincoln, and other distinguished

I

personages, arc expected to he present.

]

The Uses and Advantages of Schools of
' Art.— Mr. Young Mitchell, the principal of the

I

Sheffield School of Art, delivered a lecture last week

at the Sheffield school on this subject. There was a

1 considerable attendance. Mr. W. Rhodes, the'chair-

j

man, stated that a committee of artisans and working
' men bad been formed to raise funds to liqui^tc the.

' debt that now pressed upon the school. Th4 com-

I mittee found considerable apathy in the minds of

I many, no doubt arising from ignorance of the nature.

[

and design of the institution, and had thought it de-

I

sirable that a aeries of lectures should be given to

I

awaken sympathy with the institution, and remove

I

misapprehension, and Mr. Mitclicll and Mr. Sterling

' Howard had come forward to deliver lectures oit the

I

applicability of art to Sheffield manufactures. Mr.

Mitchell, in course of his lecture, said :— It may he

asked. What has the School of Art done for- us?

Although it has been inexistence but twelve' years,

with many diffienUtes to overcome, it has done much.

It has educated many hundreds of your artisans : it

has been instrumental in advancing the material and

social position of many who, but for it, might have

been struggling ou unknown ; it has, I can prove,

materially raised the character of your maunfaetures.

Iu many instances the good obtained here is utilised

at once, and this is particularly the case as far as en-

gravers and chasers are concerned, for they, as it

were, carry tbc principles they have learned over-

night into the work they are engaged in uext morning.

At the close, the lecturer said,—I call upon you,

artisans of Sheffield, to be wise in your generation,

aud not neglect advantages whi< h will prove of the

greatest benefit both to you and your children. I have

spoken of art only as it advances a man in his ma-
terial position; but it has a higher mission than this.

It is by nature a refining aud elevating study, and is

connected collaterally with so mauy other branches of

knowledge, that the art-student is insensibly led into

many pleasant paths which otherwise he would not

have trodden. He has no time for base and grovel-

ling pursuits, but finds that, as ho becomes a better

artist, he also becomes a better man.

TENDERS
For additions and alteration to a Warehouse, in

Wood-street, Cheapside, for Messrs. Vyse and Son.
Messrs. Tillott and Chamberlain, architects. Quantities

supplied :

—

Holland and Co £-*,999 0 0
Ashby and Sons 4,720 0 0
Jay .... 4,513 0 0
Kider ... 4,480 0 0

Bran and Son (accepted) 3,843 0 0

For a pair of Gothic Villas, to bo built at Earl’s-court,

Kensington, for Messrs. Newton and Smith. Mr. Gordon
Stanham, architect :

—

Jackson Frow £3.995 0 0

Wm. Gray 2,918 0 0

Henry Frow 3,879 0 0

T.H.AdainsonaudSons (accepted) 3,793 0 0

Wm. Edo 2,571 0 0

For rebuilding House, 227, Strand, for Mr. W. Brownley.

Mr. John Barnett, architect :

—

Myers £2,031 0 0

Greg 1,937 0 0
Ashton 1,885 0 0

R. Lawrence 1,879 0 0

Axford and Co 1,850 0 0
Macey (accepted) 1,733 0 0
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300 THE BUILDER.

ANTED, as SALE-CLEllK at an

i
VV UiihoUterer’s at 'he Wesi-*-nd, a thoroualily compettut

PRKSON oi geuttemanly MddresA None need npplv who are not

well'BcqnainteU with the dutte*.-Address, Mr. C. Office of Ihe
' Builder,”

VSrANTED, a EOREMAN for a Small
' VV. MMB ani WHITING \V>.RKS in Town t he m-st be

emnetent to a’tend to the bo-ks. and solicit orders when no*

otherwise employed.-Apply by 1 Her only, s'ati-i^g
rS

enaseed how h.nc, nnd salary expected, to A. B. Mr. Chalfield s,

Bridge [li'U-s, Viuixhall.

ANTED, iraniediatelv, severnl respectable
i VV LR.iD l.l'niT OI„\ZIKRf'-.^PP'.V to Xr W. Hi'L-

L.AND, Stoined-giass aud Dec-i.'ative Work’. St Johnr, Warwick,

' M/ANTED, a DRAUGHTSMAN.—Appli-W cndoii to be m.ide. I'Vlet’er, to A. H. HOLM E. Arohitect,

!

67, Church-street, Liverpo 1. The party sdecied must he well

aeoualiited w-tli Fraet'cil (inn-truct.ion.

\A/ ANTED, a SITUATION for a Youth in

VV 0 Hlill.DER’S 1 FFICE ; -nte bet.weeu 16 aud 17 year*;

has been with a >urveyor ah 'Ut two yrara; can wr-te a main
hand, t-nce dnwing*. and square diraeiKion-t—Ai-lre-.8 J. D.

care of Mr, Bennet', 36, Mntiohester-str’-et, Arav esquire.

TO SAW.MiLLOWNERS AND OTHEKS.

\H7’ANTED, byan experienced man, a SITUA-W TMN as S»w,-h,.rpeurt. C.tcular Beiiclimm. or frame
Wo-ker; or will lake the Mauegemeut of a S.c.m Engine. Can
huvegood refereucea-Addrevi. Y Z. 31, .*urrey-pla--e. Old Keut-

TO ENOINF.FRS OR EVGINFRRI''G CONTRACTORS,

111/ANTED, au ENGAGEMliNT on ENGI-
VV N RE RING Wni'K?, m h..me nr ub oad. bv a Gentleman

of great experience, thnreu hly acquainted with (he working
de anment, bL«o in prepiriiig draw-nr* and e.*tirnyt»s. High
testimonials.— .A’idress, B. P. H i 'ffioe o' “ 'fhe Buuder.

TO AlO'ltll'B !T?, MUHVFYORS. ItC.

fT/ANTED, by the Advertiser, a RE-
VV ENOAGB.MENT. He is well aotiuaiuted svidi nil

requirements of an experienced avsisfant, good ta.'lein Ita'iim

style, used to petting out details, woiking drawings, finishing

ae*'g' s, meaurii g works, levelling, nnd surveying. —Apply by

letter tor particul.irs to C. W. Office of * The Builder.'’

TO AHCHITECTS. RIIILDE"?. Ac.

WANTED, a SITUATION as BUILDER’S
VV p. 1 RE MAN. or CLEiiK or W'lnK?, or ro superin-eud
Woiks on a Gentteman’s Estate; being prKtic«Uy scqiiainted

with the several hrauches of building, taking out quaniitie-,

eBtlmiiiiui.'.Ac. First nice references us to character and ahilitv.

— Address. S care of Mr. Foredom, 91, Vassall-road. North
liriiioo. 8.

TO BUILDF.' S. Ac.

\15/’ANTED, by the Advertiser, a SITUA-W TloN ill town. He has served three years at the bench,

and (he la«t three yea's has hod the suceriu’en-lauce of buiniiiigB,

Mill) O' a bii Idei'i, office. llet*a g lO'i dtaughtsm ni, aud used to

prerarng finnhed und working drawing-. A mniiera’e salary

only required.—Reference to pres-iit and las' emplo'ermav ne

obtained f-y le'ter. prep .id addressed toL. J. B. nl Mr. Newuiau’s.

Bookseller. 19-1 fli8hopsgate-*.treec Without, Ijoudoo, E. C.

TO THE 'WINDOW OL-rSS AND LEAD TRADE.

'W/'ANTED, by a persevering Young Man, of

VV t.iisines* liubic-. ago 3", thorouglii.v acqnanitvd with the

Window Glass. Leid, ai d Pap T-lianeiog trades, a RE-BNGAi'E-
WENT as Trivell-r, Collector, and Book-keeper, or iu any
capacity where ho oouM nmke him'elf useful. High testimo-

• iiial*. 4c-.— Address. A. B. o -re of Mr. Uubiusou, Baker, 1-7, Clyde-

• ternioe, (.'aledonian-roid, Iiling'oii.

:
\)S/’ ANTED, by a respectable Young Man, a

!

VV SITUATION ai THREK-MR^NCH HAND. A good
reference can be hid. if reqiiirvd.—Please to dlreot to a. B. C. 46,

:
j,anf-8treet, Horough, London.

' TO rniWTir ArToRS. painters, ok ROILnEK?.

\1|7 ANTED, by a Young Man, a SITUATION
YV a- a LEaDI.'G HAND or otherwise, in an establish-

meiit ns n first-rate Painter nnd g*iod Mgu- Writer, he having h-eo
foreman for vears. and can he well recommended from his lost

situation.—Address to H. C. 13, Bariholomew-square, a*. Liike'a

TO PLUMBERS. PAINTERS. OLAZtBR.S, PAPBR-
HANGRK.<- GAS-FfTTKR,*, &•'.

't'ST’ANTED, by aYoung Man, who has agood
\V konwied eofthe ebove ir nlei. aSilUATIoN t-, keep ,

the hooks nnd take the general m;iiiag»ment of a husmess in any.
,

nr all nf the above branehea Is it preseut in a similar siluition.
1

and will not he disei'gsged until the end ’d next month.—Addre**,
|

n. B. Vr. Holden's, Orooer, 19, Aiam-street East, Portmau-
i

Ti) BUILDERS. PLUMBER?. 4-.

XTIT’ANTED, by a competent PLUMBER and
VV GA' FITTER, a hli'U •) I'l'tN

;
lie would nor object to

p-iinting. — Apply. W. P. 34. Brudeuell- place, New North-ro.id,
Hoxtoii.

Ti> DECUltATDHS \vn flTHER-J,

ANTED, a SITUATION, by an OIL
,VV *, RAINER. SION and ' >H NnM E.STAL PAINTER, 1

in either one or the whole of he ab we brail' he*. Good wferencts
jcm be given both as to ability ani ohirac-e'. Wage* not so 1

roiteriHl a* a permanev. In or n-ar town pre'err’-d.—Address,
A. C. ), Bellevae-cotca<es Camdeo-stree', Camd>n-lown.

[May 2.3, 1857.

For Natirtoul Schools, East Eetford. Mr. William

Strby. srchitpct :

—

Vprilv and ITawhins, Doncaster £1,675 16 0

Plant. RpMord 1.550 0 0

Lee. Retford 1,-165 0 0

Totnlinson, Retford (accepted)... I,4.t0 0 0

Ashton, Retford 1,409 0 0

For the erection of a Villa Residence, near the Eagle,

8naresbro<'k, E.<sex (without stabling). Mr. Francis

Cross, architect :

—

Hobbs. Enfield £1.764 0 0

Arbor, Leyfonstone 1.700 0 0

Pauli. Do^Vr-road... 1.690 0 0

Lsncmead, Oray’s-inn-road 1,669 0 0

Brown, (iloiicesier-street 1,640 0 0

Starkey, Old street 1,638 0 0

For erecting Workshops, at Maiden-lane, for Messrs.

Cottam. Mr. Mullens, architect :

—

Farleigh £1.24i 14 0

Macey 1,120 0 0

Penny 1,118 0 0

Patman 1,103 0 0

Rider 1.086 0 0

Mansfield 1.085 0 0

Ricard 1,074 0 0

Dove 1,055 0 0

Patrick 083 0 0

Trollope and Sons (accepted) ... 973 0 0

For proposed new Premises, High-street, Brentwood,

Essex. Mr. Tbos. Burton, architect. Quantities sup-

plied :

—

Ashby £1.170 0 0

Heep.. 1.183 0 0

Eivptt l.l.iO 0 0

Tolley 1.097 0 0

Downs 1,090 0 0

Hacbworth and Eyre 1,033 0 0

Hammond 900 0 0

For a pair of semi-detached Villas, at Burnt Ash-lane,

Lee, Kent, for Mr. Alfred Fox, of Blackheath. Quantities

supplied :

—

Gammon £1,177 0 0

Penny 1,077 0 0
Humphries 1,053 0 0
Harrison 1,060 0 0
J, and C. W. Todd 1,0-49 0 0

Hamden 97-5 0 0

Cobhsm 925 0 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

To Deadbs and Frost Oeass. — This subject has occasionally

been treated of in the .Bit’ftfeT, but we have not time to refer.

Hydr fluoric acid, obtained from fluor spar, if we mistake not, is

the chief, if not the only ogent used in deadening glass, at least

by chemical action on it. Griuolog, or OTerlating the surface

with some pioper coating, may be also modes of producing a

similar effect.

E, G. B -W. n. Z.-F. G. M. - V. V. — No. 131.—Pslmam
Ac,—P. and 8. — 6. W- iwe are unable to adrise).—S. It.—T. W.

—

J. M T-8. II.-A niui C. — H. E. K.- G. M.-G T,-C,de V.—
Arcana Imperii.—W. P,— Country Friend.—A. B. H.— W. H. T.—
P. and Won (under our limit). — O. W. B. — H. B, W.—9. F.—
H. A. L.—T. Y. K. (in Paris : address. Editor, Hue Fursfemberg).

A Provincial Archi'eof, — Pure -Air versus UirtyWater — B. K.

(nef’ber is ruwManlj/ a bii'lder : both are members of the hniid.

ing t.adc). — £. B.— remptu brsw. — J. B.— No. 146. — Confido.—

No. 41.

*• Boots and Addresses.”—We are forced to decline pointing out

books or finding addresses.

NOVICE, — All coramunicationa respecting adeertUe-

flseni'i should be addressed to the “ Publisher,’’ and not

to the “Editor:" all other comraunicatioos should be

addressed to the Editob, and not to the Publisher.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

\TlAUGnTSMAN WANTED, in the NorthD of Fnalaiid; -a'arv.Sl. per week. Must be a>'le to make
geoe'sl snd detail rtrawiags from sketches.—Apply, by lest

B. H. ( 'ffice of ‘ The Hijilder ’

G
rIsi-

LASS -GETTER.— WANTED, a com-

TO P.AiNTEBS AM) GbAZIEHS.
\;r ANTED, a TURNOVER, or a Lad that
tT ha.woiked ut h- ahovr trade, where coustsut .-mpl.iy

may be h>d.— Addre-s, with rac-reoce and wages expiCtel, to

H. W OfHre n- “
I he Huu. er”

W ANTED, a first-class Man to Work
W.iulfliua Machines and make the machine-irons.-

Appiy.in fiist iiirtance to C I) 121, Bunhill-row. Pin'bury,oi
M -nday or Tuodsy erentng. between the hou s of Six and Eight
if ' • ' f rr I..'. 1 e> i- eem. lit aud wages required.

T > CI.EKKS (’P WORK8.
"lyl ,7 ANTED, an experienced and thoroughly
T* preet’C.il .M.\N. ot good address and uneiceptiouah e

ch -reirter. Ilemu-t be thoroughly acquainted wiih the building
bns'ne.H, in all it^ b-aii he-, aud fully oompeteut u> take ihe
entire mauaaemrnt of exieuMve building operations.—.\ppli

, by
lei’-r, sotiDg whete last empluyed, and the salary expeeiei, to

P. I), tifbce oi •• Th- Duiider.''

W ANTED, an experienced CLERK of
\V ' H' to go abroad for four mouth'. He muai

tboroughl.v unders’and brickwoik.—.Apply personally at No. 9.

Adel|.hi-lerrm r, S'raiid

TO MASTER PAINTFRS. io.WANTED, by a Young Man, CONSTANT
WORK as PLCMBER, PAIN Pc- K. and GI.AZIER.-

Birect, W. P. op:o»ite the '• reen Man. Kiiliuz l)<-au. M'ddle'ex.

T'l nABPENTER<, RVILDRRS. 4o

ANTED, by a Young Man, aged 22, a
VV SITUATION lonOARPUN It.K and JlH^r.K•d SHOP,

aa Improve’-.— Adore-*.*. A. K. No. 9j. Deau-strecr. Soho.

\\/ANTED, a SITUATION, in town or
VT oouQiry as FOREMAN BRIGKL.AYER -'r CLERK of

W- 'BKS. who i* fhor-iuctily experienced in all hniidlug erections,
IT to managi; ihebusiues of a builder. Satisfociurv refereuoes
g'Veii fur ucteiitiou and ubibty.—Add-efis 10 R. H. 43, Buokbam-
street, Hoxtoii. N.

w TO BUILDERS AND PLO\IRR''S.

ANTED, by an experienced PLUMBER,
rt. ........

flu liij

be given.—
_ . ..a Sl'1-U.ATIoN

,
..

painting, ito ifr-ijuTrU. Heferenoe-
'

' B. 19«. Trafalgar-rtreet. Walworth-road.

The Advertiser, aged 2-i, wishes for an
ENO.AUEME.iT. Haseerved as pupil aud cLrk with an

arcliiti'Ct aud eurveyor in the City during a period or seven years,
ueat drauglitsman, aud can produce te<(iinoDiala to that
us also to li>s ti(ue(i8 for general practice.— Addre"8, T. G.

f Mr. Foster. Stai loner. High-streer, Peekham. Surr-y, S.E.

TO SURVEYORS.

The Advertiser, who has had practical expe-
rieuoe wl.be. to ol.tain a SITUATION lu u PURVEYOR’S

OFPI- E.—AdciD-BS, J. N. Pus’-office. Amwell-.trret, Clerkenwell.

TO ((ENTLEMEN. BniLDEKS *0.

The Advertiser, aged -13, a practical CAIi-
Pl' Nl'hR uhd JOINER, also afair (laiu Draught'man, and

nciiiiain ed with the customary duties of au urtioe. isde-irous of a
SITUATION if a general or other cbaructer. where bueiurss
' ii4iltg coinhined wiih -oSrietyaa-l tru-tworchiiiess, are essential.
-.Add'esH. li. B. Cir.y News-rooms. 68, Uhea.iside.

Td AKOIIITEOTS, SURVEYORS, AND llUH-DERS.

The Advertiser is desirous of an ENGAGE-
.MKNT. m oue<*f the ahuve ofHce*. Is c-irapeceue to make

fair »-nrkiiig drawiugi*, measure arufioers’ work* aud has hud
cuDsidei iihle pr-id'ice id quiiuCitles, ubs raot*. 4c, iu Architect
aud Burve.vors’i and Builders’ ottices. Salary moderate. First-
nte reieretices given to present emptoyera — .Address, A. B. 2,

Hamilton terrace, QueeuVroad, Westbou-ue-grove, W,

To TIMBER. STONE, MARBLE MER-
CHANT8, FUTL'ERY MAKUFAUTU REK3. niid HOP

MEKCHA.NT , 4o.—

W

anted, by a Geutlemau uow travelling
for a house in the U-meut a<-d Aitificial Mauiire Trade, through
the Mtdhiu ( und Wesieru Couutiee, and (laving a good cuitnec-

tiuu with biidders, plumbecs, 4c, a Oo.MMlASl'i < lo Sell for
any Muuufueturer or Merchant, us above, to accord with his pre-

reo' engagemeut — Address, Mr. U. C. C. General i'ost-omoe.
Bristol.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS. 4(J.

E Advertiser is desirous of -a RE-
I'.NGAGEviENT, in an OFFICE, or as Ci.EllK of

WuRKS I- accustomed to the preparutiou of fiui.bed and
Working drawiugs, preparing speoifioations, estim ites ’.f custs, 4c.
4c, and the uiiuei routine of au office. Ha* also hau Bome years'
expe-ieuee Id the mauagemeo' and direcciou of works, superin-
leudiug woikmeu, 4c. 4o. Salary moderate. — Address, X. Y. Z.

12, Great ' auterbury-phice, Lain(je(h, Sur'ey.

L>LUMBING.— EMPLOYMENT Wanted,
L by a r spectubie experienced Mud, wi.iiug to m .ke Uims«ir

- efu'. Noobj otiuu to town or oouutry. Uespecuihle refereuoes.
—Address. W. T. 65, Henry-street. Kenuington-laue.

T ) ENG1NFEK3, ARCHITECTS. CONTB AC TORS. 4c.

MPLOYMhNT WANTED, by a Young
'-ho laa good draughtsman, and lion had cou.'derable

e.vpcrteuce lu surveying aud levelling, the superiuteudeu*e of
a'Cb(tei<iurul aud eugiueeting warks, aud ha- reocutly been
eusuged on one ot ilie le ding railways Fir.t-r.ite te timoaials•- n P M,.

E

TO ARCHITECTS.
A GOOD DRAUGHTSMAN, possessing a
Xm. knowledge ot detail and construction, uud uum.eleuC tu

make working, finished, and perspective drawings, is open to an
ECtUAUE.tlENT.—Addreaa, G. G. 39. Michael’s-place, Bromp-
ton, W.C.

A CIYIL ENGINEER, of several years’
varied piocilce, and possessing a good kunwledge of aROHI-

c,e;’lUKE, is dreirous of an ENGAGEMENT iu either of the
pto'essioiie. I he highest test'mouiala can be given. — Apply,
(vi.O. E. Post-office, Launceston, Cornwall.

TO ARCHITECTS.

An Experieuced Practical CLERK of
WOnko tsuPBN for a KE-EbGAQEnENT.—Address,

A. 14. 12, Cropley-strfc’, Hoitou New town.

To GLA'S-P.MNTEK?.

WANTED, an active Practical PEP.SON,
V V who would l-e competent to act as FOREMAN, whete

leiera’ l.--ndB are empluved.—Apjly to N. \V. LAVERS, 30,
Son. I utnp'ou > ree ,Str.>iid.

w ANTED, an ENGINEERING ASSIST-
AN1', ae.usUmed to make Drawings for, and to super-

of. Bsilw-ay Works.—References aud
T3 T. i-k W I.-^l IQ a P.... Tl-’lll..terms to be Urwurded to R. HOPKINS, Esq., Williton, i

w TO PAINTERS. PAPER-HANGERS, Ac.

ANTED, in a country shop, a PAINTER,
1>. u ... 4c. and if capable of doing

" -

r. Cunburn’s, 4,Ea«tcrQ-place, CamberwelJ, S.

TO OLD ESTABI.IHHED CITY AND WEST END
BUlLDEHr-,

TT'ANTED, by the Advertiser, a PERSON
TV of Steady, pereevirinv. a. d bii*ine-B habit*, aged thirty

vears a SITUATION, as f'HOP F'-REMaN, 4c. I'n on old

ertahlished firm ns above, where ihe work enimsted to him can he
earned out in a bu*iue»* and system itic manner. He is well
acqiiiiiiiied with every branch of the trade, and carahleofpTe-
I Bring working and other drawin.-, und thoroughly oequ ii- ted
with (be manag.ment of meu and materials, and keeping aconii’it

o( tt>»>e,4 -. Can produce nuexoepii- nih'e lefereoce* as to ability
and *o>’iieiy. — Appl-, hv l»iter, sating p .rtlcnlars, 4o. to
BUILDEd. care of .Mr. Martyo, -U Pnncra8-kinc..<lueen-»treet,
Cheanside, N.

N.B. A good Birmingham or Manchester firm would not
be o>ijeo»«d ta

T<i BUILDERS AND -<URVEY(>H«.

WANTED, by a Young Man, a SITUATION
TV where he coul.i ohia’ii - pr’i-rtoai kunwl-dge of Ihe C-.n-

ttiructinn aud Rep->ir of F,.im Buildings. He cnn*ider8 hi* pre-
s-ni infurraation as txhe r. qulreraeuts of farm homesteads would
render his exettions u*etul to hi* empi- yer. Country oreferred.

—

Apply to Mr. J. JONES, Mr. W. H. A| periej’s, Land Agent,
H er. ford.

TO BUILDERS AND nTHERik. IWANTEID, by a Young Man who has four
|

or five K[,are l.our* during .he .lay. in ENGAG. MENT
I

as BnOKKrEPER or ACCOUN I'ANT. As he is thoroughly
acquainted with the work, he would he found inostbe'viceablc to
I ere.nis wb.ae accouais may be iu airear.-.—Address, E. S. No. 9, i

Cruteheofriars, City.

TOAKCHITPCTK

A THOROUGH PRACTICAL CLERK of
M <ih K6 i* desiruns of a Kti-EN GAGE MEN '

; has had
the manogeiiient of very exteuaive public a.ij private works:
first- ni'e 'esDnionl iia—Address. H. Y.T. Office of *

'I’lie Builder."

TO KNGINEBRS AND CONTHAnToR-k.

A N ENGINBEll and SUKVEIOB, having
X\. had u I eul experience iu Eugluud und the Cou-ineut, and
being a good drangiiisinaD, wishes to make au ENGAGEMENT,
either iu the office or on Works, where experience aud ability
cau be made aviilioKIe. Unexceptionable tesrimouiala—Address.
X. Y. Z. care of Mr. c-piller, Stationer, Uolboru-bili.

A S WORKING FOREMAN of MASONS;
X\. cau set out work, muks work. nr drawings, good letter-

Cutler and carver, ca.i superiuteud puullc works. oi undertake the
mnuagemeuc 01 a general yard. Uuo-l refere ce aud ti-stlmonials.
Town or oouutry —Addrese, L. A, Gffloe of " Tne Buihle ."

TO ENGINEER:). IRUNFOUNDBRS, CONTKaCTgBS, AND
UTHBR4.

A RESPECTABLE MAN, aged 36 years,
well Versed iu aeconuti*, men’s time, aiietracciug. prime

cost, material, 4.-. wishea u tvE-ENGAGEMEN 1' us CLERK or
COi.LKCToK, 4c. Security if r.quired — .iddress, Mr W.
JiIXxN.at Me-arv. Barton, Bon, and Co.’s, Jobu’s-pUue, Holland-
street, S’ Uiliwaik,

TO ARCHITECT?, Civil. ENGINEERS, BUILDERS. AND
CONTRACTORS.

A SURVEYOR, of long standing and exten-
sive expc leuce on works oi msgui u-ie. u dceirous of

meeii’g wiili gcutlemen requiring quautilitai taken out on works
me.iaured aud priced, upon terms advantaget-ue lu the above ; or
up.-u in rodu.-iug business he w;ll share cumuiisaiuu.—Addtess,
a.B. Office of “The Builder,”

TO ARCHITECT?.
A GOODAKCIIITECTUEAL
X\ DRAUGHTE.VIaN , ttioroughly acqunimed withperspec-
ti---, Is desii’.Uv of meeting with au ENGaOEME.M' (*.r 'Three

iiayo a Week, or for four pr five hours daily.—Addie»f, M. Z. A.
uifice of ’• Tne Builder.”
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tVERPOOL is full of actirity.

New sets of chambers of great

ago, when flic land there was first bought by the

acre and sold by the foot, and the owners of it

were thoroughly possessed with the notion that

they were about to absorb and vripe out

Liverpool.

There is a tradition that when the parish

church of St. Peter was built, about 1.50 years

ago, Liverpool could not boa.'it of a professional

architect amongst its inhabitants. “Anappli-

catioii,” says Mr. Picion, in liis “Architectural

cost and extent are rising on ad
History^' of the town, printed in our pages,

sides, and display an amount of made to an archil cct in London to furnish

decoration,externally, somewhat fgj. doorcase. He sent do^vn four

surprising. Some business
g];e|-0|j0g for f])0 purpose. The authorities here

houses of considerable preten-
’ agree as to which should be

wi''
sions are being erected in Bold-

proferroj^ if suggested that the whole four

street and elsewhere ; the Ex-
Ijo adopted, which was accordingly done,

change is to be enlarged, and
as may be seen by inspection, each of the four

^ Hale-street is to be taken
gutrance doorways being of a dillerent design.”

down, to admit of the erection of
present time, if half-a-dozcii local

Public Offices. In St. James s- architects were needed for each doorcase, or

street, at a short distance from any other case, they could be found Liverpool,

the centre ot the town, a new Roman
Jjas become an architectural centre, and

^
Catholic Chapel is in progress, from

]jj,g niany attractions for those who would know
the designs of Mr. Pugin. It is of

^yi^at is being done in this way in the provinces,

the Geometrical period in style, and jfg ruaguitlcent town-hall is of itself worth a

of [considerable size, with elaborate journey, and will become more and more so as

cast and west windows. Under the same archi-
•|-[ie yf painter and the sculptor are

tect, a new presbytery and other additions are brought to bear on its adornment. The interior

about to be commenced at St. Oswald’s ; these jg already getting dirty, and the darkened con-

hnikliugs will be in accordance with the church, (Htion of the metal doors and brass gaseliers,

which is in the Hceovated style.
^

seems to suggest something wrong in the veuti-

Amongst the most important works going lation, notwithstanding the elaborate arrange-

on are buildings containing sets of chambers for ment for it which exists, and the great attention

business purposes. The most strikiug of these puui fo the matter by Mr. Mackenzie and the

is the pile known as the “ Tower-buildings,” other resident officers. It is, indeed, elaborate,

now in progress under the able direction of Jtr.
' and, with the heating, costs about 2,000 /. a-year.

J. A. Picton, and which will hereafter be seen xiie air, admitted Ihrongh huge vaulted passages

from the water-side. Tin’s pile is 105 feet long
' jjj {]ie basement, where it is washed at the

one w'ay, 96 feet the other, and 65 feet high.
' entrance by an artificial ^cotch mist! is sent

The fronts arc of stone, with granite dressings, ‘ forward by powerful fans worked by a. steam-

iu three stories, and in the frieze and elsewhere ' engine over pipes containing hot water, or other-

display a large amount of carviug, some of it i wise, according to the season, to an apartment

very well executed by Stirling. The small w’here it is prepared for use, and then, at any

columns to the windows between tlie columns
^

temperature that maybe desired, according to

of the principal order, have capitals of natural
,
the theory, is passed inio tlie hall through

foliage. As we shall give a \T.ew^ of the build- openings the whole length of the floor. So com-

ing hereafter, we need at this time only add pletely do the officers assume to have it in hand,

that the total cost will be from 18,000/. to ' that tlic temperature is varied for after-dinucr

19,000/. Within, iron girders carry flat arches,
'
meetings, and durbg a large ball a nnirunn

and 2-inch oak planks from girder to girder
[ temperature, it is asserted, can be preserved

form the floors.
j

under perpetually varying circumstances. ])is-

“ Middleton -buildings,” nearly completed,
'
charging shafts take away both tlic foul air from

close by, under the same architect, shows some above and the smoke from the i’urnaccs, and the

novelty in the windows, and will afford us an
'
whole building is in this respect one liuge

example of the value of good business premises,
' machine I

in Liverpool, for the Cunard Company liavc
|

The interior of the new concert-roomj at the

agreed to pay for the gi-ound-floor of this build- end of the Hall, recently finiahed from the

iug 1,000/. per annuw, which is at about the designs of Professor Cockerell, is singulajly

rate of 40/. per square yard.
i

elegaut in detail. It is oval in plan and liglit

In a building also for chambers, now being in colour, with a considerable amoimt of gilding,

erected near the Exchange, Messrs. Haigh and The centre part of the ceiling is flat, and rather

Co. the contractors, Belgian marble is intro-
'
low. The effect of the mirrors over the orcitesira

duced in courses in the fronts, with Harley Hale is very good in daylight : how it may be at night,

stone, to give variety. Some chambers, close ' when looking-glass'often fails, we cannot say.

by, in progress, from the designs of Mr. Colling,
'

The present aspect of the ground around the

display in the front a considerable amount of George’s Hall is almost ludicrous. A costly

varied ornament. It may be objected that this balustrade (with two columns, disjecta membra^

is flat (purposely, by the way), and that the rising out of it, opposite the railway station),

windows are wide for their height, which ren- and gates of great height and size, inclose an

ders them somewhat squat: as a whole the area, next tlic flank of the hall, the level of

building, nevertheless, commands praise. jMr.
|

which is several feet lower than the level of the

Cockerell’s Assurance-office is not yet suffi- adjoining road
;
and out of this area into which

ciently advanced to tell its own tale.
' you have descended you asceuJ the steps lead-

The new landing-stage intended for sca-gniug jug up to the liall—steps down to steps up, in

steamers is making rapid progress : it will he short. Lions, each formed out of more than one
1,000 fcetloug,aud will cost more thanl00,000/.; stone, with the faces of lugubrious judges, or

and if you commit yourself to one of the masks iu a pantomime, form part of the orfftr-

steamers close by it which pass coustanlly back- mentation-.

by partly lowering the road, and partly raising

the existing sunk area.. The. gates, of them^

selves, look very much like a joke, being of

Teat and careful strcngtli, 11 or 15 feet in

height, surmounted by spikes and other defen-

sive arrangements, wilk a low balustrade at

the side, over which any one may step at will.

The site proposed for the Public Library aud

Museum is behind the St. George’s Hall. Some
opposition to it has been od’ered lately, not-

withstanding the circumstance that the first

stone has been actually la’d. To say the truth,

the site, situated as it is on a steep incline, and

close to St. George’s Hall, is not a good one;

but it was shown, at the meeting of the Town
Council whereat the o])posilion was offered,

that it united greater advantages than any other

available plot of land, and nearly all feeling

that, at any rate, matters liad gone too far to

admit of fur'her discussion, the objection was

put on one side.

The plan of the proposed building is said to

he good, l)iit the design externally is a poor

tiling, not likely to maintain the chaiactcr in

an a'cliiteetural point of view that Liverpool

has acquired. A foreign architect, writing to

us recently on the subject, remaik®,

—

“ Est-ce que vous savez que Ics Liverpooliens

veulent, pour leur mnsee, copier National

Galtenj de Londres ! ! N’y aurait-il done par

moycn de leur faire acheter a hon marche

I’original, dont tout le moude attend la demo-

lit ion ?”

The praises and compliments heaped on Mr.

Browm for the wise appropriation of some of

his supcitluous wealth, and whicli must have

led many to exclaim, "Something too much of

tliis,” ought at any rate to lead to many
similar acts, by which society may be benefited

and advanced. Mr. Huggins, in his recent

address to the Areliitectural Society of this

town, to which we have before referred, made
some observations in connection with this event

which well deserve publicity.

What struck me,” he says, “most during

the recent proceedings iu honour of tliat gru-

tleman was how easy and pleasant a path lie

had found to immortality compared with what
i-5 usually trodden.

Ah ! who cap tell how hard it ia to climb
The sleep where Fume's prourl icinple shines af^r ?'

Ah ! who Cull tell how many a soul sublime
Hath I'ell the inlluence of iiiHliKnniit stiir.

And waged with Fortune an eternal war ?

Hard, indeed, for the unblessed of Plulua,.

however ennobled by the rare gifts of genius.

But here is one literally strewed with flowers,

and yet all but untrodden. To a multitude of

men in Liverpool, Manchester, Bolton, woith

hundreds of thousands, some half a million and

more, liow small a price is 30,000/.—when it;

could involve no self-denial nor the sacrificv- of

a single physical or mental enjoyment—to j>ay

for lieing made the founder of an institution by

which intelligent creatures will for ages to come

be inspired with t!ie breath of knowledge, raised

iu the scale of being, and made better amt

happier through life, aud pcvliaps in death, titan

they could otherwise have been. Tliirly tliou-

saiid pounds ! The price is too low, and ougiit

to he raised; uhile the wonder should be, not

at the extraordinary magnitude of the gilt, hut

that it should be at all an extraordinary oeeur-

rence, aud that Mr. Brown is without com-

petitors.

I must cou'ess that to my own mind iho

whole of the late almost deification of that gen-

tleman was a r, 'll ire on humanit y. Tiierc is no

cant in the assertion that rich men are bit

stewards, aud have no right to the exclusive use

of enormous wealt!), whieh was given them iu

The remedy would seem to be
wards aud iorwarJs to connect Lancashire with simple, and ought to be adopted without further

Cheshire, evidences of similar movement in discussion : the outer balustrading, with the .

Birkenhead will be found in the constniction columns, of which it has doubtless been said,— for the geucral wcii!, and arc hound, in

of docks, ship-building yards, and manufac-
' “it u not ib.w tbe tbiir's am’' rich ana rare-

j

comnvm duty, in common lionesty, to do what

tories;—a more healthful and promising activity ' One svonders bow the devil they got there j”— j

Mr. Brown lias been idolised for doing, bo

than that which was evident there some years should be swept away, and a level p/ace formed, that what iu vulgar estimation is princely
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generosity, judged by a right standard, is barely

justice, or less than justice.”

Scores of men in Liverpool, in Manchester,

in Leeds, in Bristol, in fact thronghout the

kingdom, could emulate Mr. Broum without any

personal sacrifice, if they pleased; and would

do 30, if they were to rellect on their position

in the right spirit.

“ Let us hope,” continued the speaker, " that

Mr. Brown will have imitators, and even rivals,

and that donations will pour in of sufficient

number and amount to render our Lree Library

of Liverpool such a wonder of the age that the

Bodleian, the Katcliffe, and other renowned

institutions of the kind shall be no more heard

of, and make Liverpool iu reality what Haydou

must ironically have called it, the Florence of

England.

But there is other ground besides the Free

Library,—other, and some larger, fields for heroes

of the class. We want a mnscum of geology,

of botany, of mineralogy. We want an archi-

tectural museum : we want a good permanent

gallerj- of art; a gallery, too, for annual exhi-
j

bitions of painting, sculpture, and ai'chitecture : i

the present one is, I believe, only rented. We
want a score of humanizing and refining insti-

tutions that I am unable to name. W'’bat

capital chances are here for our millionaires

—

so many passports to immortality ! We have,

or can soon make, within and around St.

George’s Hall, an abundance of niches, brackets,

and pedestals, which need not be all rated alike,

or so high as 30,000/. but put up at dift’erent

'

prices—say from 10,000/. to 50,000/. or 60,000/.
i

Step in, gentlemen, step in.”
|

We would repeat the observations to the
|

wealthy of each town in England, and cry aloud
'

everywhere, " Step iu, gentlemen, step in.”
I

Brief as our notes have been, we have said

enough to justify our assertion at starling, that

Liverpool is full of activity.”

THE GOVERNMENT COMPETITION
DESIGNS.

Should any inaccuracies chance to be found
'

in the letter of our correspondent last week on
the block plans, our disclaimer of responsibility

at the time will be held sufficient. In accord-

'

ance with what we said at first, we apprehend
that the balance of opinion on the Bridge ques-

tion is not as he puts it; and even had he made
|

no error in his classification, the fact of a consi-

derable number of designs showing a bridge in

place of that at Westminster, on a different site,

would be not conclusive
;

for there is much
evidence here, as iu other matters, that com-
petitors indicate what they think will be accept-

able, and thus are not just to their calling and
to themselves

;
whilst, further, the chief of the

plans proposing a new site show the disadvan-

tages of it, as we also have said,—the view of

our correspondent iu one place—that a removal

,

northward would serve only the Park—being
I

really the same opinion as our own under
j

anotlicr guise. We shall, however, continue to
'

state what are the different propositions in the
|

street plans, so that our readers may judge how
far we were correct in our generalization

,

whether regarding the whole, or the more im
portant, of the plans.

Under the number CS, with the motto,
“ Optimus ille est qui miuiniis urgetnr,” are

included a general plan and block plan, and a
design for the Foreign -office. In these the
author, who ajipears to be a foreigner, retains

Mr. Page’s plan for Westminster-bridge, but
adds another bridge, joining the northern portion

of the ground by a hne askew, to a point on the
opposite side,—not in the direction up, but
doten the stream. He also shows colonnaded,
or other communications between the Offices,

crossing Parliament-street. Some objection

—

having regard to the purpose of concentration

—

has been seen by many of the competitors, to

the_ break in the system by the very wide street
which follows almost of necessity from the in-

st^ctions. The contrivances for remedying
this are, however, in few cases sufficient.

THE BUILDER.

No. 70, “ Cresceus,” a design for the Foreign-

office, is one of the better works in one, though

that not the highest, of the classes of authorship

into which the collection might be divided from

evidence of drawings alone. This No. 70 may

be of what we might call the student class,—

a

class very different to that of certain works

referred to in our first notice,—which had surely

come from the least imaginative of " five

orders ” men, or the hopeless suburban school

of shop-fronts and compo-pilasters.

No. 71, with the motto, “ Spes est meum
astrum ductum ” (which we copy literally), and

the device of a silver star on blue ground, in-

cludes a general block plan and drawings, of a

design for the War-office. We observe that

the author would move Westminster-bridge to

a site approached from the middle of the ground

which is west of Parliament-street. The gene-

ral arrangement of the Offices is based on the

datum of the present Board of Trade building,

which would be preserved,—adding a similar

front at tiie south end of new Parliament-street,

and building the War-office as a centre. The

j

design is an ordinary arrangement of columns

and window openings, with masses at the ends,

crowned by domes. The Offices adjacent to the

Houses of Parliament, it is proposed should be

Tudor, but less florid in character than the

Houses. This way of solving: difficulties of the

site is not a good one
;
but t '.e present author

only illustrates as others do, the disadvantage
j

resulting from the prevalence of more than the I

one style. He proposes that the main streets

should be 111 feet wide, from front to front.

The ventilation has been considered
;
but the

corridors would be quite dark (it is extraordi-

nary liow general this error is)
;
and the inter-

nal fronts of the courts exhibit no decoration,

—

they have merely holes for light.—We hold tliat

No. 72, “ Victoria and Albert,” is a work of in-

structive character, properly looked at. Like

some other designs, it might show what to do,

by the very opposite which in itself it practises.

Its pretentious architecture in the budding for

theWar-office andForcigu-office, includes a major
|

and minor order of columns, placed without the
[

slightest harmony of proportion, a portico of
|

seven columns, and bad details. Fortunately
|

there is power iu the beauty of good architec-
j

ture to hold its place, where the good and the

bad are, as in this exhibition, side by side—pro-
[

vided only that each is examined ; but the case is

not so with the public always, or where compari-
j

son cannot be made. In his general plan, the
,

author moves Westminster-bridge to the limit of
,

the ground—north,—whereby he gets an nnne-
j

cessary angle iu the Lambeth approach, which
j

joins from tbeBridge-road. ThedesignNo.73,

'

“Arcana Imperii;” and No. 73a;, “Voxpopuli'
diguitate urbis,” appear to be by the same hand,

|

though not accordant with one another. No. 73a:

'

includes a general plan and a block plan. West-
minster-bridge is altogether removed

;
and a

\

bridge at theUorseferry, and one with approaches
,

from Whitehall—one approach opposite the .

Horse Guards—seem to be considered sufficient.

The blocks of building in Parliament-street

would fail in effect, as shown, for the very reason

that the fronts are neither quite symmetrical,

nor sufficiently different. The author of No. 73,

as distinguished from the last, woxdd leave Sir

Charles Barry’s building; and under the idea of

harmonious junction of the styles north and
south, he adopts for his design for the War-office,

!

the Jacobean style, or, as he would call it,

Anglo-Itahan. The objections to the Gothic
|

style are not as the author puts some of them,
'

“from the enormous expenditure, such as deco -

1

rative style would involve,” — these objections

start from false premises. The general decorative

details iu No. 73 are plain, as appearing to the
author most suitable to purposes of business, and
include rusticated pilasters, and mullioned and
transomed windows. The principal front has
truncated roofs at the angles, and in the centre

a lofly tower.

No. 71, “In hoc spes mea,” including a

f
eneral plan, a block plan, and a design for the
oreign-office and War-office in one building,

preserves the site of Westmiuster-biidge
;
and

proposes a bridge approached from Chariug-
cross. In the jnan of the Offices there is a
large central court, with a cortile north and
south. Portions of the corridors are again
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inadequately lighted, as we find them in many
designs where one central court is provided.

The decorative character is rich Venetian, with
arch-headed windows and orders

.

No. 75, with the motto “ Dens atque jus,” is

the work of a Frenchman, who signs “ A. B.
d’ H. luspecteur aux Travaux du Louvre,” and
appeal's to say he received “honourable men-
tion “ in the competition prior to the erection of

the Exhibition building of 1851. The draw-
ings here are likely to be passed without
observation by many

;
but they exhibit beauty

of architectural detail and precision of drawing
such as are not surpassed by any of hand

E

ctitors. The author at first felt the project to

e so immense that he should not be able to

enter upon it
;

he, however, sends a genei'al

plan, a detailed block plan, and drawings of a

design for the War-office and the Foreign-office.

The general plan is not very clear at the height

at which it is placed, hut the author’s chief

intentions are explained iu the block plan.

This, as to the bridge, and the careful attention

to symmetry, somewh at resembles the plan

in 1^0. 12, also by a Frenchman. As in

that case, the site for the bridge would be

an excellent one, were the sole object that

of providing a communication between the

Offices and a corresponding spot on the Lam-
beth bank

;
but, for ml traffic from the Birdcage-

walk, the new site, would add four turns to the

present direct route, and to the inconvenience of

the Offices themselves. The chief difference

between the two plans, is in the omission in

No. 75 of the great place in the centre of the

system, and (since the portions of ground, east

and west of Parliament-street, do not accord in

the northern line of boundary) in the placing

the bridge to centre with the western ground

;

thus, the precise symmetiy considered essential

by both authors, would be gained by No. 12 by
trespassing on Great George-street, and by
the other by a suggested appropriation of Rich-

moud-terrace. The several blocks of building

arc shown with galleries of communication
across the streets. The internal courts are

shown laid out in liarterres, as also are the sunk
areas of the basement in the Foreign-office

design, as an alternative suggestion. It is

curious, that the value of shrubs and garden-

ground towards architectural effect should he
more felt in France than in England, where
horticulture is so well understood. The im-

portance of the combination was better under-

stood in the buildings of the Elizabethan period.

The plans under No. 75, for the War-office and

the Foreign-office, are characterized by the same
attention to symmetry as the plan we have

been noticing. In each Office there is an oblong

court in the centre, with staircases well planned

for effect; and generally the lighting has been

properly considered. The drawings, however,

are difficult of examination, not being drawn to

the prescribed scale. The end elevations—the

east of the War-office, and the west of the

Foreign-office—consist of three principal stories

on an elevated basement, the latter rusticated

horizontally, the ground story having arch-

headed windows with archivolts, imposts, and
plain circular panels in the spandrils

;
the story

over, similar windows, with an order of three-

quarter Coriuthiau columns
;
and the upper

story, short Corinthian pilasters, windows with
architraves and cornices, and a general entabla-

ture cornice to the building, which is finished

by a Mansard roof with dormers. The mould-
ings on the roof are especially well calculated

for effect. It should, however, be observed,

that there is the usual arrangement in pavilions

;

and the centre pavilion has an extra story, with
pilasters and panelling, and a dormer, or similar

feature, and a lofty curved roof with bold

enrichments at the angles and the summit,
where there is an elaborate piece of decoration,

forming the base for the flag-staff. The whole
of this part of the design displays great beauty
of ornament, general taste, au^ the required

calculation as to effect from below. The
pavilions at the angles have truncated roofs.

The angle pilasters, or piers, are rusticated, and
have capitms of novel and beautiful design, and
they support either statues or vases. The
doorwajs not made prominent, but are marked
by the wide flight of steps. In the flanks the

central feature is different, and quite subordi-
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nate. In the general OTOup, the two Offices

appear to correspond in all points,—but they are

nrnted by a two-storied building with gateways,

a central pavilion and high truncated roof. The

style is that of the later I'rcnch Kenaissauce.

The interior decorations, in the style of Louis

XVI. are studied
;
and, like all the ornamental

parts, are drawn with a skilful touch.

No. 76, with the motto “Grande Certamen,”

is a design manifesting considerable novelty.

The authorship would be ascribed to the right

quarter, without the help we gave. The
drawings include a general street plan, a block

plan and views, and drawings of the War-

office and Foreign-office as one general building.

The general plan has some marked peculiarities.

The author would move Westminster-brid^c to

opposite the centre of the western portion of

the ground, but he would place another bridge,

and a route crossing "Whitehall, at a point s

little north of the Horse Guards, the road

curving round to the Haymarket. Between
the two new bridges, on each side of the river,

he would place, if we see the plans aright,

Offices and residences, with terraces on arches

on the Surrey side. He would open a street

from opposite the door of Wcstminster-hall,

running due north across the site of Hungerford-

market to the Strand. All the streets proposed

are of ample width, one on the Surrey side

being 100 feet, and one from the new West-
minster- bridge, through the Offices to the Park,

being 150 feet wide. Parliament-street, of

course, would be widened
;
and all the streets

would have arches over them for communi-
cation between the Offices. These arches

would be built from time to time, as works of

commemoration. The present Board of Trade

building, the present author would preserve.

The War-office and Foreign-office would form

one building, with three courts and corridors,

for free communication from end to end, and

across,—or the connection of the Offices could

be cut off at any time. A door of communica-

tion between t!&e residence and the Foreign-

office also, appears to have been carefully left.

Entire separation is hardly desirable, and would
involve constant inconvenience. The corridors

would be lighted in great part by borrowed

lights, whicH perhaps are not objectionable

where the rooms are for offices, and are

themselves well lighted, and may be made
conducive to effect in the passages them-

selves. The principal entrances are from the

centre court, which itself is reached from

Charles-strcet, by a cortile of three archways

and transverse arches. The entrances men-
tioned lead to halls lighted from the top, and
staircases. In the Foreign-office the stairs wind
round a large enclosed well-hole, if we may so

call it. The entrance to the residence from the

park is by a bold flight of steps and archways,

over which, in the first floor, is a loggia of

arches. In the decorative effect, the sky-line of

the building plays an important part, from the

varying heights of the masses and the numerous
domed turrets or other features of the same
kind. The design shows three or four stories

besides an elevated basement, and a fifth story

sometimes added, in the centre. The windows
are numerous, and are often filled in as

to the upper part, with something like Gothic

mullions
;

and similar work is introduced

to various arched recesses which occur in

some parts, as in projections which are cor-

belled out like oriels, the last being sometimes

placed obliquely at the angles. In many other

parts ideas taken from the Gothic style arc

expressed in form; we may mention the centre

pier and statue to a doorway of coupled open-

ings. The turrets we have mentioned, which

have tall finials
;
sculpture, freely introduced

;

and many varied details, complete the desi^, so

far as it can be described in print : for, the design

which has most merit is necessarily that which
it is difficult to place before the mind by written

descriptiou : the requisite of novelty which it

has, as oue element of art, prevents the appli-

cation of the terras used for forms and details ir

known styles. Novelty, though it belongs to

bad as well as to good art, is a quality which
the design now before us certainly has, and
conjoined with effective grouping in parts, and
pictorially composed masses. The author con-

tends that the classical styles are inapplicable,

and that the Gothic style, when used in accord-

ance with examples, gives little opportunity for

applying the materials of our own time, and

that it is shown to be unsuited now to public

and private buildings by the circumstance of the

want of harmony which we observe in towns be-

tween churches and public buildings. The sti/le,

therefore, which he produces from all sources,may

be called the author’s own. The construction

of the building has been well considered. It is

are distributed so as to produce a rich effect-

In the Foreign-office and Residence, the plan

has, we think, a peculiarly distinctive character,

in the collection. From a slight error—as to not

showing someof the linesdotted—somelittle time

may be required to understand the arraugemeut

of the staircases, which are contrived specially

for distinct ingress and egress of the visitors at

receptions. The plan includes two courts, with

entrance gateways from the Park and a cross-

way of commumcation from court to court. Of
proposed to carry the fire-proof floors by iron ..-j

iDrackets and landings, fonniug a border or
,

the gateways, the one nearest the north is lor

shelf, 2 to 3 feet wide, round each room, the !
the entrance of carnages setting down.

_

iiic

brackets being made ornamental. Thus the I doorway under it gives access to the staircase

wirders would free at the ends, and the mode of ascent, 10 feet wide, near the loot ot whic i

of construction would be at once most suitable
j

arc servants’ rooms and retiring-rooms. I'rqm

to the material—iron, and best calculated to
,

the suite of reception-rooms, the distmct stair-

allow accidental fire to be confined to the room case of descent brings the visitor to the landing

in which it commenced. !
at the foot, whence he can pass straight o ^

No. 77, with the motto, “Fortiter et Fideli- '
southern archway, or can turn to the right

ter,” includes designs for the "W’^ar-office and
[

through a large hall—whicb occupies the centre

the Foreign-office, as distinct buildings, in a of the story on the park side, and is well adapted

similar style of architecture. Both subjects, ,
for footmen waitiug-aud can enter his carnage

icnographically as well as decoratively, are that way. Another peculiarity qi the plan is,

treated by the author (whose name has been Uhat the Cabinet-room and hqreign Ministers

mentioneef), with much technical skill and taste.
I

"Waiting-room are so placed, in the centre o

Whether his chance is in jeopardy from the
|

the buildiug, that they can be entered by a

blacked coloured plans which he has sent , separate staircase irom the way between tliy

in, we are not aware
;
but most of the compe-

,

two court-yards, ^e Minister s private resi-

titors have very carefully striven to keep within
!
dence is at the south-western angle, the entrance

the instructions, which ought to have been so ! being from the souLhera archway before men-

clear as to leave no room for misconception. I tioned. The public offices are entered y
Botli the designs now before us, are in the rich arcaded loggia in the eastern trout, and the

Italian style, which, with the addition of new inner hall
_

and public staircase are on the

features—the high-pitched roofs and pavilions— northern side ot" the entrance - hall, ihc

became naturalized in France, and lias been made :
offices of the Secretary of State may be coni-

by that country as much its own, as elsewhere it
.

pletely shut out from the_ more pnbbc portions

is Italian. The however, now has become
,

of the buildipg_ if required. Ihe corridors

no longer Italiau, but is European; and there is are lighted similarly to those ot the Vyar-

no reason why results of our own iusiglit into the ! office. A mezzanine lioor, for the required

principles aiid practice of Gothic architecture
j

conveniences, is arranged over the corridors

should not be brought into combination with
|

and smaller rooms. In the exterior the num-

the Italian architecture, whether of Italy or of
I

ber of stories and the angle pavilions are

France, by a course not very dissimilar to that arranged as in the other desiOT, but are 'nrmd

taken by ‘the French, but which could be made
,

in decorative enrichments. The roots ot the

to end in a style as distinctly English as the angle pavilions are fonued m curves ot contrary

other is national and French. The only detrac- flexure, with bold mouldings and eunchmeuts,

tiou from the present designs would be one from
I

and have dormers and circular openings,

the fact, that they are much like well-known whilst the centre pavilion is finished with a

buildings in Paris. The two Offices are sepa- pediment and sculpture, and high truucatca

rated by a street 65 feet in width, and in external
,
roof, also much enriched, is flanked by pro-

cLaracter are sufficiently accordant with one jecting masses in the facade. Salient columns

another to appeal* to be devoted to similar uses;
^

supporting statues, candelabra, and sculpture,

and yet they are sufficiently distinct for variety, arc used throughout the design, with great

In tlie plan of the ‘\^^ar-office there are four courts ' richness of effect as the result. Every part ot

—56 feet by 46 feet each—and au octagonal ball
^

these designs will well repay study,

in the centre from which the four principal cor-
1

Lower in merit is No. 78, with the motto

ridors lead out, 20 feet m width each, and join i

“ Hoc Propono,” attached to a general plan,

to other corridors round ihe building. Most of a block plan and a design tor the two Offices in

the corridors are lined by columns and arches
,
oue building. The author keeps the ^te ot

standing some distance from the waU, leaving
,
"Westminster-bridge. His design for the Offices

space where light is admitted by glazed panels has the general fault as to the corridop, ana

in the floors and ceilings. The fighting on this extenially exhibits an order ol Oovmtliiau cq-

D^ethod—lookingbothattbeareaandtheposition luraus the height of three stones, and an attic

of the openings—would be ample for the short
'
with pine-cones as the terramatiim of tlie pedes-

length. The top corridor has a sky-light. Other
,

tals.—No. 70, Mith the letters S P Q L, includes

corridors are lighted from the courts. The
,
a general plan, a block plan, and a design lor

central hall—lighted from the top—contains the
,

the "War-office and the Foreign-office mseparate

main staiicase. Three flights of stairs meet at a buildings, with a communication, lie would

lauding in the centre of the hall, whence theupper * remove "Westminster-bridge altogether, a

flight ]oins the gallery, whence the stairs again bridge at the Horseferry, and one opposite the

ascend. Internal effect has been well con-
1
Horse Guards, near which (or between White-

sidered in the plan of the corridors. The
,

hall and the river) he would have a new parade-

building has three main stories, with a fourth ground. He would also extend the hue ot the

story as attic to the pavilions
;

but there Haymarket to the Park. In the

arc also mezzanines with separate staircases
'
Foreign-office, the residence next Lownmg-

above the ground and one-pair floors, in which street has archways for carriages to set down ui

are well placed the required conveniences, a small court. The details of these designs

Each angle of the building has a pavilion sur-
,

appear to have been taken from books ^[^hhout

mounteef by a truncated roof, on the attic
j

real study, or freshness of invention. No. oU,

story; and in the Parliament-street front there Omnia vincit Amur^ '>y a foreigner, is a

are two other pavilions, joined by a central' poor work; but the author is at least con-

portion of the budding and a lower liue of roof sisteut, for, after removing Westminster-bridge

with enriched dormer, and terminated by an a little farther north, he utilizes the approach

Italian louvre turret. Amongst the decorative
^
by carrying a part of his office- buildings up

details, three-quarter columns and pilasters, and to the clock-tower. To the consternation of

salient columns bearing statues, windows with their architect, we should tliiiik, he would effect

dressings and pediments—some enriched with the “completion of Westminster Palace ’ by

sculpture—or arch-beaded and divided into erecting a building in front of the Peers’ Offices

liehts by a central shaft and console, and the and Victoria Tower included.
^

No. 81-
“Idem

Facia eras medius que belli,"—

continued impost ;
a group of three arches

_

as
’

the entrance
;
the upper story, and the

,

attics,
|

with pilasters and windows double the number
{ _ j j • ^ * 1,

of those below ;
enriched dormers, and angle consists of a block plan,_ and designs lor the

chimneys
;
and a railing at the top of the roofs,

'
War-office and Foreign-office as detached build-
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ingSj marked by some originality and effect, but
altogether better suited for a building for a

different purpose, and not a national work.
From the block plan we find the removal of

AVcstmiasler-biidge contemplated, with the erec-

tion of a skew-bridge with an approach in con-

tinuation of Charles-street. In the plan of the

War-office there is a court of irregular form
divided on llie ground-story. In a small por-

tion of the plan the sides of the court are but
18 feet apart, so that the lig’hting might there

be defective. Iffie entrance from Parliament-

street is by a bold arch with coupled columns
and side openings, forming an effective cor/.Ue,

and beyond this is a staircase semicircular

ou plan, lighted fioni above, with corridor

round. The principal front is remarkable for

its bold masses and recesses, its few large arch-

headed windows, of various proportions, its pro-

minent rusticated work, and coin-stoncs cut
with facets, ami its panelling to the top story.

In the principal mass, tlie centre in the top
story is retrenched, and the sides are finished

with pediments. Each of the two recesses is

filled up on the ground story with a loggia of

two arches. The Foreign-office and the Hesi-

dcnce are distinct in external design, as in

plan, with tlie exception of a communication by
colonnades on the ground story. The corridors

are lighted by circular lights in tlie floors, and
these could not be deemed sufficient. The
entrance to the Official Depavtment, is from
Charles-strcef, beneath a great portico, hexastyle
and Corinthian, flanked by turrets; and the
Residence has a carriage-porch next the park, a
rusticated basement, two stories of arcb-headecl

ami Venetian windows, coutimious euriclied

imposts, coupled columns and balconies, and is

siiriuounfed hw a dome on a low tambour and
square podium.

No. 88, with the motto, “ The Bnlish
Forum,” as the work of an Italian, may be
looked at with a certain kind of interest. It

does not. howevcr,testify to the vigour ofourc/-/
now, on the very soil from wliich since the period
of the Homan enqure, all tlie styles of arehi-
tcctiire except the Gothic, sprang. Since the
Louis XIV. ornament, Italy cannot be said to
have developed anything new. The inquiry
into the reasons for this would be a curious and
interesting one : that there is no inherent
feebleness—no finality—in any phase of the
Italian style, we believe can be shown from
what has been effected througb it, as also from
the works in tlie present cxiiibition,—neither is

it clear the political state of Italy has to do
wiili the condition of art, as often sup-
posed; for we apprehend that this state
is not less favourable ou the whole, than
were the circumstances under which the original
works were produced. W liiLt, however, the
state of political subjection is similar to what it

ever was, the noble families no longer exist,
possessed of the same wealth and mfluence;
therefore, new buildings are not asked for, and
our profession, when not drawn into the depart-
ment ofyngineeriiig—ill wldcli tlic Italians liave
great skill— is absorbed in anticjuariuii studies
ami investigations, liy wliich exclusiveness of
pursuit the ir ist nimd is deadened, and tlie
deficiency in power becomes fixed. This rpies-
tion, however, we cannot now pursue. No. 83
includes a general jdaii, a detailed block plan,
and separate designs for_ the Foreign-office and
War-oflioy. The moll o imlicales one idea, on
which it is based, lletainiiig the site of the new
IVcstiiiiiistiw-bridge, the author would add tri-

umphal arches, quite unaware how inappropriate
these would be, considering the traffic of London.
In the plms of tlie Offices, we observe again
remarkalde defects, such as distinguish the old
Italian buildings from those of our own period.
The convenience of liaving passages of commu-
nication, inslead of going tlirongli one room to
get to another, appears to have been generally
ieli only in our limes; and still it seems we have
to learn somctliing as to the plans of those pas-
sages—witli due regard to lighting and conve-
nicuce._ The Italians, however, judging from
the imitations of their works in this country,
submitted to a considerable amount of incon-
venience. The peculiarity referred to here
as a defect, is remarkable in the plan of
the Uar-ofhcc, in No. S3. External loggias
are, m their jjlace, excellent things; and

these have not till lately been adopted in

English architecture to the extent that might
have been expected. But, they do not answer
as the only means of communication from room
to room. The elevation for the War-office is of

indifferent Palladian character. In the design

for the Foreign-office there is little merit in the

plan; but tlie elevation is of rather better cha-

racter, disfigured, however, by the royal arms
ill bronze, of enormous size at the top. The
style is Venetian, and tlie centre has well-pro-

portioned loggias in eacli floor, with arches on
cokiinns, and some of the angle piers are in

good taste.

Wc shall resume our notice in another
number.

Notification has been made that the Exhi-
bition will be closed ou Saturday, June G. Tlic

Ilall will be open for the exhibition of the

models for the monument to the Luke of

Wellington, early in July; and it is stated that

those designs for the Offices which may have
been selected to receive the premiums will be
exliibited at the same time.

COJIRESPONDENCE ON THE WESTMINSTER
DESIGNS.

I wouLT) Dot willingly add to your editorial troubles
at the preient exciting season

;
but, as a subscriber

of mnijy ywirs’ standing to your valuable Journal, and
ail admirer during that time of the fair and timpe-
rate spirit which has characterized its critical dtpart-
inent, I must beg to be allowed to say a few words
<'U ihe C 'lumuuication in your la^t number signed
' E. I. Garbctt.”

I piss over the oracular spirit which pervades the
former part of that document, .ind its appropriate siqiie',

tlic mode in wliich distinguished reputation?, both
living and dead, are referred to. I conic at once to his

laboured altcm;t to affix an opprobrious sobriqiut to
tlie al’cliitpclure which threc-foiirlbs of tlic compititors
for the Guvemincnt Offices have adopted— diarae-
tcriziiig it US the per-ceiilHge style. It is true that,

like a pointless arrow, the vvitlcss epithet falls haini-
1( ss to the gronnd—but look at the animus displayed.
He would iiiaiuuate, that men who have been labour-
ing with such indefatigable real and energy—many in

the midst of pru-ssiiig professiounl avocalions, all with
a great outlay of time and money—with very faint

liopes of any reward, and often supported only by an
emhusiaslic love of their work for its own sake— that
such nil'll have selected their style, on the base,
jiiiltiy, conlemptihle priniMplc of its combining the
least amount of labour with the largest amount of
pay.

The malignity of the suggestion is only surpassed
by its absurdity. Why, I for one can tell him,
from the bottom of my heart, and there are scores to
re-echo the sentiment, that I would rather associate
my name with works C'anceived in the spirit of those
“ grand ” styles which be a-jfecis to despise, for oue
per cent, remuncr-ition, thiui with some of those
inurbid creations wliich. lie affects to admire, for ten
times that amount.

But he also supplies us with tables, professedly
based upon facts, and presenting an analysis of the
various designs

;
and a.minst the truth and accuracy

of these I piotest, as the result of his own reading of
ihe Governuji.nt instruction--, and dist'jrtcd view of
the coin] c'ing dc.sign?.

I do not for a iiiiimeut wish to provoke a discussion
on this subject. Our works are now before a high,
oignilied, a-..d we hope competent tribitiial, and ilw
would care fo viu-'i-ate themselves at such a bar
a- that oifcicd.

I only .-ak to be allowed lo protest against his
aspersions, and express a Impe that the pages of the
Liiil'Icr w,ll never be sullied by that intolerant
spiriq char.ictei'istico! the Middle Ages, which, with a
few hu.iour. ble cxi'i ptixn?., iln* votaries of Mcd'mvalisai
sic'ii to i.diniie upiully with its arehiLeeturc, I

cuelosc my card, a:id am
A COMUETITOR roil Tiiji Block Plax.

Sui.—Hitherto the advocates of Golhic Art among
your correqmiidents l.ave wiitlcii unopposed. One
gieat gun has be n fired after aiinther, and common
sense makes no reply, and takes no pains to disabuse
public opin-on of the utteuipls to trauunel it wiili the
tedious rcprtitioa of the Pointed Arch and the cease-
less cusp

; as ilii/Ugli one style alone wcie suited lo
our climate, and as il that style alone were truthful
One .nihnsiadic aposle of Christ has lefi the Gospel
to plead for GovcrnuieoL Offices iu this bygone style.
Even your clever correspondent iMr. Gjrbell has fallen

fieuuiiful L'liildingq on the CoiUiiient, of the
Middle .\gcs, that liappen to bo decorated with classic
leaturcs. There is not iin arcbileet who travels abroad
but returns imbued with the desire to leproduce ihc
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eharmilig forms that have rendered his raaiblfs so

delightful. This remark holds good with the authors
of most of the Gothic designs in the present corape-
lilion, and renders the praises of their crTics higldy
ridiculous, claiming an English origin for what is

actually an importation from abroad: thus Nos. 35
and 116 are decidedly Italian, and the " Nuble Vindi-
cation of English Art,” No. 129, is most evidently
cuutiiiental. In thus rebutting the philogolhs, I am
desirous only of advocating the adoption of a really

trutlifkil and sound system of -arebiteeture, iu which
the materials and construclioa of the present d iv

should be used without rccurriug to styles long
gone by.

Surely it is uot desirable to obscure onr windows
with stoue ruuliions, or mince up fine sheets of glass

into qaarricB, any more than we should darken the
streets in our gloomy climate with heavy classic cor-

nices or shady porlicoes. As long as we build iu
brick, the segmeutal arch is a proper constructive

head of an ordinary window or door. Decorate them
if you Will : sciiljiture mny be applied here, os else-

where, and is, as Mr. Ruokia well said, a more beau-
tiful mode of enrichment than plain mouldings. But
for the proposed Goverumeut Offices wc are not con-
fined to briok : the building materials of the whole
naliou are available : in most freestones, where lurgo

blocks are used as lintels, straight lines are easier to

work than circular, mid the square-headed window is

the nalural result. It was a favourite maxim with

.

the late Mr. Pugin that small stones only were suited

i
to Gothic archil ecture, and yet constructively a large

j

slab is preferable to the nmneious joints between
small blocks. I cannot agree with Mr. Garbctt that

I the mere fact of repetition, as in Itul'an buildings, is

la fault: a tree is nut less beautiful because it is

I

covered with leaves so like each other as not to be

I

disthiguishcd at a glance: neither dues an animal

I

lose any of its beauty by having oue eye to corre-

j

spond to the other, or its ears cxaclly alike. Ou the

I

W'bole, therefore, it seems quite uiinfcessrry to be

j

restricted to ouc arch rather than another ; treat your

j

work with taste and judgment, and be sure tliat light

,

and shade, and elegance of outlioe, will jilease as well

,

iu one shajjc as another. And as to grouping the

;
new buildings in harmony with the Abbey aud Par-

^

liamciit House.?, adopt the Gothic principle of working

j

out the characteristics of the present age, aud the
effect will be far more salisfactoiy llum I'Oi.ld be
accomplished by the servile imituti.m of the forms of
Mcdircval Anglican Art. Pouwaud.

Seeing that the BuUdr-r of last week states that

Messrs. An'ccll and Pownall arc appointed assessors

to aid the judges in selecting ihe best desirjns

;

per-

haps it can also iihurm its readers vvhat is meaut by
these three much-used words. Do they meau the
best plans fur the purpose with suitable fa9aJcs, or the

I

best Invades ? aud iu either case arc they lo be the

,

best iu tlie Hall, or the best iu accordance with the

j

instructions? Lately, when a siib-eommittcc chose

I

the prettiest drawings laid befoi'c them, and was asked

I

if the prize-sets fulfilled the iabtructious, the sub-

j

committee ingeniously answered, ihit when it made
the decision the instiuctions were imon the table:

j

lliere was uo difficulty in guessing what that meant.

,
Cerlaluly the number of competitors who Lave kept
to the instructions is so unusually l.irge, both as a

. majority of the profession as of the candidates, that I
' do not envy the fate of the judges, whoever they may

j

be, if the Wcotmiuster-hull Exbibiliuu leimiuatcs iu a

j

choice made “ with the iuslruclioiis upon the table :”

and (w hich is unlucky for any bad choice) there will
be no hope of avoiding much criticism on the selected
designs

; a criticism which will be safely' more furious
if the prize-drawings are removed from* public view.

Pkac'I!:.

M ill you allow me to oITor a few suggestions as to tho
Goverument OUices competition ?

1st. That the namn of Iho competitors, most of them
being well kn'.wn, be iiUixed to the drawings, uud Ibis
before the close of the exhibition.

2iid. that the whole of the block plana only bo removed
into ii separate room, and hung in a line, and dcteriidued
on by the judges tirat, i. e. before the diviftini on the ele-
vatioua — JS.B. The larger plans only would sullice;
3rd. That the whole of the principal street elepuliona bo

placed in a continuous line, ou a level with the eye, in a
separate apartinent, so that the various jiurely archifec-
iural merits of the designs may be, williout confusion,
studied. They should be placed, tho Classic ou one side,
the Gothic on the other, of some long gnilery— snj' the
committee-rooms corridor of the Houses of i'iirliatuont.

ith. 1 hat the yco«/(£/^/u>is only answering to the above
eleviuious be hung immediately below the elevations, that
the meaning and intention of the elevations be thus made
clearer. The above three drawings, viz. ihe block plan,
ground plan, and principal elevation, will enable the judges
and the aruhiteetural public to form, wilhoiu the confusion
consequent on so many drawings, a fair judgment by
compariaoii.

a -

_

5th. '1 bat one, or two, or three independent professional
judges—the only competent judges—be selected to go
through the whole of the drawings,—tho block plans first,
then the dniwiiigs for each department, to report on eaoh
set mdividually, giving the reasons for aud against each
uloch plan and design. Thus each siiceeseful competitor
would know the reason of his success, the unsuccessful ones
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t be reason of their failure-the only return they can hare,

uiift which they ou{{bl to hare.

6th Thnt the iirot'eSBioDal judges be paid, andlibepully

uuid. 'for their work
;
‘aud that they report to the com-

mission • the coinniisaiouers, as at present appointed, in

the end fiDully adjudicuting. In this way will the advan-

tiiges of a competent professional insight, and the prestige

of a royal commission, be obtained, together with a fair

satisfaction to those who shall be unsuccessful.
^ ^ ^

SOME EECOLLECTIONS OF THOMAS
BEWICK, THE BNGKAVEK.

The value of the labours of Thomas Bewidc, ar.d

his brother Ri-bcrt, in advaucing the arts amonast

the masses in this country, can scarcely be overrated

Before the days of the B. wicks, engiuviiig on wcad,

to which this and other jotiruals aic now so much

indebted, was a dead ktler—the art being considered

as only suitable for the roughest and most couinioo

description of work. It is true that, before the time

of Thomas B.wiek, Albert Durcr and othcis had cut

fine things on wood, but these woiks wcie not so

familiar to the people of England seventy or eigliiy

years ago us at jiresent ;
in fact, few had an 0 [ppor-

tuuity of sci-ing them. It is curious to note the

eircuni.^tauces whieh led to the usefulness of the

Bewicks, sous of a small funner. They were born iit

Oviaghum-ou-thc-Tyne, a few miles from Newcaslle,

a place surrounded by beautiful seene'V, and wliieli

iiad formerly been a lloraan slalior, and liad in other

ways interesting asaociatious.

At the age of about fourteen years, Thomas Bewick

was apprenticed to uii engraver named Briluy, at

Newcastic-on-'i'yuc, where he was tuught to engrave

door-plates, dog-collars, silver plale, moulds, and

siuiilar matters. At tliat time the faces of the

‘‘eight day clock®,” as they were called, were chielly

of bras®, and were elaborately engraved with llnwered

and diapered patterns. In this department of work

'i'homas Bewick soon acquired great skill
;
and even

when his talent as a wood designer and engraver had

been recognised, he was often jdeasvd with the oppor-

tunity of cutting a clock-dial and boasting to his

pujiils,— “ Ah ! boys, many a one of thi:se I’ve done.”

People are surprised svhen, going over the various

parts of EJinhiu-gh and the neighbourhood which

are connected with Kir W.allcr Scott, with those who

had known the great wizard and liis haunts, they find

how common-phicc all particulars seemed to them :

the prijpiict was not so much prized iu his own laud

as elsewhere. Tlic kind, affable, and homely manners

of Seoit rendered him familiar to all around him ; it

was something of a similar case with Bewiek, who

was so simple and unosteotiUious iu his nianuers, that

I'ew' of his ucighbours, and, \vc believe, not he hiinsudf,

were aware of (he iifisdion which he had gained

amongst the artists of his country.

Born iu the coimti y amongst woods, and rivers, and

streams, and near to old caHles and other picturesque

and curious matters, the mind of Bewiek was impressed

with images which heendcavourcdtoconvi-yin pictures*

to the multitude. No one knew belicr thm Thomas
Bewick the t'.X[:euse and slowness of priuting book

illustrations from copper plat.®, fur he had, besides bis

usual pm suits, o'tcn himself worked at the coiiper-

plate iirinling-prcia ;
and ho set about designing and

cngTuviiig wood-cuts which could be printed with the

letterpress.

Me have had an oppor! unity of examining some of

the blocks which were engraved for the “ Ilistoiy of

British Birds,” and these would surpiise many of

the w'ood-engi'iivers of the present day. In parts

they are sunk and l.oUowid to a considerable depth,

iu order to make the light tints suitable to the

press priuting. It is extra udiuary to com[,are this

primitive iiv chine w ith all those npplk-atious of

steam wliick liavc, rotwichstanding the rapidity of

production, tnat'led us to d's)icnse with the trouhle-

aomc process of lowering and on the suuk surface

engraving the tints and textures. Me, however’, pro-

])05c in this brief article not so much to cxatiiine into

the artistic nurils of I’homas Bewiek, as to give our

person-.’l lecuiL cLieiiS rf hiui.

At the cast cud of the fa t.ons clnu'ch of St.

Nichola®, iu the churclnarJ as it is called, in one of

the houses which skirt th's choked-up mass of

mouldering deed, a plainly-]r;iii)led boanl annuunees

that the place was occupied by “Thomas Bewick,

engraver and c pperpktc printer.”

On ascending the outer st-p®, nt tlie cud of a pas-

sage. might he noted ihe cu|.q;cr-p]ati‘ printing-presses,

busily at work throwing olV invoice-heads, trades-

men's cards, aud sueli like mercanlile mallirs. The
liousc W.1S but two stories hi^li, aud on the door ol

the upper part was painled T. Bewick’s Morkshop.”
Hero, fur several hours iu tire day, the engraver might
be found busily eniph.yed at his desk in a little

saucluiu : ou one side was a small glazed door, which

FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE.

The Kolner Domblatt.— It is owing to the activity

of the present time that the buildiug of an cdifi.ee

gives rise to the publication of an especial journal.

The Kolner Bomhlait has now existed from 1842 to

trie present period, and contains such an amount of

interesting notice relative to the Bom ifse!', as well

as the architecture of Ci logue and the Rhincdaiids in

general, that it has become necessa'y to compile an

alphabetical register nf the whole series. M. Reich-

ensperges, M.P. of Prussia, is at the head of the

umlertakiiig.

Official SiuikUcs of Two most im-

portant works on tiiis subject have been lately pub-

lished. “Bncunieuts Statisliques sur les Chi-mias de

Per,” puhlished by the French Secretary of State for

Agriculture, Commerce, and Public Morks. For its

compilation a commission has beeu formed, consisting

of members of the directors of railway®, engineers of

mines, aud of bridges and roads, presided by Ciloyon

Count Duhoir. The other work is llie third voluiuc

of the “ Statislische Nai hrisehten von den Pius-

siseheu Ei;-eubahnin,” {ui!>lislied by order of the

Piussian iliuistcrol' Commerce, Industry, and Public

M’ork®, by the technical bureau of railwajs._ It cou-

taius the results ol the year 1855, and likewise a

genend chart of Pru3»iau railways, with s;xtceu pilaus

de nicdlement

.

Art in liitssia.—There has arisen of late, in St.

Petersburgb, a Museum of especial Ethnography, Ihe

new Musenm of the costumes and weapons luid armour

of all periods of hbtory and all nation?. Of especial

couipletemss here arc the specimens belonging to the

great Slaviau nations of Russia, but even the Medircval

period of Germany has not been neglectad. Mhile,

iu 1848, many of the royal aiscnuls of the Continent

were plundered, their worihkr contents found a way to

the Russian capital, and the visitor from any country

will liud here former acquaintances of his. This

museum has now been dr scribed iu sis volumes of

text, aud illustrated iu four large folio roUimes of

alTorded the master an oversight of and communica-

lioa w.ith the pupils, and through this opening

Clcimell, Milliam Hervey. Nesbit, and others, who

have been chief iustruments in advancing the useful

art of engraving on wood, hare received many a

useful lesson. On the walls of this study, or work-

shop, were cases of stuffed birds and fishes, and some

choice old prints. The place was plain ami homely,

like its inmate, \Yho, usually dressed in a suit of grey

of useful rather thau ornatneutal cut, was ready to

attend irpon customer's or to receive a visit from some

brother artist or uaturjlist.

Thomas Bewick was a tall, stoutly formed man, of

pleasant yet plain niirnucrs, aud was always ready to

speak his miud, disliking much the flattery whieh was

at times bestowed by those ignorant of art on his

works.

During the printing of his illusfrati'd hooks, a part

of e.-.ch day was sjient in superinicuding the jiress-

men, who were engaged at the old-fsHhiuned presses

in priutiug the sheets ;
and even when up iu years he

spared no pains in getting sludit;9 from nrAure for his

di'awiugs of natural hislory subjccls, and when busy

with his small cut of the peacock be travelled from

Newcastle toE! 5wi(.'k,a distance ofmore I ban two miles,

upwards of a dozen limes, to ea'cli the opporUuiiiy

of sketching this beautiful bird with its tail dis-

played.

Alost of the e\. rairles whieh illusiralc the hislory

of birds were in the same way cairTully studied from

nalurc, as mny be at once seen by cumi'ariug the

auiination of those done from the life with others

which have been drawn from sluiled spci iincns.

Thomas Bewick was also an escelient musician, and

played well on the Northumbrian bi^pipes. Ou the

news of the Peace of 1813 arriving at Ncwi astle, the

church bells rang, the c.iuitoii ou the old castle roared,

aud Bewick buckled ou his pipes, and causeil bis sou

to do so likewise ;
and, playirrg an apprnpiialc tune,

they marched several limes in triumph round the

ehurcliviird.
. • • i

—
During the cr.i'ly part of his life Bewiek visited ' colonr-priiited plates. The Library of Diesileu pos-

Loudou, but the publishers there were ignoraut of lire
^

gegg^.g alrra'iy ihis, us well as the wor'k on Crimean

merits aud uses of wood engraving, and be received t q'j^g Sf_ Pelersbrirg Nutioual Gallery

so little encouragement, and likerl so little the
|

uow been enriched by the complete arrangement

bustle of the plane, that he was glad, as be said, to Lub-hlenberg bequests of pictures, whieh Eugene

shake the dust fr'oiii Iris feet, aud emba'k hi a collier pjij jjar'ly collertcd when Victroy of

for his well-loved ueighbourhoods, which no doubt Halv. To this is to be ndtled now the collection

often intruded their images iu his miiul in the
j

formerly of Venice, aud considered the

crowded thoroughfares. Even while iu London he
j

pQ^.g(. yf tpg ,icademy. Amongst these aie

did not neglect the shidy of nature, but wandered to
;
j,pyyg seventeen pictures by Titian, from his very first

Bagnigge Mells and Maiden-lane to fctiidy the docks
^

j.ypji gPeicPes up to the time when this spirited man,

and other plants which grew there iu profusion.
^

It upwyi'ds cf ninety ycai's of age, still had lost little of

is to he regretted ttiat so few of Bewiek s origmal

sketches have been pr'eserved, for their faithfulness

mast have made them valuable.
|

It would be will if the wood engravers of the pre-
,

sent time would, more than is now jiraetised, follow i

Bewick’s example with their pupils. He did not set

them down at the beginning of tlieir career with

his former warmth and imagination.

THE GREAT BLAST AT HOLYHE.VD.

In presence of upwards of 1,000 persons, a portion

of the Holyhead mountain, which is 122 feet in

height, was 'displaced, on the 21st inst. by a blasting

small blocks
;
and without

operation 'of nuparalleled magnitude. The removal of
,kc them, uutrl the expiration of

-i,., tp„ mountain is tecessarv
1 invtui-i.B vvlthnut a L-onsidei able portion of the mountain is necessary

and te.xtuies without
fonu.tion of the new harbour of refuge,

of drawing, mB
their engagement, cut tints

their bring able to
is note being ennsirneted goder the superm-

kind etthLT on paper or good. Ibis
*1
^.ly 0

j
raise wood cngravmg as ag at In taler nigto u

, operations, assisted by Mr. G. C.

the old-fasbioDcd irorhslmp, the youths sat dnnn by
,csiai.nt engineer of the firm. Two

canillc-light to tbetr ">
*r"X'd or thrre of ti.ese opotalions have already taken place,

evening-s strolled to the hedge-stdes and t^
eminently siicressfnl were they, as to induce

nrtm hebestofsebools. Some of the e,xqn,s te draw
engiooevs to attempt another on a mnch larger

mgs ot roast sec,lerytririeh are to be found nBewus,^^^l^^
The a,na„gemcnts c.ulemplated the displace-

volumes are the work of CleimeU and o hcis of lus
I20,0(j0 tons of rock, by the application

pupils— a cireumstuuee equally creditable to
jg 000 lbs. of gunpowder. At the last moment,

master and themselves.
'

the euriiiccrs detenniued still further to extend the

At the time of their productiun, the li. n and some
^ ['yj. i|,ig [,urposc two additional chum-

other (ugravings of animals ou wojiI, ]'h:eh were
,

piTparcd, makiug the weight of

about fi inches square, were lcokcaupou\viiliwout.er :^^^^ ^^^^,^j^^. 21 ,500 lbs. aud the body of rock

indeed, it was no ea^y matter to tiud the
,.o less than 100,000 to 200,000 tons,

necessary for cuis of this size, for then the iilrii of
'

calculated

juiuiug siui.ll pieces of wood together had not bct u
; ^ <.iven sigual, all the chambers were simul-

inveiitcd, aud it was by no nu-ans luiusuel for a block
j

i^inicd, aud the huge body of ihe rock aud

to crack so much as to he useless ether m the irvocess
| unheaved, tmd fell down on the side iu

cut ol the ‘
. . . 1. li. ...nr 1... ..

* Duriog sevn-al ycdi's of bis apprenticeship Thomas
Itewiek waitcHd from Ne'.vciistla to Ovinglitvm to see his

pnrents. aud buck irgaiii, dikI did uut by the way shut his

eyes to uatui'ul iucideuls.

• • , sevcrr.l tons each. Itwillberc-
‘

i moved by ladvvay for the purpose of completing the

'breakwtiwr, from w’uich it is about two miles distant.

of engraving or printiog. Harviy’s larj^

Assassiualion of Dentatiis, was cugr'aved on

block, but although it was clamped wiUi iron, it

uut long able to bear the working. Me believe that
^

______
the method of joining the blocks as now iu use

|

was brought to iis present slate by a Freimbin.m,
, j^xhxgcisii Fihes ErFhCTUAi.LY.—

A

s soon

whose name we have never been able to discover. jg iu readiness to work, stir into

Perhaps some of our readers can euiigbteu us ou the
|

water seveu or eight pounds oi pearlas/i, aiiil cou-

bubject. But for this plan, the illustrated paptfs ^dd the same qii.vBt ly, as cceasiou may re-

could uever have been produced. Au impi'ovcmunt 1
. taking Ciire that it be directed against the

iu this mode, however, is even now wauled. Is there
I aud not wasted against the brickwoik. .Mhcre

no hard wood, suy in Australia, from whieh blocks of
I „’jj2 admit, dissolve any qnanlily of pearlash in

larger size than i’s attainable in box wood, could
j
a vessil of water, and as fast as it dissolves, mix a

i;ut ? 1 nail'ul in the water iu the cngiucprclty often. Mood,
- •—

I steeped iu a strong solution of “ phosphate of am-

Newg vte.—The reaoustruetion of Newgale, from
]

mouia and borate of soda ” becomes i?moiubu®lible.

the l.bns of tho city .roliiteot, Mr. Bonoiog. 1ms It trers whcLi ‘^“1™ “I’,,

”

'

been commenced. Me shall give particulars here- i treated by these alkalies, files will be ue.xt to rrapos-

after.
|sible.-J. B. N.
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JUNIOR UNITED SERVICE CLUB, LONDON.
In March, 1855, the foundation-stone of the

new Junior United Service Club was laid by
the Earl of Orkney, and within the last few
weeks the members have taken possession of the
building. The design is in the Itahan style of

architecture, the bow-window in Eegeut-street
forming a prominent feature in the composition,

above which is a sculptured group allegorical of
the army and navy. The whole of the sculp-
ture _and_ ornamental details throughout the
building is characteristic of the profession of
the members of the club. The exterior of the
building is surmounted bv a richly-sculptured
cornice, with modillion and dentils, and beneath
it an elaborate frieze, having medallions with
trophies and other suitable emblems, separated
from each other by the rose, shamrock, and
thistle. The external walls of the building are
of Bath stone, and the balustrade rouuJ' the
area is of Portland stone : upon the angle-pieces
of this will be bronze lamps, supported by
figures not yet placed in position, but shown in
the dra\ving.

The building contains, on the ground-floor, an en-
trance-hall and staircase, 53 feet by 32 feet, the latter
of which IS approached between columns of the Ionic
order; the centre part being 12 feet wide, and the two

upper flights 8 feet wide, with a sculptured stone
balustrade. The staircase is lighted fi-om the top by
a lanthorn-light, filled with painted glass, with an
elaborate coved aod oruaraeuted ceiling around. On
the lauding of the half space arc two pairs of carya-
tidal figures, and single figures against the walls,
supporting three semi-circular arches, aud the whole
is reflected by looking-glasses on the lauding. On
the upper landing of the staircase, is the celebrated
picture, by Allan, of the Battle of "Waterloo. The
hall and staircase are of Gaea stone.
Ou the left of the entrance-hall is the morniug-

room, 63 feet by 30 feet, with a bow-window fronting
Regent-street. On the right of the hall is the mem"-
hers’ coffee-room, 60 feet by 41 feet, with a bow-
window fronting Charles-street. At the back of the
members’ coffee-room is the visitors’ coffee-room,
55 feet by 21 feet, lighted by a turret-light, filled
with painted glass, and separated from the members’
coffee-room by Sienna marble columns in scagliola, in
pairs, Communicating with this is the housedining-
roora, 23 feet by 22 feet; and beyond this the
smoking-room, 54 feet by 22 feet, lighted by a dome-
light with painted glass, and approached from a cor-
ridor leading from the entrance-hall, with an exit for
mernbers in St. Alban’s-place. There are also waiters’
serving-rooms, butler’s bar, tea aud coffee bar, and
smoking-room bar, communicating with the several
rooms. The height of the ground-story is 22 feet.
Upon the first-floor fronting Regent-street, and

over the moming-roon), and of the same dimensions.

is the evening-room, which is also used as a picture-
|

gallery, 2-1 feet high, with a bow-window fronting <

Regent-street. I

In the gallery are portraits of military aud naval I

commanders, Her Majesty and Prince Albert, and.
^

the Emperor Napoleon, and an allegorical group in j-

silver, presented to the club by the Emperor. Over I
the hall is the w-riting-room, 32 feet by 24 feet, t

fronting Charles-street
; and over the members’ coffee- |C

room is the library, 66 feet by 36 feet. A corridor
|from the grand staircase leads to a card-room, a non-

smoking billiavd-room, and the secretary’s rooms, 4
the latter of which are also approached from a back «
staircase from theground-fioor,comQiuuicatiogw'iththe • n
non-smokiog billiard-room by means of a glazed cor- w
ridor in the smoking, billiard, and card rooms, access jl
being also obtained to these rooms from the smoking-
room on the ground-floor by a circular staircase. i|
Over the fia*st-floor are the servants’ sleeping apart-
ments.

Upon the basement-floor, fronting Regent-street, U
are the members’ dressing and bath rooms, water-
closets and lavatories, &e. access being obtained to yS
them by a staircase under the principal stairs. Se- >
parateil from these, are the kitchen, scullery, larder,
butchery, wine-cellarSjhousckeeper’s, steward’s, cook’s, «
and butler’s apartments, servants’ ball, and the usual
domestic offices required in such an establishment.

Messrs. Nelson and Innes, of "Whitehall, were the .j

architects. Mr. John Thoinas executed the sculpture.
The total cost of the building will be about £50,000*

*

THE JUNIOR UNITED SERVICE CLUB ; PLAN OE GROUND ELOOR.
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ROME*
In the consideration of so disputed a point as

the topography of the Roman i'orxim, there is

one peculiar feature in the claims to considera-

tion of the theories of the late Commendatore

Caniua, that must not be lost sight of,—namely,

the fact of his being an accomplished architect,

as well as a profound and erudite antiquary.

Sau Gallo, Labacco, Serlio, Palladio, Scammozzi,

Desgodetz, and Piranesi were architects, but

they were no topographers, at least, 'according

to modern requirements in such. They could

rear again the prosti*ate building, give bach its

fail- proportions to the ruined portico, and cover

the crumbling marble blank with living sculp-

ture; but to fix the site where the temple ortho

basilica once stood, where all is now empty

space, or modern brickwork, was not of their

capacity. On the other hand, the greaL.ltalian

and German topographers, from Plavio Biondo

to Bunsen and Becker, though -so eminently

fitted by their knowledge of the classic authors

for the task of penetrating the obscurity iu their

wirings that has proved sucli a legacw of dis-

cord to the world in general, possessed not that

knowledge of architcctncc which is of such

material assistance in the laying out of an uu-

favouiable site for a fixed pui^ose; and which,

if well performed, affords of itself so strong an

argument in the rcadiug of a passage of doubtful

import.

In the case of Canina, however, both these

qualifications were united in an erameut decree,

and however mistaken he may have been both

in his earlier and latter theories, his excellent

scholarship, his thorough kuowlcdge of the

forms and requirements of the various civil and

religious edifices of the Eternal City, the inde-

fatigable imlusliy with which he could mould
the mostiuauspioious site to ii particular struc-

ture, his minute.attention to detail, and extra-

ordinary devotion to the .groat object of his

honourable ambition, if not constituting of

themselves an argument in favour of his par-

ticular views, yet entitle those views to that

consideration and deference which his greatest

antagonists have felt honoured iu paying to

them. The author of twenty-four folio volumes

of plates, and ten or twelve octavo volumes of

learned text, there must of necessity be much
in his works that must be ascribed to his own

f
lowing imagination only.; but, on the other

and, there is nothing in Ms elaborate restora-

tions for which good reasons may not be as-

signed. Right or wrong in his topography, his

notions of the dignity and magnificence of the

Eternal City cannot fail to instruct and impress.

Take, for instance, his views of the Eorum, first

in its desolation, then as he conceived it to

have been iu its imperial splendour. Looking
from the Rostra Julia towards the Capitoliue,

on the left, the Basilica Julia raises its imposing
mass

;
the Temple of Jupiter Tonans, on the

ascent of the hill, comes next
;
and to it suc-

ceeds the Temple of Saturu ami the Arch of

Tiberius; iu the centre, side by side, rise the

Temples of Vespasian and Concord; and to the

right, the Career Mamertinus and the Basilica

EmOia. The background is filled up, to the

left, by the ediliccs of the Ai'x; to the right,

by the Temple of Jupiter Capitolinus, towering

above all
;
whilst iu the foreground the Eques-

trian Colossus of Bomitiaii, the Column of

Phocas, aud numerous statues aud monuments
bewilder with their profusion.

Viewed from the opposite extremity, at the
foot of the Campidoglio, thcEormn presents an
equally imposing spectacle. To the left the
Arcli of Scptiiiiius Severus forms the chief

object in the foreground; the Basilica Emilia
and Stalioj/e-i Municipioruni follow, and are

succeeded by the Basilica of Coustanline, par-

tially concealed by the Temple of Antoninus
and Faustina; whilst iu the middle distance,

the Basilica Fiilvia, the Temple of Julius Ciesar,

and the Temple of Venus and Rome stand out
against the bold background of the Colosseum.
The space to the right is occupied by the Arch
of Titus, the Curia Julia, Temple of Vesta,
Basilica Julia, Arch of Tiberius, S:c.; the buiL;-

ings of the Palatiuc forming the background on
that side, aud the area of the Forum occupied,
as before, by statues, kz.

• See p. 358, ante.

Such are the buildings that Canina groups

round the Forum. In the site of his lorum,

and in the direction, of its longer and shorter

axes, he finally agreed with Bunsen, Bec-kcr,

aud the German school iu general, with the

candour which distinguished him, at once admit-

ting the indisputable evidence of the new dis-

coveries, but retaining lor it t.he form of a paral-

lelogram instead of u trapezium, anil diilcring

much in tlie position of the surrouuding build-

ings. So bigoted, on the contrary, was the late

Professor TSibby to the old opinions, that in his

latest work he adopts the expedient of making

the line of pavement in Iront of the Basilica

Julia mark the northern limit of the Forum

instoad of tbe-soutliern, and allotting the space

between the Column of Phocas aud the Arch of

Septimius •Severus to the Forum of Ciesav

!

The rule laid do^vn by Vitruvius for the pro-

portioning the length and width of Frtra, in the

ratio of two-thirds of the former to the latter,

was not applied to the Roman Forum, it the

limits now assigned to it be correct ;
and the

probability that, if different, he would have

noted the exception, has not been lost sight of

as an argument for certain views of the ques-

tion .

Of the probable situation of the Grmcostnsis,

we before spoke. It was so called from the

fact of the Greek ambassadors, aud neiRaps also

deputies from other foreign or allied states,

“ ubi nationum subsistcrent iegati qui ad

senatum essinit missi,” being allowed to

stand there to hear the debates, just as

the Stationes JIunicipiorum appear to have

been places allotted to municipids for the

same purpose. It was merely an open space,

elevated above the surrounding leve.l, and of

similar character, as far as can be now judged,

was the Scuaculuiu, on which the seuators were

•accustomed to assemble before entering the

Curia to deliberate. “Senaculum vocatum ubi

seuatus aut ubi seniores consisterent.”

There is no account of any building, during

the republican period, occupying the narrow end

of the Coinitium, where the Temple of Julius

Cajsar was afterwards erected
;
but ou the south

side may ]daced, with almost absolute cer-

tainty, the Temple of Vesta and its aiipurte-

nanccs. Of these, the Regia certainly fronted

the Comitium, but whether the dwelling of the

vestals (the Vii'qinea Dnmus of Martial) also

fronted the Comilium we have uo further means
of deciding.

We have already given a brief account of the

history of the Forum during the first two cen-

turies and a half of its existence— lliat is, under

the kings. One of the first works of the re-

public was tlic completion aud consecration of

the Tcmjde of Jupiter Capitolinus. I'lie next

work of importance had its origin iu the beau-

tiful legend connected with the battle of the

Lake Kegillus, “ a conllict,” as Niebuhr re-

marks, "between heroes like tliose in the Iliad.'’

'I'he legend states that the dictator, Auliis

Posthumius, having vowed a temple to the

Dioscuri, the twin gods. Castor and Pollux,

were seen upon wliite horses, iigliting iu the

ranks of the Romans, during that eventful day,

aud that, before the battle was well over, the

same gigantic horsemen ajipcared iu tlie Roman
Forum, and announced to the people assembled

|

in the Coinitium the hap])y result of the con-

flict. Near the fountain of Jnfunia, where they
gave water to their horses, Ihc temple to their

honour was erected, and the eloquent verse of

Macaulay has found a grateful theme in record-

ing the event :

—

“ On rni]p Uif'y to tho Forum.
While lunrel bouRbs aiiil flosvora,

ri'iuii huuse-t»)p<i ami from Miiidons,
Foil im thvi]' crrals in Blnnvera.

When ihev drciv nicU to I'cjta,
They vaulted dmvo aiii.nin.

And wash'd their horses in the well
'i'h.it apriiiBS by Vesta's Ikne.

And straialit ut'tiin they niouuted,
And rode to Vesta's door;

Then, like a blast, luvay they pn-s'd,
And no man saw them mure.

Urre, hard !>) VestuB temple,
Build we a stately dome

Until the creat tnhi liretlireii,

Who I'ooght so w ell I'or Rome.”

The site of this temple is a matter of
great disjmtc, though iu its n-hcrcahout all are
agreed. J3uusen places it iu front of the Forum,
between the Basilica Julia and the Temple of
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Minerva Chalcidica (to which latter he assigns

the three Corinthian cokiiniis so long known,

from the statements of Lucio Fauno and Mar-
liano, as those of Jupiter Stator, -but which

Poggio referred to the bridge of 'Caligula;

Nardini and Nibbey to the Coinitium,; Canina

to the Curia Julia; Bunsen formerly to Castor

aud Pollux and Dyer latterly so)
;

Canina

places it behmd the Basilica Julia; Becker in

much the same position as Bunsen -and Dyer,

as we said before, where the three columns
stand. It was commonly called mdes Cantoris

only; and Cicero describes at once tlie import-

ance of the toinple-aud its position in the words,
" In £ode Castoru, celeberrimo clarissimoque

rnonumento, quod tcmplum in occulis quotidi-

anoque conspectu popuU Romaoi est.positum.”-

It was resfioroil by Metellus Dalinaticus, and

rebuilt by Tibcidus. Caligula coimected it with

his palace by breaking through the back wall,

and found -a senseless gratilioation hi placing

himself between t.he statues of the twiu-gods

to be ailorcd by the people. In commeinoratiou

of the legend, an annual procession took place

of the Roman knights, in state attire, aud

crowned with olive, who, leaving the Temple of

Mars outside the ]?orta Capena, traversed the

city, aud proceeded across the Forum to the

Temple of Castor and Pollux, where thqy offered

their homage.
The invasion of the Gauls, A.U. 365, must

have almost destroyed the whole city, as the

Romans entertained serious thoughts of mi-

grating to Veil, but the patriotism of Camillas

changed their purpose and the city was rebuilt,

aud in memory of the event the Temple of Con-

cord was founded upon the Campidoglio. In

U.C. 410, the Temple of Juno Moncta was con-

secrated upon the Arx, where the house of

Maulius stood. In 449 a small bronze shdue
was erected to Concord, upon, tie Vulcanal, by

C. Flavius. Ill 5-4'2 a fire is recorded by Livy,

I

which destroyed the Atrium Ilegiuin, the Forum
Piscatorium, the Septem Voteres Taberme, and

other buildings.

Of the several .SrtsiY/cfC of this period we have

already spoken. The same diversity of opinion

which attaches to the sites of most of the

buildings of the Forum is entertained with

regard to the Basilicas also, except the Julia

and yEmilia, aud the difficulty existing about a

right uuderstandiug of the several editions of

the latter wc before alluded to.

At the time of the erection of the Basilica

iEinilia the same consul whose name it bore

erected a Temple of Coucord upon the Clivus

Capitolinus. Aud iu the same year the Forum
was adorned with tlie triiunphal arch called

Fornix Fabius, or Fabianus, erected by Q. Fabiiis

Aliobrogicus, iu commemoration of his triumpli

over the Allobrogcs, I)ut of tlie position of

which we are by no means certain. 'J'he few

other works about the Forum during the re-

publicau period were merely restorations or

alteraiious. Sulla, when dictator, made certain

changes iu the Curia Ilostilia, and after its

destruction iu the Clodian riots it M'as rebuilt

by his son Fanstus. Ca'sar, however, caused it

to be pulled down in B.C. 45, iiiuler pretence

of having vowed a temple to Felicitos, but in

reality to efface the name of Sulla.

Iu 652. Q. Lutatius Catulus commenced the

substructions of the Tahulariuiu on the Capi-

toiiuc, as proved by an inscription found upon
the spot recording the event.

"With the dictatorship of Julius Ca'sar was
connected that new era in the history of the

I Forum M’hich was the cause of its subsequent

appearance under the ciiijiiro, and the building

of a new Curia was one of its most important

j

features. The exact position occupied by the

I

Curia Julia is another disputed pcint, but we
I
shall not be able here to go into tho argiimeuts,

1
and must content ourselves with the results.

Sidlice it to say, therefore, that Canina assigns

to it the three columns standing near Sta. Maria
Liljerati'ice; that Bunsen concludes it to have

been the building of which the lofty brick walls

are still sUiiiLliug behind the Temple of the

three columns
;

that Becker, agreeing with

Canina as to site, yet regards the uirec columns
as the remains of the Temple of Minerva, men-
tioned in the Notitia, and conceives the Curia

Julia to have perished in tho great fire of Rome
under Nero ; the Senate-house being transferred
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by Domitiau to the angle of the Forum, near

the foot of the Clivns Capitolimis, in which

quarter we find it at a late period of the empire

;

and that Dyn- places it on the site of the

llostilia and loo'krng onto the Comitium, which,

as we before showed, he places at the north-

west angle of the Forum, near the Arch df

Septimius Scvenis.

The ott)cr works connected with Julius Cmsav
were the Forum that bears his name, with its

Temple of Venus Genetrix, and the Basilica

Julia. The latter, which seems to have replaced

tlie Sempronia of which we hear no more, be

left to be fiuished by Augustus, which fact,

together with its situation between the Vicus

'Jugarius and the Vicus Tuscus, or, in other

words, inter adem Casioris et redem Satarni, is

plaiuly told upon the Marmor Ancyranuin. The
mutilated inscription found in 1835 near the

Column of Phooas, and which proved upon in-

spection 1-0 be the same copied two centuries

before by Grufer and Fanviuio, and afterwards

reburied, has left no reasonable doubt of the

site of this Basilica.

Either before the death of Ceesnr or imme-
diately afterwards, the llostra also were removed
from the place they had so long occupied in the

centre of the piazza to the south side of the

Forum. Bunsen has pointed out that these

new Kostra are not to be coufounded with the

Rostra Julia, which w'erc, in fact, formed out of

the basement of the Temple of Julius itself.

Besides tlicse, there a]ipcars to have been in

later times a third edifice of this kind at the

other end of the Forum, and to which Bunsen
(adopting a suggestion of Caiiiua) has asciibed

the remains fouml adjoining tlic Milliarum

Aurcum. After the death and apotheosis of

Julius Cmsac, first an altar and then an JLdes
divi Julii were erected where his body was
burnt.

The Temple of Antoninus and Faustina, at the

extreme norlh-east angle of the Forum, was the

last building of importance that 'adorned its

circuit
j
and, as if to complete the circle of

doubt and dilficulty, the inscription upon the

architrave, though 'entire, still leaves a doubt

as to which of the Antoniiii it refers.

Of the works of Septiinrus Sevcnis, the only

one that bears his name is the triumphal arch

at the top of the Forum, -which originally seems
not to have spanned any road, as the latest ex-

cavations prove it to have been elevated above
the level of the Forum. As a striking con-

trast to tlie ruin of the glorious inonnmeuts of

Ciesar and Augustus that surround it, the

Column of Fhooas, the homage of a slavish

miuistcr to an unworthy master, yet rears its

head, while all around is prostrate.

We have thus traced roughly the geneud
features of the disputed points that have made
the Roman Forum in its desolation, -where

—

“ A thousaud yeara of silenced factions sleep,”—

the arena for discussions as fierce as ever agi-

tated it in the days of its might and glory'. Upon
topographical matters we must abstain from
further argument, and content ourselves witli a
few more observations upon two or three of the
remaining points of greatest importance in this

|

extensive field of inquiry.
i

The old Foi'um had long ceased to serve for

the Cornilia for the election of magistrates, but
was still found so inadequate for the amount of
judicial business, that Julius Ciesar conceived
tlie idea of a new one devoted to that purpose
alone; aud which uiidcrlakiiig was terminated
by Augustus, tcgellier with many others of his

iucoiiipictcd plans. Not many years, however,
• elapsed before Augustus had to add yet another
Forum for judicial purposes, and surpassing that

I of Cajsar in extent and magnificence. Each of
i these E'ora contained a temple : that of Cmsar

I being dedicated to Venus Gcuetrix, the reputed
parent of the Julian family', aud that of

\ Augustus to Jlars Ultor, for assistance reu-
! dered him at Philippi,

No vestige of the Forain Julium remains,
ii aud topographers had merely agreed in placing
' it someichere on the north side of the Forum
Romanum, wbenNardini pointed to its correct

: site near Sta. JIartina, and Caniua produced
: the proof. Of the Forum of Augustus, all we
a know is, that it was reduced in scale owing to
1 the obstinacy of certain householders, and was

restored by Hadrian. In Palladio the portion

of the wall of the Forum which he saw forms

coves on each side of the temple, with porticos

in which Augustus placed the statues of the

greatest Roman generals. Remains of three df

the handsome Corinthian coluiinis, with their

entablature of the Temple of Mars Ultor, still

exist near the Arco de' Pantani.

The Forum Trausitorium, or F'orum of Nerva,

was begun by Domitiim, but dedicated by

Nerva. From the 'I'emple of ]\Iinerva, placed

in it by Uomitian, it was also called Palladium ;

aud it derived its name of Pervium or Trausi-

torium because it was traversed by a street

couneoting the north and south sides of the

city. Canina places it between the Temple of

Peace, and that of CEesar with its longer axis ex-

tciuliug from the F'orum Romauum, and shows

upon it a fourfold archway of Janus Quadrifrons

facing each of these separate Fora. Palladio

restores this Forum in his work, and l)u Pcrac

calls it 'the most complete ruin of a Forum in

Rome. In the Via Alessandrina the remains of

the enclosure of peperino may still be seeu,

together with two large Corintbiau columns,

half buried in the earth, with the entablatures

covered with mutUated reliefs, and over them
an Attic with a figure of Minerva also in relief.

The last aud most splendid of the imperial

Fora -was that of Trajan, and its design was to

connect these Fora with a certain important

quarter of the town in a manner suitable to the

magnificent structures on either side of it.

T’hough begun by Boraitiau, it "was executed by

Trajan, with the assistance of the celebrated

architect, Apollodorus of Uainascus. But, as

Mr. Dyer observes, “as no ancient author has

left us a satisfactoi-y description of it ; W'c are

obliged to make out the plan, as best w'e may,

from what we can trace of the remains.’' it

consisted of the following parts ;

—
^I'be Fonim,

jiroperly so called, acijoioiug tlie north-west

sides of the Fora of Cresar and Augustus, and

filling the whole space between the .Capitoliue

and Quirinal. Next to the Forum, on the

north-west side, lay the Basilica Ulpia, which

extended across it lengthways, aud thus served

to form one of its sides
;
and on the north-

west side of the Basilica stood, aud still

stands the column of Trajan, the liuest speci-

men of its class in the world, 127 feet high,

the shaft being composed til ninelecu cylindrical

pieces of white marble, in which the steps for

ascending the interior are cut, and the surface

covered with reliefs in spiral bands, representing

the -wars of Trajan against Becebalus, and con-

taining no few'er thau 2,500 human figures. In

Fabretti, Piranesi, and Be Rossi, the best illus-

jtrations and descrijitions of this magnificent

I column arc to be found.

!
There are traces of the further extent of this

I Forum to the north-west. Excavations Lave

I

brought to light enormous granite pillai’S, be-

longing proba1)]y to the temple which Hadrian
dedicated to Trajan, mentioned in the Notitia,

in conjunction with the column. Ilow long

this Forum existed is uncertain. In the Mira-

bilia it is spoken of as a thing that has dis-

appeared.

Before leaving the subject of the Imperial

Fora, we will say a I’cav words upon the position

of the Temple of Peace. All antiquaries, from
Poggio to our own time, have regarded the

grand aud imposing ruins still retnaining be-

tween the churclies of loS. Cosma c Bamiano
and Sta. F'rancesca, as tliose of this celebrated

temple, erected by Vespasian, and destroyed by

tire in the time of Commodus. Nibby was the

first to call in question this long-received ap-

pellation, and to prove that the ruins in ques-

tion wei'c those of the Basilica of Constantine,

erected by Maxentius. This point being settled,

the next question that arises is, whether the

Temple of Peace previously occupied the site of

these ruins, or whether we must seek its loca-

tion elsewhere. On the one hand Poggio only

repeated the appellation that had Irom the

middle ages been assigned to them
;

on the

other, from a passage from Procopius, it would
appear that the rums of the Temple of Peace

were still visible long after the construction of

the Basilica of Maxentius, and that consequently

the two buildings could not have occujiied the

same site. The latter view is adopted by Caniua,

who assigns to the temple a site adjoining the

Basilica, and regards a portion of wall still re-

I

maiuiug behind the church of SS. Cosma and

I

Bamiano as part of the cclla of the temple
I itself. Bocker refers this wall rather to the

j

xfpi/3aXoc, wliich is expressly mentioned as

;
surrounding the sacred area

;
but Bunsen, on

the contrai'y, who assigns this wall to his Forum
I Trausitorium, maintains that the Temple of
' Peace occupied the place since covered by the
' Basilica, aud that the name of Forum Pacis

,

was used to designate the Basilica, together

with the elevated open space around it, recently

laid bare by excavations.

For those who may take an interest in this

fresh subject of dispute, the short essay of

Mr. Bunbnry upon the Fora of the Emperors
will convey in a condensed space the arguments
pro et cuulra, as well as all other matters con-

nected with these Fora. The following resume

from his pen may save ns further trouble in the

matter ;

—

“ The series of magnificent structures thus

raised by successive emperors has probably never

I

been surpassed in poiut of architectural splen-

j

dour; but they are of comparatively little in-

terest to the scholar, from the absence of all

j

those ennobling associations which have hal-

I lowed the precincts of the Republican Forum.

;

Still, they formed a feature iu the Imperial city,

and it is impossible to pass them over without

•examination.

I

Two attempts have recently been made, by
collecting together the notices we find in

ancient writers, aud -comparing tliem with the

' still existing remains, aud -with those of which

j

the memory has been preserved to us as extant

,

at a late period, to restore, as far as possible,
' the form and arrangement of those monuments

I

of imperial .greatness. Tlie one of these wc
;

owe to Caniua, whose architectural attainments
' have here been of the greatest advantage

;

j

-whilst Becker, who has adopted his views on
Uiis subject almost without alteration, has

J

illustrated them from the ancient -writers w'ith

great learning and ability. The oilier system
is that of Bunsen, which he has brouglit forward

' as a sort of sequel to that elaborate restoration
' of the Roman F'orum, the leading points of

which have been already discussed, if his

efibrls iu tlie present case seem less success-

ful, it is but justice to him to bear iu mind
, that they arc only put forth as an attempt, and
' with a very just sense both of the difficulty of

I

the undertaking and the uncertainty of the

I

results obtained. It will be readily seen that

I

the arguments upon neither side can be consi-

I

dered as entirely conclusive; aud the decision
' of the question can only be looked for from
future excavations, unfortunately rendered very

difficult by the new streets and masses of houses

which have grownup here siucc the days of the

earlier topographers. Aluch that even Palladio

still saw has since utterly perished : much
more which could then have been explained

and laid open with comparative ease, is now
buried, it is to be feared, for ever.”

We purpose concluding these notices upon
Rome topographical in another number.

SCIIOUL-BUILDING KEXVS.

lloTshigtoii.— A new sehool-house has recently

heca opened at Ilovsington, fn-m designs furuisbej

by Mr. H. Hall, uf Batb. 'I'lie building consists of

tbr e 8C'hool-i ooins and a dwelling for the musicr aud

misti-fss.

Hull,—Stops arc being taken for the erection of a

new boys’-school, oq the uortb side of St. Paul’s

church, llnll. It is to be 73 feet G inches by 30 feet,

aud there will be two class-rooui.9, 20 fret by IG feet

0 inches each, and every other requisite school- aecom-

inodation for upwards of 300 children. It will be

built iu the Early English style. The arrhilect is

Mr. Bolterill, of this town, whose plans have beea

aj.proved by the Committee of Council on Educa-

tiufl. I'he first stone of the Holy Trinity new

parochial schools has been laid by the vicar. Ihe

buildings will consist of l-wo school-rooms—one for

buys .and the other lor girls,—each 0-1 feet long by

20 feet wide, and 14 feet high
;
and each school is to

have u spai-ious class-room. At the eastern extremity

is a dwcliing-housE for the master. The entire range

of buildings is iu the Gothic style, of red stock bricks,

with stone dressings, aud relieved with letters,

devices, &c. firmed of vitrified bricks. Tbe north

gable, fronting Ilumber-street, is surmounted by a
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bell'tuiTet, and behind is a playground, with offices.

The whole cost of the buildings will be 2,030^. of

which 1,090/. have been raised by private subscrip-

tion and 940/. granted by ihe Privy Council Com-

mittee on Education.

Newcasfle-iipon-Tipi'’.—The foundation-stone of

the Orphan House Wesleyan Schools, iu Northumber-

land-slrcet, Ncwcasib', has been laid. These schools

will be erecterl for 400 children of both sexes, at an

outlay of about 5 810/. of which 1,172/. have been

contributed by tlie Conitnitree of Privy Council. The

erection of the schools, muster’s house, and shops,

has been contracted lor (with Messrs. Scott and

Donkin) at 3,127/- Tbe designs were furnished by

Mr. William Botti-rill, of Hull, architect.

WllltnhaU.—The lonndation-stone of uew schools

and residence, in the Holy Trinity district, was laid

by Mrs. Gough, of Gorsebrook House, near Wolver-

hampton, on the 4ih inst. The buildings, which will

be erected on the cast side of the churchyard, will

consist of girls’ school, 53 feet 6 inches by 20 feet

;

boys’ ditto, 41 feet by 10 feet
j

class-room, 14 feet

by 12 feet 6 inches
;

lavatories, hat and cloak rooms,

and porch. The residence will adjoin the south end of

the girls’ school. The buildings are arranged so as to

form three sides of an additional school-room for

infants, if it should be required,— thus providing for

additional accommodation at a trifling cost. The

walls will be of blue aud red bricks, with Bath stone

dressings. .The roofs will be covered with blue and

red tiles finished with oruamental crest, the gablets

over the front windows being surmounted by crosses

of the same material. The roof timbers will be

exposed internally, aud varnished. Messrs. Griffin

and "Weller, of Wolverhampton, arc the architects,

and Mr. James Rowley, of Walsall, is the builder.

Sioke Saint Milborourjk, Ludlow.—New schools

have just been erected here, by local subscriptions,

assisted by grants from the two Loudon societies, the

Rev. George Morgan bearing the principal part of

the cost of the work. The building, of stone, has

been most substanlially erected by local workmen,

according to the plaus and valuation of the architect,

Mr. Crauston, of Birmingham.

Orcop.—Six tenders have been received for school

hnildiogs at Orcop, Herefordshire, Messrs. Pritchard

and Seddon, of Llaudaff, architects, ranging from

Estcourt (Gloucester) 830/. to ^V.Deelpy (Ross) 430/.

PUBLIC BUILDINGS IN THE PROVINCES.
Eye Town-hall and Corn-exchange. — The new

Town-hall and Corn-exchange for Eye have just been

completed, and were opened ou 'ihiesday in week before

last. Sir E. Kerrison, M.P. for the borough, was the

principal mover iu this undertaking, The estimated

cost was about 2,500/. to meet which the corporation,

with the consent of the Lords of the Treasury, raised

1,300/. upon mortgage of a farm belonging to the

town, and 200/. were contributed by Sir Edward,
together with the materials for the roof, stone-work,

rubble, and gravel, the whole of which arc estimated

to he worth about 800/. The architect was Mr. Lamb,
and the builder Mr. Robert Hawkins, of Monks Eleigh.

The foundation-stone was laid August 18, 1856.

The bnilding is chiefly of red and white brick, and
consists of one long room for a corn-hall and other

suitable purposes, a ccuncil-charuher, reading and
library rooms. The hall is 74 feet by 27, aud 30 feet

high. The roof is of oak, supported by single spau-

drRs on stone corbels. The greater portion of the

roof is of glass, with five side-windows, and one at

each end. There is a reading-room, and adjoining it

the library. A stone staircase leads to the council-

chamber, which will be available for county court and
magistrates’ sittings, and other public business. The
building has a tower 74 feet high on the east side.

Chesterfield Market-hall.—On Wednesday in last

week the new Market-hall that has just been erected

at Chesterfield was formally opened. It has been
built by a company, to whom the Duke of Devonshire

has transferred his right to the tolls. Messrs. Danes
and Tew were the architects, and Mr. George Thomp-
son, of Derby, the contractor. The hall, which has

been built in the market-place, occupies a space

164 feet long from east to west, aud 90 feet wide

from north to south. The building is arranged round
a central square, which forms the general market, the

large hall being on the north side, the entrance to the

principal staircase on the east side, with private offices

on the south side, and corn-exchange on the west

;

the market and corn-exchange being a clear height of

from 17 to 20 feet. The design is after the Italian

style^of architecture, externally presenting a square of

buildings, the north and south sides rising considerably

higher than the east and west, the central part of the
four sides being recessed from the four wings. The

surmounted by a gallery, which is surrounded by au

ornamental balustrade: above this rises a skeleton

dome of cast-iron arches, the whole finished by a

gilded ball and vane, the former being about 110 (eet

from the level of the pavement. The corn-exchange

is lighted by a glass aud iron roof, and the general

market is roofed with similar rnalerials. The ball, or

sessions-court, the mechanics’ institution, and offices,

are entered by a doorway at the east end, leading

directly from the staircase, and by three smaller door-

wajs to the west end, the centre oue leading fromthc

magistrates’ room to the bench, the northern doorway

from the same room directly to the hall, and the south

doorway to the small aute-room. The great hall, or

sessions-court, is 70 feet long, 31 feet 6 inches wide,

including the magistrates’ bench, aud 27 feet high.

Eudleg County Court Buildinys.—The amount of

the coutract for these buildings, taken by Mr. C.

Burkitt, of Wolvcrhatnptun, and Mr. Nelson, of

Dudley, was 3,775/. and not 3,400/. as stated by our

inforiuant.

Conway New Union Workhouse.—Oa Wednesday,

the 13tli inst. the works were commenced at the new
Conway Union Wurkhouse, North Wales. The de-

sign, which is in the Elizabethan style, has been pre-

pared by Mr. George Fekon, archiiect, of Llandudno,

and is to he executed in native stone from Conway
town mountain, with Llanasa stone, limestone, aud

white firebrick dressings. The coutract, amounting

to 2,010/. has beeu let to Mr. James Jones, of

Conway.

New Public Rooms at Chatham.—The tender of

Mr. G. Cotton, builder, Rochester, for the erection

of the proposed public rooms at Cbatham, has been

accepted, aud the building will be immediately pro-

ceeded with. Besides the large hall, which will be

nearly 70 feet long, and 42 feet wide, with galleries,

there will he a number of smaller rooms. The interior

will be decorated.

Mechanics’ Institution, North Shields. — The
foundation-stone of the Tradesmen’s and Mechanics’

Institution, Iloward-street, North Shields, has been

laid. The library-room will be 50 feet in length by

25 feet in width, and 22 feet high to the springing of

the arched glass roof. The building, which has been

designed by Mr. John Johnstone, of Newcastle, will

be of brick, with dressed stone facings. The eleva-

tion is of an Italian character. The contractors are

Messrs. Scott and Reed, of Newcastle. The amount
of the contract for completing the building is 1,500/.

The site has cost about 260/.

CHURCH-BUILDING NE'WS.

Eullethy.—The church of Eulletby was lately re-

opened. The new edifice is in the Early English

style, and consists of nave, chancel, and porch. It

has single lancet windows on the north and south

sides, and triple lancets in the east and west ends, of

tVneaster stone. The walls are of the ordinary green

day in last week. Messrs. Andrews and Delaunay, of

Huddersfield, were the architects. The dimensions

rather larger than those of Westgate Chapel, the

length within the walls being 76 feet, the width

50 feet 6 inches, and the height 34 feet. The eutirc

cost of the edifice, including the site, will be nearly
'

•

4,000/. About 3,000/. have been already contributed. I

Jarrow.—The United Presbyterian Church here •

recently erected has been opened. The church, with
j.

school-room attached, stands on the Jarrow Grange
[

Estate, and adjoins the uew road leading to tue
I

etjgiue works of Messrs. Palmer and Co. The build-
t

ing is of brick and is in the Gothic style of architec-
:

ture. The upper paid, forms the churcb, capable of i

seating above 400 persons: the under comprises a ,!

school room and a vestry. The site was presented by |li

Mr. Ellison, and Messrs. Palmer, Brothers, provided ic

the woodwork. Mr. Robert M'Vey was the architect Is

of the building, aud Mr. Charles Miles the builder. ;•

Ealchet', Bucks.—Datchet Church is about to be

almost entirely rebuilt and enlarged. The new works

will comprise the extension of the nave westward,

and the erection of a south aisle, about double the

size of the present one, entered from an open-timber

porch. The roofs throughout will be all new, aud i

open to the ridge : the arcades, doors, aud windows !.

will be also new, so that the only portions of the old .

structure that will remain are the chancel walls and ;

the tower. The architect to whose care the w'oi ks »

are entrusted is ^Ir. Raphael Braiidou, of Lotidoci. i.

The contract is taken by Messrs. Dove, of Islington, i

for the sum of 1,827/.

Broomhungh.—Anew Episcopal church is about to :

be erected iu the beautiful village of llidiog Mill, b

adjoining the estates of Mr. "W. 13. Bcaumuut, M.P.
|

who, with his lady, contributes largely to its funds. '

The plan of the church comprises irave aud cbancel,. 1

with vestry to the north, and a tower and spire t

60 feet high at the west end, adjoining which is a

south porch. The style of building adopted is that i:

of the “ Geometric Decorated.” The stone is to he- i

from Prudliain Quarries. The whole of the woodwork .i

will be stained and varnished—the seats open : in tlic

chancel will be placed four stalls, aud on the opposite

side the choir. The church will be heated by hot

water, and thoroughly ventilated. Accommodation is-

provided for 160 persons. Mr. Matthew Thompson,,

of Newcastle is the architect.

Lincoln.—The coverings have been taken down. '

from, the windows put up iu the south-east transept

of the cathedral. Allusion is made in the three -

upper windows to the system of ecclesiastical polity

under the patriarchs and the Jewish dispensation by

means of single figures, the use of which, in preference ,

to groups, was necessitated by the position of the :

windows. These figures denote Adam, Enoch, Mel- i

chisedec, Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Judah, Moses, Aaron,

Joshua, Samuel, David, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel,

Daniel, Malachi, and John the Baptist. In the

middle tier are the Annunciation, the Baptism, the
].sandstone of the neighbourhood. The east window is r

—-- —
' t, *.• '

i

of painted glaes, cootaiomg the birth. cruciMoa, and
| Sln.-rT'„ere5„mv“''anV°in ‘the

ascension1 of our Lord, with the emU’eme of the Holy fte Keproval of Thomas's Incredtdity r and in the

- - - • - -••• Uowest Her are Christ Blessing the Apostles, the Day •

Trinity, St. Peter, and the saered monoBrams fUIing
| ^ ^

-
Conversion of

up the ground-work, and the north window m the i
“

,
’ -

chancel containing the raising of the widow’s son,
j

the I^hvery of St. Peter ora s
,

have been presented by friends of the rector. The BJinduess of Elymas the Sorcerer, the__Appointment

south windows of the cbaucel contain the emblems of

the Holy Evangelists, aud the north-west windows of

the nave contain the figure of St. Andrew, to whom ,, s;„ •
n , j.- a

the church is dedicated. The floor is laid with Miu-

ton’s tiles, and the seats throughout the church are 2,700/ has been accepted tor the buililmg of

open. The works have been executed by Mr. Carter, of
\

Biubrooke Church. Mr. R. P. Pope is the architect.

Horncastle, under the direction of Messrs. Muughan
'

•

of Deacons, aud the Consecration of Timothy as

Bishop of Ephesus. The windows have been executed

by Mr. G. Hedgcland, of London. The tender of

aud Fowler, of Louth, architects.

Sittingbourne.—The Vicarage of Bapchild, near

this place, is about to be enlarged, on plans furnished

by ilr. E. C. S. Blake, of M’eslmiuster, architect.

•The tender of the same builder has also been
;

accepted for the building of Firsby Churcb, for
’

which Mr. G. E, Street is architect.
i

StonehouseiBevon).— Sixteuders have been received :

for the erection of a small chapel, in Stonebouse, Mr.

The foilowing were the tenders for the work to be A- tYII Pettnek,

done :-
810/. to H. Dingle, 560/. (accepted). Each tenderer

,

I took out the quantities fur himself.

Derby.—The foundation atone of a Wesleyan \

! Reform Chapel, to be erected iu Bccket-strcct, Derby,. \

I

was laid on the 20th inst. The plan will consist of ;

a pai'iillelogram, 60 .feet by 45 feet. The elevation i

' will he simple, of the plain Italian character -. the 1

Salisbury.— On the 9lh inst. the first stone of the ' materials are bricks, with stone dressings. The!

new Church, at Alderbury, near Salisbury, was laid
' building is calculated to accommodate about 800 per- <

by the bishop. The chui-ch, which is under (he !
sons. It is proposed to light with sunlights in the

direction of Mr. Teulon, will, when complete, seat 500
[

ceiling, the lines to be made available fur ventilation,

persons. It will consist of a chancel and chancel ,
Attached to the chapel are to be schools for 300-1

aisle, to be built by Lord Folkestone; a nave, with children, with vestries, &e. The total cost, including ;

Shadgett, Boughton Monehelsea ... £949
Saymell, Borden 907
Smith, London 797
Taylor and Co. London 790
George, Sittingbourne 513

north and south aisles, and transeptal chapels, east-

ward, one for Sir Frederick Bathurst, facing, and the

opposite one for the organ. The tower will stand at

the west end of the north aisle, and will be sur-

mounted by a shingle spire. The style of the church
principal entrance to the Market-hall is on the east

^

is Early Middle Pointed, aud it will be built with
side, and on this side there is a clock-tower, rising to . flint and Bath stone. The south porch is of oak.
the height of about 84 feet from the level of the

[

Bradford.— The new Baptist chapel in Little
market, and crowned by a dome covered with lead,

;

Horton-lane ('rrinity Chapel), was opened on Thurs-

the land, will be under 2,000/. The architects are i

Messrs. Giles and Brookhouse, and the builder, Mr-|

Porter, all of Derby.

Oldham.—A Wesleyan Methodist new Chapel is i

about being erected at Town-field. Mr. Simpson, ofi

Leeds, is to he the architect, and Mr. Wrigley, of'

this town, the builder. Mr. Penk, of Manchester, will

execute the wood work. The building will be of;

brick.
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AGAR-TOWN, ST. PANGEAS.

On Thursdayj tiie 21st inst. the first stone of a

Church Scliooh the commencement of a scries of con-

templated buildings, of church, parsonage-house, and

schools, for this densely populated district, was laid

Ly the Right lion, the Lord Robert Grosvenor, JI.P.

The vicar has taken the whole responsibility upon
himself of accomplishing these works, and has placed

them in the bauds of Mr. Teuton, architect, to carry

them out. The work now in progress is a church school,

60 feet by 25 feet, with a sanctuary to the east,

screened and railed off. The class-room, serving also

for a vestry, is north of this. The entrances are

north-west and south-east, so as to divide the chil-

dren who, during the week, will use it as a school.

The building will be of brick, both externally and in-

ternally, with some constructive colour, very par-

tially applied. The east and west windows, set in

pointed arches, will have square traceiy and cusping,

a mode of treatment calculated for its connection

with brickwork. The bell turret, over the west gable,

will have a hipped roof or canopy, of wrought iron,

TOlh a cresting.

ARCHITECTS’ CHARGES AS WITNESSES.
A QUESTION has arisen in my practice lately which

I think the interests of the profession require should

ihe set right.

A party employed me to take an account of dilapi-

dations in a house in the City, for which he paid.

But the case went to trial, and I was engaged three

days at the Exchequer. For this I made a charge of

two guineas per day, the payment of which is refused,

the solicitor of the party saying that nothing is

legally chargeable beyond the guinea paid with the

subpoena. My own solicitor also tells me these charges

cannot be recovered.

If this be true, it is very hard that in consequence

of having done business for which perhaps two or

three guineas have been paid, a surveyor must sacri-

fice possibly not only two or three hut four or five

days, with no remuneration except the guinea which
accompanies the subpoena. James Edmeston.

*«* We never heard of a charge per day for

attendance in such cases being questioned : it would
be manifestly unjust, and would act most injuriously.

We shall be glad to hear from some of our legal

friends on the subject.

THE DECORATIONS OF THE ART-TREA-
SURES BUILDING.

As I find by your statement in the Builder of

'Saturday last that you are incorrectly informed as to

the decorations of the Art-Treasures Building at

Manchester, I feel it due to myself to correct the

error. The decorations throughout the building were
designed by me, and executed under my direction,

and, with slight exceptions, by my own ’artists and
workmen. In the side galleries, the Manchester firm

you mention painted the ceilings, cornices, and dado,

-according to patterns first put in for their guidance
by my workmen, and they papered the walls

;
but the

arches, which arc the main decorative feature of these

galleries, were exeented by my own artists.

John G. Grace.

The statement in question (p. 287) w’as made
at the special request of the Manchester firm named,
who pledged themselves for its correctness.

DRAIN-PIPES.

I THINK it will be generally admitted that pipe

drainage for houses is a very great improvement on
the old drains, provided they are properly laid

;
bat

the great drawWk is the opening them to examine
and clean them out. Several attempts have been
made to overcome this difficulty, but, generally, the
pipes have to he taken up, or cut open, in order to

ascertain the state of the drains : some have half-

socket pipes, but then you must remove the pipe.

Jennings’s plan is a great improvement, os you can
remove the ujiper part of the connection to e-vamine
the drain

; but there is not space to clean it out
properly. Single junctions are often placed upright
for the same purpose, as also sockets iu the bend of
the syphon traps

; but I would propose a simple
method of overcoming the difficulty and inconven-
ience. If the makers would always keep some pipes
made in two parts, lengthwise, with a flange or rebate
in the lower half, the upper part could be taken up at
any time without disturbing the pipes : let one of
these be placed at the priucipal junctions, or such
other places as may be convenient, with a mark on
the pavement, or wall; there would be a great saving
of expense and inconvenience, and a sweep’s machine
would generally do all that is required. The dif-
ference in expense could not be much, and the
advantage would be great.

I hope you will cousider this hiut worth a corner
in the Builder , and as you have so many sketches
of drain-pipes in your advertising columns, I hope to

sec another added to the number before long.

E. 0. S.

SOUTH KENSINGTON MUSEUM.
We understand that the following rules, amongst

others, have been sanctioned for the admission to this

Museum, which will be opened to the public iu
June ;

—

1. The collections of objects relating to education,
architecture, and trade, of pictures, sculpture, ornamental
art, nod models of patented inventions, will be open to the
public daily, from ten till four in the day-time, and from
seven to ten in the evening, on Mondays and Thursdays,
except during the appointed vacations.

2. On Mondays. Tuesdays, and Saturdays, and daily
during the Easter and Christmas weeks, the public will be
admitted free; but on these days, books, examples,
models, casts, &c. cannot be removed for study.

3. On Wednesdays, Thursdays, and Fridays, the public
wDl be admitted on pa,yment of sixpence each person. This
sum during the day-time will enable any person to con-
anlt any books, diagrams, &c. in the collections of educa-
tion, and to copy any article in the collections of art

;

except modern paintings, for which special permission in
writing m\ist be obtained. In the eveniue, works cannot
be removed. An annual ticket uf admission to all the
collections, morning and evening, may bo obtained for
ten shillings.

33oofe^ 9Acm'bfU.

Essays from the Edinburgh and (Quarterly Reuietes,
Uyitk Addresses and other Pieces. By Sir John
F. W. Hersciieu, Bart. K.H. &c. &c. London :

Longtnans and Co. 1857.

Perhaps there are none oF Sir John Herscbel’s well-
known works and discoveries which impress one more
completely with a sense of the versatility of his
talents than this collection of essays, addresses, and
pieces. Besides his various lighter yet still profound
discursions in the Reviews, ou Terrestrial Magnetism,
Industrial Science, Probabilities, the Mechauism of
the Heavens, Kosmos, &c. and his mctno'rs and
addresses to the astronomical and other societies, we
have here his various poetical translations from the
German, and even his original effusions of a kindred
order; and amongst these latter, like that other ver-
satile hut much more dreamy genius Coleridge, we
have a series of stanzas partly composed during sleep !

and noted down on waking : here, in short, we have
a bright luminary in all his varied phases, though
much more especially as a keeper of the “ night
watches ” than a sleeper while the stars are up. To
say one word here in recommendation of such a w-ork ,

as this would be sheer impudence : we shall therefore
!

leave it to speak for itseK, however tempting the i

occasion might elsewhere he to review a reviewer
such as Sir John Herschel. I

The Manufacture of Iron in Great Britain ; with '

Remarks on the Employment of Capital in Iron '

Works and Collieries. By George Wilkie,
j

Assoc. Inst. C.E. A. Fullarton and Co. 106,’

Newgate-street, London. 1857. I

The author of this small volume states, in a brief

'

preface, that he has had some years’ experience in the
*

iron trade and manufacture, and has something to say
'

as to the heavy losses frequently incurred hy capi-
talists iu this branch of manufacture from want of
practical knowledge of the subject. The treatise is

'

entirely practical, and although, doubtless, there may
be differences of opinion on some points amongst
practical men, it appears to be both instructive and
useful, comprising, as it docs, a succinct view of the
main principles and practice of the iron manufacture
as at present conducted in this country, and also the
author s ideas as to the chief causes which usually
prevent such undertakings from being successful.

VARIORUM.

"A Selection of Vases, Statues, Busts, &c. from
Terra Coltas ” (Weale, Holborn), by J. M. Bhishfield,

the well-known terra cotta manufacturer has just
been issued. It contains many approved models of
vases, fountains, tazzas, statues, and other ornamental
works, executed, or which he is ready to execute, iu

terra cotta, or baked clay, which in many instances,
it appears, cau be made to rival even mere stucco in
cheapness, while of far more permanent durability
and beauty. “Biographic and Descriptive Sketches
of Glasgow Necropolis,” by George Blair, M.A.
(Maurice, Ogle, and Son, Glasgow, publishers), is an
ably-written and pleasant account of the subjects of
the more public and generally interesting monuments
and tombs in that earliest of British ornamental

'

cemeteries, the Necropolis of Glasgow. As regards !

the truthfulness of the volume in respect to those less

universally known characters who have once been
'

celebrated in Glasgow and the west of Scotland, and
;

now rest their respected remains in this Necropolis,
perhaps the strongest evidence is the favourable way '
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in which the local press of all compleiicus appear to
unite in noticing the work. A “ General Map of
Australia and Tasmania or Van Diemen’s Land
showing the Bi-itish Colonies as divided into Counties,’’
and drawn from the British and Government Surveys,
and other sources, with the new electoral divisions of
the colony of Victoria, has just been published by
A. and C. Black, of Edinburgh. This is a large and
handsome map, containing much interesting informa-
tion, in a graphic form, as to the districts, gold-fields,
roads, routes, railways, &c. in Australia and Tasmania.
It includes several sketch maps, ou even a larger
scale than the main one.

fHi^cenanra.

Builders’ Benevolent Institution.—A Special
General Meeting of this prosperous aud useful insti-

tution was held at the London Tavern, on Thursday,
the 28th iust. for the purpose of electing two pen-
sioners, one male and one female, from a list of ten
candidates. The president, Mr. Alderman Lawrence,
was in the chair, supported by Mr. George Bird (the
treasurer), Mr. Joseph Bird, Mr. Thomas Cozens (the

founder), hir. W. Hutcheons, Mr. J. WilHams, Mr.
G. Burge, Mr. J, Thorn, Mr. R. Williams (Brighton),
Mr. Thomas Stirling, Mr. George Grayson, Mr. Thos.
Todd, juQ., and other gentlemen. The last annual
report stated that the subscriptions and donations
received during tlic past twelve months amounted to
l,354f. Is., and 700/. stock had been added to the
sum invested in the Three per cent. Consols. The
large number of deserving cases presented at each,

election, shows the necessity for such an institution,

and for all the pecuniary help that can possibly be
accumulated on its behalf. The president said he
hoped the funds would come in more liberally. The
charity was ably managed, and if the subscribers
would but jilace the means at the disposal of the com-
mittee, they would, ou the next occasion, be enabled
to elect a larger number. Mr. George Bird said he
hoped the subscribers would exert themselves to en-
able the usual election to take place in November next.
Birmingham Architectural, Society.— The

annual meeting of this society, adjourned in conse-
quence of the death of Mr. D. R. Hill, was held on
the 18Lh inst. Mr. W. Harris in the chair. The report
of the council, which showed the society to be in a
prosperous condition, was read and approved, and the
question of the establishment of an Architectural
Exhibition was referred to the council. Announcement
was made of the formation of the Birmingham Archi-
tectural Photographic Society. Office bearers were
elected, and a resolution passed to pav a visit to
Oxford to examine its architectural monuments during
the vacation.

Wigan Sewage Works.—During the past quar-
ter 5,191 feet of sewerage have been constructed,
chiefly in Scboles, at a cost of 1,309/. making a total
of 14,290/. since the works began. Notices for the
drainage of 250 houses iu Scholes ward have been
served, and many dwellings reported by the surveyor
as unfit for habitation have been doomed.

Chklsea-dridge.—In reply to a question put by
Sir John Shelley, in the Commons, last week, Sir B.
Hall stated that it was expected this bridge would be
open by August. The Act declared it a toll-paying
bridge

;
and that the tolls be first applied for the

maintenance of the bridge; next, for the expense of
construction, and any surplus for the carrying out of
metropolitan improvements.

The Vivian Memorial at Swansea.—For some
weeks past the concrete foundation of this statue was
ready, and on the 10th inst. the first or foundation-
stone of the pedestal was laid by the Mayor. The
contractor, Mr. Reiioden, will now proceed with the
work. The pedestal will be 13 feet high, and the
statue 8 feet high. The sculptor is Mr. J. Evan
'Thomas, of London.

Strikes.—At Liverpool the stonemasons are on
strike for an advance from 28s. 6d. to 30s. a week in
summer, and 26s. to 27a. in winter. Several em-
ployers complied, but there is no prospect of an
early settlement of the question. A similar dispute
has occurred between the cabinetmakers aud their

employers. At Manchester, the joiners aud car-

penters are on strike for the Saturday half-holiday,

and have appealed to the trade operatives in Brad-
ford, Leeds, Sheffield, and five or six other towns, for

aid, which has been promised. Two hours a-week
during summer would, it seems, be the maximum of
the time asked by the workmen. At Nottingham, a
similar strike to this last has taken place, amongst
the joiners, masons, bricklayers, and labourers, for an
hour on Saturday. Some masters have consented,
and others have offered half-an-hcur, which has been
declined.

The Fall or Houses in Tootenham-coubt-
ROAD—The inquiry was resumed on Tuesday, the
26th inst. and was again adjourned till (this) Friday
the 29th.
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Oldbury Cemetery Competitions. — Fifreen

sets of designs wore submitted to the Bmiai Board

for the chapels, lodges, &c. from which that by

Mr. "iV. M’iggingtou, of Dudley, was selected tor the

first prize. The six selected in the first instance were

by the following :—l, VTiggington ; 2, BidlaU and

Lovatt; 3, Fidiau; 4, Middleton Brothers ; 5, Holmes;

and 6, Nieholls.
t) t

Institution of Civil ENGiNEERS.-lilr. Hubert

Stephenson. lil.F. the president of this institution,

gave the annual conversazione on Tuesday night, at

its hou^, Great George-Hreet. \Vcst.niiister J he

company began to arrive about nine o’clock, and con-

tinued to fliw in till near midnight. Men of the

highest eminence in every depaitmeut of science, and

as anthnrs anl artists, were present.

Mb. VvTi.liam llrssEi.i, on the M’ar.— iMr. Kus-

scll, to whom, as tlie Times' correspondent, the

countiw is largely ind-bted. is giving an account iii

graphic language, at Willis a llnonis, of the stirnog

scenes he witnessed in the Crimea.^ Me advise such

of our readers as h ive the opportunity to go and beer

him forthwith.

The l.vte Mr. Hill, Borough Architect, of

Birmingham.—On Friday in week before last Mr.

Daniel Ilo^vlinson Hill drpirted this life. Among

the principal of his works at BiniiiQgliam arc the

Borough Gaol and Lunatic Asylum, and the Baths

and AVashhouses in Kent-sfrect. Besides, there is

scarcely a street of any pretence that does notcoolam

some of his work. But it wis iu the erection of

prisons elsewh-re tluit he had lately distinguished

himself. Tue Surrey Gaol w as his work : he was

also eng.nged to erect the County Prison at Lewes
;

and at the time of his derth. it is said, he aud his

partner, Air. "W, M.irliii, were employed in designing

or executing the alteration or erection of several of

these important buildings in various parts of Lngiaud

aud Wales. The Biimingham Architectural Society,

at its annual mceling since held, unanimously re-

solved,
—“That in consequence of the death of the

respected member and first president of the society,

Mr. Hill, all the business of the meeting should be

postponed, and the members should manifest their

respect by attending the funeral.”

Town-hall, St. Andrew’s, Scotland. — “ A

Competitor,” says,—It is a long time since designs

were sent for the above, according to the adverlise-

meut in your paper. I hive heard notiiing since of

the matter, although the committee proposed to

decide within six weeks after receiving the designs.”

We have not heard the result.

New Cavalry College, Richmond, Surrey.—

A cavalry college, or tr.tining school for cavalry

officers, is about being erected at Richmond, Surrey,

contiguous to the raiUvay station, aud upon the

grounds whereupon already stands a ridiog-school and

lecture-hall, appropriated for a similar purpose. Mr.

C. Broadbridge is the architect, and the building,

which is to be carried out by Messrs. Lee and Lavers,

of Belvidcre-rond, will be constructed with light brick,

and stone dressings, upon a somewhat extensive scale.

The Windsor Royal Society. — The annual

meeting of this laiidaWe iustitutiun, willi the Prince

Cousirt as president, established for building oou-

venieut residences at a moderate rent for the working

man, was held at the Town Hall, IVindsor, a few days

ago. Col. F. H. Seymour presided. The financiid

report was very satisfactory, and showed that the total

amount of paid-up capita! was 8,500/. The chairnnn

congratulated t!ie shareholders on the success of the

society : be only regretted the non-success of the

establishment of lodging-houses for single men on nu

improved system, whicli they had attempted about

three years, but were now conipelled to abandon from

the biss the system entailed on the society. A d vi-

dend of 5/. per cent, less income-tax for the year, was

declared on all the pnid-up shares.

Limehouse Church.— The restoraiion ofL'rac-

house church having at length been comiileled, it has

been re-nptmed for divine service, 'fhe work has lieen

finished under the directions of Mr. A. TV. Blomfield,

son of the late Bishop of London.

Tiif. Building Season in Montreal.— An
ertrnordinnry degree of activity is begiuning just now

to drvelopc itself in house-building at Muntrcal,

according to a local orrespondent of the Canadian

mews. New rows of dwelling-houses and capacious

stores are being run up as if by magic. St. An-

drew’s Cborch, one of the finest in the city, will

be completed this year by the erccliuu of the steeple.

The Unitarian Church, just opposite, is now being

dem'dished, for the purpose of enlarging and improv-

ing if. Ground has also been broken fur the new
Anglican Caihedral. Everythiug betokens a busy

season for architects and builders; and before the year

closes many hundred buildings, public and private,

will have been added to the city, allbrding ready em-
ployment to hundreds of mechanics aud labourers.

It is also stated that the Grand Trunk Cooipany in-

teud running a track into the city.

Hints to Workmen : To Remedy the Effects

)7 Dram-drinking.—‘Whoever makes the attempt

.0 abandon spii-iL drinking (and the same is the case

with smokers), will find, from time to time, a lauk-

!i„E in the stomach," svilli a sensation of sinking.

coMiicss, ami inexpressible anxiety.
^

Tins may be re-

lievca by taking otlen a cupful of an infusiou "f “

made by steeping about ou ounce of them m a pint of

boiling water fur six hours, and Iben straining off tbe
boning wauT, 101 .ixaxa..,--

i

lienor In a stale of permanent languor and debility

n 1 _p Viorb in nowder. and
,an onneo and a half of casearllla bark in poiv

six drachms of syrup ot gmger, should bo added to

the above inteion. This “ I*™. ®

dav nill be found a iise'iil strengtliener ol the

sloinieh and bowels, when they have

bv frrnncnt excess and mtoxieation. Undiluted

spirits,” savs the Lancet, “ poison the system

;

therei'ore, let all bevvore of strong drinks, whether lor

thirst or for pride! A teaspoonful of grated gmgei

In a liille liot-water is a good substitute (or spirits.

For the erection of new chapel, Norwich. Mr. Joseph

James, architect. Quantities not provided :

—

For
Chapel. Two'Tnrrcts.

Wordinglmm, Norwich £3,063 0 0 £109 0 0

Murray, Norwich 3,939 16

Rump, Norwich 2,891 0

Dawes, Norwich 2,784 16

Balls aud Line, Norwich... 2,691 12 0 -1- 18 0

Ringbam, Ipswich 2,4S3 0 0 317 0 0

Hubbard, Dereham 2,4'10 0 0 155 0 0

Lacey, Norwich 2,390 0 0 160 0 0

Sexton. Norwich(accepted) 2,331 0 0 167 0 0

164

For a villa, Richmond-road, Dalston, for Ifr. G. ITiUery.

Messrs. Bunker and Herring, architects :

—

House. Boundary Walls. Total.

Harry.
Maccy o-iu u o

Downs 760 0 0

Wood and Son 78t 0 0

Turner & Sons 769 0 0

Viiilou 710 0 0
Blanchard 710 0 0

£846 0 0 ...£155 0 0 ...£1,001 0 0

,T. B. N.

[Advertisement.]

to the editor of the “ BUILDER.”

Sir.—Messrs. Clark mid Co., of 15, Gate-street,

Liucolu’s-inn-fields, having, in 18.54, put in a new

front to cur premises here, consisting of handsome

brass sashes, brass stall- board plates, one of their

patent revolving wood shcittei'S, 75 feet long, measur-

ing 750 feet super, (which works admirably), and

closes in the whole of our premises in two minutes.

The whole of the work w.ns executed iu the best

possilile manner, with rigid punctuality, and. at a

very moderate price, has given us gr^at satisfaction,

and* we feel it our duty strongly to reco.mmend them

to all requiring such work.

AVe are. Sir, your obedient Servants,

Parkins and Gotto.

Oxford-street.

TENDERS
For new mnUine for Messrs. AlUopp and Sons, Burton-

on-Trent. Messrs. Hunt and Stephenson, architects.

Mvprs £38,305
.. 37,984

Ward .. 35,917

W. Piper .. 35,248

Branson and Gwyther .. 36,027

Holland .. 34,370
.. 34,333

Brizes .. 33,778
.. 31. .595

Kirk and Parry (accepted).... -. 29,770

For additions to Dunsdale Lodge, AVesterham, Kent.

Mr. Robert Kerr, architect

Piper and Son £6,655 0 0

Foiherinehum and Patman 5,450 0 0

Lucas, Brothers 6,400 0 0

Mansfield and Son 5,375 0 0

Myers 6,300 0 0

147 0 0 ,

143 0 0 .

115 0 0 .

129 0 0 .

129 0 0 .

123 0 0 .

TO CORRESPONDENTS,

JlvBl in BoUers.—A oorrcepotideDt wblies to know how to pre-

vent r.n irou bo'lcrfroaa roBting (iuferloily wepr>-8uinei, nod how •

to lake awuy the rust already oolleotefl ; the bUitr has wjtcr

constantlyiijit.nn-UsbeBted everydnr. We do not understand

correspondent to allude to iucrusi-it KO, but to m re ruuUiis.

. A. (shall appear!. — P. G. A. — H. W. — W. S. — Y. V. \

Jj M-E R S—J. B.-B. B. VV.—V. and S,-No. 130, -Tom (try

an advertisement). - G. G. - No. 14\ - W. H Z, (go to one of the

district schools of the Department of Arti. — P. G. W
.
(under our

limit).— H. S.— Country Friend. — J. II. 11. — W. E. H. — T. T,

—

U. c—K. M.—F. A. SI. (declined with tbankxi.—R. L. S.(thaiiksl.

—Z. Z. Z. (must bo sent on the day named). — No. 168. — E. E.—

A

u'isofiber. — 0:d Subscribers — No. 64. — M. J. L — J. G. C.

—

E.T.'O.—No 9A—.An Artist.-A. L, 8.— F. B -No. 1211.—No. '93 —
K—8.— 8. and K.— Subsidiary.—A. J. B.—W. U.—F. G. M. (we

J forced to decline iusertiog the communication sent.]—Honesty

.. the be-t Policy.-W. A.— L. and Son (under our limit).—

U. R. B. ishall see proofl.—Ik B.-No. 73.-11. L.

BiiRATUM.—“Vacant Area near, and Way round. St. Paul’s”

page 2911), for “ City of London Schools,” read “ St Paul’s

Schools."

“ Books and AdtlrMse*.”-We are forced to decline pointing out

bonka or finding addresses.

NOTICE. — All communications respecting advertise-

ments should be addressed to the “ Publisher,’’ and not

to the “Editor:’’ all other communieataODS should be

addressed to the Editob, and not to the Publisher.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
NEW WORK BY SIR JOHN HERSCHEL, BART.

Just pu'ilished, in 1 vol. 8Vo. price 184. cloth.

E ssays from the Edinburgh and
quahterlquarterly reviews, with Addresses, and other

Uniform with the above, in 8vo. price l^s. cloth,

SIR iT. HERSCHEL’S OUTLINES of ASTRO-
NOMY. New Edition, wjjh Flatfsanii^Wond Engrayiage.

London; LuNGIIAN. BROWN, and CO.

TO VISITORS TO LONDON.—THIRD THOUSAND.
In a Volume of 800 pages, price J4i. with a Portrait of the

'
r, from a Paintuighv^’, J GqUiw.

For rebuilding a warehouse, No. 44, Friday-street. Mr.

II. E. Cooper, architect

Patman and Fotheringham
Lucas, Brothers
R. Lawrence
G. Myers
Brass and Sons
John Jay
George Mansfield and Son
Piilcbsrd and Co

riURIOSITlES of LONDON ; Exliibitinff

tbe most Rare and Remnrkaide Obj cts of luterert iu the
. OAV-4* pPrBnTVftl

. £3,927 0 0
3,845 0 0
3,694 0 0
3,640 0 0
3.657 0 0
3,355 0 0
3,350 0 0
3,200 0 0

For building offices. Angel-court, Bank, for Mr. F. S.

„ixon. Mr. J. Sheppard Scott, architect, Quantities

supplied by Mr. Niiou:

—

Lawrence and Son £3,274 0 0

Piper anil Son 3,210 0 0

Mansfield and Son 3,174 0 0

J J Coleman 2,985 0 0

Downs 2.910 0 0

Alford and Co 2,7-47 0 0

For ten alms-honses, to be erected on the Lea-bridge-

road, f.'r the London Master Bakers’ Pension Society.

Mr. T. E. Kuighiley, London, architect

Clhas. Fitzwater, Nottiiig-hill ..,£3,021 0 0

Keyes and Head, 6, Gray-street,

Manchester-square 2,096 10 0

Patman aud Co. Theobald-road 2,968 0 0

Perry, Cambridge-he th 2,687 0 0

Hack and Son, Poplar 2,-449 0 0

Wood and Son, Mile-end-gate... 3,379 0 0

E. Clark.Totlenbam (accepted) 2,275 0 0

MetropoiiP, Fust and Present ; wkh nearly Fifty Yes

EyJOnXTraBS.F.S.i.
, ,

“ A wonderful little Diotiouary of London is this volume by Mr.

Timbi There is so much out-of ihe-way reading in u. such apt

introduction uf personal experience, and sucti a (iiiantity of agree-

able illuttratioD. drawn both from books aud men. We heartily

commend Uiis volume.”

—

Exatniner,
DAVID BOGUE, 8fi. Fleet-street.

rrilE PRACTICAL MECHANIC’S
X JOURNAL.

No. in, June, 1857. 4to. price One Shilling, sewed.

contents:
Steam, the great Agent of Civilisation.—Society of Arts’ Eshilu-

tion. — Mac.'mlaoe's Sy-tem of ^ewe^age. — Mui 's Leom (toil/* ,

/•’lo(e) —Royal Aeaden.y.-Wallej’s Safety Apparatus fur S’enm
Boili-rs.-lloydeH'oCteam TracH'in Engine and Etidiess llailwav.
— Mechanical Notes from America.— Rtrutlier’e Motive Power.

—

Ji'fl'rey’d Sauing.— Payne's Scythe—Bertram's Paper.— Dunlop’s
Flour Drissinp. — Brodic’s Tiles. — Law's Mouldiii.'.—Wil ou'a

Looms — Sinclaii’a Drying Grain. — Sumner's Flyers. — Price's

Stamps.-Kiiiniburch’s Moulding. — Baohe's Larops—Spencer’s

Sai-k \Vei^he^.—VL Nab's Htove.—N<'rton’o Cartridg'-s.—Clough's
Rnits — Reviews ol Recent Books.-Monthly Note-.— Law Hi pot is

of Patent I’nses -Scientific Societies. <i0. With 5i) WoodcuU.
LGNG.MaN and CO. Pateriios'er-row ;

Editors Oftices

(uttrees for Patents), 47. Liucolu’o-iuu.tie ds.

The engineer of Er-day, 29t,li May,
con'aitis McDowall’s Mariiiuery for Sawing Woo’, H.ir-

For erecting a school and house for the trustees of the

Ipswich Charities. Mr. F. Barnes, architect

Bitldiston ^5
Cornish
I.utf »

VVlright ^4® ®

Orman (accepted) ^30 0

0 0

For honse at Blacklieath-hill, for tbe Eev. J. Eusaell.

Mr. Fras. Poeget, architect. Quantities supplied :

—

Lawrence and Son .

Downes
Clarke and Barnes .

Wood and Son
VV'ood
Clarke (accepted) .

„,.j .. Iropruvements iu Windlasses. Whi'takei’s Apparasu
Producing Devices on J,eat her, Ac. Roioow'b Machiue forUuttiiig

Dye Woods, liiK Idiu’s Improvements in Oainnees. Knoirlrs’

Safety Api-aratvu for Mines, aud J.aoBfsegne end Thiei's Im-
proved Electric I.nm-*. all Illustrated. uriKiual Articles ou the
Miitich'-stiT Art Treasures ExhUiitioti, the W-ar of the r’y-item

by Railwuy Travelling, hteam tlulture Esperiments. DisRixcil uf

our Cm.v'cfs, the Ottoman Haiiwiy. &c. &c. Reviews; I'nrcr ou
some ModifleariouB of Woody Fibre and tbeir Applications, by
the Rev, J. Barlow, FH.8.. V.P. aud Sec B.I. ; Mr, Kobelll

Mallet’s Paper on the Pby-ieal cause of tbe Increased Dcfleciion
'

of Gilders and Bridges expo-ed to tbe Trausveree Strain of a
Rniijoh I’aesinc Load ; Institution of Civil Eueinec-s ; .Al'S'racts.

ol pitp- rB on the Method of Building Bridges npon Brick Cylin-

•

iiers iu ludin, by Mr. Ilriice ; also on tbe Disturbances of bus-
peiisii n Hridyes and the Modes of Coun'eractlna them, by Missrs.

Lukin and Conner ; the President's Annual Couverwuiiine and
tbe Ml dels, Ac. Exhibited ; First Part of Air. liii.U'o Piiper on
the Mt.nufactu-e of Iron and Jireel, read nt the Poi-irty or Ar's.

Law (ntelligence; Lui.dhlll Explosioo—Verd’Ct ;
Pauveii's I'ro-

cea. in Making hteel ;
Intenueu Canal between Ka'tendje and

the Danube: Rules oi Adinitsion to the H. utii Ketsiugrun
Museum. Patent Jniimal, containing New Patents and Aba iacls

ot Specifications ;
Timber and Metal Alarket-* ;

Trades Birmliig-

bam. Wolvorliatnp’oii, and other Distnots ; N...tes from the
Eastirii Counties ; and all the Engineering News of the Week.
•24 paces, Price Cd.

;
Stampid. 7d. Vol. 1. price iSs : Vol 11.

price l«s. eaay now be had ready bound.-BERN AHD LUXTO-N,
Publisher, 301. 6trand.

B RICK-MAKING.—A Paniplilet contaiiimg
Two Papers, to which the Pociety of Arts awarded their_ 1 their

... ..r Medal, forwarded on receipt of fourteen postage-stamp*.
HU.MPHKEY CHAMBERLAIN. Kempsey.near Worcester,
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ErORMATORIES, Ragged
Schools, and similar institu-

tions, have been called “ So-

cial Bridges.”

happy one.

“ God’s blessing,” writes

Longfellow,

—

The sulTeriugs of this lad in the streets (for

in course of time he was driven away by his

unnatural guardians) were too shocking to re-

late. The superiutendent of the refuge said

he did not know a letter in a book until he

came tlierc, andthat he is now a good and indus-

trious boy.

Out of nineteen boys in this “ refuge^' nine

go out in various ways to work, the others are

engaged chopping wood, &c.
;
and out of ninety

The title is a boys admitted since tlic opening of the school,

,

sixty have been put in the way of earning their

bread in an honest manner : some have entered

the navy, others have become soldiers: some

have been apprenticed to trades.

The boys, when 6rst brought to these insti-

are in most instances ignorant of

everything good. The superintendent of the

Britannia-street Refuge says—“Of the large

‘ God's Wessing oa the architects who
build

I

The bridges o’er swift rirers and
iibjsses ' ’

Before impassable to huroaa feet,

Ho less than oa the builders of cathe-

drals,

Whoso raasaive walls are bridges aumbcr of bojs who have passed through the
thrown across , , i . j . .i • r

The dark and terrible abyss of Death, school. Very few have returned to their lormer
Well hiiB the name of Poniilex been jjg kiiows many who, if they had

Unto^the^Church's head, as the chief been left ill the street, would have been a pest

to the country, arc now growing into young men,

filling situations in life, and becoming useful

^ there are dark and dangerous members of society. The cost at which t)iis

^ ^ places in the social world wliich amount of good is done seems very small.

need bridging over, to afford a way out to the 1 Salaries £25 10 0

miserable dwellers amidst degradation and filth.
|

Pood 104 1 5

Coals, gas, and washing 11 4 0

builder
Aud Hrcbitect of the invisible bridge

That leads from earth to heaven."

Boys’ treat .. 1 17 G
Blessings to those who build and maintain such

j

bridges, and afford a chance of light and hope
,

to the poor souls born in darkness and misery. Printing, and the expenses of a public meeting,

Latelypublic atteutionhas been strouglydirected come to about 97 The whole cost of the

to these and other means for the prevention of
,

refuge for uiuetecu lads is 1G5/. 17s. 7d. If we

crime ;
aud we may, perhaps, be excused, view-

^

take from this sum such items of expenses as

iug the matter as part of tbe great question to
^

might be avoided if the system were differently

which we have long given consideration,—the organised, and the produce of industrial work,

social condition of the working-classes,—if we ' 277 8s. Id. the actual cost is little more than

here make some few observations upon them.
,

67 11s. per annum, or 2s. Gd. a week, for each

Wehavebeforenowsliowntheexteutofthcdark|lad. When we find criminals transported at a

places in London, the nurseries of crime, tbe hot- cost of from 30/. to 407 a year, one feels asto-

beds of disease, and have pointed to the enor- '
nished that the various ragged-schools and

mous number of the children occupying our
|

places of refuge are so little cared for, aud

streets uncared for and untaught. It is lime that
j

allowed to remain in struggling circumstances.

measures commeusurate with the magnitude of

the evil were taken. In all large cities there is

Questiouiug a group of lads of from twelve

to sixteen years of age, at the Piekllane

to be found a considerable amount of distress, Ragged School, not long ago, every one of

and a condition of things, which, if left neglected, ;

them, without the least appearance of compunc-

is sure to lead to danger, trouble, and expense.
|

tioii, acknowledged that he had been three,

Improvedmedicalknowledge, increased opportu-
1

four, six, or seven times in prison. They had

nities of supplying information and instruction,
I

in most instances stolen food, and none of the

and the progress of the science of statistics, will
I

half-dozen lads had either father or mother.

be the menus, ere long, of sweeping away the
|

Useful knowledge, when they first came to the

dwellings that disgrace the metropolis, and ' school, they had none : how could they have it ?

raising up the classes which now are so difficult I

Tbe report of tbe schools would afford dozens

to deal with. I

of iustauccs of tbe mode in wliich children arc

During the last twenty years good has bceu ,

forced to become thieves and vagabonds. Take

done in patcliesj but only enough to show that ' one case. J. N. aged sixteen, says,
—“Father

improvement is practicable. London missions, ' dead : mother a very bad woman. When I was

national schools, ragged schools aud dormi.
|

a child I was taught to steal, and if I returned

tories, and infant nurseries, have become esta- home without something for mother, I was sure

blished institutions in this great city, but not in
|

of a good beating, and was turned out for the

sufficient numbers to meet the enormous require- ' night.” This Lad had slept in arches and on the.
' stones, aud been nine times in prison, once for

throwing stones. He is now in work and doing

well. The larger portion of the 200 or 300

ment.

Foremost amongst the causes which lead to

the increase of crime in Loudon are

—

1. Ignorance reared aud encouraged m ucg- ' children who here assemble day after day,

lected iieigUbourlioods. lire clean and tidy
;
aud it is satisfactory to con-

2. The want of the means for teaching chd- trast the appearance of the great bulk of the

dren some useful trade
;
and

;

children with the state of those who are per-

3. The neglect of parents, who, by clissipa- '
suaded to come to the ragged schools, when

' ’ ' ........
first established in new neighbourhoods.

In the Field-lane school great good has been

j

done by a society of ladies, who give clothing,

Take an iiisiaucc or two. A boy, now in the and receive from the children part of the value
Reformatory in Britauuia-strect, said, when

|

of it iu very small payments. The first properly-

tion, aud other ill conduct, leave their offspriu;_

to shift for themselves, or else drive them into
,

the streets to thieve.

asked,—“1 am between fourteen aud fifteen

years old. I have a father and stepmother, aud
two sisters, younger than myself. I have been
in prison three times. I stole once a loaf

of bread. I was very hungry, and could get

nothing to eat. I once stole some bacon, and
took it home to divide with my sisters. My
father, however, took up the poker aud hit me
with it, because I would not give him all.”

shaped articles of dress witli which some of the

children have been clothed have been obtained

through this medium.

In tbe dor-mitory, a temporary night shelter

is provided {or the most destitute, eicher old or

young, iu which 12]220 have slept with tickets

(that is, those who have attended the Bible

classes regularly)
;
6,708 without tickets, wlio

have attended the Bible classes casually
\ 1,092

strangers to the school : total, 20,020, or about

55 per uight during the year, to whom nearly

60,000 loaves of bread have bceu given. Out
of the number above mentioned, during the

twelve months, 113 have obtained employment

from the refuge
;
60 have been admitted into

permanent refuges
;
18 have enlisted, aud 21 have

been restored to their friends: so that 212

youths and men have been taken from tbe streets

aud prisons aud provided for. Much of this

good is effected by the moral power aud kind-

ness of the Sunday-school teachers.

The above facts show that there is a class to

deal with, amounting to a considerable number,

who arc totally neglected, without a shelter,

and are obliged to break tbe law at a tender age

in order to obtain llie commonest necessaries of

life. It is clearly shown that some of the

wildest of them, if caught in time, can be trans-

formed into useful members of society. It seems

certain that ragged schools, iu connoctiou with

dormitories aud industrial training, if instituted

to a sufficient extent in the proper neighbour-

hoods, will give a right impress instead of wrong,

and effect raucli good. At any rate, it is but

proper to try the effect of kindness aud per-

suasion before taking other measures. It is an

act of injustice to allow thousands of iguorant

and destitute children, both male aud female, to

go to almost certain destruction, without an

effort.

Care should be taken in connection with

reformatories aud places of refuge not to make
them seem to be places of punishment, for un-

doubtedly much of their piesent success is

owing to the feeling of independence and thank-

fulness experienced by the inmates.

Let us look at the matter in a practical point

of view. We want good artisans,—our colonies

want them even more—offer any money for

them. "Would it not be better, wiser, cheaper

for the country to tuni the neglected iufaut

population of our cellars and streets into men
of tills class, instead of allowing them to become,

as they unquestionably must become if uncared

for, rogues and thieves, if nothing worse, to

plunder honester men, and to be ultimately

caught, tried, convicted, and niaintaiiied in

prison, or a penal settlement, all at the cost of

the Slate?

THE COYEIINMENT COMrElTTION
DESIGNS.*

Tub design, No. 86, with tbe motto, “Tenax
Proposite Yir,” has come from Munich. Though
it has little of tlic invention in details, for

which the German works mostly are remark-
able, aud for which, perhaps, tiie shortness of

the time, of which the author complains, allowed

no opportunity— it yet deserves to be looked
at, cousidcring that the points which have re-

ceived attention, namely, the general disposition

on tbe ground, and the groujiiug of buildings,

are those in which the architecture of our
towns is most deficient. In tliesc, one object

to be attained is varictg of character
;
and to

gain this, whilst eschewing the use of several

^

different tf7y/e5, which would rather injure one
another iu ihcir effect—-occasional use of circu-

,

lar and oblique lines in the ground-plan is

,

desirable. The author of No. S6, has sent a

street plan of tlie immediate locality only, a

detailed block plan, and drawings for the War-

I

office and Forigu-office, as one design. Looking
at the general arrangements—he obviously would

''

pursue the present plan of the works commenced
.for the new Westmiuster-bridge

;
but, again

. like many of the competitors, is misled by tbe

* plan and instructions, so that he shows only the

site of the old bridge. The Offices are arranged

in the block plan, m symmetrical groups, with

free iutcrcommnuicatiou
;
aud in place of the

French arrangement, where a new site for the

bridge becomes the centre line. Parliament-

street is made the starting-point of the design.

At the south end of Parliament-street, is

a splayed or straight-sided recess—a “ cres-

• See p. 302, ante.
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cent,” the author calls it— in the ground,

with projections with small porticoes on the

oblique sides, and a llomau triumphal arch

with side openings, across the street in the

centre. In the “ crescent” are fountains
;
and

an obelisk in the middle of Parhameut-street is

seen beyond the arch. At the position of the

obelisk, a broad intersects. The front

towards the river has embattled towers at

the ends
;

a centre with pediments, one over

the other, and a dome seemingly suggested by

that of St. Paul’s Cathedral. A projection in

the form of a semicircular bastion occurs

in the river wall, in the centre, and round

this the landing -stairs wind. Low domes

are placed on the obliquely disposed fronts

in the “crescent.” The author’s decorative

details appear to be conceived with the view

of assimilating them with the present Board of

Trade, which building would he preserved—as

also that of the Treasury facing the Parade,

attributed lately to Sir Robert Taylor, but

sometimes ascribed to Kent. The plan of the

War-office and Poreign-olficc has two lar^e

courts and several smaller courts. Apparently

it provides a considerable number of rooms

;

aud these are separated by parallel con'iclors,

about which part of the plan the sufficiency of

the lighting is not evident. The Poreign-office

and residence have a peculiarity of plan notice-

able in some other eases, and which here may
have originated from the position of the State

Paper-office, which is preserved,—that is to say,

the north-west angle of the block is splayed olF,

and the grand entrance to the residence, with the

staircase, as well as a carriage-way through to

the court, are provided at that angle.

Ko. 87, “Palmyra,” generally pointed to as

by Mr. Bardwell, is worthy of notice, chiefly for

the suggestions in street arrangement tliat may
be derived from the general plan—which, how-
ever, is hung where we are unable to read much
of the writing upon it. Besides tlie plan referred

to, there is one to a smaller scale, showing a

proposition as to a site for a museum at the

meeting of the main routes on the Surrey side,

as the central locality of Londou
;
aud there is

a general block plan of the Offices, aud a design

for the "War-office and the Poreign-office, which
are connected, as in many other cases, by arcades

with colonnades above. The drawing of the

general plan is remarkable for the extensive

provision of trees lining the streets. The
author apparently would complete the plan for

new Westrainster-brklge, but again, like others,

shows the site of the old bridge, aud also the

width marked on the Government plan, of Mr.
Walker’s proposed addition

;
but does not indi-

cate in any way the site of the works in pro-

gress. This error would throw out the whole
line which would seem to he contemplated
by the author, so far as the south side of

Bridge-street is concerned. He proposes a new
bridge from Charing-cross, with one approach
obtained bv the removal of Northumberland
House, ana with a junction from Whitehall-

place
j

aud he has also a bridge at the

Horseferry. The bridge from Charing-cross

is intended to carry a railway as well as

the road. A street through the centre

of the National Gallery, joining Tottenham-
court-road, a portion of the new Gallery bound-

ing the new line
;
the junction of the Mall and

the Strand
;
the provision of a wide avenue to

embarking and landing stairs, opposite the

Horse-guards; the additiou of a dome to the

Horse-guards
;

the removal of St. Margai'ct’s

Church to the south side of Bridge-street, iu

line with the Clock Tower
;
aud the formation of

a larger place, with groves of trees opposite the

Abbey, are the chief of the other suggestions.

The originality which there is in some of these

as shown, degenerates to eccentricity in the

designs for the two Offices. In the War-office

plau, the entrance leads to a rotunda of SO feet

diameter, aud IIG feet in height, surmounted by
a dome, and having a gallerv of 10 feet wide on
the inside, on the level of the first floor. The
covering of the dome, extcrually, is panelled, and
ornamented with various military devices, not
on the best priucijiles of ornamentation. In the
Poreign-office there is no large dome; the plan
has a crescent-shaped recess in the centre, next
the '• Great Court-yard,” wliicli is between the
Offices. But the cliief peculiarity of the designs

consists iu the very large area given to window

opening, and the salient columns of the upper

stage. The author says, — “ The columns

being detached, would, if seen in perspective,

present a rich line of architectural graudeur,

almost entirely hiding the windows, and illus-

trating the motto, ‘Palmyra.’” Tlie angles of

the plan are terminated by domes of subordinate

character, the rooms iu each floor there being

octagonal.

No. 88, “Vitam cxcoluere per Artes,” re-

tains the site for Westminster-bridge, but

otherwise offers no point for notice ;
but

No. 89, “Ars louga, "Vita brevis,” as the work

of a Prenebmau, though unequal in the designed

decorative effect to works previously named, is

important as based on the usual English propo-

sition as to the bridge, just referred to. The
autlior exhibits a street plan of a limited area, a

block plan, aud a design for the W^ar-office and

Poreign-office in one building. He provides a

“Place Victoria” opposite the west end of the

Abbey, from which five ways radiate, the Sessions

House and Hospital being removed ;
aud forms

a gai'den, with a fountain in the centre, between

the Abbey and Great George-street. The Board
of Trade would be preserved, and Dover House
would be removed. The general Offices are

grouped in four blocks, with recesses aud

coui-ts, and would be symmetrical iu plau were

the suggestion for the appropriation of Rich-

mond-terrace carried into effect. Parliament-

street, widened, is intersected by the “Rue des

hlimstcres,” forming a junction bctw'ccn the

river embankment and the park. The western

portion of this “Rue” is itself intersected by

the “ Place des Ministercs.” Thus there are

two similar fronts iu the park, with gates in the

centre, to Charles-street, and two similar fronts

in Parliament-street. This reproduction of de-

signs—as distinguished from the treatment iu

symmetrical portions of one general design, to

whicli parts are subordinate—has been prac-

tised by too many of the competitors. We can

understand how the circumstance referred to

has come to pass, considering the inadequate

time allowed for any grand comprehensive

design; but at present the aspect of affairs

would go towards justifying our correspondent,

Mr. Garbett, in bis application of the name
per-centage style. IVe might lay down as a

principle that, where there is no really compre-
hensive design with one central feature and
other prominent features of the whole, what then

become individual buildings should not be formed
ill duplicate, but should be designedly different.

At the same time a good general design, with

the required duplication, would produce the

finest effect. In that case, however, though the

ends of a front should correspond, the separate

fronts should present greater variety than
English architectural works have usually ex-

hibited
; aud it is, in fact, on the happy con-

junction of the qualities—unity aud variety

—

opposed to each other in the vulgar perceptiou,

but really both possible and essential in archi-

tectural art, that the effect of any building

depends. The plan in No. 89 of the building

for tlie War-office and the Eorcigu-office has a

deeply recessed centre next the “ Rue des

Ministbres,” and five courts. The entrance in

tile centre, is by a loggia of five arches on a wide
flight of steps

;
each cud of the loggia giving

access to the hall of one of the Offices. The
Residence, next the park, has its entrance be-

neath an archway which unites two of the
courts,—archways of ingress and cgi*ess being
of course provided to the courts from the park.

All portions of the plan are in communication :

but this is not always effected by corridors. The
deficiency here, like that iu lighting, seems, as

referred to iu our last, apt to characterize the
"academic plan,” which is either Italian or

studied iu a great degree from Italian models.
There is, we believe, as much to leam from the
continental architects, as they can learn from
us

; but there are parallel deficiencies. The
style of the design is French Renaissance, with
the pavilions. Mansard roofs, and dormers ; with
a rusticated basemeut and vermiculated quoins,

and segmental-headed windows, and within the
upper stage a Roraau Doric order of pilasters

and columns euclosing two stories
;

but the
decorative treatment is not equal to that of
other French productions,.

If one wished to see whether had architecture

could be produced out of England, reference

might be made to No. 91,

—

“ Lust und Liebe zum Dioge
Mucht alie Miih und Arbeit gcringej”

a design for the "War-office mth poor arcb-

headed windows and rusticated wall-surface, and
a large pilaster all by itself at each of the

angles of the facade, aud of the centre division.

For the next number in order of rotation, 92,
we must pass to the opposite end of the hall,

where, under the motto “ Coufido,” in a wreath,
drawings of a design for the "War-office and
Foreign-office, in one, are exhibited. An ob-

long court, with archways at the sides, is the

prominent feature of the plan; aud into this, at

one end, projects a two-storied building, leaving

sixteen to twenty feet of width for the lighting

to the sides there adjoining. The discrepancies

between the plans of the competitors, iu certain

points, are very remarkable. In one design

there may be space for all purposes, and room
to spare for a very unusual area in halls and
staircases

;
whilst iu another case, the courts

are too confined for the required lighting ; or

they are left of larger dimensions than necessary,

without adequate use made of them iu lighting

the corridors. A detailed comparison of such
cases would be instructive ;

it would be a work
of some labour, but one of great value in results

;

but it is one that we must perforce leave un-

finished. The exhibition, indeed, is about to

close before there has been any time for the •

chief advantages of study which could be de-

rived from it, and for which there will not for

many years be an opportunity similarly capable

of being made conducive to excellence in archi-

tecture. We may at present observe, that dis-

crepancies arise m some cases from different

reading of the “instructions.” This circumstance

it is essentially requisite should be considered,

with a view to fair adjudication. Some of the

best designs have certainly trespassed beyond
the prescribed limit of the ground

;
other dis-

crepancies have resulted from the want of figured

dimensions iu the Government plan
;
and in

many of the plans, the ins and outs of the red

line are corrected with every advantage as to

the Government object, but clearly in defiance

of the “instructions,” aud to the injury of other

competitors should these “instructions ” be not

held binding. In short, we should not be sur-

prised to find that the designs which are the

best for the object, in all points, are precisely

those which cannot fairly receive premiums.
This position of affairs would be precisely what
we pointed out iu the very first instance as the

necessary result of the course which was taken.

In the design now before us, the plan is of a

curious wedge-shape
;
but many of the compe-

titors similarly alter the angle of the south and

east sides of the ground, though not to the same
extent as the author of No. 92 has done. There
are, however, other discrepancies in designs—of

the nature referred to—from the comparison of

which valuable information could have been
derived. The decorative design in No. 92 is

more meritorious than the plau. In the ground-
story the fronts have arch-headed windows with
enriched spaudrils, aud with the piers panelled,

and enriched with horizontal mouldings in lieu

of rustication. Above,— the height of two
stories,— there is an order of three-quarter

Corinthian columns, with broken entablature,

balustrade, aud vases : to the first-floor there

are arch-headed windows with enriched span-

drils
;

and, to the upper floor, are windows,
with dados or pedestal bands, grouping with
the windows below, enriched with festoons.

No. 94, with amotto—“Utilitas”—not unfit-

tingly chosen for a design which displays pro-

minently, decorative character, is spoken of as

by Mr. Coe, aud the drawings include a general

street plau, with a plan to a smaller scale show-
ing—what it is necessary to consider—the con-

nection of proposed routes with the communi-
cations to aud from far distant localities

; a
block-plan of the Offices generally, and a design
for the Foreign-office. The author is one of

those who would remove "Westminster-bridge

altogether; aud probably he has put the case of

the removal party iu the best light. He has a

“new Trafalgar-bridge,” opposite the Horse-
guards, with one of the main approaches from
opposite Cockspur-street; whilst on the Lambeth
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he would provide two streets, ouc to Stam- Ionic order rusticated, and quoins and window

firf-Sand the other to the angle of the dressings; the first floor has a Corinthian order

Rrifij?e.road For anotlier bridge, he proposes and arch-headed windows, and to the upper

ihe site south of the Victoria Tower,—the ' floor there are windows with dressings and

ro?i/e on the Middlesex side commencing pediments. The cornice to the building is sur-

from the anele in Victoria-street, and on the mounted by a balustrade, interruoted by the

Surrey side crossing the archbishop’s garden dormer windows, which have curved pediments,

(whereabouts, a street at a right angle is sug- and tliere are aLtics_ to the chief masses of the

eested to tlie York-road), then running straight
'
buildings from which rise the curved roots

by the Obelisk, using the portion of the West- which have railings at the top. Ihe prominent

rninstcr-bridge-road beyond the Orphan School, parts referred to, m the front, have Venetian

and the Borough-road, passing on to Stones’-

1

windows, bordered by clustered columns bearing

end Blackman-strect, which is crossed,—after-
^

a pediment and sculpture. The interior deco-

wards crossing Bermondsey-street, aud ulti-
.
rations have been well studied,

mately joinm| the Bermondsey Low-road,-I I'or No. 95-” Stranp -we must go

whilst, farther on, a road often proposed, is iudi- to the south end of the Hall._ The diawiioS

Gated cutting oft' the corner of Paradise-row under the number, represent designs for the War-

with the Deptford Lower-road. At the Victoria- ' office and Foreign-oflice m one bmlclmg, and

street end, the new street would connect with the residence in a separate block, ilie whole

a short northward to the St. James’s-park' group extends over the prescribed boundary

foot-bridge, and with one southward to Regent- about 170 feet,—a mistake which is made in

street, Westminster. There can be no doubt :
several designs that are more important than

that the route proposed would be one of the most . the one we are noticing. The autimr disregard-

importaDtforthemetropolis.Wewouldwisb,how- ing the instructions, places tlie Foreip-oftce

ever, to urge, aswehave done before, that the argu-
'
along the Do^ymng-st^eet side, and

_

the War-

ments in favour of particular routes aud bridges, office chiefly along the south. It is impossible

whilst showing the advantages of these lines, do
,

to make out the decorative character, ttie cieya-

not at all controvert the argumpts in favour
|

tions being placed far from the eye, and being

of other lines, which equally and in addition re-
’•'*

quire to be opened. Like most of the competi-

tors who would contemplate having no bildge

on the present site at Westminster, the author

of No. 91 leaves the approaches as they are,

thereby, as it seeuis to us—without referring

to the money already spent in foundations

—

wasting an opportunity of getting at the most

economical rate, one of the many bridges which

are still needed. For, whilst the approaches of

a bridge often cost as much as the bridge itself,

it canuot be too generally made known that

the approaches for the bridge—with increased

width on the up-stream side—at Westminster,

are so nearly complete, that the purchase of one

small block of houses on the Lambeth side,

would be alone required to make them so.

Referring, however, to what may be an inde-

pendent question, namely, the erection of n

bridge next the Victoria Tower, it may be well

to state that the levels are even less favourable

there to the effect of the Houses of Parliament

than they are atthe opposite end. The Victoria

Tower stands, in fact, on lower ground than

the Clock Tower ;
and, therefore, it would be

very full of work.

No. 96, at the north end of the Hall, includes

under the motto “Apropos,
:k

a general street

plan, and a detailed block plan, and under the

motto “ Peiise a bien,” designs for the W_ar-

officc and the Foreign-office in separate buiUl-

iiigs, which are joined by an archway. In the

general plan, Westininster-liridgc is removed.;

but a foot-bridge on the suspension principle^ is

placed on the site. For this bridge, the chains

and other materials of Hungerford-bridge are

proposed to be used
;

for, as the mitliors provide

a carriage-bridge approached Irom Irafalgar-

sqnarc, they conceive that two liddges closely

adjoining one another, would not he needed.

The new suspension-bridge would, it is thought,

solve the difficulty of the depreciation of the

property in the Bridge-road
;
andyis to the loss

of the money already expended in foundations

to the Clock Tower
;
similarly open out a view

of the Victoria Tower by a street from Victoria-

street, crossing Deau’s-yard ;
remove St. Mar-

garet’s Church, and get ^place 600 feet square,

opposite the nortli side of the Abbey
;
arrange

the parade, with additions to the adjacent build-

ings, on a symmetrical plan—^removing Dover

House
;

and repeat the Banqueting House,

with a central feature, and au archway on the

same right line as the archway of the Horse-

guards, leading to the court of a building for

tlie use of scientific societies. A new National

Gallery, aud au alteration of Trafalgar-square ;
a

street north to Leiccster-square ;
aud onc_ from

Chandos-street to Jennyn-street, Regent-circus,

are also projected. For the embankment, it

is proposed there should be two levels,—one

route passing under the bridges, and in front

of the Houses of Parliament, and another at

the level of the bridges, terminating at Bridge-

street. The Offices generally arc proposed to

be arranged in regular blocks, the Board of

Trade front being preserved; and the Admiralty,

with a dome terminating the vista from the

street, on the present line of Charles-strcet,

being next the river. The masses of building

would be connected by screens aud triumphal

arches. The War-office and Paymaster-general’s-

office, would have similar elevations in Par-

liament-street, connected by an archway and

screen of columns ;
and the Foreign-office aud

Exchequer, each surround three sides of a

quadrangle, with a residence, filling in the side

next the park. The plans of the War-office and

Foreign-office have been well studied aud care-

fully drawn; but the elevations aud perspective

views have evidently been hurried. The corri-

dors seem to be partly lighted by borrowed

lights. A large area of window-opening, exter-

nally, is provided. In the lYar-office plan,

there arc two archways from Parliament-street

to the court, and under these are entrances to

the building. The principal entrance is on tlie

opposite side of the court. Iii the Foreign-

office plan, the eutvauee to the Ofticc is by a

portico of superimposed coupled columns on the

east, and there is another entrance from the

central court. The residence is entered from
for the Westminstcr-bridge, the authors think ---- --

.

the sacrifice of that, or of ten I imes the amount, I tlie court-to which there arc carriage-ways ot

should not stand in the way of a comprehensive ingress aud egress—and Rom the park ;
anh it

public imin-ovement. This, however, is assuming ' has a grand staircase which winds [ouucl the

that the plan now before us would effect an im- space inclosing the private stairs. In the UUice,

nrovement, as contrasted witli the maintenance the staircase is well planned, with imddle and

exceedingly dithcult to get me gi-auieiu lur tue i of the carriage route, aud tlie completion of the side fliglits, a^nd landing all round on the floor

north aud south, being admitted by all parties— , dows—some with labels—eniicbed fiiezes, coy-

i)rescraii.-a brktee at Weslminster or not—tlic'nice, .and balnstrade, loggias or porticoes m
‘ ...tiV. ecmi-'ii iTi re-entcniig angles ;

and

of No. 91, without serious injury

Barry’s work. Wc need not refer to the

author’s other suggested improvements ;
but

proceed to the design for the Foreign-office,

which is prominent in the exhibition,
_

by its

bold and effective perspective view. First, re-

marking that “the written description” to

which the author requests particular attention,

does not accompany the drawings, we observe

that tlie plan has two internal quadrangles,

with sunk areas and ornamental gardens ;
and

that these quadrangles light, besides the trans-

verse corridors, a grand gallery, of 20 feet wide,

- on each floor in the residence, through a loggia

or recess, which may be filled with flow’crs at

evening receptions. The principal corridors to

the official departmeut would seem to be

lighted only at the ends. The Office has the

principal entrance at the east, aud a second one

m Dowuing-street, and the entrance to the Resi-

dence is- from the park under a wide carriage

porch, formed of clustered and rusticated pilas-

ters. In the residence, beyond the cutrancc-

hall, is the grand gallery, north aud south, before

referred to, and a similar corridor, with the

reception-rooms on the floor above. In the

middle of the whole plan is a “ central hall
”

(4:4 feet square and 50 feet in height), for occa-

sional use
;
it is lighted at the sides, that is, from

both courts, and is reached from the landings of

the stairs both of the Office and the Residence.

As regards the decorative design, the style may
be called a rich pure Italian; the masses of the

building are crowned with curved roofs ; and

there is a turret having much the character of

one of the Anglo-Italiau bell-towers, at the

north-west angle. Besides the porches to the

residence, there is a portico in two stories of

columns to the Offices. The lower story gene-

rally has three-quarter columns of the italian-

rcalauestmnis,wheth8r, with the other bridges, .several stories -----

a third carriage route-namely, the existing one. pavilions with orders and curved rools vvith

—is desirable : and this is generally admitted, balustradcd terminations ;
but the merit ot the

The economy of construction in the present site ’ design would have to be looked lor, as we said,

is a subordinate argument. The chains of a ' in the plans.
ir * j i

•

suspension-bridge would be more destructive to
|

No. 97, “ England expects eve^ Man to do bis

the^ eff'ect of the Houses of Parliament, than Duty,” at the south end of the Hall,
_

ascribed

would any bridge on the plan which is approved
]

to Messrs.Wadmore and A. J.Bakev —includes a

of bv Sir C Barrv • and the expression of an large street plan, a block plan, and views ot all

opinion by tlie author of the dcsigii No. 99, the Offices—which are in a connected design,—

touching the present Hungerford-bridge, and

the view' of London, may indicate what the archi-

tect of the Houses would say as to any sus-

peusiou-bridge at Westminster. Witli reference

to the view that tliere is no necessity for two

bridges, so near togetlier as the Hungcrfoid-

bridge and a Charing Cross-bridge, we may just

observe that their distance on the plan would

not represent exactly the case. Eor, there would

be considerable difference in level,—the Ilunger-

ford-bridge would be a high-level bridge, serving

the Southwestern Railway, aud the other bridge

would be a low-level bridge for different purposes.

The distance also, of the bridges on the Middle-

sex side, would not be so trifling as to lend an

excuse for doing awaywith the Hungerford route.

111 the plan under No. 96, the authors seem

to provide an approach to tlicir Charhig-cross

brid^^e, by the destruction of Northumberland

House ;
aud on the Lambeth side, they propose

curved lines of street to Upper Stamford-street,

to the New-cut, and to the Bvidge-road. They

have also a bridge at the Horseferry. They

alter the east side of Whitehall, connect the

Mall and the Strand, form a street from near

the foot of the Chariug-cross bridge, southwards

and drawings of the War-office aud the I oreigii-

office. The general plan has received the chief

attention. Westminstcr-bridge, the authors pro-

pose to remove—whilst leaving the approaches

—and tliey would substitute a bridge opposite the

site of Dover House,—removed in connection

with Mr. Peunetliorne’s direct route to South-

wark. In this proposal they would seem to intend

but one bridge; but they also suggest two

brid<Tes, one at Charing-cross aud the other

south of the Victoria Tower. They would open

a communication by an incline between the park

aud AVaterloo-place, and one between the Mull

and the Strand; would remove tlie National

Gallery to the site of Builington House; at

Westminster, would take down the south

side of Great George-street, and remove St.

Margaret’s Chureh to the angle formed by

Great George-street and Prince’s-strect ;
would

move the Sessions-house to the site of Gwydyr

House, and the law-courts to Somerset House ;

and, like many of the otlicr competitors, would

form a place of GOO feet square, with statues

and fountains, opposite the Abbey
;
and would

clear the south side of the Abbey and the

Chapter-honse. The Offices generally they would
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arrange m two buildings, one on each side of Par-
liament-street, wliicli they would make ISO feet

in width, planting rows of trees along it. They
would preserve Die Board of Trade buildings

;

and have endeavoured, in the general OiBccs west
of Parliament-street, to follow the style of Inigo
Jones’s lYliiteliall Palace; not, howcver.wcthinlc,

with as good results as those which are attained

by other competitors who have had in view the

same or the original Palladian style. Tor the

Offices on the east side of Parliament-street, “ a

style to harmonise with the New Palace of

Tl'estrainster ” is proposed. The rooms of the

two Offices are arranged round three quad-

rangles
; and the corridors are lighted by areas

at each end, and through ornamenlal gratings

along the sides from the skylight of the top

story. A shaft for ventilation, by the aid of

which also the smoke of the fireplaces might be
consumed, is shown.

No. US, with a monogram of the letters A.
and V. B. (at the north end of the hall) includes

a general plan, a block plan, and designs for the

War-office and Poreign-office in separate build-

ings. These designs are good specimens of the

treatment of the subject in the Palladian style;

the architecture is excellent in general compo-
sition and prop'ortion of details

;
and might

fairly be put forward to show the effect that can

be produced in a style which has not unfre-

queutly of late years been rated at a low level.

But, as the drawings are hung, they have per-

haps uot been properly noticed. I’hotographs
of them accompany the written particulars. In
the general plan, it seems to he the author’s in-

tention to keep Westininster-bridge much as at

present commeuced; though in that case, like

others, he must have mistaken the position of

the new works, lie proposes a reconstruction
of Iluugerford-bridge for heavy traffic, and a
second approach to it from VVliiteliall-place;

and he indicates a bridge at the Horseferry.
The embaukment of the river—as to which de
sired measure, we may here observe, that there
are points which do not seem to have been
studied by any of the competitors—the junction
of the Mall and the Strand, and of the park and
Waterloo place by an incline, arches being
erected at each of the entrances; the removal of
St. Margaret’s Church, the Sessions-house, and
other buildings, and formation of a grand
square next the Abbey

;
a communication with

this place from Kegent-street, skirting the
park

; a new street opening the south side

of the Abbey, aud ending in a vista of the
Victoria Tower, near which is a grand state
landing-place, aud otlier improvements are sug-
gested. The Board of Trade would be pre-
served, and an addition made to it at tlie back.
The plan of the War-oihee has an entrance-
hall, from wiiicli corridors lead out, and an inner
hall and staircase projecting into the one large
court, wiiich is intersected on the ground level by
a colonnade leading fo the range of building
opposite—where there is a back entrance. The
corridors, 15 feet wide, are lighted in great part
by openings in the floors and ceilings. These
seem to be about 18 feet in length, and -1 feet

9 inches to 5 feet in width, and to be about 42
feet apart,—of course, lighted froin Die top by
skylights. At the present Boai-d of Trade,
where there is a similar meDiod of lighting, wc
believe the apertures in the floors are about one-
third the dimensions just quoted, whilst the
lights are about IS teet apart. Considering
that in the latter case, even in the first floor,

the light is not by any means greater lliau neces-
sary, we apprehend that a length of 4-2 feet, even
with large apertures, would involve dark places
in the grouml-floor corridors at least. The
useful hints which could he drawn from examina-
tion of the plans, would be very numerous; but
the early closiug movement of the Govcni-
ment allows no opportunity for the real benefit
froni an exhibition, of this kind. The principal
staircase has a domical ceiling, and is well
treated decoratively, as are all parts of the inte-
rior; aud it is surmounted externally by a
curved roof quadrangular on plan. The build-
ing, which, as we have said, is of good Palladian
design, is in three stories, and has masses at the
angles covered with truncated roofs, and a pro-
jecting centre with a portico of coupled columns
in three stories, and a pediment flanked by
portions of the front, which are carried up as

turrets with salient columns aud lanterns. The
general decorative effect is produced by super-

imposed coupled columns, chiefly three-quarter

columns, with additional clustered columns to

the centres of the angle-masses or pavilions,

where also the windows are larger, and the

central group has a curved pediment at the top,

and sculpture,—the lower order being rusti-

cated,—whilst the intercolumas have archivoUs

and imposts enclosing windows with architraves

and pediments. The whole design shows what
a good effect may be produced with the most
simple, and even with long familiar, materials.

Sculpture for the pediment is shown in a sketch,

aud is designed to illustrate the origin of war,

and the blessings of peace. In the Poreign-

office plan there is one court, from which the

corridors could generally be lighted
;
hut the

defect which we believe would exist in the otlier

case may also be found. The Besidence lias a

feature which is very well treated both icuo-

graphically and decoratively, namely, a loggia

m two of the principal stories facing the park.

We regret to find that this design occupies

ground extending considerably over tiie boun-
dary of the space coloured yellow in the Goveni-
ment plans. Other competitors—the authors of
what, perhaps, are the best designs—liave fallen

into the same error, — as we liave already
observed.

No. 99, marked “ ii«Xra 27”— the author-

ship of winch has already been ascribed—has
attracted much attention since the opening of

the Exhibition, both from the careful illustration

of the proposed street improvements which tlie

drawings afford, and from the idea that they
represent Die views of Sir Charles Barry. No
doubt the chief of the improvements suggested
are the result of many years’ attention to the

subject by the architect named, and they have
this advantage as compared with the propositions

of the foreign competitor's,—that they make
great use of the existing routes, instead of alto-

gether ignoring them; whilst they suggest a
number of works, trifling in themselves as to

cost,—but of great value as to the thorough-
fares, and as to architectural effect. The draw-
ings include a general street-plan, with a number
of sections audelevatioDs, showing the gradients

aud the different lines of buildings along the

embankment aud various streets from Mill-

bank to Leicester-square
;
a block-plan of the

general aiTangenieiit of the Offices, and separate
drawings of that portion of the main design,

whicli comprises the War-officc and Foreign-
office. The author or authors, at starting, say
they have been guided as to the block-plan by
the rather than the letter of the instruc-

tions, “which they consider to be incompatible
wiDi the best realization of the object in view.”
Tims they have planned one comprehensive
building for the wliole of the objects required
to be included in the “ block-plan,” excepting
the offices for the commissions—wliicli would
be located in the buildings contemplated by Sir

Charles Barry to enclose New Palacc-yard, aud
excepting the Somerset House braucli of the

Admiralty, wliich is very properly placed iu an
addition, on the north side of the Parade, to

the “ Admiralty, Wliitehall.” The offices which
are left, however, in some iiarts transgress the
boundary of the red line. We should say that

the west side of Parliament-street only is

appropriated,—the ground on the east side being
left as at present, or to be gradually cleared
of buildings.—By every one of such deviations
from file letter of the “ instructions,’' the ]n*o-

ject of the Government tends to get liitclicd

into the exact position in which wc anticipated
it would be placed : here, the objects arc
attained in a plan which possibly more Dian any
other demands attention, but which cannot re-

ceive a ])remiuin without injustice to com-
petitors who have adhered to the “ instructions.”
'ilie autl'.ors rightly seeing that the present
front of tlie Board of Trade is worthy of preser-

Viition, and even that the Treasury front, next
the Parade, need uot be demolished, adopt the
Board of Trade as the wing of a building ex-
tending along Parliament-street. The State
Paper-office next the park, would be the only
building of any inijmrtauce removed

;
aud even

the Board of Control, it will be observed, could
be left for some time standing. As regards the
position of the War-office and the Foreign-office,

j
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j

which form part of the general design, the in-

I

structious as to site are strictly adhered to
;
and

I

it is shown that these buildings could be built

I

eitlier iu anticipation of, or distinct from the
.other offices. Kevevting to the general street
plan, in which the authors conceive it necessary
to enter largely into the subject of the improve-

,

ment of that part of the metropolis,—as to West-
;
minster-bridge, the authors propose it should be
completed on Mr. Page’s plan,—the present site

being considered the most convenient, as well

I

as the natural line of communication with Bel-
jgravia; aud it is urged as most important that
( the level of the new roadway, as determined by
Parliament, should remain unaltered. The pro-

,

posed bridge at the Horseferry is indicated;

^

and for the third bridge, tbe authors offer either

a reconstruction of liungerford-bridgc, or a new
,

bridge from Cbaring-cross, with a seconclapproacli
from the Horse Guards. If the Iluiigerford-

bridge site were preferred, they hope that the

I

reconstruction would involve removal of the

j

chains, which they well say detract from one of

j

the best views in London. The embankment is

I

shown iu some places at a high level on

I

arches, and elsewhere—as in front of Somerset

I

House, aud Whitehall -gardens— at a low

j

level, and adapted for promenades. Thus
1 there would uot be a continuous carriageway,—

I

though we should observe . that this desired

j

provision, iu the opinion of some parties could

I

not be made without greatly interfering with,

j

the commercial interests. About the end of

I

the present Craven-street, a good site is sug-

!
gested for a large hotel

;
and the space reclaim^

I

in front of the Adclphi, would serve for a large
! basin, or a metropolitan railway terminus,

^

which could be joined to the proposed Farring-

j

don terminus, by tunnelling uuder Fleet-street.

The raising of the river terrace of the Houses
of Parliament, is suggested as worthy of con-
sideration. Amongst the general improvements,
are the junction of the Mall with the Strand, and
of the Haymarket with the park, along with the
formation of a road skirting the Parade, to
Victoria-street; the enclosure of the Parade,

j

with ar open screen next the park—an improve-
ment conducive to architectural effect, and offer-

ing advantages as to the location of the troops
during periods of popular excitement; a new
line of street, south of the Abbey precincts,

conjoined with a removal of houses opposite the
Victoria Tower, to form gardens and open out a
view of the Chapter-house

; the fonnalion of a
garden on the river side, soutli of the tower;
t he removal of St. Margaret’s Church, to a site

between Totliill-street and the Birdcage-walk—
tb e schools to be in proximity, and the Stationary-

office between Totbill-street and Vicloria-street

;

the hospital being placed in a more central

locality, and the Sessions-house transferred

to the Westminster Bridewell
;

the western
towers of the Abbey improved by details of

better character, and a spire raised at the
intersection of the nave and transepts, whilst
tbe Cliapter-linuse would be restored, and a
new ])alace added within tbe “ precincts,” for a
future bishop of Westminster. Moreover, the
National Gallery would be altered and greatly
enlarged, and a new street to Leicester-square
would be formed at the back

;
aud a central

gateway aud wing would be added to Whitehall
Chapel, to form a symmetrical group, the ad-

ditional building being, it is thought, an appro-
priate location for the National Portrait Gal-
lery. The Ilorse-guards would be improved
in arcliitectural character, by the alteration of
the lantern-turret, and new wings to the build-

ings might be added, supposing that Dover
House were removed. In all these avrange-
nieuts, as well as in the plan of the Offices them-
selves, the authors have been impressed with
the importance of large open spaces—at all

events as an ultimate object—both for sanitary

reasons and for the due display of what would
be line groups of buildiugs,—but at the same
time they have arranged their Offices with due
regard to the mamier in which public money is

usually voted. For the buildings themselves,
taking the Board of Trade as the basis of their

design, and raising the roof, they propose a
similar block as an opposite wing, and a re-

cessed centre surmounted by a quadrangular
domical roof, 100 feet square, and 250 feet in
height, with a lantern. This feature is sug-
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gcstcd n-itli the view of marking the Public

Offices, aud as one that would contrast

hut not compete with the "Victoria Tower.

The quadrangle is enclosed by a screen of

arches; and has minor towers in there-enter-

ing angles; and there are archways through

to a glass-roofed court,— which would mea-

aare 320 feet by 150 feet. The central build-

ing on the east would be the 'V\''ar-office,

—

the tower and roof being appropriate for the

stowage of papers. The entrance archways

lead through to the Foreign-office, which has

also an entrance from the park. The Resi-

dence fills up the uortbern side of this portion

. of the plan, and is entered from the ])ark
;
and

the chief feature in it, is a grand saloon,

the full height of the two floors, with coluums

and galleries, and a staircase at the end, the

reception-rooms being ranged around. The

lighting of these rooms, from the ceilings, is

well managed, aud is much varied as to design.

The corridors iu the Offices are chiefly lighted

by borrowed lights

—

boiettes,— but the ex-

ternal window opening is ample in area. The

several departments arc self-contained in plan,

with entrances and passages of their own. In

places for business, elaljorate finishings are

not deemed appropriate. In the park front,

the buildiug is carried up to a consider-

able height, and a long gallery with columns

aud arches is provided to afford a view

over the park on ocoasious of national comme-

moration. It will be obvious that by the archi-

tectural design before us, a certain effect both of

grouping and mass would be insured, which is

hardly attainable by leaving the Board of Trade

aud the new buildings distinct and separate.

On the other hand, the design starts from a

lower key-note than the architect of the Board

of Trade would have chosen under different cir-

cumstances, namely, from that of a design which,

admirable as it is, was not conceived, we appre-

hend, as a part of an intended building, and

which was itself in some degree a reconstruction

of an original very inferior work.

Before the present notice reaches the majority

of our readers, the exhibition at Westminster-

hall will liave closed,—long before it can have

effected any of the great ends which we con-

templated from it. We regret the loss of the

opportunity much
;

it is a loss iu which the

competitors will feel deeply interested
;
and it

should point to the necessity of having, ere long,

a place even more available than Westminster-

hall, for exhibitions and the like purposes. We
hope to find means of completing our record of

an event in architectural progress which cauuot

but be deemed the most important of our time.

ARCHITECTURE 01' GREAT BRITAIN.*

In the fulness of its capac'ty for lich deeoratiori,

the Anglo-Palladian has already shown itself quite

equal to the most gorgeous Tudor Gothic
;

while, in

its more .-imiilc forms (particularly in external effect),

it is to our minds far more impressive. We arc

speaking, be it remembered, of the two styles in their

application to nou-ecclesinstical structures : for,

simple as the church may be in superficial character,

it will assert, in its towers, spires and large traceried

windows, a majes'y peculiarly its own. But lake, for

instance, luigo Jones’s Batif|Ucttiiig-room in White-

hall; Gotliicise it with only the same amount of orna-

mentation: iu other words, convert its columns into

buttresses, its window dressings into labels and

moulded work, its balustrade into a pierced battle-

ment
;
and see whether a noble and handsome Pal-

ladiaii facade would nut be reduced to a meagre 6. thic

front, 'riiere is not, in this, a w'ord against Gi tbic

design in its right place, but merely an averment

that, supposing the general outline of ibis building

and its included solids and voids are arbitrarily fixed,

the Classic mode of decorative fiiiish. is far piehrable

to the Gothic employed in like measure.

Wc shall, however, have Wbitehall for finer aud

more recent examples
; aud, as wc have alluded to the

New Houses of Parliament as failing to substantiate

the supremacy of Gothic design, apart from the church,

we will take a less spacious, though scarcely less noted

building, in support of our classic plea— St. George’s

Hall, Liverpool. We advance it, as we did the former,

with allowance for its impiiTcclions, stating, however,

our impressions that the defects of the Westminster

edifice are mainly attributable to the prescribed style,

while those of St. George’s Hall are referable, in great

measure, to the death of its accomplished architect ere

he had those opportunities for self-correction with

which Sir C. Barry has been favoured. It is true,

the tasteful and erudite Cockerell has well sustained

the appointment so sadly vacated; but there will be

certain differences between two men of equally distin-

guished ability, hazardous to the perfection of the one

work on which they may successively be engaged.

But there stands St. George’s Hall, a proud monu-

ment to the^genius of the late Mr. Elnies, aud the

leading example of the present day to support the

claims of Classic design. This building is, indeed,

especially Classic,

—

i. e. in the antique sense,— for,

externally, at least, the modifications of the Palladian

school have no share. So far, it may be regarded as

pure Greek, the cause of which, in a general way, it

is by no means onr wish to advocate. The building

is not our selected specimen of the character for such

structures in the mass
;
but it is, nevertheless, a bright

particular example of Classic triumph. What eJiticc,

circumscribed within the limits of that oblong cube,

could be made, by any amount of Gothic appliance,

capable of standing iu rivalry before it? No tower is

wanted here. No elaborate decoration of porch, or

richest tracery of window and crockclted gable, could

out-face that Corinthian portico, nobly elevated on its

stylobate, and crowned with its sculptured pediment.

What biittress-rauge could equal, in simple, yet suffi-

ciently ornate, perspective, the laferal colonnades,

finely divided from, yet seen in conjunction with, the

pillars of the front ? We stop not to mention the

several alterations or additions that might improve

this grand exterior : wc look with geuerous admiration

upon the general development of a grand idea, the

offspring of antique love aud native invention
;
and

wc 1 imi-iit the architect is not living to hear “his

country’s praises poured down before him.”

We must, however, anticipate the objection that

may with reason be taken to the iiiclosure of a Roman
interior within a pure Greek shell. It is as though

the nave of St. Rcter’s were housed in the cell of the

Parthenon. Without, all is square
;

within, all is

circular. Tlie arched aisles and the waggon-headed

vault of the nave, are too directly opposed to the

cubical cliaracter of the exterior ;
and the mci e super-

ficial adorninout of the nave ceiling is of loo distinct

a charae'er from the more substantial realities of the

coUuinieJ piers and solid vaulting of the work on

either hand. The interior, then, is not, per se, so

perfect a compositiun as tbat of the building out-

wardly. But, if the former had been as complete >n

itself 'as the estciior, would they have Inirmouised ?

Certainly uot
;
and then the question reiuaias, wlici her

the stru' tiire should have been pervadingly Greek, or

Greco-Roman? Wc apprehend the purposes of the

iuterior, os affecting ncoiislic requiremeuts, h’lve been

best considered by the form adopted
;

anti, there’ore,

iiiueli as we m-<y regret the loss ot tbat simple

grandeur which would have imnressjd ns, had the

square form been observid ihtoiighout, we are com-

pelled to ucknowlidgc a difficulty in tiie application

of pure Greek design, which leaves us to fall back on

the more aceonimoda'iug and plastic arebiteeture of

I he Grcco-Roimin pcrio l. The remarks a[)plied fo

St. Gorge’s Hull, equally refer to the chureh of the

Madeleine at Paris
;
though we admit there are cases

(as suflleieuily shown in tlie British Museum) where

the Aiheniau chaiacter muy be fully carried out m all

its iuti grity. There may indeed be many occasions

ill which onr 3c?.r-modcl will not only be completed

without the iicccsrify for a single arched opening or

coved ceiling, but in which such forms would prove

iuconveuieiit
;
aud then the artist will be at least free

to cliooic between the severer po>t-atul-!ii am atebi-

tecfiire of Greece, and the lighter foims of its Roman
iiiodilicalion. Tii the very great majority of instances,

however, the uniou of the square and tlie cin ular will

be desirable ; the only imperative care being, that the

exterior sliali not be all of the one, wiiile the interior

is all of the other. Each muy be participative in

both
;
aud the exterior of the Army and Navy Clnb-

lioiisr, iu London, is a worthy illustratiou of the prin-

ciple just ndv’iiuced.

Our Gothic uuiversalists will—not in cavil, but in

reason— apfiCid to our candour with this question ;

—

“ \Vuuld your Box-model, then, suggest all those

engaged coiumus aud other superficial afipliauecs

which ornament your walls and windows ? Are tliey

not mei’ely decorative, and otherwise wholly useless ?

What right have you, in your utilitarian severity, to

admit anything more on your fa9.idcs thau the

moulded work on your door and window fiames, the

“ cornice which has its type in the eaves of your roof,

and such few other decorations os your box develop-

ments may honestly permit?” We reply, iu the

first place,
—“The same right which you have to the

application of buttresses, pinuaclcs, blind arches, and

other pseudo features, without which your walls

might be blank as those of a barn, Is there any

lateral pressure from vault or roof to justily mural

prop or vertical pressure? Is not your Tudor build-

ing a mere thing of walls and flat floors, Gothicised?

Are not your abulraents aud supeiincumbcnt weights

simply orn-imental, and, apart from that, utterly use-

less ? Is nut your blind arched work (even in yonr

cathedrals and most important old buildings) worse

than useless? Does it not rather tend to weaken

your walls by preventing eqmd settlement in their

face and hack substance ? Areyou not now repairing

the mischiefs entailed upon some of yonr revered

models by this vicious construction ? "What, right

have you to more thau ” But we need not

continue our icpliaut echo.

But this is more leeriminatioo
;
and, in defence of

ourselves, vve will ausaer for both parties ;
first, how-

ever. remurkiiig, that the fashion of mural decoration

by tiers of little blank arcades, so lai'ge'y piactised

oil muuy old i alheirals and castli s (more especially on

those of the Nonnnii period) was in every sense

vicious. Ls iiijurioijsucss, c ui'lnicivcly speaking,

migbt have btcu in all cases avoided by raauagemeut

;

but it was destiueiive of all breadth in general effect,

and was iu iisch' minutely absurd and unimaginative.

The Lombard Goths hud seen the arcaded ordinance

of the noble Colcsseurn at Rome, iiiid they were ever

emulating it in little on the vvalls of tber own struc-

tures; abhorring, like Nature, a vucuiim, but with

notLiug, like art, to hidp them* iu their avei'sion.

Pisa Cuthedral fiout, aud tint of Lincoln, may be

adduced as iustiuees in particular of this showy

abomination. The gatc-tuwer of Buiy St. Edmuad’s

may be referred to as in g eat measure an exception

to its prevaleuce.

To resume : the sueface decoration of a jiicce of

architecture. Gothic or Clissic, should have typical

relerencc to some coustructive feature indigenous to

its practical dcvclopn.ent, or to some extrinsic appli-

ance which may have been customary. Thus the

column ami entab'ature vcprcsenl the pest aud beam

of the early Greek cabiu
;
and the festoon of flowers

sculptured on the frieze typifies the true floral adorn-

ments w'liich were liiuig up oa festal occasions. The

buttress aud pinnacle of the modern Gotliic edifice

relate to the direct and indirect rcsritaiicc necessary fo

the Bustainiiient of a cciliug-vaiilt or roof without a

tic-beiiiii,— the Jlpinp buHrcss more espceiclly. Now,

though it would be must absurd to afiply such an

obviously constructive means as the latter to a build-

iug no way requiring ir, the engaged column and

entablature of Classic, niid the common buttress and

pinnacle of Gothic design, iray be rclain'’d with a

purpose of honest miaiiing. Au ordinary garden-

wall, iuslcad of being li brick iu tliickiie.ss continu-

ously, will be tlie stronger, as well as llie less uupictu-

rcsqiie, if it be formed in bajs of one brick, with

bultresses of two bricks; aud thus the engaged

columns or butlresscs aforesaid serve for the sustain-

ment of a wail which should otlicrwisc he of an

incrcasid substance ihroaghont. The eutablaturc

form of the Greek edifice is preS' wed as the hori-

zontal build of the. vcrii.al woik below; and the

])imiaflc of ti.e Gi.thic structure remains a; the hand-

some crowuir.g member of a v.rlieal fcutiirc, euuu-

cialing gracefully the genius of the Gutliic style.

But vve now come to a point on whirh our Gothic

opponents must be lelt to speak for Ibcmsclves. Take

away their buttress from every building not requiring

it, aud tluy will fr.queutly, ut least, hive a most

depreciating l> ss to lament ! On the conlrary, deny

to the Classic archiuci the Usc of his uujus'.ified

c luinu aud full entab’ature, inid he fulls back,—how ?

Why, as Sir Charles Uari'y did ou his Travellers’ and

Reform Clu'i-huuscs, where, with bis bold aud en-

riched comic wa’'iaulcil feuestrid ikcoraiiou, baliis-

Ir.ide cuur:e.=, uml rustic qu >iii5, he stands dtfiiutofall

:Gjtliic rivalry in respect to the coiidilioiis of his

challeuge. licrc is no pmtico; no engaged columns

or pihistci’?, shmtiiig up from bjscini-nt to cut ibla-

iure; no crowiiiug balustrade; no pseudo architec-

ture of ostculatious kind; uotbii'g but decorated

caves, enriched fas-.-iiis and string CJiirses; one range

I

of pedimeiited windows, riquiring the cnlmnus that

fl ink them ; and olher modest graces, as b Imging to

the parts they dicoia'e, as the bvovvs aud lashes to

the eyes and t.he lips to the mouth. Let the Goth do

away with his buUrcsst?, and uiuial I'anclliug®. Leave

him witli only his eaves, and windows, and siring

courses ; aud see what a p.uipcr hospital liis buildiug

would become 1
“ Buq” he ausvv'ers, the genius of

his style mlinits and rcquiicsall these discarded mem-

bers, with their decorative opporluoitics.” Just so:

while our style aduiits, yet docs not require, an

equality of urnaiutntation. The Army aud Navy

Club-house, shows how we can robe ourself in rival

splendour; but which, vviih most dignify, cau wear

the modest garb ? or even that of denuded beggary ?

We leave Salisbury Cutliedral to attest the supremacy

of Gothic design, in all its fuluess, for the church

;

but wc still ask, where is the Gotliic gablc-cnd, of equal

ornate amount, which will impress the eye of a

beholder like the Tuscan portal of St. Paul’s, Covent-

gardeu—“ the handsomest barn iu Europe ?” Or who

shall contrive, with the same couteuts of uuwrought
See p. 22Q, anle.
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stone, a Gothic cowshed, equal iu service and effect to

what may be produced by a back wall, two low end

gables, and a front of three openings, formed by two

unhewn granite posts, supporting a continuous lintel-

course of the same materiikl ?

If we still refer to Gothic design, it is because the

allusion is neeessarj' to our more immediate subject.

The Kindow is a most influential matter in our

theme. In pointed architecture it is the primary

telling feature, separately considered
;
nor shall we

compare with the wooden bars of a square or circular-

headed sash or casement, the fascinating beauties of

the Gothic window, with its moulded stone tran-

somes, and mullions ramifying into richest tracery,

In a church, the viaxmiua size is given, governed

only by the proportion allowed in the most attainable

height, or width, as the case may be; for the remain-

ing light, uuobsciired by the mullions, transoms, and
tracery (and that often subdued by deep colour in the

glass), will never be more than enough for those who
are not over sentimental on

“
the dim religious.”

The glazing, too, is not to open, hut to remain Used
with lead and iron in the stonework. The winds and

waters may do their worst. But iu all other build-

ings, there will be many of the windows requiring

hinged casements or sliding s slics
;
and then these

mullions and transoms become fearful conductors of

the tempest. By expensive lueaus of wooden extra

frames, machinery, and copper slip.s, it may be kept

at bay; but the means arc makesliifls, and insulting
!

to the integrity of the a:'chitectui'c which is especially

one of stone. In a Greek or Italian building, as
,

before stated, we may consult our climate, in re-

quiring a masimuiii of light aud air through a

minimum of general opening; and if that opening be
|

more than admissible for the ordinary proportions,

we employ iiilcrmediate columns, aud introduce the

triple-light Vcuelinn composition,—only to an occa-

sional and certain extent encountering the difficulties

of the mullioD,—and liaviiig a legitimate right to the
use of wood, &c. The engaged coliunns, also, and
their covering entablatures, which nriy he applied on
each side and above the windiw architraves, are

greatly protective, while they form a decorative ad-
'

jimct more than can be jiossibly afforded by the stone-

work of a Gothic window admitting only equal light

;

and, since the cl issic window is thus shown to he the
best for all ordinary purposes, it follows, that the style

of architecture wliich al lue admits it, has one more
credential, and a very strong one, in its favour.

'Thcdooncay, in Gothic and Classic art, is equally

susceptible of pictorial treatuieut; or, we may in-

deed admit, that, iudividiially, it may assume au im-
pressive character iu the great Gothic structure
scarcely to be equalled in any other: ils cavernous
depth of pillars, mouldings, aud conceatric rings,

narrowing as it recedes, affording most available

opportunity for ornate display, aud cfl'eciive contrast, or
variety of light and shade. SVe have now, however, to
speak of that which may he required to stand before it.

To the doorway of every building the close porch
is common

; and both Homan and Gothic portal may
be protected by the open arcaded iuclosui'e; but the
portico of columns aud entablature is only to be had
from Greece. A shed, for the brief temporary cou-

1

venience of the coming or departing visitors, is often
'

a necessity to which the simple close porch is iu-
^

adequate. The larger open arcaded appendige, in

consequence of its solid spandrils, and the broad
square angle piers demauded to resist lateral pres-
sure, presents a mass of masonry greatly obstructive
of the wiudows behind it, diirkeniug the entrance
vestibule and the room above to a iiiuih greater
amoimt than will be occasioned by slender round
columns preserving the eiilire altitude of the light,

which arches would secure only at their crown. Thus
we select the shed of post aud beam, and artistify it

into the portico. Tiic proportion of the Roman
orders—Ionic and Doric— arc more slight thin
those of Greece,—tlie Corinthian tlie saino in Loth
cases,—aud we therefore find another reason for

selecting the Grcco-Iialiau style.

The Classic portico is unqucationnhly the most
beautiful single feature in architectural design

; com-
plete in itself; comprehending, in fact, au entirely,

—

the whole front or flank of the Greek temple. That
porticoes are often mere ostentatious appeiidnges, ill

connected with, or wrongfally applied to buildings
Dot requiring them, is most true

;
aud we quite par-

ticipate in the aversion of our severer critics to the
habit of wantonly sticking up the end of a Greek
temple against the side of a modern structnre. But
the error has resulted from the just estimate of the
portico as a thing in itself surpassiucly beautiful;
and, in our admiration of it when finely exemplified, we
care not to know whether Mr. "Wirkins was, or was
not, justified in the noble and elegant specimen which
adorns the London University. It has, however, no
lejs justification than the Victoria Tower of the 'West-
minster Palace,

The mention of the London University, without a

more eloquent prompter, would have suggested onr

next consideration,—that of the dome,—the imperial

crown ofRoman majesty,—and for the loss of which,

the towers of Gloucester, Canterbury, and Victoria,

the spires of Salisbury and Lichfield, and the lautera

of Ely, would be inadequate compensation. The

elevation of the dome of the Pantheon on the vault

of the Temple of Peace, was a conception worthy of

Michelangelo; though, by the way, it was no more

than a modification of what had hsen already done

by Bruuelleschi. 'fhe Duomo of Plorence was parent

of the cupola of St. Peter’s. Our determined resolve

in favour of the Gothic style for the church may
excommunicate St. Paul’s from ecclesiastical position

;

but the dome of that building remains, none the less,

the most majestic piece of architcctime in the world;

aud, when we can transfer its bishop to a new cathe-

dral, which may show how Christian Pointed design

is compatible with the spirit and chai'acter of the Pro-

testant faith, the present cathedral may be converted

permanently, as the Church ofSt. Geuevievewus for a

time, into a cenotaph, ” Aux Grands Homines la

Patrie Reconnoissante.” The great men of philo-

Bophy, poetry, literature, science, art, and war, may
there repose in marble effigy ;

leaving Westminster

Abbey as the mausoleum of mouarchs ” by the

Divine Grace of God,” and ecclesiastics of “ apostolic

descent.” The mountain amplitude of the Dome exter-

,

naDy, and its internal firmamental expanse, are pre-
|

sentmciits too nobly impressive to be forfeited ;
and '

the frequent necessity for its use, as the nnturai

covering of substructures circular iu their plan, and .

aJmissible only in the Greco-Roman edifice, is at

ouce a vast additional reason for Greco-Roman design

in our noa-ecclesinstical buildings.

Aud here we may refer to a thoughtless objection

often taken to the external dome of St. Paul’s, as

being a falsehood,—a mere show and sham of wood
and lead work, over .an internal and lower cupola of

brick 1 As well might criticism denounce the wood
aud lead covering over the vaulted Ci-ilings of nave

and aisles. In both cases, the sub-masonry is covered

by a fitting wood roof
;
however, in either, the cover-

ing might be of stone lying close upon the work

underneath : and, certainly, the upper dome of St. Paul’s

has as legitimate councxiou with the brick cupola

beneath, as the bigb-pitched wooden roofs of the

Gothic cathedral with the vaulted ceilings below

them. The Lite Pugin’s contemptuous reference

to the “ fictitious dome” of St. Paul's, only occasions

a conteniptuoua retort. He was a most prejudiced

and bigoted critic; and by no means the most suc-

ce.ssful of our Gothic architects.

And this brings us to the fioal consideration of the

roof question. Much has hecn said about the advan-

tage of the high Gothic pitch, in throwing oil' the

snow and the wet more readily than the low pitch of

the Greek or Italian building
;
and where there is no

parapet, the advantage is admitted. But, inasmuch
as the parapet is invariable in all first-rate Gothic

structures, and is never seen iu the Greek temple, nor
required by the most perfect Roman buildings, the

argument lalls to the ground much more readily than
the wet, which, ou the contrary, fills the Goth’s

gutters more quickly than the water-pipes can caiTV

it off, and hurls avalanches of snow down to his

parapets faster than spades can relieve them. The
practical results of the two forms being thus disposed

of, we come to the economic consideration, that the

highest Gothic pitch doubles the quantiiy of timber-

ing, and nearly doubles the amount of lead or slate

required by the lowest pilch of the Greek roof. There
is no necessity to enlarge on this all-suflicieut fact,

which is adduced simply in favour of " Classic ” art

as applied to non-ecclcsiastical designs
;
and not with

any view to lower the Gothic gable, which, iu its

proper place, is no less to be cherished than the Greek
pediment.

Enough hasheen urged in support of our conclusions
on the universal admission of Anglo-Classic architec-

ture for everything save tlie church and its immediate
alliances

;
and much more than we have advanced

might be said in explanation of our exceptive reasons
for the Gothic as applied to ecclesiastical structures.

All, however, that remaius fur us is to state the con-
viction that much has yet to be done in the modifica-
tion of both styles to their respective present uses.

During the last thirty years we have been gathering
precedents and making experiments, some of the latter

being highly successful. Our country has become a

very’ museum of architectural design
;
and the courts

of the Sydenham Palace (substantially illustrating the
idea of the author of “ The Palace of Architecture,”
published some seventeen years ago,*), form but an
epitome of the court which architecture has held iu

Great Britain during that period. She has had
assembled before ber, the old and modem Goth in

every guise, from the Norman to the Florid Tudor
;

the veritable and the imitative " Old English Gentle-

• Wightwick’s “Palace of Architecture." Jamee
Fraser, London, 1840,

man
;

” the Italian, in all his costumes of Rome,
ancient and modern, of Venice and Vicenza, palace
and villa, Lonibardic and basilical; the Greek, in his

pure attic dress, or with Romanised addenda : the
Egyptian, the Mabomedan, and the mongrel of Byzan-
tium

;
and one remarkable aud fantastic original, the

Soanean. In Loudon aud its immediate vicinity all

these are presented, to the wonder of obsciTance aud
the perplexity of selection.

It is comforting, however, to see, that the vast

numerical preponderance rests with the Goths and
the Grcco-Ilomans

;
and it is only to be hoped these

two great parties will soon settle their differences by
each taking to itself what to each most fitly belongs.

Our religious dissenters arc becoming, on each succes-

sive occasion, more inclined to emulate, with the Esta-
blished Church, the use of Gothic detail

;
and ere

long every place of Christian worship will, in common,
wear the Gothic garb in friendly alliance. In their

churches, chapels, colleges, schools, and the residences

of their ministers, there will be abundant opportunity
for the full development of Poinied design

;
the circu-

lar Norman or Romanesque being, perhaps, consigned

to the prison, iu regard to the severe expression, for

which it is so admirably' calculated. Indeed, in every

respect practical as well as pictorial, the Norman
architecture is peculiarly suitable to the goal. Its

simple semi-circular vaulting, sturdy piers, plain

square buttresses, and small windows, so obviously

suggest themselves, that we are left to wonder there

has yet been no example (so far as we are aware) of

its adaptation to such a building.

A few words more on the subject of a certain par-

ticular virtue ascribed to Gothic design. tVe have
just seen advanced by an amateur lecturer, that it is

advantageous iu admitting irregular clustering, and
the placing of windows, doors, and chimneys, any
how, without regard either to horizontal or vertical

. regularity ! Now, in the first place, this is making a
' vii'tue of the evident carelessness or want of ingenuity

I

too often most culpably evinced by the old builders,

!
who, having learned to work out the details of the

structures oa which they were engaged under archi-

;

tects, presumptuously undertook the plans and eleva-

tions of other buildings, without any ability for

their proper composition
;
and it has struck us as pecu-

liarly absurd to sec the reverential accuracy with which
such manifest abortions have been measured and deli-

neated by modern teachers and students. Ground-plans

of old houses, without a right-angle in their rooms,
and elevations obedient to tne most clumsy internal

arrangements, have been engraved with all the ex-

treme nicety of the plates in Stuart’s “ Athens,” till a

contempt for all order has become the order of Gothic

art. But nil the irregularily, which is legitimate in

it, is equally obtainable in the modern Italian villa

:

the same clustering of differing parts
;

the same
variations iu their forms and altitudes; the same
opportunity for large and small windows on the same
level; for bays, external projections, and internal

recesses
;
for chimney display, open parapet, and, in

short, for every charm of freedom, including the belvi-

dere tower as its crow’niug appendage. The clumsy
builder of the present lime has just the same right to

avoid placing wiudows directly over each other in his

Italian villa, that his clumsy predecessor had in the

old Euglish mansion
;
but we should decidedly object

to any such violation of common constructive pro-
priety, even if we were bent on the determination of
buildiug the most ordinary Gothic farm-house.

Lastly
;
having regarded the Gothic and Classic

apart in hostile rivalry, let us briefly consider them
iu ati amicable and conjunctive point of view. A
walk through Oxford and Cambridge will show how
pleasingly the two styles may associate

;
and we ask

any man, of reasonable Gothic predilection, whether
he would not think either University much deterio-

rated by the conversion of certain of its Roman
edifices (we by no means refer to all) into Gothic
examples of only equal scale and cost ? The Radcliffe

Library, estimated interiiiilly as well as exteriorly, is,

after all that may be said tor the churches of Mag-
dalene and St. Mary, the coroual pride of Oxford.
Its dome is more effective in the distant view of the
city than any equal addition to its towers and spires

could have been : its Corintbiau peristyle agreeably

contrasts with the Poinied and Tudor architecture

immediately around it
;
while the imposing circular

arcade aud cupola of its interior give a new interest

to the observation which has possibly been sated with
an abundance of Gothic monotony. Even the famed
High-street derives no small amount of its charm
from the picturesque mingling of the two styles; and
Wren’s mongrel architecture in the west front of

Christ-church College, wherein they are united, is at

least an illustration in favour of such variety as may
be justified by the changeful application of appro-
priately differing materials. Again, at Cambridge, the

Corinthian Senate House neither deteriorates, nor is

deteriorated by, the noble chapel of King’s College.

With other buildings of rich Romau design, it aaso-
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dates (like the theatre, and its brolhers in style,

'

at Oxford) in no more than admissible variety with

the Gothic structures near it. 'VVe have admitted the

exclusive application of Pointed design to all edifices

allied to the ChiU'ch
;
nor would we evade the principle

as it affects the colleges and other educational build-

ings in our Universities. True, “ town and gown
”

are very different things, as sufTiciently shown in some

particular instances not very creditable to either

party ;—but the architecture of the one may differ

from that of the other, on terms of less hostility. Our
object has been merely to show how two styles of art,

respectively the most apjiropriate to two great classes

of service, may agree to differ, and so mutually ad-

vantage each other. Lst the university buildings

wear tbeir canonical gowns and caps with undeviat-

ing punctiliousness
;
but let all the remaining edihees

in the Towns which contain the universities, maintain

also their distinct costumes. They have still their

Guildhalls, Assembly-rooms, theatres, market-houses,

their museums aud galleries of art, tbeir banks, ware-

houses, shops, mansions, club and private bouses, their

bridges, arcades, and all the opportunities of square,

circus, and terrace, wherein the imposing and elegant

suggestions of Palladio, 'Wren, and Barr)’, may be

fully developed. Gothic art would stand in the dis-

tinct reverence it claims, and Greco-Romau design

would be left to the honour it merits. Both might
be cultivated into the perfectness of truthful expres-

sion ; and we should once more have a National
Abchitecxube. Geo. Wightwick.

LONDON BUSINESS HOUSES.
THE ROYAL INSURANCE COlirANY.

Amongst the new business premises recently

erected in the City, are tlie offices of the Koyal

lusurance Company, just now completed, at the

corner of Lombard-street and Clement’s-laue,

aud of which we give a view in oiir present

number. This building has been erected from

the designs of Mr. John Belcher, and, with the

exception of a granite plinth, is entirely faced

with Portland stone. The ground-floor is appro-

priated as the general business room, and is
’

partly covered by a mezzanine floor. On the
|

first floor is the board-room. '

The success of the Royal Insuvauce Company, and
i

the position it has attained, are remarkable. The
|

Tmes, iu a paragraph in their money article of 24th

July last, relating to fire iosuraucc companies, com-

meuted favourably upon the “Royal,” slating their

transactions to have been of a perfectly satisfactory

character. The analysis of this company’s returns

for the three years ending 1855, shows the total of

371,957/. fire premiums in that period, and an

amount of losses and expenses of 296,020/. leaving a

total surplus of 75,937^- on the fire branch alone, in

the three years.

The expansion of the company has continued since

that time, as the fire premiums only, in the year just

ended,havereached the amount of 150,000/.—arevenue

which, it is stated, only tliree or four fire otfices iu

the kingdom can equal. Iu the life branch the

number of policies issued last year exceeded 700,

assuring about 350,000/. and producing new premiums

alone, of more than 10,000/. This amount of busi-

ness is attributed in part to the large life bonus

declared by the company iu 1854, being at the rate

of 21. per cent, per anunm on the sums insured, w'hich

averaged in reversion 80 per cent, upon the premiums

paid. It may be added, that the amount of realized

profit requisite for such a bonus could only have

accrued from the circumstance that the magnitude of

the fire branch of this company left the life depart-

ment almost unweighted by the general expenses of

management. Indeed, from the published returns of

this company, it would appear that in the ten years

preceding the declaration of their bonus in 1854, the

total amount of expenses charged against the life

branch slightly exceeded 1,500/. per annum, which

accounts for the amount available for division at the

end of that period.

After tbe recent painful revelations of extravagant

expenditure in connection with several life insurance

companies, the economy of management by which the

“Royal” appears to be favourably distinguished is

noteworthy.

Hume Monument for Montrose. — Subscrip-

tions being realized and promised to the amount of

nearly 500/. the subscribers have authorized their

secretary to correspond with Mr. Haudyside Ritchie

aud two other artists as to sketches.
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THE "PER-CEN’TAGE SlYLE”

As I expected and ioteuded, the ' malignity ” of

my mode of inatiog stjles has. cvm without, advatic*

ing beyond so initial a matter as block-plauniug.

brought dortii the ihuuders of profebsiomil wrath upon

that one neglected hut vital point which it was my

object to get ventilated, the mode of paying the de-

signers and directors of olbcrs’ labour.

I should nut have begun commeuis on tlie AVest-

minster jlms at all, but for tlic good occasion tti'S

seemed to atfoid for coocentraling on that point such

attentiou as I tind nothing, however iiii[n)rt!int to

public interests, can hope to gain, till passioi s are

aroused upon it somewhere
;
aud this being ilicady

the Crtse, I am ghidly spared the \ery thankless task

of wading through to unmask such u dreary watte of

pretentious imbicility as the 300 nou-Golhic eleva-

tions.

The “ Competitor for the Block-plan” (who need

not have said whether he was a competitor, bnt

might have signed his strictures as I do, aud not

treated your office as a Vemti.m lion’s mouth),

thinks I ‘insinuate” that “ meu have selected

their style, on the base, paltiy, contemptible principle

of its combining,” &c. Now, first allow me to assure

him, that if stoopiug to iosinuaiiuii at all, I should he

60 fur from meaning to insinuate this or any selection,

on the ])art of the nou-Gothic competitors, that I do

not beliive them capable of any. Nothing in their

works evinces to me that they cnuld have competed

in another style
;
so that their selection of a style was

simplv, I conceive, that kind of choice to which one

Hobsun has left his imuiorlul name. In short, I hold

that they have not chosen or appropriated their style,

but the style hrs appro[iriated iUtuti. Wiihout it, no

such men— tl^at is, uo such designers— would have

existed, or been pojsible. False und corrupt art, like

every other fallacy or conuption, breeds tribes of

well-meaning miichievous itieu
;
just os dirt seems to

generate well-mcuuiiig vermin. First, a smoke from

the pit darkens the air, and then out of the smoke

come locusts. Thus without the Renaissance archi-

tecture (nr some other development of the false and

directly aulichiistiaii principle vii fashion), no such

race as these moileru ” architects ” could have ariseo.

These men would never have loucheil pencil, and, in-

stead of standing between a inystifi’d people and

truth, they would now he belter cmpl lyed, perhaps

harmlessly, possibly even usefully to munkiud.

But next, I cannot see tlie “uiahgaity” of the

supposed iiisimi.;lioii, if made. “The base, paltry,

contemjilible priuciple,” of combining “the least

amount of labjur with the largest uinuunt of pay 1

”

Why, mercy on ns 1 this is ibe very princiide on

which 1 tlwuys work, always iutend to procerd, and

thought ollic 5 did. Since it was said, “In the

sweat of thy brow,” I really thought the seeking

a rainimum of sweat to a maximum of brca'I, was a

priuciple never overlooked, eiiher iu seUctiog sfy'ea

or any other huinao work. But it seems the display

in AVeslmiiuter-h.ill is superhuman,—that wc are

indebted for it to a band of 218 bencficoDt angels,

—

I leg a ih'.usami ])iiriJous of your correspondent and
his 217 ce!e«tia! colleagues, aud rdmit that to him
the piiuciple may hi base and cmtcuiplib'e. It

cannot be so to me, nor those oo whom the public

must in general, omitting this very excej/tiunal case,

depend for their architecture. I can c^tiile echo
his disinterested sentiii.eut, that he liad rather carry

out a work iu his “grand” style ‘'for one per

cent, icniiui' raiioii,” than some Goiliic creations,

‘for tcu tim s that amount.” 1 will go so much
further as to t 11 him, “from the botioii of my
heart,” that I would rather ha the uuretcarded

author of No. 35 or No. IOC (not that I fear the

former will be uurcw.irded, but 100 is ns likely as uot

to be so),— 1 had rather, I say, be the aulliur of one
of these, and ‘‘

fa 1,” than own the paicruily of any
work the uatiou has yet obtaiuid by eoiiipctitiun,

together with its ptrcculagc, ami get the two first

prizes most likely to be avvaidcd on Lli'S dec ision, and
the “ 0 per cent, on the outlay” to boot. .Meu who
can produce such designs as those two, or even as the

second-rate Nos. 2-4, 26, 100, 129, and 1-iO, can
afford to “ bide their time.” It is the apncanince of

so much true art as this i.even of Nos. 33 aud 106
alone; among the bare score of Goihic designs

; and,

on the other hand, the total absence of any sigu of
this sort ill trie whole deluge of Renaissunce that

floods the Hall ;—it is this astounniog phenoineaon
that has completed my couvei sion, al'ier much waver-
ing, to the creed that we must now bs coulent, io all

public works, to take Gothic or uoihing; aud I be-
lieve this esbibitioa, whatever may be its imraoJiale
physiea! result,—no matter what m-y be the
decisiOL as to these two buildings,— will have given
the effectual couy-de-grace to Classicism, one way or
another

; must speedily perhaps if the choice fall ou a
Classic design, which iu that case will h.ive the honour

^

of betug the last of its race in Englaud. And, indeed,
'

it will he far belter. Loth for the “ Gothic iuterest
”

and for that of truth (for pray do not think I hold

these identical), that our gullible country should thus

pay, like ilillon’s imps, one more pilgrimage to the

dust-iipples,—have one more ash-i-htwiog on a national

sc. Ie, tliiin that some modern-spirited, pseudu-Gothic,

as the Palace of AVcstniinsler, or No. 116, should

raise hr-pcs whose certain failure would at once mortify

as much as the former, and raise disgust against the

Gothic name ;
as Sir Charles Barry has already done,

to the great hiudiauce and throwing back of true

progress iu this country perhaps half a century. In

the abscuce. therefore, of any living design, or having

iu the Hall imitHtioas of d«id styles, I quite

agree with the Saturday Review, not indeed iu its

vt»>v natural delusion by No. 116 (whose silectioti, I

think, would bo, on many account*, the gieutost mis-

fortune that could hippeu), but iu its dogma that,

" dsol to he a failure, the building must be Gothic,

and Gothic of the first order of ” talent. I alter the

last word, the reviewer having written it “ genius,”

because 1 have alwais held, since thinking on the

matter at all, aud still hold, with Mr. Fergussou aud

j our coriespouJeot “ Forward ” (though, uulike him,

an inteuse * Philogolh”), tlurt if we had a particle of

genius, we should not build Gothic ut all.

But it is idle disputing of styles, while we arc in a

radically fa'se position, aud have only to open our

eyes to see that our “distinguished reputations, liviug

or dead,” never carry with the jiuhtic a parthle of

respect, but rather the more they are distiuguished,

the /esi respected,— that their place in the popular

Pauthcon is as far ns possible from any Pott’s or

Artist’s Corner, being simply among the Hudsons

aud Bjruuros,— aud that the very name of architect

is often enough, as a speaker at a meeting lately re-

ported by you observed, to raise a hardly suppressed

sneer. Of course your “ Compel tor” eo. respondent

does 1 ot like the "animus displayed,” iu talking of

a “ Per-ceutage style but he launot observe society

much without perceiving that it is the animus gene-

rally held towards him everywhere, and oue which he

I

can easily e-xlinguish any day,—oiie which it lies

I

entirely in the power of architects themselves to ter-

minate, any day they please. If he does not know

I

how, or if any of your readers fiud “practical”

I

diffieuUics in it, I will gladly show ihem.onlyol-

,
serving here that I believe in a sort of infallibility

attaching to the popular instinct that in such mutters,

“where thei'e is a will there is a way.”

Now, to reluru to tbe competition, can any one

seriously btlieve the rcjiort that Missrs. Aogell aud

Pownali, or any other respeetable men, have accepted

the task they are said to have done (niid which cer-

tainly it is very naturni the judges should wish to

delegate)? 1 cannot believe if. Without the least

couutcuaucc to the wild idea of making coiiqHtilors

their ijvia judges, I must maintain that they are the

best fitted of all men, or rather the only fit pei'sons

I
to be each other’s assessors; aud this is what I

I

imagine must he meant by their voting in those old

;

Greek competitions. If tbe tribunal be indeed a

I

“ dign Ued” one, ht them call on every competitor

I
who will, to make a separnte written statement whieh

; of the designs he accepts as fuir atit-.igmiists, aud the

: reasons why each of the others appears to him unfair.

I

Then the judges, by stiikieg out fi st the disign that

I

his the greaiest nuiuber of challeogcrs on the same
ground («£?/ ou diffcreiit grounds), then ihe design that

has the next greatest number and so on, may soon, if

I

1 mistake not, reduce them to a very manageable

,

number; perhaps to any small number they may like

to stop at. Of cou'se, there is tlie lisk that the

design most us'.;fiil to the public might thus be e.x-

,
i hided

;
but only, observe, from tlie alvirtised prize-

! list. The public need not lose the best building, as

! Goverumeot is nowise bound to execute any of the

prize designs
;
and it was easy enough to foretel (as

' jou, I believe, oid) from Sir Benjamin Hall’s well-

;

meant Lut most has'y iostruclioiis, that this is a case

I

where the prize-giving, aud the choice of a building,

I
must be totally distinct and indi pendent,

t
The Saturday Review cares nut who gets the piizcs,

^

hut ' is UBivously auxious about the actual building”

I

—a most short-sighted nei voiuuess : for it is not the

,
actual buildiug, but solely the manner of piize-giving,

that will decide what maimer of meu shall be at-

tracted to future C'JiiipeUtions—whether artisis, or

adveuturir*, or quacks, shall be our future architects
;

and this is far more important than wliut style of

Foreign or War-office is built. Some such proceed-

ing as above indicated is certainly now due, as a

reparation for the breach of faith already committed
iu staling falsely that shadowed eleVutions, super-

mimciary perspectives, bird’s-eye views, &c. would
not be ‘'admitted;” whieli, if it meant anything,

msiiut, not viewed by the judges. True, a selec-

tiuii even by the most competeui pro'‘cssoi s, hom out-

line elevations, would be a mere farce, hardly more
rational than a choice from wriitcu specifications

without a drawing; hut this is what Sir. 13. Hall

imant :
“ Iu line only,” meant, in outline only, be-

cause no sane mao would riquire the tints to be em-
broidered with lines rather than washed, without

giving a reason. Of course Government might have

required all liues to be dotted, or every word to be

written eight time*, or every stretcher to be dove-

tailed
;
hut then these condilious would have been

uuambiguously set forth.

After all, however, it will be found, by failure upon

failure, and mortifiiatioo after murtificution, that no
drawings afford the means of eumpariug more than

the very simplest every-day designs. Models (as

used in the middle ages) must be required
; and aU

drawings, except plans, excluded utterly, before a real

benefit will be got from competition. Another grand

fallacy is the offering of minor prizes, under the idea-

of getiiitg two or seven really studied designs, for less

than two or seven times the price of oue; a thing

plainly impossible by any dodge wliatevcr. This

oversharp cupidity outwits itseK, aud the only effect of

secondary prizes is to foster a production specially

mcaut to meet the case, a class of designs like Nos.
* or •, counting on John Bull's worship of what

he calls “ ludusii-y,” to insure a piize of some sort at

all events, by sheer capitalist euteipritc, of a kind

that a contemporary paper calls rather coai sely “ over-

reaching”—and, indeed, two or three cases of a first

prize obtained in this maimer would suffice to alter

the entire art of the country, aud reduce it to over-

j

reaching pure and simple.

i

Buf, after all, no carefulness of instructions will

. avail while the absurd clause of remuneration by Per-

centage “on the outlay ” remaius. It is sufficient to

inenfialize all provisions, uo matter how wise, aud

I

blast all hopes for an architecture that the public can

appreciate.

I

E. L. Gakbett, Noa-Perccutage Architect.

I
P.?.—Perhaps it is nccesfary to i-iplain that in

calliug all the designs “ imilations of dead styles,” or

more properly, “ dead imitations of styles,” I neither

,
forget No. 95 nor No. 134. Both are very iustruc-

I

live studies to warn one of the fallacy of seeking

I

originality for its own sake. Both fail, bot from

I

weakness that I can see, but from eutii'o niiscou-

I

ception of the ends of true and living architecture

;

! aud I cannot hut think that had their authois studied

j

that capital volume, Mr. Ruskiu’s “ Fouudatibns,”

j

and especially the chapter entitled “The Material

of Ornomeiit,” they might have learnt what they

I

have to do, and possibly have done something. Even
their pn sunt elevations, or at least No. 95, I am cou-

: viuced, would, if cxicuted, give more satisfaction than

liny classic buildings we could erect,—though like

them utierlv false and affected. I have noted Nos.

;30, 46. 48,*50. 52, 69, 76, 78, 81, 103 (AVar-ofiice

: only), ilO, 113 (lutcriur), 114 (Dome), 124, and 146

j

(the last being a very clevir burhsque apparently

j

directed against recent taste), as coutjiuing original

j

features or corubinatious that imply a possibility of

j
their authors producing respectable work, if they

should hiip[iily be led to ahaudon all clissicism, bnt

not otherwise. Observe, by the bye, the perfect

analogy of the classic 146, to the Goihic 54, the

temple-front inserted between the divided halves of

ihc foimer, like the church-front iu the laiter

!

E. L. G.

A SANITARY FACT.
THE FEVER HOSPITAL.

A PEW years ago, when the Tever Hospital

was removed from King’s-cross to its present

site in Islington, those living in the neighbour-

hood of the [iroposcd new hospital were in the

gieatcst slate of alarm at the idea of a pesti-

lential disease being brought to their doors.

Some recent inquiries respcctiug tbe feeling of

those who surround the hospital at the present

time show that the sort of panic which bad
stricken the people has, after some years of expe-

rience, vaiiUhcd. The houses in all directions are

let
;
and, although a formidable number of fever

patients arc brought here in the course of the

year, the general health of this part of the

Islington district is said to be very good.
Since the establishment of the hospital, wc

believe only one fatal case of what is considered

infectious fever has occurred within a wide
circle round tbe hospital; aud it is not unlikely,

judging from an examination of the jdaoe, that

the fever here was originated by the ill-condi-

tion of the particular locality.

Thinking of many spots,—tlie liot-beds of

fever,—oue of our assistants recently examined
the institution which kiudly-minncd persons

^

have established for the iiurpose of relieving one
:of the most terrible “ills which flesh is heir

j

to,” and it would seem from his account that
• tlie medical men who advised in the construction

^

of this building thoroughly appreciated the value
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oC sufficient space for every patient—good ven-

tilation and cleanliness. The visitor here will

admire the wide and spacious staircases and

passages, and the ingenious means wliich have

been taken to provide a sufficient quantity of

pure air, so much needed for the recovery of

patients, and also for the safety of those who
are in attendance upon them.

Tins buildiu^ principally consists of a frontage,

in which are situated the dwellings of the resi-

dent medical attendants, nurses, &c.
_

Here are

also offices for the transaction of business, and

all this seems, by the arrangement of the venti-

lation, to be kept clear from any dangerous

miasm which might arise in the fever wards.

From the front, with a large open space be-

tween, stretch the male and female wards. Each

of these is divided into two apartments of great

length by a wall, which is pierced by circular

openings
;
so that, although a feeling of separa-

tion is given, the breathing-room of the patients

is not decreased. This does not meet our

demand for windows on eacli side of a ward

open to the air, so as to get the most complete

natural ventilation, but approaches it. These

wards are pleasantly lighted, aud in each wing

^ire four rows of beds for the patients.

The cases which come here are from the

ncighbourlioods whence they might be expected,

ana would convince the most obstinate of the

bad results of unsanitary arrangements. Behind

the wards there is a large garden, with steam-

washing apparatus, and other accommodations.

Viewing the results of this establishment as

important evidence, and anxious to aid the

work it has in view, we insert a statement from

the resident medical officer :

—

Fever is pre-eminently one of the preventable dis-

eases. Only compiire its prevalence in some and its

rarity in other of the melropolitan parishes, and we
shall be at once satisfied of this. Without entering

into a minute discussion of the causes of fever, let us

nsk wherein do these parishes differ from each other?

On the slightest examination our attention is at once

called to three important conditions—veotilHlion,

drainage, and cleanliness. It is precisely where

these arc most deficient thut we see fever most
prevalent.

In the management of fever cases we, therefore,

naturally expect that these conditions should he spe-

cially attended to; and that the patient should be

removed from the hovel where he caught fever to an

abode where he shall be under the iuo«t favourable

conditions to health. This is, perhaps, the most
important part of the treatment; for frequently the

administratirm of medicine is of little avail, so long

as the poticut reiiinins under those conditions to

which his fever is due.

This hospital is a recent erection, having been

removed from King’s-cross to its present site in

Livcrpool-road, Islington, in 1849. In its con-

-strucliou all junuts relating to veulilation, drainage,

and cleanliness, were attended to. Jl occupies about

three acres. Ttie buddings cover about au acre and a

quarter
;
and thej'e is a large garden of an acre and a

half, in which the convalesceut patients lake exercise.

The wards are in two wings, one on each side, and

are distinct from the centre building, in which arc

"While fever is, on the one hand, preventable—on

the other it spreads rapidly, if precautionary measures

are not adopted. How can fever be expected to be

cured under the same circumstances as those nnder

which it arose?

To provide an institution into which these unfor-

tuoate cases of fever can he placed, and the best

chance of recovery given to them, is not only a boon

to the patients, but also a great contribution towards

the health of the inhabitants of this metropolis.

As such an inslilnliou, this hospital demands and

calls loudly for support to the inh.-.bitaDt3 generally

—

a support greater than that it has hitherto met with,

and from want of which the sphere of its operations

is limited. John D. Scukrah, M.B.

lbs. = 70‘00;” whilst at p. 228 he gives it = 70,000.

Evidently the two last discrepancies arise from mis-

prints. It is not so easy to explain the error in the

Transactions.”

1 cannot help suspectiug that the altcrnliou Mr.
Ilodginsou has made in the paper thus alluded to,

upon Euler’s formula, is hardly of sufficient practical

importance to compensate for its awkward character.

Assuming the co-efficient for cast iron to be correctly

given as 44T0, there is really so little difference

helwecu the results of the formula,

—

Il=44T6n - and R-44T6^,

THE SCIENCE OF THE BUILDING ARTS.
CRUSHING WEIGHTS.

At the lafe meeting of the Architectural Publica-

tions Society, I endeavoured to call the attention of

the profession to the iinsati8'‘aclory cbarncter of the

recorded observations upon the subject of “crushing

weights,” and you were so kind as to notice briefly

the remarks I then made. I fear, however, thfit I

did not Ihcn sufficiently explain myself; and I there-

fore venture to trespass again upon your attention,

whilst I endeavour to lay before you and your readers

the reasons I have for urging all pr-aclical a'ul scien-

tific men to examine Ibis particular detail of the

science of the building arts.

Tne various tables whii h appear in recent work'

upon construction, arc mostly copied from the papers

originally communicated by Mr. G. Rennie to the

Roval Society, by M. Vicot to the “Annnles des

Pouts and Chaussce?,” by M. Belpaire to the

“ Annal'S des Travaux Publiqnes de la Belgique,” or

from the works of Tredgold, Barlow, Navier, Hodg-

kinson, Fairbaim, Clark, &c. In these various

essays there is, no doubt, an extraordinary amount of

information ;
but I confess that I cannot consider the

bulk of it to be of a practical nature. For instance,

Mr. Rennie’s experiments upon the resistance of

building stones, were made upou cubes measuring

2 inches or inches on the side; those he made
upon metals were mode upon cubes of still smaller

dimensions. "V’icat’s experiments were made upon

cubes of one centimetre on a side (0’3937 inches);

and Belpairc’s npon prisms of 2 inches on the side,

and of variable hi-iglits. But in actual works, the

dimensions of stones or metals arc hardly ever so

small
;
and the indiuutions given by such carefully

selected samples may differ seriously from those

which would be found to represent th- resistances of the

hctcrogeoeous materials used in building. The crush-

ing weights given in the books must then, I conceive,

be simply regarded as approximations.

In practice, also, the indications given by the re-

sistance of a small cube of stone or brick, can be of

link use in guiding the builder’s proceedings, because

the manner of making the joints, or of bedding the

stones, &c. must entirely alter the whole of ihe coiv

ditions of their resistance. Rondelet’s observations

upon the crushing of the pillars of St. Geoevibve

(copied by Genievs, in h's t ibles), and Sir. E. Clark’s

experiments, at the Bi iiannia-biidgc, arc, indeed, in

my opinion, the most valuable ones—I had almost

said the only valvable ones—we possess on the real,

practical conditions of buildings in this respect.

But the p.artirular rcasmi kr my bringing the sub-

ject forward is this. I have lately observed, even in

the best works on construciion, some of the most re-

that, for my own part, I should not hesitate to adhere

to the latter. It will, however, be found that both of

these formulfc arc, after all, merely empirical, and

that if the value of D (the dimension of the smallest

side of a square column) betaken either as a maximum
or os a minimum, the results in Loth cases wilt differ

in such an extraordinary manner as to prove that no

reliance can be placed on the formidre. They are

tolerably correct when the value of D = 0 inches

;

but when D = 2, or = 12 inches, they cease to apply.

Of course this must be the case when the member of

tbe equation D4 is to be affected by another member,

12, on account of the great difference in their powers.

I trust that the importance of this subject will

serve ns my excuse for questioning the aiiihorily of

meu for whom I have so profound an esteem as I have

for those named, and for occupying your valuable

columns. Geo. B. Burnell, C.E.

contained the nparlments of the rendent medical
i

i ii n ^ .i
a. . ^

i I f markable blunders, errors, and misprints; and as the
oflicer, secrctavy, matron, and servants. Attacks of

, ,, ,
’ a -.i iv ...t ^ i.

t ,i’ . r.i- it -ij- tables, which are issued with the niithoritv of a great
Jever among the occunants of tins centre building are i

’ n • i .• i
.. . ® name, arc usii:i v received witnout qiesiun, and

now rare
;
whereas in tlic old building, which con-

sisted of one block, the officers and servants were not 1

unfrcquently attacked.
I

Each jiatieut on admission has a bath, and pro-
I

vision is made to couvey the
j
anient directly from tbe

hath to bed.

The wards are very spacious and airy : 2,300 cubic

blindly followed, these errors may, I fear, produce

disastrous results.

Thus, for instance, I find in llicRoport of flicBritish

A«socia’ir>n for the Aiivanccmcnt of Science, 1840.

p. 205 of the “ Transactions of Sectkns,” a misprint

of some kind in the sentence beginning, “ In
j lie nartis are very snac:ous anu airy : a.o'iu cumc , Lie -

feet arc allotted to each pa.irut. Tie hospital ha.
P'llar., whose eed, are ilat^ae hnd^l^rper,moot,

accommodation for 200 beds.

The majority of the patients are paupers.

as before, strength iu tons =44'3 — — ;” bccaus,

evidently, as D= the external, and d= the internal

vision is made, however, by a distinct set of wards diameter of the ring of metal, tbe formula must apply

for a superior class of patients, who pay according to to hollow, not to solid co’unins. On the next page

agreement. These wards would, I doubt not, be move there is, however, a more serious error. The resist-

freqiicntly used if their existence were more fully ance of cast iron to a ciushing weight being given in

known.
, 2Q5 thus ;— Strength in tons = 41TG

;
lint

It may be taken as evidence of the efficiency of ihe Tii ,

arrangempiils, Ihatl am not aware of a single case of of oak is given in p. 306, = 69-j^; or, in other

fever hnving occurred in the neighbourhood referriblc words, the strength of oak (to resist a cnishini

to contagion from the liospital. ^Yhile we constantly weight) is thus staled to be more than one-third

get cases from Islington, they are seldom or never grcaler tlian that of cast iron
;
whcr{a<,bylhcsul)-

frora the vicinity of the hospital. sequent paragiaph, it is said 1o be only about one-

The importance of the hospital to the general tenth of the same rcsislaf'ce. I thought at first that

health of London nmst at once be evident. What the eiror had arisen from the omission of Ihe decimal

would have been the resnlt of leaving the 1,800 cases, point between the 6 and (he 9 ; but it is too great for

admitted last year, at their own homes, to generate any such cxplanaiion. Mr. Fai.bairn. also, in his

aud spread the contagious disease under which they “ Useful Information for Engmeers,” gives, p. 232,

were suffering.
|

“ the resistance per square inch of wrought iron in

THE NEW READINR-ROOM, BRITISH
MUSEUM.

ITS OPENING TO THE READERS.

During the few days that the new room was

thrown open to the public, the number of visitors day

after day increased in a surprising n.anner, and many
have expressed disappointment at not being able to

avail themselves of the chance of vievviug this inter-

esting example of modcru coustrnction. ll has been

suggested that the new room might have remained

closed to the readers for a week or two longer, so that

the public might, have had the opportunity of access to

it. This would have interfered with the 1 c hours of many
who are engaged in proviiling matter for the periodical

literature of the da\', and others who arc employed

upon works which it is important to inMdiu-e at a

stated time. It has been arranged, however, to admit

the general public for an hour or so e ich cveniug

when the readers have kit.

The old room, with its peculiar mcmoi irs, is now a

thing of the past; and the new accortimodition is

becoming familiar to the usual frcqucnteis of this

institute. The old entrance iu Momague-place,

through the spiked iron gxtis, is now c’o-^ed as an

entrance, aud the readers reach the ne'v room by the

main entr<ance, to which the glaz .d doorway of the

new room is directly opposite.

At the time of our first visit it was curious to

notice the experienced readers moving to and fro.

examining the various arrangements, and fixing in the

most suitable spot fortheir future operations ;
and the

bent of each one’s pursuit might be guessed by the

portion of the circle in which he planted liiinsell.

The tables for readers, which radiate from the centre,

are marked A, B, C, and so on; ami each separate

seat and portion of the tables is numbered from one

to the number of persons for which c.ich table affords

accommodation. It is reqiu sled ih it on each ticket

for books the letter and nuniher of the writer may be

marked: this plan enables the atleudniits easily to

bring the volumes to “ R 2 ” or “ A 16.”

At the end of the various tables and iu oilier parts

of tbe room are plans prinicil on caidboard, and

distinctly coloured, of the arraiigomeiit of the books,

which enable any one to know in wliat drcctionto

look for the books on anatomy, botany, or other sub-

jeets.

The space devoted to tbe use of each individual is

ingetiiously arranged. On the ripbt hand is a move-

ahk easel : the kont surface can when not required for

use. he folded up tlnee times, and then by side joints be

made to fit into a recess. This easel is so contrived thatit

can be raised to any angle, or turned by acircular move-

ment as required. In the centre ol the scat is the letter

and number of it : hidow that is the ink-well and rests

for pens : on tbe left-hand is a leather cushion, which

shuts u[) w4h a spring, on which books may be

rested; and on the table there is plenty of room for

papers and other matters. A hollow pariiimn divides

each row of readers, end is covered by an open

brass wirework grating, atongwhich, somclliingin the

same manner as the pij.es of a churih oraan, various

tubes, which arc in conneotion with a rriaiu p'pc, ri'-e

up, and can be inana’icd by the turning of a s-rew

at the cud of each tuhk, so lint they can supply

either a current of hot. nr cold air. or be stooped

altngc'her. The veniilaiioa of biiihlings is itill a

difficulty, and, alihongli we would not like to h azard a

positive opinion on slight cxperien''e, some kar
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that, in spite of the endeavours made, the new room

will be hot in summer and too cold in winter.

The arrangement of the various catalogues round

in a circle is excellent, and they can now be consulted

without the crowding and inconvenience which for-

merly took place.

In the old room there was a small square window

to which all the reading-tickets were taken, and

through which all the books had to be delivered to

the room and returned ;
and although the genlleman ,

who had for a long time kept his post there wns re-

markable for careful attention, at times, particularly
^

towards the closing hours, some inconvenience might

he experienced. In the new room, by a simple

arrangement, the possibility of inconvenience has been
'

lessened
;
for the circular space now' devoted for the

^

reception of tickets and the delivery of books is di-

,

vided into compartments, which are lettered from A
to D, E to G, &c. ;

and to such of these divisions the

tickets and books of readers are to be taken as

they correspond with their names.

It was often difficult in the old rooms for ladies,

,

strangers to the place, to find suitable accomraoda-
j

tiou ; in the new room, however, certain tables are
j

marked, " for ladies only in fact, great care has been '

taken and a strong feeling shown on the part of the
|

managers of this portion of the British Museum to

accommodate the public, and at the same time to
,

provide for the increased nnmbers which as a matter

of course will year after year consult the library. I

THE BERN COMPETITION.

NoTtnxnsTANDiNG tlie unsatisfactory concli-

;

tious offered, twenty-three sets of designs for

the proposed (R. C.) Church of St. Peter and

St. Paul, at Bern, \yere sent in to the committee,

six or seven of which came from foreign coun-

tries. They w'ere publicly exhibited a short

time. The Ecclesiologist says, the jury have

given the first prize to the design bearing the

motto “ Petrus janitor cccli et Paulus doctor

gentium ”—in the Romanesque, or Transitional,

style—by Mil. E. Eepertbes and 11. Marcchal,

of Rheims. The second prize has been assigned

to M. W. P. Tii^giner, of Soleure, for the design
“ iS’on est hoc ahud,” &c. Tlic third to M. J. U.

Lendi, of Preiburg, for the design “ Onme tulit

punctum,” &c. The fourth, a third gold medal,

to Mr. Goldie, of Sheffield, for the design “ isisi

Dominns.” The following designs u'ere classed

as equals, and rewarded with silver mfedals :

—

" Timor Domini,” by J. C. Boissonas, of Geneva •,

*‘Preis dem llbchstcn,” by Kasper Jeuch, of

Baden (Argau) ;
" In hoc signo,” by T. Zeer-

leder of Bern
;

“ Palinam qui meruit,” by J. L.

Pedley, of Southampton ;
“ Der glaube,” by

G. Mossdorf, of Lucerne.

THE MANCHESTER EXHIBITION.

There has been considerable improvement in the

general arrangement of the Art Treasures contained

in the Exhibition building during the last few weeks.

In the Picture Galleries the numbering has been

entirely re-arranged, and a new and more correct

edition of the catalogue has been prepared, in which

the paintings by Ancient blasters are nunibercd pro-

gressively from 1 to 1079 ;
the Hertford Gallery

from 1 to 44 ;
Paintings by Modern Masters from

1 to 6S9
;
British Portrait Gallery from 1 to 33? (to

he continued)
;
Water Colours from 1 to 960 ; and

pieces of Sculpture and Busts from 1 to 155. This

enumeration gives a good idea of the extent of the

collection of pictures; and when it is remembered

that the chefs-d’ixuvres of every age of art are in-

cluded therein, the rich treat that a survey would

afford to the lover of art may be imagined. A cen-

tral group of sculpture has been placed in the tran-

sept, and the busts, figures, and groups have been

fixed in good positions in the main building ami in

the picture galleries, affurding an agreeable variety

to the effect of the geneial coup d’ieil of the interior.

Additions are constantly being made in several de-

partments, more especially in ancient furniture,

bronzes, statues, and tapestries. The armour, arms,

and warlike accoutrcmcufs, are particularly well

arranged, and excite great interest. It is veiy

interesting to follow some of the hard-handed mecha-
nics, and hear the wondering remarks they make
upon the splendid workmanship shown in the enrich-

ments, emboBsiog, and engraving of the ornamental
suits of armour, and upon the mechanical provisions

for protection, and for allowing free use of tlic limbs
to the encased warrior of the olden time. The chrono-
logical note (as it is modestly called, more properly
dissertation) on this subject by Mr. J. R. Blanche,
given iu the catalogue, is well worthy of attentive

reading. The furniture, bronzes, medallions, speci-

mens of Palissy and Majolica ware, articles in glass

and tapestries known as the Soulagcs Collection, are

now distributed in good order in various parts of the

building.

Some excellent specimens of wood carving by

modern artists will he found under the galleries on

each side of the organ : a sideboard of good work-

manship and design. Laving figures emblematic of

rural sports; a bedstead of elaborate design, adorned

with fine carving, fit for a queen to sleep in, the work

of Charles, of Warrington
;
some charming little bits

of dead game by Wallis, of Louth
;
and a delicate and

extraordinary piece of carving by Shaw, corn and

poppies. A comparison of these, and the ancient

carvings with which the Exhibition abounds, is not

much to the disadvantage of the works of our own

day.

The attendances last Saturday amounted to 9,702 ;

on Wbit-Monday to 9,514; and on Whit-Tuesday to

10,398. As the latter part of the week is the great

annual holiday in Manchester, it is expected that the

numbers will increase.

THE T^rOPERN PICTURES IN THE
MANCHESTER EXHIBITION.

Sir,—Apart from the vapid adulatory cri-

ticism with which our press at this moment
teems, in reference to the modern school in the

Art-Treasures Exliibition at Manchester, let us

take a numerical comparison of its contents,

and of their relative disposition.

It appears, then, from the catalogue, com-

mencing with the more recent school in saloon E,
' that the Koval Academy supplies 243 of these

treasures, whilst the gi'eat mass of artists

—

non-members, but supporters of that institution,

whose numbers are, if I mistake not, computed

at from 5,000 to 6,000—are represented by so

small a quota as 142, of which 57 are placed

above, or otherwise unfavourably.
“ Oh, monstrous ! one half-pennyworth of

bread to all this sack.” So packed and partial

an affair is it, that one would suppose himself

within the rooms of the Academy, were it not

for the superior accommodation of velvet-

cushioned scats over school-forms. And I

could but reflect that in this stronghold of free-

trade such a close-borough system was an

anomaly quite out of harmony with that liberal

'Spirit which marks the generous "Cheerjbles”
I of Manchester. But for this fresh eruption of

j

the old sore, the Art-Treasures Exhibition

claims our high admiration for the good taste
' and excellent judgment prevailing therein. All

.
interested in art should see it. The light is

admirable, and enables us, by comparison with

the great of old, to study our deficiencies, pain-

fully apparent in chalkiness, weakness, gaudi-

uess, and spottiness of the general elfect.

It is doubtful, perhaps, how far the import-

ance given to that fascinating branch, water-

colour dvRAving, and its gaudy counterfeit,

cliromo-litliograpliy, is likely to elevate art in

this country. An Artist.

IMPROVEMENTS IN LONDON.
Observing Aldcnuati Cubitt’s remarks on pro-

viding suitiible loilgiog-hnuses for tlie poor, 1 would

suggest, as oue remedy, that all mamifucturiDg trades,

such as potteries, glass-houses, tallow-iiiellcrs, bone-

boilers, aud varnish uiukcvs, and, in fact, all objec-

tionable trades not actually required in Loudon,

should be removed at least twenty-live miles from the

metropolis. This plan would scatter the working

classes over a large space of country, aud prevent the

necessity of rclainiug so many small houses lor the

^ poor iu London, and it would allow of the worst

portion of small dwelliugs to be cleared away allo-

.

gether, and make room for the conlcmplated improve-

ments, in forming new streets of a superior grade, on
the same plan as iu Paris. There is no more necessity

. for objectionable trades and manufactures to be eari'ied

: on in ihis raelropolis thau there is for bricks being

I made and burnt in any of our V'est-end squares. It

,
only requires the good sense of the inhabitants of this

;
great city, and the resoluliou of Parliament, to eradi-

j

cate at once all the miisniices from the Jieart of the

town, and, at the s.uue time, coufer a lasting boon on

,
the working classes,—by reraoviug tliem into a more

,

healthy almosphere, instead of the confined courts
' and alleys they uow occupy. If these said factories

were removed from town to country, the workmen
must follow and take all Iheir famil'es with them

:

' what a relief this would be to London !

I

This plan, in my humble opinion, seems to he the

;

most effectual way of baudling the subject, by

I

removing the cause of the overcrowding, aud thereby

j

really assisting the working cLsses, and giving them

the means of enjoying good health. And, again, why
should not the banks of the Thornes (on both sides)

he a pleasant promenade above Westnunster-bridge,

instead of bavins the disgusting appearance presented

at Lambeth ? What an exhibition of poverty, ruin, and
wretchedness on one side, and on the other a costly

palace,—the New Houses of Parliament. What iu-

coDsisteucy ! Such is London; hut ought such a state

of things to be tolerated any longer?

Millions of money are squandered on war, and
much of it wasted : let one quarter of it be spent in

the general improvement of the banks of the Thames,
and it Avould become at once one of the greatest orna-
ments of the metropolis. The authorities should
know' that there is much need of a rosv of plane trees

at the edge of the footpath next the river, from
Millbauk-row to Yauxhall-bridge

;
and if the path

was paved with flagstones it would make a very plea-

sant evening walk ; and a few seats might be added,

R. M.

ARCHITECTS’ CHARGES AS WITNESSES.
You appeal to your legal friends for information on

the subject of the statement of your correspondent,

Mr. James Edmeston, which appeared iu your number
of Jlay 30. Your own observations are very correct,

and I think Mr. Edmeston must be under a misap-

prehension as to what his “ own solicitor” told him as

to his charges.

The taking the account of dilapidations was a pre-

liminary matter to qualify him to become a witness in
the cause. The ordinary charge for this falls upon
hk employer, and cannot be brought against the oppo-
site party. For attending as a witness on the sub-

peena for three days he is entitled, as against the

opposite party, to a guinea a day,—that is, two guineas

besides the guinea paid him with the subpoena. If he
had attended a trial at a distance from his home, he
would have been entitled to from 21. 2s. to 3/. Ss. a

day (besides travelling, but no other, expenses), at the

discretion of the taxing-master. Although If. Is.

per (lay iu a town cause may only be recoverable by
a w'itocss from an opposite party, I thiuk his own
employer, if Mr. Edmeston was his witness, should

himself pay an extra giiiuca
;

at the least, I believe

this is the practice. Many of your readers, who arc

architects, know that their employers do not look to

the taxing-master’s scale for their remuneration, but

judge for themselves whether, though not recoverable

Irmn the opposile party, their services as witnesses

arc worth two, three, or five guineas a day. Where;

however, an architect has been paid for preliminary

services, it may not he unreasonable to take this into

consideration. But I think, under any circumstances,

two guineas a day fur an architect attending a trial

but reasonable, though, perhaps, not recoverable from

(he oiiposite party.

I have no doubt the party Avho suhpennaed Jlr.

Edmeston, whether the opposite party or his own
employer, is liable to pay him two guineas, besides

the guinea with the subpoena, for his three days’

attendance in the Court of Exchequer, and he can sue

him for it iu the County Court.

A Legal Reader of the " Builder.’*

THE NATIONAL GALLERY, EDINBURGH.
In the valley which separates the old and new

parts of Edinburgh, on the earthen mound
thrown across it as a means of communication
between the two, stand the Royal Institution—*

a Grecian Doric building of striking aspect—
and the new Scottish hJational Gallery, both
erected from the designs of the late Mr. Play-
fair, to whose skill and taste Edinburgh owes so
much. The Royal Institution was completed
iu 1836. The National Gallery was finished

externally in 1S54, at which time we sought to

obtain from the architect the means of properly
illustrating the structure. Mr. Playfair, how-
ever, shrauk from publicity, and declined to

afford the requisite materials. Recently, through
the kindness of Mr. J. A. Ilamilton, we have
been enabled to engrave a small view of the

building from a photograph which, though it

does not quite worthily set forth the building,

shows its character aud, to some extent, posi-

tion. It is Grecian Ionic in style, and has a
central mass, with a large bcxastjle portico

to the east and one to the west. On each
side of this portico is a range of autse, carry-

ing entablature aud balustrade, and terminating

on the face of each end of the building with two
tetrastyle porticoes, with a recessed portico

between the two.

The Castle and part of the old town form the

background of our view.
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OPENING or THE CKHMLIN VIADUCT.

This extraordinary structure, probably the largest

railway bridge in the world, has been formally opened.

It has been raised for the purpose of extending the

Newport, Abergavenny, and Hereford line to the Taff

Vale, thus opening up the means of communication

between the rich mineral districts of Monmouthshire

and Glamorganshire. Its height is 200 feet. It is

almost wholly constructed of iron : the piers, which

rise above the valley beneath to the elevation already

mentioned, present, in consequence of the material

need, a singularly light and symmetrical appearance.

The centre piers consist of an arrangement of 140

cast-iron columns, each 17 feet long by 12 inches in

diameter, placed in tiers of fourteen columns each. The

heads of the columns arc retained in their positions by

cast-iron girders, and the area of base is 60 feet hy

30 feet, forming an irregular decagon tapering upwards

24 feet by 16, the whole being laterally and vertically

strengthened by a complete system of cross tracing.

It is difficult to convey an idea of the gigantic scale

on which the whole design has been carried out
;
but

it may assist the formation of an opinion relative to

the strength of the piers if we state that there are no

less than 540 wrought-iron ties in each. The top of

each pier is surmounted by a triangular frame of cast

iron, upon the apex of which the ends of '•he main

girders are carried. The entire superstructure con-

sists of 10 spaces of 150 feet each, which, with the

approaches, make its length one-third of a mile. In

each apace there are four main girders, on the top of

which a platform of 6-ineh planking is bolted, for

carrying the permanent way.

The entire work has been designed and carried out

by Mr. T. AV. Kennard, of London.

PROVINCIAL NETTS.

Winchester.—The officers’ new barracks are nearly

completed. The plan is simple, the four floors which

constitute the elevation being traversed through their

whole length by corridors, from which open the

entrances to the different rooms. The new building

is of bright red brick, with stone dressings.

Clifton.—The old Royal Hotel,” at Clifton, has

now been converted into the Clifton Subscription,

rooms, by alterations and additions carried out on

plans by Mr. J. H. Hirst, architect, at a cost of

between 4,000/. and 5,000/. The ground-fluor has

been partly converted into dwellings and shops. The
fronts are in the Venetian Italian style of architecture,

and are about 25 feet in height. Each window is a

bay forming three sides of a polygon, fitted up with

plate-glass aud glass cross bars. The carving of the

stonework has been c.xecutcd by Mr. Divall. A
corridor, 10 feet in width, divides the shop premises

from that portion of the building which has been

appropriated to the purprscs of the subscription-

rooms. The flooring of the corridor is composed of

inlaid tesselatcd and Jlosaic pavement, supplied from

the works of the Patent Architectural Pottery Com-
pany, at Poole, Dorset. The principal staircase

springs from the corridor, and leads by an easy flight

to the public rooms, which comprise a drawing-room,

reading-room, hilliard-rooms, refreshment-room, &c.

The contractors were, Mr. Thorne, mason
;

Mr.

J. N. Harris, carpenter ; Mr. Ashmead, smith
;
Mr.

Allen, gasfitter
;
Messrs. Lewis and Sons, painters and

plasterers; Mr. "Williams, glazier.

Plymouth.—The corner-stone of a new Wesleyan

Sunday-school was laid on Saturday lust. The plan

comprises on the upper floor a school-room, 75 feet

by 38 feet, with sundry class, committee, and other

rooms on the ground-floor, and with two dwelling-

honscs adjoining, for the use of the resident ministers

connected with the Ehenezer Chapel, S.)ltash-strcet.

Ten tenders were received, and the trustees have

accepted that of Mr. Thomas Clift. Mr. John Foster

is the architect. The elevat'on will be plain in its

character
;
the walls limestone, hammer-dressed, with

white fire-brick dressings, from the Morley Clay-

works, Lee Moor, Devon.

Worcester.—The new waterworks arc progressing

at Pope Iron, on the Severn bank. The boiler-house

is about to be roofed with iron by Mr. Rutter, of

Birmingham. The machinery is from the Ha'gh
Foundry, at Wigau. Two of the three filter-beds are

laid, and the subsiding tanks are nearly completed.

The bricks used in the works are blue and brown,

from Tipton and Oldbury. An arboretum is con-

templated in the neighbourhood of Worcester.

Nearly 2,000/. have already been subscribed towards

the object.

Birmingham.—The News-room, in Beonelt’s-hill,

has been purchased, for the erection of a new Conutv
Court upon the site. The designs for the new build-

ing, which is expected to be commenced in about two
months, have been supplied by Mr. Reeves, of London,
architect.

Liverpool.—All Sonls’ Schools, Eaton-street, Vaux-
hall-road, were opened on 28th ult. They arc attached

to All SoiJs’ Church, in the new parish of Vauxhall,
|

and have been built by public subscription. They

will accommodate 550 cMldren. The girls’ school

is above that for the boys. It is more than 24 yards

long, and about one-third as broad, with drapery for
^

the separation of classes, and facililics for the forma-

,

tion of a class-room. The infants’ school is a sepa-

rate building, about two-thirds the size of either of

the others. It is lighted with plate-glass along the
|

roof, and also by two windows, the children being
|

accommodated in side galleries. The cost of the

,

land, schools, and two residences for the master and

mistress, was 3,700/' of which the Education Com-

mittee of the Privy Council contributed 1,453/. and

the National Society 100/.
|

Carlisle. — The Laversdale new schools were

.

opened on 25th ult. The school has been erected at
|

a cost of about 580/. towards which Goverumett

contributes 284/. ;
Mr. Robert James, Mireside, land

valued at 71/. ;
two-thirds of the cartage done gra-

tuitously, viz. 630 cart-loads, valued at 56/.; sum

raised already by coutributions, 156/.—leaving a de-

ficiency of about 13/. The contract for the building

was taken by Mr. Robert Irving, of Newtown,

Irthington. The building was designed by Mr. John

Baly, architect, Brampton. It consists of a principal

school-room, about 38 feet by 18 feet, estimated for

sixty-three children; a class-room, about 18 feet

square, for thirty-six children
;
and a master’s resi-

dence, with six rooms, out-oflices, &c.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Pershore.—The Chapel-of-Ease at Drake’s Brough-

ton, near Pershore, has just been completed, and

consecrated. The design was by Mr. W. J. Hopkins,

of Worcester. The chapel stands at the junction of

two lanes, near the Worcester and Pershore turnpike-

road. It consists of a simple oblong, with a small

turret at the south-west angle, sustaining a belfry

chamber and a wooden spire. The porch is also at

the south-west. The chancel is divided from the

body of the church by on ornamental truss, forming a

flattened arch, supported by carved stone corbels. A
geometric three-light window appears at the east end,

and in the west two lancets and a rose window. The
side windows are of two and three lights. The open

timber roof is covered with blue and red Broseley

tiles, with cross tiles on the ridge above the chancel,

and ornamented with a foliated cross on the eastern

gable. The porch is of timber, fitted in at the bot-

tom with stone work. Limestone from the Wolver-

ton quarries in the neighbourhood, with free-stone

dressings, and lined with red and white bricks, form

the materials of the walls. Neither plaster nor paint

is used on the walls of the building, and the plainness

of the masonry i.s relieved hy an arrangement of

various coloured bricks, forming ornamental designs,

especially at the cast end. Minton’s encaustic tilrs

cover the chancel floor. The seats are merely benches,

with 1 iw incliuing backs. The church is warmed by

an underground apparatus supplied by Messrs. Rim-
mington and Co. of Skipton. Mr. Lncy, of Droit-

wieh, was the contractor for the building, and also

supplied the carpenter’s work. Mr. Snow, of Droit-

wich, was the mason. The carvings were executed

by Mr. Moyson, of Birmingham; painting and var-

nishing by Mr. Wells, of '\Voree3ter
;
and the orna-

mental iron-work by Mr. "Watkins, of Lowesmoor.
The cost of the building will be about 1,000/.

Neiccaatle-under-Lyne. — The foundation stone of

a new Methodist Chapel, at Newcastle, was laid on

Tuesday in week before last. It is to be erected on a site

not far distant from the old chapel, and is intended to

be capable of sealing 900 or 1,000 persons. The
total cost will be upwards of 3,000/. The architect

is Sir. Simpson, of L“ed3; the contractor, Mr. R.

Chapman, of Newcastle.

Westbury (inils).—The cemetery here was opened
on the 12th May. There are two chapels and a lodge

erected ou the ground, the designs of which are of

! the character of the fourteenth century. The eeme-
' tcry has been laid out by Mr. Smith, of AVestbury

Leigh. The architect was Mr. Edward G. Bruton, of

Ox'ord; and the builder, Mr. Davis, of Fvomc.

I

Cheltenham. — The opening of St. Gregory’s

j

(Roman Catholic) Church, at Cheltenham, took place

,

on the 2Gth ult. The church, which is situated in

\

St. James’s-square, near the Great-Western Railway
! Station, has been built under the superintendence of
' Mr. George Tlrmsom, of Clifton, architect. It is in

the Geometrical style, ascribed to the latter half of

j

the thirteenth century. Its plan is cruciform, and it

' consists of a nave and a-slcs, with a porch into the

western aisle, transept, chancel, lady chapel, sacris-

ties, and organ chamber. The orientation of the

church is at variance with ancient examples,—the
' chancel being at the south end. A tower and spire,

it is said, are hereafter to be erected on the site of the

old chapel, which this adjoins, in order to complete
the design.

Bromsgrove.—An effort for the restoration of the

parish church of Bromsgrove has been commenced.

At a meetiog of the inhabitants recently held, a

unanimous resolution was adopted to make an imme-

diate and earnest effort to effect its complete restora-

tion
;
and Mr. Scott has supplied a plan, and a

general outline of the work required to be done, which

will involve an outlay of 4,200/. Besides the com-

plete restoration of the building, both within and

without, as nearly as possible to its original design,

especially as regards the mutilated aviudows on the

north side, the work includes the opening out of the

roofs of the nave and the chancel, the improvement

of those of the aisles, the re-laying of the floors, and

the entire re-pewing of the church in oak, by which a

large addition of free sittings will be obtained for the

use of the adult poor, and suitable accommodation be

provided for the children of the Sunday schools. At

a subsequent meeting Mr. Scott’s plans were ap-

proved, and the committee empowered to carry the

same into effect as speedily as );03S'ble. The sub-

scriptions promised have exceeded expectations,

although there still exists a deficiency of nearly 800/.

Manchester.—The Higher Broughton Congrega-

tional Church, Manchester, was opened on the 28th

ult. It is in the Decorated style, cruciform ou

plan, with nave, aisles, transepts, and chancel. The

nave is divided hy iron columns, which are carried up

to and support the roof. The chancel and com-

munion-place are raised 18 inches, and laid with

encaustic ti'es. The pulpit aud communion-rail are of

the Aucaster stone, and the whole of the windows have

margins of struned glass and ornamental pattern quar-

ries. Mr. Thomas Oliver, jim. of Sunderland, was

the architect. ^Tenders have been received for

sundry additions and alterations to, and for tbe entire

completion of, the Catholic Apostolic Church, Stret-

ford New-road, Manchester, from designs by Mr. E.

Trevor Owen, architect. The principal or entrance

front to Stretford-road will consist of new porches,

with organ-chamber over
;

also, a new baptistry. The

whole of the west end will be entirely re-erccted and

surmounted by a lofty and decorated bell-gable. The

greater part of the interior will be re-arrangcd and

re-fiited, which will include an organ-galleiy
;

also,

new stalls and other furniture to the chancel. The

east and baptistry windows will be stained glass,

and the floors paved with Minton’s tiles.

Tlie new altar-screen and bishop’s throne in Man-

chester Cathedral, some particulars of which were

lately given, are now completed. The stone screen is

pierced with seven arches, filled with plate glass. It

is in the Perpendicular style, of Caen stone. Its

length across the choir is 25 feet : its height nearly

14 feet
;
measuring about 3 feet 8 inches to the sills

of the gl izcd arches ;
so that persons passing behind

it will n >t be seen by those within the .choir, which is

considerably higher in level than the neighbouring

aisles, &c. The screen is supported by a moulded base

course of Yorkshire stone. The erving has been

executed by Mr. Williams, of Manchester. The

bishop’s throne stands on the site of tbe former tem-

porary throne, at the end of the stalls on the south

side of the choir. It is of carved oak. The throne is

octagonal in shape, and consists of a bise about 5 feet

high, reading-desk, and a canopy, also octagonal, at a

considerable altitude, carved, with pinnacles, &c. The

base stands upon a plain double pliutb. Tbe style

of the throne throughout is Late Pointed. The carving

has been executed by Messrs. Banks aud Co. of Man-
chester, and the joiner-work by Messrs. Hulme and

Heron, of Cheethara-hill.

Ashton.—The first stone of a new chapel for the

Wesleyan New Connexion was laid on 23rd ult. at

IIoolc\-hill, a village about a mile and a half from

Ashtoii, near Guide-bridge, with a population of about

1,200. The present chapel, built by Mr. JohnAA bit-

taker, will be used as a school. The new one is to be

built near it. It will be of Grecian architecture, 20^

vards lung by 12i yards wide, with a gallery two

paws deep, and a class-room. Tlic archit-'ct is Mr.

Josepli Lindlcy, and the cost will be 1,400/.

Doncaster.— It has been decided to build a church

at Doucister for the spiritual instruelion of the ser-

vants of the Great Northern RdUvay Company em-

ployed there. The edifice will cost about 4,000/. the

funds for wtiich, and for the endowment, have been

provided by jrrivate subseription.

Ueslington {York).—The laying of the foundation-

stone for a new church at Ueslington, near York, took

place on the 28th nit. The Decorated style, accord-

ing' to the York Herald, has been adopted for this

edifice, and it will possess a tower, with spire, and

ehiineel. The s'ze of the church inside will he 65 feet

by 25 feet, the chancel being 21 Icet by 16 feet. The

seats will all be open, and accommodation will bepro-

vided for about 270 persons. The roof will he an

open timber on“, the inside fittings of oak, and the

pulpit ornamental. The east and west windows will

be composed of painted glass. The tower aud spire

will be 110 feet high, and the height of the church
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outside to the apex of the roof -will be about 46 feet,

and inside 44 feet 6 inches. The tower is to be

17 feet square at the outside, and (he walls 3 feet

thick. The side walls of the church will be 2 feet

6 inches thick. The masonry is to be composed of

Bradford wall stoues, and the window tracery of

Ancaster stone. The cost of the new chnrch, which

is named Sr. Paul’e, will he about 3,000/. The archi-

tects who have hceu engaged on the work are Messrs.

Atkinson, of York. Mr. Wcatherley, of Bootham, is

the builder, Mr. Belleiby the joiner, Mr. Hodgson the

plumber and glazier, and Mr. Perfect the painter

—

all of York.

Malton.— The foundation-stone of the Noiton

Wesleyan Chapel was laid on 27th ult. The “ archi-

tect and builder ” is Mr. William Lovcl. The new

chapel is intended to be a Gothic building, 28 feet by

49 feet, to accommodate 380 persons.

Dundee.—Euclid-street Chapel has just been com-

pleted for the use of the Old Scotch Independent

congregation, lately assembling in Barrack-street.

The building is two stories in height, having public

offices on the ground-floor,— the chapel and reliring-

room being on the upper floor. The main entrance

is on the west side, by a wide corridor and slaircnsc,

the latter finished with a groined plaster ceiling. The

style adopted throughout is the Early Euglish Gothic.

The chapel is seated for 150 persons. Mr. James Scott

was the architect, 'fhe contractors were Messrs.

Annan, Kidd and Son, M’Couachie, and Stewart.

THE CONSTRUCTION OF FLUES.

In a recent number the danger arising from the

bad contrivauce of flues is adverted to, in conaequtiice

of a fire having been caused by the ignition of soot at

the bottom of a flue adjoining to aud in connection

with another fireplace then in use. To those who
are acquainted with the origiu of fires, it will be no
fresh information to read thnt this cause is of constant

occurrence. It often originates by the withes being

broken through by the machine at some bend, thus

allowiug the soot to fall iiito the neighbouring flue,

which, if not used, has generally a wooden chitnney-

board placed in the opening in the room, particularly

if the grate be not a register, aud this board is often

ignited. I have sometimes seen in a back room a

cabinet or bookcase placed against the front of the

chimney-breast, thus covering the opening. Of
course, as long as there is no connccliou with an

adjoining flue, and there be no pipe fi oin a German
or other stove carried into this flue, there is no parti-

cular danger. Your readers wil', ihercforc, perceive

that the Adelphi is not so peculiar in tliis point of

had construction as the paragraph would infer. The
large openings of former days arc now often lessened

by the insertion of a register grate, and the spa''es at

the side nr sidia so bad'y bricked up as to form
“pockets,” wliieli also uceumulatc s-rol at each time

the chimney is swept. One day this is set on fire by

a spark, aud it may smoulder for two or three days

before it is dUcovered, cii her from the smell, or by

setting the skirting on fire.

In illustration of this snbject, I am tiinpted to

send a very interesting account, given in the volume,

for 1815, of ihc “ Troiisnctious of the Soeiety of

Arts,” &c. p. 131, whereiu is stated that “ the thanks

of the society were voted to the Ri v. Thomas Ridge,

of Kiucotc, near Lutterwo.tb, far his method of

•preventing the necessity of sweeping chimneys.” He
obsen’cs,

—
“ 1st. That every recess in a chimney,

whether parallel to the shaft of the chimney (as is

often the case iu large chimneys made smaller) if to-

tally closed up at the boltom, or even at right angles

to the chimney, is iu a great nica'ure Ailed with soot

long before the chimney becomes fuul.

2ad. In a house I Ibruterly occupied, there was a

flue from a study, which was cjiinceted with an

elbow of jiirhaps erglit fci-t into an old chimney,

stopped up at the bottom ; and whenever it was
swept, the chimmy-sweeper uiiiversiilly said, ‘ they

need not get up the other chimney, fur there was
no soot in it,' or words to that effect. The reason

had not occurred to me at that time, nor for a long
time afterwards. Just before I left the house, the
bottom of the chimney was accideutully opened, when
many bushels of sout were fomid de]josiled irr the

bottom of the upright chimney, below ttic part where
the clbo.v cnlei'cJ it. .

3rd. In visiting different manufactories, and
other places where there arc long flues, I have always
learnt that they were continually bursting from the
accumnlalion of snot. Considering the causes of

which, together with other circumstances relative

thereto, I was induced to make an experiment, by
hanging nry two coppers according to flg. 2. I'nc o'"

which was used perhaps four times every week, the

other about twenty limes in the year. The result iu

four or five monllis was, tliat iu the first the whole
body of soot was found in the receiver, and not half a

pint of scot and dust together iu the chimney. It

there remained for seven or eight month?, when again

the soot was found deposited iu the receiver, and an

equally small quaotiiyof dust and soot in the chimney

above. On opening the other at the end of nearly

tw'o years, when I left the house, the soot was found

in the receiver, and none in the chimney.

4lh. In my present residence, the same experi-

ment has been made for two years, with the same

result as above.”

He also relates that another person had confirmed

tire plan from experience, though tbc reasou had not

occurred to him before. After seven years’ use a

chimney w’as pulled down, when it was found that

above the flue no soot adhered to it, and the greater

part was scarcely coloured with it,—tbc whole of the

soot having fallen to the bottom, and been taken out

occasionally fr om a hole led for that purpose.

The cuts will explain the arrangement at once.

Fig. 1, a fireplace
;
B, bend or elbow of the chimney

;

C, the main flue, cxlcmliug from flic floor to tire top

of the house. The part below (he bend is the recep-

tacle for the soot, from whence it is taken out at a

small door at U. This dnor should lit close, so as

totally to exclude the air, for the utter ejcclusion of
any drauyht of air through the botlom or sides of the

receiver is the great jjriiiciiilc. Fig. 2. A, a boiler

made in all eases rather wider than (he part above the

elbow, wlierc the suiokc outers, iu order that the

damp or cool air of the rceeirtaclc may have a greater

effect upon the smoke as it passes. The elbow, or

part between the fire aud the main chirintcy, should

occasiouallv he swept with a common house-hroom.

Wyatt Pai’wortii.

DRAIN PIPES.

SuRCLY, Sir, your correspondent, E. 0. S. must

Lave been grievously liauuted duriog a post-praii dial

nap, by ihc uirmiroiis ingtnious devices wliich adorn

your advertising jiagcs. He apprars to Live entirely

banished from his memory (he sound old practical

maxim, that pi-evcntiou is belter than cure. The
fii'st principles which regulate the employment of

(ripe drains—the essential condition of their existence

is, that they should have /a//, si good supply

of water, and be properly trapped. If these con-

ditions are fulfilled, there will be no need for any of

the proposed suggestions
;
aud if they are not, or can-

not be, the case is not one fur the imploymeut of

pipe drains.

With regard to the qir-oposcd modification, it would

be veiy undesirable that it should be extensively

used. The object of every experienced pipe-layer is

to construct a tube with the fewest possible joints in

proportion to its length—every joint is an otitlet for

the liquid contents of the drain, and an inlet for the

sun-ouuding soil—while it is of the utmost import-

ance wholly to retain the one, and wholly to exclude

the other. Your correspondent E. 0. S.’s suggestion

would greatly increase the quantity oi joint, aud

considerably tend to produce the very evil he seeks to

remove. His form of pipe would, moreover, be very

difficult to burn truly, and all but impossible to fit

accurately.

A Pipe-Layer op 15 Years’ Standing.

We have received letters from Mr. "W. Anstm,

Mr. Jennings, and other makers, setting forth the

advantages of their system iu respect of the point

urged by E. 0. S, but arc forced to decline inserting

them. Mr. Jeuniugs denies the assertion of E. 0. S.

that by his plan sufficient space is not given to clean,

the drain properly.

THE CARVING AT ST. IMICHAEL’S,
CORNHILL.

biR. Editor,—A new doorway is in the course of

completion to this church, by Mr. Gilbert Scott, the

architect, as I am iaformed. Whether the style of

the architecture aud decoration, elegant as it is, be

suitable to the character of the building, I do not

wish to express an opinion
j
but I leave it to the

ghost of Sir Cnristopher Wren to write to yon, if his

rest is disturbed by it. What I beg to call your

attcution to, is the semi-figure in a circular frame

introduced over the doorway. It is intended to

represent the Almighty, or our Saviour, I know not

which. It is the usual Roman Catholic representa-

tion of a figure, with a nimbu?, or glory, round the

head, holding up the right hand,—the two forefingers

raised, aud the rest closed,—the act of blessing of the

Roman Church.

Is this proper for a Protestant church ? Although

the citizens of London, not long since, in a spirit of

tolcral Ion, effaced the inscription from the Monument,

charging the Papists with the Great Fire, will they

sanction this superstitious emblem at the entrance

doorway of one of their parish churches, in the lead-

ing thoroughfare of their great City. John Knox.

THE DEVONSHIRE GEMS.

A CORRESPONDENT, with reference to the remark-

able collection of gems from the ccUcclion of the

Duke of Devonshire, which has been arranged and

mounted as a parure of jewels by Mr. Hancock, of

Bruton-strect, asks us for some information concern-

ing a fine amethyst intaglio, “ which looks so like

Assyrian.” It represents the head of a king, with a

curled beard and ringlets of hair, and has, indeed, a

very .Assyrian aspect. It appears, however, to be a

spaeiiuen of Sassanian art, aud to represent the

Persian king Shahpur I. There arc two lines of in-

scription at the side of the bead. Similar gems

have been found in Bagdad. The Sassanian dynasty

was founded A.D. 223, and lasted till the middle of

the seventh century, when the Arabs became masters.

The remains of the palaces at Diarbckr, and at A1

Iladhr, are of Sassanian ai'chiteelure. Mr. Fergnsson,

who gives a short chapter to Sassanian architecture iu

his “Handbook,” says, "There can be very little

doubt but that these halls are copies, or intended to

be so, of the halls of the old Assyrian palaces.”

Some of the other gems are of rare beauty aud

sutler, as it seems to us, by their present appro-

pi'ialioa. Tliey make an unparalleled parure, but

could be belter cxainiued if kept singly in u cabinet.

CONCRETE.
On reading Mr. George Rennie’s paper on concrete,

iu the Builder of the 23rd ult. it brought to my
recollection several experiments made twenty years

ago on the best material for forming that useful article.

We arc iu the habit of taking the gravel just as we

find if, by no means a good plan, although for

filling a trench ik does very well ;
but to make con-

crete what it ougnt to be, all the water-worn stones

should be broken iuto two or tbree pieces, so that they

should not be too large, and have as many angles as

possible. Now, at very little expense, when con-

sidering every builder has a portable engine, all con-

crete might be [iropcrly done, and, at tbc same time,

while the gravel is being put iuto a proper shape, the

sand that comes off is of the sharpest arid best kind.

Indeed, gravel, properly prepared, would make by fai*

the best sand : it would be free from salt, and mneh
shar per than what is raised in the Thames : saud must

only be the angles of the larger stones, aud subject to

being round ihtiusclvis. To get fine emery sharp is-

very easy, and the same process would make sand

sharp also as well as diy. 1 have often wondered,

that geuUemen in the country, on making their new
roads, do not adopt a belter plan ; instead of putting
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the round stones on just as they find them, if they

were to give them a crush into an angular form, with

the fine stuff amongst them, they would have a road

fit to walk upon iu half the time. W.

ABERDEEN GRAhlMAR SCHOOL
COMPETITION.

At a meeting of the town council of Aberdeen on

Monday, the 4th of May, the Lord Provost stated

that the plans had been estimated by four respectable

builders, and that it was found that one and all of the

designs would considerably exceed the stipulated sum

proposed to be laid out on the school buildings
;
but

the council in committee having decided not to allow

excess in price to determine the council to reject the

plans, a remit was made to a snb-eommittee to report

in which of the plans the accommodation and internnl

arrangements are best suited for the purpose in view,

and they were empowered to consult three gentlemen

of great experience on the question remitted. These

gentlemen reported, and ultimately two designs were

chosen, No. 1 being by Mr. George Smith, Edin-

burgh, premium 100/.; and No. 2, by Mr. Matthew's,

Aberdeeu, premium 50/.

A SUGGESTION FOR STEREOGRAPHERS.

Could not a stereoscope be easily so invented, and

stereographs so arranged in it, as to display in succes-

sion different phases or aspects of one and the same

edifice, or of one and the same statue, or (by help of

stereographs prepared with several binocular cameras

at once) even of one and the same living person ?

let us suppose, for example, that the stereoscope is so

made that it will receive four distinct stereograjjhs,

representing the foui* sides of a church, and united at

right angles, the two crossed and mortised cards

being stereographed on each side, and mounted on an

axis at the crossing of the two cards. So long as

one of the cards stands crossing the other at light

angles to the line passing from eye to eye, it will not

be visible at all while looking through the two lenses

of the stereoscope
;
the other, which is displayed in a

line parallel with the eyes, being alone visible, or

rather the view depicted on it. By some slight

ratchet movement and guide, the visible stereograph

could then he rapidly turned rouud into the pl.icc of

the invisible one, and that be made to display Ihe next

phase or aspect of the edifice or statue stereographed,

and so on till the four sides of it were all made to

appeal' iu succession, in one and the same central

position, as various aspects of one and the same solid

reality. The effect would be very much like that of

icalki'ig round the actual hiiildiug or the statue in the

solid, and in the same way all the peculiarities of form

and attitude in persons stereographed might be seen

in succession, one and the same attitude being realized

from different points of view, so ns to constitute a

perfect likeness, in profile right and left, and in front

face and back view', seen in succession, embodied as it

were in one and the same central form and posture,

as they simultaneously existed. The study of statues

in this way would be pai'ticularly interesting, and so

would that of buildiugs,—instructive indeed as well

as interesting.

Since I suggested the possibility of applying

the stereoscope to stereographs attached to or

printed on. the ordinary page of the Builder or

other illustrated journals, I find that a very simple

and cheap stereoscope now exists, whereby this can

at once be done. The article in question consists of

two magnifying lenses, simply set in a piece of flat

wood, and used like a doable eye-glass : it may be

had at Fleming’s, in O.tford-strcet, aud other photo-

graphers,—cost, 9d. to Is. ! It is even regarded as in

some respects superior to the boxed stereoscope. I

am still hopeful of the possibility of dispensing with

late the position of the friction roller on the inner

disk, and the other for indicating the quantity

measured.

For an Improved Machine for Pressing Hallotc

Brick, or Building Blocks. M. and J. H. Buck,

and F. A. Cushman, Lebanon, New Hampshire.

—

Claim : Operating the plunger, by means of the pecu-

liarly-constructed cam, in combination with toggle

aud cross-pin—when the same are constructed and

arranged to operate in relation to each other.

For an Improvement in Bo.ves for Pise-work

Walls. Otis Needham, and Wales Needham,

New Haven, Connecticut.—Claim : 1st. The con-

struction of the box with the movable end-plates

fitting to grooves in tbe side-plates, and with a roller

at one end near tbe top, and another at the other end

near the bottom, the one to run on the finished part

of a course of work which is in progress, and the

other on a finished course or on the foundation of the

wall, to guide the box in a horizontal line, while the

plates keep it from deviating laterally from a straight

line. 2nd. The plate applied and operating in com-

biualioE with tbe other parts of the box, to produce

window-caps, mouldings, or projections.

For Roofing Cement. R. 11. Smith, Cincinnati,

Ohio.—Claim : A cement formed by materials,

whereby a cement may be made and applied to roofing

and other purposes, without the aid of fire to render

it fluid, as heretofore, and by which the offensive smeU
arising from the use of coal-tnr, &c. is neutralized.

For an Improved Mode of Incorporating Bitu-

minous Liquids tcilh Jf'et Barthsfor Cement. Willis
H. Johnson, Springfield, Illinois. — Claim: The
comhioatiou of bituminous liquid and aqueous cements

or mortars.

For an Improved Mode of Lathing and Plaster-

ing. John G. Vaughan, Middleborough, Massa-

chusetts, Assignor (by mediate transfer), to Isaac M.
Singeh, City of New York.—Claim : Plastering ceil-

ings, or other surfaces, on lathing farmed and secured,

so as to leave interstices between them, with parallei

sides oblique to the surface of the plastering wheu
put ou.

For an Improvement in Staircases. Augustus
Eliaehs, Boston, Massachusetts.—Claim : Forming

separate and independeut “ string pieces,” between

which the treads are held and griped
;
the whole being

secured by a screw bolt, that forms a part o^, or is

attached to, the baluster.

For an Improvement in Bridges. D. C. M'Cullum,
Oswego, New York.—Claim : So combining the arch

brace with the arched cord or beam, the top horizontal

surface of the abutment or pier, and the lower cord or

tie, by means of the iron shoe and tension rods, as

that the thrust of the arched cord shall be thrown
down upon the abutment, aud any deflection iu the

lower cord be counteracted by’ an upward force at

each end of the tension rods. .Also, tbe method of

lengthening or shortcuiug the braces of abridge truss

A BUILDER’S CONTRACT OF THE
FIFTEENTH CENTURY.

JES3E ALTAR IN ST, CUTHBERT’s CHURCH,
TVELLS.

The churcli of St. Cuthbert, in Wells, is a
large building cliiefly of the Third Pointed
period, and consists of a nave, aisles, chancel,

and north and south transepts. A writer in

Notes and Queries has given the following par-

ticulai's in connection with an ancient contract

for masonry :

—

“The western tower is known as one of the

finest examples of tower architecture in Somer-
setshire. On each side of the chancel, and in

each transept, are chantry chapels with separate

dedications. In the year ISIS, Mr. H. Powell,

the then churchwarden, commenced some exten-

sive restorations, and, in the course of his

labours, made some most interesting discoveries.

Against the eastern w'ali of each of the tran-

septal chapels were found reredos, brought to

light on removing the plaster from the walls.

Each reredos consisted of tiers of niches with,

canopies, &c. the sculptured ornaments of which,

were of the richest and most elegant designs.

That iu the south transept was apparentlv of a
later date than the other, and not so elaborate

in its details. It was intended to illustrate the

genealogy of our Lord. At the base •was the

recumbent figure of Jesse, from whose body the

stem could be traced, and no doubt ran through

the whole series of statues which formerly stood

in the niches above. The figure of Jesse was
boldly and beautifully carved ; but portions of

this, as well as the ornamental canopies, &c.
where they projected from the wall, had been
chopped otf, the figures broken into fragments,

thrown into the niches, aud then plastered over,

so as to present an even surface,—an example
of the mischiefs effected by the iconoclastic

Yandals of tlie lleformatiou. Nothing was
known of the history of tiiesc beautiful reraaius

until a short time since, when the following

curious document was found among the city

records :

—

'The Model of ye Blessed J'irgiii's Alter Piece.

An luflentiirc made betwixt JP iVilliam Vowell,

blaster of y* Towne of Wells, Wiliyani Stekylpath

and Thomas Coorset of the one parte (Chosen

Wardens for Our Lailyc’s Alter), and John Stowell

iTrccinason of the other parte; For the makinge

of the froiintc of the Jesse at our Ladyes Alter at

St. Cuthhert’s Church in Welles aforesaide.

This ludenturc made at Welles iu the Shire of

Somerset y'-’ 25'’' daye of Feb^ in y' yeare of our
or girder by which the truss may be elevated or L'jrd 1470 aud yeare of Kiuge Heurye y" VI from
depressed as required, by means of the yoke, the '

yf heginiiinge 49 betwccncM'^ William Vowell Master
plate on the eud of the brace, and the straining pieces

|
bf y' City of Welles, William Stekylpath and Thomas

with their nuts.
|

Coorset, Wardens of our Ladye's Alter iu the Church
For an Improved Machine for Cutting Veneers ' of St. Cuthbert iu Welles foresaid on that one parte,

from (he Log. Joseph H. Goodell, Bridgepoit,

Connecticut.—Claim : The combination and arrange-

ment of the reciprocating log-carrying slide, unsup-

ported by trunnions or axles for its curvilinear play,

with the fixed guiding strips and stationary knife,

when said guiding strips serve as the sole guide to

give to the log carrier its curvilinear movement and
simultaneniis side action; whereby a steadier and
more reliable united double bearing is given to the

and John Stowell of Welles foresaid ffreemason on
that other parte. Witnesseth that the said John
Stowell hath take to make and shall make or do to

be made well sullicientlye and workemauly and
pleymorly performc and within 16 Moneths next

suing the date of this Indenture. All the Workman-
shipp and JIasonry Crafte of a Frounte Innynge to

y" Alter of our Ladye within y® Churche of St.

Cuthbert in Welles foresaid in y® South He of the
log in its movements, the log may be secured with same

;
The which Frounte shall extend in breadth fro

facility to the carrier, and the driving power is com-
|

the Koyne of the Arch beinge the North parte of the
municated to the log in a more positive and direct said Alter unto the Augill bciiigc in y® south side of
manner for cutting with increased ease and precision

; the Alter foresaidc. Alsoe y® said Frounte shall arise

thin veneers. Also, hinging the knife-holding frame in bcighte from the groundiuge of y® saide Alter unto
any stereoscope however, by the almost instinctive

, hnire-feeding slfje or frame, for the easy ! Wall plate „t jv
, le tores°.iit or else litllelake so

arranaement oi the eves in the wav indicated : and j i- ...-i -lii... ; .. '
.

•

^ as it may mosfe convenyeiitlye be proportioned and
a^angement of the eyes in the way indicated

;
and

, double adjustabhity^of the knife.

stercosMpi^assistan™^^

^ ea s me
^ For an Improved Method o/ ///(? ' moste stablish’d. In which Frounte shiil stand three

^ '

\ of Carpenters’ Planes. Thomas D. Wobkall, ;
stagis of Imagei7 accordinge to y® geucology of our

i Lowell, Massachusetts.—Claim : The arrangement of Ladye wylh theire basyugs, hovelis and tabernaclis,

j

the rack aud pinion, and the clamp, so that, whileRECENT AhlERICAN PATENTS.=

For an Improvement in E.v.cavators. Wm. Pro-
' o’’

VINES, Columbia, Missouri.-Claim : In combination sides of the rack bar shall serve as bear-

with the scoops that cast their contents from them, it’gs ’he clamp to work against.
,

.

the trigger and spring, for the purpose of regulating
, ,

ior^ Iffiffoved Method of Adjusting the Size of

the point at which the scoops shall divest themselves
,

J- Iolman. South

of their load, so as to raise it higher, or cast it farther
Smtuate, Massachusetts.—Claim : ihe application to

from the trench that is being cut.

For an Improvement in Instruments for Measur-
ing Boards. James Jones, Rochester, New York.

—

Claim; My means of so adapting the instrument,
that it may be applied to the actual surface—whether
of a board or other article—such means consisting of
the outer and inner disks, combined with the two
Indices, one of said indices being intended to regu-

* Selected from the lists published in the Journal of Ihe
Franklin Inttitute, of Pen .syhania.

well aud workuiaulye made and wrouglite. There

shill alsoe arise from the basyngs of y® said Frounte

bytwene Image and Image, Cuorses well and worke-

manlyc wrouglite trayles runuiiige in the saidCoorses

aecofdiuge to the woikes foresaid with two wyngU
coroyinge out from the said frounte after the bredth

of the Alter, freight with Imagery such as can be

the common plane, of the screw attachment and key
|

thought by the Master and his brothers moste

I
through the same, thereby regulating the mouth, aud

!
greatly increasing its value.

For an Improved Tubular Auger. J. A. Rey-
nolds, Elmira, New York.—Claim : The employ-

ment of an auger, whose shank or stem shull form a

screw when combined with a guiding tube surround-

ing the screw shank of the auger, but not coverin;

accordinge to the story of y® saide frounte. In y®

lowest p’te of y® whiche stagis sluill be a Jesse; the

which Jesse shall linially ruiine from Image to Image

through all the foresaid frounte aud coorses as work-

maulye as it can be wroiighte. To all the whiche

workes and businesso the foresaid John Stowell shall

Slide or do finde all iiiauer of Stuffe, as well freeston

the head thereof. Also, the use of the gnide tube, I
fair and profitable as rough stone, lyme, sand, yron,

when combined with the sliding carriage—said car-
|

lead aud scafold Tyiubcr and all other atuffe uecessai-y

riage constructed with the slide.
[

to the said workis to be had. For the which work-
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raansliip aud stufTe as it is above writ tbe foresaid
'

John Stowell shall have and receyve of the said
|

Maister or Wardens or theire deputies Forty poundes ,

pay in good and lawful money of England, in suchewise
'

and at suchc tymes as it sayth hereafter : First at the

sealingc of this Indenture, forty shillinges and after

that weekly as it may be understood that the worke

gocth forth. All the residue to be paid at the end of

the foresaid weeks, save alwayes before that the said

Master and Wardens have remayuinge in their hands

till the foresaid workis bee perfecllye ended five

pounds. For all the whichc Covenants well and

trulyc to be performed the said John Stowell bindeth

himselfe his eyres and his executors by obligation in

Twenty pounds to be payd to y'’ said Mr. William

Vowell or to his assignees so that the sayd John

breake any of the Covenants foresaid. In witnessc

whereof the said partys foresaid have putt theire

settles &c.’”

AN AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
ARCHITECTS.

An architect, writing from New York, says,
—“ We

have just been founding an American Institute of

Architects here : after failures in years gone by, the

hour has ari'ivcd. All the leading architects have

coincided: we have had meetings for organization.

Trustees have been elected, funds subscribed, an open-

ing address has been made by Jlr. Upjohn, tlie Nestor

of New York, and another by Mr. Walters, the architect

of the Capitol.” At the next meeting—the first regular

one for the transaction of business—Mr. Cdvcrt
Vaux was to read the paper of the evening.

TASTE OF THE WORKING MAN.
For some time past—and perhaps from time im-

memorial,—there seems to bare prevailed au opinion

with reference to the taste of the working classes in

this country,—calling in question their capacity to

appreciate the beniitiful in works of art. Very much
also is insisted upon the necessity of means being

afforded them for the cultivation of this taste, and of

extending among them a knowledge of art,—a remark,

by the way, which may appropriately apply to the

critics themselves. Wc arc inclined to think that the

working classes, taking them generally, are «oi!

destitute of a taste for the fine arts, or for any object

whatever that has a power of charming the eye. That

this sensibility to feci and perceive beauty when pre-

sented to them requires constant culture, and is sus-

ceptible of continual improvement, we readily admit.

, The minds of this, as of every other, class

receive differently, and arc differently acted upon by,

impressions from external objects, and vary in this

respect like the nature of various soils
;

and, as dif-

ferent soils must be prepared to receive seed sown into

them, so it is with minds,—whatever is received there,

whatever emotion of pleasure, whatever refining in-

fluence objects of art infuse into that receptacle, is

according to the power of the recipient.

This caut about the deficieucy of taste iu the work-

ing classes is an injustice to them and to their peculiar

character, which is favom’able to the insight of the cause

-of beautiful effects rather than otbenvise, they being

practically acquainted w'ith the principles and working
of those very arts or handicrafts connected with ait

about which their decriers arc so clamorous. No one

who has mixed much with them but, with ordinary

discernment, will soon discover that the elements of

this taste, of W'hich critics think they are the sole

possessors, are possessed by them in a greater or less

degree. Apart from considering the dexterity, genius,

and ready contrivance they show in their work (take

any department), they give evidence of it in their

attempts at decorating, as far as their means will

allow, their little household or garden (if happily they
have one), taking great pleasure in tbe cullivatiou of

flowers, and scattering around them ornaments, it

may he of a cheap kind, yet all that they can afford,

for the purpose of breatliing something of an air of

poetry, under diflicuUics, and having a recollection of

fair Nature, whom they would fain see more fre-

quently. Tills element, it is true, often smoulders
Irom hard circiunstances, till perhaps it dies away,
and is thought by some never to have existed: it is

often sacrificed to the demands of necessity. But,
though this occurs, there is a field of exertion open

j

and we wish there was a stronger meeting and race of

competitors. And the beat vindication of the working
man on this point, with some writers about his taste,

is the desire manifested by them to visit the art-trea-

sures exhibited with such suitable This stimulus
they long wanted, and it is now added. Some examples
of workmanship, in joinery, carving, for instance,

pronounced by the best judges as no less monuments
of industry than of talent for design and skill in

execution, have been the work of some unknown,
perhaps half-educated, working joiner, but he had
Itute, and determined to excel some production which

he saw, and so achieved fame. How many an obscure,

hard-working man’s talents have been brought forth

by the spirit of rivalry which such an exhibition

nurses, and the issue of his skilled bauds and fine

brain combined has been presented to the admiration

of royalty, and the workman has been brought before

the great of the land 1 All of us loving and interested

in the arts, and those who pursue them with success,

must hope that these exhibitions, the instruments of

public and artistic education, will remain a permanent

resource and encouragement. When we witness the

multitudes of working men pressing eagerly to con-

template the treasures opened to them, and find them

so much interested iu and making such apt remarks

on the contributions of gems, pictures, carving, and

furniture, straining a point of business to behold

another palace of art, or a newly completed magnifi-

cent dome in the metropolis
;
we think such men, the

pioneers, may probably become the directors, of public

taste. Frederick Lush.

33oottg BacfCibfU.

Bioqraplaes of Distinguished Scientife lien. By

Francois Aeago, Member of tbe Institute. Trans-

lated by Admiral W. II. Smyth
;
the Rev. Baden

PowEU.
;

and Robert Grant, Esq. London

:

Longman aud Co. 1857-

This volume of the series of English translations of

M. Arago’s works consists of his own autobiography,

and a selection of some of his memoirs of eminent

scientific men, both Conlincntal and British. The

latter comprise the lives of Bailey, llerschcl the elder,

Laplace, Fourier, Carnot, plains, Fresnel, Ihomas

Young, and James Watt. The volume, therefore, is

one of very general aud miscellaneous interest. Sup-

ported, however, as wc hci'e find, by the translators

themselves, wc no longer refrain from expressing a

regret which we formerly felt, and which there is here

new occasion to fed, that a man of Arago s celebrity

should have betrayed occasional symptoms of a narrow-

spirited jealousy, and an unfairne-'S of judgment,

where, by some slight twist of facts and circum-

stances, he could diminish the glory of a foreigner by

exaggeratiug that of a fellow FreQcliimm. Such is

the case in respect to Watt. In the midst of vciy

magnanimous-looking eulogy, M. Arago actually so

starts his countryman, Papin, of the “digester,” as

a coadjutor of Walt, or co-sharer with liim in the

merit of inventing the steam-engine, as to give to

Papiu a decree of prominence which is quite ridi-

culous. Papin laboured in the same field as Savery,

in experimeuts on the effects of steam as a motive

power, but, as Mr. Fairbairn remarks, in a note on

this very subject, appended to the volume under

notice, we have yet to learn that that power was ever

applied by him to the organic parts of an engine, cal-

culated to overcome the resistance of a load, sucb as

the propulsion of machinery or the raising of water

from mines. It is, indeed, “ unbecoming in a great

man aud a great nation,” as Mr. Fairbairn adds, “to

attempt to drag forward competitors where no com-

petition exists,—where, in fact, the inventor stands

alone as the benefactor of the human race.

We remember the pain with which we noted, in

a previous volume of Arago’s works, the laboured, if

not very judicious, mixture of magnanimity and detrac-

tion with which Sir John Ilcrschel was haudled. The

translators, in their very brief preface to the present

volume, cannot refrain from allnding pointedly to the

“ doubt ” which “ could not but be Iclt ” as to tbe

“perfect fairness ofAvago’sjudgment” in “pronouncing

on the claims of disliugu'shed individuals.” It is

long since considerations sucb as these led the writer

of tbe present notes to suspect that Arago was him-

self somewhat overrated as a man of first-rate ability

;

for no such man ever displays anything like a paltiy

jealousy of the greatness of others. As regards his

own autobiography, too, there is a defect somewhat

parallel, though of quite anoihcr description, but just

such as one might expect from a mere second-rate mind.

There is,as his translators themselvesalmostadmit, “an

air of romance” iu it, here and there, which “invests

some of the adventures” with a "suspicion of occa-

sional embellishment.” la relation to the history of

science, this memoir gives some interesting particulars,

which disclose to us much of the interior spirit of the

Academy of Sciences, not always of a kind the most

creditable to some of Arago’s former contemporaries
;

but a far higher interest belongs to those eloquent

memoirs or eloges of eminent departed men of science

who had attained the distinction of being members of

the Academy.

VARIORUM.

A second edition of Mr. Ruskin’s “ Notes on

some of the principal Pictures exhibited in the rooms

of the Royal Academy and the Society of Painters in

Water-Colours,” has been issued by Smith aud Elder

(Cornhill), but does not contain any additional matter.

The Notes this year are pleasant aud suggestive read-

ing, chiefly remarkable for the praise of some hereto-

fore found fault with, and the condemnation of the

work of one hitherto his idol. “ The pre-Raphaelite

cause,” he says, “ has been doubly betrayed, by
the mistimed deliberation of one of its leaders,

and the incflicicnt haste of another.” — A “ Report

to the Hon. the Commissioners of Sewers of

the City of Lonilou, of the results of the Gaugings

of the Sewers discharging within the limits of the

City of London during the year 1853,” by Mr. ^m.
Haywood, the engineer to the commission, has

been made and printed. This is an elaborate piece

of work, containing the result of some millions of

figures in calculation and in registration of observa-

tions, proving, as we freely gram &L*. Haywood, that

he has not had on his nightcap, even at times when it

ought to have been comfortably drawn down over

his no longer wakeful eyelids. Wc believe we did

insinuate, in a scarcely serious way, that Mr. Hay-

wood seemed to meditate putting some such stopper

on the question of sewer ventilation in the City
;

but

Jove himself occasionally “ nods and our readers

know' very well that we have willingly, and oft, done

justice to the exertions of the active engineer to the

City Sew'ers Commission. It appears from his report,

now under notice, that the total average discharge

from the City sewers in dry weather, per diem (Sun-

days excepted), is 3,255,810 cubic feet, or 20,316,442

gallons, the maximum discharge being between

11 A.M. and 12 a.m. when its average is 349,750
cubic feet per minute ;

and the minimum between

2 A.M. aud 3 A.M. when it is 1,033 cubic feet per

miuute. The moat laborious portion of the report is

iu a tabular form. We lately gave some account

of a hopeful project for the formation of a college at

Gnoll Castle, in the vale of Neath, South Wales.

The scheme is now completely developed iu a small

volume published by Stanford, 6, Charing-cross, and

Westerton, KuightsbriJge, under tbe title of “ The
Principles of Collegiate Education discussed and

elucidated, iu a description of Gnoll College, a

ualional institution adapted to the wants of the age.”

The volume contains a map showing the central posi-

tion of the college and some of tbe facilities afforded

by such a position ; and a lithographed view of Gnoll

Castle and Neath. The programme Las now the

names of the Resident Executive Council appended to

it, namely, William Bullock Webster, Lewis C.

Ilcrstlet, and Trelawny Saunders, and in an appendix

is a list of local supporters, containing many highly

influential names. Mr. Liddell, of Hull, a gentle-

man who lakes an active interest in ragged and indus-

trial schools, has prepared “A Brief Account of the Hull
Ragged and Industrial Schools,” which has been pub-

lished by Messrs. Longman and Co. tbe profits, if any,

for behoof of the school. This tract may be regarded as

a treatise on such schools iu general, and the best

mode of coiiducling them. A very creditable new
building has been erected at Hull for the Ragged and
Industrial Schools there, from plaus by Mr. Botterill,

architect, Messrs. Hall aud Sons, contractors. At
tills school there were ninety boys and seventy-six

girls doling tbe past j’ear. The new building lias

dormitories, baths, clothing stores, industrial schools,

master’s residence, and various other appendages.—
“ A Slice of Bread and Butter cut by G. Cruikshank

’*

(Tweedie, Strand, publisher) is a tract bearing on
Ragged Schools and Reformatories, in which the

author, in bis own peculiar way, urges the necessity

of going to the root of the evil which calls for such

institutions, which root he regards as, above all else,—

drink and dissipation amongst the parents of those

for whom Ragged Schools and Reformatories are

founded
;
and there is too much truth in what Mr.

Cruikshank urges. Intoxicating liquors are the

cause of niue-tenths of all the crime and all the star-

vation which darken tbe lot of this prosperous nation.

They convert industry into idleness, sanity into mad-
ness, aud goodnature into murderous malice, masking

and translorming all who partake of them unduly into

devils incarnate. The practical instigation to crimes

excited by the contrast between the honest beggar-

boy in rags at the Ragged School, and the convicted

thief in smart costume at tbe Reformatory, is pointedly

aud graphically described by Mr. Cruikshank in the

little tract before us : this is just a miniature copy of

the sad picture presented by the contrasts between

the workhouse and the prison for the adult : when will

such national iniquities be abolished? Amongst
the more generally useful of the “books received”

since our last, we may note “ The English Bread-book

for Domestic use
j

adapted to Families of every

grade ” (Longmans, publishers), by Eliza Acton,

author of “Modem Cookery.” This little volume,

besides practical receipts for many varieties of bread,

contains notices of the present system of adulteration,

acid its consequences, and of improved baking pro-

cesses and institutions established abroad, tbe best

forms of oven for bread-baking, &c.
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"Ventilation of Sewees.” —

Y

our article,

" ‘Where there’s a Will there’s a Way,” is confirmed,

by admission, every day ; but oircumlocntion and pro-

crastination have Lecorne the leading features of mis-

managemeut and neglect in evm-y department. "^Ve

become so inured to abuses and evils, that the talhing

over them is considered sufficient
;
the remedies sub-

mitted by thoughtful, inventive men, for curatives,

are admitted to be good, but the habit is sucb, un-

fortunately, that “ the loch is never put on the stable

door nntil tbe horse is stolen.” So it is and will be

with our " sewage nuisance,” daily getting worse and

worse, as every mau with a sense of smelling can have

proof by getting near or passing over the gully grates

or vents in mid streets of London and TScstminster,

the latter district being worse, by the flatness of the

district sewer inverts. Cholera and typhus arc there

engendered and bred, and when the burst out of

disease arrives, all is then panic and confusion, and

the chances are that the worst, most ineffective, and

useless remedies are then badly applied. “ Trapping by

proper water-supply and attention to the gully

grates;” “introducing chemical (approved) fluid or

other disinfectants into the sewers ;

“ annihilating ad

cesspools “ destroying the accumulative gas of sewers

by chemical agency, and burning off residue in fur-

naces and conducting shafts by e.thaustion ;
these arc

the remedies, but then they are the things desirable

and another
“
but ” comes in the way :

“ they are pro-

tected by patent, and the howl is raised as against a

mad dog, by those who had no brain to invent, but

who would avaii themselves of it surreptitiously, evade

it, or, as they generally do, neglect to apply it uutil

forced by clamour aud the powerful voice of the

Press.” Pray follow on with loud and determined

calls to action.—W. Austin, C.E.

Peepaeation of Laecu for Building.—The

wood raniiager in Scotland for Lord Seafield, Mr.

Brown, of Grantown, states that trees of from seventy

to eighty years old, in every respect sound, may be

used for beams, lintel?, joists, and couples, wiih every

certainty that a centurj’ will elapse ere they decay

;

but in order to ensure this, the trees must be felled

between November and March, and immediately after-

wards cot up and properly laid past to dry for at least

twelve months. To the using of young larch, and to

want of seasoning, are chiefly to be attributed the

early decay of larch when employed for building

purposes. The utility of generally eniploying pine

limber, of home growth, for the purpose under notice,

he adds, is very questionable
;
unless in the north,

w’here there is pine limber to be had of quality equal,

if not superior, to any imported. The utility of

steeping in corrosive sublimate, &c. to prevent decay,

he thinks, is very questionable. For the finer boarded

pai-ts of a building, as larch is much disposed to warp,

and is somewhat difficult to work, foreign deal should

he used.

Development of the Mineral Wealth of

Ireland.—It is well known that Ireland is parti-

cularly rich in valuable minerals, such as lead, iron,

copper, and other metallic ores
;
aud marble, slate,

and other building materials. So unfavourable, how-

ever, has the state of the country possessed of such

sources of wealth been till lately, that almost nothing

has ever been done to realize these valuable products.

But a very different future appears to be opening on
Ireland. One of the signs of these happier times

seems to be the starliug of a new scheme for the

working of the minerals in Mayo, and especially of

lead, marble, and slate, by a company called “ The
"West of Ireland Mining Company,” who are issuing

a prospectus on the subject. A lease has been granted

by the Jlarquis of Sligo to Sir James Dombrain, on

favourable terms, of a tiact of land 200 square miles

in area, awl embracing all the mines and minerals in

the western and south-western districts of Majo,
which is very favourably situated both as regards

water power and sea frontage
;
and it is anticipated

that a monopoly of the American trade iu slates,

marbles, &c. may soon be secured by tbe company, to

whom this lease is to be made over. Among the di-

rectors we observe Mr. Dargan’s name.

The Liverpool Timber Trade.—In his monthly
JFood Circxdar, of 29th ult. Mr. Edward Chaloner
states that the arrivals from British Amcrira during
the month, consist of three vessels, 2,209 tons,

against oue vessel, 534 tons, in the like month last

year. Owing to the continued high rate of interest,

and the near approach of tbe import season, there has

been a marked falling off in the cousnniptiou of all

wood from the Baltic and British America; and os

the stocks held over are more than have been expected,
a general decline in prices for the forthcoming imports
may be reckoned on. At auction, two-thirds of the
cargo just arrived per Elizabeth Ann. Bright, from
St. John, were sold at equal to an average of 8i^. Ss.

for the cargo. Deal ends, 6/. 2s. 6d.
;

fourth-quality,

'll, fis. Scantlings, 11. 10?. to 11. 12s. 6d.

[.JuxE 6, 1857.

Artificial Petrifaction of Wood.— Count

Dembinski’s method of dissolving quartz by the aid

of carbonate of soda, to facilitate the extraction of

gold from the quartz, was found to be objectionable

on account of the costliness of the process. This

objection, it is said, has been removed by a subsequent

discovery. A product of this process is silicic acid,

an effective anli-rot application. Timber impreg-

nated with it by means of hydraulic pressure is, in

fact, artificially petrified, and is not only protected

from dry-rot, but from the attacks of worms and

ants, and is rendered susceptible of a polish equal to

that of marble.

Gas. — A trial of Mr. Knapton’s invention for

lighting railway carriages with gas has been made

between York and Jlilford Junction, when a first-

class carriage of the Great Northern was lighted with

gas: each of the three compartments had an argaud

burner, allowing newspapers to he read with ease.

The apparatus is exceedingly simple. Uudemeath

the flooring of the carriage is fixed the “ dry gasome-

ter,” composed mostly of galvanised rubber. When
inflated, it contains 75 cubic feet of gas, -which lighted

three argand burners for rather more than eight

hours, thus affording ample time to proceed from

York to the metropolis, without any want of gas.

A carriage with three gas lights, travelling from

York to London, cost, it is said, a fraction under

2^(1. whilst oil would be consumed, amounting to

Is. T^d. Some railway companies have given Mr.
Koapton orders for his apparatus. Mr. J. T. Thomp-
son, of Newry, has also patented a method of lighting

railway carriages with ga«, which, is said to have

proved successful on several trials. During the win-

ter of 1856, the Galena and Chicago Railway (U.S.)

had some carriages fitted with India-rubber gashol-

ders under each carriage, invented by Messrs. Hill

aud Deraeresf, Rochester, New York, which led Mr.

Thompson to endeavour to introduce a system he

considered would be practicable on English railways.

The gasometer is made of thin wrought-irou plates,

merely requiring sufficient water to form an hydrau-

lic packing, 1 inch in breadth, round the gasometer.

Mr. Thompson's endeavour is to have but one gaso-

meter to each train. 'ITie Forres Gazette states

that, in consequence of a waste of gas arising from

the smallness of their works, the Forres Gas Com-
pany have resolved to raise the pirice of their gas

from 9s. to 128., although the works must be enlarged.

The immediate extension of the works, adds the jour-

nal named, would have enabled the directors, while

manufactniiog nearly double the present quantity of

gas, with about the same outlay for mauagemeut,

and with tbe saving from waste, to have reduced tlie

price instead of raising it, whereas the raising of tbe

price will diminish the consumption, and lower the

income. Perbajis the desire of the sagacious direc-

tors is to reduce the consumption till the present

works be no longer too small, so that they may save

the outlay necessary to enlarge the works ! This is

but too likely to be the result, whatever he the desire

of the directors.

Nitrogen in Steel.— At the meeting of the

Society of Arts on 27lh ult. Mr. Fairbairn, F.R.S. iu

the chair, the paper read .'was “On some Combina-

tions and Phenomena that occur among the Elements

engaged in the Mauufucture of Iron, and iu the con-

version of Iron into Steel,” by Mr. Christopher

Biuks. The author began by remarking that the

generally received theory of the formation and compo-
sition of steel was not satisfactory. Theveryold practice

of using ferrocyanide of potassium as an agent of conver-

sion was worth consideratiou. This compound contained

nitrogen aud potassium as well as carbon. He then pro-

ceeded to give the details of a scries of experiments

made by exposing commercial malleable iron to the

action of various substances at a liigh temperature,

and remarked that as far as those trials extended,

there had always been a co-operation of both carbon

and nitrogen whenever steel was produced, though it

still remained to be determined whether this was
absolutely necessary to its formation. It was also

remarkable that various nitrogenous matters, such as

horn and leather shavings, animal charcoal, and other

substauces, were commouly used, either in the manu-
facture or in the tempering of steel. Analyses made
by hinjself ])roved that the best kinds of steel con-

tained shout one-fifihper ceut. of nitrogen. In coarse

of his remarks allusion was made to the fact that in

the formation of the celebrated East-Imiian steel,

called "Wootz, highly azolized or uitrogenized vege-

table substances were used. At the close Mr. Biuks

acknowledged the deep obligations the iron world

owed to Mr. Bessemer, were it merely for the prac-

tical development of the vivid re-action of atoaos-

plieric air and molten iron, at same time expressing

his contempt for the hypercriticisms directed against

Mr. Bessemer’s exertions. A discussion ensued, in

which Messrs. D. Mushet, F. A. Abel, T. M. Glad-

stone, F. Braithwaite, C. D. Archbald, R. Fletcher

the chairman, and others took part.

The Sewers.—In your obliging notice of my
recent publication, “ Facts and Fallacies of the Sewer-
age System of London,” you i»r.clude your observa-

tions by saying, “ Mr. Rogers’s panacea is peat char-

coal.” Pardon me, if 1 say this is a misconception.

My proposition is, “ that a metal pipe be laid through

the sewers, into which all the water-closets shall dis-

charge.” If this were done, “peat charcoal” would
not be an actual essential,—although now admitted

to he the best deodorant : there arc others which
would answer the purpose, because the matter iu the

pipes would he but slightly decomposed, beiug pro-

tected from atmospheric action, and when discharged

into the filteriug chamber at tbe sewer mouth, other

means than “peal charcoal” might be used to effect

deodorization to a sufficient extent,—if there be any
well-founded objection shown to its use. My proposed

system is, iu fact, the separation of cxcretary matter

from the surface and culinary water, thereby preveuting

theaccumulalioniu the sewers of that which no quantity

of water can wash out of them, at the same time per-

mitting the nncbccked discharge of such matter at all

times of tide, inasmuch as that the influx of water

iuto the sewers would not affect the closed pipes, and
stoppage in them would be immediately remedied by
the action of “vacuum.” You will, I am sure, do-

me the justice to insert this, as your observation

alluded to might be read in a sense which I cannot

belteve was iulended.

—

Jasper "W. Rogers.

The First Crystal Palace Flower Show.—
The flower show at Sydenbaiii was held on Saturday,

30thnit. and theresuUwas morcthanordiuarily satisfac-

tory, the number of competitors beiug large, aud the

displayof flowersmoremagni'.iccutlhauou former occa-

sions. Azaleas, roses, geraniums, heaths, calceolarias,

cactuses, and fuchsias, all in their most delicate or

most gorgeous hues,—the varied aud graceful ferns,

and a collection of orchids,—not forgetting that

extraordinary product of nature, vulgo, the pitcher

plaut,— contributed^ much to the beauty of llic exhi-

bition. The whole system of water-works was

brought into use for the first time this season, but

unfurtuuately the two great csseutials to their per-

fectness, still air and snushinc, were wanting.

Common Lodging-houses.—Fiom a repoi-t ad-

dressed to the Home-office by Captain Harris, the

Assistant-Commissioner of the i^letropolitan Police,

it appears that the Act for the well ordering of com-

j

mon lodging-houses has now been iu operation since

I

the year 1851, and has been attended by most bene-

'ficiai results. The houses arc much improved aud

,

daily improving ; the keepers are of a better class

and the accooiraodatiou provided for the poor, without

being dearer, is, in all respects, of a higher standard.

Cases arc adduced to illustrate tbe iiatni-e and extent

of the evils arising in house-s not controlled by law,

and at the close of the rL’port there are a number of

letters fioiii medical officers of health and others,

. urging the advantage of applying such an Act to-

single" apartments let separately, and occupied by the

poor. Under the present Act, 14,570 keepers have

been served with “ notices to register,” and 6,292 of

these houses have been surveyed and measured to ac-

commodate 91,106 persons; 2,355 houses have been

“ pcruu'uenlly ” registered, and are used as common
lodging-honses, wholly or in part

; 6,275 houses, unfit

for registralion, have been given np
; 3,897 casual

' houses arc under strict supervision. The imuiher of

model lodging-houses is 104, accommodating 989
families, and 882 single persons. "Wc may return

shortly to the snbjtct of this very interesting report.

Music.—“ Operatic Proverbs’’—Mr. Val. Morris,

favourably kuovvn both as a composer and executant,

has written aud composed for Mr. and Mrs. Henri

Drayton a drawing-room opera, or, as he calls it,

“ A* Prover’a,” for two perforiners only, which is

exceedingly clever, aud should increase his reputation

greatly. Two or three of the airs ought to he very

popular : for example, the first romance in the second

part, “There is a charm,” sung by Mr. Drayton.

Mrs. Dint ton acts with much spirit aud iutclligence.

Fire Escapes.—Drive a strong staple into the

upper part of every window-frame, either in one or

every floor of the house : provide two blocks, with

two or Ibi-ce pulleys in each. Now put a rope through

each pulley, of a length sufficient to reach the ground-

from tbe top of the window. Provide also a strong

bag, or sack, of about 4 feet deej) and IS inches wide,

with a wooden holtoiu, and a few hoops to keep the

sack open. ^Vhen an imhappy occasion requires the

use of these, k-t the hoop of the U[)per block bo hung

in the staple ; then, the person or persons must stand

in the wooden bottom, draw the sack up about them,

aud hang the siring of the sack on the hook of the

under block, when any one person may, with the

;
greatest ease and safety, let another down into the

- street ;
aud drawing up the sack again, may, in like

. manner, let down a whole family,—women, children,

• sick, old, and infirm ;
and, at last, lower himself down

,
by holding the same open in hia hands.

I

J. Brucb Niil.
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Cozens Testimonial.”—The “ Cozens testi-

monial,” consisting of a service of plate, will be pre-

sented to that gentleman, as founder of the Builders’

Benevolent Institution, at the London Tavern, on

Tuesday, the 9lh inst.
;

cn which occasion Mr.
Alderman Win. Lawrence will preside, supported by
Mr. Alderman Wm. Cobitt, M.P. and other gentle-

men ;
and the subscribers will afterwards dine

together.

Society of Female Artists.—A number of

ladies have formed themselves into a society for the

exhibition of their productions, and have sent 358
works of art to 315, Oxford-street, where they are

now on view. What has led to this step we have not

heard, or how the movement originated. The start

might have been better managed.
Aluminium. — In the columns of a scientific jour-

nal, wherein unmitigated ridicule was recently cast

upon those who have been hopeful as to the future

uses of this somcwliat anomalous metal, we now find

the tables turned, and a new and hopeful spirit mani-
festing itself, which vies with anything we have ever

said on the subject, as will appear from the following

extract :
—“ We learn that the preparation of this

metal, according to the system proposed by Dr. H.
Rose, a celebrated German chemist, in 1855, has now
become an important manufacture, and our informant

remarks that this novel branch of industry, which

owes its development entirely to France, is worthy of

a position among the most interesting discoveries of

modern times. This metal, which has liitherto been

so extremely scarce, is said to have been made np
into articles the lightness of which aslouishes those

most diffienlt to be astonished The
works have been pursued almost without iutcvniption

at Ainfreville, and it is said that difficulties no longer

exist. Notwithstanding the high price of sodium,

aluminium is delivered from Amfreville at a price

which will admit of its being applied in a great num-
ber of instances. The price of alurainiiun would, of

course, he reduced in proportion as improvements are

made which will reduce the cost of sodium, the mnnu-
facturc of one being subservient to the other. Then
the manufacture of sodium is no longer dependant

upon circumstances requiring the study of chemists,

but is an industry which time will more fully deve-

lopo; and at Amfreville slow, but sure, progress is

being made in perfecting the manufacture.”

Fall of Arch, Shohdon-court.—Some incorrect

statements of this accident having appcired, the

architect, Mr. Alexander Milne writes,— I: was a seg-

ment arch : the span was between 18 feet and 19 feet,

and the rise from the springing to the soflit from
4 feet C inches to 5 feet. One of the abulmviits,

above 3 feet thick, consisted of the main wall of the

house, which rose about 35 feet above the springer.

The other was a new wall, 3 feet thick, the back side

of which rested against the natural soil. Neither of

these, it should be added, gave way, resting, as they

did, not on any weak, imperfect, or old ” foundation,

but on solid rock. The facts of the cose were these :

—

The arch was keyed in on the 23rd, and on the 25th

the centre was slacked for three hours before strilnug,

I the process of which was nearly' completed, when,
without giving any kind of warning, the arch fell.

There is no question as to either materials or work-
I manship : both were of the best quality. The acci-

dent was caused by the removal of the centre in too
• short a time after the keyiug-in of the arch, sufficient

: allowance not having been made for the moist notiiie

: of the grout poured on a few hours previously, and
f for the rain which hud ju't before fallen in torrents,

= so as to cause the green mortar to become almost
1 liquid.

Architectural Congress at Lincoln.—As
n notified by ns on the 23rd ult. the congress of various

p provincial architectural societies was held at Lincoln
0 -on the 25lh and subsequent days. The meetings
n were held in the city Assembly-rooms, the walls of

R which were covered with drawings, photographs, See.

1 The Rev. G. A. Poole read his paper on ' The Fabric

0 -of Lincolu Cutliedral.” On tbe second day of thecon-

? gross nearly fifty of the congr('Ssioiu?t3 made an cx-

a cursiun, as arranged, to Coleby, Sumertoii Castle,

N Navemby, Wclliugorc, Welbourue, Temple Bruer, &c.

;

it and in the evening there was a banquet in the Corn
E, Excliangc, Lincoln, the Bi^hop in the chair; and a
(D meeting in the Asscmhly-rooms, when several papers
!ti were read. The Mayor of Lincolu closed the congress
\i with a banquet on tbe following day.

Enlargement op George Watson’s Hospital,
h Edinburgh —Mr, Lessels, the architect of John
lii Knox’s Church and other buildings at Edinburgh, has
It prepared plans for thejmprovement, alteration, and
ID enlargement of George Watson’s Hospital, .an exteu-
litsive educational establishment in the suburbs of the
,'ntcitv. Large additiousareto be made, and an extended
ID and more liberal system of cdiicaiion adopted. The
iroworks, which comprise two new wings, extending
ioi southward to the meadows, arc to be at once pro-

^((oeeded witli.

Earl de Grey’s Conversazione.—On Friday,

the 29ih ult. Earl de Grey received the members of

the Royal Institute of British Architects at his house

in St. JamcB’s-square, and invited a large number of

persons eminent in art, science, and literature, in-

cluding many ladies to meet them. Pictures, draw-

ings, and books, afforded matter for conversation, and
the whole evening was a theme for praise.

The Discoverer or the Collodion Photo-
graphic Process.—Her Majesty the Queen, having

been informed that Mr. Scott Archer, the discoverer

of the application of collodion to photography (a

process which has superseded all others), had died,

leaving a young family unprovided for, has been

pleased to head a subscription by a gift of twenty
guineas. The Photographic Society of London have

followed with a grant of fifty pounds, and from the

general estimation in which Mr. Archer’s discovery is

held, a very handsome testimonial is expected to be

raised. Tlic committee-room is at 220, llcgcnt-strect,

and Sir William Newton, R.A. has kindly undertaken

the office of treasurer.

Joiners’ Movement at Halifax.—A lirge

meeting of house and ship joiners was held at Hali-

fax on 25th March last, when it was resolved to

solicit from their employers a rise of wages, from

7s. Cd. to Ss. 6d. a day currency, and a promise on
their part not to employ any one incapable of earn-

ing 6s. 6d. a day as the lowest rate of wages, to run
from Ist May next to Ist November, and at the same
rate per hour during the ensuing winter. A committee
of thirteen of those present was then appointed to

carry out the resolutions so come to.

[Advertisement.]
TO THE EDITOR OF THE “BUILDER.”

June 2nd, 1857.
Sir,—In the last number of the “ Builder” your

correspondent E. 0. S. has the fiiUowing paragraph :

—

‘Jennings’s plan is a great improvemenf, as yon
can remove the upper part of the connexion to exa-

mine the drain, but there is not space to clean it ont

properly.”

As the latter part of this statement is incorrect, I

trust you will allow me to remove the impression

entertyiaed by E. O. S., and that which it may have

given rise to in the minds of your readers.

Before determining the length of the chair and
saddle-pieces (“ not being restricted by my patent ”),

every contingency was imagined, opinions were taken,

and experiments tried, as to the introduction of such

an apparatus as would be likely to be used in cases

of stoppage.

Wiih every respect for the opinion of your corre-

spondent, 1 think “ single junctions and half-pipes”

might be forgotten, and a “ mark on the pavement or

wall” might disoppear; but a line of my pipes, with-

out record of any kind, will admit of examination

every two feet, if necessaiy, when the present readers

of the Builder shall have passed away.
I claim other, and greater advantages than that of

“ Exaniiiiiition but as these more properly belong
to your advertising coliimns, I respectfully refer your
readers to them.

And am, Sir, your obedient Servant,

George Jennings.

[advertisemicnt.]

TO THE EDITOR OF THE “ BUILDER.”

86, lli'gent-strect, June 2, 1857-
Messrs. Clark and Son,

Gentlemen,—In reply to your inquiry as to my
opinion of \oar shutters and work, I beg to say, that

tbe brass front, &c. you put iu for me, I tliink, is

equal iu finish, and, indeed, altogether such as is not

to be excelled by any other in London
;

it wears
well, and 1 think the colour of the brass is excellent.

As to the sluilters, it is now upwards of seven years

since tliey commenced work ; 1 believe, for repairs, a

few shillings will cover all charge, except a small

annual one for oiling. They do and have woiked
well during all that time, and no accident has oc-

curred to them; and I believe them to be in perfectly

sound condition now.

I bog to remain, yours obediently,

J.VMES Medwin.

TENDERS
For the erection of u rectory-house at Chilton-Cantelo,

near ‘Yeovil, Somerset. Mr. 'I'homas Bellumy, arcliiteel.

Quantities supplied by Mr. W. W. Gwyther:—
Greiv' £3,608 0 0
Lucas, Brolhers 3.570 0 0
Mansfield and Son 3,489 0 0

For repairs and additions to six bouses, Rushoy-green,
Lewisham, for Mr. J. F. Martin. Mr. J. Liddiard, urchi-
tect. Quantities supplied :

—

Butman £1,3S7 0 0
Todd .. 1.349 0 0
Piper 1,34:3 0 0
Coleman 1,138 0 0
Matthews 1,137 0 0

For finishing five bouses at St. George’s-plaoo, Knights-
bridge. Mr. F. R. Beeston, architect. Quantities sup-
plied by W. R. Qritten

Piper
OammoQ
Lucas, Brothers...
Greig
Lawrence
Wilson (accepted).
Downs

£13,093 0 0
13,670 0 0
11,753 0 0
11,390 0 0
11,277 0 0
10,840 0 0
10,745 0 0
10,663 0 0

For a new warehouse in Aldermanbury, for Mr. J.
Duncan. Mr. Charles Laws, architect. Quantities sup-
plied:

—

Jay £4,143 0 0
Butters 4,095 10 0
Brown 3,957 0 0
Ashby and Son 3,940 0 0
Smith 3,750 0 0
Perry 3,697 0 0
Glenn 3,690 0 0

For the erection of offices, No. 70, Great Tower-street,
City, for Messrs. T. and D. Henry. Messrs. John
Y'oung and Son, architects. Quantities supplied by Mr.
Charles J. .Sboppee :

—

Nicholson £3,520 0 0
Ashby and Horner 3,416 0 0
Ashby and Sons 3,313 0 0
Browne and Robinson 3,290 0 0
Little and Son 3,279 0 0
Scott 3,276 0 0
Piper and Son 3,232 0 0
Hubbs 2,745 0 0

For the erection of a new Congregational Chapel,
Morpeth-street, Mile-end. Mr. Jas. H. Fox, architect

Stevenson £2,075 0 0
Monday and Son 2,050 0 0

Rivett 2,033 0 0
Single 1.980 0 0
Wood and Sons 1,970 0 0
Hall and Son 1,950 0 0
Wilson 1,939 0 0
Putman and Fotheiiughum 1,896 0 0
Tarrant 1,889 0 0
Hocken 1,858 0 0
Rowe 1,808 0 0
linoor 1,795 0 0
Trollope and Sons 1,787 0 0
Hill 1,776 0 0
Morter 1,760 0 0

Bird 1,698 0 0
Smith 1,690 0 0
Ring and Stanger 1,662 0 0
Turner and Sous 1,659 18 0
Clever 1,605 0 0
White (accepted) 1,200 0 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

C. V. (make your own seleotiun. Send five or six of tlie views

and plana Good wishes).—An Old Subscriber.—Competitor.—
E D.—G. J.—E. T. B.-G. W.-C. J. R.—A Beaediot (the cause of

the Fmukiug is evident enoujh. Tbe admU-lon uf air to the

apartmeutby a ventilator or pipe, vrould probably cure it}.—An
Old Subscriber (wood linings, window liuiugs, Ac. should be mea-
sured by i lie net width, not by girt; —W. A. (second letter is an
advertisement).-Cult. H.—J.O. (there arc good appointments to

be had, but much interest is needed).—J. F. (view of schools is in

engraver’s bauds.—No. 131,—T. P. T. (declined with thinks).—
8. P. T. (<liilo).-J. F.-O. J.-S. B. G.-G. U. N,—No. 169.—

A

Competitor (two wrong..! do not make one right).
—“ Home was not

built." 4o.-L. S.-C. Y.-No.Ct8.-X. U. H. (is it Hale, or Hall?).—
V. W. A.—E. F, P.—Palmyra (the author of No. 87, denies the

correctneis of tbe descriptiou of bis plan given by E. L. 0. and
says it is •“ tlie rtsuU oi a life of study") —11. M.—O. B. (tower is

iiuwcarri d to its full height: height lias already been given in

our pag.8) -X.

“iJoofcs and AddresSM.'—'Wenre forced to decline pointing out

books or finding addresses.

NOTICE. — All communications respecting adveriite-

menft shonld be addressed to the “ Publisher,” and not

to the “Editor:" all other communications should be

addressed to the Editob, and not to the Publisher.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

FREEMASONS’ MAGAZINE aud
MABU.NIC itllKUUB for JUKE. 1807. is now ro.dy.

CONTESTS,

'T'HE
1.

Price la

I. Masokic Repoutivo.
II, TiiK New ckanu ufmcebs.—

W

no’s Wno 7

111. The ViaiBUKovMuoLiSM ov FntEMASONaY.
IVL HiSTOur or Tnis Ancie.st and Accepted Rite.—

N

o. 4.

V. Poetry : 'J liK KoCGU and pERfECX Ashlar.
VI. COHllESroNDENCE.

THE VASOSIC MIRROR.

Grand Lodge.—Royal PreemasonB' OlrU' School.— Royal Ma-
0"uic lusiitution for Boys. — Royal Benevolent Instimtiom —
Loudou Lod^eK.— Provincial Lodges —Scotland.—Irelaud.—The
U'doiiica—Royal Aroli.-London and ProvininBlO'iapleri.--Mark

.M«'Uory.—h iii,sht8 Templar. — Summary of News for May.—
Notices and Answers to Correspoudenls, Ac.

London: HE-MIY GEO. WAUHEN. 9. Red Lion-:ourt. Fleet-

BUeet; and GEa RuCTUEDGE and CD. Farringdou.street

XHE ENGINEER of Friday, 5tL June.
X contains Fairbairn aud Newton’s W.iste Silk Dressing

Machinery, B'chhoffuer’s Lampshades Ermeu s Machinery for

Fmi.-hing Van,a Strulher’s Mode of 'Xranfmiltuig Power,
Maguav and Whitehead’s Mode of Dumidug Paper, bentons
Railway Signals, Allan’s Permanent Way. 'J'ndd’o PowtrLoom,
Buruap's Punip, American Machine Jor .Making wrought Iron

RailwHT Chairs, all illustrated. Origioal Articles on ihe

“Dip 'and tiic •• Davy," tbe Enfield Rifle Factory. Kensington
Museum. Ste»in Locomotion on CommoQ Hoads, Penal Servi-

tude. 4o. Parliamentary and l>aw Intelligence, Report of

i rials of Boydeii’s Traction Engine. Machine Made Locks
aud Keys, Conclusion ot Mr. Sink’s Paper on Iron audSiMl,
with I’isouBfcion ;

the President's Address ti the Institu-

tiou of Civil EiiJiueers of Ireland ;
Pro-essor Ramsays Paper on

Cerutin Peouliarities of Climate during part of the Permian
Epoch, aud Numerous Miscellaueoiis Arncles. Patent Joumal ;

Timber aud Metal .Markets ; Trades Biruiiughain, Wulverhamp-
tou, and other Districts ;

Notes from the Eastern Counties

;

and all the Engineering News of the Week. 34 pages. Price

Od, ; Stamped, 7d. Vol. J. price 15a
;
Vol 11. price Ifis. may

he h-d ready bound.-BERNARD LUXTuN. Publisher.
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KELLY’S PRACTICAL BUILDERS’
PRICE-BOOK ; or, Safe Guide to tbe Valuat ion of all kinds

ef Artificers* Work ;
with the Modem Practice of Measuriop. and

an Abstract of the f/ew Building Act for regnlatuig the Constmc-

Uon of Buildings. Revised and Corrected by New Calculations

upon the present Value of Materials and habour. -'rinn^ed by n

Architect of eminence, assisted by sereral cspericnr-cd ^asuniig

Surveyora Illustrated and exemplified by bteel Engranngs aud

numerous Woodcuts. Ro.val Svo.jirioe Ss. neatly '’0'*na.

London :
published by T. KEBLV. Paternoster-row - S MPKIN

and MARSHALL : and may be Imd of all

Of whom may be had. New Editions, in Quarto, of tbe folloiying

Practical Architectural ''‘''‘ks:—
. _„Tn 4 t

1. PETER NICHOLSO^ S PRACTTCAIi
CARPENTHY, JOINERY, and C-l‘Rl5''ET-MAKINO. Revised

bv TREUGOLU • being a new aud complete bysteni ot Junes. lor

rte^Uhe of Workmen ;
founded on Geometrical aud Mechanical

Principles. Ten Parts at Is. or in ''oarf®- “P'

wards ofiaoS'eel Plates, and numerous Woodcut Thngroma

2 PETER NICHOLSON’S PRACTICAL
MASONRY. BRICKLAYING, and PLASTERI.n.G (revised by

TREDGOLO). both plain and ornament-il; containing a new aiid

complete Svstem of Lines for Stone Cutting, fortlie use of work-

men ; the formation of Mortars. Cemen^ tonercte. to w iicl is

added a variety of new designs for Mural '.“''let'' Tombs, Graie-

Btones for Cemeteries. &c. 4c; aud n dtscnptv n of ‘he various

materials employed. Ten Parts at 3s. or inboarcU.dOa ; c intaiuing

upwards of NinetvSicel Platesand mimeruus WoMciiU

3, TREDGOLD and NICHOLSON S iheoreti-

cal and Pmctical Treatise on the FIVE OKliERS of AIK'HL
TECTUllE : containing plain and simple Rules for drawing and

Executing them in the purest style; includmi: an historical De-

Bcriptiouof Gothic Architecture. Jilu.strated by upwards of line

Hundred Steel Eugniviiigs, executed by Artists of tirst-rate talent,

including numerous diagrams. &c. Twelve pacts at 3s.; or in

boards, arts. _ „ , -..ttt .

4 . DESIGNS for COTT.4GE and MLL.l
ARCHITECTURE: containing Plans. Elevations. Sections, i’er-

Bpectivc Views, and Hctails. for the Erection of Cottages and

Villaa Bv 8. II. BnooRs. Architect. Beaiiti iilly engraved on

steel. wUh'Direction for Building, and the estimated Cost of caoh

Edifica Twelve parts at 3s. ; or in boards, 39i

5. DESIGNS for PUBLIC BUILDINGS, con-

•isting of Plans. Elevations. Sections, Perspective Views and

Eetails of Churches. Chapels. Schools. Aliiibhouses, Ous Works.
Markets, and other buildincs for public purpose. Jiv b. H.
Broosb, Architect. Beautifully eograved on steel. Ten Parts at

38. orSia boards. _ _

6. THE HOUSE DECORATOR and PAINT-
ERS’ guide containing a series of Designs for Decorating

Apartments with tasie, and suit»d to the various styles of Arehi-

teotura By II. W. and A. Aniiow.dsirTii, House Decorators to her

Majesty. Ten Pans, at3s. ; or in boards. 32s.

7 . THE HOUSE PAINTER, or DECORA-
TOR’S COM PANIUN ;

containing a complete Treatise 011 the Art
ofHouee Painting. Graining, aud Marbling

;
including the ringiti

of Colour, tbe Laws of Harmonious Colouring, the Manufictureof
phgments, Oils, Varuishes, &c. By W. M. Hiocins, E-'d. Acc.im-

panied by actual bpccimeusuf Haiid-bruib Graiuiiig aud Marbling.

Ten Parts, at 38. ; or in boards, 32a

THE ENGINEERS’ and JIECIIANICS’
ENCYCLUP.a:DlA.anewand enlarged edition. comprelieudiug

Practical Illustrations of the Machinery and Processes einploved

in every description of Manufacture of the British Empire Illus-

trated by upwards of 2,iX>0 Wood Engravinga l!y Lure Hebeiit,

Civil Engineer, Ac. The rapid progress of Mechanical Science has
developed many of the important facts since the first publication,

in 1835. of the Eu'yclopiBdia. The Inventions and Discoymej
recently made have encaged the sedulous alteutiou of the Edit9r;

for.asthe value ofioch was testid by experimeut, a deacriptioij

was accordingly prepared. By the relection of new articles, anil

care in the revibion of old ones, this ediiiou has now become
systematically enriched

;
so that it may be received as fully aud

ttithfullv expressing “the existing state of Engineering aud
Meebonism. adiipteu to the wants of Practical Men.” In two Urge
8to. volumes, cloth, lettered, price 304

Tn JOINERS’ FOREMEN. Ac.

PARTNER SHIP.—The Advertiser is

desirous cf meeting with an energetic man of
nracticil biiMuess habits, wi'h a small capital, to join him as a

?’ABTNEB in the general building business in the country. The

connection is the principal in ’’^1?

Inoc pstBblishe.’.-Apply by letter, lu the
rinnEDWARD CitESSY. Simpsons Libra^. 3.

ham-road, with a reference, and any particulars the applicant ma>

consider « ill facilitate business.

A N OUT-DOOK APPBENTICE Wanted,
to Darn GRAIN iNG and MARBLING. A premium will

l„, rc<iuired. — Ai ply to B. W. M. 43, King strcet-icrracc. New
Nortl'-rond, Islingtun.

DOKOUGH of STOGKTON-ON-TEES.--
1# WANTED for tbe Borouahof'itnckton, a Person diilv rjuall-

to perform t’he duties of ^URVEYDlt and INSPECTOR of

NDIS.ANCE8. He will be rerjuired to draw workinc plans, pre-

pare e-timates and specifi'-ations, superintend the makinganiJ

repairing highways and footpaths, and to

all nnisaiiceB. He will likewise he reiuired to

tion rents, and to superintend the collection of the maiket-tolls.

Applications in writing, staring previous employment ,
Ac. toge her

with testimonials ns to obarncter and abtlitv. niid tlY amount of

salary required, to he sent, post-paid, to Mr. WILLIAM BEST,
c"eek to the Local Board of Ilcaltli. Ktockton-i.n-Tcee. on or

before THURSDAY, .he i8th dav of JUNE.instant. The person

appointed will be required to provide two suflicicnt mreiies for the

due performance of the duties of Ins o&cc in the sum of 2001.

Sfockton-Oii-Tee .
.Iiinelet, 1857.

.Any oar’v willi’nc '.1 undertake the '

SHEPPAKD. E-q- Torquay.

A NEW TALE BY WILKIE C ’LLINS.
On the lOth insh will be published, in 2 volj. post 6vo.

price 218.

'HE DEAD SECRET.
Bv WILKIE COLLIN>.

BRADBURY ami EVANS, II. Uouverie-sireot.

B RICICM AKING. — IVANTED, a

Wi'HKING FU REMAN, who Ihoroiiglilv iinderetands the

in-iiement of a brickfield, and
iiiiifac'ure of fire-bricks.—Apply to Mr. ALFRED MEESON,

63. Pall m .11.

TO nUIT.PF.RS AND OTHERS.

C L B E K.—WANTED, by a persevering

Young Man, of business habiis, who has beeu some years iu

al.uilderri oflice, a « E-EN<MGI- M ivN I’ in thu, or ft'ty other

ofB.-e emnected with the building trade.—Address, E. U. D.

83, Druinmond-strect, Euston-square.

F'LYING JACKS and OTHERS. — The
VANE at the top of the spire of UPTON CHURCH,

No PREJIIUII REQUIRED.—A Building
.'iurvevnrtN.l has a VACANCY in hisfiffiee fora YOUTH,

of goodaddfiss. not under sixfeeo. who would have an oppor-

tunity of learning office w.irk. llemu't he a good peiimau. aud

expert nt figure — Addre-f, in applicnits handwritma, (r. 11.

care of Mr. King, Auctioneer and Estate Agent, HoUoway-

Tf) PARENTS AND GUARDIANS.
Atlvei’tiscrs, Architects and Surveyors

.B. Ill extensive pract’ce in the Eastern Count-ics. and the seni.jr

partner iioMing public nppoiiltraeut.s. have a V.A.G.ANC1 m their

dFFICE for an IN-DOCR ARTD'LED PUPIL. A premiu

cquired.— Ad.lrese, G- E. S- Office of “ The Builder,

WANTED, a competent CLERK of
WORKS.—Apply by letter, stating terms. Ac. to Mr-

CHARLES LAWS, Architect, 13, Doughty-street, Mecklenburgh-
square.

TO CARPENTERS AND BUILDERS.

W .ANTED, to APPRENTICE a stout.
active YOUTH to the above business.—Letters, stating

terms, to Mr. FRIEND. No. 17. South Lamhcth, Lendon. 8.

TO MASTER PAINTERS, BUILDER.S. Ac.

T1E7’ANTED, by a Young Man, CONSTANT
V T WORK, ns PLUMBER, PAINTER, and GLAZIER.—

\\7ANTED to APPRENTICE, a Youth, 15W years of age, to a CARPEN I ER and JOINER. No ob-

TO CAUPF.NTRKS, Ac.

Young Man, permanent
, . either to work at 'he trade or to assist

in the counting-house and general management.-Address, L. C.

15, Southampton-row, Russell-square. W.C.

\lSrANTED, by aW EMPLOYMENT.ei

TO BUILDERS AND PLUMBERS.

WANTED, by an experienced PLUMBER,
aged 36 years, a SITUATION ; is willing to fill up his

time at painting, if required. Refereooe as to ability.—-Address,

H. B. No. 13. East-street. Kenningtoo-road, 8.

WANTED, by an experienced, active Man,
ag<d3t, a SITUATION, iu town or ooiintry. as FORE-

MAN BIUCKLAYEK, or CLERK of WORKS. Capable of

taking the entire management of a builder’s busiuess, or the

genera! repairs of improvements on a uoblemjn's estate. Satis-

factory reference given as to atteiiliun and ability.—Address.

R. P. 21, Raliere-street, Goswell-road, E.C.

TO PLUMBERS, BUILDERS. AND OTHERS.

W ANTED, by a Young Man, who
thoroughly understands the trade, n SITUATION, as

PLUMBER. No objection to do glailng or paintinv.—Address

(post-paid), W. L. l, Churcb-row, St. John’s, llorselydown. b, E.

TO SAW-MILL-OWNE^S AND OTHERS.

WANTED, to WORK a PLANING or
MOULDING MACHINE; can mould the irons for

maohinc, aud do millwright work.—Address to W.K. 1, Turner-

square, Iloxtou Old-lowu.

TO BUILDERS AND GONTKACT0B8,

IirANTED, a SITUATION, as CLERK
Vt ifWoRKS, orCiENERAL foreman. Is practically

acquainted with every braoch, especially brickwork. Can be well

recoinracndcd.-Apply, by letter, to P. G. 45, Cbioliesie^place,

Gray’B-inn-road.

TO ARCHITECTS, Ac.

THORPE LUNATIC ASYLUM.
A WANTED, a CLERK of fhe WOKK's, to superintend the

additions about to bo made at the N-rfolk Luiiacc Asylum at

Thorpe, near Norwl'li, upon works extending over six montns
certain,—Aprlioi.ti ns, wicli terms and references, to be sent to

tht Office of Mr. F. J. BLAKE, the Clerk to the \ uitoi-s, jY^ng-
street Norwich, under cover, addres cd to the Commi'tee of \ isi-

tors, not brer than TWELVE o’clock ou SaTURDAV the 13th

duy of JUN F iUftaut. F. J. BLAKE, Clerk to the Vibitois.

Dated this 1st day of Junc. 1657,

WANTED, ill the Office of a Surveyor, to

as-ist in taking out qunntitie.s, a-timating and mcasiiriog.

or with on architect to prepare derigns, working drawings, and
specifications. Terms, 'n Town, 31. 54 weekly.—Address, I. 8.

(.iftice of “ The Builder.”

Part XXI 1 1 containing Four Imperial Plat»n. orice 2s. rt I.

Examples of building con-
struction.

By HENRY JiAXTON.
Showing details of entrance-door.' Unity-buildings ; ground floor
window. Royal lu>uraiice: iron-work, J<'iw A-su'auce ; gluzed
iron screen. Union Bank. DivUioa 5 contains four parts atitcbi-d
together. 104 Vol. I. 80 plates, 31. loi. ; iu morocco aud gold,

3 guineas.
No. 19, Aruodel-strret, Ptrand. W.C.

Nently bound, price

A HANDBOOK of ARCHITECTURE for
the UNLEARNED: in a series of Letlerx to a Lady,

embodying a Popular Sketch of the History of ArchiUcture. and
the Characteristics of the various Styles wMch hove prr vailed.

By GEOHGE GunWIN, F.R.S. Ac.
With Illustration.^.

Bv the same Author, price la

LONDON SIIADOSVS
;

or, a Glance at the
Homes ol the Thnusanda With Illustrations.

Office of’ '1 he Builder." 1. Yoik-slreet. Covent Garden ; and
from any Bookseller.

Third Edition.

'HE BUILDER’S FRIEND,
Price One Shilling.

Office of "The rbnl.ie.r,’’anj of all Bcnksell-w.

1 Vol. Haudsomelv Bound. -Jiv.

Buildings and LMONUMENTS, Modem
and .Meditcval; being llluslra'ioiia of the bdifioe^ of tlie

Nineteenth Century, and of some of the Architectural Works u;

the Middle Ages.
By GEORGE GODWIN, F.H.-J.

Fellow of 'he Hojnl Itis'ilute of Architects, Ac., Editor of
“ The Builder," ar.d CoirC'P uidiug Member of seieral bocieticf.

With numerous Enpiaviiit'-'.

Published at the Office of ’ The Builder," 1, York-streef,
Cuvent garden.

A LOCAL BUILDERS’ PRICE-BOOK,
price 6-'. is uew ready.

which has been compiled chiefly by upwards of (wpnty praclicnl
builders, and may be had, post free, of Mr. J.AS. ACTON, BoiMc.-,
Broad-street, Nottingham, by tlie reiiiutauce of sixty postage
stamps, or post-office order.

PAINTERS, Ac.

WORKING FOREMAN,
. stands wriling and grniniug. .A cou-taucy

/ be expected.-By letter, prepaid, statiog wages aud .reference,

)CH. P.AKSEV. Sydenham, Kent.

T'l CliNTKACTORS' ASSISTANTS.^

WANTED, immediately, a Practical MAN,
to puperiniend the M’IDEN l NO and DEE PEN I NO of a

large DRAIN iu the Fcn«, for the Contractor. He must be I'uUy

qualified to measure up the work with the foreman, put in the

Stakes with the spirit-level, assist in keeping the accounts, "od
take the geiier.il muuagemeiit of the work. Ki-f-reucea, as to cha -

racter and ability, required.—-Add.ess to Messrs. THEW and
SON. Bookae Hers, K'liK’o-lyun, Norfolk.

YS/AKTED, an ASSISTANT, capable of
Vt ti.kiiii the management of an architect’s office. He must

be a trustworthy p.-rsov, competent to make fair and woi-kiLg

(liawiiigH and epecilicaUous, chiefly for Gothic liuildiugs.

—

Add'-es-^.slatiiig ave, refercuceii, and salary required, to A. B. C.

N j 9, ht-jiid, Londcan. •

WANTED, by the Advertiser, an ENGAGE-
.MENT as ASSISTANT in a London office. Has been

ten years in the professiou. — Address, J. C. lou, Cumberland-
stroct, Ilackuey-road.

'PO BUILDERS, MANUEACTURERS,
A andOi'IlERS requiring their BOOKS and ACCOUNTS
made up. —A Fraotical Accountant will undertake the same on
Very rca-ioi-able teim.H, or keepasetof Books by the Term, Ac.-
Apply, E. S. 9, Crutched Friars, City,

T'HE Advertiser, a first-rate and rapid
i AROIIITECTURAL designer and draughtsman,
au excellent ornataeutalist, thoroughly uuders auds perapectivo

and tinting, capable of makiug working drawings from rough
Bketches, au useful in competition', i lTers his SERVICES to au
.Architect and Decorator requiring tuih ossistaace. Reference

of the liighest ohuracter from the gentleman lest engaged. Speci-

mens produced. Locality no object. — For term'-, Ac, apply, by
let-er. to L. L. Mr. Scott's, Post-office. Seymour-street, Euaton-
squarc.

TO ARCHITECT.S AN l> SURVEYORS.

The Advertiser, who is a good Draugnts-
man, and can assist iu taking out quantities, is oyeu to au

ENGAGE.MENT.—Address, E. C. 14, Biooksbj-atreet, loliiigtoa.N.

The Advertiser is desirous of obtaining an
ENGAGEMENT as MANAGING CLERK iu au ureUl-

tect’s offiCA He has been sixteen years in the profession, ami has
carrieil out satisfactorily several llar.ga public aud nrivate ivorka—
Addie.-8, A. K. Office of " The Builder."

TO BUILDF.RS. tc.

PLUMBING.— EMPLOYMENT Wanted,
by an experienced Young Man, to till up time with Gas-

fitcing. Painting, Ac.—Address, A. B. lli, Roberc-street. Bedford-
row, Uolboru.

11 yixvivr.i-wz*, ii.'-.

ANTED, a superior lYORK^MAN in tlie

T T a' live bi'ipclies, of steady and iiiauftrious habitj, as

N.Il. Uneaceplionable references required.

Ti) LAND SORVEYOli.'!. io.WANTED, by a respectable Young Man,
OLcd 111, a KE-ENGAtiKMENT. with a Land Surveyor

or Estate Agent, an A.'SISTANT. He is practically oouversant
wiili survejing, levelling, marpiug, Aa S.atisfacto'y references
muy be give n No objection to the country. Salaryasrcondary
r'-n'ideiaiioin— For term?. Ac. address M. L. 7, St. Gcurge’s-road,
Norlund-road. Notriug-hiL. W.

A\CHITECTURAL PUBLICATION
._ SOCIETY.- The DICTIONARY of AiiCll ITEC i U It E.

The First Volume, compri-ing the Letters A and B, with or with-
out the Illustrative Plates, is now ready. The text to be com-
pleted IU Four Volumes. Part I. of the Letter C has beeu issued.
Annual ^ub8cripti('n, One Guinea,—nil iM.AS DONALDSo.N,
Esq Treasurer. Bulton-gardccs. Ru-sell-square. \\ C. ; WY.\TT
PAPWOUTH, llinnrary Secretary, l-la, Oieat Marlhoruugh-
ttreet, W.—May 21,1367.

ANTED, a CLERK of WORKS, to
vT tupeiiiiiciid Ihe erection of a hrickgosholdcr tank None

nee-l apply wlio are nut fully convertaut with e.vcavaiion. pud-
dling. and brickwork, and nave not previously filled a similar
Mluatioii.—Aiqily bv letter, statiug terms and qualifications, to

Mr. JABIZ CHURCH, Springtield-ioad.Cheliu.ford.

TO ENGINEERS, ARCHITECT^. C' iNTRACTOR^, ic.

Employment wanted, by a Youug
Mau, who is a g-.od draughtsman, and Ims hod cousiderahio

experleuce in survi-yiinc, levelling, aud ti e sunerintuudeoce of
architectural aud engineering works, aud has beeu recently eu-

ga ed ou one of the lea iing railw.iya Firs -Mto leaiimonials and
references —DELTA, Mr. Trimmer’.-', P-st-offiee, Breckuoek-place,
Camden-roaii, X.W.

TO AKCHlTEOfS.

A S CLERK of WORKS.—WANTED, by
XJL a practical CARPENTER, of activo habits, and general
knowledge sf the trade. Not having beeu so engaged, any terms
would he accepted.—AddieiS, M. A. .M r. Muigrovc’e, il, Bclgrave-
road, Pimlico, 8.W.

TO ARCHITECTS, CIVIL ENGINEERS, UGNTBACTORS,
BUILDERS. Ac.

A CLERK of WORKS, or SUPERIN-
Y*. TENDENT. wtli every qualification and h'gli te«timo-
nial-, is open to a RE-ENG.AGE.M ENT. — Address, R. A. No. 11,

WeBlboume-gardcns, Bayswater, W.

W ANTI.D, au mtelligeiit YOUTH, as an
ARTICLED CLERK to llie I.^ND audiMlNE SUB-

VEVINU.-Apply to T. DOUDY. Rose Viha. Newport, Salop.

C ARPENTRY and JOINERY ; Tlie
ENCYCLt.'lriEDIA of—Now pnbli-hiiig, iu part', price

Is. each, an euiirely uew work, including the most recent iin-
proTtmenUin Etipland aud on the Continent. Culound lUos-
tretiine of executed works by the roost eminent men, and a Com-
plete syst<m of lines for tlic carpiuter, jijiner. uud siairca-e
builder.-Edited by EDWARD LANCE lARBUCK, Architect,
to be completed m about thirty part.'.

London; J, llAGGER, 67, i’aternoster-row.

TO ARCHITECTS.
A^rANTED, by a thorough practical CLERK
V T of Works, a liE-ENGAGE.uENT. in town or Country ;

is fully qualified to superintend tne erection of any ex'enMve
wciks. First-rate testimonials.—Address, B. A. N. Office of “ The
Builder.”

TG HiiUSE PAINTEH8, RUILDERS, Ae.

W ANTED, a SITUATION, as GRAINEIl
and House PAINTER, by a good workman. Wages

moderate if fur a perinauenc.v- Patterns can he shown.—Addreas,
A. O. Office ot “ The Builder.”

TO BDILDEKS. SrUVEYOHS. AND AUCTIONEERS.

A RESPECTABLE YOUNG MAN (age, 27
jears) require' a SITU.ATloN in either ot the above capa-

cities. He has been the lust niue ye.iiii engaged in building aud
surveying. and having the control of men, time-keeping, keeping
prime costs, book-ke-piiig, builders’ uccouu's. drawing agree-

mcub‘, collecting rents and debts ; os foreman iu a factory, or any
Bituarion of iruit. Highly respectable reference of family and
himself.—Address, A. B. Mr. Berryman’s, Printer, Blueklieath-
loud, Kent.

TO LA'VD AND ENGINEERING SURVEYORS.
GOOD SURVEYOR. LEVELLER, and
DRAUGllTS.MAN, capable of undertaking tne mausge-

TO ARCHITECTS OB BUILDERS.

A THOROUGHLY practical Man is desirous
of a KE-ENO.\OEMENT a* CLERK of W>>HKS, SHOP.or

General FOREMAN, with firbt-ralc lesiinKiuials for sixteen J’earo

in the ahovo situations.—Address, J. U. Office ot “ The Rudder.
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A GENTLEMAN is OPEN to an EN-
OAGE.MKNT n* ASSISTANT ia an Aroliitecl’a Office,

Salary moderate.—Address, R. W. Mr. Cliflord's, Bookseller.

2, Loiidon.street. Greenwich.

TO AKOniTECTS AND RUUVETORS.

A PRACTICAL CLERK of M'ORKS is

desirous of a HE-ENOAQEMENT. lie ia fully competent
to perform all the duties required : also, levelling, preparing i

tioDS, Ac, for drainage.—Ad' ’ »•--

bone. W.

T EATHER MILL-BANDS, HOSE-PIPES,
J—i BUCKETS, &o, — Railway Companies, Engineers, Con-
tractors, and Builders can be supplied with the above article*, of
the very be't quality, and on the shortest notice. PUMP BUTTS,
and every other description of Leather always ou hand.—Apply
to J. IIOLG.ATE and CO. Curriers and Leather Merchants, 33,
Great Bover-road, Loudon, S.E.

Wholesale Harness Manufacturers.

:u : also, icv'-jiiiig, lug &vc-
I, L. J. 37, High-Street, MBr3'Ic- H

TO E^'OI^EEKS AND IR'iN POUNDERS.

A PRACTICAL ENGINEER aud good
MECHANICAL DRAUGHTSMAN wishea for a RE-

ENGAGEMENT. Fir^t-rofe testimonials. — Address, 8. P. 81,
llawley-road, RegentVpark, London, N.W.

TO BUILDERS.

A P E R S 0 N practically acquainted witli
laving out grounds and making up gardeus, shrubberies,

Ac. in a tasteful and inexpensive manner, will be glad to CON-
TRACT with Builders or other gentlemen for executing the same.
For references, terms, Ac. direct A. B. 1, Dorsct-place, Acre-lane,
Brixion,

TO PARENTS AND GUARDIANS.

A HOUSE DECORATOR and BUILDER,
at the West-end, has a VACANCY in bis Offioe, for a

well-educated YOUTH, as an APPRENTICE. He will have the
advantage of gaining a general knowledge of the business. A
premium required.- Apply to Mr. McDONALD, No. 41, Baker-
street, W.

ANCOCK’S PATENT VULCANIZED
. INDIA.RUBBER TUBING, HOSE-PIPES. WASHERS,

ENGINE-PACKING, both round and flat, and SOCKET-RINGS,
for Hot-water-pipes. Vulcanised Rubber Door-springs, and Solid
Bound Rubber Cord of all sizes of any length. Billiard Cushions
and Rubber Strips cut to any pattern for bagatelle tables.
Diving-dresses of superior make, and improved Vulcanized

Rubber Supply-plpes fur ditto.
Vulcanized Rubber. In sheets, from three to four feet wide, asd

of any thicknesa Air-beds, Pillows, and Cushious inflating Port-
able Baths, Invalid Cushions, and Articles of this kind made to

A YOUNG MAN, aged 21, who has some
knowlei^e of drawing and French. WANTS a SITUA-

TION lu au Orace, or otherwise.—Address, E. 29, FreJerick-street,
Hampelead-road.

TO BUILDERS, ARTIFICIAL STONE, AND TERRA-
COTTA WORK.

A YOUNG MAN WANTS EMPLOY-
MENT,—piece Moulding, Casting, or Clsanlog. Has been

ocoustorned to the manufacture of fountain.", figures.
‘ '

TO AllCHITECTB.

An architect, aged 33, is desirous of
meeting with an ENGAGEMENT, at a less remuneration

than would be otherwise required, on the understanding that less
In-door ooutinement would be expected in his case than ordinarily
devolve upon a clerk; or joining any other architect iu the
capacity of assistant, at a nominal salary, with the prospect of
eveatunlly succeeding to a share in the practice.—Address,
DELTA. Oftiee of “ The Builder.”

A RESPECTABLE YOUTH, aged 14, wishes
for EMPLOYMEN I' in a professional office, at a nominal

salary. Can copy and trace drawings, square dimensions, and
write agood hand. and is willing to makehimGelfgcnerally useful.
—Address, prepaid, to T. 1, Alma-terrace, Stockwell Private-road,
Clapbnro.

TO BUILDERS AND CARPENTERS,

A STEADY and respectahle Young Man, who
has had six years’ experience ns CARPENTER and

JOINER, wishes to meet with CONSTANT EMPLOYMENT

D urability of gutta percha
TUBING.—Many inquiries having been made as to the

Durability of Gutta Pcrcha Tubiug, the Gutta Percha Comnany
have pleasure in giving publicity to the following letter FROM
SIR RAYMOND JAR' VENTNUK, ISLE of WIGHT.

letter, received this morning, respecting the Gutta Percha Tubing
for Pump Service. I can state, with much satisfaction. It answers
perfectly. Many Builders, and other persons, have lately ex-
amined It. and there is not the least apparent difference since the
first laying down, now several years , and I am informed that il

Is to be adopted generally in the bouses that are being erected
here.”
N.B. From this Testimonial It will be seen that the COR-

ROSIVE WATER of the ISLE of WIGHT has no eff’ect on
Qulta Percha Tubiug.

THE GUTTA PERCHA COMPANY. PATENTEES.
18. WHARF-ROAD, CITY-ROAD, LONDON.

/OODEOHD’S PATENT SMOKE-
GUARD, and GENERAL VENTILATOR.

The action of this Chimner-guard is

remarkably simple and effective. In
each side are formed apertures. In each
of which Is placed a ihree-Ieaved vane,
turning upon a vertical spindle, one
leaf projecting outwards from the face
of the chimney, and the other two
within the chimney. When the wind
impinges upon either of the outer
leaves, the whole vane turns upon its

centre, and one of Che interna Heaves
closes one half of the aperture, leaving
the other half open, but protected from
the wind by the outer vane

M r. ROPEB, 11, Buckingham -street,
Strand, BUILDERS’ AUCTIONEER and SURVEYOR.

Works and drawing" meanurel, brought into bills of quantities
Mur'goges negotiated, and disputed accounts arranged. Agen foe
the sale of patent article*.

SECOND-HAND SPIRIT-LEVELS, &c.—
AVANTED, to PURCHASE a good SECOND-HAND

(Dumpey or oth-r) SPIRIT-LEVEL, or THEODOLITE.—
Address full particulars (immediately) to SURVEYOR, care of
Messrs. Brown and May. Eogineers, Devizes. Wilts.

TO ENGINEERS, OVEN BUILDERS,
and OTHERS.—Persons having PATENTS or IMPROVE-

MENT.-< for the CONSTRUCTION of OVENS and BISCUIT
MACHINERY, a^e requested to communicate (post-paid) with
^ELTA, care of Sotheran and Willis, Great Tower-street, City.

OMPETITIONS.—SHEEEIELDC CRIMEAN MONUMENT.-A Perspective Sketch t. _
. .. scale, of the Buildings iu the vioinltvof the proposed site

will be forwarded in return for si-xty postage stamps, on applica-
tion to Mr. C. J INNOCENT. 7, Campo-lane. Sh*-ffiel<j.

IV/TATHEMATICAL DRAIVING INSTRU-
ItA MENTS.-JOHN ARCHBDTT.SO, Westminster-Bridge.
road, Lambeth (S.), near Astlev’s Theatre, begs to call attention to
his Stock of Instruments manufactured by superior workmen.
The prices will be found cousiderably lower than ever charged
for articles ofsimilar quality and workmanship. Rules, scales,
tapes, Ac. at equally low prices. An illustrated prioe-list Will be
Immediately forwarded. free, on application.

N.B. A few New and Second.hand Levels and Theodolites
always for Sale.

sURVEYING, LEVELLING, aud CIVIL
ENGINEERING.-PRACTICAL FIELD INSTRUCTION

ts given in Surveying, Levelling, Civil Engineering. Sc. by Messrs.
UVDE, SMITH, aud LEWIS, Civil Eiigiueers. Surveyors, Sc, of
extensive pr"ctice, who give Instruction in every branch of the
Profession.—Terms for (he Course of Three Months, Two Ouincaa
No extras.—For Prospectuses, Sc. apply at the Offices, 84, Guildford-

. for ihc last twelvi

Drummoud-strcct, Euston-sqiiare, t

As WORKING FOREMAN of MASONS.
The (advertiser is accustomed to the superintendence of

Inrge pulilic works ; also to the nianagemeut of a general yarY
Good carver, letter cutter, and plain diaughtsinau. Good
reference and testimonials. Country preferred. — Direct, G. F.
Office of “ The Builder.''

TO AHCIUTECTS, SUHVEYORS. BUILDERS, AND
CONTRACTORS.

A SURVEYOR, of many years’ experience,
having an oflicf;, is dedrous tf meeting with the above

lequiring ASSISTANCE in taking out quantities.

. ALBERT SMITH’S MONT BLANC,
BADEN. UP the RHINE, ond PARIS, i* NOW OPEN

; EVERY EVENING (except Saturday), at Eight o'clock. Stalls,

3s. ; ares, 2". ; gallery. Is. Stalls can be secured at the Box-oflioe.
1 .EGYPTIAN H.ALL, '’icoadilly, every day. between Eleven and
) Four, without any extra charge. The Morning Representations
1 take place every Tuesday and Saturday, at Three o’clock

.

M r. W. S, WOODIN’S olio of oddi-
ties. with new costumes and various novelties, vocal

] and characteristic. EVERY EVENING (I'atiirday exocptciU. at
I EIGHT. A Morning Performance'every SATURDAY, atTHREE.
I Private bo.xos aud stalls may he secured, without extra charge,
> at the Box-office, Pol.vgraphio Hall, King William-street. Charing-
c cross.—Tickets may bo had at the principal musiosellers’.

F DENT, sole Successor to E. J. Deut in
• all Ills Patent Rights and Busine;s, at Cl, Strand, and 34

& and 3o, Royal Exoliange, aud the Clock and Compass Factory at

8 SomeriCt Wharf, Chronometer. Watch, and Clock Maker to the
(i Queen and Pnnoe Albert, and Maker of the GREAT CLOCK for

ti tne HOUSES of PARLIAMENT. Ladies’ Gold Watclies, Eight
<; Guineas

;
Gentlemen'.-. Ten Guineas; strong Silver Lever Watches,

8 Six Guineas : Church Clocks, with Compeusation Peudulum, 83L
NoooDDeotion with 33. Co.-kspur-strect.

]
pAPER-HANGINGS.— The CHEAPEST

J HOUSE in London for cvctt de-scriplfon of PAPER-
I HANGINGS U CROSS’S WHOLESALE WAREHOUSE. 2-1

0 GREAT PORTLAND-STREET, Oxford-street, where you car
l( select from tho LARGEST and MOST EXTENSIVE Assort-
ic ment in the Kingdom, THiRTY PER CENT. CIIEAPEH
It than any other house in the trade. BuUders, Decorators.
I) Dealers, and large consumers will do well to visit this eetab-

L Usbment.

(
Artesian wells, boring for

I Jrx. WATER. SINKING SHAFTS, &o.—The nobility, gentry,
Vi water oompuuies, towns, baths, brewers, and manufaoturerH of
tv cve^ description, may be supplied with any quantity by DAVID
G1 GREENLEY, Civil Engineer and Patentee of Boring Tools.
K' No. 10, Curaming-street. Pentonvllle. Pumps and Machinery for
n raising waU-r from deep wells. Steam-engines, portable and sta-
tii tionary, sold, or lent on hire. Boring tools aud well-pipes for
b home and exportation. Men and tools supplied to bore for rnil-

n- toads, minerals, &C.

Window blinds.—tilok & pace,
Window Blind Manufacturera, 104, New Bond-street, and

8. Queen-street, Cheapside, London, submit the following PRICES
of WINDOW BLINDS, which they can recommend as being

,

made in the best manner:—Venetian blinds, per square foot, 9d. :

best holland blinds, on rollers, 6d. : best ditto, on spring rollers,
' 9d. : gauze wire blinds, in mahogany frames, ; perforated zinc
blinds, in ditto. Is. lod. ; outside blinds of striped olotb, Ss

I

Transparent blinds in great variety. Engravings, with prices and
discounts to builders and the trade forwarded on application,
post free.

TO TIMBER, STONE, MARBLE IiIER-
CHANTS, POTTERY MANUFACTURERS, and HOP

MERCHANTt*, &e.—W .ANTED, by a Gentleman now travelling

;

fora house in the C-meut and Artificial Manure Trade, through
; the Midland and Western Counties, and having a good c-uioec-
' tion with builders, plumbers, &e. a COMMISSION to Sell for
any Manufacturer or Merchant, ns above, to accord with lii-i pre-
sent engagement. — Address, Mr. G. C. C. General Post oflice,
Bristol.

BKICK-E.YRTH wanted ou the Thames
or Medwav. Distance from London no olgeet.—Particulars

I
and terms to Mr. W. W. DENNIS, Pembiokc-wtiarf, Caledonian-
road, London, N,

TMPORTANT to BUILDERS, SUR-
X VEYORS. nOU.SE PROPRIETORS. 4o.-Tbe Patent
Alumina Liquid Compo Paint iv now very exteusivelv n“ed for

' external work, and is highly approved of for its cheerful appear-
ance, durahlity. and economy, aud when fmislied is superior to
any oil-paint; it dries well in two or three hou'S. and may
be made to any Miade. Orders and directions by post, to Mtssrs.
BARNES and CO. Alumitia Works, Alscot-road, Bermondsey.

—

Price per cwt. net cash, 12.".

TO BUILDERS, PAINTERS, &c.-^OAK
GRAINING, iu OIL, 1- per yard, in quantities not less

than sixty yards. Church Writing and Gilding. Reference
given. Apprentije wanted.—Apply to C. jPETTET, 5, Princess-
street, Maida-hill.

A SUBSTITUTE for PAINT and at HALF
I\. theCOST.-STEPIIENS’ DYE3 or .STAINS for WOOD.—
Mr. STEPHENS has been kindly permitted ti> make public the
following extract from a letter addressed to him l>v the Rev. R. H.
CHICHESTER, of Chittlehampton, near South ^LiUon
“ The effect produced by the Staining Fluid aud Varnish has

given such entiresitisfaetlon.that the parishioners have requested
me to procure five times the quantity now paid for, in order to
finish the church.”

S4, Stamford-street, Loudon.

pTECKETHORN’S PATENT LIQUID
XX COLOUR, for external and internal stuccoed or plastered
walls : primings for in, and outside woodwork (to prevent blister-
ing), and a composition (ia lieu of size), for floor-cloth and table-
cover manufacturers. — J. HUDDEN and CO. Proprietors, 651,
New Oxford-street.

TO PAINTERS, BUILDERS, &c. —
LIVETT, FRANK, and SON, 14. BOROUGH, London-

bridge, opposite tbe Brighton and South-Eastern Railway
Stations, quote their present cosh prices, viz. Linseed Oil, 3:i. 6d.

;

BoUed ditto, 3s. Ic’d.
;

'Turpentine, 3s. (id. ;
Oak Yarniab, 73. 6d.

per gallon
;
genuine Umite Lead, 323. ; seconds ditto, 30s. per

cwt.—A list of prices on application.

IH
TO DRAUGHTSMEN AND CIVIL ENGINEERS.
MORRELL, BLACK LEAD PENCIL

These Pencils i

shades.
H U li H for drawing on wood.

, HH H for architectural use.

HU for engineering.
U forsketohing.

HBbardandblackfordiaw

TO BUILDERS aud DECORATORS.—
C. W. N(JBLE (late A. and P. Stroug), VARNISH and

) J.APAN MANUF.ACTUREB. invites a trial of bis superior (jld

t
Copal and Oak Varnishes. Oak Stain, Patent Knotting, Gold

: Size, 4e.—Manufactory, Mitcham. Wholesale and Retail Ware-
bouse, 1X7, Loog-acre, Loudon, W.U.

FF llghtandshading.
F for general use.
B black for shading.

BB ditto ditto,
BBB dicio ditto.

BBBB ditto ditto

rMPOETANT to BUILDEBS and

, per gallon.

For cash, at EDWARl) PRICE’S Oil aud Colour Warehouse,
45, Coleshill-strcet, Pimlico.—Every article for the trade at tbe
lowestprice.

A RCHITECTUlUVL and ENGINEERING
Ai. DRAWING CLASSES, for Architects, Buildeni, and
Engineers’ Sons, Assi.stants, Clerks of Works. 4c. Established by
Messrs. HYDE, S3IITII, and LEWIS, Arehlteot.*, Civil Engi-
neers, 4c. for giving DAY and EVENING INSTRUCTION in
Architectural, Engineering, and Mechanical Drawing ; Colouring,
Shading, and Tinting ; UrBamentul and Water-Colour Drawing

;

Perspective, Isometrical, and Geometrical Drawing
; Making

Finished and Working Drawing" ; Preparing Speoifieations,
Taking outQuantitlc". Estimating. Builders’ Work. 4o. Terms:—
Day Pupil", Three Guineas per Quarter ; Evening Pupils. One
Guinea Per Quarter. There are qo extras, the terms include the
whole of tlic above, with the use of Drawiug Boards. T-sguares,
Plans, Drawings, Models, 4o —Prospectuses and full particulars
may be bad at the Oflices, 84, Guildfurd-street, Russell-square.

TVTESSRS. WILSON, LITTLE, and
iVX IlENdllAW, 31 and 33, John Dalton-street, Manchester,
Paperhangers and Contractors for Calicoing and Papering of the
whole of the interior of the Art-Treasures Palace, and Decorators
of the Picture G.allcries, beg to refer the nobility and gentry to the
following extract from the IfaneJtakr Guardiatx, of April
21. 1857 :—
” The hanging of Gallery F is completed,—and it is impossible

to pass into this gallervfrora the Transept, without feeling that a
better proportioned, belter lighted, or more chastely-decorated
gallery could scarcely be fitted.”

To BUILDERS aud OWNERS of HOUSE
PROPERTY—80,OOPf. to be ADVANCED on first-class

I'ltEEllOLD SECURITIES, in sums of uot less than 4,00(>I.—

Address. Mr. PHILIP WILKINSON, Architect. 74, Connaught-
terrace, Hyde-pirk.

IVrONEY on LOAN, nt 3/. per Cent, per
iVX ANNUM.-ARNEWAY’S CHARIT\\-Tbe Trustees of
this Charily having had their powera enlarged bv the Court of
Clianoery, are enabled to LEND OUT the TRUST MONEYS to
” Poor Occupier.", or Traders, resident withiu the Bill" of Mor-
tality of the Metropolis, and tbe parishes of Sf. Marylebone and
St. Pancras, in the county of Middlesex.” The amount of each
loan not to ex'ecd 20Ul, to hear interest at 31 per cent, per annum,
and to be secured by the bond of the borrower, and two sureties,
who are householders, or one such surety, at the diecretion of the
Trustees, or upon real or long leasehold property. Printed forms
and all necessary information may be obtained by applying, per-
sonally, between the hours of TEN andTHHEE. at the uffice of
Mr. StehhcDSou, the Clerk and BolicUor to the Trustees, No. 7,
Great Queen-sti'cet, St. Jaraes's-park. — Applications for loans
must be sent in before tho la'.t week in the month, and will be
considered on the second Wednesday in the following month.

The LIVERPOOL aud LONDON FIRE
and LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY. Established 1835.
Paid-up Capital nnd accumula’cd Funds .... £820,0(Xi
Fire Insurance Premiums iu 1858 880,000
Life Insurance Premiums 72,800
Amount paid Co Annuitants 11,990

Liability of Proprietors unlimited.

GREENACRES GRAMMAR-SCHOOL
EXHIBITION, OLDHAM.

THE WORSHIPFUL THE MAYOR OF MANCHESTER,
Jasiks W.vtts, Esq. AnsEv Hai.l.

THE WORSHIPFUL THE MAYOR OF OLDHAM,
JosiAif Badoliffe, Esq. Werxeth Park.

THE WORSHIPFUL THE .MAYOR OP ROCHDALE,
Jacob Bmonr, Esq.

THE WOHSIIIPFCL THE MAYOR OF ASHTON-UNDER-
LYNE,

NAinANiEi BocaLF.y, Esq.
THE WORSHIPFUL THE M.4.YOR OF BRADFORD.

IlESnv Buow.N, Esq. Rawuex.
SIR ELKANAIl ARIIITAGE, Hope Hall, Pendleton.

ELKANAH MOSS, ESQ. RAVENSciiorr Hall, Cueshike.
JAMES PLATT. ESO. M.P.

GEORGE BARLOW, ES(J. OLDnAM.
J. S. ENTWISTLE, ESQ. RocnoALE.

JOHN CHOSSLEV. ESQ. Manou IIXATir, Ualifa.x.
CHARLES UINDLEY, ES(9. M.P.
SAMUEL MORLBY, ESQ. London.

The Exhibition is intended to include almost every variety of

objects adapted to interest and instruct the public, but the Se-

cretaries beg respectfully to intimate that Paintings, Sculpture,
Antique Furniture, Models, Inventions. Armour, Antiquities.

Curiosities. 4o. will be-pecially acceptable, and duly appreciated.
The imp' rtant manufacturing Borough of Oldham contains a
population of nearly 80,0OU inhabitants, and is surrounde.i by
many populous villages and hamlets. It is also within one hour’s

journey, by pnvate or public conveyance, of the populous towns
of Rochdale, Ashton-undjr-Lyne, and Manchester. Previom
Exhibitions in the town and neighbourhood have been eminently
successful, and it is believed the present Exhibition will aflo'-d a
desirable opponunity for Artists, 4c. wishing to extend their
reputation, or to dispose of their productions. Tbe Comniitteo
CBgoges to defray the expenses of carriage to and from the Exhi-
bition. and to render every assistance in its power to Artists and
otherssending their works for exhibition or sale. The prooeo Is

of Che Exhibition will be devoted to the benefit of the Greenacres
Grammar BcUooL

AGENT FOR LONDON,
Mil j. GREEN, Carver and Gilder, 14, Cliarles-street, Middle-

sex iiospital, who will receive till the loth of J uae.
SECRETARIES.

MR, JOHN B. WAREING, Waterheud, near Manchester.
MR. G. B. TAYLuR, Greenacres Moor, Oldham.

Or, REV. GEl.'. G. WADDIKGTON, Waterheid, near Manchester.
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ITALIAN and GALWAY MAHBLE
X QUARRIES. Depot. Whitehail-wharf. Cannon-row. Par- J

llament-stre-f, 'Weetmlnster.— Mr. FRANKLIN begs to inform .s

the consumer* of M»rhl.. that he is oonstantlv importinv, direct P

from hi* quarries. IRISH MARBLES in block* and slabs :
also, -

ITALIAN s'atnsry. veined, and every desoriptien of ipreign

m«rhlea. in hiocks and slobs, at reduced rates. -MANUirAi.-

TURED Marble.sand Gr.vnite executed in ail its biancha, accord- «

ing to des'gn*. in cohimne. flooring, tables, inonuments, cnimcev-

nieces 4c- i'V patent maobiiierv. at his Works at (>ahvay^ Samples

nil view at Whifeball-wharf Also. Be'giiim chlmnev-piece-i. 4 q.

BUIT-DERS. ARCHITE^’TS. AND MASnv'S. .

IXfARBLE. — The ITALIAN MARBLE {

ItX COMPANY beg to call the attention of Architects.

Buib'ers and Others connected with the trade, to their larce nnd
weli-assorled STOCK of VEIN. SICILIAN, and other MARBLES.
The liber*] sy»tem of business adopted by thi-, company, the supe-

rior quality of their mnrMe. and their v-ry moderate scale of

prices are combined, to form an inducement to buyers. An io-

apeotion is solicited at the DepM Bridge Wharf, Millbank, adjoin-
|

ing 'Vauxbnll-hridge. where no other persons are authorised to

sell except Mr. BAXTER. Wharf Forematijir the midersigued. ,
WILLIAM W. BONNIN, Manager. „

At Liverpool, to Messrs. G. H. F LETCH BR and CO.
At QlOfigow. to Messrs. GOUKL.AY and CO. n

T> AWDON HILL STONE is the BEST
:

'

JV BUILDING STDNB in the MAKKET.-Architects would
j

do well to specify Rnwdon Hill Stone f-ir their wnrk=. Tiie
|

f

mannion of (he 'Earl of Harewood, the Leeds Town Hall, f

the Bank Buildings. Alhion-street, Leeds, and numcroiis otlier w
public works are built of this stone. Large stocks at No. .3. ei

Stone Depot. King's Cro*«. nnd Victoria Stone Wharf, Isle of t

Doga—Address. TKICKETT and PERKIN. Qnn.rry Owners. L
Ileadinglev. l-eeds

;
or SAMUEL TRICKETT, "Yictoria Stoue -

Wharf, Isle of Dogs. F.

'T'O SCULPTORS, MASONS, BUILDERS
:

.

1 4c.— B. FABBRICOTTT. of Carrara (Italy!, importer of all
,

(

sorts of Mnrhle. keeps a constant well supplied stock of Marble In 1

blocks at the undermentioned wharf, comorisinf HTATU.4RY. ' _
VEINED, VEINED PAONAZZO, SICILIAN, DOVE-ail (he
produce of bis own Quarrie* at Carrarn. Rardlila. Black and Gold,
sienn*. Greotte, St. Ann’s. Vertdes Alpes. Breccia, 4c. 4a Vases,

Monnments, Gard'-n and Gallery Statues manufactured in Italv, s
and take* contracts for all the above sorts of marble to any extent ’

connected with the trade. I

Carrara Wharf, Thames B.ink. Pimlico, and 150, Leadenholl- ]

street.Clty. t

TJUILDEUS and CONTE ACTONS s

XJ OBSERVE !—The clieapest Depot; In London for the S.ale

of Marble Cliimnev-piece is at the WE.8T.MIN8TER MARBLE i

COMPANY’S WORKS. Earl-Bfreet. Horseferry-road. A large
1

stock on view to select from. Vein Marble Bo* Chimney-pieces i

f,

from 30s. upwards. The trade supplied on liberal terms. |,
N.B. The Westminster omnibuses pass the Works from the City.

[

'

T^ARLEY D.VLE STONE.—One of the
'

XX Stones selected for the New Hou-ses of Parliament, and
highly commended by Sir Charles Barry. U supplied direct from g
(he Quarry, or at (he Darley Dale Stoue Wharf, City.ro.id Basin.

In addition to numerous other works, it is the stone of St. .

George's Hail. Liverpool, and the Staircaw at the Grtsham '

Chambers, Old Broad-street. Office: 27, Milibank-strcet, West-
minster.

TV/fARBLE CHIMNEY-PIECES, and every
^

IvX other description of marble work, supplied to architects,

builders, and the trade, at price* to compete with siate, manu-
factured hr the London and Continental Marble Compaiiv.—
Mr. WFATT, Manager. Oftices and dep6?, 3, Crooked-lane, Lon-
don-bridge.—Marble Pavings for Churches, Halls, Conserva-
tories. &c.

TV/rAEKET-WHAEF, EEGENT’S-PARK-
ivl BARIN.-WEST-END DEPOT for Yorkshire Paving.
Portland and Derby Stone. Bengor States, Slabs, &c. fta Also
Brick*. Lime. Cement, I’iaster, Tiles. Laths, and Fire Goods.
SCOLES and WOOD inviie the a'tention of RuilderB, Masons,
and others, to the'r Stock as above, where everything will be
charged at the lowest prices. Headstone*, ledgers, step*. I-and-

ings, Ac. cut on the shortest notice. Country orders promptly
attended to.

TO BUILDERS and OTHERS. — ONE
1 THOUSAND CHIMNEY-PIECES kept in stock, at prices

from 68. each.— W. B. WILICIN30N and CO. Manufiicturer.s,
Prudhoe-"tree'. Newca«tle-oii-Tyne.

RATH STONE of best Quality.—EICTOR
X3 and RON- Onarrv Proprietor* and Stone Merchants. Bath.
List of prices of Box Ground and Corshiim Down Stone (loaded
in railway truck', at Box or Corshnm Stations!, forwarded on
application to Bath Freestone Work*. Box. near Chippenham,
Wilt*. Dre's ngs (both pU'n and nroamentall, prepared ready
or fixing Vo'es. TomlK, Cliimney-pieee*. 4c. 4c,

VORK SHIRE STONE. — THOMAS
X TILNEY. stone Mo-chant. Tanfield-place. LceiHbegato

inform 'Builde-s. Purvernr*. and Local Board*, tliat he ran snpplr,
direct from hi* Qnarne', by water or railwav, ravine, landings.
*tep*. 4c get out Ito aizes, on the most advantageous ternia

—

Prices sent on aoplicotinn.

T ODGE-STILE, C00:MB-D0WN FREE-
XJ STONE.- I'AAC “lUMSIciN, Quarry Master. Coomb-Down
Bath, begs to inform Architects and fluiliier* that h» is prepn-eii

tosiipplvanvqnanfityof thisfnr-fimedwea'her-resisting STuNE,
in the (ine*t conditiop, and in blocks of all sizes. 1

WILLIAM S. LAWRENCE, Pennant;
V Stone Merchant. Stapleton. Office— 10. Merchanf-streef. '

Bristol.— All descripti ns of Steps. Laniings, Tr.mgh', Torah*,
|

Cu'b, Ashlar, Paving, 4o- on sale at the Stone Quarries, Stapleton,
• and at Conham. on the Avon, near Bristol.

BATH STONE OF BEST QUALITY. iDANDELL and SAUNDERS,:
QUARRYMEN AND STONE-MERCHANTS.

BATH,
List of prices at the quarries and depOts, also cost for transit '

- to any part nf the kingdom, furnished on application to Bath '

Stone Office. Corsham. Wilts. '

e ^ RANITE.—TFe Welsh Granite Company,
1

Vj Carnarvon, supplies Pitching or Paving Pets of this '

Material to order. The sets, which have for several year.s been
j

.
extensiyelv ii‘ed in Manehe'ter, Bristol, Leeds, and ott er large

!

biwns. combine in a higher degree than auy others, the qualilies
,

of roughness in wear and durability.

^RANITE.— The Cheesewrin^ Granite
_ VJ Company (Limited), Liskeard, Cornwall.

London Agents—THEGELLES and T \ YLnR. .54. Old Broad- i

street. Manager-J.YS. J. TRATHAN, Liskeard.

f
This Granite is selected for the New Westminster-bridge.

i (O RANITE.—King William and Nelson
1 VX Monuments. Plinth and Steps of the Royal Exchange, and

^ Terraces at ihe Crystal Palace. Supplied bv the Uiyflor Company
under Royal Charter.—For terms, apply to Mr. C. HOAR, Haytor

® Granite Office, 4. Millb.aok-row. Westminster.

p PANSOME’S SILICIOUS STONE,—All
XV kinds of ARCHITECTURAL EMBELLISHMENTS
executed in this beautiful and indestructible material, at prices

p not exceeding the ordiuarv cementa— Full particulars furuialied

», on application io Mr. PREl). RANSOME, Wbiteliall-wharf,
Cannon-row, Westminster; or Patent Stone Work*, Ipswich.

[June 6, 1857.

P ELICAN LIEE INSUHANCE
CO.XPANY. estihliRhed in

70, Lombard-street. City, and 57. Cboring-

DlRSCTORi
Robert Gurney Bnrclay,

a, Westminster.

KitkmanD.noditson.esq. M.P.
Henry Lancelot Holland, esq.

Henjani'n Shaw. esq.

Marthew Whitinc. esg._

M. Wyvill.jun.esq. M.P.

Williani Cot^n, D.C.L. F.^S.
John Davie, esq.

WilliaTTi Walter Fuller, eeq.

Jta A. Gordon. M.D. F.B.S.
Henry Grace, esq. '

This Company offers

COMPLFTF SECUKtTY.—Moderate Ratea of Frem'un

particip.Uion in four-fifths or eiijht.v per ceut. of the profits.

Rates without participation in profi^
LOANS in conneitton with l.ife Assurance,

security, in f.ums of not Ubs than SOoi.

ANNUAL PREMIUM required for the As-uranee of lOOi foribe

whole term of life ;

—

i approved

1 15

1 19
S 10

£ F. -
2 18 10

j

ROBERT TUCKEH, Secretory.

TMPEEIAL LIEE INSURANCE COM-
A PANY, 3, OLD BROAD-STREET. LONDON. IiL,tituted

T. GEORGE BARCLAY. E'q. Chaimnp.
MARTIN T. SMITH, Esq. M.P- Deputy-Chairman.

One-third of the Premium on
forlthe wUoleterm oflife. may remain as * debt uirnn the poiicj.

to be paid ofl at convenience : or the Directors ^
‘j

50l and upwards on the securitv of Policies eflected " th ‘his

Company for the whole term of life, when they have acquired a

“
so por «nl. ol th. pro«U .re

'""If
everv fifth year, and may be applied to increase the sum insured,

to Mimmtdiate payment in cash, or to the reduction and ulti-

mate extinction of future preraiuma
,.^r= terminat

At the fifth appropriation of ’lwed\rMJ 10s
ing January 31,1856. a reversionary bonus was declareQ o t u. lus.

per cent, on the sums insured, and buhsisting S
premium paid during the five years. This b'lnus, P®' .

lie longest duraiion, exceeds Ss- Per cent, prr annum < d the

original sums insured, and inrreises a policy of l.OOOL to 3,ft)8t

BONUS TADLF.
, . ,

Showing the Additions made to Policies of 3,OooJ. each.

Ti*..«e Amount of Addition made gum payable

iM^ance.

1820..
1825..
1830..
1635..
1840..

2 U 0
1 12 0
5 3 0

114 5 0
103 14 0

93 3 0

88 17 0

84 13 0
79 18 0

75 13 0

15 0 0

14.86 6 0
1334 14 0

1374 0 0
1313 8 0
314.5 13 0
1085 16 0
1015 0 0

And for intermediate years in proportion.

The next appropriaiion will be made in 1861.

ProposalR for iDBurances may be made at the chief office, a

above ; at the branch oOiee. 16. Pall Mall, Loudon ; or to any o

the agents throo about the kingdom.
Insurano-s without participation in Profits, may be effected a

leduoed rates.

SAMUEL INGALL, Actuary.

‘ .ITTLIj: CASTERTON FREESTONE.—
Apply for prices, 4c. &c. to FRAS. nnd OCTS. N.

S' A>ISUMANCB SOCIETY. Estahltshed 1S31.

The TWENTY-SIXTH ANNUAL MEETING of thisSooiety
was held in Edinburgh, on the tith MAY, David J. Thomson, Fs

in the chair. The report by the Directors stated that (he numhei
of policie-. issued during the yearendinvf 1st MARCH last, wns 65“

the sums thereby ss'-ured being 300,4401 ; snd the annua! pre
miums thereon 9..5.8!iJ,— all of which exceed, in every particular

those of the previous year.

The Inves'ed Funds of the Society amount to £l 029 6M
The Annnal Kevenue to 176.411

The ExistingAa-umnces to 4.882.(p!1i!

Copies of the report may now be obtained at the Society’

° ROBERT CHRISTIE. Manager,
Head Office. 26, St. Andrew-square, Edinburgh. London Office,

26. Poultry. E.C.
ARCHIBALD T. RITCHIE. Agent.

Western London Office 6s, James’s street, AVestbourne-termce.W,
CHARLES P. LEVER, Solicitor. Agent.

l.ooof IN OASr tip DFATH.

A FIXED ALLOWANCE of 6/. per "V

In the Event of Iiijuev bv
ACCIDE.NT.8 OP EVERY iiE.<CRIPTIDN.

mav be secured iu- »n Annual Payment of £3 f'T a Pciice In th
railway PAS.6EN0EB.S ASSURANCE CoMl'ANV,
Smaller amount', mav I'C secured by proportinna'e pijments.

Nil CHAKOE F(iR STAMP DUTY.
RAILWAY ACCIDENTS ALONE may be insured sgainst

the jrumey or by the year, at all the principal Railway StatiuL.

,

wI.CTe aho Forms of Proposal, and Prcapeofiiees. may he had

;

and of Ihe I’rovincial Agent', a' d at the Head Office, London,
N.B. The uecfuhiesB of this Company is shown b> the sum

psid as Compensation for Accidents, £23 7t3.

Railway Pas'eneers .A'surauee Company,
Empowered by Special Act of Pariiameiir.

WILLI.AM J. VIAN, Secretary.
Office, 3, Old Bro-id-stieet, E.8.

]\P

EDWARDES. EDWARD.S and CO. solicit t

spectmn of their a'ocl
neoted with the trade

;

style of execution, and price, it will be foui

mates for every ducriptiou of marble work.

TO BUILDERS, MASONS, AND OTHERS.

gold. Sienna. St. Ann’s, statuary, serpentine

Pi EtT, reoemly imported from Italy, of fi.st-rate workmaneb
ai.d deeign.-Apply to Mr. .“IMPSOK, Uousej Decorator, :

Baker-st.eet, Peitmaa square, W.

JOHN BAZLEY WHITE and BROTHERS,
eJ MAHIILF MERCHANTS.

MILLBANK-STHF.ET, NVEST MINSTER.
M;irble of all kind* and of best quality, in block and slab.

Marble Mortars. 4o.

PATES and GEORGE,
VX CAEN nnl AUIUGNV QUARRYMi^N. and

GENERAL STONE MERCHANTS.
CAE.N WHARF. ROTHERHITHE.

Seasoned Caen Stone alwavs on hand, and a large assortment
of Yorkshire Sawn Slab, and other Stone.

pAEN and AUBIGNY STONE.—
V-7 P. POUCARD, Stone Merchant and Quarryman, Cargoeo
shipped to order from Caen to any port. Contracts taken for any
juantitie*. DepOts: Granile Wharf, Ea*t Greenwich; Lett’s
Wharf, Waterloo-bridge.— Office : 216, High-street, Southwark,
near tlic TownhalL

Wf and J. FREEMAN, Merchants in the
Vv • various descriptions of STONE. GRANITE, and
HjATE, for eneinpering and building purposes Supplies direct
'r-jm the Quarries, by vessel nr railwav. Direct communication
with the p-lndpal ports for EXPORTATION. Wharf prices, and
estimates for special contracts, including quarry work or other
abour, forwarded on applicatioa—Office, 87. MlUbank-street,
hondon. S.AV.

CLATES.—TO BE SOLD by PRIVATE
)0 TREATY, a quantity of very excellent WELCH ROOF-
ING SLATES, of various sizes. lyiQ? ou a convenient wharf in

,he City.—Particulars may be li\d on applioatiou to .Messrs.

DUNN and GIBBS, 7. Great Tower-slrcct. E.O.

QLATES.—A. A. ROBINSON is prepared
Cj to supply Builders, Slaters, Shippers, and others, with
8I,ATBS from the Best Quarries, at very low prices, from his

Wharft at Tidal Basin. Victoria I.oudon Dof-ks, and Bow-bridge.
Slate Works—STR.ATFORD. London, E. Everv description of
koofing and Slate Masons' Work, plain or'enamelled. executed in

own or country. Price LUts forwarded on application. A
iberal dlscouat to the Trade.—All orders to be addressed to

Stratford.

IPNAMELLED SLATE and MARBLE
1 A CHIMNEY-PIECES in great varietv; Slab Work in
general; Roofing .Slates (Rancor only); Slating rxoouted.—
JUNES, BROTHERS, 13, Wharf-road. City-road, N.

;
and Bangor

Wharf. Pimlico. S.W.

T LANGOLLEN SLABS and SLATES,
Xj house CISTERNS, Sink-stones. Filters, Larders, Man.
gers. Ridging, Skiiting.aii'l Rouvh Core.
CisTERNS of LARGE DIMENSIONS for BREWERIES,

DISTILLERIES, BLEACHING - HUUSES, and MANURE-
TANKS.

Caitie-stalls, Pigstves, and Trouchs.
Paving fur Railway Stations, Malt-houses, Breweries, Balco-

nie*. Conservatories. Warehouse*. 4c.
cniMNEY-PIEljES. Baths, Tombstones. Pedestals, Wa*hing-

tables. Urinals, and every other Article of Slabwork, PLAIN or
ENAMELLED.

Self-faced Flags for Barns. Oiithou.se*. or Street P.aving.

Fu Slock at I’aiidington, SEVERAL FINE SL.kU-^ of 79
SUPERFICIAL FEET each.

LLANGOLLEN FLAG AND SLATE COMPANY.
PENTBEFELIN WHARF. LLANGOLLEN.

AND 4 WHARF, SOUTH WHARF-ROAD, PADDINGTON

V-A-LENTIA SLATE SLABS.—
V The Valentia Slab Company invite attention to their Slabs
sow supplied, of very large dimensions and of superior quality.
They have been used at the British Museum. National Galle-y.
Bethlem Hospital. variousLunatioAsylums. the Ordnance Works,
Model Prison, Peutonville, and other Penitentiaiire ; Malting
Floors in Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire, Breweries, the Race
Stand at Brighton, Portamouth Barraoka, and are kept in stock in
Ur«e gaantiMe* by Messrs. FREEMAN, Millbank-street: and
at Messrs. Braby's, Belvldere-road, where terms may be obtained.

o M'CARTHY, CARMAN, and SAND and
V-'© CEMENT MERCHANT. Whitefriar* Wharf, White-
friars. Fleet-street, City. Sand, from above or below Bridge, do-

iivereil by the yard or per barge. Ballast, screened or unscreened,
by the j'ard or p-r barge. Stocks, lime, and old hricKs. llry

rubbish delivered per barge, in any quantity, alongside llie

Thamea

]\/rAGNUS’S SLATE BILLIARD TABLES,
i. yA the only ones tim', liaving enamelled slat; frames and sol in

slate legs, are suitable for exportation. Her M ije’.ty has otie in

the drnwing-ruom at Osborne ; the Duke of Wellington has one at
Strathfieidiiye ; and they are patronised by noblemen in general
ns well as by the most scientific players. (Hee reports by the
Jurors at the Great Exhibition of 1851.) “Of all the ot'jrcts

manufactured by this exhibitor, the billiard tabic is perhaps the
most iiDportuiit, as being decidedly superior to tables cuustrucivd
of any other materia!. To ttiis exhibitor the jury have ho i no
hesitation in awarding the prize meda), in ookiiowle'^gment of his
admirable and useful contriv.inaes ana applications."—AUlioujh
these tables are immeasurably superior to a'l others, Mr.
MAGNUS is DOW able to supply them for less than table* wi h
mahogany frame.*.—Pimlico Slate Works, 39 and 40, Upper I’el.

grave-place, Pimlico, 8.W.

MAGNUS’S ENAYIELLED SLATE
IvX CHIMNEY-PIECES, table tops, cabinet stoves, billard
and bagatelle tables, clieflouiers, baths, washttand tops, altar
tablets, mural tablet*, pilasters, columus. wall lining*, pliu'hs.
va.*es, dairy fittings, fic. obtained the medal of die Society of
Arts, the prize medal of the Great Exllibitinii of 185!, a-ad two
first-class medils at the Fans Exhibition of 1855. Much cheaper,
handsomer, and more duraiJe Chan marble.
N.B. Cisterns and ptsiii slate work of alt description*.—Pimlico

Slate Works, 39 and 40, Upper Belgrave-plaoe. Pimlioo, S.W.

pROGGON and COMPANY,
Manufacturers of

PATENT ASPHALTE ROOFING,
BOILER, RAILWAY. SHEATHING and INODOROUS FELT.

For Damp Walls, and Lining Iron Houses,

3. DUWGATE-HILL. LONDON.

A SPHALTE.—GERVASE FOOTTi'L’
I\. TRINIDAD ASPHALTE WORKS, ROTHERHITHE,

, LONDON. Established 1334. — TRINIDAD, BEYS6EL, and
1

BRITISH ASPIIALTES, manufactured by Steam power, laid
1 down in the best manner, or supplied in any quantity. Informa-
tion for using furwarded with material Post-office orders or
reference in London promptly attended to.—Estimates given (or
every kind ol the above work.

apectaily in damp situations,
FROM 2a. 9d. PER SQUARE YARD.

Country Builders supplied with AspUaUe for footings and bam
loors. with instructions for usingit.
Apply to JOHN PILKING’TON, Polonceau and Limmex

Lsphalte Office, MonnmeDt.charaherF. 14. Fish-street-hill. Loudon.
N.B. Importer

:,lMM£aMijie8
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nilirer.

Vot. XV.—No. 7i9.

FTER seven sittings, the jury

ations(?), th« Leeislature has devised the best possihle stabilifj of ILc building. Ill Tottcnbam-COurt-
meana of preveniine him atteodinif tohisduties; hisdistnct

I i * .i .i • i -.i , .i

extends from Tottenham-court-road to HijfhgateJiill, a
|

I’Oad, l)y tllG Way, tlllS VOS tloiie uitllOUt the
distance of about three miles, and it OODlains upwards of permission OF knowledge of the district SUF-
20,000 bouses. Now, il he were to devote the wholeofUis

|

*
, • n °i i . a.i ii- *

lime in surveying the houses underuoing alterations or in VCyOF, and limteruilly COudllCCu tO tllC Ultimate
oourie of metim. maming ih»i il.o oumi.or of l.ouaes

disaster. In frciieral, however, OS wc liave said,
building—VIZ, 500 when the last census was taken— 18 tbe

I
. P i / i t • .

’

usual average, and adding the houses undergoing alter- tlllS IS not the QUty of tltO district Surveyor.
ations. it would lake him six weeks, allowing only half an I e -a nn cvimnlf^ Hint n hinldpr frivp<? n, fli«i.
hour to each house, to visit the works going on in his dis- ,

C>ay, aS ail example, lliat a DUliacr glVoS a QIS-

trict
; and if be surveyed in rotation after reoeijil of every ' surveyor notice of his intention tO put in

, ,
.

-
,

-
,

notice, a builder would have to give a notice three weeks
I

, e ^ . i i
empanelled to iiujuirc as to the

^

beforehand instead of two days, as required by the Act, a sliop-tronf, luc avraiigeinciit ot tiic story-

deaths of the sk persons who bressumraer, and projeclions being in

unfortunately lost their lives the date of the old Act, one district surveyor was allotted accordance With tlic Act, we are not aware that

through the falling of tho the Aot, prevent the

y houses Nos 116 117 and 118 ' number being at that time -i.soo, but at the present time ' alteration proposed because he found the wall

Totle„ha,n.eonrt-road, brought “J,! 7'’r.'lS7on.‘''.Sr7.rTri^ 'IS tp 'siwe!
I

above .apparently so had that the operation might

in the following- verdict— !

tiierefore, for the duties to be properly performed.
; he attended with danger. If the wall seemed

That the deaths of Frederick '

if“a cTef’fporiS iffort IS ' really rainous. he might send notice to the Com-

Bipff Ann Driscoll, John Gnrnett, Richd. ba* occurred in this division of the metropolis within the * missioncis of Police, calling upon them to

Taraer, James Ke.il and Joseph Taylor,
,

I

appoint a surveyor to report upon it. This was
^ were oaused^by^ the fillhng oPjhe houses

.

proper regulations,
__ ^ .n...

!

precisely what Mr. Baker did iu Totteuhani-
'dSg Nos. 146, 147, and 148, Tottenham-

1

rere sacrified, and after
j

- “
i i i i i -j i. t. ui

. 1 , wnat paasefl at Idat inquest it was confidently hoped that COlirt-rOad, although, by accident probably, 110

Th'at oulting the holes in the wall of
j

t .Iteration wa.
1

mention of this, nor of the faet that he also gave

the Act, and the Court of Official Referees (which the builder noticC tO take dowU the Wall wllicll147 and 148 was the immediate cause
|

made

of the accident, the pnrty-wuil of 146

and 147 being very indifferent, rec^uiring

more than ordinary caution, which in this case

was not observed.

That Ihc cutting away the party-wall

between 14? and 148 was done in an unskilful and

improper manner.

That ihc jury cannot separate witliout expressing

their strong condemnation of the present contliiting

state of the law as to the district and police sur-

veyors, whose duties appear to be quite independent,

and even antagonistic
;
and the jury sincerely hope

that an immediate alteration will be made in the

Building Act as at present constituted.”

The last witness examined was Mr. Mnrsh

Nelson, who bad surveyed the premises, by di-

rection of the coroner, and who read a lengthened

report on the cause of the disaster, with obser-

vations suggested by it. First describing the

circumstances under which the alterations were

being made, he said the front wall of Mr.

Maples’s house was iu a most unsafe condition,

cracked and split in the middle by the front

casing having parted from the backing, and that

the materials (for the most part) of which it

was built were of the worst description. Tlie

north party wall was fractured and bulged, and

the chimney-shafts overhanging. The party-wall

on the south side was not fractured in the base-

Tell, is made in Mr. Nelson’s report,

raents were empowered to control and assist the district
^|jg (district surveyor’s notice to Ihe police of

surveyors—viz. the Police Commissioners, the Metropolitan
. . . ,

Board of Works, and the Commissioners of Sewers for the the ruinous state Ol the party-wall, ilC alSO, aS

“k
V , . j-o- f I 've understand, directed their attention to the

The etiect has been to create a diiTerence of practice
, . • ii ii-

and division of authority, and the Act in this respect is ' condition of the premises generally, and, liaVlDg

d’iS.'iSt.?.
!

done this, had done all that the Act empowered
yeyors, have n(y3ower___to interfere with dangerous struc-

,
Jq {q that respCCt.

jners
j

Thc cxcuse wliich Mr. Nelson offers for the

of Sewers^another within the City. The two latter bodies '

district survevor, SUPPOsillEf an eXCUSC needed,
like the duties imposed upon them by the Act, not being

I . ^
i a i i j.u *

any way connected with the ordinary duties of their 13, that his district IS niUCll tOO large, aUCl Itiat

departments. The Comraisswners of Sewers have not
j

.. aSSUmin^r that the number of houSCS buildiug
appointed surveyors to administer to the Act, but return i

_
®

, , i . i \
the notices to the district surveyors, directing them to

[

(viz., 500 wbeu the last CCnSUS WaS taken) 18 the

e" pioT “'1 “Mi"!?

and the result, is great jealousy on the part o’f the district
1 going alterations, it WOuld take him SIX WCeks,

ouly h.vlf an houv to each house, to

this case, they may consider improper; but still ‘bey are
! ^orks goiug On ill his district.”

required by the * *' — * ~— *1.— 1 = d

carried out.

It is true t

the Building Act, appoint a

tending Architect of Metropolitan Buildings,’

though his litlc is so comorehensive, be baa
do with the great mass of Metropolitan buildings to h .

_

the rcBtilstions of the Act apply. He can, in fact, only
|

Marrablc’s published “ KcpOrt On the Ex-
interfere in buildings where parties wish to coDS'ruct them

I
• /• ji ht iii ij 1. _ c t\-

of iron, and in a peculiar manner
:
and even the principal aminatiou Of the Alontiliy uCtumS Ol UlS-

pnblic buildings of the metropolis arc exempted from hia SurVCVOrS,” sllOWS, that tllC UUmbcr of
supervision. Dangerous structures are wholly exempted
from his as well aa the Board of Works' control.

e act to supervise those works and S'

We shall not inquire if thc district of St.

’ancras be or be not too large, but the figures

here given are certainly incorrect. Instead of

trict Surveyors,” shows,

new buildings in this district in the year 185ft

was 162, spread over twehe tuonths, and including

stables, workshops, and other small erections.

The houses where this sad accident has ocenrred is an
instance of the practical operation of the Metropolitan
Building Act

;
for, nlthough some of its provisions were

modified in 18-15 and 1855. its spirit and administration are many of these being in rOWS of eight

meut story,but the materials of which it was com- whoieTAbc houses east side of Tottenham-court- or ten together, nothing like such a time as half

posed were eqviallj bad
;
further, that tbe uew

iher.tr.snurouU au hoar for caeh houee each vi.it is necessary to
brickwork in tbe parts he saw wheic the work he recollected, are comparatively modern houses, having gnablc the district surveyor to see that the re-

been erected under Ihe Building Act about flfty.six years 1 . , - « i 1 1 „i.i. 1 1 1.

ago. My belief is (from a knowledge of the buildings in quircmcilts 01 ttlC Act hav C bceu attenueci tO.

various parts of the metropolis), that not only are the
| When aU old llOUSe tumblcS down, the nCWS-

houses on the eastern Bide of Tottenham-court-road in the
j

. i ,1 .v ui ,1

state described, but that a very large proportion of the
|

papers iininediateJy tllfOW tUe Diatne OU tllC Uis-
hoa,.. ereoteJ between 1774 ..a 1845 are .nd.ill be in nij.jj surveyOt : aUllOUfrll, aS they Ollfrht tO
few years in the same condition, more particularly those

,
. .

' °
-i 1

formerly denominated fourth rates, such as are seen in 1 kuOW Very Well, hc IS 111 110 degree responsible,
the.aburb.ofLnodonlr„m.erereloflh.r.ilw.,.ent.,-|^^^^j^^^

interfere tO prevent SUch

had been made good was also of a most inferior

kind. Old bricks had been used without being

properly bonded, and tbe cements did not

possess tbe adhesive qualities of common mortar.

“The builders,” he remarked, “in explana-

tion, mentioned the names of well-known manu-
facturers and merchants by whom the cements

were supplied, and it is much to be regretted

that respectable houses will countenance the

sale of such rubbish under the name of cement.”

The work that was being done he considered

very ill advised, and he came to tbe conclusion

that the immediate cause of the accident was

the cutting of the front hole in the party-wall

between Mr. Hunter’s and Mr. Maples’s houses,

Thc remainder of the report we give in tbe

witness’s own words, as printed in the daily

paper'* :

—

“ Tlij p'-ii.iary cause,*' he coutioued, "is to be asoer-

tajne.l, 1 i.iink, from the evidence of the district surveyor,
ed that no detailed survey was made before per-

-_ig the metropolis. .
_

I think that the Government incur a great responsi- ^ disaster, bcyoild sending UOtice of the state of

it reacliMm, to the Police Com-
from the humblest builJer to the judges of the land.

| inissionerS

LolV„^“ t7ri3f.„'r.7;’.o7,L“;f iri."?/.”
[

M,-. Nekon very properly points to the divi-

raerly was superior, and by its conflicting, and, in many ^ of autlioritv, in rCSpCCt of ruioOUS buildings
cases, absurd and contradictory regul-itions, defeats the I

i , ,1
‘ x t> •! r a t it

^

only object that a proper Building Act should have in CaUSCd by thC present DUllcilUg ACt. lie SayS,

view viz. the substantial construction of all houses and
gpeakin'J’ of Ihc authority giveil to tllC Commis-

buildinga without any exceptions whatever, for ihe preven- ^
1
'''“ ®._ ,. S ° \ 1 ,, -r-vi-

tion of the spread of fire, and for the protection of the
inhabitants of the metropolis from such accidents as the
ainful o now under investigation.”

Wc roust be permitted to question the cor-

reefness of the impression souglit to be con-

siouers of Sewers (iu the city), and the Police

Commissioners, — “ The Commissioners of

Sewers have not appointed surveyors to ad-

minister the Act,” &c. ; but, “The Police Com-

missioners employ surveyors, and the result is

veyecl by this report that the accident would
jealousy on the part of the district sur-

not have happened if the district surveyor had
^ „„ called upon to superintend

b..5ment .tor or io «.» r f 1

^“''5'' "“J ‘'"s
works Ordered by the Police Commissioners.”

irveyor eon.id/red it part of hia !

'S unquestionably tllC inference deduciblc from
liavc never seen evidence of this jealousy.

examined eitb'

Now, had the district survevor
duty to make a proper survey, in the first instance, the

j the Commencement of that portion of tllC report
tjg existence, but it is not to that we

which we have printed. In the first place, as a
refer. Tlicve is an obscurity in the obser-

gencral rule, it is not the duty of tlie district
to the employment of surveyors, which

surveyor to see if proposed alterations can be
^ impression. Thus, thc Times,

made with safety, but that they do not contra- „ the report, says,-
vene any ot the provisions of thc Act, and are

carried out in accordance with its requirements.

In one special case, that of requiring to cut theyhai. ..- „ _ _
.

l_ ’
.

, y. , A I'l tiou9. The Police Commissioners, however, exercise

away a chimney breast or shaft, the Act forbids control over them without, and the Commissioners of

it, unless the district surveyor certifies that it
8.«.r. .hould de .o »iihi.,, Ihe Cityboasd.iie., These

result would have been that both the party and front walls
would have been condemned. The party-wall of Mr.
Maples’s house was absolutely fractured (not an ordinary
settlcnienl) and broken in the basement story about 6 feet
from the front under the opening, that was increased in
height, Olid it had bulged at the hack under the part where
the chimney-breasts were cut away.
On the roof the Iroot wall of tbe adjoining house had

separated from the partr-wall, and the front wall has
already been described as in a most rotten state.
nothing, tlierelore, could he more unwise than attempt-

ing any altersiions to houses in this state, and nothing
short of rebuilding should have been permitted.

It is only justice to the district surveyor to state that,
if the Building Act requires him to make a detailed survey
and examination of a house before he sanctions any alter-

" Tbe Metropolitan Board of M'orks appoint the dis-

trict surveyors
;

biit,ir_we rightly uppreheiid the matter.

two bodies should appoint surveyors to check the proceed-

can be done without iujuviously affecting the jngs of the district surveyors. The Police Commissioners
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bare done bo, but the Commissinners of Sewers have

ucRlectod so to do, and have lelt the district surveyors to

take their own way."

The fact is, the two bodies in question ai-c

not called upon to “appomt surveyors to check

the proceedings of the district surveyors;” the

police commissioners have not done so, and have

no power to do so. As we have again and

again pointed out, the district surveyor is

bound by Part II. of the Budding Act, to make

known to the commissioners of police (if the

structure be not in the City of London), or to

the commissioners of sewers (if it be), any in-

formation he may receive with respect to any

structure being in a dangerous state, and tlie

commissioners are then to require a survey to

be made “ by the district surveyor, or some

other competent surveyor.” The police com-

missioners determined, on the passing of the

Act, to employ a surveyor of their own, not

“ to check the proceediugs of the district sur-

\xyors, but to make these surveys ; and a dis^

trict surveyor, having sent off to Scotland-yard

the notice be may have received, has nothing

more to do with the matter, has no power to

interfere in it, and knows nothing whatever of

the steps taken until he receive from the

•builder notice of an intention to do such works

as may be necessary.

The district surveyor ought, at any rate, to

receive from the police commissioners a copy of

the notice given by their surveyor; but this is

never sent to him, probably because of the

lar^e araouut of work there has been to do.

The same excuse would probably be pleaded for

occasional great delays, for the loose wording

of many of the notices from the police authori-

ties, and for non-attendance afterwards to see

that the notice has been carried out. From

statements which have been forwarded to us by

more than one correspondent, it would seem

that, in consequence of the illness of the sur-

veyor to the police, the duties have been dis-

charged for some time by a deputy, at a small

salary, who has found twelve or thirteen hours

a day insuflicient for the work, and who has had

at times twenty or thirty notices in bis pocket

waiting to be attended to. IVe arc told tliat

since tbe Act came into operation, January 1st,

1856, 2,600 such surveys have been made,

representing fees to the amount of at least

2,600/. so that there can be no reason for the

non-employment by the police commissioners, of

a sufficient number of competent surveyors to

discharge the duties imposed by the Act

efficiently and without delay.

ROME.*

Although of small elevation, the hills of

Borne appear originally to have been abrupt or

precipitous in their sides, which characteristic

may still in many parts he observed—their

summits forming level surfaces detached from

the other parts of the city, except in the

case of the Quirinal, Yimind, and Esquiliue,

which are rather offshoots frooi the more exten-

sive plateau towards the east than isolated

hills. Swamps occupied the lower portions of

the interveuiug valleys, and a portion of the

Forum itself was traditionally a mere marsh, of

which tbe Lacus Curtius was one of tbe last

remnants.

“ Hoc ubi nnne fora sunt, nJ® fenuero p&ludes

:

Amoe redundutia fossa miidcbat nquis.

Curtius ille lacus, siccas qui sustiaet aras
Jiunc Bolida est tellus, aed lacus ante fuit."

These marshes were particularly prevalent in

the valleys separating the Capitoliue, Palatine,

and Aventine hills, tiie broader portion of which

was known as the Velabrum, and for the drain-

age of which the Cloacx of Tarquin were doubt-

less originally designed. Of these Cloaca?, that

called Maxima still presents a remnant for our
instruction. The vault is formed of three cou-

centric arches, making an aggregate thickness

of about 6 feet, aiid tbe sewer altogether is

about 13 feet in width and height in tbe clear.

• See p. 303, ante.

Tlie stone of which it is built is of itself a proof

of its extreme antiquity, being the tufa lithoide

of Brocchi, one of the volcanic formations found

in many parts of Rome, and which was after-

w'ards supplanted in public buildings by the

finer quality of the peperino. The pqidion of

the Cloaca Maxima, built by Tarquin, com-

menced near the arch of Severns, then passed

under the Via Sacra to the Temple of Julius,

thence, following the course of the Via Nova at

the base of the Palatine, it crossed tlie Forum

Boarium, and ran straight to the Tiber, which

it entered near the Ponte Bofto. Subsequent

additions were made to this sewer as far ns the

Suburra, vestiges of which were discovered in

1712. Tbe expense of cleansing these sewers

was defrayed partly by the treasury, partly by

the assessment called Cloacariiim j and under

the republic tbe censors, and under tbe empire

officers called cloacariuin curatores, bad the ad-

ministration of these works.

After the occupation of the valley between

the Palatine and Aventine by the Circus Maxi-

mus, tbe name Velabrum became gradually

restricted to the street Ihrongh which the pro-

cessions passed from the Forum to the Circus,

in which sense it was known in tbe Middle

Ages, and still survives in the title of tbe old

church of S. Giorgio in Velahro. The con-

tiguity of tbe Forum Boarium to the Velabrum

is proved by the passage of Livy, " Iiule vico

Tusco Velabroquc per Boarium Forum,” &c.

;

and also by tbe inscription on the arclq of the

Goldsmiths, still standing near S. Giorgio. To

a late period the Vicus Tuscus was the great

line of communication between the Forum and

the Circus Maximus atid Forum Boarium, and

tlirougli it, upon the occasion of the Circensiau

Games, passed the magnificent procession called

the Pompa Circensis.

Another point of interest in the neighbour-

hood of the Forum is the position of the once

busy and crowded quarter called Suburra. It

is to tlie north-east of the Forum, in tbe broad

valley between tbe terminating points of the

Quirinal, Viminal, and Esquiliue, whence two

long and narrow valleys separate tliose hills

from each other, whilst a third valley pierces

tbe Esquiliue itself in an easterly direction,

towards the Arch of Gallicnus, that we must
look for this celebrated locality. Marliano and

tlieeailier Italian topographers took a far more
correct view of this and of many other disputed

points than Nardiui and the later ones; the

difficulties of the latter being mainly owing to

their reliance upon tlie spurious catalogues of

Victor and Bufus, which remove it from the

fourth region in which it is found iu tbe “No-
titia,” and place it, for no possible reason, the one

in the second and the other in tbe tliird. The
position tlms assigned to the Suburra at tbe

back of the range of imperial fora, and ihtough

which the Transitorium would form a direct

communication with the Forum Bomauum, is

supported by mauy local proofs, such as the

small piazza at the foot of the Via di Sta.Lucia,

which still bears the name Suburra, and in the

appellation of the ancient church of Sta. Agatha
in Suburra, on the brow of tbe Quirinal, in its

immediate neighbourhood, &c. The doubts

that have been raised as to whether the term

was applied to a quarter or only a single street

is but of small moment, as it probably was first

one and then the other
;
but at all events, so

early as the sixth century it had reassumed its

more extensive signification, as St. Gregory

speaks of the church of St. Agatha as “ in

regione uibis ilia, qua? Suburra dicitur.”

To the valley which separates the Quirinal

from the Viminal w’e can assign no ancient

appellation
; but iu the valley between the litter

and the Esquiline was the Vicus Patricius, for

which we have the testimony of Anastasius and
of the Anonymous of Einsiedlen, both of whom
clearly state that the ancient church of Sta.

Pudenziana, which still exists, was built in

vico Patricii, which must tlius have occupied
the line of the present Via Urbina.
The position of the Vicus Patrici\is established,

those of the Cispius and Oppius—both offshoots

of the Esquiliue, but included in the original

seven hills—by an important passage of Varro,

given us by Festus, become equally established.

By the same passage of Varro, the Carince is

placed upon the westernmost point of the
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Oppius, originally a small fortified village, but

in the later ages of tbe republic one of the most

aristocratic quarters of the city. In addition

to the above evidence of Varro, that writer

states tliat it was comprised, together with the

Caslian hill, in the Begio Suburra of Servius
;

and the fact of this quarter bearing the name of

Le Carra throughout the Middle Ages, and as

late as the sixteenth century, is another con-

firmation of its locality.

The Ueaioiies into which Servius divided the

city were but four in number, and did not em-

brace its whole extent. They were denominated

the Snbicrajia, the Psquilina, the Collina, and the

Palaiinay and, amongst other omissions, did not

include tbe Capitoliue hill or the valley of the

Forum, or of that of the Velabrum or the

Aveutiue. Various conjectures have been ad-

vanced to account for these omissions, and

different readings of passages in Van-o and

Livy, relative to certain chapels instituted by

Numa,which influenced the limits of the Regions,

have added this to the list of unsettled ques-

tions.

Augustus made a fresh division of the city

into fourteenllegions, each consisting of a certain

number of vici. Each vicus eonsisted of a

certain collection or plot of houses surrounded

by streets (whence the term became applied to

the streets themselves), each vicus being com-

posed of two classes of liouses, called respec-

tively insideo and dotnus. The law for building

eacli'house detached, which had been disregarded

during the repnbhc, was again enforced by Nero

after the fire, a passage, called ambitus or cir-

cuitus, being left round each for the purpose of

disconnection. The insulm were the habitations

of tbe middle and lower classes, and were gene- -

rally let out in floors
;
the donnis were the habi-

tations of the rich, and were consequently com-

paratively few. Each region was composed of

a certain number of vici, audwere distinguished

for a long period by numbers only,—the period

when names were first applied to them being

impossible now to determine; but as late as

Hadrian the numbers only were still in use, as

shown in the Basis Capitolina. Though the

exact boundary of these regions cannot be traced

with certainty, a general view of the situation

of each, and the principal objects of antiquity

within it, may be given iu a few lines.

Pegio 1, Porta Capena, included the suburb

beyond that gate, east of the Baths of Anto-

ninus, and contained the Temple of Mars,

Tomb of the Scipios, and the Arch of Drnsus.

Pegio 2, Calimontana included the Cmliau

hill, and contained tbe Arch of Dolabella, and

tiie arches of tbe Aqueduct of Nero.

Pegio 3, Isis and Serapis, comprised the

Valley of the Colosseum and the offshoot of tbe

Esquiliue, originally called Oppius, and con-

tained tbe Flavian Amphitheatre, and the Baths

of Titus aud Trajan.

Pegio 4, Templuin Pads, or Sacra Via, com-

prised the greater part of the valley between

the Palatine, Esquiliue, Viminal, and Quirinal,

and contained the Colossus of Nero, the Temples

of Vcuus and Borne, Antoninus aud Eaustma,

Peace, the Sun and Moon, the Basilicas of

Constantine and Paullus, the Forum Trausito-

riiim, &c. aud included also the Suburra and the

greater pait of the Sacred Way.
Pegio 5, Esquitina, included the Cispius and

the Viminal, and a large tract of suburbs lying

to the east of the Servian walls and Agger,

embracing theAraphitheatnim Castrense, and the

building called Minerva Medica, and amongst

its principal contents, were the Gardens of

Mfccenas, the Arch of Gallienus, the Nymphmum
of Alexander Severus, Baths of Olympia, Helena,

and Agrippina, Circus Variauus, &c.

Pegio 6, Alta Semita, embraced the Quirinal,

and extended to the east, so as to include the

Preetorian Camp, and contained the house and

gardens of Sallust, baths of Diocletian, Con-

stantine, and Paulus, the ancient capital, and

Temples of Flora, Quirinus, aud many others.

Pegio 7, Via Lata, bounded on the east by

the Quirinal, on the north by the Pincian, on

the south by the Servian waif, and on the west

by the Via Lata, included iu its chief objects

tlie Temple of the Sun, Arches of Gordianus,

Claudius, and Verus, Tombs of Bibulus, of the

Claudian family, &c.

Pegio S, Forim Pomanwn.— This important
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region included in its extent the aneient Fovuni

and its contents, embracing those important

buildings in its circuit which we have already

described, from the Tem^)le of Cscsar, along its

south side to the Capitohne Hill, which was also

included in it, together with the valley between

it and the Palatine, as far as the Velabrum,

and thence extending on the north side of

the Porum as far as the Transitoriura, includ-

ing the Pora of Csesar, of Augustus, and of

Trajan, with the Basilica Ulpia, and numerous

temples and monuments tnat we need not

enumerate.

Begio 9, Circus Flaminius, comprehending

the district lying between the Via Lata on the

east, the Tiber on the west, the Capitohne on

the south, and the Piazza Navona and Colonna

on the north, included the theatres of Balbus,

Pompey, and Marcellus ;
the Pantheon, the

Baths of Agrippa and Nero, porticos of Octavia

and Philip, and many other monuments.

Regio 10, Palatium, containing the whole of

the Palatine-hill. This hill, at once the cradle

of Rome, aud the chosen residence of its em-

perois, is a scene of peculiar interest, from the

extensive ruins that occupy so large a portion

of it ;
but the arrangement of which, into any-

thing like pristine form, must remain a problem

not easily to be solved. Although long subse-

quent to the reign of Nero, the Notitia and

other authors still speak of the Domus Angus-

liana and Tiberiana, as applied to portions of

the new palace, it bv no means proves that

those portions rctainecl their origind character,

as the expressions of Tacitus would argue

almost a total destruction by fire of the original

buildings. Many subsequent alterations were

made to the palace of Nero itself j and Domi-
tian, Severus, and Elagabalus are all recorded

as having added to its extent and splendour

;

but of their individual labours the only portion

whose founder is matter of certainty, was the

Septizonium of Septimius Severus, at the south-

east angle of the palace, near the Porta Capena,

where a large portion was standing till near the

end of the sixteenth century, when it was demo-

lished by Pope Sixtus V. A spot of greater

interest for the general scholar, as connected

with the earliest legends of Rome, was the

Germalus, the part of the hill hallowed by the

presence of the Lupercal, or grotto, in which

the twin-founders of the city were nursed by

the she-wolf. The Germalus was one of the

ancient seven monies of the Septimontium,

which we must remember was very different

from the “ Septem domiui montes ” of the Im-

perial Cityj and in the same relation to the

Palatine was the Velia, another member of the

Septimontium, but whose situation is not so

clear, asNiebuhr and Bunsen place it uorth-east

of the Palatine, and the later Italian anti-

quarians, north-west.

Regio 11, Circus Maximus, was principally

composed of the valley between the Palatine

and Aventine, and included the Velabrum on

the north. It comprised the Circus Maximus
aud temples to Ceres and Proserpine, Mercury,

Portunmus, Vesta, Juno Matuta, &c.

Regio 12, Piscina Puhlica, was bounded on

the north by the Coelian, on the east by the

Region of the Porta Capena, on the west by the

Aventine, and on the south by the Aurelian

walls, and the chief object in its circuit was the

Baths ofCaracalla.

Regio 13, Aventinus, comprised that hill and

adjacent parts, aud included in its extent the

sepulchre of Caius Cestus.

Regio 11, Transtiberina, was the largest of

the regions, including the Vatican, Jauiculum,

with the district between them and the river,

aud the Insula Tibcrina. Such were the

famous regions of Augustus, as instituted by
him for the better administration of the muni-
cipal regulations of the city.

We have found it impossible to allude to

more than a very few of the disputed topogra-

phical points in this favourite field of antiquarian

polemies, where every inch of ground has been
disputed, where an argument has been found
for every theory, and every fresh theory has
found a train of zealous adherents. Nor can
we, by the same rule, venture to touch upon
more than one or two of those architectural

divisions into which the monuments of the city

may be divided, and which Canina has classified

into walls, temples, fora, aud buildings belonging

to them, porticos, theatres, amphitheatres, circi,

baths, aqueducts, bridges, triumphal arches,

honorary and sepulchral monuments, and private

buildings.

Of the works of ancient Rome there is none

of equal antiquity so well preserved _as the Pan-

theon, which may partly be ascribed to its

having been converted into a Christian church

so eaiSy as the reign of Phocas, and it is not one

of the least of the proofs of the noble scale

upon which the Romans constructed their regal

edifices, that this magnificent rotunda, with its

noble portico, whicii Forsyth pronounced to be

"•positively the most sublime result that was

ever produced by so little architecture,” should

be considered ty many, aud amongst them

Canina, to have been a mere vestibiue to the

Baths of its founder.
“ Glorious dome I

Shalt thou Dot last ? Time's scythe and tyrants’ rods

Shiver upon thee—sanctuary and home
Of art and piety—Puutheon !

pride of Rome

!

As in the later styles of architecture that

have prevailed a taste for redundancy of orna-

ment and unnatural combination has enfeebled

and effeminatised until the masculine dignity and

real symmetry of the original type has disap-

peared beneath the weight of nenes that has

helped to crush it, so was it with that of Rome.

The arts of Greece, transplanted into this new

soil, found a style already established with which

it was forced to combine. The_ Greek column

aud entablatm'C became united with the Roman
arch aud vault

;
and though a style of much

beauty was evoked from the combination, yet

the antagonistic principles that stamped its

parentage produced at last a taste for incom-

patible oniament, the vigour of the originals

was lost in the ill-assorted union, and beauty

was sacrificed to the fault of over-enrichment.

" Another enemy,” says Forsyth, " to the

beautiful, and even to the sublime, was that

colossal taste which arose iu the empire, aud

gave an ainuatural expansion to all the works

of art. In architecture it produced Nero’s

golden house and Adrian’s villa
;
in hydraulics

it projected the Claudian emissary and Caligula’s

Baian bridge
;
in sculpture it has left at the

Capitol such bauds and feet as_ betray the

emperor’s contempt for the dimensions of man ;

in poetry it swelled out into the hyperboles of

Lucan and Statius. This exaggerated spirit

spread even to the games. Nero drove ten

horses yoked abreast to his car, aud double that

number appear on au ancient stone.”

The same colossal taste is evinced iu the

various therm® of Agrippa, Nero, Titus, Trajau,

Caracalla, Diocletian, and Constantine; iu the

imperial palace, which, taking root iu the modest

mansion of Horteusius, covered the whole pala-

tine, and branched over to the Fsquiline, also in

the raausolea of Augustus and of Hadrian, in

the theatres of Pompey and Marcellus, and iu

the Colosseum.
The erection of an amphitheatre in the midst

of Rome was one of the designs of Augustus,

but it was by Vespasian and Titus that the

Flavian Amphitheatre was begun and finished.

From its vast size, the subsequent erecliou of

any other such building iu Rome was rendered

unnecessary. It stood on the site previously

occupied by the Lake of Nero, between the

Veliau aud the Esquiline, and was capable of

containing 87,000 persons. In the reign of

Macrinus it was so much damaged by a fire

occasioned by lightning, tliat it was necessary to

exhibit the gladiafores and renaiionesiox several

years in the Stadium. Its restoration was com-

pleted by Alexander Severus, and i\\tvenationes,

or combats with wild beasts, were continued in

it as late as the sixth century. In the Middle

Ages it was used as a fortress, and a portion

was at a later period destroyed by the Romans
themselves for materials for the Cancallaria aud

Palazzo Earuese. Here sat the conquerois of

the world, coolly to enjoy the tortures and death

of men who bad never offended them, “Two
aqueducts were scarcely sufficient to wash off

the human blood which a few hours’ sport shed

in these imperial shambles. Twice in one day

came the senators and matrons of Rome to tlie

butchery. A virgin always gave the signal for

slaughter; and when glutted with bloodshed,

those ladies sat down in the wet and streaming

arena to a luxurious supper.”

Erom the silence of Vitruvius upon triumphal

arches, we may suppose that those that existed

in his time, if any, were few aud insignificant.

Of twenty triumphal arches recorded by different

writers as erected in Rome, but four now exist,

namely, — that of Drusus, erected to Nero

Claudius Drusus, on the Appian Way ;
that of

Titus, at the foot of the Palatine, erected to his

honour after his conquest of Jud®a;_ that of

Septimius Severus, at the end of the Via Sacra,

erected to that emperor and his sous Caracalla

and Geta, on account of his victories over the

Partliians
;
and that of Constantine, erected to

him by the Senate after his victory over Maxen-

tius. Of the Arch of Tiberius, at the foot of

the Clivus, no remains exist. The same may be

said of the Arcus Novms, or of Claudius, on the

ViaFlamiuia; thatofVerus, that of M. Aure-

lius, and that of Gordian on the Via Flammia.

The term arcus seems to have been applied to

arches of triumph only, and that oifor}nx tc

those of entrance ;
aud as the use of the former

was to receive the conqueror rctuniiug from the

scene of his achievements, so was it the custom

to place these arches ou the Via Iriumphalis

only, on the route to the Capitol, where he

deposited the spoils of his victories, aud where

the triumph terminated in sacrifices. A Roman

conqueror found his greatest reward in this

public ceremony; and if the triumph was decreed

by the Senate, by so mucli was the honour

enhanced; but if the triumph into Rome was

denied, lie contented himseu with the minor

honour of a procession to the temple of Jupiter

Latialis, on the Alban Mount, to which we

before alluded (page 182), and where, upon

the basaltic pavement may still be read the

letters N. V.

—

Ntminis Via.

Of the triumphal processions of the empe-

rors, who, upon the cbucentration of the supreme

power into their own persons, chose to exhibit

themselves in this manner—the description of

that of Aurelian, as given by Vopiscus, and-

paraphrased by Gibbon, with all its barbaric

splendour and cruelty, and which may be taken

as an average specimen. As these arclies are

so well known to architects, we shall offer no

description of them, nor, indeed, will it be

possible to touch upou the architecture of

Rome in the present limited series of papers.

Of the aqueducts, there were nine principal

ones in the time of Frontinus—the Aj)pia, Anuio

Vetus, Marcia, Tcpula, Julia, Virgo, Alsietiua,

Claudia, Anuio Novas, and the subsidiary ones,

called Augusta aud Rivus Herculaneus.

Between the time of Frontinus and that of

Procopius, they had considerably increased in

number, since the latter historian relates that

the Goths destroyed fourteen aqueducts that

were within the walls. The “Notitia” enume-

rates nineteen, but to give a history of these

would far exceed our limits, aud we must content

ourselves with one or two general observations

upon them.

It is to S. Julius Frontinus, curator aquarum,

under Nerva and Trajan, who WTote a treatise

upon the subject, that we derive our chief know-

ledge about these aqueducts. The facts of the

Greeks not having had aqueducts, and of tlie

Romans having had them instead of pipes, which

facts used to be accounted for by the summary

reasons that the Greeks, not knowing the prin-

ciple of the arch, could not construct them, and

that the Romans, not knowing the laws of

hydrostatics, could not do without them, has of

late years received fresh solutions in the more

probable reasons, that the Greeks, having an

abundant supply of water, had no need of them;

aud that the Romans, though well aware of the

grand leading principle of hydrostatics, still

preferred them. As regards the Romans,

Vitruvius not only expressly speaks of_ the law,

but describes its application in a particular in-

stance
;
aud Pliuv, in describing the passage of

water throngb pipes, states the law cleaily m
the terms, “ Subit altitudiuem exortus sui.’’ Of

these aqueducts, four belong to the time of the

Republic, whilst five were built iu the reigns of

A\iguslus aud Claudius.

The Aqiia Appia (so called from its iouuder,

Appius Claudius Camus) was the first of these

public works, aud commenced near the_ Yia

Prrenestina, between the seYCuth and eighth

milestone. The Auio Noyus was the longest

and most loftj of them, being nearly S9 miles
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long, and its arches occHsionally 109 feet high.

To co"i|)lete the fourteen described by Proco-

pius, -five more must be added ;
but two only of

these are certain,—the Trajana and Alexandrina.

or equal interest is the subject of Vice or

Hoads. They were divided into pritaia ox'pub-

liccp, ihe former b<.’iiig those the use of which

was free, while the soil itself remained private

property
;
the latter, those of which the use,

management, and soil were alike vested in the

State. Tlie vix pubUcx of the highest class

were distinguished by the terms mitUareSy con-

mlarex, ?>.Xi.Aproetorice. Vitruvius gives no details

for road-making, but gives minute directions for

pavements; and the fragments of ancient pave-

ments still existing correspond so exactly with

the remains of military roads, that we cannot

doubt that the processes in each case were

identical. The most elaborate treatise upon the

Homan roads is that of Bergier, published iu

1622, which must be consulted for the details,

extensions, and changes of the various roads

that issued from Rome, and to which tJie re-

searches of numerous local antiquaries have

added much. The following were the principal

roads starting from Koine itself,—the Appia,

Latina, Labicana, Prsenestiua, Collatina, jso-

meulana, Salaria, Plaminia, Aurelia, Portuensis,

Ostiensis, and Ardeatina.

The excavations and discoveries upon the

Via Appia, under the superintcudence of the

late Caniua, are too well known to require more
than a passing allusion. Jlis volumes descrip-

tive of all that he liad done upon that extra-

ordinary line of road, with his views of the

monuments that adorned it in tlieir ruin and in

their perfection, were the last result, of bis

indefatigable industry and versatile invention.

A slight sketch of the aulhni“8 to whose labours,

from the revival of art, we owe our knowledge
of all that appertains to Homan architecture

must be of interest to the architect. Our first

insight into the bygone splendours of Home,
after the long night of darkness that had veiled

them from the world, were priucipally derived
from various drawings of Roman monuments by
Alberti, Bramante, Perruzzi, San Gallo, andtbeir
contemporaries, though these were mostlyuupub-
lished. Labacco was one of the first who pnb-
lisiied witli some accuracy, at the beginuiug of
the sixteenth century, some of theancient build-

ings—such as the Matisoleiini of Adrian, temples
of Mars XJJtor, Antoninus and Panstina, Venus
in the Porum of Caisar, &c. Scrlio, of Bologna,
architect to Prancis I. furnislied several plans
and drawings of ancient Roman buildings, in
the 3rd book of his work on “Architecture.”
Buffalini’s great plan of Rome, as it was iu 1551,
was most imjiortaut for Romau topography;
but i'll that now remains of it is an imperfect
copy in the Barbarini jialace. Pirro Ligorrio,
about the middle of the sixteenth ceutury, treats
of circi, theatres, ami amphitheatres, but from
his works, says Caniua, one cannot derive
much precise knowledge. Bernardo Gamuccialso
published several views about same t ime. In
1570 appeared tlie great work of Palladio; as
Caniua observes, showing greater diligence and
knowledge of ancient art than had yet been
evinced. Afterwards were published^ all the
drawings of Palladio, from the imins of the
tbernias of Rome, with Ids restorations corrected
and improved by Cameron, and reproduced iu
Italy by Scamazzi, whose “ Discorsi sopra le

Antichita di Roma” contains some good views,
but itisigniiicant letterpress. In 1571, Ursinus
assisted the Prench areliitect, Du Perac, iu
drawing u|) a pl.ui of the restored city, which
was published by Giacomo Laiiro; it is, however,
erroneous and of little service. Of more value
are the views of ancient monuments of
Dn Perac, published in 1573. Of Vignola wc
have only a few interpretations of certain parts
drawn from ancient monuments. Other authors
have contributed in various degrees to our
knowledge, as Sulpicio, Giacondo, Leto,
Cesariano, Durantino, Maclicropia, PilanJro,
Barbaro, Caporale, Puntana, &c. Pubretti illus-
;^ates tile writings of Prontiiius on the aqueduct,
Bosio in Ifis liunia Suiteranea, Ariugbi, iu
ms Roma Siilierranea Norissima, Cassio, Bar-
bault, Bianchini, Overbeke, and many others,
swell the list of contributors to the illustrated
iiteralure of Rome.

Desgodetz was the first who, whilst seeking to

purge the art of building from the bad practices

introduced in the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries, showed with exactness and consum-

mate ability the remains of the ancient fabrics

of Rome. He contented himself witli leaving

the ruins as he found them, only showing the

portions that appeared above earth, measuring

and restoring them with great cxactuess, and

exposing the inaccuracies of Palladio, Serlio,

Labacco, and Dc Chambray. Ilis work, pub-

lished iu 1682, commenced a new era in archi-

tectural restorations, and in many respects has

hardly been surpassed.

Piranesi gives drawings of several monuments
not previously published, reproducing also with

.somepreviouslypublisbcd. According to Canina,

he represents generally with much truth all that

:

he saw existing' in the ruins, but where he had
,

to supply deficiencies from imagination, he pro-

duced results, ianto lontane dal vero e cos'i

copriciose die difficUmente si sarebhero potute

esegiure in qualunque genere di architeitiira.

iUirri, Biancoui, Uggeri, Durand, Cipriani,

and 11 Piroli, have followed in various degrees, '

and a host of others down to the present time

have given the produce of their labours in this
!

fruitful field for the benefit of the world in
,

general.
j

One more only can we cite. Though temples
have changed their names, fora their limits,

and excavations disclosed the fallacies of mere I

scholarship since Messrs. Taylor and Cresy pub-

'

lished their volumes upon “ The Architectural

Antiquities of Rome,” still their excelleut draw-

ings and accurate measurements are not dete-
' riorated in value iu the slightest by such
changes, and it is, and must ever be one of the

most valuable of our works upon this subject,
i

And here, for a time, we must leave tlie eu-

'

' grossing subject of the topography of tbelLternal

City, the foregoing sketch of some of the lead-

ing points of its controversies being prepared

solely for tlie benefit of those who have been
accustomed to regard the subject of Rome iu

an arcbiteclural light only.

, Study it, however, as oue may, whether as

I

areliitect, topographer, or simple traveller, one
cannot fail to become moralist

;
and beautiful

1 but sad is the reflection of the historian, that

i “the art of man is able to construct monuments
far more permanent tlian the narrow span of

his own existence : yet these monuments, like

himself, are perishable and frail; and in the

boundless annals of lime, his life and his labours

must equally be measured as a lleetiug momeut.”
Alex. Peed. Ashton.

THE GOVERNMENT COMPETITION
DESIGNS.*

In the design for the Fureigo-officc, numbered. 100,
and having the motto, ‘'Vivat Reuiiia,” the Gothic
style is adopted. The drawings show a very lofty

inner hall, with a groined ceiling, and crowned exter-
' ually hy a spirelet and iiinnacles, the ceilings gene-
' rally bring groined, or waggon-lieaded, whilst the
exterior displays a profusion of pinnacles, canopies,

and traceried oiiets.—No. 101 having also the motto

,

“ Vivat Rpgiua,” but with a red cross on a black

ground, lias been attributed to Air. Knowles, juo,

and has some points of resemblance in plan and

,

decorutive character tu No. 09 already noticed. The

^

diawiogs inclnde geueml pluis (two jternative sng-
gestionsj, a block plan of the Offices, according with
the prup.rsition iu one of the general plaus, and

I

designs lor the VYar-office and the Foreign-office, in
two similar buildings, with arches and a carriageway
between. Oue of the general pl-ms offers an aiTaiige-

ment not based on the iuslructious, and proposing

,

aplacr- 700 I'eetin width, exicnding from the Abbey to
: the Nelson Column, and with seiuieircular ends. The
Offices are pro[)Oaed to be uri’aiiged on each side. In

,

(he other generol plan, the author proposes to move

I

Wcslraiiister-bridge opposite to Ctiarles-itreet, placing

I

another bridge at Charing-cross, to form a “New
j

AVestuiinster-.'qnare,” opposite a wide approach to

I

the bi'idge, and to prolong a New JIall” through
,
the park to the iTescnt Buckingham Palace, which

^

he would give to the Nalioual Gallery, and build a new

I

palace at Kensington. In the block plan, the Offices
I are arranged symiiiclric.tliy, the present Board of

Trade building being preserved. In the plan of
jthc tVar-office, an outer hall, 47 feet hy 36 feet,

I

gives access, from P.irliaiuent-slreet, to a hall of
' 132 feet by 62 feet, ranged transversely, which
I has a staircase at each end, 28 feet by ’25 feet.

.

• See p. 313, ante.

Arcades, and galleries with columns, siu;foiiud this

portion of the plan. Across the inner hall, another

of similar character is entered at the end
; and this

hail contains two long flights of stairs to the first

floor. With the halls and galleries, corridors commu-
nicate— generally well lighted from two open courts.

The exterior shows a rusticated sou-basementy an
arcuated ground story, with niches iu the pit-rs, and
enriched spandrils (except in the towers or masses of

the angles, where the arches are rusticated)
; a fir st floor

with Corinthian columns, rich window dressings, and
festoons; and in the floor over, enriclied arch-beaded

windows. The angle masses, carried up a story

higher, ore like many other parts of the design, much
enriched with sculpture. Escutcheons are suspended at

theangles by festoons. TheditTerentcoruiccsarecrowncd

liy balustrades, and the towers also by low domes.

Iu the Foreign-office plan the ari'angemeiit is similar,

as to the fii'St portion of the building entered
; but

bej'ond (he transverse hall is a wide staircase, with

lateral galleries, by which last a counectiou is formed
between the landing of the staircase of the residence

and the corridors of the Office. The resideuce has

two entrances, one in each angle tower, next the

park; and the entrance halls are joined by a corridor,

with columns, and 240 feet long by 21 feet in width
;

and off this, is the chief staircase to tlio reception-

rooms above, near which is a grand reception gallery

277 feet long, and the same width as the corridor

below. The chief staircase of the Office has Persian

figures, supporting a waggon-headed vault, with ribs

and coffers, and is lighted by lunettes.

No. 102, “ Detiir digniori,” comprises a eencral

plan, block plan, and drawings of the VVar-ofiice and

(he Foreign-office, as portions of a genenil design.

Westmiusler-bridge moved to be iu hue with the new
Charles-street ; and bridges at Charing-cross and tho

Horseferry : a new street crossing Deau’s-jard to

the Vicloria-lower (with gates at the yard) : the

Westminster School removed to a site in a place

formed south of the Victoria-tower; and St. Mar-
garet’s Church to a site due north of the Abbey
transept, are contemplated improvements. In the

block plan, the principal existing buildings are re-

tained: archways crossing the routes .nre shown as

prominent features; and from the centre of the

western portion of the ground, a terrace, elliptical on
plan, projects, with an archway and a building for

the State Paper-office in the centre. As to the

decorative design of the exterior, the Italian style is

adopted; but an alternative design shows in certain

parts, columns which are gigantic in proportion to

the adjacent features,’ and discordant. VVe see many

I

indiciitious of the fevered excitement in which the

preparatory work for this competition has gone on

;

and it is plainly to be inferred, that creditable as the

majority of the drawings are, they do not represent

the bes.t designs that could be got from the authors,

English or foreign.

]

The drawings under No. 103—“E lasciata Spe-
I ranza ”—which in many respects display conriderable

j

bcau'y of design, include a general plan, a bLiek plan,
I and drawings of the War-office and the Foreign-office

'in separate buildings. tVestmii.ster-bridgc, is pro-

I

posed to be moved iu line with Downing-sireet, which

is, as in most cases, carried through to the park, and

no bridge is provided northward, For the approach

to the bridge, as shown, a portion of the offices of

Montague House would have to be destroyed. It is

certaiuly to be regretted that parties apparently inte-

rested in the questions of site /’or the Offices and com-
munications should have been chosen as judges. At
the present site of Westmiuster-bridge, steamboat
landiog-stairs would be constructed

;
and Inigo Jones’s

water-ga'e is proposed to be there placed. 'L'he plan

provides for the removal of St. Margaret's Church, to

the west of the Abbey; and the Clmpter-house is

thrown open. The parade of the Horse-guards is

disposed on a regular plan, new buildings are added

to the Admiralty, and the Mull is opened to Charing-

cross, and enclosed by gates. A mistake of the

arrangement proposed by the author of this design as

to the Offices generally, is the recommendaiion of two

different styles—Italian and the style of the Houses

of Parliament—for different portions of the ground.

The War-office and Foreign-office designs are in the

former style. The plan of tho War-office has four

courts, divided from each other by corridors, aud am
octagonal hall in the centre, surrounded on each floor

by ambulatories aud arches on columns. The centre

is carried up to a considerable height, and is domed
over and crowued with a lantern. The chief front

towards Parliament-street is rcinarkable for the treat-

ment of its masses at the angles with truncated roofs

rising higher than the general line, and curved inward

on the face
;

for its two tower-like aud spirc-capped

projections iu the centre of the front
;
and for what is

its best feature, its piazza between the wiugs, with

projecting carriage-porch of columns aud side-

arches. The windows are peculiar, having several

“orders” in the arches, and having labels, and
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imposts, jnd shafts ia the jambs. The frames

of the windows arc treated architecturally, as we ap-

prehend they always should be, in preference to eiaz-

iug with oue or two sheets of glass. The (rothic

style has esiJecial advantage over the nineteenth cev-

tury Aoglo-ltaliaii in this point
;
and it is thought by

many, that ihe French casement in various forms, iit4-

parts by the effect in the w indows, a general effect to

the buildings of France, which we cannot hope to

equal whilst we use the sash. It is curious as bear-

ing on this point, that at Chatsworth, in the old-r

building byTulman, the substitution of plate class for

very small pines with gilt sash-bars, did certaiulyuot

add to the effect. Entablature strings, and a Vi,;inol.i

cornice; panels between the windows and shields in

the spandrils
;
to the angle masses, central feiiures

breahing forward and formed of clustered pilasters,

columns, and niches, and terminated by a doi mer

;

with ornamental chimneys
;
are amongst the ingre-

dients of a design, which we have thought deserv-

iug of notice, as—without reference to ary of its

merits—iudicating the possibility, eventually, of that

habit of combination of materials from several styles,

with fruits of new ideas, along with that general con-

currence on the subject of style, which would serve

both the production and the public appreciation of

art, and which, all of them, as we believe, are required

to set our architectural practice on the direct road of

progress. The design for the Foreign-office has not

quite the same kind of merit.

No. 104, marked ‘'Piix,” includes a general plan,

a block ])liin, and a design for the Foreign-office.

The site of IVestminster-bridge is preserved, but with

the additional width placed on the dotcn-streani, or

north side; there is a bridge approached from
Charing-eross,* and one at the llorseferry. The
coincidence as to the provision of three carriage routes

in a space where there is now one, and where, we be-

lieve, not more than two had been suggested previous

to our taking up Ibe subject, is certainly remarkable.

The author of the present design proposes to clear

away the whole of the buildings between Whitehall

and the park, except the Ilorsc-guards and the Board
of Trade. The design for the Foreign-office is not a

bad one,—subject to this exception, that some of its

forms and dotriils are too obviously studied from Sir

Charles Barry’s Italian buildings,—as, for instance.

Bridgewater Hooic.

The author of No. 107 contributes a general plan,

a block-plan, ai.d a design for the two principal

offices in a oonuected biiildiug. The site of West-
minster-bridge is retaiued

;
Hungerford-bridge is

-widened, and a bridge is provided at the Horseferry
;

the Mall auJ Strand are connected
;

St. Margaret’s

church is moved; and the Law-courts are placed to

the south of Ilenry the Seventh’s chapel. lu the

hlock-plau there is a recessed quadrangle on the east

side of Parliament-street; and otherwise, the usual

arrangement is observed. In the War-office aud the

Foreign-office, the corridors, though they are described

as well lighted, do not appear to be as described

;

for, there is a length of 85 to 90 feet with no appear-

ance of lighting arrangements. The style is Venetian

Cinque-Cenrto.—No. i08, with the motto,

—

* • • • res antiquaj laudia et artis

Ingredior,

is a design for the War-office and Foreign-office, with

a central quadrangle and archways. It errs greatly

by the employment of uniform rustication over

pilasters and wall surface, throughout each front.

A motto from ‘’As you like it”—the words
spoken by Orlando

—“I come but in as others do,

to try with him the strength of my youth,” is

attached to a design for the whole of the offices, in

the style of the Banqueting-house. The number,
1119, iucUides a general street-plan, a block-plan of

the Offices, with general views nud elevations, and de-

signs for the War-office aud Foreign-office, in symme-
trical blocks. The author has gone into the subject

with great care. The site of the new Westminsler-
bridge is proposed to be at *’ 100 feet from the face of

• the present irlock-tower—to the centre of the roadway
;

tod the width of the bridge to he 85 feet,” which is

nearly the same as presci-ving the present site with

an addition on the down-stream side,— as to the

advantage of which arrangement, as well as the

economy, we have so often expressed doubts. There
is a bridge at the Horseferry; and that intended to

serve the traffic from Chariog-cross, is a skew bridge
—placed starting from a point nearly opposite to the

Banqueliug-house, with curved approaches to it,

around a. place enclosed by gates—one approach com-
mencing in Whitehall at a point opposite the south

end of the Board of Trade, and the other from n

place formed attbc junction of Whitehall andCharing-

* It may be well to state, that we have in all cases ap-
plied the deaifrnation of a site approached “ from Charinf:-
cross ” to such bridges as had their approach suitable to
the traffic from Cockspar-street. A bridge with approach
anywhere on the east side of Northumberland House.

' should hardly be called a CllhriDg-croas-bridge
; though

the present llungerford-bridge has had that title.

cross. The Mall is joined to the south end of the

lilc.ee mentioned—instead of to Chariog-cross en

route for the Strand. Wings are added to the Horse-

auards, ways to the park beinsj left at the ends, and

D iver House being removed. St. Margaret’s Church

it. is proposed should be removed, and built to the

north of the present site. Thegreit additional width

xiven to new streets by the authors of the best

(It signs in the collection, shows a proper appreciation

of the growing wants of London. The present

author divides the traffic in his new Parliament aud

Biidge streets by dwarf-walling and groups of

sculpture at convenient ijoints. In the block plan,

the general principle of arrangement is oue seeking

the effect produced by one comprehensive build-

ing—on the west side of Parliament-street at least.

The author, however, as will have been inferred

from the nature of tbe style, does not include

the present Board of Tiade in the arraugeraout

here referred to, though he preserves that build-

ing. Tne ordinary division into blocks, which

foUowa from the instructious as to the two principal

offices, and from the position of Charles-street, is

observed, as well as symmetry on the west side of

Parliament-street ;
but the ends of the present streets,

as Charles-sireet, are appropriated as cortiles, or arch-

ways, and huilt over so as to gain the central feature

of the elevation; whilst, in theceiilrc, is placed a

tower, decorated with orders in two recessed stages,

and crowned by a pyramidal capping. This tower

could he seen from the chief points of view.

Two (jther towers are placed on other portions of

(he gronud. Amongst the drawings are good views

of the cjuadrangle next Great Gwrge-street, of one

which o|Hms from Downing-street, aud of Parliament-

street, loolring north, besides a view of the Foreign-

office from the parade. These certainly place the

capabilities of the style in a clear light ; aud the deco-

ratiou of the internal courts—a point not to be dis-

regarded as it has been by many of the competitors

—

has been studied both in the architecture, and by the

introduction of groups of sculpture. In the War-

office plan, it is right to say that corridors may be

I’ound, running for 80 feet without apparent light-

ing; but in many parts the decorative effect Ins

been well studied, as in the staircases. lu the Foreign-

office there arc two open courts (as there are also

in (he other Office), and the north-west angle is

rounded off. The entrance to both Office and resi-

dence is at the south. Tbe Office has a staircase to

the park, in a tower between the new building and

the Slate Paptr-office, which last is preserved. The

chief rooms in the residence look to the north.

We have succeeded in preserviug a few other

memoranda of the designs, and of the impressions

which they made upon us
;
aud shall in a future

number proceed with our record. It happens that

several meritorious works are placed in the order of

tbe hanging, so as to come later into our notice than

they otherwise might have done. The interest taken

in the exhibition has, however, not subsided; and no

doubt for many years— more than in the case of the

Houses of Parliament—the designs which have

attracted any attcnliou will be frequentiy referred to.

CORRESPONDENCE ON THE WEST-
MINSTER DESIGNS.

In my letter to you on tbe subject of Mr. E. L.

Garbett’s remarks on the Westminster Improvement

Plans, I disclaimed any wish to enter upon a contro-

versy, and his commnnication in your last number

fully couftrms my opinions on this point. I agree

with the poet,

—

“ Vociferated logic kills ine quite,

—

A noisy man is always in the rinht j

I twirl my tbuinha, fall back upon my chair,

Fix oil tbe wainscot a distressful stare.

And when I hope bis blunders 're all out,

Reply discreetly,—to be sure—no doubt."

Far more congenial to my taste would have been the

passive acquiescence above described,—but as E. L. G.

has withdrawn what afipeared to me his original

charge, aud substituted another in its place, I must

crave the opportunity of making a brief reply to that.

lie disclaims having charged us with chousing our

style on the base, pultry, contemptible piiuciple of

its combining the least amount of work with the

largest amount of pay,— nay, he gaily assumes that

principle us his own, assuring us that it is the very

oue on which he always did w'ork, and always intends

to proceed. Be it so. 'rite principle is still, to my
mind, an ignoble oue as applied to art, aud I cheer-

fully resign it to him.

His present charge (divested of certain repulsive

accessories, of which more hereafter) is, tliat he never

thought us c.tpablt: of selecting any style,—that tbe

style has appropriated us,—and that without some

such corrupt style, no such men could have existed, or

would have touched a pencil. My own reply to this

—ray pencil was (wbat I trust it always will be)

my joy and solace, long before I knew anything of

architecture; and when I entered on my pupilage iu

that art (pure Grecian architecture being then the

fashion, aud the Medimval revival not dreamt of), I

instinctively turned to Gothic, copied all delineations

of it with avidity, and examined its remaius with

delight; and a fortnight spent under the shadow of

I'inlern, exploring, sketching, and gazing with rap-

ture on its majestic ruins, still stands out as the

brightest spot in my artistic life. Nor will I yield

to Mr. Garliett, or any oue else, in earnest, hearty,

reverent adiuiration aud love of the exquisite relics of

Gothic art. Heie, however, I part company with

him. 1 never felt the fervour for Chiiiese-like repro-

ductions of it, or the still more mischievous mania

for its (so called) restoration. To me, even its adop-

tion for ecclesiastical purposes, without prodigious

modification, is inconsistent with the pure Cliristianily

of the Go8|>e}, and its application to civil purposes is

at variance with tbe dictates of my common sense

and notion of the fitness of things.

I believe the age of Gothic architecture to havepassed

away, almost as entirely as that of cbivaliy, and iu my
eyes, he who sallies forth on his ML-diseval hobby-

horse, intent upon restoring it, whether he bhizoa on

his banner the bold motto, ‘'A vaillauts cceiirs rien

impossible,” or ‘‘Thou hast covered my head iu the

days of battle,” is a veritable Don Quixote in the

domain of architecture; with much, doubtless, of the

true heart and gallant spirit of that redoubtable

kuigbt, but with the same unmistakeable flaw at the

root of the whole performance. And to such true

knight, I ween, Mr. Garbett is a right trusty aud

doughty sqnire (I crave pardon for being ignorant

whether he has yet won his spurs on this bloodless

battle-field), with much of the spirit of the immortal

Sancho,—witness that unctuous adage, “Am iximum

of bread to a miuimum of sweat,” which has the

genuine Sancho flavour.

This is not the place to enter upon a statement of

why I believe Italian architecture to he adapted to

the purposes of our limes ;
and your able correspon-

dent Jlr.'VVightwick has rendered the attempt super-

fluous, by doing it ten times better than I could, in a

paper which I earnestly commend to the study of

“E. L. G.”

Such is my plain reply to the twofold charge of

Mr. Garbett. I do not say that I am right. Solomon

tells us, “ The way of a fool only is right in his own

eyes,” but I see nothing in the process by which I

h ive arrived at my convictions, necessarily connected

with “per centage,” or at all analagous to “the

choice of the ioimortal Hobson.” It seems to me
as clear and deliberate an exercise of the understand-

ing as Mr. Garbett is capable of, aud with just as

hearty an appreciation of the beauties of Gothic

architecture as he can lay claim to. As to the coarse

illustrations which accompany his charges, the “ dirt,”

“ vermin,” &c. &c. I presume these are meant to

offend (hose whom his logic fails to couvinee. I can

assure him they do not—cannot—offend me. My
favourite poet supplies me with an ever ready shield

against such assaults :

—

“ An honest, sensible, and well-bred naan, vill not

offend me.
And DO other ea«.’’

One word only as to Mr. Garbott’s views on the

present pnsHion of the architectural profession. He
says, that I cannot have observed society much with-

out perceiving that the “ animus ” displayed in his

coojmunicalioiis is that held towards me everywhere.

I can assure him I nevei- met with such an animus

on ant/ subject
;
nor do I expect to, within the pale

of polite society.

By way of illustrating his views, he makes allusion,

somewhat in the style of Mrs. Nickleby. to a certain

speaker at some mueting, who observed that the very

name of architect often “ raised a hardly sniqiressed

sneer,”—though what is the precise signification of

that expression I cannot say. In my own experience

of many years, and among almost all classes, I have

ever met with respect, cordiality, aud confidence,—

a

large measure of which I attributed to the profession

of which I am a humble member rather thm to my-

self. And when I look to the highest walks of that

profession, I see such men as Sir C. Barry, Mr. S.

Smirke, and the accomplished (reputed) author of

No. 116, enjoying an amount of distinction aud

emolument more than sufficient, I dare say, to atone

for tbe misfiles occasionally hurled at iheui from less

fortunate, hut, as it would seem, more deserving

rivals. But I have sufficiently “ observed society
”

to know that in all professions there are men occupy-

ing positions far below their own estimate of their

merits,—and such men look with a jimudiccd eye

upon tbe whole thing, and freely indulge iu sneers

(uot of the suppressed kind). To such I would re-

echo Mr. Gnrbelt’s words,
‘' let them bide their lime,”

bat let it be iu patience aud sileuce. The wLest of

men tells us, “ He that hath knowledge spareth his

words, and a man of underslanding is of an eiceUcnt
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spirit.” Witli whicK sentiment I take my leave of

Jlr. Garbclt, recommending it to his serious conside-

ration. A Competitor for the Block Plan.

A correspondent says, \rith reference to some of

our remarks last week:—“Not only must the careful

impartiality and moderation of a criticism such as

yours give it great weight with every unbiassed

reader, but at the same time any one who is inte-

rested in the matter is placed more at liberty to offer

explanation, than with those who, if they are more

emphatic and brilliant in their decisions, are less

painstaking and reliable. Now you seem to have

been measuring our plans with a foot-rule: but this

is surely more specious than conclusive; and when
you tell us, for instance, that wc go beyond the limits

of the site, let it be suggested, first, that we had in a

great measure to guess at the dimensions of that site

from a printed map; secondly, that what is commonly
called a sixteenth scale may not by any means bear

the test of checking COO feet by the foot-rule; thirdly,

that some people's paper-straining would itself add 20
to 30 feet on this length

;
and fourthly, that the site

itself is obviously capable of extension, practically,

both in length and breadth. Moreover, when you
speak generally of onr ‘departures from the instruc-

tions,’ let it not be forgotten, that so little is this a

fault, that in almost every prominent case of archi-

tectural competition it will be found that some hapjjy

improvement upon the necessarily crude idea of the

instructions is tlie actual test of merit of a high

class. If we go into the region of the impracticable,

this is another thing
;
hut when, for example, one

transforms the site in toto for his ‘royal way;’ when
atiolher trespasses upon the Park, as you seem to

think, and still another obliterates Downing-street,

and 80 on, all this is honestly and practicably done
for the best ; and if it is to be described as ‘ clearly in

defiance of the instructions,’ then we must consider

ourselves no longer as men of a noble art in 'grande
cerlamen' \i'&% as school-boys in petty contest for a

pedagogue’s prize. "Where a man cheats, mark him
by all means

;
but where a man is honest, give him

the advantage of this principle to the fall
;
that de-

signs must not be criticized like working plans—that

they are but the jotting down of general ideas, and
must be looked at accordingly—that there is a large

volume of reconsideration intervenes between the

mere project ami the perfect work. And while I have
pen in hand,let me be bold enough to speak for our good
craft at large, and protest against that poor style of

criticism which has already been too much listened to,

whereby we are made to look like mean tricksters,

tripping each other up because we are all so much in

want of a hundred pounds or so. Nay, rather I will say,

that I speak for almost every one,when I proclaim that
we have gone into this contest, not for the sake of

struggling for money or money’s worth, but in the

happy hope of standing, perhaps at a heavy cost, the

last in the list, if it he no more, among those thirty

or forty most honourable names which are to form

the order of merit in this lordly game—rivals for a

day, and peers for ever. Let us take high ground
;

for there are half-a-hundred of those works of ours,

any one of which, twenty years ago, would have made

a modest man’s fortune; and it is a proud thing for

an Englishman to walk up and down our great Old

Hall, and think how triumphantly, in all that concerns

the mighty craft of the Builder, old England stands

upright among the nations.”

I BEG to tliauk you for the evidently careful and im-

partial remarks (though they were not altogether lauda-

tory) which you made upon my designs. It is very gratify-

ing to a competitor to know that the ideas which deprived

him of many a night's sleep are understood, and in some
measure appreciated, by a competent authority. What I

know to be true in my own case, I believe to be true with
respect to the others, and, therefore, read with great
interest the criticisms as they appear. You said, however,
in last week’s number, that, if the judges kept by the
" instructions,'’ the best designs would not be premiated

;

this is very much to be regretted, but it is their author’s
own faults. .The ‘'instructions” for designs 2 and 3 are
perfectly clear and definite: the sites are distinctly

defined, so that those who simply took as much addi-
tional space as they wished, justlg excluded their

deeigtia from compeHng. Again, with reference to
shadowing the elevations, the “instructions” say
that they are to be “inline only," aud no honest man,
after reading the contest, could understand it otherwise
than that it meant “ in outline only to say that shadow,
ing Kith linea is permitted is a mere quibble, for it is evi-

dently the same as China ink shadowing. I need only add
that the advantages in favour of plans not restricted a

space and elevations, carefully shadowed, are very i.._

siderable over those of the competitor who honestly kept
by the “instructions.” A Competiiob.

IlOY.YL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

At the ordinary generol meeting, held on Monday,
tha Ist June, 1857, jMr. J. B. Bimning, V.P. in the

ehair, various donations were announced, and Mr.
G. G, Scott, V.P. gave a brief explanation of a set of

dr.iwings of Edington Church, "Wilts, prepared and
exhibited by Jlr. A'^ernoa W. Arnold, architect, of

which he spoke with much commendation.
The following paper was read:

—“Some Remarks
on. Domes,” by Mr. T. H. Lewis, Fellow. Mr.
William Wiggintou was elected as Fellow.

The closing general meeting will be held on Mon-
day evening, the loth instant, when the following

papers will be read
—“ Some Description of the

Mechanical Scaffolding used at the new Palace at

Westminster, particularly in reference to the three

main Towers of the Building,” by Mr. Charles Barry,

jun. Fellow : and a Short notice on Stamped or Incised

Stucco, by Mr. B, Ferrey, Fellow,

DEPOT FOR THE PERMANENT STAFF OF
THE ROYAL LONDON MILITIA.

The building erected in the City Road for

the Loudon Militia, became necessary iu cou-

sequeuce of the old head-quarters, at the coruer

of the artillery-ground in Bunhill-row, having

been occupied by .the church and parsonage-

house ;
and as the militia had a right to the

use of a portion of the artillery-ground for

exercise, it was determined to secui*e the re-

mainder, with a site adjoining, for the depot.

The buildiu" is not in any respect a barrack,

but consists of eight rooms on the top story for

iufirmary, &c. ;
tbirty'-nine rooms on the seconA

floor for non-commissioned officers aud their

families
;
on the first floor, twelve rooms aud

mess-room for non-commissioued officers, ad-

jutant’s quarters, commanding officer’s qmu-
ters, officers’ mess-room, reading-room, washing-

rooms, and others.

The ground story contains the guard-rooms,

armouries, adjutant’s office, waiting-rooms, room

for examining recruits, serjeant-major’s quarters,

and officers’ stables.

The basement contains the kitchens, wash-

houses, and various conveniences required wlicu

the militia is called out for training. The
building has three fronts faced with rag and

Portland stone—the fourth is of brick.

The corporation of the City, as such, have

nothing to do with the militia, which is entirely

under the management of the commissioners of

lieutenancy, who are appointed by the Crown.

The aldermen and deputies are ex-officio mem-
bers of the commission; and the directors of

the Bank of England, East-India Company, and

South-Sea Company, have always been put on
the commission, with such other merchants

connected with the city as may be thought

desirable.

The depot is paid for by a rate- called a

trophy-rate, levied by warrant from the Crown,
but the men, we are told, are paid by the Crown,
and all the arms aud ammunition on the pre-

mises are the property of the Crown.

The whole of the floors are fire-proof, with

iron joists of Eox and Barrett’s patent, A con-

tract was entered into with Mr. Jay at the end

of November, and as soon as the weather per-

mitted, the work was commenced, and has been

carried on with the utmost practicable: rapidity.

Mr. Jennings is the architect.
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PKOVINCIAL NEWS.

'Hortcich .—At a recent committee meeting, tiie

lenders for the new workhouse, according to the

plans approved, were opened. They varied iu amount

from 20-000/. to 25,000/. and some were sent in by

several Norwich biiildtrs and a Lynn firm. The

tender of Messrs. Curtiss and Balls being the lowest,

the committee agreed to recommend it to be accepted

by the general court. The site selected is near the

new cemciery.

Uwtf/^y.—The following tenders for the new schools

in King-slrcft, Dudley, Mr. Nichols, architect, have

been sent in —
Bcddoc £789 0 0

Hailey 700 0 0

Cox and Son 682 4 0

Holland aud Son (accepted) 652 13 0

ShrewsbiiTij.— The Eist-India Company have re-

solved to appi'opri^'te ttie sum of 500/. towards the

ereclion of a su table monument of the great Lord

Clive in the tovMi of Shrewsbury.

MaloeTn.—The foiindaiion-stone of the new schools

at Malvern was laid on 3rd inst. by Lady Emily

Foley, instructed, as a pupil, by the Grand Master

Mason of the province, assisted by grand officers of

the craT, and in jireseoce of the assembled lodge.

The Lnd for the schools, rcaidcnce, and playgronnd,

is tliree l’urlo"g3 in extent. Somclhiug less than

half of the area will be occupied by the buildings and

yards: the rest will form an open space in front.

The building will be 160 foot from end to end. The

plan cootairis a mixed school in the centre, 83 feet in

length by 40 feet in width, the parallelogram broken

in upon by two diss-rooms, each 18 feet by 14 feet.

The west end of the briilding is occupied by the infant

school, which has an area of 65 feet by 28 feet, and a

class-room of 18 leet by 14 feet. llie sehoffi-roorns

and class-rooms have open roofs. At the west end

are residences for a roarr'ied couple, as teachers of the

mixed school, and for a single person who is to teach

the infant school. Trie mixed school will accommo-

date 300 schitlars, and the infant 200, allowing a

squai'e yard of floor to each in the large school, and

7 feet G inches to each in the smaller one. The style

of the building will he Gothic, with numerous gables,

and many bretrks in the outline of the walls and roofs.

The walls will be of brick, with Bath stone dressings,

and the roof of Brnseh y tiles. Each of the principal

windows hiis a gable above it, and there are ventilating

turrets, with octagonal roofs, above the schools, in

keeping with the style of the building. The height

of the large school is about 26 feet from the floor to

the apex of the roof. That of the infant school is

about 30 feet. The residences, being two stories

high, have a still higher roof than the rest of the

edifice. Mr. Davis, of Malvem Wells, is contractor

for the building at 2,435/. exclusive of boundary-

wall. The architect is Mr. E. W. Elmslie, of Mal-

vern.

BrisHngton .—The gentlemen promoting the erec-

tion of the new schools at Brislington, have chosen

the designs of Messrs. Pope aud Biudon, of Bristol.

Alcester .—The Board of Directors of the Alcester

new corn-exchange met on 4th inst. to decide upon
the plans sent iu for their new exchange, when the

design by Mr. Edward Holmes was selected. There

were tweuly-one competitors.

JRugbg.—The town-hall shareholders have resolved

that theirdirectors be empowered to enter into a con-

tract with Mr. Gascoigne to build the town-hall for

3 ,073 /. ;
and that the directors be empowered to ex-

pend a sum not exceediug 3,500/. in the wliolc, and

to raise the amount by mortgage or otherwise. It

was also resolved that a clerk of the works be appointed

for the company. The work has already been com-
menced, but there will be no ceremony at the laying

of the foundation stone.

Horsington.— 'the designs for the Horsington

schools were furnished by Mr. Henry Hale, of Isling-

ton. The schools were erected for 150 children, aud
comprise a boys’ school, 80 feet by 18 feet; girls’

school, same size, communicating with large sliding

doors. There is a class-room, 20 feet by 12 feet,

common to both schools, and separate entrance, with

places for caps, bonnets, &c. The cost has been 800/.

more than half of which has been raised in the parish,

the rest obtained by grant from the Council on Educa-

tion. Ttiis sum does not include the value of the

site, which was given.

NeKcaslle-upon-Tgne .—The opening of St. Mary’s

Koman Catholic tuhools, Ncwcaslle-upon-Tyue, took

place on the Ist inst. The ground was given by Mr.
Wm. Dunn, and the schools were built from designs

by Mr. Archbold Matthias Dunn, of this town, archi-

tect. Messrs. Gibson and Howard were the con-

tractors. The schools, when completed, will form an

open quadrangle of 150 feet across. The masters’

house, couuining accommodation for two masters,
with a hell-turret attached, occupies the centre; the

boys’ and girls’ schools forming the wings at either

side. In addition to the masters’ house, the boys

schools only are completed, consisting of two school-

rooms, 80'feet by 18 feet, and 47 feet by 18 feet

respectively, opening into one another at right angles,

with I'oldiou-doors, and two class-rooms attached, each

27 feet by 15 feet, the whole with open limber roofs,

s'ained suid varnished. The masonry of the building

is bl'ick Walling iu irregular courses, from 4-iuch to

7-inch, scappel-faced, and pointed with dark morlar. The

roofs are covered with Welsh slutes, and linishcd with

an oruaotcntal ridge designed for the building. The

accommoilstion afforded at present is for 500 birys,

and when finished, there will be the sime amount of

accmmodation for the gi'ls. The contract for the

new Reformatory School at Nelherton has been let

to Messrs. Ivison and Wiltou, of this town.

Bathgate .—Plans of the corn-exchange about to be

erected in Bathgate are being exhibited in the town.

Between two shops, as described iu the Falkirk

Herald, is the entrance to the corn-exchauge : above

the two shops is a hall, lighted from the front by five

windows, and on the top of the building is to be a

balcony, with oiUBmenlal bslustrade. immediately

at the bwck of the exchange, lighted from ihe top, is

a hall, 52 feet 7 inches iu length, by 39 feet in

breadth, in which the ordinaiy business of a market

day is to be conducted. At the back of this hall

there are six small rooms, and on the right is a grain

store. The building is after a design by Mr. A.

M'Gregor, of Edinburgh, architect.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Ipswich .—The first stone of a new Congregational

chapel inTacket-street, Ipswich, w.is laid on 29th ult.

If. is upon the site of the meeting-house erected in

1720. The coniract price of the building is 2.700/.

Mr. Whightis the builder, aud M''- Frederick Barnes

the architect. The style is Decorated.

Balchet .—The works in connection with the

enlargement of (his church have been commenced.

Upwards of 1,600/. have been promised, but there is

still a deficiency of 400/ which is guaranteed by Mr.

Hall, the vicar, iu case it be not made up by sub-

scription.

Dorchester .— In St. Peter’s Church an antechapel

has been built for the organ, which will no longer

hide from view the monument of Sir John "Williams,

of Ilerringston, in the Herringston aisle. The work

has been excented by Mr. "Wellspring, under the

saperintcDdcDCC of Mr. J. Hicks, architect both of

Dorchester.

Crich .—The foondation-stone of the new church

aixmt to be built at Wessington, in the parish of

Crich, has been laid by Mr. Edward Radford, of

Tansh-y-wood, near Matlock. 'The plans of live

architects were sent to the committee, and Messrs.

Wockton and Sou, of Sheffield, were the successful

eofDpeiitors. The estimated expense is 2,250/. of

which 1,960/. have been already subscribed.

Walsall.
—

'The dispels in the centre of the new
cemetery, duaigned by Mr. Clark, the borough sur-

veyor, approach completion, and except the central

spire, the material is brick, faced with while stone.

The design is Early English. The new burial-ground

extends to about thirteen acres, eight of which will

be appropriated to the Established Church, three to

the Dissenters, and the remainder to the Roman
Catholics. It is being laid outuuder the snperiutend-

ence of Mr. Cole, of the firm of Cole aud Sharp,

nurserymen.

Maliun .'—The restoration of St. Michael’s Church,

MnUon, has at length been begun. Preparations are

being made for pulling down the chancel, which is to

he entirely rebuilt. The alterations are from plans

by Mr. Cbaolrcll. The subscriptions amount to up-

wards of 900/. the estimated cost being 1,000/.

THE NAUTILUS, OR IMPROVED DIVING-
BELL.

On Tuesday there was a large muster of the scientific

world at the Victoria Docks lor the purpose of wit-

nessing some experimeots as to the capabilities of this

new and cfTtciive machine, and which were of a most
satis'a('tory tjatorc, ns showing the complete control

under wlilchit would be in submarine works, and that,

loo, at ihc will of the person desceudiag, the whole of

the ascending and defceuding power being regulated

from within, and not as in the old diving-bell, de-

pendeiit on the pirsons left on the surfaci*, the agents

being, of course, air and the water. Apart from this

great desideratam and s.afegnard from accident by inter-

rupted communicition, the machine also serves the

purpose of its own crane, tlie 3ii>pcuding power of the

one operated with, about 10 (cet in diameter, being

equal to 7 tons, so that guide-ropes being in the first

place fixed, a block of stoue may be taken down,

I

directed over its proper bed, and placed in the posi-

I

lioa required under the one operation. At the

I

dejeiiner, Mr. Robert Stephenson, M.P. bore willing

testimony to the theoretical value of the invention,

and to the perfectness with which it had been carried

out, while iMr. Bidder, the engineer to tlie docks,

stated his entire satisfaction, practically, some work

having been accomplished through its agency in a

space of two days and two hours, that would have

taken, under the old system, more than three weeks.

Among those who took notice of the experiments

were Messrs. Locke, M.P.,VigDoll69, C. Muuby, Scott

Russell, John Leslie, Sir S. M. Pelc, &c.

THE MANBY TESTIMONIAL.

The mcm'beTs of the Institution of Civil Engineers

had, for some time, entertained the iulviitiou of ac-

knowledging the services of Mr. Charles Mouby, as

their paid secretary during eighteen years
;
aud advan-

tage was taken of the opportunity of his retiring from

that post to carry this intention into effect. A com-

mittee was aecordingly formed, and in a very short

period upwards of 2,000/. were subscribed, with which

it was determined to purchase a fitting testimonial

and to present the balance in cash. The ceremony of

presentation took place in the theatre of the Institn-

,
lion, on Salurday, 23rd May, in the presence of a

large assemblage of the membcTs and of Mr. Mauby’s

private friends.

Mr. Robert Stephenson, M.P. the president of the

Instilulioti, took the chair, and Mr. Bidder, as trea-

surer of the fund, explained that, owing to the eager-

ness with which their call was responded to, the

duties of the committee had been comparatively light,

'fhe amounts subscribed varied from half-a-guinea to

100/. ;
and up to the present time there had been

received 2,019/. 10s. from 417 subscribers, of whom
358 were members of the Institution, aud 59 were

the private frieuds of Mr. Manhy ;
but as many more

subscriptions had been announced, the accouuts would

not be finally closed until the publication of the list

of the contributors to the testimonial.

The testimonial consisted of a timepiece and a pair

of. candcliibrii supplied by Messrs, Howell and James,

aud the sura of 2,000/.

Mr. Mauby, in thanking the subscribers, asked as

a favour to be permitted to devote a portion of the

amount of the testimonial to establishing an annual

premium which should bear his name. The engiocers,

he added, were the only professional, body not posses-

sing some kind of a mutual aid society. Mould it

not" be possible to originate Some plan for thus doing

good ? His time and means might be freely com-

manded, and he should feel liappy in devoting to such

an object a further portion of that which had been so

generously placed at bis disposal.

Amongst the speakers at the meeting, besides Mr.

Stephenson and Mr. Bidder, were Mr. Locke, M.P.

Mr. Field, Mr. Forrest, Mr. Glynn, and Mr. Scott

Russell, which last gentleman incidentally stated that

three-fourths of the 700,000/. of shares in the Gi-eat

Eastern ship undertaking were held by members

and a«socIaltB of the Institution of Civil Engineers,

—a fact which spoke volumes for the safety of the

structure.

THE VICTORIA MILITARY HOSPITAL,
NETLEY.

It the statements made both in the House of

Commons and the public prints he correct, others

have now discovered, somewhat late, the fatal errors

in the plan of the Victoria Hospital, which were

pointed out by us, unwillingly, bat with a strong

sense of duty, in the autnmn of last year, when we
published a view and plan of the proposed building.*

We referred (0 mistakes which had been made,

especially
“
to the placing of the baths aud the

latrines together, and the position of the latter

between sick wards,” and maintained that, ” should

the proposed arrangement he carried out, whenever

this hospital shall he full of patients, ?nor<f disease

•will he generated there than cured."

Wbat do we hear now ? In the course of a debate

in the Honse of Commons last week, Mr. Stafford

affirmed that the building was “ being cuustructed in

defiance of all those sanitary precautions which our

bitter ex()erience in the Crimea ought to have taught

us.” And in the British Medical Journal, of the

30ih of May, we find it stated that, “This imposing

building, calculated to hold one ihoasand pa'ients,

having just emerged from the ground to a sufficient

height to show its ontlines, and having absorbed

70 ,
000 /. of public money, is stopped by order of

Government, and now stands in the open day a con-

spicnous engineering blunder, calculated ‘ to point a

moral and adorn a tale’ to all th'rte who believe in

the efficiency of our army medical government.”

The writer repeats our assertion almost in our own
words, that “ the Netlcy Plospilol as at present de-

vised will kill more patients than it will ever cure."

"VYe have shown that hitherto all our hospital wards

• Vol. liv, pp. 453, 610, 6H, &c. &o.
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have been treiitcd as though they were raere sleeping-

rooms
i
ond as if Ihe usual means of ventilation neces-

sary to remove air simply rendered impure byhtallhy

respiration were sufficient to change the hosp tal

atmosphere charged with the thousand impurities

which are given otF from the bodies of sick p itienls.

"In order to keep the air of sick apartments sweet,

two things must be attended to : in the first place,

each ward should bs thoroughly ventilated in itself

by mcansof open fireplaces, opposite windows running

to the top of the room : secondly, each ward should

be entinly sep-irated from its neighbours. The in-

terior of a hospital should be treated, with respect to

atmosphere, as an iron ship is with respect to water—
80 divided i[it«» compartmeuts that the element, when
deleterious, mny be confined witiiin its own bounds,

and not allowed to bring destruction ioto adjoining

ones. On ihis plan the great Military Hospital at

Bordeaux [of which we gave an engraving] was con-

ftructed. some thirty years ago
;
and on this beautiful

plau nearly all similar establishments have been
erected in Prance, and even in Belgium.”

“ If any man wishes to ascertain for himself the

errors that have been committed at Nctlcy, he has

only to consult the plan. All the wards communicate
with one common corridor, which will sciwc as a pipe

to conduct the contaminattd atmosphere of one ward
to the compiiralivcly pure air of its neighbour. It

would sec-in that this vital error was not sufficient

:

the latrines also comnmnicatB with the wards
;
hence

wc have a double source by which an ‘hospital

atmosphere ’ is provided for.”

Ketiirns in connection with this structure huve
been moved for in the House of Commons, so that we
may hope before long to learn the exact state of

affiirs. The returns should include a plan of the

building as now determined on.

LONDON BURLVL-GROUNDS.
THE TOTTENnAM-COUET-ROAD CHAPEL OEAVEYAED.

Lu the Rolls Court On June 5th, judgment was
given in the case of Morel ind v. Richardson. The
plaiutiffs otiiimcd to be entitled through their ancestors

(who pHreha'cd it more than twenty year’s ago) to the
right of burial in the graveyard. It appeared ihatlhe
.trustees or deacons of the chapel Jiave, since the pass-

ing of the Act for the closing of the London grave-

yards, removed the tombstones from the graves of the

plaintiffs’ ancestors. This was thought by the

plaintiff’ an uiiwarrautable insult to the memory of

the deceased relatives, and an injunction was obtained
to restrain the proceedings of the deacons or trustees

of the ch ipi-l in this respect, and the present motion
was that such injunction should he made perpetual.

The Master of the Rolls held that it had been esta-

blished, to bis entire salisfaction, that the defendants

had improperly interfered with the rights of the
plaintiffs in the burial-ground iu question, which the

Beerttury of Slate had made no objection to, or in

any wuy interfered with. After a very careful atten-

tion to the facts and arguments on both sides, that

was the conclusion hchad arrived at. The injunction

would therefore bo made perpetual, to restrain the

defendants from interfering with the burial rights of

the pLiiutiffs or any members of their families in this

churchy.iid, which was not objected to under the Act
by her M.jesty’s Secretary of State. It will he seen

by the above statemeot that it is illegal for the

managers of graveyards to remove the monuments,
and also that, in such buriul-grouuds as have not been
formally closed by order of the Secretary of State,

parlies having claim to ground can demand the
reopening of the graves for fresh interments. This
is a matter which requires the careful consideration
of the Government authorities, for the reopening of

graveyards as thickly occupied as that in Tottcuham-
court-road might cause much mischief. We are glad,

however, of this acknowledgment of the right to
preserve the monuments, and hope that those inter-
ested will, in case of necessity, interfere and prevent
such cases of spoliation as we have been obliged to

uotiee.

THE TRUE BASIS OF SANITARY
PRINCIPLES.

In your last number you have introduced what is

there called a “ Sanilary Pact.” Let this be rightly
understood. Your publication is not the arena for the
discussion of medical questions

;
yet, iu the construc-

tion o( public hospitals, a knowledge of the value of
ventilation is highly important, as well as the arrauge-
meut of H pertcet system of sewers. In these ajl-

important points we shall not attempt to dictate to
the ingenuity and skill of the architect : we shall only
point out one or two facts, which will be useful, as
proving the necessity of a careful consideration of
ventilation and sewerage.

Fever hospitals ore an error in principle, and tend
to encourage prejudices : they aecnmulate a number

of diseased subjects together, which vitiates the

atmosphere, and causes a serious disadvantage to the

sick. The writer of this has been nearly thirty years

a physician to the largest provincial public hospital

in the kingdom, where all cases of typhus fever are

placed indiscriminately among the other patients in

beds ouly 2 feet apart, yet no inslnnce has ever been

known iu the course of a whole century of the disease

affecting the next person, who has been conslanily

living and sleeping within 2 feet of the typhus disease.

'I'liis is purely the effect of veutilation and cleanliness.

A few words more of explanation will show the truth

of this fact,—typhus fever is produced by a malaria

and not from contagion. The respiration of air con-

taminated by ibe admixture of gases which are pro-

duced Crum the decomposition of vegetable matters

causes ague or typhus fever (diseases which often jiass

from one to the other) : when the respired air is

contaminated with the gases which result from the

decomposition of animal matters, it causes a violent

diarrhcca. The mucous surface of the air passages is

as susceptible of being poisoned as is the mucous sur-

face of the stomach. Those fevers termed gastric&ro

a distinct class of diseases. A gastric fever is nothing

more than an iullammatory state of the lining surface

of the bowels, which is disposed to run into a stale

of ulceration or sloughing. This form of disease is

easily cured by those who understand H.

When the air is intermixed wiih foreign matter, it

becomes specifically heavier than pure air, and wiU,

therefore, gravitate to the lowest situations, and will

stagnate iu a hole like wafer. The vemilation of nil

low and confined places becomes proportionately diffi-

cult, and requires skill and practical experience to

exjjel the heavy vitiated atmosphere.

The philosophy of organization ought to be culti-

vated as a p:ii t of polite education by all weU-educated

men: it would be productive of great benefit to the

community, and would dissipate much of the preju-

dices aud follies of mankind. "W.

THE HANDEL FESTIVAL AT THE CRYSTAL
PALACE.

This musical congress, the greatest ever yet assem-

bled, will take place on Fiiday in next week, aud owes

its csisteucc to the anxiety of the Sacred Harmonic
Society of London to promote by their example the

commemoration, in 1859, of the Centenary of

Hundel’s death in such a manner as would be alike

worthy of the Great Muster and of the widely-dif-

fused musical knowledge of the present day.* In

carrying out this object, it was foimd that the central

transept of the Crystal Palace ofi’ered a locale for this

display far beyond any other existing building. The
space appropriated to the orchestra alone occupies a

clear area of 168 feet in width by 90 feet in depth.

This extent exceeds the entire capacity of any other

music-hall in this country, aud has the additional

advantage of great height and of ample means of

approach and for general arrangements. The orches-

tra, which has been constructed iu a somewhat flat-

teued curve, rises from the floor at a front elevation

of 8 feet, and is from thence continued in a scries of

semi-circular steps, varying from 10 to 15 inches

each, to a total height of 47 feet. These rises are

thirty-four iu number, of which eleven are appro-

priated to the baud, and the remaining tweuty-three

to the chorus. The band consists of 385 performers

in all, who are arranged at 202 desks. The chorus,

originally intended to consist of 2,000 voices, slightly

exceeds that number. The entire orchestra, therefore,

is, as near as possible, 2,500. The great organ, erected

by Jlcssrs. Gray and Davison, of New-road, is itself an

unprecedented construction. Iu the centre, belweeu

the organ and the hand, the large drum made by Mr.
Distin for the Festival, will be a couspicuoiis object.

It is between G aud 7 feet iu diameter, and, when
gently struck, produces a tone resembling the boom-
ing of a deep pedul-pipe. "VVe need hardly claim for

this festival the support of all lovers of music
throughout the country.

CHISWICK GARDENS.
The fete at these justly celebrated gardens last

week was more what such a meeting ought to be

than any one which has yet been giveu, either

there or elacuhere.

An addition—and a most useful one—to the

display of marvellous flowers and magnificent fruit

was made iu the exhibition of horticultural implemeuts

and appliauces
;
and we were glad to see that many

ladies, as well as members of the more agricultural

sex, appeared interested in it. Several conservatories

were temporarily erected, and filled with plants, to

show the effect when complete, and the price of

* An aoeouQt of the intended Festival has been pub-
lished in the form of a Letter, ar'dressed to tbe members,
subscribers, and assistants of the 8ai;red Harmonic So-
ciety. A lithographed plan of the orchestra has also been
published.

each was given
;
a commendable practice that will

lead to the extension of artificial cultivation.

We noted several marked improvements in con-
struction, produced byajudicious combination of iron

and wood, by which greenhouses ai’c rendered much
lighter aud more elegant in appearance, than of old.

One method of opening and closing all the sashes

simultaneously by means of a lever was also worthy
of observation: this system might, perhaps, he
applied with advantage to schools, hospitals, and
churches.

Oil the green sward, several tents were pitched,

offering useful suggestions for future necessities : the

unibrella-tcnt, especially, seemed to combine the

desirable qualities of being portable, spacious, and
secure.

With regard to the flowers, too much cannot he
said ; t'ley were beyond and above pra'se. The
mode adopted in one tent, of breaking the too

gorgeous line of brilliant colours by a bed of sober

diirk-green exotic jilants and ferns, gave great relief

to the eye, and should, on physical grounds, be more
frequently adopted.

It struck us that the too extensive aggregation of

bright colours, without an occasioual rest—so to

speak—of cool, green foliage, does great injustice to

many of the marvellous blooms with which most of

the plants were literally covered.

The heavy showers which drenched the London
streets on that day, fortunately did not extehd to

Chiswick and though the low temperature bad in-

duced many of the ladies to discurd their light

summer dresses for richer and warmer costumes, the

toilettes were elegant and appropriate, and did no dis-

honour to the perfection that pervaded the gardens.

Cue thing only wc missed—tbe delicious perfume
Ihut, of old, the recently-mown grass used always to

exhale : but perhaps, on account of the previous dry

weather, the grass was too short to cut; though Urn

multitudinous daisies would have been Letter away.

However, (hat is a trifle only worth mentioning to

show how perfeot was everything, when this was all

with which fault could be found : aud we most heartily

wish success may attend the renewed exertions of the

Horticultural Committee.
Admire as we may the beauties of Sydenham,

aud lu.vuriate in the proximity to London of the

Botanic Gardens, we must ever remember with grati-

tude, that to Chiswick and its enterprising tuauagers

aud originators we are indebted as being the pioneers

in the once difficult path of horticultural importation

and dcvelopmeot, in which so many followers now
tread with ease, thanks to their previous exertions.

THE COMPETITION DESIGNS FOR LONDON-
DERRY BRIDGE.

SiE,—The following questions are beiug very

generally asked, among the members of the pro-

fession of civil engineers, with reference to the late

competition for designs for this bridge.

Is it true that Sir William Cubitt gave himself very
little trouble about the matter, and handed over the

examination of the designs to a gentlemau who, how-
ever respectable as a mechanical engineer, has neither

knowledge nor experience as a civil engineeer?

Is it true that the first prize was awarded to Sir

William Cabin’s drawing-clerk ?

Is it true that the same gentleman who has ob-

tained the first prize was employed some years since

by Mr. Charles May, of the Permaueut Way Com-
pany, to make a design for Londonderry Bridge,

which design of Mr. Charles May resembled closely

in its leading features that to which the first prize

was awarded in the late competition ?

Is it true that the holder of the first prize having,

through Sir William Cuhitt’s influence, obtained an
appointment in India, Mr. Peter W'illiam Barlow, of

the Permanent W’ay Company, has been selected to

make a design, under Sir William Cubilt’s directions,

to the exclusion of all the other competitors?

Is it true that Mr. Peter "VV. Barlow brought for-

ward the design that he has prepared, at a recent

meeting of the Institution of Civil Eugioeers, and

that the principle of the design was condemned by

the first authorities in the profession?

Is it tine that this design is, notwithstanding its

defects, being forced on the bridge commissioners on

the plea of economy, though the estimate has never

been submitted to any proof?

Is it true that a large number of gentlemen were

induced to compete for the premiums offered by the

Commissioners, on the faith of tbe teims named in

the udveriiseinent for designs, and from confidence in

ihe high character of SirV'illiam Cubitt, who was

appointed umpire, aud that these geatiemeu now
complain, with reason, that the statements made in

the advertisement have not been adhered to, and that

what was called a public competition lias beeu per-

verted to tbe private advantage of a few individuals?

C. E.
.
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EECEXT PATENTS.*

Stetvart, R. — Improvements in Cutting Stone

and other Mineral Substances. Dated July 25, 1856.

(No. 1,769).—A sole or bed is laid down, aud a car-

- r.f.lc! Mtrprep? iiTton ralL
riage carrying tbe cutting tools traverses upon

upon the sole or bed, being supported upon wbeds,

toothed to gear into racks upon the rails or sole, ^e
cutting tools are arranged in a line one behind the

other, and each tool is fitted into a socket in the lower

end of a vertical or slightly inclined bar, capable of

sliding easily in guides attached to the carnage

framing. The cutting action is made to take place

by raising aod letting fall this bar. The bar is h't^d

by a socket piece embracing it, and which has jointed

to its inner side a short lever or eccentric piece, which

grips tbe tool bar when the lifting action takes place,

taking hold of it higher up as the cut gradually

McDowall, John, Johnstone, Renfrewshire.-

Satchi} or Cutting Wood. Bated Oct, 17, 18a6.

(No. 2430).—This invention relates both to plain

straight cut sawing, and to differential sawing for

curved work, such as ships’ timbers. As regards

sfr.iight cutting, the apparatus employed according to

this invention consists of a contrivance whereby a

series of saw-frames may be simultaneously worked

from one single prime mover, whilst provision is

made for tbe occasional disconnection ot any one

frame without disturbing the action of the rest.

ligneous acid may also he obtained. Different kinds

of wood may be used for this purpose. One cord of

ordinary piue wood of 128 cubic feet produces gas-

light cciual to 8001b. of spermaceti candles : one cord

of oak or maple of good quality will yield gaslight

equal to 9001b. of spermaceti candles. This esti-

mate is upon wood used without a careful drying.

deepens.

Ckipp T. J. and R. Bitmead.— Appa-

ratus for Drilling and Boring. Dated August 22,

1856. (No. 1,959).— The patentee describes an

apparatus designed as a substitute for the clamp and

weighted beam or lever usually employed to support

the upper end or centre of the brace or boring bar in

drilling or boring by hand, but it requires engravings

to illustrate it clearly.

HolcROFT, G. and P. Improvements

in the Manufacture of Cement, and in the Applica-

tion of a Icnoion Material to Cementing Burposes.

Dated July 31, 1856. (No. 1,805).—This consists m
manufacturing cement of sulphnr combined with sand,

gypsum, &c.
;
also, in the application of sulphur alone

for cementing the joints of stones, or as a general

substitute for cement.

Mennons, M. A. Y.—A New Composition, appli-

cable to the Coating or Covering ofMetallic and Non-

metallic Surfaces. (A communication). Dated August

25, 1856. (No. 1,976).—This consists of a composi-

tion applicable to the coating of walls, partitions,

steam-boilers, &c. The patentee takes argillaceous

clays of different kinds, aud containing aluminia.

These clays are kneaded with water, and to the mass

he adds in succession to 100 parts of clay, oily sub-

stances, or residues, 6 parts; oil sediment, 5 parts;

fat, 2 parts ;
animal charcoal, 2 parts

;
vegetable char-

coal, 2 parts
;
mucilaginous substances, such as glue,

&c. 1 part
;
wood saw-dust, or ground wood, already

employed in the purification of oils, or in drying pro-

cesses, 10 parts ; waste hair, well beaten, 4 parts. To

this he adds a decoction of logwood, treated with

nitrate of iron (to deepen the colour), together with

a small proportion of soot. The whole is thoroughly

miied and brought to the consistence required.

Perry, Benjamin, Trinity-place, Chariug-cross.

—

FALL OF THE NEW (R. C.) CATHEDRAL AT
PLYMOUTH,

A large' bnilding, exceeding in size most of the

churches recently erected in this neighbourhood, and

intended as a Roman Catholic cathedral, has been ot

late in course of construction at the corner of the road

leading from Eldad, into Cecil-street. It had so far

advanced as to enable the architect, Mr. Hansom, of

Bristol, to fix the 4th of August next as the period

for its consecration. The edifice was completely

roofed in, and the interior fitments were being pro-

ceeded wilh, but on the 3rd inst. au accident occurred

which will occasion both delay and expense. The

church was formed with side aisles, and from one end

to the other tbe roof, which was au extremely lofty

one, was supported by arches which sprang from

pillars. These pillars were formed of Bath stone, and

the arches springiog from them were of brick. On

Tuesday in last week some defects were observed by-

Mr. Roberts, the builder, in the southern arch of the

nave, which caused him to telegraph for tbe architect

to come dowu immediately. That gentleman at once

left for Plymouth, and on Wednesday morning he

inspected the building, which he found in a very

unsafe condition, so much so as to render immediate

steps necessary to secure it from falling. The Bath

stone it appeared had proved too weak for the weight

which it bad to sustain, and some of it bad split, and

was thus endangering the whole structure. A number

of men were set to work to shore up the arches of the

nave, previously to removing the defective work,

which was found to be immediately over the piers,

and consisted of brickwork and limestone. Before

tbe measures for shoring up could be matured, the

architect observed indication that the edifice was

falling. He at once warned the workmen to leave,

Traducing Ornamental Tlastering or Stucco Work. ^ - -- -- l - -i .
• i

Dated Oct. 27, 1856. (No. 2515).—This invention
!
present to say what will be the ultimate cost. The

j

when metropolitan toll-bars have become an mtoler-

anglo-rom.\no gas company.

The dividend declared at the recent half-yearly meet-

ing of this company was at the jate of 5 per cent, for
,

tbe past half-year. The progress ofthe werkshns been I

very successful since the declaration of the last divi-

dend. The company was established in Rome, under i

statutes, in 1852, and its working operations have

given unmixed satisfaction. We may remind our i

readers that Rome was first lighted with gas, January
i

1, 1854. The works are erected upon the site of the

Circus Maximus, rendered memorable as the scene

where the Sabine women were carried off by the :

Romans. Thev are constructed of a capacity to fur- •

nish from 17(),000 to 200,000 cubic feet of gas ^

per twentv-four hours, wilh two gas-holders of

65,000 cubic feet each, and are situated within i

200 yards of the Tiber. All the leading streets of

Rome are lighted, and the company are extending i

their pipes to the streets adjacent to the principal \

mains. The courts of the Vatican are brilliantly
^

illuminated (the Pope having liberally suppoitedthe

company since its formation), and tbe Grand Square

of St. Peter’s, the (^uirinal, the palaces of the nobi-

lity, the chief hotels, and other pnblic estahlishmeuts.

The social and moral effects of this change are felt by

all classes.

Mr. Shepherd, tbe gerant and engineer, has been

honoured with frequent marks of ajiprobation from

his Holiness, who has on several occasions visited

and inspected tbe works, and expressed his desire

for their success. Mr. Shepherd had earned celebrity
,

in his profession before visiting Rome, having erected

tbe gas works at the Hague, Cadiz, Bologna, Modena,

and other places,

PROPOSED TOLL ON THE WAY TO "THE
PEOPLE’S PARK,” AT BATTERSEA.

The announcement made on the part of the

Government, that they intend to set up a bar on

Chelsea new bridge, and to charge a poll-tax on every

which they 'did and before he was enabled himself (o man, woman, and child either going to or coming

get entirely free the southern arches of the nave and ' from Batlcrsea-park across that bridge, is exciting

the large eastern arch fell, bringiug down with ' no little ferment amongst the pent-up crowded dem-

them the southern clerestory. A small portion of
:
zens of the back streets in Chelsea, Brompton,

tlie nave roof only remaiued
;

but a farther fall Pimlico, and surrounding districts. That so bad an

took place on the following day. It is impossible at
'
example should be set by the Government, at a time

consists in so performing such work that indented or

impressed ornamental patterns are obtained on the

surfaces as the plastering proceeds, and whilst the

materials are still sufficiently plastic to admit of the

desired impressions or indents being made. For this

purpose ornamental pattern-plates arc formed with

the pattern cut through them, similar to stencil-

plates, but sufficiently strong to admit of their being

pressed into the finishing coating of plaster. The

edges of the pattern are inclined.

Brodie, William, Belhaven. — Boofing Tiles.

Dated October 27, 1856. (No. 2524).—lu making

roofing tiles according to this improved system, the

clay or other plastic material is suitably prepared iu

UlCSCill. LU OL.J 1. O..L .... --
j

*1.

damage done by the first fall has been widely csti- able nuisance and abomination in the eyes ol thou- :

mated from 400>. to 1.000^.
j

sands even of those far better able to bear such taxes

. than those poorest of tbe poor wilh whom Chelsea

' aud its vicinity are well known to be crowded, is

* much to be deplored. And this, too, all the more.

At tbe fifth annual meeting of the Sutton-in- yg,.y game end, namely, the redemption of

Ashfield Gas Company, a dividend of 7i per cent, the cost of erecting the bridge in question, could ob- (

per annum, free of income-tax, was declared. The yiously be effected by a process the very reverse of

growing demand for gas having rendered it necessary obnoxious one which the Government appear to

to extend the works, 100 new shares have been
. inasmuch as a free way to and from i

created. The price of gas in Warrington (5s. per building sites which surround the new park, and >

1,000 feet) is considered to be unreasonably high, and i

belong to the Government, would enhance the

its illuminating power not even good at that price. i

yjjyg of fjie properly, and promote its speedy conyer-

vLaj VL VLUL., i-.twwv. x„LLLL.L,u,L . The gos compuDy thiukiog themselves safe from ' gjon into an equally efficient and much less obnoxious

a pug-mUl or other apparatus, from which it is made ' competition, have not hitherto made any signs of jog^ns of redeeming all cost in the course of time.
^

A
to exude through a die of a horse-shoe form. The concession to tbe popular demand for both cheapness movement is being made for the purpose of urging

issuing horsc-shoe-shnped stream of clay is cut into and goodness. The board of guardians have taken
, Guvernmeut the propriety of giving up all idea of

lengths by any suitable apparatus, such as is used in the matter up, and several firms are talking of making
facing the public health as contemplated

;
and an

drain-tile machines, the lengths so cut forming blanks their own gns. Ciipl. Ibos. Cook, F.R.b. lias energetic address, which cannot but meet with the

to be subsequently moulded in tbe finished roofing invented an improved lamp, and^ apparatus connected concurrence of all disinterested persons, is

tile. The finishing operation is effected by means of therewith, for lighting coal mines with gas. The being widely distributed by the committee who

a frame arranged to tarn or swivel upon a vertical principal feature in the invention appears to be the j^vc taken up the cause of the public on this question,

axis, and fitted with two mould plates at diametrically
J

forcing of air from the surface through the lamp. Tim address is signed by Mr. Walter T. Jones, of 93,

opposite points.
;

He proposes reflectors to throw the light into the Cambridge-street, Warwick-square, as hon. secretary,

Geffrey, William, Glasgow.— Apparatus for
'

intricate workings of the mine. Mr. S. Nibbs, of whom all communications and subscriptions in aid

Sawing or Cutting Wood.—Dated Oct. 17, 1856. Soho, Birmingham, the inveotor of “the People’s
of the very desirable object in view may be addressed.

(No. 2429).—This invention relates to an arninge-
. Lamp,” has produced a new “safely lamp.”

ment of traversing circular saw for cross-cutting
i

YFr. Wm. Gossage, of Widiies, proposes the sepa-

timber wilh rapidity and accuracy, as well as to a
|

ration of the hydrosulpburet of ammonia aud sul-

contrivance of a saw-table or bench for insuring accii- plmrctted hydrogen from coal gas, by employing

racy of cut. The driving connections for the tra-
'
sulphuric acid, and therewith converting the hydro-

versing circular saw are wholly of the belt pulley sulpburct of ammonia into sulphite of ammonia, and

kind. The sawing-table, as fitted up for a stationary decomposing the sulphuretted hydrogen, so obtaining

circnlar saw, has upon it a horizontal slide piece set two valuable products'—sulphur and sulphite^ of

in a recess running in a line parallel wilh the saw’s ' ammonia, and depriving the gas of its injurious

disc. The further end of this slide has a graduated sulphur compounds. “ Recently,” says an Amc-

ledge piece upon it, set accurately square, so that rican paper, “ successfnl experiments have been made

when the operator has tqsaw a board, he presses one in the manufacture of illuminating gas froui wood,

square end against this ledge, and the slide is then
J

A patent was first applied for iu America, in 1853,

traversed forward to bring the wood into cut in an ’ by a German chemist, the assignee of the discoverer,

accurately straight line. A counterweight is attached Emil Bricaach. Under this patent different gasworks

53ooh^ ^SvccctbeU.

to the end of the slide, so that it returns to its

original position in readiness for the succeeding cut.

• Selected from the lists published in the 2lfecAanies’
Magazint, En^neer, &o.

have been erected in that country, and with satis-

factory results. Where wood is cheap, it is believed

this gaseous product will he cheap. The residuum

consists of charcoal and tar, and creosote and pyro-

Memorials, Scienfife and Literary, of Andrew

Crosse, the Electrician. London ; Longman and

Co. 1857.

No one who can recall, irflh scientific interest, the

chief topics of discussion in science some twenty

years ago, will need much refreshment of memory in

respect to Crosse, Flint, and Acari,—an indissoluble

association of curious subjects which theu startled

the whole world of science. For behoof of many

whose memories as to that epoch may relate much

rather to pedagogues, marbles, and poll-scrubbings,

than to anything so uninteresting and unintelligible.

we may here note down a few words of explanation.

At the meeting of the “British Association,’ in 1836,
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the grand feature of interest to the savans, and which

eclipsed all else for the time, was the sudden blaze

of a scientific comet, in the form of A. Crosse,

a great electrician, of whom scarcely any one

had ever heard before, although he had long

experimented with the electricity of the atmosphere

and the thunder cloud upou a scale of grandeur

totally unprecedented, and had succeeded in imitating

many of nature’s processes of mineralization and
crystallization, in a way that had scarcely ever been
thought of, far less attempted. The excitement

and eclat with which the solitary electrician thus

made his reluctant debut in the scientific world, bad
scarcely lime to cool and settle down a little, when a

still more intense interest and excitement arose on the

announcement that Mr. Crosse, in course of an ex-

periment undertahen for the purpose of crystallizing

silex by means oflong-coutinucd electric action oflow
intensity, had, to his own astonisliment, produced, in

place of q^uartz crystals, something exceedingly like

insect life, in the midst of caustic solutions of flint, and
with the exclusion of atmospheric air. That the product
consisted of true acari or mites of some description,

tliere could at length be no doubt, hut how they came
there, or how they were produced, remained a mys-
tery, as wc believe they still do to this day, notwith-
standing Ehrenberg’s scarcely less curious and inte-

resting microscopical discoveiy, that the chalk with
which flint is generally found covered, consists of
myriads of the shells of microscopic insects. How
tic ova of any insect, however, that might he sup-
posed to exist in flint itself, could withstand the w kite
heat applied by Crosse in calcination while producing
the “ oil of flints,” or solution of silicate of potash,
with which his experiments were performed, and
could afterwards be developed into the perfect insect by
electric action, under such circumstances as those in-
dicated, was almost as astouishiug as the creation of
a^ial life itself. Absolute creation, Crosse warmly
disclaimed, as indeed he did all hypothesis or theory
whatever on the subject : all he did was to announce
and to stand by the fact. Yet he speaks of the acari in
such a way as to show to some extent his inner mind on
the strange subject, as in his letter to Harriet Mai tineau
at the time of his discovery. “There is a cousiderahle
similitude,” he remarks, “between the first stages of
.the birth of acari and of certain mineral crystalliza-
lioQS electrically produced. In many of them, more
especially in the formation of sulphate of lime or sul-
phate of strontia, its commencement is denoted by a
whitish speck : so it is in birth of the acarus. This
mineral speck enlarges and elongates vertically : so it

does with the acarus. Then the mineral throws out
whitish filaments : so does the acarus speck. So far
it is difficult to detect the difference between the
meipient mineral and theauimal; but, as these filaments
become more definite in each, in the mineral they
become rigid, shining, transparent, sLx-sided prisms :

m the animal tlicy are soft, and having filaments, and
finally endowed with motion and life.”

The present volume has beeu written by Cornelia
A. H, Crosse, as a labour of love and reverence
towards her deceased husband

; and, without much
iiterary pretension, it is replete with interest. Mr.
Crosse was a poet of no despicable ability, as well as
a man of science: and the volume is ’interspersed
with not a few of his poetical effusions, as well as oChis
prose productions

;
which latter, however, are chiefly

iu the form of notes and letters.

New Soldeeing Tools. — Messrs. Whitehouse
and Laws have invented an improved construction
of tools for soldering metals, whereby they are
kept couslanlly heated in a simple manner, The
“biti,” or soldering end of the tool, is heated by
a jet of gas, placed either inside or externally to the
" bitt,” the gas for supplying such jet being brought
to the soldering tool by means of a flexible tube. One
mode of effecting this object is by conveying the gas
through a tube iu the handle of the tool.

The Visitors to the Manchester Exhibi-
tion.—The following shows the daily attendance at
the Exhibition during the first mouth it has been
cipen ;

—

Tuesday May 6. ..13,

Wednesday,,. „ 6... 6,
Thursday „ 7... 6,
Friday..' „ 8...

4'

Saturday
,, 9... e,

Monday ,, 11... 3,

I'liesdny ,, 13,., 4,

Wednesday... „ 13... 4,

Thursday „ 14... 8,

Piidnv „ 15... 3,

Saturday 18... 7,

Monday „ 18... 4,

Tuesday „ 19... 6,

Wednesday. .. ,, 20... 6,

rhe total number of

been nearly 200,000.

.,767

Thursday
,

Friday
Saturday

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday...
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

.May21... 7,103
.. „ 23... 6.168
.. „ 23... 7,891

. 4,918

. 8,575

. 9,333

. 8,677

. 6,313

. 9,703

Monday Junel... 9,514
Tuesday „ 2, ..10.398
Wednesday.,. „ 3.,, 7,897
Ihursday „ ,4,,. 6,603
Friday „ 6, ..11,624

visitors since the opening has

:
Printers’ Almshouses (Wood-green, Mid-

|

Strikes.—At Liverpool the stonemasons’ dispute

I

dlesex).— rhe annual meeting of the subscribers
,

is still unsettled. One of the local papers gives the

^

and friends to this institution was held on Tuesday following summary of recent proceedings The
|cvcning, at Andcrtoii’s Hold, Fleet-street; Chas.

;

architects and master-builders of the town lately held
Wyman, Esq. in the chair. From the report, it ap-

,

a meeting in the Clarendon-rooms on this subject
peered that a large measure of support had been when it was resolved to recommend both parties to
awarded to the society during the past year, in the ' leave the settlement of the question to certain well-
course of which it will be remembered the Asylum known and disinterested gentlemen each party at^rec-
was publicly inaugurated by the President, Earl Stan- ' ing to abide by the decision. The masters readily
hope, when a public breakfast took place on the adopted the recommendation for themselves

;
but the

grounds, which w'as largely patronized. The receipts
,

operatives, thinking that no obligation to abide by
during the year were 1,257/. lOs. 7d. and the expen-

;

the decision of the arbiters should be insisted on, re-
dilm-e, includiug 400/. invested in the public funds, fused to place themselves in the bands of the gentle-
amounted to 1,145/. 11s. 7d. leaving a balance at the

^

men named further than merely to consider thclidvicc
bankers’ of 111/. IGs. The report having been re- which might be tendered. The masters, believing
ceivedand ordcred tobepriuted, Mr. William Clowes that.no harm could arise from a discussion of the
was appointed vice-president of the institution

;
^

subjects in dispute, agreed to meet the men iu coufer-
Mr. Vincent Figgius, treasurer; and Messrs. W. H. ence on their own terms. The meeting took place on
Cox, T. R. Harrison, II. Hansard, audlV. Riviiigton, ' Friday, when the Rev. H. S. Brown, Baptist minister
the trustees

;
and after votes of thanks to the secre-

;

Mr. William Rathbone, J.P., and Mr. Councillor J r’
tary aud chairman, the meeting separated. Prior to Jeffery, met a deputation from each of the disputant
the annual meeliug, a second election of inmates took parlies. It was understood that neither masters nor
place by ballot, the close of which showed the follow-

;

men were to be bound by any opinion of the mediators,
ing as the successful candidates: Robert Hall (aged

^
'i'he men were not prepared to recede in any de'^ree

78, married); George Conway (aged 67, married) ;! from their previously submitted demands, so tliaUhc
Anne Roe (63, widow). ITie auniversary of the

;

masters could not make any overtures. One of the
opening of the institution will be celebrated by a

soiree on Monday, June 15, at Highbury-barn
;
and

on Sunday morning, June 28, the Vicar of Tottenham
will advocate the claims of the lustitutiou at St.

Michael’s Church, Wood-greeo.

Iron Building, Manchester.—A building has
been put up recently near the Art Treasures Exhibi-
tion, which has excited some attention, in consequence
of the rapidity with which it was done. It has been
built at a cost of about 400/. by Messrs. E. T. Bell-

house aud Co. for hir. Ogden, of Long iMiilgute, Man-
chester, for the purpose of receiving a valuable collec-

tion of paintings, antiquities, and curiosities, which
that gentleman wishes to bring under the notice of

the visitors of the Art Treasures Exhibition. The
building consists of a cellar and ujiper room, aud is

65 feet long, and 32 feet wide : the cellar is 8 feet

high, and tlie walls thereof are of brick : the upper
room is 15 feet high to the eaves, aud the roof is

raised so as to give sloping and perpendicular glazed
lights

; thus leaving the whole of the wall space free

for pictures and other objects. The shell of the
upper portion of the building, above the floor, is

composed of corrugated iron sheets, attached to

pilasters and roof principals. The interior of all the
wall is lined with boarding, upon which are paper
and maroon-coloured calico cloth. Thirteen working
days only elapsed between laying the first brick aud
the completiou of the building; and this short time
includes the manufacture of the materials as well as

the complete erection of the same. The building is

of very creditable external appearance
;
and when it

has served its present purpose as a fine art gallery, it

may be made valuable to the neighbourhood by being
devoted to the purposes of public worship, education,

or lecturing, as might be required in this increasing

district.

Addition to the Museum at Peel’s Park,
Manchester.—The new wing, added since last year,

is now complete. It consists of one large room, on
the ground-floor, divided into two compartments, and,
over it, a gallery, 80 feet long by 30 feet wide, which
is now filled with the works of local artists. There is

also an entrance from the park on the south side.

Leading from the southern door to the main staircase,

is a corridor, with Allied pillars, the ceiling of which
is being painted iu fresco. A small portion only of

this work has been completed, but the local Courier
speaks favourably of it. The room leading from the
corridor is called the engraving-room, and contains
all the engravings previously in the old gallery, with
additions. Among its contents, also, are numerous
architectural models, and several pieces of sculpture

by Mr. Westmacolt. The semi-division of the room
gives additional wall-space for the purposes of exhi-
bition. There is anolher room in the new wing,
underneath the engraving-room, but it is not yet
completed. It is intended to be used as a geological

and model-room.

Completion or the Loitv’ee at Paris.—

O

n

15th August, the anniversai-y of the Fete Najioleon,

the Emperor, the Empress, and the grand dignitaries

of the empire will attend a solemn inauguration ofthc
Palais of the Louvre, which will then be entLely
fioished.

The Vivian Memorial, Swansea.—Themeraorial
in honour of the late John Heury Vivian, F.R.S. and
M P., was iuaugurated at Swansea on 2nd iust. The
statue, which stands on a pedestal of Cornish granite,

was cast at the foundry of Messrs. Rohiuson and Cot-
tarn, Pimlico, in one piece. The bronze contains a
large proportion of copper. The precise height is 8
feet 6 inches, including a bronze plinth, and the

weight is about a ton and a half. The pedestal

weighs at least twenty tons.

things which seemed to be most objectronable to the

,

employers was the men’s requiring the masters to

j

accept their terms as to apprentices. The mediators
rceommeuded the men to reconsider their demands,

I

with a view of their being modified, and they pro-
mised to do so aud report. An agreement, we may
add, to settle wages per hour, was strongly urged by
Mr. Jeffery. The Tyne shipwrights, who wcr« on
strike in consequence of a reduction of wages from Gs.
to 4s. 6J. have resumed work on a compromise that
the reduction be to 5s. only. The Wear men were

j

to submit to the same arrangement, aud the Blithe
shipwrights have already doue so.

Opening op the Asiatic Sailors’ Home.—
I On the 3rd inst. the new Home for Asiatic Seamen,
lately erected in the East-Iudia-roaJ, Limehousc, was

' formally opened by Lord H. Cholraondcly. The

I

building was completed in January h^gt, but could

,

not be opened until the present lime from want of
' fuuils. It is a large red brick building, having about

I

from 150 to 200 Icet frontage. The iutcrual arrange-
ments are fitted to accommodate 130 inmates.
Separate portions are set aside for superintendent’s

!
apartments, hospital, registry, shipping, and sccre-

,

tary ’3 offices, all of which are provided with appliances

^

for lighting, warming, hot and cold baths, and lava-
tories. The total cost of the budding, not including
1,220/. for the site, and 300/. architects’ commission,
was between 8,000/. and 9,000/. The other expenses
connected with the erection were between 2,000/.
and 3,000/. making a total of 13,000/. expended:
of this sum only about 7,000/. were subscribed,
leaving the promoters of the scheme 6,000/. in debt
on its account. The proceedings took jdoce in the
principal room of the new building, one side of which

,
was occupied by Asiatic seamen from almost every

I

portion ot Asia.

I
Laying the Foundation Stone of the Clock

AND Watchmakers’ Asylum. •—
• Tlie foundation

stone of this asylum was laid last week, at Coluey-
hatch, near the Great Northern Railway Station, Mr.
T. S. Buncombe, M.P. for Finsbury, officiating. The
asylum, which will be in the Tudor style of architec-
ture, formed of red brick, decorated with stone dress-
ings, is from a design by Mr. Robert Palgrave, archi-

tect, and is intended to provide a home, with fuel and
light, and an annuul pension of 20/. to the men, and
13/. to the widows, fur such as may be elected by the
subscribers. It is proposed to build thirteen houses
immediately, and subsequently to increase the num-
ber, and with this view an eligible piece of freehold
land of two acres in extent, has been purchased

;

plans, building estimates, &c. obtained, and a large
amount subscribed for building purposes.

Fall op a Building at 'Wolverhampton.

—

Last Week a portion of a warehouse in Temple-street,
to which extensive additions are being made, fell, and
buried five workmen under the ruins, one of whom
was not expected to live. The upper floor of the
building was supported by au arcb, strengthened by
an iron girder. The girder broke, and tbe floor gave
way, carrying with it the next floor.

The New Convent, Armagh.—Mr. M'Gaughey,
of Omagh, has been declared the contractor for

building tbe new convent at Armagh. 'Y'as, Armagh
Guardian gives tbe amount of the tenders as

follows—
Ross (Belfast) £6,100
il'CulIagh and Cherry 5,764
Peter Hughes 5,754
M'Gdughey 5,022

Mr. RDss’s tender included about 300/. worth of
additiouiil stone-work, which was not iu the other
estimates; so that the fii’st three competitors weie
nearly equal in amount.
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Peoposed Memoriai to Jobs Britton ra

Kington St. Mscheei Choech.—The proposition

to perpetnale the late Mr. Britton s name in h'* ™
parish! by erecting some kind “f

mthin the clinrcti, has taken a shape and a list ol

snbscriptions is published. It is not ont of any

spirit of dissatisfaction or rivalry with the proposition

of the Institute that the present proposal is made

as Mr. Brilton was a native of Kingtoa bt.

oriinTifi from very hninbJf

and.

but. as ivir. iDinum ^ — - -
- „i.i„

Michael, rose by his own exertions from very hninhle

eiieumsJanres to a position of literary

as it is also well known to his more imraedia e friends,

that he was very ranch attached to his native place

and was desirons that his name ota

not be forpolten there i
there is no doubt in the minds

of those with whom the present proposal onginates,

that in gratifying their own feelings they are also

doing that which would have gratified his.

.w.® i-s T>Ta i rwrTp 4 T A PT .—Xhc aoniial

Anomalies in the Tuibee Teade.
_

Mr. E -

ward Chaloner, of Liverpool, in his circular of

29tb ulL remarks, in reference to a cargo ot

Brunswick and Nova Scotia deals,—

this cargo of sawn wood is 200/. and, if exported, mus

be paid; whereas any other sawn wood, escep

colonial, ran escape all Customs duly whatever ,
aJl

other sawn wood may be bonded—colonial cannot

.

And again,—“ Baltic sawn stuff can be now exported

to Australia and elsewhere much beneath the cost of

all American, and also cheaper than colonial deals

;

for even under a declared system of free trade these

last cannot be exported or even bonded without first

paving a Customs’ duty of 7s. 6d. per standard, or

si per cent, on the first cost— say on St, John spruce

de’als. They cannot even be transshipped to another

colony without this imposition. On the contrary, all

foreign wood, sawn or nnsawn, may be bonded or

otherwise transshipped free of all Custonis duty, such

Baltic deals which are those i

took place ,tl>e
,

3rf_.i»ataut_iu ‘he
I

^
'

So^that the staple

Mechluics’ Inatitatiou aufi
1
" IhTedouies^eauuot here escape the

_ T __ 1- ir— TTiotitiilirtTi fhnva’ ‘ Li» «f

For St. Saviour's workhouse. Messrs. Roper and Jarvis,

architects. Quanlities supplied

Sutton
Lee and Lavers
Dover and Sons
Crawley
Keast and Moon
Tuylor and Buckley....

Trollope
Tarrant
Harrison
Rowe
Colls and Co
Myers
Palmer
Hocken
Rider ...

Hack and Son
M'Clennan and Bird .

Murstand

Bennett and Bass

Hill
Patrick and Son
Stump
VVilson
Thompson and Son ...

Dowds

. £8,414 6 8
. 6,073 0 0
. 6,790 0 0
. 6,750 0 0
. 6,667 0 0
. 6,629 0 0
. 6,608 0 0

6,592 0 0

. 0,588 0 0

.. 6,391 0 0
. 6,190 0 0
. 6,170 0 0

.. 6,162 13 4

.. 6,150 0 0
. 6.100 0 0
. 6,093 0 0
.. 6.055 0 u
.. 6,050 0 0
. 6,000 0 0

.. 5,99S 0 0
. 6,953 0 G
. 5,868 0 0
.. 5,831 0 0

.. 6,794 0 0

.. 5,776 0 u

.. 6,660 0 y

For alterations and additions to the Macclesfield Union
Workhouse. Mr. James Stevens, architect. Quantities

supplied :

—

Mellor, Son, and Terras, Man-
chester .£3,516 0 0

Blackshaw, Macclesfield 2,424 0 0
Sanderson, Bollinaton 2,408 0 0

Evans, Macclesfield (accepted) 3,380 0 0

Wilkinson, Macclesfield 2,281 0 0

S' Mu7ltl"u1l' ^ ruS'SJbrTughtVurt be toTcd a, above foe the

50 M.rluWhooCMhecM50;St.J^^^ repairs of the like or any other ship ra

do’lSO- St George’s do. 180; St. Peter’s do. 30.
:
England

;
and further, whilst all furniture and most

The school has now in action two certificated masters, i ship-building woods

Mr. John White, head master, and Mr. Charles Ryan, extensively used for both purposes, is^^subject to th

assistant master. The assistant master Las under his high duty of Vs. 6d. to lOs. per load,

charge twelve classes in public schools and institutions
[

Caee foe the Dogs.—When improvement in the

-Sdy Woodbouse Mechanics’ Institution. 12 ; condition of man, or the beast under h.s care and

East Ward do. 12 ;
Kiikstall do. 9 ;

IleadiTigley do.
' control, is the object in view, yonr excellent publica-

W- Halifax Working Man’s College, 22 ;
Kirkstall

,
tion is always open to advance and advocate it. Witli-

school 50: Burley school, 75 ;
St. Andrew’s school, I out further preamble, therefore, I would suggest

30 • St. Ann’s school, 16 ;
two private schools, 38 ;

'
whether some plan could not be devised (luring the

West End Mechanics’ Institutions, 9. At present
'

present, and still more so the coming hot season ot

there are 86 females receiving lessons in connection the year, to provide receptacles of some kind lor

with the central schools, and under the head master’s ' water in the public streets and highways, to which

nersonal care. Mechanical drawing is taught iu the dogs might have constant and easy access. there

central schools, and in several of the popular institu- is little doubt but that the want of this prime neces-

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

ir limitl.-D. P
H.-A.—T. M.-

-Mr. H.-K. K.-Mr. E.-

N0. lOL-J. B. A.-C. M.-T, S.-W. S. (below oi

(ditto)—8. L. M. (ditto).—W. W.-Q. Q —T.

Julia (next week).—F. S-—E. T. B
C. M. I.—R. V.—Looker on,—J. P.

“ Boots and Elddresses.”—We are forced to decline pointing out

books or finding addresses.

NOTICE. — All commaoioations respecting adoertUe-

menU should be addressed to the “ Publisher,” and not

to the “Editor:” all oth(;r eommunicationa should he

addressed to the Editok, and not to the Publisher.

Hons in which the roasters give lessons. ' sarv of existence to all animals is, in a much greater

Peactical Mining College. — Mr. Nicholas ' degree than is generally supposed, the cause (if canine

Wood and Air. Woodbouse (a deputation from the
'
madness. A paragraph, however brief, in ymir

Institute of Alining Engineers), accompanied by Air. • columns, on this subject, would, I am sure, call torth

Robert Stephenson, AI.P. anil Mr. Joseph Locke, ' suggestions from friends to dumb auimals, and to

M.P. had an interview with Sir George Grey, on 30lh dogs in particular, that might lead to results greatly

ult. at the Home-office, on the subject of the estab-
^

to be desired both as regards humanity as well as

lishment of a Practical Alining College.

Trv 'D^ek Arches of the Adelphi.— Some
. , . . , ,,

alarm ias bcea eiciied amongst the inhahitaats ofthe
' on further redtirrag the price of copper Id. per Ih

Sh! ircense^uenee of the pestilential stench making tough cake and tile, 117 . host seleeted, 120f.

which daring the few days of hot weather, proceeded per ton ;
copper sheathing and braziers sheets, ISd.

ftort'he well-known “ DVk Arches,” the filthy state per lb. This has been followed, as nsual, at Birraing-

of which has been so trcqiientlv described. lathe ham. by a reduction ra the price of brass tabes,

toets into which the arches iiiraedi.tely open, the
,

rolled brass, and brass wire, of threc-farth.ngs per lb.

stench is almost nneudurable, and, if not at once ' — —
checked by some cleansing process, hitherto almost

j

systematically neglected, ihe result will probably be
j

the breaking out of some malignant form of fever 1

amongst the inhabitants. The disaster at Washington,

'

Be
\

ADVERTISEMENTS.

OHOXJGH of STOCKTON-ON-TEES.—
WANT ED. for the Borough of Ktookfon

,
a I'erson dulv luali-

0 pt-rform llio duties of nORVEYOR and INSFECTUR of

^ lilSANCES. Hr will he reauired to draw workinir pUu*, pre-

pare e't.lniates nnd epeoificatlutis, superiuteud the mtikingauu
repairing highways and footpaths, and to reoort aod remove
nil nuisances. He will likewise be reiulred to collect the eorporn-

tion rents, and to superinti-ud the collection of the market-tolls.

Applications inwritine.stating previous employment &c, togerher

with teatlmoulols 08 to character aod aliijitv. end the amount of

galary required, to be seut, post-paid, to Mr. WILLIAM BEST,
Clei-k to the T.ooal B.iard of Health. Stockton-on-Tees, on or

before THURSDAY, ihe '8th dav of JUNE Instant. Theperaon
appointed will be required to provide two suHicient sureties for the

due performance of the duties of hU otlioe in the sum of 200J.

h(ocktoB-on-Tee-, June ist, 1857.

[advertisement.]

TO THE EDITOR OF THE “ BUILDER.”

6, Regent-street, June 2, 1857-

Noewich workhouse.—clerk of
WORK' WANTED.—The Guardians of the Norwich

t'orporatinn of the Poor, are desirous of appointing a CLERK of

the WORKS, to superintend, under the direction of Messrs.

Medland and Maberly. architects, of Gloaueater, the building of a

new Workhouse, at Norwich, whiqh is intended to be proceeded

with forthwith. Salarv, 50b. per week. No petfon connected

with the building trade in Norwich Is el'gibU as a e mdtdnte.

Candida' qs must transmit their appHoations, occoropaniedwith
testimnniats. as to character and co“Petency. to rne at m v Oftce,

Little Orford-itriet. Norwich, on or before FRIUAV. the 19th

instant, at TWELVE o’clock at noon, and appear pereonally

before the Building Commii tee, at the Ci>urt-r£>*m, St. Andrew s-

hali, Norwich, ou the.«ame day, at TWO p.m
Norwich, June 11, 1857.

U. S. ought to aid us in en^'orcing the necessity Messrs. Clark and Co.

for sanitary arrangements. The principal hotel Gentlemen,—In reply io your inquiry as to my
there, the National, is now closed, having killed

yoar shutters and work, I beg to say, that

some thirty of its guests, and poisoned, less eflec-
tfig^jr^ss front, &c. you put in for me, I think, is

tually, about 500. The exact cause of the said occur-
^ ^^^d, indeed, altogether such as is not

rence is still a roystery. The investigation made has
exrelled by any other in London

;
it wears

not been satisfactory, but the medical and other
and I think *lhe colour of the brass is excellent,

authorities have decided that it was only bad air and
shutters, it is now upwards of seven years

choked drains. A subscription is on foot to defray commenced work ; I believe, for repairs, a

the apense of a more searching inquiry-a little too
shillings will cover all charge, except a small

late, it is to he feared.
, k-, ' annual one for oiling. They do and have worked

Nation.al Collections. In the year 18oG-57
Jm-inw all that time, and no accident has oc-

the sam total ot 202,4G7t. itas i-xponfled on naliunal
j perfcrflj

coUeclions, agaiDst 228,806/. ia^l8o5-o6^
' sound condition now.

I beg to remain, yonrs obediently,

James AIedwin.

were appropriated to the British Museum establish-

ment, 49.768/. to the buildings, and 20,454/. to pur-

!

chases ;
12,077/- to the National Gallery

;
5,815/. to

'

scientific works and experiments ;
500/. to the Royal ,

-

Geographical Societv
;
58,966/. to the Depnitraent of'

Science and Art
;
7,312/. to the Museum of Practical

|

E. C. BAILEY. Clerk.

TO PAHENTa AND ODARDIAnK

The Subscriber is liesirous to receive into
bis House a well-educated YOUTH as a PC HiL. where lie

will have (be advautage of the aoustaot bupervtsiou of tbe prin-

lipal. and his social cimfortB wilt at the eam'5 ti'oe be attended to.

-Apply, if by letter, prepaid, to Mr. W. WILDS, Architect and
Suryeyor, Hertford, Herts. .

wANTED, a YOUTH, as an OUT-DOOK
Decorator, Marbler. (Jntiner. Writer. Piotui . . .

He will be instructed in all the above bmnchirj.

euoea can he had.—A premiiirn required, and a falary gi

Apply to SAMUEL BURN BY, Denmark-hill, CamberwclL

WANTED, by a Builder in the Country, a
WORKING FoREM.\N, whoran make plain and W'pk-

TU GLASS PAINTERS.

W'ANTED, a good FIGURE PAINTER.-
Applv, i-tating taUry required, Ac. to SCUTT ai

DKAPFR. f'aili-le.

TENDERS
For alterations at Marston House, Somerset, for the

Long, Bradford £4,628 0 0

Morgan and Lovell, Bath 3,568 0 0

Treasure, Bath 3,560 IG 0
Davis, Fl orae (omitting work of

the value of 312.) 3,461 9 8

Browne, Frome (accepted) 3,455 0 0

Geology; and 1,000/. to the Royal Society. The ' Right Hon. the Earl of Cork and Orrery:—
total amount expended on the parchase and hiyine

out of the Kensington-gore estate from 1851 to 1856

inclusive is 277>309/.

Electric Light.—Prof. Way has specified his

improvements in obtaining light by electricity.

“ What I claim,” he states, “ is, the use of a flowing

electrode of mercury in combination with apparatus '

p^pj,
for regulating the distance apart of the two electrodes

;

and I also claim the combination of a small over-

flowing cup or regulated surface of mervuiy, as a

second electrode with a flowing electrode of mercury
in apparatus for obtaining light by electricity.”

For building schools io eoDnectioQ with Trinity Cliapel,

r. Quantities snpplied by -Mr. George Moring :

—

Salt £1,600 0 0

Wa-d 1,449 0 0

XVhUs 1.373 0 0
Watkins 1,318 0 0
Atherton 1,298 0 0

Hack and Son (accepted) 1,263 0 0

ANTED, to dll a constant SITUATION
in the roiinfrv. on a gentleman’s estife, a HOUSE and
('•AKPENTb’B, one who uiiders ands aenera! reoairs.

Wage' 20''. per week, with good cotta e anil garden rent free.—
Apply by letter, prepaid, to Mr. ARNOLD, Builder, 109, Jermyn-
street. S.W.

need app'y who cannot give a good reference.

TO GLA«3 PAINTERS AND LEAD WORKERS.

WANTED, a few good GLASS PAINTERS
and LEAD WORKERS. — Apply to Me-ssrA EDMOND-

SON and BUN, No. 1, Angle street, Ugrurd-btreei. Manchester.
N.H. As the adver, Hers are thorougblv practical men.inevery

branch of the art. they tnwt none will apply but tho^e who per-

fectly und. rstand tbeir bueiness, or state exacily the amount of

their ability.

TO CARPENTERS AND JoINttRS.

ANTED, in a Country Town, a
CARPENTER, used h) jobbing lu Geuiieraeu’e houses;

consiaut rraploynieut. Wages aie. per week.—Addre-s, by letter

only, to Mr. HAKLAND, 33, Southampton-street. Strand, W.C.

w
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nOPITABLE tilings for con-

sideration are not necessarily

description of another sort of locality in

"Rokeby” will apply :

—

"For though the sun was on the hill,

In that dark dell 'twas twilight still.’’

Besides the unnatural gloom, confined space,

should be either in the metropolis or in the im-
mediate suburbs; but themeaus of transit are now
changed, and for 50 miles round this great city

the cows can be milked at early morn, the milk
brought by swift trains to town, and delivered

and m some instances want of drainage, the ' at our doors in time fur breakfast. It must be ad-
tood of the London cows, which consists mainly '

a^itted that several of the Loudon dairies where
of grams and other refuse from the breweries,

' capital is not wanting, are managed as well as
is not good

;
and, although it may add to the

pleasiiut things. If ive arc to i

I'’'’

observe silence toueliing ahonii-

1

tvhat anmiportant part

nations which demand reform
i

‘’“= of yonng children, it will be

,, , , f if T IV I

seen to DC a matter ol great importance,
throngh fear of offending del,-

1 Smithfield towards the close of

the market, may see numbers of attenuated cows,

blear-eyed, and with countenances which are as

cate sensibilities, instead of

pointing them out and denouncing

them, the abominations will re-

main to the end of the chapter.

The first step towards obtaining a

remedy is to make the existence

of the disease known. Once more,

then, let us dive into the back-

slums of London—the social mo-

rasses, tlie shadowy corners — and

bring into the light the one or two

points of good and evil found there

the circumstauces will admit; but at best, the

keeping of such animals iti the midst of a huge
population is bad, and should be discoutiuued.

Leaving the ” dairy ” (the words suggest a

very different place, with “ neat-handed Phillis ”

directing), we passed some of the London
slaughter-houses, and have illustrated the geutle

means used to persuade the poor brutes to enter
unpleasant in their way to the sight as those of

\ places altogether unlitted for the purpose to
worn-out habitual drunkards. The spines of

^

-^liich they are applied. Jfeasnres should be
these beasts are arched up, and all the points of adopted to put a stop to the tail-twisting and
beauty and health are gone. These animals have ' other barbarities resorted to.

I

been bought chiefly from such cow-sheds as we
|

Qur walk brought us to Lucy’s-builclicgs,
have sketched

;
and many cows, when it is con-

' near the north end of Leather-lane, Ilolboru,
sidered that they are no longer able to supply

' mentioned by us some time ago; aud we in-

milk, arc not even fit to make an appearance
j

quired how matters were going on in that
amongst the leanest kine of Smithfield market,

. neighbourhood. At the time of our previous visit

I

but are taken away aud melted^ or in other ways it -was eraiueut for neglect and filth
; aud it was

during a recent walk. We have before now
j

disposed of.
|

therefore with no small pleasure, that oii reach-

endeavoured to bring strongly before the public
|

It is painful to have to mentiou what is
,
jug the approaches to it we fouud evidence of

the miseries which cows aud sheep endure iu unpleasant, and even injurious to individuals,
' care. At the time of our crill some scores of

London, and the evils which result to the com-
1

but feeling strongly the necessity of certain
j

costermongers aud their assistants were carefully

munity in consequence. London cows, as we
|

changes for the public good, we are forced to
]

arranging their goods on trucks for the Leather-
have before said, are in many cases kept iu place facts before our readers. It would be

. lane aud other markets
;
and we could not help

places where the poor brutes arc not only
|

well often, if those who may feel aggrieved were giving that somewhat abused body credit for the

destroyed themselves, but are made the cause of
j

to consider the times, and apjily, without being exertions which they were making to obtain an
destruction to those living around. All who '

forced, the means of improvement which in-

dwell near a cowkeeper know the abominable
'
creased knowledge has placed in their hands.

smells which proceed from his sheds aud pol-

lute the atmosphere during both summer aud

winter ; there can be no doubt of the uuwhole-

someness of such places. Although great im-

provements have been made lately, something

more must be done. A number of influential cow-

Even when improvements can he easily made,

however, and the necessity of them is acknow-

ledged, it is long before a large numb'er of persons

honest livelihood under circumstauces of very

great difficulty. It should be borne in mind

that this class of the London population are the

means of nut only preventing great waste in the

London wholesale markets, but of also atfordiug

can be induced to change. About thirty years ^ many little luxui-ies to the poor. We fouud

ago, at Newcastle-upon-Tyne, with the excep-
j

that after the costermongers have trimmed
tion of the statute fairs, which were held three their cabbages and other wares, provision is

keepers, acknowledging the evil, have formed an or four times iu the year, there was no market ! marl« for the imiBediate removal of all refiwc-.

association having for its object the improvement

of the cow-sheds of the metropolis. One of

the regulations of this society is, that all the

premises belonging to the members shall be

open to the inspection of the others
;

and

that reports shall be made of bad condi-

tions, with hints for improvement when neces-

sary. This is a praiseworthy step, but one

which will not be sufficient to satisfy the

public. At a recent meeting of this association,

a gentleman connected with it stated that a

case had been brought before a magistrate to

settle the size of apartments in which cows

might be placed. The magistrate recommended

that a room 10 feet long should be 10 feet

6 inches wide (the height was not mentioned).

It was argued before a lai-ge attendance of

practical men engaged in the milk trade, that

if the sheds were made of that size it would be

quite impossible to keep them clean, that the

large amount of additional room required would

be a great evil, and that 6 feet or 7 feet wide

would be sufficient, if the sheds were made

8 feet long; aud it was eventually arranged

that sheds 8 feet long should be 7 feet 3 inches

in width. When we consider that most cows

are from 5 to 6 feet in length, it seems that

the space of 8 feet is not an extravagant extent.

The breeders of race-horses, hunters, and the

best kinds of cattle, show by their practice that

they are aware that breathing-room is as neces-

sary for brute beasts as it is for human creatures.

In parts of the metropolis which we could

mention, cows are kept standing closely side by

side in sheds placed in narrow lanes amidst a

crowded population. The pen is not so effective

iu conveying an impression of such places as

the pencil, so on the next leaf we give a view

of a “ dairy,” sketched on the spot in the heart

of the mettopolis, where, as will be seen,

femilies reside in the rooms above. The alley

for sheep and cattle
;
and the butchers were

' The draiuage, we are told, has been all set to

obliged to go every week to ^Morpeth, a place ' rights, the courts which branch off are white

-

fourteen miles distant, where a weekly market
''

washed, and the pavement is cleansed. A large

was held. In order to get there some of the
!
tank has been provided for water, and other

butchers, with their money in their pockets,
' things cared for, which will undoubtedly

would start iu the middle of the night, even in '

Jjave a beneficial effect upon the population,

the most inclement seasons, to walk the dreary
^

The water supply on Sundays is a great boon,

road. Instances have occurred of their being but in Lucy’s-buildings the provision for its

knocked down, savagely treated, and robbed
;
and ' reception is quite inadequate for the large

owing to the numerous calls for refreshment on ' population. In these buildings there are about

tbe road, some were not sufficientlyintelligent to ' thirty-six houses, thickly peopled, and but two

make a very good bargain when they reached the ' tanks of any consequence for the whole. A^Tiilc

market-place
;

some of the butchers travelled here we met with a curious arrangement, shown

by stage-coach and other conveyances ; but at

the best, in wet and wintry weather, it was a

lonely, uncomfortable, and expensive journey

in the engraving. Having been asked by a woman

I

to go and see the spring she got her water

from, she showed us a place, not in a very good

and besides, when the sheep aud oxen had been ' condition, '' but which,” said she, “ looks to-

bought, they had to be driven then 14 miles ^ day as if the Queen herself was expected
;
and

home. Great was tbe grumbling, too, about * you see that wooden spile, sir ” (marked A iu

the toil of these journeys, aud often was it the engraving), we take that out aud get the

mentioned, in order to enhance the prices ’ water as we can, aud the plagues of boys often

of meat. However, tbe population of the ' takeit out forinischlef, you see, aud then we have

ancient town of Newcastle having much in-
' no wmter at all.” Before proceeding upstairs

creased, the corporation determined to provide in search of this mysterious water supply, we

a weekly cattle-market close at hand, and it
'
noted that no means except the chance overflow

was curious to note how the butchers imme-
' of the water had been provided to flush the closet,

diately set themselves in opposition to a market
'
Upstairs, we were invited to a corner by tbe

close to their own door, and gloried in the 28 inhabitant, who lifted up, in a solemn manner,

miles’ journey, with all its expenses, incon-
' a wooden trap-door, which operation gave us a

veuiences, aud perils, and for long tbe new
' sight of tbe cistern, “ and here,’ said she, we

market was left without either stock or buyers, draw our water up, but it is dangerous for the

Iu course of time some of the most obstinate of
' children, you see, when I am ont.

the old butchers died off, and the advantage of
!

Continuing in the same neighbourhood, we

the change became so evident, that the cattle-
1

will look at an indication of a better time to

sellers were glad to bring the animals the extra ' come iu Gray’s-inn-Iaue, a Social Bridge which

14 miles. Things advocated stoutly by parties has been erected there. It is but a small one,

in the metropolis at the present day, will cause, it is true,—but a little hole will let in a deal of

a few years hence, as much surprise ^as docs the light,—a narrow causeway may save an army,

conduct of the Newcastle butchers now.
;

This bridge takes the shape of a Ragged School,

As regards the London supply of milk, time held at No. 5, Eox-court. It has little oi the

when the slowness and difficulty of convey- appearance of an educational establisliment, and
IttlUIUCB icaiuc 111 LILC liJUUia aL»j»L.. jloo llliv j y»c*i3 ituLiii uoy/ .jiw .. ....... — -j

,
ri ill- J U iL

in which it is situated is so narrow, that Scott’s ance rendered it necessary that the dairies
^

would scarcely be discovered by those unaware
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of its existence. The basement

consists of a dilapidated shop, part

of which is occupied by a mender

of shoes. On the rough planking

which has been put up to cover

the rents of the window, are several

printed bills, setting forth that it

13 possible many residing in this

vicinity may not be aware of the

ignorance, vice, and wretchedness

which prevail almost at their very

doors, and inviting the well-dis-

posed to make an examination of

this unfortunate locality, where

many families are so destitute, and

many so degraded, as to be un-

willing, or unable, to pay for the

education of their children, and

thus be enabled to judge of the

value of a ragged school amid the

scenes of squalor around, — a

school which is constantly avail-

1

able for the gratuitous instruction
j

of these otherwise wild and undis-

'

ciplined children. Another placard

announced that arrangements had
;

been made for the delivery in the
j

school of a course of free lectures

to the working classes, on alter-

nate Wednesdays, and that the

subject for that present week was
" The House I live in,” with

coloured illustrations, by Mr. F. R.
Rose.

I

On the occasion of our first visit,

!

the sleet and rain were pelting

down, but this did not prevent

numerous little boys and girls

flocking from various directions,
j

many ot them without hats or caps,

and very badly shod : their faces

-and hands, however, in most in-

stances, were clean, and their hair
,

in good order.
I

Passing through the dark and
dingy shoemaker’s shop, aud as-

cending the staircase, we found

.

thtxt the partitions of the first door

of the house had been removed,

aud a room of considerable size

,

formed, capable of accommodating '

upwards of 100 boys. Unfortu-

'

nately, at the time of our first

visit, the master was ill, and the

place empty. The intelligent mis- ^

tress of the girls said that when
their teacher was unable to attend,

the boys came day after day, and
hung about the door, aud looked

so miserable, that she could not

help taking upon herself the charge

of the little boys, although the task

was almost too much for her.

Upstairs in a room were at the

least 120 boys aud girls, from two
to twelve years old. On the walls

were maps and various useful

pieces of advice, such as " Be
^

kindly affectiouate one to the

'

other;” “Speak no evil one of

the other
;

” " Six days shalt thou
;

labour aud do all that thou hast to :

do;” aud so ou. On Thursday

last, when we looked in, both

schools were in full work.

Few could look at the order

which here prevails, and contrast

it with the manners in the homes
from which the children come
without feelings of satisfaction.

A quiet word from the schoolmis-

,

tress seemed sufficient to still any

disorder. Very little whipping is

required, and the greatest punish-

ment seems to he the threat of

being turned out of the school, i

The female teacher said that in

the evening youths, almost grown
to manhood—of the very roughest
aud worst description— attend;'
and that these she has taught in

the master’s absence, aud found
not the least difficulty in managing

'

them, although, elsewhere, they
would he very boisterous.

|

^ London Sheep-fold.

How Oxen are persuaded.

Where We keep the Wafer.

A London Dairp.

In addition to day-schools for boys and girls,

aud the evening schools, the rooms are open ou

Sundays. There is also a weekly meeting for

mothers, aud a clothing club. Looking around

at the contented countenances here together,

aud thinking of the advantages training was
calculated to produce, it was with regret we
learnt that the institution is in debt to the

extent of about SOf.
;
and that those who have

assisted in its formation are unwilling to incur

more responsibility, and have arrived at the

painful conviction, that they must give up one
of the day-schools, unless a timely interposition

of the friends of the poor in this pitiable neigh-

bourhood shall enable them to liquidate the
debt, and to prosecute their full work with a

hopeful prospect of adequate annual support.

It is stated that if 300 of the surrounding in-

habitants, and the occupiers of offices, were
each to give only five shillings a year to this

institution in aid of its present income, its

various schools would be maintained in their

full work of seeking to train chOdren to become
honest and useful members of society, instead
of the pest aud terror of the neighbourhood.
The opinions of intelligent persons who are
obliged to mix amongst the classes who are so
much in need of help and yet are so difficult to
deal with, is so valuable, that we were glad to
listen to the teacher of this school as to the
appreciation which the parents of her flock
would have of improved dwellings. Her reply
was,
—“They want raising up: they arc in

great part so ignorant, and have been so long
neglected, that many of them are altogether
careless, aud they do not know their danger. It
is, however, I think, most important, in endea-
vouring to benefit these people, to respect so
far as possible their prejudices. The poorest of
them cannot bear the idea of being, as they call

it, vtider rules
;
aud many about here think that

at Tyndale’s Buildings and other places which
have been improved, they are not allowed to go
in aud out at their pleasure.”

This opinion we believe to be perfectly correct.
The large majority of those who reside within
the Shadows of Loudon must be coaxed into
cleanliness and order, they will not be driven

;

and to the ragged aud national schools scattered
in these benighted districts we must look to
dispel the illusions aud prejudices which at

present exist : they should therefore be well
cared for, and we hope that before long the
scliool in Fox-court will be relieved from diffi-

culty.

The poor cobbler who established the first

ragged-school should have a statue

!

THE GOVERNME.VT OFFICES
COMPETITION.* -

The drawings numbered 110, and bearing 4he
motto " For my Country,” and a shield with the
aims of the kingdom, include a general street plan, a

I

block plan, and a design for the "VVar-office and Foreign-

I

office in one building. The general plan, as to the
intended retention of the site of "Westminster-bridge,
and in other particulars, observes arrangements which
are proposed by the majority of the competitors; and
which have been referred to sufficiently, in previous
notices. In the block plan the general offices are
arranged in three comprehensive blocks, besides a
bow-fronted addition to the present Board of Trade,
at the back of it; and large triumphal arches are

I

placed at the south end of Parliament-street. In
the two principal offices a qnadi’angle occupies a
very large area. The internal elevations of this part
of the building form the best portion of the design.

The quadrangle is entered by a cortile from Parlia-

ment-street, aud two side gateways; and contains

some large groups of sculpture. From the absorption
of area by the one chief feature, the departments are

not concentrated so much as in other designs —whilst
the corridors arc central ones—dependant lor their

light on balls and staircases mainly—and in some cases

extend to a length of 100 feet without apparent light-

ing. For the stple of the design, the authors have
essayed a free rendering of the Italian palatial style.

They were desirous, as they say, to avoid ou the one
hand the weariness which the mind is apt to expe-
rience from the recurrence of the same features, and
on the other to oppose to the principle of uniformity
the principle of contrast, which they call the very
soul of harmony. But their design exhibits some
features which have the character of eccentricity, as

compared with ordinary Italian details. The roofs to

• See p. 336
, ante.
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the pavilions of the angles are conspicuous from their

dimcusions, and varied and contrasted curvature.

lu No. lll,“HonestcAudax," a design for the "War-

office in a French- Italian style, novelty and richness

of detail in the orders and dressings have mainly been

attempted. The wall surface is diapered, the material

intended being apparently brick.

No. 112, marked “ Omicron,” has attracted much
attention, yet we are inclined to think more for its

merits in regard to decorative design, which are

apparent in the perspective views, than for those

which are to be discerned in the mere plans, and

which may be greater in degree, whilst more sug-

gestive as to expedients for the production of the

finest architectural effect. We have felt some re-

gret that there has been so little opportunity for

doing justice to the general street plans and block

plans in the collection : those in the cast corridor,

we fear, have been scarcely examined; and in con-

sequence of the shutting up of the corridor before

the time named for the general closing, we shall

not he able to make our notice as complete as we
desired to do. We would, however, observe, that in all

cases the vehicle of expression, or drawing—theplan—
itself particularly, claims attention which is not now
given to it by the public,—and not merely on the

score of its exemplifying convenience in a particular

building,—but because in it mainly, what is the best

provision for architectural effect will be found set

forth. The drawings now before us include a general

plan, a block plan, and a design for the War-office,

Foreign-office, and Residence, as buildings grouped

together for the external effect, but without iuternal

communication. In the general plan, the author pro-

poses three bridges, one of the number being the

Hungerford-bridge widened. For Westrainster-bridge,

he exhibits two suggestions; by one, he would

retain the present site, but as we understand,

forming new foundations, — and by the other he

would follow the line of the new Charles-street.

We should have preferred his keeping to one sug-

gestion. A competitor, in justice to himselfand others,

should—in the language of the turf— declare with

which horse he means to win. As to the Charles-

street line, the present author unconsciously con-

structs a reason for his new site, instead of choosing a

site to suit the traffic and the Offices. Thus, he pro-

longs a broad avenue from Charles-street, cutting

across the Park to Buckiugham-palace, involving

alterations in the garden-enclosure which would not

be assented to, even were there arguments of con-

venieuce which are not now offered. The truth is,

all the new sites that have been proposed for the

Westminster-bridge are less suitable than the present

site for the traffic and the privacy of the Offices ;
and

would serve the public, and the metropolis and West-

minster, less than a particular small area about

Whitehall and the east end of St. James’s-park
;
and

the sooner this simple matter is distinctly seen, the

better will be the prospect of benefit from the pro-

posed improvements. As regards other arrange-

ments suggested in the general plan, propositions

such as the removal of St. Margaret’s Church, and

the formation of a place ^600 feet square next the

Abbey, are made in the design before us. There are

other suggestions of a practical kind which may be

worth adverting to. Thus, the author would secure a

vista along the banks of the river, terminated by the

Clock Tower, and would form a public garden between

the Offices and AVbitehall-stairs, with a communication

to it from the embankment; and would provide a

basin for the barges at Scotland-yard. At the end of

the park enclosure overlooking the Parade, he would

construct a raised terrace promenade, to form a

convenient station for viewing military ceremonials.

The War-office, Foreign-office, and Residence, exhibit

one grand frontage facing northward to the parade.

It is only to be regretted that a production which has

the remarkable merit that this exhibits in the plan

of its front, as well as in many parts of its internal

distributiou, and in its decorative design 'generally,

should be iu auy danger of rejection from the list of

rewarded designs, through a deviation from the

“ instrv'tions ” that might offer positive advantages

for the object. Enough, however, on the head re-

ferred to, has been said by us. It is still our duty to

meutiou deviations when they occur. The author

exceeds the length of the ground tinted yellow in the

Government plan, as it would appear, by about

30 feet. What we fear maybe a real defect is, that his

courts are less than 21 feet in width,—which must he

considered less than is desirable for lighting the lower

rooms and for ventilation. But, as he does not pro-

pose to retain the State Paper-office, increased space

might perhaps be got without going beyond the red

line, except at the north-west corner. But the rail-

ing of the park enclosure would then almost of neces-

sity, have to be set back. The main front in the

design consists of a centre and advancing wings
;
and

the grouping of these masses, as well as of the sub

ordinate breaks in the plan, and of the domes, lan-

terns, and terminations of the roof, is highly suc-

cessful. We should advert to the plan of the

War-office, in which the leading principle is in the

provision of a “ Great Central Hall,” with corridors

to the several departments leading out of it. The ball

is reached at one end, by the entrance from Parlia-

ment-street, and has the principal staircase opposite.

The corridors referred to are three on each side the

hall, transversely to it, as also are the principal courts.

The corridors are lighted chiefly from the sides.

Columns and galleries surround the ball, which is

well planned for effect. There is a second entrance

to the War-office in the northern front, and one in

Charles-street. The Foreign-office occupies the centre

of the group. It has a portico on steps at the north,

whence the entrance leads across a hall to a rotunda

and staircase, crowned on the exterior by the prin-

cipal dome. There is also an entrance from Charles-

street by a quadrangle and cortile for carriages,

and a vestibule leading to the rotunda before

named. The plan of the Residence wc think

highly successful in its capabilities for architectural

effect. It joins on to that of the Office, at the re-

entering angle, by a slight connection taking the

form of a tower and lantern externally. It sets

back considerably on the Charles-street front, allow-

ing space for a conservatory and terrace. An entrance

at the west, from a carriage-porch, admits to a hail,

square on plan,—beyond which is the staircase-hall

ranged transversely, with ascents each way, and vesti-

bules at the ends. Beyond this, or in the quad-

xgle, is the “ state dining-room,” planned with

recesses at the sides, so as to get a space, which

is square, and domed over. The staircise and

the reception-rooms arc, as we have said, excel-

lent : the symmetry of parts is complete
;

yet the

skilful introduction of picturesque and pictorial acces-

sories, and the variety of effect which is provided for,

are remarkable. Iu regard to architectural details, the

design is peculiar, from its profuse application

inside and out, of small columns, generally disengaged

from the wail, and often clustered or coupled. The

dormers and groups of sculpture, the ornamental

covering of the lofty Mansard roof, and its finmls

or hip-knobs, some of which are 10 feet_ in

height, with the domes and lanterns, certainly

exhibit novelty and taste. In choosing or forming

the style for his buildings, the author has been

governed by the view that neither public opinion

nor artistic taste would now or hereafter approve

of the adoption of Medimval architecture for the

entire district
;

yet he maintains that in our

climate, the picturesque is to he sought rather than

the severely classical. Conseqneully, he has aimed at

the effect which belongs to Gothic architecture, but

has rejected Gothic detail; in other words, he has

adopted what he calls a picturesque classical, or

Renaissance style, as likely • to
.

graduate, aud

harmonise with, the two characters of architecture

prevailing north and south. The author also cootends

well for his use of sculpturesque decoration chiefly

composed of the forms of animal life, considering

that such forms arc necessarily more beautiful thau

merely geometrical ornament.

No. 113, with the motto “Mens agitat Molera,”

.. given to iMr. John Billing. The drawings include

a general plan, a block plau, and a design for the

War-office and Foreign-office as one building. Amongst

the propositions through the medium of the general

plan, wc observe the retention of the site ofWcst-

minster-bridge as included, aud also the construction

of a bridge from Trafalgar-square, approached from

the present site of Northumberland House. For the

latter proposed bridge, the author has endeavonred to

show that the levels would be peculiarly favoiu-able-

Pall-mall East, and Duncannon-street, and avoid

the hollow at Cbaring-cross. But even this would

be negatived by tbe steepness or leiijith of the

incline on the Lambeth side, as to which a ready

opinion may be formed from what now exists

at that end of the bridge
;
and the donhtfiil argument

for the Hungerford site cannot be offered by those

competitors who provide their approach to the bridge

anywhere out of the line of Hungeiford-slrcet and

the market, now in use. The author of No. 113

has given more attention to the ecnbaukiucnt thau

many have done. Between Westminster and London-

bridges be would adopt the proposal^ for a low stone

quay, enclosing a canal or pool of still water next the

the wharfs— retained as at present. The water might

be kept at a uniform level, except about the time of

high water, when the tide would be allowed to flow

through, to remove noxious accumulations. The prin-

ciple of this arrangement, as contrasted with lhato! small

docks, is, we apprehend, correct
;
for, we need only refer

to the state of the existing docks, asPuddlcDock from

time to time brought under the notice of the Cii.y

Commission of Sewers, by their officer of Health to

show thut there must he accumulutiou_ where the

efficient scour is not carefully mainlaiiied. The

proposilion referred to includes a railway, passing

under tbe bridges, and this, it is thought, might he

brought into use in towing craft by steam power.

Distinct towing-paths for horse-traction are, however,

provided. Inigo Jones’s York Gate would be placed

at a public landing-place, near the Offices and railroad

terminus. The author is one of those who would

retain St. Margaret’s Church, though rebuilt, on the

present site, as aiding the effect of tbe Abbey. In

the arrangement of the Offices, the symmetry

of masses has been studied. Tbe fronts of the

War-office and the building southward on the

same side of Parliament-street, correspond ;
but are

united by a recessed centre aud gates. The author

deduces from bis plans of the two principnl offices,

that iu all such cases an area one-sixih larger thau

is needed for convenience should be taken as re-

quired, having regard to lighting aud ventilation. At

the entrance to the principal Offices, he suggests a

waiting-hall for deputations ;
and at the entrance

from the Park, another building as a place of shelter

for carriages. He considers that thc_ business

character of the intended edifice is at variance with

that of Gothic architecture. He therefore adopts the

tbe Italian style, with superimposed orders anff

broken entablatures, roofs of somewhat higher pitch

than usual, aud a bold projectiug cornice, and

porticoes and loggias in two stages. Much care

has been given to the design in structural points.

Each corridor has an arched ceiling below the

stone floor of the corridor above, for the water,

heating, and speaking pipes
;
and the space is sufficient

for a man to traverse it. The roofs would he

with stone, laid on liie-arches. No.llo,
"

Regina,” a block plao, and design for the War-oflice

and Foreign-office as one building, is only remarkable

as tbe work of an Italian, and as corroborating the

opinion which we ventured to offer as to the decadence

of art in modern Italy. The corridors are placed round

the courts ;
but many of the rooms have to be reached

tbrou'-h others
;
and the decorative character exter-

nally, is inferior to that of Regent-street. Better

Italian architecture can he produced now m England

and France, than in the home of the original style.

CORRESPONDENCE ON THE WEST-
MINSTER DESIGNS.

Theke is one point in all the criticisms I have

3 peculiarly mvum.u.e; read (with the exception ofsome of those containedm

but with whut success wc are uuabic to suy. his pkus I jour tnjy valuable jourua )

beiag huug where wc were uuable to do justice “PP “ ^/thc
thcin. He proposes o foot-bridac at the Horseferry.

;

ignored by the
Iho severiS plans tor

and baviug removed Hnugerford-hridge, would use oC the merits aud dements o[ the seveial i

the materials on the new site. As to the question of
,

the Foreign “
,, , Hi,,

the sites for bi-i.lsos,-with no reason to alter our In the papers addressed ‘0
|

‘ Pj^_,

j

opinion as to three bridges for ™ri-myM,-wc assent
,

perhaps, is

am sure sir, you will

to the view that the bridge for the Cockspur-
;

uncertain position ofthemt ,
but 1 am .J

.

steertrlfflc shmdd'be plso'ed at the lef
|

>8™=
.“‘few talaU™™ie^^X°f

wR.hnilt Tfiference to an existing bridge at Hunger- some portion, and, m a
art-criti«-ism, and

bridge, there is, as we
.

their space avowed ;
to art

oiiflir.ipnf. rfnitnn rohnsf* woi'ds. ihcrelore, may be fai y p

without reference to an existing bri

ford. Blit, with a new bridge, t
iie lairiv pr<

have already remarked, no very safheient reason whose words there ore m^

for the removal of the foot-bndge^unless one,
„„erully thev should

pertaining to arehiicctiiriil effect, as P“‘ .V representtheopioja of artist g

the authors of No. 90. The aulhor of the design S'™ men’ must he

Kn Ilf) vet to he noticed, has, we may sav, viewed ,
various points that proitssi

_

the ieStion o? the iiridges' in ’a clear l^iht.' Snrely
|

considered hekre a fair opinion can be given of the

the cost of the mere removal of nungerford-bridge, real “ '>2”
, ^ „„„oat it is of

vvilb the loss of the comiiiiuiication-reduced in im-
|

I
,h„t all who are really

portance though it miirht have bccome-woiild leave a
receive tlie pre-

tery small margin of saving as to the bridge at the anxious that the ne g

„oLkrryor.„^m. Ike^^tvvmH ^ ]^';la:raid see^s,^. as of

‘ntav" Me" mighf p^fhy
,

th't^k the extori:^ app-earance, solely, that merits
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attcnli'^o and revnrd. That it will be so arcliitccta

cannot doubt, unless they at once make an earnest

protest against so false a stindard of true merit ;
for

the question will, at once, resolve itself into one of

draughtsmanship
;
and if the judges do not exhibit

more wit than pro'‘e9si<inil critics have as yet dis-

played, it will be clever drawings rather than good

designs that will ainy off the prizes.

It seems almost pnetile to recil to tlic minds o*"

your r.-adi.Ts, what never ought to be—although, I

fes", ii too often is—forgo'tcn, tha* a building should,

to be piTfect, iocliide, as I ihiuk that qnaiiit old

writer. S r N. Wotlon, says, “ Commodity, firmness,

and delight.” The '• delight,” now-a-days, seems tOn

be the onl^ point sought after, and that solely with

the limited motive of obtaining external effect; for

no buildings ciin really deliglit that have not “ com*

TOodity” and “ firmness,” one or both, as. indeed, the

author spCBis to imply by his placing “delight” the

last in his triad. It
“ commodity” were ever thought

of, we should not have houses aid palices, with

rooms unequal to their intended purposes, and incon-

veuicnily located
; dark, narrow, aud irregular cor-

ridors, c-)ufi'ied and iuconveuient staircases, and a

hundred otlier well-known iuconsistencies
; and if

“ firmness ” had ever been considered, we should not

hear—as we now too often do—of churches and
church lowers, town-halls, houses, &c. falling even
before they are completed.

In considering the designs, then, for the offices in

question, let all three of these qualities, as displayed

by the pl ms, sections, aod elevations, have each their

due share of attention, for all— both critics and
judges—should be aware, that however much they
may now be struck by the hcHutiriil drawings aud fine

exteriors, yet, when the buddings are erected, both
the Government aud the puolic* will expect some-
thing more than a flue outside. H.

As your pages seem to be opened to the discussion
(which hus in some quart- rs nither transgressed the
bounds of cominou coiirlrsy) between the rival

factions of Classic uud Gothic, in the competition for

the new buildings at Westminster, I venture to ask
for adtnissiou for but a few words. 1

Yuur correspondent, “ A Competitor for the Block !

Plan,” a^snmcB that Mr. Wightwick has rendered'
superfluous any attempt to prove the fitness of
Italian architecture for English uses

,
aod he con-

!

aiders that Gothic architecture has passed away as

completely as has chivalry, and that, though its

advocalcs “have much, doubtless, of the true heart
and g dlant spirit

” “ of Dun Q-iixote,” they are,

unfortuiiately, insane riders upon hobby-horses!
Surely, it would be possible to describe us rather

less fiicetiously, and at the same time rather more
truthfully. The truth is, that we Media!valist.s (if we '

are lobe stigmatized with a nick-name) are fighting
'

against the traditions of three con' uries, which, to our
minds, have been ages of iuleuse darkness as fur as

regards architecture in England. We hive so fur.

Bucceeded, that, happily, uo one now thinks of using
'

anything but Gothic architecture for all Ecclesias-

tical purposes
;
and we are fully determined to spare

DO effort to accomplish the same result iu all civil

and domestic buildiugs. The same determination
'

that has succeeded in the one, will, we have not the
slightest doubt, secure success in the other; and'
whilst our numbers daily increase, and whilst the

'

general sympathy of the world is with us, we are not

'

surprised to find tlic advocates of foreign aud all but
'

extinct styles bitter in ihcir dennneiatious of our
'

work, and bold in their attempts by any means to
''

regain it in proportion to their rapid loss of influ- '

ence. The world will judge for itself which parly '

has shown most desire to throw off the trammels o'f

old evil ways, and to design something for these new
'

buildings really original in its character and in its
|

detail, and at the same lime in all respects up to Ihe
'

requirements of the day in the matter of light,
•warmth, and scientific construction. Of one thing I
am sure, that it will be recognised that the more
notable Gothic designs are most completely free from
the taunts so often levelled against the revivers of
Gothic, of a desire in any oue of these respects to sin
against modern uecessilics. But there is one point
upon which all the advocates of a Classic building
at Westmiuster are most carefully silent, aud whic\
nevertheless, lies at the roit of the right solution of
the problem which is now to be solved

;
and this is

the question of association with existing buildings. I
wish some of your corres|>oudeats who indulge in
^sions of the eternal reproduction of some dead level
hues of windows and doors, columns and cornices, of
wearing similirity and painful horizontalitv, would
condescend for a few minutes to look upon the site
with which we have to deni from Ilnngerford Suspen-
sion-bndge. From thence they would see exactlyw a we shall all see from the quay or terrace which
jnU some day or other take the place of the mud and
barges below Scotland-yard. They wiU see the

narrow end of the Housos of Parliament, with towers

and turrets soaring up into the air, with a degree of

beauty of outliuc, and grandeur of effect, which must

command the admiration of men of all schools;—
notably defective, however, iu one respect — in the

excessive want of length in the only front visible from

the whole of this side of the river, and most obviously

demaudiog—if ever yet in this world building did

demand anything — as its necessary compliment,

an extension of the same kind o' pieluresque sky-liue

iu all the buildings hereafter to be erected iu con-

tinuation of it. No one can doubt that Sir Charles,

Barry, if he were to look at his work from the posi-

tion I have indicated, would be shocked at the idea of

the repetition over and over again of the tame in-

sipidity of outline of his new Treasury buildings, and

would beg his admirers, if they must copy and repeat

something that he has done, at any rate to look to

the building, which for ages to come will carry down
his mine to posterity, rather than to that which,

among a large number of works of vaiyiog merit, is

perhaps that of which he has the least reasou to he

proud. I repeat, that this Is a question which must be

decided—if it is decided satisfactorily— with a sole

view to the necessities of the situation
;
and I assert

—fearless of any coutradiction, supported by one

single argument on the facta of the case—that the

situation is so singul-ir in its associations, and so com-
pletely governed by circumstauces which could have

no force elsewhere in Loudon, that it would be
suieidal to the whole scheme, and an act of real

Quixotic madness, to venture upon the adoption of

any but a Mcdimval design. A Medi.cvaust.

Sib,—

I

s’ow that we are awaiting the report of the judges,
it is, 1 think, only due to you. to express the thanks you
hare so justly earned for your able and impartial criticisms
upon the various designs, which criticisms must have been
the result of much aniiou; study and discrimiuating
thought. The language of the press generally (with some
few notable exceptions) has been weak and silly to the last
degree, and I cannot but contrast them with the careful
aualysis you have presented to us, conceived in a very
different spirit, moreover, to a remarkable effusion which
has also appeared in your pages, and whicli, in my opinion,
and I Chink in that of many others, reflects buc little

credit upon its author. Anoteeb Competitob.

INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.
The meeting on Monday last, June ]5, was

tlie closing meeting of the session, aud xvas some-
what numerously attended. The chair -was taken
by Mr. Scoles. Amongst the donations announced
•was a copy of the specification of the patent of
Captain Scott, for improvements in rendering
lime cementitious, instead of allowing it to set
in the ordinary manner.

Professor Donaldson then introduced to the notice
of the meeting another donation, which he described
as one of the most magnificent ever given to their
library. This work was an illustration of the ancient
Soman monuments at Orange, and was published
under the auspices of the French Minister of State
fur Public Instruction. Mr. Donaldson referred to
the great interest possessed by the Roman remains in
France, comprising theatres, amphitheatres, baths, and
private houses. Even in London, the remains of
some of these remarkable works stdl existed, as for
example, under the Coal Exchange, in Lower Thames-
street. The Roman remains iu France were better
preserved than those iu England

;
and the Govern-

ment of France had voted a sum of 2,000/. to clear
out a single monument, iu order to show what the art

and science of Rome was when it governed Gaul.
The French Government, in the like mariner, had de-
voted their attention to the remains of Medifcval art.

He proposed a vote of thanks to the French Minister
of Public Instruction, which was unanimously adopted.

Mr. M. D. "Wyatt announced the donation of an
essay on "Ti.e Temple of Diana at Ephesus,” by
Mr. F^kener, reprinted from the Gentleman’s
Magazine, which he considered would cast a new
light oil that interesting subject, and reflect additional
credit on hir. I’alkener.

A communiratiou from Mr. B. Ferrcy was read,
e^ntitled, A Short Notice on Stamped or Incised
Stucco.” In this paper Mr. Ferry dwelt upon the
importance of a cheap and simple mode of internal
decoration, especially in churches. lie referred to
the good effect produced by the old English method
of pargetting. That system hnd, however, ce.ised to
be used when brick and stone were commonly em-
ployed. Mr. "Wyatt, who read the paper, said the
object of the plan which he now brought before the
meeting was to impress common stucco with geome-
trical aod other fomis, and the proposed pLiu could
be employed as well with fine plaster or any cement
which did not set too rapidly, as it could be with
what was properly called stucco. The surface deco-
rations proposed by Mr. Ferrey were produced by out-
line stamps, such as were used by cooks in making
pie-crust

;
and this appeared to him to be a very

ingenious application of a simple principle. He might
add, that he thought the cement invented by Captain
Scott would apply exceedingly well to the process of

Mr. Ferrey ;
and that the general application of Mr.

Ferrey’s process would give considerable interest at a

very simple cost to large wall surfaces, •which wei-e

^eoerally left plain, and without any decoration

whatever. Mr. Wyatt made some further remarks
on the manner in which Captain Scott had made his

discovery, and on the great advantages which his

plaster jjossessed over the ordinary laud. The new
material neither blistered nor crai;ked, and it might
be laid on without the expense of removing the

scaffolding, as in the ordinary mode. It was, more-
over, of a much more even tiutthau could be obtained

by the use of ordinary plaster, and in the course of a

week after its application it became as hacd as Port-

land cement.

Mr. Baker observed that Scott’s cement liad been
used in the houses which had lately fallen down in

Tottenham Court-road, and certainly there the cement
was very bad indeed. If the chai’acteristic of Captain

Scott’s cement was cheapness, the builders of the

metropolis would be sure to avail themselves of it.

He believed, however, that in the case of Totleuham
Court-road, a mistake had been made, and that iu

fact Roman cement had been used.

Captain Scott said that the use of Roman cement
in the houses in Tottenham Court-road had been ob-

jected to, and the new cement had been tried iu

preference; it had since been tried at Chatham with
great care and success by Captain Shaw, and the

results of the experiiueut would be published
; and he

had no doubt that bis cement was much stronger than

Roman cement. lie had taken it to Mr. Faraday,

who advised him strongly to take out a patent for it.

Captain Scott proceeded to give some further details

of the tests to which his cement had been applied,

when
Mr. C. H. Smith said that it appeared to him that

Captain Scott’s cement was a very excellent material,

if put into the hands of a good workman, and it only

appeared to have failed in any case because the work-

man did not understand the use of it.

At the suggestion of the Chairman, the discussion

of this subject was postponed to a future day, to

enable the meeting to proceed with the ordinary

business.

Mr. Charles Barry then read “some description of

the mechanical scaffolding used at the new palaces at

Westminster, particularly in reference to the three

main towers of the building,” which we shall jirobably

refer to iu a future number. It was a very valuable

communication.

Mr. M, D. Wyatt observed that, it would,be in-

teresting to know bow far Sir Charles Bari'y had
made himself responsible for the scaffoldings described,

and whether they wei-e a gratuitous exercise of

ability on tbe part of the architect to teach the
builder his duty.

Mr. Barry said that, the builders had refused to

have the responsibility of the scaffolding, and as a

matter of neoessity it had fallen upon the ai'chitect.

In reply to some inquiries from Mr. Wyatt, Mr.
Meeson gave some further explanatious of the scaffold-

ing.

Professor Donaldson then made some remarks on
the interesting nature of the designs for Goverument
buildings lately exhibited in Westmins^ter Hall,
and particularly upon the striking absence,of Gothic
designs of English character, which he considered to

be a rather extraordinary circumstance. Upon the
whole, he considered the exhibition of these designs
had produced upon the public mind an impression
highly favourable to architects in general, aud par-
ticularly to those of the English school.

After a few remarks by the chairman, enforcing on
tbe members the desirability of contributing to the
interest of the meetings next session, the meeting
adjourned.

LLANDAFF CATHEDRAL.
"U'e mentioned, not long ago, the works which

have been going on here, and promised some further

particulars. The approach to the c thedral is sin-

gular and striking : it is almost hidden from view
from most parts of tlie city, until a steep descent dis-

closes it situated iu a hollow, resembling rather the
sequestered spot usually chosen for an abbey than for

a cathedral church. It lies more open, however, to

the fields which stretch from Llandaff to Cardiff, and
which, from the lapid increase of the latter, from its

development as the principal port of South Wales,
seem as if they would soon be completely built over,

and thus the position of the cathedral lose its present
rural and distinctive character.

Mr. Freeman, writing a few years since, when os

yet the Lady Chapel only had been restored by Mr.
John Prichard, thus described its general appear-
ance :

—

“ The first aspect of the cathedral is not a little
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perplexing; and it requires considerable familiarity ' sbirc charcbes, and which it is proposed to restore,

with the building, both within and without, fully to , The corresponding tower on the south side which was

guess the principle of its arrangement, aud to recog- of early English architecture, is destroyed, and will

nize its component parts. Looking down from the ' he rebuilt vvith a broad spire.

rising ground to the south, the best point for obtxin-
j

The nave has a lean-to aisle on either side, with

iug a view of its whole extent, the aspect is confusing ;
! doorways of rich late Norman work, and windows of

indeed, the appearance of the building resembles a
|

late Decorated. The aisles have been totally spanned

perfect chaos—a deserted ruin at the extreme west
; j

by flyiug arches and buttresses, added cxternully to

the eastern portion (the Lady Chapel) fresh from

recent restoration
;
the centre reduced to the likeness

of a conventicle or a third-rate town-hall, Perhaps

no more incongruous assemblage of discordant

elements was ever brought together.”

Since the above was writtten, the central portion

alluded to has been denuded of its conventicular

appearance, and restored after the original type, and

presents, instead of the former miserable, low-pitchcd

roof and sash windows, and garniture of tirns and

other Pagan dcforinities, a lofty roof, covered with

lead, and noble clerestory of early English archi-

tecture, aud the cross restored to prominence
on the gables. “ The deserted ruin at the extreme

west ” is yet there, though its continuance is, we
trust, to be suffered but little longer

;
and much else

remains to be done. The aisles and chapter-house

must be restored, and the ruined portion of the bnild-

iug rebuilt; nor is the interior yet sufficiently fur-

nished, as there arc no stalls, bishop’s throne, nor

even font.

Pour sedilia (the original number) have been
inserted in the presbytery arch. In the design of

these, marble shafts, alternately red and green, are

employed, and also mosaic panels in geometrical

forms. In the gables are statues, of the Four Evan-
gelists.

The decorated reredos, which was thought to be
beyond restoration, has been transi’crred to the north
side aisle, for the purpose of preservation, as

memento of past ages, and its place has been supplied

by one in Caen stune, consisting of three gables with

richly-carved mouldings, crockets, aud finial crosses.

In the centre surface is represented the lamb and
flag, surrounded by the vine, and the lamb treading

on the grapes, in allusion to the text, “ Treading the

wine-press alone.” The capitals are filled with rich

foliage—all taken from nature. The columns are of

rouge royal and emperor red marble, single to the side

panels, but double to the centre one. It is proposed
that Mr. D. G. IloscHi shall paint these panels—the

subjects to be, the Nativity for the centre one, and
the figures of St. David and St. Paul, as the ancestor

and successor of our Lord, in the side ones. The
space beneath will be diapered and enriched witii

colour. A stone pulpit ha'^ been erected, of the style

of the thirteenth century. It is supported on a green

serpentine central shaft, surrounded by six smaller

ones of red marble and the upper part and staircase

handrail have also, alternately, red and green marble
shafts. The whole is richly carved with foliage. The
figure of an angel supports the book-board (stone),

which is in the form of a Bible; aud the four panels

round the pulpit are to have bas-relie'‘s of Moses and

David, as prominent characters in the Old Testament,

on the one side, and St. John and St. Paul, as repre-

senting the New, on the other side of the angel

bearing the Word.
These sculptures arc to be modelled by Mr. T.

Woolocr. The whole of the carvings throughout the

cathedi-al are executed by Mr. Clirke.

The floor of the nave and a considerable portion of

the side aisles have been liid with encaustic tiles, by
Minton. In the space before the altar rich mai'blc

mosaics, 18 inches square, are introduced.*

The cost of the restoration hitherto has been about

8,830f. which has been done under the direction of the

diocesan architects, Messrs. Prichard and Seddon, in

conjunction with the bon. diocesan architect, Mr.
T. H. Wyatt. Messrs. James and Pince, of Ciirdiff,

are the builders.

The c.ithedrai consists of a nave Laving an arcade

of six bays, of very elegant early Euglish architecture,

with a noble western fii^ade, "the chief glorj' of tlie

church. This is divided into three stages, the lower
having the somewhat peculiar doorway of pure early

English work, yet having a round arch, within which
is a tympaumn, having two seini-circiil.iv arches, of

which the masonry is so arranged, that the central

stone dividing them supports il-:clf as a keystone, and
13 ornamented by a vesica-piscis-shaped panel, having
therein the sculptured figure of a bishop. Tlie stage
above has a noble triplet wiudow, having internally

only three richly-moulded rear arches
;
but, extcrually,

between the windows, arc two panels, foroiing, with

the windows themselves, a beautiful gi-oup of five

arches. In the gable above is an arcade, following

the rake of the gable, the central arcli only being

pierced as a window.
Ou the north side of the west front is a fine tower

of the Perpendicular period, but with modern .b itilc-

ments, which have rejjlaced a rich crown of tracery,

similar to that of Cardiff and many of the Somerset-

support the clerestory which overhung the piers

below. The clerestory is very beautiful, but simple,

consisting of an arcade of five arches iutemaily— the

two widest only pierced as windows.

Beyond the six bays of the nave without architec-

tural divioions, are two hays forming the choir, and of

the same style. A noble lofty arch divides the choir

internally from the presbytery, which has two hays

0 ^ decorated architecture, hot there is still no exter-

nal distinction—at least in the roof
;
but the clere-

story, for which no precedent vras found, is restored in

character with the decorated work below.

A very fiae Norman stilted arch (probably the

chancel arch of the original church) divides the pres-

bytery from tbe Lady Chapel : above the arch are a

decorated three-light window and a circular one over,

filled with painted glass, the gift of Mr. Marklaud,

of Bath.

The I^ady Chapel is a beautiful structure of early

geometrical architecture of five bays, filled with lofty

two-light windows. This chapel is vaiiUed with

stone, resting on shafts carried to the ground. The

east window is of five lights, with geometrical

tracery.

Rotherhilhe
;
then towards the Bricklayers’ Arms

station
;

thence by twisting roads to Peckham
New Town and New Cross

;
thence west again

to the High-street Peckham, then round Caiuber-

well, Brixton, Stockwell, South Lambeth, and then

along the side of Father Thames to Battersea-bridge,

which wc must cross and keep along the shore to

Chclsca-hridge, and then round by Creraorne-gardens,

Xiug’s-road, Brompton, North-end, Hammersmith,
to the point from which we started, and find that

this is a distance from our last stage of tioenty-eiyht

miles, making the entire circuit,

—

From Chiswick to Kentish-town ... 12 miles.

From Kentish-town to Millwall 17i do.

From Milhvall to Cbisrtick 28 do.

57 ^

very nearly three days’ journey, at the rate of twenty

miles a day; and it will be observed that in the line

drawn, Battersea, Clapham, Cduuing-town, and many
other places, which even at present can be scarcely

said to be scpai-aled from London, have been left out.

“As the crow would fly” across streets and houses

from tbe point whence we started at Chiswick, to the

farthest east, the distance is nearly eleven miles, and

the greatest width from north to south upwards of

seven miles. B.

NEW CORN-EXCHANGE AT CHELMSFORD
A NEW corn-exchange, erected from the designs of

,
,

Mr. Chancellor, was opened on the 5th iust. The

To the south of the presbytery is the chapter-
j

building is in the Italian style. The openings on

house, a square building with central column aud
|

ground floor, which comprise three doorways

quadripartite vaulting of early English work. The two windows, have semi-circular arches, with

north and south asiles are continued as fai' as the

second bay of the Lady Chapel.

It will be judged, from the above, that the interior

supported by columns in the depth of

the reveals; the centre doorway being marked,

by having two columns in the depth of the

effect from Ibeconsiderablelength is simple andgrand: openiug, and by being somewhat larger than the

externally the want of the usual central feature aud others. The capitals of the columns are studies of

transept is felt, hut to some degree the chapter-house

when restored with its high conical roof will remedy

this defect.

Altogether the building is one of great interest,

English trees, aud include oak (two specimens), ash,

elm, poplar, chesnut, holly, lime, beech, maple, haw-

thorn, and waluut ;
the carvings of these and other

similar work throughout the building being reniark-

not alone in an architectural point of view, but as
, ai,iy well executed. The first floor is lighted by five

being the mother church of English cathedrals; and

it is hoped that the present effort to complete its

restoi'ation may be successful.

THE OUTSKIRTS OF THE METROPOLIS.

Passing the other day through Panyer’s-alley, near

the General Post-office, aud noticing the curious

little monument there placed, aud on which is in-

scribed:

—

“ tVhen ye have souehto yo citlie round
Tou'U still find this ye highest ground,”

—

as soon as opportunity offered we took up an old map,

in order to measure the extent of the outskirts of the

houses by which this stone was in former days sur-

rounded, and found that the distance was but little

more than five miles, so that it would have been a

very ca.sv matter then to take a walk round London.

At present, however, to make a pedestrian expedition

rouud tbe metropolis would, to most persons, be an

undertaking of some importance, as may be seen by

referring to the following pai ticulars, which have been

gathered from a recently-published map.

Starting from the Tliames, near Chiswick, and pro-

ceeding northward to the New-road, Iliimmersniitb,

the neighbourhood, although open, is still built upon,

aud wc may be said to have commenced our journey

on the streets of the metropolis. From the jjlace

above mentioned we skirt the new buildings towards

Ilammersmith-road, the west end of Keusington-road, -
i , i

then northward near the cast side of IloHand-park
|

room 12 feet by 10 feet, to he used as a Hoak-room

to tbe Uxbrid'^c-road; from thence to Shephevd’s-hush;
|

or parcel office, and which will form the office ot the

then north-ea'st to the Kensington-park estate; Ihen
j

company. At the other end is a stone staircase ^viog

to Westbournc ; still bearing toward.s the north-east, access to the first floor. I hree lobbies, each 0 leet

we come to the very distinctly-marked margin of
!

by 6 feet, counect the vestibule with the corn hall,

PortlanJ-town
;
keeping round that, past the Prim-

!

which is 100 feet long by 4o feet wide, the

rose-hill-park, and then along the Qiiecn’s-road to height being 40 feet; at a height of

semi-circular headed windows, with columns of similar

design to those on the ground floor, except that the

capitals are studies of plants, iuciudiug the hop, vine,

strawberry, blackberry, rose, lily, nightshade, con-

volvulus, ivy, and honeysuckle. A stone balcony with

pierced balustrade, and supported on deep bold

brackets, is coutinued along the front of this floor.

The whole building is surmounted by a massive

coraice, with trusses, the spaces heUveen being

panelled, and is crowned by a pierced balustrade.

The external wall in front is of Bath stone to the

height of the first floor, and above that of white brick,

with stone dressings. The building contains, ou the

ground floor, an entrancc-hall, or vestibule, 28 feet

long by 12 feet wide: ot eilhui' end one large arch

encloses two sinallcr ones, the centre impost being

supported by a column, the capital of one being a

study of the pea, and the other of the beau. The

semi-circular heads of the smaller arches arc decorated

with panels, each panel having a carved study of corn,

with a creeping plant peculiar thereto, and, with

appropriate taste, the four varieties of coru choseu

are those more particularly grown in this county, viz.

wheat, barley, oats, and rye, the gi’ound ivy aud other

wild creeping plants forming a background: between

the two arches and filling up the centre of the large

one, a bold circular panel forms the receptacle for a

gas-light. The pavement is formed of squares of

Portland stone, placed lozengewise, and divided by

hands of red tiles. At one end of tbe vestibule is a

Haverstock-hill, we go ca-tward to Kentish-town,

where we will rest and mcnsm-c the distance, lohicJi

is ahoid iioeloe miles.

From Kcolish-town a litlle southward, to the skii-ts

of Camden New-town, Lower Holloway, the s.)uth of

Highbury, then in the direction of Stoke Newington,

by Kingskndto Dalston aud Honjcrfon, skirting round

bv the west of Hackney-coratnon and Victoria-park,

to Old Ford and the Bow-road, then west of Bromlcy-

marshtotheEast-Indialmpoi-t Dockto theThamrs,and

then lake a line which will enable us to get round the

built part of the Isle of Dogs, aud stop at the Thames,

near Mr. Scott Russell’s ship-yard.

The distance from Keiitish-town to this point is

seventeen miles and a half.

Crossing the rivei- we go along its mai-gin east-

ward,takiug in Greenwich,andtheii on to Deptford New

Town, and then westward by the Deptford station by

the Piough-road, taking in the Commercial Docks to

stone trusses support a series ofseven cast-iron girders,

each in six pieces, securely bolted together, the whole

forming a four centred arch spanning the entire area,

the web of the girder being filled in with flowing

foliage : wood purlins reaching from girder to girder

support stout wooden sash-bars, which in turu receive

the slieets of glass, each sheet being nearly 0 feotlong,

bv 2 feet 6 inches wide, and i of au inch thick. The

whole of the roof, wiib the exception of a portion of

about 12 feet iu width at the top, is glazed, aud there-

fore the area of the glass is more than equal to the

area of the floor. Excellent light is thus secured. A
ventilation chamber is constructed along the ridge into

which, by means of cast-iron gratings, the heated air

ascends from the liall. Counting-houses with glazed

fronts, enclosed iu arches, are constmeted between

the buttresses wldc-li support the girders, and in the

centre of each arch is a cast-iron flap, on pivots, for

the admission of fresh air : each flap is in the form of
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a circular panel, with the letters C.C.E. forming a

monogram and a wreath of ivy round.

The building has been erected by Mr. Simpson, of

Ipswdch, who took the contract at 4,923/. Messrs.

Wood and Son, of Chelmsford, supplied the principal

portion of the ironwork. The gas fittings are being

carried out by Mr. Church, engineer at the Chelms-

ford gasworks.

The opening of the exchange was celebrated with a

public dinner.

Mr. Chancellor, in returning thanks for the toast

of his hcallh, eaid,

—

“ It would be out of place upon sucb an occasion for me
to defend the details of the design, whether the columns

are of the proper proportions, or the capitals correct in

their outline; neither will I attempt to justify the depth

and projo'tion of the cornice or the contour of the mould-

ings 'r the height of the balustrade ; but what I have a

rig' o protest against, and what I always will denounce,

is sweeping assertion that has been indulged in by

so: that buildings of a purely commercial character

ought to be deprived of all ornamentation, and as plain as

it is possible to erect them. I cannot and I will not

believe that the merchants and farmers of England would

be satisfied with a building of the meanest description. I

know the spirit with which they are imbued, and which,

in both ancient and more modern times, has characterized

the merchant princes of the world. Let us look back to

former times. For what do thousands of our countrymen
nDDUally traverse the arid deserts of Africa to visit

Egypt ? not to look upon the inundation of the NUe, won-
derful as tint provision is, neither is it to dwell upon the

beautiful s.'-'iiery of the country, exquisite as it may be,

but it is to wander through the stupendous architectural

remains of her ancient Pharaohs, and there read in stone

her ancient history. Look again at Greece : the Acropolis

of Athens is in itself but a barren rock, bat what a charm
is imparted to it by the Parthenon which crowns its

summit, the temple of Theseus, the Erectheum, and the

other glorious remains of her ancient rulers. Let us turn
to an opposite picture : we are told that Sparta in arms
was the rival of Athens, the school of hardihood and
all the sterner virtues of humanity, hut she scorned our
art, and not our art only, for she never offered the smallest

incense upon the altar of genius—and where is she now p

"Who of all the thousands who press on to visit her ancient
sister bestow a single thonght upon Sparta ? for at most a
mound informs (he traveller that there might once have
been a city. Look again at Rome, once the proud mistress
of the world : her emperors, her tribunes, and her consuls
knew well the importance of architecture, and the influ-

ence it exercised over the minds of men, and I question
much whether the rude barbarian, as he was marched
thiongh the streete of ancient Rome, was not more im-
pressed by the magnificence of her Coliseums, her amphi-
theatres, her temples, her baths, her palaces, than by the
martial bearing of her troops. And how is it in our own
country ? What is it that renders "York more interesting
to us than Leeds, and what endears Salisbury to us more
than Devizes, or Carlisle than Newcistle, or Canterbi^
than Ramsgate P Because in the former of all these cities

a noble buOding rises proudly to the skies, which every
Englishman, whatever may be his faith or his creed, looks
upon with reverence. I ask you, therefore, to be prompted
with the same noble spirit with which our ancestors were
imbued, and to let the interest of your capital be the
admiration and gratitude of posterity.’’

TESTIMONIAL TO THE EOENDER OF THE
BUILDERS’ BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.
"We mentioned that the testimonial was to be pre-

sented to Mr. Cozens, at a dinner on the 9th instant.

It consisted of a service of plate, value 100/.
;
and a

lithogr.'iph, handsomely framed, bearing upon it the
names of the subscribers. The following was the
inscription :

—

" This testimonial, with a service of plate, was
presented to Mr. Thomas Cozens, June, 1857, by the
undermentioned subscribers to the Builders’ Bene-
volent Institution, as a token of their esteem, and in

recognition of his philanthropic efforts and perse-

vering energy in founding the above-named charity,

established in 1847 for giving relief and granting
jiensions to decayed members of the various branches
of the building trade and their widows.”

The chair was taken by the president, Mr. Alder-
man Lawrence, and amongst those present were
Alderman Cuhitt, M.P. IMcssrs. George Bird (trea-

surer), Joseph Bird, H. ^V. Cooper, W. H. Culling-
ford, Cockerell, G. Grayson, G. Head, G. Head, jun.
Samuel H. Head, A. G. Harris (secretary), J. Higgs,
‘William Hutchons, J. Morris, G. Myers, J. Nichol-
son, jun. J. Peters, Thomas Stirling, John Thorn,
J. Herd, T. Longman, William Seantlebury, John
NcwsoD,scn, John Newson, jun. Charles Carr, Charles

!

Formby, J. Chapman, Jos. Lambert, T. Howard,
J. Harvey, W. D. Main, Robert Yeo, W. Tremere,
R. Watts, Wm. Stirling, R. Richardson, &c.

Mr. Thomas Cozens in returning thanks said, in
the course of his remarks, that he was of humble
origin, hut he never had forgotten two golden pre-
cepts that were instilled into his mind by his father,
who said “ Yon are now leaving a good home ; always
endeavoor to keep better company than your own,
and leave the world better than you found it.” Whe-
ther he had done so he would leave them to decide.
As to the first his presence there that evening would
prove it. With regard to the Builders’ Benevolent
Institution he trusted that thev would, by the help of
their friends, make it one of the noblest in the world.

n the course of the evening reference being made
to an amended Building Bill,

Mr. Alderman Cuhitt stated that it was now before

the Builders’ Society, who w'ould he glad to receive

any suggestions which those who felt interested might

make.

TOTTExVIIAM-COURT-ROAD ACCIDENT.

The jurv in this case find that the accident arose

from the cutting of the holes in the walls of 147 und

148 ;
also from the cutting away the party-wall of

147 and 148.

This, be it remembered, it is in evidence, was not

only without the consent, hut against the expressed

determination, of the district surveyor.

But here they stop short of what seemed an in-

evitable inference, and proceed in a somewhat illogical

and rambling way to connect this with the district

and police surveyors, and to make it appear that the

accident arose out of the conflict of jurisdictions.

This is so transparent a fallacy as to render further

comment unnecessary.

The public have a right to know, and I believe

have formed a just idea of, the really blameahle parties,

and have no difficulty in supplying what is deficient

in the finding of the jury.

Fi.vt Justitia ruat Ca:lum.

The district surveyor has no power or jurisdic-

tion in the matter of ruinous buildiugs beyond that

possessed by any ordinxiry individual—that of report-

ing them to the Police Commissioners, who alone are

the parties possessing jurisdiction.

RUINOUS BUILDINGS AND ALLEGED
RUINOUS BUILDINGS.

TOTTENHAM-COUKT-EOAD ACCIDENT.

It is to be hoped your leader will tend to remove at

least one of the popular delusions of the day,”— (hat is,

the responsibility of district surveyors, when an old build-

S, sought to be converted and patched up into a new
le, is let down from a want of care in the handling.
The primary cause of the untoward event we have here

to lament was the removal ofa buttress to an old wall, viz.

the cutting down a chimney-breast, not only without the
approval of the district surveyor, but against bis expressed
opinion, and in defiance of bis authority: the wall so
damaged, is further rendered ruiiioue by portions of the
foundation being removed, and the whole collapses. Can we
wonder at the result, and can there bo any difficulty in
affixing the blame P

Uo amount of supervision on the part of district sur-
veyors, or police surveyors, can ever alTord tbe public a
sufficient guarantee against such reckless conduct.

Audi Alteram Partem.

sooner or later, and it is perhaps fortunate that it took
place at a moment when comparatively few lives were in

jeopardy. There is one circumstance which has given force

to the rumonrs abroad respecting the quality of these

girders. A short time ago one of Mr. Powell’s men dis-

covered a fracture in a girder, but not until it had re-

ceived the overlaying strata of bricks, mortar, &c. The
fracture had been nicely “puttied" in and coloured over
to resemble the rest of the bar

;
but the superincumberd:

pressure had revealed the weak spot, and the false girder
was ordered to be removed to the yard, where it may now
be seen. No one for a moment thinks of charging Mr.
Brydges with a knowledge of the condition in which this

piece of metal was turned out of his foundry
;
but it is

clear that his workmen, or some of them, have been base
enough to conceal their knowledge o( its state, and thus
not only seriously compromise the character of their em-
ployer, but endanger the lives of their fellow-creatnres.
This girder was replaced by that which broke yesterday,
and at the very spot whore it snapped, we are sorry to

say. a palpable flaw—what is called the ‘ cold shut '—is

distinctly visible."

BAD CEMENT.
It appears by Mr. Nelson's report (which has been

made public) on the fall of the two houses in Tottenham-
court-road, that " Old bricks had been used without being
properly bonded,” and the cements did not possess the
adhesive qualities of common mortar. Mr. Nelson goes on

,

to say that the cement was supplied by icell-known ma/iii-
factureri and merchanit, and that it is much to be regretted
that respectable houses will countenance the sale of such
rubbish under the name of cement.
Now, sir, the most important element in a public report

is truthfulness; and this being wanting in the para-
graph quoted, it is natural to suppose that Mr. Nelson was
imposed upon. Atone house in Totlenbam-court-road the
cement was supplied by a dealer in various cements, not a
manufacturer. At the adjoining house a new aud almost
unknown material was partly used, and also some Roman
cement from another dealer, who has been engaged in dis-
posing of cements which he doubtless thinks (like good
wines) have improved by keeping.
The public will agree that “ respectable manufacturers ’’

should not be made the scapegoats, either through the
misinformation of the architect, or to screen the real ven-
dors of defective materials. It is lamentable enough that
such accidents should happen from want of supervision of
materials whilst the works are in progress, when a little
inquiry would establish, as in this instance, the value of
these remarks. A Manufacti'kee.

THE POLICE COMMISSIONERS AND
RUINOUS BUILDINGS.

A coERESPONDENT write?, — Your able leader of

last week ought to remove much miscouception, and
lead to improvement in an impovtaut particular. You
have pointed out the great amount ol labour and re-

sponsibility thrown upon the police surveyor, whose
duty it is to make the surveys agreeably with the

second part of the Building .Vet, aud the miserable

remuneration awarded by the Goverument for carry-

ing on this onerous duty. The gentleman who is

now acting as surveyor, Mr. Caiger, was appointed, on
the dismissal of tbe deputy, some three mouths since,

to make all surveys within the limits of the beforc-

mentioned Act, aud up to the present time has mado,

I have reason to know, more than 612 surveys, re-

ported the result to the commissioners, and filled in

the original notices of works to be done, and instead

of having twenty or thirty notices in his pocket, as

you say, has had as many as seventy at one time in

arrear

;

although he has devoted on the average no

less than sixteen hours per diem. He has been
unable to make the greater portion of these surveys

within the ordinary hours of business, in consequence

of having to attend one, two, and sometimes three

police courts daily, to support summonses against

owners for non-compliance with notice : during tbe

three months he has given evidence in support of

688 summonses and adjournments.

On his giving notice to the commissioners, some
fortnight since, of his not considering himself respon-

sible should any accident occur through inability to

make his survey as soon as the natui’c of the case

might require, a second surveyor was appointed, and
the district divided into two parts. Notwithstanding

this alteration, it is utterly impossible to keep pase

with the informations, which of course have increased

wonderfully since the accident in Tottenham-court-

road.

'With regard to any ill feeling existing between the

police surveyor and any district surveyor, I am quite

sure there is nothing of the kiud.

FALL OF BUILDING, TEMPLE-STREET
WOLVERHAMPTON.

Some alterations and additions have been going on
in the premises of Messrs. Perry, Temple-street,
Wolverhampton (Mr. Veale, architect; Mr. Powell,
builder)

; and a few days ago, when the men were
about to lay the floors of the two-pair story of the new
building, a beam gave way, and the workmen were
precipitated first to the floor beneath aud then to the
ground-floor, to tbeir serious damage. The Wolver-
hampton News says :

—

‘ We can have no hesitation in referring the cause of
this melancholy occurrence to the failure of the cast-iron
girder on which the floor rested. The girders were sup-
plied by Mr, Brydges, of Horsley-fields, on whose work-
manship very free comments were made yesterday by the
people who visited tbe premises to witness the effects of
the accident. It is alleged that none of these girders were
proprly tested before leaving Mr. Brydges' foundry

; butwe hope that gentleman will be able satisfactorily to refute
this statement. The room in which the men were working
13 13 feet broad, and the entire length of the wing of whix-h
it lorms a part is 4-1 feet. The girder was seven-eighihs
01 an inch m tmekuess, which is considered sufficient to
bear a great weight, provided the quality of the metal be
unexceptionable. When the girder broke it is calculated
that there was not upon it a pressure of two tons, including
men, bnck, and everything else ; and this circumstance of
itselt shows that it was quite unequal to the purpose for
which it was designed, viz. a beam to support a store-room
lor heavy goods. The catastrophe must have happened

CHURCH OF THE HOLY TRINITY,
n.\STINGS.

Tde ChHveh of tbe Holy Trinity, Hastings,
represented by our engraving, is for a parish

that formerly existed under that name. The
first site -was rather out of the to'wn, and there
were difficulties -which induced the promoters to
abandon it, and to apply for the present site,

which is from the Crown. It is situated in tbe
way leading from Hastings to St. Leonard’s,
an^ it will be the only church at Hastings on a
fiat, all others being accessible only by steps and
other means of ascent; consequently it will be
of material advantage to invalids.

The church is designed with a nave and south
aisle and chancel, -with polygonal apse. The
tower -will stand diagonally with the side of the
apse, this arrangement being the result of the
peculiarity of the site. The north side will be
gableted for the purposes of light. It is being
built of local stone of two kinds, the yellow and
grey sandstone. The interior is ashlared with
local stone. The style is iliddle Pointed. The
contractor is Mr. Howell, of Hastings. Mr.
S. S. Teulon is the architect.

The only portion now erecting is the nave

,

and north aisle, the funds in hand being in-

sufficient to do more than this.

Retention or Drawings sr a Builder-.

—

Cm you inform me what legal steps can be taken to
secure the return of ilrawings sent to a contractor to
be worked from, and aftenvards retained by him ?'

A. B.
Summon him before a magistrate.
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STAINED GLASS.

St. PauVs Church, Stalylridge.—k staiued-glass

east window has been put up in this church. It is

the gift of Mr. James Buckiey, and the work of Mr.

Wailes, of Neweastle-on-Tyne. In the four lower

compartments, there are scenes illustrative of our

Lord’s humiliation, viz.,—His agony, bearing the

cross, crucifixion, and burial. In the upper four are

illustrations of His exaltation, viz.,—the transfigura-

tion, resurrection, ascension, and sitting in heaven.

In the wheel at the top of the window is a representa-

tion of St. Paul preaching on Mars’-hill.

Kidlington Church .—A stained-glass window has

just been placed in the west end of Kidlington Church,

in memory of the late Rev. Dr. Richards, rector of

Exeter College, Oxford, and vicar of the parish. It

contains a number of sacred subjects, tbe idea intended

to be embodied in the whole design being tbe recol-

lection of works of piety and charity for which his

memory is honoured. 'The crucifixion of onr Lord

forms the central subject : surrounding it are repre-

sentations of fourteen scriptural snbjeds illustrative

of the chief modes in which active charity is wont to

be exercised—clothing the naked, feeding the hungry

and thirsty, visiting and relieving the sick and suffer-

ing, teaching the ignorant, &c. Seven of these are

from the Old Testament, and seven from the New.
The window was executed by Mr. O’Connor, of

London.
St. Martin's, Worcester.—Tbe stained-glass me-

morial window at the east end of St. Martin’s Church,

"Worcester, has been completed. Messrs. Hardman,
of Birmingham, were the artists. The window is

divided into five compartments, having a border run-

ning round it, containing heads of prophets and the

sacred monogram interspersed. In the lower portion

therefore, dead, the most of German art (especially

sacred art) is, what shall we gain by going to Munich

.

A very perfectly manipulated stained-glass window

(hut, remember, not more so than we could do here),

oue whose design is tame and characterless, as if

turned out by a picture-mnking machiue.”
_

Motlram {near Manchester).— A stained glass

memorial window has been placed in Mottrnm Church,

in the basemeot story of the tower, by Mr. Joshua

Reddish, iu memory of his deceased parents. The

window is divided into three coinpartments, represent-

ing Charitable Relief of the Ilnngry, tl." Thiisiy. and

the Stranger. Messrs. Eiimuudsou and Son, of Man-

chester, designed and executed the work.

OXIDATION OF STEAM-BOILERS.

In a late number of your journal a correspondent

wished to be made acquainted with a means of pre-

venting the internal oxidation of steam-boilers. In

reply, I would suggest the propriety of having small

portions of zinc plate attached at various points

inside the boilers, care being taken to secure perfect i

metallic contact between the zinc and iron. Under
|

such circumstances, the boiler becomes a kind of

slowly-acting voltaic battery, the zinc being the posi-

tive metal, which is gradually, although almost inap-

preciably dissolved by the various salts, &c. contained

iu the water, while the iron becomes the "negative

plate,” conducting away the electricity formed, without

being itself at all acted upon.

It may perhaps be remembered that some time back

I suggested, through your coiumos, a like contrivance,

with a similar view, iu relation to iron water-pipes.

Years ago the sagacity of Davy first proposed the

siou, or what he conceives to be oppression, on tbe

part of his employer; but what is this but tbe most

tyrannical and merciless oppression of workmen by

workmen ? What ought those to expect from masters

who thus can treat their own brethren ? There are

masters who are both bai’sh, tyrannical, and incon-

siderate : whal sort of example is this to such masters

as these ? Fellows capable of worrying each other to

death like this, such masters will say, deserve no

mercy—no consideration : they are mere unfeeling

brute beasts of burden, out of whom we must just get

wbat wc can as best we can. How differently work-

men expect, and rightly expect, to be treated by

reasonable masters, from the way in which such perse-

cution as this would seem to show that they are

capable of treating their own fellows, whom, with

an incontestible claim to their own sinews as their

own free capital, these free Britons treat as if they

were in reality nothing but slaves. They may do as

they please about working themselves at any but their

own price, but they have no business to prevent others

from doing so.

HEALTH OF ST. GEORGE S, HANOVER-
SQUARE.

De. Druitt, as medical officer of health for St.

George’s parish, Hauover-square, has published, iu the

form of a letter to a vestryman, a sixpenny tract, giving

some idea of the duties of a medical officer of health, and

various statistics in referenoe to the state of his own
parish in particular. The interest aud feelings of the

vestryman himself are specially appealed to by such

remarks as tlie following :
—“One of tbe places where

small-pox appeared was the room of a jiiurneyraan,

who, in this room, surrounded by his sick children,

was making coals for the customers of a fashionable

tailor in a fashionable street. Another was the room

of a laundress, employed in getting up gentlemen’s

white ties. Another was inhabited by the family of

an upper servant at a boose in Berkeley-square. I

mention this in order to show that there is no class,

however elevated, which may not be concerned some-

how in the healthiness of the pom’ man’s home,”—and

to convince “ vestrymen,” we dare say, as well as

others "well to do” in the parish, that even in so

application of this principle for the proleclion of them me iower poraon
|

^eathing of ships’ botloms, which, indeed,

'"hfA^sl

I

>v^s'’snccessf,.ii/aec„4ished : nnfoet^stel.v, how^
., rrt. i- • 1 0 ' ,• ever, after remedying one evil, another presented

side. The upper portion is coloured as represeutiug .. tJ. .1 11 j lu •
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the heavens into which the Saviour is ascending, with !

angels, and surmounted by the sacred embkm of
asterred by the poisonous copper salts formed

dirinity. The stonework is hy Mr. Norman,
I
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htfor<i this principle was

"Worcester carried out, encrusted all parts of the hulls of vessels,
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of Glasgow Cathedral with stained glass, has been 'Jv;- ^ I distinguished a district as St. George’s, Hanover-
published. The committee state that they liave

,

‘ ^
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oes no
square, it may be as well, after all, not to grudge the

" adopted every means to ascertain the present state
seriously. We>twoetu L. Scott.

^ medical officer of health to look after such
of glass-painting in Great Britain and that it 1 , matters. An iafercuce which Dr. Druitt draws from
"would naturally have been agreeable ” to them to Qp SEWAGE MANURING AT PARTS, some statistics into which be enters is, that "this
'‘name one or more British glass-painters as compe-

! , ,, i. la . a t. , I parish coBtains two classes of persons
;
that the mor-

tent to design and execute windows for the cathedral.” I 4
1
talitv of oue class is very small, and that of the other

Their investigations, however, have failed to lead
Society s on the 10th mst. when Mr. E. f-kadwick,

; j

them to this result
;
aud as thev consider the glass-

the trausktion of a report “>ade by com-
, f,nd drainage are most deficienl, appear to

painters of Germany and Belgium pre-eminent, the f , be precrselr those in which most deaths have
committee express their opinion that the subscribers

town manure to venous . « . . » .

would " do weU to employ the Roval Factory of
' ^ commercial and other plants. The reenlts

Munich in the execution of the windows of the catbe-
' favourable, all

dral.” The windows adapted for the reception of sub- showing an locrease over the culture m the old form

jects are forty-three in number; and it iwmeairs that bv by stable manure.

the London, Paris, and Munich estimates, the total ^

Chadwick addressed the meeting at some

cost for forty-two windows <exclasive of tbe great east I

length, both before aud after he had read the report,

window, subscribed by Government), at 21. per square
followed by the Earl of Essex, confirmatory

foot, is 9,883f. 10s. A. correspondent of the Scots-
[

Chadwick’s views m favour of the sanitary

man, Edinburgh newspaper, writing on the subject of '
^‘senlts of the system which he has so long advo-

the resolution of the committee to go abroad for the
stained glass for Glasgow Cathedral, and express-' -A- long conversational discussion then ensued, in, THE NEW GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS AT
ing the painl’ul feeling excited by such a reeo- the course of which M. de Trehoiuiais said he thought "WELLINGTON, NEW ZEALAND,
lution, says,

—“ It is very well known that we '[e outlay of capital requii-ed would be an obstacle to
j

Qj, jjarch, in the present year, the
have men who arc fully competent to do tbe technical system m France.

!
foimdatiou-stoue of the buildings intended for the use

part of tbe work equal to anything they can do on the
' L irl of Essex said he was confident that the

' general and proviucial l^slatures, at Weliing-
Contiiieut. We saw an extract from a report on the outlay would pay him weU if it were for the distnbu-

! Zealand, was laid by "His Honour tbe
stained glass iu the Great Industrial Exhibitiou at 1'*°° Pl^° water alone, lake the outlay of capital Superintendeut,” iu presence of a larce concourse of
W.,-.;.. ,’r. lOCe 1... D__» ...1 • /• , .1 .. at P,/ nor n#».n tklinf TV-ie <lint tn flip nnn-or nf eovino- ^ ®

occurred.” One other inference to which he has been

led reiterated experience is worthy of note, namely,

that " in dirty bouses the rent is always iu arrear,”

an inference which it is to be hoped that many a

vestryman and other gentlemen who may happen to

be the landlords of houses let out ultimately in apart-

ments to the poor, will meditate on with the view of

calculating how, in such cases, they can most effectu-

ally prevent the rent from getting into arrear.

Paris, in 18&S, by Bontenips, who is a first aulhority “^rc, what was that to tbe power of saving

in such things, and he said, that allhough Britain had
!

^ ®'"°P ^ '^akriiig in drj- we-ttlier? He estimated

sent little in the way of painted glass to tbe Exhibi- ' throw iu water, or the liquid manure, at

tion, yet of what he did see, he affirmed it was equal expense of about Id. a ton, or 100 tons, or an

to anything that was done on the Continent. Now, !

expense of about

our specimens of stained glass have been done by the '
power of saving or

glasB-stainers themselves without the co-operation of advancing a whole crop ?

artists, so that we cannot lake the windows that have !

been lately put up in different places in Britain as

specimens of what might be done if they employed
artists to make the designs. » * * If the com-
mittee carry out this report, and give the commission
to Munich, what will be tbe result ? They will give

EXCOMMUNICATION OF "WORKMEN.
The following placard hia been addressed " to tbe

plasterers of Loudon:”

—

Whereas, on the 22Qd of May, 1857, the plas-

the order to a glass-staiuer there, who of course will t^rers iu the employ of Mr. Freak struck for 5s. Gd.

try to make as much money out of bis estimate as is P®^ while thus on strike, two men, named
consistent with the work being thoroughly done,

! "'eat to work at ttie above place for

which DO doubt it will be; but then, ifthey are accus- ’ ^s. having struck for wages, left Mr. Farr on
tomed to do so much in that way ai Munieb, they

I

instant, and on the same day deliberately

will have numberless designs by the German artists
J

re-engaged himself at the terms above stated. It is

for all kinds of subjects, so that they will not have to
' earnestly hoped, that in consideration of the meuuow

go to the expense of procuring new designs ; they will strike, the plasterers will treat and —•

—

just cut down or stretch oui, as the case may require, contempt they deserve.”
all the old ntatcriil they have at baud. So (hat the

j

We can hardly believe that those who prepared and
Glasgow p^pic, ^orying iji their maguififeut windows ' approved of such a placard for publication understood
from Munich, will, after all, only get the leavings and its ruinous and cruel power over the poor fellows
second-hand properties of the Geraian school

;
and ' against whom it is levelled, like a “ bell, book, and

v”
(as any one who has studied the

|

candle” excommunication oLhe dark ages of priest-
subject does know) how utterly conventional, and,

,
craft. Every workman has a right to resist oppres-

spectators.

“ Plans having been publicly called for,” says the

Wellington Independent of lllh March, in its report

of the laying of the stone, “premiums were awarded

to three out of about ten designs, but neither of them
proving exactly suitable, the clerk of the works
(Mr. George Single, R.E.),to whom the first premi\mi

had been awarded, was finally intrusted with a com-
mission to prepare fresh designs in a style of architec-

ture which has been found wdJ adapted to tbe natural

features and peculiai-ities of this locality. The tender

of Mr. C. R. Carter, being the lowest, the contract

for the building was entered iuto with him a few

weeks ago.”

In explanation, at least, of, if not in contradiction

to, this account of the matter, however, we have been

appealed to by Mr. Charles Moore Igglesden, of Wel-
lington, architect (Draughtsman to the Surrey De-
partment at W'ellington), on whose paii we are given

to understand that tbe design was his; that the com-
petition committee declared it " to be the best in every

respect,” but that from its exceeding the estimate it

was subjected to alteration at the bauds of Mr. Single

;

aud Mr. Igglesden says he does not wish to deprive

Mr. Single of whatever credit may be due to him
from the preparation of the details and working draw-

ings, or from the superinteudeuce of the work, and

,

lays no claim to such credit ; but Mr. Single, as well
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as the members of the competitioa committee, and
other influential persons interested in the erection of

the edifice, being all perfectly well aware that the

design for the fa?ade is copied, line for line, save the

substitution, of zinc for brick chitojicys, and the re-

moval of two side porches, from a drawing presented

by Mr. Igelesden himself to the committee shortly

after they had awaided t!ie premiums
;
the siraltest

and most satisfactory recompense he could have
expected for the aid he had given towards the erection

of the edifice would have been an acknowledgment
equally public with that which, through the medium
of the local press, and by the inscription on the

foundation plate, had been already paid to Mr.
Single.

The new edifice will stand on a picturesque and
elevated site at Wellington. Tiiv building will be

40 feet high. The plan may be divided into three

portions, comprising two wing' connected with a cen-

tral two-storied building. The central part recedes

from the front line of -'ne two wings about 6 feet,

and contains all the < fii"C8 of the Provincial Govern-
ment. Thetwowin''? are i'>-jvotcd to the use of the
General Assembly.

The style is Gothic, but not the Gothic of any
particular period, the different styles having been
blended. The gables of the principal wings are
pierced for large lancet-headed windows, in the Per-
pendicular style; while the porch with traccried
window in its gable is entered by a doorway in the
Tudor style. 'The internal finishings arc red pine
and mai, varnished, which will display the beauty of
these New Zealand woods. The external timber is

totara. The foundation is constructed of brick and
piles, and the roof covered in with slate. The esti-

mate was 6,688/. and the contractor was bound to
finish the building within nine mouths. The site,

which comprises two acres, cost 700/.—the levelling

about 150/. or 200/. and the furniture is estimated at
about 500/. making a total of about 8,100/.

ARCHITECTS’ REMUNERATION AS
WITNESSES.

Youn correspondent in the Builder of the Gth
inst. is not quite right as to so much of his state-
ment as relates to enforcing payment for loss of lime
as a witness. He overlooked the case of Collins v.

Godfrey, 1 Barn, and Adolph 950, in which it is

decided that a witness can only recover expenses, and
not for loss of time. The plaintiff was a solicitor,

and sued for 6/. 6s. for six days’ attendance in court.
A verdict was given against him, with leave to move
to have it entered for him for the 6/. 6s. ; but the
Court decided that it is a constitutional duty in
every one to give evidence as a witness on a subpoena,
without being entitled to recover for loss of time,
although the practice of the Court was to allow for loss

of time according to a scale, if paid. On taxing

costs, if Mr. Edmeston had been paid 3/. 3s. that

would have been allowed
;
but, looking at the above

case, it appears that he canuot now recover anything
beyond what he has already received. A. B.

If this he so, it behoves architects to make a
special aiTaugeinent in each case, before undertaking
any business likely to involve attendance to give
evidence.

COMPETITIONS.
KnmaiHham.— Th.e, Freeman’s Journal says,

—

*'The Board of Superintendence of Kilraainham Jail

awarded the premiums offered for the three best
designs for enlarging and remodelling the prison to
the following architects, viz. Mr. John M’Ciirdy, first;

Mr. E. H. Carson, second
;
and Mr. Gray, third. It

is proposed to give greatly increased accommodation
for prisoners on the separate system.”

Chiehester Cemetery,— The sub-committee ap-
pointed, by the Burial Board, to examine and report
on the designs sent in for the new cemetery, selected
three, from which they recommended the committee
to make choice. At a recent meeting of the com-
mittee, they decided, by a majority of eleven to seven,
to select the design of Air. Rakes, of Portsea, as being
in all respects the best.

Alcester Corn Exchange.— directors have
selected the plans by Mr. Edwai-d Holmes, of Bir-
mingham, for the above building. There wevetwenty-
one competitors.

Ilerlford Cor7i Exchange .—The local CornExchange
Improvement Committee say in their report, “That
the plans fiirnibhed by Air. Evans, of London, approach

1 Dearest to the requirements of the case: they would,
) however, recommend rather more additional height,
: and some few deviations in minor details. The model
1 upon which these are founded (it is admitted bv their
f author) is a corn exchange recently erected a’t East
1. Derchaui

;
and, as they comprise an entire new feature,

r viz, a glass ceiling, it was thought desirable that a
'
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deputation should visit Dereham to inspec' tb? ex
change there, aad make such inquiries on tie .

•

the nature of the case might suggest.” Mr. .

' -

has since been commissioned to can-y out his des

, Mg’i and sustained notes, dear
..ible enunciation, tell with great

THE HA. '-DEL FESTIVAL.
CET , 1. Piu.rtCE.

Ir is a laudable i. . . he British
public to celeb i-atc • .lar .ersaryofthe
death of a ' ^ ? befire such celebration
is actually if the flight of Time weie not
swift enou,-

. pace with our expectancy, that
—like the .purs the runaway steed that he
cannot stop- . t thus propel wh it we cannot arrest,

and_ anticipate by two pars the observal of a solemn
festival that should revive the memory of au irrepara-
ble loss, and at the same time complete the period of
a century since such befd the world. But there were
good reasons for this premature observance; and even
had there not been, so great is the homage paid to
Handel in this country, that the tracnmals of fixed

periods are no longer regarded in its offering,—the re-

volving cycles of time no longer form the limits of its

fulfilment, and, since the establishment of the Sacred
Harmonic Society, the constant performance of his

best works may be regarded, in some respects, as an
annual ovation to his memory.

However, the existence of a building of gigantic

dimensions within a few miles of the metropolis,
whose vast area might accommodate au almost un-
limited audience, and at the same time give the
opportunity for the assembling of a crowd of vocal

and instrumental performers, numbered by thousands
whose united efforts might give on effect to the cho-
ruses of the great master of sacred music never before
equalled in the country, was an opportunity no longer
to be neglected. At the same time a full and fair

means was afforded of testing the acoustical properties

of the Crystal Palace, which may now he considered
as fully ascertained, and the result of which, if not
entirely satisfactory, has at least set at rest certain

doubts aad fears of an opposite tendency.

There can be no doubt that an edifice constructed
of brick and stone is fur better adapted for the con-
centration of sound than one built of iron and glass

;

and further, that the unlimited length of the naves of

the Crystal Palace allows too great a dispersion of

such sounds, and its numerous parts occasion too
great an echo, to give precisely the effect that might
be expected from so large a body as 2,500 executants.

Nevertheless, it is oiir pleasure to record a great

success, in the general acceptation of the term
;
and

those who have had the good fortune to attend either

of the performances that constitute the Handel Fes-

tival of 1857, have cause to cougratulate themselves

at having witnessed the grandest musical congress

that the country has yet assembled, and the effect of

which upon the futunty of the art may produce re-

sults hardly yet coutcmiJated.

The Orchestra, which occupies the west end of the

great ceutral transept, occupies an area of 14,784
superficial feet, and contains 10,102 cubical feet of

timber, The scats form couceutric segments of a

vast circle, of which the conductor’s seat forms not

quite the centre. Next to the conductor are the seats
|

gave an earnest of what was to follow,

for the band, which comprises nearly 400 of the best
|

a child is horn,” was a noble performance, and was
professional and amateur instrumentalists of the

|

uuanimouriy redemanded, but the conductor was
metropolis, led by Saiuton and Blngrove

; and bebiud inexorable. After “ His yoke is easy,” the orchestra

the baud are the seats for the chorus, who, upwards of
j

had a half-hour’s respite, and the audience took ad-

2,000 in number, in the divisions of sopranos, tenors ,

'

vantage of it fur refreshment. Of the remainder of

altos, and bases, radiate up to and on each side of the
j

the choruses, w'e need only say that the “ Hallelujah
”

great organ, built by Messrs. Gray and Davison, which I (during which, according to established custom, the

covers an area of 42 by 26 feet, aud is supported upou whole assembly remained standing) was grand to the

a phitform of great strength. A popular account
I
highest degree, and impressive beyond description,

of this instrument, now profusely circulated, saves us
!
The concludiug chorus,

“ "Worthy is the Lamb,” was

On the otl. ..

eri,i;ulation, .u

en'ea; aud S.ilo singers af the Crystal Palace must
hear in minrl, (hat greater exertion is necessary to fill

that vast bujidiogtban need be employed in Hanover-
squarc or the Strand.

The Slessiah, which was chosen for the perform-
ance of Monday, is the sixth in order of composition
of these sacred writings of the immortal Handel,
being preceded by Esther, Deborah, Athaliah, Saul,
and Israel in Egypt, and, from the dates in his own
bandwritingin the original manuscript, would appear
to have been begun and ended in the incredibly short
period of twenty-two days. It was first performed
in Dublin on the 13th April, 17-42. In March, 1789,
Mozart added his extra instrumentation to the
original score; his intention being to supply in the
orchestra such effects as Handel would himself have
produced in accompanying his own work upon the
organ. And a comparison between the two scores
of the Messiah, is another proof of the inventive
genius of Mozart, who thus, thirty years after Han-
del’s death, could pass from the antiquated style of
orchestral writing of Handel’s period to the rich and
beautiful style that renders the works of Alozart a
model for all time.

The performance of Monday was a very great suc-

ces-» A bright day, a high expectation, and a

genuine love of good music, induced thousands of the

elite of London to betake themselvea betimes to the

Crystal Palace, and when, after the usual popular
ovation to Mr. Costa, that conductor raised bis baton,

every voice was hushed to silence, and the magnificent
orchestra proceeded with the point and decision of a
single instrument to execute the national anthem, the

area of the transept presented such a scene of rank,

fashion, and musical combination, as will not easily be
forgotten by those present.

The Messiah is a work so patent to the wfirld

—

its leading features so well known to the public

generally, that, when entrusted to good hands, as it

was on Monday, the task of the critic becomes easy,

as it would be an impertinence to go through t^
various portions of a composition that has been
criticized aud analyzed alre^y so thoroughly. All

that we need -lo therefore in the matter, is to give a

brief opiu -.’non its general execution upou this

occasion loeviojdsof the A/tfjjj'c/t, aud of Israel

in Egypt, consist simply of passages of Scripture,

chosen to illustrate a particular story, hut put
together without dramatic form oi impersonation.

Judas Maccabeeus, on the contrary, is a sacred

drama, like the rest of "Ifl’s compositions of the

class, written in verso. With a regular plot, and a

number of dramatis .. who sustain certain

characters throughout -aiuer it be the associa-

tions called up ut - —,;ca cf the strains of Handel
with ;he words oi mi inspired writers in them
purity, or the cx-... beauty of the melodies and
grandeur of the chot.'ses, or both, we will not now
cousider, but certain it is that the two former
Oratorios have (he preponderance of admirers.

The first chorus of Messiah, “And the glory of

the Lord,” at once proclaimed the advantage gained

by the new aiTangemcnt of tbe female voices, and
For unto us

the necessity of more than alluding to it
;
and indeed

any attempt at a technical analysis of its parts, or

even an abstract appreciation of its effects aadD)erit8,

would be here out of place.

The effect of the vast volume of sound produced by

almost equally astounding, aud the “Amen” brought

this unprecedentedly grand pcriortuance to a close in

becoming manner. The pcrfomances of the

soloists, who, it is right to observe, exerted themselves

to the utmost nuder such trying conditions, were duly

this gigantic orchestra was first tested on Saturday ' appreciated. Tbe instrumentalists played with mar-

last, when the full rehearsal took place, which con- 1 vellous precision and force, showing at once the

sisted of selections from the three Oratorios chosen
j

sources whence they were derived,

for these performances, aud at which the powerful
j

The second of these grand musical fetes took place

effect of the chorus was made so manifest, as to leave ' on "Wednesday, in presence of her Alajesty and the

no reasonable doubts of the final result of the under- ^ Royal Family, with a success surpassing even that of

taking. It was then arranged by Air. Costa that the ' Alonday. Less dust, a milder wind, and an equally

sopranos and altos should change places with the ' blue sky, made the day more agreeable than its pre-

tcuors and bases in the orchestra, by which advan-
j

decessor, whilst a considerable increase in the number

tageous change the aspect of the orchestra was materi-
j

of visitors, and the presence of royalty, gave greater

aliy improved by the presence of the 730 ladies in the eclat to the proceedings.

centre of the mass, whilst the musical effect was also I
The oraforio oi Judas Maccahaus, though not

much improved. One more observation we made at comparable to the other two, is still one of the greatest

the relieai’Sal, and which we did not at the perform-
j

of Handel’s compositions, and its execution npon

ance see much cause to modify
;
namely, that the ^ this occasion was even better than that of its pre-

solos, as a rule, lose much of their beauty in the vast
j

decessor. In several of the choruses of this oratorio

area, the piano notes being almost inaudible in the brass inslruments have been introduced by Air. Costa,

further poirions of the transept. The same may be
I
One of the finest performances of the day was the

said of florid passages, which lose much of their effect, ! chorus, “ We never will bow down,” which was re-

aud also the lower notes of both bases and contraltos.
!
ceived with tumultuous applause. See the con-
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nuering hero comes ” was redemanded, and this time

with success, for the Queen siding with her subjects,

the point was immediately conceded.

Whether the presence of royalty occasioned greater

ensemble in the band and chorus we cannot say, but

certainly the soloists were more successful than on

Monday, and the chief honours of the da,y se^ed, by

general consent, to he awarded to Mr. Sims Reeves.

After Judas Maccabceus (at the Queen s desire

—her Majesty and
the Old 100th Psalm was sung,-

the whole assembly standing.

SCENERY AND THE STAGE.

Her Majesty's Theatre— revival of Mozart’s

Don Giovanni, perhaps the greatest opera ever

written, with more attention to scenery and “ getting

up ” than has been usually bestowed upon if, has

proved a great success, notwithstanding the fact that

most of the singers engaged in it are but winmog

their spurs from the London public. The new tenor

Giuglini is a decided acquisition, and Madame Spezia

is improving greatly, iloorish architeclure has of

course been called in to aid the general effect of the

scenery: the ball-room, at the end |of the first act,

is a fine interior in that character. A peculiar effect

in this is obtained by keeping the masses on the stage

dark, tlie upper part of the apai'tment showing a

blaze of light.

Royal Lyceum Theatre.—No artist should allow

the opportunity to pass, without witnessing the mag-

nificent series of studies presented by Madame Ristori

in every one of her parts. She is in truth an actress

of surpassing power, and the public owe something to

Mr. Gye for enabling them to witness it. The new

tragedy, Camma, affords opportunities for the display

of her highest skill.

Leicester-square, for consent to build part of front of

their premises, 10, Leicester-square, bodily forward

over the existing shop, so as to range with the face ot

their adjoining premises, and thus make one umlorm

elevation. The extent of the new front would be

about 12 feet before the preseut front.

“main” fronts of buOdiugs on this, the north side of

the square, ranged in a straight line, with the present

recessed portion of Hampton and Russell s premises ;

but there were three one-story shops in a I'o"' lO^arcis

Coventry-street, projecting from 12 to 13 feet, and

ranging with the fronts of their shops. Although

there was a shop in front of the house which it was

desired to bring wholly forward, the superintending

architect did not consider it desirable to comply with

the application, as-thc building would present a large

block standing before the main fronts over the adjom-

ing shops, and to that extent impede the ventilation

of the thoroughfare. It was, moreover, unadvisable

to allow it, as it would open the door to nurnerons

applications for structures over shops of a less sightly

character, such as photographic rooms, to the dis-

figurement of neighbourhoods in general, and he

therefore could not recommend the Board to grant

the application.
, „ n, j

It appeared that the Board of "Works for the Strand

district objected to the intended operation on the

ground that at a future time the frontage might be

required to be kept back iu connection wiih the in-

tended new street from Cranbourne-slreet to Covent-

garden, and for other reasons.

After some discussion the subject was adjourned.

An application for the construction of a shop on

the forecourt of No. 2, Upper Craven-place, Bays-

water, was refused, on the ground that two other

shops had been built there in spite of refusals of the

Board auJ an appeal, and in respect of whiih shops

ceilin<»^. Three new windows of Early Decorated

design have been put up, in Coombe-down slone, and

fill filled with painted glass, executed by Messrs.

J. Hardman and Co. of Birmingham. The eastern

window is in memory of the late vicar: the subjects are

the Crucifixion, the Virgin Mary, and St. John. One

of the side windows is the gift of the family of the late

Mr. ‘Ward, as a memorial to him ; the subject of it is

the Good Samaritan. The third window is the gift of

Lady Mary Labouchere, and the subject of it is. Our

Saviour blessing Little Children. The old font has

also been restored by the parishioners, and its carved

oak cover has been cleansed from its many coats of

paint. The work has been done under the directions

of Mr. C. E. Giles, of Taunton, Architect.

Moseley .—The parsonage-house in connection with

St. Mary’s, Moseley, has just been completed under

the superintendence of Mr. Edward Holmes, at a cost

of about l,300f. The style is Gothic. 'White brick

has been used in the place of stone for the window-

dressings, strings, &c. with pointed arches to the

doors and windows, and relieving arches in alternate

black and white brick have been inserted with good

effect. The roof is covered with alternate courses of

ornamental blue and red tiling, with projecting gables

finished with richly carved oak barge-boards and

fiuials.

Manchester.—We are requested to stale that all

the stone work, in the screen put up at the cathedrd,

as well as the carving, was done by Mr. T. K. Wil-

liams, sculptor.

The late Douglas Jerrold.—'^tio oMi o'ox'awy erected, demolition had been commenced by the

a I’tlle, in consideration of long knowledge of one
. local authorities.

to whom the world is much indebted, to assist in It was reported that there was a vacancy in the

announcing to the public that a series of musical and
j

surveyorship of the western division of the City of

other entertainments has been organized by a com -

1

London, through the decease of Mr. John H. Stevens,

mittee of distinguishedliterary meu, for the advantage I elsewhere mentioned,

of the late Mr. Douglas Jerrold’s family. Amongst
‘

the entertainments are Lectures by Jfr. Thackeray

and Mr. Russell, a dramatic entertainment under the
CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

management of Mr. Charles Dickens, and others Colchester .—The state of the fabric of St. Petcr’s>

which some of Mr. Jerrold’s own dramatic pieces will Colchester, the metropolitan church of the tovyn, and

be performed. Eor particulars of all we may refer to the most proinincut one iu it, has for some time de-

thc advertisements in the daily papers
;
and we hope

\

niandcd attention, and the tower in particular now

that many of those who have laughed with Jcrrold in ' requires substantial repair. It has been thought

Punch, or shed a tear with him in “ Black-eyed advisable to attempt to raise, by subscription, a fund

Susan,” will come forward to aid in raising a fund

for those he has left behind him.

METROPOLITAN BOARD OP WORKS.

At their last weekly meeting on the 12th inst. the -

Board met to cousidcr and decide on the reports of Upwards of 100/. would be required simply to effect

for the complete restoration of the church, both in-

ternally and externally. By a re-arraugement of pews,

the ohj'ectionable features may be removed, and accom-

modation provided for at least 300 additional persons.

The tower, in addition to an utter want of architec-

tural design, has been officially pronounced unsound.

Mr. Marrablc, the superintending architect, and on a
|

what is absolutely necessary, without any improve-

variely of architectural and buildiog appl'cations, the
;
meat to its architectural appearance. A larger, but

following amongst others being the most noticeable:— |

not an extravagant expenditm-e, would effect all that

Proposed newlron-bidlt Baraar, uearUe Regent-
\

i» occ&sarj tor stren^h, and »ould, at the same time,

This application w'as by Messrs. Doyne and
|

change its present bnld aod unaichitectmal look into

Garrett, of 2, Dcrby.strect, Parliament-street. The ‘ that ot a substantial Gothic tower, wiih suitable but-

drawings showed the design for a bazaar proposed to

be built upon vacant grounu, bounded by the back

premises of the houses forming portions of Regent-

street, Oxford-street, Great Castle-street, and John-

strect, and adjoining the Regent-circus, Oxford-street.

The proposed building is to be mainly constructed of

iron and glass, and is to consist of one central pas-

sage, and two side aisles, and a square compartment

or transept, surmounted by a dome. The length of

the former is to he 146 feet 6 inches, by 31 feet

9 inches wide, and the latter about 59 feet square.

The height of the central aisle is to be about 21 feet

from the floor level to the springiug of the semi-

circular arched roof, sach roof rising about 8 feet

6 inches to the crown. The side aisles are to be

covered with lean-to roofs, sloping from the spriuging

of the central roof, so as to give a height of 7 feet,

where they pitch upon the outer cclunins. Galleries

will run round the whole of the building, under the

side aisles, supported between the columns by rolled

wrought-iron bearers, 7 inches deep, with top and

bottom flanges resting upon and bolted to coihels

cast on the columns. Under these circumstances,

the superintending architect said he had no hesitation

in recommending the Board to approve of the con-

struction of this building, it being understood that the

foundations shall be put in as the district surveyor

tresses and battlemeuts, &c. The windows and roofs

would require corresponding restoration. The chancel

is susceptible of much improvement, and other minor

alterations would be desirable, but no material altera-

tions are contemplated in the galleries beyond the

raising of the roofs above them. It is believed that

the whole expense of these rcstoiations will be about

3,000/. A committee has been appointed, aud dona-

tions and suhscriptiotis are being collected at the bauk

of Messrs. Mills, Bawiree, aud Co. aud by the vicar

and other members of the committee. Three plans

have been sent in.

Braintree .—The restoration committee of Brain-

tree Church have resolved to extend the north aisle,

and that Mr. Pearson, the architect, be instructed to

proceed with the extended plan. It appears that this

alteration will give sufficient space for nearly 100

,

additional seats, whilst it will cause an extra outlay

ot about 225/. a considerable portion of which, how-

ever, is already subscribed. The nave roof, tower,

aad spire portions ot the resto«lion work are neaily

completed.

Wheatley .—The consecration of the new church at

^’heatley, according to an Oxford paper, took place

on the 10th inst. The edifice, which, it says, is a

new erection and on a new site, is built iu the

I

Italianised Decorated style, by Mr. John Castle, of

shall consider necessary from the nature of the ground,
|

Oxford, builder, from a design by Mr. G. E. Street,

and the weights to he supported, and that the whole 1
of London. It will accommodate 523 persons, and

will he securely put together aud bolted up under his
j

the sittings are all Iree. The Rev. E. Elton gave the

careful supervision.

The application was granted under certain condi-

tions.

Leicester-square.—An application was made by
Mr. J. P. Matihews, of Reigate, Surrey, on behalf of
Messrs. Hampton and Russell, of Nos, 10 to IB,

land for the site, and for the burial-ground attached,

in addition to a liberal subscription. The building

has been erected at a cost of something above 2,000^

Over Stowey .—The chancel of the parish church

of Over Stowey has been improved during the past

year. An oak roof has taken the place of a plaster

VARIORUM.

“ A Synopsis of the Patent Laws of Various Conn-

tries,” by A. Tolhausen, Ph. D. (Taylor and Francis,

Red LioQ-court, Eleet-strcct), has been issued with

the view of enabling inventors to acquire at one view

a practical knowledge of the patent laws of various

States. It is said to have been prepared entirely

from autheutic documents, mostly official, and con-

tained in the library of the Great Seal Patent-office,

in Chanccrv-lane, the author having translated the

laws in foreign languages fur the Commissioners of

Patents. The Roman Catholics, on their own

showing, are making rapid changes “from dark,

dungeon-looking chapels in back streets, to magni-

ficent and spacious churches,” and they have just had

published “The Catholic Hand-book ; a History of

the Metropolitan Missions ” (Dolman. 01, New Bond-

street), in which there is “ a description of one hun-

dred churches and chapels, of the dioceses of 'West-

minster and Southwark.” Amongst these there are

not a few edifices of an important character, but the

dioceses in question spread about through numerous

suburban towns and villages
;

and, amongst the

chapels described, are some which require to he

pointed out as,—occupying the east wing of a mansion,

—a large room serving as a chapel,—a small tenement

in the village. Sir. &c. Lieutenant-general Sir C.

W. Pasley, has had published (Dalton, CockspuN

street), a tract developing a “Plan for simphfying

aud improving the Weights, Pleasures, and Money of

this Country, without materially alteriug the preseut

Standards,”—an essential consideration in such a

question as we have often urged. Sir Charles s mode of

simplifying the coiuage, is to base all on the farthing,

ten of which to form a silver cent, ten cents a florin,

and ten florins a pound ;
other coins to be gradually

withdrawu, and florins substituted for the silver ones,

and cents for the copper ones, except the farthing.

Por measuring works of architecture and engiueering,

he proposes that the foot and its decimal subdivisions

shall be the unit, all workmanship measured by lineal

measure to he priced by the foot, the 10 feet, or the

100 feet, not by the yard or rod. The foot referred

to, he proposes to subdivide thus :—ten tenth parts,

1 imperial inch ;
10 imperial inches, or one hnn-

dred parts, 1 foot. As a new measure of soli-

dity, he proposes 1,000 cubic inches 1 cubic foot.

Of the Prencli revolutionary decimal systemiu general

Sir Charles speaks with contempt. Prom a small

tract on “ The Pulilic Health Act, its Ap])hcation to

aud Operatious at Burley, in Wharfedale, by a Rate-

payer,” reprinted from the Leeds Mercury of 28tk

May, it appears this little village has had sewerage

works done at a cost of about 1,430/. The rateable

value of the district is 6,453/. so that ouc-fourth of

what tlic Public Health Act would have allowed llie

local Board to expend has only been required. The

repayment of the sum horrow’ed is being made with

interest of 5 per cent, by instalments of less than

100/. a year. A rate of Od. in the pound on building,

and lid. on land suffices. The result of sanitary

eilbits in this model village has already “prolonged

lives, improved hcaltli, aud increased comforts. -

A tract on “ The Licensing System, its Origin and

Working, as described in Reports of Select Com-

mittees of the House of Commons,” shows up the
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abuses of this system, and recommends free trade in

beer, wines, and spirits, by way of preventing the

extension of “ this demoralizing system,” under
which, it is obseiwed, Mr. Hardy now seeks to add

41,547 beer-houses, at present exempt from its influ-

ence, to the 89,866 public-houses already licensed.

This is a difTcrent sort of remedy for a “ demoralizing

system” than the Maine Liquor Law 1 The influence

of builders and brewers under the licensing system is

denounced, and that influence certainly does generate

its own class of evils, as we have ourselves shown, but
whether free trade iu drink would not be a remedy
ten times worse than the disease is another question

requiring some consideratiou.-^^A shilling volume,
published by Routledge and Co. Farringdon-street,

and titled “The Common Objects of the Sea Shore,

including Hints for an Aquarium, by the Rev. J. G.

Wood, with illustrations by G. B. Sowerby,” is one
of the best written and liveliest little volumes on
popular natural history we have ever seen, and must
form an indispensable guide and companion to the
amusements of the aquarium.

Workmen disowning the Central Trade
Union.—A public meeting, numerously attended, of

the workmen (chiefly bricklayers) employed in the

building trades of Nottingham, was held there on 5tb
inat. Mr. W. Simpson was called to the chair. He
maintained that the whole country had too long been
subject to the dictation and control of the Central

Trade L^nion of Manchester, and could see no benefit

which that society had conferred upon the workmen
of any town except their own. London, Sheffield,

Hull, and other large and important towns, had lately

thrown off the yoke, and formed local and independent
associations, which worked^ well, and were found of

great benefit
;
and he did not see why Nottingham

should not follow their example. The Central Union
had done nothing from the commencement to the
present day but plunder the working men 1 Mr. John
Edwards moved that a local trade society be forth-

with established, of which Nottin^am shall be the
bead quarters. They could thus dasily settle any
difference with the masters without dictation or con-

teol from any other body, doing away with the
necessity for further strikes. He had always found
that such misunderstandiugs between masters and
men ai-ose from the want of a little friendly commu-
nication between them

;
and the masters had them-

selves suggested a code of regulations, leaving all dis-

puted questions to be settled by the arbitration of

delegates chosen from both sides. A lively discussion

took place, the prominent feeling being strongly

adverse to the Manchester Union and in favour of the
plan proposed.—The resolution was then put and
carried nem. con. and a committee was chosen to

draw up the laws of the new society.

Strikes.—The strike of about 200 labourers in

the employ of the Eastern Counties Railway Com-
pany at Blaekwall, took place on the 1st instant, in

consequence of the Board of Directors having notified

that in future the wages would be paid every fort-

night, in lieu of weekly, as heretofore. The matter
having come before the Board, they settled the dis-

pute by rescinding the rather inconsiderate reso-

lution, and ordering the continuance of weekly pay-
ments. At the Brick-lane Goods Station and the

Stratford Station, dissatisfaction also prevails from a

like cause, but a petition of nearly 400 labourers and
clerks for weekly payments has been rejected by the

very same directors whom a strike compelled to

retrace theii' steps at Blaekwall. Do they wish to

force (heir employes into strikes ? Their conduct
implies a recognition of strikes as the only proper
and sufficient manifestation of the desires of those
under their employment. Is this wise ?

Metropolitan Improvements : Park-lane
Traffic.—Iu reply to a question in the Commons
last week. Sir B. Hall said the committee of 1855
had recommended that one of the first openings
for improving the traffic through the metropolis
should be from Piccadilly, through Hainilton-placc
to Stanhope-gate, and be had last year taken steps to

carry out the recommendation, but was met by ob-
jections of residents in Hamilton-place, supported by
the law officers of the Crown. He thought there was
a very gi-eat objection to throwing open the gate into
the Park, for if it was open by day it must be open
by night also, otherwise a great deal of inconvenience
would result, and that would involve the throwing
open of the whole of the Park by night, which no
honourable member would desire. However, he
entirely concurred in the recommendations of the
select committee, as it was obvious that great incon-
venience arose from the narrow state of Park-lane.
The Local Board of Works had power to purchase
property iu Park-lane for the purpose of widening the
thoroughfare.

Gas at Plymouth and Stonehouse.—The annual
report of the directors of the Plymouth and Stonehouse
Gaslight and Coke Company, to the shareholders, on
the 12th inst. states that, “at the last annual general
meeting, the directors announced their intention to
reduce the price of gas from Ss. to 4s. 6d. per 1,000
cubic feet

; and it is gratifying to them to state that
the increase in the consumption, which has taken
place since that period, has so fully realised their
anticipations, that they are now enabled to announce
their intention to make a further reduction of 6d. per
1,000 feet, from and after the 29(b nf000 feet, from and after the 29th of September
next, when the charge will be 49. per 1,000 cubic
feet,—thereby giving their customers the benefit of
reduced charges on the next winter's consumption.”
The increase of consumption already obtained, as the
first fruits of this enlightened policy, we think the
directors may rest assured is not all their share-
holders will reap from that single act, for even twelve
months are not long enough to complete all the in-
crease to be hence anticipated. That increase will
still, doubtless, go on concurrently with the still

further increase to arise from the further reduction,
and we shall be happy to hear, in course of another
year, that our anticipation has been completely ful-

filled. Meantime the sum of 3,000f. out of the pro-
fits of the past year has been added to the reserve
fund

;
and, after providing for out-standing debts, and

payment of the half-yearly dividend, authorised at the
last annual general meeting, the sum of 2,000/. re-
mained as a disposable btJance for the payment of
another satisfactory dividend.

Destruction of Pickford’s Goods Ware-
houses AT Camden-town.—This has been a very
extensive fire, destroying admittedly 60,000/. worth
of property, but much more according to some esti-

mations. A good deal of it was insured, but the public
will have much troubleandlossconnected with destroyed
parcels, &c. The official report of hlr. Braidwood
describes the main damage done as follows :

—
“ Oval-

road, Camden-town, Messrs. Pickford and Co. of the
London and North-Western Goods Station.—The
contents, and also the warehouses, &c. 300 feet by
250 feet, all but destroyed

; one horse and a number
of pigs burnt to death

;
the stabling and vaults under

ground severely damaged by fire, water, Ac. and two
barges in the canal alongside severely burned. The
buildings were iusured by the company in the Globe,
and Messrs. Pickford’s were insured in the Norwich
Union and other fire offices. The cause of the fire is

unknown.”
Fatal Accident at the Leghorn Theatre.

—

A sad catastrophe occurred at Leghorn on the7lh
inst. Upwards of 3,000 persons were assembled in

the Theatre degli Aquidotti to witness the repre-

sentation of the taking of Sebastopol, when suddenly
one of the rockets let off to imitate the bombardment
set fire to the side-scenes. A sudden panic seized the
public, and it w'as believed (according to the Corriere

Mercaniile of Genoa) that a hundred persona perished,

and that more than double that number were injured.

The official Toscano of the 8lh, however,
says that, according to the last accounts, the killed were
forty-three, and the wounded 134. “ The fire never
got beyond the scenes, and did no damage to the

other part of the theatre.”

Falling in op a Swiss Tunnel.—No less than

fifty-four of the workmen engaged in forming the

Haiienstein tannel, on the centre railway, uniting

Basle with Aarait, Lucerne, Berne, &c. were buried by
the fulling in of a portion of the tunnel, in conse-

quence of the wood-work of the shaft having been
burnt

;
and, by last account^, thirty-two dead bodies

had been extracted. In the tunnel, which is about
three miles in length, a fire was constantly kept up to

promote the circulation of air, and a forge had bceu
at work at the bottom of the shaft, so that the wood-
work became very dry, and at length caught fire.

Great exertions have been made to open a way to

those entombed; but there was little or no hope of

any of them having survived, although they had
sufficient space, and a spring-well for drink, with

several horses for food, ail probably having been

suffocated by the fumes of the buruing timber.

Salary of the Salford Surveyor.— At a

recent meeting of the local council a report from the

Salford District General Purposes Committee recom-

mended that the sSlary of Mr. Evans, surveyor of the

district, be increased from 200/. to 250/. a year, Mr.
Evans devoting his whole time to the duties of the

office, and the engagement being terminable by three

months’ notice from either party. It was stated that

the total expended by tbc committee under whom
Mr. Evans served was about 7,175/.; which, at the

usual five per cent, would give him a salary of

358/. Ids. The General Purposes Curamittee recom-

mended that an increase should he granted, rather

than that a servant of seven years’ experience should

he lost, and all the inconvenience of a new man be

encoimtcrcd. A motion to that effect was carried by

11 to 10.

Lectures ON ART.--\Vith special reference to theArt Exhibition, Mr. Henry Cook, on the 10th inst
delivered, m the lecture-hall of the new Mechanics’
Institution at Manchester, the first of a course of six
lectures on this subject. The audience was verv
select, including the Bishop and many of the clergy
The moral and social advantage of a right under-
standing of the arts formed the chief subject of the
lecture.

The Unett Memorial, Birmingham. — The
monument to the memory of Colonel Unett, who fell
at the Redan, is now finished. It stands in St
Philip’s churchyard, at an angle of the burial-ground
facing^ Upper Temple-street. It consists of an
Egyptian obelisk, of polished Peterhead granite,
raised ou a pedestal of same material, the whole sup-
ported at the base by three steps. The height of the
monument is very nearly 20 feet, of which the obelisk
alonemeasures 12, the latter beinghewn out ofoneblock
of granite upwards of 3 tons in weight. The design
was furnished by Mr. Peter Hollins, by whom also it
has been executed.

AttCHyEOLOGICAL DISCOVERY AT AbINGDON.
In the course of last week the workmen of Mr. jas.
Thomas, of this town, builder, whilst engaged in lay-
ing down a drain from the Abbey to the “ Stert-
water,’’ which crosses the end of the Market-square,
broke into a subterraneous vaulted passage, leading
from the Council-chamber buildings towards the
church of St. Nicholas. It possessed characteristics
of a peculiar nature, being some 8 feet in height by
6 feet in width, constructed with small rough stones,
with an arch very neatly turned. The workmen
followed the passage under the church for some
10 feet (when the length presented was from 8 to
10 yards), and were then stopped by the walls of a
vault which had been built through and entirely
across it. The passage was not further foUowed.
Congregational Schools, Rotherhithe.—The

fonndation-stoue of these new schools was laid on 11th
iustant. The building, which will be in the Italian
style of architecture, is to be foimed of plain bricks,
and is being erected by Mr. Hollings, builder. The
cost of the building will exceed 800/. of which nearly
400/. have still to be raised.

Removal of Noxious Trades from Towns.—
The suggestion in our columns that a twofold im-
provement might be effected by the removal of trades
prejudicial to health in London, to a distance of at

least several miles, so withdrawing also many of the
working classes from their close and crowded dwell-

ings to more healthful districts, has met with very
favourable consideration by the press. The Glasgoxo
Gazette, for example, urges the removal from Glasgow
of several objectionable trades which have of late given
frequent cause for complaint

;
and there is no city in the

kingdom, we may add, which more requires a tbinumg
(for their own as well as the general benefit) amongst
the crowded working classes in its closes, courts,
and wynds.

Statue of the late Mr, G. B. Thorneychoft,
AT WoiA’ERllAMPTON.—A statue of Mr. Thorneycroft
was placed, on the 11th instant, upon the pedestal
erected at the head of the vault iu the cemetery where
Lis remains were interred. The statue is 8 feet 6 in. in
height, and executed from a block of Carrara marble

:

the pedestal is also of marble, but of a greyish white.
The late Mr. Thorneycroft having been the first mayor
of Wolverhampton, advantage has been taken of this

circumstance iu the treatment of his statue. He is

reorcsented in the act of addressing his fellow towns-

,
and wearing the robe and court-dress of his

office. At his feet, sustaining the statue and uniting
it with the plinth, is an iron roll, indicative of the
trade of which he was a member. The head and face

of the statue are said to form a correct portrait. Mr.
Thorneycroft was the sculptor of the statue.

The Coleraine Academical Institittion.—The
first stone of the Coleraine Academical Institution was
laid on the 4th inst. This building will be erected in

the neighbourhood of Coleraine, Near the site the

National Board have erected an extensive model-

school. The proposed erection is of considerable

extent. The building is a plain spcciiueu of the

Italian style of architecture. It is of a somewhat

oblung shape— the front, which has an eastern aspect,

measuring about 150 feet in length. The average

breadth may be set down at 50 feet. Mr. Isaac

Farrell, of Dublin, C.E. is tlie architect ;
and Mr. Kil-

patrick, of Coleraine, the builder.

The Ordnance Maps for Scotland.— The
publication of these maps, on a scale of 1 inch per

mile, is now begun. Tliey are reduced from the

6-incb maps, and published in sheets measuring 24

inches by IS inches each, delineating an area 24 miles

long by 18 miles broad. Sheet 32, the only one yet

ready, embraces the country on both sides of Edin-

burgh, from Linlithgow on the west, to Prestonpans

on the east, and in the other direction from Pcuicuik

to Dalgctty in Fife. They arc sold at one sliilliug per

sheet.
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MAMIFiCTUEE OP ISOS A5D StEEL.—Sir T. C

Knowle*, of LovcU Hill, Berks,

improvements in the mannfnctnre of iron.

part of the invention relates to the preparation of fnel

teim wood, peat, coal, &C. by dry distillation. The

^e”nd pariL modifieation otMr !'»7
of foreing gases throngh the molto metal. Mmos-

^Sic a® ,
hon-ever, is in this instance nsed, and

* V . a 0+ tni

[advtutisement.]

NATIONAL AIEKOANTILE LITE ASSURANCE
SOCIETY.

Poultry, Alansion House, June 15th, 1857.

The sir iron Kevolvin.g Shutters supplied to this

Office by Messrs. CLARK and CO. Engineers (of lo.

Gate-street, Lincoln's-inn-ficlds), have now been m
use UPWAMS OF TiviiLVB YEAKS, oud I liBve niiich

rS tSes adriitted at the top of the to their general ereel

and carried to near the bottom, *“ .f o[ 'mee, their durability, scciirily, case in working, and

The third part of the invention promdes ‘777 '
I tpeir non-liabilily to get out of order. Beyond an

pure hydrogen, or carhuretted hydrogem hy_forcing
| uotliing has been done to them

L r. °
1 Ai.. leal ATpiitsrs. \l

them through the metal.

irrpoXaod Josiah Harris of Dolgelly, have

natented improvements for the same purpose. 1 hey

Lploy a eirmilar trough, into which the molten melM

is TOu; and into which there is suspended an air-t ght

circnlar chamber of small diameter ; there is thus

formed a kind of hydranlie joint, the molten meta

taking the place of the water. A vaennm is created

in eharaher 1
consequently the air rushes under its

walls and impregnates the metal. A tappmg-hoie is

provided at the bottom of the trough.

The London Militia Depot.—

I

n reply to some

.jfessrs. Wm. Qay^^oJ
| ^'‘r°®4,”sf fitted. I can therefore highly

recommend them. ClIAHLES hlARSn.

correspondents, wc are
ai * a

chimney-pots which occur objectionably on the turrets

of this building are to be removed.

Londonderry Bridge Competition.—We have

received letters from two highly respectable engineers,

answerins in the negative the inquiries made by

» C. E.” in our last, p. 311 ; but as they arc marked

“ not for publication,” wc can do nothing more than

state the fact. The letter signed “C. E. was

gnaranteed by equally respectable names.

" Hard Labour.”—The “ crank ” is considered

to be objectionable, even by those who approve of^

srdth,;ji3,
the caprice of an officer, and bj the mere single turn

of a screw. A correspondent, Mr. Joshua H. Lea,

submits to our inspection models connected with an

improved system of hard labour. One of them is

simply "shot drill,” only carried on in the cell,

without snpervisiou, but with an index, by which the

work done and distance gone are indicated
;
as, for ex-

ample, 3 miles for breakfast, G for dinner, and 3 for

sapper, the weight of shot also to be regulated, accord-

ing to the strength, as decided by the prison surgeon.

An advantage of this substitute for the crank, our cor-

respondent urges, would be that the whole body would

be exercised, in stooping, lifting, walking. See. without

causing the legs to swell from standing m one posi-

tion. Another model represents a bedstead, to be _
., y, u u

made of ordinary Tee iron, in the shape of two ladders, I grove, New-road. Messrs.^ W. G. and E. Haberahou,

to he used by day in ascending and descending the ' arcliitects. Quantities furnished:—

sides of the cell, with a key, the use of which, in per-

1

petually locking one side and the other is not made

very clear, but with an index, also, to compel the ful-

filment of the task. We have thus described our

correspondent’s models; but we must say that we

cannot approve of unproductive labour in any shape,

even for a criminal, however brutal. Indeed, the

more heinous his crime, the more incumbent is it on

him to do something useful, as a compensation, either

to his victims, or to his country.

The L.*iTE Mr. J. H. Stevens, Architect.—

W

e

record with regret the premature death of Mr. John

Hargrave Stevens, surveyor, under the Metropolitan

Building Act, of the western district of the City of

London, which took place on the 2ud instant. Mr.

Stevens was intimately associated with the City

solicitor, Mr. Pearson, in the plans for metropolitan

railways* which he has at different times brought

before the public.

The Construction or Flues. — As a note to

article bn p. 325, let me soy that at Soutbiield Grange,

Wandsworih (built five years ago) are flues on the

plan shown in fig. 1, but the foot of the main flue C D
was not intended as a receptacle for soot, but to allow

the chimneys of best rooms to be swept from the

kitchen,—an arrangement attended with great clean-

liness and comfort.—T.M.
Roman Catholic Schools for Drurt-lane.—

The Roman Catholics have bought a piece of ground

at the end of Charles-street, Drury -lane, on which it

is intended to erect schools, to be called The

Schools of Compassion.” The cost of erection, it is

stated, will be upwards of 10,000f.

South Kensington iluSEUM (at Brompton).—

The Queen and members of the Legislature are about

to pay private visits to this museum, the dates of

which have been arranged, and it will be opened to

the public, both in the daytime and the evening, on

and after Wednesday, the 24th instant. Besides the

various collections of architecture, sculjiture, patented

inventions, &c. the Sheepshanks pictures will be

exhibited in the new gallery erected to receive them. For villa, Moseley, near Birmingham, for Mr. Thomas

The admission of the public to tho museum lighted
fe>“‘cct. CJoant.ties sup-

Up in the evening, is the first experiment of the kind P ® ",
, n-. n,a n n

with a public institution, and it is hoped will be Ba™er^^ !'.!!
!! l"l57 0 0

acceptable to those who work in the daytime. I Matthews (accepted) I,li2 0 0

enabled to state that the

TENDERS

For the West Suffolk Militia DepOt, Bury St, Edmunds.

Messrs. Morgan and Thipson, architects

H. Euff, Ipswich £5.620 0 0

R. Orman, ditto 5,^* 0 0

R. Hawkins, Eye 5.-41 d

J. Rednnll, Bury Bt. Edmunds.., -1.9/o 0 0

8. BalJesten, Ipswich 4.6oo 0 0

H, Eingham, ditto (accepted).,. 4,2-11 7 u

TO COKRESPONDENTS.

T S p (to see the architect's inteatious properly florried out).—

O B N -P W B.-C. de V.-R. K.-J. E.-O, G. S.-W. M R.-

c‘m'—W. W. (in type)-—T. B. D.—Mr. P. ideollued. with thanks).

W H V S G.—No. 96.—Mr. C.—J. E.—De J.—W. A. M.

J T M —J A. P.—T. H. L.—A. M. G. (under our limit). -M- H.B.

y Aa. B. O.—J. P. M. (Gothic, of the Perpendicular period). -

T. R, W.—J. D. P.—F. C.— 1. A. C. (drawings must be submitted-

The porters will give information'.—J. P.—A. R. 0.—E. H.—

E M. B.—H.—One about to build (there are many examples of the

use of encaustic tiles as “ panele or striugs ” 8»ttered over London,

hut we cannot give listl.-C. M,-C. and Co. (under our limit),—

M, and F, (ditto).-T. M.-W. N.-A. and B. (such a clause IB not

usoali.

Mr. Qarbetfs reply to Mr. Wightwick nest week.

" Wbat a Foreigner thinks of the Government Competition
"

is

in type.

•• Soolts and Addre»ies.’’—'We are forced to decline pointing out

books or finding adiiresses.

NOTICE. — All communications respecting adeertite-

msnf* should be addressed to the “ Publisher,’' and not

to the ‘'Editor:” all other communications should bo

addressed to the Ediiob, and not to the Publisher,

For additions and alterations in Maidstone-buMingB,

Borough, for Messrs. Lunham and Co. Mr. Henry Currey^

architect. The quantities prepared by Mr. Eicliaro

EobertS:—
Cuhitt and Co £1,36d

Luca 4.733

Wilson

Willson
Higgs
Eider
Piper and Son
Downs..

4,634 0 0
4,396 0 0
4,039 0 0

4,000 0 0
3.870 0 0
3.799 0 0

3,700 0 0

For Bt. James’s Chnrch, Southampton. Messrs. Haines

Gambling .

Chapman
Bruin andBessant
Chinnock
Bull (accepted)

. £3,770
, 3,-195

. 3,350

3,295

.. 3,094 0 0

For building two chapels, two lodges, boundary-walls,

,

and roads for the Sunderland Cemetery. Mr. Matthew

Thompson, architect :

—

Hurst, Sunderland £3,636 0 0

Hoggett, Darlington 3,160 0 0

Armstrong and Hudspeth, Aln-

wick
Kyle, Newcastle (accepted) 2,966 0 0

Architect’s estimate ....£9,15^.

For New Model Lodging-houses, Stafford-street, Lisson-

advertisements.

A SURVEYOE, of extensive practice in the
country, is desirous gf meeting with a Y^oung Gentleman as

IMPROVER, who understands drawinc, as he would have a good

opportunity of improvement in valuing olencal ailapidations,

measurement of works, Ac. Board and lodginir wou^ be con-

sidered as adequate to hia scrvicea—Address, J. M. Pobtoffice,

I

Newbury. Berks.

CLERK WANTED.—One
^ who underetands draining and takmg out quauRtiea—

iply, stating age and salary, to Mr. G. CLARK, Wootton
Henley-in-Ardeo. —

BOARD of WORKS.
DISTRICT SURVETOR under the

•|.opo)jtati Board of
FRIDAY. theaOth

I at GCILDHALL, pmceed

gUILDER’S

IV/TETROPOLITAN
IVi ELECTION of DIS'
Metropolis Building Act, 185i

toihe ELECTION of a DISTRICT SiJrVEYOR, for the District

of the Western Division of the City of London. nuwvMant by the

decease of Mr. John Stevens.—Applications in wnting, wuh ccr-

tifioates of competency, addressed to the Metropolitan Board of

Works will be received at the Offices of the Board. Nai. Grcek-

streeL Bobo, till THURSDAY, the 2.5th instant, at FOUR oolock.

p m and capdidaies arc requested to attend the meeting of the

Wrd. at Guildbaii. on the ^‘7 clerk of the Board.

1 ,
Qreek-street, Boho. June 15, 'S57.

TO QTTaHR PjCiNTERS and LEAD WORKERS.

AlTEDfa few good GLASS PAINTERS
and LEAD WORKERK — Applyto Merarf-. EDMUND-

I SON No. 1 ,
Angle street. Oxford-street, Manchester.

IN li AstheaJveriisera are thoroughly practical men. in every

branch of the art, they trust none will apply but those who per-

fectly underotaud their business, or state exactly the amount of

I
their ability.

I -TO LBTTHR-CDTTEK3,
ANTED, a Young Man, who can
ENGRAVE on PORTL.AND STONE; and if he (»n

turnhishand to any other part of the business will be all the

better.-Stiite wages per day, Ac. by letter, post paid, to G. W.
Andiiver. Hant

iW"
BON a

'

w

Basford .

Stark
Knapp and Son....

Higgs
Coney
Baby
Eowe
Trollope
Benoet and Sass ,

Tarrant
Evans
Dales
SesgravG
Purkiss
Wells

£2,573 0 0
2,600 0 0

.. 2,495 0 0
,. 2,456 0 0
.. 2,-100 0 0

2,377 0 0
.. 2,262 0 0
.. 2,223 0 0
,. 2,217 0 0
.. 2,200 0 0
.. 2,186 0 0
.. 1,977 0 0
.. 1,956 0 0
.. 1,949 0

L7 0 0

For Silk Factory, for Mr. George Allen, St. Stephen’r

Norwich. Mr. John Ellis, architect, Norwich :
—

£2,764 0 0
2.‘lO0 0 0
2,390 0 0

WAKTED, aUKACGHTSMAN, wlio has
a eood Koowledce of plain and perspective drawing.—

.
. X- Y. E. Office of “ The Builder.”

Til OAKPENi'ERS. JOINERS. AND PLASTERERS.

yjyANTED, several HANDS in each of the

WANTED, in a BUILDER’S OEEIGE, a

Apply to W. W.' DENNIS, Pembroke-wharf, Caledonian-road,

Islington, near KiuR'a-crosa.

FOREMAN OF CEMENT WORKS.WANTED, a Person fully qualified to act as

FOREMAN of a CEMENT WuKKB He must be tho-

roughly acquainted with the manufacture of Portland Cement.

Oue who has held a siiniliit situation would be preferred. None
need apply whose character will not hear the strictest investi-

gation —Applioatioiir, with testimonials, or refereucea, to be

addressed to T. and A. Office of ‘ The Builder.”

W'
Pegg and Co
Youngs
Read and Booking
Minna and Foyson .

Lacey
Balls and Co
James Read
Brown and BaUey

2,376
2,290 0 0
2,222 0 0
2,220 0 0
2,186 0 0
2,163 0 0
2,010 0 0
1,953 0 0

ANTED, forthwith, iu au Architect’s
. . Office in Duhlip, an experienced ASSISTANT, who

understands working drawings, and is able to make sketches and
drawings of buildings in perspective —Particular" as to quallnca*

tions. with references, to be forwarded lo A. Y. 48, Westland-row,
Dublin.

Meacbam
GriiBn (accepted)

Smith and Founder's works :

—

Sabberton 495

Thomson 486 0 0

Pinson (accepted) 424 13 0

For house at Tottenham. Mr. Fras. Pouget, architect.

Quantities supplied :—

Lawrence
Eider
Downes
Clarke and Baines
Wood and Sons
Clarke
Blanchard (accepted).

Ti’ BRICK AND TILE .MAKERS.WANTED, a steady and experienced Man,
to DIG. MAKE, and BORN RED BRICKS aud TILES,

either at per thousand , or to superintend the works It is a close

i kiln, with drying-sheds attached, is used all the year round, and
situate on the south coast.—Apply to Mr. SMITH (ground-floor),

I No. 11, Csrlton-8'rcet. Regent-street.

ANTED, to WORK in a SAW-MILL at
Brighton, an active respectable MAN, who can manage

' a circular saw bench; he must have a good character from bis lost

1 employer as to ability, &o.—Apply to J. IRELAND, Brighton
; Saw Mill", Brighton.

> TO BkIoK MAKERS.WANTED, immediately. Three or Four good
BRICK.\1,4KERS, at Mr. W. Dennett’s Brick and Tile

Work". Therapia. Constantinople, to take the oomplele labour at

per thou*»aud.—Apply to C. C. and A. DENNETT, Contractors,

Nottingham.

iW

..£1,2-42 0 0
1,‘240 0 0
1,220 0 0
1,150 0 0

.. 1,1-41 0 0
1,080 0 0
1,033 0 0

For Warwick Cemetery Chapels, Lodge, &o. Mr.

Edward Holmes, architect

Hardwick, Birmingham £1,487 16 0

Clarke and Son, W arwick 1,335 10 0

Green, Warwick 1,330 0 0

WANTED, a Youth as an indoor APPREN-
TICE in the MARBLE nnd STONE BUSINESS: also

ornamental carviiuf. Sc,—a premium required.— .-Ipply by letter

to T. C. Uffice of “ The Builder^^

WANTED, immediately, a good GOTHIC
STi NK CARVER, who has been aicustomed to orna-

mental and plain lettering and monumental work, and a good
draughtaman. A permanent situation.—Address, stating terms,

to X. V, Z. Mr. E. R. C.-usau’s, Printer, Ac. High-street. Lincoln.

) BUILDERS AND PAINTERS.WANTED, by a Man who thoroughly knows
hl^ bu8iue<,8. a SITUATION os FOREMAN PAINTER

;

will make hirnaelf useful at the writing, graining, glur.in^ Sc.
Ample references can be given- — Address, A. B. L. 11, Great

Suffolk-sireet, BorouKh.

TO ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS.WANTED, by a persevering Young Man,
aged 2-2 (ears, a SITUATION as AaSiSTAN l' in eithereither

of the above office" ; be is a good draughtitman and desig^r, and
is conversant with surveyiug, Uveliinir, mapping. &c.

years iu last situation, and o
’-

-u .ao. . w-.i be well recommended from the

le.-Address, U. J. B. -il, St. Andrew’s-hiU, Doctorr-commoua,
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VoL. XV.—No. 751.

•ENERAL expressions of satis-

faction Lave attended tlie open-

ing of the Government Museum
at Brompton. Ecw amongst

tlie thousands who have already

visited it were prepared to see

so many departments of science

and art illustrated so fully as

arc there to be found. The
accompanying little map shows

the approaches to the site and

, - the position of the buildings

') appropriated to the Schools of

Art for masters and mistresses, A
\

the Collections, or museum proper, B
;

and the offices of the department, C.

The museum proper includes the

Commissioners of Patents’ Museum
(models and publications), at the

south (or Brompton) end of the building; the

Educational Collections in the centre
;

the

Museum of Ornamental Art northward
; a col-

lection of architectural casts, Greek, Homan,

and Renaissance, on the west side of the courts

already mentioned; the Architectural Aluseum,

removed from Canon-row, in the gallery above

the collection, last mentioned, and ninu'ug

nearly the \Yhole length of the building
;
a court

of modern sculpture at the northern end of tliis

gallery (a capital idea) ;
the general Trade

Museum in the gallery on the other side
;
and

the Gallery of British Art in rooms built for the

purpose, and approached from the Sculpture

Court on this floor.

Putting aside for the moment those points

whereon we have a quarrel with the authorities,

such as the frightful ugliness of the iron build-

ing, and its dangerous condition in respect of

fii’e
;
the avoidance of architectural supervision

and its results in the external appearance of the

other structures,—we must accord to them warm
commendatiou for the energy which has been

displayed, the goodness of the arrangements,

and the admirable intention everywhere shown.

Great advantages will result from this lustitu.

tiou. If the Museum afforded nothing but free

healthful recreation and delight to the inhabi-

tants of the metropolis, the outlay would be

well applied; hut it will do much more than

this : it affords the means for most profitable

study, and will instruct those who come simply

to be amused.

Even those departments which promise at

flrst) sight to amnse the mere sightseers the

least, will be found to contain most interesting

matter. Take, for example, the Museum of

Animal Products, part of the Trade I\Iuscum,

arranged in the east gallery, under the special

supervision of Dr. Lyon Playfair, which bids

fair to supply a want. Two of the great divi-

sions into which raw materials arc divided are

already represented in the metropolis: the

Museum of Practical Geology iu Jermyu-strect,

represents the economic application of geology

to the useful purposes of life : the Botanical

Gardens, at Kew, represent the cultivation of

vegetable products, and the illustration of their

application to our wants : and now the collec-

tion of animal products will be made a centre for

the dissemination of technical knowledge on the

subject, the importance of which can hardly be

too highly rated.

Here are found wools, hair, furs, bristles,

whalebone (developed bristles), born, feathers,

leather, and other animal products, in their

various applications, and all so labelled as to

enable the visitor to get information with the

R P E

L I-l

^

HYDE PARI-

rl SOUri-( KENSI ^CTON ;0
~
Pj ESTATE

,
, . .

PORCHASEO 8Y

] ;
1®! H.M.COMMlSSIOIMeRS

"1
A. Tlic SdHKif.s of Art.

B. The Collfctious of Scii-nco

iwd Art.

C. Tho <ieiiiT.ll Offices of

the D>-,> ir::uent.

Mi/]} of Uic Jpproaches to the Brompton HIkschih.

least possible effort. Group labels communi-

cate the general facts belonging to each series,

and specific labels describe each item. The

collection of furs is very considerable, including

a skin of the sea-otter, worth, though small, 40/.

and to the use of which, iu China, the Emperor

claims the exclusive right. Looking amongst

the exemplifications of the application of human

hair, at tresses bought from Eleniish gii'ls, the

visitor will learn with some surprise that the

average annual yield of the “hair harvest ” iu

France, amounts to 200,000 lbs. weight. The

stand of bottles and specimens showing the

final destination of the refuse of animal pro-

ducts, is instructive. Nothing is wasted : from

what would seem a worthless abomination,

comes Prussian blue, to dye elegant dresses for

delicate ladies. And touching dyes, hard by-

will be seen specimens of lac-dye, the product

of the small insect known as the coccus ficus.

Lac itself, used mainly for sealing-wax and

varnishes, is produced on different kinds of

trees, by the puncture of this insect, a member

of the family to which the cochineal insect

belongs. The parent insect, after laying her

eggs, becomes a mere bag, containing a small

quantity of red liquid, and the young, feeding on

this, assume the same colour. The male insect,

by the way, is the greatest polygamist iu

creation, for the proportion of females to males

is as 5,000 to 1.

It is not our intention, at this moment, to

describe the collections in detail : we shall have

to return to them. Travelling back, however,

by the road we came, we may briefly mention

that the Gallery of British Art mainly consists

at present of the 234 oil-]>aiulings, and a con-

siderable number of sketches, drawings, ana

etchings, almost all the works of British artists,

munificently giveu to the nation by Mr. Sheep-

shanks, and including some of the best works of

Miili-eudy, Leslie, and Sir Edwin Landseer, with

others by Turner, lyebster, Redgrave, Collins,

and Constable.

The collection is contained in four rooms ;

—

the two larger, 46 feet by 20 feet
;
the two

smaller, 34 feet by 20 feet
;
22 feet high. Light

is admitted tlnough an aperture, 10 feet wide,

along the centre of the roof, glazed externally

with clear glass; a second glazing of ground

' glass being placed below. Gas is supplied by

!
112 burners in the larger, 84 iu the smaller

rooms. Apertures for the admission of fresh

air, 45 square feet
;
and for escape of foul air,

40 square feet, are ])rovidcd in each room. The

building was erected from the designs of Captaiu

Eowke, R.E.

The Modem Sculpture Gallery consists at

present of fifty works, contributed by twenty-

five sculptors, including Bailey, Bell, Eoley,

Muuro, Calder Marshall, and Earle : it will be

constantly enriched by fresh contributions.

The Architectural Museum, over which the

original committee have absolute control, looks

well iu its new locality, and will, it is to be

hoped, be widely studied. Quoting the synopsis

printed iu the cheap introductory guide to the

Collections already published,

—

“ Its direct objcL-t is> to imiirovc and perfect the art

Korkmans/iip of the preseut time.

To iffecl this, a large and iucroasing colleclioa of

casts and spcciineos has been already formed from

the finest ancient examples, English uud foreign, of

corn [dete architcctui’iil works, arrauged as far as pos-

sible in the order of their date
;
and of details, eoni-

prehendiag figures, animals, and foliage; moiiidings,

encaustic tiles, mural p.iiiiliugs, roof ornamaits, ruh-

hings of sepulchral brasses, staiued gliss, impressions

from seals, and of all oilier objects of fine art con-

nected with arcliitefture. The whole range of Gothic

art from those countries tvhere it has been ])ractised

is more or less leprcscuted by easis and speci-

mens. Arrangeineiits are also now heiug made for

the complete classilieation in the new Museuni, iu the

order of their countries aud dates, of the casts and

specimens of the architect uns of the Oiiental,

Classical, aud other st\h s, of which there are now a

uiiiuber of fine c-xainpies in the Museum. A cullec-

liuii of casts f.om iiutural foliage, &c. is io course of

form.aion, to afiord oppoitonitics for Uic study of the

oiuimeiital art of pisl ages side by side with naluye.

To casts aud specimens are a ided, as opi>oituiiities

offer, i)hotographs, drawings, and engravings of archi-

tectural works ;
the i)botograph or engraving giving

a view of the whole struitnre, the casts giving the

delail. To tlvseliave been added models of buildings.

The various collections now niimhcr upwards of 7,600

specimens.”

Lectures will be delivered here during the

session, some with especial reference to art-

workmen.

The classification of the various casts,

although broadly correct, has yet to be made

perfect. This is also the case iu respect of the

Greek, Roman, aud Renaiss:ince casts in the

gallery below ;
but steps have been taken by

the Department to make the arrangement of

1 the latter more perfect. Viewed in conj unction

w
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with tlic casts bclongiog to the Architectural

Museum (mostly Mediaeval), the architectural

student ^'ill here find illustrations of the whole

progress of his art in respect of details and

decorations.

The Museum of Ornamental Art has seven-

teen divisions, viz. :—1. Sculpture, including

carvings in marble, alabaster, stone, wood, ivory,

and other materials; art-hrouzes, terra-cottas,

and models in wax, plaster, &c. 2. Paintiug

Wall decoi’ation, paper-hangings, illuminations,

printing, designs. 3. Glyptic and Numismatic

art. 4. Mosaics. 5. Puruiture and general

upholstery. 6. Basket-work. 7. Leather-work.

8. Japanned or lacquered work. 9. Glass paint-

ing. 10. Glass mannracturcs. 11. Enamels.

12. Pottery. 13. Works in metal. 14. Arms,

armour, and accoutrements. 1-5. Watch and

clock-work. 16. Jewellery. 17- Textile fabrics.

At the present, time only a small proportion

of the collection which now numbers upwards of

4,000 objects, can be exhibited. The I'easons

for this deficiency are, that a selection consist-

ing of 1,000 specimens, including the entire

acquisitions from the Beraal collection, has

been sent to the Manchester Art-Treasures

Exhibition
;
that a further iustalmeut of several

hundred objects iu every class has, for the last

three years, been circulated for exhibition iu

the various provincial towns in wliich schools

of art arc cstablislied
;
and that, lastly, it has

been decided to await the completion of the

new fire-proof rooms behind the present build-

ing, and under the Sheepshanks' Gallery, iu

order to avoid the risk of exposing many rare

and valuable objects in the iron building. The

collection of original specimens now exhibited,

consists, therefore, mainly of the bulkier objects

of furniture, and of works of modem origin,

purchased from the Paris Exhibitiou of 185a,

which, from want of space at Marlborough

House, have not yet been seen by the public.

Even from this biief outline it will be evident

to onr readers that the museum at Brompton
may be made to play au important part iu the

education of the lising geucralion.

SOME REMARKS OX DOMES.*
Of all the fonns creatnl I>y the architect, the dome

is perhaps llie noblest. There arc few of us who
have not seen with adiuiralion the immense domes of

Rome and of Florence toivering lii^h above all around
;

and here at home, the dome of onr eathi dral, luirstiii j

through the smoky cloud scot Cortli from the niydad
of bouses, majcstiedly rears its golicn cross, and
constitutes the vvell-koo'.vu crowniug frature c-f our
city'. Iu the following general skeleli of the origin

and the progressive develo[)meiit of outline of tl-iri'e-s,

1 propose to eutcr hut very slighliy ii to the question

of eonstnictioii, though 1 think that tiii-' part of the

subject has not yet hern treated as it sh uld be, and
that a monograph of it, workiug out the theory from
actual examples, is still wanted.

Late discoveries in Egypt and .\?syria hive laid

open many a woik of ancient art be'ore unknown
;

but wc must still seek in Greece for the earliest exam-
ples of our subject, viz. at Mycciim and Orchomenos

;

to which two instances we seem limited in that
countiy. The Abbe Wiuckelinin indeed, no mean
authority, inaiotaius that the Greeks through all 02es

used this form of covering
; but I have carefully

searched the passages to whiih he refers, and find

that his only grounds of belief are tlie use of the word
Oo\c£ by Paiisanias iu his descrijitioii of several build-

ings, and some exceedingly doubtful passages iu other
authors. Pausauias makes no mention whatever of

any peculiar form of covering, aud I br lieve the mean-
ing of the word 9o\og as applied to a dome is a later *

reading. One instance, however, of a bas-relief in i

the Clementine Museum, to whidi the Abbd alludes,

gives at first sight some colour to his theory. I find,

however, that it represents a tower, apparcntiy of
wood, on the prow of a ship, and that the date of the
h is-rclief and of the inveutiou of the towers ilvni-
selves is uncertain. Tt seems to me that the most
inycter-ute essayist could scarcely found a tlii-ory upon
this. I have also been reminded of u douhlful pas-
sage of Cralinus referring to the Odeum of Pericles

;

but Vitruvius, who gives a long description of that

building, nukes no mention of a dome. In Sardinia

we have (hose curious buildings described by M. Petit

Radel. Iu Etruria wc have some few instances such

as I have given from Riello
;
and in the Crimea the

tomb of Milbridates at Kcrtch : but the dates and

the builders arc doubtful, and we must J'ctura to

Greece btfm-e we are on sure grouud.

At Mycena: we see the form, if not the construction

of the dome, worked out by a master hand with no

little skill
;
aud most singular is it that for nearly

1,000 years (so long is it to llie next example) that

form remained, so far as our knowledge goes, nn-

enpied, though in the heart of the country. For it is

not .1 ruin whose form can he developed only by the

patient labour of the aoliquary. The hand of time,

which has weighed heavily on woi lcs of a later date,

has passed gently over this, and whilst it has only

spared a few columns at Corinth and at Thebis, and

little at Argos aud Epidaurus but the rock-cut steps

of their theatres, it has left this earlier wo k almost

unscathed, os though to teach us how great was the

nation whom we once called barbarian, though their

history, their name, and race can now only be conjec-

tured.* Between the Treasury of Atreus and the

Choragic monument (an example so small as hardly

to be quoted cxi-cpt as a connecting link) there is a

gap of 1,000 years—a space which contains the life-

time of a nation— secs its rise and its decay
;
and yet

amidst the buildings, the sculptures, and the vases

whereon so nuirh of the nation’s character has been

wrillen, I cannot recall one instance beyond those

I have mentioned to show that tlie dome was ever

ns.'d by the Greeks; that nation whose fertile mind

teemed with inventions in art, iu poetry,— in every-

thing, I am heretic enough to say, but in architecture.

For beautiful ns their one form once was, and relined

in detail to au extent that we can scarcely yet appre-

ciate, the form was still one whii-h, varying only in

detail, might have served as the model of nrarly every

temple from Prcstum to Ionia.

The tiny monument of Lysicrates is interesting, so

far as, were we disposed to trace art forms up to

their earliest source, it would offer the first ius'ance

of a dome raised on columns, and showing the

domical form both inside and out. 'fliis inonumcut
is of singular beauty, but it can now, pcibops, be

bitter judged of by cists and driuings than from the

reality. Fur it is (or was a few years back, when I

saw it) hilf burie.l in rnbbisii and lilih, and to be ap-

proached only tliiouuh a ucst of squalid hovels.

Another jump of some 500 years bi'ings us to a

number of eraniplcs, showing the outline of the dome
.
almost perfected—at Rome the Pantheon, the temp]c.s

! of Venus, of Minerva Mcdica, and the B.iths of
Cavaf-alla ; at Baiae the Temple of Venus

;
at Pompeii,

tlie B.ths show us the form developed, while the
Igraiideurof many of those examples siil! left teach
us how very many' wc must have lost. In some small

remains at Mylassa, iu loiiii, of pci-haps earlier date
than the above, the Greeks made a great advance bv

:
covering a square space with a domical structure, an*d

;

raising it on columns by a method which has been

;

well described liy Mr. Fergusson, in his Ilaudbook,

,
more especially in reference to Indian domes. This

,
method is the one that we might expect would be first

I

adopted, and consists simply in covering the angles of

.
the square with a fiat stone or girder, then repeating
the pn-cess, and thus gradually obtaining a near
approach to a circle. At Mylassa, the arrangement

;

seems to have been well managed, and to have pro-
.ducedavery pleasing effect. In the Indian domes'
the arrangement was still more picturesque

;
hut the

whole must, I think, be considered as a rude w'ay of
getting over a difliculiy. VVe have an example of

j

1,000 years later date than that at Mylassa, in the
Temple of Pandrethan, in Kashmir, but formed on

,

precisely the same principles. I remember but one
'

j

instance of its use in an interior in modern times,
‘ viz. at Sta. Balhina, at ililan, where the angles are
cut off in the most abrupt manner, and the effect is

disigrucable lu the extreme. But a remarkable in-
stance of its use externally may be seen in Palladio’s
celebrated villa Capri, near Vicenza, where the dome,
with a low stylobate under, is placed directly on the
square hipped roof, not raised above it as s'hown in
the engravings, but sunk into the sides in the most
awkward manner. At jMereworth Castle, Kent, this
cxample has been copied, without the cutting into the
root, which is better, but with a higher dome, which
IS decidedly worse. The external effect of this abrupt
cliauge from the square to the circle could scarcely be
pleasing anywhere, and it is suqirisiug to find that
we must look for the most numerous exainjilcs of its
use amongst the picturesque elmrchcs of elegant
Palermo. No effort is ibere made to conceal the trau-
sition, and the effect is certainly unpleasant. There
ore some examples also at Cairo aud Ancona, but the
change is there softened bv an octagon being inter-
posed. ’

I

The next altcmpt to get rid of the harsh effect of
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the horizontal angular pieces internally would be, we
may imagine, to fill them up by a slanting projection

starting from a point at the base, each filling-in piece

being triangular. Yet this is by no means the earliest

in point of date, and very few examples of it in its

simple form, as applied to interiors, exist. The best

specimens are, perhaps, to be found in the French

churches of Loches, Uzerche, &c. so well described by
Jlr. Petit. But the honeycomb pendentives of the

Saracens, seen in the Mosque of Hassau at Cairo,

the Cuba at Palermo, and the Pathan Mosque at

Delhi, may be ranked in the same class as a beautiful

variety. The transition externally from the square

to the round may be made in the most ready way,

by merely slanting off the angles
;

by which
simple expedient a very beautiful outline has been

produced by the Arab architects, as will be at once

seen in the well-known tombs of Cairo. The same

expedient has been sometimes used in later times,

as in the well-known villa at Chiswick
;

but con-

sidering the picturesque efiect which the Arabs have

proved can be produced by this easy plan, 1 must
say I wonder that it has not been more often adopted

—more especially as the Gothic architects have shown
in luaoy a beautiful example, in their spires, how
picturesque the connection between two dissimilar

forms may be m-adc. Somewhat of this treatmeut

may be seen in the dome of Ani iu Armenia
;
but

I cannot help regretting that the Gothic architects

did not adapt to their own forms that of the dome,

and conqdcte the beautiful begioning made towards

it at Ely. The juxt change would be probably to

support the angular filling in by an arch
;
aud at

Sci'bistan hc see this arrangement complete. It is,

indeed, so strikingly like the Arab forms of 800
years Inter, seen in Palermo, that we hesitate at first

to assign it to the fourth century. But we have

good authority for so doing, and iudeed the remains

now disinlcrroJ in. the Eist show us bow little is

onr present knowledge of its art. Who, for instance,

looking at the baltlcmentcd turrets aud round arched

dome of the Assyrian sculptures, would, not knowing

its date, venture to assign its real oue ? Or who
would consider the Temple of Payach, iu Kashmir,

to be of the age of Tbcodoric, or the pointed arch
' at Bisotoum, to be of the fifth century ? and yet

we have excellent authority for these conclusions.

And, indeed, changing iu all else, the East retains

its art traditions almost unchanging
j and the art

workman there produces his tapestry and mosaics

after the same likeness as his ancestors have done for

centuries before him.

The models at Serbistan and Ferouzabad, however,

if followed, seem to have left few immediate copies,

and fur many a year after we see no trace of their

influence. In Italy we now find the great circular

buildings of Noccra, Sta. Costanza, &c. AU these

seem to have been formed on one plan : the builders

got some old columns on which they put as many
old capitals as they could find, without much regard

to size or furm. A tall base made amends for a

short capital, and where capitals and bases enough
were not found ready made, others were worked
out in rude similitude. The columns being ranged
iu circles, a drum was carried up over them, and
a large dome covered all

;
yet, rude as is the whole

arrangement, there is a picturesque aud quiet effect iu

the mass that is very pleasing.

Of a somewhat later date is the well-known tomb
of Tbeodon’e at Ravenna, as picturesque in effect as

bold in construction. A dome of 35 feet diameter in

oue solid block of stone, hoisted some 50 feet in the
air, would startle a modern mason

;
but tbongb its

fouudatious were, when I saw it, under water, scarcely

a fracture could be seen throughout the building.

Mere not the date of this also well authenticated, we
should hesitate to place it where we now do.

Another method, more scientific, and, perhaps,

more artistic, took the place of that of Serbistan. If

we round off the top edges of these exterior angular
gussets to the form of the circle in elevation, we shall

have extenially the Byzantine form of pendentive.

But the Eastern architects seem to have worked out

the form in a different way, best described by Mr.
Petit.*

Externally the western dome corresponds in diame-
ter to one side of the square on which it is described,

but in the eastern the diameter is often equal to the

diagonal. Try this on the model and see if anything
can be more unpromising in outline than the huge
overhanging on each side of the square. But cut off

this projection and see how picturesque is the result.

On a square, on an unequal sided figure, on a polygon,
the result is the same, aud I btdieve that no more
picturesque outline was ever inveuted. FYom its

earliest use down to the present time—as exemplified
in the beaulifnl Indian canopy exhibited at the
Crystal Palace of 1S51, this outline has supplied
forms of beauty throughout the East.

To individualise the specimens of this form, for the

• Architectural Studies in Franco.
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first idea of which we arc, however, indchted to the

Romans, we must begin with Constantinople. The
earliest church there (Agios Sergios) has much in

plan resembling the Temple of Miuerva Medica at

Rome, and its picturesque arrangement of columns

might once have existed in its prototype. But in the

next example, the celebrated Sta. Sophia, we have the

Byzantine peudentive cleaidy worked out between two

lofty arches and supporting the dome above, with an

outside ring of aiclies added, shadowing forth, per-

haps, the later mode of the circular peristyle.

On S. Vitale, a work of the same emperor, I need

not dwell, as its pic'uresque form is known to all.

But at Agia Theotokos, at Constantinople, a very im-

jiortant novelty was introduced in the external treat-

ment, and very worthy is it of notice. It consists iu

earrying out the outline of the internal arches where

they cut the dome, ornameutiug them with massive

archivolts carried ou marble columns, and thus break-

ing up the base of the dome by a wave line in place

of the level cornice.

There are a few examples in the "West of Europe.

The exterior of the S. Aposteln, at Cologne, is a very

good specimen, though the internal arraugemeut is

like that described for Serbistan. But in Greece, the

form is every where met with as a native style; and

the churches, spriuging as they do from the square to

the cross form, raised in the centre by these domes,

and coloured in the boldest way by the use of marblf,

brick, and terra cotta, have an effect scarcely to be

imagined.*

laying before you the history of architecture, in con-

junction with the history of the rise, developmeut,

and decline of a nation. But 1 must not impose

either upon your valuable space, or the valuable time

of the public : let it be sufficieut to say, that we should

not enter Westrainstcr-hall with the sanguine ex-

pectation of finding a style hitherto unknown, but

with the sober iiitciitioii of finding out the best plan

regardless that the style has no novelty to recom-

mend it.

Tu walking for the first time through such an

iinmensc alley of drawings, the non-professional

public and amateur must feel at a loss. There

are plans painted with a profusion of Chinese reJ,

indigo, and chrome yellow, as if the artist was a

of the most gorgeous and showy designs in the

Renaissauce style the sections are too flat, and the

projcclions too many' and too deep. One other fault

in the same dcsiait is, that thesccoud-floor is standing

back several feet behind tlie general line of the front

elevation rather terrace-like, and cuts iu reality the

elevation horizont.iHy iu two pieces above the first-

floor, so that only a few feet of the upper story wall

will be seen from the ground, if seen at all.

Space and time oblige me to forego a particular

description of the other two designs in the same

style, but there is one under them, iu my humble

opinion, decidedly superior to the others for boldness

of conception, light and shade of prrjection, judicious

sections, and grandeur of lines, being stamped, not-

WHAT A FOREIGNER THINKS OF THE
GOVERNMENT COMPETITION.

The competition for the designs of the new Go-

vernment ORices has, no doubt, created much interest

in the miuds, not only of professional men, hut of all

who are anxious for the progress of art and science.

'Che doors of AVestminster-hall, which have beeu open

to the public inspection of its contents for several

colouiman, and wauted to advertise his trade: there withstanding the richness of its statuary ornaiucnts,

are drawings so delicately tinted couleur de rose, that i with an unpretending simplicity. If the aole designer

you are atiraid tlu-y will vanish iu looking at them :
!
would allow me one renrirk, I should wish the second-

thcre are elevations and plans so carefully finished ! floor windows 2 fcit higher, the columns of the chief

in detail, that you may tell the stones and bricks
j

entrance couplid, and some more skylights iu the

with their joints, if you had the time and a mind to roof to pierce the Ini-ge masses. But, after all, these

do so : there are sketches in pen and ink for amateurs, ' few remarks may be wrong, and if they arc right

of outlines, a la prima, which certainly would puzzle ! they do not mui'li injure the design. Lit us not

the carpenter aud builder how to find out the working
|

forget, “Za crilique est aisee el I art est dijficile.

drawings: there arc some so impudently large, that i There are now the Gothic designs only left for our

you want au assistant with a six-foot rule to measure ' consideration. I mean the few good ones, as there

them
;
and again, there are sections so minute, that

; is a great number. 1 was glad to see it
:
glad because

you waut a pair of strong spectacles to discover the
,

it shows an entire faith iu tl)C justice of the corn-

beauty of them: there are block jdans, knocking mitlce, notwithstanding that it has beeu whispered iu

down to the right and to the left all that lies in their ' many quarters that they— the leading men—“ bad

way, as if all the dwelling ground from Pailiamcnt- got plenty of Gothic already.” “ They did not wish

street to Chariug-cross was on sale for 3d. a yard, for it.”
“

'riiey would never adopt it.” “They would

making flower-gardens and avenues as for a country not appoint a man in the committee to protect it,”

mansion. There are some which go as far as to blow &c. &c. I do not believe the Govcrnnicut is pre-

up Ilichmond-terracc by gunpowder, like a piece of jndiced against any style soever, hut that they will

rock (in imagination, I meau), crossing the Thames adopt iho best design tliey can get hold of, regardless

by a single arch, I suppose as au improvement to the
,

of its style. If the Government had had a preference

ventilation and drainage of the metropolis, or filling for any style iu particular, they would have asked for

up the central part of the blessed stream, leaving only it exclusively, and have spared a sure disappqiulratut

two narrow w'atcrways at the sides, regardless of the to a uuiuhcr of able and distinguished architects,

—

more directly to the education of the popular mind
than good architectural edifices, or that vulgarizes it

more, than bad ones; still there is no art which has

been more neglected, not to say abused, than archt'

I

increased velocity which would reuder these passages not to mention the loss of time and capital. I think

weeks, are now dosed ;
and the day draws near, when I

;i„ n;„i„„tion. There are again drawings,
! the Government has acted very tdvly. It has given

those appointed to decide on the merits of thecom- • • ... . . i .i i.. 1 ..

petitors will give their judgment.

There is, perhaps, no art or science which contribntes
j^g us of a Roman aqueduct crossing a valley; the i domestic fituess to all others ;

and the simple question

latter of a Hindoo dome, 700 B.C. or the first inclina-
! for the committee to decide is, which is that

tion to the Byzantine type in Mareutius basilica, design.

300 A.D. I will not allude to the number of draw-
j

F
. iogs which are as deficient in any type or style as ' an .

. . . .

lecture, dunug the greatest part of the eighteenth architectural merit, nud I must confess
;

design iu any style, but what style is fit for the

and the beginning of the present century. It is not
after an impartial examination of a few hours, a climate, the habits of the country, and the wants of

Inner fhp nnhUn InnW.I nnnn an orMiitnnt «« 0 ^^ of the 218, perhaps twclvc or the present day, is another question, and llie Pointed

fifteen, deserve a closer examination. Amongst these ' style is not.” Now let us see if this bold assertion

Perhaps sonic anti-Gothic reader may say, “Yes,

irchilect of genius may make a very superior

very long since the public looked upou au architect as

a kind of cross hetweeu a carpenter and a builder

:

those limes, let us hope, are gone by, and though the

present exhibition does not show all the progress in

the art that might be desired, it is evident that in

architectural skill great advances have been made.

Sir Benjamin Hall has been veiy judicious in

there are two Italian, one mixed Italian, two Eliza-

bethan, four Reuaistaucc, one South, and four North
|

Gothic.

is true or not.

The Gothic style, notwithstanding it is an English

child, has had a hard struggle to become adopted by

One, an Italian (Greek) design, distinguishes itself its parents. Some twenty years ago they would

by sim])licity and harmony of conception. It is
^

hardly allow it to enter places of worship, and now
4L., -f ti.w .-...pfpr.f Tfooci.-ir jv,.— .tp.vi.i o.vvT “Vrv.v nvo uof fit to cntcr pluccs of

oflives. You arc a too

\Ve do not want yonr poetry

want some design a la Jupiler, or

do

laying these designs before the public.
^

1st. It shows
, to preserve i\nifagade of the present Treasuiy, they would say, “ You arc

what this country is able to produce in architectural
,

that facade is only the mantle of a defective ' business like Government
design: the continental ones are very indifthrcnt,

] ^^.jt^jout proper entrances to meet arclii-
' serious and holy man.

indeed : as far as 1 can guess, no man of any repute '

fpntural beantv or practical use, aud the whole sur- ' aud chivalry. IVe wa
has competed. 2nd. It is a contribution to popular

1 counted by a dome, which not being in harmony
^

a la Diana, or lather a la re/<«5,— anything will

Piliiniif Inn Srfl Tils Himwlntr nff at nnflP all SllS- 1 . V. . i. _ „ »...• ........ r-i.n. ”

piciou of secresy, intrigue, or partiality. tion showing no progress in art above what has been
! As far as 1 know architecture, the Gothic style is

The profession, I think, cannot be entirely satisfied execulcd in England, I should decline the pro-
;

quite as fit for domestic airangcraents as any other as

‘ feet, notwithstanding" its practical ability aud har-
|

regards its construction. The walls are strong, be-with the members of the committee. Most of them

I believe to be men of superior education, and some
|

of them of refiued taste, but a few only of them are
' mouious dimensions. cause their strenglh is always near the pressure of the

In the Elizabethan style there is one very clever arches or girdeis, it being a mistake to consider that

oi me proiesbiou
;
auu, a i uiu iiguny iuiui.jicu, .ucy

; indeed; but I object to the style itself, not- I the strenglh of a wall consists iu its greater or less

are of the old school, not familiar with mstbeticaP
j,jy regard for some beautiful I thickness over the whole length. There is no style

progress in practical forms. It has loug been a
' it . for instance, Crewe Hall, so

j

better fitted for the conslructioii of vaults in the

mistake to suppose that an architect can do very well
I tastefully restored by its present possessor, as having

[

basement floor, and for lofiy rnofs
;
the present low

without resthetical principles; and that a practical
' ^ features for the development of arebitec- ' unveniilated roofs being the chief reason of so much

acquaintance with stone, bricks, mortar, and wood, proirress, iu comparison with other styles. I vermin in the nictropo.is. There is another pre-

assisfed by the knowledge of the constructiou of a
Jc^cline’that design for the present object, not- ' judice, namely, that Gothic windows admit less light

staircase, with some rules of the five orders, would be
* withstanding its merits. i

in an apaitment than ollicrs ;
but the tnilh is, that a

sufficient to give a bricklayer the diploma of an
| As to the lloraau plan, it is a pily that the arehi-

j

window of 8 feet equate, pierced through a wall of

architect. Hence the great number of horrid archi- directed the power of li'is genius another ' 2 feet thickness, would give iu the Greek, or Roman
tcctm-ul features with which the public buildings of

,

this metropolis have been deformed during more than
'

half a centuiy, with some few exceptions iu the

so-called classic, and some creditable buildings and

churches in the Pointed styles.

Before euteriug the competitiou-hall, it may be

useful to remember that in arts, as in science, we are

style, OCl, but, in the Gothic siyle, I'OO, conse-

The four best designs I allude to in the Reuaissauce
i

quenlly fhere is 0'36 more siirfaie of light iu ihe
-- - --'

latter. For fiiithcr examples for uTorma'ion look at
slvle arc all bold, spirited, and tastefully handled.

They surpass, in that line, every elevation around

them ;
and, skilfully drawn, they give a favourable im-

pressioD of their iutrinsic value. In fact, for the

imnressiou of grace and elegance in lines, this style is

all, to a certain citent, copyists, stepping forwaris m
. „i.,pted

i
but it wants also a good deal of

thapialhof onr predecessors, now rising upoo their for it, „pp|;,
shoulders, then tumhllng down under their feet when

|

devotions of large dimensions : accordingly
we become giddy, or falling back if we feel exhausted.

catiou iu elevations

wc have not only in these designs to look up fur spirit

It would be quite as useless to look for a new style
! ^iien-auce in 'the elevation,'but also to look duwu

as a matter of fact, as it would be useless to look out
i projectious iu the plans, and to calculate the

for a new star, only by wishing for it. New styles
, gjpggj buHJiug will have when erected, as many of

and new stars are scarce, but the solar system moves
on quietly and surely, aud so docs architecture. It is

influenced by the greater or less development of the

intellect of a people iu accordance with its religious

feelings and domestic wants
;
and we may expect,

accordingly, a more or less refined taste iu its pro-

ductions. It would be very easy to prove this truth iu

• To be continued,

the spirited touches of pea or brush will never appear

in the execution when seen at a proper distance.

The general rule by which the effect of architectural

structures may he calculated is the more or less pro-

jection of certain parts of the elevation, and the

greater or less deep aud bold sect ions in accordance with

the distance at which the whole may be seen at once.

I make these observations purposely, because in one

flic towu-hiills of Louvain, Brussels, Binge®, and

other similar eUfires iu the ^Icdia}'*al style of former

towns, iiiid judge for yourself.

I must apolouisc for having entered more at large

in regard to Pointed arehitecLurc, but I wish to meet

errors or prijiidieis, il there should be any, and to sit

the public ou a fair looting : and now I can be brief.

Among the five Ml dimval designs I allude to, the

Southern Gothic is Vemtian ;
but notwithstanding

the drawings are both skilful aud tasfeful, I consider

the principles of a southern arraegemeut,— a large

surface of wall and small windows,—less fitted for a

northern aud foggy atmosphere, where rather a large

surface of light is wauted. There is, among the four ot

NorthernGothic, one with several perspective views. It

has a s .ire in the centre of one of the elevations, and

I should call it a very clever design but for its great

similarity with existing specimens of that stylo on the

contiuent. But there is another Medieval design
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w]iic)i snrpi'srs every other projc-t in that linr
;

k

il' fiLn n'liicli s^O'.Ts tlie det-pe-il kii iwle l^e o"' linntioiiy

in liitra-’. I'hiliiy in constrii(-ti"ii, ant] a-qininiain-'

''iili in hc'iala . in ''art, n superior p'li-iical iii.>-p'r 'liuii

traii'jiliiiilcd in a liftless iiia-s of sloiic, brick, auil

nv'i-t r.

\Vh n I snrvcy the result-? of my invesliiiation a-

iraparii 'lly a? I nm able, the result is: there arc. fw"

(le.'i .rns, one in liic llcaMssinirc, and mie in tlic G thic

st\Io, superior to the other -IC. But I must leave

tnal'lrintn t i say whethtr I a .n rijrlit or wrnn::.

There arc mmy, in ii'y horns of ilay and iiijiht 1 ibi-m

and •tiuly cxhihitcil in \V> stmiiisler lliijl, aiiil I shuiilil

he Hirst sorry to hurt the fcdiii.s of any ei'inpctitor.

WlicQ I took up the pen, it was not to do injury, but

to suiiport jiisiice in an art to which my whole hfc

has bcin licvttcd. Be .Tong.

THE WESTMIXSTER DESIGNS.

Yotr correspondent, “ A !Mcdiccva!ist,” says,

“Th'-re is one point upon which all the advocates of

a CliS:-i<: biiil'iiiij; at Westminster are most carefully

silent, and which, nevei theUss, lies at the root of the

ri;'ht snlutioQ of the problem whii-h is now to be

solved; and (his is the (picstion of association with

existing hntldings.” He then takes the mere rnw
view of the subject, and, standing on the Iliingerford

Suspension-bridge, burls, as it were, his note ofj

approving priindplc at the Tloiises of Parliament,
|

Ihiiikitig the rebound northward is to sweep away
j

eveiylhiiig of Classic character, leavinif no ground for
,

any reasons but those in favour of Gothic adoption. ^

But I ask (respectfully, and in the very spirit of his

own proper r.gard for ' a'sooiition with existing
|

buildings ") whether this would be right, in (he
enlarg*-d view of the suhject, having—which I think i

it should—a due rigard for the arehitectui'al com-
j

peniliiim that includes the Gothic structures on the
south, aud the numerous Italian edifices which extend
northward to St. Martin’s Church, thence westward

|

to St. James’s Palace, and thmec again to Bucking-

'

bam Palace, and so onward ? Surely' *' A Medijcvalist” i

do'*s not mean wholly to ignore the new Treasmy-
buildings, the Ilorsc-giiards, Inigo Jones’s Banquet-

|

iug-hall, St. Martin’s Church, the Pall-mall Club-
houses, and the palatial edifices of St. James’s-park 1

At all events, if he denounoe them critically, he can-
!

not do away with them suhslautially. There they are,

and they will remain, most probibly, as long as the
grand additions which arc shoitly to be made'in their

immediate neighbourhood: and therefore, to say the
least of it, some aceoinmodtting spirit of compromise
should he allowed to operate.

Permit me, then, fo call his attention to the follow-

ing observations in the Crilic rif the Ist of June last,

where the subject is regarded “on the broad quesiiou
of harmony^

" Tbe buildings to he erected arc to connect the
absolute Gothic of the Abbey with the modified Classic

of the Biuqucting-ronm and the Italian architecture

of St. Martin’s Church, Piill-mnll, &'c. The New
Houses of Parliament are a moditied Gothic, forming
a link between these and the Ahhfv. We therefore
desire to see a range of buildings which may harino-
Tiionsly unite the Houses of PaHiainent with the
PaHadian and the Palatial Italian of the quarters
alluded to. To eifcct this rcqiiiieil harmonization, we
would be ourselves favoiiruhle to the rich Renaissance
architecture of which we have so many native exam-
ples that we need scarcely refer to those parts of the

'

Tuilleries and Louvre at Paris, which, however, serve
us forilhistration. Though their features are of Classic
origin, thf-y are capable of such treatment as to render I

them productive of n gcncrjl effect, continuing to a
meeting point, or rather to an agreeably commingling
comparlinent, (he respective characteristics of the
Gothic ninl Clissic extremes. All this would he made
availuble to the gr.ind entirety that is fo he

;

and the
walk from Pall-mall to the Abbry would exhibit a
chain of sequent passage? of art, churming to observers
in general, and reasonably satisfying to the eyes even
of those who have their strong architectural predi-
lections either w.iy. * * * At all events, every
architectural moaomaniuc sliou'd be placed hopelessly
hors de combat. M'e require for judgment the en-
larged mind of gen<r:il architectural knowledge, and
the comprehensive feeling and 1a.?te, whieh'’is the
result of long experienced aud largely varied practice
or observation.”

A Me(UfevaIist ” speaks of “some of your corre-
spondents indulging in visions of the eterual repro-
dui-lioQ of some dead level lines of windows and doors,
coluaiDs and cornices of wearying siinilarity and pain-
ful honzontalily,” ami speaks of a “picturesque sky
hue as if it were only attainable in Gothic design.
Now. m the first place, rejoicing, and fully concurriQ'^m the cn ogy he bestows on the Houses of Parliament
as a binding of its kind, and vieddiiig to no man inmy admiration of Sir Charles B,.rrv, of whom it may
truly be said m plain English, “ He touches nothing

IC does not gn.CP,” I )ct rausl, question the safely of

Liking the Houses of I’aiiiani' iit to illustrate the

)|i|)"siic of " simihiritv ” uni “ h irizont.ihly.” TIil*

innkiiig some purls of the huildiug liighcr thnn others,

toe iilacing a bulky tower hcic, and a sleadernr tower

here, the iid>ance of masses lo throw their shadows

III the snr'a'n-s in the rear, tire all quite as compatible

with im dth d Classic as with the ’I'udur modification

of the G ittiic. Is there a litter skyline in the world

than that of St. PhuI's Cathedial (though T quite

give lip the Cla'^Hc .ns applii d to the church) ? Does

not the dome wiih i's crowning lanfcrn, in itself, and

ill coniiccf.iuu with Hie stiitclure geueially, coinpele

siiccessrully wiih the VicUiria Tower ? And are ihe

C’linpanilc towers of the west front of the catlicdial

unworlliy of a cump.piisuu wit it Sir C. B.triy's Clock

Tuwer? Tile “lines of wiudows, doors, and cornices,”

need no more be “level” iu a ClasHo than in a

Gothic striii'liirc
;

nor need “ sitml irity ” be more
“ wearying,” nor “ hurizont.ilitj' ” more “poiufitl” in

one ease than in the other. Bui, when your corre-

sponibnl tnlks of ’’ cohonjis” as aiding in that

“ hoi izontality,” I am reminded of a former Iriali

senator’s bull, when he spoke of “ standing (irostralc;”

for as'urcdly, if columns be aiders and abettors in the

critical crime of horizontal’dy, they are so in spite of

the most emplmsised «is;r//caAVy Tbe great use of

the poriico, apart from its practical purpose, is the

very correction of the evil which your correspondeut

so justly condemns.

I have only at present to add (hat the opinions

quoted from the Crilic are my own. Of the designs*

now under judgment, I am wholly ignorant. It may
he there is no one of them illustrating the principle

of “association witli existing buildings,” but I quite

concur with “A Jlrdiinvulist ” in thinking (for I had

thought so hc''ore he wrote) that tliis consideration

“lies at the root of the right solution of the problem

which is now to he solved and it is in (his concep-

tion that a comyromising hannonisalion, conciliatory

(o the feelings of the leaders engaged in this great

battle of the stgles, is derereiit'uilly submitted.

George 'Wigiitwick.

A coBRBSPONDiiNT, entitled to be beard, has forwarded
to ti8 some comiTients on the opinion expressed in our
pages on the meaning which ought to bo put upon the
words “in line only,” in tbe Instructions for tho Eleva-
tions for the Government Offices. Ho s'lys :

—“ So per-
plexed was 1 mvaelf with the meaning of the term, that I
wrote to tbe Ollice of Works for an explanation

j
but,

like other applicants, obtained none. ' 1 therefore endea-
voured to form my own opinion. I came to the conclusion
that if the framers of the programme bad meant onlline,
they would have said so; that they could hardly intend
mere outline, as that, by excluding the means of distin-
guishing wall from window, or projection from recess,
would tend to nullify tlie otiject of the competition by ren-
dering the designs as diincult as pos'-ible to be understood

;

and consequently, that the expression, "lino only,' was
likely to mean that simple mode of drawing, half outline,
half etching, which has of late years become one of the
commonest, and, as I think, one of the very best systems
of making elevations at once simple in execution and
readily intelligible. I therefore adopted this system,
merely etching in ray window-openings and slight sugges-
tinns of shadow, just enough to show where I meant a
projection and where a recess. If this be dishonest, I can
only say it was not so intended. Tho rules, according to
your own interpretation, did not extend to tho detail
drawings, so that even those who applied colour to
them {which I did not) were within the pale. It has
been objecteH, however, that the instruction, if it

admitted etching iu line, had no utility: I demur to
this. Its object, like that of all the instructions, was this,
to keep the drawings nimple, and at Ihe same time uni/bnn.
To render Ihem unintelligible, or difficult to be understood,
would have been contrary to utility. So little did the
ques'ion strike me when at tho exhibition, that I cannot
recollect how the drawings, generally, were executed

;
hut

I fancy that they nearly all bad more or leas of this simple
etching ; and to exclude a design on such a ground would
bo not only most grossly unjust and stupid, but destructive
to the great object of the competition. Why, I would ask,
was light Indian ink prescribed for the plans ? Was there
any utility in this? It is clear that tho only object was
uniformity: and the same was the infentiou 'in tho other
rules, though no regulations can perfectly clTect this, as
every man has a style which will, of necessity, give his
drawings a certain degree of distinctive character.”

MR. \VIGIIT\YICK AND TILE CLASSICISTS.
Sir,—Oq reading even a second time the very

clever aud coraidete statement of the Classicists’ ease,
which your anouyraoiis corresiiondeut so bcnevulcntiy
commeuds to my study (wliich he may be assured,
every sophism and argument in it not supplied by
myself h; d' received years before this their aitpearance,
and probably before auy one thought of writing them
down). I confess it puzzled me to discover which side
Mr. M ighi wick means to serve ;—whether he were in
S'lber^ earnest, as the “Competitor for the Block-
plan” takes him, or were a real artist who had taken
this ingenious way of exposing, by slightly caricaturing,
the theory ofonr opi.oneots, as 'the talented author of
No. 14G, did their practice

; the satire being, how-
ever, in bolh cases, it seems, too delicate to reach tiie

“Competitor’s” apprehension; as that conveyed iu
the temple-topped composition (ailed, I observed, to
penetrate the dense cloud of mystified reverence en-
veloping many an honest visitor to the Hall dais. On

line hand, it seemed incredible that auy one really

thinking (that is. really interested, for this is all a

iiiatLer of “ interest-bved ” opinion) on the side Mr.
Wighlwick affecis to be, or interested in keeping up
lliis stupendous delusion called “Classic Architeetiire,”

and pas>iug it off as a "school of art,” could be so

iinguardeil aud suicidally rash as to put his argu-

niciits, during the shott lime the late exliibiliou was
(ipeu (even supposing him ignorant of its contents),

into that form of defiant questioning, iis “'What can

you do without pseudo-architecture,—without mimic
buttresses, pinnacles, blind arches, wall panelling?”
will'll, for aiigiit he knew, his readers, wiih the delutucc

I'resli iu their inemorics, might the next tlay or hour
walk into the Hall and find every question exactly

and perl illicitly answered to (he very letter.* For
this, Mr. "Wightvvick knew, must he the ca^e, if there

were hut a single true arli.st, a single ready invenlful

man among the whole body of English competitors;

because no Englishman could bo ignorant that his

couiifiyraen (architects alone excepted) uUerly despise

and deride “pseudo- features,” aud will only tnlcrate or

pay for them faute de mlenx, as a means of keeping

up appearances,— a desperate and humiliating substi-

tute for decency or artistic grace. There is not one
Anglo-Saxon, or body of them, out of the archi-

tectural profession, from the Queen or Parliament

to the erectors of a gipsy camp, or even, to go lower,

to tlie erectors of mimic churches for the Piiseyitcs,

—

not one Anglo-Saxon who, in this year of grace

1857, ktiouingly aud willingly admits jiseudo-archi-

tecture of any style or scale, from pseudo-Victoria

Towers, or Sr. George’s Hall colonnades, to the most
“ inohtnisive ” fictions about the ahjurdly flattered

Travellei's’ Club (of wliich more hereaf er), not one

who would not pay for their room instead of their

company, if without them he could get a building to

look decently respectable. The demand is well under-

stood to be simply for respeclabitiiy of nppeurauce,

and not for any style of architecture (slill less of

pseudo-architecture), except as a means to this end.

Tliercforc, as demand regulates supply, no designer

knowing litis (that is, no English designer), able io

attain the end without those means, vvonld use them.

And thus Mr. Wightwick might be sure that if there

were a single real artist’s design, not by a foreigner,

in the Hall, his defiant questions would ailbeauswered

pat (as they were in one at least, if nut in others).

And to count on there being not one wise man among
us, seemed rather too rash. No, I said; Mr. Wight-

j

wick is evidently the author of one of those real

;

designs that distinguish this compelitiou
;
and seeing

the very poor chance they stand of notice by the

gaping crowd, he is trying by these questions to put

i

people on the scent that may lead tliem to the right

game. Feigning the character—the very common
one, unhappily— of one of those inventionless, fanci-

less, and at the same time untravelled Cockneys (for

even the dullest could hardly step beyond tbe Channel
without having the mind more opened), whose entire

conception of the possible in building is derived from
modern mimicry and shams, among whicb be is born,

I lives, and dies,—who never looks on a bit. of real work
but as a curious old relic (for I pray you to observe

,

that Mr. "VVightwick never in his whole paper once
refers to a single architectural reality, from the Par-

thenon to a railway-bridge, but draws his whole range
• of illusiralion upon what are truly called “the
Monkey styles ”), he affects (o ask, with their stolid

\

ndiaeie, what ea« an architect do without pseudo-

construction ? Would you leave tlie poor wretch
without straw, and not minish the talc of brick? Do

,

you Mcd’tmalists, after deriding our classic fictions,

j

dtqiend the less on fictions yourselves ? Have we not
' as much right to our mimic columns, enfablatures,

pediments, as you to your “buttresses, pinnacles,

bliitd-archi s, and other pseudo-features, without which
your Willis might be as hare as a burn ?” Ay, and
as much right to our “ grand ” fictions, our “ whole
end or whide side of a Greek temple,” as you to your
whole “ Victoria Tower,” or central tower, or Lady-
chapel, miscalled a “chancel,” or whule ‘'clear

story,” wiihout a wiudow (don’t laugh, you may see

it at Christ Church, Sireutham), or whole navc-

arcade, without gallery or story to support ? (Of

course, my brave Classic, yon have quite as much right;

aud if you ask any of those who don’t design, but pay, he
will tell you exactly how much right that is).

“
'What

right have you to more than ” Mr. Wightwick
says he “ need not continue the repliaut echo. But
this is mere reeriminatiou

;
and in defence of one

party” he will answer for both. And the answer he
gives agrees with this iiiy first hypothesis, that he
meant to expose both, and meant his readers to see

all his questions answered iu the only way possible,

that in which they were answered, on the screens of

M’estminsler-hall. “ To resume,” says he, “ the

surface decoration of a piece of architecture (ob-

serve that sly saving word,—he knows nobody wants

• Mr. Wightwick’s paper was written preTiously, and
without any reference to the Government Competition.
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pieces of architecture,’ but houses, churches,

factories, and alHccs), the surface decoration of a

piece of archilcclure, Gothic or Classic, should have

typical reference to some constructive feature indi-

genous to its prai-tic.'il development, or to some

extrinsic appliance which may have been cuslomary.”

Admirable!—wnithy of Vitruvius! 'Ihcre is only

one possible cavil to such noble doctrine; and that

is,—that not one man, woman, or child in the

British empire, who is not a professional architect,

believes it.

And if proof is a4vcd of this, I will just copy here

a direct coniiter-doctrine ou this point, which 1 think

it will be found they do or will believe. " That all

decoration or ornament which takes fur its subject,

human work, is base,” and at length disgustiug to

every mind;—that “ to carve our own work, and set

it up for admiration, is a miserable seU-coitiplaccucy.

And all noble ornament is the exact reverse of this :

it is the expression of man’s delight in God’s work.”

And having now placed side by side, these two shoit,

but elaborately studied doctrines, Mr. Wightwick’s

and Mr. Kuskio’s, on the same point, I am content,

-without a word of comment, to leave them to fight

their respective ways.

But, as I said, Mr. Wightwick seems too rigoroub-ly

consistent to be iu earnest, llis whole argument

coheres, aud rests on the premiss that our business is

simply to dress up everything into rcspcctahilily, by
giving it the semblance of some work of certain

extinct species called artists and inventors, who, like

thcmegalheria, oncewalked, and left their traces on this

planet ;—to produce a masquerade city, the buildings

all got up “in character,” this Roman, that Gothii-,

aud the prison (oh, prodigious idea), iha prison of all

things, in the uohlest style accessible to us,—the

prison Norman ! Grant the premiss, that no ait is

wanted, and we arc ouly milliuers prepai’ing a

jnasqueradc, and the argument is unanswerable : I

agree with every word.

There is much humour iu the paper, and T am
specially struck with that dry boast about St. George’s

Hall, that “ no tower is wanted here,” which is meant

to raise of course the exclamation, “No tower 1” We
should hope not, indeed, when two “ whole ends,”

and two “ whole sides ” of temples arc wanted only to

make it “simple.” Equally dry is the question,

what do the modem Goths (i.e. the Pugin school),

when denied their jjscudo-construetion, “fall back

upon ?” Only observe the expression, “/a/t hack

upon!' Not allowed shams, we “full back upon” a

“pauper hospifal.” Exactly so, Mr. Wightwick;
that is the very thingwe anti-classics are fighting for

;

or rather we anti-Renaissants (for we attack just as

much Gothic Renaissance as Classic Renaissance

;

just as much the Pngin-Barry-Scott school, as the

Bramante-Palladio-Joues school), — that is the very

thing we desire, that every man be left with no refuge

of lies to " cover his head in the day of battle;” hut all

be forced to “fall hack upon” their own resources,

that we may see what is in them, and the miud that

produces “pauper hospitals” be discerned from that

which produces architecture.

And now a word of what our present most judicious

selector of models, “ fell hack upon ” (the offensive

words are not mine, observe), in liis “Travellers’

Club-house.” No doubt that importation was, till

lately, at least till the erection of St. Martin’s schools,

the gem of Loudon, and is still so iu its style. But

I cannot agree that hero, or io the Horentine origi-

nal, “is no pseudo-architecture of ostcntotioiia kind.”

I can neither see why wiudows require “brows and

lashes ” in the form of pseudo-columns, standing

ou pseudo-pedestals, to bear pseudo-cntahlatnrcs

under the pseudo-pediments, nor against what these

circuitous arrangements are supposed to he “greatly

protective,” at least by the convenience-loving Lon-

doners, who so often "barbarously ” cut off all that

their landlords will let them. Nor can I allow that

what is spent in making these windows appear

covered by lintels, in a brick building whose brek

windows arc arched, is either well and effi'ctivcly

spent, or spent in anything else than ^j^^rfo-archi-

tecture. But of this the building and its class offer

one special instance, on which the Elorentines must

speak for themselves. Pi'ay, what are all those courses

of wrought stone, often rising many feet, in your

“well-proportioned” palazzi, between the highest

window-heads and the roof, aud not unfrcqiicntly,

too, between other windows and the ceilings over

them, omonntiug altogether sometimes to a third of

the material and workmanship in the whole visible

walls? I can understand three motives for height in

all apartments,—obtaining of light, store of air, and

dignity of appearance
;
hut 1 cannot see which of these

gains one particle by an increase in height of wall only,

not shaved by the windows. The effective height of a

room, whether as to lighting or picturesque propor-

tion, is simply the height from the floor to the

highest wiudow-top—neither more nor less—whether

the ceiling spring below tint level, as iu cathedrals, or

above it, as iu Eloreniine pahizzi. All space above

lint would be sheer wa-stc, even were the ceiling self-

ven'ihilivc, as in the seieiiliQc Albaiiihra or Rora:in

baths (twenty ceniuties in nilvance nf the age of

Faraday and Ariioltl); but witli the dc itli-dvaliiig

arrangements of our “ nrchitecls,” who cannot yet

learn whether hot or edd air is hc'-ivicst, it is far

worse than a waste,—bciuK simidy an inverted cistern

of foul air,

—

vl ronsuwjition ami fever tank, exactly

similar to the "clear siory” above refernd to at

Slreatbain Church, except in needing no columns and

arc:ides for its special support. Of course, regisf ration

analyses, if roaile with llii.s view, would show the

mortality and disease to he a funi tion of the number
of inches depth in these overhead fever-tniiks, wbelher

from the top of window cqjeniug or of Dr. Aniolt’s

valve-opcuing to the ceilings.

And this brings me to another ennoected fallacy iu

Mr. Wightwick’s argument, before returning to which

[would wish to observe, that though the club-house

referred to is, os times go here, an uncommonly decent

work, and, with a little more thought, might have

been almost respectable, such things are not, as

Ruskiti says, “anything to he proud of, especially

when you did not invent them.” This has to be

said, not as implying for a inoincut that a mau of

Sir Charles Barry’s sense would be proud of their

selection, or even Ruffuellc of their invention
;
hut be-

cause it is an absurdity that llie latter should never

probably, either in life or since, have received a tenth

of the fulsome laudatiou for his Pabzzo Pandolfini,

that Sir Charles has already had, for happening to be

the first Englishman at once a bred architect aud

having the common sense to see, like other Eoglish-

mco, its superiority. I must observe, too, that re-

marks like these have never appeared (o me, even if

they came from unsuccessful or disappointed architects

(which the severest never have), to show ony such

“ jaundiced eye ” as yom- correspondent, the “Com-
petitor for the Block-plan,” talks of. I know not

the names even of the authors of more than two (and

these the two 1 place lowest), among the designs I

have indicated as really artistic
;

so that the

“Quixote” to whom he thinks me such an un-

worthy Sancho, is a perfect stranger. My fears and

grumbling, therefore, arc by no means for these

“less fortunate hut more deserving men than

Sir 0. Barry,” &c. They can take far better rare of

themselves than those fiir whom I ani fearing and

grumbling — the juggled, mystified, aud robbed

public— can. England has far more need of such

men than they have of England. I said they would

hide their time
;
and the grievance I complaiu of is

not their having (o go without commission®, but the

nation to go without them. And a most essential

point to he learnt by the public (would that some

abler pens would undertake to teach it) is the relative

position of such and the former class —that the

latter, however nscful in their right sphere, are alto-

gether a lower order of beings—another species of the

fienus than those who ought to design public

buildings, if they are present (which w'C now know

they are), and a species inferior as is the “ Sancho
”

style in which I am trying to express these things, to

that in which I wish it could be expressed, that of

Milton or Addison.

But I said the monstrous, the inhuman, total

neglect by our architects of a most important part of

their duly,— structure—physical harmtess-

ness,— w.as connected with another point in Mr.

Wightwick’s letter. He thinks be finds some reason

for the Gothic fenestral system, with stouc mullions,

wherever the glazing “is not to open, hut remain

fixed with lead and iron.” (IVhy he wants load,

hy-thc-by, with glass-plates of the sizes now most

useful aud rational, I cannot tell.) Now in this matter

of mullious, he is, so far, more Gothic than I who

call myself a Goth ;
for the one sole, hut (in monu-

mental* works) all-outweighing motive for stone mul-

lions, rather than wood or iron, being imperishability,

I confess my inability to discover the sense or moti\e

for imperlfhable supports to the glass, where there

are none to those other trifles, floors and roofs. If we

dreamt of building anytliing, like our mediseval

ancestors, for posterity, I could understand iu us as in

them, after the bestowal of thought and expense in

making floors, roofs, or at least coverings, permanent,

the bestowal of more on making the window-fillings

so : but what advantage is anticipated from the glass

lasting longer than the building’s shelter overhead,

surpasses ray power to perceive. However, “ in all

other buildings ” than churches (why not in them he

does not say) “there will be many windows vcqnirmg

to open, and then stone mullions become fearful con-

ductors’of the tempest.” Ou what mechanical prin-

ciplc they thus act I hope Mr. Wightwick will explain,

for it must be a very novel one. But the main ques-

tion I here want to put to him is this ? Who or

what makes this opening of windows necessary ?

You say it was not necessary in all buildings.

Certainly it was not. Windows were invented to

transmit light, not air. They were only wanted for

light in the Roman baths,—perh-ps iu many Mc-
dmv.il cLiin-hcs, constantly rrowUed, — ct-ilaiuly iu

the i^nianihia, in a climate where vciiiila'iou is not

liiill' so easy a- here. Now who create! i Iu- m ecssity

for making them also ventilators ? Is it so by a law
of naiiirc, newly come into opcr.ilion sim-c- ihi; Middle
Ages? No. The Creator has nut m ide ii neivsiary.

It is you Iiavc done so
;

ye®, yor. Mes>j'>. Wiglilwick

anil Co. in every one of your biiilillugs
;

liy vniir total

neglect of this great branch of your duly, iiimicuous

coiistiuciiun
;

your entire rctnsal to ciu-'idcr and

reason out ah initio (as the re d architec ts < oii-idcred

everything) the hre.athiog of tlmse you built fir, and

the disposal of their hreatli
;
which you Would then

have femud to depend entirely on tlie siiuctiire of

your ceilings, not your windows
;
but h iving left all

this 1o chance, and to better men than \ou, to the

' various tribes of remedial inventors, — building-

doctors,— atchitcctui'e-c«rfr5 ; whose businC'S is to

step ill, ns the architect steps out, and begin such

mitigations of his blunders as may be practicable,

without [Hilliog all down
;
these useful men liave con-

trived vaiious liiglily ingenious, tlmugli at best, of

course, miserably ineffectual (that is not llirir fault)

shifts and remedies, among which is this very in-

genious English window-sash. Do not think any

architects contiibutcd to its invention : arehiiects iu-

veut nothing
;
though Mr. Wightwick has the astound-

ing self-eornpLicency to think that “ we talie u shed,

and we {prok ! pudor), WE artist! fy it into a portico;”

with which quotation I beg to leave his interesting

paper for the present. E. L. GAKiiiiTT.

FRATERNITIES FOR THE DEVELOPMENT
OP AKCIIITECTURE. *

You kindly allowed me to “ have my say ” in the

great architectural controversy which bus been going

on about “ styles.” I trust you will now permit me
to add a few lines to direot the stifiiiioii of your

readers to a great practical duty devnlviug upon all

who lore their art, on whatever side they may range

themselves, viz. that of combining togd her to carry

out their principles by conventional agreement. It

maybe, aud perhaps must he, a lung time before

much lasting good can be effected
;
but, if art is ever

again to rise to what she once was, it will be found

that her chief hope must consist in closer compact,

and iu a more general bond of union, than at present

exists amongst those who are now sti iviug against the

tide to place her where she ought to he.

Now, for the production of good and pure archi-

tecture, there are three requisites ;— 1. Imagination,

for the conception of beauty ;
2. Feeling or Taste

;

3. A sound sense, able to argue otit and form a correct

judgment on subjects of scientific research. All these

arc generally acknowledged to be essential, hut the

necessity of a due cultivation of the latter—the reason-

ing faculty—is far too generally forgotten : wc are

too apt to trust to our fancies and feelings, to our per-

ceptions of what wc deem to be truth, instead of

analysiug our reasons, or submitting our works to

any fixed test or standard of riglit and wrong. Tests

of beauty or standards of taste I have nothiug now to

do with, hut with matters true or false in a scientific

point of view,—for unless architecture is true to

science, as well as to imagination aud feeling, it is no

real art,—and hence it is that I desire to see a re-union

to some practical purpose for the pennauent estab-

lishment of such facts, aud canying out of such prin-

ciples as are capable of demonstration or proof.

Perhaps there is amongst us too great a jealousy of

impavtiiig to others the benefits of our own experience

or research
;
perhaps, also, too much of false shame

against condeseending to make use of the investiga-

tions of others : we shrink from the acknowledgment

of others having discovered more than we could have

found out fur ourselves-, perhaps, too, inability to

store up in our minds for reproduction at the proper

moment all that wc arc continually gathering from

vai ious sources deprives us of much of the benefit of

uur once acquired knowledge, and we fear to confess

our iguorauce to others. Whatever may be the cause,

nearly all our professional practice is oneofindiyidual

isolation and seclusion. True, wc have our societies,

associations, and institutions; we discuss' generals;

we sometimes pass sweeping coudcmuations on those

who do not agree with ns,-or rather on those with

whom we do not happen to agree but as lor quiet,

deliberate cousnltaliou aud co-operation amougst our-

selves, faraway from the public eye, where is it to

be found ® If any of your readers can tell me ot the

quiet nook to which they resort, in order to aid each

other by friendly intercourse in searching for, aud

pointing out, practical defects and inconsistencies, or

uniulcntional disobedience to principles to which

they have upon calm deliberation subscribed; let

them, for pity’s sake, admit me to their number.

I shall never be above receiving thankfully any

Bug'-estions which the common consent of others
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sliall show to be capable of reasonable denionstrationj

though I might not pledge myself to follow

them in ciich particular instance. I shall never

sniJgc my mite of information, or hold myself aloof

from anything wherein the true interests of art can

be the best served. I shall never make a boa-t of

having been instrumental in enabling an erring

brother to avoid a false step, or to escape a pitfall

;

for I should feel th-.it the error or inefbcieocy of one

would he in a great measure a reflection upon all

;

and that by the success or advancement of one, all

would be really and permanently benefited, for the

stand ird of art would thereby be raised, and the field

for l iwfiil emulation enlarged,— the strong would be

supported by the weak, and the weak would he helped

by the strong. We should be helping ourselves I'or-

waid in the race, not by retarding others, hut by

adva'icing our own position.

Nor is this all. When any one occasionally pre-

fers sacrificing a commission to his art,—when he

gives up mere money rather than a true and living

jirinciple,—what comfort and support would he not

have in being assured that others also were ready to

do the same,— what weight with those extraneous to

his own fralcrnity, — what influence amongst those

^^ho are looking for some more authoritative and
|

more pr'V'dssive power than any wlih-h yet exists ? .

Once inure. It is generally acknowledged that art
j

can never attain to any degree of eminence hut by :

the origination and successive dcvclopement of some
style or school. And how shall any style or school

of art arise hut by some such process ns this ? Wc
,

despise the dark ages of confraternity and freemasonry
;

I

and now that freemasonry exists only as a hollow
j

shell, whose kernel has been eaten out by age, and is
'

employed only as a means of social fellowship and
brotherly assistance, without the slightest reference

to its original purpose,— it is no wonder that the
whole principle of it should ho looked upon with an
evil eye. But when wc call to mind wiiat glorious

results such a community of hearts and interests did
once produce, we may well pause and ask if the ker-
nel is re.)lly lost to us for ever. The overpowering
argument against it all is this,— “ How cau men be
brought to work together in such days as these, when
everybody feels hound to push his own interests to
the uttermost But has' it been tried? And has
it failed? or is it still smouldering in some secret
corner to burst forth into life and energy, so soon as
it shall have gathered sufficient strength to kindle?
May I be not the last to get light and heat from its

glowing flame!

It is your own. columns which have stirred me up
to ask this. I am aware that it is only “ kindred
spirits,” that can effectually work together for a com-
mon good; but if any number of such kindred
spirits would collect themselves into their several

groups in support of their common cause, they would
fight more manfully, and try' their respective strengths
more effectually than by each individual standing alone
to fight his own battle in his ow'o wav.

There would then be f;ir fewer gross blunders and
serious mistakes, even amongst the less proficient,

thi)n there now are. But when such severe censures
are constantly heard as those which have been passing
frpm mouth to mouth during the list six weeks, and
in' the most emiuent exhibition of arcbitectural de-
sign which there has been for years

;
when it is said

that such and such a design is all arch and coruice
;

another only blank wall, pierced with square oblong
openings; another a mere mass of fretwork

; another
displaying sneressions of arches under openings, with
little or nothing to ciny, as though arches were
meant for ornament rather than use

; whilst another
is said to be nearly all window, without wall space or
point or repose

; another, dead wall, without relief; :

another, all roof; and another, without any visible
roof at all when such are the criticisms on all sides
iu an eihibitiou of that sort,—whether the criticisms
are deservedly or imdeservedly hc^towe(^,—it is not
to be wondered at, however much it is to be lamented,
that the voice of the people should aim at directing
and reforming art, instead of art herself directing and
reforming the taste of the people. I say it is indeed
no wonder; for when amongst professed allies there
is uothing like unanimity, or subjection to auy kind 1

of reasonable restraint, there is but little chance of

'

their having weight with others, or even of their

'

gaining an attentive ear to their own side of tlie ques-
tion at all. iiilst on the other hand, if all teach
the same truths, aud all carry out into practice the
same principles, then, aud not till then, others will
be found to pay deference to those who profess them

;

then, too, aud not till then, will novitiates iu any
such school of art, or even converts to it, find a
resting-place for their confidence, and a secure home
for their sympathies.

_

And if there is such a thing as truthfulness eitherm materials, construction, or iu auy other principles
of art, the way to arrive at any true resnlts must he
oy analysis and scientific research into the laws which

regulate them. Tor the sake of concentrating the

argument upon this single point, I am purposely

setting aside all that might be advanced of a similar

nature in favour of the like process being equally

applicable to the iiiiprovenicnt and eultivaliou of the

imaginative and perceptive faculties also. But the

value of the deductions of science, aud of the applica-

tions of common sense, by means of mutual co-

operation, to praclical and definite purposes, forms

quite a sufficient plea for such fraternising, iude-

peudently of the other and higher results to he

attained by such mutual aid aud intercourse. I know
that many despise and deprecate the bare notion of

such a thing, hut this is no valid reason against others

taking hold of it, and using it with advantage. And is

not this the time for action, when the attention of all is

being so pvoiuincully called to our present de‘’eclive

attempts to apply our principles in our ordinary

practice ?

Let me not he supposed, however, to be laying

down a “royal road” for the attainment of know-

ledge, imagination, or taste. Nor let any be led to

thiuk that a meie gregarious system will ever be the

parent of one great miud. All I maintain and con-

lehd for is, that in order to a proper cultivation of

artistic talent and a healthy development of art, there

is need of closer contact of mind with mind
;
and tliat

in an ordinary way an immense deal of good might
be gained and an immense deal of evil escaped hy men
helping each other iu such ways as this, aud that art

herself would immediately be placed upon a firmer

footing, aud take a higher staiul, by a combinut'ou of

individual efforts, than by the present blind subjection

(if each one to his own iudividual caprice and will,

and uuaided judgment. I have of course my own
notions as to the principles upon wliicli such frater-

nities should he conducted, and on which alone I con-

ceive such schemes could be carried out with any
re.isonahlc prospect of ultimate success

;
hut I do

not think this the time or place to eulcr iuto dcfnils.

"WiLLiAir

PROPOSED NEW YORK EXHIBITION OF
BRITISH ART.

"We hear that it is in contemplation to organise in

New York an annual exhibition of the works of living
British artists—painters aud sculptors. There is

good reason for believing that such an exhibition
would be welcomed by the Americans. The wealthy
classes in New York are well known to be lavishly
sumptuous in the arrangement and decoration of their
dwellings, aud they would be glad not only to call

in the aid of fine art for this purpose, but to have
its productions brought home to them, for that' con-
stant contemplation and study which exhibitions and
museums of a similar order receive throughout
Europe. If well managed, we should have no doubt
whatever of the success of the scheme, aud the good
that will result from it.

Active measures are alre.ady in progress for making
the projected exhibition a’ fact. Mr. Augustus
Riuton, the original projector, left London for New
York at the beginning of May, with the view of com-
municating with some of the leading men in the
States, and of obtaining a gallciy. Mr. Ford Madox
Brown, the historical painter, has consented to
accompany to America the works that may be offered,
and to superintend the hanging and all other such pre-
liminaries. Mr. kV. M. Rossetti is acting as secretary,

With the best possible feeling,—indeed, an anxious
desire that the project should be carried out success-
fully, and to the houour of the genllcmeii who have
originated it, we would suggest the desirability of not
confining it, even in a2jpeai-ance, to any one school or
party. They must, moreover, take care iuto uhat
hands they place themselves in America, taking warn-
ing by some of (he circumstances counected with the
“ Universal Exhibition ” there.

MAGISTRATES’ DECISION UNDER THE
BUILDING ACT.

Permit me. Sir, to direct your attention to a re-
cent decision of a police magistrate, in which a
thcati’e, a room of public entertainment and resort,
in a tea-garden, because not afli.\cd to the frceboUl’
IS decided not to be a buildinc. Also to in-
quire, if it be not abuilding, what else is it to he con-
sidered? And further to remark that, supposing the
decision to he a sound one, it is fraught w'iih extreme
danger, particularly in the suburban districts, to
allow siich hiiihliugs to be erected without proper
supervision

;
in tact, without any sujiervision at all,

cither as to materials or construction. On the plea
of tenipoi’ary buildings, many irregular buildings ai’c
built, and afterwards made permanent by the addition
of brick ehimncy-bl'casts and flues.

An Observer.
** fgree vith our correspoodent that

the decision in question was both erroneous and
dangerous.

A FOREIGN COMPETITION.

The municipal authorities of Bordeaux, to

aid the impulse whicii has bceti given to the

fine arts in Paris, have determiuccl on the erec-

tion of a fountain, of monumental cbavacter, in

the Ilemic^lc des Qiiinconces, and they liavc in-

vited artists of all countries to submit designs
for it. Tbc choice of material is left open, aud
may be of several kinds : the cost is not to ex-

ceed 8,000/. and the designs are to be sent in by
the 20th of November, 1S57. A premium of
2-10/. will be awarded by the jury, if a design
of sufficient merit to justify it be presented. In
addition, the snm of 160/. will be placed at the
disposal of the jury, and be appropriated as
they may decide. In the event of the execution

of the selected design being confided to the

author of it, he is to receive indeitendcnih/ of
the prize, an honorarium equal to the twentieth
of the whole outlay. The jury will consist of

twelve members, under the presidency of the

Mayor of Bordeaux, and will include two mem-
bers of the Institute, two artists, who have
obtained a great medal of honour, or a first

medal at the Exposition Uuiverselle des Beaux
-"fr/s, aud two members of the Society for 1 he
encouragement of National Industry.

The terms, it will be seen, are most liberal,

and entitle the municipality of Bordeaux to

the warmest praise. A copy of the exact con-
ditions may be seen at our office.

ST. JAMES'S-PARK BRIDGE, LONDON.
The bridge across the ornamental water iu

St. James’s-park, determined on to improve the
means of communication between the districts

on each side of the park, is making progress;
and we now place before onr readers a view of
the aspect it will pi'csent when fiuishcd.

The engraving will explain the general con-
struction of the bridge.

The anchor tuimels are founded on the London
clay, which is met with 20 feet below the surface
of ground. Above the clay lie beds of gravel
aud sand, about 10 feet thick in all, ou which
the columns of the bridge stand. The span is

110 feet between abutments, or 157 feet 6
inches between the highest points of the sus-
pension chains. 'I he bridge is designed for foot
passengers only : the footway is 12 feet in clear
width, and is to be coveied with asphalte laid
on two thicknesses of diagonal elm planking.

The weight cf the suspended roadway will be
523 lbs. per foot run, or about 33 tons iu all.

The maximum load is taken at 1 cwt. per square
foot, which is something over that due to a
dense crowd of people.^ The total maximum
load, therefore, upon the chains, exclusive of
their own weight, will be 119 tons, uniformly
distributed. This gives a strain of 12 tons on
each pair of suspension rods. The ma.\irnum
strain upon the chains over each pair of
standards_ will be about 275 tons. The chains
on each side of the footway arc in bundles of six
links, and have a section together of 56 inches.
The maximum strain on the iron will thus be
about 5i tons jicr squaie inch of section. The
strain ou the anchor beams (tending to tear
them up from the ground), on each side of the
bridge, is equal to 380 tons in a vertical direc-
tion, and about 551 tons boiizontaily. This
strain is resisted by a large mass of material,
principally concrete, placed in and about the
anchor tunnels.

It was intended originally to cross the lake
by a viaduct, but this was objected to ou the
score of its obstructing too much the view along
the hike, and a suspension-bridge was thirdly
agreed upon as the form of bridge least open to
that objection.

The cost of the bridge will not exceed -1,500/.

Messrs, llendel are the engineers : the decora-
tive portion was designed by !Mr. Digby Wyatt.

Tiie 'Watt Statl'e at Manchester.—The slatuc
of M att was to be fixed ou its peilcttul, in front of the
Manihestcr Royal lufirniary, on the 25Lh iust. It
was to be inaugurated by Mr. "William I’aiibairii,

F.R.S. the president of the Literary and i’iiiluso
2
)hical

Society of Matioheslcr, and chairimu ei' the "Walt
coinmitlce. The riatiic is iu bror.zo, after Chantrey’s,
and wid occupy the cji-respiondiug pedestal to Dr.
Dalton’s. '
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CnURCII-BrlLDINO NEWS.

Chilton The felloninK arc the tenders

for the erection of :me tn-vusB.. SB. .. rectory-house in this pnriith:-

Greie, 3,008/. ;
Lucas. Brothers, 3,570/. i

Slaiisfield

and 'Son. 3.-189/. Mr. Thomas Bellamy, ar'rlntect

The qiiantilies Mere supplied by Mr. W. W. Giy t n

WWa/moo/.-Improvemcuts at the parish chu eh

have been cnmnienced with the renovation o

chancel. This portion of the church belongs to Clinst

College, O.Gbr.I, by nhom the improvements arc beoig

carried out. The east end of the cliauccl lyi be

taken down, and the present one replaced by one mo; c

highly decorated. The old picturesque rctbn;< vmI

be retained, and a new roof added, with a pointed

-able. A new stone arch, with carved corbels i ill

be placed between the chancel and the body of ihe

church. Mr. J. Billing is the architect ;
and the

carn-in- out of the work is entrusted to Messrs. .T.

and W. Fisher, of Oxford.
• i p

Chester.— a meeting ou the 11th inst. of the

subscribers to the fund for erecting Chancellor llaik^

momiraeiit, to examine several designs and select the

one most approved, the Rev. Chancellor Ihm ow

announced tliat the subscriptions amounted to *.5o/.

Several designs, by Mr. Penaon and Mr. Harrison,

were lianded round, and the choice fell upon two exhi-

bited by Mr. Peiison. “ At this moment, says the

Chester Chronicle., " a design by Mr. Henry Sum-

ners, architect, Liverpool, was handed in, and excited

the admiration of all present.” It represented an

ornamental canopy surmoimting a coped grave, with

a railing surrounding the structure. Eventually, how-

ever, the choice fell upon oue of Mr. Penson’s draw-

ings. The design is a monumental tomb, of massive

character, in the Early English style ;
the roof sup-

ported by a two-centered arch, enriched with the hill

flower and dogtooth ornament : the soffit of the arch

is relieved with moulded ribs and carved terminations ;

the ends of the tomb are designed witli buttresses and

niches above, surmonnled by cvocketted canopies.

Undevneatb the arch is a sculptured recumbent effigy,

reposing upon a monumental base, ornomeuted with

the emblems of the evangelists in the qnnlrefoilB.

The total height of the tomb is about 20 feet. Mr.

Peuson also submitted other designs of a more deco-

rated character, and several of the suhsorihers were in

favour of one of the latter.

Liverpool.—Vs\& opening of the Prince’s Park

Presbyterian Church took place on the 10th inst.

The church is seated for 500 ou the ground floor, niul

provision is made for enlarging it by a gallery to hold

180. The length inside is 80 feet, and width 34 feet

the height of the walls 19 feet, and to the top of the

roof -13 feet. The timbers of the roof are supported

on arched trusses, stained and varaished. The style

of the edifice is late “ Early English,” with n rose

window at the south end. The entrance is by a porch

on the east side, with a spirelet growing out of the

angle of the porch and church, in which is fonned the

stairs for the future gallery. The spirelet rises from

a base 11 feet square to a height of 83 feet, sur-

mounted with a gilded cross. The dressed stone is

from the MTlsh quarries of Jlr. Robert ^Vells, and

the facing stones from the Yorkshire qnan-ics. The

mason work has been executed by Mr. Thornton, the

carpenter and joiner work by Mr. Thomas W ylie, the

slate and plaster work by ilr. Thomas Jones, and the

painting, plumbing, and glazing by Mr. Holt. The

entire cost is 1,710/. The architects arc Messrs. J. W.
and J, Hay.

'Rock FVrry.—The chief stone of a Presbyterian

church was laid at Rock Ferry on 23i'd inst. The

edifice is in course of erection. The design is in the

Early Decorated style of architeclm-e, and was fur-

nished by Messrs. Hay, architects. The building will

consist of a simple nave, 71 feet long by 41 feet wide.

The roof will be open, arched, and 41 feet in height.

The ground-floor will be arranged for the accommnda-

tion of 500 persons, and, in addition, provision is

made for the subsequent erection of a gallery to scat

150. At the west end a steeple will be erected, which

will rise to the height of 140 feet. The edifice will

be constructed with white Stourton stone; and all the

timber will he varnished. Mr. Fisher, of Birkenhead,

has taken the contract for the work, the estimated

coat of which is 1,700/.

Smethwick .—The foundation-stone of the new

church of St. Paul, Smethwick, was laid by Mr. J. J.

Chance, on 15th inst. The architect is Mr. George B.

Nichols, of M'estbromwich. The church is in the

Early English style of architecture, with nave, north

and sooth transepts, and chancel, forming an octagon d

apse, and with tower at the north-west angle. Accom-
modation is provided for 800 persons, exclusive of

children, there being galleries at the west end and in

the north and south transepts. The roof is open tim-

bered, stained, and varnished, as also the whole of the

interior woodwork. The church is to he built with

white bricks, with Bath stone dressings, and the roofs,

which are of high pitch, are to he covered with bands

of various coloured slates. The contract is taken by

Mr. rarncll, ot Hul-Iiv, nl under a,«0/. and tin

rstimidcl nn-t coinplctc, innludin- wallini! ' .1

be under 3 000/. tonarJs wbn h tlie snm (.f TOOO/. is

mlril.nl e, I I.)- the Mrs-rs. Ohanc-. nl the glass t o. Ks,

and 500/. liT their wo.ktnrn, 500 in iininher ,
the it

niaining sum being made i.,, by

,l,c i..h.bil,..its of the ntiehnourhond, and the land

prisentcd hv Mr. John Sy IvesU'i
. _

^ Btackyoo/. A scries o'' .taiiicd-glass designs are

I.ein- e/eeuted l.y Mr. Banieit, ..I Lcilh, tur the

winifoivs of lihieliiioul Roman Catholic Chapel. The

sutijert is the P-tssion of our Lord, begmmng ty. li

Pilite «;ishiiig bis hands fnira lUinimit blood in

bight of tiic Jews, and terminating with the Entomb-

tsheMcld .—Various improvements have been car-

ried out in the [lari.-h ehiirch. Besides repcwing.

painting, and other woiks, thit p .rtom of Ike west

window which can be sm n in t he interior of the

church has been filled wiih st lincd glass, at the «-

lH-nsc of Dr. Sale, the vicar. The c.xeciiUon of llie

work is by Messrs. Drury and S-uith. Tuc cast win-

dow is also to be filled with st.iiicd glass The ex-

pense attending the nitcra-ions in the church has hcca

defrayed by the Church Burgesses and the congrega-

tion.’ The chancel improvements have been muinly

at the expense of the Duke of Norfolk, lord of the

manor. Messrs. Flockton and Son were the archi-

tects employed.
. , , • i <•

Z??/.-.— Anew four-light stamed-glass window, of

the early periicndicular iieriod, has jiut been placed m
the cheneol of St. Luke's Chuivh, Leek. The work

was done by Mr. Wailes, of NewcasUe-upon-Tyne.

Thefiral light comprises “The Agony in the Garden

the second contains a copy of Rubens’s “Descent from

the Cross the third and foiirih compartments re-

present “ The Resurrection,” and “ The second comiug

of Christ.”
. r 1 f

C'trr/ja/ff.—Three side windows m the chancel oi

St. Paul’s CImrcli, Holme Coltrara, says the Carlisle

Journal, have hei-n filled with stained glass, by

Messrs. Scott and Drape, of this city. The general

design is a ero«6 with croblets, in a style which accords

well with ihc nrchitcclure of the church, and pre-

vailed in the thirteenth century. The cast window

also vras inserted by the same artists some time ago.

PROVINCIAL NEMS.

Woolwich .—New Rnnim Catholic schools arc to

be commenced here immcdiutely, from the designs of

Mr. E. Velby Pugin.

West Ilam .—The Loral Bonn! of Health, accord-

ing to the Chelmsford Chronicle, have decided ns to

the plan for the drainage of the parish, which it is

computed will cost, before completed, a sum con-

siderably over 100,000/. One jmitiun of the works

is estimated at 80,000/. ;
but there are other contin-

gencies to provide for, which it is supposed will

amount in the aggregate to from 20,000/. to 30,000/.

Windsor .—The foundation-stone of a building for

the ragged schools in ronni'Ciion with St. Clements

Church, Windsor, was laid ou 9th inst. The archi-

tect is Mr. George 'Williams
;
end Mr. J. Nelson is

the contractor.

Oosporl. — The new hnrracks. North-street, for

1,000 men have beni commenced by Messrs. Lucas,

Brothers, the contractors. The block just begun is

the officers’ quarlcrs, opposite the Royal Clarence

Vicliialling Yard. The commanding officer’s quarters

will be erected on the piece of land ot the sonth side

of the Royal Clnrenoe Victualling Yard, and adjoining

St. Matthew’s Church, while the main block for the

men’s quarters will be opposite, on the west side of

the road leading from Gosport to Priddy’s Hard. Ou

the ground, according to the Poris7nouth Times, there

are 2,000,000 of bricks, sixteen cargoes of cast-irou

girders, and a crushing-machine fur making stone into

sand, worked by a steam-engine of 6-hurse power,

and a paicnt mill for grinding mortar, worked by an

engine of 4-hor3e power. In the brickyard the con-

tractors liave sunk an artesian well of the depth of

150 feet, from which they obtain fin excellent supply

of water. It is caleiihited that during the season

8,000,000 of bricks will he made at Frater for these

works ; 400 men will shortly be employed on them

at the site itself.

Yarmouth .—A committee has been formed to for-

ward a scheme for the erection of a bridge across the

river Yar, at the harbour of Yarmouth, on plans and

specifications prepared by ilr. Birkeushaw, the engi-

Keynshaw .—The parochial schools at Keynshani

were opened by the Bishop of Bath and Molls on the

9th inst. They arc built in the Early Eoglish style

of architecture, from the designs of Mr. S.B. Gabriel,

of Bristol, architect, and consist of girls’ school-room,

65 feet long by 18 feet wide
;

boys’ school-room,

52 feet long by 18 feet wide, with class-room, 18 feet

long by IG feet wide opening to each room. Ateacher’s

residence is built at the south-east end of tbe girls’

(•luml-rnom. They arc built of na'ive stone (a blue

i.is), with Bath stone dressings to dooisaiul windows,

.liecimeus of the Ammonites Rotifounis {found in

di.'gi.ig the foundations) being inserted in ilia several

l'|•out^. The rooms are ceiled to ilie back cf the

raltci'.-*, which are stained and varnished, nnd the roofs

covirrd witli dun and red-coloured Bridgwater tiles,

and ornitinental cresting, the whole suimonntid by a

spinlci. The cost of the buildings and land will be

abnul 1,200/. of which 500/. have been raised by

priviitr f’ubscriplions, and the remainder from grants

of the Piivy Council and Diocesan Socielii-s.

Cuidiff.—Y'ae. excavation of the l ist 1,300 feet of

the upper part of the East Bute DoiL is in progress.

Tills dock, when completed, will be 1,433 yards long,

3,000 feel of which will he 500 leet wide, and the

depth of water from one end to the oiher will be 25

(cet. Some of the stniths for lipping cual on the cast

side, where the Rhyniney Railway comes in, arc

liiiished. The uumher of staiths on each side of this

dock will he sufficient to ship 2,330,040 tons per

annum. The present West Dock affi.rds accommoda-

liouto tip upwards of 1,059,788 tons a year. 1 heBoule-

vards will shortly he proceeded with. Buildings are cx-

timdiiig on the east towards Roatb, and on the north

towaids the Grange and Blackweir, I'ormiug a suburb

to the last of Cathay ’s-park.
^

6'/o/t-?-My;o«-7VtfK/.—Messrs. Minton and Co. s new

sliowroonis here liavc been comp'eted, and are de-

scribi (! in the Staffordshire Advertiser. The exterior

is merely of brickwork, and conueeled with the older

part of the manufactory. At the cutrance there is a

stone balustrade, inside of which is a plaui tile paving.

From this porch there is an oak staircase. On each

side are passages to a lavatory, &c.—the walla being

euca-cd wirii liles. The staircase Icmls to the corridor,

which is GSfeet long by 12 feet wide, and lighted

from the roof. The ceiling is segmental iti section,

and rises Irum a bold cornice, nudeiuculh which is

introduced a Della Robbia frieze in blue and white

relief, manufactured by the firm. The flour is laid

with several patterns of encaustic tiles.
_

There is a

biilnstrade round the staircase, a specimen of the

Coalbroukdale casting, and which was designed for

the place by the architect (Mr. Edgar). On each side,

the w alls arc covered with varied specimens ol' coloured

tiles, arranged in panels, and surroimilod by borders

of the some material. Several of tbe panels are

facsimiles of originals at the ducal palace of Modena,

in Italy, others being after the designs of ihe late

Mr. Wcihy Pngin and others. Tlii= apartment is

devoted principally to the exhibition of Majolica and

Pali'sy ware. The showroom i.s 42 feet square, and

is lighted by a square lantern, filled with polished

plate-glass. The ceiling of the lunleru is panelled

and enriched. A frieze, composed of printed earthen-

ware tiles, white ornament on a blue ground, encircles

the lanlern, each side of which rests on an elliptical

arch, and the whole is carried by four Ionic columns.

Birmingham .—lu an article on street architecture,

the Birm'tngkam Gazette gives some details of a new

shop creeled for Messrs. Eld and Chamberlain, from

a desi''n by Mr. J. II. Chamherlain, aichitect. The

design is based on Italian Gothic : its details partake

of the freer and broader character of English archi-

tecture when England had a style it might properly

call its own. The front towards Union-street is

50 feet broad, and the Union-passage front 36 feet

broiid: the total depth (mainly concealed by other

buildings) is 100 feet, and the height 60 feet. The

principal front is pierced on the ground-floor by two

large arched windows, one on either side of the

entrance: over these arc two triple lancet windows,

each connected by columns, and between them a

single lancet. Above these windows is a moulding

of blue and red brick. The triple lancets are repeated

in the second story, and arc surmounted by a richly

carved and moulded stone cornice, decorated iu the

flat with specimens of Minton’s tiles. Above the

comice rise three dormer windows. The materiMs

used ill the huiltling fire white Diseworth bricks, with

bands of coloni’ed brick, Ilolliiigton stoue for the

lower story windows, and Bath stone tor the windows

and omameuts of the upper stories. The whole of

the capitals of the window columns are carved in

foliage. The principal feature in the interior is the

main staircase. The walls are composed of coloured

brick and Minton’s tiles, and the tlceoralioo is earned

ou by a carved cornice to the stained glass in the

lantern from which light is transmilteJ. On either

side of the staii-casc-hall arc open arcades worked in

stone. The rooms throughout are panelled in stained

fir, and the ceiling of the priiicipiil showroom is also

panelled. The Gazette directs attention to the effect

of simple materials in the wooden coruice of one of

the showrooms, where the billet moulding is adapted;

and to the design of the iron columns by which the

ceilings of several rooms are supported. The contract

for the building was taken by Mr. Barnsley.

York .—The Council of the Philosophical Society

of York have decided upon enlarging the museum,
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])rovii]t‘d the funds to accomplish it can be raised hv
siibscriptiun. From plans nnd esiimates pre[)ai'ed and
laid helore tlie cnuncil by Mr. Pritchett, it seems tliat

a room, 90 (Vet lonjj, with entrances from the geo-
logical and skeleton rooms, may be built at the back
of the museum for about 450/. exclusive of firtinjis

lip. The present idea is to attempt to raise 500/. by
100 subscri|)tiiuis of 5/. each.

Leeds.—The town-hall committee have made ar-

rangcmenls for piocccding at once with the works at

the town-hall, uridcr the direcliou of the arehitect,

Mr. Brodrick. This step, however, says the Tnle/H-

ffencer, will not interfere with any proceedings in

Chancery which tlie assignees of Mr. Atnck, the con-
tractor, inny t'ke, though too long a delay lias

occurred to enable the assignees to obtain an injunc-

tion prohibiting iho cominitlec from going on with
the works.

Scarborough.—'I he report of the committee of the
Cliff Bridge Company, on the proposed altei-ations

and extensions at the Spa, was read at a recent meet-
ing of the shareholders, and the jdans of Sir Joseph
Paxtou, showing the projected improvements, were
received. A rough estimate of the cost of carrying
out Sir Joseph’s design consisted of tlie fodowiim
items :—Fur the proposed new musical hall or principal
huilding, 4,900/.; colonnade, 1,260/.; vestibule, 472/.

;

alterations to the present buildings, 350/.
;

addition
to the wall north of the Spa, 1,250/.

;
improvements

and extensions in the pleasure-grounds, including a
proposed new road north of the Spi, CoO/.: total,

8,897/. To this the committee add the estimated
cost of lengtheniinr the sea-wall and promenade south-
ward, 3,600/.

;
and for contingent expenses, 1,103/.

:

making a total of 13,600/. In order to r.iisa the
required capital, new shares at the rate of 3/. each
are to be issued.

THE COMPETITION DESIGNS FOR
LONDONDEIIRY-BRIDGE.

Sir,— I have been glad to see that the competition
for Londondeny-bridge designs Las obtained a place
in your paper. The manner in which such compe-
titions arc conducted, and the results which are
obtained by them, cannot receive too much attention.

As to (he queries of your correspondent, “ C. E.*’
it is well known that Sir AV. Cubitt was in a very
indifferent state of health, and it is understood that,
at the outset, he declared that he would give himself
very little trouble about the matter of the compe-
tition. How much attention he subsequently gave to
it no one but himself can know; but it is true that
he called in to assist him Mr. Charles May, whose
practice has been, as a partner in the firm of Ran-
sotues and May, almost exciurively that of a maim-
taeturer of agricultural implements and of railway
chair?, &c.

;
and the design of the bridge, which was

exhibited at a recent meeting of the institution of
Civil Eugineers, and for which Sir W. Cubitt’s sane-
tion is claimed, is so entirely opposed to anything that
Sir William has adopted in his own practice, that the
inquiry, which your correspondent states is being
generally made, is, at least, a very natural one.

It is true that the first prize was awarded to Sir W.
Cubitt’s drawing clerk : it is also true that this gen-
tleman has obtaini'd an appointment abroad.

Those who have seen the design made for London-
deny-bridge, some years since, by Mr. Charles j\Iay,

say, that though the jirizc design in the late compe-
tition is not idcnlical with that of Mr. May, yet that
the resemblance, in some leading features of both, is

so close, as to leave litlle doubt that they are the pro-
ductions of the same hand.*
Mr. Peter Williana Barlow stated, at a recent

meeting of the Institution of Civil Engineers, that be
bad been called upon to make a design for London-
deny-bridge, under Sir W. Cubitt’s directions. This
design was exhibited and explained, and in the short
discussion which ensued, the principle of con.struclion,—suspension chains, combined with a girder,—was
condemned as unsound by Mr. Edwin Clarke, the
only gentleman who made any lengtlicued remark,
and he unhesitatingly objected to it.

The only reason now assigned for recommending
this mode of construction is economy.

The competitors appear chiefly to complain that the
commissioners opened the sealed letters atlaclicd to
other than the prize designs, when they had di.--tinctly

stated in their advertisement that they should confine
themselves to the latter only.

They now also complain that 80,000/. was originally
fixed as the sum to be expended, whereas the com-
missioners now state that they cannot afford to spend
that sum, but must have a design for a structure
which will cost less money.

The whole afl’air is indeed an instructive lesson on
competitions generally. Five times as much money
will probably have been spent, in ultimately obtaining
a design, on a principle condemned by the highest

* It is right to say that this is denied by Mr. May.
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aulhotilics, as would have hcon sufficient to have pro-
cured a perfectly satisftcltjiy design, and the resnli
will be, that tlie ndvanta'ics of being cuiployei] on the
work jirofcssionally— wlta'cver tljese may be— will

fall to (he lot of a genlhnvin v\hn, Uiough a coin-
petitor fur the premiums i.fTeied by the comitiissioucrs,

did not succeed iuohtaiuiug either of them.

Another C. E.

StR,— I observe that you repeat the statement that
tlic principle of niy doign was uhjicti d to by more
than one munihnr, at a hue meeting of the Insi'itution

of Civil Engineers.* Will )ou allow me to stale, that
the only memher who vuiitiired lo queslioii Sir W.
Ciihill’s opinion in favour of niyjilaii, was Mr. Edwin
Clarke, who repeated tlie llieory advanced in his
otherwise able work on the Britimnia tube, a theory
unsupported by a single practical fact, and which has,

in my judgment, led lo the waste of 1 trge sums o’

mouey. if any other member expressed an opinion,

it must have been given in jirivaic. Your in'brmant
has, therefore, adopted the uuprolessioti.il proceeding
of conveying to you for ]mhlicatiou, the private
opinion of a member given after the discussion, nnd
to which I had no oppoitunily of reply. As the sub-
ject is one of great impurlance to railways, inasmncli
as very large spans arc impracticable with a girder,

and large girder spans may be croseed by the suspen-
sion girder, without greater defleclion, or strain on
the metal, with onc-thii’d, or onc-'ourtli of the weight
of material hitherto employed, I propose lo read a
paper on this subject be'dre the British Association,
when I hope the mctiihcr (if sm h member there be),

who ohjeclcd privately to my design, will in a matter
of so much public interest, also lay before the As-o-
cihtion his objections, to enable the subject to be fairly

discussed. Peter W. Barlow.
June 2ith.

TOTTENIIAil-GOURT ROAD ACCIDENT.
Sir,—Ihegto inform you that the nvernge number

of houses hiiildiug in St. Pjnrrns, viz. 300, as stated in

the lending article in the Times, was correct : the
" 500” in the which appeared in the same
paper, was a mistake of the priulers. Yon will find,

1 by referring to the superiuleuding architect’s report,

from which you quote, that the 1G2 new buildings

applies only to fees received, nnd it appears that there
are fees due to about an equal amount. My estimate

of 300, based upon the census return of 1851, will

therefore apply to 1856.

As the leading article in the Times stated my figures

correctly, I did nut think it worth while to write to

the paper about the misprint in the report.

T. Marsh Nelson.

Dear Sir,—In consequenee of the discrepancy

between the statement iti Mr. Marsh Nelson’s report

and the actual fact, I have looked into the matter,

and I find that the whole number of new houses now,
more or less, coming under my supervision is under

100. Probably lifiy or sixty arc under survey at one

time ; these arc in rows of four to twelve, and the

majority of them clustered together within a quarter

of a mile. Many arc now standing still for want of

funds; others are covered in, aud require but occa-

sional iuspection
;
w hilr.t iu no case is it necessary to

waste half an hour on “ each bouse,” unless, indeed,

it be built by a Johnson. It is clear that one row of

twelve four-roomed cottages can just as little stand in

need of a six hours’ inspection each visit as the row of

seven excellent Cubit t mansions building iu Gordon-
sqiiare can require three aud a half hours.

I apprehend that the Returns in 1851, from which
Mr. Nelson has taken his data, furnish no clue to the

number of houses actually buildimr, but refer to un-

inhabited houses—those which did not come into

rating. It is manifest that the returning officers, who
were c.alled upon to report as to the population, would
supply a list of empty houses

;
and it is the aggreg.ate

of these which Mr. Nelson incorrectly refers to, but

which have no more hearing on the question than his

other deduction, that the flourishing period of 1851
is to furnish statistics for the present times of depres-

sion.

As you have made edilorial remarks, I shall abstain

from offering fuither observatiou on this very disin-

geuiious report,—its omissions being still moi’e unfair

than its wandering assertions and uncalled for dicLi-

tioD. Nor shall I enter the lists against another

writer who throws about bis ink-bottle in a most

reckless manner, determined to make a sensation

somehow. He may well dread, in his conehiding

paragraph, the inllueuee of the Institute, for, assuredly,

if he presented himself before tliat body for examina-

tion for a district surveyorship, with no better know-

ledge of the Act than he exhibits at present, it requires

no conjurer to foretell the result. Indepcndenily of

* Mr, Barlow is surely in error. We have not done any
such tiling.—

E

d.

merit, or, at all events, of decent qualification, (he
Tii-tiiiitc will not admit ns a raember any person
wlii.se i-L)iiduct is uot founded on tiutli mu’, honour.

With regard lo my part in tlie miha|ipy affriv rf
Toll, nhim-coiirt-road, sufficient is it for me to s.ay

that I look every possible step iu my power to pre-
veiir the ealasti opLc, and to enlbr.-c ihe legulatious
of ihe .\ct. The coroner’s jury sat six or seven davs
inquiring most minutely into every circiuii.stanrc,

and, think you, a district surveyor, of nil people,
would hive escaped censure, could ihey li.ive fistened
one error upon him. So conscious did 1 leil of having
performed my duty, fully and aclivcly,

—
'• impos-

sible ” «s it seems to Mr. Nelson,—that, amungst all

the dread array of barristers and attorneys, not one
was tliere " instructed to appear ” on my lietnilf; and
nlien a brother surveyor, who had been snininoued on
the jury, generously proposed to give Irs valuable
time to ihi; inquiry, if I but expre-sed a widi to that
effeirt, I perscveringly declined his kindness. Ihoiigh I

shall not soon forget it. Thank Heaven! if calumny
is allowed to “ strut and fret its hour upon the stage,”

the uiifiivoiir.ablo impression, if any, is transient,

whiht ample compensation is affoideil by extended
and valued friendships, and by the pleasing opportu-
ni'y it gives one of receiving the good offices of those
whose opinion is worth having.

Henry Baker, M I.B.A.

June 23rd. District Surveyor of St. Rancras.

P.S.—Since writing the above, I have received a

conimnnieatiou, inclosed, in reply to two letters dated

resiii'Ctively lOlh and 18th inst. written by me to

the Metropolitan Board, to court their inquiry into

the matter. I much regret that they do uot grant

my request, but I confess I am not surprised at

it, as it must be clear to any gcnileman that the

si'ence of the jury is entitled lo grealcr consideration

thuii the noise of an intemperate opponent.

PP.S.— Scoll's Cement.— I regret that some
rcmaiks of mine at the Institute, with regard

to Captain Scott’s Patent Cement being used

at Toltenhani-court-road, hove tended mijuslly to

lower the merits of what T now believe to be an
excellent article. I have since had the ]jatcntce’s

"instructions for use” placed iu my hands, with

scarcely one of which did the builder or bis men
comply. Snug the joiner bought it because it was
cheap

;
aud small blame to him fur that, although "it

was not in the bond;” but Ins helpimtes. Owl
Moore and Sparrow Harrison, thought proper to mix
seveti parts of sand to one of the cement (instead of

throe or four parts only), and (hen applied it (o make
good a rotten party-wall with old brick-bats used

dry, airain contravening the instructions. No wonder
the cement crumbled

;
and hence the false impression

given to the public iu ofiHal reports that the ‘‘manu-
faclurers” are lo blatn?, when the mischief solely

arises from the ignoble practices of a cutting builder.

You omitted to give Mr. TI. Williams’s remarks in

your report, that he was using Scott’s cement in con-

siiiiTuhle quantity, and (hat, taking care lo see it mixed
fairly andapplied properly, no material could possibly

be better. H. B.

THE HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT.
On the 22iid inst. on talcing a vote of 102,861/. for

works at the Houses of Parliament, the nrehitect was,

as usual, soimdly abused by various members, without

any opportunity of reply. Without going into the

question whether or not Sir Charles Barry is culpable

in the matter of expenditure, wc may give an instance

of the hap-hazard statements made on the occasion.

Mr. Drummond is reported to have asked how it

happened that Sir Charles Barry had been paid

1.300/. for designing and drawing the plate, linen,

glass, StC. which lind been supplied to the refresh-

ineut rooms, and which had been specially designed

by the architect, in accordance with the style of the

palu'C. Mr. Wilson explained that the sum of

1,300/. w'as for the articles themselves, aud not for

the designs; but he probably lorgot to add that

though the tradesmen’s accounts have been dis-

charged, Sir Charles Bany’s claim for commission

iipou them has been disallowed, and that he has con-

sequently received no remuneration whatever for his

services in this matter—rather a diflerent story!

Ill reply to observations by Mr. Kiik and Mr.

Henley that the stone used in the Houses was decay-

iug, and that the iron of the roof was rusting,

Sir B. Hall was sorry to say that the right bon.

gentleman was not mistaken in bis view of the case ;

for he had made inquiries some mouths ago as to the

state of the roof, and he found on csaiiunation that

the galvanized process had ceased to act, and that

the rust was coming through, as was almost in-

variably the case where galvanized iron had been

used for structures which were not of a temporary

character. All that they conld do now would be to

cover it over with some chyraical preparation, with

the view of preventing further mischief; but he was
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sorry to say that tho rust certaialy yas shomog

itself in different parts of the root. His attention

had also been drawn to some of the stone, which was

decayins in certain places, and a good many chymical

processes had been tried for the purpose of preserving

it i
but it would be yems before the full success of

the experiments could he tested.
_

As respects the stone it seems very desirable that a

survey should be made by competent persons, to ascer-

tain if the decay be general and progressing, or merely

what might be expeetedin abuilJmg ofsuch animmense

extent as the Houses of Parliament, constructed of stone

taken from one locality in the course of a few years

some of which was probably sent wheu the deinaud

was great without much examination. Ihe owner ot

the qiiaiTv from which the stone was scut tor the Peers

entrance 'and apartments recently fiuishcd, and from

which it is supplied for the works still in progress, is

of course greatly interested in preventiug a stigma

improperly attaching itself to the stone, and has

solicited us in justice to state, that the greatest care

has been exercised in not forwarding stone from any

beds considered doubtful.

PENNETHORNE TESTLMONI.kL.

The medal having been presented to Mr. Peune-

thorac, and the account wound up, a narrative of the

proceedings has been printed and forwarded to the

subscribers. The following statement of some of the

events in Mr. Pennethorne’s professional career may

interest our readers :

—

Mr. Fenne/horne holJt fico appoinluienU. hemg Architect to

the Commiuior.ert of her Majcety't orka, u/id also to

the Commiaaionera tf her Miijealfa Wooda,

•4. The formation and laying out of

properties purchased amounted 228.8TOL : the total ex-

LnSiture to the present Ume has-beenm
emirelprorn the dLigus and under the sole supermtend-

if Mr. Pennethorne.
, .

•

^11 tho plans and estimates preparatory to ping to
.

Parliament for the proposed Albpt-park
*

6 . The formation of the street trom Lower Sloaue-street

to Chelsea.bridgc.and the valuation of properties required

for the Chelsea embankment.

8 The k:^ng°ouToTth^ kitchen garden at Kensington

for building^purposes, lotting aU the lands and conducting

the whole undertaking from the commencement to the end.

9 The improvements of the town of Windsor.

10. In addition to the above. Mr. Pennethorne, as archi-

tect to the Commissioners for the Improvement of the

Metropolis, made plans and valued properties, from 1841

to 1850, to an enormous extent. And also as arising out

of these, made correct and detailed plans and schedules

preparatory to going before Parliament, for tho ^‘otor'a

Park Approachis. the Southwark Improvement, the

Covent Garden Improvement, the Carey-street Improve-

ment, tho Kenniugton Common Inclosure, and others.

The Public Buildinga upon which Mr. Feimethome has

been employed aince 1843, hace been :

—

1. The rebuUding of the Stables at Claremont, at a cost

°^U^The Alteration of the Quadrant, Regent-street.

2. The Museum of Economic Geology in Piccaddly, at a

Imagine, for instance, one of the stirring scenes

in the fourth act of “ Richard II.” as now represeutea

at the Priucess’s, a scene in domestic life, or a three

inuies portrait of Mr. Spurgeon in the pulpit thus

depicted,—what a gallery of illustrations w’e should

haU ! what a faithful register of " deeds done in the

flesh ” would be here given !

Magical as the effect would be, the novelty would

simply consist in applying to the discoveries above-

named the principle of a shilling toy which was in

constant use some twenty years ago. T. C. H.

a cost of 20,165/.
. . t- i i

4. The General Record Repository in Fetter-lane, at

cost (including fittiogs) of 78.606/.
^ ,

5. The iJew Stationery Olbce at Westminster, at a co

°
6.°'Tb6 New West Wing of Somerset House, at a cost of

^^7^1^110 .idditiona to the Liverpool Post Office, at a cost

°y.^The^Offices for the Council of the Duchy of Cornwall,

at a cost of 9,609/.
.

9. The South Wing of Buckingham Palace, at a cost ol

1820. Mr. Pennethorne, who is a native of the city of 77,655/.

Worcester, and came to London in February, 1820, was
|

addition to the above, Mr. Pennethorne was directed
educated for hie profession by the late Mr. >ash, and, as

1 . elaborate designs for an enlargement of

his clerk, be then began to be known at tho Offico ol
tjjg present National Gallery, by building over the whole

Woods.
, site of the St. George’s Barracks. Also lu 1851, to make

1828. Mr. Pennethorne, having returned from abroad,
^ ^ Gallery to be built upon a site in Keu-

' sington-gardens,^ Also in 1851, to make several elaborate
wasemployed and entrusted to a great extent with the j.b pui^jic offices

Strand improvements, tho building of Carlton-house- tnuK./iu jaDowning-street; ioclucHng a inodelof the build-
terrace, the laying out of St. James s Park, and other . , „ntnDletely arranged finished drawings of both
public works, which required constant couimunicalion on

, , j „p tVioro/if intondpd fnr

his part with the Board of Woods,
1833. Mr. Pennethorne was first

. . ^

missioners of Woods as an independent professional man,
pi,“ng gi^ations, t'o be laid before’ Parliament, of new

and has ever siuce (now twenty-four years) been more or
offices for Downing-street, upon a site extending

leas employed by them.
^ * south all tho way to Great George-atreet. And in De-

1833. Mr. Pennethorne this year submitted to a select
,955 he was also employed to make designs and

committee of the House ot Commons plans for the
f,,_ .he new War Office then intended to be

Improvement of the Metropolis, which were approved and , : Pall-Mall— fr,,. a8r,TUinn. wtiPrAi.nnn lirt was
^,nong the private works, executed by Mr. Penne-

thorne between 1832 and 1840, may be enumerated

The Bazaar, St. James's-street, for William Croekford,

esq.; Christ Church, Albany-street ;
Trinity Church,

Gray's-iun-road ;
Lamorby House (enlarged) and Chapel

1 A \ 4V « r’.i,v, tho Foreign Office. In 1855, he was directed by the pre-
mployed__ by the Com- Commissioner of Works, to make finished

recommended by them for adoption : whereupon ho was
appointed, in conjunction with Mr. Chawner, then on© of

the joint architects of the Board of Woods, to prepare the

necessary plans and estimates for carrying them out, Mr.
Pennethorne being considered fully qualified by the ex-

q.inn-rotm •

perience he had obtained in such undertakings under Mr.
j. Malcol') Switbland Hall, Leicestershire,

. . , for Butler Danvers, esq.; Dillington House, Ilmiaster,
1839. In this year, the plans and estimates prepared by - , juUen’s-the Right Hononr-
1. Tlnnn atVi a Anfl \1 m OllrtTOTlAl. O W H Til VPfl nVI4 _ — i , . __ Tir,! | ;

perienc
r/ash.

Mr. Pennethorne and Mr. Chawner
committee of the House of Commons,

•oved by
s passed able J. C. Herries; House at Newmarket for William

Croekford, esq. ;
the design submitted by Mr. P. for tho

“ —
• one of the five selected.to carry them into execution, and by the same committee, n

j Eiohanee
in communication with Lord Duncannon, the then Chief ^ “

Commissioner of Woods and Works, it was arranged that

the harmonic proportion op colour.
Regent-street and other improvements conducted by him.

' fQjlo^^rjntr fable is intended to give ttlC squares

ioirSurX-” ol n/u“e'.t- the iudi,hlo»l oolonrs shenU cover, io order to

m'ent, in the place of Mr. Rhodes, who retired, at a salary be harmonically blended when any two or more are

of 100/. per annum, and (upon the other terms of remu- totvether. They should be all supjiosed of the

scme'rclotivc iotoosicy, which is obviously ueccssary

ment. From this year Mr. Pennethorne began to decline for ibe comparison,
the p practice of his professio Ins:

Red 3

Black 1

Yellow 9

White 10

Orange 7

Ins.

.. 5

WASTE HEAT USED UP AND SMOKE CON-
SUMED ON ECONOillCAL PRINCIPLES.

Some years since we occasionally drew attention

to the great waste of heat in many manufacturing

processes, and suggested the possibility and advao-

tan-c of using it up to some profitable purpose.

This, it appears, is now being done by aid of

inventions patented by Mr. Hands, of Epsom, who

has in several instances appUed his apparatus to

mauuf. clurcs ou a considerable scale, as at Epsom

itscU, in connection with Clayton’s patents for

the manufacture of brick. Aud not only is the

waste heat of the kilns used up in drying the

articles preparatory to burning, thus facilitating the

process of brick manufacture, so as to be available in

winter and summer alike, but the furnace-smoke is at

same time consumed, without any additional expense

beyond that necessary to the saving of the waste

lieat. The heated smoke and vapours from the fur-

naces are conducted first through the drying cham-

bers (which, it seems, can be more cheaply constructed

in this way), and then back to the fuimaces, between

whieb, but not in them, the smoke is then consumed

by the furnace heat, which at same time yields the

suction power whereby the smoke was forcibly drawn

through the drying flues, whether horizontal or in per-

pundicular descent, but all above ground. Moreover,

the heated and consumed smoke, ou its way up the

chimney (a 30 or 40 feet chimney is said to he suffi-

cient on this plan, in place of one far higher and

more costly), with the heat radiating from the fur-

naces aud heating the surrounding air, are made still

farther available by the conduction of that heated and

dried air into the drying chamber to replace its inte-

rior atmosphere, loaded with the moisture evaporated

from the drying goods, and which is withdrawn

through openings in the drying flue, into which

it is sucked by the power of the furnace vacuum j

thus completely veulilatiug ihc drying chamber,

and greatly promoting the drying process, whUe also

consuming the smoke. These inventions, it appears,

can be either partially or wholly applied to all sorts

of furnaces already in action, whether for the con-

sumption of their smoke or for drying processes,^ or

for both pui-poses together. The economy and saving

realizable by such inventions are precisely what we

anticipated in suggesting the possibility of using up

waste heat, especially that of kilns, which we in-

stanced, at the time, as one of the most wasteful of

heat amongst modern manufacturing processes j
and

we feel it a duty to call attention to any efforts having

so useful an end in view as the twofold one of using

up waste heat and consuming smoke at one aud the

same time, and by one aud the same economical

means.

Blue .

,

Green 8
Brown 6i
Purple 6

Crimson 4

A minuter detail would of course be required for

. Pennethorne has ever since continued to perform
alone all tho duties of Architect of Works and Surveyor

'

to the Woods aud Forests, upon an understanding with
the Commiaaioners that he should from that time entirely

abandon hia private practice.
,

1943. lu December of this year, by Minute of tbe_

Treasury, Mr. Chawner was placed on the retired list of

praoUce vvtoeany amount of divorso tint would le

Minute, the Treasury desire that it may be understood, required. «• A. D.
that Mr. Pennethorne was not to bo at liberty thereafter

to engage in private professional business of any descrip-
j

tion, and that the retired allowance to be awarded him,
wheu incapacitated for the public service, will have refer-

|

ence to tho length of time engaged in tho exclusive e

plovment of Government, a
of his service. The appoin.
been found to be productive of difficulties and dissension.

' , . . .. „ - l

Sotktoll™ULdlnd,“°rtyl™lsl™he“°reim*to The photographic illuslralions of architecture os large and small lastly, it was of no use that it should

understand that he would bo continued as sole architect, sect! through Ibis instrument are very beautiful, and
j

be proved theoretically snucu to a nation, it at uie

provided ho conducted the very many and important jmnrovement there suggested would doubtless ' same time the nation did not practically endorse the
increased duties which would from that time devolve upon

, , , 11. a? ^
rr i.i

the office
;
and, upon this understanding, Mr. Pennethorne teud to cnnauce the eticct , ^

- t-,' 1 1 ,,,a

has performed the duties alone ever siuce October, 1843,
,

therein ; but I am of opinion that the time is not fur , then to show how far Gothic in England came up to

V twelve years and a half.
, distant when something more than this will be accom- this description, and to weigh its claims with those

plished through the medium of photography aud the advanced by Classic Architecture. He consideicd

stereoscope combined.
"

1
that the climate of England, as contrasted with that

Assuming that means will be obtained of rendering ' of Greece and Italy, demanded an essentially different

paper or collodion so sensitive that a distinct impres-
|
style of archdecture. “ Our climate is cssentimjy

OXFORD ARCHITECTURAL SOCIE TY.

On Wednesday, Jane 10, on the third meeting of

the O.tford Architectural Society, a Paper was read

by Mr. J. T, Jeffcock, of Oriel College, entitled

“ Gothic .\rchitecturc, a National Siyle.” lie ex-

plained his conception of the terra “ national style.”

It was a style adapted to the physical nature of a

country, to its climate, to the terrestrial aud mefcoro-

PIIOTOGRAPHY AND THE STEREOSCOPE, logical phcenoinena to which it was subject. It was

A CORRESPONDENT iu a late number of your paper one for which suitable materials to carry it out could

,__ftrthe‘otbercRcum3tnneM suggests a plan for construcling a stereoscope, so as be found on the spot, or be imported without too

The appointment of joint architects had to give different views of one building iu continuous
,

great expense. It was one winch could bo employed
. rj;/T’.,..u: .. .i;..,,--:—

'gugecssioD. j

for builditigs clvil uud religious, pubHc and privatc.

The pho

seen throng

. 1 .7. _.-k -n/A it . 1 i r . . ±: A... lirt., rfi-ithi/t in h.ncTlnTiii (-niTie 1111 rO

The Public Improcements upon which Mr. Pennethorne has
been employed by the Board qf Works (exclusive cf the

duties peifbrme'j by him as Hiiroeyor of J£ouaea in the

Land Eeceniie Department) have been the following :

—

1. The four lines of Metropolitan improvements author-
ized by the Act 3 and 4 Tict. cap. 87, commenced in 1840,
in conjunction with Mr. Chawner. The amount ofproperty
purchased for these lines was not less than 727,813/. : the
total expenditure was not less than l,0i'0,000/. ; and pro-
perties were also let or sold of the value of not less than
200 ,000 /.

2. The Shoreditch improvements, yet in hand.
3. The formation and laying out of Victoria-park. The

properties purchased amounted to 87,293/. : the total ex-
penditure WHS 115,000/.

i
and the park was laid out entirely

ftom the designs and under the superintendence of Mr.
xennelhorne alone.

sioQ can be taken in a second of time, some simple ouc which requires dump-excluding buildings
;
aud ni

machinery is all that is required to take a moincntavy such, if light is to be admitted, but not the chi.

1

but continuous series of views, and to present them damp air, windows must ever form a most prominent

afterwards to the eye in the stereoscope with corre- characteristic. An English national style, therefore,

spending rapidity. As the impression on the retina must be one in which the windows form a^grand

would he sufficiently lasting to connect the several feature. And. which style, the Gothic or the Classic,

representations together, the result uui.>t be that is best calculated to employ iu windows with beautiful

moving objects thus taken would be represented in effect? Greece and Rome scarcely had windows at

motion, aud a marvellous effect would be produced. all iu our sense of the word : hence they made no
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provision for them in their nrchiteclnre

;
and ynre

,

either the ehareoal respirator or masks rnrnishca with !

Sir Cliristoplier Wreu be it spoben, none of the ' glass eye-holes. They can have no ohipution Ir. Mlnw !

iJivixi: Intelli-
Ciassic architects, m my opinion, have ever introduced the firs^ and a Htlle^eflection will serve to convince '

cient verificaUo“n "fmmTt
''’'tti suffi-

wjndows in then- buildings with grace and elegnne.
^ overcoming rveiy prcj:^

Their windows look, as indeed they are, interlopers.” against the last of these precaut-ous J B N
In point of materials to be employed, he instanced

I

' ‘ ’

J3ou6j l^cctihra.

VAElORUlf.

The second part of “The Illustrated Historical and

All Saints’ Church, Margaret-strect, as making use

of brick, tile, marble, and stone, all in one ediflee, a
|

proof of the universality of materials allowed in
!

Gothic architecture. He thought that large towns '

like Liverpool or Bradford might build their public

halls of sto,m buUhc poov parish in which clny only Piclnres’qnc' GuMcTo Podc'anl' BomMZnl'rnna
.sfonndonghlnot tohcrcqoucd ocapendi sfimds the snrronnding Oonnlry," hy Mr. Philip Brainon,
on the carnage 0 stone, hot should be enabled,

^
architect (T.ongmaa and Co publishers

,
gives an

as architectural style is concerned, to build its church account of I^oole p.irtlcu'arly, and of Bran'ksca and
from hrmks furnished by the so. l ilseB,

,

other islands, as w.U as of the adjaceut couutly, iu
Mr. Ireeman (according to the Oxford Herald), this picturesque and iuferesting district The 4W-wbi e expressing his approval of Mr. Jeffcock’s re- bilities of the Poole district, to which we have more

marks, called attention (0 the difficulties which modern than once pointed altcnliou, arc treated of at some
architects had to contend wilh, m adapting Gothic length

;
and we are glad to observe from an allusion

windows to modern requirements. He alluded at to an anticipation in our columns, that these
some lengih to the designs which were now beiog capabilities are being not only recognised but
exhibited m Loudon for the Government offices, aud to some extent developed by a rapidly-exiend-
while asserting the superiority of the Gothic designs ing demand for the Poole clavs for pottery pur-
over the Palliidiau, he could not but regret that in all poses, as well as in the working of the iron
of them a sort of wild attempt at combioing incoii- ore of Christchurch. Even the Brauksea operations
gruous forms m one design seemed to mar their it is expected, will soon he in a more satisfactory
general effect, destroying that purily which is so position. Branksca Castle, the scene of Col ‘Waugh’s
remarkable a feature in English Gothic, and especially speculations, is amongst the engravings by which this
so at the period when the Perpendicular style was little volume is illustrated, aud there arc varions
introduced by that great architect —William of others, such as the Patent Architectural Pottery
Wykeham—into this country. ( Works, at Ilaravvorthj-, some churches and schools

JSlr. J. H. Paikci-, rereriiog to that part of Mr. &c. together wilh a competent account of all that is
Freeman s remarks which related to windows, begged ' professionally speaking, worthy of note about Poole
to observe that Gothic windows, hy being splaj/ed, in aud its vicinity. “Wliat to See and Where to Sec
reality gave as much light as Palladian windows with

^

it
; or, the Operative’s Guide to the Art-Treasures

much larger apcrtiu'cs. He also suggested that the Exhibition,” is a brief and condensed tract by Ibc
difficulty of the inuUions intervening was easily energetic Mr. E. T. Bellhouse, calling the attention of
surmounted, by having the framework and sashes

,
operative visitors to the principal works of art in the

placed within, and entirely mdepenJent of, the mill- Manchester Exhibition,—a much more effectual way
lions, which plan, while no desiglit, afforded all the

' of helping such a visitor to make on inteni^reut use
convenience required.

! of the little time he may have to spare than giving
These remarks were corroborated hy Mr. Beunet,

,
him bulky and distracting catalogues or niidcs’

of University College, who cited the new buildings of
|

more suitable to other classes of visitors, with more
the Union Society as a case iu point. He also, while

,
time on their hands, as well as a little more general

speaking on the subject of windows, suggested a plan acquaintance with what ought to attract their altcn-
of constructing the building so that the sashes might

j

tion. “Hints to Practical Agriculturists. By
be made to slide into apertures in the thickness of F. B. Fowler,” of the Ilnyal College of Chemistrv
the wall.

[

and Museum of Practical Geology, is just the sort of
The annual Excursion of the society took place on brief address which ought to find its way into the

the 15th.
j

hands of the hard-working farmer as a fi icuclly

guide and index pointiog the way to improvement.

HINTS TO WORKMEN. “ Notes on Drainage, wilh especial reference

CATOONS TO PAIVTEI.S, Gl.AzlEES, AND PLUAIBEES.
' .niiJ Swampu of the Up,,OP Thames ”

, .
I

(•>. H. anti J. Parker, Loadon and Oxford),Dr. Henry
1. To maintam the strictest temperance, par-

, Ay. Achind, F.R.S. gives mainly an extract from a
ticnlarly regarding spirits, which had belter alto-

: larger work of his, now reprinted for the sake of iu-
gcthcr be avoided.

_ .... !

increased circulation in a cheaper form. The subject is
2. lo pay the strictest attention to cleaiuincss, and chiefly of local interest, but the extract contains some

never seller paint to stick about their h,ands; and ! matter of general iuterest in respect to the value of
parlicul irly never to eat their meals, or go to rest,

|

sewage as manure, including a Ictlor from Professor
Without washing tlicir hands and face, K.th soap, V„elcker, of tlic Rojol Agricultural College, at Ciren-
perfectly dean. cester, pointing out the dilliculties iu the economical

3. A charcoal respirator should bo worn when at application of sewago matter, and moderating the
work. The cost is hut very trilling. This would too sanguine anticipations entertained hy some as to
prevent the dry colours reaching their lungs.* the profitable disposal of town manure. A usefol

4. Not to eat or drink in the place iu which they little pocket companion for tourists has been pub-
work ;

and much less to sulTer any food or drink to lislied by Lambert and Co. KingTVilliam-street Strand
remain, unused, even for the shortest space of time, in

,
titled the “ Vade .Mecom for Tourists in Fi ance and

.any part of the room, ivhile painting, or where colour lidgiura.” It conlaius a phrase-book and vocahnlary
stands; and not lo work on au empty stomach,

5. As the clothes of persons iu this line (painters

particularly) are generally much soiled with colour,

it is recommended for them to perforin their work iu

frocks of ticking {/loiv seldom adopted) which may
be frequently washed, aud coUveuieutly laid aside,

when the workmen go to their meals, aud again piut

•on when they return.

G. Painters, in performing clean light work, where
it would be inconvenient to we.argloves, should scrape

the handles of their brushes often.

7. All artifleers should avoid touching lead when

useful on an emergency, with maps of routes and
information as to money, passports, hotels. See. The
phrase-book, however, though fertile iu the couversioii

of English questions iulo French, is rather barren iu

respect to the conversion of French responses info
English.

fifliSccnanefl.

Flues.—Wilh due defercace to your correspondent,

Mr. Wyatt Papworth, page 325 ante, allow me to

propose the introduction of a damper, just under the
hot

;
and this caution is especially necessary for

j,, ,o,,i.escuteii
printers or comiiositors, who have often lost the use Sparks will fall, and ignite the soot contained in the
of ttair limbs by handling the types, when drying hy receptacle, and, if it should fire in the night,
he fire, after being washed.

, e i

cause alarm, though no damage might ensue; and if

_

8. If any person m the above employment expe- nighty or even in the diy-time if the
nences pinu m the bowels, with costiveness, he should ignite, would in,mincdiately smother and
should inimcdnitcly take twenty drops of laiid.raum, I

j,. and prevent any alarm or damage
and when the pain is ahnted, two tablcspoonfuls of

j

j T. G.
castor-oil, or an ounce of compound tiecUirc of New West-end Ho"TEL,-Sir.—As I perceive the
rhubarb in warm camomile tea. If this dues AVest-end Rdlwoy and Loodun Hotel Company are
succeed a piut, or two pints, of warm soap-suds

| enormous hotel in Vieforia-street,
should be thrown up as a clyster. J AA’estminstcr, on the principle of the Hotel Louvois,

J. As a preventive, two or three spoonfuls ol^
|

;it Paris, I beg to suggest that great care should be
salad-oil, taken m a small cup of gruel, is likely to he taken about the architecture, aud not to have any-
ot swvicc, f taken daily, and steadily pursued. thing in the sham plaster siyle of building as now

ixilders should always put on gloves, aud wear

* Freslpburnt charcoal, powilc-red and stitched up in a
piece of silk, and worn with a piece of elastic to fasten it

over tbo mouth, will answer tlic purpose.

used in that siriet, nor to have a builJiug in the

meaningless style of the Louvre. Let. us have done

wilh shams, plaster, and other ahoniinalions.

Ch. de A^

seems to fear th.at a wrong deduction may be
made from our late notice of Jlr. Crosse) as
portion of a private letter from the late Jlr Crosse
to him. The writer adds,—" Mr. C. a gentleman of
considerable property, who, I believe had a son in
the Church, seems rather to have assimilated his
resuscitations to a child eutering a cabinet, and work-
ing an accidental feat, or a naturalist sowing a seed,
wliieh, with its reproductive qualities, he could not
have contrived. AVhilst the amaziug coincidence of
remote nations and ages, with moral aud historical
evidence, might be ample

; and whilst the great inteU
lects of Bacon, Newton, and Locke—to whom might
be added,—as known believers in the present day—

a

Fiiradiiy and Brougliain—have maintained respectful
adoraliun— it is salisfactory to add to them that of
the greatest experimentalist ever known—Mr. Crosse.”
“ I ihiuk it would be most ungrateful, as well as
presumptuous, iu u®, when the Alniiglity has per-
mitted us to see a very small portion of his Great
"Works, to arrogate to ourselves his Power and
Attributes.”

Architectural Society of Northampton.—At
a committee meeting held on IMonday, June 8th, the
secretary stated that the church of Oakham, one of
the finest in the archdeaconry, and which has long
been in a state loudly calling for repair, was about to
be restored under the supcrinteudeiice of Jlr. Scott.
The miimficent sum of 800f. was offered, through the
secretary of the society, to the vicar, on condition of
the work being at once commenced, aud of the plans
being approved by the committee of the Architectural
Society. The offer has been accepted, and a report
has been made estimating its restoration, in oak, at
4,G-i0f. PLms for the reseating of Market Har-
borough Church, hy Mr. E. F. Law, were exhibited.
Plans for the chancel roof of Theddingworth were
exhibited and approved. The Rev. G.'llalin, vicar
oflligham Ferrers, and T. J. Starliug, esq. church-
warden, attended with Mr. Slater, architect, to explain
the plans fur the restoration of Iligham Ferrers
Church. They include the re-building of the north
aisle of the nave, tlie re-roofing aud re-scating of the
entire church, aud general restoratiou of decayed
parts

; but it is proposed to adhere lo existing forms,
and to preserve intact the rich slulls and ancient
pavement of the chancel. The architect’s estimate
is 5,000/.

Institution of Mechanical E.vgineers.—This
body was to hold a scries of meetings in Jlanchester
this week. On Wednesday a number of papers w’cre
to be read at the new Mechanics’ Institution, David-
strCv't, including the following :

—
“ On a standard

deciimd measure of length fur mechanical engineeriug
work,” Sec. by the president, Mr. Joseph Whitworth

;“ On the comparative economy of coal and coke in
locomotive engines,” by Jlr. Bcujaiiiin FolhcrgilJ,
C.L. of Jlanchesler

;
“ Description of a plan for the

prevention of smoke iu steam-boiler and other fur-
naces,” by Mr. AA’. B. Johnson, of Manchester;
“ Description of a vertical steam-boiler,” by Mr.
Thomas Duon, of Jlanchestcr, &c. Ou Thursday,
more papers were to be read, includiog a “ Descrip-
tion of the large tubular wrought-iron crane, recently
erected at Keyham Dockyard, Devonport,” bv Mr.
Win. Fairbairn

;
“ Ou the saving of dead-weight ia

passenger traios,” by JIi-. Ciias. Fay, of Manchester
;

“ On au improved safety valve for sicam-boiicrs,” by
Mr. Chas. Beyer, of Mauebester

;

“ Ou recent im-
provements in water-meters,” by Mr. Benjamin
Fothergill, of Manchester

;

“ Description of a new
apparatus for the application of water power,” by
Mr. David Joy, of Leeds; “ Description of a safety

escape pipe for steam-boilers,” by Jlr. John Rams'-

bottoni, of Manchester
;
aud “ Description of on

apparatus for economising fuel,” by Mr. W. C. Craig,

of iManchcstcr.

IiiPROVEMENT IN PAPER-HANGINGS. — By a re-

cently invented process, paper-haugiugs are printed

in oil instead of water colours.

Trade Strikes.—The cabinetmakers and stone-

masons of Liverpool have been four weeks on strike

for an adv.mce of wages. The stonework at several

large piles of extensive offices iu the neighbourhood

of the Exchange has come to a standstill. The
masons employed at the viaduct and the various

bridges in course of erection on the Dainfrics contract

of the Castle-Douglas aad Dumfries Railway, have

struck work for an advance of wages. Their present

wages are 22s. 6d. per week, and they demand ati

increase of Ss. 6d. making the weekly wage 2Gs. The
men employed hy our local masons and builders, says

the Dumfries Courier, also demanded an increase of

wages : the masters have agreed to give 24s. when
employed in town, or 2Gs. when engaged in the

country. These terms haviug been agreed to on
Saturday, no iiiterrupt'on of woik took place among
the local builders.
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CiBTED WOODEK I.ETIEES.— E bavE some spe-

cimeM of small projectiog letters carveil m chestnut,

and intended for ecclesiastical inscriptions, altar-

pieces, inscriptions for statues, pictures, or ceilings^

The producer, Mr. William Isash, joje.— T“““
letters can be carved in any style or band (plain

ornamental), and that be has been some time pio-

jeeting the art, and believes that it has

been successfully attempted to cut sepuritfr letters in

wood on so small a scale.” The letters sent to us are

eiccediugly well formed, and if they can be produced

cheaply ought to come into evteasivc use

St Luke’s, Neiv-ko-iu.—

T

he foundations of the

new Aurch, dedicated to St. Liiltc, in the I'Ctv-tead

St Paacras, were laid some months since, audnothiUj,

more seems to have been done towards its erection.

All over the town there are iron churches, and services

in rooms, and other make-shifts to provide accommodu-

i.; f Siiotniftion- Accordinstoa late re -

1

Ruinous Builpings?—Nothing can he more

true than the insinuation that any antagonistic fc>ihQS

exists between the district and police surveyors, i tie

reverse is the case. The police surveyors have re-

lieved the former of a diflicult duty, aud one they

ivcrc unable suceessfully to grapple^ with imder the

Act of 1844. The transference of this duty to a body

“ alone able to art on emergencies’’ was, I believe,

hailed with ecncral satisfaction by the suiyeyors

under the Building Act, although pecuniary losers m
respect of fees. It is geucmlly conceded that bu-

ll. Mayne and his colleague arc fearfully overworked

aud that two or three assistant commissioners and

surveyors must he appointed, as the talk is of the

Board of Health being also brought under the Police,—

in fact, the “ ruiuous building deparlraeut” must be

put on ao altogether altered footing. Surveyors of expe-

rience aud knowledge, and an adequate working stuff,

OPI'

New-hoaik-

tiou.

XING OF TUB NEW PHILOLOGICAL SCHOOL,

OAih—The new school-house of this inslitu-

iu the New-road, was opened on the 15th

instant by the Archbishop of Canterbury. The

style of architecture is a modification of the

Gothic. Separate school-rooms arc provided for

each of the four classes, each room being fitted for

the accommodation of about fifty hoys. There are a

lecture-theatre aud two play-grounds—one open, and

the other protected from the weather. AUhough a

considerable sum has been subscribed towards defray-

ing the expenses of the new building, the institutiou

is still nearly 1,000/. in debt on that account.

TENDERS
For additions and alterations to tbe Middlesex County

Lunatic Asvlum. Hanwell. Mr. James Harris, architoct.
.... ' ll^-l I HT- T\ T 'Qw.-.TVn .

tiop for relieious iue^eteom -
|

port, SSO chmeta
letter eoLe is for .lie public

of London in thirty yea
, diffifviiHr 'at once to send to the Commisioncrs of Police, at

them have been raised with “"^^^erabb
wbi ehall place It is by no means necessary that

IP no period of be given by the eorveyor
accumulated than m this cent ry.

thit the ' exclusively. Here is a case of a wall in iiiiuiinent

wealth and influence P'
„i‘„ no diinger from a liro : the surveyor may beahseut in his

reproach of having loo feo plices of liorship
y

^
elsewhere, on business, and a delay might

B^eukotov ilonsF. anti St. James’s Paiik.-

'

possibly occur i all that the surveyor can in any
EUELIIIOIOK lionsi

required to do, is to transmit any
On the vote, of OO.dSR f»r. P

i„f„rniatioo he may receive. This cm be done by any

S'°heing propS in the Honse of 'Commons on
:

oneivithont incurringamonicnt’sdelay.-ASunvEYon.

the 19th iiistaut some rather fractious discussion: The Church at Minster (Tii.vNET).—TheancieQt

ensued in course of which it was stated, by Mr.
'
church of Miuster, by some believed to he tlie oldest

Wilson, as regards Burlington House, that the
;

in England, and containing many Saxon remaias, &c.

societies now there in possession had only temporary jg going xq wreck, aud much needs restoration. Beams

accommodation. Some members objected to weallhy ' aoj rafters are reported, by the South-Easiern Gazeite,

societies being provided with offices at the public '

as fast decaying
;
unsightly pews, or^ rather boxes of

expense, hut Air. Titc denied that they were weallhy.
I

various heights and sizes, “grace” the interior;

In namin" the Society of Antiqnaries as one of those
; several coats of whitewash

“ adorn ” many of its fine

so located^ Mr. Tite, however, was mistaken. 'I'he
;
pillars and hide their beauty, and a cousiderahle sura

others to whom he alluded were the Royal Society, i would he required to put the ancieut fabric in proper

the Linnaian, and the Geological. Tbc chief objec- > order. The living is said to he over SOO/. per annum,

tion was to the fact of money spent, as Air. Tite
j

it js proposed that the archbishop should limit

called it, being now asked for as au estimate. The
|

the vicjr’s salary to 500/. per year on the next pre-

subject on which some members still harped in i

senlatiou, leaving 300/. a year to prop up the vene.

respect of St. James’s-park, was the cost of the very i rable “ Minster ” Church. The ancient abbey, once

decided sanitary and ornamental improvemeut of the
1 associated with this cdTicc, is also still not only in

water, respecting which Sir Beojarniu Hall had anew
! existence, but inhabited as a m-insion.

to run the gauntlet. In both cases, however, the i Antiquarian Discovery at the Rye House.

discussion was no more than a mere grumble, the 1 —Au interesting cxploratiou has been made by Air.

money being voted in the face of araeudmeuts for its Tealc, under the ancient gateway of the Rye House

reduction.
j

Castle. A ir.idition has been handed down, that a

The Governhent School of Science at I subterranean pjssa-te extended from the Rye House

Dublin.—The Lord Lieutenant, on the 18ih inst.
|

Castle to Nether Hall, in Essex. Air. Teale a few

distributed the prizes awarded to the successful candi-
; weeks siace commenced excavating under the back-

dates at the late exahrinatious, held in the Govirn-
j

staircase of the tower. After clearing out several

meut Schools of Science applied to Alining and the
I cirtloads of earth, a passage was disrovered, descend-

Arts, established iu connection with the Musemn of j^g j-oimd the central rouiidatiou of the staircase. At

Industry, in Stephen’s-green. Sir Robert Kane ^ considerable depth there was found a huge stone,

addressed the assembly on the general character and ' passage was next found, leading off westerly from

objects of Ibe institution, and bricQy detailed its pro-
!
ti,e tower, and a‘’ter proceeding some yards, a cell

ueedings fur the past year. The several professors ' was discovered, with mussivc iron door aud graliug :

gave in reports, and the Lord Lieuleuant aud Sir R. inside this cell is a seat of brickwork running the

Kane addressed the meeting. ' length of the interior, 3 or 10 feet. A faint ray of

The Plymouth and Stonehouse Gas-light light glimmers iu from above. A passage brauehing

AND Coke Company.—The price of gas originally ' of uotlli, under an arched doorway, near the cell

charged by this company was 6s. : it has of late been gi-atiug, lias been blocked u|) for the present ; another

reduced to 4s. CJ. ;
and iu consequence, the income jo south was cleared out and explored, and an

of the company has been nearly doubled, having in-
: eiitraiice has been made from it into the garden south

creased from 11,000/. to 20,000/. Hence it is that '

of the tower. Some curious implements were found,

another sixpence is to be taken off the price, which, ^ ve,.v reniarkahle spear, but uo human remains. The

for the future, will be 4s. per 1,000 cubic feet.
| joof of the pas?agc, near the cell, has large stalactites

New’ Chvkch in AIarylebone.—The new church of a dingy grey cast hanging from the top.

in Orchard-street, rorlitiau-sqiiare, for the new dis- Salt and Damp in IV alls,—A correspoudeut

trict of Christ Church, AIarylebone, is to be erected asks for a remedy against salt in a stuccoed and

npou a site granted by Lord Portmau, at Cabuel- jfiastcred brick wall, Ibe salt continually exuding

buildings, on the east side of Orchard-street, formerly ihoiigh the wait was built seventeen years ago, of

one of the most degraded parts of the metropolis, brick made near tbe Iluinber. This is a snliject

The estimated cost, with site, is 11,000/.; of which which has been fiTqiiently treated of iu our columns,

there has already buca contributed ujjwards of 8,000/. the result, if we mistake not, being, an o[)iuion that

The foundation-stone was to be laid on 23rd inst. it was very difficult to preveut such cxudiition. Ibid

New Raii.way Station at Lewes.— I'he new we time to refer, ho^Yever, wc think it would appear

building which is being erected at tbe foot of that a remedy found aud recorded in our coluiiius
;

St. Alarv’s-lane, comprises a viaduct and passenger but there are different kinds of ifllorescence reipiinng

station, the length of viaduct being nearly 300 feet, different treatment, llould not Rausome’s patent

There are altogether twelve arches, eight of which are jireservalive of stone walls be of some use in sueii a

12 feet each; two, 15 feet each ;
and the remaining case as that of silt exuding from a stuccoed wall?

two, 18 feet each
;
making a total of 162 feet : to Tliis preservative consists in wasding the face of the

which mast be added the width of tbe different but- wall with a solved silicate of potash or soda, aud

tresses; the opening for the Keymer branch, 32 feel oflenvurds going over it with a solution of some such

9 inches, with two additional openings (one upon eai'h salt as chloride of cjlcium (or muriate of lime), which

side of the line) of 21 feet each. The arches will he converts the soluble silicate into an insoluble silicate

brick, with stone coping, and the girdets over the of lime, which may perhaps be able to prevent the

Keymer branch and its sides of cast-iron. The goods exudation of salts from a wall. Another corre-

traffic will be carried on, as hitherto, at the old spoudent is desirous of knowing how' to make a wall

station, the new one being intended for passenger of random stone weatherproof, or capable of turning

traffic only. Mr. Hood, the resident engineer of the water
;
and hints that a “ salt or solution of silicate

”

company, is the architect of the works; Air. Davey, was some years since suggested in oui' columns as a

of Lewes, builder of the station; Mr. Eabian, of remedy. Doubtless it was just such an application

Brighton, builder of tbe viaduct
; and Air. Oliver, the as that now suggested as a remedy against the exuda-

inspector of the line, is also inspector of the work?. tion of salt, to which our correspoudent rclers,

Dennis
Sherrin

J. Bod E. Bird
Calls aud Co
Smith
Goodall
Nicholson
Peters
Piper
M'Lennan and Bird ..

Moxoa
Rowe
Lee and Lavers
Perry
Willson, John
Mvers
HUl

£63.800 0 0
. 63,700 0 0

60,890 0 0
. 59.950 0 0
. 68,712 0 0

. 58,600 0 0
. 66,750 0 0
. 66,000 0 0
. 63,754 0 0
. 53.270 0 0

. 52,100 0 0
. 60,126 0 0
. -19,828 0 0
. I9.4ri5 0 0
. 43,974 0 0
. 43,970 0 0
. 43,609 0 0

Welch and

. Messrs . Tillott and

The quantities supplied:

—

Greig £3,977 0 0

Myers .... 3.790 0 0
Pritchard and Son 3,6.iO 0 0

Juy 3.478 0 0

Lawrence and Sons 3,4<i0 0 0

Rider 3.370 0 0

Smith, Luton 3,3 19 0 0

Bran and Son (accepted) 3,299 0 0

For Cavalry College, Richmond. Mr. Charles Broad-

hridge, architect. Quantities furnished

Lucas ...
£3.300 0 0

Mvers... 3,200 0 0

Lawrence 2,829 0 0

Fish 2,79’i 0 0

Lee and Lavers 2,709 0 0

Hirst ...
• 2,720 0 0

Curless 3,093 0 0

For house for Mr. Bodkin, at Highgate. Mr. Charlea

Poland, architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. Pam

Higgs
Macey
Mathews..
Wheeler ..

Roland ..

Harris

0 0
2,lb9 0 0
2,058 0 0
2,013 0 0
1,823 0 0
1,820 0 0

For rebuilding the Queen’s Head Tavern, 19, Great

Tower-street, City. Mr. James HoweD, architect :

—

Lucas £1.825 0 0

Lawrence l,71-3 0 0

Piper and Son 1,667 0 0

For Lichfield Museum,
arcliitects ;

—

Beckett
Scott aud Collyer...

Lilley (accepted) ...

Messrs. Bidlake and Lovatt,

£1,-134 15 0
1,423 14 6

1,305 0 0

For a new brush manufactory, Great Marlborough-

street, for Messrs. Kent. Mr. Dwyer, architect. Quantities

supplied t.y Mr. Strudwick:-
Lce and Lavers ,

Bird, Hammei smith .

Myers
Higgs ..

Lucas
Macey
Fotheringham
W. Higgs
Barlow
W ardle

1.295 0 0
1,217 0 0
1,233 0 0
1,193 0 0
1,190 0 0
1,189 0 0
1.187 0 0
1,131 0 0
1,143 0 0

For Schools. Stonehridge, Dalston. Mr. Knightley,

architect
Hall £1.260 0 0

Honeywill 1,210 0 0

Harv 1.234 0 0

Ilockea 1,164 0 0

Wood and Sons 1,047 0 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

It.-C. O.-C. M.-AV. L- Mr. !>.- J. B.-U. It.-P. B.-T. K. L.

(aeveial means for the removal of ants in dwclliug-liouses have

b:’«u uyifebteJ in uur pages, hut we are unable to relerl— J. M.

—

J. H. V.— J. J. C. (something lus already been said of it in our

Piigegi. — \v. H. C. idistiuctioo shall be remembered another

time).—K. L. lU-J. W.—N. G. B.—Viutor—F. L—J. B. IL—
t^iioudain (in typj).

ADVERTISEMENTS.

BHICKS, SnPFOLK WHITE EACINBS.
W AM' ED. an AGENT, with a c.iuiicoiiou among BuiMera,

aua a » hurt fur ljudiug best 8uffolk While aud Red BrioHs. in

the vicinity ui Westminster.—Aj.ply tu A. B. I'yst-oflioe, Sudbury,
8uftiilk.

Di(llAUGHTSMAN WANTED, for a PER-
.MaNI NTSITDATD'N. The quftlitieallousrfiiuired are,

tu He thoroush'v ac.iuaioted with Mie dct.iila of ouildiiigs, to be
able to gel out woikina draw ngs for buildings from idtrtche*. and
to line aud print well fur meehauloul drawiugi—.ippllcatlons by
letter, stilting terras aud full particulars, to be sent to U. E. No. 3,

Victoria-Bireet, Westiainster.
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Yol. XV.—No. 752.

HAT with pulling down, burn-

ing down, and tumbling down,
the domestic vestiges of Old
London arc, with surprising

rapidity, disappearing from the

view of even the present gene-

ration. Roman London rose upon
the ashes of the British city :

the Danes destroyed and Saxons
built, and out of the wreck of

Saxon and Roman cities in the

Norman times, Londomstill grew
in extent and prosperity. Bires

and plagues were but the means
of effecting improvement. Gain

came from loss, as it often does.

In Elizabeth’s days, the growth
of London alarmed both the Queen
Government, and in the present

reign its increase is like the rolling snow-
ball. The row of houses in front of Staples Inn,
the old houses near the bottom of Gray’s-iim-

lane, and other remnants of an earlier metro-
polis will gradually yield to the course of im-

'

provement. We have presen-ed some of these as I

curiosities for succeeding generations; andonthe
next leaf we add another characteristic example
of Loudon street architecture before the Eire,

which is, we are told, to be shortly removed.
The houses tliere shown form the west side of
the well-known and once notorious Eield laue,

which for some distance skirted tlic Elect. The '

east side of the lane, with all the adjoining

'

neighbourhood, has been swept away by the

'

Victoria-street improvements.
jWe described a night peep into some

'

of these houses in eaidier papers. Eield-laue,

before the alteration, was a dark, narrow',

but picturesque alley', made as gay in colour
as a Turkisk bazaar, by strings of pocket-
handkerchiefs and other matters. It was
difficult to effect a passage through this

fitrait, and resist the blandishmeuts of the fair

jdealers, who, with many words, and sometimes
actual force, persuaded the “gentlemens to buy
balf-a-dozen real Indian pocket-handkerchief?,

better as new.” Alany a purchase has been
made here by those w'ho must have felt at the

time that they were in a w’ay dealers in stolen

goods : however, it frequently happened that the

pangs of their conscience were removed before

they got out of the lane, sharp fingers relieving

them not only of their purchases, but perhaps
of other valuables, before they had completed
the exploration of this region.

In the dark days of Eield-lanc, persons who
went for the purpose of inquiry were looked
upon with anything but friendly feelings

;
and

some years since our artist, in the pursuit of

his vocation, was saluted by small boys, insti-

gated by those of more mature years, with
tuniip-tops and other missiles, and made his

progress through the place something in the

manner of John Bunyan’s pilgrim through
'‘vanity fair.” A surprising change was effected

when the daylight was thrown into the laue :

the adventurous artist may now pursue his

labours without interruption
;
and although the

little bit of Eicld-lane which is left is not so gay
in appearance, it is certainly much better in
both a moral and sanitary point of view.

Changes of the most complete character are

going on throughout the metropolis. A volume
of much interest, for example, might "Be written
on the inns and hostelries of Old London,—those
quaint places of resort, which, from the most
remote times, have fonned a feature of this

Rreat city, for in few departments of trade liare ' about 40 or 60 yards to the south-east of thethe changes been more marked than in the ap- statue of William IV
“

pearance and management of tho vietualling
|

At the commencement of the present een-ouses of London.
j

tury. many of the London hostleries wereSome examples, which are left m the metro-
[

regularly frequented in the evenings by thepolls of old mn architecture, stlU bring torecol-
,

respectable tradesmen of the various districts
lee ion the burly plain-spoken hosts figured

^

for the purpose, in most instances, of eniovinv
in the plays of thakspeare, and other of the a moderate potation, and discussing the affairs'
old dramatists

^ ,

of the parish or nation. In many cases, the
in Lishopsgate-street portions of two or three regular frequenters of the tavern parlours read

ot the gaUeried urns still remain
; the most in turn the principal parts of the daily paper,

pertect IS fac live Swans, tlie court-yard of
,
The writer of this knew of a company of old cen-

wJuch has much the same appearance as it pre- : tlemen who had assembled in this manner for
sentccl when the players were wont to erect their; many years: at one time they geuerally mus-
stage, and give performances in the centre of it.

,

tered between twenty and thirty stroii" One
ihe cluster of ancient inns in the neighbour-

,

by one they dropped off, until tliere were but
hood ol Suow-hill, the back streets leading two, who came so crippled that they could
to Lheapside, -Vrarwick-lanc,-* St. Alartin’s-lc- scarcely walk, and so dim-sighted that the news-
Grand, and other famed places for the rccep- paper was but of Utile use to tlicm.
tion of travellers, have now but few marks of

j

The “ clubable ” spirit to which we have
tbeir original appearance. In llolborn, tbe alluded wus at the lime somewhat a matter of
qmidrangles of some of the large hostelries necessity, for the homes of even the more
which were formerly places of great resort to

|

opulent' tradesmen were not so well supplied
pack-horse travellers and carriers, may, willi then as now with uicans of intellectual recrea-
difficulty, be traced. In Gray’s-iuu-luue all

|

tion ; literature of all kinds was scarce and
signs of ornamented court-yards Lave vanished

; !
expensive, and music in tbe families of the

but_ behind the now modem front of the ' middle classes but little practised.
“Pindar of Wakefield,” are large bani-like

|

A century or so ago a large number of the
buildings, which have, no doubt, afforded ac-

;

publicans of the metropolis manufactured their
commodation for horses. In Smithfiekl few

^

own ale and porter
; and in course of time

of the characteristic features of the old iuns some, having more skill aud enterprise tlian
remain.

^
^

others, enlarged tbeir premises to enable them
In the suburbs, in various directions, are

|

to supply other houses, aud so the growl li of
places formerly much frequeuted, but wbicli

'

the breweries year by year iucreased with that
are

^

now, iu some instances, neglected, and
^

of the metropolis, until now private brewing has
“ mine host ” of these days is obliged to resort to

|

almost gone out of custom. A member of the
tbe attractions of cheap concerts aud other great firm of Truman, Haubury, and Co. stated a
amusements, in order to make up for tbe change ! short time since, that so many years had not
in the current of business. There is a curious passed over siuce the principal of the then infant
old imi nearly opposite to the south entrance of establishment used to drag his brewing on a
+].« Lo.......,!.., ; truck to bis custoiuers.

It is curious to contrast this with the present
extent of the Brick-lane aud other breweries.

Huge piles of buildings have risen up, monster
vats of such capacity that tbe burstiug of one iu

the Borough swept away dwellings, aud caused
loss of life; several hundreds of horses are
requii-cd for the conveyance of the beer; in

some instances artesian ivells have been sunk at

tbe Knigbtsbridge barracks, which is worthy of

a passing glance.

Iu the High-street of the Borough, where a
long line of wcll-frcqucuted hostelries formerly
stood, there is little except the yard of ihcTabard
to attract much notice. Besides the great inns to
which we have referred, and which were chiefly

supported by travellers, there were smaller, and
perhaps more comfortable places of public
acconimodation, some of them over agaiust

i enormous cost
; aud steam machiucry, which to

churches, having the signs of tbe Cross Keys,
j

a stranger seems magical in its operations.
the Cock, the Mitre, which attracted the per-

manent residents to meet togcUier, to enjoy tliat

amount of gossip and information which would
be sought for before tbe days of newspapers
aud useful books.

Inns, both great and small, were swept away
over a large space by the fire of 1066, and at

present even fewer vestiges of the lesser hos-

telries remain than of those of greater im-

portance.

It is worthy of remark, that in the days of

Queen Elizabeth little mention is made of the

sale of eitlier ale or ardent spirits in tbe hostel-

ries of England. In tbe monastic institutions

ale was brewed for the use of tbe inmates and
for the rel’refcbuicnt of the poorer sort of travel-

lers; but various wines, “sack” and others,

seem to have been in u.se
;
and tbe ale in lliosc

and crushes the malt, carries or pushes it to its

appointed place, aud performs work which by
other means could scarcely be done.

In Dr. Johnson’s days, when bis friend Mr.
Tbrale, tbe brewer, died, the famous doctor

might be seen witli iiik-bottle iu his waistcoat-

pocket and pen behind his car, aud with solemn
business-like countenance, moving amongst the

casks, aud wondering at the extent and value of

the interests which he was iu the course of

exainiuing ; surprising increase has taken place

since then.

The change which has been made in the

appearance of the hostelries,—we mean those

provided for the use of the resident inhabitants,

—is as great as that in the breweries. In old

engravings, we fiud “ Hornsey-wood House
Tavern,” and many other well-kuown suburban

old days was no doubt chiefly manufactured by ' places of resort, very homely indeed iu appear-

the managing dames at home for the various ' aiice. Tlie “ V’hite-coudiiit House,” which is

households, in the same way as at tbe present ^ shown iu oue of the cuts, was a small uiipic-

day in out-of-the-way places.
|

turesque-looking house, two stories high, with

The “ Blue Boar ” of Easfeheap (Dame
|

four windows iu front, near the ancient conduit.

Quickly’s inn) had all those ancient features In the old print from which liie eugraviug

which would have been in character with Prince ' is copied, only oue house appears in the back-

Hal, Pat John, and those other boon companions * ground- Even at the time when this view was

whom Shakspeare has so wonderfully placed be-
1

made, tbe necessity of eniargomeut is shown by

fore us. Tbe stonesign of tbe house, boldly carved,

is still fortunately to be found in the Guildhall

Library. The house built on the site of the

old “ Blue Boar ” was destroyed in making the

approaches to new London-bridge. It stood

• The inn-yard at the back of the south side of War-
wick-square has been illustrated in the Builder,

the addition of the pent which is built against

one side.

Pormcrly tbe snburban taverns were not so

much resorted to for strong drinks as at the pre-

sent time. The White Condiiit-house, was

long famous for hot breakfast rolls aud tea
; aud

early in tbe summer mornings, numerous Lon-
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doners might be seen there enjoyiug the fresh

breeze and early breakfast. Oliver Goldsmith

frequently dined at the Highbury-barn Tavern,

and called at the White Conduit to take a cup

of tea on the -way home.

The third engraving may be regarded as a fair

specimen of one of the ordinary London public-

houses of about a centuiy ago. The massive

window frames painted green, the red curtains,

yellow letters, and the chequers on the door-posts

give them a quaint appearance, which contrasts

' curiously with the ornament and glitter of the

!
modem buildings erected for a similar purpose,

i Before the alteration, a few years ago, that very

' ancient hostelry, the Cock, in Tothill-street,

j

‘Westminster, a place mentioned by John Stowe,

' and which is said to be the house from which

1 the first stage-coach started, had a front very

like that shown in the engraving.* Both of

' these had a flight of steps leading down from the

street, the pavement having been raised from

time to time. It is worth while to make a

survey of the interiors of one or two of these

specimens of old London street architecture.

The fittings are of the most plain and primitive

description : an array of punch-bowls is shoNVU

upon the shelves, and two or three “black

jacks,”—the leathern vessel of early days,~and
some other relics, are carefully preserved in the

sitting-room for customers : there is a spacious

fire-place, with a large hood, supported by

brackets. In one part is a clock, with black

frame, and a very large dial
;
and round the

panelled walls arc a few dingy prints of cele-

brated cock-fights, prize-fighters, and such like

subjects. The tenants occupying the unaltered

houses are, in some^instauces, so old-fashioned,

and so conservative, that it seems wonderful

they have been prevailed upon to allow the intro-

duction of gas-light. They have, usually, in

former days, when their premises were more in

accordance with the general taste, accumulated

money
;
and they remain, year after year, com-

plaining of the degeneracy of the times, and

looking with as much contempt at gaudy oppo-

sition on all sides as did Meg Dods at the

Hotel at St. Honan’s Well.

In passing along the streets you may notice

the shutters of one of these old public-houses

closed, announcing the death of the ancient

tenant : then hoardings are put up, and in a

short time, with the aid of plate-glass, Grecian

pillars, and brass work, such a change is made

‘that the hostelry can be no longer recognised by

its oldest frequenter.

THE DESIGNS FOR THE GOVERNMENT J
OFFICES.f I

Not comparing the principal Gothic designs with I
others, for such merits as they may appear to possess, I
and without reference to the numerous and excellent

1

drawings through which they are illustrated,—or
j

without hoping to settle the question of the style

or character appropriate to the Offices,—we may say

there are few works in the collection lately open to
J

the public in Westminster-hall, that would fairly dc- I

serve more attention than the designs numbered 116, i

129, aad 140—by Mr. Scott, Mr. Street, and Messrs. ^

Prichard and Seddou. With No. 35, already noticed, j

these works best support the claim which is advanced ^
for Gothic architecture as alone adapted to the chosen

locality and its associations, if not for general use.
j

Their authors stait from this position of snperiorily ;

they Lave before them a defined purpose— an object

which they coDsistenlly follow. They hold certain

opinions—dogmas these may be styled—and on their

hriief they act. Others scatter rather than concen-

trate the aims of their art-life,—are not content to

learn and gather from numerous sources—hut realize

least where they would be the most diffuse. We have

always endeavouredto maintain that a return to unity

of style was an object without which our architecture

would not ever gain the high position that may be

destined for it. We have believed that the greatest

development of art w'as consistent with the prevalence

* In this house are (or at any rate a short time since

were) preserved some very good carvings, said to have been
executed by the Italian workmen employed in the erection

of Henry VII. 's Chapel, who formerly lodged here,

t See p. 346, ante. This article was in type last week, .•
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of some one style,—that art is even served by such a

condition of circurastaoccs
;
whilst we have felc con-

fident—friim study of the recent history, as of the

current pnigress of architecture—that the public per-

ception and appreciation of the art, on which every-

thing depends, was retarded by changes of style, or

by the harsh e mtrasts, as they appear, between build-

ings, whether of the same epoch, or the same locality,

The choice of a style (of course, for the subsrrvience

of art) looking at the question a moment apart from
existing circumstances, is, we feel, suiToundcd with

difficulties. These form the cause of the existence of

any opposite factious in our profession. The cirouin-

stauccs, however, it is necessary to look at
;
aud the

question we put is, whether those should not be
allowed to decide the future course—as probably they

will at length do, in the face of all efforts.

Therefore, if ii. is a fair argument with the advo-

cates of the Mfditcvid for the Offices, that no other

style would be suii ed to the character of West minster

Abbey and the Houses of Parliament,—-the d ffimilty

being one that has been seen in many non-Muditevai

designs which we have noticed,—it is equally im-

portant to consider whether the architecture of all

London could he made Gothic
;
because, if not, there

must be harsh contrast somewhere— fatnl to the

objects of all parties
;
and nothing woidd be g.iiue l,

but rather the contrast effected would he greater, by
the staving off the time of it. The study of Gothic

architecture was, doubtless, the very thing needed—to

correct the vicious copyism for one purpose, of forms

adapted to other purposes, and to lead to due con-

sideration of the properties of the materials u>ed, as

part of the question of art. The desired qualities of

art, here in view, however are not such as would
specially belong to any new development of a style.

Much of the able reasoning of those professionally

concerned in the Gothic movement, who treat the

question with due regard for art, aud generally on
higher gronuds than were once maintained, seizes on
our sympathies because it is true of good architectural

art in general. By every speciality of application to

a style which is not that of our day, the value of

these arguments is only lessened. We can conceive

no higher development of art than that which would
probably result, were some of those who arc now cul-

tivating the Gothic style, and who are acquainted with

the characteristic details of other styles, to devote
their efforts to the very field which they now eschew.
This, it is said, is what some of the architects referred

to, have in fact done in this competition
;
and it would

he curious to discover, as we think is not unlikely,
''

that these men are the authors of the best Italian

designs. Possibly, we might even think also, that

modern Gothic architecture had been wanting a little

invigoratioo from without.

The point to which we wished to draw attention,

was the position of vantage in which all stand who
pursue one course, as well as that it is a matter really

of less importance os affecting intrinsic merit than
is supposed, what style may be chosen. But wc pro-

ceed to observe, that the tendency of the extremes to

touch, is one of the most hopeful signs in the archi-

tecture of our day. It is effecting a slow, but obvious

subversion in the application of Gothic architecture
;

pending which, something ofthedistinctive character

—

and perhaps, for a time, beauty—of the style, is lost

;

hut much is gained in the way of new forms, in com-
binations suggested by other styles, and iu the recog-

nition of modern circumstances and wants,—things

all, which are essential to good architecture, as

to the beautiful in it also. Our architects of the

Mediseval school, or the best of them—no longer

openly follow, but desire to lead the taste of ama-
teurs

; and we can only wish them to do so—being
assured that the issue of that path, with their present

aims, would be right.

There is a view as to the choice for modern use, of

Gothic architecture, founded on its being the national
style, which we shall he well disposed to examine.
The impression of the peculiar value of the English
Gothic has our full sympathy

: yet we see no reason

to question the statement, that this distinctive

English character is precisely what could not be
found in the collection of designs at Westminster-
hall. But, what more than a mere version of any
style, can England lay claim to have produced ? She
has not the title to the invention of the Gothic that

is claimed by Prance. "What style at first would
seem to be more distinctively English, than the

Elizabethan? yet, that was a style, in the main in-

debted to other countries. Italy, from the number
of its developments, and the constant flow of art from
it during centuries, is, perhaps, the only coiiulry iu

modern times which can be safely named as the

originator of art. But, whatever their names, general

styles no more pertain to particular countries solely,

than do works oHiterature. Like the dramatic poetry

of Shakespeare, the same architecture can he appre-

ciated and become naturalized iu many countries,

—

so that it would denationalize or revolutionize more.

to remove what may e.tist, and to return to what was,
than to pursue the dialing ]]at[i, although we may
have been diverted info it byforeign influence.

It matters little what was the original nationality
;

but it matters greatly that the constant invigor.ition

of new life should be maintained. The architecture

called Italian is capable of this—as was shown in the

production of the Frcnch-Italian style
;

as is shown
in the architecture of Paris during our owu time

;

and by designs themselves, exhibited iu Westmiuster-
hnll. The Prcnch-Italian style is oue that was
formed, we apprehend, on somewhat the same prin-

ciple of effect as that on which the author of the
design No. 112 set to work, as noticed lately. It

was indebted somewhat to the Gothic. It is a pre-

cedent which we adduce, as leudiog evidence to onr
view that a style might be founded upon the general

architecture of our day—so as to he apprcciafed by the

public—and which might use everything whatever in

the Gothic that is capable of, aud valuable for, moderu
application.

The Gothic designs in the collection at "Westmiiister-

hall must, however, be judged on other grounds than

those which some of their advocates claim for them, or

which others feared might lead to their rejection. The
very character in design No. 129 to which our attention

is directed by more than one valued correspondent

—

the “ beantifuHy broken up ” appearance, the “ truly

Gothic” effect, ” this exquisite breaking up of straight

Hues, these glorious hits, nooks, &c.”—the pictu-

resque according to the common rendering ofliial iU-

understood phrase— to us sceens far more Gothic, than

consistent with modern associations, or with the idea

of the effect consonant with such a building, the

purpose of which would suggest to sonic extent a

monumental ch-iractcr. The “picturesque” efibet

which there is in drawings cleverly shaded in pen and
ink, is not that of which an imp.essiou would be de-

rived from the work iiS?lf, or, at least, not after the

reason and the judgment had come iu to aid. Wc
doubt whether even it is good Gothic architecture, to

design so determinedly, irregularity ; at least, there

was no such character in the chief municipal build-

ings, such as those which are remaining on the con-

tinent. The merit in No. 129 wc might liuil great,

nevertheless.

The design, No. 116, illustrated iu thirty-two

drawings—many of them elaborate, aud to a large

scale, and which include several well-executed perspec-

tive views—may, on the w hole, be considered the chief

of the works which were assumed to protest against a

supposed foregone conclusion of the Government, or

the Office of Works, against Mediceval arc'iilectiirc

for the intended buildings. It bears the motto from

Horace (De Arte Poetica) :

—

“ Nee mlDimum meruere decus, vestigia Graiea
Ausi deserere, et celebrare domesiica facta

and the drawings include a large pLin of the streets

extending to a considerable distance, a block pl.in also

showing in some of the proposed iinprovemeiiis south-

ward, and designs for the War-offiue and Poreigu-officc

in buildings of similar character, joined by archways.

To the War-office there are two sets of drawings,

illustrating alternative arrangements innrked A and B.

Iu many respects, we believe the design No. 140 would

be quite as worthy of examination as any of the designs

which we are more especially allcnding to
;
but, unfor-

tunately, the exhibiiion closed too early to allow our

giving the careful examination which was iiccessary to

do this work justice. The design No. 116 is iutercsl-

ing ou many grounds in addiiioii to its inciiis. Its

well-known authorship by one who has offered the best

of the arguineuts put forth in favour of the views

which have been adverted to ;
its careful treatment

;

and the grasp of the subject which it evinces, would

alone detnaud for it particular attention. Still, in the

lengthy “cxplana'ory remarks” accompanying the

drawings, well written ih.iiigh they arc,— as also by

the author of No. 129,—some assertions are ven-

tured ou, which we cannot wholly accede to. We
do not assent to the staleincut of facts, and the

precise inference drawn, as to the curaparative value

of the “ Classic ” aud the “ Gothic ” slyles. We do

not think tluit “ourpublic buildings, with the cxcep-

tiou of the Houses of Parliament aud a few others,

have become provcibial as failures.” Such an asser-

tion—to be supposed of any value— must be taken

shutting out the existence uf a St. George's Il.dl, and

of the best works of Sir Charles Ba-ry—as the

Reform Club aud Bridgewater House (uhieh have

essentially the character of public buildings—fir the

present argument), and shutting out the facts iis to

the growth of architecture of a high class iu onr pro-

vincial towns. This unqueatiouable prngress has been

conlcmporaneous with the increasing study of the

Gothic style,—which style, we may say, as the qivs-

lion is of fdcts, has not, during the same time, prn-

duced any considerable works except churches, and

some of a particular class, and except the ILmscs of

Parliament. These latter buildings—recollecting the

circumstauces under which they were d signed, and

before the medifcval enn-ent had set in—should
not be considered as tlie result of any diffused
mediffival taste. They show that much may be
effected in their style by a true artist

; but this is not
the point in doubt. On the other hand, we volunteer
the admission thit it is nut proved by their case that
bcHutiful effect in Gothic architecture requires ex-

travagant outlay
;
hut all the assertions to that effect,

lately made, have no application to the present point.

Our architecture, as we have already contended,

is not now ‘'either Greeh oc Sornan,” or “modern
Italian,” hut is onr own ;

“ our architects learn their

profession among the debris of a former world, iu

another climate, .aud among another race,” but only

as they ever must follow certain branches of their

study, and just as those who would study Gothic

architecture, must learn from the relics of manners
and times equally foreign to our own. The choice of

a style by “ a noble duke,” our argument by no
me.aus requii-es that we should excuse or defend.

We did before quite the reverse. It has been

“urged that the best model to he followed iu

the present instance, would be Inigo Jones’s design

for the Palace of King Charles I.”— but, wc think,

oijy by otic not an architect, in a proposition respect-

ing which in October last, wc doubted “ whether ex-

isting architectural talent could not produce some-

thing equally good iu art, original, and more appro-

priate.” Yet the stgfe of even that building we can-

not hold is one incapable of artistic treatment; and

we have named some designs in tlie present collection,

which could be as fairly adduced on the one side, as

,
the Gothic designs could on the other,

j

We dcprcc.ite, however, the adoption of style pre-

• ceding, by whatever dale, aud different to, what is

actually prevalent. There is a strong argument for

Gothic architecture for ecclesiastic.!] purposes
;
aud

I

the style may be considered as having been never
'

wholly abandoned in truditionul acceptance, and iu

!
many points of observance, such as are found even in

churches which have no Gothic details. But it is very

far from being the prevalent style in the general build-

ings of towns
;
and even used in town churches, it

does not stand in the most favourable position for its

own effect, or the general hirmoiiy.

This bugbear of ihu Whitehill Palace, seen by the

authors of Nos. 116 and 129, is one of their own
raising : no one whose opinion is worth a gvoat,

desires more than the symmetrical duplication of

the “fragment,” on the Whitehall site; and when
the author of No. 129 refers to the “one reason,

and one only, iu f.ivour of any other style” than the

Gothic, for the Offices, he cniircly misstates the case

agaiost him. The rtwo?/, whatever its value, is, not

the existence of a fnigiucnt at a distant spot, but that

all the archilectui'C on the 8 imc side, as everywhere

else—tlie Weatiiiinster buildings being excepted—isin

one or other version of a family of styles which are not

Gothic.

The author of No. 116 would disclaim the desig-

nation—Italian-Gothic— for the style of his design
;

he has sought not the style of any particular

country, but Gothic in the abstract, and gathered

from the woiks of all countric.s. It so happens,

however, whither from the circumstance that Italy

contains many Medireval buildings not ecclesiastic.al,

or from some proper endeavour to avoid incongruity

with our existing iLilian buildings, or other cause,

that the eh 'r..cti;r of his design, as uf others, is ioore

It than, or at le. st Coni incntal, thin it is English.

What reason cm there be, whatever our slyle,

that we should nut adqit it to every want? Need

we cviu conceal slinetinal features, as the author

of No. 129 allows it to he iinplicd that we must

perforce do ? Why slMiild we not expose to view the

metal begins of an interior,— thus shaping a “ design

to suit t!ie c .uitriv.'liop,” and add enrichments and

foliated brackets in hr isi-woik
;
and, as it is admitted

by the autlior of No. IIG, “ has been beautifully done

in another style, in Ihe New Jlus.um at Berlin.”

The special value supposed to exist in Hie Gothic

style has bjconie aTiihutcd to it, in great degree,

fiom llie iniitakes ibat had been made during the

•‘dark age” of English taste in architecture gene-

jaHy, and to wldc'i wc have recognised that the

mciiip.'ul priiiciides were the fiiting coirective. The

only question as to the Classic or the Gothic, is what

slyie should h.; taken as the point of departure. Now,

supposing pro'eS'ioiiul and architectural skill—equal,

for exa iiple, to th d of the authors of the bcsl Gothic

designs—together with com entrateJ effort, given to

tlie Italian style, can any one helievc, from the

evidciiee on lo ll sides at \\ esliiiinster-hall, that auy

special Ici'iility or art, arising from would be

i.jipareut. The"real question to be decided is simply,

—

w liut is thcsiylc of the day ? On that we must advance.

AWARD or THE JUDGES.

TiiK fullowiug is a lir>t of the artists entitled to

premiums under the award of the judges of the designs

lately exhibited iu 'Wcsimiaster-hall. The names ai'c
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arranged in Ibe order of merit as decided bj" tlie

judges, with tlie motto and amount of premium.

Di:s£GN No. 1.—Block Pjan.

|no. Motto.

Pre-

£

1. M. Crepinet, Grand Rue
de Viiucirard, Haris 12

2. Mr. Hastincs, Belfast ...'ISO

3. Messrs. Morgan _and|

l’hiuson,3, Daoe's-ion,'

Strand !l28

A. C.

Corso.

Confide.

500
200

100

Design No. 2.—Ponnicx DEPAiiTME.vr.

1. Messrs. Coe and Hofltind,

8, Dsne's itin, Strand...

2. Messrs Banlfsand Barrj,

27, Sackville-street

3. Mr.Geoi'geOilbert-icolt,

20. Si>ring-(jarden3

t. Messrs. Deane and Wood-
ward. Merriou-street,

Dublin
5. Mr. T. Bellamy, 9, Char-

lotte-street, Bcdford-

square
0. Messrs. Buxfoo and Ha-

bershon, 38, Blooms-
bury-square

7. Mr. y. E. Street, 33,

Monta^ue-place, Bed'
furd-square

91

58

110

35

128

Vlilitas,

Opera 91.

Nec Minimum, &o.

Thou Last coveted
my Lead, &c.

B. Z.

Suaviter Eortiter.

X Vttillants Cceurs,

&e.

800

600

300

200

100

100

100

Design No. 3.—’^'ah-office.

1. Mr. H. B. Garlinc, 11,

King's -road, Gray's- Fortiter et Fideli-

ter.

2. M. B. D Flazeville, Rue
de Nord. Paris Deus atque Jus.

3. Mr. J. T. RocLead, Glas-
Anglo-Saxon.

Cjmrw.
4. Messrs. Prichard find

Seddon, Llandaff. 140
6. Mr. Cuthbert Hrodrick,

17, East Parade, Leeds 20 Corona.
6. Messrs. \\ , Q. and E

Haberahoa,38, Blooms-
hury-square >la Au Lon droit.

7. Mr. John Divyer, 11,

Great Marlborough
street 126 tVestminster.

300

500

300

200

100

100

100

SOME REM.\UK.S ON DOMES.*
I would give a few minutes’ iiivesligalion to a

church which deseiwcs, I lliiok, mostcarc'ul examina- '

tioD, S.Ciriaeo, at Ancona; an architcc’ural work liuc iu
|

itself, and oecitpyiug a sTenot to be exceeded fur heauly.

It is evidently ilie work of mony nges, and bears the

mark of m my changes : it has met with ntiscrupulmis
'

restorers, wbo yet have left enough to tell the tale. In
a case like this we ferl the want of such a guide as

"Willis has been to several of our owu cathedrals. Iu
Italy many a patient aotiqunry has written a history

'

of these old places carelul'y and well. Fabri has

worked hard for llnvcnna, Severano for Rome, and
Slaffci for Verona

;
but they all worked from books

and not from the stones themselves. They have not

traced, from the change of stvle, of moulding, or of

masonry, the various works of the various builders,

and there are few of ns, I am afraid, who can aff ird

the time to do so on the Sjiot for ourselves. Now-
here is an instance : D'Agincourt and Serra di F.ilco

gave 950 as the dale, while Milizia names about
1300, and assigns it to Marghcltoue of Arezzo. I

have no doubt whatever that the local tradition is

coiTcct, and that, ncx't to S. Vitale, it is the most
ancient dome in Italy, whilst it ranks lirst for being
on di.-lacbed piers. But it w.is largely altered in later

times, and Milizia's date applies to them. This is

borne out by an iuacriptioii iu the church of the
Miserieordia in the sime town, where the date is re-

corded as shortly after 1349, and the dome is a clumsy
copy of S. Ciria'-o. The latter is built on the p'an of
a Greek cross, each of the transepts being raised seven
steps, with a chapel under. The walls of smjll square
stones arc unplastcred, all the arches circular, and the
aisles groined. At the intcrseelion of the cross is a
dome resting on a curious pendeutive, ball' Byznuliue,
half arch- J, and worked as tliouih bv a novice at the
craft, for the lines of misonvy, instead of kcei)iiig to
the circle, run into each other iietwceii the arches at
a slight angle. A’.'ove these is a high drum, and
above that a dome, both being Iwclve-sidrd inside and
ont, but carried up on a series of ribs converging
quite in the Gothic system of construction and of
iorm._ Tlie beautiful porch is clearly a much later
addition to the church, and I have no doubt
the work of the fourteenth century. But I am
inclined to thiuk that all the dome is o‘‘ the e mlier
date, and if so, the church has a right to a higher
rank in the scab; of art than it now has. The orna-
mentation throughout is very curious, and the church
13 altogether worthy of a much more careful study
thau I had time to give it. One other point about
It, however, deserves attention. The dome is finished
"ith a small lantern, an addition which at once sug-
gested, and indeed required, a great change in con-

• Continued from page 359, anfe.

slruction and aiTangeinent. In the ordinary form,

where no weight had to be supported but that of tho

dome itself, the construction adopted was of a bold-

.

ness scarcely to be imagined, aud the tenuity of

the section, and the lightness of the matc-

ri:.l (ihc dome of S. Vitale, for ins'ance, hemg of

pipes only) show how much move easily this beautiful

form of covering cau be used than is generally

thought. "When, however, the luntern was added, a

change became at once necessary to support the extra,

weight. At S. Ciriaco there is a series of ribs in

addition to the thick covering itself. At Bergamo

the thickness of the dome is increased. But in later

times and with larger domes, a double covering (as

seen very clearly at Florence aud at St. Peter s) was

used, and by this means, the external forra_ of the

dome often became quite different from the interior

and niui-h more nearly approaching the cone. Dp to

this time, also, the dome, in Western Europe at least,

seems to have been treated almost entirely with

regard to the internal effect, its exterior, with few

exceptions, being left unoniamenled and bare. But

there arc few churches of later date in which this

feature was not as carefully finished externally as the

rest of the edifice.

The next example worthy of note is Sla. Fosea, at

Venice, where the dome is unfinished; but the plan

is one of much beauty, and the peodentives are ar-

ranged with great elegance. "V^'ere this cluireh com-

pb'ted, I know no building that would exceed it in

beauty of outline, or be more worthy of imitition, if

imitation there must be, for oui' present form of

worship. Of St. Mark’s every detail is so well known
that I need not dwell upon it, Altered as the church

i'", and added to in lut'T times in a way that must

overturn all our ideas of correct restoration, there is a

spell in the old building that more chaste forms can-

not excite
;
aud were the windows that now admit an

unsubdued glare toned down by colour, the interior,

in effect, wouM almost exceed the imagination. Out-

side, it seemed to me that, whether by the gorgeous

lighf o'' day, or the soTer gleam of night, the Piazza

of St. Mark, oI which this forms the most striking

feature, is unsurpassed in heauly.

The church of S. Tom 'So at B.-rgamo now suc-

ceeds, in which the lantern has become an important

aud massive feature, and the old plan of hiding the

external form of the cupola by a sloping roof is re-

vived after a sleep of some 600 years. Since the time of

the Romm Baptisteries the dome had shown its own
honest form inside and out in nearly every instance,

but now we have it used merely as a vault covering

inside, whilst the exterior shows no more trace of it

than our Gothic high-pitched roofs do of the groined

vaulting they cover. Tne reason of the change is

worth inquiry. These workers of old seemed to have

been too earnest iu their work to alter merely for the

sake of altering. They had the same climate, the

same inatcri.ils. I think the same skill, as their

fathers, and when the interior vault was turned, the

main difficulty was gone. The remains of the vanPs
of Minerva Medica aud others, standing wherever
stand the walls on which tliey rest, show that time

docs not destroy them more than other forms of

covering. Was it that the part between the spring-

ing ofthe dome and the eaves of the roof gave space

for the picturesque arcade so beautifully worked
out in the Rlieniali cbm ches ? Whatever the motive,

those who have studied in the cities of the Rhine can
scarcely regret the change. This roof cover seems to

have been very general about this time. We find its

form most picturesquely developed in Germany, in

Italy, and even in Armenia, where the tomb and
cathedral of .\iii, and the church of Dighour, excite

oiir admiration.

But, amongst the Arab workmen in Egypt and
Sicily, the old form continued in use, and it is to this

date that we owe the beautiful inieriors of the Mosque
Barkauk at Cairo, and of S. Giovanni, S. Simone, and
the Capclla Reale at Palermo. The church of Agia
Theotokos .at Constantinople, those of Aui and
Dighoni', and that of the S. Aposteln at Cologne, may
boast of having been almost the only ones to this

lime where the tambour was mule oruamcntid, and
the dome and superstructure were thus brought
into one harmonious whole.

Our ne.vt great example is the Baptistery at Pisa,
where the dome is so utterly false, inside and out,

,
that the whole must be looked upon as an exceptional

,

case, not to be classed or reckoned
;
while the great

,

Baplisiery at Florence, bcautil'ul as it is, has been so

i

altered, and the times of the alterations are so doubt-

I

ful, that its date can scarcely be fixed. The Bap-

j

tisiery at Parma is of clearer dite, but I doubt if the

I

upper range of arches which screens so lalsely both
dome and roof, is coeval with the building or part of
the design. I thought not when on the spot.

I The next is Brunelleschi’s great work at Florence.
,
But before beginning the sketch of these liter works,

I 1 would devote a short time to consider some other

j

detached specimens of the Medimval age in Germany

and France. In f-jcl, in thinking over these memo-
rials of a by-gone time, we feel the same regret as iu

roiiDDOg through their aisles and cloisters. There is

a fascination about them which time will not, I fear,

ever give to those of later date. St. Peter’s and

St. Paul’s, and Sta. Maria at Florence, may astonish

us by their greatness and their grandeur, but I doubt

if our descendants will ever pass with such solemn,

feelings through them as we do now through the aisles

of S. Aiiibrugio, at Milan, or the cilhedrals of

Mayence, or Lincoln, to which I think those magni-

ficent lines of Byron could be better applied than to

St. Peter’s

—

“ Enter. Its grandeur overpowers tbee not,

And wLy ? It is not lessened, but tLy mind
Expanded by tLe genius ol'tho spot
Ilaih grown colossal.”

That this difference iu the feelings caused by the

earlier and by the later works exists, is certaia. It

were too long now to analyze if. In tho churches of

France, at Blois, Loches, Uzerchc, Perigucu.v. Angou-
leme, and other towns, we find a series of domes of

the most picturesque forms, of all classes oud of the

boldest construction. The details have been well

illustrated by Mr. Petit, and each of ttieae churches

is -worLh a careful study. At Ralisbon, the Bap-

tistei-y, a small building of uncertain dale and of a

picturesque plan, has an arraugemeiit of pendeotiv'es

which comhiues the Byzantine and the arched system,

and has a very good effect.

In all these works I have not, I believe, found any

construction but that of brick aud stone : timber does

nut seem to have been used. Yet tho bold roofs at

Padua aud "Viceuzi show what the men of old could

do, when they willed. "We must now bid adieu to

them and come to those whom we must rank as

' moderns. And, truly, there have been giants even in

'these days; for the changes made iu the form and

i
treatment of the dome by modern architi'cls have

I

made it a new feature. Of all these great men, I

I reckon Biuncllesclu as the first, in rank as well as in

j

time. The cathedral of Florence woalcl be, perhaps,

enough for Ins f.ime, but, the beauty of propovtioa and

I
details in S. Spirito, S. Lorenzo, and Dogii Angeli,

! hear witness to it, perhaps, still more.

!
Yet even with him the dome is in one case con-

' cealed by an external roof, and, in the other, only

J

timidly shiwn. The cathedral has its dome still

unfinished, and not until all is done as he designed it,

can its beauty be appreciated. The large cornice at

' the base has but one side finished]-, the small arcade

' at top is in the same state ; the naked bi icks show
where the marble stood, and tiles, as a covering to

the whole, impoverish the look. The Roman who
‘ covered his Pantheon xvith bronze would have laughed

at the change, aud those who complain of want of

! zeal in the nineteenth oonlury, may thiuk of what
' was left undone in the fairest city o£ the fourteenth.

For St. Augustin’s, .at Rome, D’^hgincniivt claims

I

the credit of having the first dome elevated upon an
ornaraeutal high tambour

;
but the Armenian churches

certainly I'orcstalled it, and tlie polygonal finish to

S. M. delle Grazie, at Milan, may rank with the works

of any time, for beauty of conception, bolh iu outline

I

and colour. Between this and St. Peter’s comes the

.

beautilul church of S. Andrea, at Mantua. But I am
' afraid that the dome, which forms so fine a feature,

' must not rank as Alberti’s, but that it is of a much
,

later date. St. Peter’s succeeds, and with it comes

I

the use of th it marked feature of nearly all the later

I

domes,—the peristyle of the tambour. So far, I

believe, as our knowledge extends, this was the crea-

I

tioii of Bramiinte, an architect as hold iu conception

as dedicate iu his details. This peristyle forms the

most prominent object, both iu his design and in that

of Sangallo, where it is at once cai'ried almost to

cxlravagance. Michelaiigido’s design is, perhaps,

more simply grand than (hat of either of his prede-

cessors. hut I must say boldly that the outline of our

own St. Paul’s excels them all, aud that I know no-

I

thing to exceed the exquisite proportions of its form.

St. Peter’s has ifs noble colonnade, and, in the Vatican

and its Loggic, accessories, of which we cannot boast.

Blit its dome starts from the geoei-al line as if uncon-

nected w'iih it, aud almost as if sunk in it: the

splendid view, so w-ell known to all, of its great front

and immense piazza, is taken from an imagitiaiy point,

and is one which never can he realised, unless some
hundreds of honecs are destroyed. Aud in the Eternal
City, houses, and aught else standing in the way of

improvement, are much more likely to he carefully

preserved. Now, St. Paul’s, seen closely as it is,

shows itself clearly as a mass, with the dome spring-

ing from it and rising out of it without effort, and as

part of the whole : and, if ever it shall be seen clearly

from a wide opening in any quarter, our fellow

citizens, who know not architecture, and who have all

their lives seen, perhaps unmoved, this noble work of

'Wren, will fiud for the first time that they have a

work which, at least, rivals the greatest of other

I

capitals. Palladio, in his St. M. della Salute, at
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Venico, liaa boldly need another method, and notLing,
perhaps, on that site could be happier in effect. He
resists the apparent thrust of the dome by huge con-
soles, which he renders ornamental by making them
pedestals for statues. In another great work of his,

the Kedeutore, there is a curious perspective effect.

The dome is stilted up for about a quarter of its

height, without, any moulding or set-off, aud the result

is that, both in reality and in drawings, it appears to
bulge very much at the spnnging.

Wren, iu his St. Stephen’s, Walbrook, has produced
a church of striking originaliry and beauty, and no
form, perhaps, of the style, could be better used for
our churches. We may too, in Loudon, boast of two
modem d<jme8,~at the CuaJ-Exchange aud at the
Museum,—whose novel construction in respect to
material has been veiy successful, and wliose outline,
mode of lighting, and decoration give them a high
rank. At Rome, the churches of SS. Triniia dci
Pellegrini, S. Andrea al Qairinalc, by Ei-ruini, aud
S. M. Lauretana, by Sangallo, deserve at'ention. In
more modern times, the Basilica of Sta Fi'ancesco, at
Naples, by Biaiichi, has been crowned with a dome of
12 feet greater diameter than St. Paul’s. At Paris,
the French may boast of the iron roof of the Halle-
au-Ble, of the domes of the Pantheon, the Val-de-
Grace, the Invalidcs, and the Sorbonne. But, except
that of the Pantheon, they aro not remarkable for
elegance. Russia lays claim to more attention, and
the recently erected church of St. Isaac, at St. Peters-
burg, has a. dome treated in a novel, and seemingly
suceessful, manner.

I must now notice a few specimens of eccentricities,
merely to put (hem on record. In Sebastian Serlio’s
work there are several designs for domes, oval on
plan, and, in several places, the idea has, uulbi tunatcly,
been worked out. The most notable examples are
the Cathedral at Pisa, and the two churches at the
end of the Corso, in Rome. At Pisa, from the situa-
tion and accessories, the defect is not so much noticed

;

but, in tlic twiu cimrebes at Rome, each pi'csents,

—

except wbeu seen directly iu front or at the side,'—

a

different outline from the olher, and the result is as
unsatisfactmy as cau be imagined. Internallv, the
effect is not so bad, and, in several instances, quite
the reverse. At the church of Ara Cmli, at Vicenza,
for instance, the plan works out well

;
and there is

one at Rome, I thiuk, by Borromini, equally satisfac-
tory. As cariosities, or monstrosities, as you like, I
may instance the .Eastern domes of the mosque al
Tabriz, the Taj Mehal at Agra, and a dome at
Ispahan, where the bulbous form of the exterior
swells out beyond all concord with the interior, and
every piiicipl: of consiruction, and, I thiuk, of beauty,
is sacrificed to a wish for novelty. To go into all the
varieties of form would he a useless task. They
range from the stocple-Iike dome of S. Leonard, at
Frankfort, to the flattened top of the Four Courts, at

Dublin, a building which, by this false onlliue, has
just missed being one of the most pleasing aud piic-

turesque in the kingdom.
A few words as to lighting and decoration. I

cauv.ot hut think that, however well a dark and
gloomy effect may harmonise with the object of the
church, yet, if the huildiug itself be well lighted, the
dome should he so too. To arrange this, i know no
way more simple than the ceutrul light of the
Pantheon. But other methods have been successfully
used, and, as at the Minerva Mcdica, or belter at

Noccra, and best at Serbistan, the light has been ad-
mitted through many small openings iu the dome.
To leave the dome in darkness is to lose its whole
effect, and to make it of no more value than the
roof that I remember in a couutry town iu Ilily,

where, at the springing of an unfinished dome, the
flat roof was so hidden by being painted black, that
it had all the appearance of a dark vacuity. A very
picturesque way of lighting may be seen in the smal'l

semi-dome behind the altar of St. Sulpice, at Paris,
where the light enters from behind a large cornice,
whose projection conceals the source. A large cor-
nice of this sort is introduced, with excellent efl'ert,

in the church of Muute Berico. This church offers,

too, one of the most notable instances of slight piers
that I remember.

For decoration, I know nothing to equal iu effect

the old mosaics. Their richness of colour, and the

splendour of the gilt grounds which give grandeur
without gaudiness, make them unequulltd, aud the
treatment of the figures and scroll-work is never such
as to break up the general outline. The whole seems
to form part of the general design, aud not to break
the sweep of the dome in any way. Tliis art is cer-
tainly not progressive. At St. Peter’s, indeed, the
modem mosiacs tell extremely well, hut they arc of
the most simple kind, aud where elaborate effect is

tried, as at St. Mark’s, the result is painfully inferior

to that of the old. These later artists put in pic-

tures, when what was asked for was decoration. In
later times still, some perhaps of the most- successful

attempts have been made in- the beautiful Genoese-

churches, where the artists have, as it were, identified

themselves with the architect, and produced work
which harmonises with his. But- whatever the style

of decoration be (and I say it with all the diffidence

becomiug a junior member of the profession), I am
sure that any style mnst fiil which, carried out like

Thornhill’s at St. Paul’s, breaks up the beautiful

contour of the dome with columns and arches, and
other forms utterly foreign to its outline.

In reviewing the whole subject, the most inveterate

admirer of the Middle Ages (and I confess to being
one myself), must, I think, admit., that the dome
owes much of its grandeur to the modems

;
and,

admiring a.s I do the picturesqiie cfToct of the Greek
churches, I cannot help tliinkiug that I would scarcely

exchange the majestic dome of St. Paul’s for theirs.

I know its waste of space— I know that one-half of

it is, inside, a dark mass, eiicumhercd with timber
aud wiih brickwork, and I know that the oihers arc

[

small because they tell their story truly, and show
!

without what they are within. But the peristyle, the

j

lofty dome, and its grand lantern. Love a look of

I

mtijesty that difies its rivals, aud almost reconcile us
to all its faults. Aud in the days of old the architects

found at St. Mark’s the same want tliat Wren did,

and supplied it in the same way.
|

One word more.—Of all these glorious works that

I

we have reviewed, who were the authors ? Wren we
know and glory in, and Angelo, Brunelleschi, and the

* architects of Sta. Sophia arc household words to us.

;

But of the multitude of other works which arc spread

I

over the land, who were the workmen? whence can.e '

Ubey, and where did they learn their cr.ift? It was
no common skill that poised the stones at Mycentc
to last 3,000 years

;
that raised the fragile coil of

'

' pipes that has crowned S. Vitale for thirteen cen-
j

' tiiries; and that spanned the Pantheon with a dome
' not yet surpassed I

j

j

But of all the thousand pilgrims who gaze dc-
,

light' d on these works, how few give a thought to
'

their authors ! They were of us—proud may we he
|

' to say it—and well could I wish that the glance of'
' modern scrutiny, that has searched so deeply into the

!

^

cloudy past, could open out to us the names and
history of its guiding spirits, and let us know some-

'

' what of the workings of our brethren of old, who
have loft behind them ouly their groat works

—

I "Footprints on the elioros of time.”

,
MR. WIGIITWICK AND THE CLASSICISTS.*

I

Sir,—The notable argument from the " rcquirc-

Imenls” of the sash-window is a fair sample and
highly characteristic of the working of our system of

I supposed “competition,” both artistic and commer-
i ciiil. Still more and more omissions, to save either

I

the elbow-grease of competing contractors, or the

I

brain-gre.ase of competing artists, create more and
I more "artificial wants,”— afterthought necessities,

that need not have been necessities at all, to be

miserably patched up with palliatives whose "barba-

rism ” the architects tint cause them, hut cannot

supply them, are the fir.it t'j complain of. Designers

may of course omit from their baits and show-drawings

whatever is so essential to the finished work as to be

j
sure to he added somehow, whether designed or not.

Such things you may leave to the consideration of man-
kind in general

;
as Sir J. Paxton did his diagonal

ties, foundations, gutters, wet awnings, aud in general

all tilings necessary to make his building stand, or

keep out wet, or sun, or lot iu air, or be made, or put

together, or insured, or taken down. On this prin-

cijile it is well understood that in Renaissance designs,

as the smoke, for instance, after they are built, must
he got rid of somehow, the chimneys may assume on

paper any form deemed conducive ti> effect of " sky-

line,” or he omitted entirely, as not " required by the

genius of the style.” Heuce, in the dark ages before

photography, foreigners doubtless siippo-scl, aud may
still suppose, till some eccentric photographer has a

fiincv to take Somerset House from the river, or

Nash’s mortar palacrs fr.om the south-east corner of

Watiu-loo-place, that those marvHs of Brili.-h art

rejoice in the sky-liiics engraved by Pugiu and Leeds.

\Vdl, now the next step wi'l be to argue a la Wight-

wick, that a style like the Norlherii Gothic, of which

"the genius requires” tall, rounded, detached, and

spreading-capped shaft.s over every smoke-lluc, is

extravagant, and not to be named by “ common
sense,” beside the convenient Italian that requires

nothing of the kind, wliile admitting any range of

fancy in the name of chimneys, fi'om urus to lions,

chaste cubiealitics of the " box-model,” or dragons

I

I

l

I

[

and hydras and chimeras dire.

Greek porticoes must bn, according to Mr. Wight-

wick, so supremely useful, that I wonder they are

ever removed from buildings that have once enjoyed

the luxury. A shelter projecting some fifth or fourth

part of its height from the ground, must be so greatly

• Continued from page 381.

protective to "coming and departing visitors ” (espe-
cially when on the level of the first floor, and having
itself, as at the Custun-House, or the Guwer-street
College, no floor), and with its columns set at the
"Eustylc” distance of 2^^ diameters, it cannot, of
course, darken "the vestibule and the room ”

(though why the latter should he included undrr it at

all I c.annot see) in any degree worth noiicing, com-
pared with an " arcaded structure ” that may have
its pillars 10 diameters apart, and its whole arcua'ion
taken out of (he space that would be filled up by the
Greek cnlabiatures and pediment; of which the former
alone must, as Mr. Wightwick is well aware, occupy
from a fourth to a fifth of the whole height fi ora the
ground, to be cndurably Vifruvian. Indeed, the whole
expression of all Classic architecture, whether columnar

I

or fetieslral, is so inseparably dependant on the height

I

of mass above the apertures, liiat it is easy to see the

roldive praise awarded to the " proporlious ” of our

I

buildings is simply proportional to their superfluity

I

of matter so situated
; that is, to the extravagance

I

and baneful capacity of their stagnant-air reservoirs.
' The Reform Club-house yields to its minor neighbour

j

simply fur want of this; and the Conservative and
! New United Service owe their superior dignity to

j

nothing else. Instead, therefore, of the Classic open-

ing admitting, as Mr. AVighlwick leads his reader to

suppose, as much light at every part of its width as

an arched one would under its key; the liutellcd

aperture (whether window or intercolumn) can hardly,

in a given total height of masonry, be continued up,
I without losing all classicality and dignity, any higher

than the spiingiiigs of au arch might be. And ns for

lateral abutments, they are as much wanted in Roman
as in Gothic if you build fur posterity; and a- little

wanted iu Gothic as iu Greek, if you lie with iron, ns

in all the Italian Gothic, and all our Renaissance,

Classic or Gothic, from St. Paul’s to the Houses of

Parliament.

But h'^w can these questions he argued till we are

sure in what sense we use tenns? Mr. Wightwick
and I may, all the lime, he meaning by “Gothic,”
totally different things. He appears to make
Gutbieism consist in (1), silly imitations of archwork,

as at Pisa, and the new toy for Cuustantinoph-
; (2),

buttresses or pseudo-buttresses
; (3), imivcrs.dly

arched openings, even in a granite cow-shed; (4),

stone mullions
; (5), roofs steeper than a certain angle

of pitch, which he does not define. None of those,

and still less the (which he tells us is "in-

variable in all first-rate Gothic structures!’') can I

regard as at all essential to Golhicism, in the sense

the term is now taken by the educated, and which, I

believe, has altered considerably in a few years. Eight

years ago, T observed that almost every characteristic

feature ofEoglish Gothic, the ouly Gothic I knew,

—

in fact, eveiy one that was more than minute detail,

and quite everything that our restorers had then

copied, gi’cw np (or down), simply from the working
out of the problem to vault a church, and were with-

out sense or connectiou in an unvaulted building
; so

that all our moderu Gotbicisins, as well as the Tudor
realities, things (as Mr. Wightwick says), " of walls

and fiat fl'jors,” were as mere pseudo-architectnrc and

child’s play as Palhidianisiu itself
;
and that Pugin

and his school were simply repeating, under the dis-

guise of siuitlier style, all that lie (and all non-pro-

fessionnl writers on it before him), had salirized and

laughed at. This (v\hich I bclicvc no one else had

pointed out, though Dr. Robison, in his "Essay on

Roofs,” before the Gothic revival was dreamt of, had

aiitiouneed the same of the Mediaval woodwork, and

notably of Westrainster-hall),— this remains as true

of our 1857 Gothic, as of poor Pugin’s or Rickman’s
;

hut not so the principle laid down plainly liy Dr.

Robison, and tiicilly, but implicitly I admit, in my
reasoning of that time, that Gothic was exclusively a

sioyie style, or one for vaulted building. Inthe wider,

and yet more strictly artistic, and at the same lime

ethuogiMphically coiTect nse of the tiTin now becoming

genera], chiefly through Mr. Raskin’s most oarofiil

and analytical chapter on the “ Nature of Gothic,”

we see that there is no peculiarly Gothic style of

construction. So wide a term of race can only apply

with strictness to something psychical, as ornament,

not to a so’ution of an engineering problem. Indeed,

I might have seen that a missal border, which cer-

tainly (if cantainiug no Hue of architecture), has

nothing to do with vaulting, may yet be as Gothic

or Ungothic as a cathedral or town.

I\rr. Wightwick goes a great w.ayiuto very peculiar

circumstances, those of the gr<anite districts that do

not cover a oue-hundredth part of England, to find

in a gr.inite cow-house, something that he thiuks will

he mnst effective aud serviceable in a nou-Gothic

form. I utterly deny that the cow-house he describes,

either is of ang other style than Gothic, or could fait

to be Gothic except by being carelessly and wrongly

finished. An unaffected mason; who aimed only at

makii)"- a good cow-house, and- not at mimicking

things seen iu modern towus, would, if he bad any
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r adver-nuDcI and applied it to the work, not square the pillars,

hut chamfer their edges, stopping the chamfer in some

neat wav, upward and downward : the lintel-course

he would not lay at once on their tops, but on bracket-

capitals, to diminish the \vidth of btariug; and these

would have their offensive corners removed, as would

the rafti-rs if they overhung ;
and if there were coping,

it would be bevelled to a ridge, and the whole would

be recognised by every one to be wliat wc now call

Gothic,” but what, in the Middle Ages was called

nothing, because nothing else was built. If eugineer-

ing works, intended to be in no style, are not now

Gothic, it is because they arc not true engineering—

not really considered and thought out.

Of course, fictions and affectations (as high roots

with parapets, that retain the snow on them, or

’ .rches where round would be better) arc not

I Venice, are notable examples.
! 4. W'hero the existing buitdiu^o

su^ie. i ueuiic ov, .i...

or mimic, tbe (7rertre»i; contrast of this kiud would
Gothic nations, when unmi^ed with

result from the introduction of

IS print.-

of its being a two-edged sword, that will serve ..

saries far oftener than our friends, the principle is plainly

one utterly inconsistent with any pretence even inai

“ there is such a thing ns iruthfxlne^is either in materials,

construction, or in auy other principles of art
; _

so mat

Mr -White and his fraternity, were such a principle once

admitted, might soon wind up their search.

The cant about this “ harmonization, however, seems

BO current at present, that I must crave your leave to

submit a few propositions on the matter which I am pre-

pared to defend, and which I think nrght save us from the

most gross and ludicrous blunders on this point

:

1. Whatever is (rtiihfal or iinnfected in style is lu hur-

mony (or “keeping”) with nil true things m the world}

all nature and all true art.
,

2 Whatever \%faUe or affecUd can never be lu harmony

with anvthing but its own particular form ol falsehood.

3 The most admired groups ol buildings in the modern

world (or world of affected architecture), are where there

is no attempt to assimilato one building to tho style ot

nnother but rather to bring together the most trenchant

pointed arches where round would be better) aic not
[ our universities and St. Mark’a-place, at

Gotbie. ITiey are mere blots and bleiuislies in any
i yeuice, are notable examples,

style. I deflee GotUc », the unaffected »t;Ie of the I

Gothic nations, when uumised with
i J.gsnit fro^ t^o introduction of true or unaffected arcln-

human work for omaineiit. Now the quality of being
j tggture.

unaffected cicludes all substitutions ot any form for a '

5. The real larmony of a hoiUioB .jith il» uershto^^^^^

better (f. e. more utilitarian) form ot the s.me thing

It is UDgothie, therefore, to make your root-pitch
|

present, but before utterly scouting the notion as that

either jo hioh or JO low that it would huve been better
;
ofa ' monomaniac," pray observe that it was that of all

(in a ulililarian sense) 1 inch lower or higher, ll- beyond
is ungotliic t > give a window a round head, because

.

_4 ijijey, you may see that the hegimungs of such

found full of water, and was obliged to extemporize a

drain before he could begin his work. At Spello are

the masterpieces of Pinturiccliio, the contemporary of

Perngioo, and friend of Hnfiaelle.

Mr. Ruskin afterwards addressed the meeting in

aid of efforts for the preservation of records of a time

when art and literature were the only exponents of

men’s best thoughts and noblest energies.

that can have no structural advantage over a pointed
^

n w-ork

ST. JAMES’S PARK AND PALACE.
No one can have forgotten the Parliaineulary dis-

cussions about the entrances to St. James’s-park, and

particularly the new oue from Pall-Mnll. Not a

little was said as to the desirableness of removing the

German chapel, which not only interferes with the

line and width of the carriage way, but also with

suitable approaches to Marlborough House, very

shortly to become the residence of the heir-apparent

to the throne. If the building is to retuaiu, I would

suggest the great improvements that would result

from putting it back in line with the other walls.

To those who might be inclined to demur to the idea

of reducing the area of the chapel, it may be well to

say that the congregation assvinbiing there for public

worship averages about fifteen persons, as I have re-

c pcatcdly witnessed : I think I once counted as many
relrurdefl for three centuries as absolutely

| gg Between the outer door and the chapelcan nave UU SH UCLUIBI auvamo^si ^ nun. — - r 'r
;

K'CLII,! . ....U --- — i
--

m,d. a Goth you love imiutete,, and that
,

fiama
I P''”!!''-.

‘tere iolervenes a coaaidcrablo apace to-

tv of form which Ruskiu calls rigidity, which is
^

Q„iocy, in hia “ Lives of Architects,” has shown that hU vestibule, affording ample facilities for the object 1 am
one, ;

quality of form which lUtsKiu cans wiiiou 13
^

_ ^ .

present in a pointed, and absent in a round arch, i who built, round the Piazza and I’iazzetta of St. Mark, ' proposing, without any iuterfercnce beyond, so that a

But it is not Iinuolhic to give it a lintel and no arch, were bound by the and mam proportions of^^ handsome portico, or oroamcbtal front, might he

if th.,t he, m thi locality, the cheopet way of cover-
;

^
!
raised in lieu ot the present unsishtly oue,

^

'

iug it. Again it is ungothic, because affected, to
; \vhpn tbis cant of “harmony of style " has been heard

|

Jt would seem that a plan is in prosecution for

make the middle arch of a carriage bridge pointed,
j

iii_ Parliameot. ns m the question of Bssimilaling a new
, money in patching up the drawing-

heeaui-c there a single segment is structurally better,
tlie'^N^w* Houses^must leave o'lf'some- ' room eutrance to St. James’s Palace, by some outer

’ ^ ' '
it must, if only amask and a slmm, cxcrcsfcuce, as ail attempted remedy for the existingas the Middle-age meu themselves knew and prac-

tised. For the same reason, a real Mediteval would

have made the arches of the St. Martin’s Schools

round, it obliged to arrange them as at present, centre

over centre
;
but if not so obliged, he would, for the

sake of using poiuted ones, have arranged them two

arches above one, and the pier over its point. Thus,

either the present arrangement of them (throwing a

mass over every weakest part, and a void over every

strongest), or else their being pointed is an affectation.

A c-iuse must be reduced to a desperate strait for

arguments, ere it cau concoct such a one as Mr.

Wightwick supposes drawn from Ox''ord. The Ilad-

clitl’e Library is the “ coronal pride” {Anglice, the

biggest round building) of that town. So is, by-thc-

bye, at Jerusalem, the Jlosque of Omar, which

Stanley says is the sole, yet all-siifficient dignify'

vhere.” Tobo s . . , , ^ ,

and this is simply confessing it to bo nothing else. If they
incoQveuicijces which no other Court iu Europe

' -oaU liave ever tolerated at all. But why not follow

leave off, but not tho style. British senators well know the suggestion I have seen in vour columns tor COm-
that no ancient capital ever had a Senate-house whose Buckino'ham Palace, bv the erccliou of a new

' wmg Sn the uoUh side, iu eor-,eepoudeuee ae to the

Abbey, and Chapter-house, and Cloisters, in their days ' garden front, with that recently Completed next

(namely, before brick was burnt, or the forests used up) piujljco p In this way all the requisites for Slate

:

occaeion, are ohtaiuahle on auy desked plan or scale

every lio, every fiction, every pluy, must come to an end, contiguous to the residence 01 the oovcreigu
,
wniiSt

or “ leave off somewhere.” E. L. G.
I the parks and royal garden would afford the means

I

of ready access, and departure for carriages, entirely

iudependent of the streets. St. James’s Palace might
DESTRUCTION OF IVIURAL PAINTINGS IN

j

then become available for national and scientific.

ITALY.
]

objects,—the depository of pictures, &c. of which we

Last week, in connection with the Arundel stand iu such need. H. T.

Society, ?Ir. Layard gave some account of the con-
|

" _

feature iu every view. It is a curious property of a
(jitjon of mmy of the fresco decorations of Italian

domed building among rectilinear oues,_ and deserves buildings, and of the efforts made by himself in con-
to be investigate !. But, of course, it matters not JJrs. ITiglori Barr, to pi'eserve tracings
wliellicr the ‘‘ coronal” luiildiiig be as Gothic as the ---i 3— i .u-.'.. „-i,;..i. .i,., v— .v..!

STREET ARCIll lECTURE: COLOURED
BRICKS.

Pisa Ikjptisterv', and the other Greek temples, or

vice versu. However, the triumpli thus secured for

whatever may happen to he the style of the Radcliffe

over that of Merton Chapel, is evident. I wonder

Mr. "Wightwifk did not take a wider area for this

compendious mode of comparison. D.ires any one

deny that St. Peter’s is the “ coronal pride” of

Europe r Is ii Lkely, then,—is it ” common sense”

—

to suppose that such an unrivalled work could

“happen” to be iu any but the very best style of

Europe? Of course not ; the Goths arc annihilated.

I borrow a liappy expression of one of your cor-

respondents, who complains that I fall foul of build-

ings only for “happening to have” Clissic decora-

tion. “ Happening 1

”—only think. What a curious

phenomenon this decoration must he, to happen upon
buildings

;
aud to happen to take so very much

labour, aUd happen to double or treble their expense.
I wonder whether it ever happened to decorate them
well, or to be in a good style. E. L. Gaebett.

P.B. Iu his last letter, Mr. aVightwick has quite broken
off the cODsisteuey he hitherto maintained, by taking up
the view of your correspondent, “ A MediaivaHst,’' on
“the question of association with existing Imildings,'
namely, “ that it lies at the root of the right solution ” 0 .

the problem {not of general form and grouping of masses
in the new work, imt) of decorative style. In his former
paper he w.ia praising, rightly enough (as a merely pic-
turesque merit worth preserving where we have no higher),
the confra»tB of style presented at our universities, the
piquant juxtaposition of a Tudor chapel and Corinthian
senate-house, or a rotunda of Wren between VVykehamite
colleges and Elizabethan schools. He is now for a " com-
womUing harmonizaUon," that requires us, it seems, when
building between such monuments as the Abbey and the
Treavury,— lietweeu absolute truthfulness and absolute
falsity,— to find some style a little truer than one neigh-
bour, iiut falser than the other, and adjust, with nice grada-
tion, what some writer for the Crilic culls “ a chain of
sequent passages of art.” (Those “guides of public
opinion,” the nenny-a-liaers, by the way. who, on an occa-
sion like this, have to get up, at an hour’s notice, some-
thing to pass for architecture, are, if possible, a more
baneful tribe than even percentage architects themselves

;with whom they share the peculiar curse of inflicting bv
every blunder, often by every act of their life, permanent
injury on the generations of mankind.) Now, I had
smdiously avoided resting any plea for Gothic offices on
this broken-recd of “ association,” and it is astonishing tome bow the industrious author of No. 129 {“A vaillant
cceuiB rien impossible) could be so mistaken as to make

and drawings of them, some of which the Arundel

Society are about to publish.

AtBorgo Saa Sepolc.-o Mr. Lavard found some of

the finest frescoes of Pietro della Francesca, lauded by
Vasari “ as too beautiful and too cxcelleut for tlie

TAVISTOCK - CHAMBERS, SOUTHAMPTON - STREET,

STRAND.

This bouse bas becuieccutly rebuilt from the

d'-’sigus of Mr. Charles Gray, arcbitect, of whose

, . , „ „ . , , . . ,
. ,

special adapttvtion of brickwork iu street arebi-
lime, from avliich HaffacIIo acipircd 1,,3 fmEst .ilaas now spoien.
of clnaroscoro. m a ro >m now fflied ,vrth pMges of

, f
the Moute di rieta ot trie district, iu this roum , ,, 1 1 a ii • r

•

there were fire keja, one for cncl. director of the
and the ganged arches to the windows, cormcc

.Monte at Pieti., and these five gentlemen happening •‘li, other parts are executed III red and black

to be at loggerheads, it may he conceive! that some bricks. The grouud-story tbiougbout is built

diplomatv was necessary to obtain the five keys, of t'®d aud yellow bricks, coustrucled iti alter-

And then there was the ro )m to clear of corn, woo), ' iiate courses. The striug-course to tlie third

cloth, oil jars, and lamps, and then the windows story is oniameuted with Miuton’s porcelain

having been bricked up candles hiid to be brought in, tiles, and tlic whole of the dressings to the

till at length was discovered, traced, and recorded in a ' windows, the porch, eutrance, shafts, and
faithful drawing, oue of the most impressive repre-

!
caps of columns are executed in Bath stone,

sentations of our Lord’s Resurrection. Another and
: A. noticeable feature in the buildiug is a stack

scarcely inferior fresco of the same painter was Qf carried up above the main comice :

shown, representing that sleep of Constantine in
this is executed in red, yellow, aud black bricks,

whmli the viatonom cross was revealed to him lO a o„„„ental chnraclor

;

drean,--lhevcry fresco so praised hy -Vasari m his
^ j , ,

°
j ^ j

,

life of the painter as having given an impulse to the , ,
° •*’ it

^
-i.- -i.

art by its liBht and shade. -VVliilc Mr. Ly.ird was >‘=“'7 i*"
“P™'

through the wall ahove it, and a brick falling struck

away half the head of the page who is watching the

Emperor. Mhen Mr. Layard remonstrated, “ Half
his tace gone ? ” was the reply, '‘PerBaccoI then
we will p-jint him another 1

” Mr. Layard described

bow when, by Mr. Kirkup’s efforts, the contem-
porary portrait of Dante, by Giotto, was brought to

light oa the wall of the Bargcllo, at Florence, it was
discovered that a nail had been driven right into the
eye of the poet. So the Grind Duke employed a

painter to paint in a new eye
;
aud then the old' face

was repainted to harmonize it with the new eye
;
and

then, as the red of Dante’s hood and green of his

dress were the colours of Italian unity, the obnoxious
tricolour was replaced by a harmless chocolate. Mr.
Layard found the chapel of St. Cecilia, at Bologna,
used as a cavalry stable, and the frescoes of Francia
and Costa destroyed as high as the soldiers could

reach. One of the finest frescoes of Fra B irtolommco
is in a cart-shed at Florence. This Mr. Layard

ject of thought by the architect, and has not

been, neglected by him in his design, as is too

often the case in modern buildings. We refer

to this, as too often designs, otherwise good,

are spoiled by the unsightly appearance the

chimney-stacks present when they occupy a pro-

minent position in a building; while, at the

same time, a little attention and thought would
convert this necessary adjunct iu a building into

an ornamental feature.

We may add that we have the assurance of

the architect that the total cost of the orna-

mental brickwork and stone dressings of this

buildiug did not exceed in amount the ascer-

tained cost of covering the building with stucco

with the cement decorations generally put
on a building of a similar class. This fact ought
to produce a more general use of ornamental

,

brickwork than is at present found.
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THE STONE AND IRON ROOFS OF THE
HOUSES OF PARLTAilENT.

Public attention having, by a recent discussion in

Parliament, beeu directed to the condition of tbc iron

roofs and the stone of the New Palace at 'Westminster,

the following information respecting them may not

be unacceptable to your readers, and may serve to

remove any misapprehension that may exist on the

subject.

Metal roofs were not contemplated in the original

design; they were resorted to upon the adoption by

the Government of Dr. Reid’s plans for warming,

ventilating, &c. by which they were required to con-

tain, as they now do, the main smoke-flues of the

building; and therefore it became necessary that they

bhoul'l be constructed entirely of fire-proof materials.

A coating of zinc, in preference to paint, for the

external plaies was adopted, upon the strongest

testimonials from the French Government, and

other sources, as to its long and successful use

iu France, where it still continues to he employed

extensively, particularly in the dockyards of that

country. Since its adoption at the New Palace at

'V\'cstmius*er, it has also been extensively used, both

in public and private works in this country, and is

still being used by the Government in our own dock-

yards. Experience, however, has proved that it is

not capable of offering a long resistance to the dele-

terious effects of a smoky and impure atmosphere,

and the roofs of the New Palace at Westminster have

consequently become partially covered with an oxide

of iron or rust. As regards their stability and weather-

proof qualities, however, they are none the worse on
!

that account. No difficulty, moreover, exists in re-
j

sisting all further oxidation, by covering them with

one of the anti-oxide compositions now in use, which

may he done at a very moderate cost. Several of

these compositions have been in course of trial, in

various parts of the roofs, for some time past
;
and I:

have reason to believe that I have discovered one that

may he said to be almost imperishable.
|

The choice of the stone adopted,. was the result of'

the labours of a commission, oonsistiug of two of

the most eminent geologists of the day, an intellinrnt

'

mason, and the architect, who, iu the year 1838,
visited every, quarry and locality iu the kingdom
likely to fnrnish building stone. The stone at

Anston, in Yorkshire, wus selected and adopted by

,

the Government, and every precaution has been takiui
'

to obtain asupply from the best beds of it. Upon the

whole, it hns turned out to be at least as good
as any stone hitherto employed in liondon. Portions

j

of it, in jiavticnlar situations and under peculiar

conditions, have doubtless yielded to the deleterious-’

effects of a Loudon atmosphere
;
but the 2)roporliuu of

the parts affected to those which are pcrfecily sound

is infiuitesiinally small
;
and it is remarkable that the

'

dccompositiuir is almost exclusively confined to the

plain faces, the moulded and carved portions of the

work being generally as sharp and perfect as when '

first executed. To say, therefore, as has been reck-

'

lessly asserted, that the stone is perishing in ail.

directions, conveys a most unfair and exaggerated

impressiou relative to its actual oondition. Various

economical means, however, are available for arresting

all further decomposition of the parts affected, and.

experiments have been in course of trial for years,*

with a view to determine upon the most effectual and
unobjectionable process to be employed

;
and it is.to

be hoped, therefore, that ere long all further decom-
i

position will be successfully arrested. i

Charlf.s Barry.

UNIVERSITY OP METROPOLITAN SCHOOLS
AND COLLEGES.

I

Of the phases of our time and generation, flic
^

most remarkable is the progress of education.
Within a short period two universities have
been founded, and most successfully carried out,

'

iu London, and three in Ireland, besides many
provincial colleges. In addition to this advance,
all the great towns have iustituted schools of
art, of design, and of general instruction, for the
masses inliabiting these emporia of trade

;
but

the most pal|)able sign of advance is discernible

in the more liberal admission to the old univer-

sities of extern probationists for literate degrees.
The "Almoi Maires'' liave at length opened their

bosoms for the tutelage of the population at

large, aud learning is no longer confined to the
'

cloister. I

Iu such a position of affairs, an allusion to
the chartered schools and colleges of the great

.

metropolis^ may not be out of place. There are
'

many nobly endowed foundations, with capa-

,

Clous buildings and distinguished teachers,
within the busy and fuliginous precincts, which
originally were placed advantageously for the

education of youth, where they stood apart

from the haunts of commerce and the turmoil

of busy millions. The site of these colleges

was in those days comparatively valueless. But

now surrounded by houses, heaped together in

unhappy proximity, the ground they occupy

is of inestimable worth, being as indispensable

to the requirements of an improving_ city, as it

is uusuited and improper for the residence and

education of congregated infants.

Educational conl'erenccs show the tone of

public opinion
;
and the zealous perseverauce of

Koyalt.y in tlie promotion and culture of sciences

and arts predicts that schools of instruction

shall be hereafter more effective in spreading

widely that intelligence which ennobles a nation,

and that knowledge which is the essence of

power at home, aud the foundation of wealth in

the colonial dependencies.

To clear away the curious masses of deformity

in which the busy trade of London heaps its

wealth is nob possible for any Government less

absolute than. thuL of impeiial Augustus. The;

whole estate of the corporation could not I

suitably lay open St. Paul’s; nevertheless, by
[

degrees amendments may be effectuated in the

surrounding fabrics of that and of many other

strucfural objects, which enrich, but do not
j

grace nor dignify tlie City, as they ought. But
|

there are foundations, possessing also inherent

architectural merit, which are unnecessarily

built about aud blocked in, notwithstanding

'

that there was ample space of ground for tlieir

proper allocation. Christ’s Hospital is the most

'

remarkable instauce of this kind : the church,
j

the hall, are scarcely visible from Newgate-
[

street. The former,, like many others of the

civic sanctuaries, is shrouded about with lofty •

domiciles, which conceal all except the steeple ;

'

the hall is certainly (temporarily) discernible

through an opening left by the deniolition of

the Compter. But bad though the location is
'

for architectural exposition, it is inconceivably

worse as regards the objects to which so much
wealth has been dedicated. I

Founded (as the colleges at Oxford or CaiUr

'

bridge were) at. a time when the population was
under a tithe of the present amount

;
when open

fields bounded it without
; when the atmosphere

'

was comparatively pure, with a space of 4^ acres,

this college, in the days of Edward VI. might
have beeu a proper alumnar establishment for

the children of needy citizens {for tchom it was
intends^ ; but now that a swollen metropolis has

grown to an extent of 7 miles in a radius drawn
from any side of it, such a position is equally

unsuited to the morality, the health, or the
education of the pupils.

Increasing with the endowment, this school

now nurtures, educates, and lodges, 1,000 boys

:

they are wholly domesticated within the pre-

cincts, save during the periodical vacations

:

there is no playground but that paved yard iu
which their gambols afford amusement to
observers through the iron railings, extending
100 feet along the pavement; therefore, when on
furlough, their migrations, if not in the deserted
pens of Smithficlci, must be altogether witliiu

the bills of mortality; and yet the estates

belonging to the founders’ trust have many
farms and broad lands, convenient to the metro-
polis, whereon oolleges might be founded capable

of accommodating the whole number
;
while the

buildings now iu their occupation, if sold, would
yield a revenue not only sufficient to erect suit-

able colleges for 1,200 boys, but to add im-

mensely to the original endowment.
In the present constipated state of the public

thoroughfares, in the paucity of situations for

public establishments,—when, from the enor-

mously enhanced value of building room, the
laboiiriug population is driven farther from the
centre,—under the absolute impracticability of
obtaining any locus staudi for institutions of

inestimable social value,—is it not worse than

^

stolidity to retain, in the heart’s core of the
metropolis, noble buildings with ample space,

I

which arc perverted to purposes destructive of
the very objects for which they were destined ?

j

But there are other chartered schools, other
buildings, and other sites, which are equally ill-

,

placed as regards the nurture aud education of
‘ youth.

_

Merchant Tailors’, which educates 260
boys, situate iu a retired lane (Cross-street, off

, Canon-street), an old, tottering, clumsy pile

;

central to the busiest mercantile traffic and
storage,—bad iu its vicinage,—in its air,—in its

deficiency of lodging and dormitories; but great

iu its scholastic repute, as in its inflated rental,

the Mercers’ endowed academy of 150, and the

City of London school, with its rapidly-advanc-

ing fame
;
there is St. Paul’s school, close under

the shade of the cathedral, backing Old Change,
without any playground but the “ fornices,” as

railed in from the pavement of Paurs-ebain;
aud, lastly, there is the Charter-house, with its

44 boys on the foundation, its 130 boys externs

(but Boarders -with the salaried masters !) : this

same charity also lodges aud pensious 80 poor
brothers, retired tradesmen, gentlemen, and
officers, aud possesses, or ought to realise, a
revenue of 60,000/. per annum ! And yet aU
tliese noble institutions, possessing profuse in-

comes, established for the comfortable and
healthful abodes of the young and the old, are

suffered to remain in the centre of the City’s

tumult, solely because the governors and the

masters retain the antiquated notions of their

order
;
and because they are tlie recipients, and

the auditors, and the disbursers of incomes
which anywhere else might attract observation,

but wlricli the world’s capital aud its commerce
bury iu silence.

That the right institutions are here in the

wrong place is as clear as that the right build-

ings and situations of Loudon are grossly mis-

apjilied.

Coramuuism of feeling and principle, in matters

of public utility, is fast over-reaching old habi-

tudes of educational prejudice. Oxford and
Cambridge are admitting the necessity of em-

bracing a more extensive admission to the tests

and examinations of university diplomas : the

extension, if not the generalization of tbeir

alumnar influences is recognised. May we not,

then, hope for the advent of some congenial

spirit amongst civic scholastic preceptors, which,

might adopt and universalize the same system,

so that tho princely revenues so piously dedi-

cated might effectuate the most good, in the best

possible inanuer ?

A univei'sity, for example, founded on some
of the Clmst Hospitaler Chari er-liousc estates,

—

a university of several colleges aud schools,

for infants, adults, and juvenscence, founded in

a rural district, not very remote from town, the

land aud buildings occupied to be paid for and

raised out of the separate estates of the various

jjreat schools, for their, separate use, the various

toundations iu London to be sold, and remitted

to ready and wiDing purchasers of. the over-

crowded city, but strictly under limitation for

I

scholastic purposes,—that is, as to:the reinvest-

ment of the purchase moneys, by which, might

be realized vast sums.

Such withdrawal from London would, like

bloodletting from a plethoric pationt, relieve

the pressure that impedes a reaundaut circula-

tion : it would be more in conformity with the

objects which the founders had in \'iew, as it

must be more conducive to the health, comfort,

and progress of those children and pensioners

who are now incarcerated in urban slums, not

as beueficiaires, but prisouevs

!

Fancy the central area of the Charter-house,

witli its noble and convertible buildings, as

available for one or more public institutions
;
or

St. Paul’s site cleared wholly off, together with
the western range of' the Old Change (of which
it forms one-hall')

;
or the commercial value of

IMerchaut Tailors’ rightly applied. But Christ’s

Hospital, as a central position, would realize

over 200,000/. ;
and so on of the other endowed

schools. This clearance would leave room for

emendations eagerly sought after, but imprac-

ticable, so long as the central seats of trade are

thus occupied or retained ; such ancient ascrip-

tions of right to private boxes in the grand

theatre of commerce are inconsistent with the

requirements of the day, whilst the benefits

these city locations confer ean be of no value to

those whose habitudes and discipliue relate to

sciences and things wholly discoimected from
the performances before and. around them.

The academic groves are always best removed
from cities. There ample scope can be seoured

for study or for recreation ;—there new edifices

on approved plans can be more economically

erected ;—and there the genius of architecture

;

may find a new field for the exercise of those
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ialeuts wliich arc now in evidence before the
I
as an encouragemcut to improve the value of their

public.^ The Gotliio maji appropriately, revcl.i property by grappling at once with the drainage

there in every shade or tone of fancy; and. a,' q^^estioa in the same practical and enlightened spirit

fresh irapalse, corrected by experience, will
'

''^hich has been shown by Mr. Brooks.
Nevertheless, while awarding this praise, we cannot

resist inquiring if so large an outlay was absolutely

necessary
;
whether, in other words, the object might

not have been achieved at less cost in another way.
\Ye speak, however, without having, full information.

assuredly bring to light plans and conceptions

worthy of the academy of 1S58.

There arc estates, in school-trusts, of many
hundreds of acres, in Hertfordshire, Surrey,

Keut, Essex, and even in Middlesex, upon which
a university of schools might advantageously

removal of statutory trusts: if so, there is no ^ r.
ne i ery great argument for the adoption of the

deficiency of philanthropic and literary M.P.S '

modern buildings is, that it will

* •! * "
1 ^ iv 1 *1 XT rri adiiiit ot uuttress, of any kind of arch, aud occasion-

to pilot sucl; a moasiu'c throug , the Houso, The
, ; of vault. a„a domes of all kind"i

removal of nulmihial schools has been urged by of roots, MkIi, lo.v, or 11,1 , l,i„„od or aahkd : that i

the writer before now, but the withdrawal e/i

high, low, or flat, hipped or gabled
; that it

will admit of any mode of coustructiou whatever, ihe
ixasse as an aggregate unicersirg is broached for

|

mode iu any particular case depending on the parli-
tlie first time.

_ _
j

cular circumstaoces. As well, every kiud of material
Out of 3,000 resident pupils eiu’olled in the ' is suited lo it, properly used. Now these are things

i.i...
, that can hs said of no other style, modem or ancient.

The reason of this I ascribe to the fact, that from
the early ages of the art, nrchitectiire has made a
progress, interruptud at intervals,— as after the falls

metropolitan first-class schools, there are not
300 whose parents or guardians reside within
the limits of population. How much better,

aud happier, and healthier would they be iu a - - -
.

rural college? Dav-schools on a limited scale
of Mediicval art,—but stdl a progress,

should certainly remain for the benefit of the '

^ unscientific art of Egypt

small minority; but such establishments need m
unscientific contained,

neither the extent of ground nor scope of
j ^

*1 1.
• • r ^

1

1

r 1
^ use ot the circulnr arch m the mighty piles of Rome,

house. room that is mdlspeiisablo for large num-
\

Ja a general lightnei of the nronor:
hers congregated in a fixed domicile

i
neither tions ot tho members. The art of ihi. time, in some

would tlicy require the stall of visitors, governors, examples, as mentioned by Mr. Petit, bad some
masters, bursars, chaplains, servitors, auditors,

! teudcucy to the final progress, which, however

'

and the hosts of other liigh salaried and fee’d ! retarded by ages of darkness, resulted in the rise of
with hard and obsolete names. I Pointed Archilccture, ami the use of the poiated

It 13 a known fact that onc-thml part of the
[

arch, and still further reduction of the mass of mate- ^

endowed revenues of great schools is expended
|

I'ials,—a progression which, if it did not continue to
J

on salaries aud other modes of disbursement not
|

of tha art, at least must have continued imtQ
j

educational; and the formularies of antiquity i

Soucral use of the low arch, iu situations in which
j

witli regard to tliese are not essential nor appli-

cable to the usages of our time. London
Universitv retains none of them -. this noble

a loftier one would liave been better.

I

The works of the revival of classic art are frequently
j

! truly hcaiitiful, but those which are the best and

'

foundation eomrietd7”edue.ates'“ .and" noram”
[

aioi found to be after Ibe Gothic

1 „„ r.rt>A -J- mode. How often arc the ciiy campaniles referred to
phshes 600 uou-resident students : conceived m

eonslraetion, thongli dios.ed in elassie mould-
tho great spin of reform, it has germinated m

J „.iip p°„p„,
.tions ? Bottresscs in

our tirao, and the patron, Loi'd Brougham, took t,i,c guise of columns and pilasters
;
pointed arches

care that a suitable position aud ample space
j

that should be, at greater cost of material, turned
should be reserved for ulterior cnlargcnmut. liuto round; llyiug buttresses; pitmanles in the shape
The Queen’s College is also illustrious for au of vases and statues (often, however, no structural

improved, curriculum,, but it is too much
|

necessity)
;
and spires undisguised. The antiquated

cramped, aud most unhappily situated : that
|

liutd is a great source of trouble iu such erections,

university might occupy more appropriately one "'here it is always imperative, by concealed arches, to

of the vacated foundations, iu whicli there is
relieve it of all but its o.vn weight, and at St, Paul’s

abundant room; and the halls of Christ’s !

architrave. Dr. Rubi-

Hospital, if vacated, would be certainly more necessary to tru^s Though
' "

' minor openings are allowed to be arched, yet the
generally greater span of the entahluturc it is cousi.

apropos to its objects.

Universities tliere must be iu Londonumvei bines iiieie luusi; oe la uuiiuuii : they ,i .. j '
i -.t .n

T ,1 ,1 • .
• •A\ uerea necessary to endow with the appearance of

lave taken root, pd arc germinating vitli
J ,

luxunance : educational scliools are .also mdis-
1

if a,.„i,iteci„re (which, as used, is usually
pensallle

;
but residential asylums, wlietlier for

^

Hjt of a time less scicutilic than the Golhic pcri.al)

the aged or for the rising generation, ought to
^

to he the style of the nineteenth century, it should
be transferred to situations where study should

|

be worked out to accord with our advanced state of

be free from the seduction of vice, and where
the breath of Nature might inspire the hearts

of those who study Nature’s laws.

Quondam.

GIGANTIC DRAINAGE OPERATION.
It is a rare thing to find private enterprise and

intelligence operating upon so extensive a scale as in

an instance which we arc about to cite
;
aud we cannot

allow the opportunity to pass of commending the \ than half the sp in, why should a pointed arch be

science, when I believe it will he found to have
become Gothic, except in mere detail. For instance,

in many c ises the superior science of the pointed

arch, of necessity prevailing over others, will implant

ill it one of the most conspicuous features of the

Pointed style, and so, doubtless, with others,

111 modern Gothic I am afraid the frequent error is

to slight construction for mere form,—fashion. For
instance, in an arch of considerable span,— as to a

bridge,—unless the versed sine of the arch be greater

enlightened policy which prompts the outlay of capital used? for in a low arch -it appears evident tliat the

in a direction which promises no cai’ly return, but, of
|

tlirust of a pointed aruh would be more horizontal

which the future results will he iucalciilably beneficial, * than that of a segmculal one, consequently worse
not only to the spirited landowner, but to the neigh-

' construction.

bourliood g, nerally. The work we allude to is a
drain of four miles in length, which is bciug con-

structed by Samuel Brooks, Esq. the banker, on his

fine-estate at Sale, in Cheshire, within six miles of

Manchester. The cost of the entire length, we arc

told, will be about 30,000/. and one-half of the drain

has been completed during the last twelve monihs.
The drain is built of brick, and is 5 feet 6 inches in

internal depth, and 3 feet wide inside. The bottom
of the drain is 10 yards below the surface of the
ground, where it discharges into the river Mersey
(near Carrington Moss). During the progress of the
work considerable difficulty was experienced owing to

the water from quicksands, through which the opera-
tions had to he carried on; hut this difficully is

decreasing, as the drain is now being put iu further
from the river, and consequently at a higher level.

Already do the inhabitants find an improvement in

the salubrity of the climate, owiug to the removal of

the dampness of the atmosphere iu this level locality,

and this case may be pointed out to lauded proprietors.

And now for an argument which the opponents

and the advocates of the Gofhic style, as well as those

who favour both it and the Cl.issic, have used in their

several ways.

The first absolutely decry the style for modern
buildings anywhere: the second absolutely would

have it used everywhere; whde the third, denying

its propriety for towns, admit its accordance with the

country, on the ground of its irregularity.

If it were granted the style is irregular, which it is

not, should we slight all its science and cast it aside?

By no means : our problem would be to mould it to

our use, and, where regularity was required, to make
it so.

But I think it will be found that simple buildings,

as a church or a hall, will he found to have a regular

symmetrical plan, or at least a symmetrical front : of

course, additions must be sot aside. Of symmetrical

fronts, the number is so great as to require no exam-

ples.

In more complex forms, as dwellings, I place the

I

disregard of this symmetry, not to perfection or im-
perfection of the style, hut to the imperfection of
human design, which could not, as in the infallible

j

design of nature, comprise, in one outline, rcular

]

symmetrical, beautiful, all the necessary features,—
the utilities. The classic architect, considering exter-
nal symmetry not to he dispensed with, always
designed it

; but most frequently, from human imper-
fection, many iucouveniencea result iu bis buildings,
as interior ugliness and want of symiiuetry, badly lit

passages aud rooms, &c. to which the Gothic archi-

tect justly considered external symmetry to be sub-
servient.

I The Gothic architects copied nature by imitating

I

her priiicqjlcs. Of all their utilitarian constructions,

j

as buttress and pinnacle, window and cliiiimey, they
! made most exquisite beauties, and, where possible,

i

arranged them with symmetry. It is scircely neces-

[

sary to point to the human figure, and murk the
! beauty of the parts, the eyes, the mouth, &c. or to

1 point out the symmetry and regularity in the arrange-
ment of the whole.

Ill fine, it is the identical principle of utilily made
beautiful, and arranged by symmetry, that gives rise

to the feelings with which wc view a Grecian temple,

a Gothic carhedral (the Parthenon and Freibourg
Minster), or a finely proportioned human figure. It

is the science of the second building, and its aspiring

beauty, that give it the pre-eminence.

It is for us now to work out a progress in the

Pointed style—to make it the tme “
style ” of

“ 57.”

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Oxford .

—
"We arc informed that the church built

I

at W'heatley, near Oxford, is not Italianised Deco-
rated, as stited in an Oii'ord paper, quoted by us,

J

but is pare Early English in style.

Jt/lesburg .—The cemetery buildings and works at

Aylesbury arc progressing. The designs were obtained

I

by public coinpetition, and, out of about thirty sent

j

in, those of Messrs. Poulton aud Woodman, of Read-

I

ing, were selected, and these gentlemen are carrying

out the designs. Mr. Strong, ofWh'ndsor, is the con-

tractor for the chapels, and Sir. Sharp, of Aylesbury,

fur the boundaries. The two chapels are in the

Decorated style of Gothic architecture, aud each is to

have a bell-luri'et of similar altitude aud character.

Core's End.—The chapel at Core’s End is about to

be repewed and otherwise improved, and schools

erected over the vestry, on plans providetl by the archi-

tects of tho Aylesbury cemetiTy.

Nottingham .—The following tenders for building a

new chancel and other works at St. Mary’s Church,
RuteliiTc, near Nottingham, were given iu :

—

Air. James E. IIall,NottiDgham... £970 0 0
Air. William Lee, Retford G87 0 0
Air. C. C. and A. Dennit, Nottiug-
ham 005 0 0

Qiiautitics not supplied. Air. Charles Baily, Newark,
is the architect employed.

ICirbg Muxloc .—The church here has been restored

to some extent, at an outlay of 500/. to 600/. aud a

scliojl iu couneclioii with it is being erected on plans

iu the Gottiic style, provided by Mr. Butterfield, of

London, architect, and entrusted to Air. Herbert aud
Messrs. Lindley and Firn as the huildere and stonc-

masuns.

Blackburn .—The cemetery approaches completion.

The chapels are on an eminence fronting the Whalley
new road. In the centre is the Church of England
Chapel. The plastering of the iuterior of this edifice

is only just commencing, the masonry not being

quite finished. On the left is the Dissenters’ Chapel,

which is almost finished. On the right is the Catholic

Chapel, rather larger than that of the Dissenters, hut

not completed. Each building has a spire, the apex

of which is crowned with a cross. A bell will be

placed in the spire of each chapel. Air. Walsh is the

architect. The Iiyiug out of the grounds was by

Air. W. Ilnpwood, the surveyor of the board.

The parish church is now being repaired and

newly decorated. It is proposed to put up a

Decorated wiiidow on the south side of the

church, iu memory of the late vica’-, the Rev. Dr.

Whittaker. Alessvs. Bitillie and Co. of London, who

furnished the memorial window iu St. John’s Church,

in memory of the late Air. Robert Hopwood, have

sent down a design. The three lower divisions are

occupied by representations of the Annunciation, the

Last Supper, and the Raising from the Dead of the

Daughter of Juirus. The upper are fitted with tracery

of a geometrical character. Tho designers have also

furnished a list of correspouding designs for the re-

maining five-windows on the south side.

Garstang.— The first stone of a new Roman
Catholic churrh was laid at Garstang on loth iust.

The church, when erected, will accommodate about

600 persons, and will be dedicated to the Virgin Alary

and St. Michael. The architect is Mr. E. G. Paley,
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of Lanraster, who is also engage! in cvccliog the new

Eoman Catholic church at Laiicasti-r. 'I'hc builmng

consists of nave, 77 feet by 20 feel 6 inches, divided

by an arcade of five arches from a north aisle tlie

same length, and 18 feet C inches wide ;
chancel,

23 feet by 20 feet 6 inches
;
Lady Cbajiel (separated

from aisle and chancel by an arch), and western tower,

22 feet 6 inches square, and 01 feet high to the top

of the hritiU-ments. It is in the Geometric style.

The building on plan and without (he toner is a

parallelogram, 100 feet long by 46 feet broad, and is

divided by CDluinns and arches. A window of five

lights, fil'cd with tracery, occupies the east wall. The

church and presbytery will be wholly built of free-

stone, from quarries in the neighbourhood, and the

contrafts have been taken for about 3,000/. by Messrs.

Harris m. Wilson, and Walker, of Lancaster, and Mr.

Waterhouse, of Garstang. Sehools and master’s

house will be built at a little distance from the church,

and will consist of two principal rooms, each 40 feet

by 18 feet, with entrance porches, open roof,_ &c.

They are to be chiefiy of brick, with stone dressings.

Edinburgh .—The restored parish church of Old

Greyfriars, Edinburgh, has been opened for public

wor9hi[), lifter an interval of twelve-ard-a-h;il' years.

The church was accidentally burnt down iu Jauuiry,

1845, the walls alone remaining; ami, though re

stored outwardly on the same model, it still exhibits

some impriivemont. In the interior a complete change

has been effected. The galleries and pillars have been

removed, and the entire area opened up like a large

hall, spanned by an oaken roof. The windows (nine

in numb r), have been filled in with staiued glass,

being almost the first apprarance of this oruaiiu'nt iu

the jiirish churches of Scotland, ahhough Gla'gov

Cathedral (which is one of the parish churches of that

city) will shortly exhibit this novel feauire in a still

more magnificent manner. The central window is

erected by the congregation, and illustrates several of

the parables. Q’he other windows have been privately

gifted to the church, and are intended as memorials

of Scotch worthies and former pastors.

Elgin .—The Parochial Boardof Elgin having offered

by adverliscraent a premium of 10/. for the best design

for laying out the new parochial cemetery giound,

six plans were offered in competition—some from

Edinburgh. The premium has hecu awarded to Mr.

Thornes S. Ilutcheon, C.E. The grouud is to be

enclosed with a high wall, aud all around the spaces

next the wall will be laid out as tombs. The main

avenue, or principal entry, is by a large gateway on

the north side, fronting Elgin: on cich s'dc of the

ro.adwjy within that is to he a line of lime-trees, and

the intersecting walks will be so arranged as to admit

of a hearse to each grave-stance. The walks are aU

to he bordered with odoriferous shrubs and flowers,

and at intervals the cypress and yew, with patches of

other appropriate evergreen*, will diversify and

beautify the ground. In th'j centre of the site, a

space is reserved for a chapel, with vaults under-

neath, See.

, . . , f„r Hf. «naience Pro- 1 interest within lie building, and exhibited a knowledge
lectures at a P™"? ™

“rtt^ Museum of art, betoheuing an appreciation, whioh would go to

posals to request ‘I’P

°

e, . „„,,e ,pat the fault is noue ot his that the treasures

to permit portions of their duplicates to be taken by a

profession il teacher into the provinces, aud to recom-

mend the purchase of the Sonlages collection by the

Government, were rejected. The meeting was unani-

nmus in favour of confereiitial visits of the Society to

Institutions in union with it.
.

The following are the names of the candidates to

whom prizes were awarded at the recent examinations

in London :

—

For General Excellence in the Examinationt.

Thomas Brodribb Crosby Hall Evening Classes.

Edward George Clarke... „ »
Honry CuUum n »
William Dawson Boston Athenseum.

_

William Evan Edwards... Lonilon Domestic Mission.

Thomas Howard Evans... Crosby Hall Evening Clasaes.

John William Fletcher... Devnnport Meehames Institute.

Nathaniel Frankenstein Clarendon House School, itaiu-

beth.

John Fretwell Crosby Hall Evening Classes.

Harry George Bury St. Edmund’s Commercial

School.
.

Daniel Leggatt London Mechanics’ Institution.

Frank Marshall Crosby Hall Evening Classes.

Joseph Meybew Bury St. Edmund’s Commercial
School.

Robert John Pearce ,i »
Edward Philip Plowman .•

JosephBcnjiiminKundell Pimlico Literary Institution

Henry Gordon Shea Clarendon House School, Lam-
beth.

Charles AspuinVells ... Lewes Mechanics’ Institution.

In Agriculture.

Joseph Pollard flitehia Mechanics’ Institution,

In Freehand Draicing.

Robert Slingsby, jun. ... Lincoln Mechanics’ Institution,

Mr. B. Waterhouse Hawkins, the examiner in

prnclical drawing, states, iu his report, that caudidate

14U, tlis chic'' one recommended to notice, is appreu-

prove that the fruit i

have not been better cared for. “From the mansion

we were conducted to the Pantheon, a circular build-

ine, terminating in a dome of fine proportions, and

well lighted from the top. Here, too, neglect and

dust and dirt were paiurully apparent. Scattered

about—some on pedestals—others lying on the floor

shattered and defaced, and others exhibiting tasteless

attempts at restoration, were to be seen specimens of

sculpture which at once attest the master hand. An
incursion of a furious bull to the Pantheon is made

accountable for much of the damage; aud if we did

not feel that high art would he desecrated hy even a

smile at such profanity, we could scitrccly forbear

liughterat beholding Jupiter bandaged as if for a

compound fracture of the thigh
;
Minerva decorated

with the order of the Garter for the s;ime reason ;
and

Apollo exhibiting a hand that certainly formed no

part of the original sculptor’s cunning.”

The party afterwards dined togethei’, Mr. J. M.

Hay, vice-president, iu the chair, when there was some

pie isant aud pertinent speaking.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

Tiif following gcntl ;mcu have been elected to serve

as officers for the ensuing session :
—

President, Mr. G-. J. Wigley, A.I.B.A. : Yke-President,

Mr. J. Norton, A.I.B.A. : Honorary Treasurer, Mr. J. A,

Bunker; Registrar, Mr. S, C. Capes, A.I.B.A. : Honorary

Secretaries, Messrs. J. A. Bunker and B. A. C. Herring :

Ordinary Members of Coinmitteo, Messrs. A. Allom,

A.I.B.A. B, J. Benwell, S. C. Capes, A.I.B.A. J. H.

Christian. It. Dnice, A. Graham, S. 8 . Hewitt, G. VV.

Lloy.l, E. Malliindaiue, W. J. Penfold : Auditors. Messrs.

T. Hovondeij and G. .iifldD ; Curators, Messrs. B. J.
. , , . IV '1. novcnueij »iiu vr. j^uhuli. -

ticed to a carpenter m Lineolustnrc, aud bus con-
,

,^j,d W. Halo. Class of Design.—President, Mr,

tiuued cuustantlv to work at bis trade, having devoted
I it. N. Shaw : Honorary Secretaries and Curators, Messrs,

alibis leisure, part of his meals’ time, aud allowed C. T. Lewes aud E. MaUandaiue.

holidays, to the* study of drawing
;
aud that although

he could give hut one hour to the mechanical draw-

ing he had employed it most salisfrctorily by draw-

in'T each object as dictated. He had acquired tlie

theory of perspective Iroin books, testing and apply-

ing its rules to natural objcels. Au addition of useful

books to the moiry prize was therefore suggested.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, LONDON.

DISTBIBUTION OF PiilZES TO THE STUDENTS IN

AKCHtTECTURE AND CONSTRUCTION

SESSION 185G-57-

On ‘Wednesday, the 1st of July, the annual distri-

FOR THE

LIGHT AND ACCESS.

Gl.vve n. Habuijtg.—

T

his case was tried at the Court of
Exchequer, on Thursday, Juuo 25, before the Chief Caron.

The plaintiff is the tenant of Nos, 635 and 636, in New
Oxford-street, and the delendants are the tenants of a

building at the rear, which was origiually intended for an

arcade, and was opened as such by the projector. In a

short time the scheme failed, aud after a while the de-

fendants entered upon the premises, which, together with

the two approaches from New O-vf-Td-sirect, th“y altered

and converted into one extensive furniture shop and ware-

house. The complaint of the plaintiff was that the d^
fendauts in carrying out their plans had interfered with

certain rights of light and access to his houses acquired

from the original and common lessee. The defendants

paid 51. into court in respect of that portion of the c

ilaint of the plui-‘
" ' ' ' ’

\jis ncuucoott;, vox,
of tbe plaintiff which applied to the obstruction of

butiou of Prizes iu arts took place, the Right lion. '

Ijjjijt, aud denied their liuLility in toio as to the residue.

Sir John Shaw Lofevre, Vic.'-Chnnccllor of the Uuiver-
I

The cause, which turned iu a great measure on the con-

»ily of LonJo,., i» tke ckai,-. We „oald coll olten-
[

tion to the iinpurlauce of these cxaminatious to the
^

ju,y awarding to him 'lol. tillra the sum paid into court for

vouu ' sludciils in architecture. They are uot mere obstruction of light, and 75L by way of general damage.

iuatters of course ;
they are the result of a year’s I

t . -

earliest, persevering study on the part of the studeiit,

who, during that pc;iod, must have passed through a
j

tnethodied series of instruction from his professor
j

(Dooaldson), aud accumulated a considerable mass of

most useful information, available in his after profes-
]

It i

ART-UNION OF LONDON.

Works selected by Prizebolders since Jane 6lh.

the Eoi/al Academi/.—Shaiea of Evening, H. J‘
ni . - *-.L ni nr..vi. . r..,.

Fr

MINTON TESTIMONIAL COMPEITTION.

In reply to adveriisemeut twenty -niue desiiins !

s',o:ial practic

were sent in, and these were exhibited five days he^'ore I

‘^ompelitive syoleui, now often uc e upon, asp pre-

the decision was arrived at. A sub-committee selected

five, especially pointing out those having tlie mottoes

of “To be or not to he,” and “ Sab CrU‘-e,” although

they decidedly pave the preference to the former.

The others selected were under the, mottoes “Hope;”
a Geometric motto No. 11 ; and Stonehenge A : the

three first w-ere from architects residiu;

neighbourhood; the two last were from architects in

the neighbourhood. The decision of the committee

was alt blit unanimous in favour of “ To be or not to

be which was found, on opening the letter, to be

from Messrs. Pugin and Murray, of Loudon and George*^MolecVy,
Coventry. The architects guarantee to carry out the

I Second I'rur.— Prize

design for the sum specified in the advertisement,

namely, 2,500/. The style of the selected design is

described to us as “‘Venetian Gothic.”

Boddington, 120/.; Tynmoiitb, T. Webb, 75/.; Iiiterior*

A. Provia, 60/. ;
Crossing the Common, A. W. Williams,

the best preparation fur the ' 35 /. . iDti’rior, G. Earl, 35/.; Druid’s Circle, H. W. B.

'Davis, 35/.: Conway Castle, J. F. Hardy, 3U/.
;
The

' • V •
1 .1 I I

Bride A J. Simmons, SO/. ; A Quiet Part of the lhames,
pares a young luau for the searching tiial through

|

“ a Williams, 30/,; Little Market-woman, E. J. Cob-

wliich he will have tj go, and the several topics em-
]

i,ett,' 30/.-. Little Gleaner, C. Richards, 25/.; “Russ,”

Maccbr.nckpsKquirrf fortheoffiacof district mrveyor. -“‘f
J;

Ihe producliou ot a prize or cerlificitc, earned oft lU
, -going to Market, N. O’Lupton, 25/. ; On the

these intellectual exercises, produces a most favour- Hoad’ to Langley, V. Cole, 21/.; A Group in Belgium,

! able imiiressioa, as a guarantee that tlie individual has ' H. Weeks, jun. 20/.
' ’ 1 - From the Eogal Hibernian Academy.—A Gipsy Party

of Other Days, J . D. Wingfield, 20/.

From the Dritieh Imtitulion.—Lcith-hill, Surrey, G.

Cole, 60/.; Lane Sctiie, October, T. J. Soper, 35/.;

English Interior, D. W. Deaue, 35/. ;
The Wood Pickers,

” Earl, 30/.; Blackberry Gatherers, G. Wells, 25/.-

out of the
' uircady done soinetbing meritorious to deserve such a

disliauliou, and that he his gone through a ccrt.un

degree 0 '' iutitructioa and mental training.

.-Irc/itVec/Hrc.—Kiie Art. First I'eor.—Prize aud first

certificate, Frederick Judge
;
second certificate, John S

Babb
;
third certificute, Walter Smith; foucth certificate.

id first certificate, George Mills

;

second certificate, John Thomas D iiiitree.

Co7islruction.—First I’car.—Prize and first certificate,

John S. Babb; second certificate, Walter Smith; third

certificate, George Molecey.
Second Year .—Prize aud first certificate, John T.

Daintree; second certificate, George Mills.

THE SOCIETY OF ARTS EX.VMINATIONS.
The one hundred and third anniversary of the

Society of Arts, held last week, was full of interest

aud encouragement. Last year was the first in which
the Society’s examinatioDS were thrown open to pupils

of the evening classes of Mechanics’ Institutions

throughout the country. The results of these exami-

nations have been very satisfactory : the number of

competitors has increased four-fold in the second year
of its trial, having mounted this year to upwards of
200. On the 24th nil. the conference of the dele-

EXCURSION OF THE LIVERPOOL
ARCHIi'ECTUllAL SOCIETY.

On the 27lh inst. the members of the Liverpool

Architectural and Archaj flogical Society visited luce

Blundell aud Sefloii Church. luce Blundell is being

rc-stored, under the direction of Mr. Scoles, and the

l ical D.n'/y Poj/ comments on the confusion which

reigned there :

—

“ The prevalence of brick and mortar iu the house

certainly accounts in a great degree for the confusion

and apparent neglect of these gems of art ;
hut we

cuuld uot hut feci pained at seeing tapestries covering

the stairs, and covered iu turn with lime and brick

dust, and the other annoying attendants on the

gates from the Mechanics’ Institutions was held in

the Adelphi. There are nearly 800 of these Institu-

tions iu the kingdom, 360 of which are in connection
with the Society. Several important snhjects were
discussed at the conference. Mr. George Dawson . x.auM.via.x. ^.*1

addressed the meeting on a scheme of providing good possessor of lace Blnndell, explained every object of 1 26 /. 6s.

MiuerHl’ Spring, J. Collinson, 25/,; Dartmouth Castle,

H R Tai^lor, -25/.
;
Fann Yard, G, Cole, 20/.; On the

Meadows, J. Stark, 20/.; The Unexpected Visitor, A. J.

Stark, 13/.

From the Society of British Artists.—‘Betnea from Jack
Fisbiug, J.Tenuant, 150/.; Evening on the Lliigwy, J. P.

Pi'ttitt, 75/. ;
Fern Carting, G. Cole, 63/.

;
Virginia, A. F.

Patten, 36/. 15s.
;
Rest on the Way, E. J. Cobbett, 35/.

;

Crossing the Brook, J. Hengall, 35/.
;
Una IligadelSol,

P, H. CaMeron, 30/,
;
Old Farm House, Vale of Usk, A.

Clint. 30/. :
PufHu Island, J. B. Pyiie, 30/. ;

The Mouse in

Danger, T. Cl.itor, 30/. ;
Scarborough Castle, J. Danby,

26/ 5s Scene on the JIawddiisli, P. Pearson, 25/. j
Day

after the Gale. E. Niemau, 25/. ;
On the Beach in Hast-

ings, W. Sliayer, 25/. ;
A Mountain Spring, J. Hengall,

25/.; A Nook iu the Conservatory, Miss L.Rimer,25i’.;

A marvellous Tale, E. Cockliiirn, 20/.
;
Calm, E. A. Ingle-

field, 20/. ;
Crossing the Tillage Ford, A. F. Kolfe, 20/.

FVom the national Institution. — A Village iu North
Devon, II. B. Gray, 35/.; Fisherman’s Children, Bell

Smith, 33/.; On the Llugwy, W. Williams, 35/. ; On the

Const of Genoa. H. H. H. Horsley, 30/.
;
Haymaking, J.

E. Meadows, 25/.
;
Evening on the Thames, 6. A. \Vil-

liares, 25/.; A Scene in Knowle-park, H. B. Gray,20/.

;

Cottage uoor, H. H. H. Horsley, 20/.

From the TJ'afer-Colour Society.—Bed of the Conway,
W. C. Smith, 35/.

;
Childreniu the Wood, Mrs. H. Criddle,

26/.

TFii/er-Ci}/<wr*.—
builders' handicraft.” Mr. Weld Blnudcll, the iircacnt

1 n - . -1 ± .c . Florence, W. Evans, 21/.
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STAINED GLASS.

Halifax Parish Church,—A memorial window has

been, erected in the I-Ioldsworth Chapel of this church.

The subject whicli fills the window is the “ Raising of

Lazarus,” designed by Mr. Alfred Bell, and painted

•on glass by Air. Laver, of London, from full-sized

cartoons, under the supciinteudence of the artist.

The moment chosen by Mr. Bell is when our Saviour

beholds, stretched in the sepulchre, the emaciated

form of Lazarus. On the right of the Saviour stands

St. Peter. On the left, in the third light, are two
figures of Martha and Mary. The subject is placed

under canopies, and each light, beneath, is arcaded.

Two other windows are in course of erectiou, in the

lateral ehapcls of the choir, from the same artist, but
narrieJ out by different establiobments.

Bolton Parish Church.—The committee appointed

to erect a testimonial window in the parish chuivh,

Bolton, to coraracraorate the long services of the Rev,
James Slade, as vicar of the parish, have coinmissioiied

Mr. John Hardman, of Birmingham, to execute the

work, from a design selected by the committee.

St. Mary's, Chester.—An obituary window, the
cost of which has been defrayed by voluntary subscrip-

tions, has just been placed at the cast cud of Sr. Mary's
Church, Chester, to the memory of the late rector,

the Rev. W. II. Massic. The principal subject is Our
Saviour delivering His commission to the Apostles,

•just before His ascension. The figui’c of Clirist occu-

pies the centre, and the other compartments are filled

with the eleven Apostles. Above the figures are angels
holding a label. In the higher compartments arc

angels bearing legends inscribed with extracts from
the “ Te Deuin and along the foot of the window
is the inscription. Mr, "VVailes, of Newcaslle-ou-Tyne,
was the artist employed.

RECENT BUILDING PATENTS.*
2688. John Rock Day, and Thomas Ruttee,

Birniingbam,

—

Metallic Tilefor Roofing or Covering
Buildings. Dated 14th November, 1856.—This in-

vention consists of a rectangular sheet of metal, one
of the edges on the longer side being turned up at

light angles to the plane of the sheet. The opposite
edge is turned up at right angles, and the extreme
edge turned down again so as to forna an inverted
trough-like figure running alongthe side of the sheet.

A series of iuvei ted V formed or curved elevations arc

raised aci oss the sheet of metal by stamping, pressing,

or otberwise.

—

Not proceeded with.

2706. John Billing, Abingdon-street, M'^esl-

roAMshtr.— Chinmeys. Dated 15th November, 1856.
—In constructing a stack of chimneys, the top of

each chimney is made of a couical or pyramidal (orra,

of straight or cuiwed contour, with or without a level

or inclined base or surface on each side of the top of

the stack. A vertical partition is placed between
each chimney-top to prevent the smoke from one
chimney descending into an adjoining one.

2713. Alexandre Marie Joseph Eeckman
Lille, Fi'ance.

—

Mechanical Bakery and Cookery.
Dated 17th November, 1856.—What is cluimed as

new in this invention is, in so far as it relates to

ovens, the application of several moveable baking
floors placed ouc above the other, revolving by the

action of a common central vertical shaft, for the pur-

pose of baking bread and other articles of food with

the same fire
;
which oven may also heat apartments.

2727. William Brindley, Moorgaie-street.

Treatment and Application of Papier Mdche for
Covering Floors, Roofs, a7id other like useful pur-
poses. Dated 19th November, 1856.—The patentee

first prepares the papier mfichc by putting it into a

wire or perforated metal sieve or frame to obtaiu

sheets of any required thickness, aecoiding to the

usual process of manufacture, and ornament such
sheets while in a soft state by embossing or figuring

the surface by ruisiiig figures thereon, which is 1 ffcctcd

by means of metal, papier mache, or other stencil

plates or lik'j me.ans. Another preparation of sheets

of papier muche consists in covering one or boih sides

with_fabrics made of wool, hair, or other suitulde

fibrous materials, pieviously perforated or ollieiwise;

or such materials may be placed beiwcen two or more
sheets of papier mache, rendering such manufactured
articles noiseless when trod on. Sheets of papier
mAche may be corrugated by pressing tlaiu between

I

corrugated inctul or other moulds.
|

2638. Richard Archibald Brooman, Fleet-
street, London.

—

Cutting and Dressing Stone, I

Marble, and similar Materials. A communication.
Dated 8ih November, 1856.—This invention relates *

to stone cutting and dressing machinery, the object

'

being to imitate band cutting as near as possible.
I

2662. Joseph Eccles, Blackburn, Lancaster.

—

Machinery for Making Bi-icks, Tiles, Pipes, and
other Articles made of Plastic Matei'iah. Dated

i

12th November, 1856.—Firstly, this invention relates
|

• Selected from lists iu the jouruul.
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to machines for making bricks acting on the principle
of that for which a patent was granted to James
MacHenry on or about the 20th day of July, 1852

;

and the present invention may be considered a»

supplemental to that for which a patent was granted
to the patentee. No. 2283, and dated the 26th day of
October, 1854, which was for making hollow bricks
in machines acting on the principle of the one above
referred to.

PASSAGE OF DAAIP THROUGH STONE
WALLS.

In a pa»Tigraph of your last number relating to
damp in walls, a question is put, how to make a wall
of random stone waterproof. If the stone be so
porous as to admit wet to go through it, perhaps the
remedy you suggest may be the best, as it docs not
alter the aspect of the facing-work. But I rather

think there is no other efficient remedy than rendering
the outside surface wilh cemeut.* Generally the wet
penetrates through the mortar joints, and not at all

through the stone. Often this arises from the mortar
being bad or poor, or the joints not being well flushed

up, and the great quantity of mortar incident to such
walling. But I am of opinion that if the front of the
beds and joints were set in good Portland cemeut, to

the depth of a couple of inches or so, it would effec-

tually prevent the entrance of wet. The too frequent

absence of projecting strings is another cause of the
penetration of wet; for the water, instead of being
thrown by the throating or mouldings off the walls,

runs down the whole face, and is sure to get into the
joints, and thus be absorbed into the body of the work
through to the inside face.

T. L. D.

3i\crc(bcU.

Christian Memorials: being Working Drawings of
Headstones and Tombstones, designed by Pio-

fessional Members of the Worcester Diocesan
Architectural Society. London and Oxford : J. H.
and J. Parker.

To aid iu meeting the want expressed for charac-

teristic designs for simple graveyard memorials,

Messrs. Male, Truefitf, W. J. Hopkins, C. R. Clarke,

and W. White have contributed esamples which will

be found available. The junction of metal and stone,

as proposed by Mr. Clarke, is not advisable.

" The Carpenter and Joiner’s Assistant,” of which
Part I. is before us, published by Blaclde and Son, of

Edinburgh and Loudon, is intended, according to the

address, to supply to the workmen, yi a compendious
form, ” A complete and practical course of instruc-

tion in the principles of carpentry and joinci-y, with

a selection of examples of work actually executed to

serve as illusiriitions of the state of these arts at the

present time, and guides in preparing new designs.”

The plate showing the bent-timber roof of a shed at

Miiracj near Bayonne, by Col. Emy, is a valuable

illustration. The 23rd Part of ‘‘ The Royal Gallery

of Art ” (Coluaghi, London
;

and Aguew, Man-
chester), contains “The Prison Group,” by Bouvy,
very well engraved by Devachoz

;
a sparkling portrait,

“The Beauty of Albano,” by Riedel, eiigraved by

Stocks; and Leitch’a Lmdscape, “The Birth of Bcl-

plicebe and Amorelt,” fioin Speuaer, engraved by

C. Consen. The work fully maintains its excellent

character.

iilificenanca.

Consecration of a New Iron Church in

Lambeth.—Another iron church was last week cou-

sccratcd by the Bishop of Winchester. This church,
1

which is of very considerable area, was mann''actured

and erected by Mr. S. Hemmiiigs, the temporary and

portable building mauufacturer, of Old Ford, Bow. ,

It is placed in Williain-strcet, Regent-street, Lam-
j

beth-walk.

Drawing Implements. — Messrs. Stanly and
1

Robioson, of Great Turnstile, have arranged aT-sqiiarc,
J

80 as to be applicable for protracting angles and

reversing angles, enabling the draughtsman to com-

plete both sides of a roof, pediment, spire, or the hori-

zontal lines of isomefrical perspective, with otiee

setting the instrument. It takes the reverse of the

angle it is set to, by merely turning the square over.

When the place is put close down on the cushion

formed by the tongue, it may be used as au oidiuary

T-square. The constrnction being simple, it is sold

at about the price of a common T-squ-ire, and will be
!

found a useful addition to the draughtsman’s “tool-

box.”

* By adopting, during the construction, a brick lining,

and covering the back of each stone with pitch, the neces-

sity for so objectionable a remedy may be avoided.—

E

d.
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Teach them a Trade—Dear Mr. EaUor,—It
is my province to read aloud many parts of 'your
valuable paper. We were all much interested in your
leading article on Reformatoiy Institutions (p. 313),
which had reference to the employment of youth, par-
ticularly applying it to ragged boys who are destitute
of

_

regular employment. My father often refers with
evident satisfaction to the time when he was bound
as an apprentice to a mechanical trade, and laments
that there arc not now the same means of apprenticing
youth to distinct branches of business that there were
iu his early days. It is, no doubt, well known to
yourself, that owing to the system somewhat recent,
of raergiug all the minor trades into the hands of a
class now termed contractors, that there are not the
same mean8,Jas heretofore, of training that there were
when distinct branches of trade were recognised. If

yon would offer some suggestions on this subject, by
which the leviathans could be induced to requiie their

foremen to instruct a few apprentices to learn the
different branches in their several departments, by
which means respectable as well as ragged youths
could obtain situations, it would be the means of
effecting a very desirable object, and would, no doubt,
excite attention amongst those who never appear back-
ward in subscribing their funds to the support of

many benevolent objects which are advocated iu your
paper

;
and this, in my opinion, would contribute

more to the good of society, and to the promotion of

their own real interests, Ilian any contributions from
their funds.

—

Julia.

Architectural Photographic Association.

—

This association is now in shape, and the committee
have issued a report setting forth their objects, show-
ing what they hope to do, and inviting subscriptions.

The report says,— Basing their estimates upon the

statements of individual photographers, your com-
mitlce consider that at least three copies of the

largest ordinary size— viz. 21 inches by 17 inches—
might be issued for a guinea subscription, whereas
one of them is now ordinarily sold for about 253.

Smaller sizes might be issued in considerably in-

creased numbers, and they are informed that probably
from thirty to forty stereoscopic views might be given
for a similar subscription. But itris obvious that an
association, having a large and definite number of

copies to provide, almost all of which will be issued;

having no vendor’s profits to pay
;
and possessing

many ether advantages not accessible to individuals,

miiy greatly enlarge the issue beyond the number
which estimates upon present data would afford. An
additional object to architects may probably be
attained by enabling them to ascertain, not only the

rclalive proportions, but also the actual sizes of build-

ings, and their details
;
as would be effected by simply

measuring and noting the distance from the station

of . the instrument to a fixed point on the object.”

The proposition has been received in a veiy cordial

manner, and there seems no doubt as to its successful

realization. Mr. Hesketh, of 95, AVimpole-street, is

acting as honorary secrc'ary.

British ABCH.f;oLOGiCAL Association. — The
congress of the British .Archmological Association will

be opened at the Guildhall, Norwich, under the presi-

dency of the Earl of Albemarle, F.S.A. August 24tb,

and be continued until the 29th inclusive. The entire

week will be devoted to the examinalion of the an-

tiquities of various portions of the city of Norwich and
the county of Noifolk, embracing also a part of

Suffolk. Excursions will he made to Caistor Castle,

Burgh Castle, Great Yarmouth, Thetford Priory, Ely
CalliL'dral, Lynn. Castle Rising Castle, Binham Priory,

"VValsiugham Priory, Barsham Hall, &c. The cathe-

drals of Norwich and Ely will be examined under the

guidance of Mr. 11. H. Burnell and Mr. C. E. Davis :

the sculptures and monumental effigies, under the

direction of Mr. J. R. Planche. The charters,

deeds, and muoicipal documents, inspected and com-
mented npon by Mr. W. H. B'ack. Papers relating

to the various objects visited will, as far as circum-

stances permit, be read on the spot, and subjicts will

be discussed at the evening sittings and conversazioni.

I'he members and visitors will be conducted over the

Castle of Norwich by Mr. Robert Fitch
;
and parts of

the city will be inspected under the direction of Mr.

W. C. Ewiug and Mr. Fitch. The remains of the

Benedicline Priory and Convents, inspection of ancient

houses, &e. at Great A'armuuth, will be subjected to

the nble guidance of Mr. Charles Palmer.

Query as to Paints.— A solution of yellow

soap (vrith a certain portion of glycerine), is a preser-

vative to red, yellow, aud black paints, when ground

in oil, and put iuto casks, as they acquire no impro-

per hai’diiess, aud dry in a remarkable manner when

laid ou with the brush, without the use of the

usual drying articles. This surprises me, that soap,

which is so well known to be mixable with oily

Bubstunces, or at least the alkali of which it is

composed, has not already been bnmgbt iuto use in

the composition of oil colours with glyceiine.

J. B. N.

^1(1
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an educationarSnslitution. Under present arrange,

ments the fact of its existence is gradually droppiug

out of men’s memories. The time dunug which it

can be examined should be extended, and ready means

of access and study given.

Meteopolita^ Associatio.s POR IirPROVEMp’T

OP Dtvellings.—The thirteenth report of this society

states that the average rate of mortality m their

buildings at Albert-street, Albion-biiildmgs, iDgcstre-

huildin^, Nelaon-siiaare, Pancras-squarc, Pelham-

fitrect. Pleasant-row, Queen’s-place, Metropolitan-

chambers in Albert-street, and Soho-chamhers, Old

Compton-street, has this year been about one-eighth

less than that of the rest of the metropolis
;
but,

taking an average of the last three years, it has been

little more than one-half. While the receipts from

the buildings since December, 18‘17, have been

36,893/. 14s. 8d. the bad debts have not amounted

to 160/. The net jirofits for the year are staled to be

338/. Os. lOd. more than last year, Nilson-squnre

being better occupied ;
but the chambers for single

men have been unprofitable. The society have erected

sixteen cottages in Pelham-strect, 51ilc-end New-

town, and have resolved not to iiroceed with the

dwellings for 100 families at Westminster. The

Brighton branch proposes to pay a dividend of four

per cent, atrain this year, and reorganize themselves

under the Limited Liability Act. The Bristol branch

has nearly completed accommodation for sixly-one

families iu all.

Institution op Mechanical Engineers.

—

The annual session of the members of this society, for

the reading and discussion of papers upon engineering

topics, conimenred in the lecture theatre of the

Mechanics’ Institution, Manchester, on the 24th ult.

under the presidency of Mr. Joseph AMiitworth. A
number of papers were read by the secretary. Of

those that were to be read we have already given a

list. The first paper, by Mr. William Pairbairn, was

a description of a large tubular wrought-iron crane,

which has recently been erected at Keyham Dockyard,

Devonport. The crane is huHt on the principle of a

tubular bridge, and the peculiar advantages of this

mode of construction, according to Mr. Tairhairn,

are the security and facility with which the greatest

weight can be raised to the top of the jib wilhout the

slightest risk of failure. It would require a weight of

63 tons to break it, and with a weight of 20 tons the

deflexion of the jib is only 3‘73 in. : its actual

The Superintending . Architect’s Report :

Board of Works.—We have received a commu-
nication from Mr. Mathews, denying the accuracy of

the Saperintending Architect’s report, on his appli-

cation for leave to build over a shop in Leicester-

square (p. 354, ante), and discussing the justice of

his decision, but we are unable to print it. He
says in conclusion ;

—
“ Would it not be only fair for

this oflicer, to give each applicant a copy of bis report

prior to laying it before the Metropolitan Board, that

the reasons and opinions assumed or alleged may be

contrasted with the facts in such case?” “ We want

a professional board to which to refer matters in

dispute."

Emery Paper.—The Moniieur Industriel men-
tions an ingenious method of obtaining fine emery

paper fur polishing metals. Slips of paper coated with

The SO.NE Mvse™ LiKCOLE’s-lETt-riEMS.-
1

New Coontt-coeet, Berkley.-A paragraph

“ Your informant” has been “informed” that a mistake

was discovered in the lowest tender, notice of which

was sent a week or two afterwards to the head quarters,

and that being allowed, the contract was therefore for

the larger amount. The respective amounts were

well known two or three days after they were de-

livered, and the difference between the three well

canvassed. It is not for your iuformaut to impute

motives, but the mistake, curiously enough, was
^ ^ ^ ^ ^

some time iu being found out. Here are the facts, Hesh starch-size are hung on ropes at different alti-

as collected by

—

Your Informant. ' tudes iu a small room which is afterwards carefully

Statues. The inauguration of the bronze statue! closed. A quantity of fine emery is then blown in by

of James Watt, iu front of the Royal lufirmary, Man-
[

means of a ventilator through au aperture left for the

Chester, took place on the 2Gth ult. in presence of a
'

luirposc, by which means a dense cloud of emery-dust

great concourse of spectators, including most of the fills the room, hut only the finest particles rise in the

members of the Institution of Slcchauical Engineers,
|

uir to a sufficient height for them to be deposited on

who have been holding their annual conference at the upper slips : those of the secoud row receive a

Manchester, and very appropriately went in a body to somewhat coarser sort, and so on, while such particles

the inauguration of the statue of their late “ Graud as are too heavy, and therefore too coarse fur delicate

Master.’’ Mr,Eairbairn,as chairman of theStatueCcm-
1

polish, fall to the ground at once. Thus emery-paper

mittee handed over the property to the care of the ' of different degrees of fineness may he obtained by a

mayor aud corporation. Mr. John Steel), the Edin-
1

single operation, and sorted with mathematical

burgh sculplor.is employed iu the formation of a statue ccrlaiuty.

of Allan Rams ly, in freestone, to be erected on the
j

Expeditious Postal Communication.— Sir,

—

new terrace at Ramsay-gnrdcus, Edinburgh. The block
^

^nd water through jiipes : why not our

is 11 feet long by 4 feet square, and weighs between letters ? I think it might thus be effected. Siip-

15 and 16 tons. The figure will be 10 feet high,
|

j^j^ere are twenty great thoroughfares, more or

aud the pedestal 18 feet. Ramsay will not appear strictly forming radii, having for their centre

either as a Greek or a Roman, but as a Brilou of the
j

Gcneial Post-office : let iron tubes, in sections,

last century. The O’Connell statue, by Hogiiu, quadrangular, be laid iu the ordinary way under these

for Limerick, has now reached that city, aud has been I

yf route, and as nearly as possible in a right line,

placed on its pedestal at the Cresceut, where it will
'

g,.j.j|. p^gj^i Each.line

be boarded up and enclosed till the day of inau- umst be supplied with endless hand”
gnration.

I but of rather curious configuration, the sides being

Compensatory Sanitary Arrangement.—Near
'
j.jiiscd to reach the top of the tube, and the tmder

the Observatory of Washington, says Mechanics'

^

gHpjjijgd with a number of small wheels, to

Magazine, there has existed, on the banks of the 'pj^jg “ everlasting hand ” would
Potomac, a malarious swauip covered with parasitic

j
fQ,m ^ continuous carriage stretching under our prin-

herbs, the exhalations of wliicb have, on many occa-
(.jpal streets, and receiving letters, while in motion,

sions, produced fever iu the neighbourhood. It nioment after leaving the hand of the poster, at

occurred to Lieutenant Maury (whose name is honour-
j

Jeitcr-box pilaccd above the “ band.” The motion
bly known in connection with numerous public ser- woidd be communicated by carrying the hand over

vices of great merit) to oppose to these noxious exha-
^ bruins, connected with steam-machinery. The appa-

latious plants possessing a considerable power of i already briefly described provides for the collec-

absorption. He accordingly had planted a quantity
' of letters dropped over the hand through pillar

of the heliantus grandijtorus, and these have been igtier-boxes. The distribution of the letters might
completely successful in absorbing the dangerous performed (to stations) simultaneously, and by the

.
I

gases, and altogether averting the fever visitation
'
g^mc band. At convenient points on each line of

strength is tlms, it is said, much greater than is ever I from the spot where it had periodically occurred for
j

suhterrauean chambers be formed, through
required to be used. The Government has taken the years. which the tube might pass, which, being partly open,
initiative in adopting these cranes by having six The late Mysterious Deaths near White-

! parcels of letters being taken off the
erected iu the New Keyham Docks at Dtvonport

: haven.—On the 24th ult. the coroner’s inquest into
' moving hand for distribution in the vicinity. Parcels

two more have been ordered for Devonport, and one
j

circumstances attending the mysterious cases of
' gf Jetteis would he placed upon, and carried by, the

of colossal dimmsions for Keyham.
j

poisoning at Cliator Moor, was brought to a close, I

Jq following manner : the baud passing over
The Bothy- System in Scotland. —The dis-laftcr several adjournment?. Professor Taylor, who '

gf jg^ge diameter at the General Post-office,

graceful accoairaodation still provided for farm ser-
1 had been sent down by the Home Secretary, presented

gj^g convenieucc for the clerks to place
vants on many furms in Scotland came under notice 1 elaborate report. Our readers are aware that the

' parcels of letters upon the retiring portion of the
at a Justice of Peace Court at Montrose lately, iu a -ottages in which the mortality occurred are built ^and, which would carry them upon its back until
charge of desertion of service brought agaiust George upon a heap of slag, or debris, from the blast furnaces * qfations O II H
Mason, farm servant, by Mr. John Smith, of Haughs

[

pf the Whitehaven Hematite Iron Company. Dr. i

‘ ’

of Kinnaird, the defence turning on the unfitucss of Taylor was of opinion, based on a series of expeii-
|

Slaughter-houses.—I was glad to see your rc-

the bothy and loft for human accommodation. The i ment?, that the deaths resulted from the generatiou mi'rks on the cruelty shown to auimals
;
hut you

loft or sleeping-place for six men consisted of a corner
|

of sulphuretted hydrogen in this slag. The jury found have only given a very faint outline of the barbarity

of the stable-loft, 5 feet 6 inches in height, but “ the cause of death in all these cases had arhen that is practised in slaughter-houses. I am in the

sloping down at one side, 6 feet 6 inches in breadth,
|

fj-puj the inhalation of sulphuretted hydrogen gas, kabit of working at a blaughter-house and the adjoin-

and 14 or 15 feet in length. The bothy proper, or I generated from the slag underneath the houses in.ing building.. and I can assure you the cruelly I

day apartmeut, was circular, and about 12 or 13 feet
j

which they dwelt, and from the adjoining heap of the
!

witues’-cd has made me shudder. I am sui-e

in diameter, and 6 feet in height, and bad uo wiudow ' game material. Iq returning this verdict, the jury
,

luuny woulu not allow veal to come to their

or other opening for ventilation, except the door and ' recommend that the houses at Buwthorn-row, built tables if they knew half the torture the poor animal

the chimney. A conviction was not pressed for under
i upon the slag from the Hematite Company’s work?, bad suffered. I will now give you the particulars

the circumstances, and the justice adjourned the court should be sufficiently drained, and that all communi- how the calves are murdered, for that is the correct

till an inspection was made by impartial medical men. ' cation with the adjoining slag heap through the foun- name. *
_

* There is a great deal of cruelty

Hot-WATER Apparatus.—The Birmingham Pa- ! dations he effectively cut off
;
and the jury are further practised in the slaughtering of sheep, &c. I do

tent Tube Company have introduced au improved of opinion that the houses so circumstanced cannot hope you will do all in your power to expose the

description of stove and hot-water apparatus, by be safely occupied until this he done.” It ought to
|

horrid work. I am fearful of giving my name, as

which one ordinary fire is made to heat severaU be remembered, that although every dwelling is not ,
my work would be at stake, so I will subscribe myself

chambers. The heat is generated in a coil of tubing erected on such a pestiferous basis, wherever there are
|

A Jobbing Carpenter.
placed behind the grate; the water in the coil bccom- stagnant drains or cesspools, there sulphnreticd

| „ -d t

ing warm, begins to ascend and follow the travel of hydrogen is just as surely generated as if it arose from . .
ateeino arriag on ailwa

^

.

the piping, transmitting the heat obtained in the coil slag; indeed, much more snrelv, for the sulphur i/icy
^ comp am s rom rave ers

throlgh to any langtli of piping. The pe. uliarily in
' remain in its slnggy pi ison, but in stagnant cesspools I ‘‘“‘S' f

‘I*'

;

the grate consists in its having a double back, so that or insufficient drains there are no sMb iijatives as
;

many roais dnst forces its way into thecloKfl

if it be reonired to increase the heat, the register is those rvhieh keep it down in slag
i

at least till mois-
,

"arnagos of the first-class kind. I concelye that this

shut, nnd the healed air passes through theToil and tore heat and rot the anlphnrct, and liberate the 1 “"'f
""sW ,«mad.cd by attaching a

up between the backs
;
while to decrease the heat, it

'

poisooons " hydra.”
snafrnny carriage or oaiTiagcs. to eac/, train.-or

is simply necessary to throw back the register, when I Opening oe St. Thomas’s Ceurcii, Wert- [-parhaiis, a sp,a„l tram of water carnages might
I — . . . w TtfiBC lrf>ni finp f*n(l rtf n litmtn lhf> rtrhr>r nr nn p.nrlT

the chamber between the backs is closed, and the heat minster-road, Lambeth. — This newly-erected

ascends the chimney in the regular way. The im- churcli was consecrated on the 24th ult. by the

proveraent in the arrangement of the piping consists Bishop of Winchester. It was built from designs by
in having the ends open, whereby accidents become

,
Mr. Teulon,andcoiitains three galleries, with aect.mmo-

impossible, and the inconveniences generally attend- dation for 1,033 persons, and 809 free seats. The
ing the use of hot water for heating are removed. The ’

estimated cost is 4,375/. , and that of the parsonage,
apparatus may be usefully applied. 1,046/. ; there remains a deficiency of 630/.

pass from one end of a line to the other at an early

hour in the mortiiog, before the ordinary trains of the

(lay begin their journeys. At any rate, some remedy
should he found for the annoyance : the expense

could not be very great, and if it were, is of much
less moment than public comfort and convenience.

Subsidiary.
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VoL. XV.—No. 753.

H E germ of the modern rail-

way system struck root and

sj)rang up in our nortiiern

colliei-y districts upwards of

200 years since. Wooden rails

were first laid down by a Mr.

Eeaumout, near Newcastle, in

1602. They were found so

useful that they rapidly spread

throughout the colliery dis-

tricts
j

and in 1715 General

Cope made use of a liue near

Prestonpans, in Scotland. An
intelligent Erench traveller,

named St. Pond, who visited

Newcastle in 1791, speaks in

terras of great admiration of the

colliciy waggon-ways of that

place and time, and urges them
on the attention of his countrymen. Improve-

ments had been gradually made in them
j
and in

1776 a cast-iron railway, nailed to wooden
sleepers, was laid down at the Duke of

Norfolk’s colliery, near Sheffield, by Mr. John

Curr, whose son claims for him the invention of

the cast-iron railway
;
but the first iron lines are

believed to have been laid down at Whitehaven

as early as 1738. Mr. Curr must have had few

predecessors, however; for so new and unprece-

dented did his iron way appear to the labouring

people connected with the colliery, that, be-

heviug it in their ignorance to be somehow
injurious to their interests, they kieked up a

riot, tore up the rails, and poor Mr. Curr had

to fly into a wood, where he hid himself for

three days to escape their fury. In 1800 Mr.
Benjamin Outrara, of Little Eton, in Derby-

shire, used stone props in place of timber for

supporting the ends and joiniugs of the rails, and

such roads, according to Mr. Smiles, in his very

interesting volume on “The Life of George

Stephenson,”* became at length known as

“tram-roads,” from a contraction of the word
“ Outram.” There seems to be some little

difficulty in this statement, however, through

which wc cannot clearly see our way. The word

tram is one connected with the carriage of goods

in more ways than one : wc have the trams or

shafts of a cart in Scotland; coal-waggons them-

selves have long been known as trams in some
parts : and tims the track-plates or rails of w’ood

laid to receive these were called tram-ways.

Prom the time of Outram, at all events, tram-

roads or railways rapidly extended, till at length

they were generally adopted in the mining dis-

tricts, and canal proprietors looked askance on
|

them with a sinister interest, as “ snakes in
|

the grass,” the Duke of Bridgewater remarking, '

when congratulated by Lord Kenyon on the

!

successful issue of his inland “ navigation ”
i

scheme, “ Yes, we may do well enough if we i

can steer clear of these deuced tram-roads : i

there’s mischief iu them.”

Improvement, thus far, was confined almost

entirely to the road, llailway waggons still

continued to be drawn by horses, the power of
which, however, had been thus greatly ecouo-
mized. Ballway improvement had almost
readied its limits unless mechanical agency
could be made applicable to the purpose of rail-

way traction, and inventors and projectors were
not long wanting. One suggested sails to drive
the waggous along the line before the wind,
much as it now does a train occasionally at no
little speed without any sails at all. But the'

• c<

QgQpjjg StepheDSon, Roilwtiy Etiyineer.”
By Samuel Sinileaj with Portrait. John Alurriiy, Albe-
marle-Btreet. 1S67,

most favourite project was the application of’

steam power on the high pressure principle to
|

railway traction, and not only to railway trac-

1

tion, but to traction on the common road with-

'

out rails,—a still more favourite and early

!

project. Savery proposed a method of propelling

,

carriages along ordinary roads, and the subject

was shortly after (in 1759) suggested to James
Watt by Dr. Kobinsou, at Glasgow College, aud
Watt even included it in the specification of his

'

patent of 1769. About the same time, one

'

Moore, a London linendraper, took out a patent
for moving wheel-carriages by steam, but it was

,

not till 1703 that the first actual model of a

steam-carriage is recorded, and that was con-

'

,

structed by a Prenchmau named Cuguot, who '

afteivrards built an engine on the same model

,

for the Preuch king,—but its very power
led to its suppression, for when set iu

motion it projected itself onward with such

.
force that it threw over a wall aud was at

^

once set down as too dangerous au apparatus

for further use. This identical engine is now
in the Conservafoire des Arts et Metiers, In

1772, an American, named Oliver Evans, in-

vented a steam carriage for common roads, but

^

with no practical result. In 1786, William

,

Symington, the steam-boat inventor, had a

,
working model of a steam carriage constructed,

'

,

aud he exhibited it at Edinburgh
;
hut the roads

,

there were far too bad at tliat time to enable

him to do auytliing with it. The first English

model of a steam carriage was made in 17S4,
^

by William Murdoch, the assistaut of James

I

Watt. It was on the liigli-prcssure principle,

I

aud went on three wheels, by help of a spirit-

,

,

lamp, aud though only a foot high it ran away

I

from its inventor one night, and almost terrified
,

the i^astor of the parish out of his senses, the

,

rev. gentleman imagining it to be a fiery “imp
of Satan.” Trevethick, an eccentric genius, a

pupil of Murdoch’s, followed, with his steam

j

carriage for common roads. Coleridge narrates

I

how Trcvethick’s engine, too, while tearing

:

,

away like mad along the road to Plymouth,
|

breaking into gentlemen’s gardens, and with
|

other playful tricks by the way, so astonished

and horrified a tollmau that he threw open his
|

toll-bar like magic, feeling assured that he had
|

the Devil to deal with, aud refused to touch

;

any of the red-hot coins which he doubtless
[

imagined bis strange customer was about to
|

offer him. The management of these common

!

road steamers appears to have long been a diffi-
j

cult point; and it was not unusual for such a
|

machine to laud its passengers safelyiu the middle
|

of a hedge by the wayside, half-way home to its
j

own proper terminus. Trevethick’s engine was
|

exhibited in Loudon
;
but he wanted persever-

1

auce, and, indeed, was very probably then on a

wrong scent, since not even yet have such car-
[

I

riages for common roads proved successful
;
but

|

Trevethick did endeavour to apply the steam
i

' carriage to the railway, and constructed a special
|

!
engine, in ISOJ, for the purpose, which actually

[

dragged ten tons of bar iron in waggous at the

I

rate of five miles an hour
; and, had he perse-

j

I

vered, the locomotive might have bad another

'history than it was destined to have; for he’

was on the verge of a great discovery. As it

was, all this projector’s endeavours turned out

to be practically a failure, aud he abandoned

the locomotive for more promising schemes.

The final success of the locomotive was much
retarded by au imaginary difficulty, —namely,

the erroneous supposition that if any heavy

weight were ]>laced behind the engine, the

“ grip ” or “ bite ” of the smooth wheels of the

locomotive upon the equally smooth iron rail

must necessarily be so slight that the wheels

would slip round upon the rail itself, aud conse-

queutly that the machine would uot make any

progress. The wheels of Trevetlhck’s engine

were provided with rough projections, iu order

to obviate this supposed difficulty, aud probably

this was one of the maiu reasons of his want of
sufficient success to induce him to persevere.
The first locomotive Hue of railway was one

between Leeds and the Middleton collieries.

On this line, a length of three miles and a half,

locomotives, invented by Jlr. Blcukinsop, of
Leeds, began to run in 1812, and continued to
do so for many years. But still the erroneous
idea prevailed; for Blenldusop’s engines liad

toothed wheels which ran in a racked orlootbcd
rail. To obviate the same imaginary difficulty,

otlier patents were taken out ; one for a cltain

to extend along the line, with a twist of it

round a barrel-wheel on the engine
; another for

a locomotive to go upon legs !

Mr. Blackett, of \Yylam, made perseveriug
efforts to employ the locomotive of Trevethick,

and others, ontheWylam waggon-way, one of the
oldest iu the north of England. Now, it so
happened that au old colliery eugine-tendcr, of
the name of Stephenson, lived in a small cottage
by the side of this tramway, and that the man,
his son, who was destined to mature the locomo-
tive aud the rail, and to become the true “ rail-

way king,” was born in this same cottage at the
fitting time, so as to have the work of his life

set, as it were, before his very eyes, so soon as

he had become capable of benefiting by the ex-

periments of Mr. Blackett. Ead this latter

gentleman experimented only a few years sooner,
or had he uot begun till a few years later, in all

probability the railway system would have still

remained to be elaborated. It is a singular
fact, too, as we may here observe, that at one
period ot the life of the chosen man on whom so
much of the future progress of his country de-

pended, he was on the eve of starting for the

United States as au emigrant, so small did hispro-

spcct of good fortune in bis native country appear.
This was a crisis iu the fate uot only of an in-

dividual, but of a country, which stands out iu

curious coincidence with a similar crisis in 1 he
life of another individual with whom Stephen-
son may be happily compared, namely, in the fate

of James Watt, as well as of his native country
too, at that period

;
for Watt, as we uot long

since noted, was at one time on the eve of

emigrating to Russia, whither the long-headed
Russians were very anxious to attract such a
prize.

The first engine placed on the Wylam waggon-
way was one of Trevethick’s, in 1812. When
the cumbrous machine was set in motion, it

would not move an inch,—at least till it fiew all

to pieces. The next was built by Mr. Blackett
himself, aud it proved more successful than its

predecessor. Still it was ou the cog-wheeled

principle, aud the way laid down for it was
racked. It crept along at a snail’s pace, and

was constantly breaking the cast-iron plates of

the railway. At length it became so cranky

that horses were regularly scut along with it to

pull it out of the scrapes iuto which it was con-

stantly getting, and at last it was voted “a
perfect plague,” aud was dismissed the service.

Before he placed another locomotive on his

tramway, Mr. Blackett, by means of a frame

and windlass, proved that the adhesion of wheels

ou smooth rails was quite sufficient to enable

him to work a locomotive without slipping.

Thus was the fallacy which had heretofore pre-

vailed on this subject completely dissipated, and

rack rails, toothed wheels, endless chains, and

legs, were all alike proved to be unnecessary

for tlie efficient traction of loaded waggous upon

a moderately level road.

George Stephenson now comes on the rail-

way stage with his improvements. lie had

frequently witnessed Mr. Blackett’s experi-

ments w'hilst tending his colliery engine at Kil-

lingworth, near AYylam, and he made himself

iutiinately acquainted, uot only with the merits

and the defects of the locomotives tliere at

work, but also of those at Leeds, which were of a'

much superior description. Stephenson had
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already made biraself respected by bis era-

ployei-j Lord Kavensworlh, aud, though a

humble engine-man, he had frequent conver-

sations with his lordship, and at length per-

suaded him to supply tlie means of forming a

locomotive, which, with great difficulty, from

the want of fitting meclianics at that time, he

at length effected, following to some extent the

plan of Blenkinsop. It proved to be the most

successful engine yet constructed, and was

capable of drawing eight loaded caniages of

thirty tons weight at the rate of about foui

miles an hour.
“ Blutcher” "was, nevertheless,

a cumbrous and clumsy machine, aud the result

was anything but decisive, when Stephenson

at this juncture applied the steam-blast, and

thus at once doubled the power of the engine.

Without the steam-blast, by which the inten-

sity of combustion was kept up to the highest

point, aud the evolution of steam thus rapidly

effected, high rates of speed by means of the

combustion of coke could not have been at-

tained, aud locomotives might still have been

dragging themselves ainwieldily along at the

rate of not more than five or six miles an hour.

It was by means of the steam-blast, in conjunc-

tion with the multitubular boiler, that he after-

wards secured the triumph of the locomotive on

the opening of the Manchester aud Liverpool

railway. Numerous other defects were reme-

died in subsequent constructions, and, in 1815,

Mr. Stephenson, by dint of patient and perse-

vering labour,—by careful observation of tlie

works of others, aud never neglecting to avail

himself of their suggestions,—had succeeded in

manufacturing an engine which included the

following important improvements on all pre-

vious attempts, namely, — simple and direct

communication between the cylinder and the

w'heels rolling upon the rails
j
joint adhesion

of all the wheels attained by the use of hori-

zontal couueetiug rods
;
and finally a beautiful

method of exciting the combustion of the fuel

by employing tbc waste steam 'which had for-

merly been allowed uselessly to escape into the

air. “ Although many improvements in detaO,”

says Mr. Smiles, “ were afterwards introduced

iu the locomotive by Mr. Stepbeusou himself,

as well as by his equally distinguished son, it

is perhaps not too mucli to say that tliis engine,

as a mechanical contrivance, contained tlie germ

of all that has since been effected. It may in

fact he regarded as the type of the present

locomotive engine.”

Oiu' immediate puiqiose having been simply to

show, in a brief sketch, b.rscd on Mr. Smiles’s

very interesting volume, how the locomotive

aud the rail came together, aud from what

beginnings the more matured system was de-

veloped, we shall not lengthen our sketch by

any further recital of what followed
;

all the

more prominent subsequent procedure being

more familiar to our readers and the public in

general than what preceded the first manifesta-

tion of the public astonishment when incredulity

was no longer possible, and men of science and

mark became ashamed of their false predictions.

To all who desire to know what followed, as

well as, far more fully, what preceded the grand

Qpening of the Liverpool and Manchester, we
can only say,—read Mr. Smiles’s excellent book,

and tliey will not only be satisfied in that respect,

but amused and instructed in many others.

THE DESIGNS FOR THE GOYERNiMENT
OFFICES.*

Iv our last article, wc reiVrrcd to the principal

Culhic desigus— lo the authors of which, premiums
have bcuu awarded—and adverted to some intciesting

questions which wci-e connected with them. Me also

riicntionid what was the general scope of the design

No. 116. The author of this work, as it will have
been seen, like all those who have received premiums

—

unless Mr. Hastings, the author of one of the block

• See p. 37l), ante.

plans, should prove an exception—viewed the three

subjects announced for competition, as not admitting

of the separation pre-supposed, and which, by the

awards, has been assumed as though really kept up.

Mr. Scott, indeed, considers that the (general street

flan and the block plan of the Offices, have not

necessarily any connection with one another ;
but he

says the block plan and the detailed designs for the

Foreign-office aud the War-office, manifestly ought to

be the creation of one mind. The street plan, he

thinks, might readily be prepared without reference

to any particular plan of the Offices. This is going

on the assumption that the site of "W estminster-

brldge is, as he contemplates it, retained; but the

question of the bridges really opened the whole exten-

sive problem. The level of the embankment, also,

needed to be considered. Mr. Scott, however, pre-

pared all the drawings required, and has been awarded

a premium (of 300/.) ostensibly only for the Foreign-

offi<'e. His two Offices are in separate buildings, or

joined only by archways; but one of the two would

hardly h-rmonise with the work of another architect

better than would the design by Mr. Dwyer (126),

for the War-office, which is merely one portion of a

general building. Leaving the question of the awards

for any separate notice that may be called for—recol-

lecting, however, that we have ffiready spoken at some

length of the mistakes which have led to the difficul-

ties of the adjudication—we proceed with our notes.

Iu the general plan in design No. 116, the three

bridges arc provided
;
and as to "Westmiuster-bridge,

after giviug the arguments for the present site, the

author “cannot conceive of a bridge better placed.”

Besides the Charing-cross-bridge, he retains Hunger-

ford-bridge as a foot-bridge, properly holding that if

the two bridges would be near together, that would

he much better than placing the new bridge wrongly.

The principal new line of street which he provides,

extends from Buckingham Palace to the bend of Vic-

toria-stroet, and then takes in Great College-street,

in pre^’erence to following the direct line to the Vic-

toria Tower, which, as in some of the plans, would

intersect the Abbey precincts. His line he thinks,

in fact just as good as the other. He would then

open out and restore the Chapter House, and having

removed the houses iu Abingdou-street, would form

a wide double cloister—to receive the incongruous

monuments of "Westminster Abbey, and new monu-
ments of statesmen—extending to the comer of Col-

lege-street, and returning round the College-gardens

to the Dormitory of the Westminster-school. He
advocates in terms which should receive attentive

consideration, the retention of the site of St. Mar-

garet’s Church. He anticipates the removal of the

Law Courts;— but, at least, next Bridge-street, thinks

Sir Charles Barry’s work should not be completed

quite as proposed Iu the general arrangement of

the Offices he would leave the Board of Trade, and

would add to it at the back, but has laid out the

whole remaining ground, providing for one grand

arrangement of Gothic baildings. "With us, he

remarks on the obvious incompleteness of the site

without the ground now occupied by Riehmond-

terrace. Ou the river side he has a grand public

terrace entered under lofty towers, and having a

covered cloister from end to end. Tii Parliament-

street he would give a width of 150 feet, placing

along the centre a paved space, somewhat like

tlvit in the Vntcr den Linden at Berlin, on which

might be raised statues
;
and at the southern ex-

tremity, at a centre from which the lines of different

roads would diverge, he would erect a monument to

eminent statesmen. The principal design A, has the

buildings of the Offices together surrounding an

oblong court. The design B exhibits a modified

arrangemeut, with the "War-office plan turned

round, so as to have a court and screen o'' arches next

Piirliamcnt-street. The design A is that which the

author prefers; but the screen is one of the best

features in the designs. The general arrangement in

each of the plans— whether for the "Y’ar-office or the

Foreign-office, is similar. An entrance in the centre

leads to a staircase-hall, square at the ground-level.

In the glazed covering, a clever attempt is made to

adapt the dome to Gothic architecture. The corri-

dors which lead out, are in some cases lighted from
internal courts, aud in a few others by borrowed
lights. These lights, iu the forna of ornamental
window-tracery, 611 in the arches along the upper part

of the corridors—which are groined. In some cases,

mezzimine stories are provided, both stories approached

from the same corridor,—the upper story, by means
of a small gallery. In the design B, besides the

screen of arches, there is au arcade on the remaining
sides of the quadrangle. In the decorative design, all

the external and internal features are studied with
care, and display both novelty and beauty of orna-

ment : but the general effect in the "VVar-office, is, we
think, impaired by the form and proportion of the

truncated roof to the centre tower
;
and it is open to

consideration whether the wings iu design B, which

are symmetrical with each other, should not also he

symmetrical as to the parts of themselves
;

as at pre-

sent they have the appearance which is suited to

small buildings of a different class. The arches gene-

rally have the pointed form, as most suitable to a build-

ing of the first class : the heads, however, are filled in

generally, and are enriched or pierced. Crocheted

gables
;
parapets corbelled out, and made to extend

across the gables
;
square and octagonal angle-turrets

and pinnacles
;
wide window openings, with shafts, and

balconies; statues in the frout, under canopies, and
borne by shafts

;
broad piers, with ornamental impost

mouldings; occasional square-headed windows, with a

central shaft, and ornamented chamfering to the

jambs
;
surface enrichment in diaper, aud scroll-work;

coloured voussoirs to arches
;

pateras, and foliated

spandrils
;

and the coloured materials, in general

use, as marble in shafts ; with a considerable amount
of caiTcd work, are amongst the details deserving of

examination. Buttresses are systematically avoided

as parts of the design.

"Within the coarts there are entrances with semi-

circular arches
;

and some of the porches have

marked Italian Gothic features. The principal door-

way to the Foreign-office is almost the only part of

the design which has any ecclesiastical character.

Staircases are placed in octagonal spire-capped por-

tions of the building, with the stepped or raking lines

showing as external decoration. One detail draw-

ing, with the internal finishings, would claim careful

inspection, on account of the successful application of

novel and rich decorations on good structural prin-

ciples. As to the use of coloured materials, with

the exception of the granite and serpentine shafts, or

similar small features, the author of the design, with

proper judgment, contemplates only slight shades of

difference. The best brown Portland-stone, the

Anston-stone, or what he would much prefer, the

Mansfield Woodhouse, first used at the Houses of

Parliament, where it has stood the best
;
and the

Mansfield red stone—an excellent material, as shown

by the manner in which it has endured iu the pavement

in Trafalgar-square—are what he has named.

Of the drawings, under the number 129—hung

opposite to those last noticed, and already referred to

—some further particulars may be giveu in this

place. They bear the motto, “A vaillants coeurs

rien impossible,” and include a general plan and

block-plan, and a design for the War-office and the

Foreign-office in one building. There are twenty-

two drawings, elaborately shaded as mentioned, and

amongst them are several perspective views and

details at large. To the author, Mr. Street, has been

awarded one of the premiums of 100/.
;

this, as it

is set forth, is given for the Foreign Department.

It may be noticed that the Gothic designs generally

have been put under the same division
;

the only

exception being the design. No. 140, by Messrs.

Prichard and Seddon, one equally comprehensive—as

to the two offices—and which stands in the list of

designs for the War-oflice. In his general plan, the

author of No. 129 has preserved the site of West-
minstcr-bridge, adding a bridge at Charing Cross,

with an appi'oach obtained by the removal of Northum-
berland House; and be also shows that he woultl

remove Dover House, to get a new entrance to the

park, and houses opposite in Whitehall to form a

garden. But the design having been prepared in the

manner of protest against the choice of any other

style than the Gothic, its author has given his chief

attention to the two principal offices. Like others,

the authors of Gothic designs which have been chosen,

and like some who are not in the list, he has, how-
ever, felt the necessity of considerable modification in

the style, to render it consistent with modern wants.

Indeed, the identity of the opinions which are put

forth in reports is sometimes verj’ remarkable.

The distinctive character of No. 129 arises from

its apparent greater admission of irregularity as

consistent with, if not serving the general effect.

The War-office, in the front next Parliament-

street, has a recessed centre and a fore-court enclosed

by a wall, and has the entrance at one side. The west

front of the Foreign-office, where is the residence,

has a similar plan with an inclosing railing, aud the

addition of a loggia of arches to the entrance. A
groined passage traverses the two Offices from east to

west, whence access would be hid to all the staircases

aud corridors throughout the buildings. Gateways,

and a carriage-'«'ay from north to south across the

quadrangle of the War-office, are also provided. The

rooms are arranged in all cases, on both sides of cor-

ridors, which run the full length of the wings. The
rooms for the Secretaries of State are placed, in each

Office, as near the centre as possible : that for the

Minister of War has access by means of an open

corridor or cloister (as well as by the other corridors)

to all parts of the buildings. The entrance to the

Foreign Minister’s residence for the official recep-

tions, is iu the centre of the park front, where there

is a large hall communicating with both the private
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portion of tbe residence and with the state dining-

room. Two staircases lead to the suite of reception-

rooms, which run from north to south the full length,

and return along the other fronts—where they are less

in height than on the west, to allow of hed-rooras

over them. A courtyard for stables is obtained,

between the residence and the eastern wing of the

Office—entered from Charles-street. A central tower,

square on plan, with pyramidal and lantern capping,

is shown attached to the War-office. It would be

used as a ventilating and smoke-conducting shaft.

The ground-story is raised eight feet, so that the

basement is lighted without areas ;
and generally,

height has been sought for, as conducive to

effect,—the author supposing that the limitation to

three stories must have been felt by most architects

as a serious impediment in the way of a really grand

pile of buildings. He avails himself, however, of

what he says, a Gothic building, as well as our climate,

requires—namely, a steep roof. In this he has gene-

rally avoided guble-euds—following the continental

rather than the English principle,—on the ground

that, with many gables, it is difficult to secure

the “repose” required in such a building as that

projected,—whilst in old English works, the scale

being generally less, be says “ it is more possible

to think of the picturesque than of the grand

in effect, which it need hardly be said would be

wrong in this case.” 'fhe “ picturesque,” however,

we have said, it was not our opinion that he had

escaped. Much of the effect which we referred to,

results verily from the extent of the variation in the

features, such as windows
; and which variation

the author believes his design shows^with not the

less, an appearance of general uniformity. The
windows are not placed over one another, and

are, he says, “ varied according to the use and

size of the several rooms;” whilst, “the entrance

is placed where most convenient; and, in short,

there is, with a general regularity of effect and

outline, a high degree of natural and justifiable irre-

gularity in almost all the parts.” “ This,” he observes,

“ it should be remembered, is the invariable practice

of the best Gothic architects whilst the “ neglect of

it,” he considers “is tbe one great blot on the New
Houses of Parliament, as on ail revivals of Classic

and Kcnnissance architecture.” Many of the windows
have a Venetian character, and the majority are ol

continental origin. Especially, like the author of,

No. 116, he adopts the shaft— often of coloured

marbles— in place of the mullion
;
he owns that mis-

takes have been made in modern Gothic houses, as in

the provision of openings too small for the admission

of light, and he provides wide openings with sashes and

plate glass. The contrivances to reconcile the character

of decoration with modern requirements display con-

siderable skill. The uses of the apartments being kept

in view in the design of the windows, a number of

them of similar character in several cases range

together; and the upper story becomes an arcade.

Some of the turrets aud pinnacles corbelled out at

angles, arc the least pleasing portions of the design.

One of the lateral fronts has a recessed centre with

a' screen of arches somewhat similar to that mentioned
in the notice of No. 116.

THE AT\'AIID OF THE JUDGES ON THE
DESIGNS FOR GOVERNMENT OFFICES.

The Report of the Judges appointed to

mate the selection is not yet in the hands of

members of the Houses of Parliament. It w'ill

be accompanied with two large plans, and these

have caused the delay. The judges are under-
stood to say in their report :

—

“ In examining the designs, which arc 218 in

number, and which embraced nearly 2,000 drawings,

our first object was to ascertain how far those com-
petitors whom we deemed most worthy of notice had
or had not sufficiently complied with the instructions

issued by her filnjesty's Governmeut. In their

detailed examination wc obtained the assistance of

two gentlemen of great experience and of high pro-

fessional character, namely, Mr. Angcll and Mr.
Pownall

;
aud we are anxious to hear our testimony

to the valuable services of these gentlemen. Of ihe

block plans, wc desire to remark that we would uot

he supposed to approve of all the extensive altera-

tions aud demolitions recommended in the selected

designs, which we, nevertheless, believe to contain

many valuable suggestions.

“With regard to the design for the Foreign and
War Departments, a difficulty presented itself, in

consequence of several of the competitors having sent

in one building more or less unfitted for sub-division

for both the public offices, for which distinct prizes

have to be awarded, whilst others have either con-

fined their efforts to one of the buildings, or have
given separate designs for each. It will be evident

that those united designs compete under considerable

disadvantage with the single designs, and that unless

a united design should he superior in both depart-

ments to all its single competitors, it could not

receive a prize because one portion of it could hardly

be executed without the other. We have been obliged

to meet this difficulty by treating the lower prizes as

marks of distinction for merit rather than as indi-

cating special selection of the designs as fitted for

separate construction. We desire to express our

great admiration of the unprecedented collection of

designs submitted to us, of the artistic genius, manual

skill, and patient labour which have combined to

produce it, as well as of the eminent ability which so

many of the competitors have displayed in dealing

with internal arrangement, and in adapting the re-

quired accommodation to a definite area of ground,

and to record our opinion that the collection reflects

the highest credit upon the architects, foreign and

English, who have so liberally responded to your

appeal (the Chief Commissioner of Works). We can-

not conclude this report without e.tprcssiug our regret

at the loss of the assistance of our colleague aud chair-

man, tbe Duke of Buccleuch, who, being unexpectedly

called away from London by business of pressing im-

portance, was compelled to resign his seat amongst

us at our second meeting, and almost at the close,

when, as we believed, only one more day would be

required to complete our task, a donjestic calamity of

the most grievous kiud bcfel our colleague. Lord

Evcrsley, and denrived us of his most valuable co-

operatioQ in our final awards.” The report is signed

by Lord Stanhope, Mr. Siirliug, Mr. Roberts, Mr.

Brunei, aud Jlr. William Burn.

SiK,—The following information received from a

friend at head-quarters is at your service :

—

The judges went carefully through every design,

aud gave the matter great care aud consideration ;

Messrs. Burn and Brunei being at the Hall as early as

six o’clock in the morning. They measured every plan,

aud after several pinxnings reduced ihc number to

twenty, as deserving of more consideration. All the

other designs were then packed up and put on noe

side, and the twenty selected re-huiig, and ultimately,

the seventeen premiums given, as already published,

leaving the following;—No. CJ, by Mr. John Philpot

.Tones; No. 112, by Mr. Robert Kerr; No. 144, by

Mr. Cockerell.

All the authors of the above twenty sent in for

more than one design, but the judges decided to give

no competitor move than one premium, so their second

design was put by.

There were only six block plans selected ; the three

that have got prizes, and one by Mr. G. G. Scott, one

by Mr. J. P. Jones, and a third whose anlhor’s name
1 have forgotten. I enclose my card, and am,

A Looker On.

THE GROTTO OF ST. BENEDICT AT SUBIACO,
AND ITS MONASTIC INSTITUTIONS.

In our report of the proceedings at the Ordinary

General Meeting of the Institute of An-hiterts, on the

18th of May, it was stated that Mr. Digby Wyatt made

some observations on the Grotto of St. Benedict, at

St. Subiaco, and its Monastic Institutions, to which

we promised to refer on another occasion. He com-

menced by reminding his hearers that St. Benedict

was as completely the patriarch of the Western

Monks, and the founder of all the properly organized

monastic systems of Europe, as St. Paul, the proto-

hermit, St. Aotliony, St. Basil, end St. Jerome, had

been the precursors of those of Africa and Asia pre-

vious to his advent. During the first three centuries

of the Christian era, numbers of tlie persecuted occu-

pants of the Catacombs fled to the locky fastnesses

skiitiug the C.-impagua of Rome, and there led lives

of seclusion analagous to those of the Fathers of the

Desert, and many such still dwelt in similar shelter,

and ia more or less complete isolation, in the days of

St. Benedict, ne.ar]y two hundred years after the

adopliouof Chribtiauily by Constantine. It remained,

however, for that worthy saint to introduce the bond

of union and of common charity among such recluses,

thereby insiituliug the system of mutual protection

and good offices wliich lent that power to the regular

clergy which euabled them to make head agaiust the

turbulence of a wild and rude age, aud uitiinately to

attain an unprecedented influence over men aud man-

ners, history, literaLurc, and faith, throughout the

whole of the Middle Ages.

The mouabteries of Subiaco, Jlonte Cassino, Sau

Calisto at Home, aud numerous others in Italy, aud

other countries of Western Europe attest, at the

present day, the extensive influence exercised by the

Benedictine order,— the proverbial protectors of such

learning aud science as were compatible with the rude

energies of Medimval life. From the great fountain

head numerous brandies germinated in later times.

St. Bruno (1030-1101) became the founder of the

Carthusians, and St. Bernard (boro 1001) of the Cis-

tercians, which latter body possessed Fountains Abbey
(so worthily preserved through the zeal of the noble
President of the Institute), and many of the fairest

domains in this our native country.

The Grandmontines, Clugniacs, and Premonstra-
tensians, lived also under the rule of St. Benedict,

though under a somewhat different discipline. In
this country the possessions of the Benedictines were

immense. With the exception of Carlisle they owned
all the cathedral priories, and most of the richest

abbacies. Even at the period of the dissolntion of

monasteries, Bishop Tanner, in his “ Notitife,” enu-

merates no less than 186 important religious estab-

lislnnents still in their hands, despite the active

competition which existed between them and the

Dominican and Franciscan Orders. Until the end of

the twelfth and the beginning of the thirteenth cen-

turies, when the founders of these two last-named

orders flourished, the Benedictines were the presiding

rulers over architectural aud all other art, and it can

surely, therefore, be no uuiutercsling duly for us to

trace out the vestiges they have left of their skill and

taste, profusely scattered around the spot hallowed

beyond measure in their hearts by the unquestionable

presence and love of their admirable founder.

With the age of St. Francis, great changes of every

kind in faith, manners, and art, were introduced, aod

one of the most interesting studies of the comparative

anatomy of architecture which can be made is between

the great monastic establishments foimdcd by him at

Assisi, and that established at Subiaco by St. Bene-

dict. St. Francis was born in 1182, at the former

place, and in its church Giotto has represented the

most remarkable events in his life, in a well-known

series of fresco paintings. An analogous series of

frescoes, representing the leading incidents of St.

Benedict’s life, and to which we shall hereufter refer,

is to be met with at Subiaco.

This romantic spot, venerated by the Catholic as a

shrine, and by the artist as one of the loveliest spots

upon the face of the earth, is grandly situated in a

gorge of the mountains, about forty miles eastward of

Rome. Its name is a corruption of Sublacum;

derived from its position below the artificial lakes

formed by Nero in the grounds attached to his villa,

by damming up the course of the Anio, a stream,

which nil iniately falls into the Tiber above Rome.

It was in this splendid villa that the scene so tersely

aud yet vividly depicted by Tacitus took place, when

the lightning from Heaven dashed the golden cup

from the tyrant’s hand as he was carousing, and yet

spared his execrable life. These artificial lakes existed

for centuries, till on the 20th of February, 130.5, a

sudden flood burst the barriers, the traces of which

catastrophe may still be seen on the sides of the

mountain gorge. Fragments of the remains from

the emperor’s villa may he detected appropriated to

strange and modern uses in the adjoining conventual

and secular buildings.

The whole of the scenery about Subiaco is most wild

aud picturesque. The road to it from Tivoli, after

following awhile the ancient Via Valcrin, is carried

along the very verge of tbe gorge : the town perched

on a height, the monastery embowered in foliage, aud

the magnificent ravine, by following the windings of

which, ou a strangely artificial path, it can alone be

reached from the town, are subjects familiar to, and

endeared to the memories of most tourists aud artists.

At the distance of about two miles from the town of

Subiaco the gorge contracts, and the imiuutaius on

either side rise almost vertically to a height of little

less than 2,000 feet from the valley, along which the

rushing Anio cleaves its noisy way. On the left hand

side, at about 1.000 feet from the stream, there arc

several small caves, and a little table of land, dark

with ilexes of immemorial growth, accessible only,

before the formation of au nrlificial footway, at imini-

nent danger. Far above these grottoes the cliff rises

precipitously to another table of land at its summit'.

It was to one of llu'se caves that St. Benedict fled,

at the Ciirly age of fourteen or fifteen years, from the

world and such iiliuremenfs as the scmi-bai'baric age

in which he lived could offer.

Born of noble jiareuts, respectively of the Anician

and Claudian families, at Noreia, in the Dukedom of

Spoleto, in Italy, a.d. 480, he was taken to Rome

for education, where he became disgusted at the

vicious courses of the inbabii ants, in whom the graces

of Christianitv had at that period but imperfectly

expelled the sensual traditions of Paganism, and fled,

first with his nurse, aud. ulliiuatcly alone, to the

deserted spot above described. Here it was that ho

was supplied with food by the generosity of Romanus,

a monk of a neighbouring monastery, whose only

commuuication with the youthful recluse was eff< cted

by kttiug down a string along the face of the cliff

from the upper table laud to the grotto in which be

had taken up his abode. The life of St. Benedict, by

Pope Gregory the Great, the especial patron of the

order, who was removed from its founder by but one

generation, docs not fail to depict tbe temptations
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which the saint encountered from the Evil One in

various shipes in this retreat, and the manful way in

which they were overcome. Subsequently he was

induced to b omc the ahb')t of the curious rock-cut

mona-tcry of Sf. Co.-iniato in the vicinity; hut the
^

sirii-tiiess of his rule oi'C.isioncd so many plots against

his life, that he vctiu-iied to liis former solitude.
|

His fame having now extended f'r and wide, num-

bers flc>cked to him, and through the liberality of the
|

faiihful, be was enabled to erect twelve monasteries
|

on the rocks surroundina his retreat. Having, with

the a^si^tiince of his affectionate d'sciplcs, St. Mauv

and Si. Placid, established and confirmed, in regular

order, thi sc religiiuis establishments, the saint went
;

on to l\IoQte Cassino. There he met niih a set of

inh-ibitants still ])ro'‘oundly embued with Paganism, ,

and worshipping Apollo in a sacred grove. These

misguided people he converted, and having induced

them to cut down their sacred grove, and to desecrate

their temple, in the year 529 he laid the foundations

of that monastery which, vastly increased iu after

ages, grew to he the great head quarters of the order,

and bee.ame for many centuries the depository of all

that was most advanced in the art and learning of the

Dark and Middle Ages. Here it was that the saiut

expired iu the sixty-lhlrd year of his age.

Of all the twelve monasteries established by St.

Beuedict at Suhiaco, little trace is to be met with in

the present day. Lombards, Saracens, turbulent

feudal chieftains, and dishonest administrators gradu-

ally swept away almost all that there was of the

primitive institution, and scarcely anything but a few

fragoicnls in the neighbourhood, and the foundations

of portions of the monasteij' of St. Scholastic i attest

the importance of the original institutions.

This last-mentioned noble structure consists of an

entiumce courtyard, surrounded on three sides by a

wall, and on the fourth by buildings; to which suc-

ceeds a cloister of modern date, arcaded on two sides.

Beyond stands the oldest ptirtiou of the monastery
ascribed to the year 1052, irregularly disposed to suit

the site and formation of the ground, and much
modified by insertions of later date, among the most
important o'' which is a striking arch of “ liamboyant

”

character. Tlie refectory is situated between this

cloister and one built by Abbot L'mdo in the yeai-

1235. The ambulatory of this last is formed by bays
of stilted semi-circular arches, supported on slender

marble sliaRs, with capitals and bases, in the Byz-in-

tine style, the whole bearing a strong resemblance to

those to be seen in the cluisters of S. Saba and of

Sta. Sabina at Rome. Large pointed arches of con-
struction are seen in the re''ectory and in the church.

The latter was built by Beuedict VII. in 981, with a
campanile of the usual Daily Christian character, but

j

covered with a low pyramidal roof. A*- a much later
'

period, in 1709, a new interior, in modern Italian

taste, with a waggon-headed ceiliug, was built wilhiu

the outer walls, they being left almost uudistuibed,
I

80 that the whole of the interior now visible is

modern, with the exception of the apsidal choir end,
which was not much altered. The exterior has bceu
recently decorated in doubtful taste. The finely-

painted chapel of St. Michael and All Angels, in the
'

crypt, is said to contain the body of St. Bede, but
Bishop Ullathorae (R.C.) has recently proved, at once
eloquently and learnedly, that this is not the Yene-

'

rablc Bede, our countryman, origin.ally interred at

Jarrow, ami stolen from thence to enrich the sanc-
tuary of St. Cuthbert at Durham, but another per-
sonage— St. Bede the younger, a saint of Italian
origiu, and rather lat'T date.

|

The mosaic work in the arcide of Bishop Laodo’s
Cloister is attributed to the Cosmati family, who
were much employed as architects, sculptors, and
mosiicists at Rome, Oivieto, and elsewliere in the
Roman territory. Seroux d’Agincourt, who gives
careful plates of this cloister, and of the other build-
ings at Suhiaco (‘‘ Architettnra,” tavole xxix and
xixy.), supplies a copy of the original inscription
testifying to the ab ive fact in the following words
(the abbreviations being supplied) “ Costnns et filii

Lncis Jacobus alti Romaui cives in niarinnris arte
periti hoc opus explevernnt Abbafis tempore Landi.”
[The archiiecturd and rounJ arch peculiarities of
this cloister, which are of remarkable iiilere't as
compared with later works of the Cosmati in the
Poiutt'd style at Rome aud elsewhere, were very fully
illustrated by Mr. ‘Wyatt’s drawings] Saiiti Scho-
laKtici, whose name is attached to this mouasicry,
Was the beloved sister of St. Benedict, and a virgin
mdicated to a holy li c. She was the foundress of
the important order of Beuediotine Nuns, the annual

w'hose temporalities in this country at
the date of the dissolution of conveot>, &c amounted
to very nearly 8,000/. a great sum at that period.

About a mile and a quarter distant from Sta.
Scholast'ca. by a lovely path winding along the
precipice, and supported for the most part on bultrcsses
clinging to its face, are the monastic buildings con-
nected with the “ Sigro Spcco,” the civcm in which

St. Benedict is stated to have taken refuge, and the

picturesque situation of which has been already fully

described. The approach to lliem from the eutranee

gate is under a grove of Hex trees, the impcuelrable

shade of which npon a sultry day never fails to be

most refreshing to the pilgrim after his toilsome walk

along the somewhat rugged inoimtain-patli. The

peculiar nature and position of the CLaverns havcgiv'cn

rise to the form and arrangement of the monastic

buildings and chapels grouped about them. A huge

portion of the rock, that over which bt. Roraanus is

related to have lowered the cord with food for St.

Benedict, overhangs the niou'istcry in a manner so

obviously and iniinincnlly dangerous as to afford

occasion to the monks to adduce its position as a

proof of direct divine interposition in their favour.

The scene on entering the upper church is most
striking. The rays of light from its single west

window fall everywhere upon surfaces glow'iugwiih

j

colour. AViih the pxcrpliou of the lime-staiued maible
' pulpit and its curious coffered oruiiments, evidently

i imitated from the IragmciUs of the laeunaritc of the

Villa of Nero, alt is fretted with an endless variety of

hues. Even the fine old pavement of Opus Alex-

audrinum ministers to ilic brilliancy of the general

effect. The largeness and simplicity of the early

pointed forms, the size and severity of the painted

figures and groups, and the grand unity of aspect iu

shade produced by the admissiou of a flood of light at

one point only, effectually prevent the slightest

approximation to frittered or meretricious grace.

Behind the high altar of the Upper Cuurch, a descent
' of a few steps, on either side, leads to the chapel of

Sfa. Scholastic;*, from which a long descent of steps

I

pissing uiid'T the high altar of the Upper Church
coramunicati'S with tlie Lower Church or crypt. On
the lowest level of this church, and between the side

' work and the liviog rock is the gmtto of St. Benedict.

Following the sinuosities of the precipice outwards,

steps still descending lead to the chapel of St.

L'lwrence, and over it is the chapel of St. (iregory, to
' which access is given from the lower church by a
' species of mezzanine gallery. At the lowest level of

. all is the so called Rose Garden (one filled with briars

till the advent of Si. Francis), with various other
' grottoes cut in the rock.

The Gothic of the churches in the Sagro Speco
may be described as good Italian Gothic—decidedly

distinct from our western styles—and more similar

to that found in Sicilian buildings of like date, than
to any other examples of early pointed work to be
found in the north of Laly. It is, however, to the

vast amount of coloured decoration on the walls,

especially of the upper church, that the peculiar in-

terest and charm attached to the building are to be

ascribed. [Mr. 'Wyatt bad seen before he left

England the effect which a pariial use of colour

would produce, in the church which the late

AVvlby Pugin had constructed nt Nottingham in

this kingdom, and in other buildings by that

accomplished architect, executed prior to the year

1846 ; but it was not till he visited Suhiaco, he said,

that he realized the satisfactory result of an ecclesias-

tical interior entirely covered with coloured fresco

paintings and ornameutation. It was more especially

on this account that he was induced to make elaborate

studies of the interior in most of its parts —accurate
reprcsenfa'ioiis of which, done upon the spot, he
exhibited to the mccling.] With their richness of

tint, strange diversity of plane and level, singular

contrasts of brilliancy and sobriety of lighting, every

step produced some new picture— some fresh and
happy combination; and he felt that thire was in

them sufficient work for months of ao artist’s time,

rather than for the happy week or ten days only he
had been enabled to devote to them.

The chapel of St. Grezory contains a fresco por-

trait of St. Francis, dated 1223, the lime apparently

0 *' his visit to the convent -which from its represent-

ing him with the cowl of his order, instead of the
aureole of canonization, might be assumed to be a
faithful represeutatioD done from the living man.*
Iu the lower chapel, the establishment of the c im-

munity of the Sagro Speco, by Pope Innocent III.

and the donation of the Bull to the first prior, John
Tagliacozzo, in 1213, arc represented in large fres-

coes, in which the probiibility of portraiture is again
apparent. Such a faithful inode of handing down
historical events pictorially to posteri'y might, Mr.
Wiatl observed, be worthy of attention iu the pre-

sent day, as decidedly more instructive aud rational

than portiaying imaginary Cccur de Lions and Joans
of Arc ill our houses of legislature. Another fre-co

of great beauty and a later date (1489) in the chalet
of the Beato Lorenz > Loricato, signed by Stamatieo
is a bighly-iuleresiing example of the state of the art

of that time.

The fresco decorations of Suhiaco possess much

* An engraving from a careful tracing of the head of
the saint will lie found iu D'Agineourl's great work
(Pittura, tav. c.).

greater interest iu the history of painting than has

been generally ascribed to them. They are unques-

tionably of at least four distinct and highly cha-

racteristic periods.

The first or earliest specimen in the rude nianuer

of the artists of the catacombs, which is roughly

pniiited against tlic side of the lower grotto, less

ditfiuult of access than the upper one, aud in which
it is said St. Benedict first received those who came
to receive his admonitions and attend his ministra-

tions, may very possibly date from the age of that

saiut, i.e. from the commencement of the sixth

century.

The second set of examples isin the stiff and severe

Greek style which preceded the manner of the great

Florentine innovator, Cimabue. To this belong many
of the paintings in the lower chapel, first built to

protect the Sacred Grotto; and among them may be

noticed especially the Representations of the Estab-

lishments of the Community, by Pope Innocent III.

(1198-1216) the Consecration of the Church by Pope

Gregory IX. and the Virgin aud Ciiild supported by
Angels. This last is to be especially noted as to be

identified by the inscription “Magister Conxolus

pinxit hoc opus.” This Magister Conxolus was a

Greek, and authorities (Lanzi and Bishop Ullathorne)

are agreed in considering that he worked at Suhiaco

as early as the year 1209, thirty-one years before the

birth even of Cimabue. It may not be unimportant,

in connection with this date, to observe, that many
Greek monks, who had been driven away from their

monastery at Grotto Ferrata iu 1165, by the wars

which at that time took place between the Albanians

and Tusculans, were residing at the Sagro Speco, to

which they had fled for refuge. Through them it

was that the establishment at Suhiaco became pos-

sessed of that most interesting relic, evidently of great

antiquity, the black camel’s hair cowl, said to have

been the capouchc or hood of St. Basil, and to

have been brought to Italy by bis friend St.

Gregory Nazianzen, by whom it was presented in the

year’ 378, to the then abbot of that very’ monastery of

Grotta Fernita. Under the auspices of such a body

as these Greek monks, it seems anything but unrea-

sonable to suppose that the skill of Conxolus must

have been fully developed. Iu 1066, we kuow from

Leo Ootiensis, that Dcsiderius, abbot of Monte Cas-

siuo, desiring to rear a noble church in honour of

St. Benedict, had sent to Greece for skilful workmen
in mosaic

;
and their works mainly contributed to

give that great stimulus to pictorial art which led to

the ultimate formation of the South Italian School,

The third set of paintings, those for the most part

in the upper and middle chapel, giving touching and

sjiiritual representations of sacred subjects and legends

from the lives of St. Benedict and his sister Scholas-

tica, have evidently been wrought by one carefiJIy

tutored in all those changes in religions art which

were introduced under the auspices of the Franciscan

and Dominican monks. They apparently date from

about the year 1400, and as we kuow that Suhiaco

had an artist about that period, who wrote the follow-

ing inscription (copied by Dr. Ullathorne) on a picture

still preserved in the old church of St. Eustace, not

many miles distant: “ M. Bartholomew, of Suhiaco,

painted this work with good faith in 1424—‘Oh
Lady, help me

;
I ask no reward but this,’

”—we may
be not very far wrong in supposing that some of these

works may have been from his hand.

The last set are those in the exquisite little chapel

of St. Lorenzo Loricato, in which a considerable

degree of beauty, both of foim and tender colour, are

blended with a singularly archaic treatment of form,

shown more particularly in the draperies. This

severity of trealmeut is extremely unusual at so late

a period as the better half of the fifteenth century,

when naturalism bad already acquired a great ascen-

dancy over the artist mind
;
and if the painter of the

principal subject over the high altar—the Virgin and

Child surrounded by Saints—was uot attested by his

nearly adjoining signature of Stamatieo Greco pictor

perfeeit, A.D. 1489,” one would natmraUy antedate

the picture by nearly one hundred years. As it

stands, this series of trescors curiously illustrates the

clinging of the Greek artists at even so late a date,

anil despite great improvements in feeling, form, and

composition, to their old rigidity of action and arrange-

ment.

" E. L. G.” AND THE GOTHICISTS.

Allow me to say a few words, Mr. Editor, in

connection with tliis “ proposition,” given by
“ E. L G.” in the postscript of his communication
to you of lust week ;

—
“ The real harmony of a build-

ing with its neighbours depends solely on general

form and distribution of masses, and not at all on

decorative style." “E. L. G.” affects to call this

“heresy,” but it is eriJeut he is aware it is really

such truth as no “ monomaniac ” could originate. I

would add to “E. L. G.’s” “proposition,” that

the real harmony of a building, with its adjacent
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objects, in any and every situalion, depeuds ou tlie

same principle, viz. the fieueral form and the dis-

tribution of its masse?. But what is the result on

applying this "proposition” to the question of styles

Gothic V. C'lassic?

The Classic—any phase of it,—is pre-eminently n

distribution and arrangement of masses, and a com-
bination of general forms

;
whereas the Gothic is a

combination of parts, of which every one has a ten-

dency to become a distinct and culminating deco-

rative feature, and consequently a detraction from the

distribution of masses by the exhibition of its intri-

cate littleness.

It is this very “proposition” of “E. L. G.” in

effect, that gives the supremacy to the Radcliffe

Library at Oxford. Wheu seen, either near or at a

distance, the general form, and the distribution of

masses, in that building, arc equally apparent ; but its

Gothic neighbour, St. Mary’s Church, is, either near
or far off, a piling together of effective dcta ls, each

striving to confine the eye to its sole and special

value, and quite secondarily its value in relation (o

the whole composition. A like result may always be
observed where two buildings, such as Ibis library

and church, are in juxtaposition; and the deduction,

whether produced l)y the exercise of common sense,

or by the application of aesthetic culture and prin-

ciples, must inevita'ily, on the ground in question, be
in favour of the Classic building.

' E. L. G.” says that this “ proposition ” was the
"notion” of " the fathers of your Mcdijcval ortho-
doxy;” but surely it cannot be the "notion” of

their followers of the present day, who have com-
piled a glossary of "bits,” who have become profound

in technicalities, who have been captivated and go-

verned by abstract theories of the several parts of a

building, who have sougfit to catch beauty in a moral
philosophical trap, and who, having exhausted the

novelty of English precedent, have swerved away to

Italian adaptation of mere details:— surely these

cannot be commencing at the right point of de-

.

parture
;

nor can they be progressing, nor can they,

according to "E. L. G.’s” own showing, be working
in any other than a wrong spirit and an unproductive

direction. They have become glibly adept at the

parsing and derivations of a dead language, but have
overlooked the right meaning of its word?, and they

will doubtless, ere long, discover that any " transla-

tion ” they can make therefrom will be not only some-
what cramped, but will be inadequate to fulfil the

purpose now required of it. And whatever real

knowledge has been acquired and disseminated, what-

ever principles have been formed, and however great

may be the dt-sire to resuscitate an outspent artistic

power, there cannot possibly result from such sources

any architectural progress while they are employed

less on conceiving general forms and distribution of

masses, than they are on the compilation of old forms

and the attachment thereto of varied ornament and

distinct decorative details.

One word more with “ E. L. G.” The idea of

Gothic art in his mind appears as widely confused as

is the expression of his opinions in his multifiiriuus

sentences. Gothic is not synonymous with utibtariiin,

nor is the universal application of one or two solitary

rude principles enough to constitute all works in

which they may appear Gothic works. Until all

other styles than Gothic are annihilated, let us allow

them thcii- distinctive titles, and it would be the belter

course, until the English language has become more
prolific, to call things by their right names.

James C.

While, on the one hand, it is due to you and your

general readers, not to occupy the columns of the

Bidlder with retorts “ courteous ” or an-coui'teous,

having more to do with personal feelings and par-

ticular e.vpressions than with critical principles and
pervading argument,— still, on the other hand, I

would not have my silence imputed to any want of

respect for your correspondents, or to any alTectaiion

of Bopercilious disregard for their opponent—or even
for their oppuynant reasonings.

At the same time it is difficult, with the preserva-

tion of argumentative sobriety, to meet a writer who
charges the architectural body with " the numstrous,
the inhuman total neglect of their duty,—innoxious
structure, physical nor can I but regret

that the use of a common mode of expression, “we,”
should be adduced as an example of my " astounding
self-complacency 1

” All I meaut was to stale a|

supposed case. /, you, or he—we, ye, or they,
i

" take a shed, and artistify it into a portico ;” i.e.
j

the artist takes the primal utilitarian form, and con-

verts it into a thing of beauty. The use of an iode-
j

pendent pronoun is sui’ely no great violation of

modesty, to say uothiog of the conventionally admitted
editorid “we.”

Of course, Mr. Editor, I expect to be advantaged

by correction, if not confirmed by approval, and shall

respectfully receive all commeuts that are fairly

,

urged : neither do I expect more (crnperance than is

consistent with energetic purpose. I am only anxious
all who read the aidinadversions of my correctors
should also study the entire of tlie articles which iii iy

occHsioa them
;
and tlicn it will be f, r me, either to

leave the public to judge between us, or to say what
more may be required of me. Lit it be, moreover,
remembered, that I am no auti-Gutli; but, ou the
contrary, not less actuated by a reverence fur Gothic
art, in its proper and most exalted place, thau by my
love for Classic utodification iu all places else.

Allow me to take tliis ojiportunily of respectfully

askiijg of M. Dc Jong for au expl.ination of the follow-
ing :
—"A window of 8 feet square pierced through a

wall of 2 feet thickucss, would give, in the Greek or

Roman stjle, 0-64; but in the Gothic stjle 100

—

i. c. 0'3G more surface of light in the latter.” Unless
be means to say, that 8 square feat of glass in a

Gothic window would give more light than the same
quantify in a Greek one, because dividedly spnad by
the mullioDS and tracery over a larger circumscribing

outline, I am perfectly at a loss to understand him.
But the advantage of the Greek window, where such
iin advantage is desirable, consists in its much larger

proportion of light wiihiu the circuinacribiug

outline. George Wightwjck.

MANAGEMENT OF RAILWAY PROPERTY,
so AS TO RESTORE IT TO ITS PROPER VALUE.

The attention of the public having uow been called

to the great mismanagement of railway property,

both by the meeting in London, convened to address

Government ou the subjtct, and a'tendcd on the
3rd of June by a large body of persons intimately

interested iu such investments, as well as by a power-
ful leading article in the limes of the 5th of the same
month

; as I Lave long studied the subject, and have
written much upon it, T send you a few observations,

which I consider of paramount imporiance.

Id ordef to be as concise as possible, and at the

same time to take a com[)rehcQ8ive view of the ques-

tion, I will divide my observations under three heads.

1st. Wiih respect to the laying down of the lines.

2ud. As to their construction, &c.

3rd. As to the manner of working them.
Firstly, then. Agreat /rawX'lioe should always be

cousidcred as a through line, assumed to connect two
important termini, one, or oihor, or both being prin-

cipal centres of commerce, or places of frequent resort,

and likely in case of facilitated communication to

have much iutercourse one with another.

The str,iigli(cst and shortest practicable route be-

tween two such places should be selected, not, bow-
ever, disregarding the lie of the country, or the

wauts of the intermediate populations. The possi-

bility of avoiding engineering difficulties should

always be taken into considemtion
;
and even a detour

may be made to some coiisidcriiblo extent, rather than

have a long liuincl, or a lieavy baiik, or lose the

Iraffic, both of pus-engers and goods, by keeping at

too great a distance from coal mines, or wood-supply-

ing forests, market-towns, harbours, or industrial

localitii s.

These main Iruuk lines, with such advantageous

detours, should alone be made by the company under-

taking them. It is a fallacious syslein fur the prin-

cipal company to make branch lines, and this system

is one of the great causes of the depreciation com-
plaioed of.

It is plain that if one company were to undertake

to make all the railways iu the world, the share-

holders’ hopes of a dividend would be deferred to

the Greek kalends, because, so long as woi ks of con-

struction are going on, the capital employed must
necessarily remain unproductive, and the want of a

clear appreciation of this fact is the main cause of

the depreciation of railway properly. On the other

hand, if uU the railways, ever likely to be required,

could be made at once, economically, and got into

good working order, railway property would hence-

forward yield immense piofits, aud be the very best

description of investment.

SeconiUy. The manner of constructing railways has

hitherto been fur too expensive in Europe, and very

especially in Great Briiaiu. It is not necessary to

have railways almost level, with hoi’dly any rise and

fall throughout their culire length, nor is it nceersary

to have them nearly straight. It is not necessary to

bring the earthwork from the cuttings au immense

distance off, in order to till up great banks : it is

better, iu many cases, where the lend is long, to throw

ihi' material from the one to spoil, and to make up

the other iVom side-cutiing, in the immediate ncigh-

bouvhood where it is wauled, aud thus ihe cost of

construction may be greatly diiiiiuislied, and, indeed,

it is not necessary to make heavy cuttings and high

b-.ioks at all, except under very peculiar rircumslanccs.

Iu generally fiat countries, lying sufficiemly above

the level of Hoods, the ground line may be often taken

for the formation of the railway, and the inequalities

of tlie surface may, in many cases be adjusted iu tlie
laying ou of ballast

;
and even in rough country great

works med not always be rc-orted to, for it is now
found that much sleejiur inclines can be advanta-
geously worked than were formtrly considered prac-
ticable. Again,

Bridges, culverts, and viaducts, have been con-
slnit ted iu far too expensive a mauuei': all that is

rcqubiteiii such structures issolidily and suitability

—

that is, sufficient strength, both iu form and material,

to resist the forces they may have to contend agiiiiist

;

so thit they should be made of a maximum stiength,

calculated according to their pasilion and rcqoire-

meiils, with a minimian of materials, wiLhiu safe

limits; but the cheaper and plainer the belter, con-
sisteut with efficiency and dinability.

Stations, in like nianiu r, should not be built at too

great an outlay of mooey. It is capital lucked tip

which will never yield a commensurate return.

It is bad enough to have to make all our roads
anew, without having to build also the holds and inns.

All that a railway company should construct is the

booking-office, and engine and carriage-shed, i’erhaps

in addiiion, they might provide roofprotection against

suow and raiu for passengers; but in as simple a

milliner as possible.

The company could buy land on which to build an
hold at the different stations of the railway, aud then
invite tenders from persons willing to build it aud
take the risk aud responsibility of suck speculation.

Tiny would be sure to receive plenty of offers, and
might select the one they thought most eligible

;
but

ou no account should the company lay out its own
money iu finding such accommodation. A railway

company, to do a good business, should confiue itself

to its legitimate functions, \iz. that of carrying goods

and passruger?.

Indeed, it would be well to put up merely llie most
requisite portions of the station buildings at first,

uutil the liue is opened. Temporary booths would

serve ffir a time, until the profits of the line made it

advisable to spend more money, aud the capital em-
ployed iu making the indispcn.-able parts of the rail-

way begins to returu in the sh.(pe of a dividend, and

then it m'ght be considered vvliut amount can be ad-

vantageously laid out upon certain stations, aud then

only properly, as (bis dupiuds greatly iipou the work-

ing of the line.

In the ruUiny stuck also improvements may be

advantageously iiitroducid; carriages may be made
with saloons, and bed-roouis and kitchens. In fact,

they may be made small loconiotive houses, the

saloons with moveable cluiirs and tables, aud stoves,

and wiih head rcom sufficient (o enable people to

walk about
; the bed-rooms, with berllis, from the

floor to the ceiling one over the other, as ou board

ship. The guaid oiighl be allowed to snp|)ly tra-

vellers with rebeshraciits iu the same way that the

steward of a steam-imckit does. In such carriages

passengers crmld breakfast, dine, sup, aud sleep nearly

as comfortaiily as in their own homes; aud this

would diminish the amount of accommodation re-

quired iu the stations, nud, thereby remove a very

licavy item of rai^^ ny cxpcusc
;
and at the same time

make the railway pay belter, in coosequeucc of afford-

ing greater real comfort to travellers.

3rd. For the efficient working of the line a proper

manoginy director should be apiiointed ns the com-

pany’s executive agent, having great disci ction allowed,

nud considerable powers vested iu him foraslioi t time

:

he should, however, be made slricily responsible to

the Board for his acts, and ihcrc should he no divided

responsib'liiy. lie should deposit a curtain amount

of caution-money, submit his aecouuts regularly to

audit, imd be iu all tilings responsible ns tlic steward

of the company
;
and only be allowed to represent it

so long as he performs his duty honourably, honestly,

and well.

There is also another important matter with

respect to the working of railways, which has not

been sufficiently taken into account, viz.—that while

it is necessaiy to have a sufficient number of express

trains fur the through traffic, it is also important to

have plenty of sloio trains starting from even the

smallest iuteriiicdialc places: much traffic is lost to

railways from want of proper attention to this.

The couutiy produces the tnvv material for almost

everything, aud would scud mure goods byrailifslow

trains stopped occas'onally in the iutermcdiale country

places. Timber and stone, hides and vegetables, tiles

aud bricks, metallic ores, grain, cattle, &c. are alone

to be obtained from the country ;
and when railways

have their stations only iu towns, they cannot expect

to increase their traffic by the transport ol such iner-

chand’ze. But, above all things, they should reduce

their fares and their rates of tariff. In the long run

it is belter to accommodate 1,000 persons at a penny

thau four persons at 1/. simply because the proporliou

of the number of jieople who can afford to give a

peony often is considerably, inc.<Iciilu’oly, greater thau

of those who can or who care to spend the latter sum
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on frequent occasions. Therefore excursion-trains

always pay well. This byatem has been tried to a

certain extent, and has succeeded ;
but it has never

yet been carried out on railways throughout the

TJnitcd Kingdom in a sufficiently extensive manner,

It is not at all surprising to me that railways do not

pay better! My only wonder is that, after so much

waste and extravagance, they yield on an average

upwards of 3i per cent. This only shows what good

property they would be if properly managed :
‘ You

cannot have your loaf and eat it.”

I am persuaded that good lines, managed %vell, in

the manner I propose, directed by competent men

who are desirous of gaining by the dear-bought expe-

rience of the past, and taking into consideration the

necessary and ever-increasing requirements of the

future, may, according to circumstance-^, be made to

yield an annual dividend of from 10 to 15 per cent.

Even existing railway companies might improve

their propci-ty by selling their great station-buildings

to hotel-keepers, by redu -ing their fares and taritfs, by

improving their carriages, and by at once appointing

a competent maiiagiug director to administer their

affairs. Y'jf. H. Villikrs Sankky.

INSTRUCTION IN DR.VM'ING.

IMrUOVEMENT OF MANUPACTORES.

In teaching drawing from the black-board, almost

every man has his own paidicular system, each per-

haps grounded on the same principle, but all differing

in their application. I'hese systems <arc good or bad,

as they are simple or complex. It is evident that to

keep children interested in the lesson is of the greatest

importance, and this is only to be done by giving

them sonietbiug to think about, and by c.ireful de-

moustration and explnuation to tiach them to think

correctly. Let them see plainly that everything done

has a mcauing, and every stroke made, is an addition

to the form of the object, aud productive of immediate

results. This will keep up the interest of the lesson,

for when children see beautiful forms made with so

much ease, their imitative faculties are at once roused

into action, and they will reproduce the object to

the best of their ability, and according to their

powers.

Some people have a theory that it is an excellent

practice to make children draw a certain number of

constructional lines, and place curves ou this line and
on lhat, commencing and almost finishing the lesson

without knowing in the least degree what is to be the

result, until the lines they have unconsciously juxta-

posed assume a distinctness of form, and the meaning
of the object bursts upon them. This method of

giving the lesson was, I well remember, very much
in favour at Marlborough House, and is still regarded

as admirable by many, though common sense has ex-

ploded the notion in the minds of those who think on

the subject. To lend any human beings blindfold,

who are gifted with a rcasouablc mind, and especially

children, at that inquisitive age when they are most
impatient of results, is surely h id philosophy. It is

not possible that, by drawing the lines of an object

without knowing their meaning, so much can be
learnt as by drawing them with a consciousness of the

value of each line as it is drawn. Tor how is it pos-

sible that the peculiar character and balance of each

curve can be given, unless it be known what purpose
the curve is to fulfil ? Greek vases of the simpler

kind are favourite examples for black-board lessons,

but it is very unlikely lhat (be elliptic curve, so

characteristic of their ontlmcs, will he truly drawn,
unless it be explained and illustrated at the time by
other sketches, and this is incompatible with the
system of keeping pupils in the dark concerning the
intended result of their drawing, masking them, as it

were, for the lime being.

Another equally false practice is that of using a

multitude of constructional lines and minute propor-
tions. By this, drawing becomes mechanical, aiidtiic

object drawn of little const-qiience
;
for after numerous

straight lines have been drown in all directions, as a

means, the simplicity of a few pure outlines appears a

weak result. \Vhen such lines hav; bven used con-

tinually they become a necessity with the pupil,

and a crutch he finds it difficult to dispense with.

Now to carry lbispi'acti<-e info the drawing of naturul

obje(‘ts would be iiupossilile
; and it is, therefore, a

bad habit to make comtruetir nal lines so unmerous
and import int, or to be too minute as to the |>ropor-

lioiis of evciy detail in the object given as a lesson.

Beyond the central line, vertical or otherwise, ou
which to obtain the proportional iiltitiule nr parts of
the figure, aud one line nt riglit angles to it showing
the greatest width of the figure, beyond these I would
have as few constructional liiirs as possible. Tlic

proportions should be pointed out as near as need be,
and the drawing of the object iu such and such
points be left as an cxcrc’se of the pupil’s eve aud
iiigeiinily.

irom my experience iu teaching at the black-board,

I am convinced that the great thing to be accom-

plished is to teach the children to think, and to think
^

correctly. The crooked line and ill-balanced curve
|

do not so frequently result from the absence of manipu-
;

lative power, as the ignorance of why such hop
^

should be straight, and why others should curve in
^

such and such directions ;
aud it is the duty of the

teacher first to create this question in the child s
^

mind, and then to answer it._ If a child realizes that

a line must curve in a certain direction, its hand will
,

soon be obedieut to its mind, and the curve will be

;

drawn
;
but if it is ignorant of the cause for such a

|

curve, (hen there is no influence except that of the

eye to take the direction of the hand.
_

1

I have myself made a practice of draw'ing the oh-
|

ject about to be given as a lesson, on one side of the
^

board, and questioning the class as to the proportions
^

of it, and what constnictional lines will be required to

make a correct drawing. This exercises the mind in

a precisely similar manner as it would be exercised

if a person were required to draw an object from

nature. It first makes him see it, and then think

about it, and then resolve the best means for drawing

it trnthfiilly. Such a method educates the eye to see

proportion, and teaches the mechanism of drawing,

besides neccssit iting the habit of thought, and that is

uo mean attainment. If a pupil can acquire the

power of discovering the proportion which the height

bears to the width, and the smaller to the greater

part of an object, half the battle is over, and care iu

mnnipulatiou joined to this habit of seeing tliiugs cor-

recllv, will be productive of a power iu drawing,

grasped so tightly, that nothing will shake it.

la a large number of pupils, a teacher will make

the discovery that he may divide them into two

classes. Eii st, those who sec, but cannot express

;

and those who find no difficulty in expressing, hut

cauuot see. Time and experience will do much for

the former class, but it is a task perfectly Herculean

to improve the latter. In a dozen boys, perhaps,

there may be three among them who will draw a

vertical Hue obliquely, and arc iucapable of dividing a

line into two equal parts. This does not proceed

from want of manipulation, but want of sight, and

this distortion of vision is by no means uncommon.

To remedy this, the simplest possible examples

should be given, those which can be divisible into

masses of two equal parts, and no minor divisions be

resorted to. The most familiar objects are the best,

so that the memory may go baud in hand with the

pencil. Common toys, which often have beautiful

outlines, may be given, and if a boy draws a kite, for

instance, that is broken-backed, and out of balance,

appeal to him whether be thinks he could fly such a

thing. This will bring its defects home, aud I have

often seen such an appeal answered by an immediate

erasure of the abortive attempt, and a downright

fiyahle kite produced in its stead.

As a rule, no perspective representations should be

attempted, for very few children are capable of under-

standing them. Children are much fonder of facts

than appearances, so that simple geometrical exercises

are at all times the best. If a child is required to

draw a cube from the solid model, he will almost

invariably draw the sides equally, though one side he

very much iu perspective; and it is a task of some

difficulty to explain why one side should be drawn

smaller than the other. PerspecLive may be taught

by the solid model more easily than in any other way

;

so that it is better to let perspeutivc drawings alone

at first, and trust only to geometrical outlines. This

will avoid confusion, and involve no sacrifice of

principle.

it is, on the whole, the safest method to divide a

class into two divisions. In the first, the most ele-

mentary pupils should be taught to draw a straight

line, and to divide it into any number of equal parts,

aud acquire the power of drawing curves through any

points on the straight Hue. "Wheu they can do this

tolerably well, a curve should be given on one side of

a straight line, and the drawing of it, and a similar

curve on the opposite side, he given as the exercise.

Having, iu the first division, acquired a facility in

making curves aud straight lines in the abstract, iu

the second they see and learn to apply such lines to

the drawing of actual objects, in the selection of widch

I have before remarked that the teacher ought to be

careful to choose familiar objects, rather thau such as

his pupils have probably never seen.

Having encroached so much on your valuable

space, I will ask permission to say a few words more.

It is a question whether drawing will ever become
naturalized among us, aud productive of real good, by

the single lesson of an hour or two per week. To
become a practical medium for the expression of

thought, it needs as much culture as other subjects

with like advaiitiiges attached to them
;
aud to teach

arithnictic by one hour per week would he con-

sidered impracticable.

If we coQsidcr the subject, bolh as a national one

aud commercially, it will be evident that this

hitherto neglected branch of education has such

immediate advantages attached to it, that to give

it a place among the most important will be any-

thing but bad policy. Between the mechanic

and his master, and between individuals of every

class it will facilitate expression, and save much time

in verbal description. But to become a positively

useful art, we must adopt a more comprehensive

system than that which allows only of one lesson per

^veek,—for practical usefulness cannot result from it.

In some instances natural talent will he elicited, as

in cases which were mentioned in my last communi-

cation, and power will be acquired ;
but a system

which gives power to all, and develops the peculiar

talent of individuals, this is what we require. Heady

means are at hand. The pupil teachers of parochial

schools all learn to draw, and when they can draw

fairly on the black-board, they will be able to teach

as w’ell, or better, than art-students training to be-

come art-masters
;

and this, not because they are

better artists, but because from practice they are

better acquainted with tuition. ^Vhy not make use

of such means?—and why should not drawing be

taught by them as regularly and as often as writing,

which experience has taught us is letirnt soonest when,

drawing is taught simultaneously with it ? It, ns a

nation, we decide that every one is a more useful

person when he can draw, let us adopt the broadest

possible system to accomplish this, and put such a

knowledge of drawing in the hands of each as will be

a weapon and not a toy. The work hitherto done has

been an experiment on the raw material, in order to

discover whether it was capable of development
;
our

experience has proved its possibility, and now we have

to invent machinery which will enable us to supply

the demand. The Department of Science and Art

does much, aud what it does is well done
;
but this is

a dron in the ocean in comparison with what might,

and must be done, by some means. The Museuni at

Brompton contains such an arrangement of materials

and illustrations for education as have never yet been

seen in one place, and this will do much : the district

schools of art are also boons to the working classes

;

but all these will not have one tithe of the influence

upon British art as the seeds of art sown in the minds

of young children by the teaching of drawing.

Aod before long we must do something, for

England has surely been in the rear long enough.

We established schools of design as a means of im-

proving ornamental art, and alter twenty years’ ex-

periment, they have taught ns that we began at the

wrong end of the task. It was of little avail to

produce well-educated dcsiguers for manufactures, and

leave the mass of the people incapable of appreciating

their works. This was to furnish the supply before

the demand existed, and common sense would have

told that bankruptcy must result. It mattered little

to a man who was about to furnish a house that such-

and-such a wall paper was from the Government

School of Design. He could not see the value of its

superior drawing, or appreciate the delicacy of its

chaste harmony of colour. What he selected was a

paper which showed such au amount of knowledge

and expression as was the result of thoughts equal in

refinement to his own. Thus the country peasant

who aspires to a papered parlour, selects a paper on

which the adventures of “ Uncle 'Tom ” are expressed

in coarse and vulgar colours
;
and the farmer, one in

which the ¥.111003 incidents of the chase are de-

lineated. The tradesman chooses a showy pattern

that he supposes will set off his room to most ad-

vantage, and impress upon the world that he is a

thriviog man. The rich man papers his drawing-

room with a pattern that has positively every colour

in it, and for the multitude of blocks which produce

his paper, he readily pays a handsome price ;
while

the aristocracy, when they stoop to paper, will be

conteut only with the last French triumph, bouquets

of flowers in profusion standing roundly from the

wall: exquisite specimens of block-printing will alone

satisfy thfir more highly-refined tastes, subjects

which most nearly approach their own pet study of

water-colour flowers.

Thus the mass of people select, each person choosing

the pattern which best expresses his own power or

thought. That this is the case can hardly be doubted

by any one who takes the trouble to observe for him-

;

self. Let him mark the kind of subjects, and their

I position in. the scale of art, which diflerent classes of

people possess. He will detect in the peasant’s cottage

images glaring with bright blues, reds, and gold, on

bis mantelpiece; and on his walls figures of precisely

similar colours : his jugs and cups, with outlines,

having as much beauty iu the same scale of art, and,

save where sacred necessity compels, the work of his

own hands will have the same kind of expression, and

show the same habits of thought as the works that

are made for him by others.

1 The reason of this is, that such things Jit him.
' They are the just exponents of those thoughts which

in his uneducated state he imbibes from Nature. He



sees that the sun is golden, the sky blue, and evening
I

clouds are red; that leaves are green, sunsets and

heather are purple, and fruits and flowers orange-

coloured. In all these he seesfacts alone
;
he detects

no proportion, and is not sensible of that grand law

of nature by which some objects retreat that others

may advance, and that it is the s,vihK\& proportion of

things which he sees in nature which produces in him

emotions of pleasure. He has not learnt to realise

this. He sees facts in the abstract, and ignorantly

supposes they will be ever fresh to him if he repro-

duces facts, and scatters his own version of them

broadcast around him. He does this. He selects

what exactly comes up to his o^vn measure of think-

ing, and if by persuasion he is cajoled into taking

another choice, he feels afterwards that it does not fit

him : he will be bis own master another time.

Every class of people have their own version of

nature, and will proceed unconsciously to express

those versions around them. All classes of people in

England arc ignorant, more or less, in matters of art,

and therefore all classes will select wrongly, and only

have such bad things as \Yill run parallel with their

own degree of bad taste. Good works they reject

i because such things are above them, and they act

i'

honestly,—to do otherwise were vile hypocrisy. It is

I on this honesty we rely, for from this we argue that

I

it is ignorance alone which causes the evil,—one

' which knowledge and education will therefore remove.

This brings me to the matter in hand.

The School of Design system, then, was to produce

a supply of a superior class of ornamental art, and

ueglecte'd entirely the demand for it, which did not

exist, and which was not created by the school’s opera-

tion. This was untradesmanlike, and has cooseqnently

I been a failure. The system pursued by the Depart-

ment of Science and Art is of the oi)posite character :

I it is essentially tradesmanlike, and will as certainly be

successful. The prime feature in it is to create a

demand for superior manufactures, and in England

the demand invariably creates the supply. English

people will not have things thrust down their throats,

and they tvill have what they want. To create a

want, therefore, is the surest manner of producing a

supply.

Instead of instrncting the solitary designer, the

mass of the people will be educated, individual supe-

xiority he supplanted by general excellence. Now the

schoolmaster is abroad : incompetency is ousted from

high quarters; and when art-knowledge and art-

" feeling arc common, artists must be comparatively

. elevated.

That this must follow is written in the world’s

experience, for never has mankind felt a want which

L great spirits have not risen and ministered to.

5 ‘Waltek Smith.

ST. GEORGE’S SCHOOLS, BATTERSEA.
St. George’s Schools, Battersea-park, have

been completed, and were opened in May.
They fonu a pretty group of buildings, close

to the South-Western Railway, on a fine open

site, which was given by the freeholder.

Accommodation is provided for 200 boys, 150
girls, and 150 infants, and large class-rooms for

each school, with three separate residences for

the teachers. They arc built of white brick,

with Bath stone windows, dressings, and
copings, and the roofs are covered with tiles.

The girls’ school is over the infants’ school, and
is reached by an open stone staircase, which
communicates also with the residence and play-

ground. The ai’chitect for the schools was
Mr. Joseph Peacock : the amount of the con-

tract was 3,200/.

THE DECORATIONS IN hlANCIIESTER FOR
THE QUEEN’S VISIT.

The newspapers have given full particulars of every

incident connected with the visit of Her Majesty and

the Prince Consort to the treasures of art collected at

Manchester, and we shall therefore merely refer to a

few of the preparations in which the arts of construc-

tion and design were employed to give substantial

form to the loyalty which every heart in Manchester

Mt towards the exemplary Queen and her illustrious

companions. It is well known that Her Majesty was

the guest of Lord and Lady Ellesmere, at Worsley

Hall, about six miles from JIanchester (designed by

Mr. Edward Blorc, and illustrated in an earlier volume

of our journal). The villages of 'Worsley aud Swin-

ton, and the township of Pendleton, were gaily de-

corated with arches, flags, banners, garlands, aud orna-

mental devices. The first triumphal arch of magni-

tude on the route to Manchester was at the Pendleton

tollbar, erected for about 100/. raised by suhscription,

consistiug of three arches upon eight double columus,

ornamented with crimson, white, aud blue drapery,

flags, and flowers. The design was by Mr. Dallow,

and was selected from six. Ou Tuesday and Wednes-

day nights this arch was lighted up by 1,500 varie-

eated lamps. The corporaliou of Salford erected

triumphal arches at Wiiidsor-bridge, aud at the en-

trance to the Peel-park : both were creditable, and

the latter is suggestive of a more permanent structure

in the same position as a fitting eutrance to the

People’s-park. An effective stylo of decoration was

adopted for the principal buildings of Salford, some-

thing in the Venetiuu style, in n-Lich richly-coloured

hangings from the windows formed the principal

dement. In Manchester, the council of the corpo-

ration voted the limited sura of 1,000/. (!) from the

corporate fund to display the loyalty of the city
;
and

had it not been for a large amount of private

liberality in this direction, Manchester would have

cut a sorry figure with its two triumphal arches. The
first of these arches was at the Albert-bridge, which

divides Manchester and Salford. It was in the

Roman style of architecture, and was composed of

three divisions, the central one over the carriage-way

measuring 24 feet wide and 36 feet in height to the

soffit
;
and the two side ones over the footpaths mea-

suring each 7 feet in width and 17 feet in height.

Above the side arches were massive cornices and balus-

trades, from which the central arch sprang, the crown
of which, decorated with a beautiful cantilevre cornice,

was upwards of 50 feet from the ground. Surmount-

ing the central arch were the royal arms, ornamented

with a trophy of fiags, and immediately underneath,

the arms of Manchester. Over the side arches were

the letters “V. A.”, surrounded by floral wreaths;

and festoons of roses and evergreens ornamented the

piers of the arches. Rising from the top of the side

arches were colossal figures
;

those facing Salford

representing “The Arts” and “Industry,” and

those on the Manchester side representing “ Paint,

ing” and “ Victory.” Mr. Harrap was the builder-

and Mr. Wliaite the decorator.

The triumphal arch erected by the Corporation at

the boundary of the borough, in the new Shelford-

road, a litlle beyond the Chorlton-road, was a sub-

I

stantial-looking structure, in imitation of grey granite.

It consisted of a lofty arch over the carriage-way

flanked by two smaller ones over the footpaths.

Round the side arches were evergreens gracefnlly fes-

tooned, aud their entablatures supported balustrades,

from which the central arch sprang. The spandiuls

were decorated with allegorical figures,—on the south

side, “ Fame ” blowing a trumpet, and bolding a

laurel crown in her hand, and on the north “ Victory”

extending the coronal as though to lay it on the brow

of Queen Victoria. The entablature of the large arch

rested upon mouldiugs, between which small garlands

of evergreens and flowers hung in festoons, ihcface

of the key-stone was hidden by a shield, bearing the

arras and motto of the city of Manchester, and above

:iU was a trophy of flags, enclosing the royal anna.

The east aud west fa5adcs of the arch were similarly

decorated. The cost of this structure was 300/. and

its substantial character was highly creditable to

Messrs. D. Bellhouse and Sons, by whom it was exe-

cuted.

At OldTrafford, near the approach to the Exhibi-

tion building, an arch of the Italian style of architec-

ture had been constructed. Its meHSureracuts were

50 feet to the crown of the arch, 65 feet to the top

of the flag-staff, 00 feet in width, the span was of
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33 fett, ana each of Ihe smaller arches or huwers was

6 fcct wide. The arch was of light stone colour.

Round the centre, in g<ild letters, was dis|daytd a

“Welcome to Old Traffoid,” and within thelaige

arch maroon cloth was draped in festoons, with gold

cord and tassels. A ]*lutr.c of priuec’s I'eatliers

covered the face of the ki
j
stone, and I'loui it di ooped

graceful festoons of flowers, whicli weie attached lo

the entablatures of the side arches. Above the pUitne,

and snniioutiliug the whole, was a trojihy ol flags,

witli the Royal arms in the centre. There 'vetc

plumes ol feathers over the keystones of the smaller

arches. The cntahlalures we.e inscribed with the

names “Yicloria” and “Albert,” in gold letters;

over the side arches, in elliptic.'! tablets, \V|_re

“Victoria Adelddc, Albion,” and “ Frederick Wil-

liam, Prussia,” and on the pedestals, in similar

tablets, were the names of all the Royal children,

“Albert,” “ Alice,” “Alfred,” “ Helena,” “Lousa,”

“Arthur,” “Leopold,” and “ Bi atr.ee.” Tliepillars

were oruomi nted in the arabesque style, and at the

top they were turreted, and supported a number of

plants in pots. Inside the centre arch at the base,

the ellipses were inscribed “The tribute of Old

Trafford.” On different parts of the arch were dis-

played English and Prussian banners, and the arms of

hlnuchestcr, Salford, Lancashire, and Cheshire. Both

fa<;ades were alike. This triumphal arch was erected

from the proceeds of a suhscripiion in the neighbour-

hood. The greater part of the S'oute through the

city was lined with spectators at the windows, on

balcouics and upon stages, platforms, and stands, all

of which underwent the scrutinising txaminnlion o"^

competent surveyors, who were cntiagcd by the city

authorities for the purpose. Generally speaking, the

character of the decorations was in advance, as re-

gards taste and design, of that on any former occa-

sion of a similar kind in Lancashire.

On Wednesdity, the 1st iiist. the Prince Consort,

the Pi'iuce of Pjussia, Prince of Wales, i Prince

Alfred, after a visit of three hours’ duration to the

Exhibition, were conducted over the works of Messrs.

Mociulosh and Co. where the vulcanised Indian

rubber fabrics are manufactured
;

also over the Print

Works of Messrs. T. Hoyle and Sons, at Mayfield..

On the Wiiy to Worsley, a pause was made to view

the manufacturing esiablishmtnt of Messrs. E.

Armitagc and Sons, at Pcndlelon. The Royal party

seemed determined to make tlic most of their time,

and showed how much may be accomplished where

there is “a will” as well as “a way.”

STAJIPED OR IXCISED S lUCCO.

We have already mentioned the mode of dccoraliug

stucco introduced by Mr. Ferrcy. We now add that

gentleman’s own notice of the subject, communicated

to the Institute of Architects at a meeting, as already

mentioned, ou the 15th of June :

—

I wish to call attention to some specimens of

stamped stucco, from which I tbiuk it may he seen

that it is possible to obtain large suifaci: decorations

at a small expense, and that a common mnterial,

which h is hitherto in modern practice been only used

for perfectly pl.iiii purposes, may be made the means
of much successful enrichment. My mind was first

directed to this matter by a desire to obtain some
sort of suitable ornamentation for the interior of

churches built at small outlay; for it appeared to

me that when every efibrt was making to render

churches both solid in construction and beautiful in

material, by the use of costly marbles for walls uud
polychromitic devices for internal wall surfaces,

there should he some attempt (where cconon)y in

cost was obligatory), to employ common prodiicla

in such manner that in tbeir natural use they should

conduce to churcL-like effect, without adopiing those

surface euibcllishments which, iu their application,

become necessarily expensive.

Much attention has properly been given to a better

use of bricks fur ecclesiastical buildings, and good
effect has been produced by them with stone and
flint : naked brickwork, however, for the internal

facing of walls is less successful, and the usual way
of oCt')i'ning durable surface decoiations is by paint-

ing upon uiclal [dales and atfixing them to the walls.

With many people, however, tliere is a strong dislike

to polycbi'oiiiy. They' will sanction any extent of

neutral tint or bi-colour, hut oHjecttohtving coloured

decoration®, however well executed. This may be,

and probably is, a mistaken view; hut the preva-
lence of the opinion is a “great fact,” and must be
dealt with a-cordingly. Any kind of enrichment,
therefore, which can l)e produced in the plaster, and is

consistent with “true principles of Jlcdireval art,” is

worthy of notice. Anything affecting to be what in
reality it is not should be excluded from use iti

churches, where truthfulness ought to prevail.
Plaster is therefore veiy properly forbidden to be used
for columns and urches, or any constructive members

which ought to be of stone or some other rigid

suhslance.

Ill former times the plastered walls of our churches

were covered with coloured devices and texts, or

illustrations of scriptural subjects :
entirely plain sur-

(acL’S were seldom to be found ;
hut iu later perious a

Piiritaiiical spirit [ircvuiled, which led to the conceal-

ment of all tlifse decorations by repeated coatings of

whitewash. Happily a more enlightened feeling uow

exists, and there is a general desire that our churches

should be suitably oruamciited ;
indeed, nothing

hinders decoialion but the want of funds, and in all

modern churches there is a seeking for some

economical mode of euricliing the internal wall sur-

faces. Avery cheap and simple mode of ovnamenta-

lion seems hitherto to have remaiued unattempted.

It is well known tliut the cxloriial rough casting ou

old wooden buildings was stamped or wrought in

small devices, known by the term “pargetting, but

it never assumed the importance of extensive wall

decorations, as, when stone and brick entirely super-

seded the use of quarttred oak framing, the system of

pargetting also ceased. There seems no reason, how-

ever, why this principle of design should not be

largely used iu another way. The plan now jiroposed

is to impress tlic commou stucco with geometrical

and other forms : they may be applied according to

the taste of the architect, cither under string courses,

around arches in spindrils, aoffites, or in large masses

of diapering, and texts may be imprinted on tbe

fdaster instead of being simply painted ou the walls.

If colour is desired, it can he effected by mixing the

desired colour with the coat forming the groundwork,

then by' laying the stencilled pattern against it, and

tilling in the solid portions of the device with the

ordinary stucco or plaster.

It will he observed that I have used the word

stncco in this description and not plaster: it is not,

however, to he supposed that this process cannot be

used with flue plaster or auy cement which does not

set too rapidly. 5Iy object is to show that the

Commonest matetitl is capable of being employed,

and that it may be impressed in situ. If common
stucco, tbei'cforc, may be thus treated, it shows what

ojipartuuities are open to us for giving interest to

large wall surfaces which are generally lelt plain.

My briugiug this matter before tbe members of
^

the institute is simply with a suggestive view : each
|

person will judge for himself as to tbe particular way

iu which it may he applied. The cost of making the

brass patterns is not e.xpeusive, and there is no reason

why fresh designs should not he made to suit any

building: thus the fnqueut repetition of the same

oriiaments would be avoided. Tftis should not aim at

superseding any higher mode of decoration ; but that

it may he made conducive to good effect in the in-

terior of buildings, I can eutertaiu no doubt.

OPFOSITION TO SANITARY PROGRESS.—
THE PROPOSED NEW PARKS.

At no period of the h(htory of this metropolis has

the necissiiy of all classes and districts working

earnestly together for the general good been more
dearly evident than at the ju'esent moment, and yet,un-

fortunately, there are large uumbers iu this metropolis

who think that they can safely live for themselves

alone. Wcsliniuster, so well providtdwiih spacious

parks, made and kept up at a large public expense,

grtiinbles to afford a similar means of health to the

rapidiy-incrcasiog populations of Finsbury and Ber-

mondsey. Other neighbourhoods are similarly opposed,

aud what is more curious still, it is said that the

Corporation of London will strongly oppose the levy-

ing of even a small rale for the establishment of new
parks.

We a®k those who, living year after year in parti-

cular localities, are apt to forget how intioiately con-

nected even those paits of London far distant from

them are with themselves, to take up a map of the

metropolis and carefully consider its peculiarities.

First, let London citizenswhoareopposed to providing

means for the health of districts which are now parts

of Ibis hnge capital, mark carefully the limits of their

own tcrritoiy, and see how small a speck it is in pi’o-

porlioTi to the surrounding mass.

Then let others lo^-k bow unbroken is the almost

bewildering multitude of human dwellings: draw a

.
line rouud the outskirts, and then see how completely

London is a siuglc city, each part depending more or

less upon the other for the good sauitary condition

of the whole.

From tbe Regent’s-park eastward to the Victoria-

park, the whole space is tborougbly blocked up with

houses. From Camberwell to Holloway, there

are nothing hut close and continuous streets, only

broken by tbe Thames. The RegeDt’8-p.irk, Ilydc-

])ark, and the move venenihle St. James’s-park, which

were oiicc as B ittersea and Victoria parks are at pre-

sent, quite in the suhuihs, are widely belted iu

with buildings, and persons who now view them
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admire the forethought of those who caused their

formation at a time when it was possible to obtain

the ground on easy terms.

A reference to tbe map will show how admirably

the proposed park for Fiosbury is situated at an angle

towards the north, between the Regent’s and Victoria

Parks. It is evident, by the extent of building during

the last twenty years, that if advantage he not at

once taken of this site, iu less than half-a-dozen years

it will be covered with bricks and mortar, aud those

w'ho come after us wOl not conceive a very favourable

opinion of our present eulighteumcnt.

Let us again cast a careful look at the map, and

view with consideration the mass, which is girt by a

skirting line of about thirty-seven miles, and reflect

that great as is this surface covered by two millions

aud a half of living creatures, in less ilian fifty years

the mass must, according to the present rate of

progress, be doubled
;
and then, if such spaces as the

Finsbury and Bermondsey Parks and Ilampstcad-

hcath are spared, they will indeed be like water in the

desert.

One would think that it was scarcely needed now
to argue tnrther the necessity, with this extraordinary

population, of measures of sanitaiy improvement sut-

ficienlly applicable and extensive for the emergency
;

but when the representatives of certain districts rise

up in Parliament aud oppose the foruiation of metro-

politan parks, it is our duty to remind some of our

readers that to a considerable extent the health of

evei'y individual in London depends upon tbe proper

condition of the whole. The miasma which rises

from the ill-drained districts of Bethnal-green and

other parts cannot fail to reach in an adulterated hut

still dangerous form places far distant.

By purifying the large neighbourhoods of the poor,

we at the same time purify the balls and palaces of

the wealthy. With the exception of drainage, no

sanitary means are more effective than the plentiful

mixture iu the midst of our buildings of large open

green spaces well planted with trees. Independent of

this and various other alvantages, the metropolitan

parks are places of ptlcasant resort to thousands of

hard-working aud pent-up inhabitants. Jones the

carpenter, who bas lutlf-a-dozeo children, cannotafford

often to take a trip by the railway ;
but if there be

a park at anything like a reasonable distance, Mrs,

1
Jones and be will walk off with the children and speed

a few hours in the open air, instead of sitting confined

iu a close dwelling-house, or, perhaps, resorting

selfishly to the public-house.

\Ve hope that the report of City opposition is with-

out foundation, for we cannot forget that the Moor-

fields, Smitlifield, and some other land?, were intrusted

to the corporation of London as green places for tbe

recreation of the people for ever ! Another peep at

the map will show how valuable a little park—a place

of recreation—at Moorfields would now be. Let us

hope that the error of allowing the misapplication of

the places just mentioned may be taken into considera-

tion, aud that in return the City authorities will give

a vigorous support to tbe proposed new parks.

FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE.

JJIm.—The Great Organ.—The building of this

Luge instrniiient has caused quite a sensation in Ger-

many. M. "Walker, the organ-builder, has now given

it over to the Committee of tbe Minster, aud it has

been consecrated by the Ffarrer. The German
papers say that this organ had already a history of its

own, before it was completed. It is so far back as

the year 1838 that M. Walker made a plan for this

huge instrument. Several plans were made subse-

quently, one improving on the other, and increasing

the expense from 15,000 to 28,000 floi'ins. Its

building lasted upwards of two years, and the traa-

sactious about it nearly eight. It has two manuals,

and 4,000 pipes, aud is considered now the largest in

Germany.

Weimar.—ArchilecUire and Poetry.—Tbe restora-

tions of ibis splendid Medimval castle arc itusliing on

with such activity, that the architect, M. Von Ritger,

will remain for the next two months on the spot. On
the occasion of the great Singerfest, in September,

the company will be coovejed by a special train to

this fine rtsloralion of a historically important

locality.

The Tunnel of Mount Cents.—This grand mani-

festation of tbe mecbanical enterprise of our age, has

been decided upon by a vote of the Sardinian Parlia-

ment. It is Professor CoUailon, of Geneva, who is

the originator of the plan, and it is said that some

preparatoiy experimeuts arc to be made on the Mount
Saleve, near that city, at which the Premier, Count

Cavour, will he present. The Mount Cenis tunnel

will have a leugth of 12 kilometres, and it is asserted

that the stupendous engine can operate at a distance

of 6 to 7 kiloniMres (!). Some improvements have

been lately added by tbe engineers, Messrs. Grandis,

Grattoni, and Somraeiller.
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ESTIMATES AND COST OF METROPOLITAN
IMPROVEMENTS.

The Eirst Commissioner of Works has pre-

sented to the House of Commons a report "with

reference to the present condition of the metro-
politan improvements, under the direction of

ms. department, now in progress, and the sums
of money required to completp them. We have
received some trenchant observations on the
probable great excess of cost of the works over
the, asserted, estimates by the Government
architect

;
but the charges are made to look so

grave, that we must seek for some information
on the subject before deciding as to the publica-
tion of them.

OXFORD ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY.
The nineteenth annual meeting was held in the

Society’s Rooms, Holywell, on Monday, the 22ud of

June. In the report laid before the meeting on that
occasion, the committee said,

—

"The important architectural works which were
enutncralcd in the last report are now cither com-
pleted or are rapidly approaching completion. The
Chapel of Balliol College, which is nearly ready to
he opened, is remarkable for considerable vigour and
originality of design. At E-veter College, the libraiy
is completed, the rector’s new house nearly so, and
the walls of (he magnificent chapel are rising rapidly.

All of these works are most satisfactory, and worthy
of the eminent architects who are employed on them.
In the rector’s bouse especially, Mr. Scott has prac-
tically vindicated (he suitability of our national style

to domestic purposes. The windows, though stiidly
Gothic, admit abundant light, and are in every respect
as convenient as the common sash windows in ordi-

nary dwelling-houses.

The decoration of the president’s room at Magda-
len College has been completed by Mr. Grace.

The committee congratulate the society on the fact

that the restoration of coloured glass to the windows
of the chapel of this College has been intrusted to
Mr. Hardman, of Birmingham, whose works are now
generally admitted to be more successful than those of
any other glass-stainer.

The works at the New Museum proceed steadily

and satisfactorily, and there can be no doubt that the
high anticipations which have been formed of this

building will be fully realised. The committee feel

that they cannot enter into a detailed criticism of so

great a work until it shall be completed.

The architects of the Museum have recently com-
pleted a new d^-bating-room for the use of tba mem-
bers of the Union Society, in which they have suc-

cessfully adapted Gothic architecture to the peculiar

requirements of the case.

The chancel of the parish church of St. Petcr-in-

the-East has been partially restored, and in that of
Holywell very important and extensive alterations

have been carried out. In the latter church, deco-
rative colour has been largely employed, especially in

the roof, and on the eastern and western walls, where
groups of 'angels have been painted with admirable
effect by' Mr. Beil, a London artist.”

THE SURREY ARCHEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.
The fourth annual general meeting of this society

was held on Monday, the 29th ult. at Dorking, when
a pleasant day was spent, thongh archaeology did not
occupy a very prominent position. A large number
of the members of the society assembled at the Deep-
dene, shortly after noon, where the business proceed-
ings of the association had been announced to take
place at half-past twelve o’clock, by the kind permis-
sion of the owner of the mansion (Henry Thomas
Hope, Esq. one of the vice-presidents). The business
was confined to mere routine, and on the election of

members and no papers were read. A proposition
was made by Mr. J. W. Flower, that the society
should publish an archaeological map of the county,
which elicited some discussion, and was agreed to by
the council.

The meeting then broke up, and the company pro-
ceeded to view the numerous treasures of art con-
tained in the Deepdene, and afterwards rambled
through the delightfully picturesque grounds sur-
rounding the mansion.

Arrangements having been made by the Committee
for a visit to Wotton-park, by the kind invitation of
W. J. Evelyn, Esq. (one of the vice-presidents of the
society), the compny left the Red Lion Hotel, in

carriages and vehicles, shortly before three o’clock.

They were hospitably received by Mr. Evelyn, who
conducted the party over the house and grounds, ren-
dered classical by the residence there of the celebrated

John Evelyn, popularly known as " Sylva Evelyn,”
and the author of the oftcu quoted "Diary,” and

other well-known works. Many of his books ai‘C

still preserved in the library at kVotton.

At half-past six o’clock, a large party, including

many ladies, sat down to dinner in the Assembly-

room, Red Lion Ilntcl, under the presidency of Mr.
TIeniy T. Hope. The "feature” of the meeting was
a speech by Lady Elizabeth "Wathen, in reply to the

toast of " The C^ueeo, tlic Piiticc Consort, and the

Royal Family.” Professor Donaldson returned thanks
for the visitors.

THE SUSSEX ARCTIiEOLOGlCAL SOCIETY
IN NORMANDY.

A CHOSEN band of the Sussex Archmologicals
have made a descent ou the coast of Normaudy, and
a writer under (he recognizable signature “M. A. L.”
has communicated au account of the invasion to the

Brighton Herald.

Referring to the joking terms in which the visit

had been spoken of, circulated by us at the time,

when it was remarked.—" Muster Lower would be the

Master Wace of the enterprise, and indite a poem
thereupon

;
and the facts of the invasion would be

pi(!torialIy handed down to posterity by the facile

fingers of cerlaiti Lewes Matildas;”—the writer says

the I'reuch papers also took up the theme ;
and, to

crown all, he Charivari devoted a whole column of its

humour to the subject under the title of " L’Arehco-
logie Nomade,” comnienciug " Archreology again

raises its bend in England, where it had not dared

show any sign of life since "NYalter Scott turned it into

ridicule in his novel of ‘ The Antiquary .’ The
archffiologisls of that country have evidently been
afraid of taking old dykes for Roman remains,—

a

blunder which the Times would not fail to communi-
cate to all Europe.

Of late the arehroologists, who had remained since

the publication of ‘ The Antiquary ’ in tlie state of

a secret society (!), have held a public meeting at

Newcastle, nndcr the presidency of Dr. Bruce, and
they have decided on undertaking a long scientific

excursion on the conlineut. A steamboat freighted

at the expense of (he society will convey them first

into France. The English, whom we have so perti-

naciously regarded as a people entirely devoted to the

trade of Windsor snap and Birmingham razors, have
always money at command for the most eccentric of

their whims. In France, the country of arts, of

letters, and of science, no scientific expedition what-

ever could gain the adhesion of a hundred people.

The English arc to bring with them an li’storian,

M. Lewes Maliedas (! ?) comniissiooed to write daily

a report of the expedition, and a poet. Monsieur
Lower, whose mission will be to sing all the dis-

coveries of importance.

For iustance, if they lay hands upon a Gallo-

Roman sepulchre, M. Lower will immediately seize

his lute and compose a ballad.

If they find a pot of coins, M. Lower will begio,

off-band, to chant a dilhyrainbic measure.

Stiould they discover an ancient Gothic arch,

in chnrch or in castle, M. Lower will tunc his lyre

and chant an ode.

All this time Monsieur Lewes (!), whom Heaven
has not endowed with the secret influence, confines

himself to the duty of euteriog upon bis register a

dull record of all the discoveries.”

Dieppe and Rouen were visited, Speaking of the

latter the writer says:
—"We went, of course, to

St. Gervais, the death-place of the Conqueror. IL re.

after evening seiwicc, we descended into an ancient

crypt, and saw the tombs of St. Mellon and St.

Avicienne, the first and second archbishops of Ronen
in the fjnrtli century. This vault is considered by
French antiquaries as a genuine relic of the Roman
ages

;
but Dr. Bruce shook bis head dubiously, for

which I was sorry. At all events, there are Ruraan

tiles and other marks of great antiquity to be noted

in the construction
;
and it must not be forgotten

that Rouen, under the name of Rotho nagus, was a

well-known Romiin station.”

Caen followed, and then Bayeux, where Dr. Bruce

lectured on the celebrated Tapestry no longer pre-

served as a roll as it was when we suw it a few years

ago, but stretched upon both sides of a stand running

round the apartment, and carefully covered with plate

glass:
—" Singnlarly enough, its first and its last

scenes are laid in Sussex. In the first, Harold with

his knights is represented ridiog to Bosham, in order

to cross over to Normandy, where he subseqiientiy

made a solemn oath not to disturb the preteusinns of

William to the English throne: in the last, wc
behold the death of Harold, and the flight of the

English at the battle of Hastings.”

The trip occupied s'X days, and no event occurred

to mar the tourists’ pleasure, or to break the arrange-

ments of (he programme. Fortunate tourists!

Amiable recorder

!

THE JIANCHESTER EXHIBITION
BUILDING.

Sir,—If we are to have buildings of iron and glass
for public purposes, and it is most desiniblc that we
should be able io avail ourselves of such constructions
we must not gloss over or shut our eyes to weaknesses
aud failures which become apparent, but boldly seek for
the cause of them, and prevent, if possible, their recur-
rence in other similar buildings. I think it very de-
sirable, therefore, that you should be informed of the
real slate of the case in respect of the storm at the
Art Treasures Exhibition building on Saturday after-

noon, tlie 4tli iost. Of cour.se the matter will be
smoothed over with " immense amount and siuldenness

of the rainfall,”
—

"accidental stoppage of the gutters

and down-spouts,”— &c. &c.
;
but this will not alter

facts, which are as follows;—About six o’clock in the
afternoon a tremendous tinmderstorm commenced,
with heavy fall of rain, which lasted with great fury

for above a quarter of an Lour. The rain-water de-

scended in torrents in the inside of. the building, all

along the Hue of the gutters on each side of the main
arched centre, falling upon the glass cases and other

articles beuenth. Most fortunate it is, Ibat these

articles, so valuable, were in glass cases, else the

damage would have been irreparable. The water also

found its way iuto the ancieut and modern galleries,

and particularly into the Ilertfoi'd and Water-colour
galleries, and energetic steps had to he taken in the

iustant removal of pictures. From what I could see,

I should thiuk that no damage was received by any
of the articles

; but this was owing to the promptness

of the measures taken by Mr. Deane. The building

itself was proved to be quite uncalciilafed for an ex-

traordinary amount of raini'all, as it is hardly likely

that all the gutters should have been simultaneously

stopped by accident. The gutters and spouts were
not sufficient in dimensions to carry away the water

failing on so large a surface. I wonder which of

the three gcnllemeu who have fought so hard in

their turn for the honour connected with the building,

will accept the responsibility of tliis part of the

arraugemeut. A. Leak.

NSW BATHS AND LAUNDRIES AT
MANCHESTER.

The second establishment of baths and laundries,

erected by (he Manchester and Salford Baths and
Laundries Company, was opeued on Wednesday, 1st

inst. in Mayfield, Loudou-road, Manchester. The first

establishment by this company, which has been in suc-

cessful operation for a year or more, is in Grecngate,

S.ilford. The company intend erecting other similar

establishments in different populous parts of Man-
chester. The Mayfield baths are in the midst of a

densely populated district, occupied almost wholly by
the working classes. The building has a neat and
ornamental appearance, and slands on a piece of

ground bounded by Board man-street and Store-street.

According to the Manchester Courier, from which we
get these particulars, the style of architecture partakes

somewhat of the Italian. With the exception of the

end used as the residence of the superintendent, the

building is only two stories h'gh. In the former part

another story is added
;
and immediately over it rises

the chimney which carries off the smoke and steam.

This chimney is less ugly than many of its neigh-

bours, of which there is a profusion iu that locality.

The front of the building is composed of brick, with

stone dressings. The length of the frontage is about

120 feet, or this space, 80 feet are devoted to the

first and second class male swiinraing-b iths, the

remainder being occupied by the laundries. The

doors leading to the men’s baths (of which there are

two classes, first and second) arc on the Store-street

side. There is a separate entrance for each class.

The first-class baths are approached through a waiting-

room 25 feet long by 18 feet wide. Theplonge or

swimming bitli is of large proportions, being 70 feet

long by 25 feet wide, and averaging 4i- feet in depth.

The bottom is formed of concrete, upon which is a

layer of cement, the whole being covered with polished

Yorkshire flags. The side walls are first covered with

cement, and afterwards lined with porcelain tiles,

bearing a neat coloured border. Surrounding the

b ith are tliirty-lwo cuclosed dressing stalls
;
while

over these, supported on ornamental iron pillars, is a

gallery, iu which are the men’s private warm baths,

of which there are seventeen. These arc 8 feet by

7 feet, the height being about 12 feet. Separated

from tlie gallery by an open corridor, aud facing the

front of the huildiug, are five extra lirsl-class private

baths. Ill addition to being a little larger than the

others, these are supplied with a shower-bath. The

second-class swimniing-balh is in most respects similar

to the first. It is entered through a waiiiug-room

atljoiuiiig that of the first-class, and is fitted up with

every rcg.ird to comfort. It is of the same dimen-

sions ns the other, but only a portion of the dressmg-

btalls are enclosed. In the gallery are the private
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warm-baths, and in the front, facing the street, those

which are caUed extra, and for which an additional

amount will be charged. The roof of both baths is

in open rafters; the light, of which there is no lack,

being admitted by side windows, instead of by sky-

1

lights, as is the case in the buiidiog in Snlford. The

women’s baths, although in the same building, are

entirely distinct from the other part. There are two

separate doors from the streets, aud two waiting-

rooms, first and second class. From these a staircase

leads to the respective class of baths, of which there

arc four of the first, 8 feet by 6 feet ;
and seven of

the second, which are a little smaller. The laundry
|

department occupies the end of the building near

Boardman-street. The waiting-room, which is 21 feet

by 16 feet, leads directly iuto the limudry, which is

on a level with the street. The room is 64 feet by

38 feet, and is filled with all the necessary apparatns

for the various operations in w ashing. There are six

first, and thiriy second, class departments. The

former are provided with three tubs for washing,

boiling, and rinsing
;
while the latter have only two,

those for washing aud boiling. Each compartment is

provided with an iron “ maiden,” which is placed

over the hot-air stove, and upon which clothes can be

dried in about twenty minutes. Access can also be

had to two patent wringing-machines, which, by a

very simple process, remove all the water from the

wet clothes, and save a great amount of labour. The

irouiog-rooni adjoins, aud will be fitted up with stoves.

For the purpose of supplying the hot water and steam

there arc three boilers, of twenty horses’ power each.

The water, which is obtained from the corporation, is

stored with a tank, placed over the boiler-house, which

holds about 3,000 gallons. The quantity which is

contained in the baths is between 40,000 and 50 000

gallons, aud the lime required to fill each is about two

hours. Arrongemeuts have been made for carrying

off the waste water. Tiie building has been erected

after the designs of Jlr. Thomas Worthington, archi-

tect, King-street, who was also the architect of the

other establishment, ia Salford. The cost of the

establishment, exclusive of laud and furuitnre, will

probably am'iunt to 9,000/. The contract for the

building has been executed by Mr. Robert Neill
;
and

for the 'works connected wi'h water aud steam supply

by Messrs. Melling and Sou, of Rainliill.

FRATERNITIES OF ART.

Before Mr. White (who addressed so well-inten-

tioned a letter to you, published in your Journal,

p. 361) gathers together his fraternities, let him
remember that the arts are best developed under

reflected light; and no fraternity will be useful that

does not embrace men of various pursuits aud abilities.

The arts arc mutually serviceable : they borrow

phrases from each other
:
painters respect tone, and

musicians talk of light and shade, and thus the

first of all considerations in such fraternities is to

make the basis wide enough.

A society of architects would but prove the low

state of architecture iu England. Ask them what it

is? they would each give a different definition. How
would it have been of old? Ask Phidias : he would
say, ” It is an art which, working with its own
materials, under its own sun, and its own blue sky,

raises, to unknown but venerated idealities, temples,

of size sufliciently large to give them grandeur, of

form so closely allied to the proportions of the humau
frame as to give them beauty, of hues so delicate as

to please the ege

;

emauatioiis of minds of the highest

geuius, appreciated by miuds of the lowest cultiva-

tion,—the glory of their own age when in perfection,

the regret and study of future ages even in their

decline.”

Ask Bramante, when he first leaned over his design

for St. Peter’s :
" It shall be,” he would have said,

“ an altar which slutll attract the religionists of the

world to the shrine of their faith
:
glorious iu inten-

tion, splendid in decorations, vast in extent; its

crowning dome' shall be a wonder of construction
;
its

very pavement a marvel of splendour: the thnngs
that fill it shall fiud their faith exalted by the very

glories which surround them.”
Ask Wreu : with more simplicity, he would have

said,
—“ Wc, too, will have our central cathedral,—

a

church worthy of our country
;
simple in intention,

of native workmanship, of native material ;” and has
he not succeeded? Of all English buildings, St.

Paul’s, with its dim domed outline against its British

sky, and its softened tiara of Lazy columns beneath,

has most emphatic power. And ytt his was a struggle

to produce an effect from new combinations of very

old materials. He was trammellfd with llie forms of

the ages past. He was eloquent, but it was in the

eloqiieoce of the language ot Rome.
Aud when we did get Stewart’s “Athens,” and

Adams was laughed at, and "Wren and Vanbrugh were
thrown into shade, what the better were wc? Smirke,
it is true, tried strongly to bring out the capacities of

Grecian art in England, but the nation grew tired of

it. and asked again for tlie picturesque projections of

Whitehall,—the mixed Italian of Palladio,—anything

for effect, for contrast, and novelty.
_

Gothic architecture, that beautiful emanation of the

circular arch, the pointed roof, and the pliant hand oi

the old masons.T-which has sprung up m cathedrals,

aud passed through its four marked eras—now lives

like a magnificent shrub whose every leaf has been

developed, and can but fall when eveiy baud has

ceased to gather cuttings from the used-up stem.

Such was, aud such is, archilccture.

Now, let Mr. White thiuk of this : and then talk

of fraternities of architects. We want not these, but

we may want fraternities of art; but, eveu^ these

latter, to he useful must he wide ; architects, painters,

men in fact of all liberal pursuits, must associate

freely together less to, serve one particular study than

to assist all studies, before art can again_ become the

light-giving and spirit-stirring elcmcut it once was :

and then, too, it would be a solitary affair if the nation

remaioed unmoved under its influence.

Art must then widen itself ; it is wholly unselfish :

it enthrones itself with the highest capacities of

humanity, or it is nolhiug.

Take Ruskin : admit his theories
;
or, if not, confute

them. The broad truths they contain draw with them

many unopposed errors, because they are so broad, so

human, so unprofessional. "Wheu we have more

Ruskins we may hope for fraternity iu architecture-

hut not before. -A-n Architect.

CHEAPENING GAS AND ITS RESULTS.

The directors of the Worksop Gas Company have

just declared a dividend at the rate of 7* per cent,

for tbc past vear. In 1853 the company was charg-

ing seven shillings per 1,000 feet for the gas, aud

only able to afford a very insufficient supply They

determined on remodelling the works, which was

effected under the superintendence of Mr. Gore, the

engineer to the company. The result has been that

they have been enabled to reduce the price of gas to

5s.’ lOd. per 1.000 feet, aud yet pay an increased

dividend. A further reduction to 5s. per 1,000 is

about to be made. Since the reduction from 7s. to

55. lOd. the consumption of gas has increa'ed nearly

80 per cent.

THE ARCHITECTURAL JIUSEUM,

I>' THE GOVEK>'>IENT MUSEUM AT 13ROMTTON.

As our readers already know, the Architec-

tural Museum has been removed from the quaint

dirty hole in Cauon-roxv, lyestminster, where it

was first planted and grew. The old place had

a charm, of its own, aud the new place is less

convenient to some who used to frequent it.

^Ye arc quite satisfied, however, that the com-

mittee did right to accept the offer when the

Government proposed to provide the Institution

with premises rent free, as it does the Koyal,

the Antiquarian, and other Societies. The diffi-

culty found in raising sufficient money to meet

the annual expenses and pay off the debt incurred

on its first establishment
;
the failure of room

;

the coldness of the place in winter, which made

study impossible
;
and the want of a good access

to the collection, all weighed with the com-

mittee, aud could lead to no other decision than

that they came to. In its new home, the collec-

tion is better seen, can be studied during the

whole year, and, through its connection with

other collections, will be visited by a much
larger number of persons than heretofore. The
Institution retains its independent position as a

private society, with all the original powers of

direction and management, aud with entire

dependence, as before, upon tbc exertions of the

committed; aud the contributions of sub-

scribers.*

The original intention of the founders was to

* The foltowiog is 6 list of the present office-bearers

Patbon.— His Royal HiKhness Prince Albert, Pkbsident.
—The Earl De Grey. Tkostbes.—Sir Charles Barry, R.A.

;

Mr. Philip Hardwick, R.A.; and Mr. A. J. B. Beresford
Hope, M..P. CoMMiTTBK.—Messrs. H. Austin (Cor. Mem.),
C. Barry, Raphael Brandon, W. Burges, II. I). Cliantrell,

Ew*i Christian, H, Clutton, Profe«8or Cockerell, R.A.

;

W. C- Cocks, The Rev. Lord Alwyne Compton (Cor. Mem.),
K. W. Cooke, A. R.A, ;

Professor Donaldson, B. Ferroy,
M. A. Gerente (Cor. Mem.), John Gibson, Geo. Godwin,
P. C. Hardwick, M. Rohde Hawkins, Sir Walter C. James,
Bart.; The Rev. T. James (Cor. Mem.), H. E. Kendall,

Jun. ; J. L. Pearson, F. C. Penrose, The Rev. J. L. Petit,

A. Salvin, G. Scharf, Jun.: Sir Francis E. Scott, Bart.;

E. Sharpe (Cor. Mem.), Albert Way (Car. Mem.), T. Wil-

lement, and T. H. Wyatt. Tbeasurke.—George Gilbert

Scott, A.K.A. Honorart Sbcretaeibs.— Mr. Joseph
Clarke, and the Rev. Charles Boutell. Assistant Sbcbe-
TAiir.—Mr. M. J. Lomax. Auditors.—Messrs. Ewan
Christian and J. H. Hakewill. CcRAloE,—Mr. C. Bruce
idlen.

form a nucleus of a 'National Museum of Archi-

tectural Art, “ to supply that great and increas-

ing want, now felt by the public, architects,

artists, and art-workmen, of the means of refer-

ring to and studying the architectural art of past

ages, and of those arts which have had tneir

origin iu architectural art.” A large and in-

creasing collection of casts and specimens has

been already formed from the finest ancient

examples, English and Foreign, of complete

architectural works, arranged, as far as possible,

iu the order of their date
;
aud of details, com-

prehending figures, animals, and foliage ; mould-

ings, encaustic tiles, mural paintings, roof onia-

mcnls, rubbings of sepulchral brasses, stained

glass, impressions from seals, and of all other

objects of fine art connected with architecture;

and it seems to us that Government should now
take charge of the Institution, obtaining annually

a grant for its increase and maintenance, and

appointing the committee as a board of trustees

for its management, with power to fill up
vacancies. The Greek, Roman, and Renaissance

casts belonging to the Department should ^
added to the collection and arranged iu

sequence.

The Museum is an admirable school for study.

Every architect, and every architectural carver,

should scud his pupils there regularly to draw.

Wc are glad to observe that the general

ublic, in passing through the Government

uildiugs, manifest as much interest in the col-

lection forming the Architectural Museum, as

in any other, aud stop in the gallery as long as

they do elsewhere. During the week ending

June 27, 6,04'i persons in the day time, and

8,017 in the evening, being a total of Ik,058,

visited the Brompton buildings.

Our engraving represents the gallery viewed

from the north end. On the right hand side, in

the foreground, arc bas reliefs from the south door

of the Baptistery of Florence, cast iu bronze

(according to the inscription on tbc door), by

Andrea Pisano, from a design by Giotto, m
1330, together with the competition panels, by

Lorenzo GLibcrti, and Jacopo della Quercia, of

Siena, for tlie New Testament gates of the

Baptistery. The synopsis reminds visitors,

that “ the number of competitors for this work

was seven, three Florentines and four Tuscans.

Each artist received a sum of raoucy, aud it was

commanded that within a year each_ should pro-

duce a story iu bronze, as a specimen of Ina

powers, all to be of the same size. The candi-

dates for this work were Filippo di Ser Bruncl-

lesco, Donato, aud Lorenzo di Bartoluccio, who
were Florentines, with Jacopo della Quercia of

Siena; Niccolo d’Azezzo, his disciple; Fran-

cesco di Yaldambrina, aud Simone da Colie.

Lorenzo Gliilierti, whose work was unaniraonsLy

pronounced the best, at that time was scarcely

twenty years old. He was born in the year

13S], aud died in 1455.” Amongst the panels

are hung some casts from natural feaves, with a

view, on the curator’s part, of showing how
accurately nature had been followed in the foliage

of the Ghiberti gates.

Beyond are seen the effigies, on an altar-tomb,

of Talbot, Earl of Shrewsbury, bis son, ami

wife.

On the left hand side of the gallery are other

panels from the same gates, a clustered column

from St. Alban’s Abbey Church, seen in the

engraving
;

tbc font from Patrickton Church,

Yorkshire; and part of the effigy of King

Edward II. from (jloucester Cathedral. Canopies

from the monument of Bishop Acquabianca,

Hereford Cathedral, aud from the high altar-

screeu, St. JUban’s Abbey Church, may be seen

beyond.

The arrangement of the casts on the walls is

now undergoing change, so that it would be

useless to point out the present position of

specimens. When completed, a plan, with num-

bered references to the casts, will be issued by

the committee. All can draw there on- the

students’ days without let or hindrance. Let

us add, in conclusion, that the committee of the

Architectural Museum are issuing cards of imn-

tatiou for a conversazione, to be held in Ihe Gal-

lery, on Saturday next, the 18th iust. when the

subscribers and friends of the Museum wiH be

able to see the present aspect of the collection,

to which we are seeking to draw increased

attention.
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CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Maticrofl.—k^iQwi four or five years since, St.

Peter’s Ciuiri-h, Mancroft, was partially
_

re-pewed,

with open benches. It was hoped at the time that a

sufficient amount would have been raised to get rid of

the old high-backed pews throughout the church, but

it was found that only the chancel could then be com-

pleted. At the parish feast in 1856, an additional

subscription list was begun, and now the church has

been finally re-opened. The new seats cost about

600/. The architect employed was Mr. Phipson, of

Xondon, and the carver, Mr. Ringbain, of Ipswich.

Cheshimt {Ilerfa)—^ new Congregational Church

was commenced here on the 12th of May, and. the

chief stone was hud on the 23rd ult. The site is in

Crosbrook-street. The main building is so placed as

to leave a forecourt and is 60 feet 9 in. by 40 feet,

accommodating about 400 persons on the ground-

floor, and 120 Sunday-school children in a gallery at

the western end. The roof is of deal, stained and

varnished, open to the ridge, ceiled on the hack of the

rafters
;
the ornamental arched trusses forming five

bays in the length of the bnilding. In the centre of

each bay is a stone, single-light, pointed window,

except in one on tbe south side, where a stone arched

recess is provided for the organ. The scats are of

deal, stained and varnished. The school-room forms

the boundary in the rear, and is 38 feet 3 in. by

19 feet 0 in. with entrance lobby. Between the

school-room and chapel there is also aninfants’ room,

superintendent’s room, and lavatory, and heating-

room under the lobby. The style is Geonietrical, and

the front has a tower and spire 85 feet in height.

The materials are stock bricks and Bath stone. The

contract is taken at about 1,800/. which includes the

value of the old materials. The architects are Messrs.

Lauder and Bedells, of London, and the builders arc

Messrs. Dove, Brothers.

Ahingdon.—A vestry meeting for the parish of

St. Helen was held on the 2ud inst. as to the resto-

dist Tree Church,” was opened on the 25tU ult. The

building is erected on an elevation above the railway,

on the Ilasliugdcn road. The style is Corinlhian.

There is a portico similar to that of the Pantheon at

be filled with Bavarian glass. The floor of the church
' throughout is to be paved with Miutou’s tiles. All

' the seats are of oak
;
those of the chancel stalls of

collegiate form. The gas standards and eagle Icctem

are hainmerwork, by Skidmore, of Coventry. The
Rome. The designs are by Mr. Robinson, of Raw-

.
, x- , • j •

tenslall and the material used is ashlar stone. The bricks and a large portion of the oak timber used m
contractor is Mr M’i.lter Sigley, of Ashton-under- the fabric were presented by Lord Wenlock. ihe

Lyue The woodwork of thc^iiiterior is stained and organ is the work of Mr. G. M. Holdich, of London,

varnished and there is a gallery, supported by It is placed under the tower, and opens mto the

columns with Connthiau capitals. The pews are cal-
,

chancel through an arch. The architect is Mr. Pen-

culated to seat 1 000 persons. ' rose, and the work (which has been done by measure-

CarlcoaUs {Yorkshire).—'Ihc. new Church of St. ment and valuation) has been executed by Messrs.

Anne at Carlcoatcs, Penislone, has been opened fur Kirk and Parry, of Sleaford. The carviug has been

Diviuc service. The edifice has been erected at the executed by Mr. II. A. Simth, of Loudon. Some of

expense of Mr. John Chapman, late high sheriff of the wood carving has been executed by Mr. Wolsten-

Cheshire, together with a parsonage- house and paro- holme, of York. The clerk of the works was Mr.

ehial schools, upon his estate at Carlcoatcs, in the Frankham.

\Ve3 t Riding. The "architect and builder” was Bromfield.—The Carlisle Journal states that a

Mr. George Shaw, of Saddleworth, to whom the resto- church just erected at West Newton, in the parish of

rations of the parish church of Ashtoii-uuder-Lync Bromfield, was consecrated on the 1st instant. Mr.

have been intrusted, and which have cost upwards of John Todd, of Manchester, a native of West Newton,

14,000/. The church at Cailcoates is a small Gothic who had already put down his name as a large con-

stone structure, capable of accommodating about 300 tributor to the endowment fund, took the entire ex-

sitters. All the windows are of stained glass. The pense of this building upon himself, ns well as of a

east window is decorated, the subjects being St. Anne parsonage, schools, and master’s house. The site was

(the mother of the Virgin Mary), teaching the Virgin given by Mr. Jolliffc, lord of the manor
;
and the

to read in her infancy
j

and the Virgin nursing the foundation-stone of the church was laid on the 11th

Saviour. The west window contains three subjects : of June last year. The church has been erected by

the middle is the Crucifixion : one side comportment the late Mr. John Walker, of Wigton. It is in the

represents Jesus Blessing Little Children, and the Early English style, and consists of chancel, and

other Blessing his Disciples, and bidding them preach nave, with tower and spire. It will accommo-

ihe Gospel to all nations. There is a small Decorated date about 200 persons. At the west end is a memo-

window on each side of the communion-table, in rial window, by Mr. Wailes, placed there by Mrs.

which are the full-length effigies of the Evangelists. Barwis, in memory of her daughter, and also of a

The chancel is occupied by eight stalls, intended, for friend. And in the south side of the chancel is

the use of the family of the founder.
1 another window by the same artist, placed by Mr.

Yor/z^/tfac//.—The ch incel of the pariah church has Todd, the founder, to the memory of his late wife,

recently been new roofed, under the direction of Mr. The east window is to be filled with stained glass as a

Knight, of Cheltenham, architect. The roof and memorial to IHr. Todd himself. The parsons^,

upper portion of the walls had become much dila- which is in course of erection, w -II stand at a short

ration of the parish church, and more especially to
|

pidated by " lime and the weather.” Theworkswere distance on a site given by -Trs. o9ej,an wi e

consider the report of Mr. Street, the diocesan arebi- I intrusted to Messrs. Mitchell, of Eairlbrd, and Mr. built somewhat in the same style as the church, Irom

tect, who w.is employed in the repairs of the tower, ' Acock, of Cheltenham. It is in contemplation to designs by .Mr. Hugall, of Cheltenham, itie school

which, according to his report, led to the disclosure
|

replace the present heavy-looking screen, which does and master’s house are not yet commenced itlieywi

of further defects which rendered it necessary for him duty for a window at the east end, by a painted or be placed on the town green, by the side ot the

to stop the work, and to recommend the taking down ' stained-glass window, the framework, which is now church, \vith which structure they are intcnde to

of the tower and steeple. Mr. Street and Mr. Wil-
,

filled up with bricks, being adapted for such a pm--
^

harmonise.

kinsoa bad both of then reported what, in their
|

pose. Want of funds alone, it is said, prevents this

opinion, was necessary to be done to restore the tower
^

being at once earned into effect.
^ j

PROVINCIAL NEWS.
and allay all alarms for the safety of the spire, but - Escrick {near York).—The church of St. Helen’s,

Cambridge. A public meeting was held in the

neither of them had then seen the necessity of taking
j

the parish church of Escrick, has been rebuilt, and
Chamber of the Guildhall, last week, to eou-

it down. The views of the former gentleman were
|

was consecrated on the 1st instant. The church is
expediency of enlarging the town-hall, the

adopted by the committee, and, according to his sped- described in the //^ra/ul to be of the curvilinear
for jucreased accommodation for concerts,

ficatioD, the repairs have recently been in progress by . Gothic architecture, which prevailed m England about
having 1 oti°’ been felt. Provided the object

Mr. Walters, when, as reported by the architect, the
^

the year 1300. It .consists of a large central msle
the Public Rooms Company could not be

removal of certain intemalpliistering disclosed certain or nave, and one side aisle to the nerth. The
attained the prevailing opinion of the meeting was

cracks, and also that the walls were so insufficiently
^

chancel, which presents its front dn-ectly to the north
the site of the towu-liall was the most, if not the

constructed that the repairs would be of little I
road, la apsidol in its torimaation and. m design.

, „£
avail. The veslry was numerously attended, and somelhing like the east end of Lichfield Cathedral, or

the descrintion and size requisite. Several rou»h
some feeling was manifested against Mr. Street in of Tewkesbury Abbey Church. On the north-eastern

buildiu" presented by Mr. WetcnhSl,
conseipueiice of his discovery, which led the vestry

,

side, at the extremity of the north aisle, nses the
general comraittco, com-

ultimately to resolve to refer the matter to Mr. Scott tower, which is to be carried to the height of 100 feet.
the gentlemen present w as eonstitutca ;

and
andlVIr.Wilkinson, and a committee was appointed to At the western extremity of the church m a mult-

^
t J

communicate with these gentlemen on the subject.
|

angular chapel, formed by a hexagonal centre, with

Hulme.—The foundation-stone of the church of a radiating aisle. It is built over the family vault
ncccssarv

St. John the Baptist, Renshaw-street, Hiilme, was ' of the late owners of Escrick-park, and has been '

’ y , r .i- x i, • i

laid on the 24th ult. The site is an oblong piece of
,

erected at the sole expense of the Dowager Lady Banbury. Many pms of this town having long

ground, near the new schools built last year by sub- Wenlock. In the centre stands the font, so that this the great want of a water supply, about three

acription. The new structure will also be of an oblong building is both a baptistery and mausoleum. The years ago it was proposed to establish waterworto,

form, with a tower and spire at the west end, fronting roof here is vaulted with stone, and upheld by pillars snd a prospectus of the formation of a company tor

Renshaw-street, which, when completed, will be 192 ' of red Devonshire marble, from Ipplepen. near
' that purpose was issued. Much beyond that step,

feet in height. The style of architecture will be ' Torquay. Marble is also used in the pillars of the and ootammg plans, the promoters did not at that

Gothic, of the time of Edward III. The upper part nave, from the quarries near Plymouth, which have ' proceed
;
but, as the necessity for its operations

of the tower will have pinnacles, and ornamental
|

supplied the breakwater. The roof of the nave is
' increased rather than lessened, u has not been for-

windows and panels. The east end will be decorated

with a large chancel window, the upper part of which
will be filled in with ornamental pierced stonework.

Internally, the church will present a range of six

arches on either side, terminating in a slightly-raised

chancel, at the east end. These arches will divide the

body of the church into a nave and two side aisles.

The roof of the nave will rise higher than that of the

side aisles
;
with a range of small ornamental cleres

tory windows, giving additional light to the interior.

The roof will consist of stained arched ribs
;
and the

seats will be open benches. On the south side of the

nave will be sittings for 327 persons. On the north

side the pews will accommodate 328, free. The stone

to be used in tbe building is the pierpoint wall stone,

from Dunford-bridge, Yorkshire
;
together with ashlar

dressings, from Peel Dclph, in Lancashire. The cost

of the building will be about 6,000/. The amount
already raised is 4,000/. the greater portion of which,
according to the Manchester Courier, has been con-
tributed by Messrs. T. 11. and H. Birlcy (of the firm
of Charles Mackintosh and Co.). The site, which has
been purchased of Mr. J. Renshaw, of Didsbury, will

cost an additional 1,100/. The architect is Mr. E H.

formed with ar-ffied trussed ribs of fir, carried by ' proposed to t^e capital m
angel corbels. The roof of tbe church is vaulted with sht^res, and already considerable sums hav'e bwn thus

oak. The general dimensions are, in the entire in- ' The water willbe drawn from the Cherwell,

ternal length, 121 feet
;
width of the nave, with its

* to Grirasbury Mill, where laud for the purpose

aisle, 38 feet, and the same for the height. The whole tieen secured, and where^ the requisite buildings,

building is of stone, both inside and out, with a course
j

™ith steam pumps and filtering beds, will be erected.

of brickwork in the middle of the walls. The stone

used for the rough walling is from Huddlestone, near
Sherburn, in this neighbourhood, and Whitby stone

is used at the ground line. But all the dressed stone

has been brought from tbe Ancaster quarries, in

Lincolnshire, conveyed in block from Grautham, and
worked on the spot. There is an entrance into the

church from under the tower, and on the souih there

is a porch which,'in many old examples, hasachamber
above it, here used as a vestry. The turret, which
contains the spiral staircase leading up to the vestry,

projects a little into the church, and forms a feature

in the interior. A rose window at the west end of

the nave, above the arch leading into the baptistery,

and some small clerestory window's on the north side,

are filled with stained glass by Messrs. Hardman, of

Birmingham. This window was presented to the
parish by the choir. There is also a window by Mr.

Shell,ird, of Manchester
;

and the contractor, Mr.
I

Ward, of London, at the west end of the north aisle,
Mark Foggett.

j

given by the children of the national school. The
Baictenstall.—A new chapel, called the " Metho-

]

chancel windows, which are at present pLin, are to

Thence the water will be pumped to the highest place

within a mile of Banbury, from which the town can

readily be supplied by gravitation.

Hemel Hempstead {Herts).—^This town, in common
with many others, has for some time past felt the

want of a coru-exchange commensurate with the re-

quirements of an increasing and important trade in

grain and farming produce. The market is entirely

tVeed under a charter of incorporation granted by

Henry VII I. and has, until recently, been held in the

open space under the new town-hall, which was con-

structed specially with that view. The attendants of

the market have suffered so severely from constant

exposure to the weather, that the present high bailiff

deiermincd upon enclosing the uuder part of the

tO'vn-hall, which has been carried out, and a com-

modious and well-lighted room formed, 50 feet long,

and 25 feet wide, from the designs, and under the

directions of Mr. George Low, of London, architect,

who erected the present town-hall, in 1851. Mr.

Scar, of Hcmcl Ilemp3te:d, was the contractor. The
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exchaD^e was formally opened and inaugiiraled on the

19th ult.

Hertford .—The town council have resolved to

memorialize the Lords of the Treasury for powers to

borrow the sum of 600/. for the iniprovement of the

corn-cxchanue at Hertford. Mr. Evans is the archi-

tect whose plans have been accepted. The alterations

now to be carried out in the corn-exchange will, at

same time, ad.ipt it to the uses of the public library.

Croydon .— It has been resolved to erect a public

lecture-hall here, and for that purpose a company, on
limited liability priucipics, has been formed. The
Croydon Literary and Scientific lustitut’on alone has
an income of 270/. and upwards, and would make use
of the hall, paying a rental. There is also a Temper-
ance Society. It is considered that 3,000/. will be
sufficient, and that a return of 150/. a year in rental
should suffice to remunerate the company for their

outlay.

Tenbury {Worcestershire).—It has been determined
by the inhabitants of Tenbury to pull down the pre-

sent dilapidated and badly arranged poultry and
butter market, and to erect a new building on the
present site, increasing it in size as much as uecessary.
Mr. Cranston, of Birmingham, is engaged by the
committee to design and carry out the work. A
joint-stock com[)any has been formed here, for the
purpose of purchasing a large lot of badly occupied
properly, in Teme-street, called Robiosnn’s-court, and
erecting a town-hall and corn-exchaoge, with rooms
for county-court purposes, and for magistrates’ meet-
ings, &c. The necessary plans have been prepared
by tbe architect just named.

B.uyby .—The foundatiou-stonc of a new town-ball
was laid here on the 22nd ult.

Baxvlry .—The first stone of an infant-school has
been laid at Bawtry. It will be in the Elizabethan
style, and 30 feet by 16 feet, on a plan provided by
Sfr. J. G. Weightman, of Shefiield, archit'.ct. Mr.
Howard, of Bawtry, is the contractor, and the cost of
erection will be 345/.

Dunbar.—Long-projected improvements upon this

harbour are now about to be carried iuto effect. The
Treasury are said to be prepared to sauctiou an outlay
of 30,000/. towards carrying out tbe improvements
and alterations on the Victoria Harbour, agreeably to

plans which the local magisti'ates have laid before
them. The harbour will then be capable of admitting
vessels and boats at low water, by wliicb shelter will

be obtained by them at all limes, instead of rimaiug
for-the Firth of Forth in a storm.

Montrose .—At a recent meeting of tbe local

council, reported in the Montrose Meview, the clerk

stated that he had received several tenders for the
building of the new markets, according to the plans

by Mr. Mathews, of Aberdeen, and Mr. Moffut, of

Edinburgh
;
but the lowest was considerably above

the highest sum fixed by the council,—Ihc lowest,

according to Mr. Mathews’s plan, being 1,441/. ITs.
and according to Mr. Moffat’s plan, 1,823/. 7s. 6cl

.

;

whilst the highest, according to lhe former, was
1,937/' 33. 4d. and to the latter, 2,089/. 5s.

CORPORATION WORKS IN LIVERPOOL.
We glean the fuliowi'ig ilems from the evidence

of Mr. Shultleworth, before tbe committee on the

Mersey Conservancy and Docks Bill :

—

In 1829 the corporalion built a lighthouse near
New Brighton, at a cost of 30,000/. The corpora-

tion, about fiiteen years since, erected a machine on
their own land for testing chain cables, at a cost of

11,144/. A small charge was made, but not equiva-

lent to the cost of maintaining it, and the average
deficit was 100/. a year. Mr. Shuttleworih staled

some of the causes which led to the erection of

St. George’s Hall. On Lancashire being divided into

two portions, lor assize purposes, the corporation

undertook to provide courts in their session-house,

and also lodgings for the judges. The session-house

for a considerable period was inadequate, but the cor-

poration refused to erect a new court whilst their

right to the town-dues was in dispute. Other parties

were desirous of erecting a music-hiill, and the result

was, that the corporation undertook to erect the
St. George’s Hall at their own expense. Thu original

architect was Mr. Elmes, now deceased. The esli-

mate was 90,000/. but it had been lirgely exceeded,
and 200,000/. had now been expended. The corpo-
ration also coustructed a laudiug-st-ige used by sea-

going steamers, at a cost of 5,157/- : it was several

years constructing, and was opened aliout fifreen or

sixteen years since : its annual charge was 927/. A
represenintion bad since been made that it was insuf-

ficient, and a new stage, 1,000 fett long, was now.
constructing, and nearly finished, at a cost of 130,000/.
The money had been borrowed, and would be repaid

by a sinhing fund of 2,600/. a year, whilst its annua!

cost would be 6,000/. In 1840 the corporation gave
and for a Sailors’ Home, and Sailors’ Savings’ Bank,

estimated to be worth 8,500/. In tbe same yearthev
commenced the construction of a new observatory.
The cost of the building and instrumeuts was 10,3427.
It was maintained at considerable cost, and though a
small sum was received for rating chronometers, the
expense e.xceeded the income by 600/. a year.

TEWKESBURY.
Tewkesbury, situate, as mo.rt of your readers

know, about 15 miles south of Worcester, is a very
pretty town, possessing long and spauious streets, the
modern dweRings picturesquely diversified by those
timber-frouted houses which are fast disappearing.
Most of these retain unaltered the original window?,
or, to speak more properly, the continued window,
extending along the whole front. The great attrac-

tion, however, of Tewkesbury, is tbe fine old Abbey
Church, a mitred abbey, pronounced by some archa2

’-

ologists to he now the finest parish church in the
kingdom. The pier arches of the nave are borne on
those enormous cylinders (here 20 feet in circum-
ference), which are usually supposed to indicate an
early stage of Nortiian architecture in England, and
yet the mouldings of the comparatively diminutive
round arches they carry do not seem consistent with
a veiy remote origin. The extreme disproportion of
these arches to the heights of their sujjports struck
me as radically inelegant- There are no sculptured
capitals, but an abacus with plain mouldings beneath

;

and it is somewhat difficult to separate wiih precision
the two members. Above area curious little ambula-
toiy, which from its position we must call triforium

;

little round arched openings in couples; and at top
the clerestory windows, round-headed, but now di-

vided by mullious of perhaps the fourteenth century.
These upper stories are insignificant, tbe relative pro-
portions between the diffireut stages of the elevation
essential to pleasing effi'Ct being quite destroyed by
the undue importance given to the ground story. The
vaulted stone roof (with pointed pier libs) appears at

first sight somewhat complicated in constrnctioo,
from tlie number of ribs which intersect and coverit

;

but I suspect many of these to be merely applied,
that is, surface ribs, for I could not satisfy myself that
there existed a groin behind every rib. It is con-
siderably lower than the original roof, the tops of the
clerestory windows now rising above it some feet. Its

former elevation is distinctly marked outside on the
central tower. The piers of this choir (this ends in

a polygonal apse), though lower, are proportionately
08 bulky as those of the nave, and denote at least a*8

early a date
;
but tbe pointed arches they carry are of

Decorated design, though meagre and iuefTective. The
windows of this portion of the edifice are of the style

last mentioned, but the tracery is poor. Tbe stained

glass is very pleasing. The vaulted atone roof is rich

and complicated, and the bosses at every intersection

of the ribs are most of them of merit. The choir-

aisle, with the chapels opening npon it, recalls the

arrangement of the French churches. The ball-flowcr

oruameut is extensively used in this part of the
church, and very well worked. There is an in-

exhaustible fund of interest in the tombs contained in

this edifice, most of thenr of great merit, and some ex-

hibiting singular grace and elegance in general design

and detail. I will, however, only briefly refer to those

which most struck myself. The most beautiful, I should

say, is the one erected to the memory of a member of

the De Spenser family, said to have been the next

lineal descendant of that De Spenser, the favourite of

Edward IT. beheaded (I think) in the courtyard of

Warwick Castle. This rises pyramidally in most ex-

quisite proportions, in three graduated stages of open
work arches, pinnacles, canopies, &e. Though
totally diff’erent in detail, it called to my mind the

tomb of the Scaligeri, at Verona. There is a second

one much resembling this, and perhaps equally worthy
of praise ; and a third raised to the memory of a

warrior who fell at Tewkesbury fight, in 1461.

'Phe recumbent iffigy of the gallant knight is,

however, clothed in armour, of a cetilury eirlier.

The Sedilia must not be overlooked, an admirable

example of this appendage of a church of the

Decorated era. The triangular canopies over each

seat have been wilfully mutilated. The original

colouring, within and without, is very well preserved,

iu which predominate vermillion and green. Behind

the apsidal termination, there exists (though now shut

oat from the church), the Lady Cbapel of the Early

Pointed ern. It is now used as a grammar school

:

the floor has been raised some yards
; (he bases and a

great part of the vaulting piers hidden, and the pro-

porlinns utterly marred. I have omitted to notice a

singuliiriiy of construction to be found iu the choir.

Behind each pier arch is constructed a second arch,

or what purpose I could not satisfy inysclt, whii'h at

first sight I felt confident must have been an after-

thought of lhe architect. On a closer examination,

this opinion was somewhat shaken by the identity iu

section of the mouldings of the two arches. Can the
^

additiou have been rendered necessary by some change
introduced in the roof of the clioir aisle? I know
some examples of this practice iu coiitmental
churches.

The central tower is Norman, too low and broad to
possess any claim to elegance

;
and it is not until a

near approach (hat you become aware tluit the detail
is very good, and in some parts almost delicate. The
panelling of the stages exhibits some rather singular
features, and the chevron, in all its forms and
varieties, is abundantly employed. The west front is,

so far as I know, unique iu its arrangement, striking
from its singularity rather than its beauty. The
whole height and breadth are filled up with one large
circular arch, formed of six recessed rolls, resting on
as many shafts, in squai'e recesses. At top is opened
the window, the present one an insertion of a date
somewhat later than the beginning of the seventeenth
ceatniy, and below, the doorway also comparatively
modern. I never saw an arrangement which appeared
to me so destitute of grace. There is, however, one
part of this front of great interest. At the comers
stand litile solid square turrets, having each angle
cuuccaled by a cylinder, capped with a cone, and from
tbe midst of the four rises a taller cone—a nascent
spire. Ail about these is undoubtedly original (with
the exception of added finials), and the arrangement
strengthened an impression which I have long enter-
tained, that tbe noblest external feature of a sacred
edifice, the spire, had entered into the conceptions
of the men who flourished before the adoption of the
Pointed style, though lhe glory of fully developing

I

the idea was reserved for their successors
;
and that

j

the Romanesque builders have full claim to tbe merit

I

of which some would deprive them by maintaining
that the spires surmounting certain Romanesque
towers in France (I would instance those of Basse
AUemayne, MontiviUiers, near Havre, and Cunault^
on the Loire), were additions and improvements not

j

contemplated by those who raised the substructure.

No one can deny that we have here in charming sim-
plicity the elements of the most beautiful features of

onr Early Pointed churches; their light and elegant

open turrets, their tapering pinnacles, and their

crowning glory, the heaven-directed spire.

Viator.

DICK’S LIFE-PRESERVING AND
VENTILATING SASHES.

An arrjngement to obviate the risk of life in paint-

ing, ghiziug, or cleaning windows from the outside, as

is now the case, has long been desired, and has led to

many inventions more or less applicable. By the

mode patented by Mr. Dick, all this may he done by
the person inside, without moving from the floor : the
sash may be turned upside down, or allowed to lie

flat, as found most convenient. The sashes can like-

wise be removed from the frame with the greatest

ease, without the inconvenience of removing the beads,

to have new cords attached, or taken out altogether,

to admit any large piece of furniture without removing
the cords from their place. It likewise affords a safe

means of ventilation, by bringing the top sash down
a little, and allowing the top of the bottom sash to

incline a little into tbe room ; by these means forming

a ventilator, admitting the cold air at the middle of the

window, and allowing the hot air to escape at the top.

Individuals sitting in the room are not exposed to

the draught. It is applicable to old sashes equally

as to new. The arrangement consists in cutting

down the sash on each side, in a Hoe with the face of

the partiriu brad : the joint is made watertight, and

tbe sash is hung by a strong attachment to the bottom

of the slip, thus cut off, so that when released at the

top, where a catch secures it, it can be turned over

into the room. The increase in the cost is bat

trifling.

BRONZE CASTING AND POLISHING.

I BELIEVE an inquiry has been made in your

Journal more than once, as to the material and mode

of polishing and working the surface of works in

bronze. The following extract from Father Marchese’a

“ Lives of the most eminent Painters, Sculptors, &«.

of the Order of St. Dominic,” translated by Meehan,

may supply some iuformatiou on this subject

“Portigiani, temp. 1550. the man who in his time

was second to none in the difficult art of casting in

bronze,— lhe man who assisted the celebrated sculptor,

Gian. Bologna,—whilst in the convent S. Marco,

Florence, resumed from time to lime his early habit

of modelling and casting in bronze, and executed

various works, most diligently and excellently; and as

the memoirs of the convent inform us, cast fountains,

statues, bells, candelabra, and all sorts of domestic

utensils. These memoirs know no limits to praise,

when speaking of the wouderful polish which he knew
how to give to tbe various descriiAions of bronze

ornaments
;
and every one acquainted tvith the arts

of design must be aware what diligence and skill a
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man must possess Ijefore he acquires distioction m
this particular branch. In fact, a'’ter mating the

cast, an artist of this sort must tnow how to ply the

burin, the chisel, and the rasp, giving relief to the

composition whenever necessary, and the most

elaborate smoothness to the surface.
_

This, we need

scarcely say, is finally accomplished witli the rasp and

pumiceslone. As to the colouring, the agencies

usually employed are, oil, vinegar, and varnish,

according to the tint which the artist desires to give

to the bronze, which is generally coloured black or

green. Requirements such ns these will convince us,

that a bronze-caster must possess singular skill and

practice before his work can appear in its integrity

and purity; and it should be borne in mind, that

Ghiberti employed the most distinguished sculptors

and goldsmiths of Florence to help him in polishing

the bronze gates of S. Giovanni, before they weie

hung on their hinges.”

—

T'ol.2. F. L.

PRACTICAL PROBLEMS.

CAJIBRIDGE BARRACKS, PORTSMOITII.

Some of the additional ranges of building are now

in progress here to fonn quarters for forty-four

oBcers. Ie lenglh ths additioEal range is somewhat
^ ^ Model, for a coet-iron

more than 361 feet The brickwork is of white bneks,
„ QVefc. circonecriUnl

fromBeanlieoithearessmgs eeotres,gatew.y andcor-
| and the

mces are of Portland slone.^ The carting, in the Kja
; j; Cil-r/e. (Fig 1.)

arms surmountmgthecomiee, is a work of considerable
^

°
i n h .v

cost. The new wing to the soldiers’ barracks, in the Take any point C, and from the centre C, at the

rear of the parade-ground, wiU afford accommodation distance CA, equal to the radius of the pveu circle,

for above 1,020 men. and is of red brickwork, with describe the circle ABB; dmde the circle ABB into

Beaulieu brick dressings ; the out-offices cover a large
' three equal sectors, CAB, CBB, CDA and bisect their

extent of ground, and will conduce much to the '
arcs in the points, a, A c; draw the straight lines

health and comfort of the men. The school-rooms EF, FG, GE, touching the circle ABB at the points

and library in connection with the additions will «, produce the straight lines CA, CB, LI
,
to

shortly be commenced. The drainage is being carried
,

meet these tangents in the points L, making

into the sea below low-water mark, and passes under
,

the three equal triangles CEl', CFG, CGE; bisect

the fortifications, lunette, reservoirs, and parades, i
the angles, CGF, CFG, at the base of any of th«e

The whole substrata heiug under tidal influence I
equal triangles, CFG, by the straight lines GII, FH,

makes this a diffiettit work ; one of the land springs ' meeting one another in H
;
and from the point H

crossed in excavating for this work yielded about 700 ' draw the straight lines HK, 111. HM perpendicular

gallons of water per minute, which was raised by a
;

to the sides CG, CF, FG, of the triangle CFG. ^hen

centrifugal pump. The time stipulated for completing (Euc. bk. 4, prop. 4), the straight Imes IIK, HE,

the original contract, which was taken by Messrs. I
HM are equal to one another, and the circle described

Lee and Lavers, of Belviderc-road, Lambeth, at ' from the centre H, at the distance of any one of

32,700/. was the 30th November next. The founda- ' them, will pass through the extremities of the other

tion-stone was laid on the 20th June last, and the '
two : and because the angles at K. L, M, are right

buildings will he completed about the eud of July. I

angles, each side of the tnauglc CFG will touch the

The work is being executed under the superintendence ;
circle

;
the circle KLM is, therefore, inscribed m the

of Mr. Hawken, of the Royal Engineer Office. The I

triangle CFG. The same construction being made,

mess-room is 61 Ret by 26 feet
;

fencing-room,
|

equal circles may be inscribed m the other two equal

34 feet 4 inches, by 37 feet. The design is so
;

triangles touchjng each^ other, the circumscribmg

arranged that the commanding and field officers will

have a suite of rooms with separate entrances. The

architect is Mr. R. 0. Mennie.

circle, and the first inscribed circle, KLM.

liole ,—The radius of any of the equal inscribed

circles may be expressed by the term mr tan.

For let ?« represent tan. Z HGM
;
IIM = m GM

;

GM = CM. tan. Z GCM = r tan. ~

;

THE ORGAN IN ST. PAUL’S CATHEDRAL.
I READ in the Builder some time since a not very

dignified complaint on the part of “An Amateur,”

against the fine old organ in St. Paul’s Cathedral.

Feeling interested in the dissemination of truth as

opposed to ill-founded and mistaken prejudices, I

forwarded the article to a gentleman connected with
^

the cathedral, who, I perceive, has treated its author ' radii of the inscribed and cTcumscribcd circles re-

wilh sileut and perhaps well-merited neglect, and, in , ,, .

fact, “let him alone most severely.” To anyone sP^ctively. Also ;/,r tan.

moderately acquainted with organ matters, it would

HM (the radius of the circle KLM) = mr tan. - .

; r = ?«rtan. if r and r he taken to denote the

will be the general ex-

' pression for the common r idius of any of n equal

,

circles, inscribed in a circle, touching each other, and
surely be known how universally Schmidt’s organs

are prized, on aci'ount of the beauty of tone, which, , .
-

, . , . ,
• -i j

if it can be equalled, certainly cannot be surpassed by
i

circle lu which t ey are inscri e

the cleverest artificers of the present day. As to
,
Tor Ihe same furime, it is required to describe

Schmidt’s being an “unknown workman,” it is; equilateral Triangle about a giveii Circle. (Fig. 2.)

sufficient to remark, that the work of re-erectiog the I , r i.L • i < n-n i i
X.U 1 i. *1 * 1 n X® n, Fiud C the centre of the circle ABB, and draiv the

organs tbrougliout the country subsequent to the .V. * • x i.
•

• f Ann-
Eertorntion nas sb.-.rvd krtneen him aid hi, riv.l, ;

trrtact tha sen.™
Harris, wliile Dr. Buraev • (a suffleient aniliority I

‘ s‘'a gilt

even“An Aniatenr-'must admit) hasleft on record, ia
>“=

‘I®' J

eulogy of Schmidt, a most unequivocal testimony to
BC, EU through C, to meet the circnmrereuce in

H, K, and CE, CK to meet the tangent FG, in ihe

points F, G
;
and through the points B, H, draw

tangents LF, LG, meeting each other in the point L,

and the straight FG in F and G. The triangle LFG

his talents as a workman :
—

“ The number of organs

built and enriched with new stops by Father Schmidt

is prodigious, and their 'fame equal to that of the

pictures of Raffaelle : a single stop known to he of bis . ., ;
, , •, a , x .r i

lorkmanshi,, is slid invaluable,” Sic. So mneb for I

^ “ '®

Schmidt’s being a litile known or unskilful workman,
j

As to the organ in St. Paul’s being “ an outrageous 1
Cor.—Since the straight lines CB, CD, CH, are

machine 1” I can only say that for many years it has ' radii of the circle ABB, and perpendicular to the

been found, in the opinion of those who know best, sides LF, IG, GL, of the triaogl^LlG, it i.s obvious

DECISIONS UNDER METROPOLITAN
BUILDING ACT.

Projecting Closets on At Marlborough-

street Police-court, on the 30ihof June, Messrs. Duu-

cansou and Moultrie were summoned before Mr.

Beadon, by the district surveyor for South Mai7lebone,

for an alleged infringement of the Building Act in a

house, No. 74, Great Titchfiehl-street.

Plaus were produced, from wduch it appeared that

the defendants had removed a staircase window, and

had thrown out a water-closet at the hack of their

premises, which addition rested on brackets. It was

contended, under the 9th sectiou of the Act, that the

projection should be deemed an alteration or addition,

and that such addition, according to the first schedule,

should have the walls constructed of brick or stone

resting on concrete.

It was admitted that the projection in question did

not rest on solid ground or concrete, hut was sup-

ported by brackets attached to the wall. The water-

closet was of 1-incli slate, supported on a slate land-

ing. One side of the closet extended over the line of

the pai'ty-waU.

Mr. Roberts, architect, for the defendants, contended

that such projections were never intended tohe included

in the Act, which had specially excepted balconies and

verandahs, and therefore intended to except all pro-

jections of a similar nature : that a balcony was the

foundation of the closet ; that as an architectural pro-

jection, it was not contrary to the Act
;
hut that, at

all events, it was an enclosed virandah, in which, at

the lime this summons was taken out, there was no

seat or woodwork of any kind. Under the 26th section,

he contended that the defendants were entitled to have

the summons dismissed.

A long legal argument ensued between the parties,

at the conclusion of which

—

The magistrate said he did not think himself bound

to make any order to take it down, hut did not

express any opinion on the various questions raised,

Sia,—Ihave juat read in the papers the judicial decision

of Mr. Beadon, in the case of a closet thrown oat on
brackets, by Messrs. Duncanson and Co. Titchfield-street,

under the Iluildinsf Act, and 1 confess myself much siw-

prised at the decision. I do not observe it stated how the

sides are built, whether of timberor brick, or whether the

brackets which support it are wood or iron
;
but in either

ease it seems to me to set at nought one of the most im-

portant provisions oT the Act. Balconies and verandahs are

well-understood terms, and assumed to be open, but by
what stretch of language can a water-closet, which >8 of

course enclosed and covered, be called by cither name ? Is

it because it has an apparatus ?—if so. what is it, if it is a

store closet of the same size, and of course without that

appendHge ? Is it because it is presumed to be only some

3 feet by 6 feet ?—if so, what is it if it be double or treble

that size ? What is and where is the limit to be fixed r

The existence of these conveniences “ on brackets was

BO well known and understood that, bad the Legislature

intended to allow them, it seems hardly possible they

could have been forgotten and overlooked. One similar

to this, but with quartered sides, has since the last Act

been erected within view of my windows. Of what use is

a brick-back front, as a protection ugmnst fire, with t^
l>ith and plaster construction projecting to invite the

flames? Invesxiqatoe.

amply safficicut for the clior.il service of the Church
of EiiglanJ, which docs not require an organ uniting

the size of six, and the noise of half a dozen brass

bands. I saw nothing “outrageous” wlien last I

played upon it, a pleasure {non obstante amateur) of

which I have yet a vivid recollection. At the same
time a venerable instriiinent, over which nearly 200
years have pissed, cannot, however improved, be ex-
pected to (lisphiy all the meebaoieal api’lianccs and
comforts of a new one. A CnuBCiurAN.

that the area of the triangle LFG is equal to the

rectangle under the radius of the inscribed circle,

Ruinous Buildings.—ki the Westminster Police-

court, on the 2nd instant, Mr. Reeve attended to

apply for a summons in order to have the premises,

known as the Gun Tavern, Pimlico, which are in a

‘ Hist. Mu3. iii. -139.

and the siminerimeler of the triangle LFG
;
and, by iVd.ei,id,,ted stale, rendered secure

refcrcuce to the ecmstructmu of the generjii case

(Euc. bk. 4, prop. 3), tlie same may be predicated of

any triangle described about a circle.

Note.—The equilateral triangle can be shown to

have the least area of any triangle described about a

given circle, and Ihc greatest arc.i of any triangle

inscribed in a given circle.

Cambridge. A. J. Tompkixs.

hlr. Arnold.—To whom does the property belong ?

Jlr. Reeve.—It belongs to the Crown.

jNlr. Arnold.—Then I cannot act. The Crown, as

a general rule in law, is not bound by any order I

niny issue.

Mr. Reeve referred to the Act, and said that he

thought there were clauses in it by which the Crown

would be liable to the process of a summons.

Mr. Arnold.—Suppose the Crown refuse. Did you
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ever know of an instance of an application against the

Crown being granted?

Mr. Reeve explained, that if a summons were
granted, and were not acted on, the Commissioners

of Police would proceed to protect the premises, and.

ixcover the expenses from the owner.

Mr. Arnold observed, that the better course wonld
be to give notice to the Ofllce of Works that applica-

tion was made for the summons, and to adjourn the

application to a future day, so that they might have
an opportunity of attending.

Rtiinoits Having on one or two occasions
lately been professionally engaged in estimating damages
to houses that have been seriously injured by adjoining
houses having been pulled down in default of proper and
sufBeient shoring having been atBxed, I wish to call

public attention to the fact that, where property is injured
by ignorant or careless builders, in such cases a remedy at
common law exists. In nine eases out of ten, houses at
the present time are seriously endangered by the adjoin-
ing ones being pulled down in the absence of proper
shoring. A Subvetob.

METROPOLITAN BOARD OF WORKS.
At the usual weekly meeting of the Board, on

Fi'idriy last, a number of applications were received

and considered relative to buildings under the Act.

Although possessing little interest for any hut the

parties concerned, we may for once give a list of

them, with the decisions of the Board, to show the
class of applications which comes before them

HegnJar Line of Buildings under Local Manage-
ment Act, sec. 143.

Neioington, ^’c.—Shops at Nos. 1 and 2, Glouces-
ter-pbice, East-hme, Walworth. From Mr. George
Hammond, for consent. Approved.

Islington.—Brewery in Seven Sisters’-road, Hol-
loway. From Mr. Charles Barlow, architect, on
behalf of Mr. Thomas Whitaker, for consent. Ap-
proved.

Lambeth.—Four Houses and Shops, Nos. 8 to 11,
Loughborough-place, Brixton, From Mr, John John-
son, architect, for consent. Approved.

St. Pancras.—Addition to House, No. 33, Fitzroy-
terrace, Kew-road. Fi'om Mr. Richard Richardson,
on behalf of Mr. William Squire, for consent. Ap-
proved.

St. George, Hanover-square. — Shop at No. 50,
Park-street, Grosvcnor-sqiiare. From Mr. Edward
Darby, for consent. Approved.

Projections under Building Act, sec. 26, and Build-
ings under Local Management Act, sec. 143.

Lee.—Coachbonse aud Portico at No. 2, Cornwall-

terrace. From Mr. George Legg, architect, on
behalf of W. Brown, esq. for consent. Portico only

granted.

St. Marylebone.—Balconies to No. 62, Harley-
street, Caveiidish-sqiiare. From Messrs. Hind aud
Alldred, for consent. Approved.

Woolwich. — Bow window to house, No. 29,

Francis-street. From Mr. Henry Bland, for consent.

Approved.

Stoke Newington.—Eaves to Mr. Porter’s House,
Park-road, From Mr. J. Pope, for approval. Ap-
proved.

Buildings tinder Building Act, sec. 56.

Bermondsey.—Stables and shed at Cole’s wharf,

Shad Thames, St. John, Horselydown. From Mr.
W. A. Boulnois, architect, on behalf of Messrs. Bovill

and Sons, for consent. Approved.

Kensington.—Furnace chimney-shaft for flour-mill,

at rear of Nos. 1 and 2, High-street, Notting-bill.

From Mr. William Mumford, architect, on behalf of

Mr. Brewer, for approval. Approved.
Paddington.—Furnace chimney-shaft, at No. 4,

Irongate wharf. From Mr. Robert Greig, on behalf

of the London General Omnibus Company, for

approval. Approved.

Bethnal-green,—Furnace chimney-shaft, at Victoria

Works, Green-street. From Messrs. Palmer aud Co.
for approval. Approved.

Limehouse.—Furnace chimney-shaft, at Messrs.
Walker, Taylor, aud Co.’s brewery. From Messrs.
Moreland, for approval. Approved.

Lambeth.—Furnace chimney, at Mr. Stiff's pre-
mises, Broad-street. From Mr. Stiff, for approval.
Approved.

Lambeth.—Furnace chimney, at Messrs. Sowerby’s
premises. Broad-street. From Mr. William Wills,

for approval. Granted with conditions.

Kensington.—King’s Arras Tavern, temporary
wooden building. From Mr. George Hunt, on behalf
of Mr. Martin, for approval. Approved.

Proposed Ofices for the Strand Bistrict.

On an oi)plication from the Board of Works of the

Strand District, relative to borrowing the sum of

4,000/. for the purpose of erecting an office for the

district, Mr. Marrablc, the superintcudiug architect,

reported that he had examined the drawings that had
been prepared by the surveyor of the Strand district,

and was of opinion that the contemplated works could

not be properly executed at a less cost than 3,900/.

CANADA.
The following lenders were delivered for additional

buildings to the Osgoodc Hall, in Toronto, for the

Law Society of Upper Canada, according to the de-

signs of Messrs. Cumberland and Storm, architects to

the society.

The plastering of the library (estimated to cost

about 1,800/.) is not included in the above.

The sum of 2,230/. has to be added to the stone-

cutter’s tender for the execution in Caen stone of the

arcade iu the centre-hall.

ARTIFICIAL MARBLES.
An Italian correspondent has sent Athenaim

some notes on a new process for the manufacture of

artificial marbles, invented by the Marchesi Campana.
He says, “ The Fabri is at San Giovanni, en route

' to Porlici. Jq a large chamber, I found specimens of

various species of the marble worked into tables, vases,

pedestals, and cornices. Porphyry, rosso antico,

giallo antico, hrocatello, and other marbles, were

there : so the eye declared, and neither myself nor

nor my friends could have distinguished between

them aud the real marbles. They were marked by

the same ‘ ring’ on striking them, by the same ap-

pearance in the internal formation, and by the same

high polish on the surface. In fact, we were wit-

nesses of the mode of polishing adopted, which re-

sembled exactly that used for marbles, that is to say,

pumice-stone and water in the first instance, and a

hard, cross-grained stone, here called ‘ lavagna,’ after.

Adjoining the fabric, we were shown the roof of a

house which had been covered with ibis material, and

bad resisted the heat of two summers and the cold

and frost of two winters; yet not the slightest im-

pression had been made by either.
* * * As yet

ouly two fabrics [of these marbles] exist—one in

Rome aud the other in Naples. In London, an imita-

tion has been attempted; but it is limited in its range,

not embracing any other varieties than porphyry,

giallo antico, and rosso antico, and it is nothing

more than a plaster laid over a bard stone, such as

lavagna, whereas the Marmoridca is oue solid sub-

stance.”

A patent has just been taken out by Mr. John

Baker, of Thirslc, on behalf of a Cauadian relative

of his (Mr. J. II. Headley, of Walpole), for plating

or veneering a mass of coarse stoue so as to pre-

sent an exterior coat of marble. For the sub-

stratum, sand, giMvel, or almost any kind of piil-

vcrable, mainly silicious, rock may be employed.

After the particles of this have been reduced to the

requisite degree of tenacity, the mass is mixed with

protoxide of calcium. When amalgamated, the mass

is moistened, then placed iu a mould to be coated with

carbonate of lime, and afterwards subjected to powerful

hydraulic pressure. Mr. Headley thus imitates the

qualities and varieties of different kinds of marble.

He has employed oxide of iron largely as a colouring

material, and finds that by silicate of potash extra

hardness is given to the block, which renders it sus-

ceptible of a high degree of polish. The patent right

has been sold in eight counties for 12,000/. Messrs.

Peto aud Brassey have paid 4,000/. it is said, for a

license to use it in the coustrnctiou of the bridges of

the Grand Trunk Railway.

School of Aut for Ipswich. — Pleasures arc

bein" taken towards the formation of a school of ait

in Ipswich, and, according to the Rev. W. Campbell,

one of Her Majesty’s Inspectors of Schools, there is

a fair prospect of support from the public aud private

schools of the town. A public meeting will probably

be called shortly for the purpose of founding the

school.

THE DEPARTMENT OF SCIENCE AND ART.
The fourth report of the Department of Science

and Art, for the year ending December 31st, 1856,
has been published. It commences by alluding to the
transfer of the Department from the Board of Trade
to the Board of Education, by order in council

;
and

proceeds to consider the various services over which
it has control, including metropolitan institutions,

secondary instruction, primary instruction, formation,

of examples, and public services.

The institution and service in London arc the

Geological Survey, Mining Record Office, School of

Mines, Museum of Practical Geology, Training School

of Art, Eemale School of Art, Museum of Orna-
mental Art, circulating museum and circulating art-

library. Of the geological survey of Great Britain,

maps embracing an area of 2,357 square miles have
been published, while others, comprising 996 square

miles, arc about to be issued. In Ireland, 1,604
square miles have been surveyed ;

but an unavoidable

delay has prevented the issue of a corresponding por-

tion of the maps. That the public begins to appre-

ciate the value of these maps is proved by the fact

that the sale of maps during the past nine months has
doubled that of any preceding year. The Mining
Record Office continues to gather much useful infor-

mation, and during the past year 146 plans and sec-

tions of mines Lave been deposited in the office, be-

sides a mass of valuable statistical documents. A
slight falling off in the attendance of the students of

the School of Mines is shown, while the lectures to

working men have been eminently successful. The
laboratories of the school are fully taken advantage of

by the public, and papers of original researches in the

laboratory continue to be published. The number of

visitors to the Geological Museum is 20,415 for 1856,
being au increase of 7,360 over the previous year.

The total number of teachers in training in the

Normal Training School of Art has been 106, of whom
seventeen were females. Thirty-seven took certifi-

cates during the year, and twcuty-oiie have been
appointed to masterships in schools of art. A large

increase of the number of parochial school children,

taught in connection with the central school, has

taken place. The number of students attending the

Female School of Art has fallen from 144 to 126,

and the fees from 259/. to 240/.

Considerable additions have been made by pur-

chase to the Museum of Ornamental Art, regulated

by a desire to complete specific collections. The
number of visitors during the year was 111,768,

against 78,427 in the preceding year, though the

museum was open twenty-one days less in the past

year. A peripatelic selection from this museum has

been exhibited in Sheffield, York, Newcastle-on-

Tyne, Caernarvon, and Hanley. Tlie collective num-
ber of visitors was 32,852, of whom 27,436 paid for

admission. The Art Library of the Department was
closed three mouths for removal to Brompton:
during the remainder of the year, the number of

visitors was 5,346. Arrangements have been made
to circulate important works of art among the local

schools of art.

The Museum of Irish Industry has received con-

siderable addition during the year, and has been

visited during the day by 15,329 persons, and in the

evening, when lectures are delivered, by 16,282;
sliowiug a total increase of 6,603 upon the previous

year. The number of persons who submit to the

examinations upon the subjects of the lectures deli-

vered iu the School of Science, connected with the

Museum, has also increased.

The varied objects of the Royal Dublin Society

have been prosecuted with vigour, aud a marked im-

provement has occurred in the returns for the

present year iu most of its departments
;
the ex-

ceptions being the School of Art, and the lectures

on chemistry, physics, and natural history.

The gard'ens of the Royal Zoological Society of

Ireland have been considerably improved. 124,976

persons visited them during the year.

The experiment of instituting examinations in con-

nection with the provincial lectures in Ireland has

been more successful than could have been expected.

The cbai'actcr of the answers received has naturally

been unequal in the different towns, but, as .a w'hole,

have elicited the admiration of the Examiners,

generally professors of Trinity or the Queen’s

Culieges.

The Normal Lace School, established in Dublin,

although successful os a school of general instruc-

tion, has proved a failure as regards its cspeciality.

TiiC Dupartmeut recommends the gradual withdrawal

of the Pdriiamentary grant of 500/. voted hitherto

for its support.

The interest manifested in the National Museum
of Scotliiud has produced such large accessions to the

colleciions that it now becomes necessary to carry out

the intentions of Parliament in providing a suitable

building to contain them, aud preparations are in

progress to that effect.
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There his been an increase of three in tlic ntiraber

of local schools of art during the past year, and the

instruction has been made more cfBc-ietil by the intro-

duction of a constant system of inspection^ The

total number of pupils under instruction is 35,083 ;

of whom 12,337 attend the schools of art, and

22,746 are taught in public and national schools.

Facilities have been given to teachers and pupil

teachers of public schools, to cpinlify themselves to

teach drawing; 1,231 teachers and_ pupil teachers,

have availed themselves of these facilities during the

year. „

DAMP AND S.VLT IN ’WALLS.

In the last number but one of your journal (p. 368),

I observe an allusion is made to my newly patented

process, in reply to inquiries made by your corre-

spondents for remedies against salt iu walls, &c.

The application suggested by you will unquestiou-

ably preserve the stones and walls of a building, and

render them *' water-proof but in instances where

gait is continually esuding, as is frequently the^ case

in stuccoed walls, I should advise a preliminary

operation.

The efflorescing salt is doubtless Glauber’s salt

(sulphate of soda), probably formed in the following

manner : the sulphur in the bricks or cement, com-

hining with the oxygen of the atmosphere, forms

sulphuric acid, which in turn acts upon the soda

compounds with which the materials are impreg-

nated, thus forming the efflorescing sulphate of soda.

The process I should adopt would be first to get

rid of all efflorescing salt which may be present, by

washing the wall wilh a solution of chloride of

CjJcium (or muriate of lime), which will convert the

sulphate of soda into sulphate of lime (an almost in-

soluble substance, which will remain in the wall), and

into chloride of sodium, or common salt, which latter

should be removed from the surface by subsequent

washing.

In order to prevent further production of cffloi’cs-

cence, or susceptibility to absorb moisture, I should

then adopt the course alluded to by you.

The mode of operation is simply this:—The stone,

or other material, of winch a building may be com-

posed, should be first cleaned by the removal of any

extraneous matter on the surface, and then brushed

Over with a solution of silicate of soda or potash (the

specific gravity of which may he varied to suit the

n^ure of the stone or other raateiial) : this should he

followed by a solntion of chloride of calcium, applied

also with a brush: the lime immediately combines

with the silica, forming silicate of lime in the pores of

the stone ;
whilst the chloriue combines with the soda,

forming chloride of sodium, or common salt, which is

removed at once by an excess of water.

I shall feel obliged if you will insert these remarks

hi your next number; and I would desire to inform

your readers that both the processes above alluded to

have been patented hy me, and are fully described in

my specification of the 24lh of March, 1857, which

ie printed by the Commissioners of Patents.

Fredk. Ransome.

SCENERY AND THE STAGE.

The Princess's Theatre.—Mr. Charles Kean has

revived “ The Tempest” in a very remarkable manner.

It does not commend itself to quite such special atten-

tion on onr parts as did those previous revivals by

Mr. Kean which brought faithlully befoie the public

the architecture and social life of past periods,— pre-

Norman art in ” Macbeth,” England under the

Tudors, in “ Henry VIII.” Greek life aud buildings,

in the ’* Winter's Tale,” or the architecture and de-

corations of the end of the fourteenth century, iu

‘‘Richard II.;” but it displays an amount of me-
chanical contrivances, novel airangemeut, anil pictur-

esque landscape painting which has scarcely beiore

been witnessed. The ship in a storm, with which the

piece commences, is capitally contrived—the stormy

aky equally well painted. In the first view of the

island, overlookiug the sea, a new effect is gained by

the tide receding aud Icaeing the “yellow sands.”

In the opening of the third act a barreu and leafless

scene is gradually transformed, with great elabora-

tion, to one of luxuriant vegetatiou
;
and here the

“strange shapes,” with niany picturesque groupings,

form of themselves a flower-cluthcd table, supporting

a banquet. The “ masque” raised by Prospero admits

of the iulroduclion of that suspending raacliiueiy of

which such good use was made for Queen Katherine's

dream, and we have Iris and Vimus, and Ceres and
Jupiter floating in the air. For the appearance of

Ariel the devices are as numerous as the entrances.

Now, the tricksy Sprite is home alone, without appa-

rent means, midway between the sta'.’e and the roof:

then, he shoots upwards as a star: here he is seen in

the heart of a rock, made visible for the inst int
;
there

floating on a bat; he is here, there, and eveiywhere,
during the progress of the play, and is ullimutely left

suspended in the air, sole tenant of the scene, when

the ship bearing liis L<tc master has sailed away, and

the isliujd bos disappeared. Mr. Keim invests the

charartcr of Prospero with great dignity anil pathos.

Jliss Knte Terry is a pleasant and ready Jne!

;

and

Miss Carlotta Leclcrcq a graceful Miranda. Mr.

Harley’s Trinculo has been known for a century ;
and

Mr. Cathi'arf, in the comparatively small pu-t of

Antonio, has made an advaoce iu h's profession.

Quite right is Worhurton when he points to “I he

'I'cmpcst” as one of the greatest efforts of that amazing

imagination, peculiar to Shakspeare, “ which soars

above the bounds of nature without forsaking sense;

or, more properly, carries Nature along with him.

begond her established limits."

The Lgceim.—The translation of “ Macbeth ” into

Italian, looked forward to with much interest by

many playgoers, has afforded Madame Rislori another

opportunity to show her great powers as an actress,

while it has enabled her admirers to test them by

comparison. Without terming Lady Macbeth one

of her greatest parts (it does not afford the same

opportunities fur those violent bursts of passion, as in

the Medea and Rosmunda, in which Ristori excels),

it is a Di>blc assumption, not easily to be forgotten by

those who witness it. The sleep-walking scene is the

great feature of her version, and displays acting

which, for intensity and grace, could scarcely be

surpassed.

NETLEY HOSriTAL AND ALDERSHOT.

When everybody is searching for iuformalion re-

specting the site, arrangement, constrnction, and ven-

tilation of this un'brtunatc Netley Hospital, it behoves

those who are at the head of these matters, not only

to look in every quarter for remedies, but to see that

similar errors (if proved to be such), are not com-

mitted in the erection of other hospitals.

A military hospital, tor a large number of patients,

has recently been designed by a professional man, for

the Camp at Aldersholt, and as it is on such a

decidedly differeut plan from the one at Netley, I

think it only fair that its general features should re-

ceive some consideration. The plan is somewhat

after this fashiou :—the main front contains all the

offices for the executive, together with llie church,

and certain quarters for sick officers, hy which arrange-

ment they are kept eonvcnieiitly distinct, but still

wilh ample means of communication with all the

other parts of the build'ng, by an open corridor,

from which the blocks for the patients branch out,

and are isolated, wilh windotos on each side, thus

insuring a most thorough ventilation. At the end of

each of these blocks is a tower connected with the

wards, by a short narrow passage, which has also

windows on each side. This tower contains the baths,

water-closets, sculleries, &c. The ward blocks on-

tliree stories in height, bat communicate with each

other, by external staircases, which prevents the cir-

culation of impure air from one floor to another.

The general p'an of this hospital has been approved

by the Army Medical Board, as well as by many not

officially connected wiih the Government. If these

things are found to be correct, it is probably not too

late to see if they cannot be advantageously intro-

duced into other hospitals : if wrong, the sooner they

are rejected the better : at any rate they arc worthy

of consideration. Juste Judicato.

*** The design in question is evidently founded on

the plan, suggestions, and reasonings given iu our

pages. The principle adopted is unquestionably the

right one.

THE METROPOLIS.
London and North-Western Railway.—An exten-

sive structure is now in course of erection in front of

the Euston Station of the London and North-Western

Railway, for the purpose of protecting passengers and

vehicles from the weather. The columns and roof

are of iron, and the contractors are Messrs. Lawrence,

of the City Ironworks. It is to be roofed in wilh

glass. The company have taken tenders for their

new general goods station.

The Sewers in the Neighbourhood of the Houses

of Parliament. — A. report upon this subject has

just been presented 1o Sir Beijamiu Hall, First

Commissioner of Works, on the state of tlie sewers

in the neighbourhood of the Houses of Parlia-

ment, by Mr. G. Gurney. The report states that tlie

effluvium escaping from the open mouths of these

sew rs taints the atmosphere in and about the Houses

of Lords and Commons, and that it is within the

daily experience of the members of botli Houses, and
there cannot be the least doubt that the effect upon
the health of all subject to its influence is injurious.

Mr. Gurney recommends that the mouths of all

sewers about the Houses of Parliament should be
“ trapped,” and states that the sewers that affect the

impurity of the atmosphere are at the pier con-

tiguous' to Lambeth Palace, where there are two;

two also at hlillbank, one at the Penitentiary, two at

Vauxhall-briclgc, and one on cither side of ihc river. Of

these the most offensive to the Houses of Parliament

are the sewers at Lambeth aud Jliilhank. The

oihers affect ihe atmosphere only in south-westerly

winds and on the fall of the barometer, and do uot

require such injmediate attention ;
but it is desirable

that the Larabelh and Millbank sewers should be

trapped os soon as possible. There are nuisances

affecting the atmosphere of the Hmises of Parliament

on the other side of the river from offensive manu-

factories : the worst are the bone manufactories,

from which the effluvium constantly finds itsway. The

exhalations from the river itself are also a source of

impurity to the atmosphere. The report, together

with the consideration of the entire subject, has been

referred by Sir Beujamiu Hall to the Metropolitan

Board of Works.

CATTLE AND DRAUGHTS.

Since you have opened the Builder to the cause of

maltreated cattle, as regards their homes, may I

express a hope that another cruel abuse, iucurred in

the present dranghty mode of their travelling, may

receive your regard, as it seems even probable, from

the fact of the lung disease having prevailed so much

during the last filteen or sixteen years, that most_ of

their suffering arises from that source. My attention

was drawn to it by a dealer in cows remarking, of this

wide-spread distemper, that he never kuew it till rail-

ways came up, and that he now makes cattle walk

instead of exposing them to the danger. Surely it

seems a natural result from exposing the poor crea-

tures to the cutting cold draught of such velocity

through the open railing of the cattle-trucks. With

such a vb'W, I heartily wish that the directors of rail-

ways had it laid on them, hy couscieuce or legislature,

to protect with a worthy providence the health and

lives of the life-sustainiug victims of slaughter aud

fountains of milk, in comfortable boxes, and so do

their part for the short-lived etijoymeut of the crea-

tures whose sufferings will retribute their unfortunate

eaters with a long life of ailmeuts in their own

shortened lives
;
and that they would also view wit^h

me the horrid picture reflected from this, where the

direct sufiferers are t\eiTfellow creatures, whom they

catch by cheap fares in painted and varnished cattle-

trucks that run on pleasure excursions, when the

sensitive town-folks’ chests are swept under cousump-

lion’s invisible steam-speeded scythe.

But the people themselves need he wiser, and take

anoiher lesson from a physician who took a house by

the sea-side where he found the sashes made to open

at the bottom only, and immediately Lad them altered

so as to open at the top, observing that it was one of

the most dangerous positions to sit in a room at any

time of the year with the bottom sash open, as the

draught came directly across the ebest. How pre-

valent is it now, where the popular nuisance flashes

out with its sooty millions iuto the room where one

is intently occupied in stilloess, to throw np the

bottom sash, and resume the seat? if this is a danger,

as the physician said, surely it should be boldly

averted. The top sash might be opened, but perhaps

it is a stretch to reach it, and so the first at hand is

chosen. Here arises the question, whether the case-

ment opening from top to bottom is not preferable

to tlie sharp rush through the few inches of the sash-

opening—the common restriction.

If we can get this question of construction settled

on sanitary grounds, we may hope to find demanded

for it an observance by the nineteenth-century archi-

tects, along with the improvement in construction of

cattle-trucks and parliamentary carriages hy i-ailway

directors, as ordinances for the good health of man,

and beast. Oliver.

FAILURE OF A BRIDGE ACROSS THE
SEVERN.

By the failure of a temporary bridge formed across

the Severn, at Shrewsbury, ten unfortunate persons

have lost their lives. At the inquest, held on Monday

last.Mr.tV, Harley Bayky, mayor of the borough, gave

evidence to the effect that iu consequence of the com-

plaints made of the injury to the quarry from Jullicn’s

fete of last year, be gave permission to Mr. Hay to

use the Island of Poplars for the late fete, on the

condition tliat Mr. Hay employed a competent person

to construct a bridge of boats by which to approach

the island. Mr. Hay mentioned the name of Mr.

Randal, architect, and stated that he intended to have

two bridges, one for the approach to and anoiher for

persons leaving the island. "Witness approved Mr.

Raudall as the architect for the bridges. It was after-

wards found that one bridge only was erected.

Mr. John Evans, Sen. carpenter, said, he was

employed by Mr. Hays to saperintenJ the coustruction

of the bridge, under Mr. Randal. He did not know

who furnished the workmen.
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Mr. Tisdale, boroiigli surveyor, said, he examined
the bridge of boats on Saturday by order of the

» coroner, Mr. Henry Keste, In bis opinion it was not

sufficiently strong lor the purpose for which it was
.erected.

Mr. Pouutncy Smith, architect, and Mr. Townsend,
engineer, corroborated Mr. Tisdale’s evidence as to

the unfitness of the bridge for the purpose.

Police-constable Broiighall, and other witnesses,

deposed to persons rochiog the bridge, two of whom
were a short lime in custody, but escaped at the time

of the accident, and had not since been identified.

A verdict of “Accidental death” was returned in

each case.

The jury condemned the construction of the bridge

as nnsafe, and, at the same time, expressed regret that

sufficient police precautions had not been observed,

and that the safety of the bridge had not been pre-

viously tested by the borough surveyor.

OIL-PATNTED PIIOTOGRiPHS.
Mr. E. T. Parris.

We have recently seen some photographs, by Mr.
Herbert AVatkins, nainted on in oil by Mr. E. T.

Parris, the artist, so as to have all the effect of the

most finished miniatures. In doing this, j\tr. Parris

claims nothing more than thus making a good photo-

graph, when obtained, permanent
;
hut he is able to

do much more, for his medium enables him to remove
those oversfrong markings, and to lessen those occa-

sional exaggenilioiis which photography, at its best,

produces, and thus to make portraits pleasing as well

as truthful. Pie is able further to pnt into them
somethiug of the tjoncral character of the individuals

represented, in addition to their actual apjjeaj'ancc at

a special moment, under, what must always he the case

in a photographer’s glass room, peculiar and excep-

tional circumstances. Mr. Parris is so strongly asso-

ciated in one’s mind with a certain wonderful view of

London on acres of canvass, and with the recent ex-

cellent restoration of the huge paintings in the dome
of St. Paul’s, where for months, not to sny years, he
must have dealt with the “ pound brush ” rather than
the pencil, that it is surprising to find him retaining

such a delicacy of handling as is exhibited in these

portraits and some other recent small works.

Considering the great ingenuity of the scaffolding

by means of which he painted in the dome of St.

Paul’s, the laborious nature of the work, the actual

risk of life, and the ultimate successful achievement

of the restoration, the completion of this work, let

us say, by the way, should have brought this artist a

more public demonstration of approval than has yet

been made. He may sa^'ely comfort himself, however,

with the certainty that when he is dead and gone,

some half-century hence, the vergers and the guide-

books will tell wonderful stories about him, and people

will say, he really was an extraordinary fellow, and

will wish they had kmown him and could have given

him some evidence of their admiration for his pluck

as well as skill.

NOVELTY IN ART.

The artist is always making novelties. The faculty

which marks him is invention : the exercise of it pro-

duces his works : the lack of it makes him unworthy

of his name ; the disuse of it is uuwise.

A mere combination is not a novelty : it is so when
imbued with the spirit of originality. A combination

is not evil, but mean and ordinary. A copyism is

offensive : it is a w'ork only fit for machinery or igno-

rance. It shows admiration of the original, and a

desire to perpetuate it
;

or blind adherence to for-

mality and. precedence •, or simple lack of ability. A
copy would not be commendable, even if it could have
the energy of the original. That energy can only be
strained for; at any time the whole must show a

defect of controlling power.

The grandeur of an old building is incommunicable

:

it has associations with it : it has the cold and heat

of many years—the mellowed tints and diversified

surfaces: it is old. No modern building or painting

can be old at once. No new thing can have the asso-

ciations of age,—the years, the scenes, the experiences,

of the time-honoured. Yet feeling is never old ; it is

always young and fresh : after centuries it is as full

of life as when it first issued from the heart of the

originator. It required no lapse of ages, nor long
interval, to give the impress of m-'jesty and of intense

livingness to the. works of many olden artists. This

is the incommunicable part of the work—the source

of its character—its great peculiarity and distinction.

No one makes a copy with the ardour with which
he made the thing to be copied. It is impossible to

do so : it becomes a work of compulsion—unpleasant

and tasteless. Copyism is thus subversive of art.

A combination of copied parts is equally evil : the

time for imitation should precede that for execution:
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learning should be obtained—then given out avith

freshness.

A tasteful joining together of heautiful atoms mu-st
make a beautiful whole

: yet it is impossible to take
beauties out of old works as features to be combined
iu a new one.

The simplicity of what is without character is

painful and injurious : every production should have
a character—individual and distinct from all else—its

own. This is the source of its right to be considered
a work of art. If there be men with us witli the
spirit of the workers of the past, who can shape the
stone, can carve the wood, can produce forms with
all the variety and originality of their predecessors,
they must work. Art wants them : beauty may be
made by them : let them leave behind them marks of

the full and proper use of their faculty, scattered much
and well.

Composition, or combining of features, is allow-

able, if it be done to manifest a new life—a fresh

power. Copyism is the degrading work : it is the
work of lines and letters,— the work of the drudge. It

is not so when imbued with mark of its own.
The originality of compulsion is now rare. Most

men want not to he original : they had rather be
other than that. A^ery few give vent to all their

power : the most important ventures, that should

have all their attention—all their spirit,—arc without
the first requisite of success—earnest ness. A'^igour is

the soul of impressiblcness : that which is without it

is never fully useful to any.

Love of art is in the nature of man : the artist

gives expression to the aspirings of the crowd. He
is the hiirniug mountain where the fire that burns
universally is discharged in mass

; the vent of the

ardent enthusiasm of thousands of other souls. He
is the one who has to create for the many : he is part

of the nature of things : he is necessary : he is pro-

vided.

An artist is possessed of poets’ feelings : he is born
with it: you can never make him. AVhen he is

possessed he must be used and cared for like a rare

and choice tree. His mind is the root : from it

trunk, branches, leaves and fruit shall spring up. He
must be trained upward that he may shoot heaven-

wards ; and must grow tliat he may catch the breezes

purer than at earth's level,—that he may receive the

moisture at once in a stream from above. He must
be carefully cultured, watched with interest, provided

with all aids. Nothing must rise round him to make
his chances less, to narrow his standing-place, to hem
in his freedom. Soon will be seen thoughts, hold and
anxious, filled with spirit, struggling forth to view.

They will increase in size aud in number. After

other seasons there will be the bud, the blossom, the

fruit. The fruit to gladden
; the concentration of the

properties of the producer; though like, yet various;

always differing somewhat, yet always recognisable as

formed from one stock, having one origin.

Imagination is the spring of originality : originality

is the making of an artist. An artist is the mani-

fcater of beauty.

Imagination is reproductive—in its fulness and
freeness iufiuitcly so : it is never exhausted, for it

can never lax itself. Every light and play opens the

way to more. The storehouse of the miud is never

open wide: the door stands only ajar: it may be

looked into, and will supply the searcher. The seeker

after novelty is imagination. The mind gives out an

idea, but it receives seven into itself—variations of

the one that is used. It never is emptied without

large addition in return. It is filled for all circum-

stances : the imagination will he a servant as much as

yon wish : the will must only allow it.

Novelty is a mark of advance : it is entirely at

variance with frivolity and mock freshness. It is a

step, or many steps, from past attainment towards

the goal: it is not a grasshopper’s leap to the right

or the left, and then hack again. The effect of ad-

vance is advance : novelty is a grafting of new things

on old: advance is necessary: advance necessitates

novelty. Similarity is not contrary to novelty. Like-

ness is the root of all progress : likeness, with differ-

ence, is the fruit. There is no limit to the strides

that may be taken : they may be large—as large as

possible. The sooner the new domain is entc-red the

more reason will there be for decided hope of success.

Long time art is at quiet, resting, sleeping ; when she

wakes up, aud begins to march onward again, with

all the aids that are afforded to her, she may hope to

get on.

She wanted a manner of pause for centuries—

a

resting-place and a long sleep. She had done her

work till then: another work must he done—an

important one. Meanwhile she would rest on her

oars, and draw to the shore, and let the tide pass on.

She ceased to give her generals— the artists—to men.

The battle was fought : the giant evils that bad long

been raising themselves to put in fetters the individual

energy of man—to make him a lifeless and powerless

tool—were cast down to the dust. The wand that had

acted in enchanimrat so long was robbed of its might-
the work of a ccntui-y, the work for the world and for
ever, was worked. Once again, with the power of
acting uurestr.iiucd, each one could do what he would.
The mist cleared off: every one looked at his fellow
in a clearer light : each lived in a higher region
freer, nobler. Now is the time to go in the course
that has been left for centuries, to work on from what
is past to somethiug better in the future.

The great men of old call to work. The sympathy
of every heart of them is with it. The end may be
neared soon. Why, in this young world, are younger
men than those of to-day to be in the foreground ?
It must not he so. The times are older: the artists

who will come will be of the age. These times are of
mighty import : this age labours with huge discove-

ries; it is an age of progress—of energy. Everyday,
from the mass of restless force that is straining for

expression, comes some new thing. The way is to be
pursued. Truth in cvCiylhing is the high achieve-
ment. All is forward—art should be iu the van. The
artist is to lead many onward. He can only advance
by Ills originality. S. F. 0.

Rain and Rivers I or, Hutton and Playfair agatnsi

Lyell and all Comers. By Colonel George
Gri:e.vwood. London: Longman and Co. 1867.

Colonel Greenwood is not far wrong, we opine,

when he says that the subject of his speculations in.

the present volume “is of vital importance— the very

foundation-stone—in theories of geology am] physical

geography
;

also in engineering questions touching

harbours and docks, the embanking of alluvial rivers,

the reclaiming of land from the sea or marshes—*
works which place iu jeopardy millions of lives,—and
the drainage, sew'age, and supply of water to ‘ the

cities of the plain.’ And last, and oh
!
yc goldfinders

aud utilitarians, not least,—

•

The boundless store

Of charms which nature to her votary yields,

—

the subject explains even the origin of these. The
alternation of the ravine and ridge, the hill and dale,

the exquisite beauty of the earth’s surface, of all that

wo see of the earth,—the ‘dread magnificence’ of

the alpiuc chasm, and the rich loveliness of the

alluvial vale, are the ever-ebauging prodnets result-

ing—start not at the bathos—from the daily wash of

rain.”

The dashing boldness and outspoken expression of

opinion in which the gallant colonel indulges are re-

freshing as his own favourite “ rain ” is to the “ new-

mown gi'ass,” even though he docs treat LyeU. as

a scientific thirahlerigger, and Humboldt as a pout-

pons humbug. That the colonel has even the best of

it, too, iu maintaining that the idea of Lyell that

valleys are produced by the action of the sea is a
gross error, seems evident ; bat then Lyell does not

restrict himself to this idea, and is ready, as his

antagonist virtually alleges, to place the pea undo’

auother thimble the moment the finger of scorn is

pointed at his ocean theory. Thnt even Colonel

Greenwood’s own theory, however, is not a complete

one, seems equally clear
;
for in innumerable instances

the scooping-out of valleys, and the griudiug down of

rocks into soils, by those tremendous ploughs anj

harrows of nature the glaciers, is no less manifest

than their excavation by mere rain and rivers.

The question, bow glaciers came to exist where

they plainly have at one time existed, itself of

course admits of discussion
;

but the fact seems to

he incontestable. Even yet, too, the action of frost

and of frozen moisture iu rocks, iu disintegrating

and pulverising them, is not shown out, on the

author’s own view, as it ought to be. AVith reference

to the glacier theory, the arctic regions, as they now

exist, are capalde, we think, of shedding much light

on the twofobl state of freeze and flow, under which

the rich soils of our own country have at one time

been prepared for man's use
;
and it cannot be denied

that co-ordinately with the former alternate pre-

valence of vast winter snows and glaciers, and of no

less awful summer rains .and floods, over all the high

grounds especiiHy, in Britiun, the sun in the ecliptic

at one time librated in a wider range of tropic, so

that the winters in temperate regions must have then

been more severe, and the summers more intense

than they now are. True, astronomers tell us that

the extent of this variation iu the ecliptical obliquity

of our ])lanet must have bccu very limited; but the

widely different ratios ofcclipticalobliquity co-existent

as they are in the different planets, from a state of

almost entire coincidence of ecliptic and equator, as

in Jupiter, to a slate of libration almost “ wide as the

poles asunder,” ns in certaiu other planets, tends

strongly to militate against our implicit and passive

belief iu this dictum of astronomers, so far as regards

our own planet’s astronomical and physical history,

all the more especially when we cousider the manL-
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festations of its geological history still traceable on

the face of its now temperate regions. This, how-

ever, is not the place to enlarge on such arguments as

There is a remark by Colonel Greenwood, in the

present volume, on the Ordnance survey, which we leel

it a duty to quote, whatever amount of real reason or

of undue prejudice may have actuated the author in

making it ;

—

« I may here remark, of our own Oi duance map,

that if the dedneafion of 1he streams throughout

England is as faulty as it is in the small part of

Hampshire which I happen to know as a sportsman,

that map does not deserve the reputation which

it has.”

Gleaningt among the Castles and Convents of

Norfolk. By Henbv Harrod, F.S.A. Norwich :

Published by Subscription. 1857.

Mr. Herrod is the local secretary, for Norfolk, of the

Society of Antiquaries and of the Archtcological In-

stitute. He was also till lately the honorary secre-

tary to the Norfolk and Norwich Archtcological

Society. The volume before us, therefore, may well

he regarded as one written by a competent author. It

is pretty fully illustrated by engravings, some of them

rough enough certainly, hut others of a better de-

scription. The volume contains full accounts of

Thetford Priory, Rising Castle, the convent of Black

Friars at Norwich, Castle Acre Priory, Norwich

Castle, Walsingbam Priory, Binham Priory, Buck-

enhaw Priory and Castle, Bromholm Priory, and

Norwich Cathedral Priory ;
aud to the whole is added

a useful index.

yteport on the Establishment and present Condition

of the Public Balhs and Washhouses in Lioer-

pool. By James Newlands, C.E. Borough

Engineer.

This report may be said to he a strictly professional

one, accompanied as it is by nunierous plans, sections,

and elevations, with details as to costs aud arrange-

ments. One of the chief conclusions to which the

reporter arrives, as to the working of the several estub-

lishments at Liverpool, is, that washhouses are a mis-

take,— that, at all events, they are not used by the

class whom they were designed to aid and bcuetit,but

by tradespeople, hotel and boarding-house keepers,

professional washerwomen, &c. and that they tend to

supply that in charity which it is the duty of the house-

owuer to provide as a right. As to the baths themselves,

it appears that there arc too many of the better class of

baths now provided at Liverpool, and that the price

charged for the lowest is too low. Hitherto the

baths have not been paying their own expenses
;
but

the reporter expresses his belief that these establish-

ments will eventually be self-supporting ;
and besides,

the habit of bathing is a process of education which

is every day being more and more developed. The

statistics of the next few years, the reporter is per-

suaded, will show a result widely dilfereDt from that

now obtained, and more satisfactory to those who
desire to see the condition of the poor improved in

regard to cleanliness as a means of health.

It is sometimes stated to produce skin disease

when used in large quantities, but the statement has

not the slightest foundation.”

Now whilst it would be a pity to disparage unjustly

so excellent and cheap an article of food for the work-

ing classes, it is most desirable 1 hat any raal-influence

it may possess should not be concealed or overlooked

It is at least a fact, known to the writer of this

notice, that Scotchmen themselves, who have partaken

of oatmeal in the form of cakes, porridge, haggis, &c.

iu Scotland, not only with impunity, but with unques-

tionable benefit, have found it to be rather heating to

the blood iu England, and productive of a slight out-

break on the skin, not from any undue quantity

taken, but even sometimes from the least possible

quantity. Similar effects have even been known to

follow in this country from partaking of Indian corn

cakes. Facts such as these ought to be known and

recognised, especially amongst organic chemists, who

may very easily, perhaps, remedy the partial evil by

the rccomroeudation of some qualifying agency or

ingredient. It is very probable, for instance, that a

little barley-meal mixed with oat-meal or with Indian

corn flour, may completely obviate the tendency

alluded to. It is even probable that a very brief per-

sistence in the use of such foods may be all that is

requisite. Valuable and cheap food, such as Indian

corn flour and oatmeal, ought not to be allowed to be

prejudiced aud obstructed in their extension by any

mere partial evil such as this if a remedy can be at

all supplied.

Mr. Twining merits the thanks of the community

for bis exertions iu the good cause of illustrating and

improving the every-day life of the working classes.

iHidcfUaiua.

Brief Account of the Provisional Arrangement and
proposed Development of the Society of Arts'

Collection of Illustrations of Every-day Life for
the Working Classes, 1857. Part first.

The illustrations of every-day life for the working
classes, origin.itcd by Sir. Twining, now form one of

the most interesting departments of the Educational

Collection at the Brompton or Suuih Kensington
Museum, and must ultimately constitute a treasury

of materials and manufactures, instructive not only to

the working classes, but to those who earn their

livelihood by supplying the wants of these classes.

"When a baker, (or example, here sees, as he will do, iu

looking over the collection, the beautiful biscuits pre-

Electro-telegrapiiic Progress.—The Atlantic

cable has now been completed. The total length is

2.500 miles, and it has been manufactured in two

portions. The weight of the cable is 19 to 20 cwt.

per mile. There have been used in its coustruction

27.500 miles of copper wire, 370 to 400 tons o( gutta

pereha, aud 135,000 miles of iron wire. A curious

economization of the cost of working telegraphs by

help of what may be called human electricity or

electro magnetism is talked of as a highly impor-

tant discovery made by Mr. Reid, of Gresham-house,

City, by which the cost of telegraphic commuuicalion

with distant stations will be diminished to an extent

almost beyond belief. IVhile the monster battery for

sending messages betw'een England and America con-

sists of forty p\irs of platinised silver and zinc plates,

and has cost about 2,500/. ; it is s lid that, from a

series of experiments made by Mr. Reid, with his

“ mouth battery,” by a single pair of plates the same

amount of work may be performed, the cost of the

battery being 3d. Mr. Reid’s assistant “placed a

plate of platina aud one of zinc iu his mouth, each

being thrcc-sixtcenths of an inch square, aud upon the

current produced thereby being allowed to pass through

1,250 miles of the Atlantic cable, the galvanometer

was deflected 8 degrees ;
and although the experiment

was made many times, the same result was invariably

obtained.” If this be not a canard, or a
“
delusion

”

of “ animal magnetism,” it shows that there are really

The Edinburgh School of Art.—The prizes

for competition drawings, paintings, and models of

the students attending this school, were delivered at the

National Gallery in Edinburgh, on the 29th ult. In

the ornamental and architectural department, Mr.

Christie reported that the number of students who

attended the classes in this department last year was

411 : the number this year is 225; showing a de-

crease of 186. But as there were no day-classes last

year, the number attending these must be deducted

as follows, viz. :—Male class, 11 ;
female ditto, 50

—

total, 61 ;
making the actual decrease 247. This

decrease appears to be eutirely owing to the adoption

of the system of charging fees, but is not more than

was anticipated. Twelve students have been trans-

ferred during the session from this department to the

Antique, being three more than the amount of last

year. The class of Practical Architecture has in-

creased from eleven to sixteen, while the class of

Composition has maintained its numbers, so that the

falling off has not taken place in the advanced classes.

The result of the trial of the Geometry shows the

necessity of extending the education of the students

in this direction. In the Antique Life and Colour

Department, Mr. R. S. Lauder reports that, in con-

sequence of the system of students paying fees being

adopted, the classes have fallen from ninety-one of

last year to forty-three for this.

Railway Matters.—The traffic returns of the

railways in the United Kingdom for the week ending

•June 27, amounted to 500,930/. and for the corre-

sponding week of 1856 to 464,910/. showing an in-

crease of 36,020/. The gross receipts at the eight

railways having their termini in the metropolis

amounted to 210,783/. ;
and last year to 200,591/.

showing an increase of 10,191/. The increase on

the Eastern Counties amonoted to 1,723/.; on the

Great Northern to 547/. ;
on the Great Western to

3,693/.; on the London and North-Western to

5,764/.; and the South-Eastern to 840/.: total,

12,567/. But from this must he deducted 77/. de-

crease on the London and Blackwall; 879/. on the

Loudon, Brighton, and South Coast; and 1,420/. on

the London aud South-'VVestern. The receipts on

the other lines in the United Kingdom amounted to

290,147/. and last year to 264,318/.; showing an

increase of 25,829/. Meetings, of a private cha-

racter have been ladd during the past few weeks, with

a view of launching a scheme for affording to

Cheltenham a shorter route to the metropolis. The

line proposed will join the Oxford, Worcester, and

Wolverhampton, at Chipping-Norton, thus reducing

the distance betweeu Chelteobam and London to

within 100 miles, and shortening the duration of the

journey (without change of carriage) nearly two

hours. The line is estimated to cost about 350,000/.

It is said the Crystal Palace Railway Company

have agreed to purchase the Grosvenor Canal, with a

view to forming a railway along its banks aud using

its Grosvenor basin, within half a mile of Buckingham

Palace, as a grand West-end terminal railway station.

City Working-Class Dwellings.—In a tract

under the title of “ City Dwellings for the Working

Classes,” Mr. G. Ross, M.R.C.S. and a member of

the Court of Common Council of the City of London,

reurges the heads of addresses and notes of evidence

delivered by him before the Common Council and theic

marical powers in the human organism, of the results ,
committee for improvements. Mr. Ross objects, to

of which we have as yet no conception. May not the
|

the formation of suburban dwelHup for the ladustna^

exercise of a soraewliat analagoiis power, for instance,
j

cl

in long past ages, have assisted the Cyclopean builders
.

^

in modifying temporarily the pressure of the gravi-

tating force in huge masses, thus enabling them to

handle such masses with something like ease, so as to

account for the tremendous labours of which we still

have evidence in the Cyclopean works of past ages ?

We must look to Professor Faraday aud diamagnetism,

perhaps, for a solution of such mysteries. Meantime,

it would seem that if electro-magnetism, or magneto-

electricity, is to be made a practicable and economical
pared in other couniries from Indian corn-flour mixed

1
power, it will be by Mr. Reid's “mouth

Wltn hp will Ln iTirliipn.I 1* I ,i ic.l f I > ,, > 1 i_ -P 1.with wheat-flour, he will be induced himself to pre-

pare such cheap aud wholesome food for the working
classes of his own country

;
and these will be stimu-

lated, on the other hand, to ask for them at the bakers’

shops, and so to create a demand that will lead to the

battery^”—rather an odd mode of applying such

power,—to steamers, for instance, or to locomotives 1

How could any substitute be obtained for such a

battery ?

Imi’ro'V'ements at Holtbood.—The works at
desired supidy. Bud also to the introduction of Indian Holyrood and in the Queen's- park, authorised hy a
Sour, ID other forms of food. Even the political and Parliament last week, have been commenced,
social hearings of such a collection, on the state of the -p[igy consist of a new garden surrounding the palace,
working classes, are not to be despised. 11-1101 so apt

^

iaclnding of course the removal of all the old houses
to luake the workman contented with his lot, as to tet^^ecn it and the hill, forming a lock below St.

classes employed in the city, that even at a farthing

per mile by railway, the passage to and fro, weekly,

would average, at least, two shillings a head, an addi-

tion to rent far beyond the means of the class to be

benefited. lie therefore proposes that the City

Corporation shall take part iu the formation of im-

proved City dwellings, for which he endeavours to

show that there is abundance of room
;
the buildings

to be five stories in height, and laid out with wings

divided iuto wards, and with other arrangements and

restrictions.

Dublin School of Art.—Lecture on Paikt-

ijjG.—Mr. Macmanus, bead master of the School of

Art in Kildare-street, Dublin, last week delivered a

lecture on painting in the theatre of the Royal Dublin

Society House, being the first of a series of three lec-

tures, comprising painting, sculpture as conuected

with painting, and architecture as emmected with

sculpture. The address opened with some preliminary

remarks in reference to a report having gained cur-

rency that the School of Art bad lorraed a life school

in opposition to that existing in the aciidemy in Abbey-
see here, for example, which he will do, the nolable Anthony’s Chapel, building new entrance lodges, aud ' street. There was no foundation for the rumour.
contrast between the black dirty and horrid-lookiU[^
stuff called bread, and eaten by his class in Svvedeu,

• extensive improvements within the palace.
[

Jlr. Macmanus divided the fine arts into seven, viz.—

._ . - . i New Town-hall for Berlin.—It has been I the phonetic four,—music, eloquence, literature, and
Denmark, aud Russia, on the one hand, and the good tJetermined to build a new Town-hall in Berlin, on a ' acting

;
and three others, painting, sculpture, and

wheaten bread, with whose wholesome and enticing magnificent scale. The building is to be a monument architecture. In course of his remarks the lecturer
aspect he is himself so well acquainted, on the other ?

- ijgst architecture of the day, and artists of all
|

maintained that there had never been art in Ireland.

In the “ Brief Account ” under notice is the follow- nations are to prepare plans, and enter into compe-
|

The time was not come for it ; it was not required

ing statement as to oatmeal, which is rightly regai’ded tition for the work. There are to be three prizes at present. The seed had been sown, aud the luture

as one of the moat nutritious and valuable articles of awarded for plans, of three hundred, two hundred, would reveal in this, as in other things, wiiat Ireland

food :
—

and one hundred aud fifty ducats.
j

was capable of.
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The Art Manufacture Association at Edin-

burgh.—The first annual meeting of this Association

for the distribution of prizes, was held on the 27th

ult. in Queen-street Hall. Sir J. M'Neill was called,

to the chair, and opened the proceedings by referring

to the doubts and misgivings with which the most
sanguine tnsaged in the origination of the Associa-

tion. Sir John added that one most pleasing feature

of the recent display of the works of art was the ex-

tent to which the working classes had availed them-

selves of the evening exhibitions. He had not the

smallest doubt that perseverance in this course would
tend to produce an important elevation in the taste,

and also in the character, of our working classes.

The report was then read. It stated that the receipts

on account of subscriptions during this first year

amount to o,489L Ids. 2d. the number of subscribers

being 5,333. The committee had expended upwards
of SjOOOi'. in the purchase of objects of art workman-
ship for distribution among the subscribers. The
articles selected were,— 1. Gold and silver work

—

jewellery
;

2. works in electro-plate 3. works in

crystal and metal
;

4. crystal and glass — white,

engraved, cut, and coloured ; 5. pottery— including

China, Parian, &c. ; 6. carved work iu wood, horn,

and marble
;

7- textile fabrics, as shown in shawls.

The specimens were selected from the productions of

manufacturers in Paris, Vienna, Frankfort, London,
Birmingliani, the Potteries, Glasgow, and Edinburgh.

At the exhibition in the National Galleries, the num-
ber of ordinary admissions in the day-time, during the

six weeks it was open, w’as 17,457 ;
and in the

evening, 17,806. The number of season tickets sold

was 1,767- The receipts derived from the exhibi-

tion, and lectures delivered in the galleries, amounted
to 1,445/. 199. 9d. The report was unanimously

agreed to, and the distribution of prizes w’as then

proceeded with.

The Lunatic Asylusi for Dorset.— At the

Midsummer Sessions for the county of Dorset, Mr.
Moffat’s plans for the new buildings were again con-

sidered, and the committee reported that they were
unanimously of opinion that Mr. Mofi^at should he em-
ployed os architect to carry out his plans at theusual per

centage, subject to certain minor alterations suggested

and agreed to by Mr. Moffat, the principal one being

the formation of a separate chapel at an additional

cost of 1,0007. The Rev. J. A. Templer, accord-

ing to the report of the proceedings in the Dorset
Chro7iicle, explained that at the last sessions it was
agreed that Mr. IVyatt should decide which was the

best of the six plans for the enlargement of the

asylum, the court having offered a premium of 807.

for the best, aud 207. for the second best. Mr. Wyatt
had recommended that of Mr. Moffat, which was
now placed before the court, and the alterations, as

referred to iu the report, were explaiued by Mr.

Templer. He stated that a great point iu Mr.
Moffat’s plan was, that it was more concentrated than

the others, aud avoided excavating in the chalk adjoin-

ing the asylum, while it would not interfere so much
with the present buildings. He then proposed that

the plan should be accepted, and forwarded to the

Commissioners in Lunacy for their approval. The
motion for accepting the plan was carried by a large

majority, aud after a lengthened discussion on the sub-

ject of the 1,0007. to which the architect's per-centage

on 25,0007. would amount, it was ultimately resolved to

appoint Mr. Moffat as the architect, if the Lunacy
Commissioners approved of his plans.

Masons’ Strike at Manchester.—The stone-

masons of this city have been on strike for nearly

three weeks. They demand to leave off work at

twelve o’clock at noon on Saturdays, instead of at

four o’clock, as heretofore, aud refuse to work up any

portion of the time, and still require the same wages,

30s. per week. The time lately worked was 57a
hours per weelc in summer, which they demaud to be

reduced to 54^ hours. They also demand to leave

off work at twelve o’clock in winter as well as summer,

and, as they cannot see to commeoce work much
before eight o’clock in the morning, the employers

will have to pay one day’s wages for four hours’ work.

Any mason working out of -town is to be at the

pay-table at twelve o’clock ; in such cases, Satur-

' day’s wages will be equivalent to 4s. 6d. for two or

\ three hours’ work. The operatives urge that this

: alteration is necessary for their social improvement,
; and is sanctioned by the Bishop of Manchester, Sir

• John Potter, Sir James 'VVutts, Thos. Bazley, Esq.

i and many others who have signed their names in

1 favour of it. On the other hand, the employers allege

I that although the alteration iu time would be incon-

' venient to tliem, they would submit if the hours were
> worked up, as they caunot get prices to compensate

1 for the loss of the time.

—

Manchester Courier,

Islington Green.—We regret to find that it is

i in contemplation to erect the Vestry Hall on this

( only open space in the parish. Is it too late to

1
prevent what would certainly be an unwise act ?
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Activity of the Building Trade in Glasgow.
—In every direction, says the Glasgow Gazette, the
utmost activity prevails in the buildiug trade. Some
of the streets— Eglioton street and Apsley-placc, for

instance,— are well-nigh barricaded from end to end
with wooden enclosures to facilitate the erection of
new, and the re-construction of old, buildings. At
the south end of Eglinton-street, there are several
dwelling-houses, enriched with Grecian ornameuts
from designs by Messrs. A. and G. Thomson. In the
Trongate, West St. Vincent-street, Maxwell-street,
Howard-street, the vicinity of the Paisley-road,
Hiitchesontown, Anderston, in short, in every direc-
tion extensive building operations are being carried
on. Our contemporary the Guardian further tells

us of buildings in prospect. Besides the U.P. Church
to be erected for Mr. Ker between Sydney -street and
Ilill-strect, with an entrance frontage to Duke-street,
there are other three churches on the eve of erection.

One of these is a U.P. church, iu the New City-road :

another is a territorial mission church, to he erected

in Govan-street, Gorbals; and the third is a church
of the same class, to be erected at Blackquarry.

Report on Experimental Pavements in the
City.—A report has been made to the City Sewers
Commission, by their engiueer and surveyor, Mr.
Haywood, on the experimental pavements laid down
in Moorgate-street, at his suggestion, in 1845. As
regards quality of stone, the result is, —Firstly, that

irrespective of size of stone, the Aberdeen granite

generally required reparation earlier than the Mount-
sorrel. Secondly, that the Aberdeen stone requires a

larger area of repair than the Mountsorrel : that it

has had more stones worn so ns to be unfit for use,

and, consequently, has required the insertion of more
new stone, and has cost more per square, per yard,

per annum, for repairs than the Mountsorrel. As
regards size ofstonc ;—that, irrespective of the nature
of the granite used, the pavings composed of the

smaller stones have needed more reparation, and the

insertion of a larger quantity of new stone, and have
cost more for reparation than those composed of the

larger stones. These results accord with the re-

porter’s observations made upon other pavements.
The only safe conclusion deduced from these results

is stated to be, that the cost of repairs upon similar

pavings wOl be inversely as the size of the stones.

On the whole it is coocluded, meanwhile, that the

pavement usually employed is the most suitable.

Viscount Carlingford’s Aerial Machine.

—

Viscount Carlingford, of Swift’s-heatli, Kilkenny, has

patented an aerial chariot, with which he anticipates

obtaining great results. The improved machine is

likely, it is said, to be experimented with shortly at

the Crystal Palace, Sydenham. The patentee states

that “ The aerial chariot in form is something of the

shape of a boat, extremely light, with one wheel iu

front and two behind, having two wings slightly con-

cave, to its side, and sustained by laihs of half-

hallow from passing against them, and communicating
their pressure through the body of the chariot from
one wing to the other, and supported by cords whose
force, acting on two hoops nearly of an oval shape,

holds the wings firmly in their position, using a force

that cannot be less than ten tons, on the principle of

corded musical instruments. The aerial chariot is

provided with a tail that can he raised or lowered at

pleasure. The machine is drawn forward by an aerial

screw of the perfect form of the screw propeller.”

Society of Antiquaries, Newcastle-upon-
Tyne,—The country meeting of this society, for

1857, was held on 29th ult. at Lindisfarne, or Holy
Island. The inn was first visited, and then the parish

church, a structure dating farther back than 1145,

with round and pointed arches, and alterations and

additions of various periods down to the eighteenth

century. Neai’ the church stand the remains of the

ancient priory, which has been as far as possible

arrested from final destruction, under the authority

of the Commissioners of Woods and Forests. The
castle was then visited, and there the party, about

twenty in number, refreshed themselves, and then

returned to the mainland, and by train to Newcastle.

The Gateshead Observer, from which we gather these

few particulars, gives a full report of the meeting,

with a historical sketch of the islaud and its ancient

bishops.

Competition, Balsall Hill, Birmingham.

—

The Building Committee for the erection of Par-

sonage-House for St. Paul’s Church, Balsall Heath,

Birmingham, have selected the designs of Messrs.

Briggs and Everal, of Birmingham, submitted in com-

petition.

Art at Dunfermline.—We regret to observe

that a resolution has been come to, to close the

School of Art at Dunfermline. The master (Mr.

Baker) had previously resigned, transferring his ser-

vices to the High School of Stirling, where there

seems to be some taste for art, and where he appears

to have obtained commendation.

St. Helen’s Cemetery.—The Burial Board has
accepted the tender of Mr. John Middlehurst, of
St. Helen’s, for the erection of the three chapels and
two lodges, at the sum of 3.2867. 148. 3d.

;
and that

of Mr. Edwin Knight, of Manchester, for the earth-
work, road-making, drainage, &c. at the sum of
2,2867. Mr. Barry, of Liverpool, is the aixhitect.

'TENDERS
For finiahinq sis YiHas at Wandsworth. Mr. A. C. Hook,

architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. Chas. SeweU :

Vale and Osmond £4,33112 0
Crubbtree 4,033 8 7
Godbolt 4,021 0 0
Cowlaod 3,729 1 6
Walburton 3,725 0 0

For the general drainage of the district of Christchurch,
Monmouth. Mr. Alfred William, engineer

J. Mayo, Newport £2,736 0 0
Bewick and Wade, Carmarthen 2,690 0 0
Davies and Knapp, Newport 2,433 0 0
K. Giles, Jun. ditto ! 2,298 0 0
Jonah Francis, ditto 2,230 0 0
T. G. Ilardie, ditto 2,236 0 0
John Phillips, London 2,211 0 0
Moore and Griffiths, Newport... 2,169 0 0
James and Roberta, ditto (ac-

cepted) 1,908 0 0

For additions, &c. to Gunnorsbury House, Acton. Mr.
W. W. Pocock, architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. W,
K. Gritten :

—

T. Piper and Son £3,984 0 0
Todii 3,949 0 0
Nyo 3,836 0 0
Cowland 3,783 16 9
Cliamberlcn 3,760 0 0
Wm. Higgs (accepted) 3,^5 0 0

For two chapels, two lodges, &c. Oldbury Cemetery;
Mr. W. Wigginton, architect:—

Harley (Smethwick) £2,930 0 0
Coi and Edwards (Titford) 2,557 14 0
Hound and Bagnall (Oldbury),
including?!/. IBs.for additional
work (accepted) 2,456 4 0

For proposed new school for the trustees of Lady
Hollis’s School, Red Cross-street, Cripplegate 'Witbout,
Mr. Edmund Woodlhorpe, architect

Locke aud Son £1,345 0 0
Gammon 1,114 0 0
Brass and Son 1,100 0 0
Lawrence sod Sons 1,083 0 0
Ashby and Son 1,078 0 0
Brown 1,073 0 0
Turner and Sons 1,033 0 0

For additions and alterations to a warehouse in Watling-
street, for Messrs. White and Sons. Messrs. Tillott and
Chamberlain, architects. The quantities supplied:

Auley £3,9S1 0 0
Mjyers 3,500 0 0
Wilson 3,383 0 0
Pritchard and Son 3,158 0 0
Brass and Son 2,991 0 0
Burton 3.710 0 0
Lawrence andSona (accepted),.. 2,G32 0 0

For additions and alterations to a warehouse in Watling-
street, for Messrs. Lupton and Co. The same architects.
The quantities supplied

Anley £1,271 0 0
Myers 1,179 0 0
Wihou 1,104 0 0
Pritchard and Sou 1,005 0 0
Brass and Son 889 0 0
Lawrence and Sons 842 0 0
Burton (accepted) 836 0 0

For girls’ school and residonco in Spicer-street, Spital-
fields, for the London Domestic Mission. Mr. William
Reddall, architect: —

Wilson £1,007 0 0
Pritchard and Son 1,042 0 0
Scott 1,020 0 0
Ashby and Sons 1,019 0 0
Piper and Son 995 0 0
Burton 947 0 0

For new buildings, Staining-lano, City, for Messrs. Hugh
Jones and Co. Mr. Thomas Burton, architect. Quantities
furnished by Mr. Burton :

—

Building.

.idditiona

Cost of

Cornices.

Total.

Axford and Co £4,579 £221 £1,800
•1,529 217 4,746

Tolley 4,297 297 4.591

Lindsey 4,330 208 4,538

4.1G2

Piper and Son •4,150 ISO 4,330

4,133 175 4,300

Lucas, Brothers 4,123 111 •1,267

Ashby and Son 3,879 21.5 4,091

Myers 3,992 79 4,071

Downs 3,776 3,960

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Pucr (the question will be .'‘ound fully discussed in our pijes).—

A. W. H.-W. R.-J. T. It.—\V. T.-L. M.-U. C.-Rev. A. B.—
Q. G. S.—Mr. R.-Mr. C.— J. W.—R. K. P. («ud p.xrticiilar-d.—

T. T. (corrosive sublimate and creosote have both been recem-
mended,—but tee past rulumes of the BuUdir for particulars).-

P. aud a—H. B. O.-H. C.—Alpha.-G. S.—E. J. a
“ Boo/lr* and Ad(ir«sta."—Weftre forced to decline pointing out

books 01 finding addressoa.



pLERK of
eoeraetio

WOEKS. — WANTED, an

io and experienced Mna to

.„...., Mnitlieiie*. and ^ ..i

work* -will be esfensiye. and
prnetleal experie
BOWAKn.Bnt.

TLEKK of the WORKS.— WANTED,
mmediatelT. an experienced MAN, to CifJ’f,

'I'}*,
i,''«

er'^ dIadh fur the Itotbcrham, Ma'b'WOiiRh. and Holmes

Secretary. J. H. MYroCK, Kotherbam. \..rkshire.

TOJolNRBS. ,

rpHREE or EOUR first-class FIXERS and
I ut'ivcHXIF.N innv obtain iramedinte and constant KM-

PLOTMENT. by to Mr. WILLIOOMDE, Builder,

Tunbnd ire-wells.

N-B.

C'

le but sober and industrious n n need apply-

Wanted, as odt-door appeen-
„ ,„jWoc'n

ewitha knowledgeof drawins preierreo.

a-sireet Worth, Camd«u-town.—A mode-MOUni> CaHVIWG :

Apply to M. A. 22. Camde
ra'e premium required.

TO MRCtiAWlCAL DRAUGHTSMEN.

Wanted, hv an Engineer and Ironfonnder,

a DKAGtJIlTS.MAN, who is (luiclc and accurnte, oud

baa a practical knowledge of tlie business. Good references

required.—Apply by letter, addressed J. i. L. 45, Arhngtou-street.

Islington, N.
,

GOOD GOTHIC STONE
Apply to HENR? EAKl'’d Carrinst and
11), Carey- Street, Vinoent-square, West-

RANTED,
. .

CAKVKIIS.-
Monnmeutal Works,
minster..

W"
TO MASONS.

W ANTED, immediately, at the New Asylum
for Fatherless Children. Couldon, near Croyd n, several

• '

-o Mr. J. CODCii, on the works.

TO BUriiDEMS’ FOREMEN
/ANTED, a WORKING FOREMAN of
' CARPENTERS and JoIXERS, compPtCBt to take charge

of a building, to m ike working drawings, and to mperiutend all

the branches.—Addrts*. stating age. references, last engagement,
and salary, to A. W, Office of - The Builder."

ANTED, SIX JOINERS or CABINET-
, . MAKER?', with a capital of lOOL each, to extend the

working of “ PATENT that has met tlie most sanguine huccess

Each mechanic will find coustaiit employment, and larticipatn

in the iiTofi'e. under the Limited Liatdlitiee Aer. As tliiMS bopft

fide apply, with real name and address, to KENRIC, IIA.>ll*-

SoN, and CO. 71, Ohane-ry-lane.

ANTED, in a Builder’s Office, a Young
, . Mnii, as DRAUGHTSMAN. He must be well iiiquainted

with Gothic arohiteclure, and fully competent to make detail and
working drawings, and take out qiiaiititiis, &e.—Address, with

references and terms, to S. 'J*. Post-office. L'-ioe'te r.

WANTED, in the Office of au Architect and
Civil lugiueer having estenaive Public and Prtvuty

practice in the Country, an tflicimt CLLRK in eiiher or boih of

the above liranebesof the Profession. He must be a good

Drauglit'tnan. peifecily capable of making fiui bed and det ol

drawing*, and competent to undertake the
‘

Office, where much truit and confidence -

whose best mergiea will be -i f-

Empbyer Aodres', P. M. L.

age, qualificatiu

for a perrament

w

w

....Bgement of
ist he placed, i

...rd for ihe benefif of hi'
ice of ‘'The Builder," statiim

prior occupation, os also the Salary expected
gogemeut.

/ANTED, ill Ylauchester, an ARCHITEC-
TURAL CLERK, competent to prepaie designs ar

working draw ng*. and to measure woika Unexceptionable t“,'t

monials as to cliarscter oud iibdity will be required.— AppI
staling terms -ind •efervuce, to P. Q. Post-office, Mauchester.

W"

wANTED, a CLERK of WORKS, who is

lully e mpelent. irom past

and measuri'up wori s keep accounts, &c. Ilis whole

be given to Lh- duties of ihe office. A good h lu-e. with coals a

gas. will he provided — All applicalions. wiih trs'imoiiials of 1

1

racter anii litoeMi. stiCiug amoun- of salary required, must be se

to this office ou r before the27ih ni'tnnt
E. lil'.ADFR WILLI.IMS. Jnn , C.E

Engineer’s Office. River Weaver Navisatioii. Northn-c'».

MEnWW UNION WGRKUOU'F.I

efficient CLERK ' f WORKS, to ’.•upemiled

of tlienew Workhouse atChalhim. Silar.v 3l. per wi

by letter only, enclosing references, to Mr. PREI'. PI
tcct, Stone-'treet. Maiditone, until JULY lil'li. i'5r.

office, by a Young Gentleman, who i'

man and lia.' had considerable experienci. I
Addre-', B-S. T. nffiec ul " The Builder."

T<i PLUMBERS and OTTlER?._

ANTED, by a Young

W"
TO CARPENTERS, tc.

as an IMl’KiiVEH at the BENCH,

1

^ W- 4-4, Krindley-street, Harrow-road, i

. . ._ir draughtsman and a.ihninst, and Im'hadC
general practise as aearver and Mason, a SlTUATHi
Arehitici’o or Builder’s Office, where he could impr-ive hi

drawing, measnrtng and valuing of works, &c. Would haven
objectiuu I iieb'Bt II Clerk ul Works, 'u a large job. London]
feired Salary moderate. First-rate rererences. — Addr
ALPHA, r ic i.f Mr. Goddard, Itl, Ureen-teiTSce, New Hii
head, leli cton

au Architect’s Uffice. The AdicrtiSer is weh tlOqu
wiin >'oniic architecture, and the general routine of an offioe.-
AOdre.-, L. I; iiihce of " The Bailde-.'’

w- L.MPL A.'lKNTattiENi.KAL i'L.i.>Tt.RlA
per week. • -’4

: country no objection. Can haie i

laettc.—AduicK?, X. Y. 4, western-terrace, Bajswatcr.

TO BUILDERS AND MASTFJ ^UNTERS

VlirANTED, a pei-niaiieiit SITUATION, by
yW a highly re'prctaiile Young Mat;, as WOBKIM.
/

FOREMAN in a JoBBING MIOP. or to
•''•‘J, ''‘‘f/f.*

pP

IS/-ANTED, by the Advertiser, a respeotahle

YJ aKKiJV'J'&'ViTS? £
I'

tirsf. by letUr, t*’ Y, Z. IP. Sheph ru's-marl-et. May fatr. f

TO ARCHITECTS’ ASSIST-kNl'S

ATTANTED, by ft Londou Arclntect, an expe- /W ditiousCl.Uio%nd Gothic DRAUGHTSMAN, having a X
Pr.r..vt»Hee of cunatiuctioii. an * the usual office roiitiui'.--AdUie8r:, u

byMter® to G care of Mr Hu. tt, 37. Priuces-’treet, l^icester- I

snuare. W. elating reference*, a.e, lime in prufossiou. term , &o.

TO ARCHITF.CTS OR CIVIL ENGINEER-^.

AA/ANTED, by the Advertiser, aged 21, a

VV SITUA'II'IN as A&8ISTAN1' in either of the above X
unices First-olns-i reference*. Salary moderate.—Address. K. 1

. c

Mr. Griffiihs. SMP. Upper Thame'-streer. CUv. m

TO AKUHITKOTS. .MILIUITOKS, AND OTHERS A
AA/ANTED, by a good practical OAR-W PENTER.aSITbATD^NaeCLERKofWOR^ ,

collect rents and buperiutend tlie erection and repairs of liuildings £
on au estate Can give unexceptional referecoe to former cm-

pfoye"s-%drfcs, J U. Mr.Faice’s, SUtioner.il. Millpond-street, c

Bermondsey. ^

TO BUILDERS, HOUSE AGENTS, 4c.
_

AA/ANTED, by a practically experienced l
VV bhIuKLaYEH, naed3!i, aperinaueiitSlTUATlON.as u
foreman or jouruovmatk-—Good reference as to character aud m
Ability -Address. Y. Y. Post-office, Leamitigtou, Warwick. k

No ohiectiou to town or country.

TOENGINEEIIS AND CONTRACTORS. AND BDIL0I^«,&C-

AA/ANTED, by the Advertiser, a SITUA-
Vt TlON.tisMAIIAGERor agent. I.* a thorough pme- a

tie'll man Re'erencen can he i btained on apphcatiou, by letter,

to A. n. C.55- York-TOjd. Lamheih.

AA/ANTED, by a Young Man, who has just
]_

VV cnmnleteil a larc '
iob iu town, and cau be well recom- a

mended hy his late employer, a SITUATION m OUTDOOR e

FollEMYN ortotiike the management of a small nuBiuess. is —

competent tn prepare wotkinp di awing*, mranure up wn^, keep

men’s time. 4c. No objection to the country.—Address, VER.YX,

3. Pecrieas-pluce, City-road, E C.

TO CARl’ENTBRS AND BUILDERS. t

AA/ANTED, by a very steady, active Young *

VV Man. ngpd 20. a SITUATION as IM PROV ER in aCarpen-

tci's and BuiUiei's Sh-p. Wages no object
.
Has had four and a

half years’ piacticc. He will be found by his employer an excel-

lent writer and builder’s bookkeeper.-Addresq bv letter only, to 2

R I). No. 4. Norfoik-strcet, Globe-road, Miie-cnd, Lindon. la

70 ABCHITRUT-i AND (OTHERS.
1

G

AA/ANTED, an ENGAGEMENT, by a first- i

^

VV r.itc DRAUGHTSMAN and COLoUKIST. TheAdver-
j

liser ha* had considerable (xperieiice, and is familiar with office )

pviiciice.—Address, X. Y. Z. Post-office. Starch-green. New-road, ^

Uammersmith.
|

b

TO PI,UMBERS AND BUILDER'*.
[
2

AA/ANTED, by a Young Mau, a SITUATION 1W nsIJlPR VER t') the PLUMBING; has no objection
,

to flit up his time in psiiitine or glazing.—Address, G. J. No, 63,
|

WidihrT-Tow. \Ve;tminstir T-iad, S.

TO BUILDER'*. I’

VqrANTED, a SITUATION, as lYOEK-
1

•

VV INO .81101’ FoREM \N, by an expevieuC' d Carpenter

and Joiner, aged 31. Now filling a similar Mtuntioo in a city

shop ; or to TAKE CHARGE of a JOB. in t,.wn or country.

Good nfc-eiice from pre'eut employer.-Address, b. D. Mr.

Silv>'r. 9 Beauvoir- place. Klii-'riaud.road.

AA/ANTED, by the Advertiser, a Middle-
VV figed Man. nt thorough oractionl experience, a RE-
ENGAGEMENT a* GF.NEHAL UUILDLR.S FOREMAN, or

CLERK of WORKS.—Adordas, i<- J. 7, George-sireet. Foley-

place. W.

TO OARPENTEHS AND BUILDERS.

AA/ANTED, by a Young Man, aged 22, a

VV SITUATION M IMPROVER, tn a Carpenter aud
Builder's Shop; h-s l>»cu fiv years at the trade.—Address,

G T G Office of •• The lluilder.”

^0 STONE POTTERS and the TRADE iu

X GENERAL-— Employers wau'iug competent Men in any
branch of the above trade, will meet with every attention by
acplyiuc to tlie eecrotirv of the Potters’ Aid rooiety. held at

Mr Burl’s the Red Cow Taveffii, Princess-street, Lambeth.

T^HE Advertiser is desirous of obtaining an
X ENGAGEMENT as M A N AGING ASSI'*T.AN'I‘. or other

suitable occupation in an Arcliiteci’s office. Kothfictory refer-

eiice wi 1 be given.— Addre-?, H. T- offi.-e of'' The Hinlder.”

TO BUILDERS, PAIN'i F.HR. 4c.

T^IIE Advertiser, a Young Man 33 years of
X age wishes for aSITU.VTION a.* FLU M BER. PAINTER,
and GLAZIER; htis been eighteen years in the ab- ve business.—

Direct 11. A. I'J, El zabelii-tcnace, LiverpooLroad. Islington.

BUILDFBS’ BURVEVOR AND PgriMATOR.
1

A RESPECTABLE PERSON, fully qualified
i

t\. for the general duties of a Buildei’s office, is open to an
- ENGAGEME.vT. First c ass ref-renoe as to ab lines. Salary,

50i. per week.—Address W. office of ’'The Builder."

TO AK.CHITRGT'*. 4c.

* A GOOD DRAUGHTSMAN and
x\. ARTISTIC COLOURIST, oflers his services in preparing
general, finished, or peispeotive drawings either for competition

1 or priviite w-jrks. Terms moderate.—Address, Z.Y.X. Office of

, "The Builder.”

TO BUILDERS AND CARPENTERS.
- A YOUNG MAN, just out of bis time, is

a -iX de- nu* of E viPL'iVMENT in a JoINKK’S SHOP far

-5
Si-x of Twelve Mond e: emild render liimcelf useful in keeping

,
hooka Wag, 8 not considered- Krspi-ctable ri-fereuccs.—Address,

,
a. W. 30. Nnrthumb'rland-Btrcet, New-road. W.

/ TO CONTRACTORS. TniBER-MERCK-ANTS, AND
f OTHERS.
r^ A YOUNG MAN, of business babits, desires

YX an ENGAGEMENT. Hi-isa good uccuiiQtann. cau cracr,

copy, or tint drawn gs. and undertake the geti-ml duties of au
office.—Addie-tf, A. R. Po*r-o '<:«, B iitvn-hill. Sinrey. 8.

TO ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS.
A PRACTICAL MAN, accustomed to

11 XJL Bopenuteud for a tirst-rate Londou litin tor oevcal
J. years, in town snd ci'im ’y. i» now cipea to KE-ENg.\GEMuNT ;

9 cau prep.re fair woikiiig dra.>iogs. t.ike out quattlcie*, set out
a- and measure work. Firjl-rate lefercDcej as to oharaeter, 4o.

—

Addresr, H. C. 64, Westbunrne-street, Chesler-tquare.

[July 11, 1857.

TO HOUSE DKCnRATOR®, BUILDER'S, hi.

i FIRST-RATE PAPERHANGER
i. AVANTS EMPLOYMENT.. Thoroughly undeistand.s the

plication of mouldiiKS, and ornament gildine.dtc. Can make
ms and drawings for decoratiou.—Address. M. S. P. Office of
.’ he Builder "

T(t ARCUITECTS AND SUHVEVoR-i.

l NEAT ARCHITECTURAL
X DRAUGHTSMAN and CuLOCKlST. acens omed to

:pare fair and working drawings and perspectives, and also
luamitd with land surveying and levelling, is desirous of a
•^.ENGAGEMENT, at a modera’e sala-y. — Address, A. K.
Turnei ’s. No 7, Portlaud-street, Comiuercial-roid, E.

CIVIL ENGINEER, of several years’

at-street. Poitliiud place.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

Can make finished and workiugdrawi

I'odt-ollice, 13, Quee

Undeuiuble
>a to the country.—
’, Pimlico. h.W.

i LIBERAL PREMIUM will be given
\ immediately to APPRENTICE a YOUTH, eilkei in or
ii-door, to an Arcliiteot ,

Builder, Civil Engineer and bui veyor,

• jiitraotor, Jlariue or Locomotive Engineer of good standing. Ou
uiiway work preferred.— Direct to 11. Mr. Keanlen, 91. Piccadilly.

A YOUNG MAN, a good CARPENTER
1\ and l'ACKINa•CA^B MAKER. wunU a SITUATION.

TO MASTER PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS.

THOROUGH PLUMBER wishes for a
,
SITUATION. No ohjeetion to grts-fi ting or glazing.—

ress. B. A. a-d, New Millman-atrcct. FoumiliQ. Hiii-pital.

TO BUILDERS AND UTHEltS.

GOOD Painter and glazier,
. JOBBING PLUMBER and GAS-FIT I'ER is in want of

u.-tant SITUATION. Country preferred Undeniable refer-

19 niveo.—Address. J. K. Office of '*
‘I'he Builder."

TO SCULPTORS. MAS"NS, Ac.

AN experienced STONE-CARVER is

1\. desirous of EMPLOYMENT ;
he i.' weR acquainted with

- ’ ‘ J - I — I — jik^ CO Its of arms,

TO ARPIIITECTS AND SURVEYoR'i._

k N ASSISTANT is open to a KE-ENGAGE-
L MENT; he thoroughly uudrrstaiida moMDg out b th fair

a working drawings, als'j perspectives and colouring, the name
:li a knowledge of taking out quaniit.es nud laud surveying,

ud testimonials can be shown as to ability, &e. — Address,

G. F. G, tiuality-oourt. Chancery-lane, Loudou. W.O.

i DRAUGHTSMAN is open to an
Ik. ENGAGEMENT; is oompeteut to prepare Duished, per-

clive, and working drawings, in either Gothic or Classic testi-

niiala, Irom town and country. — Address, care of A. M. A.

Swinion-sireet, Groy’alun-road.

‘ A RTESIAN WELLS,
I

WATER, SINKING SHAFT.-i, &c,-

' water oumpauiei*, town?, hath*, brewers. i

BORING for

No. 10. Cumming-street, Pentonville. mpB and Machinery for

lUK nuwi -.'iiies, portable and sta-

ary. sold, or lent on hire. Boring tools and well-pipes foe

le and exportation. Men and tools supplied to bore for rail-

is, ininerals, Ac.

Window blinds.—tyloh, & face.
Window Blind Manufacturers, 104. N ew Bond-street, and

3 oueen-street-Cheapside, Loudon, lubmit the following PRiUES
of WINDOW BLINDS, which they can recommend as being

'e in the best raanuer;—Venetian blinds, per square foot, ild.

:

holland blinds, on rolleis. 8d.; best ditto, on spring roilere.

gauze wire blinds, in mahogany frames, ks. ;
periorated zip j

post free.

AYV and MOULDING MILLS and com-
lactBUlLDER'H PREMISES, Alhiu,-r ad. Camberwell.

jE sold, by direction of the adm'uUtrator of ’he late

Ashby, tile LEASE. MACHINERY, and TOOLS of the

premises. lecently erected and fitted. The premises
jpaoious saw mill, la^e yaro —

'

Jurtahle fain ly dwelliiig-hou!
.

of eighteen yearv, at 36U par annum. T1
eseelieiit ll)•hu^^e power steam-engine
(hy Hodge;

held on lease for a term
e machinerv includes an

^ ^ .. .iiid Dcw OuTuuh boiler

raoiiidiuc-macluue, deal frame, au 1 two cir-

Tlie ^-emihci are well arrnoged, and theircular benches. — — .

proximity to the Grand Surrey Canal lender them desitnble

any person wishing to enguge in the bu»mos. Price, fur lease

and inBObiuery, 5001— For further parliculaw apply to Messrs.

FULLER and HORSEY, Billiter-itreet, EC.

ANUFACTURINGPREMISES,witbgood
occupying an ai

lent iroutage to the Limeliquse C
M- of about ii nove-, wiili excel-

and comprismg gatekeeper’s
nine lioisee, wilb lolts

;
two

.
built aud eommodious

workhiiJpa aud warehouses, engine-house, buiicr-houhe, store-

room*, iiud open and iuclosed sheds. TO uE ],K'i' (either as one

i.r tivo occupations) with immediate possession.— For further par-

ticulars. apply to Messrs. BEADED and tjoNS, 25, Qreshnai-

street, London.

ANDFACTDRIXG premises, in good
repair, siiuute in High Holborii, largo woiksliops o: iliree

ajvK, chiiise-house, two-siaU stable, Capital trout sh”P, o-iuiitiug-

hou'c, iihd iilue-roomed dwelling-house, wuh di
•—'

'I'O BE LET. t< getUer or separately.-Mr. DEB
Cheapside. (3,171 1

iTO WHARFINGERS, JIANUFAC-

MIAM. Nj. t

JL TURERS. and OTHERfi requiriug exieu-ivi

T'' BE LET ou LEASE, in an excellent siruuti .u. e

WH.aRF on the Regcui’s-caual ; the area of ground
sued., two Iny-bys, and every coiiveniei.cv,—Fur tern

to view, apply to ill. MATTHEWS, Builder, 6, Liv
lugs, Uishopgate.

veiy eligible •

ku aoi'e.wUh
1-, aud cards
irpooi-build-

cARTS, VANS, lYAGGONS. LADDERS,
Lists for the uudermeiiiionea may_ BARROWS, &C.—

P

be had on application ;

—

No. 1. Curti*, Vans, Waggons, Drays, and Trucks.
No. 2. Wheels and Ilepuii'A
No. 3. Liidder-i, Bark.'ow^, &c.
No. 4 Hire of ditto. ,

Q. ELL, 3, Totteuhara.coutt, aud S, Palaco row. New-road,
8t. Faucnis. near the Hauip.tie id-road.

N.D. A Stock of Brick aud Dobbiu Carls, 4o. always ready.
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XIDENTALLY there have

fallen into our hands, two litlio-

grapbed views and a prospectus,

of a proposed church or chapel,

in Oathmds-park, Waltou-on-

Thames, Surrey, from which

we discover certain features in

the project that seem to call

for notice,—for, just claims of

our profession, not merely, are con-

cerned with them, but the real

development of art, and perhaps

also a point or two of morals. Let

us first dismiss the question of art.

Por the “Flan of the Chapel to be

erected/’ subject to the decision of

the subscribers,—one, says the prospec-

tus (with the confusion of terms and

things, which even the best wrilers of the

public press seem still addicted to), "of which a

sketch is hereto appended, has been suggested,

as being pleasing in appearance and economical

in construction.” The plan proper of this sug-

gested building having been described, and some
particulars of the probable cost and accommo-
dation required having been given, with re-

ferences to buildings lately erected,—" the

Church of 'All Saints,’ Skelton, ueai* York,” is

next named from having been “suggested”

—

“ as being of a stiU more simple exterior,” and
“ affording as it does a beautiful e.xamplc of tlie

Early English style; combiuiug, indeed, almost

every feature peculiarly characteristic of that

style. as it is added, “ it is a question

whether the carrying out of the interior details

of such a church—though the dimensions be but

44 feet by 33 feet,—may noi u6 attended with

an expense not warranted in the present case.”

And in a prospectus or circular by the Directors

of the South-Western Hotel Company, who
seem to be in some way interested in the pre-

sent matter, Skelton Church and Boxwcll

Church, iu Gloucestershire, are named as

having “ both been mentioned as suitable ex-

amples.’'’ Tlie lithographs show,—one a south-

west view of Skelton Church, — and the other,

“ Proposed Chapel in Oatlands-park,” the

sketch first mentioned, and which we must
again refer to.

Now, tlie point to which first we would call

attention, is that it appears, at this advanced

time iu the study of Gotliic architecture,

that churches still can be “ designed,” and Imply

built, in which there is not one particle of an

element which is essential to the constitution

of art. Not one of the examples or models

named, is proposed to be used in the way in

which only, exisling works should be used,—not

one of them, we might say, is used really as an
or model. Not one of the designs has

been made for the occasion, or the site,—or

more possesses any of the chief elements of

that art which should have been contemplated

as, essential in a new building. Of course, the

architeot of the Hotel Company has had nothing

to do with these designs ; and when our readers

have seen what we have next to say, they may
hope there has been no other member of our

profession concerned in the business.

The design, shown iu the view of the “ Pro-

posed Chapel,” simply is an exact fac-siraile of

one of those in a book of “Designs for Country

Churches,” by Mr. Truefitt. Even the litho-

graphy is imitated, so that the impressions,

till placed side by side, would seem as if

printed from the same stone. This use of the

book referred to, though opposed to the object

of its publication, and to the interests of art,

miglit have been defended by the committee,
on the ground of temporary convenience, pro-
vided the slightest credit had been given for the
original property and authorship. Not a word,
however, is there ou that head, and the initials

of the original designer have been suppressed,
and others substituted. To a note of inquiry

which we addressed to the real author of the
design, he replies under some surprise, that he
knows “ nothing whatever'' of the church pro-
posed, neither has lie made any drawing from
his published designs. The committee had
better now make such amende as they can, by
employing him to furnish a new design,—one
w’hich would both provide for a suitable church,

and not be a negation—as the best - design
made without reference to actual conditions,

is likely to be in point of art.

We cannot, however, let this subject pass
without other observations not unconnected
with the wording of the prospectus. It is one
praiseworthy course, to duly regard any want
of church accommodation; and the prevalence
of vice and crime claims the active exertions of

tlie clergy and all well-minded persons,—though,
if we do not question the facts, we may ask to

see a comparison drawn with a proper estimate
of vastly increased population. But it is a

course of a very different character to speak of

“the increase of vice and crime amongst the

poor" of this country, oc of tiie “ utter insensi-

bility and neglect” of “these classes,”

—

“domestics and the poor,”—iu regard to the
services of the Cluirch—“ but too well known in

the neighbourhood.” Let a “certain number
of free sittings ” be provided in the building,—
not designed specially “for domestics and
the poor,” but for such as like to occupy
them

: and let efforts be made to induce
all “classes” to attend tlie sendees. This
is not the time when any one class can
point to the “ vice and crime ” charac-

tcnsinj ZZJ ether. How much of the con-

trast which is drawn between the religious

and moral condition of the classes, is due to

circumstances which indeed it is the duty of
those who are forlnuateiy circumstanced iu

wealth and education to remove, ratlicr tlian to

lack any where of innate leaning towards what
is noble and good ? IIow much of the crowded
state of the present churches near Datlands-park

may be attributed to fashion, or “ society,” or a

reason other than a radical difference belwccii

the classes which the words that have been
hastily used would imply? Much better was
the expression in the words of the Bishop of

London, which are quoted,—as to the fear that

the poor feel of intruding, and the difficulties

which thus have force in preventing their

appearing “wherewe wish to see them”—and as

to the way of overcoming these difficulties “ by

evincing our readiness to open up to them
places of worship where all such hiudrauees will

disappear, and by encouraging them to consider

themselves more as one with ourselves than they

now do;” or in the words of the Kev.Mr. Howsell,

upon the opening of a churcli at Stepney, as to

the exhibition of an active “ brotherhood,” and

the recollection that the “labouring classes”

who so largely contribute to the strength and
happiness of the coimfry, need the sympathies

and efforts of those who have received a higher

education than themselves.” Such is the tone

that should be adopted by the promoters of

new churches,—not the patronising one wliich

regards superior sanctity as the ally of wealth,

or “vice and crime” as especially to be found

“ amongst the poor.”

We had much more—that we have been wait-

ing to say on this latter head, and applicable on a

wider ground tliau the case of the projectors of

the church in Oatlands-park,—but our purpose

has been forestalled by the indignant protest of the

Rev. S. G. Osborne ou the same subject. With

him we may ash,—are wo ever to continue to
hear of the degraded moral condition of the'
lower orders f He says -.

—

“Who so bliiid that he rann^t see how every class
is morally aff cted by the habits of the cl-iss ‘imme-
diately above it? If the higher s'eps o'' a staircase
are very foul, you maycl.’an your feet as you descend,
but YOU will scarcely b avc the last s'ep niicmlami-
nated I have no lu sltaiion in avowing
rny rouviction that one of the most powerful classes
in this country—that class which docs read and can
observe—that class raised a few degrees above the
labourer, but still a few dttgrees below what is called
the middle class—marks, iu a spirit which broods
mischief, the hypocritical inc insi'^tency which is for
ever on the stoop to. pity, patronize, and amend, but
which shuns Uiut view on its own level which would'
afford a wider and more urgent field for aincDdinent.
Let this 8} stem of attack on the dejjravity of those
who have been reared to know no better—who, if

they had known better, could have scarce survived
their rearing—go on at the hands of those who have
never known want, except tlnoagU extravagance;
who have had all t-achiag, whose you'h was protected
from coDlaminatio'i, but who —adult— seek it, nay,
openly seem to glory in the porsuif, and a dny of

reckoning will come which will slnke our social

system to its foundation.

How many a man ha-; been Iraiisportcd for life for

offences ag dost properly, which are mere ‘orchard
robbery’ compared with t'C deliberate dishonest

appropriation of the money of others which so distin-

guishes the tilled, cduLMled, so ncHmcs religious

swindler of our present day ! I sci'cc know a crime
now that docs shook ‘society,’ although 'society’

sadly laments, per platlonn, the growth of crime
among Ihn lower ordcri.”

Again lie speaks of

—

“the hypocri.sy which mourns over the ‘motes’
of I lie lower aud jguorant, but dure n'lt attack the
‘ beims ’

ill the nppar classei.”

And as to educatio.n, even, aud the want of

it, he says,

—

“L^t ‘soc'cty,’ ‘'good soc'oty,’ luok L> it,—the
lower orders c;iu emliiiv the iriWh h'-ing foLl of their

eon-lilion, but they will n it ciivbirc to be for ever
subject to a coinparisnii with the I'di^'uite 1, and tres'eil

as if to be ignorant was uperssarily to he wicked,— tq
be educated to be n'’ces3irily goo I. nx'-j-smy: with
difficulty pick their way through a book, but they
have eyes to sec and cars ti hear.”

Truly, tlie moral setisc as to the nature of pro-

perty aud the rights, may be, as it has been found,

wanting in tlie higlier, or the middle, as in the

“lower classes.” One man will rob a ben-roost

;

another will adulterate his goods, and train up
his children iu the virtue of getting only rich,

by any means; a third makes aw.iy with secu-

rities entrusted to him, or swindles umclcr the

cloak of a company
;
a fourth steals openly the

property of yo.nc brain. Where is the distinc-

tion,—except that made by the obliquity of

vision which serves each of the appropriators

when he chooses. There can be no real nicety

of difference between that which is punishable

as felony, and tlie appropriation of intellectual

property,—none in the conscience, except where

that by custom has been blunted. If it must

be left to the cousciencc of an individual to

settle in many cases, where appropriation

cannot rigiitly be made,—the moral obligation

to right is surely as strong on him, as if all

society were witnesses. Clearly, however, if

there be cases of doubt, there is no such case

where the result of intellectual work is copied

off line for line, and form for form, and where a

distinct act of payment would have been required

to procure that which is got from its real author

surreptitiously,—without fee, acknowledgment,

or thanks. The “ vice and crime amongst the

poor” are punished with a relentless hand;

and ignorance of legal or moral obligations gains

the criminal no respite : arc we, tlien, to hold

back one word of ours that should place iu the

proper light that equal disregard of morals

—

which is becoming habitual with committees,

builders, and many private individuals,—which

defrauds our professional brethren of their only

capital aud property, and all just rights
;
and

against which course—as wc have shown—one
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of tlie least of the objections is, that it is

utterly inconsistent nitli the maintenance of a

healthy aud vigorous condition of architectural

art ?

“ STYLE.”

Is the pait whirh Mr. Gcrbett has been tahing in

our great controversy—the battle of the styles—he is

evidently fighting for truth rather Ilian for yictorp

and therefore I iccl sure that he will not take it amiss

if I question ])art of his letter, for the sake of eliciting

a more correct statement of the case.

Now, it may after all prove a mere quc>tIon of

words, from my misunderstanding his definition of

“ Gothic” which he seems to employ as applicable to

almost everything good and true in the shape o* art.

He seems to confuse “ Gotbicncss ” with “ trnlhful-

ness,”— style or expression, with an elementary base :

hut unless we keep this distinction prominently in

view, wc cannot maintaiu our position
;

for this is the

very point which our opponents constantly assail. On

such a point as this, even apparent confusion leads

our antagonists to reject the whole of our argument

•as based upon false pri'miscs. It is true lliat wc

know of no good work which lacks truthfulness cither

in Gothic or iu any other style aud so, although

this truthfulness is one element, it is not f/ie element

which makes it Gothic. Truthfulness has nothing to

do with “style,” as such, aud there may be perfect

truthfulness apart from the presence of that peculiar

mode of expression in which the Gothic character

properly consists. And the converse of this proposi*

tion is true also; fur all, of what school soever, must

aclcnowlcdge, and do, theoretically at least, profess

truthfulness to he necessary to all true art
;
and

the Classicists may faiily find fault with those

who fail to acknowledge their just cla’Tns, even

if the claims arc such as to be hardly justified by the

result..

Hence it is evident that if trulhfoiness is the mam 1

or only argument that we can find in favour of Gothic, 1

we shall he only defendiog a post which no one has I

ever attacked ;
aud we shall he in danger of falling

into the enemy’s hands by 'laying ourselves open on
j

•other points; like one of your correspondents, who,

in his attack upon Gothic, sets up the Florid style of

the Tudor period as the Gothic wtiich he himself

most -admires,—which be then proceeds to demolish

(a^d even at the e.xpcnse of dtaliug a home-thrust at

nis Palluli?” ^r.J !). And ihus, \vithout a siruggle,

he gains a most inglorious victory,— for who would

go out of their way to defend a style which is just

arriving at its last stage of degeneracy, and possesses

but a few fragments of either the spirit or character

which rendered Gothic art so glorious during the

thirteenth and part of the fourteeuth centuries? No

one, indeed. If we must fight, let us fight against

those who have enough of Irutli on their side to

make it worth our while to 1cst our strength
;
and if

we are but true to ourselves, we need not lear the foe

even then.

Our only safe and true ground is this,—to analyse

the remains, to fathom the principles, to explore the •

very foundations of the style of that period wherein '

we maintain that the highest dcvclo(inicnt of art is to
j

he found, and to base our defence of “ style” (until we ,

have worked out a style or school of art (or ourselves) !

upon the positive beauty which still bears witness to
;

the sagacity and soutduess of our choice. Then, and
,

Qiilv then, if we can agree together as to the general

application of these principles to purposes of modern

requirement, may we hope to coiiviuce those whose

- predilections are at present in favour of something

quite at variance with our own views and tastes.

Eut it must be confessed that we have no right to lay

a sole claim to universal truthfulness. Indeed, I

could refer to instances of sham in origin>il Medisc-

val work of the best period,—iu woik which all

would agree in calling Gothic.

Many of our misunderstandings arise from the im-

proper use and application of definitions and terms;

but much also from failing to refer results to their

own proper cause. Thus, for instance, Mr. Garbett

appears to me uot sufficiently to distinguish between

the office of “ sense or judgment,” aud that of

“ imarination ” as bearing upon “ truthfulness” and

upoa “ desian.” Not that this nullifies his practical

CDnclusions" as to the general superiority of our

favourite style, but only that I fear it prevents his

arguments coining home to his opponents, with the

force aud clearness that they would have if a little

more guarded and methodised.

I fei-1 sure, that for the sake of your readers as

well as myself, Mr. Garbett will not scruple candidly

to correct me if unhappily I have mistaken him, or

have, myself, advanced views which may appear to

him untenable.

Milliam "White.

THE BUILDER.

AKT IN DRESS.

T/ie Wheel of Fashion.

ART IN DRESS—FASHION’S FOLLY.
|

There are few things more curious to contemplate
|

than the “ whirligig” of fashion—which never stands

still, but is incessantly presenting to the view a few
|

original dcvices.mixed with more which have seemingly
;

become fixtures iu the wheel, and are copied, as it

turns round, to a greater or less extent from lime to ,

time. An old sea-faring character iu one of Captain ,

Marryat'a novels, had an idea that in sevcnleeu bun-

'

dred and so many years events rotated, and that iu
1

seventeen hundred aud so on, he would he engaged

upon the identical employment on which he was then

busy ; a similar belief might, with more means of proof,

he attached to the revolutions of fashion. No doubt

the ingenious aitist who devised the flowing and full-

bottomed wig for the fair and youthful French

monarch, the use of which was presently adapted to

the grim-visaged Chailrs II., thought that he had hit

;

upon an original device. A visit, however, to the

I

British Museum will show that
“

there are few

things new under the sun,” for there will be found a

flowing wig just similar to tliat named, which was
i worn by some eminent Egyptian, probably two

or three thousand years ago.

i

Amongst the male agriculturists in some of our

' English counties, fashion has not changed for 2,000

years. A short time ago we had occasion to pass

through a remote part of Suffolk, and there the shep

herds, dressed in close-fiiting leggings, smock-frock,

and wide-brimmed felt hat, might be seen playing

on the pipe and looking, with the exception of the

beard, as if they had only recently given a sitting to

one of our old Saxon illuminators. Many will have

. noticed this adherence to old costume in other parts

of England, particularly in the southern districts,

i

"While, however, amongst the peasant class, the
' wheel has in a measure stood still, changes have

been constantly going on amongst others : we note

the burly Saxon in liis flowing and graceful robes,

the taste of which was partly borrowed from the

Romans, and the elegant costume of their wives and

daughters derived from the same source; then came the

warlike covering, which so well ilis|)laycd the stalwart

j

forms of the Norman warrior.s
;

the female dress of

1 this period is siugulai ly refined and elegant. It would

require a volume to notice the numerous changes

which were constantly being made. The armour,

from being made to fit to the shape of the human

body, grew to monstrous cases unlike anything in the

natural creation, which enveloped both men and

horse?. Many strange devices were turned out by

fashion : at one time the toes of the gentlemen’s

shoes grew longer and longer, until it was fouud

necessary to fasten the end of the point to the knee.

This would seem to us ridiculous enough, but many

fashions in moderu times might be mentioned to

show equal absurdities ;
for instance, when that extra-

ordinary cut, the swallow-tailed coat, was introduced,

the length of the tails was moderate
;

it, however,

grew in longitude until the ends were nearly even

with the heels, and it was only some merciful turn

of the wheel which caused the majority of the long

tails to be turned into " spencers.” That prevented

the necessity of tying the “ swallow-tails
”

to the

“ pig-tails,” in the same way that the shoe-toes were

formerly fastened to the knees.

To retuim, however, to old times. In the records

of various English costumes there is much to admire,

aud it will be noticed that all those dresses which are"

admired now, and will be, if representations should

exist, for ten thousand years to come, are those which

modestly cover the human form, but which do not

disfigure it by barbarous additions. We have not

space at present to notice the extraordinary head-

dresses, and other inventions of Medieval times, but

must be content with wondering that such things

should have been permitted to disfigure the fair forms

of our English wives and maidens.

Many of the female head-dresses, as well as the

other portions of costume in use duriog the Middle

Ages, were exceedingly beautiful and appropriate, and

the small bouuets richly decked with ribbons and

flowers, now in use, may, in some measure, be con-

sidered as a revival of the bead-covering of ancient

times, and, although scarcely sufficient as a means

of protection in this changeable climate, are preferable

to the variety of bonnets with projecting fronts which

had been I'Uig in use.

As we have before had occasion to observe, the

taste in dress, in a great measure, corresponds with
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that in architecture, and this is strikingly evidenced

by an examination of the female costume of Queen
Elizabeth’s days, and the singular appendage which,

as a whole, had a somewhat picturesque effect, but
was composed of materials so complicated that it

seems strange that so much ingenuity should have
been used to render the hnmaa body nncom'ortable
and ungraceful. The padded robes of this reign, in

a certain measure, resemble the hoops and crinoline

dresses which at present encumber our rooms and dis-

figure our ladies.

In lookiog over a number of fashions which have
run their course, one cannot help exclaiming, “How
could such things have been tolerated?” For in-

slance, why should men who were provided by
nalure with a pleutiful growth of hair suitable to

their features and complexions, crop it short and
assume the ponderous wig already mentioned ? Sir

Christopher Wreu used to wear one of this descrip-

tiou, for fashion is a mania which, like South-Sea
schemes and pestilential disorders, affects all. Hair
powder comes into use in courtly quarters, and pre-
sently thousands of dredging-hoxes are at work, and
the heads of the multitude of both sexes assume an
even covering like snow. In addition to the hair

powder, the lad'es of that time hit upon several

strange devices. They plastered their fine countenances
(without necessity) with black patches, which, in

course of time were cut to represent familiar forms,

and it was not unusual to see a lady of fashion with a
carriage and horses on one check, a fox-hunt on the
other, and perhaps a flight of cupids just above the
eyes. This was one of the freaks of fashion, in favour
of which nothing can truly be said, and yet, no
doubt, many a compliment has been passed upou the
taste and arrangement of those patches.*

It is worthy of remark, that fashions generally suc-

ceed in extremes. One year the robes of the ladies

are so long that they have either to be tucked
under the arm, or else borne in a most troublesome
manner behind : iu the next year the dresses are
ridiculously short. The bonnets assume dimensions
which are an iucouvenience both lo the wearers and
others, and then on a sudden they become so small
that the heads are scarcely covered. The iiigh head-
dress shown in the engraving enabled ihe wearers to
dispense with bonnets altogether

;
for where could they

put them ? or what shaped coveriug would have been
needed for such a superstructure ? Let those who smile
at the peculiarities of the Chinese and other foreign
people, contemplate carefully this fashion of our great
grandmothers,—this commanding head-dress, which
rose to the height of from 2 to 3 feet, and was, we are
told, most skilfully built up and stuffed with new hay
when that material was to be had. Surely there must
have beeu something wrong with the heads of that
date P How else can wc account for their style of dress,

and also for the accompauiraeut of the huge ballooo-

boop which still further served as means of disfigure-

ment.

At the lime this fashion prevailed, taste in England
was in a poor state. Education amougst even the
higher classes of females was very limited, and pug-
dogs, monkeys, porccLin monsters, negro and dwarf
attendants, and other matters which could not tend
towards a feeling for the beautiful, were the rage and
fashion. After this time came various styles of head-

. dress— somesimple and becoming at their introduction,

I but which grew (as did the gipsy-bounet), until their

; extent and absurdity caused them on a sudden to dis-

; appear. Amongst the head-coverings of the last cen-
; lury was one pretty enough when first brought in,

I but which so expanded in proportion, and was so gaily

; decked with flowers, that the pictures of it remind
3 one of country girls on May-day morning with the
. large ornamented grottoes on their heads.

"We bad hoped that it would have been seventeen
1 hundred, and many more years, before the high heatl-

1 dresses, the hair-[iowder, plaster-patches, coal-scuttle

b bonnets, and uouatural hoops, should again make any

p
prominent feature on the wheel. Our hopes as regards

1 the latter of thesp, however, are doomed to disappoint-
Q ment, for the hoops of old, under another name, have
b been bowled round again, and the robe copied from a
r recently published fashion-book measures upwards of
5 5 feet in diameter, or over 15 feet in eircuinfereuce

;
nor

c: can it be said that matters arc yet at the worst, for
I ejch month’s engraved fashion seems lo show a larger
i: and more expensive arrangement. Truly, if the rage

_

• It is carious to remark that tho liveried servants of the
ri rich are a means of preserving the costumes of various

p periods for many years : the silk bags on the bucks of
tl the state footmen, the long-tailed laced coats, the cocked
b. hats, kuee-breeches, and silk stockings, \yere the ordinary
aj apparel of the eentleraen themselves. The hair powder,
K so much in use sixty or seventy years ago. by nearly every
Cl one of respectable condition, has now descended lo the
M servants’ hall, and the neat wigs of other days may be still

ieseeu surmouutiiig the craniums of fashionable coachmen,
II and in due course, as the wheel of fashion moves round,
ibthe present dress coats, white waistcoats, and neck-ties

will have lost their position, and taken the place of the
IsTaced coats and corresponding paraphernalia.

continue, changes will be necessary in all directions

:

carriages must be enlarged
; the charge for admission

for ladies to all places of amusement must be greatly
advanced, owing to the extra space required for their

reception
; our foot-pavements will be quite inade-

quate for their purpose
;
garden-walks and church-

pews must be enlarged
; and, then, as the middle

classes become more infected, the confusion in omni-
buses will be terrible.

We learn from a morning contemporary that one
house in Sheffield has taken an order for forty tons of
rolled steel for crinoliuc, and that a foreign order has
been taken for the supply of one ton a week for some
time to come. This and other matters which have come
under notice, show that busy preparation is going on.

Wo trust, however, that our fair friends will, by
timely reflection, prevent the inconveniences to which
we have alluded, and at the same time restore the
fashion to a style which is more in accordance with
truth, beauty, and nature,—to say nothing of the
pockets of their bread-getters. It is with much diffi-

dence that wc venture these ohsexvations, for we well

know that to run a tilt against the raging fashion is

almost as hopeless a task as the course ofDon Quixote
against the windmill

;
and, moreover, we are not

blind to our own short-comings, and when we think
of our own head-coverings in particular, we cannot
fail to remember the old proverb, “ that those who
dwell in glass houses should not throw stones.”

THE BATTLE OF 'JTIE STYLES.
A IIUDIBRASTIC EPIC.

"A stylo for Challengers.’’

—

Sfiakspeare,

TO THE JUDGES,
APPOINTED TO AWARD THE PREMIUMS TO THE

COMPETITORS FOR THE PROPOSED GOTERNJfENT
OFFICES AT WESTMINSTER, THIS POEM IS MOST
AECHITECTUKALLT DEDICATED.

A BLOODLESS Fight,—that is, of blood

Not shed,—but whirling like the flood

Iu rocky basiu round and round,

And savage, at the least in sound,

—

I sing : and now invoke the Muse
To aid liic, though she do abuse

The terms of gentle manners all,

So they be architeclural

:

For, if the Orders be sustained.

No order, else, need be maintain’d :

Keep but the Pedestal intact.

No matter then you stand on fact

;

Preserve the Column, straight and tall,

Then let the grace of court’sy fall.

JEntablature and Pediment
Will stand for weighty argument;

Nor need you “ miud your stops,” my Muse,
If Pointed Periods you use :

Be still claboPiitely vexing,

If but with Tracery perplexing.

No need for strength in what you say.

If Builress hold it up to-ilay
;

Since, if a while sustain’d by will,

Habit may keep it standing still.

If slender wit prove cynical,

Speak of th’ aspiring Pinnacle ;

It Folly augcl-ward mount high’r,

Y^ou’ve but to cap him with a spire

;

If Impudence goad manuers shock.

Top all witli btazen weather-cock f

Only, iu Cliristian pitieoce’ loss,

Presume uot to iusult the cross

!

Long had the Classicals repos'd

Within their Attic chambers clos’d
;

Whence they beheld the niiu’d walls

Of “olden ” homes, or Tudor halls.

As moulder’d things which seem’d to say,

—

“ The Goths have been,—and pass’d away.”

On satiny balcony, or shade

Of pedimented colonnade,

A Burlington might deem him sure

Restor’d refiueinent would endure
;

Since good things lost, and found again

Are all the likelier to rejpaio.

“ The light of antique days,” said he,

“Now shines agaiu rcsplendently :

No more shall mystery deceive all.

As in the period Medi-tsv-al

;

No monkish gloomy piles agiin

.Keep out the sun,—let in the rain;

No iron casement, grating, cry
^

On rusty hinge discordantly,— ?

Not even in the scullery; )
For, with the ‘rush’ in ‘ presence strew’d,’

’ I’is banish’d to where chickens brood.

No more shall gaping windows own

Their jmrposc half fill’d ii[t with sfoue ;

Kor of the glazier slmll'l be said
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He fills up half the rest with lead :

We've won the plate in glass of size.

And the full landscape glads our eyes,

—

Each pane a picture, all the same
As we would hang in gilded frame.

Midiffival t'mes and fashious gone,

Be modern times aud fashions one
;

Or, for the comforts of our day,

If no new forms a ‘ lit ’ display,

Let’s seek, no matter in what age
For such a ‘ fit

’ as we’d engage.

Where, likelier, truth and grace lo find,

Than iu those ages when the miud
Of Greece or Rome its height attain’d,

And Pericles or Ctesar reign’d ?

When Buonarotti raised his dome,
Palladio gave to Taste a home.
Taught luigo lo teach agen

The laws which ruled our matchless Wren?”

So reason’d he
;
and in our land,

Lo, where Corinthian portals stand,

At Blenheim, Castle Howard, Stow !

Not more Vicenza’s self could show.

Yet view’d he not the ruins round

As worthless loads on valued grouud.
“ No, let them stand,” he needs would say,

“The Goths were glorious,—in their way;
The ivied church my feeling rouses,

—

I like it well, hut d—n their houses
!”

Yet even these had still his care.

E’en as his grandmother’s grey hair,

—

As things made picturesque by time.

Which ne’er had beauly in their prime.

But men, ere uow, supposed dead.

And all but safely buri-cd.

Have sudden made a gentle cry.

And, shortly, roar’d most lustily

;

Till coffin open’d, and the baker

Fetch’d in lieu of midcrlaker.

Grim Death has soon giv’n up the strife,

And bread once more has nourish’d life 1

So slept the Goth in death-like seeming,

Although with future life yet teeming,

Till some “ dark age” apologists,

And delving archtcologists,

Amid the fall’u ccclesial stones,

Aud buried “ oldeu gentry’s ” bones,

Awaked a voice, which, low— but clear

—

Said,
—“ I’m not dead, but bleeping here 1

”

“ Drag forth the ivy from my face 1

Though woi n, my Features you may trace
;

Sec, jiroof of life is on my shroud.

Ail rubrical

!

I speak aloud 1

Infuse your blood iuio my’ own,

And 1 sliall live agaiu in stone
;

Throw off iny passing Gothic torpor,

And crush the Classical usurper.”

He rose,—he stood,—he walk’d at length
;

Aud, though he slowly gain’d in strength.

He was j'cstorcd in blood and brain,

And so went forth,
—

“ a man again!
”

And uow the priest began to see

The hateful irapiopricty,

Of worshipping iu churches builded,

With what heathen temples yielded.

“ Arise, yc Goths! ” he fi antic calls :

He’d Itiy a train beneath St. Paul’s :

No mailer uow, how old or shabby,

lie sees but beauly in the Abbey :

Of Christeudmn he hails the peoples,

“ Down, yc Domes

;

and up, ye Steeples

!

”

The “
oldcu gciiiry,” too, he rouses,

“ Yc shall not live iu Classic houses !

Dowu pediment, and up with gable I

Or in cathedral, or in stable,

Be still your stalls of Gothic cut,

What things soe’er ye in them put 1

Whate’er the debt, wc’ll have the debtor.

Pay alone iu Old Black Letter."

(Thus bipeds, rich in Classic le irniog,

Or quadrupeds of Greek discerning,

Still save the grace the Gothisl garbles

All natural os Elgin marbles.

And ihns, lliMigh rcv’reod critics sue one

To Gothic art as but I he true one.

They still in Pagan Laliu speak,

And* Gospel read iu heathen Grech).

E’en Lady-dom ’gnu turu awry

From all but Gothic Glossary

:

Apse; Builress; Crocket; “Decorated;”

Early Etigiisb
;
Foliated ;

Gargoyle; Ilood-moiihl ;
Jesse-tree;

Keruei; Lclttru ;
Myuchcry;

Nave; Oriel; Pavvisc; Quire aud Rood-loft

;

Sedilia; Tafiel; Vinette; Wood-loft;

X is wanting ;
Yard {sec Yerdis)

;

Zig-zag our last Gothic word is.

But, while the Classicists aud Gollis
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Etifiase like bii tei flies and 10101113,

Aiuithcr ijorty woke from trance,

—

The rich le-iiHSCcut Renaissance.

Like Stanley ’twist the tw^in at Bosworth,

S'ill tliinkiiig whii li his favour zeas worth.

Or Dii-k, (r Harry,—li'l I'O longer

He might domt which should bo stronger,—

So stood the bastard, till he rothec

Chose the Classic for his fidbr.

'• Fighting shy ” of the Grotesque,

He'd yet preserve the Picturesque ;

.And thus dcclai'cd for Classic, which found,

The favour Stanley show’dfor Richmond.

And now, while mnstTing in their wretb,

It seem’d “all Dieky ” with the Goth,

Until, snd he, “ Though ’lis beneath an

Archilci't,

—

EHzahelhan

Aid shall help the true a-plrant

To o’erthrow this Classic tyrant.

F, with foreign hirelings, he.

Seeks to vanquish, so will tee.

To Classic jielf we'll ope our doors,

As he invnkics Loots Qiiatorze ;

If beggary may make its call,

'Why then let us be ‘ beegars all,’

And finery in rags ne’er fall
1’’

Then Renaissance, with pride elate,

In its heniMic robes ornate.

Rich in swelling undulation,

Flound’rinsr curvis of vegetation.

Mix’d with shells and wanton scrollery.

Much reseuibliiig stems of celery,

AVinding iulo rare huiiiauity.

All profuse as “ Fair of Vunily,”

Miugliiig Fducy’s varied creatures

"With the steruer Classic •'caturrs,-

—

Then Renaissance, like King Murat,

Prince of personal edat.

Rose as Foi tune’s low-boru son,

Spkiidour’s chosen champion.

Seductive, he the eye entices

From Tudor’s mongrel last devices

;

French-like, starts into the van,

To brave ih’ “ Old English Gentleman.”
“ I join with you, ye Classic pare ones

j

Fight witii me, ye’ll fight as sore ones
;

All, that Gothic spleudours yield,

I’ll surpass wiih this my shield

Emblazon’d with fltirescent ta>te,

—

The gorgeous added to the chaste !

”

Stirr’d with bursting indignation

Came the Briton into station,

Ruffled like the ap-slarch’d gear

Old Queen Bess was wont to wear

O’er her shouldcr«, like the tail

Of tui k' y-cock when foes assail.

“ You, you Gallic cock,” said he,

“ Let down your feathers, for they’ll be

But burrow’d plumes
;
white / adorn

My friends with ‘ manners to them horn
And native here ;’ ‘ Bon jour,' vain fop

;

—
A French adieu to your French slop.”

“ To the manner born I” said he of Prance,

“"Why, we are both but Renaissance

;

But yon yonr furtive purpose foil.

And what you’ve stolen do but spoil.

I take the good the gods provide,

And by my use on’t please their pride
;

You take your ' pearls ’ from bands divine.

And treat them, proverb-trne, like ‘ swine.’

We both give old things a new birth,

But I alone afford new worth.”

With this the neutrals turn’d away,

.\ud, neutral now no more, array

Themselves among th’ opposit g lines,

Beneath the Greek and Gothic signs.

Renaissance the C'/aJ5fc heathen.

And Gothic owns th’ Elizabethi n.

The forces then fill back prepaiei';

And war is formally declared.

But not alone the fight remains

To the great parties on the plains;

From forth each arehiteet'ral quarter

Come stray heroes to the slaughter,

To shoot at random, sw ell the pother,

All careliss or for one or t'other.

Egyiiiian from the tombs of Bender’,

Rilkes like the witch of Eudor;
Prestan Boric, hiavy, solertin.

Sends its mighty flute i column
;

Waiid’rers come of Mosquish races,

And Alhamb'Tan with its graces
;

Comes Lnmbardic in striped jacket,

Byzantine in pa'ch-w.U’k jiUckct;
Conlinenial mongrels many
Think themselves 1 s good as any :

These arrive to see the friy.

And fight, or not, as choose they may

;

Gaining lovers as they stand,

If not some root in this ouc laud.

And now each front to front opposes,

lake the while and blood-red Roses :

One, or both, shall now be aoi-done,

Peter, York,—or Paul of London.

Pediment would first disable

Cross-Upp’d, higb-piteh’d, Gothic Gaile :

Baitlemeni doth next iuvade

Swelling, bellied Balustrade i

Goihic pillar

Its cluster'd rods ’gainst Classic shafts

;

Buttress seeks to overmaster

Flat Corinthian Pilaster;

Pointed arch of segments, sticking

Up, like “merry-thought ” of chicken.

Seeks t’ o’erstride the circle-demi,

Like Isosceles o’er Semi

;

Spurning, as becometh/retJ-stoue,

Archivnlt-fast-locking key-stone ;

Dark Triforium shows its teeth all

’Gainst the like in Greek Hypeethral;

Clerestory its plcnieous airiness

’Gainst the Attic's daylight chariness

;

Windows,—these with inner tracings

Challenge those with outer growings ;

Porch o’er-gabled, close and gloomy.

Frowns on Portico the roomy:

Tow'r and Steeple, ostentatious.

Envious, look upon the spacious

Borne, and think they will be view’d

The loftier for less amplitude.

Next, the food allies, all holly

Fierce in their respective motley,

Both, alike for others' glory,

Fight like Jacobin and Tory;

Battling for the parts they've taken,

Though by principle forsaken.

Lastly come the merry strangers.

Shooting wild, like raudom rangers,—
“ Gothic sharps, and Grecian flats,

On, like the Kilkenny cats !

Mutual murder sure prevails,

Ours the triumph and your tails !

Keep it up as you begin.

Fools fall out that rogues may win !”

Long the battle rages, till the

Dust aud Ihick’ning vapour fill the

Air, and make them in the smother

Aim at foe, but hit the other.

Argumentative four-pounders

Wound their shooters as rebounders.;

Fury blinds rfijcrimination
;

Error tries recrimination;

Truth lays lustily about him,

Greek, or Goth, alike he’d dout him,

Till a mist, above, around ’em.

Densely rises lo confound ’em,

Smother’d half, and all perplex!.

Nothing done,e<ch cries “What next?”
When, from foith the murky cloud.

Comes a voice most lull and loud,

Booming o’er th’astonish’d ear,

“ Haimonious charmingly ” and clear !

All amazed, the warriors listen’d.

When, amid the fog, there glisten’d

Something like a sunny beaming,
SliU increasing iu its gleaming.

Till the cloud grew lighter, lighter,

And a form si ill brighter, brighter.

Soon appear’d, as off the haze went.

Standing clear, to their amazement

!

A lady fair, of matron grece,

Wiih honest purpose in her face,

—

Of stately build, and well knit frame.

As e’er from w<uiib of marble came,

—

All perfect in proportion’s law.

And beautiful us art could draw;
Just habited, as bist might be.

To serve the lime's necessity,

—

E’en such a lady bid them throw
Their weapons down, and bend them low.
Where’er, or whensoe’er her birth.

She seem’d to claim this spot of earth,

As native to’r-
;
and e’en the time.

As though it were her breathing prime.

The squabblers wonder’d, in their plight.

Who Stic could be,— as well they might,
For speaking beauty like her own
Had not of late appear’d in stone.

They hatl but fought for Fashion’s dress,

—

Not for the Truth in nakedness;
And thought alone, as puppets can,
IIow that “ the tailor makes the man.”
The architectur-ff/ alone

Had been as ycl Contention’s bone;
And much blank wonderment came o’er them,
With Auchitectuee’s self before them i

[Idly 18, 1857.

“ Ilow- now, ye ill begot and bred,”

With Sternest scorn, the lady said,

“What is’t ye do, ye impg of fanie-?

A deed for uolhing but a. name !

Back to your tents, ye rabble rout,

And learu what ’tis ye fight about

:

A garment, cap, a glove, or sboe-tie
;

Back I aod belter learn your duty.

Learn to build a carcase feaOy,

All conveniently and neatly ;

Think upon its purpose duly
;

Strive to meet that pui-pose truly.

:

You’ll do much in this alone.

To make f«ir Beauty claim her own

:

Think not what the fashion should ho,

Till the form is what it would be :

Give the head the cap that fits well

;

Give the body, lhat which sits well;

Let tk’ Expressive give direction.

Suit with colour the complexion:

Whether Gothic, Greek, or Roman.

Be a fashioQ-slave to no man;

Take old forms, if any rest

Above vour own invenlian’a.best

;

Take, or modify, or alter;

To ri ject may be to palter

"With the wisdom of the kings

Ye revere in other things.

Yon, ye Goths, who go to college,

Scorning even Christian knowledge.

If it be not from the page

Of your Greek Testament,—assuage

Yoiir senseless ire against the people

'Who aspired not to your steeple.”

<Here the Class'cists took their credit.

And for why ? Themselves had said it.)

“ You, ye Greeks, are only fools.

In blind submission to tho rules

Ictinus follow’d, in his day ;

For right should look another way,—

As did the Roman, when be grafted

On his own the forms he dralted

From fair Athens. Learn, that use

Of present modes is not ai-use

Of niauuers past, although you mix ’em,—

If harmoniously you fix

(Here the Gothisi's^oj ’gan riot.

Till he thought he’d best be quiet;

For the lady raised her finger,:

—

Then continued with this stinger; ),

“Renaissance, at least, has blended

Old aud new in junction splendid ;

Goth and Tudor have but cobbled,.

In a union ne’er ennobled

;

While the rest that hover round you

Only do the more confound you ;

Since they midtiply your choice,%^

Crying ail, ‘ Give us your voices !

’

Back, then, to your homes corrected,

From prejudice be disinfected.

In lieu of this or that persisting.

Think there is no style existing :

Unto use your fancy yielding,
_

Give sole care unto your building

As a thing of walls and floors,

Roofs aud chimneys, windows, doors,

Sheds as shelter from the show’rs,

Balconies for sun and flow rs.

Perfect all in honest way,

And then will come ‘ the time 0 ’ day
’

For seeing how you may impart

To Use'sform i\it grace of art.

No more'be special modes contested,

Till you see what are suggested ;

Then, should difference pervade,

I may come once more to aid ;

And either make you all agree,

Or give you right of liberty.

A truce, then, to this fight for fashion,

Which savuui's less of sense then passion I

She said, and vanish’d ;
and again

The cloud came o’er the battle-plain.

Ashauicd, confused, and stiff with bruisings.

The foes retired with wholesome miisings,

Silenced— not convinced—they wended,

Only now to be befriended

By the thought so sweet to sinners.

Where all lose, there none are winners.

Blit,—the battle-field next day t

What a scene of droll dismay I

There, entablature was laid

Prostrate o’er the Goth’s arcade:

Through a dome a spire protruded :

O’er a vase an old/on# brooded

;

On Gieek sarcophagus there lay

A Gothic piieat in stiff array
;

Grinning monsters lay along

O'er a ba^n of egg and tongue ;

Yet, amidst the Liivock rouuJ,

Rose ihe Boric column, sound.
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Erect and firm, as who should say,
“ I'll stand niy ground, conie what come may.”
Prostrate lay the altic frieze.

With an E/gin therr, to sme
Upon its sculplured-war^/^j rare,

Them to save with hallow’d care
;

Jewels they—themselves alone
Worth all the remnant ruin’d stone !

Thus, fonq’rmg in his fall, the Greek
Kein^iins; and shall for ever speak
To future ages his election

For the sculptor s last perfection !

Geo. WiGiiTWicK.

APPROPRIATION OF SMlTflFIELD.
The report of the committee appointed by the

Corporation of London, respecting the appropriation
of the site of old Smithfield-market, is now befoie the
])ublic, and the matter is of so much imporluui’e,

that we will endeavour briefly to pul the present state

of aflairs before our reaiers. It appears that ihe

committee above mentioned was noiniimled on the
10th October, 1849, so that their deliberations ex-

tend over a period of about eight years. Duriug this

loug space, the Town Clerk and Remembrancer were
iustrncted to make inquiry into the origin and rights

of the corporation to the site of Smillificld.

As soon as it was kuownto be the intention of the
corporation to endeavour to obtain powers to eniible

them to cover the site of Smithtield with a market
for the sale of dead meat, poultry, &c. the governors
of St. Bartholomew’s Hospital communicated with
the Government, for the purpose of inducing them to

oppose the use, (or any building purposes, of a large

part of the vacant space. Meanwhile the architect

prepared plans, showing, as far as could be asceitained,

the ancient site of the market, and also those portions
which had been purchased by the money of the cor-

poration (or its enlargement. Other plans were pre-
j

pared, and iu 1855, a deputation waited on the Chan-

:

cellor of the Exchequer, when the matter was
thoroughly gone into. Respecting this interview,

|

Mr. H. L. Taylor, the chairman of the committee,
says,
—“From their first visit to the Chancellor of

the Exchequer, they had decided not to raise the
question as to the rights of the soil in ancient Smith -

1

field, bnt they had nevertheless agreed amongst
|

themselves to oppose any attempt at its seizure ou
|

the part of the Government.”
|

The first plan submitted enclosed the whole of the
site with (he exception of a thoroughfare, GO feet

,

wide at one end, aud 80 feet at the other. At first

.

the Chancellor of the Exchequer seemed to make
,

little olyection
;

but, as Mr. Taylor says, “The hos-
pital authorities interfered, and at their next inter-

vieiv with the minister, he did not appear to be so well

;

disposed .towards the plan, intimating his desire to
j

retain the whole of the portion of the ground from
Giltspur-strcet to Xong-lane,. fronting the hospital, iu

an open space.”

Soon after tins a committee, consisting of the
Right Hon. W. Cowper, M.F. the Hon. il. 13. W.
Brand, M.P. aud Mr. W. N. Massey, M.P. were
appointed by the Crown to consider the question of

the open space of Smitbfield as a sanitary necessity,

who were appointed to discharge that duty by re-

ceiving evidence and reporting thereupon to the
Government.

In February, 1856, a deputatiou of the Markets
Improvement Committee waited upon these gentle-

men, when the City architect laid before them plans;
evidence respecting a dead-meat market ou this

site was also given. After this the Guvenimeot
committee reported that “ On the whole, (hey were of

opinion ihat (he site of Smitbfield should be kept free

fi'om buildings
; that a new raelropolitan meat market

should be established
;
and that such market should be

placed in a central position.” The City committtc
were asked whether they could not appropriate some
portion of Victoria-street to the purposes of a new
market

; but ou the authority of Deputy Hicks, it

was declared to be impossible to place a thriving meat
market there. Evidently the Government were
strongly opposed to building on any part of Smith-
field, if it could be avoided.

” Other plans,” says Mr. Taylor, “ were prepared
in April last, aud at the request of the Chancellor of
the Exchequer they were left wilh him, aud an
early answer promised

; but up to that time (July 10,

1857) DO letter bad been received. Siill, however,
there was a further fact which he bad to communicate
to the Court of Common Council, and which was this,

that although DO letter had been received, the Remem-
brancer had received back the plans from the Treasury,
and the Chaucellor had marked a line upon one of

them in pencil, intimating to the officer verbally ihat

if the corporation would consent to take that line, he
(the Minister) aud the Government would have no

I objection to the plan and thus it appears the
i matter of the appropriation of Smithfield rests at

present.’'' It is wilh pain that we mention facts

which threaten the covering up of this ancient his-

ti»ric;il site, which has, until a comparatively recent

date, been an qpen space for the use of (he citizens

of Xundoii Tor more than 1.000 years. We have on
mure than ouc occasion referred to the circumslance

that this valuable site was gi-anled to ihe corporation

in (rust, to be kept- an open space fur the use of the

citizens for ever. We therefore hope that th s ques-

tion may have further consideration, which will result

in the appropriation of some other site which may be

equally useful, and leave us this open spot.

A single w-clk through the dead-meat markets of

the metr polis will shuw the necessity for change.

Newgate-market, for instimcc, what t an be worse than
its arrangement ? A chief portion of it is, in fact, a

passage of uo great.width, which leads at rightangles

(or some distance from the south side of Newgate-
street, aud then at right angles og^iu leading to War-
vvick-lane to the entrance below Ibe picturesque tower

of the hall of the old College of Physicians. From
this point the market stretches a short distance

towards’Warwick-square, and then again appears on
the east of Warwick-laue. The appearance of this

place on any hot summer’s market-day is most extra-

ordinary and unpleasant. Piles of beef, pork, sheep,
|

&c, muiy be seen iu stacks, both in the carcase and
;

divided. The nroper veutilation of the place (parti-'

' c'ularly the western-part) is impossilde : on one side is !

' the Newgate prison, on another the high houses of'

Newgate-strect
;
then (here is the narrow Warwick- ’

lane and square on the other sides. It is, w-e think, '

not- saying too much to state that the improper

arrangement of this portion of Newgate-market has

been the cause of rendering unwholesome and useless,

to the value of many thousands of pounds sterling,

one of the impoitaut necessaries of life. The more
eastern portion is more open, but not at all what it

ought to be
;
and yet, notwithstanding these imper-

•fections, wc bclieve-that the removal of these markets

will meet with great opposition from the present

tenants.
i

One of the reasons which is given for the establish-
j

ment of a dead-meatmiarket in old Smithfield is, that

it will be the means of restoring the value of the pro-

perly which has been deteriorated by the removal of

the meat for living animals. It is unfortunate that

,

no great good can be done without some amount of

damage; but in connection with the neighbourhood

of Old Smithfield, it would seem that the chief portion

of the mischief has already been done. Many of the
j

old bostelries, have removed to or near the new
\

market ;
and it must be borne in mind that the loss

of custom to the shops iu the adjoining streets has, in

a great measure, been caused by the removal of many
thousands of persons from the large area along the

Fleet valley which is now vacant.

If we wdk round the present area of old Smithfield,

it will be found (hat the number of shops and other

places of business is not so large as might be generally

supposed : the hospital occupies one side of the

space, and another large portion is enclosed by

bare walls towards the Charterhouse. A part of

the property is dilapidated, and must, ns a matter

of neccssily, be shortly removed. Surrounding

Smitbfield, notwithstanding the removal of the houses

already mentioned, there is a dense and pent-up popu-

lation : look, for iustance, into Cloth-fair, and the

narrow, high-built alleys which surround the ancient

church of St. Bartholomew, aud the other places

leading from Long-lane
;

and, ou the side towards

Snow-hill, at the maze of thickly-peopled alleys which

are there placed. In looking along the streets which

lead towards the open area of Smithfield,—if vve except

public-houses, coffee-houses, and shaving-shops,—it

is curious to notice how little the business establish-

ments would be affected by the opening of a dead-

meat market in this locality; aud, after careful con-

sideration, we cannot help thinkingthat, if the portion

of site which has been piircha'^ed by the corporation

were occupied by them wilh suitable dwellings for the

families of numerous working men employed iu (he

City, and the other space left open and made sightly,

in a short time, when the new streets are buUt

adjoining old Smithfield, it will find a legitimate use

and soon be greatly improved in appearance.

In considering the position of a new metropolitan

dcad-mcat market, it ought to he remembered that

our advanced sanitary knowledge, the facilities of rail-

ways, &c. will not much longer permit (he slaughter-

ing of the animals required for human food iu the

midst of a vast population : it therefore becomes

evident that this uecessary purpose must be performed

either on the vacant space of the new cattle-market,

or elsewhere. The quantity of dead meat brought by

the different railways is rapidly increasing, and no

doubt in time a large portion of our supply will be

brought to us iu this way ; it therefore becomes a

• It appears that the approximate cost, as already esti-

mated by the City architect upon the plan alluded to,

amounts to 250,000^.

matter of importance that a dead meat, poultry, and
vegetable market of sufficient extent should form an
important part of any central metiojiultian railway
terminus. It is uncertain yet where this terminus
may be fixed

; however, if it is detcrmiiieil to erect at

once a market for the purposes above mentioned,
there surely cannot he any difliiulty at the present

time of finding a site without the sacrifice of old

Smithfield, There is the neglected and almost un-

used Farruigdou-markef, and the space of the Fleet

Prison, forming a large area, which might be ex-

I

tended at a comparatively small expense in various
' directions

;
aud in spite of theauthoriiy of Mr. Hicks,

i

we C’lnnot see how this site would fail to he as useful

,
to the dealers as either Smithfield, Newgate, or

Leadeuhall : it would be very convcuicut to the

Thames, by which beef and other provisions might be
conveyed to the shipping in the river and docks

;
and

if it should be determined to make a central railway

terminus ou the vacant space of tbe Fleet-valley,

nothing could be more ready than the site just men-
tioned for a market such as is required, to which the

meat so ready for consumption could be brought from
the abattoirs of new Smithfield aud various neigh-

bouring and remote parts of tbe country by railway.

WE MOVE ON!

It is often difficult, even amid the roar and bustle

of the London streets, to avoid faliing into dreamy

thoughts of bygone days, which, while they do not

prevent one from elbowing his way through the

crowded thoroughfare, cause the rattling of wheels,

the hum of voices, and the never-ending tide of

human forms and faces to be as little heeded as the

sounding of the sea is by those constantly living ou

its shore; and a slip into the mud, or the sidashing

of a cab-wheel, has been the means of inking the

thoughts back to the days of projecting penis, highly-

pitched roofs, and long spouts of lion's head and other

devices, from which, at times, the rain poured on (he

unpaved street.

Miserable mast have been tbe case of the shop-

keepers of London in such weather, for they must

undoubtedly have been obliged to draw' op the shutters

of their unglazed shops to keep out the rain, and

betake themselves to what?—tobacco in those ancient

days had not come into use, so that they could not

smoke their pipes : in reading they were not much
skilled, neither had they magazines or journals.

As to (he ladles, they must, as a mutter of neces-

sitv, have remained within doors, for surely the

call must have been urgent which could cause a

fair dame to venture outside amid the splas'hing

waters from above, and the quagmire and puddles

below. To add to the difficulties of the roads, there

were then no sedan chairs, hackney coaches, cabs,

nor even umbrellas.

Our thoughts do not, however, at present go back

to that old date when, in addition to other curious

matters, long rows of pack-horses and tilt-waggons

might be commonly seen iu London streets conveying

the various kinds of merchandize, but rather to things

which many will remember not long since, but which

are nevertheless now matters of the past.

The deep bass voice calling “sweep— soot, oh!"

closely followed by the tiny voice of the little sufferer

behind, has ceased as regards the latter.

The duatmau’s bill is still. The dogs once em-

ployed in drawing cat’s-meat barrows have been

thrown out of work; the huge advertising vans, sur-

mounted by monstrous hats, dust-pnus, carpet-bags,

and other devices; the loug regiments of men bearing

placards, announcing woudrous bargains, have all

^

vanished

;

\ “ And like tbe baseless fabric of a vision
• • » • •

! Leave not a rack behind.

”

! They seem to go, aud nobody misses them
;
and it

is only when in some reveries, such as those above

mentioned, that one is liable to turn rout'd and wonder

what has become of these once familiar features of the

London thoroughfares.

j

The sedau-clunr, that far-famed conveyance of om'

!

great grandfathers and grandmothers, has not been

j

met with in the city for many a day : there may, how-

I

ever, be found in the London workhouse two or three

worm-eaten examples, the gilding and embossing

' faded, and the once showy leather bangings in tatters

:

! we imagine that one of these iu Fleet-street, at the

!

present time, would excite as much curiosity as a

I

cocked-hat and pig-tail.

I

"We have iu old times “ heard the chimes at mid-

' night things arc now changed: the ancient Cliurlics,

' their hourly cry, watch-boxes, horn laiit'Tus, and

1 other accoutrements, arc gone from the sight and eye.

,

It is the same with the mail and singe coaches and

I

the guard’s lively horn, and it will not be long ere we

! have a last glimpse of the lumbering hackney coaches,

decked, like an undcrtiikcr’s shop, with faded heraldic

1
representations ; the coachman, old aud feeble, dressed
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in that coat of many capes, will soon be off “ the

stand.”

The link-boys, the street oil-lamps, the dim oil and

candle-lights in the tradesmen’s shops, have all been

put out by that modem improvement, gas. Not more

than 35 years ago, hulls were commonly baited at

Spitalfields and elsewhere; then we had our cock-

pits and other “ amusements,” The dancing bears,

and other matters, which were once so common

in our streets, are now no longer seen : even the

parish beadle, that once great authority, is now much

less thought of than an ordinary policeman.

'fhe dress-sword, very commonly worn in John-

son and Goldsmith’s time,* has been superseded by

walking-sticbs and umbrellas.

It is a sight to see the “charity children” going in

various processions to St. Paul’s, on their anniversary ;

then may be observed boys in leather breeches, green

and other coloured antique coats, and little girls in

dresses which, however much they may remind ns of

old times, are anything hut becoming
;
and allhough

owning to a considerable extent of antiquarian predi-

lection, we should not be sorry to see these distinctive

and improper badges of charity disappear, like the

things above mentioned.

Tne musical chimes have been stopped in several

of the city ciiurcbes : some of the neighbours consider-

ing them au annoyance ;
although we think the " Old

Plundred,” and other quaint tunes, sounding from the

bells, are pleasant to hear for a few minutes, either in

the midst of business, or in the still night
;
often

have we lingered for half an hour, near the grey tower

of Cripplegate Church, to hear the chimes there

which, no doubt, were familiar to Milton’s ears.

The bellmen of the different parishes and wards,

who were not long since the great advertising medium,

are functionaries now unknown in the metropolis.

The last time we heard a city bellman was more than

a dozen years ago, about one o’clock on a Christmas

morning, ringing the

“ Wives and maids to rise,

And bake their puddings and pies.

For ’twaa Christmas-day in the morning.”

Inside the houses we also miss many well-known

objects. Few have seen for many a day past the

patience-trying apparatus consisting of the tinder-box,

Hint, and steel, which so often troubled both dames and

maidens, at early morning in particular : thanks to the

inventor of iucifer matches. The spinning-wheel is gone,

so are the needles and sheaths for stocking-knitting. The

spiunet and other old-fashioned musical instruments

have succumbed to the pianoforte. Indeed, “ such -

changes in our time we have seen,” that they are too

numerous to mention in a brief paper. We must not,

however, omit an important feature. In the printing-

office of this paper there are still at work several

hand-printing presses, some of old date. "With a much
more primitive machine the woodcut illustrations of

Thomas Bewick’s books were slowly printed. How
!

wonderful the contrast between these aod the huge
j

power, in the same office, which throws off, as if by 1

magic, thousands of impressions in a morniog I
{

Nor is the change in the river less surprising. In
i

the towns we have railway stations of a new kind of I

construction, and of such an extent, that it would!

have seemed madness a few years i^o to have

'

shadowed an idea of them. London is surrounded by I

railways, which will soon move into the heart of the I

City. The electric telegraph flashes its news below

our feet, in the most bustling thoroughfares.

A great portion of the London dead is being

taken for interment to a distance from the

crowded population. The steam-engine is doing its

miraculous work. Old Smithfield market has moved,
though not, we fear, to a sufficient distance. Baths and
washhouses, improved dwellings, improved sewerage,

improved schools, and other matters, which even in

their infancy give great promise, are rapidly driving

away old-fashioned prejudices, and induce the hope that

if every man will but do his work, the advance in the

next twenty-five years will not he less remarkable

than it has been in those which have preceded them.

THE BROTHERTON MEMORIAL COM-
PETITION.

SiXTY-NiiTE competitors have submitted designs

(several of them more than one), iu reply to the com-
mittee’s advertisement, and these are now open to

the public (till July 18), in the Peel-park Museum,
at Salford. The monument is to cost 500 guineas.

The committee have printed as a pamphlet the

descriptions accompanying the designs, which serve

as a catalogue, and make the exhibition one of
greater interest. Up to this time the course pursued
by the committee appears to have been praiseworthy
iu the extreme. The majority of the designs arc
Gothic in style, and many of them very indifferent.

* the fanioas etcher of foliage, and other artists,
might be seen wearing dress-swords not more than thirty
years since.

THE SINCLAIR SEAMENS’ CHURCH, BELFAST.

[

i

I

I

THE SINCLAIR SEAMEN’S CHURCH,
BELFAST.

This church is now iu progress, and will cost

about 3,000/. It is being erected by public

subscription, as a mcraorid to the memory of

the late John Sinclair, esq. of Belfast, and is

designed to accommodate the seamen of the

Presbyterian Church frequenting this port. The
first stone of the building was laid by the Lord
Advocate of Scotland, iu October last. The
material used is the County Down Sandstone.

Messrs. Lanyou aud Lyun are the architects.

A sailors’ home is also about being built iu the

same locality.

STREET LINES.

Improvements projected in the Government

offices, and the clearance which must be effected in

the noblest quarter of Loudon, before the foundations

are laid, cause no little distrust, lest in the realisation

of plans, however faultless, however perfect, the

grand desideratum he forgolten—an effective ap-

proach and exit, together with openings calculated to

afford a happy exposition of the buildings.

It would appear that hitherto little attention was
paid to anything beyond the erection and completion

of a grand structure: whatever its dimensions, the

old curvilinear and narrow streets were allowed to

remain, and in after ages, the mean domiciles aod
paltry business stores, along the lines, having acquired

an enormously increased value, were replaced by
solid, expensive, and even magnificent houses of

trade. So far the old slinled causeways are irremedi-

able, therefore it behoves ns to guard agaiust the like

error in the new and magnificent quarters which the

current half century is to inaugurate.

Amongst the plans put forward in competition,

not a few have struck out general features of open

approach and exposition
; but very few have regarded

the importance of preserving a clear opening from St.

James’s-park to the river, and fewer still the necessity

of keeping a clear causeway aud opeu view, worM-
ward, from the Palace of St. Stephen’s to Northum-

I herlaud-gardens, along the river bank.

I

By an unhappy accident, the palace has been

obtruded 50 feet upon the bed of the Thames :

the mistake is deplorable ;
but as it cannot be

remedied, and as, despite the cavils, that perform-

ance stands a monument of as yet unrivalled excels

lence; the only alternative left us (and that amount-

to a duty where so much skill, labour, and expense

have been lavished), is to remove every obstacle to

the contemplation of its varied beauties, and fair

proportions,— to open out the aspect on every sideb-

and to adapt every vicinal structure in perfect con-

sonance and keeping with the lustrous creations we

already possess.

It is unaccountable, when we consider the facilities

this happily and beautifully placed City affords for

ierviinal effect in most of the grand causeways, how
little attention has been paid to these points which,

arc so material to the scenic exhibition of arehitec-

tecture, as well as to the health of the metropolis.

AU the streets, narrow though they be, terminating

in Hyde or Regent’s parks, derive a beauty, a health-

fulness, aud in consequence, an increased value from

the aperture which reveals, in ever so sparing a mea-

sure, a green tree, an open glade, or a hill : how
much is such a termination enhanced by internal

squares on the line of street? But an opening, direct

from the park to the river, adorned chef d’ceuvres

of artistic taste, and conducting (as it must be) indi-

rectly to the majestic flood, how noble would the

aspect be 1

Would that we could, by a slight incision upou

Government estate in Spring-gardens, clear out

another aperture (across the waij) to the statue

in Charing-eross,—that, as a spell of enchautmeDt,.

would brillianlly illustrate onronlygraudcentral piazza.

Few, indeed, are the routes that run straight for

any extent : there are none in the old City : Edg-

ware-road is, perhaps, the largest in town, extending

over two miles to Kilburn
;
then Oxford-street, less

direct, but taking a range of four miles from Bays-

water to Holboro-hill : these are actualities : incessant

are the tide of population and the roll of vehicles.

The Strand, for three-quarters of a mile, is a right

line, aud a right-royal conduit
;
but its continuation

by Fleet-street (from St. Clement Danes to St.

Paul’s) is an arc of which the string would bisect the

Temple-courts, passing behind the churches of St.

Bride and the Kuights Templars.
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THE SINCLAIR SEAMENS’ CHURCH, BELFAST. Messrs. Lanton and Lynn, Architects.

There is another continuous straight route leading

northward, from Ilolborn to Ilampsttad-road, by

Sonthampton-street, 'Wobnrn-place, and Seymoiir-

street, which, by ihe sacrifice of some comparatively

valueless property, might pass along the west side of

Lincoln’s-ino-ficlds, and strike direct upon St. Clement
Danes

;
thus exhibiting in its course of three miles

more important squares, churches, and public edifices,

than any other line of the like length.

An access such as this from the Temple, the ancient

pcricordium of the City, would enhance the value of

the fine district of its traverse, and awaken citizens to

the fact, so little considered, tint Hampstead and
Higligate, the most elevated and beautiful of the

suburbs, are also the nearest. The sinuosities of

Wych-street,— the cross purposes of Clare-market,— |

and the insignificant straits of Turustile and King-
street, perplex and mystify the vacant ratubhr, who,

if proposing a migration northward, would rather

diverge the largo of New Oxford-slrcet, nearly a mile

westward, in order then to pursue the certainly less

agreeable line of Tottenham-conrt-ruad.

TVe will leave St. Marliu’s-lc-GiMnd and Goswell-

street, the Commercial-road and Mile-end, together

with Biehopsgatc-street, Shoreditch, and their con-

tinuations, as we found them, in the possession of

eommercialists and wise men of the cast ; these are

all, in their way, respectable and commodious cause-

ways, however winding ; but to suppose that arteries
^

so insufiicieut for the life’s blood of commerce are to
,

continue to be the main ducts of traffic, would be to

determine that the command “ to increase and mul-

tiply ” should be suspended as to Loudon
;
meanwhile,

that the subjects of this realm are replenishing and

subduing the remotest cuds of earth.

The reformation and regeneration of structural

London is now about to commence at the west : so

far es the embankment of the river from Chelsea is

concerned, it has been begun; but after nil, the Hues

which are to form the principal easements of trade,

are yet to be formed along the proposed quay wails of

tlie Thames. A new Strand reclaimed from the water,

extending from Westminster to Blackfriars, and, if

possible, to Paul’s Wharf, is what is required for the

storeage and depletion of London. The project is

proven to be practicable, and its utility admitted on

all hands, as corrective of the tidal impurities; whilst,

at the same lime, floating docks and a great extent of

valuable building land would be gained.

The long delay of amendments in old standard

thoroughfares, such as the removal of Middle-row, of

Teinple-b.ar, of the stack opposite Meui’s brewery,

iu Totteuham-coiuT-road, &c. &e. occasions not only

the decliue of the streets immediately concerned, but

transArs to other reforming quarters that prosperity

and respectability which might be attracted to the old

accustomed routes ; as, for instance, in case of the

opening and extension of King-street, Holborn, to

Woburn-pbicc, in the same width, what a location for

fir.'st-iatc shops would that short range offer ! The

I ii-

I 'M
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"tide of populatiou would straight set in that way;

the one exumple may be applied to the nutnerous

straits and obaiructions of the trading metropolis.

Any well-builf, but isolated quarter, exposed to

the objection of a bad approach, is iu like tnauner re-

stricted and kept down in value. Toe same may be

said of the low ranges of river-side stores aud wharfs

:

these are at present accessible only by long circiii's;

or if by sti'night lines, then by steep accliwiies at a

gradient of 1 in 13 ! A palace or castle, with one

sole conduit, and that by a drawbridge, as used in

feudal limes, would be now valueless, escept as a

curiosity : every abode, or village, or town, is esti-

mated just iu the ratio of its accessibility ;
"but in

cities more especially, open, level, aud direct streets

are indispensable fur ease of traction, ficedom of iu-

lercomniUdicaiion, clear ventilation, and for the

obvious distinction of the several stores, shops, and

houses. So, uiitil the most valuable sites of all com-

mercial IrtinduD, the river banks (on both sides), he

opeued out, these vital organs of the great system

must continue in their present stagnant and diseased

condition. Quondam.

i^ECESSITY FOR LARGE ROOMS.
TH£ NEW READING-ROOM, BBITISH MUSEUM.

Time was when men eminent in literaiure would

have thought it derogatory to their dignity to have

allowed their works to appear before the public in any

other shape than large and costly tumes, which

completely put thent out of the reach of the multitude ;

and one of the most remarkable signs of the present

wonderful days is the comparatively cheap production

of high-class works. In addition to this means of

instructing the people, it is well worth while to notice

the various attempts which are being made iu London
and other large towns by men of eminence to convey,

by means of lectures and illustrations^ iufocmutlon to,

large masses.
;

To meet the demand which is evidently growing,

buildings have been put up onpable of holding large

numbers. Thirty or forty years ago, a loom which
would coutaiu au audiofic^ of 1,000 was looked upon
with curiosity. Since, Exeter Hall, the Smrey
Music Hall, aud othei' places iu the metropolis, have
been erected on a much Ivger scale; aud iu the puro-

vinces, the Free Trade at Mancheatier, the halls

at Birmingham, Newcaniie-upon-Tyoe, and other

places, are remarkable, when contrasted with tlmse for-

merly used for a similar purpose. The lecluj;e-rooni at

the Poly technic Institution has been enlarged from time
to time, aud at present from 3,000 to 4,000 persons

can both hear the lectures aud clearly see the explana-

tory illustrations
; and we hope tlie day is not far

distant when men like Fa^nday, Owen, and others

famous iu art, literature, end science will have the

means of addressing themselves to classes of junny

thoasaods strong. In the Surrey Music Hall from

8,000 to 10,000 persons idock week after week to

hcarthe |u»pular pceaidier of the day, nnd, what is

more, hear him.

One of the chief dif&oiUies in bringing about such

a desirable result seems to be the didiculty in modern
buildings of getting the voice of a speaker to reach a
sufBoient uumoer, aud there are instauees iu halls of

even moderate size where an orator is not so well

heard by a considerable portion of the audience as he
would be from a platform in the open air.

Some years since it was found necessary to pull

down the old church of All Saints at Newcastle-upon-

Tyne, and rebuild another on its site. 'I'he choir,

which, with ihe exception of a sort of small veslibule

at the entrance, was a perfect circle, was lighted by
various round-beaded windows, and fitted with gal-

leries and pews of polished mahogany : the robf was
nearly flat. On the church being completed, aud the
pulpit placed in its intended position, it was found
that those in the centre of the church could scarcely

hear a word of the service : the sound seemed to

travel round and round the circular walls, and then
mingle into an indistiutt hum. Mr. T. Sopnich at

the time published a little book, giving particulars of

the failure, aud the means which were used to remedy
the evil.

The acoustic qualities of most of the large ancient

churches in this country contrast curiously with such
u failure as that above mentioned.

In St. Alban's Abbey sounds are conveyed clcaily

and distinctly to a marvellous distance, in Durham
Cathedral we have ofteu iu remote nooks and galleries

heard distincily the reading of the lessons. West-
minster Abbey and other places might also be men-
tioned.

Iu St. Paul’s Cathedral a single voice is net
audible at a great distance. Iu most of the Lon-
don churchis which have been erected since the
date of the Fire of 16G6, the sounding-boards and
other iuventiinis fixed upon the pulpits sliovv the diffi-

culty which was felt by the architects in the proper
distribuUon of sound, and it seems that, even at the

present day, the acou.'stic qualities of lecture-halls,

and other meeting places, are, iu a great measure, the

result of chance.

In looking at the vast space of the new reading-

room at the British Museum, the notion arises that a

magnificent hall for the purpose of illustrated lectures

might be erected on this plan, capable of holding an

immense concourse of pcapb-, who would see botlon

th;in those in the back-ground of a building of an

oblong form
;
and it might be U9e‘’ul to make some

acoustic experiment?, in order to show if, for .the

purposes of lectures and music, similar buddings

could be made available. Should such experiments be

made, and found to be successful, it might lead to our-

having in the metropolis a structure devoted to the

most useUil purposes, wherein thousands at.theaamc

lime might find, cheuply, instruction aud delight.

CORRESPONDEN’CE ON THE GOVERNMENT
OFFICES DESIGNS.

Sir,—I could scarcely believe my eyes when I read

the following in your paper for last week, as part of

the judges’ report :

—

“With regard to the design for the Foreign aud

War Departments, a difficulty presouted itself,
_

in

consequence of several of the com|>etitors having

sent in one building more or less uirfitted for sub-

division for both tiie public offices, for which diatinct

prizes have to be awaided, whilst others have either

confined their effurts to one of the buildings, or have

given separate designs for each. It will he evident

that these united designs compete under considerable

disadvantage with the single designs, and that unless

a united design should be superior, iu both depart-

ment?, to all its single competitors, ii could not re-

ceive a prize, because one portion of it could hardly

be execuied without the other.” (Ml!)

informed as the Builder usually is, I really

trust that Tor once you have been misled. Surely it

is impossible .that thejudges could come to such a de-

cision asthat -stated above, and for such a reason. If

they have acted upou such a principle, those who
have done the least work have had the best chance,

while those who have gone moat compreheusivcly

into the subject, and besto^'cd the most labour,

thought, and money upon it. have been treated in the

moat scurvy manner. But I cannot believe that the

judges have so acted in defiance of the “ conditions,”

in which not a woid >s said requiring the designs to

be distinct. As to the asserted dilemma which I have

italicised above, “tliat one portion of it could hardly

be executed without the other,” siuvlv this is no affair

of thejudges. T1m5 duty of thejudges was to awiu-d

the prizes to the best design.®, irrespective of the con-

sequences. If they have been frightened by this

dilcuMtia, what do they say to the far greater dilemmas

arising from the liwjts that the prize block plans will

not harmoulze with the prize designs for the Foreign

and War Offices, nor the latter with each other ? A
correspondent informs you tliat “the judges decided

to ^ve DO comjietitor more than one premium.”
Here, again, I hope you are mistaken.

I maintain that if one couipetitor produced the

best designs for the Foreign end War Offices, he

would be entitled to two prizes
;
and if the best for

the block plan as well, to three prizes ; and I challenge

the judges to jwiut out anything in the "conditions
”

to the contrary. If your statements as quoted above

be true, pray insert this from

A Disgusted CoMrETixoR.

SEWERAGE AND DR.\INAGE NOMEN-
CLATURE FOR TOWN PURPOSES.

The rapid extension of town sewers, as also of

house and yard drains, involves frequent use of the

words sewer, drain, sewaye, &c. Tbeie is often con-

fusion, and consequent iiicous'steniy, iu the use of

these word?, and no dii-tionary contains full and clear

difiuitions. The word sewaye is not given in some
of our standard dictionaries. It is frequently con-

founded with sewerage, aud there is no authority to

set au inquirer right. We propose to attempt a few
definitions.

Sewer, s. singular. A covered or open conduit
for the removal or passage of water or liquid refuse,

from a cily, town, village, or hospital, or from dwell-

ing houses or other buildings. There are main
sewers, secondary sewers, and branch stwers. Sewers
may he of any sectional form, and iu»y be constructed

of any suitable material. It is the use, and not the

dimensions, fijrip, or material, which constitutes a

sewer. A sewer may be ofieu, like a couduit or

canal; or elevated like an aqueduct; or beneath au

embankment, like a culvert; or underground, like an
adit or a tunnel. Tha^ which is public,—in a street,

lane, yard, or couit, or along any highway, or an
outlet from any of the above, will be a sewer. Circular

or egg-shaped, ou cross section, is the best form
for sewers.

Sewerage, s. The aggregate of sewers, if used

as descriptive of the sewers of a city, town, or dis-

trict. The sewerage has been completed,” that is,

a system of sewers has beeu completed, a number of

sewers has been completed, which form a system.

“The sewerage and drainage of Alnwick have been

completed.”

.Sewage, s. The refuse flowing through drains

.aud sewers. Sewage must not be confouaded with

.saxoffcage. They are not synonymous, nor ever can

be. >A t^uk may contain sewage, but not sewerage.

This mistake is frequently made.

Drain, &. A couduit from a house or public

building, .tributary to a sewer. A drain is a duct,

pipe, or passage of stone, brick, earthenware, iron, or

other material, of any dimensions or sectional form,

by means of which fool waters, refuse, aud indeed any

fluids or .semi-fluids, are drained from buildings,

houses, yards, or land, into a sewer. Drains may be

in all .respects like sewers. A sewer is in a public

road or other place, for a public purpose : a drain

coiainences on private property, and is a tributary to

a sewei'.

DiiAtNAQE, s. A system of drains. “The drain-

age of a city .has been completed,”— that is, the houses

in such city have been drained. “The town of Aln-

wick isjsewercd and draiued.” The town is sewered,

the houses ®re drained, aud therefore the sewerage

aud dfuinage are complete. “The is either

p ifiscd '(waste) into the river Ain, or applied to the

laud for agricultural use.”

BemarM-—Sewer, seugb, sew, sboer, sooer, sough,

siiff, suf, are merely variations of one word. In the

meti-opolis there were “Commissioners of Sewers:”

in Munebester there is a “ Paving and Soughing

Commiirtee.*’ Town sewers are meaut iu both cases.

Robert Rawlinson.

•PROTINCLVL AND CHURCH-BUILDING
NEWS.

F®r*ncurf/J.—The first stone of the new church of

St. John the Evangelist, now being erected*on the

Denes, {A Yarmouth, for the use of beachroen^ and

sailor?, was laid on the 7th instant. The site is on

the open part of the Denes at the junction of York

aud St. George’s roads. The chuvcli will be a small

plain edifice of flint-work, with Bath stone quoins

aud dressing?, in the Early English style of archi-

tecture. It will consist of a nave, chancel, and apse ;

« ith ,a vestry and turret on the south, and a porch on

(he noi-th side. The nave will be 55 fret long by

26 feet wide, and the entice length of the church,

including the nave, ebanoel, and apse, will be 87 fret.

The height of the building, from the floor-line of the

nave to the ridge of the roof, will be 38 feet. The

roofs will be of open timber stained, but that of

the chancel will be boarded intes-nally. The interior

of the church will be faced with white bricks: the

chancel arch will be of moulded brick?, aud the jambs

cased with stamped bricks of ornamentid pattern.

The sittings will consist of open benches of deal

stained, aud accommodation will be provided for

about 300 persons. Mr. J. H. Hakewell, of London,

is the architect : Mr. R. Steward, of Yarmouth, is

the contractor. The contract is for 1,246/.

Thaicham.—ki a meeting of the committee for

receiving tenders from the selected parties for re-

storiug siud modernizing this church, tJic tender of

Mr. Job Hanson, builder, Speenhatnlaud, for 1,690/.

being the lowest, was accepted : between this and

the amount of the highest tender the sum exceeded

400/. ;
but there was only 33/. difl’tovnee iu that of

Mr. Hauson and Mr. Thomas, builder, Abingdon.

Cores Tenders have been given iu for

repairs of Cores Eud Chapel and the erection of

schools
;

Messrs. Poulton and Woodman, of Reading,

architects; ranging, from Williams, 560/. to Holland

and Stevens (Wycombe), 372/. ;
the latter accepted.

The old materials were allowed for.

Dray/oH.—The lately renovated church in this

parish has been reopened for Divine service. The

expenses connected with the renovations amounted to

ahuut 600/. of which 100/. is still owing. Mr. Davis,

of L^iugport, was the architect cmplnyed.

lleri'ford.—The Benedictine order of Roman

Cathi’lics are about to erect a monastery at Belmont,

near Ilerufrrd, on a scale unknown iu Eoglaud stfice

the Reformation. Mr. Pugin has advertised for

tenders for the work. A Roman Catholic church has

also been built at Belmont, at the sole expense of

Mr. F. 11. Wi'gg Prosser, formeily a member for

Herefordshire, and who a few years since seceded from

the Chin ch of England.

//Wj«//.—

T

he’portion ef (he Walsall Cemetery

appropriated to members of the E^tahli?hed Church

was consecrated by the Bishop of Liclilfrld on the Cth

instaut. The new cemetery is situated upon a gentle

slope on the south side of the town, between the

South Stafl’ordshire Railway aud the canal. It is

approached by a newly-constructed road, 48 fret in
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width, leading outo ^ Bridgeman-slreet, and comprises
over 13 aere>, jiyided as follows, namely, eight to

the Church to the Romaii Catholics, and the
remaiuder the Protestant Dissenters. It is

suiTound^il >by a brick wall, with piers every 15 feet,

built b.^, Mr. Rowley, of Walsall, at a cost of 800/.
The Ijvyiug out, forming, and planting of the ground,
hav^ been effected by Messrs. Cole and Sharp,
uU^serymeu, Perry Barr, under the superintendence

of Mr. Claik, the borough surveyor. The lodge and
entrance gates are not yet completed. They will

cost about 400/. The chapels, vyhicb were designed

by Mr. Chirk, measure 37 feet by 17 feet, clear of

tho walls. Between them rises a tower and spire,

80 feet high including the vane
;
and between tho

tower and cbapels, on each side, are robing-rooms
and tool and bier housps. Tho Episcopal chapel is

seated lor between fifty, and sixly persons, the seats

being of deal, stained and varnished. The roof is

open, and the timber stained and varnished. The
-end windows are traccried. The side windows are

single lancet, similar to the end one, and bordered

with stained glass. With the exception of the end
window, the Disseniers’ chapel is the same as the

other in its internal arrangements : as to external de-

sign, its principal window is a triple lancet. The
chapels and spii e are of brick, with Bath stone dress-

ings; and the roofs are covered with ornamental tiles.

The chapels w ere erected by Messrs. Taylor, Brothers,

of Waleall, under Mr. Clark’s superintendence, and
cost about 1.300/. The contractors were Messrs.

Taylor, Bi others, and Messrs. Cole and Sharp.

Fr^sipp .—The fouadalion-atono of a B ipiist chapel

was laid in Pisliergatr, Preston, on the 2ad instant.

Messrs. Ilibbt-rt and Raiaford arc the archilecia. T e

chapel will be entered from Pishergate by a flight of

stone steps, with palisading ip. frput. The ground-

floor will s{«it460 persons. At present it is proposed

to have a galhry fur the choir only, but the chapel is

so planned as to admit of being
'

galjeried round at

any time. In tho rear of the chapel will bp vestries

and a staircase to the organ gallery. The seats will

be open, and the roof will have open framing, consist-

ing of rafters with curved ribs and spaudills, filled iu

with decorated iron castings. Beneath the chapel

will be boys’ and girls’ schools, with separate eni ranees

from Cfiarnley-street, and divided from, ench other by
.-a movea,btc screen. These schools arc to be 12 feet

high, and to have all the requisite conveniences

attached. The interior dimensions of the chapel will

be 40 feet by 72 feet. The style of architecture is

•mixed, but with Romanesque and Italian features.

There will be a square tower at the corner of Fisher-

gate and Cliarnley-street, 110 feet in height to the

lop of the tiled roof which will cover it. The contracts

for the masons’, joiuers’, carpenters’, plasterers’, and
ironfuuudprs’ work have been taken by Messrs.

Cooper and Tullis, and Mr. Richard Aiighlon. The
total cost of the chsipcl, when completed, will be up-

wards of 2,50.0/.

TOREIGN INTELLIGENCE.
Novel Use of Electric Telegraphs .—Our German

contemporaries do not think tliat the use of telegraphs

for pol.tical purposes is their final destination. As
the laws of storms have been now so thoroughly in-

vestigated, and the rain-clouds travel very slowly, the

collecting and publishing of metcorologica! iufelligence

may become of great importance to the agriculturist;

and means have been taken in Germany to <ffect that

object duriug the sowing and harvest seasons.

Architecture and Poetrg .—The SchiUer committee
of Marbach have purchased the house (now a bake-

house) where Schiller was born, and it will be
inaugurated on the poet’s hundredth birthday.

Aa«/’^ Statue .—The model of this large statuary
work, 10 feet high, made liy Professor Rauch, has
been cast iu bronze by M. Gladcnbacli, iu the fuuudry
of Beriiu : fur the cast 32 cwt. of metal were required,

which does not include Kaut’s head, which will be
cast in a separate mould. The chasing of the statue

will be doue by M. Griinberg, and the work be seut

in six monllis to Konigsberg, the place where it is to

be put up.

A Novel Art-Exhibition .—The little town of

Meiuingen will wiluess an exhibition of a novel and
interesting kind, viz. that of historical carlootis of

modem masters. It is owing to Piince George Saxc-
Meningeii, that sin'h high art-works have been
collected and n)ade available to the public sight. Of
Cornelius there is a large specimen,

“
'i'be Four

Horsemen of ihc Apoca)y[)3e,” from theCampo Sauto
of Berlin; “The Creation” and “The Crucifixion

”

from the Ludwigskirchc, in Munich. Of Kaiilbach,

the following c-artoonsliave been procured fur the exhi-

bit iou ;
—“ The Flowering Period of Greece,” and “The

ReconciliHtiou between Charlemagne and "Wittekind

a part of a frieze from Berlin ; and the colossal figures

of Mosc.s, Salon, Egypt, and Hellas. Of Schnorr

of Carulsfcld, some minor cartoons, and the large one

o.f the Nicbejungen. Of Professor Schwiud, all the
ca^^'oo^s for the historical frescoes iu the Landgrave’s
Hall of the Wantburg, &c. The fiuaucial difficulty

of this exhibition may be gathered from the fact, that

for the cartoons from Beriiu aloue a guarantee ol

21,000 thajers was required to be given.

BERN; FIRST INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITION
OB’ SWITZERLAND.

Amongst the real conquests of our times, the

national exhibitions rank surely first, and that of

Switzerland has attraoteJ great notice. The building-

stands near ibe Aaitbor, close to the hill whence the
astronomical observatory is looking down on the

beholder. It consists of a maiu mural buildiug and
an annex of wood. Besides the ground floor, two
stories have been erected, which form halls supported

by two rows of columns. Tho portal is of a grand
proporliou, the windows high, and the pediment

adorned with rebevos. The most interesting items ol

this Alpine exhibition are those nearest to sturdy,

ruddy Nature; the produce of the iron manufactories;

building stones, exbibiliug some huge specimens ol

marble and slate slabs ;
blocks of cement, fossil fuel,

peat, and a group of huge oak casks; nicely orna-

mented irou garden furuiture; various products of

asphaltuoi, aud other chemical produce, are also to be

met with. Very iateresiing is the eollectiou of Swiss

watch and clock works, a series of physical, mathe-

in.atical, aud di awing materials: specimens of Swiss

printing, lithography, and photography,—to which

the homely straw plaitings from the Aargau, and the

shining kitchen utensils of copper and plaque, form

a relieving peftdtint. The number of eshibitors is

2,050, with 20,000 ajticles. Authors and publishers

are separately taken account of, and 8,000 works of

different kiu^ have been seut in by 100 of the above

fruteruity.

STONE FUR THE HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT
AND PROPOSED GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS.

A CORRESPONDENT of the Times, writing on the

subject of stone for the proposed Government build-

ings, says,
—

“ I think all will admit that the stone

chosen for the New Palace is a great mistake, lor

long since—iu fact, before a portion of that material

bad been exposed to the atmosphere more than seven

years—auy practised eye could see what would be the

result. In proof of this, I took occasion, in the early

part of 1849, to write on the subject to your couti-ra-

porary tho Builder, but the editor, cither disregarding

the obsei-vation,s of so humble an iuclividual as myself,
i

or perhaps not seeing the truth of the remarks, de-

1

dined publishing my communication
;
but now it is

'

found necessary to coat the building with a compound

to prevent its destruction, aud this before (he builder

has completed bis work.”

The truth is, with the greatest consideration for

correspondents, if we were to give inserlion to every

letter sent to us throwing doubts on the goodness of
|

the various stones used in buildiug, we should dam^igc
;

everv quarry-owner in England, and jet do little to

advance the cause of tru'h. The evidence on which

Anston stone was selected overrode any mere belief

expressed in 18'19 ;
and though it is unforiunately the

ease that the stone used iu particular situatiims at the.

Houses of Parliament is decaying very fast, it can

'

scarcely he doubted that much of the Anstou stoue is

a very excellent material. There is a bad bed as well as a

goodbed,and the atone needs selection. We have several

letters before us recommending various stones, espe-
^

cially Portland, and we give insertion to one of them.

It must be remembered, however, that of this also we

have some lad specimens in the metropolis, and it is

difficult to koow what will stand and what will no‘.
^

The fact is, no one know s much about stone : we are
,

blundering on iu the dark. 1

In Sir Charles Barry’s remarks respecting the

stone of the new Palace, at Wesimiuster, I notice one

point which, in my humble opiuion, is likely to mis-
j

lead the public, namely, “ that upon the whole it (the

Anston stoue) has luined out to be at least as good,

as any stone hitherto employed in London.” Now,

if S'r Charles Barry will walk down Fleet-street, and

careffilly examine the Kettou stone, which is used in

St. Duostau’s Church, he will be inclined, I should

imagine, to alter his opinion. If not, let ])im pro-

ceed on to St. Paul’s, and examine the Portland

stone of which that masterpiece of architecture is

built : he will there find that, after a lapse of 147

years, “ in particular situations and under peculiar

conditions,” instead of yivLling to the deleierious

effects of the London atmosphere, it has become, iu

fact, ease hardened. tliiTtby showing that, the atmo-

sphere, insteid of decomposing the Portland stone,

renders it considerably Rtrder aud more durable : iu

some of the most exposed parts, the tooled marks are

as visible as on the day they left the mason’s banker.

The carving also, which has been fiuisfiul so many
years, is now as sharp as the last fiuial at the New
Palace, Nor do I think it at all probable that
Sir Christopher Wien would have bpslowed his time
audtalcutsou a material tb^t he was not sure from
experience would slqnd the lest of the Loadou
atmosphere, and remain perfect in its most minute
details I'or an indefinite period, without being obliged
(as Sir Charles Charles Barry informs us, he intends
doing), to have recourse to various economical means
to aiTCbt fiiriher decomposition of a work on which
so many thousands of the public niouey have been
spent. A Master Mason,

SMEATONIAN SOCIETY OB QIVIL
ENGINEERS.

This society, founded in 1771 by Mr. Smeatou for

the puiqiose of eucoaraging civil engineers, and intro-

ducing, ihruugli soc'al meetings, a friendly intercourse

among the profession and men of science, bad an
eutertaiument on Saturday last Greenwich.

The parly during the afternoon visited, under
special arrangements, the Great Eastern, ship, the
Atlantic cable on board H.M.S. Agamemnon, and
fhc Nautilus diving-bell at the Victoria docks. The
inspection, and explanations given at the several

works, were of the highest interest; aud much
pleasure aud information were derived I'rum tlie visit.

At the dinner the chair was taken by Mr. Ilawk-

shaw, tbe president for the year ; about firty gentle-

men. were present : among them, Mr. Siephenson,

M.P., Mr. Locke, M.P., Sir J. Eenuie, Sir J. Macueill,

Mr. Mylne, tbe treasurer, and Messrs. Walker, Liud-

ley, J. Simpson, &c. &c., while some Ibw members
were unavoidably absent iu consequence of their pro-

fessioual engagements in the couulry.

Among the visitors were Col. Dawson. R.E., Capt.

Claxton, Capf. Moorsom, Capt. Gulton, RJS., &c. ; tho

usugl luygl aud ancient toasts of the society wire

givcR, and much intercourse aud friendly discussion

on tim engineeriug aud scientific topics of the day

took place, and the festive proceeding^ terminated at

a late hour.

A BEW SCRAPS FROM IRELAND.

The Dundalk corn exchange aud markets competi-

tion has bten decided, apjiareully as much to the dis-

satis'aeliou of the competing arehiteets (except the

successiul parties) as in the case of the Londonderry

bridge, which has been the subject of comment in

recent numbers of our Journal. Shortly after the

decision, which was protracted somewhat beyond the

usual time in these matters, the committee sent a

printed circular to tbe unsuccessful competitors, being

a poition of tho directors’ report to shareholders,

stating that after “ much trouble and anxiety ” they

;

awiirdi d tbe first premium (30/.) to Mr. Murray (a

1

local builder), and the second to Mr. Neville (the

county surveyor). Since then advertisements have

been issued calling for ttudevs.

Drawings in competition were also sought for the

ercclion of a new mechanics’ institute at Lurgan,

where Union-street intersects with Market-street, and

the I’llimnte decision was in favour ol those furnished

by Mr. Raffles Brown, which, it is said, cannot ba

executed fur the stipulated sum, 1,200/.

'The site of St. Killian’s new chuich, Clondalkiu,

Dublin, is near the rcceutly ereclcd conventual build-

ings and children’s schools, which are both of Gothic

character, and with them the new church will form a

large quadrangle, The dimensions ore (to. extreme

end of chancel) 123 feet by 53 feet, including a nave

of 27 feet width. Interior height, from floor to

ridge piece, 52 feet. Style Gothic, Mr. Caldbeck,

architect.

The Naas gaol competition, as also that of Kilmain-

bam uaul, Dublin, was decided iu favour of Mr. John

McCurdy, architect. In the former case it is pro-

posed lo'build a new wing to accommodiitc 100 male

prisouers on its three floors, with all the n quirements

fur carrying out effectively the sep.uate system. 'Ihis

wiug is to communicate with a ceuir.il hull of semi-

circular form, on the site of the prescut chapel, from

whieli the existing buildings radiate.^ A new chapel

will be provided on second story. The minor build-

ings will eomiirUe cooking kitchens, wash-houses,

drving-rooms &C- See. Probable expenditure about

9,000/. In the latter ease, Mr. Carbon rtceived a

second premium, and Mr. Gray a thiid. Au exten-

sion aud modification of the pn-seut buildings is

adopted, and 100 additional male prisoners accouimo-

daleil A spacious h;d!, with irou galleries and roof

of iron and glass, will connect tbe iwo large nisliug

wings, niul this is intended as a day-room lor tbe pri-

soners during inclement weather. Alterations arc

also made in the female deparlaienl, aud tbe separate

svstem is to bccanied out.
_ , ^

A new Roman C'Btholic church is to be built at

Kiibaha, county Clare.

The Royal Dnbliu Society lave r^eived plaus m
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competition for re-arranging, with sheds, offices, &c.

and roofing, the present cattle-yard in which periodical

agricultural exhibitions are held. We hear that

idea of using the new structure for the triennial

bitions of arts and manufactures is being entertained.

A new town-hall is to be built at Naas, according

to Mr. Mc-Curdy’s designs, which provide marhetand

weigh houses, commissioners’ and clerks offices, with

an assembly-room to hold 400 persons. The style is

Gothic of thirteenth century; the material, green

stone, with granite dressings. The principal Iront

displays a Gothic arcade ou grohnd-floor, ciisped

windows on first-floor, and surmounted in the centre

by a gable with clock.
. ,

The Moore testimonial (pedestal) competition has

been decided in favour of Mr. Mulvaoy’s plans, which,

we are informed, anticipate the future site for the

statue of “ Ireland’s bard ” to be at the intersection

of College-street with Westmoreland-street, and oppo-

site the western portico of the Bank of Ireland. In

case the corporation acquiesce in the wishes of the

committee, the testimonial wiD he iu a very central

and conspicuous situation, and no doubt will he an

attractive feature in the city.

KENSINGTON.
The first annual report of Mr. Godrich, the medical

officer of health for the parish of Kensington, has

just been published. From this report it appears that

iu the tw'o sub-districts—Kensington-town and

Bronipton—into which the parish has been divided

by the registrar-general, with an area of 1,244 and

698 statute acres respectivelv, there was a population,

in 1851, of 29,183 and 14'870, which gives about

23-5 persons to each acre in the town division, and

21-3 in the Brompton. In Kensington, there were

of females, 17.275 ;
males, 11,908 ;

excess of females,

6,867: in Brompton, of females, 8,849; males,

6,021 ;
excess of femies, 2,825. All London con-

tains 30 persons to the acre :—St. George’s, Hanover-

square, 60 ;
St. Georgethe Martyr, 184. Thenumher

of inhabited houses in the parish, in 1851, was 6,136 ;

this will give, upon an average, seven inhabitants for

each house. The rateable value of property is nearly

226,000/. and the average annual value of each house

is about 45/. The entire parish is said to he about

eight miles in circumference, to contain sixty miles o‘

road, and 130 miles of paths. From tables prepared

by Mr. D. 0. Edwards, of West Brompton, contain-

ing the results of 100,000 observations extending

over a space of twenty years, it appears that the mean
annual temperature of the parish is 49'68 deg.

;
while

the mean extreme range out of doors reaches to

61 deg. The mean extreme range for each month

varies from 30 deg. in January, to 37 deg. ia June.

In-doots, the mean annual extreme range is reduced

from 61 deg. to 36 deg. and the extreme mouthly

range varies from 16 deg. to 19 deg.

The estimated popolation of the parish for the

present year is about 54,000. The total number of

deaths registered during the present year has been

1,199. If from this we subtract the large niiniber

of 190 occurring in the hospitals, but uon-parishioners,

the mortality of the whole parish will be at the rate

of 18'6 per 1,000. Iu Chelsea, it is 26 per 1,000;

in St. Margaret’s, Westminster, and St. James’s, 27

per 1,000. There arc only three parishes iu London

in which the rate is more favourable than at Ken-

sington, namely, Lewisham, 17 per 1,000; and St.

George’s, Haoover-square, and Hampstead, 18 per

1,000; while Whitechapel and St. Georgc’s-iQ-thc-

East average 29 per 1,000; St. Saviour’s, Southwark,

33 per 1,000 ;
and Liverpool, 36 per 1,000. 'Ihe

average of London, generally, is 25 per 1,000. There

is, however, room in the parish for much improvc-

meut. The N-isitation of cholera in 1854 cost the

parish about 2,000/. for extra medical relief and other

necessaries, besides charges for behoof of widows and

children on the parish rates.

PROPOSED OCCUPATION OF ISLINGTON-
GREEN.

As you are, of course, aware, the parish of Islington

contains nearly 120,000 inhabitants, and it contains

only, for such a large parish, but one small open

space, common to all, situated about the centre of the

parish, called Islington-green. This is a triangular

piece of ground already disfigui-ed and encroached

upon by a police-station.

The parochial authorities and inhabitants of Isling-

ton have lately been exerting themselves to obtnin a

park, feeling the want of an open space for walking

and recreation
; and yet, will it be believed, in contra-

diction to this, these authorities contemplate—even
have, 1 hdieve, decided on—further disfiguring this

little space by erecting a vestry-hall on it.

One of the vestrymen mentioned to me that they
should only want a small space of the green—about
one quarter; bfit if you take away one quarter from

that which is already small, how very little and co) ..

temptible will it make the remaining three quart'ers

letting alone the disfigurement that will he occasioned

bv contracting so small a space. Surely there must

be some spot to obtain in Islington much more appro-

priate for a vestry-hall than the place proposed, which

would destroy au open space so necessary to be re-

tained amidst so vast a population.

There is already a piece of ground by the turnpike,

covered by some dilapidated buildings, the remains of

a fire, which have never been restored : this spot, I

apprehend, might be reasonably obtained, or if not,

some other site equally convenient.

Chas. Jas. Fache.

THE WELLINGTON MONUMENT
COMPETITION.

There are nearly a hundred designs in West-

rainstcr-hall. Half the number contributed from

England, Ireland, and Scotland ;—Italy, Germany,

Spain, and America furnish nearly fifty.

The designs by British subjects have black num-

bers, those by foreign artists red; so that they are

easily distinguished. Many of those with red numbers

are unquestionably very fine in modelling, hut the

general characteristic is either violent action, or built

tombs, or temples ; one building within another is

certainly an error.

It is a great pleasure to find our own artists have

come out ao well, even though some of our best men

have refrained from sending, through reports of a

pre-arrangement with regard to the commission which

have been circulated. Of course, arapngst so many,

.

and any one sending who pleased, there are some

most extraordinary notions, English as well as

foreign; reminding one of clock-cases, confectioners’

temples, racing plates, &c. Many—and very many

—

look as if they could not be increased in size without

losing whatever merit they now possess. This is an

element that should he well considered.

Without at present going into relative or particular

merit o£ works, and some are fine and appropriate,

it may be worth while to notice, that the general im-

pression amongst artists and the public, is, that no

one work will be selected; that the premiums will be

awarded, and the Government entrust the commission

to whom they please. Before doing which—if such

has ever been the intention—it would be wise to

select four if not five of the best in the present com-

petition, to pay them for their models, and direct

them to produce works twice the size of those now

submitted. We should then, without the slightest

doubt, have a monument worthy of the Duke—and

one that would show that British art is even equal

to British heroism.

The following notice has been given :
—

“ The models will be exhibited to the public on Monday,
the 20th, Tuesday, the 21st, and Saturday, the 25th of

July, from 9 a.m. till 7 p.m.

On Wednesday and Thursday, the 22nd and 23rd, West-
minster-hali will be open to Beers and members of the

House of Commons, from 10 a.m. till 7 p.m.

After Saturday, the 25th, the Exhibilion will be open
every Monday, Tuesday, Friday, and Saturday, from 9

till 7, until further notice.”

NOTES UPON IRON.

(By our Special Correspondent in Staffordshire)

The iron trade of Staffordshire is quiet, hut

healthy. The quarterly meetings, which temiinated at

Dudley on Saturday la;t, passed off without any

excitement
;
and since that time there has been no

marked demand, from either the American, con-

tinental, or the home markets.

The weekly meeting of the trade at Wolverhampton,

on Wednesday last, was not numerously attended

;

and the proceedings were no exception to the general

rule, the week arter the quarterly gatherings, no large

transactions having taken place. Pigs are a shade

easier than they were a fortnight ago ; and if the

weather continues at the present high temperature,

must, at most houses, be half-a-crowu cheaper in

another fortnight than they are now'. Indeed, we
shall not he surprised if they are obtained at that re-

duction next week
;

for there seems to us to be a

studied holding hack of orders for pigs on the part of

the makers of malleable iron. This, added to the

prevailing weather checking the makers of malleable

iron, whilst it permits the blast furnace to continue

its operations, must inevitably throw a larger quantity

of pigs iuto the market, to the benefit of the makers

of mauufactured iron.

The prices recommended to the houses technically

termed ‘‘the trodp,” are reported to be adhered to

by the leading tncnihers of that coalition. They arc,

bars, 9/. ; hoops, 10/. ;
sheets and plates, 10/. 10s.,

at the works. IIow long, however, this will he the

case depends upon the extent of the demand, and the

resulting competition. It is a dogma fast exploding.
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that good iron can only ho o.’'lamed at “trade”

hoiisca aad "trade” rates. Very ^ood bars may be

obtained at the prices at which they have been for

some time selling, namely, 8/.
;
good bars, 7/- 15s..;.

and by some makers bars are sold at 11. lOs. Plates-

and sheets arc sold as low as 9/., and good pl.ites andj

sheets at 9/. lOs.—all at the works.

Pigs of a serviceable character range I'rom

3/. 17s. 6d. to 4/. 53. Good mine warm-air pigs a're

quoted at 4/. 2s. 6d., but 4/. Is. 3d. in most instances ;'

and 4/. in others would not be refused. No large

transactions are reported at 4/. Ss. ;
and pigs at

3/. 17s. 6d. are serviceable as a mixture
;
for it is a

fact that a good tough bar cannot be made of the best

class of pigs.

PROPOSED MEMORIAL OF THE ’51

EXHIBITION.

We would draw attention to the invitation in oui’

advertising columns, addressed by the committee for

erecting a memorial of the Great Exhibition, as well

to architects as to sculptors. Much is advisedly left

to the discretion of the competitors. The sum iu the

hands of the committee is about 6,000/. aud we sin-

cerely hope, looking to the greatness of the object

and the desire of the committee, if a good design be

submitted, and no difficulty arise to allow the author

of it to carry it into execution, that artists of ability

will compete. The Rev. Dr. Booth and Mr. Godwin

act as honorary secretaries.

LONDONDERRY BRIDGE.—COMPETITION
DESIGNS.

I h.we looked anxiously in the columns of your

Journal for an authoritative contradiction of the

charges involved in the questions of your correspon-

dent “ C.E-,” and which, “ Another C.E.” has not

hesita'ed—with some slight modifications—to answer

in the affirmative. I regret, for the honour of my
profession, to say that I have looked in vain : for it is

impossible to attach any value to statements which

you mention having received, but which are marked'

“ not for publication.” But, I venture to think, sir,

that this matter can scarcely be allowed to remain as

it now is. The Londondciry Bridge Commissioners

must have some responsibility towards the public, and

while the charges that have been made by your cor-

respondents remain uuauswered, the Bridge Commis-

sioners not only appear identified with a course of

proceeding which I should hope is unprecedented in

the histoiy of competitions; but, after having spent

a large sum of the public money, they adopt a

design for their bridge which was publicly condemned

by a gentleman who is, admittedly, the very highest

authority on ihe subject. Mr. Barlow, indeed, chal-

lenges discussion on his design at the coming meet-

ing of the British Association ;
but the tribunal that

he has chosen is not one that, ou such a subject as

this, will command respect. The amateurs and

pleasure-hunters who will assemble in Dublin a few

weeks hence, will find little interest in a discussion,

on the advantages of a combination of girders aud

suspension chains. I would suggest to Mr. Barlow,

that the Instiluiion of Civil Engineers is the proper

tribunal before which to debate this subject : a good

deal of attention has now been drawn to it, and I

think I can promise Jlr. Barlow, that if be will bring

the matter forward in the next session of the Insti-

tution, he will have the opportunity of hearing the

opinion of more than one eminent member of our

profession upon it. M. I. C. E.

THE RECENT DECISION UNDER THE
METROPOLITAN BUILDING ACT,

ON THE PROJECTION AT 74, GREAT TITCHFIELD-

STREET.

Hiu onlv your report appeared, I abould not have eon-

eidered it necessary to have addressed you, notwilhstand-

iug some errors
;
but “ luvesligotor’s " letter, appended to

that report, in your last number, betrays so much igno-

rance of the case, and it may possii'ly be shared by the

profession, that I feel called on to otfer some explanations,

as well as to state that Mr. Beadon most emphatically

expressed bis opinion oumost of the questions raised, and

decided that be “ could not te called on to make the order

demanded.”
The requisitions were, to take down the slate enclosures

and to build 9-inch walls from the foundations, and to carry

up one portion as a party-wall, 16 inches above the roof.

I did not deny that it was an alteration and addition

within the meaning of the 9th section
;
hut _I contended

that the projection came within the 26rh section, and was

constructed of the stipulated flre-pr»of materials, and

denied that the “projection" was a “building." The

29ih section distinctly marks the difference between the

projections aUowed on the fronts and rears of houses. The
paragraphs of the section are firstly as to projections

generally, where the words “architectural projection or
decoration,” occur, and those projections must be of fire-

proof material- The fifth paragraph states that no pro-

jection shall extend beyond the general li"e olfrontt -

the words “architectural projection” are here carefully

omilted; but “architectural decoration " are with equal

care retained. It was under this view of the section that

Mr. B'-adon decided that there was no case, and ho

merely gave as an argument that if he could enclose his
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balcony and verandah, be could sec no reason for object-
ing to this kind of projection, and that the second part of
the Act (see. C9 and onwards), to which I had referred, gave
quite sufficient powers for protecting the inhabitants
against want of safety. This judgment I consider to be
just and legal.

The several parts of the Act to which I felt it my duty
to call Mr, Beadon’s attention, in answer to Mr. Jennings’s
opening speech (sees. 9, 26, and 31), produced much dis-
cussion, and many hypothetical cases were suggested by
Mr. Beadon to show how far the " construction " of a wall
was affected by the cutting of a window. opening lower,
higher, or wider, but it reallj’ had nothing to do with the
decision. The whole question turned upon the construc-
tion of the words “ building” and “ architectural projec-
tion.”
"Investigator" will bo effectually answered by the

following simple replies to his queries, ieriwim :

—

The projection was of slate slabs, and fireproof, and
Mr. Jennings approved of the construction.
The brackets wo'^e of iron.
Verandahs and balconies may be enclosed and conserva-

tories may be "projected.”
The reference in ray defence to the woodwork not then

fixed was a technical point of defence only.
The size is only limited by the security of the construc-

tion.

The projection with " quarter sides ” alluded to is con-
trary to the Act. Edwabd Robebis.

VALUE OF LAND AT NORWOOD.
THOMAS SHELDEICK, AND tVEST-END AND CRYSTAL

PALACE RAILW.AY COMPANY.
An inquiry took place before a jury at the Sessiona-

bouse at Newington, on the 2oth June, to assess the value
of 2r. 18p. of copyhold building land, situate at Pilgrim’s-
hill, Lower Norwood, required by the company. It
appeared that in 1039 Mr. Sheldrick purchased the land at
auction for the sum of 60?. 18a. and ho had since planted
and converted it into garden-ground. On the part of the
claimant, Mr. Willshiro gave evidence that he valued the
same at 671?. ; and Mr. Hararaack and Mr. I'Anson at the
sum of 647?. On the part of the company, Mr. K. A.
Withal valued it at 270?. and Mr. C. Lee at 262?. When,
after a long inquiry, the jury gave a verdict for 600?.

53oofe5 3l\cfe{bctr.

A Dictionary of Greek and Roman Geography, hy
various ffriicrs. Edited Ly "Willia-M Smith,
LL.D. Walton and Maberly, Upper Gower-street.

1857. Part AVIL, completing the work.

To any one who knows, as many now do, the excel-

lence of Smith’s ” Classical Dictionary ’’
a new work of

a like order, by the same writers, needs not much re-

commendation. Such is the ease iu the prcsentinstance.

The work just completed forms one of a series which
constitutes a comprehensive encyclopaidia of classic

lore. This series of classical dictionaries comprises

"Greek and Roman " Greek Rnd Rnrnan

Biography,” and “ Greek and Romau Geography
and the present work concludes the series. Ali bough
designed mainly to illustrate the Greek and Roman
writers, the " Dictionary of Geography” includes the

geographical names which occur in the sacred Scrip-

tures
;

and thus this new work forms a dictionary of

ancient geography, in the widest acceptation of the

term, although the name " Greek and Roman ” has

been retained partly for the sake of uaiformiiy, but

chiefly to indicate the principal object of the work.

Such a dictionary was much needed, even were it but

to embody and arrange for easy reference the labours

of various authors of modern times, and the results

of various more or less recent discoveries. And
well has the task been accomplished. The work is

illustraied by plans of cities, districts, and battles; i

representations of public buildings and other ancient

works, and coins of the more important places ; and
to the whole is added a useful index of names which

occur in the body of articles, but not under special

headings of their own, in the alphabetical order of the

dictionary. It is a learned and admirable produc-

tion, esseutial to every library. Frequent reference

was made to this work in the articles on “ Greece ”

and “ Rome,” which recently appeared in our pages.

* There is a scriptural name of some importance,
especially at present when Babylonia and Chaldea are ex-
citing BO much interest, to which it may be worth while
here to direct Dr. Smith’s attention, with the view of
amendment, or addition, at some future time. The name
in question is “ Hiddekel"—the "Great River niddekei,’’
as it is called in the scriptural book of Daniel, the prophet
and master of the Mugiciaus and Chaldeans, who strolled
along its banks while a captive in Babylonia. In the

I second chapter of Genesis, four rivers are named as
nniting at the Garden of Eden,— the Euphrates, the

1 Hiddekel, the Pison, and the Gihon. Now, two of these
are called Great Rivers in the Bible,— the Riiphrates
being one, and the Hiddekel the other, though it is only
in the hook of Daniel that this latter is cail-d a great ;

river. Under the head of “Tigris," in the Dictionary
j

under notice, we are told in a somewhat lengthened and
important article, that according to Pliny, the Tigris

|

(which is the only greatriver uniting with the Euphrates),
jwas anciently called IXgliio, in the upper part of it where !

. it flowed gently, and that Josephus and Zonoras mention
\ that it bore the name of Diglod, and in its earliest course
1 Daghele Didschle, or Dadsehla. Even now, the writer of
'ithe article might have added, it is called Dijil by the
. Arabs and others in its vicinity. There can scarcely be a
cdonbt, therefore, that the great river Hiddekel whs the
i Tigris

:
yet no allusion is made to this fa"t or probalnlity,

:nor indeed to the scriptural name Hiddekel at all, in the
r article " Tigris nor is there a separate heading for,
LEiddekel in the work under notice, i

We deem it right, nevertheless, now to mention, with
strong commendation, its completion.

Burning the Dead ; or. Urn Sepntture-. with Sngges-
tions. Philip and Son, 32, Fleet-street. 1857.

A “ Memrer of the Royal College of Surgeons”
revives this subject, treutiog of it “ r£•ligioll^ly, sod-
ally, and generally, with suggestions for a revival of
the practice as a sanitary measure.” The pamphlet
will he found to be a readable and interesting one,
even by those who, like ourselves, cannot see much
likelihood of the adoption of its suggestions by Eng-
lish people. An association, as our renders may recol-
lect. was some years since formed for the purpose of
carrying out a similar idea, and we assisted in giving
publicity to that idea at the time, desirous as wc were
to have some substitute or other for the disgusting
practice of intramural burial. Now that the object
of expelling dead and putrefying carcasses from towns
is pretty well effected, we fear there is less chance
than ever for “ urn sepulture,” alihough we do think
it would be preferable even to extramural burial.

The present writer’s idea seems (o be based on, or at

least suggested by, that of M. Bonneau, proposed as

a remedy, at Paris, for evils siuh as malignant sore
throats, which are believed to arise from the contani-
inatioQ of the city air while passing over the extra-

mural cemeteries in the neighbourhood, and also of the
water in wells there. Tlie Parisians, who delight in

such mcmcBtoes as mourning rings made of the iron
in the blood of their deceased friends, are much more
likely to adopt such a novelty as " nrn sepulture
than wc are, but an association who would show the
example might do much to obliterate prejudice
against it, even with us, and certainly on sanitary

grounds, such a mode of disposing of our dead as

that of burning to ashes and preserving these in

urns deposited iu consecrated galleries, or in open
cemeteries, would be infinitely preferable to the pre-

sent practice of burial.

ififli'gffllanea.

The Forthcoming Meeting of the Arcileo-
LOGiCAL Institute.—The members and friends of

the Archteolngical Institute will hold their meeting
this year at Chester. Lord Talbot de Malabide will

preside; Sir Stephen Glynnc will preside over the

architectural section. The general programme states

that on Tuesday, July 21, the reception-room will be
at the Town-hall, Northgate-street. opening meeting

at twelve; the Museum of the Institute at King’s

School
;

visits in Chester or vicinity—the cathedral

and churches, city walls, museums, Roman wall,

Ilypocaust, and other remains, “The Rows,” &c.
evening meeting. Oa Weduesday, July 22, there

will be meetings of the sections (history, anti-

quities, architecture) at the Town-hall, at ten

;

visits in or near Chester, in the afternoon; annual

banquet of the InsLitufe. Thursday, July 23,

visits to Art-Treasures at Manchester. Friday,

July 24, meetings of the sections at the Town-hall,

at ten; examination of the cathedral and adjuin-

ing buildings, evening meeting. Saturday, July 25,
excursion to Liverpool ; visit to museum formed by
Mr. Joseph Mayer

;
Mr. Matt will receive the mem-

bers at Spcke-hall
;

conversazione at St. Gcorge’s-

hall in the evening. Monday, July 27, excursion to

Carnarvon and Conway Castles. Tuesday, July 28,

meetings of the sections
; a short c-xcursiou

;
conver~

sazione at the Museum of the Institute, iu the even-

ing, at eight. "Wednesday, July 20, annual meeting

of members of the Institute, at the Town-hall, fur

election of members, &c.
;
general concluding meeting

at twelve.

F.4.TAL Accident to Bricklayers.—On the 13ih

ult. several men in the employ of Mr. Thos. Wilde,

contractor, Stalybridge, were engaged upon the erec-

tion of a chimney at a mill in Sadclleworili. Two of

them were at the top of the chimney, where they had
placed some stones nfion the brickwork, and they

were about to pour molten lead between the stones.

As the pan containing the boiling metal was being

drawn through the manhole in the chimney, it fell on

ouc side, and the lead ran upon some cotton bags that

had been placed upon the top of the old chimney to

keep the sulphur from the new part. The cotton

blazed, and in trying to put out the fire the two men
were so very much burned that both have since died,

j

and a verdict of
,
accidental death has just been re-

turned on an inquest as to the death of one of them. '

Nuisances Removal Act.—Section 8 provides
^

that no animal shall be kept so as to be a nuisance

or injurious to health. The rest of a large portion of

the metropolis is now broken and di^tu^l)ed by the
,

crowing, and that of a very powerful kind, of Cochin

Cnina cocks. It is suggested that, if the present Ant

do not meet the annoyaucc, it would be very desirable

to introduce a clause to meet what threatens to be a

very serious nuisance.—A Ratepayer.
j

The Royal Victoria Patriotic Asylum. Oat
of the Patriotic Fund, amounting to 1,440,985?. a
surplus sum of 38,000/. has been reserved for the
erection of an asylum for 300 orphan daughtcr.s of
soldiers, sailors, and marines, and 140,000?. for its
endowment. On thelllh instant her Majesty laid the
foundation atone of the new asylum, which is to he built,
with something of the character of Heriot’s Hospital

I

at Edinburgh, omitting, however, much of that ornate

^

style of decoration, which would unnecessarily absorb
an undue poriion of the funds at present available.
The site which the building is to occupy is on Wands-
worlh-conimon, a short distance from the Clapham
station of the South-Western Railway, overlooking on
one side the Wandsworth House of Correction, and
ihe Freemasons’ Asylum for Female Orphans. Mr.
Rhode Hawkins is the architect of the new Asylum.
The New Workhouse for Norwich.—The first

sod was turned on the site of the new workhouse for
Norwich on the 7th instant. The new buildings
which are about to be erected by Messrs. Curtis and
Balls from the designs of Me>srs. Medlaml and
Maberley, of Gloucester, consist of five divisions.

1st. The front buildings next the Cemctcry-road
from the Dereham turnpike, consisting of offices for

the clerk, hoard room, porters’ room, relieving officers’

and waiting rooms, and receiving and vagrants’ wards
for both sexes, with their yards, &c. forming a front-

age of about 250 feet iu length. 2nd. The main
buildings, distant from the front line about 115 feet.

These consist of wards for the old meu and women
(all having boarded floors), the able-bodied of both
sexes, the master’s, matron’s, and other officers’

rooms. The total frontage of the main building is

upwards of 400 feet. Connected with the dioing-
roora, hy a corridor of 172 feet in length, are the
io'ants’ wards (divisioa No. 3) : these consist of day-
rooms, dormitories (all haviug boarded floors), lava-

tories, baths, &c. and an infants’ school-room. Ad-
joining these, hilt separated so as to prevent any
possible annoyance, are the wards for the harmless
insane (division No. 4). The infirmary (division

No. 5), is situated in a corner of the ground a;)art

from the other buildings. In the ivar of the iufirmary'

are the wards for cutaneous patients, and in a remote
corner of the ground is the dead-house. The chapel
is situated over the dining-hall iu the main buildings.

In the centre of the roof is the bell-turret, with spire

and vane.

Catiiedr.al Gr.vmmar.—The following notice is

placed in the clusters of Worcester cathedral:

—

“ This public notice is hereby given. That if any
damtijfl is dnno

ciilier hy writing, or
otherwise defacing them, or any other nuisance, com-
mitted in the cloisters, they will immediately be
locked up, by order of the Dean and Chapter.”

The Scotch Iron Trade.—Though the pro-
duction of pig iron iu the last quarter, says the
quarterly circular of JIv. T. Thorburn, reached nearly
220,000 tons, yet it was fully 8,000 tons less than
when compared with the preceding three mouths

;

and it is important to note, that during the same
period, the local consumption and exports, foreign

and coastwise, exceeded to make 20,000 tons—haviug
in the aggregate amounted to the enormous quantity

of 240,000 tons. The stocks are thus reduced since

March 20,000 tons, and are now only 103,000 tons

lying in warehousekeepers’ and makers’ hands. The
fact of a much greater quantity of iron being sold iu

May than there was in warehousekeepers’ stores, in-

duced the principal buyers to demand delivery of the

warrants, and the price iu consequence quickly rose

to 82s. 6J. An interdict or injunction having been
applied for, to prevent the storekeepers from issuing

warrants until the iron was acluilly in store, this was
readily obtained, and tlie system of issuing warrants

without actual possession of the iron has been for

ever quashed. Since the pressure fur warrants

ccjised, the market lias remained inactive, and prices

have gradually declined to 75s. per ton, without much
iron changing hands. Towards the close of the month
a better feeling existed.

Visit of Dundee House- building Trades to

Montrose.—Oa the 27tli nit. says the Montrose

Review, “ a numerous party of the operatives and their

friends belonging to the different trades connected with

the building and furnishing of houses visited our good

town from 'Bonny Dundee.’ They were accom-

panied with five bands of music, and the various trades

displaying flags and banners and a great variety of

beaiuifol and ingenious models of their respective

handicrafts. The large procession, numbering upwards

of 1,000 persons, proceeded iu great pump and mag-
nificence to visit the various places of public interest

in our town. The spectacle, upon the whole, was

very imposing, and was much admired by our citizens,

who turned out in vast numbers to witness it. The
men were well attired, and the apprentices were decked

iu their best. In particular, the upholsterers bad a

very fine appearance, being all respeetable-looking

men and all attired in black suits with white kids.”
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HilLWAT Trakfio.—

T

he traffic returns of the Londom

^Iwsys
Jo'irSlsT.Tt'the Tower of London, wheo

_ Middlesex AbcHvEOLogical

Society.—This society will hold a Tneetiog on

July 4 amouDted to 495,671/. and for the corre-

spondiDg week of 1&56 to 472,336/. showing an

increase of 23,233/. The gross receipts of the eight

railways having their termini in the '^^tjopnlis

amounted for the week ending as above to 204.567/-

and last year to 203.34G/. showing an increase of

1 221/ The increase on the Eastern Counties

amounted to 959/.
;
on the Great Norlbern to 294/.

;

on the Great Western to 1,589/. ;
on the London and

North-Western to 2,354/. ; total, 5,196/. But from

this must be deducted 261/. the decrease on the

London and Blackwall; 130/. on the London,

Brighton, and South Coast
;
3,114/. on the London

and South-Western ;
and 470/. on the S<iuth- Eastern.

The receipts on the other lines in the United King-

dom amounted to 291,004/. and for the correspond-

ing period of 1866, to 268,990/. showing an increase

of'22,014/.

Repobts on Common Lodging-houses.—Reports

from the provinces as well as from the metropolitan

districts, to the General Board of Health, on this sub-

ject, have been printed by order of the Commons.

These reports uniformly testify to the sanitary and

moral improvements effected by the supervision of

lodging-houses under the Common Lodging Houses

Acts
;

so much so, indeed, that these houses, which

were not long since a reproach to every town, are

now becoming an example to other houses inhaliited

by the lower classes
;
and which many of the re-

porters urge should be brought under similar regula-

tions. The diminution of fevers in many of the

Ibdging-houscs is alluded to as quite remarkoble, and

one feels in reading these reports, as if it were the

"model lodging-house” statistics the reporters were

contrasting with the notorious overcrowded, filthy,

and deadly hordes about which, in former years, com-

plaints were so frequent and so urgent. The Crowded

Dwellings Preventioo Bill, we observe, has just

passed through committee in the House of Lords.

The Leciub-e-haj-l, Tbinity College, Dublin.

—This building, illustrated by us some time ago, is

making rapid progress. The Westmeath Guardian

gives the following particulars of its internal fittings,

The entrance door is of solid oak, iu small panels,

with copper bolts at the interstices of each rad, and

is surmoonted by the College Arms, also handsomely

carved in Portland. This door opens into the lower

hall of the building, the walls of which—as well as

those of the inner ball—are lined with Caen stone.

7ne ceuiog U 01 moulded ioists sUp-
:

ported on beams, moulded and roped on the edps.

The lower hall is divided from the inner, or principal

hall, by three handsome arches, all of which are

carved, notched and roped, 'and are supported by

four pair of Irish marble columns of considerable

beauty, highly polished, and a ring of polished maible

of triangular shape surrounding them on the inner

arches. A flight of six steps through the centre arch

leads into the inner hall immediately in front of the

grand staircase, which is composed of one centre and

two wing flights leading to arched arcades, supported

by marble pillars. The hall is an exceedingly hand-

some apartment, lighted from above by two circular

dome lights. The domes arc constructed of red,

white, bine, brown, and green enamelled bricks, form-

ing a neat zig-zag pattern to imitate Mosaic work,

and giving a very handsome and novel appearance to

the hall. The arches supporting the dome are com-

posed of alternate red and white stone, springing at

each side from two green marble polished pilasters.

The stones forming ihe stairs are also alternate white

and red ; ibestairs are of Portland, and the side walls

of Caea stone, and capped with Galway marble,

moulded, carved, and polished. The wings at the

commencement of the stairs are ornamented with two

elaborately-carved Caen stone brackets. The floors of

the hall, arcades, &c. are of tesselatcd paving, red,

white, and black, with a blue border
;
and on .the

lower floor there are four large, handsome, lofty

lecture-rooms, two laboratories, and four private

rooms for the professors. The upper floor is divided

into two spacions rooms, intended for the College

Museum.

Occupation fob Ladies.—.An association has

been termed for
“ Promoting the Employment of

Ladies as Teachers of the Pine Arts.” The Duchess

of Argyll, the Countess of Granville, and mmy others

of the female aristocracy, are leading members. The
object in view is “ to fiod an orcupation especially

suitable for cdnealed and intelligent women.” The
plan is, we believe, already in working order.

Composition Moulds,—Mr. T. Hodgson, Brook-
lyn (D.S.), has invented a plastic material, capable of

making munlds for metal castings, which can be used
over and over aj'iiiii The repeating loam mould is

capable of withstaudiag intense heat, and of concen-
trating it in a superior manner npoo the metal to be
smelted

the White Tower, with St. John’s Chapel, the various

towers, the ai’mories, &c. will be visited and examined,

and brief descriptive notices of the historical asso-

ciations, the foitifications, the architecture, and the

armories of this celebrated fortress will be given by

Mr. Ashpitel, Mr. C. Bailey, Rev. C. Boutell, Hon.

Sec. Mr. F. W. Fairholf, Rev. Tbos. Hugo, Mr.

Whichcord, and Mr. A. White. The admission will

be by cards onhj. A series of papers upon the Tower

of London will be read at the next evening meeting

of the society.

TENDERS
For the Sleaford Corn Exchange, and Market-house.

Mr. Charles Kirk, architect, Sleaford. QuaaUties sup-

8. and W. Pattinson,Ru8kington£6,336 14 0

John Baker, Sleaford 5,690 0 0

W. Huddleston, Lincoln. 4,923 0 0

R. Youns, Lincoln 4,500 0 0

J. and W. Norman, Leicester

(accepted) 4,3S4 0 0

For new Offices for the Board of Works, for the Strand

District. Mr. George Frederick Fry, architect. Quan-

tities supplied
.,£4,660 0 0
.. 4,510 0 0
.. 4,496 0 0

. 4,470 0 0
. 4,440 0 0

.. 4,419 0 0

.. 4,237 0 0

.. 4,169 0 0
,. 4,166 0 0
.. 4,162 0 0
,. 4,093 0 0
.. 4,069 0 0
.. 3,990 0 0
.. 3.963 0 0
.. 3,893 0 0

3,-187 10

Pickard
Burst
Carter
Ramsey
Clark and Barnes
Penny
Fnnor
Glenn
Rowe
Dale
McLennan and Bird ..

Beauford
Colts and Co

Myers!!
W. Howard
Purkisa (accepted) 3.472 0 0

For the erection of a Model Lodging-house, in Eagle
court, Strand, for the Strand Builoings Company.
Messrs. Morgan and Phipson, architects. Quantities sup-

plied by Mr. Yeldham :
—

Bird, Hammersmith £4,876 0 0
Lucas (Bro.) -4,641 0 0
Win. Jackson 4.480 0 0
J. Maoey 4.444 0 0
Trollope and Sons 4.320 0 0
T. Piper and Son (accepted) ... 4,295 0 0

For enlarging the Caledonian Brewery, for Messrs.
Gordon and Co. Mr. John Barnett, arct'itect t—

George Myers £3,276 0 0
zzi Scb 2,850 o o

Peper and Son 2.724 0 6
Lawrence 2,897 0 0

For Works in the restoration of Thatcham Church,
Berks. Mr. Thomas Hellyer, architect, Ryde :

—

Holies, Wokingham £2,118 14 0
Higgs, London 1,969 0 0
Wheeler, Reading 1 950 0 1

Nichols, Basingstoke 1,941 0 0
Thomas, Abingdon 1,723 10 4
Hanson, Newbury (accepted)... 1,690 0 0

INI'!

advertisements.
building materials.

R. ELLIS is directed to SELL by
ADCTIUN, on THURSDAY, the SSrd inst. at TWELVE,

In Itns to he 'aken down hy the piirohasere, the excellent BDILD-
INH MATERIAT.S of N >. 61. Cornbill, comprising about ten

tons of leid. on flats, roofs, and in cisterns, gutters, Ac. pipes,

states 150,00'' stock bricks, fifty pairs sashes and frames, seventy.

FQoares of flooring, sound, breslsumm^rs, girdera, and joists, a
variety of p neiled doors nnd gbsed partitioning, glszed.shop
front, and the fixtures and fittings throughout.—May be viewed

day preceding and morning sale, and^cats^ogues.had o

p. an<i of Mr. Ellis. Mark-lane Chambers.

MAY-PA IK,—Freehold Site for Building Purposes, at too rear of

Nos. S, 10. and u. Hertford-street, comprising the Premises Not
10. 11. and 19, Briok-street, with coach-houses adjotuiug. and'

o’h*T premises, now the domestio offices of 10. Uertford-street,

th» wh-le f-i-mioga valuable site.

Ti/fESSRS. DRIVER are directed to SELL
iVx by AUflTION, at the MART, London, on TUESDAY,
the 4th of AUGUST, at TWELVE, inonebd (if “ct Previous^

disposed of bv private contract), an exceedingly vamable t KEK-
Hdt D RITE for Building Purposes, at the rear of Nos.ti, 10. and
11 Hertfo'd-sireer. compnsing three brick-built dwelling-houses.

Nos. 10, 11, and 12, Brick-street, May-fair, each with three floors ,

and bts-meatev and yards and cottage at rear, in the occupation

of Mr. Paine and others, the whole now let to a yearly, tei^t
at 14'’i lOs per annum ;

brsides which there are the following Pra-.

ini8e8,’ol8n abutting on Brick-street (in hand), held in conned
tion with Na 10, Hertford-street; they comprise a capital bncR.

built coach-house for four carriages, a ditto adi iining. for two
carriages, both opening to Brick-atreet j above are two l^d-rooms p

at rear is a paved yard, also substantial brick-built otnots,8ome

under lead fla's. comprising a oaoacious kitchen. scoUery. wash-

house. china-closet, laundry and room over, pnssMCS, water-

elo.»ets. and portions of other offices. Underneath are good

vaulted oePars. a paved yard. The whole of this valuable freehol*.

property ha- a frontage to Brick-street of about 88 feet, by a

depth of 83 feet, and in the whole comprise! an area ofeopOsuper-

fioial feet, and thus, as a freehold site, is exceedingly valuab e in

this high].? popular neighbourhood for extensive mew^dweiung-
liouses. lo'igiug-hou'ies. or other piirpoiesof a public cnaraotet

To be vewed by lards only. Printed pirlioulars, with, plans^

are in preparation ; in the meantime, furilier information roay be

obtained of Messrs! Wai.forp. SoHoilors. 27. Boltnn-street, Picoa-

diily; or of Messra, Driver. Burveyora. liund Agents, and

A'loMoneeTB. 6, Whitehall, 8.W.

M'

TO BUII-I>F.R8, PLUMBEBJ?. and PAINTRR8.-21A. (Jreat

Castle street-— The Btook-in-Trade of Mr. Kendall, retuing
' Su«inesa _

R. ROBERT REID will SELL, on tto
PREM ISRH nn WEDNESDAY. JULY 22rid. and follow^

iDg day. a' ELEVEN for TWELVE o’clock preci-ely each day.

the STOCK of a Builder, consisting of 120 yellow deals and
plauks, 5.279 fret of yellow deal bosrdin-. in Ihn knessee. iSM-
feet of while ditto, in ditto. 4821 feet of batten boarding in

ditto. 4,855 fee'- of prepared ditto in ditto, 1,632 feet of ditto floor

boarding in ditto. 3,-46l feet of piue board'ng in widths and
thicknesses. 1,402 feet of matched and tongiied boarding. >P
widths and theknesses, 3.000 feet iiuarteriug, 400 feet i f s^ntr.

ling and shore timber. 1.300 feet of Spanish mahogany, la plank

snd panel boards, 300 feet of oak plank hoards and staves,

all of wtich have been some years In stock, and ilioroughiy

seas-med; 150 scaffold boards. 12 > ditto poles, fifteen doten

cord-', ISO- putlogs, three capital standard ladders, twenty

others a tef of very powerful gun-metal blocks, several others;

d<-»bl<--piircha-e crab, fcrew-jaok. four trucks, four tarpauliiw.

150 fl inch to lo-lnch dr. in pipes and junotions, large York land-

ings. Portland and York steps and sills, ten work-benebw.

ironmonger.v. including SP6 gross of screws, I3cwt of wrought,

and cut nails, and an assortment of iron and bra«B work, 3t

IIS of sheet lead and lead pipe, pumps, traps, service box^
Ive olo-ets, two portable water-olosetp. a ton of wliita^lead,

Tiii-h, linseed oiL turps, ground and dry
pla'e, sheer, and crown glass, 150 feet of iron

heads, window machines, large trentles. St'

and <'ther effects of a general builder—May he viewed on Monday
anil Tuesday preoediiiv and morniur of 63
tbe'Premises ; and of Jrtr. 'RoBEnTREiD, 48, Great ftfarlborough.

street. W.
Not

For New Baptist Cbapel, at Castletown, Monmontli.
shire. Mr. R. G. Thoma.a, architect, Newport

G. A. Stone. CardifT £1,750 0 0
George Jones, Newport 1,718 0 0
Jonah Frnni is ......... 1,700 0 0
William Williams 1,680 0 0

For rebuildinjr Premises adjoining the St. Botolph
Alcigate Charily Schools. Tower-hill. Messrs. Willshire

and Parris, architects. Quantities supplied

Wm. Thos. Nixon
Brass and Son
Patman and Fotheri
Lawrence and Sons.
•Wm. Hill
Trollope and Sons .

John Willson
E. B. Gammon
Wm. Higgs

..£1,197
1,175
1,166
1,142
1,132

1,112

1,099
1,097

1,076

0 0

0 0

For Corn Exchange and Offices, Alcester. Mr. Edward
Holmes, architect. Quantities supplied ;

—

Cale and Son, Birmingham £1,06.5 0 0
Clifford, Hiindsworlh 1,050 0 0
Wainwright. Worcester 1,044 0 0
J. and E. Norman, Leicester ... 1,030 0 0
Matthews, Birmineham 1,025 0 0
Walker, Evesham 1,013 0 0
Robinson, Reddilch 998 0 0
Matthews. King’s Norton 987 0 0
Mounlford, Birmingham 985 12 0
Hunt, Alcester 980 0 0
Hardwick and Sou, Birmingham

(accepted) 990 0 0

I man.
. 3,009 feet of

ratn-watec pipe and
.. . ,

and the implements
May he viewed on Monday

a'ni-iiHiK out

lilESSRS.
ItX are Instruct

MARBLE CHIMNEY-PIECES, and other remalniog stock of
idoD Marble and Stone Working Companyv which is

ishiiig business.

RUSHWORTH and JARVIS
istructed to SELL by AUCTION. on the PHE M1SE8.

in l>her-street, near Mlllbank, on THURSDAY, JULY 23rd,.

beveral handsome CHI MNEY-1'1 ECES, in Statuary. Sienna,
Genoa Green. Sicilian, and other Marble, of most tasteful designs.

aBci some fiueiy soulptared, plain, and iniaid taJiles, a remarkably
fine fl-fe&t oiicutar table of PavonaEzl marble, mural tablets.^
Stone tout, pedestal^, life-size fi-tures in pla-ter, models and other
inrereatnig items, marble sUhs, shelves, 4c.—To be viewed, twn
’ays previous, aud catalogues had on the Premises and at the
Iffices of Messrs. Rcsiiworiu and Jarvis. Saville row, Uegenp-
'reel, and 19. Change-alley, Cornhill.— The extensive business

premises to be disposed of, together with the valuable maohincry.

A SUPERINTENDENT of LOCOMOTIVE
l\. DKPARTMENT WANTED, in Egypt, to take ctuvrge of

the Iricomotlvc engines and other roiling stock, and repturing
workshopo, reqnired fur 300 miles of railway. A competent inter*
preter Bud tniiislator will be provided by the Egyptian Govern-
ment. nnd speeially attached tu the service of the supenn'eudent.
But the vugine-drivera arc English, and the foremeu of workshops
aie also Eugll^h, speaking the language of the country.—Appli-
cetiunr', in writing, siating terms required for a yearly or for flye

) ears’ engagement, aud containing leatimoaiaU of experience. 4a
are to be ueiivervd on or before the iS'h of AUGUST, with the
following addrers A Son Excellence K(E ilIG BEY, Baei^iaire

des Ciimmniidemeuts de S. A. le Vice-Roi d’figypte. care of Messrs,

i'astre, Bmihers. 8. Austiufriar.s, Londm, and marked " Lcca
Eug. ^uperiutea leut,” on the outside of tue cover.

/CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY and TOWN
WAl'EKWOKivS COMPANY.-MANAGEK WANTED.

M anted, un experienced person to take tfars geuerul mauagemenb
aud sUi eriuiBuueiice of the c- tapany’o busines* and ace ‘Unts.—
ApplKwiious, giving referenees and a’atiug amount of salary

required, cu be forwarded to the Directors, at their Offic-', 49, St.

And'ew's-sireet, Cambiidge.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

J. P.-W, and P-P.-D. A. L.— Da J.—0. M.-G. L. B.-W. P.

H, and P.—R, W, M.—J. B. 3. (paragraph has no* been received).

-T. I.-Mr. B.-W. H R.-M.-D C.-(thanks ; let us hear re-

anlf 1,-T. H H. - T. T. jnn. — Sir H, D - W. T. — W. J. B. (we
shall be glad to see Ih- drawiuf sL-T. D. C.—T. H. C. — A. B, itlie

weight of lead alone &biuld be deducted). — K. L. H. (bee section

" ISooka orwl Addresses.”—We are forced to decline pointing out
Oook'i or finding artc‘res-.«s.

NOTICE. — All communications respecting adeertUe-

menta should be addressed to the " Publisher, ’’ and not

to the "Editor:" all other communications shoold be

I

addressed to the Editob, and not to the Publisher,

^OWN-TRAVELLER WANTED, wko has

WANTED, a PLUMBER, to act as FORE-
the bUsiU'u
little ubillty HI writ
services, a-id help tc

Aiidiers, stating ai

Builder, Ac. Cuiubei

•AN, and make himself uiefui in all the branches of
good plu

ijg or graining i

till up his tim
?, employer’s

- ler. painter, and glazier.

rou:d luur-'ase the value of bis
!. (Constant employment).—
reference, 4c. to A. KENT,

TO ARTISTS AND DRAUGHTSMEN.WANTED, a well-educate(i Person, to-

aS?lsi'i' iu a BUSIN ES8, with a general knowledge of
accuu t.1, aua to All up hia time in Deoigniug for a Oarving
Worko, to reside on the premliea A married gentleman, about
fii'y, without family, or ofl his hands, would be pre erred.—Apply,
by letter nbly, to P. U. No. 1, Ea'1-atreet, Wesluiiuater.

WAIsTED, by Ihe Advertiser, a SITUA-
Tluv a, FURivMAN over CAUl’EN TBRS and JOIN-

ER-, or to take charge of a Building. Ago 37. Oau produce
eight .sears’ character from the firm he has jcistleft.—Address*
u, li. Mr. Richardson, 8, Charlotte-street, Pimlico.
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VST Saturday eveumg, thelStI),

the annual coDversazione of the

Architectural Museum -was

held in the new building at

Broinpton. The Right lion.

Earl do Grey, the president,

took tlic chair, and was sup-

ported by many distinguished

men, and a very crowded general

assembly, including a large

number of ladies. The fact of

its being the first meeting held

since the change in locality

gave particular interest to the

ning, and induces us to give

re than usual space to an account

the proceedings.

I'he noble Earl, on taking the

lir, said he had attended some
three or four previous conversazioni, but the

resent was the first occasion on which he had
cen able to “sec” all who were present.

Those who recollected the former place of meet-
ing would remember the extreme pressure that

prevailed oii these occasions, the diliiculty that

there was of either seeing or being seen, or in

properly exhibiting the examples of architectural

taste which it was the object of the Museum to

bring before the public eye. In its present

situation, however, he thouglit they had no
reason to find fault on that score. The change
of situation from the confined position in which
they formerly were was undoubtedly a great

step in the advances to be made in the future

progress and improvement of the Architectural

Museum. He did not mean to say but that

there might be difficulties in the selection of

any place for such a purpose. The first spot

that was selected was the best that could be

obtained. In the earlier stage of its existence

its position was adequate for its purpose, but it

was found, long before they actually did remove,

that it would be impossible the collection could

progress, or that tlie Institution could confer that

reputation on itself, or tliat amount of profit on

the public whicli it was intended to confer, by

remaining in its confined locality. There were

many other circumstances, moreover, that made
it of importance to change, if they possibly

could, for the better. It had been urged that

the former ^situation was preferable quasi

situation, and he did not deny that there might

be advantages. There might be people living

in the neighbourhood of the late locality, who
might be more or less incoiivenieiiced by

coming further afield, but then it was to be

recollected that a great number of people might

be on the west side of the metropolis, to whom
the new locality would be as convenient as the

old locality was to those living on the east.

It had been observed, though he thought tlie

observation was without foundation in fact,

that, because they had selected a spot more
or less connected with Government, and the

locality of other public institutions, they were
therefore likely to be what they miglit call

absorbed by the public institutions around

them. \Yell, he candidly confessed, although

the public institutions around them migiit be

lqp.'ge and very powerful, and though they might

have a great swallow, he did not think they

would swallow the Museum. He thought the

Museum would hold its own, and tliat it

would he a tough morsel to masticate. The
great object of the Museum was not merely to

collect together isolated models or casts, hut

to collect them in the mass. Taken in an

isolated way, or individually, they were of little

value
;
but taken coUectivefy, in connection with

specimens of the same date, and of the same
style of architecture, they became for the

purpose of study aud comparison invaluable.

It then became of value, and available by all

connected with the noble profession of architec-

ture. Everythin", under these circumstances,
that favoured the important object of classifica-

tion and separation, and avoided that of confused
intermixture, by appropriating proper things to
proper periods, and placing all in chronological
order, in connection with all classes and styles

of architecture, must be of immense value. He
believed that the Institution onlyrequired to be
known to be appreciated

;
that numbers would

come to it, and tliat it would recommend itself

to the increased support of the members and
the public. It did not require a large amount
of contribnuon. A great number of small cou-
tiihutions would go much further tliau many a
swaggering donation, that sounded big, aud
perhaps only deterred other people from sub-
scribing.

Mr. G. G. Scott then read the following
Report :— j

My Lobd, LiDiBa, akd GEXTLisMry,—It bas been the
I

practice at our annual conctnazioui, (boueb I do not
knowhow it oricinated, nor see tlie consistency of it, for
me, as treasurer to this institution, to read a sort of
report wliicb bas DothioK whatever to do with the oflice I
have the honour of holding, but wbich’is simply intended
to "keop up in the minds of those present the objects for
which our museum was founded, and tbe great necessity
which exists for the liberal co-operation of (he public. I
need hardly repeat, on this our sixth anniversary, that our
single object is to aid those who are following up the study
of iirchiteelure and its subsidiary nrts, by bringing wiiliin
the.ir reach specimens worthy oi‘ their study, and which
they would find it diflicult to obtain a sight of, without the
n d of such a collection.
Another great object was this, that though our museums

contain specimens in great abundance of the styles of art
ol tbe ancient world, no collection bad been made illus-
trating the indigenous arts of the nations of modern
Europe, as exemplified in the buildings of the Middle Ages.
These two great desiderata wo have, by the moat

strenuous exertions, been the means in some degree of
supplying, or we may at the least boast of having done so
in a greater degree than had ever been before effected.

Ill carrying out these great objects, we have had to con-
tend against great difficulties, and, though I would be tbe
last to make any parade of our exertions, I do think that
they have been such as to entitle us in some degree to the
generous consideration of those who feel willi us as to the
desirableness of the objects we have had in view.
Our dilDculty all along has been one of nnpplict, and,

consequently, of space. The underiaking was a very
costly one, involving a considerable outlay of capital in the
first instance, which the committee obtained by way of
loan

; and also a very considerable annual expenditure,
which the subscriptions were barelv auflioient to defray.

In spite of these continunl difficulties, we have gone
boldly and determinedly on till our collection has become
one of national importance, and, from a small commence-
ment in the private exertions of a few individuals, has
grown to be one of tlie most important collections of art
in this country.
Our exertions commenced in consequence of the failure

of various attempts to induce tbe Government to take up
the matter. As we progressed, however, our efforts have
been recognised by the Government authorities. Tbe
Department of Art became, in the year 1855-ff, subscribers
of lOOL in return for the free admission of their students,
and some other privileges. This was, however, withdrawn
on their removal to Kensington, and from our making
special application for its continuance, originated the pro-
posal for the transference of our museum from Canon-row
to the building in which we are uow assembled.
The proposal received on our part very long and mott

anxious consideration. It would be difficult on tbe pre-
sent occasion to go tbrongh all the practical arguments
for aud against this step. The greatest arguments in
favour were, that we had outgrown our former premises,
and had no means of ex tending them that it was a great
object to free our income from the burden of a heavy rent,
and to he able to apply it more directly to the objects of the
Institution

; and that as our primary wish was to form a
national collection, it was an importaut step to connect
our museum in some degree with those beiug formed liy the
Government. On the other hand wo somewhat feared
that our apparent connection with a government depart-
ment might be made an excuse by half-hearted supporters
for withdrawing, on the plea of such connection,— and we
fully appreciated the much more tangible objection of the
distance from the centre of London causing inconvenience
to stiideuts.

The first of these objections we have guarded against,
by the most stringent stipulations for the fullest possible
amount of independence and self-government, and by the
fact that, whereas in our old location we had received
Government aid, in our new one we receive none whatever,
except the premises granted us, in which we are siniilary

placed with lialf a do'^en scientific societies, which, thougli
housed by the Governmeut, retain uudislurbed iudepend-

\Ve are, then, reduced to the one objection of titr, and
it would be absurd to deny that it bus its weight. We all

most heartily wish that the museums in which we uro
assembled were at Churing-cross

;
but bow is it possible

that a building requiring such an enormous amount of space,
and the capacity for continual extension, should be placed
exactly where we might in the abstract desire to see it 't

I earnestly wish that a nearer position might be found for

all the collectioDS now beneath these roofs. Yet so long
as they reinuin here, I hold tliat it is advantageous to our
students to be near to the other collections of art and to

the art library, to which, when they come here, they inny
have access; imd that this advantage does very much to

compensate them for the additional trouble of getting
here. That the distance is anything hut prohibitory, I
have only to refer for proof to tlic returns of the numfiers
who attend, both on the public and on the students’ days.
The fact is. that the number who visit our museum is

increased since our removal by at least /ireafy./'o/i/ ; and,
judging from appearances, I am of opinion that a large
proportion are of the classes which ic is our object to

benefit.

I have gone more at length into this subject because it

has been made the ground of repeated, aud. I cannot but
think, considering the oxerlious and sacrifices we have
made, somewhat iiugencrous attacks upon us. Whetberwe

were right or wrong in erming here, we feci that our
raotiveshuve been

.
goo./, and that we are undeserving of

such attacks. Mjc object, honever. is not to defend our-
selves, but most eurncsily to appeal to oiir supporters for
the continuance of their aid. U e are determined to press
on the objects of our Institution with the same vigour
"hicli has brought it t j what it is. If tliere are any dis-
udvurituges in our preicnt position, there are so many
reasons for more elrciniom exertion. We aim at making
our Museum tlio iioblee-t collection of architectural art in
existence, especially in our leading depai tment, tlie archi-
tecture of the Middle Ages. If it is too far off. we will
make if all the more worth the trouble of gening to it;
or all the more worth the exertions of Government to
bring to a nearer point.
We therefore urge upon you eer/oi/ft/eii exertions. We

urge upon yon to come forward with donations to relieve
the funds of that debt wliieli has all along been the great
clog to our progre.‘B. We urge upon you to continue aud
add to your subsci iptions, unci to beat up right and left for
'new supporters, that we may bo ibe better able to press
on ilie great work b r wbicli we are banded together

;
and

we urge upon vuii ii> use your ii.Uuence in procuring for
us speoimeiis of the best peiioda for the continued enrich-
ment of our colic, tion. If you have been prejudiced
against us bv what has I'cen said since our removal, iiJl we
ask is to try ns, and see how we go on in our new position.
Hut do not let what is said by irresponsible parties lead to
the withdrawal of your confidence in those who have with
the utmost exertion and zealformed the collection to what
it now is, nor withhold your aid .from a movement which
has already been ofihe utmost benefit to those engaged in
architectural art.

Piofcssov DoQaldson, in moving the adoption of llie

report, observed, in allusion to the change in tlie

Museum’s locality, that they must all admit they

had moved from a barn into a palace. There were

to be none of tlie distinclious, however, that some
times appeitaintd to palaces, since the raiinbersof

the Museum were to enjoy all the facilities of the

new and enlarged site
;
and the importance of this

could not be overrated, when they considered the

great number that eatne to the Museum who woiJd
not only have tlie bemtit of studying tlie casts, but

ihebeauiiful collection of pictures; and when they

rcintmbered that on Monday last, the vast number of

4,600 persons viailcil the Museum, they would be

able lO form a tolerable conception of the enlarged

capacities of the Ifuscuin, and of I lie facilities it

aflbrdcd for observing all these beautiful works of art,

and so conferring advantages not only on their own
Museum, but on the whole range of science and art

throughout the United Kingdom. While at AYest-

minster they were a solitary Institute, but now tlicy

were an associate with other societies of enlarged

cemteptioD, and for other pursuits and studies. They
were not confined to one geographical position as it

were, but their conceptiins became enlarged, and

they regarded architecture in its fullest development.

Some ddnalioDS had been announced in the report,

and he had great pleasure in placing ou the table tbe

first that had been presented to the Museum since it

had assumed its prcscut site. It came from a gcu-

tlcman who hail done more to extend a knowledge of

literature in general, and the nits aud sciences, than

any publisher that could be named.—Air. Bohn, who
had presented to the Museum a volume he had pub-
lished, on the subject of “ PotU-ry and Porfe'aiii.”

He had great pleasure in placing on the table this

commetet incut of conlributious that he hopid would
follow in its wake.

Air. Baden Powell, in seconding th- mot'or, said ;
—

The building in Cannon-row was only to be looked

on as a teuiporary one
;
aud had the tnusrum remained

there, there was not the same likeliheod of its receiv-

ing the specirceus and contributions they were uow
likely to obtain iu ils present more permauent loca-

tion. They had also the greater advantages to arise

from better classification
;
and they all knew that lo

the student of architect uro, the architectural dctailsof

different dales and periods were very csscnlial.

Another advantage gained was the power possessed of

keeping up a satisfactory and corafortiiblc tempo at lire

iu the present building. In the otlier building ihis

in w'intcr time was not attainable, aud in that respect

there was a gain as regarded moving.

The resolution was put and carried with applause.

Mr. Scott tlien said, that as tliey hud received the

greatest kindness and assistance fj oin nil the gctiilc-

men connected with the Uepurtment of Science and

the Fine Arts, at the Museum, he begged to move ;

—

“ That the host thanks of the committee and membci's

of tlie Architectural Museum be offered to the Departmen t

of Science and Fine Art, ond to the Committee of Council

on Education, for their general co-operiition, aud also for

much personal attention front Mr. Cole, C.B.
;
Mr. Red-

grave, R-A.; Dr. Lyon Playfair, C.B.
;
Captain Fowke,

R. E. and to Mr. Owen."

The Arcbitecfural Aliiscum was much iiidebled to.ull

these genllemeii for their cc-optration and assisinuce

iu a work of great difficulty and disturbance,—the

removal of the Alusuuin. They had leut every

possible aid, and shown every conceivable kinduiss.

Air. G. Godwin had great pleasure in seconding

the motion. He hud watched what these gcu-

tlcmeu had been doing, and could testify to the

truthfulness of liie terms in whEh the motion was

couched, and to their general efforts in the promotion

of exhibitions calculated to be of so much utility in

the cause of ait aud mauu'‘cclure iu this country.
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a[>|ilica'ile to the of iiioiiumi.-nts for Ciiriatiao

churches haj been Irequenlly diseased. "We cannot

call to mind any luemo'ial work of such importance

as the 'Wellin’.'ton mninmeiit, executed since ibe

works of Banks. B.icon, \Veslnncott, seu. Flaxman,

and others, in "Westminster Aiibey and St. Paul's

Cathedral. A considerable number of the recent

monuments, as that to Sir Robert Peel, in the Abbey,

have been single figures
;

or, under the newly recog-

nised conditions of accoi'dano; with the character of an

edifice, tliey have been strictly Mediawal, and in a pro-

minent degree architectural. Tnc problem has tberefore

remained, so far at least as our principal national

maitsolea are concerned, namely, how to design a

monument with many sculptural anccssoiies, or not

the reproduction of an effigy, or cano2)icd tomb.

—

neither obscurely allegorieui, nor with emblems
borrowed from people of a different creed,—not

necessarily Gothic, and yet suited to a church and
Chri^ilitn edifice as distinct from any other public

building. Had it been d-cided to erect the monn-
ment to the Duke of Wellington in Westminster

Abbey, tho designs might have exhibited more or

less of the reproduction of the Mediaeval character, at

least in architectural details ; but in St. Paul’s Cathe-

dral, different details, but combined with what was
xaluable in the sentiment of the Gothic sculpture,

might be expected, as well as perhaps from the very

novelty of the field, a higher degree of merit (liau

in the other case, in the art.

The principal monuments in the Cathedral do not,

indeed, err so greatly as the more prominent woiks in

the Abbey, against the conditions of the locarion :

they are representitions ol events rather than sculp-

tured deities. Deci)’y as the classical symbolism has
woven itself into tbu thoughts of the civiliz -d world,
these forms could be understood where even Christian
allegory could only have confuted ilr: observer

;
but

if titled for any olhcr silua'.iou, tiicv arc often
strangely out of |)!ace iu a church. Of (he represen-
tative sculpture, under the same conditions, all that
could be said was, that it did not attempt the distiuc-
live character required under the associations. Tiie
problem, therefore, as we think, was left for solution,
peculiarly in the present case. Let it not be for-
gotten that the distinctions of purpose or locality to
which we have referred, arc the source and not the
hindrance of a t.

The esbibiiiou contains not more than one monu-
incnt_ in which we disc.ivcr an effort to introduce
Gothic architectural dclails. Tuere arc several xvorks
which iachuic a recumbent cSigv, soine'iuics under a
canopy or covering, sometimes within a portal and
enclosing structure. These are deriva'ions from the
Gotlric chantry clkapcis and canopied tombs, or Elizi-

'

bethan monuments, withou’’ theirdetaiis. Jn general, '

however, the particular sentiment which we have
j

been suppoamg as required by tlie conditions, is not
reiched; but the designs e.vhibit prominently, allusions
to the life and worldly renown of the deceased

;
and

as if to show the difli ;uliy of applying the principles
as urged by some, the classical Victory is very gene-
rally adopreJ. Exactly how far such allusions should
be confined to monuments not in churches, we are un-
able to settle. Jt is clear, the vionit.uent requires
them in some form.

But, omitting designs which are too absurd for
selection—and somcwhich, in a combination of figures
and rockwoik, repeat the faults of the worst attempts
ill sculpture—we are glad to sec many works wliicli

exhibit an adinmce in the direction we have been
speaking of

; whilst there are so.ne productions, both
Ejilisli and foreign, that have great merit. The
military trophies,

—

Vith guns, drums, trumpets, blunderbuss, and Ibunder,”

have ncirly rdl gone, and the art in the sculptufe is
all the more expre-isive for the omission of tticm.

Apart from whiit arises from the b othorhool of
art, the exhibition is one in which, arehiteeturaliv
there is much iiiterc.sf. In a recent article nn public
statues.* we referred to the nini^sioa on the fart of
sculptors, to rccoguise in the whole groui), prmciples
winch we-e those of architecture, and to attend to
architectiinil details in the ai-ces.-^oi'ies aud the site.
Although t lie requirements iu the case of uroiqjs within
buildings have not been so proinirieiitiy before us as iu
t'lai of sculpture out of d tors, similar points I'c-

qnire to be cons'dereJ in aU oionumcnts. It docs not
lollow that the sculptor is to cdopt tim form of a
pe_de.Ual__ which may liavs b;cn us ’d, or would be
suitiible as part of a building, or choose the alternative
oi a pliiin block : these arc common errors, from
which the works in West niiisfcr Hall are not free.
But eveiy ac 'csso -y should be designed speci-illv for
the purimse, and fertile particulir monument ;* and
architectnral accessories aud sculptured figures should
all group as parts of one whole,— the product of, iu
lact, one art. Sometimes tlic architectnra], and eomc-
Dmes the sculptural elmuent will predominate. The

* See p. 213, ante.

former occurred in the Gothic canopied tombs, and

strikingly iu the CDcloaed chantries, and also iu

a very luarkt'd muniier in the Elizabethan

works, which are esseutially inonurai-uts produced

by architecture : the latter predomiiiaut elemcut

would best effect the aim of reccut works, where

a story has to b'* told, and where, iherefoie, the por-

traiture aud “phonet'o^ character of figure sculpture

gives it peculiar advautages. Iu the pFe^ellt collcetiou

there are, however, several works worthy of notice,

which fad, we think, from the too great prominence of

the architectural elemeut—sa compared svith the woiks

which merely use architectural deiails, aud a general

architectural principle of grouping. Oue of the

Works,— nevertheless, one of tho best iu the

collection,— has a defect, as we must consider it

—

though following the example of the Choragio monu-
ment of Lysicrates— of being in appearance au avchv-

tectural structure, with roof or domed c-overiiig, yet

being really a solid mass decorated externally, though
^

with sculptural acccssorie-s. It was suggested iu our

last, ill allusion to the arehitectonie works of another

cla<s, th it oue building within another might be au

error. In the Gothic cathedrals, there was a rcaa«>a

arising from the services iu the mouumcutal ch qrel,

for the distinct structiirt; of the cbantiy. For modem
moimmeiita, unless whore the sfrudure wuuld enclose

the aetufii eutraucc to the grave—as iu the Church
of the Holy Sepulchre—wc should be disposed to

pre^’er a monument mainly sculptural
;
and of this

class there are some at "Weslmiuster Ilnll, making
a’l the use o'" ar.diitectiiral clemcuts for which we
hive at any time contended.

A considerable number of the works appear ques-
tionable iu principle, inasmuch as unity of expression
is not kept up in the sune inonuoient. Tncy are
like the pictures such as those by Ilolbtin at Ilamp-
toii-court, which nqrresent iu the same scene several
difftirent iucidcnls. Thus, as parts of one monu-
ment, we have above, a figure of the hero iu action,
and a representation of a raomimeut to him, with a
distinct figure recumbent, below. If it were the fact

that the body of the deceased were nctunlly beneath,
a simple sarcophagus in the lower part of the monu-
ment of which the portrait statue is iu the upper
part, would have peculiar significance : otherwise the
tomb, whether with or without the recumbent effigy,

seems not strictly c irrect. The design is less ob-
jectionable when the sarcopliagus occurs in the upper
part of the work,—it is there obvinusly only cni-
blemario, a part of the monument, and not pre-
-seuted in the way of mimicry of the iiclua! tomb.

The models themselves are eighty- three in
mimber, ranged in three rows along the IlaU,
and on the da'is. on temporary pedesials or su})-
ports (two models on each), which are covered
with crimson cloth.* The foreign competitors muster
in considerable force, as may easily be discovered :

but the numbers hive now been altered, so that the
disliuction docs not appear as when our former notice
was written. The general effect, viewed from the
dois, is very good.

Jlany valuable thoughts will be found expressed in
works by foreigners, aud an equal amount of merit in
those by onr own artists. Owing to the requisite
attendance of the competitors to put up their ii.odeL,
authors’ names cau be no secret at the Office of
Works—more than they were generally in the
Public Offices competition. It is very’ question-
able ivhether any advantage rcsidts from (he system
of concealment. It would be quite snflicieut to
make it optional. One whose name has any
prestige is sure (o make liitnsclf kimwn

;
and it

would be rather better that this should be done of
course, than done secrelly. Where much depends
upon the execution of a work, a reputation even
might be taken into account. The authors of really
meritor:ous designs liiul belter, in any case, have the
positive advantage which accrues from publicity, than
theuuce.tiiu one dependent upon the best-informed
and most honourable of judges.
Amongst the designs wliii-h carry out the sculp-

turesque as well as architectonic 2»’i''t'ildcs that
should be always observed, and which also convev
the idea of a certain lavish devotion of art required
by the iinpnrLimee of the subject, wc have marked
No. 41, which appears to be the work of a foreigner.
Itic groupiug of the whole is excellent, and the arehi-
loetui'id details of the base are subordinate to the
sculpturesque element; aud are novel and good—

bcpteraber in last year
;
tliey were to be one-fourtl

817.0 of the monumenf, -which was to stand upon a spa

Jhi nn ? ft
’ the north si,

rimna .

eathednil-going from ll.e area belov
rtqine; the cost was not to exceed 20,0001.

;
any mate

night be suggested, if properly shown on the me
.line premiums, amountinjT to 3.200L were offered <sums oi 7001. 5001. mi. 2001. a„d five of ICOL each
artist to whom was awarded the liif-hcst premium

'

ever, j| employed to execute hia d-ai«u
,
was not to re<

t ie premimn; and the euoeessrul models were to re;
the property of the Government.

whilst uot tliose of au ordinary pedestal. Many of

the works which are amongst the e<arlier nninlicrs of
the series,— tveu whm otherwise uutxcepiiouablc,

—

do not grow to the fulness of the theme. Such is

the case, both with works which are mamly sculp-

tural, aud those which arc inaiuly architectural.

In the sculjitural class under this general categury, are
No. 3, where a figure of Britannia is orowaiug Wel-
iiugtiui, and the jiriocipul iulerest of the composition
would have to be looked for in the e(2Ufcslrian figures

of his compmiious in arms, surrounding the dado of
the oval pedestal. Alto-relievo on the curved 2fian

would be very objectionable, as the uiolel shows.
Likewise (aa in No. 7), a mere statue of the Duke as

tho Statc-avvord beaver, with whatever accessories of

figures arwuud the base, would not satisfy the uational

object, or the other coadilious. No. 11 is a work
Ik'om Komu, of so much beauty and merit that we
may be induced to give illustralioos of it ;

but it is a

work absolutely architectural—a building designed
for ervetiua over the vault—making use of sculp-

ture only iu five statues, which are ji'actd iu niches,

aud are therefore very subordinate to it. There
is a dtstiuciion betweea a memorial or tnonument
and a liioumnental tomb, which, we say, should

he observed. The details of this work are beau-

tifully de.-.igoed in the style of the Renaissauce, and
deserve exauiinatiou as illustrating the real character

of that style,— as to which, from the indefiiiiic use of

the term, there has been much eoufusioo of ideas of

late. "NYe are more pleased with the admirable work
which is placed next. la this (12), the arehitectonie

element is indeed pvomiuent
; but figure sculpti*''^ is

also freely introduced, aud by its treatment at once

claims attention. The architectur-dl details and orna-

ments also are novel and suggestive. The 2>riuci2)al

miss consists of a superstructure of sculpture,

well combined with the architectural details, and

supported by au arch highly enriched •willi mrved
ornament ou the face, and colour on the sofiii, and

spanning a bronze lid of a sarcophagus, on the ends

of which are seated figures. One of these is a

mourner, and the other ajipears to be recording the

gi-eat deeds of the deceased. In the podium, coloured

marbles are introduced in panels. A stutuc sur-

mounts the whole.

Polychromy is not generally adopted, unless by
the use of coloured marbles in pedestals. Brouze
and granite, and also the same materials and
Carrara marble, are sometimes combined with
tolerable effect, as in one work at the end of the

Hall
;
but bronze as the sole mateiinl of the figures

is adopted in only one or two woiks; aud these

are more remarkable for their good inodcliing,

than for the beauty, or at least originality, of their

design. The modelling in general, through 2)raised

by the newspapers, has not ap2jearcd to us equal to

the requirements of the case; aud luiqucstioniibly it

is such as to detract in many works frum the expres-

sion which the artist intended to convey. It deserves

onsideration whether it is well, eveu for the tempo-
rary purpose, to neglect the ex2)rcssioi of the faces so

much, as has been done iu many instances. The
Duke of "Wellington himsc-lf is uot always identified

readily—as the motive of the monuineut requires :

and in one instance, the face bears more resemblance
to that of Sir David Wilkie, than to that of the

other great mau intended to be commemorated.

Polyclironiy, however, enters largely into the effect

of the domed shrine, with sedvut figures at the angles,

nod a recumbent figure beneath, which is numbered
18 in the collection. The scale of a model is pecu-
liorly unfavourable to it, from the resemblance to

pastry-cooks’ work liable to be suggested to those
who ilo no^ make allowance for dimensious, or who
lire touched with that besetting sin of auiafcui* criti-

cism— the making out in every work resemblances to

so netliing common or vulgar, however far-fetched,

—

au olijeclioii, this referred to, which is uot lightly to be
encoiraicred, but which is o'ten prefen-cd as though it

were the sole object of criticism, aud as though the

beauty aud eujoyment of the present aud actual were of

no importance. Portions of No. 13 show a practised

hand in monumcntjl sculpture. No. 14 has also a

recumbent figure under a structure of Byzantine

character, which would be chiefly dependent upon its

coloured details. These are only sketched on the

model, not shown as the instructions require. The
letter of the “instructions,”— assuming tho exact

site on the lithographed plan to be binding—would
be dc2)arled from iu No. 15. It has a good sedent figure

on a pedestal, which, of course, would have to be 2)laced

transversely to the hue of the nave. The same
thing occurs iu at least one other group; aud it

would curiously exemplify the error in the more
important case, of which we have said so much,
were it found here that works of merit sent in

could uot be allowed to compete, or that the strict-

ness of definition had p'"eveuted the appearance of

some suggestions. Perhaps, however, the advisers of
the OfB.ee of Works or of the cathedral authorities,
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Lave given considcralion to what would best conduce
to llic eflect of the catiiedral itself.

No. 36 lias the motto “Past Away,” and one of

its priacipal figures is an angel, with finger on lip,

and closing the bronze gate of a tomb, near which
lies the British lion. The upper part of the monu-
ment consists of a group of figures, including one of
the Duke. Tliis design will probably be that whirh
will tell with the public. The prominent feature in

it is UQquestionably a flue conception
:
probably in

those qualities of art which it has, it is not surpassed

by any other work in the collection fand simplicity of

treatment, and intelligibility, by no means necessitate

poverty of thought. But we question whether as a
whole, the monument tloes not oflfeod against the unity
•of aim for which we have contended. Like the tablet

byMarochetti, lately placed in St. Paul’sCatbedraljand
which eshibits a representation of a monument in

the actual monument, the work here before us, mixes
up different motives in its expression,— or confuses

the objects of actual facsimile, and imitation in art.

The confusion re'erred to, however, is greater in

L^o. 38, where the recumbent figure, on a tomb, is

placed within a structure, which supports a distinct

figure.

No. 49 is noticeable for its combination of figure

sculpture around a central stem, or support; but

here the design, though it has considerable beauty,

has not the same merit as those works where curved
lines are less used in the structural part

;
and it

•seems belter fitted for objects of small dimensions.

In No. 55, there is an equestrian statue in advance
of a group o'^allcgoiical figures and a pedestal, with a
victory at the summit. No. 65 has some good details of

ornament, and generally an architectonic arrangement.
No. 68, which we have already referred to as involv-

ing what is somewhat de''cctivc in principle, is, never-

theless, a work of extraordinary ability. Its author
says :

—
“ In this design, the aim has been to make an

architectural mass, in harmony with the structure

and position in which the monument is to be placed,

and to embody the chief features iu the character and
principal incidents iu the life of the warrior and
the statesman.”

No. 76, a work not w^itliout merit, fails in grouping
—by the use of two pedestals not well combined, but
rather on the principle of design sometimes adopted
in Birmingham manufactures, where a portion of one
antique work is thought good anywise conjoined to

any other.—No. 80, for bronze, chiefly remarkable
for its modelling, we have alluded to

;
and in No. 83

is the granite sarcophagus of archaic form, iu the
superstructure, with figures reclining on it, or
grouped around, which we Lave mentioned; and
we have omitted to give due attention to No. 27,
in which the greatest variety of materials is

employed with best effect, especially in the
bronze figures, seated around the pedestal of the
central statue. Bat we wore not prepared by the short

inspection that we could have this week, to do justice

to all the merits of the works, and much less to enter

into description : we have, however, ventured to offer

some remarks on general principles—which wc believe

have lately been more considered in our special branch
of art, than by sculptors—though ever required

;
and

we arc quite sure that with consideration of these,

the technical skill which is now put forth could pro-

duce works monumental and memorial, second to

none, modern or antique.

THE SCULPTUllE OF THE ROY.AL ACADEMY
EXHIBITION.

Fuom wandering through the five rooms in which
paintings are exhibited, the orJiniry visitor to the

Royal Academy descend^!, tired and wearily, to the

Sculpture-room, or Sepulchre, as it is variously called,

by the Academicians and the public respectively.

Occasionally some one visits this small receptacle to

see the work of a friend, or the portrait of some well-

known individual
;
but a^’ter the brilliantly lighted

rooms upstair.®, and the bright colour of the paint-

ings there, the darkness and muddle of the sculpture-

gallery do not tempt him to prolong his search after

the expected work is found. Of course the news-
paper critic visits it, and secs the sLvty busts looking
like sixty clean casts from moulds of last year’s busts,

and the arrangements of the figures enable him to
see a distinct view of the backs of a dozen when look-
ing at the front of one. No doubt he is greatly
edified by the spectacle, and sculptors and their
students go there to mourn over the position of their

works, and breathe something which is not a prayer,
for the academic administration which consigns all

their thoughts, and toil, and trouble, to the darkness
of such a tomb.

You see the sculptor there pointing out his work
to a friend, half unwillingly, fur he says that the light

strikes it in exactly the. opposite direction to what he
intended

;
that all the strong points arc iu shadow,

and those parts which he paid least attention to are

j

Ihrnst forward by the misplacement. TIis friend
naturally asks why the academic sculptors do not

I
propose a more suit.vble place fur the exhibition of

' sculpture; but is answered by the information that it

I

has been done over and over again. “There is no

I

reason,” he says, “why the room should not be
enlarged and prr)perly lighted, or that other means of
exhibition should not be made uss of. It his been

J

proposed, for instance, to place two figures in each of

I

the three large painting-rooms,—one on each side ol

I

the central passage, with pedestals to bring them on
' a level with the eye, and so arranged that the contrast
of sculpture and painting, form and colour, might
enhance the appreciation of both. Tliis,” he adds,
“might easily be done, without any great expendi-
ture, and with considerable advantage to the sculptor;
but how are the five academic sculptors to obtain
anything from the thirty-five painters? Painting
rei^s triumphant, and sculpture and architecture, on
whidi it depends for its very existence, arc both
thrust aside as things of no importance. And so, I

fear, it will continue, until a pressure from without
causes a more eqnable distribution of space.”

Let us hope that this influence is already in opera-
tion. The sculpture this year is said to be very far

below the average of late exhibitions, and the public

vei-dict is never very wide of the mark. Nevertheless,

there are some works in it which deserve to be
remarked, and a few of tbc highest art. There are a
greater number of works holding a secondary position

in the scale of art than in any exhibition of several

post years
;
and perhaps the reason why, as a whole,

the exhibition is said to be bad, is that no one work
standing out from the rest has been a source of attrac-

tion. A single fine work, however, does not consti-

tute a good exhibition, and there is more hope, aud
more vitality, in this year’s exhibition, than if an

“Eve at the I'uuntain,” or “Youth at the Stream,”
attracted daily crowds to their solemn place of

entombment
;

fur in the latter case we should see

the advance of one man only, whereas we now see

the advance of many.
In 1209, and 1215, we liave the marble repetitions

of works previously exhibited,
—“Adam consoling

Eve,” by Bailey, R.A. and the “ Young Natnralist,” by

VVeekes, A.R.A. who coutribntes also, 1218, "The
Mother’s Kiss.” Both of these last works are indicative

of high promise. The design of the “Young Naturalist”

is simply the study of a girl, who iu all the simpli-

city of a child is wandering on the seashore, gathering

shells and aquatic specimens. Meanwhile the “ breezes

dance in her golden hair,” aud blow her drapery

close upon her delicate limbs, causing her to stoop

forward and place one hand upon her knee, whilst

with the other she holls a starfish. All the artist

'

has aimed at is natural beauty without much design,
i

but with fine workmanship to produce a pleasing I

study : be has succeeded perfectly in it. “ The
Mother’s Kiss,” by the same artist, is of a higher

order: it is maternity embodied. The figure is well

felt, and admirably modelled.

It is worthy of remark that Mr. Weekes is his own
poet, and whether bis sculpture is in illustration of

his poetry, or vice versa, it is not a little to say that

they arc both true to nature, full of grace, aud fit each

other admirably.

1211. “Beatrice Cenci.” This reclining figure,

which is the production of a young lady, a pupil of

Gibsou, Miss 11. Hosmer, although forcibly remind-

ing one of modem monumental sculpture, is vastly

superior to it in design and execution. It is well

that so poetical a character should find so able an

exponent, and well also that the sculptress should

select subjects to grapple with which are evidently

within her jiowers.

1237. “ Portrait Statue of the Hon. E. Cornwallis

Anderson Pclbam,” by "W. Th' ed. This is undoubt-

edly the finest work in the exhibition. It is seldom

that one can speak well of portrait-sculpture, for few

men have the power to make a portrait-statue convey

more than the likeness and character of their subjects.

Here, however, it has been regarded as the vehicle,

—

the means, and not the end. The portrait no doubt

is excellent, for the face shows a close resemblance to

the individuality of nature; hut if it were not a por-

trait, the statue might stand on its own merits as an

ideal work of the highest order. It is a child holding

a bird in its hand, skipping along regardless of the

little pet, who is pecking the child’s hand rather in

love than illnaturc. The drapery, which falls to the

knees, blows hack close npon the figure and thighs of.

the hoy, aud its disposition, displaying what it is

meant to conceal, viz. the beautiful form of the child,

is so true to uaturc, and yet so grand in its treat-

ment, that regarded with other parts of the figure,

we might cite this as a perfect instance of the union

of natural with ideal beauty. Exaniine well the

little feet, and let painters take a hint from them,

how feet hearing the weight of the figure should press

iipou the ground, and not be merely tangential to it

:

aud then look uo less carefully at the hands, espe-

cially the one holding the bird. This is Pre-R.ifTa-llc-
isni in sculpture, and of that kiud which does not
indulge in cccentricilirs in order to make iiscU' con-
spicuous, but adheres closely to nature as the greatest
element in beauty.

It is to be regretted that Euglish architectural
sculpture should he non-existent. Sculpture, as the
eiiricliment and perfection of architecture, is a lield

tliat might well tempt many, yet how few, with the
feeling and education of artist's, are content to enter
upon it! And here it would he well to niitice how
lamentable is the result of our painters and sculptors
regarding their several arts ns subjects independent
of architecture, for much of God’s time is wasted,
and his talents abused, by this selfsame conceit. Let
both painters and sculptors remeoibcr that they are
the ministers of the architect, and that their arts are
merely the result of the development of architecture,

and then we shall have works tme in their adaptation
to purpose, and beautiful in their truth.

There are, however, several works here which
profess to be architectural. Amongst them may be
noticed Nos, 1225 and 1232,—the first a statue of
the Biird, by "W. Thecd, for the Egyptian-liall, in (he
Mansion-house; and (he second, a 6ta(ue of Hippo-
crates, by Munro, for the New Museum at Oxford.
B<jth these figures are proofs that aruhilcetiiral sculp-

ture is non-existent. Together with the statues of
Fox and Chatham, they show what little attention

has been given to architectural effect; and their spe-

cial object was 1o produce tliis.

It is some comfort to find that part of the third

and lowemiost circular ledge which runs round the
room, and has previously been devoted to busts, has
been set apart lor statuettes. 1330, “ Dr. Latham,”
by Papwurlh, sen. is an example of portrait-sculpture

possessing some fine feeling, and much good modelling.

Amongst the statuettes worthy of notice are 1243, by
S. Ruddock, and 1245, by H. IT. Armstead. The
former, illustrating the passage, “ He hath regarded

the lowliness of His Handmaiden,” is well designed,

and shoxvs considerable power in the treatment of

masses of drapery, and delicacy in the modelling of

the face. One of the best features of this year’s exhi-

bition is the comparative absence of bad imitations of

Greek models. It is impossible to be too severe on
such pieces of hypocrisy, aud their failure will bear

out the severity. English sculptors seem unaware
that the respect paid to classic works results chiefly

from their historic value, and because they were the

exponents of a creed in which the artists believed,

and which possessed much poetry. Neither of these

qualificitions can be attributed to the works or mo-
tives of our modern imitators, and therefore they will

never obtain the same consideration. It is impossible

to produce better Apollo®, or more graceful Venuses,

or more anatomical Laocoons, than we already have
;

neither do we ever see snch things at the present day,

or think of such things
; nor are our most beautiful

thoughts, or most pleasing reminiscences, in any way
connected with such things;— so that we need them
not, either for the satisfaction of our intellect, or the
cultivation of our imagination. The creation of

works of art with inspiration drawn from heathen

mythology, is like speaking bad grammar iu an un-

known tongue, and deserves a similar reception. To
be appreciated, a work most be understood,—and
who understands Grcco-English sculpture?

Walter Smith.

FRIZES TO THE DISTRICT SCHOOLS OF
Airr.

The award of medals to the successful students, in

local competitions, of the London district schooH of

art, took place on Thursday, the 16th day of July,

in the new Lecture Theatre at South Kensington.

The Hon. Mr. Cowper, iu addressing the students,

said that it gave him great pleasure to be the means

of the distributing of medals so fairly earned. He
had examined many of the works which were to be

rewarded, and thought them very highly creditable

to the producers of them. He had also been told, by

those who were better judges of such things than

himself, that there were some beautiful works amongst

them, and that they showed a very considerable

advance ou previous years’ works. He would call

upon Mr. Redgrave to address the students.

Mr. Redgrave said that, in addressing the students

upon the subject which had brought them together,

he must (ell them how he had been struck by the

works which had been brought before him. They

showed much care and delicate luanipulition. He
would more especially notice the progress made in

applied design in tlie Central School. The designs

showed a move correct appreciation of nature ihsn he

had yet seen, and (he designs themselves were

holder and better. He would remind the students of

the Head School of their many niul great advantages.

He took the first opportunity of their assembliog in

the new Lectnre Theatre, to congratulate them ou
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the position and advantages which were to he derived

from their making use of the means in their hands.

They had the Museum of Science and Art, and they

had the library with most valuable books in it, which

they ought to consult and study. He did not hesi-

tate in saying that, as a school of art, the Central

School was the best to be found, much better than

the Royal Academy for earnest students. The

number of works in the Museum, and also the

number of casts, should he of incalculable benefit to

the students. He would especially mention the extent

and beauty of the ornamental casts there. A friend

of his had applied for admission to the Royal

Academy, as an architectural student, thirty years ago.

Most of those present were aware that the architec-

tural drawing had to be accompanied by a drawing of

ornaincnt, and, after searching in all the plaster-shops

in London, he could not find a piece either good or

bad, and was obliged to have a piece squared on pur-

pose. That was at a time when Italian boys were in

the habit of taking casts of Toby Philpot round the

country, brightly coloured, with blue coat and yellow

breeches. Instead of these, the Italians now sold

casts of the best works of antiquity at a low price.

Amongst other contents of the Museum would he

found some beautiful photographs, coloured, of jewels

belonging to the old Freucli kings, and furniture, and

such-like things, which in themselves w’ere works of

art, were there preserved from decay. Then there

were galleries of modern sculpture and painting.

Pictures had been given for the sake of public educa-

tion, in the most noble manner. Art was always

unselfish
; and a good illustration of that was Sheep-

shanks’s stripping his own walls and generously

giving his pictures to the public. Vernon and Turner
had doue the same, and Sir Francis Chantrey and
Soane. lie would recommend all students of archi-

tecture to see the Soanian collection, and whoever
wished to do so might obtain tickets from him. He
would remind the students that, in a similar spirit,

art should be followed unselfishly,—not as a trade to

improve their positions, but in love
;
and although it

might turn to their worldly advantage, it should not
be followed merely from that motive.

Mr. Cole then proceeded to call the names of the
successful students, and Mr. Cowper distributed the
medals.

The medal bears the Queen’s head, with " Victoria
hy the Grace of God, Queen ;

”
and on the reverse,

—

“ National prize for success in art, awarded by the
Department of ycicuce and Art.” The medal itself

is of copper, very thin, and not so artistic a work as

we should naturally expect as a reward for success in

art by a Department of Science and Art.

FRATERNITIES.
Ix answer to ".iVn Architect’s” letter (p. 300), I

would only say that he appears to have misappre-
hended my aim, which was only to urge the bcuefit

of more mutual co-operation amongst architects in
carrying out into practice aui/ principles of art what-
ever. Take the most extended view of art which he
himself advocates,—this practical personal re-union
is still wanted, quite independently of the falseness or
truth of principles which have been admirably worked
out and systematised. Allow, too, to the fullest ex-
tent the fine sentiment which your correspoudent
puts in the mouths of Phidias, Bramante, and Wreu,
and the full meed of praise due to their respective
works. I only maintain that the magnificent archi-
tecture of the Gothic period, to which he so forcibly
alludes as having passed through its four distinct
eras, emanated not so much from single individuals
as from the conventional agreement of those who
worked it out in accordance ^vith certain laws and
principles; and it is upon this that I base my plea
for that close personal intercommunion which I hold
to be essential to any successful development of art.===— W. W.

THE METROPOLIS.
New IForks on the London and North-Western

’Railway.—The operations for rebuilding the general
goods station and warehouse of the London and
North-Vestern Railway have been commenced by Mr.
Jay, the contractor for the building, under the super-
intendence of Mr. Baker, the engineer, and Mr.
Stansby, the architect of the company. The new
building will occupy precisely the same ‘site as before,
but will extend over a considerably enlarged area, and
will cover, altogether, a superficies of 59,000 square
feet. The part of the original basement that wasvaulted,
and which has not suffered from the late catastrophe,
will he retained

; and the basement of every part of
the enlarged building will, in accordance with the
new design, be vaulted. The grouad-ftoor of the
building, together with the platforms, will be clear of
all obstruction throughout, for the better accommo-
dation and management of the extensive goods tralBc.
The clerks’ and managers’ offices will be ou the upper

floor, and will be vaulted, and rendered fire-proof.

On all sides of the building, which will be very nearly

a square, the warehouses for storing of goods will be

constructed, and the iuterior will be lighted from

above by a glass roof. The walls will be of brick-

work, and the girders of the floors of wrought

and cast iron, supported by iron colunius. The

stabling and smiths’ shops that hitherto formed part

of the building, will, to prevent as far as can be all pos-

sibility of future fire, be removed from the huildiug

altogether to the other side of the Gloucester-road,

but communicating with the goods station by means

of a tunnel
;
and the ground thus gained will he

appropriated for store-rooms. The new stabling

will be extensive enough to contain 270 horses,

with aB the requisite smiths’ shops, harness-

rooms, and machinery: water-pipes will be laid

on throughout the new structui-e, and there will

be rails all round, to bring up the goods trucks to

the goods platform. It is expected that the building

will be completed in about four months from this

date. New stations ai-e being constructed at V’atford

(Mr. Palmer, contractor), aud at Harrow and Pinner

(Mr. Parnell, contractor), in consequence of the

widening of the line out of London, which will ulti-

mately extend, iu quadruple rails, down to Bletch-

Icy, some forty-six miles from London. In noticing

the new structure now erecting in front of the Eustou
Station, ]). 396, for the shelter of vehicles and the

public, it was slated that Messrs. Lawrence were the

contractors. It should he said, however, that they

are so for the iron-work alone; and that Sir. Parker,

of Thrapston, is the contractor for the stracture,

which we understand will be completed in about a

month.
The Works at the Ornamental Water in St.

James’s-park.—The operations in connection with
these improvemeuts appear now to he completed. The
contractor’s men have been cugaged during the week
in carting away the plant, and in general clearing up.

Street Nomenclature.—The Metropolitan Board of

Works have just taken the first step in the proposed
reform of “ street nomenclature,” about which a short

time since there was much discussion. They are

causing to he issued notices to the owners aud occu-

piers of all houses iu the New-road, between the
Angel Inn, Islington, and the Edgware-road, Pad-
dington, ordering them to affix or paint upon their

houses or buildings such names or numbers as the
Board shall approve or direct. The Board have de-

termined that that portion of the New-road between the
Angel Inn, Islington, and King’s-cross, shall be
called ‘'Pentonville-road;” that portion between
King’s-cross and Osuaburg-street, “ Euston-road ;”

and the portion between Osuaburg-street and
Edgware-road, “ Maryleboiie-rond.” Tlie names of
existing roads to he abolished, The Board state that
the proposed alterations have been approved by the
First Commissioner of Works, and that they arc to
take effect from aud after the 31st of this mouth.

Westminster Imyrouements.— On Wednesday in
last week, the committee of the House of Commons
threw out this Bill. Its object was to “wind up”
the affairs of the Westminster Improvement Com-
mission, and to appoint three official Managers for
that purpose, to be called “ The Westminster Encnm-
bered E:=tates Managers.” The promoters of the Bill
alleged that the commissioners had not been able to
complete the contracts entered into for the purchase
of outstanding interests in lauds lying on both sides
of Victoria-street, and that in consequence thereof the
lands could not be sold or leased for building, nor
could the existing dilapidated and unsightly buildings
be removed, to the injury of owners of outstanding
interests, and of the mortgagees and boudholders,
and of persons interested in the improvement of pro-
perty in the parishes of St. Margaret and St. John,
Westminster. The promoters, therefore, sought
power to have the lauds and property of the commis-
sion sold, collected, and divided among the creditors,
whether by mortgage, bond, or otherwise. The Bill
was thrown out,conscquent ou the opposition of certain
of the bondholders.

Finsbury The Committee of the House of
Commons have passed the Bill promoted by the
Metropolitan Board of Works, for establishing a
people’s park for I'insbury. The City withdrew their
opposition and that on the part of St. George’s,
Hanover-square, was declared by the committee to
have no locus standi.

Westminster Palace Hotel.—Thh is the title of a
new undertaking, just registered under the Limited
Liability Joint-Stock Act, for erecting an hotel in some
central part of Westmiuster, aud to purchase lease-
hold lands for that purpose. The Messrs. Moseley
are the architects

; Mr. Adam C. Hook the surveyor.
Nearly half the shares, we are told, have been sub-
scribed for.

Two House and Estate Companies have also been
registered under the same Act; one called the
Gresham House Estate Company, to take a convey.

ance of the Gresham House estate, acquire lands and

build thereon, in the City
;
and the other the House

and Estate Investment Society, to purchase houses,

land, aud estates, and seU same; aud also for the

letting of property, in the metropolis and its suburb?.

THE TllEASURY, WHITEHALL.
Ir the intentions of the present energetio’

Chief Commissioner of Works be carried out,,

we shall soon see great changes in Whitekall;-

and we have been led, therefore, to precede tlie-

illustrations we intend to give of the selected’

designs for the Government Offices, with a view
of the St. James’s-park front of the Treasury,,

as desimed by Wimam Kent. As carried out,,

it will be found, a little to the south of the

Horse Guards, to have the projecting central

portion with two windows only on each side of it

instead of the extension shown in the engraving.

It consists, as will be seen, of a ground-story
of Doric character on a rusticated basement,
and an upper story, which has, attached to
the projection in the centre, four three-quarter

Ionic columns, carrying an entablature and
pediment

; the entablature running through, aud
forming the termination of the front wall of the

wings. Several offices, of which we will pre-
sently speak, were destroyed in 1733, in order

to erect the present building facing the Parade,

the expense of which, according to Malcolm
{Londinium Hcdivmm, vol. iv. p. 312), was
estimated at 9,000/.*

Whitehall, it may be well to remind our
readers, extends from Scotland-yard down to

Canon-row, aud from the Thames to St. James’s-

park. It was originally known as York House,
and belonged to Cardinal Wolsey, and was first

called Whitehall when King Henry VIII. took
possession of it

———“You
Must no more call it York Place—that is past

;

For, sioce the Cardinal fell, that title's lost

:

'Tis now the Kind’s, and called White Hall.”
King Henry VIII. Act ir . 8. 1,

The King’s Palace was seven years iu build-

ing. There was a public way through it, with
two gates, one oi which was built under
the direction of Holbein, at the north end of

King’s-street. This gate was taken doNvu in

1759. Amongst his other works, Henry con-

structed a cock-pit, close by this gate : the

gate, indeed, came to be called “ Cock-pit-gate.”

This cock-pit, after various changes, settled

down into “ The Treasury.” Godolphiu, Lord
High Treasurer in the reign of Queen Anne,
sat three orlfour times a week “ at the Cock-
pit.” Mr. Timbs, in bis “Curiosities,” says
the phrase—“Given at the Cock-pit, atWestmin-
ster,” was in use within his recollection. It

occupied nearly the site of the WiiitehaU front
of the Treasury,—the Board of Trade Office,

first put into architectural shape by Soane, and
then, as our readers know, made to take its

present appearance by Sir Charles Barry.
Whitehall Palace, after previous mishaps, was

finally destroyed by fire January ith, 1G97-S.
The old Banqueting-house had been burnt
down iu 1619 : the present Banqueting-house
was commenced, by Inigo Jones, in that same
year, and was finished in 1622, at the cost,

according to Mr. Cunningham, of 1-1,940/. 4s. Id.

The Admiralty was commenced in 1723. Thomas
llipley was the architect, and Thomas Churchill

the builder. In 1721, 600 planks of mahogany
wore brought from Jamaica for the inner doors
and tables of this building

;
and, judging by the

way in which the wood is mentioned in tlie public -

papers, it was evidently far from well known.
Looking south of the building we have illus--

tratedjiu King-street the poet Spenser died from
want, and here Cromwell lived when Member •

of Parliament. In a house facing Charles-

street lived the poet Prior
;
aud in Gardener’s-

lane, extending from Duke-street to King-
street, died (1677) Hollar, the celebrated'

engraver, at the moment when he had an
execution iu his house. He desired of the

sheriff’s officers, says Oldys, “ only the liberty

of dying in his bed, and that he might not be
removed to any other prison but his grave.”

• The same writer says,—“The value of the freehold,
and inheritance of the ground and buildings from Spring-
gardens-passage to the Admiralty was estimated, iu

1757, at 25,344L exclusive of a brick bouse adjoining the •

,

old gateway near the Horae Guards, said to bo worth.
1,137L’’ What ia the value now ?
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THE WORKS AT DOVER HARBOUR.

The worl\S now going on for the formation of whit

is called a harbour of refuge, at Dover, are of such

an estraorJinaiy character, and involve such an

enormous expenditure, that the particulars should be

better known than they are. During a recent debate

on Supply, Mr. Henley made some statements which

deserve consideration. Gulphed, as these are, in the

ordinary reports of such debates, it may perhaps eli.'it

iofoimation, and be of some advantage, if we publish

some of the principal points. Mr. Henley first

wished to know whether the Government mtended to

carry out the works which had been recommended, or

whether they had other intentions. The operatioos

at Dover cominencod about seventeen or eighteen

Tears ago, when a commission was issued—known as

the James Gordon’s Commission—to inquire into the

state of the south-eastern ports. Nothing, however,

appeared to have come from that commission, and

about 1842 a committee—known as the Shipwreck

Committee—sat, and recommended many things, but

only to idled lightly on harbours of refuge, la 1844

nnd 1845 another commission was appointed, in which

also the fighting element largely predominated, and

they recommended, on the 7th of August, 1844, that

a harbour be constructed at Dover, and that the works

should be immediately commenced by carrying out

that portion which communicated with Cheesnmn’a

Head. Mr. AValker, and several other engineers, were

next employed to prepare plans for the harbour, and

also to state their opinions as to whether the shiagle

and silt would destroy the works when completed.

They reported in favour of beginniog at Cheesinan’s

Head, but said that no safe conclusion could be arrived

at with respect to the shingle and silt, and, ia 1845,

they recommended that the south front should be

proceeded with. He now came to the resolution of

the commissioners, which was communicated to the

Government in 1846. Toe commissioners stated, in

the first instance, that they were decidedly in favoor

of a harbour in Dover-bay, adding that the chief

points for consideration were the area, the outlines,

the position, the entrances, and the mode of constroc-

tion. In the second and final report they rec )m-

mended that the works should be commenced at as

many points as practicable, and expressed their earnest

hope that no pecuniary considerations would be allowed

to delay the accomplishment of an object of such vast

importance for the welfare of our shipping and the

general interests of the country. They also went, at

some length, into the question of construction, and
the consequence was that two of the commissioners

—

Sir "William Symonds and Sir Howard Douglas— dis-

sented from the report, the former stating that a lai^e

area was unnecessary, as the harbour would be visited

only by war-steamers, post-office packets, and a few

disabled or straggling merchant vessels, and that the

evidence in favour of the mode of construction

adopted by a majority of the commissioners was
•confiietiog and unsubstantial. At last, however,

in the autumn of 1817, after a deliberation of

seven or eight years, the works were commenced,
the commissioners having decided — Sir Howard
Douglas and Sir William Symonds dissenting—to

build the walls nearly upright, aud to enclose an.

area of about 520 acres. The estimated expense was
stated to be about 2,500,000f. He now came to the

progress of the works, aod here he must express the

strong opinion, which he thought would be shared by

the committee, that it was very desirable the country

should be informed wbat the Government really

meant to do with these works—whether they intended

to carry them out upon the original plana or not.

They began with taking some 30,000/. or 40,000/.

a-year
;
and the first contract, which was for a length

of 800 feet, was concluded in 1854. A second con-

tract was then entered into for 1,000 feet, still pro-

ceeding upou the plans which accompanied the final

report of the commissioners, and in which no material
alteration was made, except as to size aud the position

of the entrances. "Dp to the present time, therefore,

the progress of the works bad been extremely slow.

Only 800 feet out of one mile and three-qiiai-ters,

which was the length of the whole plan, were com-
pleted in 1S54, with some little extension of the
foundations, and the contract which had been entered

into since then for 1,000 feet was to extend over ten
years, ending in 1864, being at the rate of 100 feet

per annum. It did not seem to him that the works
had progressed even at that rate, and he would pre-

sently make some observations to show the reason
why they had not done so. This work had to be
executed by means of the diving-bell in deep water;
and here he conld not refrain, in passing, from pay-
ing a tribute to the skill, ingenuity, and perseverance
displayed by the engineers aud all employed under
them in carrying out such an arduous aud difficult

undertaking. The work, however, was proceeding
at a very slow pace. To carry out groat works of

this nature in a dribbling manner was nothing less
than a waste of public money. The commissioners

had advised that the works at Dover should be

begun simultaneously at more places than one, and

completed as rapidly as possible; and they also

attached greater importance to this harbour thin to

any of the other works which they recommended.

These suggestions had not, however, been practira'ly

attended to. Only 800 feet of the masonry had been

finished in seven yeirsnpto 1854. Another, 1,000

feet were contracted to be finished in ten yeai's more,

which would bring them to the year 1864. The former

part of the work had been executed in comparatively

shallow water, but now the operations had to be

carried on at about 46 feet below low-water mark.

There still remained to be* comphted, according to

the plans, 8,500 feet, which, at the present rate of

pu-ogresi— viz. 100 feet iter annum — would taka

eighty-live years. If they added to this the Seven

years required to finish the 1,000 feet contracted to

be finished up to 1804, this would give them a

period of ninety-two years over which the work

would extend. Surely this slow rate of progress in-

volved a great waste of capital. But taking the

work done in deep water and averaging it with

that done in shallow water, they would find that

between 1847 and 1855 the actual rate of progress

was not 100 feet, but ouly 80 feet per annum. In-

deed, in 1855 only 40 feet of the foundations had

been laid, and in 1850 50 feet more; and as it was

clear the work could not proceed faster than the

foundations, instead of the undertaking being com-

pleted in 100 years, if it went on at the present rate

it would probably require 200 years. Surely this

was a very unsatisfactoiy prospect
;
aud he was

therefore anxious to learu whether the Government

intended to cany out this work according to the

recommendation of various commissions. Sir "VV. I

Symonds apprehended some difficulty as to the

foundations. Let the committee mark the facts dis-

closed on this point in successive reports from Messrs.

Burgess and "Walker. lu April, 1853, Mr. Walker said,

"The progress of the works has been much delayed

by the weather, and also from the chalk foundation

not proving so good as in the portion nearer the

shore, as stated in our special report of the 29th of

July, 185f4.” The special report" here referred to kad
not been laid before the House. In July, 1855, Mr.
Walker followed up his former statements in these

words:
—

“ Ttie surface of the chalk being still of an

inferior q^Iity, it has been necessary to siuk the

masonry a considerable depth into it, to oblainagood
foundation. Tiie foundations are 41 feet below low-

water spring-tides.” Ttie I'eport of the lOlh of,

October, in the same year, said the foundation was
still retarded from the necessity of removiug a large

quantity of soft material before it could be laid. It

added, " The foundations are being laii! 43 feet below
low-water spring-tides.” lu July, 1856, Mr. Walker
reported that ‘‘the soft nature of the bottom still

retards the progress of the works
;

” and on the 8th
of October of the same year, he said-, “The fouudar

tious are being laid upon the same description of

bottom as described in our fonner reports, 45 feet

below low water spring tides.” Another matter which
bore very much upon the time at which the harbour
would be completed, was the interruption that the

work had experienced from time to time from gales

of wind. Mr. Wallvcr’s reports, curiously enough,

stated some things which certainly throw some ligfit

upon those discussions which took place some time
ago as to the form in which the harbour should be
constructed. One point discussed by learned ineu at

that time was, whether, in poiut of fact, there was
any percussion iu the sea, some maintaining tliat

there was, and others that there was not. Mr. Walker’s

report, dated January, 1851, referred to the st'irin

which took place on the 23rJ of OL-tober, 1850. Mr.
Walker stated that portions of the new works were
thrown down during the storm, as they were unable
to withstand the continued shocks. Now, he (Mr.
Henley) apprehended that shocks meant something
like percussions. The successive gales aud continued
shocks washed upwards of 200 tons of stones out of
their beds. He liad been told by per^ns conversant
with the subject that these stones were of very large

size, aud that they had been fastened to each other
in the stroogest maoncr possible. On another occa-

sion the same thing took place. In 1853 many
stones were repliced, and it became necessary to take
up many other stones in order to replace them.
Again, in 1854, a portion of the stones was displaced,

and 240 (eet of the staging was carried away. These
accidents had, no doubt, occasioned great delay, but
it was a matter of great importance to the House to
be informed whether the Goverument really intended
to complete the work as recommended by the commis-
sioners, and whether they intended to proceed at a

more rapid rate with it than at the rate of 40 or 50
feet a-year, for, if not, it would occupy from 150 to

200 years iu construction.

Sir C. Wood, in reply, said, as regarded the great
question whether the Government had made up its

mind to construct the whole harbour as recommended
by the commission, he was afraid he could not give

the right hon. gentleman any satisfactory explanation,

became, as far as he knew, that subject had never

seriously been considered by any Government. The
two commissions which had reported differed as to

the area which should he included iu that liarbour, as

well as upon other points, the estimate in the one
case being 2,000,000/. and iu the other 2,500,000/.
If the ultimate decisioa of the Government should

be not to construct the larger harbour, a most valuable

work would stUl have been completed', capable of

sheltering vessels aud of holding a steamer at any
state of the tides.

TIIE FAILURE OF GIRDER, "WOLVEIl-
UAMPTON.

Mention was made ia our pages of the breaking

in June last of au iron girder, aod the consequent fall

of the arches of a new building, on the premises of

Messrs. R. Perry and Sons, Temple-street, iu W'olver-

hampton. A young man named Thomas Lewis was
seriously hurt, and has since died. At the inquest

held on the 7tb and ISth inat., evidem:e was given

that the girder which broks had been substituted for

one in which there was a ci’ack about 4 inches long

and one-sistb of aa inch wide, stopped up with putty.

iVmongst other witnesses, Mr. H. C. Hurry, civil

engineer, who had been employed by Mr. Bridges to

make an examination of the girder, having been

called by Mr. Hayes, handed in a report upon the

cause of the breakage, which was received as evidence.

It stated that the broken girder was one of a number
used in the construction of a fire-proof floor, aud was
carried at each eud by a brick wall, the space be-

tween the walls being 13 feet 6 inche;. The secti ou.

j

of the girder was one of an inverted V, with three

cross webs in its length. The gilders were placed

about 7 feet 9 inches apart: they were ted
togefher by wrought-irou rods, and- from girder to

girder were thrown brick arches,, with brick paving

above forming the floor. The weight of the portion

o£ the flooring carried by such girder was about 7

tons 5 cwt., including the girder- For the situation

and circumstances, and allowing fioiraweigiit of oue

ton per square yard to be put upon the floor, a girder

was required of a theoretic strength: of about 27 tons.

The maximum theoretic breaking weight for the

girders used he found to be about 8'S tons. He
therefore considered that the girder used was much
below the strength required. However, the only load

upon the girder at the time of tha- breakage was the

flooring, a few workmen, and its own weight, which
united might be taken as equal to about eight tons, or

to a central weight of about four tons. Making the

usual allowance for imperfections, a girder of a theo-

retic strength equal to about twelve tons was re-

quired to cany the weight that was upon the girder

that broke. Ha therefure concluded that the girder

was about thirty per cent, less in strength than it

was prudent to trust the weight upou. He did not

consider the iron of which the girder was made
to be of first-rate quality, but it was such aa hc’

should without hesitation have accepted as fair con-

tr.ict material for the purpose. "Where the fracture-

Inod t.iken place tlrcrewas. a small imperfeclion in the

easting, but uot, in his opinion, ai all sufficient to

aecotmt for the accident. The distribution of the

metal ia the girder was considerably at variance with,

the theory of cast-icon girders as established by the

best authorities. Hc was of opinion that had the

rules given been more closely observed, a stronger

girder might have been obtained with the same
weight of metal. He was consequently forced to

the conviction that the accident resulted from the

girders haviug been made by some mistake con-

structively imperfect, and therefore inadequate in

strength.

Mr. John Coley, manager to Mr. Bridges, whogave
his evidence iu a nowise sati3'‘actory manner to the

coroner and jury, said there was no written contract

for the supply of the girders. The section of the

girders, the specification, and the qualities were sup-

plied to him by Mr. Vcall. The witness admitted,

after much questioning, that it was his duty to

examine the girders before they w'ere sent out from
the foundry

; but he could not say he bad examined
ali the girdere supplied to Messrs. Perry. He par-

ticularly e.xauiiued the girder which broke. He did

not detect any flaw in it. Mr. Bridges’ men erected

it. He and their moulder expressed au opinion that

the girders were too weak, but they did not tell

Mr. "I’eaU. He wa.3 not satisfied with the principle of

the girder : he never saw one like it before. The
other part of the building had been prevented from
falling by columns being pl-tced under the girders.

Hc had examined the girder which broke, and there

was a flaw in it which was supposed to arise from a
‘‘ cold shut,” or, from two metals, one colder than

.
the other, comiog in contact and not uniting. His
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opinion whs that the flaw arose from a small portion

of scoria being mixed with the molten iron. The
cause of the breakage was the defect in the ca'ting,

blit such defect could not be seen before the girder

broke, there being a shell over it. Mr. Ytall tried

some of the girders with a chisel and hammer. The
moulder was paid at per cwt. for good castings : he
was not paid at all for defective ones.

Mr. r. R. WhueldoD, engineer, aud manager for

Mesirs. Thomas Perry and Sons, of Ilighfields, said

ttiiit by request of Mr. VeaU he examined the girder

which broke. lie observed a defect at the part

where the girder broke which would fully account for

tlio occurrence. The girder was generally very

defective in consequence of “ cold shuts,” which were
not iipparent to the eye, but he detected them by
striking the girder with a hammer. If be had
examined the girder before it was sent from the

foundry, he should have ascertained that it was
defective. The witness then produced two pieces of

iron broken from the girder, in both of which he
pointed out vwy extensive illustrations of his state-

ment that the defects were produced by “ cold shuts”
—each piece not being a solid mass, but composed of

two layers, which had not united.

The jury returned a verdict of ” Accidental death,”

.nceompanying it with an expression of opinion that

great blame attached to Mr. Coley, Mr. Bridges’

manager, for not testing the girder in question with a

hammer, in the absence of a hydraulic press, bis

atleulion having been particularly drawn to the

subject by the girder— which the casting that broke
replaced—having been found defective.

THE DISTRICT SURVEYORS AND
DANGEROUS STRUCTURES.

METJIOPOI.ITAN HOARD OF WORKS.
At the usuil weekly meeting of the Metropolitan

Board of YVorks ou Friday, the 17th inst., a deputa-

tion from the Association of District Surveyors
under the Metropolitan Building Act, presented a

memorial praying the Board to insiitute an inquiry

into the mode in which the provisions of ])art 2 of

the Building Act relating to dangerous structures had
been carried out, more especially by the memorialists.

Mr. John Thwaites, President, in the chair.

Mr. Woolwrych having read the memonal,
Pro^’essor Donaldson then explained that the object

of the District Surveyors’ Association was for the

purpose of " est-iblishing uniformity and respectability

of practice amongst the district surveyors
; for their

protection in the discharge of their duties; for the dis-

cussion of all matters relative to the Metropolitan
Board Act, or any Act under which they may bold

office
;
and for co-operation in carrying out auy such

Act efficiently, and with advantage to the public.”

These were the broad, liberal, and public grounds on
which the Association was founded, and the deputa-

tion came before the Board which had the appoint-

ment of district surveyors, and the supcrintendeuce

of the way in which they discharged their duties,

in order that they might not rest under any uujust

accusition as to the way iu which those duties were

discharged, or lose the confidence of the Board,

which they were most anxious to possess. Part 2

was a very important portion, of the Building Act, and

perhaps there was no other portion of the Act in

which the public were so materially interested as that

which related to “dangerous strnclures,” and there

was one part of it, the following, he would read,

which was all that related to district surveyors :
—

“ Whenever it is made knowu to the Commissioners
hereinafter named, that any structure (including in

such expression any building, wall, or other structure,

and anything affixed to or projecting from any build-

ing, wall, or other structure), is iu a dangerous state,

such Commissioners shall require a survey of such
struclui'e to be made by the district or some other

competent surveyor, and it shall also he the duly of

the district surveyor to make knowu to the said

Commissioners any information he may receive with
respect to auy structure being in such state.” By
this provision the duly of the district surveyor was
simply limited to this—that if any party gave him
notice o'' any strueture heiog in a dangerous condition,

it was his duty immediately to send a notice to the

Commissionci's of Police. Now as directly bearing
upou the provision of the Act, and with respect to the

recent occurrences in 'rotteubam-court-road, he would
read the notice that bad been given iu that matter to

the Commissioners of Police.

Having read the notice, the speaker went on to

say,—It would he found that the district surveyor
ought notiu fact to make a survey, because the survey
is to be made by the surveyor to the Commissioners
of Police, but as soon as the district surveyor found
the premises in a dangerous condition he forthwith
sent notice. Then the Commissioners of Police sent

their surveyor, presumed to be competent, and he made
his survey, aud he served notice of coudemuation,

sent by one of the Commissioners of Police on the

premises or the parties. The terms of this notice

were very general.

The President.
—

"What was the date of the accident

in Tottenliam-court Road?
Professor Donaldson.—May 9.

I

The Pi'esident.—And what is the date of the notice

!
given by the district surveyor to the Commissioners of

' Police ?

[

Professor Donaldson.— April 18. No copy of

I

the condemnation was served ou the district sur-

veyor, and afier this the district surveyor heard

nothing about the matter of dangerous structures;

in fact, he had nothing more to do, because the

Coininissioners of Police take the care of it. But
the district surveyors have been very auxious to know
to what extent attention is given to their notice, as

regarded any required supervision; and applica-

tion had been made to the Commissioners of Police,

in that special case requesting them to furnish a copy

of the notice.

The application was vead>: in reply Sir R. Maync
said,
—“The sending as suggested to the district

surveyor a copy of the Commissioners’ notice to the

owner of a dangerous structure in each case, would

add so much to the correspondence, already very

heavy, iu carrying out the Act, that I am unable to

comply with the suggestion. I understand that

the builder is required by the law to communicate

with the district surveyor he'‘ore the work is com-
menced, and iu this way the information will be given

to the surveyor instead of by the communication

from this office.”

Now, what was the result of this? The notice of

condemnation of a dangerous structure might be

forwarded to an owner in the country, and might

never re.sch the builder. In fact, it was found that the

owners kept it as much to themselves as possible, so

as not to let the district surveyors be cognizant of the

extent of the work to be done; but the builder is

desired to go on with operations. Consequently, the

district surveyors never saw the notice, and they were

left quite in the dark as to the result of the informa-

tion they had given. It appeared from the report of

a gentleman who was called in as assessor, in the

Tottenbam-court-road case, as to the way in which the

district survey was carried out, Mr. Marsh Nelson,

“That the primary cause U to be ascertained from the

evidence of the district surveyor. He stated that no
detailed survey was made before permission was given for

the alterations, the walls were not examined either in the

basement story or in the roof. Now, bad the district

surveyor considered it part of his duty to make s proper
survey iu the first instance, the result would have been
that the party and front wall would have been con-

demned.”

This was a coutradiction to the very notice given

by Mr. Baker himself, calling attention to these

premises. Then again, in the same report, it was

stated :
—

“ The effect has been to create a difference of practice

and division of authority, and the Act in this respect is

more complicated and confused than before. The Metro-
politan Board of Works, who appoint the district sur-

veyors, have no power to interfere with dangerous
structures, aud the Police Commissioners adopt one
course of proceedings in one part of London, and the

Commissioners of Sewers another within the City. The
two latter bodies dislike the duties imposed upon them by
the Act, not being in any way connected with the ordinary

duties of their departments. The Commissioners of

Sewers have not appointed surveyors to administer the

Act, but return the notices to the district surveyors, direct-

ing them to be carried out, however arbitrary they may
be. The Police Commissioners employ the surveyors, aud
the result is great jealousy on the part of the district

surveyors, who are called upon to superintend the work.s

ordered by the Police Commissioners, and which as in

this case they may consider improper, but still they are

required by the Act to supervise those works and see them
carried out.’’

Now the deputation on behalf of the District

Surveyors’ Association begged to repudiate any such

impntiition as the above, in reference to the discharge

of their duties. There was no jealousy on their

part, aud taey were willing to give every authority

aud power they had under the Act, and see that .all

works were c.u'ried out in a souud and efficient

manner. He would rather say that there was no

division of authority among the body vepreseoted by

the deputation, but rallicr a concurrence or coinhiua-

lion of authority, and a desire to diicharge their duty

not only faithfully aud to the satisfaction of the Metro-

politan Board of Works, but to the public generally.

It was under Iheso impressions aud circumstances that

the depulalion bron-jlit ihe matter before the Board,

hoping that in its eyes they would be found, to have

discharged their duties properly aud efficiently, and

requesting the Board in the terms of the memorial to

institute an inquiry into the question.

Mr. Bristow then moved that the memorial be received

and referred to the General Purpoaes Committee. He
thought that the gentlemen representing the deputation

had eatablished a case of considerable moral grievance.

There were many matters in the memorial that called

for inquiry, including the question of application to

the Police Commissioners for fees for apecial service. The
facta he thought, went to show that Mr. Baker did his

duty efficiently ami well, and he would take tlsat oppor-
tunity of saying that, in hh humble judg nent. and as far
as his experience went, hs knew of no body of men
who did their duty better, taking them as a body, than
did the district surveyors. Mr. Brown, in fact, in his
(Mr. B.’s) district, was what be might term a model sur-
vevor.
Mr. Burslem, representative of Paddington, seconded

the reference. He believed that the district surveyors
might be miide ihe moit useful body ol men in the whole
metropolitan district. He believed that their duties were
much checked and complicated by the Act of Parlismc
and he hoped that the present reference would be the _

.

suit of placing thorn in a clear and mtelligible posiiion.
Mr. il. L. 'i’aylor supported the reference to the com-

mittee, for he thought that by the Act injustice was done
to the district surveyors. He thought Part 2 of the Act,
correctly read, meaut that the district surveyor should be
the party employed, though it did say “ some other com-
petent ” surveyor to be employed by the commissioners.
Ihe further consideration of the matter was then re

ferred to the General Purposes Committee, and the depu
tation withdrew.

CONDITION OF COLNEY-IIATCH LUNATIC
ASYLUM.

Sir,-—A good deal of discussion having arisen as

to the state and condition of the Paujier Lunatic

Asylum, Ccluey-hatch, it occurs to me that the fol-

lowing report which 1 have obtained on the subject

will not be without interest to your readers.

S. W. Dai;ke9.

*' Having been requested by Mr. Daukes to examine the
Lunatic Asylum at Colney-hatch, with reference to certain
alterations now being made in the building, and particu-
larly hy the removal of the roofs and arches, aud to state

unreservedly our opinion as to the alleged defects in the
design and conslruction of the building, and as to the
necessity or non-necessity for such alterations,

—

We beg to report that we have carefully examined the
structure, and upon such exEunination we nave arrived at

the conclusion that the alterations now in progress are

unnecessary; that tbe f^sw settlements that exist are due
to natural causes, and arc of a very unimportant and even
iDsignillcuut character; that the alleged defects iu the
roof are of no structural importance ;

that the forms of
the arches have generally remained unchanged from the

time tho centres were removed from beneath them
;
aud

that there is nothing in their present state to excite any
apprehension of danger, much less ‘ serious alarm.’ We
are, therefore, of opinion, that the heavy expenditure
which is DOW being incurred is wholly uncalled for ;

and
that there is nothing to justify an imputation of want of
skill, judgment, or ditigence on the part of the architect

in the design or construction of this most extensive work.
This opinion we shall be prepared to support by oar

testimony whenever occasion may require.
William Titb, AHTHOirr Saltiit,

T. Hawkslkt, C.E. T. H.Wxatt.
July 15th, 1857,”

*** Our readers will find it very difficult to

reconcile reports ou the condition of this buildiog hy
Mr, Lewis Cubitt and others, already mentioned in

our pages, with the above very clear and positive

statement, aud will doubtless ask', who is wrong?

CORRESPONDENCE ON THE GOVERNMENT
OFFICES COMPETITION.

Having been requested by several professional

friends, now that the decision of the cominittee is

made public, to mention in your periodical the names
or numbers of the superior designs I alluded to iu my
•article eotilb-d “Wh-at a Foreiguer thinks of the

Government Competition,” you will oblige me by
publishing in your next number that in the Renaia-

sance style 1 fixed upon No. 77, by Mr. H. B.

Garling
;
and for the second, No. 94 ; both the designs

approaching one another very much in harmonious

arrangement
;
but as, in ray opinion, the tower at the

right-hand corner of the elevation in No. 94 might as

well not be there, 1 alluded to No. 77 the first, and

was glad t) hear, since 1 wrote the article, from the

able designer, what 1 did not know before, that he

himself pointed out in his memoir that he did not

consider the tower an improvement to the elevation
;

but that there was no time for alteration. The other

two I selected as next in merit were Nos. 64 and 112.

In the Gothic style, No. 116, by Mr. G. G. Scott,

is the design which distinguishes itself above all

others, and I intended it to occupy the first place in

my previous writing. Perhaps the nou-professional

visitor may not have been so much struck as myself;

because, as there was not a general view, it required

the mind of a professional man to group the several

beautiful elevations into one picture. But I remain

bv my former expressed opinion, that it is unques-

tionably the best of the Mediroval designs. Next to

those. No. 140, by Messrs. Prichard and Seddon, and

No. 129, by Mr* Street, are the ones I alluded to;

while No’. 61, in the Elizabethan style, and Nos. 76

and 99, give eminent proof of great architectural

ability aud refined taste; but, as I have said before,

the styles adopted in these designs, however nmri-

torious they may be in themselves, 1 did not consider

suitable for tiic object in view, and it seems that the

committee has been of the same opinion.

Having accomplished the wishes of my friends in

the above remarks, I cannot forego expressing at the

same time my fervent hope that Sir Bmjamin Hall

nmv continue iu the same judicious and liberal path

he 'll IS entered upon, hy eutrustiug the successful
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competitors with the execution of their own plans,

for it would secra to me hardly fair to place the pro-

ductions of the labour and thought of those gentlemen

iu other hands
;
besides the danger that the designs

themselves should not be carried out according to the

intentions of their projectors. He Jong.

TILE PROPOSED TRUSSED SUSPENSION-
BRIDGE EOR LONDONDERRY.

!Mr. P. "W. Baklow, in the Builder of the 27th

June last, publishes a sort of challenge to all comers

who disapprove of his designs for a trussed suspension-

bridge for Londonderry, to carry both railway and

coiumou road traffic, stating that he purposes to

bring the subject before the mechanical section of the

British Association at its meeting in Dublin, in

August nest, and there have the subject, which he

affirms is of great importance to railway interests

generally, thoroughly ventilated and discussed. Per-

haps you will permit one of the competitors for this

said Londonderry bridge, who knows something of

British Association sectional discussions, and especially

of those of the mechanical section, to say that the

challenge is a very safe one,—that as few engineers

of any practice, mark, or station have ever attended

this section of the British Association, in a profes-

sional aspect,—as probably not one competent or re-

cognised engineering authority may be present iu that

section at Dublin,—and as the audience at such sec-

tional raeetiugs is no practical judge of such questions,

__so Mr. Barlow, if permitted to bring forward his sub-

ject at all, will probably have “a walk over,” or no

discussion at all. It may be hoped, however, that

the officers of the Association will guard its legitimate

object
—“the promotion of science" — from this

very cunning device to prostitute the name and the

authority of the British Association to the promotion

of a private object. If we were to have Mr. Barlow’s

pet project there, it certainly would be both fair and
satisfactory to the ill-treated competitors of the Lon-
donderry bridge designs, that Mr. Charles May
would also appear, and let us feast our eyes upon the

design of Sir William Cubitt’s clerk, to which he

gave the first prize, and which has been as invisible to

all men so far as Fortunatus, with his cap on ;—and
that the commissioners also would come into court,

and explain why it is that, passing over all the

designs to which their prizes were given, and those

others purchased by them, with estimates far within

their prescribed limits of money, they employ Mr.
Barlow, who won no prize, as their permanent way,
and to whose imperfect estimate for his injudicious

structure. Sir William Cubitt tacks on one-sixth at

'

the first blow, aud is then cautious of his approval.
|

The arena which Mr. Barlow offers is quite as fit for
'

the latter as for this proposed purpose. But, no

:

away with such humbug; if Mr. Barlow is really in

earnest in fancying that he can persuade the engineer-
^

ing profession that there is any merit in his damaged
version of an imported Yankee design, to say nothing
of its special unsuitabilities for the place and purposes
he proposes it, let him bring it forward next autumn at

j

tbe Institution of Civil Engineers, Westminster,
where I promise him justice will be done bim by men

[

really competent to judge of the subject. I semi you
my name, and am A Third C. E.

TUE LATE MR. C. H. WILD.
We have this week to record the death of a young

engineer of great promise, Charles Heard Wild, who,
as is well known to his professional brethren, lias for

some time past been the victim of a painful and lin-

gering brain disease,—the result of over-work at an
early period of his career. Mr. Wild was a pupil of

John Brathwaite, aud afterwards studied practically

in the factory of Messrs. Brathwaite aud Co. At a
'

verj- early age he was entrusted with an important
|

mission in France, to superintend the construction of
Ericsson’s propeller boats. On his return to England

j

he was placed at the head of Messrs. Fox, Henderson,
and Co.’s drawing-office at Birmingham, where the
designing of many very importaut works was con-
fided to him; and he here displayed such a rcmarli-

able aptitude for engineering science, that he was, on
being introduced to Mr. Robert Stepheuson, engaged
by him as one of his principal assistants, on several
works of magnitude ;—amongst others, the Britauuia-
bridge, where Jlr, Wild largely assisted iu devising
and carrying out the floating of the tubes.

Iu Mr. Edwin Clark’s work on the “ Britannia
and Conway Tubular Bridges,” there is a very
valuable paper on “ The Deflection and relative
Strains in single and continuous Beams,” from the
pen of Mr. Wild, which furnishes a very high idea of
lus powers. On the recommendation of Mr. Stephen-
son, Mr. ild was appointed assistant engineer under
Sir William Cubilt, to the building in Hyde-park

;

and on the formation of the Crystal Palace Company,

«; J
appointed engineer to the building at

Sydenham, which was erected under his engineering

superintendence. It was at this period that the pain-

ful disease, which has just terminated fatally, first

declared itself; and he was recommended by bis

medical adviser to resign his post, aud to travel

abroad for two years, which he did, with, however, but

little benefit. Since his return his health has gra-

dually declined, until he was relieved from all suffer-

ing on the 19th instant.

Mr. Wild was the author of several valuable im-

provements in railways ; his railway sivitch is now

universally adopted, and it is considered by engineers

that he completely solved the problem of a change of

rails.

“ Warren’s girder,” which is now so much em-

ployed for railway bridges, owes its success to Mr.

Wild’s assistance, notably at the Newark-bridge aud

the Crumbn viaduct. His “ Hexagon turn-table,”

and “ dock-gates,” are also amongst the valuable

improvements which Mr. Wild has left behind him,

in some way to compensate for a life of such great

promise being thus early terminated.

PARK-WICKET, KNIGHTSBRIDGE.

This access to Hyde-park, lately so much improved

by the clearance of the Old Life Guards pnblic-house,

with its external tippling-seats aud tables, and also of

a row of costermongers’ stalls, now replaced by the

Duke of Wellington’s riding-house and stables, is one

of the most important easements to the districts of

Brompton and Chelsea. Its length is about 160

feet, and the mean width throughout about 14 feet,

the whole being paved level from house to house.

None of the approaches to the park by wicket is

more thronged than this, and yet, narrow though it

is, we find the greater portion (about 100 feet next

the park) obstructed by tables, beuches, and settles,

thrust out upon the pavement. There are, beyond

the riding-house on one side, three small houses, and

on the other side four, all of which, with only one

exception, arc turned into shops, with open doors and

windows, exhibiting all sorts of fluid aud solid re-

freshments, together with nondescript confectionery

for children, nursemaids, and idlers in dalliance
;
but

tbe worst feature is the array of benches on either

side, which narrow the too stinted way to the width

of an ordinary hall entrance.

On emerging from the park, these free stalls, for

^

eating and drinking al fresco, are certainly not re-

quired here, for in this very passage there are two
public-houses, and at the end of it, in Kuightsbridge,

within 100 yards at either baud, there are no less

than seven gin and dram-atic exhibition palaces, with

as many coffee-shops aud other places of turbulent

recreation.

If the aristocratic squares and genteel streets are

conserved by the police, and kept free from the un-

bidden enactment of acrobats, and of Polchinello’s

theatre on four legs, surely it is infinitely more im-
portant that the narrow strait to the Park-wicket,

through whichever 20,000 persons pass daily, should

be kept free and unobstructed.

This privileged entrance to the park is really much
valued by the populous neighbourhoods to which it

subserves, aud as the stall-holders now threaten

violence to any wayfarer who passes on the public

pavement between the outstanding tables and the

houses, it is time that the local authorities or the

police should interfere to put down the nuisance.

Q-

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Norwich.—The restoration of the last side of the

tower of Norwich cathedral is now nearly completed.

The works have been executed under the superinteud-

cuce of Mr. J. Brown, architect to the Dean and
Chapter.

Dorking.—The new church of St. Paul, Dorking,
was consecrated on the 22udinst. It has been creeled

at the sole cost of Mr. John Labouchere, on a site

presented by Mr. H. T. Hope. The edifice will

accommodate between 500 and 600 persons. It is

in the Early Decorated style, aud consists of a nave
aud chancel, with open south porch. In the west

gable is a rose window of painted glass, opposite to

which is the large east window, of stained glass by
Mr. Hudson, of London, representing the four Evan-
gelists. The roof, the ridge of which in the nave is

at a height of 44 feet, is of stained open timber
work. Staffordshire tiles, laid in vai-iegated^patterns,

form the pavement of tbe passages. Above the

windows and doorways are devices, stamped on the
stucco. The walls, formed partly of Bath stoue,

are faced with the flints of the neighbourhood

;

a small bell-turret is covered with red shiugles,

while the roof is covered with variegated tiles. The
whole cost, including a parsonage-house, is about
2,700f. Mr. B. Ferrey was the architect

; Messrs.
Shearburu, of Dorking, the builders.

Abingdon.—Mr. Scott and Mr. Wilkinson, the

architects, are said to have now examined into the
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dilapidations of St. Helen’s church, with the view of

reporting upon them. It is hinted that the com-

mittee will be advised of the practicability of restor-

ing tbe building.

Elkstone.—The west window of the old church at

Elkstone, near Cirencester, has been fitted up with

coloured glass, designed and executed by Mr. G.

Rogers, of Worcester. It is a four- light window.

The effigies of the Evangelists form the main design,

and the tracery of the lead presents a foliage pattern.

Macclesfield.—An obituary window, designed by

Mr. James Stevens, of Manchester, architect, and

executed by Messrs. Edmundson and Son, of that city,

has just been set up in Christ Church, Macclesfield.

The ground is an interlacing pattern with florid

border ; at the top is the Alpha and Omega; at the

bottom a family shield, and on a ribbon behind it the

obituary notice. There arc two medallions, the upper

subject being the little child in the midst of the

disciples; the lower, the return of the prodigal.

There arc also three fanlights over the two west aud

north doors; subjects, “The Sower,” “The lost

Sheep,” and “ The good Shepherd.”

Baeuy. — Tbe foundation stone of a new Catholic

Church, at Bacup, was laid on the 2ud inst. The

style of the building is Gothic. The architect is Mr.

Wm. Nicholson, of Manchester.

South Bliields.—A new church is now in course of

erection at Jlilc-end-road, South Shields, by the

United Presbyterian congregation of Ileugh-street

chapel, under tbe snperinteudence of Mr. Thomas

Oliver, of Suuderlaud, architect. Tbe buildings, i.e.

church, school-room, and vestry, are designed, says

the Gateshead Observer, in the Gothic style of archi-

tecture, with the characteristics of the Geometrical

period. The church is cruciform in plan, with nave,

aisles, and transepts, and a tower with spire at the

south-east angle, with deacons’ vestry aud boiler-

house below. There will be no galleries, but provi-

sion will be made in case they are required afterwards.

The ground floor will afford accommodation for about

500 persons. Tbe entrance is in ingbara-street, by

a dceply-rcccssed porch, with carved capital and arch-

mould. The end windows are each four lights, and

are to he filled with stained glass. The nave columns

ore of iron, and the arches above, which support the

roof, are of wood, filled with ornamental iron tracery.

The whole of the woodwork will be stained, as well as

the roof, which is to be of open timber work, some

portions carved. The iron will be represented as

such, but painted in appropriate colours, aud other-

wise oruaiiiented and moulded.

Edinburgh.—At a recent meeting of the City

Council, a letter from the minister of Greyfriai-s

Church was read, in which complaint was made of

the want of ventilation in the chiu'cb. This was

attributed by Mr. Cousin, the city architect, to a re-

fusal of Messrs. Baliantine aud Allau to allow

aiTaugcraenls to be made in the stained windows for

ventilation
;
hut he suggested that if authorised, the

edifice could easily be otherwise ventilated. The
subject was referred to the Plans and Works Com-
mittee.—Notice of a motion was given at the same
meeting of council, by Professor Dick, the veterinary

surgeon, to the effect “that as it is now determined

that the old stones of Trinity College Church shall

not be rc-erected, aud as they have been kept at a

considerable expense, they ouglit now to be sold, aud

the money placed in the bank, and the rent of the

ground ou which they are laid got rid of.”

THE BRIDGE IN ST. JAMES’S PARK.
A CORRESPONDENT writes to the Mechanics'

Magazine respecting this bridge as follows :—In the

Builder for 27th June, I noticed on admirable illus-

tration of the new bridge of Messrs, lletidel across

the ornamental water iu St. James’s Park, aud in an

article accompanying it, a description of the new
bridge is followed by this remark :

“
It was intended

originally,” says your excellent conteraporarj', “to
cross the lake by a viaduct, but this was objected to

on the score of its obstructing too much the view

along the lake, and a suspension-bridge was finally

agreed upon as tbe form of bridge least open to that

objection.”

On Sunday eveuiug last, I strolled, through the

showers, along the lake, and passed tbe bridge in ques-

tion. On approachiug it, and ou looking back

towards it after passing it, I was astonished to

observe bow seriously it interfered with the view of

the lake. In fact, the entire body of the water

beyond it was concealed from me during ray walk

I

along the greater portion of the distance between the

j

bridge and the palace eud of the water. As I am a

j

man of moderate height, with my eyes about 5 feet

I

5 inches from the ground, I fear the great bulk of

the foot passengers who seek refreshment at the lake

side will experience the same disappointment as I. If

so, I would recommend them to reflect, as I reflected,

that although their gaze is obstructed, the eyes of

their Sovereigu and her estimable family, looking
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d®wn from the southern apartments of the palace,
will he blessed with the eompltte 'view, aud will find
in the bridge nothing but another and a novel orna-
ment. How forlunate are monarchs and courtiers,
and bow luclcless we !

The obstrnctiveness of the bridge arises from the
close lattice-work oC which its sides arc formed. Had
these sides been composed chiefly of rods, formed and
arranged with regard to the taste and pleasure of us
plebeian pedcslriaus,Ishould have seen almost asmuch
of the cool crystal beauty as the Queen. I suppose
it is now too late to hoiie for such gratification.

Since Sunday I have again looked at the Builder,
and I fiud that if the artist had been far enough from
the bridge to throw the water and not the opposite
shore into the background of the picture, he would
have perfectly illustrated my letter. But then the
only thing visible beyond the bridge would (from the
cause which I have explained) have been the Horse-
guards and the heavens.

As I write with perfect resignation, you will, I
hope, give place to my reflections.

A Lovee of Lakes.

STABLE FLOORINGS.
Perhaps some of your intelligent leaders would

advise me as to which is the best flooring for cart
horse stables, being at the same lime good aud
durable. There is a species of fir wood, driven in as
piles, and cemented with lime : there is also asphalte,
especially that of a foreign company, and used, they
say, in the imperial cavalry stables of France; and
there arc the old bricks aud dressed flags, besides, I
dare say, many other sorts. Which of all, however,
do your readers aud writers recoraiucud ?

At the same t-ime, perhaps they would advise me
upon the best sorts of paint for the same stables,
occupied by cart-horses. Ebor.

i3ooft£{ 21^ccc(bcU.

variorum.

The new number of the Qaartcrly contains a dis-
criminatiug article on the “ Manchester Exhibition,”
of which the -writer, with full reference to its short-
comings, says " It would yet be difficult to form a
more instructive aud intcrestingcollcclion,—oncwhicli,
at a moment like the present, when art is beginning
to be better understood and more widely studied,
could alTord more useful hints, and could teach more
to the English public.” An article iu the same num-
ber, “The Internal Decoration and Arrangement of
Churches,” is a strong protest against the result, in
a theological point of view, of the architectural teach-
ing of tlie Ecclesiological (late Cambridge Camden)
Society, and which the wntcr, by the way, erroneously

designates as simply the Camden Society, an entirely

different body. The National lleview (Chapman
and Hall, publishers) has also an acute aiTicle or the
“Manchester Exhibition,” pointing out some of its

weaknesses, the presence of many second-rate copies,

want of sequence in the ancient pictures as arranged,
but arriving at the conclusion that it is, nevertheless,

an honour to the great iudiistrial community which
has carried it into executiou. The writer of the
article “ Loudon Street Architecture,” in the same
Review, points out that the metropolis now sees the

necessity of henceforward affectiug the perpendicular
instead of the horizontal direction of expansion; and
says,

—
“III this necessity lies the great hope for the

domestic architecture of London, which has hitherto
been wholly below contempt.” This is quite true, as

far as architecture is concerned, although there may be
great questiou as to the advantage in a social and
sanitai-y point of view. A feeling adverse to the use
of lofty structures containing numerous dwellings
one above the other is growing in Paris, where en-
deavours are being made, beyond the walls, to intro-

duce the English mode of building small houses
for a single family each. This is a point to which
we may [return. “Abridgments of the Specifica-

tions relating to Marine Propulsion, Part I.” forms
a vciy interesting little shilling blue book, published
at the Great Seal Patent Office, Soutbampton-build-
ings, Ilolborn, by order of the Commissioners of
Patents. This is one of that useful series of classified

abridgments now iu course of publication, and of
which those on drain-tiles aud pipes, on the manufac-
ture of irou and steel, on manure, sewing and em-
broidering, and on prcservfltion of food, together with
the one under notice, arc already cither published or
in the jmess, most of them costing only 6d. each, so
that they are withiu the means of even the humblest
inventor, and enable him to examine for himself
whether his discovery has ever been patented or not.
Neither arc they mere dry abstracts, but almost little

treatises on the special subjects, with counective
matter, and notes giving references to notices of the
inveutious iu scientific aud other works, aud to law

i

reports and proceedings as to infringements of patents,
&c. &c. Attached to the part under notice is an
index of names of inventors, patentees, and others
who have had anythiug to do with marine propulsion

;

and also an index of the subject matter itself, afford-
ing great facility of reference to the contents. These
pamphlets are a most valuable and important boon to
inventors, especially those of restricted means, and,
besides, contain much matter of interest to the general
reader. A rseful school scries of “ Questions onM Leod s Class-Atlas of Physical Geography,” by the
Rev. T. Bowman, A.B. Vicc-Principal of Bishop’s
College, Bristol, has been issued by Messrs. Longman,
and Co. Physical geography is a most important
subject— or senes of subjects rather,—yet it has never
obtained that attention fronr instructors which its
varied information demands. The publication of a
text book such as this must greatly tend to do away
with this defect in school teaching.

fWidccn^nfa.

The Atlantic Telegraph.—Bv this time doubt-
less the whole of the 2,500 miles of Atlantic telegraph
cable has been shipped on board the British ship
Agamemnon, at Greenwich, and the American ship
Niagara, at Birkenhead

;
and in less than a month’s

further time it may be at work across the whole breadth
of the “ big pond.” The most notable feature in the
cable, as it lies twined round and round in its many
folds on hoard Agamemnon, is the fact that at every
beat of a seconds’ pendulum an electric life-spark
flashes through and through its innumerable coils
from heed to tail, so that this veritable sea-serpent
may be shipped alive and well conditioned. The
purpose of course is to ascertain at a moment’s notice,
whenever and wherever any vital injury may affect
it, so as to call for immediate examination and repair.
The same thing will take place while it is being laid
down in the ocean, and should the electrometer fail to
indicate a free circuit, the worbing engine, by help
of which it is payed out, must reverse the process and
coil it up on hoard again till the flaw be discovered.
It had been decided to sail right off into mid ocean,
and there to initiate the marriage ceremonial between
the American and the European moiety, but au idea
seems now to prevail that it will he better to lay the
line down from the western Irish coast at once, the
Niagara's half being joined to the half laid down in
raid-ocean. The “tight little island” in which an
Atlantic telegraph cable has been made, and in which
a “ Great Eastern ” steam-ship is getting into “ ship
shape,” is still resolved, it appears, to continue
Mistress of the Ocean.

Proposed public Park and other liiPROvE-
ments at Devonport.— Tlie mililary parade-ground,
or brickfield, will probably be converted into a re-

creative ground for the public at a cost ofabout SOOf.
of which Mr. St. Aubyn lias oflered 100/. besides
shrubs and trees. The authorities of the Mar Depart-
ment are said to have approved of the plan, on con-
dition of having still the use of the ground for parade
purposes. New roads are also in contemplation, one
40 or 50 feet wide from the Stoke-road along the
boundary-w'all of the pleasure-ground in front of St.

Michael’s-ferrace, and parallel with Tamar-terrace, to

the proposed railway station at Stoke, which is to be
erected on the south side of St. Michael’s Church.
The railway company will contribute 500/. towards
its formation, which will nearly cover the cost. It is

also proposed to form a direct road from Stonehousc-

hil! to the head of Fore-street, for the convenience of

the military from Plymouth and Stonehouse goiug on
guard at Keyham and Bull Point, and also for a ready
means of access to the general military parade-ground,

—the brickfield. The plan for coustructing a new
road at Stoke Church, leading to Fellowes-place,

is prepared, aud the work will probably be com-
menced shortly. It is to be a carriage road, about
40 feet wide.

Discovery at Pompeii.— Connected with tbe

baths near the Stabiaii Gate, a Nnjilcs correspondent

of the Atken<eum announces the discovery of a vaulted

chamber, with a species of basin six palms in depth ;

the use of this chamber rather puzzles the Neapolitan

antiquaries, although it is thought probable it was a

Fiillouica or public washhouse, the ancient Greeks
having washed their clothes by treading on them, as

is sometiaits done in Scotland and elsewhere at the

present day. We would thus And washhouses asso-

ciated with baths iu ancient as ia modern times. At
one side of the entrance to the chamber there arc two

leaden spouts in the form of the beaks of geese. On
,

one side of the apartment are four very small cham-
bers, each with a small bath. Au inscription iu

another room adjoining records the restoratiou of tlic

baths by the Ediles, from money assigned by the law

for tbe public games aud for nioiuiments, thus show-

ing that the ancients had “ a budget ” as well as the

moderns.

Opening of the Royal Welsh School, atAshford.—1 be new school, at Ashford, Middlesex
belonging to the Society of Ancient Britons, of which
we gave illustrations some little lime since, was
opened last week with the usual ceremonies by the
Prince Consort. The building is from designs by Mr.
H. Glutton. It -will contain 130 boys and 70 girls.*
The total cost of erecting the buildingVas 15,000/.*
14,000/. of which, it is said, will be covered by the
sale of the old building in Gray’s Inn-lane, which was
purchased by a cartridge manufacturer. There are
13 acres of ground attached to the new school, two
acres of which will be laid out for the instruction of
the hoys in cultivation. There will also be a small
plot of land set aside for the girls to cultivate as aa
amusement. The foundation-stone was laid in Auenst
last.

The Society of Antiquaries op Scotland.—

A

meeliiig of this society was held in. its hall, George-
street, Edinburgh, on the 20th inst. Mr. Cosmo lanes
in the chair. Mr. Stuart reported that he had received
a communicatiou from the secretary of the Board of
Manufactures, announcing that the Board had allo-
cated the gallery and two octagon rooms in the Royal
Institution, presently occupied by the Royal Academy,
as suitable apartments for the society’s museum, in
terms of the Treasury minute of 1851. Mr. Stuart
also reported that he had received a communication
from Mr. Farrer, announcing the resumption of his
diggings in Orkney. Dr. Smith presented some
remains found near a standing stone in Yan'ow, sent
to the museum by Mr. Currie, Darnick. Amongst
the papers read was a “ Notice of an Ancient Oratory
on the Island of Inch Colm, with drawings. By J.
Y. Simpson, M.D. F.S.A. Scot.” in which Professor
Simpson maintained that this oratory was of the same
character with that of St. Colomba at Kells, and
others in Ireland.

Proposed Hospital foe Disabled Mariners.
It is proposed to erect an hospital for master

mariners, mates, and seamen of the mercantile
marine; a proportionate number of each cla.'is, being
raari ied, without children living with them

;
to he

under the government of the committee of the Ship-
wrecked Mariners’ Society, incorporated by Act of
Parliament, 13th Viet, with power to build asylums
for seamen, aud hold land for the purpose

; the society
having, at a general meeting held on the 29th ult.,

voted 5,000/. in furtherance of the proposition. A
very large and influential meeting was held on 17th
iuslaut, ill the Egyptiau-hall, Mansion-house, Loudon,
for the promotion of the same object (the lord mayor
iu the chair) ; and resolutions were passed, one of
them to tbe effect that a building be raised on the
banks of the Thames, within the port of London to
be called (with her Majesty’s permission) “ The
Royal Hospital for Worn-out and Disabled Merchant
Seamen ;” that the said building be prepared for the
reception of 500 persons, selected from the different
grades of the mercantile marine

;
and that it be com-

menced as soon as there is a fair prospect of 50,000/.
being subscribed.

The Scotch Industrial Museum at Edin-
burgh.—Dr. Wilson, director of this Museum, has
preseuteJ his animal report to the Department of
Science and Art. Iu the outset the reporter slates

that the progress made during last year will best
appear by considering separately the Museum, the
Laboratory, the Chair of Technology associated with
them, and the incidental relation of all three to the
interests of the public. This he does, showing that
considerable advances have been made in the various
departments. The JIuseum has been largely enriched,
since the date of last report, by donations and pur-
chases. The Duke of Argyle has presented examples
of the granites and building stones occurring on his
estates. The Duke of Bnccleuch has authorised the
receipt by the director of specimens of the minerals
wrought in his lauds, and of the tools with which
they are worked

; aud a series of the lead ores and
products of the Wanlockhead mines and works is

nearly completed. The collection of building-stones,

commenced last year, has been increased by a gift

from Ihe Museum of Practical Geology, Jermyn-
street, London, of their duplicate specimens, and by
donations of interesting examples from various indi-

viduals.

The Ordnance Survey.—On a motion by the

Duke of Bnccleuch, the Lords have agreed to pray

Her Majesty to appoint a Royal Commission to in-

quire into the whole subject of the National Survey,

and as to the scale or scales on which it should be
made and published.

DestructiOxN of a Builder's Premises in
Southwark by Fire.—On the 18lh instant, the
premises belonging to Messrs. Wilson and Co. of

Great Suirolk-strcet-, Southwark, were destroyed bv
fire. The wiiolc of the saw-mills, carpenters’, and
joiners’ shops, slaMiiig, and several piles of timber,

were destroyed, and nearly a dozen houses adjoining

were more or less damaged by fire and water.
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Redhill.—A public meeting of tbe Consen-ahvc

Land Society was held last week, at the Infant

School-room. Redhill, Reigate, to take into considera-

tion the allotment of the Redtiill estate of the Society,

situated close to the railway station,

Ingcstre, M.P. took the chair, supported by the

Dr! Worthington, Mr. Morgan, surveyor, and Mr.

Gnineisen, secretary to the Society. Some objection

Laving been taken to the plan, on the ground that

the allotoieots were not sufficiently small the deputa-

tion explained to the meeting that the Society s ope-

rations were not exclusively confined to provide plots

for low-class houses, but were extended to vil as of

the first class, aud that the Redhill property did not

admit of being apportioned in small lots.

St. Mary’s (R.C.) Crurch, ATHLONE.--ihe

foundation-stone of a new Roman Catholic chureh

•has been laid at Athlone. The ediiice will be erected

on an elevated site, commanding a view of the

Shannon. The plan and design have been supplied

by Mr. John Bourke, the architect of Longford

cathedral, and the hospital of the mater misericordi(V,

Dablin, now in course of erection. The execution ot

the design of the Athlone church has been entrusted

to Mr. John Molloy, of Athlone, builder. The style

selected is that of the first period of Eoglish ecele-

siastical architecture, slightly approaching towards

the Decorated, particularly in the chancel and the

upper part of the tower. The plan is cruciform, with

north and south aisles, opening in<o the transepts, and

divided from tlie nave by arcades of pointed arches,

supported on circular columns of Wicklow granite, on

either side of the high altar, and side chapels opening

also into the transepts and chancel through lofty

pointed arches : four arches of stone will connect the

chancel and transepts wiih the nave. At the north-

east end will be the sacristy aud porch. The chancel

will be lighted by an eastern window, filled with

tracery of geouictric design, and will contain sedilia

and a piscina, and be sejiarated from the side chapels

by open screens in wood. On the south-west angle

of the church will be the bell tower. The upper pari

of the bell tower will he surmounted by a spire

pierced with lancet openings, and by a Medirevsl

cross, 170 feet above the surface of the gronnd. The

transepts are designed to be lighted by triple lancets;

hut it is intended, if the funds permit, to substitute

wheel windows filled with stained glass. The west

gable will be decorated with an entrance doorway,

and a window in five compartments, only three

of which will be filled with glass, the blank recesses

being intended for statues. The roof timbers

will be exposed. The windows of aisles and clere-

stories will he double lancets. The extreme length of

the church will be 140 feet; the interior breadth

across nave and aisles 56 feet, and the height to top

of gable crosses 70 feet. The material will be lime-

stone of the district.

Public Drinking Fountains.—Notwithslanding

the reiterated endeavours of the press, and paiticularly

of the Builder, to obtain for the metropolitan public

au increase of public drinking-places, both for man

and beast, we regret to say that there is still a sad

want of such conveniences. Pumps there are, in

abundance, but they arc carefully kept locked, or

deprived of their handle?, for fear the public should

obtain a mouthful of water without payment. lu

every Parliamentary grant of privileges to water com-

panies there ought to be a clause compelling them to

provide sneh public accommodation. The necessity

for it is somewhat notably manifested at St. Paul’s

Chnrch-yard, where a poor woman appears to find it

worth her while to devote her time to the supply of

clean glasses to the public at a public pump well.

Would it not be worth the while of water companies

who grudge the poor so cheap a refreshment to erect

a number of fountains in thoroiigbfures, aud let them

at a small rent to just such persons as this woman,

with a limitation of charge to a halfpenny, or a far-

thing, for each separate supply ? Mr. Melly, of

Liverpool, has added fourteen drinking foimtn'us to

those he had previously supplied at Liverpool. On
the 7th inst. at one of these, no hss than 2,500

persons availed themselves of Mr. Melly’s excellent

provision. The British Workman states that Bir-

kenhead and Ruucorn arc following the good example

of Liverpool, and adds, “ we trust that in I/ondou

and many other places gentlemen will be found with

hearts as large and purses as heavy as Mr. Molly’s,

by whom water for the people will be provided by

means of these public drinking fountains.”

This Kilkenny Arch.eological Society.—The

July meeting of this society was held in the Tholsel,

at Kilkenny, on the 1st lost., the Dejn of Ossi ry in

the chair, when fourteen new members were elected.

Various donations were announced, and articles of

interest exhibited, including some rubbings of in-

scriptions found at St. Mary’s Church, Clunmel
;
and

after some other procedure, a paper, by Mr. T. L. Cooke,

was read, describing an anciect wayside cross slab at

Drisoge, in King’s County.

M Lassus, Architect.—We hear with great

regret of the death of M. Lassus, wffio was the archi-

tect of the restoration of the Saiute Chapelle, at Fans.

This sad event took place at Vichy,

illness. It was if. Lassus who, with M. Viollet le

Due, undertook the restoration of the old cathedral of

Paris. Notre Dame.

Bilston Schools, Competition.—The comnuttee

for the erection of St. Leonard’s National Schools,

Bilston, have selected the designs of Messrs. Briggs

and Everal, of Birmingham, submitted m competition.

The Carpenters’ Strike at Workington. The

carpenters at Workington have returned to their work

at 24s. per week, the amount offered to them before

the strike, which has fasted six weeks.

Art-Treasures Exhibition Memorial. — The

members of the Manchester Academy of Painters,

beaded by Mr. J. A. Hammei sley, as chairman, have

addressed a letter to the citizens of Manchester, calling

upon them to contribute to a public subscription for

the purpose of procuring portraits of the executive

committee of the Art-Treasurcs_ Exhibition to be

placed as a memorial of the Exhibition, in the per-

manent gallery of the Royal Manchester Institution.

St. German’s Church, Cornwall.—I send you

a rough sketch of a capital from St. German’s Church,

Cornwall, which appears to me interesting from its

strongly marked classical character [the angle termi-

nates in a well-developed volute]. The church itself

was origiually a large edifice of the semi-Normao

period, but the .whole of one aisle and the chancel

have fallen down, and a great portion of whatremains

are additions, in the Decorated and Perpendicular

styles. The porch is very fine, consisting of a door-

way of 6 feet span, surrounded by seven semicircular

arches, richly ornamented with chevrons and other

characteristic ornaments; the arches supported by

pillars aud pilasters, enriched with chevrons alter-

nately. The width of the seven arches is 7 feet

3 indies, giving for the total span 20 feet 6 inches

:

the depth or recess of the arch is 5 feet ;
and as the

face of the porch projects beyond the front of the

building about 4 feet 3 inches, the arches have hardly

that appearance of richness in depth which their

recess should give. The centre doorway, of 6 feet

span, has a rise only of about 2 feet 7 inches. This

produces a great flatness in the outside rings. It was

caused no doubt by a sinking of the arch in the first

place, owing to want of proper weight on the haunches.

The porch itself is a good deal weathered, but some

massive Norman piers (semicircular), inside, sur-

mounted by lancet arches, are as fresh as when first

put up. The stone is a green trap rock, common in

ibis part of Cornwall, portions of which arc beautifully

variegated by red marks ;
but unfortunately it is pre-

cisely such portions which most rapidly decay, theicd

marks proceeding from the presence of iron. The porch

is at the west end, between two towers, inside the

northern of which is the capital referred to. Ex-

ternally this tower is carried above the roof in an

octagon, the sonthern being finished in a square,

like the original Norman basements. As the date of

the porch and Norman part of the church appears to

be the twelfth centnry. it must have been erected

after the time St. German’s was the seat of the Cornish

bishopric.—A. 11. Patterson.

For residence at Abbey Wood, Kent, for Mr. Van
Voorat. Mr. Henry Jaryis, arcliitect. Quantities sup-

^ '

Ford and Sons £1,909 0 0
Maraland 1,840 0 0

Downs 1,738 0 0

Lucas, Brothers 1,736 0 •

Willson 1.720 0 0
Patman aud Fotheringham 1,675 0 0

Crawley 1,657 0 0

Tarrant 1,550 0 0

Taylor and Buckley 1,649 0 0

For rebuilding warehouse, 72, Watling-street, for Mr,
Southgate. The same architect. Quantities supplied

Gammon £1,700 0 0

Crawley 1,660 0 0

Cannon 1,699 0 0

Taylor and Buckley 1,669 0 0
Tarrant 1.6-i7 0 0
Downs 1,490 0 0

Peake 1.479 0 0
Willson 1,461 0 0

Caiter 1,439 0 0

For additions to warehouse. Creed-lane, Ludgate-hill,

for Messrs. Ellis and Everiugtoo. The same architect.

Quantities supplied;

—

Downs £3,830 0 0

Cubitt 3.822 0 0

Brass and Son 3,696 0 0

Gammon 3,555 0 0

Piper 3,471 0 0

Lucas, Brothers 3,188 0 0

Lawrence 3,140 0 0

For erecting two houses <

shire and Parris, architects ;

Hixon
Brass (too late)

Patnum and Co
Laurence
Hill .,

Trollope and Sons ....

Willson
Gammon
Higgs

a Tower-hill. Messrs. Will-

1,165 0
1,142 0
1,132 0
1,112 0
1,099 0
1,097 0
1,075 0

For works at Belle Sauvage-yard, for Messrs. Better and

Galpin. Messrs. Tress ami Chambers, architects. Quan-

tities supplied by Mr. G. Ragget :

—

Lucas ?

TENDERS

For the Medway Union, Chatham:

—

Cobham, Gravesend
Wood, Gravesend
Wilson, London
Smith, Ramsgate
Selleystone, Gravesend
Delhiek, Hackney
Moxon, Dover
Foord and Sons, Rochester..

Myers, London
Spicer, Strood
Naylnr, Rochester
Stump, Brompton
Kirk and Parry, Challiam ..

£. £. £.

20,809 4,547 30,166

20,954 4,706 29,500
19,5-10 4.385 28,121

19,531 4,569 27,936

19,162 4.297 27,481

19,011 5,220 28,258

18,806 3,482 26,219

18,665 4.212 26,985

18,193 4,149 26,422

17,769 3,902 25,600

17.765 3,964 25,490

17,300 3,916 24,900
16.604 3,992 22,904

Nix
Piper
Mttcey
Brown
Trollope ..

Perry
Coleman ..

1,8

0 0
0 0

1,826 0 0
1,757 0 0
1,727 0 0
1,695 0 0
1,690 0 0

r alterations and iroproTements at Messrs. Hampton
Russell’s. Leicester-square. Mr. John F. Mathew,

1,015

850 0

784 0

(All the tenders being above the estimate (U,OOOL) of’

Messrs. Peek and Stephens, whose designs were selected

in competition, the guardians refused to accept any of

them.)

For rebuilding three houses in Tottonham-court-road,

for Mr. Maples. Mr. Raggett, architect :

—

Laurence £3,096 0 0

Lucas 3,015 0 0

J. Anson 2,984 0 0

Trollope and Sons 2,978 0 0

Piper 2,967 0 0

Downs.. 2,930 0 0

Willson (accepted) 2,791 0 0

Pollock and M'Lennan 2,6S7 0 0

Brass (too late) 2,600 0 0

For a
and Russell’s. Leicester-square.

Reigate, architect. Quantities supplied

Downs £1,643 0 0

Gammon - 1,697 0 0

J. and C. 1’Anson 1,684 0 0

Patrick and Son 1,655 0 0

Laurence and Sons 1,530 0 0

Dennis 1,618 0 0
(Tenders did not include shop-fronts).

For finishing seven houses at Stratford :

—

Stnrraey £1,321 17 9
Stevenson 1,100 0

Cobham
Woolgrove
Watt and Co
Wood
Cooch
Heard
Dennis
Willie
Tubby
Sbowell
Eivett
Adams and Beckwith ...

Bennett
Stone
EDis

Leggo
Reader and Mitchell ...

Saunders
Smith
Rose
Rifrgs

Sutton
Blcnkarn
Hill

Knowles
Q. R. Saunders
Ford
Cross aud Whitworth...
Single
Hole
Cooper
Ingersent
Chesher
Skilton

(This curious list of tenders was received in reply to

advertisement. I think the list suggestive, Ist, that the
’ 2nd, that there

rely there

would be less contrariety in their estimates ; 3rd, that an

architect's remuneration should be regulated «o^ by the

estimate of the builder, hut by kis ouiii.— A. B.)

O

750 0 0

720 10
0

690 0 0

655 0 0
650 0 0
6J9 10 0
630 0 0
695 0 0

560 0 0
4S2 0 0

building trade must be exceedingly slack; 7

are others besides buiUiers in the trade, c

TO CORRESPpNDENTS.

0 . J —W. M.—E. M,—T. D.-J. M. - A Priseholder.—J, J. M.—
J. i> W.—Edin'-ui^h.- B. W.-S. N. (under our limit).—Looksr-

on.—J. F.— C. Jl. P. (a little too glowlnn for our quiet coluinus).—

VV. J. P.—J. E. T.—F. C. F,—A Competitor. — J. J. M. — H. and

F, C.—C. H.—D. N. (we arc unable to assist’.

•• Hooks and Addressei.‘'~\'Ve are forced to decline pointing out

books or finding addresses.

NOTICE. — All communications respecting adoertits^

menfs should be addressed to the “ Publisher,’’ and not

to the “Editor:” nil other communications should be

addressed to the Editok, and not to the Publisher.
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URTIIER examination of the

models for the Wellington

Monument,* now being exhi-

bited at Westniinster-hall, has

afforded us additional evidence

of the ground of the opinions

put forth in our last article,

—

especially as to the fact of sufE-

cient technical or manipulative

skill amongst our sculptors, yet

conjoined with deficiencies—detri-

mental to the power of expres-

sion through the higher fields

of their art. The doctrine of divi-

sion of labour as necessary to pi’o-

ductiveuess, has been followed prac-

tically, so far as to lead men to

trammel their own thoughts, and to

assume the existence of demarcations having no
foundation in nature. No mau has been able

to map out the domain of any asserted branch

of science or literature, as a distinct subject of

study
; and the pursuit through separate pro-

fessional callings, of what still are called the

sister arts, should be in some degree suppo-

sititious,—though the arrangement is essential

for convenience and expediency. All this, it is

triae, we may have ventured to urge before the

present occasion : at least, we have done so as to

architecture,—though not forgetting that there

are qualities peculiar to each of the arts

—

media of expression, which they never happily

imitate from one another. What it is now im-

portant to bear in mind as to the present

case is that, if one of the arts can in works of

humble pretensions, trust to itself, co-opera-

tion is absolutely necessary to pioduce works
of the highest class,—and whichever special art

be the first intention. In short, we have appre-

hended that lately, architecture has been

,

neglected as a branch of study by sculptors

;

aud that the philosophy and universal principles
,

of art—which have been so much under discus-

1

sion in writings on architecture—have not re-

,

ceived attention generally. The want both of
,

the special and the general aid to the sculptor,

manifests itself now when a work of the first

class is really required. To produce the highest

!

art, the mere craftsmanship of the statuary is
;

not enough
;
and the want is not supplied by i

getting from an architect a design for a pedestal

.

to the statue or group of figures. This, liow-

.

ever, or something like it, has been done in

several works by sculptors of eminence in the

case of the present competition, as it had been

previously, in cases within the knowledge of

,

our readers. A work intended to be mainly
,

sculptural, ought, in our opinion, to be designed

throughout by a sculptor-artist— one having
so much knowledge of construction and archi-

tectural principles as to be independent of

,

assistance. The result could then be truly a

monumental work
;
and originality of conception

would accrue by which the field of aicbitecturc

itself would be expanded.

Under the disadvantages as apparent in many .

of the works exhibited, we are not surprised
,

to find that the merit wliich we have discovered
|

has not been the subject of general Tcmark.
Indeed, as to grouping, and architectural de-

,

tails, the great majority of works in the collec-
tion exhibit no advance on those of the last

,

generation of artists. We have endeavoured
to suggest what is mainly wanting to complete

i

the excellence of the school of British sculp-
^

wc think, deserve particular notice, as truly
coming under the head of monumental sculptures
No. il, which bears the motto (quoting literally)*
“The mau whose exploits and labours have
been recovering for many peoples peace aud
liberty, deserves to be rewarded with an- im-
mortal honour,” is oue of the best, as we have
said, in the collection, so far as it exemplifies
the due relative proportions of the sculpturesque

ture. Wc have naturally given less attention

than others to the question of allegory.

We differ from some who would exclude
this element from the resources of sculp-

ture. Unless we were prepared to admit the
propriety of statues painted in semblance of

natural figures—which supposing them to be

j iistified by ancient precedent, we should consider

rather as belouging to a distinct branch of art

—

we should hold that the modern art of scul[v
|

and architectonic elements. The principal figi^s'I
lure, like, indeed, all true is one tliat is however, are inferior in design and modcIHne to’
addressed to those having some educalionnl those of some other wdrks

;
the mailed kid-hts

raoulties for judgment. Hepresentatioii, there-
'

placed as accessories of the pedestal, are dimi-
fore, which would seem to be the alternative. Is

I

nutive as compared with the figures o’f Wellinn--
not the object of the highest department of the ' ton and Peace above; and the structural part
art. Such highest art rciiuircs capacity, and we itself of the design fails—inasinneli as it is not
may say time and attention, in tlie observer, apparent in the front view, that the tnmeated
commensurate with the thought given in tlie

'

obelisk, wliich bears a figure of Britannia, repre-
production of the work itself. The work must, ' sented holding a wreath over the head’ of tlio
indeed, have its intention expressed by no means duke, has a snffleient support on the pedestal,
obscurely, or under the^ guise of types and The architectural details, and the general
symbols— conventioii.al with sculptors, but uot

‘

grouping, are, Iiowever, especial merits’’of the
readily apprehended or borne in mind by people

^

work, besides that of duo prominence of the
of ordinary intelligence. Wc would exciude ' sculpturesque, which we have already noticed,
utterly many of the personified attributes and

, No. 12 . which lias the motto, from Shak-
sensations—as in many ot the works at West- enpam - ,

minster Hall—which no person whatever
i

would recoguise without the written descrip-
[

'

tion. We are not prepared, however, to ^ 4
rptp/ii oil «/i +• 1

^
i f cii , i^cgard the as tending to unduereject all conventional representations of the ...

virtues, or of Peace aud War, or of Britannia,

or other actual or ideal things—where the inten-

* See p. 416, ttnte.

prominence. There is, however, so mucli that

is clever and good iu the details, conjoined

4- ,1 1, 1 *'1 f -I- 11
with much that is beautiful in the groups oftlmi can be made apparent by raiiiiliar emhlcms

j ^
°

notTbe mkt'k f

P<=™uifieation is
j to lose sight of the design with

‘ I r /
"

"f'i'''''
the closing of the exliibitioii. Witli all the

ufveu tod
'>-'k;-=>tood. and has

demerits, the Wellington mouumei.t, if erected
g ven to It some new beauty of form or position '

f„„, design, would, we think he a flue work

eieet wh,t
'

“.°l
of art. and an advance in memorial sculpture inlejcet uhat is t e real material of it ,as an art,

country. The ornament in tlie tympanum
.and IS the vehicle ol Us poetry m expression. „,er the arch, on each face, formed of tiophies

wonimr ® f™"’ ‘ and a coat-of-arms, is unequal to the rest of the
use ot the Pagan mythological forms of it mChris-
tiau monuments; secondiv, because the author I m • n 1 ri 1 ...
of a work has forgotten that art should speak

™

^“rafenstios of

to the people, and that the e.xpression should
“Ii' agnta,”

he at least perspicuous; aud, thirdly, because
to be found ru the ooneep lou of lie seulp-

the conventionalities and mere statuary work
ja poetical and a legorical. When

h,ave been put forth williout mind— without the I
P.“’' “ looked into for a

real art. If the observer can only follow out
““<1 the expression of thonght is

the chain of ideas, he will then realize that
the arelntcctural element is no longer

emotion which is tlie object of art. and which
cannot be anticipated from simple representative '7 " ‘ 'ut<;™r, hke that once called by the

’ sculpture
;
and he will experience all the hi-lier

® ''“.’’p Lanthorn of Dciiiosthones,

gratification, from the feeling of having passed ’-“’’“P® IP was not

through the intellectual process. ri'?
*“ P,™ “I but an arelii-

Again we s.ay that wo would not recognise
« ““ resemblanec between the

the slightest obscurity in the expressioir aud
.«><= •'‘t Athens, excepting

sense. It maybe difflciilt to .avoid Ihisi but
“ toth circular as to the general

the grand aims of art must ever be dillleult of P’P 7 “' P'p without apertures, for entrance

attainment. What is clear and simple in ex- " fPP ‘'’= ""J"'

pression to others, must often bethe result of the 7 "“"-ntten ” argument,”

utmost intellectual labour. But wc sec no
ofacd. In the allegorical

reason why inscriptions should not be used, as
l"‘e“tton of the sculpture, the leading thought

names or mottoes, not in substitution for the
and beaut, ul. llns is expressed by the

sculptor’s art, or so as to be iu anywise obtrii-
“f (reproseuted with a rayant

sive in themselves, but to facilitate observation. T™]’ “'>.'""8® ‘"'Sp, Jdh gold) on the

In a work making some use of the arcliitee- /""'f p
tural element-as we have tried to show, mouu- 1 P, P,

'^P'''-

meiits of the first class must do-inscriplious “Py’VSP"’ "''‘P' 'P
I'ght of Peace

could be iiitrodueed with adva..tagc-to
d.flused m go don rays from the pot whereon

*1 II suc desceucls. Ihe domical or globular feature
general eilcct, as to the wliole result. This is ' • •

i i u 4i • i-i* • * xi
;., 4„„4 • *,1 c r,i , .

IS encircled by the cornice winch terminates the
shown, indeed, 111 tlie case of some of the best

' * i cii ^ i ^ i c-
• *1, „ n .

, . ,
structure of the monument, and winch is of

/, 11 il

' novel character, enriched with lions’ heads, and

i fhi ,1 .!li
’ that wo ' Wellington’s chief

iiavo ooeii acxv aiicmg.
i . . nai * . * r* i

T4. t X 1 1 J xi 1 , Victories. The mam portion ot tlie monument
It was not to be expected that anvverv laro-e '

• .• i • . r ^ i x , .

X- f xi 11 . . ,
,, ^7.°^

,
18 divided into four fronts or compartments brproportion of the models sent in, should realize '

• 4 /• 1 i 1 11. j "i
x^

^
1 rx- f T.r „• figures on pedestals, and by sedent

the unusual couditious of a Wellington monu- 1 /» i. 1 1*1 1 1 •
1 : 1

, T 11 -x
I figures below ;

and the whole is elevated on an
ment. In several works, as it will have been : • x j *. 1

• u 4 n n.
j , j • X, .

appropriate pedestal, enriched, like other parts
understood, the figures .are .n themselves good,

i rilievos aud iuscriptious,
whist the general conception is tame or else

I

; ^ illustration of peaci
obscure. Others merely recognise our several

1

° ^

conditions, whilst not giving the due importance
|

. He Choraeio of L.siorate., ™ nol in
to some of them. There are, however, three or i

called it, “ a solid mass;” but the inter-

f„ 1 i- 1 1 X. 1 1 • 1
' columns were all filled in : so that there was no door or

four works— mentioned last week— which, ' window.
uuouroc
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and ^var, and the connnemoration of "Wellington

in bis two great spheres of action. The prin-

cipal front has a statue of the_ Duke, to-

wards the head, two
_

of the winged hsni'es

extend their arms, holding gilt wreaths, whilst

in the other hand, each sustains a sword.

The pedestals are inscribed witli the words

" Honour,” and “ Duty.” The corresponding

figures in the opposite front have the attributes

of Peace, and under tliem arc inscribed “"Firm-

ness,” and “Truth.” On this side of the

monument, in place of the statue of the Duke,

there is a seated figure of Justice, Below it is

an alto-rilievo of Wellington addressing the

House of Lords, whilst in flic corresponding

position on the front is a fiiiely-exccutcd repre-

sentation, in a similar character of relief, of the

battle of Waterloo. Below this is a simple

panel, with a work in low relief, expressive of

the simultaneous announcement of Yictory and

Peace. In the corresponding panel at the back.

Commerce and Industry, with ilechanical

Science, are represented in active operation.

This sort of contrast and variety as to the sides

of the monument, and as to the sort of rilievo,

is observed throughout. Thus, at the ends,

one of the rilicvos represents the field after

the battle, and the opposite one reapers at worL

Of the sedent figures at the angles,
‘

that of

The real artists of the day have abandoned

the lifeless mannerism of works that had

brought the true art of sculpture into contempt,

and throughwhichiillallegory has beenforbidden,

imraiiidfully of the conclusion that would cast

aside the “Faiiry Queen,” and some of the most

beautiful conceptions in art and literature.

Influenced by the general demand for portrait

sculpture, and seldom engaged on buildings or

grand ]mblic memorials, our sculptors haye not

through their own works corrected the vicious

example of those who preceded them.t

We have learned particulars of exertions that

liave been made by working men, in which we

good figures of Europe, Great Britain, India,

and Ireland. No. 21 bears the inscription,

“A design in clay resembles life : a stucco copy

resembles death: the execution in marble, how-

ever, is the resiiiTection of the work of art.”

It consists of a group of six figures on pedes-

tals. The latter, we may remark, exhibit one

of the mistakes which we have often found, the

mouldings giving the appearance of badly de-

signed joiner’s work. Tbe figures of Wisdom,
Strength, War, and Peace, with Britannia in

the front, have considerable merit.

No. 22, which is inscribed witli a motto from

'Dante—Di quell’ umile Italia,” has a figure of

1 . , ,1 nf the Duke, on a pedestal, round which are sedent
kno^y not whether to express onradmiation of

^ J Britatnia and India, and two others,
(he perseverance by which

This part of the monument has some merit of
produced without he common tools and oidi-

^ invention than
nary modolhug and casting

^ „„acrai (juantity, which, as it will
regret that so much shoii d have been wasted

apparent from our notices, is to
merely to gam a lesson of fottude. Ills we

observed in a considerable proportion of
to feel that any man ““J the models. The senlptnre in No. 33, however,
any calling ;

but the odds are m favoni of those
, ^ pedestal of most tasteless

who have had the start, and have never dis-
^
° entablature, with

pensedyth
place of columns; and cannon balls

and gradual step or with the best available
.'decorative”

means of msti notion and example.
! features have a profuse application of gilding.

But on no supposition can
^

we account tor evidence certainly in tbia compe-

tition that good art is to be procured neces-

sarily from tbe continent; and as in tbe case of

the competition for tbe Govemiuent Offices, we

tbe exhibition of the work which first meets

..... . tbe eye (No. 1) in tbe collection, “Tbe Wel-

War is finely conceived, and the allusion to let- Monument.” A production so com-
.^^g comx>Giiiioii lur luu uuvciumcuu wv.

ting " loose the dogs of war is welU.xpresscd. (institute of art, it has never been our
, io,v she has

The thinking figure under which is written,
, encounter. This one work surely will not speaks, but cannot

The prudent are orovyned with knowledge, is ascribed to an ar/ist, British or Foreign, i

j.|,^jare Is it liberty alone that she needs
excellent m design and treatment. An msciip -

1

proceeding with onr notice,—No. 6, with the
javiVifT the dead— the body which is all

tion in a promment position glv.es t ie " 0™ m „ WcUington fortis ym sapiensqne,”
, jpat she offers in place of the living art?

the Duke s despatch of tbe J Jth June, iSio,
I exhibits a group of Wclliugton delivering bis , Atg 20 “X have done my duty,”—a tomb

“ Bebeye me, notbm^ except a battle lost, can
^g Britannia. There are four figures

fio-ures open to several objections which
be half so melancholy as a battle won. On

seated on tbe pedestal. There is little art of
oflered to works of tbe class, and to those

the whole, we consider this work has more ot
gyip(.yj.g gj. architecture in the composition,

in ^xich unitv of thought was not observed, is

the poetical requisites of monumeutal sculpture Plough it is one wliich has some pretension by
g^g^j.] ^g^^y g the scale intended for the models

;

than any other in ^the collection, it
^

raigbv dimensions and mass. No. 7, “Beatus ought to have been excluded, considering

illc qui mereute palmara ouusque tulerit,”
, iu°other cases models with accessories

before noticed, is like many of the models, would have overstepped the limits of the

better in its accessory figures than as to_ its
g gg g^own on the lithographed plan, were de-

principal figure and centre in the composition, jj^jed of tbeir additions before the opening of

-No. 9, is a foreign production, having the
^j^g gxiiibitig^. In No. 27, “Immer Strebe

zum Ganzen,” mentioned in our last, the

commonplace treatment of the statue with four

sedent figures on a lower pedestal, is much rc-

perhaps, have been better liad the architectural

or rather structural element been subsidiary in-

stead of prominent. The winged and seated

figures, however, are not quite so plain in

their personification as we should Iiave desired

them
;

tliough now they excite thought—like

those on the Portland Vase, to which have

been given one or two different renderings.

The meaning of some of the figures is obscured

under them • ^“nd “thefe mMi't" vJcirbo“rm md displays less merit tliau is to be found '

roent
‘

and' its parts, ind'by tbe attitudes and

ZjsTdere 1 To te nntestooS a work of art « several Englisli works. Tliero are, as in ' effect of the figures individually. The coloured

into thich allego^^iy enters must l.ave its per-

™

materials we have spoken of.

motto

—

"TJno de’ due
D’un’ jlluatre vittoria andrfi superbo

;

li cimento e comune, ed avvieu spesao

Che inorte incoolra chi di durla ha speme
deemed by the good proportions of the monu-

souified virtues or qualities, such as may stand

marked in a character : it should not attempt

minute psychical definitions. Also, to be under-

stood, the language of the allegory must be

strictly logical. "VVe are not certain that the

author of No. 6S does not intend distinct per-

sonifications of Integrity and Truth. The de-

sign, however, as we have shown, has great

merit.

It should not he forgotten in judging of the

collection, that whilst competitions do not by

any means necessarily, call forth the efforts of

the leading artists, they are very likely to excite

delusive hopes amongst the incompetent. This

is the only explanation that occurs to us for

the contribution of many works, which have the

worst faults attributed to the mounmeuts of

Westminster Abbey, and are altogether behind

the standard of ability of our chief sculptors. "We

would show ill what we consider these last are

still wanting. But, how is the presence of the

works just referred to, to be explained?

There is a very large class of persons engaged

in the production of cemetery monuments—in

which art of the lowest grade has long prevailed

;

and there are a considerable number of otlierswho

arc able to carve or model in some manner for

articles of furaiture or decoration, but who are

scarcely to he called sculptors. This would

account for the exhibition of several models

which, without mention of execution, are in

design what we never expected to see again.

They resemble the works in the Abbey more
nearly than we might have deemed possible,

after the little that we have had lately of Homan
costume, and of that sort of conventional per-

sonification which is supplied without artistic

grouping, and new conception or thought. The
circumstance shows that bad works are perma-
nently injurious : they are referred to as models,
simply because of their number or prominence.

lower pedestal, but the principal figures are of Peterhead granite has mouldings and rilievos

almost absurd. The author of No. 10, in bronze. This monument would reach to a

“ Amo,” also a foreigner, believes tliat the height of about 34 feet. Tlierc seems to be

monument should be simple in its main lines
; considerable difference of opinion, amongst the

and lie, therefore, gives architectural details in authors of the works of the better class

—

which Ave see only poverty of thought. "VVel- whether a low monument or one coming to

liugton is habited in the toga, and is led by the above the springing of the arch, would be best

hand by "Victory—Peace kneeling. No. 11, suited to the building. Experiments might be

the Renaissance tomb, has the motto,
—“ Non a tried at very slight ouilay, in the catliedral. "We

caso e virtu angi e bcl I’artc.” No. 13, the hear that one or more of the models were

coloured and gilded shrine over a recum- accompanied by an enclosing arch. This it was

bent figure and tomb, has the motto from
^

not thought proper to have exhibited.

llicharS III. ;— 1 No. 29, apparently by tbe author of No. IG,

.. D»th maXas vo conque.t of tils conqueror
,

i
already noticed, has an equestrian statue of Wei-

For now ho lives in Fame, Ihoueb not iu life.” liugtOU m brOUZC, planted Oil a rOCk. Ill tUC

There are some good details in this work, but lower portion of the monument are a number of

much iniured in effect by the want of sufficient figures—to be in part marble, and m part

care in putting on the colouring and gold.—No. bronze.——In No.o0,her Majesty is represented

16 with the device of three crosses, is a curious “ mourning the memory of the counsellor, the

dck"'u which is all pedestal, except that there hero, and the friend.” A draped uim, aud^e

is a^fio-nre of Pame on a pedestal of a much British lion are amongst the accessories. VVe

smaller size, on the lower pedestal. This lower should scarcely do our duty were we to pass by

one is decorated with arches and columns, and these miserable pretences for sculpture. Let

rilievos of lumpy figures, in marble and bronze, the real artist look to it : he must do more than

No 17 “SperoMeliora,”pi'csentstheDuke he has yet attempted beyond skilful modellmg

as “ a central figure in English history,” &c. in portraiture, or the commonplace and mmd-

This the artist accomplishes by having a recum- less presentation of mere allegory; he must set

bent figure in bronze on a pedestal, around free new cniTcnts of ideality, and mluse new

which stand figures of some of the principle thoughts into the marble and bronze, ilie mis-

“ celebrities.” -No. 18, “I know of but one fortune is that attempts—such, for example, as

art,” is a model for an Elizabethan kind of, No. 31, where Wellington is laid out on a

monument, for bronze, with a recumbent figure draped car drawn by lions, and attended by

and an equestrian statue at the summit. It Britannia, attract attention,—as though the ob-

would reach, we think, to not less than 40 feet ject of a visit to Westminster Hall, were to be

in height. There is some vigour in the groups ' tickled with such puerilities, and not to hpe

which are introduced at the ends, ofTruth over- the more intellectual and dignified sense im-

coming Brand or Falsehood, and of “ Valour
;

pressed by the works which may be found

with Cowardice at her feet.” No. 20, “Finis there,—such as are real works
_

of art, it

Coronat Opus,” is probably the best of the still sometimes showing that Bntisli sculp-

simple statuesque monuments. WeUington
|

tuve is, like architecture, in a peculiar stage

stands on a plain pedestal, round which ar
\

of transition—yet one which is hopelul as. to
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he future. No. 32, “Alpha,” is one of two

7orks by the same author, which surely cannot

ieserve what has been said in favour of them.

n this one, Wellington is shown attended by

’eace and War,—Peace proclaiming to Europe

hat throughout the victories of her hero,

Britannia is still triumphant. Britannia is

Irawn through the sea, in a car, around the

lase of the group. In the other work by

he same hand (No. 35) the Queen, Lords,

nd Commons—the two latter represented by

igurcs robed and wigged—are paying a tribute

)f respect to their hero, whilst Peace and War
ire raising a trophy to his memory. The Queen
s seated in front, and is pointing up to Wel-
ington, who stands on a pedestal above. There

s, doubtless, something to admire in the sepa-

'ate figures in this latter work. But the idea

igain, like others, is not removed from common-

place ; and further, the endeavour to express

he raising a monument, as part of the real

nouument, were better, w-e believe, not made. In
he other model (32), there is attempted a cora-

ilicatcd kind of action, which belongs essentially

.0 dramatic art, or which, in sculpture, must
jeucrally fail where there are allegorical figures.

Lhe aim should be, we think, to steer—narrow

hough the channel may seem—^between, on the

me hand, portraiture and representative sculp-

;ure, or common-place allegorical figures with-

)ut action
;
and, on the other, tliat combination

)f allegory with dramatic action, which essays

;o express what, is beyond the limits of the

sculptor’s art. Whereas, by a mere connected

sequence of thought suggested by the allegorical

agures—somewhat separated from one another,

ind grouping into one whole by the aid of

irchitectural mass or details
;

and witli the

spisodes, which may be expressed througli

rilievo and ornament, we believe a more com-

plete result cau be actually attained. The
real difficulty, as we have said, is to make
due use of architecture, aud yet present

sculpturesque character predominant. Of the

two works last named, one makes no use of

architectural features, and the other attempts

them only Nvithout invention : whereas tiie work
which above, we have felt deserving of much
attention, would probably be deemed too like a

structure in its general outline. The aim of the

artist should be to present something which

can be understood at once—though to aid aud

leave scope for the observer to become impressed

with further sensations of poetry, received

through the medium of his own consecutive

thoughts.

THE TOWER OP LONDON AND THE
MIDDLESEX ARCHiEOLOGICAL SOCiElT.

The TDcmbcrs of the Mitldlesex Arc-hfeological

Society, aud their friends, met iu force on Tower-

green, on the 21st ult. as arranged. After a few

words from Lord dc Ros, in which he alluded to the

changes which the Tower had iindergoue since the

fire, of about fifteen years ago, and stated that the

most anxious desire of all the aiitboritiea was to

preserve inviolate the original features of the edifices

committed to their care (an assertion not altogether

home out by some of the doings of late years),

—

A paper was read by the Rev. Thomas Hugo, as

an introduction to the examination of the various

buildings. Mr. Hugo divided his subject iuto two

parts, a history of the fortress itself, and a survey of

the ancient portions which yet remain. The former

division commenced with an account of the erection

of the White Tower, by Guudnlf, Bishop of Roches-

ter, under William the Conqueror, and included chro-

nological notices of the various additions by subse-

quent mouarehs, together with a list of the more

celebrated prisoners who have from t'me to time been

immured within their walls. The latter placed before

the company the actual disposition of the various

towers, walls, bridges, moats, &c. and enabled them

to understand the original arrangement of the for-

tress, as well as the relative hearings of all the

ancient forts which are still extant, a result which

the vast masses of modern erection®, for ordnance

and other purposes, liave on all sides availed to pre-

vent. The great Keep, or White Tower, and the

towers of the outer and inner ward, were then

described in greater detail. The former consists for

the most part of some lower apartments, now con-

verted into armouries, and above these of the noble

Council-chamber, and the interesting Chapel of St.

John. The Council-chamber possesses a wooden

chapel has a nave and aisles, separated from each act was the foundation of a curious legend, in which
other by an arcade of semicircular arches, without 1 the sainted king is said to have given his ring to

mouldings, which are supported by twelve columns,

and two half columns. The form of the eastern

extremity is apsidal
;
and it would appear that the

otherwise rectangular outline of the building was

purposely interfered with in order to give the

chapel this favourite peculiarity. Over the lower

is an upper arcade, divided by a plainly-chamfered

string-course, which arcade opens into a gallery

that occupies the space above the aisles. Among
the smaller towers of the fortress, which the paper

proceeded to notice, and which are with one or

two exceptions of the period of King Henry III. Mr.

Hugo drew particular attention to the Bell Tower,

the remains existing in which have never been

figured, and but very briefly alluded to. Of this

tower he promised a memoir, witli accurate drawings,

for the next evening meeting of the society. He
concluded with an expression of thanks to the autho-

rities for the manner in which they had responded to

the solicitations which the council had commissioned

him to offer in the society’s behalf. The visitors

were then divided into a certain number of parties,

each attended by a warder, and each took a different

route to visit various parts of the forlress.

Mr. Charles Baily received the company in. the

Beauchamp or Cobham Tower, aud pointed out the

iiiteresliug memorials with which its walls abound.

These, as our readers well know, consist of inscrip-

tions, devices, and coats-of-arms, the work of many
unhappy prisoners, who thus beguiled the tedium of

captivity, terminated, in the ease of many of them, by

a violent death. Among others, those of Tyrrcl,

Thomas Howard Earl of Arundel, John Dudley

Earl of "Warwick, John Story, Jane (the wife, per-

haps, of Lord Guildford Dudley), Egremoud Rud-

clyffe, &c. were duly noticed, and the history of their

iusciobers briefly detailed. Amongst the inscriptions,

a namesake of the gentlemtm who thus kindly

officiated, C. B.illy,” has leit upon the walls tliis

apothegm :
“ The most uoh.ippy man in the world is

he that is not pacient in adversities ;
for men are not

killed with the adversities they have, hut with y'

impacieoce which they suffer.” Some of the ladies

who were iu a burry to get round, and found them-

selves compelled to adhere to the arrangement, and

wait until the party in possession bad left the narrow

staircase free, had allno^t given practical illustrations

of the truth of the remark.

Mr. Alfred White was stationed appropriately in

the tower of that name, and pointed out its features

to each successive batch of visitors. What he said

was to this effect :

—

The chapel of St. John, from the position in which

it is placed in the White Tower, clearly belongs to a

period shortly after the erection of this tower in

1078. Some of the details of the capitals of the

columns would induce iis to believe this dale is somc-

St. John when appearing to him under the form of a
poor beggar. Henry III. ordered much decorating

at the same time for the church of St. Peter: but in

addition to what was ordered for St. John’s, he
directed that stalls should he made for himself and
queen

;
and from this we may suppose that St. Peter’s

was the church frequented by the royal family, and
that this chapel o'" St. John was, perhaps, used by the

garrison, or by the noble prisoners frequently de-

tained iu the fortress. We fiud little notice of this

chapel till 1512, when Stowe tells us the chajiel in

the high white tower w.as burned. Having cnrefnlly

examined the stonework, he had not been able to liud

the effects of fire
;
nor does there appear to have been

any lead medted out of the joints, and from the

absence of these injuries so generally found in churches

which hfkve been subjected to fire (as the choir of

Canterbury Cathedral), it would seem as if this fire

was coofnicd to the Imruing of some inconsiderable

woodwork withiu the building, or the wooden roof

might have beeu burned off; the effects of which

would not have been felt in the chapel, as both the

body and aisles are covered with a thick stone arch.

The party were afierwards conducted round the trifo-

rium, aud saw the entrances on the west aud south,

which formerly formed a means of communication

betweeu this chapel, the council-chamber, and ante-

room. These opeuimrs have been bricked up within

a few years. So far Mr. While.

Iu the chapel on the Green,—St. Peter’s ad Tin-

ci(la—\hc Rev. Mr. Boulell, on whom the general

arrangement hud devolved, and who did his duty

well, received party after party, aud pointed out

briefly the priucip.il objects of interest, lie was not

able, he said, in entering upon the sketch, like bis

friend, Mr. White, iu his di scription of the chapel in

the White Tower, dedicated to St. John, to engage

their attention with a venerable example of early

architecture; nor could he hope, from this building

itself, as an architeclimil stiucturc, to elicit anything

which would excite their iulerest. The jirescnt church

was the result of even an unusual amount of bar-

barous maltreatment, under the pretext of restoration

aud improvement. Probably, nothing visible was

earlier thnu the time of Henry VIII. and but little

indeed so early as that. When the Tower was first

erected, as a Norman royal fortress, the chapel of St.

John was probably the only church within the circuit

of its walls; aud when the outer works of this re-

nowned caslle were extended and consolidated by

Henry III. it would seem Ibgt a distinct church was

erected by that ])riuce, which church was, iu all pro-

bability, represented by the church of St. Peter of

the present time. But if the existing church could

advance no strong appeal as work either of aucieut

or of noble arl, through its associations it was able

to appeal to our deepest feelings and our most che-

what too early, and this opinion is strengthened by
|

rished sympathies. Inseparably is it connected with

their eeneraloutline, which partakes of a form that
'
that dark page in our country’s annals which records

prevailed in the bcuinuing of the next ccutury. The how, just without the wall, where the pavement is

history of this chapel is very imperfect, but wc may , marked with stoues of a darker hue, so_ many of the

suppose that it could hardly have escaped the great wisi st, the noblest, the best,_ and the fairest heads of

storm in 1090, which threw down several hundred the English men and English women of times now

houses in London, and overthrew the roof of Bow
|

long passed away, fell from such a block, and beneath

church, causing it to fall in Cheep-ide. Prom this the stroke of such an axe, as they had just seen

circumstance we learn that the wind was blowing youder in the ariiK-un.s. It would seem to be

from the souib, and this chapel, being on the south ordained, by iuscrutuble Providence, that national

side of the White Tower, must have been the part greatness cau only grow up from national calamity,

most exposed to its violence. Stowe says that “This aud that in proportion to the exaltation of the great-

tower was bv tempest of wind sore shaken iu 1090
|

ncss must be the seventy of the preceding trial,

aud the speaker said he had examined carefully the I Amongst the more remarka )le sufferers were

walls aud columns of the chapel to ascertain if
^

Queen Jane and her hushaiid, Queeus Anne Boleyn

any traces of injury from this storm are to be and Katherine Howard, Sir T. More, Bishop I'lsher,

seen, but found that every part is niiiiijuvetl, cither Archbishop Liud, Buckingliani, Norlhumbcrlaiid,

bv being out of the pcrpeiidiciilar, or rent by cracks. ' Norlolk. Surrey, Ls<ex, Mr.iilord, &c. ice. Mr,

Wc may therefure suppose that this chapel was Boutcll then adverted to the comparative nuccrlaiuty

the part shaken and restored, and iu this way we
|

atteiuliiig the pcriuaiiciit interment of mnuy ot the

should be brought to the beginning of the twelfth illustrious victims :
possibly, iu riiaiiy mstmees, when

ccntiu-v before its complelion, a period which would I time hud altered cireumstaiiccs, the remains ot some

well siiiti its architecture. The peculiar form of the ! might have been removed for what

cross which appears in most of the capitals is uuiisual 1 considered more honoiiniblc sepu ture. Jiut

in church architecture, and was much used by tlie without any doubt, aticr tlicir life s fitful

Crusaders as an ornameut of their dress and accou- here still “ sleep well.” Yet imccrtamty haugs over

ti-pments i

resuug-place of ihe most iiitei cstmg of all .Taiio

The next mention of this chapel is in 1241, when ' Grey : there appears to be’ no positive record as to

Henry 111. ordered certain decorations, v!z. that the ' her interment. The last victims of ihe axe were the
ipnrv 111. oruereu cciiaju vicuDiaviuua, >iz,. \lluu jivi w.... ... ... i .

clapel be whitened, and thU order inoj linvc included rebel lords of “ tlic '-15
"'‘‘“'i

tlic coat of plaster which covers to this day the rough lately found, and »"•

of'tho windows on Ihe north side should be placed a tornb, which had heco rewotwtf, /or coiiewirettre rn/lw,

°
l ttle i arv boUlin- her child,” and in those on to a corner of tile chapel, aod supported dirg es of a

the on h dd an Image of ihe Trinity, aud of knight and lady : tomb o S.r 11. Cholraonde e, U.

St J^bn the ’cvan«elist He also directed that who held a high cominana under Surrey at Bodden,

fhe rood beyond the altar (which would have and died in 1308, liolJiog ao offlee ot h.gh tens m
^ -.••-ofcolnmosinthc the Tower. The coslurac and armour were descnhid.

--- y .
1 i!e*^iruutcTweII ’ami a figure of St. Edward aud the propriety of instituting comparisons between

roof, sustained by vast piers of the same
XeL\htlr'e micutin” his ring to St. John, which

,

the latter and the aotnal armour of the same period

hut without mouldings or other ornament, ihe
j

placed lucre pie o o >
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io lie armouries, suffpcsh'd. Hence followcil a few

remarks upon the hisloricul as well as artistic value

of monumental iffi^ies in general. The Scruope

mouumeuls were next described, and their iiitej'esling

heruldiy particularly noti''ed ;
— also some recent

iulcrmenls, and more parliciilurly of two of the

founders of the Stcielyof.\utitjuarici. Ilcconcluded

wiih rcnitndiu'r his lieaicrs lliat now a skcti^h only

raalvP. The condition of the Norman chapel, and

other parts of the Tower, is misciablc in the ci-

treme : Gray’s epithet,

—

“ Te towers of Julius, London’s lasting shame,’’

might be applied in a fie-b sense. Inside the cbapel,

paitly filk’d « ilii records, the plastering is brolvcn,

the stonework darnagel, and the while dirty and _

attempted but more minute, as well as mne
J

^'t^-tb-cted. One of the ]ilei'-aiiicst parts of the
|

present .space. The portrait of ihe lirst Sir Robert

exact, descrip! ions were ivservid for papers Loreaftcr
I

«amunition was a vvnlk round the outer walls of
, Pcel, after Nortbeote, is very characlerisiic. Wc

tobeiead aud then published in the transactions cf :

tlic fortress; but it cx[iosed to view some of the
|

pi„jse « it b iIlte^e^t before the pielnrc of Prederick

the society. I

nnserable sham_ wmlc dotie a few years ago. 1 he
^

Albert Wiusor, the projector of public gus-Iighting,

Jlr. Pairholt und.-rtook to describe the Armoury .

works now goin;>: on, iL is rtglit to say, are of a
, and founder of the first gas-light conipinies in

to the visitors
;
and ]>refaced bis rtmirks by stating j more satisfac'ory cliaractcr. -An ' jengland and IVance : he was also Die inventor of ar

the diflicultv of doing in half an hour wliut sliould ' coeigelic R.A.^ who-e^ sea views^ annually gratify
^

apparatus for the production of gas for illuminatin;

well occupy an cut'
" fi„.i « i..* ..r r,... t

call attention to the

tion, and slate in gcncial terms the illu'tialion they

afforded of the fa-jbions adopted iu plate armour

Of the earlier cbaiu-mail no sati'fa-lory example wa
found

;
but the Asiatic cbain-mail might be safely

and other vaulted or arched structures requiring ex-
tended span. James Puckle, anihor of humorous and
satirical essays, aud inventor of the lirst revolving
gun.

Amongst the most striking portraits is one en-
graved by Scriven, of John lleouiu, the engineer. The
works executed by the litter are so numerous,
(hot we are prevented from lueutiouing them in our

ire day. He could only therefore London, was delighted to find a bit of his favourite
|
purposes of a telegraph light-bouse, and o" the appln

je priucipal objects in the co'lec-
:

shape of a lion, built into the ex- c^iion of sugar to ccitjiu jmrpuscs. This faniout

ftncial terms the illu'tialion they :

ternal wall of jiart of the new burracks, and not less man, who was so eminent a nublic bencfuclor. ended

famous
ras so eminent a public beuefuclor, ended

his days in great distress.

"We learn that the iuventor of the fire-escapes, now
n use, was the aitist who paiuted several of the por-

a to discover a feru for bis collcctioii. Several found
,

'sonic nice bits to sketch, and all, ava believe, were
j

^ ^
j

well satisfied with the ranible, Io >kiiig to coinAg _

taken as a true exponent of itsmauu'acture, inasmuch evening meetiugs aud the Society s
j mrual for more traits iu this eoUectioii ; bis name was Abraham

as the uuehatiging charactcrisfics o. the Eist'.'ro mind preeise information, pariicnl irty ot the smaller and
^

Wivell. And here he may be seen in the costume of
a fireman atlenditig upon Jiis machine.

Amongst other remarkable jjortraifs are those of
the Earl of Stanhope, the improver of the printing
press

;
John Sincatou

;
George and llnbi rt Stephen-

son; James Wall; Richard Roberts; Henry Great-
iie.id, iiive ilor of the lii'e-boJt

;
Rev. E C.irtwright

;

kept their anisaus employed iu the iminufiiclnre of
,

Liwers into wliich it was not found prac-
- 1 -umber of persoos aschaiii-miil precisely similar to eirly fragment

which we Lave reason to believe were made mid used

in the crusading era. Tnc comptirisou of sueh frag-

1

mcbfs in the Tower with the Asia'ic sui's also pre-

'

served there eslab'i-lics the fact. After the adoption

of chain-mail, additions of idite at flic kmes and
j

ticable to introduce so larj;

then assembled there.*

VISITS TO THE MUSEU.M AT RROAIPTON.
Large uinr.bcrs of iiersous couiiniie weekly to visit

I

l''‘''ibaiin
;
the late Sir iM. I.Bi'Uuel; the

elbows, about tlie lime of Edward I. led to tie ftir-
^

the so-called South Kensington Museum, and there o' Dnndoiiald
;
Janies Bdudhy; Sir Richard

ther adoption i f Jefenc s for the leg nnd ar and

the reign of E Iward 1 II. the kuignt btcniie encased the collcc'Mti as
iu plite-armour. It then began to

- .i . ..

forms, and ill some degree r

to be no dilferencu of opinion as to the value of Arkwright; Bolton, and many olliei

m^nns of promoting artistic and ' ^ ni"st not pass over without notice a very

fashions of dress; the light -fitiing baubi

!gan to a-sume fuiicilul scicn'itle education. Continuing our eximinnlion of cffeciive oil painting of a family group representing
L’O'd with the prevailing

,
the vaiious depm'lmcnfs, with a view to give such

' J‘*kn Arnnld and bis wife, sealid, with their son
and paitii-iilars as may be iisehil and infere-ting to our ‘'binding between them aud listciiiDg to liis father,

^ "
e.xplainiiig the construction of a chronometerkn’ghtly girdle, rescmbliii the jupmi, and baldrick

,

readers nt a dktanee, we will now look iuto the Gallery
worn by gentlemen geucaJly. Tlie loiig-toed sollerct of Pa’euled Inventions.
of the time of Riciiard 1 1. was a copy of the shoes

, Tnis
which he holds in his hand. It is said that Mrs.

ip.utinenf, althniigh of considerable extent,
j

Arnold w.is a very tak-nted womm, and gave great
whose tws W'.ie fistcu'd to the knee by a chain, contains, evidently, but tlie beginning of a great and

,

^’ssisiauce to lier husband in iiis c iliul itions. Nor
The Slid sla'bcd dresses of the days of

^

v.ilu dile colleetinu. Here are already stored upwards can we pa«3 over the effigy of Roger Bjcon, the re-
IJenry A III were also imiiatcd in ineta’, and the

|

of a hundv- d models of various den ri|itiocs of inachi- ' pu'ed inventor of gunpowder, the air-pump, the
broal shoes iuliea'ne of his period are seen iu the

^

iirry, and the nunibcr is co istantiy increasing. Many
!

c imera obscura, the diving-bell, and of the applica-
stecl suits of the sol licr. A'ter the kuight had been

^

of these may be considered historical, and serve, in a ttoii, as in nioilcru times, of paddle-wheels to boats.
varidy of extra dcfeuccs

^
curious manner, to show the prngiess of important vvoiider if, iu a compara iiely dark age, the pliilo-

snu ; thus the menlonniere
^

inven'ious, without the use of v\hich, at the present
J

sopher was able to do such things, that he gained the
the ju'iclions inigtit bi.vc day, we shou'd wonder how the affairs of the world ' character of a wizard, aud was su|>posed to have been

- , , -
,

•
^ sword or bence-point

;
would m ive along. Some of the models here are

!

able pupil in the
''
black art.” It is pleasant to

and the ivas screwe lover all, protect- public prop-rty, others are forwarded kr cihibi- ' sec the face of AVillkm Cixton, the printer, amongstmg 1C enure breast U'ld left s.ide of tic knight
;

lio i by th'ir owners
;
and it is woith while to m-ution

,

this companv, aud George Biikbeck, the loiiuderof
Th(* firm nn ( Iml ci/lo l.n rirr ., n/. i,-,r>I,l«> J 1 . ... . I . i_ I- . . • 1 ... ... . . . . .

1^ . . :

thus encased in armour,

were invented to add 1 1 hi

protected the neck, whci

given djiigerous entry to a sword or hence-;

thrown was completely miuble to move, and at the '

sist of porir-dts and other' purlicuh.rs connected wi-h
' Sir Eraiii-is Ciu.,., ,a,. ....

mercy- of an opjiouent. Mhen the utmost had thus
,

eimneut inveutors of the last two ccmnriei, and great ' the Girler, and Master of Thui
been done to make armour strong, it was then mide credit is due to the heads of this depaitim-i.t Ar so ' it* vvho.se reign he began the
ornamenta

;
and suits were covered wiih engravings

.

juilici,iu>ly collecting matcia's which must interest at Monlake, in Siirrcv, when
of the most dab >rate kind and sonietim"S d-corated the
wiih gold and silver patterns, inlaid with great art
andniecty. Occasion I'y the surface was embossed

iiust interest
mjorily of visitors, and cause many to make

an e.vaminatiou of models which would otherwise
be pissed over without uuiice. Each portrait has

inUialsaii'l thoseofbia lirst nift Katheri,it ot.VTagon,
^

has, by bis family, been |,resented to'Sennel Wood-
as uell as llieh- badges, a|i; ear upoa it. It is be- ' crefr, loivarJs Ihe (ormatioii of 1 G.illcry of
liei-ed to bare beer, preseuled to hie, by Maximilian

|

the Poriraiis of In.ento,,, and is the first pif, for that
of Gom.iny : at all events It is of German workman-

j

lutereslins and valuable object. 6 Dee., !853 —/».

frI’d dlTerfim [ t I

,a machine,
,,for andbrand all over Europe, taious scenes ,n Ihchistoiy jf/Mmiy tcooUen cloth. Fatmts, Hoi. 1595 (1787)

Its surf jce- as ' 1 fl 70ii ”

the arm on that side beiug auc ipable of doing more
I

that o'hjci ts of this description will be received heiV ! mrchanlcs’ iustitutions. ^Here, also, is Rowland Hill,'
than guide the rem for wkeb reason the gamitlct

^

and well cared for.
1 of the Posl-odice, the wcdl-knowu projector of the

was St om 8C|iaiated ii.to. fingers. Ihc heavy laiice
;

Er.iin the inok-ls, which a'-e all carcfuUv minibcred P^'n'iy postage, and isveiitor of improvements in
was seemed in a re-t, also afiiu-d to the breast plate, and dis'iuctly described, we are templed first, as many Priming machines. We had almost overlooked the
an c mm ixed lu a high saddle, so that he be-

^

no doubt will be, to glmce at the uumei'ous drawings ' portrait of Joseph Marie Jacquaid, produced by weav-
came a mere m mbme in Ihe louraey

;
midilh.! w .s

,

and engravinjrs nhieh parllycov.r the walls. These con-
;

ing in silk wiih the aid of tbn J,icquii d machine; aud
'

!, last Lay Chimccllor of the order of

ipesny to King James I.

tajiesiry m>iuu'‘acture

cy, where copies were woven of
the cartoous of lluffaLlle, now at Ilamplon-courfc.

We cannot leave this national galleiy of inventions
' huut mention of a print of William Lee, A.M. in-

ihe stocking-frame. This is copied from a

rinerly iu the possession of the stocking

who formerly had a hall iu Redcross-street,

'lie inventor is clad iu collegiate costume,
liie act of ])oiiitlug to an iron stocking-

frame. and addressing a woman who is kuittiog with
uecdlus by hand. Ou the pirture was the following
inscription: — ‘-In the year 1589 the iugenioui
AViliiani Lee, A M. of St. John's College, Cambridge,
dt'vi^cd this profitable art for stockings (but beiug
despised, vveut to Frauce), yet of iron to himself, but
to us and others of gold— iu memory of whom this is

here painted.” The o-igiual painting is now missing,
haviug been sold, it is supposed, at a period when the
company fell into pecuniary einbarrussniciit, audit
would lie a fortmiute circuiust mce if the notice of
this now lost portrait should be the meaus of direct-

ing the attention of its present possessor to its value.

We mnsi, however, leave this part of the collection

to glaurc at themodels which occupy ibcccutre space,
aud iu sU'-li bright and clean condition are they, that
mmy will be siiipiked that a uumher of them are of

answer to our inqiiirv as In Ihe retenlion of any ram’
'

!

“'’"'.'“'‘ble anliquily. They have, however, been

relent jjcrson by the'Tower authorilius for advice and ' mm f' t'
ky \ n,i,!ylie. Ibe inventor of.liohstied up and put in order under the careful inapec-

•ssi3,a,lee as toke armouries. We have raason to i..™,;!,,!'- .f I ‘T'’'
"ho, under .Mr. Beonet

bclii-ie that there is no person responsible for ihiiir
safe keeping nud jbidicioiis iucrense. If it be true, as
wc have heard w'lispered, th t the celebrated wlugcd
burgoiiei,” of ihcalrical ineriiorv, was sent down'bv
the Tuwer authorities for exhibition at Mauchcsler mac^inerv "fiVdrriukri’rat.dr‘‘'n “”l‘ |

Amongst the most interesting of the machines
other things and that it wa. quietly put into a I X 'LcS/ ?,f coX f i ^ wL h

Unglue of Steam Navi-
hox here and neiled down by Jlr I'lvacbe, to prevent In he 'n.mror’M so J'™

William Syminjt m-Letters Patent, A.D.
.scandal, the want el some direcTii. mind with' know- t’ [mielflri" r.'Sppra ! 1h '’df b

'"5“
- - ’

1 ,
^ identical one used, aud not a model) we
quote from the descriptive catalogue:—'‘For some

g the machinery Patrick Miller, e.q. of Dalswin-

of Sr. George are also cugiavcd upon its surfjce, as
well as various sAoily legend.. Mr. FaiihoU acc'

1982 (1794),

Aud from this small beginning, the collection has

hau four

before the

, , , . .
- c •

- - --'le, lor

wT, , ,

— --wer part of
;
instance, is Edward, Marqu's of AA’orcesler author ofthe great armouiy and were seen as the visitors Aim ’ * ' • auinor ot

rail , k h. I

lie nto-t striking objects, ' years. The men whose figures are now put befm
00.,eh,ding by d.nw.og a t..,.non to the very remark-

j

view, and .h-ir works, ar. Strang, Iv varim.s He!able series of heluiits which bnetbe. l.mor-vwn-f-f';-.. --ni ^ ..able scries of hdim ts which line the low
the grea'

departed.

Ik

undertaken the offi -e, bad to tell his sti

Century of Invcntious,” aud iuventor of

Air ’t.'n: 1. u 1-1 IV i- xi I

engine for apniving steam as a motive power —of aMr. Taiiholt, like the otacr gentlemen who hnd method of
” ’ "

, , , , J v.«.n d'l-clill.lV Uia
over, nnd_ must have been quite tireJ when lh- eii//a/i , of imiirov,
party reured.

_

A\e hive never obtaiued a saiisfa-iorv (Patent M
answer to nnr innniri’ no In iKo voin-m,-,.., w.r ' k ’

.

I

propelling vessels,—of npp;ir,itus for in-
maiiy Inm'S

,

stanlly disenga.-ing restive hoi-fCS from vehick-a, and
cnieiifs ill clo.-k-., wa’ches, and fire-arms.

c.ialinu noil With 0)p|jcr. The Piinr-es patents are Woodcruft, has charge of this department. It is

fk°^' -ij

('Is^ I670
j and 162 (dateI671). It is said evident that Mr. Nasmylh Las made this restoration

t at Iriuce Rupert was the iuveiHor of mi-zzotiut of thtMiiodels a labour of love, aud ttmt we have here
engraving. Sir Hugh Middleton figures as the jiro-
jee or of the New River AVorks, and inveutor of

inery for draining land-

'
ttie riglit mau in the right place

Amongst the most interesiing

,

. --- Msome dirccLug ....uu .xLii a
ledge ot the subject must be sutfiuienTy evident.

'Ve hive no desire to fiud f.ult. eipociallv as the

at Ihe Tower, but one or two observations w

pulitical '

,

inventor of a method ol consti acting iron bridges,

^
the Bloody Tower, sho win,; vuo luauuj iiery i

— —
ingand raising th«* pxrtcullis, andoue of a vaulted brolland, h id been engaged in a series of experi-

'I
I

ments with double and triple vessels, propelled by
e must

^
chamber near, will be found p. 203, a
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paddlc-vilircls worked by manual luboiir. Tii ihe

expcriincuLil trips of 1780 and 1787, be was assisted

by Mr. Jaraes Taylor (ihe tutor to his two yonrgei-

sons), arid at (he suggoytiun of the latter it was de-

terniiucd to substitute steam-power for manual

labour. For this pnrpose, in the early part of 1788.

Taylor iDtroduced William Symington, an engim er nl

Wanlockhead Li ad-miut s, who had previously ob-

tained letters patent (June 5, 1787) for ‘his new
invented steam-engine, on principles entirely new.'

An arrangement was made with Symington to apply

an engine constiucted ac.ording to his invention to

one of Jlr. Miller’s vessels; and, couscqueuily, the

engine whieh forms the subject of this notice was
made, the castings being executed in brass by George

Watt, founder, of Low Calton, Edinburgh, in 1788.

At the beginning of October in that ycai*. the engine,

mounted ou a frame, was placed upon the deck of a

donble pleasure-boat, 25 feet long and 7 feet broad,

and connected with two paddle-wheels, one forward,

and the other abuft the engine, in the spare between
the two hulls of the double beat. On the steam-
engine being put into action, it propelled the vessi 1

along Dalswioton Lake at the rate of five miles an

hour. After Mr. Aliller and his fiiunds bad made a

series of cspcrimcntul trips in the boat, the engine
w’as taken into Mr. Miller’s house, where it remained
in (he library until his decease in 1815. It sub'C-

quently passed through various bands, and nllimntely

came into Mr. Wcodcroft’s possession iu April, 1853.”
This interesting relic, wldch we are told had a viry
narrow escape from being broken up and sold for old

metal, is of the class known iu the early history of

steam machinery ns the ” atraosphei ic engiue
;

” and
great credit is due to Symington for combining
various improvements in the same engine. In 1801,
Symington w„3 employed by Lord Dundas to con-
struct a steam-boat; and having hy former fiiilures

learned what vvus required, he aviiili d himself of the
great improvements recently mode in the steam-
engine by "Watt and others, and conslrui ti-d a steam-
engine, in cumbiuatiou with a boat and paddle-wheel,
on the plan which is now generally adopted. This

|

boat, caked the Charlotte Dtaidas, vvas the lir>t

'

practical steam-boat
; and for the novel combination 1

of all the parts, Symington obtained letters of patent •

ou the 14th of October, 1801. The number of the
patent is 2,544.

It is not only curious, but highly instructive (o

examine this engine, prepared for Mr. Miller, which
was probably the first attempt to apply steam power
to nautical purposes

;
and we have only to look upon

the walls to see correct portraits of the different men
concerned in this important work. Here, close to

Wedgewood and Coit, is a very fine medallion of'

Patrick Miller, piescnttd by the Misses Nasmyth
;

j

and not far off are those of Symington and othris
;

and immediately above the portrait of Miller is a '

beautiful water-colour drawing, i-xecutcil by the late'

Mr. Nasmyth seventy years ago. In this scene is the i

residence of Mr. Miller, at Dalswintun
;
and in the

front of the lionse the identical ailificial luke, on
'

which the experiments were made; and lying near'

the shore is the double boat, with the engine to which '

we have alluded. Close by is the town of Durofiies,

far in the distance wanders the river Nitli. Tbercarc
'

also hang here di'awings of various paddle-w heeled
'

vessels, some moved by hand labour, amun^ist these
|

one with a padille at the stern, similar to (he screws

which have lately come into use. '

AmoDg^t the models are machines for printing'

calicos, spicimens of the blocks lued for printing
'

calico hy the hand, bridges, inventions connccLd with

weaving and spirmin'/, bleaching apparatus; the

paddle, screw, &r. of the Great Eastern ; models of

signals; au interesting collection, showing the pro-

gress of the screw propeller; and other things too

numerous to meutiun.

A considerable space is occupied by an imposing
library of folio ami quarto volumes, which, however,

prove on examination to be “ dummies,” but which,

in course of time, will give pdace to real and sub-

stantial books, containing printed and engraved parii-

cnlars of all patents granted since the introduction of

the new Act of Parliament, which came into effect

on the Ist of October, 1852. The nunihcr of

patents grunted since then are as follow :

—

Ist October, 1852, to the end of December, 1 211,
and in thefoliowiug years, 2,044 and 3,045 ;

and it is

for tlic regular rccct-tiun of the dcscriidion of the

patents granted each year, that the space to wldch "e
have alluded is reserved. The volumes already com-
pleted occupy— the specifications 10 feet, and the

drawings, &c. 16 feet mere
;
and it is calculated that

about 40 feet will be required for these books each

year for the future. Duplicates of these viliimes

which arc prepared by Mr. B. Wooilcroft, of the

Great Seal Patent-office, in Southamptou-buildings,

Chancery-lane, are also sent to the British .Museimi,

and some other libraries iu London, and to several of

the chief manufacturing towns of England, and also

to parts abroad. It is inti iidcd to print and bind tbe

particul.irs of all the patents since No. 1 was granted

in 1017. From this date to the passing of the new
Act in 1852, the number of p-itents graiitid amount
to 14 359, being on an average 235 jatents for each

year, and the increase iu the number at the present

lime is seen l^y the compari?on of that number with the

3,0i5 patents granted in a nceiit ycr. It is evident

that it must be a labour of cnnsiderable time for in-

ventors to search through all this mass of material in

order to discovi r if any one hns preceded him. In

order to save this trouble and expense, a series of

small books, whieli sell ut 6d. each, are in coorsc of

priparation : each of these contains a complete li.-t,

and brief description of the patents of each class.

There have already been pnbli^l.ed abridgemeuts of

the .specifications connected with sewing and em-

broidery, drain-tiles and pipes, mamiftcture of iron,

naval arcliileclure and propelliiiif, preservation of

food. It needs but a g'aoce at this departmint of

the Brompton Museum, to feel sure that what is now
here is but the germ of a large and useful collection,

which will show ihc progress of our mecliauical skill,

and where in courreo' time weshall be able, by an ex-

amination of the models, &c. here placed, to tiace the

progress of spinning from the time of the ancient dis-

taff and spinning-wheel, to the meat recent improvc-

menta, the progress of printing, &c. &c. No time

should be lost in getting specimens of the spinning-

wheel, and the other mi'chincs connected with it,

once such familiar feaiu'cs in our houses, but which

arc fast vanishiug. There are a few of the old-

fashioned hand-printing presses still remaining
;
but

we apprehend, that if s))i ciiru ns are not soon secured,

the existing examples will run a similar risk from the

old iron merchants, as did Mr. Miller’s first steam-

boat engine.

RANDOM DESIGN.

The five centmio that elapsed between tbe time

Authemius built Sf. Sophia’s, at Coiislanlinoplc, and

the erection of Pisa Cutlied'al, by Buschetto, are

CHllril the Dark Ages of .Architecture. Few records

or remains of that period exist, and those positively

referred to arc not cou'idered accurate. Very Itile

labour has been bestowed upon the rrsearch, partly

from the want of means individually, iiiid partly because

the edifices of that time have been until lately unpo-

pular,—not revived professionally, in de'ereiice to

the spirit of reviving ancient Greece and Rome. As

some large rilifs were founded during these ccnfuiies,

and the inhabitants were emigrants f.om couutiies

where architeiture had flourished unit fallen off, it is

naturally cnneliisive that their public buildings, parti-

cularly ]ilaccs of \voishi|), wire erected with son.e I

degree of order; and, as they decayed, were burned,
j

or became otherwise unsafe, were rebuilt in an iiri-
^

proved and enlarged manner. C’lnnge of climate
j

would induce many (leparnins from old form-, and,

the law of necessity is ns absohi'e in design as in ai y
otberbranch of bunian indu-try and taste. Moreover,

' men of talent have been known to deduce styles of

' arehitei tnrc from tlm ctistoms, habits, and dwedlings

ofaboriginal people, far more suitable to their adopted

countries than any, the most complete, eoinhinutiou
’

of ma'eriiil elements left upon their native shores.

I It is (lifEciiit to understand why those ages cannot

be called ,l)y a more eitllghieiicd name, when out of

' thorn appeared a style ti at adorned the gre.iler part

' of Europe for several hundred years. This peculiar

' mode of construction was suited nobly to the wants

of tbe age,—improving, extending, expanding with

human advanceincot, and bi coming mure costly aud

'elaborate as the cuniraunilits grew wealiiiier. It

came to petf clion, according fo some cunnoi.sscurs,

iit a certain stage, and then began to decline, alihnugh

it is doubtful will ther the last airangenieiit of con-

structive composition was mT as judicious as that of

the so-called perfect section. If it were not so, it

may be more in accordauce with the spirit of that

lime; and it is evident that architects, following

succcss'vcly ill a beaten track, only inirodiu ed such

impreveraenis as were warraoled i-y their knowledge

of these circumstances. They di-tiuguished between

I he days when heads were ihnmlicd, and those wherein

the inlroductioii of books into churches c.illed uh'ud

lor light; and accordingly the old loop-lancits grew

longer and wider, until they filled up every gable ouJ

bay'bitwccn the buttresses.

There still remained some populir nllachment to

the e.xpiring style, which is found iu small pu-ish

churches or other edifices, either, newly erectidor

rebuilt, after its genei al app'ic oion ceased. Where

the true principles were utleuded to, the result is very

pleasing. The square wiiiiluws, vvliich {Hccoidiog to

a well-known authority) are es-eut'ally Gothic, weie

finished similarly to the latist period, and wliere

arches were introduced they wire depresfed, on

account of the lowness of walL, and the .'inall pitch

of roofs. Rigid necissity produced economical work

throughout, without depaiting from the harmony of
nniecei'eut ix.midis; and :t ll-c present mon'icnt
they are peculiarly interesting nud iii-trnitivc, icqiiir-

ing very little depth of archilci tur.l lore to di->tin-

guish the vandalism of modeim repairs and innova-
liurs from the sihoolcd elegance of the original out-

line, both in design and vvoikmansliip.

Notwithstanding that all the ipi oitunifes of study
and improvement were before the tyes of the archi-

tect, and within ersy reach of his mind, the progicss

of reviving the Pointed Style was very slow and
incongruous. He began to liuibl again in the medi-
fcval charar.tcr, withe ut understanding one otiiline or

Tature, or studying to know (he reason why it shoiild

be so delineated. This is evidenced by the misaiqili-

ealion of many dit.dls in the new G. thic. The
mystery which wants solution is, linvv a man requiring

such a general fund of knowledge and sehula-stic disci-

pline to leant the ap; Feution of Greek and Roinau
proportions to his designs, could dieimi <4’ launching

at once iiito, and carrying ont, the most clahorntc and
iutriiate of all architcctiirul studies, without auy
previous prepamtion. more than pirhaps mere oi ular

inspection of such port'ons, in a coudensed style,

as he thought suitable fi r revival ?

When the style bccan to be sought out and undcr-

stoi d, having less excuse fur iguorarce I'U thepeneral

outline, ai d when the architect commenced giving

pernianinf specimens i f liis skill, it is surprising that

he (lid not begin wi ere bis progenitors left ofl'. In-

stead thereof be went back some Imudred years, and

picked up those daik and austere designs of the first

s' age, thrown aside by the Mcdifcval and Tnilor archi-

tects, find inconsistent with every seurc of civilization.

The Norman followed next, in point of succession,

until it was exhausted and dcspisul; and even the

S.txou character h.'’S bieu attinipted, where zeal

maslcicd rtason. Every round-about way was taken,

to a'rive at that perfection mauiftst in the l.test

spcc'raens. And it was not nutil cettaiu spirits, at

great
]
eisonal losses, produced several i xisting monu-

iT'Cuts on paper, vviih the tiica-urenients and mole of

delipeation, and gave sictiona to show the original

method of carrying out the viholc consfuiction, that

any a; proacli even to mere truibfu’ncss was made.

Still, with all this instiuclion, and every proof of its

not being applicable, the original Lmei t style, pro-

ducing a mere twilight vviihiu walls, is vigmously

obtruded upon the public by many. It is kaued as

beaiilifnl and apj'ropr'ate, and recommended as the

most suitiiblc for eccle^instieal purposes, by those

whose imngin tion cannot distiugiiisb belweeti nn age

when few Englishmen could read books, and that

wherein reading is become almost universal.

Passing (.ver the frippery of what is called the

Debased and the iutem ixiiire of various si crions of

the Pointid style by n.odern arlit-t*, without any

notice of what inkht have been done, there is more

than suflicient now before the world, of random design,

to call for observation. Though it may he law ful to

improve and extend the details applied by former

architects, and to vary legilinn tcly every break,

base, eiitrnncc, and roof, nothing ran wrrr.int

a direct violation of these rubs, vvhii'h, from the

improved state of art, are considered to belong ex-

clu-ivdy to cert dn orders, and do not udinit of inter-

mixture, without cxi-itiug dis^a'ist. cTori. This is

strangely reinurki'ble where (he Norman Gntldc is

confounded with Homan a- chit’ ctarc, and the wry
outlim s interwoven with each other, as may be seen

in miinv warchoti-es and new mansions of the prcient

day. indeed, the matter is ni'nilcscript whiue seitii-

Gotbic, Grecian, Romati, Ttfilian, and Etiz-'liethan,

rise, story above story, mini a Bcb- 1 is produci d, irom

which the scriptural one ot’ly differed iu magnitude.

Archil raves arc returned at the very door-step w ilhotit

a plinlb, and similarly on wiud''w-sills and sirings,

and they abut sigmenta! arches without any spriiig’ng

resistance (whxh is Gothic) tn Italian buildings. Ibe

Norman dccorutiona arc also introduced into fla iaP.

doors, which are sunk and moulded in Gorlitc siday

at a vast expinse, l okiug tar more uns tslnctiry

when the puerile novelty h- c m es more f ind ar to

the eye, than the eisy rccc.sses of li aiitnvitc architec-

ture, which admits of ormimrnt sulliciciit to rciteve

it Irim sameness. As for
|
assit.g i ff such niniluta

d-skns under llie general
_

name of Byzantine,

it would be equally judicious to assign some

positive class for the nonsuch It nsc uf Queen

Elizabeth’s reign. Sometimes long piliu-ters ruti up

three stoties of deeply-sunk windows, crowned with

arches, over which is what may be rnenut for an attic,

ou a plain siuftce of wall. These giguimc niuhes are

anything but pkarimr, at a distance conveying a

notion of one very lofiy sloiy within, hcitig eomjiara-

'ble only with thea'rcul tpertuces for the admission

I

of iinmcnse frcmewoik. Again, there are three

' awfully frowning cornices to many buildings, one to

[

the ground s'ory, and tlm third tothe attic ! Comn.on

sense Hone would suggest coping for nn attic, what-

ever may he the (as‘e fur crowning the ground story.
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Still there are admirers wlif) dogmat'ze ih^se errors as

excellent in design; and it is not until some well-

executed arises alongside the meretricious com-

position, and iiopalarly shames it out of expression,

that amateurs acknowledge tiieir oversight, by the

nisual method practised in sophisticated pedantry—
silence.

Amongst modern buildings may be noticed several

binks, which have every a])penraiicc of club-houses,

and excellent club-house fronts they seem, whether

copied or worked out laboriously. It must be ad-

mitted, howevey, that there is a first-class specimen of

a hank in King-street. Mauchester
;

its appearance at

once indicating the purport of its business. Few
designers seem to keep this object in view

;
and hence,

being wholly occupied by producing a handsome

fa9ade, the work is brought to a close without any

specific expression. The purport of the edifice should

engross the mind, and if that he so satisfactorily im-

pressed on the imagination that it is never forgotten

"when producing the outline and its details, there is

every chance of arriving at what cannot be mistaken

as to its appropriatiou. However, the style adopted

at the first must be carried forward faithfully, even

to its mimitest details, without borrowing from others

of a different class. In order to be able easily to ac-

complish this, it is neccssiry that the designer should

he intimately acquainted with all the orders, styles,

changes, and improvements in existence, both from

books and by copying every example within his

reach. IVithout these two condiiions the design will

be random, and the production displeasing to every

person of taste and judgment.
Many instances may he cited where new clcvalions

do not represent what they really are, but rather im-
press a beholder with opinions quite the contrary. II

18 true that those temporary constructions lately set

up for exhibitions required a great latitude of idea,

and, on account of the materials used, do not come
within (he range of ordinary practice. Indeed, it is

scarcely architecture, any further than that required
in the erection of hot-houses on a gigantic scale, hut
rather belongs lo some department of engineering.
As for design, that is out of the questioo, unless
arches iucapahle of self-maintenance, if not iron-bound,
and wings like the stables of an aristocrat’s hall, have
any pretensions thereto. The circular transept of
Hyde-park, raised intenlioiially to preserve some
trees from being lopped, has rendered it necessary
that in future all .such buildings should have circular

roofs. They arc suitable enough for their temporary
purposes, and as such should he classed by themselves

;

but they arc as far removed from true architecture, as
a pavilion, a monster circus, or any other moveable
place of shelter.

Two questions are asked, which, though very simple
and well known, are sufficiently important to be
repealed here. Mhy do the ClassicaJ, Grecian, and
Romau remains look, on revival, so sublime, solid,

and awe-inspiring; aud how is it that the eye is not
dissatisfied with their introduction into many build-
ings for modern usages? How is it that the Pointed
style, in its complete condition, strikes the mind with
astonishment aud admiration? Because they possess
concord, unity, aud singleness of design. Many monu-
ments exist to prove this on a large scale; hut the
lanthorn of Demosthenes, and several Mcdimval fonts
and their canopies, exemplify the assertion in very
reduced proportions. Similar to any ordinary inves-
tigation, the irregularities which cause disidcasure in
modern buildings will be found, if properly traced
out, to originate in a waut of discrimination, caused
by neglectiug to consult the principles of art,— pro-
bably the fundamental ones. Under such circura-
stauces, a great many varieties will he produced, and
none of a permaoent description, which will ever
assist in making jrrogress

;
unless, as au absurd argu-

ment, they convince men of errors to he avoided. The
most elaborate details, beautifully wrouglit out aud
decorated, cannot save a coiujmsition from beiug a
fadure, under such negligence. But if committees,
who have some I'esponsibilily in the matter, were
to act with slrict impavliulily, and call in qu.iliQed
professional assistance to guide their decisions, very
few specimeus ot random design would disgrace the
country. Fuancis Sullivan.

THE CHESTER CONGRESS OF THE
ARCILEOLOGIC.VL INSTITUTE.

The first meeting was held in the Town-liall on
Tuesday, the 21st, Lord Talbot de l^Ialaliide, i)rcsiding.
The Bislioj) ot Chester welcomed the Institute to the
City also the Rev. Canon Slade, and Mr. Hicklin.
ihe Bishop of Oxford, on the part of the lustilute
replied, and in the course of his address, said, 1
believe that my reverend friend and brother, (he Lord
Isishop of Chester feels that he has done well in wel-
coiniug such a society as this

; bccanse, after all, there« ar more lhan the mere gratific.ition of a somewhat
itlle curiosity in groping in the dust of antiquity in

such pursuits, and carrying our inquiries to the dim

past. The gre;it Creator and Ruler of the world ha.s

so ordered the affairs of man (hat things every day

return airain as in a perpetual cycle, the past repro-

ducing itself iu the present with only slight exterual

alteration; hut iu realily and thoroughly the kernel

remains the same it was before. Therefore, when

people do set themselves to study the past, not for a

mere superficial acquaintance with it, but to know it

as it was—to see how it lived, moved, breathed, and

had its being—to understand it in. its temper, and

circumstances, and inward ]i'’c, those persons do get,

if they pursue the task 'wilh application, a certain sort

of prescience for the future, from that acquaintaucc

with the pist.

Mr. Markland and Sir Charles Anderson also

addressed the niectiog. Papei's were read in the

evening. On Wednesday morning, in the Section of

Antiquities, Professor Earle rend a paper on aiudent

names of places and things in Cheshire. In the

Arrhitectural Section, Mr. J. II. Parker read a paper

on Sr. John’s Cfixirch, Chester, an ancient Norman
structure, built about the middle of the eleventh cen-

tury. The paper had reference to the architectural

features of the building, its histoiy being reserved for

another paper. An adjournment took place, and the

members proceeded to in'>pect the building, and hir,

Parker pointed out the distinguishing features of this

nuhle ])ile.

At half-past six the annual dinner of the Institute,

presided over by Lord Talbot de Malahidc, was held

in the Music-hall.

On Thursday, tlie mecliug visited the Art-Treasures

Exhibition at Manchester, Mr. Geo. Scliarf, having
on the previous evening given some particulars as to

its formation, and a review of some of the works it

comprises. In the course of his address, he gave
some facts communicated by Mr. J. B. LVaring, in

reference to the Museum of Ornamental Art. “The
Museum of Ornamental Art, which forms so import-
ant a feature in the Art Treasures Exhibition, at

Manchester, originated in the idea of collecting

together the most remarkable relics of the Middle
Ages and the Renaissance, somewhat on the plan
(as it was expressed iu the prospectus) of the Hotel
Cliiny, at Paris. How far anything resembling the
Hotel Cluny could be obtained in an open space
about 600 feet long and 104 feet wide, may at

once be conceived by those who arc acquainted with
the ])icturcsque arrangement of that fine old mansion
aud its contents. Thus the original idea of forming
rooms, illustrative of various epochs of art, npjiearcd
out of the question

;
and the only object whicli the

directors had in view was, to form a museum as

simple as possible iu its plan, and calculated not only
lo interest the general public, but to be of some ser-

vice in placing before the eye a chronological scries

of the several arts Ihereiu illustrated. IJcrorc pro-
ceeding farther, it may be well to state, that with
the. exception of the promise of the Meyrick col-

lection, nothing had been done towards forming tbc
museum by the 1st of November, 1856, on which
day Mr. Waring commenced liis duties at Man-
chester

; even then, nmuy precious days were lost
tor want of any office fur the department, aud (he
oecessary requirements for work having to be set
on foot. Iiidecii, the difficulties to be overcome at
the conimcncement were great, and were increased by
the evident lukewarmness of several of the committee— ill regard to this section of the museum — and tlic

secret as well as open discouragement thrown in our
way hy the illiberal spirit of several iufliicntial men

—

iu London and elsewhere—who ought to have been its
j

most active supporters.” The aid of Jlr. Robert Dud-
Icy, who had rendered good service attheMedimval and

|

Renaissance Courts at Sydcuham, was secured, and
shortly afterwards that of ‘Mr. Chaffers. The speaker
afterwards gave some account of the general arrange
ment of the museum. “ Iu ten large glass cases, 14 feet

by 7 feet, on the right hand side as we enter, are placed
the government contribution, Lord ILislings’ Majolica,
the Soulages collection, aud the Mevrick ivories, &e.;
fiveca'ses government contribution, one Lord Hastings,
three Soulages, and one Mcyrick. There is hut little

system observable iu this series, owing to the neces-
sity of keeping the several contributions separate.
1 cu other large cases, to the left on cnierina:, contain
those private contributions which were jJaced un-
reservedly^ at Mr. Waviug’s disposal. The several
sets are, iu these coses, mapped according to (heir
material, and were arranged, as far as time and the
nature of the cases would allow, iu chronological

^

order, the main divisions beiug glass, enamel, Euro-
pcau porcelain, Oriental porcelain, European pottery
(principally Majolica), melal work generally, the
precious metals, sculpture (small), in bronze, wood,
terra cotta, &c., and lastly works in ivory. Beyond
this point, on each side, is the armour and arms.
Ihe Meyrick colleclion on the south, and other con-
tributors on tlic north side. In the next three bays,
up to the transept, are qdaced the bookbindings of Sir
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C. Price, Messrs. Slade and Nicholson, and Mr.
Mayor’s collection. On the opposite side, one case

of Mr. Mayer’s, containing a variety of roedimval

works, and three cases of gold and silver work, oh-

tamed chiefly through the energy and liberal assist-

ance of Messrs. Hunt and Roskell.”

On Friday, the historical section met in the Town.
Hall, under the presidency of the Bishop of Chester.
The first paper read was bj' the Rev. F. Grosvenor,
on the “ History of St. John’s Church.” Mr.
Grosvenor supposed that the first religious house was
erected on the spot now occupied by the present
church about the year 906. The Rev. W. H. Gunner,
M.A., secretary of the section, then read extracts
from a paper on the “ Illustrations of Magic in the
Middle Ages,” by the Rev. Jas. Raine, juu., and a
paper on the “ Catalogue of Books in Winchester
College Library, from Richard II. to PIcnvy VI.,”
contributed by hiniscK.

In the section of antiquities, E. Guest, Esq., D.C.L.,
presided, and the first paper was read by Mr. J. A.
Pii ton, on the “ Primitive Condition and Early
Scltlcraent of South Lancashu'e and North Cheshire,
with the Physical Changes which have taken place.”

Mr. Picton concluded an interesting pajier, b,v a
reference to the spread of civilisation aud eointnerce,

as exhibited in Liverpool, which would, he trusted,

continue to extend for the good of the present and
future genei'alions.

In the architectural section, a paper was read hy
Mr. J. IT. Parker, on the “ Architecture of the

Cathedral aiidjone by the Rev. Charles Hartshorne,

on “ Carnarvon Castle,” with re'erenee to Flint and
other castles in Wales.

Liverpool was visited on Saturday, and some of
the Welsh castles on Monday. Reference to what
took place there will be found iu the next article.

AN INDIVIDUAL VIEW CF THE CHESTER
CONGRESS.

Befoke going to Chester, I recreated myself with
a short tour in North Wales, and enjoyed the con-
templuiion of those beauties that existed long before

ihe monument.'s—the work of man’s hands—which
are the especial study of the arcbieologist. The
journey brought me in contact with many works of

the present time, and I must be candid enough to

acknowledge, even at the risk of being accused of
heresy, that whatever may he the amount of beauty
existing in the memorials of the past, the works of

the present day are productive of more good to man-
kind, and, as evidence of the might of man’s mind,
glorify “ Him who gave it.”

1 was led into these reflections hy a contemplation
of Valle Crucis Abbey and a visit to the Dinorwic
Slate Quai-ry, belonging to Mr. Asshton Smith, at

Llanberris. The heads of the former, when at the
height of their power, raised a structure from the
contributions of the faithful, to retain within its walls
those subservient to its authority, aud to bestow its

dole to the wretched without. The proprietor of the
latter employs 2,300 men, retained at a cost of
10,O0OA per month. A German gentleman whom I

met at Llanberris told me that he had come to pur-
chase slates, and that a cargo which he was about to

purchase would consist of about 120,000 or 130,000
slates, and the value would he 230f.

; and when we
consider that the quarry is said to return its

2
)roprietor

a net annual income of 70,000/. how vast must be the
ramifications of commerce, and how great must he
the employment created to produce this result. I
think if the other members of the Arcbmological
Institute are equally candid, they will acknowledge
the same feelings, more especially after (he visit to
the modern Liverpool aud the Niagara, with the
cable that is to unite us with our Anglo-Saxon
brethren. Well might the Bishop of Oxford, in his
eloquent address at the first meeting on Tuesday,
have rejoiced that “while we conserved the monu-
ments of the past, we were ahead of all other nations
in adopting the newest of the new.” In a paper like
the BiiUder, devoted to the improvement of the
present, I need not hesitate to express a gratification

at that advancement of science connected with the
increase of the material interests aud physical condi-
tion ot mankind.

hly first day in Chester was tinctured with regret
that there should be two institutions of the same
character iu existence. Ten years ago our Institute
visited Norwich, and this year the Archmological
Association follows in our footsteps. Niue years ago
that society investigated Chester, and now we (read
the same jiath. But judging from the papers and
discussions that we had, they had left us plenty of
room for surmise and conjecture. Whether the
[ilaces possessing antiquarian interest are so few, or
whether J-here is a disinclination iu many places to

receive us, I cannot help now feeling that ihe interests

of arohfeology would be best served by the two
societies uniting

;
and surely this might be accom-
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plisbed byoTie of those compromises of which life is

a continaed scries.

We were certainly well received by the authorities

of the place, but the be^iuniag of the meeting was
the dullest of the dull. In the evening of the first

day we assembled to bear a paper by Mr. Salt, on
the “Progress of Henry III.” It is to be re-

gretted that gentlemen who display such wonderful

powers of research, should not understand the ne-

cessity of popularising their productions. Here was
a memoir in three volumes listened to ^Yith the most
somnolent weariness, until the Bishop of Oxford
came to the rescue, and in a few remarks pointed out

the salient features of the essay, and with consum-
mate tact extracted from it certain points with which
he played with considerable huiuonr, which broke up
the audience, and scot them borne cheerful and con-

tented. On Wednesday, the 22nd, w'e had a paper

from Mr. Earl, of O-xford, which led to a very

interesting discussion on the origin of names and
words.

In the afternoon we visited the church of St. John,

under the guidance of Mr. Parker, who had previously

read a paper on that structure. I think he had not

given so much attention to this subject as he generally

does, for the correclious from the local antiquaries

were very frequent.

The same day Mr. Scharf, a model for aU lecturers,

gave us afiueut and eloquent address, which might be

termed “a guide for archasologists to view the Art
Treasures at Maoehesler,” and on our rtsit there the

following day it was found of great advantage to the

members of the Institute.

The annual dinner took place in the evening, and
nothing could have been more dull and dreary. Mr.
Hicklin was the only speaker whose remarks could

boast of an idea, the oratory of the other speakers

being of that class of which “ unaccustomed as I am ”

and “ I regret that it has not fallen into abler hands”
maybe considered the type.

On Thursday we visited Manchester, and on Satur-

day we were received at Liverpool— a great distinction.

At the former place, had it not been for our member,
Mr. Scharf, we should have been quite unconscious
that there was such a body as an executive committee,
general commissioner, or any other officer. This
was felt by many members of the Institute, as the
committee and secretaries of that body took a lively

interest in, and did materially aid the promoters of the

Art Treasures Exhibition in furthering the object

they had in view. Gratitude is said to be a lively

sense of favours to he received, and as it is expected

there is nothing more to be obtained from the future,

our body did not receive the courtesy of an acknow-
ledgment.

From Livei^pool, where the Cunards Company
placed the “ Sutellile” at our disposal, wc proceeded

•to Speke Hall, a beautiful specimen of domestic

architecture of the latter part of the sixteenth century.

Mr. Watt was a most liberal host, and we were all

delighted with “y® faire ladye,” who did receive ns

with much grace.

On our return to Liverpool, we visited that fine

modem buillding, St. George’s Hall, aud in the

evening we attended, at the Town Hall, a conversa-

zione of the Historic Society of Lancashire and
Cheshire, who had invited a brilliant assembly to

meet us, and to contribute to whose enjoyment no
pains seemed to bo spared. A band of music was
provided for those who could find more pleasui’e in

fiancing than in dry historic lore.

This day abounded in enjoyment, aud caused

us to forget the dulncss of the previous days of our
congress. On Monday we visited Carnarvon, where
Mr. Hartshorne gave us a very iuferesting account of

the building of the Castle. Ilis remarks were valuable

because authentic, he haviug by dint of great rc'scarcb

obtained the records and accounts, even down to

•the name of the blacksmith, aud the amount of his

bill. But ilr. Hartsborue has caused considerable

annoyance to many natives of those parts, because
his statement has destroyed ouc of the pet tra-

ditions that Edward the Second was bom in the E igle

Tower
;
his documents clearly proving that the king

himself built it, having for the architect one John
de Briton, a name calling up pleasant associations in

connection with archrcology and the Institute.

We left Carnarvon to view the Tubular and Sus-

pension Bridges, aud here the feelings that I have
described at the commencement of this communica-
tion were renewed and strengthened. If the former
gigantic monument of Stepheosou’s gouius should be
in ruins when that mysterious hut inquiring New
Zealander makes his appearance, and if the fragments
-do not excite his admiration for its hcaufy, like the

remains of some Gothic building, he will he com-
pelled to acknowledge that we were not a degenerate

race, but that we have left memorials showing that

the mighty minds of this time achieved almost

miraculous Iriumphs over mattei", not for their own
glory, but the advantage of their fellow creatures.

We then went to the George at Bangor, where the

kind and attentive hostess had provided a repast for

us that would have shamed many establishments in

London. 0 that the innkeepers of England would
learn a little civilization from their brethren iu Wales !

We afterwards visited Conway, where we were again

instructed by Mr. Hartshorne. On Tuesday Mr.
Pettit read a paper on Nantwich, and an excursion

was afterwards formed to visit that spot, but by this

time maoy members had departed. Saturday at

Liverpool and Monday at Carnarvon were two bright

and enjoyable days of the week’s meeting, but beyond
this, duluesswas the general characteristic; aud with-
out some effort is made, either by fusion with the

other society, or by making our visits to ground that

has not already been 'explored, we shull lose our
position, and the proceedings of the Institute will

not be regarded with that interest which has hitherto

marked them. F. S. A.

ASSITMED COST OF THE PROPOSED
GOVERNMENT OFFICES.

In a pamphlet recently published, entitled “Re-
marks on the Designs Proposed for the New Govern-
ment Offices,” by a Practical Man (Ridgway, Picca-

dilly), the writer gives some broad calculations as to

the probable cost of the land aud proposed buildings,

which may interest onr readers. He says;

—

“ Of the whole area pointed out by the chief com-
missioner, the existing buildings and the ground un-
built upon belonging to the Government, comprise
about 18,000 square yards, including the small angle

taken from the south parade, o[)posite the present

Foreign Office : about 16,000 square yards will be
obtained from the Tiiames, withiu the proposed river

wall, and some 20,000 square yards consist of streets

aud public thoroughfares, leaving 60,000 square yards,

or 540,000 superficial feet of ground, covered with

buildings and their appurtenances, which inu-t be

purchased under the compulsory powers of an Act of

Parliament. The preceding areas, always given in

round numbers, make up the total of 23^ acres, or

114,000 square yards of ground to work upon.

“ The price of the ground to be purchased will

probably average about 25/. per square yard. This

valuation is obtained by data, to be found in blue

books of the last two or three years
;
consequently

the first item of an estimate will be 60,000 square

yards at 25/., being 1,500,000/. : a sum which would

cover the coniingencies of clearing the ground, aud

reclaiming the laud from the river by the proposed

embankment.
It is believed that this item of 1,500,000/. for

purchase of property and clearing the ground, is put

at a high figure
;
but it is far belter to look a diffi-

culty in the face at the very outset. We ought to

know the worst, as we have then no dread of unfore-

seen expenses occurring afterwards. But let every

one judge for him.self.

The estimated cost of the block of buildings on

tbe south side of Bridge-street, Westminster, covering

about 2,100 square yards of ground, is 170,000/., or

upwards of 80/. per yard.

nie valuation of the houses on the north side of

this same Bridge-street is 70,000/. for 1,735 square

yards, or more than 40/. per yard.

A site lately proposed for St. Margaret’s church,

at the corner of Tothill-street, and fronting on the

Broad Sanctuary, containing 1,500 square yards, was

valued at 45,000/,, or 30/. per yard.

It would require 180,000/. to pay for the houses

and properties ou boih sides of Bridge-street, Lam-
beth, at the east end of the present Wertrainster

Bridge : the buildiuas and their appendages cover

8,754 square yards of ground
;
tbe cost being, there-

fore, move than 20/. per yard.

The sum of 110,000/. is the price of a block in

Old Pulace-yard, between Poet’s Corner and Abingdon-

street, covering 6,400 square yards; being 17/. per

yard.

The estimated expense of the property for the

approaches on the Middlesex side of the proposed

bridge across the Thames, from the Hovseforry-road

to Lambeth Palace, is 200,000/., for 2-1,000 square

yards of houses and buildings, being about eight

guineas per yard.

Considering the valu.ible nature of the buildings

in Bridge-street, Great George-street, Parliament-

street, Dcikc-strei't, Charles-street, &c., and comparing

them with the above, it can hni-dly he said that the

average of 25/. per square yard is too high.

When these remarks were commenced, not the

least idea of making estimates was euterlaincJ; hut

it seems almost impossible to engage in a practical

investigation of such a subject as this, without in-

variably asking ourselves, ‘ What will it cost?’—and

following up this vein of inquiry, and having cleared

the ground and jtrepared for laying .the foundations

of our New Guverniiient Ollices,'ao attempt must be

made to find out the expense of creclmg them.

There is no doubt that an experienced architect
would be able to give a very near estimate for build-
ings, in the style required, to cover 50,000 square
yards of ground. The blue books, however, give us
some clue for ourselves

;
and it appears that it has

cost about 60/. per square yard of tbe ground on
which they actually stand, to erect the hidings of

the new palace at Westminster as wc now see them
fiaislied, exclusive of the purchase of ground and other

iuddcntals not being actual constructions; but this

price includes the furnishing, and a considerable

extent of splendid interior decoration.

The estimates made a year or two since for tbe

new public offices and official residences to be erected

around Downing-street were, however, at the rate of

only 12/. per square yard of building. Allowing for

the character of tbe architecture now contemplated,

we shall not be very far wrong, under all circum-

stances, probably, in assuming that 30/. per square

yard of the ground which the buildings are actually to

occupy will be tbe cost of erecting the new Govern-
ment Offices on the chosen site.

The second item of the estimate will thus be
50,000 square yards of buildings at 30/., amounting

to 1,500,000/.

If then, to the million and a half for purchase of

property and clearing the ground, and to an equal

amount for tbe buildings, we add half a million for

fittings, and furniture, and paving, sewerage, gas and

water supplies, contingencies, &c., we shall get a total

of three and a half millions sterling as the ultimate,

and, it is believed, the maximum, expenditure for the

new offices.”

This is irrespective of the cost of approaches, and

im^irovemeut of the neighbourhood.

CORRESPONDENCE ON THE DESIGNS FOR
PROPOSED GOVERNMENT OFFICES.

Str,—

I

beg to be allowed to offer a few plain re-

marks on the competition for the Government Offices.

I am not myscU a competitor, but I have watched

the competition with interest. In common with the

profession generally, I have bceu for tbe last few

weeks looking anxiously for the report ol the judges.

I have also been waiting for some expression of the

judgment which the profession at large is to pass

upon the award. Critics will be unwilling to say

miu'li until the report appears, but it seems to me
that we may wait too long even for the report. Our
silence may be taken as if it were onr consent. The
piihlicatiou of the report may, perhaps, be staved off

til! the very end of the parliamentary session, so as

to let the mutter be what is called “smuggled”
through the House of Commons, and put out of sight

before any one has time to object. Notwithstanding

the want of the report then, let me point out one

thing, at least, which puzzles me very much. I re-

member the competition for the Houses of Parlia-

ment, and the pre-eminence of one design over all the

rest. There is almost always one pre-eminent design

in every competition. I certainly think the compe-

tition for the Government Offices was no exception to

the rule. At any rate I know, that a very great

many of the profession, and the public of every

degree, will join me in saying, that for excellence of

plan, grandeur of exterior, refiaed and Classical finish

of detail, rosthctical good taste, and suitability of

alyle for the purpose and site No. 112, “ Omicron,”

stood out alone. For confirmation of what I say, I

need only refer to the intelligent and impartial

ciilique of tbe Builder itself. But where is this

design now ? If the deliberations of tbe judges went

so fir as to reverse the judgment of the public (if you

will allow me to use the expression) which placed this

design first, surely it is singular that it should receive

no acknowledgment at all. not even a seventh prize.

We cannot imagine that onground^ of merit, 113,

should be seriously put below Nos. 17, 136, aud the

Gothic 54.

No. 99, “ Delta,” is another design left in an in-

comprebcnsible position. It may have set out on an

injudicious idea, but that was at least a grand idea,

and the public and the profession acknowledged it as

such, and paid a great deal of attention to it. And

this design is nowhere.

Ouc test which we may safely apply to the award

is this. The present exhibition ofthc selected designs

ought to show better and not worse than the former

exhibition of the vtbole. It ought to show a very great

deal better too, as if the jewels were separated from

the dross. But I regret to express the fact, that to

my eye the selected designs make but a very inferior

show indeed. The spirit of the comiietithm, instead

of being concentrated, is somehow absent. Nos. 112,

99, 69, 41, 109, if no others, are s.idly missed, while

some of the honoured ones seem as much de trap.

j

I cannot help remarking what a singular idea it is

'to consider the trealrnent of the two Offices as one

' edifice (adopted by the great mass of compelitors) as

[

a “ difficulty.” Ou the coutrary, in the opinion of
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almost the who’e profession and pablic, that comb:- I
most lich, th.it thiy misbt turn them into battle-

nation was the very thin'' to be coiisitlprcJ an advaii-
1
lields. This was pre-enuoeiilly the case with Italy,

tage. AihI some such combi. ia'ion, I am surC;
,

lie had seen the most ilirelul neglect and dcstnictioa

ma't be the first step towards cariyi' g « iit the two I of works of art in Verona : iu Venice be had seen

first pi'cniium designs, if thiy are ever lo be canied
j

iriciures by Tintorct hanging

out at all. I look upon the “diliiculty” as llie

UDfoitunntc coufcFsiuu the judges coidd have possiidj

made.

If the report clears up all this, I think it wi'l get

over a very serious ‘‘ difiieulty ” indeed. But, wLa'ever

may be done, I hope the profession will lose no time

in ictling its opinion be heard (wlialever it may be)

through your columns and other ehanre’s. Members

of Pailiament are no doubt looking fur this all this

lime to enable them to form their opinion ;
and, if we

complain a'‘ter their approval of the transiclion has

been pasted, they will simply tell ns we are too lute.*

An E.\kly Member of the Institute.

ON THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF APT.

On this subject Mr. Ruskin has recently delivered

two lectures at the Jlanches-ter Atberueum. In the

course of the first, ns reported in the Courier, the

lecturer said: — All economy, whcihrr of slates,

households, or individuals, is the art of inanauing

labour. The wimt and sulferitig that are so prevalent

are the result of improvidence aud indolence. Our
restricted nse of the word “ economy,” as if it imai t

spending or saving. w.is a mistake. This use of ihe

word was not Euglish, it was bad Greek, and VV' rsc

sense. Economy means the wise managi meiit of

labour, the applying of it rati(in.illy, preserving its

produce c.ire'u ly, and distributing its produce season-

ably. Iu true economy there is a bahmeed division

between Ihe objects of utility and splendour. He
should address them chiefly on ihe laws by wiii. h best

to. grow in our lUitional garden trees and fruits plea-

sant to the sigiit, and, in no forbidden sensp, desira-

ble to make men wise. A nation’s labour well applied

is amply suiJlcieut lo provide its whole population

with food and comfortable clothing
;
but the good

application is every thing, "We conipl.dii of the diffi-

culty of finding wuik for our men : the real difficulty

is in finding men for onr work. It is our inactivily

and not our hunger that ruins us. Precisely the same
laws of economy wh'ch apply to the cultivation of a

farm will apply to ihe cultivation of a province. T
same piinciplcs which are right in the adminislrali

of a few fi, ids are right in the administration of a
country. Idleness does not cease to be ruinous
because it is extensive, nor labour to be productive
because it is universal. The “let alone " principle

was ruin: all diseip inc was intctference. Mr. Ruskin
applied this uiHxim to the government of the toui try,

aud passed on to consider the question, ” IIow are we
to produce amongst us at any time the grentest

quantity of art intellect ? ” Artists have to be found,
not mad''. A certain quantity of art intellect is pro-
duced annually in every nation. The first thing to be
done was the esfablishmcnt of “trial schools” in

large towns for the development and cnliivation .-f

this intellect. Tlic most useful school was the work-
shop of a great pi.iufer— see Ihe example of the
Italian masters. Mr. Ruykiii lad great stress upon
the import. iiice to young aitists of judicious criticism.

The next ihmg was to train them to be iu the noblest
sense gentlemen, that their minds might sec and feel

the noblest and bjvclitst things. He was soirvto
say this was of all paits of an artist’s e:lmation’ the
most ncgli'clcd amongst ns. The want of tliis wa.<?

visible in the p'ctiirus of even our greulest pvinter;
The picture winch most truly deserved the nnine of
“ art treasure ” was that which had been paii tcd by a
good and wise man. Xo money could be better spent
than in providing good education for artists. The
next question Was, “ How best to employ the genius
we discover.” Fiist, they should be set to various
work; sreond, to easy work

;
aud third, to produce

lasting work. In the architects’ y.irds throughout
England there were scores of men carving the same
things. Their iiieas were thus cramped, and they did
network so fast as the stone carvers who were at
work OQ the museum at Oxford, who cacli copied the
flowers of the district for their capitals, and workid
30 fast that a saving of 30 per cent, was effected.

In the course of his second lecture Mi'. Ilusk'n
urged that there was nothing in England in which
money was so wasted as in building line tombs

;
but

true respect would be shown by rather preserving the
mopumeuts whi<'li those departed had erected with
their own hand?. The living, in tbe'r work, should
think constantly of its being serviceable to those who
were to come a'tir

; aud it w^ould be the duty of these
thankfully to receive what was so left, aud not to
thrust it aside as soon as they thought ihere was no
use for it. The world had chosen, and still seemed
o choose, those spots where the treasures of art were

from h' les made

by bomb-shells. It iiiiai't be said, “ We cannot help

ail this. We cannot diive the Austrians out of Tialv
;

and we cannot keep the Italians quiet without guns.”

But at li'U't something might be done—more than

wall above these arches is pierced by lancc-pointed,

clerestory windows. On the exterior side of the

southern aisle there is a range of confessionsls, each
having a separate entrance from the aisle, and also

from a corridor which runs along the south wall of

the edifice. The width of the nave is 38 feet clear

wilhin the iiillar?. The aisles are each 12 feet wide-

making the inside width of the church 62 feet, while

t measures 90 feet to the extreme width of the con-

we an: all doing. He would recommend those who
j

fessional corridor. The chancel is of llie same width

travelled, and who loved art, never to have copies : as the nave, with side chapels corresponding in wide-

made of already-copied i>i(turc8 : there were numbers
;

ness to the side aisles. It is more fully ornamented
of the fmeft pii tures seaicvy k own that bad never

j

than the body of the ebureb. The easlern or high
been copied, and that might be shot-riddhd next

,

altar window is 22 feet wide: its chief feature is a

month. The reputation of many oft-copied pictures
j

St. Catherine’s wheel. The floor of the chancel and
arose mainly from the fact that they were easy to be

|

side cbaqiels will be of oak, Spanish chesnut, aud other

sfcn, not because they were the best : those to which
j

fancy woods, arranged in geomitrical designs. This

. he had refeircd would have to be sought. He now
|

floor was originally made for the late Earl of.Shrews-

came to the last point— the distribution of ait. It
I
bury, and was designed to occupy a conspicuous place

must be evident that the way in which works of art
j

at Alton Towers. On the north side of the church,

were, on the wh'de, most useful to the nation to
j

which extends between Park-lane and South Frede-

whieh they belonged, must be by their coliectiou in
;
rick-street, is a residence for the clergynien connected

public galleries, when these galleries were properly
|

vviih the cluirch. This building is in the Anglican,

managed. He hoped we should see the time when style, with projecting bays and pointed roof. It is of

there would be a large and sei viciable guliery in every
|

brick, with polished stone labels and dressings. The
principal towu in the kingdom. Much also must be i whole of these structures have been built from designs

done by private piossession. The object of the
|

made by Mr. E. AV. Puiriii. Tlie contractors are

Government should be to collect the works of dead Messrs. Thomas Haigh and Co. of this town,
masters, in public galleries, white eucouragerueiit

j

Cleckkeaton ,—The corner stone of a new Con-
shoiild be given by private individuals to living gregationiii chapel, at Moor End, was laid by Mr. F.
masters, and ihe way to do this was to keep down tho Crossley, on the IVfh ult. The new strui'ture will

prices as much as we could. In doing this we
j

be approached by a flight of steps, leading to a colon-

should produce two effects: we should make painters nade of Corinthian columns, with arches .over the

supply more pictures, if they wished to make ' supporting pediment. From the colonnade, access

mmiey
; and we should bring good painters more will be had to an inner vestibule, from which the

within the reach of persons of moderate income.
!

ground floor and the galleries wiU be approached.
Another and a most importaul meaus of distiibutiug The chapel is a parallelogram 100 feet by CO, with
ait was by the pcrmuuciit decoration of public build- ^ a gallery on three sides, and an organ recess and
tugs. The best way of bringing forward young men
who wanted practice was to employ them, uuder great

masters, in this kiod of work. Of the class of strnr-

tures in which, this decoration might be c-‘prcially

carried out were schools, buildings for the nueting of

trade guilds, and almshouses. In schools, the wads
might be covered with paintings illustrating the great

fads of past ages
;

in the houses of guilds, with inci-

dents showing the services which men belonging to

trade had rendered to their countiy; and iu alms-
houses, with pictures recalling events most interesting

to those who were likely to inhabit them.
Both these points, the cstablis-hinent ofapuhllc
n u -t X 1.1 ,

*

orchestra. The whole of the ground floor is to be

occupied by pew?, as also the galleries, with the ex-

ception of a portion at the back, to be appropriated

for Sabbath-school children
;
accommodation being

provided for 1,600 people. Under the chapel will be
school-rooms for boys and girls, with class-rooms and

other conveniences, whilst on the lower basement

provision will be made for the residence of the chapel-

keeper, and the heating of the building. The cost of

the edifice, exclusive of the ground, will be about

6,000/. The architects are Messrs. Lockwood And
Mawson, of Bradford.

Scarborough .—The Roman Catholic Church dedi-

giiUety in each provincial town, and the employment ' caltd to St. Peter, now in course of erection at Toller-

of rising aitists in decorating the walls of buildings

belonging to public companies, schools, &c. have been
urged for many years by the Council of the Art-
Union of London, in (heir annual Repoit, aud cannot
be too often referred to and insisted on.

gate, fi*'m the d( sign of Messrs. AVeighlman, HadfieW,
aud Gcddie, of Shcfiield, is progressing. The founda-

tion-stone was laid during the autumn of last year,

but the works were suspended during the severe

weather in winter, and have been resumed by the

contractor, Mr. William Fiilkingbridge, of Whitby,
under the immediate direction of ilr. Maskel), clerk

of the works. It is expected that the roofs will be
covered by the end of October. The church is in the

Pointed style of the Geometric period. The dimen-
sions are as follow :—Internal space, 88 feet by
53 feet, including aisles

; chancel, 27 feet by 22 feet.

LS'i.. A . t- J—''ft*'-. HCxurfltl liuti«i8eon the part of the desipos with the irMUnic-
y Have been overlooked bv onr

CHURCH BUILDING NEWS.
Ashern .—Campsall Church has been resfored in-

teriorly. by repewing, ri'p-iiniing, decorating, &c. The
chancel is the only pait of the church where the im-
provements have been hast and the requiremenls
most. Scveial old square pews have been taken

i
The arraugeinenl of tbe plan is designed with refer-

away, and stalls subsliiutcd; but beyond tins, audience to the difficulties of tbe site, w hich necessitate
tbe cleansing of the monuments to the right of the

j

the chancel being placed due south. It is proposed,
communion table, one of which is a tabht by Flax-

j

therefore, in place of the usual altar-window, (o light
mail, nothing has bicn done. The uniiightliness of the apse by four lateral windows, tlie internal wall
Ihe chonei'l roof is a great objection. It is appiirently I surface being reserved for decoration by fresco paiut-
a work of modem date. The roof has beeu brought I

ing. This arrangement is very common on the Conti-
30 low, that, whilst it has partially covered the win-

I
uent. Tho nave is separated from the aisles by an

dows, two or three of whicli have been filled in, it
j

arcade, the columns being circular, wiih moulded
completely mars tbe efiect of the chancel arch, as seen ' capitals and arches of two orders supporting a clere-
on first entei'ing the edifice.

j
story of two-lighted windows; the internal height

Lioerpool.—The Roman Catholic Church of St. !

is a sacristy, aud adjoining to

Vincent de Paul, at tbe upper end of Park-laoej j

^ baptistry, opening by an arch to the aisle. The
np|iro;ichcs towards complition. 'J he masonry of tbe

i

tt-'fminates the west aisle. Itisoulyincou-
atriK ture is now all but computed, while the other

I

preseut contract to build a por-

porlions of the fabric are far advanced, 'i'he west tower. The aisles are terminated by

front, or principal eut ranee, coincides with the line of
nave will be fifted up with open benches.

Park-lane. T. e western door is surmuunicd by a
window 18 feet wide aud 32 feet high, divided into
compartments by stone nmllioiis, termioatin.
laiiceolated arches ; and the whole combined into a
cliuter of qu'itref il tracery. The stoue-work is exe-
cured iu rock-faced course^, of Uphollaud stone, with
polished labels, quoins, and dressing?. 'The ceniral
window is surmr>ui ted by a bclfVy and cope, renebing
to the height of 120 fi-ct from the ground. On each
side of the great window is one filled in with tracery.
These latter admit tbe principal light into the side
ai.'^lcs, the nave being chiefly Fghtcd by the large
window. Ill length from the western entrance to the
eastern extremity of the ch'jncel, the church internally
is 150 feet: it is 50 feet high in the nave, aud 49
feet high in the cliaocel. There are side aisles on the
south and north of the nave, divided off by octagonal
pillars of Painswick stone, of which there are eight on
each side, supporting lanceolate arches, tbe corbel
springers of which arc ornamented by carving. The

and the aisles left open. There will be a loft for an
organ at the end opposite the chancel. A window
filled with tracery will constitute the principal feature

iu the Castle-road front.

The new Roman Catholic Cathedral at

Buckie, was opened on the 28th ult. The cost of the
edifice, according to the Banffshire Journal, has been
3,600/. 2.000/. of which were raised by the congre-
gation, about 700/. or 800/. by one ’ady, aud about
an equal sum by the bishop from his own private

purse. The congregation do not much exceed 400 in

number.

Certific-A-tes for District Suryeyorsiiips.

—

At a meeting of the Board of Examiners of candi-

dates for district snrvcyorships, on the 21st ultimo,
the Board recommended to theCouncil of the Institute

for certificates, Messrs. M. D.Wyalt, Joseph Lavender,
and R. G. Aitchison, jun. There were several other

applicants.
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TUB GOVERNMENT OFFICES.

THE REPORT.

We have uow flie pleasure to lay before our

readers, views of the two principal designs for

the Government Offices, to which were awarded
premiums of SOO/. each—one, the design for the

War Office, by Mr. H. B. Garling, and the

other, the design for the Toreign Office and
Residence, by Mr. H. E. Coe and Mr. H. H.
Hofland. Eor information, as to the internal

arrangements, we raayrefer to the notices of the

exlnbition at Westminster Hall, wliicli appeared

in our pages, where we have given a complete

account of each of the designs. Mr. Garling’s

design will be found described as Ho. 77, witli

the motto “Eortitcr et Fideliler,” at page 303

;

and Messrs. Coe and Holland’s, as No. 94, with

the motto “TJtilitas,” at page 314. It will be

seen from tliese notices that the plans, in both

cases, offered many points of interest as regards

the purpose of the buildiug. The particular

offices of the departments of War and Foreign
Affairs, we may remind our non-professional

readers, were proposed to stand on a site to be

obtained between Downing-street and Charles-

street,—the War Office to be next Parliament-
street, and the Foreign Office at the other end,

from which points our views are supposed to be
taken. Mr. Carling’s design for the Foreign
Office was also described by us. AVe observed

at the time, on the fact of the great resemblance
in his designs to well-known buildings in Paris.

Since we last referred to the subject of the

competition, the report of the judges has been
printed, as a portion of a return to an order of

the House of Commons, for a copy of a letter

addressed by the First Commissioner of Works
to the Lords of the Treasury, on the 30lh of

June, furnishing Lis report of proceedings with
a copy of the particulars given to the compe-
titors. The “Report” of the judges supplies

nothing more than we have printed in the list

of the designs to which premiums had been
awarded,* and in the matter which we gave
(anticipating the Report) at page 383, except
reduced copies of the two plans which were
supplied with the instructions

;
the statement

.

that the three last numbers in each list of the ,

War Office and Foreign Office designs, entitled

to premiums of equal value, were placed ac-

coraiiig to their numbers in the Exhibition, and
without regard to relative merit

; and the fol-

lowing leading paragraph
“ In making these recommendations we desire

to observe, in the first place, that we were not

in possession of any knowledge as to the sum
which Her Majesty’s Govei nracut might propose
to the House of Commons to expend upon these

works. The designs before us were unaccom-
panied by estimates, and did not admit of any
accurate calculation with regard to their pro-

bable cost.”

ISLINGTON.

A CLEAR, precise, and well-nrrangcd report, under
the Metropolitun Lncal MauagemcLt Act, by Mr.
John Lajton, tbe able vestry-clerk of St. Mury’s,

Islington, showing the proceedings of the vestry,

the works cotTimenecd and completed, with other

detaUs, has been issued in a printed form.

From this report it appears that there are nearly

50 miles of roads and 100 miles of footbaths niidcr

the jnrisdiclinn of the vestry, and kept in an efficient

state of repair. The cost of labour has amounted to

nearly 3,000/. Tbe ouilay for materials has been
3,863/. For new paving and relaying pavement by
the contractor, 2,763/. 9s. 3d. Nearly 400 estimates
have been prepared for paving and road-making, 135
of which were to be paid for by private pi.rties.

About 2,000 notices for the removal of nuisances
have been served. The medical officer of health and
inspectors of nuisances have visited 1,736 houses

:

364 houses have been whitewashed and cleansed;
1,159 cesspools filled up; 63 houses ventilated;

drains amended or laid in fronr 1,250 houses; 1,226
j

water-closets made or amended, and panned and
trapped; water supply laid on to 1,302 punned
closets

; 758 dust-bins constructed, aud 272 old du>t-
bins covered. In three courts, water-cisterns have
been provided for domestic purposes. Proceedings
have been taken in twenty-seven cases against persons
carrying on noxious trades, especially at Belle Isle,

and the result has, in most instances, been succcssful.

The surveyor of scw'ci s, drains, and buildings is now

* See p. 371, ante.

engaged in making a survey of Belle Isle, with a

view to its elJectual drainage. In order to prevent

tbe objectionable practice of conveying patients suft'er-

ing from contagious diseases to the hospital in street-

cabs, tlic vealry have provided three ambulances, and
ihcreby supplied a waut which had been long file aud
loudly complained of.

On the lat of January, 1856, the number of assess-

ments ill the parish was 16,145, and tbe amount of

rental was 491,100/. The number of assessments

now is 17,257, and the amount of rental 523,597/.
;

ISLINGTON-GREEN.
!

In former times the “village greens” and the
i

common lands attached to boroughs and cilies were held

in great respect as places of recreation aud for other '

useful purposes. Tliese commons were, in many in- i

stances, of great extent, aud were more or less culti -

1

valed aud cared for by the various corporations, and
to these spots the inhabitants could send their cows I

and horses to be fed, clothes to be bleached, &e. As !

time passed on, several of these corporations became
I

small bodies in comparison with the great increase of!

tliose inhabitants who were not “ Freemen”—that is
'

to say, who had not availed themselves, by serving an '

a[ipreut’ccship or otherwise, of ihe use of the ancient
|

corporate rights; and it has so happened that these
i

bodies dwindled away to a few who have cast covetous
eyes on propeity which was entrusted to them for

other purposes, and divided it into shares, which have
been built upon and enclosed. Fortunately a number
of these commons were still existing at the lime of
the passing of the Test and Corporation Acts, and
will be DOW preserved for tbe use of future gencra-

lious. AVIiere the common lauds have been divided,

and in other ways appropriated to a use for which
they never were intended, it is evident that a great
act of injustice has been done by the trusters to tbe
community. The other open spaces in piirishes such
as the village greens, although of less extent, have
also an cmineot claim to preservation, and their

utility becomes greater as these little bits of public

property bicomc surrounded by houses. In London
the very name of tbe Green has a pleasant and re-

freshing sound, and it is to be regretted that the greens
have generally been so little cared for. Clerkeuwell-

green, although covered with paving-stones, and
encroached upon by the Sessions-house—a buildiog

most unpleasant to tbe sight— i«, notwithstanding,

an open area of the very greatest value to the inhabi-

tants. Newington-green, Paddingtou-gveeu, Kensall-

green, and twenty other greens of villages uow form-

ing purts of the metropolis, will, if profierly cared for

end priservcd, be in like manner breathing-places for

crowded populations. Amongst the London greens

that of Islington is not the least celcbruted, and tbe i

great increase of building in the neighbourhood ren-

ders its preservation of considerable consfqucnce,— ]

indeed, we can scarcely understand the feeling which
j

prompted the idea of covering a large portion of,

it with a new vestry-hsl). Such an act would, at the ^

present time, be as bad as the appropriation of the

common laads to which we have alluded, and would,

we think, be opposed to the wishes and gcncrul intcl-
|

ligence of the parish. It will not be long bc''ore the
|

turn|)ikc-ga(e is moved out of town, aud that singular

structure used as a police-station surely cannot much
longer exist in this exposed situation, unless it should

'

be kept in countenance by some other buildiug, and,

:

that removed, we should have an open area wbicti, with i

cure, might be made ornamental, and would, iiucloubt-
;

eclly, be veryuseful. Let but the vestry-hall be built,
'

then it is by no mians improbable that it will be
|

fonud necessary to enlarge the station-house, and
1

other things may follow, when a beginning is once
,

made, which will be the means of using up by those
j

now ill office a public area which should be honestly :

and faithluJly kept open for the use of future genera-
'

tions.
'

THE BATTLE OP ISLINGTON-GREEN. ^

All those acqua'utcd with the suburban ouilets of
|

London, know that there arc very few of the “ greens ”
|

of our forefathei'S remaining, as Camberwell, Pad- ;

dlngton, Bethnal, &c. (all verdure at Clurkenwell has
!

lung snccunibcd to pebbles). Borrowing, therefore,
|

Irutn a popular song, addressed to a “ Woodman,” to

spare a time-honoured “tree,” we might, supposing

such on appeal to any parochial officer of good taste

had been anticipated as necessary, have said, Vestry-

man, spare that green."

Otherwise, however, thought the newly-insfitutcd

parochial parliament of Islington : an abnormal

“vestry-hall,” was tbe first stC[iping-stone to their

(imbitiun
;
and, however innocent this taste may have

been, they sinned deeply regarding the site. Reject-

ing eligible and cculral places as a disused nursery

I ground, “ Myddleton-ball,” the purchase or periodi-

; cal use of which they might have easily secured, they

I made a “grab” at the “green,”— seemingly as actuates

some tyrants to unfortnnate donkeys,—because they
thought it “had got no friends.”

“ Islington-green ” was given to the parish, as “a
public areafurever,” by the Marquis of Noithampton,
Lord of the Manor of Canonhnry, whilom, belonging
to St. Barlbolomew’s Priory, Smithfield, about eighty
years ago. The space, enclosed about ten years ago,

and in a bald and clumsy manner, capable now
of tasteful improvements, is hardly an acre and a

half. Still old Islingtooians, and more recent ones
of taste, were determined (honour lo their example),

not to “ stand ” it
;
and though a small majority of

vestrymen, on the 11th of July, determined that the

green should be used, bejiig greeted at their next

meeting, oa the 18th, by a memorial, signed by 450
IsliuatoDians, magistrates, clergymen, dissenting

ministers, medical men, &c. with the full knowledge
that a similar protest was going to the Marquis of

NorthaiTipton, they thought “the betler part of

valour was discretion,” and promptly sncciimhed, and
so the green is, for the present, saved, some other

site being directed to be chosen.

Thus, those who wished to defend “old paths”

—

stare super antiqiias vias—have been successful, and
a time-honoured patch of common verdure, however
comparatively insignificant or unattractive, as now
drearily laid out, has been preserved, and a worse ap-

propriation negatived. But, as wc live in a Christian

laud, “ let by-gones be by-goncs.” Let the defeated

vestrymen think how nobly and permanently they

may redeem the momentary dissatisfactioa of the

public. “Public baths and washhouses,” here, as in

any populous quarter where they arc not yet existing,

much needed— cheap, wholesome “ lodging-housesfor

the poor” (for the word “ model” is nearly superseded),

— sanitaryimprovemi-nls—might yet make the battle

of the green forgotten in brighter triumphs, attended

by general approbation. Vesteyjlan.

PROVINCIAL NEAVS.

Noncich .—At the Norfolk Quarter Sessions, just

held, a letter from the county surveyor, Mr. John
Brown, was read, in which the magistrates were called

upon to review his long services, and define his posi-

tion, giving him a fixed remuneration equal to the

work expected of him. Mr. Brown’s salary, we
believe, has been only 75/. a year

!

Chester.—Some proposed new buildings in East-

gate-street, designed by Mr. T. M. Penson, architect,

are thus described by the local Chronicle :—The
erection in question will embrace three shops of large

dimensions ; the first and second lloors over the row
being intended for chambers or offices, access to them
being obtained by a stone staircase carried up the

front of the building as a campanile tower, with a

biglily-pitchcd roof. The whole design is strictly

Medimval of the period of the fourteenth century, the

front being siipporled by a series of Gothic arches,

the windows of the upper part being of the same
style, sifiiilar to those in some of the buildings iu the

old cities in Belgium. The whole front will be con-

structed of white stone, and the roof covered with

Staffordshire tiles in pattern. Messrs. Dixon^ and

AVardell have purchased extensive premises in East-

gate-street and St. AVerburgh-street, on the site of

which they purpose erecting a bank, their present

one being very inconvenient. AVe hope, adds onr

authority, that Messrs. Dixons and AVardell will follow

Messrs. Brown’s example, and erect a building of a

similar slyl-*, as itis desirable that, iu an old city like

this Mcdifcval or Elizabethan architecture should be

adopted in preference to Grecian.

.<^/iKry.—Almshouses have just been commenced

at Albury-park, tbe seat of Henry Drummond, Esq.

M.P. They are to be constructed of red brick and

ornamented oak work. The building consists of a

chapel, comniiltee-room, and chambers for twelve

inmates. Messrs. Pugin aud Murray are the archi-

tects.

Manchester .—The designs for a graveyard-monn-

meiit to Ihe late Jlr. Joseph Brotherton have been

on view in the Museum, Peel-park. The cost of

the monument will be about 500/. Id addition to

this memorial, a statue of Mr. Brotherlon, hy Mr.

Matthew Noble, is to be placed in Peel-park.
_

The

designs for the cemetery memorial are of a miscel-

laneous character, as wc have already menlioued.

//a/j/J/o-.— The People’s Park, the gift of Mr.

Frank Crossley, M.P. for Halifax, is now well nigh

completed. Though but twelve and a half acres in

extent (iu consequence of Mr. Crossley’s inability to

come to an agreement for the purchase of the adjoin-

ing land), its cost is upwards of 30,000/. It is

situated in the eastern extremity of the town, con-

tiguous to tbe mansion of Mr. Crossley, and to the

almshouses recently erected by this gentleman at a

cost of some 20,000/. The park has been laid out

from the designs of Sir Joseph Paxton, and under the

superintendence of Mr. Milner, curator at the Syden-

ham-gardens, and Mr.Dawson, formerlyresident super-
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iotendent at the Sydcnlam-gardeDS. It will be com-

pleted in about two months. A committee has been

appoiuted at a recent public meeting for the piir|)Ose of

carrying out resolutions in favour of the fornialiou of

pubUc baths at Halifax.

Scarborough.—The Scarborough Cliff Bridge Com-

pany, in reply to advertisements soliciliog estimates

for work connected with the building of a sea-wall at

the foot of the cliff to the north and south of the Spa,

including the formation of a carriage-drive upon the

wall at the north end, received the following:

—

Messrs. Wright and Siglcy, Manchester, 4,900/.;

Messrs. Smith and Cawoud, Scarborough, 4,500/.;

Mr. Sbafto, York, 4,400/. The last-named is the

successful competitor, his estimale being considerably

below the supposed cost of the work as intimated in

the last report of the committee of the shareholders.

Silloth Bag.—Much activity prevails at Silloth

Bay in anticipation of the ceremony of laying the

foundation stone of the docks, which is to take place,

according to the Carlisle Journal, on the 4th of

August. The jetty is nearly complete, having been
carried out upwards of 1,000 feet, to a depth of

10 feet at low water mark. The landing stages and
lighthouse are progressing. The wharfing is com-
pleted, and a line of railway has been laid along the

north frontage. The coffer-dam and other wo)'ks,

necessary previous to proceeding with the masonry of

the dock, have been constructed. A large pumping-
engine has been erected to cany off the water from
the land springs. Another engine has been erected
to erpedite the excavation of the docks. A diver is

now engaged upon the jetty. The nucleus of the
town is gradually expanding. Plans of the proposed
town, prepared by Messrs. Hay, of Liverpool, have
been lithographed. Among the various buildings
projected is a Temperauce-hotel and Boarding-house.

Glasgow.—The Kelvingrove of the Scottish poet is

no longer the solitary rural retreat it once was, but is

fast becoming a grove of houses, interspersed, how-
ever, still, with turf and tree. The portions of Kel-
vingrovc-park and buildings in front of Park-quad-
rant and Cliff-terrace, have now been completed. The
laying out of the park grounds is now fioished. Sir
Joseph Paxton’s plan having been carried out as far
as practicable. A number of additional walks and
terraces has been formed upon the suggestions of Mr.
Charles Wilson, architect. During the summer
months, according to the Glasgow Gazelle, from
30,000 to 40,000 persons visit the park each fair

Sunday. On the Kelvingrove grounds are now two
large guns and a mortar captured at Sebastopol in
1855. The buildings on the lands reserved by the
town council for feuing have made vapid progress.
Already the whole of Park-gardens and Park-terrace
have been feued and built on. The houses are of a
first-class character, and have been eagerly bought up
by the principal merchants of the city.

SCHOOLS.
Stone.—The foundation-stone of new schools, in

connection with the p.ariah church of Stoue, was laid

by the Bishop of Lichfield, on Thursday, the 16tb
ifit. The schools are being built on a site opposi'e
the vicarage-house, containing about 1,700 yards of
ground. They comprise school-rooms for 100 boys,
100 girls, and about 80 iufiinls, with class-rooms,
lavatories, and playgrounds for each sex, and a
teachers’ residence, &c. The schools will be built of
Pressed red aud blue bricks, with stone dressinf's.

The design is in the Decorated style of Gothic archi-
lecture, presenting two projecting gables with tracery
windows, a receding centre with Iraceiy dormer
windows, and an open arcade stretching between tiie

two gables, the archways being enclosed with orna-
mental iron railing and gates. lu the ceulre of the
roof there is a bell-turret, ornamented wiili gurgoyle
and finials, broached canopy, and weather vaue. The
roof is to be opeu timbered, stained and viirnishcd,
and the floors boarded. The design was furnished by-

Messrs. Ward and Son, of Haulcv, architects, and
the builder is Mr. John Turner, of Stone. The entire
cost of the building and fittiugs will be about 1,500/.

Livergool.—^y Francis Xavier’s (R.C.) Schools,
Hague-street, Liverpool, erected for the accomniodii-
tion of 1,000 children, of red sandstone, in 1854,
from designs, in the Early Decorated style, by Mr!
Joseph Spencer, architect, and under his immediate
superintendence, at a cost of upwards of 3,000/. are
about to he enlarged. The present conteinpla'cil
erections embrace an enlargement of the infants’
school, doubling its area, and the addition of a girls’
class-room. The estimates are as follows

;
quantities

supplied :

—

Langsdale and Holme £798 0 0
Wm. Oliver 794 q q
J. II. Mullen 720 0 0
Nicholson and Ayre 670 l'^ 6

C50 0 0
Lr. Rome (accepted) 029 0 0

Notliiigham.—The foundation-stone of girls’ and

infants’ Sunday and day schools, iu connexion with

St. Matthew’s Church, Upper Talbot -street, Notting-

ham, was laid on the 21st ult. by Lady Middleton.

TJie buitdiug will coutaiu two school-rooms, each

58 feet long by 18 feet broad, for the use of the girls
;

several small class-rooms, for the infant scholars, aud

a residence (under the same roof) for the mistress.

Tlie estimated cost is about 1,200/. The architect is

Mr. C. H. Edwards; and the builders are JMessrs.

Harvey and Hill.

Ripponden.—The new iiatioml school at Triangle,

which has been iu course of erection for some time,

is now nearly completed. The erection stands upon
a plot of building ground near to the high road, aud

consists of a large school-room, with class-rooms aud
master’s residence attiiched. The style adopted is the

Eai'ly English, with randilicalions, and the design is

by Mr. Pritchett, of Huddersfield, architect.

Willingion.—IMr. Robert Stephensou,M.P.,accord-
ing to the Gateshead Observer, is about to erect

public schools at Williogton, his native place.

South Shields. — Dr. IViatcrbottora, of South
Shields, is said to have announced his intention of
appropriating 20,000/. for the purpose of erecting a
college for seamen

;
the money to be available at his

death.

PUBLIC BUILDINGS IN THE PROVINCES.
Reading.—At a recent meeting of the Local Board

of Health, a report was received from a committee
appointed to inquire into the subject of the erection
of abattoirs iu this town, in which they strongly
urged the desirability of such a plan, as the ouiy
adequate means of abating the great evils now
acknowledged to exist. The report was adopted by
the Board, giving also powers to the committee to
carry out the object proposed by them, first laving
the plans and estimates for the same before the Board
for approval.

//t^rZ/hri/.—At a special mectingoflhcHertford town
council, held to receive and consider the estimates for
the alterations in the corn exchange, Mr. Evans, the
architect whose plans liad been accepted, being pre-
sent, there were only the two following tenders :

—

-Mr. S. Andrews, 1,240/.; Mr. ’Wingfield, 740/. JMr.
Evans stated that, having made a careful estimate of
the work, he was prepared to say that the lowest
estimate was a fair and moderate one. The amount
seems, however, to have taken the council by surprise,
and, after some discussion, they determined on
adjmiruing the consideration of the tenders. The
building, if improved on the plans of Mr. Evans,
according to the Hertford Mercury, would be not
only an adequate corn exchange, but well adapted for
the purposes of a paMlc library, and also be an orna-
mental addition to the town.

Weston-super-Mare.~-'[i\s. intended to construct
a suite of public J'ooms upon the site known as “ Fair-
lawn,” near the Royal Hotel, at Westou. The under-
taking will include an assembly-room, about 70 feet

by 35 feet, and a smaller room or hall, besides a read-
ing-room, with ante-rooms. The projector is Mr. E.
Locock, who is building a range of shops and dwellings
in the same locality.

Tewkesbury.— .\t the Severn New ’Works, on
Saturday, tlie 12th iilt. a movement of the earth near
where the large engine is stationed on the works in

the Severn Ham was observed, and by the evening
the engine-house was found to have sunk about
4 inches. On the following Monday morning an earth

slip near the lock took place, doing, however, little or

no damage.

Liskeard.—The tenders for the erection of the new
town-hall were delivered on the 22nd ult. The build-

j

ing is to be principally of granite, procured from the

!

Cheesewring or Browngcllis quarries, and from the

j

basement to the top of the roof will be about 50 feet

high. The tower for the town clock will be 03 feet

high, underneath wliich is tlie cntrance-door to the
reading-room belonging to the ^Icchanics’ Institute.

The principal eutrauce to the town-hall will be iu

lore-street, and two other gate entrances to the
butchers’ market in the same street. The interior

dimensions of the town-hall will be, 53 feet in length,

28 feet 0 inches in width, and 23 feet in height
;

the

I

size of the present room being 08 feet by 17 feet

^

0 inches. The reading-room will be 27 feet 3 inches

j

by 17 feet 5 inches, adjuiiiiug which will be the county
court judge’s room

; aud at the other end, over part

j

of the old Tin Court, a public office, 1-i feet 3 inches
; by 14 feet

; the other part of the Tiu Court having a
glass rooliug, with the butchers’ market undeineath
the whole. The height of the market will be 16 I'ect.

Tamworth.—At a meeting of the local board of

guardians on the ISth ult. tenders were received
ior the erection of the new workhouse, according to

the plaus of Messrs. Briggs and Evcnill, of Birming-
nam. The tenders varied iu amount from that of
ilcssrs. Ferguson and Allen, of Nottingham, 4,950/.
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to the highest, 6,140/. The tender of Messrs. Fer-

guson and Allen was accepted, subject to the approval
of the Poor Law Board.

Stockport.-—Ri a public meeting here, it has been
resolved to call upon the corporation to erect public
baths for the town. The mayor has been requested
to call a special meeting of the council to consider the
subject.

If1st Hartlepool.—About two years ago, says the
Durham Advertiser, the sum of 1,600/. was laid out
iu the building of commodious slaughter-houses a
short distauce from the town, and by a mandate the
knights of the cleaver were forbidden thenceforth to
slaughter within the precincts of the town, the commis-
sioners naturally reposing in the belief that henceforth

all the slaughtering would of necessity be done in their

new shops. A number ofbutchers took the “ huff ” at

the “ tyranny ” of the commissioners, and in revenge
built themselves slaughter-houses outside the town.
The commissioners’ shops, therefore, lost the antici-

pated custom, and now the proceeds are less by 70/.

per annum than the interest of the money and work-
ing expenses. To remedy this state of things, the

commissioners are now setting their wits to work, and
one notable project is to convert one-half of the

slaughter-houses into dwelling-houses, some of the

body finding out that residence in such a locality is

not unhealthy I

South Shields.—The opening of a new market, at

the high part of South Shields, took place on the 18th
ult. The market stands on a plut of ground situated

at the junction of West Holborn and Commercial-
road, and consists of twelve shops surrounding a

central area, with two entrances at the north and
south angles, and a minor one in Commercial-road.

The main entrances are through rusticated archways,

flanked by Tuscan columns, and surmounted by carved

pediments. Over the south entrance stands a clock-

tower, 34 feet high, surmounted wiih a gilded vane.

The materials of the building are brick and stone,

with wood-framed partitions betw'een the shops. In
the centre of the enclosed area is an ornamental

water-basin and gas-pillar, and proper conveniences

are provided for the market people. The whole of

the shops are to be lighted with gas, and have open,

timber roofs, boarded over and painted, with project-

ing eaves. The enclosed area and the shops are

asphalted.

Chesier-le-Streei.— The new union workhouse,

erected at the south end of Chester-le-Streei, says the

Gateshead Observer, was visited by Mr. Hirst, poor-

law inspector, on the 16th ult. It was, he said, a

model workhouse. Fronting the road is a building

comprising porter’s - lodge, board -room, relieving

officer’s and clerk’s offices, probation and vagrants’

wards, &c. &c. all conveniently arranged. The gardens

are behind
;
and beyond these is the workhouse, with

.
au elevation the effect of which is marred by uncouth,

walls, erected by command of the Poor-law Board in

London, for the commendable purpose of preventing

communication between the young persons within and

the adults in the grounds without. Mr. Matthew
Thompson was the architect of the workhouse. The
principal contractors were Messrs. Currie and Gibson

;

the plumber Mr. Bailey.

Alston.—The fouudation stone of a new To^vn-

h.ill was laid here on the 15th ult. Upwards of

1,300/. have been subscribed iu this small out-of-the-

way place for the purpose.

Berwick-upon-Tweed.—The foundation stone of a

new Corn Exchange was laid here on the 4th ult.

The architect is Mr. John Johnston, and the builder

Mr. Matthew Reed.

STAINED GL.'ISS.

Uipponden.—The church of this secluded village

is about to be adorned by the east window being filled

I

with stained glass. The window is a triplet one, and
! forms a kind of apse to the church. The expense will

; be defrayed by a lady who formerly resided at Rip-

!
ponden. Mr. Bell, the artist (who has reeenlly been

I

employed upon the parish church windows), will

I

produce the design and the estimate.

I

Halifa.v.—Recently three stained-glass windows

I

have been added at the parish church of Halifax,

About two years ago the large centre window at the

j

east end of the chiu’ch was filled with stained glass,

j

aad ihe result was so satisfactory that many of the

I more active of the congregation determined to carry

i

out still further the improvement of the edifice at

1
various points. A subscription was accordingly entered

into for the purpose. Now, the windows on each side

I

of the central east window are both completed. The

;

design of that on (he south side is the ‘‘ Preaching of

I
Joha the Baptist.” The forerunner of the Saviour,

j

surrounded by a group of Pharisees and Sadducces,

I

attired iu costly apparel, occupies the centre of the

j

picture. The whole of the figures are jdaced itnder
' canopies. For this window aMr. Bel! of London, was
I the artist. The north window is also from a design
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by Mr. Bell
;
the subject being the “Healing of the

Cripple at the Beautiful Gate of the Temple.” The
apostles Peter and John are surrounded by a group of

wondering people. The cripple is in the attiluflc of

rising. Another paiuted window has been filled in

the south chapel, sometimes termed Dr. Holdsworth’s

Cliapel. The subject is “ The Raising of Lazarus

from the Dead.” Near the Saviour are figures of

Martha and Mary. Other alterations are beiug carried

on within the precincts of the church.

HJaid^lona.—A stained-glass window has recently

been placed in the south side of All Saints’ Church,

Maidstone, by the Rev. T. A. Carr, curate, in memory
of his sister. On one side, in the centre of the two
principal lights, is a representation of the laying of

our Saviour in the tomb, and, on the other side, an

illustration of the visit of Mary Magdalene and Mary
the mother of James, to the sepulchre, after the resur-

rection. At the head of the window are monograms
descriptive of the name and attributes of the Redeemer.
The remaining portions arc filled in with omaniental
devices, &c. The work has been executed by Messrs.

Powell aud Sons.

PROPOSED ROOMS FOR THE TN.STITUTE
OF ARCHITECTS, AND GALLERIES FOR
THE ARCIIITECrURAL EXHIBITION.
Sir,—Will you permit me to call attention through

your columns to the great importaucc of the under-

talring, now in baud, for providing spacious rooms for

the Royal Institute of British Architects, and a set

of gallerie.s, equal to any in London, for the Archi-

tectural Eshibiliou? This, however, is not all, for

there will be accommodation for other bodies con-

nected directly or indirectly with the art.

Surely the conviction must force itself upon every

one, that this is indeed a most important opportunity,

and full of advantages, which on no account must be

lost, and which are likely to bear the very best fruit.

The Institute will gain greatly by superior accom-

modation, aud specially by the convenience arising

from the proximity of the galleries
;
aud the Exhibi-

tion Committee will at last have the satisfacliou of

seeing the exhibition open at the J'ight time.

It is intended to devote the whole of these premises

especially for the use of architectural art; and there

are many kindred societies, it is to be hoped, who will

lend theii- aid for the common good, and who will join

in realising a common advantage.

The now pressing necessity is to subscribe the

necessary funds
;
and it is desirable that the whole

should be kept in the bauds of the profession. I trust,

therefore, that when the formal appeal is made all

will be ready to do what they can
;
and if so, tlie result

will be attained easily, and without special effort ou

the part of individuals. Hoping your support and

encouragement will be afforded us at this important

moment,— I am, &c.

Jas. Edmeston", Hon. Sec. Arch. Exhibitiou.

DISTRICT SURVEYORS AND DANGEROUS
S'l'RUCTURES.

METROPOLITAN BOARD OF WORKS.

The Board at its usual raeetiogr on Friday last, reported
on the subject to tho effect;—“ That in conformity with

the resolution of the Board of the 17th July instant, they
had turned their attention to the memorial of the District

Surveyors’ Association for the districts umier the Metro-
politan Buildine Act, stating that certain erroneous,
public, and official stiitements to their prejudice had
recently been published in connection with the acoident of
the falling of certain premises in Tottenham-court-road,
vindicating their official conduct, and requesting that this

Board, having to pass tho accounts of the charges of the

Police Commissioners’ officer, in respect of dangerous
structures, would institute an inquiry into the mode in

which the provisions of the second part of the Metro-
politan Building Act had been carried out, more espe-
cially by the memorialists. That the committee had con-
sidered the allegations in that memorial, but had deemed
it to be beyond their province to institute an inquiry into

tho various matters referred to in that document, but
they deemed it of importance to call the attention of the
Board to the disiidvai^tages which they considered to be
attendant upon the system they are informed is at present
in use, of employing one surveyor, not being a district

surveyor, in relation to the whole or a largo propor-
tion of tho ruinous structures which become the sub-
ject of proceedings by the Commissionera of Police

for the Metropolis, and to tho public benefit which
the committee thought would result from the habi-
tual employment of the district surveyor in those cases
which may arise within his owu district. That the com-
mittee considered that the primary intention of the Legis-
lature in the 69th section of the Building Act, by which
the commissioners are directed to require a survey of the
ruinous structure to be made by the district surveyor, or
by some other competent surveyor, was that the district

surveyor should be employed wherever practicable, and
that the employment of another surveyor was to bo re-
garded as exceptional only. That tbat opinion seemed to
derive corroboration from the fact that the same section
confers upon the district surveyor the duty of making
known to the commissioners any information he may re-

ceive with respect to any structure being in a ruinous
state. That tho fact that this duty is to be performed by
the district surveyor without fee seems to point to an
official employment of the same functionary iu the subse-
quent stages of the transaction. That the district sur-
veyor, as the party taking tho first step iu relation to the
matter, by being compelled to give notice of such ruinous

structures as may come to bis knowledge, is in possession of
information which qualifies hiraforeffectivelyeouductingthe
proceeding inits ulterior stages. 1 hat it would appear from
the accounts of charges submitted by the Commissioners
of Police to the Board for approval, that the employment
and payment of tho district surveyor, in addition to the
other surveyor, arc even now sometimes indispensable.
That the matter having been initiated by a district sur-
veyor, the subsequent employment of another surveyor
having such multifarious and widely extended duties to
perform, is calculated to introduce a divided responsibility
which the committee considered it would be for the inte-
rest of the public to avoid. That the local knowledge,
limited district, and special competency of the district sur-
veyor, seem peculiarly to fit him for the duty in question,
and the com'nitteo thought bis employment woubi obviate
the sub-division of authority and responsibility which
appear attendant on the present system, and they sug-
gested that a respectful representation to the above effect
be made to the Metropolitan Commissioners of Police.

Also stating that they had under consideration the
communication from Captain Labalmondiere for the ap-
pointment of fees for special services in connection with
dangerous structures, referred to by tho Board on the
17th instant, and were of opinion that the following are
the proper amounts to be allowed to the surveyorappointed
by the Commissioners of Metropolitan Police for the
undermentioned services performed underthe 7ath section
of tho Metropolitan Building Act

Part II. relating to Dangerous Structures.

For giving instructions and superintending the
erection of shoring (including wlien
requisite), aud hoarding to a dangerous struc-

ture, and examining aud certifying the con-
tractor’s account for the same £0 10 0

For shoring without hoarding, or hoarding with-
out shoring, and examining and certifying tho
account 0 7 6

Tho commissioners’ notice not having been com-
plied with, making application at tho police-

court for the issue of summons by commis-
sioners’ direction 0 5 0

For visiting tho structure before the hearing of
the case, attending the police-court to give
evidence, and obtaining tho magistrate’s order 0 5 0

Also stating that they had considered the amounts to
be applied to cases enumerated in the communications
above alluded to from Captain Liibalmondiere, and sub-
mitting the same for approval by the Board."

ST. JAMES'S-PAL.ACE.

Whf-N this was the sole town residence of GeorgclII.

and his family, when it served for the levees, courts,

and royal festivities, the attendances were probably

not so great as now ; at any rate, there never was

such an outcry against its want of extent and conve-

nience as has lately been bruited amongst the aris-

tocracy, and re-echoed through the wliole range of the

press. A pile of several abodes and ancient suites,

somewhat resembling Chelsea Hospital, and certainly

far inferior to any portion of Ilamptoo-court,—it is ill

calculated for any of the objects to which it is dedi-

cated, whether residential or otherwise. The domi-

ciles of the whole nation have been vastly improved

since the date of its foundation, and so also has the

palace of the monarch of Britain been constructed on

the modern scale of style and com^’ort. St. James’s

Palace is now but an occasional assembly-room,

opened, as Almack’s or the Hanover-rooms, hut not

oue tithe so often, for the reception of visitors : this

is as to the State apartments : for the rest of the pile,

it is a lie-by—someihiug of the old workhouse kind

—

for officials, pensioners, aud a caplain’s guard.

All this occupies a site which is most certainly one

of the best in London. It ranges square between

Pall-mall and the Park, to which it has a frontage of

450 feet (exclusive of the colonnade oa tho north, and

of the projecting enl ranee and stack in the stable-yard),

with a depth of 460 feet between the Park-wall and

the pavement in Pall-mall. Here is a plot for a

magnificent structure as large as Somerset House,

and even larger than the central mass of Buckingham

Palace,—a plot which, as to the character of the pre-

sent buildings, is wholly thrown away
;
and whicli,

as to the objects it subserves, is in a torpid and inert

condition.

It would occur to passing observers of the works

now in progress; of some that have been threatened,
;

but suspended
;
and of others which are promised, and :

perhaps reserved for the next generation
;
that the

I

i building funds of the nation aud the energies of the
,

i
Board of "Works, aided by the professional talent

'

!
which we have lately seen iu competition, could not be

' better expended than for the purpose of raising a

i
fabric here worthy of the age, and suitable to the

' occasions of the Court, as well as to the sjileudid

'
position in the West-end, of which it ought to he the

I

]nainfeature.

\

In any new elevation, there should be an opening

reserved, so as to give n vista into the park
;

or, at

least, the “ pian terreno ” should he surmounted with

an inteiwal, columuiated, as in Somerset House, to

afford a glimpse from the ascent of the street, aud

from Piccadilly, of the foliage behind, and mayhap of

one of the St. Stephen’s towers. At the same time,

in order to accom|)lish Pall-mall (the most admirable

palatial range of London), and to exhibit Lord Elles-

mere’s aud the Duke of Sutherland’s noble mansions,

the unseemly and dislocated range of Palace-row and

Little St. Jamcs’s-placc ought to be withdrawn from

the splendid opening which they shut out, and from
the pi-opioquity which they so iirespectivcly degrade.
As to the erection of State reception-rooms Qately

recommended in the Builder) adjacent to her Majesty’s

palace, iu Buckingham-gardens; it is manifest that
such an addition would rentier the norlh wing of the
palace gloomy, if not unhealthy

;
tbat it would occupy

pleasant grounds, not now too extensive ; aud that it

would not enhance the value of any architectnral pre-

tensions (if any) to which the royal abode may lay

claim.

It would be vain to say one word as to the style of

architecture to be employed, or to exacerbate the

bitter strife now raging between the admirers of the

ordinal and the devotees to the Gothic : suffice it, that

above all, the building should be a chefd'txuvre suit-

able to the most glonous site in London.

CLERKENWELL IMPROVEMENT.
VICTORIA STREET.

Much discontent and dissatisfaction prevails at

the dilatory proceedings of the City authorities with
regard to the new street, considerable loss and
iuconvcniciices having been experienced by large

shopkeepers, from the removal of an entire neigh-

bourhood, upon which they had been more or less

dependant for support and means of subsistence.

In this view of the matter they would have an
equitable claim for cbmpcnsatlon aud relief.

The City authorities are following, and have for

some time past been flirting with the North Metro-

politan Railway Company. How far they arc ful-

filling the requirements of the Act under which they

were constituted for the formation of a new street, and
whether this is strictly compat'ble with their powers

and jurisdiction, is yet to be seen. These long delays

have inflicted great injury on Clerkenwell, as relates

to property circumjacent to the line of intended new
street, preventing improvements from the prevalent

uncertainty
; aud the number of empty houses is

alarming.

What I am more particularly desirous of calling

the attention ofyonr readers to is tliis,—that the new
street aud its concomitants are being sacrificed to the

veriest ignis fuiuus that ever lured any public body
from the performance of a plain duty. In the present

state and aspect of (he money market, the North
Metropolitan is simply an absurdity

;
and that money

will be less stringent is very improbable.

A Ratepayer.

OPERATIVE MASONS’ BENEFIT SOCIETY.
The forty-seventh anniversary of the Operative

Masons’ Benefit Society was celebrated at the High-
bury-b.arn Tavern, Islington, on Tuesday last, the

28th ult. The members and their friends, including

some of the principal builders, or theirn-presentatives,

to the number of about 100, sat down to an excellent

dinner at half-past four o’clock.

Iu the absence of their president, Mr. C. H. Smith
was called to the chair. After the usual toasts, the

secretary read a statement of the society’s affairs,

receipts, and e.xpenditure, by which it appears to he
progressing, slowly and surely, in the right direction

:

the numbers increase, the funds improve. Still, it is

rather surprising that a society so firmly established,

during nearly half a century, should not be more
generally known and appreciated by the working

stone-masons. At about eight o’clock there was a

general disturbance in the room, though by no means

a disagreeable one : a few of the other sex, gaily attired,

were observed peeping iu at the door, and were

gradually pressed forward by others from behind.

Almost like magic, the chairs and tables were heard

nimbliug from the centre to the sides of ihe room

;

the music struck up a quadrille
;

all faces were lively

and cheerful. Off they went ou the “ light fantastic

toe,” and continued iu action until midnight, appa-

rently highly gratified with each other’s company.

If the “ carvers ” had it all their own way at dinner,

the “ setters ” were at a premium in the dance.

NOTES UPON IRON.

{From our Correspondent at Wolverhampton^

The completing of old orders and the supplying of

a fro:ii-liaiid-to-mouth demand, now being made,

keeps most of the South Staffordshire ironmasters

pretty fully occupied. As a whole, however, the

trade* is “ quiet and this was the geoeral reply

which met the inquiry made by one master of the

other at their customary weekly gatherings at "Wolver-

hampton aud at Birmingham.

Ttie orders on export account are for the most part

forwarded vid Hull : some are sent to London
;
very

few to Iiivcrpool ; the Americans, who seem to be able

to do cither with or without iron, having been com-

pelled to check their demand by their speculations in

land iu the western states. The letters by the Persia,
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•which were delivered after a pas?a,ge tlic shortest on

record, conts-ined no orders worth met tioiiinj;.

The activitj^ of the export trade to the northern

ports arises first from Ill’s being ihc “se:i?on fur

the Hull trade, and next, from the l-te hoslililies

having irenased customers’ necessities. The reduc-

tions in the Russian tariff appear as 7et to be o.d.v

imperfectly uiidtrstood in this di'-trict, the olhc'ai

list not having hitherto come to hand. There can b •

no doubt, however, that the pig makers of the

Cleveland district in particular will he binchfed by

the reduction
;
and the tin and japanned v'ares of

Bilstoii will in consequence be in improved demaud.

The Russian weights and coins only have been nun-

tioned in all the printed statements th'd vi'e have seen

of the alteration. In English, supposing the exchange

to be at 38, which is a fair rate, 15 copecs per pood

upon pig iron will be 1?. 5d. per cwt.
;
50 copecs per

pood on bars of half an inch thick and upwards,

4s. 9d. per cwt.
;
and 90 copecs per pond upon plates

will be 8s. 6d. per cwt. Under the old tariff piiis

were altogether prohibited, except in a few instances

in whii-h permission was grented to engineers to im-

port staled quantities dutyfree.

There is a tolerably good demand from home
markets, the descriptions indicating at once an ex-

tended application of steam to the requirements of

navigation and conimerce, and a free use of iron ns a

constructive malcriul in stationary buildings and fur

sanitary purposes. The casting firms, with whom
large contracts are generally made, are repotted to be

active.

"SVe have heard of no extensive transactions at

prices different from those quoted in our last.

The “make” of malleable iron lias been ebreked

by the men at several large works keeping holiday

at the Tipton “wakes.”

EOREIGN INTELLIGEXCE.
Anolher Naiional Art Exhibition.—That ullivia

Thule of Europe, Christiana, the capital of Norway,
has also its art-exhibition, of 120 exhibitors and 573
articles. The exhibition is especially interesting by
its landscapes after nature, depicting fuilbfiiiiy the

cba'racler of these distant northern sceneries.

SONG ON PUGIN’S TDR.\. TII.VT THERE
WAS NO ClllllSTIAN ARCIIITECTUKE
BUT GOTHIC.

The fiillowing jeu d’esprit wa^ wriitcn about

the time ol the publicatiun of A.W. Piiuin’s Cu«-

trads. It was privately cTcuhiied, and unde seme

little noise: a coircS[ioiideot of Noles and Queries

wants to know who was ils author, or any infuriua-

tiun about tiira ? Some of our re.idirs may know.

“ Oh ! have you seen the work just out

By Pugiu, the gn at Builder ?

‘ Arohiteetiiral Coiitra-ts ’ he’s made out

Pour Proiistauts to bewilder.

The Ciilholie Church, she never knew
Till Mr. Pugin tmglit her.

That Orthodoxy had to do

At all wiih bricks and mortar.

But row, ’lis clear to me and all,

S-nue he’s pnhiif-hed his lecture.

No church i-! Catholic at all

Without Gothic Architecture !

In ficf, he quite turns up his nose

At any style tliat's mcent,

;

The- Grician, too, he plainly shows

Is wicked, and undaceiit.

Tlerc’s not a bit of pious taste

Iver .since the Rel'orniat'on :

’Twns IlaTy ih’ eighth, the. nasty baste.

That iulroduced the Gr.ician.

When they denied the Truth oiitriglit

O' Papal Domination ;

They threw iti the ‘Composite’

—

That great Abomiuatioii.

Ntxt thing their friends to build ‘dozing-pens’*

In the most systcinalic way go :

Tlicv’il be kilt, they say, the other way,

Willi rheumatics, or lumbago.

Some raise a front up to the street.

Like oil'd WesUniuslcr .^bbry
;

But thin they think the Lord to cheat.

Anil build the buck pait shabby.

liMPROYED DWELLINGS -AT KENSINGTON.

An influential meeting of the inhabitants o' Kensing-

ton w;is held on the 21st u't. for the jiurpose of making

more extensively kiuiwn the objec's of the Keusiiigton

Association, on limited liability principles, lor jirovid-

ing improved dwellings for the labouring classes. The
Duke of Argjle presided. In opening the proceed-

ings his grace said that there were a large number of

families crowdid together in Kensington, and he

thought they should do t.U to remedy this state of

things that lay in ihe’r power: it was their duly to

do so. Leaving Parlinment to deal with the question

as they tlmughi; best, they must therrsrlves try to

deal with it, and he could see no other mode but that

of joining their exertions to those of others in other

pai’ts of the metropolis in [Tovidiug good aud healthy

dwellings fir the working classes. He thought they

should try to make them remunerative, as lliey would

not be of that class and extent nn'tss ihcy were so.

The systim of taking houses on the huililing society

princijilc hid been f uiiid to woik wi II. The Society

for Improving tl.e Dwellings of the Labouring Classes

had taken houses :in(l built others, and the n sults had

averaged 4 to 6 per ccn^. dividend, while in one iu-

sfunce 10 per cent, had bi en realistd. He felt that

there were a great many in Kensington who would

heartily rejoice if they eou'd, by this class (ff subscrip-

tion®, aid in extending the accommodation for the

hoiisitig of the woiking man and his f.iraily. It was

a good Christian work, and when the lesults were

seen, tliey would all feel that they liad an ample re-

turn for what they had done, if only a portion of the

working min were benefited. Appropriate resolu-

tions were passed, and Mr. Walti r (chaTman of the

directors) then explained the modus operandi of the

association at some length, and movid a resolution to

the effect '• That the association lately formed in Ken-

sington, with limited liability, under the .Joint-Stock

Companies A<t, 1856, ‘For providing Improved

Dwellings for the L-ibouring Classes,’ is deserving

encouiagemeot.” He added that the amount already

subscribed was 2.5807. and that a site nearthe police-

court had been approved by several ioflucutial gentle-

men. The amount of thiii’ capital was limited to

10,000/. but if they could get about 5,000/. Ibey

could make a good begiuniug.

Sluiigard.—An exhibition of agricnltural and other

national produce will be held here during the

anramer.

IvsprucJc.— On the occasion of the festival of the

opening of the North-Italisn Railway, an cxhibiiioD

of industrial and other national produce, as well as

arts, will take place.

The Munich Ghjptothek was lately endangered by

a fire bursting out in the roof, where a man repairing

the copper had left some burning charcoal : how-
ever, it was soon got under.

France .— The Canal of Garpenfras.— Tl.is im-

portant work, planned since 1771, ha® at length been

compleled and inaugurated. Messrs. Pirrier and

Comte are the engineers who have accomplished the

task. The Cnnal of Carpentras. which now kads
the watci's of the Durance in the midst of the Provence,

has a length of 70,000 mbtres, and its koncession is

for 6 cnbic mfelres of water. The surface which it is

capable of irrigating is 20,000 mfelres, comprking the

lands of eleven communes. It h s been cons'trucfed

at an expense of 2,500,000 francs, and has occupied

350,000 days of labour.

The Summer Phase of Social Life.—The manorial
life, so to say, on the continent, during the summer
months, is entirely disappearing, and has made room
for the thcrmiil and excursion life. The hotels in the
frequented parts of Europe begin to assume the shape

of castles and palaces; still, they do not sufScc for

those pilgrims lo the shrines of nature, who now tra-

verse the land in all directions.

Asi/les in the Alps.—A snm of 50,000 francs from
the legacy of Napoleon, has been di voted to build

substantial shell ering-places on the high mountain tiers

of the Departernent lies Hautes AIpcs, in France.

Berlin: Academy of Sciences.—The phyricc-

mathematical class has renewed the fidlowiug

(of 100 duciits) for the year 1860. as the hitherto

solutions were unsatisfactory:
—“To explain the

theory of the hydraulic cements {Mijrtel), as the

chemical procedures and combinations resulting from
the application of the different sorts are not yit known.
The Acrdcmy wishes for a systcma'ic and detailed

eiainiuatiou of the prodnets of the different combina-
tions of cemeots, with the various rocks, granite,

sand-tone. &c.” The essay may be written in either
Trench, German, or Latin,

The Royal Academy of Arts.—The rooms were
lighted up oil M'tdoesday night last, and the President
and Council received a large number of visitors to
take a final look at tha pictures. 2,000 cards, it is

said, were issued. The premier was amongst the
gnests.

For stuccoed bricks, and sich-like tricks,

At present all the rapre is :

They look no one v:, those fine old min !

!

In the ‘ I'imis’ middle ages! ! I

”

INSANE COMPETITION AMONG ARCTII-
TECrS, AND ITS CURE.

Some months since a bo«rd of guardians adver-

tised in yi'Ur Journiil for plans for a new workhouse,

not lo cxci'cil in cost 11,000/. A plan was selected,

lenders aiivenised f >r, and thirfeen builders bestowed

their time and -'•kiU in rstimiiting the cost of the

.selected plini : their lowest tender was upwards of

22,000/. The term “blind bulders” has ofieu

fii'iind in ih'- paees of the Builder, but in this in-

stance surely “blind architre’s” might be substituted

for b’dldiTs. AVhat step will the board of guardians

take in ihis matter? It seems to be a very usual

cusiom with the youthful nxinhers of the ptofrssion

to i]i'sii4n ilie hand?omi'st buihlings possible for com-
petition, wiihout any reunrd to Ihiir cost, while the

elder or m 'fe cxperirrici d arch teds have but slight

chance wiili them, innsmuchas their position depends

on truthfulness of estimate, and their jilans, in con-

st qiiciice, htive but a ponr prospi ct of competing with

the llowing i.rdour of the youthful pencil, uncurbed

by figures of aiiihmetic.

Surely someihiiig should be done to make fair

fooling for compcliiu: a'chileets, save builders the

immense annual trouble tlie.y have in making useless

calculaiioiis, and bridle the iudustiy of youthful

architecis with f iirness of dealing lo their more ex-

perienced brethren. Canm t committees insert in

their eoudiiions to architects, not only that they will

refuse to pay ihi* premium on the selected plan, if

beyt-nd the stipiila'cd sum, hut that such architect

shall [iny them all the exiunses incurred by adver-

tising, &i;. and pay in addition a fine of ten per cent,

to tae Builders’ Benevolent Insiitutii>n on the amount
of lowest builder’s esrimate beyond the sum proposed

to be exi cnded? Should a rule of this kind he gene-

rally adupti’d, it would induce young architects to

aiqufre some knowledge of esrima’inv, and give some
guarautee lo the fuirucss of competition amons archi-

tects. J. F. C.

*** Our correspondent appears to forget that

competing arib'tecls have been led into this dis-

ingenuous mode of pioceeding by the conduct of

committees m not aubering to their original slipiila-

lioiis, but selecting the most showy design, without

Ft fen nee to cost.

RECENT BUILDING AND OTHER PATENTS.-*

Bousfield, G.T.

—

A7i Improvement in the Manu-

facture of Artificial Slone. {.A commuiiicaliou.)

D.ited Sept. 29, 1856. (No. 2 283)—Tne patentee

takes of ordinary chalk from 80 to 85 parts, and of

slaked lime from lo to 20 parts by measure. These

iugrtdienis are [lulverized and mixed wiih water to

give the consistency for mouldings. The p'asle is

then moulded, aud after coming from the moulds the

blocks or tiles arc dried in the open air.

Fontainemoreau, P. a. L. de.—Certain Im-

provements in Making Artificial Stone for Statues

and Ornamenting Purpose's. (A cornu luiieation.)

Dated Sept. 6, 1856. (No. 2,083.) The inventor

mixes argil with red oi-hre or iron ores (about onc-

fil'ili ai’gil). This mixture is pulverized and sifted,

and then sprinkled with acidulated water. The pro-

duct rctemhles ordinary plastic clay, and may be

moulded by any known means.

Ransome, F.—Improvements in the Manufacture

of Arfficial Stone, and in rendering it and other

building ma'eriah less liable to decay. Dated

Sept. 27, 1856. (No. 2,267.)—The substuuecs used

to produce artificial stone are sand, day, or other

mineral or earthy substances, together with soluble

silica, or a soluble silicate. For preserving stone,

pumice-stone, or a readily fusible glass is mixed with

various ingredients and spread upon the stone, which

fills the pores thereof and arrests decay.

Jacquemieb, L. — An Improved Method of

Hardening and Colouring Alabasier and other

Gypsums and Calcareous Slones and Earths. (A

coinomnicaiion.) Dated Sept. ^8, 1856. (No. 2,186.)

—Ttiis consists in e.tposiog alabaster and other kinds

of gypsum and calcureous stones and e.irths to a heat

of about 213 deg. Fahr. in order to expel and drive

off therefrom the watery particles contained in it.

\Vhen sufBcienlly dried, ihc gypsiirn is plunged several

times into clear water, and is then exp'^sed to the

atmosphere to complele tbc hardening process.

OLDHAit, W.— Improvements in the Manufacture

of Cement, and in Treating or Preparing Cotourimg

Matterfor Cement. DatidScpt.lO, 1856. (No.2,119.)

—These improvements consist in first grinding the

lias limestone to a powder and mixing it with clays.

The limestone and clny are then rendered plastic, and

formed into suitable shapes for burning or calcining,

after which they ate reduced to a state suiiable for

erment, when it is fit for use ;
also in reducing the

lias limestone by stones similar to mill-stones used

for grinding wheat. The improvement in Ihe colour-

* Selected from the lists published iu the AfecAanics’

Afapasine.Pews.
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iDg matter consists m gnoding coke, brccae coal. I iron, as it flows from, or whilst in a transition slalc ' cpitiphs, those generally nfldaecd as such hpinw
coal slag, or charcoal used to a fine pane wliile wet,

j

fr-m a melting or re-melting furnace or cupola, nir, evidently cimpositions of a lalcr period This i?
after which it is dried and reground wiili the cement, oxygen, chlorine, hydrogen, caihinetted hydrogen, or ' mark is also applicable to the Danes The eniianhs’

l>“n>oscnf he«t- which belong to the Saxon period consist of little
-Dated be[it. ID, iSob. (Wo. g., 1 Id.)—pace plates or

|

ing, oxidising, deoxidising, carbonising, decaibouising, ' more than simple inscriptions, and the instances re-
slabs, cacii made with a flange on Us inner lower

i

pnrilying, &e. the metal. It also consists in apply-
: corded of them are few in number, thoimh liighlv

, a-
“

. , . . .
;

‘ . c- -- - - - --
-ri-.. ux. ts.s.ix o,. ^ fcw lu nutnlicr, tboush highly

edge, are used, iQ Ciiinbiuation with concrete, 111 pairs,
I

mg to and (Jisscminatitig arai.ngst fluid iron, nicltfl, wonhy of aticuiioo. Iq EDgh.nd, chiiai.hs are
30 as to fTinn blocks of concrete faced on the two

j

or matter eootaining iiicke', isiac, iiiau'iaiiese. cirh in-
J

scarcely to be fouud prior to ihu tlevtnth century
surfaces, or, what is preferred, seycral of the facing

' ating raidtcr of any kind, kaolin, or tnatter ronti.iu-
1
and these are in Latin, and chiefly roval or cede’

plates or slabs are arranged end to end in parallel ing kaolin, chloride of sodium, cliioratcs, enrhouates, ' siastic il. la France there were lew epitaphs in the
lines, the fl ingcs being iuwards. Concrete is poui-cd nitrates, or any s diuc, alkaline, vegetah'e, canhy,

" ’ ’

mineral, or metallic matter, for the purpose a oresaid.

JSoohsj HcccibcU.

into the spare beUveen.

Haut, J. T.

—

Improvements in Jpparatus for

Modelling Statuarg from Life, and for Measuring
and Copying Slatuary and olher uneven surfaces.

Dated Srpt. 4, 1856. (No. 2,053.)—The object here

is to assist the artist in obtaiaiog a large number of
IfalJc through, the Art-Treasures Bxhibition at

measurements from statues ami groups in galliTies,
i

Manchester, under the Guidance of Dr. Jf aagen.

from the hum ui figure, &c. and in transferring them
\

Dondon : John Muiray. auJ W. H. Smith. 1857.

to marble iu the ahsence of the model. The invention Dr. Waagen’s “Treusuivs of Art in Gieat Britaiu
”

consists pi'incipally in comhin'ug 111)011 bars or rails of probably led to the Manrhester Esiiihiiion
;

at any
various forms muiierous receptacles for huhiiiig insti u- rate, it greatly fa'-ililaied it, and he bus a right to be
ments with pointed terminations termed needles. &c.

,

beard in eoauecliou wiib it. Tne little book named
Gedoe, j.—Improvements in Paints or Colouring above will save the thne of many by enabling ibein

siastic il.

Freueli language itself before the thirieeuih ceutiiry.

Epitaphs iu the French language were common iu this

couiitiy from the tliirteenlh till the middle of the
fourteenth century, and continued more or less to be
U'Cd even iu the fifieeuth century. It is generally

admitted that of all languages there is none equal to

ihcLitiu lor aptness in iuscrijitions. The Spanish
has been coniineuded f)r its terseness of expression,

and the English, as many of our iusciiptions show,
admits o’" cousiderablc force and elegance. Tbe diffi-

catcy, however, of composing an appi'0 (iriafe or

satisfactory iusciiption in English has been so

generally felt, that inauy of our statues of recent

erection record only the name, or at the most are
Matter, applicable to coating metals and other sub- ' to go at once to the best pielures by the old mislers, ' acconipinied ouly by tbe date of birth and dciiease, of
stances, whereby the oxidation of metal is prevented, I and will, at the same time, instruct. Dr. IVaageii is

|

those iu whose honour they have been erected. Yet
and resistance to the action of the atmospheric rays .

w-fi infallible, or he would not S!iy, for cxaii)()le, of many arguments might be adduced iu favour of cpi-

of heat or acids is secured. (A comniiiuic.itiou.)
j

261, “ Titian, the Mngdalcn;—of the muny rc-peti-
[

tapbs in the English language. Much must depend
Dated Sept. II, 1856. (No. 2,122 )—Tne patentee

|

lions of this subject by the master, tliis jiicturc is one upon the situdlioo in which they are placed,
mixes “Jews’ pilch’’ with Bayonne essence. Say, to

;

of the finest.” It is surely only a copy. Nevi-rthtless,
j

Tasle iu the style of the language of an epitaph is

i cwt. of Jews’ pitch he adds ^ cwl. of essence of
,

he knows mire about ancient pictures thin most ' a milter of the very first consideration. Pertness
Bayonne. A moderate heat is applied, and the mix-

j

people, and is a valuable guide. Wc may quote smne
j

or quaiulness, cither in the style or the sculimeut, is

ture stirred. of his brief headings to the works of dilForcat schools ; repugnant to good tasle : still, one will readily be
Newton, A. V.—Improved Machinery for Cut(ing\i^\i &-,— " - -- _ . ...

Round Files. (A communication
)

D.itcJ Sept. 6,
j

» Italian School, in the Byzantine Style. Thiir-
18o6. (No. 2,(I80.)-The paleatcc produces xoyx-a<X

^

teenth and first haf of the fourteenth century—
files With teeth m rows running spirally round tlicm, The pictures of this and the next pedod are charac-
by tarumg the file upon its axis, at the same lime

, terised by a deep religious sentiment, seen especially
feeding it forward as it is cut. It also consists in Jq the heads and gestures. Tne tcchniodl exccuiion

is hard, and the drawing gencnilly stiff and uucmilh.
It is therefore advisable to lo)k very close at them,
iu order that their beauties miiyhe lully understood.”

And of

—

supporting the file upon a bed immediately beneath

the point where the cut is made.
Newton, A.V.

—

hnprovementsin Gimlets, Augers,

and other Tools which operate by a rotary motion.

(A commuiiicatioD.) Dated Sept. 23, 1856. (No.

2,230.)—This relates to the applicaiiou of certain

ratebet-wheels to the stock or handle of augers,

gimletsi, screw-drivers, &e. for imparting rotary moiion
thei’clo.

Beatso.v, W.—Improvements in Fuddling Iron.

Dated Sept. 24, 1856. (No. 2,239.)—Tnis consists

in puddling iron in a vessel rotatiu;^ on a horizontal

axis, and h’ ated by a furnace communicaiiug with the

rotating vessel at one cud, and with the cliimncy at

the other. The iron is introduced through a door,

and in place of moving the pieces about when iu the

furn,ace by baud, the vessel is caused to rotate, nndiu
so doing exposes all the metal to the action of the

flame. The agilation of the metal may ha increased

or entirely produced by causing streams of nitrogen

or carh mic acid gas to pass through it.

Musiiet, R.—Improvements in the Munufaciure
of Iron. i).ilcd September IG, 1856. (No. 2,170).
This cousi.its in the use of cnmbustible carbonaceous

matters, together with air or blast in the decarbouising

or purifying of molten cast iron, by introdu lng such

matters into the furnace or vessel containing such

molten cast iron during the prociss of decarbonising

or purifying it.

Musiiet, R.

—

Improvements in the Manufacture
of Iron. Dated September 16, 1856. (No. 2,108.)
This consists in the admixture of a compound of car-

bonaceous matter and maugiiuese with iron purified

or decarbonised by air being caused to pass through
it whilst it is in a heated aud fluid siatc, as the com-
mencement of, or during, or at the eud of su -li decar-

bonising or puiifyiug proces?.

Musiiet, R.

—

Improvements in the Manufacture
ofIron and Steel. DatedSept.22, 1856. (No. 2,219.)

'’The Italian Schools of thefifteenth and sixteenth
centuries.— In the fifteenth century the Italian,

Netherlandish, and Gtrmiin schods will be seen
iiiraing iu every respect— in drawini, colour, and per-

spective—at a true delineation of Nature.

lu the sixteenth century—or what is called the
Cinque-cento—painting att-iioed the fii'l knowledge
and command of all the means essential to true aud
heauliful delineation.”

feeling prevalent at different periods in the world’s

history in respect to epitaphs. The more ancient are

certainly the more dignified, generally speakina;. As
- .... ,. X •, ' respects dilferent countries in less ancient times tne— To purilicd east iron, when w;holly d •carhonised, or

j

accusation that the Emilish have been behind, other

Chronicles of the Tombs
Epitaphs, preceded by i

tigbew, F.R.S. &c. London :*Bjhn,*York.street
Coveut Garden, 1857.

The compilation of this curious volume must have
cost the author no little labour and research. It is

not restricted cither to our own c iimtry or our own
times

J
but, on the contrary, truces the records of the

tombs from the earliest times, and amonist various
nations, beginning with the Egyptians, fhe Greeks,

and (he Romans. The work is aliuo-.t altogether a
novelty in its kind, too; the history of epi'Hphiil in-

scriptions having till now been written only in Crag-

ments. Of late
j
ears, indeed, the chief record even

of such fragments has been onr own coltitiins, in

which several articles on this subject hive nppeired,
onr main object having been the amendincn! or eleva-

tion of the tone of what

disposed, with .Mr. Pettigrew, to admit of something
of an epigrammatic turn iu the composition. Sir

Joshua Ri-yiiolds tells us, on th's luad, that he

rcmciiibercd once having made an obscrviiiion to

Buike that “it would be no bid definition of one

sort of epitaphs to call them ‘ gr.ive epigrams.’

Burke, adds Sir Joshua, grave'y re-echoed the

Words 'grave epigrams,’ giviug me the credit of

a pun whii-h 1 never intended to perpetrate. A
very large proportion of epitaphs exnihit instances

of glaring diTiciency of tasle, turgidity of language,

and exaggeration of senlimeut. What Arin?troDg

said of the best Imguage is peculiarly applicable to

that which ought to characterise C[)iliiph9. Iu these,

the thoughts should be expressed iu the shortest,

clearest, and easiest way, aud by the most harmonious

arrangement ot the most choice words, both in incan-

iug and in utterance.

Without any special intention to illustrate what
has been said, eitlier by adducing iustauires of model

epita|ihs or “ frightful examples,” we shall conclude

Select Collection of few remarks on the subject by gleaning from

Essay. Bv T. J. Pet-
'' Pettigrew’s curious and interevling colieclion two
or three of the more salient specimens of various

kind.s of epitiphs, selected, in truth, more on account

of their hreviiy, in consideration for our own. limited

sjnee, than for any other special re.ison.

First of all, we may give a specimen of Egyptian
epitaphs or mummy inscriptions :

—

“ Let u8 pray for Osiris, Lady of the House, Ohranis j’’—

remarking that though Osiris was an Egyptian god,

there was this iicciiliarity about Eaypiian ideas,

that every one wh i died O.-iris or the god—
an idea originaiinu, doubtless, in the ancient doctrine

of divine possession, according to which, in reli,;ious

or devutive couiemplation, the “'servant of the god”
gave up possession of his body, as a “ dead ” carcass,

to he intiahited, as a shrine, by the god himself
;

so

, , ,

called the literature
j

loosely speaking, he became the god, and was no

®
1 1.1 T • ^-.1 , I

longer meielv a human being, at hast, till dispoa-
Ttere hax been a remjirk.ble d.xers.ly of tasle i

„r affl flux, “and " come to him-

self” again.

or Greek epitaphs we may select the following,

on flil'igeues
;

—
" Hail ! universal raothei ! lightly rest

On (hill dead form
Which, when with life invested, ne’er oppress’d

Its fellow wonu.”

I t .1 . • o . • . . I

wOx.iia.iiiv
Deary so, by the aetiou of air forced into it, the

: y^iioos in regard to their records of monumcatal i

pateutec adds a tuple compound containing iron, scriptions is one not altogether devoid of truth. Furl
caroon, aud manganese, by preference in a molten,

J

exteusive collections of epit iphs, we are in- ' One of the moat freiincnt expressions on the Roman

H n
°

1

mixed with dehted to the Greeks and Romans. It.ily, Fi-doce, ' tombs, both of Pagan and of Ciirislian tiroes, is to be
the fluid cast-iron.

^ |

Germany can also produce their vast collections. ' found in the well-known passage of Tacitus,
—

“Sit
Mushet, Iv.

I

in parly times, inscriptions were pro- ' lihi terra levis,”
—“Light be the earth upon

of Iron and Steel. Dated Sept. 22, 1856. (No. 2,220.)
j

fiihitcd to be engraven on any tornba hut those be- thee.” This ex])ression, as we have just seen, was
|o produce malleable iron the pilcntec purifies the lo^Jg^^g to persons distinguished either by their hiTh also Greek; aud it has been handed down even to

casl-iron by stre mis of air, deearboiiisingit thoroughly,
^ posirion as governors of the kingdom, as military com- our own day, and is still olten employed,

or nearly so, and then adds a quantity of met dlic maiiders, or as remarkable for their wi'dorn or their ' There is in it unquestionably, os Mr. Pettigrew
manganese to the molten purified iron. To produce

^

virtues. In this respect, as remarked by Mr. Petti-
' remarks, an elegance and a feeling of the most deli-

cast-sted he sometimes arrests the imrifylng process, gpcw, we seem to have followed the example of the cue character, bearing the most alF ct oiiate applica-
90 that the non may he merely decarbonised, until it

. Lacedemonians, who allowed the honour of epitaphs tion. The Romans did not confine themselves to the
coutams only such a per-centage of carhan as to con-

j

Q„iy pg those men who died bravdy in ba'lie, and to vmiiioymcut of this passage on the tombs : they
stitutc cast-steel, and he theu adds the metallic man- ' those women who were distinguished by tlu-ir virtue, placed* it even on their lamps, upon those which they
ganese to the molten cast-steel. Or, he adds to tbe jj. nce such records wxre viewed with venerati ni, mid were in the habit of offering lighted at their tombs of

purified c isl-iron, when thoroughly decarbonised, or ' protected with solicitude. Roman epitaphs were the dead. One of the most iuterestiog of these

nearly so, the best or purest cast-ifuu obtainable.
[

always addressed to the manes of the deceased, and (preserved by Gruter) is the following :
—

Martien, j. G.

—

Improvements in the Manufac-
,

there is something peculiarly appropriate and •« Adieu, Septimia! May the earth be li^ht upon thee i

ture of Iron. Dated Sept. 16, 1856. (No. 2,171.) touching iu them. Roman British epitaphs par- "Whoever placen a burniug lamp before this tomb, may a

This consists in applying to, aud disseminating
'
take of the Roman simplicity. It has been ques- goUen soil cover his aaheB."

amongst fluid metal possessing the characteristics of tioned wliether we possess any genuine Sasun Gough hints that it is not improbable that tbe idea
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Potter, ArchWshop of Canterbury

of the earth lying light on the body interred—this

favourite desire of antiquity—suggested the raising of

cells of stones or sods within the vast barrows after-

wards heaped over them ;
but we have elsewhere

pointed oat another reason altogether for the forma-

tion of some at least of these cells, which indeed were

most intimately connected with the most mysterious

and sacred doctrines of the Droids and other orders of

the Pagan priesthood.

Of Saxon epitaphs, the well-hnown " Rcquicscat

in pace,” inscribed in Runic and Suson characters on

a circular stone with a cross in a circle (the cross, by

the way, often not unlike the plan of the Druidical

cells just spoken of), may serve as an example.

In old English epitaphs, “ pray for the sawl of so

and so who “here lyeth,” was a very general and

characteristic introduction to what followed. JIany,

however, made littlepreteosion to religions sentiment.

On the tomb of the third Earl of Devon, “the

blind and good earl,” and of Maud, his wife, the

epitaph is,

—

“ Hoe ! hoe ! who lies here ?

I, the eoode Erie of Doronshere,
With Maud, my wife, to roee full dere.

We lyved togeather I'yfly-lyve yere.

What wee gave wee Lavo :

What wee spetit wee had :

What wee left we loste."

Ou more than one old English touib is the fol-

lowing :

—

" The bitter cup that death gave me.
Is passing round to come to thee.

'

Of punning epitaphs a spriukliug may be ad-

duced:

—

On the Rev. Mr. Chest,

—

" Here lies at rest. I do protest.

One chest within another.
The chest of wood was very good ;

Who suys so of the other ?
"

On Mcn'delh, an organist at St. Mary IVintou

College, Oxford:

—

“ Here lies one blown out of breath,
Who lived u merry life and died u -Merideth.”

On John White -.

—

“ Here lies John, n hnrning, shining light.

Whose name, life, actions, all—nere White.’’

On John

(1736)
“ Alaet, and well-a-day !

Potter himself is turned to clay."

In Notes and Queries is given an English version

of a singular arrangement of Latin verses in an

epitaph nt St. Aune-in-tbc-Millows, ou John Hereuden
Mercer, Esq. -.

—

enr f w d dis and p
A Bed riend rought eath ease ain

hies f b hr and ag
“ A cursed friend wrought death, disease, and pain

;

A blessed friend brought breath and ease again.
’’

Amongst ludicrous and eccentric epitaphs, perhaps

one of the worst is that at Gateshead, on Robert

Trollop, architect of the E.xchange and Town Court

of Newcastle:

—

" Here lies Robert Trollop,
Who made yon stones roll up

;

When death took his soul up.
His body filled this hole up."

As we arc amongst the old bones of a fellow archi-

tect, we may present the remains of a'mthev,—Mr.
John Abtl, of Sarocsficld, ob. 1694, set. 97 ;

—
“ This craggystone a covering is for an srebiteclor’s bed
That lofty buildings raised high, yet now lyes low his
head

His line and rule, so death concludes, are locked up in
store.

Build they that list or they that wist, for he can build
no more.

His lionse of clay could hold no longer,
May Heaven's joy build him a stronger.”

At Monknewton, near Drogheda, there was, or is

a tombstone

—

“Erected by Patrick Kelly,
Ot the town of Drogheda, mariner,
In memory of his posterity."

M hethcr the following, on a glutton, be a real or a
fictitious epitaph, does not appear:—

“At length, my friends, the feast of life is o’er,
I’ve ate sutneient, and I'll drink no more.
My night is come : I've spent a jovial day :

'Tia time to part, but oh !

—

What is to pay

If any be qnrious to know how “ Ann Collins died,

11th September, 1804, ast. 49,” he is assured that

—

'Twas ns she tript from cask to cask,
In at a hunghole quick she fell.

Suffocation was her task :

She had no time to say farewell."

Poor sister Ann ! Had great Cresar’s clay formed
the bung of the fatal cask, he might have been of some
little service to her at least in ariicuHs mortis. But
here we mnst pause, apologizing to Mr. Pettigrew for

the liberties we have taken with bis labours, and
thanking him, in the public’s name, for his cxeelleut
contribution towards the history of the posthamous
literature (shall we call it), of this weary world.

Ltz.lrd Serpenti.ve.— The interests of the

southern part of Cornwall are likely_ to be advanced

by the success which, we arc told, is atteodmg

progress of the works at the Cadgwilh Signal Staff

where a lower depth in the excavation of this material

has now been reached than bos ever been attained

The primitive formation near Cadgwith has been shot

upwards, from depths impossible to estimate, through

liquid granite, porphyry, and asbestos
;
and at the

junction of the serpentine with the micacious forma-

tion there is developed, in huge masses of fifty and

one hundred tons weight, stone of great beauty, wuh

ever-varying shade and colour. The Si^snul Staft

quarry as now laid open, on ahold perpendicular cliff

between 200 and 300 feet high, with the oceau lash-

ing its base, excites in the visitor at first sight an

idea, that all is chaotic confusion ;
but the observa-

tions of Mr. Cox, the siiperinteudmc of the Lizard

Company, has led to tlie discovery, that, throughout

the extensive field of serpeotine, there have reigned

certain general laws which have produced a systematic

order of colours. The surface stone for several feet

is rusty red, and brittle ;
much disintegrated, and ot

so overbiirnt an appearance as to havc occasioned an

opinion of general faulliness ; below this upper ciust,

the peculiar light green has been developed
:

piocecd-

itig downwards the green becomes darker, and is

incorporated with bright red ;
and below this again is

a mixture of rich red, with fine-grained black stone,

compact as marble, not less easily worked, and not

iutluenccd by the action of acids. By far the greater

portion of the disli ict of the L'zard consists of serpen-

tine, and it was erroneously supposed that the bulk

was applicable to ornamental and uselul jiurpnses;

but this is not the case, ihe stone of superior workins

quality and of rich colour being found where the beds

arc intersected with porphyiilic rocks. The proximate

causes of the great varieties of colours, their striking

contrasts, and numberless changes of shade aud tint,

constitute a problem which geologists aud chemists

have yet to solve.

Purchase oe L.o’d for Defence-works at

Gosport.— Some of the circumstances connected

with the purchase traosnetion of the land in this

ntighhourhood, says the Mechanic's Magazine, are

piiiiifiilly ridieuloiis. About ffty
_

years ago, the

necessity of strengthening the outlying fortifications

at Gosport became apparent to the military engineers,

aud purchases of laud were made about Bruwndown

aud iu the locality of Gower Fort for this purpose, on

which occasion about 100/. per acre was paid for the

property. The land, however, was not turned to

account for fortifications. "With the exception of a

few small earthworks, nothing was done; and in the

office of the late Sir Hussey Vivian the greater part

of the Government land was sold, and in many in-

stances did not realize more than 10/. per acre. On

the Decision of the last purchase of the same land,

which had been thus bought and sold on such un-

favourable terms, Goveinment. paid 240/. per acre for

it, thus making the public a loser by about 300/. per

acre on their tniusaclions. It has not yet transpired

what will he the extent aud character of the fortifica-

tions which arc to he erected on this land.

Angel Inn, High-street, Clerkenwell.

—

Aiiplicalion has been made, under sec. 143, Metro-

polis L'lcal Management Act, by Mr. Smith, to allow

him to fill up a gap between shops in Angel-place and

his premises, by building over space in front, aud so

to do away with the p^'ved portion, on private and

public grounds, denned by him a great nuisance.

The question was referred by the Board to the Clerk-

enwcll Vestry, who roported in favour of Mr. Smith.

Royal Surrey Gardens.—Experience confirms

the opinion w’c early expressed, that the fine music-

hall ill the Surrey Gardens is admirably adapted for

sound, and so does great credit to its architect,

Jfr. Horace Jones. Eleven military bands, besides-

M. Jullien’s own, tested its excellcuce in one respect

on Tuesday and Wednesday last, in aid of a fund for

Mrs. Seacolc, of the Crimea, and if all the slateraents

of her goodness of heart aud liberality to our brave

soldiery be true, they will never be gathered together

in a nobler cause. She has reason to be thankful for

her losses, since they have served to show her the

sense the public entertain of her services. According

to one who ought to know, "she nursed the sick,

succoured the wounded, and performed the last offices

to many of the most illustrious dead.”

Royal Polytechnic Institution.—

O

n Saturday

evening, the 25th ulf. a ceremony highly creditable

to this"^ excellent institution took place in the large

lecture-room—namcly, the distrihiUion of the certifi-

cates <'f merit from the Society of Arts to the 44 suc-

cessful candidates who had attended the classes at the

Polytechnic Institution during the past year. The

chair was taken by Viscouut Ebrington, M.P., and he

was supported, among others, by Professor Buck-

master, Dr. M'hite, Dr. Sayer, Mr. Leslie, Mr. Ure,

and others. The nuaibcv of students in the Poly-

technic who have obtained certificates must be very

satiafattory to ilr. Pepper, and aftbrds a proof of the

excellence of the classes he has established.

Adhf.rence to Contracts.— Some few months

since there were tenders sent in for a new Pauper

Lunatic Asylum for the counties of Beds, Hunts, and

Herts. The specification tenders were based upon

contained distinctly that the lime for the works was

to be of Hitchin production (on account, I presume,

of its e.xcellent quality). Now, the distance from

Ilitcliin to the asylum is five miles, which, of course,

was duly calculated upon, as well as the price of the

article; but to show the iinrairness of present pro-

ceedings, the lime used is made on the spot, aud from

such a quality of material that it lias been asserted

the former lime arches were abandoned more than

once, it being so inferior. Putting aside the badness

of the chalk for such ponderous works to be carried

up with, I must reiterate the seutiment of its being

unfair towards other competitors, who were at the

expense aud trouble of sending iu tenders, unless it

has been considered by the committee, and a fair

allowance made on behalf of the ratepayers. I shall

be glad to know if this is the case ?—A Competitor.

The Attwood JIemorial, Birmingham.—The

models of a monument to the memory of the late

Mr. Thomas Attwood have been sent in competition

by Mr. Peter Ilollius, and Mr. Thomas, of London,

lioih arc stalues. That by Hr. Hollins represents

Mr. Attwood in the act of addressing an assembly.

The figure rests on a plain square plinth and pillar.

In Mr. Thomas’s, the figure is represented also in the

act of addressing the people. The fignre stands on a

column, supported by a flight of steps. The cost in

both cases, involving the erection, is 800/. ;
the figure

to be Sicilian marble. The committee reserve their

decision.

Seddon Subscription Pund.—Me are glad to

Lear that ouc main object of this subscription^ is

attained; the trustees of the National Gallery having

accepted Mr. Seddon’s picliive of Jerusalem with the

Valley of Jehoshaphat, which will be exhibited along

witlithe otber works of the British school forming

part of the Gallery. The oilier object of the fund is

also fairly attained, the subscription having realized

not only the p^chase-money of the incture, 420/.

but a net surplus of about 144/. which will be pre-

sented to Mrs, Thomas Seddon along wiih the pnr-

The Metropolitan Board have not, however, adopted chase-money. The subscription will remain open

the recommendation of the vestry, bat have refused
j

until the 15th of August.

consent.—A Parishioner.
|

Christ’s HospiTAL.-General repairs are to be

Hastings. Nexv Hotel. — At this beautiful
,

done, and tenders have beeu received, ranging from

watering-place a colossal hotel has been commenced,
;
Hayward, 548/. 9s. Cd. to Clarke and Barnes, 480/.

on a scale of magnificence scarcely paralleled by any
j

g-as.—At the annual meeting- of the Moiitros®

other in the south of the kingdom. The site is on
j
gas Cornpauy just held, it was resolved to pay to the

the sea-bank, in cootiniiation of Carlisle-pnrade, pre-
'
shareliolders a dividend of 10 per cent. The com-

senting fiontages to the Parade aud to Ilarold-strcet pauy arc extending their pipes,

of 200 feet respectively. Tlie foundations are Uid,
,

Infusible Cl.-vys for Retorts, Earthenware,

and the plan contemplates the completion of 130 gjc.—.Mr. L, J. F. Marguerite, of Paris, has invented

rooms; comprising first and second cla^s cofFue-rooms, gome improvements iu tlie preparation and mixture

saloons, aud suites for families; besides assembly,
'
of in^'iisible clays for manufacturing earthenware,

billiard, and smoking rooms, and a library. There is
, 'pi^g object is to increase in all kinds of clays for the

also an arrangement for ba’hs. The plan is being manufacture of earthenware the proportions of silica

carried out hy a company on the principle of limited ' ^ud alumina. The process is as follows ;—Make the

liability, and the execution of the design is under the prides, retorts, or other articles, in the ordinary

superintendence of Mr. Frauds II. Fowler, archileet. manner, and alter they have been submitted to the

Improvf.ment in the Preparation of Crude first operation of drying in a stove, immerse them iu

Ores.—Mr. John Harding, of the Beeston Manor ' a solution of chloride of aluminium or chloride of

Ironworks, Leeds, has patented a new method of free- ' sLlicium. After this operation the soaked earthenware

ing ironstone and other metallic ores from shale and products ai-e burnt tilUhe hydrochloric acid is entirely

other extraneous matter. Mr. Harding’s discovery evolved. There remain in the interior of the earth-

dispenses with the action of the air, and, by the appli- enware alumina and silica in proportiou to the con-

cation of steam, accomplishes in two or three hours centrated state of the solution, and to the repealed

that which has previously occupied one or two years, immersions to which the articles have been subjected.
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Consecration of Old Ford Church, Bow.

—

The Bishop of Loodon has consecrated the new church

recently erected at Old Ford, Bow, near the railway

station. The church is of the Early Perpendicular

period of Gothic architecture, and built of brick,

with stone dressings, upon a site given hy Sir Charles

Morgan, Bart, on the Tredegar-road. The strictest

economy has been observed in its construction.

There are 1,500 sittings
j
nearly one-third free. The

architect was Mr. John Nicholls. The cost of erection

has been nearly 6,000/. mostly advanced hy friends.

Ordnance Survey.—The report of Lieut. -col.

James to the Inspector-general of Fortifications, of

the progress of the Ordnance survey of the United

Kingdom up to December last, has been issued,

together with remarks upon the dilferent branches of

the work, and the methods of conducting the opera-

tions of the survey. This is the first detailed report

on the survey which has been presented to Parlia-

ment. It is in contemplation to remove the head-

quarters of the survey from Southampton to London,

still keeping at Southampton the engraving and pub-

lication, as in Dublin. Tlie number of persons em-

ployed on the survey on the Slst of March last was

:

1 lieutenant-colonel superintcuding, IG captains,

2 llentcnants, 1 quartermaster, and 480 non-com-

missioned officers and sappers of the corps of Iloyal

Engineers, 960 civil assistants, and 609 labourers

making a total of 2,069 persons
;
but, in consequence

of the reduction in the amount of the grants for the

survey, this number is now reduced to 1,282.

“ The great drawback to the survey,” says the re-

porter, “ has been the frequent change of orders

relative to it. I believe those under which we are

now acting are most judicious
;
and after the fu’l dis-

cussions upon this subject which have taken place by

correspondence, in committees, and in Parliament, I

trust that this great work (which will, certainly, be

the most perfect of its kind ever executed) will now

be pushed on steadily and rapidly, and without any

farther material changes.”

A NEW Cement of varied Use.—New uses

have been suggested for a combination of pitch and

guttapercha, as to which we some years since gave

instructions for the prevculion of damp in walls.

Professor Edmund Davy has read a paper to the

Royal Dublin Society on the subject. lie obtains the

cemeut much as we suggested, by melting together in

an iron vessel two parts by weight of common pitch

with one part of gutta percha. It forms a homo-

geneous fluid, which is much more manageable for

many useful purposes than gutta pcrcha alone, and

which, after being poured into cold water, may be

easily wiped dry and kept for use. Tiic cement

adheres with the greatest tenacity to wood, stones,

glass, porcelain, ivory, leather, parchment,
_

paper,

hair, feathers, silk, woollen, cotton, linen fabrics, &c.

It is well adapted for glazing windows, and as a

cement for aquariums.

The Coleraine New Town-hall.—The founda-

tion-stone of a new town-hall in Coleraine was laid

on 21st nil. uuder circumstances of great rejoicing.

Electro-telegraphic Progress.— It appears

that the Euiibrales Telegraph is about to be com-

menced. A large quantity of telegraph stores has

been despatched for Bagdad, and Lieut. Arthur

Hawes, of the East-India Company’s Service, and

other executive officers of the European and Indian

Junction Telegraph Company, will start forthwith for

that town to begin the construction of the proposed

line.

Swiss Railways.—In Switzerland, railways are

vapidly extending. The following sections have becu

openej within the last three months:—On April 15,

that from Winterthur to Schaffhausen, 29 kilom.

(18i miles) iu length; in the course of the same

' mouth, that from Sissach to Laufelfingen, 9 kilom.

(Sj miles)
; on May 16, that from IliTzogenhuchsee

to Biel, 37 kilom. (23J miles)
;
on June 10, from

Yilleueuvc to Bex, 17 kilom. (lOMiiles)^ and on

June 15, the section from Herzogeuhnchsec to the

plain of Wyllcr, near Berne, 39 kilom. (25 miles).

One of the latest Dodges in Arcihtectural

Competition.—In a competition for a public build-

ing proposed to be erected not 100 miles trom Bilston,

a limited number of arcliitccts were invited to send in

designs, and amongst the instructions issued for their

guidance, was the announcement, that if a competitor

made known his plans or motto to any member of

the committee, such plans would be disqualified. To

overcome this difficulty a spirited firm, before seudiug

in their drawings, forwarded to each committee-man

a photographic copy of them designs, and also a copy

of their report, with Pecksniff and Co.’s compli-

ments. If architects wish committees to act fairly

• and uprightly, they must themselves “ do as they

would be done by,” instead of adopting the motto.

Do your neighbours as they would do you,” which

seems unfortunately to be the leading principle of

competitions in general. Loorer Un,

A repudiating Corporation.— At Edinburgh
lately an application was made by Mr. Alexander,

builder, to the Police Commissioners and the City

Corporation, for payment of an account of 50/. odds,

incurred in removing the debris of a building which

fell in Leith Wynd, upwards of a year since, and

thereby rescuing a child from suftbeation, and also for

taking down a dangerous gable in the same wynd. It

appears that, on the accident taking place, Mr.
Alexander was orfered, or requested, by the sheriff to

clear the wynd of the rubbish of the fallen building,

and to take down the unsafe gable, and that tlie opera-

tion was superintended by the inspector of police.

He did so, and sent in his account^ the Commis-
sioners of Police. The matier was remitted to the

committee presided over hy Mr. Fyfe, aad, “ as might

have been expected,” says an Edinburgh paper, there

was immediately a difficulty found to prevent the

payment of the account. No regular order, it seems,

had issued from the police authorities for the employ-

ment of ilr. Alexander, and he was. told that this

flaw was fatal to his demand. The Lord Provost and

other members of council strongly recommended pay-

ment. Mr. Fyfe, however, persisted in holding by

his technical objection, and persuaded the council to

adopt the view of liis committee, and refuse payment.

It is to be hoped, should Mr.Fyfe happen to lie undei'

tbc rubbish of some future fallen building, that no

Edinburgh contractor will hesitate for a moment to

dig him out, in such an emergency, merely because

there is no time for the issue of a “ regular order.”

Royal Association for the Promotion op the
Fine Arts, Edinburgh.—The annual general meet-

ing for the distribution of works of art by this

association among the subscribers, was held on the

18lh ult., in Queen-street Hall. The pictures bought

hy the committee were ranged behind and in front of

the platform. Mr. J. A. Bell, secretary, read the

annual report of the committee of management. It

stated that the amount of subscriptions lor 1856 was

4,974/.: this year it was 6,400/., being an increase

of 426/., and of 1,133/. over the year 1855. The

committee (continued the report) have purchased, at

a cost of 2,409/. seventy-eight works of art, recently

exhibited by the Royal Scottish Academy. These

consist of forty-five paintings, thiriy-two water-

colour drawings, and one piece of sculpture. The
sum so expended is larger by upwards of 300/. than

was spent by the association last year in the Academy
Exhibition.

The Pavilion at Brighton.—The Brighton

town council having advertised two premiums,

one of 200/. and the other of 50/. for the best

'

designs for tbc appropriation of the northern

portion of the Pavilion property, the competition

has closed, only nine designs having been sent

in. Each plan is sent in under a motto. The

council, according to the local Herald, have ordered

three of the upper rooms of the Pavilion, over theKiug’s

apartments, to be set apart for the reception of these

designs. A correspondent of the paper referred

to suicgests that the reason why there have hccu

so few competitors for premiums so liberal is, that the

committee have made no mention of a professional

referee, and states, indeed, that several local architects

have informed him that this was the reason why they

declined to risk tbc waste of their time on the com-

petition. All the designs sent iu purport to deal with

the whole of the property forming the subject of the

advertisement calling attention to the competition;

so that it may subserve certain specified purposes.

These purposes arc, to provide the town with,

—

1. A Music Hall, capable of accommodating a large

body of persons. 2. An Antbeum, that is, a winter

garden or conservatory, something afrer the fashion

of the Crystal Palace. 3. A Free Public Library and

Reading Room. 4. A Picture Gallery. 5. A Museum.

Upon the town council will devolve the responsibility

of choosing from among the competitors, hut, as sug-

gested by the writer alluded to, even still a pro-

fcssional referee ought to be called in.

St. Clement’s Danes.—Tenders for works at St.

Ciemenl’s Danes Church, Strand, Messrs. II. and F.

Cadogan, architects, have been lodged, ranging from

Cull, 499/. to Sykes, 470/.

Orkney Antiquities.— A “Piet’s House” at

Bday, one of the Orkney Isles, was lately exca-

vated by Air. Farrer and others. It consists of

a circular mound or tumulus, with a central cell,

and a narrow passage to the outer surface of the

barrow. The cenlrd cell opens right and left at

each corner of the “quadrangular enclosure,”

through other passages into smaller cells. The roof

of the central cell had fallen iu. Exteriorly there

was nothing to distinguish the tumulus from other

barrows or graves, but interiorly it was faced round

with a wall, to give greater stahilily to the cellular

structure. In none of these “Piets' Houses” have

any relics been found, and in the north there seems to

be great doubt as to the uses to which such structures

could have been put. AYc are much mistaken, how-
ever, if they he not Druidical, or arkite cells, such as
that of New Grange, near Drogheda, iu Ireland, and
various others throughout the British Isles. New
Grange contained only one cell, with its long
narrow passage; but right and left, like the branches

of a cross, were niches, correspondent to the side-ceUs

uf the Ediiy barrow. Each niche contained a rock
basin, and one of them was inscribed in Ogham cha-

racters denoting “the sepulchre of the hero,” and
the other, “ the house of the God,” with a dedication to
“ the Great Mother Ops.” In these cells, thus iden-

tified as at one and the same time the grave of a dead
hero and the house of a living God, the Druidical

neophyte was buried for a brief interval, denotive of

death to the flesh, hut quickening by the Spirit
;
and

thence, as from a mother’s womb, the Taliesin, or

initiated Dniid, was " born again,” or resurrected

from tbc tomb or “kistvaen.”—now one of “the
deathless brotherhood.” Let such a mound and
enclosure as this he compared with the Egyptian
Pyramid and its closed and narrow entrance and
passage, leading to its small central chamber and
sarcophagus : the analogy is very strong, and leaves

litlie doubt, we should think, as to the actual purpose

of the mysterious pyramid. Indeed, the cromlech or

barrow at New Grange ^vas even in itself of a some-

what pyramidal shape, though composed of earth and

truncated at top. The singular association of the

tomb and the temple, in so many forms as they

assume throughout the world, has thus, too, some
light shed on it by the connection between such a

curious structure as that of New Grange and the

Druidical rites for which the British Isles were once

so distinguished.

The United States Patent Office.—Part of

the west wing of this edifice was only lately iu course

of erection, and has just been completed. The building

known as the Patent Office contains also, at present,

various Government offices. The biiiliiing is 405 feet

front, including the wings, which are 275 feet long,

both the front and wings having a depth of, the former

70, and the latter 09 feet. The centre building faces

Eighth-street, and is 270 feet wide : it connects on
either side directly with the wings, and but for the

difference of material the whole looks, as it is in

fact, like one building. The material of the first

structure is sandstone, painted while, with granite

basement in the rear : it has a rusticated basement,

and rises two stories in height above. The wings are

of marble, the east similar in its construction to the

centre; whereas, owing to the dccliuation of the

ground, the west wing bus a sub-basement of granite,

to bring it on a line with the rest : the rear of each

wing is of granite. The portico, which is very

elevated, heiug reached by numerous granite steps,

supported by cheekblocks, is of the same proportion

as the Pavthenou. The entablature and pediment are

supported by a double row of massive Doric columns,

resting on a stone pavement
:

jiiiistcrs ornament the

entire front of the building. The porticoes of the

wings differ from the one in front : they have one row
of six massive fluted marble columns, purely Doric,

resting on the pavement : they are 34 feet 6 inches

h'gh, and 5 fret 10 inches iu diameter. 'I'he archi-

tect and superintendent is Mr. Edward Clark. An
appropriation has just been made of 200,000 dollars

to commence the building on the fourth side of the

quadrangle. This will he erected hy Mr. Clark.

TENDERS

For building a pair of villas at tVeatow Hill, for Mr.

James Suuham. Mr. S. Hewitt, architect;

—

£2,629 0 0
2,490 0 0
2,440

Winder
Lucas, Drolliera

Batman and I'otheringham .

Kyder
Colls and Co
Dowds
Thompson
Dover
King and Stanger

2,440 0 0
2,290 0 0

For rebuilding the house, No. 85, Strand.

I’Anson, architect. Quantities supplied

Laurence 2
I’Anson ®

Smith 1.820 0

Eyder 1’^^® *1
'

Trollope and Sons 3’Zw «
1,714 0

For fittings. &c. at Sydenham Church. Mr. Edwin Nash,

architect ;

—

J. Barnett
King and Stanger
Perry
Myers

1,675
1,625

1,477

For a pair of semi-detached villas at Penge.

Joseph Spriogbett, architect

Fowler £1,649 0 0

Hebb 1.395 0 0

HoUidge (accepted)..,, 1,349 0 0

Mr.
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For ft Dew chapel. Coleford. Gloucestershire; to he

built of atone from Forest of Dean. Mr. C. O. Searle,

architect :

—

Wall and Hook £3 610 0 0

Hares 2.490 0 0

Terrell 1.087 11 0

Blunchard 1,073 0 0

J. Tbomas 1,910 0 0

T<> PARENTS AND <;;:nATiprAN=’.

An opportunity now offers itself to a well-

eCii.hft'd Olid rebUi^ct/. h-e Yt.ur h. to he pta'd icnl l.v in't'i*ted

into life pr. f bXm of an A-clii-oot. as an AKI'ICLED PUPIL
^liitect of experienc ,

iiit.lic hull III", whicli «
in-cr In., bod c.'n.idei

i» m- iifil ijpiii lihrr.it

UPIL

'"•""a

For SI Joseph’s Catholic Schools, Stockport. Weight,

man, Hadlield, and Goldie, architects. Quantities

supplied :—

•

J. and-T. WhitskoT, Stockport... £2,900 0 0
W. n. Eroirn, Stockport 2 .fi40 0 0

.T. and .1 . Lan-'son. Slockrort ... 2 .
7''0 0 0

hiirrell& Rrownbill, Manchester 2,700 0 0
Thos. Mitchell, Manchester 2 . 6 d‘' 0 0

John I,»«ton, Stockport 2 ,Pi‘.'i 0 0

Sol iroilin.a. Manchester 2 ..^S7 0 0

Jaa. Barlow, Stockport (aceep ) 2,579 0 0

A PRACTICAL BKICKLAYKR is in want
of a .-^I I l A I I'-.N' Ob P<| K«l A.N. ..I- ly ib- i..d. \|i.e

WANTED, by a Young Man, an ENGAGE-
MKNl'ftsTnuO-KRUPKH. lln^ a pi acKfil knowtedge

aiuiue w.irks — \ddres“, Y. 2 Mr. i'ii

NTTHa’AND HUlLni-’Hfi.’ FOKEMEV.WANTED, by a Young Man, aged 22,
^SITUA'tlON as JMPHiiVrR in n. iT.rp inei’s

OEOKUE GUOliWIN

,

29 . riouthamp-

UERS, PAINTERw. AND HTltl

'IX/'ANTED, by aYoung Man, a SITUATION
T» ng fi-HKMVN P.\ I NTEi. ; jg cempe-ent n. nuike esti-

' Ims been
erai routine of
r. H.'irpei-btfeet,

,
la.-Addn--., II. It. 1

AINTEKS, 4 c. UH MTU.DER

For the public haths and washhouses, Derhv. Quan-
tities supplied by the architects, Messrs. Giles and Brook-

house, Derby :

—

Wood £2,326 0 0

F. Thompson 2,268 0 0
1'. Cooper 2,187 0 0
J. Thompson 2,093 0 0
E. Bridirart 3,058 0 0
G. Thompson 1.918 0 0

Dusaufoy 1,864 0 0

For the engineers’ and ironfounders' work

—

A. May, London £1,100 0 0

Crump, Derby 833 lo 0
Hay wood, Derby 822 0 0

•miji.' rwr^ioTo Ttr i ATTI-IPM r rn i

by a respectable Young Man,
lERK. of^AOKES MANTED, for Ilirce

!

W of eoc.d andnsi and perserermg bjbiiH, a M'l'UA TiON

bnlU

f:i:rf

PLERK of
i.r K.dir M

. E. STHl-.ET. E-<i. .

letter only.

,
.Nloutamic-plaec. Beiford-

FOREMAN. Has h-ict seven yearn' BTperUu.e
bntU a laige and siiiall firm. Is a 'fiis'-rate gluzier,

:*!(,? iibcf.il lathe plumbiiiif
:
can

be I whi-t fe-timoulols tan be give
lb terrrs, to -A. M. C 5

,
Ruasrll-btreet. Wsulsor.

TO f’OnNTWY BREWEE-i. BUrLDERS, 4o

bii«ines« OriiigiaT woik. Reference nadired. — Apply to W.
;

v
j

1 M.Mfl N SITUAl luh as AVKI YRH, or WKITI

E NGINE-DRIVEK, cor STOKER. — A
ENGA-ORMENf. Can

ike him-elf rene-., 11 v u-efu 1 No
ddress, P. S. Mr. Wrinbl’e, 94

, Drury-

For completing four six-roomed houses at Forest-hill’

Kent. Mr. II. J. Brown, architect:

—

Parry £253 0 0
Timpson and Cowley 2,50 0 0
Warnc 250 0 0
Humphries 241 0 0
Cain

' ''

BOOK-KEEPEIU—A Young !Man, already
eiiBac'd • p.irtinn "f th» dsv on 'he 7 n. ks of an Fn»iiierr.

ine Rirm. 1 = d^i cil- of fillinvuD 'wn nr tire- gpa-e hnnrs ir)

similar rmpln m- n' daily, or thrice a w-ek.—.Address V. 1
,
York-

and OK A 1 NE K. Keferenoig and specimens of work can be g'Vt _
Near LouQvu preferred,—Address, 8 . A. W. uffice of The
Buildet."

TO DECORATORS AND PAPERUANOINO
MANirPACTU RBKS.

ANTED, by a Young Man, a SITUATION
» • as CLkkK or SALEsMaS, where the services of an

0 and industrious person a
h the

tun TTI'’ RUTl.l'lNG AND

S
apcrhan.iig deiartment. both plni u and oniameat'il, having
een eng.ged in it fir the last tea yeara Hat been used io the

superiiiteiidenoe and management of workneii, a >d wriuld at all
fmeH make biin-elf useful in promoting the be-t iiiterebtb of bis
employer —Ai>ply to R. 1). at Mr. Cawstou’d. Decorator, Earl’s

A PERSON of respeefability, and of some \A/ANTED to PLACE, as OUT-DOOR
f\ ye»r-' e)ii-<-ire (Tno'mh' eg—r. nc-^ in -he biiildiov and I

* * AIM'RENTIUE to a CARPENTER and JuINEK, a

Coneley 220 0 0
Hillary and Ashford 220 o 0
Wiltshire 220 0 0
Sutton 215 0 0
Bradley 210 0 0
Holland and Knight 202 5 6
Ruahworth (accepted) 200 0 0

p have been rerinested ny toe omiaers whose names
are on the enclosed list, to forward you a copy of their

tenders for publication. They have asked me to state, emn'orm.

that they consider their tenders will bear favourable con-
trastwiih those in the long list appearing in last Satur-
day's Builder, for a similar matter — R.]

*,* The amount is below our limit in these matters;
but, under the circumstances, we willing insert the list.

ne triH,.. < PPRK-i V

H^nai-go-'d rrecii-" ..f Tliiil-

MANAGRH.nrn FllREM A
11 hu'-ine-

lies -I- nn E
f|i n Ru-inei

I «uperin*e«.d n»TieraI
^

'tft, liras GRNEK \I,
(bavinv bi-ngelf been

mi’ctab’eYiiuril.i n will be giveu.—Aadreea

’ AND BUILDEKS
i
wakted, .a situation as leading

dntirg Ilf bii^iwun. As n p-rmi-'ent gpiisM'rni is tb-nbiiict.nmoinit
' * * II AND. uraCoiiernnoy. as the advertiser can make him-

.. . ..r not
;

and *e-timon*nN. — .Address. ' ''

l.'nn-«oii re, Ho'bo-n. i

T't BUIIiDEB'!. Ac.

-a’s^VANTED. TWO good MASONS, who
, ^

. i',","?';'!'.'' i

i.dteonh. h,.,idm. >,.1..., .. iilerk .„d ti»iekh,:i.ee
,• Mr. W. SHARP'S ledge o

lake nut quaniirii
place — Addre^ANTED,^ nu ACCOUNTANT, wlio is

•”

n.AY'vV'ARt\7-n.c',rnhUbriat.W
|

ANTED,

>:per.
DBd’awiDCP, s<t outwork, and meature up.
,4c. Oond references aud re-timnnisls from

*. O. Office of •• The Builder."—No objectioa

par’ioulai

TO CORRESPONDENTS. WANTED, a Young "Man, about 17 or 18
Tear, r.fa.p. ni nn IMPRi'ViOi MUlRMNO on

,
by an Oil Graiuer, "Writer, and

' g wtiole of
liu PulQ^
- Address

Id b» r*-qil‘r»'.--\"n'v, bv ief*
III f} P. Sl'i/'ortiMre Aifiierti

/nffuiVer—(The nnscrurulous and evil-di«posed persons con-
necied with the journal referred to by our correspondent, syste-

maticnlly pillaccd an ea-Iy copy of Die fiiiiVder every week).

D. W.-S. M. S. (tinder our limit.'.-B. r, (diti-,).—K,-E B R.-
J. S.-F.P.-J. F. C.-T. H,-C. B.-J. E.-A. A. (we have
already .snid it will appear!,—J, T. (whysboutd the ark he trea’ed

as a parglle ogram any more than the ship ?i—.Ada's Puriun i.

—

C. C. (if we remimber rigluly, the proposal was dated from the
London Mechsnie,' Inglitutiun).—Subecrihir (not for measiiriog

and valuing artificers' work!.—A Five Years' Sub-enber
( 'itto.

Staiiip is not r-ti'iiredl.— r. H. S.—.r, J’.—A Reader.— K. B.-

A. N.-O. and R-B. J. I’.-J. B.-M. E. II
“ ’

depend on the cireurastaooes. We cannot ofler -.

G. R. (It would be inconvenient to oomp'y. We should have
I

dmiving fo- •-ain-

Similar reques'a every weeki.-J. D. P.-F. B.-W. J. P. lis in ! "/ab wirb 'bv an ‘artis- who q ek< effi i

typet-Malvern (ditiot.-A Subscriber.
I art.-A pnlv by letter. In the firs- instim

~ Books on(lA<lilreg#«.“—Weare forced to decline pointing out to .7. H -4 !-j4 uw sup o, t.... ir-„p

books or finding addresnes.
I

NOTICE. — All communications respecting adrerfiie.l .

menfi should be addressed to the

to the “Editor:” all other eommunicatinna
addressed to the Editob, and not to the Publisher.

[

year.-Apply to A. B. -

by letter only, to N. No 7. Belvedere-crescent,

“' Ti.rR'cs n.vm.- wwTi'-D ANTED, by an Assistant, 20 Years ofWANTED, bv a Bllilrler, a confidential Age. INGAliEMIONTinciUieroi theabove l ri-fes-ion?,

rr.ERK. wh-.’h-.= a r-a— CI.1 kn wlert,,. „f J.ii„er«’ Y wmki.ig -ind other drawings, Mtimr.te-, &p. 4'. -Ad-
Wn k. and - ai qiiair ted with bnnk ke-n'i’g. ' mi !d1e-«ged man dreas care of .Mr . ril.ol I..

. 9j. Re. eiit-street Tj imbeTh.walk.i-iged n
find fbi-i a per-n
till srniritvfir

' TO AHOMITECTS. SUHVETORS, A-.

The Advertiser, accustomed to prepare-
Fitiirlivii nii>j J etail Drawings, Speoificntioos. well up ia

J lit wouidi W"\NT:-:D. an AUTIST dvl,o may have
;r an opinion!— i

’ » H. v l el b-s «tii ij .« and p-aci 'e to the «i)bj-ct of figure

aking ifi quantities, measurio.
- --- ENGAOE.MENT. Teemi

Delta.* fflcenf “The Dui

TO LAND AGENTS AND SDRVl-YOKS.

The Advertiser, who is a good Surveyor and
levellei. a cniiital Draughttman, Writer, and Oilourist,

and bai for he lu-t three yc or.-i b-en anRiifipg iw E»raie Maua/e-
meiit.isnow d.-sirnua of being EM Pl.OYED in a l.i ndou otvee,

' — ike h'luself generally Uielnl —AOdress, J. L.
I respecting adcerfiie-

1

i < dp a vs, 34 -iharrer h u-e s'l'i 're, I'-.e,

“Publisher,” andnoti \\/^-A-NTED, a YOUTH, from 16 to IS years n-tiTT,-' aj t' / 1 ^n^ • +
lunicatinns should b« a.ie a. ilCT Di n >H V F'. RE VTf IR m t be WR iVl VG

,

T'^N AdvcrtlSCr (agcd 19) IS aUXlOUS tolun.cat.nns should be GRAINING Nn premium re., iHred, No wages the fir^t 1 mvrfwi.ban BMi.UIbIMENTss M--DKLL R and DE-

ADVE RT!S EM E N TS.
‘ RT’ir,n=-U'4 AND DTURH-t.

\^ANTED, by the .^dverfiser, a SITUA-
» T TDiN of i-LUMItERS .uid I* > r.V l>,U<,

NEW -WOK K ' ex e

Railway consthuction, from the;?i:!;^’
ifitig 'lit of the line to the compleijou nf the work

npwotds of 200 plates ami diagrams, with copiou, text
BvW. D MASKDLL. t'.B.
2 Vo's, imp. 8vo. 21 IQs, n 1.

PublUhers. ATCllI.EV and C“. infi, Great Russell-streef,

lret.s?’r' b’'Si,Viuv e -street. Cbelsfa. S.W.

I bns bad
.

. ..

'ended. A 'arge
ermauenl si'ua-

To I'lVIt, ENliJNEEHS AND SUi VEtn

The Parents of a Youth in his 19th year,
wb I hi- b 'vu highly eduvoted. be having gone tb’uoBh a

i

On Ist of August, price Js 6d. No. CXXI. il XX.XV, NewSerirsl

' TUMLD-RRq AND IM.nMur-'t---.

W7ANTED, by an experienced PLUJIREK,*•'
- a .'I rUATIi'N. lie i, mliing to fill ,10 bis

if r-'quirH’*. Rfferenre- sh to abilily.—Addre s,
A\\ R

^HE ECCLESIOLOGIST. Published under \^ANTED, by an Architect in London, a Rrrrei.oea'^'iniexoeVb.naWe.A tiierupeniltindvl ce of the Ecclesiologicol MlCIf'v.
i
Vw M l N AO 1 SG I’I.EKK t.. n.We hn lend in .. ..Kn ’tt IX. Henlv rmid. H.. li.ev r.i...

CONTS.TS :-8eq..en.i,e It,edi(».-Engan,»m in the Mi-ld'e Ages ' m.M- b- a g odXovhf m^i Vve^ Nr uider^tomi Ir(with nn tiiginviiiv) —i'hurch RfBtoratioii in Waiwi.k-hire.- sreVtiVe end n gn,,d oi.biuriV Oiin1ificn*i,.n«",nd
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N a recent number we made
some observations (with re-

ference to general improve-

ment) on Reformatories, ragged

schools, homes, and other
“ social bridges,” which obser-

vations obtained very general

circulation, and have aided in

awakening public attention to

the importance of such establish-

ments. The Sheffield Indejiendent,

other journals, comment-

ing on them, in an article headed
“ Prevention better than cure,” says,

“ The ti'uih of this old adage is borne

witness to everywhere, and in a way
which leaves no room for doubt or cavil-

ing. Yet, self-evident as it is, the appli-

cation of the principle so as to secure practical re-

sults is, in many instances, very slowly discerned by
the public, and very despundingly acted upon. The
case of juvenile reformatories is one in point. Possibly

some excuse for this may be drawn from the fact that

what is a public duty—the duly of all, and not that

of any pailicular individual— is, in some sense, held

to be no one’s duty, at least very few feel themselves

called upon to lake the initiative and to agitate for

the thing. There would be less wonder were the

moral certainty of the success of reformatory schools

less decided
;
but after the many satisfactory experi-

ments that have been made, and arc now being pub-
lished to the world, the apathy of Ihe people as a

whole, and particularly of our county magistrates,

who have shown their want of confidence in such

agency, and their lack of faith in the accessibility of

the public mind to evidence, is astounding.”

After quoting some of our statements, the

writer continues

“Let no one, then, be content to let the movement
take its own course, receiving the aid of those who
choose to give it. Each must feci that he is per-

sonally hound, to the extent of his means, to aid it

himself; that in declining, he is uujust to hiscountry,

to his species, and to his God. To allow, by passivity,

thonsands of ignorant and destitute children, at our

doors, born and cradled in crime, to go to almost

certain tuiu, without making an effort, is both cruel

to them and a wrong to ourselves. The Builder

places the matter, for the sake of those unsusceptible

of higher motives, in the following practical point o)'

view:—‘We want good aidisans,—our colonies want

them even more—offer any money for them. Would
it not be better, w iser, cheaper, for the country to turn

the neglected infant population of our cellars and

streets into men of this class, instead of allowing them
to become, as they unquestionably must become if

oncared for, rogues and thieves, if nothing worse, to

plunder honester men, and to be ultimately caught,

tried, convicted, and maintained in prison, or a penal

settlement, all at the cost of the state ?’ ”

Notwithstanding the recent war with Russia,

the exports of 1856 show an enormous increase

over those of the previous year. Shipping,

railways, docks, household property, have all

increased in value to an immense extent, and

yet, amidst all this prosperity, we have accounts

of widely-spread distress, and find thousands of

fellow creatnres living in miserable dens, and

under circumstances which render health and

virtue scarcely possible.

The Government at the present time are

assisting female servants to a free passage to

I various of the colonies. Although, perhaps,

none amongst the working-classes of Lon-
don are generally better off than well-con-

ducted and cfBcient female domestic servants
• —they have a fair amount of wages, cooifort-

: able lodgiugs, and sufficient food,—the emigra-

t tion of this useful class of persons will, to a

[ certain extent, make room for others. It seems

a a pity that the small tradesmen and the best

[
paid mechanics of the metropolis and other

; arge towns should consider respectable service

for their daiighters as a sort of disgrace, and
bring them up not in a way to make them useful

wives to those of moderate means, or, when left

to their own resources, to enable them to earn a

sufficient livelihood. We want more occupation
for females.

The managers of the Electric Telegraph have
very wisely adopted the employmeut of female
clerks, who have been found to answer the pur-

pose admirably
; and this, when the resources

of the great invention have been developed,

will in Great Britain be the means of affording

occupation to some thousands of young women.
The difficulty of obtaining profitable employ-
meut for a vei-y intellectual portion of the

women in large towns, is shown in various

ways: for iustauce, in reply to an advertisement

in a London paper, seeking a young person, as

useful companion to a lady, at a very moderate
salary, there were 270 applications in a few
days.

The condition of thousands of needle-women
in London is generally known to be deplorable

;

but only those who have seen with their own
eyes can fully appreciate the misery which at

present exists. It is a melancholy fact that,

as matters are working at the present time,

large bodies who would willingly earn their

food by honest industry are yearly falling into

greater poverty; and it is unfortunately the

case in other trades besides that of the needle-

women that the rich capitalist is getting richer,

and the poor workman and workwoman poorer.

It would require a large amount of space to

discuss the causes of this unfortunate state of

affairs and the different views of this important

subject which are held by various persons

whose opinions are well worthy of considera-

tion. It is not our present purpose, however,

to discuss this further. We have a different

olijcct in view with i-eferencc to the well-being

of a superior class.

Those who have examined with care the

various conditions of Loudon life, will appre-

ciate properly well-intentioned plans having for

their object the provision of arrangement to

enable members of different classes to escape

from inconvenient and too often dangerous

conditions, and it is with pleasure that from

time to time we notice various experiments for

improving the means of living, with compara-

tively limited means, in comfort, and respect in

this metropolis. These are to be placed amongst

social bridges : aU honour to the builders.

The lately opened institution to which we
just now desire to du'ect attention, is situated

at No. 14, Great Orraond-strect, that some\vliat

stately neighbourhood of Queen Anne’s days.

The house was formerly the residence of Lord
Thurloe, and is a characteristic specimen of the

Loudon domestic architec'ure of the time.

So far as the interior arrangement is concerned,

it has considerable elegance : the entrance-

hall, with marble floor, wide carved staircase,

ornamented panels, and eciliiig of rich design,

are noticeable; the lighting of it is excellent:

the rooms are lofty : the dining room, on the

ground-floor, is adorned with columns, and is

a handsome apartment, in which have as-

sembled many an eminent company in former

days. Other rooms lead to a terrace, communi-

cating with a large garden, which, by the way,

might be made a little more trim than it is.

While looking over this large, comfort-

able, though old-fashioned mansion, one cannot

help coutrastingits well ventilated, light, elegant

condition with many of those places of a totally

opposite description in which some thousands

of the young women of London are by force of

circumstances obliged to lodge. Amongst the

female part of our population, a large number

obtaiu employment in the establishments of

milliners and dressmakers both at the west end

of the town and in the City ; in some instances

lodging is provided for the assistants and

learners: in others tliey are obliged to find
sleeping-rooms themselves. No doubt many
young women so employed have the shelter of
the homes of parents and other relatives : there
are, nevertheless, a considerable number who,
with slender means, are obliged to provide for

themselves.

It must be evident to every one, as matters
are at present, that a respectable establishment,

managed, in a right manner, by those who can
command general confidence, for the use of

young women who have not a proper and com-
fortable home, must be of great service. Besides
the workwomen who have been reared in Loudon,
there also come, year after year, hundreds of

dressmakers, and others, from the provinces, to

seek improvement here, for the purpose of en-

abling them to commence business in their native
places with a chance of success

;
and tlie neces-

sity for some provision for these classes ditfe-

reut from that generally obtained is so evident,

that we need not say more on this point. This

necessity seemed so great to Lady Gooderich and
Lady Hobart, that they determined to risk the

expense of opening a house in Mauchester-

street, to supply the want
; and after trying the

experiment tiierefor some time, they have taken

the house we are now speaking of, where young
women can find a home, after their labours, at a

cost of from 23. to 2s. 6d. a-week each. J,ord

Thurloe’s dining-room is used as sitting-room by
the inmates, and here there is a pianoforte, a

good library, and other means of amusement.
A Lady-resident, who is heartily earnest in her

task, manages the house, and arrangements are

made, something on the club principle, to pro-

vide lucals at a cheap rate. The house would
accommodate upwards of sixty, and it seems to us

that the advantages of this home only require

to be understood by those for whose use it is

intended, for the estabUshmeut to be fully appre-

ciated. In the meanwhile the expense is great to

the ladies who have so kindly made this experi-

ment, and it is desirable that the place shouhl

be made known to those for whom it is intended.

THE WELLINGTON MONUMENT COMPE-
TITION.*

Taking np onr notices of the models now being

exhiliiti'd at Wcstminster-hall, we come lo No. 33,
which is marked “ Nameless,” a curious prodiiotiou

wanting alike structural character and good arcbitec-

tur.il detail. Wliat serves for 'platform to the ptin-

cipiil group, is composed of a number of flags borne

by s(5;;leJ figures at the angles of the pedestal. On
tliis somewhat unstructuval base stands ‘Wcilington,

to whom a figure habited as a king is doing

homage; and Britannia on liorscbai-k holds a flag

over tile duke. The author seems lo be a Frenebnion.

Curiously enough, he has written the nime “ Bri-

fatmia” upside down. No. 34, “Rem Magiii Aidmi
Agressns,” is an imit.ition of a Gotliic monument,
with a recumbent figure. There are sniull gron]is of

figures at the angles of the piers, and a figure of

Wellington at the top, in what we can best describe

as "a fighting attitude.” Of No. 3fi, “Pin-t Awny,”

we have spoken. We still look upon works of this

sort, as being the best of them erroneous in prin-

ciple. The spectator is asked to take it upon trust,

th.at the body of the deceased is within the sarco-

phagus and tomb. He knows this to be false ; that

the vvhole thing is a pretence and make-bilicve : aud

the chance is that he goes away less impressi d than it

was the artist’s object that he should be. There are

two sorts of imitation,— that which alone the true

artist would atlempt—aud ihi-t where the object is

less art than mimicry or deception. The two kinds

of so-called art are here mixed up. In No. 30, there

is certainly much to admire in the actioi of the

figure closing the gate, and in the group nt the

summit; aud the simplicity of the s-iitpiuresqiie

features is commendable, The riliewsow. ti;e bronze

gates, it is proposed should illustrate “ the remarkable

events military and political from 17‘J0.” In the

group of objects at the back of the tomb, the coroutt

and shield are strangely represented, as nbfut equal

iu diameter. In No. 37, 't'O KABHKON. a figure

of Wellington, bolding the sword of state, is placed

on a circular pcilestal. Round this are grouped some

capital allegorical figures
;
and ou the lower pedestal

• See pp. 413 aud -125, ante.
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two aUo-rilievos are shown, which though very

rousrhly modelled, arc remarhahle—the one, the battle

of "Waterloo, for the fire and s^jirit which is expressed

in the charge

:

and the other, apparently the entry

into Madrid, for the grace and beauty of the compo-

sition. , . ,

In No. 38, “ Cincinnatus,” most of the errors which

we have been remarking upon, as inconsistent with

the intention in sculpture, are accumulated. D e have

first a represeotation of a tomb (on w'hich is a recum-

bent effigy of tbe duke), next a building enclosing the

tomb ;
and on this, a group including the statue of

the duke—who is supposed to be surveying the field of

Waterloo. The sides of the pedestal or building

have bronze gates, which are the best part of the

design, and internally around the walls arc statues of

the duke’s companions in arms, and a number of

flags. The angles of the pedestal are cut away for

the insertion of figures (we can hardly call theni

Cariatldes), just in the manner which i_s condemned in

buildings—where the same artifice is resorted to,

merely for the insertion of columns not required for

the structui'e ;
and tbe comice overhangs at these

angles in a veiy unsightly manner. \Vc could not

quote a better instance to show the desirableness of

architectural criticism on the exhibition, and the

necessity for architecture itself—that is, good archi-

tecture—as an element in the design of works in

monumental sculpture. No. 39, which is the work

of a foreigner, is defective in the structural and

architectural elements ;
and it also exhibits the error

of the representative sculpture iu making beauty of

form, of secondary importance— except as regards

outline and general grouping. ^\ ellington, at the

summit of the monument, is sho^n as though in

action
;
near him are guns aud aitQleryraeu

;
and

round a iiedcstal of poor design, ai-e statues of generals;

whilst a' lower pedestal exhibits an antique sarcopha-

gus, and figures in the altitude of mourners.

No. 40, “ New England,” is not creditdblc to the

country from which it would appear to have come.

Wellington stands with his generals about him
;
and

over his head, on a large ball marked “Waterloo,”

aud to which the duke seems in dangerous proximity,

stands the figure of Victory. At the back of the

monument, Napoleon is represented. No. 41 has

been sufficiently mentioned. la No. 42, “ Aut

uunqiiam tentes, aut persice,” there is a figure of the

duke on a licdestal
;
and the latter is inscribed with

the name “ Wellington," to which Fame is pointing.

Why should the artist not have seen the necessity

which art is ever under, of doing someihing fresh ?

It does not follow that we are to have eccentricity

and bizarrerie. There are some good figures in

No. 42, but others are placed on the pedestal as

though ready to fall off. No. 44 includes some

allegorical figures, half-seated and flying, aud exhibits

the tendency to common-place, and the imitation of

dramatic action. In No. 45, the sculptor has

sought to produce effect by the contrast of white

marble with the grey granite of his pedestals— a

method of treatment which, though it may have been

practically exemplified in a large munber of the mural

tablets iu our cathedrals, and though it may once

have had tlie sanction of Chautrey, judging from his

recommendation of a leaden wash on the stonework

of Westminster Ahbey, as a background—is open to

many doubts. Wellington here stands on rock-

work, placed on a circular pedestal; which itself

stands on one of oblong form, bearing seated figures

and enriched with rilieoos. No. 46, with a statue

of the duke, and figures representing Britannia and her

colonies, becomes ridiculous from the pedestal formed

of lions, colossal iu proportion to the figures above.

No. 47, “ England’s Pride,” is likened by the Times

to Punch’s shoiY
;
and the resemhlauce to that parti-

cular form of draiiiaiic art must have been apparent

to many before they read onr contemporary’s notice.

Besides, ihe alto-rilievo is so managed, that one of

the horse.? is shown as having hut three legs.

No. 48, “1)11 Courage, "exhibits architectural features

prominently, under the idea of unison with the build-

ing ;
hut at the same time misconceives architectonic

as well as sculpturesque principles. An arch, ivith

pilasters and cutahlatiire, as though a reduced copy
from one of the bags of the nave, supports a statue

of the duke. Beneath is a sarcophagus, covered by
a pall, the ends of which are raised by figures of

Duty, Truth, Peace, and Religion, The pedestal

displays a number of rilievos, which, being in low
relief, sccra in their treatment to trench too much on
tbe province of pictorial and landscape art. One of

them is a view of Walmer Castle, showing tbe sun
setting. No. 49, “Victory and Peace,” would have
appeared more lo deserve what we said of its general
character—which, however, we thought suitable to ob-
jects of small dimensions—had the lion, which is intro-

duced in the base,appeared less uncoml'ortable. A figure
ofWellington is of course the main feature. The figures
with outstretched arms, holding wreaths, form the
best part of the design. Nos. 50 and 80, by the

same author, each having the motto from Shake-

speare

—

“ Most greatly liv d
This star of England ;

fortune made his sword, —

•

have bronze sculpture and pedestals of gray granite.

Bronze was, we believe, preferred, by the artist, on

the ground that marble cannot be preserved in a

sightly state in St. Paul’s, where the monuments are

generally covered with dust, and are frequently broken.

We should he scarcely ready to admit that advantages

in point of artistic effect, would attend either the

general, or the partial use, iu promiuent positions, of

bronze. In the one case, a deadly sombre effect

would perv'ade the edifice—far different to what the

“ dim religious light,” which may he really wanting

to the building, could impart to it
;

in tbe other

case, in place of the architectural uniformity in the

arcades, and the beauty of perspective gradation

which results, spaces would he dotted out, at irre-

gulai' distances, which would wholly mar the

architectonic effect, as designed. But Nos. 50

and 80, as referred to in a former notice, arc very

remarkable for the beauty and technical skill which

arc exhibited in the separate figures and in the

modelling
;
though they nevertheless exemplify the

observations which we have made, as to the absence

of other requisites in the works of some of our best

sculptors. In No. 50, passing over the question

raised by some, whether an equestrian statue would

he desirable in the Cathedral, there is little that is

really monumental, or that touches the feelings

throurh the presence of a poetic ingredient. The
work is a simple representation of Wellington, with

figures of bis generals iu front of the pedestal

;

excepting that at each end of the monument is a

figure holdiug an olive branch
;
aud these features are

perhaps the best jiarts of the composition. The
pedestal is blank and tasteless. This model it is

right to say, as No. 80 also, was accompanied with

four figures besides those spoken of—intended to

stand in re-entering angles of the architecture of the

building, and which would probably have had much
value in the grouping. These figures, however, were

not allowed to be exhibited, as we may have men-
tioned. The othermoJel, No. 80, mingles the repre-

sentative and the allegorical forms of expression

—

or places them in what wc consider too close

vicinity
;
but has we think much greater merit than

the other work, and has some beautiful episodes—such

as the group of the mother bendingover the dead.

No. 51, “Waterloo,” includes a figure of Wellington

with allegorical figures, and an Ionic column sup-

porting a gilded Victory. This composition is placed

on a black pedestal, decorated with a profusion of

gilding to festoons and rilievos. No. 53 exhibits

anything but the characteristic of “ Power,” which is

its motto. It is the proscenium of a show, in which
is a rilievo copied from a well-known engraving of

the duke in his study. No. 54, “Multum in

parvo,” is iu some respects better designated by its

motto; but the mnUunii'i the abundance of details

rather than the higher much which may he expressed

in small cubical or superficial compass. Wellington

is here a sedent figure; and, the irreverent would say,

looks as if he were being patted on the head by
Victory. The pedestal is covered with nVfruoi ; and
it has at the angles crouching figures, which ai'e the

best features. The busts above them are as much
out of jilace, as the one pediment over another that

is condemned iu architecture. No. 55, “ TOY
All TOI KAE02E2TAI 020N T EPIKIANATAI
HQ2,” is a work which wc have mentioned. It in-

cludes an equestrian statue ou a double pedestal, aud

a still more lofty arrangement of pedestals with

allegorical figures, and a Victory at the summit.

The dados of the pedestals geuerally are enriched with

rilievos of processions. The artist deserves praise

for bis recognition of many of the desideraiaoivionM-

inciital sculpture, inclusive of good architectural detaU.

In No. 56, “Avon ”—where there is an excellent

sealed figure of Welhngton, and figures, also sedent,

of Devotion, Energy, Order, and Decision—the archi-

tectural detail of the chief pedestal is not equal to

the demand; and the monument would, wc think, be
even better without the modillion cornice. Wc may
be accustomed to it in buildings

;
but, whilst re-

quiring architecture in monumeuts, we require alsonew
design in ornament, from the artist—the sculptor

—

whose province it should be specially to supply it.

The titles “ Devotion,” “Energy,” &c. are written

below the figures, otherwise the allegory in the case

of some of them, might be what is called “ far-

fetched.”

Nos. 57 and 60, marked” Studens,” are by the
same baud, and very nearly resemble one another.

'The chief difference may be expressed by our saying
that No. 60 has at the hack of the monument,
n door, or the representation of cue, to a tomb;
aud that the end of a sarcophagus is carved on the
front of the same monument

;
whilst in the other

work, the sarcophagus form is marked by incised lines.

It will be observed that No. 60, assuming that there

is not an obvious and “ practicable” entrance, or

descent, w'ould not observe principles which we
have endeavoured to mark out—namely, that where
there is no actual tomb, none should be iudicated,

but that the work should be strictly monumental.
The end of the sarcophagus may be approved of as

simply emblematic—not placed there in the manner
of mimicry or deception: the indication of the form
by iucised lines, however, would, according to our
view, be preferable. In other respects, the design

treating it as the same, in each—for, so it is,

with slight interchange of figures—deserves par-

ticulas commendation. Whilst it is admirable in the

techuical sculpturesque requisites—especially in the

modelling of the figures, and the arrangement of

the whole group of the Duke, with Peace and War,
which surmounts the monument—structural disposi-

tion is attended to, and the allegorical figures or

personifications of countries in the lower part of the

monument, are introduced with recognition of the

principles for which wc have contended, [nscrip-

tions also play their part. The only detraction from
the meritof theworkiu certain particulars, arises from
the detail—as of the mouldings. This is somewhat
inelegant and wanting in novelty. On the base is

inscribed: “ Flei'c et meminisse relictum est.”

No 58, with a motto from the Faery Queen :

—

"Right, faithful, true he was in deed and word.
But of his cheere did seem too solemn sad,

Tet nothing did he dread, but ever was y-drad,”

—

has a black marble sarcophagus or slab, supported by
pillai's, and bearing a recumbent figure. At each

angle is a kneeling soldier.—^—No. 61, “ The Path of

Duty is the Way to Glory,” is an endeavour to repre-

sent by different figures, the duke at various periods

in bis career. No. 62, “ In God aud the Britons

I hope,” appears to he a foreign production. There

is some design about the pedestal, which is composed,

of coloured materials
;
hut the proportions of the

sculpture appear defective. No. 63, “Let us

guard our Honour iu Art as in Arms,” on the other

hand, is quite wanting in the architectural clement

just referred to. Wellington and his generals are

represented—in bronze. No. 64, “Virtute etviris

virtutis,” is a building of black and coloured marbles
;

aud it contains the duke’s hat and a gigantic coronet.

Need we say more? No. 65, “Roma,” has a

poorly-modelled figure of the duke; hut we were

induced to notice it for the general attention to

architectonic principles, aud the novelty which

is attempted in tbe details of tbe circular

pedestal, and the lower one of oblong form.

Resting ou the latter, are sedent figures on each side,

holding a circular tablet, and in the lower pedestal

are hoys with festoons, and medallions with the names
of great battles.——No. 66, “ Virtute Prudentia

Victor,” is a work which would have deserved a more
promiuent place than it now occupies in these notices :

it has, indeed, such excclleuce as is seldom found in

monumental sculpture. It is true that architectural

detail is not elaborated
;
but architectonic principle

is attended to, as in the general grouping and mass :

the group stands upon a proper moulded base; and

the sculpture, which is beautifully modelled, tells its

story—and that athrilhugand a full one—yet has a

pervading character of simplicity. A plain marble

slab, slightly diminishing, with a shallow niche on

each side, forms the background to the principal

allegorical sculpture ;
and it supports a group of Wel-

lington in civil costume, returning his sword toJustice

—Britannia on the other side. The group in front of

the slab represents Victoiy the result of Valour and

Wisdom, and the group at the back, Religion, Liberty,

and Peace. At the ends are angels with the ter-

restrial and celestial coronets. There is no extrava-

gance of action here, nothing but what is within the

limits of (he sculptor's art; and nothing hut what

tells the more, for not attempting to go beyond that

art. Neither is there Pagan association of ideas,

nor use of allegory in any manner but that which

can be readily understood.

There arc a few other models which may require

notice. These wc shall mention in a future uuinher,

when wc shall offer a few concluding remarks.

DOINGS IN NEWGATE.
In preparing for the new block of cells about

to be built iu Newgate, the wall of old Loudon
has been cut through, where it runs from north

to south across the prison, about a hundred

feet to the east of the Old Bailey. The upper

part, about 8 feet tliick, consisted mainly of

masses of ragstone concreted together; but in

the lower part layers of Eomau bricks, at inter-

vals of about 3 feet in height, were found, as in

other portious of the wall, of which descriptions

have been published at dift’erent times. In the

illustrated account of the wall and gates of old
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Londoilj giveu in our volume for 1855 (vol. to assume a certain quantity per head of the population

XTTT nn 991 OfiOl fhp nn«!ilinr> <if T'J’pw n-afr*
^ feet per head is the amount for which pro-AJ.ii. pp. tne position 0t i\ew-gate, vision should he made; that it appears from our esperi-

nncl tllC course Jjondou tvall tookj will be seeu. ments that half this qumility passes off in eiqht honrs;

In digging out at the side of the wall, near iu'*
sewaqe should be permitted to flow into the

that part of the prison formerly known as the
condemned cells, it was found that the founda- ' districts, imci that in the eight hours of the

tions had been laid on what were evidently the Sr;?Z?.r.wl^.Lrr;oa''„7V„tf.lf «""»
debris ot the lire of 1666. The prison was districts.

restored hy Wren after that event 110721.' That tioaystem of drsinsge is adapted for the metropolis

T i-n’' u 1.
• 1 j. -L 1 li • '"’tueh does not relieve the lo* level districts from floods,

iiOWer still were what might have been the evi-
^

and that the system which is adopted must therefore pro-
dences of another fire, which would take us intercepting the upUnd dr.-iinsge.

back a long way in the history of the metro-

1

polls: these, however, were not clear. It liquid which passes off; and that, consequently, the liquid,

might have been expected that some interesting
deodonzation, must be disposed of in the same

.!• Ill ^
1 1 •!

® JTiiinuer Bs ordinary sewage water; that we do not believe
things would have been discovered while ex- that the deodorization of London sewage could he carried

cavatiugj but this was not the case. There a nuisance; and that no plan would

were some glass bottles containing liqnid, and
,

WC have seen a fragment of a Roman earthen- ,

London sewage is undoubtedly great, but that the large

ware vessel which was taken out, possibly a

'

inortarilim, with the words— of this fertilizing m.atter by any known economical pro-
t cess ;

that a copious dilution of the sewsge is necessary to

MARIKVS I

the health of the inhabitants of tbe metropolis
;
and that

therefore the sacrilice entailed by the dilution must bo
endured.

That, under circumstances (stated), and having regard
to the inexpediency Ilf making the question of the effectual
drainuge of the metropolis dependent on commercial con-

I

sideratioQS, the only practicable mode of disposing of the
impressed on the rim, and placed as we have set

them. The impression is sharp and clear.

Adjoining the east side of the old wall, to-

wards its northernmost extremity within the ' channels, where private enterprise, under proper
,1 !*'•, , I control, may be at liberty to utilize it; but that, when

prison, IS a concreted mass, which may have
^

not required for purposes of utilization, these channels
been the foundation of a part of the gate or should provide for its flow in the most expeditious manner

some adjoining building. New, though .the
,

desirable eew.ae, from bolb sideeof Ibe
gate there was called, it was in use as a prison i

river should bo taken to one outfall,

from the time of King John, and there is record I .

the proposed outfnil at n- in Erith Reach is objec-

ii.-i icno TT_ TTT 1 1 ii 1 -m tionabie, because it would not effectually prevent the
that in 1218 Meui'y 111. commanded tbe sheriff sewage from returning within llie limits of the metropolitan

to repair the jail of Newgate for the safe keep* I

boundary; because it would have a deleterious eflect on

ing ot tho prisoners. Omitting mention of

;

intermediate events, the gate and the prison I
That the best outfall on the north side is a place between

were partially destroyed by the fire of London I

Lishihousa md Th«™» navrn, i» Se. Heach

;

• ti'i'f’ •‘',11 T T 1 nnd that the best outfall on the south side is Eigharam ibiib, and were reinstated. In Lord George
;
Creek, in the Lower Hope.

Gordon’s riots of 17S0, both were burnt, and ' That in order to intercept the sewage of a Urge area, a

+!>/, ^ r>4-^

i

» • 11 lovel should bc adopted rt little ubove that of the highest
the gate was not reinstated. A new prison had tj^es, viz. 6 feet aLve Trinity high-water mark, as the
been commenced, such as WC now see it, in May ' level from which the sewage should gravitate at the river

1770, from the designs of George Dance, thV *'T ‘’J®®
• 1 ” 1 -r,’ ,1 I

south side; that tho sewage should flow thence into mam
architect ot the Mansion-house

J
and if the outf«ll channels; and that in the main outfall channels use

visitor look up at the wall of Dance’s budding, ' should be made of tidal water near the metropolis to

11 , „ . 1
* • 1 e 11. 1*11 i_

°
I assist the flow, and to effect at the same time tho dilution

on the south side of the area which has been of the sewage!
cleared for fresh constructions, he will seel That the area from which the sewage would be so inter-

wlipvp ilip 6rp nf flip rinfpr<5 hoc hlnplrnnpfl onrl cepte<J and removed, without having recourse to artillcial
Wlieie rioters nas Diacxcnea anci

| metropolitan districts, is about eighty-ono
calcined the stonework. Lord George Gordon square miles

;
and the area from which the sewage would

died iu the prison some years afterwards, 1793. :

nearly thirty-eight scuare miies-

TVT . That thecostof the main outfall sewers Will be 3,14it,300L
IN ewgate consists, as many ot our readers will

|

^nd tho cost of the internal system of intercepting sewers

rCCOlTcct, of a centre and two wings, north and in the metropolitan district wUl be 2,29i,906L and tho
.1 Tj.

• • ii . i.1.. - P 1. j j I total cost 6.437,26oL That if the outfall channels were not
MUth. It IS in the northern portion, bounded carried beyond B* in Erith Reach the expense would be
by tbe Old Bailey and Newgate-street, that the : reduced by a sum of 1,719,300?.”

new works, under the direction^of Mr. Bunnio^, That

ate being earned on. Lance S external walls I sewer should discharge their sewage into these channels,

will be left up, but within these a block of cells,
[

and should contribute towards cost,

, U , , , •!! 1
An.1 fliuf Inftir avA onnoapd to

abrogating the present day-room system, will be

built II' feet wide and five stories high ! Means
will be provided to enable the van to enter

within the walls, and so to avoid setting down
the prisoners in the road. A large amount of

underpinning to the adjoiniug buildings has

been required, which was not calculated on.

Messrs. Brown and Robinson arc the con-

tractors.

THE MAIN DRAINAGE OF LONDON.
The plans for the drainage of London prepared by

the Metropolitan Board of Works were referred by

Sir Benjamin Hall, It will be remembered, to Captain

Galton, Mr. .Tames Simpson, and Mr. T. E. Blackwell,

eoglncers. These geutlemen have made their report,

and it has been laid before Parliament, and forwarded

to tho Board of Works. The conclusions to which

they have arrived have been given in the daily papers.

The evidence and plan, however, are not yet published,

so that the report cannot yet be fairly discussed.

Briefly, the msin conclusions to which they come
are these:

—

That the influence of the sewage on the river is per-
nicious.

That in order to purify the Thames from sewage, it will

be necessary to exclude from it not only tho sewago of

the metropolitan district, but of the adjacent districts.

That the plan of the Metropolitan Board of Works does
not provide for the removal of a sufficient quantity of

sewage from the metropolitan districts
;
that the amount

of rainfall which it is contemplated by this plan to inter-

cept from the river shonld be increased; and, that the
plan does not make adequate provision for removing
from districts adjacent to the metropolis the sewage which
flows into the river within the limits of the metropolitan
district.

That the prospective population of the metropolitan
district, for which provision should be made, is 3,678,089,
as compared with 2,363,236 in 1851 ; tbe population of the
subsidiary districts being 401,000, as compared with
164,068 iu 1851

;
the total prospeotive population being

3,979,089. That the only mode of estimating approxi-

mately the probable amount of sewage from the district "

And that they ore opposed to tho diminution of the

of the sewers.

We learn from the report (what, perhaps, is not

apparent in the
“
conclusions ”) that the sewage is to

be takeu for a certaiu long flislance iu vast ojieii

channels, commencing, if we understand it rightly,

just beyond Barking on one side, and in the marshes

below Woolwich on tbe other, although in one part of

the report the much nearer approach to London of

such channels is hinted at.

“ A channel capable of conveying the total amount of

sewage and rainfall to be removed on tbe north aide, nt a

velocity of 2 feet 6 inches per second, would be 39 feet

broad and 16 feet 6 inches deep
;
and a channel capable of

conveying, at a velocity of 2 feet 6 inches per second, the

total amount of sewage and rainfall to be removed on the

sooth side, would be 37 feet broad and 16fcet deep. These
channels would require a full of G inches per mile

;
and in

their execution the proportions would be, to some extent,

adapted to local circumstances.”

These channels they propose to cover only “ in

the ueighboiirhood of towus, buildings, and crossings

of public roads,” considering that the sewage will bn

diluted so as to be a "comparatively innoxious

stream.” The notion of these rivers of filth is not

an agreeable one ; if now, when diluted by the whole

Thames, the sewage creates an enormous and hcallh-

destroying nuisance, what must we expect from it in

the condensed stream proposed by the referees?

At a meeting of the Metropolitan Board of Works,

held on Tuesday last, to receive this report, a very

strong objection to the proposed open channels was

expressed; but it was ultimately decided to wait for

the circulation of the appendices and maps mentioned

in the report before coming to any decision.

Authorship or Song on Pugin’s " Con-

TRA.STS.”— In reply to the inquiry,—The author of

the little ^eu d'esprit, published in your last week’s

impression, " Oh ! have you seen the work just out ?”

&c. was Mr. James M'Cann, then, and I believe now,

of Crown-street, Finsbury.—W. W. Wardell.

THE SEWAGE MANURE QUESTION.
REPORT OF HR. 11. AUSTIN, C.E.

Pending the deliberation and decisions of the
Sewage Commission, a report has been made by Mr. IT.

Austin, who had some time since, and previously to

the appointment of that commission, iuvettigated the

subject with the view of reporting, as he has done, on
“the menus of Jcoilorizing and utilizing the sewage
of towus,” to the President of the General Board of

Health, as their chief superintending inspector. This

report has been printed, and a copy of it U now
before us.

Mr. Austin here enters pretty fully into the whole
subject, treating seriailm of the consiitueuts of

sewage; its dcodoriz.ition and manu'‘acture into solid

manure, by chemical and mechanical .process
;
the

utilization of sewage iu the liquid form, as by open

irrigation and nnderground pipes, &c.
;

and the

agricultural result.s from the use of sewage manure. In

dealing with the Biibjpct of chemical processes for

separating the solid mittcr of sewage, he describes

Mr. Higgs’s process and the Tottenham works, Jlr.

Wickstced’s patents and the Leicester works, the

Manchester experiments, Mr. Stothert’s and Mr.
Herapath’s processes, Mr. Dover’s pjatcut or Mac-
Dougall’s powder, Mr. Manning’s process and the

Croydon sewaee works, the Clifton L^nion sewage

works, &c. Under tlie head of " Mechanical Pro-

cesses for separating the Solid iMatter of Sewage,” he

describes the Cheltenham, Uxbridge, Ely, and Hitchiu

and Diirtmoor works, and the use of peat ciiarcoal and

Boghead coke. With reference to the utilization of

sewage in the liquid form, the reporter speaks of the

Craigentinny and Tavistock meadows, the sewage

irrigation at Harrow aud Credilon, and at Milan, the

Puscy and Clipstonc meadows, and Jlr. Bickford’s

system of irrigation. A list of cases is given where

liquid farm manures arc distributed, ns at Tiptree

Farm (Mr. Mcchi’s)
;
hlyer Jlill Farm, Ayrshire;

Mr. Harvey’s farm, near Glasgow ; Mr. Walker’s

farm, at Rugby; Mr. Worsley’s, at Rushnlmc; the

Earl of E'se.x’s, at Wa'ford
;
the works of the Metro-

politan Sewage Dlamire Company, and those at Dart-

moor Prison, &f*. Various plans accompany the

report, including some of works recommended by

Mr. Austin.

Amongst the conclusions to which the investigation

of the whole subject has led the reporter, are tho

following :

—

That althoucli from tbe earliest agitation of the qaestiou

of sanitary remrm and of the complete drainage of town?,

the mischief from pollution of rivers on the one hand, and
the waste of valuable manure on the other, by the direct

discharge of the sewage, was insisted upon, no conception

was at any time formed of tho extent of the evil which now
so imperatively calls for remedy.

That although tho means of remedy by deodorization

appear to be as yot but imperfectly understood, and
demand further investigation, various processes have for

a loDg time been in more or leas successful use for this

purpose. That the employment of some of these, known
to bo destructive of the fertilizing power of sewage, would
involve expense without any return; and although such
expense, if unavoidable, should nnhesitalingly bo incurred

to avoid any permauent danger to the population, it ap-

pears that other deodorizing materials ore not destructive

of that fertilizing power. That it is most import ant, there-

fore, to determine whether the fertilizing elements in the

refuse are presented in such form as to be practically

available for agriculture, either in the solid state or iu the

liquid form, so as to avoid tbe injurious consequences aud
enormous waste of throwing away the sewsge.

That chemical resenreb has not yet arrived at any satis-

factory method of economically arresting from solution

the fertilizing ingredients in sewage, while the analyses of

solid sewage manures, manufactured under various patents,

show, that although lor the most part possessing a certain

low value, they do not justify the high prices at which

they have been offered to the public ; nor does there

appear to be evidence of any agricultural results, derived

from their use, which will support such a view of their

value.

That the manufacture from excrement of a dry portable

manure, a.s practised at Paris, although realizing results

of greater value, is applicable only where the cesspool

system prevails, and leads to an aggravation oflhenni-

sance of that sjstem, which duo regard for tbe public

health would not tolerate.

That the separate system of drainage, frequentiv pro-

posed as a solution of the sanitary and agricultural dilli-

culties of the sewage question, would increase immensely

tho cost of drainage works ;
would add to the sources ot

danger to the pubTic health ;
and would tend to a waste ol

fertilizing power.

That the practical experience obtained during many

years at Edinburgh and AliUn, has shown the great value

of sewer water on grass lands, although applied m a state

of great dilution
;
while valuable experiments have shown

the power of soils to remove from solution, and retain Rr
vegetation, tho fertilizing elements.

That although immense agrieuUural results have been

obtained from irrigation with sewage water at Edinburgh,

the method employed has given rise to much complaiut of

nuisance. That this arises for the most nart troiii luul de-

posits in wide ditches, and from tho large evaporating

surfaces of the sewage constantly exposed in the channels

of irrigation.

That all such sources of nuisance and danger aro

proventihle, and should not be tolerated. That no ditches

should be used, and that the sewage should bo exposed

only during the act of irrigation of eaeli portion ol the

land, when it would be immediately absorbed and deodor-

ised by the soil.
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That ID order to avoid all furtherriakof injury to tealtb,

vrhether from discharge of the sewage into ihe rivers and

streams, or from its application to tbe land, it appears de-

sirable that the solid matter should in every ease be sepa-

rated from the liquid sewage at the outfall, and that a

cheap portalde manure should be manufactured there-

from for use in the immediate neighbourhood, as prac-

tised at Cheltenham. 'Jbal it should be mixed with the

ashes of the town, or such other deodorising material as

may be most suitable for application to Ihe surrounding

land, and prepared, if desirable, with other manuring in-

gredients tor particular crops.

That it appears probable that such operation will in

most places par its own expenses, but that as some such

meastire is absolutely necessary for the public health, even

though involving some expense, it should be tbe duty of

Local Boards and other governing bodies to carry it out,

just as much as arrangements devolving upon them for

removal of dust or other refuse from the town. It should

fiTTm, in fact, part of such service, and might be combined

in the same contract.

That the liquid portion of the sewage, thus cleared ofits

aoHd'mnfter, but still retaining its chief value as manure, i

might then be applied with benefit to the neighbouring

!

lands in any quantityj hut that all laud upon which this

method of application of the sewage is practised should, if

not naturally porous, be artificially drained ; as the liquid,

if allowed to become stagnant, would, as in common irri-

!

pati'on, be likely to engender disease in the neighbouring
lobabitants, or in cattle exposed to its inlluence.

I

That the distribution of manures in the liquid state by
^

tho hose and jet, from a system of underground pipes on
^

the land, has been found, by the experience or several

years upon farms in Englanc] and Scotland, most advan-
tageous. and that the outlay for such works is considered

,

by eminent agriculturists, who have had experience ofj

their benefits, as a very profitable outlay, irrespective

altogether of the question oi sewage distribution.
j

That although the adoption of the same system at

,

Rugby, and other places, for the distribution of liquid]

sewage, has been found decidedly successful, the great
Edinburgh results are not attainable by this method, uii-

!

leas conjoined with more ample and ready means for
|

petting much larger quanlities of sewage on a given area, I

in less time au'i with less labour and expense thau can be
done with the hose.

That upon grass lands, for which the application is best
adapted, these larger quantities of the liquid sewage, de- '

prived of its groeser particles, may be economically dia-

;

tributed, cspeei^dly upon tho lower levels, by a combina-
j

tioD of the underground pipe system with the subsidiary
open irrigation by small contour gutters, practised by Mr.
Bickford.

^ >f j

That this work, being of a commercial or speculative
nature, and not so much required for the safety of the
public health, would fall rather within the province of
local companies or proprietor.® than of the local authorities,
and to these parlies all facilities should be granted for
carrying it out.

That the solid sewage manure, prepared and deodorized
as above proposed, maybe anywhere used, and any quan-
tity of the liquid applied on absorbent or properly drained
laud, witbout any risk of injury to health, ana without any
of the oSeusiveness constantlj" experienced from farmyard
and other solid manures applied as top-dressings.

That in any neighbourhoods, however, where no oppor-
tunity exists for this beneficial irrigation, the liquid
sewage, before being discharged into rivers or streams,
should, after separation of the solid matter, be treated
with limo or other deodorizing and precipitating agents

;

a duty which should devolve upon the local board or other
governing body, as a precaution iu which the public health
is materially eoucerned.

Lastly, that it is an object of immense public concern
that the poisonous accumulations of our towns, now fast
becoming the sources of pollution of our rivers and

for reproductive uses. That by this meaus tbe greatest
sanitary problem will be solved, and the greatest advance-
ment of agricultural prosperity secured.”

The bearings of the whole question upon the case
of the ractrtjpulis have not come under the reporter’s
cousidcralion •, but these, he hopes, wEl now be
thoroughly iuvcslig.ited.

A disenssion, we may here note, has arisen in the
Society of Arts Journal, between Mr. Chadwick and
Mr. Mcfhi on the one* baud, and Mr. S. Sidney on
the_ other, iu conseqvienc’C of the latter gentleman
taking a less favourable view of the llugby and Tip-
tree results than Mr. Chadwick had done in the late
discussion at the Adelphi.

Within tbe last few years, and by dint of down-
right hectoring and hard work on the part of the
press (ourselves included), the public apathy on the
subject of sewerage and drainage, and 1 heir 'sanitary
importance to all, was greatiy dispelled, and th-
public miud aroused into a highly favimrable state of
preparation for the final settiemeut of this important
question

; and it is a pity that this favourable stale
of mind could not be taken advantage of while it lasts.
The biteh at preseut lies, not with the public, but
with those on whom depends the solution of the
problem of the best mode of di'posing of the sewage
of towns, so as to leave rivers and the atmosphere
near them unpolluted, and the public health uninjured.
Men of science, agriculturists, chemists, and others
interested, tbereiore, ought to agitate this problem
among jbemselves without ceasing, till something like
unammify in regard to first principles be attained,
and clear and definite practical conclusions be ai-rivcd
at,_ on which effectual means of carrying out the grand
objects in view might be based and svstematicaliv
carried into operation. The metropolitan sewage
question IS a most urgent one, rismg, moreover, as it
ocs, wiili vast btiidcs and in a rapidly accelerating

ratio, into greidcr and stiil greater importance.

THE HALICAKNASSIAN MARBLES.
;

The steam sloop, the Gorgon, has discharged

her cargo of antiquities from Asia Minor, at

Woolwich. It is said that many of the pieces

are much injured, which is greatly to be re-

gretted. We are glad to be able to lay before

our readers a letter from Mr, Chas. Newton, by

whom they have been sent to England. It is

interesting, as conveying Mr. Newton’s owp

impressions; and, moreover, it gives credit

where credit is due. The letter is addressed

to Professor Donaldson, and is dated Budrum,

July 2, 1857

My dear Sir,—You have doubtless beard long ere

this of the discovery of the Mausoleum made by me
here, and I take an early opportuaity of making the

acknowledgment that you are, as far as I know, the

only traveller except myself who took any particular

notice of the very suggestive fact, that immediately

north of the Aga’s konah, on the shore, on rising

ground overlookiug the centre of (he harbour, were

the “ruins of a superb Ionic edifice.” I quote these

words from the notes which you were so good as to

lend me when I wrote my memoir on the mausoleum

ten years ago. Long before I ever saw Budrum 1

recorded my opinion in print that the spot where you

noticed these ruins was the site of (he mausoleum. I

particularly drew Spralt’s attention to this spot when

lie made his second survey of Budrum
;

hut neither

be nor (he German traveller, Ross, would even pay

the smallest attention to my suggestion. Ross wrote

au ill-natured criiiqiie on my theory in the fourth

volume of his travels.

One object I have in addressing yon now is to tell

you that the cargo of the Gorgon, consisting chiefly

of marbles from tbe nnusoleum, is now on its way to

Eugland. I have most carefully looked over all the

specimens of architectural ornament, and have sent

home the best. You will find much to study and to

speculate on. I have not as yet sent home the larger

marbles, which may tlirow light on (he sfruciare of

the building; hut, as I have now got a steam store-

ship here of almost imliinited cajiacity, I shall send

a good sample of the^c, feeling quite sure that the

architects will like to examioe every clamp-hole, joint,

roitiv, &c. iu a way that no architectural drawing
could sufGce for them.

You will find among the arehitectnral marbles sent

home in the Gorgon a piece of column next the base,

also several fragments of the two stones forming the

base. Since the Gorgon sailed, 1 have found the two
pieces of coluuiu next the capital, and shall take them
both. I have also scut home by the Gorgon a
capital.

These data will, I presume, be sufficient to enable
architects to calculate the height of the shaft of the
column.

I have found altogether about sixty-five frusta of
columns, but most of them broken at one end. All
these, except those I send home, I have buried in the
soil ns I dug on and filled in, so they can be recog-
nised at any future period, aud will ninrk the site for

ever.

You will find among the Gorgon marbles many
specimens of coloured sculpture and arcbiteutiire. I
would stiongly recommend you to tnke an early
opportunity of examining these be'^ore the colom's
fade, as they will iu a London atmosphere.

C. T. Newton.

Victoria sewer had augmented the pestilential state of

the river. "With respect to the offensive trades which

had been complained of, he might state that the

clauses which had been introduced into the Metropo-

litan Act had been so modified as to be of very little

use. It was a most essential clause, and one by
which the local authorities were empowered to deal

with (he nuisances; but the course which had been

pursued by that House had had the effect of taking

out of the hands of the local aulhorilies all power in

the matter, and the consequence was that they were

DOW at the mercy of hundreds of persons carrying on

offensive trades along the hanks of the river, such as

bone-boilers and the like, who, under the provisions

of the Act as now constituted, might do what they

liked, without reference to the health of the metro-

polis
;
and he must say that his hon. friend who put

this question was mainly instrumental in making the

alterations in the clause in question. The latter part

of this statement was received with laughter, in which,

if the matter was not so serious, we should feel in-

clined to join
;
hut while we commiserate the present

coodition of our legislators, wc cannot but remember

the thousands in London—some poor and helpless

—

who are poisoned by bad drainage and the deposits of

boues and other refuse.

"We trust that the evil sanitary condition of the

Houses of Parliament will soon meet with a remedy,

and that upon the principle that “ A fellow-feeling

makes us wondrous kind,” an experience of the dis-

agreeable consequences of had sanitary arrangements

may cause the makers of the laws to pass more strin-

gent and useful measures. About a century and a

half ago the metropolis was overrun with bands of

thieves and robbers, who were permitted to pursue

their avocations without much interference from the

City authorities. However, the Queen had a narrow-

escape from the rogues on her return to St. James’s

from a visit to the City : one of the high City

dignitaries was eflectualiy robbed, and then vigorous

measures were put iu force, aud so many of the

thieves were taken that the public safety was speedily

restored. In like manner, may be, out of evil will

come good, and the present suffering of the members
of the Legislature may be the means of directing

such proper measures against the hone-boiling, tallow-

meliing, and cat-gut manufacturing, as will enable

the peiU-up dwellers in many a household to open

their windows iu the hot summer-time with com-
parative pleasure.

As to the fresh tumbling m of the Victoria sewer,

we must one day go into a calculation of what that

wonderful piece of drainage work has already cost the

ratepayers, and what it is likely yet to cost

!

UNSANITARY CONDITION OF THE HOUSES
OF PARLIAMENT.

;

In the House of Commons last week, Mr. Adderlcy
asked the First Commissioner of Works whelher he
had any plan for the prevention of the pestilential

,

stench which came every evening into every window '

in the river front of the Houses of Parliara’eot
;
and

also whether there was any power to enforce better
trapping of the drains, or a removal of the deposits of
hones and other refuse on the opposite bank, or

jwhether legislation for the purpose was necessary
; j

or, if there was no redress, whether any plan had
been suggested by which the. stench raig’ht he shut

'

out of the houses by closing all the windows on the I

river side, and admitting air frofti another direction.
To this appeal of the hon. gedtlcman, Sir Benjamin

Hall replied that the drainage of the metropolis rested
,with the Metropolitan Board of Works; but since'

representations had been made to him as to the
annoyance complained of by the officers of the House,

'

he had that morning seen Mr. Gurney, and he said
that the stench came from the open sewers, and that

'

whether the windows were open or not the stench
would be the same, owing to the abominable slate of

'

the sewers. Independently of that, Mr. Gurney
said that the great Victoria sewer bad lately broken in '

near MTiitehall-yard, and that all tbe contents had '

been forced down to the bridge-street sewer. The
consequence has been that (he blocking up of the

RESTORATIONS AT BOSTON CHURCH,
LINCOLNSHIRE.

BOSTON IN AMERICA TO BOSTON IN ENGLAND.

The Cottou memorial, comprising the restoration

of the sonlh-western chapel of Boston church, Lin-

colnshire, has bceu completed, and the chapel re-

opened. This work has been done by subscription,

as we have heretofore noted, emanating from natives

and residents in Boston, Massachuselts, and in honour
of the Rev. John Cotton, au Euglish Boston worthy,

who, from 1612 to 1633, when he emigrated, was
vicar of our owu Boston, and thereafter became the

first pastor of the new Boston, which was named in

honour of this spiritual teacher, albeit a bit of a per-

secutor himself in liis day, as too many of those who
were omonu the persecuted on this side the Atlantic

very soon became so soou as they had the power on
the oiher side of the same wide way to “ liberty ” of

conscience. Cotton, however, who was very instru-

mental in establishing the new Boston in the new
England, died, it is said, universally respected, in the

year 1652. Many of the earliest settlers in New
England emigrated from Lincolnshire, and especially

from the vicinity of Boston, so that the present

memorial may he said to manifest the existence of

even closer sympathies aud relationships with Boston
thau those excited through their Cotton bond of union.

Several of the subscribers, nevertheless, are descend-

ants of Mr. Cotton himself.

The work of reparation was commenced in August,

1856. The chapel restored is about 40 feet loug by
18 feet broad. It was in a state of dilapidation

;
the

tracery of its windows sadly mutilated
;

the floor

broken up and irregular
; and (he roof in a dangerous

condition
;
the outer walls perished and decayed in

great measure, and the inner ones disfigured with ages

of whitewash, &c. So great, indeed, was the work of

reparation, that, probably, the old chapel might have
been built at a less cost than has been required for its

resioration. Restoration, how'cver, was the object in

view
;
and, under the direction of Mr. Scott, it has

now been completed. The outside walls have been
repaired

;
the fine tracery of the three sonfbern win-

dows restored
; the southern door reduced to its

original dimensions
;
the ornaments of the buttresses
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and pinnack's, in great rneasarc, replaeed by new ones

in unison with the originals. The window at the

west end, which was almost ealirily destroyed, and

its space lilled up with bricks, has been restored, and

its Perpendicular tracery made perfect. The rouf is

new, and of the same pilch as the former, and the

whole of the eastern end of the chapel has an appear-

ance of complete reparation.

In the interior, the ceiling has been replaced by a

new one of Perpendicular ]>auclled work, in imitation

of such portions of the old one as remained. The
floor has been levelled, and repaved with Minton’s

patent tiles; the walls relieved from whitewash, and

repaired; the arch, and all the remainder of the east

cad, rid of encumbrances. In doing this, an ancient

sedilia has been discovered. There is also an ancient

piscina near the south- eastern corner of the building.

The eastern arch contains a brass tablet of large size,

bearing the inscription, from the pen of the Hon. E.

Everett, of Boston, Massachusetts.

The tablet, and its carved surroundings, arc of

Caen stone, and measure 5 feet 9 inches in length,

and 2 feet 9 inches in width. The brass plate, and

its inscriptions and ornaments, arc the work of

Messrs. Hardman, of Birmingham. The ten stone

corbels which sustain the principal timbers of the

roof, have been faced with the armorial bcunngs of

ten families of New England, descendants of John

Cotton, subscribers to the Cotton memorial, or de-

scendants of early settlers in or near Boston, in

Massaehnsetls, who emigrated from old Boston and

its immediate neighbourhood. The windows have

been entirely re-glazed with semi-pellucid glass, in

the ancient lozenge style. The interior mouldiags of

the windows and doors, the corbel heads, &c. have

been restored.

The entire amount received from the citizens of

Massachusetts is, in English currency, G73<^- Ss. 4d.

of which nearly 120/. was expended in the brass

tablet and its carved-stone frame-work.

WORKS IN IRELAND.
In this ultima. Thule [Derry, July 24] I have ouly

to-day seen your paper of the 18th, and am, therefore,

somewhat late in noticing your “
Scraps from Ire-

land.” In your notice of the Dundalk competition,

1 probably share the opinion of the thii-ty or forty

disappointed competitors, that the design chosen was

not the best, though we should probably not equally

agree as to which was
;
but having seen the selected de-

sign, 1 can bear testimony to its being a very creditable

one, although sadly disfigured by two disproportion-

ately large arched gateways to the markets and corn-

cxchange
;
yet still it bears no evidence on the face

of it of au intentionally unfair decision on the part of

the committee, and I think competing architects not

unfrequently charge committees unfairly with par-

tiality in deciding in favour of local architects. It

often happens that those resident at the place know
belter than others what are exactly the desiderata

better than they can be set forth in any set of in-

structions, and moreover, are acquainted with the

peculiar views and crotchets of influential members
of the committee, and accordingly embody them in

their plans. In this case, too, the usual problem for

competitors, giving a very little money to do a great

deal of work, was set before them in a most aggra-

vated form, and I believe the tender from Mr.

Murray, builder, accompanying the plans of Mr.

Murray, architect, helped not a little to determine

the selection. The committee seem wisely to have

determined not to recognise the identity of the two
individuals, and it is quite possible that in these days

there may be builders found who do not comprehend

the difi'erence, and who may choose to tender for

works under the superintendence of Mr. Murray,

architect. Pity the fate of that bipartite gentleman

when the bill of extras comes in. Garrick between

tragedy and comedy does but faintly foreshadow it.

The award of premium No. 2 to Mr. Neville is cer-

tainly “ a coincidence.”

With regard to the Lurgan Mechanics’ Institute,

the committee cannot be charged with partiality,

inasmuch as they “knew not Joseph;” but in this

case also twenty-eight gentlemen feel themselves

aggrieved. It is said it canuot be erected for the

money, namely, 1,200/. In answer to this I can

simply state the facts: the committee resolved before

I made my working drawings, to make some altera-

tions and additions, including an observatory, a rain-

water tank, and a large room in the basement
;
and

as they wished fairly to test my estimate, these were

separated from the original work in the bills of quan-

tities and tenders. A tender was received from a respect-

able Dublin coutractor for the whole for 1,300/. But
the committee, preferring a local contractor, accepted

the tender of Mr. M’Conncl, of Lnrgan, for 1,315/.

inclusive of 8?/. for work added subsequent to the

competition. I tliiuk few will deny that this was a

fail- mai-giu, viz. 28/. in 1,200/. The committee had.

I believe, fixed a higher one as the maxiraura that

they could in justice to other architects allow, and
this is really a point deserving the consideration of

competing archil eels ; to require an exact adherence to

the sum specified, all who understand the matter know
to be absurd. If we could settle among ourselves

what was really fair, it would help us and help com-
mittees. In the case of the Tulse-hill Church,
recently erected, my design, first selected, was, I be-

lieve, reluctantly thrown over by the committee for

an excess of 400/. in au estimate of 7,500/. This
appeared to me unreasonable. The committee had, I

believe, received notifications from other architects,

that if the estimate was exceeded they would be held

responsible. Let us fiist set our own house in order,

and then proceed to find fault with committees.

In case any of your English readers should be in-

clined to compete, I beg to inform them that a com-
petition is advertised for a church (R. C.) at Ballybay,

to be 80 feet long, exclusive of chancel: premiums,
5/. and 2/. I Sic itur ad asira.

Raffles BbowxN.

MEMS. EROM IRELAND.
The foundation stone of a new chapel of ea.se to be

erected at Bray, Co. Dublin, was recently laid by the

Archbishop of Dublin. The site is at Kilcrory-hill,

near the point where the parish of Bray meets those

of Powerscourt and Delgany, and is replete with

scenic beauties, it being on the borders of the world-

famed Co. Wicklow. Mr. W. J. Barre, of Newry, is

the architect, and Mr. Thomas 11. Lee, of Drogheda,

the contractor. Tlie general dimensions of the church

are 87 feet 6 inches iu length, including chancel, by

27 feet in breadth. Style, Gothic of the fourteenth

century. Plan comprises nave, chancel, vestry, and

bell-tower, with spire and porch. At west end is a

four-light window, with elaborate tracery, and cinque-

feuille gable light, with hood moulding, and corbels

over same. The nave windows are couplets with

quatre-feuille pierces in the heads. Buttresses are

introduced between the windows. The entrance-door

is deeply recessed. At south-west angle is the turret,

which will be 80 feet high, square at base, octagonal

at a height of 30 feet, and terminating in a broach

spire. The chancel window consists of six lights,

with tracery, hood-moulds, corbels, &c. Roof of open

timber work, which, with the seats iu nave, are to be

stained and varnished. It is intended to tile with

encaustics the floor of the chancel, and the nave with

plain marls. The walls to be of random coursed

granite rubble, and the dressings in chiselled lime-

stone. Expenditure about 1,400/., exclusive of fur-

niture, which will cost 400/.

A new town-hall is in progress in the centre of the

Diamond Coleraine; Mr. Thomas Turner, architect.

It will present externally a facade of 103 feet, with

depth of 34 feet, the end facing Bridge-street, which

will contain the principal entrance, audbesui-moonted

by a clock-tower and cupola 88 feet in height, being

semi-elliptic. A parapet will surround the building,

and the ridge will be ornamented. Two stories iu

height, it will contain on the ground floor a boaa-d-

room, news-room, library, telegraph office, mechanics’

institute, offices, &c., as also a small bridewell, and

on the upper floor tbc assembly-room, 86 feet by 34,

by 20 feet in height. The local black whinstone is

the material used for walling, and white freestone for

dressings
;
but some are in favour of having it ex-

clusively of the latter material, which would involve

ail extra outlay of 700/.

The Royal Dublin Society have again set up for

competition the roofing in of the caitle yard. The

plans, distinguished by the motto " Never venture,

never win,” were publicly acknowledged to be the

best suited to the requiremeuts of the committee; but

it is said that the estimates having exceeded the

stipulated amount, they were not adopted. We with-

hold the authors’ names and statement of facts relative

to this competition, uutil the final decision shall be

made known, which will be about the 20th of this

mouth.

Mr. Walter Newall aa his principal clerk, at 200L per
annum, and Mr. Henry Hart, as assistant clerk, at 150L
with 1001. additional as surveyor, to veriTy plans, these
gentlemen having previously served in the ^letropolitaa
BuUdings-olBce during the eleven years of its existence.
Also one draughtsman assistant, Mr. T. A. Britton, and
a copy assistant, Mr, C. Y. Norwood. The report then
proceeds to define the duties of the superintending archi-
lect’s department, which at present only .consists in the
superintendence of district surveyors, and the application
of special rules under the Metropolis Building Act, difler-
ences between builders and district surveyors being
transferred to the police magistrates, dangerous structures
to the police, and arbitrations as to party-walla and
rights of adjoining owners, to the county courts. The

i

report gives a statistical statemcot of the gross total

I
fees received by the sorvevors of the ditlerent dis-
tricts, from which it appears that the gross fees received
amount to 19,901/. the oilice expenses to 4,872/. and the
net revenue to 15,031. From this list it appears that in
sixteen districts the fees do not exceed 200/. each, five of
which are under 100/. with oilice expenses to be deducted.
In eleven districts the fees do not exceed 300/. each, in

twelve districts 400/. in seven districts 500/. and in nine
districts the fees vary from 600/. to nearly 1,000/, one only
reaching 1,317/.- The report represents that the expenses
attending the business of a district surveyor are consider-
able, amounting for the whole fifty-six districts to 4,872/,

or nearly one-fourth of the gross revenue. The large
amount of fees (8,927/. ]

remaining due at the end of 1836,
and of 1,736/. lost partly by bankruptcy and abated from
the legal amount of fees chargeable, indicated tbc difficulty

with which the fees were recovered; and it was to be
r^retCed that when the law was altered, some more
e^ctual remedy was not provided to enable the executive
oflicers to secure that remuneration for their services to
which they are legally entitled. The report then deals

in some detail with the operations of the arcbitectnral

department in connection with the proposed new street
and improvements in Southwark, Covent-garden, Oxford-
street, and other districts; together with the parks and
lines of metropolitan street frontage, for which plans and
designs, and drawings, had to be prepared

;
and concludes

with a statistical return of matters of business translated
during the year in the department, from which it appears
that 2,695 papers and applications were received, 4,716

official reports and papers sent out, 364 personal surveys
made, ninety-nine meetings of the Board attended, while
of the number of applicalions made to the Department
under the Building Act. ‘133 were granted, and 150 refused.

The annual report of Mr. Bazalgette, the chief engineer,
gives an account of the vrorks executed and business

transacted in his department during the year, and shows
the new district sewers constructed under his super-
intendence. Id addition to his continuous 'attention to

Che main drainage question, and the superintendeoce of

district sewerage, he states, that there have been 563

applications from vestries and district boards to drain into

main sewers, and that 66U connections therewith have been
formed, that he bud attended 149 board and committee
meetings, had presented 412 reports, and issued 1,367

olficial letters.

The annual report of the Board has also been published.

It is an immense tome of their transactions, the index

alone being eighty-fonr double-column folio pages, and
the report 747 folio pages. As a voluminous record of

epicialite matters connected with Metropolitan Local
Management, it forms a vast but valuable handbook.
On tho memorial of the gentlemen in the various de-

partments of the Metropolitan Board of Works, the

Board have signified their approval of the introduction of

the Saturday half-holiday system into the establishment

at Greek-street.

The 200th section of the Metropolitan Local Manage-

ment Act requires that each year the Board shall re-

port as to whiit it has effected. This the Board has now
done, and the report may be divided into two parts;

the first, poiutiug out coucisely what the Act requirea

or empowers the Board to do; and the second, show-

ing what the Board really has effected. The period

embraced iu the report is from the Ist of January,

1856, to the 30th ol January, 1857.

hlETROPOLirAN BOARD OE 'WORKS.

At the usual weekly meeting of the Board, on

riday last, au application from Mr. T. Little, archi-

ct, on behalf of the Westminster and General Life

ssociation, for a columnar fa5ade to 28, King-street,

ovent-garden, was granted.

The Board has consented to the appointment of an

Iditioual assistant iu the architect’s department,

wing to the accumulalion of business, at a salary of

00/. per annum.

The Superintending Architect's Annual Repori.

Mr. Man-able, the superintending archilect, pre-

ioted a report of the iransaefions iu his department

om June, 1856, to June, 1857.

“It stated that having been appointed to his oilice by

le Board, at a salary of 800/. per annum, he appointed

METROPOLITAN LOCAL MANAGEMENT
ACT.

At Greenwich Police-court a few days ago, Mr.

E. T. Phillips appeared upon a summons, at the

instance of the Lewisham District Board of Works,

charging him with unlawfully making a certain drain

from premises No. 1, Sbepberd’s-place, so as to com-

municate with a sewer vested in the Metropolitan

Board of Works, the said drain being of a different

condition, and the communication being made with

the sewer in a different manner and form than was

directed by the Board, whereby be had incurred a

penalty not exceeding 50/.

' Mr. Traill, having heard parlies, said there could be
' no doubt that the Act of Parliament gave the District

Board of Works power to enter upon defeudant’s

I

property and to make a drain thi-ough it. He could

I

not see that defeudant’s iutercsts were at all affected

I

thereby, because having, by his own showing, made
'

a' connection in a line with the drain as far us it waa

laid, he could not alter such connection at any future

time without the sanction of the district hoard, in

- whom sewage works became for ever vested.

The defendant, rather warmly, remarked that hiB

I worship was affording him no protection, and threat-

ened to appeal against his decision.

Mr Traill—ll'itisyourintcntiontoraiseaquestion

! upon the point, I will make the penalty sufficiently

1

^'“rtie Defendant.—I shall certainly appeal to the

sessions. The Board has no right to enter upon my
private freehold.

, , , „
i jir, Traill.—Then you arc Cued 50/. and I shall

require you to cuter into sureties to prosecute an

appeal within ten days, as required by the Act.
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THE PEBMIATED DESIGNS EOR THE
GOVERNMENT OFFICES.

In our present impression "we give a geome-

trical view, and the plans of the principal floors,

of the design for the I'oreign-office, by Messrs.

Banks and Barry, to which the second pretniuin

was awarded. Some account of the design,^ and

of other parts of the general project submitted

by Messrs. Banks and Barry (No. 58_ and

No. 60), will be found in our previous notice ot

the competition,—p. 282, ante. The building,

it will be seen, is disposed round three sides ot

a quadrangle, a screen of arches and coupled

columns enclosing the area on the fourtli or

east side, shown by our view. The style

adopted is Italian, of a somewhat late character.

The official portion would form the south part

of the edifice, the Residence the northern. The

plan is exceedingly good.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

East Grinstead.—A chapel at East Grioslead,

erected by the Rev. F. Glossop, the rector of the

parish, wns consecrated by the Bishop of Salisbury on

the 23rd ult. It was dedicated under the name of

the Holy Trinity. The cast window and the two

windows in the south wall of the chancel arc of

stained glass, being principally geometric patterns to

suit the tracery, but the centre of the cast window is

a small medallion, representing the crucifixion, after

a design by Mr. Alfred Bell, who has been employed

in the same way iu Westminster Abbey. In the

chancel there are seven stalls, which arc reserved by

the rector for those of the parishioners whom it

pleases him to honour. In the nave there are seven-

teen oak benches, capable of accommodating four each,

free sittings for the inhabitants of East Grinstead.

In the organ-chamber are small marble colnmns,

which, with the marbles used in other parts of the

building, are, with one exception, from Torquay. The

font stands at the entrance into the chapel, and is

supported on four columns of Madrepore. The in-

terior of the walls are of common red and black

brick, relieved by horizontal courses of white stone.

Waresley .—The consecration of the new church

of St. James, at Waresley, took place on the 25th

ult. St. James’s day. The old church was pulled

down about two years ago, and a stone cross marks

its site. The new edifice has been creeled in the

centre of the village, after the designs of Mr. Butter-

field, in the Middle Decorated style. The cost,

though aided by the subscriptions of the master and

fellows of Pembroke College, Cambridge, who are

the patrons of the living, and a few other friends to

the parish, was mainly defrayed by Colonel Dun-

combe, M.P. of Warcsiey-park. Tlie first stone was

laid on Ascension-day last year by Lady Caroliue

Dnucombe, who has presented to the church a painted

window.
Worcester.—On the 27th ult. the General Health

Committee of the Town Council opened the tenders

for the erection of the cemetery chapels, and other

advertised works. The offers were as follows :

—

No. 1, 5,101/.; No. 2, 4,965; No. 3, 7,3S8;
No. 4, 4,830/. l ls. 6d. The lowest tender being much
higher than what was expected, a discussion ensued,

and it was ultimately resolved to ask the architect to

meet the committee and advise with them upon the

subject.

Wrighiingion {Chorley),—On the 27th ult. the

Bishop of Manchester consecrated a church dedicated

to St. James, which has recently been erected by
private subscription at Wrighliogton, near Chorley.

The church is built in the Norinau style of architecture,

with open roof, and dark supporting timbers. It is

calculated to accommodate about 500 persons.

Leeds .—The “ Church of the Immaculate Concep-
tion,” Mount St. Marie, Leeds, which has been in the

course of erection for about four years, was opened
on the 29th ult. The edifice is not yet completed, as

it consists at present of only nave and aisles. liVhen

finished, it avill also comprise north and south trau-

sepls, two sacristies, a choir, with double choir aisles

on each side, a lodge chapel eastward of the choir,

and eight chapels and other dedications. The extreme
length of the building will be about 210 feel, and the

extreme width across the transepts about 110 feet.

The height of nave inside is 82 feel from the tUe
floors. The edifice is erected on Richmond-hill, at

the east eud of the town. The building has already

cost about 12,000/., a considerable portion of which
has been subscribed by the Roman Catholics in the
south of France.

South Heiion .—The fouudalion stone of a new
Primitive Methodist Chapel was laid at South Hetton,
by Mr. N. Wood, of the Hetton Colliery, ou the 25th
ult. The site of the intended edifice, to which school-
rooms will be attached, is at the end of Union-street,
and the ground has been purchased of Mrs. Pember-

ton, of Sherhum. The chapel has been designed by

Mr. Greener, architect, Sunderland ;
and Mr. Claike,

of the same place, is the contractor. It will be_a

plain Italian structure, and is calculated to seat 550

persons. There will be 300 appropriated sittings,

and the remainder will be free. In the schoolroom

provision will be made for the accommodation o^f 600

scholars. The entire cost will amouuUo about 7bU/.,

raised by voluntary contributions.

Shotley ^fi//.—The ceremony of inaugurating the

new Roman Catholic Church at Shotley Hill was

performed on the 24th uU. by Dr. Wiseman and

Dr. Hogarth, of Hexham. The first church, with

the exception of the sacristy, was destroyed by a

hurricane on the 7ih of February of last year; and

the church which has just now been opened was com-

menced almost immediately afterwai'ds, upon an

entirely new plan, by Mr. A. M. Dunn, of Newcastle,

architect. It consists of a nave, 75 feet long by

25 feet wide, and 47 feet to the ridge of the roof;

north aisle, 75 feet long, and 11 feet 6 inches wide
;

and south aisle, with a porch on the south-west, and

a tower on the south-east, but which, at present, is

only carried up two stages, with the ladye chapel

underneatb, and the organ - gallery above. The

chancel, which is terminated with au apse, is 27 feet

long and 19 feet wide. The ceiling is of wood, di-

vided into panels by moulded ribs, arranged for deco-

ration at some future day. It is lighted by fivehmeet

windows, each 15 feet high : the three in the apse are

PLOMBIERES.
THE ROMiN BA.IH3.

The great popularity acquired by this watering-

, *
.1 place has led to tbe eslablishinent of au Improvement

tilled with stained glass, by Mr. Wanes, of Newcastle, Company, whose capital is upwards of one million
C.'r.rw. eVAl/tkac ho ovokltoot - in l.tlp nCTltrC. ISA. .-v 1' 1.1 il.-

Sermon on the Mount, and in the upper the Resurrec-

tion of Lazarus. The subjects cboseu are a sequence

of those in the adjoining window, and form part of a

design for a chronological series for the remaining

windows. The general pattern of the glass (the work
of Mr. Oliphaut) is of the Early English type at

Chetwode, and is similar to that of the windows
already executed, excepting that the central circle is

enriched with lily flowers ou a deep ruby ground.

The whole has been provided at the cost of Mr. aud

Mrs. Richard Rose, as a memorial of their brother.

Ou a brass plate at the base of the window is the in-

scription.

Walkeringham Church. — The east window of

Walkeringhain church has been recently filled with

stained glass in memory of the late vicar, the Rev.

J. K.. Miller. The window, by Mr. Wailes, of New-
castle, has four lights, representing the Bearing of the

Cross, the Crucifixion, Resurrection, and Ascension of

our Lord. Beneath, and corresponding to each, are

types laken from the Old Testament, being respect-

ively Isaac hearing the Wood, Abraham offering his

Son, Jonah coming forth from the "Whaie, aud Elijah

going up into Heaven.

from sketches by the architect: in the centre is a

figure of
“

'Ihe Immaculate Conception,” under a

cauopy
;
and on either side are St. Patrick, the patron

francs. On making lately some excavations, the

remnants of Roman buildings have been found, which

are of great interest. They are covered by a thick

of the church, and St. Henry. The nave and aisles
,

of which, however, is to be removed
;

are covered with open timber roofs. Three lancets fill
. ^f jj,e concentratiou of the mineral

the west end of the nave, the centre one being 26 feet
I

channels are yet unknown. As a
in height, surmounted by a small tracened window m

^
jg running near the springs, the Romans

the gable. The stone piers supporting the nave
| artificial bed on the left bank of the river,

arches are hexagonal in plan, with moulded caps,
| covered it with betots and enormous tiles, aud

which ran up into the under aide of the arches. Brum
, conducted the river, on the banks of which

the exposed nature of tbe situation, unusual precautions,
^ ^ present town. The filled up

have been taken by the architect to secure the build-

1

^ by the caldaria of tbe

ing against the recurrence of a calamity that has The Unns (from A.n. 451 to 937) devastated

already proved so serious. Hollow arches, built of ^f pf^^tiieres. It was only about
brick and cement, are thrown at intervals across the

, ^392 that the baths were again made use of. But
aisles, springing from massive bntlresses, and butting

, done then, than to collect the waters
against the clerestory walls

;
in addition to which iron

, piscines, which was repaired for that

girders are laid 00 to the hack of each of the principal
purpose. One of these, and a hath {eiave) has been

timbers of tbe aisle roof, screwed into iron plates in
, jjiggpyergji of late. At its base have been found the

the clerestory wall, and let into the canopied buttress
tubes, and farther ou an enormous cock, the

heads, which are also cramped with iron in^ the
,

pfgggiTati„n of which, during so many centuries, is

walls. The contract was taken by Messrs. Gibson
^ ^ remarkable, as the water passes through it now

and Stewart, and Messrs. Wail and Howard, of New-
^

-pijgre i^ave been formed byand Stewart, aud Messrs. Wail and Howard, of New
castle. The church will afford accommodation for

about 800 persons,
the long contact of the mineral waters small copper

crystals, similar to those which Nature forms in the

mines in her oten way. Tbe walls of the hath, instead

REDCAR. of being made only of hewn stones, as in other Roman

The foundation-stone of a new conaregational
I

^aths, are arranged as follows : on the hewn stone,

church was laid on Wednesday, the 29th ult. at
|

the outer stratum of the wall, is luid a

Redcar, Yorkshire, by Mr. John Crossley, of Halifax.
|

cement of pounded tiles {tuiles pikes) OTO metres

Redcar is a sea-bathing town, and is yearly improv- i

thickness : on this is put a sort of yellow m^tic,

its sanitarv condition and number of visitors, i

having the appearance of stucco, 0 02 metres thick.

Within tbe last three years the town has been drained,

a water company has been formed, aud now supplies

The piscina was built entirely of Roman bricks, and

the walls were made of square hollow bricks, in

r neighbours say, “ d’une soliditeprodigieuse”

a oaucA liuo xKjtLUK.u, auu u\jtT '

* i i j i. j Al.
the inhabitants plentifully

:
gas-works are nearly which way the vapours circulated and heated the

completed, and the erection of dweHing-bouses is
J

walls. Bro^e medals of Constantine I. and Con-

going ou more rapidly than in most towns with a l ® perfect state of preservation, were

population of four or five thousand. Doubtless this mortar {deiot^ ® building is, as

is to be attributed to tbe rapid increase of the popu-

lation in the neighbourhood, developed by the dis-

covery of the iron stone in the Cleveland Hills. The NOTES UPON IRON
church in question will be a Gothic structure, built of ,,,, nr , , j \

stone from the snrroundiiig district. The walling
‘'"c Correspondent at Wolverhampton.)

will he a deep brown colour, and tbe dressings white, The “quietness” in the iron trade of South

built in contrast. The stone has been given by the Staffordshire, noticed m our last, is not now so per-

Earl of Zetland. There will be no gallery in the ceplible as it was then
;
in other words, there is more

church, and sittings will be provided for 350 persons,
j

doing, without the trade having received any great

A vestry and offices aojoin the building, and suffi- impetus.

cient land has been purchased to erect schools and a 1
The demand for sheets and plates continues large,

clergyman’s house npon. There will be a tower and ' iii'd there arc few mills where a good article of this

spire at the north-west angle. The roof will be ceiled class is rolled, which has not (for sheets in particular)

in the form of a semi-octagon, at the request of the
|

more orders on hand thau can be executed within the

committee, although the experience of the architect is time prescribed by customers.

against this form for acoudic purposes, !Mr. James
|

L’pon ’Chimge, at Birmingham, yesterday (Thurs-

Jones, of Barnard Castle, is the builder; aud Mr. ' day), and at Wolverhampton on the previous day.

Thomas Oliver, jnu. the architect.

STAINED GLASS.

Chester Cathedral.—A stained glacs window has
just been fixed at the east end of the north aisle in

Chester cathedial. The subject is the Nativity of

Christ; and the artist is Mr. O'Connor, of London.
The donor is suspected to be the same lady who gave
tbe west window’, namely, Mrs. HaRiilton, of Hoole.

St. Mary's Church, Aylesbury.—Another stained

glass window has been placed in the chauctl of this

church. It occupies the middle lancet opening on
the north side, and contains two vesicas, in the lower
of which is a represeutation of the delivery of the

there was a shade more cheerfulness apparent, not,

however, unmixed with apprehension as to the effect

that the Indian mutiny would have npon the trade.

It is said that these disturbances will seriously check

the export of rails to India. They no doubt will

;

but South Stiiftbidshire will not suffer in this respect,

because there are no rails for India being made iu the

district. It may, however, suffer from the increased

competition in other descriptions of manufactured

iron, by those districts, Wolverhampton and Scotland

in particular, where rails are extensively made.

The reports f/om the United States, although not

accompauied by many orders, yet speak iu encourag-

ing terms of the important aspect of commercial

affairs iu that country : the land speculations in the
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west seem to have reached fheir limit, and the gene-

ral appearances indicate the near approach of a time

of much prosperity, with a good " fall
”

trade.

• The lafe fatal accident in this town, from the

breaking of a new cast-iron girder that was being

placed ill a building in course of erection, previously

reported in the Builder, Las occasioned a very gene-

ral inquiry among persons engaged in the malleable

iron trade, why wronght-iron girders are uotused more
frequently than they are. The increased cost of the

wrought-iron girder would be almost met by the

saving effected in weight of metal use
;
and before a

good wrought-iron girder broke it would give timely

warning by bending.

PROPOSED PURCHASE OF A HOUSE FOR
SOCIETIES CONNECTED WITH ARCHI-
TECTURE.
A MEETING was held at the Rooms of the Royal

Institute of British of Architects, on the 4th inst. to

consider the best mode of purchasing No. 9, Conduit-

street. for the purposes of societies connected with the

architectural profession.

Jlr. Arthur Asbpitel, F.S.A. having been called to

the chair, Mr. James Edraeston, Jun. as honorary

scerttary, reported on the steps taken. In the course

of his remarks, as the matter was now likely to pass

into a new phase, and as the names of those who had

initiated it would shortly appear, included generally

with many others, he begged leave particularly to

mention, that the premises in question had been first

brought under notice by Mr. Charles Gray, and there-

fore the great benefits to be realized when the whole
idea was worked ont, might fairly be traced to that

as the first step. The matter had then been carried

forward by Messrs. Asbpitel, Wyatt Papworth, Gray,

Hesketh, and Wylson, as a sub-c mimiltee appointed

by the committee of the Architectural E.xhibition, who
had been most cordially received by the premises

committee of the Royal Institute of British Arelii-

tects, and no one had bestowed more personal pains

and trouble, and assisted in a more practical luauner

in the later stages than Mr. Digby Wyatt, honorary

secretary of the Institute.

On the motion of Mr. Digby Wyatt, seconded by
Mr. J. T. Knowles, it was resolved unanimously :

—
“ That the want of some building available for the ac-

commodation of the principal aocietiea connected with the
architectural profession, and afTording facilities for the
zneetings of large numbers of persons, has been much felt

of late years, and that it is desirable that that want should
bo at once supplied, by taking advantage of the accom-
modatinn offered by the premises, No. 9, Conduit-street,
the residence of the Earl of Macclesfield."

ilr. Wyatt, in the course of his observations in

support of the resolution, read a letter from Earl de

Grey, P.R.I.BA. expressing the warmest sympathy

with the undertaking, and his lordship’s munificent

iuteution, in the event of the measure proposed being

carried out, of purchasing twenty-five shares in the

contemplated company, twenty of which he would

present gratuitously to the Institute, and five to the

Architectural Exhibition.

It was proposed by Mr. Whichcord, seconded by

Mr. Gray, and carried unanimously :

—

“That the best mode of carrying out the desirable

objects contemplated in the preceding resolution, will be

by the formation of a compiinyunder the Act for ensuring

a limited liability, and this meeting hereby pledges itself

to support such a company by every means in their

power."

Mr. Whichcord said that it appeared to him there

'was no other inode possible of realising the object in

view than the one named in the resolution, since

neither a Goverument grant was to be expected nor

yet that any private individual would come forward

with the money required. In the manner suggested,

all might render some assistance, however small, and

no one would run any risk whatever beyond that of

which they bad the full knowledge at starting. Under
this Act, a creditor was bound to look to the credit

of the company, not to any individual shareholder,

nor could any contribution be required from a share-

holder exceeding any amount that might be unpaid

on the shares held by him.

On the motion of Mr. C. Mayhew, seconded by

Mr. Joseph James, certain gentlemen consenting to

become honorary directors, and to qualify for such an
I office by taking not less than ten 10/. shares each,

' were authorised to act in that capacity, with power to

1 increase their number.

Mr. EJmeston then read to (he meeting a

I list of the names of gentlemen, more than twenty

i in number, who had communicated to him their

I desire to act in this capacity ; of these Mr. Tito was
' one of the first who bad most cordially taken up -the

j scheme, and Mr. Cockerell, Mr. Beresford Hope, Mr.
J. Pennethorne, Mr. I’Anson, Mr. 6. G. Scott, Mr.

1 Donaldson, and other gentlemen of influence, had
V written, expressing a warm approval, but at present

1 the working part of the undertaking was not matured
t enough to enable those gentlemen to determine ^ to

the precise mode and extent of their assistance. It

was gratifying, however, to find that, even at this

very early date, and with a few persons only at all

aware that anything of the kind was in agitation,

promises to take shares to the extent of more than
2,000/. had already been made.

It was proposed by Mr. Edmeston, seconded by
Mr. Eerguson, aud carried by acclanaation

—

“ That the best thanks of this meeting be tendered to
the Right Honourable the Earl do Grey, president of the
R. I.B.A, for the kindness of his expressions towards the
roposed Company, for the interest he has taken in the
etuils of the scliemo, and for his munificent offer of

assistance."

Thanks, moved by Mr. Chas. Grey, and seconded
by Mr. Joseph Clarke, were voted to tbelostitute : and
the honorary secretary was requested to have printed,

aud to circulate by post, a repoit of this meeting,
among members of the architectural profession, with
a note requesting some expressions of opinion, as a

guide to the honorary directors, at theii" meeting
early next week, when a prospectus was to be pre-

pared, aud final steps would be resolved upon.

THE NEW-ROAD.
The New-road was formed by Act of Parliament

of the 29ili of Geo. II., iu the year 1756, but not

without much petty opposition thereto from the lauj-

holders whose property lay in the line of the proposed

new route to the west end. Horace Walpole notices,

in one of his letters, the objection of the Duke of

Bedford to it on account of the “ dust it would make
in the rear of Bedford-house and at the same time
slyly tells bis friend that the duke is too short-sighted

to see the prospect.

A complaint was made by one of the duke’s tenants,

who held from him a large cow-farm in the intended

route, at a rental of 3/. an acre, “ that the dust and
the number of people must entirely spoil her fields,

and make them no better than coramon-l.iud : she in-

treats his Grace to prevent such an evil, as it would be
impossible for her to hold his estate without a large

abatement of rent.”

On suchlike frivolous opposition the Public Adver-
tizer, of Feb, 20, 1756, remarks that “All objections

to new roads, which arise merely from partial and
separate interests, that happen iu this respect to be

opposite to the interests of the public, should have no
weight.” The journalist then proceeds to notice the

advantages to the public in general of the proposed

thoroughfare. “ How much the communicatiou with

a'most every part of the metropolis will be facilitated.

Drovers from the west will pass from the extremity

of the city to the centre iu one contioued straight line.

Peraons that have business in other parts may reach

them by cross roads communicating with the main
line ; and persons of fashion, who live iu the great

squares and buildings about Oxford-road, may come
into the city without being jolted three miles over the

stones, or perhaps detained three hours by a stop in

a narrow street - It must also be remembered that

those who shall find it necessary to pass through the

streets will pass much more commodiously, as the

number of carriages will be lessened and the pavement

preserved.”

In the preamble of the Act of 29th Geo. IT., it is

stated, “ that in times of threatened invasion, the new
road will form a complete line of circuiuvallation, and

his Majesty’s forces may easily and expeditiously march

their way into Essex to defend our coasts, without

passing through the cities ofLoudon andWestminster.”

When this great trunk-line of road was in course of

construction, the progress made upon it was from

time to time noticed in the public journals. Thus,

under date May 8, 1756, wc are apprised of its early

cominencement by being informed that ou the Wed-

nesday following, the trustees would meet, and that

on the next day the men were to work upon it. At

this period the expense of making the road was com-

puted at 8,000/. After the lapse of a few months,

during ihe iolerval of which the road-makers must

have worked industriously, the followiug appeared in

print on the 13ih of September, 1756 :

—
“ It is with

pleasure we assure the public that great numbers of

coaches, carriages, aud horsemen daily pass over the

New-road, from Islington to Battle-bridge.” Five

days later, September 17th, we are informed that the

banks and fcuces of the land between Paddington and

Islington were levelled, and the new roj across the

fields opened to the public. In the i/vccmber of

1756, the expensiveness of the road was adverted to,

aud 100,000 cart-loads of gravel estimated to be

required for its completion.

The pleasant aspect of this grand thoroughfare

during several months of the year, which the umbra-

geous' foliage of trees and the gardens iu front of most

of the bouses contribute chiefly to impart, isowiug to

a clause in the original Act lor making the road, pro-

hibiting the erection of any building within 50 feet

of it, whilst at the same time it empowers the autho-

rities of parishes through w’hich the road passes to

pull down any such erection, and levy the expenses
on the offender’s goods and chattels. The lapse of a
century, however, seems to have materially modified
tins penal enactment, for numerous are the instances
in which the 60-feet plot is built upon.

Travelling on this highway after nightfall seems
formerly to have been attended with some risk as
will appear from such notices as the following *ap-
pended to the Sadler’s Wells advertisements and bills
of the performances ;

—“ A horse-patrole will be sent
in the New-road at night, for the protection of the
nobilily and gentry who go from the squares and that
end of the town : the road also towards the City will
be properly guarded.” “ June, 1783.—Patroles,
horse aud foot, are stationed from Sadler’s Wells-gate
along the New-road to Totteoham-court-turnpike, &c.
betweeu the hours of eight and eleven.”

The Metropolitan Board of Works have given notice

that on and alter the 31st proximo, the New-road, and
ihe separate namesof places thereon, will he changed.
Thus, the road between the Angel and King’s-cross,

will he the Pentonville-road; from King’s-cross to

Osnaburgb-street, the Euston-road
; from Osnaburgh-

street to Edgware-road, the Marylebonc-road
;

and,

further, the inhabitants are required to paint such
numbers and names on their houses as the Board
shall direct. AV. J. Pinks.

AWARDS OF THE BATH AND WEST OF
ENGLAND AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The council of this society met at Taunton ou
Saturday, the 25th ult., when the Journal Committee
reported their awards for essays as follows:

—

1. On the Condition of the Labourer, and the best

means of improving his condition. Premium 21/.

To Jlr. Edward Spender and Mr. T. W, P. Isaac, of

Bath.

2. On the Cattle of the West of England. Pre-
mium 15/. To Mr, HenryTanuer, of South Molton,

Devon.

3. On Beans and Peas. Premium 10/. Two
essays of equal merit were submitted for this prize,

and the same was therefore divided between Dr.

Donaldson, of Loudon, and Mr. Colthurst, of Belfast.

4. On the Thrashing Machine. There was no com-
petition for this essay.

5. On the Management of Dung, considered

Chemically aud Practically. Premium 20/. This

premium was divided between two essays of equal

merit, one by Mr. Edward Spender and Mr. T. W. P.

Isaac, the other by Mr. Henry Tanner.

6. Oil Roofing for Farm Buildings. Premium 10/.

To Mr. T. W. P. Isaac.

DESTRUCTION OF BUILDER’S WORKSHOPS
IN MANCHESTER.

On Saturday morning last the workshops of Mr.
William Harrap were completely destroyed by fire.

In addition to the sawing, planing, and moulding
machinery, stock of timber, and general work in baud,

Mr. Harrap had ready for sending out a large stock

of counters aud other fittings for the warehouse of

Messrs. Watts, in Portland-street, to the amount of

2,000/. which was entirely uncovered by insurance of

auy kind. The loss of workmen's tools alone was

about 1,000/. ;
and the entire loss, inclusive of the

two foregoing items, is said to have been 10,000/. It

is stated that the total amount of insurance does not

exceed 1,600/. It behoves all persons having work in

hand to consider the propriety of increasing theii

iusurances where circumstances shall cause them to

Lave heavy stocks in band.

NATIONAL GALLERY.

A VEEHiCT has been given at last by the Royal

Commissioners, who have decided ou numerous counts,

proven and disproven, that the pictorial possessions of

the nation shall be continued in their present locabty.

Like other verdicts of other juries (appointed to try

the same question), this last award waits the approval

of the high justiciaries, whose “exequatur” will be

decreed only in case that the issue be in exact confor-

mity with their own predilections.

For the satisfaction of the public, a record is pre-

sented of the views and reasoning which induced the

delegated inquirers to subside in the one^^ia aller

couclttsion, aud the published details indicate suf-

ficiently that great minds, when applied to common-

place subjects, are swayed and directed pretty much

in the same way as are the intellects of ordinary

observers amoDg little men.

The nebulous vapours of London were first brought

into debate, aud to escape from their influence t^ee

alfcruatives were suggested,—a removal to Keusing-

foii-gore, to one of the Parks, or to the British

Museum.
The utter insufficiency of the National Gallery for

auy uational purpose, coupled with the impossibility

of enlarging it, without displacing a barrack and a
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wo;lilioase, might have led away the commissioners

to the conlempii'tiou of Great Russell-street. Flo-

re icc, Naplc'*, Milan, not to mention Rome or Piiris,

would, so far as their directing acideniicians are

concerned, scowl contemptuously at a proi:osal to

lodge their art-treasures in snch a shrine as that

which wc dteniry by the name of National Gallery.

We have ocquestiooably a site not excelled by any

in Europe. Ttie front to Trafalgar-sqnare measures

nearly 500 feet. It is filled in from St. Martm’s-

lane to Pall Mall-east with an elevution in respect-

ably chiselled stone, but of such a char.icter as needs

no further cominctitary than that its only merit is in

the adoption of the classic columns of Carlton-house,

and that the dome and tuiTcta ought to be transferred

to the stables of her Jlajesty’a new mews.

Suppjsing that the whole 500 feet range were

dedicated to the objects of a gallery, if W'e are to

measure the collections which the wealth and taste of

this great country will inevitably coucentratc in the

building within another half century,—even that, at

its present depth, of only 58 feet ! ! ! would be sim-

ply ridiculous. The range is nil front, a siuglc pent

roof fi'om end to end, fronting the square, and backed

by an insignificant paved court about 20 feet wide

:

hehiud it, for two-thirds of the length, ranges the

deformed aud comparatively valueless pile of St.

Martin’s Workhouse; and for the other third, a

barrack-yard aud a poor thoroughfare, leading to

Leicester-square.

In the laying out of modern structures or building

speculations, it is usual, when the investment is large,

to purchase tbe back slums, to abate them, and, by

combining the ground with the grand front plan, to

confer an increased (and perhaps iiidcmnifyina) value

upon the total outlay on a great design. New Oxford-

street, Moorgate-street, Cannon-street, were all so

treated. Where the concern is for a national pur-

pose, and above all for the promotion of art, by bow
much the more is it not important to secure every

facility for the performance of works that may pro-

mote the objects in view; or at least that Britous

mjy be saved from foreign ridicule, to which they are

now too obnoxious, of having lavished their money, and
expended their labour, upon a monument of bad
taste ! Here, then, we have a frontage of 500 feet,

and behind it an extent of depth to Hemming’s-row,
nearly equal. The workhoiue aud adjacent schools

are not only of small value, but they would be better

in other parts of St. Martin’s parish (much of which
is teuantless ! and still more squalid aud wretched),

or removed to some other more central or extra-

parochial locality.

Here is an opportunity for opening a respectable

thoroughfare by Ca-sllc-strect to Leicester-squarc, in a

direct line from Spring-gardens
;
of nmking another

leading duct, of suitable latitude, in continuation of

King William-street
; thus infusing life in a torrent

from the Strand into the lumbered square,—that

scaled aud yet most ceutral spot of town. It occupies

a fine elevated site, and wants only clear ventilation

and access: it is the haunt of refugees and exhibi-

tioners. Let us hope that Shakspeare’s prophecy mny
be fulfilled, and “ that the gi'cat Globe itself, and all

who it inherit may dissolve at prescat the wreck
is beneath and around it.

But the most singular part of the manifesto, or

report, of the Royal Clommissiouers is (in their own
words), “ the aids to economy which would he fur-

nished by the rare circumstance of only one orna-
mcntul front being rendered necessary, from the dis-

position of the ground,” &c. Now in point of fact

there are three fronts or external walls ;—the grand
mistake facing Trafalgar-square

;
the brick p iries

next the court and barrack-yard
;
and the cast end,

affronting St. Martin’s. But the rarity and the dif-

ficulty in the metropolis is to fiud any site that will

admit of more than one front, and that in the street

line. We should hold it as an immense advantage if

not one front only, but four fronts, could be secured
for every great public structure. Then, indeed, arts
might have fair play, and something like integrity in

architecture might reclaim from ancient models a
chance of perfection.

The grand mistake committed, even in this
WTetched mask of a gallery (more fitted in form for

an American bowling saloon than for an exhibition of
pictures), is the continuation of the line to the houses
of Pall Mall-east, where there ought to have been a

street, or an opening of at least 50 feet wide, to
detach the building, so as to make it integral.

Granting that the whole plot of nearly 500 feet
square, or an area of 250,000 square feet, were
obtained, it would be by no means necessary to inclose
or cover all that space: part would suffice to found a
structure suitable to the exhibition of the arts {sculp-
ture and painting), while the remainder would admit
of fine thoroughfares, where they are most wanted,
and assure free access of air, with good points of view
on all sides. At the same time, it woxild be most
desirable that the five houses in St. Martin’s-lane,

which, slanding on a depth of 25 feet only, are huUi

up against the woilchonse, should cume down : thi?-

would expose the cast front in contrasting effect as

opposed to the noble portico of St. Martin 3 ;
and, as

the artists of the day (perhaps somewhat romantically)

anticipate great improvements about Cliaring-crosa,

and grand demoustratioos in arrhitccturnl skill, the

extension of tlie National G.illcry scheme as herein

noticed may not be considered inopportune.

Quondaji.

APFLIC.^TIONS RELATIVE TO BUILDINGS
UNDER THE BUILDING ACT AND METRO-
POLIS LOCAL hlANAGEMENT ACT.

A CODE of rules aud regulations has just been

coufirmed and issued by the Metropolitan Board of

Works, relative to applications with reference to

bii'liliiigs to which the rules of the Aletropolitaii

Building Act arc inapplicable, which should be

obtained by those wlio arc interested. It includes the

following :

—

Erection of Furnace Chimney Shafts.

All builderg or other persons who raay be desirous of

erectioK any chimney-sliuft of a steam-eiieiue, brewery,

distillery, or manufactory, the same being buildings _to

which the rules of tbe Metropolitaa Building Act, 1855,

ftr<“ inapplicable, shall, before commencing any such build-

ing, make an application to Ibis Board requesting their

approval thereof, setting out a plan of the proposed
building, and such other necessary particulars as may be

required by the Board. (Sec. 66, Metropolitan Building

Act, 1855.)

Fees for Special Services hy Eislrict Surveyors in

Supervision of Furnaces, S'C.

That the following fees be demanded and received by
every district surveyor under the Metropolitan Building

Act, 1955, who shall perform any of tbe services herein-

after enumerated, the same being special services required

to be nerformed under the first part of the Metropolitan
Building Act, 1855, for which no fee is speeifled in the first

part of the second gclicdiile to the Act, viz. :

—

For the supervision of furnaces and chimney-shafts :—
For every furnace and chimney-shaft belonging

thereto, not exceeding 76 feet in height £1 10 0
Not exceeding 100 feet 2 0 0
For every 10 feet in addition, up to 150 feet 0 2 0

For every 10 feet in addition, above 150 feet 0 6 0

THE CRYSTAL PALACE.
At au extraordinary general meetiog of the share-

holders of the Ciystal Palace Company, held on the

30th ult. a report by a committee of investigation on
the manriguincut was read, in whi‘-h various statistics

of profit aud loss were given, and recommendations for

the future mauagement suggested. A reduction under
j

the head of clerks, office expenses and disbursements,
,

gardeners, &c., was recommended. At present 14G
gardeners were employed, and a large reduction in

the number it was thought might safely be effected.
'

The cost of each display of the great fountains could

not be stated; but the committee advised that they

should play occasioually in the autumn on shilling

days. Indeed, various suggestions fortbe populariza-

tion of the palace, of a similar kind, were made, such

as the conversion of the Saturdays into shilling days,

and Wednesdays into higher priced fetes, the providing

of better arrangements in tbe refreshment department

for behoof of the middle and poorer classes, the dis-

'

tribution of small fountains of filtered water for
j

drinking throughout the building and tbe grounds,

&c. Advertisement in the cheaper order of news-
papers was also urged, so that the million should be
induced to patronize the palace more than they had
done. The result of shutting out the shilling public

on so many occasions, while expending large sums to

attract the higher classes, was regarded as anything

but satisfactory. The Italian opera concerts had
been a loss to the Company of at least 5,000/. instead

of a gain. So with the peace festival : the working
drawings designed by Boron Marocbelti for the peace

trophy and Scutari monument were submitted to the

directors at an expense of 650/., and to that amount
must be added 1,258/., including 100/. to Baron
Marochelti, making the total cost of the Peace
Festival 1,908/., against which sura the receipts in

cash only amounted to G28/., making a loss of 1,280/.

to the company. A large immediate outlay for
*

maintenance and repairs was necessary. The com-
mittee recommended au increase in the number of

directors, and various other alterations aud improve-
ments in the management. The whole subject is to

be taken into consideration on the 18th inst.

A new editiou of the official "General Guide” to the
Crystal Palace aud Park, revised, with new plans and
iUiistvations, and an index of principal objects, by Mr.
F. K. J. Shenton, has just been issued. This division of

the guide book also contains the railway time tables,

the refreshment tariff, and other useful matters, and
a new selection has been added, giving some account
of the tropical and other plants in the palace, with
illustrations. In the present edition too, the arrange-
ment has been made with a view of siinpliiying, as

much as possible, the reference to particular objects,

and enabling the visitor to regularly explore, with
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advantage, every portion of the palace. lu noticing

the issue of a new edition of the guide book to the

Crystal Palace, its educational value must not be over-

looked : to teach a great practical lesson in art is one

of its most important objects, and it is to he regretted

that it is not made more use of in this respect. In

the new arraiiucments which appear to be on the eve

of bfing carried into practice, could not somithing

be done towards so useful an end, as by brief and

colloquial remarks or lectures (often before urged by

us) on the various objects of interest where they

stand?

BUILDERS’ BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.

The tenth annual meeting of this excellent society

was held at the London Tavern on the 30th ult.

Sheriff Lawrence in the chair, supported by Mr.

George Bird, Air. Thomas Cozens, Mr. J. Newson,

jim. Mr. J. Thorn, Mr. J. Williams, and other gen-

llemcn. Afterafew introductoiy observations by the

chairman, the secretary read the report, which stated

that for the first time siuce the foundation of the in-

stitution there had been a decrease in tbe amount of

subsciptions and donations received at their annual

festival, and during the past year.

The total number ,»f recipients, continued the report,

is now thirty-six, viz.—twenty males and sixteen lemelca.

During the past year 801E 13s. 4d. was distributed in

pensionary relief, and since the formation of the institu-

tion, 3,1891. 13s. 4d. have been thus expended.
The following deaths have taken place since the last

report :

—

Johu AVilkius, of Brighton, Oct. 1866, aged 60 years.

Joseph C. May, March, 1857, aged 77 years.

Joseph Furnell, April, 1857, aged 78 years.

Ann Stevens, October, 1856, aged 75 years.

Tho subscriptions and donations for the past year
amount to 1,123/. Os. 6d. and tbe stock purchased in the 3
per Cent. Consols, is 350/. to the Relief Fond, making the

total amount of stock 6,800/.—viz. 3,850/. (stock), to the

Relief Fund, and 1,950/. (stock), to the Building Fund.

Since the auditing of th# above accounts the directors

have the satisfuciiou of announcing that they have re-

ceived, through Charles Lucas, esq. the munificent dona-

tion of 50/. from.Thomas Brasscy, esq.

On the motion of Air. J. Tborn, seconded by Air.

Cozens, tbe report was adopted, and the treasurer.

Air. G. Bird, then moved a vote of thanks to Air.

Alderman Lawrence, who, as he said, had made a

first-rate president for tbe past year. This motion

was also seconded by Air. Cozens, aud unanimously

agreed to. After tbe chairman had returned thanks.

Air. John Newson moved a similar vote of thanks to

the patrons, to whose number he begged to pvopost?

that the name of Alderman aud Siicriff Lawrence

should be added. Air. Simkin seconded the motion,

which was agreed to. as also were votes of thanks to

the vice-presidents, the trustees. Air. G. S. Smith, Air.

G. Bird, the retiring directors, the olficc bearers of

the Brighton Branch Society, Air. Joseph Bird, and

the solicitors of the institution. Air. Aldenuan Rose

was then elected president for the e;;suing year, and

wc have no doubt will do well for the institution.

PROPOSED AIEAIORIAL OF THE GREAT
EXHIBITION.

On Tuesday, iu the Honse of Commons, Alr.-

Laurie asked the First Commissioner of AVoi'ks

whether it was intended to erect any edifice in Hyde
Park, in commemoration of the Great Exhibition

;

and, if no site had yet been adopted for Richard

Cosur de Lion, ^whether there was any objection to

allow it to surmount the Alarble Arch?
Sir B. Halt said no public moneys had been spent

on a memoral of the Great Exhibition of 1851, but

when Mr. Alderman Challis was Lord Alayor of

London, a subscription was entered into with that

view. He saw’ Air. Alderman Challis not long ago

on the subject, aud that gentleman asked him whether
a site would be given in Hyde Park for the erection

of such a memorial. He (Sir B. Hall) told him that

he could give no positive answer until lie saw the

design that might be proposed. AVith respect to the

question as to allowing the statue of Richard Cceur

de Lion to surmouut the Alarble Arch, ho did not

thiuk the public would thank the hou. member for

snch a suggestion.

. AVtiat spiteful imp could have put such a notion

into Air. Laurie’s head?

DISTRICT SURVEYORS’ AIEMORIAL.
SiK,—The report of tho Committee of the Metropolitan

Board of Works, upon the memorial of the district sur-

veyors. is a most honnorable testimonial of the Board to

the district surveyors, but it appears to me that it does not
embody the views of the district surveyors in regard to-

i ruinous structures, for I feel Uiat it is not the wish of tho
I gener.-il body to be employed to make those surveys and

I

reports, but to remove tho imputation to which they havo

i

been subject, of neglecting their proper duties, ami to iu-

I
duce a more efficient carrying out of the provisions in.

j

Part II. of tbe Act. I think that this would be obtained
by the following arrangement :

—

!
Ist. By the commissioners of police appointing »/i// the

j

surveyor (not a district surveyor), but to have the metro-

I

politan area divided into (say) four divisions for the pur-

I

pose, and an experienced surveyor appointed for each.
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2nd. Edch surveyor to be a mnn of practical knowledge,

and of ascertained eompefency in the terms of the Act.
3rd. That a cop^ of each condemnation should be sent

to the surveyor ol the district.

4th. That the police surveyor should watch the progress
of works, and report from time to time whether they are
proceeding to satisfaction, and certify, lastly, when com-
pleted properly.

It is true that by such an arrangement a divided respon-
sibility may be supposed to exist, which the Metropolitan
Boara desire to avoid

;
but the imputation of the district

surveyors being interested in condemnation, would not
arise ; a quick survey would be made immediately on
notice given, and au edicieut superintendence would take
place. A Distkici SnBVEi'oB.

*,* The object of the memorial, as our correspondent
rightly says, was simply to obtain the removal of imputa-
tions which had been very erroneously thrown upon the
district surveyors

;
but we strongly incline to the belief

that the district surveyor is the proper person to be
employed to survey ruinous structures, and that the
framers of the Act intended he should be so employed. It

seems useless to create fresh officers with such a body of
district surveyors existing, many of whom have so little to
do in connection with their office, and derive from it in

consequence so small an income. Suggestion 4 appears
to us very objectionable.

CAMBRIDGE MUSIC-HALL COMPETITION.
Sib,—My attention has been directed to a competition

advertisement in your columns for the Cambridge Music-
hall and Public Rooms Company, which, as it peculiarly
illustrates as many of the vices of the present system as

can well be crowded into a single instance, I am anxious
should not escape the notice of your readers.

I puss over the requisition for detailed working drawings,
speciflcalions, and estimates for a building to cost 7,000i.
as I presume the committee cannot seriously expect to
obtain them for a single premium of 60/. but simply meim
the request to be taken for one of those practical jokes for
which the atmosphere of Cambridge is so favourable

; but
what enn be said to the condition that the mngnilieent pre-
mium above named wUlonlybe given provided “not less than
ten competent designs be furnished ?" Evidently, the Cam-
bridge magnates rank architects as one-ninth less than
tailors, and intend to treat them accordingly. But i/'the
project he carried out, the successful architect is to be
employed. This “if” is suggestive, as the newspapers
even now contain advertisements which ^how that the
funds are not raised. The terms on which the successful
architect is to be engaged are not mentioned, but we are
left to assume their liberal character, from the clause
which stipulates for the payment of ten shillings by each
competitor “ for a sketch of the site, with further particu-
lars,” and which indicates pretty clearly the source from
which the cost of the premium is expected to be defrayed.^ E. B.

BREACH or AGREEMENT MHTH AN
ARCHITECT.

NOltM-tN V. AUAMS.
Tins ease was tried at the Exeter assizes before a special

jury. It was au action for breach of agreement. The
plaintiff was Mr. A. Norman, of Devooport, architect, and
the defendant Mr. Adams, a retired draper, and owner
of Ford Park estate, Mufley, Plymouth. Defendant was
desirous to build villas on bis estate, and had employed
architects to draw plans. Apparently he h^d not been
satisfied with them, and at length employed Mr. Norman,
who undertook the work for 250/., or 2^ per cent. An
agreement to this effect, and requiring complete plans, to
be supplied by Mr. Norman, was signed, and plaiutiff' set
to work. Ho proceeded as fast (his counsel said), as an
architect could bo expected to do, and for three months
had DO reason to suppose defendant was dissatisfied with
him. On March 30th, Mr. Adairs wrote Mr. Norman,
requesting that he would send a copy of the specifications

E
r’hus. This was an unusual request, but on .April 3rd
r. Norman sent his clerk to Plymouth with a copy, and

with a draught of an advertiseroeut to builders for tenders
for building the villas. To this Mr. Adams replied in
nearly the following terms :

—“April 4.—Dear Sir,— I re-
ceived yesterday a copy of specification, without note or
comment, and a notice advertising that plans are to be
seen at your office. This is totally different from my instruc-
tions, not to advertise till the speeifIcatioDS were perfect,
and I begged the young gentleman not to send the adver-
tisement to the newspapers. I see in this such a want of
courtesy and business us I could scarcely expect from a
professional man, and would be fraught witn numerous
incODveDiences and prejudicos to my business. Although
you do of course think it would be prejudicial to you that
wc had better separate, I propose to meet you at Mr.
Pndhain’s office to arrange for a settlement.” An inter-
view took place as appointed, but no settlement was made,
and Mr. Norman now sued for 250/. damages sustained
by breach of the eng^agement.
Thedefendantputm four pleas to the action—Ist,that the

agreement was not entered into; 2nd, that the agreemeut
was mutually rescinded; 3ra, that the plaintiff’ was not

I ready and willing to perform his part of the agreement;
and 4ih, that defendant did not denv plaintilf permission
to carry on the work. The facta of the case at once put

I the Ist, and, and 4th pleas out of court, and the issue
I rested on the 3rd plea, and seemed to put in question the

ability of the plaiutiff. lu his examination
plaintiff produced the nine plans of the viUas he had pre-

E
area when the defendant stopped the engagement. He
ad devoted between two and three months’ work to them,

I and in cross-examiuation he said they were not complete,
nor were there specifications for all the plans: still they
were in a state for builders to tender on. He averred that
(be and plaintiff had talked about the advertisement for
e tenders a few days before the 30th of March, and he had
o.consequentlv drawn up an advertisement for Mr. Adams’s
t approval. IfMr. Adams had not slopped the engagement the
ilplaiis might have been completed in a few days. He hud

'

iiaijt touched the plans from the day he received Mr.
iiAdnms’a final letter. Mr. James Waller, Mr. Tiers St.
iiAubyn, and Mr. John Hayward, architects, spoke to the
jtpracticability of building from the plans produced. Mr.
IfJenkins, builder, would have tendered for tho work on
hthe drawings without the specifications. Mr. Hoskins, a
lubuilder, took a similar view.

For the defence, it was urged that Mr. Norman was in.
inefficient as an architect, and that his plans were defective.
lIMr. Adorns, it was affirmed, had curly discovered this in-
'UefficioQcy

; had seen it in his first pencil drawing. He
labad to make suggestions to improve tho plans; and in-

deed, what was good in the plan was his (Mr. Adams's),
and he thought Mr. Norman inefficient as an architect.
Mr. W. Damant, an architect, who had examined the
plans, gave a catalogue of defects which he saw in them.
Mr. Wm. Gray, employed by Mr. Adams to superintend
the erection of the villas, declared that the plans were
most unskilfully prepared. Tho specifications were not
proper. Being asked if he was au architect, he replied
what did Mr. Smith mean by an architect ? He (witness)
meant by it a ohief builder : that witness was. He con-
ducted business in Ireland. Mr. Huxtable, of Exeter,
had examined a few of the plans, and said they were loose.
No builder who had anything to lose would take work on
such defective plans.
Insummingup.thejndge (Coleridge) said thefirst, second,

and fourth pleas were no answers at all. He commented on
the. serious imputation that the defendant had cast on
plaintiff, that he had substituted fresh and better finished

for the original drawings, but was inclined to think
the imputation arose out of a mistaken impression of

the defendant's. Looking at tho evidence, his lordship
'ritimated that ho thought the third plea was not borne out.

The.jury consulted ten minutes, ami found a verdict for
plaintiff. — Damages 200/.; and the foreman said “The
jury think Mr. Norman leaves the court without the
slightest imputation on his character.”

THE GREAT EASTERN AND THE ARK.
\ViLL you permit me, thi’ougli tbe medium of your

Journal, to refute a statement which appeared in a
widely-circulated pamphlet, andalsoiuthe jflV/iea.'® The
writers state thatt he Great Eastern steam-ship, now
being built at Jlillwall, is larger than Noah’s Ark.
With your permission I shall prove, beyond dispute,
that so far from being larger, this monster ship is not so
large by several hundred thousand cubic feet. 'The Great
Eastern, then, is, in its longest part, G92 feet; in the
broadest, 83 feet, and 60 feet deep. In order to be
certain of measuring this ship correctly, I planed up
a rectangular prism of dry mahogany, corresponding to
the above dimensions, to a scale of the 6-lth part of
an inch to a foot. This piece of wood contained
13T295 cubic inches, and it weighed sixty-four
pennyweights. I then formed it to the model of the
hull of the ship, and weighed it again, and it weighed
forty four pennyweights

;
it now became au easy

arithmetical process to find this model contained only
9'0265 cubic inches, this number multiplied into the
cube of 64, gives 2366242 816 cubic feet for the
content of the whole ship. According to the best
commentators a cubit equals 21'888 inches, or 1'824
foot; and we read in Genesis, “Thou shalt make the
ark 300 cubits long [or 547’2 fret], 50 cubits broad
[or 91'2 feet], 30 cubits deep [or 54’72feet].” These
numbers muliiplied into each other give nearly

2,730,782 cubic feet for the content of the whole
ar.k, which it will be seen is 364o39'184 cubic feet

more lhau the Great Eastern. The writers of tbe
pamplilet above alluded to say this ship is six times
the size of the Duke of Wellingtoa line-of-batlle ship,

therefore,

—

2360243'81(! + = 2700016'01S0
6

cubic feet for both these vessels. It will be seen by
an inspection of these figures that the ark is within

29,835 feet of being as large as both these large
ships put together. James Thomas.

*** Two points in our correspondent’s letter will

be considered open to question. 1. He treats the ark
as a. paralleloffram. 2. The cubit is ordinarily con-

sidered to be about 18 English inches.

PROVINCLVL NEWS.
Bmhury .—The directors of the Water Company

here have been going through the various contracts

scut in for the execution of their works, and it is

understood that with one exception all the work has

been contracted for, so that operations will soon com-
mence. Messrs. Davis and Sons have entered into

two of tho contracts, that for erecting the covered

service reservoir, and engine niul boiler house and
coal-store.

Poole.—The following tenders have been received

for building a new Police-station, at Poole:

—

With Patent With com-
Glazed Bricks. mon Bricks.

Duuford £737 18 11 ... 078 16 11
Curtis 675 0 0 650 0 0

Wickham (accepted) 579 0 0

Tor buildiag a mill-room, engine-house, and shaft,

for Messrs. Balstonc and Co. Poole :

—

Wickham £730 13 10
Duuford 625 0 0
Curtis (accepted) 592 15 0

Worcester .—It will be remembered, says the Wor-
cester Herald, that the Court of Quarter Sessions

voted the large amount of 18,000f. lor the extensiou

and rc-arrangemeut of the county gaol
;
and it is to

be regretted that such an outlay was incurred—or

rather commenced,— as, since the court agreed to so

expensive an addition to the gaol, the question of the

separation of Dudley from Worcestershire for crimi-

nal purposes has come under consideration, and it

has been deemed proper that the works should be

suspended in the middle of their progress. The por-
tions of the new works already on the point of com-
pletion are—a new and extended boundary wall a
debtors’ ward, and an east wing. The boundaiy wall
is 17 feet high, and encloses all the fresh laud avail-
able on the north and east sides, close np to the
county police station. Thus the whole area now-
embraced by the gaol is three acres, being one-third
more than before. At the north-east corner is the
new debtors’ ward, which is divided into three de-
partments. This ward contains two tiers of cells, the
uppermost being reached by an iron staircase ’and
g^lery. Each cell is 13 feet by 7 feet, and 9 feet
high, provided with gas, and well warmed and venti-
lated, each prisoner being enabled by a simple con-
trivance to regulate the temperature at his pleasure,
hot air being admitted from the bottom, and fresh
cold air at the top. The hot-water apparatus by
which the establishment is to be warmed will be fixed
at the basement of this ward. It was furnished by
Messrs. Haden, of Trowbridge. The arrangements
for ventilation will occasion 30 cubic feet of fresh air
to be supplied to each cell per minute. There are
twenty-six debtors’ cells, with lavatory, closets, pan-
tries, cooking kitchen, and a large corridor and yard
for each department, wherein the debtors may take
exercise : in each yard is also a visitors’ room. The
east wing consists of two paralled ranges of cells, three
tiers high, with a corridor 13 feet wide between the
wliole. This biiiidiog is 90 feet high from the
bottom of the sub-basement to the top of the ventila-

tion shaft, and there are eighty-four cells for criminal
prisoners, each tier being approached by iron stair-

cases and galleries of the same material. The base-
ment contains a reception ward of twelve cells, fitted

up with washing apparatus, water-closets, and gas

;

and, instead of the old iron bedstead, the hammock
will be introduced, so as to allow the prisoner room
to work in his cell. The whole of this wing is lit by
skylights and a window, at the east end, nearly as

high as the building itself. To supply this enlarged
establishment with water, a well is to be sunk more
than 200 feet deep : a tank, which holds 120 hogsht^ds,
has been erected at the top ofthe null-house, at a sufS-

cieut height to force the water to the highest floors

of the establishment. All the new foundations arc
laid on concrete, aud so are the whole of the floors.

The average thickness of the exterior walls is 2 feet,

and every alternate course of brickwork is bonded
with iron. The quantity of soil removed iu the ex-
cavations amounted to about 8,000 tons. Mr. Wood,
of Worcester, is the builder ; the clerk of the works,
Mr. Johu Wilcox

; contractors for the water supply,
Messrs. Mallory, of Cheltenham; well sinker, Mr.
Wyatt, of Stourbridge

;
gas-fitter, Mr. Rainsfovd, of

Bimiingham
;
locksmiths and bell-hangers, Messrs.

Talbutt, Birmingham. The whole isimder the super-
intendence of Mr. H. Rowe, the county architect. The
original arrangement for the proposed alteration con-
templated the rebuilding of the gaol, except eighty
cells for men, and thirty-one for women, by which
plan the establishment was to hold 308 persons. The
Herald states, that the prisoners grind flour, oatmeal,
&c. by means of the treadmill, and are made to
supply all the wants of the establishment in making
clothes, officers’ uniforms, and so on. The total

value of the prisoners’ earnings for the year ending
the 30th of May, 1857, was 280f. 19s. 4d. including

46/. 8s. 6d. cash payments for work done, the rest

being for making general clothing, beds and bedding,
grinding com, &c. Under the new arrangements,
however, it is expected that the criminal labour will

not be confined to supplying the wants of tbe prison,

but will be made productive on an enlarged scale and
a more organised method.

Leominster.—The new national school buildings,

just founded, will be in the Decorated style, and are

to be cai-ried out from the design and under the

supervision of Mr. T. Nicholson, of Hereford, the

architect to the Diocesan Church Building Board.
The plan, affording accommodation for upwards of

420 children, embraces boys’ and girls’ schools of the

dimensions respectively of 70 feet by 18 feet, and

50 feet by 18 feet, both being 26 feet high to the

ridge
;
au infants’ hall, 42 feet by 22 feet, aud 35 feet

high to the ridge; two class-rooms, porches, lobbies,

yards, external conveniences, and a master’s house

attached to the east angle of the building. The prin-

cipal front combines a centre and two wings, the

former being the side of the infants’ hall. The centre

will be pierced with two three-light square-headed

traceried windows. The wings comprise the end gables

of the boys’ and girls’ schools, and have the copings

prolonged so as to embrace the porch of the infants’

h'dll and boys’ school. The gables are perforated

with three-light rose-headed windows. The cast

elevation represents the side ofthe girls’ school, with

its entrance-porch, and the front of the master’s house.

The gable of the infants’ hall will be surmounted with

a stone bell-cot and linial, and will rise altogether

to the height of 45 feet : the other elevations partake
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of the same architectnral character. The walls will

be constructed of stone of the locality, with freestone

dressings, lined internally with brickworlf. The roofs

will be' of open timber-work upon the trussed rafter

principle. The contract for the work has been taken

by Mr. Noden, of Leominster, builder.

_5/y/yi_The contracts for the masonry and joiner-

work of the proposed pablic-haU at Blyth have been

let at 960/.

DECIMAL COINAGE.

Th£ report of the Commissioners on the Decimal

Coinage having made its appearance, much com-

plerity of opinion as to the best method seems yet to

exist. Some difficulty must appertain to ajiy change,

whatever it mav be. 'Yet in practice I am sore there

would be no difficulty whatever
;

and as in other

States, which made great objections to a similar

change, so we also shall only wonder we could have

done without it so long. Permit me to ask, Mr.

Editor, what may be the objections to the following

plan (a siraplication of the pound and mil system),

viz.
;
to keep our accounts in florins and farthings

(or cents), which can be readily converted into

JE. s. d.
;
or vice versd. Our coinage to be, sovereign;

half ditto; dollar, or 4s.
;

florin, or 2s. ;
shilling, or

half florin
;

sixpence, or quarter florin
;
threepence,

or one-eighth florin ;
a copper, 2d.; one-half copper,

or penny; one-quarter copper, or half-penny
;
and

farthing, or cent. To do away with the 5s. or

crown, the 23. 6d. or half-crown, and 4d. piece ;
and

to coin a dollar, or double florin, or 43. piece, and a
'

copper, or 2d. piece: our table to run thus :

—

10 Farthings (or cents) One copper.

10 Coppers One florin.

10 Florins One pound.

A crown-piece is a heavy nod almost useless piece

of coin ; the half-crown is often mistakcu for the two-

shilling piece, and the fourpenny piece confounded

with the threepeuny piece. An English dollar would

pass current all over the world, and be very useful to

Englishmen
;
and the twopenny piece (or English

coppor) would also by its name (a copper) soon

obtain a world-wide notoriety. Thus, 500 florins,

by cutting OS' one figure, gives you the number of

pounds; hu^,viceversil, adding one figure to the pound,

always gives you thenumberofflorins,lhus : 7/.14s.Gd.

would be 77 florins 25 farthings. That minor division

at the end of stated sums is of no moment compared

with the facility for commercial puqioses. As to alter-

ing the number of farthings in a penny, the public

will find that some pennies weigh six farthiogs (allow-

ing for wear) ; so that eight are equal to twelve of

Victoria, others weigh. four farthings, and some less,

and so on. Yet no one considers the diflerence

of moment iu the ordinary pursuits of business

:

every old apple-woman would in a day understand

the new plan, wliich need not at all prevent us keep-

ing onr accounts as at present in £. s. J. or Florins

and Farthings, because each is at once convertible

into the other. A Belgbavian.

ftTiSccIIsnea.

Glazing Bricks.—Wall some of your correspon-

dents inform me how I can slain and glaze the red

rubber arch brick, so as to correspond with the

Staffordshire blue brick ;
thus helping me out of a

difficulty which at the present appears to me rather

formidable. I am superintending the erei'tion of a

red brick building, in which the Staffordshire blue

brick is introduced very freely, and with considerable

effect in the plinth, string-courses, &c. and forming

dressings of colour to all the jambs and arches of

the windows and doorways,— in blocks of blue and

red alternately. The arches being rubbed, and gauged,

I find it impossible to use the blue bricks for them,

as the material is much too hard to ent with any
degree of accuracy,—let alone the rubbing. To be

compelled to put in the arches entirely of red bricks '

would, to a great extent, destroy iho effect aimed at I

by the architect
;
therefore, I have no alternative but

|

to stain the red bricks blue : this the arcliirect will
j

not consent to unless I can put a glaze upon them,

so as to correspond as nearly as possible with the blue

bricks in the jambs. The staining I can manage, but
j

I am entirely ignorant of the glazing process, and i

am likely to continue so unless some of your more
intelligent currcspondeuts will be good enough to

enlighten me in tbe matter.—A Clxrk of Works.
Cork School of Design.—From a report recently

issued by the committee of management, it appears

that this school, which was closed during the whole
of the year 1855, has been successfully reorganised,

and the committee attach a great portion of this

success to the exertions of Mr. Paimbacb, under
whose direction the school has since been in operation.

Serious differences, however, appear to have recently
arisen between him and the committee, which have
resulted in his resignation of the head mastership.

Elxctro-telegrapuic.— The balance-sheet of

the Electric and International Telegraph Company for

the half-year ending June 30, 1857, shows that

89,451/. (less porterage paid out, 2,573/.)_, have been

received for messages, intelligence, subset iptions, &c.

The working expenses, charges for maintenance and

repairs, &c. amount to 56,129/.; balance, 30,7^/-

The receipts of the company steadily increase. For

the first half of 1855 they were 67,689/. ;
for 18o6.

78,516/.; and for the present half year, 89,451/. Ihe

directors are enabled to recommend a dividend at the

rate of 8/. per cent, per annum. A submarine

cable is being made for the Norwegian government.

This is probably the first electric telegraph which has

ever been used for fishing purposes.

A New Monument.—Last week a monument was

erected in the chancel of Newport Church, Salop, for

J. H. Adams, esq. to the memory of the late Mrs.

Adams, his wife. The architecture is Gothic, of the

later Perpendicular period, peculiar to the reign of

Henry VII. Columns, buttresses, and enriched

cornice, are arranged to form a niche to receive a

life-sized figure in statuary marble, expressive of

Resignation. The figure is enclosed under plate glass

in a metal gilt frame, which in statuary is a new

arrangement, having in view the preservation of the

sculpture. The coloured letters of the inscription,

and the legend, “ Thy will be done,” are in the Old

English character, and easily deciphered. The sculp-

ture is by Mr. Calder Marshall, ll.A. of London,

assisted in the architectural portions by Mr. John

Cobb, Chetwj’nd End, Shropshire.

The Dw-ellings of the Poor.—The Earl of

Shaftesbury’s Bill for the prevention of over-crowding

in the dwellings of the poor, has been brought down

from the House of Lords for the assent of the Lower

House of Parliament. The Bill enacts that no house

or part of a house shall be exempted from (be pro-

visions of the Common Lodging House Acts by reason

only that the lodgers in such house arc members of

the same family, unless such family consists solely of

persons iu the relationship of grandfather, grand-

mother, father, mother, child or children, grandchild

or grandchildren
;
and the onus probandi as regards

relationship will lie on the persons prosecuted at the

instance of the police. The Commissioners of Police

are empowered to enforce the 29lh section of the

Nuisances Removal Act. The Act will only npply to

such parts of the metropolis as are situates within the

metropolitan police district.

Medway Union Competition.—Allow me to call

the attention of your readers to the decision in the

above competition, ns I think it will be of service to

judges, and a warning to all persons engaged in com-

petitions, inasmuch as it shows that if drawings sub-

mitted exceed the amount of the stipulated sum, even

if all workings, drawings, and quantities are furnished,

architects are not to consider themselves the accepted,

even if tenders are sent iu for the works, and every-

thing is ready to commence them. The guardians of

•the Medway Union have, upon receipt of the tenders,

declined to accept the drawings for the workhouse
;

and why ?—because Messrs. Peck and Stephens en-

gaged that the works should be completed for

11,000/.: the lowest tender exceeds double that

amount. They are very properly punished, although

it is an injustice to others who forwarded drawings,

as theirs might have been executed for the amount,

and it is also a great delay of time.—R. A. U.

From Oxford-street to Pall-mall.—Has the

rumour reached you of a company in private forma-

tion to construct a street from Coventry-strect or

Leicestcr-square through Whitcomb-street to Pall-

mall, more befitting so important a thoroughfare ? I

ask the question, because, if such be the case, the

public will look to you, as censor and conservator, to

protect it from an ill-constructed line of road or

buildings basehorn not becoming the locality, verging

as it docs on mansions and palaces. There appears to

be no other selection to make, if such a street is at all

in projection, the mews and barracks offering an in-

superable barrier elsewhere
;
and the way will by this

means be direct from Oxford-street to its almost

imperial parallel, through Wardoar-street, Princcs-

slrect, &c. till you come to the little disgraceful

obtruder AVhitcomb-street, with its little trumpery

tenemeuts of small rag-shops, chimney-sweeps, and

low ginger-beer stalls. Of course, such an enterprise,

however private, must be bg permission. I do not

vouch for the correctness of the report, but I have

heard it
;
and as such an improvement is desirable,

and the property of comparatively small value that

forms the present obstruction, 1 think it not un-

likely. At present the tide percolates through ill

courts and alleys and miserable streets to the east side

towards St. Maftiu’s-lane round the side of the bar-

racks, &n. : scarcely a respectable inhabitant reaches

the Pall-mall end of Whitcomb-street, but carriages

and other vehicles are in perpetual lock and confusion

there. Trusting you will excuse an old subscriber,

I remain—G.

The Clock Tower of the New Palace at

Westminstf.r.—It appears from a return to the

House of Commons, moved for by Mr. Ridley, M.P.

that the amount in weight of gold leaf used in deco-

rating the outside of the Clock Tower of the new
Houses of Parliament, up to the 30th of June last, is

about 95^ ounces; that the cost of the same is

1,119/. of which 890/. applies to the gold leaf used,

and 229/. to the wages oflhe arlificers employed
;
and

that the amount of Sir C. Barry’s estimate of the

entire further sum which will be required fiir the

completion of the work is 414/. Fine or pure gold

of treble the thickness of ordinary gold leaf has been

used by Sir C. Barry, and difficulties having arisen

owing to the galvanic action between the gold and

the metals in contact with it, a portion of the work
has been necessarily regilt, and thus the expense in-

creased. A composite, however, has been applied,

which, in addition to having advantages as to durabi-

lity and colour, constitutes a perfect insulation be-

tween the gold and the metal wliich it covers, and

Sir C. Barry has every confidence that “ the gilding,

as now executed, will remain unimpaired and un-

affected in appearance for a very considerable number
of years to come.”

Admission to the Architectural MuS'Sum,

Brompton.—In reply to some inquirers, members
subscribing one guinea and upwards per aunum,

students subscribing 10s. per annum, and art-work-

men 58. per annum, are admitted to the Architectural

Museum, and, by perm'ssion of the Committee of

Council on Education, to all the other collections in

the South Kensington Musvum, on every day of the

week, excepting Sunday, from tea o’clock a.ra. till

four o’clock p.m. and on the evenings of Mondays

and Thursdays from seven till ten p.m. They are

further entitied to a copy of the catalogue of the

Architectural Museum, with, free admission to all the

lectures and conversazioni, and can study at all times

in the musiuin. Subscribers of one guinea and up-

wards have the privilege of introducing, daily, by

order, one visitor, or workman employed by them, for

purposes of study, &c. free.

Liverpool Labourers’ “Dwellings” Com-
pany.—A meeting of this company was held on the

SOlh ult. in the Common-hall, Ilackiu’s-hey, at

which it was stated the block of buildings wliich the

company had determined on erecting had been com-

pleted at a cost of 6,300/. Nearly the whole of the

houses were occupied, and it seemed a matter of

certainty that they would pay a dividend of 6 per

cent, per aunum.

TiieBotiiy System.—In the rase before the Justice

of Peace Court, Montrose, Smith v. Mason, the fol-

lowing report was put into process:—“Montrose,
June 3, 1857.—M'e this day inspected the bothy and

sleeping apartments at Haughs of Kiunaird, occupied

by the men employed on the farm. The bothy is a

circular house apart from the other farm buildings,

surrounded by a large quantity of hay. Immediately

outside the door to the right is a puddle of stagnant

water, and a good many slates on the back part of

the roof are broken. The interior is 13 feet iu

diameter, with walls 6 feet in height, without

plaster on the walls, or ceiling to the roof. The
floor is of mud and damp. luside the door, and
below its level, is a pool of dirty water, part of which

is concealed by three or four grey slates placed on it.

Opposite the door is a large fire-place. It contains

no article of furniture except a form 3 or 4 feet in

length, and lying on its side iu consequence of having

only one leg, and two small barrels for holding meal.

When the door is shut no light is admitted, except

through a hole in a broken slate, and another iu the

bottom of a door sufficient to admit a cat. The sleep-

ing apartment is situated immediately above the

stable. The entrance to it is by a door 5 feet in

height, and is 5 feet 9 inches above the ground out-

side. It is reached by a ladder fixed perpendicularly

against the wall, consisting of five steps, the lower

one being wanting. A rope hangs from the top of

the gangway, to be grasped when at the top of the

ladder to assist in the ascent. Except the door there

is no opening of any kind. The dimensions of the

apartment are 16 feet in length and 6 feet 6 inches

iu breadth, exclusive of the space occupied by the

bedsteads. The height is 5 feet 9 inches. It con-

tains five bedsteads, three of which are filled with

clean bedding, and in use, and said to be occupied by

six men. In the room a pane of glass is fixed about

a foot square. From the dampness, want of light,

and absence of any kind of comfort in the bothy, and

from the situation, scanty space for the number of

inmates, and thoroughly defective ventilation of the

sleeping apartments, we are of opinion that a resi-

dence in these places must tend to deteriorate the

health of the occupants.—Sisued, John A. Ross,

surgeon
;
David Johnston, M.D.

—

Law Chronicle,

Dundee.—The above is a specimen of tlie brutal con-

dition of farm servants in Scotland, in their sleeping

and eating apartments.
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TIOMPTED bj considerations

adverted to in recent notices

of the competition for the

"Wellington Jlontiment,* we
have been induced to pay mueh
attention, to the exhibition at

Westminster Hall, and have

tried to elucidate the principles

to be obseiTed in sculpture of

the high class which is in ques-

tion. We also have particularised

under their mottoes, many of the

models. Since our last number
was published, the report of the

judges has appeared, aud will be

found, with the names of the authors

of the rewarded designs, at the end of

this article. The names of the judges

had been privately mentioned some time pre-

vious to the date of the report. It will be

observed that amongst the gentlemen at first

selected as judges, was Mr. Cockerell, whose
reasons for declining to take part in the final

decision might, perhaps, be such as would

deserve more notice than they have received in

the not very perspicuous English of the report.

We believe they arose in the feeling of doubt,

wlhcli be—the ouly one of the tribiin.il who
can he considered qualified by the required

extended study of art, the architect long

attached to the structure of St. PauVs Caflie-

dral, and who suggested tlie particular site

for the monument, the discoverer of ancient

marbles, and the author of published and other

investigatious into the design aud character of

sculpture, both medireval and antique,—which
even be. Professor Cockerell, felt of his own
individual qualifications for the judicial office.

Such office, probably, he would not have shrunk

from, had the tribunal been constituted, or

maiuly so, of artists—representatives of the

different branches of architecture, sculpture,

and painting. Such a constitution, however,

does not always obtain the sanction of those

who dispense the patronage of art in Euglaud.

We can only say, that taking these as Mr.

Cockerell’s reasons, they quite correspond with

the views wc have continually jmt forward in

speaking of competitions. It does not follow

that the valuable combination of judicial

aptitude with artistic knowledge and skill is

to be found necessarily amongst artists; but

we cannot admit—as we seem to be asked to do,

when there is a selection of judges merely to

represent particular functions or departments of

the legislature—or even when these are dis-

tinguished collectors or amateurs—tiiat we
necessarily get a tribunal to which deference

can be paid. The practice of such appoint-

ments tends to keep up the fallacy that

any one is able to judge of a work of

art. Such a one may say be Icnojcs icJiat

jileu^es him ,—the common remark
;
but he does

not know what will permanently hold or deserve

his admiration. Our remarks are geueral in

their application, rather than applicable to the

1
pai’ticular selection which has been made in

the case of the Wellington monument. On that

head we withhold any observations for or

; against particular models, but will rather lay

' before our readers the continuation of our

views on monumeutal sculpture,—not denying,

, however, that we should be at issue in seveial

j

points with the judges, as may be seen from a

1 comparison of the selections with the matter
1 of our notices.

Perhaps we should have hesitated to enter
so deeply into the merits of works in a
sister art, had we not felt that the defi-

ciencies in tile art as practised, were such as
it lay within the scope of architectural

criticism, or of our own habits of thought,
to suggest the way to remove

; whilst the period
and the occasion appeared singular, as well as

favourable to the efficiency of our interference.

We trust that in draiving attention to tlie

architectonic element as important in monu-
mental sculpture—yet to the required
nance of the sculpturesque in works intended
merely as memorials, though beautiful and
didactic in their expression—and to the need of
a poetic and imaginative element, combined
with perspicuity of the language, we have been
so fortunate as to enumerate the real causes of

tlie contrast between, on the one hand, the
executive skill of our sculptors and their indis-

putable success ill the majority of the works in

I

which they happen to be engaged, and, on the

j

other, their too general ill-success iu works of

^

the class now more prominently under notice,

i

We ought to observe, if it have not already
' appeared plain, tliat a defence of allegory as an
• agent iu imaginative art, does not imply the

I

defence of its treatment, as commonly met with.

I

Moreover, as to what we have called represe»ta-
' tioe sculpfure,—aud as to its falling short of the
higlicst art,—we would say merely that the

I representation of a single episode, or event, is

^

tliat wliich we considered could not fulfil the
conditions— in the case of most individuals'

!
wortliy to be commemorated, or of those per-

taining to the varied life aud character of the
Duke of Wellington. Eut, separate rejireseiita-

!

lions of figures drawn from different conditions of

time and place, perhaps could be idealised into

one group
;
and the monuraeut might claim to

belong to art of a liiglier class than that of the
representation of incident or fact, or that of the

simple statuesque or portrait branch. It is

possible that this sort of sculpture would include
Ihe poetic and imaginative element sought for

through the allegorical : but, judging from wliat

has been pul forth at Westminsler Hall, or

from the monuments in St. Paul’s Cathedral,

there is both difficulty iu forming a connected

group without vulgarity, and in conveying the,

intended idea without the assislauce of alle-

gory. The mixed combination—representative

sculpture with the allegorical iu the same
group—lias been attempted in numerous in-

stances, with a view to the proper recognition

of facts, and tlie illustration of a large tlieme

under restrictions inevitable in sculpture. Iu
one of the monuments iu St. Paul’s—that

of Jlajor-General Hay—the dying man, in /ii.<t

habit as he tired, is supported by the allegorical

figure of "V'alour. But the mixture of the

vehicles—the representative and tlie allegorical

— even where the latter is understood by
the multitude better than it is here, cannot,

we believe, be satisfactory. It is erroneous

iu principle, and has, more than any other

cause, brought all allegory into contempt. It

was a concession to tlie popular demand—

a

half-measure between the sculptor’s prejudice

for a certain conventional allegory, aud the

people’s want of something which they could

understand—and, like ninny otlier conipronu-cs,

was worse tlian cither of the courses for which

it was substituted.

By the sculptor, tiic iucongruity, as well as

the misuitableness of modern costume was, on
the other hand, attempted to be ivarded off, by

idealising the whole group—so far as to repre-

sent the figure of the hero—a necessary feature

—

not ill the dress which he wore, but naked, or

draped, or in Roman costume. Thus, the

whole became a consistent, whilst poetic and

imaginative, work of art
;
but (1ms, also, the art

failed in oue of the objects of the monument,—
one Avhich, we may observe, is distinctly recog-
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I

nised in each of (he works at Westminster Hall,
tliat we had ventured to single out and make
prominent in our notices. In these works, a
figure of (he Duke, and in true costume, has
been treated as an essential feature. But, the
fact of the intractableness of the costume is

deducible from many recent statues. Dalton,
at Manchester, must be represented in a dress
which he wore—perhaps on tliree occasions iu

his life
; and Sir Robert Peel, by our first

sculptors, must be a naked figure with garments
pasted on,—not disposed like the Greek dra-

peries—which, if they sat close in some places,

to exhibit the beauty of the human form, in

others liuiig in folds which, by contrast and
concealment, added to the expression of the art.

It were much to be desired that the dilemma
in which sculptors feel thcm.selves, could i(self

produce some change in costume. The artist
has little control over dress, lliougli that may be
such as bolh lie and his patrons would least

desire for perpetuation in stone; whilst the

sculptor seems to be surrounded by difficulties

which never occur to the painter. What ladv
would wish to be modelled iu crinoline, or what
gentleman in tlie hat ? These difficulties seem
never to weigh upon tlie portrait-painter, else

why the enduring beauty of the works of
Reynolds ? But, taking things as they are, tiie

objections are leas to the use unconcealedly, of
the modern costume—at least to so much of it

as is not the fashion of a single year—than to

the adoption of a dress which does not allow of

true representation. Por, it is obvious that tlic

monument should include a portrait of tlie,

deceased It is this very necessity, indeed,—the

combination to a certain extent of represented

fact, with art-vehicle of another kind,—wliich

makes thepeculi.ar difficulty in ourpresent c.ise.

In tlie same monument yon have to show (he

appearance of tlic man, and also to tell what
w’erc the features of his character, and circum-

stances of his life. To ciTect these objects, con-

siderable space will be required for detail in

representation, or some use of types and
emblems. To interdict rdlegory, therefore, is

to limit the resources of the art—to entail a

partial exhibition of tlic attributes of the man.
Allegory, to the extent contended for, has been

.used in some of the best monuments. We may
name the monument to Lord Mansfield in West-
minster Abbey, not because it reaches all that

we now require, but because the mention of it

shows how much of really superior art is con-

demned by sweeping denuiiciatious. This ten-

dency referred to may be no proof of merit
; but

we see nothing inconsistent with oitlier per-

spicuity or Christian art, in Flaxman’s repre-

sentation of Justice—more than in the beautiful

forms of allegorical representation used by the

author of No. 13 in tlie exhibition, where
Justice, instead of tlie scales, holds a weight in

each hand, aud Truth is ])laced beside a sun-

dial. Nor coiihl there be any objection to ilie

typical signification oflocalit.y in the monument
to Sir Ralph Abercroniby in St. Paul’s, mainly

a work of the representative class, where Egyjit

is indicated by spliinxcs. On the otlier liand,

reverting particularly to this latter class

;

iu the beautiful work of sculpture, the monu-

ment to Mrs. Warren and her child, in West-

minster Abbey—by the same artist as that just

mentioned,—the elder Westmacott,—the seated

figure of a poor woman with an infant, is

exquisite in its pathos, and admirable in its

manifestation of tecimical skill; but—taking it

as a perfect work of its class—we may ask,

—

Does it realise what is intended in monumental

sculpture,— to wit, the perspicuous commemo-
ration of a particular individual—along with

the lesson to the living ?

Elaxman, indeed, who spoke somewhere

of the degradation of the art, by cutting in

stone "paragraphs of military gazettes,” was

the author of monuments which are liable to
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the same generalization. But all the resources

for portraiture
;
and commemorative, didactic,

and “ phonetic ” expression, will be needed in a

monument to the Duke of "Wellington; and the

aim must be to unite them in position and in

grouping of the monument,' without the inter-

ference of dilfercut modes of expression with

one another. Architecture offers the means of

this, and tlie structural framework
_

for each

separate representation or composition : but,

motives which should be kept distinct should

not be attempted as parts of the same particular

combination : that is lo say, otherwise connected

than somewhat as the books of a library, or the

objects of a museum, or t!ie decorative point-

ings of a room, are united in selection and dis-

position, and ill general grouping and^design, to

aid a connected train of images ana thought.

It is worthy of notice that a jni)wr feature in

one of "lyestmacott’s works in St. Pauls

Cathedral—tlic monument to Lord Colliiigwood

—displays tlie principle of composition which

up to t lie present time had seldom been exhi-

bited for a whole design. In a scroll on the

prow or side of the ship, in separate, but con-

nected, rilievos, is represented, under the guise

of allegory, a complete picture of the progress

of navigation. Here tlicre is so far perspicuity,

that tlie series requires only to be looked at to

be understood as well as flic most natural work

in representative sculpture. The monument,

generally, is of the latter class, modified or

idealised to suit the limitations of the space.

Observe, also, tlie value of tlic scroll, or archi-

tectural framework—subordinafe though it pro-

perly is,—its value as well to the general effect

as to tlie sculpturesque clement, besides the

telling of the story.

We may be told—as those arc who would

inculcate the “principle of selection” Avhich be-

longs to art, and to the use which it inakcs

marble might be adopted, with slight change in

the drapery. We have already spoken

merit of the modelling, and ot the neauty ol the

design In many respects ;
and have offered some

other remarks.

In the design by Mr. W. B. Woodmgton,

marked “Avon”-(No. 5p),_
there is barely an

allusion to the military incidents of the Duke s

life. Some of the models, from Dieir height,
j

were, we believe, deemed unsuitable to the
^

cathedral, and were on that account rejected
;

,

but we observe that one of the number which
[

occupies the greatest height in the Hall, is in

the selected list.

We have described or referred to nearly all

the other works which would seem to deserve

notice, but may mention No. G7
—“Arma

Yirumque Cano,”— which has a figure of

Wellington seated, on a pedestal that takes

the form of a tomb, avith a door on each side.

Over the door is a sarcophagus. At tlie angles

of the pedestal are figures of Yar, Fortitude,

Temperance, and Peace. Also, No. 71

—

“ Pi-o Fatria,”—which is a simple figure

of the Duke, with the usual accessories of

figures, allegorical and statuesque, on a general

quadrilateral plan in several stages. A portion

of the actual pedestal, however, takes the lorm

of a circular building with a Doric order—the

iiitcrcolumns filled up. No. 72—“ Justice”—is

noticeable as having some attention given to

the moiiuineutal x-equirements in grouping—in

which the pedestal of coloured materials takes

part,—but the sculpture is defective. No. 75

—

“ Hope”— lias a statue of Wellington, and allc-

goric.al figures of Britannia, Mars seated in

front, History reciting the deeds of Wellington

to a youth, and a figure representing Ireland.

The figures of soldiers are at the angles of the

pedestal. IiiNo. 7G— .'V t2—whichwe have already

'cfcrred to, there is merit in the ornaments and

of Nature—that we should narrow the field
i

riZ/ffros ; though the excessively architectural

by the general course which we have contended
j

character, tlic representation of a tomb, tlie

for, and that inouumen'^al sculpt ure woxild no I
grouping of tlic tiers of pedestals, aud the Pagan

longer clainx the highest rank as a braneli of tlic
|

idea of the recumbent tigurc on a sarcopliagus

art.° Wc would rather there should be even 1 at the summit of tlie monument, may all^ be

that result, and success proportionate to the
|

objected to. No. 78— “Deeds, not w^ords”

effort, than that from the face of the work tliere

should be read only those greatest of deficien-

cies, as to art sculptural or architectural, the

confession of a failure, or of the inability to reach

the perceptions of the jmblic. But, wc should

•dispute tlie coxiclusion that we shouldlessen the

scope andciiJofart,by guiding its efforts. The

different branches of'art have been repeatedly

trying lo achieve what was beyond liieir powers,

or that which could not bo expressed by one

art separately
;
and more would have been in

many cases done, by attempting less. The

has a recumbent figure under a low arch, desti-

tute of architectural detail. The arch supports

a kneeling figure of Tictory, laying a laurel

wreath. The author of No. 70 has tried to

solve one difficulty in the portraiture of Wel-

lington, by showing Iiiui twice, at clifi'ereut

periods of his career.

In No. 82—“ Yirtutis fortnna comes”

—

a statue of Wellington is designed to be placed

on a tall pedestal of elaborate character; but

wliicli forms a marked background to the

figures, without coutributiug to the moini-

best' sculpture, medieval or antique, is! mental effect. In No. 83—“ Studiis et rebus

that wliich is strikingly characterized by sim-
j

hnnestis”—before mentioned, as having the form

jilieity—wliere the conception was suck as :
of a sarcophagus as a leading feature of the

could be expressed by one, two, or three structural part—the sculptor seems to have

figures, or otherwise where the separate

parts of the series were, as wc may say, im-

bedded in a building, and so l!ie links of the

story or moral could be taken up aud read. We
do not, indeed, now want a building—a Partlie-

iion, a Wells Cathedral, or any miniature c-f a

structure, — wc require a niomiment mainly

sculptural : but use must be made of arclutecturc

nevertheless, and considerable use, if a conqilex

and a difficult theme is to be uttered
;
and if it

is to roach the perceptive sense, and “ point a

moral,” and fulfil the ends for which alone

20,000f.—or whatever smaller sum—could be

justifiably expended.

Although wc have mcnlioucd all the designs

which happen to have been selected, and some

of the number more than once, we may further

'state that No. 80, by Mr. W. Calder Slarshall,

B.A. wliich has received the first pi-eminm,

consists of a . statue of Wellington on a

pedestal of red granite, at the angles of which

are placed allegorical figures, as of Yalour,

Peace, Duty, &'C. ;
whilst at one cud are groups

—

—in one case, a mother with a child in her arms

bending over the dead body of her husband

had Michelangelo’s Medici monuments in his

mind. The reoumbent figures here, are on

one side a soldier of Assaye, and on the other

a Highlander of Waterloo
;
the principal group

is a figure of Wellington crowned by Yictory,

and attended by Peace; and below are Britannia

seated, and figures of Military aud Civil Science.

Thcaicliitectnral and sculptural elementsai'chcre

well combined, aud the general grouping is good.

The pedestal, sarcophagus, and similar portions

are of x'cd granite
;
aud gilt inscriptions arc in-

troduced.

The model just mentioned is the last in tlie

collection
;
and wc have now brought our notices

to a couclusion. Should it be inferred from the

frequent mention of allegorical figures that the

character of all the works in the exhibition is

not creditable to British art, or that the dra-

inaiic effects on which wc have made observa-

tious, are generally sought in the models,
wc would observe that such is not the case.

We have spoken freely of what wc believe is

wanting in many otherwise excellent produc-
tions, to constitute them true ^v•orks of monu-
mental sculpture; but we think, notwitlistand-

and in the other ease, a grou]) intended loling much that has been said of the collection

represent Commerce and Agriculture rejoicing
j

tcudingto a different construction, that, as con-

at the restoration of Peace. These several
j

tr.asted u'ith sculpture of tlic date of the monu-
figurcs, with the statue and pedestal, stand ou ments in St. Paul’s Cathedral and Westminster
a lower pedestal of grey marble, occupying the Abbey,—so often referred to as exhibitiug the
oblong space intended fortlie site. Tlie figures worst treatment of allegory— the models show
are shown as bronze

;
but the author says a considerable advance.

[Auc. 15, 1857.

THE WELLINGTON MONUMENT.
AWARD OP THE JUDGES.

The following is the report of the judges appointed

to ciainine the models, submitted in competition, for

a monument to the late Duke of 'NVellingtoa :

—

" To tlie Right Hon. Sir B. Hall, Bart. M.P. First Cora-

raissioner of Her Majesty's Works and Public Buildings.

Sir,—In the execution of the duty devolved upon us, we
beg to recommend that the prizes should be allotted to

the models corresponding with the following numbers i

—

PBRK.

First ...

Second...
Third
Fourth...

. MOTTO.
f Most greatly lived this Star of England !

1 Fortune made his Sword.
... Avon.
... ‘ Passed away.’
... Arno.

f‘Tis not ray profit that leads mine
”1 honour. Mine honour it.'

... I know of but one art.

... Finis coronal opus.

{

A design in clay resembles life.

A stucco copy resembles death.
The execution in marble, however, is

the resurrection of the work of art.

: ... Let us guard ourhonourinartas in arms.

We have thus endeavoured to adjudge the prizes ye
have been instructed to distrihuto (in the scale of which
we have not thought ourselves at liberty to make any
ch.ange), in the order which appeared to us to be that of

the relative degree of merit in the models, such models
falling within the prescribed conditions as to the space to

be occupied and the cost to be incurred.

In so doing we have not considered ourselves bound to

take into exclusive consideration the peculiar fitness and
adaptation to that spot in St. Paul’s Cathedral which
appears to be in contemplation for the erection of the pro-

posed monument, which considoratiou might possibly have
fed to some dilTerence in the selection.*

We cannot at tbo same time forbear suggesting that,

before any design is finally adopted by the (rovernraent,

it would bo desirable, considering the peculiarity of tho

situation contemplated, and that it essentially differs from
that of all the other monuments now existing in tho

cathedral, the opinion of some experienced artists should
bo called for, who would be better judges of the local

effect than wo consider ourselves to be; more especially

as Mr. Cockerell, tho only one of tho appointed judges

professionally connected with the arts, though wo hayo
derived from him valuable assistauce and information ia

the progress of the eiaininntion, has declined on that

account taking a pnit in tho ultimate decision.

We may be permitted to add that it is with much regret

that we have found ourselves precluded from admitting

into tho competition some of the models, from tho circum-

stance of their having exceeded the limits as to space,

distinctly laid down in the prescribed conditions.

Laj'show?!!’, Euwd. Cust,
H. H. Miluaw, W. E. Gladstoxh,
OVBKSTONE.

G, Pnlace-yard, Aug. 7, 1357.’’

The following are the names and addresses of the

successful competitors, with the premiums awarded:—

PlRST 700|^.

SO. :Mr. Ciddci- Marshall, ll.A. 47, Ebury-

strect, Eaton-square.

Second Premium, 500/.

5fi. Jlr. W. F. \Yoodingtou, 22, llichard’s-tcrrace,

Lorrimorc-roacI, "Walwovtli.
‘

Third Premium, 300/.

.30. 'Mr. Edgar G. Papwortb, 90, Slilton-strect

Dorset-square.

Fourth Premium, 200/.

10. Cav. Giovanni Dupre, Florence.

Five Premiums of 100/. each.

12. MM. Mariano Folcini aud Ulisse Canibi,

Plorence.

18. Mr. Alfred Stevens, 7, Canuiug-place, Keu-

sington.

20. Mr. Mathew Noble, 13, Brutou-street, Bcrke-

Icy-sqnare.

21. Hcit Ei-ueslus Julies Himncl, Dresden.

G3. Mr. Thomas Thorneycroft, 39, Stauhope-

slreet.

THE NEW WESTMINSTER-BIIIDGE.

The question as (o the site of Wcstminstcr-bridge

has been at length decided in the manner for which

we have contended, and this week the works have

been recommenced. The committee of the House of

Commons had previou?ly met, and, after hearing the

evidence ot Mr. Stephenson, il.P. and of Mr. Page,

the Govcrniuent engineer, agreed to report as

follows :

—

“ Having been informed by tho First Commissioner of
Works that, after considering the report of the judges
appointed to report on the designs for tho new public

oUices on the block plan, and taking into aeconut tho

great expense that would be incurred if the siteof West-
minstcr-bridge was changed, it is not his intention to re-

commend that tho site of the bridge bo altered,—tho
committee proceeded to consider the present site of tho

existing bridge, and tho alterations proposed to be made
in tho 3Bew bridge to meet the objections which have been
taken to the mode of construction os originally proposed.
The committee learn that tho precautions taken for

securing the old bridge have been complete ;
they recom-

mend that tho new bridge be proceeded with in confor-

mity with the altcrationsin tho mode of construction as set

forth in Mr. Page’s letter addressed to the Chief Commis-
sioner, July 23, 1857. The committee have also carefully

considered the important question of the headway of tho
bridge, and in connection thei’ewitb the subject of the

• What was tbe uso then of tbo lithographic plans,

sections, and view of the proposed site, very properly

furnished by Sir Benjamin Hall to competitors?—Ed.
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f
radient of the roadiray as now proposed, and the i;ra*
ieot which would be consequent upon raisine the bridfio.

The committee find that, accordioff to the plan now pro-
posed. the roadway on the Surrey side, would he 1 iu 45,
and if the bridpe was raised from 20 to 22 feet, the tjradient
would be 1 in 27 ; that on the MidtUesci side the gradient,
US at present designed, would be 1 in 57, and if raised, 1
in 45. The committee are, therefore, of opinion that it
woidd not bo expedieut to increase the height of the
bridge."

'\Yq might now take some credit for having lield to
our views on tliis matter, in opposition nearly to all

others. But in truth we could never comprehend
how there could he any doubt on the subject of the
site. The questions of headway, gradient?, and effect

in conjunction with the Houses of Parliament, had
been all cajefully considered before Mr. Page’s design
was adopted; and the report above presents no new
feature as to these particulars. Mr. Page’s letter,

which is alluded to, probably refers to the slight

structural ameudmeuts recommended last year, and
which could hardly be deemed iinportaut enough
to affect the principle of the construction. The
heads of the piles, we suppose, will be all cut down
a few inches—so that there will be no risk of their
remaining, during some minutes, above the esti-

mated level of low water at certain tides; and some

Fittings,” others for “ Books,” for “ General EJuca-
.
of a square box of such a size as to admit of the

tion,” “ Music,” “ Household Economy,” “ Drawing tight surrounding at sides, bottom, and top, with dry
and the Fine Arts,” “ Natural Ilisloi'v,” “ Geography

,
hay or si raw. of any ordinary tin cooking vessel with

and Astronomy,” “ Chemistry,” “Physics,” and
,
a tiglit-liuiiig lid. Wlieu the pan is boiling, and the

“Machinery.”
i

food ready, it should be lilted from the fiiT, the
Before entering into an examination of these varied sparks cai ei’ully removed, and then jilaced in the

corapartmeuts, it is interesting to glance round at the ! casing of hay ; and so completely d'li-s this prevent
aids to education and general knowledge which are the escape of heat, that we are told the pvocesa
here gathered together, and conti'ast them with those

;

of cooking will go on for some time after the pan has
m use less than half a century ago; and it might be

,

been thus packed. On even a small scale, this plan
worth while (particularly as the space required would

,
might be used for the conveyance oftlic food of work-

not be large) to collect the licdps which the school- men when at a distance from their liomcs. No doubt
masters and schoolmistresses who had to labour this poition of the nniseum will raphlly ixtcnd, for

amongst tbe large and industrious class of the English no dcpiirlmriit of cduciitiou is of gieaier importance
peopleatthcend ofthelastceuturypossessed. Amongst ' to tlic middle and iudiutiious classes than that o£

those we should find the “Horn-book,” for vtivy
\
Ifoicsc/iold h'conoiii!/,

small boys and^giils
;
the “ Beading made Easy ;” the

:
Drawing nnd the line aits occupy a very large

Spclliug-Bojk, disfigured by a few horjiblc engrav-
,

space, and as in the department of general education
ings

;
a clearly printed edition of the Old aud New we liud the first Idlers of the iili)babct and the

Testament ; aud an “Arithmetic,” complicated and
.
first strokes of writing, in tint of ilrun iug we have

difficult. We must not forget the “ Copy-books,” lessons which crablo the stu-kut to pimcecd from the
which the scholars or the teachers used to rule with first Hues to those more complicated, which by pa--
the help ofround rulers : at that time no machines had lieut pcrscvi'i'unce will cuablc liim to luaiter tbe
been invented for that purpose. The plau of coaxing difficult yet beaiiii 'ul forms of the humau body, aud

, .
. ,

children into knowledge had not been lliouglit of, aud
,
the intricate ouLliues of foliage, landscape, and archi-

other improveoicnts m details may be effected. It is
,

explanatory pictures, aiad others which would teach,
,

tecturc. ^Ve sic here specimens of drawing materials
considcrcdby the eminent authorities who w’ere coo-

,

as well as amuse, were discountenanced by most of the by several makers; geometrical models,' uingrams,
suited, that the badge will be the better for the slight

,
instructors of youth, in consequence of being, as : &c. ; an extensive col'lcctiou of busts from fine ex-

modifications : the engineer, we presume, willingly
,

they supposed, “a means of drawing oif the altcn-
I

amples of Greek and other art, and from nature ; and
accords, and we wiU not question the propriety of the

j

tion.” As a natural consequence of such a state of those arc to he purchased from a department of this
a Qitional outlay. We do, however whilst gladly

|

things, the lives of the little things during school-
i
museum at a moderate retiiil price. For instance, we-

gmng credit for the motives to the stoppage of the I
hours was one of such dry fag, that it was a matter noticed full-sized casts of horses’ legs, niarked 4s. Gd.;

works, and for the determination which is now I of necessity to provide other persuaders than those bv architectural details, small casts of animals, at
made— repeat that no advantage could be derived

j

which we are here surrounded : amongst these were the from 3s. to 5s.
;
and these prices will bcverycousi-

irom a course such as that which has been followed in birch, the imtvumcnt of earliest application,— the : derablv reduced when the casts are bought in iniuibers,
the case ot WestmiQstcr-hndge. If, on the one bund,

;

fool’s-cap, aud long red inscribed tongue of horrible
!
or when iiccaed tor the use of such schools as

failure m our public works results from precipitancy,
|

appearance,— the black-holc, the cane, and in addition require assistance. It would want a great deal
or m-management of those preliminaries which cannot to those, a heavy clog for truants, with a chain to more space than we are able to devote, to mention the
be dispensed with, on the other, there can he no pro-

gress, if changes, probably not much considered, arc
to he introduced suddenly into a design that had once
been matured.

We are not alluding to the case of Wkstminster-
hridge, so much as to the practice,—for which the
British House of Commons, perhaps, might be taken
to account, as much as the Government. But here
was a case in which there had been no precipitancy

;

where every interest and opinion had been heard,
and a judgment had been formed with the greatest

care
;

iu which works had been actually commenced,
and a large amount of money had been spent ; aud in
which, positive outlay in the removal of what had,
been done, and incalculable sums in compensation,
would have resulted from change. Wc believe also that
the statements made from time to time on due autho-
rity, as to the condition of the old bridge, by no
means warranted the inferences drawn that there was
no actual danger from delay, aud which inferences

were inconsistent with the assertions of several com-
petent authorities whose evidence is on record. Also,
we may observe that a constant weekly expenditure,

which would strike our readers as deserving of con-
sideration, has been going on, merely in the mainten-
ance of the works aud pilaut.

We will add nothing as to tbe advanligos of Ibc
existing line of rotUe, either with or without tbe
other bridges which are required, having already said

enough on previous occasions, as in the course of our
remarks on the several designs for the Government
Offices—which all, whether suggesting a new site or
retaining the old, so clearly pointed to the decision

that has been made. It is only worthy of remark,
that each one of the three designs fur the general
arrangement of the Offices and street communica-
tions, to which premiums have been awarded, shows
the bridge on a site different from that which his
now been affirmed and adopted. The decision here
only corroborates the view which we took as to the
small value of those plans.

Therefore, repeating the expression of our thanks
for the decision which we have recorded, w’c trust
that neither tergiversation in the executive part of
public works, nor precipitancy in the preliminary
selection and decision, will be allowed iu future to
militate against the desired progress, so much as they
have sometimes done.

THE EDUCATIONAL DEPARTiMENT OF
THE BROMPTON MUSEUhl.

This very important department is placed between
'i the galleries of mechanical models akeady described
: and that portion of the fine arts department which
I contains specimens of carved furniture, ornamental
1 brass and iron work, porcelain, and copies of the
f frescoes of the Rafl'aclle school. It consists of a

c central passage, in which arc arranged numerous
c objects, with a series of corapartiueats on each side

1 labelled, and in which are arranged the matters corre-

s spending with the labels,

First, we have the space for “ School Buildings and

fasten it round the leg. Many not yet past the piir.e ' various dmwiug ksson.s, pliiin aud coloured, which
of life, will remember receiving punishment in old are here arranged for seleclijii. Nor is the natural'
schools which, if practiced at the prescut day, would history depnituicnt less worthy of notice

;
and hero

cause the teacher to meet with the fate of a criminal, the most striking feature is the arrangement of a
and. make him to be generally thought of with indig- ' series of animats printed iu colours on hirge sheets oi
nation. A group of thoje persuaders placed here ' stoat calico, which is published by the Working
would cause many a i)le<asant thought, by a comp.irison ' Men’s Ediicaliou-jl Union, aud can be purchased at
betweeu them aud the instruments by which they ' about Is. Od. each sheet. These prints are hold
woffid be surrounded.

j

and efleclive, and well adapted to the jiurpose
The department of school buildings and fittings

|

for which they arc intended. Our experience,
contains large models of some of tiie most approved however, shovs that a set of these, cheaper in
designs for schools of different descriptions, from

^

price, is required for the ragged and poorer schools
which may be gathered many hints as to the most

i

both in the large towns and country districts,
economical arraugement, lighting, heating, and ven- Mr. Waterhouse Hawkins’s large aud clever litho-
tilation. There are also various scats, tables, desks,
and other matters, which may be most usefully ex-
amined by all who arc eng.iged in fitting up schools.
There arc, besides, various drawings and estimates of
expenses.

In the department of general educatioa there is

exhibited a very large variety of alphabets (English
and foreign), of various sizes and plans, which now
take the place of the “ Horn-book” of old. JIaiiy of
these ai-e most ingenious in their couslruclion aud

graphs of the restoration of extinct animals will here
attract attention, and we must notice that one of the
great uses of Ibis Museum is, that here cau be dis-

played many large works required for educational
purposes which could not be exhibited in the shops of
the booksellers

;
and many a schoolmaster of both

London aud the provinces might, in search of mate-
rials, travel the town round, and even then miss many
mailers of consequence which he would here see with-
out trouble. In the days of the Ilorn-book and birch

arrangement. Here arc also on the shelves numerous or women could gain hut little knowledge of the
editions of primers, spelling-books, grammars, arilh- ' structure of their bodies, and great loss of life has
metics, histories of England, &c. &c. &c. aud mmy !

the consequence of that ignorance. Now, how-
will be surprised at Hie extent and variety of this

[

over, we have large sketehes for the use of schools of
educational libr.iry : of “ arithmetics ” alone there are .

the anatomical formation of the chest, and other

about 150 different descriptions. The means for ' P^irts, which may be familiarly explained. Many will

tiaching writing, from the simplest rudiments to the
most finished lessons, arc also exhibited. In this

department are collected all the printed methods of
dilfusing general education, as in those of chemistry,

mechanics, &c. are tbe hooks which teach each
science; so that in fact, besides the models, we
have here a large and valuable library of works on
education, which may be freely consulted by any
vUitor during the Wednesdays, Thursdays, and
Fridays, which are set apart for study

;
and it may be

worth while also to mention that books on those

subjects will be receis’cd here and descriptions printed

iu fresh editions of tbe catalogue, recently published.

'I'he books may go cither as gifts to the museum, or

they may be left in charge for twelve months.

Toe space provided for music cmlains simple

aud advanced lessons, and the various methods of

tcachiug this delightful art in schools and other-

wise ;
aud next to this is the dcparlnuut of

household economy. In this space are arranged di’aw-

ings of model buildiogs, and other suggestions for

improving both tbe interior and exterior arrangement

of our dwellings
;
there are various models of fire-

places, &:c. intended for the purpose of economising

fuel. By means of one of the cooking ranges, it is

said that, with a singularly small quantity of coals, a

dinner for 100 persons could he got ready. Those

matters are weU woitliy of notice. Amongst other

objects is one which we must more particularly

describe, because it is so simjilc, aud would be useful

ill conveying warm food, such as stews, soup, coffee,

&c. to workmen at a distance from houses aud fire-

places. This invention is from Belgium, and consists

thus acquire such a kuowledge of “the house they
live in,” that they will be eoabled to escape many
evils.

In the geographical department the collection of

'

school-books on this subject is extensive. There is

also an immense collection of maps, tbe production of

England, America, Germany, &c. the larger of

which are arranged on rollers, and can be con-
veniently consulted. Considering the importance-

of a good geographical knowledge to the rising

generation, we made au examination of many of

the maps here arranged, and found, that although

those produced iu this country for the use of

schools are neatly executed, they want that boldness of

both outline aud colouring which is so necessary in

the lecture and school room. A large coloured map
which forms part of the series of Americiin works on

education which has been presented by the New York

Educational Boai-J to tliis Government, is well worthy

of attention : certain parts are coarser than necessary,

but the colouring is most effective.

The astronomical instruments, drawings, &c. pre-

sent a goodly army
;
amongst them is a large model

of a monster telescope, which is, however, mistaken

by some visitors (not ill-dressed) for a cuiooii, and

some of the black, uncovered, and unlettered globe? are

taken lor cannon-balls. These mistakes show the neces-

sity of such iiislituUons as this, and also the need of

activity on the part of tbe schoolinaslcr. Many of

the diagrams of celestial phenomena are well done,

and of moderate pi ice.

In connection with chemistry, we have sets of

apparatus and materials exhibited which can he pro-
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cured at a cost of from leas than 2/. to 20/. or 30/. aod

upwards. Here the books on the subject are also

carefully collected, and in the various departmcnls, in

their proper places, are busts of Beujaioio I'r.tnklin

and others. In like maimer, the spaces for physics

and machinery are illustrated by useful exampli-s. In

these the ciilico prints of the society above referred to

are consfji(!uou3.

The catalogue of this part of the museum will be

found a usul'ul guide, as well to those who come here

as to directors aud teachers of schools at a disiaiire,

for it contains a priced list of all the objects that

are gathered together, clas-jificd : and it is very cheap.

Crowds continue to flock to Brompton, and it is

pleasant to notice that on the public days a large

number of those for. whose especial use this collection

is arranged are in atteudauee; iu the flue arts

department iiitelligeot workmen may he seea ex-

aminimr and comparing the ancient wood carving

aud other works, with the Trench aud English modern
productions.

ON BESTORATION.—CANTERBURY
CATHEDRAL.

The restoration of ancicut and dilapidated edifices

is a subject of interesting importance, requiring

serious, patient, and persevering research. To become

profieieiic therein, a practised knowledge of the

vai'irties into which all styles have been, or possibly

can be, extended, must be familiarly obtained ; and the

atudeut must also examine the restorations made
from time to time, in order to judge of their accuracy

or errors. When his imagination can fill up all the

vacancies of a ruined temple, church, castle, or mau-
siou

;
complete broken aud defaced shafts, capitals,

windows, buttresses, li.iials, and all other details faith-

fully
;
aud obtain a visionary prospect of it, as it

stood perfect Rom the tools of the free-m-ison, he

may commeutc to lay down his measurements, and
proceed with every chauce of success. In Pointed

architecture, on account of much difference in some
details of the same class, the designer thiuks he is at

liberty to use any of these, when making good the

old work, without any breach of order.

were sufficiently free from debasement to waiTant

such a conversion of the older portions. Above all

things, every erroneous feature introduced by negli-

gence or ignorance must be removed, Gothic from

Classic, and reversedly, and this though modern work.

Good old’parts of a Mediaeval building are also found

successively in decay, according to age, leaving to the

last style o'f that art every chance of being spared,

and waving the judgment of continuing an older

system, when its fragments are as shapeless as its

utility is inappreciable

That a mixed restoration is beset with many diffi-

culties, cannot be better exemplified than iu the various

specimens of Canterbury Cathedral, the construction

of which extended over ail the trausiiionsof Gothicism

iu England. Religious edifices were framed of wood,

previous to the Conquest
;
for Stowe, iu his “ Survey

of London,” records the observation of King Elgai',

in the Malmesbury charter, a.d. 07-1;
—

“ iill the

monasteries in my realm, to the outward sight are

nothing but ^¥Ol•m-eaLeQ and rotten timber and

boards.” The wooden structure having been burned

down, Edmerus says, “ Langfrauc built the new

church, aud that probably (as I conceive) after this

new Trench form; aud, within the space of seven

years, he almost entirely completed the work, from

the foundation thereof.” This is the church begun

in 1080, the new form being the Norman, introduced

by his “Trench architects and masons;” but Gostling

seems to think, in reference to the foundation, that

the great crypt is of the ninth century. In 1114
were commenced the towers of St. Andrew, on the

north side, and St. Auslem, on the south
;
and, accord-

ing to Edmerus, “ the oratory or choir, as far as from

the great tower to the east cud, was, by the care of

Archbishop Anselm, enlarged which, from the

chronicle of a monk, Gervase, was destroyed by fire

in 1174 ,
four years after Beckett’s murder.

In 1175 a reconstruction of the church was re-

solved on, and the design subjected to competition, in

which it seems that William of Seus obtained

superiority
;
but having fallen from the scaffold, and

received injuries that compelled him to return home,

the finishing of the “ glorious ” choir fell into the

Wiiere an edifice is a church or mansion, built
j

hands of William the Englishman, wlio also built the

within a certain period, by one architect, or from the I
eastern transept, Trinity Chapel, aud Beckett’s Crown,

same design, there exists scarcely any difficulty
;
but

!

the last at the extreme east of the fabric. In 1304,

works done in different cculuries, without any order
j

Heury d’Estria built the organ-screen ;
and iu 1370

of progress, the extension and repairs having been I
vvere commenced a series of extensions, progressing

left to the cajirice of some great improvers, anxious I
slowly up to their conclusion in the reign of

to display their skill, are quite different subjects alto-
!

Henry VIII. The great transept and chapi-l of St,

gelher. Such ombitiun was iu a groat measure
!

Michael (oblique on the plan), arose under Archbishop

praiseworthy, ca'isiiig a competition which did, as it
j

Sudbury
;
the nave, cloisters, Arundel (north) steeple,

always will, when practised honourably for the I
aud chapter-house, under Archbishop Arundel

;
and

exaltdtiou of aicbitccture, result in a high degree of
1

the south, or Duustan’s steeple, was begun iu 1410,

excellence. Si ill these clashings of set styles would
j

but not completed till 1468. Tne northern tower ap-

be disagreeable to the eye, if practised in the present
!

peared of the same age as the nave, and Bishop

age, because they now seem so historically distinct
;

Godvviu says that it was “ covered with lead pyramid-

although, perhaps, the architects of those agesj'vise.” Ttie lengih of lime occupied in building the

only considered thorn c.xpausious and improveineuls
|

south tower extending over halt a century, it repre-

of the same order. Nor would it he judicious to seated the anomaly of transition, bearing no resem-

culer upon a restoraiiou, with the latter conceptions, blauce to the other. In 1417, Henry IV. and Dean
as the builders of those diys, when introducing a Nevil’s chapel were built; aud about 1470 the

newly acquired advancement amongst earlier and
i

lady-chapel was erected, aiil the central (Bell Harry)
distinct phases, fancied, perhaps, that at sonic future

,

tower was commenced; for, according to Somner,
time, when the older poitious would require recoil-

|

“ the gnat tower ia the centre, called Angel Steeple,

struction, it should bo done accoidiug to their remained such as Lanfranc left it, uulil Prior Suelling,

modern taste.
j

who died in 1495, began to rebuild it; and his

The prejudice imbibed in favour of a particidar ' successor, Prior Thomas Goldstonc the second, finished

section, when pursuing the study of Gothic, is ad- it before his death, which happened A.i). 1517-”
missiblc

;
but it should never iuilucuce a person Here are a series of designs, from Saxon to Per-

engaged ou a restoration. Nor is any d-inger to be pcudiculai' Gothic, connected together iu oue im-
apprehended if the entire subject be perfectly under-

,
mense Jabric, including every variety introduced

stooJ, unless the mind is clouded by an illiberal during llie lapse of five centuries. The view would
jouthful education. Eveu then a truthful impulse have been a very iudifferent oue indeed, could it be
may be giveu to the imagination, by certain calm

^

seen as Salisbury
; but as it stood externally, so many

consideriugs, and by silent rellectiou 011 the result of
,

obstructions advantageously subdivided the whole, an
all immature uolious, if carried out. It would not ordinary spectator forgot its disorder iu its vast
be wise of any person, however experienced may be dimensions. Siill, iu the western elevation, the dis-
his jiiJgmeui, to pronounce dogmatically upon a similarity of the two towers before referred to, the
serious recoDslriictiou, as l.jug as he can qualify his

,

nondescript porch, and the unmeaning window in the
idea-, by iittending to the united ojduiou of a pro- pediment, square wiih rouoded angles, could not
fessiooal council, lie will not lose any fame as an escape notice. Semi-circular aud pointed window
architect, if he throw aside conceited selftshuess, aud heads were to be seeu in the same compartraent.
ask the opiuioo of another equally skilled with him- Iiitermilly, the eutrance of the fiue organ-screen was
self, Let any reader look back to those eras when filled in. The columns with screens between, at each
architecture fiuurislitd, under the auspices of great side of the choir, were alternately circular aud ocla-
aad zealous men, and he will find that each g.ilaxy of gonal; apparently due to the talent of 'William
illiislnous artists iiiaiulauKd a cordial commuuioa of of Sens, whose “new” form was so close to
brilhiiil senlimciits. Corinthian, iu its capitals and mouldings, as to be

l() nslore Salisbury Cathedral, or the church of almost mistakeu for a classic order. To complttc llic
it.dlia, and to finish the coustrucliou of Cologne debasement, a Coriuthian altar-screeu was introdueed

Cathedral, are simple practice (as before observed), in iu the rtigu of Charles 11. and sevend buibarous rc
comparison vMtIi entering upon an edifice mixed with pairs were made under Queeu Auoe, aud the first two
contrarieties, and defaced by anomalous repairs, Georges.
cement, and wilful demolilioo. Mith reference to a The partial restoralioa u
small chiirih or mansion, it may be lawful to notice sity, a few years since
the latt S' predominating type, and if that be stable tuuity of displaying both i..
and rupiire little trouble, to make the portions that very great difficulty existed in pullmg down Arundel
are o coiuc uuwu of similar design. But it would be steeple, on account of its connection with the nave

;

wbcth’.T tba' s'ylc but tins he cleverly overcame, and rebuilt a towei

esolveJ oil through neces-

ve i\Ir. Austin an oppor-

ingcuuity aud talent. A

necessary to examine caxfu'

simUar to Dunstan’s, which was a step iu the right

direction. M'here be had to renew a tottering por-

tion of the Norman, in the south-eastern transept, he

did that in its pristine form
;
wherein he also acted

perhaps judiciously, with a view to balancing the

features of the general plan. His internal improve-

ments, including the throne, which exhibit a blending

of tw'o styles, taking into consideration the irregular

character of the entire pile, are unquestionably ex-

cellent, and, from his limited position, exempt from

all callous criticism.

However, attention must be drawn to the fact that,

during the transition of styles, every change was pro-

gressive
;
aud the moment an old form was neglected

or set aside, never again was a church or monastery

built in that fashion. Both in the Classic and Gothic

orders, there is no instance of retrogression either to

be seen or ou record
;
and thus it may be easy to

conjecture what the aucieot and Tudor architects

would have done, Lad they to restore the dilapidations

of an older date iu a mixed buildiug. And, as an

cpisodal remark, if the spirit of retrogression influ-

enced their movement, as it has doue modern enter-

prise in art, they never would have accomplished the

beautiful results left for men’s admiration. Therefore

it may be well to fonu a theory’ of this system, so

successful iu former times, and to avoid all retrogres-

siou in designing to restore. If the aim of the

mylhologists and medirevals were pi ogress, and men
consider that they made their styles perfect, the view

of a modem architect should be to stand stationary

ou that perfection, or to render his alterations as ap-

proximate as possible thereto.

Perhaps, it may he maintained, where a buildiug is

e.xtensive, and every compartment requires a change

of position to view it, cither within or ou the out-

side, it is not expedient to reduce all to the same

style, in a renewal of the older parts. Others may
urge a similar reconstruction of every peculiarity, for

the purpose of identifying its age, and for the edifica-

tion of modern professional aspirants. The zeal of a

few alone would induce them to prefer a restoration

of old errors and anomalies to the most perfect har-

mony of a symmetrical style. "With such opinions

the candid artist has nothing to do, when study-

ing to arrive at perfect order iu his design. Though

it is necessary to restore faithfully the gargoyles and

other grotesque carvings in an old building, it does

not follow that new buildings should be disfigured

by the illustrations of an age, the extinct customs of

which need no longer be ridiculed. Neither is it

fitting to revive the old “ wiliow-pattcru ” figures,

lozeuge-work, or other pseudo decorations, in the

glaring aud offensive colours often resorted to still

by the bearded professors of ecclesiastical frippery;

since there are chaster modes of colouring, cultivated

with the march of civilized art, exquisitely suitable to

walls and ceilings, and in unison with the solemnity

of a sauctuaiy. And, eveu in renewing windows, it

would be folly to introduce into stained glass lights

subjects which, from simple truthful origins, have

been prcteriiaturally blazoned by the legendary

writings and perorations of conventional enthusiasts.

Restoration must therefore be divided into two

sections, the unique and the identical,—the former

when an edifice is restored to one particular style, and

every detail finished in accordance therewith; the

latter when everything has been renewed, without auy

chauge or imiirovement, and all errors even re-iii-

stated, with the fidolity shown by the Chinese tailor,

wheu working according to patteru. It would be

unwise to argue iu favour of either, as circumstances

and necessity may' decide the choice, even when the

best intention exists, to cany out a scheme maguifi-

ceiitly. But as to the effect of studying the pnuci-

ples of restoration, upon the minds of professional stu-

dents, the benefits therefrom are too great to be detailed

within the compass of a few words. Suffice it to say

that as, during those centuries called the dai’k ages,

the bread of Medieeval grandeur was cast upoa the

waters, so now, iu reproducing these beautiful remains,

with actual fidelity, lliespirit of architectural improve-

ineut will reapjiear in its former grandeur.

Traxcis Sullivan.

NOTES UPON IRON.

{1-rom our Correspondent at Ifoloerhainpion.)

CoJir.vRATiVELV Utile iron has been manufactured

I in South SlalTurdshire, iu consequence of the Wolver-

hampton races, wliieh came off on Jlond.iy aud Tues-

day, affording tlic men an opportunity of recreation,

aud their employers a favourable period for making

those nparatious and improvements in the machinery

of their works which arc called for at tolerably fre-

quent inlervais when there is a good demand for

inuuu''a(:lured iron. On the Wolverhuraptou side of

I

tlie district, fhe works remaineJ closed up to 'rhiirs-

day morning; uuJ iu the district hemming Binninghain

and DiiJley, the first two days were blanks at the

malleable iron estab'ishmeuts. The extent to which
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these recreations are attended, may be gathered from
the fact that last week the North Staffordshire races
were attended on one day by 27,000 to 28,000 per-
so^. and on another by*as many as 30,000 persons.

Tliese iiiterruplions to business ore acceptable only
when there is no great demand

; and in the exiatinir
state of the order-books those of the past week will
not be seriously felt.

Whilst from these statements it will be gathered
that there has not been any alteration upon la-t week
ill the direction of impiovernent, it w'ill at the same
time be seen, from there having been u no gre iter
delay than two days in most instances, that masters
generally are not over-ready to take advimtage of a
favourable opportunity for closing their works for a
week, showing thut orders are forlhcoiiiinti of a
number suflicient to require the full operation' of the
works. This, in tlie place of a marked decrease in
the demand from the United Srotes, with a falliug olI‘

in the export trade to ludia, which was rajiidlv grow-
ing, is a most enconraging circumstance, demonsfrat-
iug the healtliiucss of the home trade in those great
interests for which iron is in gi owing demand.

1 be past week’s nin'l from America has brought
exceedingly fair promises, but exceedingly scanty
order-sheets.

On ’Change at Birmingham yesterday (Thursday),
and at Wolverhampton on the day before, there was
a marked readiness to sell pig irou, but no disposition
on the part of the long-established firms to giving way
in price, Al. 2s. Gd. being asked for warm-air mine
pigs. At the same time there are large quantities of
another brand on offer, at 3A lOs. We have little
doubt, however, that at least 2s. 6J. would be split in
the majority of instances in each of the brands which
we have quoted, if there should be serious disposition
to transact business. At the same time stocks of
pigs in the yards both of makers and consumers are
low, and the weekly product of pigs is not a large
weight in e.xcess of the demand. A good order from
a leading malleable-irou establishment would drive up
prices nt once; whilst cautious withholding on the
part of these keeps prices easy, and the pig-makers as
a whole open to receive offers.

to pay a fair per-centage on any fair expenditure for
the house, if the matter he properly managed, ns we
have no doubt it will he. Under the Limited Liabi-
lity Act, individual shareholders will run no risk
beyond the amount they may subscribe for, and it is

to be expected that all the shares will be taken by
nivhitects. who will thus become their own landlords.
It is a good roomy sound house, well placed

;
and,

under any eircunisfanees, there seems to bo so little

risk of loss, that we may pretty confidently advise our
readers to take shares, urging upon them that they
may thus ndvaucc the professional with every
rea<oiinijtc prospect of obtaining a fa.r returu for thoi’r

moiiev.

METROPOLITAN BOARD OF WORKS.
At the meeting of the B jard on Friday, a delicate

question, for (he first time since its cstahlishment, was
discussed with closed doors, relative to a report from
the committee of the whole Board, stating the result
of their investigation of certain particulars in the re-
turu of feus ra ide to the Board by one of the district
surveyors of the metropolis. Jt was stated that the
vuturn of fees in question had been falsified, and
charges made that were not in accordance with the
regulated scale of fees. For the present the considera-
tion of the subject is ajjouimcd.

The con<dusiou8 arrived at by the Building and
General Purposes Committee were reported, and a
copy of the report was ordered to be scut to the
Commissioners of Police and the District Surveyors’
Association.

Ad application from Mr. C. Furber, surveyor, on
behalf ol the Postmaster General, for the establish-
ment and ei’ection of a district post-ofBce, at No. 1,
Moor-jdace, Ivennington-road, was approved of, on
the recomracudation of the superintending architect.

PROPOSED PURCn.tSE OF PREMISES FOR
ARCHtTEGTURAL SOCIETIE.S.

Ouu report list week of the proceedings at a meet-
ing held to consider the proposed purchase of a house
in Conduit-street, to be occupied by societies con-

^I'chitectiire, has shown our readers that —a --••—3“ - „.,v,

the Institute has entered warmly info the project, and I
town surveyor. Mr. Charles Bishop, one of the eom-

PROVINCIAL NEWS.
Ueading .—Various improvements arc here under

consideration, to which the sanction of the ratepavers
is looked lor. The scheme combines the erection of n
new police-office, with court, magistrates’ room, de-
tention cells, &c. an entrance to the public markets in

Friar-street, corresponding with that in Broad-street,
and giving a more extensive area.

Hertford.—The improvements which have been
carried on in this town during the last few years, says
tlie local Mercury, must be regarded os indications of
local prosperity. There has been no bniidiog mania.
On the contrary, there has been a want of enterprise
and courage on the part of the builders, which is

rather surprising, seeing that, wherever a house has
has been built, it has been immediately occupied.
Nevertheless, considerable additions have been mode
to the town dnring a short period. Almost the
youngest man amongst us can recollect the erection
of the Poi-t-va'c suburb; and the Ware-road suburb
is the creation of the last five years. It is worthy of
mention that these extensions have become necessary
for the accommodation of persons whose business
lies in the town. Could land for villa residences be
pi-ociired on the north side of the Ware-road, we
might hope for a new population from London, from
amongst a class who would certainly prefer dwellings
amidst the scenery of Hertford to the tenaimy of “ a

house ill a row” in the overcrowded streets of Tot-
tenham or Edmonton. But it is not alone iii the

extension of tlie town that we find the proofs of pros-

perity. There are various improvements which tell

their own story.

Hevonport .—The plans of the proposed public park
at the Brickfield have been prepared, giving in detail

the proposed alterations, and have been approved of

at head-quarters. The War Department have offered

the ground at 1007. a year. 'That offer is now before

the committee of the Council.

Derby .—A project for a Ciystal Palace at the
Arboretum lias been started, ami at a recent meeting
of the Arhorctnm committee, resolutions were adopted
to the effect, that drawings, together with plans aud
estimates of the proposed building, be made and laid

before the public, and a subscription raised for erect-

ing it
;
that a building fund account be opened, and

0007. be paid over from the Arboretum funds to that

acrount
;
and that the secretary solicit subscriptions

to this fnud. The cost of a building of the desired

size Avill be over 2,0007. aud promises of assistance

have been given, among which Mr. H. Bodeu, of the

Grange, has promised 1007.

St. Helens.—This town is undergoing some sani-

tary and other improvements. The Sankey brook
ruiiniug through it for many years, and a great

nuisance, is being paved with flag, laid in Cyilopean

order; and an engine-house, cottage, stables, &c. are

also to be erected by the local conunissiimcrs, accord-

ing to drawings furnished by Jlr. McManus, the

arc willing to become the tenants of part of tlie pre-
mises. 'J’he resolution come to liv the Instifnfo «-n«
this :

—
“That this meetiDg, luiTing reeeired the resotut

the Premises CommiHee, eomranuieated through the
counoil to prosecute such

they mny think fit with the pro-
Conduit-street, Regent-

street, and. if ohnii *i. .
^

. .. .--asioners, is to erect a fountain in the centre of the
resolution come to by the Institute was town, the commissioners supplying the water. The

erection of baths, it is expected, will soon fallow. The
^^jr.iihvay, which in a sliort time will connect St.

' Helena with Ormskiik and Southport, more direct y
than heretofore, is progressing under Mr. McCormick,
the contractor. Jlr. Cross is the engineer to the

company.

Castleford.—The foundation-stone of a building

for the Local Mechanics’ Institute was laid on the

3rd instant. The buiUliug has been designed by Mr.

J. Dixon, of Leeds, and the oonlractor is Jlr. D
Sykes, of Castleford. The building will comprise a

lecture-room, 50 feet hing by 34 feet broad; a read-

ing-room, library, clas.s-i'ooins, &c. The estimated

cost is 8007. a large portion of which has becu sub-

scribed.

Galashiels .—A public meeting was held here last

week, to consider the propriety of ereciiug a town-

hall, when it was proposed, and unanimoasiy agreed

to, that a committee be appointed to look out for a

site, and ascertain the probable, expense, and that the

capital required should be ra'Sed by the creation of

stock iu shares of 17. each.

further negotiatioDs
prietors of the premises. No,

’*
1

^^ shall appear to the council desirable, upon
the further development of such negotiations, to enter
into such au agreement as they may think fit, whereby
the Koyul Institute of British Architects may obtain for a

.

years, on lease, the amount of accommodation

i

I’ exhibited, at a rent not exceed-

1 T'r”.r
a premium not exceeding: 6001.

41. on the contrary, upon the furtlier development of such
a scheme, the council shall decide that the termination of

. aUT such neffotiations will be for ibe best interests of the
i Institute, (Ley are hereby .nitborised to brintf them to a
'• thereon at the next Special General

.

this meeting authorises the council, in the event
c ot their entering into any such contract as above referred

fi

“ suju not exceeding 3f)0f. for removal and

t
.V. “P.

bvnnght nndei- the notice of
t the meeting for the purposes of the Institute."

The Architcclural Exhibilion Committee will take
a another large portion of the premises

;
aud indeed

there seems little doubt of teuxuts em u 'h. at starting

THE WORKING CLASSES.
I Air sure that all those who have had the oppor-

tunity of becoming acquainted with the artisans of
Loudon and other large towns will agree with von as
to the facts stated in the leading article of vour
number for the ISih ult. (p. 401), and that the great
bulk of intelligent working men will be glad to read
the plain and earnest manner in which your opinion
has been given. It is quite true that but few of
the makers of our laws, aud the chief portion of
those who enjoy rank and wealth, are aware of the
iulcllectUHl superiority of a large majority of the
working classes who are anxiously watching the
progress of events, and it is unfoi-tuunte that foryears
this class which, as yon observe, “so largely con-
tribute to the strength aud happiness of the countrj',”

have been so left without consideration from those
above them in worldly position that a spirit of some-
thing like contempt aad animosity has risen up on
the part of the artisans against the upper classes.

In small towns and country villages a friendly
communieation is kept up between “ the hall ” and
the cottage,” and those of various grades are knit

together by various acta of kindness and interest.

The clergyman in most instances is acquainted with
his flock, both rich and poor, and on Sundays the
poorest peasants in their plain yet picturesque smock-
frocks, and their honioly-dressed yet neat and cleanly
clad children, form a sight which few can witness
wilhout pleasure.

In such busy hives of people as this metropolis, this

community of feeling has been too much cut off, and
so isolated are the people from each other, that it

often happens that a person is not acquainted with
his next door neighbour

;
and in many instauces so

large is Ihe population entrusted to the care of one
clergyman, that it is almost impossible that he cau
make proper aud regular visits to the houses in liis

district
;
and it is unfortuDatcly the case, that the

poorer the neighbourhood the greater is the number
of those put under the care of a single individual

;

nod yet it is in the poorer places that it is uccessaiy

to move with the greatest activity, iu order to counter-
act the prejudice and danger which have arisen.

It must be granted that the difficulties in the

metropolis are great of keeping pace with the won-
derful increase of the population. Not many years

ago the population of St. Pancras was of trifling

amount : now it is nearly 200,000. The growth of

Islington has been nearly as great; and the same
remark will apply to other places. It is, however,
most important, that a system of house to house
calls should be made by each of the parochial

clergymen of all thickly-peopled rielghhourlioods.

I know that this proctice has been carried out with
the best effect in several of the poorer parishes of
London. In almost every instance the visits of those
gentlemen who have thus so properly fulfilled their

duty, were received with the best feeling by those
who even differed from them in opinion

; and it is

a satisfactory fact that those calls have led to many
who had not done so for years becoming regular iu

their attendance at chureb: children were taken to

be baptised, and many were sent to the national and
other schools, who but for those friendly visits would
have been growing up in neglect. I have not the least

doubt, from the experience I have had of the disposi-

tion of the working classes of several large towns,

that this system of kindly visitation would form one

of those “ social bridges ” to which yon have already

referred, aud which in a measure would be the means
of joining together our at present disjointed con-

ditions of society. By those visits the clergyman

would become acquainted with the feelings and r.,--

qnireinents of those inhabiting his district : his

friendly advice would be the lucaiis of adding largely

to the numbers in the schools, and he would be

enabled by personal commuuioalion with the youth

who are in course of training in various trades to judge

how far they might be benefited by classes, lectures,

libraries, Slc. in connection with the national schools,

which might be made avaihiblc after working hours.

Moreover, the Established dergynien would, by this

knowledge of the ability, honesty', aud good feeling of

the majority of our skilled mcchauies, be able to dispel

by their evidence the often hastily-formed and wrong

opinions of those who move iu a higher poiitiou.

In all attempts to move amongst the working

classes, it should be borne in mind that the working

classes do not require the iutrusioii of ill-jtiiJgcd

charitable ofl'ers
;
but I am sure, if they are met iu a

frank aud kindly spirit by those whose duty it is to

cultivate tbeir acquaintance, it will be found lliat

great good will be the result; and, appreciating ilio

excellent services of the missionaries aud others, 1

must still urge the necessity of the clergymen them-

selves taking this matter up; and if at the time of

those friendly visits they could glauce at sanitary

conditions, aud, when needful, give a word of advice,

the bcuefiD would be much increased.

A 'WoitKEU.
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MIDDLE TEMPLE HALL, LONDON.
The Knights of the Eed Cross, first living

humbly in Holboru, removed to the new Temple
in llSi, -where buikliugs of cost -were erected
for them, iucliuliug the church (wliich for-

tunately remains as a choice example of the
architecture of that period), a hall, and various
other offices appertaining to a monastic estab-
lishment : here, during a time of prosperity, the
knights dispensed a splendid hospitality, and
kings and other magnates were not unfrcquently
their guests.

In course of time a change came over the
sceue

;
the knights had become too powerful

and dangerous to the established government

;

their mission to the East was no longer
looked upon as of importance, and, as a matter
of policy, the vast property of the Templars
was confiscated, and tlie order suppressed.

After the men of the sword, there came to
this site those skilled in battling with the pen
and tongue, who have, since the beginning of
the fourteenth century, held their own in this

place, increasing much in numbers, iutlucnce,

aud riches. Spenser speaks of—

-

“ Those bricky towers
The which on Thames' bank doe ride,
"Where now the studious lawyers have (heir Lowers,
There whilom wont the Templar Knights to bide.
Till they decay’d through pride.’’

The church escaped, almost by miracle, the
great fire of 1GG6. Antiquaries would be glad
if the ancient hall remained too, but this was
removed, and the hall we now see there was
built in its stead, in 1572. As a specimen of
the work of that time it is exceedingly iutercst-

much so as anything in London. On
entering the hall, few visitors can fail to be
struck by the fine effect of the light and shadow.

The roof is of dark oak. The windows on
each side are filled with the armorial bearings
of benchers, aud other dignitaries of the Inns.

The wainscoting has a large number of shields

of arms, some of which are curious. Along the
length of the hall stand rows of massive
tables and seats, some of them probably as old

as the building. At tlic end of the hall is a
slightly raised dais, with a recess towards the
river, liglitcd by a window', also filled with
painted glass. The green trees, aud well kept
grass-jilot, bordering Eather Thames, form here,

when (he windows are open, a pleasant picture.

At )hc end of the hall, wliere the best light

falls, is a large portrait of Charles I. on horse-
back, and some others. In an lionourable posi-

tion here arc also fine busts of Lords Eldon and
Stowell, both members of this Inn, and other
matters of interest. In this hall one, at any
rate, of Shakspeare’s plays was acted, very
shortly after its composition in 1601. But for

the large chaudcliers, not very good in form,
of burnished gold, and ill-formed shades for the
gas-lights which are now used (omitted in our
view), it would be easy to fancy the Feasts of
Peacocks, and other fcitivals, when kings and
their courts were entertained by the legal
Templars, and grave judges in the hall were
wont in the season to unbend.

At Easter time the fire-jdace in the centre of
the hall was decked with shrubs and flowers.

In a portion of this building which now
belongs to the Middle Temple, the library
is arranged, evidently, both as to readers aud to
books, on a too circumscribed space

;
aud it has

been proposed to erect a new library on the
site of the fountain which in summer time
dashes up its little jet of w’ater amougst the
greeulcaves of the trees, which, for Loudon,
and situated where they arc beside the old hall,

are not objects to be lost or given u]> if they
can be kept. We hear another site is to be
selected for the useful purpose mentioned. At
present this fountain, which from its position

amongst the trees has attracted much admira-

tion, is simply a piece of pipe stuck in a central

bason. A clioicc work of art should super-

sede it.

CORRESPONPENTE OX THE COMPETITION
LESIONS FOR THE PUBLIC OFFICES.

The block plan to which the premium of 500f. has

becQ awarded, is no doubt very beautiful as to its

general arrauge.ncut and eoinposition. But is it

in'.iiJcd to the first prize ? I say, decidedly not, and
for the following reasons ;

—

The instructions giv'cn to competitors were admi-
rah'y and clearly dr.iwu up. An outline of the ground'

upon wliich the buildings ore proposed to he erected

accompanied these instructions, and it was understood

that this outline was not in any case to be exceeded,.

What shall we say then to those architects who have

not attended to these instructions, who have, in fact,,

thrown them aside, and who have disregarded the.

value of the properties iu connection with the spot in.

question ?

The plan now under consideration, composed by

M. Crepinet, of Paris, is, I rcjicat, very beautiful iu

its outline, but is it calculated for the spot where it

is intruded to be erected? Docs it adhere to the in-

structions, or will it be injurious or otherwise to the

buildings in its immediate neighbourhood? In the:

first place, it- exceeds very considerably the outline

upon which the buildings are jiroposcd to be erected;,

it sweeps away the whole of Great George-street,

north and sooth; it extends into St. Jan5cs’s-park far

beyond the reserved line, ami it removes Riclixnond-

tcrrace. By the block of buildings between Parlia-

ment-street and the Thamc«, it obscures Sir Charles-

Barry's building
;
and in approaching from Whitehall'

the whole of that building would be concealed, as well

as the greater part of the Abb: y. llow is it, then,

that ibis design has been accepted, and that (he first'

prize has been awarded to it? Surc-ly some con-

sideration ought to be paid to those who have abided'

by the instructions.

The remainder of the plan, as regards the streets,.

MIDDLE TEMPLE HALL, LONDON: 1572.
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BUILDING FOR THE FREEMASONS’ LODGE OF ST, JOHN’S, TORQUAY. Mr. Edw.ied Arri,Eiox, Arcihtect.

may 6oou te dismissed. It is a heau ideal, made
without any regard to the value of property. I might

as well take Sir Christopher Wren’s plan in my hand,

and propose straight lines of streets as far as St.

Paul’s without any consideration for vested interests.

The great merit of an architect, I conceive, is to adapt

his conceptions to existing circumstances, and to meet

the difBculties which may present themselves, with the

least possible iujury to iudividuals. No douht the

plan which M. Crepinct has proposed would he very

beautiful, but is it likely such a plan can ever he
carried into effect ? Vignol.\..

JIASONIC LODGE, TORQUAY.

At the end of May last, the first stone was
; laid of a building about to be erected in Tor-

I

quay, for the Freemasons’ Lodge of St. John,
' No. -ill. The annexed engraving is a view of

i it. The edifice “will be built of limestone, exca-

;

rated on the site, hammer dressed (pi-ovincial
|

‘“nobbled”) with dressings of Bath stone and
) brick (in colours) from tlie architectural pot-

j

i tery, which will also be used for the jambs, &c.
j

j

of the interual doorways. The roof will be open
|

I to the collar beam, and the floor of the lodge-

room is to be laid witli parquetric. Our Ma-

'

sonic readers will observe that the design has I

been studied as regards the introduction of the

porch, dormer, and tessellated pacing. The east ',

end of the lodge-room will have a large circular
[

window filled in with tracery, in the form ofj

crossed triangles, surrounded with voussoirs of i

red and -white bricks. The shafts of the porch !

columns will be of polished dark marble. The
apse shape of the west end is dictated by the

form of the ground, which runs olf to a sharp

point. The apse is devoted to the eutrancc-hall

and staircase, with a robiug-room o-ver.

The chitnucy-stack of

placed in front to suit

and as there is a high

building, it is probably

The lower room will be

History Society of the

museum. This museum
of the west of England.

the two main rooms is

internal arrangements,

rock close beliiud the

a fortunate necessity,

rented by the Natural
town, and used as a

ranks among the best

The windows of the lower room are placed

high up in the wall, to afford room for cases for

curiosities under them.

Jlr. John Harvey, of Torquay, is the con-

tractor for the works. Mr. Edward Appleton is

the architect.

OPENING OF THE IMANCHESTER AND
SALFORD REFORMATORY.

The building recently erected at Blackley for the

Mayes-strect Reformatory School was formally opened

oa the 7 th inst. by the Bishop of Manchester, under

the auspices of the Earl of Shaftesbury, Lord Radstock,

and others. The building stauds about half a mile to

the northward of Blackley Church. It has been con-

structed by Mr. Robert Neil!, builder, Strangeways,,

from plans furnished by Messrs. Cawley and Radfui'd.

It is a plain brick building, with stone facings, and

convenience of internal arrangement has very properly

been more attended to than beauty of external appear-

ance. The ground to be enclosed, and which has cost

the committee l,550f. amounts to nine statute acres..

The building faces the south-west. The eutrance is-
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by a large gateway, which runs through the building

to a yard behind. To the left of this arched passage

is aa entrance-hall, from which the stairs ascends to

the dormitories, and from which a corridor leads up

the centre of the building, dividing the rooms in the

front from those at the bacli. At the foot of the stairs

a door leads into the committee-room, 16 feet by

14 feet, from which there is also a door leading into

the diniog-hall and school-room, an apartment 40 feet

long by 20 feet broad, and 16 feet high. At the back

of the ground-floor of the building are a bath and

lavatory, laundry 14 feet by 13 feet, store-room,

kitchen 17 feet by 14 feet, &c. Behind the bath-

room a line of building extends for 23 feet, the largest

part of which is a workshop, and the lesser and

furthest removed, the foul washhouse. The master’s

house is in a line of buildings to the right of the

entrance-hall. On the ground floor are sitting-room,

kitchen, scullery, and pantry, and at the extreme

right an enclosed yard, from behind which a building

extends which forms a workshop, 35 feet by 15 feet.

There are various other accommodations, iu the shape

of doi'mitories, probationary and refractory wards,

&c. The extreme length of the building is about

150 feet, and it covers an area of 482 square yards.

The cost of the laud and the building contract

amounted to 3,224/'.
;
fumishings and extras swelled

it to 3,724/.; and about 400/. will yet he required to

complete the work, making a total of 4,100/. Of that

amount, 8,700/. has been subscribed, leaving only

400/. to be supplied. The buililiDg was desigued for

forty boj's, between the ages of twelve and fifteen,

though accommodation might be found for fifty to

silty : aud the cost of forty boys would be 800/. per

annum. At present an allowance is received from the

committee of council
;
but more would be obtained if

' the school was registered under Lord Palmerston’s

Act.

CHUPCII-BriLBIN’G NEWS.
Greai Baddoic,— The parish church of Great

Baddow has heeu re-opened for divine service, after

having had extensive iterations carried out. The

old and unsightly pews have been swept away and

replaced by others of a uniform width and Ijeight.

The floor, which sl<^d considerably, has been levileJ

and paved with terro-metalic tiles. A new door, in

painted Gothic, with Bath stone dressings, hns been

erected iu the chancel, a reading-desk, in old oak,

constructed upon the north side of the middle ai^e,

and the pulpit, which was carved, and dates from the

year ICS'J, is thoroughly restored. By these altera-

tioDS, about one huadred fi-ee sittings have been

obtained, a considerable portion being allotted to the

aged |K)or. The works have been executed by Messrs.

J. aud It. Sorrell, of Great Baddow, according to the

plans of Mr. C. Ainslic, of London, architect.

Si?//.—Through the liberality of a profession.il

gentleman of this town, the parish church, says the

Norfolk Chronicle, has been embellished with the

following omameutal windows, aad it is hoped that

the example will be followed out by others with a i-e-

arrangement of the pews. A short time since, the

south chancel window, within the altar tails, was

filled with stained glass by Mr. Jas. King, of Norwich.

The window consists of a qiiatre-foil and two lights;

in the quatre-foil is “the Lamb standing upon the

Bible the two lights are divided into three sub-

jects, the first on each side, “ weeping angels

underneath these, aud in the second division as it

were, “ Moses representing the Old Law,” aud on the

opposite side, “ St. John the Baptist as the type of

the New Law;” under these is the “death of the

first-born in Egypt,” and opposite, “the resurrection

of the first-born;” beneath this window, on the

chancel wall, is a brass plate, in scarlet and black

letter. "Within tlio last two weeks, the five south

clerestory windows liave heeu filled with stained'glass,

each containing three lights and two crocket lights,

by Mr. AVailes, of Newcastle; the subject in four of

the windows being the “p.issioii of our Loi-d ” with

alternate borders of blue and scarlet. In nS^first

light of the east end is the cross with the spear on
one side, and the stick with the sponge on the other

side : the middle light is merely filled with stained

glass and a ventilator, whilst the third light represents

the coal and dice. The second window of the outside

lights has “ the crown of thorus, with the lantern and
sword and staves.” The middle window consists of

the emblematical devices of “ the four apostles spoken

of in the Revelations,” whilst the centre light has

three devices, a figure of the Lamb holding a banner
with “Ecce Agnus Dei;” above this Alpha and
Omega, aud uudcrDcatb, I. II. S. The fourth wiudow
represents “ the head of Judas Iscariot, with tlie

thirty pieces of silver, auJ, under, the rope with which
he hanged himscR, with the pillar and rope to which
onr Saviour was hound.” The fifth ri-prcseuts “ the
nails, bomtner, and nippers, with the scourges, aud
sponge and basin.” When the old windows were
removed, it was found that there was only one stone
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muUion in the whole five windows, the rest being

wood : these have all heeu replaced with stone by

Mr. Ereeman, of Aylsham, and as a safety guard, the

outsides are all protected with cupper guards.

Laicshall.—The ceremony of re-optming the church

of this parish (which has undergone extensive repairs,

at the sole expense of the rector, the Rev. E. Bailie),

took place on the 6th iiU. The new floor is of oak,

the passages composed of red aud black tiles, mixed

with Portland stone. The straggling old pews, en-

cumbering the body of the church, have been removed,

and oak benches and chairs substituted. The ancient

font remains, and the new oaken canopy is carved.

The pulpit, lectern, and reading-desks, are of carved

oak. The porch is rebuilt and paved. The chancel

(also re-built), vestry, and organ-room, are in the

early English style. The latter is divided from the

chancel by a pierced aud moulded oak screen. The

edifice is lighted by numerous lancet windows, several

of which are of stained glass. The ceiling is decorated.

The pavement of the clianccl is laid with Minton’s

encaustic tiles, figuj-ed. The architect employed was

Mr. Butterfield. Mr. Elliston e.vecuted the wood-

work, Mr. Grimwood the bricklaying, Messrs. Keogh

(Brothers) the stone-masonry : all are of Sudbury,

Suffolk.

Bvcklngham.—A congregational church has been

erected here, and was oj)ened on the 5th instant. The

building, which is in the style of the Litter pmt of

the thirteenth century, aud is similar to Christchurch

Chapel, Banbury', consists of a nave (wiih end gal-

lery for the school children), and oue aisle, together

with minister’s and deacons’ vestries, entrance lobby,

aud porch, and will seat ubont 600. The internal

length is 70 feet, and the width 38 feet. The roof is

open to the timbers, and consists of six arched ham-

mer-beam trusses, enriched with light shafts aud

carved tracery panels. The arched ribs support an

inner ceUiug which forms a ventilating chamber be-

tween the chapel and the external air. The nave and

aisle are divided by an arcade of four compartments

(the columns, capitals, and springing of the arches

being of stone), corresponding with which, on the

opposite side, are two arches opening into the vestries,

which are separated from the chapel by traceried par-

closes with curtains. The seats are open, with cut

elbow^ and, together with the other internal fittings,

are stained and varnished. The porch, lobby, aud

passages, are floored with red and black Staffordshire

tiles. The cushions nnd haugiugs of the interior will

be of a uniform blue colour. The building will be

lighted by metal gas standards, of niediioval character.

The windows are glazed with cathedral glass iu lead

quarries. Owing to the limited extent and confined

nature of the site, the architectural features of the

exterior are principally restricted to the front eleva-

tion. This consists of a lofty gable, the principal

feature of which is a triple wiudow. 'The heads of

the lights are fitted with geometrical tracery. The
principal gable is flanked by a turret containing the

gallery entrance and staircase. The walls are built

with Cosgrove stone, with Bath stone dressings. The
building has been exeented by the contractor, Mr. E.

Chestermau, of Banbury, under the direction of the

architects, Messrs. Fosters and Wood, of Bristol. The
warming apparatus was supplied by Messrs. Hadcu, of

Ti'owbridge.

Bridport.—The parish church of Bridport is to be
restored at a cost of 1,200/.

Bromsgrove. — A meeting of the Bromsgrove
Church Restoration Committee was held on the 7th
inst. for the purpose of receiving tenders for the

work. Tenders had been obtained by writing to

different individuals, and some of the subscribers to

the fund felt dissatisfied with this mode of proceed-

ing. The tender of Mr. Cooper, of Derby, being the

lowest (2,800/.) w.js accepted. The work he contracts

to do for that sum includes the restoration of the

edifice, new pewing, aud removing the galleries.

Scvenil things necessary to the complete restoration

of the parish church will have to be carried out by

others.

Belington.— Christ Church, Higher Behington,

is designed in the first Pointed style, and will consist

of nave, north aud south aisles, chancel, organ,

chapel, north porch, and sacristy'. Tiie priucii))!

entrance will be through the north porch, aodlhere-
will also be two entrances one on the west aud one
on the south. The total inside length of nave is

84 feet 7 inches, and of chancel 28 feet, in all

112 feet 7 inches
;
width of nave, including aisles,

51 feet. There will he a lo'ty clerestory to the uave,

with seven three-light windows each side. The roofs

will be of open timber framing, covered with board-

ing beneath the slates, all, as a'so the seats, stalls,

and bench-ends, stained and varnished. The nave
will be separated from the aisles on each side by au

arcade of six bays. The pillars aud arches, os, also,

those of the chancel, and of all doors aud w'indows,

and all the clerestory and t’ e inside of the wails of

the nave, cliaucel, &c. will be of polished stone, no
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plaster being used in the church. The passages

porch, and chancel will be paved with tiles. Tlie west

window, of six lights, will he of considerable size,

and the cast or chancel window, of four lights, will be

filled with tracery. The height of nave, from floor

to top of roof, will he 47 feet, that of the chancel

36 feet. The pulpit will be of carved stone. AU
the stone, both externally and internally, will be

from the Storeton quarries. A tower and lofty spire

are intended to he built at a future period. Part of

the aisles will not be built at present. All the

benches are to be open, without doors with carved ends,

—aud a considerable portion free. The church will

have accommodation, at first, for 500 persons, and

when completed for 690. Mr. Walter Scott, of

Birkenhead, is the architect, aud Mr. James Rout-

ledge, the contractor.

Liverpool.—Stanley Church, Old Swan, has been

re-oppned. Two stained-gLiss windows, the gift of

Mr. W. Preston, have been added to the chancel,

representing the Conversion of St. Paul aud the

Deliverance of St. Peter. Other two windows have

been fixed as memorials, one representing our Saviour

reproving Martha, with Mary sitting at his feet; the

other, the two Marys at the Sepulchre. The windows

have aU been designed and executed by Messrs.

Forrest and Bromley, of this town.

Coventnj.—Holy Trinity Church, Coventry, has

been cleared of old pews, galleries, white and drab

wash, and reseated with oak open seats, with poppy

beads. The whole of the seats in the south transept

and the south side of the nave are free, aud are now
alsvays filled by the working classes.

Wantage.—The old parish church of Wantage,

which has heeu under repair since May, 1856, has

now been re-opened. The edifice, which still retains
’

portions of “ twelfth century work,” had heeu en-

larged, and encased by architecture of the sixteeulh

ceuturv, w'hcn the third Pointed style was becoming

debased. The work of this date, though of a very

coarse description, and in its details far from pleasing,

gave better proportions in length and height
;
but being

of a very indifferent character, it was everywhere falling

into decay. The inullions, crumbling to pieces, were

patched here with plaster, aud there with -wood,

washed to imitate stone : the roofs, hardly keeping

out the water, were in places threatening those who

might cather together under them : the area of the

building was choked with high jrews, and its arches

were cumb=i-ed with heavy galleries. These have

heeu removed. A new roof of considerable higher

pitch than the old one has been raised over the

chauccl, the interior woodwork of which is left open,

and varnished. A new east window has taken the

place of the old one. In character it is in keeping

with the original middle Pointed window, the re-

mains of which were found a few years ago imbedded

in the chauccl walls. It is of five lights, with a large

circle, cusped with open work in the upper part, aud

is filled with stained glass. The two northern and

southern lights coulain figures of St. Peter and St.

Paul (to whom the church is dedicated), and of St.

John and St. Andrew ; the middle light represents

the Incaniatiou of our Lord, and the circle above

contains the Crucifixion. New clerestory windows,

of simple design, liave also been inserted ;
aud a

reredos iu stone, marble, and alabaster, has been

raised behind the altir. The floor has been laid

with encaustic tiles. The window is the work of

IMt'ssrs. Hardman, and the floor was laid by Messrs.

Minton -. in this pavement there is a cousiderahlc

admi-xlurc of bright green tiles. The remainder of

the church is floored with Minton’s tiles, iu a simpler

pattern. The south transept has received a new win-

dow, of similar style to that ill the chance), but of

simpler design. Iron stalls have been placed under

the cenlral tower, the roof of which is groined in

stone. A pulpit of stone anil alabaster, of the same

character with the reredos, has been placed in the

nave, the roof of which has been thrown open, felt

and boarding being placed between the lead and the

rafters. The whole of liic stonework has been made

good, within and without. Messrs. Kent, of Wantage,

builders, were (he outractors.

iS/zie/r/.?.—The Roman Catholics of North Shields

have resolved to erect a memorial to their late pastor,

the Rev. Thomas Gillow. The memorial is to consist

of a new tracery window, filled wi'h stained glass, to

be placed in the south side of the chapel, and also a

carved monumci.t, to he placed near the entrance

outside. The commiltcc have selected the designs of

Mr. Archibald M. Dunn, of Newcastle, architect, and

the stained glass will be executed by Mr. Wailes.

Newcastle.— The hoarding which has hitherto

obscured (he new Presbyterian church, iu Blackett-

street, says a local paper, has been removed. The
spire, though scarcely sutlicicotly high for the position

iu which it is placed, is yet as elevated as the com-

parative smallness of the church would admit of

without erriag iu the proportions of the erection.

The interior of the edifice is plain. The roof is an
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open timber ouc, bigh pitched : the pillars which

support it arc of iron, with omamenlal capitals. In

allusion to this edifice, the Gateshead Observer says,

“ The commonalty will give nicknames, aud the new
church in Blackett-slreet has been dubbed 'The
Giraffe !

’ and the resemblance is certainly as striking

08 that of certain stars to Bears and Chairs,—which
is not saying much for the likeness.”

BLUE BBICKS.

Anotuek “Clerk of Works,” in reference to

our correspondent’s question on this subject last

week, says he very much doubts the possibility of

staining bricks so as to correspond with the blue

jamb bricks, and the difference not be perceptible to

a practical eye; “and to produce am imperishable

glaze, or one equ^d to and corresponding with the

jamb brick, on the face of the common red brick,” he

continues, “ I think would be equally diIB.<'ult. But
why not make moulds of those of lhe arch bricks in-

tended to be blue, and band them over to the Stafford-

shire ruauufacturcr, to be made and treated in precisely

the same manner as the jamb brick ? By this method
of treatment he would be able to produce a uniform
tone aud quality throughout the buildiug, and, in the

cud, as economical as the artificial means of staining.

He docs not describe the length of the arch brick,

but should it be so long as to cause a doubt as to its

retaining its piopcr form when exposed to the fire,

cut it in two at the cross joint immediately on taking

it from the mould, previously to beiug dried.”

“ One of tlieCrafr,” says on this subject,
—

“ As the

glazing should be indelible and a component part

of the brick, I much doubt if it can be done
;
but if

it is to be obtained at all, it must be before the bricks

are laid. The following, I think, may be the only

means: —After the bricks are cut and rubbed, wash
them with water, sufficient to remove all dust from
them, aud when dry, apply the staiuiug and pigment
for fixing and glazing the same, as used by potters

;

aud then subject them to a burning in an oven, the

same as used for burning painting, &c. on china
;
or

in a pottery kiln may answer the same purpose.

Unless the glazing is procured by burning, the

applicalion of any substance will, iu my opinion, be a

failure, by the effect of the suu and weather.”

In reply to an inquiry in your last number by a

clerk of works, we beg to inform him that no mere
staiuiug of the arch bricks will answer, aud both that

and glazing would be an iuvasiou of our patent
;
but

if he will apply to us, we shall be happy to aid him.
In common with others, he mistakes in calling the

Staffordshire blue
“
a glazed surface." It is not

glazed at all, as potters me the term
;
but the pecu-

liar colour, neither black, blue, nor gray, is the result

of a chemical change produced on the iron of the clay

and silica at a high heat. Another error, much iu

fashion now, is using the term of “ coloured bricks ”

to the common red, and buff or yellow (miscalled

white). Strictly speaking, they arc not colours at all,

but simply the usual well-known native cLiys, often

combined in a building with effect. The ouly build-

ing materials really glazed and coloured, as Maroon,
Celeste, and Mazarine blues, pink, orange buffs,

drabs, &c. and the only ones proved to be perfectly

impervious to wet, dirt, gases, smoke, &c. are those

manufactured by us (Bale’s patent). These goods
have been largely used at the Iccture-hall, Trinity-

college, Dublin, and many other public aud private

buildings, in the kingdom, banks, stations, baths, See.

Hoping this information may serve your correspondent

and others, "We are, &c.

The Patent Architectural Pottert
Company.

ON THE POINTED PENDENTS DOME.
The pointed peudentive dome,

—

i.e. a dome iu

s sectiou a pointed arch, and having wall arches of

i similar figure,—is a vault which I have never seeu

t employed, and yet, possessing all the excellence of the

I
pointed arch, it is the lightest, the most easily cquili-

1 hrated, the most perpendicular in its thrust, aud so,

[ the best and cheapest of peudentive domes. And it

r would be deemed the best iu taste by those who hold
I Bartholomew’s maxim, that taste in arcbitccture is

p
piu'ely structural. Best in tastc,aud best in coustrucliou,

I I should conceive tliat this dome would not be au in-

0 appropriate feature in modern “ utilitarian ’’architec-

t ture. However, it has in its height a disadvantage
w which would frccpiently cause it to be superseded by
s segmcutal or circular domes.

Pointed peudentive domes are as susceptible of

' variety as tlie oi'diuary circular domes: they are

applicable to any plan, the angles of which touch the

ci circumference of a circle. They may be stopped at

ai any horizontal course, and be surmounted with any
If kind of dome, circular in plan, or polygonal, and of a

section either pointed or semi-circular, or by any

form of cone or pyramid.

The most obvious pointed peudentive dome is that

derived from the sphere, and is, in the upper portion,

in plan a polygon of curved lines. It consists of as

many segments as the plan has sides, of a sphere, whose

radius =~— where = a side, r = the radius of
r.

its arch, and d = the diameter of the circumscrib-

iug circle. This holds for all plans, square, oblong,

hexagon, &.c.

3

The diagram represents this dome to a square plan,

abed: aebh the elevation of arch; 1, 2, 3, is

one of the four segments of the sphere of which h is

centre, and h d radius
; kfg ii the elevation of 1, 2 ;

and the portions 11 being retrenched, the figure

f 5 f represents the section through the centre

of the dome on the line I, 2 , a and b being the

centres, and b k the radius of the arcs fg and g I

:

the section on the line b d would be an equilateral

arch, as is a e h.

Another pointed peudcnfiv'c dome might be formed
by making the circumscribing circle the plan of an

ordinary pointed dome, into which the pointed arches

would cut
;
but the line of these arches would be-

come curved both in plan and section. S. C. E.

DEBATE ON THE PROPOSED PUBLIC
OFFICES.

In the House of Commons, last Monday, on the

question of going into commilte of supply, Mr.
Beresford Hope moved that a humble address be

presented to her Majesty, praying her Majesty to

appoint a royal commission to consider the site aud

plana of the proposed new public offices, aud particu-

larly the Foreign and War offices, and to report on

the same. He said the judges discharged their duty

ably and conscientiously, but being bound by their

instructions, they were obliged to give prizes to three

plans totally different from each other, aud incapable

of beiug fused together. A French gcutleipau got the

first prize for the block jdau, an Englishman got the

prize for the Foreign-office, which was incapable of

beiug worked into the block plan
;
and another Eng-

lishman got a prize for a War-office, which was equally

at variance with the block plan aud with the Forcigu-

office. He understood that the block plan was to be

thrown aside, aud that the discordant Wai- and

Foreign offices were to be run up cheek by jowl. An
excuse had been made, that to caiTy out llie block

plan of M. Crepiuet would involve au extraordinary

amount of expenditure. He could not deny that, if

this plan were carried out iu its iutegrity, it would

cost a sum which would stagger the legislature, hut,

besides the scheme for the re-adjustment of the public

offices, this "iilan contained a scheme for the re-ar-

rangemeut of the approaches, considered particularly

with a reference to the rebuilding of Westminsler-

bridge, which was not an essentia! part of the block

plan, but which the competitors had been invited to

coutribute over aud above the main design. It was

not certain, however, that the scheme of the Goveru-

ment would be much less costly. It certainly would

be much cheaper, iu the long run, to lay down some

great scheme, which might be carried out gradually

as the national resources would allow, than to run up

two iudependent and distinct offices, which would be

finished in 1860, and which, before 1861 had gone

round, wc should devoutly pray that some earthquake

would destroy.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer deprecated putting

the matter iuto the hands of a Commission, aud said,

all they wauled this session was power to acquire

sufficient space for the erection of a new Foreign-

office, and one or two other public offices.

Lord John Russell said he hoped that the Goveru-

ment would throw aside the whole of these plans, and

cousider what it was they wanted, and what sum of

money they were prepared to propose to Parliament,

and then let them obtain plaus suited to the expendi-

ture they propose. The plans which they had at

present were, without doubt, exceedingly handsome,
but they seemed to him infinitely more adapted for

palaces than public offices.

Sic Bcujamin Hall explained the course he had
adopted, and showed that the buildings proposed were

no larger than the requirements of the offices de-

manded. Then, with regard to the architectural

elevation, he said surely it was desirable, if they were

to rebuild the public offices, that they should have

some design for an elevation- which should really be

worthy the country, seeieg that the constant com-
plaint was that the public buildings in the metropolis

were such wretched abortions. lie had had these

designs exhibited, and he believed they bad met with

cousidcrable favour, but it was for the House of Com-
mons to say whether they would carry them out. If

the House thought them too grand or expensive they

would not be proceeded with, "^'hat the Govem-
nieot proposed to do at present was simply this, to

have somf ground set apart in the neighbourhood of

Dowuing-streefc on which two or three public offices

might hereafter be erected
;
but no steps would be

taken in regard to the expenditure until the House of

Commons bad sanctioned the proposal. He proposed

daring the recess to look at the designs which had
been ajjproved by the judges, aud endeavour to ascer-

tain the expense of carrying them out
;
but nothing

further would be done uutil the House was informed

on that point.

Mr. Tite thought the block plan was so extravagant,

involving an expenditure of from five to ten millious at

the least, that no country could be expected to embark
in if. Itw^as quite true that in the two plans for the

two blocks of buildings one was modelled on the

renaissance, and followed closely the style of the

Hotel de Villc, aud the other was iu a very ornate

style of Italian architecture. To have the building of

Sir C. Barry iu which they were assembled in juxta-

position with a building very much like the Hotel de

Ville, would be an incongruity which no man of taste

would put lip with for a moment. He wished to

imjiress upon the House that they ought not to em-
bark in anything without a distinct and well-con-

sidered plan. He believed that the competition had

not produced much of a practical character, but the

suggestions of the eminent and talented men who had

competed were worthy of consideration, aud he hoped
that the Government, having the results of the public

coinpcfiiiou before them, would take time to consider

these suggestions, and would be prepared next session

to submit a well-digested plan to the House.

After other speeches, the motion for going into

committee, negativing Mr. Hope’s proposition, was
carried by 138 to 8 dissentients.

A grant has since been obtained for the purchase

of the site.

THE LEICESTERSHIRE ARCHITECTURAL
AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Tins society held its meetings iu the week
before last, at Asbby-de-la-Zoucli. On Tuesday

moruiiig the members and friends assembled at

the castle, the Rev. J. M. Greslcy acting as

cicerone. The attention of the visitors was directed

to the various points of interest, particularly

the chimucy-iiiece iu the upper part of the building,

aud the remains of the chapel. From the castle the

parly proceeded to the church, where the caiwed

screen was one of the first objects that attracted

attention. Nothing excited more interest, however,

although not of a very ecclesiological character, than

the celebrated finger-stocks at the west cud, which

are believed to be almcst unique. This singular in-

strument for the punisbnieut of disorderly behaviour,

wo may state, answers the same purpose with regard

to the fingers as the stocks, which formerly stood on

every village green, for the feet: the apertures are

graduated, so as to secure effectually the digital ap-

pendages of the stoutest adult aud the youngest boy

who might chance to require the exercise of their

corrective efficacy.

The business meeting was held in the Bath-rooms

at four p.m. and the public meeting iu the same rooms

at eight p.m. The latter was numerously attended.

Sir A. G. Ilazlcrigg, bart. took the chair. A letter

from Lord John Manners, apologising for his absence,

having been read, the Rev. J. M. Gresley read a

paper on Cioxdeu Abbey. The rev. gentleman traced

the origin of the religious establishments of the

twelfth ccutury to the remorse of the Norman uobles

for the crimes of which their ancestors had been

guilty to the serfs aud vilaius over whom they ruled,

iheir idea being that by the foundation of these houses

they would promote the benefit of the souls of the

departed, while they were of great benefit to tbe poor

of the current age. It was impossible to rightly

appreciate foundations of this kind without divesting

ourselves of many of the prejudices in which we had

been brought up. The Abbey of Croxden, he observed,

was founded by Bertrand de Verdou, as a monastery
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of Cistercian monks. It was one of the few religious

Louses wliich were permitted to survive for a short

period the general destruction decreed by Henry VIII.

In 1538, however, it was surreudered by thc obbot,

and the king’s aacots forthwith destroyed it. A
paper by Mr. P. Is’orth on the principles aud aims of

Arcbajo’.ogical Societies, was then read, and tbe

Mr. Gresicy followed with some remarks as to the

Leicestershire Society.

An exhibition was held in the large room at the

Bath-rooms, superior, it is slid, to any the soc^Jy

has ever been able to collect together till now. The

visitors to it were numerous.

An excursion took place on "WedDesdny, vvhen

Repton aud Melbourne were visited, also Breedon-on-

the-Hiil, and Staunton Harold, at all which places

the churches formed prominent objects of interest.

PROGRESS AT VIONTBEAL.

There are many buildings of recent erection, in

course of erection, or about to be erected, at present

in this city. lYc can notice a few ouly of the more

important.

The foundation-stone of Christ Church Cathedral

was laid some time ago. It will be a cruciform

structure in the Early Decorated stjle, with tower

and spire at the intersection of the cross branches.

erected, or in progress, are a large wholesale store, in

Welliogton-street, Mr. A. Laherge, builder ;
a large

flour warehouse, at the corner of Grey Nun and

William streets, .Mr. Noah Shaw, builder, cost 4,o00f.

;

and a store such as that in -Welliagtou-strcct, close to

the locks of the Lichinc Canal, Common-street,

Messrs. Hopkins, Lawford, and Nelson, architects.

There are also numerous town residences and street

dwellings recently erected, and in course of erection.

. . : K.,;if in ndrf'lirslcr-strect

Manchester, who have c.xbibitcd such spirit in the

erection of palatial warehouses, will not allow a

ni'^gard spirit to prevail in the arrangements to supply

the present acknowledged want. The opportunity of

iniprovins the city should not be allowed to pass, and

we trust "to be able shortly to record a decision on

this subject which shall secure a comprehensive pile

of buildings that shall he an honour to Llanchester

and the boast of her citizens.

If this subject be grasped in an enlarged and en-

Welt ' of fine cut stone, a“t a cost of 7,500^.-archi- lightened spuit, the internal street commumcations

tect Mr J II Spriugle. Adjoining is a site destined may be considevably improved; a centra opp square

for a similar mausion, aud a resideuce in St. Catherine- may he provided (of vast importance to the heal h of

street is about to be extensively altered aud enlarged,
,

the city)
;
and an advautageous concentration of cor-

’I the castellated Gothic style, from designs prepared
'

poration offices, aud provision for the rcquiremcuts ot

by Messrs. Hopkins, Lawford, and Nelson. Four

cut-stone first-class residences, near the English

Hospital, in Dorchcstcr-slrcet, have been designed by

the proprietor, and arc in course of erection. A villa

rrsidence has been erected of cul-stone, in its own

grounds, in Drummond-street : it has a stoue jiortico

of the Ionic order, with fluted columns.

These few particulars, selected from a nuiiicrous

list, mav give some idea of progress at Moutrcal.

post-oflicc, law and bankruptcy courts, &c. may at

once be altaiued.

PLACES FOR ST-ATUES.

W'lllLE passing through the principal thorough-
^ .. ,

fares of this “ Our mighty London,’" I have often one of the fuiniliers of Bonaparte, proposed the fob

FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE.

The Louvre of Napoleon I. — M. A. Leo has pub-

lished an elaborate series of papers on that huge

palace, from which we derive the following sketch of

the Louvre, as it was projected under Napoleon I.;

—

“The Emperor fully appreciated the plau of Bernini,

and wished to execute it. But there are plans of

ambition (even in the arts), which a wise economy

dissuades to follow. Percier and Fontaine, the latter

The material will he Montrc.il limestone, with dress-
iji-gn "by (he number of unoccupied niches in

|

lowing plan :—There was to he a gallery contiguous

ings of Caen stone. The plan consists of uave, with
gj ||,g p^ibhc buildings of which we boast. It to the library, aud paraEel to the facade of the

north aud south aisles, and north porch, trausept, .. - • . • , . , ... . . -n .i

chance), and chancel aisle, with vestiy iitLachcd. The

following are the dimensions of the building:—
Length (inside), 187 feet; width of nave, 70 feet

6 iuches
;
transept, including tower, 90 feet G inches;

height of tower aud spire, 22i feet. The nave and

chancel will he lit by windows in the clerestory of

two lights of varied tracery, in addition to which, at

the chancel end, there will be a large ornamental

window with five lights, of a highly decorative cha-

racter; and, at the nave end, a wheel window, of

12 feet diameter. The aisles are lit by windows

with three Tghts, having tracery of varied design.

The main entrance to the edifice will face St. Ciith-

eriue-street, flanked by two large octagonal turrets.

The designs were furnished by the late Mr. F. Wills,

the archiccct of the cathedral church at Fredericton,

in Nova Scotia, and of various other important edifices

both in the British q)roviuccs aud in tha States. The
plans for Christ Church were unfinished, but have

been adopted by tbe present architect, ilr. T. S. Scott,

of Jloutreal. The contractors arc Messrs. Brown
and "Watson, builders.

A Roman Catholic cathedral is about to be erected

in St. Antoine’s ward, on the site ot the old cemetery.

It will he in that style of architecture which has

grown out of the Grecian basilica, by the addition of

dome and towers. The pillars are to be of the Corin-

thian order, and the whole building will be crucifonn,

and a copy of St. Peter’s, at Rome, so far as can be

observed in an edifice only oue half the size. The
outside walls will be of finely-cut stone, but the in-

would be needless for me, sir, to ])oiut out to your

readers what a serious deterioration these oraissious

are to the general beauty of an edifice : the appear-

ance of St Paul’s aud other buildings answers that.

What I would suggest is this— that these niches

should be made the receptacles of statues of our illus-

trious men—statues that wc (admiring Londoners 1)

too often bury within cathedral walls ; let them be ex.

posed around our public buildings, where places have

so long been provided for that purpose, so that as

passers-by wc may look upon them aud remember

that

—

“ We can make oiiv lives suLliroe,

And departinfj leave behind us

Pootpriuts on tko sauds of time.”

Eta.

THE MAIN DRAINAGE SCIIE.ME.

The great objection wc have already urged to that

part of the plan of the referees who have reported on

the scheme for the drainage of London, which pro-

poses to carry the sewage to the outfall in huge

open channels, appears to be very generally felt. In

the face of the present nuisance arising from the

Thames, of which the sewage forms but a compara-

tively small portion, ,it is impossible to contemplate

wilh equanimity the establishment of two streams of

pure sewage, 35 feet wide, with a very sluggish fall.

A member of the Board of Works, Mr. F. Doulton,

writing on the subject, says ;
—“ From your reports

of the debates of the present board, when discussing

their own project, it appeared that a considerable diver-

terior chiefly of brick. The design will be intrusted ' sity of opinion existed as to the fall which ought to

to Mr. Victor Bourgeau, who has visited St. Peter’s i be given to the main sewers. Their most eminent

for the purpose of studying all its dimensions.
1
predecessors had, it appeared, settled that 4 feet q)er

The "Unitarian Church in Beaver-hall will shortly I mile was the least they ought to have, whereas the

Tuilerics, which reached on one side the build-

ings of the Rue de llivoli, and towards which the

south and north wings of the Louvre were to he

prolonged. The north part of the palace had to re-

ceive, on the side of the Palais-Rojal, a chapel, tli&

entrauce to which was a pendant to that of the

Musec, aud a little fuitlicr the great Opera building

was to rise. Between the new building on the south

side of the court, and the gallery ou the hank of the

Seine, a Court de Service was intended. This plan

approached much that of Porrault.” Messrs. Percier

and Foulaine executed, however, that splendid monu-

mental staircase, which led formerly to the gallery of

paintings, and which did much coulribute towai'ds.

the fame of these two architects.

Inauguration of the Louvre, Paris.—The

feur announced that, ou the 14lh inslant, at two,

p.m. the emperor in person would inaugurate

the new buildings of the Palace of the Louvre, begun

in 1852 and finished in 1S57.

Paris Exhibition. Charles V. at St. Just.—

picture of M. Robert Fleury may be considered as

one of the best amongst a deal of mere handicraft

of art. It represents a richly-decorated sallon of the

Convent-Palace of St. Just, when the aged monarch,

borne down by illness and ennui, received the mes-

senger of Philipp II. to engage him to re-occupy his

former q)osition, to which he gave a decliuing answer.

Paris.—Menihnontaiit.—Meuilmontant,thatcharm-

ing subuib of Paris, where J. J. Rousseau dreamed^

is to be cleared away, although for a useful purpose.

As the people’s almeniaiion is one of the great topics

of Paris journalism, M. Victor Bonie has put forth a

jilau of a “JIavchc central dela Boucheric Parisienne.’*

I luin; V>U3 luc .ho placcs iu tlic middle of his plau a large

be rebuilt on an enlarged scale, and on tiic present preseuf board were advised by their eogiueer that they '
this being the central lull, of more

. There ' could do with 2 feet per mile, but he seemed to think ,

hectares of ground surface, where men and
- — -

-
I
beast would be, at all lime?, under shelter. As the

site. The style adopted is the B^zanlioc

will be a tower about 17 feet square, and rising to a

height of 120 feet at the east end. Some of the win-

dows will he of stained glass. The architects em-
ployed are Messrs. Hopkins, Lawford, and Nelson.

Sc. James’s (ll.C.) Church has been erected on the

mins of the one destroyed by the great fire, and
known as the Bishop’s Church. It is in the Pointed

style of thirteenth century. The windows will he of

stained glass.

There are other churches in course of improvement,

one of these being St. George’s, which is being

enlarged, and St. Andrew’s, which is being enclosed

with cut stone jdintb, and cast aud wrought iron

railing.

The Theological College in course of erection on
the ground of the seminary of St. Sulpicc—commonly
called the Priests’ Farm, abutting on the line of

Sherbrooke-street, is an extensive and imposing
structure, in the Italian style of architecture. The
plan forms three sides of a quadrangle, with the wiugs
advancing. The western wiog will coutain a chapel

100 feet by 40 feet, in the Corinthian order. It is

probable, says the Herald, in describing the building,

that this is the most substantial'hnilding ever erected
in Canada, built from a quarry of compact building
stone of basaltic character. The materials employed
WCTc of large size, and very generally of the whole
thickness of the wall. "When used in facing as ashlar,

the inlrodnction of grey stone dressings produces an
agreeable effect, There is no quarry in the district of
the same class of building stone. Mr. Footner is tbe
architect.

Amongst the business premises, stores, &c. newly

per

it ought not to be less. The referees, liowever, im-

ptovinE upon him as he iipproved upon his prede- of Ton* oiieoDipasseJ by a circalm railway

eessors, when they nearly doubled his estimate, re- i ‘loro will be a branch line starting from its nearest

duced the incliuatiou of their sowers to 6 iuches per l>»rt to the hall, so that Ihe eattle eau be brought

mite. Now, sir, I have lived all ray life by the river- 1

"'ithout transshipment from the farm du'ect to the

side, and I know the bed of the Thames above Black-

wall falls abont 2 feet per mile
;
aud I do not require

a galaxy of eminent talent to tell me that, with all

the scour of the tide, aided by the steamers, shoals are

continually forming, and require a vast deal of dredg-

ing to keep them down—a great deal more, indeed,

than they get ;
aud if this takes place in the Thames,

what will happen in the big ditches ?
”

PROPOSED NEW PUBLIC BUILDINGS IN
MAA'CHESTER.

Considerable discussion is taking place in Man-
chester, through the press, and in public and qirivate

circles, respecting the entire remodelling of all the

public offices connected with the corporation, the law
coiu'ts, the post-office, and olher public buildings.

Tbe post-office authorities have requested the city

council to point out a situation fur a new post-office,

as the present one is most contracted and incon-

venient. As the town-hall, the gas aud water offices,

the borough tourt, are also too contracted for the

increasing requirements of Manchester, it is thought
that the present lime is a fitting one fur a complete

remodelling of the arrangements connected with the

buildiDgs fur public purposes, and the subject com-
mands attention.

It is to be hoped that the “ merchant princes ” of

t transshipment I

slaughterhouse. The site of Menilmontant lias been

chosen on account that out of the 1,300,000 inhabi-

tants of Paris, 349,000 only live on the left bank of

the Seine.

Paris; Improvements in ihe Cite.—These im-

provements, begun iu 1836 and 1839, are to he com-

pleted ou a great scale. According to the plan, the

Rue Constantine is to he continued from the Rue

d’Arcolc to the banks of the Seine, amongst a heap of

old and ruinous houses. At the top of the Rue Con-

stantine thus prolonged, the archiepiscopal palace

would rise on the eastern point of the Isle de la Cite.

This new piercing would make a new passage from the

Quai Napoleon to the northern portal of Notre Dame,

wliich would then be seen from the great saloon of

the Hotel de Villc. This street would cut tbe Rue

Constantine at right angles, and the .'"our finest build-

ings of Paris would be visible at one sight. The
expense of these improvements would not be very

great, considering that the houses to bs pulled down
are of little value, and those erected in such cleared

localities being worth the double of the former old

)nasures. However, of ancient Paris there will be

soon no vestige left.

Munich Art Union.—Someof the Gevmanart critics,

cavil much at the ensemble ot Kunstverein aud its.

laic exliibiiiou, aud say that it is life alone which, im-

parls value to art prodaelious,audu'iat nothingdcficient
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of this quality will for any length of time engage at-

tention. They apply this axiom to the pictures of

Rodolph ITapshurg, hy Sekwind, and the Ascent to

Heaven of Chrdst, by Schraudolf. We cannot follow

the writers of the Allg, Zeiiung in comparing the

former figure to that of a master tailor {Schneider-

meister), &c. The Genre-bilder of Biscliof, J. Zim-
merman, Gugel, &c. one representing a scene of Ver-
sailles of the olden lime, are more favourably spoken
of. While historical pictures arc now made after

sickly models or dolls (1), the landscape is the only

thing possessing a foundation of real apperception.

Thus Isar sconcry by A. Zimmerman is much praised,

which has procured for this young artist a call as

professor to the art academy of Milan.

Berlin: Hew Gules, Sa7isoiici.—The new gates to

that former residence of Trcderic the Great arc now
completed, and form a worthy entrance to that his-

torical palace. Four large iron columns, each of the

weight of 30 cwt., topped hy heads in the form of

Ilcrmcs, support the four parts of the main railing.

Each of these weighs 18 cwt
,
and is ornamented

with arabesques, chijfres, laurel wreaths, &c. Most
of these ornaments are richly gilded. The Preidens-

kirche, oruameuted last year wit h two Roman columns,
and other palaces aud public buildings, add to the line

sights of this part of Potsdam.

Bavaria : a National Tf'ork.—By order of the

king the first volume of the work entitled “ Bavaria,”
will appear at the close of the year. The whole
work, destined for universal circulation amongst the
notion, will comprise four vols. of about forty sheets

of impression each. It will contain a succinct his-

tory of the country in its external relations, a general

statistical description of the land aud its inhabitants,

and fin outline of the coustitution and administration

of the realm will conclude the introductory volume.
The remainder will contain a detailed dcscrijition of

the different Kreise (counties)
;
their chains of inoiin-

tams, net of rivers and water-courses, charncter of the

landsc.ape, the climate, the geological geographic cha-

racter, aud disirilmticn of the auimul and vegetable

kingdoms. The ethnographical portion will comprise
the bodily and sanitary condition of the pcojilc, moral
physiognomies (!j, sketches of popular and culture his-

tory, and the social condition. It will also dilate

further on the habitations, towns and villages, cloth-

ing and nourishtneiit, the difi'ereut dialects spoken by
the Bavarian people, and their pcculiiir habits and
customs. The agricultural and horticultural condi-

tion, the condition of the forests, industry, trades and
commerce, will also be treated. The history and de-

scription of each Nreis will, in fine, embrace a descrip-

tion of nionuinents and remarkable buildings, aud the

various art curiosities coutained in public and private

collections. [Such a work deserves to be imitated

throughout Europe.]

GAS.

It is well known, says a Pi'cnch paper, that
the illuminative power of gas may be heightened hy
mixing it with the vapour of liquid hydro-carburet.
But when this mixture is effected at the gasworks, the
gas, in its progress along the pipes, loses a consider-

able portion of the hydro-carburet, on account of the
partial coudensatiou of the latter

j so that the effect

obtained is much inferior to wliat might be expected.
M. Lac-arribre, a manufacturer, has Just invented a
small np])ar;Uus, which he calls a "Saturator,” hv
which the mixture of the gas with the vapour of the
hydro-carburet may he ellected ou the consumer’s
premises, thus obviating the inconvenience and loss

alluded to. The substance he uses for this purpose is

a compound of several byJro-carbnrcts, known in

trade under the name of Bcnziue-Collas. About foiIy

^ammes of benzine to every cubic metre of gas will
increase the intensity of light by seventy per cent.
There is, however, a serious objection to the general
introduction of this method in the high price of
benzine, which at present costs 2f. 70c. per kilo-

gramme
;
whereas, to apply it usefully in an economical

point of view, the highest price that could be admitted
ought not to exceed one franc. Alex. Rosa, .las.

Vallentine, A. Murray, aud Alex. Don, Pettercairn,

K.incardiiiesbirc, have invented a new process for

purifying coal gas, by the use of all kinds of pinc-
! tree and hard wood, either in a state of sawdust or iu

a chopped and bruised condition, in lieu of the ingre-
dients hitherto employed for purifying coal gas; the
same ordinary purilying apparatus, without alteration,

ifiirviug for the purpose of purifying gas accord-
liog to this invention, thus :—The gas coming into

'contact with the sawdust, or wood in any other state,

1 chemical action ensues, aud effects the purification of

Hhe gas, and the purifying matter (wood) is conveiled
jinto a suitable manure or fertilising agent

;
or, if not

msed for that purpose, it may he employed with

iladvantage in the retorts, in lieu of coal, in the ordinary

rproecss of manufacturing coal gas, when it will he
jfoaud to yield a considerable quantity of au excellent

gas, and the residuum in the retorts will he pare
charcoal. The yor^-sl/ire Gazette states that a

firm in York have received instructions to fit up the
Great Eastern steam-ship wiih gas-works, aud all

necessary gas-fittings, on a most elaborate scale.

A recent reduction of lOd. per thousand feet has been
made in the price of gas at Olley

;
namely, from

7s. 6d. to 6s. 8d. The "Worcester Gas Company
have declared a dividend at the rate of seven percent.

In boring for water in Crystal-street, Hull, a

natural jet of gas has been found, which yielded at

once a flame two yards in height, sufllcieut to light all

Hull.

ALDERSHOT HOSPITAL.
VENTILATION.

Sin,—In reference to a notice in the Builder, of
July lltb, together with the editorial note attached
to the same, touching Netley and Aldershot hos-
pitals, may I beg a spare corner in your piupcr for the
following.

Although many of the advantages contained in my
designs for the military hospital at Aldershot are

remarked uiion by "Juste Judicato,” there are others,

of still more importance, which require a brief notice

:

among these are wariuiiig and vcniiialion.

From the large amount of space given to each
patient (about 1,500 cubic feet), it may he considered
by some that very special efforts connected with ven-
tilation are unnecessary. I am, however, fur from
such an opinion ; I believe that in apartments of all

sizes, and to vvluitever purpose appropriated, too much
care cannot be bestowed upon this most essential pro-
vision for the promotion of both health and comfort.

The maimer in which rooms are now constructed
is, in my opinion, really criminal : one would suppose
that every pains and care were taken to render them
as thoroughly uocomfortable and nnbealthy as pos-

sible : they arc positively as much like air-tight boxes
a.s they can be. They have no properly constructc d
inlets for fresh air, which is left to get in as it can,

tlirough the chinks and crevices of ill-fitting doors
or windows. It is a, mercy, for the sake of their

inmates, that the joiner does not more perfectly com-
plete his work : were he so to do, the chances are

that they would not "live out half their days,”
where the foul or respired air is guardedly retained,

as though tenacious of losing one breath. It is

scarcely necessary to say that when air has passed

from the lungs it lias acquired that levity with whicli

Nature, in her wondrous adaptations, has invested if,

aud by which it rises to the ceiling,—if not allowvil

to escape, spreads itself out into a thin layer over the

cold surface of our plaster ceilings,—condenses into a

heavier gas than the pure nir, and from thence
descends upon the nnfurtimate inmates of the apart-

ment, to be by them rc-brcathcd. It is true that a

portion escapes up the chimney (provided there be a

fire burning), but it must be borne in mind, th.at as

the chimncy-plnce is usually lower than the mouths
of persons sitting iu the rooms, so iu its passage to

the fire-place it must pass below the level of their

mouths, and consequently be inhaled, with all its

sickly and pestilential qualities.

Considering, therefore, that nature would effect all

the purposes of ventilation if we did not prevent her,

I decided to construct the wards of the hospital in

question so as to offer as few impediments to her un-

aided action as possible. Thus, firstly, as to the

admission of cool fresh air. I propose introducing

it through the flooring, down the centre of the ward,

so that passing between the foot of one bed and the

foot of the opposite one (for the beds are opposite to

each other, down both sides of the room), it will

keep the ward thoroughly pure, while it will offer no
draught to (he paticnls, whether in or out of bed.

The mode of its introduction is most simple— as

follows:—The ceilings to be arched brick work,

running longitudinally, " rendered” to a fine face, to

offer as little impediment to the upward drainage of

the respired air as possible ; these supplied with per-
[

forated glazed earthenware kcy-stoncs, divided hori-

zontally into two compartments, the under half

receiving the vitiated air from the lower ward, wlrb
the upper half supplies the ward over with pure cco'

air, through its perforated surface in the floor above,

the former to be connected with a fire-place at the

extremity of the building, which is to he constantly

burning, and thereby extracting the respired atmo-

sphere night and day; or the arches might be placed

transversely across the ward, xvhich would allow (he

foul air to escape on either aide of the building,

according to the manner in which the wind was

blowing. The upper half of the earthenware key-

stone communicates with the external air hy small

flues at short intervals, to introduce the cool fresh

fiir into the ward. I firmly believe this would be

sufficient for all healthful purposes, nor do I conceive

that extvaclion shafts, fans, pumps, and contrivances

of this sort are needed, when the building is designed at

the onset with a view to sanitary results, and not built

haphazard,and patched np afterwards with all the extra-
ordinary ventilating contrivances of the present day.
So much, then, for the admission of cool fresh air
and the extraction of warm impure air. There is

also an aTraugemeut for summer ventilation, which I
think will add mnch to the comfort of patients. The
windows are on both sides of the wards, opposite to
each other, and arc np to the ceiling line, so that in
summer the upper sashes could be opened of windows
opposite each other, which would thoroughly clear

out the upper region of the ward, and impart a
refreshing coolness to the apartment without con-
densing the vitiated atmosphere.

For the admission of “ warmed fresh air,” I have
suggested that the external air passes into fire-stove

chambers behind the stoves, and from thence to th«
wards in positions most convenient for its thorough
diffusion.

The latrines, sculleries, bath-rooms, and washing-
rooms, ore all in au oi-tagon tower at the end of each
ward

;
and as these towers will always he at a higher

temperature than the wards, it will he quite impos-
sible that disagreeable tfflnvia should pass towards
the patients in the wards, even supposing the double
doors which are provided were both left open.

Independently of the large wards for twenty-five
men eacli, there are smaller rooms for a less number
of patients, besides au operating room to each block,
with doctors’ rooms, and the usnal offices aud apart-
ments requisite for a military hospital.

In conclusion, I beg to say. I am extremely
pleased that the designs proposed by me, under the
orders of the Royal Engineer Department, for the
hospital at Aldershot, should be found to be in ac-
cordance wilh tbe " suggestions,” that you state have
appeared in the Builder, as that has strengthened mo
in my opinion that thcprinciplcs are correct, although,
at the same time I can assure you that I have not
benefited by them, never having seen the "article”
you have referred to, the general plan having been
completed more than six months since. I may also

state that I have explained the drawings to Miss
Nigiftingalc, who, in a communication with me, was
pleased to say "I consider the ground jilan as the
most perfect example of the block system I have
seen : the French and the Russians, ever before us iu
carrying out that xvliicb we ourselves have originated,
are adopting this plan

—

corgs dehutimens—(for a great
number of sick) universally. Yours is superior to the
Laribosiere at Paris, in the greater distance between
the blocks, and the better construction of the
latiincs.”

As my professional conned ion with the Govern-
m nt teninuates very shortly, I feel particularly
gratified at having received the commendation of that
lady, as well as others to whom I have had the plea-
sure of explaining my design, although it is only fair
lo state that there are points connected with ventila-
tion upon which Miss Nightingale and myself par-
tially differ. F. "Warbiirton Stent.

THE CARRARA MARBLE "WORKS.

Carrak.x, a place familiar to all sculptors and
arcliitei-ts, with its incxliaustible supply of marble for
(he whole world, has hitherto been, as it were, on-
conscious of the improvements of the age. and modem
machinery of any kind has been a tiling unknown there
notwithstanding its great commerce with (he whole
civilized world. The sawing-mills are little better
than a few huls, wherein the same appliances used
300 years ago in the shape of machinery are still in
existence

;
for in Carrara, more than, perhaps, in any

other part of Italy, the people arc greatly averse to
change or improvement of any kind.’ In all the
marble-mills here, tbe same old wooden rude raachi-
chincry exists, which, upon the same principle, didits
work 300 years ago : the original wooden spiked cog-
wheels, scoop water-wheels, and the rest, are still in
motion,—lienee the uneven, bad sawing that exists.

Content to jog on as their forc'‘athcrs did—jealous of
innovations of any kind—the Carrara marble mer-
chants (a peculiar people, by the way) arc far behind
the age, resisting to the utmost the application of

those high mechanical attainments to which we have
nt the present day arrivecl. Ihme, however, must tell

them that the introdhetion of the modem arts in

machinery is for their own advantage. Tbe com-
mencement of the new era has, however, begun

; and
amongst all the old jimcrack and rudemodes ofapply-

iug the great water power of this country, surmount-
ing all difficulties (and they far from few), the energy
of one mind has at length, amidst all the jealousies of
parlies aud state duties upon machinery, made a revo-
lution in themarble trarle in Carrara. The extensive

mills just erected hy Mr. "Win. Walton in that city

arc the first step to the passing away of all things old ;

and the introduction of the most approved machinery
must tave its beneficial effect upon the whole building

trade in general. The building in question is IGO
feet long by 55 wide, containing twenty-eight sawing.
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frames, each frame capable of hoUmg 100 »aw^
j

making seventv direct cuts per minnte. In one part

stand the polisMng-machmes, lathes for

columns, planiog-raachines, fee. Large travel] g-

cranes travel the entire '=“8“

ing np the blocks and dcpositmg them nnder the

frames, and in like manner removing the out slabs for

cinortation, which are adhesively put together so as

transport them in one block, thereby avoiding

the Great risk in breakage. vt ;i

The whole of the machinery le of wrought and

cast iron, the frames heiog supported by four enst-

iron pillars each, over which are placed the saud and

water boxes, which supply nnd ^eg-date themselves

when the machinery is m motion. The blocks, when

under the operation of sawing, rest upon sii-wheflcd

wu-’cons, securely screwed down, thereby securing

steady and even cutting, a thing so much desired by

the marble trade. The whole of this large mass of

machinerris put in motion from a IHirhine water-

wheel, only 5 feet 6 inches in diameter having a

direct fall of water of 18 feet. This wheel is placed

under the factory, so that no motive power is visible

save the shafts running through the building, ihe

water is obtained from the river Carnone. and con-

veyed by an aqueduct, about a quarter of a mile

lon'^ The last arch of the aqueduct is curved, at a

radius of eleven yards. This is the first undertaking

of this magnitude that has been carnedout in the Duchy

of Modena, and may he considered as a new epoch in

this dormant country. Few people can imagine the

amount of opposition used against this enterprise,

and the introduction of new machinery : there has

been no invention that jealousy and animosity could

bring ont that has no tbeen put in motion to retard and

obstruct the works, and which nothing but a resolute

and persevering mind could have overcome.
^

The

whole of the woVks have been erected by the spirited

proprietor, ilr. 'William ‘Walton, at a cost of 7,000/.

The same gentleman has, we believe, offered a pre-

mium of 200/. for improvements, in the best mode

of cutting and polishing marble.

Tire n.\;me3 of slates.

We sometimes find, iuour various and many-sided

contemporary, Notes and (Queries, items of curious

knowledge belonging to our specialty. Here, for

ciainple, is a communication on slates :

—

“ The whimsical names now in use, ' Priucesse.®,

Duchesses, Countesses, and Ladies,’ are said to have

been given by General Warburton, the proprietor of

some of the great quarries in North Wales about a

century ago. Perhaps it is not generally known that

before that time names still more whimsical were

used. The following list is taken from that very

extraordinary collection of curious information, a

* portable library,’ as some former owner of ray copy

has called it,~ilandle Holme’s ‘ Academy of Armory

and Blazon.’ As Holme was a Cheshire man, we

may be pretty sure that he gives us the names then

used in the slate districts :

—
' Names of slates accord-

ing to their several lengths :—Short Ilaghattce, Long

Haghattee, Panvells, Chitts, Warnetts, Shorts, Shorts

save one, or Short so won. Short Backs, Long Backs,

Batchlers, Wivetts, Short Twelves, Long Twelves,

Jenny why Jettest thou. Rogue why Winkest thou.

The shortest slate is about 4 inches, all the rest exceed

an inch, one in length from the other ;
sometimes less

or more, according as the workman pleasetb.’

—

‘ Academy of Armory,’ &c. b. iii. c. v. p. 265.

According to this explanation the ‘ I/mg Twelves
’

were about 16 inches in length, or 12 inches longer

than ‘Short ITaghattccs hence, probably, thenarae

of ‘ Long Twelves.’ The largest slates, ‘ Rogues,’

mnst have been about 18 inches long. There is

nothing said about the breadth. The largest slates

now used, ‘ Princesses,’ I belic'^e arc about 24 inches

long. •!. W. Phillips.

fHi^ccrianfa.

Old “Trollop” Ag.ain.—Our good and grace-

ful coutemporary, the Builder, meditating among the

tombs, throws " the following stone at our poor

parish:—Amongst the ludicrous and eccentric epi-

taphs, perhaps one of the worst is that at Gateshead,

on Robert Trollop, architect of the Exchange and

Town Court of Newcastle ;

—

Her© lies Robert Trollop,

Who made yon stones roll up:

"When death took his soul up,

Uis body filled this hole up.

How often must we say that there is no such epitaph

“at Gateshead”—^aud never was? Trollop was
buried in our churchyard, but with no such epitaph.

The Builder's quotation from Mr. Pettigrew belongs

not to “ pt»fhuuioii3 literature,” hut was written as

a joke while Trollop was in the flesh.— Gateshead
Observer,

Accidents.— At the Thames-hank saw-raills a

poor fellow, last week, bad both of his arms cut off,

and was carried to St. George’s Hospital, to which a

brother of his had just before been taken, after tailing

from a cab and receiving injuries of which he died, as

did the sawyer himself, shortly afterwards.

Nervousness on account of the accident to his brother

led to his own sad fate. The bolt of a fly-whccl

Laving got loose and dropped into the mam gear

wheel of the machinery of a foundry and machine-

maker’s at Halifax, last week, the fly-wheel vvas broken

iuto numerous pieces, tEe boiler smashed, and the

whole of the machinery reduced to a mass of rums.

Various persons were injured.

Report on Dn.\iN.‘VGT,, &c. at Kensington.

A report by Mr. James Broadbridge, the surveyor of

St. Maiy Abbotts, Kensington, has been printed by

authority of the vestry. From this document it ap-

pears that during the four or five years that the Ken-

sington Improvement Act was in operation, from 1851

onwards, a great many improvements were effected,

and that the total sum expended on paving alone was

9,024/. odd. The report enters into details ai to the

particular drainage and other works done since the

pissing of the Act. The total lengths of sewers in

the parish and under the direction of the vestry

arc,—brick sewers. 27i miles
;
pipe sewers, 7^ miles

;

and open sewers, mile. Mr. Broadbridge, as we

know, is very active in his vocation.

Royal Cornwall Polytechnic Society.—This

society will hold their exhibition on the 29th and

following days, and are soliciting the loan of objects

of interest. They announce a number of prizes,

amongst them in the fine arts, competition in this

depaiTinent being restricted to amateurs. Premiums

of one pound each are offered to persons under

eighteen years of age for the following subjects :
—

1. For the hest-fillcd sketch-book from nature. 2.

For the best series of six flowers from nature, iu chalk

or pencil. 3. For the best series of six sketches, in

water colours, of different rocks, showing their jointed

slriicture and characteristics. 4. For the best water-

colour drawing of a mossy stone, the flower of the

hydrangea, a primrose-jdant natural size, or other

suitable natural object. 5. For the best isometrical

drawing of a building in the county. 6. For the best

engraving on wood, or lithograph.

Gift of Public Fountains to the Tow.n of

Blackburn.—Mr. Pilkington, mayor of Blackburn,

has announced to the general purposes committee there

that he will make the town a present of three public

fountains. The large one will be placed to the right of

the principal entrance to the park, another in the small

reservoir at the foot of the artificial waterfall, and the

third in the small sheet of water to the left of the

large one. The park is fast approaching completion,

and is visited by thousands, particularly on Sundays.

The conduct of the working classes hitherto in the

park is said to he admirable.

Aluminium.—This new metal is still making hope-

ful progress. The Mining Journal states that Mr.

F. \Vm. Gerhard, of Trafalgar-square, has patented a

simple and economic process for obtaining ihe metal,

whereby it is produced at a considerably less expense

than by the means heretofore practised. In this pro-

cess hydrogen gas combines in an oven with the

fluoride of aluminium, and forms hydro-fluoric acid,

which acid is taken up by iron, and is thereby con-

verted into fluoride of iron, whilst the resulting

aluminium thus obtained remains iu the metallic state

in the bottom of trays containing the fluoride.

Fees, re Metropolitan Ruinous Buildings.

—Permit me to call your attention to the miserable

scale of fees contemplated to repay services iu regard

to ruinous structures, by the. Metropolitan Board. To

form a correct judgment of the object, it is well first

to consider for whom these services are to be per-

formed, or rather, perhaps I should say, 1 y whose

neglect they are rendered nccessaiy, in order to pro-

tect the lives of the occupants, that is to say, of those

who pay the rent. They omit to do the necessary

rep'iirs to uphold the premises, possibly their own
property, possibly held merely upon lease. "Weli, in

commiseration for these very parties, the court are

about to repay the competent and experienced profes-

sional men whom they employ in tnese arduous and

responsible duties fees varying from five shillings to

ticenlg. The profcssioiial men would, in the ordi-

nary course of such duties, receive many times these

amounts. But to save those heartless landlords who
jeopardise so many lives, they expect to repay the

professional men amply lor their duties. The fact is,

that the negligent parties ought to pay full profes-

sional fees. It is, in fact, a premium upou their

neglect. And when once the fee is so hardly earned

and due, how is it to be levied ? There will he as

much trouble in getting the fee as earning it. Pray

go through the list, item by item, and expose the

injustice of rewarding the responsible duties of first-

rale professional men, their own officers, by such

remuneration as mere beadle’s fees.

—

Architect.

Apparatus for entering Foul Air with.

—

Mr. Kay, manager of the Gas Works in Dundee, has

recently submitted to the Royal Scottish Society of

Arts an invention wliich is thought likely to be useful

in all cases where it is necessaiy for persons to enter

places filled with gas, or choke-damp in any fora,

smoke, &c. It is a covering for the head, resembling

a diver’s hood, enabling the wearer to breathe fresh

air supplied by a pipe from a distance, and its utility

has been tested 'by Mr. Kay himself having gone

•with it into a gasholder filed with gas, and re-

mained there half an hour quite uninjured. The

Society of Arts iu Edinburgh remitted to their Com-

mittee on Inventions to examine Mr. Kay’s appa-

ratus
;
aud the committee report that the apparatus is

capable of being used with great advantage, not only

in gas works, but in wells, mines, cesspools, and

brewers’ and distillers’ vats, being evidently as well

adapted for a security against carbonic acid, or any

other deleterious gas, as against carburetted hydrogen.

The London Master Bakers’ Pension So-

ciety Asylum.—The foundation-stone of the alms-

houses to be erected for the reception of master bakers

who had become in needy circumstances, was laid on

the 5th instant. The site selected is contiguous to

the Lee-bridge-road, about a mile from the station,

and a short distance from Snaresbrook. A piece of

freehold land there has been purchased at a cost of

1,350/. upon which there is space to erect fifty-fonr

almshouses, and a plan for that object, in the rustic

Italian style of orchitectnre, has been furnished by

Mr. Knightlcy, architect, which, when carried out,

will form three sides of a quadrangle, with towers in
,

the rear of the two angles. At present, however, the

fuuds only admit of a portion of the plan being car-

ried out to the extent of ten almshouses, which have

been contracted for by Mr. E. Clarke, of Tottenham,

builder, at 2,2' 0/.

JIoRE Sinking of Houses in Lancashire.

—

At Barnsley a short time since there was a consider-

able alarm in the neighbourhood of M ortley-strcet,

from the foundations of a number of buildings having

given way in consequence of the coal nuderneath

having been got. Since then the buildings in that

vicinity have further given way
;
and at Cjlendar

works there an accident has occurred to the machi-

nery, by pressure from the giving w’ay of the foun-

dations. Occurrences of this nature have previously

taken place in Barnsley, but none of such magnitude

as the present. The giving way of the bnildings baa

been attended with such noises that the tenants have

deserted their dwellings. Many buildings in Wilson’s

place have given way, hnt not nearly to the extent of

those alluded to.

Cast Iron Railway Sleepers.—A pamphlet has

been published by the Permanent Way Company,

Westminster, on cast-iron sleepers, pointing out ihelB

superiority over those of timber, especially under cer-

tain new forms, in which the metal is considered to be

arranged to the best advantage, to prevent breakage,

&c. It is calculated that the saving of the cast iron

road, 8S compared with an ordinary timber road with

a similar bearing surface, is 33/. 49. per mile per

annum; equal to 531,200/. on the whole mileage of

the kingdom. Many of the early trials of cast iron

sleepers, however, were by no means successful
;
but

this, it is alleged, was from want of a proper disposal

of the metal, and from the high and fluetnatiog prices

of iron. Of late years the price of iron has been

more moderate and steady, and if our home consump-

tion of iron could be (profitably or usefully) made to

supersede the present consumption of foreign timber .

for svich a purpose as this, a notional benefit would

be realized. The idea of substituting iron of a proper

form for sleepers, in the place of wood, which is so

subject to decay, does seem to he a good one. The
advantage, we should think, would be particularly

obvious in tropical countries, as iu India, where

insects prey so rapidly on timber.

Kew Gardens.—The new museum is now open.

The gardens are in all their summer beauty aud

splendour : they are open free every week-day at one,

Sundays, at two. The piliii-housc, museum, and

fifteen other conservatories close at six
;
the botanic

gardens at seven ; the pleasure-grounds at eight. The
'

Victoria regia is now blossoming in the tropical

aquarium erected specially for it at a cost of 3,000

guineas.

The Burnley Surveyorsiiip.—Mr. J. Brierley

having resigned the office of surveyor to the Burnley

commissioners, in consequeuce of his appointment as

surveyor to the Blackburn corporation, the streets

and buildings committee reported that there were

forty-three applicants for the office. Out of these the

committee selected the following, and invited them to

attend the general meeting :—ilr. "William Colbran,

Rugby
;

Mr. George Laing, Birmingham ;
Mr.

Richard Charlesworth, Halifax
;
and Mr. William

Young Hardie, Blackburn. Mr. William Colbran

was ipecially recommended to the general meeting,

aud was elected to the office by a large majority.
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/p'HALBEA is a land of mjsfery.^

The interest with which the re-

cent excavations at Nineveh,

and the remains of its ancient

temples and palaces, have been

regarded, has been not a little

:j^ enhanced by the still more recent

i-esGarclies and discoveries at

Birs Nimrud, or Babylon, Mugeyer

or the Ur of the Chaldees, Warka,

or the Erech of Nimrod, and other

sites of ancient cities in Chaldea and

Babylonia. From the frequent allu-

sions to the three associated regions

of Assyria, Babylonia, and Chaldea

in the Bible, and from all that hiS'

tory, profane as well as sacred, dis

closes as to their ancient inhabitants,

these researches and discoveries have conspired

to render this district one of the most distin-

guished and most important, not only to eccle

Biologists, but to archmologists in general

throughout the whole of the civilised world

To every believer in our sacred records, indeed,

this is even hallowed ground. Here, as we

think could easily be shown, was (perhaps mys-

tically) located that “Paradise of God,” which,

according to the Revelations, siill exists (tlmugh

no longer here), with its “ tree of life in the

midst” thereof ;t just as, in subsequent ages,

that heavenly “ Canaan,” which was but ano-

ther name for the Paradise of God, was figura-

tively located only a little farther to the west-

ward, in Palestine, the land of the Philistines,

and to inherit which “ the father of the faithful
”

was “ led, by the Spirit of the Lord,” out of the

very region of the primitive Paradise itself,

—

out of “Ur of the Chaldees,” which, strangely

enough, is now believed to have been a city, if

not a land, of the dead.J

That the Garden of Eden, according to the

Bible, occupied (figuratively or literally), in

antediluvian times, that very site whicli, after

the Elood, was known as Chaldea, we think can

easily be shown from a little consideration of

the four rivers which united at this “ Garden of

the Lord,”—this “God’s Acre;” two of these

being “the gi'cat rivers” Euphrates and Hid-

dekel (or Tigris §), which do there unite; but

our sole object in even hinting at such a con-

clusion here, is merely to indicate one of the

chief of those sources of the peculiar interest

with which we all regard the ancient Chaldea,

Babylonia, and Assyria ; as to the long-buried

and forgotten architectural remains of which we

* "Travels and Besearchea in Chaldea and Suaiana;
with an Account of Excavations at Warka, the Erech of
Nimrod, and Shush, * Shiishan, the Palace’ of Esther, in
1849-63.'‘ By W. K. Loftus, F.G.S. Nisbet and Co. 21,
Bernera-slreet, London. 1857.

t “ To him that overcometh shall it be given to eat of
the tree of life, which i» In the midst of the Paradise of
Qod.’’—Eev. ii. 7.

t .^nesB was directed to Comae, in Italy, as the region
where Hades, the land of spirits of the heathen, was to be
fonnd. The reason why seems to have been, because
at Cumae, in her care, the Sibyl lay e)itranced,— a God-
possessed dead body, the soul of which had departed this
life for a time, and entered the reffion of Spirits. False
religion being, at least to some extent, a dalraoniacal
smiLiTUDE of the true, it may thna h-ave been because at
one time, as in the case of Abram himself, and his fntber,
Terah, the trne " oracles of God " were manifested, in u
distinguished manner, at the union ofthe Euphrates and the
Tigris, that it is said the true Paradise of God stood there,
as indeed it must have done wherever these oracK-s were
manifested; for he in whom the " Spirit" or " the Holy
Ghost’’ is niauifeeted, is "not in the flesh, but in the
Spirit," or is dead in the flesh, but qidcli'encd by the
Spirit,’’ and to be quickened by the Spiritis to bo " caught
up” into " Paradise:” hence our Lord at His “ mys ic
passion,” on the (.'ross. assured the thief that that night
(when he became dead in the flesh, but quickened by the
Spirit) he would be with him " in Paradise."

§ In a previous number (p. 411, note) we have given our
reasons for this identification of the Hiddekel wLh the
Tigris, which was anciently called the Daghele or Diglod,
and is stiU known locally as the Dijil.

simply intencl to present to our readers a few

particulars, gleaned from the very interesting

volume lately written by Mr. Loftus, who has

explored and excavated some of the more im-

portant of their vast and sand-covered “ heaps.”

One of the most extraordinary circumstances

connected with the recent excavations in Chal-

dea is the discovery that the whole of this

desolate region is thickly studded with cities of
the dead, sepulchral temples, and mounds con-

taining myriads of terra-cotta, slipper-shaped

coffins,—a circumstance all the more remark-

able that, in the associated land of Assyria not

a single tomb has ever been found. The ob-

vious conclusion deduced by the enterprising

excavators to whom weai**e indebted for a

knowledge of these circumstances is, that, iu all

probability, Clialdea was the ancieut burial-

,

ground of Assyria itself, whence the dead were

floated down the Tigris, like another Nile, to

this land of the departed and the shades of

Assyrian life. There are cities of the dead in

tills very “ land of spirits,” and to this very

day, to which “the faithful” of the Persian

people are sent, after death, from all parts of

the Persian empire, and even from India, there

to he buried with their fathers, on ground

consecrated to that end from time immemorial,

in the “ marshes of God,” as much of the land

of Chaldea is specially called. Such cities of

the dead arc Nedjef or Mesliid Ali, aud Ker-

bella, on the western or Chaldean border of tlie

Euphrates. The remains of ancient cities of a

similar order whicli have been recently un-

covered, lie farther to tlie south. Mugeyer and

Warka are the modern names of the most im-

portant of these
;
but indeed the whole region

of Lower or Southern Chaldea abounds in

sepulchral cities and temples, of immense extent.

The enormous accumulation of human remains at

Warka proves that it was a peculiarly sacred

spot, and that it was so esteemed for many
centuries.

“ It is difficult,” says Mr. Loflu®, “to convey any-

thing like a correct notion of the piles upon piles o!

human n lics which there utterly astound the beholder.

Excepting only the triingular space between thethree
priucipal ruins, the whole remainder of the platform,

the whole space between the walls, and an nnkitown
extent of desert beyond them, are everywhere filled

with the bones and sepulchres of the dead. There i;-

probably no other site in the world which can comp tre

with Warka iu this respect ; even the tombs of ancieoi

Thebes do not contain such an aggregate amount of

mortality. Prom its foundation by Urukh until

finally abandoned by the Parthians—a period of pro-

bably 2,500 years—Warka appears to have been a

sacred burial-place !

”

The relationship of Chaldea to Assyria in

ancient times must therefore have been a very

peculiar one. Can we not shed some little

light upon that relationship by help of the

sacred Scriptures ? Though there is no pas-

sage that we can trace which clearly indicates

that the Assyrians held Clialdca iu the light of

a sacred burial-ground, there is one that we
have not seen quoted which does bespeak

a peculiar relationship between Chaldea aud

Assyria, even apart from the fact that the Chal-

deans seem to have been a priestly order of

men in Assyria and Babylonia as well as

Chaldea, whose duties were peculiarly spiritual

and magical.*

* It i* a curious flict (hat the word Chaldean (according
to Cruden) means demon, or daimov, a word implying nne
dead to ordinary life, and possessed by a spirit, whether
good or evil, as in the " Waren,” or dnimcuiiitcal posses-
sion, practiseil in India even at the present day. The
Chaldeans, therefore,—who are spoken of in connection
with the inasioians and others of the ‘‘wise men’’ at

Babylon, and who responded, both for themselves and for

the magidans and sorcerers, &c. when Nebuchadnezzar
insisted, rather unreasonably, not only that they should
interpret hia dream, but also recall it to bis meinrry,

—

appear to have stood, in relation to the magicians, nearly
as, iu our own country, Kelly did to Dr. Dee; the
" magician” being Deo, and Kell.y being his *‘ scrier,”

seer, or oracle, to whom, ns the God-possessed, or Spirit-

quickened, the magician or priest put questions, and from
whom he received responses. These ideas will tend, we
trust, to cle.ir up some of that great obscurity which nd-
miftedly overshadows the name or title of "the Chal-
deans” as a branch of the wise men or magi of ancieut

'• Behold the land of (he Chaldeans ! Tliis people
wi's not till the dss//rian founded it {or them xh^t
dwell in the wilderness: they set up the towers
thereof: they raised the palaces thereof: and he
[the iUsyriau] brought it to ruin,"*

The Assyrians then did found or establish

Clialdea as a nation or a people,—a peculiar

people indeed, from amongst whom came forth the

Chaldean father of that peculiar people the Jews,
— a spiritual people, who, ascetic-like, dwelt
in the wilderness, yet, mason-likc, set up the

towers thereof, and raised the palaces thereof,

and whence, indeed, went Asshur forth, and
builded Nineveh itself and many other cities,—

a

sacred, priestly, yet masonic brotherhood, myste-
riously associated with the dead in their coffins,

as also with temples and towers, in the midst of

which this priestly race presided over the funeral

rites performed around these sacred shrines of

the Assyrian people. Strange it seems to be
that this very people should have brought these,

,

their omi sacred temples and towers as it were,

as well as this their own venerated priesthood

or magi, to ruin
:
yet doubtless it must have

been to the Assyrian, as tlie Bible tells us, that

the wreck we now behold is to he ascribed.

And perhaps after all this is not to be wondered
at when we consider that the Chaldeans at

length became “a bitter and hasty nation,” who
“ marched through the breadth of the land to

possess the dwelling-places that were not theirs,”

—that they became “ terrible and dreadful,”

—

demons indeed,—who “came all for violence ;”f
and thus most justly came this violent tribe of

military priests themselves to a violent end.

The ruins of Waika were at one time iden-

tified by Sir H. Rawlinsou as the ancient Ur of

the Chaldees, whence Abram the Chaldean'

migrated into Syria and Canaan, a valuable’

manuscript in his libi-ary determiuately connect-

ing the one with the other. During the exca-

vations at Miigeyer, however, which was almost

a neighbouring city to Warka, cylinders were
found, upon which the name of “ Hur ” was
inscribed

;
and since that event Sir Henry has

regarded Mugeyer as the true Ur of the Chal-

dees, and Warka as the Ererh of Nimrod.
Mr. Loftus seems atiil to be inclined, notwith-

standing the title of his book, to favour Sir II.

Ltawlinson’s idea, that Warka is Ur; or

rather he is disposed to attribute the name Ur
“ to a district of the Chaldees, which included

both the ruined sites of Warka and Miigeyei.”

And there is a reason for tliis, and perhaps for

still more than this, of which neither Mr. 1 oftus

nor Sir Henry Rawlinson appears to have

taken cognizance. The word “ Hut ” is the root

of the well-known word “ hurra !” and of other

forms of it, such as hri ! hurri ! hurraj ! all of

which, etymologists tell us, were exclamations

originally denoting a vehement desire to go,

—

“to Paradise! to Paradise!” and were often

shouted out in battle to imply contempt of

DEATH aud a vision of bliss beyond its awful

precincts. “Hur” then meant “Paradise,”

and this very district of the dead was its

times; and of whom hj no means disrespeetf -1 mention'
by ihe way, is mode in the Bil'le,— at least of ’* the wisdom
KF.d knowledge" of those of Egypt, though excelled in

their own line by Moses, as were those of BahylcAi by
Daniel, the master of the magicians himself, ‘‘in whom
WHS the spirit of the holy Gods,” and who was hence
named " Beltesbazz^ir.’’ The residence of the Chaldeanf
in cities of the dead is paralleled, even at the present d:iy,

in the instructions of Buddha to his diseiples who desire

to be translated out of ‘‘ Pravritti," or the coneretive or
concentrative life that now is, into '‘Nirvritti” or
‘‘ h irv.ma,” the dispersive or irradiative state of para-
disical repose, in which the life ol sellTiood, or the life that
now is, is dispersed, annihilated, or extingtiished, like a
fire put oat at night. These dis'-iples were ordered not to

dwell, or at least to sleep, or alide h;/ ni^ht, in any other
cities than those of Ihe dead, and not to clothe themselves
except in cerements dragged from the tombs. In ancieut
times, too, we find Isaiah the prophet, speaking of those
who " sacrifice in gardens, who remain among the graves,
and lodge in the taontiments.'’ He also alludes to Jews
who, in imitation of the heathen, went into the tombs and
iemples cf idols to steep there, aud have dreams that might
discover future events to them,—clear allusions these to
just such characters as the Chaldeans seem to have at
length beenroe, however eminent, either as oracle-, ns
priests, or as astronomers, they may previously have
been.

• Isaiah, xiiii. 13, t Ha^', i. 6.
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accredited site ! Well tlierefore miglit themme
of “Hur” be found there. More than that,

the -word “ Houri,” -^hich Mr. Loftus, by the

way, inadvertently, and -without the slightest

idea of any allusion to Hur, to Taradise or to

Chaldea, but still most properly, spells ‘Man,

denotes an angel of Paradise; so that Hur and

its Huris denoted Paradise and its angels or

spirits.* The “Hari” of the Hindoos doubt-

less denotes much the same angelic or spintum

nature as the "Huri” of other eastern naUons.f

Even the "Haran” iu n-hicli Abram’s father,

Terah, dwelt, would seem to have had something

to do with the same interpretation as that ot

Hur. As for “ Hr,” we are told by Crudeu and

other commentators that words beginuiiig or

endinc^ with this root denoted Light. Thus

Hriel and Uriah meant “ the Light of the Lord,

and perhaps “ Urukh ” (the name of the buildei

both of MArka and of Mugeycr) meant much

the same : thus too the " Tlrim and thuinmim,

by which “ the oracles of God” were consulted,

meant light and perfection
;
and according to all

mystics, Christian or heathen, to be in Paradise,

the divine abyss, divine spirit, or beatific vision,

is to be resting or reposing, in death-like

entrancement, ‘'in the light,” which too was a

phrase well known in the ancient Elcuisinian

mysteries, as it even is in the modern free-

masonry, associated also as it there is with the
*' high noon ” of midnight—the time of rest and

refreshment—in bliss
—“ filled with the spirit

or “the midnight sun,” as the divinity of the

Eleuisiiiian mysteries was called, and who is no

other than the sun of righteousness, the holy

spirit of rest in glory, and the Lord himself of

Paradise or the lieavenly Jeimsalem— Zion

—

and temple whose sanctum sanctorum^ " needs

no caudle neither light of the sun,” since it is

ever “in the light” of the holy Spirit _ of

^

entrancing rest, or paradisical and death-like

repose in bliss or glory.

Whether Warka or Mugeyer were the true

Ur of the Chaldees, however, matters little to

our present purpose. Warka appears to have

been the city of the dead distinguished and

patronised as such beyond all others as yet dis-

covered. It is now, with its vicinity, one of

the most consummate pictures of desolation,

Mr. Loftus says, that can well be conceived.

The very Arabs of the desert, with the excep-

tion of one wild and strange tribe, shun it as the

abode of ecil spirits, and none will dare to pass

a single night upon the doleful spot.

The principal edifice or ruin, to some extent

uncovered by Mr. Loftus, is called Uie

Buwarfyya, and thence is visible an astonishing

accumulation of mounds and ancient relics, sur-

rounded by the traces of an earthen rampart.

The principal or central ruin is that of a

tower 200 feet square. A more iuteresting

structure, however, is that called Wuswas, and

contained in a spacious walled quadrangle, the

eastern comer 810 feet from the central tower.

This, like all the other buildings at Warka and

Mugeyer, points with one comer to the true

north, an arrangement which seems to have

prevailed generally in Chaldean architecture,

It was at the Wuswas ruiu that Mr. Loftus

chiefly excavated. The facade to which his

attention was given, afforded what he regards

as the first glimpse of Babylonian architecture,

—

although Sir Henry llawliuson considers it of

post Babylonian date. It exhibited, says Mr.

Loftus neeuliarities so remarkable and oriulnal, forms so dWmguisbed a religious duty in Thibet.

as to praSouTce at once its undoubted anti- China and India The “ sanctifying mstru-
as ro prutiuuui.o a

„,,„(,ls of meut” called the done or tortche, and also used

rhitecti ir'art It measures 174 feet in by the Buddhists, has conical extremities, and a

len“ h and in some places 33 feet ot the height very smu ar instrument appears m each band of

remains It has lo.| been a question ivbether a human figure moulded m terra-eotta, as if m
the col mu was emploved by the Babylonians a cothn or a vesica piseis and engraved m Mr.

afan areliiteeturalLibellishment. The IVus- Loftus’s book: he calls these instruments

was facade, our author thinks, settles this point “^ces.
_ '

i i.
•

beyond dispute. Upon the lower portion of the Warka, says our author, is a complete mine

edifice are groups of seven half columns, re- tor extraordinary and unlmard-ot modes of deco-

rated seven times rude iu structure, but ration m architecture. Within a stone s throw

built of moulded semi-cireular bricks, securely of the south-west fafade of Wuswas, he found a

bonded to the wall. There is neither comice, curious building somewhat resemhlmg the cone-

canital nor base The groups of columns are brick structure, but formed of conical vases,

separated by dentated recesses, or cliasings, mouths outwards, which produce a strange

7 inches deep. This chasing, he remarks, occurs
,

effect.
, w i u- u t i, j

in many other Chaldean rniiis, and is regarded
1

But tlm 'ocallty at Warka which furnished

as a chief characteristic ot Babylonian architec-
j

the most valuable and interesting of

tural ornamentation. !

osearch, was a
,

small detached mound 40 feet

„„ ,, , . 1 , ii high, situated about half a mile south-east ot
The walls of Wusn as are s ! , ' the central ruin. Here a chamber was discovered

was for some time mistakou for a sol d mass.
, ; j f the

At leng h, ''“"'over he in^ was leaohei
, ^

irere «::vld been covered with coloured plaster,

sculpture. Neither, indeed, has anything of “It was a perfect museum of architectural scraps,

special interest been as yet found in this in-
1

of a highly instructive and curious
_

character. The

terior except a valuable ring, got by a negro ' unbaked brick floor was literally piled with broken

named Wuswas. from whom the ruin was named; ' columns, capitals, cornices, and innumerable relics of

but this ring Mr. Loftus did not see. 1

rich inlenial decoration, winch exhibited undoubted

°
. 1 • V nr T Cl symntoms of Greek and Roman influence on Oriental

The preconceived idea on which Mr Lottus
^

founds iiis conclusion as to the original nature
larger consisted of moulded bricks, thinly coated

of the Wuswas ruiu, namely, that a mde and
. many of them were fantasticaliy

simple arrangement, without much omamenta-
1

coloured.

tion, must necessarily, or at least probably, be • xhree of the capitals arc Ionic -, but the propor-

a very early one, is by no means a safe idea ;
' tions of the volutes and other members are peculiar,

and in the present instance we feel much more a fonvth description of small capital has peculiarities

inclined to agree with Sir H. LavTCnce than
|

of its own, suggestive of the plater ^Byzantine styL.

with Mr. Loftus.
' ’ ’ ’

A large and elegant leaf rises from the necking, and

Near the central enclosure, a vevyiuteresting S S
and curious example of decorative architecture

was found in the fragmentary remains of an

edifice like the Wuswas. This was part of a

wall, 30 feet long, and faced with, ov rather

entirely composed of, terra-cotta cones imbedded

in cement, of mud mixed with chopped straw.

These cones were fixed horizontally, with their

circular bases facing outwards. Some had been

dipped in red and black colour, and were

arranged in various ornamental patterns, such

as diamonds triangles, zigzags, and stripes,

which are said to have had a remarkably pleasing

effect. The wall which these coues ornamented

consisted of a plane surface 1-1 feet 10 inches

long, broken away for a short space in the

centre, and projecting 1 foot 9 inches beyond a

series of half-columns, arranged precisely as in

the Wuswas fa9ade side by side. In ancient

Egyptian tombs, similar but much larger cones

are fouud, with hieroglyphs stamped upon their

bases, several specimeus of which are in the

British Museum.

“ They are supposetl,” says Mr. Loftus, “ to have

a sepulchral character, and to have heeu let into the

wall at the entrance of the tomb, although they have

never been observed in that position. The hierogh'phs

are probably the names of the deceased. No marks

or iuscriptions occur on these Warka cones, but there

is every reason to suppose that they were in a similar

manner connected with the burial of the dead. The

ascertained fact, before noticed, that the site was a

vast cemetery, is strong presumptive evidence in

favour of this conclusion.

Cones of the same kind are of frequent occur-

rence upon the ruins oC the great platform, sometimes

firmly fixed together in strong white plaster or

cement, but no oilier building was observed with them

in situ. There is, however, little doubt that several

might be discovered by largely excavating in the

mounds. Similar cones are found in many other

ruins of undoubted Babylonian age, which, unlike

Warka, have escaped being built upon by succeeding

races. Mr. Taylor discovered them pleutifully, both

at Mugeyer and Abu Shehreyn, at which latter place

they occurred 10 inches in length, composed of lime-

cones 1 stone and marble, aud sometimes with a rim round

• Angels “ rrre all ministering spiritii, sent forth to

minister for them who shall be heirs of salvation.”

—

Heb. i. 14.

t“neri,” in Sanscrit, means Saviour, and “ Harita,”

with the Brahmins, denotes “ the visible tree of the

universe, tAe abode qf perfection,

"

—which, in fact, is the

I’arudise of God,—a tree,—and, like Jonah’s gourd at

Hhiereh, an “ abode,"—which is “ seen ” in a “ grove,” or

garden, by “ the h»ly sage (or Magus) who is free from
all bonds, and perfect in abstruction.’’ Has uot this some-

thing to do with “ the tree of life which is in the Paradise

of God,”— the true “ abode of perfection,’’ and with the

aacred tree of the As.-yrian or Kinecite eculptv"--

which the priests, magi, or holy sages, offer up ihi

which they hold in their hands? Mr. Loftus alludes to
1 ^[^5 filled with copper. Tbev were, undoubtedly,

»» arclutectural decoration in Lower

it was used us an outward object of, or aid to, contempla-
1

Chaldaia, and always in connexion with sepuluitrai

tion or contemplative abstraction, would well imply that remaios.’’
“ the holy sape” was “ perfect” in that" abstraction,” by
means of which the soul was freed from the bonds of the
earthly life, and “ plunged into the divine abyss,” or, in
fact, tramloted, by entrancement, into Paradise,— the
.^vine “ abode of perfection.” bueb words as ifierophaut

,

These cones remind one much not only of the

cones in the hands of Egyptian and Assyi-ian

- r - r— , I

priests, but of those used by the Buddhists of

apparently ns obieots on whicb
illusion to JA^ht and a Sun, as it appears Ur itself did,

j

to fix the eye in that “ contemplation WhlCh

from behind a smaller curled leaf in the centre is the

bust of a human figure, wearing the same preposterous

head-dress which is characteristic of the slipper coffins

and Parthian coins.

No columns were discovered to correspond with

the larger capitals
;

but the walls were liberally

adorned with small Ionic half-columns, with half-

smooth, half-fluted shafts, which were highly coloured.

The lower and smooth surfaces were diagonally striped

with red, green, yellow, and black
;
the flutes being

painted black, red, and yellow alternately, while the

level ridges between them are left white. In some

cases the flutes were quartered with the same colours.

Among the debris of smaller articles were bases of

columns,—friezes, with bunches of grapes alternating

with leaves,—gradines, resembling those on the castles

of the Nineveh bas-reliefs, but ornamented at the

base with a conspicuous six-rayed star in a circle,

—

fragments of open screen-work, with complicated

geometric designs of different patterns on the opposite

sides (these are very peculiar, and differ materially

from the arabesque),—and flakes of painted plaster

from the walls, with fragments of small statuettes,

coloured, and sometimes gilded.
# * *

It has long been a disputed question whence

originated the germs of Saracenic architecture
;
but

the prevalent opinion is that the Moslems, having no

style of their own, adopted those which they found

practised in the countries whither they carried their

conquests, more especially the Byzantine. It is,

nevertheless, remarkable that the same uniformity in

richly-wrought tracery and geometric ornamentation

prevails from India to Spain in Saracenic structures,

which could only have arisen from a central point.

May we not suppose that the peculiarities of Sara-

cenic architecture are due to a much earlier period,

and that they originated with the Parlhians, who

succeeded the Greeks in the possession of Mesopo-

tamia ? Of this race we have, unfortunately, scai’ccly

any memorials left.”

Amongst various other iuterestiug remains

fouud at Warka and Sinkara, were moulded

bricks in spiral columns and coronet-like capi-

tals. Serpentine and clay tablets were also

fouud, and numerous small terra-cotta figures,

jars, aud jugs, from tbe coffin mounds, as also

trinkets, clay seals, lamps, and lachrymatories.

The researches of Mr. Loftus aud Sir E. W.
Williams of Kars at Susan, the Balace, where

columns and other valuables were found, are

also highly interesting, but our space is now
fully exhausted, and all we can do is to recom-

mend our readers to purchase for themselves

Mr. Loftus’s volume, which they will find to be

well worthy of pcnisal, though not very skil-

fully put together.
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TWO ASPECTS OE LONDON.

“Look on this Picture"

TWO ASPECTS OF LONDON.
NonviTiiSTANDTNG the examples of the mighty

Babylon, Nineveh, “Eternal Romo,” and other famed

cities of antiquity, vve look forward witli.firni hope to

the spleitdid future of London. This metropolis is,

in our sight, growing in wealth, strength, and popula-

tion. The dweliiugs of the poor are giving way to

better buildings; and, ere a score of years ire passed,

it is probable that the sad condition of things which
has been illustrated in these pages will have ceased

to e.xist. Year after year the London houses are as-

suming a more important appearance,—a circiuii-

stance which may be readily proved by an exauiina-

tion of a few of the streets of various classes, built

thirty or forty years ago. The warehouses in the

City, the bauks and other offices, are in many in-

stances towering above their former heiglit, and,

instead of dingy fiat brickwork, now present fronts

of massive stonework and olaborated design. Our
public structures are in like manner increasing in

substance and extent : wise and kindly-iutended in-

stitutions are springing into use ; these and other

indications of healthy progress assure ns that London

is but apiiroa' liing its prime strength, and that it

will, as it bas d me fur the last thousauJ yc^rs, con-

tinue to progress for long to come.
If the present coudilicn of London is wonderful,

its future hopifiil, its rise and progress in ancient

times have al.-o an interest, which is rendered the

mure intense in consiqnencc of the indistinct and
dreamy records of the past.

"We have before, on more than one occasion, re-

ferred britfly to the rise of London and to the sur-

prisiug cx'ent of ground which has, in the surround-

ing iii ighbonrhood, been saved from marsh aud water.

In parts along Ttianies-street, witich, in the days

of Roman occupation, was tlie boundary of the Thames,
we have noted the timber, piles, &c. which were used

as a foundation for the houses of the conquerors, aud

as a means of saving land from the river.

This is old work, but in our days the same process

may be seen going forward in the sliip-bnilding yards

near the docks aud elsewhere. We would, however,

ask our readei's to go wiih us back to a more remote

period than ihitabove mentioned—to a time when all

the space which is now so thickly covered with vast
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w'orks, and occupied with living multitudes—was a
watery waste as desolate as the neighbourhood of
Babylon at the present day. Standing on a high
part of Clerkenwell or Islington, it is easy to imagine
the picture ;—a foreground of sedges, reeds, and wil-

lows, and a sloping hank towards the Fleet river;

then a stream of considerable magnitude. On the

south, east, and west a space of water extends to the

base of the higher lands, presenting the appearance of

a large lake in which the channel of the Thames is

not even defined. In the midst of the waters there

may, however, be traced three portions of laud which
have risen by gradual degrees above the water ; that

nearest at hand is the site of the present city, the

highest part of which is near St. Paul’s. The little

island to the right, B, has now grown into Westmin-
ster, and that to the left, C, is now occupied by Keut-

slreet in the Borough—a spot on which many Roman
and other remains have been discovered.

It is most interesting to wander in the various

districts of London, aud trace the evidence of the de-

crease of the Water and the rise of the land. Sir

Christopher Wren, at the time of excavating for the

foundation of the present St. Paul’s, made careful

examination of the various layers of soil from the sur-

face of bis day to the bed of the London clay, and

enables us to give a sketch of the various deposits.

1

St. Paul'd Churchyard.

Miscellaneous DeposiL

Hard Crust.

Saxon ItemaiQ&

Ruman and Sason Remains

Roman and Brilish Remains.

British Remaina

Gravel, &o.

Wet Sand.

Dry Sand and Shells;

London Cloy.

Covering the London clay, the famous architect found

slu-lls, fine sand, and other indications which show

the rise of the site until it presented somewhat the

same appearance as the large shoals do which are still

ill course of formation in the Thames. Then come
various other matters, aud eventually evidences of the

occupaliiin and raised surface by man. Ttien appear

the remains of different people, and marks of fire and

bii’ldings, which form a suggestive model of Loudon's

history.

By watching the numerous excavations which arc

being made Iroiu tiir.e to linu*, by a careful examina-

tion of different localities, and from the accounts of

different writers, we gather distinct evidence of the

truthfulnejs of our old picture.

It secras evident that London, or hy whatever name
the city was then known, had assumed coU'iderable

consequence before the erection of the river embauk-
meut— that great and myslcrions work,—for it is not

reasonable to suppose that what may he called the

formation of the river would be undertaken without a-

very express purpose; and when we thiuk of tho

extent of that work, and consider that so little is

known of its origin, we cannot but contrast it with

some of the trifling improvements of recent times.

Afier the enib .nkmcnt of the Thames, a consider-

able jiortion of what was once the lake must have

been rendered coui|;arativcly dry. The city spread,

but still extensive districts were flooded by every ride

;

even less than a century ago a part of Lambeth

was daily under water; and east ward there were great

marshes which were considered not worth cultivation.

These undnrined spaces hid evidently an injurious

eff'.ct on the healib of London, and ague and some of

the fevers peenliar to the Fims were connnon in the

metropolis; but these tiave now disappeared, except

in a few cases where they have been iutroduced

from damp districts.

In order to give a more clear idea of tbc contrast

of the past with the present, we annex a slight sketch

of the same scene from one of the loll houses now
built on the bauks of the Fleet, near Bagnisrge-wclls.

The view of St. Paul’s from heie is very fine, and it

will be a mi-tter for fuiure regret that the opportunity

afforded by the late iniprovcmcnls in this valley has

not been taken advantage of to opeu a direct line to

the Cathedral.

Frames for Architectural Photographs.

—

Have a good wide margin of white cardboard, glaze

with patent plale glass, and let the frame be of dead
gold a quarter of an inch This, 1 think, will

please your correspondent.—G. T.
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tliese most generous aucl interesting occasions .

disgust and dissatisfaction generally follow.

Our illustrious neiglibours in France largely

practise the system of competition in the matters

of fine art. Their tribunals are by a mixed

commission. As with us, the leaders are selected

from amongst the most distinguished and re-

sponsible public characters, understood to be

dilettanti and amateurs
;
but they do not stop

there, as we have done : they call in a large pro-

portion of professional and technical members,

reuuted in tlieir several academies ;—lastly, men

of* literature and science, whose studies bear

no instances of equal splendour can be cited, in

history, in respect of occasion and subject, im-

partiality, public exhibition, and the splendour

of the rewards held out to genius, both in

honour and in pecuniary compensation. It

would be lamentable indeed, that such generovm

and enlightened efforts should fail to attain their

great results, which results we are all of us

bound, at whatever cost of private feeling, to

promote by every fair argument. I grieve that

a principle which I hold as loyal to my profes-

sion should have prevented my co-operation

with the distinguished commission amongst
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STATEMENT BY hlR. COCKERELL, B-A. ON

THE WELLINGTON MONUMENT CO.MPE-

TITION.

Mr. Editor,—

I

have to acknowledge and to

thank von for the i)iter[)rctation you have been

pleased to put upon my reliremeut from the

adiudicutiou of the prizes in the fine art compea-

tionfor theWelliugion inoiiuinent, which, pyou

iustlv suggest, was grounded, lirst, on mv uoubts

as to" ray own com|>ctency, though a well-known

amateur of sculptiiro, to give judgment on an

art not professionally my own ;
ami, secprlly,

on mv doubts as to the efficiency of a tribunal,

on a teclmical and professional subject, without

the aid of technical and professional counsel, so

as to give satisfaction to tlie artists copeined

and to the public generally, -;-fur my isulated

appointment on that commission^ cannot iaiily

be urged as supplying the professional element.

At the same, time, a.s you have infciTcd, I

deemed it. my duty to t!ic occasion, to my offi

as surveyor to t>t. Paul’s Cathedral during moic

than thirty-two rears, and as the original

suggestor of the site adopted for the ercction of

that national monument, to offer ever^ service

and advice in my power to the commissioners in

that character, with reference to the harmonies

of the cathedral architecture and of the special
^

lopllty, though I pv-e no
1 “ Cuique in suh arte credenduih cst.”

relative merits of the dpips.
.

i sculptor does not admit the painter to the for such a raeetiug. The clmruh, the free-school, the

nere Slltlimttcd to mj dlsUnguibhetl colleagues
^ Jj,;. UlcUmUi,

'

ancient larn, tke bridge wiih what some antiquaries

morew kss on tlie subject of fine art. All
|

whom I bad theWoy to be associated ill this

these vote and discuss in perfect equality, as last particular of adjudicntiou and to have
^ ^ . A •* .„J na.TT ..KaanflllTl In IllA fTpITlPVAnCl

members of the tribunal. I appeai'ed to oiler any objection to the generous

The deference to scientific and artistic opinion,
j

course of Government m favour of those fip

a a country where these qualifications are arts which are so calculatp to promote tp

carried to jrieat lengths, aud presents
,

honour and advantage of the_ country, and in

, remarkable contrast to our own, and tlie, winch we all so heartily rejoice.—I have the

Emdisb members of the juries in Paris, 1855,
'
honour to be, Mr. Uditoiq your most obedient

were scamlalized by the regulation which ad- humble servant, r.-cv-cersTT,

luitted into the juries the most distinguished

compelitors, who thus became judges iii their

own cause; aiul this was avowed by those wdio

C. 11. Cockerell.

THE WILTSHIRE ARCHAEOLOGICAL
SOCIETY AT BRADFORD.

Br-^dfoud. in Wiltshire, whure the anuual meeting

of the Wiltshire Archroological and Natural History

apjioiuted them as necessary to guide the judg-

ment of the leaders and less cultivated members
wiu^u.i-c

ofthejuiy. In Rome this principle is earned
y^icioty was held oq the 11th, I2tb, and 13lh inst. is

even further : with them the adage holds still,
^ picturesque and interesting town, and has a suf-

acI ” 'The niiinbiT of autiquilics iu and around it to fit it

‘
for such a meeting. The clmruh, the free-school, the

' aouirnt haru, the bridge wiih what some antiquaries

1 c-ill a chapel on it, the “Duke’s House,” and manywith all the zeal and foynlty f owe to the cause
'

of art, and were listened to with the utmost
,

‘

say of the practice of this rcinn mis of early domestic arcMteeture discernible m
candour ;

but circumstances preveulmg tbcir
, gentle,lieu, patrons, dileUa«/i, the streets well deserre c.«miaatiun. Some o the

acting upon them, 1 deemed it my duty to retire.
, scholars alone are the iudges ? gentlemen, views of thu town, with bouses aud factories bnilt oa

Of the imitative arls, the plastic is surely the -jj f ^re justly proud, and to the bill-side aud smTouaded by trees, are very charm^

most, exalted in its conception, stvle, and com-
1

the perfect iog.

,

The pansh ™
position ; it ranks as the ep.e of Ibose iraaglna-

, „j i,„partiaUly of the awards, but who It" bn tresses I'S"”'’! r“,‘

live arts, Abstract, an grave, and rare ... . Is necessarily be of lou“ I-
r,A.. ii flverficp<i iin (‘ R t. losR rare niialitics _i. *i.„ i-aavIa,...! inA inift.

enure t, lyu^ a
' i

that it was founded in the time of thegenius, it exercises_ no le.s tliose rare qualities professional and technical
^ -

iQ the critic, far different Irora those he may
considerations which arc of scarcely secondary present s-tmeturc is for

bring to bear ou the more popular art or
i,^-,po[-ttuice in the adjudication.

_
' p^rt of the Purnundifidar period. There is

iug. Enduring, like the arcmtecture to wbieh u
jj. ^.^gf j^g fgjt; by every one as degrading

^ ^he south side uf the chancel belonging to

is attached, it should he Catiiohc and ot all our arts, to be subjectcd"to tlie judgineuts the cud of the 1 -ith century, ornamented with

times, harmonizing with its proportions, aiding
dileitanli, and it is equally deroga- pinnacles and crockets, «bich have been restored, and

its scale, and incorporated with its features.
|

professor gifted by nature, and cul- coutaiuing the remains of a cross-legged effigy. There

Tlie appropriateness of the symbols and the
^

tivated by the devotion of a life, to be dispensed is a correspoudiiig recess on the opposite side, hut ef

images amongst the many whif-h present them-
! with on these occasions of competition, and to p'ainer character. A hagioscope is formed to the

selves in the'illustral ion" of the character and have his judgment set aside as of no advantage extent of many feet through the north wall : the

history of the great personage to bo commemo- and sometimes suspected. It is iucoraprehensible rood-loft has le't its marks aud the chancel arcii was

rated! the paucity of spaci-, after all, to give
,

that in enlightened England, the determination once e)abor,.tcly pamtcJ._
^

expression aud em|)hasis to the most important
;
of those professional merits, on great national and oruamentud recess m he 1

of 'these J
the doing justice to those who have

;

by , committee of taste alone, should - -[f
best contnbuted to these conclusions, by their

|

still hold amongst us
, ,

'

a tabvm,wlc but ’the pews wliicb now slirmid the

thoughts Olid designs, and woo so have led us
|

JJone of us will deny the great respect and ^ Hat ji

to a justcr estimate of the object to which we -nreight due to tliose high public characters, and t

examined One of the Perpendicular win-

hope to arrive ultimately, is a delicate matter,
|

our perfect satisfaction in the soundness of their
g] tjig nave with a traceried

OQ which we cannot be too scrupulous and
]
]{;adership in competitions of all kinds; but transom is piitiuulatly good.

deliberate. To aid in tliese, we want the counsels
^

tiioif eminence in their special vocations cannot Within the free-school near the east end of the

of the historical painter, the architect, the cQustitute them the all-sufficient judges of mat- elm- ch will be found portions of a building displaying

master of scenery, the learned sculptor,—no
[

technical and professional ;
nor do they some of the charactc-ristics aitributid to work executed

less than of the poet, the man of letters, the 1 allow themselves this pretension in any other be'ore the Couquust,—SaX'>o iu short. The surai-

’ ' ’ -cxi-
Hian questions of taste. circular head of the doorway springs from an impost :

The orofessiou of lesthetics is not to be tlie opening is wider at the floor than nt the springing,

.
^ .. .. 1 .1 1 .1.1.... Av....^ArtU.. 1\.LllilinfrIhj>mll1Rt pr-like

tasteful patron, aud the accomplished man of the

world. In these last the commission abounded:

it was in the first that I could not bu1 esteem

that we were deficient
;
and it is certain that

light can come only fi'om the free discussion aud

iulerchauge of thoughts aiiiongst such persons

as these.

The success of the system of cnmpetitiou

depends primarily ou the const.ituiioii of the

tribunal appointed for the adjudication. This

is the grand assurance of the integrity aud tlie

competency of the award, not only as doing

exact justice to the public as resjiects the great

object ot the competition, but to the relative

claims of those who have contributed their

genius, experience, and expense towards lliat

object. lYitliout these seenre foundations, the

whole fabric falls to the ground, and our labours

are fruitless and uLleily abortive
;
adventurers

alone will enter the chance medley; the osten-

tatious clap-trap takes the place of the soundness
of design

;
fashion preva Is over the permanent

principles of art
;
true taste is put tofligut

;
aud

experience, ever modest and real, shrinks from
a tribunal in which it will be scarcely heard,

much less valued, iu tlie lace of garisli and
attractive pretensions. The veteran declines to

expose himself to the mortification and tlie iiijut-

ticcof alowstandard of criticism; the public thus

treated as so light a matter when the glory and while in another pait of the b.iilJmg the pilaster-hkc
" ' 1 — . .r IT. rvvo_y^ormaa work 13

^ood repute o1 a country is iu question, and arraugemeut of siouus known in pre-

when we are preparing to hand down to pos- detectible.

terity a specimen of the umlerslauding of this

day in these matters. The very large aum pro-

Thc town was all alive, and bad set itself to work

lo s’.iovv it appreciated the visit of the society.

"Wreaths of evergreens spuimcd the streets, banners
v..

. fluttered here ami there, aiiu one cuinusGJsue

chase the wit and the taste required, much less
Howell, bad decorated the front of

is it necessary wliere these qualities can be
house’ wUb an inscription formed in roses aud

found by a cheaper and more liberal method, a which read “ Fiosp rity to the Ai'chreolo-

grave and enlightened discussion and criticism, Society.” The opening mei-iing was held at

with leisure and with learuiug, assisted by men
^jjg Town-hull, a new building erected at some cost

of art aud of thoughts in these higher depart- jvum the designs of Mr. Fuller, an architect, lately of

incurs. iBiith. It is of a mixed style, scarcely ETz .bethan.

All these considerations, as I have already and the lower part, where Gothic forms moie

said, I urged very respectfully on my distin- strikingly previiil, is mm-h b.tter than the upper,

gaished colleagues, and I trust that the words The Ilcv. J. H. Bradney, who filled the presidential

of their report will sufficiently exhibit the can- chair, and delivered the opening address, pointed out

dour with wbicli they were received, as neither that while a “paper’ mast be sliu y cm ue 0

, 'the subject of which It treats, an address may
_

be

loose and rambling
;
aud he certainly fully availedcaptious nor unfounded. Let ns look to

future ...ore eulighteued practiee in this purtl-
,

Cicero to the
cular and I urge Mr. Editor, and the,

Old Testument to Tom
friends of time liberality, to enforce views which

However, it was done with good
can alone lead to a right judgment in these

,
^ stratum

glorious (me arts, and which have the sauetiou
|

i,u(i,i.nc,th. The allusion to Cicero was to show bis

of all classical history, and especially ot our
: f^j. aniiquity. "When the province of Sicily, said

illustrious neighbours on the Contiueut.
]
ji,y pi-esijeut^ was assigned to Cicero, he made his

.A I caunot refrain from rejoicing xyilb you at
; excursious through the island to see everything in it

lose the advantage of long labour and devout this luomeut in the unexampled liberality of rihat was worth s'i.'eing. Id the course of bis toyr he

studies ; new names alone appear on the list of those authorities who have originated these! comes to Syracuse—and there he has a particular

candidates, and the celebrities disappear from
1
memorable competitions, to which I believe

j

object in view—be wants to see the tomb of Archi-
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medos, for ia the course of his studies he had rcid

that that great gcoinelrician was buried there, and
that on his tomb a sphere and cylinder (ciubleiualic

of his pursuits) were eugravta, and also some ver-'CS

inscribed, and he was determiued to verify the fact by
actual inspection. lie questions the great men of

Syracuse, the mogislratcs, npon it, and to his sur-

prise they can give him no informiition about it.

They conduct him, however, to the gate of the cHy,
where stood the greatest number of their old sipul-

chres,aad there be observed, in a spot overgrown with
shrubs and briars, a small column—a columella be
calls it—whose head just peeped above the bushes

;

and just fancy his delight : he sees the figures of the

sphere and the cylinder upon it ! And then he goes

to work wiih a zeal and energy which could not he
surpassed even by a member of the Wiltshire

Archrcological Society; and at lenuth he hns the

satisfaction of finding the verses inscribed on its b.ise,

and afterwards of indulging iu a little of that boast-

ing which was one of his weaknesses.

In the committee’s report, which was read by the

Rev. W. C. Lukis, ooe of the honorary secretaries,

feeling reference was made to the death of Mr. Brit-

ton, a member of the society.

“ Mr. Britton was personally known to yon,” con-

tinued the report, “ and it is scarcely necessary for

your committee to remind you of, for you will your-

selves recollect, the very active part which, nutwiih-

standing his great age, he has taken at each of these

our annual meetings
;
not only attending himself, and

always with a paper in his pocket, lo be read if occa-

sion required, hut using all his powers to stir up
others to a like activity iu the cause. His energy

and animation on those occasions will lung remain

impressed on our memories. There was a kiud of

youthful elasticity and playfulness about him, even at

our general meeting at Warminster last year, only a

few monihs he''ore liis decease, which gave us u hope
that he would have been spared for some y(‘ar8 longer.

Moreover, it is not too much to slate that, but for his

indefatigable exertions in the cause of archaeology in

his native county, this society would not have exis'ed.

In addition to t'le admirab'e sketch of his life, which
appeared in the last number of onr Magazine, and a

very excellent portrait of biro, which will appear in

the forthcoming uiimhcr, our society is cullicting

subscriptions from its members and others towards

erecting a memorial in the church of his native

parish, Kington St. Michael, aud also for providing a

small annuity for liis widow, to either or both of

which your committee would recommend your sub-

scriptions. We may add that the Institute of British

Architects also coutcmplute placing a momimeutal
memorial (we believed au incised brass) in S.ili'bury

Cathedi-al.”

The Rev. W. H. Jones, Vicar of Bradford, then

read an interesting paper on the ‘‘ History of Brad-

•ford,” stating, amongst other things— first,—Thiit the

Romans began to vi>it this locality about seven'y or

eighty years after the final subjugrtiion of Britain by

Claudius, A.D. G2
;
that the period when they were

most numerous here was from about A.D. 250 to

within some thirty years of their leaving Brit.iin alto-

gether
;
and that, at that period (say about the end

of the fourth century) they began to leave the imme-
diate neighbourhood. Second,—That as most of

the coins have bceh found in the upper part of

the town, iu what is now called Budhury. ihere

was the Roman settlement. This spot, siiua'cd at

the top of a hill, alinost inaccessible at that lime on
the south or we.'-t, was just such a one as we should,

from the customs of the Romans, have expected them
to select, and it was the nearest point to Bath, in

which place we know they clustered in great num-
bers. In clearing out a well, a few years ago, he
underslood that large numbers of short swords, a ring,

and other things were discovered
;
hut he had never

seen any of them, nor heard so exar't a de.'icription of

them as to enable a correct judgment to be formed as

to their age. In the same field there is still the

appearance of earthworks, which, a few years ago,

were distinctly traceable on some of the adjoining
pieces of ground, before they were partitioued off as

gardens and fields, and then levelled. The common
name that is given to the field is the ” Bed and Bol-
ster,” which, if the h_\p 'thesis be true, may be a
homely, but certainly not altogether an inexpressive
description of the vallum and its corresponding agger
in a Roman cncampincut.

Aldbelm built a ntonasfery at Bradford. Mr. Jones
said,—The site was nio-t prob ibly near to the
north-east end of the present church, a spot of
ground them still bearing the name of the Abbey
Yard. Perhaps a portion of what now is the
Cltarify or Free School [of which we have spoken]
formed part of the Old Monastery, for you can see at

a glance, that what is now the entrance to the school
is a modern addition to some more ancient Imilding.

That small arcade of seuiicircuhir arches which you
may observe in the south wall (though it may have

possibly been built in comparatively rr.olern times),

does not look unlike a memorial of what the Old
Anglo-Saxon Mona>tery nmy have been. An exami-
nation of the interior of the building, a short time
ago, revealed the fragment of an arch, a large portion
of which had been cut awny, and which may have
been tlie entrance to some large hall, or, perhaps,

chapel. Tlie two amique figures of angels which arc
now fixed above the preseiit entrance lo the school-

house may fairly be deemed ccelesiHsiieal de 'orations.

They were found imbedded in the wall at the upper
part of this arch that I have ju-t alluded to, one on
either side, the whole of the central part of the arch
having been cut away for the purposi' of introducing

a large stack of chimneys. There may have been ori-

ginally a central subject, which, together with the

figures of angels, formed the ornament of the tym-
panum of the dooiway leading to some biiihUug, the

purpose of which can only now be a subject of con-

jecture.

Of the "chapel” on the bridge, Mr. Jones said,

—

" Lidand, who visited onr town in 1540, speaks of the

bridge, which, he says, had nine arches of stone, but

does not allude to the chapel. There have been
some who have thought that it was merely a toll-

house for the coHeclion of Pootagium—a contribu-

tion for maintaining and re-edifving a bridge. Aubrey,
however (who wrote 200 years ogn’l, says expressly,
‘ Here is a strong and handsome bridge iu the midst
of which is a little chapel, ns at Bath, for masse.’

So that no doubt its object was to contain the

image of the patron saint, and to receive at once
the devotions and alms of p issers-by,' the latter being

probably given to the support of the hospitd at the
bridge-font. Murray, in his hand-book, calls it St.

Lawrence’s Chapel, upon wlint authority I know not.

I have eudi avoured, as yet in vain, to a-ceitain the
truih iu this matter. The Bridge Chapel at Bath
was dcdicati'd to St. C itharine, As Murray goes on,

in his account of Bradford, to tell us that by the

Reform Bill wc acquired the right of sending two
members to Parliameot, and yet adds immediately
that Bradford has slender cl 'inis to historic notice, I

fear that we can e.\pe't hut slender justice from such

a chronicler, and I, for one, am nut much inclined to

pin my faith to him in his assertion concerning the

dedication of onr Bridge Chapel.” The growth of

tlie town tlirougli the wool tiade— for, as Leland
writes, “The town of Bradford slandeih by clouth

making,”—was of course tiaced and illustrated, hut

we have not space to pursue It. Sufiiee it that the

Vicar’s papir gave great pleasure to the meeting.

To this fdlowed a paper by Mr, .Matidiam, on the

bearing of the antiquities of Malta on the history of

Stonehenge. Views of structures brought to light in

Malta, were exhibited to s'mw their likeness to Stone-

henge, aiid other similar monnrnents. There could

be no reasonable doubt, he thought, as to the nation

whirh erected these structures, for, independently of

the tradition of the Malfere, Diodorus S cuius writes,
“ Mclita (Malta) is a colony of the Phosniciatis, who,

after they had extended their mercantile adventures

even to the western ocean, hnl a place of safety in

this island on account of the commndiousness of i's

ports and its harbour in a deep sea.” Indeed, we
iniglit concli'de that the name itself, though said by
classic writers to he derived from the nymph Melita,

nr fiom the greek or honey (which is not a pro-
'

duct of the island), is no other than the Phosnici m
w'oid Melifa, a place of refuge or sanctuary. The

|

Carthaginians, their successors, “Tyrii coliierc

colon!,” ptissc'scd Malta 402 years before our cm.
From the superior antiquity and earlier civilization

of these nations, w'o might, therefore, s-.fely conclude

that the Hael-ir Chem and the Maiieidra were

tcraules erect'd in honour of the national religion'

of Pbffiiiicia fir the celebration of thest; rites w hich

it prescribed
;
Hltbongh (ns in similar cases) heroes

and sovereigns souittimes received sepulture wiililn

their walls. Moniiraeuts of this description still

remain on the r!'oeui<'ian roast, and have been

noticed by a late traveller in that countjy. Mr.
Matcham continued,—The five loTy irilithons which i

form the ellipse of that cdTice, and wh’ch he

had elsewhere endeavoured to show were dedicated to

the five intercalary days and their presiding deities,

were doubtless to be asci ibed to the s ^me ''omul- rs.

Ill i's completion and ulterior destination, be believed

that a great solar temple, dedicated to the Plicenician

Hercules, or the sun, might be contemplated on Stone-

henge: the triiiths, whilst representing the three

principal deities of Samothrace, also indicating the

same Hercules—the Her-cul— universal light—the
'

Melcai'tus, the discoverer of Biitish tin
;
who, as we

'

learn from Samnics, is represented by the heathen
'

hicrogr.iphcrs as looking through chinks or crevices,
'

with this motto, “ Omnia viden.s,”— all seeing. Nor
is it iinorobiihle that the Ilanlar Chem was dedicated

to the same deity, and that the various configurations
'

of the great luminary, and the apparent courses of

the heavenly bodies might hereafter be discerned, in

its intricate conform'-ition, " a mighty maze, and not
without a plan.”

I

At the dinner which followed the meeting, and
;

whereat Mr. Sothiron Estconrt, M.P. presided, and
did his "spiriting” very pleasantly and ably, this

paper led 1 0 a passage of arms. The chairman, iu the
course of the evening, said Mr. Matcham had reversed
what he had always considered the current of history :

" He has put so ranch doubt Into my mind,” went on
the chaiinuiD, "that whereas I always thought that

the farthest point of my pedigree was hidden amongst
the Saxons. I am half inclined now to think I have
got Plicenician blood in my veins. Of course I am.
not presumptuous enough to suppose there is any
relationship between myself and the great Hannibal.
I am content simply with being luld, that whereas
you, Mr. Estconrt, have always supposed that your
ancestor was either a Norman or a Saxon,—be it

known, if you have fancied anything of this kind,
you are utte'ly wrong; Stonehenge is a proof that

you have Pbcnnician blood in your veins; you
come originally from Cuitl'agc, and most likely it was
some relation of yours that oriniriiilly started from
Tyre and Sidon with Queen Di'lo.” And so he drank
Mr. Matcham’s health. And then that gentlem-in, ia

a tone which made people believe that he did not
exactly like the banter, adm'lted the possibility of
Mr. Estcourt’s descent from H-inniba!

;
and, as the

latter gentleman is a ept'in in the Wiltshire
Yeonianiy Cavalry, congratulated the regiment on
having such noble military blood in its ranks.

At a convermzione, held after the dioDT, a paper
on Avebury, by Mr. William L>ngof B-ith, was read,

and one on Medifcval Houses in Wilts, by Mr.
ParkfT; after, which, the Ri v. J. Wilkinson sketched
out the next day’s excursion. When the morning
came, Mr. Wilkinson headed the parly, aud performed
pi'odigii's of h'Tsemaiiship in the meri'or'ons endea-
vour to keep thena to their time aud enable them to
get through the work. Of what was seen, howi'ver,

we must speak in another number. Right glorious

Were the woods that day, and many recollected that

“ The groves were God's first temples."

THE WELLINGTON MONUMENT IN
ST. PAUL’S.

I HAVE read with much pleasure the excellent re-

marks on this subject in your last week’s number.
The interest yon fake in the subject may induce you
to inseit the following.

All that was mortal of our two great naval and
military heropo, who, at the commencement of this

century, turned back ihe tide of war from these shores,

—Nelson and Wellington,—now rc't side by side in

the crypt beneath the dome of St. Paul’s. Memory
will ever connect them together, especially iu Si. Paul’s.

Does not good judgment point to their historic parity

being emphasised in marble as well as in the page of

bi-tory ? Monuments are the emblems of history,

and scu’pfnre unites with the chisel as literature with
the p'm. The monument of Nehon, from the hand
of Fl.'Xrnan, exi-ts on one side of the entrance 'o the

choir ill St. Paul’s. Dots mt t indicate that of
Well'ngton to occupy ihe opposite place? Th;it of

Cornwallis now fills the spa''e, hot he whom il records

is not buried beneath it, and why might it not be re-

moved to a corresponding site on the west side of the

dome ?

At any late, and under all aspecis, this would he
the fOfu'ar spot for the moiiiiiiieiit to Wellington ;

but it is the more evidcuily jiid'cious novv, inasmuch
as the sculptural resources of this country and Europe
have been called on to produce a design for the me-
in 'rial suitable to the place ihit was proposed in the

condition? of the compel ition, namely, the open arch

b- tween the nave and aisle to the north-west of the

dome. Eighty-three model? were sent in. and not one

is rccomiiiended to he carried out. Is ihis the fault of

the sculptor? ? N<it so. Th' r.- were many bci.u'rilul

things there, hut the choice i.f th&site was incorrect,

and no tre-tment of it can l e s-it’sfactoiy.

Tiie truth wa«, the nm uut of the sum .niggcstcd

has, from the first, emharrassed the whole affair;

20,000/. were felt to be too much to expend in any

situation akin to ih 'Se already occiip'ed by the memo-
rials of Cornwallis, Nelson, &e- ;

and so a new kind of

site was iiidicati'd, which was dcotm d to nff ird scope

for the expenditure, aud thus a plare w.is chosen

in the cathedr.d, which Sir Christopher Wren would,

in my bel’eL never have sanctioned for the purpose.

That great architect left spaces on the solids of the

cathedral to be duly eiiihelli>hed, but not the spaces

ofhis noble arche?, &c. to be tanipered vvilh and filled

up, so as to intercept the vistas of his magnificent

structure. There were three marked ways, as evi-

denced by the eighty-ihrec models, in which this

open space was liable to he treated by the different

artists. Firsllg, the treating the wliole arch as the

field (like a niche), not to be filled up of course,

but to be treated i secoiidlg, that only the square
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IjCDcath the spriDgiuga was to be treated ;
and,

ihirdly, making the monument pervious. Of these

three the last is the best for the architecture, hut the

worse for the rnonirment, for there is a great win-

dow at the hack (in the wall of the aisle), and even i

the glass of this were painted (which certainly might

do some good), stiU everything in the way of statues

would look black against it, and he seen most indis-

tinctly. The same defect would rest with a low monu-

ment, and a high one would block up the space too

much. A monument should he a solid substantial

work, hut any solid substantial work would be m
the way in the space; and pervious one, or a

low one, would have hut a mean effect, and would

he wretchedly lighted. Thus, therefore, in this

case, either the architecture or sculpture must he

sacrificed, and that to the tune of 20,000/. !

The public must take care that they are not visited

asainhy another great botch like the Nelson column,

which was also regulated by noble lords, and not by

those speciallv fitted to arbitrate in such matters.

The authoritie's, in patting forth the conditions for the

"W'ellington monument, do not appear to have known

whether the arch were a fitting place or no, at least

if we are to fake the conditions aud the report of

awards together. The cighfy-thrcc models pretty

well ilhrstrate that the arch is not a fitting place.

Surely it is not too late to choose another? If the

monument to Wellington he eventually made to pair

vrifh that of Nelson, something nnder 10,000/. will be

sufficient for the work (few of the memorials already

erected in St. Paul’s have exceeded 5,000/.) and the

embarrassing 20,000/. miuht he split into two

manageable amounts, and what is not required for the

St. Paul’s monumeul miglit be applied to some open

air one, worthy of the duke, say near the Horse

Guards. Epsilon.

THE A'WAKD ON THE WELLINGTON
JIONUiMENT DESIGNS.

Now that the committee appointed to adjudicate

upon the Wellington models have I’eturned their

verdict, it cannot fail to strike the public as a

singular act of injustice, not to say mala Jides,

towards the unsuccessful exhibitors, to find, from the

express avowal of the committee themselves, that

their selections have been made wholly irrespective

of the suitability of the models chosen to the locus

and position which the Wellington monument is in-

tended to occupy. Surely the committee must have

been aware of the terms upon which public compe-

tition was originally invited. These terms were

annouDced beforehand, and had esptciai refereuce to

the site of the monument and the character of the

edifice in which it was to he erected. Now the

circumstance that these conditions were not only

lost sight of, but virtually aod ostensibly ignored, was

•calculated in the highest degree to prejudice the

success of those caudidiitcs who had executed their

designs with special regard to the particular locality

indicated to thcui by the First Commissiouer of

Public Works. Hence the injustice. Again, if the

models selected will not siihsci've the contemphitcd

purpose, whut are they good for ? Nay, the fitness

•of the judges in such a case may well be questioned,

if they ai’c unable (as they say they are) to decide

whether the models are suited to the locality or

not.

There is then, I conceive, good cause for a protest

(if indeed such a protest could avail much) on the

part of the profession against the priucipte on which

the commiitee made their selection, in leaving out

of view some important conditions of the problem

—

conditions, too, which h'ld an evident and predomi-

nating inllueuce over many of the works of art which

are now exhibited at Westminster Hall. But what

should be done in such a case ? It would seem

that those who are at the head of the profession

should speak out—if not for themselves, at least

for others. Of course such men as Gibsou can

afford to treat such iir^ttcrs with indifference. But
why does not Mr. Bell (Nos. 57 and CO) declare h'S

mind? Surely //? has some reason to be dissatisfied.

Again there is Mr. Thomas (No. C8), whose model

attracted marked attention : does he not feci

-aggrieved? And lastly, has Mr. Biruie Philip, whose
model (No. 13) was so elaborate and consjncuous, no
cause of complaint? But the fact i®, the members of

the profession generally ore unwilling to take any
steps in the matter from motives of delicacy, lest

they should be looked upon as disappointed men and
“ gniinbli.Ts,” and so they are forced to acquiesce in

the verdict that has been pronounced. Aiiateue.

Sir Cu.vrles Eastlake has drawn up a report on
certain minor galleries of pictures which e-xist ii:

I^ndoQ, for the benefit of the pHrliamcntary commis-
sioners. The report, besides serving its spe -ial pur-
pose, contains much curious informa'ion ou old
portraits and pictures, and on City companies.

THOUGHTS ON THE DESIGNS FOR THE
WELLINGTON MONUMENTS.

There are three modes of treating monumental

suljjeas,— the allegorical, the historical, aud the

religious. The allegoiical > generally supposed to

be the most elegant and poetic; the historical the

most practically instructive
;
the religious the most

impressive. In the allegoric, the effigy or statue ot

the illustrious deneased is often hut a secondary ob-

ject in the group. His virlues,_ represented in stone

or marble, attract the regards of the spectator more

than the figure of the hci o in which they are supposed

to have dwelt, and this uecessary result of fine statu-

ary conceptions of valour, forlitudc, prudcncies, &c.

produces often a depreciatoiy compiirisou of the man

himself whom the nation deliglUeth to honour.
^

It

has also the iuhereut defect of requiring explanation,

or valuur may be confounded with fortitude, prudence

with sonic kindred virtue. The expression of valour

or of fortitude, in peculiar and fine human faces may

be known to ai’tists, and a few great observers ot

the inllueuce of these virtues on the exterior

man; but the general public will require to he

told "this is intended fnr Eortitude,” “this for

Valour,” &c. All such explanations weaken the force

of the combination, and introduce criticism as o

poetical propriety, when the mind wants full moral

impression. Ileuce allegory, with modern Chrislims,

is almost always weak. Amongst the Greeks they

had their unquestionable Mitiervas and Jlercurys, the

w'cll-knowu deified types of ^\ isdoln and Eloquence,

and when these sacre.d embodiments of goddesses aud

gods were made parts of a public monument to the

memory of an illiistrions warrior or citizen, they cariied

with them all the expression requisite to convey bis

peculiar claims to rcinembi ancc to every beholder.

But with us who believe in one God, the great he-

stower of all mental poweis, as well as all physical

blcssiogs, there arc no such lueaus of communicating

an instantaneous poetic impression tint the distin-

guished dead was remarkable for doquence or valour,

except the plain, straightforward one of an epitaph.

The allegoricul mode, therefore, seems not applieablc

to oiir times and ihe general conceptions of the

national mind, We find that in the Middle Ages,

when warriors fought especially nnder the banner of

the Cross, their niouumeuts contained this fact asserted

in very simple language. It was the one which

constituted all their praise, or ia which all other dis-

tinctions were lost—aud they lie on their biers, with

hands uplifted, asserting no claim whatever to he siir;

rounded by allrilulive figures of A'alour, .Justice, or

Mercy. This is the simply rclUjious aud impressive

mode of inonumental erections. I believe few persons

have looked on such monuments without feeling their

simplicity to be more afl’ectiiig than all the poetic

episodes which could he written in artistic language,

in the elaborate hieroglyphics of the virtues crowded

round our modern tombs! Such groups, at all

events, arc not calculated for churches,— tfiei cin the

praise of Gud, not the praise of man, is to be pro-

claimed, more especially the praise of deeds, which,

however they may have consoliJuted the power of a

particular country, may he regarded by many as

totally at variance w ith the spirit of the Christian

religion preached in that very edifire. If these actions

he regarded as natioually woi tliy of praise, on account

of the merit of valour or prudence which they display,

a huildiog should he specially erected for the recep-

tion of such statuary as would demonstrate the

national respect for the bravery, the eloquence, or the

patriotism which these magnates mauife-ted,—and let

it be called in plain, hut, elegant Euglisb, “The
Temple of the Illustrious.” But leaving this sug-

gestion for the present, I would pass to the individual

subject of this discussion.

Many of the designs, if compircd with the views

here (but with all due deference enunciated), wili

appear totally unfit for erection in the temples of

Most High. Figures of Fame blowing the trumpet

over the heads ol the spectators to the praise of the

departed, with a reliuue of embodied attributes sur-

rounding the base of the mmument, or otherwise

distributed, will not be rcgardid as a satisfactory

exposition of national good sense aud religious

reverence in relation to the subject. The Star-Monu-

ment seems pcculiuily unfit lor the House of God,

and almost reminds us of t!ie expression, the “Slav
of your God Rein[)han,” assotiaieJ with another

D( ity of revolting character in Sa'Tcd "Writ. All such

conceptions of the forms in which homage should be

offered to patriotism or valour should not be per-

mitted to enter the sanctuary of the Lord Jelimali.

Bat if it still he desirable to introduce into the caihe-

di'al where the hero is buried a mumiment expressive

of this fact, let it be historical but also religious. Let

him repose upon his bier under a canopy not loo

el-iburaic, and let some of his chief and trusted com-

panions stand round musing of the end of all great-

ness : one in the uttitmle of jirayer might wiih good
effect be introduced. Thus moral linth, biographical

and historical fact, aud religious sentiment would he

blamelessly combined, and the labours of the sculptor

would convey, instead of fanciful shapes of non-existent

beings, the veritable features of those who shared the

great warrior’s deeds, and rejoiced in the long years

of prosperity with which they were crowned.

I trust these few remarks may not he considered

presumptuous : they are, indeed, offered with much

defereuce, and in the hope that other and ^cater

minds may be disposed to bring the light of their owm

reflections to hear on a matter which has much to do

with the character of our national taste, and the here-

after of sculpture as an educational aid to the intellect

of future generations.

Allegorical flatteries, as they cannot he made

pleasingly comprehensible, as they are read with

painful hesitation, arc, therefore, neither consistent

wiih the honour of God nor the enlightenment of

man, and should, I venture to suggest, be eschewed

altogether. In an age that knows nothing, happily,

of mythology, as a creed that does not relish allegory,

the historical and the religious are sure to he wel-

comed by every heart ;
and these two are assuredly

sufficient for the employment of the highest faculties

of the professor of sculpture. We have so many, too,

whose powers are of the best order, that it would be

quite a subject of regret to give their minds a false

bias by a faulty choice on this great occasion : the

sublime dignity of Lough, the exquisite delicacy and

feeling of Macdowell, the beauty of Bailey, and the

grace of Marshall, with the varied excellencies of many

others that might be named, should render us careful

to afford on these gifted spirits an opportunity of

manifesting their innate love of historic truth and

genuine piety. These minds must have such a love,

and with this conviction let the educated portion

of the nation labour to render their heaven-bestowed

jiowcrs available truly to honour God, and clearly

to instruct man. S- U. Miles.

FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE.

The Dome of Cologne. — The report of the Cen-

tral Building Commission meutiuns that the receipts

for the half-year ending, amounted to the large sum

of 32,000 thalers. It is characteristic of the times,

that some of the Jewish firms of Cologue begin to

contribute considerably towards the restoration of the

huge cathedral.

p>arh.—A hugenippodrome.— ihtYrfncts Govern-

ment has decided on building a huge Hippodrome, to

afford room to 25,000 people : 15,000 soldiers will

be admitted free, as a sort of antidote against the

immorality and intemperance prevalent in that class :

10,000 persons are to be admitted at a small entrance

fi e, just to cover the expenses of the establishment.

There are to be horse races and other equestrian ex-

ercises, as well as athletic (gymnastic) games

Fanem ct ....
Paris.—Palais dcsArchives.— French Record-

office occupies the place of the Hotel of the Duke de

Souhisp, origiiiiilly erected in 1697. His successor,

Duke Rohan Souhise, had it ornameiiied by the first

architects of the age, as well as by sculpture of Cous-

ton, and paintings of Natoise, Carle Vanloo, &c.,

which made it oue of the finest palaces of the French

capital. The revolution made it public property, aud

being appropriated in 180S to the collection of States’

records, various improvements were effected in the

course of time. In 1838, Messrs. Dubois and Dulory

were named architects of the Palais des Archives,

and one million of francs was expended in ameliora-

tions and restorations. M. Greterin also was asso-

ciated to these labours, and another million expended

between 1811 and 1815. Few Parisian buildings

present a similar character of solidity and firmness,

the walls being constructed of hewn stones. The

floora are of iron and pottery ;
the roof is also of

iron, covered with zinc. Two huge convey

thither, through 500 metres of tnbes, the waters of

the I'Ourcq, which terminate in ten fountains, being

an ample prutectiun iu cases of fire. .tUl these works

have made another grant of one and a half millions of

I'rancs necessary. The works now in progress comprise

the restoration of the buildings, farming the front

towards the Rue du Chaume, and the repairing the

fountaia culled du Paradis.

Pall op a House in the City.—Near the

parish church of St. Nicholas, Fish-street -hill, are

a nuuiher of extremely old houses, some of which,

were iu a dilapidated condition. Amongst them was

No. 4, lately in the occupation of Mr. Kingham,

baker. Between the houses Nos. 3 and 4 is a narrow

pa^saae, leading to Moore’s-biiildings, inhabited by a

number of poor families. Shortly after raiduight the

inhiibitiiuis of the other houses were thrown into an

iudcsiTibuhlc state of consternation in consequence of

a fiartul crash taking place resembling a clap of

thunder. The house No. 4, had fallen.
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ON TRACING CURVED TUNNELS.

In tracing the varions trigonometrical lines for
fixing with precision the different points required to
be determined in the axis of a curved tunnel, it is

needless to say that great care is necessary. If the
lines are started wrongly in the fi.rst instance, the
error will continue through the whole length of the
tunnel, and the point of exit not arrive at the posi-
tion required

; or if the tunnel should be worked at

both ends at once, and by shafts at the same time, as

generally happens, serious inconvenience and expense
will be incurred in attempting to rectify the original
errors committed on commencing the curve.

The arithmetical operations for calculating the
various lines, angles, and positions of the fixed points
in the axis of the tunnel are neither long nor difficult,

and do not require any complex, algebraic, or other
formula, either to work out or demonstrate.

It is not the object of the present paper to enter
into the preliminary steps necessary for determining
the position of the axis of the tunnel on the general
plan; these are assumed to be complete on the de-

tailed plans made for construction of the line of rail-

way
; neither is there any intention of treating,

guneraDy, of tunnels and tunnelling. It will be con-
fined to pointing out a short and simple method of
finding the required hues from the given data, and
showing briefly the method of using them afterwards
to trace the commencing points of the axis of the
tunnel, of course, undergrouud; for the same lines
and points traced on the surface arc of no great use
to the miners underneath, although they are useful
for occasionally testing the acenracyofthe back lines,

or fixed points, used for directing the miners in their
work. aod keeping them in aright direction,

It is assumed that the detailed plans are made com-
plete, and from them and by calculation, the radius
of the curve is determined, the development of the
curve, the length of the tangents, and the angle or
serni-anglc between them, which are also required for
fixing the points of an ordinary ground curve, and
also forms the principal data from which the lines re-
quired for tracing the tunnel are to be dedivefl.

In the annexed diagram the line K, A, C, D, ?, G,
is the development of the curve along the centre line
or axis of the tunnel. The dotted lines 0 Q denote
the width of the proposed excavation for the tunnel,
which is much exaggerated here, for the sake of dis-
tinctness. Ihe Hues YK and Y G are the two tan-
gents to the curve, their prolongation being the axis
of the straight portion of line of railway, the curved
tunnel, in this case, commencing at the tangent points
G and Kj the length of the tunnel here being
assumed as equal to the whole length of the curv^
which, however, is not always the case, as the tunnel
may commence and finish at any other part of the
curve within the tangent points, or be continued
beyond these points, along the straight part of the
line.

The object sought is the means of fixing accurately
a series of points, G, E, D, C, A, on the axis of the
curve; in the diagram these points are only marked
on one side, as the same lines and points apply equally
for the other, as in the subsequent operat ions the lines

and angles are mere repetitions of one another. To
effect this purpose we must find the length of the
line G E, the sub-tangent

; the length of the line F E
;

the angle G E F, and its double, G E D : these Hues
being once determined, all the other lines and angles
are precisely the same.

It is obvious from the nature of the question and
the diagram, that the length of the two required
lines, G E and E F, are in practice limited by the
formation, width, or excavation of the tunuel

; because
if the sub-tangent, G E, is taken too long, the line
E F will be longer than the half width of the tunnel,
and, consequently, useless for all practical purposes.

As the series of sub-tangents form a polygon cir-

cumscribing the axis of the tunnel, it is evident that
if these lines are taken too long, it will not he possi-
ble to set out the lines E F and 13 C uuderground as
the excavation progresses, because if they are equal to
the half width of the tunnel, there will not be suffi-

cient room for the engineer to operate between the
instrument and the flank walls of the excavation;
they must, therefore, be so chosen, as to be less than
the semi-transverse ffirmation width of the tunnel.

It will save time and trouble if, in the first in-
stance, this line is determined approximately, either

by :i few roujh calculations, or by drawing the curve
to a si'fficicnily large scale, and marking thereon the
first suh-tangent GE, and the line E F, from which
its approximate length is readily obtained. From
this approximation it will be easy to determine into
how many jJarts the semi-angle <}>, or the curve AG,
had best be divided into, so as to give the line E F of
convenient length for using within the narrow limits
of the tunnel.

In the diagram the semi-development of the axis

of the curve is divided into four parts only, for the
sake of distinctucss; in practice, however, 'the num-
ber will depend on the circumstances of the case, the
radius, and width of the excavation.

In general, the greater the number of fixed points
in the curve the better

; but there is a limit to this,

for if too numerous, the respective lines and angles
will be so small that considerable difficulty will be
experienced in operating on the ground, or rather,
underground, in setting out the lines. All that is re-

quired is to get these lines of lengths suitable for easy
operation in the works, so that they may be readily
traced, and the angles easily set out by the theodolite.

From the detailed plans, and from the nature of
the question we have given,

—

9 = the semi-augle between the tangents.

GX ^ the length of the tangent.

Y G s= the radius of the curve, as well as the length
of the curve, and the right angle Y G X.
From these two angles the third angle, <p, is found :

0 = 180°— (Y G X G X Y), or, 0= 90°—G 90°
: 0 : 0

In the diagram the curve is subdivided into four
equal parts

; consequently, each of the small angles,
a, d, c, d, oue-founh of the angle 0, and generally the
smffil angles, are equal to 0 divided by the number of
divisions into which it is found practically convenient
to operate with the tangents of these angles.

In the first small sector, Y E G, we know the small
angle, a, the right angle, Y G E, and the radius, Y G,
to find the sub-tangent, GE, and the hypotbenuse,
Y E, from which to find the short line, FE.

If now we take the line Y G as the radios to the
angle i?, G F is the tangent of the angle a, and YE
the secant of the same angle in tenus of the radius of
curvature of the tunnel.

Hence we have—E G = Y G x tan. a,

Y E = Y G X see. a,

FE = YE - YF.
= Y E — radius

;

or, having found the line GE in terms of the radius
we have Y E* = Y G* -f E G^ which may be used as
a check to verily the other computations.

Knowing the radius of curvature and namerical
length of tangent G X, the bisectrice X Y is known
from the same formula for Y X® =* Y G’ -f G X*

aud A X = Y X— radius.
By the principle of geometry it is shown that

KX*« YX X AX
= {2 rad. + AX) X AX.

The next operation is to find the angle G E F,
which is easily done, as we know the small angle a,

and the right angle YGE, to find the third angle
= 90°

—

a, the double of which gives the angle DEG
contained by the two sub-tangents D E and E G. We
are now in possession of all we require, for we know
the lengths of the lines EG and EF, and the semi-
angle FE G, and its double DEG; for by the con-
struction of the diagram, the four angles a, b, c, d,
are equal to each other, the lines GE, ED, DB,
B A are each equal, B C and E F are equal, and the
angles G E D, DBA are equal : so that all these lines

and angles are repetitions of each other, which may
thus be contiuued through the whole length of the
curve, and the points G, F, D, C, A by means of
them traced on the centre line of the tunnel, or axis
of the curve.

By means of these simple formula the required
lines are easily determined, and their arithmetical
values found iu terms of the radius, whatever that may
be. These lines and angles once determined, it is not
a difficult operation to fix the necessary points and
guiding lines on the ground, to insure the accurate
position of the various points on the axis of the
tunnel as the work progresses

;
great care aud frequent

verification, however, being necessaiy to guard against
any deviation, either from derangement of the standard
points or negligence of the overlookers.

From the preceding observations, the following
rules may he deduced :

—
To fiod the length E G on the main tangent to the

curve : multiply the radius of the curve by the tangent
ot the small angle a, aud the result is the length of
the sub-tangent in terms of the radius, which line

forms one of the equal sides of the polygon circum-
scribing the curve.

To find the length of the line EF, which fixes the
point F on the axis of the tuunel : multi[)]y the radius

of one curve by the secant of the angle a, aud from
the result subtract the radius, the difference is the
length required of the bisectrice of the angle GED.
These two operations give the arithmetical results

required, but to avoid tedious multiplications loga-

rithms are most convenient for use.

The following from the Combe Escure cutting on
the Beziers Railway, France, which was commenced as

a tunnel, but subsequently changed to an open cutting,

to get stuff for a heavy bank 60 feet deep, containing

upwards of 100,000 yards, may be taken as an
example.

Radius of the curve 400
Angle between tangents 93° 48'

Half this angle = 9 = 46° 54'

Angle at the centre = 90°

—

46° 54' = 43° 6'

Log. tangent 43° 6' 9‘9711754
Log. radius 400 2-6020600

Log. tangent GX = 2-5732354

Tangent GX = 374-316

The half-leugth, or development of the rurve, is

equal to the leugth of a circular arc of 40° 6', multi-

plied by the radius, = '7522369 x 400 = 300'8947,
and consequently the length of the whole ' curve =
601'788 in terms of the radius.

In this case the angle at the centre, A Y G, and,
consequently, the length of the curve, was divided
into eight equal parts, thus giving eight short
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, . V r-u ITTl DR B » aiidri.ui; points at any piven rqnat tlistanre opart from Pacli

snVtrngents or Irars, GE, ^ ft B, B
.

,'i|„ r, „„ may ra.ilv And the off-sets from thosn p.iinlr

cfl.ml lines con-fspon mg "

® jg o^ly on the su'i-Jugent to ihe euwe. mcasm ed nt nghi

diagram, which 'or rea-ons alicaUy tX|)l'i
_ ; .Kp iiih.IajiCT'eiit • for if we make tt = '

q'la

divided into f.nir equal piTt^ ;_fo ^
f,,^t given call the ladius R, and .lia-

we are enabled to fix nine points m tl t

on the auh-!angcnt d. we know that

cnrvecorrespnn.lmgw,lha,r.U,<,.'\,u. „
^ _

d _ off-set. and
approximately tt lengih first off-set. and

'

tt' - - = to the S'cond, third, &e. off-sets ; hence

1 R
these minidcqu'intities may he readily found, and two

ortliTCe inlciincdiatc points marked on the curve, lo

‘ check the exc.iva'inn ns it progresses, and thus verify

' the work step by s(<p, when the prineipal lines are

once well defermined and securely fixed.

1

The length of the line, or chord, uniting the pomts

D and G (not shown in the diagram) may he renoily

fuiiiul, for we know the angle DEG and its two

iiM-luding sides to find ihe remaining side, as the two

' other angles are already known lines, which may he

' useful in tisting ihe work.

1 By way of illustration, the following tunnels, partly

' straight and partly curved, are given, as executed

under 0. Hutton Gicgory, esq. Engineer-iti-ehief,

or Y X = i2 r d. + A X X A X, Mr- T- -T- Hay, resident, on the Graissesac Railway, m

= 547S28J

curve of 300,894 metre-.
_

As the angle at the centre, m th.s example, was

divided into eight parts, we h ive,

—

Angle at centre = 43“ 6'

;

I angle at centre, — « = 5“ 23 lo

Thru GE = radius x langeiit (t.

Ivoe. tan-e«t, 5° 23’ 15” = 8 972(1244

Log. radios, 400 = 2-G020(>0_0

Log. tangent G E = 1 5 1 40793

Tangent GE = 37'556

Also Y E = Y E X seen.t n
;

or, Y E = G-_^ E G- =
= .^^/ItililO =401-7387;

ihen r E = Y E - Y F = Y E - radius,

= 401 7587 - 400 = 1'73S7.

For the h'seclricc vre Iv ve Y X = ^/ rail.® + tannciil

and AX = YX-XA= 147 828.

Th-m, for the angle G E F, weh:n e,

GEF= 90“ - 5° 23' 15”

= 84“3G'4r/

G E D, the double, = 169° 13 30”

' L’Aire Raymond.

Straight

Part.
Metres. Jletrea.

, 300 . 116 ... 508

. 300 .
283-77 ... „

.
300 .

102-15 ...

.. 300 . 38 61 .. ... 43 55

300 .
237-20 ...

.. 300 85-88 ... ... 537 19

This angle ena'iles ns to fi.x the P' iiil F, and dc

tenniues the. direction of tlie second line, 1) E, which I

^ ^qq
is a taneent. to the curve at 1): we are now in

|

.........
, -n m. _

poMMsio,Lr.il the denimt,, wl.i.-li m.y b,- coll»-t.d
|

P.-tafy-slr.ight Icnglli 47l

Larrangri .« f,Jl -w,

I

shafts being reape,-twely ,2 63 ;

Radius of the curve 400

Risecti-icc X Y 5 47 828

Line AX 147-828

Tangent G X 374'31fi

Length of curve 601 7S8
Angle h tween ta-ngi nts 93° 48'

i ancle = B 46° 5 4'

Anch’ 0 at centre 43 6

Angle YE G 84° 36' 45"

The double DEG 169° 13' 30
Angles a, h, <*. &c 5° 23' 15"

Sub-tangent EG 37-556

Sccsimnrlinn. YE 401 7587

Liae E F 1-75877

Iq the pxamp’e iu question, the extreme wid h of

the exc .vi.t'on, inclu'iine the <hickue-s of ihe walls

on both sid“s, wa# 5-750 metres, the tunnels being

made '‘or n single line only,—whence the half wid'h

is 2'S7o niMres : co’i?eqU'’ii'ly, the line E F n.ust be

rctaiy— siraigni tnun'M, ivuf^.u j-*(
i

m^.-v. v...

,

j-.

four principal shafts being respei’tively 72 63 ;
76-58 •,

79-40; and 109-53 metres deep
;
and Combe Escurc,

commenced as a tunnel, but subsequently changed

into an open cutting of 300 mfetres radius, aud

6OI-788 in length.

In conclusion, it may he observed that this system

of sub-tangents applies equally well fur the trace ol

ordinary curves on a railway, as the ofF-srts are never

far removed from the cu ve, and may be chosen o'

convenient lengths for operation in the field
;
and

since each process is a repetition of the first in every

respccL it will be easy and expeditious in practice

wiih a good instrument.

Joseph Lockwood.

ANCIENT ARMS AND ARMOUR.

Ancient anus aud armour afford to the inquiring

anti arlislic mind many points of great interest, and

may be studied with much advantage. There is a

__ oe singularly fine collection, as we have already said,

less tliau this quniil'ty to allow Moin for tlie eti:£iEcer
\

amongst the Art -treasures at Manchester, partly from

to oper.itc between his insti llment aud t!ie fl mk -walls Goodrieh Cmn-t, and partly from the lower. A

of the excavation, when he has to set out the angle
[

well-knowTi authority on the subject is coutributing

DEG am! its hiseetiiig line E F, to delcrmiue the some papers on this collection, wiih comments, to the

two points D aud !'' on the axe of the ' urve
;

in Ill's
I
.l/dwr/'cjfe/- Guardian, and we have made some

case it is 1-578 mblies. being 1 297 mHn s less than
]

gleanings confining ourselves to ancc-

the ’scmi-ti-ansverse axe of the exeavutien for the
[

dotes and observations of general appheatjon. On

tunnel whi< li is iinn ly sulficieut to al'ow free scope the suhje<-t of anci-mt arms aud ai-mour, says the

for his’oi.Q'atiniis.
|

w. iter, nothing but the most confused and erroneous

The method of u-iug these lines and angles is
;

ideas existed at the commencement of th^e presral

lirii. tJ Y n.iinrr f ti o nvia ccntui'v. Fraucis GrosB h'.d published (IToo-loUi)
sufficiently simple. 'I'lic line RX being the axis of

the strai.-ht p irt of the rai’wny, and G the rommence-

ment of t'le curve, iu »vbich the tunml is pla-ed, the

point G must he a-curate!y and penu -neii’ly fixed,

with two or iliree 0* the hack points, in the direction

P on the .nx's >4 the railway, so as to lie a le to refer

to them when ncccssaiy to verify the lii e GE in the

works.

To trnce the cu^ve, we proceed ns Allows Con-

CCIUUiy. iltiuejs II'.'A J,,
v-.-- ,

his militarv antiquities, full of valuable documents

and fal.-e deJnetions. Joseph Sirult, the most laborious

and unassuming of arctiteologids, had scattered here

and there throughout his vi.lnminnus works, impoi taut

facts without syslemitic urrangimt-iit or scientific

investigation. It reraoned fur Sir Samuel (then

Doctor) Alevrick to rolleet, to examine, to sift, to

classify, and I’hronologically ma-sbal all these andTo trace the eueve, we proceed ns fi llows :—Con- classify, and I’hrono’ogxally ma'Shal all tnese anu

tiiiuc the line P G iu I'm exact direction P E, and men- mimbe. less other evidences, and to produce, as the

sure off the length G E, as found from previous cvlc”- r.sult of his enfhiisiasiic yet c-iulious labour, his
sure off the length G E, as found from previous evL -

lations, and fix a p. nnaneut mark at E. Place the

theodolite at Jl, and set off very exactly ttie angle

GED, which fixes the diiecliun of the second I nc

ED, wliicii will he iiiiima'ily prolonged double its

length to the point B. Divide the angle D E G in two

equal parts, amt from the central fixed mark E, set

off the length E F, and F will be the second point nn

the curve,—and when the w rk li s progressed lo B,

repe.it lI'C nieiation and so on, fur all the other

points. Con-ider.'bic cire and uceurate verification

of the various lines a’ d aiicRs are 1 equired to prevent

errors creeping info ihe work. The permanent bench

marks a: c
’

r.sult of his enfhiisiasiic yet cautious Uhour, h

“Critical Inquiry into Ancient Arms and Araioiir,

which, despite the imperfi clions almost unavoidable

to ihe first publication of an extensive work upon a

forgotten art and an abstiTise subject, increased by

the peculiarly dis 'dvantageous circumstaTices under

which it passed thrornrh the press, will continue to

be the grammar of the English student in this branch

of iirchffiology. 'Ihe pia'-tical knowledge Sir Samuel

eventually derivtd from the acr'umulation and exami-

nation of existing specimens of the weapons and

personal d '''cnccs of our anec-tor*, was conimunicated

some twenty v a'-s afterwards to the aniiqunrian
-J/.i.g .III... .ill- mv. |.i. ...........I v-....i,ii some IVVl'Iliy y ii' S ULlCI«-OVi 3 lU H.V- ..... ..li.m

uidi hf ii c gencraFy square dress* d stooes, of suitable
]

world in two quurto volumes, en'itled “^Eugiaved

size, firmly fixed in ihe ground, two in(ersrc7ng
;
llliistratious of Ancient Arras aud Armour ’ (London,

diagonals being legibly marked nn the face, the point 1830)
of intersection of tli’'''''

’i-''-' »1.- -.rl 'rt.r

diagonals being legib'y marked nn the face, the point loo'i).

of intersection of these lines hc'ng the centre ofj The plan Sir Samuel ^leyriek pursned in this par-

the fixed point required. ticiihir investigation is one which cannot be too

From the nature of the question, the line G E strongly recommended to all critical inquirers. He
is always smill iu comparison with the radius of appropriated certain drawers to certain centuries, and

curvature, and the liue E F still more so
;

hence, as threw into each, ns he made or acquired them, the

an intermediate check lo the work, if necessary, we notes and authorities, engravings, drawings, tracings,

may fii.d other points between F and G on the axis. &r. which appeared to appertiin to such particular

Suppose we measure off on the sub-toDgeut GE periods. Having thus in the course of many years

collected an immense mass of material, hr sat patiently

down lo examine aud compare the dated and un-

doubted evidences with those supposed to bLlong to

the same eras. By this test he was enabled to correct

an erroneous date, and to recognise a particular

fasbion to detect fraud, and to rectify misconception.

Eviry tiling that did not tally with the general

fealnrcs of ihr age lo which it had been assigned was

ijec-ted from that compartment, aud, if genuine,

speedily found its proper place iu another. Shrewd,

cautious, indefatigable, warped by no theory, misled

by no assertion, he toiled on in pursuit of truth, his

veneration for which, in all things, was the finest

p<3iut in his character. Due as this acknowledgment

is to his niemuiy, particularly from the writer of tliis

artie'e, it would not liave been obtruded upon the

reader, did it nut furnisli one of the strongest guaran-

tees f>r 'he integrilv and instructiveness of the collec-

tion about to be described.

A few ooiTodcd sword-blades, bosses of shields, aud

a spur or two, form the sum total of the military

rcra.iins as yet discovered of the Saxons, the Danes, and

the Norm us. Of their persunal ormments, their

manuscripts, drawings, and furniture, there exist ample

and rich colledious; but from the perishable nature of

their body armour, wliich was principally composed

of rings or small plates, of vainmis forms, stitched,

upon leather or linen, no nu'.heutic specimen has

descended to us. M’ithin the lust ten yiars four or

five huiimts of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries

have been discovered ;
hut previous to the death ot

Sir Samuel Mevrick, in 1848, no armour was knovvii

lo exist in Euuiaud of a <lare eaJier than tliat of the

helmet eud gaootlets of Hdword the Bla.-k Piioce,

priBiTtcd hy good fortime rather than good guaidiau-

shii), in Cautei-lmry Cathedral.

There is a beautiful ivory saddle at Manchester,

eneriived b11 over with love verses in old German, and

the figures of the two personages wh«‘sc sentiments

they express, carved in high relief uod in the costume

of the time, recalling Chaucer’s desci-iptiou,

—

“ His saddle was of whale's bone,"

such being in the middle ages the ordinary name for

ivorv, which had become familiar to tlie Normans

orhrinally hv the use made of the tusk of the waJrus-

or%ea. horse, and whose descendants continued to

apply to elephantine ivory the ancient term for all

siiiiilar material. At (he entrance is 1.L0 to be seen

the morning star, a formidable weapon, ii^scd fr<.m he

earliest times to the reign of Ueory MU. and still

carried by the watchmen in Norway ;
and specimens

of the two-handed sword, which seems to have been

first used in England about the cotnirieoci-ment of the

fifteenth ccntuiy, and remained iu fashion to the

middle of the sixteenth.
_ . , •*!,

Although the era of comi'lete plate is assigned witn.

good re ison to the reign of Henry V. and the armour

of that time possessed characterisiics which could not

easily he mist..kon, it is a singular fact that m no

public or private collection in England, France, or

Germanv, that is known to the writer, nor in the

works that have been published illust'-aUng the im-

perial and royal armouries of Russia, Spam, and

Sardmia, is there to be found a suit which ^
coufidentlv ascribed to an eirlier date than 14«o.

The tilting helmet, saddle, and shield of Henij V,

moulder in vusl aud dust on oaken rafters, almost out

of sight, over his tmib in Westminster Abbey
;
and

helmets and spurs of tliat period arc to be wHh

occasionally. Two hascinels remain at Goodi-icU

Court and one of similar form to them will be seen

in the armoury on the noith side of the nave, hut

not a fragment of the long steel coats that bore the

bniut at Haifleur or Agiucoiirt have been as yet

identified. Tu the Tower o( London, m the Musce

d’Anillerie at Paris, the Rust-Kammer at Dresden

and the Amhras CoUecUon at Vicuna, the earliest

suits present the same Latu-es as those to he observed

iu the mounted knight fr.ira G *odnch Court, re-

ferred to. The hc.idpicce is the salade (so called from

the Italian ce!a(a), introduced to Eugland apparently

in the reign of Henry VT. though the hasemet con-

tinued to he worn with aud without the vizor. The

peculiarity of the salade consists in its covering the

upper half of the face, a h rizontal aperture being

made for the sight, as in the earlier tihiug helmets,

and projecting considerably behind, where it tcimi-

nati's in a peak Fke the knight’s chapeau, which was

usuallv worn over it. The lower qiortion 0 e

visage is guarded by a piece called the aiis..-co

,

rising above the chin, and almost meeting the nm ot

ihc s-lade. The breast and bnek-jdates are of exqui-

site f.inn and workmanship: the former consists 0

three pieces, independent of the taecs (as t ® 1’ ^

were called below the waist), and the latter of four,

U'lt including the skirt, and is fluted m t c raos

tasteful manner, imitating the gatherings 0 some

textile fabric. The sollerets, or steel shoes,_ are

sharply pointed (a distinguishing characteristic ot

tfiis epoch), and the outlines of all ihe pieces extremely

elegant. It is of German raannfdvtnrc. On the lelt
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arm is a fine shield, also German : the notch on the

side was called the buuche, and was made for the pas-

sage of the laiicc. It docs not appear before the reign

of Henry IV. in Euglaud. Tbc left thigh is pro-

tected by what English antiquaries call a socket (a

fashion peculiarly German), the oruamcDtution of

which induces us to attribute it to the same period as

the suit.

Looking at the lobster-tailed casques, b.icks, breasts,

and tassets, worn by the cavaliers and Roundheads in

the civil wars, and, while coutemplating the single

and triple-barred helmets of this period, a circum-

stance is recalled to our memory which may not be

without its lesson. Sir David "Wilkie did tlie writer

of these lines the honour of consulting him rcspceling

his elabjrate picture of John Knox Pi'caching the

Reformation. He was desirous, he said, of being

very correct in the costume he had introduced, and
requested a candid opinion upon it, the picture being

then fiuished, and ready for removal to the Royal
Academy for the purjtose of exhibition. On its being
pointed out to him that he had introduced in the

gallery of the choreh military personages we.iring the

barred helmets o'" the time of Cnarles I. in the reign

of Mary Stuart, he nplied that his reason .^or so doing
was, that these jiersons were to be supposed as having
visited the church with a desire to be unknown

;
and

yet he had actually selected—more in the spirit of an
Irishman than of a Scotchmau—the open head piece

of the seventeenth century, through the bars of which
the face was distiuutly visible, in prcfcretice to the

helmet of the sixteenth, the closed vizur of which
would have defied scrutiny 1 The glaring absurdity

of this anachrouism was, notwiihslauding, allowed by
the great painter to remain, and to he di-seminated

by the burin of the engraver, although it might have
been remedied in half an hour, with as mu'-h advan-

tage to the effect of the picture as to its historicyl

, accuracy.

This anecdote "reminds us,” as an inveterate

story-teller would say, of one more creditable to the

taste and iutclligence of another Royal Academician.
Jlr. A. Cooper’s "Biltle o'" Boswurth” graces, by
permission of the Earl of Durh'ini, the walls of the

Gallery of Modem Artists in this Exbibitiou (No.

195). "While at work upon it the painter consulted

Sir Samuel Meyrick as to how King Richard lll.’s

horse should be cap.iri.-oued. " In silk housings
embroidered with the royal arujs,” was the answer,

“cov-cring the steed fiom his ears to his hoofs.”

"Ohl” exeluimed the mortitied arlist, "that will

never do for mej my principal object is to p unt "White

Surrey, and if I cover him from head to loot, as you
describe, 1 may as well not paint him at all.” "But,”
rejoined the ant^quury, “you tell me the moment y>iu

have chosen is that iu which Richard nia'e his last

desperate charge and slew Sir John Cheney, Rich-

mond’s standavJ-b, arer. No'V, as this was at the

close of the battle, the capirisona of Dm horse would
probably by that lime have been cut and turn to

shreds, and the col mi' mid anatortiy of the horse iji

that case might be reudered suflicieutly visible for

your pmpose.” The true arlist ju.npcd* at the sug-

gestion. Look, rmder, at the result: the silken

housings rent to ribbons streumiug in the wind add
action to the horse, tell a terrible tale of the fury of

the figlit,and completely salisly the archaiologist, while

they di.sp'ay the peculiar genius of the painter, and
give addilioLiil effect to the picture.

Amongst the most interesting specimens of fire-

arms uill he found the dragon, so called from the Imail

repriseutrd at the muzz’e, aud from the use of wliicli

the troops now kuown as dragoons derived their tiam'*,

a hand mortar of the time of El zabeth, for tlirouiug

greiiidea, a snaphuuuce, a blunderbuss, wheel-lock

pistols, aud dags nf various dates, aud a fi ic pair of

pistols by Lazz.iiino C> mmmnzzo.
The baton of ihe renowueJ Duke of Alv’a,pt'eseDled

to him by Philip II. of Spniii, is of steel, hollow, to

contain the mus er-roU of au aimy, and covered out-

side with Arabic numerals in gold, with divisions of

silver on a russet ground. Tiiese are the results ol

calculations, according to the system of warfare in the

siiteenlh century, by which the geuer-il is apprised

what number of men would occujiy any given sjjace.

Some phra-cs iu the Preach language arc supposed to

allude to this description of numerical trunchcoii,

such as “ Eire lien assure de son baton obtenir son
objet par le tuur du baton," ai.d '• Eire reduit au
baton blanc," i.e. to his last shi't by the exhaustion
or oblilcratiun of the calruhitions.

[The writer himself, wc will venture to say, is not
of this opinion, for these piirases have evidently no
special reference to ih’s dcsciiption of truncheon.]

In comm?uting on the North Armoury, from the
tower and elsewhere, the writer spfhks at some length
of a suit (against the staircase screen) made for Hciiiy
Prince of Wales, the eldest son of James I, whose
early death was so universally laiiienti d. It is the
identical one in whicli he is painted in ihc wcll-kiio^n

full-length portrait, byVauSomers, at Hanipl on Court,

which, it is much to be regretted, is not amongst the

historical portraits exhibited from that palace. It is

profusely decorated with the royal badges ol England,
Prance, and Scotland, the rose, the fleiir-de-lys, and
thistle, as well as the letters II. P. conjoined under a

coronet, the chanfront for the horse’s head having the

prince’s arms in full, gilt and enamelled. An extra

gauntlet for the right band, belonging to this suit, is

in the Meyrick collection (glass ease), aud an extra

helmet is placed at its feet, while it is surrounded by
a complete set of tiltiog-pieces [pieces de renforf) and
an extra vam-plate for the lance. On the left-hand

of the figure is the long-bridled gauntlet. This
chivalric young prince, wbo is said to have bceu " iu

armour frcqueutly five and six times a day,” applied,

at the early age of ten, to Colonel Eiimouds, to send

him a suit from Holland; andin 1607 the Dauphin,
SOD of Henry IV. of Prance, sent him a suit well gilt

and enamelled, together with pistols and a sword of

the same kind, and armour for a horse. Ttiree years

later, 1610, on being created Prince of IVales, he

c iused a challenge to be given to all tbe knights in

Gre.it Britain, under the name of Meliades, Lord of

the Isles
; and on the day appointed, assisted only by

the Duke of Lennox, the Earls of Arundel and South-

ampton, Lord Ilay, Sir Thomas Somerset, aud Sir

Rich-ird PrertoD. his instructor in aims, sustaiued the

combat against fifty-six earls, barons, knights, and
esquires; Prince Henry himself receiving thirty-two

pushes of the pike, and about 360 strokes of the sword
;

being tlicn not quite sixtt;en years of age. Sir Samuel
Meytick, who was anxious to ideutify the relic which
he had acquired, remark.*, that from the above circum-
stances of most of Piiuce Henry’s armour being sent

from abroad, the impression would be that this suit

was of foreign manufacture
; but there is in the State-

papir Office an original warrant, ordering the p-iy-

ment of the sum of 200/. the halanee of 340/. for

a rich suit, of armour made for Hcuiy Prince of

Wales, dated July 11,1614; behaving diid oil the
6ih of November, 1612. This document is directed

by King James I. to the commissioners for the exer-

cise of the office of High Treasurer of England, and
states that “ whereas ihcre was made iu tre office of

our armoury at Greenwich, by "William Pickeringe,

our masier workman there, one rich armour, with all

peaces cumpleate, f.iyrly guilt and graven, by the com-
mand nent of our late decre soone Prince Henry,
which armour was worth (as we are informed) the
soinmu of three hundred and forty poundes only, so 2

as there renuyuitli due unto him the smime of two
hundred poundes

;

” therefore they are ordered to dis-

charge the same forthwith. Now, ns the suits seat

from TLdland aud France, in 1604 and 1607, were
made for Pdiice Henry at the ages of 10 and 13. the

size of tbe one befo' e us renders it exceedingly probable
that we have here actudly the “ rich armour, with all

p’eees compK te '"airly gilt and gr.iven,” made by "William
I’ickeringe, at Greenwich, when the prince was iu liis

eighieeulh ye.ir, aud which was ordered by him most
likely with a view to some grand chivalric cuterlaiu-

muiit in honour of the visit of the Elector Palatine,

the afliaiiced husband of his sister Elizabeth, whose
nuptiaP, however, he did nut live to celebrate. In
1660 we have, app ireiilly, another notice of this

superb suit, wh ch seems to have beeu amongst those
originally kept in the gnllery at Greenwich, but a'tir-

wards removed to the Tower; for in au iiiventoiy

laki'U in that year by order of a commission issued

by Cnarles If. we find “ uuon a horse sia'ue of wood,
one compli-at til ing armour cap-a-pe, riidily gilt,

part graven, part damasked, made for Prince Henry,
with two uaiiutlets and one gilt grand guard, the

horse furiiilu e being one shalfroooe of tlie same
sort.” Tue mention of two gauntlets is intcresling,

because it evidently impliotwo extra gaunikts, as

rhey are coupled with the grand guard, the armour
being pceviou-ly described as complete cap-a-pied,

which it would not be wiihout g miitlets. Wc know
where tiie extra right-hand gauntlit is. The other, it

is probable, was an extra biddle gauntlet.

At the conclusion of his paper-, the writer points

to the two arnioiLries in tlie E’lhibition of Art Trea-
j

.su'-es at Mauchester, as the first attempt to make such
i-ollect'ous instructive, by fumiliarising the eye to the

j

gradual progrtS'ion of form and oruament. The!
Rurt-Kammer at Dresden, the Musee d'Artiilcrie at

|

Palis, aud other simdar musi'uius, are merely large

storehouses, tjic valuable c mients of which aco more
[

or less picturesquely displayed, lii the Tosver of I

London, Sir Sii miel Meyrick, Some ycais ago, sue-'

needed ill obtaining perrai.-ssioii to ab ilish the m' st !

glariiu absurdities, and to place the inoiiutcd suits iu

the horse armoury in their true orJei', but on the siu-

nular cun iitiou that naiui'S of historical personages
,

s unild be apeaded to them all, whe:l):r with or'

without any rc isouable fonuda'ioii for suc’i apj)ro|irii-
'

tiou
;
and this childish practice is pers vered in, to

'

the obviou.s depreciation of tho value of such suits as

can actually b • assigned to ih'dr original owners. The '

chronological arrangement of the armour at Mau- '

Chester, by showing what can be accomplished despite

all the obstacles arising from restrictive pledges, con-
flicting interests, limited space, and disadvantageous

position, may happily have some influeuce ou public

opinion, both at home aud abroad, aud induce those

who have the power, to exert it iu improving the

character of those national collections which, instead

of meiely gratifying idle curiosity, should be made to

afford most valuable informatioD, artistic, historical,

aud biographical.

ELECTRO-TELEGRAPHIC PROGRESS.
The European end of the great Ailautic telegraph

cable was laid with due ceremony by the Lord Lieu-

tenant of Ireland, at Valcntia, on the west coast of

the island, as our readers all doubtless very well

know, as also that between 400 and 500 m'les of the

cubic were payed ou!, latterly, into a depth of two
miles aud upwards, beneath the surface of the ocean,

when UDforluuntily tbe cable snapped iu consequence

of additioual cheek being put on the paying -out nia-

i-hiaery to prevent it from running out loo fast.

"Whether tiiis portion of the line will be regained

may be doubtlul, but the cxperieuce got is valu-

able, however costly the experiment, aud there is

little doubt now fell, we believe, of tlie per-

fect practicability of laying down the cable. Tbe
only quistion is whether this should be done in

October, after the equinoctial gales of the present

autumn have p.issed over, or whether it may not be

better to put off further proccduie till uext year.

Iiiiperfections in the paying-out ma Pinery require to

he rectified, and we must record the fact that great

misgivings existed previous to the departure of the

expedition as to the efficieucy of this maeliiucry. A
naval officer, too, Lieuteuaut P. Higgiuson, confi-

dently' predieted what has occurred
;

iu cons quence,

i'S he inaintaiued, of the circnm-taiice that ihe appa-

raius aud its management were arranged by luud'jmen

who had Lot adequate experience ol the strains to

which the cable might be subject on sbiphoard.

Ill desciibing, some time since, tbe remarkable

stale of a piece of telegraph line which had been

woiked out lu the Brilish Channel, it m y bereineui-

hered, we suggisted that it might be instinctive with

rd'ereiice to the Atlantic cable aud its working. The
wire was, as it were, consolidated into little pellets,

completely disiutegr.ited, and which looked as if each

hud been shortened by haniiiioring on the ends.

I'his, we remarked at the time, was quite explicable

ou an idea previou-ly broached more lliau once by us

iu the Builder, that the iufluince of the positive

electric force was conceotrative, or attractive, rather

thau the contrary, or more analagous to cold, for

example, than to heat, the negative, of course, being

the contrary, or more of the nature of repulsive force

than of attractive. The necessity or advantage of so

working telegraph lines as to obviate this tendency of

ibe positive to consolidate and disintegrate the wire^,

was then suggested, with special reference to the

Ailautic Telegrapb. Since then, a very simple, and
we do anticipate, a most effectual method of doing so

has been adopted by Mr. "Wtiitehousc, wlutlicr iuad-

vcrtenlly or with this special purpose in view we know
not. The working apparatus, it appears, is so con-

structed that, simply by raising aud depressing the

handle of a key, the operator transmits alternately

negative and positive ekctricily through the wire, and
never sends tvvo currents of the same kind succes-

sively from tbe same pole of the b iltery. One con-

sequence of this arrangemi’nt, whether designed or

not (aud, indeed, one can hardly see any other design

iu il), will assuredly be tliat the |.crpi;iuul tendency

of the positive to consolidate and disintegrate the

wire will be as perpetually couuteracled by tbe nega-

live, and the wire be sustained in statu quo, or at

least in a workable condition, so far as the special

iullncnce of either the positive or the. negative on it

is cjucerned. "Wc think we may S'lfely prognosticate

that a great economy in the suslaiuiueut of telegraph

vires Would follow from the general ad piion of some

sU'-h m-thod as this of counteracting the influence of

the positive by means of the negative.

Tne form of iiistiument at present used for deve-

loping signals by the Ailautic Telegraph Coinpuuy is

it sceius a mod firalion of the vvell-kiiovvn marking

iii'truinent invented hy Professor Morse.

The British and Irish Magmtic Telegraph Cim-
pany are progressing very rapidly witli the erection of

an overground Hue of telegraph alo'ig the highway
between Kiil.irncy and Valenlia, for the purpose of

cumccliiig the existing tel- graphic system with the

Atlaotie cable a' the loiter plac , by inejns of which,

under ail arr.mgcmvut eii'ercd iuto between the mng-
iie'io and elcutiic couipauiis, the whole of tlu; lines

iu the three kingdoms, 19,000 miles iu extent, will be

available for the rapid lia sirii.-tsiou of intelligence

between Europe aud the American continent. The
line is alrcidy completed beyond Killorglin, where
the Maguet'C Company have established a temporary
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station. The entire through commonicatiou to

Valentia is at this moment in all probability com-

Edward Highton, C.E. has just completed his

patent for, firstly, sending telegraphic messages both

ways through one and the same wire, at the same

instant, without the messages interfejing in any way

with each other
;
secondly, for preventing the destruc-

tion of a wire in the sea or underground ;
and, thirdly,

for mending a decayed telegraphic wire in the ocean

without leaving the land. It is olvious that this last

invention, if reidly practicable, would he of enormous

value to the Atlantic cable; but we scarcely compre-

hend its true purport.

A new system of constructing and laying down

submarine telegraph cables (in sections), has been

submitted to the notice of the Paris Academy of

Sciences by M. A. Balestrini. The memoir was

merely a preliminary one, to be followed up with

details.
_ . r

Before quitting the subject of the great submarine

Atlantic cable, we would suggest that had one or two

ropes, of sufficient length, with floats appended, been

temporarily affixed to the cable as it was payed out, so as

to indicate its whereabouts, and enable those engaged

in laying it down to haul it up again when broken,

the present interruption, and probable loss of cable, as

well as of time, might have been obviated. Each

successive line of rope so attached to the cable, as it

proceeded, might have been separated from its float

when succeeded by another, and sunk by means of

weights, or by its own gravity if it were a wire rope.

It might thus, too, have been made to act as a sort of

anchor to ihc main cable, repeated at every score or

half-hundred miles.

A new telegraph has been erected to connect the

establishments of Messrs. Watcrlow and Sons, in

Birchin-lane and London-wall, London. This is the

first instance, it is believed, of a telegraph being car-

ried over houses in any large town in England. The

distance between the two establishments is about one-

third of a mile, and the whole space is traversed by a

single wire, suspended from pole to pole, at a great

elevation above the immediate houses ;
indeed, so

much BO as to be scarcely perceptible to the eye. Mr.

S. H. Watcrlow submitted such a suheme some time

since to the police authorities, for uniting the police

courts, police stations, and fire-brigade stat'Oiis

throughout the metropolis. This arrangement is

already acted on in the United States.

The Emperor, in his reply, showed that the history

of monuments has its philosophy as well as the history

of events. . .

A dinner by tbe Minister of State was given in the

evening. The majority of the guests were of the

working classes, those who have been engaged m
completing the Louvre : the rest consisted of men of

letters, representatives of tbe press, and aitists.

M. Fould, Minister of Slate, presided. On his nght

was M. Maret, one of the contractors for the_ works ;

and on his left a young workman named Iliffaut, a

stonemason by trade.

After the health of the Emperor had been drunk,

M Lefuel, the architect, proposed the health of

M. Fould. After this, M. Maret, the contractor,

drank “ To M. Lefuel; to his agency.” And then

M. Riffaut, an operative, said ;

—

“ Gentlemen, in the name of the assistants and

operatives of whom I am the interpreter, I come to

express the gratitude with which we are penetrated

for the rewards which have been decreed to us, and to

propose ‘ The health of the Emperor,’ whose generous

heirt hi 9 given so many marks of sympathy for the

working classes ;

‘ His Exeelleocy the Minister of

State, a worthy interpreter of his ideas;’ ‘ M. Lefuel,

the architei-t of the works, a worthy completer of the

undertaking commenced by M. Visconti;’ and, finally,

‘The Contractors, our patrons,’ whose intelligent

activity never ceased to guide us, and of whose kind-

ness we shall ever preserve an agreeable recollection.

P’iee VEmpereur V‘

INAUGUR.VTION OF THE LOU\'RE, PARTS.

On Friday, the 14th instant, as we announced last

week woulil'be the case, the emperor inaugurated ilie

completed Louvre. Of the works here we have be-

fore now often spoken, and views and plans will be

found in previous numbers of our journal. The Tones

of the 17th instant gives a full and excellent account

of the ceremony, and mentions as a curious coinci-

dence, that the inscriptions intended to commemorate

the date of the foundation of the Palace of the li .uvre

were only discovered the day previously. To them is

added tbe date of its completion. Both arc now

affixed to the front of the Pavilion Sully, which is

right opposite the central pavilion—the Pavilion de

I’Horloge—of the Palace of the Tuileries. They are

engraved in golden letters on sbihs of black niarb'c,

and arc to this efi'ect :
—“1541, Francis I. com-

mences the Louvre; 1564, Caiherine dc Mcdicis

commences the Tuileries ;
1852-1857, Napoleon III.

connects the Tuileries with the Louvre.”

On the arrival of the emperor, M. Fould, Jilinister

of State, read an address, in which a sketch was given

of the proceedings. Referring to the workmen, he

said :

—

“ Tour Majesty no longer .sees at their head the eminent
artist whom you had selected to complete the Louvre. A
premature death, striking him four years ago, at the com-
mencement of this great undertaking, deprived him of ihe

honour of completing it. M. Lefuel, who was designated

by you» Majesty as his successor, has the glory of having
finished it, and his name will remain attached with that of
Visconti to the monument which we now inaugurate. The
death of Visconti is not the only eircumataneeof which this

ceremony reminds us. This year even we have lost Lemart,
an artist at once bold and correct, and whose last compo-
sitions are the caryatides of tbe Pavilion de I’Horloge and
the handsome pediment of the Pavilion Denon.
During the course of these works I have more than once

pointed out to your Majesty the intelligence and the zeal

of all those who have taken part in them. I have been
permitted again to mention the names of ihose who have
more particularly distinguished themselves, and to whom
your Majesty has deigned to accord recompenses.”

The list was then read of the persons engaged in

these works, whom the Minister recommended as

worthy of marks of the Emperor’s approval. The
names were numerous, and comprised every class,

from the principal architect, sculptor, and painter, to

the working mechanic—all, in fact, who excelled iu

their respective branches. These persons adv.anced as

their names were called, and each received from the
hands of the Emperor the Cross of Commander,
Officer, or Knight of the Legion of Honour.

PREMIATED EESIGNS FOR THE GOVERN-
MENT OFFICES.

We this week publish an illustration of the design

for the War Office (on the left of the view) and the

Foreign Office, by Messrs. Prichard and Seddon, of

Llandaff, for the first of which was adjudged a pre-

mium of 200f. in tbe recent competition.* The

view is taken from the norlh-west. The draw-

ings explanatory of the complete design, as they

appeared in the former exhibition at Westminster

Hall, included a block plan, showing the general

arrangement of Offices as proposed by the authors,

besides the detailed representations of the portion of

the design appropriated to the Foreign Office and

Foreign Minister’s residence. The drawings were

numberi-d 140 in the exhibition, and were marked

“Cymru,” with the Prince of Wales’s feathers. The
two chief Offices and residence were designed as three

distinct buililings, though grouping touethcr and ac-

cording with one another in style and character. The

premium, however, was awarded, as in other cases, for ,

only one of the Offices, apparently without regard to

a question whether the merit which might he per-

*

ceived in one, could be scp'irated from wh:it might exist
|

in the other. The peculiarity of the award is even more
'

remarkiibleinthccaseof Mr. Dwj'er’sdesign, where the

two Offices are derigued as one building, with a central

feature which would have to be cut in two, to effect the

separation. Considering that all coinpetttiua designs

should be viewed as made for actual execution, it can- :

not be considered that the judges in their desire to !

distribute the premiums with fairness to all, have

attained their object. They have rather adopted a

course which involved essentially some degree of in-

j

justice. They were, however, placed iu a position of
^

great difficulty by ihe instructions, aud by the form
,

in which the premiums were offered. That there

should have been successive competitions instead of

three undertaken at the same time
;

or else, that the
|

premiiiins should have been announced for one com-

prehensive class of designs, such as those which the

principal competitors felt compelled to nndertake, is, we

suppose, now admitted on all sides. We pointed out

the mistake in the first instance, and after the draw-

ings were sent in. and feel compelled to recur to it

,

often. We hope architects will at length be brought

to hesitate ere they aitempt to work upon “ iostruc- '

tioDs,” worded without regard to the first elements
^

of logic aud those laws of thought which are
^

to he departed from least of all in architects’
j

designs; or such instructions as do not leave i

them and their judges free to the realization ofj

the best work for the object. Architects should also
|

hesitate ere they compete without security that there
^

will be some return to them, if not employed to super-

intend the building—such return as ihey might get i

from a well-mauaged public exhibition. We are not

disposed, however, to pursue this disagreeable subject.

It is enough to say, that the enormous waste of labour

which there has been iu this recent case, is a source

of constant lamentation to us.

The opposition, however, which the Government

have met with in parliament, is iu every respect ill-

advised and discreditable. The primary object surely

need not be debated about
;
and the pursuit of the

object, with the sole exception of the management of

the competition, need not he found fault with. We
do not even think that a first step was to impose a limit

of expenditure. Clearly, iu national works, the pre-

liminary measure is to see what is wanted for con-

venience and use. The means can be found—with,
economy and return of interest—both for that, and

for any amount of decoration which an architect would

deem accordant with the purpose of the structure.

We are more than ever puzzled to understaud the

language of honourable members in treating of ques-

tions of architecture and public works. Mr. Henley

is quite right in saying, that competitors would think

themselves haidly treated in being put to the expense

of plans which the Government had no intention of

carrying out. He might well think that such course

would not be an honest one tow ards those gentlemen.

But why need he refer to the state of the Foreign

and Colonial Offices, as having existed for twenty

years, since there can be no inference therefrom,

whilst the necessity for the speedy erection of a new
building is sa apparent ? Or why should another

hououriible gentleman, uncontradicted, treat the de-

signs for the Foreign Office and War Office by differ-

ent authors, as one; and mix up the design for the

conversion of the bed of the river into a flower-

garden, with the others—to reason from these pre-

misses that “architects who indulged in such poetical

designs, could not complain of Iheir plans being

rejected?” Verily, the qualifications for the parlia-

mentary sphere, which we are t<>ld are peculiar and

speciiil, must be of a singular kind, since they

involve no knowledge of what a m:in speaks about-

Has Mr. Briscoe ever been into Westminster Hall,

aud seen the drawings ?

We confiss to being a little led away from the

immediate matter before us, namely, the notice of

the one particular design by Messrs. Prichard

and SeddoD. Its authors have this advantage

over some who have received high premiums,,

that nearly the whole of their project is displayed

on the walls of the Hall in the collection of draw-

ings now exhibited,—the several portions of their

design—the War Office, the Foreign Office, anil

the Residence being on the same sheets. Them

design was not without rcasoa regarded as m
many respects superior as compared with others

in the same style. Its distinctive characteristic may

be said to be' the regularity of distribution of ifa-

window openings ;
aud a general attention to group-

ing and uniformity which is admirably adapted to tlile

character and purpose of the offices.

The buildings, in plnn, are arranged about an oblong

court, opening from Charles-streer,—entering which-

by a gateway, the residence is seen opposite, at the

north end. The gateway occupies the centre of a

screen, or covered way between the two buildings.

Each building has a lofty tower with a lantern or-

pyr.imidal roof, and a spire cap[iiog. In both the War
Office and the Foreign Office, tbe principal feature of

the plan is a large central hall on each floor, with a

staircase ia the middle of its ar a. The hall is lighted

partly by windows from the ends of courts, and partly

from the lantern of the staircase. The other chief

feature of the plan which deserves notice, consists ia

tbe provision of numerous loggias of arches to the

entrances, and square projeclious in other parts, so as

to conform to the superficial area required by the in-

structions—which was different in the chief floors—

and yet economically to secure an addition to the ex-

ternal effect, and to convenience as regards the en-

trances.

Another feature of Jfessrs. Prichard and Seddou^s

plan, ia the introduction of a stable as a low detached

buildiug, at the north-west angle, or most prominent

position. They seem to have sacrificed a considerable

portion of ground, and to have injured their plan by

this addition to the objects required in the instruc-

tions
;
and in the effect, this is the least satisfactory

pirt of the design. The character of the design,

as we have remarked, results from the general

regard for symmetry. The grouped window-openings

are separated by broad piers with niches. The loggias

—sometimes in two stories—and tbe towers form

central features in a front
;
and the projecting masses

are placed symmetrically. Pointed and cusped arches,

over a square lintel and sculptured tympannm, are

used generally ; and the details both of sculpture and

ornament, display much taste. Good art is also

exhibited in the staircases and the internal decora-

tion. The design is well shown by drawings,

including well-executed ppr'pective views.

* Our drawinc was prepared from a pbotograpk made
0 the Hall by Mr. Herbert Watkins.

Bronze Powder.—Experiments have been insti-

tuted by Herr Konig in order to ascertain the method

of preparing bronze powder, hitherto a secret. From
the results it appears that the several varieties of

bronze powdered leaf are each composed of nearly

the same proportions of copper, ziuc, and tin, and

that tbe variation of colour is owing to different

degrees of oxidation, which have been produced by

I

heating the alioy at different temperatures..
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CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Wantage.—We omitted to mention last week that

the restoration of the parish church here hns been

carried out from the designs of Mr. G. E. Street,

including the glass, the pavements, and the scalpture.

Leicester.—The faundation-stone of a new Inde-

pendent Chapel was laid upon a vacant piece of

ground nearly opposite De Montfort-strect, London-

road, by Mr. J. D. Harris, M.P. on the 11th instant.

The design of the building is described by the local

Advertiser as “ Modern Italian, being an adaptation

of the Italian style to the requirements of the present

day, both as regards material, construction, and in-

ternal arrangements.” The fa9ade to the London-

road will present a projecting centre, crowned by a

pediment, and supported on each side by wings,

forming the termination of the side aisles and gal-

leries. In the centre part arc three entrances, deco-

rated with an enriched order of columns, cornices, &c.

and quoins. The interior consists of a ground-floor

and galleries, affording accommodation for upwards

of 800 persons, and also a large school-room, even-

tually to be added to the chapel, which will then seat

more than 1,200 adults. The an-angements for

warming are in tbe hands of Messrs. Haden and Sons,

of Trowbridge. The contractors for the building arc

as follows :—Messrs. Lindley and Fim, masons

;

Messrs. Cox and Son, bricklayers, See.

;

Mr. Fozzard,

plumber and glazier
;
Mr. Barsby, iroofounder; Mr.

Haynes, painter
;
Mr. Morrell, plasterer ; Mr. Webb,

slater.

Abingdon.— Since the last vestry meeting as to the

restoration of St. Helen’s Church, Mr. W. Wilkinson,

of Oxford, and Mr. Scott, of Londou, the architects

selected for the purpose, have examined the tower

and spire of the church, and each having furnished a

report to the committee, a vestry meeting was called

for the 13th instant, to consider these reports, to

dii'ect measures for the re-building or repair of tbe

tower and steeple, and to provide the necessary funds

for the same. Mr. Wilkinson, in his report, ex-

pressed his belief that it is possible to repair the

tower and spire, and in doing so, proposes to shore

up the east wall, the inner archway and weak por-

tions of the south wall, and other parts where neces-

sary; to build two new buttresses on the east side of

the tower; to shore up the south wall above the

inner archway, and to construct a new entrance of

smaller size than the present one; to build on the

south aisle of tbe church two other buttresses
;
to

construct of oak timber a trussed framework, and to

fix it at the weakest part of the tower ;
to insert iron

tie-rods on the east and west sides; put iron pins

through the wall and bolt them ;
and do certain works

(not of any great magnitude) to the spire. Mr.

W’^ilkinson advises the committee to obtain teudeis

for the supply of various articles, such as timber for

shoring and scaffolding, oak timber for the framing,

stone, Portland cement, iron rods and nuts, and for

the supply of masons, carpenters, and labourers at

per diem^ and that an efficient practical clerk of

works, who has carried out works of a similar kind,

should be appointed. Mr. Scott, in his report,

alludes to the principal defects to be remedied, as

“ the overhanging towards the east and south, the

crushing, cracking, and disintegration of many parts

of the walling, and the crushing of the arch opening

into the church.” He explains the following courses

which would be adopted to save the tower:—The

erection of a thorough system of shoring on east and

west sides, a considerable addition to tbe existing

buttresses outhe east side, the repamtion of the shat-

tered walling, the replacing of the cracked portions

in other parts of the tower, the renewal of the shat-

tered stonework of the sontheru arch, the reconstruc-

tion in a great measure of the staircase, and the sub-

stitution of better iron tics for the cxistifig ones.

With certain requisites named, Mr. Scott is of opinion

that the restoration of the tower is pructicable, and

recommends it. After the reports had been read, the

chairman stated that the committee had ascertained

the probable amount of the cost of repairing and

restoring, and also the probable cost of rebuilding,

and the following was the result :—To repair and

restore the tower and spire—Mr. Scott’s estimate,

nearly 1,000/.
;

Mr. Wilkinson’s, 680/. ;
To re-

build—Mr. Scott’s estimate, 2,000/. to 2,500/. ;
Mr.

Wilkinson’s, 1,811/. Ss. He further slated that tbe

committee had had an interview with Mr. Wilkinson,

and afterwards unanimously agreed to advise the

vestry to adopt Mr. Wilkinson’s plan for tbe repair

and restoratiou, and to engage him as the architect

;

and further, to recommend a rate of Is. in the pound

(which would realize about 450/.), and that a volun-

tary subscription should be opened towards the cost

of the works, &c. Mr. Wilkinson’s report and plan

were unanimously adopted. The question as to the

ways and means was not quite so quickly disposed

of, hut was also at length agreed to.

Worcester.—The cemetery report of the general

health committee, read recently at the council meet-

ling, stated that the plans for the cemetery had been

' approved by the bishop and ihe secretary of stale, and

that after t\vice advertising for tenders, four bad been

received, the lowest of which was so much above the

estimate of Mr. Clarke, the architect, that the com-

mittee had consulted with that geutleman as to a

modification of his plans, so as to reduce the expendi-

tui'e. Mr. Clarke, however, thought that no change

could he made which would occasion any consider-

able saving, while at the same time it would damage

the general effect of the buildings. He therefore

strongly recommended that the plan should be car-

ried out in its entirety, and expressed his belief that

the total cost of all the works of the cemetery would

not exceed 7,000/. The committee consequently sup-

ported Mr. Clarke’s view,nnd urged tbe council to have

the entire plan carried out according to the lowest

tender — namely, that of Messrs. Chambers and

Hylton for 4,830/. 145. Gd. After some discussion,

the adoption of the report and of Messrs. Cham-

bers and Hylton’s tender was agreed to unani-

mously. The extensive works for the partial

restoration of Worcester Cathedral, are in rapid pro-

gress. The sonthern portion of the eastern transept

was fearfully cracked aud warped by the lapse of

ages, and tbe windows defaced by the introduction of

bad tracery belonging to a later period. The southern

wall and buttresses of this traiscpt have recently been

taken down and rebuilt, and the ancient windows re-

stored free from the anomalous tracery. The main

feature of the renovations in progress lies at the east

end of the cathedral. The buttresses properly be-

longing to the edifice have now been rendered perpen-

dicular and nearly rebuilt, and an Early English

window will fill up the end of the cathedral in place

of the Decorated one which had supplanted the

ancieut work. The flying buttresses at the angles

were removed as soon as the angle buttresses properly

forming part of the edifice were strengthened suffi-

ciently to ensure proper resistance to the thrust of

the groining of the roof aud the other arches. In

removing one of the.se flying buttresses, according (o

the Chronicle, from which we quote, a p’ece of china

was found imbedded in the masonry. This is regarded

as itself a proof that their erection took place at a

comparatively modern date. The new east window

will contain ten lights disposed in two tiers of five,

each divided by a gallery. The lights in both tiers

decrease in width, and those of the upper tier in

height also, from the centre outwards, and by this

arrangement a variety is obtained in the various

members of the window. The liglils arc divided by

piers, ornamented by slender shafts, which, rising

from the bottom of the window, cross the gallery and

terminate in moulded capitals, surmounted by the

mouldings of the arches. The hollows of some of the

mouldings are filled in with the tooth ornament.

There arc said to be proofs that the ancient window

was of five lights, and Mr. Perkins has constructed

the window in accordance, as to details, with the re-

mains of Early English east of the tower. In the

Interior the window exhibits clustered columns of

stone, with detached shafts of polished Purbeck

marble, and these support combinations of deeply cut

mouldings formiug the heads of the lights. The

lights, it is hoped, will ultimately be filled w'jth

stained glass. The long lancet windows on each side

the chancel of the Lady Chapel are also to be taken

out and restored. The Dean and Chapter, in re-

storing the interior walls of the choir and Lady

Chapel, have caused the whitewash to be removed,

and the polished fac s of the marble columns to be

exposed. The workmen have also restored the decayed

portions of the walls, columns, and masonry generally,

of the choir and Lady Chapel. Extensive renovations

at the west front were completed some months ago.

These consisted chiefly of the erection of new but-

tresses to restrain the tendency of the nave to fall

westwards, the rebuilding of the gable, in which au

arch has been introduced for the purpose of allowing

the removal of tbe window when the funds of the

Dean and Chapter permit, the mullions and portions

of the tracery being in a very dilapidated condition,

thongh this is not readily perceptible. Among the

rceeiit improvements may be noticed the masonry of

the Adeldide and the Wheeler memorial windows,

and the introduction of three triplet lancet windows,

in the clerestory on the south side of the choir.

Amongst the contemplated restorations, it is intended

to ornament the angles of the north central transept

with pinnacles. The contractors are Messrs. Ben-

nett, of Birmingham. Divine service is at present

performed in the nave.

Cardiff.—Tenders have been received for the pro-

posed new -Tewish Synagogue, at East-tcrrace. Car-

diff; Mr. n. .T. Piiull, architect; ranging from

Bourne, 456/. to Edwards, 416/. Quantities sup-

plied.

llarlorne.—The foundation stone of the intended

Church of St. John the Baptist, in Harborne, was

laid on the 14th inst. by the llev. Chaucellor Law.

The style is Geometrical. The edifice will consist

of nave, north and south aisles, chancel, and

sacristy, aud a bell turret at the south-west angle of

the nave. The principal entrance will be in the

centre of the west front : there will also be another

entrance on the south side. The length of the nave

will he 80 feet by 25 feet width, and the height

45 feet to the ridge of the roof : the aisles will be

nearly the same length as tbe nave by 13 feet wide.

The roof will be of open timber framing, ceiled

between the rafters, which, together with the seats

and other wood-work, will be stained and varuished.

The nave will be separated from the aisles on each,

side by arcades of five arches. Tbe pillars and

arches both to nave and chancel will be worked in

Bath stone. The passages and chancel will he paved

with tiles. The west window and the chancel east

window will both be of five lights, filled wilh tracery:

the aisle windows will be of two lights each, with

simple trefoiling in the heads. Externally the walls

will be of white brick, with Bath stone dressings.

Tbe church will accommodate 650 adults and 160

children, and one-half of the kneelings will be free.

MALVERN.
It may perhaps enable some of the younger readers

of the Builder, who chance to visit Malvern, to view

with greater interest and profit the abbey or priory

church of that place, if I attempt shortly to indicate

the points which struck me as most worthy of atten-

tion in a recent examination of that structure.

In the interior are brought together, without any of

the intermediate links which connect them, the ex-

tremes of that Medlmval architecture whose rise,

development, and decline spread over some centuries.

The supports of the pier-arches which divide the area

from the west to the crossing into three aisles, are

those huge cylindrical masses of masonry, supposed

by some to date from the pre-Norman era. The abacus,

a square stone, with the lower edge plain chamfered,

follows the plan of the pier : the moulding below it

is a quarter round, with small circular tore beneath.

The bases, if they exist, are concealed by the elevation

of the floor; the arches round, of three orders of

square-edged members. Tbe space of wall between

the pier-arches and the bottom of the clerestory

windows—enough for a triforium stage, had this

feature entered into the builder’s design—is left

blank, with somewhat nnpleasing effect.

Of the windows, of rigidly late Perpendicular

character, I will say a word hereafter.

The covering of the central aisle is a flat ceiling,

divided into small squares by wooden moulded ribs,

altogether poor and iucffective. Tbe alternate trans-

verse ribs are returned downwards upon the wall,

until stopped by sculptured brackets placed upon Ihe

point of each window, and between the pairs. The

spandril spaces, obtained by the addition of a cuiwed

brace, are pierced into Perpendicular lined panelling.

The four arches of the crossing, pointed, lofty, and

rising until they intersect the vaulting, are composed

of circular fillets and hollows, not retiring within and

behind each other in the usual way, but upon the

same plane,—an arrangement quite destructive of the

richness and depth of the compound arch. The hollows

arc filled in with panelling, aud all the members of

the arch are brought down the sides in that unbroken

continuity as characteristic, perhaps, of Perpendicular

as of French Flamboyant. Below these rnain arches

are constructed, to the north and south, subsidiary ones,

the space of wall between them, which is considerable,

being relieved bypauelling. The last-named arches,bya

barbarous contrivance of modern dale, are closed by

a gallery of pews, completely shutting out of view

the arms of the transept. Tbe picr-arches of the

choir, three iu number, have, like those described,

their < haracteristic continuous mouldings, for I do

not consider tbe propriety of this expression violated

by tbe quasi octagon abacus-mould and plain cap,

which encircle the mouldings on tbe Hue of impost.

As in the part of tbe church west of tbe crossing, so

in tbe choir, the space of wall between the pier

arches and the clerestory windows is considerable,

but here it is relieved by its decorative panelling.

Tbe absence of a string course of any sort throughout

the building struck me as a very obvious defect.

The erection of a massive semi-circular wall, 10 or

12 feet high, for an inconceivable purpose, serves at

once to curtaB the choir of its proportions, and

utterly to destroy the effect of the large window,

which, if exposed fully to view, would form a very

noble termination to the eastward. The north side,

too, is closed up by a wooden screen, of the Perpen-

dicular period, which, though beautiful in design, and

delicate in e.xecutiou (the crowning string, or cornice,

a band of admirably cut vine leaves and fruit), I, for

one, should not object to see removed. The west

end has not been much better treated, for there a

' wooden organ-loft blocks np in part the window ;
so

' that it must be allowed much perverse ingenuity has
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been too soccessfoUy employed in marring tbe beauties

of this really fine edifice.

The stone vaulting of the crossing is groined and

ribbed, in rather a complex manner j
that of the

central aisle of the choir, a flat ceiling like the one

defore described, though the presence of vaultini

shafts, formed by the prolongation of the extei nal

mouldings of the clerestory window arch to the

ground, would seem to indicate that a regular groined

roof once existed, or was contemplated: the roof of

the choir-aisles consists of eight-celled compartments,

produced by the transverse, diagonals, and longitudi-

nal ridge ribs, and a rib from point of pier-arch to

point of aisle window.
There is some good Perpendicular panelling in

various parts of the church. Besides that already

mentioned, this mural decoration is employed on each
aide of the clerestory windows of the choir

;
in the

space between the summit of these wiudosvs aud the
intersection of the vaulting with the wall

; and at the
foot of the windows of the choir aisle, and of the
great eastern window. The last named appears lo me
the most perfect example ;—the head of each com-
partment formed into an ogee arch trefoliafed, then
the upper foil trefoliated again, and the lateral foils

hifoliated, an instance of which has been termed
douilefoliation, or doublefeathering

:

two small ogee
arches, also trefoliated, under a transom, correspond
to each of the upper ones.

A large part of the floor of the north transept, aud
of the upper end of the choir is formed of encaustic
tiles, and there are others scattered in smaller quan-
tities about the church. On the south side of the
choir is an elaborate marble tomb, raised to one Lane,
"Knight, servant of Henry VIII.” and his lady!
These personages are represented in effigy, in a re-
cumbent posture, and at the head of the tomb is a
kneeling figure with uplifted hands, in the attitude of
prayer. I suppose this monument not to be earlier
than the reign of Elizabeth. The execution is very
good, and the preservation complete. In the north
transept are two ancient stone tombs, one of them
quite defaced

; the other surmounted by the effigy of
a warrior in chain armour, I presume, of the close of
the twelfth, or commencement of the succeeding
century. ®

The windows of the nave are of three lights, those
of the choir aisles of four, of the transepts of six

;

the west window of seven, and the east of eight, all
formed on the same principle, which, I think, may
easily be rendered intelligible by a description of the
last named. The central mullion splits near the top,
and divides the window archway iuto two secondary
arches; each of these, in turn, subdivided into
four lights, with ogee-arched heads, on a level with
the springing of the window arch; from the points ol

the ogees vertical lines are carried upwards to the
circumscribiog arch, and the muliions separating the
four lights are in like manner prolonged. All the
perpendicular lines above the ogees are curved a'
top and bottom into little arches, and the interstitial
spaces thus obtained are trefoliated. A transom divides
the secondary arches at about half their height, and
below this is another line of diminutive trefoliated
ogee arches. Below the main transom bar, which
divides the window into two stories, the series
of ogee-headed lights is repeated. 1 wish to direct
attention to the abundant use which is made in this
church, both in windows and panelling, cinqfolia-
tion, in contradistinction to trefoliation : the former
IS almost exclusively used in the later periods of
Pointed architecture iu our own country, whilst in
Trance its employment is quite exceptional. There
is some good conteropordneous stained ghass in the
eastern window, and iu those of the choir aisles. The
modern glass in the western portion of ihe church
offers a deplorable contrast both in colour and in
design, the latter consisting, strangely enou-'^h, of
armorial bearings and heraldic dences. sureIy°sJme-
•what misplaced in an ecclesiastical edifice.

_

The windows, outside, have plain dripstones, con-
tinued as a string over the sides and fanes of the but-
tresses. The broad, shallow, straggling hollow of the
declining period of Pointed architecture forms the
main feature of their mouldings. There appears no
attempt to ornament the buttresses ; their set-offs are
united by plain slopes, and they run up into square
shafts set diagonally with fiuialled and crocketed
pinnacles. 'The parapets are various, but all of the
battlemented forui

; some solid, some pierced into
vertical lined panels, aud another portion formed of
two stages of similar panelling, the upper bemg
placed at equal intervals, to form the merlins of ihe
battlement.

_

The central tower is well propoi tiuned,
ot two stories above thereof; the belfrv stage, con-
sisting of a two-light window in each face, crowned
p‘^\‘=““oi^al.shaped canopies, with concave sides,

tW ‘^'•^'^teted. The parapet is pierced, and
there are open angular turrets.

V *f-

entrance now into the church but bvthe projecting square porch at the north-west end. a

good example of the Perpendicular period, of as pro-

nounced a character as the rest of the building. The

stone vaulting of the interior is elaborately groined

and ribbed, the front overlaid with panelling, and

from the middle of the upper story projects a canopy,

and corbel pedestal for a statue.

The old Priory Gate-house, adjacent to the church,

is worthy to be noticed. One side of it is in very

excellent preservation, the whole surface covered with

panelling, with quatrefoliated circles enclosing shields,

and lighted by a veiy graceful little oriel window in

the upper story.

These, I believe, are the only antiquities of which

Malvern can boast. Vi.vtoe.

HALIFAX.

The inauguration of the people’s park, the costly

gift of Mr. F. Crosslcy, hl.F. took place on tbe 14ih

iust. On that day, the formal presentation of the

new park to the corporation wus made. It is situated

on the western side of the borough. It has four

entrances, two in Park-road, one in Hopwood-lanc,

and one in King’s Cross-street, and the avhole is sur-

rounded by palis'ides. The promenade is reached by
means of flights of stone steps. In the cenlre of the

terrace is a semicircle of steps, nine in number, aud

27 feet in width. At the tO]) of these steps a stone

building is erecled, 30 feet high, with arches in front,

borne on pillars of stone. On each side of the

building will he small fountains, and Grecian vases 011

pedestals. In different parts of the terrace are pro-

ductions of marble statuary, of life size, eight in

number, the work of Italian artists, representing Her-
cules, Venus at the Bath, Aristides, &c. Below the

terrace is a stone basin, 4 feet in depth, aud 216 feet

in circumference, with a fountain in the centre.

Lower down is a little lake, with a serpentine walk
about it, and bridges over it,—oue formed out of

rocks. These sheets of water will hereafter be tenanted

by aquatic birds of various kinds.

At the south or soiith-i'ast side of the grounds,
baths are to be erected by the corporation. The
external part of the building is to be elnboratcly deco-

rated, at an estimated cost of 1,500/. by public sub-

scription, the rest to be built by corpor.ilioii rates.

The park grounds, which are laid out wiih ti’ces,

shrubs, plants, aud flowers, comprise in all 7 acres

aud 25 peri'hcs ot grass
;

1 acre, 3 roods, aud 20
perches of walks

; 2 roods and 0 perclies of wnter

;

and 2 acres 2 roods laid, and 1 perch of plantations,

—

iu all about 123 acrcs, suitably studded with numerous
seats for the use of visitors.

The following particulars as to the Cougreg itional

Church lately erected at Halifax have been iu type lor

several weeks :

—

The opciiiug of the new Congregational Church,
at Square, Halil'ax, took place on the 15:h ult.

It is regarded as “ a miniature cathedral,” aud has
been upwards of two years iu process of erection.

It adjoins iind is iu lieu of Square Chapel. Hitherto
the most notable dissculing chapel ol ttiis kind in the
West Hiding of Yorkshire has been a Unitarian
chaj.el, at Leeds. The new edifice at Halifax com-
prises a nave, transepts, tower, spire, aud cloisters.

The architect, Mr. Joseph Jaims, of Loudon, has
-idopted a treatment of the iotenor to suit the obje-et

for which the building is designed. The [leriod of

architecture selected is that of the fourteenth century.
The form of the edifice is that of a nave, with clois-

ters on each side, north aud south transepts, with a

tower and spire iu the junction of tlie latter with the
nave, and a small spirelet on the opposite side : there
is a projection for the organ in place of the usual
choir. Ttie nave or body of the edifice does not
occupy the western cud, and tl c small substitute for

achuiiccltbe eastern end, the site being such as to

compel the usual position to be reversed. 'I'lie

eisteni end of the nave abuis upon Square-road, the
gable vising to the height of 72 feet, surmounted by
a ineLil cross with ears of wheat. Near the apex of
the gable is a four-light window, with louvre-boards
fi>r ventilation. Below it is the great east window,
36 feet in height, of seven lights, the muliions tertoi-

nating at the top iu c rules, with Flanib )yaiit tracery.
Underneath this window is the entrance lo ihe seals
on the ground-floor of the uave, by a recessed doorw ay,
hiving a double niche on each ?idc of ihe ciitruncc,
a'ld surmounted by a small gable. The gable is

flanked on each side with a broad buttress (in which
are inserted the entrance doors aud steps to an caslevu
galley), surmounted by perforated turrets rising to
Che height of 80 feet, fiuished by crocketed pin-
nacles. The sides of the nave arc divided iuto bays
by broad buttresses, within which run the cloisters,”

—rather low covered passages iuto the transepts,
entered by door's in the first bay, and lighted

! y
broad, flat-arched vviodows iu the other bays. The
windows in the nave between each buttress are eacli

of three lights, of almost cathedral size, the head of

1
each being filled in with voided geometric and Flam-
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boyant tracery. The ends of the transepts have on
the ground stage three single-light windows, and in
the gables wheel-windows about 16 feet in diameter,
filled in with tracery, the latter lighting the galleries
and the former tbe seats below the galleries, iu the
transepts. The western projection, containing the
organ, has also windows in the ground-stage, intended
to light the vesty, tbe organ being frst designed to
stand in a gallery above. But as the organ has now
been placed on the ground, the windows are filled

with slate
;
but au upper window in the western

gable is seen over the organ. There is an entrance
both to the floor of the nave and south transept, and
by a staircase to the gallery of the latter, in the first

stage of the lower, with which also the south cloister

communicates. The tower and spire which were
built hy private subscription (understood lo be from
the Messrs. Crosslcy), mount up to about 236 feet,

including the vane. A pierced hattleuient suimounts
the tower; and the springing of the octagonal spire

from this base has been hidden by ciocketcd pin-

nacles at each angle. The spire itself is a bowed
one, though at a distance this peculiarity caonot be
obstrved. It is crocketed at the angles, and on the
cardinal faces is broken iuto stages by lucerne-Iigbts.

^Yillno, the architect has been obliged to make the

pulpit tiic main object. The nave is 95 feel long by
45 feet broad, and 45 feet high, with transept on
each side of the eastern end of tbe nave 28 feet wide.

Two aisles, each 6 feet G inches wide, and flagged

with stone, run up the uave, and afl'ord ingress and
egress to low-backcd oak pews on either hand. The
seats in the transepts stand at right angles to those

in the nave
;
and the space between the transepts is

occupied by the pulpit upon a raised dais, suiTounded

by a light oaken railing. The pulpit is of Caen
stone. Immediately belimd it stands the organ, the

recess in which it stands being se[)aralcd from the

nave by a large arch, equivalent to the chuncel arch

of an ordiuaiy church. Iii order to secure the re-

quired acoustical properties of the building the archi-

tect has adopted a five-sided panelled ceiling; the

wh >le of which has been coloured and embbizoued,

under the architect’s designs, by Mr. Haley, deco-

rator, &c. Bi'udfurd. All the vviudows are tilled with
quarried glass, with a sparing use of deep colours in

ihe traccried heads (tlie glass being supplied hy Mr.
N. "W. Livers, of Liiidon). In the evenings the

budding will he lighted by three suu-lights iu the

roof, the pulpit, organ, and seats under the transept-

galleries having separate gaslights. Accommodation
is provided fur 1,040 adults and 200 children. The
building has been erected by Me.«srs. J. and "VV.

Bvaiilaiid, of Bradford, uuder Jlr. J. Dilworih, clerk

of the works, aud its cost will be about 15,000/.

niOVIXCIAL NEWS.
Ghehnsford.—The opeuing of the new school at

Suuthchurch, according to the Chelmsford Chronicle,

t'lok place on the 4:Ii iust. The new buildings are

situated on t.ie souih side of the high road to South-
cud, a Utile eastward of the parish church of South-
church. They are from the designs, and have been
e.’cecutcd under the superintcDdeuce, of Mr. William
Slatei', of Loud n. Tticre is a teacher’s residence of

six rooms, and a school-room, 33 feet by 17 feet,

with an 0 |jcn cradled roof, ceiled to the ridae. The
style of the whole is " ^Middle Pointed.” The walls

are built of grey stone, and ai'c roofed with dark-

coloured tiles. The appearance of the buildings, both
as to form aud colour, is jilain, hut relieved by gabled
windows of a lighter-coloured stone on llic north side

of tlie school-room, and by a triplet at the cast end.

I'lUielher wii.h the restoration in the ])ari5h church of

a large south pori'h of carved woodwork, desianed by
ihi; sime architect, tlie works were contracted for by
Messrs. Carter, of Roclilord; Mr. Garrard, also of
llochford, undertaking the carpenters’ work.

Banbnrij .—The whole of the contracts for the
waterworks arc now taken ;—for the reservoir aud
eogiiic house, by .Messrs. Davis and Sons, F>aiibury

;

stcjin-eug-ne aud pumps, Mr. C. Lunpiit, Neiihrop;

filter-beds and pipe-laving, ilr. J. Aird, Loudon;
sluice-cocks and hydranls, Messrs. Guest and Clirimes,

llutberham
; supply of main?, the Bultei Icy Company,

Alfreton, Derbyshire. Some of t ho tenders are neces-

sarily upon schedules of prices, on uaascertaiued quan-
tities.

Maidstone .—The following tenders were received

for the new buildings to be erected at the lied Lion-
coriier, lligh-strcct aud Wcek-slrcet, Maidstone :

—

L iu''eu':e and Son, London £3,940 0 0
Patrick, Loudon 3,895 0 0
Fisher, licigiite 3.867 0 0
Sutton and Walter, JIa'd-toiie... 3,392 0 0
Satlou aud Vaughan, Maidstone 3.387 0 0
Tompson, Maidstone (accepted) 3,353 10 0

Preston ,—The boys’ schools of St. Ignatius (K.C.)

have been cumpldel by Mr. John ^Valkel• and Mr.
Henry Butcher, the contractors. Tbe buildings are
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plain. They consist of a boys’ school-room, 61 feet

by 36 feet, aoci 21 feet high
;

a class-room, 25 feet

by 21 feet, and 15 feet high
;

and an infants’ school,

42 feet by 21 feet, and 15 feet high ;
lighted by aboat

300 feet of skylight.

STAINED GLASS.

Dover .—On the recommendation of the coraraitice

of the local council, formed for the restoration of the

Mason Dieu-hall, it has been resolved that the council

subscribe 100/. towards the alterations consequent

upon the restoration of the western window. This

window is to be restored by Mr. J. Bell, in memory
of the late William KiogsforJ, of the Mason Dieu

House : it is to be composed of coloured glass, from a

design already prepared.

Wellington {Somerset).—Mr. John Toms, who put

up a stained-gl'iss wiudow in the parish church here

about six months since, has just completed and fixed

two others in the same church. No. 1—window, con-

tains four principjl lights, with tracery in the head.

Two lights are filled with the figures of SS. James

and Andrew, under cauopies, with backgrounds of

diapered ruby : underncjlh each figure is jdaced

the saint’s emblem. Tlie other two side-lights are of

a grisaille ground, enriched with coloured foliage aud

Oowers : it is a memorial window erected by Mrs,

Ireland, of this place, to her deceased parents.

No. 2, is a window of three principal compart-

ments, with tracery lights. The general ground-

work is a grisaille of lily pattern,—the centre light

bearing the figure of the Virgin and Infaut Saviour,

on a rich diapered background of gold colour : the

lily is also introduced as the emblem. This window

has been presented to the church by the parishioners.

Both are placed in the north aisle.

NEW ZEALAND.
The following extract, from a journal kept during

my voyage recently made from New Zealand to

England, may probably interest some of your readers.

(1857.) I was struck, whilst in New Zealand, with

the extraordinary width and height of some trees,

willows especially, which had been planted only a

very few years
;
and this rapid growth, with strength

of vegetation peculiar to its soil, must be attributed

to its temperate and agreeable climate. The Maories,

as a fuither illustration of the climate, will raise two
crops of potatoes in a year, without manure

;
a crop

sometimes coming to maturity in fourteen weeks.

Almost all our English fruits aud vegetables are

suited to the antipodes, and grow to perfection.

Fern land, which is plentiful, when sown with English

grasses produces excellent pasture. There are forests

of lofty trees, which are iu llower aud in leaf nearly

the whole of the year. The light and pensile foliage

of the blue and red gum-trees is particularly admired.

Flax grows wild, and in large quantities: it has

a beautiful silky appearance, and is of superior

quality. It would repay cultivation, and in this

light it has recently been considered by the Go-

vernment, which has offered prizes to the producers

of the best specimens. Mats and baskets are made
of this flax, closely woven : it is a good substitute for

cord, and is used in a variety of ways. Some of the

native trees, though, perhaps, not so gigantic as those

of Van Diemen’s Laud, are very beautiful and valu-

able for building, and for spars : the pine {kauri), for

instance, is unequalled for that purpose, aud the

Admiralty has imported large cargoes of it. It is an

interesting sight the ceremony of rolling down from

their native heights to the beach, whence they are

shipped, these valuable timbers. The striking of

axes, the song aud dance, the chief’s signal for a

number of labourers to roll the huge spar down the

steep, amid the shoutings of mauy voices, form
scene never to be forgotten.

Nature has indeed favoured this country. The
flowers of an island where so many Englishmen have

fixed their homes are abundant, charming the eye

with all their varieties : many which here would re-

quire the protection of glass, grow there iu the open

air. The noble aloe flourishes, and might he planted,

as it is in Italy, for a fence; still it is to he much
admired as a central ornament in a circular flower-

bed. The golden gorze cheers the eye wherever we
travel ; the sweet-briar, roses of several sorts, honey
suckle, hawthorn, and acacias of many colours, in-

termingle in the hedges, and decorate and diffuse

their delicious perfumes over the fields, the gardens,

and road-sides. Perhaps there is no country in the

world that will equal New Zealand for its scenery,

climate, and productiveness. How lovely and sweet

a fine day is there, when it is cheerfully sunny and

not too hot, cannot well be imagined by tho«c who
have never resided at the antipodes. I find the

opinions of every traveller, deduced after long obser-

vation, confirming the remark. Mr. Swainson, the

naturalist, Mr. Hursihouse, and others, all speak the

aamc of its advantages in these respects.

Botanists, I believe, have pretty well explored the

flora of New Zealand : they have introduced plants

iuto this country, and acquainted us with many
which, unknown in Europe, are found only in New
Zealand. Quantities of iron-sand, carried down by

the torrents, make it probable that there is iron-ore

in the interior part of the country : manganese I my-

self picked up in digging, and gold has been dis-

covered. "We coursed along some of the finest har-

bours of the world.

Water is scarce in some places : one secs at the

present day the poor fetchiug it from a stream in

some gully, often a loog distance from their homes.

In other places where there are wells, the water is

abundant. As a proof of the mildness of the winter,

in June, wliich corresponds to our December, the

mercury has not fallen below 48 degrees.

The roads in this colony—where anything approach-

ing to roads exists—are constructed with soil nud

small stones, with bundles of a small shrub as au

under-stratum : the surface is covered with scoria, or

the lava of the volcanic mountains. This is a road

that Would not be approved of by a McAdam or a

Patteson. But everything bears strougly the cha-

racteristics of a new country. There are some

pleasing villas iu the outskirts of Auckland, well

built, and situated in romantic positions, commanding

a view of the country around and the harbour of the

city. The city itself has at present nothing that can

gratify the eye of the architect. Even the new

Government House ia so poor, aud so out of the pale

of fine architecture, notwithstanding its glaring white

corapo front, that it is little calculated to elevate the

puhUc taste. Certaiuly, something more ought and

could have been done by the provisional government

to have secured better artists and a better building.

However, we must remember that this is a new

country, and not expect to find in its architecture and

public works evidence of any very high degree of

civilization. F. L,

rooms, &c. will seat 10,000 persons so as to see on

the stage, platform, or pnlnit, and not he liable to

real or false alarms of danger incident to all the

present places of amusement or worship, as of late at

Covent Garden Theatre and Surrey Gardens.

The strength of a dome would be tried in its

building, as no fixed centre should be used, but

revolving one, to give the form only.

Jas. Pulham.

THE NEW-ROAD.
In Mr. Piuks’s article bearing the above heading,

which appeared in your paper, he says, p. 453, there

is “ a clause in the original Act for making the road

prohibiting the erection of any building within 50

feet of it.
* * * The lapse of a century,

hovpcver, seems to have materially modified this penal

enactment, for numerous are the instances in which

the ^^feet flat is built upon.”

If, then, the houses must be brought nearer to the

footpaths, why not throw back the paths to the

houses ? This would leave the roadway sufficiently

wide for a double line of rails to be placed in its

centre. The stmc course might be adopted with

•espect to the City-road, which would give us a con-

tinuous railway from Old-street, or perhaps Fiushury-

sqiiare, to the Edgeware-road.

Of course we should fmd as many persons ready

for an outcry against this proposal ns there were in

the Duke of Bedford’s day to oppose the forimtion of

the road itself; hut this docs not affect the question

of the advisability or the practicability of my sugges-

tion. A railroad, or even a tramroaJ, would he a

greater boou to us in 1856 than the New-ruud was to

our grandsices iu 1756. E. P.

EXHIBITION OF THE ART-UNION OF
LONDON PRIZES.

The pictures selected by the prizeholders of the

past year are exhibited in the Suffolk-street Galleries

to the subscribers and their friends, by tickets, which,

moreover, may readily be obtained by any who wiU

apply at the office, 444, Strand. After the 31st, the

Exhibition wilt be open to the pblic without tickets

for a week, as usual. The Exhibition consists of 152

pictures and water-colour drawings, together with a

roomful of the bronzes, medals, statuettes, drawings,

and other works of art which have been produced by

tlie Society, aud which, admittedly, have given great

impulse to the production of similar works out of

doors, to supersede the puerilities which filled the

shop-windows a dozen years ago. AVe have already men-

tioued the principal pictures purchased by the prize-

holders, so that it is unnecessary now to go into detail;

but we may point out as amongst the best in the col-

lection, No. 2, “Leith- hill,” by G. Cole ; 12, “Harvest

Repast,” by F. Underbill
; 16, “ Shades of Evening,”

by n. J. Boddingtou; 59, “A Family Group,” by

H. B. "Willis; 85, “The Druids’ Circle,” by H. W.
B. D.ivis

;

“ Fdlstaff proposing to marry Dame
Qiiicklv,” by D. W. Deane; 107, “Crossing the

Brook,*” by I. Heuzcll, &c. Some of the water-

colour drawings arc admirable specimens. The

prizeholders next year should bear in mind that the

operations of the Art-Union of London have had the

effect, in conjunction with other more recent agencies,

in creatiog so muny picture-buyers, that it is desirable

to make their selections the moment they obtain the

;bt to do so.

PRACTICAL REMARKS ON DOMES.

The articles in your jrnirnal of late treating of

domes, aud lastly of the necessity of large rooms, with

what has been ’said of the new reading-room at the

British Museum and the dome of St. Paul's at various

times, seem to imply a difficulty of construction,

whereas it is not, but practicable to erect a building

covered with a dome larger than any hitherto built

in the known world. This may be done with brick

and cemeut, stone, or terra-cotta, to have a lantern-

light or a cupula on it—not as at St. Paul’s, where

there is a conical stone erection to support the cupula

built within a timber dome. Theatres, concert or

town balls, museums, lecture-rooms, churches, chapels,

&c. may be so built fireproof that timber need ouly be

used to a limited extent for fittings and doors, and

upon such a p'an that there may he numerous stair-

cases refreshmeut-rooms, with cloak-rooms for ladies

and geutlemen (distinct), offices, &c. as may he

required.

The ground plan may be a square, octagon, circular,

or formed by ci^jlit right angles, the latter making the

most uniform abiitineut, il the dome is so large as to

require it.

In my humble opinion as a practical man, there is

scope for the development of this noble feature, aud

its adaptation to fireproof building of stores, factories,

&c. need not be more expeusive than ordinary con-

struclion, as a vast space may be covered with a dome

springing a few leet fiom the ground, for utility and

economy, with strength and great dnrubiliiy.

A building of octagon plan, about 220 feet diameter

outside the walls, including usually necessary offices,

SANITARY GOVERNMENT.
On an application being made by the Government

authorities to the vestry of Lambeth, to put a stop to

the pestilential effluvia which not only trouble our

members of Parliament, hut also some thousands of

other persons, the Board, in answer, declined to under-

take the expense and trouble of prosecution
;
and, in

consequence, the unfortunate dwtllers in the ucigh-

hourhood are under the necessity of bcariog their un-

pleasant condition until Sir Benjamin Hall can get a

fresh Act of Parliament passed for the purpose of

compelling the parish authorities to do their duty.

Tiiesc unpleasant circumstances give rise to several

important consideratious : the first is amprise and

vexation that it should be found necessary at the

present day to use force to compel a body of gentle-

men, iu xvhose care the health and well-being of a

large district is intrusted, to do an evident duty. It

has often hecu to us a matter of paiu to note the

“ penny-wise-and-pound-foulish ” policy ol several of

ihe m- tropolican parish boards iu sanitary matters.

This course of practice is not only injurious to large

masses of the people, but must if persisted in lead to

a change in the parochial managemeut of this great

population.

In the City, and some other districts where sani-

tary inspecliou lias been made a matter of police, it

is surprisiug to notice the progress which has been

made, and how well with their at present limited

authority the officers who have come under our notice

have fulfilled their somewhat difficult duties.

It would be unjust to make these remarks without

at the same time mentioning that in the poorer dis-

tricts the parish anlhorities are aw'kwardly circum-

stanced. A large number of those who are called

upon to pay the heavy poor and other rates are them-

selves si rusgliug fur au existence. Consid- rable tracts

of properly wliich in the present state of ibmgs it is

necessary to occupy as dwellings are so dilapidated

and saddled with ground-rent, that the present holders

can ill afford out of the small jirofits of the fourth-rate

cottage kind of household propeity to carry out the

proper drainage and other improvements which may

be requii'ed.

We have heard the authorities of London parishes

say “ It we enforce all those sanitary measures, we

shall not only be driving many who coutribute towards

the rates to another place, but also will so much raise

them, that we shall muke paupers of several who are

barely able to pay the present amount.” Such an

argument as this is well worthy of cureiul thought, and

when we look round the wide extent of the metro-

polis, and find that in some parishes, where there are

few needy housekeepers and tradesioeu, the parish

rates are not more than 4d. or 5d. in the pound,

we see others in which the greatest amount of
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poverty exist, and where the raest vigorous sanitai'V

exertions arc reijiiired, pay 3®. in the pound and

upwards.

Experience shows that this uneven local taxation

of our great city is pregnant with numerous evils,

which are at present so palpable and increasing, that

a reiticdy must be speedily applied.

Granting all this, it will be found that proper care

for the health of parishes will, in the long run, he

found a saving in money, without tahing into account

matters of a higher consequence ;
and it should

be carefully borne in mind now, when London

and its suburbs are so much above the average

as to health, that in those places which at the

last cholera attack were found so ill provided,

but which since then have been greatly improved, we

find the greatest comparative decrease in the usual

number of deaths, and this should encourage all to

increased exertions.

It is unfortun-itely the case that in times of com-

parative safety some are apt to lapse in their exer-

tions, and view with but little consideraiiou the exer-

tions of those who, mind''ul of what is likely to come,

will not put off using proper exertions until the

evil is upon ns and all is terror and confusion.

THE GENIUS OF TURNER.
CoMPARATrvELY the art of landscape painting is of

very receut introduction. The Egyptians, Greeks,

,

and Romans, notwithstanding their skill in architcc- '

ture, sculpture, and painted representations of the

hninaD figure, and of in'‘erior auimal®, seem to have
overlooked the other fair forms of nature, and not
considered them worthy of iiidtation.

In the foreign schools Claude Lorraine, Poussin,
Salvator Rosa, Rembrandt, Rubens, and a few others,

may be said to have been the first who, with skill

and a proper amount of truth, represented landscape
scenery. At home, amongst the most eminent deud
painters, are Richard Wilson, Gainsborough, Con-
stable, and Turner

;
all of whom, possessed of

high artistic ability, are very varied in style. In
considering the merits of the artists above named, it

may be worth while to glance slightly at the cha-
racteristics of some of them.

In Salrator Rosa’s pictures we find a wild com-
bination of homan and other figures with landscape,

but we seldom in this artist’s works see much Variety
of feeling ; wild, grand, and gloomy are the land-

scapes which have come from this pencil. Rubens’s
landscapes are very much like coloured photography

;

see, for instance, the view of his chilfcau, pre-
served in the National Gallery. How difterent is the
treatment of that view from the bold and magical
ari'angemeut of his bistorieal pieces. If an unknown
artist of the present day were to send sii<-h a land-

scape as that by Rembrandt of “ Tobit and the Fish
”

to the Royal AcHdemy exhibition, it is doubtful if it

would find a place even in thehigbist row. There
are, however, some other landscapes by th’s nrt.i»t

;

for instance, the light niid dark views of the “ Wind-
mill.” which are wonders in their way.

Claude Lorraine is all sweetness and calm
; in look-

ing at his pictures you fancy that you can hear the
•oft sound of minstrelsy, the fect-fall of the

• dancers, the gurgling of the water, and even the
touch of the fulling leave.®. The fauious Cluule has
not, however, essayed to paint the bb sts before the
thunder-storm—the storm itself— the flitting glimpses
of sunshine and rain— or the fierce contentions of the
seas and rocks.

In the landscape pictures by Poussin, fine in broad
and transparent depths of shadow, and mo.^t beauti-
fully and boldly manipulated in all parts,—descend-
ing angels and other allegorical representations mar
and destroy the illusion of the scenes according to
our present ide *s.

In our school, in looking at the works of Richard
Wilson, it is impossible not to recognise the poetical
twnceptionand the grandeur of many of them. They
are, however, not transcripts of nature.

Some of Gainsborough’s are sweet and faithful

;

hut he has not attempted very lofty flights. Con-
stable’s pictures are boldly-choscn points of English
scenery—cornlields, locks, distant views of towns and
hills,—over which are often rainbows and showers.

In Turner’s pictures we have a combination of the
best qualities of many painters. In some he convevs
to us the soft and still feeling of Claude; in others,
the wild aud poetic fancies of S-lv.itor Rosa, ilore-
over, in many of the works of Turner there is a sen-
timent shown in the introduction of ihe figures which
conveys the mind to circumstances connected wiih
the spot, hat which do not, like the allegorical intro-
auciions of Poussin, destroy the harmony of the

^0^' instan e, in his drawing of the spot on
Vi hich Harold the Saxon is supposed to have died at
ne battle of Hastings, he has introduced a couple of
grej hounds in pursuit of a hare, and bo fugged is
poor puss, that we feel certain the dogs will
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worry her upon the spot where the king is said to

have died. Then, how wondi rful, yet fit, is h;s tre.at-

ment of Stonehenge,— that myrturious circle! We
have seen nothing in painting which conveys so fine a

notion of a war of the elements as do the thunder

clouds and lightning which hover over and fly about

the huge stones. In the foreground the shepherd and

part of his flock have been stricken
;
not the least

touching part of this incident is a little Iamb attempt-

ing to su'-lcle its dead dam. Equally fine is Turner’s

treatment of ihe Land’s-Eud, in Cornwall ;—how the

waves dash about, and the birds whirl in the mint,

and how mysteriously the distant sea mixes with the

clouds ! Compare this with the quiet, luxurious

view at Ivybridge. In looking at the first, we
fancy that the painter must have been reared amidst

wilds and st'jrms
;
and at the last it is difficult to think

that the mind which conceived, and the hand which

executed this sweet picture, could hive skill in any-

thiug unconnected with green leaves and singing

birds.

How different, however, are these from the magnifi-

cent pictures of “ The Rise aud Fall of Carthage,”

"The Vale of Tempe,” aud o' her sulyeots of the highest

class. lu thinking of this great painter, picture after

picture crowds upon the mind : the battered war-ship

towed to its last hei th by the little steamer, the whole

lighted by the setting sun; the view of Plymouth
wiih many groups in the foreground; the fine pic-

tures of Oxford
;
the still and truly Buglisli scene at

Bolton Abbey
;
the view from near Bristol : in this

a schoolboy has fastened his kite in the branches of .a

tree,—might the painter have thought of Chattertoii’s

flight and tangled end when he introduced this ? It

would, however, take many pages to enumerate Tur-

ner’s varied works. The purpose of the writer is,

however, merely to direct attention to the numerous
works of this great painter, in order that they may
contrast his productions with the landscape-painters

who have gone before, and note how great he is.

An Artist.

THE SURREY SIDE OF THE JIETROPOLIS.
Prompted by reading your remarks on “The

Tnsaniiniy State of the Houses of Parliament,” in

respect of the nauseons and pernicious trades carried

on in Lambeth, I am induced to offer a few remarks
and suggestions in furtherance, and for the general
improvement of the metropolis. As there are two
sides to a question, so are there to our river Thames,
but this fact seems hitherto not to have been known,
or duly considered. London, in its metropolitan sense
and locality, lies, in fact, on both sides of the

river, but improvement has been confined to one.

West, north, aud east, the mefropoHs has been of late

years vasfly improved, but the south has been wholly
neglected: why should ibis he? The increased and
increasing value of land and houses on the north side

of the river is in strange contrast with that of the
south ; and again I say, why should that be ?

The ditcriorated properties in the Walerlno-roail,

Staraford-street, and surrounding localities, prove the
sfr.mge contrast, yet might be made far more valuable

and creditable to the metropolis by the Government
turning some slight share of its attention in that
direct’on. For instance, there stands the magnificent
structure Waterloo-bridgo : at the north foot is the
elaborate and ornamental Somerset House, recently so
much improved, and rendering the approach to the
bridge so perfect

;
but on the Surrey side what is there

to balance the eligibility? Absolutely nothing; or
worse (hm nothing! Yet there is an ample space to
let of ground belonging in freehold to the Duchy of
Cornwall. Public offices are wanted—Somerset House
is gorged with them,—why not build some auxiliary
offices on the Surrey side, of a style of arcbitectiire

corresponding with Somerset House, and completing
the magnificence of the bridge? " Lancastcr-place”
is sufficiently met on the Surrey side by "Tillotson-
place,” and it is on the eastern foot of the bridge that
defect exists. If ihe move once took place as sug-
gested, and the improved opening from Slamford-
street to tlie Borough was perfected, the north side of
London would be s on greatly relieved of overcrowd-
ing hy some of the budoess houses and professionals
availing themselves of the cheaper and more central
locality thus offered to them in improved availability

;

for the South-Western and South-Eastern lines of
piilway would equally be convenient. We are stretch-
ing across the Atlantic : France and Ireland are as
nothing to ns in the way of distance; and yet Lam-
beth, and the Surrey side,

—
“ Transpoutine,” as it is

sarcastically called,—is tabooed as au ou'landish
place I

I
_

seriously suggest. Sir, through the effective

medium of your pages, that London should not be
further extended either west, north, or east, but that
Govertimeiit should direct all extension and improve-
ment southwards, even to the foot of the Surrey Hills,
as now on the north to Highgate and Hampstead,

—

for the metropolis would then he concentrated more
into a radius, and reodered more convenient for inter-

communication.

The Prince of Wales has a great personal interest

in this suggestion, which would render his “ Duchy
of Cornwall ” more integrally, i espectably, and profit-

ably a poi-tion of the gn at metropolis of the world,

known throughout the cai-th by the high name of

“London.” W

—

’d Wykes.

THE MEDTiEVAL SOCIETY.
The object of the society which is being organized

under this title is the collection of copies "of works of
art of all kinds executed during the Middle Ages, but
especially of those executed be'^ore the end of the
thirteenth century

;

“ and this not as counteracting the
independent influence of our own time upon its own
art, but with the view of promoting the study of the
MeiHffival period as the highest and purest of former
times.” The collection would consist of

—

Casts of sculpture, especially of the French and
Italian school®.

Copies of tracings of frescoes and other wall paint-

ings.

Copies and casts of works in melal.

Rubbings of brasses and copies or tracings of

stained glass.

Notes of schemes of decoration in sculpture, paint-

ing, aud glass, carried out in the Middle Ages, with a
vie'.v to leading to the ra' re careful treatment of its

story in modern sculpture, &c.

Books bearing upon the various branches of art and
upon costume, &c.

Photographs, and especially of any sculpture threat-

ened with restoration.

A wardrobe of costumes, or authenticated reproduc-

tions of said costumes, for the use of painters, and
Specimens of E istern textile fabric®, and of ceramic

ait.

Amongst the regulations it is set forth that tho
committee are “ to exercise great rare in the selection

of objects to be admitted into their Museum
;
taking

pams to exclude all works of inferior art, and to

obtain, purchase, or receive sucli only as in their

opinion are of really good character.” Further, the

committee are “to be prohibited from receiving any
ancient objects of art taken from their proper and
original position, with a view to forming a collection

of antiquitie®. The collection of illuminated MSS.
pictures, ivories, coins, or seals, vestments, furniture,

or movables, w’ould not be open to this objection, but

portions of ancimt sculfiture, painting on walls, or the
like, to he scrupulously rejected, as the object of the
society is in no seose antiquarian, and one of its lead-

ing principles will always be the preservation of

ancient art with the most jealous care in its original

locality.”

Without the slightest desire to impede or dis-

courage the gentlemen who have associated themselves

to form this society, the accoraplishmeut of their

views would seem to lie so completely within the

province of the established “ Architectural Museum,”
that we would much rather see them using their

energies and influence to enlarge the scope and in-

crease the usefulness of the existitig society than form-

ing a new one. We hold the same opinion with

respect to the Archaeological Societies. The dissipa-

tion of forces aud the multiplication of expenses are

to be regretted.

SCHMIDT’S ORGANS .- ST. PAUL’S
CATHEDR.\L.

I WAS glad to see lately in the Builder, the mild

castigation of one who had termed St. Paul's organ

an “ outrageous ” instrument
;
with the very sus-

picious addition, that some other large organ would

he soon pui'chaseable. The assertion, that “ Father

Schmidt ” was not a known or eminent ovgau-

biiilder, was somewhat overmuch. I believe he was

invited over to England after the “Great Fire;”
and common sense will dictate that a maker of “ no

mark” or prestige could hardly have jumped into

such extensive employment. Perhaps it was hardly

known to the first of your correspondents, that

besides his metropolitan labours he was engaged in

distant places. There was, about thirty yeais ago, a

small, hut very sweet-toned organ, by him, in the

remote cathedral of St. David’s. The only cathedral

in Wales where there is daily choral service.

The organs of St. Mary’s, Oxford, and St. Paul’s,

Bedford, were by Schmidt: the luiter, in lieu of

repairs, was substituted about fifteen years ago by a

modern mediocre one. But one of his best works
out of London may have been at Trinity College^

Cambridge—the swell being aRerwards added by

Green, and the pedal-pipes by Avery.

Is it correct, as reported to me by a tourist, that

the organ in St. Patrick's, Dublin, was taken from

(he Spanish Armada? The same thing is reported,

positively, of a clock, with outside “jacks”—like
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Old " St. Dunstan’s,” and Carfax, Oxford; also, of an

ialaid commumon-taLle at Rye, Sussex. The orijan

at Trinity College, Cambridge, lias its bellovrs worked

by a wheel—isolated from the organ : tbe two at St.

Paul’s are iu a low apartment under the organ-loft,

leaving the lower part of the case free—mainly, I

think, for “ pedal” pipes.

I never saw an allusion to a notice, either in the

Speclator or Guardian, that “ Mr. Renatus Harris,”

Schmidt’s rival, who built St. Andrew’s, Holborn,

organ,
“ had an ambition to erect an organ over the

west door of St. Paul’s Cathedral, to exceed anything

of the kind yet known.”

Having began with *' St. Paul’s,” allow me to

express a “ national ” regret, knowing that foreigners,

as well as natives, visit it, that " more is not made
”

of it iu the way of handsomeness and decoration.

The half-consecrated inscription to Sir Christopher

"Wren
—' Si monumenium requiris^' &c.—has been

banished, somewhere, in pieces
;
and a thing which,

if endumble, should be temporary—covered with

rusty red cloth—occupies its place. \Vill no one advo-

cate tlie restoration of Sir C. Wren’s “ monument ” in

his principal work ? The cast end has been a little

improved
;
and the CDrammiion-cloth has soms old

gold fringe. The ” well-worn” one of the pulpit

never had : curtains and other things have been

“dipped” till they are “no colour,” handsome re-

placement not having been preferred.

'Ylhc musical serviceshAvCttox a considerable time

past, doue much credit to all concerned; rendering

any other deficiencies regrettable. Crito.

of the next preliminary meeting, that a determination

to lower prices in council will be come to. At the

same time there are some few houses iu the trade who

have acquired so fair a name as to secure a constant

demand at the “trade” rates.

At Wolverhampton, on Wednesday, and at Birm-

ingham yesterday (Thursday), pigs were offered largely,

without, however, any very marked anxiety to press

sales.

EXPENDITURE BY MIDDLESEX
MAGISTRATES.

Mr. Editor,—At a recent special meeting of the

Middlesex magistrates, tbe following resolution,

—

“ That the plans which were laid before the court on

the 16th July instant, for altering and enlarging the

County Lunatic Asylum at Coliicy Hatch, he approved,

and that the same be carried into execution, at an ex-

pense not exceeding 70,0U0f.” was carried by a large

majority. These genlk-mcn deal with thousands wilh

the greatest coolness; but is it always wilh equal

wisdom ? May we not inquire what is now going to

be done, and under whoie direction the 70,000/. are

to be spent? If I remember rightly, this was about

the sum specified for the lotjl expenditure when de-

signs for the building were first sought by public

competition. A Struggling R.i.TE-PAYER.

RUINOUS BUILDINGS, METROPOLIS.

At Marlborough-slreet, on the 15th, a great deal

: of time was devoted by Mr. Bcadon to the hearing of

E summonses served on the owners or occupiers of dila-

j

pidaled or highly ruinous buddings in the district of

I this court.

It was contended by a professional geutlcman (un-

( derstood to be surveyor to the Marquis of Salisbury)

' who appeared for the owner of tbe prop-rly, No. 5,

( Cranbouru-passage, that the authorities had exercised

8 a very arbitrary power incoming ou the premises and

^
giving peremptory directions respecting them, which

i had put liis client to considerable expense, and that

u unnecessarily. It was stated that the intention hud

b been to take down the dangerous p irt, but they had

I now been called upou to shore up a portion, and thus

i increase the expense, and that there was no occ.islon

f for this. He was of opiuioa that the magistra'e’s

1 lime was very unnecessarily occupied by sum-

D mouses fur such c.iscs as the oue in question.

Mr. Bcidou said he was quite of another opinion.

\! A very salutary Act of Pariinment had been properly

p
put into operation, aud was being carried out wilh

ji judicious effect in the matter of old and di'apiduted

p
premises dmgerous to ihc public. Time occupied iu

t the investigation of these cases could not be uuneces-

TASTE.

The man whose mind has been prepared by study

and cultivatiou for receiving the impressions of works

of genius, ought to possess taste in proportion to liis

knowledge of and habit of coutcmplaling beautiful

objects. The mind uadirally takes its tone and com-

plexion from objects which it h ibilually contemplates.

\Ye should never forget the aacient advice : LUigenthj

contemplate excellent things. The miud becomes

like them. Ou this principle the Greeks, whom wc
mention from their precedence to otlier natious in

these matters, made a practice of educating the eye

of the public by presenting it wiih tlic must re-

fined prudurtious of their favourite artists : where

they collected in largest nuinbeis, there the choicest

specimens of art stood ranged be'^ore them.

A piiblio monument is as useful in promoting the

taste wheu it is beautiful, as it is certaiu to c nrupt it,

when it is not so.

—

Emeric Bavid.

A public monument of bad tasle, erected in a lime

when there existed skillul artists, is an injury dune to

the nation and to the age which witnessed its erec-

tion
;
a pennaneut object ofslrame.— Vasari.

It is wi'ong to say, as some have, that taste is a

faculty of mind distinct fi'om the imaginaliou and rhe

judgment; but it is plainly the result of the joiut

exertion of these two powers. Elegant tasle is

nothing else than sensibility, dii-ected by good sense.

If task-, then, be the effect of the imagin:ition (u])on

which sens'bilLy depends), and of the judgment (on

which good sense depends) taken together, it will be

asked how far the judgment ought to interpose ins sarily bestowed. The owner or occupier was person,

a ally liable, and where neither could be readily fonud,
! regulating the power of imagination, or of correcliug

il it was required by the Act simply to affix a notice on • i .i

t. the do ir of the daugi-rous preraisrs complained of.

Ordered to he put in proper repair, or taken down
within fourteen days.

its exuberineeB, in order to produce good taste.

—

Balzel—“ Lectures.”

It is taste which, according to the different degrees

of perfection in uhich it is possessed, disliuguishes

nations that are improved fiom those that are bar-

barous, and which in the same country reuders one

man superior to another.

We may form a sufficient nolion of the taste of any

NOTES UPON IRON.

{Erom our Correspondent at IVolverhampfon.)

The past week has witnessed au improved demand nation, in any country, and at any period, by the

{(for iron. Tlie orders have come chiefly from the state of its rtrctiitecture.

I United Stites and our South American account. With
|

Prescott, in his “ History of the Conquest of Peru,

tithe United Slates there is now more aelivity, because writes:
—“The monuments of China, of Hindustan,

olof the nearness of the period at which the “fall”
^

and of Central America, are all mdicatixe of an im-

t; trade must cease. Tbe ordjrs have been kept back so mature period, in which the itnagiualion has not been

lolong thit there does not remniu sufficient time he'ore disciplined by study, and which therefore, in its best

tlthey must he executed for tbe makiug of all the iron results, betrays only the ill-reguluted aspirations after

iimeeded iu the American mirket. 1
the heauliful that belong to a scm'-eiviltsed people.

The home demand is tolerably good, but inquiries The Peruvian architecture, bearing also the general

uarc for comparatively small quautities
;
aud no very characteristics of an imperfect state of refmemeut, had

lilarge demand is expected from Amcrici after the still its peculiar character, and so uni''orm was that

''“fall” trade has been supplied. But very few cal-
|

character, that the edifices throughout the country

cuculations to be relied on can be made in relation to ,
seem to have been all cast in the same mould,

tkthe future of the American market.
|

The architecture of the Incas is characterized by

The Indian dislurhauces are not checking very i

simplicity, syinoielry, and solidity. It may seem uti-

nmuch the trade with India iu respect of the railways philosophical to coudemu the peculiar j^hiou of a

iiiiu progress there, as tenders have been asked for nation as indicating want of taste, becnusc ics slaudard

ffiwithin the past d iy or two for best South Staffordshire of t iste dillcrs from our own
;
yet there is an ineon-

' iron for such uses.
j

gruity ia the composition of the Peruvian buildings.

The prices that were deterinioed shmld rule the wldch argues a very imperfect acquaintance with the

“ trade” throughout the quarter do not appear to be
,

first principles of architecture. While they put to-

;by any means adhered to by all the members of that
^

gether their bulky masses of porphyry aud granite

-jjombination. We bave heard that pidccs ranging with tbe nicest art, they were incapable of mortising

hfrom 5i‘. to 305 . hidow that scale have been accepted
|

their timbers, aud iu their ignorance of iron, knew no

briy such houses. There is uovv too much competiliou
,

better way of holding the timbers together than

itt n the manufacture of iron to permit of the reverse of tjiug them witii thongs. Iu the same incon-

itthis being the rule. If the “ fall” trade of America
,

gruous spirit, the building that was thatched wdih

•lishould nirt be followed by an equally good general straw aud unillmninatcd by a window, was glowing

hiemand from the States, it is more than likely that with tapestries of gold and stone! These are the

bibis variation iu prices will be so marked at the lime iucousislcncies of a rude people, among whom the

arts arc hut partially developed. It might not be

diffic'iU to find examples of like inconsistency in the

architecture aud domestic arrangements of our Anglo-

Saxon, and, at a still later period, of our Norman an-

cestors.

Ytt the buildings of the Incas were accommodated

to tbe character of the climate, and were well fitted

to resist those terrible convulsions which belong to

the land of the volcanoes.”

But of course the displeasure that arises from such,

incungniiiies is attributable to circumstances, to want

of resources, aud may not be the fault of those engaged

in them.

I have witnessed in Australia and New Zealand

similar absurdities and deficiencies to those mentioned

by Prescott, in Peru. In the colonies it is a very

commou thing for every man to be his own architect

:

his materials consisting only of shingles. Nothing

great can be expected of him ;
but had he genius, he

would dignify even (thorn. One of the class I speak

of— for he might be a returned convict,—scarcely

ever beheld beauty, has no perception of it, and is alto-

gether destitute of taste: be is wealthy now, and tbe

owner of a house, and he has bedaubed gaudy colours

upon it— red b.ills of stone on blue pier-gates ;
and

the passer-by smiles at the vain attempt of the uncul-

tivated man to excite admiration. F. L.

THE AIR-SYPHON VENTILATOR.

The author of a paper read bi fore the Statistical

Society of Manchester (March 15th, 1856) says;

—

“I have liltle faith in scientific ventilation, so called,

whether the downward mode, the upward mode, or

the circular mode,”—a view of the subject which I

cannot adu])t. The writer feels, on the contrary,

that the nou-success aud disappointments hitherto

ineidetilal to apparently well-designed structural

arratigements have arisen ralher from want tnau from

rcdundauc.y of sciential basis and coaptation. lu-

stances, indeed, are constantly coming before us,

which plainlv show, with regard to pneumatic pheno-

mena, in connection with veutilatiou, that although

much is well knowu, there is still something that is

either njt generally understood, or, if understood,

not recogniacd and acted upou.

A miatakeu supposition appears to have been here-

tofore hastily taken up, that the eff- els obtaiued by

the use of a beut lube or air-syphon, in the processes

of ventilation, were attributed to the bend itself; but

according to the specilicatiou, as well, indeed, as to

otlier dcscripiions giveu by the patentee, the inven-

tion is stated to consist “of applying a principle

whieh he has found to prevail in the atmosphere; or,

iu other words, of the practical appropriation or em-

ployment of “oper. lions conslautly taking place in

the atmosphere.”

It appears to bo only in accordance wilh a rational

view of the subject that as cert dn changes and move-

luenlsdotake place in the extremely seusiiive and

mobile atmosphere, even under the slightest therrao-

melrlciil or hygroroetrical changes of its condilion,

diffeient from those that take place nnder similar

variarious iu less sensitive and less mobile fluids, as

water, it wuuld be neither philosophical nor logical to

deny that in two such tubes, one being immersed in

Water, the other in atmospheric air, and all other

things being equal, the conteuts of the latter might

be liable to movements dependent up mils elastic and

mobile qualities
;

while the less active contents of the

former may remaiu, pr.ictically spe iking, slill.

Tne different methods of anifieial vcht.lation known

as the plenum and the vacuum system, whether pro-

duced by the agency of heat, or of mechanical power,

are devised and applied as if atmosplieiie air existed

under exactly the same relations to these forces as

wa'er; in other words, as if the former were as in-

sensitive aud inactive a body as the l.itier,—nutwith-

slaiiding that the one is au inelastic body, retaining

practically the same volume at all temperatures, be-

tween the freezing and the boiling points, aud tbe

other au extremely elastic body, chuugiug its volume

nnd its place with every vari.itiuu o' heat or of

humidity; and although, moreover, the one b .dy is

homo^reneous, the other heterogem otis, consisting of

air and vapour, the latter of which being lighter thp

ciir, is constantly rising through thu atmosphere to its

higher regions.
_ _ .

Il is certain that atinospherlc air besides obeying,

like water, ccriaia forces, whether impulsive or trac-

tive, possesses aud exercises inherent qualities which

have not hitherto been sufficiently taken into account

in practical vcnrilation.

Those points which appear to deserve more of the

altentiuu of architects, embrace, inderd, considerations

relating to the susceplihiliiics aud the actions of

atmospheric air, under influences to which they must

be more or less liable, from natural causes, in cham-

bers, or houses, or other huildiiigs.

This raises the question whether our domestic and

other buildings can, under the operations of natural
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laws only, be brought lo a state which renders them

capable of re-acting on the atmosphere in sneh a way

as to bring its inherent elasticity and activity into

operation.

Is the atmosphere of a house, for example (and I

will assume that it is a house with the doors and

windows closed, to exclude the impulse of winds, and

what is called the plenum agent-y, and without any

source of artificial heat, in order to exclude also the
,

vacuum agency), in exactly the same quiescent con-

dition as the water in a ship, or (if it were possible),

in such a house at the bottom of a lake, or of a calm

sea ?

Supposing a ship or a house, thus filled and

surrounded by water, to be liable to the same natural

accessions of terrestrial heat as a similar ship or

house filled and surrounded by atmospheric air on the

surface of the earth would be, cun we undertake to

deny, considering the different rela'ions existing be-

tween heat and water, and heat and atmospheric air,

that there are at least primafacie reasons for suspend-

ing our opinion before we pronounce that the air

would not under such accessions of heat be brought

into the exercise of certain movements consequent

upon expansion and diminished specific gravity, which

water at similar temperatures dues not exercise, ^\c

scarcely need ask whether the atmospiicre within a

house, being subject to influences which that out of

doors is not subject to, is liable to acquire a higher

temperature frotu natural causes than the external air.

If we take, as an example, a piece of ground not

built upon—an open common—and a similar piece,

say adjoining, but with a house or oiher building

npon it, the terrestrial heat given out hytheniicovtred

space of ground wotdd be at once raliuted into space

and lost, while that given out by the ground covered

by a building would he coraraimicatcd by radiation,

conduction, &c. lo all parts of the house itself, and

would be accumulated, in fact, to be again given out

to the contained air
;

thus becoming, quite iiiilc-

pendeotly of artificial causes, an agent capable of dis-

turbing the equilibrium between the internal and the

external atmosphere, and causing inevitable move-

ments to take place.

If we still I'urther suppose the building to he divided

into apartments, then some would be so situated

as to receive more, others less, of the heat : the warmer
chambers or rooms would act upon the atmospheres

of the less warm, and the larger would act upon the

atmospheres of the smaller.

From these spontaneous iuflnences, and we may
say actions, the flues cannot be free ; indeed a house,

even when totally free from artificial h^af, is still a

pneumatic instrument, in w'hich a regular series of

movements fake place in this or that direction, accord-

ingly as the atmosphere in the different parts may
vary in temperature and in humidity, and by conse-

quence in specific gravity.

Without fui'tber pm'siiing this interesliug subject

at this moment, allow me to a id that weshoiihl l ather

foster WuxQ repress the associntion of science with our

architeduriil designs, in regard to ventilation, as well

as in regard to the other great and useful objects

which arc dependent for their fullilinent npon the

architect’s skill; and especially encourage the study

of phenomena which help to a better un'’erst,iudiug

of the true susceptibilities aud tendencies of our

atmosphere, and of the seeming capricious [lOwers by
which, in (Uirdwellings, it eludes authority, and appears
to obey irregular and almost iiivsterious impulses, to

go when we say come, to comeishen we suy go, to be
subtle ia will, and intractible in practice. E. R.

ARCHITECTURAL “FOLLIES.”
It would be easy to discover vaiiuus efforts of

humau laUour, not only in literature, but io various
departments of art, that merit the title, of ‘ Follies.”
Are there not piles upon piiles of bi oks on the
shelves of tbe British Museum, and eLcwherc, so
eccentric in ibe choice of su’iject, so totally useless
to mankind, past or present,— so extensive aiid el!ih:i-

rate, that at times we have looked with wonder and
dismay upon specimens of these large and unmcaoiiic
tomes, and classed them amoiig the follies of hiim;!"-

nity? The Follies which have been perpetrated on
canvass, and in the more eudiitiiig marble, are al.<o

numerous : examples will suggest th.-niselves to many :

we need not therefore enter iuto p irtiuiilurs.

In architecture many singul<r devices h-ive been
reared to a substantial form, and well deserve the
name of a Folly. The Chinese briJges and temples of
George Ill.’s days were follies, and the pbiciug the
colosscl equestrian statue of the Duke of Welliugton
on the top of its present pedestid, was an midoubled
architeciujal Folly. So was the Pavilion at Briaihlon;

also the never-to-bc-forgottcu mouumeut once at
King’s-cross.

In our modern cemeteries innumerable Follies meet
the eye, and which, instead of creatiogawe aud rever-
ence for the grave, and hallowed feelings for the de-

parted, raise up notions of pity and contempt for the

taste which there gaudily and inappropriately decks

the tomb.

In wandering in London streets, it is scarcely pos-

sible to perform a half-hour’s journey without

having the sight offended by objects which should be

written down with those matters above recorded.

Many of them are, however, devoted to sneh use'‘iil

purposes that they must he looked at with some

consideration.

Richly as they deserve it, the things we have alluded

to have not received the title of Follies from the

general voice of the public, as have those erections

which it is our present object more paiticularly to

mention.

In many parts of England may be noticed what

seem the ruins of some ancient castle boldly sur-

mounting a picturesque eminence, and ou i' quiring

—

hoping to gather the particulars of “old world”

events—all lecliniis of romance or poetry are destroyed

by tbe information
—

“ Oh, that s Jones’s Folly.” orit

may be, “ that’s Brown’s Folly,” or “ Cook’s Folly.”

Many have sketched some of tlic.se Follies in the

belief of their antiquity, and have been as much dis-

gusted as was Jona'han Oldbuck at old Bluegowu’s

revelations. Some Follies are called after the name

of the place on which they arc erected—such as

Byker Folly.

Not long siucc a well-intentioned friend mentioned

the discovery which be had made, in the eastern pait

of London, of an ancient house with Tudor windows

and ether quaint and pccuUnr features. Without much

loss of time, we proceeded in senreh of a vestige of the

old metropolis which seeminuly had escaped oar

care'ul search ;
but lo 1 on reaching the spot, we found

that it was a Folly, and known as such by every man,

woman, and ciiild iu the neighbourhood.

It must be acknowledged that many of the FolTes

are picturesque, but at the same time it must uot be

forgotten that the greater part of them arc “ shams,”

aud known to he such by those who assisted in

building them. It would have been better to have

spent the money in budding schools aud cottages;

iu such a case the labourer would have felt that he

was bestowing his handiwork on matters of utility.

We have but glauced at this subject, but it is one

worthy of thought.

J. B. A. LASSUS, ARCHITECT.
M. Alfred Dorcel, a friend of the deceased, has

given a memoir of the life of M. Lassus, the restorer of

some of the finest struclnres of France. He is repre-

sented os one of easy access, of a naturally kind diapo-

sitiou of heait, aud of an ameuity of temper even when
he had to eommand. With h'ra and his assistants, iu

the execution of the different monuments he erected,

he lived OQ the footing of mutual respect and perfect

goodwill.

Jean Bipliste A(lol|ihe Lassus was horn in Paris,

and entered the Academy of Arts in 1828, when th--

so-callcd Romitniic contest vaijed fiercest in art and
literature. The paintings of E. DclHcroix, and the

sculptures of David D’Angers, electrified also tbe

j oung architect. One of the e/eves de Rovie, a quality

of great weight with French arlisis, H. Labrouste, had
grca'ly scaihed the Academy by sending in a drawing
of the Greek Doric temple ot Neptune at Ptesturn

;

and thus, by scorning Rnman architecture so mar at

his hand'*, ajipeuled directly to the great Hellenic

prototypes. For this the Academy never pardoned
LnbruUstc, not even up to this day, but he liad a satisfac-

tion that the artists of young Fiauce saw therein the

light of brighter days. Thus three of them, Greterio,

Toudouzp, and Lassus (all nuw deid), offered to the

hold innovator to open an atelier of their own.
Lassus began then the study ol French arehitei-tural

monumenls. In 1833 he fiist exhibited the plans of

the Tuilleries, such as they have risen out of the
brains of Philibert Delorme. From this time he turned
his entire attention tothe edifices of the Pointed style,

and sought to apply it as much as possible to religious

edifices.

In 1835 he made a design for the restoration of the
Ste. Chapelle. Up to 1837 he was engaged with the
refectory of the priory of St. Martin des Champs, now
the library of the Conservatoire des Arts et Metiers

;

when he was nominated, conjointly with his friend

M. Gretei’io, architect of the church of St. Severin.
He added to the western facade of this church the
gate of St. Pierre-aux-Bceufs. In 1838 he presided
over the restorarion of St. Germain I’Auxerrois. first

under M. Gadde, who has left hehiud him the triste
fame of mutilator of almost all the churches of P.iris

;

then he acted independently. “It was then,” savs
M. Doccl, “ that we saw the restoration of tbe altars,

the laitiee-work, and the stalls really inspired by
mudels of the Middle Ages; it was then we began to

paiut on the walls of churches and chapels either
legeud.iry tales connected with the history and tradi-

tion of the structure, or ornaments aud decorations

—

an expedient resorted to now over the whole of

Europe. It was also for St. Germain I’Auxerrois that

was made the first ‘ vitrail legendaire' after patterns

of the thirteenth century. In 1843 M. Lassus attained,

the goal at which every great mind aims,—to get rid

of every extraneous fetter, and to work out his owu
conceptions. lie became tbe architect of tbe church
of St. Nicolas, at Nautes. M. Lassus died on the

lllh July, 1857, at Vichy, where he had goue for ihe

benefit of his health.

RECENT BUILDING PATENTS.*
Nicolaus Charles Szerelmey, Bcrmuda-place,

Bath-road, Queen’s-road, Peckham.

—

Preparing Com-
binations of Malenah for rendering Walls and
other structures waterproof. Dated 2Dd January,

18o7-— Ihe improved “Greek cements” arc pro-

duced in the following manner ;—The patentee takes

about twelve gallons w'atcr, two gallons blood, twenty-

five pounds ground bricks, twelve aud a half pounds

of powdered cupper slag, twelve and a half pounds of

pow'dered iron slag, sixteen pounds and a half of

argillaceous earth, and six and a quarter pounds of

gaseous matter produced from milk. These matters

are Doiled together for about two hours, and this is

called compound or preparation No. 1. In order to

prcpaie another or second prejiaralioii or compound,

the following matters arc employed :—About ten

pounds of gas or coal tar, or sometimes in place

thereof linseed oil, at other times, rosin or asphalte, •

about six and a half pounds of hydraulic lime, six and

a half pounds of grit, six and a half pounds of calcined

flint. These matters are boiled together in a suitable

iron pot for about three hours : they are then, by
means ot an iron ladle, transferred to a second iron

pot in sui'h manner that the air may come freely in

contact, and after the mixture has been allowed to

cool, it is again boiled until it spontaneously bursts

into combustion, aud after it has burned for a very

shoit time the fire is extinguished by means of aclosc-

fittiug cover. This combination or preparation is-

called No. 2. These cements, though they may he

callable of separate use, are preferred to be employed

in succession on the wall or other slructui'e.

Thomas Holmes, Pendleton, Lancashire.

—

Con-

sumption of Smoke in furnaces or fireplaces. Dated

6th January, 18o7-—The patentee mixes with the

fu' Is a certain qiiautily of a neutral or acid salt of an

alkali, sm-h as common salt. Every hundred weight

of coals is mixed with three pounds and a half of suit.

He also sometimes uses in the same manner mixtm'es

of one or more of the above neutral or acid salts of

the alkalies with lime, or substances containing lime,,

or bnryln, or magnesia.

Charles Cook, Mount-street, Grosvenor- square.

—Jpparalus for generating Draughts in Chimneys,

andfor other purposes. Dated 6tb January, 1857.

—This app ivatus is to be affixed to a chimney, or it

may be applied in a skylight, or at the exit of any

flue or channel in communication with the chamber to

be ventilated. In all cases it must be exposed to the

action of the wind. It consists of a kind of fan or

series of blades placed in a cam or cylinder forming,

the top of the chimney. To produce tbe rotation of

the fan, the inventor places a fan wheel on the top of

the spindle, which wheel is exposed to the action of

the wind. He curves or inclines these blades so that

the one side presented to the action of the wind is

hollow, and readily catches the wind, while the hack

part of another blade presented io the same direction

on the opposite side of the sptnd.e is so disposed as

to throw off tbe wind.—"Not proceeded with.

Jamies Harris, Hanwell, Middlesex.

—

An Im-

proved Lock, and Method of acting upon Lock-

Colts, Latches, Taps, and Valves, liuilway and other

Signals, Betts, and other like Apparatus. Dated 8th

Janiia''y, 1857.—This invention consists in the method

of ein|)l ying compressed air in appuratns constructed

as follows, and for the purposes explained:—The

apparatus consists of two cylinders with air-tight

pistons and valves, or of conuigaled elastic air-tight

cylinders secured at the ends to wood and other mate-

rial, aud made to expand or close after the maimer of

a concertina or belluws
;
or of elastic air-tight spheres

or spherictil-eoded cyliuders worked by semi-spherical

pistons. The connections from one part o' the appa-

ratus to the other are made by means of metal or

other pipes. He also employs proof or test signals

which indicate to the operator that the object is

effected. 'Ihe invention also consists in an improved

luck adapted to be worked by his apparatus, and in

carrying out this part of his inventioo a cylinder is

placed in the lock furnished with an air-tight piston

attached to the bolt. At the back of the piston is a

powerful spring for forcing the bolt forward, and

thereby effecting the locking, and when the bolt is

lorced forward by the spring, a tumbler working in a

cylinder with a piston, with or without a diaphragm

* Selected from lists in the JSn^ineer journal.
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at bottom, falls into a notch in the bolt, keeping it in

position as in an ordinary lock. A second tumbler is

also provided with a catch to hold the bolt back

against the spring when unlocked. The other part

of the apparatus connected with the lock consists of a

small air-pump, placed, say, in a bed-room above, or

in any other convenient place, the distance being of

no consequence. There is also at the air-pump end of

the lock an alarm acted on cither by the elastic

cylinder or the piston of the pump. The same appa-

ratus may be used much siniplided, that is, wiih a

cylinder and spring only for latches of gates and

doors. The opening and shutting of valves and cocks,

and the working of signals and other apparatus, may
be effected by similar means. This invention is

adapted to house, factory, and other signals. The

same apparatus, with the addition of self-acting equi-

librium valves, and of catches, levers, and springs,

may be applied for effecting the ringing of ordinary

bells, or striking once upon a bell.

Alexander M'Donald, Aberdeen. — Manufac-
ture of Columns, Pilasters, and other similar Slruc-

iurcs, of Granite, Marbles, Porphyry, Jasper, Ser-

pentine, Sienite, and other Stones, capable of re-

ceiving a high Polish. Dated 8th January, 1857.

—

The improvements relate to means by which, when such

structures have to he formed of several pieces of such

material, each pirt may be more correctly worked in

relation to the others during formation, so that wh.m
the paids are ultimately fixed in position, they may ap-

pear as one solid mass, or as nearly so as possible. The
several pieces or blocks to compose the finished struc-

ture, as, for instance, a column, arc teniporarliy

secured together by a rod or rods passed through a

hole or holes in the scries, aided by nuts and screws

or other suitable means, after they arc dressed or

parlially so. After they are finished in the dressing

they are then polished on a turning-lathe or other-

wise on the surface as the case may require. The
joinings of the difi’erent pieces in contact are made
accurate one to the other, by having a saw or other

snitalile instrument inserted between them for some
little distance towards the centre. When the polish-

ing or other finishing of the outer siuface is com-

pleted, and the parts are separated for transit, the

I ends of the separate blocks are to be dressed down at

1 least to the level of the saw or other cut just referred

I to, when the parts will be ready for being put np.

Louis Julien Brethon, Tours, France.— Machi-
' nery for Manufacturing Draining Pipes, Brides,
' Piles, and other shnilar Plastic Articles. Dated
. 10th January, 1857.—This improved machine is ap-

\
plied to the manufacture of solid or of perforated

I bricks, of tiles and draining pipes, and other articles

1 made of clay having a regular cross section. A strong

; •vertical cast-iron screw revolving freely in the middle

( of an upright cast-iron cylinder, a rotative motion is

f -given to the beli.x, either by horse or steam power,

3 and the clay is thrown with a shovel into the iipjjer

I box of the cylinder as it is dug out from the ground
' without any other preparation than that of being

1 mixed with water : it is ground, mingled, malaxated,

a anti freed from hard or filamentous substances, and

f finally the clay is forced down through the side

r moulding apertures for producing cither pipes, bricks,

t tiles, or other articles of that description.

John Francis Porter, Park-street, Westminster.
- —Manufacture of Bricks and other Articles of Clay
/> and Brick-earth, or of the like Materials. Dated
1 10th January, 1857.—The first part of this invention

c consists in improvements in the preparation of clay

f( for making bricks and other articles. These improve-

I) ments have reference to a pug-mill described in a

s specification of letters patent, dated the 31st day of

J January, 1855. The second part of the invention

t consists of apparatus for moulding bricks and other

a articles, by which apparatus the material used in the

t formation of such articles is moulded at le-ss cost from
:]1 all descriptions of clay, and belter effected in respect

c of tlie inferior kinds of clay, that is, the less plastic

j sorts of clay. The patentee performs the moulding
0 of the bricks as follows ;—The clay is delivered in any
SI suitable manner to the machine, or from a pug-mill,

ii in the ordinary way, through an opening of any con-

f' venieut size or form, and is received on and by a

!3 sericsof rollers covered with a porous fabric, some
:;or even all of which are caused to revolve, in order

l:to compress or roll out the clay, or to mould the
-osame into the required form. The bricks or other

siarticlcs arc then divided by cutting wires disposed in

llithe usual way.

Edward Loos, Leicester-square, London.

—

Manu-
i'facture of Cement, Mortar, Concrete, and artificial

S:Stonc. Dated 20th December, 1856,— The patentee

irmanufacturcs Roman mortar of different qualities,

"'With a certain proportion of lime aud a chemically

?icalcu1ated qnantity of moderately fine sand, and pow-
kdered substances ofa silicious, argillaceous, alnminous,

j1 alkaline, coagulative, and colouring nature, as well as

unatunil aud artificial sulphates aud carbonates, as may
bcbc required. For certain more massive constructions

he unites his process with the ancient system of

Roman building. He forms a double pavement, or

encasing of bricks or other suitable stones, or of any
artificial Roman stone, and adds any rubbish mortal

in this encasing, regularly building each layer. The
artificial stone is manufactured from the above

described cement.

James Robertson Dick, Alnwick, Northumber-
land.— Window Sashes. Dated 23rd December,
1856.—This invention, which has for its object to

improve the form and construction of window-sashes,

with the view to obviate the present dangerous incon-

veniences attendant upon the painting, glazing, clean-

ing, or otherwise of windows from the outside, con-

sists in the sides or outer portions of the sash frames
heiag formed in two parts, and bolted or locked

together so as to slide within the window-frame
attached to the cords and weights in the ordinary

manner, aud admit of the sash being easily separated

when required, and lowered into the room without
its removal from the frame or beading, each side of

the sash being provided with a catch and pivot for

uniting the same to the sliding portions thereof, and
maintaining it in a vertical position with the window-
frame. The invention cannot be fully described with-

out rc^'erence to the drawings.

\Yilliam Player Miles, Patent Lock Factory,

near the Forest-hill Station, Surrey.

—

Locks and
Fastenings. (A communication.) Dated 11th De-
cember, 1856.— In order to ensure greater security

iu respect to locks and fastenings, the parts in this

invention are so arranged that a piece of paper, or of

card, or of other material, may be introduced over
the keyhole, and under a cover or plate of one face

or side of the lock or fastening. The piece of card, or

of paper, or of other material so introduced, has
formed in it an opening or passage for a bolt or in-

strunient to pass through it, and such boll also passes

through corresponding openings in the case of the
lock or fastening, so that when the bolt or instru-

ment has been introduced, and is locked or fastened

by a spring catch or holding instrument, the keyhole
cannot be got at without destroying or defacing the

piece of card, or of other materiiil covering the key-
hole, as the covering material cannot be removed
without unlocking or unfastening the bolt or instru-

ment which is passed through the covering material,

and such bolt or holding instrument cannot be with-
drawn without being unlocked or released by the in-

troduction of the key. The covering material may
also be rendered still more secure by having its

under surface marked or written on it, and it may
be further rendered secure by having a seal form on
ils outer surface. By these means a lock or fastening

cannot be opened without detection, whether by the
use of a false key or by the proper key.

Henry 'Wimball, Aldermaston, Berks.

—

Appara-
tusfor the Manufacture of Bricks, Tiles, Pipes, and
other articles of a similar nature. Dated 12th
December, 1856.—This invention relates to a peculiar

coustruction, arrangement, aud combination of me-
chanism employed in the manufacture or production

of bricks, tiles, and other similar articles, and consists

in the application and use of a moveable carriage or

platform, or a series of such carriages linked together,

and caused to pass under or in connection with a pug
mill, or other brick-making machine of that class, so

that the.exuding stream of clay or other plastic ma-
terial is carried away from the machine by a con-
tinuous self-acting operation, the motion of the clav
itself imparting the requisite traverse to the c irriagcs,

iu place of such clay being removed by liand, or by
an endless chain or set of rollers, as is at present the
case in machines of this class now used.

VARIORUM.

Mr. Charles R. "Weld, the author of several plea-

sant and instructive vacation lours, has just produced
a new one titled “ Vacations in Ireland” (Longman
and Co., publishers), iu which the wild and still very
little travelled districts in the west of our sister isle

are sketched with a light and flowing pen, but
interspersed with fewer archmological memoranda
than might have adorned and added interest to the

author’s sketches. We can add the testimony of

our own pleasant personal reminiscences to those of

Mr. Weld in respect to the districts visited, which
the tourist will find to be full of interesting objects.

The curious superstitions of the peasantry are not
overlooked

;
nor are their hospitality, their humour,

and their primitive simplicity. Fishing is a favourite

and oft-recurring subject of notification with the
author, as it doubtless will be with many tourists who
follow in his footsteps; but still, after all, as we have
said, we should have been additionally pleased with
the book under notice, bad a little more space been

'

given to the many curious and interesting arcbitec-
'

toral remains with which Ireland is studded.
[

In a couple of tracts titled “Dishonesty exposed;
Report on Experiments made on board FI.M.S. Ira-

perieuse, iu June 1856, with Prideaux’s self-closing

furnace valve-door, and the common door,” and
“Treatment of an Inventor by the Admiralty, an in-

structive narrative for Englishmen, particularly for

those who are shareholders in steam ships,” Mr. T.

S. Pridcaux shows, in a graphic and descriptive way,

how the engineering officials of the Admiralty manage
“ not to do it.” Without reference to the particular

merits of Mr. Prideaux’s invention, one can have little

hesitation in coming to the conclusion, that unless his

narrative be positively and wilfully false—which we
have not the slightest reason to snspect it to be—
there are officials in the Admiralty who do anything

rather than their duty, either to their paymasters,

the public, or their superiors at the Admiralty; and who
ought not to be allowed either to “ do it” or “not to do
it” except for the shortest possible time. The trickery,

falsehood, aud injustice here positively charged against

them ought to be investigated, and an example made
either of those who were guilty of such malpractices,

or of those who accuse them of such conduct. - la
“ Metropolitan Workhouses and their Inmates,” a

little tract jiut issued by Messrs. Longman and Co.
various letters and other docoments arc reprinted for

the purpose of supporting an endeavour to improve
the administration of our poor houses, a much needed
reform indeed. The precise object mainly aimed at

may be gathered from the motto on the title-page, ex-

tracted from an article in the Quarterly Review for

September, 1855.—“The poor-house, which is justly

made distasteful to the able-bodied vagrant, should

present a different aspect to those who are driven

thither by no fault of their own: and the grievance

we have to complain of is one which, for the sake of

all concerned, should be remedied without delay.”
“ Stenography, or a brief and simple System of

Short-band, by Morris Coleman” (Warr, 63, High
Holborn), is a small pamphlet containing one of those

many forms which experience and fancy teach the

art of Stenography to assume. The basis of the

present modification, like that of various others, is

Taylor’s, but practice alone can decide as to its special

merits. There is a danger of making short-hand too

short, but we do not say that is the case in the present

instance. As to the best forms of alphabetical cha-

racters for current stenographic writing, we have
already given a tew bints of our own ideas, on a

previous occasion, and need not recur to them now.

A Danubian Steam Navigation Company.—
A company ou limited liability principles is being
formed, under highly respectable auspices, for the
purpose of fully opening up, to the commercial enter-

prise of the west, those rich countries through which
the Danube and its tributaries flow. Regular Hues of
screw barges or other vessels are proposed to be
established by the company between Ra:ib ou the
Danube, communicating by railway with Vienna, and
New Becse, on the 'fheiss, the principal depot of that

extensive corn-growing country from which Vienna
and its environs are supplied; between Raab and
Semlin, where there is an immense carrying trade in

pigs
;
between Basiash and Pcsth, the line of a great

coal trade; and between Kalefat and Galatz, and the
Suliua bar, the line of transport for the large grain

shipments to this country from Wallachia aud Bul-
garia, reloadiag at the latter places goods for transit

, inland. The ])romotion of personal intercourse by
passenger traflie is also contemplated. Captain
Charles G. Robinson, R.N. aud F.G.S., is the marine
superintendent of the new company, whose capital

will be 300,000^, in 30,000 shares of 10/. each (de-

posit 1/. per share). Messrs. Baruett, Iloare aud Co.
are the London bankers to the new company.
Proposed Foot Bridge over Thames at Rich-

mond.—The executive committee of the Conservative
L'lnd Society having renewed negociations for the

erection of a foot-bridge across the Thames, in con-

nection with the railway bridge, a deputation, consist-

ing of Viscount Ingestve, M P., Mr. Henry Pownall
(members of the committee), and Mr. George Morgan
(their surveyor), accompanied by Mr. H. G. Day, of

Isleworth, waited by appointment, last week, on the

Hon. Charles Gore, Chief Commissioner, at the office

of Woods and Forests, Whitehall. Mr. Morgan pre-

pared a plan as an outrigger to the railway bridge,

access to which would be gained at the Middlesex and
Surrey ends by light spiral staircases. Oiijection, it

may be recollected, lias hitherto been made on the

part of the Government, that the bridge would inter-

fere with the Crown ferry rights. The deputation,

having submitted the plan and urged the great public

importance of the proposed work in saving the long

detour, by means of Richmond Bridge, between Rich-
mond and Isleworth, Brentford, &c., were requested

to communicate further information with respect to

the limits of the ferries at Richmond aud Isleworth,
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The Decision as to the ‘Wellington Monu-
ment.— Sir, I trust that you will cintinn artisLs

against entering into competiiion for the future, until

they know tbut the arlistical mind will form the ma-

jority amongst the judges : now I know the following

to be a f.irt, as respects the Welliiigton Monument :

That Mr. Cockerel], with his high sense of honour

and modesty, told thejudges, “that alihnugh he knew

somethirg of architecture, and had the credit of

knowing something of sculpture, yet he felt that he

was not capable to decide on such ao important

affair, and hoped he might be allowed to add some

four or five artists ofknov\n ability to their number
;

”

but the judges, as they imagine themselves “ judges

hy Divine right,” had no such modesty of conscience,

and declined the proposition
;

so Mr. Cockerell, as

you saw by the report, withdrew. Now, is not this

anythingbut what it ought to be? and it is seen by the

report, that they own that they never took into con-

sideration the site of the proposed monument or of

its locality. Then, what was the use, as you have

said, of Sir Benjamin Hall sending out lithographic

plans, sections, and views of the proposed site, if that

was not to be considered?—A Sculptor.

A Self-acting Safety Buffer Break.—The
self-acting buffer break, patented by Mr. William

I/ukvD, as described by the patentee, obtains its self-

acting power from the collision of the buffers, which

striking each other, either on collision of the carriages

or at the control of ihe breaksman, the breaks are

brought upon every wheel throughout the line in

quick succession, but not at one bli.w, which would

render the invention useles.s, from the shock it would

create. The breaks are connected with the buffer rod

by levers and a regulating break screw which prevents

the wheels becoming locked. In shunting a train, a

lever is attaclicd to the tender, which commimicntes

with a rod and coupling links, and passing along the

centre of each carriage, relieves the buffer rod from

the break. In starting a train, the whole op< ration

consists in connecting tlie coupling links and i browing

the lever forward, so that in the event of collision, by
surprise, accident, neglect, or carelessness, by two
trains eoming into collision, or any obstruction on
the line, the buffers are designed to act upon each

other and force the break upon the wheel of each op-

posing carriage throughout the line, thus greatly

diminishing the effect of fatal disasters.

Public Drinking Pountains and Pumps.

—

We have occasionally for mariy years urged the neces-

sity of providing the public in towns with drinking

fountains and pumps provided with iron cops or

ladles chained to the erection; and it is gratifying to

observe that gradually the general want is being sup-

plied. There are already many more of these con-

veniences throughout the metropolis than there were

some years since, though many more are still wanted.

In Liverpool, Mr. Melly, though no teetotaller, has

done much towards the same end, and at some little

cost to himself, and we now hear that the same bene-

volent gentleman is taking steps to get drinking foun-

tains introduced into Manchester. Birkenhead and
Euneem are fnllowng the example, and it is being urged

at Preston. Several public pumps have been of late

added to those at Doncaster by the Local Board of

Health, and at Edinburgh the Rev. Dr. Begg has pro-

vided several with galvanized iron ladies, and Dr. W.
P. Alison advises the provision of many more public

drinking places, especially where closes (phonetically
“ dosses,” not clozes) abound. He also, by the way,
recommends the paving of these closes with waste
material from the freestone quarries at Cniglcith and
Hailes, and the prohibition of the rebuilding of de-

cayed close-houses except under a fixed rule of pro-

portioning the height of the houses to the width of

the inturning footway.

Ignition of a whole Gasometer full of Gas,
AT St. Luke’s,—An extraordinary occurrence took
place during the thunder storm on Friday, the 14th
inst. when Cheapside and many other portions of the
metropolis were cast into utter darkness, on the one
hand, while on the other the church stee[ile9, far and
wide, were lit up by the glare of an immeuse flame,

which issued from one of the huge gasometers of the
Chartered Gas Company, at their Brick-lane station

in St. Luke’s. An iron column of the gasometer bad
been struck by the lightning, and, falling, had canted
it over so far as to allow the gas to escape, and at the
same moment to he ignited, uoaccouutably, by the
flash, as seems to be imagined, hut more pruhably by
some jet of burning gas near the gasometer. The oc-

currence has hreu called an explosion, but it was
simply an ignition and consumption of the gas, which,
in rustling out, would not be in that precise combina-
tion with the atmospheric air which is requisite to
produce a true explosion, although, doubtless, the
ignition would be accompanied by an immensely
exaggerated uoise, such as that produced in lighting
any jet of gas. Singular to say, no one was injured’,
and nothing burut or damaged but the gas and gas-
ometer themselves.

Railway Traffic.— The Traffic Returns of the

Railways in the United Kingdom for the wevk end-

ing August 8, amnuiiled to 527-5157. and for the

corresponding week of 1856 to 502,3387. showing an

increase of 25,1777. The gross receipts of the eiglit

railwavs having their termini in the metropolis

amounted to 224,6597. ;
and last year to 218,6947

showing an increase of 5.9657. The increase on the

E isteru Counties amounted to 2.1237.
;
Great North-

ern, 1,2107.; Great "Western, 2,7367.; London and

North-Western, 3,8127.; total 9,8817. But from

this must be deducted 1067. decrease on London and

Bia'-kwall; 5377. on Brightou, and South Coast;

1 .4377 . on South-Western ;
and 1.8367. on South-

Eistero
;
leaving the increase as above 5,9657. The

receipts on the other lines in the United Kingdom
amounted to 302 8567. and for the corresponding

period of 1856 to 283,6447. ;
showing an increase of

19,2127. in the receipts of these lines.

Fresh Air in Rooms.— A correspoadent,
“ Probe,” while writing us on the hundred-fimes-told

tale of the evils of foul air and the advantage and
necessity of fresh, suggests that in the upper sash of

every window there should be inserted a framed pane,

that will open on hinges; and that by the Building

Act this should be compulsory, because in numerous
;

instances the upper sashes of windows are fixed, com-
pelling people to expose themselves to the evil influ-

ence of draughts from opening the lower sashes of

their windows. It would serve the same end, how-
ever, if it were compulsory on builders to hang every

upper sash, so as to admit of its being opened at

pleasure. The additional cost of doing so is very

trifling, and every such sash ought unquestionably to

be made to open.

Breakwaters and Harbours foe Scotland.

—

In a slstcracut of places surveyed and reported on by

order of the Admiralty, with a view to the formation

of breakwaters, piers, or harbours of refuge, hat where
the recommendations have not as yet been adopted, are

the following :—Wick ; Report and design by Captain

Vetch, R.E- ou the 10th February, 1857. Two break-

waters recommended, one from the north shore of

Wick bay, and the other from the south shore, shel-

tering an area of sixty acres, having a depth of 12 fet-t

and upwards, aud of forty-two acres with a depth of

18 feet and upwards, at lime of low water of spring

tides. Period required for completion, seven years,

Estimates of total cost, by Mr. John Coode, C.E.

175 , 1757 . A harbour is also recommended at Peter-
head, at a cost of 227,9057.; two brcikwaters at

Elie, in the Firih of Forth, at a cost of 200,000/.;
and a breakwater at Dunbar, at a cost of 150,0007.

A Novelty in Brick-making.—Among the new
machines lately exhibited at the Hlgblaucl Agricul-

tural Society’s show was one for the novel purpose of:

making bricks and tiles from common earth by pres-

'

sure. The patentee, Mr. G. T. P. Arthur, has spent
many years and much capital in bringing it to per-

^

feclioQ, and be undertakes, with the greatest f icilitv,

'

to make bricks or tiles from any descripliou of earth,

without any previous prepantinn, aud in any weather.

Ill-constructed Law Courts.— The Law
Magazine says,

—
“ The legal profession has to suffer

contiriuously from the injurious consequences of ill-

constructed courts
;
aud lawyers, at least, should in-

terest themselves in seeing that the buildings iu which
they have to spend so much of their lives should be

adequately adapted to the required purposes. Amongst
other annoyances of the class we are alluding to, and
which have to be encountered by the practitioner, we
may note the absurd relative positions allotted

respectively to the judge, jury, counsel, and witnesses.

Many a circuit town presents in its court-house an
instance of most ingenious folly iu the arrangement

of the above necessary parties. We have often seen

learned counsel sitting in a well in the middle of the

court, precluded from all means of communicating
with tluir clients, or with each other, the witness-box
being so disposed that if be who is being examined
looks towards his questioner, when an.sweriog the

connsel, as is inevitably the case, he then turns his

back on the jury, who lose his reply.” Architects,

too, " should interest themselves,” so that new coiii ts

may not present the same inconveniences.

Half-holiday in the Building Trades at
M.anchester.—The muster builders of .Manchester
have acceded to the demand of the workpeople, and
it has now beemne the rule, we are informed, to leave
off work at one o’clock on Saturdiy all the year
round. The weekly wages remain as before, and there
is no altevatiou in ihe number of hours on other days
of the week. This reduction of two hours a week in

time is equivalent to an increase of wages of about
one shilling per week. There will doubtless be some
incoDvenieuce. to the public on the adoption of this
system in the building trades iu respect to calculating

and charging time, but as the concession is made by
the masters in deference to a public expression in

favour of the holiday, it is hoped that the public will

make allowance for such incouvcuiences as may arise.

Chambers’s Institution, Scotland.—"Mr. Wil
Horn Chambers, one of the founders and editors 0
Chambers's Journal, has purchased a large huildiuf
in Ptebles, his native place, to devote it to a pubhk
library, imiseiim, and picture gallery for the henefi'

of the inhabit.'iuts of that town. In addition to th(

buildings already subsisting on the site he intends t(

erect a great hall, the foundation stone of which h(

has just laid. It has been arranged at the re quest ol

the town council of Peebles, that the ancient cross ol

the burgh, removed from the grounds of Sir Adam
Hny, Bart., shall be placed in the centre of the quad-
rangle. The founder of the new institution has pro-
mised to give 10,000 volunaes of general literature.

A Safety-guard Tackle-block.—A tackle-

block, which holds fast all it gains, without manual
holding on, or belaying, as with the common block,

is advertised, we observe, in the Ameriran pipers,

and appears to merit some notice. It is a patented

invention, and was originally called Whipple’s nipper-

block, but has since been improved, and is now called

Ballon’s safety-guard tackle-block. A lever inserted

at one side works with a ratchet so as to act os a

break upon the pulley wheels, and to cla-p the rope.

By pulling a cord or rope attached to ihe lever it is

set free, and the weight or burden descends with ease

and safely as (oavenience may require, or can be
suspended at any height for any length of time. As
the block of itself holds fast all thit is gained from
pull to pull, it allows the freest outlay of strength,

often, it is said, enabling one man to do the. work of

two, and with greater ease. With such a block, too,

acting under horse-power, the stopping short or

giving back of the animal will cease to occasion the

slightest danger. In setting masonty, and for the

use of masons and stone-layers generally, as well as

carpenters, and others iu the building trades, such a

block, if well made, must he exceedingly useful.

Whether it is patented in this country we do not

know. The patentee is Mr. Adin Ballou, of Hope-

dale, MiKord, Mass. U.S.

Valxir of Highland Property.—The Duke of

Portland has just purchadcd the beautiful and ro-

mantic estate of Langwell, ia Caithnrss-sbire, at a

price of 90,0007. His grace purposes making it a

summer retreat and converting pait of the 40,000

acres, to which it extends, into a deer forest. The
fisheries and shootings, which at present yield 7507.

a year, are of the best description, and the property

is therefore particularly desirable in a sporting point

of view. As showing the value of an attractive

Highland estate, it may be stated that the price

amounts to about thirty years’ purchase of tlie gross

rental.

Fees, re Metropolitan Ruinous Buiujings.—

^

I am quite of the opinion of “ Architect ” in this

matter, and feel myself and my profession to be de-

graded by the miserable scale of fees put forth by the

Board of Works. It is a new burden upon us, inas-

much as we cannot refuse to undertake this peculiarly

onerous duty; and yet if we take any of these paltry

sums it must be with loss of self-respect, and w ith a

certainty that what wc take is too little to be any
remuneration at all. Surely this is not the way to

promote an effective execution of duty.—D. S.

Walsall National Schools Competition.

—

The designs submitted by Mr. H. E. Cooper, have
been accepted.

Blackburn Infirmact.—^We have received a com-
plaint that the proposed c.xtension of time for sending

in plans was not advertised iu the Builder, although
it was in the local papers, so that Loudon architects

would be led to send their designs before the required

date. It is only fair to the committee to say ihat the

advertisement appeared in our last issue, but, by acci-

dent, under the head of “Contracts,” instead of

com'petiiions.

D.VMPNES3 OF Fire-proof Rooms.—A fire-proof

room was formed twelve months since in the base-

ment story. Two walls only were required .- they

were built in cement, and all the walls as well as floor

were cemented. A jet of gas has been coustantly

burning. No s'gn of damp appears, yet parchment
deeds, after being in the room about a week, fed
damp. Query the cause aud remedy,—X. Y. Z.

[The difficulty of making underground fire-proof

floors dry has hren discussed in our paper before.

Change of air is the desideratum.]

All Saints’, Poplar.—Various repairs are to

he comraeuced forthwith at the Parish Church of All

Saints’, Poplar, under Messrs. Moms and Son,

Architects. The following Tenders have been de-

livered :

—

G. North £ 419
E.J. Munn 415
Jeffrey '. 295
Salt 295
Derbey, 290
W'atts 280
Hall (accepted) 240
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T was not our intention to revert

to the ‘Wellington Monument
Competition, on the conclusion

of our observations on the

modern treatment of sculpture

in monuments, and series of

notices of the models at West-

minster IlalL* Tlie question,

however, now arises, “ What is

to be the actual result of the

competition?” Moreover, as re-

ferred to in our last notice, we are

gravely at issue with some of our

contemporaries as to the merits of

the collection generally, and the

position of British sculptors.

It may be quite true, that of the

eighty-three models, a large number
in proportion to the whole, would deserve the

ridicule which they have excited, or the excep-

tion which has been taken to them for want of

originality, or their use of allegory without the

requisite perspicuity. But a certain class of

writers are too ready, when they come to speak

of that with which they have no real sympathy,

to adopt a tone of disparagement. The preva-

lence of this in the case of architecture, is one

of the really unfortunate circumstances iu tlie

position of that art. The fact of such prevalence

rather than any inherent defect amongst the

public, is what lends colour to assertions about

absence of perception and appreciation of art in

England. We believe, that to foster or create

an art-loving people rests with the teachers,

—

first, by the avoidance of opinions whicli are not

formed on the basis of study
;
and, secondl}’, by

putting an end to those controversies amongst

artists themselves—such as those about styles

—

which only unsettle the public mind, or prevent

the perception of the true art, without compen-

sating advantage.

The large amount of mediocrity, or of utter

misconception of the first essentials of the art,

which is brought to light iu every competition,

is one of the inevitable consequences from the

offer of premiums
;
and injustice is done to the

artisls of a country, by ascribing to them works

by men who may be far their inferiors. As we

may have taken occasion to assert, our sculp-

tors, both of this generation and the last, have

achieved enough to evidence their possession of

great abilities
;
and, if we beheve they have yet

something to acquire for certain branches of

their art, it will be better to recognise the merit

which they do possess, than to consign them all,

as our contemporaries have done, to utter con-

demnation.

Eor ourselves, we may say that we have found

much iu the collection at Westminster Hall that

would have deserved praise,—even in designs

which we saw did not go to realise the objects

of monumental sculpture
;
whilst we have found

as large a number of designs as might reasonably

be expected, possessing claims to selection for

the intended work. Some of those which we
refer to,—as No.G6, “Virtute prudentiaVictor,”

(Mr. Durham), and No. 6S, “lutegrita,” (Mr.

John Thomas), could only have been excluded

from their occupying a trifle more space than the

13 feet by 9 feet,referred to in the report as‘'dis'

tinctly laid down in the prescribed conditions

whilst others, as No. 12, by MM. Mariano

Eolcini and "Dlisse Cambi, of Florence ; No. 20.

by Mr. Noble; and No. 21, by Herr Ernestus

Julius Hahnel, of Dresden, which we mentioued

' See pp. 416, 426, and 457.

with general approval, arc amongst the designs to
which premiums arc given, though not the largest

amounts. And, indeed, as to the three designs
which stand highest on the list, if we showed
we were of opinion that those works did
not make fit use of prlociplcs which happened
to be those of architecture, or did not use good
architectural details

;
or had not the impress of

perspicuity in their allegory, or unity in their

j

ideal or representative expression
;
we had every

I

evidence that tlie deflciency resulted from for-

;
getfulness or misconception,—not from inahilily

,

to grapple with the requirements of the parti-
i cular class of sculpture on the part of their
' authors.

\

We say that the literal acceptation of the
' views that are current with writers in other

I

channels, would lend to interdict everything but
simple portraiture or representative sculpture— '

' cither of which taken alone, we have expressed
' belief, would fail to afford the highest class of
' art. Those views would interdict poetry of con-

1

ception, and offer little food for the intellectual

perception iu the observer. Between the sub-
j

lime aud tbe ridiculous, there may be but one
step; but if so, are we to understand that the

j

higher expression of art is never to be sought

!

for—in short, that the something which we
choose to call allegory, is not to be attempted,

because iu tbe majority of cases it is made
ridiculous, or so that it cannot be read ? TVe
think otherwise. The power at least, to use
allegory without the complicated action which
we endeavoured to sliow, belonged to dramatic
art rather than to sculpture, manifests itself in

the works which we have particularized, as in

Nos. 57 and 60—

“

Studens ” — (Mr. John
Bell), and some others

;
aud despite the fact

that Mr. Woodiugton’s personification of Devo-
tion, Energy, Order, and Decision, is such as

could not dispense with the titles beneath, his

work, which has received the second premium,
exhibits the like power in the artist. The
difficulty is to group the whole well together, so

that the allegorical figures shall bear parts in a

train of thought, aud yet shall attempt no com-
plicated action. One of the most successful of

tbe designs, in this respect (though defective

otherwise), and without much use of architec-

tural framework, is No. 20, by Mr. Noble.

Ihe figures of Europe, Great Britain, Ireland,

aud India, by gi'ouping and position, together

express a mutuality of sentiment rather than a

participation in action
; the success of which

limited effect is aided by their simple statu-

esque cliaracter. Europe is represented with

tbe sheathed sword and olive branch, and India

has a large volume of the Laws of England,

Herr Hahucl’s work (21), which is next to

Mr. Noble’s, and has received an erjual pre-

mium, curiously shows how much difference

may be produced through the most simple

elements of figures. Were it not for the addi-

tion of a seated figure of Britannia, who holds

a shield inscribed with the name “Wellington,”

the same written description might suffice for

both models
;
and the merit of the figures taken

separately might be not unequal. But tlie

accessories iu No. 21 are merely separate statues,

with no sympathetic bond in the sculpture
;
and

no substitute for that, in the architecture.

This last is comprised only iu the pedestals,

which are in a great measure isolated from one

another. The four figures represent War and

Peace, Wisdom and Strength,—each being a

female figure. War has a helmet and cuirass;

Peace an olive-branch and a horn of plenty

;

Wisdom has a torch and an open hook; and

Strength holds a club. Enrichments to the

pedestal, such as arc sketched on the model,

would probably improve the effect of the monu-

ment.

The model which received the first premium

—No. SO, by Mr. W. Calder Marshall, ll.A.

—

has now been painted—pedestals and figures

—

to fry the effect- of the design in marble. Thus
assuming the further alteration iu tbe drapery
as proposed—one of our objections to the
design (the prominent use of bronze within
the cathedral) would be removed. But, the
objections which are made to tbe present inonu-
meufs ill St. Paul’s, if of any value, would be
applicable to the present design, iu which the
representative and the allegorical are so far

mixed up, as to iuteiferc, it seems to us, with
the uiiil.y of the expression. As to allegory
itself, we have admitted in a former article,

that the disuse entirely of Classical allegory,

miglit deprive the sculptor of vehicles of ex-

pression which have become the most intelli-

gible. But after examining the emblematic
personifications by TIerr Hahnel and others,

showing that the virtues can be successfully

represented without pagan associations, aud by
all female figures

; we are inclined to think that

the excellent sculptor of No. SO, could have
arrived at a better result by a course dif-

ferent to that which he has taken, as he
certainly would have produced a result more
satisfactory to a certain section of the public-

He represents Wisdom by the classical figure

of Minerva, aud Valour by a figure re-

sembling Mars. Duty is so nearly resembling
the figure of Valour, that few observers would
find there was any difference of intention.

Peace holds a dove aud the olive branch, and is

the most satisfactory of the four. Of tbe
groups at the ends,—one is allegorical, of Com-
merce and Agriculture rejoicing at the restora-

tion of peace
; aud the other representative, of

a mother, with child, bending over the body of

a soldier. The whole of the figures accessory

to the statue, if not all representative, should

be all allegorical
;

iu which case the representa-

tion of events might be effected by tbe rilievos.

In respect of grace aud elegance, the monument
is scarcely equalled by any in the Hall

; and not-

withstanding tlie objection we have stated to the

principle adopted in the design, wc claim, in the

interest of Britisli art and fair dealing, that

Mr. Calder Marshall shall erect the national

monument in St. Paul’s Cathedral
;
or at the

least that he shall be one of those selected from
the present competitors, who have fought the

fight and run the risk, to essay to meet, more
fully it may be, the uationul requirement.

Keturning to tbe other desigus, with the view

of still further noting the injustice aud ignorance

shown by the ridicule and abuse which have

been showered on the designs,—Mr. Wooding-
tou’s model, if it docs not fully meet our theory,

omits to do so mainly from encountering the

difficulty of producing in forms that are capable

of recognition, qualities of which the expression

has seldom been attempted by the sculptor.

There is couscqueiitly no analogy that can help

the spectator to identify the qualities
;

for, the

most important accessories, such as the seal

being stamped on the document, which marks

the allegory of Decision, are not immediately

detected. The military character of the Duke
is alluded to only in the sword, placed in a sub-

ordinate position at one end of the monument

;

and we have referred to the design of the

pedestal. In other respects, the design is one

of remarkable merit
;
and the figure of tbe

Duke is excellent. Mr. E. G. Papworth’s

design (36), which has tlie third premium, we

have sufficiently mentioned.

On no ground can we discover why the fourth

premium was given to the design (10) by Cav.

Giovanni Duprd, of Florence. The apotheosis

of Wellington is represented at the top of the

monument,—the Duke habited in a toga or

drapery, being led by the hand by Victory;

whilst Peace, kneeling, is placed on the left.

At the angles of the pedestal are seated figures,

intended to represent the principal virtues of

I

the deceased, each with an attendant genius in

1
the form of a youth. The pedestal is decorated
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with riliecos. Tlie monkliugs aud general archi-

tectural features are of very inferior character.

Of the five models which have received pre-

miums of 100/. each, we have meutioned some

that would have deserved better plaees than

those given to them, and we may especially

refer to No, 12. Mr. Alfred Stevens a model

(No. 18) would be far too lofty for the cathe-

dral. The equestrian statue would, we think.

Teach nearly to the crown of the arch. Mr.

Thomas Thorneycroft’s design (63) we passed

tDver with a very short notice. It is so entirely

wanting in all the architectonic elements, that

we marvel that it should have been thought

deserving of preference. But, with the greatest

defects in some of the requisites of monumental

sculpture, it combines considerable beauty m
the merely sculpturesque features. Tlie Dvike

is seated on a camp-stool, with a lower group

of figures of Victory, Peace, Science, and

Industry. These are raised on a misshapen

pedestal, decorated with rilievos in bi'ouze, an

such a des -ription by the hope that other members of

this Institute may contribute several memoranda

from their own experience to our general stock of

interesting and useM information on constructional

subjects. In this instance, moreover, I am prompt™

bv feelings of affection and respect for my father, the

architect of one of the mightc^t edifices m Europe,

who never can be induced to describe his own works,

and by the desire that some record of them may

nevertheless remain. To make good any omissions

or deficiencies in my account, or in my own recollec-

tions of wliat 1ms been effected, I am favoiwed by the

attendance here this evening of my friends Air.

Mecson and Mr. Quann ;
the former having been

long ray father’s chief assistant in his office, and the

latter having occupied a similar office of trust for

many years as chief superintendent at the building

they have both been materially concerned in de\ising,

and carrying into effect the several bold and daring

constructional contrivances which have been adopted,

and which it will be my endeavour to explain.

The extent of the New Palace at Westminster—

the necessity for its being carried out in portions—and

the exigencies arising from constructing the new
^ 1*1 t.VlglillUlV/O ......... o

upper range of them being gilded. 1 he pedestal
;

many cases, where the old buildings they

AS surrounded by bronze figures of the Duke s
; were to replace remaiued in daily use, led to curious

companions in arms. At the base of the contrivances of all sorts. But iu attempting to recall

pedestal, the contrast between the colossal
[

them, I have met with the difficulties already alluded

lions’ heads at the angles and the small scale '

to, for few aud but scanty records exist even at the

of the rilieoos is very objectionable.
|

present time. Although much anxious thought and

nr v Cl fi.o rUc'irlv'iiifno-p contrivance have been required, the result has perhaps
VVe have often VoM to ^ ^ ^ direction,

wlncli results from stringent instructions and
^

moment mth a piece of chalk on the

we believe thatm tins case au nnmiportant depar-
,

therefore, althongh from having
tnre from the prescribed dimensions ot the ^ ^ the

monument has interfered with the selection ot
I have a perfect recollection that several

some of the best designs. 1 cm-ious contrivances were devised, I have found it

The short-comings of the works exhibited i quite impossible to describe them intelligibly by

are, we think, in the architectonic requisites of
|

diagrams. I must therefore rest contented with

mouunieuti sculpture; but whilst the art of briefly alluding to some of them, aud invite the atteu-

late years has made no advance iu these, it has,
|

tion of the meeting to a more detailed account of the

as we have said, iu our opinion, progressed
I

scaffolding and hoisting machinery employed at the

•rreatly in elements which are ot equal import- A.
D j u ci ^ ^

; and whidi I bcheve are quite peculiar m pnnciple to

^ this building.-

In the Year 1840, when the commeuccnient of the

SOME BESCIIIPTION OF THE MECHANICAL ^as made with the river front (the

SCAFFOLDING USED AT THE NEW
, coffer-dam and terrace wall having been completed), I

PAL.^CE AT WESTMINSTER.*
]
may obser\'e that, although the old-fashioned kind of

It will probably have often been the case with
|

scaffolding of poles aud ropes had in.some instances

architects engaged on extensive and difficult -works or
|

been superseded by the so-called whole limber or

buildings of peculiar constrnutiou and purpose, to
;

framed scaffold, with its tram-way and crab engines

have to consider and devise jiarticular arrangements '

aloft, yet the latter was uncoiiunon, and had never

in the shape of scaffolding, either with the hope of, been applied on au extensive scale, and its peculiar

cffecliu" some economy by diminishing labour, or to advantages and ecouomy had consequently never been

meet some emergencies’ attendant on the work them- ' much tested. I believe I am correct iu saying that

selves. "When this has happened, it must have been
!

the first, or one of the very first, instances of the use

a matter of very great interest to inquire how like
!

of whole timber and tram-way scaffold was by my

difficulties had beeu met by others, and to examine father at the New Grammar-school at Bmiiingham,

the records of the’r trials for similar objects, and the in 1833. The elaborately decorative character of the

results. But here much difficulty usually presents face masonry at the New Palace made it necessary

itself from the paucity of such records, wliich, unless either to execute the fiuishiug in situ, which is still

uudci- some unusual circumstances, are very seldom nearly always the method abroad, or to employ a

to be found. The reason is obvious. The main '
system of scaffolding, by means of wliich heavy

object proposed to himself by an architect is, the worked blocks might be raised without any chance of

perfect realization of his conception in the building, injuiy, and adjusted iu their places with the same

and though as each succcssi%'c stage or process neces-
'

precision aud facility as a brick could be laid by hand,

sai-ily comes uudev his alleution, it is considered very I will illustrate my meaning by remarking that in

carefully with reference to its bearing on the whole
;

very many cases the stone to he raised weighed four

work, yet when that is completed, the processes by or five tons, and had on its face can ing or other

which it has been effected—the tools used upon it, as work - the result of three mouths’ labour in the

I may say, arc forgotten in the results. The scaffold- ' workshop. It had therefore become a valuable work,

iug is cleared away with jealous care, as though to worth careful handling, though of course Lad the

'prevent any record of it remaining, while the slnic-
^

face-work been done after the stone was fixed in the

tuTC stands to attest its claims 'to admiration for
|

rough, much longer labour by far would have been

truth or beauty in future times. It will readily occur necessary.

to all how these remarks apply to many of tJie great The principle of framed scaffolding in connection

works of past ages— the pyramids— the temples and with tramways, either on it, under it, or both com-

obelisks of Egypt—the massive walls of Jerusalc3n— bined (on which the tracks mth stone and the hoist-

thewonderful constructions atBaalbec—and in our own ing engines travelled), adopted in the river fr'out, was

country, Stonehenge aud other Druidical remains
;

all found so advantageous, that in one form or another

of which have exrited universal interest aud wonder, the same means have been used to meet all the sub-

the huge masses of which they are composed having sequent requirements of more special portions of the

evidently required the exercise of no ordinary mccha- work. For instance, when it was required to execute

nical skill, and consequently many have been and arc the internal decorative masonry of the lobby of the

the ingenious theories explaining how they could have House of Commons, a scheme was devised by which

been carried out. Again, we should all be gratified oue small traveller was made to act on all the foiu-

by being informed how the Mediajvai avchiteits sides, by an ingenious arrangement for tui-ning roimd
erected the marvellously lofty and delicate spires of the square corner at each angle, either with or with-

Autwerp aud Strasburg, iu w'hich it must evidently out its load
; so that a stone might be at once lifted

have beeu one part of the problem, that the scaffold- from the banlctr on wliich it had been worked, aud

ing should be self-supporting aud iudependent of carried round suspended to be set iu its iiropcr place,

the delicate work itself. It has therefore occurred Again, when the interuai masonry of the central

to me th’it some interest might be attached to a short octagonal hall was iu hand, a circular single Hue of

description of the various mechanical contriv.mecs in rails was laid down, just inside but clear of the walls,

the -way of scaffoldiug, which have been employed in on which a jiair of lofty framed legs, like trestle shear-
the execution of the works at the Now ridacc at legs, travelled, conncc’tcd with a ccutrc pole, os a
Westminster. I have been also induced to draw up pivot, by means of a strongly braced aud trussed

, -a , . ,, z;~; Z m 7- timber fr-ame at the top, ou which again rails were
Head b\- ilr, Charles Earrv, lellow, at the ordinary , . • ,i

general meeting of the Eojul Inaiitute of British Arehi-
h^ed to receive the wlieels of the truvclimg engine,

teets, June loth, as previously meniioued. i TMs framing and railway projected SO far Over, that

the tracery heads of the large windows, the courses

forming niches, and the springers of the vault could

all be worked below -with the utmost exactness, and

dropped into their places with such certainty of the

mouldings fitting, that the subsequent labour of clean-

ing off -was always trifling, aud often unnecessarj’.

I could wish that it were possible to exhibit the

centering of the large octagonal stone vaulting over

the central haU. I well remember that it contained

several novel and peculiar arrangements
;

one of

which, I think, was, that all the stones for the vault

were raised through an orifice in the exact centre of

the centering itself, but I have been unable to find

any drawing or details relating to it.

I will now invite attention to the means employed

to raise and set the masonry and brickwork of the

three great towers of the building, which differ very

materially in their form and character, and therefore

in their construction, commencing with the central

tower, which was the first completed. I have already

described generally the means used to build it up to

the vaulting over the central hall. It will be seen

that the central lantern is supported upon a cone

starting from the springing of the vaultiug : a powerful

chain bond is here introduced, by means of which the

resolution of the entire weight of the stone lantern

on to the base of this cone is effected, which of course

adds to the security of the groining itself. The cone,

-which was constructed of brickwork and aftenvards

cased with the stone tabling, was itself a work of some

difficulty. The aiTaugements of the elaborate system

of ventilation introduced into the building by Dr.

Reid, wliich had reference to the central tower as the

point of ultimate extraction of all the smoke and

vitiated air, required that very large orifices of com-

munication with the surrounding roofs should be main-

tained through the base of the lantera, as well as into

the lantern itself. It was, therefore, necessary to

perforate the brick cone by large ai'ched openings

;

the consequence was that the portions between them

hod to be built isolated fr'ora each other up to the

siiring of these openings, and were, therefore, obviously

overhanging walls. As a second system of centering

would have been very expensive, it was determined to

attempt to build the cone by means of a ti-amiuel,

only working round a centre pivot in such a manner

that the inner suiTace or interior should be kept true

all round. Tics or chain bond of iron were introduced,

to prevent all chance of the work afterwards spread-

ing outwai-ds at the foot when subjected to pressure

;

and the whole -was successfully and rapidly accom-

plished. The leaning portions, which looked very

insecure to the unpractised eye, were duly connected

by arches turned through the whole thickness of the

-wall, and connected with iron struts : the system of

the trammel answered perfectly, and the brick cone or

base for the stone lantern was completed (without the

accideuts confidently predicted by many), and, per-

fectly true in fonn and plan, was ready to receive the

further works about the latter end of 1841.

The cone was really rendered continuous on plan

during its -whole progi’ess, by means of temporary

timber struts, introduced in the openings, which, in

point of fact, acted as keys or horizontal voussoirs :

without these, there would have been, of course, risk

of the disconnected portions falling. These struts

-were left in tiU some time after the arches were turned

over the openings, and the work had had time to set

thoronglily ; when they were removed, a minute

examination could not detect a trace of movement or

flaw in any part of tlie work, nor is there any now
under the load of the tower above it. The brickwork

was executed in mortar, with occasional tiers of four

or five courses in cement, within seven weeks from

the conunenccmcnt.

Up to this time all the materials had been raised

internally through the central orifice in the stone

gi-oiuing
;
but it now became necessary to alter this

mode of proceeding, inasmuch as the finishings of the

central hall, with other portions of the works adjacent,

were required to be given up to render this part of

the building available for public use. On the block

plan of the building, the small court, called the Peer’s

Inner Court, will be seen. From this henceforth all

materials were hoisted outside up to the level of the

platform coinciding \vith the upper rim of the cone,

and deposited ou trucks running on a tramway ex-

tending over the roofs of the building to the centre of

the platform over the cone: from this point upwards

the lantern of the central tower was built by a system

of framed scaffolding. This scaffold was put up and

added to from time to time as the work proceeded.

Platforms were constructed at various levels to receive

I tlie materials hoisted, as well as for the use of the

[

masons
;
and the stone, being always raised in the

[

centre through a shaft or ring left in the framing and

5

plulfunus, was easOy set by the workmen, without dc-

;
pending iu the least degree ou any part of the work

already built : this was obviously a point of the utmost

I

importauce, arising from the delicate mulbon work of

^ the lantera -windows. The raising of the materials
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from fhe ground to the lower platform or tramway

was effected by connecting a small engine with a drum
and tackling immediately over tbe court below : the

materials, having arrived at this height, were taken by
trucks to the centre of the tower, when the same

engine was connected with another set of tackling

running over a puUey in a frame fixed about 6 feet

higher than the next intended platform. Large stones

were thus raised by two lifts from the ground to their

final position, 150 to 200 feet or more, without

handling in any way, and consequently without risk

of injui-y. This arrangement was continued by simply

shifting the pulley higher and higher, and len^hening

tie connecting gear between it and the engine drum,

until the internal diameter of the spii'c became too

smuU to receive it, when the platfonn was so framed

as to extend outwards through the small lucerne lights

in the base of the spire sufficiently to allow a scaffold

of ordinary poles to he erected on it. All the re-

mainder of the materials, including the metal terminal,

was raised, as described, to this platform in the in-

terior, and then rmi out through a temporary opening

left for the purpose in the base of the spire itself.

The same principle of keeping the scaffold clear of the

work was continued : no putlogs whatever were used,

but by di5.posing horizontffi poles diagonally on plan,

the whole was firmly braced from time to time. The
engine used was a portable one, known as “ Clough’s

patent,” and its cost was under lOOf. : the scaffold

cost about 500L more. I will hereafter give some
interesting data respecting the economy which cau be

effected by tbe use of steam-engines for raising mate-

rials for towers and like structimes
; but before quit-

ting the Central Tower, I may mention that its

dimensions are as follow :—*•

External diameter

Internal diameter of the octagon hall

Diameter at the base of the lantern

Diameter at the base of the spire . .

.

Entire height from the basement
level to the top of the spire

Height of the octagon hall from its

pavement to the vaulting

The approximate niunhcr of cube

feet of worked masonry above the

cone, exclusive of brickwork* ... 25,000

MEDIiEVAL EARTIIENWAKE DECORATION.
This beautiful and interesting specimen of pure

Gothic tracery was found at the time of restoring an

old building in Nuremberg, and is supposed to be a

portion of an earthenware stove. It is a well-known

fact that at one time in that town a very ffourishiug

trade was carried on in the manufacture of these

stoves (which sometimes were coloured and gilded)

by men who, from the beauty of the works they de-

signed, may be fairly supposed to have been artists,

and not common tradesmen, as Glockenthon, Prunner,

and others, whose names are known to fame, speci-

mens of whose art, from their beauty and scarcily, are

much prized.

There is at present in Nuremberg a mauufactory

which makes copies of these works.

The drawing is about one-third of tbe original size,

and the relic is supposed to have formed the crowning

ornament of an earthenware stove. Traces of the

use of other cartheuwarc ornamentation iu the houses

of Germany have been discovered.

THE WILTSHIRE ARCHEOLOGICAL
SOCIETY AT BRADFORD.

We left the arcbseologists starting on their first

day’s excursion, with the Rev. Mr. Wilkinson’s pony
and a mounted trumpeter iu a red coat at their head,t

on their way to Monkton Manor House and the church

at Broughton Gifford. The excursionists had mus-
tered strongly, filling, when they reached their first

destination, thirty carriages or more. At starting,

some of the visitors saw, for the first time, the out-

side of Kingston House (sometimes called the Duke’s

House), at Bradford; for, strange to say, this, tbe

best known thing iu Bradford, beyond its boundaries,

w'as omitted in the list of objects of interest in the

town set forth in the programme, the result, pro-

bably, of some local jealousy. We must punish the

managers of the meeting for this by detaining the

excursionists while we give a few notes about the

house. It is one of the most interesting specimens

reniainiiig of the domestic architecture of the end of

the sixteenth and beginning of the scvctiteenth cen-

tury, and Mr. Moulton, the present possessor, has

made it one of the most perfect. It was built, pro-

bably, or, if commenced earlier, made to take its pre-

sent form, by John Hall, the head of that family, in

the reign of James I. "Through the marriage of

• With the eontinuation of the paper we shall give some
diagrams.

t See p. 473, ante.

MEDIEVAL EARTHENWARE ORNAMEKT,

Elizabeth Hall,” said the Rev. Mr. Jones, iu his

paper already rc''crred to, “the heiress of another

John Hail, grandson of the one who probably built

the house (and who was sheriff of ‘Wiltshire in 1670),

with Thomas Baynton, of Chalfield, and the subse-

quent marriage of their daughter, Rachel Baynton,

with the son of Evelyn, the Duke of Kingston, the

properly came into the possession of that ducal family,

and from that time the mansion has been called

Kingston House. The issue of this marriage was tbe

second and last Duke of Kingston, the father having

died before he came to the title. The second duke

married Elizabeth Chudlcigh, alias the Ilouourable

Miss Chudleigh, alias Mrs. Henry, alias tbe Countess

of Bristol, a lady whose career, to say the least, w'as

not irreproachable. As they had no cliildren, the

property passed to the tluke’s sister, Frances Pierre-

poiiit, who married Philip, eldest son of Sir Philip

Meadows. Their son became (he first LordManvers.

He sold Kingston House, in 1802, to Mr. 'L'homas

Divett, who, with a keener eye to profit than archi-

tectural beauty, turned it into a iiianufactory. Iu

1848 the premises were sold to Mr. Moulton, and to

him we owe the complete restoration iu such excellent

taste of all that remained of the North Wilts Hall of

John Hall.” The garden front, where there is a

terrace with flight of steps and balustrades, and

ladies’ garden, and widc-stretchiug lawn, is the prin-

cipal. It is all of Slone, full of openings,

—

“WiLh bay windows, goodly ns may bo tbougbt,”

as old Chaucer sings of the houses which just pre-

ceded it. The chimncy-stacks are very well treated.

Within there are huudsoine ceilings of the period,

and two very fine stone chimney-pieces, one ia the

dining-room, in two stories, Doric and Ionic, with a

very large guilloche as a mantel (the details a little

mystified iu restoration) ;
and the other in the

drawing-room, of the " strap and jewel ” character,

the upper story of which has clusters of smalt

columns at the angles particularly elegant. The first

is given in a volume of illustrations by Mr. C. J.

Richardson, privately published by Mr. Vivian. A
carved ston* doorcase, with semi-circnlar head, ia the

dining-room, is also very elegant. The name of the

architect is unknown, but from the resemblance of

the architecture to that of Longleat, and the tradition

which ascribes the latter (o the little known John of

Padua, he has been caUed the architect of Kingston

House also. He is spoken of as " deviser of build-

ings” to Henry VIII. The Rev. J. E. Jackson, in

a paper on Longleat, printed in our last volume

(XIV. p. 622), has made some observations on this

subject, which may he usefully turned to. It may
have been John Thorpe who built Kingston House.

Now, however, we must get back to the excursionists,

' simply adding that it seemed to speak well of Mr.

i

Moulton, as an employer, when w'e found a very good

.
hand playing on the lawn in the evening, organised

i out of his raanufaetory.

Having visited Moukton Manor-house and Brough-
ton Gifford Church, the party fled away to Great

Chalfield Church and Manor-house. The latter is a.

very interesting specimen of domestic architecture,,

built as early as the middle of the fifteeath century.

I The Percys owned it early, and then it came into the

I possession of the Tropenells. The way in which this

family ended iu heiresses was remarkable. The only

son, on coming to man’s estate, met with an unlucky

accident. He liad put a pair of dog couples over his

head, and, leaping over a hedge, a loop iu the strap

hauging at his back caught a bough, and kept him
from (he ground till he was strangled. This death

was tbe more singular if the motto of the family be, -

as we have heard, “ Lc joug tgra bellement I ” The
house has a very good oriel window, but throughout

has beea much injured by alterations to meet wants

of the moment. 'ITie hall had its ceiling divided into*

squares by the main timbers, and those squares sub-

divided into others of plaster,—an early example of

such an arrangement. The church is distinguishable

by its stone pent-house porch, and a bell cot, illus-

trated, together with the Mauor-house, by Mr. T. L.
"Walker, in “ Examples of Gothic Architecture.” One
smHll lancet-headed window ou the south side seems

to show that the ebureh was here in the thirteenth

century, though it took its present shape two centuries

later.

Wraxball Manor House, the next stopping place,

has also hccu made known in detail by Mr. Walker.

It has been attributed lo the early part of the fifteenth

century, wlicu Robert Longe, who was M.P. for

"Wilts iu 1433, was its first recorded possessor, 'fhe

buildings enclose two sides of a “ plaisaunce,’*

find include a gatehouse, hall, and drawing-room.

The latter was formed by enlarging and altering part

of the old house, late iu the reign of Elizabeth, or,

more likely, in the beginning of the reign of James I.

A vaulted ceiling was formed, with plaster ribs and

ornaments, and an claborately-carved stoue chimney-

piece of the period set up, with caryalides, Corin-

thian columns, and figm’cs of Prudence, Arithmetic,

Geometry, and Justice. Some of the details of the
chimuey-piece are jaire and elegant

;
but as a whole

it is not equal to those at Kingston House. There

arc several points of interest in "Wraxball Church
;

but the red-coated fugleman is blowing his trumpet,

and tbe cavalcade is preparing to start for Moukton-

Farley and " Mrs. "Wade Brown’s Tower.” Tbe last

mile or more of the road taken to Moukton Farley

House was through a flue avenue of noble beech trees

(" sub tegmine Jagi," all our schoolboy readers will

whisper), and to the party assembled on the terrace

of the house, the effect of so large a number of

vehicles marshalled into something like order, must

have been very striking. It is not necessary to say

anything about (he hospitable entertainment here.

This having been discussed, a paper by the Rev.

Canon Jackson, was read by one of the honorary

secretaries, "On the History of Moukton Farley.

As this began with reference to events that occurred,

“long before quills and fingers were invented,’

—

events that regulated the earth’s surface,— and came

down to the year 1840, when the estate was pui--

chased by the Utc Mr. Wade Brown, it was neces-

sarily somewhat long, but it contained much iuterest-

iri" matter, as all Mr. Jackson’s papers do, and will

be'^hetter appreciated when printed in the Society’s

“Journal.” Monklon Fatlcy Priory was a house of

Clugniac monks, established by Maud of Salisbury,

the wile of Humphrey Buluin tbe Second, about the

year 1125. At the dissolution, it wcut to the Earl

of Hertford, afterwards the Protector Somerset, and

then iuto various hands. Of the buildings of tlie

Priory very little is left, and of the Priory Church

70 feet.

55 „
33 „
11 »

266 „

59 „
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nothing but the site. In its original condition,

the arrhitectui’al style would probably be partly

Norman, partly Early English
;
and with this tran-

sitional c'harec er the fe*v fragments that have been

found perfectly oirespoud. “Tne church fell, or

was taken down. The ground on which it stood (now

forming the bank on the north side of the lawn),

being covered with heaps of rubbish, and overgrown

with grass, became a r.ibbit warren; and some curi-

osiiy was exeileJ by the partial disinterment of its

foundations and floor in the year 1714. A descrip-

tion of this discovery, but containing some errors,

was printed in the Geutteman’s Magazine of that

year, on which Hr. Due irrl (of the L )iidi)n Society of

Antiquaries), requested a fiicud. Dr. Win. Evetls (a

physician then living at Cliippeubam), to visit Monk-
ton Parley, aud smd him a correct account. Dr.

Evett’s letters are printed iu ‘ Nichols’s Literary

History.’ From these it appears that some of Mr.
Webb Seymour’s labourers being employed iu level-

ling the rabbit warren, came first upon the pillar of a

church, aud, about 4 feet under the rubbish, to the

floor of the ch iuccl, of chequered tiles, chiefly red,

some with ‘flying griffin.*,’ aud other emblems. Pour
gravestones were found, one having the figure of a

monk kneeling, the name ‘Lawrence,’ aud a legend,

in old French, * Ici gist,’ See. ‘ Whoever shall pray

for him shall have so many days of pardon.’ This
was a c.>mmon one about 1360

;
and as a Prior Law-

rence Arcbcnbaiid was here about that period, it was
probably his monument. On the other three stones,

which were grooved round the edges, the inscription

was obliterated. The grooves being an inch or more
iu breadth, bad probably been the sockets of strips of
brass, on wldch the inscription had been written,

The chancel-floor was about 24 fiet square, lying
cast aud west. At about two- thirds of it eastward
were steps. Here a sepulchre was opened, containing
the skeleton of a stout man, upwards of 6 feet high.
On a gravestone was his bust, iu iias relief, and at his

feet a lion. This, of course, was pronounced to be
the founder

; but the principal founder, Humphrey
Boliun III. was, with all after him, buried (as has
been stated) at Liiutliony Priory-. North-avest of the
altai', and some yards ofl’, w’as found another floor, as
of a small side chapel, rather deeper in the ground.
It contained a h.isiii for holy water, and its walls were
perteet about a yard high all round it

; in one part as
high as the sill of a window. Soiilh of the altar,

about 4 feet under the rubbish, was found another
floor of tiles, about 10 feet square, but no remains,

jOn this side, also, apparently beyond the church, were
'

signs of a burial-ground, with a large yew-tree; •

several stone jiillars were discovered, having figures I

carved upou them perfect and fresh. Some of these
j

are known to be still buried.”
[

The most curious monument, found in 1744 (which
'

was given away by Lord Webb Sevmoiir, and is now
'

preserved at Lacock), is that of Ilbert de Chat, one of

'

the chief benefactors to Parley Priory. Ilbert de
|

Chat (so called from a place of that name on the coast
j

of Normandy, near Careulau, half way between Cher-
^

bourg and Caen) was a laudholJer. under the Bohuns,

'

in Normandy as well as iu Eugkiid. I

In 1841, during some fuither altcialion of the
jground by the late owner, a large slab, once the cover- ^

ing of a stone coffin, was found. On it is the effigy
\

of a cross-legged knight, in chain armour sculptured '

in low relieb Ou the shield, which lies, not by his
side, but over the whole body, occupying the full'

width of the stone, are the arras of Duustanville
;

'

I'rettg, on a canton a lion passant, surmounted hg a '

lal/el the mark of an elder son. There are also I

fragments of a second figure in ehain armour, beauti- ^

fully sculptured, aud oace coloured, but there are no I

arms, or other token by which it may bo identilied.

These effigies, probably of the lime of Henry III.
are singiilaily well cut, andiu admirable preservation.

'

It would be well to ascertain if they are of the stone '

of the neighbourhood. The stone obtained now from
'

Parley Down is not thought to stand so well. I

in toe evening, on the return of the party, papt
were read in the Town-hall, where we may’ menti
as a matter for regret, a dealer in pictures had he
permitted to hang amongst the artides foiuTng t

museum, a number of paintings, ticketted, °vi
noticeable impudence, after this fasliiou

—
“ Tenie

2/. 10s.
;

”
“Correggio, 4/. !

”

On Thursday the excursionists went to To
Chapel, Belcomb

;
S'oke Clmrcb, Parley; Himg(

ford Church and C istic, a-d Westwcod Church ‘a
Manor House. At Belconib, Mr. Edmonds, of Bra
ford, read a paper in favour of the belief that
certain number of large stones there, iu a scmi-circ

^ Dru dical temple. “ The nai
of Belcomb ’ is supposed to have bccu of Druidic
origin derived from ‘Bel,’ the god of thesnn, and t
place has been mentioned by auricpiaries as the pi
bable site of ancient worship. Wood in his History
Hath, says—' King’s Down seems to have been
denommatea from Bel, as king of the hcayei

bodies, and Dunutn, a hill
;

since a great dent in the

south end of it still goes by the name of Belcomb,

and since other names applicable to the sun are yet

preserved in the names of the places on the top of

ihe mountain. The situation, considered under all

circumstances, seems worthy of the consccralion it

appears to have had in pagan times, when the ancient

Britons dedicated it to their god Belenus, and in all

probability erected a Pynien in the combe like the

octostyle pavilion accident has now produced iu it to

maintain some of their sacred fire in honour of their

imaginary King of Heaven.’
”

“If any weight,” said Mr. Edwards, “can be

attached to such evidence, the most extraordinary

testimony of a traditionary chai'acter can be adduced

iu support of the claim of this site to be ranked
among the Driiidical remains of this country. The
name of one of the fields, of which the copse in

which the stones were found is the boundary, is to

this day ‘Temple Ground,’ whilst that of the other is

‘ The Grove ;
’ a field adjoining, around the boundaries

of which large stones are found, is called ‘ Chilhorn,’

evidently an old Celtic word or compound, and which
probably should be written Chilb-ior, the ‘ n ’ having

been an additional vulgar corruption, common to the

lower orders
; now ‘ Cylch’ means circle, and ior the

Deity, or more properly ‘ That Deity ’ worshipped as
‘ T//e circle of the sun moving iciihin its orbit'

”

At Westwood, Mr.Bosh Saunders, the barrister, read

a paper “On the History of theChurch,” written by the

Rev. W. H. Jones, pointing attention, amongst other

things, (o ihc stained glass in the chancel. “ The
central figure of our blessed Lord upon the cross,

with a vessel at the foot, out of which grows a lily,

the flowers of which twine themselves round his body-,

is unique. And I would add, as the lily is the well-

known emblem of the blessed Virgin, to whom the

church is dedicated, it represents strikingly Him who
was erapbaticnlly ‘ the seed of the woman,' and who
‘sprang from the root of Jesse.’ The glass in the

tracery is also most expressive. There is (1) St.

John Ba2)li3t with the Lamb in his arms, typifying

the first coming of our Lord
; (2) St. Peter, his first

preacher to the Jews
; (3) St. Paul, Ills first preacher

to the Gentiles; (4) an augel weighing a saint and an
evil spirit in scales (the former outweighing the latter),

a type of our Lord’s second coaning. The other
pieces of glass collected from the tracery iu the aisle

are all emblems of our Lord’s PassioDw Amongst
them are representations of the nails, the scourge,
the hyssoji, the buffeting, the embalming, the betrayal,

the mocking. Sec. The one that represents the mock-
ing, the scornful face, and protruded tongue, is (I am
told by au artist in glass) uncommon.”

This paper aQd<a thunderstorm closed the proceed-
ings of the congress, and sent the members to their

several homes perfectly well contented and thoronghlv
wet.

ANCIENT REMAINS OP PICTS’ WALLS.
PfiicvADiyG the thoroughfares of wondrous London

there are many remnants of antiquity which receive
little attention from archmologists, and the dead walls
are of them.

Surrounding all original cemeteries there are lofty
walls, bowing, tottering, and mouldering : the grounds
witliiu, swollen aud elevated above the adjacent roads
by accumulated mortality, bristling with head-stones,
are rarely planted : the fence around, battering out-
ward, has been raised periodically to preserve seclu-
sion

; and the vicinal streets and houses seem, there-
fore, to have sunken below ihe level.

Sepulture has been for some time discontinued in
most intra-urban graveyards, therefore there exists no
longer any occasion for these circumventing bastions.
The memory of the dead will be more consecrated by
plaulation of sacred groves, the health and gratifica-

tion of the living more assured by the demolition of
such fences, aud the metropolis adorned in many parts
hy the substitution of iroo railings, planted at a suit-
able height upon coping, laid ou footways of brick-
work.

In the obsolete churchyards, of which every jurish
contains at leaat one, how beautiful would be the
aspect, and bow refreshing the effect of a few limes
or sycamores, overshadowing the dormant remains of
generations long consigned to tombs, whereupon the
time-worn inscription scarce records the name or
title of the occupaut ! It needs but to take a glance
at two^ cemeteries in the West-end, that of St.
George s, Layswater, and the other oil’ Mount-street,
Grosycnor-squiirc, to be convinced how vegetation
fliuu'ishcs on the food of sarcophagi

;
aud of (he beau-

tiful halo shed by luiuriaut arborage over the crowded
lairs of de])arted mortality.

There are mural remains in the busiest hauuts of
town, not, perhaps, so old as churchyard walls ; but
venerable, rather, on account of the high estate they
served, to protect from the vulgar gaze

;
Ihe circum-

vallations of noble mansions. In Piccadilly alone
there are some 700 feet of Fids’ wall, as useless

to the occupants of the palaces and church they were
built to protect, as they are unsightly in the street

range. Long habitude renders the Londoner uncon-
scious of the spoliation these relies of (comparatively)

barbarous times inflict upon the architectural effect,

as well as upon the free ventilation, of that ucble
route. Burlingtou House presents a blushing mask
wall of 260 feet range by 20 feet high,—again
repeated at the rear to Vigo-street

;
Devonshire

House, 240 feet hy 12 feet ; St. James’s Church, 110
feet by 9 feet; aud Cambridge House, near 100 feet,

the last beiug somewhat redeemed by two portc-
cocheres, which stand hospitably open.

It is withiu the memuiy of man and woman that
some thirty years back the Greeo-park was bounded,
along Piccadilly, by a suUen red brick wall

;
that

Hyde-park, along Park-lane, as well as on the north
and south sides, was screened by a bowing fence of the

same description, some three miles long : aU these

were removed, and in place thereof light iron railings

have bestowed a value and a delight that can only be
appreciated by those who remember their sombre cast

in the year 1820.

The value of arborage in juxtaposition with build-

ings, aud of refreshing verdui'e along the street lines,

was never understood by Londoners before. The
fortified flank walls might have had their uses formerly,

in times when no feudal lord dared to embattle has

mansion vrithout a royal letter or patent ;
nor moat

his castle, with access by a di'awbridge, without the

same licence. At present, lofty screen walls are used
but for prisons

;
for, in fact, they render the court-

yard dark and melancholy, and the mansion cheerless

as unhealthy.

Were these walls removed—for instance, Burlingtou

House, and some limes planted within the range—
what light and grace would the change not effect 1

The central portal might remaiu, but the whole semi-

circular colonnade should be either swept away, or

else reversed as wings opening to the street. Then
that building, by the addition of a noble story, in

accord with the splendid foundation of Lord Bur-
lington, might realise one of the grandest features of

the whole metropolis,—the elegant colonnade forming

two quadrants, would, if transposed, exactly fit the

side spaces, forming covered approaches at each ex-

treme, and at same time masking the mean terraini

of the wings, aud the blank walls of the adjacent

houses.

It is scarcely necessary to allude to another bastion

some 30 feet high, belonging to some ancient Saxon
or Celtic noble in Cavendish-square : there are, how-
ever, other Piets’ walls, more uusightly, and still more
prejudicial, because they are greater in extent, and
because they conceal and separate grounds of some
extent and importance. Lincoln’s-inn-fields, along
the entire eastern range, is disfigured by an envious

mass of deformity. The Benchers’ Dining-hall, and
the open grounds to the north thereof, are divorced by
the decree of law lords, as executed by Freemasons
" cociitibiis muris.” This is a lamentable interposition

wliich divides the lofty elms withiu from the younger
plantation without the pale of the square, and which
at the same time deprives the fine Tudor Hall, by
Mr. Hardwick, of the natural finish derivable from
immediate contrast with natural trees aud vegetation.

Another, a more extensive and still more gratuitous

outrage against public taste, utility, and health, is the

inclosure of the Charterhouse grounds, of some eight

acres, by a varicoloured wall of stone, brick, chffik,

and other materials, carried to a height of 9 feet

throughout the whole circuit. This “ enceinte ” has

at least the excuse of great antiquity, some of it being
as old as the foundations by the Grey Friars

;
but it

is not the less Pictish for that it is more monastic. The
situation of this district is certainly less aristocratic,

but it is more populous. There is not the same in-

ducement to improve the surrounding reaiou as if the

neighbouriug residents could afford money to pay for

the S'Jace, or time to think of the improvement and
benefit derivable from the change. They are poor and
spiritless, aud are therefore unlhought of in their

mourning.

Me do however think, or affect to think, more of

the multitude—the jaf«jjJc>/J?t/fismore regarded—now
than was the case 100 years ago

;
aud when it is con-

sidered how comparatively trifling is the expense of

pulling down, as contrasted with building up
;
how

very moderate the cost should be of a plain ii'on rail-

ing
;
and above all, when the enhancement of the value

of all the surrounding property is taken into account

;

then, the most scrupulous parish vestry would hardly

hesitate to act the beneficent, and sink the expense.

Wilderness-row and its host of labouring occupants

with their clustering families
;

Goswell-street, with
its w’ealthy comniercialists and thrifty tradesmen,

would soon feel the benefit of the change : the spirit

of improvement encouraged would extend onward
still; and as iu all instances of local embellishment,

the spirit of emulation aud rivah’y would animate the

old leaven of population to follow after, if not to
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keep pace with, improved taste as exemplified about
them.

A wealthy merchant io No. 6 of a crazy row will

not demolish and reconstruct his fabric whilst all the

others of the range are in a state of decadence
; but

when, as in the old defiles about the Royal Exchange,
one magnificent reformer neither stops at splendour
nor expense iu erecting a mart for the sale of cakes,

or watches, or wares, then the e.tample is taken up,

and places which had neither the advantage of a direct

or of a wide thoroughfare, are transformed into palace

ranges, rivalling those gems of art. which the Italian

forefathers of architecture hove founded in the con-
stricted alleys of beautiful Vtuice. Q,uond.vm.

ON STAINED GLASS.

At the joint meeting of the IVorcestcr Diocesan
and the Rimiingham Architectural Society, held in

Birmingham on the 12tli inst. Mr. John Powell (of

the firm of Hardman and Co.) read a paper “ On
Stained Glass.”* Ancient stained glass, he said, pre-

sents a wide field for the study and admiration of all

antiquarians and artists, whether regarded historically,

artistically, or religiously
;
hut he would only attempt

to point out some of its many beauties, and give a
general notion of the pi inciples upon which the “ old
masters in glass ” wtirked. In saying ancient glass,

he confined the terra to the mosaic works of the thir-

teenth and fourteenth centuries, for soon after this

period the true principles of the earlier meu were
more or less violated in the liixui'ious compositions of i

the fifteenth and si-xteenth centuries, though these in-

novations were in some degree compensated for by
the most astonishing display of artistic skill and har-
monious colouring. The ancient windows were com-
jfosed of what are technically called “ pot-metals

;

”

that is, pieces of glass colotured in the melting-pot,

and entirely translucent, upon which the subject was
drawn in opaque lines, and strengthened with trans-

parent flat shadows. These pieces were then set into

grooved lead hands, which formed the outline
;
the

figure, group, or ornament thus completed, having
been arranged to fit geometrical or straight frames of

T-shaped ironwork, to which it was fixed by cotters
;

and, after so many centuries, even in our own
days of jncchauical ingenuity, no better plan can be
devised for its firm construction; indeed, many of the

old windows remain from the thirteenth century in

their original frames of lead and iron, still in good
condition. He would take in succession the three

qualifications necessary for a good window, namely,

colour, design, drawing, and woidd show how in each
the old artists excelled. Firstly, colour: The first

thing which strikes the eye on approaching a stained-

glass window is its colour
;
and uo oue with a culti-

vated or natural taste for the beautiful can help feeling

the translucent influence of a fair old window, how it

softens the light without destroying it, preserving and
assisting the architectural lines and features of the

building without breaking the wall surface, and how,
by its solemn light and religious stories, and by ex-

cluding external objects it keeps the eye within the

building, and directs the miud by its design. Without
true harmony and balance of colour the most careful

and heautiful drawing is entirely ruined or lost;

this, therefore, is the most important feature. Now
one of the peculiar characteristics of the old glass is

the simple, distinct tone of colouring, which, being
constantly repeated with certain variations, runs like

some old melody through all their windows. This is

seldom or never attained iu modern ones, where
geneinlly the colour is cither too patchy, from being
iu too Inrge masses, or too much cut up by an
attempt to introduce every positive or neutrd tint in

existence, thus producing the effect of a kaleidoscope,

in which the coloure are thrown together by chance,
without reference to the harmonious effect of the
whole. The e.vcellence of the old work in this

respect is strikingly illustrated iu the east window
of Gloucester, where only four colours are used
with wouderfid effect; and again, at Merton College,

where only oue culouiud band runs through the series

of side windows, upon grisaille glass, with flowered
bordering, tying them together, and becoming an
architectural featime in itself. In these, and a hundred
others, the eye rests naturally upon the intention of
the window as a whole, instead of being dragged from
one corner to another, astonished and bewildered at the
violence and variety of colour, and which frequently
looks as if a committee bad choseu the best (or worst)
parts of a dozen competitive di-awings, and had them
all oiTangcd in oue window, —perhaps a not unlikely
way of accounting for many failures, for no munber of

clever men can design a window half so well as only

* The meeting was presided over by Lord Lyttelton
and the Mayor. The opening address was delivered by

' the Venerable Archdeacon Sandford, reported, with the
I rest of the proceedings, in the Birmitighum Journal, and
I

papers were road “On Metal Work," by Mr. W. C.
- Aitkin; “The Church at Aston,” by Mr. Davidson; and
' on the Monuments in it, by the Rev. C. Boutell.

one, who, though he may be of inferior ability, follows

out his single idea. Another great charm of the old

glass lies in the quantity of pure grayish blue used,

which generally circulates to the remotest comers,
toning down and giving weight to the more vivid

colours
;
backgrounds are us^y of tliis blue, for no

other colour relieves the figiu-cs so weU, or admits of

such a variety of tints hamiouisiug upon it. Thus he
might mention each colour, showing how knowingly
it was used, and its peculiar beauty of tint— the rubies

streaky and brilliant, with the colour generaHv mixed
throughout the metal, not merely flashed ou the sur-

face, as is usually the case in our modern glass
;
the

greens tdways quiet and used in large masses, not
strong and ^gar

; the whites always pearly or silvery

(not thin and clear), aud dispersed over the whole to

give proper value to every toue
;
the brown puiqjles

used as a soft transition between the ruby aud blue

;

and over all the golden yellow as a tint of sunshiue,

not the vulgar orange of the hall windows of our

modern rillas. Aud, as the seven notes of music arc

cajjable of infinite change of melody, by juxta-position,

so these few colours, varied from the palest to the

richest shade, were sufficient for endless varieties of

harmony in the hands of the old painters, the peculiar

tint of each helping very much the effect of the whole.

In the deep knowledge of choosing these arrangements
of colour, the old meu excelled, whether by science or

by mere cultivation of the eye ; and so cai-efuUy did

they select the tints, that the broken fragments, the

mere ruins, of an ancient window, thrown carelessly

together by some thoughtless glazier (as at Lincoln in

the Rose), is much more harmonious in its decaythan
most modern pretentious displays. It is often said,
“ Oh ! time has done most of it. Dirt and atmo-
sphere will hai-monise anything !

” Nothing is more
false : it may be true that the more a modem failure

is covered and hidden, the less its poverty and bad
colouring will be observable

;
but regarding an old

work, the brilliancy and jcwel-bke effect of the glass

when new must have been startling, for the secret of

their success lies iu the material and its arrangement

;

the flue, thick, uneven pot-metal caught the rays of

light, and held them fast, struggling aud flashing in

its gemmy substance, until the whole became a trans-

lucent picture, hut without hurting the eye of the

spectator, as no ray of light could pass directly through

it. The four windows iu Ely transept, by the Gerenles,

of Pai-is, give very ranch of this effect, aud though
placed injudiciously high for their small grouping, still

give a fair idea of what old glass was, fresh from the

hands of the artist.

Secondly, Design .—In this important respect ancient

glass is unrivalled
;
the finest designs, however full of

meauing, ai'C simple and forcible, so that the miud is

led directly to the intention of what is set forth, and
may be read at once by any one well versed in the

history of the Old and New Scriptures, and the inti-

mate relation they have to each other by type and

anti-type. The old windows are full of the most pro-

found Biblical knowledge, not only of the mere facts

of the history, hut of their meauing and spirit. It is

a very common notion that the mediteval men were

ignorant of, or opposed to, the circulation of Scriptural

knowledge; but these windows which they placed

before the people were certainly replete with its great

truths and lessons, from the first day of creation to

the last vision of St. John. It would take days to

speak with justice of the fine arrangement aud sym-

bolic treatment of the Canterbury glass alone, where

each important event in the wonderful history of oiu-

Redemption was set as a jewel iu the centre of four

prophetical incidents in the old law relating to it, all

,

of which was told by simple cxjiressive Mosaic out-

lines, like some rai-c passages of an old author, con-

densed in meaning, but with very few words. So at

King’s College, Cambridge, though the glass is too

;

late to be very correct ou true principles (however

artistically skilful), still it preserves the old ai-rauge-

raent of type aud anti-tjqie. The whole story of the

Christian Church is told, from the annouueemcut of

the Angel to Joalcim attending his sheep, that the

reproach should he taken away from Ids sorrowing

wile, Anna, aud that she should beai- a daughter, who
was to be the mother of the ” Messiah,” through

everj' incident of this marvellous history, the nativity,

life, passion, and death of the “Sou of God,” and

proceeding through the Acts of the Apostles, ends in

the Assumption of the Blessed Virgin, who was con-

sidered as a tjqie of the Chiu’ch. To say nothing of

Lincoln, "Wells, and a thousand other examples of this

method of illustrating either mysteries of the Faith or

events of Sacred History still existing in England,

what uiight not be said, if lime alloweJ, of those vast

chtu’ches abroad, with tiicfr mines of thought in stained

glass— Strasbourg, Fribourg, Bruges, the Saiute Cha-

pelle, Chartres, Evreux, Rouen—wcU-kuowm names to

the antiquarian. And here he ought to speak of the

superiority of these kinds of composition for glass, this

emhleraatic and figurative mode of bringing together

historic or religious persons, and this heraldic instead

of natural way of representing them
; for glass is placed

against the light, which by playing upon it and being
refracted by it, changes continually its effect, aud pro-

duces a varying translucent brilliancy to the eye. It

hangs up as it were a vision, thi-ough which the light

passes, and not a bodily substantial thing to be touched,

aud upon which the light is thrown. Thus aU designs

are better of a celestial rather than terrestrial cha-

racter, aud historic facts are better represented

as portions of the church’s historj', elevated in

feeling, and as far as possible removed from the

mere earthly scene—consistently, of coiu^c, with
the introduction of all the necessary people and
things, to explain the story, but with as few acces-

sories as are uuavoidable, either from being jnentioned

in the text, or wanted for intelligibility. This con-

ventionality of design is consiantly attacked by those,

persons who confuse the distinctive limits of glass

painting with historic, landscape, and easel pictures

in the latter, great part of the merit lies in a close

mutation of natural objects, in all their rounduess

of form; hut in the decorative arts, like stained

glass, nothing so misleads the eye, or is so false in

principle
; for in these the merit lies in covering a

superficial plane with pleasure to the sight and in-

terest to the mind, without destroying the flat ground-

work
;
not giving a positive scene, or producing a

stage delusion, which might induce a man to try

aud walk through a wall, to smell a painted flower,

or wait for a bird to pass a landscape. In a window
these effects may astonish the vulgar, hut cannot

delight the mind fomied upon “true principles of

art.” Tills common error of exclusive imitation of

nature in modem glass painting is strikingly illus-

trated iu the Munich window at Cambridge, where

the Mediajval principles are cast aside as rude, un-

worthy guides. The landscapes are so natm’al that

the eye, instead of being contained within the build-

ing, is ranging over sunny hills and along streams.

The delusions are admirable. You feel inclined to

test your sight by touch. In one, a lamp biu*ns in

an inner chamber, where, consequently, uo light is

allowed to pass except through the flame : the cast

shadows on the steps, imitation of metals, &c. &c.

are wonderful, but the inconsistency gross, in making
what is the real vehicle for light partially dark, on

purpose to introduce a false light, with its own
consequent reflected lights. How absurd to make
cast shadows upon a surface through which real

light passes, ignoring the true direct light, or only

using it as a means of introducing a false side light

;

and these inconsistencies always force the artist to re-

sort to unworthy doctorings of the glass to produce

the effects so much coveted : an enamel must be

used, which destroys all translucency, and is not

nearly so durable as pot-metal colour ; and very soon

the leads come in the way of true perspective and
round drawing, and must be abandoned as interrup-

tions
;

so, in the end, white glass is chosen, cut into

squares, and covered with enamel surface colours.

Plate-glass is required for outside protection, as at

Cambridge
;
and the principle of material and design

harmonising entirely destroyed. How refreshing it

is to turn from these oUed-silk-looking performances,

apparently stretched tight to bursting, to the old

windows, as at Cologne, where the principle of the

material giving the colour, and the leads aud the iron

the construction, is honestly acknowledged, where six

centuries have not dimmed the jewel and pearl-like

trausluccncy of the effect, and where they will pro-

bably remain, to see all their thin modern neighbours

replaced by windows of a similar character, after this

ddusiou of natural effects has passed away, and men
judge glass upon its first principles of construction

and material.

Thirdly, Drawing .—Tliis Mr. Powell placed third on
the list of essentials of a good window, for the reason

that connect drawing, though necessary to a perfect

work, is not so important as an expressive design

—just as proper grammar and orthografihy are only

second to a fine conception in poetrj'. M’ho dare to

correct Chaucer, or Spenser ? So, even defective

drawing receives iu tlie old glass painting a sort of

reverence, from its use in explaining grand religious

ideas
;
not that the faulty part of it should be imi-

tated now, merely because it is so inseparable from

the talent of the old masters. He had constantly

noticed that the loudest attacks are made against

stiff necks, twisted limbs, goggle eyes, splay feet, &c.

by those who never sec aud cannot compreheud the

deep symbohe meaning they may embody
;
but just

because the severe outliucs are not in accordance with

the grace and correct lueasurt-ments of their standard

ApbDo and Venus. Thus they turn their backs -with

a smile of pity or shrug of contempt. The truth is,

that our forefathers laid as much stress upon the in-

tention of their work as we do upon our coirect

drawing—they on great conceptions and idea?, toe on

mere correct forms. But verj’ much of this want

of natural drawing is to be defended upon true prin-

ciples : thus, as perspective and foreshortening are
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not adnii?sablCj it follows that the limbs must be dis-

played aud flat— the feet shown in full or sideways

—

the eyes nearly full, hair painted by lines, fingers

stvetclied out, visibly
;
in fact, a sort of heraldic

treatment throughout. For an illustration of this,

imagine the effect of an arm, end-on, in glass, the

light having to pierce through the entire arm, from

the elbow to the fingers, all you would see (without

painting the glass, so as to exclude nearly the whole of

the light) would be five bright spots for the ends of the

fingers, growing out of a circle of light, the circum-

ference of the ann. The old men, either from their

superior knowledge, or happy ignorance, avoided

these defects, by displaying the arms sideways, and

nor is this to be wondered at when we consider how

cleanly the fire of 1666 swept in this direction.

Respecting the Temple, we have spoken else-

where. Passing through Temple-bar, fragments

of street architecture of considerable interest may

be noted. Then there is the ancient
_

street

—

\Vych - street, and that adjoining, which, not-

withstanding their old date, should he removed to

make way fur the increased current of business. It

is scarcely possible to get past Sonicrset-house without

thoughts'of the former buildings, and the may-poles

which stood in front.* The once-famed houses of

the nobility have been removed from the Strand, but

still many relics of these may be found in the names

of the streets, &c. Then the chapel of the Savoy-
arranging the design so that the action intended ... — — --

e ii. * * ur v, * tui

could be represented by outline, the drawing, in fact, and some other fragments of that establishment stiU

being suited to the material. Glass drawing, how-
1

remain.
„ ^ , xt -.j

ever, actually requires exaggeration of action, and
i

We had almost forgotten to obey the pointed

parts of the figure varying in strength according to invitation of the hand, which invites the passei^cr

the distance from the eye; thus, the meaning yon to visit the “Roman bath, —a curiosity. _ihe

could convey to a friend a few inches off by a look, '
material of this hath is evidently of the ancient

requires at a few yards the movement of a finger, and Roman period, aud has been thought by many to have

at a still greater distance the violent gesture of an
]

formed a portion of a villa which once was occiipied

arm. Sfl-in glass, according as the window is re-
j

by some of our former
_

conquerors. It seems, how-

moved from the eye, an executioner swings his sword
,

ever, more likely that this fragment has been removed

with more than the usual circle, and St. John preaches >ither from abroad by the Earl of Arundel, whose

with stronger movement than natural. So also with ' house was close by. The copious spring of water

regard to the proportion
;

if the ox and the ass were
;

which flows here is very transparent and icy cold,

the real s'kc in the “ Nativity,” the principal figures I
Many bouses in this neighbourhood connected with

would be lost. la paiuting* all this undue prepon- i eminent men might be pointed out, and, thinking of

derauce of less important parts can be obviated these, and of the building speculations of Charles

easily, by a stronger light on the centre of interest,
!

Villiers, Duke of Buckingham,—the streets reared in

or by pcr.'pective
;
but in glass we have equal trans- consequence of that idea still hearing the above

parency throughout, and only surface drawing. names,—we get towards the Adelphi, where the

Many an artist who starts with a contempt for ' Adamses so worthily made an attempt at London im-

Mediaeval art as “ very curious,” and perhaps even ' provement. A view from the river here will show

good for the time it was produced, “ interesting for that it has been necessary, in order to obtain a level

its antiquity, &c. but much too rude for our en-
[

for the streets, to raise the roadway to a considerable

lightened time,” comes down, after his own repeated ;
height upon arches, and to form those dark vaults

failures, humbly to these remnants for hints—acknow- which, amidst life and sunshine, seem strangely out of

ledges their riches, and owns that everything that is

most valuable in art is to be found in them : and

England, despite the fanatic zc.il and ignorant neglect

which for three centuries have sacked her treasury of

ancient art, still retains grand examples of every

period. York yet boasts of full three-parts of her

glass ;
Salisbury, some few wonderful fragments,

after the river has been twice choked with her riches
;

Gloucester, her giaut window still full
;

Lincoln,

Caaterbury, Tewkesbury, Shrewsbury, Malvern, with

a host of parish churches, chapels, and old halls, still

retaining fine remains
;
so that while we must lament

the irrecoverable loss of so much, we may still be

happy that sufficient is left by which we can estimate

the treasures that have been destroyed, and enough

to guide us in the revival wc are attempting to make.

LONDON STROLLS.
A DARK REGION.

Many little rounds might be planned out in Lon-

don, which would, without particular fatigue, well

repay the inquirer of antiquarian taste the trouble of

undertaking them. As on illustration, let us start

harmony with all around. Those who have at times

peeped into this region must have noted its Rem-

brandtish and sombre effect; and formerly, at night-

time, have seen pictures by fire-light formed by the

most wretched of metropolitan outcasts, which,

although fearful to contemplate, could not be ex-

ceeded, 10 far as the-pictuiesque was concerned, by

the wild groups to be met with in foreign lands.

Even now, so notorious is the haunt that the

policemen will seldom venture there singly, so from

time to time we read of outrages which should induce

those concerned to make some change.

In these vaults, horses and other animals are kept

in the unnatural darkness which might he easily dis-

pelled, with the abominations of the place, by

a small outlay in gaslight. Wc are glad to escape

from the scene, aud, having caught a sculler at Hun-
gerford-stsirs, have the pleasure of examining the fine

water-gate by Inigo Jones, and proceed pleasantly to

^Yestmiuster.

THE PREMIA.TED DESIGNS FOR THE
GOVERNMENT OFFICES.

r n. -.•.-
1 . J ^ X,. • , In our present number we give an illustration

from St Paul a, and by the tray, indcpcudently of he Government
rontrast between the deep gloom of the crypt and the

|

qj, j
glonous space above, and other peculiarities and - .i -rv ' r\m . P ,

Lautics, it is worth while to pause near the north
1

Torep Office, a ppramra was awarded

entrance to the cathedral, and listen to the strange !

^0 him by the judges. Mr. Scott viewed the

and solemn noise within the dome, when the roar of two buildings as architecturally one, notwitn-

the surrounding tumult is gathered aud magnified, i
standing the wording of the programme, and

and forms one of the impressive voices of a great city.
!
both as integral parts of a vast whole

;
and we

While near this famed cathedral, the thoughtful have therefore thought it right to give a view
wayfarer will speculate on many matters connected of the whole,—an interior view of the quad-
with times far remote: he will ponder over the rangle looking towards St. James’s Park and

Downing-street. On the subject of the separa-

tion of the buildings we ^’^ill let Mr. Scott speak

for himself :

—

“ The framers of the programme,” he says,
“
wishing, no doubt, to offer every incentive to com-

petitioD, fell into the very unfortunate error of offer-

ing separate premiums for the designs for the Foreign

and War Offices, though proposed to be erected on a

single plot of ground, aud that but one-fourth of the

entire site; thus risking the ruin of this graud archi-

tectural scheme by dividing it into unconnected

blocks, each but an eighth of the whole. Every one

:
(yourself included) who criticized the programme
protested against this

;
but, as it was not made an

absolute rule, it was hoped that the judges would
correct it by selecting for execution the designs of

some one architect, thus insuring the first two instal-

ments of the great project being portions of one har-

monious and artistically conceived group.

Many architects, thiukiug the success of this mag-
nificent scheme of more importance than their per-

sonal success, ventured so to combine tbeir designs as

to form a single and indivisible group. Such is the

case with all of the four leading Gothic designs, and

with several others to which premiums have been

awarded
;
but, strange to say, the judges, instead of

correcting the error of the programme, deliberately

stereolyped it, and made it a rule that such designs

as were thus united were ipso facto rendered unfit

for execution, and their merits only worthy of being

acknowledged by the minor prizes ! Instead of this

it is manifest that the very reverse was in reality the

case, and that those only were worthy of execution

which treated the whole as essentially a single group,

and the merits of the others just such as should be

rewarded by the lower prizes.

Now, what was the object for which this vast com-

petition was set on fool ? Was it merely a grand

architectural curriculum in which certain prizes to.

the amount of 5,000L were to be awarded, and archi-

tects induced to spend some 50,OOOL for the plea-

sure of seeing in what order a few of their names

might be placed by the judges ? Surely not. It

was to carry out a magnificent object for at once

beautifying the neighbourhood of the Houses of Par-

liament and supplying a great public necessity, and,,

such being the case, can it for a moment be doubted

that, ccsteris paribus those designs were best which

added to good arrangemeut and good architecture the

best grouping together of the two offices first to be

erected, thus making a good commencement of the-

magnificent group eventually contemplated?”

We have already described the design pretty

fully (p. 382, ante). We will simply adcfwhat

the author says iu his explanatory remarks as to

the windows

“Many of them have 6 feet width of glass, with

only one mullion : others have nearly as much without

any division. It has been my object to show several

of the ways in which my style will admit of the

greatest quantity of window-light;—much more,

indeed, than is easily practicable ;
or, to say the least,

than is usual, iu the ordinary style. No popular error

is more groundless than to suppose Gothic architec-

ture to he defective in the item of window-light. It,,

in fact, admits of a greater amount of it than any

other style.

I hove arranged the windows so as to open as ordi-

nary sashes. In some instances, I have additional

lights in the head, which would open as ventilators by

other means. Those windows which open on to bal-

conics mav have French easements, or sashes, as may

be preferr'ed. All wou’d be glazed with plate-glass in

single sheets. The only exceptions to this are the

upper parts of the window's on the first floor of the.

official residence, which above the transome are filled,

with stained glass. I may here mention, that though

in purely Domestic architecture, on an ordinary scale,

I usually pre''er the square-headed window—which is-,

as consistent with ray style as the arched form,—

I

conceive the latter to be essential to the dignity of a

building of this class. I have, however, in many

cases, either left the archunperforated, or so arranged,

its openings as to be unconnected with the sash-

windows below.

My style is, generally speaking, more columnar and

more thoroughly arcuated than has been usual in the

modern treatment of the style. I am convinced that

this will' add enormously to the boldness aud effect of

the building.”

various accounts of this site, and wonder that no re-

mains of a temple to Diana, or other famed deities of

Roman worship, have here been found. He may,
however, look into the London Coffee-house, in Lud-
gate-hill, and will there see a very fine and curious

Roman fragment, which was found in making exca-

vations on that spot. He may also, without much
trouble, trace portions of the ancient London wall at

the west of “ Amen-corner,” and in the Old Bailey.

Crossing the bustling thoroughfare, he will notice

another part of the wall, and will be able to trace it

towards where over in the light of day that sable

tributary the Fleet rolled onward to the Thames,
aud where it still flows in covered darkness. Cross-

ing the way to Blackfriars-bridge, the names suggest-

ing recollections of the monastic institutions which
once stood where the Times newspaper now throws
ofi, day after day, its wonderful impressions, and in

other places, it would be well, in spite of the gts-
works, and unpleasant creeks, to progress to the
turning next the river, where, running from the eastern
cntr.mcD of the Temple, the notorious .-Vlsatia once
flouribhed. Me have looked with care over this site,

in order to discover if any picturesque fragment might
be found which could be identified with that sanc-
tuary of bullies and cut-throals, but without success

;

WELLINGTON MONUMENT.
Sir,—

T

he letter of “Amateur” (I have no idea-

who he is) in the Builder of last week, on “ The

Award of the 'Wellington Monument Designs,” does

me the honour to mention my name prominently, and

to call upon me to say something.

In making my design I felt that to conform to the

conditions of the proposed monumeut as to site, light,

amount, and object, was a very difficult problem.

As in the cathedral a good top light only pervades

the upper portion of the arch, I arrived at the con-

clusion to put the Duke’s headio the eye (the radiating

point) of the circle, to which, as an ornaniental priu-

ciple, I adhered, and in this mode of occupying the

arch (the conditions speciMng occupation of the arch)

I believe some architects will bear me out.

To illustrate the effect of carrying out this, I sent

in two careful little drawings, presenting the monu^

meiit in the arch, neither of which, I understand, was

looked at.

That my motives in thus responding to the call of

“ Amateur ” may not be mistaken, I venture to add,

that, as far as I know, and iu my belief, the verdict

was uninfluenced by iutc-rcst. John Bell.
^

• There is a valuable collection of antiquities in

rooms of the Society of Antiquaries, which is worthy of
examination.

Gas.—Reforms are being effected in Ireland, as at

Dublin, Cork, and other localities, in the price and

extension of gas. At Limerick the price has just

been reduced from os. 6d. to 5s. per 1,000 cubic

feet.
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THE “SUSREY SIDE OF THE
METROPOLIS.”

In your publication of this day (Aug. 2^, I see ai

htter from W—’d 'Wykes: he remarks on the greet,

difference that exists between the north and south:

sides of the Thames. He is not perhaps aware that,

the reason that the houses there are principally of the-

lowest class is, that the greater iwit of the land is-

held under “ copyhold ” tenure, either under the;

“ Duchy of Cornwall,” or the Archbishop of Canter-

bur%", who have snug little customs of inflicting heavy

fines on all holders of ground under them. If a plot

of ground changes hands in any way, either by pur-

chase or succession, then a heavy fine has to be paid

to the “ lord ” of the manor, either his Royal High-

ness, or his Grace
;
and simdiy fees to bailiffs and

stewards of the manor, and to the "homage,” who
come to look on, take snuff, and pocket the fees.

Consequently no landowner has a desire to improve
the property, particularly as the fine has some myste-

rious way of increasing if the value of the property

increases : hence you see rows and streets of miserable

little four-roomed tenements built to last the life of

the landowner, or the lessee under him
;
and the

former does not care what state the property is in, so

long as he gets the ground-rents. If his
“ Royal

Highness” and hia "Grace” would look into the

matter, and arrange some equitable mode of enfran-

chising the land (which process is understood by no
one exactly, as on inquiring into it, they generally stop

on finding that the necessary payments will almost
absorb the value of the property), then we should see

this part of London very much improving in appear-
ance, and not till then null there be any great improve-
ment take place.

Few people know how absurd the custom is of
taking possession of copyhold property in the “Duchy
of Cornwall :” it is quite a remnant of the old feudal
times, and one is "seized” in

2
)osses8ion by taking

hold of a long pole across the table, the other end
being held by the steward

;
and during the process,

the “homage” (a few old antediluvian gentlemen)
take snuff, aud look out of window

; the steward’s
secretary draws diagrams on a piece of blotting-paper
and nibbles his pen

;
and the bailiff is busy computing

the fees due to the court, not forgetting his own
;
and

then the steward, having pocketed the fine, hopes that
the lucky possessor will lay out a great deal of money
on the property, as he very truly observes, "it wants
imprming considerably,’' and thus the matter ends.

A Copyholder under the Duchy
OF Cornwall.

THE BROMPTON MUSEUM.
THE WEST CORRIDOR ON GROUND-FLOOR.

It is useful, as well as interesting, to trace the
progress of establishments which are now of great
extent and much utility. We have already referred
to the time, not a century ago, when the then compa-
ratively small library at the British Museum attracted
only a couple of readers, instead of the many thou-
sands who annually flock there now; and many
remember the early efforts of men like .Sir Joseph
Banks, John Hunter, and others, and how they toiled
for years with little encouragement in the faith
of being able ultimately to iiroduce important results,

nose who remember the growth of various institu-
tions in the inetropolis and elsewhere will have noticed
mth admiration how the projectors have in most
instances borne up against the coldness and doubts
of the great majority who can only admire well-
developed success after a long and struggling period.
A walk through the Brompton Museum and the

schools adjoining induces thoughts of the efforts which
in this case, as in others, have been required to be made
before such an establishment could be obtained for the
public use. As regards the Architectural Gallery, our
readers know something of the labour of its founders,
to gather together a collection of sufficient extent to
serve the purposes of those for whom it is intended.

For long the necessity was felt in this country,
both for instruction in art, and for exhibitions and
museums of specimens of art and manufacture. In
bygone years we have noticed the interest which was
felt in the exhibition of models of machinery, &c.
which, like the wild-beast menageries, travelled from
town to town. Then several attempts were made at
inten’als to form collections, which were a sort of
faint forecast of the Great, yet temporary Exhibition,
which was to follow

; and it may be remembered,
that each attempt greatly exceeded its predecessor in
mterest and importance. The exhibitions got up
under the direction of the Society of Arts led to
good results, and caused the inhabitants of several
Wge towns to open Polj'technic exhibitions. As
these various exhibitions progressed, they showed
cleaily the necessity for schools of art,

’
and the

adjMcts which are necessary to render them useful.
Ih^y or forty years ago but few of the English

schoolmasters could draw rough plans, and mathe-

matical diagrams
;
and, probably, not a score had any

knowledge of even the elements of higher art. AN e

have assurance that in a town of from 30,000 to

40,000 inhabitants, at the time above mentioned, there

was, so far as is known, but one geuCTai teacher who
could pretend to teach drawing. Some of the masters

were clever in devising aud executing birds, and

such tilings, in ornameaital penmanship, but their skill

went no farther. There di^ however, rise up aitists

in the town from unexpected position,* who occupied

part of their time in giving instruction in drawing,

but that was done without systian; and the " quarter’s

drawing,” which began to be considered a necessary

finish to the education, did not produce very useful

results.

Notwithstanding the strong, yet smothered feeling

for art which existed amongst the people, it is scaa-cely

twenty years since its importance was acknow-

ledged by the Government.

'The first school of design was established under

Mr. Poulett Thompson, President of the Board of

'Trade, in Somerset House, in 1838, having for its

object the training of designers who should improve

the patterns and designs for manufacturers. Councils

and committees were appointed under the Board of

Trade. The progress was, however, slow, and in the

course of twelve years not more than twenty-one

schools, which were chiefly kept in existence by grants

from the State, had been established in the provinces.

In seven or eight years the provincial schools, uowon
a self-supporting basis, have increased to sixty-five, and
at the dale of the last published returns the number of

persons under art instruction amounted to 31,455, at

the average cost of 16s. 3id. per head. At the com-
mencement of the present plan, five or six years ago,

when the Department was established, the number of

students taught in the various schools was only

3,296, and then the average exi^ense was 3L 2s. dd.

per head. Satisfactory as this increase may be, it is

necessary to bear in mind that even the present number
of students bears the most trifling proportion to our
population. We must therefore consider this esta-

blishment only as an infant one, although it has the

art schools, a library of 5,000 classed volumes, 100
portfolios of prints, drawings, &c. and the galleries of

art at Brompton as a nucleus. Omitting for a time
the central hall of the Museum of Ornamental iVrt

we will walk to the other portions of the collection,

and it may be useful to those who may not have an
opportunity of visiting it to say that it is divided into

seventeen portions :

—

1. Sculpture—including carvings in marble, stone,

wood, and other materids. 2. Painting.— Wall
decoration, paper-hangings, &c. 3. Glyptic and
Numismatic Art .—Cameos in shells, &c. ;

medals,

seals, &c. 4. Mosaics, in stone, glass, and various

other materials. 5. Furniture and General Uphot-
stety. 6. Basket-work. 7. Leather-woTk. 8. Ja-
panned or Lacquered Work. 10. Glass Manufacture.
W.Bnainels. 12. Pottery. 13. Worksin Metal.

—

Wrought, cast, and stamped works
;
chasing, engrav-

ing, etching, &c.
;

instniments and utensils
;
lock-

smiths’-work, goldsmiths’-work, inlaying, niello-work.

14. Arms, Armour, and Accoutrements. 15. Watch
and Clock Work. 16. Jewellery. 17. Textile

Fabrics.—Costumes, lace, embroidery, carpets, hang-
ings, &c.

It wUl be seen by this list, that the Department
embraces a vast variety of materids

;
and it is stated

that " this classification will undergo revision, and the

museum is intended henceforth to include other cata-

gories of art not as yet represented in our national

collections.” At present, the whole number of speci-

mens, including those in the central hall, the side

galleries, &c. and the 1,000 examples now at Jlan-

chestcr, is upwards of 4,000
;
and it is satisfac-

tory to know that, considering that the Museum of

Ornamental Art was founded only seven years since,

so much has been gathered together. Its rapid

growth is remarkable
;
the suite of rooms at Marl-

borough House, which were granted for its reception

by her Majesty, soon became too small, aud it was
found necessary to stow away very valuable matters in

the basement of that building.

Besides the specimens now at Alanchester, there is

generally a picked selection of works of art circulating

amongst the towns in which schools of art are esta-

blished
;
and daring the three years that this collec-

tion has been exhibited at fourteen places, at periods

of from four to six weeks, the nmnber of visitors has
been about 110,000.

The west corridor, which stretches the entire length

of the Gallery of Mechanical Inventions, the Educa-

* T. M. Richardson (the father of the present painter),
who painted water-colours of a high character, was
originaily a carpenter, then turned schoolmaster, and
then artist at the age of nearly 40 years. J. W. Car-
michael, marine painter, was a ship carpenter. George
Balmer, a very clever artist, who died before his full

powers were developed, was a house-painter. H. P.
Parker had been brought up to the sea. John Martin
was a coach-painter. Mole, the water-colour painter, was
an attorney’s clerk.

tioual JIuseum, and the Central Hall of Ornamental
Art, aud which is divided into various bays, is occu-

pied by a large coUeetion of casts of the details of

Greek, Roman, and Renaissance architecture : these

have an increased value in consequence of being

placed near carefully prepared models of the most
famous temples of former times, made for Mr.
Nash, the architect. 'There are also photographs of

these remarkable rnins as they axe at present
;
and

time may be usefully spent in p.Tmnining the high
qualities of the art here exhibited, and compariug the

models with the casts and photographs, which may
enable many, without travelling, to form a good idea

of those works which by name are so familiar. In
addition to the photographs there are also nmnerous
engravings and drawings, still further to illustrate

the art of this period.

The collection of casts and Ulustrations of the

Renaissance period is both extensive and valuable.

There ai’e copies in distemper of the compartments
and pilasters painted by Raffaelle and his sdiolars in

the Central HaU, which should properly have been
placed here, but there is not room for their entire

height.

A committee of three architects have been appointed
by the Lords of the Privy Coimcil to examine and

advise on the arrangement of this collection of casts,

aud to make such suggestions to increase its value as

may seem desirable
;
so that we shall have something

more to say on the subject.

Amongst the objects which here meet the eye, are

fine casts of goldsmiths’ aud other highly-decorative

work preserved in various-collections, whichhave been
chiefly produced by the electro-deposit iirocess

;
many

of these have been procured, by the permission of the

French Government, from the collections in the Louvre
and elsewhere. 'The jihotographs, wMeh find a place

here, of various works ia the same museums, are also

very useftd.

Some of the stained glass of the fifteenth century,

2)laced in the windows at the end of the corridor, are

brilliant examples of colour ; there are also a number
of original drawings of window-glass by ancient

artists, and a large collection of porcelain of Sevres

and other I’rench manufactures, and also revivals of

Italian ware aud EugHsh work. Several specimens of

mosaic must not be passed over without notice : some
of these are remarkable for the pictorial effect which
has been produced by this material.

At the upper end of the east corridor, a collection

is in course of arrangement of art manufactures,

—

chiefly of Indian tissues, Chinese and othor porcelain,

bronzes, lacquered and Damascus work, See. which,

when finished, will be a very attractive jjart of the

museum.

ORGANS.
Your correspondent, “ Crito,” who writes-so plea-

santly on organs, will not, I am sure, object to my
answering the query he propounds

;
and, briefly as

may be, I will endeavour to reply to it.

According to Hopkins and Rimbault*' (who, by-

the-bye, have extracted verbatim the account in
" Hamilton’s Catechism of the Organ,’* by Joseph
Warren : London, 1861), the original organ in St.

Patrick’s Cathedral, Dublin, was built by Renatus
Harris in 1697. No reliable authority that I have
seen names the legend to which “ Crito ” alludes.

llie notice in the Spectator, mentioned by “ Crito”
will be found in No. 552 of that work

;
Dee. 3rd, 1712.

Dr. Burney, as usual, has something entertaining and
to the purpose on the subject, and remarksf that, as

the paper in which it occurs is by Steele, “ it is pro-

bable that Harris had acquired his patronage and
friendshij) by lending or building an instrument for

his concert-room in York-bnildings adding, "if he
had not been biased by some means or other, and had
been a real judge of what he recommended, he would
certainly have inserted the name of Bernard Smith
instead of Renatus Harris.”

Some of the almost deserted City churches possess

organs of considerable size and merit, most of them
but very little known in i)roportion to their excel-

lence. I wish I coidd conscientiously echo in their

behalf the good-natured observation of “ Crito,” as to

the musical performances connected with thean.

A Churchman.

While on the subject of organs, it may not be amiss

to record that about a yeai- ago, in the church of

St. Giles-in-the-fields, an instrument attiflbuted to

Father Schmidt was taken down, and replaced by an

entfrely new one. If the former constituted the
" Spolia opima ” of the modem builder, it is to be

regretted as a loss of an old if not very beautiful

specimen. An undoubted specimen of Schmidt’s

worlananship at St. Clement’s Danes is at present

undergoing a reparation.

* “The Organ; its History and Construction,’’ p. 656.

London, 1863.

t Hist. Mas. Ill, 4-11.
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CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Stamford.—The south-east pinnacle of St. Michael’s

Church, Stamford, was struck down hy lightning on
TViday in last week. The church is a modern struc-

ture, erected in 1832. It is situated in the centre of

the town. The effect of the electricity, when it

reached the base of the pinnacle, from not meeting
with a ready conducting medium, was to uplift the

whole mass, and the base having traversed about the

eighth part of the circle, fell into the roof of the

tower. The iron tidjc or spouting lower down, and
by mere accident, acted the part of a lightning con-

ductor, and served to jn-otcct the other jKuts of the

tower from most serious injury, if not entire de-

stnietion.

Wedneshury.— St. James’s Chimch, Wedueshmy,
was built some ten or twelve years ago in a very
populous and poor district, but in a short time it was
found that accommodation for those officiating in the

service was required, and alterations were made in the

interior from time to time, but of a very imsatisfac-

tory description, owing to the smallness of the chancel

and the want of proper vestries or robing-rooms for

the clergy and- choristers. The recent alterations,

which have been made under the direction of Messrs.
Griffin and “Weller, architects, Wolverhampton, are
calculated to supply this deficiency, llic-clmacel hasi

been estended to a length of aboiri 38 feet, and the
original porch and small vestry attached to each side

of the chancel have been e-ttcuded, so as to form an
oi’gau-chamber on the south and vestries on the north.
The chancel is fitted with oak stalls, aud the floor

laid with Minton’s encaustic tiles. A stone credence
niche is inserted in the north w'all. The chancel arch
has bceu widened to admit of the end of the stalls

being placed level with the nave wall, and to throw
open the chancel as much as possible. The architects

at first recommended that a new chancel, &c. of good
Decorated character should be erected, with a view to

the ultimate rebuilding of the nave in the same style,

but the di fficulty of rai.sing the necessary funds seemed
insurmountable, and it was at length agreed to extend
the building at as little expense as possible.

Taunton.—The parish church of Staplegrove, a
populous suburb of this town, has been restored. The
church at present consists of a nave and chancel, with
north aisle to nave, and tower over a southern porch,
and also a south aisle extending eastward from the
tower and overlapping the chancel, into which it

opens by a small arch. The windows are of Early
English design. Mr. C. E. Giles, of Taunton, archi-

tect, has carried out the restoration of the building.

The windows are now filled with cathedral glass,

those in the two aisles having coloured borders, the

glass for which was preseuted hy Mr. W. Easton.

The east window and that opposite the font are filled

with glass from Lnvers’s
;
the design of the former

in the ceutre light being our Lord’s ascension,

with evangelistic symbols in the two wings, and
the head beiug filled with Christian symbols. The
baptismal window (also furnished hy Lavers) contains

the figure of a dove, with some stained glass, and was
presented by the Misses Cardew, of Staplegrove. The
west window, the present of Mr, W. E. Gillett, of

Eairwater, contains six medallions illustrative of our

Lord’s life, the head being filled with a cross crowned

with thorns. The benches are all open, aud formed

of staiued deal, with plain ends, except those in the

chancel, Which are of oak with stall ends. The pulpit

is of carved oak, the base beiug Bath stone. The floors

arc of stone, into which various old monuiueutal

stones are inserted. The floor of the sacrarium is

covered w'ith coloured tiles, the steps being of black

polished lias. There are other improvements, in-

cluding an arcade of three pointed arches of Bath
stone, which now divides the north aisle from the

nave. There is an octagonal font on the north side

of the nave. It is of Caen stone, with centre shaft

of the same material, having eight marble columns

(four each of Cornish serpentine and Irish green),

with carved capitals. Three sides of the octagon arc

carved with baptismal subjects.

Tulhin.—A memorial window has recently been

placed in Llaurhydd Church, Ruthin, by Mrs. Jones,

of Cambaker town, to the memory of her brother, the

late Mr. John “Williams, M.P. for the borough of

Macclesfield. The window is a four-light east window

;

the stone-work by Mr. John Williams, of Newbridge,

near Riiabon
; aud the glass by Messrs. Powell, of

Loudon. The subjects are
—

“ Christ Blessing Little

Children,” and “The Last Supper.” Another window
has beeen placed on the north side of the church by
Mr. George Johnson, of Llanrhydd House.

Aberltafesp.— A stranger to this parish, Mrs.
Broome, of Berthdu-balJ, Liandiuam, some time since

preseuted 500f. towards the restoration of the chancel

of the church, the erection of a tow'er, and the general

improvement of the edifice. The whole of these im-

provements have now been carried out. A stained

glass window, erected by Lieutenant-General Proctor,

of Aberhafesp-haU, to the memory of his daughter,

the late Mrs. Bernard Coleman, has been put up.

The design is included in a panel, formed by a foliated
:

enclosure of intermingled passion-flowers aud lilies on

a ruby ground. It comprises two classical figures,

representing an Angel conducting the spirit of a

woman to its Heavenly abode, and pointing to the

star of Hope amongst the foliage above. The figures

are lightly coloured on a deep blue background, and

have at first sight rather a startling effect, as they

seem to be standing out in bold relief. Messrs.

Baillie aud Co. of London, were the artists.

Chester.—Por some time past worlonen have been

employed on the Lady-Chapel of Chester Cathedral,

in consequence of the dilapidated aud critical state of

the roof. Under the directions of the Dean and his

architeel, Mr. Hussey, the necessary reparations have

been effected, and the opportunity taken to examine
the walls, arches, and pillars of the interior of the

structure. Where required, new stones have been

inserted in the masonry, aud other precautions taken

to arrest the further progress of decay. A discovery

has been made of unusual interest, the more so, per-

haps, as it was purely accidental. Immediately over

the chancel of the chapel, the groined ceiling termi-

nated in a massive boss, which, for probably more
than 300 years, had preseuted itself to the spectator

as a mere Tudor rose. This ornament the masons

were instructed carefully to clean aad restore
;
but it

was found on examination so thoroughly decayed, that

orders were given to remove it altogether, preparatory

to inserting a new one in its place. “ The removal

beiug accomplished,” says the Chester Chronicle,
“
the workmen, to their surprise, found themselves

gazing on the original boss, of high allegorical

interest and heauty. The scaffolding has not yet been

taken down; but so far as we can make out from

below, the subject appears to be, the ‘ Crucifixion of

our Lord.’ The Saviour is represented in bis last

agony on the tree : behind the cross, the Father is

seen sustaining in his Almighty arms the dying person

of his beloved Son. A dove, the emblem of the Holy
Spirit, is whispering, as it were, heavenly consolation

and comfort to the Crucified
;
while on either side an

angel administers relief to His extended hands, lace-

rated by the nails which bind him to the cross. This

beautii'ul boss, or rather its strange preservation, wc
most likely owe to the zeal of Thomas Clarke, the last.

Abbot, and first Dean of the Cathedral, who, when
the order went forth to destroy every visible emblem
of the ancient faith, succeeded in saving this curious

work from its impending fate, by hiding it beneath

the shade of the then popular Tudor rose !

”

Doncaster.—The site of St. James’s Church has

been staked out, according to the local Gazette, on

the vacant ground north-east of the railway schools.

The outside dimensions to the face of the buttresses

of this edifice, aie 127 feet by 6-± feet; the inside

being 113 feet by 52 feet. The church will consist

of what may be called two naves, one rather wider

and higher than the other, placed side hy side, with

a beU turret rising out of the smaller one at the

west end, but standing within the church. A
row of pillars alternately round and octagonal runs

down the middle, forming six bays of the same size,

aud with arches of the same character, as those in

the old parish church. There is no mark of division

between the nave and chancel, excepting a larger

buttress externally and a larger pillar internally,

with the usual steps ;
and consequently thei e will

be an unbroken length of roof of nearly 120 feet.

The walls are to be 30 feet high, and the top of the

roof about 54 feet. The bell turret is an open octa-

gon ending in a small spire, 96 feet high. The

ground plan is as simple as the elevation, the only

projecting building being the porch
;

for the vestry

is inside, at the west end of the north aisle (or the

smaller nave), by the side of the tower wall. At the

cast end of that aisle is a circular- window, in order to

enable an organ to be put below it. The east window

of the chancel is of five lights, aud will be of the

same size and general character as the side east win-

dow of St. George’s. The side windows will also bo

much like the north aisle windows of the great

church, but rather higher, and set rather deeper from

the outside. There is scarcely anything of a merely

ornamental character either iuside or outside the

church, as it was intended by Mr. E. B, Denison,

who suggested the general design, to show that a

truly Gothic church can be built, by relying merely

on the great English characteristic of length, instead

of the foreign one of height, and on sufficient mass

and sufficient depth of shadows, aud the avoidance of

the modern style of “ finishing,” against which he

has said so much in his lectures. The walls will be

of rough stone, like that in the belfry of St. George’s,

the moiildiugs and quoins and arches alone being

dressed or ashlar work. The stone to be used is not

Steetley, but Ancaster. The wood-work is to be of

deal, and the roofs are to be covered with Stafford-

shire tiles. The church is to hold 700 persons. Mr.

Scott, we understand, is the architect.

Whitby.—The consccratiou of Christ Church,
Ugthorpe, took place on the Gth inst. The church
is in the Early English Decorated style of architec-

ture. The plan is cruciform, consisting of chancel,

nave, and transepts, with a light octagonal spire

from the west end gable. The length of the nave is

80 feet, and of the transept 39 feet
;
the height of

the ridge 32 feet, and of the point of the spire from
tbe earth 5-1 feet. The roofs are open timbered,

with curved ribs supported on stone corbels. The
windows, by Mr. “Wailes, of Newcastle, are all

bordered, aud the tracery tilled with stained glass.

The church being dedicated to Christ, our Lord forms

the sole feature in the design of the east window,

which consists of three lights, with tracery, and

each with a full-length figure of the Saviour. A
small window, on the south side of the chancel, was

presented by Mr. “Wailes, and is entirely filled with

stained glass. It has the figure of an angel in the

centre. Messrs. Coe and Goodwin, of London, were
the architects ; and Mr. “William Laugdale, of

Whitby, the builder.

Riding Mill.—The picturesque village of Riding

Mill (Broomhaugh), by the side of the Newcastle

and Carlisle Railway, is now, says the Gateshead

Observer, a place of fashionable resort, and a church

is to be erected there, on an eminence (Mr. and

Lady Margaret Beaumont being among the prin-

cipal contributors to the funds). Tbe plan com-
prises nave and chancel, with vestry, tower and

spire (66 feet high), and porch. The style is

Geometric Decorated. The stone will be taken from

the Prudbam quarries. The woodwork will ha

stained and varnished
;
the seats open. Mr. Matthew

Thompson, of Sunderland, is the aichitect.

PROVINCIAL NEWS.
Reading.—The lightning, in a recent thunder-

storm, struck the engine-house at Messrs. Barrett,

Eiall, and Andrew’s Foundry, and set-fire to it. The
flames extended with astonishing rapidity from the

engine-house to a timber shed, ironmongery ware-

house, saw-mill, deal shed, &c. Toe value of the

property destroyed is estimated at between 1,500?.

and 2,000/.

Rochester.—Alterations and additions are to be

made at St. Nicholas’s Schools, Rochester, Mr. A. D.
Gough, architect. Tbe following tenders have been

received ;— Cotton, Rochester, 707/. 10s.; Dove,

Brothers, London, 695/.; Spicer, Strood, 475/.;

Naylor, Rochester, 448/. Some one is wrong.

Faversham

.

—A short time since tenders were ap-

plied for by Mr. Higham, successor to Mr. G. New-
ton, draper, &c. of the High-street, Faversbam, for a

proposed extension and repairs to his business pre-

mises—to be commenced immediately, and com-
pleted on or by the first day of October next, under

the superintendence of Mr. Bulmcr, of Maidstone,

architect. The tenders as received were as follow ;

—

Messrs. Page and Shrubsole, 713/. IBs. 6d.; Rook
and others, 735/. ;

S. M. Shrubsole, 730/.
;
Redman,

794/. 58.
;

Knowles, for plumbing, painting, and

glazing, only, 265/.

Worcester'.—The new works at the County Gaol,

the progress of which had been stayed in conse-

quence of the pending question relative to the separa-

tion of Dudley from this county, have now been

actively resumed, the subject alluded to being settled

by the withdrawal of the Government bill. The fol-

lowing were the tenders for the cemetery chapels,

lodges, &c. :—Mr. J. “Walker, Evesham, 5,101/. ;
Mr.

J. S. “Wood, “Worcester, 4,905/.
;
Messrs. J. Barnsley

and Sons, Birmingham, 7,388/. ; and Messrs. Cham-

bers and Hylton, Birmiughum, 4,830/. The last

named was accepted.

Stoke St. Gregory.—The first stone of new paro-

chial schools, designed by Mr. C. E. Giles, of Taun-

ton, subject to Privy Council arrangements, and

about to be erected iu this parish, was laid by Lady

Anna Gore Langton, on the 20th iustant.

Whitwick.—The foundation-stone of a new nation^

school-house for the education of the children of this

populous miniog district was laid by Lady Beau-

mont on the 18th instan. The schools are to

be built in the form of a Latin cross
;

the longer

aud transverse anus fonning the boys’ school, 60 feet

by 18 feet, aud the girls’ school, 50 feeWby 18 feet
;
the

short arms, 20 feet by 16 feet, forming the infant

school. The boys’ school will have a class-room

attached to it. The entrances are to be sheltered by-

porches, forming tbe hat and cloak closets for the

scholars. Between the boys’ and girls’ schools fold,

ing doors will be placed, so that the two rooms can be

thrown together for meetings, See. They will then

be in the form of a T, aud will accommodate 800

persons. As schoob they will be designed to acconi-

modate 300 children. The external constrnction is

intended to correspond with tbe rugged scenery sur-

rounding the site, the structure beiug built of frag-

ments of stone gathered from the forest laud iu the
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vicinity, relieved by dressings to the windows, gables,

&c. or wrought stone from the Worthington and

Ashby quarries. The contractors are M essrs. Cooper,

of Ashby, and Mr. W. Hallam, of Whitwick.

The Town-hall Commiltee of the Leeds

Town Council met on the 17th iiist. to open the

tenders for building the Town-hall organ.

tenders were sent in for Ihc stipulated nmouut, 4,WO/,

and eventually the tender of Messrs. Gray and Davi-

son, of London, was accepted. This firm bmlt the

large organ used at the Handel Testival in the Crystm

Palace. It is hoped that the organ fur the Town-hall

will be completed by next anturan.

FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE.

Cologne.—The Ladies' Tapestryfor the Cathedral.

—The ladies of Cologne had already combined in a

previous year to adorn the presbytery of the cathedrM

with tapestry. But the side wfdls of the high choir

also had been deprived, in the lapse of time, of their

former ornament of paintings, which have been now

supphed by twenty-eight pieces of fine tapestry. The

subjects are taken from the Nicene creed, and were

made after designs of M. llamboux, conservator

of the City Museum of Cologne. 'I'he last portion of

these embroideries is now hung up in the cathedral.

Alhm of the City of Trieste.—The merchants of

that important emporium of the Adriatic have pre-

sented Princess Charlotte with a splendid and original

album. It is made of ebony wood, 18 inches high by

22 wide, and so covered with the most exquisite orna-

ments, that little of the cover is to be seen. Its real

artistic charm are twelve views of Trieste and its fine

environs, painted by Messrs. Dell’Acqua, Fiedler,

Mcrlato, &c., to which Dr. Kcndlcr lias written an

explicative text. At each corner is a rose of Lapis

lazuli, fixed by a button, in brilliants. All the

rest of the cover forms one incrustation of garlands,

arabesques, and the arms of the cily of Trieste, in gold,

silver, ivory, &c.

Paris.—Disappearance of entire Streets.—'The

works of reconstruction of the Pont St. !Michel arc

pushed on most actively, even steam power being

brought into action. The railing of the new little

square, south of the Palais dcs Thennes, comer of

Rue des Mathurins St. Jacques, has been completed.

Of the once considerable Rue de la Harpe, of his-

torical renown, leading to the Pantheon, Ecole de

M^ecine, &c. nothing will remain, but a small

portion contiguous to the Place du Pont St. Miehel.

The space before the peristyle of the Louvre,

opposite the Pont dcs Arts, is, at this time, occu-

pied by the statue of Geoffrey St. Hillairc, the

great zoologist, companion of Bouapartc in Egypt,

&c. The head is of noble proportions, aod all the

parts of the statue (2 kilom. 50 high) are well kept

EEMAISS OF ANCIENT CHAPEL AND HERMITAGE, ISLE OF DOGS.

remote; it is, nevertheless, certain, that at a very

early period there was a chapel and hermitage here,

probably so placed for the convenience of those whose

necessity obliged them to travel over what was then

a desert wild.

In most maps of London, near the centre of the

Isle of Dogs, is a spot marked “ The Chapel-house

;

and although the name smacks of antiquity, few

would think, by a glance at the dilapidated yet per-

fectly modern-looking buildings which are now here,

that there existed any remains more than forty or

fiftv years old ; however, those who have the curiosity

will be repaid by a more careful examination ;
for-

mixed np with the modern w'ork are undoubted traces

of the old hermitage, the cottages having been fitted

into the massive masonry. The original structure

has evidently been of rude work ;
the chief stones

are large, ao*d have been filled in between by flint and

rubble.

The people living here know nothing of the interest

which is attached to the site. They had noticed that

large stones occasionally dropped down, hut were not

and executed. It is the work of M. Elias Robert. aware that in bygone days a succession of patient

After being exhibited before the Louvre, it will be ’ -i .. ..,,i

conveyed to Etampes, the birth-place of G. St.

Hillaire, to be placed in one of the squares of that

town. -The waters of the Seine have been as low

this year as in 1719—one of the lowest known levels,

which is taken as the standard of objcrvations. This

year, also, the piles of the bridge of Notre Dame, and

the stone covering of the foundations, near the Hotel

dcs Monnais, have been risible. This, however, was

surpassed in 1448, when, according to Sauval, people

could pass dry-footed from the Place Maubert to

Notre Dame.
Academic Frangaise : Prizes for Virtue, ^"C .

—

These prizes U'-e of modern origin, and are given to

domestic servants and journeymen for long and faithful

services, supporting their masters in old age and mis-

fortune, &c. They vary from 2,000 francs (80/.) to

1,000 and 500 francs, of which latter there are seven

and twenty, respectively, distiibuted every year. A
prize of 2,500 francs was decreed to M, A. Jlounier

for his work, “Public (Charitable) Assistance in

Ancient and Modern Times.”

Caution.—A Berlin contemporary, on seeing so

many houses built five or six stories high, 75 feet

from ground to coruicc, asks
—“ M'hether the lungs

of the present generation will stand the effort of

such great ascensions?”

hermits here dwelt to shelter and comfort the way

farcr. It will not be long before the bustle and

throng of population will be so great that it will be

difficult to believe that a hermitage conld have here

existed, or been needed.

REMAINS OF THE ANCIENT CII.kPEL AND
HERMITAGE ON THE ISLE OF DOGS.

We have before now referred to the enriuus vestige

which forms the subject of the adjoining engraving,

and on other occasions have spoken at length of the

Isle of Dogs.
It would seem that in very ane'eat times this was

a dry portion of land saved from tlie overflow of

w-ater by the great river embankment to which we
have already alluded

;
and it is not improbable, that

as far back as the Saxon rule there was a road across

the island to an ancient ferry across the Thames.
London historians do not, however, mention the
foundation of a religious establishment in times so

PROGRESS OF MILWAK.EE.

Since the year 1832, this city has rapidly increased

both in population and importance, and from being a

mere Indian trading post, has become the commercial

metropolis of Wisconsin. It now possesses excellent

schools and academies of considerable pretensions.

There are seven public school-houses completed, or in

course of erection, large, airy, well arranged, and of

handsome exterior, and affording accommodation for

upwards of 2,500 children. There is a regular in-

corporated university, and a well-endowed college

for females. No less than fifty buildings are devoted

to divine worship, and some of these have much

architectural merit. Two Gas Companies, chartered

by the Legislature, furnish the city with excellent

gas, at 3 dols. 50 c. per thousand feet. A Hydraulic

Company has also been chartered to supply pure lake

water. Large quautilies of the clearest ice are cut in

the river during the winter, and supplied at moderate

rates during the summer. Milwakce enjoys an ex-

cellent market, supplied with quantities of meat, fisb,

fowl, and vegetables.

At present the spirit of progress is very manifest.

Large numbers of stores and dwellings are iu course

of erection, and completed last year at an expendi-

ture of two millions of dollars. The Newhall House,

a first-class hotel, 180 by 120 feet, and six stories

high, exclusive of basement, to cost 160,000 dols.;

the United States Government buildings for a Cus-

tom-house, Post-office, and United States Courts, to

cost 125,000 dols.
;
the State Bank and the Albany

costing each 50,000 dols. ;
the blocks of splendid

stores, erected by J. B. Cross, Inbush (Brothers),

&c. &c.
;

the new school-houses for the second,

fourth, and seventh wards, costing 16,000 dols. each
;

three churches costing each about 20,000 dols. are

amongst those in progress, or recently completed.
_

In

June last, an officii return showed 1,349 new buildings

in course of erection, irrespective of many in con-

templation. Two new banks have been added to the

eight in existence last year, and the banking capi-

tal has increased half a million of dollars during

1856, and now amounts to 1,500,000 dols. Mil-

wakee has a healthful and commanding location, and

iiurivalled harbour
;
an unlimited river front, a per-

fect net-work of railways connecting it in all direc-

tions with the systems of adjacent States; a fertile

and salubrious country, and an industrious population.

Its lake front rivals in beauty that of Naples ;
its-

famous brick lights up its business streets; thickly

planted trees shade and adorn its principal thorough-

fares ;
and the Milwakce river, flowing through it,

secures a thorough drainage, famishes abundant

water power, and forms a pleasing feature.
_

The in-

land sea stretches 400 miles in length, 80 in width,

and 900 feet iu depth. The Milwakce and Ilorican

Railroad is one of the most promising enterprises

in the State. It is now completed to Ripon,.

eigbty-one miles, and in a very short time will be

extended to Berlin, ninety-two miles, whence it will

connect with Oskhosh and the lower Fox by means

of steamboats. The present railroad system em-

braces nine distinct lines radiating from Milwakee,

and sweeping round in a complete semicircle, reach-

ing Chicago, penetrating Illinois, touching four differ-

ent points on the Mississipi, and connecting with

lines of roads traversing Iowa, Minnesota, Lake

Superior, and various other places. Twenty-six,

breweries, employing 500 men, are in operation.

ITiirty-five millions of bricks, for the home demands,

alone, were turned out last year, 350 men being

engaged in the manufacture. The population for

1857 is 45,000 -. in 1838 it was but 700. Miiwak^

may hopefully contend to rival any of the cities in

America.

RECOLLECTIONS OF THE INTRODUCTION
OF ILLUSTRATED LITERATURE INTO
ENGLAND DURING TUB PRESENT CEN-
TURY.

It is impossible to overrate the value of the aiUsticr

schooluiaster now abroad amongst us, extending

knowledge in all directions, and giving a double value

to literature, by combining with it representations of

forms and scenes which it would be impossible other-

wise to describe.

The advance of illustrated literature during the last

twenty years is cxtraordinaiy
;
nor is this to he wou-

dered at when we notice the natural feeling which has

existed amongst all nations and in all ages to produce

artistic forms which would convey ideas or preserve

the memory of objects and events.

The hieroglyphics of the Egyptians and other-

ancient people show that thousands of years ago

illustrated literature was appreciated : in fact, the

stone picture-books long preceded those of paper.

The great white horse iu Wiltshire, and the rude-

carvings of human beings, beasts, birds, &c. met with

in caves and remote places, at one time formed the

illustrated literature of England.
_ _ _

Our Saxon ancestors have sbown their appreciation
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of artistic illustrations by adding to tbeir written

copies numerous valuable and curious pictures of

the scenes of bygone days. It is strange now, when
hearing the shake and rattle of the modern steam

prinling-engine, to think of the patient monks “ in

cloisters grey” spending a lifetime in the occupation

of copying and illustrating a single volume; and in

spite of the knowledge of the necessity for advance-

ment, men at times, in the harry, drive, and anxiety

of these stirring days, cannot help casting a louging

glance back to the quiet career of those early pioneers

of our literature.

As the demand for books increased in England up
towards Henry the Eighth’s reign, we find the illus-

trations of manuscript volumes becoming more and

more scanty : and when that wonderful revolution

—

the introduction of printing from wooden au^ other

types, was brought about, books, in consequence of

the inability of the printers to supply suitable pictures,

became, as a matter of necessity, more barren of

illustrations. However, in course of time the skill of

the copperplate engraver was called into use, and rude

attempts were made by means of woodcuts to deck

the volumes winch now in considerable numbers began

to issue from the press.

The practice of illustrating books by means of

copper-plate engravings ns years passed on became
more and more common, and yet, notwithstanding,

the books were almost as much out of the reach of

the great masses of the people as were the illuminated

volumes of former days. Amongst the early illus-

trated works may be mentioned those publsticd by

Alderman Boyddl and others.

"VVe have just now before us several magazines and

ether volumes of about a century old which serve to

show the great advance we have made during that

time. That venerable and still flourishing publication

the Gentleman's Magazme, takes its place amongst

the foremost of our illustrated periodicals, and it is

worth while to examine the cuts and copper-plate

engravings which were sufficient at its commencement

to render that journal popular amongst the higher

and educated classes in this country. \Ve have before

Inferred to the value of the exertions of the Bewicks

iu advancing the art of engraving on wood, aud will

Eov glance at some of the earliest means of distri-

buting picture-books amongst the mulritude, and it

would not be proper to omit mention of a publishing

firm, originated sixty or seventy years ago, by

Jlcssrs. Mackenzie and Dent, at Ncwcast!e-on-Tyne,

for the purpose of providing illustrated hooks. At

that time, a large number of the coal-miners of

Northumberland and Durham were almost as ignorant

end savage as Hottentots, and in some of the large

ij-on foundries of the neighbourhood the " crews,” as

they called themselves, were so clannish and formid-

able that officers of justice did not dare to venture

into those districts. Surrounded by such a populstiou,

the active publishers, both of whom are long since

dead, proceeded to print aud illustrate copies of the

Bible, Testament, and other religious books. These

were published in numbers, at a cost of from 6d. to

Is. each. Numerous canvassers carried these through

the towns, villages, and country, and it is worthy of

note, that many thousands who could not read,

bought those numbers, week after week, evidently for

’the sake of the pictures. 'When completed, the books

thus collected were strongly hound, aud then covered

with green baize, and n.ay be seen iu the hands of

those who can read them at the preseut day. The

cost of the numbers of a family Bible bought in this

way, would be from 3/. to 3/. 10s. At the present

day,* a very well printed Bible can be ))urchased for

28. fid. ! Books of voyages and travels, illustrated

with engravings of huge serpents, rivalling iu thick-

ness and width the tallest trees, and other auimals,

the drawings not being remarkable for trulb to

nature, illustrated books on the breeding of sheep

and other domestic animals, had such a large sale,

that the plates were coostautly in the course of

reproduction and repair. The amiable novels such

as “ Pamela,” were also iu great demand. Mr.

Mackenzie, amongst other works, produced histories

of his native town and county, which are worthy

of great praise for their adherence to facts, and lor

their general interest. These w’ere illustrated by

both plates aud woodcuts, aud were published

in numbers at a large profit. There were other

publishers iu London and the country working in

the same manner as the gentlemen just mentioned,

who were, however, at the timr, looked down upon

with some contempt by publishers of large and

completed works : the good efi'ected nevertheless by

these means was very great.

By referring to the title-pages of books of the

date above mentioned, it will be seen by the pro-

minent announcement, “ Illustrated by coppcqdule

engravings,” that woodcuts were looked upon as

i quite inferior commodities. This is still further

; shown by the circumstance that Bewick came to

i Xondou to try his fortune, and met with so little

encouragement from the publishers, that he shook

the London dust from bis feet with contempt, and
embarked on board a collier for the north.

Many of our readers will remember when they were
schoolboys, the Mirror, which was one of the first

of the cheap illustrated periodicals issued in regular

weekly numbers.

Amongst the first attempts to illustrate newspapers

was the publication, in Bell's Life, of humorous and

characteristic woodcuts from drawings by George
Cruikshank. Then came a number of views and
plans of tbe scenes connected with the murders by

ThurlcU and his companions. These had an immense
sale; but the difficulty of printing woodcuts at that

time with rapidity prevented their continued use.

'The introduction of steel plates for the use ofengrav-

ings supplied increased facilities for printing large

numbers from engraved plates, and led to the publi-

cation of the "Annuals” introduced by Heath, and

those delicate plates (" Illustrations of the Bible,”
" Byron’s Poems,” &c.), executed under the superin-

tendence of William and Edward Finden. But for

the use of steel instead of copper, which enabled tbe

printer to get from one plate 30,000 or 40,000 good
'

impressions, instead of a few hundreds, these highly i

finished plates could never have been produced and
j

sold at the price they were. Large sums were paid
j

to the best engravers for those works, which, in their 1

peculiar way, had not been c.xcelled before, nor have i

they since been surpassed. For one of Ibeae small

plates, about 3i by 3 inches, after John Martin, the

engraver received 120 guineas.

It is worthy of notice that when the wooden and

leaden types came into use the quiet old penmen must,

like the Moor, have eiclaiiiicd that “ their occupation

was gone and still the new method which was sup-

posed to he the means of producing the work required

by a very small number of hands, gave employment

to an increased multitude. Iu like manner, when
steel plates were introduced, it was predicted that the

profession of engraving was ruined, and yet, in ashort

time, the demand for engravers was greater than ever.

The same result has been caused by the introduction

of wood engraving.

SUSSEX CHURCHES.
Tiiuee weeks since you stated that a new church

had been bu'lt and consecrated at East Grinstead.

Allow me to tell you an anecdote of these parts. A
gentleman, being very anxious to take a house in this

beautiful neighbourhood, made an excursion in various

directions, aud at last saw a house that was shut up.

After trj'ing, i^ vain, to obtain admission, first at the

front aud Ihcn.at the back door, he caught sight of a

boy at work iu an adjoining field. lie made hi.s way

to the youthful labourer, and said to him, “My lad,

I want to see this house.” “"Wheel,” said the boy,

“ there it be.” Now, touching the new cliurch at

East Giinstead, there is no one who can reply as the

bov did, for there is no new church, citlier recently

built or contemplated. There is, therefore, some

mistake.

"While writing to you, will you allow me to call

attention to the distigurement going on at Worth

Church. There is actually being built a red-brick

vestry, with stone dressings, on to this almost unique

Sdxou remain. Are the archfcological societies merely

dilettanti pleasure-seekers, or do they intend to be

really useful? A Sussex Yokle.

"West Iloatlily, Susses.

*** It should doubtless have stood “East Grin-

stead. Wiltshire." It is to be hoped that our corre-

spondent's indignant protest against the doings at

^Yol•lh Church will have the efl'ect of preventing the

mischief contemplated.

AllTISTlCAL COMPETITIONS.

THE WELUIKGTON MONUMENT,

iiu profession is deeply indebted to you for the spirited

luer iu which you bitve declared war agamst tbe reck-

ness mid incompetency which ha\e become a national

roacb in our public competilious.

ut for you we should not, in all probability, have hnj

noblo and disinterested protest by Professor Cockerell,

et the profession continue to rally round your standard,

diletUinteiim, or rather nobh-lordixm, will be driven for

r from tbe field. Tbe result of a senes of suggestions

practical men will be regulations for the conduct of

ipetitions, bused upon common sense, and winch wil

are to the tulent and genius of our country their lull

he'^reuort that the commission is to be given to Maro-

tti is simply absurd, after hnviug invited all Europe to

ompetitiou for the work. It would be resented as a

'h^re^seems to be no alternative now but a carefully

•cted iury, consisting eiclusiv. ly of protessional men,

jse duty will be to select tbe best design lor the place

1 purpose from amongst the exhibited designs.

'he site has been selected with cousummale judgment,

1 precisely the situatiou which would have been chosen

such a purpose iu the best Gothic periods, and we also

1 a similar one selected for all the important mouu-

nts of the Cinque-cento period.
.

f your correspondent “ Epsilon ’’ will give himself the

trouble to make a small “ pervious ’’ model, and place it
between himself and the window, he will discover that it

is the only means by which a fine and picturesque chiaro-
scuro can be obtained in such a situation. W. L, S.

A GLIMPSE AT AN ANCIENT RAGGED
SCHOOL.

In the ancient chi'onicles of London we read of
many times of hardsliii) caused by famine and the
pestilence which almost certainly follows it

;
but 'at

no period do we find a greater degree of ednfusion and
distress existing than during several years which suc-

ceeded the dissolution of the monasteries and other

rehgious establishments in the reign of Henry VIII.
These houses had been for some centuries the means
of supplying assistance to large numbers of the desti-

tute poor, and filled, to a certain extent, the place of

the parochial relief which is at present afforded.

Ill consequence of the sudden stoppage of the cus-

tomary amount of help, the poor wandered beseech-

ingly about the streets, bands of dangerous persons,
many driven, in the first instance, by want, rendered
both life and property unsafe, and children were left

without care or good instruction, many of whom
grew up as they do at the present day, to swell the

regiment of sturdy thieves wlio prey upon the metro-
polis.

In the reign of Edward VI. the attention of a few
wise and well-intentioned persons was directed to the
sad state of affairs which existed in London. Amongst
these (he Primate of the metropolis, Bishop Ridley,

was deeply struck with a sense of the danger which
existed, and took the opportunity, when delivering a
sermon before Edward at Westminster, to direct the

attention of the youthful king to the evils which ex-

isted, and so forcibly was he impressed with the

necessity for immediate exertion, that directly after

the service he summoned the bishop to his presence,

and with a wisdom beyond his years, considered

various plans, and during the conference wrote a

letter to the Lord Mayor and other authorities of tbe

City, urging them to proceed vigorously in tbe neces-

sary work. This letter was delivered by the bishop,

ami so well was the king obeyed, that in an incredibly

short space of time the destitute and dangerous in

London were divided into three classes.

1. The poor by impotcucy, consisting principally

of orphans, the aged, bhnd, and lepers.

2. The poor by ca-ualty, comprising the wounded
soldier, the decayed liousekeepcr, aud diseased persons.

3. T’hc thriftless poor, including the riotous, that

hath eonsunied all, (he vagabond that will abide in uo
place, aud the idle persons of ill fame, both male and
I'emalc.

For the second (tlie de uyed housekeeper being very
properly relieved at home) St. Bartholomew’s and St.

Thomas's were provided.

As regards the first, the lepers, who had been
accustomed to wander in the streets, and in order to

I

provide food directed public attention towards them
by ringing bells and clapping dishes, were taken to

certain hospitals provided for them in the suburbs.

The destitute poor were accommodated in an almonry.

The vagrant and thievish were well received,

and according to their deserts, in the Bridewell.

There still remained the destitute children, and for

these it was determined to set apart the remains of

the once celebrated house of the Grey Friars.

This building and grounds were immediately made
over by the king to the corporation

; tbe alterations

and restorations were commenced, and so great was
the zeal that in six months’ time 340 chilffi’cn were
admitted into the Institution. In the first instance

the children were clothed in russet livery, which was
shortly exchanged for one of blue, the same in form,

&c. as that now worn by the Christ Church boys.

In a few months after the interview between the

bishop and the young king, the numerous children

gathered chiefly fi'om the streets, lanes, aud alleys,

attended by the bishop and corporation, progressed to

hold an interview w.th Edward at AVestminster,

when a petition was made to the King’s majesty, for

leave to take iu mortmain, or othenvise without

license, lands to a certain yearly value ;
and a space

being left in the patent for his grace to fill up with

what sum he thought lit. “ lie looking,” says Stowe,

“on the void space, called for pen and ink, and with

his own baud wrote these words, ‘Four thousand

marks by the year,’ and then said in the hearing of

bis council, ‘ Lord, I jdeld thee most hearty thanks

that thou has given me life to finish this work to tbe

glory of Thy name.’ ” After the foundation had been

thus established, the king did not live above two

days.

In addition to the royal grant, large sums were

subscribed by citizens, aud year by year the school

has increased both in the number of its scholars aud

in the public estimation; aud men like Carader,

author of the “ Britannia,” Bishop Stillingfleet,

Samuel Richardson. Charles Lamb, Leigh Himt, and

a host of others who have worn the blue gown of
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Christ’s Hospital, have caused it to he looted upon

with as much respect as is the distinctive costume of

the collegiate estahlishmcnts. Now the scholars of

this school are selected from a much superior class

than in former years. It has advanced in the public

estimation, grown with the prosperity of the City,

and although it still most worthily performs a most

important duty, the original purpose is changed, aud

it now require’s much interest and favour to get a boy

placed in the enviable position of a scholar on this

foundation. Notwithstanding, the school at its com-

mencement was intended to proride for the poor

destitute children of the metropolis, an object which

is equally necessary at the present day, and our

object in making these remarks is to direct attention

to the circumstance that, by the united efforts of the

king, clergj", coiqioration, and citizens of London,

besides other measures, 340 were in less than sis

months taken from their distress and danger, and put

in the way of earning an honest living. At that time

the population did not amount to 200,000. If the

case of the poor children should be taken up with the

same energy, and as much done in proportion to our

metropolitan population of two raillious and a half,

we should take 4.250 destitute childi'en from the

streets, and provide them with education, and food,

and shelter.

EECENT BUILDING PATENTS.f

John Leslie, Conduit-street, Regent-street.

—

Stoves and Fireplaces. Dated 6th December, 1856.

—A stove or fireplace is made with a solid bottom,

as is described in a former patent. The front is

formed with a grating or fire-bars : the back is

made, by preference, of fire-brick or fire-clay. The
outlet or fiue into the chimney is just above the

bottom of the stove or fireplace, so that the air enter-

ing in front passes to the flue through the fire : that

part of the air which enters the fire above the fine,

together with the smoke and products of combus-
tion from the fresh fuel, passes downwards through
the well-ignited fuel near the bottom, and the smoke
aud products become ignited and consumed. At the top

of the fireplace or stove over the fire is a moveable
cover of fire-clay, which closes in the fire at top. In
front of the fire are air-tubes commxmicating with the

outer atmosphere, by which air is conducted to the

fire near the bottom.

George Sherwin, Watcrloo-road, Bnrslera, Staf-

fordshire.

—

Manufacture of Fire Bricks, Tiles, Cru-

cibles, and other articles, when fre-clay is used.

Dated 12th December, 1856.—In place of employing

the fire-clay and silicious matters in the ordinary con-

dition, they are first slipped separately, and then com-
bined together, with burned clay and silicious matters.

The fire-clay or marl is prepared by grinding, in the

ordinary manner, and then slipped, all particles of

iron ore, stoues, and other substances (not clay) being

removed or sepanited. The crude or calcined flint,

sand, quartz, or silicious matters, are also ground and
slipped. These matters are combined wnth suitable

quantities of similarly prepared clay which have been
burned and crushed, and the combined plastic com-
pound is made into bricks, tiles, and other articles in

the ordinary manner.

Auguste Edouard Loradoux Bellpoed, Bed-
ford-street, Strand.

—

Drying, Burning, and Cooling
Bricks, Tiles, and other Ceramic Substances.

(A Communication.) Dated 4th December, 1856.

—

These improvements consist of a certain method,
hereafter described, for effecting the drying, burning,

and cooling of certain ceramic substances, in such a

manner that the different changes from cold to heat,

and, vice versd, may be perfectly gradual, thus avoid-

ing a great amount of breakage
;

also in the oven
being so constructed as to allow the three operations

of i’ying, burning, and cooling to be conducted
without intermission all the year round. The prin-

cipal peculiarities of construction of the oven are as

follow:—The oven is composed of two parallel

channels or vaults, one for burning and the other for

cooling the materials. The furnace is placed at the
extremity of the burning channel. Over and round
these channels is constructed a drying chamber,
which is divided into six compartments, and nsed for

drying the plastic materials. Between the top of the
cooling channel and of the floor of the drying chamber
is left a small space enclosed between two ranges of
cast-iron plates through which the waste heat arising
from the cooling channel circulates, and bv means of
registers passes into one or several compartments of
the drying chamber, the heat in the said compart-
ments being regulated by keeping the registers open
or closed. On the brick floors of the burning and
cooling channels and of the drying chamber is laid a

line of rails, and the floors have a slope of such

inclination as to allow the waggons used for trausport-

ing the bricks or other ceramic substances to be easily

pushed forwards. The slope of the burning channel

is above the furnace, that of the cooling channel

below it. At the extremity of the burning channel,

or at any spot judged convenient, is erected the chim-

ney or shaft, and the smoke passes up it by means of

subterranean passages leading from the furnace to the

said chimney. Each of the channels is closed by two

doors about 3 feet apart from each other, and forming

an ante-chamber. At the end of the burning channel,

facing, and close to the furnace, is a turnplate fitted

on to a transverse platform, on which the waggons

containing the materials to be burnt may be made to

rotate in such a manner as to expose equally the dif-

ferent sides of the mass of materials to the heat of

the furnace.

COMPETITIONS.

Foleshill New Union Workhouse.—The plans of

Mr. Edward Holmes, of Birmingham, have been

selected for the above building.

Wcslbroniwich New Cemetery. — The Westbrom-
wich commissioners met on Friday, 21st, to decide

upon the twenty-one designs submitted for the above

cemetery, when those of the architect last named
were selected.

Medway New Union Workhouse.—The guardians

here also have accepted the plans of Mr. Holmes for

their new workhouse.

Bowdon Church.—Mr. Jas. K. Colling wishes us

to insert the foUowrag protest sent to the church-

warden, to aid in preventing similar occurrences in

future :

—

I must beg to protest against the act of the committee
for the rebuilding of Bowdon pariah church, for having
awarded the second premium in the late competition to
drawings which were ‘ tinted ’ in sepia with grey and blue
backgrounds, this being contrary to their advertisement to
architects for 'plans;' the words of which were npon this
point as follow : ‘The drawings to be prepared entirely

without colour or tinting of any kind.' I further beg to
assure them, without for one moment denying the superior
ability which may be contained in those drawings, that
they have by this selection not only violated their own
words, but have committed au act of unfairness towards
all the other competitors who complied with their wishes
in the preparation of the drawings.”

VARIORUM.

The blue colour was in former years the principal
Mess of the poorest classes in England, and it was ouly
towards the middle of the last century, that owing to its

being the party colour ofthe Whxga, it was worn by gentlemen,
t Selected from lists in the Enginter journal.

"W . Blanchard Jeruold’s long-lookcd-for Guide

to the Exhibition at Manchester, at sixpence, has just

been published, and will sell well no doubt, but it

should have been out long ago. As it purports to be

only edited by Mr. Jerrold, we had no right to expect

originality in all of it
;

still, some will think it beneath

bis reputation to publish a work of sixty-four pages

of which one-half only is original matter, the rest

consisting of extracts from the Times, Athenaum,
Saturday Beview, National Review, Fairbairn's

Letter, &c. It will be found very useful nevertheless.

A pamphlet on the metropolitan main drainage

question, titled, " The Discharge Difficulty overcome,

by the above-ground Tubular Sewer System, invented

by Will^aflj, Richardson, C.E.
;

edited by George
Clark; with Plans,” has been published by “Weale, of

High Holborn. Messrs. Richardson and Clark’s

proposal is an extension and modification of the above-

ground plan of Mr. Richardson for the drainage and
sewerage oftthe south side of London, laid before the

Commissioners of Sewers in 1852. The projectors

maintain that while the cost of such a system would
be less, the revenue from sale and distribution of

sewage would be much greater under the system than

that of subterraneous sewerage. They propose to extend

their iron tubular sewer from the point of outfall B*,
at Barking-creek, to the sea at Yantlet-creek,

lifting the sewage to a height of 45 to 55 feet

above the level of the collecting reservoir, and gra-

dually letting it fall again as it progressed towards the

sea. The idea is rather a startling one; bnt the de-

sirableness of avoiding the fonuatiou of an open river

of filth to meander through the country all the way
to the sea may of itself induce attention to schemes
which otherwise might be regarded as imprac-
ticable. The projectors urge the analogy of the

system of water supply in favour of their project.

"Mensuration; Plane and Solid, for the use of

Schools and Colleges, and especially adapted for Self-

instruction,” is a small treatise by the Rev. J. S.

Boucher, M.A. the principal of the Holly Bank
School, at Birkenhead (Longman and Co. publishers),

comprising, as the title-page states, " a scries of

arithmetical illustrations of the most important
practical truths established by geometry, and designed
to serve as a companion to Euclid; aJso as an intro-

duction to land-surveying, trigonometry, and conic

sections.” It contains many clear and familiar ex-

amples, a variety of novel diagrams, and upwards
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of 1,500 apparently careful examples, with their

answers. We may here notice another book of '

formal instruction just issued by the same publishers,

namely, " A new and complete Course, theoretical

and practical, of strictly gi'aduated Grammatical
Idiomatic Studies of the French Language,” by Auguste ^

Aigre de Charaute, Fi'ench master iu the Royal Mili-

tary Academy. This seems to be a very elaborate
\

and valuable work, extending to between eight and
j

nine hundred pages of small octavo. It is divided
1

into four parts,—Pronunciation and Accidence,

—

French and English Syntax compared,— Gallicisms i

aud Anglicisms,—and (written in French) Syutaxe de I

Construction, Syntaxed’Accord, and Difficulies. There i

are said to be contained in the work 5,000 entirely

original examples, besides a system of colloquial exer- i

cises. The AVar-officc, it appears, have adopted this I

work for the use of the military cadets at Woolwich.

I

A Report of "the Cases of Westerton against •

j

Liddell (clerk) and Horne and Others, St. Paul’s,

,
Knightsbiidge

; and Beal against Liddell, Parke, aud ‘

Evans, St. Barnabas, Pimlico,” has been drawn up by
,
Jlr. E. F. Moore, M.A. barrister-at-law, and pub- t

: lishcd by Longman and Co. Though full of ccclesi- i

astical matter of no special interest to onr profession,

there is much valuable matter here on ecclesiological ;

questions connected with the interior decoration and >

furaishings of churches with which every architect ;

ought to be acquainted.

Amusements.—Mr. Willett Beale deserves the

thanks of the public. The Royal Academy conver-

sazione\i over
;
Parliament is prorogued

;
Mr. Albert '

Smith has shut up and gone off to Pompeii ; in other

words, the London season is more than over, and yet,

thanks to the enterprise of the gentleman named, the i

pent-up Londoner may find music at the Princess’s i

Theatre at playhouse prices, rendered by Grisi,
'

Alboni, Gassier, and Mario, to say nothing of a number
of other admirable artists less known to. fame. The i

" Traviata,” " Norma,” " Rigoletto,” and “ Lucrezia,”
'

have already been given in good style, and other

operas are announced. To the same gentleman, if we
]

mistake not, London is indebted for finding all the I

emiueot artists we have named, with the exception of \

Mario, at the Surrey Gardens, where a concert of i

first-rate excellence for a shilling will be given for a

week to come. The provision of healthful and high- i

class enjoyments for the people is a matter of no small '

moment, and therefore we repeat, Mr. Willett Beal* '

deserves the thanks of the public.

Banbury Water Company. — The whole of the
contracts for these works are now taken, and we un-
derstand they are within the estimates of the engi-

neer, Mr. J. Hodgson Jones,' of Westminster. The
tenders were made out on quantities taken out by a
surveyor nominated by the contractors. The follow’-

ing are the parties who have obtained the contracts :

—

For reservoir and engine-house, Messrs. Davis and
Sons, Banbury

; steam-enginS and pumps, Mr.
Charles Larapitt, Neithrop

;
filter-beds and pipe-lay-

ing, Mr. John Aird, London; slnice-eocks and
hydrants, Messrs. Guest and Chrimes, Rotherham

\

supply of mains, the Butterley Company, Alfreton,

Derbyshire. Some of the tenders are necessarily

upon schedules of prices, and therefore the amounts
cannot be given until the quantities required are

ascertained.

District of St. George’s in East, and St.

Botolph Without.—At a meeting of the Board of

Works held on the 21st instant, Mr. Henry Flower,
district surveyor, resigned his appointment, and a

surveyor was named to do the duty until a successor

was appointed.

Dwelling-house Improvement Company. —
The prospectus of the Dwelling-house Improvement
Company, limited, has been issued, with a proposed
capital of 200,000/. in shares of 2/. eaeh, upon which
the deposit is fixed at 5s. per share. It is mentioned
that the formation of the company “ has been pro-

moted by an association of gentlemen desirous of

proving, by example, that the dwellings aud homes of

the middle aud working classes may he built in an
improved style, with great increase of comfort, health,

and convenience, combined with economy
;
while at

the same time the capital invested will be amply
remunerative.”

Fatal Sewer Accident.—A few days ago, three
labourers were killed, and two more made insensible,

by foul air in a sewer excavation facing the entrance

of the late Pavilion Theatre, in Whitechapel-road,

One of the poor fellows descended after the other to

give help to the first and to those who followed; and
such is the good feeling which workmen display in

like circumstances, that more would have been im-
perilled, had not a foreman, who knew more about

the nature of the accident than they did, prevented

them, and directed that those in the sewer should he
hooked up, without more of them descending into it.
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UR Indian Empire is at this

moment the engrossing subject

in all minds. Thousands of our

countrymen are hnit to its

destinies by the presence there

of relatives and friends, and

wait with trembling and fear

the arrival of every mail and

message
;

while hundreds of

thousands who are free from

such ties quiver with indigna-

tion and grief at the recollection

of the barbarities committed by

the traitorous scoundrels—the

inhuman fiends—who have revolted

from our sway, and demand, as with

one voice, the infliction of a punish-

ment complete and terrible. Never

was the heart of England more stirred than it

is at this moment, and woe to those in power

who disregard its promptings. With these sad

events it is not our province to deal
;
but, bearing

upon them, wc have advice and a warning to

give, which, if attended to, "will save life, lessen

sorrow, strengthen our arms, and shorten the

struggle.

We ask for the immediate organization

OF a sanitary COMMIS.SION TO PROCEED TO

India with our army.

We could point to a score of warnings in our

pages, attention to which, in the first instance,

would have saved wealth and lives : recollect,

if no other, the dangers of the camp at Akler-

shott;the evils which threatened the Golden-

square district, iu a sanitary point of view
;
and

the indefensible arraugemeuts at Netley hos-

pital, all pointed out by us iu time to have pre-

vented the evils before tliey occurred
;
and let

the Government listen to our waruing now, and

act with wisdom and promptness. But "what

good will it do ? some may ask.

A Parliamentary report, recently published,

as to the deaths in the Baltic and Black

Sea fleets, shows that tlic deaths iu both

fleets, in the years 1S5-1 and 1S55, numbered

2,039, of which 1,574 were the result of disease,

238 of suicide, drowning, and other accidental

causes, and only 227 of wounds in action.

These figures show that in our navy, as iu the

army, pestilence and disease are far more fatal

than the sword or artillery, and the other perils

of war. The deaths by various diseases

amounted to upwards of 7 to 1 of those which

were caused by battle.

The report states that if the Baltic fleet had

not anchored in Baro Sound during the summer

of 1854, and if the fleet in the Black Sea had

shunned Baljick and Vania iu July, August,

and September of the same year, tlie ravages

by cholera would have been very much lessened.

We also learn that there is no evidence to show

that the climate and soil of the steppes of the

Crimea had the least effect in producing com-

plaints approximating to cholera
;
but that ac-

cumulated filth and efiluvia, arising from the

decay of organic matter, brought tlieir sure and

deadly results.

In one ship of the Baltic fleet, the number of

deaths by cholera amounted to more than half

of the whole of the deaths which occurred from

this cause iu that fleet. It would be useful to

know the position of this fatal ship at the time

of the attack, the nature of its ventilation, tlie

space, accommodation, &c. allowed to each man,

and other sanitary particulars.

In the Crimean armies, the number of those

who died from disease was immense iu com-

parison with those who fell in the various con-

flicts. This is the case in all campaigns. A
competent authority has stated that a quarter

of the British army engaged in the Indian

war will fall by fever, cholera, dysentery, and

similar complaints. Two of the chiefs of that

army have already perished by these agencies,

and hundreds of men. In the Crimea these

were more deadly foes than the Russians.

If, then, we find that the pestilence is

more terrible than the enemy, it is evidently

necessary that we should have commanders

and oflicers as capable of fighting the one

as the other. During the long continental

war, forty or fifty years ago, the princi-

ples of sanitary science were but little under-

stood ;
and even at the present time, we fear

that the sure means of saving life by a proper

attention to those laws which prevent many

fatal complaints arc still too little under-

stood, or even believed in, by the leaders of our

fleets and armies. Terrible as are all the horrors

of war, there is no phase of it more dreadful to

contemplate than the probable death of 250 out

of each 1,000 strong men who form our army in

India,—not while aiding the actual object iu

view,—not iu the excitement of battle and with

the gloryof success,—but helplessly and unneces-

sarily, in camps aud hospitals, stricken down by

rotting matter,—killed by want of sufficient

pure air !
— aud these not the aged, the deli-

cate, or those of tender years, who form such

a large percentage of the ordinary deaths in our

population, but men in the prime of years aud

manhood.

At the present time in the metropolis aud

large cities the death of 40 persons in tlic

1,000 per annum is considered, and rightly,

a veiy great excess : it is little short of

murder, indeed ! In some of the model build-

ings of London, inhabited by families, the

number of deaths iu the year is IG in the

1,000. Out of the sixteen above mentioned, if

the average number of infants’ deaths be the

same as among those belonging to a similar class

in the metropolis, we should have nearly half of

the deaths under five years. Tliis shows the

value of mature lives, and that every care must

be taken to save them
;
especially, says the finan-

cier, when we recollect what it costs the country

to send each man to India.

Sanitary management must be greatly im-

proved, and ere long become one of the chief

arts of warfare. The time is not far distant

when an admiral will rather place bis sliips

within the range of over-powerful batteries than

in positions which ensure the certainty of pesti-

lence
;
aud that iu the choice of places for

encampments, the sanitary condition of sites

will be held iu nearly as much consideration

as their military fitness.

The late Sir Charles Napier, when in India,

found large bodies of men dj-iug \vith fearful

rapidity of fever and cholera, and on more than

one occasion immediately stopped the progress

of these diseases by moving the camp to other

sites. A similar kind of judgment will be

required at the present time : but wc fear that

certain saving measures have not yet been pro-

perly studied and appreciated by the beads

of cither our army or navy ; and, certainly,

measures iu due proportiou to our extended

knowledge of the science of preserving health

have not yet been adopted.

At a time of great distress, a body of sanitary

officers were sent from England to endeavour to

stay the plagues which beset the camp before

Sebastapol, and much advantage resulted from

the step. This of itself, and with the clear

evidence which we have at home of the fact,

that by knowledge and exertion thousands of

valuable lives may be saved, should lead at once

to what we arc calling for, namely, the ap-

pointment of a distinct aud sufficiently powerful

body of sanitary officers, and also of workmen to

carry out their instructions, to attend the army
in India. We believe that such a corps, pro-

perly organized, would, in a region like ludia,

be the means of adding immensely to our avail-

able force. It is true that many of our army
surgeons are quite capable of giving advice on

this subject, but we have reason to know their

opinions do not meet with sufficient considera-

tion; and, moreover, the calls upon their atten-

tion during a campaign leave them little time

for additional duties.

Thousands will die in India unnecessarily, if

the coarse wc now urgently point out be not

pursued.

ART IN OUR PARKS.

Some months since—from observation of

certain public statues aud contradictory evideuce

of the merits of British sculptors—we were
induced to speak of the relationship of the arts,

as not recognised practically, and of a required

predominance in works of tlie first class belong-

ing to other “arts” than architecture, of those

qualities of beauty which are architectural,'*

More recently, we djivc had to pursue the sub-

ject in connection with notices of the models

for the Wellington monument.*!' Believing that

the restriction of “ architecture ” to a sense

which we may call the technical or professional

one, involves results not favourable wholly to

progress in the separate arts—we venture to

consider the bearing of the inquiry upon a

different vehicle of expression,—one wl)ich

though it may not have held a recognised place

I

with painting or sculpture, is nevertheless to be

!

regarded as art,—and as that in particular,

j

wtiich is of great importance to the public. We
refer to what we then designate the art of land-

scape gardening.

i
The right apprehension of this art is essentud

to the success of improvements in our parks, in

which considerable interest is taken by the pre-
' sent Government,—as to those similarly in our
’ squares and open spaces,—aud even, streets. In

such improvements there is a vast field as yet

almost untouched
;
and every art, general or

particular, which contributes to those objects,

is, at the same time, an agent iu the sanitary,

social, and moral amelioration of the masses who
must congregate in towns. Eor, the influence

of such works as we refer to, is not only that

acting directly on the bodily aud mental consti-

tution of individuals, but comprises that which

is transmitted from eitlier seat of impressions to

tlie other. The immediate sanative effect is an

object second in importance to none: but the

indirect agency has seldom bceu estimated at

its proper importance, as bearing upon the same

end. It is not sufficient to provide open spaces :

but, these must lie such ns are beautiful and

attractive, like TIampstcad-bcath, or they must

be aided by some resources of art.

j

The requirement for inhabitants of towns, is

somewhat akin to that wliidi is ]ierccived by the

commanders of armies in cantonments, or of
' crews in winter-quarters in the .\rctic regions,

—

' the need of some amusing occupation for the

mind as a direct means of preserving health. It

is, of course, now capable of clear demonstra-

tion that change of pm suit is necessary to man

:

relaxation of some sort is essential; and, for the

majority of the people, to whom labour is of

unvarying cliaracler, tlie choice only lies between

what is harmless, or beneficial, and that which

is noxious iudividiially aud socially. Therefore,

the growth of populated ilistricts, without

abundant provision fur the solace which the niind

requires, aud can receive through llic eve, is to

be regarded as of veiy doubtiul benefit iu civili-

zation.
. ,

I
The question of providing, by sufficient vege-

tation within the area of towns, fur the chemical

change which is part of the process of resi»ira-

tion,”lias been often discussed in these pages.

Be it understood, that whatever the Imraaii con-

stitution requires—received through the exercise

of one function,—it equally demands througli

Uhe excitement of the visual and mental sense,

i

The beauty of Nature, no less than the products

' of Nature, was designed fur use
;

and, for llie

' same end, the power to create the beautiful liy

I

* See p. 213. an/e,—on " Munuments und Statuea.’’

t See pp. 415, 425, 445, 457, and 4S9.
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art, Tvas conferred on man. By no means sboxrld

all the sylvan beauty of a district or suburb be

destroyed by the progress of building; but the

trees slionld be retained, and patches of_ green

stvard where possible; and these would impart

that element to the architecture which it now

much requires, and without which, or without

association of position and contrast with some

objects of natural beauty, our art really

fails of that which is its true character and

full expression. Need we then say again, that

merely the ample proi'ision of parks, or other

open spaces, rei^uisite as this is, does not com-

prise all that is needed, but that whilst the

beauty of natural objects—trees and shrubs

—

should be exhibited in our streetSy the beauty of

art should be considered in the design and "lay-

ing-out ” of our parks, and the arrangement of

any of our public gardens. Architecture and

sculpture, indeed, are never seen to greater ad-

vantage than when in immediate conjunction

with the works of nature
;
and whether, as

some hold, nature is designedly imperfect, and

the operation of mind iu man which produces

art, has scope left for it
;
or whether au order of

images, with distinct attributes of beauty, is

produced by the union of art and nature
;

cer-

tain it is, that we have never seen a combination

of architecture with sylvan, maritime, or rocky

scenery, where the natural element did not

seem to derive a special charm from the pre-

sence of the art. The fact of sucli value from

variety and contrast, is deducible from, and is

part and parcel of that philosophy of art which

IS studied in the book of nature itself. It might

be predicated from what delights iu the land-

scape, or in natural objects alone, that the fact

would be so,—by the opposition of marked re-

gularity and symmetry to what is comparatively

irregularity and freedom—of obvious aud human
art, to aid of the most elevated kind—not

apparent. Por, as some say,

—

“All nature is Imt art, unknown to tlice,

All chance direction, which thou canst not see.”

"We ought, perhaps, in the opinion of some
of our readers, to give the whole of our exer-

tions, just now, to the matter whieh might be

considered of first consequence, namely, pro-

vision of the open spaces themselves—more
numerous iu proportion to the inhabited dis-

tricts, more general in their distribution, and on

a systematic plan of addition, pari passu, with

the growth of London. This subject is even

yet far from exciting the steady attention which

its importance merits. Knowing that a vast

majority out of the Loudon residents are so cir-

cumstanced, that they must remain, day after

day, as much walled iu from the beauty of

nature as if the existing parks had never lieen

provided ;
feeling that heal’h, alike bodily and

mental, requires, as we have shown, not only

the sustenance of pure air, hut that of change

of scene and variety of objects; again, knowing
that the difficulty of getting open spaces in-

creases rapidly,—whilst large tracts of ground,

unfit to he built upou, become crowded with

habitations,—we marvel at efforts which, as

shown in a recent article,* are so dispropor-

tionate to the requirements, and at the positive

opposition which has to be encountered. Before

it has been settled whether the country, or the

metropolis, or particular districts should pro-

vide parks, the chance of gaining ground at all,

will have gone by
;
and ultimately, resentment

against whatever power or authority is popu-

larly known—of course the Government—will

be loudly expressed.

Cobbett was accustomed to say that London
drew to itself the strength of the country,

or prospered by impoverishing the provinces
;

but, it should be recollected on the other

hand, that the metropolis, or, in fact, its inha-

bitants, benefit the nation; and these suffer even
grievously, from their choice of residence, in so

doing. It can be necessary only to make allu-

sion here to the multifarious influences of the

condition of dwellings—a condition far worse
than what exists in provincial towns, and due,

in great measure, to the cost of ground, or, to

the working man, the difficulties or expense of

conveyance between the centre and the suburbs.
Consider also, how large and increasing a pro-

* See p, 3S3, ante ,
—

'• Opposili >u to Sanitary Progress :

tile Proposed Parks.”

portion of the people—beyond the two millions

and a half of Londoners—speud,_ for business
,

I

or pleasure, some part of the year iu town, and !

^ perhaps feel a proper pride in what conduces to ,

' the adornment or the prosperity of the capital,
j

,

llecollect the positive inconvenience which is
|

entailed on London residents, by the influx of
j

j

strangers on all occasions of jtublic interest. Be ,

it an exhibition of 1S51, a hero’s funeral,
_

a I

'peace commemoration, or an emperor’s visit;!

' a queen’s birthday, a drawing-room, or au
^

' Epsom or Ascot race-meeting; the country pours
^ into the town a new "tide of human existence,” >

—its thousands, often noisy, mischievous, or
i

[

unwashed, to fill the best seats at places of
J

I resort, to take your accustomed corner where !

' you are wont to dine, to crowd the public cou-

,

veyances, or elbow you on the pavement ;
and,

'

' freed from the check on them at home, to aid in
^

supporting the idle and vagabond life in London
j

thoroughfares by day aud night. Seriously, the
^

balance of account is not even, between the seat
j

of legislation aud government, or what has been

described as " the centre of commerce ;
the

'

j

beginning, end, or route of relations with every

I

part of the globe
;
the resort alike for pleasure

!

or the pursuit of knowledge,” and the country

—

' which would contribute nothing to the required

improvement and decoration which all would
'

derive advantage from, or be ready to use.

Since these remarks were written, however, the
' claims of the metropolis have been ably argued

!

in the Times, in opposition to the view taken by

the country members iu the present Parlia-

ment.

I
We apprehend that the need of doing some-

' thing for London is becoming such, that the

[

several wants referred to must be supplied, or
'

before long there may be consequences for which
' our legislators are not prepared. The true ori-

' ginatiug cause of an epidemic, a prevalence of

I

crime and discontent, or a season of commotion
and insurrection, is seldom looked into; and

I

means of prevention, which, according to the

' most frequently repeated, but least applied of

!
proverbs, would be better than "cure,” are

' never offered.

I

The requirement which maiuly we are now
' considering—not merely a common sanitary

I one—directly, as indirectly, bears upon the
' moral and mental health of the two and a half

millions, and of the whole community. We do

not say that a policy to he imitated, is tliat of

keeping the people amused through devices for

making holiday, as under continental govem-
meuts. There is greater entertainment in

looking at the forms of the created world, or

realizing the impression of art, than in wit-

nessing shows and festivals,—better managed
abroad though these arc, than with us,—from

the prominent element of art which is made to

contribute to them. But, what is a natural

yearning should be allowed to expand,—as it

might once have done—till " mau made the

toten,^’ with its pestiferous streets aud crowded

houses. In default of this, the substitute can-

not but be sought. Vices of a degrading cha-

racter, we believe, will prevail wherever there is

an uninteresting sameness of objects. Much,
doubtless, is being done by cheap literature

—

though in the absence almost, m London, of

public libraries with standard works, not so

much of value, we fear, as is sometimes sup-

' posed; and much may be effected by the grow-

i ing appreciation of studies, such as natural

:

history, which, with the aid of recently intro-

I

duced contrivances, can afford the liigbest

I

interest and instruction iu-doors, and serve to

I

help the effect of comfort, or the adornment in

a home. But, even more than this is desirable
;

I or rather, is wanted : variety and instruction

I such as there are in nature out of doors, still are

I

required
;
and art is needed no less than when

I
there were no hooks, and when science had no
inducemeuts for the people. To such end, it

;

has to be recognised that natural beauty is to

I be provided for the dweller iu towns
;
that

j

variety of feature also must be presented; and

I

that a coinbiuatiou of the forms of nature and
' art enhances the effect of each, and multiplies

;

the variety.

I Some of the peculiarly beautiful effects in

' flowers and foliage, in rocks and water—as in

j

other natural objects—are those which are seen

i
when architectural forms enter into the com-

,

bination
;
and as we have considered, tbe aid to

the expression of architecture, of objects of

that kind, is such, that the especial character

and beauty of the art is, perhaps, never tho-

roughly attained without it. If so, in English

cities, as a rule, architectural effect is de-

pendant upon what can be seen of the skj and
clouds, or what may be called—borrowing a

term from Chevreul on Colour—the successive

contrast, which the observer may happen to

supply through his recollection of nature. It is

impossible for him to realize the true beauty of

architecture, who has not seen it iu unclouded

light, or free from the deadening influence of

tbe smoky canopy which hangs still over

London
Let it not be supposed that to the mere

holiday-maker—the Cockney knowing we will

say nothing of our art—of style, or order, or

moulding—the exhibition of arcbitecture, with

trees and flow(!rs, is useless, and without power

of influence for any effect. He who thimes so

;

should visit Kosherville, or any tea-garden
' about London, and note the fact of the use

!

which is made both of architecture and sculp-

j

ture,—use, wc admit, which is bad use, and

I

which gives no idea of the real beauty of a combi-

j

nation where good art prevails, but such as is suf-

I

ficient for our argument as to the want that is

felt, aud the result which could elsewhere be

I

attained. Similarly, iu tbeterraces and gardens of

j

tbe Crystal Palace, an effort is made to produce

I

considerable effect, by a like principle of com-

: binatiou. The details of the architectural por-

tion of the design there might have been better,

but the value of the principle is made obvious.

Yet curious it is, that in those very_ “ lungs of

London,”—the public parks,—nothing can be

culled from the same recognised principle of

aid to enhance the beauty of the scene, as by

! the use of the associated arts of architecture

' aud landscape gardening. Not a lodge or ea-

I

trance has been added during years past, that is

I

even worthy of comparison with the works of the

;

time of George IV. and of Messrs. Nash aud
' Deciraus Burton. The last of these architects

[

especially, was allowed to do just enough to
' show wh'at was wanted—if only by bis screen
' and gateways at Hyde Park-corner. Several of

the entrances, formed about the same time, are

not without merit, though not of that kind
' which is now appreciated. Greek architecture,

peradventure, may be undesirable for future

selection; and when it was in favour, it might

I

have been managedwith greater skill in numerous

instances
;
but it is depreciated even lower than

' is justified by the treatment of it iu such cases

' as we have alluded to, or in those of park en-

trances in many parts of the country. The
doubting reader who will accept the challenge

!

at comparisons, is referred to Albert^ Gate,

Prince’s Gate, the entrance to Keusington-

j

gardens from the Bayswater-road ;
aud that

I newly-formed, to St. James’s-park froin Pall-

j

mall. He will find it difficult, we think, to

make out that in such matters art has offered

any exhibition of advance, or that in any country

in Europe there is less thought given to like

works. It is difficult, in short, to discover any

work into which art has entered, as executed in

our parks during the long interval we have been

referring to. Indeed, with the exception of the

Serpentine-bridge, of a building or two inllyde-

park— as the Humane Society’s Receiving

House—which it forms no part of our present

object to have added to,—of the Achilles,

aud of a solitary resting-place and fountain

near the foot of the Serpentine, absolutely

uotliing now appears to exist,—or belonging

to the particular branch of art which we
have classed with landscape gardening. We
except the new bridge in St. James’s-park,

as only just being completed. But to it we can

return. Scarce an effort at combination—of

ground plot and grouping—is there as to tbe

palace, and tbe gardens of St. Jaraes’s-park.

Au alteration of the present arrangement about

tbe eud of the Mall and Palace forecourt, was,

it is true, projected, as our readers remember.

One object at that time, corresponding with the

general one we are putting before our readers,

rather than any way proposed for attaining the

object, deserves to be borne in recollection.

The improvements iu the parks under the pre-

sent regime, so far as they now demand notice.
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have been confined to the increase of garden

space, the cleansing of the ornamental waters,

and similar measures of very great v<alue, but

not exactly what we have just now in view in

the question of art. The broad, well-gravelled

walks, intersecting the sward from gate to

gate, are a boon to the pedestrian as com-

pared with the former pathways
j

yet, be it

observed, the alteration in the Green-park

is considerable ;
the rural appearance is con-

siderably impaired, and tliere is no substitute.

Let the reader fancy new roads driven straight

through the beautiful and uncultured parts of

Hampstead before named; and a fair idea will

be given of the operation of the interfering

hand—albeit not of the relative extent of the

changes. Now, in such cases—since good dry

walks must be made, aud occasionally without

the fringe of flowers and garden ground which

partly supplies the place of art in St. James’s-

park,—wh''^ not have introduced in the course

of that unvarying line, a few simple pedestals

with statues and flower-vases, a few breaks aud

recesses for the seats
;

and (were there any

spot of sudden declivity) a flight of steps, with

wings, terrace, and balustrades. The interpo-

sition of some such objects, or even otliers

which are of a more simple kind, supplies a new
efl’ect in place of that which had to be sacrificed.

These trifling suggestions for such a case,

however, form a ver^ small section of the con-

trivances through which architecture and art in

general might be made to contribute to the

beauty of our parks, as of our squares and other

open spaces. The main object which we have

in view, is to get the principle of the combina-

tion as a point recognised where any public

works are needed, in which either architecture

or landscape gardening, separately, may be sup-

posed to come into play. We would undertake

to prove that such a corabination for effect, be-

tween nature and art, has been sought for iu all

periods possessed of any perception of the beau-

tiful, and any acc^uaintance with the laws of

taste. It was this perception which made the

Athenian architect plant his temple on the

Acropolis, and the dramatic artist and poet

apeak under the canopy of heaven, amid the

ambient beauty of the sea and the hill-side. It

was this that produced the intermixture of

horticulture with art, which was seen alike in

the houses of the Homans, the Moors, and

the modern Italians, and still exists with the

Chinese. In the Italian villas, the garden at

the back, even where confined in space, was
made a very beautiful feature. A piece of

architecture generally terminated the site, and

formed a background to the scene
;
and sculp-

ture and fountains were there introduced as in

other parts. The main feature referred to was

the grotto,—of which, the term, but not the art,

survives. M here the ground rose at the back,

advantage was taken of the fact to introduce a

succession of terraces and steps, like those which

we have suggested in somewhat similar circum-

stances. In our own Elizabethau architecture,

the balustradcd terrace with its flight of steps,

mingled with the foliage of the garden for the

united result. At Haddon-hall, in Derbyshire,

there is an excellent example of tins combina-

tion: and it forms an annual subject for some
exhibited drawing. Again, at Ilampton-court,

the combination of forms of architectural art

with trees aud flowers, is illustrated ;
as it is

also in the approach bounded by sculpture at

intervals, and overshadowed with cedars, to the

portico of the villa at Chiswick. Pleasing

effects, such as may illustrate the argument,

can be observed in Kew-gardens. Chambers,

who laid out the grounds there, has left ap-

pended to his “ Treatise,” several designs of

the character which would be appropriate for

the Loudou parks—were buildings, ralher than

minor objects of architectural art, now especially

in question.

Not only by the introduction of terraces, at

various levels, but bj all the other architectural

and sculpturesque aids to landscape gardening,

you increase both the variety or interest, and

the apparent space. Put, the aim should be

—

iu conjunction with the addition of garden-

ground to our open spaces—to introduce always

a number of architectural aud sculptural acces-

sories. Lodges, piers aud gates, and boundary

walling, railing, aud lamp-posts; statues and

fountains
;
terraces and steps

;
balustrades and

vases
;

sunk gardens, grottos, and alcoves

;

screens and porticos
;
colonnades and arcades

;

bridges and boat-houses, are some of the sub-

jects on which architectural art could he e.xer-

cised with the greatest advantage. Many such

accessories—as for example, the sunk gardens

and terraces—could be introduced with the

greatest advantage as features in our squares.

Ground such as there is in the squares, should be

more frequently devoted to the public. Lakes,

streams, and waterfalls could be made to do more
towards the beautiful than at present. "Witness

for what does exist, the very ambitious design of

the emissary of the Bayswater sewer, and that of

the railing and boimdary of the opposite or

lower end of the Serpentine. What became
of the columns of the Quadrant ? Might they

not have been set up in the manner of the

Italian colonnades, roofed with trellis-work and

twining plants? What has become of the

fragments of many an old portico or gateway,

as well worthy of being put together in Ilyde-

park, as Inigo Jones’s gate was by Lord
Burlington at Chiswick. The columns of the

portico at Waustead House, one of the most
admired of the works of Colin Campbell, were

last heard of in a dealer’s yard.

Amongst the improvements required in Hydc-
park, is that of a road from north to south,

near Kensiiigton-gaideus. This want has often

been spoken of. We notice it here to say, that

the very provision of the communication

—

which would probably be sunk way, as

suggested in these pages—-might be made to

serve some of the objects we have been con-

sidering.

Also, it may be hoped that the intended

memorial of the Exhibition of 1851 will be

erected on the site of the building of that year

;

aud that architecture and sculpture will both

contribute through such agency, to the object

here treated of. The present Chief Commis-

sioner is fully disposed to go with us, and only

needs support from without.

The comments on the original plan, and those

on the present appearance of the bridge iu St.

James’s-park, help to show that our subject is

very far from being now understood. It was a

view of the matter that we could comprehend,

that any interruption to the prospect was not

desirable
;
but not so that which, on the one

hand, ignored the fact that a bridge of stone

or iron may be made a beautiful thing in itself,

.

and grouping advantageously with the natural
|

objects, and on the other hand, presumed that

a “light suspension-bridge” would be as it

were, without any effect whatever. The opinion

of some of the authors of designs in the

Government Offices competition, as to the

chains of Ilungerford-brictge, aud the prospect

along the river, may be referred to. Giving up

the idea of a carriage-way, a foot-bridge ajleur

d'eau might have answered all objects of con-

venience and taste. The present nridge inter-

rupts the prospect no doubt more than those who
sanctioned it anticipated. But iu itself, the design

does not deserve the condemnation which some

writers have thought themselves justified iu

expressing.

Criticism of the kind just referred to, how-

j

ever, makes us more tliau ever anxious as

to the future of our art — dependent^ so

largely upon public appreciation. What is to

be hoped for, if the first care of the judge

is to convict, aud on conclusions not drawn

from thought, or reason, or experience, but

by mere ipse dixit of a man destitute of art-

education and taste, possessing no claim to tbe

office of the teacher, and forming his opinions

solely fi-ora the detection of a resemblance to

some supposed vuilgaror familiar form or object.

Architecture requires now for public teachers,

men at least generous and capable of being

warmed to admiration. Wanting these, the art

will never grow to great elevation in England.

The self constituted critic—really nothing feel-

ing, and nothing knowing—will continue to pick

ou°t supposed defects, or award unqualified cen-

sure,— for, the man who finds fault, in art, half

the world thinks must have superior knowledge.

He is rather just the reverse of this. The public

contract the habit of assuming to judge; and

to censure—where the fault lies iu their own

physical and mental unsusceptibility. The very

profession is infected by the disease, and the ex*
treme classicist or the medisevalist is incapable of
appreciating architecture in the abstract, and
the beauty which may exist in any style. We
believe that architect ure is capable of conducing

more than it has lately done, to real public

enjoyment and good. The British people must
be made to feel that the art has a character aud
purpose beyond that which it has lately reached

;

aud we know no means so valuable for such

an office as we coutemphitc for it, and other

ends, as the means which we have suggested.

BRITISH ARCHEOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.

It appears to have been reserved for modem anti-

quaries to discover that the pursuit of their art may
be rendered pleasant and enjoyable, and that their

labours may be smoothed and enlivened by what is so

agreeable to the physical organization of the student,

and, consequently, so strengthening to his mental

powers— a change from the narrow confines of the

study to the free, broad, blooming country itself. Your

antiquary is ceasing to be the isolated and cccentrie

individual whom the satirist has regarded as fair game

for his wit. He has acquired a turn for social

gatherings and journeys made in company with his

fellows
;
and although he is as deep in his literary

researches as his predecessors, he docs not stop there,

but, like General Suwan'ow, “goes aud sees.” ‘'Coup

d'ceil," said the old Russian veteran, “coup d'ceil for

me!” The antiquary echoes the sentiment; and,

composed as the British Archrcologiral Association is,,

there is no occasion for wonder that they make
successfiJ assaults on ancient castles (happily without

the loss of a single life), and gain instaut admission

into old abbeys without asking the permission of my
Lord Abbot, whom God assoyle !

Tli's was the care last week in the “ cast countrie,”

of which Norwich is the principal city, and which was

selected by the British Archrcologicnl Association as

the scene of their fourteenth annual congress. Some
of the remains the Association inspected are almost

entirely engulphcd by the inexorable past; but the

arcbffiologist may say to Time triumphantly,

—

“ You may break, yon mny shatter the vase ua you will.

But the scent of the roses will cling to it still.”

The old associations still hang on the trembling

Avails, the oH traditions still cling about the moiildcr-

int; stones
;
but Ave must proceed to details, although

we ought to add that, some of the objects of interest

visited by the Association are in a better slate of pre-

servation, and others in a slate of reaturation,—

a

circumstance which appears to excite a feeling of

dissatisfaction in some minds having a strong auti-

quariun bias.

Armed with large and resplendent pieces of paste-

board, the metiihers of ihc Association assembled, on

the afternoon of Monday, 2-tih iilt. at the hy no means

attractive, so far as the exterior is concerned. Guildhall

of Norwicli. The council chamber, in whi’-h they

assembled, to some extent redeems the building, and

the fine stained roof and grim old porlraits on the

walls accorded well Avith the charact<r of the meet-

ing. The Earl of Albemarle, who had been selected

as president for the year, was introduced to the meet-

ing by Mr. PcttigrcAv, and the proceedings commenced

AA-ith the idterebange of a few compliments between

his lord-hip and that gentleman, and some expressions

of welcome from Sir John Boilcau, on the part of

the Noifolk Aichfc'jlogieal Assucialiou.

Mr. Pettigrew next read a valuable p.iper “On the

Antiquities of Norwich and Norfolk.” Tlie paper

stated that Norfolk is 210 miles iu circumference,

land ennipcises thiriy-three hutidicds and divisions,

coulainimr 700 parishes. 'I'lic name Norfolk literally

implies Northern-folk, as Suffolk implies Southern-

folk. The county of Norfolk, with Suffolk and a

portion of Cambridge, comorised tlie Roman province

of the leeni, aud the Saxon kingdom of B.tst Anglia.

In form the county is that of a AA'cdge, oml Camden

derives the name Iceni from Iken, a wedge. From
Tacitus scveial particulars may be leiirmil ol the an-

cient history of ihe couuty. After having submitted

to the Romans, it remained peaceable till the reign of

Claudius Cajsar, when Ostorius induced the people to

revolt, and the wars with the Roni-ms, under Boadicea,

who died by poison in the year 59, were the result.

Sever.al Roiiiau stations may be traced iu Norfolk,

with Roman coins aud other antiquities ot tlie period.

Alfred, when he subdued the Banes, erected, iu the

Avoids of an ancient chronicler, a fortress both of

brick and stone,” and the same monarch also im-

proved very greatly the fortifications of Nor'vich.

The castle, therefore, bears a very early dale. Coins

of Alfr«dj Athelsiane, Edward the Martyr, and Ethcl-

dred, haVebccu fouiul in the locality. On the occa-

sion of the massacre of the Danes, which AVas re-

venged by Sweytie, Norwich Avas burnt and wasted^

and a uew city rose on the ruins of the old buildings.
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In 1010 the Danes made a settlement in the locality,

and ve-forlilitd the castle, the oriiiinal foundation of

which is ascribed to Gurguutns, son of Bcllinus. It

was surrounded by three diichcs, in consequence of

which there have been numerous disputes as to the

original character of the building, some declaring it

to be British, others S.ixou, and a third class of dis-

putants affirming it to be Koman. The charters of

the City of Norwich date fr<ini the time of Heury I.

The original c-haiter was renewed by Stephen, who

first gave the ]>lacc a corporation. Charters were

also granted by llichard I. John, Henry III.

and Henry IV. The la'-t sovereign made Norwii^h

a county of itscK, and vested the government

of the city in a juayor, aldermen, two sheriffs, a

recorder, a steward, and a common council, con-

sisting of sixty members. The walls of the ancient

city of Norwich were three miles iii circumference,

and were flanked by a great number of towers. Por-

tions of the Walls still remain. There were also

twelve gates, and within the city six bridges. Mer-

chant’s marks arc very common in Norwich, and

were employed chiefly from 1300 to 1600. The

monasteries and convents of Norfolk and Norwich

were, iu early times, very numerous; and several

ancient guilds, established for the advancement of

tiaJe, charity, and religion, flourished iu the district

for a very long period. Adverliug to the cath' dnil,

Mr. Pettigrew s ;id,—The Norwich Cathedral Priory

may be characterised os mostly Nurmin, having a

long nave, choir with scmi-circular east end, transept,

dormitory, refectory, and sti angers’ hall. A small

portion only will be fouud to belong to the Early

English peiind, aud in this style will he found a

portion of the strangers’ hall. The chapter-house,

cloisters, and cellar hcloug to ihe Decorated period,

and examples of the rerpciulicul-tr may be sieu in

poitious of the cliuir, wliich also characterise a pait

of the cloisters. Tlie first sloue of the Cathedral

Church of the Holy Trinity was lahl by Ileibuit dc
j

Xoziiiga, iu 1096, aud sixty monks were therein

placed, aud in the adjoining priory in 1101. They
were Bencd’ctiues. Mi-. U. IluroJ ihinks thccduirch

of Herbei t to have hci u buili. ou Ihesitf'of a more
ancient u-;c, didicaicd also to llic Holy Tiinity. It

appears, bewever, that the Cathcrlrai Clmri-h was
commoi-ly called Clirist Claireh

; aud early references

a"e made to it by Titled and by the ihroiiirlcr Ingiil-

p’lns, u'ul'.r dale of 1070. It is curious that whilst

ill the wills of the upper classc.s it is siylcd Church of

the Holy Triniiy, iu th.isc of n more Ini'nble dcscrip-

tim it is r;.]ied Christ Church. Of ihC'C pecnliiiri-

ties, hlr. lUrroJ luis ci'ed several cxamjilcs. Mr.
Spiirdees Ins proved Ilcibert to hive been a>i Etig-

lishman—nut a Niirman, as generally supposed
; that

he was home at yyleliam, in the Iluudred of Iloxne,

inSoff.dk; and ihat the np|.eudage “ de L izinga,”

almost uniformly aitaclied lo his name, must hove
been a niekiiamc given lo him by his ditractors after

his decease. The cnllicdral was damaged by tire as early

as 1171 : a century Liter, it was agniti ra-vaged by that

element. Two gates give cnlrance lo the precinct—the

upper, St.Eliielberi’sGaU*, hnilt by I lie eii iz--ns al'terthe

fire of 1272; the lower, know n as E-|iiagham Ga'c.
Upon this the word “ Pcii-i ” lies bicn. o''ten recorded

to be inscribed, aud t'lc buildiug of the. cate i.s said

to have becu erected as a penance or pnnhshment to

Sir Thumns E p’ligham iLr liis supposed L'dlardv.

Tliis word, however, is not “Peu-i,” hut “ Ycnk,”
and means “Think:” it is, in short, St Tlimoas’s

mot'o, “Beware.” Vrith regaid to the time of

erection, Mr. Hnri od jiislly infers that it must hivc
been subseipu-iit to Mil. as the arms of his two
wives occur upon it, and he did not marry Joan
Wallon until this sear, llis first wife w,"s Joan
Clopton. lie died iu 1428, and, t'gethir with his

wives, was iiiicricd in the uorih aislcol the choir, but
his tomb has Ijcch destroyed. The line stone vaulting
in the nave is attributed lo Bishop Lyhait, whose
rebus ficqiitiiily occurs. Jlc was bishop lictvvieu

1426 and 1436. Tlie bo.^scs of the roof and the
cloister foiiiierly prcsenlcd an iinmeiise number ol

historioal figures, iimoiintiiig (according to Pliili(>

Browne) to 328 iu number, curiously carved. The
series extended ill siibjuts 'r-'Hi ihe Creation lo the
Last Day of Judgmoir. The pabitiug and gildiiio- of

these have b en eniir. ly removed by a coating of
stone-coloured w .sh wiih wliii h it was disfigured in

1806. A circular opening h tween the west door aud
screen, of considerable s^zc, has often been n subject
of ro ijectnrc and iVsi-uss-ou. Mr. Harr, d has, ]

think, solved tlic qu slimi, by rcfcrouee. to an extract
from “ ^^'altou’s II story of English Puelrv ” (vol. i.

page 240), tokeu from Lambardc’s Top igraphical
Dictionary. It i-iiiis thus:—“I nivscl', l-eine: a

child, nnec saw in Poiilc’s Cluimli, at 'at a
feast of \\ liitsUiBide, wlienrc the coming down 0! tlia

Holy Ghost was set I'l-rth by a whit-j ]i‘ge(jn tli, t wrs
let to liy nut uf a l.o’c that is u-t to be seen iu the
mydtt of the r.iol of the g-oit i'c, and by a Jong
ceuserwhu-'', di-i(.-ind ng i.ur of the s.uiu- pEec atmoA

to the ground, svas swinged up and down at such

length that it reached at one swepe almost to the

west gate of the church, and almost to the qmer
stuirs of the same, breathing out over the whole

church aud compaaie a most pleasant perfume of such

sweet things as burned therein.” Mr. llarrod has

observed, in a very c isnal peep at the Sacrist B' lls at

Norwich, charges made for letiing a man down from

the roof habited as an angel, with a c-nscr to cense

the rood. This feat, he observes, could have been

accumiilished from the hole I have alluded to. The
tower, E irly Norman, must be esteemed for its gran-

deur aud beauty. The lo'ty perpendicular spire is

also entitled to our adiniralioa. A painted wooden
reredos. formerly in the cathedral, has been removed,

and fixed in a corner of the vestry. It belongs to the

fourteenth ceulury, and represents, in live compart-

ments, the Scourging,Bearing of the Cross, Crucifixion,

Resurrection, and Ascension. Its recovery is due to

Mr. H-irrod, who found it doing duty as a table for

sorting paper in the treasury, turned bottom upwards.

The stalls (subsellia), or miserereas, as they arc vul-

garly and ridiculously called, are numerous iu the

Cathedr.Hl. Mr. llarrod cnunierates the subjects

carved upon 62 of these—the lumiber required for

,

prior, siib-piior, and 60 monks. They present per-,

sonificatious of s iints, emblems, heraldic beoiings, and
,

many arc very grote-que. Several e-xhihit mm-h skill, ^

and their execution has been assigned to about 14S0.
In a Norman niche, above the north door e.xteriorly is

a sculptured figure of a bishop, which has been con-

jectured to be a represent ition of Bishop Herbert, the

founder. The cloiAcr lias reci ived much and deserved

attention from Mr. ll-irrod, who is warm in his ex-

j

presuons as lo the magnificence of its area, the beau y
and variety of its archi'ectiue, and its ma vello is

'

roof. It is no', however, the Novmau c’o'sicr, aid
whether that wes of stone or wood is unknown. The
present cloister dates 110 earlier than the dose ol the

^

13ih century, and niay he c.msid'Tcd as heloniing lo
I

the hegimiing of the deeoraticl period. The fir.; of

1272 destroyed the orlgimil (doist'T. There is a par-

ticular account of the buildmgof the |)rcsi-ut cloister

by William of "Worcester, preserved ia C.hrist Cnurch
College, Cambridge, and the date given to the com-
mencement of the w.iik is fixed at 1297, aud by Loi d
Ililpli Walpole, tbea Bislioj) of Norwich. This is cou-

j

firmed by a stone in the west p Tt of the (d'lisfcr with '

this inscription “ The Lord Rilpb Walpole, Bishop
'

of Not wich, placed me here.” Tlie inceptor aud di s'gmr
is ill like manner clislinguis’icd on anolher stone by an :

inscri]iliou— “Richard Upphalh- placed mo.” The door
j

into the cathedral is re iiarkahlc, and has been figured
[

by Cjricr and Britton. Mr. Pettigrew' also made
j

some inteicsting observations on the rood screens;

and rural paiiitiugs of tlie district. The examples,
'

he said, are yet iminernii?, aLhough iminy fine speci-

inciis have disappeared. Painted rood screens were
more U'lniiTOi's in - Norfolk than, perhap*, all

other counties t'lg'-thcr. Three hundred at least, nc-

cordiog lo a calculation made by the Rev. Richard
Hail, must linve been desli'oycd by the Puritau.s, and
the suhscqniut neglect of them. They arc floe

illiistralions of mvdiicval art, aud good, examples arc

rcmniniiig at Worstcad, Ba'tmi, Marsham, Aylsham,
and Raiiworth, of the latter of wliich Mr. itnit has

given us a plate. He has also exhibited ihe pecu-

liarities in the Colours employed, and the ineuis of

applving them. Of a very extended and remarkahte

example at the church of St. Andrew, at Nurlh Bui--

liugbam, the Rev. Juliu Green- h-j.s given au account,

mid attempt ed a synopi ie table lo facilitate descripticu

and aid iu comparison. No one has, howaver, yet

f)llowed so excellent an cxamida,—The suhji-cts on
lliis screen arc most divcrsifiid, and present re-

preseiitiitions of various saints, viitucs, powers,

angels, archangels, &c. The table embraces the sub-
!

ji-cls ou the screens ai Barton, Irr.tcad, Raiiworth,

L' s^itigham, and North Biirlingham. The Rev. James
Lee Warner has also described a scic 11 at Hoiightoii-.

Mural painiings have been discovered iu several

Ni'i-fulk cliuichcs. Mr.DiWsuii Turner Las a fine

eollcciion of drawings of them, thirteen relating; to
i

CaifieLI Church, of the time of Edward III. He is
'

of opinion that a large prop rtion, and ))0ssiidy the '

whole of the Noifolk pirochial cliurches, had tlicir

interior walls origiualiy ornamented witli paintings,

and thai these were the woik of difierent hands, froui

the suiuts, S:c., on the rood loft scricns, and were
also very inferior in po'ut of cxeeution. 'J'hc Very !

Rev. P. C. Iluseiib'-tri has minutely descriiied tiie

sihjcels— The Win cl of Foi iune; the Tree iT the.

1
Seven Deadly Sins

;
the Cjntrary "^'irtiics; Bap'isin

;

Coufirmalioii
; Penance; Confession

;
Malrliiiony

;

E.\treme Unction
;
Crucifixion

;
the S imaritaii Wi.man

and the Saviour at the Will of Jacob; Si. Luke;
Nnihmi and Divid. 'I'hesc .arc not to be consideied

ns alt igelher perfect, but sutln-ietilly so to enable the

Subject lo be di-jccrncil. Aiiutlier iinir.il p unling was
Uiuiul at Wiiubot;h:im C iiirch, represcnlirig St ChrU-
topliM- wiih the Iiiiaiit Saviour; ami at Crestwiglit

Church there are the Deadly Sins, St. Michael, St.

Christopher, Christ before Pilate, the Confession, &c.

;

at Ditcliiugham Church, the Resurrection, aud other

subjects, as at Wymondbam. At Drayton, Mr.
Husenhelh has described St. Christopher, St. George,

Christ appearing lo Mary Magdilen, Consecration

Crosses, the Saviour. At Cawston, the Rev. James
Bulwer has made out St. Agnes

;
whilst at Brook, the

Rev. William Beal has found the Creed writtcu in

eleven small narrow parallel columns, extending the

whole width of the church, iu colours, red and black.

This was on the western wall, so that clearly at the

time in which it was executed—probably about the

corameiicumcnt of the Reforuiiition—it could not have
been the practice of worshippers in reciliug the Creed
to turn towards the cast. 'Jhe cominaodments were
also wriiten on the wall, and there is also a curious

rcpresenlatioQ of an alewife similar to the one en-

graved by us from a Miserere in Ludlow Church. The
ale represeuted as being drawn from the barrel is per-

S'liiified by flame. An angel above is issuing also

forth in fire, and flames are beneath the wood-
work ou which the bari'cl rests. Iu the course

of his paper (which was ordered to be printed in the

Transactions of the Association) Mr. Peltigrew re-

ferred, ill terms of high praise, to the labours of the

Norfolk and Norwich Aicluejlogical Society, who, he

s.iid, had brought to light a great number of iuteresting

facts.

The pa ler concluded, the company left the Guild-

hall and proceeded to the castle. Here Mr. Pitch,

who acted as cirerone, pointed out that the building

was placed on the top of a lofty hill, neither circular

nor quadrangular ia shape, but pai'laking a little of

the chai aetcr of each of these form*, and that it was

surrounded by at least one large ditch, which is still

apparent and completely round it. The original shire-

house (we are qnoling Mr. I'ituh’s observutious) stood

iu nearly a stra'ght line wiih the bridge in the centre

of a spiee now used as a ca‘ tie-market; aud the build-

iugs iu the ditch surrounding it, and lying to the east

of it, were in the castle fee or bailey, under the juris-

dietiou of the constable of the cistle, where stood the

church of St. Mu tin in the Bailey, and where doubt-

less eighty unoccupied houses mentioned in Doomsday
were situated. All the castle buildings are now gone,

except the great tower. The restoration of this may
have been desirable, and absolutely ueerssary, but the

antiquary cao no longer discover the features of his

old fricii'l under the ma'k of Bnih-stone with which

it is now encased. The keep or great tower remark-

ably resembled in arrangemeut that of Cnstle Rising,

which, although smaller, is much more complete. At
Rising, for iustiiuee, the maiu wall dividing the tower

into two parts is uearly eutire. Here all trace of it is

gone, except ou the iiiterunl face of the west wall which
has the nulliue of it shown by modern brickwork.

Tile great t'wvcr stands on the south-west part of the

hill, the stairs of entrance on the caattrn side being

nearly o])posiie ihe way over the bridge. It is nearly

square, being 92 feet by 96 feet, the greater length

being from cast to west. The walls were, as is so

frequently the case, composed of stoue from the nearest

quarries; thsc of Northamploo stoue faced with Caen
stone. 'Ilie surface of the lower oomparimcnts ou the

west and south sides of ihc exterior was o' faced flints,

a facing which his eiitirvly disappeared in the resto-

ration. As it was not a mode of construction of the

Norman period, this pecuHaiity m ^y fairly be put

dowu to repairs two or three centuries later. The
basemciit s'ory (»f the tower was plain, and was for-

merly of ooiuniou faced flint work, worked with small

loops lit regular iiiltr\als, aud above that to the bat-

tlements were a scries of arcades of Norman arches df

a pLdii and effective cluiracler. Iu the lower arcade,

ou the south side, a corbel stone, iu the form of a

lion’s head, set very oddly in the tliird pauel, puzzled

minv; but an iospeelion of the interior of the, wall

would have enlightened thi-m—it is the vent of a

drain from a small arched niche iu the interior. The
north side d'ffers fi-oiu the others iu haviog six but-

tresses instead of five, and Mr. Woodward conjectures,

v\ ith all probability, as a large hall occupied great part

of that side of the towc", that it was origiual and

intended to give additional strength to the wall. Both
Norwich and Rising are eutered through an eastern

tower, by a stair.-ase extending the whole of the

cas'crii side. At Risiiu this is nearly iu its original

state: here, unfortunately, many u pairs aud altera-

tions liavc lakeu pHce, nud what is now iiresenled to

view is but au approximation to what it must originaUy

have been. In one respect the modern aspect differs

entirely from the ane'eut for whether the stair was at

any point broken by a drawbridge, or ouly stopped

once or Iwice by a poitoullis, there cui.be uo reason-

able doubt th it at the south side of the entrance, or,

as it h s bccu ii imed, Bigod’s to«cr, an arch of

entrance origin, dly exi^ted. There was uo entrance

into the great tower from below. The space below,

although viiuUed over, has no apparent opening to it,

and thereiu cntiieiy agi'ccs wiih Castle Rising. On
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t)ic west, or main wall of the great tower, is a double

doorway, spanned by an arch of great size. This arch

is all excised work, and, consequenlly, very early. It

is supporlcd hy four coliunn«. Upon the first capital

on the left side is a huntsman, with a sword by his

side, and a horn in his right hand; while with his

left he holds a dog in slips, which appears to he
attacking an ox. On the second capital is another

huntsman, spe.iring a wild boar of nuu-nal size : hi.s

left side is covered by a long-pointed shield. The sub-

jects on the capitals on tlic right side nrc doubtful.

This arch, as at Ri-ing, undoubtedly opened into a

large and lofty ball, having a range of windows on
the north side, some above and hy the side of Bigod’s

tower in the east wall, and some traces of which may
still be seen in the western wall. 'I'he main wall of

which I have spoken as dividing the great tow'er in

the centre, ran east and west, and the other lialf of

the floor, of which the great hall occupied ibe lu rih
side, had on the south two equally loity aparlmcnts,
the west one bring the larger of the two, and haviug
the convenience of a large fircpl tce. The correspond-
ing room at Cas'lc Rising hns been conjectured to he
an armoury. It may have been the original intention
here

;
but it will be remembered that from the time

of Henry III. if not before, the exclusive use of this

great tower vvas the ci'nlineinent of prisoners; and
therefore here, as at Ncwcas'le and oilier jdaens, this

large room may have been aripropriaicd to a better

sort of prisoners, who desired better fare than the
rest, and had the means of paying for it. The third

room has bcen,the source of much speculat'on. It bad,

at its south-east corner, an arch, opening in a recess,

in which are varluns rude carvings, wherein one anti-

quary sees the altar-piece of a <’hap<l, another only
the efforts of some half-demented piisoncr. Tlie
entrance to this oratory is through an arch, suppm-ted
by two columns, the capitals of which arc oruriiucnted,

that on the le't by an elegant figure on the front : at

the angles are pelicans vnlning tlieir breasts. The
capital on the right is exceedingly interesting : its

style is peculiarly Norman. Among the earvings in

this oratory is the representation of the Tiinity.
'

Tlie

Father is seated, having a crown on his head; and the
infant Jesus on his right arm

;
and below the child, a

dove. The second, St. Citheriiie crowned, having a
small wheel in her right hand

;
the next is St. Chris-

topher, a gigantic figure, much defaced, having a
staff in his right hand, and the iufiiut Jesns on
his left shoulder. These figures appear to have
been coloured: they bespeak au early period. Be-
neath these on the ferr, is another sculpture, in belter
style. The walls and loops of the oratoiy are covered
with armorial bearings, devices, and parts of fuiires.

I call your attention to the fact of the existence of

galleries in the thickness of the walls, which were
originally entered by the smaller of the two doors in

the entrance tower. This opened by a short passage

into a newel staircase, at the north-east anulc
;
and

front that staircase, at a little elevation ab'>vc, the

gallery on the north wall commenced. This runs
along, passing in front of tlie great windows of Hie
hall, at a considerable elevation above the llom* of it,

and passing the remarkable line at the nmth-west
angle, called the kitchen, eommnuicaled with a we-t-

ern gallery, which, running behinil the jiantries of the
hall, communicated with a remarkable series of cbiaem
The south-west angle also has a newel staircase, as at

the north-east, and answering a similar pmposeof
communicating between this floor and the dnngr'ons

below', and with the platform and upper gallery of the

tower above. At the present time, the communica-
tion bctw'een the westi'm gallery and the southern
one is stopped. The eastern passage, starting from
nearly the same point as the northern one from the

north-east staircase, runs first pist the wiiidows light-

ing the hall, and then those lighting the corner roou',

in which the or.itory stands, wlicn turning into the
south wall, and i-unning into the upper windows of
this room, it descends s- veial steps, and reaches the

level of the windows of the gallery and armoury on
the south, bending at one point to jjass the flue of the
great fii*eplane of that apartment. Jlr. Harrod lias

pointed out tliat the great lower was covered in by
two roofs, of high pitch, ranging east and west, the
external w'xll, to the depth of tlie two upper arcades,

masking them. The marks of them will be easily

seen on (he iusiJe of the west wall.

From the castle, into tlic dreary regions of wliicb,

as Mr. Fitch observed, the incursions of crinoline were
never contemplated—the Association proceeded to the

fine old church of St. Peter, Mancroft. The restora-

tions of this church, which is one of the finest in

Norwich, have been frequently noticed in the

Builder, and they appeared to receive the approval of

the visitors. In the evening a conveisazinne was held

at the Guildhall, at- which Sir Forlnnatns Dwnriis nad
a paper on the piivileges of sanctuary formerly ac-

corded to churches, and their [irecincts, monasteries,

and other religions houses. "VVe may, perhap«, ndverl

to this pi'pcr, which displayed great eiuailiou and

research, on a future occasion. Mr. J. R. Planrhe
also contributed a paper on “ Raoul dc Gad, first

Earl of Norfolk.”

On Tuesday morning tbe first object visited was
St. Andrew’s Hull, a poition of the old convent of

the Black Friars. Here Mr. Pettigrew read a paper

which stati c! that the great hall of St. Andrew, now
used for civic, festive, and charitable purposes, origi-

nally constituted the nave of the conventual building,

aud that which is known as thcDutch Cbiirch formed
the choir. The periods embraced by the building

were the I-ecora'ed nnd the Peipeiidiculur
; and it did

not, therefore, lay claim to a very C'lrly date. The
settlement of the monastic orders in Norwich must be
a-scribi dto the thirteenth century. 'I'lie Black Friars,

or Dmniiiicanp, took the lead *iu 1220: about the

same time probably the Grey Friars or Franciscans
appeared : the "White Friars or Cai indites were thirty

y.-ars later; and the Aivrnstiue Friars as late as

1290. Limits were in 12b9 assigmd to the Black
Fiiars of Norwich aud those i-f Uunwich, the former
being assigned the coim'y of Noifolk to beg in. In

1262 the Black Fiiars of Norwich received a hull

from Pope Uihati, dircciiiig them to preach a crusade
for the relief of the Holy Land, at that time overrun
by tlie Tarlars. To such an extent was the obtaining

of moniy carried, that by a bull the friars had given
to them the power to absolve nil who for laying violent

liands on rclg'ous persons, and forbnriiiiig of churches
and other religions places, &e. were under scalenceof
excoimnnnication, provided ih-v made satisfaction for

[

the damages done. Tlie Black Friars first established

tliemsclves on the other side of the river (Wenanm),
aud, in 1307, they removed, having obtained the
house of a smaller pcnitenii.il order, the Friars of

the Sack. The first house, according to Kirkpatrick,
w;i9 on the north side of Colcgate, near the chapel of

St. John the Baptist, over the water. This church
they possessed about the year 1250, and (here made
their monastery, extending it from time to lime. In
1307 ih-y obtaiued the house of the Friars dc Pceni-
tciitiu, and the former liabiiaticn was then called

the “ Olde Frcrcs Ycrde.” 'I'lie secoud Imnse was
obtained U[ion the suppression of the Friars de
Pffiiiittntifi by a cbaiter of Edward II. by which
they held their hahita'ion by the payment jii ffl/jiVi’

of lid- yearly. lu 1332 a complaint was made on
the part of the citizens loEiward HI. areusing the
friars of having, to the defriuicnt of the city, obtained

divers lands anil Iciicmcuts without iiiquiririon. An
inquiry was ordered into tlie n atter, but in 1345 a

charter was granted by Edward III. ronfiruiing to the
friars all their new acquiniiioiis. In the midst of Hie
large extent of land they thus acqiiiral they built

their churcli, on the north side their cloisters, and
next the river side their innllhonsc aud brewliouse.

The ground on the south side of tiicir church they
kept void, to serve for a large prcacliing yard. The
church was extraordinarily large, as sepulture in sncli

buildings was coveted by rich persons, who gavciaige
sums of money for the favour. The earlier part of

the building Ijcl.mgs to the Decorated period, includ-

ing the beautiful portion known as Beeket’s Chapel.

A finer church is conjectured to have been biidt

between 1345 and 1350, but the c'lnvcct was burnt

down in 1113 or 1414, and the monks were obliged

to re'uni to their formerboU'C, from which, in 1449,
another lire expelled them. They then n turucti to

St. Andrew’s pari.-h. The clnu'ch was rebuilt in a

more sumptuous manner in tbe reign of Henry VI.

The onveut rcccivid benefactions from others not

desiring burial in the church, and the friars parcelled

out their own merits to such as should be inclined to

[lurchiise them by h-tters of confraternity. Tlicnunibor

of the credulous in such matters apnea's to have been

considerable. The friars carried the iosti uments about

with them, a blank being left for the inseition of the

iccipieiit’s name. The records of the monnstirv

sliowed that, in 1470, Isabella, the Queen of

Edw.ird TV. togclber with bfr daughters ami suite,

lodged therein. The Black Frini-s of Norwich was one

of the few conventual cstalilishmciits which escaped

demolition in the reign of Henry VIII.
;
but in 1540

a charter was granted by tl at king, by which, in com-

[iliaiice with a request by the citizens, the whole

bouse and site of tlm convent were granted to them

upon jiayment of 81/. and 9s. sterling per nnnuin

into tlie Court of Augmentations of the Bevennes of

the Crown. Possession of the land was not obtained,

however, without a further payment of 152/. four

years ntterwavds. Intlielnll, tlie citizens, with the

mayor, aldermen, &e. were wont to assemble on jinblio

days to bear mass, but in the first year of Edward VI.

tbe proceeding w:is put down by Act of Pailifimeot.

The DuH'h obtained a grant of the chapd in 1625,

and it lias continued from Hint time. Other parts of

the cnnveiituiil building were approfiriatcd as gninaries

and places of deposit for various purposes. 'I'hc f iars

do not seem to have been beloved liy the citizens,

although tbe houses of friars and other monasteries

served frequently .as places of refuge for felons. The

preicliing-gronnd became a garden, and then aburial-
pl'-ce for tliose dying of the I'lnguc, a portion of it

continning to b.; used for prcaihing.

St. Andrew’s Church was next visited, and copies

of some of the hrassc.=, which attracted considerable

attention, were taken. The notice of the company
was also directed particularly to the east window.

Abi'ut one o’clock the parly rssenibled in St. Luke’s
cliapcl, at the cathedral. Here Mr. II. H. Burnell
gave some histoi icid details of the sa'^n d edifice,

through which he. afterwards c -ndiu-tel his auditory,

adding furihcr viva core I'xplanatious in Jesus cbapel,

and at oilier p^rinls. "Wit'i r''’erciicc to the orifice in

thereof above tlie nave, from which it was alleged

that a man hidb^eii let down to represent a flying

ang*-!, Mr. Burnell argued, that, from the small space,

a man could not be swung safely, so ihit the experi-

ment could have been tried I Illy once. The R*.v. J.

Buhver observed tint in Ron au Caihol'c cliurdi'S at

Madeira and L'sbon he bad seen rose Icives and broom
leaves thrown down fi'om the roofs over the congrega-

tions. Mr. Burnell siid iie liaJ seen n shower of bay

leaves from holes in tiic cril ng of a churcli in Rome.
Mr. Plaiiclie expressed his o| iaioii tnat the fm t ought

not to be ignored, iliut tbc'C was a record of a man
h iviiig been paid to descciid from tlie roof as sn angel.

It might have been done at a po-ttculur ceremony,

and not repeated.

From the ealhodral the tr.insiiiou was easy to the

epiS‘’opal pdace. Tnis buildiug has an uapretending

exterior, but possess' s some iuteiesting historical

as'ocialions. It is situated on the north side of the

precincts, and is reiiuted to have been erected by
Bishop Salmon, ill 131S, upon the site of a former

building. It suftend grciitly during the civil wars,

and the great hall was converted into a mectiog-

hoiise during that fanat'cal p riod, while other por-

tions were let ofi'. In 1656 i e great hall, which is

110 ftct long and GO A'ct widi', w.is demolishtd ; but

at the Restonitioii Bishop Riyuo'ds npiircd the

building at consider-ible ixpeiisr. Tiic Upse of time-

has now rendered further i'l
;
ara' ioi s of a minor

character necessary in several of theaparlmeuts, which

wear rather a diiiyy air. The B slop, nothing in

Norwich, was notable to receive bis visitors in person.

I'he kitchen of the palace, hy the way, is a large and

lofty apartment, with a vaiille l roof, and appears to

possess great culinary cnpiibi lies.

Leaving the palace, which
|

osrcsscs some pleasant

Gardens, the ciim[iany pr. ceeded to inspect some uf

the numerous churches of the city. The intense heat

of the weather gn atlv rcdiic' d. however, the uiimbcvs

of the party. Those who lal snifident pcrsistcucy

to press on were greatly struck with the exterior oc

the cliiireh of Sr. hlictinid, iit CosliiiK', which is a

beintiful specimen of fliulw-uk, iulaiJ with other

material.

The rcuiaindir of the af'ernoon was occupied with
an excurrioii to the Il'iman i eraains at Caistor. Copies

of a letter by Mr. Hudson Gurney, contending that

Norwich, aud not Cni-tor, was tlie site of the Venta

Icenomm. were distributed
;
and ilr. Fitch read a

historical ami desciij five paper, in which lie favoured

.Mr. Gurney’s conclusion Mr. Vere Irving (Scollmd)

appeared to ircliue to a contrary opinion. Sir John

B iilcau described the results of some excavations

which had been made on the spot,- and which had led

to the discovery of a sqmiie builJin'/, the floor of

which socnicd to have been cirefully beaten down.

No conclusion could he arrived at with reference to

the object to which this building was apjilicd.

In the evening another cowwrsi/j/owtf was held at

Norwich, when the moot question of the Veuia

Icenorum was again discn.'^si d, and ailjonrncd. A paper

by the Rev. Dr. Ilnscnb'tli fH.C), on sacramental

fonts in Norfolk, followed. The term ‘‘ sacramental

fonts” was used to design ite those baptismal fonts in

old churi'hes which are O'-namented with sciilplu'cs of

the seven sacraments o'" the Roman C.ilholic church.

A few remarks were offered, in a paper by the Rev.

Beale Postc, on some nprcscutatious of minstrils in

eirly painted glass, fiTim rly in St. James’s Canrch,

Norwich; and Mr. AV. 11. B!a"k (paUcop-apheri de-

scribed a short examination he h ul made ol the records

in the possession of tlic D> an and Ciiapter of Norwich

Catludral, and staled that lie bad received permission

to make a further investigatiou.

Eirly on AVednesday inoiming; (he members en-

tered on a tedious railway journey — 48 miles in three

hours— to King’s Lynn’ where they arrived shortly

after ten o’clock. The parly proceeded direct to the

Red l^Ionut,an(l aftciw.irds lo the Grey Friais Tower.

The Red Mount is also died the Dady's Chapid, aud

consists of an octagonal will of red brick, with a

cruciform cbapel inside, im asnring, from east to west,

17ff. 7in., by 14ft. from north to soutli, and 13fr. in

height. The Grey Friars Tower is a flue hexagon

steeple, which sTves as a laod-inaik to vessels enter-

ing the harbour. Shortly after eleven o’clock, a

meeting was h"ld in the a-se:nlily room of the vene-

rable and beautiful town-hill, whcc the eorpjration
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regali seals, cliarlers, and other ancient documents

were aiTjnged for inspection. Observations were

ofFerel on these charters by Jlr. AV. II. I3la<k, who

possesses an e.\traordiiiary power of reading old

moulcish Latin, Norman iFiencb, &c. Mr. Plnuche

made some remaihs on tlie sword reputed to have

been taken hy King John from his side and presented

to the corporation of Lynn. As regarded the hilt of

tlie sword, Mr. Piauche considered the decoration was

of the d.ile ot Henry YIIT. ; the blade was not of tbe

time of that monarch, and was probably an older one.

JVith reference to King John’s cuj) (now at the Man-

ch'ster Exhibition of Art Treasures), Mr. Planche

said he must throw over ih.- idea that it « as presented

t > the town by John, beenusc the whole of the decora-

tion and the enainelled figures were certainly as late

as tlie early pail of Edward Ilf. It was possibly an

obit cup. Jlr. Alan Swatrnan, who had communicated

a good deal of local information on other subjects, said

he hoped shortly to be able to establish Mr. Planchc’s

theory by a perusal of the records of the Trinity

Guild, to whom the cup hel'iigcd. A “ducking

stool for scolds,” which was esliibited in tbe room,

attracted some attention
;

and the party next pro-

ceeded to St. Margaret’s eliurcli, a noble pile, capable

of seating from 1,000 to 2,000 persons. The interior

has rather a metro])olilnn tlian a provincial appear-

ance, and in its general features presents some resem-

blance to St. Martiu’s-in-the-i'ields, although, of

course, the details are widely different. At the end of

the chancel is a fine circular window with tet trans-

verse mullions. At the west enduf the church are two

lofty towers, from which a wide bird’s-eye view can

he obtained of the town and harbour, and of the vast

tract of waste laud, now in course of rcclamatiou—the

\Va';h of former times, in which King John is said to

have met with dire misfortunes. Thi're is said to

have been oriuinally a lofty tower or lantern at the

intersection of the cross aisles, and a high spire also

surmounted one of tlie wesleru towers, which display
|

different styles of architecture. St. Margaret’s church

and priory were founded by Herbert, Bishop of Nor-
wich, in the reign of 'William II. and dedicated to

St. Mary Magdalen, St. Margaret, and all tlie maiden
saints.

After luncheon at the Globe Hotel, the party pro-

ceeded in omuibuses to Castle Rising. When they

had nearly reached the Castle, the Rev. James Biil-

wer, who was on the top of one of the omuibuses,

was unfortunately thrown to the ground as the

vehicle passed sharply round a corner. The rev.

gentleman sustained a simple fracture of the right

leg, and bis system was also a good deal shaken. He
was removed at once to Lynn, and Mr. Pettigrew

followed him iu a carria'ie, kindly placed at bis dis-

posal by Sir W. Ei'olkes, bart. The melancholy acci-

dent produced much gloom and depression, but aTer a

short interval hlr. Black read a paper prepared by
Mr. Pettigrew, “ On the Castle,” Sir Fortunatus

Dwarris being called to the chair, that is to say, to a

central standing position among the little knot who
assembled on the gruen sward, between the ruins and
the mound by which they are surrounded. The
writer described the Castle, in his paper, as an illus-

tration of Norman castrametation. Various posses-

sions which the Conqueror had bestowed on bis balf-

hrolber Odo, the Bishop of Biyctix, were, upon
Odo’s rebellion against William Rufus, transferred to

William B’Albini, to whose son the erection of Castle

Rising was attributed. William D’Albini married
Adeliza, the widow of Henry I. and then assumed the
title of Earl of Arundel, but was afterwards created

the Earl of Arundel. The castle passed to the four

co-heirs of Earl de Warenne and Surrey, in 1243

;

and,upon the partition of estates, the castle and manor
of Rising were assigned to Roger de Montault in

right of his wife Cecily, whence it descended to

Robert de Montanlt, of whom, and his contests with
the corpoiation of Lyuu, Mr. S.^alman had given

a very interesting account in HarroM’s “ Castles

and Convents of Norfolk.” By various Kinds it

passed through the family of the Dukes of Norfolk,

and LOW belonged to tbe lion. Mary Howard, widow
of Lieut.-Colouel Eulke Greville Howard, second son
of the first Visconut Templeton. Mr. liarrod sus-

pected, from the similarity of the arrangements iu tbe
castles of Norwich ami Rising, that the same architect

designed both of them. At one lime Castle Rising
was in the possession of “the she- wolf of France,”
Isabella, quteo-dowager of England, and here, by some
chrouiclt-rs and historiiiiis, her imprisoiiinciit and
death had been affixe •, hut Jlr. Swutmari (jiiestioaed

the accuracy of th- se opinions. Indeed, it had been
pretty clearly proved tliat her dca'h took place at
Hert'ord. The castle itsiif was built, within a circular
space, inclosed by a b.iuk and a ditch, and additions
had been made to the castle, east and west, under a
similar arrangement of earthworks. The parts now
remaining consisted o! tlic great tower or keep, the
chapel, the gate-home, and the walls of the co-isUbles’
lodgings, a brick builiiing of the time of Henry VI.

[8kpt. 5, 1857.

'fhc destruction of the castle apartments was rapid,

for, iu tbe 22nd Edward IV., “ there was never a

house iu the castle able to keep out the rain-water,

wind, or snow and iu the 19th Henry A II. various

parts were under reparation. With the destruction

of walls, the whole area of circular work was buried

several feet deep, and Colouel llow'ard removed many

thousands of loads to level the earth about the great

tower to the base line of the building. Sirae discus-

sion followed on tbe residence of Queen Isabella at

the castle; and it appeared to be the general opinion

that it was a kind of honorary iinprismimeut. Mr.

Alan Swalmau having afforded some curious informa-

tion witli reference to a law-suit between Lord Mon-

tault and the townspeople of Lynn, in which the

latter were cast iu 3,000/. damages—an immense sum

in old times,—Mr. C. E. Davis added a few further

viva voce comments on tbe castle, and also referred to

the remains of an ancientchurch iu the mound, probably

of the date of 1he eleveuth century, and of the same

form as the small churches in Irelaud. The company

then passed up the broad staircase of the castle, and

gazed down into tbe great hall, once, no doubt, a

scene of pomp and splendour. Qiiariinm muiatnsl

There were fowls
“
clucking ” on the floor, and straw

was littered down iu oue niche for some domcsiic

animal. There was, however, scarcely any time

allowed for moralizing on the scene, ns the time for

returning to Lynn had nearly arrived. A hurried

visit was, nevertheless, paid to the parish church,

which has been lately restored in the highest possible

style, and elicited warm expressions of admiration.

Lynn Station was reached at last, and, after three

hours’ tedious joltinn, the combined cfforls of the

Eist Anglian and Norfolk Railways deposited the

tired excursionists at Norwich.

V'ifh highly eommeudablc perseverance and energy,

the party rc-asscmbled at nine o’clock in tbe couucil-

chamber at the Guildhall, where a paper was read on

I

the gates of Norwich, interesting specimens of the

protective erections of the thirteenth and fuuitcenlh

centuries. The city suffered so much by the rebellion

of the bevrons iu the time of John, that it became
necessary to surround it with a wall, gates, bulwarks,

&c. for its defence. The building of the walls was
commenced iu 1294, and hence the castle, as a defence

of the city, became neglected. A nnirage, or wall-

tax, was levied, and continued for three years,

when a patent was passed for another
;
and various

imposts of a similar character were made, until

the walls were finished. Eleven of the gates or

houses were standing in 1786 ;
but the twelfth

had been removed when Blomfield wrote in 1741.
Eight of tbe gates were taken down iu 1792, and

the remainder in 1808. The Boom, Coui3'‘ord-

gale, Ber-street-gate, Brazen Door, St. Ste[)hen’s-

gate, St. Gilcs’s-gatc, St. Benedict’s-gate, Hcigham-
gate, St. Martin’s-giite, St. Augustinc’s-gate, Magda-
len-gate, aud Pockthnrpe-gate, were fortified places,

caiJiible of accommodiiting several men, and were bu'lt

evidently for de'ciice, having been of substantial

masonry, embattled and crenellated, with inachicok-

tions to enable those within to assail whoever might
attempt to enter. They had also portcullises, bars,

;

&c. At St. Martin’s-gate there were ten battlements
;

St. Augustine’s, twelve; Magdalen, thirl eeii
;
Pock-

thorpe, ten
;
Conisford. fourteen

;
Bcr-strect, twenty-

I

seven
;
St. Stephen’s, thirty-eight

;
St. Giles’s, fifteen

;

! St. Benedict’s, sixteen
;

ami Ilcighmn, four. Tbe
Boom tow ers constituted points of control over vessels

' going lip ibe river. A paper was next rc. d by Mr.
Ewing, “ On a Carving from Sir John Fastolf’s

I

House at Norwich.” Mr. W. H. Black made a verbal

I

report of his examination of the documents belonging

j

to the corporation of King’s Lynn ; and notes having

[

been compared of the day’s proceedings, the Associa-

tion adjourned till Thursday morning.
Here, for the present, we must jiause. We have

arrived at a central point iu the proceedings of the

Association, and must defer our notice of the excur-

sions to Great Yarmouth, YVest Norfolk, and Ely.
I

SOME DESCRIPTION OF THE MECHANICAL
I

SCAFFOLDING USED AT THE NEW
j

PALACE AT YVESTMINSTER.*
' Me now come to tbe Clock Tower, and I liave in

j

the outset to remark, that the principal peculiarity of

,

the scaffolding used in this and iu the Victoria Tower '

is, that it rose with the building, being, if I may so

express it, self-raising and seU-adjusling. The oilier

great peculiarity of tdl the tower scaffolds consisted

in the employment of steam power to hoist, tbe ste im-

engine being placed ot the top, aud close to its work,
instead of at the bottom, where it would generally be
fixed. In the erection of the Cluck 'fower the stone
aud other materials were raised htside from the ground
to the summit, so that, there being no appearance
extcrually of a scaffold or other contrivances, the
tower seemed to grow, as it were, by some inherent

I

* Continued from page -lai.

vital power. There is in the interior a shaft, intended

to be eventually occupied by the staircase and a lift-

maebine : advantage was taken of this shaft to raise

all the materials by machinery.

Main bearing beams, framed of whole timbers 2

feet 3 inches deep, and 14 inches wide, bolted and

strengthened, were stretched across the tower walls

from east to west, and on them rails were laid turned

up at each extremity. These bearers had points of

support on six blocks of cast iron with screws, which

could be r-aised at will, as hereafter described. A
secondary frame of timber or traveller moved on the

rails just nieutioned from east to west, and on this

second frame other rails were laid, on which the

sni ill travelling crah or jenny, used to set the stoue,

&c. moved. Means were provided to enable the man
in charge of the crab to move it and himself along,

with or without a load, by turning a windlass, having

a bevel wheel in conneelioa with the axles of the

traveller, and similar means enabled him to move
also the main traveller mentioned above. Thus every

facility was provided for the worked stone being

moved to any part of the tower walls in suspension,

and without handling. A further contrivance was

necessary, however, to raise it from the ground. To

effect this, two strong queen-trusses, the length of

tlie shaft or chamber above alluded to, and separated

as much as its width, would allow, were suspended to

the main bearers by meins of wrought-iron bolts

IJ inch in diameter, passing through the uprights

and sill-picccs of the trusses, and through broad cast-

iron plates under the sills : 4-ineh plauking was then

laid on the same sill-pieces, having in it an aperture

sufficiently large to allow the stone, &c. raised to pass

throOgh. Immediately over this aperture, and rest-

ing on the bead of the trusses, was the pulley F, over

which tbe chain tackling used passed to the ground.

A portable steam-engine (Gough’s patent) of 22-horse

power was fixed on this platform at one extremity,

with a driving band from its fly-wheel to a large

drum. II, about 3 feet 6 inches in diameter, at the

o' her side of the platform
;
and round this drum the

chain was coiled aud uncoiled. From this description

it will be readily seen that worked stone, bricks, sand,

water, iron, &<!. were raised from the ground up to

and through the aperture in tbe platform. In the

case of a block of stone, a small travL-lliiig truck,

moving on rails laid on each side of the a^rerture, was

run luider the block, which would be deposited on it

to allow tlie chain to be free for another descent

:

meanwhile, the crab first described, having been

brought over the block by means of tbe aiTaugcments

already detailed, would lift it and deposit it on the

bed prepared for it on the tower walls. The small

truck would be run back to allow' another stone to be

raided through the aperture iu the cugiue platform as

before, and the setting would proceed with such

rapidity that, to keep one setter at constant work at

the top, forty men were constantly preparing stone at

the bottom. It has been found in practice that, with

an ordinary framed scaffold and traveller, one man
will require twenty-five masons preparing stone to

keep him supplied, while, as just stated, by the use of

the sleam-etigiiie, one man required forty to prepare

stone for him. YVhat would be the proportion when

ihc old system of poles and rojies is used I have not

ascertained, but it would probably prove as far behind

the framed scaffold, with the traveller worked by hand,

as that is behind the powers of a scaffold where steam

power is made use of. It only remains to point out

the very simple menus of raising tlic whole of this

Iibitform, with its engine, crab, travelling tramways,

&c. the weight of which altogether, without any

materials upon it, was about sixteen tons.

The mniu bearers were long enough to bear from

w’iiU to wall. At the six points ordinary jaek-sevews

were placed, with solid large blocks of iron at the top

aud bottom of each, through the latter of which the

screw could pass. A uut or collar worked on the

screw, having sockets to receive the ends of the iron

bars used to screw it U2) or down, which were used in

the same way as capstan bars. Now supposing the

main bearers to be resting on tbe walls, as shown,

the jiick-sci'ews, having their nuts screwed hard up to

their heads, would be put in their places, the wails

tinder these beatings being built up to their under

sides. All six screws would then be worked simul-

taneously, and the whole arrangemeut, platform, en-

gine, and all, would be raised up at once about 3^-

feet, that huing the length of the screws. The tra-

vellers being then three feet clear of the tower, three

feet more of the work all rouud could be set, and

then a fresh lift would take place
;
though it is obvious

that by blocking up the main bearers from the walls,

two or more lifts of three feet each could take

1
place before setting the masonry was resumed, when

such a course was fonnd in some cases to be more

;

convenient, in this way the whole of the stone

,
work of ihe Clock Tower was raised aud set, and

I

when that was finished, the same power raised the

I iron frame-work, beams, and plates, of which the
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upper pni t of the roofing is forniecl
;

l)ut to fix which,

the sim]>le sc-iffolcl of poles and ropes, cleverly braced,

which still exists, was used.

The cost of the scaffold, with the engine and un-

ehioerv, may be roughly staled at about 700/. It

raised abon' 30 000 cubic feet of stone, about 300

rods of brick-work, besides many tons of ii-tUi and

other matters. It did ell this so quickly and cou-

tinuoiisly, that there was no excuse for the workmen,

either below or above, wasting lime; whilst its mani-

fest economy and precision of working need no further

illustration. The diiueiisious of the CLck Tower are

as follows :

—

External dimensions on plan, avernge fur the whale

height, 40 sqnai-e feet.

Ileigl't to ihe cornice below the <d)ck IfiO ft.

Tli ight thence to the top of the stone-work 51

Height of tlie metal roof containing the

bell-chauilicr 103

Total lu'ii;bt 314 ft.

Before quilting the Clock Tuw^-r T nny adveit to

the extraordinary reports a short lime ago cii'col.jted,

that it would he necessary lo ra'se Ihc great bell from

the outside, by nie.ins of a special scaffolding, at the

cost of sever.il thousand pounds,—only to say, that of

course Ihe subject had not been overlooked as was

charitab'y siuucstcd, but tli't arr.nigemciits had been

made fiotn the cnrmnencement to enable a bell as

large as was considered ap(irojinate to be raised up

the cenf'Til sh ift of the tower, and that at this mo-
ment nil tlie appliances of tackling, crab, engine. See.

arc prepircd and vxaiting for the proper lime to

arrive, w'hoii tlicic is ii' doulit that the bell will lie

raisL'd witli coi'taii.dy to its permanent position in a

single day.

Vtc’cojiiA Tower.

Al. the ^'il'toriuTo,w^l• much the eume principle of

arraugcuieut, .as fur as regaids the position of the

stcam-engiiie.aud the ris'ii; frame-work o'' the whole,

was made use of, ili un'h the much larger dimensions

of the stiiuc'ure c used some inipnrtatit dill'cn nccs.

The iiilcrnid di meter of the lower is 51 feet, and

over to over of (lie Uinet-, 70 feet. In the first

place, a strong trussed frenif, over the whole area of

the tower on pl.m, lial (o be emshueted to carry all

the maMhiuQi y, and sullii-iently s' iff to bear biun.r

raised nt ouoc by the screw power without any

rackiug or straining, and coosrqncut d’stmh-
ance in the position of the appuralcs upon it.

(See diagrams.) Tills framing ronsisud of single

balks of timber, 51 feet long, and 14 inches squ ire

(very niinilial specimens of timber). These beams or

sole pieces, AA.\A, crossed the a''en as shown, while

similar p'oees were placed all round close to the

iuside stiiTa-'C of the walls; di.igonai braces at each

corucr, ’L't. tied all fogelher o:i plan, and the four

beams cros.sing tlie centre of the tower were strongly

trussed, both ubove ami below, the latter being neces-

sary to i,e.->iat the upward strain on the centre sh'Uild

all three travellers be possibly loaded at the same
time. Thar the whole arrangement was tlius reudcrcd

perfeotly rigid ami st'ff, the experience of constant

use lor nine -yours lias abuiidmtly proved. A circular

cast-iron rail w,is ne.xt laid on llie frumwl platform,

while part of lie framing w.is covered with 2J-inch
planking, and defended by a h ind-rail for ilie sahdy
of wuikmcn

;
ami on this at C ihe portable engine of

six-horse p iwcr was placed, wiih its drum at D con-
nected by gear woik with the driving vvluel of the
engine. As the lower part of the Victoria Towi r,

which contaius the royid entrance, is groined over
with stone at the height of about 03 feet from the
ground, the materials for huiidiiig the upper pait
could not be raised inside, as at the Clock Tower, and
the mode adopted, as sliowu in tlic diagram, was the
result. An under trussed parallel framing or travel-

ler was formed, moving round a hollow pivot in the
centre of the tower E. and cxti-miiiig over and ilcar

ofthcwall^. The king-posts of the under trusses

were in fact framed trestUs, or couidcd shear legs,

bolted t igethcr and strengthened so as to be perfenlly
rigid as if in one piece. Ea<-h leg of these trestles

bad grooved wheels at the foot, which ran on the;
circular iron r.cil on the main i>l-ufonn fii>t dcsciibed,

j

thus encibliog the wiiole to radia'c round the centre.
I

A pu'Iey wheel, 4 feet in diameter, was ntlaclicd to
j

the fr.iinmg nt F, char of the outside I'f the tower
walls, ami a similar one wns fixed over the orifice in

|

the hidb-\v centre pivot above icfcr.cdto: over b th i

of th' se the chain from the engine drum wurheJ, and
raised stone, l.ricks, smd, Scr. f om the ground, whxh
were tbcu i’c| 0 -itcil liihcr on ilie walls or on the
planked platform in the angles, and the chain whs set
free for another dc-cent. There was also a contriv-
ance, iniii atcil in llic di •gram, to connect ihc Ii' isting
traveller, when required, with the ingiue d urn, and
to mo'C it a-d its load nmnd on the circular tram
rail to imy spot on ili'j lop of th - tower th.it might be
most convinicntfor deposit at ih? moment.

To set the stone so va'sed, there were tw'o other

I radiating framings or travellers, G G, formed iu like

I

manner, and also mo'ing ruund the cci-.tre by wheels

running on the circular tram-rail on the main

framing. These travellers were of su'-h a length rs to

^

extend lo the ont-ide of the anulc turrets, and they

could each commaud onc-bulf the area of the tower,

j

working at the same lime with the setter to each. On
' their upper beams rails were placed, on wh'ch the cr.ib

I

engine passsd to and fio. It will be evident that by

j

this arrangement cveiy parlioii of the towir walls
' cou’d be reached, and ihest'me raised by the hoisting

• macbineiy stt duwn in the place pnpin d for it with

the gri'Ot' st nicHy. To raise this huge platform, wiih

its enginp, radiating tiwelh-r-», See. weigliing nearly

; forty tun«, the followiog means were adopted, which

,

proved perfi ctly sncct s.sfiil to i be end of the works.
' At the poiu's, H ll II IT, gnid.” and hearing limbers
' were placed vertically, cmqiled toge’her with btilt-

I

holes at intervals, Tiiesc were scarfed and braced

together, in hcighls of 12 fec^, as required, and screws
i very ca; c'’ul'y nindc, 3^- inches in di meter and 0 feet

’ long, with solid herd pieces t-j fit under and grip the

timbers of the main iilaform, wire pTced between
' cai'li pair of tlicse guide-posts. By means of a bevel

pinion wheel with a winch handle, K, working through

amit at ih'-ir lower extremity, the large screws could

be raised or lowered wiih ease and cerlaiuty, and with
them the m fin plat'brm, the ends of wliose timbers

rested, as will be seen, on the screw heads. Tt.is

opera'ion was carried on by jiffs o'" 6 I'cct each, amun
being placed at each screw on the p'atfonn, H (which

being a'taclicd to the nut of the sciew, rose as it

rose), and all turning siiiiuUanconsly, tlie whole, mass
was niisiid s'ep by step, us required, up to and above
the top of the towi r jiarapct. It sfionl-i be mentioned,

that lo provide aaainst i^ny si rious a'lcidcnt, from dis-

arrangeuient .of the lifting screws, fyr iu-lanee. slots

or ciiasc=, 14 inches wide nud O inolns di.-ep, wcrch-fr

iu the walls of the tower at the ends of each of tlic

main beams : the-sc were eovefiilly built up in cemf-nt

as the fcaffolding rose, so that the only time any fill

could occur would be during the act of screwing up,

wlicu of course there would be no materials on the

platfurm to add to the weight, and any sui-h fa'l, had
it ociurred, would have been too limi'cd to cause any
injury.

No such .arcidciit, howcwir, occnrrcd, nnv imbed
has any liappened to doriiugc the machinery during
the whole time that it has bcim in use.

Tiie Vie'oria Tower scaffold has oficn had materials

on it weighing flirty tons, which, added lo its own
weight, make eighty tons. The Clock Tower scaffijld

has frequently had lo ciirry thirty tons of materials.

One very severe tiial was cxpevicuccd when the
'‘oriner lower was raised to the height of nearly 200
feel. The workmen, on leaving work, had omitted

their usual custom of liu-hiug one of the radiating

ttavcllcrs, to prevent the wind by any cliance moving
them. A hnrrieaue arose during the night and
lust'd the following day, and a violent gust acting

upoii the radiating anus moved tlicm round on the

cirniliir r.dl, tmd blow them together with ternfic

viuleurc, IIS may be siipposid, w’hen it is mentioned
that they were 50 feet in length. The report of the

Wow was licard nt a great distance, and those en-

gaged on Ihe work fiiUy anticipated .that the framing

must have been shulleced; but when they ventured

up to examine, as soon as the wind abated, it was
m ist siilisl'aclo y to lind that no trace of duuiigc was
to be S'ceri, the whole arrangement h iving proved

amply stiff and strong to resist the c(in' U-=sion.

S line calcuhitions as fo the cost of labour—the
coals for the engine—repairs, &c. to the machinery,

may be interesting. Tiicy refer to the Victoria

Tower, and were the result o' observations on a por-

tion of it CO fcH in height.

In this poitloii there uru niv.ut 18,800 cubic feet of

worked stone set, and about fifiy-sevcn rods of brick-

work. Assuming the rtdaiive cst of the liibour on
the stone lo he two-thirds of the whole, ami that on
the brickwi'fk one-third, which supposition is pro-

hab'y marly correct, it, was found that wages and
repairs co>t, in all, 572/- for the period during which
the engine winked— cqmil lo forty weeks—nml taking

two-thirds of this amount, or 41)0/. as applicable to

the stone, gives a cost of G.^d. per foot cube, and one-

third as applicable lo the bric'kvvoi'k, or 76/.— a cost

per rod of 27s.

This amount docs not of cmirse include tlie first

cost of the engine, which has aufticei], not for a height

of GOfeet oi.ly, l.ut for nearly tlie whole tower.* And
wlien I slate that the cost of this engine and t ickling,

with the hoisting apparatus, &c. was only about

1,800/. and that there arc a'lout 117,000 cube feet,

of s-toiie, 1,350 cols of itrickwork, aud 1,190 tons of

iron in the tower, it will be s en that it is of no

• The steam-engine was not usf'd for the first'SS feet
from the ground botli of ihe Victoria iiiid the Clod:
Towers.

moment at all so long as its use materiaDy diminishes

]

the time of labour of the workmen.

I

The engine required the services of an engineer

[

and an assistant : it was generally worked half a day,

!
or five hour?, and consumed in that time about 3 cwt.

' of coal. It was ciJeiilatid to raise 4 tons.

!

The time a stone (the weight immateriul) was iu

i

transit from the ground to the top of the tower, when
: 250 feet high, wag 3^ minutes, including its deposit

j

on the platforms above and detachment from the

tackling.

Ail delays and hindrances included, the average

nimiber of lifts actually made per hour was ten,

though in some cases as many as twelve and thirteen

were accomplished.

The box US' d to contain materiala other than stone,,

sucli as bricks, mortar, lime, sand, cement, &'c. was

so contrived lint the bottom opened in two halves on

releasing a lever handle at the side, so that the cou-

ti'nts were at once deposited where required without

the delay of cmptyiiig by hand. •

The foregoing *airungcmcnt8 were continued with

cora[ilete success in the erection of the Victoria

Tower until a height of about 6 feet above the parapet

was reached, which was as high as it was considered

de.Mrable to raise t'lc engine and platforms. The

pinnacles, 85 feet high from the cornice, were con-

structed by nirans of a cradling scaffold. The hoist-

ing ir.iV'Her renmiued i s before, ra-sing all the imite-

viaU and depositing them on the platform at AA.

The .setting tiavi Hers were shorlened so os to move

round their pivot wif/ii/i the pinnadcs, and they were

then able to set all tlie s'onewc.rk of the parapet

between the pinnacles; aud they still vc-nnin to

assist in moving the ironwork, &e. that is yet re-

quired for the roof

The cradle scaffold f.jr the pinnacles deserves some

attenliou, beine very daring in its cousirucliim, since

it is entirc’y detacboil from aud independent of the

mason’s work.

Its xvhole suppoit is derived from a framed skeleton

platform at. AA, the t'mbcrs of which pass Hirough

the apertures iu the eight sides of the ifionaclos.

(Di-igram No. 10.) They are care ully bolted toge-

ther, aud upheld at each anHehy raking struts bearing

upon the weiitheiing of the string cornice of the tower.

On this rramework the hiMced scaftidd wiis raised,

being added to as required up to BB, with horizontal

lies at each stage. The plan of the u[>pcr one BB
shows the mode iu which these hovizontul courses

were brae d so as t-i leave the centre perfectly free for

the idnnacle to rise within it.

Up to r.B all the stone was raised Kiihm tlic jiin-

nacle it s-l'', being rim into it on trucks at the level

A A, and raised by ta-kliug passing over a pulley at

tl c top of the scaffold aud connected with a crab-

engine at the base. Above the level BB, however,

the pinnacle gathered in, and the stone w.is cunsc-

qiicntly raised oii'sidc from the [ilatform AA by an

ordinary tackle and fall : from this point upwards the

scaffold is continued high above the cap stone of the

turrets, in order eveMtiiaUy to fix thecrowiis, with the

exception of which and of the roof the shell of the

entire tl wi-r is now completed. This upper part of

the pinnacle scaffold is formed with ordinary poles

aod ropes, but stiff kee|nug intact the principle that

it is sel'-suppoiting, and in no way re>tiug on or

touching the w'ork. The scaffold poles look, indeed,

little larger than wires from below
;
but this is hardly

a matter for wotiJer when it is remembered that from

the huse Ilf the lower to the top of the vanes is no

less than 325 fci-t.

In cotichiding these mcmor.mda, which I feel sen-

sible are crude and imperfect, I can only hope that I

lUHV have directed the alteiitioa of iny hearers to a

suliject which I am coufident must be considered of

interest to all arL-hitec.ts, aud very important to those

who may be engag>-d in works of a more than ordi-

naiily extensive and arduous kind.

I tliidk they may also help to prove that architects

are equal, when called upon, to devise mid carry out

works of consiruciioQ requiring onginalUi/ and daring

as successfully as the memlicrs of the kiuJred pro-

fession of engineer?. Aud I trust you will agree with

me that I am justified in so characterising the works

1 have been describing. C. Barry.

GRAYS TUURllOCK, ESSEX.

In diguing the chuik for lime, nt Air. Aleason’s,

Gray-s Ttiurrock, the men occasionally light upon,

anciciit urns aud bones, disp'ised rather curiously.

I'lie tecppUcIc is formed soinewhat in this w.iy :—

A

5haf', front 3 to 5 feet iu diameter, is sunk down from
.30 lo 40 feet from the surface, and at the bottom of

it. bnmcli out, at equal distances apart, three chara-

bars, about 16 feet long, S feet wide, aud 8 feet Iffgh,

double cubes, in fact, either ])iirposely or not. In

these, urn?, brolicn pott'-ry, and bones (of animals),

appear lo have been placed, and tlicn earth was

thrown down the shift, and elioscd up the ends of
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ttc apartments. Some of the pottery is unquestion-

ahlv Ilomaoj with impressed medallions and architec-

tural oru^imeuts, while other portions of it may be

earlier. The inarhs of fire are evident on some, and

one vase, we heal-, ha.? been quite recently found

there, cootainiug a carbonaceous residuum. 1'he

least extravagant supposition is, that the shafts were

sunk, and the chambers formed, iu early time, simply

to obtain chalk, and that being formed, they were

used as receptacles. An objector miglit urge that the

chalk could have been obtained with less trouble, and

would give other reasons to show at any rate that

further examination aud inquiry arc desirable.

The imivcrial flatness of Essex is so generally

believed in, that the noble water-view from Mr.

Meason’s house, with Gravesend and Rosherville on

the other side to the Ic't, comes something like a

surprise: the river seen from this point has a lake-

like a-spcct, which increases the beauty of the scene.

Chalk lime is much less usf:d for brickwork than

was at one time the case, but for internal work the

demand is still great : and a veiy considerable portion

of that demand is supplied from Grays Thurrock.

There is a manufactory of whiting iu the cutting as a

natural accompaniment, whiting being prepared, as

most readers will remember, by grinding chalk under

a runner, then washing it to remove impurities, and,

lastly, drying it in lu'iips. America, where chalk is

not easily to he had, and the love of whitewash is

strong, is a good customer to Grays Thurrock.

Bricks were formerly made here in large quanti-

ties ; aud some have said that the term “gray

slocks,” iu its oiigiual application, meant stocks

from Grays. Du Foe, the great novelist, who of all

writers made fiuliuu road the most like truth, was a

brick and puitile maker here. Up to this time, the

latter hall' of the seventeenth c( n'ury, tiles had been

imported fiom Holland. In Liille Thurrock there

are sonic chambers in the chulk whicli arc called

“ Cunobclin’s Gold Mines ;

” but De Foe did not find

in his chalk anything similar, and became bankrupt,

though he ultimately satisfied all to whom he was in-

debted. Some ornameutiil moulded bricks of Italian

character aud superior make, have been found in the

neighbourhood, and preserved.

The church at Grays is of old foundation, a Nor-

man door ou the north side of the nave, at the west

end, remains in its original condition. Two arched

recesses on the north side of the chancel, used as

aumbries or credcncc-tablcs, have semi circular heads ;

aud the chance! aich, too, and tlie corresponding

arch to the nave beyond the transept, are both of the

same character, but have been smily messed iu the

restoration which was made here a few years ago. The
^

north transept (in the tower) has Early English
j

openings, and would be very effective if an ugly gal-

lery now in it were removed. The chincel screen, of
j

oak, remains. Externally the stonework has been re-
!

placed with Portland cement! It is a very good
j

specimen by the way of the material, much belter i

than can be made sure of at the prescut time, and I

the forms are creditably kept : nevertlicdess, as wc
^

need scarcely say, the result is very uiiTaiisfactory and

disappointing. 1

About three years ago a Mcdimval tile pavement
j

"was found just onisidc the churchyard, and being'

taken up carefully, uow forms the flooring of the
j

Vestry-room : the tiles are plain, but present several
:

combinations. They seem to be much more durable

than the modern tiles laid in the chancel, which have
,

changed coloui* sadly. 1

There were formerly eight hells here
;
but, if we

|

are rightly informed, when the old tower fell some
^

150 years ago, a provident churchwarden sold six of

them to a neighbouring parish, where they may still
j

be heard, so that there arc only two no v at Grays,— |

the largest aud the smallest of the family, who agree
,

hut ill in the absence of their connections. An old
,

helmet, hanging in the church, a brass nr too, and a
!

piscina of early date, would each afford a text for a

dissert itioD to those who had the wit to qireach upon

them.
I

The church at StilTord, St. Ma'-y’s, not far from
^

Grays, has several points of interest. Tne south
^

chapel is Early English, with a triplet, while aU the
^

prominent features o*' the church itself are Decoritted.

The w'indows uf the latter, inchi Hng some wii h square
|

heads, are particularly gnoJ. Ri pjir and careful re-

'

Hewing are much needed here, ami might he made to

produce a ehiuming stinctiirc. Above all things,-

however, let them avoid Portl uid cement : better a

thousand times leave the o’d work nlonc, simply re-

,

moving causes of injury, and applying with cavefiil

hand such suppeut as may be ahsoluiely needed. TJiere
j

are two or three brasses imd incised stones, of con-

siderable inten;st, ill this church, iucluding amongst

the former, one to Ralph Pcrchchny, circa 1375,
'

‘‘quonhain vcrloris istius rrdif,” witli a second of

the lifieenth centui-Y, rcpieseiiling a priest iu a shroud, '

open at top, viith the hands siipporling a heart in-

j

scribed “ ifl’rg,” a rare specimen. The indcutatious
j

of a scroll round the head and an inscription at the

foot of it reraiiin. Amongst the stones is one in

memory of a De Tilberry, with an inscription in old

French. There is a good piece of fourteenth century

woodwork, too, p ii't of the chancel screen ; the font

is Early English, on five columns : much of the stone-

work still shows remains of coloured decoration under
the whitewash, and the iron ring on the rohing-room

door, at the west end of the nave, is an elegant piece

of workmanship. South Ockendou, and several other

churches round about, well deserve a visit, but we
must find another morning when the sun shines, and
time can be spared, to look at them.

THE POOR BOYS AND GIRLS OF LONDON.
cueist’s hospital,

I HAV3^ been greatly interested in the paper pub-

lished iu your last number (the Builder for the 29lh
lilt.) appealing to the common sense of the people of

this vast capital on behalf of its desdtule childreji,

and repealing some most inleresting fuels of the last

days of the excellent young King Edward VI. ily

sympathies have becu often and deeply awakened on

behalf of the class fur which your article pleads, and
wliich elites farts which every statesman worthy the

name, and every Cliristian whose faith is of any real

value to liimsclf or to the community, should study,

imiil the means of permanent relief to these young
and he]ple^s creatures have been found aud adopted.

Tbe young monarch of England, in the sixteenth cen-

tury, exhibited bis talents for public business iu the
j

midst of the pitiless attacks of alife-destroying disease

;

and showed his matured wisdom on the verge of the
j

close of a life sixteen years, in a mannerwhich might

'

tinge with shame the checks of many rulers and their
|

prime ministers that have lived beyond lie I

was about to leave his earthly kingdom, and he dis-
j

tinguished and dignilicd his departure by an act of
|

mercy to the suffering and neglected children of his
|

metropolis. He made on immediate provision for
|

their rescue from destitution and vice. Alas 1 no
other sovereign has followed this noble example

;
and

the establishment of the admirable Edward himself

has been diverted, by a gradual growth of selfishness,
'

from its original application to the necessities of the \

poor, and is wholly usurped by the classesy«rabove that
j

for wliom it was so royally iotended and endowed
!

|

IVe should sp. ak with abhorrence of such a suc-

cession of robberies, if they were committed iu any

other capital in the world. "We should denounce the
,

people, as wc have done tbe American repudiators of

their just debts, but we have no word of rebuke for

tbe hereditary defrauders of the poor boys of London.

The Royal Bstnte, settled on them by the Sixth, the

last, and the best Edwird, has pasfcd into other
I

fiiniilies, and is employed to educ.ate the sons of those,
,

the majority of whom can well afford to pay for their
j

instruct o i. If this abuse must, from its long exist-
j

ence, be perpetuated—if it lias the unquestionable

germ, of an unmorlal nature in its constitution, then
'

wc must feel t lu i; uflity of endiavouriiig to destroy

it. It mis go on to the cod of perverted

establishment,—redeemed, indeed, by a ftw eminent

names from the charge of cdncatioiial iueflii-Un y; but
;

idiogdh 'r unavailable for the relief of the children

whose best iuteresls were coiitemphited by its youthful
|

aud kingly founder. So let it be, indeed, if another
|

be uow, and at once erected, for the class which the
,

royal youth desired to rescue from ignorance and
|

degradation
;
aud let another Edward conseei-atc his

name to England by a similar foundation—by another '

seminary for the destitute boyhood of London, which
'

shall not be perverted. That now prospective Edward '

has large estates as Duke of Cornwall, and ihcncc '

continually increasing wealth. By f/ins employing a

compar.itively small proportion of it, he would secure

his future reign from many anxieties, which it will

never be iu the power ot statesmen to obviate by

penal statutes, or any other coercive means. Men
will not be frightened into pcrm'inent good behaviour:

they must he trained in it—aud they cannot be so in

the garrets and dens of this vast Babylon. If vigorous

measures be not now used for the infusion of a right

spiiit iuto the rising race of the poor, in fifteen or

twenty years from this period, the sovereign and

slatcsmen of England, whoever they may then he, '

will have an increased difficulty iu preventing out- .

break and insurrection. If no altarhment to the
^

throne is systematically taught—and oa a religious

basis—to the myriads which will continue to coiigrc-
|

gate in London, those myriads will seek to overthrow

it iu their blind contempt of an authority which

insures to them individually no social blessing, no

refuge from niisovy iu childhood, no iuslrucliou or

couuscl to llicir youth. I do not lose sight of the

excellent tilings which arc done by private charity, '

but these are not equal to meet the cxigeucics of the

case, and, uuless a Slate [irovision is made for destitute

childhood, accumiildid evils fo i'/vf will arise

from the deficiency.
[

I now turn to the condition of the little girls of
this vast city, who, in so many hundreds of families of
the poor, are sent to gain their living by beggary;
what is to he done for Iheiii ? for parish and union

w'orkhouscs do not seem to meet their case. I would
venture to propose similar cstifblishmenls in every

district of London, for the rescnc of these unhappy
crenlures, exposed to all tbe miseiies of hunger, cold,

and nakedness, and the manifold temptations superin-

duced by the ordinary necessities of our commou
nature. In numbcrlc-s instances they arc sent out by
sick or widowed raolhers, or elder sisters, to entreat

alms. The most beucvolent know not what to do
between the fear of eiicotiragiiig a dissolute mother,

or an idle son, in thus deslroying the moral feelings

of her children, and the fear that they by refusal shall

increase real distress, and induce dcspeiation.

There arc some, indeed, who profess never to give

alms to street beggars; but, for my own part, 1

could never understand the humanity which resisted

every plea for reil-f, let the appearance uf the suppli-

cant, or their talc of misery, be what it miglit. If

there were a refuge for destitute chilAr.n iu every

district in which they would he instructed usefully,

and brought u]) honestly, I believe the cost of our

prisons would be materially diminished, and the ex-

pense of convict ships an item ftiueli less onerous in

our national expenditure. The Princess Royal is about

to leave us for another land, in which she Will, no doubt,

have an opjTOrtooity of contciwling the means of

relief for the indigent with those of her own country.

A Christian hidy tourist* and her hnsbaud, some
years since received high gratification from the sight

of the children of a Royal school for the poor enter-

tained in the gardess of his Prussian Majesty. Such

a sight in this coontry would be unique. Can we not

nationally manifest our respect lor the Prussian

alliance by founding in Her Royal Highness’s name a

school for the d stitiitc femai.e chu-Dhen' of West-

minster, in the neighbourhood of her Royal mother’s

palace, to be a perpetual memorial of the interest,

devoted and affectionate, which the people take in

Her Royal Highuess’s happiucss? "NVuuld not the

Dean anil Chapter coutribute of Westminster Abbey
wealth to such an object, and thus rescue their locality

from the appearance of that embryo vice and that

squalid wretchedness in the infant deuizeus of the

ancient ciry, which disaraces iu all eyes their stately

cathedral ? Thu contribution of 2s. only per annum,

from one iiiilliou of persons iu Loudon, would raise

10,0007. a year. 'J'his income, at a sacrifice felt by

few or none of those iu circumstances to coutiibutc

to it, would pr.iviJe decent mainteiiancp, religious

education, and useful training to liundreds of human
beings, who must otherwise grow np p illuted and de-

ha^ed, condemned to vice and penury here, and in

peril of intermioahlc misery hereafter. S. E. M.

THE MARVLEBONE FREE LIBRARY.

This unfortuniite library was, I beliive, closed in

July last, not so mU'K to the disgrace of the jmblic,

nor of those benevo'ent rich who suppmti d it, and

would, if judiciously canvassed, have no duubt helped

still more, but from, 1 fear, mismanagement by the

working cotninittce and officers. J, iu common with

many others, took a great interest iu its welfare, and,

as far as my humble means went, assisted both by

many books aud also money. I hnve sem no accouut

of any public meeiing, preparatory lo winding it up,

or any financial s'atemcnt, which the public were

sundy eniicled to. It looks as if some jobbery were

connected with the matter. The Builder seoftied to

take an interest iu the library, and I ihercl'ore wKle

to it for any particn'ars that it may be able lo give

as to the disposal of the books, &c.
;
or perhaps some

of its readers cun furnish this. Ci/AN Chattan.

THE LATE MR. TINKLER, ARCHITECT.

OniTUAiiY.—We have to deplore the hiss of a member

of the architect iirul profe^siou, Mr. T. C. Tinkb-r, who,

afuT a long and puiuful illness, has fiuislicJ a young

and struggling life. Wc kuow him lo be a most

persevering, amiable, and honourable man ;
and at the

moment he was getting into a good posiiiou, illness,

wh«h had been brought on by too much devo-

tion to business, swallowed up his uicaus
;

and, dying

ot last, he has lutt a young wife aud two children,

with nothing to depend upon hnt ihe aid of those who

knew him. To assist in getting up a suhscription in

ihtir bchdf, several gcnlleuien hive voUiuteered

their assistance; and we shall he glad lo receive tlie

siibsci'iplinns of those who may wish to do to others

as they would be done by. Some of onr readers will

iccollcct bis pnhli:.hed sketches iu Rome.

* Mrs. SheroiBU. The Rev. Mr. Sherman, the biiaband

of this hi<tv, was the successor of tbe late li- v. R.iHliind

Hill, of fh'e Oclagou Clmpel, lUackfriars. Tlicir reception

nt the PrassiHii Court is dcseribed in the jourunl ot Mrs.

Sliennan, introduced iuto the memoir wriuen by her

husband.
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DIRECT RAILWAY COMMUNICATION
BETWEEN ENGLAND AND INDIA.

Some time a^o we published a letter addressed by

Mr. W. H. Villiers Sankey to the Earl of Clarendon

on this subject. Deplorable circumstances have since

occurred to render more apparent the necessity for

connecting our possessions in the East more closely

with the sent of Government at home, and Mr. Sankey

has forwarded another communication to the Secretary

for Foreign Affairs, pointing out the adrautages that

would have resulted if the line were now in existence.

In a political point of view,” be goes on to say,

** such a line would be of the greatest importance,

because it would diminish, as it were, the distance of

India from our shores, and it would then be as easy

for us to protect it as it is now to defend our West

Indiau and Canadian possessions. We need never

fear its being invaded by sea
;
and, in tbe event of the

railroad I propose being constructed, we could always

get there at least as soon as oar
,

enemies, so that we

should no longer have to fear either foreign aggression

or internal commotion.

The commercial considerations of my proposed

route, however, are worthy of the deepest study, and

are of the highest importance. I need hardly remind

your Lordship that Venice, with. 30,000 sailors and

3,000 commercial ships, was in the zenith of her

glory as long as she could profit by the Indian com-

merce through the Red Sea
;
and that Genoa enjoyed

her reign of power and magnificence during the time

that she traded with the East through the Black Sea

and by Constantinople ;
that the Portuguese bore away

the prestige and the solid advantages from both these

republics so soon as she could monopolize that trade

by the discovery of the passage round the Cape
;
and

we ourselves commenced our era of coinmerciM great-

ness hy availing ourselves of that facilitated commimi-

cation. Again, Russia, when she established the

Tiflis route, raised Odessa, in a very few years, from a

miserable fishing village to one of the most irapoi;fcmt

commercial places in the south of Eui’ope
;
and when,

jealous of strangers trading by that route, she issued,

in 1831, an imperial ukase, prohibiting the carriage

of goods by foreigners between Odessa and Redout

Kali, which communicated with Tillis, where France

had already established a consul, a portion of that

commerce was then obliged to follow another route,

and the consequent sudden increase of busiucss at

Trebizonde, iu a remarkably short space of time,

was quite suiprisiug, for in 1832 exports from that

place amounted to only 300,000/. while in 1836 they

had increased to 1,760,000/. Imports, in like

manner, which in 1834 were only 440,000/. in two
years a'terwards, viz. in 1836, amounted already to

the sum of 1,720,000/.

Again, when the Red Sea route was re-established

by England, the number of letters transmitted be-

tween England and our Indian empire was more than

doubled by the shortening of the journey
;
for the year

before the change, only 300,000 were despatched,

while in the following year, owing to what is called

the ‘ Overland Mail,’ 680,842 letters were trans-

mitted, and goods would go the same way were it not

for the expense, and constant necessity of changing

of conveyance, which is always alternating between

land and water. Still gold and silver, and precious

stones, follow the shorter route as it is, notwithstand-

ing the disadvantages and inconveniences they have to

contend with.

Should, however, the railroad I propose be exe-

cuted, effecting a thorough land communication all

the Kay from England to India, our commerce
would increase to an extent unknown in the world’s

history, and nothing then could interfere with our

East Indian dominions. If, however, the British

Government does not establish that communication,

other nations most assuredly will. * * *

In 1814, when the East India Company’s mono-
poly was in existence, the sum total of merchandize

leaving the shores of Great Britain for the account

of the company amounted to 1,874,000/. : when
these privileges were partially removed, the exports

increased to 3,495,300/. ;
and in 1841, when that

monopoly was entirely taken away, they increased to

5,600,576/.”

IMPROVEMENT IN STREET LAMPS.

No one would suppose that there was much room
for artistic effect in the mere painting of a street

larrjp-post, but if the column and framework of the

lamp are painted red, and the post a bronze ground

colour, they have a very handsome, but by no means
gaudy appearance. Some painted in this manner may
be seen at West-hill, Highgate.

Another variety would be to paint the base of the

post black, the post itself stone colour, and tbe column
a very pale blue. Almost anything would be better

than the dirty white with which they are periodically

daubed.

The effect of an improvement may be seen upon a

small scale at West-hill : if extended generally through-

out tbe metropolis, it would produce a more remark-

able change for the better in the appearance of the

streets than can at present be imagined, especially in

straight thoroughfares like Porlland-place, Pall-mall,

and others. The increase in the coat would be very

trifling, as all common pigments are much about the

same price. H. W. Cooke.

ST. MARK’S CHURCH, WREXHAM.
In the middle of last year the works coii>

nected with the erection of this church were
commenced.
The ediflee is situated at the entrance of the

town of Wrexham from the railway station, and
it consists, as will be seen by the ground-plan,

of a nave, 88 feet 6 inches long, by 23 feet

4 inches wide, and 65 feet to tbe ridge of the

roof
;

north and south aisles, each 70 feet

6 inches long, by 11 feet 1 inch wide ;
north and

south transepts, each 18 feet by 20 feet, and
50 feet to the ridge ; and chancel, 37 feet long-,

bj 19 feet 6 inches wide, and 52 feet to the

ridge of roof.

On the north side of, and separated from the

chancel by a wood screen, is the vestry, 15 feet

by 16 feet, over which the organ-chamber is

constructed.

The tower, which is 26 feet square at the

base, and when complete, including the spire,

will be upwards of 200 feet high, stands at the

south-west angle of the nave. Through this*

and a porch on the north side of the building,

are the two principal entrances into the church»

All the walls are executed in coursed rubble

of Cefn stone, with Bath stone dressings. The
piers which support the nave arches are executed

in Cefn stone, with moulded caps and bases.

The whole of the roofs are formed of Memel
fir timber, open to tbe ridge, and plastered

between the rafters, thus leaving all the timbers

exposed to view, and are covered with Staffordr

shire tiles. The chancel roof is decorated with

a lofty ornamental metal ridge. The timbers cf

tbe roof, and all the internal and external wood-

work, is to be stained a light oak colour. The
pulpit will be executed in Bath stone. The
floors are to be laid with black and red Stafford-

shire tiles.

The style of the building throughout is the

Decorated.

Tbe works are progressing under the super-

intendence of the architect, Mr. R. Kyrke

Penson, of Swansea, and at the close of next

spring, or the commencement of the summer,

the whole will be completed.

The contract was taken by Mr. Ebeuezer

Thomas, of Menai-bridge. The entire cost will

be about 6,000/. and the church will be capable

of accommodating upwards of 800 persom^.
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KAILEOAD BEIDGBS.

In public worl(9, now ao numerous in the metro-

polis, it is lamentable to see how little regard has been

had to the architectural elTcct of those which are

the most palpable and obtrusive, the railway viaducts

that traverse our causeioays. It is bad enough that

imperious necessity demands for public convenience

the foreclosure of all prospect, and the barring out of

the breeze ;
but it is unnecessarily galling when an

open causeway is intercepted by a frowning and de-

formed mass of ‘purposely misshapen brickwork.

Railways are, in the initiative, mere matters of

speculation : they are subscribed to by individuals

anxious to make money
j
contracted for by profes-

sionals tolerably sure to do so
;
and carried out by

officials, commonly not regardless of profits : therefore,

beyoud the solidity of structure and durability of

plant and material, no attention is devoted to them
;

nor does the appearance or effect of massive erec-

tions receive the smallest regard from any one con-

cerned.

In extensive ranges of arches at high elevations,

it is impossible to avoid some symmetry of form ; the

Roman aqueducts, of which three yet remain, e.xtend-

ing across the Campagna, each exceeding 20 miles in

length, and visible until the line is lost in a thread :

even these, though erected for durability only, seem
relieved to the eye iu the sequence of arches : many
portions of them are necessarily very lofty, and they

show, like the long viaduct of the Southampton Rail-

way, a grace in their very simplicity; for in the arch

there is an inherent beauty that can only be marred
by heaping together shapeless masses of super-

structure.

However potent the Romans were in great public

works, they were certainly far in arrear of modern
enginecri

;
but they did know how to erect magnificent

buildings, and bow to ornament their Eternal City
;

in what way' to make the waters tributary to public

use, in beautiful fountains, which flowed ceaselessly',

and poured health und enjoyment upon the populace.

With all our advances in science, in the rapid appli-

cation of the railroad system to the uses of a great

population, it is strange that, in the construdion of

viiluefs across the metropolitan causeways, no atten-

tion has been given to ornamentation, nor even to

symmetrical finish.

In all quarters of the town and city they cross the

main thorouglifares : in Camden-towu alone there

are four within pistol-shot range ; they are the best

erections of the kind extant
;
and yet how shapeless

they are ;
how pleasing they might be 1

The massiveness of a bridge docs not preclude the

idea of ornamentation : on the contrary, great extent

of outline, if proportionately designed in a style of

simplicity, would increase the effect. A c.mdlestick,

after the model of the York or Nelson Columns,

would look mean ; the pillar towering to 150 feet

wears nobility in its extent. Much more so of a

bridge ; the simplicity of its parts, the boldness of

its ontlines, recommend simplicity, rather than tra-

ceries, or alti or bassi relievi. The like may be pre-

dicated of temples : an enormous building cumbered

with sculptures, minute in comparison with its great

proportions, looks after all like a Persian garment,

which relics more upon the pattern embhizoned iu

gold than on the winning grace of flowing drapery.

It would appear, therefore, to be impossible {as to

exteriors) to combine together great extent of dimen-

sion and grandeur of proportion with the unity of a

striking outline, if overloaded %vith ornamentation.

All this has little to do with railway bridges
;

still

it shows that little is required beyoud a few columns,

a cornice, a balustrade, a well-defined pilaster, to give

effect and apparent lightness to the most massive and

ponderous work
;
but in a city just now emerging

from the slough of habitual utilitarianism iu domestic

architecture, it is deplorable that public works should

be run through without any respect to finish or

public decency.

Look at the Pencburch-street Station, crossing

Crutched-friars : there, just at the point of junction

with John-street and Cooper’s-row, where it diverges

into triple thoroughfares, an arch (for it is an arch

below) sustains a mass of dull shapeless wall, some

30 feet high: the arch springs from first-Jloor

street line—^the superstructure towers over the houses

and stores I True, there are on this side three blanks

representing windows, 20 feet high! There is a

cornice supported by trusses, run like dentils along

the line; but the fabric has the most oppressive

aspect; on approaching nearer it is more of a tunnel,

36 feet wide by 120 feet long; and on the reverse

side, towards Jolin-street, a totally different style of

structure presents itself, for here the paries is all of

sheet-iron, and the ornamentation consists of hips in

the same material, representing styles, which are

bolted together, as arc the sections of a steam-boiler,

by clout-headed nails, in the fashion tinkers love.

In passing this Strait, it is impossible to forbear

the remark, that the metropolitan magnates might

take a lesson from the railway directors, and strike a

line of street from Fenrhurch-strect to the Mint; or

else in a line from Canuon-street (across Tjiuity-

sqnare) towards the great Commercial-road. This

would {by a short cut of only a quarter of a mile)

give a direct casement from St. Paul’s to the East.

But this is only a word by the way : we must speak

of the bridge as -we pass it : having gone over the

simpler, and therefore less obnoxious castings of the

northern mc'ropolitan viaducts, it is not requisite to

parlicularise beyond one more of these chefs-d’ituvre

—it is the viaduct over the Marsh-road, Lambelh.

Like its eastern relative, this '‘Arc de Triomphe”
traverses the route askew, at an angle of twenty-five,

or thereabouts. As all the worldnf Lundon (even the

beau nionde of Belgravia ou the Epsom day) passes

that line, it is unnecessary to describe its obese pro-

portions, much less so to give a daguerreotype sketch

of its pictorial perfections. All know its aspect, and

with the recollections of these two examples, wc would
appeal to civil engineers andthe architects who co-opc-

rate with them iu building for all time, whether it would
not bo more patriotic, more grateful to themselves,

more conservative of the record of their exploits, and

certainly more creditable to the country, if they were

to expend only a little more labour in design upon
works that obtrude themselves upon the noble, and

the nierchatit, and tlie tradesman, and the stranger

within the ci'y bounds. If the example of liigh talent

and taste elevates the genius of oiirgeaeration, so also

such specimens as arc cited are standing memorials of

Golhisni, and “our sin is ever before ns.” "VVhat has

been done is irremediable, and stands as a record of

bad taste to all posterity : what remains to be done,

whii’h will be on a larger scale, such as the intended

railroad-bridge across the Thames at Chelsea, and the

Fleet Valley viaduct, should have artistical attention.

THE MARBLE PRODUCING DISTRICT IN
ITALY.

In your No. 758, page 467, I observe an ort’cle

calling the public attention to the “ Carrara JIarble

Works,” which are certainly an iiiterestiiiz subject to

builders, sculptors, and architects. Whilst a well-

merited eiilogium is passed on the exertions of Mr.
William Walton, for improving the marble trade in

these districts, by the introduction of approved

niuchinery, I cannot admit the correctness of the

slaleiiieiit reflecliug that Carrara and its vicinity have

hitherto been unconscious of “ the improvements of

the age.” I must also deny that the sawings mills are

little better than “a few huts” and although the

apidiances of 300 years ago, in the shape of machinery

still exist, they are a curiosity very partially in use,

as the generality of such mills possess excellent

luachiiicry, and from four to twelve frames, on the

exact same principle as those now erecting by Mr.
Walton, who has only enlarged upon models of minor
capacity, introducing such innovations ns all machinery

admits of. At Carrara, and its vicinity, there nre

many other important modern sawing-mills, such as

Fabbricoiti’s. Beato Tognio, La Gora, Ponte Bugia,

Savleschi’s, Binelli’s. &c. &c. besides Mr, Walton’s

new building
;
and on the Massa side of the duchy,

marble sawing-mills, witli all the latest meliorations

in machinery, are nnmerous and commonplace

;

whilst the “hut.*!,” I may say, arc the rara: aves.

Hence, it is evident that the commencement of the

era is uot altogether attributable to the “monster

mill of twenty-eight frames;” neiihcr can I admit

.
your informant’s si afeiuent, that the water-power in

Modena, is applied in a “ giracrack and rude mode,”

as I am able to prove tliat some of the finest contri-

vances, botii for mill and irrigation purposes, are to

be seen in that duchy, and that the energy of many
minds has brought them into effective existence, re-

gardless both of parly jealousies, and of State duties.

With the exeeption of a handful of rich proprietors,

there are but few quarry-owners; indeed, the popula-

tions of the Carrara and Massa districts are com-

posed of a hard-working and industrious people,

caring litilc or nothing whether the modern or the

ancient appliances are the agency for facilitating

their labour : they are, however, very intelligent and

quick at ajipreciating the advantages of novel intro-

ductions, and equally so iu doffing all things old,

when the opportuuity offers. The Italian Marble

Company’s c-xtensive quarries are ou the Massa side

of the duchy, and that company is also erecting a

sawing-mill (on the Trigido), which bids f^ir to com-

pete in size, and in all the recent improvements, with

any similar establishment. '1 he building is 152 feet

long, and 50 feet wide, constructed much as described

by vour correspondent, but adapted for a lesser num-

ber’of frames. It has, however, the great advantage

of full water power all the year round, which renders

its twelve frames equivalent to sixteen. Most of the

mills at Carrara and neighbourhood, are compelled to

atop work partially, if not altogether, during the four

sumcner months, for want of motive power. The

Italian Marble Company, I am informed, does uot
meet with any of the jealousy, or animosity, alluded

to, either from the people of the country, or from.its

competing neighbours
;
and nothing has as yet im»

peded its new works from fast progressing towards

completion; thanks, however, to the perseverance of

all parties concerned, and to the facilities offered by
the Government of Modena, which is detemiined to

encourage every enterpiise calculated to better the

condition of the working classes. Maiimo,

THE VOICES OF OLD BUILDINGS.

It may be noticed that the stubborn oak, the

willow’, and other varieties of trees, the bending reeds

and waving corn, have each their peculiar and well-

known voice. The sea also has its grand and vaiied

sounds, and the rivers have many murmuriugs and

musical notes, the memory of which is just now plea-

sant.

Those voices are not, however, confined to natural

objects, for old buildings, the work of men’s hands,

have also their peculiar and, by many, well-remembered

sounds. Few of our old churches are silent. In

damp and uncongenial weather, the continual drip-

ping. the whistling winds through doors aud windows,

and the heavy flapping of tattered scutcheons and

such-like matters, sound like a melancholy com-

plaiuf, which the ticking of the clock and the whir

and bang of the hour striking, in some measure re-

lieve. AVficn, however, after dismal days, the sun-

sbine pours in amongst tlie tombs and carved work,

the sounds become more lively, and the superstition*

might feel alarmed at the loud and mysterious cracks

which may be heard in the organ-lofts, and amongst

the ancient pews and panels. It is pleasant at

such times to hear the fluttering of some small bird

from window to window, and the cooing of pigeons in

the belfry. The variety of the tones of the old church

clocks is noticeable, and it is often amusing to hear

the desperate attempts of the machinery before the

chimes are struck. AVe like to listen to those musical

notes from such towers as Chepstow, spreading early

iu the morning over the picturesque country. The

pealing organ aud choirs of some of our calhedrals

come sweetly upon the ear, heard over a river, and

amongst the rocks and woods. Each church has its

peculiar sounds and remarkable echoes, which seem

to wander to the lofty roof and to remote places.

Old halls and mansions have also voices of their

own, which come solemnly along galleries and stair-

cases. AVhen those places have fallen to ruin, they

still have their characteristic voices, and wc know of

no sound which is more impressive than the slight

but constant dropping noise of small fragments—*

voice which seems eloquently to tell us of the frail

and perishable nature of the work of man’s hands.

THE AVELLTNGTON MONUMENT
COaMPETITION.

The late exhibition of models for the Wellington

monument suggests some ideas whether such compe-

titions are essential for the purpose required, and

whether they could be conducted upon regulations less

wearisome and expensive to artists.

As a sculptor, aud not mixing or approving of com-

petitions, I may say a few wor^. Half the sculptors

in lAondon have uot competed, and among foreigners

we have only a few who have forwarded designs—and

why is this ? IVom transactions in former competitions

ami distrust in the present. Mr. Cockerell writes upon

the incompetcncy of the judges; aud Mr. John Bell

believes they decided exclusive of interest—but _Mr.

Cockerell applauds such competitions as glorious

nffuirs, and liberal rewards. It is the sport of many

for the gain of a few, There is not a design that

would answer the purpose. I would suggest that

artists should be invited to send sketches of designs,

which any professional can do in a few hours, or to

do the same at a place appointed, that it may be their

own work, and then a number should be selected by

competent judges, and a commission given with

proportionate reward for a quarter size model. That

would give a greater encouragement to art, and pre-

vent much disappointment and expensive failures. We
should not see such abortive models, making a scar

to the profession, and bringing it into ridicule. It

would prevent that tradiug spirit in art, specu-

lating with the aid of gold with the abilities and

brains of others • we should not see a roan set up

by a “ coincidence queer,” to the disparagemeut of his

professional brethren. AVhat I propose is a continental

plan, and should wish to see it adopted in our com-

petitions, giving the poor and able man a chance, and

not to weary these out, that others of belter ^raeans

may gain the golden prize. “An Amateur” calls

upon sculptors to speak out of the injustice of reward.

I did conclude iu ray own mind that the simple de-

sign would claim attention ;
but simplicity of design

should have grandeur of conception ;
it should not
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fail in mechanical arrangement and twofold de-ign.

That which is not the high element of design they

reward with the two first preniiiiins
;
and they give a

fourth premium to a model that it is difficult to dis-

cover any point of merit ia
;
and 100/. to a model

displaying the best figare modelling in the collection,

and well deserving, though iodifferent in design
;
and

another (though they state that models that have ex-

ceeded dimensions have been excluded) t) one tint

would not go under the arch, and is tutrilly unfit in

design, or with any merit in its conception, no more

than many that could bs selected from old prints,

These are the awards that one says are decided from

incompetence in judges
;

and another, “ exclusive

of interest.” I think they have much the flavour of

both. Let artists refrain from such competitions,

Oiilcss conducted upon a belter system, and not from

whim and fancy. They may reckon upon the true

knowledge of art they have gained, and direct their

efforts accordingly, and they would not then feel

aggrieved by the indiffereut gaining the ultimate

commission. Modelling Stick.

PROVINCIAL NEWS.
Chatham.— The new public hall, on the site of

Chatham market, approaches completion. It is GO
feet long by 40 feet wide, and 25 feet high, with

arched roof, and is ventilated from the roof, and
,

illuminated from the centre by a “ sun-light.” There '

is a gallery on each side, running the entire length of

the huildiog, also one across the entrance, and a plat-

form at the opposite extremity, with a concave recess.

The galleries and roof are supported by iron pUasters.

The hall is calculated to contain 850 persons seated,

or about 1,100 standing, and has retiring rooms,
library, &c. It will probably be opened for public
purposes early in the ensuing October.

Godalmivg. — The foundation-stone of the new
schools at Parncombe has been laid.

SloHrhridge.—Tenders have been received for the
erection of a block of offices in the High-street,
Stourbridge, as follows :

—

1. Freeman £953
Parapet ornaments 15

2. Pagett 870
Parapet ornaments 10

3. Scott 837
Parapet ornaments 13

No. 2 includes laying on water from mains.

Salta^h.—Thc. preparations for the hunching of the
tube of the Saltash bridge, in counectiou with the
Cornwall Railway, having been completed, it was
floated into position on Tuesday last. Mr. Bmael
floated the first tube for the Cornish side. Captain
Claxlon, who had charge of the floating of the Menai
and Conway bridges, superintended everything afloat.

600 men were employed, and more than two miles
of large hawsers used.

Ellesmere.—The contract for building the new lock-
up house at Ellesmere has been taken by Messrs.
Jenks and Carlw'right, and will be commenced imme-
diately. The new building will be erected at the en-
trance of the town from the Wrexhain-road. It wilt

front the cast, and will be built of brick, with stone
facings.

Liverpool.—The new landing-stage at Liverpool,
for sca-going steamers, is now nearly completed. Sir
William Cubitt was to inspect the stage preparatory to
its being handed over to the corporation bv the con-
tractors.

Ereston.—The chief stone of the new schools pro-
jected by the Wesleyan Methodist Association body in
this town has been laid in “ The Orchard." The site

is a plot of land behlud the present chapel, in Liver-
pool-road. It is intended, also, according to the

,

<?Ka;Y//a?7, to rebuild the chapel; but as school accom-
modation is the more urgently required, it was deter-
mined to apply the funds already raised I0 the erec-
tion of buildings to be used as day and Sunday schooL.
The site of the schools occupies an area of G90 7-10
square yards, of which 369 yards are occupied by the
school-hoiisc and premises, and the remainder by play-
grounds. The buildings are to be constructed of
brick, with stone dressings, and n-ill comprise a school-
room, 70 feet long, 30 ftet wide, and 24 feet high,
and class-rooms, 17 feet 6 inches long, and 14 ttet
wide, capable of accommodating 337 children. The
style of architecture is Gothic, of the Early English
period. The principal front will be 102 feet in length,
divided into five comparlmcals, the middle and ends
projecting beyond the faces of the other work, and
terminating in high pitched gabh'S, the centre being
crowned with a bell turret; (he wind'-ws are all of
stone, dressed, and comprise triplet and couplet lights,
the former being ranged in the projecting aud the
Mter in the reading compartments. The couplet

m
above the eaves and the main roof, aud are

gamed. The principal entrance is iu the centre com-
partment. The separate entrances for boys and girls

are from Liverpool-street, and face the play-grounds.

The interior of the buiMings will be fitted up on the

national jdan. The roof will be an opcu timbered

one. The buildings have been designed by Mr. T. W.
Carter, of this town, architect, and are estimated to

cost, after including 450/. for site and sundries, the

sum of 1,500/. The contractors for the several

branches of work are Mr. James William?, bricklayer

;

!Mr. William Yates, mason; Mr. E. B. Huntington,

lluiiger and slater; Mr. W. Pye, joiner
;
Mr. James

fclike, pbistercr; Mr. James Walmsley, plumber;
and Messrs. Clark and Charuley, iron'bnnders.

Gateshead.—A public fountaiu has been erected in

Iligh-strccl, Gateshead, at the expense of the corpora-

tion.

Shields.—A public fiuintain is to be erected in the

market-place. South Shields, according to the New-
castle Courant.

Forres.— A monument is to be erected ou the

Caslle-hill here to the memory of Dr. Thomson, of

Cromarty, who died from over-exertion in the Crimea,
after the battle of the Alma. The foundation of the

monument, according to the Forres Gazette, is a base
of about 24 feet square, and its height will be about

60 feet. The site is the west side of the hill, in the
direct line of High-street, from which, as well as

from every direction westward, it will form a con-
spicuous object. Mr. Urqubart, Elgin, is the con-
tractor for the materials. A number of large blocks
of freestone are ou the ground.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Watford.—Sr. Andrew’s Church, Watford, was

consecrated ou the 21st u!t. The prevailing style of the
architecture is Eiirly English. The edifice covers an
area of 87 feet in length by 40 feet in breadth. 'Hie

walls are chiefly of flint, with white stone dressings.

The roof of the nave, which is 38 feet in height,'is

covered with omameutal tiles, with stone crosses at

the east and west gahles, and an ornamental cross

distinguishing the nave from the chancel. The tower
is 81 feet in height, and it is intended to add a vane
which will raise it to 90. The belfry contains cigtit

windows, two in each face of the tower. 'The spiral

roof of the tower is covered with ornamental lead.

The exterior of the church is ornamented with some
carving in stone of heads and foliage. The nave has
a high-pitched open roof, with circular ribs and span-
drils—the ribs being stained deal, and the spaces be-
tween white. The east window has tracery ia the
upper part. The west window is of a similar cha-
racter, but not so large. Between the nave and the
north aisle there are five arches. The chauccl is

entered through a large heavily-moulded arch, show-
ing three half-columns. The seats are all open, aud

'

are of stained deal wiih crimson cushions : fity-ooe
of them are numbered, and will seat about 300 per-
sous : the rest, affording accommodation for 150 more,
are free scats. 'The edifice stands on the western side

of Church-road. It was commenced, according to

the Hertford Mercury, about three or four years
since: the works were suspended in February 1855,
and resumed in Jlarch of the present year. 'I'he

structure is now complete, excepting the spire. The
architect is Mr. Tculon, and the builders are Messrs.
Fassiiidge and Son, of Uxbridge. The works have
been carried on under the general superiutcudcnce of
Mr. Hamilton.

Qiiedgley.—The parish church of this quiet little

village has been rt-opened, aher having been nearly
rebuilt upon the old foundation?, except the tower,
and with an additional aisle for the accommodation of
increased population. 'This work has been accom-
plished by the exertions of Mr. Curtis Hayward, the
squire of the parish, and the Rev. Erskiue Knollys,
the incumbent. The edifice will coiitaiu about 250
fiersons. It consists of a nave, t\Yo side-aisles, aud a

chanrel. The old pillars and arches on the south side

remain. The chancel is fitted uji with plain oak choir
stalls. A painted window represents the Crucitixion
aud the Rcsurreclion. The scats arc all open, of oak.

Catindle Marsh, Dorset.— Saint Peter’s Church,
recently consecrated by the Bishop of Sal shury, is of

plain but substantial appearance, and in the Early
Dei-orated style of the fourteenth ceulury. Tiie

building is erected of the local stone, with window
and other dressings, of Hamclon-bill stone

;
the roofs

and benches of red pine, stained. The north porch
and external doors are of oak, with omameutal
wrouglit ironwork. The pulpit is of oak, on a stone

base, and the reading-desk, also of oak, is supported

by wrought-irou brackets, resting oa a dwarf stoue

screen, dividing the nave from the chancel. The
roofs are covered with parti-coloured tiles, and the

internal paving is also of red > nd black tiles, from tbe

Poole potteries. A painted eastern window, designed

by the architect, and executed by Lavers, was pre-

sented by Robert IVilimott, e-q. of Sherborne. The
centre light gives a representation of the Crucifixion,

the side lights show appropria'e geometrical patterus
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and devices, inclosing armorial hearings nnd mono-
grams. The trefoil in window-head is filled with a
symbol of the Holy Trinity. An old church, very
much dilapidated, was taken down to make room for
the present new building, aud all old remains aud
other objects of interest have been carefully preserved,
and built into the present church. Accommodation
is afforded for seventy worsliippers. This building
was erected at the stipulated price of 464/. in a very
creditable manner, by Mr. Shewbrooks, of Taunton,
under the direction o*f the architect, Mr. R. H. Shout,
of Yeovil.

Woloerhamplon.—It is proposed to erect a church
and schools at Blackenhal!. The populaliou of St.
John’s parish alouc amounts to 11,000 or 12,000,
and at present there is only one church, capable of

accommodating 1,660 persons. Church accommoda-
tion is to provided for 4,000. A committee has been
formed to carry out the oljcct, and at the recom-
mendation of the bishop, 500/. have been granted from
the Hodsoa Memorial Fund. An endowment of

1,500/. has been offered, and several .suras have been
promised to the building fund. About 3,000/. will

be required to complete the endowment fund, in addi-
tion to aid expected from the Church Building
Societies.

Edgbaston.—The restoration and decoration of the
EJghaston parish church, which were commenced last

year, are now completed, aud the edifice has been re-

opened. 'Phe walls of the interior have heea painted a
warm colour, the ceilings of the nave and south aisle

coloured blue, and the cornice of the nave aud the
rcredos (wliich was exceedingly plain) have beeu deco-
rated. Mr. F. W. Fifldian was tho architect employed,
Mr. Whitworth the decorator, and Mr. Hardwick the
contractor, in the carrying out of the improvements.

Loughborough.—The ground appropriated lor the

cemetery consists of between seven and eight acres,

and is situated on an eminence nearly a mile from the

town. 'The lodge is executed in red brick, with Bath
stone dressings. Passing through the gates, up the

centre drive towards the chapel, on the right is the

ground appropriated for the Established Church
;
on

the left the uoconsecrated part, with a portion for the

Roman Catholics at the further end of the drive. The
main building is placed near the centre of the whole
grounds, and consists of two chapels, with vestries

and a groined cloister, serving to connect the two,
and form one building; the compartments at each end
of the cloister forming porches to each chapel. The
chapel walls are laced with blue Claypole stoue, and
Bath stone dressings. They are in the Geometrical
Decorated style—both chapels being alike externally

and internally. The internal fittings are of oak. The
architects were Messrs. Bellamy and Hardy, of Lin-
coln. Tne contractor for the building was Mr. John
Sudbuiy

;
the stone-work being executed by Messrs.

Walpole and Roberts ; and for the iron-work and
fencing, Messrs. S. Frishy and Son, all of Lough-
borough. Mr. J. Savill was clerk of the works. I’he

consecration by tbe bishop took place ou the 25th ult.

Chesterfield

.

—The consecration of the Chesterfield

and Taptmi Cemetery was performed on the 26th ult.

by the Bishop of Lichfield. The cemi-tfTy buildings

consist of two chapels, each 34 feet by 17 feet, and a

lodge, appropriated as residence for the registrar, and
a hoard-mom for holding the meetings of the burial-

board. 'rhe whole cost has been about 3,500/. The
architects were Messrs. Bidlake and Lovalt; and the

contractors Messrs. Coates and Burrowes of Chester-

field.

Salterhebble {Halifax).—The foundation-stone of

the new church now in process of erection for the

Salterhebble district, was laid by Mr. "W. I. Holds-
worth, OQ the 26th ult. The church is named All

Saints, and was designed by Messrs. Malliuson and
Healey, 'fhe site is a field on the right of the road

from Skircout-green to Salterhebble. The style ia

Early Decorated, and the church will be nearly a

cross-church, having nave, side aisbs, transepts, and
chancel, but having the tower and spire over l he north,

transept. The masons ai'c Messrs. Helm and Co.

;

Mr. Beilforth being the cirpentcr; Messrs. Bancroft

and Sou, plasterers , Mr. Walsh, plumber and glazier;

and Air. .Maude, painter.

South Shields.—The foimdation-stone of the new
church about to be erected in Alile-cnd-road, South
Shields, by the United Presbyterian congregation of

Ilcugli-strect Chapel, under the superintendence of

Mr. Thomas Oliver, jun. of Sunderland, architect,

was laid ou the 26t!i ult. 'The building, which will

comprise church, school-room, and vesti y, is designed

in the G.uhic style of architecture. Tne church is

cruciform on plan, with nave, aisles, and transepts,

and a tower with spire at the south-east angle, with
deacon’s vestry below. There will be no galleries,

but provision will be made in case they are required

afterwards. The church on the ground-floor willhavc

500 sittings. The entire cost, including ground, &c.

will be about 2,000/. : of this the sum of 750/. has

been subscribed by a few of the members. The
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Ejtrance to the church will he in Ingham-street, by a

decply-rccessed porch, with carved capital and orch-

niould. The end windows are each four lights, and

are to be filled with stained glass. The nave columns

will be of iron, and the arches above, which support

the roof, of wood, filled with ornamental iron tracery.

The whole of the w'oodwork will be stained as well as

the roof, which is to be open timber work, some ])or-

t'ons of which will be carved. The iioiiwill berepre-

sented as such, but painted in appropriate colours, and

otherwise ornamented and moulded.

THE METROPOLITAN SEWERS.

The other day at Whitechapel three strong men
were stricken to death by the poisonous pent-up gases

of a sewer, and tw'o more, in trying to save them,

nearly shared the same fate.

This is a tangible example of the dangerous natnie

of the Loudon drainage
;
and it would be well to

remember that poison, more or less adulterated,

exists in all improperly drained and ill-ventilated

places. This accideut, and some other circumstances

which have from time to time come to notice, show

that great diOlculty will be found in ventilating the

huge sewers which are now necessary in the metropolis.

People who appreciate the value of good drainage

have also a strong dislike to gully-holes and other

vents : now, it must be evident that as these vents

are complained of, and ouc after the othor shut up,

those left opeu must emit larger quantities of

gases of a more powerful description. Sometliing

must be done to remedy this, or our many miles

of drainage will become as dangerous to explore or

open as the worst of long-closed coal-mines. The

entire closing of the gully-holcs, aud the proper

ventila'ion of the sewers, also the means by which

the gases may be raised up shafts harmless, are not

impossible in this scientific age.

The extent of the London sewerage is weekly in-

creasing, and as each cesspool is closed, and new

houses with proper drainage built, so much more is

Father Thames rendered unwholesome. This is a

circumstance unpleasant to us of the present genera-

tion, but which will be beneficial in times to come;

for the necessity for improvement will cause propor-

tionate exertions to be made. It is necessary, how-

ever, that what is done in connection with London

drainage should be effectual, and that we should not

entail continual expenses for half measures, but we

must — to use a common expression
—

“ take the

bull by the horns,” and convey the drainage to such

a distance from London as wUl prevent any incou-

venience to the coast, and that, too, in close sewers,

and not in the monstrous open cuttings recommended

by the referees. The plan to accompany their re-

port we may say, by the way, is not yet publishsd.

A RAMBLE AMONGST THE METROPOLITAN
TOMBS AND MONUMENTS.

Family and friendly love, national gratitude, and

that less worthy feeling, the love of pomp and display,

have been the means of raising iu this metropolis

specimens of men’s design aud handiwork which, in

some instances, cause feelings of satisfaction, and in

others, those of disappointment and vexation. Not-

withstanding artistic deficiencies, there is, however,

much interest in a journey amongst the records which

have been placed in our churches aud other buildings

to the memory of departed worthies.

With the exception of those in Westminster Abbey,

we hive, unfortunately, but few examples in London

of the more ancient style of monument, and the chief

of these are to the memory of Gower, the poet, in

St. Saviour’s, Southwark; Rahere, in St. Bartholo-

mew’s the Great; and the Duke of Exeter, removed

from St. Katberine’s-by-the-Tower to the new chapel

in the Regent’s-park. la some of the churches which

escaped the Great Fire are monuments older than

that event, but few before the date of the reign of

James I. In St. Helen’s, Bishopsgate-street, is a very

fine altar tomb, on which are recumbent effigies of

Sir John Crosby and his lady : there are other monu-

ments here worthy of attention. In the church at

St. Mary Axe is the life-like bust of honest John

Stowe, seated at his desk, with pen in hand, in a

circular-headed niche, surrounded by hour-glasses

and other emblems. In St. Giles’s, Cripplcgatc, the

monument of Fox, the author of the “Book of

Jlartyrs,” aud some other old bits within the

altar-rails are worthy of notice. Below the present

church of St. James, Clerkenwcll, in the crypt, sur-

rounded by stacks of coffins, are fragments of the

tombs formerly in the original building. In old St.

Paucras, notwithstanding the restoration, the old

monuments have been retained : here and there the

careful wanderer may trace some pieces of incised

atone, or mutilated brasses. Iu the church of Alt

HaUows, Barking ;
Stepney, and a few other places,

there are some remains. Of all the stately tombs

which once adorned the cathedral of old Sf. Paul’s,

only a few fire-marked stones remain in the ciypt

below ;
and all the memorials in the great muss of the

City churches met with destruction at the same

lime.

Peihap.s the oldest monument at present remaining

in the metropolis, if we except the Roman, Sjxoii.

and one or two Danish relics, which have fro.m time to

time been turned up, is the stone which contains the

rudely - sculpUived figure of an ancient abbot of

Westminster, and which is still remaining in the

south cloister of the Abbey, and is probably as old as

the middle of the eleventh century. For a consider-

able length of time, the decoration of English tombs

chiefly consisted of crosses and other emblems, and

rude inscriptions. As a furlhcr amount of sculptural

skill began to be generally developed, the emblems

gave place to figures of the deceased, which were

made, as nearly as the rude artists could do so, to

imitate the form and costume of the persou iu whose

memory the tombs were raised.

As architecture advanced in England, the marked

improvement of the effigies of the departed is

strikingly shown by an examiuatiou of the monuments,

in Westminster Abbey, which date from the reign of

Henry III. to the beginning of the seventeenth cen-

tury
;
and one feels, when looking at the figures of

the kings, queens, and others, iu this venerable

church, that they arc correct portraits of those who

have here crumbled into dust ;
and it is evident that

the chief aim has been to make the effigies the most

prominent and lasting part of the tomb. Take, for in-

stance, the tomb of Queen Eleanor : canopy and sculp-

tured base have perished and decayed, but the lovely

figure of the queen still remains. In like manner the

effigy of Henry V. if it had met with no wilful

destroyer, uould have been preserved. The statues

of the other kings and queens are also examples

which show that a chief object of the monuments

was to exhibit aud preserve the li^’c-shape of the

persons commemorated. In the monuments of the best

period of Medimval art, the accessories are sumptuous,

and well in keeping with the surrounding architec-

ture, but they neither destroy the principal object,

nor detract from the beauty of the building in which

they are placitd.

It has been remarked that the devotional feeling

shown in the monuments of this date is too much

overlooked at present, and that in memorials placed

by the living to the dead we should sink the disfilay

of the actions of the man or woman upon earth,

and strive to show tlie weakness of humanity,

and make it the chief aim of our tombs to acknow-

ledge the greatness of divine power, and show our

sense of humility. The grave itself, and the instinct

which causes us to rear those comparatively frail aids

to memory, are a sufficient acknowledgment of our

position ;
and it may be remarked that in the Middle-

age tombs of both stone, bronze, and brass, although

the figures arc arranged in the attitude of pniyer, the

pomp of heraldry is not neglected, thus strangely

mingling together the vanities of the world with

more solemn thoughts.

The chief aim of monumental sculpture, however,

is to show forth in as clear a manner as can be de-

vised those men aud women who, by the divine gift

of genius of different descriptions, have conferred

benefit upon their country or on the world at large,

aud that their portraits should be aided by such

accessories as will show the nature of their various

labours, and put them for many ages before the

general view as objects not only of respect and grati-

tude, but also of emulation.

Having glanced thus slightly at the ancient monu-

ments in Westminster Abbey, we will,' without just

now noticing the more modern marbles there, ramble

to St. Paul’s, our other great metropolitan church,

and there will be found ample matter lor contempla-

tion. The building itself, in its vast aud glorious

proportions, is liable to make us critical of the

accessories which are introduced ;
and although we

enter below the dome with an anxious wish_ to fmd

bcautiis instead of fdalts, we are obliged to give more

censure than praise.

And first, taking a general view, it must be acknow-

ledged that the immense sums of money which Lave

been expended in sculpture here have not greatly

improved the general effect of the building, ihere

arc no principal groups of statuary such as Michcl-

1 ij L—.,. wfiipfi wmiliL liki

tals.” Ill front of the pedestal is a design in basso-

relievo, of a figure distributing food and clothiug in

a prison. tViih the exception of the Roman costume,

this would have been a creditable monument. The

Romans did not represent their great characters in

Greek costume, neither did the Greeks clothe their

heroes in the garments of the Egyptians.

Iu comparing the mouumeuts iu St. Paul’s with the

more ancient examj'les in Westminster, we cannot

fail to notice that, while the latter have much dignity

and repose, they are destitute of any great amount

of invention
;
and that the former show, notwithstand-

ing the failures, an intellectual straining after some-

thing, which may eventually produce good results. A
few of the mouumeuts in St. Paul’s are remarkable

for the fitness of the inscriptions ; for instance, to a

monument to Lieut .-col. Sir WL Myers, Bart, who fell

in the battle of Albuera, which is not in other ways

particular, great interest is given by the careful quo-

latioii of part of a letter to the mother of the young

warrior Irom the Duke of Wellington, which is en-

graved on the base :
—

“ It will be some satisfaction to you to know that

your son fell in the action, in which, if possible, the

British troops surpassed all their former deeds, and at

the head of the fusilier brigade, to which a great pai’t

of the final success of the day may be attributed. As

an officer, he had already been highly disliuguished

;

aud if Provideoce had prolonged his lile, he promised

to become one of the brightest ornaments of his pro-

fession and an honour to his country.”

In another instance, on the monument erected at

the cost of the nation to the memory of Major-gen.

•T. Dundas, the resolution of the House of Commons,

which specifies the particulars of his services, is en-

graved at length.

But few of the monuments in St. Paul’s Cathedral

display any great amount of poetical conception, but

amongst those worthy of remark for this quality we

may notice that by Westinacott, to the memory of

Admiral Lord Culliugwood. In this work, the body

of the naval hero is represented lying on the deck of

a mau-of-war, shrouded in colours won from the

enemy, aud with his hands clasping a sword upon his

breast: a figure of F,imc kneels over the prow, and

the remainder of the composition consists of a figure

of “ Father Thames,” attended by einbltmatical

figures of oiher British rivers. On the guuwale of

the vessel there are basso-relievo illustrations of the

progress of navigation : tlie first shows the uncertainty

of uavigaliou wLeu mariners had only the stars for a

guide; the second, the introduction of the compass

j

and the third, the forging of instruments of war.

In the monument to General Moore, figures ot

Valour and Victory are lowering the general iuto a

grave with entwined laurel, while an allegorical figure

of Spain plants the standard of conquest over his

an^elo Uuld have designed, and which would, like

the Middle-age monuments, have incorporated them-

selves with the architectural form ;
but the merno-

grave.

It is less pleasant in other works to notice the

slightly altered repetition of the same idea,

—

Britannia mou ruing, Britannia decking a sarcophagus,

Fame consoling Biitauuia, &c. &c.

lu the memorial to Sir William Ponsonby, whose

death was caused by the weakness ot his horse, which

broke down under him in a charge, the borseis shown

falling languidly to the earth, whilst, ns the guide-

book says, “ his master, a figure without draj>ery,

iu the foreground, is kneeling in a constrained posture

in the act of receiving a wreath of laurel at the

moment of death Irom the hands of Victory.” The

excuse the artist of this design had for jilacing the

warrior before us without drapeiy it is difficult to

conceive.

In wandering amongst the memorials, all must feel

the difficulty there is in making the allegory suffi-

ciently distinct to the multitude.

Iu the monument to the memory of Captain John

Cooke, “Britannia is represented [as we are told]

mourning; aud consoled by one of ber children pre-

senting her wiih her trident, and another her helmet;

while in the background is the prow ot a vessel, to

indicate that the work is a naval moimraeat.”

Iu the memorial to Lord Duucau, the pedestal re-

presents in alto-relievo a seaman with his wife and

child, designed to commemorate the regard this cele-

brated officer had for those who sailed under him.

The greater numher who view this represeutuUon are

not suffieieutly acquainted with the history of Lord

Duncau to be able lo kuow the reference these figures

have to au amiilble poiut of bis character : it shodd

therefore have beeu meutioued along with his di^

.‘^uished naval services, and the great victory which

vials taken in the mass, arc puny aud inconsiderable. , he gained ovcj the Dutch fleet.

r-itbedral
,11,1 at all in liarmony witli the genius wbicli ilc- In many ot the mnnuments m St Pan] s Cathedi^^

^ned the bn Wing into which they have been rc- ' there is a great want shown of a hamromons eomhi-

ccived Let n hoVever, walk round the place, and
|

nation of the chief dguie wrih what should he the

r„ before S monnmint ot John HoLrd, the ' accessories. The fanrons Marqms ot Cornwall,s m

nhiLnthronist who is in Koman costume, trampling robes of a Knight ot file Garter, sun

^rtterrafd bearing in his right hand a key, and in pedestal: at the base is a hgure of Br.tsnma,

Wsleffa rdl or w”lh are inscribed the words,-
:
isfth spear and shield, rn a stiff, nnmeamng atti-

opianfor the Improvement of Prisons and Ilospi- tnde ;
and on the other side are hgures which are
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intended to represent t.lie Gauges and another river of

the East. In taking a round of modern St. Piml’.'i,

it will strike many that in monumental works, which

are intended for the use of the niulriindc, allegory

should not be too uuieh refined, and that it is always

better to convey an idea in a distinct form, even by
the assistance of letters, rather than to leave it in

doubt. It is useless to waste labour, spare, and

marble in figures, the intentiou of which it i.s dilHcuU

to understand.

In Flaxitinn’s mrraorinl to Lord Nelson, although

the pedestal is not exactly to our taste, it is applied

to a useful purpose, for on one part are cut, in bold

letters, the names of his three greatest victories

—

Copenhagen, Nile, and Trafalgar
;
and below that are

representiit'Oiis of the North Sea, German Ocean, the

Nile, and Mediterranean: and every one will appre-

ciate the feeling which designed the fine figure of

Britannia, with one arm partly encircling two sailor-

hoys, and the otlier pointing with admiration, to

Nelson, who is dressed in the uniform he wore at the

time of his death, with the exception of a cloak, which
he received as a present from the Saltan. An Artist.

INSPECTION OF LONDON DWELLINGS.
We regret that, notwithstanding the able advocacy

of the Earl of Shaftesbury and others well acquainted
with the subject, the Bill wh^h was lately brought
into Parliament to give incretseJ piwers to the in-

spectors of dwellings should have been rejected. The
necessity for such a measure has not beeu sufficientiv

appreciated.

No one can be more ready to advocate the just
Maims of the poor than ourselves, or to respect the
opinion that an Englishman’s house should be bis
gastle : it is. hoviever, necessary, for the salvation of
the lives of those placed in certain poufions, to inter-
fere firmly, though wisely and kindly. Such iutcriors

as those we have described in the S .lid-yard, Clerkeiv
well; Gray’s-iun-laue, and oilier places which still

exist, wherein several himiliis are huddled together,
are ‘'castles” not only dangerous to those who
occupy them, hut also to those living around. Since
power was given to the prdicc to' examiue public
lodging-houses, we have seen something of their
operation: wc have seldom heard them coinpLiined
of; and while we know the good which has been
effected through it in various districts, it has bec.i
found that the law was not snffii-ient to reach many
ervercrowded rooms, in which from fifteen to tw ent?
men, women, and children, of difFercnt ages, were at
times collected together. Few, we think, who have
observed such a condition of things, will advocate
the continu:mce of arrangements wh'ch surely lead to
immorality and crime, besides the loss of health aud
life.

The inspection of dwellings is a very delicate
matter to deni with, but wc are assured that some-
thing must be done. AVe have hiti-ly made further
inquiry in the iieighhourhood of Olipstonc-slreet
and other districts, and feel certain that the over-
crowding of the houses is increasing, npproaching
to a certain extent to the same co'ndifou as the
dwellings which have been removed. It is true that
the drainage is an advantage in some places, but the
houses,

^

both as regards general arrangement and
veutiliilion, are unfit fur the reception of numerous
families. In some of (hose houses which consist of
twelve rooms, including the garrets and kitchens, wc
found distinct fmiilies in tai-h room, and some rooms
were occupied by even more than one. AA'e put down
the niin.bers given to us as occupyiiu: the rooms in one
house—1. 2, 6, 8, 7, 8, y, 6, 2. 5, 4. 2-60. Many
of these houses are roomy, and have once been places
of some consideration, but the persons who let themm tenements have made no provision of extra closets,
sinks, &c. such as is made in the houses which
have been altered by the si-cieties for improvin'^
dwellings. The staircases are closed at the top, and
there are no arrangements for obtaining a eirculaiion
of air. The atmosphere o^some of these staircases w as
very bad, and the supply of water quite ioadequa'efor
60 many people. It is vexatious to find hardworking
men pre'erriug such habitations to the e.xccllen”
arrangements of the model buildings. In pirts of
Islingt'in and elsewhere, the numbers who occupy
some of the houses which are let in tenements are
snrpriring.

^

In a row of small six-i-oumed bouses
we found in one three families, who consisted of
twenty-four persons; in auother there were four
f^ilies, whose numbers were seventeen

; in another
there Ware also four families, or eighteen iie pic, and
80 on.

o L 1 j

_

It must^ be evident to all that these thick popula-
tions require very great care, and wc think that those
houses which are sy^leinatically snblct should be
placed under certain, though not too stringent, rcguln-
tioDs. The buildings ought, in tl e first p’ace, to be
adapted as far as possil le to ihe w: n's of tlie numerous
tenants

; and it has been suggested that the sublelter

of premises should be held responsible for the niimbci'

of persons he receives, aud that this might lie

managed without any particular system of examina-
tion, if the landlord of each house were made liable

to a fine for receiving more tenants than tlie spaci

would give healthy room to. Those who felt aggrieved

by the overcrowding might give information. AVe
must confess that the subject is beset with difficulties,

chiefly caused by prejudices and ignorance which
ought by this time to have been overcome. The evil

is evident, hut the remedy has not yet been found.

ELECTRO-TELEGEAPIirC PROGRESS.
THEEast-IudiaCompiny,webear, have agreed to pay

20,000f. a year to the Indian Telegraph Company from
the date of the first message, and till the line viclds .in

annual profit of 6 percent. The coueurrence of Govern-
ment, however, is a requisite. The Mediierrancaii
telegraph is about to he laid, the line being now on its

wav in the It is 150 miles lung, and is to hi'

sunk bclwcen Cngliari, on the S irdiiiian coast, and
Buna, on the coast of Algeria, whence it will be con-
nected with Mexandria by a subterranean line along
the coast. Mr. Lindsay, of Dundee, in the Northern
Warder, reminds the public of some curious (Xjjcri-

raents of liis at Portsmouth and elsevvherc, in the
fonmition of marine telegraphs without any trans-
marine or snbruariue wires except on each of the
coasts so connected. In rcs])ect to the Atlamic
leh'gi'aph, hcsiys.—“One plate or sheet of copper
might be imincrsed in the ociau at Lixard Point in
Corinvall, and anoihcrut the north-west part of Scot-
l md, connected with the former by a wire and its

telegraphs. Here tlie lateral distance is ahout 500
miles, and belwcen the painllels of 50 and 69 degrees.
Nearly opposite to these are tlic north-east point of
Labrador, and some part of Nova Scotia. Tlie lateral

distance hiing 600 miles would ha a fourth part of
the cross distance, which is nearly 2,000 miles, but as

much ilectricify would pass as would move the needle
without an excessive battery. By this method the
expense, w otild not be a tenth part, perhaps not a
hundi'cdth [lart, of that by ihe cable, and the c’ arge
'or ims-agcs would he propoi tionally smaller. Cases
may, however, occur, when lateral distance cannot be
got, that a cable is necessary,”— the Atlantic line,

however, not being one of these ! The experiment at

Portsmouth, so far as wc recollect, was indeed a re-

markable one, but the idea of an Atlantic line without
any Allaritie wm'c is scarcely eouieivcablc. Is Mr.
Lindsay, by the way, aware of the cxi',tcnce of the
following passage in a letter written by Dr. Franklin
to Peter Colliuson, of London ?—"Spirits at the same
time arc to be fired by a snavk sent from side to
side through the river, without any otha- conductor
than the water, an expeiiment which we some time
since pei'formcd to Ihe am izemcnt of the navy.” The
co’intenani'e of a Franklui in fa. our of his very
startling idea ouglit not to he lost sight of, but perhaps
Franklin’s meaning was not exactly what his words
would seem to imply.

FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE.
The Restoiaiion of the Cologne Cathedral, and

the Coiner Domhlatl.— Oa the relation which the
'

latter journal bears to the restoration of that huge!
Mediicval building, M. Reichensperger, Piussianj
M.P., makes the following remarks:— '• We find here
a complete series of the periodical reports of the

j

diiectmg (the caihedrai architect), and the'
minutes ot the meetings of the open committee, who '

have conducted this huge work at such a trifling

cost. AVe see here how stone, as it were, was put to

stone, to make a grand and perfect whole
;
the very

history of eveiy portion of the conslrnclion is here
rolled up befoie us

;
aud all the doubts, impediments,

and difficulties are faithfully recorded, as well as the
wise and weL-considcred means by which we auceeeded
in removing them. It has become clear that, the
cathedral being the result of so many endeavours and
reslori.tioDS,— it was by no means easy to (read again,

'

as it were, in tbe lootsleps of those old masters.
The social organism iu which they had lived liad

been rent asunder, their systems and rules had
vanished from memory; art and workmanship had
become separated, and had taken diverse, even oppo-
site directions,— all which was to be re-organized, or
at least to be newly arranged. But that school which
has uow arisen at the foot of the cathedral, has more
than a local signification. Leaving even out of the
question tint the Cologne Ciithedral is a European
inoiiumeut, towards which the eyes of architects and
amateurs nre directed, this restoration forms a turn-
ing point in the history of (German) architecture, and
its collateral aris. For pruvinsr this, we only have to
look at the many ecclesiastical buildings erected of late
in the Rliineliiiids, as well as the great restorations of
hisioricil hiiiliJii]s;s c.irritcl on lu Aix la Chapclle,
Coblentz, Neuss, &c, Nay, we mny fearlessly assume,

that the er. at renovation processes going on now in
the ctthcdrols of Strasburg, Speyer, Mayenee, Frank-
fort, Ulm, AA’orms, Vienna, &c. have had all their
common source and origin in our fatherlandish
Cologne Dom.— Civil architecture also has taken
the cue from onr doings, aud a better taste, far

distant fn-m psciido-autique, or acatlciiiic eclecticism
has takeo hold of the mind of architects; while our
open c iramittets have given a denth blow to red
tapi-ism, aristociatic art-bureaucracy, and the similar
banes under which other huge constructions are
labouring at the present lime.”

Bucharest in 1857.—The following sketch of the
Moldavian capital may be of some iotcrust just at the
present time:— The first exterior aspect which
Bucharest piesents to tbe tourist is quite specific, as

its lionscs and gardens, its places and s'rcets, and its

population, pirtake both of the Oriental and some-
what the Ilulian character. There is much difficulty

to iiriauge into anything like order those planlessly

nggrcgiited streets, some dai’k, others with more light,

crooked or straight; mostly disagrccible by either

mud or excessive clouds of dust, the latter con-

stantly stirred by herds of all sorts of domesticated

animals. The houses surrounded by g.Tdens or

empiy spaces, offer a picture of most glaring con-

trasts. Still, here also (as in most h df-civilised

countries), the original type of building is obviously

derived from the AVaUachian -clag hid, sprciniens of

which are yet to l5c seen in some of the outskirts of

the city. Next to thorn come tbe small, ouc-storied

houses, which, being a compound of brick and wood,
are inhabited by the infcriOT classes of the iiopiilalion.

From these to the few, even palace-loniing dwellings

of the rich, are several intermediate gradaiiors. The
interiors of the dwellings of the Bojars arc literally

crammed with (he most cosily funiitnrc, the finest

tipes'ry, the most splendid glass and China ware.

Nothing is deficient in aAA'anachi:innijhh'’s house—hut

till- mind or higher Dims, which may iiup rt somelife

and movement to these exterivTS of present social life.

FOOT-LIGIITS-COVENT-GARDEN
THEATRE.

I PRESUME it is intended that in tbe new Coveut-

gardcii Theatre every iinjnovemeat will l:e adopted

which c>u add to scenic effect. Let me recommend
the abolition, or rather modification, of those hideous

objects—foot-lights. AVhat occupant of pit or stall

has not often felt annoyed that he could ouly seo the

heads of the actors (when half-way down the stage)

over or between these unshapely obstacles, which,

though sometimes 18 inches high, barely shelter his

eye from the flaring, smoky glare of the gas Argands,

and which form a harsh foreground which would mar
the eff'ect of the best pictorial group or stage scene

ever produced.

You must, of course, have a foot-l'ght,* but why
not have a thin, close, continuous, and bright line of

jets an inch apart, and shaded from the audience by
one shallow rim running in an unbroken line along

the whole front, and which need not be more than

four or five inches above the level of the stage? It

might be an improvement, too, to keep tlie grimaces

and contortions of the orchestra a little out of sight.

A. C.

SALTS ON AA’ALLS AND DAMP IN AVAILS.

An "Old Subscriber” complains of this old and
oft-couiplained-of grievance, aud asks for a remedy,

or rather a preventive. A^arious articles on this subject

have appeared in our pages. Thus, on 14th July,

1855, will be found some remarks by Mr. C. II. Smith,

in a communication to tbe Ojiumi'-sioners ou the Fine

Arts. Iu this comrai’oication, Mr. Smith remarks
that "it is sulphate of magnesia (common Eps^m salt)

which is occasionally found to cover the surface of

newly-built walls with an efflorescence like hoar frost.”

lie explains how such salts are frequently produced

in w'ali, or gain access to them, as through the sand,

water, lime, or brick-clay entering into their compo-
sition

;
but he considers that “ under ordinary circum-

stances it is scarcely possible to get rid ol the various

saline or deliquescent substances that have once been
admitled into the walls of a btdidiog.” AVe luav,

however, refer for further in'ormatiou on the subject

to Mr. S.nith’s communication itself.

On 30th .Tune, 1855, "An Analytical Chemist”
(Mr. AVentworth Scott) writes us to the effect that

correspondents in asking how to get rid of this evil

ought to ascertain aud describe Ihe pn eise species of

salts comphtined of, hut offers his aid if a little of the

salt be forwarded to him. " Muantime,” he says,
“ I may as well give the process I have found quite

effectual iu the few instances of the kiud that have

come under my notice:—Take 4 lbs. commercial car-

• Reflpctors from above might be substituted, as sug.
gested in the Builder nine or ten years since, on a plan
previously put iu practice, and with complete success.
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bonate oFsoGa (natron), 2^ lb«. commercial carbonate

of potash (pear’ash), and 2i lbs. of finely sifted silver

sand : mix intimately, and put into a crucible (iron

is best, if not Hessian) capable of containing three

times the ejnantity, and fuse for two or three hours :

pour out upon a stone or iron slab, and allow it to

cool : then boil in about one gallon of water, uu'il a

saturated solution is obtained. Let the salt be scraped

off the wall os much as possible and washed well with

warm water
;
then brush the hot solution prepared as

above on all parts of its surface
:
give the wall another

coat in three days’ tirtje, and, at the end of a week or

two, wall will be covered vjith an impervious

fflassy coaling, which will, I think, attain the desired

otyect. If applied to damp walls they cease to be so.

It will also prevent the white rubbing off.”

Other commuuicatioDs by the same wiilcr after-

wards appeared in our columns, as on page 557 of the

same volume
;

and, if we mistake not, the Crystal

Palace Company were indebted to Mr. Scott for re-

moving the saline disfigurement on brick walls at the

palace.

IRON TRADE OP SOUTH STAFFORDSHIRE.
IRON GIRDERS.

The iron trade of South Staffordshire may he set

down ns in a condition which is an improvement upon
its state for the past five weeks. Tlie advices from
the United Slates have imparted to it a measure of

Boniidiioss which, until this week, it Las not in the

time mentioned possessed. From across the Atlantic

the new's received as to the nature of the orders to he
sent thence jus* ifies the conclusion that several houses,

largely engaged in ihe Aineiican trade, and which
have considei'iihle iiillueuee in (he iron market at

home, will not he lacking orders up toapriiud beyond
quarter-day next.

There seems less likelihood now than there was a

fortnigiit ago that, in so far as the long-cftablished

houses are coucerned, a reduction of prices will be de-

clared for the next quarter, Some of these, however,
before the imiirovement iii the A-neiican advices,

were ac-tpling rales for sizes and dc-'Criptious of

which they had only a few, if any, orders iu hand,
which bus further illustrated the fact that the deter-

minations of the qnarlorly meetings arc not to be

classed with the laws of the Medcs and (he

Persians.

In the midst of this stste of things, it seems sur-

prising to many that so little should be doing iu the

pig trade in the way of sales. At Biriningham yester-

day (Thursday), and at 'Wolverhampton the day hcdbi c,

the majoriiy of the persons on ’Change were stock-

brokers aiid coiimiission-agcnts, all ready to sell pig-

iron.at .rates which are certainly not a fair profit upon
the article, in the present price of the raw material

and labour. Some few transactions were effected at

4/. for pigs, that, to have ve dized their maker a profit

at all pi-oponionate with the profit of the m iker of

malleable iron, should hate obtaiued at least Ss. more.

Most of the fiiiislied irou-makrrs, who order largely

at quarter-day, have not yet had all the orders of lost

quarter-day supplied to them, but in about a foitulght

they will have, and then pig sellers will be adraiited

to an interview. Another reason for the app.areut

dulness of the pig trade is the large increase iu the

make of that article now as compared with even

twelve months ago. Stocks of pigs have slightly

increased in the past fortnight.

A further proof of the desirabilily of substituting

wrought for tast iron in the construction of girders iu

ordinary buildings, has been afforded in the history of

the accident in this district of recent date. A week

or two ago, it will be remembered, a portion of an

upper flooring at the screw manufactory of Jlessrs.

Grice, Weston, and Co. of Spon-lane, ou the Stour

Volley Line, fell in consequence of ihe hrc.iking of a

cast-iron girder wbicli supiiorted it, occasioning

damage to the amount of 500/. and killiug a work-

woman .

At the inquest Mr. Nicholls, the nrchitcc^ stated

that the girders had been proved before they were put

up, and were sufficiently strong to carry iwcuty-two

tons breaking weight, nhilst the weight upon it,

at the time of the iicridcnt, was only about fifleeu or

sixteen tons. The newspaper report of the inquest

upon the girl, concludes thus :

—

“The coroner suggested to Mr. Grice, in the event

of their rc-biiilding tiic warehouse, the propriety of

' their having oak beams, supported by iron columns,

: instead of cast-iron girder.^, which siiggesiion Mr.

I Grice promised to see carried out I !

”

“ The corouer,” it is right to say, was on this

t occasion a deputy coroner, a young man from Devou-
‘ sbiiT, evidently with wry little faith iu iron. The

( coroner would, no doubt, have called in such scientific

; aid as would have accotialed fur the accident,

: and not have left the jury to deciilc upon the testi-

I mony of the architect, who “ could not in any way

a account for the fall.”

PROBLEMATA MATHEMATICA.
Find the dimensions of the largest cistern that can

be lined with a given rectangular sheet of lead, by

soldering it only at the four iinelcs formed by the

intersections of the sides and ends of the cistern.

Let a and b denote respectively the length and

width of the given sheet of lead, and let x be taken to

represent the depth of the required cistern. Then the

four pieces cut from the corners of the given sheet will

he equal squares, having their sides equal to x, the

depth of the cistern, and leaving the dimensions a— 2^"

and b— 2j! for the length and width of the cistern.

Its three dimensions will therefore be expressed by

a— 2j’, b— 2z, and a; (^) ;
and its capacity by {a— 2x)

{b-2x)x.

Let u = <p {x) = {a-2x) {b~2x)x =
abx-2{a + b)x'^-><-4iX^-,

then wc have to determine that vnlne of x which makes

V, a maximum. Hence, by differentiation,

J-4(o + S)i+12j''-0i
dx

12a-3-4 {a^b)x =

a + h tyi + b)'^—Z ab =

Lfpon examination it will be found that is

negative when wc take the lower sign in the value of

X ; therefore « is a maximum for tho root

a + h— s/i^—a b +

Ilcncc, by substituting fur x iu (*) its value

a + b— -fc^—a i +

we have the quaulilics,

a—\{a-^b- ib + b‘^),

b—^ia + b— ‘far— n i

and

a + b~ -fa^—a h -t- U‘

^

which are the required dimensions of the cistern.

A plane reflector, of given length, is placed with

one cud of it touching the base of a vertical object,

and turned about this end, as its axis, until the

extremity of the reflection of the object would meet

a vertical line passing through an extreme point iu

its opposite end; to determine the height of the

object.

Let a = the given length of Ihe reflector, and let

a be the angle of inclination of the plane of the

reflector with that of the object ; then the angles of

the reflection of the object makes with the reflecting

surface, ou the side opposite to that of the incideuce

the angle(i-")
=of the object, = —

which the vertical line would make with the same

side of the reflecting surface = a (Euc. i. 29) ; the

angle which the vertical line would make with the

rellcetiou ol the object *= — 2a (Euc. i. 32) ;
and

(he farthest extremity of the real object and that of

the reflccled object will be equidistant from the

reflecting surface, and on opposite sides of it (Grifiiu’s

Optics, 20).

Hence the height of the object = the length of the

^ sin. a
reflection = a

Cambridge.

sin. (tt — 2a)

A. J. Tompkins.

BUCKINGHAM PAL.\CE.

M'hen I see in your Jonni:!! the grand displays of

architcctiUMl skill shown in ihe des’gn of the intended

Public Offices, I look with wonder and a sort of

iidmiralion at the pinnacles, turrets, and long lines of

elevations, decorated in various tastes, and having all

some peculiar merits
;

but none of which, in ray

bumhlc opinion, arc equal to the vis'onary idea I hud

formed of a great national building which is intended,

for ages to come, to remain as a prominent example of

the tarte of this remarkable age. It is true, sir, that

I am not a practicul man, and yet still c lU lorni some

idea of the difficulty an archiicct may liud iu aduptiug

the design of a large building to peculiar puiposcs.

In the late competition, however, it appears that ihc

architerls have been left a wide scope for the display

of their imagination ; large suras have been offered a-

prizes, the competition was vciy propeily left open to

the world, and yet wc find that the best of the selecttd

buildings strongly reminds one of others a'rcady in

existence. In my own mind, I cannot help comparing

the drawings in connection with this competition

which you have shown us witli Inigo Jones’s design

for the building of Whitehall Palace, and have an im-

pression in favour of the elegant and varied plan of

that architect. It may be said that in the present

instance we do not want a palace, hut two Govern-

ment offices, for war purposes and for the management

of foreign business. In the designs, however, which

you have shown to us, there is little in general appear-

ance which iiidica* eswhat they are; hiitasalready hinted,

the de-igns offered for the Public Offii-es, so far as the

exterior appe irance is concerned, might just as well

do for palaces, and would certainly give the public a

much better idea of the home of royalty than the

Londoners can obtain by a glance at the dingy and

awkward pile called St. James’s, aad the equally un-

pleasant-looking Buckingham Palace. As regards the

latter structure, it may be worth while to notice

that the part of tlus building open to the view,

not only of the inhabitants of the metropolis,

but a'so of the many thousand visitors from the

provinces (who are sure, if they cm, to take a

peep at the Queen’s house), and the great bulk of

foreigners, is but the back of (be palace, holding

pretty much the same position as regards the whole

as do the stableyards and other siibordm ite premises

of important mansions, and which are generally, if

possible, concealed by trees and other deviceff.

Enormous sums of money have been and still are

being spcaat on this building, which turns its back

npoti the public, and which in the eyes of strangere

of taste inakts us to he worse thought of than we

really deserve to be. Now, when houses are being

demolished around this palace, and an almost in-

credible sum of money expended in clearing away the

sni ill surrimndlng dwellings an operaliun which only

serves to render the baldness of the arcliiteciure more

apparent, might it nut be considered worth while to

opi n sou.e peeps which would enable the public to get

a glimpse of ilic weslei n front, and the beautiful trees

wiiieh arc so well p’a'a d in the grounds ?

Up Constituti'Ui-hill tl e screen is a dismal-looking

brick wall
;
and on the Pimlico side the tall honses

completely hide the p ila-e front andg'rden. I venture

to suggest that it woi Id be well to throw down a por-

tion of the brick wall And some of the tall houses, and

let us have a di-tant prep at Buckingham Palace from

these points. Cuuriilering bow willingly the large

gmiits fur otliT purpose* have been made, there is no

d'lubtlhit the c.xtia sums required would be cheer-

fully given.

Few persons would advocate this evident improve-

ment if they thought tiiat it would iu any way inter-

fere with the privacy of her Majesty or family
;
but

by the girdcncr’s skill we might have a view of the

hou-e, and the private walks be, notwithstanding,

shidtcred from the view of the passing crowd.

Pedestrian,

RECENT PATENTS.*

T. "W. G. Treebv.—Forming Sewers or Tunnels,

and GuUegs to Tunnels. Dated Nov. 13, 1866.

—

This invention consists— 1. Informing a railway in

the sewer to get rid of the earth. The rails are

formed on the invert, and where they come the part

may be hollowed out so as to prevent extra weight of

material. 2. In causing a current of air to he drawn

through, so that the sewer or tunnel may be carried

any distance without disturbing the ground above.

3.*Of a gulley sluice-trap for carrying off the surplus

drainage. 4. In forming pipes with longiiudiual

joints as well as the cunimon traverse joints that are

now used. Tne object of this is, that the pipes may

be taken through the sewer or tunnel in separate

parts and afterwards put together .—Not proceeded

with.

John Bird, Chance’s Fire-brick NVorks, near

J)n(ilcy .—Hlanifaclureof articles suitable to be used

as Window-heads and Sills, Lintels, and other simi'

lar Parts of Buildings. Dated Juo. 19,

This invention consists in manufacturing articles suit-

able to be used as window-heads, sills, lintels, and

other similar parts of buildings from fire or other

(•lay, in a dry or nearly dry stale, by forcing it into a

suitably formed mould' by a pressure suificieutly strong

to cause the clay to retain the form given to it by the

mould after it ’is removed tlierefrora. The articles

thus moulded are burned iu a kilu, in which are three

or more walls or support*, across which the articles

to be bui-iil rest, being kept opart by separating

bricks. At the front of (lie kilu is a screw, which,

as the articles shrink during the burning, is used to

force forward a block long enough to rest on all the

su|iporls, so as to keep the articles constantly in con-

tact with the separatmg bricks, and never leave them

room enough to twist or get out of shape.

T. C. Salt.—A new or improved Method of

* Selected from the lists published in tho Meehanios'

Mugasins and Engineer journal.

''V
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Coating with Glass, or Enamelling Surfaces of Cast-

iron. Dated Oct. 29, 1856.—The enamellingof cast-

iron, or coating it with glass, is effected by the use o'

pounded glass enamel, applied by gum-water, and

afterwards fused.

R. A. BroomaH.—Improvements in Machinery

for Cattiny and Dressing Stone, Marble, and similar

Materials. (A communication.) Duted Nov. 8,

1856.— The object here is to imitnte hand-cut'iog.

The distinctive features lie in the manner of woilviDg

the cutting chisels. The stone is carried in a hori-

zontal direction upon a moveable platform, while ihe

chisels are made to act upon its upper surface in an

inclined direction, and opposite to that of the feed.

These chisels are supported in guides, formed in the

lower cross rail of the frame. Each guide stock is

connected to a toggle lever, the npptr end of which is

fastened to the upper cross rail of the fi'ame, and it is

by acting upon the centre joiut of ihe toggles, whereby

they are made to vibrate, that motion is given to the

chisels. The motion is imparted by CJims.

W. Brindley.—Improvements in the Preparation

of Faperkavgings and other OrnaTfiental Papers.

Dated Nov. 5, 1856.—These consi^t in rendering

wall papers or paperhanging impervious to moisture

by a peculiar process of oiling and drying, which has

also toe property of communicating to the water or

body colours, with which the same are st-iined, much
of the character of oil-painting. And in glazing paper

prepared by the said process, by passing the paper and
compressing it between revolviug smoedh sui faced

metal rollers, as practised in calendar machines.

—

Not proceeded with

.

J. Kinniburgh,—Improvements in Moulding or
Shaping Metals. Dated Nov. 13, 1856.—Tnis re-

lates principilly to the moulding ol holl iw or tubular

articles of cylindrical contour, and is also appl'cable

in the mauufaciure of articles resembling pip>ts in

^neral strui;t.ure. Core bars, capable of contracting

in diametric il ditnensions, are used. These core bars

are each composed of three longiiudioal pieces of

curved metal, or segmental metal plates, combined to-

gether so as to form a bar of the desired diameter,
with ihcir lonritudiiial junction edges iu coniai-t with
each other. On a spiudle are keyed small eccentrics.

Connecting rods pass from these, and are jointerl to a
long, narrow, exteruiilly-sidjusting wedi;e-shaped piece,

which virtually forms a fourth segment of ihe core bar.

John Fortescue, Charles-street, London.

—

Im-
provemmis in the Construction of the Fur-
naces of Bakers’ Ovens for the purpose of Con-
suming Smoke, which improvements are also

applicable to the Consumption of Smoke in other
Furnaces. Dated J.inuary 26tb, 1857-—The fur-

nace is provided with outer and iuner doors, and is

furnished at the top, at the end next the oven, with a
block or inverted bridge extending downwards across

the furnace. Over the inner door is an openiogei tend-

ing across the furnace, and the outer door is provided
with a projecting block, which, when the outer door
is clusi'd, fits into the same op ning, and renders the
same air-tight or nearly so. Wheu fresh fuel is sup-
plied to the furnace the outer door is left open, and a
current of air admitted, which, iu passing over the
top of the furnace, becomes heated, and is thrown
downwar.ls by the block or inverted btidire at the
end of ihe furnace, and, inei ting with ibe upward
current of air through the furnace bars, effeciually

consumes all the smoke and gases evolved from the
fuel. The udmissiun of the proper quamity of air

necess^cry to consume all the smoke is regulated by
opening or closing the outer door of the furnace,
which should not be left open wider than is neces-
sary to admit the minimum anionut of air required.

RECENT AMERICAN PATENTS.*
For Improved Machinery for Ejicavating Rock.

Jesse C. Osgood, Troy, N.Y.—Claim : 1st. E.xca-
vating rock Diidi-r water by means of the weilgc-

shaped chisil, whose length is greater than the depth
of Wilier. 2nd. The spriiig-heiid, or its

(
quivalenr, io

combination with the chisel. 3id. The arriingenient

of the spring wiihin the loop or strap of the lurn-
huckle, ill combiuKtion with ihe slinim: nut.

For an Improvement in Rotary Brick Machines.
George Ckangle, Philadelphia, Pcims\lvani:i.

—

Claim: A cylinder without movable bnttoms to the
moulds, in combination with a bed-picce fi.ved to tbe
frame of the machine, so as to serve ihe purpose o'

said bottoms, the said cylinder and bcd-piece lieing

constructed, arranged, combined, aud ouei-iited toge-
ther.

For an Improved Saw-mill for Re-sawing Boards
and other Lumber. Pearson Crosby, Fredouia,
New Yni'k

;
patented Nov. 3, 1811

;
reissued March

10, 1849
;
extended October 30, 1855

;
re-re-issued

April 28, 1857.— Claim: The mode of operatiou of
gaugme, guiding, and presenting boards to ihe action

* detected from the lists published in the Journal of ihiFrankhn Instiiute
, of I'ennsylvania.

of a saw, which mode of operation results from com-

bining with a slitting saw the mechanism for gauging

and guiding one face of the boards, and the mecha-

nism for making a self-adjusting pressure on the op-

posite face of the boards, so that the boards will be

clamped between the two said mechanisms on opposite

faces, and immediately in front of the cutting edge

of the saw, so as to prevent the gauged face of the

hoards, however warped or bent they may be, iu a

plane parallel with the plane of the saw. Also, in

combination with a slitting saw, and the arrangement

of the gauge and pressure rollers connecting the said

gauge and pressure rollers with the mechanism from

which they derive motion by means of universal

joints. Also, the method of hanging and straining

the saw, by the combination of the three stirrups at

the ends of the saw.

For an Improvement in Combined Square, Mitre

Square, and Bevel. Alexander McKenzie, Bos-

lon, Massachusetts. Claim : The arrangeiiient of the

fry square, the mitre, and the bevel blade, the latter

being hung so as to project upon the opposite side of

the stock from the blade, aud so as to form when set

at an angle of 45 degrees a continuation of the mitre

he;'d.

For an Improvement in Levels or Inclinometers.

Thojias a. Chandler, Rockfort, Illinois.—Claim :

The cofiibioatiou of an entire graduated circle, pro-

vided with a pendulum and index, with the two
parallel sides of the level stock, whereby I am enabled

10 apply either side of said stock to the surface

whose direction is to be ascertained, and at the same
time have the index facing the operator, in what-

ever portion he may be placed. Also, the level

composed of the before enumerated parts in combina-
tion, whereby, ammg other things, either edge of the

instrument may be used uppermost with its face or

(Hal towards the operator, and when any two of the

pointers are screened from sight by an intervening

body, the third will indicate the inclination of the

surface to which the instrument is applied, and the

angles at the head and foot of a rafter will he indicated

at the same time.

For an Improved Side-walk Pavement. John
B. Cornell, City of New York.—Claim : Casting
iu one piece a section of a street gutter and curb of

suitubic shape and proportions. Also, forming the

side-walk pavement of a series of metallic plates, when
said plates are combined with each oiher, and with
the aforesaid metallic street gutter and curb.

For an Improvement in Iron Pavements.
Charles Mettah, City of New York.—Claim

:

Casting each block, or plate, with a number of hooks
standing out laterally from below the general level of

the bottom thereof, and turning upwards in the form
of vertical tenous, and with a corresponding number
of mmtises in the lower faces, so that when the plates

are laid together, the vertical tenons of one block or
plate enter mortises in adjacent ones, aud the mortises
receive tenons of adjacent ones, while the laterally

projecting portions of the blocks or plates make them
mutually supporting.

For an Improvement in Cast-iron Pavements.
Charles J. Sheraud, Brooklyn. New York.

—

Claim: Forming polygonal metallic paving blocks,
with the inclines at the upper part of tiie straight

sides, and with the pr(jjections to take the inclines of

the adjoining blocks at unequal distances from the
angle of said blocks.

For an Improvement in Jpparaius for Boring
Artesian Wells. Jesse N. Boi.les, Assignor to

M. "W, Bolles, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Claim ;

The combination of cylindrical boring-rods with
cuiters and valves, so constructed as to discharge the
detritus upon the surface of the ground at every
stroke of the drill, or any other mode, substantially

the same, which will produce the same effect.

For an Improved Process for Ornamenting
Daguerreotype Vases, &c. John F. Mascher,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.—Claim : The process of
oruamenting daguerreotype cases, or other arlicles. in

imitition of tortnise-shell, wood, marble, or other
substances, by first covering the surfaces thereof
with st-iined or coloured p.per of suitable character,
or staining or colouring the surfaces themselves iu a
suitable manner, and afterwards coating them with
gelatine, and bi-chromate of potash.

iUccibclJ.

.ircldtectural Economics : comprising Tables and
Designs for Details for Assistance in Estimating.
By the Rev. G. Scrattnn

;
formerly of the Royal

Institute of British Architects. London : Long-
man and Co.

The object the author of this little hook has in view
is to shutten the process of making estimates of

buildings by mcjus of tables which he thinks almost
all concerned iu building might find serviceable,

I

especially those upon whom devolves the laying out

to advantage funds subscribed for charitable objects.

Thirty-two of the fifty-three tables consist of “ values

computed in decimals of a pound, of the cost of the
larger kinds of work which occur in buildings.

Bach decimal factor is a value of one square foot

of the interior ground-plot of a given building,

of which estimates are proposed to be calculated.

In other words, take the area in feet of the plans

minus the thickness of the walls, and multiply by the

decimal factor given for the work whose c.\pense is

required to be estimated."

The calculations for this class of tables have heen
based upon cerlaia definite sizes of area ; it will there-

fore he necessary to bear in mind that these tables will

only give approximate estimates iu cases of great

variation from the sizes here adopted, showing that

the tables given are of very limited application. The
various factors, such as for walls, roof, floors, &c.

have to be taken from the tables and their sum mul-
tiplied by the number equal to the feet of area. The
system is roundabout, and it may be a question, even

in the case of the few plans given to which it could be
applied, whether the result would be nearer the mean
of four of five builders’ tenders than the jumping
estimate made by the common mode of cubing in the

gross. Nevertheless, there are many who will find

Mr. Scratton’s book of results,—the proceeds of much
labour,—a useful aid well worth its cost.

The Useful Metals and their Alloys, with their

Applications to the Industrial Arts. London r

Houston and Wright, G5, Patemosler-row. 1857.

This volume contains a great deal of valuable iafor-

mation on the subject of the useful metals and their

alloys, inclmliug mctallurgic chemistry, mining venti-

lation, and jurisprudence, in relation to the cooversioa

of iron, copper, tin, ziuc, lead, and antimony orts, and

their applications to the industrial arts. The subject

of iron alone, however, occupies a great part of the

volume, and it includes a pretty full account of the

various uses aud adaptations of that metal to archi-

tecturnl and engineering purposes, with numerous

engraved illustrations. The work has been written

by several authors, among whom are Messrs. W. Vosc

Pickett, the author of the “New System of Iron

Architecture;” W. Fairbairn, the engineer and ma-

chinist; and W. Truran, C.E. The book resembles
“ Orr’s Circle of the Sciences,” if it be not based on iS

entirely, but in a new form.

Collectanea Antigua : Etchings and Notices of An-
cient Jlemains, illustrative of the Habits, Customs,

and History of Past Ages. By Charles Ro.acii

Smith, Hon. M.R.S.L. Vol. IV. Part 4. Printed
for subscribers only, and not published.

This part completes the fourth volume of this inte-

resting and valuable archeological work. It treats of

Romau remains found at Petham, in Kent, Discoveries

of Frankish Sepulchral Remains by M. Auguste Moutie,
a Roman Sword fouad near Mayence, and various

other discoveries aud researches. It also contains the

preface, list of subscribers, and index, together with
an appendix on Mr. Smith’s “ Museum of London
Antiquities,” sold to the British Museum, and other
matter. The part, like those which have preceded it,

is illustrated by engravings, and shows bow efficiently

Mr. Roach Smith is still working.

ilHigccnAnfa.

Our Footwaits.—I dare say that you, in common
with myself and the legion of readers of your useful

and instructive publication, have, in your pere^irina-

tioiis iu the suburbs of London and other town.s, be-

moaned the absence of paved ways, iiuatheraatised the

loose, sharp, rolling pebbles of the gravelled path, and
begrudged the horse (so unconscious of the better

provision made for his travelHng, as compared with
his biped master’s) his smooth and pleasant road

;
but

pray has it ever occurred to you or your readers that

by a very simple process the pathways might be made
as agreeable to the pedestrian as the roadways, and
thereby danger to life and limb by the use of the

roadway, or destruction to shoe leather, pain to lender

feet, and most disagreeable walking be avoided? If

not, I will endeavour to enlighien you upon the sub-

ject. The simple process referred to is the vigorous

use of the birch-broom. Let long-formed, well-

trodden, gravelled footways, after ten days’ or a
forbiight’s continuance ofdry weather, be well swept,

and they will aftci wariis be found to be almost as

pleasant to the feet, and much more agreeable to the

eye, for paving footpaths in rural districts imparts a

“cockneyfied” appearance to them. Our male poor

might be employed in the operation. The expense of

besoms would not be much, and the thing once well

done, would not have to he repeated until after a due

lapse of time from the application of the pickaxe and

the laying down of new gravel.

F. C. M. Spearman.
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Tjie Opening or the Filey Waterworks
Company.—The openiog of the Filey Wnterworks

took place oq Friday, August 7Lh. It was intended

that 1lie directors and shareholders should have a

pic-nic beside the reservoir
;
but the weather being so

unpi'opitious, the assembly-room of the Royal Hotc-1

was engaged for the occasion, where the party had

their collation. Mr. Moody was called to the chair.

The works had been planned and complefed on a

somewhat large scale, fur beyond present reejuirements.

The prospective wants of the rising and prosperous

town of Filey had been considered and provided for.

It was calculated they had sufficient water for 10,000

inhahitauts. The demand for water, too, was much
greater than was anticioated; and he thought there

was every probability that the worlcs would pay a

good remunerative interest on the outlay. The works

had been execated with economy, and yet in the best

and most solid style. He thought there was very

great credit due to the engineer, Mr. Fairbank, for

his industry and skill. Under his direction the works

had been executed in a most satisfactory way.

The Jenner Statue.—Steps are at length being

taken to provide a suitable site for the statue of the

discoverer of vaccination, completed by Mr. Marshall,

and only waiting to he placed on its pedestal. Trafalgar-

sqiiare is mentioned as its probable destination.

Gas.—At the eleventh half-yearly meeting of the

shareholders of the Wolverhampton Gas Company,
held last week, a dividend at the rate of 10 per cent,

per annum, was declared, and a balance of 91/. car-

ried to the reserve fund, which will then amount to

570/. The reduced rate of charges came into opera-

tion on the 1st January, and the result had been

satisfactory. The policy of reducing the price of gas

was specially approved of. The half-yearly meet-

ing of the York Gas Company was held last week,

when a dividend of 7 per cent, was resolved on, and

also that the charge for gas should be reduced from

5s. to 4s. 6d. per 1,000 feet. There was a warm
discussion, it being conteuded that the company was

iu a prosperous condition, and able to pay 8 per cent.

Proposed Great Central West-end Terminus
—The grand desideratum of a common centre for

railway traffic in the metropolis appears to be assum-

ing a definite shape at last. A scheme has already

been matured for the construction of an immense
central station on and around the site of the basin of

the Grosvenor canal, at Victoria-street, Westminster

(less thau 1,000 yards from Chnring-cross), with a

central line of railway to run along the short route of

that canal to the Thames, near Battersca-park Bridge,

crossing the river by an iron bridge of its own to the

Battersea side, east of the new park, and running

1 theucc through Brixton, Claphara, Dulwich, Cainber-

' well, and the suburban districts on the Surrey side of
j

I the water, and communicating with all the lines of i

I railway going south,—that is, witli the lines to I

1 Brighton, Dover, the Crystal Palace, the main line of

I the South-Western, the Croydon, Epsom, Mid-Kent,

f and North Kent. It is astonishing that the Times,
]

i iu announcing the advent of this grand and simple
j

s scheme, does not put the finishing stroke to so com- i

J
prehensive and desirable a work, by pointing attention

t to the fact, that already the whole of northern

1 Hues are connected almost with the very site of the

c central station of which it speaks, by means of the

1 West London line, and an obvious and easy contiuua-

t tion of that line along the bed of the Kensington

c canal, and through some of the streets of Chelsea

b bordering the river, onwards to the Grosvenor

c canul itself. From the Great Western and thcNorth-

I Western (which in turn are already connected with

t' the Northern and North-Eastern lines by the North

I London), the West London already extends downwards

h to the basin of the Kensington canal, and thence one-

L half of the short remainder may be said to be already ,

f( formed by the bed of that canal. The entire circuit

O' of the Metropolitan lines, north, south, west, and east,

V would thus he cheaply and easily connected in the one

g
grand terminus at Victoria-street.

The Brotherton Memorial.— For this me-

re morial, which it is proposed shall be erected in the

SiSalford Borough Cemetery, there has been a competi-

titiou of models and designs; and ive learn that at a

8| special meeting of the committee, hell on Friday, the

221st ult. the drawing No. 1, motto “Hyperion”

|8(author T. Holmes, architect, Manchester*), was

sfselected, provided it can be erected and completed in

a a satisfactory manner for the sum specified iu the con-

liiditious. The prize of twenty guineas was awarded

lolo the model No. 65, motto “Bela” (author M.
KNoble, sculptor, London). Special commendation was

(^expressed in favoui’ of the following, viz. :—Jlodel

YNo. 17, motto “ His were deeds, not words
;

” draw-

ining No. 41, motto “ For men to seek their own glory

is',3 not glory;” drawing No. 51, motto “Nemo;”
amnd model No. 60, motto “ C.” — Manchester

(j'^iiardian.

' * We are asked to say that this should stand as, by
iUIeasrs. Holmes and Walker.—

E

d.

How ARE Workmen’s Houses to be Built in

Edinburgh.—Under this title, the Rev. Dr. Begg
writes a letter to the Lord Provost, in which he says

:

“To build workmen’s houses with advantage, they

must, of course, he built in qiiautilies. Land, plans,

contraels, all can be got cheaper if got wholesale
;
and

if well aired, dry, comrortable, well situated work-
men's houses could thus be erected and sold to each

workman at wholesale price, an immense object would
be gained. The property investment companies have
been extremely useful, especially to the class above

the working men
;
but, inasmuch as they have not,

like the English and Irish societies, done anything in

the way of buying land or building additional houses,

they have, by increasing the* number of purchasers,

ouly raised the value of all the second-rate property

at present in existence. They have not as yet gone
by any means to the root of the mischief, nor can they

ever do so upon the present plan. They have been
most valuable in teaching and encouraging frugality

and forethought in many of our citizens, and in acting

as a kind of bankers for managing the money of their

members
;
but their full utility aud value will only be

discovered, as well as that of the savings’ banks, when
a scheme is set ou foot for surrounding the whole
city with new clusters of comfortable and suitable

houses, which the people may have it in their power
to buy by means of the existing machinery for accu-

mulating money. Now, what I propose is, to raise a

capit'dl for this express purpose. Two friends of mine
have offered to advance 100/. each with this view ; I

shall advance another; and if forty or fifty men in

Edinburgh will do the same,—in other words, if

4,000/. or 5,000/. can he raised for this express pur-

pose, I think 1 sec how the entire ground-floor of our

society might in due time be elevated above the present

level of degradation, Let this money he advanced

upon Hie principle of limited liability, and let the

issue be tested, and each subscriber be allowed to retire

if there is any loss of funds at the end of the first

and of every succeeding operation ; let the funds he

handed over to a commiltec of first-class men of skill

and experience—let them begin by erecting a niunher

of houses upon the most approved plan, say from
forty to fifty, in the most dense neighbourhoods of

working men— let these houses be sold to tlie work-

men in retail at cost price, after calculating all ex-

penses—let the men, by means of savings’ banks and
investment companies, purchase them—let the capital

thus extricated he again immediately removed to

another locality, aud the same operationrepeated,—and
let this be done again and again until the whole neces-

sities of the working classes of Edinburgh are supplied
;

or until they have so learned tiie art of oumbination for

the accomplishment of such au object as to be inde-

pendent of help.”

I.MPOET.vNT Movement foe the Promotion of
Social Science.—Lord Brougham has consented to

preside, and to deliver the inaugural address, at the

formation of an association which is about to be esta-

blished for the purpose of hiiugiiig together the sup-

porters of the various efforts which are now being

made for social improvement (sanitary reform, &c.)

and to elucidate by discussion the connection between

each, and the mutual assistance they may render to

each other. The new movement will partake to some

extent of the character of the educational conference

recently held in London, over which the Prince

Consort presided, various branches of social science

being referred to “ sections ” or “ departments ” con-

ducted by gentlemen who have paid attention to the

subjects. The iuauaui'al meeting will be held in the

Town-hall, Birmingham, on Monday, October 12,

when Lord Brougham wiU deliver au introductory

address. On the evening of Tuesday a soiree will be

held in the Town-hall. On ‘Wednesday evening, the

14th, a public entertainment will be given to Lord

Brougham and other members of the association by

the mayor of Birmingham. On Thursday evening,

the 15th, a public meeting will take place iu the

Town-hall, on the subject of the Reformatory move-

ment. On Friday moruing, the 16th, the concluding

meeting will be held, to receive a report from the

general committee, and on other business.

Newcastle-upon-Tyne School of Art.

—

The annual distribution of prizes gained by this school

took place iu the Museum at Westgate-street, on the

24th ult., the Mayor of Gateshead in the chair. In

course of the proceedings it was slated that the com-

mittee had been in a manner forced from their usual

quiet mode of dispensing the prizes, into some public

display, by the extraordinary success that had attended

the cxeitions of the pupils of the school iu the present

year, during which the new regulations had come into

force. In the uorthern district of England there

were six Schools of Design. It had turned out, as

the result of the exaiuinatiou this year, that the

number of prizes given to the pupils of the Newcastle

School of Uesigu was larger than the whole number

g.iiiied by the pupils of the other five schools. Tlie

report was then read aud the prizes disiribnted.

New Buildings on the Castle Rock at
Edinburgh.—There are now in course of erection,

or at least about to be commenced, some new edifices

on the northern section of the rock. The site of the
old garrison chapel, taken down some years ago, is

the scene of operations. The face of the rock beneath

the Mons Jleg Battery has been scarped, and it is

intended, it seems, to erect an extensive armoury on
the original site of the church, to form three sides of

a square, and to include Queen Margaret’s Chapel in

its integrity. Other alteratious, including the erec-

tion of a chapel in a more obscure part of the rock,

are contemplated by the authorities. “ Here,” re-

marks the Tost, “ was an excellent opportunity to

repair the errors of the past, and redeem the architec-

tural aspect of the Castle buildings. But what is the

course pursued by the Ordnance ? They utterly ignore

the principles or practice of architectuve, and commit
the whole plans aud designs to Colonel Moodie, of the

Royal Engineers,—not an architect at ull ;” and the

same course, it adds, is to be pursued in this instance

wliich produced the contemptible fabrics on the

western side. The botching of so magnificent and
picturesque a site as the C.istle Rock of Edinburgh by
mean buildings is much to bo regretted.

The Sewerage of Bilston.—This work having

been co.nmenccd bj' Messrs. Hassall and O’Brian, of

London, wc give the various estimates sent in for the

work;—Mr. J. C. M'Kenzic, Wellington—Contract

No. 1, 3,483/.; No. 2, 4,438/.; No. 3, 4,307/.;

No. 4, 1,224/.: total, 13,452/. Mr. John Elliott,

Wolverhampton—Contract No. 1, 2,796/.; No. 2,

4,318/.; No. 3, 3.763/.; No. 4. 1,192: total,

12,069/. Jlessrs. J. and S. Harpur, Derby—Con-

tract No. 1, 2,900/.; No. 2, 4,400/.; No. 3, 3,5007.;

No. 4, 1,260/.: total, 12,060/. Mr. Handerson, Wel-
lingborough (which came too late)—Contract No. 1,

3,033/.; No. 4, 1,274/.: total. Nos. 1 and 4), 4,307/.

Messrs. Hassall and O’Briau, London (which was

accepted)—Contract No. 1, 1,750/.; No. 2, 1,525/.;

No. 3, 2,240/. ;
No. 4, 836/. : total, 6,351/. It will

he seen that the accepted tender was less than one-

half of one of the others, and only slightly exceeded

half the amount of any other. The commissioners

agreed to maintain the sewers in repair themselves,

instead of requiring the contractors to maintain them,

and for this the following deductions were offered

Mr. M'Kcnzie, 134/.
;
Mr. Elliott, 300/. ;

Messrs.

Harper, 1,404/. ;
Messrs. Hassall and O’Briau, 300/.

:

leaving the actual contract accepted at 6,051/.

The Throne-room at the Luxembourg.

—

An
engraving of the new throne-room, recently inaugu-

rated, will be found in our last volume (XIV. p. 434).

As to the decorations of the apartment, we find in the

newspapers that “The painting of the two hemicycles

has been executed by M. Lehmann, and the cupola of

the sections of the central division arc the work of

MM. Baize, Brothers. M. Brune has painted the

two octagons and the eight medallions. The subject

of the four paintings of the western gallery are

selected from the reign of Napoleon I. and those of

the eastern one from that of Napoleon III. M. Leh-
mann takes lip the history of the monarchy and of

French civilisation from the defeat of Altila by the

Roman general Aclius, and brings it down to the

time of Louis XIV. M. Baize in the cupola repre-

sents the apotheosis of Napoleon I. Six medallions,

placed above the three doors aud the three vrindows

of the central division, complete the ornamentation.

Iu the octagon of the western gaRery M. Brune has

represented w'arlike France, and iu that of the eastern

one pacific France—that is, France of the arts, agri-

culture, and industry. The western hemtcycle em-
braces three centuries and a half. It shows France

reviving to faith and independence under the reign of

the Merovingians and the Carlovingiaus. The two
extremities of (he heniicycle represent war. At one

Meroveus repulses the fierce Attila, aud ^behind

Merovens falls Aetius, his ally. At the other Charles

Martel is represented ns striking down adversaries

with his batliease, and driving back the Saracens.

The painting on the second hemicycle goes over five

centuries and a half, and iu the centre stands promi-

nently forward the figure of Joan of Arc. One of

the eight pictures represents Napoleon III. distri-

buting the eagles.”

Designs for the Sheffield Crimean Monu-
ment.—We understaud that the Sheffield Crimean

Monument Committee have received upwards of

seventy designs, models, and drawings, which we are

informed are of a superior character, and are now at

the Cutlers’ Hall awailing the adjudication, after which

they will be exhibited as early as possible. The
judges selected by the committee are Mr. G. G. Seott,

A.R.A., of London, and Mr. Edmund Denison, Q.C.

Birmingham Architectural Society.—At a

meeting of the Binuiagham Architectural Society,

held 011 Monday evening at the Midland Institute,

Mr. S. Hemming and Mr. J. R. Botham were elected

to serve on the Council of Queen’s College, in accord-

ance with the charter of that institution.
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Blackburn Infirmary.— I begin to think that
j

the committee for erecting this building is in want of

a secrctHi-y. I have sent two letters in application
,

for the particulars of the competition as advertised in
j

your p^ea, and have received no reply. Blackburn
^

has ever had the reputation of supporting “ native
|

talent,” and this would go far to bear out that cha-
.

racier. A new secretary may, however, be of some

advantage, for I have had on a previous occasion the

pleasure of writing for full six months to the present

functionary without receiving au answer. I trust that
,

none of your readers have been used in a similar I

manner—Thomas D. Barry. I

A Mine Parachute.— I desire to call the atten-
|

tion of those of your readers connected with engineer-
^

ing to au account of a mine parachute, which offers

great if not absolute safety to the miner. From the

account given below I should hope that it would not

be difficult for some practical mind to devise a machine

from the sc.ii)ty particulars furnished. The extract

from a moining paper runs thus;
—“As eight miners

were two days ago being drawn up with ten hectolitres

of coal from the pit of St. Louis (A.nde), the rope

attached to the kibble biolce when at a considerable ,

distance from thebottom. The death of these men would i

have been certain, but for the adoption in the mine
J

of the parachute Fontaine, which is so contrived that
j

when the rope breaks the books of the appnratos stick

into the sides of the shaft, and, preventing the fall of,

the kibble, keep it suspended until a fresh rope can ba *

attached. The number of lives saved by the adoption I

of this apparatus in France already amounts to 82.”
I

I hope that a similar mechanical contrivance may be
I

introduced to save our poor miners.

—

Pioneer.

East Grimsteap Church.—Permit me to explain

the mistake of which “ A Sussex Yukle
"
complains in

your last number under the heading of “Sussex^

Cburdics.” In the notice to which he refers, East

Griwstead should have been printed East Grimslead;

and this, as your note correctly informs him, is in

Wiltshire. I may add that your former correspon-

dent was not correct in stating that tlie chapel of ease

had been rebuilt by the Rev. F. Glossop, the rector of

West Dean, that gentleman having iu fact borne a

share only qf tbe expenses, which were defrayed by a

subscription amongst the members of his family.

—

F. H. PowNALL, the Architect.

Ragged School at Chatham.—The Under-

secretary to the War Department having announced

that Lord Pnnmure would provide a silo 50 feet by

100 feet on Chatham Lines for a Ragged School,

Colonel Savage, R.E. has staked it out, and handed it

over to the committee, who have already nearly 300f.

iahand, with many conditional promises. Mr. Charles

Foord has undertaken to erect the building ou libirM

terms.

-Manufacture op Iron. — Mr. C. Biuks has

obtmned two more patents in connection with his

process. He states that his invention consists in the

employment of alkaline matter, iu addition to, or in

place of, lime, silica, or other flux. He prefers those

ores which arc freest from alumina and silica, such as

good beniiititc, m-ignetic, spicular, or spathose iron

ore, blackbaiid ironstone, &c. The alkaline mitter he

prefers is soda, by preference the eorbonnte, but potash

or its cai houate may also be employed, or there may

he used any other couveniont materials that, under

the conditions of the operations of a bla>t furnHCc,

will yield au alkali, an alkaline carhorate, or a car-

buret. The quantity o'" soda used varies from 2 to 10

per cent, of the I’u^-l, it being intended that there shall

be sufficient of the alkaline b se to reiaiu all the

impurities of the ore, without interfering with the

cotubualiou of the fuel.

Slates.— In your journal of the 15lh ult. you

gave a paragraph on the names of slate?. Iu order

to form a correct statement, pi rmit me to append ihe

followimr. Before anytuing like u systematic working

took place at the Bangor quarries, the slates from

them and the neighbouring districts were sent from

the quarries of vavions lengths and widths
; but the

greater nnmber were from 6 inches to 18 inches loug,

and separated by the slater into sorts, the names of

which yon gave, and these continue in use in this

neiahboiirhood to the present day, and cannot well be

dispensed with. The later sorts of slates are dilFereot

in every respect, being of an even surface, nearly

square in shape, varying in name n'Toriling to ihesize,

but are always of one certain dimension. I m-y add,

tint about fifty years ago a considerable number from

Llangollen were used, but ns ih'-y have been found to

last only thirty or forly years, they are not sj much
used as formerly.

—

Wm. Ruscoe.
Decay op the Remains at Iona.— A corre-

spondent of the Scotsman dinws attention to the

neglect and decay of the ruins on the isle of Iona, and
suggests that something ought to he done to preserve

them, 'fhe isle, we believe, is the properly of the

Duke of Arpyle, whose attention, doubtless, only
needs to be called to this subject to ensure the doing
of all that is requisite.

Hint to Builders. — The freestone of the great

quarries of Leckliamptou, near Cheltenham, is nearly

110 feet in thickness, and some of the beds are re-

markable for their treacherous disposition after a

frost. Last winter the shivering and splitting of win-

dow sills constructed of this stone was universal in

new buildings, and at Redmarley Church her Majesty

lost her nose, and the Archbishop of Canterbury his

big wig and chin, entirely through the corbels being

cut from the “ wet-stones ” of this strata.

—

Symonds's

Stones of the Valley .

The “ Great Eastern.”—The Canadian News
states that this ship will he launched in the first

spring tide of next month (October). The day is

not, as yet. absolutely fixed, but this important event

will probably take place on Monday, tbe 5lh, the

tides being highest on that day.

Lewisham : Hatcliffe’s Charity.— The foun-

dation stone of six new almshouses, was laid on Wed-
nesday, the 26th ult. by the Hon. Mrs. Heury Legge.

Five of the six will be built and endowed from the

proceeds of the above charity, the sixth by subscrip-

tions now in the course of collection. The design is
|

by Messrs. Tinkler and Morphew, the former of i

whom, as we have elsewhere noted with regret, is
|

since dead. The contract has been taken by Mr.
^

William Miller.
I

Removal of Sewage.—A few days before T left

!

Charleston, S.C. (United States), I saw at the Charles-
i

ton Hotel a very inginious contrivance for raising the '

contents of cesspools above the surface at a trilling
i

expense, and without the usual unpleasantness on

such occasions. An old boiler was set on tressels

against a wall high enough for a cart to go under-
j

neath, and a pipe about 6 inches diameter went from

the boiler into the cesspool, and a small lead pipe
j

from the top of the boiler connected with the steam-

1

engine of the establishment, and by letting the steam '

into the boiler for about ten minutes, then turning it

'

off, it created a vacuum, and the boiler of 2,000 gallons i

would fill itself in about five minutes from the cess-

pool
;
then the cart, with a large barrel in it, would i

back underneath, and put a piece of hose-pipe, con- i

nected with the boiler, by a flange into the barrel, and

carry off the load
;

the whole operation being done I

without any trouble or annoyance. Now, sir, could

not this system be employed to advantage about large ^

establishments in Loudon, where there is steam on .

the premises? or would it not pay to have wells at

,

the mouths of tlic large sewers, and raise the contents
|

in this cheap aud inodorous way for the purposes of
|

manure, as there is no labour in raising, or filling the

waggons.

—

James JTCon’kay.

For tLe erection of Croxton Hall, Lancashire, for J. R.
de TrafFord, Esq. Messrs. Pugin and Murray, archi-
tects. Quantities supplied :

—

Holme and Nichol, Liverpool ... £7,GOO 0 0
Myers 6.000 0 0
Mullen, Liverpool 6,523 0 0
Tates, ditto 6,600 0 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Mounting Trocinff Pnpsr.—“ Silvio ”atks “to be informed of the
best method of mouotiug tracing paper on linen or paper,—more
particularly the latter."

H. W. (we are not aware if the reward be still recoverable. Our
correepondent. if wise, will not eutHrlaiu an idea wbioh baa led
many to poverty).— M. A. A.—Friend to the Builder d; would he
waste of time to discuss incomple'e report!.—J.S. B.—W. V. (must
look to tbe date nt the head of the papeis; not at tbe tiite-oage of
his book'.—T. M.—J. T.—J. F. P.—Centnrioo.—0. B. N.—Sine
fueo et fallBciia

NOTICE. — All communications respecting adteriite*

menti should he addressed to the “ Publisher,’’ and not
to the ‘'Editor:’’ all other communications should be
addressed to tbe Editob, and not to the Publisher.
“ Boots and Addresses."—Wcare forced to decline pointing out

books or finding addresses.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

metropolitan BOARB of WORKS.
ivX ELECTION of DISTRICT SURVEYOR uudor the
METROPOLITAN BUILDING ACT. 18M.-The Metropolitan •

Board of VVorks iiereby give notice, that they will, at their rae*t-
iiiB on FRID-SY, the 2od of OCTOBER n-xt. at TWELVE
o’clock at noon, at Guildhall, proce-d to the ELECTION - fa
DISTKIOT .SURVEYOR for (ho District of St. GeorKe-in-tho-
East and St. B'dolph withont .Aldvate.—ApplioatloiiB in writiug,
with certificates of competencr. addressed to the Board, will he
received at thrlr Office, No. 1, Oreek-street. Soho, until TllUit'?-
DAY, the l»t OCTOBER next, at POOR o’clock, p.m. and c.uidi-
dntes are requested t'> he in attendance at the meeting of the
Board on the da.v of election.

F. H. WOOLRTCH, Clerk of the Board.
1, Greek'Streef, Soho, 29th August, 1857.

ANCHESTER CITY SURVEYOR.—The
Council of the City of .Manchester are prapored to HE-

CEIVE APPlilCATIi-NS for (he office ot CITY SURVEYOR,,
now vacant. The gentleman appointed will he required to under-
takethe direction aud management of the surveying and archi-
tectural business of the corporation, and to possres knowledgs
aud experience as a civil engineer, and not to h>v directly or indl-
rectlv. engaged in any other busine's, and to devote the whole of
his time to the service of the corporation.—Sealed application?-,
-with testimonials, stating the Me of the upplioant, aud the

'

amount of salary required, and endorsed, “Appl cation for the
offioe of City buTveyor.’* nddre-eed to the Towu-olerk. must he
delivered at tbe Town Hull. .’Manchester, on or before MONDAY’,
the HLhday of SEPTEMBER nex'.-By orde

Joseph heron, Town-clerk.
Town Hall. King-street, .Viigust 28 1 857.

^LERK of WORKS, capable of preparing
A—/ Plans, Drawing”, Fstimit s. and Superltitenamg ilw
Erection of Work?hop8. io, W.iNTED I.MAIEUIATEIA',
Libe-al WBges will be given to one tbnroiiithly ncqiiuintcd with
the Ibusini ss.—Address, by letter, with full particulars as to
qualiticaciuns, terms, Ac. to O. Essex SVliai-f, Strand, Loudun,

TENDERS.
For the Jews’ Cemetery, Fore.st-ffat.e, Essex. Mr. H. H.

Collins, architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. Snell :

—

Longmire and
Burge.

Rivett .

.

Wood....
Tolley .

M'Lennan and
Bird

YVallmifon ..

Pickard
Dales
Morter (ac-

cepted)
Single

Mnrtunry
House.

Lodges. Roads) lie. Total.

£. a. d. £. 9. d. £. B. d. £. a. d.

1539 0 -127 0 0 1059 0 0 3036 0 0
1520 f 430 0 c 878 0 f 2828 0 0
1320 r 443 0 r 1033 f 2795 0

1365 16 10 497 17 6 836 0 2726 1-4 5

1483 0 433 0 0 796 0 n 2717 0 ^

1458 0 c 450 0 r 7VV f 2691 “1
1371 f 430 0 c 763 f 2569 0 u
1254 9 339 a 4 763 0 2316 1

;

124-3 0 378 0 0 637 0 0 226:5 0 0
1078 0 343 0 0 674 0 0 1996 0 0

1

TN a SURVEYOR’S OFFICE.—WANTED,
A a YOC'J'H.whn can write a cood plain hand, trace draw-
ing”, and square dime-n-ion”.—Addres”, in own haudwnting. to
D, J, liilO'W.N, 27, St. George-street. Westminster.

TO PLUJIBERS.—Notice is hereby given,
that there is a VACANCY in the Office of BE A ill. e to the

Plumber^ Compan.v.— Persona det-iroiis to become Candidates f.ro
requested to send fheir written applioaiions fur the sam*. with
testimonial”, to Mr. TOWSB, at it. Laurence Poiinfiie- -Innc,
Oannon-.-treet, Citv, on or before the 16th day of ^EPTEMB ilR
next, and to attend the Court at Pliimhers’-Hnli, Bosh-lane.
CaDUon-ftreel, City, on .MON Da Y, the 21st day of SEPTE MBER
next, at TWO o’clock in the afternoon precisely.

TO CARVERS.
WANTED immediately, a CAKVER pt
V V good qualification, to execute sundry miseellane ms

works : a portion ofwliichare situated In the county of Leii-cstcr
;

the other portion (figures) maybe executed at bis own residence.—
Addres”, Jtr. ORDISII, Archiiect, Leicester, stating where, add
by whom, latterly employed.

TO ORDNANCE SURVEYORS OUT OF E.'IPLOYMRNT.

;

\X/’ANTLD, for a short time, a first-class
Vv ORDNANCE tSUHVEYOR for town wurk—Apply by

For alteralions and additions to tho “ Salle Robin,’

Tichborne-strept, Ilaymorket. Same architect:

—

Messrs. Bruaning £1,425 0 0
Pickard and Co. (accepted) I,li52 0 0

For building house and staldca at Blackheath, for Mr.
James Laing. Messrs. W. G. and E. Habershon, archi-

tects. Quantities supplied :

—

Peteman £3,183 0 0
Gorham 3,139 0 0
Rowland 2,930 0 0
Evans 2,897 0 0
Tarrant 2,853 0 0
Piirkisa 2,792 0 0
Todd..., .. 2,742 0 0

WANTED, in a Builder’s Office, a CLERK
used to keep accounts and take out quantities oooji-

I

slonally.—.“ipply to X. B. Offioe of •• The Builder."

ANTED, immediately, TWO or THREE
good MABON8.—Apply at the CHURCH, Braiut.te,w

For additions to mews at Islington. Mr. James Tolley,
architect. Quautities supplied :

—

Hurst £1,117 0 0
Glenn 1,088 0 0
Pickard 1,0S7 0 0
Dennis 1,000 0 0
IVilliams (accepted) 9S7 0 0

George Smith £4,240 0 0

Lee and Lavera 4,200 0 0
G. P. White ... 4,020 0 0

Lucas, Brothers 3,856 0 0
Dove, Brothera 3,745 0 0
J. and C. W, Todd 3,680 0 0
Geo. Myera 3,608 0 0
H. and R. Holland 3,497 0 0

I TO BRH'KLAYEH'<.
WANTED, a BRICKLAYER, to do the
V? labour o( uume Remi-detsclied houses, at per rod. and find

pcafiuldiii-i.—Apply to W. P. STEVENSON; 1, 5!elbouTLe-terra;e,
‘ Pruti-atrcet, Cimdcu-town.

'W/'ANTED, in an Engineer’s aud Ircn-
. TV founder’s (ifli-e, a YOUTH, as JUNIOR CLERK. Hu
' must have a good knowledge of arcbiCeeiural drawing. Hu will

j
have to miiku himself generally useful,—Address, to A. B. care of

I Mr. Wi'odhall, OJ, Pulaud-atreet, W.

I

CARMAN AND ACTIVE LABOURER.

i

ANTED, a well-recommended Nlan, for
VT taking great care of his h'lrse, ami to drive one horse Slid

I cart, moke himself u-eful. rend and write. Age about 4n ; married;

I

tin incunibrnuee; Also a strong active Labourer, with respectable
,

liabiH. from the country, as Oat-keeper : one that can make pack-
{
ing-cases preferred : fill uo his time in the works ; must read and

'

. write well; married. Wages about 15s to rommeuce with.—
' Apply by letter to T, C. Office of The Uuilaer,"

WANTED, by a Young Man. a SITDa' ;

j

W TION as BKIi KLAYEk. or Employment Can do
painting —Address, W. B. a, Upper Bostou-place, Dorsat-squaie. .

TO BUILDERS, PLDMBERB. Ac.WANTED, by a well-experienced Young
Man. EMl'LuS'.MENT as PLU.dBEB; will fill up his

time in any other branch, if required,-Address, U. 8, 10, Hubert-
street, Bedford-row, W-C.
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all lioiiglij as observed by some, mucli lias already
|

picf ures appeared ( o Lave been damp, dust, and
been done to purify the metropolitan atmosphere ' smoke : ordinary care ^’ould have prevented

by recent legislation, and more might yet be

etfected in a similar way.

The combination of painting with sculpture

was recommended by the great majority of the

witnesses, and particularly by Mr. Bell, Sir

Cliarles Barry, Mr. Wcstmacott, Baron Maro-

LTIIOTJGII we have already ' chetti, Mr. Buskin, Mr. Fergusson, and Mr. J.

sufficiently indicated the con- F. Lewis. A proposal, however, made by Mr.

elusions arrived at by the late Biclimoud, and seconded by Professor Faraday,

Commission, appointed by her
|

to identify the commissiou with this very general

Majesty, at the instance of the
^

opinion, was considered by the three other com-

Itouse of Commons, to consider
^

missiouers to be unnecessary,

and report upon the question In his evidence, Sir Charles Barry explained

of a new National Gallery, par- ' the comprehensive scheme whicli he recom-

ticuhrly as regards the site, and
I

mended for the union of paintings with sculp-

^ have also expressed some personal ture, &c. in the British Museum, at the same

opinions on this subject, there are
^

time admitting the general accuracy of our

various interesting points in the ' account of that scheme in tlic (to which

evidence adduced before tbc Com-
' the Commission referred liim), as tlie only pu’oli-

mission, to which it may be worth cation of it (though not on his own authority)

while briefly to refer.
|

of which he knew. This comprehensive scheme.

The Commission, as we may here- as ourreaders may recollect, was projected before

>16 remind our readers, consisted of- Lord the recent conversion of the central court or in-

' '
i

closure of the British Mu^ellUl into a library

and readiug-room. In reference to a metro-
Broughton, Dr. Milman (Dean of St.

Paul’s), and Jlessrs. Ford, Faraday, Cockerell,
,

.
_ „ ^ , xt • ,

and Richmond Mr. Ford, however, was uu-
j

pohtan site generally for the new National

able from illness to act upon tlie Commission; GaUerv. Sir Charles stated Ins opinion lo be,

whose report, moreover, so far as regarded the
,

that the ohjectioiis to such a site liad been
. . T crmiowlifit. PvntTrrpnitf'fl

expression of collective opinion, was cramped

by the retjuireinent of the Royal warrant

that five signatures should be affixed to it
; |

so that the Commission were compelled, as

;

they remark, to frame a statement to which all

of them could agree, and wliich, therefore,

could hardly contain mucli more than a sum-

mary of their proceedings, without the argu-

ments and inferences usually to be found iu

similar documents.

The witnesses examined by the Commission

were,—Sir C. L. Fastlake, P.R.A. ;
Sir Charles

Barry, R.A.; BarouMarochetti] the Chancellor

of the Exchequer (iir G. C. Lewis); Sir E.

Landseer, R.A.
;
and Messrs. H. Furrer, J.

Nieuwenhuys, J. Bentley, J. P. Knight, R.A.
;

E.W. Cooke, A.R.A.; E. T. Parris, W. Miil-

ready, R.A.; J. M. Smith, S. P. Denning, R.

T. Smart, A. Panizzi, E. Hawkins, E. Oldfield,

W. H. Carpenter, Sydney Smirkc, R.A. ;
John

Bell, R. Westmacott, R.A. ;
John Ruskin, F.

Hurlstone, J. Fergusson, E. A. Bowring, John

Doyle, A. J. B. B. Hope, J. F. Lewis, R.S.A

H. Warren, T. L. Donaldson, and M. Digby

Wyatt.

It was thought by many of the witnesses,

even those who nevertheless declined recom-

mending the Kensington Gore site, that Charing-

cross was, to some extent, interior to that site

as regarded atmospheric impurities, at all events

at present, and until the metropolis spread a

little farther to the westward
;
but that there

was a class even of atmospheric impurities in a

picture-gallery which were probably more espe-

cially injurious to pictures, namely, those arising

from crowds of human beings, and which were

no more injurious on the present site than on

any other.*

The liability of smoke also to cover the pic-

tures within metropolitan bounds was pretty

generally admitted, although some who were

conversant with the preservation of such art-

works insisted that where pictures were lightly

and carefully dusted, no injury whatever to their

surface was occasioned either by the smoke or

the dusting. As a complete remedy, however,

for smoke, dust, and human vapours, the more

general protection of the pictures by • glass

was strongly recommended by competent wit-

nesses, as by Sir Charles Eastlake, and .Messrs.

Cooke, Mulready, Ruskin, and J. F. Lewis,

• Perhaps it might have been even fairly urged Eiat

these emanations, at least, were likelier to be neutralized

in London, by the defecating or deodorizing carbon or

smoke of the metropolis, than elsewhere.

^

somewhat exaggerated,

I
Having now given some general idea of the

I prevailing evidence on important points, we may

lightly turn over some of the voluminous pages

of the minutes of evidence appended to the

report of the commissioners, ami note down a

few of the more salient matters as they appear in

the records of the evidence given by the re-

spective witnesses.

Sir Charles Eastlake was the first witness

examined. The first (juestion asked him related

to the injury which jiictures were said to re-

ceive in a large city. Sir Cnarleswas of opinion

that in Loudon pictures did suffer from smoke

and crowds : there certainly was a state of the

atmosphere produced by these crowds them-

selves, the conserpieuces of which were that

dust and smoke adliercd more readily to the

surfaces of the pictures; and even assuming

the presence of damp, surfaces so affected nioi'e

readily attracted dust. The crowds he referred

to were those visiting the pictures, not the

general population of the metropolis. Besides

such reasons as these for covering pictures with

glass, it was very desirable that those within

reacli of children, especially, should he so pro-

tected, as some of these (and even of their

elders, he might have added) had a practice of

touching with their finger the surfaces to which

they p(Atcd. A blow that would break the

glass into a picture, was likely to do still more

damage where there was no glass. There was

an objection to glass in certain circumstances,

however, as when the liglits of the picture are

low and the whole effect weak : mirrored ob-

jects (as from ladies’ I’rkht dresses) are then

almost as distinct as the picture. Such circum

stauces and conditions ought to be taken into

account iu considering the expediency of pro-

tecting pictures with glass. For behoof of

students the glass should be reraoveable, except

from cartoons -and drawings. In the cleaning

of ]nctures, Mr. Bentley did not touch the

painted surface; of that he was certain: he

only took off the surface dirt. Still the clean-

ing of a picture is always more or less dangerous.

Some of Mr. Turner’s pictures, now in the

National Gallery premises, were astonishingly

changed and mnch injured by his own neglect, and

while they still remained in his house. Barts

once white were now quite black, and the effect

of the picture totally changed. Three or four

appeared to be completely ruined
;
nevertheless,

Mr. Bentley had restored the colours. The in-

jurious influences which had operated on these

such injuries as those tliey had suffered.

Mr. Bentley was shortly afterwards exam-

ined. Mr. Turner’s pictures, he said, were not

injured by the London atmos|)herc, but by

damp. Tlie colours which ought to have been

whites were now blacks. He had never seen

any other pictures so affected as those of Turner.

This arose from peculiarities iu his manipula-

tion. There is “a great mystery ” iu Tiumer’s

pictures. The whites coutain much sugar of

lead, and they sweated in the damp. Ou Dr.

Faraday’s suggestion he adtniiled that the

whites were ]>robubly sulphuretted, although he

had previously used the words “oxidated like

ail iron railing.” Several of the pictures were

exhibited to tbc Commissioners, and Mr. Rich-

mond allowed that they were “skilfully re-

stored.” His process was a secret. As to

pictures iu general, -Mr. Bentley admitted that

they became a little brighter in the country,

but he upheld the iimoceuce of the Loudon air

from all special iiijuriousness of action on

pictures: still, “after a cerlaiu time there is a

sort of mucus upon the picture, the same as

you find upon a looking-glass, which requires to

be taken off. Now,” lie added, “I have kept

pictures iu London, and 1 believe that wiping

them once in every two or three months would

keep them iu I'crfect condition, if it were for a

ccn’ury.”

Jlr. Parris gave some details as to his resto

ration of Sir James Thornhill’s pictures iu the

dome of St. Paul’s, and his own picture of

London iu the dome of the Colosseum at

Regcut’s-park. In reference lo the inllucnce

of smoke ou pictures, he thought atteiitiou

enough had not been paid to the vehicles used

by different artists. There was a quality which

lie had found by lung cx[icvicncc iu drying oil

that none of tlie rosins possessed : it seemed to

have a sort of liking fur smoke, or whatever

else Wvis hovering about it, and imbibed it to a

certain extent wherever it might be, whether iu

London or out of it
;
and he should say the

smoke and dirt were as mueliiu private houses as

iu public buildings. The dome jiaintiug in

St. Paiirs had uot suffered from degradation

caused by tlie Imiidoii atmosphere.

Mr. Jlulrcady, ou being asked whelber he

considered that any permanent damage had been

uffered by lhe jiictures belong ng lo the Royal

Academy from their residence iu London, replied

tliat he thought there might uot he any perma-

nent damage: they were darker in colour. His

own pictures kept iu the London collection

were also a great deal darker than when painted

;

whether that darkness might be removed -\viih-

out damage to the pictures be did uot kuow.

Simple washing might be very injurious to

pictures painted on gypsum • grounds : water

may penetrate cracks and soften the gypsum

and glue, and curl up the coating from the

gesso ground, or even peel it off. Glass he

should use as a protector of pictures when size

ard situation permitted.

Mr. Panizzi, examined chiefly ou the subject

of the British Museum, said he would wish the

natural history collection removed from the

Museum, as they had nothing to do with the

rest of the collection
;
hut the art collections be

should not wish to be taken anywhere else.

He could not in his mind detach a gi'cat national

collection of autiquities from a great national

library worthy of a great country. Asked

whether, as things were at present, there was

o-round in the possession of the British Museum

u-ustces on which galleries might be built for

the reception of any accessions that might be

made to the National Ga’lery, he said he thought

not unich, but he be’ieved there were rooms in

the building alrealy existing that might be

applied to antiquities without sending away any

other collections.
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Mr. Sydney Smirke, on lieiiig asked what
opinion be had -with regard to bringing the

National Gallery of pictures to the British

Museum, replied that it seemed to him an

extremely proper thing : the upper gallery in

its present height -would not be perhaps suffi-

ciently handsome for such a gallery; but a

moderate addition to the lieiglit of the present

rooms, or of a portion of the present rooms, and

increasing the skylights, would render the

upper floor, he thought, perfectly good, and
well adapted for the pui’pose. Of course he

did not contemplate, on this •view, the retention

of the natural history collection : that could

not be done without enlarging the precincts of

the jMuseum : he meant an exchange of natural

history for pictures,—of science for art. He
had heard his brother (the designer of the

Museum) say, that the original intention, thirty

years ago, was to put the public collection of

pictures on that floor.

Mr. Bell was disposed to think that sculpture

and painting should be under one roof, or in

all works in clay, all works in can'ed wood. Of
course that invoked much : it involved all coins

:

it involved an immense extent. There must be

a distinction between the terms “ museum ” and
“gallery,^’ but “museum” he thought would
be the right name of the whole building ; a

“gallery” was merely a room in a museum,
adapted for the exhibition of works in a series,

whose effect depends on their collateral showing
forth. In course of his evidence, Mr. Ruskiu
spoke of the Vatican and Plorence galleries, the

Louvre, and others, as amongst those he had
visited, but stated that he had not seen the

Munich or the Dresden galleries, not having
been in Germany for twenty years.

Mr. Ilurlstone objected to the intermixture

of sculpture and paintings under the same roof

or in the same rooms. He had seen most of the

national "allcrics of the western part of Europe,
and sliouTd be decidedly averse to such a con-

junction, as sculpture and paintings each re-

quired their own peculiav and nice adjustment
of light. Sculpture had been injured by the

-some way counected, in the same great national
|

union in instances within his experience.
gallery. Drawings, too, by the old masters, if

^

same reasons which would urge the admission
placed in the gallery, would be illustrative of

|

of sculpture united with painting, would equally,
certain points in study, and of the process of

:
or even more urgently, demand the admission of

study generally.

Baron Marochetti considered it

numerous oilier departments of art, some more
most jm-

^

nearly allied to painting than sculpture
;
and

portaut to combine works of sculpture and paint- whv also should not the third sister art be re-
ing_, _as far as possible,—those sculptures in the ' presented by all the designs of arcliitecturc of
Briti.sh Museum, for example, with those
pictures which are in the National Gallery.

Three sides of the present gallery, ho thought,
were too much crowded with private houses.
Marlborough-house, Gore-house, the museums
in Bromptou, were crowded in every way with
works of art. A very large building would
immediately be crowded. The public collections

would soon be as important as any in Europe.
Eew people imagine what space they will want
to place them in. lie would put such sculptures
as the Nineveh marbles under glass, as they

different periods of the world, and casts from
all the finest parts of architecture ? He thought
the same view of the object of a national gallery

would equally demand that. Yet he saw no
advantage in the juxtaposition of the three sister

arts of painting, sculpture, and architecture,

when it was essential that tliey should be kept
perfectly distinct; and, under present circum-
stances, he should he very sorry to see those
departments of art removed which were at the
British Museum, where a gallery had been
specially built for the purpose, and which was

"were in alabaster, were quite flat, and suffered well adapted in so manyrcspects for it. In short,
much from climate

;
but to cover statuary with he did not see any occasion to unite these dif-

glass, though a safe mode of preservation, would ferent departments of art under one and the
injure tlic effect, lie much preferred Kensing- same roof, or any advantage iii such union,
ton-gore tn^ Irafalgar-squarc as a site for a' Mr. Fergusson was examined at considerably
gallery. V hether a picture be kept in town to more than average length. Tlie chairman, in
get dirty, or to be cleaned wiien dirtied, real the outset, mentioned that what they were at
injury was_ clone to tlie picture beyond what it tin's moment more particularly inquiring into
would be liable to out of town. People would was the expediency of uniting the national sculp-
not be prevented going to sec 1he pictures: ture with the national paintings. Tliis, Mr.
perhaps more go even to Ilampton-court to see Fergusson said, he thought was extremely
the pictures than to the National Gallery. desirable. He had paid much attention to this

Mr. lluskiu thought it most essen'ial that subject and to the question of a site for a
sculphire of all kinds should be united with national repository of art. Such a repository,
painriiigs, if a national gallery was to_ be of worthy of the nation, could only be had by a
service in teaching the course of art. His great concentration of scul])ture and paintings into
hope respecting such a gallery was that it might one. His plan was to remove cutirmy the
become a perlccfly consecutive cbronological sculpture and the whole departments of arts
arrangement

; and it seemed to hini that it was fi-om the British Museum, and either to build
one of the chief characteristics of a national galleries for their reception in the rear of the
gallery that it should be so. He approved of present National Gallery, or to rebuild that
the protection of [uyturcs by glass in every' case, institution on some other spot capable of pro-
however large the picture might be. Ile thought viding accommodation not only for the pictures,
that, mdcpendcutJy of the preservation, the but also for the statues of the uatioin so as to
effect would be more beautiful, as glass gave an join these two departments, and to make one
especial delicacy to light colours, and did little great national repository of fine arts. He

very much exaggerated. As for the crowd,
that was an element which must exist wherever
you put the gallciy— at Kensiugton-gore or
elsewlierc; and, jf it be a cause of deterioration,
you cannot eliminate it from the question; but,
as far as the geographical site is concerned, the
atmospheric influence of London was the point
to be considered. As regarded his preference
for Trafalgar-sqnare, he would so far modify it

as to say that, if it could be obtained, and sup-
posing other objections to be waived, he con-
sidered the site where St. James’s Palace and
Marlborough House now stand a finer one. In
this site he included the Ordnance-office, which
is in the hands of the Government, and is to he
removed at any rate. He would give the build-
ing four sides, which a great national edifice

ought to have. He also thought there ought
to be a street through from St. James’s-square
to the park, which would be a very great im-
provement.

Sir Edwin Landseer said he had felt a deep
interest in the question of a site for the new
National Gallery, He considered the present
site, as the most central, to be preferable to any
other, even indeed to that of the British
Museum. Kensiugton-gore would be less con-
venient in every respect than the present site.

He doubted the supposed advantage of a purer
atmosphere at Kensington-gore : there were
peculiar fogs which came up the flat there: he had
had experience of tlie neighbourhood for years.
He objected to the Ilegcnt’s-park also, because
there was a very heavy clay soil there. To the
position of the present gallery he had no objec-
tion on the score of atmospheric influences,
though it was certainly desiralile to select such
a site as should inflict as little dirt as possible
upon the pictures. Those, however, at Buck-
ingham Palace had, lie thought, as dirty an
atmosphere as any in London : the common
cry there was that the ladies in waiting were
always washing their hands,—that they never
could keep anything clean for half an hour
there; and in consequence they put veils over
aU the things that were prcciou.s

;
but, never-

theless, there arc some of the most attractive
pictures in the world there, which are as fresh

and pure as ever. To livcvcut dust and smoke
from accumulating was an easy process, which
could be effected without any harm to pictures.

Professor Donaldson was of opinion that it

was desirable to remove the National Gallery from
Channg-cross, even from want of sufficient space,
and including adjacent property. Por pictures
alone, portraits perhaps inclusive, there might
be room, but, on account of the light, the site,

though otherwise convenient, was not a good
one, surrounded so much as it was by houses.
The area requisite for a gallery alone would be
about 1,000 feet by 500 feet, which would
aflbrd ample space for a central court. The site

was a very fine one for a public monument, but
not so particularly for a national gallery. The
best position he considered, after thinking a good
deal on the subject, to be Kensiugton-gore,
which was certaimy one of tlie best in the metro-
polis. The light, too, was much clearer there
and less dense. Kensington Palace was an
admirable site, but lialf a mile farther away.
The inner circle, at Regent’s-park, was a very

harm to dark ones. Hc_ should ask the ladies also suggested that the natural liistory depart-
to stand aside a little M'ith their bright dresses, nieut might be removed from the British xul, mu
and look one by one at tlie pictures. Glass is Museum, and the mineralogieal part of it sent I bad site, as a clay soil produces' damp, both on

lectures ^for twenty or
|

fo
_

the Geological Museum at Piccadilly,
J

the surface and in the local atmosphere, and the
while b^would remove all the public records

^

clay there was 40 feet deep. Burlington House
tliirtyyears in London, lie had found his own

'

till 1. 111., icci, UtClJ. JJUlilUULUU JlUUSe
picturp deteriorate m a couple of years when to the British Museum. The entire lUera was a very fine position, but, like many others,
unjnotected by glass

;
and when so detcriorafed scripta of the nation would then be under too closely surrounded by houses. St. James’s

the -work suffers lor ever
:
you_ cannot get into one roof: grouped round that great reading- ^ Palace andMarlboroughllouse formed a very bad

the interstices, and no cleaning can restore room, this would be the finest thing of its ' site, so low, — liardly above high-tide level,
it to what it : the^ operation must

. class in Europe. On the question of a site
!

The Louvre, as recently improved, was the best
scraiie auay some ot the grains of paint. He

;

for the art repositories, the witness having had ' example he could give of a gallery nearly per-
would preter two galleries, the true aud head

j

bis attention pointed -to Kensington-gore, said feet. He had not seen the Dresden or Munich
one at some little distance, so as to prevent

,

that in the scale of preference he put that fourth :
galleries, and knew very little of Germany:

the great access ot persons to the really
^

he did not think it so good as either the Inner but Bologna was the best picture gallery he
precious works there only preserved. The second, Circle of the Regent’s-park, or St. James’s saw in Italy. Florence was very good, lliere
01 more popular gallerv would give, as it were,

^

Palace, or Trafalgar-square. The fifth site in was a charming one at Venice, a circular one,
early lessons 111 art, or first studies. By selection

I

his scale was Kensington Palace, but, like like the Pantheon at Rome. The effect of the
ot works it might be made an epitome of the

. Kensington-gore, its increased distance conn- ' recent building at the Paris Exhibition was
grand gal ery. in a National Gallery he would terbalanced its local advantages. The chief

,

very pleasing : it was admirably disposed, andme ude what might be called the handicraft of feature in the external aspect of such a building the light came in extremely well,
a natiou,--works lor itomestic use and orna-

j

as he would suggest for the art-collections Mr. Digby Wyatt had thought a good dealmen
,

pots and pans, salt-cellars, knives, and
, would be a ventilating tower for the purification about the question of site for the projected

e\crytbing that had any interesting art-element of the internal atmosphere. He thought, how- National Gallerv, both at home and abroad, On
^

I

ever, that the injury inflicted upon works of art, general principles he decidedly preferred one in
mclude all the iron work, and on paintings more particularly, by the

,

the heart of the population, for the educational
’ ^ ^ 0 on, all works lu metal,

J
metropolitan smoke and atmosphere, had been purposes to which a National Gallery should be
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made subservient. If the difficulties connected !
have already had occasion to refer^ is excellent, and

with the Trafalgar-square site could be wisely
|

the fall descriptions which are written upon the

and effectually overcome, that would be the
|

objects render them not only very useful, but also of

best the metropolis could possibly afford. The !

™“ch interest to the ordinary visitors. This museum

disposition of the new Dresden Gallery, which i

divided into various compartments, arransed

he had seen, could be well adapted to a site !

give our readcis

in London. Still the Dresden is not so good the plan adopted, we wdl commence

as that of the Piuacothcc at Munich, the sepa-
'''^thDooL.

i i t i

ration of cabinet and gallery pictures not being ..wLud“L ProducTs-cCa 1 Textile maniifac-
so judicious, nor tlie arrangement of the light- jurcs and cIothla,.-divisioa flrst--Wooi,”-we are
lug quite so good. Lensingtou-gorc is too far

i
"
"Wool is modified hair ;

most quadruprds
removed for convenient access to the lower and

j

possess a woolly hair as an underclotbing, hidden
middle classes. He should be sorry to see

|

generally by the outer course hair. In the wild
glazing of pictures introduced : other means

. sheep there is much of the woolly hair, and in the

might be used to palliate the deleterious effects
[

domesticated breed the fleece is modified by crossing,

complained of, such as wire-gauze in the air
|

climate, and pas(ui-e.”
* * * *

ducts and ventilating valves, and open floors,
j

"WithmacertaiD spacearethcheadsofthevarious wool-

en Sir Joseph Paxton’s principle, frequent I

producing sheep, and the fleeces of the animuls from

wiping of these floors with damp cloths, &c.
,

parts of the United Kingdom, as wdl as from

The picturea might be COTered with glass when Jl’"™
“> Russia, America, t an Biemm s

notundcrexhibltion. .aslwuiclil wheunaseons land, Egypt, &c. A Sne fleece of a^ sheep of he
not under exhibition, as by uigbt, when gaseous
vapours so much abound in the metropolis. The
danger from breath and dust was no greater at

Charing-cross than elsewhere. He wished to

see the new National Gallery erected in the
midst of London for another reason than those

to which he had already referred, namely,
that our metropolis is defective in fine buildings

Leicester breed from the latter place, is remarkable

for showing the marked improvement iu the quality

of the wool which has been made by the transporta-

tion of the animals to a different climate.

The various fleeces are ranged side by side, so that

it is easy to compare them with each other, and

observe the effect of cross breeding, &c. The weight

of each fleece, the ages of the sheep at the time of

and pictorial effects, and we should rather have a
[

shearing, and other particulars, are marked. From
noble building iu the place of a number of

;

the raw materials we can pass to the varied stages of

mean houses than leave these iu the heart ' the manufacture of the finest and other sorts of wool

of the population, and put our noble building,
I

’’i cloth. Here arc specimens of the Teasel, that

as it were, “outside the walls.” He would i

pnckly plant, so useful m preparing

rather expend a large sum for a limited site in ,

‘I;” which many Londoners have heard

the metropolis (thSugh 50,000f. an acre was k' ‘“U™ TL * f"Lv f 10^^! I, n
rather an ‘'exaggWatol estimate), than give the

same sum tor a large estate out of town.

'

Trafalgar-square, as a site, be regarded as

No. 1. Next he would take Devonshire House

:

it was reasonably accessible and beautifully

open, and hud many decided advantages.

In an Appendix to the Report and Minutes
of Evidence, there arc various letters, reports,

returns, and plans connected with the main
subjects of inquiry and consideration; and, iu the

minutes of meetings of the Commission itself,

there is a paper put iu by Professor Cockerell,

stating the number of superficial feet occupied

by the National Galleries of Loudon, Berlin,

Dresden, Munich, and Paris. The following is

a copy of this document :

—

Lomloii 9,720 feet superficial.

Berlin 24,200

Dresdeu 34,500 ,,

Munich 48,000 „
Paris 82,000 „

VISITS TO THE BROMPTON MUSEUM.*
COLLECTION OP ANIMAL PRODUCTS AND THEIR

APPLICATION TO INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES.

During the year of the Exhibilioa of 1851, it was

the wish of the Royal Commissioners to form a

permanent colleclioa of matters connected with

trade ondnianu'’actures, which would serve as a means
of reference for commercial, scientific, and artistic

purp -ses
;
and so cordially was this idea approved of,

and 30 many specimens of various kinds were offered,

that it was proposed that the collection should be ex-

tended to all imports and exports of the world, so that

men of business might have the opportunity of exam-

ining and practically testing samples of the articles

in which tlicy traded. It is to be regretted that

various circunislacces prevented (his scheme from

being carried into execution.

Por six years the mass of materials which were

presented for the above-mentioned purposes, had

remained unpacked in the rooms of Kensington

Palace. On careful consideration, it was determiued

for the present to mAe perfect one department of

the trade collection, and that which heads the present

article having been selected, the specimens have been

arranged in the east gallery of the Brompton
Museum by Mr. li. T. Read, under the valuable guid-

ance of Professor Playfair.

In order that the large remaining portion might

not be lost, the miuerals, Szc. have been gathered

together, and liberally supplied to the scientific insti-

tutions of many foreign countries, and to numerous
free museums and educatiouid csiablishmcnis at

home; and it should be generally known, that the

stock of specimens for distribution is still very large,

and that ihcy maybe had on application by societies,

which have for their object the advancement of general

knowledge.

The arrangement of animal products, to which we

.* See p. -196, ante, &c,

success— the best Teasels arc im-

ported from PiMiice. Close by the numerous specimens

of the raw materials are woollen cloths, produced at

home and abroad. Amongst these we noticed a strong

useful kind of plaid, produced at the Cascades estab-

lishment, Van Diemen’s Laud. The rougher mate-

rials for blankets, Szc. are in like manner collected.

From wool we turn our attention to si/l-, and first

notice the large number of moths from all parts. of

the world which (in different degrees ofvalue) produce

the raw material of this useful fabric,—near each

moth is the silk which it produces. Some of these

specimens are of large size, aud so g-iily ormimentcd

with rich forms and colours, that many would pass

over without notice the small Immely-looking, but

much more useful creature, the “ Borabyx hlori,”

which is the chief silk producer. Properly arranged

arc the unspun silks of Indio, China, Turkey, Egypt,

Cape of Good Hope, Russia, Prance, Ila'y, England,

Norway, &c. In the last-named country considerable

quantities of silk of a fine quality have been lately pro-

duced, and this has suggested the idea that raw silk

in great quantities might be profitably produced in

England, Ireland, and parts of Scotland
;

for it is now

known by experience that the silkworm thrives in

Norway, where the climate is much colder than with

us. We should like to see the mulberry-tree more

extensively cultivated, and the experiment '“airly tried.

The culture of the silkworm might be made at little

trouble to add considerably to the income of many of

the British cottagers.

In order to make this department of the Brompton

Museum as explanatory ns possible to the general

visitor, a case of silkworms is placed here with the

caterpillars actually at work, aud ranged round iu the

same manner as the wool of the manufactured articles,

dyes, Szc.

Next we come to mixed fabrics of silk and other

animal materials ;
then to the raw materials and pre-

j
arations for carpets. After that to the differeut kinds of

alpaca—black, white, brown, fawn, aud grey, and the

manner of its manufacture. Close by arc the market-

able goods of mohair; and adjoining are representa-

tions of the animals from which the materials are

obtained.

Next is camcls’-bair, some from Russian villages.

From this a veiy expensive material for dress is made,

which is remarkable for it.s pliancy and the snuill

space into which it can be folded. Prom this we pass

to horse-hair, from America and other places—some

rough, other kinds drawn in lengths and coloured,

and adjoining arc beautiful personal ornaments, cloths,

brushes, crinoline, and so forth. We theu come to

human hair, which we arc told is an iinporlant article of

commerce. Here we note (he material as bi'ought

from parts of France, Inlander?, Germany, Szc.-,

examine the stages of its manufaclure, and the manner

iu which it is made into cimningly-devised head cover-

ings for both sexes. We murt, however, move on,

after observing that the various products whi(;h we

have already mentioned are obtained from the animals

doring their life. We no'.v turn to others, which are

gathered after death.

Whalebone is well illustrated, and the visitor is

told that this important article of commerce, cannot

properly be cafled bone, but is actually a description

of hair—coarse certainly in fibre, but still hair, and

this is shown by microscopic di'awings of ports, im-

mensely magnified
;
and we may here meution that

there are similar drawings adjoining most of the other

fabrics. It will surprise many to see llic numerous-

uses to which whalebone is applied. Amongst them

may be uoticed coloured cockades, which look like

ribbon, but are far more durable, which deck the

heads of carriage-horses on slate occasions.

Her Majesty has sent several fine specimens of the

ivory of the elephant, l)ippo]>otamus, narwhal, walrus,

and sperm whale, some of which are cut into sections.

Below are numerous examples of manufactured articles.

Horns of the buffalo, ox, rhinoceros, Szc. &c. with

mauu'’actuved artichs from them, arc also exhibited'

aud explained. Amongst the latter ore old drinking-

horns, lanterns, spoons, and other articles of domestic

use, which are getting rare.

The plumage of birds has* not been omitted. Here

are cocks’ feathers, dyed andarranged, for decldng the

hcad-covcrii'gs of the militaiy. The skins of sea-

birds are curiously formed into ladies’ mulls. Amongst

the objects, a large group of flowers, byM .J. Maguire,

is well worthy of notice, in consequence of the won-

derful copy of nature which he has hecu cuahkd to

make with such a material.

Oil, tallows, lards, &e. are duly represented, but we

must pass on to leather, a most important aiticle of

English manufacture and consumption.

To enter into anything like adequate details of the

fine collection of unlauncd skins which arc here

displayed, would require much more space than

we can spare; it must, however, be mentioned,

that they arc clearly arranged, aud named, both

in Latin aud English; for instance, the quadiinnm

(four hands), the plantigrad (toe walker), &c.

Ilere are the ermine, beaver, &c. some small skins

of the Cape heaver being worth from twenty-

five to thirty guineas
;
aud it should be staled that

this department is greatly indebted to Messrs.

Nicholay and Sou, aud also to Mr. E. B. Roberts, for

veiy extensive contributions. We are tempted to

llnucr amoug't ihc skins of lions and tigers, which

arc here bolli in a natural state and also made into

various kinds of dress; but must move .on, and.

notice tlie ingenious means which have been devised

by Mr. Read, for showing the w^et processes of tan-

ning. Amongst (he oily matters may be noticed a

case of transparent liquid, culled glycerine, an article

which during the last three or four years has come

into considerable notice for its use in medicine,

aud as a cosmetic. One of its properties is that"

of preserving any animal substance from putre-

faction
;

and Mr. 'Read having found, by expe-

rience, that fish, &c. might be kept iu this mate-

rial for years without change, he has had the

differeut wet processes of tanning shown iu glass-

cases containing glycerine. In addition to the above

are skins too numerous to mention, in different stages'

of tanning and currying. Amongst the most cui-ious

are some hides tanned in Egypt, with salt; excellent

leather made from seal-skins. The skin of the porpoise-

has also been tanned aud blacked, and many arc sur-

prised at the fine grain and tough quality of the leather.

We must pass over with a brief notice the collec-

tion of shells, the application of mother-of-pcarl to

manufactures, specimens showing the artificial pro-

duction of pearls by the Chinese, and other matters.

As goldbeaters’ skin is such an impcirtmit substance

in the oruainent'il arts, we must not omit to mention

that it consists of the prcp-ircd membrane which

covers the gut of the ox. Diied and withered speci-

mens fad to give any idea of this material. By means

of immersion in glycerine its nature and the pro-

cess of its manu'acture is clearly shown.

Many visitors st )p to examine the case which con-

tains the twenty different processes required to com-

plete the manufacture of a beaver hat, Me have,

however almost exceeded our limits, yet wc fed we

have, even now, but glanced at this valuable

collection. "Wc have omitted notice of the manu-

facture of vellum and parchmeut, the animal dyes,

tiie larf'C variety of lacs, glues, book lining, bind-

ing. embossed and decorated leathcr, glove-making,

and fiity other matlcrs. M'c must not, however,

neriect to mention valuable specimens of the various

kinds of guano aud other manures, both natural and

manufactured, aud also the fossil guanos of Kent.

We can here trace the processes by which bone is

converted into phosphorus, ammonia, the conversion

of waste wool’, itc. into Prussiau blue.

This wcll-nri aimed collection, when more generally

known, will be the mtans of diffusing much useful

knowledge, and wc trust that we have said enough

to induce many to resort to it as a means of instruct-

ing the youth uuder their care iu the origin and use

of those common things which arc so valuable
;
visitors

of graver years will also find much to learn.
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THE BRITISH ARCHiEOLOGICAL ASSO-
CIATION IN NORFOLK.

TV'e left the members of this association thorougbh
tired out by tlieir excursion to King’s Lynn.* H
now remains for us to resume the narrative of tbeii

proceedings on tbcir vi?it to Greot Yarmouth aud the

neighbourhood. A spccinl tiain left Norwich witli

the party at ten o’clock on the Timrsday moriiine

{Aug. 27), and the visitors arrived at the town-hall

about eleven, where they were rcreived by the mayor
(..Mr. C. C. Aldred) and other local residents. The
mayor deputed the task of conducting the associalimi

about the town to Jlr. C. J. P.ilimr, the deputy

mayor, aud the wcll-knowii house occupied by ihm
gcatleman—No. 4, South-qu ly— was first ius|jectcd.

This mansion was stated iu some printed particulars,

supplied, to have been built iu 1596, by Beuj.imin

Cowper, esq. The date and initials of Mr. Cowper’s
name arc carved on the dining-room chimney-piece.
The house passed afterwards into the possession of

Mr. John Carter, whose son, Benjamin Carter, mar-
ried Mary, daughter of Gimeral Ireton, by his wifi'

Bridget, eldest daughter of Oliver Cn'inwell. Bridget,

another daughter of Ireton, married Thomas Bendish,
esq. of Yarm.'Uth. Carter took a leading part in

political affiirs, and was one of the bailiffs when, in

1642, the town declared in ravv,ur of the Parliament;
and he promoted a subscription in money and plate
fur the defence of the place. In 1648 be signed the
” National Covenant and a'^ter the execution of
Charles I. lie took the engagement to the Common-
wealth. A'’corJiQg to Clarendon, on the authority uf
officers who had been present, tliere were " many
consults what to do with the king” previous to
bringing him to trial

;
and if we may believe tradi-

tion, the final meeting for that purpose took place in
a large chamber of this house, now used as a with-
drawmg-room. The story is told by Mr. Hewiing
Luson, who was eonueeted wiih the Cromwell family,
in a communication addressed by him to Dr. Brooke’
of Norwich, in 1773, published in “ Hughes’s
LetU-rs ” vol. iii. p. 168, and in “ Noble’s Memoirs
of the Protectoral House of Cromwell,” vol. ii. p. 340.
He says:—“Wheu I was a bov, they used to show a
large chamber iu the house of Mr. Carter which had
also been the house of his father, in which, as the
tradition went, the iu'^amons murder of Charles I.
on the scaffold was finally deteirained. A meeting of
the principal officers of the army was held in this
chamber: they chose to be above-staira, for the
piiviicy of their couference: they strictly commanded
that no person should come near the room except
a man appointed to attend : their dinner, which was
ordered at four o’clock, was put off Yom time to time
till pnst eleven at night: tKy then came down to a
very short repast, and immediately ail set off post,
many for London, and some for the quar:ers of the
army.” Mr. Nuthaniel Carter died in 1722, aged
88. He must, fherefore, have been about fmrtien
years ^of age wheu the meeting took place iu his
father’s house. A considerable personal intimacy
seems_ to^ have existed between those who compassed
the kings death, and the leading inhabitanto, who
were thorough independeuts, so tliat there is nothim^
improhable in the selection of Yarmouth for such a
conference. A profusion of paintings is scattered
through the house, aud the visitors having examined
them, Mr. Pulmer directed their attention to some
merchants’ marks on a building near at hand, and
Also to the moulded ceilings in some of the other
houses on the quay.

Ihe party having traced the walls which former
protected the town, next procieded to the Tol
house Hall, the scene of many municinHl at
legal wrangles. Here a number of old charte
grantfd to the town were exhibited. The fir
of th^se was granted by King John, who erect,
the place into a free b.irgh, on condition of its payir
a fee-farm rent of 55/. annually for ever. 6th
cliaiters of confirmation were granted by Henry YIl
Edward VI. Mary, Elizibdh. James 1. Chailes I
and Anne. One of the charters granted by tl
merry monarch was highly illuminated, and hi

an oil portrait of the king. Other charters we
alsc) illummatrd. and one of the most ancient-
decision between the Baron of the Cinque Poits ai
the burgesses of Yarmouth-—bad been patched ai
mended, the pitches theraselyes being mure thau 4(
years old.

_

Another curious document was ajud'
alleged contraband herriiij

which had been seized, as having been brought fro
abrotd but which the fishermen o* Yarmouth su
ccssiully contended had tieen lakeo wi'hin the Umi
of their 1,berries. Mr. W. II. Bla. k rendered h
usual valuable assistance iu d.c'phering the-cven
rable and musly documeut«. The church of S
INicholas was next visited, mid Mr. Palmer offen
some reinarks on the fine old structure which w
rcati'red m 1848. This church was erected by il

' See p. 503, «

indefatigable Herbert de Losinga in 1123, and was
greatly eiilirged in 1250, wheu it boasted seveatvCii

chapels or oratories, each supported by a guild. A'

present the church consists of a nave, two aisles, aud
a innsept. It affords sittings for a vast congregutiou

and very large numbi rs take part in the Sunday
aud daily service''. The extensive graveyard, where
the “ rude forefathers of the hamlet sleep,” is

thickly covered with ^l• wly mouldcjing tributes iu

memory of preceding generations.

But there is not much opportunity for moralizing
in arcbmulogicnl excursions ; inexorable lime is ever
‘ moving on,” and the word is ever “forward.”
Porward, accordingly, we go to the ruios of Caistor
Castle, about three miles froiu Yarmouth. This was
a castellated mausion, formerly a residence of Sir John
Fastolf, and, according to tradition, it w'as finished by
Sir John with a part of the mouey which he received

for the ransom of John II. king of France, whom he
took prisoner at the battle of Verneuil, iu 1424. The
ruins give indicatious of a mansion at once large and
strong. The house is supposed to have formed a
rectangular parallelogram, the south and north sides

being larger than the east aud west. An embattled
brick tower at the north-west corner, 100 feet iu

height, is st ll standing, and adjoiuiug this tower was
a dining-parlour, 59 feet long and 28 feet broad, the
great fire-place of which has been observed. The west
and north walls also remain, but here aud there
modern iudustiy has converted the old remains into
part of a cart-shed, or some other agricultnral build-
ing. The dull waters of the moat have been deprived
of their on’ginal limits, and the glory Las departed
fi'oin a spot which was represeuted in a paper read by
Mr. Pettigrew to have once been a scene of umisual
splendour.

From Caistor the company passed on to the neigh-
bouring Roman encampment at Burgh, about four
miles W.S.W. of Yamiouth. The property on whi<-h
the rimaius stand has recently passed into the pos-
session of Sir J. Boilcau, the president of the Norfolk
and Norwich Archmological Association. Mr. Petti-
grew read a pajier on the remains, which include some
massive walls, built for the protection of the encamp-
ment, and still iu a tolerable state of preservation.
The space enclosed is nearly quadrangular, and three
walls, which have suffered here and there in the pro-
gress of time, still remain as monmneuts of Roman
iiidusfry. Sir Johu Boileau stated that excavations
had discover, d a fourth wall, but on this poiut some
discussion took place, Mr. Vere Irving expressing an
opinion that there might have been a quay wall

'

extending to the river, but that no defensive fourth
'

wall had ever been e/ected. There was, however, a
'

general conciim-nce iu llie belief that the spot was
'

once one of the most important Roman stations iu

the kingdom. We have before now spoken of it.

The proceedings of the day were concluded with a
dinner at the Yarmouth town-hall (at which the mayor
presided), and a conversazione at the house of Mr.
Palmer. It was midnight before the members were
conveyed back to Norwich.

On Friday, the at'ra.-tions of West Norfolk again
lured them away from the old city. The Norfolk
Railway conveyed them to the extreme limits of the
“ system ” at Fakenham

; and from this place the
excursionists proceeded in various vehicles to Little
Snoiing, Great Snoring, Biiiham, Walaingham, aud
East Baraham. A visit to East Dcreham Church—
where the poet Cowper “sleeps well,”—was also put
dowu in the ptogramme, but (he arrangement was
abandoned on the ground that the pressure of time
rendered it impossible. Mr. C. E. Davis examined
ihe church at Little Snoring, and stated that the whole
of the lower was Early English, and that though it

was now separate from the rest of the church, it was
once the west-end tower of a building which fomcrly
existed. The church itself was of a rather later date.
At Great Snoring the party inspected the rectory,
which is a fiue specimen of oniamectal brickworlf,
erected by the Shelton family. They next proceeded
to the church, which is generally in the Perpendicular
style, and the chancel entirely so. At Binham the
company devoted an hour to an examination of the
ruins of the Priory. With the exception of the west
front, the whole of this building is supposed to have
been iu the Early Norman style. The original struc-
ture was erected in the reigu of Henry I. The nave
and noith aisle have been used os the laarish church.
ITie Pointed style was adopted in the exterior of the
western front, which contained, in the lower part, a
grand central and two side doorways, with blank
arcades between them, a large centre, oruamented
with muliions and tracery, being over the former. The
company thim passed on to Walsingham. On the way,
one o'" the ‘‘

fl\ s,” which was occupied inside by Mrs.
Prest, of London; Mrs. Grigson, of Wiuburgh

;
Miss

Beevor, and the Rev. Mr. Fisher; and outside by Sir
T. Beevor and the Rev. W. Grigson, cipsized against
a bank. Sir T. Beevor seized the horses’ heads before
any further mischief could be done

;
and the frightened

occupants of the vehicle were extricated after having
siistained no injuries besides a few bruises. At
W^alsinghmi, the party received considerable acidi-

tioDS, being joined by Sir WTIloughby Jones, the
Rev. D. Lee Warner, the Rev. J. Lee Wuruer, the Rev.
G, Brydges Lee Warner, the Rev. Septimus I.ec

W’aruer, Mr. H. Lee ^Varner, the Hou. and Rev. D.
Astley, and other gcnilcmen and ladies. Pajiers ou
the beautiful Ruins of the Priory, were read by Mr.
Pettigrew and the Rev. J. Lee Warner. The place

must have been one of very great importance in old
tinios, for the celebrated Erasmus, who visited it in

1511, declai'es its maguificenoc to have surpassed
everything he had before seen. Livorum. sedes

!

adeo gemmis, auro argenioque nitent omnia !

The Rev. J. Lee Warner, in a paper read before

the Archajological Institute at Cambridge, refers to a

ballad iu the Pepysian Library, which gives a rela-

tion of the history of the Priory. It was founded by
Richoldie, mother of Sir Geoffery de Fnvraches, anil

its establishment is ascribed to the twelfth century, as

the principal gifts were made to it in the reigu of
William Turhus, Bishop of Norwich, from 1146 to

1174. Richard Vowel was the nineteenth and last

prior, the Priory being surrendered iu August, 1538,
to Sir William Petra, commissioner for the visitation

of monasteries. Portions of the Priory are attributed
respectively to the Norman, Early English, Deco-
rated, and Perpendicular styles. Of the earlier or

Norman period but little now remains, and it con-
sists of a passage at the south-east corner of the

cloisters. In the “Peregrinatio” of Erasmus, it is

staled that a chapel stood apart from the church for

the worship of the Virgin
; but remains of this

chapel Lave been sought in vaio. Having discussed
the architectural features of the remains, the com-
pany proceeded to the discussion of a cold collation,

provided by the hospitality of the proprietor of the
estate, the Rev. D. Lee Warner.

The Rev. G. Brydges Lee Warner occupied the

chair, and justice having been done to the good cheir

set before the party, a few pleasant speeches of a

complimentary character were made, the healths of

the hospitable host and other members of the amiablo
Lee Warut-r family being, of course, duly honoured.

After a hurried visit to the church— which contains a

font of an octangular shape, covered with sculpture

representiug buttresses, pinnacles, niches, crocheted

pediments, figures in basso relievo, &c. and elevated

on a pHulh of four steps, the exterior faces of which
arc also decorated wiih mouldings, &c.—the company
returned to Faki-nham, stopping on their way at East
Bunsham Hall, a very fine specimen of ancient brick

architecture. Blomfield assigns the erection of this

interesting hall to the time of Henry VIII.
;
but it is

probably anterior to that period. The lower entrance
or porter’s lodge offers remains of Henry VIT. The
hall is DOW appropriated as a farm-house. After
devoting about ten minutes to on examination of its

attractions, the party pissed on for Fakenham,
aud the railway carried them back to Norwich.

In the evening Mr. Wright read some extracts from
the records of the corporation of Norwich; Mr.
Pettigrew made some comments on the history of Sir

John Fastolfe, the original owner of Caistor Castle

;

and Mr. Vere Irving, unable to enter into the subject

of “ Treasure-trove,” as he bad not bis notes with
him, offered a few observations ou the remains which
Norfolk possesses of ancient Roman camps and sta-

tions. Mr. Pettigrew closed the proceedings of the

Association in Norwich by e.xpressing the members’
thanks for the kindness they hud experienced in the

city.

Saturday morning witnessed the Association en
route for Ely. The remains of the Abbey at Thet-

ford were set down in the original programme as ob-

jects to be examined, but from various causes it was
deemed advisable to devote the whole day to Ely

,

Cathedral. The sacred edifice was reached about

two o’clock. Mr. C. E. Davis had prepared a paper

upon the salient, features of the fabric, but he

preferred to give his explanations viod voce, and at

various points. As we shall probably print the paper

in extenso, on another occasion, we pass over his

observations, and in lieu we wiR quote a few extracts

,

from a commiuiication which appeared recently in the

Cambridge Chronicle (a pleasant couuty journal), on

the progress made iu filling the eight lancets of the

great east window with painted glass, an object for

which the late Bishop Sparke gave 1,500/. stock in

Reduced Three per Cents. “ The eastern lancets,”

says the Chronicle, “ are now completed by Mr.
Wailes, and the representatives of the founder have

good reason to be satisfied wiih their prudent resolu-

tion to defer the execution of this great w'ork until

they were fully satisfied it would be such as would

,

make it a monumeut worthy of the conspicuous and

,
important position which it occupies. The general

,

eflect produced by it is magnificent: the three lower

lancets in pai-ticiilar present that happy combination

;

of sparkling brilliancy of colour with that somewhat
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mysterious iudefinitoness in its distribution which i'

so well siii'ed to their architectural effect. It is

sufficient to compare the present window witli

others in the cathcdaid, uot excluding from their

number the productions of Sir. SVailes himself, to

show the great advance which the art of glass-painliu"

has recently made, not merely in the character of the

materials employed, more especially the rubies ami
blues, but likewise in the more accurate study of their

arrangement and treatment in the hands of the great

masters of the Middle Ages. The following is the

arrangement of the subjects in the lower range :

—

South Lancet ,—A Jesse window, ihe figures of the kings
disposed in pairs, in segniental spaces, on each side of a
senes of medallions ascending from the figure of Jesae,
audrepreseutiog the Annunciation, the Salutation of Mary
and Elizabeth, the Nativity of Christ, the Annunciation to
the Shepherds, the Presentation in the Temple, the Magi
on the Journey, the Adoration of the Magi, the Flight into
Eg-Vpli. and the Murder of the Innocents. The family
anna occupy the corners of the border

; and the circle's
conuecling the medallions are Oiled with Ihe arms of the
See of Ely. Iforih Laneei.—At the bottom a kneeling
figure of the donor: aitove, a series of medallions, with
the figures of Moses, Elias, and the Prophets, disposed as
in the south lancet, representing severally the Disputation
in the Temple, the Baptism of our Lord, His Temptation,
the Marriage at Cana, Christ purifying the Temple, Our
Lord and Nicodemua, Our Lord and the Woman of
Samaria, the Transfiguration, and Mary Magdalene anoint-
ing Our Lord’s Feet. The late Bishop Sparke was Bishop
of Chester before he was translated to Ely; therefore the
connecting circles contain the arras of the See of Chester,
and in one corner of the border the arms of Cbesterimpale
those of the family. Centra! Laitcet.—At the bottom is
represented Christ’s Triumphal Entry into .Terusaiem

:

above, a series of ten medallions— the first, third, fifth,
seventh, and ninth, in circles representing severally
the I^t Supper, the Betrayal, Pilate washing his
Hands, Our Lord bearing Lis Cross, and His Cruoi-
fixionj whilst the intermediate quatrefoils represent
the several types from the Old Testament of the
events of the Passion, represented on the other medal-
lions, being Melehisedec giving Abraham Bread and Wine,
Joseph sold by his Brethren, the Passover, Isaac carrying
the Wood for Sacrifice, and Moses and the Brazen Serpent.
In four segmental spaces around each of the latter series
of medallions are grouped representations of—first, Christ
washing hia Disciples Feet, His Journey to Gethsemane
with His Disciples, His Disciples asleep, and ffis Agooy
in the Garden

;
second, Peter cutting off the Ear of MaU

chus, Christ healing Malchiis, the leading away of Christ,
and Peter’s Denial of Him; third, Judas throwing down
the Money, Christ blindfolded, the Mocking of Christ, and

.
His Scourging; fourth, Pilate saying, “Behold the

Pilate writing the Superscription, the Soldiers
dividing our Lord's Garments,and the Soldiers casting Lots
upon them

;
fifth, Joseph of Arimathea applying to PUate

for the Body of Jesus
; and, lastly, the Entombment. The

arms of the See of Ely impaling the private arms are
placed in one corner of the border. The figures and
groups in_ these three noble lancets are executed with
great spirit; and, numerous as they are, they are ar-
ranged, more especially in the central window, in
masses, which the eye can readily follow, and, by occu-

f

tying BO large a portion of the entire surface, they
eave little room for monotonous repetitions of foliage
or other patterns : the distribution of colour also
is thus sufficiently varied, without its masses in one
part of the window unduly preponderating over
those in another, a condition which is never
grossly violated without serious injury to just archi-
tectural effect. Of the five lancets in the clerestory
rauge, two on the north and two on the south contain
figuiesof the twelve Apostles; whUst five medallions in
the central lancet represent, in an ascending order, the
Angel at the Tomb, the incredulity of St. Thomas, Mary
in the Garden, Christ supping with bis Disciples at
Emmaus, and Christ sitting in Glory. The'spaces between
the medallions and border in this window are filled with a
diapered ground, which, though rich in colour, is some-
what formal in effect, whilst the field in the side windows
within the border is too narrow to allow the figures to be
sufficiently separated and relieved from the rest of the
ground. It probably arises from these or other causes
that the general effect which the upper lancets produce,
though otherwise good, is by no means so rich and spark-
ling as that of the lower windows. The reredos was ex-
pressly designed with reference to a painted window to be
placed behind it : it is hardly necessary to say that it is

greatly benefited by the general reduction of the glare
of light, which previously rendered the outlines of much
of the statuary and more delicate ornaments undistin-
guishable at a distance, but still more by the transmission
through it of glimpses of the most beautiful colours, which
change with every movement, however slight, in the posi-
tion of the eye, and whose very indistinctness and tran-
sitory character contribute not a little to the eflTect which
they tend to produce on the mind."

We have only now to notice the “ last scene of all.”

At six o’clock the members of the Association assem-

bled in the cathedral library, for the purpose of holding

1 their closing meeting, when votes of thanks were

]
passed unanimously to the Lord-Lieuteoaot of Nor-

! folk, the Bishop of Norwich, the Earl of Albemarle,

; Mr. Hudson Gurney, Sir John Boileau, the Rev. D.
, Lee Warner, Mr. R. Fitch (of Nonvich), Mr. C. J.

1 Palmer (of Great Yarmouth), Mr. Alan Swatmau (of

i King’s Lynn), the corporations of the municipal towns
I visited, the officers of the Norfolk Archmological

; Society, and the authors of the papers read. Nor was
. Mr. Pettigrew, the senior vice-president, and the

1 moving spirit of the proceedings, ov'erlooked. The
“ tact, kindness, and urbanity he had displayed io con-

I ducting the business of the week ” were duly acknow-

l ledged
;
and the congress, which was pronounced a

V very “ useful and happy one,” then terminated.

New Subuub at Glasgow. — A new cas'ern

S' suburb is about to be commeme.l on the property of

C Golf-hill, Glasgow.

THE WELLINGTON MONUMENT 1

COMPETITION.
I

The Wdlmgt>)n competition models arc now nearly i

all sent away fromWestmiusterllall, wiih ihe exception

of those which have received premiums, wli'ch are

ri-taincd iu another part of the Houses of Parliament.

An nreb (to a quarter scale, to agree wiih that of the

models), made of wood, and painted, so as to represent

that in St. Paul's Calliedrul proposed to be occupied

by the monument, has been for tlie last week in

Westminster Hall, under which it is intended to try

the preiniated models iu’their new apartment.

This applira'ion of the arch comes rather late in

the day for those models which have been passed

over by the judges; and it naturally occurs,
“
"Why

had nut all the models this advantage ?” Many of

the designs which have been left undistinguished

were evidently made si>ccia!ly in relation to the pro-

posed occupation of the arch, and could not be done

justice to without so trying them. If it be right now

to try the premiated models under the arch, surely it

was still more important to try all the models under

the arch, so as to give the seleotion a wider range.

This would have involved a very small amount of ex-

pense and trouble to the Government and the judges

in comparisou to that entailed on the profession by

the competition.

It may or it may not have been a considerate

problem for the Government to set tlie sculptors to

design a 80,0001 monument to the Duke of 'M'elling-

ton, to he placed under the arch iu St. Paul’s
;
but as

it did set the problem, it was but its duty to peruse

the answers and examine the solutions. This the

judges have not done; and therefore it may be well

said, that (artistically speaking) the decision of the

judges is void. Indeed, the conditions (taken in rela-

tion to the report of the award) evidently put many
of the competitors on a false scent, who were thrown

out by the veiy fact of attending to those conditions

which the judges at the last moment repudiated. Tims

the very conscientiousness of these competitors was

their stumbling-block.

The report of the award says that if the judges had

specially considered the models according to the site

which they were bound to do (as the conditions were

equally binding on the judges as on the competitors),

they (the judges) should probably have made a difftrent

selection. In arriving at this different selection, the

model arch now in Westminster Hall, and applied in

succession over all the models, would doubtless have

been a great assistance. The time to apply this was

assuredly not after but before the award.

There is a Greek story, that Phidias andAlcamenes

were called into competition to design a figure for a

high place. The designs were in the first instance

shown close to the eye, and the prize was adjudged to

Alcamenes. Phidias, however, requested that the

models should he shown at the height at which the

work was required. This was granted, when the de-

cision was at once reversed, and the design of Phidias

chosen by acclamation.

In the Wellington competition the judges appear to

have been blind to the fact, that even in art a passage

should not be considered without its context
;

or, if

they did perceive this, they did not recognise it
;
for, in

their report, they expressly repudiated the conditions

set forth by the Board of Works, and thus frankly

took care to state that they had not done what they

were called in to do.

Sir Benjamin Hall will no doubt see this, and will

not lose sight of the fact, that though the connection

of the names of the judges with the memorial in ques-

tion may be forgotten, his will not ;
but that it is

bis escutcheon on which the eventual Wellington

monument will be either a bar sinister or a coronet.

Epsilon.

NOOKS IN THE TEMPLE, LONDON.
JOHNSON AND GOLDSMITH.

Going !
going !

!
gone ! ! ! The auctioneer’s

hammer is waving over the tenements on the

west side of Inner Temple-lane. On the 1st of

October, the house-breakers will be masters of

the situation, tbe bricks will go for what they

will fetch, and, the site being cleared, tbe

honourable benchers of the Inner Temple, will

proceed to improve their property by building

better houses in the place of the rubbish re-

moved. Ah ! but is it all rubbish ? Not quite.

Some of it has a value ;
and, though wc can

scarcely offer an olijectiou to its removal

(benchers, like other people, will “ do what they

like with their own,” and Progress will not be

stayed), at least let ns keep a slight record nf

how it looked, aud what it was associated with.

On the transomc of the doorway, at No. 1

(there is a lamp projecting, aud a large carved

hood above), is written, ‘'Dr. Johnsons

Staircase,” and up this truly enough he

often went with Goldsmith, Reynolds, Bos-
well, and others, of whom this present gene-

ration are never tired of hearing. They belong

to us, indeed, though they seem to have

lived in a past age. We spoke, not lon^

ago, to a hale and dear-headed gentleman, still

in the like condition, who recollected, though

he was a small child at the time, seeing the

pursy Doctor with his arm round a post iu

Pleet-strcet, resting for breath after some exer-

tion
;
aud who moreover had been taken up into

the arms of the kind-hearted Goldsmith. Dr.

Johnson lived in this house between 1760 and

1765, and it was during this time that the asso-

ciation which afterwards became so renowned

as the Literary Club took a regular form.

Joshua Reynolds, Johnson, Goldsmith, Burke,

Dr. Nugent, Laugton, Tophain Beauclerc,

Chnmier, and Hawkins were the original mem-
bers. It was while Johnson occupied these

rooms that the adventure occurred, as described

by Boswell, when tJie dissijiated but aecom-

piisbed Beauclerc, returning once with Langtou

from snppcr, roused up the grave doctor at

three iu the morning, aud dared him to a

ramble. “ What, is it you, ye dogs ? ” said the

sage lexicographer and moralist ;
“ Then, laith,

ITl have a frisk with you! ” And so thev repaired

first to Coveut-garden, aud then to Billingsgate,

nud had what Washington Irving, alluding to

the ocourrence, calls "amad-cap freak.”

Many indeed are the incidouts, now common
in our mouths as household words, connected

with this lodging of his iu the Temple. It was

here, when dressing one morning, that a mes-

senger from Goldsmith told him that poor
" Goldie ” was iu great distress, and needed

him. Going to his lodging, after first sending

him a guinea, he found him arrested for rent,

and, to relieve him, took a tale Goldsmith had

written to Francis Newbery, the publisher, and

sold it to liiui for sixty pounds. Nexvbery did

not think mucli of it, and kept it by him two

years before it was published. When it ap-

peared, however, its success was immediate, aud

its popularity has gone on increasing from that

time to this. It has delighted, comforted, and

benefited hundreds of thousands, in all countries,

and will continue to do so as long as genius and

wisdom are recognised. It was the “ Yioar of

Wakefield.”

From Inner Temple-lane Johnson removed to

Johnson’s-court, on the north side of Fleet-

street, and then, soon after, to Bolt-court.

Charles Lamb lived at No. -1 iu this lane, and

Boswell in Farrier-buildings, at tbe bottom of

it. Lamb’s windows looked into Hare-court,

of which we give a sketch. “ The rooms are

delicious,” says he, in a letter to Coleridge,

“and the best look backwards into Hare-court,

where there is a pump always going: Just now

it is dry. Hare-court trees come iu at tbe

window, so that it’s like living in a garden.”

The pump aud the trees are still there, though

much change has been made iu the Tem^e
since Lamb wrote. Goldsmith himself, it vtiR

be recollected, lived in tbe Temple, first in

Garden-court, and afterwards in Brick-court, at

No. 2, where he died.

At the end of Inner Temple-lane, on the left-

hand side of the archway shown in our sketch, is

the fine Norman porch of the Temple Church ;

aud farther on are the Cloisters, built by 'H’’rcn,

which are effective by gas-light. Wandering in

the Temple a few nights ago amid a silence un-

broken by a sound, a brilliant moon steeping

the whole iu light, aud bringing into prominence

the hall, the trees, aud the quamt tun-ets of

New Paper Buildings, we felt that Llia was not

far wrong in calling it “ the most elegant spot

in the metropolis,” though we w'ould have used

another wora for elegant.

With the exception of the church aud hall of

tbe Middle Temple, we do not know that there

is anything to DC found much older than the

date of Queen Elizabeth. The Great Fire swept

away parts of this Inn, and many other portions

have Been removed iu consequence of their

dilapidated condition, and for the purpose of

improvement — for instance, some very old

houses which formerly iutcrccpted the view of

the church.

The woodwork of some of the interiors is of

great stability, aud chiefly of oak : in various
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parts the original lead glazing remains, but in

most instances it lias been replaced by the I

unsightly window-sashes of about a century
j

back, M'hich show that timber at that time
was of less consideration than glass : some of

the bars are from 1 -h inch to 2 inches in width.

The hall of the Inner Temple is a modern
structure, in imitation of the Gothic, wliich does
not, however, bear a contrast with the building

of 1570. In the hall, and some other apart-

ments of this inn, are portraits of Queen Anne,
George II. and his queen; the latter has a charm-
ing face. There are also several legal worthies

;

amongst them, Seldeu, Denman, and Ellen-

borough. In the Parliament-chamber, as a

large and elegantly fitted room in the Iniilding

is called, there is a large collection of books,
which contain the records of Parliament during
a number of reigns : some of these are as old as

the time of Richard II. These books were in

wooden and parchment covers, very much de-

cayed, but they have been substantially re-

bound.

lleturniiig for an instant to the church, there
is, on the north side of it, a small burial-ground,
in which many interments have taken place.
The level lias been raised to a considerable
height; and a flight of steps leads down to a
chamber, now used as the vestry. In this yard
are several memorials, and amongst them is one
which records that Oliver Goldsmith lies buried
close by. No stone or other object marks his

resting-place : in fact, all the graves are levelled,

and the ground has a somewhat neglected
appcai-aucc, which forms a contrast with other
places witliin the precincts. Those who are
anxious to know the spot where one of tliemost
truthful and kindly-hearted of our writers rests,
would seek in vain. As we understand, how-
ever, Goldsmith’s grave is at a short distance
from the brick wall which surrounds the ground,
d^irectly in front of the steps of the vestry,
formerly a tree shaded the place: there is,

however, none there now. Let us suggest that
some indication be set up by which the admirers

Je^author of the Vicar of Wakefield ” and
ihe Traveller” may be able to recognise Ins

last home.

I

To end as we began : an ol,d house, which

I

serves to recall to mind great men who have

j

passed away, and gives both the heart and the

head somctliiug to do, is not rubbish.

DOIMESTIC ARCHITECTURE IN ROUEN.
Rouen, the capiial of Normamlv, is one of those

towns of France in which enu be seen many remark-
able examples of domestic architecture

;
tbougli there

are not to be found here so many of those interesting

houses, more Romano, of 1he elcveuth and twelfth

centuries as there are at Auvergnr’, in the south of

France, and especially at Cluny
;

ia the midst of

which latter stands the colossus of all Christian monu-
ments, the ruins of the ancient abbey of Cluny.

If there were formerly many examples in Rouen of
houses of this period, they have disappeared. We
still find houses of the fourteenth and fifteenth centu-

ries which fall day after day into the hands of the

demoHshers. The houses of this period have the

upper stories overhanging the lower
;
tht face of the

walls being covered with devices, cither arranged

lozcngc-wise or as trefoils, stars, leaves, or shells.

The gable end next the street is always elegantly

decorated.

Ee la Gueribre’s “ Description dcs Maisoiis Je

Rouen;” “ LTIistoire de la Villc de Rouen,” by M.
Faiin; Pugin’s ” Series of OrnamentalTimber Gables;”

and “Lcs Edifices de Rouen, Ids qu’ils elaieat au
XVr. Sibdc,” by D. Jolimout, may be usefully con-
sulted by those who would study the subject.

The old houses, as we have said, are daily disap-

pearing : they fall into ruin for want of repairing and
attention, and are made to give place to modern
stiuctures, which, so far as regards the general dis-

position and the comfort of the interiors, more fully

meet the requirements of the occupiers, but which in

p;>iut of art will furnish little for the admiration of

the next generation. By way of consolation, how-
ever, to the lovers of architectural antiquity, let ns

siy, that since the formation of the Arclucological

Museum at Roueo, through the care of M. Bcville, a
wdl-informed antiquary, all the remains of the Middle
Ages, not only of the town itself, but of the depart-

ment generally, are preserved in Ihe Museum as in

their original position. This small museum has be-
come as valuable, pertaining to the Middle Ages, as

the museum at Naples, which shows us in so instruc-

tive a manner the domestic antiquities of Herculaneum
and of Pompeii.

]

In the SHXtcrnth century, a large number of the

wooden houses gave place to elegant structures in

stone, raised in consequence of the increasing pro-

sperity of the old and industrious inhabitants of the

town. 'I'hc Hotel du Bourgtheronde, and some of

the interior courts of private mansions, bear witness

even now to the taste of the architects of that period

;

and those examples that we shall successively give of

the nrcbitcclure of the first half of the eighteenth

century, examples chosen amongst the most beautiful

specimens of the period which exist at Rouen,—show
that the artist had not been, as is too often the case

in our day, a stranger to their production. Of Roucit

Medirevaf, we have already given many fine ex-

amples. On the present occasion we select the works

of a more modern period.

A House in the Rue de la Grosse Horloge. No. 38.

This house, one of the most elegant in the town,

is of the period of the seventeenth century, and is

remarkable for the varied disposition of the windows

in its two stories. It recalls the architecture of the

Renaissance and Philibert de I’Orme, Juan Bullant,

Pierre Lescot, and others. Unfortunately the roof of

the house is wanting, whereby the edifice loses much
of its effect. The Museum of Antiquities, of which

mention has already been made, has preserved in its

court a small gironetie in lead, which terminated the

gable of the house. The arrangement of the tablet

at the foot of the window in the middle of the

second story, shows a certain amount of study. The
house bears date 1620.

House in the Rue Perciere, near the new ZlarTcet.

This house, of which we regret not having been,

able to see the interior, ns it contains, they told us, a

very fine staircase, bears date 1598, and is remarkable

for the fiuish of its ornaments. Upon the raised part

of the middle of the facade of the first story there is

sculptured a vase, from which a floral decoration is

continued through the whole height of the panel. In

general, in houses of this period, the mouldings are

very simple.

Improvements in Painters’ Brushes.— Messrs..

Greenslade, of Bristol, brushmakers, have specified a

patent for improvements in painters’ brushes. The

important features in this invention are considered to

be the saw cuts, or openings, conjoined with the

plates, whereby the handle may bo firmly wedged,

and secured to the brush part.
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CHljIiCH-BUILDING NEWS. Tull view of the sanclaa-y in St. Alban’s. The side

Caversham.—The parish church of Caversham is
j

oW chapel has an arcade of three arches,

about to be reopened. The huge old pews, which dis- ^
the centre one being occupied by a carved Caen-stone

figure so many of our rural churches, have been swept
j

''"‘i the two sides by low raetal-foiled rails

away, and uniform ranges of benches, of moderate l

"'ith vine branches in the spandrils. The roof is

height, now give accommodation to onc-third more
|

hoarded diagonally, and is carried by two principals,

than the church used to hold. The gallery in the ;

with tracery in the spandrils. These rest upon
north-west corner has been removed, admitting light suppoitedbycarved corbelsinthe sidewalls. The
and air to the seats beneath

; and the organ is par-
I

is of Caen stone : the table is supported by two
tially in recess on the north side. A small vestry piU'‘>'9 of black marble, aud the span underneath is

has been erected on the same side, to which admission occupied by the figure of the dead Christ. The rere-

is gained by a flight of stone steps. The improve-
r

‘los is divided by foliated arches, supported by black, —0-. oi sione steps, me improve-
r

ui'iulu

ments have been from designs by Mr. A. Billing, and
,

loafWe pillars,

the work has been carried out by Mr. Jas. Matthews,
.

builder.

Elchingham. — The restoration of Etchingham
church, from designs furnished by Mr. Slater, of
London, being completed, the edifice was reopened on
the 27th ult. The large east window has been filled

with stained glass by Mr. J. R. Clayton, of London,
the treatment comprising subjects’ and angels in
canopied and other medallioos, on a groundwork of
floreated ornament and griaiilie. The pieces of ancient
glass retained in the various windows of the church
were restored by Mr. Miller, of London. The builder
by whom the general works were executed is Mr.
Norris, of London, and the carved bas^relifif on the
front of the pulpit, representing St. John preaching,
was executed by Mr. James Forsyth, likewise of
London.

Lindfield.—Difficulties with respect to the site of
the new chapel, according to the Brighton Gazette,
have been set at rest, and the spot selected is where
the present chapel stands, with an additional jiiece of
ground adjoining. The contract is taken by Mr. Jas.
King, builder, who has commenced taking down the
present chapel. The design of the new chapel is
Modern English, aud, when finished, it will afford
sufficient room for the accommodation of 500 hearers,
some 200 more than the present one.

Colcorlon. The Leicester Advertiser announces
the consecration of the new cemetery at Coleorton.
The chapel is of the Decorated order : all the windows
and dressings are of freestone, aud the other parts of
granite. The roof is truss rafts, covered with tiles.
/he arches over the windows are red and white stone
in alteimate courses, the red stone being procured from
AUon Towers. The ground is enclosed by a wall,
ihe limber, stone, &c. as well as the ground, were
given by Sir G. H. Beaumont, Bart. The builders
were Mr. Elliott, of Ashby, and Mr. Walker, formerly
of Coleorton. The drawings were furnished by Sir
G. Beaumont and Mr. Reward.

Belgrave. The parish church of Belgrave has
been restored and re-opened. The old singing-gallery
has been removed, and its removal Las brought to
view the ancient Early EngHsh tower arch, which has
been restored, and two carved corbels added at the
spnnging. A new organ, by Walker and Son, of
London, has been_ erected. The pillars and arches of
the nave, (he plinths and bases of which had been
sadly cut and mutilated for the insertion of parts of
the unsightly pews, have also been cleaned and re-
stored. The plastering, where it hod gone to decay,hM been taken off the interior walls, and replaced
with new stucco work, The floors have been relaid
with ancient gravestones, eieepting the middle aisle
and nave, which have been laid with Staffordshire
qiiarnes. The font, coeval with the church itself, has
been restored to its original character. The old
woodea pulpit has been replaced by a carved stone
ne. ihe restorations have been carried out under

the superintendence of Messn. lindley and Km. of
Leicester. The church has also been re-sealed with
open sittings by Mr. Hobson, of Belgrave.

Honcaster.—Tle contract for the erection of St.James s Church for the accommodation of the work-mcn of the Great Northern Plant in this town has
been given to Mr. Wilson, of Grantham, builder. It

“i.n v°
,*'‘1.*’'° ^“““‘itttion-stone during the

visit of the Yorkshire and Lincolnshire Architectural
.Society, on the 22nd or 28rd instant.

BfnrfJara.—A mortuary chapel to St. Albaa's
Itoman Catholic Church here has been recently erected
and opened for service. The dimensions of the chapel
luleraally are 30 feet long, 15 feet wide, and 25 feet

^ “ three-light
window with tracery head. The side windows are oftwo lights each, and all of double tracery. The one
nearest the altar is fiUed with stained’glass, as amemonal window to the Eight Ecv. Dr. Sharpies,Who for eleven years was pastor of the congregation,
ine east window is to be lilled with stained glass tothe memoiy of the late Ecv. Peter Kaye, about ten

rector
.I'-'ltan’s, as well as first

was sno-
^ mortuary chapel

L7 ,

St. Alban’s Church, and the whole of

...... into three comparl ments, filled with
monograms : the spaindrils above are filled with
(luatrcfoil diaper. The floor of the sanctuary is

laid with Miuiou’s ornamental tiies; the centre aisle

with phiiu tiles by the same maker. Immediately
before the Siinctuary is placed an oruameatal rail of
twisted brass, borne upon iron pillars, from the tops
of which spring vine branches and leaves of polished
brass woi'k. 'Jhe architects were Messrs. Harrison
and Hughes, of Preston. Mr. Armstead, of Preston,
was the contractor for the entire work, except the
stained glass and the figure, which were supplied, the
former by Messrs. Pilkiogton, of St. Helen’s, and the
latter by Messrs. Barff aud Co. of Preston. The
brass aud metal ornameuts wei'e made by Messrs.
Seward, of Preston.

Maryton.—We understand, says the Montroie
'Review, that it has now been finally decided to take

THE PUBLIC OFFICES COMPETITION,
THE PARKS.

Notwithstanding the imposing announcement of
last year, aud the extraordinary display in Westmin-
ster Hall arising therefi'om, the nature of the instruc-
tion has marred all,—the year is lost, the money to
be paid for premiums lost, and the patience and valuable
time of the profession wasted—added to which, the
urgent wants ofthe Government are altogether thrown
over. If, as is now supposed, the mailer is to be
taken up de novo, it is to be hoped that the expe-
rience purchased will not be thrown away. Had the
Chief Commissioner sought for block jdaiis only this
year, he would not have proceeded with quite the
despatch be proposed to himself, but certaiuly with a
better chance of success. The error iu the present
attempt cauuot be better shown than by the fact that
although in each of the three selected block plans
the site of ’iVestojinster-bridge is changed, the very
first proposal of the Chief Commissioner is to keep it

where it is. Now, for what are we to pay the aiUhors
ofthe three approved block jdans so unceremoniously
thrown overboard? It is alike unfair to the public
who pay aud the competitors who receive.

To Sir Benjamin Hall great credit is due for the
manner iu which he has endeavoured to shake off the
trammels of routine, and he has much cause for dissatis-

faction at the manner in which he has been supported
by the Metropolitan members, more particularly in
the case of the imiiri>VCment."» in .*^1 .Tampa’s.narV

, .V liw.i liuaiij utuiucu 10 Luae
uit-uiuuis, muic ]jui ulcuiai j.y lu

down the Free Church here, which has proved a most improvements in St. James’s-park.

unsuccessful piece of architecture, having neither
I

hear members representing small constituencies

beauty to attract nor solidity to compensate f„r i

benefits conferred by these im-

deformity. Notwiihstaading all the difficulties the I

congregation have had to contend with, they have i

succeeded in postponing for an indelioite i)eriod

resolved to proceed with the erection of a new church
salutary improvement in Hyde-park, &c.resolved to proceed with the erection of a new church,

being greatly encouraged by the liberality of the Earl
of Southesk, through whom they have received plans
fi-om Mr. Bryce, of Edinburgh. ITie church to be
erected is in the Gothic style, with a spire of from 70
to 80 feet in height. A gallery is to be placed iuone
end of the building, and a vestry upon the north-east
corner. The manse is now in course of erection.

Quedgely {Gloucestershire).—In the account of
the opening of the new cliurch here, the names of
the architect and the builder were not mentioned.
The former was Mr. H. Goodyer. of Guildford, and
the latter Messrs. \V. Wingate and Son, of Gloucester.

CHURCH RESTORATIONS.
Newbourne, JToodbridge, Snfoll-.—This church is v j i

• --
i j •

being restored throughout. The perpendicular ham- '

''r I ^ ^ ^
mer-beam nave roof has been rewaired and reinstated t

Commissioner of Public AVorks

Looker on

-o ------ — * ^ iiuui

mer-beam nave roof has been repaired and reinstated

;

thechancel roof, formerly hidden upby a plaster’ceilino-,
open and restored

j the church benched throughout m
the style of some few old benches that were still re-
maining, with tracery aud buttressed ends. A new
three-light perpendicular west window is about to be
fixed, and the remainder of the windows, doors, &c.
cleaned down, and the stonework of them, where
perished, restored. The external rough cast is being
scraped off, and the rubble walling under it pointed
up and made good. The interior walls of the church
are being re-stuccoed. A new pulpit and reading-
desk will be added as soon as funds will permit.
Messrs. Morgan and Phipson are the architects; and
Mr. Ringham, of Ipswich, is executing the work.

Si. Lawrence, Ipswich.—The chancel of this church
is about to be partly rebuilt and otherwise restored,
under the superintendence of the same architects. The
east wall and buttresses have become so dilapidated as
to involve their being entirely pulled down and re-
built. A new four-light Perpendicular window, of
rather elaborate traceiy, similar in design to the
original window, will be inserted. An unsightly
gallery that now obtrudes itself across the chancel
arch will be entirely swept away, and the chancel
benched with oak benching running east and west.

irtnsfon, Bebenham, SuJfolk.~Thc chancel of this
church having become somewhat out of repair, the
Dean and Chapter of Ely, who are appropriators of
the rectoiy, have urged upou the lessee of the great
tithes (Mr. Thomas Pettit) not only to put it in a
good and sound state, but to restore it in a proper
and ecclesiastical manner, and have promised to bear
some portion of the expenses iu the event of his doing
so. Mr. Pettit has therefore resolved to meet their
wishes, and has had plans nnd specificatious prepared
by Messrs. Morgan and Phipson. The works will
consist in partly rebuilding the east end, now brick-
work, and patting in a new four-light window

; casing
the outside walls and buttresses with flint-work, and
repairiug^ the side-windows, priest’s door, &c. ; re-
storing tie-beam roof and old oak benches and floor-
iug. A new oak altar-railing also forms part of the

'

work. The whole will be executed by Mr. Ringham.
After the chancel is completed, it is to be hoped that
the good e-vample set will induce the iiarishioners to

Me side berng'" onTn
“

^11
'2' themselves about the nave, which is in a sadDg open, aU persons sitting lu it have a state of dilapidation.

— V, » X-lUX-UL AU XA J UC-|/Ul XV, OwV..

When it is recollected that London nnd its environs
comprise about oue-eighih of the whole population of
England, and of course contribute in the same ratio to

its expenditure, surely something like a generous
sympathy from those not doomed to pass the whole
year in its crowded neighbourhood might be expected,
and something like a nobler feeling towards the indi-

vidual anxious to carry out not only sanitary improve-
ment but the long-required embellishment of the first

city of the first country in the world. It is much to

be hoped that during the recess Sir Benjamin will

himself devote his abilities to the work, and be pre-
pared, when Parliament again assembles, to lay before
the public a general compirehensive plan, with all

needful details aud estimate of expense, aud thereby
secure the support of the House of Commons, and
hand bis name down as, and in nality be would be.

FALL OF TWO HOUSES NE4R BTSIIOPS-
GATE-STREET.

On Sunday night last the greater part of two
houses in Artillery-passage, at the back of Artillery-
street, Bishopsgate-street, Nos. 4 and 5, fell to the
ground, burying in the ruins the occupier of one of
them and his wife, but who were eveutually rescued.
The inhabitants of the other house had contrived to
escape in time. The front wall has not fallen, and to
the eye does not give the same evidence of danger as
that of many houses in the metropolis does. It
seems that both these houses were condemned some
time ago, but were patched up and allowed to stand.
The passage is not above 10 feet wide, and it is extra-
ordinary that the houses opposite were not injured.
Several houses in the neighbourhood have since been
condemned by the assistant surveyor to the Commis-
sioners of Police.

VENTILATION OF ST. STEPHEN’S PALACE.
The notoriously bad quality of the atmosphere

surrounding the Houses of Parliament, tainting as it

does the British constitutious of the assembled legis-

lators, liaving caused many complaints from the
M.P. as expressed in the House (aud many more,
which have been imparted only to their medical
advisers), I am induced to suggest, for the considera-
tion of the pneumatic engineers and purveyors of
storm to the Lords and Commons, a crotchet of my
own for a better suppily of the pure element.

It is manifest that, throughout the whole precincts
of the Palace, the miasmata of the recking Thames
pollute the elcmeot of life, and that the foul neigh-
boiirhocd, as far as Millbank, with its festering sewers
and crowded slums, superadds pollutions which arc
noxious to an extent only secondary to the river

itself; therefore, pump, fan, ventilate as you will,

whatever varieties of stercor are produced, the air is

uo purer.

Now it occurs to me that as water, so air, may be
drawn from a distance. Good water is and ever has
been conducted many miles for the supply of cities

;

but then a gallon of the former suffices for the supply
of a single individual, whereas a great many thousand
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cubic feet of the latter are required for the sustcnta-l logetber such an amoimt of support as will enable the

tion of one Jay’s esisteuce. Dr. Anybody could doubt-

less compute the quantity of atmosphere that 640 com-

moners, and a given number of peers, might consume.

This done, lay down a tube, after Samiida’s principle

(the pneumatic railway) : let it start from the floor of

the House, and on that terminus erect an engine for

the purpose of exhausting or drawing out the sup-

plies: perhaps the sitting M.P.s might supply the

mechanism required. The other end might be con-

ducted to some point sufBciently distant from London

fog to insure a pure country breeze. Hampstead

would never do : the Epsom downs might. A three-

feet pipe would give a brisk gale
;

a six-feet tube, a

hurricane 1 Well, here you have a remedy, far-fetched,

certainly, but one that might be worth the carriage.

It would be a pity that a building which, before it is

finished, must cost the nation Jive millions, should be

worse than useless for the want of some popular

If sea-air were deemed better or more national,

the Brighton line offers a ready channel for a duct,

which might be set on the high clift“.

""

directors to take immediate and vigorous steps for

carrying out the objects of the company, and to secure

the premises in question.

The directors have already received offers of rental,

wc understand, which would secure the greater part

of the income they have estimated, and have no doubt

that, commercially, the uudertaking will realise all

that is promised in the prospectus.

It is to be regretted they did not hit on a less

objectionable name -.
“ Architectural Galleries Com-

pany ” would have been beller. The objection to

this, that it would seem to apply more to the “ Exhi-

bition ” than to the “ Institute,” does not appear to

us a sound one.

Eolus.

ORGANS.
With regard to several of the City church

organs, built by Mr. Schmidt, they have been

very extensively repaired, enlarged, improved, and

several new stops added. The organ at Christ

Church, Spitalfields parish church, has been very

much improved, enlarged, new stops, and several

hundred new pipes 'added; it has also a tremulant

movement introduced to act upon the swell urgin, so

that it is now one of the most powerful organs in

this kingdom. The organ was partly burnt when

the fire happened in the steeple of this church.

Improved by Gray and Davison, this organ I believe

was one of Mr. Schmidt’s; now I beiteve there is

not a gre;t deal of the origin^ organ left. Mr.

Schmidt’s organ in the Temple Church, Elect-street,

has given place to a new one, built by Mr. Robson,

of St. Martin’s-Iane
;

it will contain fiity-tbreo stops

when all completed. The organ, said to have been

built by Mr. Schmidt iu St. Giles-in-lhe-Fields

Church, when first built, was no doubt a very fine

instrument
;
but for many years it had been very

much ni'glecfed, when Jlr. Ilimbault, father I believe

of the present Dr. Rimbault, a few years ego caused

it to be very much repaired and improved, and pedals

added, &c. ; but afterwards the machinery was

completely worn out, and it would have cost the

parish a large sum to repair it
;
in addition to that

they would then only have had an old instrument that

would, in course of lime, cost them more than a ne

one, it was determined to erect a new one at

cost of 500('.
;
the old organ-case being retained for

the new works in the organ. The present organ,

built by Messrs. Gray and Davison, contains thirty-

eight stops and three sets of manuals, or three rows

of keys. It is a very fine instrument. The organ

iu St. Clement Dane’s Church, Straud, built by Mr.

Schmidt, did not contain more than about twenty-

two or twenty-seven stops. 1 am very glad it is

undergoing a reparation—not before it wanted it ;
one

or tw'o of the stops was very much out of order. I

hope they will add some new stops.—W. V.

FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE.

Weimar.— Goethe and Carl August.—On the 3rd

of September, being theauniversary of the biith of Carl

August of Saxe Weimar, the foundation-stone of a

DiODUmeut for that great man was laid. On the

4th, the statues of Goethe and Schiller by Rilscbel, and

the statue of Wieland by Gasser, were to be unveiled.

Great national festivals will take place on the same

days, viz. a visit to the restorations going on at the

Wartburg, near Eisenach
;

a coucurt led by Dr.

Liszt, &c. The so-called Poet’s Rooms in the Grand

Ducal residence at Weimar, the houses of Goethe and

Schiller, the library, and the art collections, will be

open to iuspection. For the excursion to the Wart-

burg, the Grand Duke has directed free railway

tickets to be presented to foreign visitors.

Paris.—Kiosques Lumineux. — A company has

been formed here to substitute little elegant lighted

pavilions, instead of the unsightly newsvendors’ shops

hitherto in use. On this occasion the following

historical data have come to light. The first vendors

of newspapers in Paris had only the privilege to sell

them to passera-by, but not to lend them for reading.

In succession some one extemporised a chair, at the

place where this traffic was most active. There the

marchand took his meals, &c. By and by, during

rainy weather, a few boards were placed under a tree

and then, in succession, a number of little ugly barracks

sprang up along the Boulevards. The above com-

pany have now supplanted these chenils by smart

octagonal pavilions, brilliantly lighted. The walls

of these kiosques lumineux are of glass, on which

advertisements are painted in various colours. Some

parts of the Boulevards look very gay by these seem-

ingly trifling progresses of the times.

Stuttgart German General Art Congress.—Vot

Wurtemberg Moniieur gives the following programme

of the business and discussions of the forthcoming Art

Congress iu the above city:—1. General exhibition

of German art. 2. Petition to the German Diet

(Parliament) relative to the prutection of mind’s pro-

perty. 3. Relation of artists to the art-unions.

4. The establishment of a general fund for widows

and orphans of artists.

THE DWELLING REFORM MOVEMENT
ABROAD.

To this vital question of the times our continental

neighbours pay a marked attention, and the press of

Germany and France discusses the subject in a fearless

and open manner. The Cite ouvriere. Rue Roclic-

ihjii irt, Paris, is the most extensive example, as 200

families are there housed
;
and a hath, a laundiy, and

a Kinder Garten are auneitd to it. More ideal are the

houses of Mulilhauscn, because a man of great tael

and enthusiasm (M. Muller) is at their heud._ Tdere

a number of workmasters have erected dwellings for

300 families, two and four being respectively under

one roof; but there, besides the adjuncts of the

Cite ouvrih-e,\\xe. dwellings have separate entrances,

aud little gardens
;
there, moreover, a bakehouse and a

restaurant have been added to the plan. AH, however,

done now in France, becomes centralised,—goveru-

mentised, or, if one likes, socialised. A societe en

commandite (firm Aublet and Clark) has started

with a capital of 12,000,000 of francs, and has

obtained the promise of State subsidies, which may

be as much as 10,000,000 of francs. The society

has entered an obligation to erect at least 6,000 new

dwellings for the labouring classes in Paris alone, and

it has also purchased the block of the lodgings, Rue

Montorgueil, which contains 400 berths. Sets of fur-

nished lodgings have also been made up, much liked

by the workmen . The questions, whether these dwell-

ings ought to be isolated, serai-isolated, or contiguous

and barrack-like ;
what rate of interest the shareholders

shall be allowed to receive ;
whether the occupiers of

such dwellings should have the right of purchase by

instalments, &c., have all been discussed iu books and

journa’s. Still, there is nought practical resulting

a high pitch of mind, everything else is given ; ns no

such man will descend to jobbing, collusion, bribtrj-,

&c.—bancs which destroy most of the well-projected

(ihought) plans of the present day.

—

German ^uar-

ierhj.

HERTFORD.
This quiet town has for some time past been the

scene of bustle, through the’ works which are being

carried out by the New River Company, for the purpose

of improving the quality of their water-sufiply to the

metropolis. The company have, at their own expense,

we are told, drained the streets and lanes of the town

with brick sewers, under a London contractor— con-

centrating the sewers into their new deodorizing beda,

now in course of construction by Messrs. Lee and

Lavers, contractors, where all the foul sewage water

from the town will be filtered and passed off into the

Lee Trust, in a clear state. The River Lee Trust has

been closed for some time past for the annual repairs
;

and we understand that some d'fficulty has been

fuund in putting in the new lock at Ware, in conse-

quence of the springs, which are very abundant in

this neighbourhood. AVe are glad to hear that the

town of Hertford is being improved by the erection of

some good houses.

ARCHITECTURAL UNION COMPANY.

At a meeting of the directors, held last month (Sir

Charles Barry, R.A. in the chair), it was resolved to

circulate a statement of the present position of this

company, in order that all those who may intend to

come forward with assistance may see the necessity of

. at once declaring their determination without farther

hesitation. In this we gladly assist.

Shares to the amount of 6,000/. have already been

1 taken ;
besides which the directors have received

; numerous written offers of assistance from many other

I quarters, which offers, however, they cannot properly

I estimate unless an allotment of shares is applied for

i in the usual way.

They consider that there ought to be no necessity

I to borrow any portion of so small a capital, and that

i it will be better on eveiy account that the full number

I of shares shall he allotted; and, if so, a part only

I of each. 10/. will be required, as the expenditure will

I not exceed 11,000/. or 12,000/. In the present posi-

I tiou of matters the directors are prevented entering

i into a formal contract to purchase the premises in

I Conduit-street, and are compelled to trespass longer

I than they would wish upon Lord Macclesfield’s for-

1 bearance
;
besides which they cannot expect his Lord-

8 ship murh longer to refuse other applications in defer-

( ence to them.

They have, therefore, determined at once to canvass j..... , _
_ t *

i +

t their own personal friends, and beg all those who are
!

from so much discussion. n one P

6 shareholders to make similar efforts ;
and if aU who 'will work well, while m others another will better

{ -desire to assist will be kind enough to do so without auswer the purpose, and it is a vvays c geniu

( delay, a very few days will be "sufficient to bring I
man who will hit upon what is best. In speaking ot

MEMS.
The committee of the inhabitants of the parish of

St. Sepulchre, aud others interested in the appro-

priation of Smithfield os a dead meat and poultry

market, have caused a plan to be prefiarcd and sub-

mitted to the Chancellor of the Exchequer, who, it is

said, has approved of it, and transmitted a copy of it

to the City authorities for their consideration. It is

proposed to preserve all the space which comes in a

line with the north part of Long-lane, aud, in order

to provide a sufficient area, it is proposed to remove

the properly towards Charterhouse-square and lane,

and to Greeuhill-rents aud Durham-yard : this would

give an area for the proposed market of about twice

that of Newgiite-market.

Amongst the various complaints of nuisances

brought before lhe attention of the Metiopolitan

magistrates, the following is of a somewhat novel

character, and shows the advancement of science

in rendering what were once considered waste matters

of utility. It is, however, unfortunate iLat this

improved knowledge does not prevent ihe mapufactore

of artificial guano, in imfroper places. The case

which we wish to mention is as follows :—From time

to time, particularly in the summer, large quantities

of fish, from being too late for the Billingsgate-

market, or from other causes, are condemned as

being unfit for bumau food. Once upon a time these

would have been taken to a distance and shot into the

Thames : the bad fish are now, however, earned away

by a manufacturer to some building on Bow-creek,

and there converted into manure. The terrible smells

arising from this monu''acture were described, and

much amusement was caused by the principal com-

plainant prissingly inviting the magistrate to kindly

proceed to the place and take “just one sniff, ’ which

he considered would be sufficient to decide the ques-

tion. As is usual in such cases, the proprietor ol the

place argued that it was perfectly wholes*, me, although

it was admitted that on one occasion so large was the

quantity of putrid fish which arrived at one time that

there was not sufficient convenience for its immediate

miinu''acture, and that a mass of putridity was allowed

to remain for two or three days, to the great danger

of the health of the neighbourhood. It was shown

in the evidence that the steeping of the fish iu sul-

phuric acid removed unpleasant atmospheric effect. It

appears that it is the practice to convey the fish from

the market to the manufactory in tanks placed in carfr,

to the great annoyance of those living in the thorough-

fares. It was suggested that the matter complained

of should be carried at night: this, we fear, would

not do away with the evil, for, supposing the houses

to be properly ventilated, the bad gases frotn the tanks

would find entrance by night as well as by day : a

better plan was proposed, that of closing the tanks.

An instance, which clearly shows the necessity for

the inspection of dwellings which are let out in tene-

ments, was brought before the notice of the public

the other day. In Henrietta-street, Manchestcr-

sqnare (a portion of the cholera district in 1854), a

child died after a short illness. It tr^spired that the

death took place in a small room at the bottom ot the

house, into which there was no vciHilation except by

the door: the place was nearly dark, aud of very

small dimensions, aud the atmosphere was scarcely to

be borne by those strangers who visited the place.

Ill this unnatural darkness a family, consisting of

p.irents and six children, bad for some time been

Jiving. It appears that in the house there were up-

wards of forty residents. A nice nursery of nice

things. „ ,.

The reporter at the Marlboroiigh-strcct lolice-
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court has drawn attention to the bad condition of the

cells of the police-stations and the court. Some of

these places of confinement are situated underground

—the floors lower than the drainage, which would

seem to be imperfect, for unpleasant matters ooze

through the floors. All these places require to be

carefullj- examined ; for it should be borne in mind
that a large number of those who are confined there

are not convicted of crime
;
aud at times they are

obliged to remain in places not much larger than

coffins from Saturday evening until Monday morning.

The conCuement of a number of persons in these ill-

ventilated vaults must spoil the air of the rooms
above.

It is said that there has been much illness amongst
the crews of the ships in the river, a circumstance not

to be wondered at, for nothing can be worse than the

condition of some of the old colliers for the purposes

of health : in many instances a quantity of “ bilge

water,” of a poisonous description, is down below

;

aud, in too many instances, the sleeping-places are

not very clean, and so small and confined that it is

wonderful the seamen can exist at all.

DECORATION OF COATS OF ARMS.
Would you allow me, through the medium of your

journal, to make a suggestion or two to those who
mount the “ Royal coat of arms,” or who may here-

after do so ? for an alteration which I believe would
materially increase the attractiveness of their respec-

tive establishments. I have observed that generally

the arms are mounted on a base: in cases where they
are not it would be necessary to have one. The front of

this base I propose to glaze with stained or coloured
glass, with lettering as maybe desired : this should be
illuminated by a line of gas jets at the back, which
will, I think, present a very pretty transparency. An
illustration may be seen at Messrs. Horne and
Thornthwaite’s, vho had the alteration made in the
one which they have just erected at their premises iu

Newgate-street. But to those who are prepared to go
further, I would propose the making of the shield in

skeleton or frame-work: this I would glaze with
stained glass with the usual devices painted thereon :

the sides could also be glazed iu the same way, aud in

such a manner that a rich and appropriate bloom of
colour could be tbrowa on to the lion and’ unicorn at
the sides. The effect, I cannot but think, would be
exceedingly pleasing, novel, and of a superior cha-
racter. J. Clarki:.

SUB-ARCHES FOR LONDON.
Sir,*—

O

ne of the largest new and important build-
ings in London is not yet commenced, the extent of

which will employ the builders iu bricks and mortar
for years to come. The work has great demands and
strong claims upon the trade for its usefulness and
necessity, which will .produce the most beneficial

effects in our streets, in an efficient and permanent
manner.

Some indirect attempts to begin such a work have
been made, but, as they began in wrong doing, so
they have not sncceedL'd in the accomplishment of
their designs.

The downfall of the Jletropoli'an Railway, as an-
nounced in their own report lately, is an event long
expected, as it was got up iu cunning artifice, in con-
nection with the defunct Ceniriil Termmus.

Both of these were based and took their origin
from the valuable and useful invention of sub-arches
in streets, which was brought before the public many
years ago, but which these two were inleodcd to
supersede under other names.

Brick sub-arches in the streets of London, for pas-
sengers in carriages upon trucks, will make plenty of
room in the leading thoroughfures, without any crowd.

Sub-arches, as light as day, aud as full of atmo-
spheric air as the open streets, by the means of iron
grating on the top, will have a double liue of rails for
carriages of every description, iu a grand trunk line
through the centre of London, which will be entered
upon inclined plnnes from the ba-k streets, so that no
stoppages will ever occur.

Tnis advantage of clearing the streets from the
crowds of carriages and passengers the Metropoliiau
Railway could not effect, any more than its cotu-
pauion, the Central Terminus. Therefore they have
come to nothing, having nothing done.
But should the streets continue to be so full and

overcrowded? Is there no remedy ? Has more than
a million of money been subscribed for upon the bare
proposal of a plan to get more street room even at the
outskirts of the metropolis, however fallacious that
plan has been, and shall the leading thoroughfares be
blocked up for ever ?

There is a remedy, a complete remedy, in these
sub-ways, which has been laid before the Metropo-
litan Board of Works, who are authorised by Parlia-
ment.to improve the streets of Loudon.

Ibis Board Lave c-ffered rewards for new streets.

to ascertain by public advertisement the possibility of

doing without sub-ways.

The three months’ notice has expired for these new
street plans, and very few, if any, have come to that

Beard

!

There now remains no plan for the permanent im-

provement of the streets of Loudon but my sub-ways
iu brick arches, which wOl produce a perfection iu

them unheard of aud unknown before.

It will also become not a mere City terminus, or a

Westminster terminus, but a general terminus for all

the railways entering London.
This work is now wanted to he commenced and

carried on without farther delay.

John Williaiis.

TIMBER SCAFFOLDING AT HOUSES OF
PARLIAMENT.

I HAVE been much pleased iu perusing the interest-

ing paper read by Mr. Charles BaiTy, at the Archi-
tects’ Institute, some short time since, on the subject
of the timber scaffolding aud travelling cranes used iu
the erection of the new Houses of Parliamcut, but he
has fallen into a slight inadvertence in attributing the
first use of timber scaffolding to his respected father.

Sir Charles Barry. I may be c.xeused for correcting
bis paper in this particular, when I state what I

believe to be the fact, that the first use of the move-
able cranes and scaffolding in this country’ was bv a
Mr. Tomkiiison, in liis stone quarries, at Ruucorn,
near Liverpool. It was here that I first got tlie idea,

and also from the timber scafl’olding used iu the erec-

tion of the Arc d’Eloile, iu Paris. It was in conse-
quence adopted at the Reform Club-house, the Nelson
Column, and at the new Houses of Parliament. I may
add, that I gave a paper on the subject, with a model,
some years since, to the lostilutiou of Civil Engineers,
and that I attiibute the credit of tlie scaffolding used
at the new Houses of Parliament maiuly to two of

my foremen of masons, hlessrs. Allen aud Baker, who
on my behalf made the original sketches for it, and
took great interest in it, and in its adaptation to the
towers and other poidions of the building. My friend,

Mr. Bjrry, will, I am sure, excuse me for correcting
his paper in this respect, it being but fair that the
humble builders and masons (without whose aid
architects would occasionally experience difficulty in

carrying out some of their designs), should not be
altogether overlooked. T. Geissell.

Norbury-park.

PROVINCIAL NEWS.
Banhiry .—The contracts for the water-works are

now taken. The engineer is Mr. J. H. Jones, of

Westminster. The tenders were made out on quanti-
ties taken out by a surveyor nominated by the con-
tractors.

Wednesbu-m .—A new' theatre his been erected
here. The interior is 40 feet by 80 feet, and the
height 48 feet. The front is of brick, with stone
dressings, and in the Roman style. The architect

was Mr. B. Dawes, of Weducsbury. The cost of the
building will be 1,500/.

Dudley.—The foundation-stone of the new Wes-
leyan schools, in King-street, Dudley, was laid on the
27ih ult. by Mr. Thomas Davis. The site selected

for the new building is at the back of the AVesIeyan
Chapel, recently known os Alma-place. The school
is to be upwards of 70 feet long, by about 25 feet in

width. Tlie architect is Mr. George B. Nichols, of

West Bromwich, aud the builders are Messrs. William
Holland and Son, of Dudley.

Plymouth .—The foundation-stone of a new build-

ing, in Old Town-street, Plymouth, for a commercial
hotel, was hiid on the 28th nit. by Miss Adams. The
contractors arc Messrs. Call and Pethirk. The new
building, which is designed by Jlr. 0. C. Aithur,
architect, will be in the Aoglo-Italian style, and will

comprise five stories, GO feet in height and 5G feet in

width.

Chester. — The four marble drinking-fountains

already presented to Chester, says the local Chronicle,

will receive an addition of other four, aud the follow-

ing sites have been suggested,— one at each of the four
city gates, one at the Cross, oue at the corner of

Abbcy-eqiiare, one near the end of Seller-street, aud
oue at Frodsham-strect-bridge.

dsanlwich.— The following estimates have been
sent ill for the erection of the Town-hall and Coru-
cxcliange, on the plot of laud culled Snow-liiil, in

Niiutwich :— hlcssr.«. Denton aud Andrews, Chester,

2,800/.; J. B. Latham, Nautwich, 2,035/.
;
Thnmas

Bowker, ditto, 1,990/.
;
Joseph Wood, ditto, 1,918/.

;

10s.; RieliarJ Boughey, ditto, 1,770/.; Henry Ray,
ditto, 1,695/.; Edward Fay, Birmingham, 1,-189/.

16s. The architect is Mr. James Cranston, of Bir-

mingham.
Liverpool.-—’A new conrt-house for the county

magistrates has been erected here, and is now nearly

completed. The site is on the east side of Basnelt-

streef, near its junction with Williamson-sqnarc.
Externally it presents few features of interest, The
lower or street floor is ocenpied by two shops, above
which is a set of offices for the magistrates’ clerks.

In rear of these offices, and having a direct comrauni-
catiou with them, is a small consulting-room, to be
used by the magistrates when requii’cd; aud imme-
diately beyond this, but having a separate stair of en-

trance, is the court-haU, measuring 58 feet 8 inches

long, by 24 feet wide. It is lighted from the roof,

and means have been adopted for its ventilation. The
architect is Mr. Shelmardine. The coniractors are

Mr. Tomkinson, bricklayer
;
Mr. Wells, mason

;
Mr.

Pollock, carpenter
;
Mr. Jones, plasterer

; and Mr.
Holt, painter.

SMOKY CHIMNEYS.
PERaiiT me once more in your columns to suggest

a remedy whereby unsightly and unsafe zinc tubes

and pots of every conceivable fonn and size that at

present disfigure our edifices, public and private, may
be altogether superseded.

It is simply by the formation of horizontal aper-

tures or side flues, aud covering iu the top of the flues

with 2-inch York sailing over some 3 or 4 inches on
either side, a practice long iu vogue iu the south-west

aud other districts of England.
The points gained are the stoppage of down draught,

the creation of an upward current, the keeiiing of the

flues “ dry,” the prevention of damage to cooking

and the stoves. In places where one budding is com-
manded by another, and an eddy thus formed, the

advantages are too evident to require comment.

An Architect.

• AGENTS.
CLAIM AGAINST A DUILDEll.'

IlTiiBNu. Salisbukt.—This was nil actioubrought by Mr.-
Hymen, in the BloomsburyCounty Court, to rocoverSMrom
Mr. Salisbury, a builder, and dealer iu building materials.
On the occasion of the sale of the old building materials of
the late Italian Opera, Covent-garden, the defendant was
present, and made large purchases of bricks. The plain-
tiff, who is a sort of agent for the sale of building mate-
rials and other things, pressed the defendant to allow him
to sell the bricks for him, allegina that he had a customer
at the time for 100,000. This statement was admitted to-

be untrue in the cross-examination of the plaintiff. The

E
laintiff further alleged that the defendant agreed to give
im a commission of Is. per thousand for all he could sell.

This was denied by the defendant, who being pressed by-’

the plaintiff, and several other agents of the same class,,

said, “ Well, if yon know anybody who wants any bricks,
you know 1 have some.” But he never made any agree-
ment with them, or authorised them to sell, as he could-
sell his own bricks himself, and had Lis own man for the
express purpose of doing so. It appeared that the plain-
tiff subsequently went to a Mr. Armstrong, and without
authority from the plaintiff, said bo could sell him 100,000
bricks. Mr. Armstrong came down to see them, and the
defendant’s foreman, after showing the bricks to that
gentleman, called his master, and an agreement was
drawn up and signed between them, by which, on a given-i

day, Mr. .;Vrmstrong was to pay 12a. per thousand, the
plaintiff being present at the time. A day or two after the
defendant saw the plaintiff, and in reference to the trouble
he had had, offered him 303. as compensation. The plain--
tiff declined that sum, and set up a claim for 51 . being a
commission of Is. per thousand. Mr. Heath (the judge),
said the primary statement of the plaintiff, that he had a
customer at the time he alleged he spoke to the defendant,
and the defendant agreed to give him a commission of Is,

per thonsand, was untrue. His statement was denied by
the defendant, and the account ho gave was, in hia
opinion, the true one. The plainiiffhad been offered 308.
which he bad declined : that being the ense, he could not
say tho plaintiff was entitled to anything, and his judgment
was for the defendant.

THE MARYLEBONE FREE IJBRARY.
In’ regretting with your correspondent the failure of the

above library, allow me to state that placards were widely
distributed, announcing tho closing of the library, and
that the books would be returned to the donors. The
Eitzroy Teetotal Association, Little Portland-street,
Oxford-murket, having a free library for the use of its

members, thought it an opportunity not to be let slip for
increasing tho same. Applicatinu was therefore maae to-
many of the contributors, which whs responded to with a
cheerfulness and promptitude that was very encouraging
to the committee. Our library is therefore enriched witu'
many a valuable work that it would not have been in our
power to purchase, and which wa h.ave no doubt will bo
duly appreciated by the members.

O.VE or THE COMilllTEE.

TO MOUNT TRACINGS.

As an answer to tout correspondent ‘'Silvio,” I
; beg to describe my methods of monuling tracing-

!

paper upon paper and linen as follows :

—

j

Firstly, to mount on paper; and assuming the

1

paper not to be sufficiently flat to make a neat

!

job
;

I damp the paper with a spoipue and water upon
' a board with a frame, on which T stretch it. If I have

not a board with a frame 1o spare, I paste ibe edges’

of the paper down on any ordinary drawing-board

large enough for the purpose, a'ter having given the

water time to expand the paijer : then, when it has

stretched Ant, I rub on its sm face wth a painter’s

brush the ordinary flour paste : upon that I lay the

tracing; and I have generally an old newspaper ak
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liand with which I cover the tracing iromidiatcly I

have laid it on to the paste. I then comm:;Dcenih-
bing it mth a cloth, rubbing from the centre to the

outer edge, to exclude air, until I have got an even
surface. When dry, I always find a mounted tracing

wiih as smooth a surface as can possibly he had. If

the tracing be small, I use common cartridge paper,

which, owing to its flalucss, does not require any
stretching, hut simply moistening preparatory to re-

ceiving the paste. I do not in any case damp or

])astc the hack of the tracing, as is usual with many.
Secondly, to mount on linen : I damp it as I do the

q)aper in the process already described. I then stretch

it on the back of a drawing-hoard by securing the

edges with small tacks, and when dry and flat, pro-

ceed to paste and lay on the tracing in the same way
•us described for mounting on paper.

Joseph Gordon.

THE NEW nXE ARTS AaiEEMY,
BRISTOL.

Tuis new structure, near the Victoria Rooms, will

soon be completed. It consists of three principal

stories, the uppermost or principal floor containino’

tlic exhibitiou-rooras. This floor is reached by a
flight of steps from the exterior. Passing across an
arcade at the top of the steps is the entrance-hall,

23 feet by 16 feet, which is intended for the exhibi-

tion of sculpture. Directly opposite the main entrance
is the exhibitiou-room for oil paintings, 50 feet lono-

by 30 feet broad; the height of tlie walls to the cor°
nice, or hanging space, being about 20 feet. The
ceiliug will be semicircular, aud the room amply
lighted by a continuous skylight. On this floor will

be also two other exhibitiou-rooms, 34 feet by 19 feet

;

one being intcudej for water colours, the other for
architectural drawings. lu addition to those named,
on this floor are suitable rooms for the accommodation
of visitors on public occasions. The rooms are
eJi suite. To the right of the hall, an interior stone
staircase leads to a room extending over the entrance-
hall aud colonnade, where the pictures bequeathed to

the academy by JJrs. Sharpies will be exhibited. The
middle floor, on a level with Queen’s-road, is devoted
entirely to the school of practical art, which has pro-
vided one large room for drawing, 50 feet by 30 feet, I

..one secondary ditto, 29 feet by 19 feet, with separate
rooms for the masters, ladies’ room, &c. The entrance
to this floor will be by a doorway directly under the
centre of the main entrance steps. The whole of ihe

rooms will be 18 feet high, and he lighled bv nume-
rous windows to the uortli and east. The low'cst floor

will be devoted entirely to the purposes of the academy.
Ttiis floor will be also 18 feet high, and will contalu'a

large room, 50 feet by 30 feet, for drawing from the
life, lectures, &c. ;

a students’ model-room, with col-

lection of casts, eutrance-haU, staircase leading to the

exhibition-floors, artists’ retiring-rooms, with porter’s

residence, and numerous rooms obtained under the

maiu entrauee fligiit of steps, for packing aud unpack-
•iug pictures. The principal facade towards Queen’s-

road, with the retuni angle, is faced with freestone.

The flight of steps before mentioned as leading to the

upper or exhibition-floor, fornts a leading feature iu

the design, being 26 feet wide in front of the

entrance-door, dividing before reaching tlie street

level into two flights, right and left. The sides

,of the steps will have stone balustrades, sur-

mounted by vases, &c. The fi'ont of the building

is divided into three portions, a centre and two wings.

The centre consists of an arcade of five arches,

separated by three quarter columns, surmounted by
Corintliiau capitals aud entablature, three of which are

entered from the main flight of steps, the other two
having balustrades. The niches at the ends of the

arcade are proposed to be filled with stalnes. Over
this arcade is an upper story (Sharpies’ gallery),

•which presents a series of semicircular lunettes, which
are filled with exquisite pieces of sculptiu'e. The attic

is surmounted by a balustrade, in the ecutre of which,

•crowning the whole facade, is an allegorical group of

figures, 9 feet high, rupresentiug Architecliu'c, Puiut-

ing, and Sculpture. The two wings have pilaster

with Corinthiau capitals, entablature, balustrades, &c.

. in continuation of those of the centre portion. la the

I centre of each wiug are large niches : one will befilled

' with the statue of Sir Joshua Reynolds, the painter :

I .the other is to hold the statue of Flaxman, the

; sculptor. The niches before mentioned, at the ends

( of the arcade, are proposed to contain statues of Sir

t "C. Wren, the architect, and Grinling Gibbons, 'the

' wood-carver. The whole of the sculpture is by Mr.
; John Thomas. The architects are Messrs. C. Uudei--

1 "ivood, and J. H. IIi^^t, M.I.B.A. whose services are

j
gratuitous. According'to the Bristol Mirror, the de-

s signs were selected by the architects of Bristol, who,

a as members of the Fine Arts Academy, instituted

amongst themselves a friendly compelitiou, the result

0 of which was the selection of Messrs. Underwood and

1 Hirst’s designs. The committee of management of

i. the Fine Arts Academy adopted the exterior designed

by Mr. Hirst, and requested Mr. Underwood to adapt
his arrangement of the interior so as to accord. This
being done, both architects were invited to superintend

the execution of their designs, the division of labour
into the practical and msthetical departments being
throughout maintained. The whole cost of the build-

ing (exclusive of site, and of the sculptimcs for which
subscriptions arc being obtained), wfll be under
5,000f.

THE HEALTH OF THE JEWS OF LONDON.
It is noticeable that in poor neighbourhoods which

have been attacked by cholera, fever, smiill-pox, and
similar diseases, the Jews living there have in an
extraordinary manner escaped visitation. The apparent
causes of this sanitary fact are worthy of attention.

1st. As regards food, it seems that even the poorer
Jews are most particular in the food they cat. In
obedience to the law of Moses, they use none of the

blood or offal of animals : they are also particular in

the choice of fish, and avoid both animals and fowls

I

which are grossly or unwholesomely fed.

2nd. Intemperance in drink is rare amongst them
;

and even the very poor Jews are remarkable for their

attention to moral family ties. There arc, of coarse,

exceptions, but this general characteristic is certain.

3rd. Tlieir religion directs them to use great per-

sonal cleanliness. Ablutions are made before visiting

the synagogues and on other occasions. Their houses
are also thoroughly cleaned at certain periods from
top to bottom.

All the above acts arc important to health, aud the

good effect of attention to them is evident. The rules

are so simple, that they might be readily observed by
the chief parts of the masses of people in the large

towns, amongst wliom this ancient race are scattered.

Ill the course of investigatiou of the neighbourhoods

;
ill which the Jews reside, we have generally found
them to be very sensible of the advantages of proper

I

sanitary conditions. It is worthy of notice that few

I

have seen a London Jew begging, although some of

I

them arc very poor, and we believe that they seldom

;

apply for parochial assistance. Large sums, however,
' are distributed by the more nfllueut of their creed
' to those who need assistance.

NOTES UPON IRON.

Thebe continues a good home demand for iron, of

a qn diiy that it is supposed can he relied upon
;
aud

for sheets, some houses have in the past few days been

obliged to refuse orders. At the same time wc know
of instances in which large quantities of these have

been made, sheared to the sizes most likely to be in

demand, and stocked, in order that the works pro-

ducing them may be kept fully on. There are other

cases that we know of in which puddled bars have
been made and sold to makers having a large demand
for merchant iron, at rates as productive of profit to

the latter as the buying of pig iron, and using their

own puddling furnaces. These facts are clearly in-

dicative of a varied experience in the trade. Tiie

variation, however, is not so marked as to occasion

complaint; and the indications of the diff.;reut expe-

rience in the trade which wehavc pointed out, arc not

patent. Almost every maker will tell you that he has

got enough to do, and the greater number really arc

working full time. Contemporary with the home
inquiry, the United States advices are inducing activity

where without them there would be partial languor.

This is so in particular in two or more instances where

the demands of the American market in regard to

prices have been partiaUy conceded. There can he

no doubt but a reduction of flOs. jacr ton upon the

prevailing prices would create a very large demand
from America.

TIIE PROPOSED LONDONDERRY BRIDGE.
THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION.

At a meeting of the section for Mechanical Science,

a paper by Mr. P. W. Barlow, “ On the Mechanical

Effect of combining Girders and Suspeusioa Chains,”

was read. As reported in the Atheneeum, the author

states that his attention had been directed to the sub-

ject from having, as engineer to the Londonderry aud
Enniskillen and Londoaden-y and Coleraine Railways,

been required to consider how a junction of the lines,

combined with an improved road comuuuiication,

could best be carried out. The design had been

approved by Sir illiara Cubitf, the consulting

engineer of the road coiumissiouers
;
but some doubt

having been expressed as to the accuracy of the calcu-

lation of the weight of metal required iu a suspension

girder, he caused a series of experiments to be made,

the results of which completely confirmed his calcula-

tion ;
and, being of great practical importance, he laid

them before the British Association, in order that the

simple mechanical question of the effect of combining

a girder and chain, on which no difference of opinion

ought to exist, should be determined. The author.

after some general remarks on the construction of
bridges, iu -which he points out that a girder, to have
equal strength, requires double the met'il, aud to have
equal rigidity, four limes the metal, of a suspension
chain of the same span, if loaded equally ail over,
called attention to the theory hitherto adopted on this
subject of the weight of girder required to stiffen a
suspension chain, viz. that of Mr. C. Clarke, who, in
his work on the Britannia Tube, in speaking of the
difficulty of rendering the Menai Suspensiou-bridge
sufficiently rigid for railway traffic, asserts that the
coustructiou of a platform 451 feet long, sufficiently

rigid for a railway, almost amounts to the construc-
tion of the tube itself. The author then described his

various experiments on a model bridge, 13 feet

6 inches in length, the results of which are entirely

at variance with Mr. Clarke’s theory, inasmuch as

they prove that a girder, when attached to a chain,

will not deflect more than one twenty-fifth of a girder

unattached, under ordinary circumstances. Having,
by repeated experiments, established this result,

which, he explains, is quite consistent with the law of

the deflection being as the cube of the length, be pro-
ceeded to compare the weight of metal and deflcctiou

of the proposed Londonderry-bridge with a girder of

equal span, and selected the Britannia Tube, from
being nearly the same span. The weight of metal in

one span ot the Britannia Tube is 3,100 Ions. The
weight of metal in the proposed Londonderry-bridge,
with equal deflections, is 432 tons. This result, the

author remarked, is uoexpcclcd, but quite consistent

with the fact that the Derry-bridge Jias three times
the depth, and has 2,600 tons less of its ow'u weight
to support. The author, in summing up the result

of his investigation, gives the following results :

—

That the defleclioa of the wave of a girder attached

to a chain similar to the Loudondcriy-bridge will not

exceed one twenty-fifih of the deflection of the same
girder not attached to the chain. That theoretically

the saving of metal to give equal strength iu a

suspension-bridge is only oue-half of a girder
;
but as

it can be made of great depth without practical

difficulty, and as the deflection varies as the cube of

the depth, a bridge, on the principle of such plans as

the Londonderry-bridge, may be made, under average

circumstmccs, with at least onc-fourth of the metal
of an ordinary girder-bridge having equal rigidity.

CLUSTERING OF BUILDINGS.
Albeady there is too little space in the public

buildings of Loudon : the few that remain of old

foundations can ill afford to receive additions, aud
those of modern performance possess reserves too
limited for the crowding iu of increased structures.

It is refreshing to see a grand design finished

throughout in fair proportion, and inclosing within a
a courtyard, or mayhap a garden ; this iu a hive of
three inillioDS of souls is hardly to be found. Somcr-
set-house, Buckiogham-palacc, aud the several Ions
of Court, are some of the few exceptions.

The British Museum did realise all that could be
desired iu this respect. The fa9ade is noble, and two
years back tbe iuucr court presented a pleasing ver-

dure within the quadrangle, which afforded pleasure

in the aspect, and health iu the use of the iustllution.

All this has been changed : the interior is now filled

iu by a dome, which, whatever its utility, injures

the rest of that noble pile, aud, cousideriog its

vastucss and costliness, it is to be regretted that

some other space had not hecu provided for it.

Perhaps the last who ought to object to the occu-

pation of tiie site is the writer of these observations
;

as, in the year 1851, he rccomraeudcd in the Builder
that a crystid dome should be raised thereupon for

the reception of the reliques from Nineveh, the

marbles, and other antiquities, as a sort of ‘‘ Museum
petiTcum ;” but then it was not proposed to raise the

roof to so great an altitude as that of the present

Library: besides that, as then suggcslcd, the glazed

surface would not exclude the light, nor was it intended

to cover wholly the ground as now occupied by Mr.
Smirke’s ideality.

In the present rotondo the temperature is generally

good, and tbe air not deficient. An agreeable change

and undulation arc felt, but stiff there is a heaviness

occasionally perceptible from the gravitation of the

breathings of so many coufiued within tbe same area
;

aud it will require the coming winter’s experience to

show whether a dome of 140 feet wide by as much in

height can be attempered evenly as quadrangular

chambers.

The noise auticipated from the congregation of so

many, with the incessant locomotion of attendants,

has most certainly been wholly obviated. This has

been most ingeniously arrived at by mechanical con-

trivances ;
aud what with the kamptulicou covered

floor, and cushioned seats and desks, the readers can

sit in luxury, whilst the attendants walk softly.

Whatever may be the result of the experiments in

the British Museum,—whether it be to stow more
safely literary treasures such as the world possesses
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in no other collection, or whether it be to carry out

and fully effectuate the objects of national study,

—

it is only purposed to argue against the principle of

covering such areas.

Suppose that the example were followed, and that

in a fit of economy the Government should decide

upon raising another roiondo in the quadrangle of

Somerset-house; or, if respect for the sublime and

beautiful should forfeod such an outrage, were it to

occur to the royal architect to incase a library or

hall-room within the court-yard of Buckingham-

palace ! There is no determining where the taste for

constipation of brick and mortar might stop. Lin-

coln’s-inn-fields are already threatened with an inva-

sion of the courts of law : the squares in such case

must all in turn give place to exhibitions, or aviaries,

or jardins d'hiver. The spirit of Cornhill, Finch-

lane, and their aleniours, would in such case pervade

the whole capital: the brick might he turned into

stone, but the inheritors of the next generation must,

when raised in so many storied flats, find themselves,

whilst soaring higher in flights, most incouveniciitly

packed in their swarms.

There is in the commercial centre of the City hut

little space, and that little is so much augmented

in value, that there is no law nor reason for restrain-

ing the proprietors of old houses from pulling them

down, nor from reconstrncting them in any increased

number of stories. We see narrow froiif ages under

20 feet raised seven stories high ! All this is going

on in the narrowest thoroughfares. The light is

reduced, the air stinted; but there is no help for it,

unless, perhaps hereafter, the expedient of a wiudsail,

such as ventilates ships’ holds, be hung in narrow

streets. Each proprietor may do what he wills with

his own; not so in our public buildings. There is a

restraining power to avert spoliations, as well as to

determine upon additions and improvements : that

power should be called into action in every case where

public property is concerned.

Most true it is there are many public structures that

want modification : many others require to be removed

or displaced
;
the most prominent amongst the latter

being Northumberland-house, and of the former, the

National Gallery. But, in the decision npon all such

cases, the utility, the cost, the propriety, and theproper

time for taking in turn every particular demolition

and reconstruction, ought to be well weighed and ad-

judicated. “ One thing at a time” is a good maxim
for an individual. The governing powav, too, m^'y

have their hands too full, from having underlakcn too

much at once. That which is most required should

be done first; but every work axomplished ought

to be done with a view to future changes, as well as

with the most strict adherence to present objects and

uses. Q.

Steetley Stone.— In your notice of the proposed

church of St. James, Doncaster, you say, very cor-

rectly, that “ ihe stone to be used is not Steetley, but

Aucaster.” As the above word.s setm to imply a

preference for Ancaster over Steetley, I think it right

to say th^t so far as rayindividml feeling goes, the

contrary would be the case. I believe that the ground

on which Ancaster was chosen was solely because, by

help of the Great Northern Rail«a\, it is cheaper,

and that the supply is probably less liable to inter-

ruption.— Geo. G. Scott.

Royal Naval School, New-cboss, Kent.— It

having been determined to place in the chapel of this

valuable institution, a tablet in. memory of the officers,

educated within its walls, who fell during the late

war, a subscription list was opened, and designs for

the same submitted : one has been sidccted, by Mr.
Physick, sculptor, who is now engaged upon the work,

the drawing of which can be seen in the studio of the

artist.

Seats in the Pabks.—Why do the authorities

insist on scats? Iron supports and framework

are very well
;
but iron being very susceptible of

atmospheric influences, is surely the last material in

the world for a scat !

—

Pedestrian.

The Improvements at Balmor.vl.—Not a stone

of the old castle is now to be seen, while the new-

building is completed. At the east end of the Castle,

an extensive range of comfortable houses for the

out-servants, and stables, have been erected; while

along the banks of the Dee long gravelled walks

and grassy terraces have been laid out. Accord-

ing to the Aberdeen Herald, the most notable

addition and improvement is the new cast-iron

bridge, which, under Act of Parliament, the Prince

Consort has, at his own expense, erected over the

Dee, for the purpose of securing the privacy of the

Castle, and preserving the deer forest. The bridge,

which was designed by Mr. Brunei!, is conrtrui'tcd

on the principle of the tubular bridge across the
Menai Strait, has a span of 16;) feet, and contains
eighty-five tons of iron.

The Royal Albert Bridge at Saltash.—The

bridge, the first section of which was floated out last

week, and which is to span the river Tamar, with a

view to connect the Cornish Railway, now in course

of construction, with that of the South-Devon line, is

on a principle combining the tubular and suspension,

of which Mr. Brunei is the originator and designer.

The total length of the bridge is 2,200 feet
;
the span

of each main opening 455 feet. The height of the

centre pier from the foundations is 240 feet
;
height

of roadway above high water mark, 100 feet
;
height

of ditto above low water mark, 118 feet. The centre

pier is built of granite, founded on the rock, and
carried up solid to 12 feet above high water mark,

from which point spring four octagonal columns of

cast iron, carrying the standards on which one end of

each tube rests. The main side piers consist of solid

masoniy, arched over the roadw.ay, and supporting

bed pi lies and roU'Ts, on which Ho the other ends of

the lubes, and which allow of their free extension and

contraclion under varying temperatures. The tube

floa'ed out has to be raised 100 feet above its present

height, which will be performed gradually, as circum-

stances will admit, by means of hydraulic power, the

tube being raised about 6 inches at a time, and then

brickwork to be built under it, when it will be again

lifted another 0 inches.

Gas.—The Sherborne Gas Company, it appears,

have realised a profit during the past year, equivalent

to a dividend of 14 per cent, but the whole is to be

swept off in the payment of old debts. The old debts

are, doubtless, connected with high prices, and the

new profits with reduction of these high prices. A
company, on the liuiited liability principle, with a

capital of 100,000/. has, it is said, been established in

London for lighting with turf gas, and the Waterford

Mail states, that au experiment was lately tried in

that town, with gas made from turf got in the

vicinity, and that the light was peculiarly brilliant

and pure. ^\Vith rebellion, murder, rapine, dis-

trust, and alarm on every hand, says the Bonibag

Gazette lately received, the career of improvement in

India still remains nnchecked. A part of C.ilcu'ta

had just been lighted with gas. The natives were

greatly astonished and perplexed by the new light.

New Roman Catholic Schools, with a master's

house attached, have just been completed at the

Brooms, in the immediate neighbourhood of the

Cousitt Ironworks. The buUdings are Gothic, and

are built of stoue, with open-timbered roofs, sfa-ned

and vurnishi d, piaije'-ting over the eaves, and finished

with an ornamental 1 iilge-tile. The walling is built

in long flat courses, neatly pointed with dark mortar,

which contrasls well with the chiselled work of the

windows, buttresses, &c. The school is entered by

two porches, for the hoys and girls, constructed of

timber and stoue, and set upon a stone base, the

timber being moulded and stained, and filled in

between with small coui-ses of stone. Upwards of

150 children attend the school, and, with the excep-'

tion of a few pounds subscribed, the whole cost has

been defrayed by the Rev. George Dimn, of the

Brooms. The architect from whose designs and

under whose superintendence the buildings have been

carried out, is Mr. Archibald JI. Dunn, of NcwcasiN,

and the contractors were Messrs. Gibson and Stewart,

also of Newcastle.

De Omnibus Rebus. Bad Air in Sewers.

—

I hope your correspoudent’s advice, p. 515, will

be adopted. It is very distressing to read the details

of such loss of life. I have some schemes to pro-

j

pose. If the contractors of such works as sewers,

I wells, and cesspools, in these cases, were provided
' with such tackle as is used by the Humane Societies

in the case of drowned persons, if one unforluufite

person fell, he might he drawn up, without o‘h'-rs

' recklessly throwing away their lives in trying to save

him. 1 fear there is not suffii-ient precaution taken

j

in this work. Some time should be allowed when an
' opening is made to let the foul air escape; hut the

most dangerous and dcslructive is the condensed car-

bonic acid gas, which remains on the surface of the
' soil or stagnant water. My method is this

;
get an

j

open iron vessel, put some small lumps of fresh lime

into it, attach a cord to it, slake the lime, and lower it

directly to the surface of the soil or water, play it

about the surface as much as you can. After this

process lower a lighted candle, and if it bums fi'eely

on the surface of the soil or water, there is no danger
' to be feared. As to Explosion in Mines, the posilion

being ascertained, adopt the process of artesian well

sinkers. The danger may be prevented and the gas

turned to advantage, as- is the case with some natural

gas jets. In your advertisement of "Warner’s Bells,

the expression “Chromatic scale ” is used. Query,

is this correct? “Chroma” is Greek, meaning

colour; “ Chronos,” Greek, meaning time.—T. G.

The term “Chromatic,” in music, is applii

d

to the scale of semitones
;

so named, it is thought,

because the notes of this scale were originally written
' in colours.—Ed.

The New Act on Police Stations.—The new
Act, to raise 60,000/. for building and improvino-
stations of the metropolitan police, and to amend the
.Vets concerning the metropolitan police, has been
printed. The Home Secretary is empowered to raise
the sum stated on security of the police-rates in the
metropolitan district. It is to be hoped satis^’actory
edifice's will he raised.

Experiment in Causewaying at Edinburgh.—
The North-bridge, as the greatest thoroughfare in the
city, has jnst been made the subject of an experiment
in causewaying. The traffic in coaches, carts, and
other heavy carriages, is considerable along this street,
and hitherto the ordinary mode of causewaying with
blocks of whinstonc in regular courses has been found
insufficient, the pavionrs scarcely being ever off the
road. The experiment now put in action consists in
making a bedding for the paving-stones of macadam-
ised metiil converted into a solid mass by heavy
liquid asphalte poured over it. The paving-stones
are then arranged in wide courses, and the interstices
are filled up with the same mineral substance, viz.
melted asphalte.

Iron and Steel Manuf-vcture,—Mr. H. Bes-
semer has patented au invention which consists in a
method of manufacturing sheets, plates, bars, and
other forms direct from fluid malleable iron o/steel,
in place of allowing the same first to cool and set in
moulds. The forms of iron or steel thus produced
may, if necessary, he passed at once from the rolls
through between o'her rolls, in order further to perfect
the manufacture, or the same may be re-hcated cither
in the forms produced or when cut up and piled.
Mr. Leou Talabot, of Paris, has patented an invention
for improvements on that process of converting crude
iron_ into malleable iron or steel, which consists in
passing cui-rents of air, steam, gas, or vapour through
molten crude iron. They consist mainly in admitting
the current of air, ga«, or vapour into the molten
iron by means of a moveable pipe, which passes down
through a crucible or vessel iu which the metal is
contained, the cud of which pipe is made with a head
or enlargement, pierced with boles, through which the
fiir, gas, or vapour pass

; and in forming the crucible
or vessel for coutaiuing the iron of the shape of an in-
verted cone, and in lining surh vessel with chalk,,
oxide of iron, or a mixture of the two together, or
with any other substance which does not contain silica

in a largo proportion
;
or the crucible may be furmed

of sheet or cast iron, and used without any lining what-
ever, the exterior of (he crucible being kept coo'l either
by a rapid current of air, water, or steam, or any other
suitable means. The last part of the invention con-
sists iu allowing the iron (from which all impurities
have been removed by forcing air, steam, or gas
through it) to solidify in the crucible in which the-
operation has been conducted, Irom which it can
readily he removed (by reason of the crncible being:
of a conical shape), and either passed between rollers,

or hammered in the ordinaiy way.
Stained Glass.—A stained glass meinor'al-windnw

has been put up in the chancel of the old parish
church of Mettram, by hlr. John Chapman, of Hill-
end, late high sheriff for the county of Chester. The
design includes life-size figures of our S iviour bearing
the cross, the four Evangelists, the Virgin Mary,
bearing the infant Saviour, and St. .Tohn the B-iptist]

St. Peter, St. Paul, and St. Jame^. Ihe window was
executed by Mr. John Shaw, of Saddleworih.

The great Landing-stage at Liverpooi.
This strncture was opened on the 1st im taut

;
the

inauguration c remooy being converted into the de-
parlure of the dock and municipal authorities, &c. on
their annual round of iuspectiou of the lighfs,beacoDS,

buoys, and boundaries of the port. Tne landing-
stage stretches from the southernmost point of the
Prince’s-pier, to which it is attached by four brid'es.

The floor of the stage is 1,000 feet long by 82 wide,
and horizontal throughout its whole length, with the
exception of a slightly-depressed portion at each end,

for the convenience of loading and uulo ding the
smaller class of steamers. Each of these depressed
ends is furnished witi au inclined plane, and two
sets o'' steps, by which access is obtained to the main
stage. The platform is supported on sixty-three

pontoons, forty-nine of whic’i are 80 feet long, 10
I'eet broad, and 5 feet deep ; twelve, namely, three for

each bridge, are 96 feet long, 12 feet wide,* and 5 feet

deep
;
and one at each end of rather smaller size than

the forty-nine. These pontoons are rectangular in
form, air-light

;
and to prevent collapse, and facili-

tate repairs, are each divided into four water-tight
compartment*. The whole weight of the stage, with
its bridges and mooring chains, is 4,000 tons, which
causes a displacement of 100,000 cubic feet of water,

with a depth of immersion ainonnling to only 3 feet.

The whole cost of the fabric as it now stands is

140,000/. The contractors for the whole are Messrs.

I

Vernon and Sons, of this town
;
the bridges having

been suh-contracted for and executed by Mr. Fair-

j

bairn, of Manchester.
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KILST “tlie iron is liot,” and

our subject—the relations be-

tween architecture and the other
“ arts ”—is before our readers,

we would strike once more, and

endeavour to shape out some of

those implements of argument,

which, if well-wrought and

sound, may be used in the

exertions which we all are

bound to make to establish our

art in its proper and intended

position. There may be now
nothing new in our sayiug that

architecture as art, has manifold

relations, and might be conducive to

--sTw social progress more than it lias

hitherto been
;
or that tlie import-

ance to such cods, of study of the

effect of a combination between objects of

nature and art
;
and tiiose other points which

have lately been considered by us, are not pro-

perly appreciated. But, in order to inculcate

views of art which we will assume are those of

architects, certain opinions not merely must be
held, but must be capable of being presented in

such phraseology and sequence, as will hold the

attention of the public. Truly, it is one thing

to have what is ordinarily called knowledge

;

and it is another thing to be capable of com-

municating it, or doing justice to opinions

—

possibly in themselves correct.

The cause cannot spare the services of one

soldier in the strife against ignorance, which is

prevalent notwithstanding the fashionable study

of architectural antiquities and history. The
weapons must be well-tempered; and not one

flaw in the armour must be left. To the correct

appreciation of the nature and capabilities of

the art, each one of us—to use the common
form of speech—may contribute. But the very

learner can be sensible of a defect in the teach-

ing,— of an inconsequential position required of

him to be taken up. He is easily conscious of

a dropped link in the explanation, or argument

;

and his attention wanders very naturally, where

the hold on his comprehension has been let loose.

The indispensable requisite for all teaching, as

for all art, therefore is perspicuity.

The public do not perceive the real purpose

of art and the scope of architecture, because the

ART of architecture is what has been of late

seldom exhibited to them; and fhey cannot

admit, simply because they arc told so, that

such value may appertain to the art. We are

thoroughly dissatisfied with the sort of interest

which was shown in the exhibition of designs

for the Government Offices. We confess we
were led to hope for better results, judging

from the number of visitors to Westminster

Hall during the first week. Tew of the visitors

seemed to think it necessary to do more

than look at the attractive perspective views

—ignorant, apparently, that the real design

of a competitor was that which was sliowii

only in the whole number of his drawings, or

was to be pictured in the mind after the study

and combination of these, rather than seen on

a single sheet of paper. Were such to be neces-

sarily the result of giving perspective views, we
could almost doubt whether it would not be

better to exclude rather than require them.

However that may be; to form any opinion of

218 architectural designs, from the one or two
visits which the majority of persons paid to

Westminster Hall, seemed really as absurd

as it might be to give an opinion of the

works in a library from the mere inspection of
the shelves and book-backs. Still, it would
doubtless Lave been well—even for the educa-

tional result which was being seiwed—to have
had the exhibition open for a longer period.

But, the public having yet to become ac-

quainted with the full scope of architecture, it

is idle to complaiu, when the occasion amves,
tliat taste for the art is wanting. It has to be
demonstrated that the art can raise emotions

I

which arc excited by beautiful objects, and cau
be studied with pleasure and advantage equal to

what architectural history or archajology, as
' considered apart, can afford. Show that tlie
' subject will repay such attention

; unfold the

elements of the study, and direct ttie means to

be taken in following it
;
and llicre can be no

reason why art should not be pursued as any
other new pleasure, such as the study of uatural

^

history, to which so much attention has been of

late awakened.

I

When we find how ranch that is beautiful and
interesting in the natural world has escaped the

sight of the public, can there be any surprise

that art should equally have remained in great

part undetected? We therefore think that

there is no real ground for the lamentations

j

which we liear sometimes from those who have

I

done the very most towards the production of

good architecture,—regrets that after all, there

should be no faculty of perception and apprecia-

,
tion on the part of the public This complaint is,

iu fact, tantamount to an assertion that archi-

tecture is an art intended for the peculiar en-

^
joymeut of one class of persons—architects.

I

Tlie explanation of what is remarked, resides in

the mere fact that the chief interest—we may

j

even say beauty—of architectural art, requires

I

the exercise of a certain amount of attention,

;
for which there must be the conviction of an

I

inducement. In this circumstance, art by no

I

means differs from nature or any subject that

I

can attract tlic perceptive faculties. Certainly,

the higher pleasures from the acquisition of

knowledge, are attainable only after some initia-

tory labour. If such be the case,—if the beauty

of nature itself is not at once in all its phases

discerned,—can it be wondered at that our art-

docs not necessarily and instantly catch observ-

ation ? As regards drawings, there is this also

to be recollected—a thing obvious enough wheu
spoken of, but too often forgotten—that the

best views of buildings arc merely the represen-

tation of the art, not tlie thing itself
;
they are

I essentially technicalities, and should not be ex-

' pected to afford deliglit which it is reason-

^ able to look for only from the actual work of

. architecture. If this last be properly presented

,

to the public, we are iucliued to think there

is not the probability of apathy—such as is

imputed to the public iu exhibitions of architec-

tural drawings. There is, it may be admitted, a

,

certain difference iu the aptitude of perception

of the beauty in nature, and that iu architec-

tural art—but not more, perhaps, than might

be anticipated. The love of natural beauty

originates in an instinct, and is developed from

the earliest period of life : the love of art

—

though of that which is founded upon nature

—

must be always a thing acquired, and varying

with circumstances. But we do not believe

that a result produced by architecture upon tlie

common eye, is so entirely non-existent as is

supposed. Take the case of the village churches

of our coimh-y
;
the mansions of tlie olden lime,

or the “ towers and battlements ” that crest the

rock, or are,

—

“ Bosom’d in tufted trees,"

or the country seats, from princely Chatsworth

and Castle Howard to many a smaller liouse

with trees, garden-ground, and green sward

about it
;
aud from all these there will be

some emotion experienced which must be re-

ferred, whilst partly to the natural scenery,

5.3.3

^ partly also to art. Wliere architecture is thus
located, there is no want of power in it to
impress itself upon the popular perception.
Again, shall we be told that the public eye
is wliolly blind to the effect of tlic dome of St.

Paul’s, or the towers of many a Gothic cathe-
dral, rising above the surrounding town, or of

the almost unequalled scene of the quadrangle
aud colonnades of Greenwich Hospital ? Ileccnt

architecture, then, fails to produce its due im-

pression, from causes other than defects inhe-

rent iu the art, or in the public.

The chief purpose—the exhibition ofart—
is not realised because the mind of the observer

is prc-occupied by a “ little learning ” in some
st^le, which he makes a universal standard,

lie judges of what is before him by applica-

tion of a particular code or grammar, properly

suited to buildings — or considered apart

from the whole scene, or true architectural

effect, which requires the element of natural

beauty— aud those, buildings which belong

not to our own time. He is too much occupied

otherwise, to discover either the real beauty of

the structure, or that of the combination of

nature and art. Thus it may happen that an
observer, less educated in the tecliuicalities of

architectural detail, thougli be may realise less

in some respects, may realise more of that ex-

pression of art which we have been considering.

It will not be unde stood that the detail of the

mere building is unimportant : on the contrary,

detail both contributes more than is supposed

to the general effect, and is required to aiford

the progressive delight for which in its absence,

there would be only a soon exhaustible impres-

sion. Detail, too, is the clement of a special

combination with natural beauty—tlie com-
bination of art-work in mouldings and orna-

ment, with sunlight and shade—a description

of beauty itself which can be unappreciated

only because it is seen seldom iu our towns,

and in our climate and atmosphere. Even
the professional architect, however, is apt to

attach importance to details as though they

held a primary place in the scenic effect :

he begins by examining these, and is de-

lighted when he finds something curious and
novel; whereas his observation should rather

pursue the natural course, and descend from the

general effect to the pvarticular beautiful features.

The ordinary observer—for wliom, after all, the

art is intended—pursues a different course,

and one which is perhaps most consistent witli

reason, as with the inteution of the designer of

the art-work. Such au observer may not arrive

at the perception of all or many of tlic beauties

of detail; but llie professional observer passes

over much that is of chief importance, in his

search after what is minute and technical. This

mistaken view of arciiitccturc is what has been

fostered by tliose fashionable studies to which

we have referred.

Every one is becoming critical as to mould-

ings and oruamenfs, knows wliat is synchro-

nistic with a style, and vituperates the un-

happy author of the slightest heresy iu such

particulars. Architects appear to have dreaded

the imputation of ignorance, and have fol-

lowed the lead,—inasmuch as they have been

induced to give too little attention to outline,

grouping, aud mass
;

site and surrounding

objects; general proportion, and breadth of

^ shade. Eor one section of the public, the cle-

j

meuts of architectural beauty which are most
' important arc not provided

;
for the other—the

amateur critics—an unfortunate mistake is fos-

tered. The latter class arc unlikely to discover

that they are not contributing much to tlic ad-

' vancement of art

:

tlicy are absorbed in a pursuit
' —that of autiquarianisin—which has heretofore

' been the occupation of narrow minds
;
which yet

* requires an annual protest that it has higher

* aims thau arc sometimes imputed to it; but

which, even now, is followed as an amusement,
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or an end, ratlier than as a means and as con-

ducive to modem progress. Thus, the mere
antiquary is the very opposite of one possessing

feeling for art. He may admire what is curious,

and even beautiful, in an old work
;
but be is

unGtted by his constitution to recoguise the

jiarticular beauty of real art,—which requires

that tlicre should be evidence of constant work
and active mind. The predominant attention

to style and detail, however, would be of less

importance, as we have often said, were ‘there

general agreement as to the particular style

which should prevail. In such latter case, the

merely antiquariai; or technical view of our art

having worked itself out, ainatcur critics would
turn to the real art, and ajiprcciate it,—would
see beauty which they now do not see,—and the

result would be speedily that progress wbich is

at present impossible. Gradual advancement,

rather than sudden and frequent revolutions,

—

progress, in fact, as opposed to experimental

attempts at revivification; the study, and in one
manner the use, of all styles—yet the improve-

ment and perfection of one; tliese are tlic best

means—as they have ever proved—of producing
grand works in our «/•/, as they assuredly are

of securing that public appreciation upon which
so much depends. Therefore, we are justified

in re-asserting that for the proximate future of

art, it would be better that the worst style that

ever was invented should be taken as a Basis, so

that there were general unanimity,—than that

the present condition should be maintained,

—

opposed, as it is, to the chance alike of deve-
lopment of the art, and to the perception of

it. But we have said so much on this subject,

that we will only wind up our observations with
the expression of regret at the loose views and
misconception of the trae art which prevail, and
are eugcndcred in our own body.

The art of architecture, then, whilst its cx-

pi-ession can be even interfered with by tccbnical

elements and features of detail, is greatly de-

jieudent upon elements which can be appre-

ciated by all, but which are most frequently

left out of consideration. Often they contri-

‘bute to the effect, by accident rather tliau

design. How is it that that nupretenfious brick-

built dwelling-house, which we had in the

mind’s e^e some sentences back, and which may
be seen m many a pleasant nook in the melro-

politan counties,—with little that would be
called ornament or arcbitectural detail, save a

porch and simple cornice,—aQbrds more real

pleasure to the observer, aud impresses itself

better on the recollection, than many a street

front not wanting in elaboration, or in merit

of details? In tlie one, there may even be
features of the worst character of that school

of the Adams, which seems to have attained

extraordinary prevalence; in the other, dress-

ings of the best character, like those of the

Bavnese, or the PaudolGui Palace. Yet some-
how, there is some elemciiL in the first which is

lacking in the other. Tlierc is, perhaps, a pro-

jecting centre, octagonal or square; and the

windows, however plain, may be grouped with
•some attention to structure, to symmetry of the

front, and to proportion in the stones : but above
all, the building has an obvious base and fore-

ground; aud it forms one feature of a group
which takes in trees aud sky, and terrace and
garden-^rounci

;
and which attracts every eye,

aud delights every observer, unless him who
herjina by critical examination of the archi-

tectural details. On the banks of the Thames,
in the neighbourhood of iliclimond, and further

up the river, there are many places which ex-

emplify the effects that we have been consider-

ing. A surface of grass descending towards
the stream; a well-turfed bauk, or a lichen-

covered retaining wall, with a simple moulded >

capping: trees, aud objects animate aud in-

animate, making up a fresh picture from every
point of view; the clear' running water and
pure air which may be met with here, but lower
down the river are unknown,—life and move-
ment which charm, without the confusion and
noise which distract the attention in London;
all these are elements in the effect,—but such
elements as the art, or the building, appear to
be in harmony with, aud necessary to. We may
refer to the present residence of the Duchess of
Orleans, at Thames-Ditton, aud the grounds of
Garrick’s ^ ilia, at Hampton, each as seen from

the opposite side of the river—cases which we
rather prefer to quote for the present argument,
from their exhibiting little of arcbitectural detail,

or at least such as would be considered good.

The effect of art referred to, however, is that

which, whether called architectural or not, the

architect must set himself to produce if he

would have bis art appreciated, and conducive

to the great ends which we have supposed were
within its scope.

Tbis lesson it is his business to have learned,

aud to use wiicre art is now most needed,

—

in the architecture of streets,—aud to this

branch of our subject especially, we shall next
give attention.

THE GOVERNMENT COLLECTION OF RAW
AND MANUFACTURED PRODUCTS.

Ouii notice of the collection of animal proJuets in

the Museum at Broinpton having led to inquiries

we find it necessary to give some particulars of

the proceedings of her Majesty’s Commissioners iu

this respect.

At the close of the Great E.\hibition of 1851, a

considerable number of foreign and home exhibitors

presentrd to the Commissioners specimens of raw and
inaQuractnrcd products exhibited at that period: these

specimens embraced parts of each of the thirty classes

iuto whicli the Great Exhibition bad been divided.

The classes—I. Mining and mineral products,

IF. Chemical and pharmaceutical products; III,

Sabslances, vegetable aud animal, used as food; IV.

Vegetable and animal substances used in manufac-
tures

;
and Class XXVH, {closely allied to Class I.)

Manufactures in mineral substances for ornamental

and building purposes
;
these five classes were most

liberally contributed, and formed by far the greatest

pr.iporiion of tbc specimens.

The entire collection was then carefully removed
and deposited in ‘Kensington Paliicc, in charge of

J\lr. Read, aud a small slafl’ of assistants. From that

period the public generally lost sight of and was un-

acquainted with the mcasm'es the Royal Commissioners
have been engaged upon for the last five years at

Kensington Palace.

JIany of (he foreign comniissiouers having ex-

pressed a wish, that in return for the specimens pre-

sented (hey should be supplied wijlr samples of

British products, her Majesty’s Commissioners
readily responded to the wish, and directed their

officers to collect specimens of raw and manufactured

I

products of the Uuited Kingdom for presentation to

foreign couniries. These specimens were confined to

examples of the four first classes, aud class twenty-

seven
;
and contained specimens of raw mineral pro-

ducts
;

scries illustrating the manufacture of iron,

steel, copper, and lead
;
chemical and pharmaceutical

preparations of first quality; samples of our finest

cereals and legumes, aud other varieties of seed

;

samples illustraliug the application of vegetable and
animal matter for manufacturing purposes; and of

class twenty-seven, interesting examples of the appli-

cation of mineral substances for ornameutal andbu'id-

ing purposes. These specimens numbered in each set

708 e.xamples, and were arranged in large trays,
,

placed on slides, aud inclosed in strong, well-finished
,

cases. Two cases formed the set for presentation,

and weighed together, when completed, nearly two
tons. Thirty sets were formed, containing in the

aggregate 21,240 specimens.

The following is a list of the countries that have
had collections prepared for them :—America (United

States of), Austria, Bavaria, Belgium, Denmark,
Egypt, I'Yance, Frankfort-on-Muin, Greece, Grand
Duchy of Ilcsse, Hanover, Netbcrlauds, Portugal,

Prussia, Russia, Sardinia, Saxony, Spain, Sweden and
Norway, Switzerland, Tunis, Turkey, Tuscany, aud
Wurtembnrgh.

The ca^es wei‘e accompanied with a printed cata-

logue, containing parlicubu'S of the specimens, a copy
of ihe jurors’ reports, and four volumes of the illus-

trated official and descriptive Catalogue of the Great

Exhibition of 1851.
It is scarcely necessary to add, that the gift has

been highly appreciated by the governments of Ihe

countries to whom they were presented.

A duplicate set of these specimens will shortly be

exhibited in the Royal Commissioners’ Gallery of

Aoinial Products in the South Kensington Museum.
When this matter was complete, the Commissioners’

attention was cirecled to the fact, that a very con-

siderable number of the mineral products were in

large masses, aud the vegetable aud many of the

manufactured products preseutid to them were in

duplicate. Tlie Commissioners considered that it

would be of the highest importance that specimens
should be separated Lorn the large masses of minerals,

and samples seleeti'd from the vegetable, animal, and
ujauufaciured products, aud formed iuto sets of speci-

mens for educational purposes, and presented to
various free museums aud mecbauics’ institutes of the
United Kingdom. This idea has been fully carried

out, aud the following are the principal places

that have received the bcuelit of her Majesty’s Com-
missioners’ coDsideralion, viz. ;— Chichester, Leicester,

Sunderland, Winchester, Warrington, Canterburv,
Truro (School of Mines), Biiiuinghara (Queen’s
College), aud the Museum of Economic Botany,
Royal Gardens, Kew.
Ejch set of specimens contaiued from GOO to 800

varieties, and was accompanied with a MS. descrip-

tive catalogue, containing particulars of their locality,

uses, analysis, &c.

A duplicate set of these specimens will be exhibited
iu the Royal Commissioners’ Gafierv.

The public may possibly have entertained an
opinion, ttiat after the close of the Great Exhibition
of 1851, (he labours of her Majesty’s Commissioners
had ceased; but that is not tbe fact : ever alive to the

importance of education, the officers under the Com-
missioners have been fully engaged in carrying out

their views
;
and one important object has been to

difl'iise through the specimens of raw and series of

manufactured products, presented to the various free

museums, general information to the masses.

THE HOSPITAL OF ST. CROSS, WINCHESTER.
We hear that it is the intention of the trustees of

St. Cross to give the “ showing of the church ” to the

new clerk
;
in other words, to enforce a fee from all

visitors. The Ilainjishire Advertiser has very pro-

perly protested against this, and we hope the trustees

will re-cousider their present intention. “Such a

chiu’cl), belonging to a public charity, should not be
churlishly shut, to be opened only by the payment of

money. Such a practice reminds one of tbe denun-
ciations of the Saviour to tbe money-changers in the

. temple. St. Cross Church should he open to the in-

' spcclion of all comers; so should be AViuchester

Cathedral, and it is no credit to the dean and chapter

I

that it is not so. They have Westminster Abbey as

j

an example, aud the practice of all other countries to

I

hack it. At all events, let us hope the trustees of St.

I Cross will set a better example. If danger to the

, edifice is pleaded, we beg to refer them to the Times
of AVcdiiesday, wljere it will be seen that although

I

‘ Alton Towers,’ the seat of the late Earl of Shrews-
bury, was, by his direction, thrown open to tbc public,

aud though hundreds wandered daily through its

beauiiful saloons, a shilling’s worth of loss or damage
was never sustained.” So let it he, and so would it

be at St. Cross. The church of St. Cross, as our
readers know, is one of the most iuteresting speci-

mens iu England of the transition in style from Nor-
man to Eii'ly English; and, in conjunction with the
cathedral, makes Winchester a place to he visited by
all architects and lovers of ancient arehilecture and
historical associations. The domestic buildings, too,

at Sr. Cross, are full of interest. Many will regret

that the establishment is not made available to

a greater number of persons than is the case,

as it might readily he
;
small as the whole num-

ber of hrelhrea admitted is, five vacancies w'ere

allowed long to remain, and were filled up only in

July last. The future allowance to the newly-elected

brothers, subject to future modification, should it be

considered desirable, is a weekly money payment of

five shillings, one pound of meat, and one small loaf

(Hlb.) of bread per day, and two quaits of table

beer. The former allowance to the brethren was
three quarts of beer per day, with extra allowances

on certain occasions. This has been reduced to two
quarts per day, the saving thus effected bciug to he
made up by an allowance of coals.

In the dioing-hall of St. Cross, by the way, there

is a very interesting triptych, which deserves more
care than it seems to have experienced. The Virgin

and Child, with other figures, occupy the centre, with

St. Barbara on one of the leaves, and St. Catherine

on the other. Some of the heads, that of St.

Catherine for example, are particularly good.

At AViochester CuDege, as at St. Cross, many more
scholars might be educated than are admitted, and
that too, with very little increase of cost. “ Either

learii or be off” {Aiit disce, aid discede), says the

ioscriplion on the school-room, and some of the

masters iu past time evidently preferred that students

should adopt the alternalive. Public opinion will one

of these days apply the “ apple-twigs.”

Government Schools of Navigation and
Art, at A’abjiouth.— It is tbe intention of the

coinmittce to open these schools on the 1st of Octo-

ber next, says tbc Norfolk Chronicle, provided the

preliminary avrangc-ments can be effected by that

time. hlr. T. AV. Chevalier has been appointed to

give instructions in the Art department. No master

has yet been proposed to the committee for the

Navigation school.
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WEIL AT THE CILWEAU EE MAILLANT,
FKANCB.

The -wenj of which we give an engraving in

our present number, has an originality in its

form which attracts attention. It stands in

front of some buildings connected with the

Clulteau de Maillaut (J3oui-boimais), Erance,

belonging to the Duke de Mortcraart. It is

attributed to the end of the fifteenth century
;

and having become dilapidated, was repaired a

few years ago under the direction of the able

architect, M. Leuorraand, who has restored it

to its original condition.

AN ACCOUNT OP ELY CATIIEDRAL.*

Throughout all the efforts of architecture in all

I time, but more especially pervading the architecture

; of the Middle Ages, were two great clenicnts, both

I more or less evident in the same work : when one was

I not supreme, the other,—the Classic or poetic, and

t the pictui-esque. In the tabernacles, chantry chapels,

a altars and tombs, and buildings where the petite was

I most studied, you will always find the first and supc-

r rior element, the ruling passion. Tlie picturesque,

T which, when not carried to extreme, is as poetic as

i the other, is the most common altiibiite of Gothic

n architecture
;
so that many consider Golhio could not

b be Gothic without a certain rudeness, which is only

t the fruit of a too anxious desire for the picturesque.

( Our cathedrals and more extensive ecclesiastical

i> buildings were built under the direction of those

s whose minds were certaiuly much more cultivated

* The following ia the paper by Mr. C, E, Davis,
E mentioned in oiur last.

than the people amongst whom they lived ; their ideas

were consequently more refined,and they were less liable

to admire the coarse and vulgar than those of tbeir own
day; but equally witli the accompdislied writers of

early days, including our great poets, who wrote many
things the more civilized reader of a later day can-

not but regret, the architects’ grotesque gargoyles,

bosses, misereres, capitals, &c. were made the means of

comnumiealiug the rude passions, feelings, and vulgar

wit of the day. It is not, however, of these small

points of peculiarity I will now speak, but more espe-

cially of the different gencnil aspect of buildings. The
poetic or Classic, with minor exceptions, would render

a building not devoid of the picturesque, but ruled by
a certain retiuenient that would enchant even Uie

most ignorant. The picturesque elements would

create a building where light aud shade would form

the most varied outline, with breaks in the building,

continual and unequal, and the skyline irregular, all

contriving to piroducc the most pleasing building, not

at the same time devoid of some clement of refine-

ment. The first quality was continued throughout

the middle rcnluries, aud reached its culminating

point in the Renaissance: the second ran to seed iu

the grotesqueness of the Elizabethan style
;
a style, a

perfect child of those manners and feelings whose

hetcrogcueousuess and iuconsisteucies arc so difficult

to analyse or explain.

I will not trouble you with the history of Ely

Cathedral further than thus far, that the building was

founded in 673 by ElhelJredu, who was wife of the

King of Northumberland, and daughter of the king of

the "East Angles; that two of the bishops of this

diocese have been made Arc-hbisliops of Canterbury,

and that one was a Cardinal
;
and that later. Bishop

Goodrich, in 1543, assisted in compiling the Book of

Common Prayer, aud also ti;anslatcd St. John’s

Gospels according to the present version; that slid

later Bishop Turner, the friend of Kenn, was one of

the non-juiing bishops iu William’s reign.

Tlic chiu-ch as founded, taking into consideration

only the prreseut edifice, was originally designed, I

have no doubt, nearly as now planned ;
that is, so

far as the arch separating the choir from the

presbytery, where the apse commenced. The

style is now various
;
but I cannot but think the out-

line westward as precisely in the main feature as pro-

posed by Abbot Simeon, who was appointed by

William I. The apse and choir, now gone, may have

been completed by him
;
but I feel satisfied the tran-

septs bear every mark of his time, although they may

uot have been built before he was deprived, in 1102,

as this jiart strikingly resembles that portion of Win-

chester Cathedral as ascribed to his brother, the bishop

of that see.

Til* church originally consisted of an apse, a choir"

with a chc'TC't, which may have been carried round the

apse, a central tower, probably not reaching any very

great elevation above the roof of the church, transepts

with bide aisles, a nave and aisles, and a western tran-

sept, which formed a screen to hide roof of nave, as is

the manner of the early German cathedrals, and that

the tower was carried up to the later alterations of the

fifteenth century, with that idea; but shortly subse-

quent to these ercctioas, it seems the intention of thC'

(iriginal design was altered, and that it was then-

contemplated to build a nave more westward,

making the church into a double cross on plan, as at

Salisbury. To cai ry out this deviation, the four pointed

arches tiiat are enriched with the transitional zig-zag

were inserted under the tower, replacing, probably,

arches that firmcrly existed of a less height, but

which doubtless on three sides were somewhat

like the arches to nave, forming a triforium arrange-

ment across, iu the same way as in some of the

churches of the south of France of this date. I am
inclined to believe there was a western eotrance, as

the entrances iu the Norman style now existing were

not, certainly, sufficiently important to fill all the re-

quirements to such a building, aud that this entrance:

was from a porch or Galilee, or possibly from an

atrium imported from the south. The galilce of

Durham has more the impress of an atrium upon it

than any other entrance in a cathedral in England,

and this porch to Ely may very possibly have been

designed even more in accordance with the idea of what

was a suitable eutci.nce to a cathedral in Italy, where

was retained the open court or atrium, as attached to

the ancient basilicas which were universally convcrteit

into churches.

Certainly, at Ely, if 1he entrance was a porch, that

porch could not have exceeded the width of the tower,

as there arc no marks in the westeru wall of transept

that would at all justify the belief in a larger. The

entrance, however, might still Have been from a court

partially covered, of which idea I cannot entirely dis-

abuse myself, as the screen entrance westeru fronts

of Germany, to which this one bears so great a resem-

blance, without doubt were originated from the adop-

tion of the alrium. The generally foreign aspect of

the early portion of this cathedral, of which I will

presently speak, inclines me to believe that the open

court of warmer climates, although generally aban-

doned in England, might have been proposed when-

the original design for this building was framed. The

Galilee of Durham is to all intents a covered atrium,

aud I have little doubt the chapel of Joseph of

Ariinathma at Glastoubury, which the Association

visited last year, may have at one time served the

purposes of an atrium or gulilec to that abbey, as the

doorways, of which there are two, north and south,

arc certaiuly out of proportion to the rcqiurcmeuts of

so small a chapel, were it not intended they should

form the entrance to the church.

It is difficult, however, now to decide how the

church was formerly entered, as the arches in the

tower are most certainly not of a piece with the super-

structure, nor do they at all assist the design of the

present galilee; they arc too lofty for it on the one

hand, nor are they of the date of that which they sup-

port. I have not the smallest doubt that these arches

were inserted with the idea ot lengthening the cathe-

dral consideiahlv westward, and that iu doing so the

foundations of the tower were weakened, so that it

became necessary, after the lapse of 200 years, accord-

ing to Bentliain, to enlarge aud increase the columns

as we now see them, wliiuh was commenced in 1406.

This weakness iu the piers was not in consequence, I

am incliiH’d to think, of the erection of the present

octao-on, hut from the displuccnieut of the more

powerful piers.

Bentham, in page 286, mentions the building of

theocliigon as added about 1380, but at page 148 he

states it to have been built in the reign of Henry VI.

which latter statement would prove that the weakness

of the tower certaiuly had nothing at all to do with

the raising of the building as it must Lave been

strengthened previously. The style of the upper lan-

tern ccitaiiily belongs to a later date than the tower
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arclics, as they arc buld and well d-s-ifjned, wliilst the

lantern, aUboujili csceeiiiiifily [lieiuresqne, canimt be

considered us the iTt ctioii ol sn vond n pTind : iiideei!,

were it not for the tia'-eiy of ihe wmd ws, \ sIkhiIJ

be ini'Kiifd to place its building, from the inoiiLlin!;8

and the c«in'our of its detail, nearer the debasemeut of

the Gothic 8l\le.

A'ter the iuscrllon of the first three arches, the

idea evidently was abindoned of lengthening the

church, and the western arch was paitially walled up,

and made only to comtt.uiiieatc with the ijnsent

beautiful galilee, which is said to have been ci'm[ile ed

in 1215, by Bishop Eusiaehius. This galilee is of

two stories, the lower is the entrance, and the upper

lighted by three lancet windows, was furmeily a gal-

lery, wiiich looked eastward into the church, where is

DOW pla'-ed a modern perpendicular wiudnw, but

which doubtless was open to the arch, as across

which, when the later arches were built, a perforated

balcony was placed. This upper story docs not now
exist, although the walls are u.niDutila'ed, for the

original roof tias been removed, and replaced imme-

diately above the groining of the entrimce.

The whole exterior of the g ililee is enriched by
four tiers of aicides siretcldiig over the three sides,

excepting only the three-light window and the

eutrance. They are all bcauti'ully proportioned and

well moulded, enriehod with all the decorations of

the style, the carving of which, including the capitals,

which are williout exception foliated, bring of the

most exquisite execution. The arches to the side

arcades on the lower stages are not foliated, but those

iu the front and on the upper stages are cinque-
i

foiled. The poorest part of this gal lee is tlie design of

the anguhir buttresses, which are like a buucUe of

columns tied tipg>thcr occasionally by the string-

courses; an I although more elaborate than the simple
!

buttress of toe style, is poor, and dtslroys much of

the beauty tbit this building would otherwise have.
'

'I cannot iiceoiint fur this, iu my opinion, mal-desigti,

except that this galilee was built iu the hope of hanno-
nibing belter with IheNorman screen. Certain itis,that

|

although as to form this galilee is inferior in general
outline to that of Salisbury, and perhaps of Wells, iu

the same style, no impiovement cm be suggested
when the tout ensemble is considered. The en-
trance to the porch, which I should mention is not

\

square with the cathedral, but slopes northward at

the western angle, is by a most exquisite doorway, in

two divisions, under one arch, supported by a central
j

four-centered column. The area, or tympanum, above
these two arches, which are most admirably foiled

and moulded, was formerly fitled with stone, which
may have been enriched by a sunk panel : a tabernacle
for the statue of St. Etbeldreda, St. Mary, St. Peter,

or other s.iint, is now occupied by some decorated

tracery, cot in accordance w'iih the design of the
,

other part, but which, whether of modern or four- ,

teenih century date, is strictly iu harmony with the!
whole.

!

The Galilee itself is of two bays, the groining
springing Irom four detached Coluitins, which bisect

each side; each of which heitig divided into two tiers,
‘

the upper taking the form of the arching ribs, has a
screen of six detached coluinus, supporting foiled'

arches, stilted or not, according to the form of the
enclosing arch. The lower tier is divided by three
trefoiled arches, beautifully moulded, and the hollows
filled wiih the dog-tooth ornameut : the columns sup-

.

porting them spring from the stone scat, but the
‘

groining of the recesses is supported by columns
’

which till the centre of every opening, and rest upon
*

an upper string course or shelf, tiiat at one time,
'

without much doubf, contained sculpture, as indeed
also the recesses above. i

The entrance tu the church corresponds preciselv
|

with that to the Galilee, except that it is adapted to
'

receive a door, and that the arches themselves are a t

trifle richer tlian the inner arches, being also more
'

foiled. The same altcratiun has been made in (he
tympanom as has been made to the outer doorway.
Through this door you cuter at once the lower, which
till lately was hidden by a lalh-and-pl.stcr groin,
liapplly iciii'ived. The tower is arcaded, and is priii-

cipully liglited by eight windows in the upper story,
the reccsi-es to which are so dtej) that only a pinion '

of the upper put can be seen. Of the wcsiera tran-
septs, tlru to the south remains

; the northern one,
togeilicr wiih an eastern apsidal chipel, having
piTi.'hcil. It is singular that ttiere is no record ol the
demulirion oi' this imporiant part of tin; cathed al,

whii'h bears in its niius every mark of bring strictly
a rcp odiii'tmn of the trao.-ept to the si-u'h : eeriaiu,
however, it is, tint its fall was ' c -asioucii, not as
usually stated, I'rom the irregular sc'il-n)cnt o' the
tower, but from its own decay, from bad fouudatiou
or other cause®, or from violent storm or ac.-ident,
which the man fowir resisted. ll is diftienit to
assign a date to the mis oitune that prevented tlie
facade of Ely b-hng the lliicst of its siyle exis'ing;
but I am led to believe, in the first ’place, thut^it

was sub>cquent to the building of the arche.s of the

tower, or even ot the ercclion of the upper octagon,

ns tbcie is an arch c imnmuic.iting vvitli the uoith

ai'lc of oppueutlyas laic, or even biter dite, Ibau

etiuT the piers or laulei'ii. The lact of the existence

of this aich t i the nave would be no argument in

support Ilf ii.y theory of the fall of this part havdag

tiken place subsequent to its insertion, but for the

fuel ih it the fall destroyed so much of the building to

the west that it W 'S found uecess.ry tu build a large

biiltrcs.s to support the tower, and they would there-

fore have scarcely weakened the remainiug ruined

wnll by an nrcliwiiy, but rather have built au entire

new wall. The buttress, also, that was built, bears

upon the enriched panelling at its ba-e every appiar-

auce of being a more recent crectiou, the arches being

of a date certainly late in the Perpendicular period.*

'I'he transept that remains has been lately restored

to what was ))robably its oiigiiial juirpose, namely,

that of a biiplisteiy, a font h-iving been erected of a

style to accord with the transept, wliich is the most

btaunful of the Nurmau iuteiior. The transept is

peculiiir, iterh.ips, in itself, as, although it bears the

impress of unii'ormity at first sigh^, a close examina-

tion discloses its varieties, harmonising, however, with

each other, evidently the result of one design, which it

was not thought necessary strictly to cai'ry out in

every minutia. The arches westward are very fine,

the one towards the tow'er having a flat soffit to the

central portiun, the other huviug a rounded : both

are enrirhid with the surface zig-zag, generally con-

sidered an early form of that ornanicnt. Tfic arcades

above are somewhat as the nave. From Ihe transepts,

projecting eastward, is a small apsidal chapel, lately re-

stored, said to be St. Catherine’s Chap* 1. It is a very

prit'y little sanctuary, aud forms, with the transept, a

singularly iuteresting portion of this most iuteresiiug

Ci.thcdral. The rcstorntion of this chapel so exactly

matches the old work in the interior, that it would be

exceedingly difficult to a^certai u if it were not the origi-

nal, had the builders not neglected to copy the invariable

practice of mediaival workmen of omi’ ting the key-

stone, whether in circular or pointed arches, aud sup-

plying its position with a vertical joint between the

two crowuiug voiissjirs of the arch. Ishould mention

that, forming a part of the soiuhcrn pier of the ai’ch

to this chapel, which forms the base of the apse, is,

about 3 leet from the floor, a mutilated block of stone,

the former credeuce-tabic.

The transept is at present roofed and framed with

horizontal heavily-muidded braces with square panels.

1 tliiuk these canuot be as the original, fas I have

little doubt the transept, and perhaps the nave, were

in the first place roofed upon tie-beams, knee-

trusses resting oa the semicircnlar shafts wh’ch run

from the floor, and which in the transepts terminate

in square capitals, and intended certainly fora framing

much more bulky than that at present existing.

The nave of twelve bays, shortened one bay from

its original length upon the building of the central

lantern, is flanked on either side by groined side aisles,

the lower divisions of the side walls of which are

sim[)ly arcaded, as originally designed. The windows

to each bay of aisles were iu the first place single cir-

cular lights, having square jambs, with au internal

attached culumu supporliug a plain soflited arch flush

with jamb, the exterior double recessed, with au

attached column aud billet-moulded jamb and hood.

Those to the south have been restored, but those in

the north are still as altered, and enriched by tracery.

I think it would be unwise to disturb these windows,

as the varieties of different ceuturics teach us the

varied feelings of those times; aud, thei'efore, to

destroy their work, unless erected to the extreme

detriment of some much richer und more ancient

treasure would lend to isolate the architecture of the

fust eias, destroying the counccliou which we now'

feel iudividiially with the Norman tiud the early styles,

as we c-au with certainty retrace step by step, as by a

ladder, the labours of our predecessors from the work
of yesteiday at vSydenham to the chapel in the Tower
of liOudou.

'I'he coup d’teil of the cathedral looking towards the

choir is, perhaps, as fine, or even liner, th iu in any
other cathedral 1 have visited, but the building wauls
that severity aud massiveness common to the Norman
to be seen in the cathedrals of Durh un, Norwich,
Gl'iiiccstcr, or even in ihc collegiate cimreh of Tewkes-
bury. It seems evident tliat tue architect, in design-

ing Ely in its earliest styles, aimed at the refinement

I htivc previ'iuriy sp ikcii of, avoiding us much as pos-

sible the Grote.'qiic. A gre.it deal was gained in the

altcr-buildiug of ihc cathedral irom this preface, as it

must he apjiarcnt even lo the most cursory observer
iliat the various slylfs of architecture suhservieut to

‘ The panelliDg at the base corresponds with that on
the monumotit of Bishop Redman, who died 1&I)5, so that
this I'lC't miiy probably give a date to the fall of the
northern transept.

t Oil the exterior is a mark of the former roof which
was much more elevated tliau iit preoent.

the cathe Ira! of Ely arc singularly refined and studied,

and I can only account for their being so by sup-

posing that the early icfiued Norman taught the

builder iu the Early English period the propriety of

the same coiiise, and that this style, as the previous

one. stiimihiicd its successors.

The nave aud arches, said to have been built, accord-

ing to Mr. Sharpe, in 1130 (by Btntham, iu 1174,
w'bo 1 am inclined to think was in error), are of

three stugi-s, the first consisting of semicircular

arches of very small spau, upon piers, which, contrary

to the apprarance of Early Norman iu every other

particular, arc rather late iu character, as they are not

the simple uoiidcruus shaft, but arc a scries of partial

columns, which give an unusual rectilinear effect,

more common to a later style. The arches themselves

are stilted, and some even assume somewhar of the

horse-hoe form. Above these arches is the open

arcade of the triforiiun, which is rather lofty, and

unusually light. This last may he owing to the iu-

sertioD of the Perpendicular windows, which supply

the place of the single lights. The arches of the

triforiiun are stilted, as below, aud each arch again,

is divided by a single shaft, supporting two smaller

arches. In the clerestory each division is lighted by
single lights, behiud an arcade of three arches.

Throughout each bay there is a great want of enrich-

ment, none being even attempted save iu the string

courses. The design of this nave goes far to convince

me that there was an almost precisely similar style of

Notniuu in England, coeval with the Conquest, and

that native artists still continued, even after, to de-

sign and direct our buildings, and that their erections

were the grand Norman architecture which wc have

at Durham
;
and here I have no doubt a foreign element

was introduced, as this Norman bears a very strong

resemblance to the sister churches of Caen, retaining,

at the same time, the simplicity common to the bolder

architecture of the same date iu England. In the

south oisle, four bays from the west, is an entrance to

the now luined cloister, which, on its first founda-

tion, extended from the south transept westward

eight bays, bringing the return of the square imme-

diately opposite this door, which fronted the western

side of the cloister stretching towards the present

deanery. The Norman cloister was arcaded against the

wall of church, which, singular enough, was not dc-

stroyed when the cloister was enlarged and rebuilt in

I

the Perpendicular period, as this portion was never

' vaulted, to avoid, perhaps, the destruction of the

J

arcade. Wlien the cloister was built another bay was

taken in westward, and this side is vaulted with fun

tracery, two shafts and the commenceinent of the

yaultiug of the tracery still remaining against wall of

church^ The doorway from the church is now known os

the Prior’s Entrance : it is inserted iu the wall through
' a portion of the arcade, with which it does not in any

j

way accord. I am inclined to think that this doorway

and the one I will presently describe entering the

cloister more eastward, were removed from some other

buddings, and re-erected in the places where they now
are at some very early period

;
probably upon the

' building of the first cloister. The carving of the prior’s

' eutrance is exceedingly rich, occupying all available

' space, the whole of the imposts, arch mouldings, and

'capitals being thickly sculptured with interlaced

‘carving. Each jamb contains a column attached to

the inner angle, the front face of the jamb projceling

to fonn a pilaster, each of which is carved into a

! series of medallions; the westeni one containing
' figures of animals, with that of a man in the upper

compartment; the other, representations of men and

women playing on different instrumeot.s or otherw'ise

' enjoying themselves, one turning head over heels in

the excess of pleasure
;
another engaged in giving a

^ token of affection lo what we will a-sume is a lady

' of the time. Surrounding these medallions, but
' occupying a space beuealh the capitals, is the eleva-

tion of a casti-llated gateway
;
that on the right-hand

:
being curtailed of its roof, to admit (as I suppose) its

' insertion in the situation in which it is now' found,

l The columns, as is frequent in Byzantine i.rcliitecture,

t
but rare in Norman, rest upon the figures of sonic

' animals now too much mulilited for me to describe.

' Thetyinpanuin of the doorwayis sculp' ured iu tolerable

‘ reliel wiih the figure of our Lord within a vesica piscis,

; held up by two angels sitting, holding au open book

i surmounted by a cross, in his lift band; his right

being elevatcil in the act of benediction. The other

doorway, which I previously referred to, leads direct

into the CHSlern side of cloister from the calhcdral

against wall of transept : it is of corn spoiidiiig work
Witli the other, but I ihitik searccly so beautiful,

although of more complicated design, the surface

decoration being not quite so clahoiatc or so uni-

versal. It has the addition of another column on

the impost, and the tympanum is cut awny into a

foliated head. At first sight it seems difficult to

recognise this form as the original design, but ou

examination, I have no doubt of it.*

To be continued.
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SYMMETRY IN NATURE AND ART.
|

Ha-VF. you evtT viewed a scene in Nature which

had not hcL-n iuti-rfurul with by man’s liands that

could be proiioiiuccd ugly ? In the most barren and

uncouth 8|)ots there are a w ondrous variety of colour

and harmony of tint, which ai’e satisfactory even to the
'

cultivated eye. There are, however, distinct features i

•of Nature, which, by the peculiar airangenient of
|

forms, aud by the praadeur of their proportions, have
,

•an iudesci ibable effect upon the senses. Amongst

,

these, are lofty mountains, which, like Mount Ararat

or Mont Blnnc, tower over smaller forms in mighty

pyramids; and this pyramidal form constitutes one of

the most striking features iu the composition of many
of our greatest works iu architecture, sculpture, and

painting, The Lirgest and most ancient of the works

of Egypt, some of the chief buildings of India, and

our own old cathedrals, show, iu their exterior forms,

an imitation of, aud couvey somewhat similar impres-

sions to, the mountiiiu shapes just mentioned.

Grand as are those shupta which tower gradunUy

toward the sky, the level lines of the ocean, and
c.xtended plains, have, with their accompuniment of

'

clouds and other effects, a scarcely less telliog effect

upon the mind; nor are the graceful sweep of bays,

and those intermediate circular and other forniswhich

help to combine the plain with the pyramid, without

their peculiar uses iu appealing to the eye
;
and those

varied lines, like the notes of nmric, arc the first

materials which arc placed by Nature be'bre artists

to be useil by them to convey bimil ir pleasure to the

eye by their harmonious arrangemeut, iu the same
manner as music dues to the tar.

If we look with attention at some of the finest

examples of onr Gothic architecture, it will be fouud
that a principal cause of the piclm'esque, or what we
call artistic effect, is the grouping of both the larger

and smaller masses into angular and other simple

geometrical forms; and it will be observed that the

best of our sculptors and painters have arranged their

works on similar principles.

Greek architecture has been show'n to be a skilful

combination of truthful forms, arranged by the genius

of those days with su(rh nicety that we have not since

been able to excel their fair proportions. Handel,
Mozart, and other mutical composers, hod but certain

notes, each of simple and not unpleasant sound, but
which, by skilful combinations in these masters’ hands,

produced the most sweet as well as the most grand
results.

From the most remote times, and at the very dawn
of civiiization, the triangle, the circle, aud the cross,

have been considered as sacred types, which have
become so in conse(pieacc of their bciug the distinc-

tive elements of truth
;
and it is a feeling for truthful

aud geometrical forms which in a chief measure con-

stitutes the famous artist. It is probable, however,

that many painters grouped their figures by au in-

stmetive feeling, and were scarcely aware that they

were arrangiug them in such distiuct angles and

circles that the masses might be mm-ked by rule aud
compass.

Take, for instance, some of Kembrandt’s finest

works
:
place them at a distance, and observe in how

many instances the broad mass which catches the eye

assumes a pyramidal form
;
and then, on closer in-

spection, observe how distinctly the same priacijile is

carried out both as regai-da the light and shadow aud

the outlines. It might seem, at a first glance, that

the piece of armour on the wall, which just catches a

glimmering light, the group of objects on the table,

and the books upon the fioor, arc jilaecd ou these

spots by aceideut. A liotJe esaminatiou will show
that they are placed here to perfect one of those true

forms to which we have alluded. Tlie pictures of the

“Mill,” one a dark and the other a light effect, by
this artist, will be fouud to be very distinct iu their

arrangements.

Iu piclures of stirring action, the angular form of

composiliou has been chiifly used. Take, as exam-

ples, the “ Murder of the luiinceuls,” by llaffaelle,

and the stormy sea-pieces of Turucr, aud note the

number of angles iuto wlih-h they can be divided. Iu

the more cclebrafed battle-pieces this prioriple has

generally been, obsuved. In some, the charge and

rush of armed men has been, successfully given by the

almost meclianical ariMugeinent of the same lines.

ClcnnoTs “ Charge of the Guards at M'aterloo,” is a

successful and eh iraittristic example. Iu this fine

work the bodii-s aud swords of the s.ddiei’s, the

colours, the Hues of the horses, and tiic sky, all bear

in the same angular direction, with the exception of

a slight upright Ibnii, which not only serves to

balance the composition, but also gives motion to the

repeated lines. The same [udnciple may be obscived

iu the sea-pieces of Vandcrv'cld and Turner, which arc

remarkable for the appearance of action which has

been given ou the painted canvass. In these the sails,

the masts, the lines of the water, aud the sky, all ex-

cept ODC lltilc foil—hear the same w..y.

The suu, the moon, the raiabow,—lovely forms

which gladdened the ryes of man before architec-

ture or painting were thougnt of, were in due time

imitated, and the circular principle of composi-

tion has been brought into use by both architects aud

painters. In oldcti times we liud such mysterious

erectioLs as Stonehenge, aud then aro:e arches and

domes.

Paimiog, as an art, is but au infant one in com-

parison with architecture and snulpture; for it cau

scarcely be considered worthy of com[)aiisun with the

latter, until the knowledge of perspective, harmony of

colouring, and the principles of composition, had been

brought iuto use: aud the pictures of the school of

Raffacllc are amongst the earliest examples of the

combin.itinn of these qualities. In several of his

picliurt'S, Raffaelle has given au extraordinaiy cffLCt of

grandeur aud solemnity by the circular grouping of

his figures, lu a pen-aud-iuk sketch of the death

of Anaoia-, by this great artist, in one of the

libraries at O.xford, Hie figures are grouped ia

Bucli a perfect oval that it might have been

struck with the compasses : the dying man is

in the centre, and eyes and terror-stricken coiiuteu-

anecs, aud nioveraent of hands imd arms, all directed

towards the point of interest, ])ro{tuce a wonderful

effect upon the imagination. Iu other pictures by

this painter, he has arranged the figures in severe

straight lines, and has by that means given wonderful

effect. This stem and uncompromisiog composition

in pictures seems to have a similar effect to the deep

bass notes of music.

It is somewhat an abrupt step from Raffaelle to the

late John Varley, the water-colour painter. Although,

however, the mind of the latter was not to be com-

pared with the lofty intellect of the former, John

Varley was a man of considerable aud original genius
;

and we remember a drawing by him of the Funeral of

Saul, which was composed of a repetition of the

horizontal and upright lines just alluded to, and which

gave a most impressive idea of deep solemnity. In

one part of this liue work tall cypress-trees stretched

upwards in straight lines, the arms branching off at

right angles: in the middle distance a bridge passes

across the picture, along which the funeral is slowly

passing, looking dark against the last twilight : the

briilge, the lights and shadows on the water, aud the

sullen, hcavy-Iookiug clouds, arc all horizontal, and it

is surprising how well the repetition of these severe

lines aud the sombre colouriug suit the nature of the

subject.

in others of Turner’s glorious landscapes, he has

not used less the arrangemeut of geometrical lines.

Notice how the eye in some of these sweetest w-orks

is enticed bv beautiful forms from place to place,—both

by colour aud lines. The geometrical construction of

great pictures is a niaticr on which much might be

said: iny object is, however, but to glance at it, and

to recommend that students sliould take engravings of

the best subjects, and consider the aiTaugemcnt which

has been here alluded to.

ARCHITECTURAL COMPETH'IONS—COMBI-
NATION SUGGESTED.

Sib,

—

The almost weekly occurrence of fresh adver-

tisements for competition, in your valuable paper,

which are in themselves not only disgraceful ou the

part of the committees who issue them, but direct

insults to a profession which ought I o number amongst

its members none hut those who can lay claim to the

title of “gentlemen,” leads me—ooe of that pro-

fession—to offer a few remarks on the subject of com-

petition generally, with the view of bringing the

matter iuto something of a tangible shape for the

future.

Much has been already said on this vexatious sub-

ject, and it may almost be thought that there can be

nothing further added. In this, however, I am of a

different opinion
;
aud I believe that, if architects will

only be united, the public may' be brought to see that

their present treatment of au honourable profession is

oue which is totally at variance with good faith and

justice, aud ought to be given up.

MTiat is the object, as far as the public is concerned,

of competition ? Surely, to enable them to avail

themselves of the greatest talent that the prospect of

a fair remuneration will bring to their aid. But what

can be its object when that fair remuneration is not

offered? Terbaps one of the “governors of the

Moulton Eudowed Schools” will answer that ques-

tion, for it entirely baflies my iiigeiiuity to find out.

It is however, a well-known fact, that the induce-

ments to enter into competition arc, iu the majority

of instances, very fur short of that fair rcmuncratiou

wlrch the profession ought to expect. But in this

case why is ah the blume to be attached to the unfor-

tunate jmblic? If architects aie to be fnimd who will

work for little or uo rciimucration, why are the public

to he blamed for expecting them to do so ? 1 believe

that this is the key to the entire matter, aud that if

the profession, who, it is presumed, ai-e in curnest iu

their wish to alter this state of affairs, would only set

about them, aud, looking the malter tuirlyin the face,

determine not to give in for any compc'ition but

those iu which ihey may look forward lo a laic remu-

neration, as w'cll as honom-ablc treatment, the desired

result Would be gained.

Cannot sometliing be done at once to free ourselves

from the present anomalous state of affairs ? I think

much might he effected by adopting a means which is

in almost universal vogue, except among architects,

at the present diy, and that is combination , and I

therefore veuture to make this appeal to my tellow-

architects. Let the profession, iheu, in a nni'ed body,

combine and establish amongst themselves a sort of

“etiquette” which shall hinder each of them indi-

ndiially from entering into any competiiiou, unless

fully ussuied that they do so on such terms as may be

remunerative aud liouourable
;
aud let them, in return,

give the public such assurances of hones'y aud siruight-

forwardui-ss as will give them confidence ihut they

do not wish to have all the benefit on their own side

only.

Allow' me, therefore, to suggest, through the medium
of your valuable paper, the following hull-dozen bints

as materials towards forming a code of rules to be

adopted by the profession (both in Loudon and the

provinces) for their gu'dance iu this matter:

—

Ist. That no architect (who has now, or may hereafter

signify bis approval of the above-named object) shall enter

into any coiupeiilion unless fully assured as lotho capa-

bilitj' of the tribunal or committee to decide ou the merits

of the designs aubmilted.
2ud. That no architect, ic.,—unless the carrying out of

the works is secured to the author of the best design, or

that decided upon by the judges as the one to be carried

out.

3rd. That no architect, &c.,—unless the plans, speeinca-

tions, aud drawings necessary for the eieoiitiou of the

works are acknowledged to be the property ol the authors

thereof, and that the committee or promoters of the

undertaking bave no claim whatsoever to them.

•1th. That no architect, &c.,—unless it is understood that

the premiums are paymenta for inerH, am! uot to be

merged into the coramissiou payable to the auccesslul

architect, or for the purchase of the competition drawings.

6lh. That no architect, &c.,—unless the premiums otfered

are to n certain extent remunerative, and unless at least

two premiums are offered.

6th. That no architect, &c.,—unless it is properly under-

stood that the estimates given in with the designs are

merely approximate estimates.

The four first rules it is self-evident are very much

required, and might almost be adopted as given. The

two last, would, perhaps, require some further con-

siderutiou to bring them into working order. For

the rate of the premiums, for instance, perhaps no

arbitrary rule could be framed, as there would, doubt-

less, be much differeuce of opinion amougst architects

themselves as to what would be remunerative. I

have, however, thought of this matter a good deal,

aud beg to offer the followiog table as a suggestion

for consideration :

—

FOR
AN OCTLAT.

Above

3,000/.

and

under

6,OOOL

•o

g|

.o =
<

i!

1 c

o §
o cT

<

£. £. £. £. £. £.

1st Premium 60 100 150 176 200 to

300
300 to

600
600 to

1,000

2nd ditto... 35 75 100 125 175 (0 225 to

375
376 to
750

3rd ditto... 20 60 75 100 125 t<

150

160 to

250
250 to

600

The sixth rule proposed is one of only common

fairness to architects where an amount is named in

the instructions, for it would hardly be expee'ed that

they could, iu the time given to prepare the drawings,

go iuiutttely iuto detail so as to ensure or guarantee

their estimates. Something ought, however, in fair-

ness, to be coDceded to the public as a guarantee of

the good faith of the approximate estimate ;
and it is

a discredit to the profession that it so often happens

tliat the estimate given is so much under the actual

amount of the builder’s tender. On ibis poiut, too,

there is a manifest uufairncss to the other competitors

whose pirns may hive been prepared mid cau be

executed for tlie amount named. It is nither a ques-

tionable point whether any amount should be named

iu the iustrurtious ;
but leaving this qucslmu for the

present, iu such a case as we are now dealing with, I

would suixaest ihe following (dan of proceeding. That

if there should he any very glaring d'scrc[iaiicy be-

tween the approximate esLim.ate and the lowest

builder’s tender, committees shall be at librrly to put

aride the first preniiatcd design without any rcinimera-

tion whutever, as from the excessive cost ii is virtually

out of the pale of the competition, and proceed to

prove whether the second premiated design can be

executed for the amount named, and if so, to adopt it,

awarding to it the first premium ;
hut il‘, on the other
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hand, a discrepancy should again occur, then to take
the same steps with the third and other designs, until

they arrive at the one that can be executed for the
sum stipulated.

I throw out these matters as mere suggestions, and
as such they will, I hope, tend to bring forward the
opinions of others. I do not arrogate to myself the
idea that they would, if acted upon, be successful, or

that there may not be grave objections to them, or

that they contain all that is necessary; but I do
tbink if the public saw that the profession were deter-

mined to adopt some such rules as these, it would
put an end to much that is at present veryunplcasant,
and bring about a better knowledge as to what is due
to architects as a professional body of men. At any
rate, the appc.irance of this (I fear over long) letter

may tend to ventilate the matter, and cannot, I think,
do any harm. An Architect.

WHAT -WOMAN MAY DO.
,

A RECOLLECTION OF TWO FRIENDS.

It is pleasant to look back on associations
though now passed away for ever, which not only
afforded the gratification of congenial social inter-
course, but the exampli' of public spirit and untiring
beuevolence. I turn to the recollections of the Misses
Kcnnctt, late of Hans-place, for such exam2>le, and
feel persuaded that the building profession and the
Christian world at large will bear with me while I
recapitulate, as briefly as may be consistent with the
truth, the efforts of these ladies (long since departed),
to alleviate misery and to adorn this capital with two
of its best and most useful institutions. The younger
sister, Miss Louisa Kennett, had her sympathies
aw’akcucd on behalf of the destitute seamen of this
country, by an account which she read in the Times,
of some shipwrecked sailors being lodged in the
Compter, for the want of some suitable place of
refuge. She was told, indeed, by some friends, that
there was a place called the Destitute Sailors’ Asylum,
somewhere in the City, but on making personal
inquiries and investigations, she found that this so-
called asylum was a wretched loft, supplied only with
straw for the nightly accommodation of the wander-
ing and distressed mariner. Deeply grieved that so
miserable a shelter was all that the world-renowned
merchants of London had provided for the destitute
and homeless beings who were chiefly instrumental in
bringing wealth to their coffers; deeply indignant,
too, that the nation, which benefited so largely from
their ill-requited labours and perils, bad never supplied
the deficiency which must be daily and hourly felt,

she at once commenced herlabour, with all the energy
which so nobly distinguished her character. She
called upon all her female friends, and asked, with
that earnestness which apathy itself was ashamed to
resist, and which often changed indifference into zeal,
their indefatigable co-operation in her design. This was
to get np a fancy bazaar, at theGreen Man, Blackheatb,
and so well was she supported that the sum of 600/.
was realized by the sale. With this sum the good work
was commenced, and a subsequent sale was held, I
think in the Painted Hall, in Greenwich. Under the
auspices of the late excellent Captain Elliot, whose
character is so deeply engraven on the heart of every
sailor’s friend, the Destitute Sailors’ Asylum reared
its unobstrusive walls, in the near neighbourhood of
that noble Sailors’ Home, which so long enjoyed the
invaluable benefit of his superintendence. It was
02)eacd about a year after its commencement, in the
presence of a numerous assembly of persons.

The merchants of London, awakened by these in-
teresting and successful efforts to a sense of their
own duties to the maritime community, have (to their

|

honour be it spoken) never permitted the institution I

to lack support since its inauguration
;
and to the

|

day of Captain Elliot’s removal from this chequered
'

world to the eternal recompense of Christian faith
'

and love, it was the object of his beneficent care.
!

May I be permitted to lengthen this paper by
'

stating also a few interesting facts in connection with
'

that noble hospital in the Eulham-road, dedicated to !

those numerous sufferers from consumptive disease
'

who, before its establishment, had no definite refuge for
'

their affliction. This much-nceded hospital owes in a
great measure its existence to these indefatigable sisters.

'

Conversing one evening with an intelligent and exceb
lent friend, a barrister, I think, residing in their
neighbourhood, and deploring with him the ercat
chasm which remaitied to be filled in the medical
charities of the metropolis, he at once said that he '

would devote 500/. to the purpose, if others would
joiu him in the work. The recollection of former,
success naturally occurred, and a fancy fair in Chel-
sea-gardens, on a magnificent scale, was the result of
the untiring efforts of the Misses Kennett. They
called on all their friends to lend their aid, and these !

soon spread amongst their respective circles the’
proposal, one tliat was met, indeed, with especial

:

favour. The results were very gratifying: the Prince
j

Consort attended in person, and made purchases at

every stall. Five shillings was the entrance fee on the
first and select day—haU-a-crown on the second. If

I remember rightly there were three day's’ sale, and a

numerous attendance to the last. Contributions of
considerable amount followed these labours

;
and wbo,

in contemplating the commodious building in which
the consumptive patient often obtains restoration to
health, or has the slow and painful progress to the
grave, smoothed by kind attentions, and cheered by
religious consolations, will not rejoice that the zeal of
these sister philanthropists was thus nobly manifested?

They both now sleep in their graves, the younger
preceding her sister by many years. The elder Miss
Kennett possessed considerable skill as a miniature
painter, and as an amateur, obliged her friends with
their likenesses. Cue of Mrs. S. C. Hall, I remem-
ber perfectly, and uoderstood that it was an excellent
resemblance. It is trusted that these reminiscences
of two ladies, who thus efficiently served "their gene-
ration ere they fell on sleep,” will encourage the exer-
tions of others, iu causes still requiring advocacy and
combined exertion, and that Hie latter half of the
nineteenth century will exhibit to admiring posterity
two establishments quite as much needed

;
one for

the destitute boyhood, the other for the destitute
girlhood of London. If bazaars be thought objec-
tionab.'e, as they are by some, small subscriptions
from the million would quickly raise the required
sum, as suggested in a former paper. Who are the
friends of the juvenile population of London con-
demned to poverty and its associate misery? Who
win put their hand to this great work ? " We pause
for a reply.” s. E. M.

PROPOSED COMPETITION FOR PRISONS
AT TURIN AND GENOA.

We have been requested by the Sardinian Minister
to make Icnomi to architects that designs are desired
for two prisons in Turin and one in Genoa. The cost
of one of the prisons in Turin (580 cells) is fixed at
62,400/. and that of the other, 50,400/. The cost
of the prison at Genoa is not to exceed 64,000/. One
prize is offered for the two prisons in Turin, of 320/.
with further premiums of 100/. and 60/. for the second
aud third best. For the design for prison in Genoa,
the premiums offered are 2-iO/. 80/. and 48/. A copy
of the conditions will be found at our office, in York-
street.

ELSTON MONUMENT, IN CHRIST CHURCH-
YARD, DONCASTER.

The monument which has just been erected in the
burial-ground of Christ Church, in Doncaster, to the
memory of the members of the Elston family, stands
u2)oa a solid plinth 15 inches deep, chamfered, from
which rise octagonal steps up to the surbase, with
mouldings and weathering, &c. returning to a square
on plan, the face of which is enriched with diaper
work of ivy and thorn leaves, diagonally and alter-

nately amnged. Above this, there is a moulded
base, from which rise buttresses, surmounted by
gablets, erocketed with the leaves of the ivy, thorn,
maple, vine, and columbine, having finials of the same
character, the terminations of which have sculptured
beads. This forms the first stage of the monument.
Ihe second stage is formed of four arches, sup

2)orted
on attached shafts, with carved foliated capitals, having
at the angles buttresses, 25auelled and terminated iu
like manner with those of the lower stage. The
arcbes are filled in with cinque and trefoil tracery’, the
spandrils of the latter being pierced : those of the
former are filled in with foliage, the cusp terminations
being cawed. The hollow mouldings are enriched
with an entwining rose ornament. The gables of this
stage, above the arches, are filled in with tracery, and
the mouldings are enriched with an entwined orna-
ment of the ivy, surmounted by crockets and finials

of columbine, thorn, &c. Under these gables and
arches are deeply-recessed panels, upon which are
engraven inscriptions to the memory of two of the
family decease^ in illuminated characters of the
fourteenth century. At the springing of the gables
of the buitresses are sculptured groiqjs of angels
emerging from clouds, the crockets, &c. being studied
from natural foliage. Above the gables of this stage
springs the spire, in which arc introduced spire-lights,
with gables, filled in with tracery of delicate arrange-
ment

;
the carving composed of convolvolus, ivy, iS:c.

having gables, pinnacles, and angles of the S
2
>irc

erocketed, and terminated with finials. The finial of
the spire is surmounted by an ornamental gilt cross.
Ihe monument is enclosed by wrought-iron railing of
Mcdiceval character, manufactured by Messrs. Ilait
and Son, of Londun, which is of a dark ultramai'iue
colour, picked out in giit.

The design is the production of Mr. Penricc, of
Doncaster. Mr. Phillips was the carver. The general
work was entrusted to Mr. Charles Lister. The cost
will be nearly 400/.

THE WELLINGTON MONUMENT.
The author of the design which we engrave, Mr.

John Thomas, claims to have prepared it in strict

accordance with the plans, elevations, and perspective

views, of the locality of the proposed monument,
together with the printed conditions issued by the

Chief Commissioner of Works. Not forcseeiug that

the judges, in giving their decision, would themselves
ignore the instructions of the Board of Works, the

sculptor studied the position which they had deter-

mined upon for the erection of the monument, little

thinking they would expressly declare, in making
their award, that they had not taken into considera-

tion the all-important question of site. Had all

the artists allowed themselves this liberty, their

desig:n3 would probably have been different in nearly

every case, and the author of No. 68 would, in all

probability, have taken a different view of his subject,

had he not felt bound to consider it quite as much iu

an architectural as iu a scul
2
)tur.'il point of view, iu

order that his design might harmonise with the

edifice, of which it was intended to form a part. We
have already expressed at some length the opinion we
entertain of this design, and on the present occasion

will content ourselves with giving some descriptive

particulars of it. The base of Ihe monument su
2
)por(s

a pedestal, having four alto-reliefs of the principal in-

cidents in the life of the warrior and statesman,

together with four bas-reliefs beneath. Those in

front represent the decisive charge at Waterloo, and
Europe sending out messengers of Victory and Peace,

beneath which is inscribed a quotation from the
Duke’s memorable despatch of the 19th June, 1815 :

—

" Believe me, nothing excepting a battle lost can be
half so melancholy as a batlle won.” In this, as

in every other instance, War is marked as a

necessary evU, always to be avoided, when, with-

out dishonour, the laws, commerce, and religion

can be properly maintained. The panels on the

opposite side show the Duke standing forward in-

the Honse of Lords, on the 28th May, 1847, and
manfully acknowledging that, through conviction, his

former opinion upon the corn laws had changed, and
thereby obtaining a large majority in favour of the

measure. In the panel beneath is Britannia, as

Commerce, welcoming the introduction of foreign

com in exchange for her manufactures, with the
words, " The profit of the earth is for all.” The panels

at the side of the pedestal represent the Duke termi-

nating his campaign in India; and beneath are shown
the horrors of war. L'^pon the opposite side, the

Duke is seen presiding at Queen Victoria’s first

council
;
and beneath are shown the blessings of peace.

Above each of these subjects are the Duke’s arms. The
buitresses at the angle of the pedestal support the
four principal attributes of the Duke’s character,,

together with appropriate inscriptions, viz. War,

—

" By counsel and witb good advice make war.!’

Legislation,
—“Be zealous for the laws, and give youc

lives.” Prudeuce,—“The prudent are crowned with
knowledge.” Fortitude,

—
“ The integrity of the up-

right shall guide them.”
We now come to the principal feature in the de-

sign. The Duke, in a contemplative attitude, is

standing in front of a niche : his left aim rests on a
sheathed sword, and in his right he holds a scroll.

The reason for placing the figure of the Duke in this

position was, that bad it been placed between the eye

and the window, nothing but the outline would bave
been seen

;
and the author, therefore, deemed it neces-

sary to form a background, which should not deterio-

rate from the prominent position of the Duke ,-

indeed, in all cases, the figures have been so managed
that they in no way obtrude, or in the slightest

degree detract from that of the Duke, ivho stands out
as the most promineut object in the design, although
each subject may be seen to bear a decided relation to

the whole. In a corresponding niche at the back of

the design sits a figure of Justice, with her hands
holding the appropriate emblems, and resting upon

: the Holy Bible : beneath is the quotation,
“
Execute

true judgment according to truth.” The two sides of

this portion of the design are embellished witb the

eight batons, preseuted to the Duke by the great

potentates of Europe. Standing on pedestals at the

four angles are Victor'us; those in front hold wreaths
of oak aud laurel, in the act of crowning the hero;
while their wings cover the upper portion of the

niches, and form, as it were, a canopy over the Duke.
Immediately above these figures comes the cornice,

the principal enrichment being palm-leaves; aud on
the fascia, separated by the heads of lions,, are in-

scribed the ,cliief battles iu which the Duke was
victorious. The whole compositiou is terminated by
a winged figure of Peace, holding in her hand an
olive-branch; whilst her glory is spreading its rays of

light over our western hemisphere,— ty 2
jical of the

Duke having brought peace on the world..
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PROVINCIAL NEWS.
Banbury .—The two new corn-exchanges were

opened on Thursday in last week. The western por*

lion ouly ol the central exchange is yet built : that is

complete exeeptiog one window at the west end and
the plasieriiig o*’ the iuterior. Thirly stands hud been

prepared, and shortly after the opaning they were all

taken. The Cornhill exchange building is less ad-

vanced. The roof' is complete only in the ce.nlre,

leaving a c msiilerablc space at either end uncovered,

and the flour has yet to he laid.

Christchurch .—A public meeting was held on the

11th imtent, as to the erection of a new towu-haU
here. The report of the committee appointed for

that pu^|^o^e was read, and a plan Cor a new hall laid

before the meeting. Resolutions were proposed and
agreed to, uiloptiug the plan, and a committee ap-

pointed to canvass for subscriptions.

Winchester.—The new market-house here is nearly

completed, and will be opened for public use on the

29 LIi instant. It is a building of the D.iric order,

with fluted columns, gateway, and cornices of Bath
stone. Jt has five entrances,—one from the Square,

two from Market-street, and two from the High-
street. TUe front facing the High-street is surmounted
by a bell tower.

Shenstone.—Little Aston Hall, the seat of the

Hon. E. S. Jervis, High Sheriff of Staffordshire, iu

course of res'craiion and extension, is now near com-
pletion. The architect is Mr. E. J. Pyyne, of Bir-

mingham. The building (an example of the tasteless

Ionic of the Hst century) was originally a parallelo-

gram, but in its present restored and greatly ex-

tended couiiiiion forms a centre, tvith two wings
14 feet iu advance of the main portion. The stvle

adopted 13 that of the fenestral Italian, elaborately

enriched, and ihe material used is Hollimiton stone
(similar to that employed in the Midland Institute).

The elevation of the ground-floor throughout is rusii-

cated, and the windows are square-headed, with pro-
jecting ke\ stones, the quoins and dressings being
vermicubiti'd. The fittings of the various rooms will

he of wainscot, French polished
;
and the floors will

be of oak, with a border of Swiss parquetcrie, sup-
plied by Messrs. Airowsmith, of London. All the
rooms are heated by the warming apparatus of Mr.
J. E. Hodgkin, of Birmingham, the hot air passing
through pei foratcd brass gratings in the windows. '

The water for the supply of the establishment is
|

brought from a distance of nearly a mile, being pro-
j

pelicd by means of a water-wheel into a cijteru on I

the roof, 135 feet above the level of the spring. The '

whole of the work has been executed by Mr. Cress-
well, of Birmingham.

Blackburn .—In a report by the borough surveyor
ou the progress of the main outlet sewer and the
works connected therewith, he says,—The progress of
the sewera-ae works will be, for some time to come,
very slow, because it is as yet confiued to so limited a
space

; hut so soon as the present contract is com-
pleted, wc shall be enabled to extend tlie area of
operations, and to embrace some important undrained
districts. As ibe outlet is advanced there will be
nothing to prevent the employment of almost any
number of hands

; so that the sewerage works may
really assume such a character as to give reason for
the hope that at length the whole borough will be in-

cluded in this very desirable result. Nothing of a
very extended character can he accotnplished'before
next spring but, by that time, the works should be
in such a position as to provide employment for a
large number of men, and to enable the sulisicliary

mains ami b'^anch drains to he extended into the
very heart of the lioTcpugh.

Bradfurd .—Tiic fonndation-stone of the Sunday
and Day Schools proposed to be erected iu connection
with St. Andrew's Church, Horton, near Biad'ord,
has been 1 ud. Tne schools will give arcoinmodatlon
for 500 children and infants. There will be three
separate schools, w th a olass-roora attached to each,
and so arranged that the three may be made into one
large schuol-ruom. There will also he two residences
included iu the group ofhuildings, one for the school-
master and the other for the schoolmistress. The
style of the architecture will correspond with that of
the acljoiiilog churnh, which is the Decorated of
about Ihe time of Edward III. The architects are
Messrs. Wallinson and Healey, of Bradford. The
cost of the buildings, including the site, will be about
2,6001. The whole sum required has been obtained
withiu 300/. Seven gentlemen subscribed 100/. each
towards the object.

Leeds .— It is stated in the Intelligencer that the
municipal authorities have resolved not to make com-
mon sewers iti streets which have them not already,
tm two-thirds of the owners of the adjoining property
shall agree together to signify their willingness to
mke the branch drains from their respective houses.
It is_ naturally feared this action of the voluntary
principle will he rare, and most so iu densely- popu-
lated and homely streets, where drainage is most

needed. There are numberless streets, remarks (he

piper nlludcd to, old enough to have been made
iributory to the sewerage rate Irom the time of its

first imposition, whi<h are still imilraiued, and which
must icniaiii so muiy a day, if the iniiiative of tlie

work by two-lhirds of the owners is to he waited for.

It ought to be remcmbeied th.it the health of the

whole town is in peril sij long as large and populous

districts are left umliaiued, to breed feveis and
epidemics; and that the work which has already been

done will I'hII far short o- pniducmg the ^aintaiy effects

hoped for from it till it has been carried to comple-
tion. lri>teBd ofwaiting ill the way resolved on, sewers

ought to be put in, and the owners compelled by law
to (Iriiiii their bouses into them,— e.'pecially such
houses as those complained of.

Glasgoio.—Messrs. Charles Tennant and Co, of St.

Rollox, are about to build a new school-house near
their works. The style of the building is to be " of a

mixed character of Grecian and llumiin,” and the

situation is to be on the south side of Low’ Garngad-
ro.id, ou ground belonging to the firm. The principal

:

entrunce is from Garngad-road. with vestibule and
lobby, the lobby screened by gliss-door and side-lights.

On the east is the initiatory school-room
;
on the west,

the writing school-room
;
ou the south, the eltmeutary

school-room, with conveniences, and playgrounds for

boys and girls, s^paratcd by a wall. The upper flat,

towards the north, is to be oci’upied as tc.ichers’ dwell-

ing-house, &c. On the south is a hall intended for

instructing females in vai’ious branches befitting the

sex. 7'her*! will be accommodation for between 400
and 500 schojars.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Stoke .—The new Roman Catliolic “ Church of Our

L’idy of .\ngels and St. Peter,” which has been built

within the last fourteen months, ou Cliff B.mk, over-

looking Stoke, was opened ou the 8th iust. with the

nsuiil ceremonies and festival observances of the

Romish Churi-h. The pile altogether consists of the

church, presbytery, and convent—the latter, how-
ever, being as yet lit'le more than a guest house

—

I

and one half of the cloister of the intended convent.

\

At present the presbytery is the only part of the

j

establishment which may he said to be in a complete
.
s^ate, so fur as the architecture is concerued

;
but

I

h iving been commenced subsequently to the other

buildings, it will not be ready for occupation for some
time. The convent nr cloisters are already occupied

by nuns, or Sisters of Mercy, from the establishment

at Stone, fi’nm which the present institution is an
affiliation. The church is in the form of a parallelo-

gram, 80 feet by 50 internally, and consists of nave,

28 feet wide, and two aisles, of 11 feet each, sepa-

rated by an arcade of circular stone piers and simply
moulded arches. The entrance porch is at the south-

west angle, behind which is the baptistry, with
entrance out of the noith side. Above the porch
is the entrance chamber, communicating with the
choir gallery for the community, access to which is

obtained by a staircase. At the west end of the

north aisle, in connection with and forming a part of

the convent on the same level, is the chapter-room,

with an arched roof, and lighted by traceried win-

dows, three on each side. The church is divided into

six bays, and has a clerestory of thrce-light windows
with double sequent arches and tracery. A four-light

window with tracing occupies the west end. The
south aisle and baptistry have three-light windows of

similar form to those in the clerestory. The north
aisle abuts on the cloister, and is withoot windows.
The roof of the nave is arched and divided into panels

by wood mouldings. Moulded and arched principals

resfing on triple shafts of stone with carved capitals

and corbels separate each hay. The aisle roofs are

also divided into panels, but are without principals.

The baptiitry is floored with Minton’s encaustic tiles,

and sepiratedfrom the nave and south aisle by alight
screen of wrought iron. It cont-iius a font of Caen
stone, resting on marble shafts, and has a sacrarium
attached, which stands ou a qiuitrefoil shaft of red
Devonshire mirhle. Externally the edifice is built

with red and yellow bricks in stripes, five courses of
yellow cr huff bricks t'j one of red. The windows
and other arcbircctural fe.dures are of Hullington
stone. Surmounting the roof of the convent there is

a crockctled spire. The cloistura have ornamented
roofs, the spandrils of the arched principals being
filled in wiih tracery, and the floors are paved with
Minton’s encaustic tiles. The architects are Jlesars.

J. and C. Hanso ne, of Clifton, and the builder is hir.

James Bryan, of Stoke. The total cost of the entire

si ructiire, excluding many of the iiitcrnal futinas and
decorations, will amount to about 0,000/. Mr. Jeffries,

of Stone, h id the contract for the benches in the
church, wliich will accommodate six or seven hun-
dred persons.

Chester .—In a paragraph, which appeared in the
Builder lately', a boss rcceuilj' discovered in. the Lady

Chapel of Chester Cathedral was noticed. Attention
has since then bccu draw'u to two oihcr massive bosses

iutlie same chape!, and various opinious have been
hazarded as to tlielr true signification. Of one, that

in the centre, it was thought, there could he no
doubt; fur it evidently represented the “Madonna
and Child,” wliile that at the extreme cast was, as

previiiusly stated, a symbolic reudering of the Holy
Trinity, setting forth more jiartieuhnly (he “Cruci-
fixion of Christ.” The third, or western boss, was
dogmaticHlIy pronounced to be the “Murder of Thomas
a’Becket !” and it was so described, tlie other day, to an
antiquary, who, in the following comnmuiuaiion, shortly
sets the matter right :

— The editor of the Archeolo-
gical Mintf, believes it to be incorrect to describe the
last boss in the Lady Chapel of the cathedral as the
“ Murder of Thom-as a’Becket.” He considers that

the three busses describe the three most interesting

events in oiu’ Saviour’s life, oud that tills third boss

is
“
'ihe Ascension that the other two represent,

firstly, “ The Crucifixion—the cross being supported

by tlie Father ;” and, secondly, " The Virgin nursing

the Holy Child.”

Liverpool.—The new synaeogue erected in Ilopet

place, was consecrated on the 9lh iust.

Newmarket.—The committee appointed at a general

meeting recently held at Newmarket, to consider as to

a memorial to the late Duke of Rutlmd, have agreed

that the scheme of a parsonage-house for the poorly-

endowed living of All Saints, Newmarket, where there

is no residence for the incumbent, with a commemo-
rative inscription in honour of the late duke, should

stand alone iu tlie first class, as the most eligible of

all the plans proposed. The other forms of memori4
sngiresled were—1. A memorial window. 2. A statue.

3. Almshouses. 4. An addition to the funds of Ad-
denbroke’s Hospital, to he called “ The Newmarket.
Memoriiii Fund.”

j

Chorllon-upon-Medlock.—The first stone of a new
Preshyteriau cbapcl was laid iu Brunswick-street^

Cnorlton-upon Medlock, on the 7th iust. the old place

of worship in Lluyd-street being inconveniently

situated, and a more commodious structure required.

The new chapel will be in the form of the Latiu cross,

with tower and spire 103 feet high. The principal

arm of the cross will he for the chapel, and the tran-

septs lor si-hools, &c. The style is to he the Decorated

Gothic. The chapel front will be in Brunswick-street,

and will consist of a centre gable, flanked by the

tower on one side, and the gallery staircase and porch
on the other. The centre gable will contain a four-

light window, with tracery, and a wheel window
above. The chapel will he five hays in length, divided

by two-light windows and buttresses. There will be

entrances from Brunswick-street and Rumford-street.

The inside dimensions of the chapel will be 75 feet

by 46 feet, and 23 feet to the springing of the roof.

^

The roof timbers will be visible. There will be gal-

leries round the sides and one end. The body will

seat 520 persons, and the galleries 380. There will

be school-rooms, vestry, &c. cellarage, and a play-

ground. The whole will appear as one building ex-

ternally. The buildings will be faced wiih parpoints

and atone dressings. Mr. Mark Foggett, of Man-
chester, has contracted to erect the chapel portion for

4,469/. The design is by Messrs. Clegg and Knowies,

of Manchester.

Alston.—The opening of a new Roman Catholic

chapel at Alston, near Preston, took place on the 8th

iust. Jt is dedicated to “ our Lady and St. Michael.”

It is of plain coostmetion. 'The style of its architec-

ture is Eiirly English, and it will seat 600 or 700
persons. Its entire length is 83 feet, width 35 feet,

The chancel window has four lights, and is filled with

green cathedral glass, A galleiy extends across the

west end of the church, and the west gable is sur-

mounted by a bell-cote. The roof is high pitched,

the principals and pther timber work composing it

being stained. The entire structure is built of stone

Trom the Longridge quarries. Mr. Juhu Todd and
Mr. Thomas 'Tiiruer, Preston, wore the contractors,

the former for the masonry, the latter for the joiners’

work. The cost of the building is stated to be from

1,300/. to 1 500/.

Slaithu-aite.—A meeting of the rnUipnyers of the

new p Irish of Slaiihwaite-citm-LiiigHrd?! bos been held

for the purpose of considering and accepting an offer

by the Earl of Dortmoulh to enlarge, rebuild, and
aduru the chancel of the church, where the accommo-
dation around the communion-table bus long been

found iiiconveuiently small. The chairman laid before

the meeting tiie jdans and specifications which had
been approved by the earl and the archdeacon. The
estimated cost was about 150/. and it would be de-

frayed entirely by his lordship, who possesses the

rectorial or great tithes of the new pari.'.h. The de-

signs have been prepared by Mr. R. AV. Moore, of

Leeds. The offer was unanimously accepted.

Truro.—The foundation-stoee of a new luJcpen-

deut Chapel, which is to be hiiilt on the site of the

old one, iu River-street, was laid on the 8th inst.
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TRACING RAILWAY CURVES.

A

Treatise oq Railway Curves,” and the jdan is ouc, 1

believe, pretty genenilly adopted. Perhaps Mr.

Lockwood has found his method conibiues greater

acciiroL-y witti its eertniiils greeter labour. I do jiot

8ce how ih's ran he, but it it is so, that would of

course be a sufficient reason for its use, in preference

to other and more expeditious methods.

T. W. P. Isaac.

I HAVE read with much pleasure Mr. Lockwood's

account, in the last Builder, of bis mode of tracing

railway curves in tunnels. His plau is certainly very

ingenious, and if great care is taken, no doubt most

accurate. I do not, however, see the advantage his

plan possesses over the usual method to compensate

for the increased difficulty and trouble consequent

upon the use of the theodolite for each successive

line. The mode I allude to as most generally used

will he seen from the following example :

—

Let C E and A B be two lines which it is required

to join with the ciU’ve of a given radius. The radius

and the points from which the curve is to commence
are supposed to have beeu previously determined.

Now let d = the distance apart of the points required

to be found in the curve, r = the radius of the curve,

and 0 = the offsets DE, GH, IL, MN. Produce

A B to D, aud mark off the distance found from

the following formula:

—

II.

I. \/

The offset o is found thus;

—

d-

wliich is set from D, and gives the first point E in

the curve.

A line is now ranged through the points A (starting

point of curve) and F (point last found), in the direc-

tion G, and the distance E G or ^2 measured. From
this point the offset G H (o^) is set off, and gives the

second point H in the curve.

The distance E G or dj is found thus ;

—

d (r— 0,)

III. = dj.

r

The offset, G H, or is found thus :

—

dd,
lY. — = o.,.

r

Each successive point is but a repetition of the last

operation, dj and being the constant distance and

offset after the first.

This plan will be perhaps better understood if I

give an example in figures:—
Suppose the radius to he 20 chains, or 1,320 feet,

the distance apart of the pegs that are to mark out

the curve 1 eliain, or 60 feet
;
then DE (o,) or the

first offset =£
A D {5^) the distance to be measured from the start-

ing point a of the curve = \/d^—o®= v^66®— I'Cbj

=65'98 feet.

E G, II, I, L M, and all succeeding distances (^s)

rf(r—0 ,) 60 (1320 — 1'65)

TIMBER SCAFFOLDING AT THE NEW
PALACE AT WESTMINSTER.

With your pemiission, 1 wish to make two re-

marks on the letter from Mr. Grissell, iu your last

immher. First, that having had the pleasure of that

geullemau’s friendship for many yeai’s, I am sure that

he knows me well enough, to be sure that I would

not, knowingly, ignore the merits of any one, how-

ever humble in position
;

aud, secondly, I wish to

remind Mr. Griasell and your readers, that my paper

referred nearly exclusively to the peculiar scaf-

folding with *steam-powcr employed for the three

great towers of the building, and the design and op-

plicatioQ of this scaffolding, at any rate (as I fancied

Mr. Grissell knew) cmauated entirely Irom the ar-

chitect’s office
;
where, as I mciitioueil in my paper,

my father’s designs for it were most ably worked out

and rarried iuto effect by his assistants, Mr. Mecson

and Mr. Quarm.
The oidinaiy framed timber-scaffolding used

throughout the rest of the huildiag, was only alluded

to very briefly by me; aud not being able of my own

knowledge to speak positively, I said I believed

that the fii'st introductiou of this system was at

Kiug Edvvard’s-school, at Birmiugham, erected uuder

my father’s direction, in 1834, where 1 am informed

it was carried out by the coulractors for the mason’s

work, under the arebiteel’s clerk of works, Mr. Cow-

lishaw. This occurred several years hclore the erec-

tion of the Reform Club, aud the Nelson column; so

that the idea could hardly have been derived from

these works. I had certainly never heard of Mr.

Tomkiason’s use of a like system, in his stone quar-

ries, irientioned by Mr. Grissell, and the date of this

gentleman’s use of such scaffolding is not mentioned.

The object, however, that I had in view, in reading

my paper on this subject, was not at all to settle the

date of the first use of whole timber-framed scsffuld-

iog, in lieu of the old system of poles aud ropes,

though I was most anxious not to misstate this fact,

but to draw' atteution to the novel application of it to

the ascending scaffolds of the towers of the New

Piilace, at 'Westmiuster, where its efficiency has beeu

made so much more conspicuous than before by the

combination with it of steam power.

Chables Barky, Jux.

1320
= 65'91 feet.

GTI, IL, 'M L, and all succcediug offsets (oj)

rfd, 66x65-98

The advantage of this method over that of Mr.

Lockwood’s is, that no instrument is required.

On the other Land, any slight error made in

setting out the first point must, in ranging out,

occasion a considerable mistake. Still if the

aud £?.2 be calculated with care, and the lines care-

fully ranged out, this plan most he as accurate as

Mr. Lockwood’s. In a tunnel a greater length could

he set out at a time, since no space would be required

between D and the flank wall, to set up the theodolite.

The formulre I have used are taken from “ Law’s

With respect to Mr. Charles Barry’s paper on the

timber scaffolding used at the Houses of Parliament,

and Mr. T. Grissell’s observatious, pray allow me

also to add one or two corrections. Timber-framed
,

scaffolding and machiuur.v were used for building
|

purposes years before K'ug Edward’s Grammar-

1

school at Birmiugham was commenced, at the

.

Liverpool Docks, at the Liverpool Block Rock Light-
|

house, at the Custom-house, and at other public and

private buildings in Liverpool. The late Mr. John

Day, managing foreman to Mr. John Tonikinson,

introduced aud improved “setting-staging,” aud

“setting-machinery,” if be did not invent it. Most

certain'y Sir Charles Barry did not invent this method

of setting. I think I can speak with some autiiority,

as I believe Messrs. Grissell and Peto obtaiued their

inforination relative to Mr. Toiiikinson’s setting ma-

chinery from myself, at the time when I whs under

an engagement \Yith that firm to take charge of the

work at the New Houses of Parliament. The pro-

fession must be very much obliged to IMr. Charles

Barry for his valuable jiaper on the scaffoLling and

setting maeliioeiy used at the New Houses of Par-

liiimetit : any claim of originality Sir Charles can

afford to give up, as a successful adapter often

deserves more credit than the inventor. I do not,

however, say so much in this inslance, as the late

John Day carried his mechanical arrangements to

something like perfection. He introduced iravelliug-

fcames, travelling-crabs, and travelling-shears, work-

ing by steHm-power. His stalling was ever adapted

to\he especial work to be done, in the most simple,

ingenious, aud economical manucr. Mr. Tomkiusou

will, I feel sure, bear me out in these remarks. The

whole of St. George’s-hall, Liverpool, was set by

staging, machinery, and steam-power, on the late

Jiihii D ly’s idan, adapted by Mr. Turner, sou-ia-law

to Mr. Tonikiuson.

Having had sonictbing to do with inventing, im-

proving, and adapting during my life, iu the various

branches of my profession, I have long given up any

idea of claiming to be original, or the fiI•^t to do any-

thing; aud I feel sure that if Mr. Chailes Barry
wiU inquire furlher, when preparing his next p.ipcr,

which 1 tiust will he soon, he will find that, however

new to himself, some old fellow, dc'd and buried

many year.s, if not centuries, had stolen his ideas.

If he escape this misery, he will be far more forta-

nate than your huiiihle servant.

Robert Rawlinson.

P.S. You have very properly warned Government,

calling upon them to give atlentiou to sanitary

arraiigcmeuls for the Biitish army ia India. A
sanitary commission, with au army actually in the

field, was prohthly something new (th ugh, mind, I

do not claim it to be so); hut most c. rtainlythc

knowledge frequently said to he uew on sanitary

subjects is not new. There are the works by Sir

John Pringle on “Army Diseases;” James Lind,

M.D. on the “ Health of Seamen and Dr. Mead on
“ Pestilential Contagion.” These works may be

studied with singular advantage, and a manual of

instrucLious for army and navy may be drawn up

from tliem for general use. The greatest men (suck

as Sir Chirles Barry) cao well afford to give up the

claim of invention: plain, simple, common sense

and economical adaptation, is the greatest possible

invention.— 11. R.

INDIAN ART IN THE WESTERN WORLD.

We may look for an addition to our knowledge of

the great Indian cities in the west. M. Cesar Daly,

the editor of the Generals del'At clnlcclure,iQ

which excellent publication we have often referred,

has just now returned to Paris, after a trip of nearly

three ) ears’ length. During this time he has made a

spei'iai study of aucient Indian art in the Western

world. He has visited America from Canada to

Panama, wherever the disorders attendant on civil

war did not repulse him. In Nicaragua, the struggle

was even favourahle to his designs, for seventeen

Yankees, desirous of visiting the wilds and mountains

of Segovia in search of gold, on learning his inten-

tion to join the party, chose him as captain, and gave

him considerable influence over the direction of their

route; and as he bad nothing to do with gold niiucs, his

game being ruins and old monuments, he bud the ad-

vautage of a strong escort, and penetrated into wilds

that the Spauiai-ds did not occupy. “ But my most

productive trip,” he writes us, “was in Guatemala. I

have measured the Acropolises, if 1 may so call them,

with thc'r temples, palaces, seminaries, and fortifica-

tions, of three grent ludiiin cities; aud I have been

able to coUcct veiy interesting data about their painted

architecture, siulpture, and other matters, which I

intend to publish as soon as possible.” Knowing

well M. Daly’s qualifications for the task, we may

safely predicate valuable results.

LONDON ORGANS.

As vou have lately inserted several communica-

tions on London organa and their buihiers, and as the

subject seems to have excited a measure of attention

on the part of some of your correspondents, may I be

accorded space for a brief memoir iipou matters con-

nected with our late discussion.

I

I

Referring, then, to “ W. V.’s” letter, the fine iustra-

meut, at Spiialficlds church, was originally built, not

by Sebmidt, hut by Bridge, Byfield, and Jordan, in

l'730, fur 600/. ;
a sum, even at that time, considered

very little for an organ of such size and power. By-

fiihi. Bridge, and Jordan were all able arlifn-evs, and

built, conjointly, several fine organs. Of course, the

la])=.e of time has generally necessitated renewals m
most instruments; still, in spite of altcr.'tioiis, we

can poiut to the org5m iu St. Magnus, as a flue spe-

cimen by Jordan, while at St. Ba.thnlomews the

Great—a structure greatly admired and well known

f.r its massive Norman architecture— there la a

rioiis, and far from despicable specimen, by Byfield

andlliTris. Of this, perhaps, the worst feature is

the case, of very poor design. The same^ rmnarks

will exxctlv apply to their organ at St. Alban s. Wood-

street, both works being ascribed to about the same

period, viz. 1720-8. Little-known organs, by Schnudf,

exist at St. Catherine CrceChurch, and St. James’s Gar-

lick, llithe; the latter, truly grand and noble in appear-

ance, both verv little altered from their original con-

dition. Not long since, that ornament of Die city,

St. Mary’s Aldcrinary, was repaii-ed, as was also the

organ— quite a model of an old-fashioned _c»thcdr_al

inflrumenf, except that the choir (organ) is not m
front—built by England, Green, and Russell, late m

’iWMS*';
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the last, or early in the present century. Its excel-

lent position on a screen, ttvo or three hays eastward

of the west wall, contributes greatly to improve its

tone
;
in addition to which, the admirable acoustic

properties of the church impart a resonance gi ea'ly

conducive to musical effect. The case, though not de-

void of elegance, is hardly in accordance with the

present improved standard of taste
;
but it is inte-

resting, as showing the design of the period.

The organ at St. Clement’s Danes,* besides new

keys, pedals, and other mechanical details, will he

much improved by a new swell to tenor C, with 10

stops, including a double diapason and contra fagotto

or double reed. This has been undci-tukcn by Mr.

Robson. That gentleman also rebuilt Schmidt’s fine

organ, at the Temple Church, some time ago
; substi-

tuting new mechanism for the old, but using and re-

working all those invaluable pipes which chai'med in

their earlier days the ears of the greatest connoisseurs,

and which continue to do so up to the present time.

The reference to the “almost hallowed” inscrip-

tion in St. Paul’s cathedral, to "Wren’s memory, “ .Vi

wonumenium” &c., reminds me that, to general

readers, it is hardly known to be from the pen of the

architect’s son, Christopher. This would seem to

afford an addiiional reason, were one wanting, why its

removal should, if possible, have been avoided
; and,

at all events, tempts one to hope for the existence of

that good feeling which would, certainly, ensure its

prompt restoration. A Churchman.

P.S.—You have occasionally devoted some space to

a record of epitaphs, remarkable cither for singularity

of thought or diction. The following, to the memory
of a former organist of the church, in which it is

placed, at Hull, may be worth printing. It runs
thus :

—

“ Though like an organ now in ruins laid,
Its afops disorder’d and its frame decay’d ;

This instrument, ere long, new tun'd, shall raise
To God, its maker, notes of endless praise.”

A CENTRAL “PLACE” IN LONDON,
UNITING XRAPALGAR-sqUARE WITH THE BOROUGH,

ACROSS THE RIVER.

Several great questions on which the future
development of London, as a city, is concerned, arc
now pending. May I claim your indulgence for the
insertion of the following idea ?

The little “village of Ch.aring,” as it was in Eliza-
beth’s time, is now topographically the centre of
London. Let us tarn to the map. Trafalgar-square,
we see, is on the north hank of the Thames, and on
the outside of the bend that is made (in the widest
part of the river) about Hungerford Market. The

,

opposite bank, therefore, at the other end of Hunger-
ford-hridge, forms the ijtside of this bend.

Let us consider, now, the space at this latter point
comprised within this bend, and by the following
boundaries :—On the north, by the river between
Westminster and AVaterloo bridges

; on the south,
by the Sonth-Westem Railway

;
and on the east and

west, by the Waterloo and Westminster bridge roads.
Keeping the eye on the map, it is to be remarked that
all the main bridges of Loudon converge to, and
radiate from, this point, making extended transit easy,
and rendering this spot, in this respect, more the
centre of London than Charing-cross itself, besides its

direct accessibility by water.

_

The space thus iudicated is at present chiefly occu-
pied by tenements of a poor description and dilapidated
houses, and my idea is, th.at it might be well for
Govemracut to possess itself at once of this area, or
the major portion of it, with a view to the future
development of London. This area might be terraced
high above the river, affording wharfs and ware-
houses beneath, and a noble river-front for such open
spaces or public edifices as might hereafter he deter-
mined on. This area, which affords the finest view
we have of London, I would connect by a bridge of un-
exampled width with the north hank and wUhTnifalgar-
square

;
for the present, only by throwing down ihe

houses in Craven and Northumheilaud streets, in the
Strand, hut with an ultimate view to the removal
of Northumberland House, so as to extend the open
space and vista from Trafalgar-square down to the
river-side, and then across a bridge of great width, to
the area above mentioned on the south side of the
river. Sir Robert Peel is said to have characteiiscd
Trafalgar-square as the noblest site in Europe 1 What
would it be then ? Could such a scheme be realised,
is it too much to say that the result might be not only
without equnl, but without parallel?

lu the mind’s eye the whole area comprising the
spaces on either side of the river, and the connecting
expanse of bridge between, must he viewed as one
great space, available not only for some of the public
edifices now in contemplation, hut for relieving the

. ,

interior of this church, particularly in its present

tecUs *bTt
notice, as a specimen of its archi-

tmlEc of London just at the point most required
;
and

I

also as connecting substantially the two sides of the

river into one city (for which the time may be

thought to he come), and as affording a grand centre

and lungs to London.

In an architectural point of view, I need not dilate

on the scope the development of such a scheme would

afford to British genius. In a more general public

view I believe there is still more to be said.

The above idea is far from a new one with me

;

and if you think uiy views worthy of consideration in

your valuable journal, I shall be ready to afford some
details to the above sketch. Epsilon.

THE BROTHERTON MEMOETAL.
Sir,—The decision that the committee have ar-

rived at seems to me unjust towards those compe-
titors who strove to comply with the instructions fur-

nished by the committee in making their designs so

as to come within the sum named. This is another
instance of a picture design gaining the first prize,

and is a violation on the part of the committee,
judges, and the competitor. We must remember it

is not a raonnment to be placed in a cathedral or

church, hut in the open ground of the cemetery. IIow
long will it be before the angelic figures cast their

burden on the bosom of our mother earth ? Of what
use is the massive canopy resting on the hair ofthcheads

of the celestial figures, eight in number, each looking as

if the hook that is i)laced in its hands was the latest

illustrated edition of Fox’s Book of Martyrs ? The
whole of whom have tinned their backs on the Pagan
urn with its wet blanket. It is too bad fur the noble
art of architecture to he treated in this style, to see

these representations of celestial beings stuck up on
the author’s first floor (as it is called in the descrip-

tion which is in the gold frame) as so many dead
shores. Really this is Paganism with a vengeance—

a

poor copyism from the heathen days of the Greeks.

What would the 60,000 Sabbath-school teachers and
children mentioned on the monument of our Queen
in the Park, outside the Exhibition-room window
(Peel Park), think, if they saw their earthly Queen
and the royal princesses her daughters supporting

on their heads, with their slender necks, the extin-

guisher of iUl Saints’ Church, Portland -place,

London ?

I beg to suggest that clustered shafts, with foliated

cups, should take their place, and that a statue of the
late Mr. Brotherton be placed in the centre

;
it will

then look like a memorial of a citizen employer, and
a representative ofhis nation, and not of Greece. It will

not take any glory from the committee
; they will see

that I have not disturbed the twenty canopied niches,

with the full-length figures, which the author has
placed on his front ground-floor. If they can forego

those figures, the expense might be added to the sura

saved by doing away with those on the first floor, and
might be given to a respectable sculptor for the

Brotherton statue under the canopy.

An Exhibition Wanderer in Salpord
AND Manchester.

HOUSES FOR THE WORKING CLASSES.
When travelling in the north of Ireland lately, I

had an opporlunily of inspecting some bouses for the

working classes, which have been recently erected in

Belfast, and whose plan, novel as it is, may not be

uninteresting at the present time to many of your
readers, who are turning their attention to this sub-

ject. The whole “land” of which I speak is 75 feet

long by 23 wide, and consists of three stories.

Through the centre of the budding runs a hall, 7 feet

wide, leading to the common staircase. The ground
flat is divided into six tenements, one entering from
either side of the grand hall, and the other four from
two smaller halls opening ou the street, one at each
cxtremiiy of the building. It is the plan of the two
upper flats, however, that is particularly worthy of

notice. Ejch of these contains six houses, all of which
open ou a balcony or corridor, of 6 feel in breadth,

running the whole length of the building. The cor-

ridors project beyond the side wall, and thus do not
encroach ou the space olloltcd to apartments, and they
are protected by a railing extending from floor to

ceiling. At both ends of the corridors there are stone

“jaw-hoxes” or “sinks,” and fresh water is supplied

at the same places from cisterns on the upper story.

Two water-closets, one appropriated to the males, and
the other to the fen. ales, are attached to each story,

and receptacles for ashes are pirovidcd, by which the

refuse is c irried down to the back yard, where easy

access is obtained by the police carts. Each tenement
consists of two apartments, of 11 feet square. All

are lit with gas, aud are let at Is. GJ. or 2s. per week.

Such arc the m;im features of the plan, which seems
to me a vast improvement on the Scotch “flat”
system

; for it will at once be seen how much is

gained by it in ventilation, cleanliness, comfort, and

morality. The proprietor of this truly “ model ”

building, Dr. Bryce (who is his own architect), was
led by bis professional duties to consider carefully the
subject of dwellings for the working classes, and the
result of his reflections has been the building described.

In a conversation which I had with him when in

Belfast, he expi’esscd his thorough conviction that

even narrow streets were far less detrimental to the
health of the community than the system of sub-
lettiug self-contained houses, so generally adopted in

Belfast, or the plan of crowding a dozen or more
families into one ill-ventilated common stair, with
which we ill Edinburgh and Glasgow are hut too

familiar. Yet either of these objectionable plans has
hitherto been of necessity adopted by house proprietors

in large towns, who, while they are obliged to comply
with the statute breadth of streets (30 feet), must at

the same time attend to their own intereit. I should

perhaps mention that these “ model ” houses are

eagerly run after by the class for whom they are

intended. A Traveller.

MANAGEMENT OF SCULPTURE)
COMPETITIONS.

There doesnotappear to metobc the slightest neces-

sity for the adoption of any secrecy in competitions,

and the use of a “ motto” I believe is all fudge, and
useless, unless to enable the judges to act unfairly.

The name of every competitor of any standing is

known, disguise it how he may by a “ motto.” I

believe every artist should send his name, and it

should be affixed to his model or drawing
;
then, if

dishonesty was practised, the road to its detection

would be open, and not shrouded by the bugbear

of “ motto :
” no doubt could then exist that the man,

and not the work, was chosen ; besides, Englishmen
are fond of boasting of their open dealing. "Why
then this system of “ mottoes ? ” It is unjust towards

the unsuccessful man ; for however good his work
may be, or however much it may he admired, he has

not even the gratification of having his name con-

nected with it, but a stupid “ motto ” is affixed, as

though he feared to tell the public it was his work :

ou the other hand, the successful man has his name
publicly exhibited, giving him an undue advantage

over his opponents in respect to public notoriety.

When a competition is first started let a number
of gentlemen be named, say twelve

;
let these be asked,

individually, to examine the works during their exhi-

bition (but not called together); when the time arrives

for deciding, let their names be placed together, and

the first six drawn be the judges to decide—those

chosen to draw one from the rejected six, to act as chair-

man : by this means no one could tell if he would he

called upon to act. I should allow the competitors-

to bo present, if they wished it, while the drawing,

was going on.

Those named should not he more acquainted with

statutes then with statues, as were those chosen for

the Wellington competition.

Men who study the making of laws to govern a.

great nation, must of necessity have their minds fully

occupied
;
and, however powerful may be their brain,

I doubt mnch if sufficient is left unoccupied to enable

its possessor to study fine arts; ifthere is, the study

of law-making is much easier than the study of

sculpture.

At all times the rules made at starting should be

adhered to, and the judges hound to observe them as

strictly as the competitors, and any dciiarture on
their part should annul their decision. Ou any ono

of their number retiring, his place should be filled up

from the undrawn names. B.

BUILDERS’ BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.

A MEETING of the fr^cuds and supporters of this useful

charity was held recently at the offices of the society

Soutiiampton-strcet, Bloomsbury, for the purpose of

taking into consideration the subject of another

election of pensioners, hir. George Bird presided.

The secretary, Mr. A. G. Havria, having read the

minutes, reported that in consequence of the decrease

of the annual subscriptions, and the donations received

at (he last festival, the funds were in such a state that

the elecliun of pensioners, which generally took place

in November, would have to he postponed. Mr.
George Bird (the treasurer), said that the statement

of the secretary was unfoitunatcly too true. No one

could regret that the usual election of pensioners

could not take place more than he did, hut the fact

was that the directors, in their endeavour to do as

much good as they possibly could, had forgotten that,

owing to the death of some of their most liberal

supporters, and other causes, the funds had very

much fallen off. He would again urge upon them to

do the most they could, aud not slacken in their

endeavours until they had placed the charity in such

a state that two elections each year could again take

place. Sincerely did he trust tliat at the ensuing
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dinner, unclev the presidency of Alderman Rose, some
of the lar^c and influential builders, who had hitherto
refrained from coming amongst them, w'ould become
stewards, and lend tiicir aid in the carrying out of so

•good a work. Under Ihc circiirastaiiccs, he felt sure

that those gentlemen who had hitherto so liberally

aided them, both by their presence and support,
would agaiu lend that aid and assistance. After some
remarks from Mr. Thomas Cozens, Mr. George Gray-
-son, Mr. J. Newsom, jun., Mr. R. Head, Mr. J.
"Williams, Jlr. J. Davis, and Mr. C. Fish, the minutes
were confirmed, and the meeting separated.

LITTLE SNORING CHURCH.
In jOMr report of the meeting of the Archfcolngical

Association, ut Norwich, you have inserted an acconfit

of the visit to Litlle Snoring Church, reporting, also,

iny remarks •ihereou
;
but as those remark^, by some

accident, arc not rightly slated, I venture to correct

this without delay. Little Snoring Church was one
of the most remarkable vi.sitcd during the Congress,
as grouped with it is a circular tower, the remaius of

an earlier church.

The church itself consists of a nave and an Early
English chancel, formerly lighted by a triplet window,
one having been destroyed to admit of Ibe narrowing
of the chancel. The nave was originally Norman
rather early in the slylc: to the -north is an
arched doorway, and to the south, immediately oppo-
site, is a transition Norman doorway, the inner

columns supporting a circular arch, the outer a

stilted pointed one. This is tlic first example I have
seen of sucli an arrongcinent, and as a skilful combt-
•nalion of the circular and pointed arch, it certaiuly

deserves much praise. I should mention, that al-

though it is of transitional charafter, the details

are almost universally early English.

This doorway is approached by a later porch.

The circular lower stauds within a few feet of the

south wall of ihc church, towards the western cud.

It is caily Norman in character, and contains several

of the recesses of the origiuul windows. On the

western side is an arch, very early iu date, proving,

together with the toothed wall on the north and
south, that this tower was originally the western
tower of the church.

It appears, therefore, lhat the first church proba-
bly fell into decay', but that, previous to its removal,
another church was erected to the north of the earlier :

the singularity in this case, however, is the little ad-

vance in the style between the first aud later church,

which would seem to imply that the Noman style

extended over a much longer period than is gcucrally

supposed, and th.-it it commenced many years before

the conquest. I beg to apologise for troubliug you
wiih these remarks, but I thought so important an

instance, as that of Little Snoring Church is of the

probable prevalence of the Norman style in Saxon
limes, should not be entirely overlooked by you.

Charles E. D.vvis.

THE DESIGN FOR LONDONDERRY BRIDGE.
Sir,—The particulars of Mr. Barlow’s design for

this bridge are at last bcl'ore the public
; and as an

architect who considers bridge construction witiiiu

his province, I cannot think the design possesses suf-

Ticient merit to warrant its adoption in preference to

those selected in the competition.

Tlic design consists of a suspension-bridge crossing

the nver in two spans—the chaius supporting four

. deep lattice girders, which are stated to be strong

: enough to carry their own weight for the span of

1 451 feet.

I should be glad to kuow how the contingency of

; one span being loaded, and the other at the same
; time unloaded, is provided for ?

Of course the chains cannot be fixed to the central

I tower (at the height of about 120 feet "above the

f loimdatiou). It is also evident that the chains can-

u not be allowed to move freidy over the towers as in

0 ordinary suspension bridges, because this would lift

1 the deep girders of the unloaded side, and destroy the

c contiuuity of the railway.

The upward tendency of the chains of the unloaded

sjspan must, then, be resisted by the girders.

These girders are strong enough to carry their own
wweight of 150 tons each.

The weight of these giifiers is, however, supported

t by the chain-; and we have, therefore, for supporting

lithe load of one span, the strength of the tvvo girders

clof the loaded span acting upwards against the weight,

siaud the sfrcugtii of the two girders of the unloadid

sfspan resisting the upward tcudeucy of the chains of

thtlmt span-total strength, 150 tons by 4, or COO
lotous : taking the weight to be supported at only two
totons per lineal foot for both road aad railway, the

slstrcngth required is 902 tons.

If, however, these girders were made strong

etmough to answer their purpose, the rise and fall ol

the chains from variations of temperature, which v^iIl

be at least nine inches in each bay, would be sufficient
to ensure their destrnction, for these girders must be
fixed immovably in their seats, aud are attached to
the chains throughout tbeir length by the suspeud-
ing-rods.

1 can attach no importance to the experiments
on the model, 13 feet G inches in length, of a bridge
of ouc span only—such cxperimeuls being noto-
riously fallacious. Pont.

RUINOUS BUILDINGS IN THE CITY.
Acf —At the Jliinsion-hoiise, on Tueadnv last,

liiomaa Connell was suniiiionod for not having obserred
the provisions of the Act, by remedying the dangerous

Mr. TyrreU, the solicitor to the Commiasioners ofSewers
; Mr Heury Blake, the second clerk; and Mr.Edmundtt oodtborpe, the district surveyor of the Northern

District of the City, attended upon the occasion and proved
that the necessary notices had been given, aad that the

required for the security of the public had not

The defendant said he was only a tenant, and he did notknow who was the landlord, lie knew, however, that he
paid rent, and he knew too, perfectly well, that be could
not pay for alterations, either for his own benefit or the
benefit of other people.
Alderman Hale.—Then if you cannot find a landlordWHO will pay the expenses incurred by changing the dan-

gerous nature of the premises, the Commissioners will
a new landlord who will do it efFectually.

The defendant.—I have nothing to do with it, I am not

like
and the gentlemen may do as they

Alderman Hale then, in accordance with the provisions

^ issued orders that the expenses incurred by
the Commissioners of Sewers, amounting to 21. 29. should
be paid, and that if within the seven days allowed by the
Act tor the performance of the work required, the dan-
gerous condition of the premises were not remedied, the
Commissioners should forthwith take the matter into theirown hands.

Several other cases were disposed of in a similar
manner.

AMERICAN EXHIBITION OF BRITISH ART.
A GOODLY collection of 168 oil pictures, and 178

large quantity of the “Brummagem” article sent out,
purchased by Liverpool representatives or agents.

*

Pigs are easier than tliey were last week, but
they will not remain so long, as the subsidence of the
sultry we<ither will occasion a much larger demand
for pig iron than has prevailed for some time past.
There will uot be that heaviness in the pig market
next quarter that there has been iu the current one.
Me heird, on "Wednesday, of one firm, which its pro-
prietors expect will consume as large a quantity of
pigs as 3,000 tons more next quarter than they have
this. The irausactions iu pigs at IVolverhampton
and Birmingham, in the latter town, on Thursday,
were few.

iHiScfnancvi.

New Catiiedhal and Parish Chubcii for
Montreal.—The foundation-stone of a new edifice,

to replace the one destroyed by fire, was laid on the
21st May last, by the 'bishop of the diocese. The
new cathedral will be built iu the Early Decorated
style of architectiu-e, and iu a cruciform shape, with
tower and spire at the intersection of the cross anns.
It has been calculated to accommodate from l,-400 to
1,500 persons, and arrangements for the pooriuthepro-
posed plan have not been neglected. The cost of the
edifice, exclusive of bells, organ, and clock, has been
put down at 30,000/. The available means at the
disposal of the building committee is about 24,000/.
The late Mr. Frank "SVillis was the designer of the
edifice, nud Mr. T. S. Scott is now the architect.

Messrs. Brown and Watson, builders, are the con-
tractors for the works now in progress. The site of
the new Christ Church Cuhedral'is at the junction
of Union-avenue and St. Cathcrinc-street. The ma-
terials will be Jroiitrcal limestone, with Caen stone
dressings. The plan consists of nave, with norlh and
south aisles, and north porch, transept, chancel, and
chancel aisle, with vestry attached. The following
arc the dimensious of the building;—Length (inside),

187 feet; width of nave, 70 feet; transept, including
tower, 99 feel C inches ; height of tower and suire. 224,in water-colours, has been made, and will shortly be

j

‘JO leel C inches
;
height of tower and spire, 224

exhibited. Both lists contain some excellent si^i-

*

mens of the modern art of Great Britain, and will,

liave uo duiibt, be ajipreciatcd. The exhibiiion will
be open iu New York during the months of Octohia-
and November, and may afterwards be displayed in

and chancclarelighted by windows in the
clerestory of two lights of varied tracery. Iu addition
to this, there is at the chancel end a large oraa-

' mental window with five lights, of a highly decorative

I

character
;
and at the nave end a large wheel window.

Philadelphia aud other 'cities, as circumstauce's shall
j

12 feet diameter. The aisles are lighted by win-
suggest.

I

dows with three lights, having tracery of varied de-
lu some respects the present time would not have ^

^""0 stages, flanked with
been selected as particularly eligible for the commence- ' octagonal and broached.
ment of such an undertaking; but the obstacles did

!

open, with timbers exposed
not seem to the projectors, ou deliberate reflect..., ...

of sufficient importance to justify the postponeineiit of
the undertaking. It is deemed far more csseutiai to
lose no time in establishing relations between the
British artist on the one hand, aud his brother artist

aud the great public of America on tlie other.

The projectors properly conceive that the time is

fully ai rived when the kiodi-ed intellect of the two
countries should be iulerehauged iu other forma be-
sides those of literature. ' The names of Longfellow,
Biyant, and Prescott, are as familiar in the Old
country as those of Tennyson, the Brownings, and
Macaulay, in the New

; and the projectors earnestly

hniic that if they succeed in rendering well known to
Americans the best names iu living British Art, they

and panelled. The entrance will be through the west
end of the nave

;
north porch aud doorways recessed

iu nave at transept ends. The main entrance will
face St. Catherinc-street, having on either side two
large octagomil turrets, wiih tracery top, finished
with crockets, finials, Ssc. of an ornate character.

An Ancient Egyptian Library Discovered.—M. (le Sauley, a member of the French Institute,
who has passed some lime in Egypt, and is very con-
versant with the arcbffiology of that couutry, states
in the Covrrier de Faris, that an important dis-
covery has lately been made in one of the tombs of
Memphis, of a whole library of hieratic papymses.
An Arab, an agent in the pay of the British Museum,
was fortunately apprised of the matter, and bought

shall be no less paving the way to the knowledge of
j

whole lot.

American Art in England. I
The Scottish Royal Society. — The Royal

It is nude-stood that, in the event of a money- of Edinburgh announces the following sub-
*1.-. —..Cl. ..,,•11 I,. ji

^
—..lu:.... <v- 4-1,. .1 _c 10-0 EAsuccess, the profits will be applied to the promotion of

kno-wledge of British Art in America.

NOTES UPON IRON.
The iron trade has more than maintained its last

week’s position. Speaking generally, (here are more
orders on the books now than there" were then

; and
for sheets, the present surpasses almost every know’n

period in the extent of the demand. On the Wolver-
hampton ’change, on "Wedue.'day, orders for this

description were refused on two accounts, first, be-

cause the orders uow on hand were sufficient to keep
the sheet mills employed to a period beyond that

stipulated by the customers; and next, because the

prices olTered would not justify makers in keeping

back the orders before accepted. The orders appear

to be more generally distributed this than they were

last AVeek, there being more orders ou hand uow for

bars than there were then. The inquiries continue

to come from home customers, the demand from the

continental markets not being in an equal proportion.

Ou -American account, however, there continue to be

large expoitutions from Liverpool. There, purchases

h'lve recently been made at rales which are considered

to be miserably low
;

but the quality supplied at

those rates has uot made the iron cheaper than that

for which more remunerative prices are given.

Whilst the ]e;idiog inquiries in the United States

market are foi‘ first-class iron, there is undoubtedly a

jects of competition for the award of 1858-59
The Keith Piize, a gold medal and from 40/. to 50/.
iu money, will be given for the best communication
on a scientific subject. Brewster, Forbes, and other
distinguished natural philosophers, have been the
gainers of the Keith medal on former occasions.

The Macdoiigall Brisbane Prize, a gold medal and
money, -will be awarded to the best biographical

notice of an eminent Scotchman. The Ncille Prize,

a gold medal and money, w ill be given for the best

paper on a subject of natural history, by a Scottish

naturalist
; or, to the best treatise published within

the five years preceding the time of award.

Parabolic Sound Reflector.—The committee
of the Great Northern Jlechanics’ Institute, says the

Doncaster Gazelle, lately invited a few of their

friends to an experimental inspection of a parabolic

sound reflector, which had been erected on the plat-

form, in the lecture-room of the Town-hall, for the

purpose of improving the sound. The reflector con-

sisted simply of boards, 14 feet in height, and forming

a semicircle. Several gentlemen considered the plan

as likely to prove successful
;
but that remains to be

seen when the hall is filled.

Ten Thousand Pounds Damages. — At the

Liverpool Assizes, Novelle v. The Mayor of Wigan,
in an action brought by a contractor for compensation,

in consequence of another person being selected to

perform some work, a verdict ivas entered for the

plaintiff—damages 10,000/. subject to a reference.
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BiHNG the MANCIIESTEIt EXHIBITION TO lONDON.
|

—Many persons have been disappointed at tlieir in -

,

ability to visit the Great Manchester Exbibition. Is

it not to be regretted that the busy niultii'ides of

,

London, its hosts of artists and shilled artisans “ enn-

:

ning to devise curious works,” should not have the

opportunity of improvement afforded by this grand

gathering of the works of genius ? Unless this class

of persons, the e'/Ue of the industrious classes, have

seen the exhibition, it might as well never have taken

place. liCt ns Londoners petition to be allowed the

benefit of studying it ere it is scattered and compara-

tively ineffective. 'With regard to a building for the

purpose, could not the Crystol Palace Company confer

this boon upon the public ? The pictures might be ex-

hibited on screens, without disturbing any of the exist-

ing arrangements :
pictures, unlike other goods, require

but a narrow portion of vertical space, and there is the

requisite licht from above. The arrangement of the pic-

tures as adopted at Manehesler, should be preserved as

nearly as possible, and it should rr-taio its name ofthe

"Maucheslcr Exhibiiiou.” Without detracting from
;

the skill, energy, ingenuity, .and intelligence of the
!

population of Manchester, it must be allowedjhat I

the persons by whom w'orks of tasle are most likely
j

to be appreciated are more numerous in London than

in the manufacturing districts, and if the ?«wion of

'

the undertaking has been to improve the taste of the '

nation, it must be done in the first instance through '

the classes whose attention has been already in some '

measure directed to refinement, to a delicate discrimi-
j

nation of the nice shades of difference between what is
'

merely good, and that which constitutes perfection in

all that addresses itself to the eye. And even as a

matter of education, such an exhibition is more likely

to “bring forth fruit” from among the population

and visitors of London than of any other place.—An
Artist.

Electro-Telegraphic Progress. — The Medi-

terranean line has been safely laid between Europe

and Africa. It extends from Cagliari, on the Sar-

dinian coast, to Bona, on the coast of Africa. The

cable, wh'ch failed, weighed 8 tons per mile : the

one now successfully laid weighs only I 3 Ion per

mile. The depth of water, for more than half way

across, is two to two-and-a-half miles. The distance

is 145 miles. The bed is soft chalk and sbell«. A
cable is also about to be laid between ^ardiaiaand

Malta, and from Malta to Corfu. The Austrian

Government propose to lay a line from Ragusa,,on

the Adriatic to Alexandria, passing ihrougb Corfu,

BO as to complete the entire line through Malta and i

Corfu to Alexandria, bringing Bombay within fifteen
j

days of England. In six weeks the Malta line will be
|

completed and in six months the Alexandrian. The
j

prospectus of the Red Sea Telegraph Company has

been issued, and well received. The capital is 300,000/.

in 60,000 shares of 6 /. each. The immediate object

is to lay down a telegraphic cable in the Red Sea

between Suez and Aden, so as to effect telegraphic

communication thus far with India at the earliest

possible moment. This object is expected to be com-

pleted simultaneously with the Mediterranean tele-

graph to Alexandria. By this means communica-

tion with all India will be brought within one week
;

and by the extension to Kiirrachee, which will im-

mediately follow, hourly comraiinication will be

established. In a paper on the Atlantic Llegiaph,

by Professor Thompson, read before the British

Association, at Dublin, it is stated that the cable was

ij500 miles Ion?, and composed of 270 tons of

gutta percha, 07 tons of copper, 240 tons of tarred

yam, and 1,692 tons of iron, making a total of

2,300 tons. It was highly probable that in the

process of time a hard rook would be formed around

the cable, which would sink in this soft bed, so that

when it was laid ere many years it would he a fossil

which would be most durable.

School of Art for Darlington. — A Br.mcb

School of Art is about to be established at Darling-

ton.

The New Landing-stage at Liverpool. —
A local paper says that, unfortunately, the gnat new
landing-stage at Prinoe’s-pier, for sea-going steamers,

luggage-boats, and tugs, is in one respect a failure.

“Owing to the shortness of the bridges by which it

communicates with the pier, they are practically use-

less—except a liltle before and after high water—for

the conveyance of carts, carriages, or h aded vchiclt s

of any descri|/tion. The angle of inclination is so

acute, that no available amount of horse-power can

draw the loads up, or “ steady ” them in going down,

with safety
;
and there is no rope and capstan to meet

the difficulty, as was the case at the old Seacombe
slip. Sir William Cubilt has been made aware of the

inconvcnienc*", and, accordin'' to the stntement made
by Mr. Hornby at the council meeting last week, he
has merely advised that the stage should be tried for

some time in its present coudilion before any altera-

tions are attempted, in order to ascertain tbe best
way of effecting them.”

Pillar Letter-Boxes.—A correspondent says,— ]

[

“Having often experienced great inconvenience, and

seen others do the same, by arriving at the pillar

letter-boxes about the time for clearing them, without

being able to ascertain whether their contents had

been removed or not, I beg to suggest that one of the

panels be made moveable, and that tbe man who

changes the hag should place a panel in a slot in the

place of the blank one, with the following words

wTitten upon it, ‘Cleared for the One, p.m. post^

(or whatever the post may he).”

Want of Seats in St. James’s-park.—A com-

munication has been sent to us, purporting to come

from “The South Water-side Walk of St. James’s-

park,” and addressed to Sir Benjamin Hall, com-

plaining of the want of seats on that side of the park.

We feel assured the Chief Commissioner of Works

only requires such a hint as the present to induce him

to correct this oversight, but we think it more than

likely that there arc few benches in the walk in ques-

tion compared with those on tbe opposite side of the

: water only because the orders have not yet been fully

! executed.

I

BiRiiiNGiiAM Society of Artists.

—

The annual

[

exhibitioQ of this society was opened on the 7th, inst.

I

The private view took place on the previous Saturday,

and was numerously attended. The collection of

' works is neaily 550 in number, and is said to be of

' more than average merit. The society have obtained

I the four pictures from the Luxembourg Museum at

j

Paris, transferred from the recent exhibition at Edin-
' burgh. Besides the works of metnbers of the society,

which are numerous, tbe exhibition contains works

by Creswick, Stanfield, H. Pickersgill, F. Goodall, A.

E. Chalon, A. Cooper, Cooke, Elly, Horsley, Lucy,

Thomas Paed, Sant. Cox, Anthony, .T. P. Knight, Sir

John Watson Gordon, O’Neil, Nicol, Desanges, Nie-

manu, Woolmer, Wingfield, Weigall, and others.

Action of Water on Lead.— Dr. Medlock, for-

merly a student of Professor Muspratfs, and now iu

the metropolis, says a Liverpool paper, has, for many

months, investigated the action of different watrrs

upon lead, and the conclusions he has arrived at are

entirely at variance with all received opinions. Be-

cause a water is soft, is no reason why it should act

on the metal : the action, it appears, is entirely due

to the presence of an acid of nitrogen. We give

Dr. Medloek’s conclusions from his paper, published

in the Philosophical Magazine: “Firstly— The;

action of w.der upon lead is entirely due to (he pre-
I

seoce of nitrous and nitric acids, resulting primarily
1

I
from the decomposition of organic matter, and of

!
ammonia contained in the water. Secondly—^Waters •

deprived of these acids, and of substances capable of

!

producing them, have no action on lead, and may be

conveyed with perfect safety through leaden pipes, or

stored in leaden cisterns.”

Liquid Measures.—By the present system of

beer and other measures used by publicans, the com- '

mimitv are, I believe, considerable losers, and never '

obtain the quantity paid for : they cannot be filled to
'

the top of the measure, or the risk of some being

overdrawn is incuired, and do not, I imagine, reach

the top by the one-eighth of an inch : even then there

is generally some spilt—besides the hasty and dis-

!
honest system of removing the funnel before the

liquid has well ruu through. To obviate all chance of

short measure being given, I suggest that beyond the

actual limit of the measure there should be a rim of

about half an inch sloping upwards and outwards :

there would be then no further liability to the liquid

being spilt.—Gabriel.

Tunnel o\dr the Medlock, at Manchester.

—The Manchester corporation are taking up tbe

tunnel which was put in about three years ago, to

which is attributed the damage from the heavy floods

of August 10, 1856, and August 14, in the present

Year. The tunnel now being removed is an arch of

10 yards span, the crown of arch being 7 or 8 feet

above the ordinary water-level, and the entire length

about 130 yards, This is to be replaced by a cover

• consisting of 100 cast-iron beams, placed about 5 feet

apart between centres, with 9-inch arches of purpose-

made radiating bricks set in lias cement. The under-

;

side of tbe beams will be 12 feet above the ordinary

level of the river, which will make the available sec*

. tional area of the new tunnel twice that of the former

,
tunnel. The sectional area of opening of the new

,
tunnel will be 360 square feet, and tbe extreme length

^
will he 130 yards. The cunlr.act has been let to

Messrs. J. and H. Pulteson, of Manchester, who have
’ commenced the work with activity.

; Competition in the City. — The Directors of

1 the Mutual Assurance Company, desiring to rebuild

; their premises, have instituted a limited competition

; bitwten five archi'ects, including Mr. Woodtborpe,

: Messrs. Banks and Bairy, Mr. Hahn, and Mr. Porler,

• agreeing to pay each a certain small sum for ex-

t penseSj and to employ the author of tbe selected de-

1 sign. The drawings are now under consideration.

The Liverpool Art-Union.—Tbe annual draw-

ing of prizes in connection with the Art-Union at

Liverpool, took place on the 10th instant, iu the Nisi

Prills Court, St. George’s Halt. The report regretted

that the anticipations entertained last year bad not

been realised, there having been a falling off, instead

of an increase, in the number of subscribers. This was
owing in part to the unfavonrable season, and in part

to a difference in the minds of their supporters as to

the privilege now accorded to prizeholdcrs of making
their selections at the opening of the exhibition.
“ Now,” continued the report, “ it is feared that the

small amount of subscriptions will lead at once to a

return of the former time of selecting, as there ap-

pears a great probability of the Academy withdraw-

ing the privileges now granted to the society’.

Another year, however, every effort will be made to

make it an effective support to the arts in Liverpool.

The number of subscribers this year is 374 : from

these has been received the sum of 382/. The total

expenses are 25/. 19s. 3d.
;
leaving 34?/. with a

small balance of ’ll.— 334/. to be spent in prizes,

which have been divided as follows :—One of 50/.

one of 30/. two of 25/. three of 20/. four of 15/.

seven of 10/. and four of 5/.” A gentleman threw

out a suggestion that it might be desirable to have a

second Art-Union at the close of the Exhibition, as

there would he a number of pictures remaining after

the present prizeholders had selected theirs and the

public had purchased. The secretary snggested, that,

as the choice of tbe pictures, on the second occasion,

would be very much diminished, the amount of the

subscription, also, should be dirninished : it might,

instead of being a guinea, be balf-a-guiuea. The re-

port was adopted
;
the suggestions to be considered

by the committee. The drawing was then proceeded

with in the usual way.

Railway Traffic.—The traffic returns of tbe

railways in the United Kingdom for the week ending

Sept. 5, amounted to 516,260/. and for the corre-

sponding week of 1856 to 500,100/. showing an in-

crease of 16,160/. The gross receipts of the eight

railways, having tbeir termini in the metropolis,

amounted for the week, ending as above, to 215,709/.

, and last year to 214,990/. showing an increase of

719/. The increase on the Eastern Counties amounted

to 1,580/. on the Great "Western to 645/. on the

London and North-western to 1,470/.— total, 3,695/.

Blit from this must be deducted 980/. the decrease on

the Great Northern
;
267/- on the Loudon and Black-

wall ; 795 /. on the London, Brighton, and South-

coast
;
230/. on the London and South-western

; and

704/. on the South-eastern ;
leaving the increase as

above, 719/. The receipts on the other lines iu the

United Kingdom amounted to 300,551/. and for the

corresponding period of 1856 to 285,110/.

Cork School of Design.—The general meeting

of the committee of this school took place on the

4tli inst. when a report was read, stating that the
' attendance for the present term in the central school

[amounted to 121, of whom 40 were female and 81
were male students, showing an equal amount with

the attendance at the same period last year. 400
' were under instruction in the National schools, and

the fees received for the terra amounted to 28/. 16s. 6d.

I The instruction, class arrangements and lectures were
I carried on with regularity and efficiency.

I

The Steam Ferry, Ryde.—The works of this

I

company on the island side of the Solent were com-

!

menced on Monday last, under the auspices of Mr.
Denham, jun. who has the contract for potting down

]

the concrete foundation. The quay, which is about

j

in the centre of the Esplanade, will be 190 feet in

I

width from south to north, and 600 feet in length

from east to west, from which a channel will be cut

I

.so as to enable the bridge and other craft to come
I alongside at all times of the tide. Should this pro-

,

ject answer, it will be a saving of time to those who
I are journeying to and from London. The contractor

for that portion of the works is Mr. Bennett, one of

the contractors of the Ryde waterworks
;
and the

engineer of the whole is Mr. Thomas Hellyer, of

Ryde. The first stone of the works will be laid with

Masonic ceremony on tbe 29th instant.

Gn'OLL College.—This establishment, of which

we have before spoken, is to be incorporated as the

Western University of Great Britain. It is situated

in the Vale of Neath, Glamorganshire, and has for its

objects, to complete the education of the sons of gen-

tlemen, above sixteen years of age, in the practical

appliciitious of science, to the management of land,

manufaelures and commerce—to the public services,

the professions, and other pursuits. The resident

professors appointed include, in mathematics, Arthur

Cayley, F.R.S. Mechanics, Rev. C. B. Wollaston,

M.A. Physics, Rev. A. "Bath Power, M.A. Che-

mistry, J. E. D. Rodgers, M.R.C.S. Natural history,

T. Spencer Cobbold, M.D. F.L.S. Human history, the

Rev. Andrew Wilson, M.A. ;
and Design, E. H.

Wehuert, member of the New Society of Painters in

Water Colours.
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C|e 'giiilkr.

Toi. XV.—Xo, 7G1'.

L"avi„“
" 1130- I" 1175,

[

embroidered wifi, bis beraldic bearings
I

lea\iDg the exist.nig crvptj tiicy began to rebuild
-—

°

I

the cathedral in earnest, under William of Sens
;

. but this architect injuring liiinself by a fall, one
, called William the Englishman succeeded him

’

E^ER look a gift-horse in the

mouth,” is an old proverb, but

I

11/9, and finished Trinity Chapel, with its crypt
,
and circular termination, called Becket’s Crown,

j

in llS-l. In this wehavewhat must be considered

j

the earliest approach to the complete Pointed

tbe advice should'not I
““'''J

be followed. Thc eireomstancej The nave aod wesfenr traosept, as we aow
i», that prompts us to make tins see them, belong to the end of the fourteenth

observahou we wdl refer o and beginning of the fifteenth eenlurj (T37S to
piesently

; first, let ns ramble 1-Ul), and the central tower, above the roof
a btl m tlte fair county of Kent, was built between liOO and 1517
Everybody is out of town-! The crypt of the choir, very extensive and
Londoutsemply Is it really? interesting, belongs, if not to I.anfane’s, to

'''“t to the Crystal ^Conrad’s building. At the east end, in thew Palace last Saturday morning, aisle, will be seen two cylindrical coliimns

/fitt “"eteen thousand persons
^

much larger than the columns of the crypt,
in the midst of wonders of art, listen- which go through the vaulting, and are notice-

. . —o- , and it

IS worth noting tliat lhc surcoat represented ou
the effigy resembles the veal surcoat precisely in
the number of /!<;//rs de lix, and their position,
giving us confidcncs in other reiivescntations of
mediffival costume. The prince lies in complete
armour, his hands joined as in prayer. The
canopy above tlie tomb was painted with repre-
sentations of the persons of the Trinity. The
elSgy is an exquisite work of art, demanding
careful examination.

Canon Stanley, in liis “ Historical ^lemo*
rials of Canterbury,” a work to wtiicli we drew
attention ou its appearance, gives some most
interesting particulars in connection witli the
burial of tlic prince here, and a careful copy of
his wLl, annotated by Jlr. Albert W'ay. All
should read this book who wish to enjoy
Canterbury. It treats of four subjects, the
Lauding of Augustine, the Murder of Becket,
Edward the Black Prince, as already alluded to,

and the Shiine of Becket.* It lias several
* A,'-

Mg to such a concert for a shilling
;

able for having in the capital the tan, or cross of illustrations, and of those we -ire two viz •

f -V
^ gratified the most three arms, which occurs in the colmiiiis of the

i

“ The Tomb of the Black PriiioU’ and'“Tlie
-i tastldious. or who had tried to take Norman chapel in the Tower of London, dc Transept of the Martyrdom.” as it w.is called

1^'M 9 Tilnf*Ps inr Hio rirvoi-o 0 + Ii«*- \r..,z»c<-TT’c c.n>-.Ln4 K,. ,.,.i 1 nsi .. I . y .
’ ’places for the opera at her ^Majesty’s scribed by us not long ago. Tl.e verger tells I

(on tlie north side of" the central tower) 'The
Iheatre that night, and couldn’t get

I

visitors, with great _ decisiveness, that these
j

scene of Becket’s murder. Tl.is event, whichthem; or who saw the Surrey Music-hall on columns are much older than the crypt ; but he
Sunday moraing packed full of worshippers, or

^

is wrong : they Avere put in at the re'buildinir
got mixed up with the stream of life that filled

j

by William of Sens, and William the EnHish-
the New-road in the evening of that same day of man, to carry two columns at the entrance to
rest,—might reasonably doubt the assertiou.

j

the Trinity Chapel above, the liorsesboe form of
Nevertheless, it is true, comparatively speaking :

,

which was produced by desire not to interfere
Grosvenor-square, Belgravia, aud Tyburnia are

|

with the two existing Norman towers of St.
desolate, and some member or other of every :

Andrew and St. Anselm, conjoined witli the
lionseliold. Smith, Jones, and Robinson, has ' necessity of providing room for the shrine of
flitted, or far or near, to unbend for awhile, i Thomas A’Bccket, to which we must allude
aud get fresh air. When the warm weatlier

'

presently.

comes, as old Chaucer sings,—
|

“ The crypt,” says Erasmus, who visited the
" Then longon folk fo go on pilgrimages."

1

Cathedral between 1511 and 15 13, had its own
And though we cannot literally add with him, ^

pi'icsts. There were several cliantry chapels iu
it; one of which was founded by Edward the
Black Prince in 1363, iu tlie south transept.

" An<t sppciiilly from erery shire’s end
Of England, to Citnferbnri/ ihey wend,
The holy hlissful martyr lor to seek,
That them hath holpe'n when that they n .k-k,"-

(endowed with the manor of at Lam-
bell), still belonging to llic church of Canlcr-wo will take the liberty of pointing out Ibis
,

"n'“nging to lie elm
^

city aud its nciglibonihood, as we have before
iccamc iii the reign of

crnLces
Ehzaheth the ohurcl, of the Erenel. Frnow done in the case of otlier places, to such

of our inquiring readers as want an otijcct

for a jaunt, and by any cliance have not seen it.

Every one recollects Iiow that tlie sight of

tliree English boys, exposed for sale in the

market-place at Rome, vitli their faces " full

of light and brightness,” first interested Bislihp

Gregory in the people of this island, and led

him afterwards, Avhen Pope, to send forth

Augustine Avith forty monks as missionaries, to

•otestaiit

refugees.”* The Black Prince desired in his
curious will, to be buried “ en VEglUe cathL'drole

de la fri/iilc de Caiiterhirc, on le corpx du vera//

mui-dr monxire seh/t Thomas repnxe, en myVieu de
la chapelle de NotreDame UndercrofteD Leaving
the Prince, hoAvcver, for a short time, Ictus
mention that iu the crypt under St. Anselm’s
tower, forming a small semicircular ehajiel, the
Avails are covered Avith some A'ery interesting"‘Hi lijLLy iiiviiivo tio imasiUllill 11.5, lU • f o • , i .

°

tills country, at the time that Elhelhert reigned
Scripture subjects, m the style of

: overthekiiigdomofKeiitwithaClivistiaoQuecn,
I

^he place lias been long

1 Bortha. Not far from Hamsgate they landed i
7’ 'Pproacliable, if at all now, by

(then they went to Oanterburv, and soon these

I find them worshipping with the Queen in st.
' ™ c^^^nniicd. Some otlier

1 Martin’s, a building on the cast side of the .

tnrangenient should he made : ( here is not

c city, but probably not the stimcturc uoav on .

^ moie imporlant specimen of early art iu the

I the site. On the 2nd of June, 597, Ethelbcrt
, ^

who

fl was baptized, and after that soon followed the 7!}, .

^ A an. de Grace

[i foundation of the cathedral, and the conimeiicc-

1

frois-ceiis Sej)faiite will be found on

Dment of what ultimately came to be called
4'“= south side of the Chapel of the Trinity : it

5 St. Augnstine’s Monastery. Canterhnvy was
>ipon itaremarkable rhyrai,igepi'aphdie-

llthc cradle of oiir Christianity, with the mother i

m the Norman hrcnch of the

ticathcdral, and, in St. Martin’s, the mother
Ptfod, commenemg, as translaled,

c'.church.

A right glorious cathedral it now is, aa'gII

piplaccd, 511 feet long, with its central tower
ririaiug to a height of 227 feet, aud displaying in

ththe various parts of the building all the styles

ofof architecture which prevailed from (he end of

lllhe eleventh century up to the sixteenth, with heime^Vshiei4audgaunaeta"Xti,e prince. When
immnherless tombs of men who have made Ins.

'
,.3 „ by Mr. ilartshorne,

totory. fine specmiens of early art, ami undying
the surcoat was found to he of one piled velvet

nsassociations. Burnt by the Danes in 1011, it
i

r thou ai-l, with lips conipreaf,
That passest where this corpse does rest.
To that I tell thee list, O man !

So lur as I to tell thee cnu.
Biich as thou art I was but now,
And ns I am so shnlt be thou.
Dciitli little di<t mv tlioiijjhts employ
So long as I did life enjoy.’’

Over the monument are suspended ( he surcoat,

\Twas rebuilt by Laufranc in the eight years fol-

1

lo’owing 1070. Between 1096 aud illO the

faiastern part was rebuilt more magnificent Iv,
'

f • J. u TV IP 1 ii 1 /-I 1 1 -i
" oiueiH, uv aur. rairni'ir, win oe louaa in ‘' iti

liiirst by Lrault, and then by Conrad, and it was
^

logical AiUam,” edited by Thos. Wright, m.a.

* PilgHmnges to Ft. Mary of Walsiiighara and St.

in7/A T) t -\r\c\f' "i Lmn *i
Thomas ofCniifcrbury. By Desideiius Erasmus. Traus-

lO’OWing 1070. Between 1096 aud 1110 the lated by John Guuuh Nichols. 1819.

+ An exact copy of one of the paintings, and sketches of

happened ou Tuesday, the 29!h of December,
1170, elevated the quarrelsome archbishop into
the "blessed St. Thomas of Canterbury,” made
the cathedral a holy spot in the eyes of aU
Cliristendoin for centuries, and sent streams of
pilgrims to the sliriue from every part of the
Avodd. The transept has been altered in its

aspect since then, but a small square piece cut
out of one of tlie Hag-stones (to Aviiich the
verger is pointing iu the engraving), marks the
spot where he was inurdereil.

The body Avas first intaiTed in the crypt, aud
hither came the first iiifiiix of ]>i!grims. Here the
king humiliated himself for the Avords Avliicli

instigated tiie deed, and hither came Louis Yll.
of Erance, Ricimrd of the Lion Heart, imme-
diately on his return from the Holy Land, and
King John directly after his coronation. It
Avas the age of pilgrimage. Gne who iiad been
to Home was a roamer, and from amongst those
who liad visited the Holy Land, la Suinie
Terre, \vc got " saiintercrs !”

A fire in 1171- bd to the rebuilding of the
choir by the two Williams already ineiitioiied

;

aud thou Trinity Chapel was enlarged to receive
the shrine of the archbisliop, and his body was
removed to it in 1220, Avith great pomp aud
ceremony. Tiie shrine was placed in the centre
of the chapel, and had in front of it, fo the
west, a fine mosaic pavement, wliicli still re-

mains. This pavement is executed in the
manner known as Opus Ale.randriii/im, of Avhich

there are specimens at Westminster Abbey.
Tlie amount of wealth lavished on the decora-
tion of the shrine was enormous. “ The tomb
of St. Thomas the Martyr, Archbishop of
Canterbury,” says a foreigner who visited it in

the year 1500,f exceeds all belief. Notwith-
standing its great size, it is wholly covered with
plates of pure gold

;
yet the gold is scarcely

seen because it is covered with various precious

stones, as sapphires, balasses, diamonds, rubies,

and emeralds; and wherever the eye turns

sometliing more beautiful than the rest is

observed.”

Eighteen years after the date this visit the
shrine was destroyed by order of Henry VIII.
and all memorials of Becket Avere removed as

completely as was possible.

On the choir-serecu, seen in the view of tran-

sept, the organ formerly stood, and greatly

interfered with tlie vicAv down tlie building.

This, howeA’er, was removed, and its A'arious

movements and pipes were placed in the triforium

A second edition, of sroHller size than the first has
been recently published by Mr, Murray, Alberaerie-street.

t “ Relation of the Island of England,’’ published by
the Camdeu Society.
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on the south side of the choir, and 92 feet from

where the organist sits below, without damage,

it is said, to the effect of the music.

"Wander where you will lu Canterbury, irre-

spective of its architecturrd beauties, interest is

excited and history made precise. The site of

an historical event, the building in which a

great deed was done, the grave of a leading

actor in it, fixes the event in the mind, and

produces an impression of reality and certainty

in connection with the occurrence, which simple

description cannot effect.

We have, before now, given illnstrations of

Canterbury, and amongst them will be found a

view of the bishop’s throne, in the choir, which

was put up, at a cost of about 1,200/. under

the superintendence of the late Mr. Austin, by

whom the cathedral was rescued from ruin and

brought to its present condition. A stained-

glass window to his memory has been set up in

the north side of the north-west tower. In

other parts of the nave, some modem glass

windows have been executed by one of bis

jjame,—a name which will always be entitled

to consideration in Canterbury,—and these

bring us back to the remark with which our

observations were commenced. It is said that

the artist of windows already in has undertaken

gratuitously to fill all the windows on the south

side of the nave, at the rate of one a year. If

the statement be correct (it came from the ver-

ger), this is a most liberal offer, deserving great

praise. We must, nevertheless, and ungiacious

as.it may seem, express in the strongest manner

the hope that the Dean and Cliapter will not

follow the teaching of the proverb. The glass

put up in Cauterbury Cathedral ought to be the

finest that can be obtained, and we are forced

to say that this description does not apply to

all the modern glass now there. Some of it,

—look in the clerestory of the nave, for

example,—is, to speak the truth, abominable,

and will have to be taken out again one of these

days.

The ancient glass in the choir is of rare

beauty, and, as there are comparatively few

examples remaining in this country of Early

Eiiglisli glass, the windows here arc the more

valuable. As a series of specimens of English

picture windows of this period, say the begin-

niug of the thirteenth century, they are the

most interesting to be fonnd._ A description of

them as they formerly existed is given in

Soinner’s “ Antiquities of Cpterbury,” and_ re-

printed in Mr.AV iuston’s “ Hints on Glass Paint-

ing.” As might be expected from the age in

wilich they were execulcd, the subjects will be

found to represent chiefly such occurrences in

the Old and New Testament as bear, or_ were

supposed to bear, to each other the relation of

type and antitype.”
* Look at the fine ceiling of the Chapter-

house (the building greatly needs repair),

and walk through the cloisters, and then

we must leave the cathedral or vre shall

not have space for a line about the rest of

the city, full as it is of churches and other

relics of the past, including many interesting

old houses in the streets. The Chequers Inn,

the supposed place of lodging of Chaucer’s baud

of pilgrims, described in the supplemental poem

to the world-famous “ Canterbury Tales,” and

now divided into tenements, forms the comer

of High-street and Mercery - lane.
_

“Its

vicinity to the great gate of the precincts,”

says Canon Stanley, “ naturally pointed it

out as one of the most eligible quarters for

strangers, whose main object was a visit to the

shrine ;
and the remains which can be traced in

the houses that for more than two centuries

have been occupied by the families of the pre-

sent inhabitants, amply justify the tradition.

An oblong court, surrounded by a venerable

tenement, entirely composed, like bouses in

Switzerland, of massive timber, chiefly oak and

chestnut, received the pilgrims as they rode in.

In the upper story, approached by stairs from

the outside, which have now disappeared, is a

spacious chamber, supported on wooden pillars,

and covered by a high pitched wooden roof

—

traditionally known as ‘the Dormitory of the

Hundred Beds.’
”

The municipal records of Canterbury are very

numerous and valuable. The chamberlain’s ac-

counts are complete from the year 1393, and

wc learn from these something as to the wa^es

paid to artizans. About 1481, the regular

wages of a tiler were 4d. a day. In 1520, we
find that a tiler w'as paid 5d. a day, from which

time the increase proceeds more rapidly. In the

chamberlain’s accounts for 1546, we have the

following items ;

—

“Eirst, payd to Thomas Graves, tyler, and

hys man, for x days tyling about the halle and

the chambers, tackylug by the day for mete,

drynk, and w'ages, xijd. xs.

Item, paid to a carpenter for one day’s work,

mendying the windows, and the stayers of the

same tenement, viijd.

Item, paid to a dawber and hys man for two

days dawbyug of the walles of the same house,

xijd. the day, ijs.”*

In going round the town, the West Gate,

the well-known Norman staircase, the Dane
John, St. Dunstan’s, St. Augustine’s College

restored and refouuded, and St. Martin’s

Church, beautifully situated on the bill and

ivy-covered, must of course be
_

visited.f

The latter, although the walls contain Homan
bricks, exhibits nothing of earlier date than

the Noi-man period. Tradition says Ethel-

bert was himself baptized from the font here, a

cylinder, tapering slightly towards the bottom

;

but the sculptured decoration upon it, including

a rinn" of interlaced arches, would seem to be of

later°date. Nevertheless, it is just possible that

the decoration may have been added at a later

time on a font originally plain. The view of

the cathedral from the green hill,
_

on which

stands the ancient church, is beautiful in the

extreme, and recalls a crowd of associations

spreading over twelve huTidred years

!

* “Tha Autiquariau and Architectural Year-Book for

1344."

t In our earlier volumes, illustrations, with notes, will

be found of St. AuKUSline’s, the Norman staircase, and

other architectural features of the localiij.
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ART IN ODE STREETS,

Im a former article—uader the title “ Art in our

Parks,’*' and in some observations in outlast number

—

Tve adverted to the relation between architectural

detail and objects in nature, and pointed to the fact

that combination was essential to the realization of

the architectural effect. We then showed that ^Yhilst

a more copious ap[)lication of art was required in the

parks, squares, and garden-enclosures; for the same

reasons, in our streets, greater use should be made of

natural objects, or greater attention paid to the

principle involved. It may be curious that where

architecture is most used, namely, in towns, it should

be seen generally under the greatest disadvantages.

But we believe the fact is so. It is presented without

that which, in cases such as we have referred to, most
conduces to its beauty

;
and it often has not the pm-e

air aud the illumination from unobscured sky, which
are necessary, that its features should be seen, or that

its chief grace and ornament, its minutely " pencilled”

and cast shadows, should, we might say, exist. To
understand the importance of what wc have been con-
sidering as elements of even architectural beauty, it is

not sufficient to look at London,—at least at the west
cad, and certain outskirts of the town, where a con-
siderable proportion of park or garden ground is met
with. More, indeed, might be done for general

results, by improved arrangements in open spaces;
and we have endeavoured to show in our former
article, on what system the arrangements should
be made. In London, however, there has always
been a disposition in the quarters appropriated to the
better class of residences, to have a moderate pro-
portion of ground laid out in gardens ; trees

which came into the line of street on the last altera-

tion of Piccadilly, were fortunately saved before the
whole number bad been cut down

; and plants and
flowers flourish in balconies, and the ivy and the vine
are trained to cover portions of the frontage. Con-
siderable beauty of effect results in many of the cases
mentioned, as may be noticed even in Piccadilly.

It should not be inferred from any of our arguments,
that we would have the houses of London covered with
creeping plants

; but the lesson from the particular
combination is not uninstructive. To what is it that
the ruined abbeys owe much of their beauty ? Surely
to the combination or contrast of the architectural
details—as mouldings and window tracery—with the
leafy covering of the walls, and other associated
objects forming the natural beauty of the site. The
well-known church of Castle-Ashby, in Northampton-
shire, affords a good illustration of the effect of archi-
tectural detail under such circumstances. The late
INIarquis of Northampton kept the ivy cleared away
from all parts where details, or the manner of Ihcir
union, would have been concealed. We have bctn
pleased to observe that the arborescent beauty of some
of the suburbs of London, as several of those on the
Surrey side, appears to be appreciated; aud that
many of the new streets, even where the houses are of
an inferior class, are planted with trees— as requisite
to their agreeable appearance. Our argument is, that
more might be done in this particular way, or with
the same intention, in the main streets of London

;

whilst of course, in the outskii’ts, better design might
be exhibited in the architectural detail.

But to understand the importance to architecture
of the principle we have been referring to, wc should
observe the buildings of the northern manufacturing
and commercial towns, where trees scarcely grow, and
w’here, usually, the atmosphere is more smoke-laden
than that of London. Some of the lamentations which
we alluded to, as to the want of interest amongst the
public, have reached us from one of these very places

;

one, indeed, that has become remarkable for its build-
ings. Indeed, we admit, considering the manner in
which architecture has been practised during the last
dozen years, iu such towns, and the architectural taste
manifested in some of them—and which as to many
elements of effect, is greater, in proportion, than
thnt exhibited in London—it is difficult at first not
to dispute, rather than join with, the imputation as
reported to us. In fact, we do doubt some of the grounds
of the assertion. We do not think that the merit of
the erection of such buildings as there arc iu Liver-
pool or Manchester, is to be ascribed to rivalry, and
to purse-proud feeling, so much as would thus be sup-
posed; though such moving causes have not been
wanting. The interest which is now taken in the
other arts

; and the sums which are expended iu the
purchase of pictures, would rather go to contradict
the supposition. Still, ascribing to the buildings
referred to, all the merit which they have in
tccbnical details

; if the object aud intended effect
of architecture—the decoration and adornment of
cities were attained in a degree commensurate with
the attempt, people would live in the town of Man-
cjcstcr— which, it is well known, they generally do
not

;
and would not leave it for a resideoce at the

* See p. 501, aiife.

lakes, or in the southern counties,—as the majority of

those who make fortunes seem to do. The smoke of

Manchester has been asserted to he the reverse of

unhealthy
;
and perhaps it acts in the manner sug-

gested in the note to our recent article on the National

Gallery question. Art in Manchester, as we believe,

owes its position qirincipally to individuals. The

town—by its smokiaess, and the genei'al absence of

trees, or any sort of vegetation, except at the

outskirts— is repulsive, iu spite of its good archi-

tecture, as every stranger feels who visits it. Till

the smoke can be reduced still more than it has

been; and till trees and flowers will grow within its

circuit, its architecture cannot be appreciated by its

inhabitants, even as it deserves to be. Lest the view

we take should be doubted by those who reside in

hlanchester, we may refer to the surrounding mauu-
faeturing towns, such as Bolton, Stockport, Ashton-

under-Lyne, and others. The smoke tliere seems to

be more dense
;
aud the impression of n itural beauty

more strictly banished to the surrouriding counti-y

—

which has still picturesque character. The wealth

that is accumulated in some of these towns is con-

siderable. Yet what has architecture done to render

any of them attractive? There is so little th.at is

refreshing in tlie scene, unless it he the buildings

portion of it,—there is such a mass of deformity to

set against the art,—even iu this, and the mind is so

much depressed every way, that what there is even of

good architectural design, is not appreciated, and
seems out of place. Let the impression made on any
of our readers be compared with that winch is in-

duced by the line of Piccadilly, opposite the Grecu-

park, aud in many other parts of Loudon. Here, one

or tw'o buildings e.vcepted, there may be no vcj y supe-

rior works of art— no particular taste evidenced in

architectural details
;

but there is symmetry and pro-

portion, or massiveness in one front, aud quiiutncss

ill another: one house recedes from the general

line
; another has balconies, or bow-windows, or a

porch
; and the park and trees, and the plants iu bal-

conies, add the other element for effect. Similarly,

the eastern side of the park deserves to be noticed for

combinations of the like kind. There we find Bridge-

water House, with its simple but admirably plauncd
sunk garden—though that feature is not so well seen

from the park as might have been desired,—and
Spencer House, with its ruslicjted and arcaded base-

ment amidst the leaves and branches, and the beau-

tiful statues crowning its pediment—regarded as

models for the treatment of sculpture iu such situa-

tions. Gothic of the Straw hcvry-hill kind, will be

discovered in tbc course of the walk ; we do not hold

it up fur approval
;
thougli we have seen houses in

that character of taste, which when we could get rid

of prejudice aud precedent, we have thought not
•wholly wortliless pictorially ; whilst such works have
begun to acquire something of historic intercri.

Interest, however, of some kind or other, is what it

should be the object to c.veite in oiir streets, by the

disposition and plan of the routes and buildings, the

grouping and the variety of sejiarate features,

and by the general study of a particular ill-under-

stood branch of our art— architecture. Interest,

such as ever can be taken iu old street architecture, at

home or abroad, it is indeed impossible to afford by uew
building: we can maintain, but not re-create tliat: but

we must supply other matter of interest—other food

for the eye and mind,—by fresh creations,—in fact, by

art. There is an alleruative from the unanimatIng,

mind-deadening influence of brickwork, uudccovatcd

by proportion or oruauient, and the eqiully deadening

effect of our ordinary and art-less cimcutitious

substitute for architecture. But, for that, it will

not suffice to take the unbroken frontage in a

street — such as the ordinary streets of Loudon
afford—to rc-gronp the openings and add archi-

traves and cornices. The architect may, no doubt,

do all that, with skill in his art, and the deserved

approbation of his brethren. But, be must do more.

Without the particular mistaken aim at contrast aud

variety—namely, contemporaneous use of several

styles—he must give those same qualities, which cau

become even more obvious and striking from the

bond of agcueral wholeness. Tor, there seem to be

two kinds of contrast,—one which is absolute, like

that of black to white
;
and the other, known to art,

the principle of variety in unity. Coiitra't, or vai iety

(for there is ground for the use of the words iiiter-

chaugcahly), is, in short, but one, though a much
neglected element, in the art uf the arcliitcct. We hold

that the particular variety which is needed, is not got

by the simple use of a plurality of styles : but on the

contrary we maintain that the number of the techni-

calities—as details and precedents—tends to lessen

the attention to real variety,—to substitute the sem-

blance of origiuality for the fact, and to interfere

even with the power of appreciating the art where it

may have been supplied. No man can pass per

salturn from the appreciation of Greek, or Go: hie, or

^loresquc, or Italian,—from one to auother—and be

just to the art and the artist iu the case of each, any

more than the same hand can be found to delineate

with equal skill their ornament, or the some nation

to admire alike the Ycniis de' Medici, and the Venus

of the Hottentots. Were there no other objection,

there would be one on the score of cost— a fmaucial

oue—to the provision of a class of art-works for each

class of percoptors. Where, in general learning

and tastes — in language, feelings, intentions, aud

inechauical fa'llitics—people of the same time and

country are bonded together, alike houd should pre-

vail ill the iloiuaiu of art—co-existing with the full

latitude wliich every analogy shows will exist in

individual facility and inventiveness.

Architecture as w c are viewing it, may be said to con-

sist of two grand fields or vehicles of expression,

the technical department, necessary to the other, but

in which pcrciption grows with study,—and another,

the department more especially neglected by our pro-

fession, which, like music on the car, is calculated ta

tell upon the eye of the impressible, but not deeply-

learned public. What can be the value of any refine-

ments, or graces of detail, if the alteulion be not

first drawn to the object ? The eye must been chained

;

;
aud that part of the process of observation in which

the rensouiug powers arc concerned, will thus be set

[

to work. As architects, we must note the impressioa

' from the combination in cases which we have referred

to,—where art—though little of what we have been

accustomed to call architecture—holds its important

' place in the niise en scene. And wc must provide at

i the least, so much of the appearance of sLibility and

of use, as every observant person, unaffected by

[

dogmas and precedent, would not fail to insist on.

These simple elements and conditions include all that

is wanted for the public.

* The extent of the application of the guiding

' principles rany he not at once perceivable. But,

' take the latter branch of requirements alluded to,

first. We want porticos which will shelter, but will

I not d.irlcen rooms, and porticos to v/hich we can have
' access. We want to see a work of art if wc have it,

' and to feel that it contributes to our enjoyment in

' return for what it may have cost,—wc demuud that it

' should be well placed in a vista, or be visible from a

' sufficient width of street
;
and that the background of

sky, the medium of atmosphere, and the surjace of

the work itself should be not obscured and polluted

' by soot and smoke. We want both the fact of sta-

bility, and the utmost appearance of it helped by
' every detail of the bascoient, by every accessory, and

every extension of the site which can be generated in

the eye by the lints aud curves. We require not

merely space for our buildings that we may get back

to view them, but breadth of base, or the semblance
' of it, for works themselves. Our chief buildings

should be more frequently, like the National Gallery

j

or the Royal E.tchangc, placed where abroad platform

occupies the forcgroimd, and prevents the disturbing

influences which may be unavoidable in crowded

streets. But the extension of base may be provided

for by other means : the appearance of it need never

:

be left out or be concealed by the habitual iron rail-

ings. Curious it is, how what might seem the

obvious elcmeats of our art, have to be learned the

last. How many porticos have we without either

access, or that base of steps which according to the

view wc have been taking, would be positively the

' most essential object for atteution?

I So much for the one class of essentials in ourart, which

can be appreciated, and will be required, by Smith and

Jones—provided onlysuch individuals havetheovdiiiary

eyes aud intelligence, and have not advanced merely to

the “ little learning ” which, alas ! robs a man too often

of liis sincerity of thoug’nt, Ida nobility of mind, and

overwhelms his reason with prejudice. If the public

who would judge, would but secure the steps iu the

ladder of knowledge, aud take no ground without first

'understanding it; if men would have only the

' candour to be not pleased—would not feign a pleasure

wheu they have it not—wc should soon make sure

way, and bring about the real love of our art by a

rational and progresaiog process. The monitory

lesson from Grecian art, restrains ns indeed from

arguing that the people can never appreciate the ut-

most rtfiiicracnt. But the ever vocal lesson from the

Athenian Acropolis—the combination and contrast of

nature aud art—the architecture with the base and

foreground of rock, aud the background of sky and

clouds; the same combination everywhere, with

«' Sunium’3 marbled steep;

the sea-horizon, or the forest-glades
;

points to

another consideration not neglected, and which pro-

bably led to the delicacy of perception as to details.

It we have written to any purpose, it has been

shown that the combination of art with nature operates

on the eve and mind, because it possesses in the

utmost degree variety. A corresponding effect is

that which wc have to' produce— it may be under dis-

advantages. As a nation we have abandoned country-

lih. Having hitherto added our art to effect n
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union with sylvan scenery, we are now to study the ,

combination where forms of a structuriil character

will predominate.

It’ art was needed to produce a peculiar beautiful

expression in sylvan, maritime, or rochy scenery,

natural beauty is r-t^uired to corn dne in the archi-

tecture of towns; or oth.er elenieuls of effect must be

presented to make up for the defic'eiicy, and tending to

reach the same end. Tliu<, wliil't parks and gardens

should be formed, at fiequeiit distances—and, inore-

over, should be p'atiiied and decorated with architec-

tonic and sculpturesque aci'cssories; other areas should
j

be provided, where our public buildings may st.md, and
;

geuerally in such cases,—to gaiu the efl'eetivcc uiibiiia-

1

lion of buildings in a. place, and the variety of objects
|

t> interest and cmir.ist; and to allow the .sky and
^

clouds to come into tbc lield of view, and the sky-line

of the building to bear its part. The li'e and
|

move nent of the other co ubitiaiion with nature

should be emulated th ough the iutroduclion of foon-
,

tains, and the use of sculpture not exceptionally

but generally. In our article on the Parks we ‘

omilteJ to advert to the advantage of not con-

'

fining sculpture to use of marble. Zinc, co.ited
[

with bronze, and ordinary sloae, could be used

with excelleut effect
;
and without any deficiency i

in its own art, such s.-ulpture would completely

serve the purpose of decoration. The sculpture at

Spencer Tlouse, before referred to, is no doubt but
Portlmd stone. If some kinds of stone should
he considered not suitable, after the sad evidence

which our eyes are presented with, or could

not be rendered so by preserving coating, there

'

is the enduriog terra-cotta, already the vehicle

'

of some excellent attempts, aud likely perhaps

'

to be modified in improved manufacture and
firing, so as to admit of the full retention of the
beauty of the moJclliug. Other vehicles also are

to be found. lu one w.iy, or other, great use

'

might be made of sculpture,— instead of as now, no use
j

at all in architecture, with a very small number of
exceptions, and no use compared with what might and

'

should be made of it in our parks and gardens.
Sculpture has been called “the voice of architecture:”
we object to the expression, however. But it can
supply one thing, without which our art has no effect—no voice,—the life; the variety; and the contrast
with the more rigid form and technical e.\pressioD of
our own special art, of another art—or an element
of natiirabs'ie derivation. Thus it is that we can

2)ut no limit to the sphere of architecture, properly
spe iking, without including many of what are some-
times regiirded as, and in importaut essenti ds arc,

separ itc arts.
I

In our ordinary streets, trees, shrubs, and garden-
'

ground should be found: they should occasionally be
met with at unexjiected places,—rather than that, trees
should b .irdcr the whole line of streets at regular dis-

tances, as apparently contemqdatcd by some,—an ar-
rangement which w’oiild even oppose itsell to the parti-
cular combiuaiion we have been suggesting. Patches
of flower-garden, however small, and plants in vases
and balconies, should mingle with the architceture,
and oppose the free art-work of nature, to the regular
aud legible art-work of man. Every process or thing
of nature or art which can be conducive to variety

—

without that mere wliim-icality, which checks at rule;
'\^ich any one can have

; aud which is not ai-t, or fer-
tility of mind—should be made to contribute to the re-
sult. Thus, as we endeavoured to poiut out in a former
article, no object of the foreground—whether the
pavement, the s'umps, aud lamp-posts of the footwav

;

the railing or balustrades
; are undeserving of atten-

tion. In fact, willi the steps of the eiitrance, such
things, jiroperly contrived, spread out the area of base
in the eyc; group and combine with the building
in a whole; produce variety; aud helji in the ap-
pearance of growth from a base, and of structural
stability.

j

It is not, however, by minor matters that v.irietv
’

in architci’tiiral features of our streets can chiellv be
attained

;
a great aim should be vanrty of plan in

the streets and open spaces themselves, hy the
selection of good sites for the piibl c buddings'; and
by massing of parts, and the prominent use of
recessed and project ng features in the view. As to this
subject, it is enough to rcmiu l our readers that we
have referred to it in the papers which we commenced
some time ago, on the recent hirtury of architecture—

'

especially where we had occasion to speak of Regent-
street, aud the architecture of .Tolm Nash— wliose'^mis-
takes, indeed, wc Ciiuld not defend, but whose percep-
tiou of the poiuls we have been treating of, we could
not fail to acknowledge. His errors as an artist may
show the falla'-y that would be involved in relying
solely on the pictorial treatment, to the consideration
of which more c>pceially we have here devoted our-
selves : hut his circuses, Quadrant, crescents, and opcu
spaces in pi m

; his massing of parts, and the varictv of

•.
elevations

; and his disposition
!

ot hmidiugs on sites hke those of t.ie church in

L ingham-place and the Haymarket Theatre, where

they might he pictoiiidly efl'ective, are worthy of every

commendation, aud have not since been equalled, or

imitated. But, what London might be, can be

gathered from the comparison of a plan showing the

positions of its buildings, with the plan of Paris,

—

or, what it should have been, with AVreu’s plan for

the irnprovLTUi ut of the City.

Screens of columns, or arches, should he substituted

for the blank walling in Piccadilly, as suggested some
time ago, and that of the garden o'' Grocers’ Hall,

in Princcs-.-trect, by the B.ink; and the colonnade

in front of Bui'liugtou House— semicircidar on plan

—

might be turned to the street, as spoken of by a wiiter

in our pages, with excellent effect as regards the street

architecture. Our r.tilway viaducts should not

be ever unsightly excrescences, designed with no
reference lo the slrccls which they intersect. By
the embankment of the Tliaines, there should be pro-

vided, at once, the main artery of communicatioa
which Loudon needs, and the finest sites fur architec-

tural effect. Aud, lastly, the gai'deu enclosures should

be something more th in sites for trees and shrubs :

but, ou the principle put forth, should themselves be

imyirovcd by arcbitectural features aud sculpture;

aud should be so plauued as to contribute more to

the adornment of the streets. There are, however,

many objects hi-youd what we can here refer to,

through the medium of which, variety aud beauty

might be increased.

There must he some cause for the apathy to art in

arcliilei'turc, which after all prevails to a great ex-

tent amongst the public. We have tried lu show ou
what principles and through what means, exertions

for improvemeut should be unde. The consequences

of tlie neglect of the beautiful in our streets, arc

little thought of, hut they are more serious than is

suspected.

AN ACCOUNT OF ELY CATHEDRAL.*
At the jiiaction of the nave aud transept stood a

Norman tower, which probably, as usual to that

style and in that situation, was scarcely elevated

above the ridge of the roof; but this falling in 1352,
and destroying with it the whole of the eastern por-
tion of the original church, the present lantern was
commenced during the time of Bishop Hotham,
under the direction of WaLingham, the sub-prior. In
itself it is almost unique, there being, T think, no
other example except at the monastery of Batalha in

Porlugiil. Tins oct'gon is admirably designed: an
area is given by makiug the width uf the nave aud
aisles form the diameter, and the arches of central

aisles the widih of the arches of the octagon, so that

there is no interruption to the view eltner looking

north and south or cast aud west. The arches to the

four sides of the octagon are about the Iieigbt of those

of side aisle.s, with wlii h they atnalgamatc, as it were,

by an angular groin, rendering this portion as a solid

abutment to the octagon. Ou the exterior, from each
of the inner angles formed by walls of nave, chancel,

and transepts, sjiriGg two massive flying buttresses,

abutting octagonal turrets at each angle of thelantcni.

These lurre's were originally designed to be pinnacled,
but none of them ascend higher than the parapets.

This point is rather above the m iiu roofs, and so far

the octagon is of stone, but above this the lantern is

contiuned in wood. From the pinnacles being incora-

])1ete, aud from the fact of their large siz *, audthe
well-balanced and massive substructure, Tam led to sup-
pose that it was first intended to construct the upper
lantern also of stone, and to support it in part by
flying buttresses from the angular turrets, tliev being
carried up, to resist the thrust, considerably higher.
Whether this design was ubaudoued from fear of the
experiment or from want of means I am at a loss to

say, hut I thiuk a careful examination would at once
determine that even now it would be no difficult matter
to build the whole iu more durable materials. The four
windows that light the lower part of the octasou are
each of four lights of good general form, but the
tracery is scarcely so well balanced as some of the
other windows of the style iu the cithedral.

Beneath each window are three tabeniaelcs resting
on a string course : they are rather deficient iu orna-
ment, but were probably dot-igued to assimilate with the
arch beneath, which it was found necessary to dwarf
in order to c mimimicate itsoR' with the arches of the
side ai4es. The vaulting shafts of the octagon spring
from the floor iu each angle, but ore interrupted in their

p issiige by a rather singular design, which is bracketed
from them ou a corbel, the eight corbels containing
rcprcscntatiou«, according to Bentham aud Millers, of
scenes in the life of St. Ellieldreda, rommenciog at
the nght side of the west arch : her reluctant marriage
with Egfrid

;
her taking the veil

;
her pilgrim’s staff

taking root whilst she slept; her preservation, with
her virgins, by a miraculous inundation; her instal-

litiou as abbess of Ely
; ber death aud burial ; a tale

' See p. 533, ante.

of her miraculous power after she was canonized

;

the translation of her body. These eight corbels do
not support what at first sight appears to have been a
tabernacle, as there is no niche fur a statue. I, there-

fore, fancy they were placed here merely to break
what the architect might have feared was rather too

^cat a preponderance of vertical lines. The lantern

is contracted above the four windows and the four

arches to trausepts, nave, and choir, by wooden
groining, simply ribbed from the springers, without

any cross ribs, a beautiful graceful line conducting the

eye to the upper lantern, 30 feet in diameter, which
ascends some height in simple panelling, uDenrichtd
by anything save foiling at the heads. At this point

projects a slight gallery, and above the whole is

lighted by eight windows, the ceiling being groined

to correspond with that beueath. This upper work,

although in a great measure the origiual, still, fruoi

its perishable materials, it cannot fail to have once, if

not ofteiier, required considerable renovation, not of

advantage to the design. The lantern, however, as

far as the interior is concerned, has not been much
damaged, but on the exterior it hears every impress

of repairs which might have been superintended, if

oiie may judge from the style, by the distinguished

Beatty Langley. Too much praise cannot be given

to Prior Walsingbam for so beautiful a feature of the

cathedral, although I am doubtful if the design itself

does not appear what it really is not—stone rather

than wood,—and, as the beauty of all Gothic is its

truth, I hesitate to award unqualified praise
;
hut if

carritd out, as I fully believe it was intended, in stone,

this beautiful central tower could not possibly incur a

word of disfavour, even from the most fastidious

dilettante.

The south and north transepts are now all that

remain of that which was first commenced by Simeon
in 1081, and are similar iu plan, with side aisles, as

the a'sles to the nave, but the detaUs of the arches on

the south are much the simpler. There were, before

the destruction of one arch by the building of the

octaguu, four arches ou each side, two piers to each

plain cylindrical, the other clustered, as those of

uave, only more simply. The capitals are more deco-

rated than the nave, but the decoration itselt is merely

a slight volute at the angles
;
the arches they support

are quite devoid of any ornament. The triforium

and clerestory to each transept deviates very little

from those of the nave, with which it seems to have

been built, togelher with a gallery across cither end,

and au arcade dividing off the western aisle of south

transept. The eastern aisle, early in this ceutury,

was divided off to form the library, these three bays

now lighted each by two-light Early English windows,

containing a quatrefoil in the head, probably were the

eastern windows of three chapels, as the same divi-

sions on the other side seem also to have been thus

appropriated. In the centre of this transept are the

remaius of the paving, laid in geometric forms of

various colours, removed from gallery to Lady Chapel.

The roofs to each transept correspond : they are very

beautiful spicimens of a bamnier-beam roof, with

angels at the head of beams. The work bears every

appearance of the Perpendicular style, but, I think,

rather he^'ore than coeval with the windows of the

same style in the gables, as they are inserted con-

siderably above the timberings, which, had the roof

beeu fixed after, could scarcely have been the case.

The roofs have been beautifully decorated : the south

has been restored, aud the north is now uudergoing

repair.

From the lanteru we arrive at the three hays,

built by "Walsingbam, with the lantern. These three

bays mark the extent of the old church, which reached

to the pier now reraainiug (between this work and the

six bays of prcsbyteryl, forming the base of the apse.

This is only original as far as the capital that was

added iu 1235. These three decorated bays are, as a

whole, luicquailcd by any other decorated work of the

class in the kingdom. The arches are all well formed,

and gradually conduct the design into the next stage,

the triforium, with a rathir less interruption than is

common to the style. The triforium arches are filled

. with the best designed ti'acei7 I ever saw -. the tracery

' itself does not seem, however, to have been sufficient

to sati^fy the anxieties of the architect, for he has still

further euriched his design with numberless ball-

flowers throughout the varied lines of the tracery and

arch mouldings. After these beauties, it seems the

architect had in a great measure exhausted his powers,

for the clerestory wiudows do not in any degree ap-

proach the dcsigu of the triforiimi
;
iu faet, they are

singularly poor. The groining is simple, hut the

basses are good. All the si afrs, and a great many of

tbe capitals and prominent mouldings are executed iu

Purbeck marble, wbich has lately been polished. The

noi'thcru aisle, forming at one time a sort of ante-

chapel to tbe Lady Chapel, or as it is now called

Trinity Church, is bniit of a richness to correspond

with the choir, but the southern aisle is plainer, in-

cluding also, strange to say, a portion of the arches of
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the choir. The beautiful oak stalls, of about the

middle of tlie fourteeuth ceutiiry, now occupy the

iirea enclosed by these three bays, but they were
originally more westward under tlie octagon, and were
more recently to the very cast of the church. Tlie

stalls theinselvi 5 are eicccclingly good spccimeus of

the Decorated, and although they do not possess the

richness to be seen in l iter work, the caiwcd work
being cut off half way up by a scries of foliated

arches, and by a horizontal break for the reception of

sculptured figures not now existing, hut which once

no doubt occupied the vacaucy which is now capped
by croeketed pinnaelts. The whole of this has been

placed in its present position, and adapted together

with much new work with eousideralile taste, but we
may perhaps venture to object to the scrolUfoi'm desk

tei-minatious, which seem scarcely severe enough iu

foi'iu to harmonise with the rest. Beyond the origi-

nal cathedral, but occupying a poiliou of the apse, and
also of the clievel, if there was one, is perhaps the

gem of the whole cathedral, the presbytery of six

bays, of the Early English style, commenced in the

year 1235, completed 1251. The arches are very

numerously moulded, and project considerably at their

spriugings beyond the face of the clustered column.
This projectiou is still more increased by a detached

column being trussed out upon an elegantly carved

bracket immediately above the columns, of the aisles,

which is coutioued up to form a vaulting column of the

roof. The triforium is a piquant bit of this style of

architecture, but it is nothing iu actual description, as

it is merely the simple form of two trefoiled ai'ches

supported on a slender culntnn, comprised in an equi-

lateral arch, the tympanum being enriched by another
foliation. The columns of the comprising arch are

well and beautifully recessed.the hollows decorated with

a crisp foliage, whach runs also iu the arch. The clere-

story is a triplet. ITie escoinson arch is distinct from
the wiuduw arch, and is supported on columns, admit-
ting a passage behiml. These arches are not foiled,

but they scarcely seem deficient in enrichment, their

outline being so perfect. The accomplished critic

would feel liis inability to give a really unbiased
opinion as to which he considered the most exquisite

compai’tmonl of this cathedral : his mind, 1 am sure,

woidd vacillate between the gorgeousuess of the
Decorated part and the elegiince of the Early English.

The presbytery, with its side a’sles, was fomierlv
built ill tlic same style, but from various causes a

pirt of the (riforiutu has been alteied, the windows
and side walls ofthe aisles have been renewed, and the
windows inserted iu the triforium in decorated times

;

but all these alterations, although giving an intiTest

to the building, were not carried out with the judi-

ciousness to be wished, nor \tdth the taste displayed

in the building ofthe choir. Three lancet windows that

close the view of the east, and the fn e-light windows
above, are very siinilai' to the east end of several of

the flue buildings of Yorkshire
;
and if my memory

serves me correctly, there is a great resemblance
between this one and the east elevation of Whitby
Abbey. The arches on either side the triforium and
clerestory aim carried out iu their full integrity :

nothing seems misplaced or ill balanced, and all is

equally decoruted, light, and elegant.

The variety of tints, produced by the employment
of Purbeck marble and freestone, is more ajip’Urablc

to this style than any that succeeded it, and is here

made use of wherever the circumstances seemed to

require, producing a most beautiful specimen of the

style.
i

Iu the ensfem bay of the north aisle is Bishop
Alcock’s Chapi'l, an insertion of thoroughly over-

loaded wi.u’k. The screen work consists of nothing
but tabernacles, that, iu spite of their laced surface,

'

are exceeding heavy and crude. 1 am at a loss to

account for so 01 a piece of work, more especially as

the commencement, as far as the base of the taber-

'

uncles, promised so well, and is in such good keeping !

in every respect, that the failure, when the work

'

should have beeu progressively improving, is not to
'

he accounted for, except by the supposition that the
j

lower part was completed under the immediate super-

;

inteudeuce of the bishop, who was the comptroller of

the works to Ileiiry VIT. and that it was not com-
pleted unld after bis death.

In the opposite bay is the chapel of Bishop West,
entered by very good iron gates. This chapel is a

most exquisite piece of work : it is most delicately

executed, anil well conceive 1 iu every particular, and
although it embraces in its details and design much
of a foreign element, in fact, tlie Renaissance, it is so

incorporated with our English Gothic, that it causes

no regret at its intrusion.

The whole is most elaborately tabernacled with
details exceedingly petite and beautiful. The taber-

nacle work covers the south window, admitting the

light only through its perforations, and formerly

through the arch above the tomb of the founder; but
this has been filled with some earlier panelled work,
inclosing the remaius of seven early saints. The

eastern window is left quite open, under which for-

merly stood the altar, hut this has been removed, and
of late years au ambitious Gothic tomb has beeu placed

in its stead,—a sad intrusion. The ceiling is groined,

and is of a bolder character than the tabernacles : the

ribs are deep and foliated, and the panels formed by
the tracery, enriched by beautiful and delicately raised

sculpture. It may safely he said that this most
charming chajiel fully deserves a careful restoration

;

but 80 much of the smaller work has perished, together

with the figures that tilled the tabernacles and oilier

spaces, that it is to be feared a faithful restoratiou is

scarcely to be atlempted.

Trinity Church, the original Lady Chapel, I at first

supposed, from its position oa the north side of the

cathedral, to have beeu the chapter-house, but I am
satisfied, upon examiuatiou, that this building never

was used for such purposes, although I think it very

probable that the arrangement of the stalls was at

first designed for that purpose. The Lady Chapel,

commenced 1321, runs parallel with the cathedi-al,

joining it only at the extreme eastern angle of the

north transept, from which it is now entered by a

more recent covered passage, and by a door cut through

the hack of the stalls. The most beautiful enriched

canopy goes round entirely through three sides of the

chapel, and across the eastern end also, with the

exception of that part which has fonned the reredos,

which is in a different and later style than the other,

and is evidenlly an insertion. It seems singular

that the most iiiiportaul part of the chapel should

have been neglected wheu it was first founded, and it

is this fact, amoug many others, that rather inclines

me to believe that this building was not originally

intended for devotion : at the same time I am quite

sure the beautiful stall-work on each side the altar,

forming a contianation of the reredos, was never

intended for seats, hut was for tabernacles to receive

statues. Again, right and left are the remains of the

Purbeck shelves, marking the piscina and credence-

table; and the stalls, as they approach the altar, are

raised one above the other as sediha.

The cbapi’l is of five bays, beautifully vaulted in a

Transitional style, from the later groining to the later

fan tracery vault. The windows on each side are

well traceried, all alike
;
but the eastern ones would

seem to approach in style the Perpendicular : at the

same time I do not imagine they are insertions. This

aliWDst unrivalled chapel, strange to say, has no
marked entrance, the present one is of later time, nor

do I see any way by which the laity could formerly

have been admitted. I therefore suppose they must
have been entirely excluded from service here. The
monks had two entrances on the southern side, through

similar arches to the stiills, but to be detected by a

recessed arch and capital. Direct from these doors

ran a groined cloister, not now existing, iu an oblique

direction to the third bay, eastward of the Decorated

north aisle of the cathedral, where is a most beautiful

doorway in. a later style than the chapel. Iu the

westwai’d bay of this aisle is an archway about 6 feet

from the ground, the window being contracted to

receive it, and beneath are two springers for a vault.

This marks the position of the former high altar, this

doorway having led by a raised and covered passage

from the Lady Chapel across the aisle direct to the

rood in the cathedral.

In 1770 the old reredos was taken down from its

original position, without a single fragment being
I preserved (ooe bay east of oclagon), the choir being

I

removed to the eastern end of the cathedral. I have

!

no doubt the reredos was sadly mutilated previously,

j

but it is much matter of regret that this alteration

' took place, as the wiji-k of this altar and screen doubt-
I less assimilated with the stall-work in the Lady

Chapel, as they were almost contemporary, although
' in cxa xiiuing the work in the Lady Chapel it is ditfi-

I

cult to imagine anything much richer; slill I think I

' may venture to assert that although this altar was in

' the same style, it must have been, from its more
' snered position, still more enriched and beautiful. It

' is generally said that the bishop of this diocese had
' no throne, but that he occupied the seat formerly

assigned to the abbot
;
but I am somewhat inclined

to doubt this assertion, as the first pier on the south

side at the point that supports the groining is eucircle 1

by way of capital by u stone canopy ; this certainly

was intended as a finish to some spirelct canopy work,

which must have been of very cousidcrable height,

and consequently much too c msiderable for the canopy

of a sedilia or stall, but appropriate as the c.mopy of

a throne.

At the focus of the apse stood formerly the shrine

of Eiheldreda, now only known from ancient writings,

as its costly jewelled and enamelled work formed too

great a bait for the sixteenth century fanatics to with-

stand. North and south of tlte shrine the roofs of the

aisles were lowered one bay and the Early English

triforium arches destroyed, aud supplied with poor

decorated windows ; this was done to Lt iu a flood of

light from these poiuts upou the shrine, where rested

the body of one famous in early times as a princess,

a queen, an abbess, and a strict and bountiful sup-
porter of all that was good, upright, aud generous.

In passing from the contemplation of the architec-

ture of the past, I should wish to draw attention to

the way in which it has been restored, under the un-
tiring influence of the Very Rev. the Dean Pescock,

Por whether we commence at the most simple and
least important feature restored, or at the grander

parts, we must all allow that the greatest and most
religious care has been shown for that which has beeu
spared us. The cathedral, standing, as it must always
have done, almost pre-eminent, is still more enriched,

not only by the manner in which it has been restored,

but by tlie very judicious way in which that which is

new has been introduced (with tlie exception, perhaps,

of the design of the organ, on which there may be
many differences of opinion). The screen, in beauty

of design, is almost unrivailcd by any ancient work :

no one, upon looking at this, whether taking into

consideration its dcta'l or its original conception, can

doubt that there are architects in these days fully

equal to any work.

Mr. GUbcrl Scott, as the architect of Ely, deserves

all praise
; aud were he not indebted to other works,

this work alone would suffice to baud his name down
worthily to pvistcrity. C. E. Davis.

A PROPOSAL rOR THE WELLINGTON
MONUJIENT.

Sir,—The first step towards the realisation of aWel-
lingtou monument has yet to he taken. A design is

wanted. The competitiou has determined the class

of designs which are not required
;
hut it has not

advanced beyond this negative result. Neither have

there appeared in other quarters any such practical

suggestions as have given promise of filling the void

left by the collapse of the competitiou. Unless we
are prepared altogether to abandon our purpose of

erecliag a national monument to our great captain, it

would be well that something should be done iu

earnest in the matter.

The authors of the competition designs went astray,

because they took their first step in a wrong direc-

tion. Instead of a sepulchral memorial to be placed

in a Christian church, the AVellington monument of

these geutleraen was a commemorative structure

suited (if suited to any locality whatever), to the

courtyard of a palace, to a metropolitan park, or a

military parade-ground. They mistook a monument
for a trophy. They may plead that such designs as

theirs h.wc been before adopted for national monu-
ments, properly so called,—for such monuments as

they had been called npon to produce. This, un-

happily, is hut too true. Still, this fact furnishes not

one tittle of an argument iu their favour. We asked

from them a design for a monument to our Wdliug-
toii—a design at once appropriate aud worthy,—such

a design as this great country might be now expected

to select for the memorial of the most honoured of

her sous. And what was the reply of the artists of

the competitiou ? They ignored the advance which

art and art-feeling have so happily made amongst

us during the ,Iast balf-ccntury, aud supiilied

us with a series of such monuments, as might

perhaps have passed inusler about the period

of the battle of Assaye.* Of the models which lately

took us by surprise in Wcstniiuster Hall, while a few

possessed high artistic qualities, and exhibited both

the sculpturesque feeling of their authors and their

faculty of skilful modelling, not one appeared to have

emanated from a just idea of the iiiomiment required.

In these designs the prevailing ideas, when not cither

commonplace or iuappropriate, had already' beeu re-

peated ad nansea/u uuder some form or modification.

Aud the allegorical and symbolical imagery was of

that kind which, while essentially worthless aud in-

deed often objectionable, was directly oiqioscd to the

simplicity and carnestuess of the great Duke, and to

the strict reality of his character. In these designs,

historical portrait sculpture aud heraldry, as forms of

expression of the utmost power aud value, were

altogether oveilookcd and omitted, or they were

adopted but in a few instances, aud theu only in a

very subordinate degree.

\Vhatever qualities in the competition-designs may
have caused them to be set aside, as being unfit to be

actually adopted, will imperatively demaud a similar

decision iu the case of everp design which, having

been conceived iu the same spirit, it may be proposed

to treat upou the same principles. The design which

a favoured foreign sculptor did not exhibit, I accord-

ingly classify with its compeers. Cei-tain rnmours

connected with this design and its author I refuse to

notice, until there is proof that, ia this country aud

at (he present time, Ait may be associated with

dishonour.

* It will be understood that our correspondent is speak-

ing for himself.—

E

d.
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The subject of scpulchj'al monuments has engaged

my special attention during the last ten years, and I

have all along studied the monumental relics of past

ages, DO less with the vi«w to derive from them some

practical suggestions for the present and the future,

than because of either their historical value or their

intrinsic interest. And I, consequently, venture to

hope that I may he acquitted of presumption if I now
submit to you the substance of a communicatiou

which I have addressed to Sir Benjamin HaU on the

subject of a design for the Wellington monument.

FreVminary Cotisideratio}is.

1. The object required is such a monumental me-

morial as the British nation would be expected to

erect to Arthur, Duke of Wellington.

2. This monument, accordingly, must he both

appropriate as the memorial of the Duke of Welling-

ton, and also worthy of the British nation.

3. The monument required is to be placed in the

metropolitan church of St. Paul, an edifice in the

Classic style of architecture
;
consequently, with the

Classic style of architecture, this monument must be

in perfect harmony.

4. The sum of money actually appropriated for the

productiou of this monument is sufficiently large to

leave to artists uni'estritted freedom of action.

In entering upon the preparation of a design for

this monumeut, the first consideration will be the

leading idea, which will govern the general character

of the composition. This leading idea, as it bears

upon the present special memorial, will be greatly in-

fluenced, ^ not actually determined, by the type which
shall have been recognised as applicable to every

Christian monument of the highest order. This

type 1 believe to 'be the oblong, raised, rectangular

sarcophagus monument of the Middle Ages, sur-

mounted by a recumbent effigy
;
aud this type I also

believe to be equally consistent with every style aud At the head and feet there would he single-arched

expression of art. Its appropriateness for sepulchral
' compartments. All these architectmal members to

commemoration having been felt from the vei y earliest he executed in serpentine porphyry, and other precious

periods in the history of art, this type is impressed \ marbles, and inlaid, where it might be desirable, with

up)on every noble monument of the Christian era.
j

mosaic work. Beneath each of the eight side arches

From a numerous series of noble examples, I would
,

w'oiild appear the arras of one of the countries in

specify the monuments of our own Black Prince, and ' which the Duke held (an unprecedented honour) the

of the Emperor Maximilian, as authorities for such a I military rank of field-marshal, with his sword and

memorial as I would suggest for an illustrious war-
j

baton crossed behind, or at the base of each shield,

rior and statesman. Accordingly, the sentiment of ' and the insignia of his knightly and military orders

the design now required, with its accessories, will depending £i-ora each achievement of arms. Atwthe

appear to he conveyed, after a manner, at once the ' head, the arms of the Duke’s father aud mother ;
and

most appropriate and the most effective, under the form ' at the feet, the arms of the Duke himself, each w'ith

of groups of historically symbolical portrait statues, ' appropriate heraldic aecessories. All this heraldry to

with heraldic insignia and classical architectural details,
;

be studied with the utmost care, and expressed in

associated with a recumbent portrait effigy. Always noble sculpture, en)iched with enamel,—care being

a most valuable, and a most eloquent form of monu-
|

also taken to show that heraldry is an art as well as a

mental symbolism, in the design for a monument to science.

the Duke of ‘Wellington, heraldry may expatiate with
i

4. Upon the black marble slab would rest the fourth

unprecedented power. In accordance with such views and uppermost order of the composition : this would

I now submit a sketch for a design as follows. The
]

consist of a raised idate of fine bronze, parcel-gilt, and

in one group, including in their number the Marquis

Wellesley; aud in the other group would appear Peel,

Lansdowne, and other statesmen, colleagues and

friends of the Duke in more recent times—one of

these being the present Premier. At the head, and

also at the feet of the composition, the historical

portrait groups would be continued by statues of

eminent foreign princes, generals, or statesmen, who
had co-operated with the Duke : here there might

appear Alexander of Russia, Frederick "William of

Prussia, the Prince of Orange, Bluchcr, Bernadotte,

&c. All the sculpture to he in bronze : and beneath

each statue, on the face of the third step, the coat of

arms of the personages represented.

In the composition, general treatment, and expres-

sion of these groups of portrait statues, the highest

artistic genius, skill, and judgment may be displayed.

In Ihc centre of either side, between the groups of

statues, an inscription,—the one commemorative, and

the other historical. These inscriptions to he cut in

the granite, and the former of them to contain the

titles of the duke in full, the latter expressing with

laconic conciseness the salient points of his career.

The granite block to be represented as being covered

with the union-flag of England, which would be carved

in the granite itself, and would partly fall over its

uppermost portions.

3. Upon this representation of the union-flag would

stand the third order of the composition. A second

and smaller oblong block, or sarcophagus, of the

purest white marble, rising from a plinth of Purheck

marble, and supporting a slab of black marble; both

of these slabs to be richly wrought about with classic

mouldings. Each side of this block would he divided

into four compartments by two Roman-Iouic columns,

with which two smaller columns of the same order,

carrying rounded arches, would be clustered. At each

angle there would be a cluster of theprincipal columns.

design to compreheud four orders or stages ;

—

j

boldly diapered with heraldic aud military devices,

1. The first or loivermost order to form the pHeth
' mottoes, Ssc. supporting the which rvould be a

of the entire composition, and to consist of two broad pt'rtrait figure, recumbent, the head uncovered,

but shallow steps of polished grey granite, without hands upraised and clasped together,

mouldings or ornament. At each angle, on the upper Th'j figure would
^

be represented in the full

of these two steps, a group of two statues, of the
,

uniform of an English field-marshal, having thrown

size of life, in bronze, of soldiers, with reversed arms
,

it the mantle of the garter. At the head

and downcast looks, as sentries on duty before the rifigy* ^h’ch would rest on a cushion,

tomb of the great general. The |eight military figures either side a Bible, a Book of Common Prayer,

which would make up these groups would represent and a volume of the “ Despatches,” and of the statutes

each arm of the British army, thus: (1) Heavy of the realm: at the feet, the cocked hat and ducal

Cavalry; (2) Light Cavalry; (3) Engineers; (4)
j

coronet : and, on either side of the figure, the sword.

Artillery
; (5) Grenadiers

; (6) Highlanders
; (7)

' marshal’s baton, the sword of state, and other official

Rifles; (8) Infantry of the Line, represented by a ios'goia- The diaper of the plate which would support

soldier of the 73rd, the regiment in which the Duke offigy would exhibit the arms of the Duke s sous

held his first commission. These groups to stand ^od their ladies, of the Tower, the Cinque Ports, &c.

clear and well in advance of— Some of these heraldic insignia would also he asso-

2. The second order, which would consist of an I

dated with the inscriptions in the granite. One or

oblong rectangular block of polished warm-coloured ^ore texts from Holy Scripture would be introduced,

granite, having a third step, more elevated than the displayed about the effigy. The effigy, with its

other steps, aud enriched with mouldings and other accessories, to be executed in the finest bronze,

carved work, as a plinth of its own,—the entire order I

.

canopy he needed, a canopy of open work,

constituting the plintlnforin member of the entire bronze and brass, richly adorned with flags and

composition. At each angle of this block, a group of .

heraldic devices, might siumount the whole. Such

Euglish flags, each inscribed with the name of a ^ canopy, of course, in its style, would be adapted to

battle or battles, indicative of the “ Iluudred Fights ”
I

Ihe monument itself, as rdso, at the same time, to

of the deceased hero. These flags to be in bronze or DauTs Cathedral. Here would be a noble field

brass. Ranging from each of the angle groups of,^°^ ^ most important display of historical and

flags, towards the centre of either side of the corapo-
[

genealogical heraldry. I have prepared a design for

sition, a group of historical portrait statues of life-
,

canopy, but I do not propose now to trouble you
'• ” • . . with any description of it.

In conclusion, permit me to state that my design

for the Wellington Monumeut would have appeared

in the competition had drawings been admitted : as it

was, it was sketched out before the prizes were awarded

in the competition, at which time I submitted it to

several friends, and, amongst others, to some artists

of the highest position and reputation. I have waited

until now, to see what other designs might be made
public. No other designs having appeared, I yield to

the urgent advice of my friends, and no longer hesi-

tate to publish my own. Cuakles Bovtell.

Of these four groups, two would consist of

statues of distinguished officers, and two of no less

distinguished statesmen,— the brethren in arms of the
Great Duke, and his associates in statesmanship.

Each group might contain perhaps six figures. The
groups would be set alternately about the granite
block, and close to it, standing upon the third step.

Amongst the military statues would be those of
Beresford, Lyncdock, Crawford, Loudondeny, Hill,
Napier, Picton, Ilardinge, Anglesea, Raglan, aud
Gurwood. The statesmen would represent those who
flourished about aud previous to the Waterloo period.

A NON-PREMI.ATED DESIGN FOR THE
GOVERNMENT OFFICES.

It is scarcely fair that the fortunate should alone

he favoured,—the rewarded alone have publicity. So
we give an engraving this week of the design for the

Government Offices of War and Foreign Affairs, which
bore in the late competition the number 112, and the

motto “
Oraicron,” to which a premium was not

awarded, although it certainly had, and deserved to

have, a large share of public admiration.

The author of this design was one of those among
the competitors who held, first, that the two offices

ought to be united in one composition ;
and secondly,

that the fine frontage obtainable towards the Horse
Guards’ parade was worthy of the demolition of the

present buildings of Dowuiug-street, as part of the

entire scheme of building comprehended in the block

plan. Accordingly we find him. taking the north

front of the site from Whitehall to the Park as the

main line of composition. Upon this he forms the

plan of a recessed centre and symmetrical wings, each

wing being an integer of design (one constituting the

War-office, aud the other the Foreign Minister’s resi-

dence), and the central portion (the Foreign-office),

by the introduction of a dome and various accessories,

being made the means of connecting the whole into

one palatial edifice. The great extent of this front com-
pared with the minuteness of the details has induced

us to present in our engraving only onc-half of the

entire length, representing the War-office, or east

wing, and the recessed Foreign-office to a little be-

yond the central point : the design is readily com-

pleted by supplying a west wing for the Minister’s

residence generally symmetrical with the other.

The central dome was proposed to cover the state

staircase of the Foreign-office, there being a carriage-

entrance from behind, with a qviadrangle or court of

honour opening from the Charles-street or south

front. On this latter front the War and Foreign

Offices, without the Residence, became an integer of

elevation, the Residence receding considerably as a

separate building, with a lawn towards Charles-street.

The state entrance to the Residence was to-be towards

the Park on the west.

With regard to the style of design, Mr. Kerr lays

down the principle that for the climate, the laudscape,

and the mental associatious, of a northern country,

the picturesque is essentially appropriate, leaving the

delicate characteristics of the Classic style to the more
congeuial sunshine and sympathies of the south. At
the same time he objects to the details of recognised

medievalism for the edifice proposed, if on no other

ground than this,—that no one could expect raediee-

valism to he extendedoverthe entire district inquestioD,

whichalone, bethinks,would furnishsufficientreasonfor

adopting it. He therefore professes to employ a pic-

turesque Renaissance to present towards the classicism

of Whitehall aud the park, one extreme of a graduation

of composition whose other extreme would be the new
Houses of Parliament and the Abbey. The design, as

shown in our engraving, will explain itself; but it is

worthy of being pointed out to the student how
anxiously in this so-called picturesque Renaissance

the author has endeavoured to preserve that real

classicism of mstbetic taste which demands the repu-

diation of piquant eccentricities, such as constitute not

unfrequenlly the chief material of lucturesque design..

To produce the picturesque without infringing upon

the severely correct is one of the most difficult pro-

blems of architectural art, or, indeed, of art of any

kind.

In remarking upon a design of such ornate cha-

racter as this, the question of cost necessarily deserves

notice ;
and it may not be out of place here to advert

to this question generally as regards our national

edifices. The public at large are probably very much
at fault upon this point. It is most commouly sup-

posed that when we compare two designs for the same

building, one of which presents an exterior of what

we shall call double the amount of decoration of the

other, the difference of expense upon the building is

as two to one. But nothing can be more fallacious.

The difference is as two to one—not upon the cosl of

the edifice, but upon the mere cosl of exterior deco-

ration, which may be perhaps a very insiguificant

portion of the total cost of building.*

This ought to he understood in England as it is

abroad : if it were so understood, the most persevering

advocates of economy would scarcely grudge the cost,

properly so called, of architectural art. It may be

said to be a rare instance when this decoration reaches

(externally at least) 10 per cent, on the main outlay.

By all means let there be economy in respect of

• Take, for one instance, a large square building,—say

500, by 200 feet and 70 feet high : this at Is.yer cubic foot

for a complete substantial edilice, suitably llniabed inside,

but extremely plain, would amount to 350,OOOL Suppose

it Las ono exposed front, 500 fVet long, and 56 fcethigli.

Take this at 53. per superficial foot for decoration of

a superior order, and what is tbe extra cost? Only

7,OOOL~that is to say, 2 per cent, on the main outlay

would in Ibis case turu the front of a workhouse into tbftt

of a palace.
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building— project be really proved to be a' a feiir clearances, well conceived, might effectuate

judicious one before it is undertaken ;
but when fairly

|

more than a wholesale demoHtion.
.

determined upon, let the question of economy in
|

lu the plan of St. Paul’s Cathedral it was the loten-

respect of art be moprfvcomprclicnaed, if no more,
j

tion of the architect to reserve a large opeo space

Our own opinion of ’Mr. Kerr’s design we have around it. Inigo Jones also, when he projected the

already expressed at some length.

THE BROTHERTON MEMORIAL
COMPEITTION.

buildings at Whitehall (of which the Bauquetiog-

house, the only portion completed, was to form but

the wing), had in view the arrangement of his per-

formance, so that it should be seen on all sides as a

complete structure.

The only proof that now exists of these intentions

no appeal—}tone to judge ourjudges. No, the ver-

dict awaits the find conclusion, aud theu, as the

motto has it, "finis coronat o/jwj.”

After all that might be advised of change in the

structures bequeathed to us, a point of greater im-

portance remains; aud that is the river. Viewed from

afar, or in proximity, this is the maiu feature: the

flood winds its devious way in might and majesty,

but iu filth aud squalor—slips, mud-binks, crank

jetties, obscene sheds and warehouses, bound its

stream. Eveiywhere else a river is a source of

hedth, wedth, and beauty. In this commercial

capital the tide is turned to thrift, and that alone.

A river flowing through a rich country is the glory

of the landscape: in a city, wliile it euiiches and

aggrandizes, the varied barks aud busy skiffs adorn

the stream. The bridges leud another majesty
;
but

the solid quay walls aud open esplanades exhibit

from either side the opposing structures, across the

Having read your correspondent’s letter on the
. ^

_

above subject iu your last week’s impression, I hasten
\

is the great width of Whitehall on the west front;

to forward you a few more particulars, and to supply aud the fact that the cathedral presents on every side

one or two omissions of facts, that were perhaps over- a finished front, and of such magnitude of proportion

looked or unnoticed by him. The competition was that the close obtrusion of houses never could have

marked hysometliing very like injustice at every step, occurred to the architect. How could he pile up a

There was nothing whatever meutiuned as to mottoes temple so colossal, arch upon arch, and coluinu upon

in the advertisement; yet, when the designs were ex- ' column, to an elevation ot 200 feet, to be viewed at

hibited to the public (before decision), the designers’ a diatnnee of only 100 feet ? Having receded so far
; ^,,0 * * t -i

names were obliterated and mottoes gtued ou iu then- (and there are only three points that admit of a sight gliltenng field of water . A quarter of a mile, from

stead; and in this condition the designs were criticised somewhat farther, .Ludgate-bill, Cncapsidc, aud
;

side to side, would also show the distaut towers and

by the press, so that no uninitiated competitor could re- Cannon-street), look up
;
the is foreshorteoed,

|

steeples.
_

this is lost to Loudon. 1 be sewage

cognise Lis own work. Two days after the decision was the projections conceal much of the structural picture, question is kadmg on, however, to the development,

made known in the Manchester Guardian, the draw- and the meridian light of day dazzles the eyes of the I which, arrive when it may, will open, as R bj en-

ings aud models (with the exception of the selected admirer. The proportions of this noble pile are so ebautment, scenes that glow m every returmn^ sun

drawing) were entirely removed—even the model that majestic, that to study and appreciate them the be- but which must remam unseen and unknown, until

received the second premium; so that after the de- holder should stand off at_ least 200 yards from its
;

the nver quays and esplanades disclose theu

cision had taken jilace there was no chance for a base. Now, however, owing to the congestion^ of
,

reality. —

.

“ wanderer ” to criticise the committee’s taste. Ou towering buildings on all sides, the only point of view
^

the way to the E.thibition-room, on this ^ay, a door is from the top of some neighbouring warehouse, or SANITaVRY MEMS.
might be observed marked “Private;” but early in else from the river, and theu the graud^iaw terreno Water on Sioidags.—The City Commission of

the morning, very publicly throwTX open, where the is wholly shut out. ' Sewers arc very properly endeavouring to induce the

drawings could be seen, pitched pell-mell oue over the To encase and box in a gem of great structural
, afford a supply to some of

other iu the happiest confusion. The writer of this beauty would appear ridiculous, almost as much
jjjg poorer districts late on Saturday. It is to be

letter could see his own drawing, which was sent down so as the exhibition of your Claude iu a railway koped they will succeed. M e have shown by elaborate

there perfectly weather-tight, and which airived in van, or the locking up of \\ estminstcr Abbey, lest its examinations long ago the absence of water ou

Salford without flaw or blemish; but it was returned sculptural treasures should meet the vulgar gaze, aud Sundays in hundreds of houses, and the great evils

on a day of heavy storm, with merely a portion of a improve the public taste
;
but the occult itiou of St.

1 resulting therefrom.

Manchester weekly print tied round it; two labels, Paul’s arose from the fact that the charred ruius of the
j

Bethnal-green.-—Two inquests have been held at

glued on the face of the drawing, one even encroaching burnt city which encircled the site were private pro- Bethnal-grcen ;
one on the body of a chihl, who died

and actually on the drawing itself, with a profusion perty, the owners whereof were not treated with on
jjj Peacock’s-buildings, Old Bethual-green-ruad. The

of glue and about half the hairs of a disabled glue- the terms of a valuation jury uuder Act of Parlia-
|

parents of the child were very poor, and Mr. Moore,

brush. Its transit through the weather, in the nnsale ment ;
besides that iu those days grand thorough-

|
surgeon of the district, was of opinion that death

condition in which it was packed, caused it to he con- fares and their advautages were not understood, the i-esulted partly in consequence of the want of

siderably damaged by the rain
;
and I found that six closes, alleys, and lanes, and the few small resen-es of sufficient food ;

hut that “ death had been occele-

tenpeuny nails had been driven through the mount squares (as tlie monument) siifficieutiy demonstrate j-ated through the unwholesome state of the ueigh-

aud strainer, as preferable in Manchester to the cord what were the notions of ancient Britons about that fiourhood in which the parents reside : there is a

and ring. Your correspondent’s strictures ou the epoch.
, lai-ge open drain at the back of the house where the

selected drawing are sufficient to tell of the glaring It was quite otlu-rwise as to the plan of the AVhite-
^
deceased died, and there were several pestiferous

nature of the design. A heavy spire is wholly sup- hall, which was intended to comprehend many public nuisances at the rear of the house, and other manu-

ported on the heads of eight angels, who are quietly edifices : then, that whole vicinage was open, from facturing trades carried ou immediately ou the spot.”

reading books. These angels surround a Greek vase, park to river, and the morsel which had been com- Moore said,—There were two other children at

with a rag across it, in the regular “ stone-mason pletcd, and which now remains, was designed iu per- pi-cseut 1U in the same house, and unless they were at

tomh-stone” style : under the angles are twenty niches fret s curity that no other building should profanely
, once removed they would certainly die in a few

(query, for the committee’s statues ?), about half the interpose between that and the Thames.
j

hours. He considered that the other inmates in the

size of the angels above. The monument was adver-
\

There is no question hut that great difficulties now
, kouse were also in danger, and that steps should im-

tised to be erected for 500 guineas. The successful oppose themselves to the opening out aud improving mediately be taken for the improvement of the place,

competitor waveringly thinks, in his report, the of public buildings. The enhanced value of building Another inquest was held on a child who died at

monument can be put up for about the sum
;
but he

,

sites, and the immense accumulation and subdivision
, 20, Old Bethnal-green-road. The jury returned

slily stys he leaves out the foundations, aud the of property, are barriers of no small inomeut even to ^ verdict, “That the deceased died from natural

Guthic iron enclosure railing. Vdlcan. this we:dthy aud powerful state
;
but experience has causes, accelerated by the poisonous condition of the

proved that, ineveryjudiciousclearance and renovation, house in which the parents resided.” And it was re-

j

the still higher increasing value of outlying plots nearly marked that the attention of the Board of Health

!

indemnifies extensive works of emendation
;
and as to

[ should be called to the place. A juror said that they

I offices for national business, economy is best studied heavy sewers’ rates, yet the inhabitants of

by tbe carrying out in a bold and spirited manner Bethnal-green were the most neglected in the east end

such works as are called for by the necessities of the of London. The district is inhabited by a large

time. number of tbe very poor, who require the blessing of

It is not necessary to raise a palace for the loca- good drainage even more than those m better circum-

BIRD’S-EYE VIEW OF THE M.YP OF
LONDON.

Contrasted with Paris, or many other conti-

nental cities, London fails to maintain its dignity. A
most happy position is lost for want of grand leading

routes; a noble river mutilated through sheer neglect
; .

. .
• ,

• fa'— —
and many majestic buildings sacrificed, simply because every petty department, nor to enneb with stances,

they cannot be viewed at tbe right coaji zf’fifif. Every oi^rbles and emblazon iu gold every office; but
|

Scarcity of Water in Edinburgh.—A report (says

artist has made up his mind that this is a most lugu- essential that the offices or courts, or bureaus for Edinburgh Neu:s), was given in by the Lord Pro-

brious, if not an unhappy, metropolis
;
that its ways governmental business, should he conveni'-nt, solid, and vost’s committee, on the remit to them, to inquire

are not ways of pleasantness; and that nearly ail capacious; and, iu the first coustruction of any of into the cause of the deficiency of the water supply,

require reformation or improvement. Were the mass these, it is as easy to have them well designed and gn occasion of the fire iu James’s-court. The

of the City and its environs to be placed before them executed ; and when the ease and desjiatch of public report slated, that they had a conference with a depu-

on probation, to stand the test of public scrutiny, it is husiuess are taken into account, it is much cheaper than
, tatiou of the Water Company, ou the 28th ult. on the

certain that, like i\\Q picture that pleased nobody, to stint the outlay at the cost of a h id article.
j
subject. Mr. Newton, on the part of the Mater

the whole folio sheet would be expunged. Already The expense to the State of hiring oflkes on Company, stated that the present drought has been

that has been done in detail by various projectors, temporary leases, to bouse departments, ever on the of unu-ual intensity aud duration, aud to this ascribed,

who, in condemning the narrow aud crooked wavs, increase with an increasing revenue, amoiiuts to a sum the deficient supply on the occasion iu question, as

have each of them laid claim to a sort of patent right total which far overtops the rental of the capital that the company were unable to supply constant service

for the origination of new causeways. One has dis- might be required for their proper establishment and for the town, and the water had unforlunalely been

covered a north or a south, a north-cast, or a north- consolidation at suitable locations
;
and, as a rule in all turned off from the locality when the lire occurred,

west line of intercourse
;
another, a great central duct

;
public structures, whatever the nation does in that He, however, assured the committee that, should it

a third, on easement from St. Paul’s ;—but who has way ought not only to be done well, but every such ever happen that tbe water was turned off from a

looked into our miserable public offices ; or even into pcrformauce ought to be fiuishcd iu such a manner, locality in which there might be a fire, every effort

our ill-arranged and most inconvenient (not to say ill- a-s that after-generations might receive them as ' would be made to turn it on without delay
;
but in

favoured) courts of law ? Here, without wholesale ' monuments and tokens of the period of their erection,
j

answer to a question by the Lord Provost, did not

demolition and reconstmetion, there is abundant work Redundant ornamentation and gaude of finish are know that anything beyond this was at present in

for tbe architectural talent, as well as for the spare wholly superfluous : simplicity and unity of style, a their power. He stated that they were pressing for-

funds, civic taxation, or appropriations from the
' io/rf outline, always in keeping with the object it

Exchequer. There is plenty to do iu providing new I subserves, should the rather characterise every struc-

offices, on a scale fairly adjusted between utilitarianism ! ture of a public and official nature,
and rational artistic display ; aud much might still We ai’e led to hope for a better order of things
be done in opening out the better street lines, and in from the directors of public works of these days,

disencumbering the many fine buildings we possess,
j

Whether these expectations shall be ratified remains
As in a forest, the wild beauties of nature are con-

,

in doubt. Competitions have shown what may be
cealed by

^

its density— for “ we cannot see the wood done, but how far the genius of architecture may have
for trees ”— so, in the City we cannot sec the build- free scope and fair play, is still a matter of anxious
mgs for houses

; therefore, to redress the misfortune,
' conjecture—for the dread seems to be, that there is

ward their new works, and that when they were

finished, which would he on or before July, 1859,

they would have a greatly enlarged supply, which

would prevent any such deficiency as that com-

plained of.

It was argued that the domestic dwellings should

be supplied before the manufacturers, distillers, brewers,

&c. but it was shown that if the public or private

works were stopped, some 30,000 iiersons would be

thrown ont of employment.
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Mr. M'Laren said, what they bad to complain of

the Water CompRny was, that they should be laking in

new manufactories and works to supply water to,

when they knew they were not able to supply the
public

;
and that their conduct was like that of a

merchant who took payment twice for the same
goods, for they obtained money from the inhabitants
for constant service, and yet, while they failed to dis-

charge that dnty, they supplied other classes.

Respecting the houses of the working population, a
correspondent of the same paper says,

—” I have no
hesitation in stating, thit the working classes of
Edinburgh would be amply satisfied if they could get
houses with a good room and kitchen, closet, well,

presses, water-closet, and soil-pipe, and I think that
such houses could be built for 100/. ; and certainly
such bouses would be oue of the greatest boons that
could be conferred on the working classes

;
instead of

as they are just now paying 4/. to 5/. for one room
(per annum), and 7/. and 8/. if you have a room and
kitchen

; and there is no tradesman who is able to
pay 7/. or 8/. without having lodgers, or some other
way than his wages. I allude to such as masons,
joiners, plumbers, plasterers, slaters, and such like,

. . . and I am sure that there are hundreds of work-
ing men in Edinburgh who will strain every nerve to
second the enterprise by purchasing the houses if

they are sold at prime cost.”

A SANITARY COMMISSION FOR OUR
ARMY IN INDIA.

Thk urgent appeal which we were impelled to make
three weeks ago, calling for the appointment of a sani-
tary hoard, with men to caiTy out their instructions,
to proceed at ouce to India for the preservation of
our troops (the enlistment of science and forethought
against ignorance and cai'elessness), has been very
loudly echoed by our coutcmporarics, but no steps
have yet been taken that we arc aware of to meet the
requirement. The Daily Neics, the Morning Post,
the Standard, and many other papers, repnnted the
whole of the article, and the letters we have received
from men best fitted to form an opinion on the sub-
ject have strengthened our convictions, and afforded
fresh evidence of the good that would be done by such
an appointment. The Sheffield Indegiendent, com-
meniing on our ajtpeal, says,

—

“ Such a staff be a new thiag under the snn, and
its duties would be very delicate and difficult—possibly
mvoWinK danRcr of collision with the officers and many of
the usages of service. But we conceive the thing is not
uupructicable, and that it would work well. Every great
ana good thinK carries its own perils and labours along
with it, and if the plan here indicated be set aside on that
score, it would imply a very unworthy feeling on the part
of this country, as if we shrank from duty on the ground
of the inconvenience involved, although the results would
be the saving of thousands of lives."

After reprinting our obsen'ationn, the writer con-
tinues,

—

“These common sense views commend themselves to
everybody’s judgment, and ought to weigh both with the
Becruiting-omce and the Treasury. To preserve the life
of our own is almost as great a necessary in war as to
take the life of the enemy

; and it is unquestionable that a
distinct and sufficiently powerful body of sanitary officers,
and also of workmen to carry out their instructions,
attached to the Indian army, would be the means of saving
thousamls from an untimely grave, and thus of adding
immensely to our available force. The cost of such an
appendage is not worth naming, as it would eventually be
an incalculable saving in every way.",

The appointment should be made at once : not a

moment should be lost
; indeed, it might he desirable

to give powers by telegraph to a yro tempore board
of men already in India, pending the ai'rivol there of
the permanent staff.

Sir,—The news from India states that the brave
General Havelock, when just on the brink of great suc-
cess, was obliged to retire, not before the arms of the
enemy, but in order to carry off his sick, a large por-
tion of whonj were suffering from cholera. A short
time ago you suggested the necessity of express
isanitary measures being employed for the preservation
lof our array in the East. I ‘feel satisfied that each
Lmouili will show more the necessity for such an
rannugement. I do not mention tliis tor the purpose
fof adding to the already great anxiety of connections
lat home, but believing that the lives of many of the
rbrave men who are fighting our battles may be saved
)by the employment of proper sanitary officers, let me
iheg you agaiu to urge the necessity of immediately
isending to India a body of men similar to that which
.was employed with such excellent effect in the Crimea,
iriic flower of the British army is leaving our shores
3;o carry (heir arms into a dangerous climate. "We
live in the days of the locomotive iind ttie eleclric

ielegraph : our soldiers no longer go into battle with
khe crossbow and buckler. Let ns trust, then, in this

Kge, which is remarkable for the progress of science,

jdiat those who have the great responsibility of pre-

serving our countrymen will not neglect, until too late,

bihe einplojTTient of such means as will have the sure
fftffect of preserving many valuable lives. Viator.
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CHURCII-BUILDING NEWS.
Eastbourne.— The accommodation afforded by

Trinity Church, Eastbourne, having become inade-
quate to the wants of its district, it is pi'oposcd to

erect a chapel of ease to that chm-ch, at Sei-side.

A lady conneeled with the paiish has presented a siie

and the sum of 1,500/. as an endowment. Further
subscriptions, amounting to about 980/. have also
been promised, and collections made amounting to
nearly 150/. The estimated cost of the new church
is 2,000/.

lulkeel.—Tlic pai’ish church of Kilkecl, according
to a Newry paper, has been for a length of time imdcr-
goiiig a general renovation, the nave being remod^-Iled,

the old galleries taken away, and a new gallery erected
in the west end. The work was done, under direction
of the Ecclesiastical Commissioners, by Mr, Robert
Magee, of Ncwiy, who is also preparing an open
Gothic roof for the Church of St. Patrick’s, Newry.

France Lynch, Bisley.—On the 15th inst. at the
village of France Lynch, situated on the border of

Bisley-common, the new church of St. John the
Baptist was consecrated. The edifice has been erected
chhfly through a gentleman unknown e.vcept to a few
individuals. The cliuvuh stands at the head of a dell

sloping down to the Chulford valley. Mr. G.F. Bodley,
of Brighton, was the architect. The edifice consists

of a chancel, nave, and north aisle. The length of

the nave is 57 feet 10 inches, and width, 18 feet: the
north aisle is the same length as the nave, and is

9 feet 2 iuches in width
;
and the chancel is 27 feet

9 inches long, by 17 feet 6 inches in width. There
is a vestry, over which is the organ-chamber, which
opens into the chancel. The porch is 9 feet long, and
8 feet 6 inches in width

;
and the height from the

floor of the nave to the spix of the roof is 38 feet,

and from the ground line to the top of the bell turret,

60 feet. There is accommodatiou in the nave and
aisle for 228 adults and thirty-five children; and in

the chancel for ten adults and fourteen children. All
the scats are free except those in the chancel. At
present, some of the windows are filled with plain

glass; the others are filled with stamped glass, by
Laver, of London. The roof is open, the timbers

being of deal, stained and varnished: tlie bench ends
are of oak, and the seats stained deal, and all var-

nished. The seats in the chancel arc caiwed oak. The
floor of the nave and aisle is laid with common
Staffordshire tiles, of black and red colours : the

chancel floor is covered with Minton’s encaustic tiles.

The chanci.'l steps aud the font are of Devonshire
marble. The pulpit is of Piiinswick stone. The
reredos is composed of alabaster, marble, audMintou’s
figured tiles, and in (he centre is a circular panel, in

which is a cross of marble of different colours, inlaid

on a white ground. There is a carved cornice over,

of Painswick stone. The corbels aud caps of the
arches will also be carved. There are two shafts of

polished marble on each side of the chancel arch, also

marble shafts at the east window
;
and it is intended

to have polished marble shafts to all the windows of

the chancel.

Chichester.—At a recent meeting of the Local

Burial Board, tenders were opened for the erection of

a boundary-wall and two chapels, and the lodge, for

the new cemeteiy. The tender of Mr. Charuoek, of

Christchurch, Ilauts, was accepted for the erection of

two chapels and the lodge, at a cost of 1,820/. For
the building of the houiidaiy-wall, the tender of Mr.
Chase, of Marden, was accepted, at a cost of 157/. 10s.

The following is a list of those who tendered,—ten in

number : Mr. Charnoek, fur the chapels and lodge

(accepted), 1,820/.
;
boundary-wall, 215/. : Mr. EUis,

Chichester, chapels, &c. 1,980/.
;

wall, 224/. : Mr.
Chase, Marden, chapels, &c. imluding the tender for

the wall, 157/. 10s. whi. h portion was accejdud by the

Board, 2,231/.; Mr. Johnson, Chichester, 2,276/. for

the chapels, &c.
;
Mr. Fabian, Brighton, chapeds, &c.

2,176/.; wall, 265/.: Mr. Clear, Purbrook, chapels,

kc. 2,326/. ;
wall, 250/. : Messrs. Caley aud BourJi-

man, Ilatubledun, chapels, &c. 2,659/.
;

wall, 214/.

:

Jlr. Phileocks, Brighton, chapels, &c. 2,470/.; wall,

443/. : Mr. Chase, Einsworlb, chapels, &c. 2,750/.;

wall, 180/. : j\Ir. Reynolds, Brighton, chapels, &e.

2,523/. ;
waU, 439/.

Ugthorpe.—The Roman CatholicCluirch of St. Aun,

at Ugthorpe, nine miles north of Whitby, was re-

opened on the 15th inst. with great ceremony. The
church was erected in 1855. The chapel has been

converted into a school-room. The interior has been

walled and floored, so that about 100 scholars can he

accommodated. The church is built in the transition

style of Gothic architecture, the chancel being aliltle

more ornate or advanced in period. The plan con-

sists of a porch, entering beneath a tower, nave and

aisles, chancel, and vestry. The total length of the

building internally is 85 feet, the nave being 02 feet

long. The greatest width is 39 feet, the nave being

19 feet wide. The internal elevation is 31 feet up to

the ridge of the nave, and the tower rises externally

to a height of 45 feet at present. A spire, which is

projected,
_

would increase the height to 70 feet. The
nave is lit by a large western window, with geo-
tnetrical tracery in the head, and smdl clerestory
lights. The aisles have two light windows, with
liierced heads. The nave arcades are formed by stone
arches, on circular shafts, with caps and bases. The
chancel has three side windows of two lights each,
aud ail eastern wiiubiw of three lights. The roofs are
all open timbered and boarded. The chancel has now
been beautified with a mosaic tile pavement from
Messrs. Maw’s mauufactory at Broseley. Tlie lower
portion of the chancel and its roof are di;corated, the
former in tints of maroon, green, and gold, by Mr. W.
Stonehouse, of Whitby. The stained glass eastern
windows of the chancel and south aisle, and the west
window of the nave, lately put in, are by Messrs.
Ilardiuan. The oast window consists of three lights

and tracery, in the Early Decorated style of archi-
tecture. In the centre light is a figure of Our Lord
eiithroued, instituting the Eucharist, and surrounded
by ruby seraphim, surmounted by a floriated canopy,
in which are iutrodneed half-figures of angels bearing
a scroll, with appropriate legend. The lower part is

filled with foliage, arranged in form of crosses. The
whole is bordered by a coloured oniameutal margin.
In the side lights are figures of the Virgin Mary and
St. Anne, upon diapered backgrounds. The west
window, of four lights and tracery, contains the fifteen

mysteries of the rosary, three mysteries ia each of the
four lights, and three in the circles of the tracery, the
groups beifljt conm-cted by the branches of a rose-

tree, which is carried throughout the window. Over
the porch at the outside is a statuette of St. Anne,
The window in the south aisle has two lights and
tracery, and comprises a group of the holy family,

including St. John the Bajitist. The Virgin is seated

upon a throne, holding a rose, and Our Lord, standing

upou her knee, turns towards and blesses the advanciug

figure of St. John, behind whom St. Joseph kneels in

adoration. The groups are surmounted by an archi-

tectural canopy. Throughout the church the archi-

tectural detail is of the simplest possible description,

but uniform in cLaractcr. Whatever of ornament
there is in the fittings or comiilcliou of the fabric is

coiJcentrated in the chancel. The entire cost of the

edifice, which ia erected of stone, lined throughout
wiili brickwork, to ensure internal dryness, aud
including furniture, adornments of stained glass, &:c.

is about 1,500/. Mr. Win. Falkingbridge, of Whitby,
was the contractor. Messrs. Wuiglitman, Hadfield,

aud Goldie, of Sheffield, were the ai’chitects.

Wolsingham,—A memorial window, by Mr. Wailcs,

has recently been placed at the cast end of the newly-
erected chancel of Thornlcy Church, Wrdsiugham,
Durham. The window consists of three lights, the

centre light representing our Lord on the cross, and
the Magdalene clasping the foot of it : in the left

light are the Virgin and the other Mary, and in the

right light St. John and the Roman Centurion. The
traceiy above is filled with angels bearing emblems.

Lochlee.—The Free Church, Lochlee, was re-

opened on the 10th inst. by the Rev. Dr. Guthrie, of

Edinburgh, in presence of the War Minister, Lord
Panmure

;
Mr. Hay, the architect of the building, &c.

The new church is situated on a rising knoll, and
forms a picturesque object in the approach from

Brei'hiu, aud from Inverraark, the shooliug lodge of

Lord Paiunure. It is a simple parallelogram, 61 feet

long and 31 feet wide, with a campanile or tower,

part of which forms the vestry. On the south side is

an open porch, about 13 feet square. The church is

Gothic in its gcueral treatment, with semi-circulai'

arched windows similar to the Norman, divided into

five bays, a three-light window at the west, and a

two-light window at the cast end. The roof is framed

with semi-circular arched trusses, purlins, and rafters,

all painted and varnished iu imitation of oak. The
architect’s design, it is said, has not been fully carried

out in some particulars, such as the buililiug of the

wall, and especially in the roofing of the church with

the flue grey Forfarshire flags.

SCHOOLS IN THE PROVINCES.

Sheffeld.—The foundation-stone of St. Marie’s

Roman Catholic schools for girls was laid in Suffolk-

road, on the loth inst. by the Duchess of Norfolk.

The site is a vacant piece ofland immediately opposite

the Farm. These schools are intended for poor girls, to

consist of an apartment SO feet long by 30 wide, for

the more advanced pupils
;
and a room 52 feet long

by 24 wide, for infants. To both schools are attached

class-rooms, and a corridor or gallery, which connects

the two together, will be used fur a dining-room and

for recreation. There are rooms for the teachers, aud

play-grounds attached. The buildings viill be cou-

structed of brick, with stone facings, iu a simple

style of ecclesiastical architecture, in accordance with

the objects in view. The site (half an acre) is the

gift of the Duke of Norfolk, and his Grace is a sub-

scriber to the building fund, which is raised by volun-
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tary contribution, aided by the Privy Council grant.

The entire building will cost 2,6001. The architects

are Messrs. Weightman, Hadiield, and Goldie, of

Sheffleld; and the contractor is Mr. George tTado, of

the same town. ,, „ ,

—The founaation-stone of St. Paul s Church

New School, for boys, was laid last week. The

building, the plans of which have been approved by

the Committee of Council on Education, will be in the

Early Enghsh style, of white brick, with stone^ dress-

ings. The principal school-room will he^ 73 feet

6 inches in length and 30 feet in width, with desks

aiTanged along each side capable of seating 250 chil-

dren. There arc to be two class-rooms 20 feet by

16 feet 6 inches each, in one of which there will be a

gallery. The roofs are to be open timbered, with

principals having arched ribs springing from stone

corbels, and all the timbers stained in imitation of

oak. At the intersection of the school and class-

rooms, there will be a veulilating turret. The area

of the school aud class-rooms is 2,865 superficial feet

;

and, according to the rate of 8 feet per child, on

which the committee of council have their calculation

as to capacity for teaching, accommodation for about

350 children will be provided, aud a play-ground will

be attached to the school. Mr. Bottcrill, of Hull, is

the architect ;
Mr. Hall, the builder.

Hun5let.—'l\iG foundation-stone of a new Sabbath

and day school, in connection with M esley Chapel,

Himslet, was laid on the 14th iustaut* The site

selected is in LcatLley-road, Pottery-field, the centre

of a dense and increasing population ;
aud the school,

when completed, will comprise a school-room 76 feet

long by 85 broad, and master’s residence, and will

accommodate 250 hoys and girls, and 150 infants, as day

scholars, and a still larger number as Sunday scholars.

The estimated cost is 1,706/. ;
of which 1,500/. have

been raised, including a grant from the Committee of.

Council on Education, of 836/. ;
the balance having

been raised by subscription.

Neiocastle-xipon-Tyne. — New Roman Catholic

schools, with a master’s house attached, have just

been completed at the Brooms, in the immediate

neighbourhood of the Cousett iron-works. The build-

ings are Gothic, and are of stone, with open timbered

roofs, stained and varnished, projecting over the

eaves, and finished with an ornamental ridge tile.

The walling is built in long, flat courses, pointed

with dark mortar. The school is entered by two

porches, for boys and girls respectively, constructed

of timber and stone, and set upon a stone base, the

timber being moulded and stained, and filled in be-

tween with small courses of stone. Upwards of 150

children attend the school, and, with the exception of

a few pounds subscribed, the whole cost has been

defrayed by the Rev. G, Duuu, of the Brooms. The

architect from whose designs and nnder whose super-

intendence the buildings have been carried out, was

Mr. Archibald M. Duun
;
and the contractors were

Messrs. Gibson and Stewart, both of Newcastle.

In virtue ofmy office as umpire, in consequenoe of the

-qua! balance of votes, I adjudge that the first prize be

awarded to the model, ‘In memoriam' aforesaid; and

the second prize to tho Gothic design, ‘ In memoriam

aforesaid. » . *i

In consequence of the equal balance of votes among tue

original referees, I conceive that the committee may exer-

cise a discretion in the selection of which of these two

should be carried into execution, in order to choose the

one which may be the most adapted and best suited, from

local circumstances, to carry out the views of the sub-

scribers in tho most satisfactory manner. But in either

case the committee must take care to assure themselves

that the authors respectively will execute their projects in

an able and satisfactory manner. The one to which I

have awarded the premium requires much taste and

experience to carry out the sculpture in a first-rate style;

and the construction of the Gothic design is so defective,

as to require considerable modification to render it a

stable and permanent erection.”

HOUSE AGENTS’ ACTIONS.
As a caution to my brother agents and surveyors I send

you a decision of the Judge of the Brompton County
Court in an action in which I was the defendant.
Being the agent of twenty-two houses in one terrace,

most of them empty, I put the plaintiff in one to take care

of them, giving him on a icrittenjiaper what his duties were
to be, and what he was to bo paid per week, besides a com-
mission of 24 per cent, for every house of the twenty-two

that a tenant was found for. Subsequently,—some
months after, eight of the houses being on mortgage, «

taken possession of by the mortgagee, and 1 kos deprived

of the agency, leaving me but fourteen to manage.
In one of these fourteen my servant, the plaintiff, still

continued to live and act forme; but his weekly salary

having been reduced, I permitted him also to act for the

mortgagee of the eight bouses, telling him that I would
have nothing to do with the payment for them, bnt he
must make his own arrangements with him. This he ffid,

verbally, and two of them having been let, he sent in a

written claim to the mortgagee for the same 2i per cent,

commission as I was paying him on the letting of the four-

teen houses. The mortgagee declined payment, and the

plaiotiff, whom I had in the meantime dismissed,
_
then

sued me as the agent, puiting in the paper I gave him
first placing him in charge.
The Judge decided that I must pay, because I had not

given my servant, the plaintiff, a, formal notice in irrifing

to say that I was not the agent of the mortgaiiee, and had
thus neglected to wilhdraic the said paper, which, indeed,

I bad forgotten all about.
This, Mr. Editor, may be law, but it certainly cannot be

justice, to make me pay for the letting of houses of which
^ 18 not the .agent when let. W. Moxon,

THE MARYLEBONE TREE LIBRARY.
Tan statement made by “One of the Committee”

Lucas, of Belvedere-road, and Mr. Thomas Grissell

Surely there are many more among the great and

wealthy contractors who will lend a hand on this

occasion.

That part of the scheme which supplies galleries

for the jVrchitectural E.thibition and its adjuncts

should be of especial interest, as it is sure to add

greatly to the profits of all connected with building

manufactures. The warm way in which Mr. Magnus,

Mr. Peirce, Mr. Jennings, &c. &c. have entered into

the matter, is a proof of their appreciation ;
and they

are able to judge.

Jas. EDiiLSTON, Jun. Hon. Sec.

the above unfortunate and mismanaged institution, in the

Sidlder of the 12th inst. is not altogether satisfactory. I

do not think the placards, announcing its close and the

return of books to the members, could have been widely

distributed, ns alleged : they could not have been diffused

throughout the borough without my seeiug them. Some
time since, in a conversation I had with Mr. Somers, the

secretary, he said they contemplated transferring them to

the Tennison (Archbishop's) Library, at the back of the
National Gallery. I think a central situation like that was
more suitable for tho transfer than the Fitzroy Teetotal
Association could be, in an out-of-the-way place, very
imperfectly known ; or even preferably, the London
Mechanics’ Institution. If application tccre made to many
of the contributors, as stated, why was it not made to all ?

It was no more than they wore entitled to, and displays a
principle that can scarcely be defended.

Clan Chattan.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

TriE opening conversazione will be held on the

2nd of October, when an address will be read by the

president, Mr. Wigley. Papers have been provided

for ail the public nights, as follow :

—

Oct. 16. “ On the Public Libraries, Art Schools,

Museums, and Buildings in London, with the Ad-

vantages they offer in Architectural Education,” by

Mr. S. C. Capes. 30. “ Architecture in connection

mth Competitions ;

” Mr. E. Mallaudaine.

Nov. 13. A paper by Mr. J. H. Christian. 27-

“ Review of the Instructions on Ecclesiastical Build-

ing by St. Charles Borromeo;” Mr. G. J. Wigley.

Dec. 11. “The Education and Professional Lives

of the early Italian Architects, Artists, and Sculptors,

contrasted with the Education and Practice of Modern

Times;” Mr. 11. Druce.

Jau. 8. “Chimneys;” Mr. S. E. Rosser. 22.

“ Conversazione.”

Eeb. 5. “ The proper Limits of Imitation;” Mr.

W. Young. 19. “ lYcseo Painting as applied to

“Works of Architecture
;

” Mr. J. Norton.

Mai'ch 5. “Speculation and Competition: their

Effects ou the Buildings of the present Day
;

” Mr.

J. W. Pen fold. 19. “ Science of House Bixilding;”

Mr. G. Aickcn.

April 16. “ The valiie and due use of the Pic-

tui'esque in Architecture;” Mr. A. Graham. 30.

“ Conversazione.”

May 28. “ London before the Eire;” Mr. B. J.

Bcnwfll ; &c.

ST. CROSS HOSPIT.VL.

As one who has taken aud does still take a deep in-

terest in the above magnificent and noble institution,

with reference to the malversation of its richlyendowed

property, I was much gratified in reading the peiti-

nent observations which appeared in a recent publica-

tion. The Amds of that hospital, or more properly

of the two, “ the hospital of St. Cross,” refouuded by

Henry de Blois, in 1157, m the parish of St. Eaith,

for a prior and thirteen impotent men, as a curative

hospital, and the “Alms-house of noble poverty,”

founded within the precincts of the fonner, by Cardi-

nal Beaufort, in 1444, for a master, thirty-five

decayed gentlemen, two chaplains, and three nurses,

are, when ultimately restored, aud the charities obtain

their right, capable of maintaining near 400 perma-

nently crippled veterans of our army and navy, in-

stead of at present only thirteen non-eligible men.

The charity of Cardinal Beaufort has long ceased to

exist, and the thirteen impotents reside in that

foundation, their own having been razed to the

ground years ago. The church is, as you justly

observe, a most beautiful specimen of art, and

being public property, ought to he exhibited to

public gaze without filthy lucre; but, sir, it may be

gratifying to your readers to know that the days of

the trustees who sanction snch things are numbered,

for, from the mastership of the hospital heiug proved,

and admitted to be an ecclesiastical benefice, the

Court of Chanceiy have no jurisdictiou over it
;
aud

Mr. Knight, the member for West Worcestershire,

intends bringing the whole of this nefarious case

before the House of Commons, and a noble lord before

the House of Lords, as nothing but Parliament can,

under such circumstances, deal with it for the future -y

and when all the infamy is fully exposed—as exposed

it shall and will he—to public view, they will, as yon

hint at, if not corrected, apply the “apple-twig

rcmccly most unsparingly.

H. Holloway,

Late Churchwarden of the Parish and Parish

Church of St. Eaith and St. Cross Hospital.

THE SHEFFIELD CRIMEAN MONUMENT
COMPETITION.

The following letter from Mr. T. L. Donaldson, to

the committee in this matter, dated 17th September,

will show what has been done ;

—

“ I beg to report to you that Messrs. Pashley and Jack-
son having arranged the drawings and models sent in by
the competitors, at the rooms of the Royal Institute of
British Architects, Messrs. Mitchell, Thomas II. Wyatt,
Owen Jones, and myself, attended there on Friday,
the 11th instant, and conferred and examined the several
designs. Mr. 6. G. Scott could not attend, being out of
town. Mr. Mitchell also attended on Monday, the 14th
instant, with Mr. G. G. Scott and Mr. Owen Jones,
also myself, and we again examined each drawing t

model. The three referees again conferred together, £

there being a difference of opinion on the merits of the
respective designs, a paper was handed to me as umpi
to decide thereon.

It appeared that two of the gentlemen voted for ‘ t-^-
In memoriam,' a Gothic design; and two voted for ‘ In
memoriam,’ a model with an obelisk and figure of victory,
distributing wreaths—for the first prize.

, ..T.”'® fl®® voted for a Gothic design, with the motto,
Victoria,’ as the second best

; and two for a drawing of
^ with tho motto ' Tout est pour le m'eux dans le

ARCHITECTURAL UNION COMPANY.
Supporters of this undertaking are gradually con-

solidating themselves, acd are coming in
;
but in the

mean time the directors find they are obliged to close

with, or (0 reject the advantageous offer of the pre-

mises ill Conduit-street. They must pay the whole

pui'chase-inoney down, and have the alterations, &c.

to malie. Will you pemit me, through your pages,

to call attention to the fact that some 3,000/. are still

to he provided, aud that as the directors pledged

themselve s, in the first instance, not to proceed unless

they could do so “ safely and easily,” they will, in

duty to the shareholders, he obliged to lose an exrcl-

lent opportunity, unless enabled to act at once by an

immediate accession of support ? Their position is

all the more tantalising because they have received a

number of offers of aid, which are not in due form,

but which arc, no doubt, all intended to be fulfilled, 1 in the open air

THE HIGHWAYS OF MILE-END.

hlAY I ask the favour of being allowed, through

the medium of yovir very useful colunms, to say a few

words on our public highways?

I would take this opportimity to express to you the

pleasure 1 often feel in reading the many papers in

the Builder, in which the merits of the workers in the

useful and the beavitiful are discussed
;
aud also with

the severities with which you treat occasioually

those offenders who will venture their flimsies and

their phantasies to the public.

It is pleasant, sir, to note the many improvements

now "oing on in. the town—the demolition of the old

hole-and-corner order of things, in the dark purlieus

of which crime and infamy had so long aud so

securely nestled. These are the beginnings of a

healthier characteristic of metropolitan life than that

known to the fathers of the present race, and which

will, doubtless, iu due time, produce a sounder and

worthier toue iu the domestic arrangements and

tendencies of the coming generation.

But to my object. I would introduce to public

consideration, not the peculiarities of art, or any of

her deeds, but a plain fact—the disgraceful coudition

of some of the highways of the metropolis. The one

I would particularly introduce to public notice is that

of Whitechapel-road, with its continuation of Mile-

eud. This road, the most airy, spacious, and plea-

sant of aU our main thoroughfares, running in one

broad, straight line from the town, is obstructed and

disfigured to an intolerable extent. A thousand sorts

of odds and ends are scattered partly over the pave-

ments. and all over the waste ground, from the pave-

ment to the road— old shoes, brokeiy, crockery,

costermongery, fish, shells,-the garbage of which are

flung about aud there left to putrily, iu all directions.

Then, again, on Sunday, out come

though aekyed from some oaiisc or other. I trust the licensed rictusllers in great strength, filling the

before Tuesday next shares for the greater part of the pathways wfith their benches and^ t eir crow
^^0

meillcur des mondes possibles.*

above sum will be applied for.

The Auxiliary Donaiion Fund continues to receive

accessions, aud among the more recent are ^Messrs.

guzzlers. This, combined wiih the efforts of the

smokers, hawking and spitting, from the boy of twelve

to him of threescore, make up a scene truly disgusting.
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Such is the state of Ihiugs, particularly oa Sundays.
The pathways arc then impassable; and unless you
are disposed to fight youi’ way through the filthy

crowd, and fill your lungs with the foul effluvia, you
arc compelled to give up the footpalh and take to the

road. No wonder that the Times calls us a “rough
lot

”
at Mile-end !

Now aud theu complaints arc heard against the'

“authorities/’ for permitting this mischicr; but all

this is mere smoke. IVhy, it is the authorities tlum-
selves—I mean the people of the district—who
originate aud perpetuate the mischief. Shopkeepers,

now-a-days, arc not content with a reasonable display

of their goods in their shops, but fill the pathways
with (hem

; thereby giving (he passengers, not only
an opportunity of seeing them, but of kicking them
before them to test their true merits. Yet this

exposure of their goods cannot be to the interest of

the owners. Who but an idiot would buyWiiite-
chapel furniture ? the varuish and joinery of which
are doily c.^posed to the dislocating influences of the
sun, the wiud, and the rain.

As I understand the law, the vesiry, as consti-

tuted by Sir B. Hall’s Act, arc vested with the power
to manage the affairs of the parish throughont these
details. If 80

,
how can they look on the disgraceful

state of their raaiu thoroughfare without feeling the
natural impidse to use their power in the endeavour
to abate tlic evil ? One would imagine that they
would feci proud to use their power to cleanse and
beautify this their public highway, possessing iu

itself so many desirable capabilities. I am willing,

however, to grant that vestrymen have some curious
throes to encounter in these matters. The great

Napoleon, it is said, found more difficulty in the
little domestic squabbles of his own fire-side, than in

his conquests of Europe; so with the vestrymen.
The greatest parochial heart will throb with leniency
when called upon to do its duty upon a chum, whom
it sits beside in those cozy adjournments to the
“Pig and Whistle,” which will ever occui" in the
best regulated vestries.

A Tax-Paydr op Forty Years’ Standing.

ENCOURAGEMENT TO DESIGNERS.
ELECTRO-SILVER BEDSTEAD FOR EGY1>T.

A LARGE German or electro-silver state bedstead,
manufactured by Messrs. Charles Williams and Co. of
O.xford-street, is now on view at "Wiilis’s-rooms,

St. James’s. It is one of six which were ordered by
the late Viceroy Abbas Pasha, in contemplation of ihe
marriage of his son to the daughter of the late Sultan
of Egypt. Three of them arc camp bedsteads, which
admit of being taken to pieces and deposited in a case

of very small dimensions. The dimeiisions of the

bedstead on view arc, height 13 feet, length 7 feet

6 in. and width 5 feet. The bead of the bedstead is

composed of polished pierced work out of the solid

metal, aud is surmounted by a rich Italian foliage.

The foot partly harmonizes iu character with the

head, but has ou the outer side a shell-like oninineiit

iu bold relief too large in scale for the rest of tlic

design. The sides arc composed of rich Italian scroll-

work, (he open work heiug shown by crimson
velvet liuiiig. The base consists of polished Guil-

loche ornament; aud the entire work is surmouutcd
by an arched canopy, supported by four light, bril-

liantly polished pillars. We imderstaud that the cost

of the six arlicles will not be less than 10,000/.

The mauufacturer seems proud rather than other-

wise of the fact, that the design is “ taken ” from a

carved wooden bedstead shown iu the foreign depart-

ment of the 1851 E,vhibitioa. We have not the same
feeling on the matter, and regret that none of the '

10,000/. spent is to go to art. This is encoui'aging

our designers with, a vengeance. The workmanship
of the bedstead is excellent, but we do not appreciate

the choice of the material for such a purpose.

ST.‘VIN'ED-GLAS3 WINDOW FOR ELY
CATHEDRAL.

Mr. Francis Oi.iphant, aided by Mr. Dyce, R.A.
has just now executed a window for Ely Cathedral of

more than common excellence iu several respects. It

will be remembered tliat it w.is proposed to set up
here a choristers’ window, but those to whom it was
mentioned fell off when money was needed, and the

present work, commeuced under the original proposi-

tion, is inscribed, “In honour of God and his wor-
ship this window is presented by Thomas Ingram,
some time chorister in this church.” Mr. Dyce, we
understand, gave his services gratuitously, in conse-

quence of (he circumstances, and the painter also met
the views of the donor. The window is of three

lights, and is an illustration of the text “ Praise ye
the Lord : all his angels, both young men aud
maidens, old men and children, praise ye the Lord.”
Iu the centre, David, seated, gives praise with his

harp, aud a crowd of worshippers behind raise their

voices. In (he left-hand light, females, and in the
right males and children, cai ry out the idea : the
whole arc under fourleenth-century canopies. The
figures, although sufficiently conventionalized, are well
drawn, and the expression of some of the heads—that
of the female with the musical instrument in the le't-

hand hght particularly—is excellent. The white
glass, judiciously introduced in thin lines, is very
good—pearly and sparkling. We may safely con-
gratulate all the parties concerned.

Mr. Oliphaut has in hand a large cast window for
Ihe church at Diss, to be erected in meraoiy of the
Rev. Mr. Manning, the late rector.

NOTES UPON IRON.
The iron trade has expeiieuccd a serious check in

the last ten days. Nearly all communications between
the Briiidi ironmasUr and his very valuable customer
on the other side of the Atiautic have been suspended
until the money panic in America assumes a somewhat
different fealurc to that which it now presents. During
the time that we have named, a lar;ic number of
orders recciil,ly sent from tlic United States market
have been countermanded, and the c.xeculiou of others
has been snspeuded. The home trade, however, con-
tinues tolerably good

; and since our Inst report there
has sprung up a better demand for plates intended for

girders for biidges, and other wrought-iron erections.

There are now also afloat orders for considtrable quan-
tities of irou of a description which show that struc-
tures of a like kind arc being multiplied iu (his

country. Material of no ordinaay quality is sought
after iu such instances.

The slate of the trade cannot be spoken of so
favourably as (he manner in which we had cause for
mcutioniiig it last week. Most of (he firms that are
largely engaged iu the Americau trade would now, we
doubt not, be accessible at a shade lower rates; whilst
iron of a quality equal to some sent from the larger
number of those houses may be obtained at 20s. less

than they are quoting. Still there is no good ground
for declaring a reduction for the next quarter upon
the rates which have nded in the List, aud for some
time previously. Therefore, the preliminary meeting,
which will be held next Wednesday at Wolverhamp-
ton, will pass off with a recommendation to the
quarterly meetings, that will commence a fortnight

afrerw'iirds, to confirm previous rates.

The trade in pigs remains very quiet; aud very
little was done iu the way of sales eiiher at Wolver-
hampton ou Wednesdav, or at Birmingham yesterday
(Thm-sday).

LONDON FOOD.
It is feared that our cattle may be attacked by a

murrain or distemper, very fatal, which may he called

by some other name. In fact, it is thought that this

complaint has not only reached Ireland, but also onr
own shores, for serious cases are reported to have
happened in Worcestershire.

It is scarcely our province to inquire how these dis-

eases, which arc similar in their effects upon certain

kinds of brute beasts to plague and cholera in human
beings, are brought from place to place

;
but it is certain

that, although the cholera is evidently not infeclious, it

attacks particular districts under cei tain circumstances,
when people are stiicken down as if by the sword. We
have conquered various plagues whichhave sorely beset

liumauity in this metropolilan city
;
and it is shown

day by day that we are by sanitary arrangements
driving away those local agencies which attract malaria

and kill multitudes. The same good management
which saves the life of man will save (hat of beasts.

Let us therefore most impressively direct the atten-

tion of those who have the care of cattle to those sure

sanitary laws which will save them.
Cows aud horses, and singiiig-hirds, will no more

be free from pccu'iar fevers and pestilences, in ill-

conditioned places, than their owners.

If this muiTain of cattle shouhl unfortunately

spread iu England, theu it will demand the con-

sideration of those who have the numagemeut of

these affairs, if it would not be better to remove the

animals, uuder the advice of those who understand

the value of proper drainage and the working of these

plague diseases, to neighbourhoods which mny be
more salubrious.

Let us recommend to those who have cows kept iu

London, to see that the sheds in which they dwell are

well ventilated and drained, and kept thoroughly

cleansed, both for the sake of the cows and the inha-

bitants : and it also will be most important that the

officers of liealih should most carefully inspect the

food of the poor, for wc cannot believe, although some
statements have been made to the contrary, that

animals which die from disease can be proj)er for the

food of either children or adults : the cooking cannot

carry off the effects of putrefaction.

It has been thought that the improved arrange-

ments at the new cattle-market would have been
sufficient to have prevented the admission of any un-
wholesome oxen, pigs, sheep, &c. into that place for
sale. We fear, however, that discretion has not been
shown on this point, for only on Friday last we saw
some cows, the fag end of the market, being driven up
to town, which attracted every one’s attention. The
backs were arched up : iu parts the bone was seen
through the skin ; they were, in fact, in the last stage
of disease

;
and yet, notwithstanding the sad condi-

tion of the poor brutes, the udders were of extraor-
dinary size. It is sickening to think that these cows
had bem recently supplying milk, aud were probably
going then to be used for the food of the poor. The
driver, when asked where he was taking the animals,
said “To the Zoological Gardens.” The autho-
rities of Sinitlifield market ought not to admit into that
place animals which are unfit for human food : some
special supervision should be established.

PROPOSED BLACKBURN INFIRMARY.
"W ITU reference to the plans for this structure about

lobcchoscu in competition, Mr. Lang, a surgeon of the
towu, has addressed a letter to the Tresion Guardian,
rightly urging that the principles acted on in the con-
slruc-tion of the large hospitals in France, should have
full consideration before the plan for Blackburn be
selected,

—
“ that each sick wai'd should occupy the

entire width of the building, that there may be no
bhnik walls, but the windows opposite each other
along (he efitire sides: these windows should extend
to (he very top of the room, be exactly far enough
apart to admit two beds, with an intervening space of
3 or 4 feet between (hem. No bed should be under
or opposite a window, nor within 3 feet of the wall,
nor nearer than 12 feet from the beds of the opposite
side of the ward. A ward sufficiently large fur thirty
beds is infinitely preferable to five wards of six beds
each. The best mode of heating au hospital is by
means of large fires or stoves in the rooms, aud no mode
of ventilation will be successful wliicli disregards the
window arrangement described. A fincly-pcrrorated

metallic plate may be adapted to the top of each win-
dow, as it will be required in windy weather. Each
ward should be completely isolated, the entrance
being from the open air.” The writer says correctly,

that some of the most rcceutly-erccled hospitals in
this country have been badly planned, aud are con-
sequeut'y the cause of protracted disease and death to
many of their aftlicted inhabitants. The editor of
the Guardian, iu a note on Mr. Lang’s letter, makes
kind and flattering reference to recent articles in the
Builder, ou the subject of hospital construction,
wherein we set forth and advocated the arrangement
adopted by Mr. Lang.

NEWHALL-HOUSE, MILM'AUKEE.
This large and recently erected hotel was opened

on the 25th ult. and a grand festival in honour of the
occasion given at the Albauy-hall

;
also a new struc-

ture immediately opposite. The committee alone
consisted of 500 persons, and the citizens took five

thousand tickets, of five dollars each, thereby render-
ing the celebration the most important of the kind
that hns taken place in the north-west. We under-
stand the entire cost of the building is about 160,000
dollars, and 70,000 dollars for fitting up aud furnish-

ing, a large portion of which came from the East.
The buildiug has a frontage, to Main-street, of 180
feet, with a flank, towards Michigan-street, of 120
feet. It is si.x stories iu height, exclusive of base-

ment, aud is faced with Milwaukee brick, which is

stated to be of excellent quality. The grand entrance
is in hlain-street, aud leads to a spacious liall whence
branch the corridors off which the principal apart-

ments arc provided. Suites of rooms, comprehending
all the usual arrangements and accommodation in such
establishments, are provided. Situated at the rear of

ihe building is a maguificeut and very large dining-

room. frescoed by an eniiucnt artist, Otto Fritz, who is

also decorating ihe Hyatt House at Janesville. Imme-
diately above the lidics’ private staircase is au
enclosed piazza, usually appropriated for smoking
purposes. The saloon, or bar, occupies a prominent

position, and is said to be “ replete with all the com-
forts for the iuward [outward] man.” A splendidly

appointed billiard-room is also added.

The fourth, fifth, and sixth stories arc appropriated

to bed, dressing, and bath rooms, &c. the supply of

hot and cold water being very complete, by means of

water-works, with engine, in the basement story.

Each room hns its fireplace, and ventilation has been
carefully provided for. Large tanks, with a perpetual

supply of water, are constructed on the roofs, and so

arranged as to flood the whole building, or any portiou

thereof, iu case of accident by fire. Cooking provi-

sion is made for 600 persons, and the kitchens, with
laundries, diy ing and irouing rooms, with accommo-
dation for servants, arc in the basement. All the iu-
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ternal appliances, furniture, &c. ore said to /be of a

most costly character. Several local merchants and

others have rented suites of apartments. 'I bis gigantic

speculation is the work of one individual, Itlr.

Newhall, who has borne the entire expense himself

:

it is now leased to Messrs, llcan and Rice, two enter-

prising and well-known hotel proprietors.

RECENT PATENTS.*

"WiLLiAW Richardson, Ranelagh-grove, Pimlico.

Jinproveinenfs in the use of^ Iron, or any other

Metal, by itself or in combination with other mate-

rials,for structural purposes. Dated 13tb February,

1857 _—Xhe essential principle of this invention is the

use and application of iron, or any other metal, in

segments bolted together iu combination with bricks,

tiles, or any kind of pottery, or concrete, or wood, as

a lining to the iron, so that the parts and the mate-

rials being connected with each other, and securely

fastened together, and the joints made good, the

whole combiaaiion shall form an air and water-tight

structure of great strength, the iron htiug the out-

side, and the other materials referred to the inside of

such structure.

D. A. Lamb, Berwick -upon -Tweed. — H'ater-

closets. Dated 13th February, 1857.—This inven-

tion of improvements iu water-closets consists of an

arrangement by which any given quantity of water

can be supplied to the basin, the llowing being regu-

lated by pressure.

Marmaduke William Hallett, St. George’s-

road, Eccleslou-squarc. — Securiny Jl'indows, tfc.

Dated 13tb February, 1857.—This invention consists

in an improved arrangement of apparatus for securing

windows and other openings iu buildings. For this

purpose vertical bars are employed, and these bars

are ranged at a short distance apart across the win-

dow or opening to be sccm-cd as when ordinary fixed

bars are employed, but in place of being permanently

fixed at a distance apart, they are connected or jointed

together, so that they can be folded or brought close

to each other, and packed out of sight in the spaces

at the sides of the window or other opening where

shutters are usually fitted.

William Cooke, Comhill, London.

—

Veniilatiny.

Dated 14th February, 1857.—This invention con-

sists, first, in an improved method of constructing

ventilators of wire gauze or other perforated material,

so that they may be suitable to be fitted to the sash

of a window or door, so as to occupy the place of one

or more squares of glass or other material.

Henry Yovng Dauracott Scott, Brompton

Barracks, near Chatham, Kent.— Cement. Dated

19th February, 1857-—Tbisinvention of an improved

manufacture of cement relates to certain improvemenis

iu a process previously pat'-nted by the present

patentee, and bearing dale April 17th, 1856, wherein

bnmed lime is subjected to the action of sulphurous

acid, and thus a plaster stucco or mortar which will

quickly set and attain a considerable degree of hai'd-

ness is produced, the action being apparently due to

the presence of a small pcr-cenfage of sulphate conse-

quent upon this treatment- The object of the present

invention is to impart to quick lime the properties of

a cement by means of ao inexpensive and convenient

process, which is carried out iu the following man-

ner :—Lime prepared by any of the ordinary methods

is by nu'chanicnl means reduced to a powder, and is

intimately mixed with from 5 to 10 per cent, of its

weight of gypsum, sulphate of lime (commonly known
as piaster of Paris), or sulphate of iron, or sulphate

of magnesia may be added thereto. Iu order to pro-

duce a sufficiently pure state o'" division and intimate

admixture of the several ingredients, he finds it con-

venient first to mix the lime and either of the sul-

phates above-mentioned by hand, and then to grind

them in a mill, and finally pass them through a bolt-

ing sieve. The lime should be perfectly fresh when
nsed, but should have been drawn from the kiln a

dav or two, according to the slate of the atmosphere,

before grinding. The resulting mixiure is packed in

rags or casks for use, and is treated as other calca-

reous cements.

Jaoufesl BembeU.

Soyer's Culinary Campaiyn. London ; Roiitlcdge

aud Co. 1857.

M. Soyer, in aU his works, strives to advance a

cause we have much at heart,— the improvement of

the condition of the masses,—and has, therefore, our

earnest commendation and support. The waste of

food on the part of the poorer members of the com-
munity, through want of knowledge, is enormous.

Meat which, properly prepared, would have been

both nutritious aud agreeable, is made indigestible and
repulsive, and much is thrown aw.iy which might

* Selected from the lists published in the Siwineer
journal.

be made useful. In his “ Culinary Campaign,” just

now published by Routlcdge, which purports to be

Historical Reminisccuces of the late War, with the

plain art of cookery, for military institutious, the

army, navy, and the public, the end aimed at is the

same, though the bulk of the book consists of an

amusing and iuteresting relation of what befell when

the energetic, ’cute, and clever che/v^ent to theCrimea.

It is to be hoped that much of what he taught will

be adopted in our army and navy generally. The

Duke of Ntwcastle wrote to him at Scutari,
—

“ Yonr

philanthropic labours in this country deserve the

thanks of every Englishman
;

and, for one, I am
grateful fur what I have s»cn of your good work at

Scutari.” This is high praise, and we believe he

deserves it.

variorum.

Mr. Thomas Hopley, the author of a lecture on

Respiration, some time since noticed in our columns,
j

has had published, by Cburcbill, of New Burlington-
I

street, another of the same series, titled “A Lecture on
|

Bodily Exercise, being the second of a seriesof plain and

simple 1( ctures on the Education of Man, written with

a view to delivery in London.” Mr. Hopley’s object
^

is to aid in the formation of a correct popular opiuion
|

on the importance of observing and obeying the laws
|

of our constilutlon in all that affects the health, so as
j

to insure, as far as possible, the possession of a souud :

mind iu a «onnd body. His style of treating his

important subject is vigorous and effective, and is
'

likely to strike forcibly on the minds of his readers or

hearers, and to induce them to thiuk for themselves

on a subject with which aU ought to be well

acquainted. It is strange how ignorant the public are

of the wonderful eonstruclion, mechanism, and laws
;

of their own bodily and mental constitution. The'

public curiosity is ever turned outward and away

from such a subject, and anything, however trifling!

as a source of scientific or general interest, will attract
j

attention rather than the grand “ Noscc teipsum
”

which truly is beyond all else in importance as a
|

subject of either scientific or popular research.

The publication, by Waugh, of Sydney, of tbe first
|

monthly number of “ The Sydney Magazine of

Science and Art,” in a form similar to that of our
|

own Society of Arts Journal, affords a good indication

of scicutific progress in an important colony.

Amongst a variety of other subjects it contains reporls
,

of papers and proceedings of the Philosophical Society
'

of New South Wales, of which Sir William Denison,

the Governor-general of the colony, is the president,

and of the Australian Horticultural and Agricultural

'

Society. Tbe Builder is (we may almost say of

'

course) a coutributor to its miscellaneous columns.

fHi^ccIIanea. '

Cathedral at Dadizeele.—On the 8th inst. the
,

Bishop of Bruges laid the first stone of a new cathe-

,

dral at Dadizeele, in the diocese of Bruges. The

church is to be constructed of brick, with French
;

stone dressings. Upwards of 11,000 persons wit-
.

nessed the ceremony, amongst whom were the Bi-hop
,

of Ghent, lhe Princess of Luxemberg and Moninio-
,

rency and daughters, the Counts of Beaufort Itirum,

the Barou dc Nooillcs and Bethunc, the governor of
,

Bruges, &c. &c. Messrs. Pugin aud Jlurray, of

London, are the architects.

Opening of Oaklands Chapel, Shepherd’s-
,

BUSH.—This chapel has been opened for Divine ser- 1

vice. It will accommodate upwards of 500. The
,

entire cost, exclusive of the ground, granted by Mr.

Peter Broad, and valued at 500/. and of 300/. for

building materials, also gratuitously contributed, has

been about 2,800/. of which 1,200/. remain to be col-

lected. The building is of tbe Corinthian order, from

the design of Mr. G. G. Searle, architect, the dc-

' tails of which have been carried out by Mr. Eunor,

the builder.

The Wellington Monument Models.—Allow

me to ask whether the valuable specimens of monu-

mental design recently exhibited in Westminster Hall

are to remain in the studio, neglected and forgotten,

aiyi entirely lost to the admirers of British and foreign

art ? Surely this should not be. I would suggest

(before it be too late) that the Crystal Palace Com-
pany endeavour to prevail upon the artists to allow

their models to be exhibited in a department there,

' entirely devoted to that purpose. Every one must be

aware that the artists have not only expended much
time and mental labour in the preparation of their

several designs, but also incurred very heavy expenses.

I would add, that a small additional sum might he

charged for viewing them, and the proceeds applied to

a fund for their ultimate purchase. Tbe collection,

be it remembered, is the result of the most strenuous

exertions of men of all countries, and should such be

permitted to vanish from the sight without a single

voice being raised to rescue it from oblivion?

I

Horace Perkins.

[Sept. 26, 1857.

West-end Terminus for Railways. — With
reference to the suggested ado[j1ion of the site of the

Grosvenor canal and basin for a west-end terminus,

Lieut, -colonel Pottinger asks us to soy that its

availability for the purpose was first suggested by

him, and brought to the notice of the Crystal Palace

Company. We comply with the request, although it

is by no means evident in the documents sent to us

that this really wa.s the case, however assured of it

the writer himself may feel.

Glasgow Harbour.— One of the heaviest and

most costly works ever undertaken by the Clyde

Trust is now approaching completion,—the new addi-

tion to the South Quay wall. The length of the new

wall is nearly onc-third of a mile, and when it is

completed there will be a stretch of quay-wall west-

ward from Glasgow-bridge of 2,028 yards, or fully

a mile and one-eighth of quayage for vessels on the

sonlb side of the harbour. The section of tlie wall is

curvilinear in front and vertical at back, is in thick-

ness seven feet at top and sixteen feet at bottom, and

contains in all about 650,000 cubic feet of masonry

and concrete, or about 47,000 tons weight. Some of

the stones employed in the wall weigh fully three

tons, and the only dressing they receive is from the

“pick.” It is intended to give a depth of 20 feet at

low water, so that the largest vessels when laden may
lie afloat at all times of the tide, as in the docks of

Loudon and Liverpool ; and iu this respect it forms

the most important addition that has yet been made
to the harbour. Its cost is about 50,000/.

—

Scottish

Press.

Shipwrights’ and Carpenters’ Strike at
Whitehaven.—About ninety shipwrights and thirty

joiners have been idle for a period of seventeen week?,

when, during the whole of that time, the former

might have been receiving 1/. 4s. and the latter

1/. Is. per week. At Maryport the Lands were only
|

off work a dav, which sufficed to show them the folly

of a strike.
’

In all, 120 men hove been voluntarily
,

off work seventeen weeks
;
and the loss to tbe com-

munity of Whitehaven will in that time amount to

nearly 2,500/. A considerable number of Lands are !

out of employment in Liverpool and other places,

and the resources of the union are growing more and

[

more inadequate to the demands upon its funds. The

;

strike must, there'‘ore, shortly terminate.

—

Cumber-

land Pacquef.

Arch.eological Association for Warwick
AND Worcester.—In accordance with a resolution

pa<!sed at the recent joint meeting of the Worcester

Diocesan and Birmingham Architectural societies,

' a meeting has been held at Birmingham for the pur-

pose of taking the necessary preliminary steps for the

establishment of an Archseoloaical Association for the

[

counties of Warwick and Worcester. Mr. C. H.

j

Bracebridge presided. Resolutions were passed to

the effect that the new society be entitled the “ Mid-

land Counties Arcbieological Association
;

” and that
' the subscription he lOs. 6d. per annum, members of

' other archeological, architectural, or antiquarian

;
associations being admitted on payment of 5s.

' annually.

Burns’s Monument to be hidden.—Tbe trustees

of Burns’s Monument at Ayr, lately requested the

promoters of the new church at Alloway to suspend

the contractors’ labours for a little, in order that the

' public might have an oppi rtunity of subscribing the

. sum necessary to defiay ihe expense of its removal to

a less obnoxious site
; but the result, it appears, has

' only been that the building operations are now ordered

to proceed wiih increased vigour.

I

The Cabinetmakers’ Strike at Liverpool.

—

Five journeymen cabinetmakers, John Griffiths, Bos

Warber, James Rowe, James Harris, and William

I M'Millen, have been committed for trial at Liveipool,
' under a charge of conspiracy. They were brought

: before the police magistrate charged simply with inti-

' midation, having attempted to force one "Walter J.

Stevens, employed by Mr. Thomas Bradley and
' others, to refrain from working forlhem as a journcy-
' man cabinetmaker. The case arises out of the strike

I which has continued since 9th May last, and has

' greatly obstructed the course of trade at Liverpool
' ever since, although only a small minority of the men
had conspired against their fellows. Stevens had

been obtained from Plymouth. In order to carry out

their illegal procedure, they had paid considerable

sums advanced by Mr. Bradley to his men, in

order to secure their co-operation, or rather their

co-idleness, and had threatened others who had re-

sisted their pretension to interfere with them. In the

course of his examination, Jlr. Bradley, for the pur-

pose of showing that this strike was tyranny by the

I

minority of the workmen, as bearing upon the majo-

j

rity of their fellows, produced a list of journeymen

cabinetmakers in the country. It comprised 50,000

I

men, of whom only 1,000 were members of the asso-

ciation. In Manchester, he said, there w'cre 600

I

cabinetmakers, seventy of whom only were members

of the association.
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HE coudition of various parts

of London^ in a sanitary and
i

social point of view, the im -

1

provenients required, and tlie
|

results of efforts now making i

with a vicAv to amelioration,

!

demand continuous attention.

!

So many-sided is London, so nu-

1

merous are the points of inquiry 1

it presents, so enormous and
|

weighty the interests involved,
|

that it needs many endeavours
\

before the whole can be grasped,
\

—the co-operatiou ofmany minds
j

before much can be effected. ^

It is no easy task to get a i

clear idea, even, of this mighty

maze,— i

“Of London, of its afreets, its bridges, crowds ;
I

St. Paul's, the broad moon suiling o’er the dome
;

'

The rieh-carved abbey, with its thousand frets
And pinnaclea, religimis with the deadj '

Of the brave spirits who go up to woo
That terrible City whose neglect is death, *

"Whose smile is fame ; the prosperous one who sits I

Sole in the summer sun ; the crowd who die
Unmentioned, as a wave which forms and breaks I

On undiscovered shores.”*
|

Our business has long been to make known '

to ouc-half of its denizens how the other half

'

live, and to this second half what the first littlf

'

are doing for them. As we happen to be in

'

the neighbourhood of King’s-cross and Graj’s-

!

inn-lane, let us retread some of oui" former
I

paths, and note what changes have been made.

Near the bottom of Maiden-lane, or, as it is

now called, York-road, a hospital has been com-

menced for the relief of the suffering poor

of Camden-town, Soraers-town, Kentish-town,

New Smithfield, Highgate, and Islington. This

still infant establishment was founded by, and

carried on for six months at tlie sole expense of

Air. Statbam, one of the medical officers
;
but

|

as the number of out-patieuts had become on i

the average about 300 daily, and as many of
j

these were pressing cases of disease and acci-
j

dent, it was resolved to enlarge the premises,
j

and make them suitable for hospital pur-

1

poses, for which more funds became necessary.

These alterations have been carried out at a

cost of about GOO/, and a number of patients

have been admitted. Dr. James Copland has

become consulting physician, and Mr. Skey, of

St. Bartholomew’s, consulting surgeon to the

hospital. During the first si.x months of the

establishment of this institution nearly 12,000

cases were attended to.

The number of attendances and patients

amounted altogether to 28,055. Of these cases,

1 in 192 are known to have died. The above

figures show that assistance is needed in this

neighbourhood, although at a first glance one

would think that the Free Hospital in Gray’s-

inn-lane would have been sufficient. However,

when we consider the immense populations of

Caraden-town, Agar-town, and Islington, it is

evident that an establishment of this description

cannot fail to he useful. It may he a matter of

consideration whether it might not be advisable

to remove further to the north. Patients are

admitted without letters of recommendation,

and we must mention that this, “ The Great

Northern Hospital,” is now entirely depending

on voluntary contributions for its support.

Peeling as we do the great need there is of

medical assistance to a large class of the more

moderately paid workmen and others, particu-

larly those who have families of cluldreu, it has

occurred to us that it would be wise if those

* Alexander Smith :
“ City Poems.”

who are engaged in the formation of institutions

such as these were to provide a department
where persons of moderate means might, by
monthly or quarterly payments, obtain efficient

medical advice.

Additions have been made recently to the
Boyal Free Hospital in Gray’s-inn-lane. In
the winter of 1827, a wretched female,

under eighteen years of age, was seen lying

on the steps of St. Andrew’s Churchyard,
Holborn-hill, after midnight, actually peinshing

through disease and famine. She was a total

stranger in Loudon, without a friend, and died

two days afterwards, unrecognised by any humau
being. This distressing event being witnessed

by Mr. William Marsden, the surgeon, who had

been repeatedly struck with the difficulty and
danger arising to the sick poor, from the system

of requiring letters of recommendation liefore

admission to the public hospitals, <aud of having

only appointed days of admission he at once

determined, with the co-operation of several

friends, to set about founding a Medical Charity,

to which destitution and disease should be suf-

ficient introduction. On this principle the first

Free Hospital was established in Grenvillc-

strect, Hattou-garden. By the influence of the

late Sir Bobert Peel the patronage of King
George IV. Avas obtained, and the hospital went

on extending in usefulness. In 1832, when the

cholera first appeared in London, the governors

at once threw open the doors of the hospital to

all who were afflicted by the pestilence. More
than 700 cholera patients were on that occasion

admitted. In the years ISIO and 185-1, when
the epidemic again visited the metropolis, more

than 3,000 in the former year, and 0,000 in ; he

latter, were upon the same principle relieved by

this hospital. The metropolis owes it a debt.

In 18-12, the premises in Gray’s-inn-lane,

which had been originally erected as a barracks

for the I ight Horse Volunteers, being then

vacant, and appearing suitable for the purposes

of the charity, three of the governors, trust-

ing to the liberality of the public, took upon

themselves the responsibility of purchasiug

them. Since removal here, the number of

patients has continued year after year to in-

crease. From the date of its foundation in

1828, up to the 31st December, 1S56, 565,780

(upwards of half a million) patients have obtained

relief. During the last year, from January to

December, the total number of cases relieved

was 44,287.

Wc were glad to learn that the poor do not

seem to be unmindful of the benefits received

here, as is shown by the quantily of copper

coin (part in farthings) which finds its way

into the little boxes placed outside in the

street to receive subscriptions. The pages of

the book in which receipts arc recorded show

such entries as the following Inclosing

2s. 6d. in thankfulness for first earnings from a

little boy.” “ Inclosing 21. from J. S. and half

a sovereign, as a tithing to God and his sick

brethren.” “A thanksgiving to God, from

Matilda, lOs.” “ A thanksgiving in time of

health for assistance in sickness, 1/.” “ 1/. Is,

a free gift for legs and arms.”

A long list of donations, presented in a similar

spirit, might be mentioned, had we space. We
must not, however, omit to state, that during

last year a poor mechanic left a brown paper

parcel at the gate of the hospital, which was

found to contain his watch, still ticking. In

November, 1844, a Bank of England note, of

the value of 100/. was found in the subscription-

box : on the enclosure was written—“ Winter

is coming. Bis dat qid cito dalJ'

The wards in thcncAV wing erected in memory

of the late Duke of Sussex are noAv occupied.

There is plenty of room for the extension of the

hospital; and even at present a much larger

number of patients might be admitted if the

funds were increased. Of the construction < f

the hospital we will not now speak. Wc must
treat of that on some other opportunity.

Hospitals and tlie dwellings of the poor come
so much into view together, that we prolong
our journey for the purpose of inquiring how
matters are going forward in Tyudall’s-build-

ings, Gray’s-inii-lane, a spot to which we have
before alluded. JLuch trouble has been ex-

perienced in getting the ^oiirt reclaimed and
put into proper order. The Society for the

Improvement of the Dwellings of the Indus-

trious Classes, at the commencement of their

operations here, were anxious to prevent the

removal of the numerous tenants. Alatters, how-
ever, did not work well. The society were un-

able to get possession of the whole of the houses

in the court, and the persons living there offered

opposition ; in fact, a spirit of dissatisfaction

seemed to have been created, and eventually it

was deemed expedient to clear the whole of the

houses. All have now fallen into the hands of

the society. It is painful to find that a body of

persons upon Avhom a favour is being bestowed

could he so thoughtless ; it must, liowcvcr, be

attributed to iguorauee and jn-ejudice, which
will before long vanish. In this place, when
the alterations were commenced, a man kept his

donkey and dogs iu the dwelling, and it was
necessary to use both persuasion and force be-

fore 1 he removal of the animals could be effected.

Tyudall’s-buildings (the fonner condition of

which we illustrated some time ago) arc now
destitute of inhabitants, but are still lively with

numerous workmen, who have nearly completed

the repairs 1‘equired, and have improved some

of the arrangements. The place is much brighter

than it was. It is true there arc here no

lengthened ranges of columns or other archi-

tectural beauties, but the whole place is now iu

repair, the drainage is improved, and each room

is fitted with a view to the health and cleanli-

ness of ils future inhabitants. From top to

bottom the place has been put into livery of

snowy whitenes's, and looks quite dazzling

against the blue sky, which was as bright when
Avc Avere last there as can be reasonably ex-

pected in the present condition of Loudon. One
great improvement must not be overlooked. If

our readers will refer back to the engraving vve

gave of the former state of the bottom of the

court, it will be found that it presented a scene

of ruin. The house iu the centre lias since been

cleared away, and an opening made through to

the space beyond, and this has a capital effect

:

many of our London courts might be treated in

the same way. It is intended, we arc told, to

build a church and schools on the vacant ground

Avhich surrounds the court.

Charlotte’s-buildings, close by, will afford a

contrast. When we examined it a few days

ago—the weather was warmer than it is now,—

«

it was in an abominable condition. The atmo-

sphere throughout the court was unbearable ; the

broken pavement was reeking with rotting

matter ; the houses are in ruins
;
the inhabitants

in misery. What the minds m/isi be that are

formed in such a mould, the world should by

this time know.

In Fox-court, the ragged school coutinues to

be kept usefully at work, and we are glad to

learn that since our last report the fuuds have

become more prospci’ons ; the debt has been

cleared off, and, what is unfortunately a sur-

prising event in the history of these schools,

there is a small balance in the hands of the

treasurer. During the year, the Benchers of

I Gray’s-inu have repeated their former grant of

twenty guineas; the Skinners’ Company and

! the Society of Staple-inn have each given 5L
I and others have kindly helped with various sums.

I

At the commenccraeut of 1857, the managers

I of the school sent to many of their neighbours

^ a circular, appealing for an increase of annual

' subscriptions ;
and it is worth mentioning that

one of the first replies was from the head clerk
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iu a law stationer’s office, stating tiiat he aiiv..
|

liis fellow clerks, twelve in number, had agreed

to subscribe one penny each every week, and i

1,hat they had doubled the first week’s subscrip-

1

tion to start fair with Uie new year: this is an i

example which might be usefully followed. If
the kind thoughtfulness shown by the twelve

clerks should be imitated by the cstablisluncnts

in which large numbers of persons arc well

employed, important results would follow. It

is interesting to have to relate that in the once

notorious “ Thieves’ Kitchen,” in this court, a
!

regular religious service has been established by I

one of the teachers of the scliool. Weekly
lectures on ^lopulav subjects arc given in this

and manjy ot the London ragged schools, ami,

at appointed times, from fourteen to twenty

women assemble in the school-room with needle-

work, and, while so occupied, a book is read to

them. The little lending library begins to be

used; and the sums subscribed to the provident

clothing club, chiefly in pence and farthings,

steadily increases. A ladies’ worklug meeting

has been latcdy commenced, to assist in making
clothes for the children : this mcetiug is held at

stated times, in the evening from six to eight

o’clock. Our space will not permit ns just now
to mention other bencSts which have been

caused by the establishment of this school : we
have said enough, however, to show that the

exertions which have been made here are spread-

ing good principles and inducing good acts in

the place of those which fornieily emanaled

from the “Thieves’ Kitchen” and its sur-

roundings.

We have alluded thus particularly to the

Fox-court Lagged School, because it was
founded iiione of the woi'st neighbourhoods and
is a type of those which arc now planted in so

many spots that individual notice is impossible
;

and, believing that the Lagged Schools will be
an important means of raising the position of

the more destitute classes, that they are Social
Bridges over Moral Swamjis, we again express
an earnest hope that such of our readers as

can in any way help, will hunt out the schools in

their neighbourhood, and sec what can he done
in aid. If we are rightly informed, the Ragged
School institutions, 150 in number, now include

128 Sunday Schools, attended by 10,937
scholars; 98 Day Schools, with 13,057 scholars

;

117 Evening Schools, with 8,085 scholars; and

81 Industrial Schools, with 3,224i scholars,

The Day Schools employ 103 paid instnictors,

the Week Night Schools, 120, and the Refuge
and Industrial Institutions, ‘13

;
besides 2,139

voluntary teachers. Tlie Refuges are sixteen

in number, and furnish food, clothing, beds,

and education, to 500 inmates, to say nothing

of the large number who have been enabled to

go to the colonies, with every prospect of a

good future. This is certainly cheering, and
should encourage their supporters to persevere.

Improve the homes, and teach the children,

and we shall soon lessen the numbers of the
“ dangerous classes,” prevent much suffering

and misery, and enable men and women to live

out the term of their natural lives, and to play

their proper part in increasing the sura of gene-

ral wealth and general happiness.

REPORT or THE REFEREES ON THE MA.IN
DRAINAGE OF LONDON.

The plan fur (he main drainage of London, as

recoinmcudid by the Referees, has been published,

together with the Appcnd.ices
;

and. the complete
Report has been sent to the jMctropolitan Board of

^Vul•k3. The several documents now form a bulky
volime, inelndiug many iutcresliog tabular state-

ment^, subsidiary reports and evidence, and parti-

culars of schemes submitted to the Referees, illustrated

with statistical in .p', plans and diagrams. An
“Alphabetical luclc.v of tbc names of persons who
have afforded inforniTtion,” “and whose communica-
tions arc alluded to in the Appendix,” reaches to

more than 2G0 names. So that, far from there

being any justification for the impatience which was
shown in some quarters, as to the appearance of the

Report before the end of the session of parliament,

apprehension might be felt lest the Referees should

have been brought to their “ conclusions,” without
full consideration of the subject, and the quantity of

matter accumulated by them. We have already

given the main positions at which they arrived;*
and it will be recollected that one of the features of

their scheme was a considerable extension of the

points of outfall down the river, and prorision for

the flow of the sewage, in this extension, in wide
channels of slight fall, and in great part uncovered.

Such open ehaonels the Referees believed would be
made comparatively innoxions, since according to their

scheme, tbc sewage would be largely diluted by tidal

water to be admitted at Barking and Plumstead;
whilst the provision of these channels would serve

the desired object of sewage utilization, insomuch as

the problem regarding it could be best solved through
private enterprise, for which the channels would offer

facilities. As to the inhabited area, the proposal of

the Referees did not differ in principle from the

previous plans of intercepting sewerage, excepting

that it provided for a larger area of drainage, and
much greater increase in the population. The ques-

tions of agricultural value of sewage and utilization of

that of Loudon, as well as of the influence of sewage
on the river at high and low water, at various points

in its course, were referred to Dr. Hoftnann and
Mr. "Wilt, and form the subject of an elaborate

report which is printed as the first Appendix. The
second Appendix gives results of a microscopical ex-

amination by Mr. R. Etheridge, of Tlinmcs mud and
Thames water. No use appears to have been made
of any investigations of the Sewage Commission.
The Report to the Board of Health, hy Mr. H.
Austin,! is slightly noticed. Many schemes involving

sewnge utilization, and other suggested improvements
in drainage, and put forth specially for London, how-
ever, were inquired into, and, it would appear,

rejected.

Appendix III. gives various reports and tables of ex-

periments undertaken, and information collected, with
a view to detennining the quantity of sewage and rain-

f.ill for which provision should be made. The average

discharge of the principal sewers during various

durations of time was ascertained; "and the discharge

per acre and per head of population w<as estimated and
labnlatcd. The rainfall, and percolation, and the

water-supply were inquired into. One tabular state-

ment gives (he population present and prospective, of

the metropolitan and subsidiary districts, with the

area in acres
;
and another shows the sewage, rainfall,

and population provided for, in the several high and
Ijw level sewers. These subjects arc also illustrated

by diagrams, and by maps, one sbowiog the course of

tbe main sewers, and the relative mortality from
cholera in the several districts, and one marking the
extent of ground covered by the metropolis in the

years 17-15, 1818, 1831, and 1857, respectively.

Experiments were undertaken by Mr. Blackwell on
the effect of running water in moving substances sneh
as might get into the sewers

;
and the results, with

drawings of the objects, are given in Appendix IV.
Appendix V. affords information as to the river and
tides

;
and is iUustrated with plans, showing the expe-

riments with floats at Burnham, on the Essex coast,

(applicable to the question of outfall in the German
Ocean), and those made ou the river in the present
year; and has a diagram explanatory of Mr. Forster’s

experiments in 1851. To a later Appendix (IX.)

is a plan illustrating Mr. Homfray’s experiments
with floats,— for the opponents of the Board of
Works’ scheme, also in this year. From these

data, the Referees conclude that a float, put into the

centre of the stream at high water, will move
down with the ebbing tide, ascend again, and
oscillate so that at the end of a fortnight, it will be
found to have reached a point in the river about five

miles below that at which it was put in. But it was
also found that the floats had a frequent tendency to

set in shore, and markedly so about the point selected

for the outfall by the Metropolitan Board. The
shoals there caused eddies and slack water, so that

deposits of rand, similar to those at present to be

observed in the Thames, and from which the chief

nuisance arises, would be peculiarly liable to be
formed. Some spot in the river where there would
be the action of a strong current, wonld therefore he
preferable, it is thought. Moreover—whilst the floats

were followed up and down, in the strength of the

stream,—much of the sewage flowing in at every ebb-

tide, would haug about in slack water, and be liable to

be carried with the flood to a point much above that

assigned as the probable limit by experiments made in

the fair-way of the channel. This tendency indeed

would appear to exist to a greater degree even than is

recognized in the Report. The same Appendix (V.) is

illustrated by sections of the Thames at the points

proposed for the outfalls by the Referees, and diagrams

showing the rise and fall of the tide at various places.

Appendix VI. gives much information furnished by

* See page 4-17, ante, “ Tlie Main Drainage of Lomton.”
t See page 417, ante, “The Sewage Manure Question.”
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Mr. Bazalgctte
;
a map showing his scheme of drain-

1

age
;
sections of sewers with Ihe flow in dry weather

‘

compared with that during storms
;
and elevations nf

[

the exits ot sewers under the late Commissioners for I

AYestminstcr and part of Middlesex. Appendix Vll.
^

gives the information as to local drainage obtained

!

from the district surveyors and others, and Appendix
'

VIII. reports by Mr. John Reurde, Mr. Gwilt, and
Mr. I’AnsoD, sopplying knowledge of its funner

condition. Appendix IX. affords information on
special points in hlr. Bazalgette’s plan, and observa-

tions on the expediency of uniting the drainage of the

marsh lands near the Thames with that of the metro-

polis. It also includes statements of the opponents
'

to the scheme of out fall a3 proposed by the Metro-
j

politan Board. To these parties, the report of Mr. !

Ilomfray was addi'essed. The Appendix also gives
|

evidence from Mr. Ilawlinson, and the commis-
sion for the Havering and Dagenham level. Objec-

[

tions by Sir Charles Barry to the construction of,

Mr. Bazalgettc’s proposed low-level sewer, near the

Houses of Parliament, are also stated, and iu''or[Dation

is given as to similar objections by Mr. Cockerell with
,

reference to St. Paul’s Cathedral, in a similar case
i

in 1831.
I

Schemes for the main drainage of the metropolis,
^

submitted to the Referees pursuant to their advertise -

1

ment, are given in AppeniUx X. with particulars of
|

some clever contrivances for dcodoriziug and Altering
|

sewage, aud for lifting it where rcriuired. The maiiij

features of the schemes have been carefully
|

tabulated
;

aud the particulars and evidence are

illustrated with maps and diagiams. A foimi of

apparatus for lifting, on the principle of the Archi-

,

median screw, suggested by Mr. Hu-band, deserves'

particular attention. Ordinary pumps would hardly
,

bo found to answer. Mr. Slate proposes a firm of
|

Pt-rsian wheel with the same object. Messrs.

,

McClcan and Stilemnn’s plan for carryiug a sewer
|

to the German Ocean, is specially referred to in the
,

report, and objected to on the ground that the sewage
,

would deposit on the coast at the place suggested,
|

rather than be carried out to sea
;
and amongst other

,

objections, it is shown that compensation would be

demanded for injury to the oyster flshery. In the ^

similarly extensive plan of outfall for the south side of

the Thames by Messrs. Richardson and Clark, the priu -

1

eipal feature is the construction ofa great iron lube for
I

the sewcr,above-ground, and supported on iron coluinns.

The idea was put forth some lime ago, through our
columus. Evidence as to the use of the syphon in

the drainage of Hamburgh, is gi\ea by Mr. Bindley in

Appendix XI. Appendix XII. gives evidence beaiing

upon the question of utilization
;
and Appendix XIIT.

with other iufermation, gives sections and plans

showing in a very striking manner, the diflicuUies

which have to be met, aiisiug from the extra-

ordinary number of pipes and mains which there

are under the street surface. The particular scheme
itself of the Referees treats the drainage area, metro-
politan, and naturally belonging by reason of levels

to the metropolitan district, int' o general divisions ;

—

1. That ‘'in metropolitan districts”; and 2. That
“beyond the metropolitan districts.” The “addi-
tional districts,” or over and above the “ prospective

area” of Jlr. BazalgcUc, the jilan shows extending

along the valley of the Lea to Hoddesdon, beyond
Waltham Abbey, and far south of Cmydon, and iu-

1

eluding Barking and Wiisdon on the north side of the ,

Thames, and Wimbledon and Chislchurot on. the
|

south; whilst the “prospective area” above referred
|

to, provided for a comparatively small area comprised i

within the localities of Twyford, Hanwell, Brentford,
j

Richmond, Barnes, aud Chiswick. The “ metropolilan
|

districts ” on both sides of the Thames, are divided
|

into areas to he drained by gravitation, and areas from I

which drainage is to be raised by artificial means.
I

The area of the former character on the north side of
l

the Thames—33 square miles—includes Paddington, '

Hampstead, Holloway, Staraford-hill, Homerton aud
|

Bow, stopping short of Stepney and Poplar, in one '

p.rt of the circuit, and just takes in St. Paul’s;

Cathedril and Hyde-park, in the southern boundary.
i

On the south side of the Thames, the area of the

;

same character— 48 square miles— following the i

noi'thern or lower margin, takes in Roehaiiipton, i

Putney, Wandsworth, Claphim, Brixlon, Lewisham,

'

aud Greenwich (but not Deptford), Charlton aud

'

Plumslead (without Woolwich). Nearly coiuci-

dent with the lower marginal lines as described, on
each side the river, intercepting sewers are proposed

'

to be formed, one taking the sewage to the com-

'

mencemeiit of Ihe main outfall sewer at a spot on Ihe
river Lea towards Plaistow, and (he other to a similar

spot at the Ravenshoiirne, near Deptford. At both
j

these {dices sewage would have to be raised. The!
areas remaining next the river,— that is, on thenorth,

'

S'Xteen square miles, including Shepherd’s-bush, Ham-

1

mersmilh, Kensington, Pulham, Chelsea, the south
,

side of the Sirund, the emissary of the Fleet, the i

neighbonrhood of the docks and western margin of
[

thcLea
;
and on the south—twenty-one square miles

—

including part of Putney, Baltcrjca, Lamtielli, Cam-
berocll, Deptford, and the lower piul of Woolwich

and Plumstead,—require th t the dr.rinauc should

be raised by aitificial means. A main {joint of con-

fluence for the sewage from Chiswick and Hammer-
smith, Whitehall and other localities on the north

of the river, and from Lamhelh and other [da-'cs on
the south, would he eslabtishcd at Battersea (part (£

the sewage being thus taken across the jiver), whence
it would be pumped into the iulerceiiting sewer. The
sewage from Bermondsey and Deptford would pass

to the pumping station at the Ravensbouine; whilst

that from the docks, the Isle of Dogs, and

Poplar, would he taken to the similar spot near

Bow and Plaistow. Sections of the line of the

two main outfall channels, from the lifting slatiims

to the points of outfall below Mucking Light-

house and Stanford-le-Hopc, in Sea Reach, on

the north, and at Highnm-crcek, below Gravesend, on

the south, are supplied; and it is shown that Ihe

channels would have a fall varying from 1 foot to

6 inches a mile, fur the main pen tiun of tliclcnglh.

A total length of six miles on each side of the river, is

to he provided for in the estimates, for covered

portions in the ueighbouihuod of buildings and public

roads.

It will have been understood that the harmlessncss

as regards health, of Ihe open channels, cnl the {.To-

per fluw of their contents, is mude dependent upon

the ample supply of water admiltcd from the river.

The idea necessarily occurs,—what would be the

effect of withdrawing from the river the enormous

volume of water which might be needed ? This poiiit

the Referees dismiss with the sentence
—“We have

considered the {.Tobablc efl’cet of these works u{)0u

the regime of the river, and wc are of opinion that it

will be iiiappreeialle.” But Ibis is not the only point

that seems to require fuitlur consideration. The fall

of G inches in a mile for ditches— as pointed out by

Mr. F. Donlton,* less by very raueh than tliat of the

river where shoals have been constantly forming,

—

seems to need very careful consideration ere tlic ex-

penditure of the 5,437,205/. (or 3,144,300/. for the

outfalls alone), is sanctioned. The scheme, as we
have shown, leaves the questions of utibziition,

sepavaliou of raiii-fall from sewage, aud others, as

they were
;
orrather, in some respects, it opposes ilsclf

to propositions of the kind alluded to. Whether any

further assistance in the settlement of such ({uestiuns

may be got from the Appendices, we may have

another opportunity for ascertaining.

RAMSGATE.
Ramsgate has had a fair shave of visitors this

season, and will doublhss long continue a favom-ite

resort—with its grand sea views, flue pier, good accom-

modation, and pleasant localities hard by for excur-

,

sious. Those who are most immediately interested

in the well-being of the town should, nevertheless,

lose no opportunity to increase the facilities for visit-

ing the place, and neglect no means of improving it

iu a sanitary aud artislical point of view. The round-

about railv\ay to it fioiu London is a dreadful

nuisance, and the company appear to take iille pains

to smooth the journey or aUr.:ct p'-9?ciigcrs. At

certain times the fares are moderate, but let the luck-

less wight with tender wife and dozen olive branches

be forced to hisicu or delay his coming or going, and

lo I the cost is more than doubled. The desirability

of keeping time, too, on the line, seems scarcely to be

cousiJered, and considerable irregularity is prac-

tised.

The fairiiCst whisper not long ago that diavj-hcea

prevailed in the towu sent many persons home. This,

of itself, should teach the governing body the neecs-

sily for the greatest care, aud tiio wisdom of adapting

all practicable means for ensuring as far as practicable

the bcaltlifulncss of the place. Wandering through

pjarts of it late at night recently, and on the leucli,

very offensive odours were perceptible, and we were

led to suppose that the draiuage was scarcely so well

arranged fur as it should be. According to the town

surveyor, Mr, Hinds, there is a main SLwer t) the

pvincip il streets of Ramsgale cm{)tyii‘g itself at low-

water mark, aud having two lli:sliiiig-tauk.=, ouc at tiie

top of the lligh-strcct and a second at the lop of

King-street, with a llu^hiIlg-slicc from the royal

harbour. The other houses not on the liue of sewer

have cesspools, it appears, in the chalk formation.

There is a sanitary eoiumiltcc, and an inspector of

nuisances, exercising a supervision over the whole

town, with a board of commissioners acting under a

Local Act.

Why, amongst other noticeable deti iinents, do those

concerned permit the drtdging-cngitie in ihe harbour

to btlch forth clouds of dense smoke? They should

33t an example to other steamers, even if they cauuot

control them.

* See p. IGG, ante.

The pcnny-wisc-and-pound-fonlish system is exem-

{jlilicd iu tlie staircase “ of a hundred steps,” in lien

of the “Jiiciib’s Ladder” of old times, leading

fiom the cl'fl' to the sards; the stone used was too

soft, and the trei'ds ai‘c already so worn away hy the

young ladies of Rnyal-ci cscent and elsewhere that they

will soon be unsafe, if they are not so now. Those

R-im'-gatc sands, by the way, at least the parts where

the balhiim takes place, arc certainly unique in Ihtir

apiTopriatiuD,—the scene presented thereon, at par-

tiinilar hours of the day, iueludiiig cniwds of idlers,

a band of Nigger harujoiiist®, peripatetic merchants

of inexpensive swettiiic.its, and a guitar-playing

fi>r i ;rcT, the whole eiiliveued and seasoned by the

aquatic sjiorts aud frolics of iiicr-uiaidens cled in {link

or blue calico ! Frith’s picture will hand it down to

a woi d- ring, if not an admiring, poslerily.

Tl ere appear to he few works going on in the

town just now. Iu the yard at St. Augustine’s, built,

ns oar readers may rememher, by the late Mr. Welby

Pugin, the ciiergctic inheritor of his name is erecting

a chantry chaiiil for the family of the late Mr. Dighy.

It is of the Decorated {jcrioU iu style, and displays

some Devonshire marble in the shape of siiudl

columns.

St. Peter’s, on ouc side, with its eaily Norman

nave-orciics and other handwriting of various pa.®t

periods
;
and Minster on tie other side, perhaps the

first church built for the English Christians, still

showing Saxon work, and with its Noruinu transepts

altered into Early Eugli'^h, afl'uvd poiiits for iuter-

1 esling invcstigilion to Ramsgate visitors.

The newly-established Kent -U-.Inoological Society

have an abumlaiit harvest w.iiling their bauds, and

j

although wc object to this infinite multiplication of

I

arclifc logical eoeietics. uiid eonscqvicnt dissipation of

' strength, we ran but be glad lhal the nutiquitics of

Uhis county will receive liesh attention aud further

I

elucidation. The I-lo of Thauet itself is a rich

mine for the arehmohigicat digger. On Tlinuet fought-

thc Romans and the Britons ;
and here tlie Anglo-

Saxons first landed, and were isolated some years

before they spread over tlic rest of the country. To

Thanct, as we said in our recent notes on Canterbury,

came the first missionaries of Christianity
;
and here,

if St. Martin’s at Cauterblivy was an existing struc-

ture converted for their use, the first Christian church

was ItuiiL The men of that period, however, have not

left us such tangible memoriuls of their presence as the

Romans have at Richhoroiigh and Reculvers. The

leiiiHius of llichhoroiigh CaHle are amongst the most

iiiteresting relics in this country of that wonderful

nation, the coaquerm’s and teachers of the civilized,

world.

WORCESTER CATHEDRAL.
The renovations lorg siuca undertaken, and still

in progress, in the building of which I propose to

prescTit a brief sketch, have at length expanded into a
partial reconstruction. 'The work has natunilly been

watched with anxious altenlion by the many to whom
the condition aud upholding of onr sacred edifices

are, happily, no lougcr subjects of indifference. The
interest which must iu all eases attach to the conser-

vation of the monn-ncutal glories of onr land has, in

this particular instance, been so greatly heightened by
the circmiistiincc lo which I have alluded, that the

present occasion caiiuot be deemed an inappropriate

one, to endeavour (o rcciill to recollection the pristine

beauties and pceuliaiiiics of this iuterestiug cathedral;

.md the less so as, without a previous knowledge of

these, we can scarcely liojje to arrive at an accurate

esliinate of the incrit of what has been effected iu the

way of restoration and substitution. As, iu pisringin

review the various pails of the edifice, I shull neces-

sarily Ic led to speak of eveiy architcctuial style

which has {u-cva'led from the eleventh to the sixteenth

century, it may he necessary to {Tciiise that, in

affixing to each one the Jisliiictive desiginition of the

nonieiiela'urc almost uuivirsally accepted, I am
guided by no trustworthy documentary evidence

(which, indeed, I do not possess), but solely by the

inttiiisic evidence of the successive phases exhibited

liy medifcval arcUilceture, and of the mutations

tlirou-h wliicli it p.isscd to its fmil disappearance.

The Lady Chapel of Woreestev Cathedral 1 believe

lo be (lie of the most spacious iu plan, as it is un-

(loiihlcvilv one of the purest in style, of the period to

whii'h it’ is to bo iclcii'Ld M'hether we regard its

sa'isfaelory propnitions, the exact syuimctiy aad

correspondence of its parts, the care and conscien-

tiousness with wlieli every delail, moulding, aud

ornament is worked out, wc recognise fully developed

Early English, admirable, perfect iu evciy way. The

piers* dividing the area into cculral and side aisles

are graceful iii their veiy |)lau, rcpicscnting a quatre-

foil, with four large shatts at the cardinal points, and

smaller ones at the intcrseelion of the foils, all stand-

ing cleuir. The riiigenciivlingthematinid-hciglit, and

continued over the core of the {lier. is a bold, pro-

minent, fl'l ted Vj’l, the ahams aad base c’rcular : the
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former, of tlie scctiou of the best perioil of Early

English, an overhangiiii; round, deejily undercut ;

the hitter, of the usual pi-olilc, remarkiiblc fur ils

horizoiiti] i-prend. The eirculir ouiliue is retained to

the very lloor, the tall pliuth being of this fcm. I

lay the more stress upon this circumstance because it

constilntis astrikiiig diversity beUVren Early Pointed

as cxliibitiug itseif in Fra'-ce and in our o.vii country :

there its adoot'Oii appe irs to b ' tpiiie e.\Ci‘i>tiimal, the

old Roia inc ipie squ ironcss and angnl irity in the phm

of jiiers and ab icus irlinging to it to its last pei iod. The

greater beauty of the arraiu'enieiit adoptid by onr

own arcliiie ts must, I th'nk, b ^ obvious to every one.*

The pier arches, des -ribed about an aciile-angh.d

triangle, are of three orders, each order of four clus-

tered rolls (one tilleied), and the depth and richness

of these compound arches m ly be imagined from the

fact that the sortit is moulded into no less than seven

rolls. Tney have plain dripstones springing froio

delicitely-sculplitrel leaves. The tri'driura openings

consiet, in every compart. iient, of two obtuse arches,

each bisected by a bearing shaft supporting lanccl-

headed arches. Ihi.s is the internal face of tlic wall,

while the corresponiling external face is relieved by an

admirable arcade of six pointed arches on attached

shafts. The clci'i story opens upon the central aisle

by means of a gra^elul sciccu of three pointed arclies

(the miildlc oue st bed jibovc the la'eral ones) on bear-

ing shiifts. Ttie clerestory windows of this part are

insertions of the Perpendicular period. The detached

shafts of the piers of the ground stoiy, those of the

triforium, the bearing sha‘'ls of this ami of the cleres-

tory, the rings around ihtni, with the exception of a

few encireled by a narrow hia-s htind, the abacus,

the base inouliUug-*, are all of Purheek marble, brought

to light by disemharrassing them of the accumiiLted
coats of wh'tcw.ish wliich had been applied to mar
their bL’auly. The removal of this filtli, as well as

scraping of the walls and partially revealing the

beauty of the foliage of the c.rpitals (to restoie en-

tirely the sharpness of the carving, I bcl’evc to be

now hopeless), will he generally approved
; though I

confess the jiaintiug, oiling, and varnifhing to which
the m ivhle has been su <jeclcd, appear hut a poor
substitute for the polish of which it is susceptible,

and a liiile too m-ar akin to the time-bonoureJ bar-

barism of whitewash. How iufe inr the hue c-nn-

nmnicatt-d to it by this process to the natural dark
touc whi h contrasts so finedy, aud is itself contrasted
by the sof er colour of the scone, m ly he appreciated
by a Comparison with the now Piirbeck employed in

the great east window of the Lady Chapel, of which I

must speak hereafer.

The siu-face of the side aisle walls of the Lady
Chapel, of its end, and i-f tiie smill>-r or eastern

transept, is enriched by a very wtdl designed arcade

of trefoil-headed arches (’he upper foil pointed), formed
of three rolls, resting on single shafts, not quite clear,

and surmounted by a dripsiouc, wuli terminatioos of

beads and various tiowered designs Eveiy spandril

has its sculptured represcnialiou of foliage, plants,

grotesque he ids, fabulous being, L geud of monastic
origin, or event of auth.-ulic history, the variety of

which displays astouishing fertility of iuveation, and
opens a source of grat fica'iou .-carcely to be exhausted.
The beauty of this arcade was origin iDy enhanced bv
culoui-, in which pred uninate the deep vci-milliou an'd

green I Jiave everywh’-re ^'ound so largely introduced
into the polychro.nc decorati ms of Jlediic.al artists.

The original windows of the aisles have been replaced by
others of Perpendicular char.icter, hut those of the sides

aud of the north front of the smaller transept remain
unaltered, with the exception of the tracery, inserted,
perhaps, in the fifteenth century. A somewhat minute
description of this p-irt of the building is necessary,
because, as will be shown, it has been adopted as the
model of the recouslructiou of the south end of the
eastern t'ansept, and of the eastern tenniuaHon of the
Lidy Chapel, aud so muH materially iullueoce our
judgment of the propriety of the scioetiou aud the
success of the adaptation.

The internal face of the wall, then, is pierced into
an opcu arcade of two stories o' three arches each

;

those of the lower tier of equal height, the central one
of the upper range being stilted ah ive the side ones.
They are divided by piers composed of four detached
Purheck shaTs, with as mauy interveuiug recd-like
fillets, the shalt ia front rising uninterruptedly to the
spiiug of the arch mouldings of the upper stury. The
thickness of the wall affords space for au ambulatory
or gallery, divided iuto two stories by a ceiling on the
level of the summit of the lower arcade. lu the ex-
ternal face of the wa’l, corresp mdiiig to the screens,
are opened windows of the same foim. lu all acces-
sories, as the nngs which encircle the piers, the round

AJl the piers are not precisely of this plan, but ithe circular outline is adhered to, and this is the poi
^ attention. Perhaps the closes

u
to the Early English prac

porch at the west ei

beniitirm'’™®
Dijon, where, nniongst a variety ofheautiful piers, occurs this identical one.

^

abacus and base, the foliation of the capitals, the

grouping of the multi|)lied slender rolls o'' the arcb-

miiuldiniTS, we find cumpielc purity with these mem-
bers alrcaily de-^ciihed—the same puic, beautiful, and
well-devciopcd Early Eii,;lish.

Tiie vaulting of the centnil aisle of the Lady Chapel

is four-celled, with the addition of the loiigiiudiual

ridge rib. The transverse, diagonals, and wall-rib, all

rest upon the capitil of a marble shaft at the height

of the clerestory-string, which is itself supported by a

second shaft of less diameter, descending to a rich

corbel io the spaiidrils of the pier arches. The tri-

fo'ium and clcresloi y-striugs, a filleted I'ouud, '’onn the

upper meiiihcrs of the abacus of these shafts. In the

sidc-aibles the ridge rib is omitted, and the groups of

triple vuulting-slia'ts rest upoa the floor.

The state of the eastern portion of the building

being such as has been described, and the reconstruc-

tion of the south transept front and cistern termina-
tion of the Lady Chapel being confessedly called for

by their dila[)iilatcd and dangerous condition, the

question naturally arises,—on what piinciplc shuuk!
ihe new work be based, and in harmony with which
of the pre-existing architectural stiles should it he

sought to place it?—with the earlier orlhela'cr?
And, first, it may he remarked tliat, except its

comparative antiquity, the luss of the great cast

window leaves little to regret. It was of the

geometrical tracery period, of nine lights, with
11 transom at inid-heighf, aud two very insignificant

roses in the head, the whole as pour in design, as

meagre aud ineffective in moulding-s, and as coarse in

exeeulioD as can well be conceived—a little, and but
a little superior to the one still remaining in the west
fruut. It requires no great effort of imagiiiatiou to

picture the embarrassment wliicli may arise in the
rccousi ruction of a part of an edifice into whi<-li have
been adopted the features of successive styles as they
arose, a practice invariably followed by the iliddlc-

Age arcliitccls. A portion thirs surrounded by
examples of every period of architecture, perhaps

equally prominent and equally bcau'iful in kind with
itseF, renders seleelion a i erplexiug task, and [ire-

fereuee not to be justified by any very conclusive
reasons. Eat I apprehead that where, as in the
instance we are considcriug, the architecture of so
much of the building as can be embraced io one view
is perfectly homogeneous (aud this would be the case,

even if the choir itself were laid open by the removal
of the screen which shuts it out from the Lady
Chapel), much of the ditliculty vanishes, and that
really but little liberty of choice is left. To give the
prcfcrcuce to a later style, merely because it happens
to prevail in a comparatively remote part of the
structure, would be unncccssirily to introduce dis-

Curdauce, aud break ihe unity of a consistent aud
perfect whole. I ihink, tlicn, that judgment Io be
commended, which, without allowing itself to be
seduced by a stiaiiiiiig after originality, has con-
tented itself with the humbler praise to be gained by
H faithful imitation. In woiking out the south front
of the transept, the ai’chitcct has simj'ly copied in all

its minutest detd's the opposite one; and in the Lady
Chapel, for the triplet, has substituted a qiiiutuple'c

of lights, the lower story of uniform heigh', and
graduated O' ly in width

; the upper ones dimiuishing
both in height aud width from the centre. The
execution, in gener.il, is creditable to the skill aud
intelligence of the workmen emjdoyed. It would be
loo much to affirm that in working out Ihe foliage of
the capitals, the exact spirit of the origiua! has been
transferred to the copy. Of these exquisite enrichments
ol the edifice I have in the previous description said

nothing, beciuse I feel that to convey au aJupiate
notion of their beauty is beyond the power of
words, ail assertion in wliich I shall he borne out by
every one who has examined the cathedral of Wor-
cester. It would, indeed, be wonderful, if the
attempts of modern workmen, called but at rare
intervals to exercise themselves ujjoa this species of
decoration, should vie with the productions of those
“ master masons” whose eye aud hand were trained
by coustaut practice in a sculpture which entered
iuto every conception and formed acouipouent part of
every huildiug,—civil aud ecclesiastical. However
skillul the imilatious of oiu’ own day, they are still

dut imitations,— the sickly bloom of the exotic,
not the freffi aud hardy fiowers of the indigenous
plant.

The choir, an elevated plaform, so to speak, being
raised by a ffiglit ot six steps above the eastern ami
westeru trausejits, is, with some sLghl variations,
identicul with the Lady Chapel. Thus, the pier-arches
are obtuse, aud the two most western ones on each
side are enrich-d with two bauds of the tooth orna-
ineut in the hollow m<)ulding.>i. The second pier from
the west, on the north side, difl'ers from all the rest in
plan, the shafts being much more bulky and attached,
aud the capital of different de-igu. I am unable to
offer any satisfactory e.xplanation of this singular
discrepancy, for it seems equally unlikely that this

I

isolated pier should be the remains of an earlier

j

building, or that it shou'd have been interpolated at a

subsequent period. The windows of the clerestory,

like those of the Lady Chapel, are of the Perpendi-
cular era, as are also those of the side aisles, and these
are preceded by the like screen of triple arcades on
shafts, except in the riiost western compartment on
the north side, where it takes the form of a pointed
multilbil arch, a variety not unfrequently met with in

the Saracenic or Moorish architecture of Spain.

With the choir ends the pure Early English con-

struction. The four archways at the crossing of the
western transept are of Eccorated charaetiT, b'dng
composed, both the vertical aud curved portion?, of au
accumulation of circular howtells, with iului vcning
half-circle hollows aud squire fillets; short cajiitals

of foliage, woven horizontally around at the impost,

and base of the proper section. The si.les and fronts

may be dismissed in a single word : tliey are unniis-

takeablc sp-eiiiiens of “ Churchwarden^' Gothic,"

with the exception of the whulovv m the souih front,

which is a restored triplet of lights. The preserva-

tion of the groups of triple vaulting shafts descending

to the floor is pretty good evidence that this part of

the building was in its origiu conformable to the Early
English of the choir and Lady Chapel.

Of the nine conipartineuts of the nave aud aisles>

seven are also of Decorated character
;
aud though the

detail be not in all re'pccls of the best kind, the

general proportions and aspect are salisfaclory, and
the whole not an uiiworlhy accompaniment of the

eastern part, The piei-s aie composed of bundles of

circular bow tells, twenty -four iu number; three of

these in front aud behind being approjiriatcd to the

suiiport of the vaulting ribs. The triforium has no
marked characteristic of the stylo, bciug simply two
pointed arches in each hay, subdivided iuto two
.-miller ones, without tracery. In Iho iiimr face of

the clerestory wall are pierced three uiicoimeetcd

openings, the central one tallest aud widest
;
the win-

dow in the coiTespoiidiog outer face being bad Peipcn-

dicuLir. Tne vaulting shafts rise to the clerestory

string, where they receive the transverse, diagonals,

aud wail-rib shaft. This d-aci'iption has a general

application to both sides of the nave; hut there are

Some noticeable disliuclions, which may guide us in

a conjecture as to their comparative antiquity. The
buwteJls of ihe archway mouldings on the sou'h side

are of equal diameter, and some of them carry on the

face au iinmoderaiely broad square fillet., a ceitaiu

mark of late and inferior Decorated. Bowtells aud
hollows ruu together without the relief of any
rectangular portions, and there is no clear diatinction

of orders. The foliage of the capitals is coarse, and
confined to the couvex portions. On the north aide,

variety is obtained by the emphijmeut of rolls of
dift'erent diameter : one is filleted, another carries

the double fillet
;
and the introduction of rectangular

portions breaks Ihe mass of mouldings into well-

marked orders. The foliage is various aud well

worked, aud con'inued over the whole outline of the

pier. Again, on the south side, the pmr arches aud
triforium have no drip-stone, which exists on the

north side. The heads of the clerestory apertures are

formed not of segments of circles, but of two straight

lines meeting at the vertex; aud under the windows
of the side aisles (these are Perpendicular insertions)

there nans a bold string of the scroll moulding on the

north side, which is omitted on the opposite one.

Finally, the vaulting of the north aisle is plain

quadripartite, with the addition of lougitiidiua] and
transverse ridge ribs; whilst on the south ai'c intro-

duced other shorter ribs parallel to these, so as to

make a sort of reticulated pattern. I possess no
da'es of this pait of the cathedral, but I think there

eiiD be little doubt, from the intiinsic evidence, that a

quarter of a ceulury iiitcrvcucd between the comple-

tion of the opposite sides of the nave.

The two bays on each side nearest the west front

are relies of a much earlier epoch
;

a very character-

istic and pleasing example of the Trausitional era,

marked by the interaiixtme of circular and poiuted

; forms, and the use of pure Norman ornament. The
pier-arches are obtusely pointed

;
the capitals of a

sor’ of fantastic foli.ige, which has no type in nature.

The trilbrium presents three circular-headed openings,

enriched with a variety of the chevron ornament, veiy
well cut, included under a pointed arch, aud the

solid w-ill between them is occupied by a decoration

of which I can give no description. The clerestory

consists of three isolated round-topped apertures, the

central one broadest and highest
;
opposite to which

is opened a window of the same form. The larger

opening has ils shaft in the sides, and Norman orna-

ments iu the arch mouldings. The original vaulting

shafts of this part still remain, and the vaulting itsedf

of the south aisle is a geuuine Trausitiou example,

the transverse ribs only being Pointed, the diagonals

circular.* 'VTator.

* To be continued.
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A CENTRAL “PLACE” IN LONDON,
UNITING TKAriVLGAK-sqUARE IVITH THE BOROUGH

j

ACROSS THE WATER. I

The chief poiut in the previous anJ the following '

letter of our correspondent “Epsilon”—the proper
j

utilization of that part of Lanihcth which lii’8uear|

the ends ofAVaterloo and "^Vestniiuster bridges— also
|

adverted to by others w'ho have winlten to us on the
,

subject of the propel ty on the “ Surrey side of the

metropolis,”—being oue of very great importance to
|

Loudon, it may be well to refer to our leading article
|

of December 1856, on the subject of West-

minster-bridge and sites for other bridges, in which
!

article, it is perhaps due to ourselves to say, the point

in question was prominently advanced
;
and we may

also say that ii was steadily kept in view (peiTi-

1

naciously, as may have appeared to some readers)
|

in our notices of the designs for the Government

!

Offices. Our csertions for the prosecution of the

,

works of Westminster-bridge have been succtssful;

but the objects to be served by the provision of

bridge-commuiiiciitioQ will be fallen short o^, until

there are provided other aud ample moans of access

to the quadrant space, as wc called it, which is again

in question. The objects referred to by us, as in the
,

well-timed letters of “ Ep.silon,” were the appro-

priation of wh it we showed was really the heart of

the metropolis, to some of those pm poses for which

grouud was gre..tly needed,—purposes, such as the

erection, in the needed central situation, of public

buildings and improved dwellings for the poor, aud

the removal of an Alsa'ia for the lawless aud dan-

gerous classes—who were just so much out of the

maiu routes as to be free from observatiou, yet suffi-

ciently near to be capable of affecting the pence

and morals of the metropolis. Such objects, we felt,

required not only the mainteoaocc of all the exist-

ing couimunicafions. as well as the removal of all tolls,

but the comjdLte eclairage of the district, and the

equalization of the opposite sides of the rivc’, by a

considerable iucre>isc iu present and proposed bridges.

^Ve adverted to dill', rent schemes which had been put

forth for a new bridge from Chariog-cross—those in-

volving the removal of Northumberland House, or

otherwise—and we have some reason to believe that

we were 8uccess''ul in drawing the attention of archi-

tects who sent plans in the Government competition,

to the sites for bridges 02)eu for selsctiou, aud to the

general importance of what we have here reverted

to— as to which os noticed by us at the time, the

plans showed the unanimity of opinion which w.is

felt. The subject is one to which on every ground

the attention of the Governmeut should be at once

closely directed. The only real difficulfy that we
discovered as to the utilizitiou of the district, was

that arising from its lovvncss; aud as regards this

poiut, the fonu ition of the embankment, aud the

;

level to be chosen fur the principal floors of build-

ings, suggestions arc much needed. 1

In conliuuation of the remarks, on the above sub-

ject, which you kiudly inserted iu page 542, of a

previous number, I would again draw attciilion to the \

map of Loudon.
I

The scheme that suggests itself to me would create
|

iu the centre of our great towu a kind of twin Place '

de la Concorde, one ou either side of the river, such

as exists in Paris only on ooe side. The bridge that

would connect these two portions should not be less

than from 100 to 200 feet wide, and horizontal like

\Vaterloo-bridge. The extreme length of vista thus

gained, from the present National Gallery to the

centre of the area above described on the other side

of the river, would be about half a mile or something

more, aud around th's double spot might arise some

of those great public buildings the sites of which are

now mooted.

I am well aware that the above idea may raise a

smile as visionary, and especially so because it is so

large ; and it may be one that even despotic power

could with difficulty ewry out
;
but my iudividivd

impression is, that if the Emperor Napoleou had a

similar architectural card in Paris to jilay, he would

play it.

I cannot see why we should be desirous to carry

our architectural aud artistic schemes so much to the

icest, and why the must accessible pai’t of London,

the centre, should not receive our chief care. The
river itself (in abeyance, as regards passenger traffic

in great measure since the diys of Charles the

Second) has now again resumed its natural office of

being a great highway, aud a highway on which each

year witnesses a great increase of transit. Any re-

moval of the nucleus of London from the river will

be removing it from its greatest, and, what is of vast

importance to the mass of the people, its cheapest

highway.

The river has certainly now got a bad name for

want of cleanliness, and with reason
;
but if Loudon

is to go on increasing as a city in any direction, the

sewage improvements must be carried out, and to

doubt that our energies will be successful in this poiut

at last is ab.siird. It will be a work of time, of

course
;
but, that it will be done, aud that the river of

the metropolis will eventually become a clean river,

is beyoud reasonable doubt.

Then, as regards the smoke of London, it is satis-

factory that that has already abated. In practice, it will

probably be found much more easy to abate tbe smoke

of furnaces and workshops than the aggregate smoke

of private liousts; aud the bauks of the Tbami-s may
in consequence become eventually one of the clearest

parts of London.

I allude to the above poiufs because it is probable

(hat two of the readiest objections raised to a scheme

that would cmphiiBizc the centralization of London on

the banks o( tbe Thames, would be the present unclean

state of the river and the smoke of the factories. But

neither of tliese appears to me available objections,

especially in relation to the above scheme, wliich

would probably take many years to carry into full

effect.

I alluded iu my former letter to the influence such

a central arrangement as I indicate would have on

rclieviug the traffic of the metropolis. This goiog

from west to eart along the StiMud begins to clog

about Somerset House ; but people will not avail

themselves of "Waterloo-bridge because there is the

toll to pay : besides, it makes a great angle coming

from or to the w’est. Ou the other hand, did there

exist a toll-free bridge for vehicles direct from Tra-

falgar-square to the Borough side of the water, some-

what to the west of the Suspension-bridge, many
heavy waggons, besides oilier carriages, would avail

themselves of this route, especially as part of my plan

is (hat on the Borough side there should be highways,

radiatiug or otherwise, direct to all the other metro-

politan bridges, for which a glance on the map will

I
show that the spot indicated offers peculiar advantages.

As regards tlie maiu traffic of Londou, viewed in

‘ its broadest aspect, it now travels along tbe outer

bend of the river, on the north side. If, on the other

hand, the best facilities were afforded for inviting it

I

across the river to the vmer bend at its centre, which

occurs near Trafalgar-square, and conducting it away

' (towards the east especially), there can be no doubt

that the present clogged state of many of the

thorough'‘arcs iu the City would be much amended.

These points, however, can be judged of only by refer-

ence t^hc map.

According to the above scheme, it is evident that

a great imiirovemcnt in value would accrue to the

property on the borough side generally. Erom the

central area on the south bank would radiate roads,

not only to tbe various bridges, but to Keunington,

Camberwell, Brixtun, &c. which by this means would

become, as it were, portions of London, all which

places at present seem, as it were, to be ignored by

the north bank. In fact, the north bank of the

Thames seems to regard the south bank rather as a

sort of poor relation, to be ashamed of! It is quite

time, I think, to get over this prestige, cspecially as,

by a sebeme so substantially uniting the two divi-

sions, the north bank could lose uotbing, while the

south bunic would gain immeasurably, and a very few

years would sliow the force of sucb a change in a

more healthful and belter ventilated class of buildings,

iu the borough geucrally, taking the place of those

already in existence. In fact, ns soon as the aristo-

cratic brother on the north side had thoroughly ac-

knowledged his more dingy "confrere’' by being

substantially hand iu hand with him across the river,

the latter would begin to brush himself up iu honour

I of the comp.iuionship !

I As I mentioned iu my former lelter, the full

development of the above scheme would include tbe

I removal of Northumberland House (as the best spot,

ou the map, for the north end of the bridge to start

^ from, seems to lie between Scotland-yard and tbe

I
Suspension-bridge), and Northumberland Rouse would

stand in the line between this and Trafalgar-square :

but in tbe first place I would suggest that sufficient

openings might be made towards Whitehall on one

side, and through Northuraberland-slrcct in the

I

Straud ou tbe other, to answer, for the time, all

practical purposes. Tlius the main architecturul effect

of an expanded bal''-mile vista from the present

National Gallery across the river to the south area

might be left for after efforts.

Suiiposing the above sebeme to have reason in it as

affording facilities for tbe just development of London,

then I repeat it might be well for Government, with this

' view, to possess itself of the area indicated in my last

' letter, viz. the space lying between the river and the

South-Western Kaiiway, aud the Waterloo and West-

' minster-bridge roads, or, at least, of a considerable

' portion of it, and to do this while it is occupied in its

j

present way, and before some great comp my lays its

' giant grasp on it.

I

I have by no means exhausted what I have to say

on this subject, but will not—at least at preseut iu-

trade more ou your iudidgence. Epsilon.

THE UTILlZ.tTION AND ADORNMENT
OF RAILWAY BANKS.

The railways of Loudon are raising new ucigh-

bonrhooJs into existence, and oloug the line which

skirts the north-eastern extremity of ihe metropolis,

a fringe of houses is in course of rapid en ctiou. It is

curious to reflect upon (he change of feeling wliich

.has taken place since those days when the land-

owners and others dreaded the approacli of the loco-

motive as much as they would have done that of

some devouring monster.

Now, however, lordly owners of large estates will

rather coax the railways through their domains than

drive them elsewhere. This rapid grouping ofhouses

and other buildings about them is a subject worthy of

coDsideratioQ, fur it is certain that before many years

are passed, tlie metropolitan and suburban railways

will be iinpartaut thoroughfares, which will be daily

traversed by thousands. It is true that the pro-

gress through distric's is rapid, but, uolwilhstand-

ing, it is necessary tliat the architectuial boundary of

these iron roads in streets should be made as agree-

able as possible to the eye. It is scarcely necessary

to allude to the imsightly appearance of our great

water thoroughfare, yet, what a raagn'fiecnt frontage

might have been there displayed, if timely measures

had been taken.

At the present time, the views from most of the

railways in the neighbourhood of Loudon is auytiiing

but agreeable. Look, for instance, at the dilapidated

and dangerous groups of dwelliugs which are seen

fromthc carriages iu passing ovcrBermoiidsi-y, Holher-

hithe, Lambeth, Vauxhall, &c. This, under existing

circumstances, is scarcely to be avoided, except by

heightening the palings
;
but in new neighbourhoods

a great deal might be done.

Along the line from Chalk-farm to Blarkwall,

the embankment is very extensive, and falls at

a moderate gradient. This is now covered by weeds

and other matters, which convey an idea of the

greatest neglect. In the neighbourhood of some

railway stations, the embankments ai-c beautiful with

shrubs and flowers
;
in other parts, good croi>8 of

grass, have been gathered; and this a|)pcarance

of cultivation is better than the weeds just alluded to.

Of course, in some soils, wc cannot exjiect much ver-

dure, but in those cases nature generally presents

features which, by their picturesque forms or colour,

are pleasant to the eye. Passengers by several of the

lines of railway near the metropolis, may note that

neat cottage residences are built near tbe lines, with

gardens and pretty terraces, which come close to the

embankment, and then we see the weeds. Might

there not be some arrangement made between the

railway companies and the proprietors of the adjoin-

ing property, that by the building of some wuR aud

ornamental railing?, those living iu the houses near

might be permitted to cultivate tbe now waste

places ?

It is a pity to see the waste of land on cm-

bankmeuts, which are generally well drained. Iu

all the surroundiog market gardens we see places

cultivated which would not be so good as cuttings

or backs, for cerlaiu products mo?t useful to

London. A little dressing of proper manure

would make many of ooi' railway banks most fertile.

Once upon a time the Bishop of Ely’s garden,

near Holborn, was famous for its strawberry-beds,

and why should not some of those banks along the

rail (now iu (he suburbs as the other place kos),

which present a favourable plain towards the suu,

become equally celebrated for these and other matters ?

Seeing the attraction which railways have for

dwelliugs, we ought to give atlcnliou to what faces

those important thoroughfares. We should not, for

instance, see the blank and sham-built portion of a

church, or other public building, turned towards the

Our best taste has led us to cultivate landscape

I gardening, and iu this art the professor has made it

I his study to hide objectionable matters “discreetly

. from the view.” Why should we neglect so wise a

' discretion in connection with railways, for many

thou-ands will travel by the suburban lines, simply for

the sake of pleasure and recreation ;
and those who

' do so will be more likely to be attracted by what

I gives pleasure to the eye than by deformities. Unless

I

attention be awakened to tbe subject, the railway

banks will be as disgraceful to us of this geueration,

' as the banks of Father Thames are to those who

lived before us.

Wood Sale at Hull.—Ou the 24th ult. Mr.

Edward Chaloner, the limber-broker, of Liverpool,

offered for sale by auction, the cargo of the Sweden,

just arrived in Hull. There was a good attendance

of buyers, and evcryUiiug went off at good prices,

except a few loads of birch. For these only one bid

of 70s. per ton was made, and it was, therefore, re-

served for sale by private contract.
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OJl CAUSES RETARDTXG THE IMPROVE.
JIENT OE HIE WORKING CLASSES.

Ir a lecture by Mr. P. A. Fraser, rerenUy pub-
lished,* this {feiitlemaQ maintaius that evil example,

arising out of our prcstiit commerciul system gene-

rally, and more particulaily out of contrait com-
petition and over speculation, along with the public

aud eleemosynary character of the interest t.iken in

the welfare of the working classes, retard their moral
and iutellectual progress iufuiilely more thau do the

want of eclucHtion, industrial truioing, and recreation.

The lecturer, one of whose former discourses, it

may be remembered, was noticed some lime since in

our columns, modestly urged, as a claim on the atten-

tion of his audience while treating of the welfare of

the working cl tsses, that for six years of his early
life his associates were principally those of the work-
ing classes, and that the personal siiperiutendouce he
had given to various works on which he had occasion

to employ w’orkmen during the past ten or twelve
years, must have afforded him good ofjportnnitius for

renewing his acquaintance with the wants aud feelings

of w'orking men.
The want of practical knowledge among those who

now undertake contract works is one of the first and
most important point, ti which the lecturer draws
attention.

“I believe most sincerely,” he remaiks, "that
our indifTcrenfc as to whether contractors and trades-
men generally are or are not practie.dly acquainted
with the works they undertake to perform is produc-
tive of serious consequences to us all. I canuot sup-

1

pose there are many, if any, here iguoraut of the fact
j

that the nou-practical contractor of all work cannot,
trace his descent far back in tlie genealogical annals

j

of trade. Sixty or seventy years ago it must have
been a circurustance of rare occurrence that of a

'

contractor undertaking the performance of work with
which he was not practically acquainted

; for although
bubble schemes ’ had shakeu commercial socictv

severely in this country more than seventy years be-
fore, fradesmeu as such kept theii' attention directed
to the attainment of what was then considered the
highest aim of their ambition, that of perfecting them-
selves in the arts and mysteries of their craft.e, and in !

performing faithfully the duties of their respective !

callings. Then it was that a contractor agreed to
perform certain works for snch an amount of money
as, from his experience and practical acquaintance

,

with his busiuess, be considered a sufficient rtmu- I

neration. Then it was that the employer agreed to I

pay the amount asked without stipulating for penal-
|

ties for nou-performanee, he iu general Laving no '

reason to doubt either the honesty or skill of the
tradesman. la short, business contracts were then,
and for long, long before, simply agreements be-
tween parties possessing confidence in each other,
aud .were not considered, as they now are, esscutial
for the growth of energy aud enterprise, nor adopted
as safeguards against imposition.

But those were times differing from the present
in many ways. A tradesman contractor does not now '

require to waste his time inacqvdririg practical know-

!

ledge. Provided he can obtain the use of capital, he
'

will be at once considered capable of undertaking the
jperformance of all and every conceivable sort of I

work, subject, however, to these qualifications and
'

restnclions;—he must not yet intermeddle with either
'

the emoluments or the duties of those engaged in the
'

practice of law or physic. Lawyers and medical men
'

may, as contractors, undertake to build ships and
houses, aud construct railways and harbours • but I

were a tradesman, even aided by au experienced ^

foreman or manager, to offer to conduct a lawsuit
or to cure tlie sick, he would certainly find the
good old prejudice in favour of jiractical knowledge a
barrier to his progress. Aud is it not right that he
should ? If so, why should any honest tradesman ^

who, by patient industry in the exercise of his talent- I

has acquired a practical acquaintance with his busi- i

ness, be driven into competition with, as it may b- I

an untaught adventurer— a man who may never have
spent one hour of his life in endeavouring to under-
stand practically the nature of the duties lie so readily
vmd so recklessly undertakes to perform

Few, he supposed, were ignorant of the fact that
many contractors rely quite as mueh for remuneration
on the opportunities that may occur for evaciim their
obligations, os ou the faithful performances of their
duties.

_

Gambling, bankruptcy, and other evils fol-
lowed in the train of sucli malpractices, and these
considerations led him to another of (he causes at
present retarding moral and intcUectual improvement
amongst the working classes, namely, the growing

Mnrfll
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disposition to view manual labour as derogntory to

the dignity of the sons of respectable people, and
arising out of this feeling the neglect of honest aiul
industrious parents to teach their children the duties
of some industrial calling.

“ Many a decent, honest working man now believes
he docs the utmost extent of good within his power
for his sons when he gives them a little more
education than he himself received, and afreiwards
places them as apprentices iu hanks, shops, writers’
or railway offices, aud allows them to trust to any
knowledge they may perchance pick up there for
making their way in the world.”

There is unfortunately far too much truth in these
and other remarks made by Mr. Fi'a?cr in his very
sensible lecture, which wc quote mainly for the pur-
pose of mdudiig our readers to peruse it U- them-
selves.

SCHOOLS OF ART.
Torquay and BrUham .—A provisional couimitlee,

consisting of representatives of all classes, has been
appointed to organise a school of art aud drawing for
Torquay and its neighboiirhocd. Dr. Harris, the rector,

^
chairman

J Mr. E. Vivian, as treasurer; and Mr.
hiJmonstoiie as honorary secretary, have agreed to
act provisionally.

Greenock.—l^OT some time past drawing has been
tauglit at Greenock by masters from tlic Paisley
School of art

;
but (he demand has so much increased,

^ committee lias been named to
establish an independent school for the town.

Biinfermline.—ThQ school of art here, it is re-

ported, is about to be closed for want of funds to
repair the building, which was puqiosely erected not
live years ago. It is to be hoped that the town will
act with spirit, aud preserve the institution.

DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE IN ROUEN.
ENTRAXCE-DOORWAY OF A HOUSE IX

THE RUE SALAMAKDRE.

This semicircular-headed doorway has a large
amount of character

;
and, although of impure taste,

the details of the jiier aud of the arch render it
elegant. The open pediment allows the ornamental
work to escape like a plume: the swan sculptured
on the key-stone of the arch, by the natural grace of
its form, lends to augment the elegance of the whole.

The interior of tlie arch is fitted with a wcoden
dooqtlie decoration of which recaL’s the last moments
of the sixteenth century.

The house bears on a shield placed at (he top the
date 1602.

^

THE PREMIATED DESIGNS FOR THE
GOVERN^IENT OFFICES.

Messiis. Deane and TVoodwaud’s design foi-

the I'oreigu-oliice, to which the fourth premium
was awarded, was mainly distinguished by tlx
profuse and peculiar use of sculpture on the
kifades. “We have been led, therefore, to
engrave a portion of the front at large, in pre-
ference to a general view. A short description
of the general design will be found in our
detailed notice of the competition (p. 270, aiiie].
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MEMORIAL OF THE LATE SIR CHARLES
HOTHAM.

The monument about to be erected in the Mel-

bourue Cemetery, uuder vote from the Legislative

Council of Victoria, of which country the deceased

was the first governor, is approaching completion in

the studio of Mr. J. Birnie Philip. The design by

Mr. G. G. Scott, which was exhibited at the Academy,

consists of a column of Peterhead granite, standing at

the head of a plain sarcophagus of the same material,

,

duly inscribed. The base of the column is relieved by

the working in of Portland stone, a band of the same

material bisecling the shaft. The bead is of Port-

land, foliated, and surmouuted by four niches—in the

small columns of wliich granite is again used

—

figures of Mercy, Wisdom, Justice, aud Fortitude

filliag each respectively; bas-reliefs embodying each

attribute being introduced in addition in the foliated

head; the “Woman taken in Adulleiy,” being the

subject beneath Mercy
;
Christ dispniiug with the

Doctors, Wisdom
;
the Tribute Money, Justice, and

the Overthrow of the Money Changers, that of:

Fortitude. The whole is crowned by a richly-carved

cross. The entire height of the memorial is 52 feet,

of which 22- feet arc devoted to the head. Lady
Hotham has herself largely contributed to its im-

portance, having, amongst other tbiugs, determined

The roads round Melbourne are metalled for four

or five miles. To Bendigo the road is made through-

out, 120 miles. Ballarat is supplied from Geeloug

by a road also made, the last p.irt being formed of

planks, which seem to answer well.

The railway from Williamstown to Geelong i^ now

open. The siipcrmtcndent of locomolives was killed

on the opening day, by strctcliiug his body more than

eighteen inches from the line of carriages, where it

was struck by the uprights of a bridge.

I will wiud up with a few “ facts ” this rather dis-

cursive communication.

Melbourne is in Victoria, which is no part of New
South Wales or South Australia.

A very comfortable house, with a quarter of an

acre of gaideu, vcr.andah, shed, See. mav he had within

four miles ofMelbourne for 20s. a week. Omnibuses, about onc-lhird of a degree of hai ducss, aud free from.

The works were projected in the autumn of 1855,

the promoters at that lime intending to apply for Par-

liamentary jjowers to construct them. The cost of

such an application was, however, a serious obstacle,

and it was determiued to abandon the idea of a

special Act, aud to carry out the works by a Joint

Stock Company, with a capital of 3,000/. in 600

shares, of 5/. each. Airangcmeuts were entered iuto,

by Joseph Hall, esq. solicitor, of Keswick, with Sir

John Walsh, fur a supply o^ water from springs

arising on his land, on the west side of Skiddaw, aud

the work was commenced in March, 1856. Early in

July following, water was delivered iu the town, aud

at present upwards of 300 houses are supplied by the

compmy.
Dr. 11. Angus Smith reported the water to be

every hour. Is.; or by the week, to and fro, 9s.

Firearms arc very abundant aud very useless.

vcgelable and other impurities,

The water is collected iu eHrthenware i«pc8 from

Slop clothes arc che ip
; so are boots and shoes. Mel- ,

the several springs, and is conveyed to the service

bourne contains all manner of shops, in which tools
,

reservoir, and iheuce in cast-iron pipes to the

adapted to the colony are to be obtained with far ' Nearly two imlcs of earthenware jnpes, aud about

greater facility than iu Loudon, as the United States

have supplied their invenlious as well as England.

Bush-rangiug is about as common here as garrot-

ting in England.

milcsof cast-iron pipeshavebcenluid. The service reser-

voir (which is arched over) is capable of holding about

80,000 gallons. The total expenditure of the Company
has been about 2,900/. The works were designed aud

Mechanics should bring such tools as they arc sure
I

carried out by IMr. llawlinson, C.L. ;
Mr. John

on enclo^. nn area
1

granite curb, and an appropriate wronght-iron rail-

ing. The cost will be about 2,500/.

jMELBOUKNE, victoria.
Stone and brick are r.ipidly taking the place of

wood in Melbourne as materials for building : inland,

wood is still much used, aud I must give colonial

carpenters credit for building a house ofdecent appcai--

ance, and tolerable durability, in a very shurt time.

Studs and battens are obtaiued from tlie saw-mills

;

shingles for roofing, and palings fur walls, from the

“bush” where they are split: doors and windows
are brought up from Mi-lbournc with the furniture,

i
-p. n „

,

and in a mouth the carpenters are goue aud the house
\

^
\ _!

obtainable here.

Mechanics earn from 14s. to lOs. for an eight-hour

day; labourers, 83. to 12s. without rations, or 203.

to 30s. a week with rations, that is, board and lodg-

ing. Meat is about 6J. a pound
;

bread, 2s. the

4-ih. loaf. G. B. P.

Victoria, July 4, 1857.

ARTISTIC CULTURE TN BELGIUM AND
PRUSSIA.

tion of the works, held on the 31st August, a divideud

of 2/. 10s. per share was declared. Tiie directors’

report sets forth,—

*' The reservoir having been completed and the main
pipes laid at Midsummer, 1856, the direciors comaeneed
supplying their customers with water on the Hud of August,

1956, and the supply lias since continued without interrup-

tion.

The yield of water from the springs has proved quite

equal to the expectation formed of it, and will be found

adequate to the supply of any amount of demand which

may reasonsblv be expected to arise for some years to

In the circular intimaliou of the commencement of come. The quality of the water has, the directors believe,

the sessional cm rsps iu Architecture aud Construe- i given entire^satisfaetiou to every class of customers, aud
.1 — .u.-j being able to add that the demand

rion at University College, on the 13th iust. Professor
jqj. u has increased rapidly and steadily since the opening

inkokUn/t ..'.k 5- A.
' "In a short visit that I have recently made to Belginm

inhabited. Basalt is the prcyailmg stone: some
: Rhenish Provinces of Prussia, I have been much

works very freely, aud some yields metal for roads of
1
struck with the ample provisions made by the Govern-

a first-rate chiracter. There are several freestones in ments generally of those countries, and by the local

the colony, but until this year they have not been I

for„u“c1a-8e°8
much used. Gum (red, white, or blue) is nearly tli&

1
An earnest and intelligent spirit of enterprise is moving

universal timber: it has the peculiarity of being !
all, particularly in Belgium, to perfect themselves in every

heariertLan water, aad of shrinkiae loiiKiiuRnallT to !

"f predoction. and work, of art.
-- -- ’

, e vr T,- *
j I

They are therefore making corresponding progress in
lue gum, Irom V :iu Diemen s

|
their endeavours to equal and even to surpass other

itiODS.

Antwerp, Ghent, Liige, Brussels, and Dusselilorff, has
each its well-appointed schools, with flrst-rate professors

all branches, and directors of the highest eminence.

a considerable extent. Blue gum,
Land, and Kaurie pine, from New Zealand, arc far nations.

better timber.

The building of bauks absorbs the skill of the
^

Melbourne masons. Tliev are geuerally very elabo- ' At Antwerp there are 1,300(! !!) pupilsin the ArtSchools,

rate buildings, but haring no svinpilhies with the
' the fruits of their teaching and studies

• d. ° .-. into the active purposes of after life, and who are dis-

tributed throughout the various productive classes of the
community ;

some to bo devoted to the higher objects of
painters, sculptors, architects, engravers, or carvers;
others contributing to the embeliisliment and refluement

. . • T • 1
manufacturing industries,— all tending to elevate

adjoining houses. 1 think simple designs for edifices the taste.... ...
j venture to call attention to these striking facts.

Architecture also is there very thoroughly taught in all

its branches, and young men are rising up who pursue an
active, zealous training, to dt them for a future successful
career.''

neighbouring structures, do not produce a good effect

as a rule. The frout elcvatiou of the Bank of New
South Wales, now iu progress, is veiy costly, but
unfortunately the sidewalls of brick tower above the

to stand alone would add more to the beauty of the

city. The main streets are one aud a half chain

wide : in populous parls they arc metalled, channelled,

aud curbed: flagging is wanting in too many place's.

A street of fine buildii^ of uniform char.icLer, with Such a prepnration is not as yet suffieiently appre-

colonnades, would have a grand effect and be suitable eiated iu this country, where the course of study is

to the climate. more desultory, aud the comhinatiou of artistic and
There is hardly one decent piece of Gothic archi- iodustri d skill slow iu its develojnncivt.

tecture iu the city excepting the Univcrsiiy, which is
'

a fine building, unfinished as yet, in the Pcrpeudicular

style. St. John’s was a happy specimen of Nornian,

the zigzag moulding being very eff ctively niiilered in

KESWICK M’ATERWORKS.
As there are many sin^il! towns iu Great Britain

white bricks. The stone used in this church is without a public w.iter-snpply, or any other form of

basalt. A chancel of wToughl stone has been lately I sanitary arrangements, we pre-eiit tbe following ab-

of the works, and they entertain little doubt that the

works will, in a short period, yield a handsome per-centage

on the capital embarked."
" It may be stated that the charges for water supplied

by this company are amongst the lowest made by any com-
pany iu England, the poorer class of customers being

charged only one penny per week.
The cash from sliareliolders for water rents, from bank

and uncollected, amounted to 3,12U. 8s. Hid,; and the

expenditure by labour, materials, iron and earthenware

pipes, fittings, engineering, law expenses, stationery,

secretary, rent, incideutal expenses, Ac. 3,017/. 18 b. lid.
j

leaving a balance of 103/. 10s. 0)d.

The supply of water will bo constant
;
and no tanks or

cisterns will be required.’’

The volume of water at coinmaud in the driest

season is not less tliau 100,000 gailoiis per day of

tweuly-four hours. The raaias arc capable of dclivcr-

ing 240,000 gallons per day of twenty-four hours.

The pressure iu the tower is about 130 feet. The

reservoir, which is of the stoue of the district, and

arched over with Borrowdaie slate, holds about

80,000 gallons, [serving to equalize the day and

night yield of the springs iu tlie very dry season.

The whole of the mains below the reservoir aud

within the town, are of cast iron : the whole of the

branch and house services are of wrought iron
; so

that the inhabilauts run no dmger of lead poisoning.

The capocily of the luaius and the pressure are suffi-

cient to throw water over any house: there are fire-

cocks throughout the town. The softuess and pui-ity

of tbe Wilier afford a great luxury, and there is not

the slightest inconvenience felt in the use of water

so soft. An addition of lime has not been found

necessary to health, as some advocates of hard waters

have asserted would be the case. Iron house-fittings

added; it is very costly, atd very tame compared i struct, from a report ou tbe subject, because it shows are found cheap, easy of mauipuialioii inputting

to tbe nave. The Ilonses of X’arliament are wait-
!

how much may be done at a comparatively small cost and efficient in use. ihe taps are JVlcssis. Gut»t aud

ing for a fa9ade to remove their gloomy appearance, ' iu a small place. Keswick, as is known to thousands Chrimes patent screw-do\in, aud arc pcrlect y tight

occasioned by the carcase consisting of a mass of of tourists, is the capital of the lake district, and is
muse,

heavy’ blue stone: they occupy a magnificent site. • beautifully situated in the Vale of Derwent. AVorJs-

'

The Library, also, without its front, is built of free-
j

worth, Coleridge, and Suuthey, have made the place

stone externally, with plaster columns, aud stone ' famous : the Marshnlls, the Stimgers, and tbe

stairs done in wood iuteriiallv.

BLIND WICKET TO THE GREEN-FARK.

Some twenty years buck tiiere was an access to the

The doors, also, ' Lietches, have doue much for the residents, with
j

Green-park from Park-phice, St. Juints’s-street, always

give a very good idea of how bronze would look. To purse and pen. These gentlemen, with Mr. Joseph
make up for these mistakes there is a real tcsselnteJ Hall, solicitor, and some others, have given the place

pavement for the floor dowustairs, aud riftlly good the hleisiug of a good water-supply. The following

books up. The library is free and well attended,
j

analyses show the relative hardness of the pump-
waters, aud of the ucw supply :

—

I up.

especially in au evening, when chairs arc at a pre-

mium. The wholesale stores are very good specimens
of warehouse building iu solid stone. Colonial bi'icks

ai'e not burnt sufficiently to be very good, but their

character is improving.
There is a fine stoue bridge, 120 feet span, over

the Garra, built before the discovery of gold. Until
the railway to Saudridge and St. Kilda relieved it,

the traffic was inconveniently great.

Across the same rivw are several other bridges,

—

at Eichmond, Hawthorn, and Colliogwood. ITie
last is 170 feet span, consisting of three laminated
arches, springing from stoue abutments. I think its

cost is 17,000/.

Analyses of Local Waters,
Degrees of Uarduess.

Mr. Hall’s Pump .... 9-5

Koyal Uak Hotel Pump .... 28-2

Pump near Museum ... 16-4

Lake Derweulwater .... 2-05

lliver Greta, near Keswick .... 3-05

i\ew Waterworks .... 0-38

Tliefivc first analyses were made by Dr. Lyon Play-

fair ; the last analysis was made by Dr. Robert

Angus Smith, and shows that the water from the

open to the public : it was a solace to the inhabitants

of St. Jamcs’s-squai'c, Pall-mall
;

and, indeed, to

thousands of others migrating by St. James’s-street

to the Hyde. It has been closed lor several years

;

the privilege of entree being reserved only to a few

who may have gaiued the ear of the AVoods andAVorks,

and the key of favour.

Now, small easements are someliraes of great value

—more useful, if not more prized, than broad con-

cessions. How coidd the multitude dispense with the

little duct at Spriog-gardeus ?— or what might be the

effect of a foreclosure of the alley (locked one day only

iu the year) leading from Curzon-strcct to Dover-

street ?—why St. George’s, Hauover-sqiiare, would be

iu open mutiny

!

There was in the decliuiog years of the poetical

clay slate of Skiddaw is only' about half a degree of
i
banker, Sam Rogers, sonic little tumult, occasionally,

hardness. *

1
in the wicket passage adjoining his house. Numerous
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and pertinacious wandering liouris were wont to

waylay and assail the benevolent old man on issuing

from, or returnitig to bis door. He never resisted

their clamours, which he daily bought off with golden

arguments
;

but they haunted the wicket passage, in

which a single aninzou might defy the whole St.

James’s police. Authority might then have interposed

to check scenes so indecorous
;
and so the public user

of the way was obstructed
j
but now that the poet is

safe from these troubles, surely the lusury of a short

cut to the pciiple’s parks might be thrown open to

valetudinarians, nursemaids, children, and innoceut

idlers seeking an escape from noisy streets. The
number of inhabitants is vastly swollen : the parks

are beautified aud much more sought after : officials

are, or seem to be, more studious of tbe health and
welfare of the people :—whj’, then, cannot this strait

and narrow way be opened? PEiiiVMBULATOE.

CHURCH-BUiLDING NEWS.
Cambridge.—Tbe ante-chapel of Trinity College is

to be adorned by a statue of Dr. Barrow, tbe cele-

1

brated theologian and divine, who was formerly tbe i

Master of Trinity. It will be the work of Mr. Noble,

'

to whom the commission has been given by the Mar-
j

quis of LansJowne.
j

Braintree.—The repairs and restoration of Brain-
j

tree Church are in progress. The roof has been com-
,

plcted, under the superintendence of Mr. Pearson, of
j

Loudon, architect ; and a new porch is in course of
I

formation. The edifice will afl'ord additional accom-
'

modation to about 100 persons. The repairs of the
'

chancel, which are much needed, rest with the owner

!

of the great tithes.
1

Bedford.—The subscription for a memorial to the '

late Mr. Isaac Hurst having been closed, it was deter-

'

mined to apjily the proceeds towards the erection of a
monument over his grave in Bedford Cemetery. A
design was placed in the hands of Messrs. Miller and
Son, of Bedford, who have carried it out, and the
monument has beeu completed and placed iu the
cemetery. The design was taken from the ancient

monument in Iona, known as Macle-m’s Cross, which
was constructed of wtiiustone, but the new monuincnt
is cut from a single block of Sicilian marble. The !

form is by some regarded as a Saxon cross, and the
'

original is supposed to have been contemporary with
j

St. Columba, aud the oldest moniimeut iu Iona—pro-

1

bably the oldest Christian monument in Scotland.

The marble shaft of the cross is 9 feet 4 inches in
!

height : the pedestal, a piece of Portland stone, is

2 feet 1 iuch in height
;

and the whole rests on a
j

large York landing 8 inches thick. The shaft is carved
on the front and buck. On the side of the pedestal

|

facing the south is the inscription.

Felmersham. —The old church of Pelmcrsham, 1

which has just uudergone an extensive restoration,
j

was rc-opeiied on the 17th olt. It has had a new
j

roof, new seats, and new windows : some of the latter i

arc of stained glass, with symbolical figures and various •

emblems. Some of these windows are the gifts of

persons at Felmersham and neighbourhood. The
floor has been raised and re-laid, and improvements

made in the churcbyai'd. The expense of the work of

restoration, exclusive of the windows, and the repairs

of the screen, which cost 707. amounts to about

1,200/. nearly 1,000/. of which have been raised by
piivate subscriptions and parochial rate. The stained

windows arc the work of Mr. Clutterbuck, of Strat-

ford.

Lindfield {Brighton).—The foundation-stone of the

new Congregational Cbapel was laid here on the 21st

ult, Messrs. Habersbon are the architects. The
estimated cost of the chapd and schools is 1,200/. of

which 800/. have been subscribed.

Landford {inits).—The Dowager Countess Nelson
has contributed 1,000/. towards the erection of a new
church at Landford, the old edifice having been taken

down and removed, in consequence of general dilapi-

dation, and not affording sufficient accommodation for

the inhabitants. The new building is to afford seat

room for 129 adults and 54 school children, the popu-
lation of the parish being about 250. • The estimated

cost of the edifice is 1,490/.

Wednesbury

.

— King’s-hill New AVesleyau Chapel
was opened on the 22ud ult. The building, which
is of the Romanesque style, measures, in the clear of

the walls, 66 feet by 42 feet, with vestry at hack,

16 feet by 12 feet, over which is an orchestra of

elliptical form, to contain an organ at some future

time. In the centre of an arch is a keystone, on

which is carved an angel in relief. The height of the

building from floor to wall plate level is 24 feet. The
roof is of open framed work, stained and varnished.

The interior is fitted up with circular framing, rising

from the floor in amphitheatre style, lightly stained

aud varnished. In lieu of a pulpit, a jilatform is

constructed 16 feet long, elevated 3 feet above the

floor. The windows have margins of stained glass,

the two over the communion being filled in with

ornamental embossed glass. The chapc-1 is lighted

with gas, from six standards, each hearing twelve
[

lights, with crown and other ornaments of burnished 1

brass work of the Mediaeval period : there arc other
[

branches from the walls. The arciiilccts were Messrs.
[

‘William and Samuel Horton, of Wcdnesbuiy. Messrs.

Trow aud Sons, also of Weilnesbury, were the con-

,

tractors
;
Mr. S. JcUyman, clerk of the works. The

total coat, including the purchase of laud, gas fittings,
j

ornamental pnlisiidea at front, and architect’s com-
mission, was 1,700/.

I

Clifton.—'t'be tower of Clifton parish church is

about to he rebuilt.
j

Cheford.—A new chancel to the, pari-h church of

;

Chelford having been erected by Mr. John Dixon, of'

Astle Hall, it w'as resolved by lus tenants aud neigh-

'

hours to ohtaiu for its large east window one of

painied and stained glass, and the work has just hecu

completed by Messrs. 11. B. Elmimdson and Son, of,

M.inchester. The principal subjects arc the Birth of
|

the Saviour, the Crucifixion, aud ihe Ascension i
there

being underneath each a figure of a kueeling angel

bearing a scroll. The upper part of each light is filled

with canopied tracery, and the Agnus Dei occupies'

the centre of the head of the window. The proud-

1

nent colours throughout are ruby, blue, aud yellow,

with variuus tiuts of these aud other colours.
|

Whittington.— The foundatiou-stonc of the new
;

Wesleyan church, at ^Vhittiugto•!, near Chcstei field,

was laid on the 23rd ult. The edifice is expected to

accommodate 300 people, and it has been originated

by working men, who have been supported by the

employers of labour at Whittington.
|

Ilolbeck.—On the 23rd ult. the Bishop of Ripun
consecrated that portion of the Ilolbeck cemetery set

apart for the burial of members of the Church of

England. The whole of the cemetery, which is

situated on the top of Beeston-hill, covers an area of

11 acres 2 roods. The division between the con-

,

secrated and the unconsecrated portions of the ceme-

,

tery is marked by small granite pillars, placed at dis-

,

tances of ten yards.
1

Stockton.—The foundatiou-stone of a church for

South Stockton and Thornaby was laid on the 22ncl

ult. by Mr. G. Gilpin Brown. The church is to be

erected in a field given by the Earl of Ilarewood,

situate opposite to the Stafford Pottery.
j

Carlisle.—The place of worship in Lowther-sircct

belonging to the Wesleyan Methodist Association,

which has been rebuilding, was reopened on the 20ih

ult. The exterior of the building, says the local

Journal, is a gn at improvement upon the old one.

The style of the front is Early English, aod is divided

into three parts, a centre and two side wings. The
chief window is in the front, and consists of five

,

lights, glazed with ground and stained glass. There

are two princip il entrance?, one in each side wiog,

and each of the porches is lighted by a two-light

window above the entrance. At each angle of the

front there is a buttress crowned with a roof-shaped

canopy. The front rises in a pyramidal form. The
iuterior is also improved. Some pnits of the old

work remain, although altered iu arraugement. The
ceiliog is supported on two ranges of pillars, its

ceutr^ portion curved and ribbed, and the sides rather

inclined from the horizontal. In the centre is an

elliptical dome-light of plain and stained glass. The
improvements will cost about 500/.; and have been

carried out under the superintendence of Mr. John

Hodgson, architect.

PROVINCIAL NEWS.

St. Alban's.—The new corn exchange here has

been completed, and was formally opened ou the 23rd
,

ult. The building is a light structure, 74 feet long,
’

21 feet wide, aud 26 feet high. It is lighted with

gas, by two sun-burners let into the ceiling. The light

,

is diffused over the building by enamelled iron re-

,

flcctors. The total cost of the huildiug, exclusive of
j

the lighting, is between 1,400/. aud 1 500/., 1,200/.
^

of which were raised by subscripliou : 350/. have been

borrowed by the corporation. I

Dudley. — New' Counly-conrt buildings are in
'

comse of erection iu Priory-street. Mr. Charles

Reeves, of London, Surveyor of County Courts, is the

architect, aud Mr. Burkitt, of Wolverhumplon, aud

Mr. Nelson, of Dudley, ai'C the eontracturs. The

building is iu the Italian style, with stone front. On
the ground-floor will be the public offices aud other

rooms, which will be 15 feet high, over which will be

the court for the hearing of causes, extending the

whole length of the building, and 57 feet long, 28 feet

bro.ad, and 26 feet high.

Kiddei-minsier.—A new banking-house for the

Stourbridge and Kidderminster Banking Company has

recently been erected in Church-street, Kidderiniuster,

beside the post-office. It has a front elevation 34 feet

in height by 33 feet in width. The materials are

stone aud brick, and the building has pilasters, cor-

uices, and carvings. The windows are of plate glass.

with bullet-proof shutters. The architect is Mr.
Thomas Smith, of Stourbridge.

Clifton.—Colonel Serrel, an American engineer, of

c msiderable^ reput itiou, says one of the Bristol papers,

has lately revived the Clifiou suspension-bridge pro-

ject, aud is now in this city, niidiing an engineering

iuvestigatiim, aided by u local engineer, Mr. Ashiuead,

with a view to the commencement of the work. The
work, it is said, can he completed at a comparatively

small cost. The existing pii-rs cost 45,000/. but the

old bridge cominiitre are sa'd to have agreed to make
them over fur 2 000/. and take the amount in shares,

the mode in which the necessary capiial will be raised.

Colonel Serrdl, aOer eximining what is done, has

offered to complete the structure for 17,000/. asking

fur no iiioiicy till it is finished, only stipulating that

the requisite shares shall be paid up, so as to secure

him lus money, lie will return iu the spring if

called upon to do so.

Burnham.—The Bridgwater Times anuounces the

laying of the foundation-stone of the new pier here by

Mr. G. Rccd, tbe founder of the Burnham railway

and new pier.

Vlgmoiith.—The corpor.itiou of this town have

resolved to obtain plans for a new Guildhall by com-

petition, and to proceed to its coustructiuu, according

to the plans approved of, as they muy find it conve-

nient to lay out tbe money, so as to rear the building

by degrees. A councillor suggested 20,000/. to

25,000/. as suffii'ictit for the purpose.

Cardiff.—Sin-h ha-* been tlie demand for houses in

Cardiff of late years that not a foot of ground is to be

obtained whereon to build between the Glamorgan-
shire Cand and the M'est Buie Dock, and the profits

realised froni the tenements, according to the Guar-
dian, from wliiih we quote, is in m my instances as

high as 15 per cent. In IheneighbouihooJo'' Canton

also alinoat all the ground belonging to the Freehold

Land Society has been taken, and villas are in course

of erection, several street? are formed, and building is

progressing with rapidity iu every direction. A street

has been foimcd, called the Cathedral-road, from the

AVest Tuvupike-ga'e across the fields as frr as the

Halfway-house at Poutgauna, aud which williu nil pro-

bability reach as far as the city of Llandaff. On the

Rfiath side of the town houses arc also rapidly built,

aud the Splo't and Adamsdown bid fair to be sur-

rounded shortly by a large suburb, as nearly 100

houses are in course of erection on the Splolt estate.

Two streets have been made diverging Irom Plucca-

laue to the east, known by the name of Milion-street

and Shak>peare-strect. Towards the north of the

towu also builiiing is beiug carried on. There is scarcely

a shop iu the principal streets that has not been made
more capacious : a larger town-hall has been built,

more market accommodatiou required, additional

docks have been constructed, and more arc in course of

construction. A viaduct, extending from tbe Rhymney
Railway to the Toff Vale side of tbe East Bute Dock,

is now in course of construction, along the whole

length of Tyudal-street. The first stone of a new
building here, for the Young Men’s Christian Associa-

tion, WrtS laid ou the 24lh ult. The cost of the building

was estimated at 1,130/. exclusive of 300/. for fittings.

The architects are Messrs. Habershon. Mr. Daniel

Jones, of Cardiff, is the builder.

Skrewsburg.—At a recent meeting of the local

Improvement Commissioners, according to the

Chronicle, the suggestion of Mr. Edward Jeffreys for

the erecliou of a bridge over the Severn to Kiugsland,

and a market near the Crescent, was taken into con-

sideration, and the merits of the design discussed.

Other plans for a new market were also placed before

the commissiouers, including the site at the top of

Pride-hill, top of Wyle-cop, and Mardol-head. It was

ultimately resolved that a report should be presented

to the council at their next meeting, upon Mr. Jeffrey s’s

plan, aud generally as to an improved communication

over the river, and also as to a new market.

Warrington.—A local council was held here lately

to consider the report of tbe paving and sewerage

committee, reconimimding Ihe immediate adoption

of the scheme of Mr. Coxon, ihe borough cugiueer,

for sewering the borough, &c. The report on the

sewerage describes the existing sewers as bad beyond

all previous conception, with little or no inclination

;

large sewers flowing iuto smaller ones
;
tbe sewage

finding its way freely into houses and cellars (which

are hdow the level of the sewers), and the deposit

emitting poisonous gases. The form of all the sewers

is a broad square with a flat bottom, with an average

deposit of 9 inches of solid filth,—in many 18 inches,

and others entirely choked up,—aud 700 to 800 tons

of this filth in the sewers, though there are only

about five and a half miles of sewers in nbout twelve

miles of streets and courts. The report of the paving

and sewerage committee was unanimously adopted,

and iustruclions resolved to be given by the council

for the immediate commencement of the proposed

scheme. The cost was estimated at 10,000/. which

would increase the rates 4d. in the pound.
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Darlington.—The new briJge in Pritstgato, Dar-

lington, crossing the Skernc, savs llic Gateshead

Observer, has been washed away. It was not out of

the hands of the contractor.

Carlisle.—A brick building for a theatre is to be

erected here shortly, in the BotcLeiby-n nd.

Hawick.—A meeting is about to be held at Hawick

to consider as to the plans and specifications of a new

town-hall.

Dumfries.—The members of the Diirrfries Mecba-

nics’ Institute, according to the local Courier, have

decided upon buDdiug a hall, capible of accommo-

dating an audience of 1,200 persons, on the garden

ground in Nilh-placc, behind their present premises.

Bathgate.—The foundation-stone of a corn-cx-

change has been laid here.

Panmure House.—As we noticed some time since,

Panmure House, one of the seats of Lord Paumnre,

has just been almost rebuilt, ntwly dressed up in

front, and the interior entirely gutted and renewed.

This latter part of the work was executed by Messrs.

Wm. Thomson and Co. builder", Stirling. The build-

ing is five stories in height, and, including the wings,

500 feet iu breadth. A considerable drawback to the

elegance of the interior is, that the floors arc in the

same places as in the old edifice, thus rendeviug the

ceilings of all the principal rooms ridiculously low;

and, in the case of the large dining and drawing

rooms, giving a feeling of opp^cs^ion which is dis-

agreeable, and doubtless something more to those who
may he honoured with a long sederunt iu them. The
whole of the woodwork throughout the edifice is new.

The mason work of the mansion was executed by
Mr. Morrison, of Edinburgh.

Bridge of Lbm of Dee. — The ceremony of the

opening of this bridge by her Majesty took place

a week or two ago. The builders were Messrs.

John Fraser and Son, of Aberdeen. The arch

is a Gothic one, with embrasured piiapets of drjssed

grauitc from the district. The designs were furnished

by Messrs. A. and W. Reid, of Elgin, architects. The
approaches to the bridge have bei.n alt reconstructed,

and ornamented Vfith shrubbery, fcuccd with larch

railings on both sides, and painted white. The posi-

tion of the new bridge fully commands the romantic
scenery of the Linn, which was formerly very much
concealed by the old one.

FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE.
Hanover: Neto Streets.— This German town is

shedding, as it were, i‘s foi'uicr appearance. The
northern part of the town his beca already tran-:-

formed into a new town, and now the west end is to

be similarly changed. A long street is prujecteJ,

which will pass over the filled up rampirts, and
terminate at the great railway station. The street is

to be 100 feet broad, with an avenue of trees 16 feet

wide, leaving room for a railway, connecting two of

the principal railroads of Hanover, &c.

Berlin: a Huge "Dorn."—It is contemplated to

build in the Prussian capital, a cathedra), which
should be the St. Peter’s of Protestant Germany.
The style of building is not yet decided upon, but the I

estimates are laid down at several millions of thalers.
'

Cologne: City Museum. — TJicrc is a perma-
nent committee sitting here for the piurchase of i

art objects. They have offered the widow of the ;

celebrated painter, M. Begas, 1,000 thalers for his '

portrait, and some cartoons, S:c. For the sake of the '

large excavalious for the fouudalious of the perma-
nent bridge over the Rhine, the very ancient Fran-
kenthurm has been demolished, by which Cologne
loses one of its old city tokens. Tlic statues have
been carefully deposited in the 'WallraiFeum. This
destruction is much to be regretted.

Deserved Seats in the Alps.—Tlie barefaced grasp-
ingness of the age manifests itself iu the fact, that
enclosed galleries have been erected in many of the
finest localities of the Bernese Obcrlaud, &c. whence
only certain cascades and other fine sights can be
viewed. By the erection of these sheds the genius
loci is completely expelled from these charming
localities.

THE EGYPTIAN STATE BEDSTEAD.
Perhaps the only way iu which, with our AYestern

ideas, we may be able to appreciate the feeling which
prompts an Eastern ruler to conveit silver or gold into

bedsteads, is the consideration that in all probability
the taste for such articles is a remnant of ancient Egyp-
tian magical rites, in which “ the sacred sleep ” of
entraucemeut took place on

“
the beaiuiM cou'-h ” of

the reposing god
; or, as in the magic d rites of B.iby-

lon (alluded to some time since in the Builder), in
the ‘'elegant bedstead ” of which Herodutus speaks, and
whercou the entranced or “ Ged-possessed ” lay iu
state, to be consulted as an oracle. It may even be a
question whether our own stately British roj al or state
bedsteads be not a vestige by implication of similar
ancient and pagan rites, practised as tbey were by the

British Druids. I recollect, by the way, of reading

some time since, in the Asiatic Journal of Bengal,

of an elegant curved beds' e id, found in a royal tomb

iu the place ubore a coffin would be usnal'y placed.

Perhaps even sucli a practice ns this may have hud

some relutioiisliip to tliesamc rites of which the Egyp-

tian yenchant for costly and “beautiful” bedsUads

would seem to be a remnant; especially cinsidcritg

that the enlrancemcut on the “ beautiful couch ” or

"elegant bedstead,” was a symbolical t/ec/// through

whicli, at one time, all the initiated had to pass, as a

nightly or "daily death,” which would auptrsede and

conquer " the last enemy,” aud immortalize, as well

as illuminate the initiated “ tnice bora,” or reg ncrate.

As regards the “ elegant bedstead ” in tlie leinple at

the top of the tower of Bolus, at Babylon, I have an

impression that it «as of gold, but I Lave not Hero-
dotus at hand here to refer to. J. E. D.

EXHIBITION OF ART TREASURES AT
MANCHESTER.

It is now definitively fixed that the last day upon
which the Exhibition will be open is the 17th of

October, aud on the 19th will be commenced the

work of restoring to their generous owners the

valuable treasures winch have aflbrded instruction

aud gratification to ab-ut one million of our popula-

tion. These works of art should return to tlielr

proprietors with enhanced value, from having been

appreciated and enjoyed by so many, and the grateful

good wishes of thousands of hearts will attend them
|

on their return to the mansions of royalty, of the
|

nobility, and the gentry of our land, Such an occa-
\

sion proves the genuine sympathy which exists in
|

England between all classes of the community, aud

goes fiir to strengthen good feeling aud kindly con-

sideration for each other. Those who confer and
those who receive generous sacrifices arc equally

benefited, for, like mercy, such noble generosity

" is twice bless’d :

It blessetli him that gives, and him that takes.”
|

The following is a general statement of the mini-

bers of persons who have visited the Exhibition,
j

during the last few weeks :— j

AVeek ending Friday, lltli September ... 56,396
Do. do. 18ih „ ... 67,-179

I

Do. do. 25th „ ... 63,320 1

On Saturday, 20th, there were 10,907 persons; on !

Moiiday,13,0di; aud on Tuesday last, 11,190. Should’
the number of admissious daily increase, as they

seem to be doing, there will in probability be no
deficiency to be made up by the guarantee subscribers.

ELECTRO-TELEGRAPHIC PROGRESS.
|

It now appears that the telegraphic announce- *

meut of the successful laying of the Mediterra-

nean line was not quite correct, the cable Jiaving
'

fallen short by about twelve miles, and the end'

of it actually lost, although a buoy has been placed

as an indication of its whereabouts, till a drag,
,

which has been invented for the purpose, be used
in fishing it up, if it can be got hold of. Surely, the

end of the cable ought to have been beforehand so

connected with a buoy as to allow of its being got

again in the event of its running out too soon. Failing
'

the drag, could not the cable, as laid down, be simply

overrun by means of a rope and a ring, till the over-

running vessel arrived within lifting distance of the

lost extreniiiy? Might not the lost end of the

Atlantic cable also be thus fished up again, and
30,000/. saved by the .rimplc process ? The Atlantic

'

cable is to be stowed a'-vay iu the Government dock-

yard at Kcyhain during winter, aud carefully over-

,

hnided and tarred. The company are said to be
|

inundated with hundreds of designs for laying the
\

:
cable, aud for improving the machinery for that pur-

pose; and since the commencement of last month
niiiueroua applications hai e been made for patents in

,

I

connection with machinery for submerging sub-

I

mariue cables. The portion of the Mediterranean I

I

E.xteiision Telegraph Company’s cable already com-
[

,
pletcd, consisting of 5824 miles, has been tested at

I

Birkenhead, by Mr. ^.A^ Physic, telegraph cngineei',

and Mr. Andi'ews, superintendent to the Mcditer-

,

ronenn Company. The new line will connect Cagliari

.

: with Malta and Corfu, and the entire length to be ,

manufacluredwill consist of nearly 1,000 miles. The
[

Messrs. Newall, by whom the cable is being made,
|

expect to finish the work by the middle of October,

aud the whole line will be submei-ged by the end of

.

that month. The cable consists of a single conducting

,

wire, with an outer protective sheath of iron wire;

but the outer wires, unlike those of the Atlantic Com- '

pany’s cable, are not subdivided into a number of

small filaments, but each strand is a solid mass and
disliuct in itself. A Freuch paper states that an

,

immense telegraphic line is about to be commenced,

,

starling from Marseilles, extending to the islands of,
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Hbyres, thence to Corsica, and from island to island

until it reaches Constantinople. It will thus unite to

France the whole of the East. The line which is to

unite Marseilles to Buslia is to be finished in less than

a year] on the 1st of July, 1858. This gigantic

undertaking has been conceded to JM. Bjlcstrini.

REPORT ON RAILAVAYS.

The report of Captain Gallon to the Board of

Trade, on the railways of the United Kingdom for

1856, has just been issued, and is calculated, on the

whole, to slrengtheu the hope that, with improved
management, the recovery in the value of this descrip-

tion of propt-rly will be steady and continuous. Not-
withstaudiiig that the prcrereutial and loan capital

constituted '13 per cent, of the whole of the railway

capital raised to the end of 1856, and that the in-

terest payable on this, owing to the slate of the

money-market, was higher than duriug any former

period, the luT-centage having been 5 08 against an

average of -1'72 for the preceding seven years, the

average rate of dividend available for the ordinary

shire capital was 3'12 per cent, beiug equal to that

of 1855, and considerably higher than the average of

the precirditig seven years, which was 2’o9. In

1854, however, the rate was as high as 3'39. Of the

ioial 308,775,89-1/. now embarked in railways,

77,359,419/. have been raised Ly loans, 57,057,171/.
by preference sliares, aud 174,359,304/. by ordinary

share capital. This represents an expenditure of

35,459/. per mile, the cost of the English lines

liavirtg been 40,288/. per mile, of the Scotch,

27,750/. and of the Irish, 14,808/. Thcpeiiodof
extravagant outlay, however, was prior to 1819, the

average cost of liucs coinstractcd since that period

having been only 9,568/. per mile. The working

expenses last year experienced an increase of 1 per

cent, in England, aud a diminution of 2 per cent, in

Scotland and Inland, the average being 47 per cent,

as compared wilh 48 per ceut. in 1855. The develop-

ment of the goods traffic has gone on upon a raphl

ratio, and its proportion to the passenger traffic is

now 53 to 4-7 per ceut. whereas eight years ago it

was only 44 to 56 per cent. The total of passengers

conveyed in 1856, was 129,347,592, being an increase

of 10,752,457 on the previous year
;
and Hie number

conveyed piT mile of railway open was 15,213

against 14,.503 in 1855, the receipts per mile beiug

1,194/. against 1,164/. The general effects of the

raising or lowcriug of fares are dclailetl, anil the re-

sult appears to be against the policy of high charges.

The length of Hue open for traffic in the United

Kingdom on the 30ih of June, 1856, was 8,506
miles; and the persons employed amounted to

102,117, or twelve per mile. There were also 963
miles in course of construction at that period, of

which about 208 were opened before the end of the

year. The whole are double lines, excepting 2,511

miles. Between 4,000 and 5,000 miles authorised

by Parliament remain to be constriiclcd. The total

will theu be 13,173 miles, namely, 9,700 in England

and AViilcs, 1,647 in Scotland, and. 1,826 in Ireland.

THE ARCHITECTURAL UNION COMPANY.
Yoira kindness )Q giving insertion to my letter of last

week, emboldens me to furnish further particulars of our
progress, feeling sure that they must interest very many
of your readei-3.

As a proof of tho steady advance making, I append a

list of shareholders who have joined the company since

Sept. 4th, up to which time a list was made public : and
of these Mr. Thos. Grissell, Messrs. Lucas, Mr. C. H.
Smith, aud Mr. A. Waterhouse (Mauchester), are donors
to the auxiliary fund—the latter specially in favour of the
Architectural Exhibition ;—and from this fund alone it is

probable that some 701. or 801 a year ut least will bo
available, to bo pecmauently applied for the adv.ancement
of architecture.

It is certain that this undertaking cannot now, aud
miisf uof, fall to the grouud; still the total cnpitul is not
much more than one-half promised, and the directors wUl
bo obliged to borrow the remainder, unless more help is

alTorded. Surely the profession will not permit this: it

will be strange indeed if the burden is to fall upon the few,

when the good of all is equally considered. It seems the

more unnecessary, when it is remembered, as has been
observed before, that if tho whole 15,000L share capital is

subscribed for,— as only about two-thirds, or a little more,

of that sum are required to be expended ; and if the direc-

tors borrow, as they would then be able to do most
legitimately, a portion of this sum, really some 5L or rat her

less per share, is all that would he wanted
;
and the whole

would he done easily, instead of by taxing all the cheerful

givers to the utmost,
I hopo that every shareholder—and they now number

more than a hundred—will feel this, and will exert him-
self among his friends, so that the greater portion, at all

events, of the shares now iu hand may be allotted before

the next meeting of the directors.

Wilh the certainty of a fair return fur the money in-

vested, tho moat prudent need not hesitate, and with the

knowledge also that this is no bubble s^jeculative scheme,
but one of tho simplest character in its operation, and
which can bring no unknown losses to those who may join

it,—how can any meuibcr of the Institute—any supporter

of the Architectural Exhibitiou, or any one, indeed, with

any love for the art, or who is interested in its well doing,

directly or indirectly, be excused for looking coldly ou, if

he has the means to afford a practical aid ?

J. EDMESION, Jun. Hon. Sec. A.U.O.
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List of additional sharebolders who have subscribed for

shares since September -Ith :
—

Messrs. E. N. Clifton, II. Dowson, E. J. "Withers, E.
Kash ; Lucas, Brothers (donation fund)

j
G. E. Magnus (or

double if required), C. F. Hayward, A. Waterhouse, Man-
cheater (donation fund, to bo applied to Architectural
Exhibition)

; G. Gutcb, J. P. St. Aubyn, T. H. Lewis, Jno.
Dwyer, Thos. Jeckell, C. N. Cumberlege, W. A. Bouluois,
G. Goldio (Sheffield), Wyatt Papworth, Thos. Grissell
(donation fund), Charles Hart, C. H. Smith (donation
fund), E. Eoberts, W. D. GrilTen, G. Devey, J. Peecock,
11. Baker, E, R. Banks, F. W. Porter, IL E. Abraham,
W. Eohde Hawkins, J. and C. I’Anson, and James
Lockyer.

ISLINGTON NEW VESTRY-HALL
COMPETITION.

SiE,—The columns of the Bnilder frequently contain
many valunblo suggestions for the government of compe-
titions, seldom producing, however, apparent good results,
very few competitions indeed being entered upon in a
spirit likely to give satisfaction to auy parties concerned,
os the choice is too frequently made through interest,
pari inlily, or other causes, rather than upon the merits of
the design.
As tho time for sending in designs for the above hall is

at hand, I would beg to urge upon the "Vestry the de-
sirability of obtaining the assistance of a properly qualified
professional gentleman or two (unknown to the competi-
tors), who shall carefully examine the designs submitted,
and report upon tbeir respective merits,— finally selecting
the best ; which report and selection the "Vestry shaD con-
sent to adopt.

It is universally acknowledged that professional advice
is essentially requisite in order to arrive at a just and cor-
rect decision, and if acted upon (otherwise it is only a
sham), will produce heneficinkresults.

If, then, the vestry wUl pursue the course here suggested,
with the desire for the selection and adoption of ibe beKf
design (which injustice they are bound to do), it will
prove more satisfactory to the competitors, and better for
Ihemsclves, as they will thereby have really the best design,
and thus prevent all occasion for those unplea.sant re-
marks which too often, and alas! too juslly, follow the
decisions of competitions. A CoiiPETiroa.

JSoohS SACffi'bftl.

Dfamuff for Elementary Schools: heivg a Manual
of Metliodaf Teaching Drawing, speciallg adapted
for the Masters of National and Parochial
Schools

:
published under the sanction of the

Science and Art Department of the Committee of
Council on Education,” 8vo.pp.viii.—65: cuts.

By Elus a. Davidson, Head blaster of the Chester

School of Art, and Professor of Drawing at the

Chester Diocesan Traiuiug College. London

;

Chapman & Hall.

Tills is a very concise hand-book—intended less

l for the ordinary student than for the masters of

i schools of general education, who may not have had
I the advantage of systematic instruction themselves,

1 but who sliii see the desirableness of introducing

I dravving into their establishments. To such persons

1 the methods of tuition arc succinctly pointed out,

f 83 well as the means by which they may instruct

; themselves. Thus the best methods of placing the

.

1
pupils opposite tlie black board, marking out the copy

I [ from the example, inspecting the work, explaining

i
I the nature of the subject, and interesting the pupils in

t their labour, are pointed out. It is pleasing to find

t that the home practice of the pupils of the Chester

School has been the means of interesting their

\.
parents also in the acquisition of drawing as a

il desirable accomplishment. The examples supplied

i in the work, and suggested for delineation, arc chielly

1. (he forms of the most familiar objects, as capital

1( Idlers, tools, wooden gates, steps, kettles, fire-irons,

ti and leaves. This selection is advisedly made; but in

5- some of the examples, very important details of

fi form are omitted, — so that the selection could

p
perhaps be further improved, in order that inaccuracy,

.-I and in many cases also ioapprebensiou of beauty or

li fitness, might be avoided. But we recommend the

IV work for the purpose for which it is intended. Tiie

p
production of a considerable number of good books

0 of the same kind testifies to the progress which is

bi being made.

I"' “ Ornamental Drawing and Architectural Design;
with Notes, historical and practical. Upwards of
200 Illustrations.” 8vo. pp. 123. Edited by
lloBERT Scott Bcen, Editor of the “Illustrated

Drawing-Book,” “ Mechaiiics and Mechanism,”
&:c. &c. London ; AVard aud Lock.

TThis work appears to belong to the series commenced
Lby the same publishers with a re-issne of the "lilus-
Irtrated Educational Works,” “lately published from!
Ilithe Office of the Illustrated London Neics.” A

\

ilidistinct claim on our attention to the “new editions” i

iiis made by the announcement that they “have been
'

rimost carefully revised, and in their present state
'

atarrive as near perfection as possible,” and by the
p'priutcd opinion of one of her Majesty’s Inspectors of

stfechools, who will “not fail to recommend them” in '

j)..pnrsuance of his duties. AVe are placed in some

'

’ diffienUy in the case of popular works of this class,

'

Uljvhicii seem to offer at a low price, abniiJaut matter
'

E.aotto be obtained with the same facility otherwise, i

but which put forth some errors such as it may take
much time to unlearn. The profuseness in illustra-

tive cuts, which is desirable for the student, involves
trouble in editorship, added to the ordii'ary duties as
connected with the literary matter

; and it is seldom
that the supervision of draughtsmen and printers is

what the case should demand.
As regards the w'ork now before us, we are

sorry that it is not to be held quite free from
imputation on grounds above referred to. The gen-
tleman whose name is placed on the tide page,
w’lio is known as an industrious compiler and author
of works on kiiuli'cd subjects, can hardly have
been allowed to give the full benefit of his exeitions.
At the opening page, the two first diagrams are trans-
posed

;
the engraving, as in the profiles of mould-

ings and in the ornaments of the Greek orders, is such
as is calculated to mislead the student who may en-
deavour to make copies at Ini'ge : at the last page,
the Italian trusses are quite out of drawing; aud
much of the Gothic tracery is drawn, as to mitres
aud cusps, £0 as to tend to misconception of the
peculiarities of detail in the style iu question. “ Indian
Architecture ” should have been noticed with .i refer-

ence, hoavever slight, to a Mahomedau as well as a
Hindoo style : wo apprehend it is neither correct to
date the Saracenic arcliilecture from the lime of
Mahomet (seeing that it is doubtful whether, before
they became acquainted with Greeks, the Arabian
ai-tists had much art), nor to speak of the “ Renais-
sance ” style as having for its masters, San Gallo,

Pull idio, Per iMulf, and some others
;
and the doorway,

figure 184, is not Elizabethan, but pure Italian. AVc
ourselves, notwilhstauding, have derived interest from
the book,— though it lays “no claim” “to be
considered as an exhaustive trealise,” or on the
score of “any originality iu its arrangement and
matter.” It is put forth as “ an attempt to em-
body a series of lessons, and of historical aud
practical notes, culled from various authorities, which
may serve as the groundwork for more comjfietc and
elaborate practice, aud form an incentive to the sys-

tematic study of the principles and practice of decora-
tive and constructive art.” The work lia.s three divi-

sions. Of these, the first division shows tlie method
of delineating ornament in which right lines, or seg-

ments of circles, or free curves may be cbicfiv met
with, and gives a few illustrations of ornament from
tile-pavements and textile fabrics, with quotations
from various authorities on the principles applicable

to such di'signs ; the second division gives very short
notices of the chief styles of architecture; and the
last division supplies a few examples of reduced plans,
workiug drawings, aud details. Paying regard to
the reservation we have made, (he work may afford
useful information, aud it is obtainable at slight

peciininry cost.

F.\.ll of a House at Bii.ston.—On the 22ud
ult. a house in Lestcr-strect, Bilston, fell to the

ground. The cause was one not unfrequent in this

district, the subsidence of the ground from mining
operations. The occupant was badly bruised and cut

about the face, but no other personal injurj' was sus-

tained.

AVest-End Terminus.— Sir t Lieutenant-colonel,

Poltiugcr is not correct when claiming to be the first

to suggest (he Grosvenor canal and basin as the site

for a AVest-End Terminus. One of the present pro-

moters, Mr. Thomas Jackson, as long since as 1845,
had surveys and drawings made for tlie same, which
arc now in bis possession; and had it not been for

the paii'c, which occiiri'cd immediately after • that

time, a AA’^cst-Eud Terminus would have been erected

on the proposed site years ago.

—

AV. James.
The Wellington Monument.—I perfectly agree

with Air. Perkins that something should be done to

prevent the Wellington models being lost to the na-

tion, by being buried in the studios of the different

artists. Doubtless the Crystal Palace would in some
respects be a good depository for them

; but it is a

question whether many of the competitors would like

to incur the expense of conveyance thereto
; and as

for making an additional charge for viewing them
there, that would, I think, mar its success, much less

raise a sum at all adequate for the purchase of them.
Ell passant, would not the prescrv.ilion of these

models constitute a veiy good memorial of the Duke P

To accomplish this, a large fund would be required,

which could only be raised by subscription. I am
rather surprised this matter has not already been

taken in baud by some of tlie influential sculptor com-
petitors. The members of the Sculptors’ Institute

seem very quiet about it. Suppose they called a

meeting at their rooms to elicit the opinion of the

several artists, when probably some plan might be
adopted for the above purpose. Perhaps they are

waiting the fiual decision of the Chief Commissioner.

E. G. Piitsick, Sen.

Taste at Halifax: the proposed Public
Baths.—It is intcoded to expend the sum of 1,500/.
in the ornamentation of the suite of baths \o bo
erected in the People’s-park, at Halifax. Promises
to the amonut of 500/. have been received by the
committee having charge of the matler, and arrani^e-
menls are being made fora thorough canvass of all the
inhabitants of the borough, as it is considered de-
sirable that the amount should be made up not from
large sums aloue, but from the small contributions of
the humblest. The corporation will, of course, erect
the baths : tlie above has reference only to the external
decoration of the building.

Railw’ay Tkaffic.— The traffic returns of .the
railways in the United Kingdom for the week ending
Sept. 19. amounted to 518,798/. aud in 1856, to
499,683/._ showing an increase of 19,115/. The
gross receipts of the eight railways having their ter-
mini in the mctropol’s, amounted to 214,695/.

; and,
last year to 213,491/. showing an increase of 1,204/.
The increase ou the Eastern Counties, amounted to
1.557/.; on the Great Northern to 116/.; on the
Great AVestern to 1,287/-; on the Norlh-AVestem to
1,013/. : total, 4,002/. But from this must be
deducted 86/., the decrease on the Blackwall

; 343/.
on the Brighton and South Coast; 1,124/. on the
S()uth-A^ cstern

; and 1,145/. on the Soulh-Eastern.
The receipts on ibc other lines in the Uuited Kin^^-
dom amounted to 304,103/. and for the correspond-
ing period of 1856 to 286,192/.; showing an increase
of 17,911/.

Artificial Leather.—Jlr. P. Charles Jeune,
Gresham-street, Cily, has provisionally specified an
invention for producing an elastic material having the
appearance of patent leather, but not liable, like it, to
crack or peel on the surface. He prepares an clastic

compound, composed of masticated iudia-rubber, or
india-rubber combined with gutta pcrcha, and mixed
with sulphuret of antimony and woollen dust or waste.
This compound, which forms the base of the fabric,

he spreads upon thin cotton cloth, and then subjects
the same to heat, iu order to effect what is called the
“ change” in the india-rubber compound. The fabric
is then ready to receive japan varnish, which is laid
on in the usual manner, and subjected to a dry heat

:

when the first coat is properly set a second coat is

applied,* and submitted in like manner to a dry heat,
and so on, until the required finish or smoothness is

imparted to the face of the fabric.

Coating Iron with Metallic Alloys.— Mr*
Joseph Polciix, according to the Scientific American,
has patented, in the United States, an invention fo^
preparing irou to receive the coating, by immersing it

in coucenlraled mineral acids. As soon as tbcarlicles
to be cleansed arc iininersed in the acid, one, two o*"

more small pieces of speller arc dropped among them,
or the spelter is passed into the acid with the articles.

The acid acts at once and rapidly ou the spelter, holds
ill solution what it dissolves, and precipitates the film
of it on the minutest porlious of the iron surfaces the
instant the acid Las cleansed them, aud this film pro-
tects such portions from any further action of the acid
while remaining in it. The arlicles are next taken
out

;
and, without being washed, dried, or undergoing

any other treatment whatever, are passed immediatelv,
though slowly, into the bath of melted alloy that
forms the coating.

A New AIode of applying Mr. Bessemer’s
Invention.—Messrs. T. Brown and G. Parry,
Ebbw Vale, Mooinoiith, propose a mode of refining,

purifying, or decarbonising melted cast iron by means
of cuiTcuts of air, in a covered or partially covered
furnace, without coal, or other fuel. The metal being
iu a melted state (preferred from the blast furnace as

being the most economical), they run it into a cham-
ber or furnace, which is closed so as to prevent the
temperature of (he contents being too much lowered.
They introduce air tuyeres from a blowing apparatus

into the interior of the chamber above the level of

the incited iron, and in such a position that air shall

be blown down wiih considerable force upon the top
of the melted metal, so as to produce a combustion of

ihe carbon combined or mixed w'ilh the irou. The
blast may be either hot or cold, and they continue

the process until the iron has been brought into a

state similar to that called finery metal, or refined

iron.

Iron Shipbuilding on an Extended Scale.—
A model of a steam-ship, on a far more gigantic scale

than the Great Eastern, has been exhibiting in Liver-

pool
;
aud, if all the excellent qualities ascribed to it

be accomidished, the ship will outstrip both it and all

others that have been yet constructed, both iu the

rate of speed, iuternal accommodation, and safety. It

is alleged that a ship built upon the principle of the
model, of 30,000 tons, 1,000 feet in length, breadth

70 feet, depth 30 feet, would reach India in about

23 days. It is also conteuded that when ready for

sea she would not draw more than 20 feet of water.

The projectors will, doubtless, wait a bit till they see

how the Great Eastern gets on.
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Opening of the Midland Institute at Bie-

HENGILAM.—Lord Brougham has consented to preside

at the opening of the Theatre of the lostitute, in

Paradise-street, Birmiogham, on the evening of Tues-

day, the 13th of October. It is proposed that the

certificates and prizes now being awarded to the

students of the Institute, be distributed that evening

publicly by Lord John Russell and Lord Stanley.

ITie members of the Institute, the pupils _of the

classes, and such of the members of the National

Association for the Promotion of Social Science as are

non-resident, will he admitted to the ccremoniiil.

Mechi Testimonial.— About ninety friends of

hlr. Sheriff Mechi dined together at the London

Tavern on the 22nd ult. to present him with a testi-

monial in appreciation of his exertions to promote

the interest of agricnlture. The testimonial consists

of a centre table ornament in the Renaissance style,

of massive design. There are figures of Agriculture,

Commerce, Peace, and Plenty, seated upon a plat-

form, supported from the basis by a centre column,

decorated with agricultural produce. There ore

'

eight branches for candles, and the centre is fitted

with a lamp. The design was presented by Mr.

Digby AVyatt, and the plate has been manufactured
^

by Messrs. Smith and Nicholson, of Duke stroet,

Lincoln’s-inn-fields. The plate weighs 500 (unccs,

and cost 400 guineas. The testimonial bore a suit-

able inscription.
|

ANTiquiTiES ON THE Aruan Isles.—Tlic ancien*

,

structures on the main island here were visited when

the British Association were at Dublin. The dates

assigned to these are from 500 A.C. to 100 A.C. : in

other words, they were more than 2,000 years old.

,

They consist of four forts, two of which are circular,

,

called Dun Onagh and Dun Oghill; the latter the,

most perfect extant. They are built of loose stones,

without mortar, the main rampart varying in hiight

from 16 feet to 25 feet, and having a thickness of

,

about 15 feet, the ascending steps and the watch-
.

towers on the summit being in some cases still dis -

1

coverable. The diameter of the structure is about

,

100 feet, but an outer wall of some solidity encloses

a mneh larser space. Tiie other two forts have 1aktn

advantage of promontories, two sides of which are
,

protected by inaccessible cliffs, wasbed by the Atlantic,

and have thrown up ramparts of the like Cyclopean
,

structure, in a semicircular fonu, to defend the ap-

proach from land. Of these Dubh-Chathair is the

eldest known, and Dun-Aengus the largest and most

striking. Behind it the cliffs arc 300 feet in height,

,

overhanging the sea. The whole defences occupy

about eight acres. AYbo built these massive works,

aud what may be their date, is matter of debate and

speculation. That they are pre- Christian and pre-

historic seems all that is certain.

Vadue of Land at Aldf-rsiiott.— The Govern-

ment bought the Imd at Aldershott for, on the

average, 1?/. an acre. Instead of erecting the pre-

sent barracks in the centre of the 8,000 or 9,000

acres bought, the engineer pitched upon a spot on the

extreme edge of the Government land, and biyoud

which, of coarse, the military authorities have no

control of any kind. Thert suit is that a swarm of pub-

lic-houses and beer-shops is hemming in the new build-

ings, while others are being built, and will of course

soon be accompanied by houses ofastill worse desciip-

tion. Of course the land in the rear of the barracks has

risen in value more than fiftyfold since the buildings

were commenced, aud it is said that Government sur-

vqrors who came into the market the oiher day to

pnrehase two acres on which to erect a hospital, had

to pay upwards of 2,000/. for what eighteen months
they would have obtained for 34/. ; or have had for

nothing, if the site had been choseu in the centre of

their own land I

Smithfield Ijiprovemen"S.— plan of the

proposed dead meat and poultry .jackets, prepared

by Mr. L. H. Isaacs, the surveyor to the Board of

Works for the Holborn district, for the committee

for the appropriation of Smitbficld as a di-ad meat
market, and which has been laid before the Chan-
cellor of the Exchei^uer, and by him submitted to the

City authorities, comprises several improvemciits of

the streets forming the approaches to the market.

Amongst these are the formation of a new street

60 feet wide, from Holborn-bridge to Loog-lane,

which would do away with the pre-ent circuitons and
inconvenient road by way of Snow-bill, and at the same
time open up a vhw of the new structure from Far-

ringdon-street and Blackfriars-bridge. It is also pro-

posed to make Long-lane 60 feet in width for its

entire length, and to straighten Smithfield bars and
incre.iso its width to the same extent.

—

Citi/ Press.

Strikes.—

T

he whole of themasons employed at the

rmlway works and bridges, says the Forres Gazette,

have struck work, in consequence of the navvies

having precedence in payment. The Wliitehavc-n

shipwrights were to resume work on Monday last, at

the wages offered by the masters, viz. 243. per
week.

Gas.—At the half-yearly meeting of proprietors in

the Bristol United Gas-light Company, it was an-

nounced that the receipts for the past year were up-

wards of 27,000/. and the profits about 8,750/. which

enabled the directors to recommend the nsnal dividend

at the rate of 9 per cent, per annum, carrying forward

nearly 500/. to the credit of the current half-year.

The salary of the secretary was unanimously increased

from 400/. to 500/. per annum. The Kidsgrove

Gas-works, at Tunstall, have been completed. At

present the gas has only been introduced amongst

private consumers. The works have cost about

3^000/. A new gasometer, said to be the largest

now in Scotland, has just been erected at the south

back of Canongate, at Editibiirgh. It is 37 feet in

height, 130 feet in diameter, 390 feet in circum-

ference, and win contain 500,000 lubic feet of gas. For

the construction of the gas-holder itself, 120 tons of

uialltable iron have been employed, and eight tons of

the same metal for each of the fourteen columns

which support the girders and guide the rollers on the

gas-holder as it rises ;
so that for the construction of

the whole 232 tons of iron have been employed.

Though five months constituted the period required

for its erection, the whole operations have extended

over two years. The tank was constructed by Mr.

James Bow, of Pollokshields, near Glasgow; the gas-

holder by Messrs. Horton, of Birmingham.

A New View of the Sewage and Thames
Questions.— At Ibe last meeting of the British

Association, held at Dublin, Dr. Barnes and Dr.

Odling read a paper “On the CunJiiion of Thames

Water as affected by London Sewage.” The authors

had made twenty-five weekly eximiinations, micro-

scopical and chemical, of the water at h’gh aud low

tide. IVom their experiments it appeared that the

sewage poured into the river was, for the most part,

destroyed by the innoxious processes of oxidation aud

vital development, aud that a very miuute proportion

only underwent the putrefaction, properly so called.

The amount of organic matter existing in the water

did not appear to be any criterion of the offeusiveness

of the water, inasmuch as the greater proportion of

the organic matter was in the state of living beings.

High water invariably contained a larger amount of

' organic matter than low water.

‘ Sanitary Improvements at Worthing.— All

' cesspools and places of deposit for re''use matter have

been removed, the whole of the sewage, which was

before conveyed into the sea in front of the town,

being now carried away by means of a trunk sewer to

‘ a long distance eastward. A supply of water of the

purest and most wholesome quality, drawn from the

chalk strata of the South Downs, at a depth of nearly

400 ‘‘cet, has been provided on the constant service

' system. By tbis water supply, also, the drains are

flushed, night and d.iy. In point of health, the town

was before ranked by the Rcgistrcr-Gcueral as the

second in the kingdom, aud under its present more

favourable conditions its salubrity is vastly increased.

—Engineer.

Opening op a Public Park at Leith.—This
])ark was opened by the provost, magistrates, and

council, on the lOth ult. in presence of a large con-

course of spectators. The provost, in addressing the

assemblage, stated that till very recently the Links be-

longed to the city of Edinburgh, but that the corpo-

ration of Leith having purchased them and rented the

' park, consisting of several acres, resolved, vviih the

view of affording the people an opportunity of amusmg

themselves in an innocent and rational manner, that

the park should be laid out in bowling-greens and

cricket-grounds. Two spacious bowling-greens having

been completed, they were assembled to celebrate the

event.

Notre Dame at Boulogne.—The statue of

“ Our Lady ” has been placed with great ceremony

on the summit of the dome of the new cathedral at

Boulogne. All who have visited the neighbourhood

have seen this large and imposing structure, which has

' grown up gradually, chiefly through the efforts of one

individual. Some time ago we gave a few parliculars

' of the building, and pointed out that good architectural

' assistance was wanting. The details are very bad.

Beneath part of the cathedral there is a very curious

ancient cry^it.

"Westminster Abbey.—In the late competi-

tion in Westminster Hal!, I particularly noticed how

little attention was directed to the necessity of com-

pleting We>tmiLster Abbey, by the erection of the

central towc-r, that is wanting; for, besides coin-

pleting that venerable building, the finest old reli-

gious edifice in Loudon, and rendering it a still

greater object of attraction and interest than it is

at present
;

it would blend harmoniously wilb the

three beautiful towers of the New Houses of Parlia-

ment. London has not so niany fine public buildings,

as that she can afford to neglect the few that she

possesses.—0.
- -

*** The as.seited insuffioicncy of the existing piers

has long stood in the way of this proposition.

Fael of Two Houses.—On "Wednesday last

alarm was occasioned by the falling in of two houses

in Barllett’s-buildings, Holborn. For some days past

the workmen of Messrs. Lucas, Brothers, builders,

Bilvederc-road, Lambetb, have been engaged in re-

pairing the houses in question, for which purpose the

inside of each had been stripped, leaving the bare

walls aud roof alone standing. At six o’clock in the

morning the workmen commenced operations as

usual, when they were suddenly terrified at hearing

a cracking noise, indicative of danger. They lost no

time in endeavouring to make their exit from the

building ; but ere they reached the exterior the whole

fell in with a tremendous crash. Fortunately, all

escaped with their lives.

[.UIVEBTISEMENT.]

AN ATLAS GRATIS WITH THE DISPATCH.

ON and AFTER SUNDAY, OCTOBER 4th,

1857, each Copy of the DISPATCH, will be accom-

panied with a Coloured Map, a Chart, or the Plan of

a principal Town, so as to furnish to each Subscriber,

GRATIS, a most Comprehensive, Complete, and

useful Atlas.

The size of the Engravings will be that of one

page of the Newspaper. Six Alaps aud two Plans,

in each year, will be of double the size.

It is hoped, in the course of a short time that the

DISPATCH ATLAS will cootain more names and

positions of places than any other English publica-

tion of the kind. The counties will be given sepa-

rately, and where large, divided. Within the first

four months, India will be more accurately and com-

pletely delineated, in a Series of Nine Maps, than in

any British Atlas.

The names of "the artists wiU be the best guarantee

for perfect accuracy. The engravings will be in the

highest style of art, involving a cost of MANY
THOUSANDS OF POUNDS.

Mechanics’ Institutes, Educational Establishments,

Hotels, Reading-rooms, and Coffee-houses, will, in

possessing the Dispatch Atlas, be suppl.ed with a daily

want.

The DISPATCH ATLAS will be forwarded gratis

with the Paper at tlie usual price— 5d. per copy, or

6d. stamped.

The Friday Evening Edition may be received in

the most distant parts of the Kingdom on Saturday

morning.

Office, 139, Fleet-street, London.

[advertisement.]

86, Regent-street,

Messrs. CLARK and CO. June 2iid, 1857.

15, Gate-street, Lincolu’s-Inn-Fields.

Gentlemen,— In reply to yonr inquiry as to my
opinion of your Shutters and other "^'ork, I beg to

say that the Brass Front and Stall-board Plates yon

made for me I think equal in finish, aod, indeed,

altogether such as are not to be excelled by any other

in Loudon : it wears well, and I think the colour of

the Brass is excellent. As to the Shutters, it is now
Eight years since they commenced work, and I be-

lieve Twenty SbUlings will cover all charges for repairs

during that time
;
they do, and have worked well

during all that period, and I believe them to be as

sound now as on the day they were fixed.

Yours obediently,

JAMES MEDWIN.

TENDERS.
Por works at Richings Lodge, Colnbrook, Bucks, for

Mr. C. Meeking. Mr. George Pownall, architect. Quan-
tities by Mr. James Williams :

—

W. Cobitt and Co £4,970 0 0
I’Adsod 4,776 0 0
Holland 4,640 0 0

Geo. Mansfield and Son 4,485 0 0
Sanders aud Woolcott 4,480 0 0

For new warehouse in Greyhound-Alley, City. Mr.
T. C. Clarke, architect:

—

Lawrence and Sons £2,082 0 0
I’Anson 2,078 0 0
G. Westacott .. 2,037 0 0
Ashby and Sons 1.996 0 0
Browne and Robinson 1,932 0 0
J. Willson ,. 1,798 0 0

TO CORRESPONDE2TTS.

B. B. E.-D. H.-H. K.-C. G. (nest week).-T. I.-E, M—
Vinoit Amor, Sc.— W. J. P-—W. B. R. — M.I. 11. — H. C.—
P. uud M.-D. H.-A Lady,-J. E.-W. B,-P.-W. P.-C. H. 8.—
A. B.-E. and Soa-J. W.—J. R.-H. W. S.—T. E.-E. L. G (next

week. TUauksl.

NOTICE. — All communications respecting adveriite.

ment$ should be addressed to the “ Publisher,’’ and not

j

to the “ Editor all other communications should be
I addressed to the Editor, and not to the Publisher.

I

“ Books and Addreaset."—We are forced to decline pointing out

I

books or finding addresses.
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RIGHTLY sLines the sun, tlie

air is fresh and invigorating^

and, opportunity occurring,

“ One wlio Iohr in populous cities pent,
Where bouses thick and sewers annoy

the air,

Forth issues on a summer’s morn, to

breathe
Among the pleasant \illages and
farms

Adjoined.”

Will you with us, good reader,

not expecting too much in the

way of information, but content

to while away a day in walking
through au old church or two, and
loitering amidst the beauties of

nature ? We may be less technical

than is usual in these pages, and
say a word or two about a fine view

if it strike us, not restraining ....

exclamation of delight if a noble clump of
trees, or a piece of man’s handiwork call it

forth, and yet find time enough to pick up suf-

ficient knowledge to redeem the ramble in the
eyes of those who think it necessary to be
always working. The trees are still green,

showing as yet but little of the autumn brown

;

the sombre yew is full of red berries, aud the
hedges and the fields are enlivened with flowers,

-—the elegant pimpernel, charlock (troublesome
but sparkling), the harebell, the yellow tormen-
tilla (who would guess it had its name from
iormentim, because it cures the toothache ?)

wild geranium, and many others. And who will

look at any one of these with the mind, and say
there is nothing to be learnt from it by “ artist

or artizan ?
”

” Yoar voiceless lips, 0 flowers, are living preachers,
Each cup a pulpit, every leaf a book.
Supplying to the fancy numecous teachers

From loneliest nook.”

You might get a lesson from each, but we
cannot stop so long, for we are in face of

Liugfield Church, and would see what it con-

tains. Liugfleld is on the borders of Surrey,

close to Sussex. The daughter of William fic

Hevere, of Hcvere Castle, m-arried'Eeginald de

Cobham, in the thirteenth century, and tlie

grandson of this Reginald, in 1342, founded in

L ingfield, Sterborough Castle. The church

contains many memorials of the Cobhams.
One Reginald Lord Cobham founded a college

in Lingfield, in 1431, but we did not see any
remains of it, Aubrey mentions an inscription,

formerly in the east window of the church, in

memory of Reginald Q^\'!i.\c\,fu)idator. There

is a very fine brass on an altar-tomb in the north

aisle of the chancel to Sir Reginald de Cobham,
who died 1403, which is figured in Mr. Boutell’s
“ Monumental Brasses.” It is a very interest-

ing example, because it shows the transition tlien

taking place from the use of chain-mail to plate

armour. It has the acutely-pointed bascinet

and camail (cap-mail ?) in connection with the

cuirass and taces. His head rests upon his

tilting helmet, from which the crest, apparently

a head in ivojile, has been removed. The in-

scription in full is given in the Oxford " Manual
for the Study of Monumental Brasses.” Near
to this brass, in the same aisle, is au altar-tomb

with a sculptured effigy of a knight upon it, in

mixed armour of nearly the same period, aud
wearing the garter. Manning and Bray, in

their history of Surrey, and Bi*aylcy after them,

say the head of the effigy is resting on a cushion

originally supported by two marble figures,

now much mutilated : in truth, however,
it rests on the turbaned head of a Turk,

the more deserving of notice as it would

seem to show a connection between- tliis effigy,

which has no inscription, and the brass last

mentioned. The feet of the effigy rests on
a small figure of a man with a long beard, and
turban on his head, jirobab’ly w'Ti reference,

together with the head ahovo, to some exploit

i” the Crusades. The effigy is in a very bad
state, and should receive attention. It was
originally elaborately painted and emblazoned.

The church is full of noble and costly memo-
rials. Mr. Braylcy, we suspect, could scarcel^y

have examined tlicm for himself, or he would
have given fuller particulars. In the centre

j

of the transept is a large and handsome altar-

tomb, of the Perpendicular period, on which are

the effigies, in white marble, of a kuiglit and
lady, formerly painted aud gilt, with numerous
heraldic insignia, but no inscription. A large

Puvbeck marble altar-tomb, with panels full of

tracery as sharp as when first executed
;
a brass

of a female the size of life (the part representing^

the hair destroyed), and the brass of John
Iladreshani (a contraction of the last syllable

makes it a difficult name to read), “ obiit in

fesio apostolorimSymonis et Jude, 1417,” together
with an ancient oak lectern, deserve attention.

Even more so, from its greater rarity, does au in-

cised memorial at the east end of thechauceblfeet

long, and 1 foot 4 inches broad, formed of three

tiles, and representing a figure with the hands
clasped, and in the costume of the first half of

the sixteenth century. It is curious as au imi-

tation of earlier work without the skill of the

early workers. There are'^two tiles remaining

in the pavement of a second memorial of the

same kind.

The body of the church—it is dedicated to

St. Peter and St. Paul, by the way—shows
nothing earlier than the Perpendicular period

;

but the failing tower, heavily buttressed, pre-

ceded it. The north side of the church exter-

nally presents a handsome range of seven win-

dows. Between the third and the fourth of these

there is a turret as high as the roof, with a

door into it, which the historians of the church
say does not appear to have any internal com-
munication. We may add, -however, that the

turret may liavc led to the rood loft.

The. views about are beautiful, and on leaving

the church, you will find in Plaistow-street, as

the road is called, where another road crosses

it, a picturesque structure of two stories (with

a modern “ cage ” tacked on to it), called St.

Peter’s Cross, belonging to the last period of

Pointed architecture. According to Manning,
it was at one time surmounted by a cross, with

a basin for holy water on the top of it ! A pic-

turesque old oak spreads itself over the struc-

ture, and forms a charming picture.

We journey southward, over the Sussex fron-

tier, and find ourselves at West Hoathley, where
the views are superb. Looking thence north-

ward, in a most luxuriant valley, nestles an
ancient residence, formerly called Gravelye, aud

nowGravetye
; while the tower of East Griustead

Church, every where seen, helps the distance.

West Hoathley Church has a lofty shingled

spire. Rickman says tlie chancel is of the
I

Decorated period, but this is an error : the
j

chancel is Early English, and has three hand-

1

some sedilia, and a piscina The font is of tlie
|

same period
;

it had originally a central stem,

with four smaller columns round it, at the

angles, but the latter have disappeared. The
original east window was destroyed when a flat

ceiling was i)ut up in the chancel. The church

altogether has been sadly dealt with, but oifers

facilities for satisfactory restoration, which it

may be hoped will be taken advantage of one

day. The “ priest’s door,” in south wall at

east end, has a semicircular head
;
but whether

this marks an earlier period for the first erection

of the church than the body of the building

would, or is a caprice, can scarcely be said. The
fact, however, that one of the two small open-

ings in the upper story of the tower, on both
shies, is circuhir headed, aud the other pointed,
may strengthen tbe first supposition.

In front of the west door of the toAver arc
memorials of the fact that there were iron
foundries in Sussex at an early date, in the
shape of two cast-iron monumental slabs, one
to Richard Infold, who died llth September,
1G19, and the other to a second Richard of that

name, avIio died on the llth of ^March, 1G24.
The former of these, when Ilorslicid wrote his

history of Surrey (1835), was in the floor of

the church. The ancient house of which we
spoke just now, Gravetyc, was formerly the

property of tlie Infelds. hir. Cutts, in his
" Manual of Sepulchral Slabs,” mentions an
earlier example of cast-iron slabs at Burwasb,
in this county, but does not speak of these
at West Hoathley. There is one also, he says,

at Crowhurst, Surrey, dated 1591.

Nearly opposite to the church, is a stone

house, consisting of a centre, with two gabled
wings, which is connected by tradition Avith

Anne of CleA’es, and would seem to be of about
the date of that lady. The centre has on both
stories a long Avindow, straight-headed, like all

the other window's, divided by upright mullions

into nine lights. The inside is much altered j

the staircase is more modern than the building,

and is not in its original position. The hall,

however, is plainly iccognizable, with its dais

and there are some stuno chimney-pieces and
carved woodwork, in other parts of the house

w’orth seeing.

The great features, however, of West
Hoathley, arc of nature’s providing, and Avere

turned out of hand before any distinct style of

architecture had been thought of. We speak

of what are called Chiddingly Rocks, which aaIU

remind the visitor who knoAVS Eontainebleaii, of

the charming forest of that wonderful place.

Years ago Governor PoAvnall described in the

Archteologia one of these rocks long kiiOAvn

as “ Great upon Little,” aud thought to be a

work of the Druids. He pointed out discrimi-

natingly what most persons believe now, that

Nature had probably done the greater part of

the Avork, Avhether the Druids had afterwards

adopted it or not. This mass of rock, Avliich

Avc may call roughly 20 feet high, 15 feet one
way, and 20 feet the other, aud weighing pro-

bably more than 500 tons, stands on Avhat iu

some positions looks little more than a point,

and iu others a ridge. Initials, dated iu the

beginning of the seventeenth century, are

observable on the face of it, and some mono-
grams, which belong, perhaps, to the preA'ious

century.

Elsewhere there are the Cave of Adullam,

ami the Picture-frame Rock (a title more
expressive than poetic), the Cave of Vishnu, the

Druid’s Seats, and many other beautiful points

while seen from the other side of the brook the

rocks take a more regular form, and look like

those

—

” and niysteriouB giants
Of arcliitecture, those Titaiiian

Which point on Egypt's plains to lituoB that hare
No other record.”

The present excellent owner of the estate is

proceeding witli vigour and taste to develop its

capabilities, and none, who will Jirst ask per-

mission, are refused access to its beauties.

Still going to the south we reach the church

of Horsted Keynes, known for tlie curiously

small sculptured effigy of a cross-legged knight,

armed, which lies in an Early English trefoil-

headed niche on the north side of the chancel.

The stone out of Avhich the effigy, Avith lion at

the foot, is cut, is 2 feet 7 inches long : the

niche is 2 feet 10 inches. A writer in the

“Journal” of the Archreological Institute

(vol. iii.), seems to thiuk that the niche was its

original place ; it has not, however, that aspect.

The effigy Avas laid some time ago on a window-

cill in the south transept. The niche was pro-
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bably for the purpose of an Easter seprilchre.

The effigy probably belongs to the reign of

Henry III. and has the eamail indicated, but

the mail is not sculptured : it was, doubtless,

represented by coloiu', as was often the case.

Tlie bauds were probably brought together

over the breast in an attitude of devotion ;
but

these, with part of the arms, have disappeared.

It has been surmised, not unreasonably, that

diminutive effigies of this kind were placed

where a portion only of the remains of the

person commemorated were inteiTed,—as, for

example, the heart. In the present case the

effigy may have held a heart between the hands,

an occurrence not uncommon.

The writer alluded to, with others, describes

bear viewing near enough to extract either pleasure

or profit. The professed architects, whether of ancient

Rome or modern Europe, are found to have left

nothiug <w architects ; nothing decorated
;
worth even

the attention that the mere mass or expense may

cheat us out of
;
nothing save a little blank engi-

neering (as the Ponte S. Trinita, Eddystone Tower,

or Dee Viaduct), that has in it enough of human

reason, and certainly nothiug with enough of love

or wit, or other human quality, to interest or in the

least repay human examinatiou. The things are only

fiuuid available to furnish satirists with omnipresent

illustration of every kind of fuilui'e, and every absurdity

conceivable or inconceivable without their aid. These

works of the profession, then, arc called "art”

by courtesy, every one understanding that, for the

things which earned the title, and alone caused and

Early ^ 7 the
this IS correct as respects part of it, but it mil

1 monk-missionaries, of savage
be found that it is essentially a h-orman cross

khalifs and khans, mad self-deifying tomb-
church. The semicircular chaucel arch ol small Brahmins and tfaCir Juggernaut-worshipping
dimensions, the arches to the transepts, the tower

i j,. appears, then, that the profession has not

above, and the north doorway to nave, are all of
; answered the end for which it was detached from

that period. The semicircular head of the small
. men’s general affairs. Unlike any other division of

opening in upper part of tower is cut out of a
,
labour, this has not justified its separation. After a

stone. Tlie tower contains three bells, and we three or four centuries’ trial, the experiment is found

should also mention that on the south side of
. a failure.

the chancel there is a Purbeck marble slab, with
;

Now, besides this, the same wicked public observes
|

a floriated cross. In the north wall of the church, ' another striking peculiarity in the professed archi-

1

outside, at the east end, is a sculptured stone, i tect’s position, unlike that of any other professor
; |

apparently a stoup, though the basin has been and. therefore, one that it persists in connecting,
i

destroyed. The stone is pediment-headed, sur- .

rightly or wrongly, with the above. The remunera-

mounted by a small Greek cross in relief. The ' ‘i™
l'

all. other workers, whether with baud or

ripper part of the stone contains a trefoil-lieaded ‘h *“ S^ j , ,1 1 , , • /. u., +i,ra proportional to their results, or success
;
but that ot

nanel, and at the bottom, just above where the
,

l|,/,„ytect proportional to his failure, or im-enehj
basin wou d come, is a trefoil-shaped sinking

Let me erplain a little more.
On the other side of the .church an al ar-tomh ^ somewhere been drawn between
has been recently put up iii memory of Bishop I

the art of war, for this reason,

-

Leighton, who died 1681. However, we may
no longer slay

" Tho sun is dying Hko a cloven king
In his own blood,"

and we must back to the busy town—its cares,

and claims, and charms.

HOW TO REFORM ARCHITECTURE.

Thk proposals of ".An Architect” (Sept. 19), for

establishing an "etiquette ” in his brethren’s practice,

that is, a standai-d of honourablcness, — a moral

diploma,—a thing a thousand times more important end
;
to make the general’s whole i cword, for instance,

that both are exclusively directive, the director not

employing his own hands, because no more efficient

therewith than the lowest of bis agents. It is a

parallel confined to these two arts, I think, and that

of navigation. Well, then, the general’s work, the

navigator’s, and the architect’s (the latter being con-

stantly here understood in the sense that includes the

civil engineer), each consists in the economizing and

directing of other men’s work to a required result.

Now we see the care everywhere taken in the former

arts to adjust remuneration to the measure of success,

that is to the ends attained with given means, or

inversely to the means spent in attaining a given

than the much-discussed knowledge-diploma,—seem pecuniary and honorary, vary with his results, and

to find no sympathy. Perhaps, had he omitted the not inversely to them. Suppose, however, if it be

last requT-cment (estimates to be held “ only approxi- conceivable, that the whole were made proportional,

mative”), which is an absurd fallacy, and omitted ' not to results, but to the means expended. This

also his precise tariff of remuneration, wliicli I shall might he managed by allowing the general full pay for

show him involves far more fatal error
;
had he con- the days only of actual fighting

;
adding an "honora-

fined himself to the first four proposals, the binding rium,” calculated on the amount of ammunition

ourselves to submit no competitive designs unless to a spent, and a head-money on the numbers lost. What
tribunal in whose competence we believe, — unless sort of men do you think they would get for generals,

secured the exclusive execution of them (which, in- and in what state would military art be among a

deed, we can always secure for ourselves at the Copy- nation rewarding it on these principles ? Do you say

right of Designs Office for a tax of ten shillings the supposition is too absurd to he followed into its

per ilrnwiiig),— unless guaranteed the continued pro- results? But this is precisely the only mode of re-

perty of our docximents, whether used or not,—and muneralion taken by your architects and engineers 1

unless the premium offered to induce competition, be They are placed in the exact position of the general

it Inrge or small, be distinctly apart from, and addi- here supposed; and are men that make no objectiou

tional to, the regulated price of our services had they to it
;
hut, if you ask them, will commonly say it is

been given uon-conipctilively ;—had he confined him- quite the proper mode of pay, the best or the ouly

self to these, I should hope all architects, with any possible.

pretence to respectability, would have rushed to sub- It is as if a stoker or engine-driver were paid

scribe his proposals, or escape any connection in the neiiher by time nor distance, but by a sura propor-

popnlav mind with those who would gainsay them. ' tioned to the coals he consumes
;

or, to come nearer.

Certain I am that, till men, architecturally edu- as if a steward or land-agent were made dependent

cated, and hundreds of them, can be found to endorse, simply on a per-centage of the moneys spent on his

and work upon, not only these terms but some still employer’s estate, without any reference to incomings,

newer ones (of which more anon), neither will English- The architect's or engineer’s functions are all redu-

men obtain building not to be ashamed of, nor will ciblc to the eronomiziog (in the broadest sense of the

•their "treatment of this honourable profession ” he term) the labour of all others concerned. Now,

•in the least degree more pleasant or less contemptuous if you make his pay proportioned to the amount of

than your correspondent (like fifty before him) finds that same thing which he is paid to economize; you

it ;
nor the honourable pro'ession be at all released make it his duly to save that which it is his living to

from this necessity, apparently so peculiar to it, of spend ! Where, in the whrde chaos of your society,

incessantly proclaiming itself by that title, and re-
!
—in men robbing you in order to be imprisoned, or

minding a wicked public of its own exceeding honour-

ableness.

The fact is, that this naughty public cannot help
j

match this ?

breaking mai'hiues for saving their labour, or idling

to get more wages,—will you fiud the absurdity to

reasoning, I believe, soracAhat after this manner
As branch after branch of human work h.i3 been

successively detached from the trunk,—from being

every msn’s occasional business, to be a few men’s
work and profession,—all ore plainly seen to have

been bettered by the separation, with one exception :

critics and the world arc nowpielty well agreed to

regard no architecture hut that which was non-pro-
fessional. It is found at length that no other

—

noibiog produced where dcsiguing was a profession,

or anywhere since it became one everywhere—will

And men wonder (hat architecture declines,—that

hired architects design worse than owners designed

their own property !

Due of the functions of the " architect ” is to mea-

sm-e and value, prospectively or retrospectively, the

labour about a building
;
and there has been much

discussion about rival systems of valuing the mason’s

work, the carpenter’s work, &c. Does it ever occur

to the payer to seek among the rest, the “ abstract
”

and “ bill of quautities ” of the designer’s work ?

Because I can tell you that the system of measuring

[Opt, 10, 1857.

and valuing this, is a hundred times more important

than that of the carpenter’s work, to every one but

the carpenter himseU, and perhaps even him. On
this depends the whole character of a ration’s archi-

tecture,—artistic and economic,—for on this depends

absolutely and entirely, what manner of men become
its designers, and hence what kind of design will he

obtainable.

The sculptor-architects, from Giotto downwards, to

whom we owe the ruin of the Gothic in Italy, and

then Reoaissance, " Kunst ” (or independeat fine

art), and all debasement,— these men, I believe, and

certainly our Jones and Wren, were paid time-salaries

like the present "clerk of works.” It was then

found works proceeded too slowly, and the present

wonderful expedient was devised; “the architect”

(as a late Government paper has it), " to receive a

commission of five per cent, on the outlay.” To save

the trouble of estimating his work, let it he paid by a

per-centage on the cost of all other men’s;—a sum
proportioned, not indeed to what he does, or gets done,

but to what toil of others he makes the doing of it

require.

Under either system then. Renaissance or Modem,
the designer, whether paid by the time of others, or

labour of others, required by him, is simply rewarded

inversely as his utility to the building-owner
;
and

directly as Ins utility to that other functionary of

equally modern invention, the middleman or " con-

j

tractor.” It is this latter who ought to pay him,

j

and choose him. He is not the owner’s architect,

I

hut the ; for he is his partner. Which
,
of their servants be is considered—whether paid

,

directly by tbe former, or through the hands of the

latter—and whether said to receive a twenty-first

part of the entire outlay, or a twentieth of the trades-

men’s hills—matters not a straw. If his receipts he

what these expressions denote, dependent on and pro-

portional to the trader’s, this makes, to all intents

and purposes, virtually, and I believe legally, a part-

nership. Yet we have actually architects gravely

writing (as Mr. R. Kerr and Mr. Papworth have each

done in your pages), of their office being, among the

rest of its magnificences, that of an " umpire ” be-

tween the contractor and his employer !—a judge in

his own partner’s cause!—an umpire helweeu that

partner and their common customer!

Some time back, there was an action by a wine-

merchant against a nobleman’s butler, for failing to

sell, according to agreement, his master’s custom.

The practice is said to be common for the sciwauts of

the great to be thus paid by, or be in partnership with,

the traders that supply the house. It is held, I believe,

a dishonesty in them
;
but it renders their position

the only parallel I know to the normal and sole recog-

nised one of every "architect” or “engineer.”

These fallacies in remuneration have given its face

to the entire art of the last three centuries. Every

tbe least detail is stamped as legibly as with these

words, Fer-centage-paid Design. No matter what

stjles are mimicked, there is as perfect a unity of

character as throughout the Egyptian, or the three

Gothic centuries ; and the style will have its name and

be just as distinct and unmistakable in after ages, to

the common perceplion of the vulgar; though they

1 may need an antiquary to distinguish the fashions,

—

[Renaissance from "Classic,” or “ StrawbeiTy-bill’’
* from Puginian. In no fragment with indication"

of structure or ornament,— whether we call it

I
engineering or architecture,—nothing beyond dead

"ffiiiug,” wilt the popular eye fail to recognise

. instantly the mind and hand of an expenditure-paid

j

designer;—to assign the relic at once to the Per-

,

ceutage Age, and pass it as such with careless con*

j

tempt, or some ejaculation at the wondrous follies of

I antiquity.

: Tbe new art, by the way, of De-decorative or Man-
beaver architecture (commonly called engineering),

has had, as yet, no critic. When it has, it will be

seen to have corrnpted faster under this faUacy than

even the decorative art ;
having, from Smeaton’s time

to the present, or in one century, fallen very nearly

as deep a plunge as the older profession in three.

Bartholomew remarks on the extraordinary nature of

the " decline of skill,” shown in the recourse (if that

can be called r^-course which was never before pos-

sible) to iron “ girders.” It would he interesting to

know the authorship of this invention, or r&ih&x when

such a stroke of true engineer-craft was first ventured

on. Indeed, it was an event of no small moral and

social significance, when first the expenditure of that

work and iron to save one head a few figures became

practicable. On another notable production of the

art, an architectural critic exclaimed, as to the won-

derful relations of the manual and mental labour,

—

" Oh, monstrous ! But one poor pennyworth of bread

to all this intolerable lot of sack I
” Now surely the

engineer might have replied with perfect reason,

—

" What would you have, hut what you pay for ? No
man is paid according to amount of thought

;
then

why give you any that I can avoid ? Like the rest, I
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am paid according to their labour andiron; then why
complain that I give you plenty P ” Will men never

learn that if you pay people in proportion to this or

that, lines, or letters, or iron, yon will get lines, or

letters, or iron
;

especially if it costs them no-

thing?

These two professions must perish in contempt, or

this whole system he repudiated, and designers be-

come, like all other workers, result-paid. The result

is to be regarded in a triple relation. “ Well build-

ing,” says old Sir Henry Wotton, “ hath three con-

ditions—commodity, firmness, and delight.” Now of

these, the first is quantitative—a foreknown measur-

able quantity— so much space to be inclosed, divided,

and sheltered. The second element is one of degree,

and affecting the first as a quality, thus ; how is that

amount of space to be inclosed, divided, and shel-

tered ? In the frailest mode allowed by law ? or in

some stabler mode defined by a stricter law? as, forin-

8tance,theMeditevalandRenaissance one,thatnotimber

support masonry; or Solomon’s (1 Kingsvi.fi), that the

carpentry be all removable, as by fire or decay, with-

out affecting the stonework
;
or the old freemasons’,

that no piece of material receive cross-strain ; or

Wren’s, that the masonry all poise itself without tiers

of iron; or Fergusson’s, that the shelter he inde-

pendent of limber, as at Milan Cathedral
;

or by
combining the two last excellences, imperishable as

the Pantheon. In times of real architecture there

must have been certain recognised degrees of stability,

structural “ orders,” defined by rules like these,

universally taught or known as “common things;”

and so it must be again; and for each order, from
the cmTent one, or freest, easiest and frailest, up to

the strictest, hardest, and most monumental, its ow’n

scale of designer’s pay
;
or factored, to be applied to the

price for given accommodation. The third clement,

Decoration, again, is quantitative, and independent of

both the former
;
being simply so much (or rather,

so many designs of) ornament; no repetition of

course counting for anything in the designer's bill.

If C, F, D, then be the figures expressing these three

elements, quantity of commodity, degree of firmness,

quantity of Decorative design; the whole charge will

have the form C F + D.
Now even the Building Act tells us how to reckon

C. The fees to district surveyors vary jointly as the

building’s area and number of stories. This is the

rule I adopt and could propose, as to the charge for

the utilitarian part of the architect’s work : only the

area should be internal, to be proportional to results

independently of means s and thus it becomes simply

a charge of so much per square (or areal unit) of

fiooriny, stairs included. But there must be, for
|

nniversal extension of the rule, at leastfour prices per
i

square; the lowest applying to the current order of
|

structure, or frailest allowed by the Acts
;
the second

^

where masonry is not allowed to rest on timber; the

third to uniuflammable (or what is commercially called
!

fire-proof) building, i.e. indepcadeiit of timber except
j

in non-essential fittings; and the highest to the really
|

fire-proof or monumental order, independent both of i

timber and metal, for essentials.
|

Next observe that where portions exactly repeat
j

one structural design, from any floor upwards, this is
'

not as with mere decoration
;

but the designer’s

work must neither he valued so high as if they were
ail different, nor so low as if only one were built : for,

besides the superintendence, it is often harder to con-

trive one design that shall suit two or more compart-

ments of plan, than a design for each. Moreover,

one mode of valuation would make it the architect’s

interest to design crystal palaces
;
and the other, such

things as the new canoories adjoining Westminster

Abbey. But as common sense dictates that the more
times a pattern is to be repeated, the more valuable

should it be, I charge in these cases for a mean pro-

portional between and all the compartments;
that is, the floors of so many only are measured as

do not exceed the square root of the whole number
that are similar.

Thus we dispose of C F, the charge for any first

general design, fulfilling written instructions. If

the instructions be then altered, charge for a second,

half as much as for the first. It will teach people

to know their minds. Again, the childish trick of

getting one man’s design executed by another, we can

check by letting it be understood that if we promise

to obtain no copyright wc double the charge.

For the second stage, detail design, including spe-

cifications and all working drawings, exceyt of orna-

ment, either the same charge C F, or some fixed por-

tion thereof (but for the present say the whole), is

to he repeated.

Thirdly, for the decorative detail, we can only have
a fixed price per drawing or model, of such as docs

not represent any natural object
;
a second for such

as is vegetable
;

a third for animal ;
and a fourth for

human form. Of course a design has no right to de-

pend on anything the designer himself cannot model,

and indeed this was never dreamt of till quite re-

cently. Observe, again, that by a just valuation, no
mock features, or what Professor Willis calls “ Decora-
tive construction,” from a Victoria-tower down to a
“ bnltrcsset,” finding any place in the designer’s bill,

either as utilitarian design or ornameut
;
aU these

things will speedily disappear. When only real orna-

ment pays, real alone will be designed.

Lastly, for Superintendence and successful com-
pletion, there must plainly be a charge in a fixed ratio

to the sum of the two last, or the whole detail design,

structural and decorative together
;
and I should think

tbeir identical price repeated, not too much, provided

always that this payment be deferred till the success

be in some slight degree tested. It should not become
due till the work have been an agreed number of

years in use uninterrupted by any repair.

By auy just system, and by this, any projector who
really knows his wants, would be able to fix at the

outset his precise expenditure on design and superin-

tendence, however ignorant of that required in any
other branch of the work. Again, in inviting a com-
petition, the fixing a maximum cost would (far from
being necessary, as at present) be hardly advantageous
to any one. 'The things to fix, besides the amounts
of room, are (1) the Order of stability

; (2), whether

the construction be without reference to air or sani-

tary laws,— as at present,—or how much apace, if

any, made self-veulilative ; (3), whether “decorative

construction” be admitted, and, if so, the mass thereof

in cubic feet
; (4), whether decorative material

—

uncarved—be admitted, and, if so, the portion of the

whole outlay allotted thereto
; (5), whether plastering,

or plaster imitatious, be admitted internally, or exter-

nally, or both, and the amount of either in cubic feet

;

(6), the order of decoration, namely, whether admitting

no iiatui'al representation, or vegetable only, or animal,

or human; and (7), the ratio the decorative outlay

may bear to the whole, it being always necessary that

separate estimates of the necessary and the decorative

work be insisted on. No competition where these

particulars, at least, have not been fixed, can be

regarded as anything but a silly and mischievous kind

of lottery; and if the Stale put down lotteries, it might
consistently make such rules as to prevent them in

this absurd di.-guise.

There is one more great fallacy in your correspon-

dent’s scheme. He advises architects not to compete
“ unless at least two premiums are offered.” But no
projectors, unless grossly deluded as to their own
interests, or dishonestly sacrificing those of the public,

would ever offer a second premium. I know of no
other throwing away of money so demonstrably a

pure mischief. For observe : in every memorable
competition, the second “ premium ” (as it has been

deceitfully called, for no purchase-money for drawings
has any right to be called a “ premium ” at ail),— the

second, if not tbe first (for in the Westminster Palace

case I believe it was the first),—has siraply gone to

purchase the largest number of strokes. Of course

it lias : nolhiug more natural or more just, if asecoud
set of drawings was bound to he bought and only one
building to be erected. “Look,” say the judges,
“ what unwearied iudustry is here, what talent and
' enterjjrise 1

’ Can we have the heart to leave uU this

unrewarded, and wasted to the world, merely because

it seems yonder rough draught, of not a tenth the

labour, aud uo sti'iking ability, would have answered

our purpose better had there been no further choice ?
”

Of course not. Can wc blame them ? The error

was the primal one of promising to buy vjhat nobody
warited. If prize contests in architectural fancy

drawing are thought desirable, give them by all means,

0 noble art-patrons, but don’t steal the money.

liaise it openly for this purpose,—not under pretence

of expenditure on a public building.

But, now observe what this “ second prize '* neces-

sarily comes to be,— I am not speaking of sculptural,

or ]jnre fine-art contests
;
they are another affair,

—

but in architecture it amounts (if made a rule) to

nothiug in the world but the sale of a name by

auction ; any man may buy it. as Didius bought the

name “ Iniperator.” The hatter who bought the

first choice of a seat to hear Jenny Lind would be

most nselul in this capacity. Welt, then, what I

would propose is, that every building commiltee

should save tbe community all this waste of Indian

iuk, aud utilize this sujierfluous ambition, by simply

advertising thus, “ A single premium only
;
but the

title of ‘ First of the Architects rejected^ for this

building, will be sold at the Auction Mart, at twelve,

for one precisely.” Thus the victorious halter, or

what not, would “be called Daiiiis his cousiu,” a

haudsnnie contribution would be elicited, but, above

all, this would save the debasing of design and

debauching of public taste therein, by such designs as

the majority of those lately hung in Weslmiiister

Hail
;
lialf of which, never being meant for adoption,

but only for a high place among the fourteen great

rejected, never would have been produced had no

secondary rewards been held out.

E. L. Gakbktt.

ST. MICHAEL’S CHURCH, BOLDMERB
SUTTON COLDFIELD, WARWICKSHIRE.
The foundation-stone of this chnrch was laid by

the Countess of Bradford on the 10th of September,

1856, and the building, which is in the Early Deco-
rated style, was consecrated on Tuesday, the 29th of
September last (being St. Michael’s day), by the
Right Rev. the Lord Bi^hop of Worcester.

The church is situated about two miles from the

town of Sutton Coldfield, on the high road leading

from Birmingham to Lichfield, and with the church-
yard occupies an acre and a quarter of land, which,
together with a site for the parsonage and 55 acres of

glebe laud, is the gift of the Rev. W. K. R. Bedford,
rector of Sutton Coldfield, and patron of the new dis-

trict. The church at present consists only of a nave,

chancel, aud tower; but provision has been made (by
introducing shafts aud arches -for the openings into

the aisles), for the fui ther extension of the building, as

tbe increasing population may require. The total

length from east to west, including the chancel, is

102 feet
;
and the width, 28 feet. It contains 350

sittings, 275 of which arc free. The material of the

outer walls is grey limestone, with white Ilollington

stone dressings
; aud the interior masonry is of Bath

stone. The roof is of timber, stained and varnished,

that over the cbaiicel being formed into au arched

and panelled ceiling.

The floor is paved with Minton’s black, red, and
buff tiles, in an appropriate pattern. The cast window
is of elegant design, and contains five compartments,
which we should much like to see filled with stained

glass. The sittings are open, and made of deal,

stained and varnished, as arc also the stalls and read-

ing desk, which are decorated with poppyheads, well

executed : the commuoion-table and lectern are of

oak, and there is a stone credence on the south side.

The chief ornament of the nave consists in a very

handsome stone pulpit, the gift of the architect ; the

font was presented by the incumbent, the Rev. E. II.

Kittoe, a beautiful altar cloth by the Countess of

Bradford, the very elegant communion-plate was the

gift of Miss Pimm, and two tables of the Command-
ments, illuminated, by the Rev. W. M. Gregory. The
architect is Mr. J. F, Wadmore, of Loudon, and the

work was executed by Mr. Highway, of Walsall, to

whom praise is due for the excellent way in which

the design has been carried out. We regret to hear

that, although the contract amounted only to 2,665^.

there is still a deficiency of 700/. to be collected from

friends and well-wishers, to so good an uodcitaking.

A pirsouage-house has lately been erected by the

incurabeut, the grounds of which adjoin the church-

yard.

A SHORT CUT BY A LONG ROUTE.
Abounding in fine street lines which require but

little opening or extension, this London of ours is a

standing reproach to us. It is needless to recite how
many improvements have been suggested by the

Builder in all quarters of the metropolis : suppose,

then, we take them up point by poiut, or line after

line; and that, for the sake of facility in dealing with

them, we only suggest such ss demand not wholesale

clearances, but short cxtecsions, or partial eularge-

meuts.

That we should remain wholly stagnant whilst our

neighbours are modeniijing and embellishing Paris,

is wholly unaccountable; every blot, such as the

Temp!c-bar gate, Middle-row Ilolborn, Oxford-street,

aud Totteuham-court barriers, the Suho aud Lincolu’s-

iiin-fields impermeability, with other “disgra'cs,”

too numerous to mention, ore exactly as they were

bequeathed to us

!

Well, we can’t help it. There is no fund on which

to draw for great public improvements, and there

seems to be no authority constituted for the ))urpose

of carrying out grand metropolitan structural pro-

jects. Some that are in process of gestation, sneu as

Farringdon-streci-, and Victoria-street, Westminster,

lie in chaotic ruiu : so be it.

With such facts before ns, it may be thought idle

to talk of any advance in tbe arrangement of great

thoroughfares
;
nevertliclcss, as aa introduction, and

superadded to the hundred and one leading routes of

intercommunication already laid down, there is a

grand trunk liue, central to the west cod, which, as

it leads direct from the north from Hampslead,

aud from Regcnt’s-pai-k, is worth jolting down by

the way : it is tac direct cut of Baker-sti ect aud the

Audley streets (up to Audley-end) into Curzon-street.

If this way were cut on in a right line, it would

strike out on Piccadilly, straight through Ilumilton-

place, disclosing the Green-park at one end, the

Regent’s at the other!

Lines of street like this, revealing at either end

verdure and fine trees, are the greatest ornaments to

a ciiv. Bilker-street, being now converted, or rapidly

merging, into gay shops, is the main artery from the

densely-peopled neighbourhood of John’s-wood, I’ort-

hnd-town, &c. : it bisects the great quarter extending
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from Totlenham-c-ourf-rnai] to Nutting-hill, and from

ricofdilly to Hampsterd

A little care and a litilc money expended on the

opening out of such a causeway would not be throviu

away. 'Ihe crooked strait of P.iik-lbiie has been an

old blain, and a ciirooic c inplui'it : the equipagis o'

nobles, as well as the cabs, have borne with it

philosophically : it was too crank and cireuituus for

omuilmsrs, and the same faults consign it, so hr as

the public is conceincd, to the averiige traffic of a

third-rate street.

\Vhilst wars and rumours of wars disturb the niiuds

and shake the inter. >ts of the cnniniuirty, it is not

veiy probable ih-it extensive plans of diuiolition and

rccoiiArnction can be earned out; but improvemcTils

of existin'.: route*, wh'ch iccpiiie only a little elongation

and emci daiiou, might iu a measure redeem the

time; meanwhile, by sndi t dvanres the metropolis

would bn the mors prep red f r llie coinmcnccnii'iit

of grand structure®, and for th-'se open ciri'iunjac. nt

plncis without which mer tirions aclihv. nun's in

archiicrlurc ^re useless or liucnlons.

^Vlla'cve^ improvement he m'tdc at the issue of

Purk-lanc into rii-eeildly— and thire is no greet

thca-.'iighihrc of the west end so inah qtiato to the

Ir.iffic— that same line would go in idd of theered

north line of Pakcr-strett. llamiUon-placc is in the

direct range, and it would .also come into tlie slightly

svvei'ping curve of the lane; but as th-re arc some

costly mansions iu the way of the Aud'ey-s<vcet con-

tinnatiup, that ionic rnigh^, by a slight cirvaluri',

strike ll rough Liitle Stanliopc-street into lluitfcrd-i

street, and so by Down-street 'o Piccidilly.
^

As lo the conservancy of retired state iu favour of

smiie eight re^idenco in Ilamilt .n-phue, it can

scarcely be maintained that the popnia'ion of London

must be restrained fmm using an I'pcn street already

paved, llaggcd, and conqiletc; that s’rert being in the

direct line of way: tl.at tiny must coTitinne an in-

'

creasing traffic by the old uphill, crooked, and narrow
'

lane, in order that those f,-w nng'na'es may enjoy un-
j

disturbed repose in ihcir '‘eul de s'-c?’ If so,'

Acts of Parliamei t and valna’ion ju b s C’ U be view ed !

as engines of piibhc admiiiistiation so far only a* re-

lates to the properly of im r bants, of traders or o'

the mob. Men in authority have a great repugr a^ce

to the practice of tlieir own favourite m xim,
“ dcbcllare Buperhos.”

|

The Dtan and Chap'er of 'Wc'ilm'nster, to w’ om
the little intc rveinng gar.’on sDip belong.*, are too

Will known fi.r tlieir libi^raliti/ as \o public free n‘1-

missions to cause any uucasine'*s wi'h regard to their

chari'able concession of a great public necessiiy.

:MR. SCOTT ON THE PllE.SENT POSITION
AND PUrURE PROSPECTS OF THE RE-'
VIVAL OF GOITIIC ARClHTECTrilE.

|

At the nv eting of the Yorkshire Ai-fhKe'tnral Society
!

held at Donras'er, on the 2.'Jrd ult. Me. Scott read a '

paper on this subject. First urging the import-
I

ance of the movinicnt against “iho vfrnaciilar'

architecture of the d y.”he pointed out what was re-

quired of a national s'yle, nui procerded ti ns :— |

I wniihl .';sk how our pr.wai'ing areh’t c'ure has

fulfilled the conditions demanded of a national style ?

It is idle to say that it ha* faileil in the fulfilment
;

'

it has absolutely r. versed every one of them. In-
'

stead of imbuing the popular mind with an instinctive
*

love ar.d perccpii n of beauty, It has ntte-ly extio- '

guished those perceptions, and appa e ifly substituted

a preftrenee of evervtldng mean nnd ugly; so that

whil't firraerly the burntdest struc'iire evinced an
innate sentiment of pr.ipriety and eorr.'ctness of form
iu its designer, such hnildings a'v. now disgusting to

*

any cultivated ei e. Toe (;(iarc''e« b' qnnathed to us
'

by our fi.re'alhcrp, and whii:h imec licaned with

beauty, evciy port of wlrch showed the utmo-t cTe
for nohhuess of dcs'gn, niil which iu the hnmldest
villages were perhaps model' of plea'-ing and impre®-

‘

sive simidicity, became d“gratled and disfigured by
1

meannesses of eviry dcscriplio”, and we-e treated'

with no more love orveneiation than if they had lu'cn
!

stables or ccw-she.’s
;

while, if a niw church was'
needed, unless, indeed, its position rei dcred it an ob-

ject worthy of the high-pressnre s.\>tcm before mmed,
it was in nine eases out of ten erected wittiout tin; ^

smallest regard to beauty, and often in a sDle of the !

most abject b' seress. I

(The paper ihen re‘'eirei] to tliecost of churches in
'

the Greek st\l.-, put up when the first movement!
was made in favour of cliuich building, and of the

[

debased works wliich followed in the era of “ che p
churches.” Better feelings, however, began to be- ^

come more gem ral.) I

It so happened, as if by an over-ruling Providence,
that about this time a SI cret and almost unconscious !

progress was being made in the study and apprecia- '

tion of onr ancient churches. Some few architects, '

cMefly young men, who had hardly commenced prar. '

tice, had been diawn towards them by an ii resistible ^
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attraction, not with any thought of making any prae-

tical U'^e of their study, but by a spontaneous opening

out to their apprehension of the hidden beauties

which the ancient remnants contained. Thiy began

lonrnkclong pedestrian tours from village to ^illage

to sketch and study the architecture of the churclies,

and their minds and their sketch-books beciime filled

with the detai's of true Chriitian architecture, almost

before the thought occurred to them of turning them

to procrical aeoount. At the same time, but quite

unknovMi to these humble architectural students, a

feeling of compiuie'ion began to become prevalent at

(below estate to which the houses of prayer were

being reduced, and a noble spirit besan to show itself

here and therefor remedving their dishonour. The
union of these Iwo germs of better things has led to

the revival which is now happily ril'e among u*.

About the time I uni referriug to, an immense iin-

pnlse was given to the icform^tion of architecture by

the earlier p'ihliea'ions of Pug n. His “ Contrasts,”

piit'lii-hi'd in 1835, most vividly exposed the abject

meanness which pervaded the architecture of the

d.iy, and while it curagi'd the majority of our archi-

tects, it excited others most strongly to p'C*s forward

towards be'ter things. His “True Principles of

Pointed Architecture,” which app'ared in 18-il, was

a gieantic step in ml. ance. It grappled at once with

ali the f.llacics wM'li had cotTn|itcd modern archi-

tecture, and cstal lisli"d a cade of rules founded upon

common sens", utility, and truth
;

while his

“ Apology,” which came out a liitle la'er, showed

the nr’Cessily of falling back upon our nalionnl style,

and its rca'Iy applicability to every requirement of

our day. In the me iinime, the success of his own

persona] labours was truly a-tonishing
;
not only were

the advanees he made in the reviv.il of Pointed

architecture m st rapid, showing genius in every

touch,—this w;is in fact the smallest of his achieve-

ment®,—he actually revived by his own hand, or his

own piTsounl exf'itinn.s, nearly every one of its sub-

sidiary arts. Arch'tectiiral carving and sculpt lire,

stiiim d glass, dconiive painting, metal work whell er

in brass or wroiViht iron, gold and silver v'ork,

jcwe'leiy, camelling, embroidery, woven tcx'ures,

pnpcr-liimgings, ercaustic tiles, the mnnufa'-turc of

luruitime, and even of ordinary hons' hold crockety-

wire, aU fe lt tlie imiiress of his band and of his

genius. Sticrtly after Fng'n bt came puhlie-ly known,

the same cause began to be vigorously taken up in onr

own churdi. The socTt'es fi rmed in connection with

both univcrs'tii s wccfidlowcd npby otln rs in all parts

ofthccou^.t y. That vigorous periodic d, "The Eeclesi-

ologisi,” till ugh iis zeal (in its et r'y days) often ont-

stepped tl'C dictates of d'screiion, and its critiques too

often evinced the effects of party -fe- ling and indi-

v'dnal partAlIties, did immense service in ex]'0>ing

the desecration and degradations to wliich our old

churches were subjected, and in promulgating correct

principle-s of ecclesiastical arcliileclure and arrange-

ment. A noble feeling for the subject n.p'iUy spread

itself airong all classes *thc zeal lor idinrch-bnilding

and rest rntion greatly outrun the increased know-

ledge. Acts of individual munilicence multiplied on

all hand®, and an entirely new slate of things came

about.
**!!.*=»

Tlie late^t, perhaps, among Ihe steps taken by the

more cnnies^-minded cl nrch architects was a due

apprci iation of tlie necessity fc-r frufhfuhirss of rnatc-

riul and of con'-trnclion. Internal details

were at first in plaster or cement instead of stone;

flcal was grained to iuiitate oak, and plaster jointed to

look like stone. These inconsistencies were but slowly

got rid of. Those, however, who followed church

architecture with carues'ness and with a woithy sense

of its claims (and they were and are still but a litt'c

band) at lenvth ntlairicd to the courage requisite to

follow it itp in all the truthfulness and substan-

tiality of ancient work. Our wails became as thick

and soliii
;
our timbers often as stout, though

not so often of the tiiie heart of oak; onr seating as

mas-ive
;
cur arches, i-olnmns, and internal ornameuls

as uniformly of stone as in the ancient churches. But
what was the const queuce to ourselves —simply that

we could not produce a church, though we built at

prices so low as would have asloni-hi d our fathers, ct

anything like the esiiumte of the mullitude of our

comjielitors, who cared for none of these things, and
who brought furw.inl showy drawings of highly orna-

mented churches, backed by estiim.tcs 20 per cent,

lower than those we eoiilil venture upon for much
plainer and more homely-looking building®. It is

tlrs which was and still continues the hinclcrance to

the progress of genuine church architecture, and

which makes our revival appear to many a thing of

frivolity and fashion rather than of deep and earnest

feeling.

When it had arrived at this stage, our revival was

strongly influenced by a new and most wonderful

champion— I need hardly say that I re'er to Mr.
Ruskio. I cannot trust myself with the task ofeom-
raenting upon the works of this most eloquent and

remarkable writer. This, hmvever, is quite certain,

that no man, Pugin alone excepted, has so strongly

influenced the undertaking we have in hand, and no
single individual, not himself a professed artist, has in

onr limes exercised so wonderful an influence over

the art of his day. Our opponents detest him as they

did Pugin and the fccclcsiologist before him, and find in

his writings abundant grounds for rciteroting, accord-

ing to their cusiom, the charges of enthusiasm, exag-

geration, incou.sistency, and the like. It is probable

that p11 unllinching reformers are more or less open,

to such charges
;
but in. spite of all this, the effect of

his writ'ngs has been enormou®, and, in the main,

most hem ticial. Among the many directions in which
Air. Ruskin has inflneuced our revival, may be men-

tioned one which, though liable to be carried to excess,

is nevertheless of considerable iroporinnec—I mean
the at'eiition he has called to the merits of the

medifcval arcliitcc'tnrc of Italy, which had hitherto

been viewed us an impure style meriting liitle atten-

tion, but which is uovv found to contain a mass of

material, which, if judiciously used, will supply many
a hiatus in our own architecture, and gieatlyaidus

incur future dcvdopmenls and adaptations. Alore

important still is the study which has of late years

been given to the French architecture of the thirteenth

and fourteenth centuries, especially the former, which

lor vigour of sentiment and masculine boldness is

un. quailed aniung ihe works of the Middle Ages, and

being, os it were, the great central type of Pointed

architecture, claims from each nation of Europe an

amount of study and attention second only to that

demanded of each for the indigenous art of his own
country.

Let us new consider for a moment what is the

position iu this great revolutionary movement which
' we have succeeded in attaining. I thiuk 1 may, iu the

first place, say that we—that is to say, such of ns as

have followed up the subject with z( al and c.are—have

sncieedcd in obtaiuing a fair knowledge of Medimval

architecture whether at home or abroad, and of

mastering its general principles So far as this goes

we have ftiily cleared the ground be'ore us, so that

there is DO more ditliculty for a student in making

himself acqimiiiti d with Got hie than with the so-called

Classic architecture: this is no small achievement, to

have thoroughly mfstered the grammar of our art.

Secondly,—We have revived a general feeling in

favour of the study of Aledifcval architecture, aud

a feeling roost ftr.mg and wide-spread in favour of

its revival. Thirdly,—We have actually succeeded,

and that to the fullest extent, in the revival and re-

establishment of our style, so far as relates (o ecde>

purposes. No revolution was ever, so far as

it goes, more com] h.te
;

for while forty years ago no

one in building a new church would ever have

dreamed of making it Gothic, no one now dreams of

making it anything else. AVhatcver may have been
' our fiiilures or shoit-comings, in this we have been

thoroughly and perfectly successful, that we have

ronipli tily nviiluti'inizcd our ecclesiastical architec-

ture. Our oppi'ucnts may secretly grieve over it or

may publicly deride it 8s a fashion of the day—an

iiffuclation of high churchmen, or a dream of senti-

I

luent dials
;
but, say what they will of it, the fact

^ remains that the base architecture of ihc churches of

thirty years hack is overthronn, and the noble style

of our Medifcv-d forefathers re-established on its

ruin*. This fact is as iudispiituble as the Renais-

sance of the sixieenih century. It is too late for our

opponents to wime, and object, and bring forward

sapient ar;rnnicnts which are as potent against their

' own Renaissance ns against ours ;— the revolution is

‘ completed, and ne ther their wrath nor their lamenta-

i lions Will reverse it.

' The next point which we may chronicle is this

—

' that we have a staff of architects who are well able

to carry on the success which has been achieved.

True it is thaT lluu'^jh our movement is yet young,

' the hand of death has not spired our ranks. Our

leader has lung smee been taken from us, and'

several of the most zealous of our fellow-labourers

have been removt.d. Yet, thank God, we remain a

zealous and vigorous band, and our ranks are con-

tinually being str.ugthened by earnest-minded and

talented recruits; so that the number of re;illy-effi-

' cient champions is ever on the iucrcase. There is,

' too, a goodly number of j’onng men, as yet unlcnown

I to the world, whose whole souls are devoted to our
' work, and whose whole time and energy are expended

iu its furtherance
;
these young architects form a

nob'e array in reserve who will speedily come for-

ward and do battle in onr cause, and will form most

efficient successors to those who first lifted up its

' standard.

j

Still more important evidence in favour of what we
have hem doing is the way iu which our churches

have come to be cared for. Instead of the abject and
' contemptuous neglect with which they were lorraerly

1 treated, we find them now everywhere being restored

[

to seemly order. New churches rise in every direc-
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tioD, tte majority of them simple structures, as suits

the enormous practical demands of tlie day, but others

on a more magnifieeot scale, proving that while not

losing sight of the urgent di'mauds of a teeming

population, we are not, on the other hand, unmindful

of the exalted claims of the temples of God. Church

arrangement, again, once so utterly lost sight of, is

now fairly appreciated and understood. The wretched

fallacies and shameless shams of the day are by the

Gothic revivers utterly repudiated, and truthfulness

established as the guiding star of all they undi-rtake.

The subsidiary arts of archilectui-al sculpture and

carving, decorative painting, stained glass, metal

work, encaustic t.Tes, and everything which is wanted

for the decoration of a building, are making advances

more or less concurrently with architecture itself.

Another of our successes is the advance made in the

uses of varied materials, such as brick and tile of

different colours, marbles, serpentine, polished grange,

alabaster, and stones of varied hue®, in such a wiy as

to enhance the beauty of our biiilding?. Though these

elements of beauty belong to all lime, they had been

utterly neglected at the period of our revival, and

have reassumed the importance which belongs to them
conciarreutly with the revolution in ai-chitectural t iste.

Even metallic construction, the great practical de-

velopment of our day, has by oar vernacular architects

been in a great degree neglected as an {esthetic ele-

ment, hut assumes new beauties, thoroughly adapted
^

to its conditions, when it comes into tlie hands of our
j

revivalists.

Thus far I have dwelt o.ily upon the bright side
:

,

I will now point out some of the drawbacks from

w'hich our cause is suffei-ing. The first of these I

believe to be archiieetural competitions. At first

sight nothing would appear more likely to serve as

incentives to progress than such competitions, and it

may he that iu a liealthy slate of art such might

really be the case, and even now that it may be so in

a few exceptionable iustsDces
;
but at a time like the

present, when, by the long prevalence of a foreign

style in which no one took a personal ii tcrest, all

feeling for architecture, and all instinctive perception

(on the part of the public) of beauty of furn), had been

extinguished, it mU'st be clear that little is to be ex-
[

pected for competitions in which a chance assembly '

of persons, probably v\ithout knowledge or taste, are

to he the judges. So obvious has it become, thut in

nine cases out of ten those who have had the selection

of designs in such competitions linv'e been utterly in-

capable of distinguishing what is good or had, and that

a certain trashy showiness, hacked by an estimate un-

blushiugly low, would beat the most meritorion® work

of art, that architects of real feeling and skill have

gradually withdrawn tlieinsclves fi om an ordeal from

which 80 little was to be hoped. The conscr[ucnce is

that, with, all the success which 1 have claimed for our

revival, the great majority of wm-ks which it has given

rise to are not the pruduclions of those who have

promoted or care a straw for it, hut of men jiiclccd up

by chance, who only follow our style as th-e fashion of

the day, have never studied old exaiujiles, much less

worked out any original developments of their own,

and are quite iuciipahle of producing anything above

the very tamest mediocrity. Tue works carried out

by the leaders of our movement, or by those \Nho have

devoted heart and soul to it, aie but a lucru frijctional

minority; so that, though the success of (he ruviv 1

as a great moral fact is only the more indi -

putahly proved by those ulio care nothing fio’

the matter, being compelled by the force of public

opioion to follow it,— its dctnal artistic success is

most seriously impeded and its eh ir cter deplorably

lowered by the unfoiluuale circu nstance that most of

its productions ore by men who utterly neglect the

study of their art. This evil is further increased by

the appointment of arehitects from motives wholly

unconnected with their professional competency. A
particular architect is the son or nephew of a member
of the committee,— a friend of s )iiic large subscriber,

—a townsman,—a native of the country,—a pleasaul

fellow,—or anything in the world is too often con-

sidered a reason for his appoiulracut, provided ouly

that skill in his profession he not uam’’d;—if it is so,

ahufidred chjeciions are at once started : indeed, there

arc whole districts in which a real church architect is

never by any chance employed
;
and even in Loudon

itself they are almost sys'.ematically excluded ;
and

there are at this momeut men of the highest talent

and knowledge doing next to nothing, while mere
tyroes and adventurers are executing the works which

are unjustly withheld from them.

A second hinderance of the same cla^s is, that a

multitude of architects who join <-ui’ ranks seem to

have little or no appreciation of intrin-ic be luty. This

arises from the low condition to which architectural

art had generally fallen, and it has become so engrained

into the Eaglish coostitution, that nothing but a de-

termined effort on the part of each sindeut of archi-

tecture and of each individual architect —an effort

prolonged during their whole career—will get over it.

Wc seem as a nation to have lost that instinctive eye

for beauty which it is quite clear that our forefathers

possessed, but which we see gradually faiiiog during

the three last ceuturies till at the commencement of

the much vaunted nineteenth it had become almost

wholly extinguished. This defect spoils nine-teuths

of the works of our day in whatever style. Every’

architect would do well to mistrust hiinscF, more i-r

less, on this point, and to use every effort to cultivate

his pt-rceplious of beauty. Like persons who having
long been pent up iu a close unwholesome atmosphere

cease to perceive its noxiousness, we are so surrounded

with ugliness thit our senses are blunted and our

instinctive perceptions deadened. It is only by ac-

cU'toming our eyes to objects of a contrary influence

that this can he cor. ected. We should seize every

(ipportim'ty of visiting, contemplating, and drawing

from works of a better age, piirticularly of those wliich

we select as in some degree our models
;
we should,

in our houses, surround ourselves with prints, photo-

graphs, and models o'' the works of such periods, not

as copies, hut as me ms of influencing our natural

senses and counteracting the baneful influences to

which they are hourly subjected; we should, above

,

all, habitual c our eye to seircli out and delight in the
^

exquisite forms of nature’s productions. Thrse are
j

ever the great hope of ait, for their be lufes remain

untouched, be the works of man never so degrjded,

'

and ever remam as the nucleus and germ on wliich

art may' be ngcniraied.
[

I now come, however, (o the great Liodcrance to

the p.'rfcct success of our revival, and the great object
|

wliich we must set before us in all our future efforts.
|

The hinderance referred to is the absurd supposition
,

that Gothic arclii'ecturc is exclusively and intriu'icjlly

ecclesiastical. Every form of architecture uiay in
'

some sen-e he sa'd to be le'igious, for each succi ediug

style has both arisen and I'ubiiina'eJ in li e tempi*',

and has thence sprcid itself through aU other cla-ses
.

of biiililieg. llow little do wc kuow of ihc mvliitec-
^

ture of Kg> pt or Greece but fro n their temples ! We
,

scarcely know even whit their houses wc e like. Of.

the lluiraus we posses®, it is tru', many stupeuduus

secular works, hut tiieu' urehilecluro may be lia 'c l to

the temple. And it is only iu the same way that

'

that of the .Middle Ages was ecclesi'islical. Tiue it

,

is, that its most glorious efforts wc.e devoted to,

•el gioii, and that i's religious huiliiiig-> were the more
,

glorious as its rcligiou was more pure; but the same
^

arelii'wture perv d d ivery other cla-=s of building,

aud wc know inliuitcly m-ie of the secular works of,

our McdiEeval forcfatliers than of those of any of the

iiaumis of auliqii'ty wIm'C arc'iite tme we absui'dly
|

suppose to be so suited to seoul ir ui.es. We possess
,

iu numhers the town-halls, the pihces, the town and

c lun'ry houses, the warehouses, and even the agricul-

tural bu'hling®, built aud male u-e of by the same'

men who eno'tcd our catliedrals and parish churches;
|

and we lii d the same arcluiecLurc pcrvoidiug them all,
,

only shaping itsd ' in cich insane" to the nquiie-,

merits aud uses of the pnTiiulir sTucLiiie. May,
then, should we cull the style whi.-li [ir iduced all tliese

varied buildings, Ecclesiastic il,” or imiigi'ie it only

suited to reli.'ious uses? Our revival h'S hitherto

assumed a eharaeter uliiiost c.vclus.vcly eetlf'iuTieal

;

[ rejoice in tlii®, be -ause it is fudiwi.g the course,

romniou to idl g-uiiiue styles o*' a'', and lucai c it

flows that wc liase devoteJ to religi-m the fir-.l-'ruits

of our labour; hut it is not to bj argued fnin th's
!

th*t our revived style is an-uited to o' her use®, any
,

more than that ihise of Eiypt and Greece were ouly
,

applicMhle to le npLs. It wjs chuicli architecture

which lii-st ilemandi d oiii' reform dioii ; it was the h.w
,

e.state to which the House of God was reduced tli T

first made us n[q>rcciatc its U' cessity, and it was tl'C

beauty of the ancient churches with wliicli our land

is so ihiekly studied Ih t fiist suggested to us ho.v
,

t' at rclbrin .tLiin was to be iflected. M e have, so lar
,

as ciiur.'hcs are concerned, completely levolul ioniz 'd

iiur ai'chiteclure, and completely revived a lost style.

So far as that is coii-erncil, our duty is now to pres® I

forwa'd, to (level iju', to make the revived style our I

iiwn, to adapt it in cvei'v way to our OAn wants, to
,

our owu ritual, and to the deiiiauds, whatever they
j

may be (so only tint they are legitimate aud ju-t', of
^

our owu day. In (his a u-.ihle |ir.iS])ecl lies be 'ore us.

aud, with all our hiaJerfiuecs, 1 think we arc in a far

wav for realising it. M'hat I have uow to urge is,

thit the refuriuitiou thus snceessfnily elfecled iu'^

chureh architecture must be carried into other,

braoclu.’s of buildiug.
* * * • »

The remain®, lerwcver, w’.iich are ET to u®, ire

not so sc^arc'C as to ful in furuishiiig elements and

sugaestious on whieh to coustru -t a glorious style of

secular archileelure. The generating of such a style

is a trulv noble task. It is on'; to which 1 have of

late years devoted a large proportion of my thoughts

and energies, aud it is a subject which, the more I

follow up, the moie convinced I am of the maguifi-

ceuce of its capabilities. To redeem our towus from

almiast uumitigated ugliness,—to raise the tone of our

ordinary architcclure from the abject condition to

which it has been brought down, are objects worthy
of the highest artistic effort—but wc look for some-
thing far beyond such negative success

;
we atm at

rendering our cities worlhy of the great age in which
we live—at rendering every object, however humble
i(s purposes, a source of ]ilea®urc and an element of

beauty, at rendering our public buildings glorious

productions o'’ art, aud our jirivate houses delightful,

not only to their inhabitants, but to every passer by,

and, finally, at restoring to our pipiila'iou that in-

stinctive per eptinn aud delight in beauty of form of

which they have so long hocu deslilntc. To re disc

rdl this we iieid ouly the united efforts of our archi-

tects aud the active sympathy of those who fed an
interest in the object. This unity of action must
evince itself not only in the caruest determination on
the pan of every iirchitect who h is the cause at heart

to do his pur', aud that as energetic illy as if the w hole

work depended on his single efforts, in thus regene-

rating our sceu'ar archit'.cture
; but it must show

itself a’so in uniti d aim, and as far as possible in a

united vk-w o'" the means by which our object is to be

attained. We must not dissipate our force by work-

ing each on a diffeicnt basis, but must strive to work
upon the same da'a, aaad press foiward in the sane
direction. We mu.®t not one us-ume the Eliz ibethau

as our ground woik, anollur the Tudor style, aud a

tail'd that of the foait"enth cculury— this indecision

88 to our point de depart has been hitherto

the g.'e.it hinderance to our success. What I have

already said of the unreasouahleness of supposing

Gothic architeC'Ure good for cliuri'lie®, aud clissic

for houses, applies also to the varieties of Gothic

archkeetiire itself. Wc have by almost imiver-

sd consent adopied the style of the Inter part

of the thiitceuth century, or the beginning of the

fourteenih, as the gnmul \v -rk ou which to rede-

velops our ec ks'aiiical jivehilt'etiir'’. Cousi-teiii-y,

then, deijiandi- 1 lat the sa'.ni' h isis should he chosen for

our scciilai' devclopine .t®. L is the iiohlcat perio’J of

our indigen lu art, ami, as I am convinced, tho

nohlesi style of atr-hiiiCuie which has ever prevuilcd,

nd icd to the f.ct that it is our owu; why, then,

should wc tl>t from style to style, thus dissipating our

euei'gi'is aud bii"giiig fcivolily into our movem iit?

The stylo we have by c iinmoii coii®eiit chosen for our

cbiirv'hes is not only in ii^clf iho noblest, but it is so

flexible ns to shape itself to every <th<T use with the

uliiiosl f .cility, and whatcvei' is valuable iu subsequent

vai'icties may rea'iily be ti'imslated back into this

noblest phase. On this, t leicforo, lot us all begin, as

the firm Ibun'iatiou on whi li all have ogriel to build,

for with'iut a cmmio.i ground-wm'k no united effort

can cxis', a'ld uo new style be generated. Hiving
ouce, lio.vcvcr, agr(cd on a common ba'.is, our course

must be pcrfeetly free and u ifettered. Our aim, it

is t ui, umst still bo one—t.i eousliuet ou this bads
a style wiiich wiil meet evTy exigency of our day;
but in fuliowlug Uji Ihat aim there is the utin"st

se >1 e for iudiviiiiud la’eof, aud fi.r the most exalted

tff rls of iiidividn d genius. Ttie gica'er the number
of minds brought t > la ar iq ou ill'-, work, liic iii'ire

copious will he the regc.icr.H’ 1 ait, si only that all

vvjrk upon the same li.uii hiii' n a id aspire to the same

result. That one romiJ.dioii bciiig ihe highest p >int

yet attained by the g -uui e arts of mvalcru civil'Z diou,

an 1 that rctulL the dm elopmcnt upou it of a style at

ome be u'iful and glorious, truthl'nlly symholiziug

the greatness wh'eli belongs to our period iu the his-

tory of liiimau proiM ss ;
and iiivcs iug every rcqiiirc-

in.-iit, every a t, inal'-iid, and iuve lion of our age,

wilh a h-anty propurt'oucJ to its iutriusic aud piac-

(ical woilh, ani aeco.-dant wi li that of onr e.'clcsias-

lical siru tU'CS; thus uuiling uur ri'ligious and sceiilur

areliilectai'e iu one peifc.'t, uohle, aud harmouious

windo. This— this is au objeit wortny of the highest

efforts of art
;
nor is it a chio.e.'i al or a visioinny

iiii, but uue which needs oaly our iiiii'.el labours for

. few shori ycai s t'j eusuic i's p'.r cct rediz ition.

MR E, B. DEXISOX HX MODERN GOTHIC
I AND DOXC.VSTEIl CHURCH.

At the meetieg of the same soeicty he'^orc whom Mr
'

Scott’s piper was vjad, M". Denison ma.le on address

of eousiderahle lengtli iu the n'W church ou the

,

Gkliic characlciisik's of the builiiug, with iucideutal

’ ob=ervcitions ou modern Gothic work aud its short-

' omiugs. Tlie aldnss is ''udy reported iu the Lou-
' caster Gazelle. We conliue ou'Seivos t) a portioa

* of it uiid-r the 1 itlcr heading. A’’ter commentiog
' on what he termed ‘‘ihat stupid, and coiivenlioual,

and iinobserving practice of all the archlle its’ offices,

'of sotting Gothic windows, as th. y do Italiao ones,

twice as near to the outside as to the iuside of the

wall,” ihe speaker proceeded :
—

Iu this church auo'her of the common Gothic

mistakes has been avoided, I mean that truly con-

temptible one of trying to make a fdse pretence of

great size by cutting it up iuto a multitude of small
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parts. This again has aiisen from the same tendency

which I spoke of before, to mistake the fundamental

distinctions between Gothic and Grecian building for

distinctions between good Gothic and bad. People

have fancied that because you do not appreciate the

real size of St. Peter’s at Rome, till you find that an

angel’s thumb is as thick as your own leg, or some

such measure, whereas the length of St. Alban’s

Abbev and most of our great Gothic churches, appears

almost infinite from the arches being quite beyond the

power of the eye to count them at once, therefore,

you have only to cut up a building or a window into

a great many distinct parts, and it must needs look

large and Gothic. And on paper of course it does.

Nobody could tell from the drawing of the church

that this east window is forty-eight feet high, for

instance, especially from those deceptive ahomiuations

called “ elevations,” which flatten everything to one

dull and dead level, so that one can hardly wonder

that those who are continually employed in making

and looking at them, and sending them down to be

worked from, and fancying they have then done their

business, should always lose the power of appreciating

the value of depth and shade, and massivenes?, and

think no more of a Gothic building as a picturesque

thing, w'hich ought to harmonise with nature, than I

should in making the working drawings of a clock.

But this notion of producing a cheap effect of great

size by a multiplication of little bits, is a mere vulgar

and ignorant mistake, and is, as it ought to be, always

visited with the severe retribution of making the

building look really worse than it need do, and not

better. Look at the cemetery chapel here—or pro-

bably anywhere—with its paltry little windows with

gingerbread-looking tracery : a splendid result of

competition plans, by the way. On paper that thing

would look like a good-sized church
; and if all its

parts could have been about twice their present size,

and therefore the building eight times as big, the

details would have been about the right size for such

a church. But as it is, it is a sort of Gothic baby-

house
;
and so are these chapels generally ; and so

they will continue until this mischievous modern
notion of getting great effects out of small materials

is eradicated : which of course it never will be so

long as architects find that the most showy drawing
for the money is pretty sure to be selected in a com-
petition. I am far from meaning to charge the

original plans of this church with any conscious

tendency towards this error; but I am convinced that

the three east windows would have had nothing like

their present character, if they had been divided into

nine and six lights respectively, as originally shown,

instead of eight and five as they are now.

There is another of the same family, and arising

from the same cause, that of working from drawings
which represent nothing as it really looks, and still

worse, of drawing the details on one scale, and the

whole on another. Of course I know very well that

large detailed drawings must be made at last to work
from. But until architects, or their clerks, understand
better than they generally do, how to carry in their

eye, if they will not draw upon their paper, the rela-

tive size of the whole, and the distances and positions

of the parts, we must not be surprised at seeing, as

w'c so often do, ornaments and details of all kinds

rendered ineffective and contemptible by being wholly

out of proportion to their place or to the things they
belong to, or so far off as to be lost

;
or, on the other

hand, at gigantic ornaments being put close to the

eye and overwhelming everything in tbeir neighbour-

hood. Of these faults also 1 am happy to say we
have very little to show you here. Although, how-
ever, there is not enough to do us much harm, there

is just enough to serve me for an illustration, look
when you go outside at that hand of diaper running
up the west gable. You would hardly guess that that

is all real carving, and that when it was laid on the

floor here it looked very well. I should have been
glad to keep it there, or rather to have it inserted

over the west door, where it would have been very

effective and beautiful
;
and if that west end had now

to be pulled down iu order to be extended, I do not

think there would be any further opposition made to

such a removal
;

for where it is, it is almost thrown
away, and does not more, but less, than would have

been done by some strong masonry diaper work
without any carving, such as that most excellent and
effective decoration of that kind which you see below
the lantern windows, superior to any that I know
in any similar situation, and curiously enoiigh giring
an appearance of additional strength to the tower
walls, by its lines falling into that arrangement of

“diagonal tracing” (as the engineers call it), which
the eye at once recognises as the form of peculiar
strength and resistance agaiost vibration. In that
respect, and indeed in complete appropriateness to
its position, I think it very superior to the arcaJing
slmwn there in that intemil view of the church
which was exhibited in the R wal Academy threj years
ago, and is copied in Mr. jacksoa’s book, i am
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sorry to be obliged to say that due attention has not

been paid to the proportion of the details to the fabric

of which they form part, in one other very important

feature, and one which ought to have been among the

best in the church
;

I mean the vaulting of the

Forman chapel. The ribs are obviously either too

thin or too few
;
and this vaulting altogether fonns a

painful contrast to that of the chancel of Nantwich,

which is of about the same size and in the same style

of architecture. This defect, also, I suspect has

arisen from the same cause, of drawing sections of de-

tails by themselves without sufficient reference to the

whole of which they form a part. There is no place

in which modern architectural engineering is so often

unsuccessful as in adapting the timbers of the roof to

its distance from the eye, and to the size of the build-

ing generally, and therefore it is right to call your

attention to this roof, which is, I think, free from

that fault. You must remember, however, that the

beauty of proportion of parts to the whole is just

that which from its very nature can only he illustrated

by failure, and not by success. For as the most per-

fect health has been defined to be perfect unconscious-

ness of the separate existence of any member of the

body, so perfect proportion in a building consists iu

your unconsciousness of there being any part of it

w'hich parlicularly strikes your attention, except by

any intrinsic beauty it may possess. I can therefore

say no more of this roof than to remind those of you

who saw it while it was laid on the ground, how enor-

mous, and, perhaps, wasteful, you then thought the

expenditure of timber in it. And yet it would now
be easier to find out some places iu it where one

wishes for a little more substance than any where it

could be reduced without spoiling it. But it suggests

to me another point in which I believe that very

erroneous notions arc entertained. Some persons

—

perhaps most, have heard or read somewhere of the

wonderful skill of the Gothic builders iu raising such

prodigious vaults, and towers, and spires, on such ap-

parently small foundations
;

and spanning great

widths of roof with nothing that strikes the eye as

possessing the security of a tic-beam. And so it has

been inferred that Gothic architecture ought to display

a great deal of engineering skill, and to do everything

in the way most consistent with mechanical science.

But this, too, is all wrong; so wrong, that it is hardly

too much to say that any ostentatious display of engi-

neering is totally destructive of Gothic effect. As a

matter of mere mechanics, the vaulting of aisles

springing from half-way up the nave pillars is un-

doubtedly as wrong mechanically as Sir Christopher

\Vren thought it; and you cannot meet the difficulty

by flying buttresses, as you can iu the vaulting of

the nave. And yet, if you are only to have either

the aisles or the main roof vaulted, it is always

the aisles that are and were preferred. Again, the

Mediseval builders must have known just as well as we

do that a rafter five inches by four is stronger if laid

edgeways than flatways ; and yet they generally laid

them flatways. Once more, if you had to prescribe the

strongest arrangement forwalliug, you would certainly

require long and rather thin stones rather than short

and thick ones of the same bulk
;
nevertheless those are

what yon see much ofeener iu the old and especially

in the oldest Gothic buildings. I am not concerned at

present to inquire why they did these things, except

that they had evidently some kind of instinct that they

looked better. They knew they had abundance of

thickness and weight in their nave pillars to prevent

them from being thrust over by the vaulting of the

aisles, even when not balanced by the weight of a

stone roof upon the clerestory
;
that their rafters were

much thicker than was requisite to bear the lead or

the tiles they had to carry (blue slates were either not

invented or not tolerated in the Gothic times)
;
and

!

that their walls were so thick that it did not signify

j

whether the stones were long or short, or thick or

j.thio, and that they might safely use them just as

j

they came, large when it was convenient, but more

I

generally as small as a man could lift. Whereas

!

now-a-days we build churches which tumble down
before they are built, and roofs which push their own
walls down, in spite of the engineering and mechanical

skill which we boast of so much as the characteristic

of this century.

Oddly enough, however, there was one mechanical

feature in the Gothic of old times, which we have in-

geuionsly contrived geuerally to avoid—I suppose

because attention to it is really essentia! to architec-

tural effect
;
though we do not sufficiently remember

that a huUding may be perfectly Gothic without

possessing that feature at all. There is many an old

barn aud country church, especially in the very oldest

Gothic styles, which has no pretence of buttresses, and

yet is as truly Gothic as King’s Chapel, with its

buttresses deep enough to contain a little chapel be-

tween each of them. And so buttresses are not, as

most architects seem to think ih-'m, essential to

Gotbicism. But when they exist—and they should

not be added without some reason—they should be

good. If you ask what is good, I can only answer
that all sizes may be good, and that it depends on
the size and style of the building and of the buttresses

themselves, what is the right proportion for them, I
must add, that in my opinion some of our buttresses

are the worst things here. They are almost all too

square iu their plan, at least too square for tbeir

general character and arrangement. Compare those

of the aisles of the nave, which are 3 feet by 2i- feet,

with the chancel aisle ones, which are 4 feet by 2i feet,

and you will have no difficulty in deciding which are

wrong. Or to return to our usual repository for

illuslrations of defects, compare the large buttresses

of the transepts with those, I will say, of the Bolton

Abbey transepts, which are lower than these, and you
will see at once that depth of buttresses (if they are

of the styles to which deep buttresses belong) is

essential to their Gothic effect. Not that I mean to

advocate such exaggerations of that and some other

Gothic characteristics, as yon see in that gaudy and

pretentious church (not of the Church of England)

just built near the Halifax railway station, with a spire

as high as Wakefield, stuck over as thick as it can

carry' with crockets, and swelled in the middle to pre-

vent its showing its real dimensions by a too sharp

point, and set upon a base no wider than these aisles—

the approved modern fashion of tower-building to

be sure, from which better architects have not yet

delivered themselves, even where they have not the

excuse of being required to sacrifice everything

to the nonsense of verticality and to work as cheap

as possible besides. * * * *

A building may possess all the Gothic qualities I

have enumerated, and yet fail entirely ia looking like

a Gothic work, or be deprived of its Gothic character,

if it had it, at the last moment and by the last ope-

ration which the builder generally performs, that of

what they call cleaning down ; which means pointing

up aU the joints and scraping it all over to as uniform

a surface as they can
;
a somewhat costly process when

there is much beyond flat-walling to do, and certainly

belonging to that class of operations which a departed

alderman of this town rather happily called spoliation.

I have said so much about this elsewhere, and so has

Mr. Ruskin, that I am unwilling to dwell upon it

now, beyond very shortly pointing out to you the

specimens both of Gothic and un-Gothic surfaces

which are provided for us here. The inside ashlar is

made of the stone of the old church, which came from
Brodsworth

;
a had stone for external work, but for-

tunately having that variety of colour, that it pro-

duces a very pleasing effect in these walls and in

tlie inside window joints and arches, making nearly

every stone appear distinct
;

aud so the cleaning

dowQ inside has, as it happens, done no harm.

But you may see the effect it w'ould have produced

on the Stectley stone outside, which is of a more
uniform colour, by looking at the inside of the

porch, which I suppose the builder aud clerk of

the works considered a sufficiently doubtful terri-

tory to extend their scrapers to it, though it had

been strictly prohibited outside. Then, again, look

at the outside, and compare it with any other outside

of a new church you like, and you wrill see at once

how much more Gothic and how much better this is

with the work left just as it is done, and no subse-

quent pointing up or scraping over. The stones being

all worked with none of that prim aud formal tooling,

the lowest of all forms of art, but which builders

think the highest, and put together “ promiscuously”

and not touched afterwards, they do in that way pre-

sent the same kind of mottled surface, only got in a

different way, which the Brodsworth stone presents

inside by its natural variety of colour. We have here,

too, a single illustration of the dead and formal effect

of after-pointed joints
;
for the nave pillars were done

so, whereas the tower pillars are not. The conse-

quence is, that the former look as if they were painted

round with a thin white line, like plaster divided into

shamstone
;
whereas the latter, like the walling stones

outside, have got a peculiar and irregular change of

colour, which you see at the joints fj'om the effect of

the mortar penetrating the stone while fresh
;
and it

is worth notice that wherever you r.ee that, the stone

itself has become harder and less i.'vble to decay. In

this, too, we have improved as we have gone on.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

OPENING MEETING.

The opening meeting of the session and '•onversa-

gione were held on Friday, the 2ad inst. in the hall at

Lyou’s-inn
;

Mr. G. J. Wigley, president for the

session, in the chair. Mr. J. A. Buuker, hon. sec.

read the report, which, after alluding to the proposed

amalgamation with the Institute, proceeded as fol-

lows :

—

“ The subject of competitions has been forced upon the
attention of your committee by two of the most prominent
cases of want of integrity upon the part of the respective

committees. Your committee felt it was their duty to

in terfere, and they are glad to say that the members of
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the Architectpral Association nnanimoualy adopted the
protests submitted by the committee, and afterwards sent
to the Middlesex magistrates and to the committee of the
Xirerpool Free Public Library and Museum. It is a
matter of regret that the Royal Institute of British Archi-
tects did not think it necessary to co-operate with the
Architectural Association upon these occasions. In con-
trast with the last-mentioned cases, your committee desire
to call attention to the result of tlie competition for the
Medway Union. In this case architects were informed
that the maximum amount to be expended was 11,000/.
When, however, the tenders were obtained for carrying
out the design selected, the lowest was found to be 22,904/.
or more than double the stipulated sum. The guardians
immediately rejected that design, and have determined
to obtain tenders for that which received the second
premium.

Before leaving this vexed question of competitions, your
comimttee are desirons of stating, that they have deter-
mmed to

.

do something more than look on whilst many
acts of injustice are being done : they have, therefore, in-
structed your honorary secretaries to obtain all possible
*°*ormation as to future competitions. Your committee

then give the subject their careful consideration; and,
shomd it appear to them that the competition is likely to
be fair and honourable, they will take the earliest oppor-
tunity, at an ordinary meeting, of making the same known
to the members : if, on tbe other hand, it should appear
there are reasons for entertaining a different opinion,
your committee will announce it in the same way as nefore,
giving in both cases the statement of facta that caused
them to arrive at the results. Id entering upon this
necessarily laborious and delicate task, your committee
earnestly desire the support and confidence, not only of
the members of the Architectural Association, but also of
the profession generally. It is needless here to point out
how useful such a plan of operations might be made,
ontiice it to say, that your committee are determined to
do their best in this matter

; and all information they may
optmn will bo at the service of any member of this Asso-

,
report further mentioned, amongst other matters,

that the committee had been in treatj with the Architec-
tural Union Board, as to a place of meeting in the pro-
posed budding, but found the rent required would be
beyond the present means of the Association

;
also, that

the estabmhment of classes was in contemplation. It
olosed with an appeal for contributions towards the forma-
tion of a circulating bbrary.}

The President said, in considering the prosperityand
position of the Architectural Association, they must
place before them the precise objects for which they
were associated, namely, the constant study of their
profession and the endeavour to progress collectively,
as members of the same calling, instead of keeping in
an isolated position. He was not unmindful of the
fact, that in expressing his own opinions on this sub-
ject, he exposed himself to both public and private
cnticism. Professional men should be students all
their lives, and the spirit on which all their studies
should be based was a feeling that, to do honour to
their own position, they must aim at the fullest
development of the faculties which led them to adopt
the career of au architect. Nothing that was indis-
pensable to it should be left out of the curriculum of
their studies. If their general education had been
incomplete, they must endeavour, by private study, to
make up for it

;
for any general want of mathematical

or literary knowledge, would impair their capacity as
artists. There was no doubt that the over-practical
character of every pursuit in this country affected
very much their architectural education. They
should not rest satisfied with the quasi material
teachings of daily office practice. More attention to
the study of theory would save them much useless
labour, and teach them tbe better to what points' to
direct their practical studies. Time should he de-
voted at the outset to thcreadingof the elementary pro-
fessional works. It was difficult to point out any
standard work for the purpose. Perhaps a series of
lectures on the art and science of architecture—such
as University College afforded—was the best means
of acquiring this, A common defect in the archi-
tecture education of this country was the little atten-
tion bestowed on the means of expressing our designs.
£ach advantages as perspective and colouring might,
perhaps, be too much sought after by architects on
the continent, to the detriment ofmore serious studies.
Stilly they might serve not so much to catch the
public eye, as to enable us to realize fully the effects
and defects of our own compositions. As regarded
the question of studies for artistic compositions, he
believed that, besides a general study of styles, it was
extremely useful for tbe junior student to habituate
himself to the studyof a special style, as it was difficult

without to acquire a perfect harmony of composition.
This should be done without too much exclusiveness,
so as not to impair our capacity of learning from
every style, the beauties of architecture being scattered
throughout every school. Travelling and more ex-
tended professional experience would impress on us
the fact, and woold lead us to study the several
features of architectural composition by themselves,
and weave them into originality and harmony, instead
of accepting ready-made the arrangement of any
special style. In fact, no cycle of artistic studies could
be complete until we had arrived at the point of
analytic capacity, that enabled us to study instead of
merely copying. Thus we should no longer pay so
much attention to the decorative details with which
early studies had stored our memory, but the main
outlines of our oompositiou would receive more of our

attention, and we should become architects in truth,
instead of mere architectural decorators. The advan-
tageous result of this would be, that we should pro-
duce more real effect at a much less material cost. He
had often been struck with the manner in which the
ancient Italian architectural masters arrived at the
proper point of self-denial, of hardly doing more than
indicating the general lines of buildings, the decora-
tion of which they left to the warm effect of paintings,
instead of endeavouring to acquire too muchprominence
by the design of much more expensive and much colder
architectural carving and sculpture. From the con-
sideration of such rules of study he would advert to a

more real and most important part of their education,
namely, architectural travelling. His experience per-
haps entitled him to be heard on that point. Ample
time should be bestowed upon travelling, and the want
of it was one of our national defects. It waa the
general fault of the profession to travel too quickly.

Other professions were not given to this fault. It

was necessary to acquire gradually and properly the
experience of foreigners in a profession embracing so

many minute details
;

to live with them and learn

their language. Much more real profit was derived
from spending the same time in a suitable centre of

architectural note, than in subdividing it among a
number of localities. It was astonishing bow real

intelligent travelling showed tbe new studies they had
to make, and led them to appreciate duly the ancient

schools of truly artistic countries
;
while the mere pass-

ing hurriedly through them often left them in blissful

ignorance of their own deficiencies. Painters and
sculptors usually resided a long time in Rome. One
great professional drawback was the national fault

of expensive travelling, which was certainly the
least intellectual travelling of all. True artistic feel-

ing enables us to satisfy ourselves without so many
material means as non-artistic persons resort to : we
should learn that public estimation appreciates very
differently tbe dignity of a true artist, and that of an
individual who, for want of any other title to social

utility, is called a gentleman. We should soon see in

such a cosmopolitan artistic centre as Rome how
thoroughly this was understood by the artists of

every other nation. They ought to be able to under-

take real professional travels at the same rate of ex-

pense as at home. In conclusion, he would call atten-

tion to the immense advantage to be derived from
mutual exchange of information, such as' was afforded

them by the Architectural Association. The task of

preparing papers for meetings compelled them to put
more order into their studies—brought together as into

a nucleus the scattered notions of bygone studies, and
reflected new lights for the information of others.

With a view to the proper development of the re-

sources of the Association, he thought they should
endeavour to carry out a code of rules in connection

with matters of professional etiquette and professional

competitions. The Association had already made a

highly laudable effort to establish some sort of legis-

lation on these matters, and he hoped the question

would be taken up again and successfully carried out.

After recapitulating the topics for papers to be read

in the syllabus for the session, the chairman resumed
his seat amidst applause.

Mr. Kerr congratulated the members on tbe com-
mencement of another session, and was pleased to hear

what had fallen from the president respecting the very

important subject that formed tbe basis on which the

Architectural Association was founded. Tbere was

no profession of equal importance in this country in

which there was the same amount of what he would
call culpable want of education. Architecture in the

present day occupied a position among professions and

avocations which was somewhat singular. They were

architects, scientifle men, and men of business all in

one. They occupied a position midway between pure

art, pare science, and pure business. They were quite

as much artists as those who were purely artists

:

they required to be as purely scientific men as those

who were scientific men
;
and as men of business they

required to be possessed of all the tact and skill dis-

played by men of business. If, then, a scientific edu-

cation—that was to say, an education on statistic and

elementary principles—was the rule of the age, as it

unquestionably was, a foriiori, it was necessary that

in a profession such as architecture, a system of sci-

entific education should be established, seeing that

they had to acquire knowledge that was threefold,

and which was, in some degree, antagonistic in its

principles, if not in its application
;
and they bad

to possess, or if not to possess, to acquire, a threefold

power of mind, which was scarcely required to be

possessed in another avocation or profession. And
yet, as was unquestionably the fact in ibis practical

country and age, there was no systematic elementary

practical mode of instructing the young architect.

Our education was desultory in the extreme. It was

devoid of all system : it was devoid of everything that

could conserve it, or that could transmit to one gene-

ration in a concise and systematic form the require-

ments of another as the basis on which itself should
work. However, in the absence of this scientific
education, the Architectural Association held an im-
portant place in relation to the profession. 'When
the Association was first established, it was established
in the full view of a want of proper means of educa-
tion,—as an indifferent means, perhaps, yet still the
best that could be commanded, to obviate the want
and supply the desideratum. As they could find no
masters who could instruct the pupils, they called the
pupils together to instruct each other. For a good
many years the Association had met there with great
success. Papers had been read and able remarks
made, and a class of design had been established

; and
as he had not heard it mentioned on that occasion, he
hoped it was not out of existence. (“ No, no.”) The
class of design hud been operating many years with
veiy gratifying results, and a feeliug of good fellow-
ship and friendship had been created amongst brethren
in the profession within those walls which would, no
doubt, produce lasting benefits for many years to

come. There was a point to which on the present
occasion bewished emphaticallyand practically to refer,

namely, that there were two great classes of designers in

their profession. So rapidly did the progress of change
proceed in their profession, so much more rapidly did
fashion advance and progress than in any other cert or
science, that a generation which, in ordinary human
life, and in the ordinary history of human thought
and development of human action, was heretofore a

cycle of some thirty years, was now, in the present
ratio of accelerated action, brought within five or six,

or ten years at the utmost. We shouW find the man
who was now amongst us iu the full vigour of
imagination would in ten years’ time be thought one
of the old school

;
while, on the other hand, a man

who ten years ago was at the head of his profession,

was now—and they could recall half a dozen names

—

numbered among those of the old school. Conse-
quently, a man who has advanced beyond a certain

point of the profession, has got so thoroughly into

the obsolete school of design, that if he does not pro-

gress with new principles, he cannot expect to keep
up with those whose imagination is newer, and more
fresh and fertile. The two great classes of practical

designers in the profession to which he alluded, were
those who designed for themselves and those who de-

signed for others ; and the explanation he had given

regarding the rapid progress of art was the excuse

that should be made for those more able men who are

now obliged to work by the baud of others. Many
remarks he had seen in print were tainted with great

ill-feeling and discouragement towards those who
were more advanced in life than some of those pre-

sent; and he therefore took that opportunity of
referring to the subject if for no other reason
than to show that those of them who were not

,

advanced beyond middle life did not wish to cast

;

discredit on those who were more advanced in

I

years, or who were unable to do the work of imagina-

tion by their ow’n hands. If they looked around the

Architectural Exhibition, they could distinctly trace

the handiwork of one and another that they knew

;

and they could, moreover, trace, and see recorded on
its walls, tbe valuable fruits that had resulted from the

influence of the Architectural Association. Many of

the young men who sent exhibitions tbere had
been members of the Association, and many of those

who were unknown to fame, and did not appear in the

drawings or in the Icadiug designs worked out for

others, bad acquired the style and spirit of that de-

sign in the schools of the Architectural Association,

The peculiar circumstance from which this bad arisen

was this— the style of architecture progressing

during the last ten years had been essentially

the Picturesque. Fifteen years ago, at any rate, they

were brought up iu the classic school of their art, and

were taught certain severe principles of criticism and

msthetics, consistent with economy, but inconsistent

with the Picturesque. When the Gothic was first in-

troduced into general practice, they would remember

how classical it appeared, how symmetrical it was,

how dependent on mere form and proportion, and on

that style of design that bad been practised in the

classical school
;
but gradually this was lost, for the

Picturesque is the essential principle of the Gothic.

The Gothic became more Gothic, and still more
picturesque, until now we had reached the limit of

the Picturesque
;
and it would have been altogether

lauded on absurdity had it not been for the overruling

influence on the part of young designers, in which be

saw very much the iuflueuce of the Association. They
remembered how the Romans, havdug put the Pic-

turesque on Greek architecture, lauded in a mis-

application of details. They would remember how
the Greek architects landed on all manner of

eccentricities and absurdities, and they would still

more plainly perceive bow the Renaissance re-

vivers of Classical architecture, in endeavouring

to make it picturesque, which was, perhaps, essen-

tially at variance with it, rendered it altogether
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useless to art, and retarded rather than advanced it.

It would hive been the same io the country dnring

the last ten years in the practice of designs, if it had

not been for our young men, and that was very much

the reason to which they might attribute the success

of the A'^sociation's operatioua. It liad ])aiticd him

vei'y much witliiu the List year or mere to hear of

the dec;-dei ce of the Association. lie w>jul<i, h..\v-

ever, remind them, if periudicatly sersons of de-

cadeuce apjicar, uot to be dis •oiiraged thereby, ns it

was the mere natural process of cause and effect, to

he observed iu all sf^cicties, of much moi'c importance

and of less i nportance thau their owu. Old members

had 1heir energies and interests exhausted, and

younger me.nbers were not fouud to come in with
|

the s;inic intsicst. The stone set I’olling a' first on

level ground by the impetus of force, required a re-

newal of that impetus from time to time to beep it

rolling, and so it Wjuld be Imre. Tbiy would find
^

practically, iu every year of tlicir career, that they

would have to cstivblish some new principle of

policy, or some new phase of practice, to be

worked out with a rcdiiplic.ited vigour, and so

gather round them ncudy a new class of that

membership for which the Ins'i u ion was origin dly

founded. lie was glad to hear that the Association

was seriously enterlainiiig the question of educaliun.

Some twelve months sgj he mcuiori d z- d the Insti-

tute of BitUh Aichitecls on the ques'iun of cduci-

tion iu his owu view o'' it, and he leccived, as every

one dill, a veiy p litc reply from that body, staling

that they had had the nia'Ur under coi sid-Ta'iuu for

a very long lime. lie n.eaut seriously to say, the

Institute of ^’rilish Arcbit cts had beeu cousidering

this qm stion fuv a vci y loug time, and as they h 'd come

to no result, it was high time they cillcd in the

assistance of somebody else. He would now say a

few words on ouo of the greatest questions couuei'ied

with architecture during the past year— he alluded to

competitions, lie WuS not one of those who eou-

siderei the comp tiiiou f-r the Public Otii eswa>ia any

degree bairen of results, or tint it v\:is a failuie or a

blunder. On the conlrary, be cori'iilercd that c unpe-

tition, even had it been ultogelhcr a delusiou, was otic

of the most imp utent liouis the Govcinmcnt con d

confer on att. He saul es|irc!-sly,- -and iLe exprc?s;i»n

would be bel'cr uudcrslojd here, and have a m"re
siguiti -ant fop c— tbut it was a tkaS of ditfigu on the

very grandest scale ; arcldti'Cls were culled upon from

all quirters of Europe, and this country, tojolu in a

coiiqietilion on a su’tjiTt which he un'lerlook to

say—there might he a iiillcreiiee uf opiuion ou the

matter- they understood tu hr a palace of tlie gi audest

charue'er, a' d of the liiglust aiclii'ectur.tl order.

When one coasidered the large umuher of ailisls,

and of all riUihs of merit above a cedain class, who

col’ci ted their c intributious there, aud whom idea

lounge of it for so in my weehs, couieuiplalinz ea-h

other’s works, com[)uiiug each other’s \iewv:, and

enti' ising each other’s [)riiielple.s, l.c would S' y tins

for the aicld'e turd p ofessioti, th it he never licard

of any contest whee mure cood-will or hrutherly

feeling was di-plivid, and it curl 1 ii»t fail to

operate as a powerful sliniuhis to the [iiog'Css of a't

for m tny ye-irs to com"'. It w.is only once in twcut_ -

five years that sm'li a compe'.iliun, ou an average,

occurred. Xodiuhllhe eonipcliiiuu that h^d lali ly

ended v\as very fir in iidvaiice o'' ihe cmipet'tious

that took p'a e I'ur t’ c ll-mses o' Pai liument, t e la-»t

in the same fdass bvfire it; aid nod ublPeiiixl
that would oct-'U'', perhips twrntv-fivc ji- rs hciu-e,

would be as far beyond ihit which had lately

been held. An iiher C)in;.ci ion that had given

greit gralifica'ioii was lint for tlie Wcbiiigtou

Aloniimcut. S nliitu c was, o'" all uttier arts, the

one beside their own in which th'y mc^.•^Slnty

took the greatist iut r. -t; but ihat win h luain'y

excited their altciilii'n iu ihe Welliugt iii M"mimeut
comp tition w,is the pv ifcst of Profes-or Co kiTell

agaiust the dia iaic u of the jiu'g’S.* rrufe-sor

CockiTcll was a man whose word e. r ied very gri-at

weight iu the liiglii-t qua t' rs. He was not ni'y a

man of great cm litiou and uf gv at accomplishment,

but he was a man of l)iildiii''-s, u man ofarlis ie ferS-

ing, and a m.m tlv y wnc |ir.nid fw many years to

cons’dcr as the LaJer of llicir p ofossiuu, -aud not

only so, but as a pr' iivucut liadrr in fine ait g.me-

rally. N»w, Piofe'-or C'lekcieU c.ime forward wi'li

reference t-j the Wellin;:t n c iiupetitiiMi, andentired

against it a nlr)^t gn.ve and si-rious protci-t. It became,
thcrcfoie, of the greatest im[io t mc", that liny shuuld

consider what was the c use o'' ihi.s piote^t, and wiiat

was the olijcct o' it. The cause of it, said ^r'lfes^o^

Cockerell, was that 'h; prim-iple ihit seemed Io !>e

engraved on the Gwerunieiital mind of th's couutry
was that Government m''n shoidil ih'i'id" questions uf

art. Thire could he no doulU tliat the principle was
eminently a' smd at the very b:-st, iu thus delegating
decis'oGs ou high art to Dukes aud Al.P.-i and I)oct"rs
of Divinity, and thit suit of thing. They were all

* Published in the B.dldfr.

very well iu their particular vocation, but when they

came to the question of sculpture and architecture,

what were thiy ?—it was a mere mockery to say they

were judges. Iu their comp'dition they put on one

architect, but in the cuinpeiiiiou for sculpture they

put oil DO sculptor at all. They couferred with Pro-

fessor Cockerell, aud he did not marvel that Professor

Cockerell, p’aced in that p isition, should feel in his

irtVQ heart his respoosibiPty to his profession, to tlie

publ'c, and to hi-vtuiy, and that it was incumbent on

him, perhaps, against other feelings that induced

him to be sil-nt, to come before tbem in the

bold manner that he did, aud to den"unce a sy.ste.n

that was absolutely ro' ten at the core. Mr. Bernal

Osborne, famt us for Ids witty sayings, said the other

d-iy h.' never hid attained to much iiiflueuee in the

councils of this couut'y b« cause he was not a Brah-

min. Thire was a great deal of truth in that with

all who were Brahmins as well as others, and it wjs

their duty to follow up Pro'’essor Cockerell’s protest

and leadiiur, both piivately aud publicly, aud to c.\-

priss their ogiiregate opinion that they were not con-

tent -0 rest any longer nuder the judicial decisions uf

the Br.ihiuius iu ma ters of art. He h-id been happy

to hear su'ge?ted what had indeed beiu bugge'ted

luauv times he'’ore, aud which was a grave matfer if

properly canied out, id hough perhaps open to objec-

tion and ciitieism— that a tr.ides’ union—he used a

jilaiii expression, for it went furthest iu the end

—

slunld be established among those o'' them who wore

more engaged ia competitions than ol hers, in order

to defend themselves against the system of decision

that p e\ ailed. If the profession were to raise some

piinciple of law for the government of competitions,

now was th : time. There was a law for competitions,

ih -re was a law for everythin?, otdy it required to be

written aud acknowledged. Tlie law of nations might

be supposed to be thi* most inoomprehei sible of law^i,

and yet tliere had been men who, iu the solitude of

tteii- studios of 0 feet sqiure, had p i.d red on tho e

voluu es which now formed the code of k'
'
gd im^ aud

which were (pio'ed iu sen.ilcs imJ dinciissed incibiuets.

Whell-er this wis the time tq make a p aclical im vc

he would not take upon hiiosclf to say
;
but he would

only ‘iiy fha' as the Institute s> cmed to decline to do

anUhi'i'g in the n.att'T, if the .Archil cc'ur.il A'S c'a-

tion sho lid appoint a few m'Ui, with power to a Id to

their number, lie should be haiqiy to be one, aud no

doubt m;ny others would add their iutlnence, aud

soim t'iii'g eiTe-tive might be dou".

Mr. E Imestnu had li-teueJ wirh much i)l
asure to

lhep'ofes>i ml comments that had I'aleu from Mr.

Keir. ofFei-i'ig, as they dhl, s-rao d.-eidedly go'd n

rides for the benefit and l)itl-r progress of the Asso-

ciitmn. He agreed with him in all tliat he liad

uttered, and more particula ly in that poition of li s

rc m irk- that pointed to the necessity of consol d.iiiiig

and estaljli>.hitig nn as firm a basis as possible all the

(Htrereut eh'iTunts in ci'niieciioo with a chilectui al

pri'gress, ed'icitka, aul improvemeuf, and for which

th''i'i’ were at picseiit no effecliiul airanscmeiit®. One

are handed dviwn, comparatively speaking, very Utile

to the next : the iTocess of change was conlimi illy

going on, aud uiu h that was good was lovf, ev il if

iiiiu.'h that was iqually so was found iu the fulurc.

\V,tl*oiit doubt, tlie im’atal elL-rts llial lo'ik place iu

distussioi'S tiurcwere productive of great good, as

well as what arose out of the class of design. lie

fumly believed lhai the .Nn liitectuial ExhibiToo did

tlie greatest good iu that way. It might not be very

appiiei'U but ifs beiK li iitl effecls were, so to spieak,

iii-ciisiuly fclr, as, V'ar after vear, the cullectious of

dfS'gns aud iuveiitinus were hrcuiglit together, aud

thought over aud eousi lered, and a fresh status of

jietfeetiim and iiuproveiueut reached. 'I'lie report

uiluiL d to another effort th.it w.as making, on xvliidi

he would say a few words, namely, ihc establishment

of a sivtahle ])laee where all the areli'tecturdl soci. ties

11 i'.ihf meit togitlier. It was a mattir that had a

most impoi-tant bearing ou the queslion be’ore them,

and he wished to cjirect a mistake as to what bad

been Slid about the terms ou which the Aichiieetural

Assoiiatiou should join the Tuion. No terms had

b en pr po.-ed, hut it had been intiiualcd that the

so.ietj was anxious to have tlieiu there, and as 'hey

were goii.g to build large gulleries, 120 (eetby 40 feel,

it was thought that 507. a >cor, or a giiiiu a a night:,

would not be loo much. He lnqied, therefore, there

would be no mi®aiqire!ieLsiou on the ma'ter, ai.d that

the pi'0| o®al would uot be allowed to fall a dead letter.

A goi d d al had passed with rc'’ercnce to givi'ig the

A'Snciation the use of rooms at the lostimte, the

lihraiy, aud so forth. Tbit iiegociatiou was uot veiy
^

well iiiunagi.d, but an npiiorlunily w.is now offered of
|

doing somcihhig else, iu which the dignily and inde-

peiid-;nee of the Association would nut be compro-

mised, and where they would uot be the tenants of

another soi-iely. No one wi.s Io iking to p 'ofit in the

ma'ter, but the main object would be sadly defeHted

if an asso'ia'.ioQ like ihe .Architectural Asroeia'ion,

bv any reason whitever, were left out of the Union,
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which was working slowly, hut certainly if all set their

shoulders to the wheel
;
and he hoped that by this

time next year the conversazionevn^y^di be held under

the roof of the ArchilecturalUnion.

The Chairman s dd they were all desirous to dwell

together as biethren, aud he considered that the

scheme of the Architectural Union wou’d benefit, not

only the Architectural Association, brit the profession

geuerally. The great end was orgauization and
unity, aud idemity of place was one of the easiest

means of cfF' cting it.

Mr. C. H. Smith saw around him many young
men uicmbcr.s of the architectur.d pro''ession, and

he was induced to offer a few observations, fearing

that they might be dele, red in their professional

pursuits by some remarks that had been made
with t-'O much weight ou the subject of architec-

tural education. It might be unbecoming, per-

haps, on bis part, to say anything about education,

seeing t' at tliere were some of the older members of

the profession, now numbered with the illustrious

d''ad, who had deemed, not himself, but such as he,

am lug the un ’ducalcd class of the community
;
and,

as rgarded what h's own individual education had

cost, be might perhaps be ranked in that class. But
be had had his eyes open all his life, and had tried to

make g>od use of his head, and he would impress

on the jouoger members of the profession that those

who waited to be instructed and taught would know
but little. They must tcai’h themselves and lesm,

for those who leirned by their own efforts aud pur-

suits were generally the best in''ormed and educated.

If we looked at times pas^, what was it taught the

Greeks to arrive at their perfection? The Romans
did not copy what the Greeks did; and what grew out

of this?—something more refined in the science of

architecture, the Gothic of the Middle Ages. No
one, he thought, would dilLr with him in opinion

that the itrclii ecturc of the Middle Ages possessed

111 re rcid science in it than architecture at any time

iu the world. There was no style of arcbilecture at

aay period ever brou.ht to such perfection with such

scanty means. Again, what was the education of

tiic class of people, the monks aud eeclc-iaslics and

others, who erected York, Salisbury, aud other

g'-eat cathedrals?—why, he believed they never passed

tlic threshold of their own doors, or, at any rate,

the threshold of their own country. Learning was

common am mg them, but they did uot have a

classical educatinn. If we loiked at the pract'ice of

tliose meu iu this couutiy who had re< cived a high,

education, we should find that, geueniUy speaking,

they had done less for at chitcctiire than those who had
risen up by their o.\u self-taught streiig'h, aud those

who had educated themselves. There was an architect

n iw deid who had a number of capiials at the end of

liis name, and even the iuiuuls R.A. who boasted that

his ediiealion Lad cost 10,000/. He had spent

many years in eoileg. s, and pnd"d himself on his

SehoIu'Ship, and u-t that guiithunan in many com-

petitions was suipasseJ aud dcfea'ed by tho^e arcln-

t'‘cts he termed wludly niieducaled. M’ith all his

10,000/. wiiith of education he w.is not aide to com-

pete with the men who tied been cducatel, as it was

called, in the ch iiidler’s shop style; while the men
who were sj designa'ed had risen to the head of

their profes'.ion. Tliere was far more to be done by

self-eultiirc than by all the colleges iu the world. Ooe
important thing was to know one’s owu country :

—

“ Abroad to ace wonders the ti-aveller goes,

Aud Ibrgeta the liue things just under his nose."

There were miny in the profes-ii-ui who had s^icnt

years a'lro-ad, withe ut going over their own oiiutiy.

He had just sufficient relish or taste fur travel to

euiible hull tu value the pleasure and facilities it gave

to those who were disposed to bemfit by it; but as

rcgai'dcd the necessity for professional education, he

thought it was cnisi'ievably overrated.

Air. Edmeston would add one fact respecting the

An hiti cUiral Uni <n. The don itiou fund w.is a matter

uf g eal. interest : it was fi;at of all formed to

mai'i Eu'l de Grey's desire, and it h«d received con-

sideraljle accession. The fund would amount to

1,000/. and there would be 60/. or 70/. of tliis that

woiilJ be i.'evoted periodically to giving medals and

rewinds to students in art. A fedure like this was

calculated to comm-ud itself to the Associrtion,

composed as it was of young men ani students.

After some observations by Mr. lliekroau, the

proposals of the Sardinian Government (first made

known in this conotry through our co’uinns), inviting

designs for priioos at Turia and Genoa, were re-

ferred to.”*

The Chairman remarked that, with respect to

pri.sons, those of Italy were considered quite models

of their kind : one at Rome especially, was spoken

of as most complete
;

so that in competing in the

matter of ihtse prisons at Turin and Geno.i, they

* Sec p. 638, nnle. The programme may slill be ex-

amined at our office. We may add, that a schedule of

prices of materiaU and workmaDship is appended.
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must not overlook the ability displayed by Italian

ai'cbitects in that department.

Mr. Kerr explained that, by what he had said on
the subject of architectural education, he did not meau
Latin, Greek, or Italian, but practical systematic in-

struction. Without that, how could any man be

said to be instructed at all ?

Mr. Benwell recalled to the recollection the career

of Sir Chi-istopher Wren. That luminary of archi-

tecture began the profession at a laic period of his

life, and we might be perfectly sure that he never

would have surcceJed in the brilliant way he did, had

he not been primarily educated in the highest possi le

manner. It w'as the primary education of that sreat

mnn that laid the basis of bis fame, and contributed

to the splendour of his career. lie commenced bis

studies at col’e^e, and went through all the cnri’iculum

of the known sciences of that period
;
but these

scienc-S were not entirely supreme. He studied the

arts as welt as tlie science.®, and it was because from

his early career he made himself an anatomical

draughtsman, that he became such amns<erof his

pencil, that when he took to tbeir own profession as

an abstract study, he had the best basis to work on,

and was, in rcaliiy, a scieniilic and artistic man before

be came into the profession. Now, if we went on in

the system of education that prevailed in this country

in the pres mt day, the great fault wc were most likely

to '’all into w s, Ihi t we should make our arcliiteelurul

students too scientific
;
fhut they would be directing

their s'uclies to geography, chemistry, niatbcmatics,

and meclumics to too great an esteu t, and we should

be told of the gcu'Iemau on whose education 10,000/.

was spent, tl at his education was too sc’entific, and
not suffieieiilly aitistic. If in our studies the stuJy

of art was made pre-emmeut, as, indeed, it must be,

to succeed iu the professiou, and t) gain the appro-

bation of the public, the result would be to show
that the schools of drawing and colouring and ait-

study were in excehis over those of science, as far as

architecture was concerned, and that a system of edu-

cation pursued upon that principle could not fail of

being eminently suc.cssiul.

Sir. Ash, art-workman, thought thA one link in

the chain of cdii'-ation and improvement had alto-

gether been lost sight of and forgotlea. The Archi-

tectural Museum, originally est.iblishcd iu the mclro-
polis for the study of art, had been, comparatively
speaking, annibilaied, in his opinion, by its removal to

Brompton. Arcliittcture emhraced not only artists,

but artizans : the fingers of the art-doer did what the

mind of the ait-thinker thought. There ought to be

a class fur practice and workiug drawings, whore the

artizan might join with the juniur architect. Tliei e

was no bone, no muscle in modern Trench and
Roman art, while, if we looked at home and saw

Gothic rising, it was Gothic with its errors perpe-

tuated. The architect of the priscnt diy had to do

bis work too much by contract, by yard, and by

sej^uare
;
and if tbty intended to move iu this new

question of education, they ought to send circulars

round to every building firm, stone-masou, and brick-

layer, and each, in his class, should be called on to

give an elementary lecture
;
and then we shonkl not

want class-education, anil should hear the practical

thoughts of practical men.

SANITARY CONDITION IN THE NORTH.
The progress of the country is at the present time

very surprising : those who tiavel tliroiigh the Imd
will notice the most extraordinary changes. Large

neighbourhoods are springing up : many town®, a

short time since insiguificant, arc iucrcasing to a

wooderful extent. Some pi ces, however, seem to be

standing still, although the rai ways have been

brought to tbdr doors. Durham, for instance, has

not advanced. In York, although the raTway whistle

is constantly challenging the IMiurter bells, the place

may be considered as abnost dond. Men stand at the

corners, or move Hslh ssly about the strerts, who
lament the change which has taken p'ace since the

clarion horn of the coach-guurds echoed in the ancient

streets. Once upon a time, the King’s Pnr'iiimeiit

was held at York, and for long after ir was con-

sidered a capital city by the rank and fashion of the

northern and iiiidbmd counties, for when convet auce

was not so ready as at present, the people of the

north of England were co.itc.ut with this far-famed

town, instead of attempting to reach London. Im-
proved roads and swift coaches led the fashion of the

whole land to London, and the importance of York iu

this particular gradually declined. Still it continued

to be a bustling place: the iucs were thronged by
carriage and coach passengers, who were glad lo re.-t

on a lung pilgidnmge, and view the beauties of the

place. It was also the chief tboroughlare for g.iods

both to and from the soutAi ; the introduction of the

railways has, however, alterid those conditions

People do not now particularly need rest at York,

andthose who wish to look at the antiquities, in many

instances make a survey, and are off again without

much profit to the place.

The now almost neighbouring town of Darlington

is sprt ading in various directions. Large manufacturies

are rising up; they arc, as a gentleman observed,
“ waking up.” Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Sunderland,

and other places too numerous lo mention, are busy
scenes of industry, which are adding to the wealth

and power of the nation. In York, and some others

of the cathedral cities, the larger and pooi'cr part of

the population seem to be sinking into poverty and
idleness. No one can admire more ihan wc do the

symraetricnl beauties of the Minster. TVe also like the

glimpses of the ancient wall, the gates, and picturesque

clumps of Louses, &c. but cannot fail to n-gret, that

when other towns are prospering, York, and places

which are siinilarly situated, should be allowed, so

far as the popnlathm is concerned, to fall into sleep,

more particiiiirly as we feel sure that manufactories

may be made handsome architectural features, and
that they can, by using proper means, be carried on
without giving annoyance from smoke. It is said

that the fenr of smoke has weighed with those who
have the b asing of lands in the old cities, which has

been the means of preventing Ibi-ir advancement.

How'ever this may be, there is no doubt the manner
in which dian and chapttr lands are let, leqnircs

great improvement. It is sarisfactory to think

that, notwithstanding the dulncss of York, sani-

tary improvements are going forward. Iu various

pnrts 1-irge sewers are in progress, and these are coc-

^t^uctld by shafts so situated, that the streets are not

obstiuiti d.

TYhen looking at soroc of those things in a pic-

turesque part, we were starlb-d by the loud tolling of

a bell, and the sonorous voice of tiie city bellinan,

who was proclaiming the loss of a cbdd
;

tliis func-

tionary w '3 dressed iu a gold-bicfd coat which

is not surpassed by any London beadle (a large co' kcl

hat added to the dignity of the costume)
;
ttds officer

])olitely offered us lus cs'-ort through the o’d parts of

the city, and visitors to Y^ork who have only a short

time to slay would do well lo avail tbc-m-elves of bis

services as a guide.

We found tbat those p'.rts occupied by the very

poor, although still rcqu'ring care and attention, are

not in (he diplorable condition of many places: the

authorities should sec, a® the sewers are completed,

that tiie inhabitants, both rich and poor, communicate

with the main drain; the innkeepers should be very

careful on this point, aud also iu providing a better

system of ventilation
;

for it is very dangerous for

travellers through fresh air to be lodged iu houses

where the atmosphere is impure. Many will have

experienced the heavy oppressive air, if (hoy rise early

in the morning, before the doors aud windows arc

open, which fill some o'" tho.m places of public enltr-

taiiimenl. The water-supp'y of Yurk is greatly im-

proved.

At Darlington, nu extensive scheme of drainage is

in course of progress; the water has been brought

from a fresh source. It is arranged that all the drain-

age shall be taken quite clear of the town. Here, also,

the drainage of each bouse into the miiiu sewer should

be strictly insisted upon, for the place shows every indi-

cation of soon becoming a large manufacturing town,

of considerable population. Tne church here, which

has a very fine spiic, has been sadly disfigured by

some iigly-looking bouses which have been built very

close to if.

It is really terrible, when taking a sanitary glance at

the adjoiniiigfowns—Newi astle-iipnn-Tyne and Gates-

head—which have twice been frarfully ravaged by ihe

chok-rn, to hear the accounts given by the people and

the picture drawn : the slieds desolate
,
the people be-

coming so jcltishtbat they re'^used to assist neighbours

iu distress
;
a sou has been obliged to perform the last

sad offices to mother and sisti r : those conntctedwiih

the graveyards extortionate to ihe poor; those who

could afl'm-d it rushing to surroumling places, and

fmdiog there a difficulty of obtiiuiug siielter if they

came from Niwcastle
;
many wisely CLieamped on the

adjuiiiiiig moor ;
business was at a complete stand-

still. We will not enter iiilo harrowing details, but

the accounts have all the peculiar featui-es of the Great

Plague, of which we have such faithful reports.

It is DOW four years siucc the disease visited this

neighbourhood, aud mu. h lougiT since the first out-

break; we bud hoped, however, that, iu the course of

lime, since even the last attack, vig I’ous measures

'

had been used by the officers of hefith, aud also

by the corporations of the two towns lo prevent a

future visit. Such, however, does not seem lo be the

case, for nothing that wc have seen has equalled the

state of filth aud neglect which met the eye during a

walk, particularly through S‘ nie of the streets on tlie

borders of “ Coaly Tyne,”— Piitewell-gate, Gateshead,

for iirstimre. ITiis slrect Iroin near tlie south

end of the o'd bridge westward, is so narrow that au

ordinaiy-sized cart and foot-passenger cannot pass

at the same time, without the latter being crushed

against the wall. Deaths have happened in conse-
quence of this. On the south side the land rises in an
almost precipitous manner, but notwithstanding houses
have been built in many instances quite to the summit,
which arc reached by narrow steps almost as steep as

Ndders. To convey any idea of the dwelling®, which
stand on platforms one above the other, would bo im-
possible. Here and there small torrents of a most
unpleasant descriplion lush down the gutters towarik

the streets. Some of this refuse finds its way across (o

the Tyiic, a large part lodges on the rotten pavement,

and forms stagnant pools. This should not be so, for

surely if the drainage is difficult, the pavement might
o-isily be made good, the streets kept properly swept,

aud patties punished, if they will net be c-lcanly, by
fine. Other parts of Gateshead are iu vety bad
condition. In Ncwcasllu affairs are but little better,

and yet the people do not express any wonder at it.

Iu plai'es where tlie cholera raged, so far as we could

gather information, but few attempts have bceu made
to improve the diaiimge. As an instance of the con-

tumacy—we may almost say madness—which exists,

it will be Worth while to mention a court leading

from Rosemaiy-lane, neir St. .Tohn’a Church, which
shows how little real care has bceu t^ikea to prevent

evil. Twenty-five years or so ago, on the first appear-

ance of cholera, a portion of the raraifientions of

courts and little squares which ex'st here was occu-

pied by a school, below wliicb, and on all sides, in the

most curious manner, were small tenements. Opposite

the school was a “ middeo-strad,” about three y-urds

square, and close to this a closi t—the only one for the

accommodation of a very large number of persons

—

is situated. There was uo drain from it, and the soil

and refuse were le't lo ting. On the first attack of

cholera not a single room which surrounds this un-

draineJ spot escaped. Many deaths happened
;
and

this was the case again, we are informed, on the last

occasion. Surely, we thought, an improvement must
by this time have been made. It cannot be pos-

sible tbat this open cesspool has been pirniiltcd to

remain after so much sacrifice of life : a drain has

bien made to the sewer, the pavement is made good,

and the sink-holes are all trapped. But, alas ! such

is not the case, 'fhcre is the same arrangement of the

closet, the soil collected rs of old. Oihcr sp-ts may
be mentioned where the same unchanged ccndilions

may be observed. Have the authorities been asleep

for a quarter of a centHry ? Whut is the use of sani-

tary inspectors and officers of hearth, when such

things are allowed lo continue ? Our re nlers would

not be interested in detailed accounts of the unsani-

tary st'ite of various parts of the town: suffice it to

say that the place wants great and immediute attention.

In one pirt near Summer-hill, an unbuilt area of

some extent is left belwi cu two rows of uewly-fiiiislied

drainage, from the backs of which streams of black

j

water were flowing, and collecting in pools, and in somo
instances running down the centre of the adjoining

^street. Why do the people of Newcastle-upon-Tyne

I

and Gateshe id allow such a s'ate o*' things to continue ?

I It is both discreditable and da girous. We have con-

I fined this notice to those parts which are chiefly
' occupied by the working people, and those more

j

poorly olT, but will return lo this subject more in

' detail.

j

North Si.ielJ®, which at one time was spoken

!
of by the peojdc of Newcastle as a ve y dirty

j

place, has been surprisingly improved. We believe

j

that a proper system of dr.iinage lias been carried

out— the gully holes are traj'ped, and the streets

jvvdl swept, llic back-shims, too, are well kept,

and it is easy to perecivc tb it a careful supervision is

1 persevered in : wliatscemsto be chiefly wanted is the

* provision of closets to the hou-cs. Mauy arc wholly
* without a comm' da'ion of this kind, aud sea-

faring men complain of the various malUTS which are

thrown upon the shore at morning and night at low

tide. The water fir general use should also be laid

into the bouses of the poor ;
it is not so now. The

ev 1, however, is putly met by numerous plugs which

are stationed at the corner of streets, in courts, &c_

where water cin be bought at a farlbing a “ skecH,

full, a vessel containing about three gallons and a half

DISTRICT OF ST. GEORGE IN TIIE EAST
AND ST. BOTOLl’H WITHOUT.

At a uieetiiig of the Metropolitan Board of Works,

held Oil Friday, 2nti inst. Mr. John Billing was

clect'-d to the vacant di>trict. eurveyorship. There

were eleven candidates, who were first reduced to six,

viz. hlessrs. Jobu Bling, Tress, Redreiau, Aitebison,

Bi.ruc;f, and Earle: and" these by successive votings

were eliminated.

Middlesex Archeological Society.—A meet-

ing of ibis socU'ty was held at Hampton Court Palace,

on Monday, Oit. 5th, when the attendance was very

considerable. The Rev. Thus. Hugo acted as cicerone.

We may give some mimoiaut’a next wecL
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PLAN OF THE HOYAL VICTORIA PATRIOTIC ASYLUM.

THE ROYAL VICTORIA PATRIOTIC
ASYLUM.

Tiie foundation stone of the Victoria Asjlum,

it may be remembered, was laid by her Majesty,

on Saturday, the 11th of July last, at \V ands-

worth-common. The cost of erection is being

defrayed out of the surplus of the Crimean

patriotic fund, which fund in all amounted to

1,4:-16,985L and the surplus to 178,000/. of

which latter sum 38,000/. were devoted to the

erection of the building, and 110,000/. to its

endowment.
The design of the new asylum is based on

that of well-known hospitals in Edinburgh.

The view we now give, together with the plan,

will explain its aiTangeraent. Mr. Rnode
Hawkins is the architect.

An inscription is to be placed in front of the

edifice, in Latin, and in English, to the follow-

ing effect ;

—

“For the Orphan Daughters of the Soldiers,

Seamen, and Marines, of the Realm, now and

henceforth, England, her Colonies, and Indian

Empire, aided by many not subjects of the

Crown, erect this Asylum, from a part of the

Patriotic Fund formed in 1854-5, at the desire

of Queen Victoria.”

A TOWN WITHOUT A NAME.
Your correspondent of last week, "A Tax-payer of

forty years’ standing,” lives in the most populous

borough in England, contaioing the longest, broadest,

and what might he made the handsomest street in

England, running in a straight line completely

through the borough. But the borough, though

containing half a million of people, has no name of

its own as the other metropolitan boroughs have.

Though it contains the richest port in the world, it has

no corporation of its own. And the great street, like

the borough, has no name, being in one place called

“Whitechapel High-slreet,” in another “Mile-end-

road,” and the borough distinguished by the patch-

work appellation of “the Tower Hamlets,”

If this borough were incorporated, and a aama

given to it, property would rise in value, and the

state of things mentioned by your correspondent,

would speedily be changed. The corporation should

consist of a mayor, recorder, aldermen, and portmeUi

I might mention incidentally that seven of the largest

ifnotihc handsomest churches in London are within

these liberties, viz.— Shoreditch, Hackney, West

Hackney, and South Hackney, Limehouse, Spital..

fields, and one which has five towers. W. S,

Buildings in progress at Lee in Kent.—The

first stone of a block of buildings to be called Dryden

Terrace, according to the South London Journal, was-

laid by Mr. Hugh Lawrence, with masonic ceremonial,

on the 22nd ult. Tiie site of the new buildings is in

Grove Park. The ground has been purchased for build-

ing purposes by Messrs. H. R. and G. Wright, of Lee.
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THE HOESE OE GEOKGE STEPHENSON.
Thousands have travelled miles to visit the birth-

place of Shakspeare, Newton, and other men of genius

who have passed away—but whose names and works

are held in grateful recollection—and it would now
be considered a sort of sacrilege to destroy those

memorials. It is to be regretted that there are not

more of such relics, and that so many have been

carelessly destroyed. It is generally thought that we

possess a better feeling for these matters now than we

did formerly,—but this is not certain. We nro told,

for example, to the contrary, that the picturesque

cottage at‘WclUngton-qnay,ncarNevvcri6tle-upon-Tyne,

in which George Stephenson, the engineer, for some

time lived, and in which his son Robert was horn, is

about to he demolished, and a school, it is said, will he

placed npon the spot. All must he glad to hear of

the rearing of schools, but they need not be built on

spots which render necessary the removal of matters

of interest. In this case there is plenty of ground of

no great value close by, on which the school-house

may be built, and the existing building, which is so

intimately connected with oue of society’s bene-

factors, and his scarcely less eminent son, be secured

(with care) for centuries to come. It should be borne

in mind that, as years roll on, the fame of George

Stephenson will increase. Let the school he built as

near to the residence as the authorities think fit, and

then the teachers- from generation to generation, may
point to the place and mention that in that humble

cottage a great man once dwelt, who, by his perse-

verance and genius, 'benefited the world, and raised

himself to a high condition, and advise them that

they have the same oppi/rtunity, provided they follow

his example. Surely the corporation of Newcastle-

upon-Tyne, to whom this
'
property belongs, and in

whose hands we are told iHifatc of the dwclliug rests,

have not sufficiently ‘Considci^ the subject, or they

would not have sanctioned Ihe-r'enioval of this memo-
rial of two of the borough’s mofet eminent citizens.

THE BROTHERTON MEMORIAL, SALFORD.

I AH induced to ask you to allow me the oppor-

tunity of replying to some portion of the grumblings of

your two anonymous subscribers, “ A Wanderer ” and

“Vulcan,” whose grievances you pcriiiitted to be ex-

pressed in your papers of the 19th and 26tb uR,

respectively.

As a reader of your Journal for many years

past, I have observed many complaints on the subject,

and have been impressed with the feeling that com-

petitors were not gent-rally dealt with in a fair and

liberal manner ;
and when i foiuid myself in the posi-

tion of having, as one of the honorary secretaries of

the Brotberton Memorial Committee, some responsi-

bility in regard to competition designs, 1 determined

that no just cause of complaint should, as far as my
power extended, exist in this case.

The direct aud flagrant inij-rcpre.sentations of “ A
Wanderer ” and “ Vulcan ” have completely removed

from mymindtheimpressioii before referred to, and have

caused me to believe that it is not generally the want

of fair play and justice in the committees having to

decide upon competition designs thut occasions these

continual complaints, but that it is the impossibiliiy

of deciding so as to satisfy the uusiiccessful and un-

rewarded competitors, that anjtliing like justice, con-

sideration, and judgment, have been e.tercised.

“ A Wanderer” commences by stating that the de-

cision of the committee seems to him “unjust to those

whose designs could be erected for the stipulated sum,”

and that it is another instance of a picture dcrigu

gaining the first prize,” and is a “violation on the

part of the committee, the judges, and the competitor.”

He then asks, “ Of what use is the missive canopy

resting on the hair of the heads of the e'ght celestial

figures ?” &c. He then elevates himself to the scat of

judgment, and iu the language of mortified vauRy ex-

claims, that “it is too bad for the noble art of archi-

tecture to he treated in this style,” and he then goes

on in a most extravagant manner about “ Paganism

with a vengeance!” a “poor copyism from the

heathen days of the Greeks!” and other equally

abusive aud improper language.

I might simply answer the above by declaring that

every assertion above quoted is false, aud all 1 he indig-

nant inferences and disparaging epithets are unjust,

and totally inapplicable. But I may add, that the

canopy is supported on eiglit columns, at the back of,

and forming part of, the angelic figures, as your cor-

respondent ought to have seen by the drawing and

the basement plan along with it, if he had wished to

I criticise with faii-ness.

It will be satisfactory to your correspondents to

i know that the selected design can be erected according

1 to the specification for the amount specified
;
and that

: a tender to do it at that sum has already been sent in.

] If it could not be erected for the sum specified, the

( committee would certaiuly not feel bound to retain it.

Your other correspondent, “Vulcan,” appears to

have had his indignation and mortification aroused,

and his judgment blinded, by “A Wanderer’s” com-
plaints, aud repeats more confidently bis misrepre-

sentations that “ a heavy spire is wholly supported on

the heads of ciglit angels,” &c. “Vulcan” even

condescends to notice that his design was returned to

him “in a heavy storm,” and therefore implying thit

the committee maliciously selected such a day for the

purpose of spoiling his valuable design. The “ six

tenpenny nails ” he mentions were small tin tacks.

The glue'' he so often refers to as used for the

labels and for his direction, was the ordinary gum
arabic; and the '''glue-brush" was a caniel’s-hair

pencil. 1 need not repeat his scurrilous language in

describing the design, as it is only a very impotent

attempt to add greater force, by more positive asser-

tions, to the exaggerated mis-statements of “ A Wan-
derer.”

As this subject appears to have been considered by

you of sufficient iraportauce to give so much space to

it, I think your readers and the public will be glad to

know whether it is possible to prescribe regulations

so as to be salis‘'actory to any except the winners of

the prizes ?—and, if so, what are they, and how should

such competit'ons be conducted? I inclose you here-

with a copy of the advertisement, aud a copy of a

printed circular issued to all applicants. A printed

copy of the descriptions appended to each drawing,

with a number substituted iu the place of the name
(where such was given), was sent to each cimpetitor

whose address was known
;
and a copy was hung up

in the room, with the drawings aud models.

The whole of the designs were exhibited to public

inspection in a convenient room of the Royal Museum,
Peel-park, daily, from July 13th to August 21st, before

the committee made any selection. The selected

design, and the m-del to which the second preniiuin

was aw’arded, have remained open to public inspection

iu the exhibition-room to this date, having never been

removed from the room, notwithstanding y’our cor-

respondent’s assertion to the contrary.

Jn this competition everymeiuher of the committee

has been desirous of aetiug with the greatest f lirness
;

iu proof of which I may mention, that the author of

the selected design was personally unknow'u to myself

and to everv member of the committee; and when

the selection was finally made, and the scaled envelope

opened which contained his name and address (Mr.

T. Holmes, architect, Bury and Manchester), none of

the committee knew him, or had ever heard of him,

except that his name was the same as the architect’s

to whom the oue-hundred-guineas prize hod been

awarded for a competilion design for the Liveiqiool

Free Library and Museum ;
and on further inquiry it

was found that he was a Livei'pool architect, who had

been some years in business at Bury, and that he had

roceutly ta*keu offices in Mmichesler, and was the

author of the one-huiidred-guineas ])rize design at

Liverpool. After the severe criticism by his brethren

in the profession, I think it would he only fair to the

successful competitor, and a proper termination of

this subject, by your engraving, for the benefit of

your readers, the selected design for the Brothertou

Memorial. If you will do so, I shall he glad to

furnish you with a copy of the original drawing for

that purpose.*

David Chadwick, Hon. Secretary of the

Brothertou Memuriiil Committee.

p,g__I bave made this communication solely on my
own responsibility, aud without consulting the committee

;

but it may be right that I should say that the Committee
of Selection, appointed at a public meeting of the sub-

acriiiers. consisted of the following gentlemen Stephen

Heelia, esq. Mayor of Salford; Sir James Watts, Mayor
of Manchester; Sir John Potter, M.P.

;
Sir Klkauah

Armitage, J.P.
;
Mr. Alderman Kay, J.P.; Mr. Thomas

Uazley, J.P.
;
Mr. Alderman Uiggius; Air. C. U. Rickards,

J.P.j aud Mr. Alderman Langwortby, J.P. D. C.

THE CBIMEAN MONUMENT, SHEFFIELD.

\Ve have already printed the award of the referees

in this matter. Let us add that the model to which

the first prize has been awarded by the umpire is by

Mr. Edward "VV. Wyon, of Loudon. As the site to

be occupied is at the junction of three roads, the com-

positiou is triaugulur. Its maiu feature, says the

Shefield Independent, is an obelisk, which, with a lofty

base, would he 40 feet high. At the foot of the

obelisk stands an angel, 11 feet high. The figure

stretches forward, with each hand giving a wreath,

designed to recognise the services both of our army

aud navv. At the hack of the monument are doors

significant of a tomb. Ou either of the two sides of

the triauglc are bas-reliefs, which it is suggested

should consist of representations of Alma and Bomar-

suud. At each angle are tablets, for the names to be

recorded. At the foot of the obelisk, but not at the

base of the structure, are cannon aud other military

emblems.

The second prize is awarded to IMr. Goldie, of the

firm of Weigbtman, Hadfield, aud Goldie. Its base is

* This we will do.—Ed.

octagonal. Tuere are four ascents of steps, with four
bistions interposed, each bastion supporting cannon.
The pedestal has four faces, on each of which are bas-

reliefs representing Crimean actions. The names of

the fallen are inscribed beneath suspended garlands

on projecting bnttresses or pilasters at the angles.

The pedestal has its base moulded (with stone seats

between the buttresses), and its cornice sculptured with
the national emblems. At the four angles over the

buttresses rise square detached pedestsds inlaid with
mirble, and having moulded bases and foliage capitals.

These support niches earned by marble shafts, and
protectiog statues 7 feet high representing the allied

kingdoms. Iu the centre of these four niches rises

the main feature of the design. Upon a cluster of

coloured marble columos, with an octagonal granite

shaft in the centre, is a large canopied niche. It is

richly moulded, arched, crocketed, &c. with angels

bearing the shields of the allied kingdoms in the pedi-

ments of the canopies, with lions on marble shaftlets

supporting gilded vnues at the angles. The canopy
consists of a pyramidal stone roof, bearing as its finial

the crown and orb of England. Beneath the groined

roof of this canopy sits throned upon lions a colossal

female figure represeutiug England victorious, resting

on her half-sheathed sword aud crowning her heroes.

It is proposed to adopt the portrait of the Queen as

the head of this ideal figure. An inscription gene-

rally commemorative of the objects of the monument
runs round the pedestal at her feet. ITie materials

for this structure are Aberdeen granite, Connemara
and Derbyshire niarbies, and Darley Dale stone. Ve
believe that the committee have unanimously adopted

the latter design as that which shall be erected.

BLACKBURN INFIRMARY COMPETITION.
Moke than seventy designs have been received, ive

understand, and have been open to public iospcction,

Mr. Lang, to whose letter on the subject we have

already referred, says, “A very few are excellent in

their iuternal arrangements, superior indeed to any

hospital erected in this country. These evince great

labour and careful study on the part of the architect,

and a complete appreciation of the requirements of a

receptacle for the comfort and cure of the sick. . . •

The great majority, although very compact, aud there-

fore 81 itahlc for a mansion or a hotel, could never

be adopted as designs for buildings for the nuinerona

sick without dropping their character as ‘charitable

institutions.’ Pray let the buildings spread out, the

laud is cheap enough
;

avoid unnecessary dead walls

as you would the plague, and hate a passage between

rows of wards as I do hospital gangrene.”

Great complaints are made as to the manner in

which the drawings are hung. One writer says,

—

“Five of my plans are missing, not exhibited at aD,

and one of the five happens to be the important. In
addition to this, four plans of those which have

chanced to receive exhibition arc hung in one place,

aud two in another. How, then, is it possible for

public opinion to estimate one justly ? Instead of my
plans being hung in a series, here are four in one

place, two in another, aud five not to he seen. Nor
am I alone badly treated. Of several descriptions I

notice palpable omissions. Of one I vainly endea-

voured to find the ground-plan.”

The editor of the ’Preston Guardian confirms the

truth of these statements, hints at the exhibition

of much nnfairuess in the hanging, and calls upon

the ooramiltee to refer the designs for selection to a

small uumher of surgeons and architects, and accept

their decision. "We can scarcely believe a statement

which has reached us, that the decision has already

been made

!

A bazaar has been held in the town in aid of the

funds, and has produced the handsome sura of 2,500/^

A larger amount will he available for the building than

was at first anticipated.

WELLINGTON MONUMENT.
\Thile reading Mr. Bontell’s remarks upon the

designs for the Wellington monument, exhibited in

Westminster-haU, I hoped he was about to remove

all doubt as to what kind of monument would be

really suitable to perpetuate the memory of the noble

duke; for I conceive there must he much uncertainty

felt upon this point, if I may judge from the various

opinions which have been expressed. I was, hovvever,

much disappointed when I had read the description of

his own design. Iu fact, I feel more assured that the

sculptors are not so very far wrong iu their notions

of what a monument should consist of, as some of the

critics suppose. It is manifest that monumental

design should not usurp the place of history
;
nor

should a monument be expected to record the events

of a man’s life. This is one fault in Mr. Boutell’s

design. It enters too ranch into detail, attempting to

commemorate, it would seem, others as well as tie

duke. I should object also to a reclining statue, it
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being a long worn out idea, repeated ad nauseam,

conveying the idea of neither life nor death. I ask

if the duke was ever known to be in the position and

dress at the same time, as Mr. Boutcli would repre-

sent him. If not, and often so, such a description

must convey a false notion of the man. Then his

design could not be properly executed for the sum

proposed, and if it could it would be much too

crowded to be chaste and elegant. I agree with him

that the monument should be classical in its charac-

ter, but I cannot perceive this in his design. What
is the character which is suitable to St. Paul’s Cathe-

dral? I reply, by saying that most of the best

monuments there already are suitable to the building,

and that nothing but want of taste and ignorance

could have denounced them, as some critics have

lately done. I believe that no man now living has a

better notion of what a monument ought to be than

Flaxman had ; and what do we see in his designs ? A
grand outline of the person and character of the

deceased, as they appeared in the life. All little

matters, such as trifling events, family descent, &c.

are regarded as unworthy of the one grand idea.

With this groundwork a lesson should be taught to

the living : and I cauuot but think that the lesson

the duke’s monument should teach, may well be

founded upon the motto of his oVlII goat of arms,

“Virtutis fortuna comes.” D. H.

THE SANITARY STATE OF CLERKENWELL.*
The population of the parish of Clerkenwell, in

1851, was 64,778, and at the end of 1856 is esti-

mated to have been between 60,000 and 70,000. The
number of poor in the district is large, the population

being almost entirely engaged in maoufucture. Coster-

mongers, in considerable number, here live in the

midst of dirt and filth, intractable in sickness, and a

plentiful source of metropolitan thieves and ticket-of-

leave men. They spend the least possible money in

rent, and hence live in the most wretched hovels,

qnitc unfit for human habitation. The other sanitary

conditions under which they are placed arc equally

bad. The number of inhabitants per acre in the dis-

trict, is about 180, which is by means so dense as

various other parts of the metropolis, such as St.

.Giles’s, 221, or East London, 290. The number
of honses iu 1851, was 7,549, giving eight persous

to each house. To have preserved this relation, 647
new houses ought to have been built by the end of

1856; but while very few have actually been erected,

many have been pulled down, so that the district is

more crowded than in 1851 ;
and many of the houses

are close and crowded, as in courts, ill-ventilated

and extremely dirty. Walls of rooms covered with

stains of destroyed vermin are quite an ordinary

sight. Drainage there is either none, or it is very

imperfect. The soil is saturated by foul cesspools

cvolring the most ofi’ensive odours, and sometimes
there is but one closet for fifty or 100 persons; often

none at all. In some houses donkeys occupy the

lower rooms and human beings the upper. Two-
thirds at least of the houses in the district are de-

scribed by the medical officer, from whose report we
quote, as being in an unsatisfactory state in regard to

such particulars as those instanced. Even were many
of the houses cleaned, they would be quite unfit for

human habitation, being so small and confined.
“ It seems,” remarks Dr. Griffith, “ as if there

were some difficulty iu general ia providing proper
dwelling-houses for the poorest classes. The model
lodging-houses and model buildings are beyond the

reach of the very poor. WTiat we require is the pro-

vision of two rooms, at a rent of between Is. and 2s.

per week. Why does not some philanthropic indi-

vidual organize a company to provide these? If the

present dwellings of the poor were in a more perfect

sanitary state, more rent would be obtained than at

present, even if the charge were less
;

for the inter-

ruption to employment, occasioned by sickness, death,

and burials, arising from their wretched condition,

would be done away with. One small model lodging-

house exists iu the district; but the rent of the

apartments (Ss. 6d. and 6s. per week), is too great

for the poor to pay.”

The New River water forms the general supply of

the district, and on the whole this is, perhaps, one of

the best kinds of water to he had as yet in London.
The amount of organic matter in it Dr. Griffith con-

siders to he as small as possible, and the water is clear

and sparkling when filtered, as in the New River
reservoir. He, therefore, does not agree with the
Board of Health report of its impurity. No article

of diet, he remarks, is absolutely free from impurity

—

a slice of the finest bread contains millions of fungi

—

the entomostraca are bmt minute lobsters which die
as soon as they enter the stomach, or if boiled, they
become red, and are undoubtedly nutritive, 'rhis is

upon the Sanitarv State of Clerkenwell

i-T Griffith, M.D. Medical Officer for
CJerheawell

:
printed by order of the Vestry.

precisely what we semi-seriously urged some time

since, while speaking of the New River water. The

very air we breathe abounds with the germs of the

lower plants aud animals. Microscopic organisms

taken into the stomach, urges the reporter, have

never been known to exert any injurious action on

the human health. Living animalcuJse, too, have the

merit of consuming the dead and decomposing organic

matter which would otherwise abound in almost all

water,—even in distilled water exposed to the air.

The quantity of the New River water, however, is

still miserably deficient. The company refuse to

transmit a more frequent supply, and insist that the

landlords of the dwellings of the poor ought to pro-

vide larger cisterns. Doubtless they ought, but the

company ought also to give more frequent supplies,

and the failure of landlords to supply some thousands

of larger cisterns only renders it the more essential

that the company should do their duty.

The report of Dr. Griffith, on which the present

article is based, is an elaborate document, which treats

of many subjects connected with the welfare of the

district of which he is the medical officer, such as its

manufactories, its slaughterhouses, cowhouses, and

other nuisances, the sickness and mortality of the

district, its edibles, the state of its churches, &c. &c.

During the year 1856, 350 nnisauces had been

remedied, such as choked up drains cleared out,

offensive cesspools filled up, foul hones, &c. removed.

But it would take ten years, the reporter adds, at this

rate of diminution, to remove all tlic enumerated

and specified nuisances which still exist iu Clerken-

well.

DOINGS IN TVISCONSIN.

A NEW theatre, called the “ St. Charles ” theatrei

was recently opened at the Market Hal! in Mil-

waukee. Messrs. H. Friend and Brothers, of East

Water-street, in that city, have erected a new iron

front building to their commerciul establishment.

The La Crosse and Milwaukee Rdlroad has been

opened to Columbus, and the Milwaukee and Horicon

line extended to Berlin. Sheet-iron cars, cushioned

inside, are in use on the Baltimore Railroad, and iu

one instance, one of them, loaded with eighty har?^
of flour, was precipitated down a steep embankww
without doing it material damage. The village of

Horicon has gained 800 in population within the

last year. Nine miles of track of the Watertown

and Madison Railroad are laid, and eleven more
ready for the iron : the entire road to Tlanchet-

ville will soon he in efficient operation. The Directors

of the Fox River Vall(;y Railroad Company are about

constructing the line from its intersection with the

Milwaukee and Belvil Railroad, near Harrisburg, to its

junction, at the Stale line, with the Fox River Valley

Railroad of Illinois, a distance of thirty-two miles

;

Mr. Charles Paine, engineer. Martin’s celebrated

pictures of “The Last Judgment,” “The Great Day
of His Wrath,” and “ The Plains of Heaven,” are

being exhibited at Milwaukee. Three palatial resi-

dences are in process of huildiug at JIadison, on

Pickncy-street, near Mendota side; one for Aider-

man Van Slyke, built of Milwaukee brick and

Prairie du Chien stone, to cost about 15,000

dollars; that of Mr. McDonald wholly of sand stone,

at least 20,000 dollars; and that of Judge Cote,

mostly of Milwaukee brick, something like 4,000

dollars. The first two were designed by Messrs.

Donnell and Kotzhock of that city, and the last by

Backus and Brothers of Chicago. A fire on the night

of the 5th of September destroyed a manufactory of

Messrs. Sawyer at Pittsburg, and property to the

amount of 12,000 dollars, whereas insurances were

but effected to an amount of 4,000 dollars, and which

falls on the local offices. Gray’s tannery at Chicago

was burned lately at a loss of 40,000 dollars, insurance

12,000 dollars. Rembrandt Peale, the distinguished

artist, and the only one living to whom Washington

sat for his portrait, is uow in his 80th year, and

living at Boston : he visited Europe in 1809, and

painted Thorwaldsen. The new church of St. Demas
and St. Dives was opened on the first Sunday in

September: a few of its published recommendations

are very ludicrous, and we note the following from the
“ Evangelist Journal.” " The liberal construction of

the pews in regard to size is intended to accommodate

the prevailing expansions in the matter of

costume; and they will he furnished with moveable

,
antique chairs, enabling occupants to direct their

,

vision to any part of the church
;
and those of an

inquiring mind to inform themselves as to the regular

attendants at church. An honour entitled the ‘ Privi-

[

legium Ecclcsise’ is conferred on certain subscribers

' of 500 dollars per annum, who have the right of

entrance and exit by a private door most curiously

constructed, leading into a beautifully furnished

apartment communicating with the main entrance

;

and by which means persons of nice and refined tastes

! may avoid the crowd and dust consequent on a large

1 congregation, &c. &c. The worthy doctor (Good-
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as-the-hest) insists that a short nap is admissible and
preferable to an unequal combat with Morpheus

;
and

therefore the antique chairs above alluded to are pro-

vided, and so constructed as to afford every facility for

its enjoyment uninterruptedly.”

NEW STREETS IN SUB-WAYS.
The Metropolitan Board of Works having disap-

pointed the expectation of the public during the first

eighteen months of its existence, the inquiry arises.

Why is it so ?

This is a Board comppS^d of gentlemen selected

from the various districts they are authorised to

iripr''^fc, especially the streets : it is to carry out new
views iu our old capital, with active determination to

accomplish them promptly, and without delay. But
instead of examining the n^^roposals for improving

the streets, the wholeA^Sro^jf surface paving has

poisoned tbc deliberi§!otis of this Board, and nothing

new or modern is properly attended to. Of course,

sub-ways are not to be considered of for a moment,
because there is too much in them that is new. So

that gas aud steam could have bad no place in their

assembly
;
and Mr. Rowland Hill’s admirable plan

for posting letters would have been lost.

This old leaveu must give way to the progression

of science, and modem intelligence must win the day.

We do not uow want old wom-out fooleries,—no oil

to light the streets, or horses to draw carriages on

roads. This Board must keep pace with the times,

and accomplish improvements they were established

to introduce, by new plans for new periods.

My experience with the Metropolitan Board of

Works is a decided case of the truth of these remarks,

in the fact of their blind preference for old-fashioned

ideas. T! y cannot forget them, and forsake them
(hey will uot, until the folly of referring to them is

too ma..itest to he longer continued.

After some previous communications with the

Board, I wrote a letter, in May, 1856, somewhat his-

torical of sub-ways, with reflections on the difficulties

at that moineut attending their introduction into

London, au extract from which is here given

“ The rise and progress of this invention were pro-

duced in consequence of the continual interruption of

the streets of London, and all large commercial towns,

from the stoppages in them, for access to the pipes in

the ground, and to the sewers, which called for a

remedy.

This presented itself to me in 1817, by the con-

struction of sub arches, in which to place, and get to,

them, without opening the ground and stopping the

thoroughfares, for which I obtained a patent.

This invention was acknowledged by the public and

all scientific men to be quite sufficient for preventihg

. the stoppages in the streets.

The full account of this I published in a volume,

and dedic-ated it to the king.

Since this patent was obtained, the beautiful inven-

tion of railw'ays has been established, which has largely

increased the importance of siih-arches.

The construction of sub-arches iu streets was, pro-

perly, the work of the Government, under an Act

of Parliament; but at that period there existed a

Board of Sewers, consisting of about 800 noblemen

and gentlemen, together with numerous Paving

Boards, of two or three thousand influential men,

throughout the metropolis. All of these would

he interfered with, should sub-arches be made ;
con-

sequently the ministry could not stir in the matter at

that instant.

Iu my volume on sub-ways, at page 424, 1 sug-

gested the entire abolition of the Sewers Commission,

and of the numerous Paving Boards.”

This hold suggestion iu 1828 has since then been

adopted. There now are no Commissioners of Sewers,

and no Act of Parliament Paving Boards : they are

all gone.

But this letter, in May 1856, having new matter,

has received no attention from the Metropolitan

Board of Works! No inquiry was made into the

subject as to the merit of it, or any investigation into

the truth of its statements !

Having shown you, sir, how the past has been em-

ployed for improving the streets of London, and

paving got rid of the obnoxious sewer commission

;

also of the many -headed commissions of London

paving ;
what remains do be done for the completion

of the work ?

There slill is a difficulty, a considerable difficulty,

which exists in the very system itself; in a fondness

for old plans, however erroneous and had. This

sj'stem must give way to modem views and enlight-

eued knowledge: this corrupt system must be abolished

and the schoolmaster come forth to plant usefulness

into our proceedings, which has so long been lost

sight of, to the hindrance of our progress.

This is the boldest of all the proposals to improve

I

the streets of London.

I
What 1 destroy the system itself, which has directed
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the management of the streets for so many years P

Yes
;
because it is a bad system, and the streets are

in a shameful condition as to their capacity to receive

the crowds who throng into them. They are all on
the old plan of surface paving, which won’t do : a
better one must be substituted. The method of

making new streets upon the surface in old cities, by
pulliug down houses and committing great wrong to

the inhabitants, must now give place to the modern
plan of making subway streets below the surface,

which will benefit all anil injure none.

This can be done by the Metropolitan Board of

Works, whose powers, under their Act, enable them
to do so. John ‘Villiams.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Leicester.—A considerable addition has lately been

made to Gallowtree-gate chapel, Leicester, by the

erection, in the rear of it, of a building of two stones,

the lower one intended for a Sunday-school for boys,

and the upper for on infants’ and girls’ day-school.

Two class-rooms adjoining, for elder scholars, are also

provided, and below these ministers’ and deacons’

rooms.

Cheford.—Messrs. R. B. Edmnndson and Son, of

Manchester, havejust finished a stained-glass window
for Chelford parish church, Cheshire. It is of three

lights, and about 12 feet high. The subject of the

window is the birth, crucifixion, and ascension of our

Saviour, and the whole will be surmounted with

tracery. At the bottom of the window is the follow-

ing inscription, which records to whose honour, and
by whom it was erected :

—" In gloriam Dei. Pre-

sented to the church out of regard for John Dixon,
esq. by his tenants and neighbours. Anno Domini
1857.” The window is to be placed in the new
<hanccl, and on the sides there will he four single-

light lancet windows, also of stained glass, one repre-

senting Faith, and the others filled with ornament.
Messrs. E. and Son have since received a commission
to execute two windows for Manchester Cathedral.

Chesterton {NewcasUe-itndcr-Lijne).—A Wesleyan
Chapel, the corner-stone of which was laid on tlie

19th of May last, is so far completed as to be now
open for public worship. It is in the Gothic style.

The scnicture was designed by Mr. Robert Edgar, of

Stekt
;
and the work has been carried out by Mr.

John Sale and Mr. James Sale, of Chesterton.

CoUshill.—The church of Colesbill is about to be

restored at th^ expense of the vicar and his brother,

Jlr. Digby, of Sherboume Castle, in Dorsetshire.

The cost will be 6,000^. The church is to be restored

after the manner of Trinity Church, Coventry. There

are to be no gorgeous pews for the rich, nor sit-

tings near the door for the poor, but the pews are to

he open and free, with cushions and hassocks in ah.

The readers of English history will know that it was

in the churchyard of Coleshill Oliver Cromwell

planted his cannon and sent forth his thunderbolts

against Maxtoke Castle, now in the possession of

Mr. John Fetherston Dilke.

BaJdershy.—The Church of St. James the Apostle,

at Baldersby, erected and endowed by the late Lord

Downe, with cemetery attached, has been consecrated

by the Archbishop of York. The church, which is

situate midway between Baldersby and Rainton, and

about an equal distance of five miles from Ripon

and Thirsk, has on the side of the west end a

tower and spire 160 feet high, and is visible from a

considerable distance. The style of architecture is

the Early Decorated. The architect was Mr. Butter-

field. The east window, of stained glass, represents

the “Transfiguration,” and the west window contains

armorial bearings of the founder, and the families to

whom his ancestors have been allied. The chancel is

lined with alabaster, and on the floor in front of the

choristers’ seats is a slab of white marble, inlaid with

brass, in memory of the founder. In the place of

pews there are open benches and ecclesiastical chairs

capable of seating considerably more than 500 per-

aons. A peal of eight bells, by Taylor, of Lough-

brough, is placed in the tower of the church.

Doncaster.—The foundation-stone of St. James’s

Church, Doncaster, according to the local Gazette,

was laid on the Ist inst. The contract, undertaken

by Mr. AVilson, of Grantham, is for 4,000/. The
: area of the edifice, says the paper just named, “is

; almost the same as the nave of St. George’s, Don-
I caster, though the dimensions are different, St. James’s

1 being 113 feet by 52 feet, while the nave of

t St. George’s is 64^ feet wide, but only 91 feet long.

! Not only has the church the same architect as

t St. George’s, but the same clerk of the works is lo

1 be employed. The contract is entered into with

t the chairman of the company, but it is understood

1 that he is represented for all practical purposes by

I his SOD, Mr. E. B. Denison, Q.C. who, in the first

ii instance, suggested the general design of the church,

} Mr. Scott, of course, undertaking the architectural

J details.” The first memorial window in the new

pariah church has been completed. It is erected (in

the south aisle) by the surviving brother of the Rev.
H. Cape, for many years head-master of the grammar
school. The window consists of three compartments.
The design is the production of Mr. W. Holland, of

Warwick. In the tracery there arc six different repre-
sentations, that at the lop being “ The Holy Father,”
and immediately below, on each side, “ Angels, with
harps in their hands.” Across the centre, are oak,
vine, and thorn leaves, and the base is occupied at

each end by two angels bearing mottoes.” In the
middle is an angel hearing a crown of glory. In the
“ Consecration of the Temple,” King Solomon is seen
standing before tbe altar invoking the blessing of God,
snrrounded by priests and the children of Israel.

Above is “David despisia.” The side light on the
left is appropriated to the representation of the pro-
phets Isaiah and Jeremiah, and David slaying Goliah

;

whilst the opposite one contains the prophets Daniel
and Ezekiel, the historical scene being “Shimei
stoning David.”

Ryehill {Newcastle).—The church, schools, and
hospital of tbe Virgin Mary, at Ryehill, are highly

spoken of by the Gateshead Observer.
“ The Gothic

structure at Ryehill, designed by Mr. Benjamin
Green,” says this authority, “promises to be one
of the finest architectural works of the ancient

town of Newcastle. AVith its steeple (not yet com-
menced), it will he nearly 200 feet high

;
and when,

in addition to the hospital (already built), the school

and master’s mansion are reared, and the grounds
(about four acres in extent) are laid out, the eye will

have few spots in Newcastle on which it can rest with

more pleasure. AVe would particularly draw attention

to the sculptured work of tbe church, executed .with

so much softness and feeling in the ordinary freestone

of the local quarry. The whole bears the imjjtcss of

thought and taste. It bas that indescribable charm
which is communicated to rude stone bj a refined

mind and a cunning hand; and the Church of the

Virgin will survive in after ages, to bear, witness that

art was not degenerate in our own. The sculptors

arc, we believe, Lincolnshire men of the name of

Peele.”

Kelso.—The Kelso Chronicle states that the erec-

tion of anew Roman Catholic chapel in this town will

be proceeded with immediately. The site will be on

ground belonging to the Roman 'Catholics at the head

of Bowmont-street. The contractor is Mr. Black, of

Kelso.

Ahjth {Perth).—The consecration of St. Nioian’s

Church, Alyth, took place on the 16th ult. It had

been recently erected by four of the congregation, at

a cost of 1,500/. It is built on a site, comprehending

a burying-ground granted by the Earl of Airlie. It is

seen on entering the village from the south. The style

is Norman; the architect. Mi. Bryce, of Edinburgh
;

the contractors, Messrs. Kinmont, mason
;
Macintosh,

carpenter; andAValker, slater. The church consists of a

naveand semicircular apse, extending about 70 feet in

length and 40 in breadth, with a vestry on the north

side, and on the south a porch surmounted by a tower.

It has an open timber roof, which, together with the

open benches and the rest of the woodwork, is deeply

stained : the whole of the floor is paved with encaustic

tiles.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEAVS FROM AVALES.

Llanfair-yn-Eubwll.—The church here has been re-

opened, after having been restored. It is situated

within half-a mile of the A'alley station, near Holyhead,

and now forms an object visible to the travelling spec-

tator from the Chester and Holyhead Railway. The

church is in the Third Pointed style. It consists of

a single nave, 47 feet 6 inches long, by 20 feet wide,

outside the walls. The western gable is surmounted

by a bell-cot or turret. The church, by the restora

tion and re-arrangement effected, has been made to

accommodate about 100 persons, at a cost of about

250/. In the principals of the roof, which are of old

oak, and formed part of the former roof, the curved

pieces are continued from the collars downwards, in
'

tbe thickness of the walls, to within 2 feet of the

ground. The other timbers of the roof, together with

the slates, have been entirely renewed, and in the

north and south walls, new square-headed windows,

with foliated lights of the Third Pointed period, h.ive

been inserted. The east window has been dressed

over, and the upper compartment filled in with stained

glass, representing the lamb and banner. The whole

of the internal fittings have been replaced with more

uniform and commodious sittings of deal, stained and

varnished. The architect employed was Mr. H.

Kennedy, of B mgor, and the contractors were Messrs.

Lloyd and Co. of Llanfair-yn-Eubwll.

Chepstow.—That portion of the Chepstow cemetery

appropriated to the members of the Established Church

has been consecrated by the Bishop of Llaiidatf. The

new cemetery is situated on an eminence, nearly a

mile from the town, on the road leading to the village

of Mathern, and consists of five or six acres of ground,

with a porter’s residence at the entrance. Passing
through the entrance-gates, up a centre drive towards
the chapels, on tbe left is the ground appropriated to

the Established Church ; on the right, the uoconse-
crated part. The main building is placed near the
centre of the ground, and consists of two chapels and
vestries attached, with an archway connecting the

whole. The chapels and entrance-lodge are built with
native Blue Lias, and Bath stone dressings, in the

Middle Pointed style of architecture,—both chapels

being nearly alike. The internal fittings are of deal,

stained and varnished, and the timbers of the roof

arc stained and show below the ceilings. The build-

ings have been erected from the designs and under the

superintendence of Mr. S. B. Gabriel, architect, and
the ground laid out from the plans of Mr. Fenton
Hort, of Hardwick House, Chepstow.

Merthyr-Dovan.—On Monday, the 21st ult. the

parish church of MerthjT-Dovan, near M'envoe, after

being restored, was reopened by the lord bishop of the

diocese. The celebration of this event was attended

by a large congregation. The church is an example
of the local AVelsh type of a village church, and con-

sists iof a nave with western tower and south porch

and chancel, of the Perpendicular period of Gothic

architecture, with a few fragments of earlier work.

The fabric had fallen into a lamentable state of decay,

absolutely unfit for the performance of Divine worship.

It has been restored by Messrs. P'-ichard and Seddon,

tbe diocesan architects, at a cost ^ ^ about 427/- The
original character has been presf” ‘d, the dilapidated

.'portions of the walls having
’

• rebuilt with more
additional windows : the roof of the nave is entirely

new, and the several gables have been coped with

stone, and prouded with crosses. The chancel has

been refurnished with a vested altar-table standing

upon a foot-pace, with stalls for the offii-iating clergy,

and screen at the chancel arch, with a lectern. The
nave is furnished with chairs made for the purpose,

and a temporary lectern for a pulpit, and the old stone

font-bowl has been mounted up'^'n a new base and

steps, and fitted with an oak cover, with ornamental

wrought ironwork : the bells have been rehung in the

tower, and the churchyard put into good order, with

the surrounding wall repaired, and new oak gate.

Velin Foie {Llanelly).— The new church at this

place (dedicated to the Holy Trinity), is now nearly

completed. The edifice, says the Cambrian, is of a

cruciform plan, consisting of nave and chancel, north

and south transepts, south porch, and vestry on the

north side of chancel: the space between the west

end of vestry and the east wall of noi-tb iransept,

which is now left open, wUl hereafter bn formed into

an organ chamber (for which preparation is made in

the construction), with arches in the transept and
chancel w'alls for the sound to pass through into the

body of the church. The external dimensions from
west to cast, exclusive of the projection of buttresses,

are 102 feet 6 inches, by a breadth of 24 feet 6 inches,

and the extreme width across the transepts from north

to south, is 51 foci 6 inches. The tower, which is at

the junction of the nave, transepts and chancel is of

the full width of tbe building, and is carried up a few

feet above the ridge of the roofs, being a height of

41 feet, and at that level the timber spire com-

mences and rises 58 feet additional, making a total

height of 105 feet from the ground to the top of the

vane. The timber work forming the spire is con-

structed on framed trusses resting on the tower walls,

aud these trusses or principals are attached and

bolted to open arched framing, w'hich is supported on

Bath stone corbels built into the tower walls. These

arched ribs or framings, arc exposed to view from the

floor of the church. The church is built of the native

stone, of a gray and iron tint. The dressings of the

doors and windows, porch, &c. are of Bath stone.

The whole of the roofs are covered with Staffordshire

tiles. In the east wall of the chancel is a 3-light

window’, fllled in with painted glass. The subjects

are " Faith, Hope, and Charity,” represented by

female figures, each occupying one light, and in the

tracery of the upper part of the window arc the Agnus

Dei, the Holy Spirit represented by a dove descend-

ing to the earth, and other emblems. The windows

at the west end are also of painted glass, of a scroll

pattern, as also the small windows in the upper part

of tower. All the remainder of the glass is of a

yellowish tint. There are large 3-lighl windows of

varied composition in the gables of north and south

transepts. 'I'he roof timbers are wrought, exposed to

view, and stained and varnished. The seats are open

throughout. There is accommodation fur about 320

persons, including seats for children, which hold

about 100. The pulpit and font are of Baih stone.

The passages and the chancel are floored with Staf-

fordshire paving tiles, and the church is heated

with hot air. The work has been executed from

the designs and under the superintendence of Mr.

R. Kyrkc Peiison, of Swansea, at a cost of about

1,900/. a considerable portion of which bas been con-

tributed by the members of the Nevili family. The
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wlole of tbo work bas been executed wilhout contract
|

due soulb, is relieved from all sameneBS of aspect by

or coutractor, Mr. Ricliaid Kevill, of Velin Vole,

havini? devoted much time to a supervision of the

works", iu order that the architect’s design might he

efficiently carried out; and the ariangemeuls^raade,

pinnacled gable tops, and by rounded turrets at either

end. The windows in each slorj' are faced with red

brick, with corbels and mouldings, after the fashion

of the old French chateaus and English manor-houses.
H.iii I'ic.iHiy cai 1 leu uub, ituu i ixv , iu*
adds the have resulted in a 8atis'‘aclory The chimneys are made to subserve a decorative pur-

completion of the structure—much credit being due pose, being highly ornamented, and the tuirets, w^heu

. ..VI 1 L_ 1.*—.. I...MW rttv iVirt /vvvnvrBl of xk ill 1x0 orruviipil l>v iTiachicolated battle-
to the local mechanics who have been engaged on the complete, will bo crowned by machicolaled batllc-

Work. Her Majesty’s Commissioners lor Building meats. The front entrance is approached from^what
WOIh. aici iuajeobj a o , k.

. 3 1I„

additional Churches contributed 100/. towards the will be a spacious lawn. The ground nsM graduoLy

funds and the Incorporated Society for the Building to a teiTaced embankment in the front, allowing of a

and Bulargemcnt of Churches and Chapels made a ' wide sweep before the great portal, which is gained
1 Sr\ 9 -1X1. . 1 _.x t. U.. « .fl « r .v.1rvi.rv a.4 xw-t I Ix Kcil II fcf TiJ M (»& HI Pill

grant of 150/. The style of archifectnre adopted is

of the Early Decorated period. The consecration

will take place about the middle of this month.

PROVINCIA.L NEWS.

TFIiia/esey.—Tht tuwQ-ha1l of Whittlesey lias been

re-erected, from a design by Mr. R. Rowe, of Cam-

bridge. The building has been carried out by Messrs. — v,.. x.x...^.x.-.....j. r“- '

BeuLtl .na Sou, of WhiUlesoy.
,

T„e st, le Ib Mo,lorn ch^ ,
f *,7 tub™ c to ei

by a flight of steps, adorned wilh balustrades in cut

granite. The central portion of the building is laid

out specially as the conventual dwelling of the

Christian Brothers Community. It is completely

apart from the section of the house appropriated fur

Die deaf-mute inmates, yet intimately and imme-

diately connected with the asylum department,

through the medifim of entrances reserved solely for

the transit of the community. The school-rooms.

Bennett ana bon, ot D tnuiesey. me siyie is^viouciu
ox-p pnfprp,!

aud the material white bricks, with moulded ,

of the chapel have borders of various coloured orua-

mental patterns. There is a basement story, con-

sisting of school and committee rooms. The con-

tractor was Mr. William MuUan.
Wexford.—Tne first sloue of the Crimean Monu-

ment Wxia laid^.'on Thursday, the 8tb iost. by his Ex-
ctlleocy the Enri of Ciirlisle. The site fixed fur the

monument is at Ferry Cdrrig, near AVexford, on the

ruins of King John’s Castle or Court, and opposite

Fitzstepben’s Tower, the first castle built by the

Euglish in Ireland. The monument is to be erected

to the memory of th| W§xford men who fell in the

Crimea daring the list war. The design is iu the

form of one of the old Irish round t'Wers. Some of

the cannon captured at Sebastopol are to be placed at

its base, and the names of all the persons who fell

belonging to the county engraved on the round tower.

The grounds all round are to be tastefully jdanted.

Mr. Willis is the architect. Four stained glass

windows by Hardman and Co. have been set up in

the church of the Immaculate Conception here. The

great cast window has seven lights and traceiy. In

the ceu're light is represented the Crucifixion of our

brick dressings : the tympanum over the entrance-

door is of Minton’s tiles.
_ |

Bundry .—The building of new schools for this
,

by doors leading to the turrets of which we have Lord, with figures of the Virgin, and St. John the

spoken. These turrets rise to the full height of the I Evangelist, the Holy Ghost descending from above,

.^•ix* X X 1 - ..V.VI /V Irxml nnivAlix xi'xxnrxl r\er eiti-x-.Ilinilxiil IxV fifTllI-Pfl Op 1l ft OAH
buildio'g, and each encloses a self-supporting geomc-

j

aud angels weeping, surrounded by figures of fifteen

Bundry. ihe bmiaing ot new sc lo
, sniral st-iircase of stone with landings and saints, standing upon foliage of vine work. In the

pariBb baB been ,.. Afler paBBing the ' tracery are half flgarcB Sf Abraham, MeseB, aed
the 29tli alt. bemg the festival of St. Jllcliael, the

tb. U,l.nh chcchlm with avnrnoriate texts. Thistnc aatii uit. oemg me lestivai oi oi. luicuaei, mu -• . ."i
' t..,* ..ciinri Hu*

palroe saint of Dunlrv, ,vus fixed upon ns snifable for
,

entrance-baU, there is a long

*
The s,;hools, built Ibom the design of

^

entire breadth o he bniiamg. At one end ot this
the opening.

Mr. S. B. Gabriel, of Bristol, consist of one room. corridor, to the left, is the great school-room, some

36 feet 0 inches bv 1 8 feet ;
c’a-s-room adjoining ami ^0 feet in length by 36 feet in

master’s house attached. Thev are iu the Gothic (and. indeed, aU the others) is fully 20 feet m height

* n. X... AA1I.AA. A..AAAA.1 IvTT X I .VX VX mF/ Pra M f )V W M ] f i ll IS
style of architecture, and cost about 750/. The d if- "x'x • V a ' e b.vssxnt

ferent works have been completed hv the several bid the jointed and varnished do.ir of Ihe apartment

contractors, Mr. Broad, of Wiotord, Mr. Weeks, of »>iove. At the other extremity of the corridor is an

Chew Magna, and Mr. Henrv Milsoni, ot Bristol. apirtment of egnal exieot with the school-room

iriuMiavea.—U a receo't meeting of the White- Ibis will be used as the chapel of the insUtution nnlil

haven Town and llnrhmir Trust, Lord Lonsdale Bald the committee sliall be enabled to erect a more smt-

the trustees >t previ.iiis meetings had determined »iild o>ldiee. It is already in course of dc.'oratioo.

to erect a floating dock, but some ditriciilty existed on The mtennediate snaoe on this floor is oecupie.t byThe intermediate space on this floor is occupied by

account of tlic^iiouev. Thev were aulhotized to meeting-rooms, library. &c. of ihe brotherhood.

the ceiling crossed by iron girders, above which is

BOILER EXPLOSIONS.

Numkrous accidents of kte have called my atten-

tion to the means necessary for showing when the

feed-pump is at work, and what quantity of water is

passing into the boilrr duriug the working of the

pumps. I, therefore, propose the use of a valve

similar to the throttle-valve, or, wh'it would be better,

a flap-valve with a lever arm on the outside of the

box (forming part of the feed-pipe), with a counter-

balance having a tendency to cl <se the valve, and

working agaiust a quadrant-face to indicate the posi-

tion of the valve within. This box should be a trifle

larger than the feed (and placed so as to be seen by

VAVVV— the stoker), but having an area (aTer deducting that

. session for an Act nuthorizing the trustees to borrow uppim torpi'K^iraiiracTs, ly valve) equal to the diameter of feed-

money on the credit ot tlic harbour dues, on security »“<! nre store-rooms. 4ce. Ibe basement

repayable at such periods as mav be agreed upon, stoiy contains the grand refectory ® °

m*. 1. ;.A„„e.i,. ..elFnci frx 'Pi,rx cr.«x.«. kitchcus and offices at the other cud of the bnver cor-

accouuc OE iiic monev. inev were auiuorizcu 10 .— .>.w, —
borrow to the extent' of ISO'.OOOk for an unlimited -Ascendlnga staircase to the next floor, there is a long

period, bat of late years, since railroads and extensive
,

corridor, as below
;
aud at either cud, over the school-

C oi late years, since raiiruaus ana cxieusive •-vit.xxw.,
,

.....a >

docks were beiagcoDstrueted.pooplchadhettcroppor-Toim and chapel, are two dormitories, capable ot

tunitics ot inv, sting their monev, at.d for short hulding rinrty beds each. The mtennediate space is
luuaius ui iuvi siiiitr iulii uiviiivi, auu lui ouuil — o ,

. . .
-

.,

periods, than when the Act was pnased. lie would occupied by the cells and oratories of the community .

Knr,.r,.r.-x ncL- tLp nrxxxB/xnt. nf tlip iHfvn'LxfT In n rc.-ioLi- Tlicre orc gliss door.s lit cuch ciid Ot CQcli comdor.

Isaiah, find cherubim with appropriate texts. This

was presented by natives of AVexford now iu America.

BaUymiity.— Two st;iined glass windows were

ereded iu the R.C. church here last week, by Mr.

Michael Hughes, of AYexford.

therefore ask the consent of the mcc'ing <0 n ruv/iu- o-
•

. • ,1 1 ti
tion that apuliration be made to ravli.auu'ut tlie next clulOnn have no acceis within (hose doors, llie

. .... , <1..A AAfA A ....aaI... 1.- F.x.xil.iF fiFrtanfFATnpnt.

p'pe.

It will at once be seen that the water pressure

must keep the valve open, imd the arm outside will

le»“
“ ta;!!“"“rjasic made iu the

;

indicate Ss positiun on tim Lee of the quadrant
i
tat,

dSng1 cperaTon, ronnre^^^^^^ m^kUVot 1 -dl from ihe luwest to the uppermost story, whh
|

if by partial stoppage of the area of ee -pipe the
^ - -•

-t a salary (if 300/ landings on each corridor, whereby trays with pro-
,

pressure on ih.Vvdve bcc )mes duLimsIie'), the aim
new wet-doi'k, &c. they would expect a saiury (II ooui. -b-' ““ >

’
i ,

*•
;

‘
-ii a • j-

i i ...i, , T Ii-ixf+

per annum, eielnsive of .all aetnal travelliag and other visions and n-cesiaries can be Jn"™ "P ,b.*
'J.l'

at once indicate, and to what exlen*. I tinst

L„r„.sr». Thev also uronoaed lo cliarue 500/. fortlie a windlass. There is a hot and cold bathing depart- this vv.U he the
expenses. They also proposed to cliarge 500/. fortlie

drawings and seclions which the works would from meat, wherein the baths are constructed on the newest

time to time r( quire. The cluii 1 considered 500/. principle.

too large a sum f.-r the working jdans, niid it was .

Portrush .—The ceremony of laving the fuundn-
’

• ° ^ RESTORATIONS IN EXETER.

_ . .
. . . Sir,-^May I be permitted, through the medium of

was instructed to proceed with the quav.yhig of U"k, M.P.^ at Portrnsh, on Monday before next impression, to direct public aricutlon to

liking jiiUHX, itiiu It, xxaa .

- - w .
jy 1 1 f

moved th=it a committee be appointed to coui'cr with liui-stonc of an obelisk t-i the memory ot Hie late

Messrs. Kendcl respecting theircharges. Mr. Huirell Dr. Adam Clarke was performed by jMr. James
‘ ° . , T 1 1 rtl I. IM T> a4- Daa(f.i..Vi ixn ATixii.loo lll.f.XrA

means of calling scientific men’s alten-

tioQ to tbe evil. Edwin Moore, Engineer.

stones.

Sunderland.

hist. The B.Ifiist and Ballymena, as well a? the Lou- iinpioveineiit recently made in the exterior of

- The Gray S.-hools, which were
1

doiderry and C Icrainc, anti the Ballymciia a id Port-
'

Lawrence’s Church iu this city? The old plaster

founded iu 1823 havin'-- bdu found inadequate to ru^h Railway Compaoies, having reduced thdr fares ^-Litih so much disfigured the building has been re-
’ .. . .

.
• 1 .. 1 1 . :— A

-j-(xjit: nimiber of - . . n. . c „ _...i aI..,-a1. a,... nmU
ived.meet tbe pressing demands of the populous district in

,

‘^^‘rably on that occasion, a _
-i x l

—
which they arc situated, have beeu rebuiP. The old persons, says the Coleraine Chronicle, avtuied them-

j

„ith llaldon con|

premises have beeu soht, and tbe money realized by"i selves of this opportunity to wdniss ihecercm-uy. rj-ciR, are of a f

a grant from the Privy Comieil on Education, has en-

abled the managers of the school to prtjvide accommo-

dation for 500 chililrtu, viz. 250 boys aud 250 giils,

'

with a mister’s residence Httached. Tbe site occupied
I

stilly standing
1 jt__ _A Jl.. .. A..*l. -i. a_._1a aI-aLa ! rktx/xlxcL' IX'1 11 Vi fix,

The walls of the tower and church are built

conglomei ate, and the stones, having been

premises have beeu sold, and tlie money realized bv-, scuus (ji luu. uifp-jnuimj- iu x.nii-o^ . rj-cu-, are of a fine colour. The tower has been oraa-

theii- sale being added to private subs Tiiilions, aud to Tiie obelisk stands at an angle of two rouds-midway jnen'cd with Ba'h stoue battlements, with a figured
- ^ . A. .X xn . .

. between the Harbour and the Railway Terminus— on (;ornicc. Tiie walls of tbe church are also ornameuted

,0. ' au eleviitcd pl'd o'’ the g'ouud on which the lile Dr.
^yjt, i embrasures of the sane kind of stone. A new

•
i Adam Clirke himself built a school-house, which is np^r .priate in deign, has beeu erected, and an

.X ..,.xxxox,,.xx..w..x.x.. AX.X. x.xx. X.XX.X ,xx,xx
,

loding aud well attended by children. The (igure i;f Eliz ibeth is placed in a niche over it.

b^'iheTeT’bViahigrrs' thrnoTt^^^^ ;
obelisk will have a base 7 fe-t square and 8 feet high, uPored appearance of the smred edifice renders it

Sunderland Towu Moor. Each school consists of from which the monument will rise to a height of an oruament to the higher part of the city, as it is one

three rooms, one of wlih'h c m. .nmm.it-.I.itr with thfx 42 feet, which will, taking info consideration tbe ele-
' of the ere itest improvements thit has recently been

other two is fitted up
classroom. A plav grouii 1, phiv-shcd, and lavatorv, - - - - — - ^

&c. are attached to' each sebooh
* The character oflhe

!

of the obelisk will stand a life-sizc statue of Dr. Lon and plasterers’ work seen m the new prebcndal

buildings is English Domestic of the middle of the
I

Ghuke, contributed by his American admirers. The residenliary, near tbe west eud of the cathedral, and

thirteenth century. The work has been ex"ca’cd by
' ‘-hapcl to be erected at Portstewart is from a plan by to some extent removes the stigma from the city

Mr. Alexander Thomsoo, of Suiiderlanl, from tbe:Mr._AV. J. Barr, who is also the architect of the which the alteration of the rcgistry-officetothepre-

desigus aud under the superintendence ofMc. Austin,
i

obelisk, hir. M'Laughlin, the builder of the new tijiQjal resideutiiiry had east upon it.

of Newcastle, architect. The amoiUit of 'he contract, Town-hall at Coleraiue, is to build the mouumen'. 'ibe restoration of the clinrch refem-d to is a

j

!’««/«.—The fouiiJaliun-stone of a new Town-h.-ill practical rebuke to those church surveyors and

j

has beeu laid at Tuam. Mr. James J. Boylan is the churchwardeas who have a mania for plisterlng and

architect, aud Air. A. Egan the builder. whitewashing : the last mentioned is cliaracteristi-

The opening of the New Wesleyan cally namel “ churchwaraen’s polish.” Another in-

DuHin—St. Joseph's (B.C.) lastitnlion for the Chapel at Omagh took pkre on the 25th ult. It stanee might be given where the stonemason s skill

Deaf and Dumb at Cabra, designed by Mr. Ch irles is situated iu the west end of the town, immediately could be exercised to advantage. St. i lary ilajor s

Geoghegan, architect, aud built by tbe firm of Bear- beside the site of the former chapel. The design of Church is in the Ca'hedra^-vard, and in proximity o

I luoui. a'.iacu aciiutji cijuaisis ui --xainx ..f...... ...w ... - vi lic»iijxvx,o xv. ..... ...j,.-.. j-— ,

• of which cm mmic itiiig with the 42 feet, which will, taking info consideration the ele-
' of the gre itest improvements thit has recently beer

ed up wilh a callcry, and used as a ' vatioii of the site, give it a mean altitude of at least made ia it, conlrasling wed with the had taste ex-

120 feel above the level of the sea. Close lo the bfise hib'ted in the fine specimen of iirchitecluralrestora-

includiug all the school-fittings, &c. is 2,400/.

AVORKS IN IRELAND.

hau Jiiiii wi JJC41- uuaixju iiiu aiiu \Ji lilt luiiiici j-ux. xxx.oi^.i xvx ,

x /'il. l. TJ. fl

wood. Brothers, is now nearly comulet' d. It stands the buildiusis Gothic in style, ami the principd Icature that fine old building St. Peter s Church, ihe south
- • *

. x‘ 1 X . , A ...*. .... . X , X . '1 rrxi r ..-.1. .fA.Lt, ,1. ....«!. a ofrxixix pvifil-lrir WuiiSt
in Hie centre of a fertile and well-cuclosed tmet of consists in simplicity wilhregnrd to detail. The roof side of this church exhibits a stone extemir,

between five and six acres in exteut, situated iu a is constructed iu the modern style, being lofiy and the north or front side is covereii over with j) as er.

beautiful suburb bounded by the Cubra road and the showing the principals. The pews have carved Gothic Surely the parishioners of St. Mary Major o^ y

high road to Navan. The building is iu the Tudor bench ends, and are wilhout doors. Tbe windows, of require to have their attention directed to the im-

style. It is constructed of solid granite masonry, which there are six iu either side, are glazed with proved appearance of St. L-iwrence s Lhurc ,
(3

and rises to an elevation of three lofty stories, indc- enamelled glass, and relieved by borders of amber induce them to set about restoriug the extenor o

pendent of the basemeat. The front, which faces ' colour, while those behind the pulpit and in the front their own church to its original heiuty. A lew ays
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ago a workman was seen laying a vile mixture of

lime and saod on the walls of St. Olave’s Church

:

better far to let them remain untouched; as, iu addition

to the depraved taste and offmsive appearance of

plaster, it tends to promote decay iu the stone.*

St. Olave’s Church is as c.ipnhlc of being made an
ornament to the lower part of tlic city as the church
of St. Lawi’cnce hns become to the higher. In the

name of common sense, I would ask, what are the

members of the Exeter Architt'clural Society engaged
about, tliat they do not exert themselves iu such
matters ? A.v Obseuvee.

DEVON AND CORNWALL BANK
PLYMOUTH.

Tins building, which is situated in the leading
thorough '"aic of PInnoulh, was, iu its origlunl form,
designed by ^Ir. Wiglitwifk, and cai ried'out under
his superintendence iu the year 1S47. It was erected
on the site of old prem'ses, which were entirely t ikcn
down, being insuflicii-nt iu s'ze for the tlien lju>incFS
of the baiik.^ In 185G the still increasing operations
of the Banking Company called for a further exten-
sion of the buildiug

; and architects in the neiah-
hourhooJ were inviled to compete, and furnisli
designs for the enlargement. Messrs. D.imant &
Reid, of Plymouth, architects, were the successful
competitors: aud, uuder their superintendence, the
building was completed early in the present year.
The building, as executed by 5Ir. Wightwick, in-
cluded one ot the porches and three compartments of
the bank windows on the gr.jund-lloor, and the super-
structure. The architeots of the extension have cou-
trived, by a very slight alteration to the further
window, to conveit it info a portion of a rcntral
feature, which is furlhcr expressed by tliepcdium in the
attic, on which is to be placed a group of character-
istic sculpture.

The new portion was erected bv Mr. .Tohn Mar.-ball
builder, of Plymoutli, for 2,6007.

;
and contains on

the basement door a poiter’s residence, with strong
room.s, lavator'ea, and other offices. Ttie grouiuL
floor is devoted to bank purposes; and on this floor
IS also tiic maiu entrance to four commodious sets of
chambers, which oci upy the first and second floors.
The lower floors of the new building are tire-proof.
The material for the walls is the limestone ot the
neighbourhood. The front above ground-floor is

covered with stucco, and the ground-floor portion,
including piers between the windows, is of granite
from the Gimnislalce quarries. The piers and balus-
trade, which arc part of the new design, aud enclose
the areas, are of Peurhyn granite.

LORD COLLTNGWOOD'S MONUMENT \T THE
MOUTH OF THE TYNE.

Near the beautiful and far-famed ruins of Tyuc-
mouth Priory is the colo-sal statue of Lord Col-
lingwood. The figure of this great admiral, in
whom Lord Nelson put so much trust, stands on a
basement of considiTable height, and looks grandly
over the sea: the features have an expression of great
self-reliance and vigilance. The taste whicii placed
this effigy near to ihe spot on which the warrior was

! born, and iu the sight of thousauds of bo:h Englishmen
and foreigners who plough this impoitaut ocean

I thoroughfare, is worthy of praise. The basement of
I the figure is well composed and forms a small foit : iu
I front a flight of steps leads to the plinth of tlie figure,
and in suitable places c.mnon bris'le towards the sea.

. Most persons who visit here will take the oppoi tunitv
of making a close inspection of this w'ork, and viewing

i it from different points; the path, however, is not the
I roost convenient

; but,havingsurraonuted these trifling
1 difficulties, and wishing to sec the effect from the
1 ' west, I proceeded in that direction, wh'n a voice,
li loud as if a speaking trumpet had been used, hailed
[) me to stop. In due course a police oflicer approached,
I and asked, in a fierce voice, “Arc you aware you are
li trespassing ? what’s the use of putting up boards with-
'j out people read them.” We mentioned that boards, as
b he called them, were placed in all direction.®, and yet
li hundreds of persons were there, and must consequently

see, sir, that’s nut this
6' field.

.

Submissively obeying the instructions of tlie

f'.muctionary to depart, we met two ladies endeavouring,
irwith great difficulty, although they were lut over-
biburdened by crinoline, to force their way through
Ifcthe enirance towards the monument: this entrance
ccconsists of some upright posts cunningly placed in a
Pcircle, with one in the centre. The ladies complained
loto the policeman thnt the passage w'as narrow.
'“Vary, raa am, vary, it’s to keep the donkeys out.’’

I I could not conceive the use of this entrance at all. If

ststrangers are to be summoned in the Dogberry vein
3393 trespassers; it would be better under the present

* This was obvious on tha removal of the plaster from
SiSt. Lawrence’s Church.

circumstances to shut it np, so that neither Christians
nor donkeys could find admission.

But then, sir, lhis is a public monument of great
interest; and, knowing the consideration which has on
all occasions been shown by the duke of Northum-
berland, to whom the laud adjoining belongs, to give
pleasure to the public, T venture to hint, in the hope
that it may, through your pages, reach his grace’s eye,

that a little inclosure could be made witli very little

trouble, to which the admirers of both art and warlike
genius might find easy entrance, and that if this were
done it would give satisfaction to numbers of visitors

to the mouth of the Tyne, and at the same time put a
stop to trespassing. Londoner.

NOTES UPON IRON.
In consequence of Wednesday last being the di.y of

national Immilialioii and prayer, the quarterly meet-
ing of the iroo-mastcis which should nave been held
there on that day, was luld on Thursday at Birming-
ham. It was then determiued to adopt the decision
of the preliminary mcet'ng of 1 tst week, iu regard to

ihe prices to be demanded by the trade in the ensuing
quarter, wh'ch have nominally bicn 9/. for bars, 10/.

for hoops, and 10/. 10s. for sheets and pldes. \Ye
say nominally, because the hon«s that have professed
to be guided by those rates h'lve maintained them only
so long as Ihiy were tolerably well supplied with
orders. When this was nut the case, tiicy got the
best prices that (hoy could, and there are instances in

which a lower price was quoted by a “trade” house
lhau by a house uncoiniccled with that confederation.

The truth is that the detenmuation of Thursday, and
that of the prclimiiiyry meeting, mean that the best
prices that can be obtained shall be secured.

Most of the works continue tolerably well employed
upon the general ff scriptions of merchant iron. The
orders are certainly fur small quantities, but they are
scarcely worked out before others come in. There is

a marked ab-ence, iiowover, of all orders for railway
purposes

;
and an order for a thousand tons of raanu-

tactured iron would now be v'ewed as of ci nsiderably
more inagnilude than it is gem-rally regarded. It has
been some time since an invitation fur a contract
excited so much at'entiun as that of the East-India
Company for 1,500 tons of plates and bars, which
was decided upon by the Directors on Thurfdiiy list

weprisumc, Wednesday, the advertised day fur the
decsion, having been the National F.'st and ilnmdia-
tion-day. Must of the housts in South Staffordshire
have tendered for it. No work was done ot the
several forges iu South Staffc.rdshire on AVedneaday
list from six in the morning till six iu the evening.
A determinat'on, contrary to all precedent, was come
to at the preliminary meeting that ihe works should
be closed during that time.

TIIEkTllES AND SCENERY.
Iloi/al Princess’s, London. — The rapidity with

which theatrical decorators effect their work is often

very surprising, and this we think will be felt on
Monday, when the public see what has been done in

Mr. Criarles Kean’s tlieatre. It seems, and, indeed,

is but a few days since Grisi and Alboni were singing
there, in the midst of its dirtiness, and now from top
to bottom a new face has been put upon it, aud the
whole looks sparkling. The general tone is light,

—

cream colour and gold. The ceiling displays allc-

gorica! figures of the seasons. The panels under
the private boxes, present a scries of paintiues iu

encaustic, comprisiug on the Queen’s side, “ Fal-

staff ovir the Body of Hut-pur,” “ Piospero suni-

moniug Arie',’’ “ Hubi-rt aud Aithur,” and the
“ Caldron scene iu Macbeth ;” and on the opposite

side, “ Ilaralft and tlie Glmst,” “Titmia iu her

Bower,” “The Trial of Heimione,” " Richard II.

resigning his Crown,” and the “ Vision of Queen
Katherine.” Between the panels, ex'endiiig also

round ihe dress circle, is a series of Sliakspeiian kings,

John, Richard II. Henry IV. Henry V. IRnry VI.

E Iw.ird IV. Richard III. Henry VI 1. and Henry
A'lII.— all at full length and veiy well painted. Mr.
Kttckuck has executed the work. The ebundedier

hrs been remodilled and improved, and Mr. Telbin

has painted a new drop, wherein drapery half ojicn

discovers a statue of Sliakspea'-e on a pedcsial.

The general effect will be best judged of when the

house is lighted for a performance.

Theatre Poyal, Dublin. — AVe hear that at last

arrangements are on fool for re-decorating and modi-

fying this structure, which for many years past has

been in a tattered and filthy state. The present

lessee, Mr. Harris, has done much towards the im-

provement of dramatic exhibitions in Dublin, and it

is not doubted that with bis characteristic spirit, we
shall see this structure, in point of ta^te, rank with

the best of its designer’s (Beazley’s) works. Mr. John

McCurdy is the architect. AVe also hear of alterations.

additions, and decorations to the Queen’s Royal
Theatre, in the same city.

The Arrangement of Theatres.—Sir : It has long
struck me that the inner form of our theatres is

very imper'^ectly adapted for the purposes of scenic

representations. Th's is particularly to be remarked
iu the coustruction cf what are called the boxes (a

very inelegant and inappropriate tenn by tlie way);
the side-boxes near the stage command a too-cloie

view of the operations going on at the wings. As we
arc about building anew a theatre on as extensive a

scale as old Cowrit-garden possessed, it is worth
while discussing the best form for its vecon-

atiUitiou. It has occurred to me that if the auditory

portion wire of a conical shape, having its base at

the commei.e. m'nt of the stage, the stage being also

conl-iil, d'.'crcasing to the back—the bases of the two
cmjcs moeliiig—the impcrfictiuns from a too close

survey might be removed.

—

Thurso.

RECENT PATENTS.*
Charles Cowper, Southamplon-buildings, Chan-

cery-lane, London.— Making Drains. (A comitiuni-

(:.itiun.) Dated February 17th, 1857.—The patentee

claims, firsily, tbe improvement or improvements in

making drains by boring or making a series of vertical

holes and boring a horizontal or nearly horizontal

hole from one vertical hole to another by means of a

boring tool or mole worked from above the surface

of tbe ground by racaus of machinery or apparatus

commmiicaliug with it through the aforesaid vertical

holes substautially as hereinbefore described. Secondly,

the improvement or improvemeuts in making drains

by boring or making the vertical and horizontal holes

as aforesaid, and drawing in the drain-pipes by
attaching them to the boring bar as hereinafter de-

scribed. Thirdly, the improvement or improvements

in making drains by boring or miking the vertical

and horizoulal liol s as aforesaid, and then lining the

inside of the hor'zmlal hole?, or of both the vertical

aud horizout-il boles, with a plastic composition intro-

duced rmnid a ranndiil, which is aftenvards withdrawn

as hereinbefore described. Fourthly, tbe improve-

ment or improvements iu making drains by boring or

making the vcriieal and horizonlal boles as aforesaid,

and then hiking or hardening tlie inside or the lining

of the horizuutai hole?, or of both tbe horizoatal and

vertical holes, by means of fire, as hereinbefore de-

cribed. Fifthly, the combination of parts forming

the machine for boring the vertical holes, hereinbefore

described in reforeuce to fig. 1. Sixthly, the combi-

uat'on of parts forming the machine for boring the

vertical holes, bcrcinbefure described iu reference to

figs. 16 and 17- Seventhly, the various combiuations

of parts forming (he different machines for boring the

horiz'mtal hole.?, hereinbefore described.

J. II. IlEADLEn’.

—

An, Improved Mode of Manu-
facturing Artificial Granite in various Forms, and
Plating or Veneering the same with Alarbte,

so as to present an Krlerior of Marble, and an
Interior of Slone or Granite. Dated Dec. 12, 1856.
— 1. Take good clean sand, and to this add a

portion of fresh-burnt lime, reduced by grinding to

an impalpable powder. Incorporate these two sub-

stances intimately. The natural dampness of the

sntid will slack the lime, which, in heating, will cau-

terise the silicon, and form a thin fibn or pellicle of

lime over each sivuiu of silica. AVlien the composition

has become cold and amalg.imated, it is moistened

with water until sufficiently dnrap to pack. This

composition 'orms the granite or coarse base of the

articles to be moulded. 2. Take granulated marble

(pulverised carbonate of lime), and mix it with

ground unslacked lime in the same proportions and

manner as tbe silicious matter above described, and

moisten tlie same until sufficiently damp I'orpiacking.

AVheii it is desired to employ these two compositions

in moulding any article, place them in a smooth

metiil iiimild, so us to leave the sand and lime in the

interior of the block, and a thin lamina of the marble

and lime on tbe outside. Then subject tbe mass to a

great pressure, and remove it from the press: the

moulded block will then gradually harden by the

absorption of carbonic acid gas from the atmosphere.

E. Loos.

—

Improvements in the Manufacture of

Cement, Mortar, Concrete, and Artificial Slone.

Dated D>c. 20, 1856.—The patentee manufactvu-cs

Roman mortar, with a ceitiiu proportion of lime,

and a chemically calculated quantity of fine sand, rmd

powdered sub.siances of a silicious, argillaceous, dlu-

minou-s, alkaline, coagiilative, and colouring nature, as

well as natural aud artificial sulphates aud carhouates.

R. A. Brooman.—A Method of, and certain

Varnishes or Compositionsfor, rendering Wood and
other Substances Uninjlammable and Fire-ptroof

;

applicable also to the Indurating of Calcareous

Earths and Stones, and to the rendering of Paper

* Selected from the lists published in the Mechanica'

Ilagminc, the Engineer, and other sources.
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and Fairies Damp-proof, together with Apparatusfor

manufacturing such Compositions. (A communica-

tion.) Dated Nov. 20, 1856.— This consists in

employing certain vitreous compositions for the above

purposes.

W. E. Newton, Chaocery-Ianc, Loudon.

—

A Pre-

paration of Materials for Coating Roofs or other

Portions of Buildings to render them Impervious

to IFet. (A commuDication.) Dated March 3rd,

1857.—This invention consists in forming a com-

pound of certain materials hereafter mentioned,

which, combined and applied in the manuer and pro-

portion described, and applied to any slate, metallic,

or wooden surface, will form a hard and durable

covering, impervious to water and the action of the

atmosphere. It is peculiarly designed for roofing.

The following are the ingredients used for the pur-

pose ;—Caoutchouc or india-rubber dissolved in spirits

of turpentine, or some other suitable solvent
;
gum

shellac dissolved in alcohol
;
gutta percha dissolved

in linseed oil or other suitable solvent
;
a mixture

which the inventor calls puzzulaii, composed of pul-

verised glass, quick lime (pulverised and sifted), and

plaster of Paris, or marble dust, or any kind of clay

well vitrified aud pulverised, or any equivalent sub-

stances; and auoiher mixture, which be calls smalt,

composed of vilrified glass, sand, flint, gravel,

pounded earthenware, or any equivalent pulverised

substances which will withstand the action of the

atmosphere. To these ai’c to be added naphtha or

coal tar.

E. N. Clekk.—Improvements in Metallic Roofing

for Buildings, and in Appendages to Roofs. Dated

Nov. 26, 1856.—This consists: 1. In constructiug

roofing plates in the ordinary way, excepting that a

projection is raised in such part of the plate as it

is intended to pass a nail or other fasiening through.

2. A rain-water head for receiving water from the

eaves gutters of the roof is constructed in the follow-

ing manner :—The front and sides of the said head

are formed of one piece of metal, which is fashioned

into the required shape by stamping or by pressure.

3. A moveable ear for fastening rain-water pipes to

the wall or other portion of the building. 4. A
bracket or holdfast fur securing or holding eaves

gntters, and preventing them from leaking. The
bracket is made of wrought-iron, and has constructed

thereon a shoulder, to allow the gutter to go up close.

Mr. B. W. OwiiiD, Dundalk, has provisionally spe-

cified a mode of securing together the extremities of

pipes, 80 as to form a junction in a simple manner, so

as to admit of immediate connection and disconnec-

tion. The improvement consists in ihc employment

of a ring or collar, the inner surface of which is

conical, so as to act as a wedge, either with or with-

out the application aud use of a suitably-formed filling

for placing between the outer surfaces of the pipes

and the inner surface of the ring or collar, which is

placed around the joint. When the pipes are required

for liquids, cement is used for the tilling; but for

most other purposes the packing may be formed of

lead or other soft yielding or compressible metal or

substance.

33oofe£l ivccci&cU.

Proceedings of the Royal Society,

Vol. VIII., No. 27.

There are some interesting aud important articles

in this issue of the Royal Society’s Proceedings.

Amongst them is a paper by Pr^dessor \V. Thomson,

F.R.S. on the electric conductivity of commercial

copper of vaiitius kinds. It is au important and

notable cireunislauce, and surprised the experi-

menter himself, to find that there are differences

of resistance hclween different specimens of wires

manufactured for submarine telegraphs, so great as

most materially to affect their value in the electrical

operations for which they are designed. None of the

cirenmstanres, such as twisting of wires, or covering

with indiaruhber, peculiar to each straud, produced any

sensible influence on the whole resistance. Different

qualities of the copper-wire itself were proved to be

the real cause of difference, and while the conducting

power of a wire from one manufactory was as 100,

that from another was only as 54’9 ! Professor

Thomson’s inference from these experimeuts is, “ that

a submarine telegraph constructed with copper wire

of the quality of the manufactory' A. of only of au

inch in diuraeter, covered with gutta percha to a

diameter of a quarter of an inch, would, with the same
electrical power, and the same instruments, do more
telegraphic work than one constructed with copper
wire of the quality D., of -j'g of an inch diameter covered

with gutta percha to a diameter of a third of an inch.”

One of the specimens of copper wire with low con-

ducting power was found to contain lead '21, iron ’3,

and tin or antimony '01, the remainder being copper
99'75. All the samples were described by the
manufacturers as remarkably pure. Doubtless even

though copper were considerably adulterated with a

better conductor than itself, this would only diminish

its conducting power all the more
:

purity of metal

appears to be the essential principle. Brittleness

from tension docs not alter the conductivity 2 per

cent. There is another paper by the same author

on the electro-dynamical qualities of metals, showing

the effects of magnetization on the electric con-

ductivity of nickel aud of iron. It had been shown

by Professor Thomson that iron, when subjected to

magnetic force, acquires an increase of resistance^ to

the conduction of electricity along, aud a diminution

of resistance to the conduction of electricity across,

the lines of magnetization. By experiments more

recently made, he has ascertained that the electrical

conductivity of nickel is similarly luflueuced by

magnetism, but to a greater degree, and with a curious

difference from iron in the relative magnitudes of the

transverse and longitudinal effects. With the same

magnetic force, the effect of longitudinal magnetization,

in increasing the resistance, is from three to four times

as great in nickel as in iron, but the contrary effect

of transverse magnetization is nearly the same in the

two metals, with the same magnetic force. When
magnetic force is applied to iron, we may here

observe, it is along the bar that the magnetic attrac-

tion operates, each successive series of particles in the

line, being a kind of minor magnet with its poles in

the direction of the length. Wheu electric force is

applied under such circumstances, is it not simply

because the electric force is absorbed, aud assumes the

form of magnetic force itself, augmenting its intensify,

that the passage of the electric force, as such, appears

to be resisted ? The magnetic force not operating

across the line of polar direction, the electric force of

course cannot be so absorbed in that direction, or

assume the form of magnetic force, aud hence appears

to flow in that direction without diminution, and all

the more freely that the metal is magnetized already

in the contrary direction, and may not afford so facile

an opportunity for its diversion and absorption, or

assumption of the magnetic form itself, in the contrary

direction, as when the metal is not yet magnetized.

In nickel again, it would be interesting to know

whether the absorbed electricity has really rendered

it more capable of magnetization and more com-

pletely magnetized, than when only exposed to the

operation of the magnetic force. The rclationsliip of

diamagnetism to these phenomena would be a curious

and important subject for further experiment. These

papers are not the only ones by the same author in

the published transactions under notice, and there is

a variety of other subjects treated of by other savans.

fHtScrrianfa.

PHOTOGEAPHS POE ENGEAVING ON WoOD.—We
have been long looking for the discovery of a mode

by which representations of objects might be placed

on the wood, ready for engraving, by means of pho-

tography instead of the artist. It would seem that

something has been done towards it by our friends on

the other side of the Atlantic. The Scientific

American says, "A patent was issued, on the 5th of

May last, to R. Price, of Worcester, Mass, for a

process of photographing ou wood in lieu of drawing

by hand, which has since been so far developed by the

proprietors, C. J. B. Waters and Co. of No. 90, Pul-

ton-street, in this city, as to be pronounced successful

by some of our best engravers. The surface is so

prepared as to be sensitive to light like the glass or

paper employed in the ordinary photographic pro-

cesses, and the image of any object is thus impressed

upon the block with greater accuracy than it is pos-

sible to accomplish by human skill. We have seen

some wood blocks bearing very fine pictures produced

by this meaus, aud a number of such pictures have

been engraved aud printed, showing that it is practi-

cable so to use them. The principal defect of such
‘ suu pictures ’ for this purpose is their too great

delicacy and faintness. If this can be overcome, and

the pictures be produced with the vigour and strength

of ordinary Indian iuk work, the invention will very

greatly facilitate the production of illustrated books

and newspapers, and it is quite probable that, with

practice, engravers may accustom themselves to work

from these drawings as now produced without diffi-

culty. At present the iuvention is most successful in

reducin.^ eegravings from copies. It is now iu daily

use for this purpose.”

Union Bank Buildings, Elgin.—Coutractswere

entered into the other day at Elgiu, according to the

local Courant, for the erection of new bank offices, &c.

there, to occupy a site on the south side of High-

street. The design is by Messrs. Matthews aud

Petrie, of Elgin, architects. The front is iu the Italian

style. The extreme length is 39 ft., width 40 ft., and

height to top of balustrade 43 feet. The facade is to

be of polished freestone, from the Newton quairy.

Mr. Urqnhart is contractor for the mason, carpenter,

slater, plumber, and plaster works.

The Peopessoes of the Royal Academy.

—

When the members of the Society of Arts visited the

Art Treasures, the Bishop of Manchester, at the

dinner, called the attention of the meeting to the

paucity of the attendance of the working classes at the

Exhibition. It was not that they were not interested

in it, he said, but because they had not been properly

educated to appreciate its treasures. He woidd im-

press upoutbe Society the necessity of giving greater

instruction iu art, and providing some means for

making the schools of art more intellectual, and fur-

nishing the students with some acquaintance with the

records of the past, w'hich would enable them to eater

more fully into the spirit of the scene which they

attempted to portray on canvass. After passing a

panegyric upon the late Bishop Blomficld, his lordship

said he referred to his deceased friend because he had

occupied an office which had been for years a sinecure,

and with respect to which the Society of Arts should

earnestly urge upon the attention of those who elected

to it, the necessity of making it efficient. Why were

the professors of the Royal Academy never permitted

to lecture, except on painting and sculpture? There

had been the discourses of Reynolds, Phillips, Opie,

and Plaxman, on subjects connected with art, andwhy
should not the highest branch of historical art he duly

developed by the person appointed to teach history iu

the Royal Academy of England ? He hoped this

subject would receive the attention which it deserved.

He.ating Appakatus.—At the Liverpool Poly-

technic Institution on the 29th of September, the

paper of the evening was read by Mr. Henry H.

Hazard. It was upon the subject of his “ Patent

Heat Extractor,” and suggestions for improvements

in producing artificial heat. After referring to the

early modes of imparting warmth to buildings, Mr.

Hazard explained the construction of the Belper

Cockle, invented about 1790, by the late Mr. Strutt

(father of the present Lord Belper). The principle of

wartniug by this cockle was that of passing a quan-

tity of air over a red-hot surface of iron
;

and,

although by this means a most powerful heat was

produced, the injury done to the air was such as to

render it totally unfit for respiration. Mr. Hazard

then showed by diagrams that the warm air appara-

tuses since introduced, and those now in use in our

churches and houses, were nothing hut copies of the

Belper Cockle
;
that some of them were even worse,

having a less extent of surface ;
and that those that

presented any improvement were only belter in con-

struction, aud not in principle; that all of them

heated the air, hut destroyed its purity, and hence the

unpleasant effect of confinement in rooms so heated.

Mr. Hazard then introduced the Patent Heat Ex-

tractor, as invented by his father, and explained its

advantages, which are said to consist iu passing a

very large quantity of air over a most extended surface

of very moderately heated iron piping. The extent of

the improvement may be judged of from the com-

parison he made between his own apparatus and the

largest sized Liverpool Cockle, which he said was the

best embodiment of the Belper principle he knew of.

The Liverpool Cockle, of the largest size made, pre-

sents a surface of 90 square feet to the air to be

warmed, whereas the Patent Extractor of the size

that he would recommend to do the amount of work

for which the Liverpool Cockle of 90 feet of surface is

usually employed would contain upwards of 310 feet

of surface. The effect of the fire being divided upon

so large a surface was, that no burning of air conld

take place.

xV Small Building Pund M'’anted in Ber-
mondsey.— The Snowsfield’s Sunday School and

Preaching station in Bermondsey is a useful and

comracudable institution, which has now been a good

many years diligently at work in this worst of all the

districts of the metropolis, and is supported by its

own teachers aud two or three other good people;

hut a new building has become absolutely necessary

for its extending operations, aud that is beyond the

personal resources of its supporters. The estimated

sura (600/.) can only he raised by contributions,

however small, from well-wishers, and even a few

postage stamps would he welcomed by Mr. Pillow,

of 2, Mellingtou Chambers, London Bridge, the

treasurer. There is ali-eady a hopeful list of sub-

scriptions, ranging from twenty guine-is downwards,

so that there appears to be every probability of an

active canvass, aud a willing contribution generally,

proving very soon successful, and we hope shortly to

sec the building in progress.

De. Johnson’s Staiecase, Temple.—At the sale

of the houses in the Temple, the auclioneer annoimced

that the benchers had withdrawn ‘‘Dr. Johnson’s

staircase ” from the sale, and did not intend to let it

go out of the Temple. We may take credit for having,

by our geutle remonstrance, and comments on the

staircase, adopted by a great part of the press,

awakened the attention of the benchers to the desi-

rability of retaining so interesting a memorial of the

learned doctor aud bis well-known associates.
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Worcester Diocesan Architectural Society.

—The awQual meeting was held on Wednesday, the

SOth ult. and Thursday, the 1 st inst. at Worcester.

At noon on Wednesday the society met for the transac-

tion of business in the Natural History Society’s

rooms. The very rev. the dean presided. The report,

whicli was of a satisfactory cliaractcr, pointed out the

restorations which had been effected or were in pro-

gress in the diocese, and gave a of the proceed-

ings and excursions of the year. The company after-

wards proceeded to the cathedral, the principal features

of which were described by the Rev. C. Boutell. In
the evening the party dined together. In responding
to the toast of “ The Vice-presidents,” Sir T. E.
Winnington strongly urged the necessity of combining
with the Birmingham and Midland Counties Archre-

ological Society. The proceedings of the day termi-

nated with a conversazione in the lecture-room of the
Natuml History Society. On Thursday the members
and friends visited Pershore Abbey, when papers by Mr.
Gallon and Mr. Hopkins on the building were read.

The Royal Polytechnic Institution. — Mr.
Pepper has provided for the Michaelmas Session

various novelties, which we mean to take an early

opportunity of seeing, such as a new series of dis-

solving views of the Indian mutiny, Myers’s system
of railway signals for trains in motion, on attempt to

realize the long-desiderated “reservoir penholder,”
and a new philosophical entertainment on the subject

of illusions. His continuous energy deserves success.

Discovery in Croydon Church of another
Wall Painting.—The recently discovered painting
on the south wall of the Old Church (in addition to

fhe continuation of the St, Christopher legend) is St.

George, clad in armour, armed “cap-a-pie” with his

visor up—mounted on a white palfrey richly capari-

soned, and charging \vith his lance a dragon, the fore

Progress op the Bradford Water Works.

—

The principal portion of these extensive works have
for some time been in progress, and the local Observer
of last week reviews the present state of the whole.
The Grimwith reservoir and the portion of the line from
Barden to Holden Beck (about Sf miles) are let to
Messrs. Duckett and Stead, of Ripon and Arthington.
'The Barden reservoir is in the hands of Messrs. Swire,
Blair, and Parratt, of Shipley and Apperley. The
Chclker reservoir, the Silsden reservoir, and a portion
of the conduit from Holden Beck to Morton (Si-

miles in length) are let to Mr. Samuel Buxton, of
Leeds. The remaining portion of the line from
Morton to Heaton (upwards of miles in length) is

let to Mr. William Barker, of Wakefield. The
scheme was laid out by Mr. J. W. Leather, of Leeds,
and is now being carried out by him as the engineer.
It is calculated that this scheme will yield 81- to 9
millions of gallons in the driest seasons. This added
to the present supply, and the high level supply from
Thornton Moor, will ensure upwards qf 10 millions.

The quality of the water has been tested by eminent
analytical chemists, and is said to have proved to be
remarkably good in every respect. The works novv
in progress are ouly a portion—though the chief

portion— of the corporation water scheme. There
must be added the high level scheme, for supplying
the highest portions of the borough, and which is an
extension of the old water works. The Stubden
reservoir is to be constructed on the Thornton Moor,
at a height of above 1,000 feet above the level of the
sea. The Doe Park resenmir is to be constructed for

compensating mills on the Hewenden Beck.
Monumental Tablet in Wolverhampton.

—

A monumental tablet, designed and executed by Mr.
Thomas E.irp, a young metropolitan sculptor of rising

fame, has been erected to the memory of Mr. J.
In fl.n tinn V.'ll
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Draining in Lincolnshire.—The Venratts new
1 outfall sluice, for draining the district of Deeping

* Mr. Haynes, who bolds the joint ofRce of Police Super- ^ feu, near Spalding, Lincolnshire, was formally opened
sinteniicnt and Sanitary Inspector, baa recently been an '

j, jpu trustees on Monday last. The works were
ninmale oi a Lonoon hospital. His wife a few days since •'
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I

in August, I806, aud the foundation-
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iievery unfortunate prisoner is jeopardised without trial by
;

Boston, la the engineer
;
and Mr. uilliam Lissons, of

drury.
1 HuU, the contractor.

I

“ Hospital Arrangement.”—The evils lately
pointed out by Jonrnals like the Lancei and the
Builder call loudly for remedial measures wherever

j

they can be devised. “'What cannot be cured must

I

be endured,” saith the proverb ; and hospitals have
been so constructed that a proper system of ventila-
tion cannot be obtained

;
but to erect others npon

such faulty plans would be unwise to the last degree.
It would be cruel and inhuman. To immure “ poor
sufferers in public institutions to their destruction ” is

an offence against morality that ought to be severely
punished. Such a course pursued with the eyes open
to its results—under the pretence of charity—is
virtual manslaughter. Perhaps a stronger terra
ought to be applied to this proceeding. We do not
blame our ancestors for the errors of judgment aris-
ing from their ignorance of the laws of nature

; but
the fatal blundering of the dominant class of the
present generation, who shut their eyes to the light
of science, provokes strong animadversion. They
manage such matters better under a despotism on the
continent, and our principles are disgraced by the
carelessness or stupidity of the ruling spirits among
us, who follow thc precedents of their ignorant fore-
fathers to this day. The Victoria hospital, now in
course of erection—which has hardly emerged from
the ground—has consumed the enormous sum
of 70,000/.; and it is already ascertained to be
planned on such erroneous views, that it must be
altered and amended, at an enormous cost. It is,

perhaps, consolatory to reflect that the blundering
went no further

;
hut how much better would it have

been to have prevented these mistakes ? Our allies

of France and Belgium could have supplied the
official architect with ex.amplea. Model hospitals
exist iu Paris, Bordeaux, and Brussels. That in

' Bordeaux is admitted on all hands to be nearly per-

i
feet : the Netley hospital is the grandest failure of its

kind. The editor of thc Builder, in criticising thc
!
plan, said tlmt “ more diseases would be generated
than cured in such an edifice.” This was strong lan-

guage, but it has since been justified by a Govem-
,
ment commission, who, in condemning the original

;

scheme, employ nearly the same words ! We trust,
I however, that the wealthy and benevolent men of
I Blackburn will not fall into similar errors; but on
the other hand, will rear an institution that scientific

I

men can admire, and that Government may hereafter

I

copy with advantage.

—

Preston Guardian.
Bridge at Collingwood, Melbourne.

—

j

Having read your remarks in last week’s puper re-
' spccting the improvements going on in the neigh-
bourhood of Melbourne, the last-mentioned being thc

I

bridge at Collingwood, I should be obliged by your
stating that the said bridge was designed and car-

I

ried out by Messrs. J. Austin and Co, late of
' Shrewsbury, and Cleveland-sqnare, London. It is
I the ouly bridge of the sort that has been erected in
' the colony. You can, on referring to the Me'bourne
I Argus, of June the 6th, see a long account of the
I opening of this bridge, which took place on the
I
5 th of June, by his Excellency the Governor, and
a large party of the principal gentlemen of the

! place, when the engiacers were highly complimented

,

for the ingenuity, skill, and promptitude displayed
throughout the erection.—D. C.

,

The Liverpool Collegiate School of Art.

—

A list of those to whom prizes were adjudged by
: Government last Midsummer, in connection with the

j

various branches of the Collegiate School of Art at
' Liverpool, is published in last week’s local Courier.
The examination was held in June, by Mr. Wylde, of
the Department of Science and Art. Very various
classes of the community it appears arc now receiving
instruction in drawing of all kinds, through the
agency of this school. Among those who have
obtained prizes or medals are carvers, cabinet-makers,

painters, school-masters, pupil-teachers, &c. One
student (J. Rlramcr), is especially mentioned, as

having deserved a prize for carving, which would
doubtless have been given to him had this subject

been within the Government arrangements. The
female classes arc not held in the Collegiate Institu-

tion.

Electro-telegraphic Progress.— Sir William
O’Shaughnessy has, it is said, left England for India,

by way of Constantinople, where he will arrange with
the Turkish government for the construction of a

telegraph from that city to Bagdad. This line wiU
be constructed by tlie Turkish government, he under

its sole control, and be connected with the E;ist-India

Company’s telegrajih down the Persian Gulf to Kur-
racbee. The necessary arrangements for establishing

a direct line along the coast between Madras and
Calcutta were being vigorously proceeded with in

August last. Water-tight and covered taoks have

been prepared at Kcyham steam-yard, Plymouth, for

the Atlantic cable, which is to be payed out through
boiled oil, as it is delivered on shore from the Niagara

and Agamemnon. There is still 2,100 miles on hand,

but a much greaterquantity willbe sent off in thespring.
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Accident at the Saltash Beidge Works.—

It having: been thought desirable to push on the works

in connection with this part of the Cornwall Bai 'vny,

active steps hnve rccenlly been taken for the bmlding

of the second tube, and the massive sc iffolding to

support the structure was iu a state of forwardness.

On Saturdav night before last it was though mcom-

plete, apparentlv quite secure, but during the next

day it blew rather violently, and the whole cvecUou

fell into a mass of ruins.

A New Invention tor Consuming Smoke. An

ingenious pamphleteer, Mr. Peter Spence, of Man-

chester, says a provincitl paper, “ proposes the aboli-

tion both of ebimneys and smoke altogether. JNot

only of smoke but of chimneys. The plan is, to hive

smoke drains under the streets, just as there are

drains for water at present; and the only difhrence

is that whereas the latter require a fall, the former

will be all the better of a rise—the specific gravity

of water causing it to descend, and of smoke to

ascend. Mr. Spenee restricts his project to Man-

chester, for which he would build one chimney accor-

ding to the specifications of the Tower of Babel. A
Dundee paper invites Mr. Spence ‘ to come and try

his plan in Dundee. We should need no chiron.-y-

bnilding here. The Law (a conical hill), behind the

town only requires a hole made through it to

become one of the finest natural chimneys possible.

Almost all our great factory ebimneys are inaline

east and west, and one main smoke dram
_

would

answer for them
;
then the ascending dram might be

carried up by the side of the Newtyle Kailway, and

through the centre of the Law, from which the smoke

would emerge like another A^esuvius !

A Canadian Suspension Bridge Blown Down-

Heights, at the entrance of the Desjardine canal, was

lately blown down by a hurricane. The bridge was

completely smashed. The wind had lifted the whole

if simultaneously, snapped it precisely in the middle.

hank of the canal, and the other half on the otber.-

Dundas {Canada) IVarder.

TENDERS.
Tor new warehonse in Coloman-stroet, City, Atr Messrs.

Vanner and Sons. Mr. Charles Laws, architect. Quanti-

ties supplied :

—

Heath and Son ?
Glenn
Jay
Perry
Piper and Son

6,375 0 0

6,209 0 0

5,988 0 0
6,783 0 0

road, for Mr. Hunter. Mr. Hodgson, architect

Holland, Bros £1,3S8 0

Geo. Mansfield and Co 1.185 0

Blanchard Id^ 0

Sanders and Woolcott 1,0-15 0

TO COREESPONDENTS.

PrMsnwHon of Godsiont Piratont.-J am erecting a sm

Gothic building, fur the -windows ond dressings of 1

1

using the Godstone firestone. Now I am very much afraid th

with the first har.l fros', I shall see the m ml dings. muUions. a

tracery of the windows, ic, flaking off. and my new huildi

e of any (not too expensire) preparat'o:

ri 11 greatly oblige me. — Vis

dents can inform

which they have had

Stone, in order to avoid

stone too much, they

pATRI.r.

B II —A. B. {we have no reason to doubt correctness of or

C.—G. O.—W. A,-C. 11. D.-G. c.-c. a _N ^r.-

Indigo (in type 1.—Mr, A.-J. M.

M —H.—Competitor.—0-— Mr. B.-

J.'li.-F. and H. F.-C. L. W.-J. M.

"Books and Addraeses."—We are fc

' books or finding addressee.

_S. B. G.- J. T. -W. H. R.-W.-

NOTICE. All communications respecting ad

jnenff sh'onld be addressed to the " Publisher,” i

addressed to the Editob. and not to the Publisher.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

X To SURVETOHit
missioners unaer the L
SURVEYt'R. Candida

—Notice is hereby giren that the Co

Leek, 1st tlotoher, 1857.

\ll/-ANTED, T-tVO good PLASTERERS for _
\V a job in Banbury, Oson.—Address. J. T. Central Corn

Exchange, Fanhury.

-VX/-ANTED, PLASTERERS: a few good o

Hnople. Wages. lO". per day.—Apply to C. C. and A. DENftLlT, ^

Builders. Noitinchara.

TO RELI.HANQERS, SMITHS, AND GV^’FITTERS. L
XirANTED, R Young Man of experience, whoW can undertake general lic.se SMITil’.o \VO'’K an-1 ^

BELL-HANGING, and oc -osionallyfillup Ins time at ga -Utting. J
None hut ste»dv men with good references need apply at Mr.

GEORGE CORBETT’.-t.fi. N.'W-cuL Lambeth. a

T(i r \HPENTERS AND BDILDfRS. 1

'I'lrANTED, by a respectable Youug Jilan,

VV aged 28, a SITUATION as CARPENTER and JOINER.
'

Used to either the bench or jo'.hivg. Wages low.—.Address to
_

J \ ME-’ OVER. No. 1. 0;innon-Dlaee- 01 1-Rirect. St, L'lki- a bq

IX/-ANTED, Rt a respectable 1 oung Man,
V T J MPKOVKM t. NT in a ourp-uter’s or undcrtiker's shop. _

Adcirp"8. .T. B, Nn. 5, Park-.‘treat. Dorset-square.

WfANTED by a Gentleman of 14 years a*

VV cxpTience, a SITUATION in an Architect and Sur-

vevor’s Office in the Metrep 'lia la a rapid draughtsman, penman, .

and arithmetician, and accustomed tothemutineof bothbranclies. _
Salary required, sot. per annum. Satisfactory references given.—

Address, L. M. 1. Petersbnrgh fetT.ice, Bayswater, h W.

'VIT'ANTED, by a respectable middle-aged
VV Tradesmm, nn ENQAGEJIENT ill town or ciuntry. in

a Builder's Firm, or Wharf, or any capacity where confidence

andtnist is regarded. Writesagood liand.and oinkeepncomints. _
Good reference for honesty and s ibriety.—Address, U. J. No. 13.

VVindsor-street. Harrow-road. Pad-lington.

TO OWNERS OF HOUSE PROPERTY. 4a. i
VirANTED, by a Person who has a small a^

VV iuenme. a HITUATI'iN as COLLECTOR of RENTS. "

Having had many years' es, erienee in tiie huibliug business, he
j

would devote his time and make himself useful in general repairs. ,:

Good references will be given.—Apply to R. T. Jlr. W. Gosling’s,
jj,

Surveyor. &c. No. 82. Wellington-btreet. Woolwich. _

TO nuii.DERS AND ARCHITECTS,

\17ANTED, by the Advertiser, a SITUA- jVV TION in a itoilder or Arcliiteet’s Office. Can prepire
j,

fiuished and detail drawings, specifications, and estim ites, and
tioH had ciinsi.lerabte i xperience jn ineaaiying up w.irks of every =

description. First-rate testimonials o in be produced. Age 25.-

Address, G. A 56, Batli-ro-w, Birmii-gham. h

Tt' I’LUMRERS. Ac.

XXIANTED, EMPLOYMENT, by a Three-
Vv branch Hand, who ttioroughlv underslaniis gas-flitiii’, 2

and is now holding a similar situation in a West-eudahop.— „
Direct to E. D. No. 10, Coraraerci d-road, Lambe.h. ^

Couutiy objected M. a

‘VIT'ANTED, in Town, by an experienced
VV Assistant, EVJPI.OYMENT in the Office Of an Architect/

or of a Surveyor : well acquaiuted with th<‘ det.iil of b ith. Tviu** •

TwoGniaeas weekly.—-Address, M-N.O. Post-office, King \V illiam- i

street. City. *

TO PLUMBERS,
\1|/'ANTED, for a permanent situation, a
VV good Pi.UMBER. He must thoroughly understand Ills -

bus'nefls. None hut good workmen, -with refereooeas to charac-er '

and ability, need apply.—Address, W. ELSTON, 8, Wormwood- I

.street, CitV. ^

TO ARCHITECT-’. BUILDERS, .AND DECOKATfiRS.

AA/'ANTED, by a sober, industrious Man, a

VV SITUATION as FOREMAN of PLASr'-'REHS : ho is ^
a good arohitectur.U modeller, and has had the of w nk gene-

j

rally. No objection to the counter, orto iake piece-work. Unde-

niai)le reference. — Address to Mr. JOHN », 9, babbartou-slreet, !

Eaat-India-road. Poplar.

T(* BUILDERS AND SURVEYORS.

‘W/’-^^TED, by a Young Man of active habits, -

VV who lias had good exoerieuce in the otii -rs of emiuent

builders and surveyors, a RE-ENG.lGEMENT as CLERK. He
is accustomed to keep the books of a large firm, snpertntenl work,

^
prepare drawings, specifications, &o. and asnist at m-^-,urioe up. ‘

Rei’ereiices unexceptionable. — Address, T. G OrtiCv Of iue

Builder."

^
' TO PR'ipKIETOKS OP SAW-MIT.LS AND BUILDERS.

“iAA/'ANTED. a SITUATION as SAW-
:

1

Vy siiAKi’ENER, or to work deal or timber frames, circular

'or rack-bench, and veneer saw8, with erery impiovement m
"

1
erecting the above ma-hiuery. Six

• objection M the country or to go abroad. Address, G. R. Mr.

f n.iisi’. ai Surrev-B'aee. Did Keut-road. London.

*i TO EVOTNEERS. &c.

^ VirANTED, a SITUATION, by a practical

1
VV Man either as FtiREMAN or DR.A&GH'fSMAN, at

. home or abroad : capable of saperiutendmg the mann ^tu e and
^ erection of any kind of machinery. Address, A. B. Mr. Potts,
”

5!4. Park-street Southwark.

-lAAIANTED, a SITUATION, iu tovru or

1 VV country, as PI.UMBER, by a respectable young man,

t who can make himself generally useful in pamiiug or glazing.

' Addveiw. R. H. 1"7. Praed-st'Cet. PiddingtuQ.

TO NOBLEMEN, LAND-STEWARDS. AND OTHERS.

t 'V'lT'ANTED, by a respectable married JMan,

VV sod 33 who has had cousidcraiile experience as acir-

® pentcrandj .ineV,a SITUATION as FOREMAN on an Estate,

Sr to take charge of houses to keep them in repair, culiect the

' rents Ac Unexceptionable refereuoes can be given.—Address.

— A. B.’l, Walter-plaoe, Caledoniau-road, Islington N.

TO BUII-DER!’ AND CONTRACTOR-’.

. ITT'ANTED. bv a respectable middle-aged

! VV Man. a SITUA rl'iN either as YARD FOREMAN, or
,

• Foreman of works, -ver liru-klayers. ^^.d a thorMiKh
|

'- experience, and is fully competent to undertake the m mngemen,,

N ' of any baildlDgs. Unexceplionable referencea - Addre.-«, J. lb.

fl 1.5. Stuclev-ierrace. H.ampatead-road, L .ud->n.

h TO builders and decorators.

i MIANTED, EVENING EMPLOYMEM
r-

' VV to keep a set of books. Ac. by a young :

8, to the business. Terms moderate—Address, DEL1A,17, Seymour-
,

le place, Bryanstne-square, W. ‘

wanted, by a Young Man. a SITUA-
1
VV TION iua Jobbing Shop, as BRICKLAYER. Can do

paiutin?.~.Addre=8. B. W. S. No. 8, Upper Boiton-place. Dorset-
^

1
square, N-W. '

[Oct. 10, 1857.

TO BDTLDEUR, &r.WANTED, by a Young ilan, a SITUATION
in a Builder's'^Ofrice. He is pinificoIlT acquainted with

0 o'oect.— .‘Vpply to B. R. No. 4'>, Jewin-Btreet. City.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.

The Advertiser, accustomed to the prepara-
tion of fluiihe L working, and perspective dr'iw'rie..l->nl-

AND OTHER-’.

Advertiser OFFERS his SERVICES
to either of the above. No objection to the country, or to

tiroal.— Snii'factory references can be had by directing to
- No. 8, llea'li-.streef. Commcrcial-rond. Stepn -y. London.

TO AK''HIl'ECT,S AND SURVEYOR-’.

The Advertiser, accustomeii to prepare fair

and working drawing", specifications, estimate". 4tc. &o.

TO eoNTRACTOR-i. BUILDElUt. Ac

Time, store, and' book-keeper by
Double Entry.—A middle-age, a-’lire per oo, late fromau

, is ansiou." for EMPLOY.VtKNT.-Satisfan-
Moderate sn'ary only expected.—Add resa, 8. U. I.

on. SI. BloorafleM-terraoe, Pimlico, S.W.

TO AUCTIONEERS.

A RESPECTABLE Young Man requires a
SITUATION, to assist an Auctioneer, in or ou- of office.

The Advertiser hia served his time with a builder
turvejor, and has since been two yews clerk in a builder's

I in town. His motive f>r advertising being to get an insight

the bu-iiiess of an auotiuuier. salary isa seondary cousidero-

No objection to the country.—AddreS". W. S, Mr, Berry-

's, Printer, 5, Holwcll-^ ; Blsokhoath -road. Greenwich.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
USEFUL and well-educated Young Manf

. wishes for an ENGAGE HEN T as CLERK or TIME-
DPER, or in any espacily where he could make himself

rally useful Can assist in taking quantilU-s ano esHmating,
is a kood drauglit-man ;

writes a good h ind^js au expert

; keeper and accouQtaut. First-ola=8 refereJncf-s-AddreSi,

1. Mr. Thomas 'W iiiis, 8 Ball's-pond-road, Islington.

TO BUILDERS. WHARFINGERS, AND OTHERS. '

YOUNG YIAN, a Mechanic, wishes for a
. SITUATION iiitlie above business. In town or rounlry.

TO ARCHITECTS.
NEAT DRAUGHTSMAN, aged 33,

'

desires a SITUATION afl'o ding opportunltiessif pmotical

,. M. N. 8, Walout square, Keonmgton, London.

TO MASTER PAINTER-’, ic.

A RESPECTABLE, steady Young Mau,
wl'hes to obtain a constant SITUATION as UR ilNER.

,
s with paiutiog. gioain

line timh in London.—Address, stating tel

-road, Reading, Rerka
3, to

TO LAND SURV^ORt< AND CIVIL ENGINEERS.
RESPECTABLE YOUNG MAN is in

want of a SITUATION as ASSISIfANT to a LAND
VEVoll or CIVIL ENGINEER. Perfectly underotinds
fu'veyinir, mapping, &c. No otpection to the country or to

broad. Saliry a secondary consideration.— .Adiress, J. 11.

rv-ao'tou-sti-eet. Purtrean-iqu-ire, Loudon, \V.

t present unocoupi-d, wishes a TEMPo-
I'jno.AU&iniinT in an Architect’s Office, or to assist

permanently three or four diya a week, or to prepare
t, peispective, and other drawings from roiv;h sketches at

I chambera Satisfactory retereuces-j' ipoderale terms —
I. H.Y. care of Mr. Laudale, i»3, Ca^oi»e„treeH-0)*y, E.C.

TO AHi'HITECT)

A N expeditious DRAUGHTSMAN
x\. COLOUKIsr otters his services in the prepara

and
-ation of

TO ARCHITECTS.

An assistant, well versed iu perspective,
and competent to design and prepare atl ueoe-iHary draw-

wenty years' experience.—

n a .M ANUF.ACroRY. and has
in all its hraoobc.". having had
•ess to T. R. 33. Felii-strett,

PLUMBERS. PAINTERS. AND BUILDER'’.

30D PI,UMBER -WANTS a SITUA-
ON. No ol'jeotion to fill up his time in any part of the

If glazing, and make bimselfgeaerally useful. Can give

ence.—Apply to J. B. No. 8. ( ity Gurieu-row. City-road.

TO BUILDERR

A practical Carpenter and Joiner wishes
for a KE-ENGAGEME.'fT. as SHOl' oT GENERAL

the onmtry.—Address, J. B.

CO AR”BITFGTS, SURVEYORS, AND ENGINEERS.

N ARCHITECT, of long practice, who can
L command capital for conducting ufti-e busiiies-'. is desirous

OINING another party, to wliom a working partner won d

I he eligible.—Address, prepaid, to A. E. Booth s Library, 8’)9,

N-B. None but principals will be corresponded with.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SUKVETOKS.

N ENGAGEMENT is required, imme-
diately, by a thoroughly practical MaN. well versed Iu

t point of consiructiOQ. a good -tfraughisraan and designsr,

tomed to take out quantities, and the„ general manajement

1 architect’s practice.—Address? ALPHA, »Ofl3oe of The

TO BUILDERS’ CLERKS. _ , . .xi/ ANTED, bv a respectable Young Ylau, -
l t rnir-i?

JUNIOR CLERK M'ANTED, who is
, VV .ged so. a s^ru.ATioif as j-iner’s i-okeman TIT-ATERSIDE PREYIISES at LIME-

,...U . J.,*:....-." . Riiibi- TTMP.KVKPRK. STORE-KEE HER. or to SaperlDtend ttie
, yy ii. _T. i RR I.RT on LEASE. TH REE spacious

qualified for the general dnties of a Contractor and Build-
|

TIME-Ki^EPER, 8'^bRE-kEEFEK. or to S^er^te . —-

er’s Office, and whose abilities and character will bear a thorough Erection of Bujidings; >* United
investigation. If having been in a surveyoi'a office will not he ' ing and detml drawlnpa No objection to any partnf the

objected to.—Address (naming aae, salary required, and with
; Kingdom. .UnexcepD-m^le ref^en^ m

Palace New-roaLwhom last employed), A. Z. Messrs. Kichordr, Stationers, St. tegrity. — Address, II. B. 80, Paris-8tri.et, Faiace a,

Uartin's-iane. I Lambeth, 6.

the River Lee Cut, t— •• •••

nearly 1.000 superficial feet, and conhiining about -9000 1 cubic

jlApply to Mr. WILLIAM ELLISON, Architect. No. 13,

Staiusby-road, Limehouse, B.
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E fear it cannot be said that

tlic subject of “ Metropolitan

Drainage ” is gi-catly adrauced
by the conclusions of the Re-
ferees in tbeir report lately

issued. Laborious as tlie in-

quiry lias been
;
and much as we

owe to Captain Galton, and
Messrs. Simpson and Black-

well, and to all who have as-

sisted them with evidence or

suggestions
;

it is impossible to

help the impression of dissatisfac-

tion and pain at the position in

which first principles in this com-
plicated question arc yet left. Tlie

plans and the appendices to the re-

port, of which we were able to give
some particulars at the time of their

publication, represent so much patient research,

that, even after having gone through the five hun-
dred closely-printed pages, w'e could well feel dif-

fidence in a present expression of opinion on the
recommendations whicli are made. But, not only
are there reasons for regret, arising from the pre-
sent state of knowledge in the agricultural and
chemical branches of the inquiry—a position
which was perhaps inevitable, but which in a
few years may entail a complete reversal of the
present plan, and the loss of tlie expenditure,
supposing the scheme carried out—but it is appa-
rent that the time lately given to the digestion of
the subject has been inadequate to its magnitude.
At least, we would say that we are justified in
inferring so from the want of reference in the
report, lengthy as that is, to many important
points, raised by surveyors to vestries and dis-

trict boai'ds, or authors of plans submitted, or

to other poiuts which arc suggested in reading

the appendices,—also from parts of the report

of Dr. Hofmaun and iMr. Witt, and from the

entire omission of particulars as to structural

features aud details whicli arc of moment to the
working of the suggested sewerage. What the

Referees have done will probably be found mainly
this,—that they have put before us an enormous
mass of evidence which it was necessary should
be considered, and much of which would not
otherwise have becu generally accessible. It is

possible— so pressing is the case—that the
millions of money required for the coustruclion

of new outfalls to the Tliames, may have to be
expended, as a measure of mere expediency, or

only to show that a particular plan is mt that

which should have been adopted. Bui, the

public know just enough of the subject to be
dissatisfied with auy course which tliey feel is

not the logical solution of the difficulty.

Much, we see, is being done towards settling

the abstract question of the principles of

town sewerage
;

but the case of London is

peculiar, and the existing conditions of its site
!

are unfavourable. Supposing the subsidiary

question of utilization as settled—though com-
mercially, it by uo means is so in “deodorization”
and the formation of a solid manure, and in

many points of view relating to London is not
more so in the application of liquid sewage—
there still are difficulties from the low levels

; and consequent necessity for collecting and
] raising the sewage, aud from the unequal de-

1 raands of sewage aud ordinary drainage, and of
: storm waters. Respecting these, as we nndcr-
; stand the particulars of the plans, neither Jlr.

1 Bazalgette, for the Board of Works, nor the
1 Referees, propose to intercept uholly the storm
^ waters. As shown in Appendix VI. plate 2, in

V'"''-*;
^ h^'inicidt ^attention from (ieHow lias a depth of very few inches, whilst m Itcferces. “We allude to those bclon»infF in ihn

somecasestheflowwillbeseveralfeetiudepth.^ subject of ventilation.
Ihu., supposing provision for every coiitin- scarcely necessarv to say—only tliat the suWeetgency in semrs the same, an enormous expense is again and again misunderstood —as indeed it

X 0fT““
demanded, and merely for llic Act of Parliament,-tliat sewers must be venti-

' 0 chTef a H "'“f
’ “ “'71™'“

.

"-'lo will, have occasionally to

1 1
!'“tothchonses,-astlicydidinthccascof the

hovveL 1

1°^ sewage and rain-water, Croydon epidemic, as shown by Mr. Pime, in

according tThTl Vll
report by him and Dr. Amott. We d°o not

Tt mahhm P 11
•

will,-
,

say that this point has been wlnlly passed over,

Stirred- II
’““'"d the promi,,e^t

‘dat part should be raised; and atlontioi, from the liefcrees, which the nalnre of
wliatcvcr the mechaiiical contrivance resorted it demands. The additional distance of flow
to, considerations of practicability and costli- given to the sew.age is, taken by itself, such
ness, and possioly also those of a sanitary as we apprelieiid may acid to the inllnences

^

nature at the places chosen as lifting stations, towards deleterious exhalation, whicli are
retiiiire that the area which is under these peculiar to the sewerage of Loudon. We say
lattei coiiilitious siionid be limited m extent yiecir&r, because it appears by the parti-
as far as possible Tliiis, some of the diffi- eulars afforded to ns, that whilst in the towns
cnltiesm tlie case of London, ,11 the way as well

,

lately sewered and supplied with water, the
ol the direct ntilisatioil of sewage, as of the

;

excretory and other matters are ejected before
withdrawal of it, become apparent to us

;
;

time has been allowed for decomposition, and

, “f "7 “““ 1'.°"' c consider-

'

arc, perhaps, clieniically in a condition favour-
a e Cl nrcuce of opinion may exist, such as that able (o “ deodorization

j

” in Loudon sewerage,
wbicli mainly occasions the discrepancy between from the greater distance to outfalls, a very dilfer-
,tbe plan ot Mr. Bazalgette and that of the ent condition of things will exist. The Referees

'

ii 1 1 1 .
I

i'ltleed say, ‘MYe believe the jiroposed main
io relieve the low levels as much as possible

[

drainage works, by ensuring a continuous flow
Iroru the flooding to which they would continue

^

in the sewers, will relieve manv districts from
to be subjected-perhaps to even a greater

|

tlic cfFccts of llie alternate compression aud
extent than they are at present,—sewers of

,
dilation of the air iu the sewers,”—which is as-

niterceptioHj^^to
^

take the flow of the upland
|

suraing the continuous flow: but whilst tliey1 • . --
V... vxio

districts, suggest tliemselves, and are adopted
in both plans; and the course of the drainage
of that character iu the Referees’ plan was re-

ferred to iu our last. Such sewers were not origi-

nally suggested by Mr. Forster
; for, the reports

made by Mr. Jqlm Reunie, in 1S07 and 1808,
aird which arc given in Appendix Vlll. adopt
the same piiuciple. We wish, however, we could
feel satisfied that the iutercepting sewer—with
or without reservoir at the place of exit—would
not substitute, for distributed vomitarics of
nuisauce, an intensified disseminator of disease,

—an apprehensionwe have long felt, and which is

echoed in the report of Mr. Freebody, the sur-
veyor to the Shoreditch Board, who goes so far

as to say that "the outlay necessary for the
construction of these long lines of intercepting

sewers, in their entirety, will be an injudicious
expenditure,” and who even would preserve the
present outlets, considering, perhaps with reason,
that the Thames water in the viciuity of London
will never be bright as anticipated, and tliat, in

a great degree a beneficial action, chemical and
mechanical, is constantly in progress in a river

liaviiig such an immense volume : and he is

“ prepared to assert that it is quite practicable

so to arrange the whole regime of the river

Thames in its course through the metropolitan
districts, as to preclude the deposit of offensive

matter iu appreciable quantities,” &c. Such
represcutatious would serve toshowthcdiffereiicc
of opinion which exists, even on primary ques-
tions,—those which the rival plans before us had
to take as settled by the Act of Parliament.
However, the opinion that, whilst minute streams
are comparatively innoxious, the larger streams
may not benefit the public health, or, lliat so
long as the pernicious properties of sewage
remain uncliangcd, the collection and conduction
of masses of it across and under tlie metro-
polis, would merely transfer the baneful action

- O . .,UI, .. imoi

attach great importance to the ventilation of

all the sewers,” they liave lo “ regret lint the

time allotted ” to the inquiry was “ too short
”

to permit of tbeir iuvesligaling the subject

more fully;” and they suggest that the Metro-
politan and District Boards should institute

experiments to determine the best plan for re

moving the gaseous emanations which must
prevail more or less.

e cauuot but feel, then, liowever humi-
liating the confession, lliat the plans of Mr.
Bazalgette and the Referees, agreeing as to the
provision o( main iutercepting sewers, and the
intention of an ultimate discharge into the sea,,

are at best tbose which the present state of the
inquiry will admit of, but do not present the
satisfactory solution of the (UffietdU/.

Still, it is impossible that the subject can be
allowed longer to res*- iu the present state of

inactivity. The very deprecation of these plans,

which profess to do away with outfall into the
river within the metropolitan area, is accom-
panied by uo tangible proposition in lieu of tliein.

Of suggestions there are many in the book before

us
;
and of evidence there is much, true and false.

But the question is one in which time is the

essential—the truly vital element
;

and the

whole matter is iu tliat unfortunate condition iu

which “ something must be done.” We cannot
get rid of " the difficulties attend nit upon a low
level for drainage,” so easily as did the people

of Chicago, in the United States, wlierc we
are told the whole town was raised “ five feet.”

It is very true that there are wide trac's of

ground in London, covered during the very

time that this subject has bxn discussed, that

should never liave been built upon. These, as-

others below the level of high water on one

side and the adjacent conutry on the other, it

is impossible to drain continuously, except by
artificial means. To make tlic case worse as to

1-— , ——

j

auiiuii aniiiciai means, io maxc iiic case worse as to
from one locality to another, is deserving of

'
dwellings in such situations, the descrijitioii of

attention. U itu reference to this, it is imr| house property which exists is usually that
possible to avoid^ reinarkiug that certain re-

[

which, for sanitary reason.s, requires the best
quiremeuts of vital importance appear to

^

drainage. It may be well to bear in mind that

the fitting use of the low ground would haveFor instance, in the RanelHeh sewer, Gloucester-road— -o uiive
-

ofinvert tocrownofarch-ihe :
been to preserve it, lor markct-gardciis, or to

channel- t.n../. .a., v. ...-i 4,. 1 _TT |1

8 feet 6 inches from bottom oi invert to crown ofarch— the :
ueeu LU presciA c u,

ordinary flow is 1 foot ] .i inch in the centre of the channel, I.^vp 'innmnel-.tcfl il fwhilst the height ol water during sto.'ins is c.illed 7 feet '

appinpuaUU II I

G inches.

- icadows irrigated by (he

sewage of Loudon. Aud we must sav, it is
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witk some cliagriu. that \ve observe that the facili-

ties of communication ^Yith the outskirts of the

metropolis, notwithstamling the development

of railways, continue to offer to a large class no

alternative to the occupation oflocahtics winch

are at present abiding-places of disease, and v hic i

must under any circumstances continue to be so,

to some considerable extent. But who is to in-

conveyed a distance of twenty miles. The corn

elusion as to the Lo7idon mcage, from all evi-

dence, seems to be, that it is very doubtful,—on

the one hand, whether the commercially valuable

form of " deodorization” could be earned on at

the outskirts of the town, without what, from the

magnitude of the operation, would become even

there a serious nuisance,-—and, on the other

hand, whether the best of the processes which

,

oo;i:i b,;7;^;d artbrn,o„lhs.of tbo number of

Inlf of LomloS in Soutliwark. Lambelb, and sowers—such as tbosc existing—could be made

Westmii^tcr ? Knowledge of tlic subject, and
|

commeraally valuable. And it must be iccol-

public opiuion, have not progressed enough to
^

leotod that none of the processes ai e al owed, bj
I

, 1 . .-...r.oTxii'in. mf>tjcnrp? of thc bcst authorities, to liavc attained the tullob-

remedy or to confide tbeir excciitiou to any neot. They leave tbe bulk of the valuable cousti-

existing agency. There is excuse for this atU- tuents, or of the six-seveiitlis which arc iii solu-

tude of the public, both in the devious and mis-
j

tion, mtbe super-iiatant liquid; mid this last, it

. ,
t

1 nr,,! TO nfflmiprl 1*5 nfirt ip.iil stI

V

Ruscentible to Dutre-
takeu course of legislation and government, and

in the progress of the sanitary inf|uiry itself.

Having got to this elementary stage,—per-

ceiving what should be the position of things,

yet knowing the actual position,—we come to

.consider the question of outfall (thc_ place of

outfall, and the manner of getting to it)^ in the

-aspect in which it must be viewed. c have

seen that, under any circumstances, a consider-

is affirmed, is particularly susceptible to putre-

faction—though we see Mr. Hover states the

contrary as the result of Us process.

The ^luestion of outfall, however, is clearly

narrowed, and is divisible into tlie disposal of

the sewage—wasting it by ejecting into the

sea, or utilizing it on the laud. Now, op

the latter head, the reporters on the chemi-

cal question, after mentioning some of the cases

of successful irrigation with sewage water,

area, judging by the supposed pecuniary com-

petency of Londoners, than with the true ques-

tion, which has no exact connection with the

geographical demarcation of the Board’s juris-

diction. The p//y5fc‘(?-gcographical character of

the whole valley-area of the Thames, aud its

tributaries—as modified by population—was the

real ground to work on-, the Referees commenced

nearer to the proper basis than did the Board

of Works, yet pr(ffiably did not go far enough.

The discharge of sewage into the river, at

points at which it appears it coidd not but

have returned with the tide
;
the storage in

reservoirs, aud the great area from which the

sewage was to be raised byartiflcial means, were

the weak points in the schemes of the Board.

Wc fear, however, that the Referees, in seeking

to amend these defects, have not thoroughly

considered and matured a scheme of their own.

They reduce the portion of the area from which

the sewage is to be raised artificially, aud add to

the area for gravitation,—whereby the outfall

sewers and channels have very sbght inclination,

as noticed in our former article. But further, if

we can understand the very imperfect sections-;—

in place of discharge from reservoirs, the emis-

sary (in each case considerably below low-water)
..-n il,* it.l.. 4. ... /I ..... no if vlncc iin

fe'^rr Mcr \t
j

wi admirtheiide to fiow m,: just as it does up

disobamc at a low levcl^iuto a tidal river, the ' Uisextremd) doubtful whether aiiij inofituhle use the riiames, only with a moie dense conocntia-SK the majoSv of Ue sewers have to be
1

cun be „mdf of tl.o^ London cemye for tlie pur- t-e. „r il,e .ew.i„e Sunnnsmn. however, that the

closed dui'iiiu a considerable portion of every pose of irrigatuiur But they go on to lefci to

day : they become “ elongated cesspools and so many points, tending to show that such

rainfall is ponded back, and the basements of applicalioii could be made to succeed, that we
s ponded uv<vx., ....... ...w .... - —

,

,

bouses are flooded. Now, indeciding upon the ' shall deem it necessary, shortly, to go more

outfall a main point is, whether the sewage into the subject, to see whetlier such utilization

should’ be used or wasted. Wben “ the general I —if it did not return interest of money as it

reader” is told that the value of coustituciils has done elsewhere—would not at least supply

of the London sewage is upwards of a inilliou
^

the outlal!, without disadvantage sanitaiily,

of money aunuallv, he naturally exclaims against
|

which is the thing required,—a question,

what he tliiuks the madness of sending ships
'
however, on which we must piiard ourselves

•half across the globe, whilst the same cou-
'
against a present conclusion. The report, how-

stituents of guauo are in existence at home, ever, leaves so much unsaid on the agricultural

But, as it is well remarked by those who liave
^

br.iuch of the subject, aud on in-igahon of land,

contributed to the chemical part of this inquiry,
.
that we cannot but regret that in that direction

the public mind has to be disabused of the the inquiry_ did not extend further,

notion that the sewage of London, and what are The position in vhicli the abstract Ques-

some of its constituents, are the same thing, tiou of utilization of sewage
_

in the iquid

The prospect ultimately, of the production or form is left, seems to be tins :—is there obtaiu-

the application of those constituents is in every ' able near London, ground on which this great

respect a hopeful one
;
but up to this time, in and increasing volume of sewage water could

the words of Hr. Hofmann aud Mr. M'itt, the belaid, and can such irrigation be earned on

constitnente are “like the gold in the sand of in all seasons, and under all circumstances . in

the Rhine” the “aggregate value must be the agricultural question is luvolved that ot the

immense, but no companv has yet succeeded in quantity of sewage that can be absorbed by par-

Taibiii" the treasure.” We have carefully con- ticular soil, beneficially,—that is, obv latiu^ the

-sidcrc^ the prospect of the disposal of the necessity for storage, or supplementary outtail,

London sewage by converting it into a solid whether to meet the exigencies caused

manure. It appears, firstly, that this does not by generally intermittent demand, or those

attain the object of entire purification; and, of sudden accumulation. Such questions

secondly not the commercial and agricultural the Referees being unable to
_

settle, they

one in a manner to recommend itself in the h.ave felt obliged to provide m some way,

case of London. Some of the processes that those particular outfalls which they could not

nre in use, appear to be well worthy of attention
,

be satisfied would be olheiwisc than needed,

in the case of small towns, and of workhouses. All that they felt m the position to aim

asvlums, and public buildings iu the country, of at was, what would permit of the utilization

the like character. But, the cost of the material of the sewage,—and in the country lying due

which is mixed with the sewage, in many cases, east of Loudon. Now, if what appears m the

is such, that the production of the manure blue book, and in the report ot Mr. A-Ustm and

cannot in those cases be looked upon as a elsewhere, will disabuse the public ol the ex-

source of profit—on whatever other grounds pectation of any great commercial adv’autage

desirable ;
aud it seems questionable whether from “ deodorizatioii ” and the production ot

much more is effected by elaborate and ex- solid manure, the same authorities tend to sliow

pensive means, than by the sinqile deposition the ease with which ordinary towns, favourably

and filtration, and mixture with the ashes of the
^

placed as to levels^ and adjacent land, might be

•town as practised at Cheltenham. Particulars dispossessed of their sewage, aud how consider-

of the Cheltenham works will be found in the ablebcuefittotlielandmightresult;andwiththis

report by Mr. Austin,—who lias given plans, with limited expression of opinion, for the present

«ome modifications, of an arrangement of works we leave the subject.
f • f n

suggested bv himself. Taking into consideration
j

The large water-supply, andarea oi ramtall

the cost of the added materials, aud the value in the metropolis ;
the different conditions as to

of the manure obtained, the lime process patented sewage and rainfall of theiirban aud suburban dis-

by Mr. IVicksteed, and carried out on a great tricts ;
the drainage of the marshes, itselt a desir-

nf 1 iR t1i.it. f.n which the authors able thiinr for the health of London, aud necessarv
scale at Leicester, is that to which the authors ' able t hing for the health of London, and necessary

of the chemical report attach the most value, to their being in a condition to be, as it were, a

But a comparative table which they give, shows market for the sewage; and the necessity lor

that the concentrated form of the constituents considering not merely the “additional area

iu a ton of guano makes that material actually of the Referees, but possibly every town whicb

cheaper than the lime deposit. Six tons of the is at present draining into the Thames, are so

latter appear to be required for one ton of the ' many points in the peculiar problem ot the

other. Heuce, without reference to the gi-cater sewerage of Loudon, and the dispolluiion ot

charge for “spreading,” and the positive disad- the river
;
and some of the number are even

vantage that there may be iu a portion of the yet far from being conclusively settled, ine

matenal, if only assumed as inert,—a difference, error of the three successive plans of the Board

for example, of about 50 per ceut. on the ton, is of Works, as of others preceding them, was

discovered when the rival manures have been that they dealt rather with the rate-paying

tion of the sewage. Supposing, however, that the

particular feature at the outfall be merely the

low-levcl of the invert, surely the discharp

would be possible only about low water, aud the

sewage would flow up the river with the flood

instead of down with the ebb tide; and Mr.

Bazalgette is quite justified in the opinion which

he has expressed on that part of the proposal.

The return to sewers of greater dimensions than

have been lately advocated, on the ground of pro-

vision for a larger rainfall, is also a noticeable

feature iu the design.

Tlie plan is put forward as fulfilling the

following conditions ;

—

ls(. The scheme must relieve the low-lying dis-

tricts from floods, and from the evils attendant upon

a tide-locked drainage.

2iid. The scheme must cleanse the river to the

greatest pr.icticable extent. Aud,

3rd. "Wiiilc removing the nuisance from the metro-

polis, the proposed system of drainage should be

attended with os liltle practical injury to, or inter-

ference with, other towns as possible.

The plan of the Metropolitan Board adopted-

the first of those conditions ;
but in the opinion •

of the Referees, it would appear did not

secure the other objects. Besides that plan,

the Referees considered a large number of

other proposals,—the majority of them, how-

ever, not sufficiently detailed, or bearing the

evidence of practicability. Amongst the plans

and communications were suggestions on many
special points ;

but the majority were classified

into schemes, proposing :

—

1st. That the sewage of each house should be col-

lected in cesspools, or moveable receptacles of various

coustiuctions, reserving the ordinary drains for rain-

fJl.

2nd. That the metropolis should be divided into

districts of greater or less extent, and that to each

district a reservoir should be sup[)lied, into which the

sewage should fiow, to be there deodorised or prepared

for utilisation.

3rd. That the sewage should flow down to the

present points of outfall in the river, and be there

either run into barges, or converted into maniu'e at

these poiuts, the liquid being allowed to flow into the

river.

4t(i. That the sewage should, after being collected

in centnd positions, be pumped along lines of pipes

into the country, and there be applied to the irrigation

of laud.

5th. That the mouths of existing sewers should be

connected either with a main drain on each side of the

river, or with one central drain in the bed of the

river, by which the sewage would be conveyed to

some point down the river, where it would be deodo-

risccl, or be discharged into the river without deodori-

zatioii.

6th. That a portion of the sewage should be inter-

cepted at a high level, and the rest be intercepted aud

raised by artifleial means from a low level, so as to

enable it to gravitate to deodorising works, or to an

outfall at some distance down the river, or at some

pijint on the sea coast.

The plans of the sixth class, includiug the plan

of the Board, are the oulyoneswhich theyconceive
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fulfil the conditions of the complete drainage of

London. They do not see the advisableness of a

return to the cesspool question, or the practica-

bility generally of a separation of the sewage and
the rainfall. To the low-level conduits, suggested
with or without a scheme of Thames embank-
ment, they object that the lower parts of Lon-
don would remain subjected to floods, and that
the whole of the sewage would have to be
raised at enormous cost. They also do not con-
sider that the sewers following the course of
the river are practicable. The schemes of other
kinds arc rejected for reasons which wdl be here
apparent, and the principle of interception

advocated by Mr. M'Clean, Mr. Bailey Denton,
and others—shown in their plans sent in to the
Sewers Commissioners in 1849, and adopted
by Mr. Iforster—is taken as the basis of the
system.

The main question left after consideration of
points which we have referred to, was whether
the discharge should be directly into the sea, or
inthe river, near the mouth. The Referees de-
cide against the former, for the reasons alluded
to in our last article, and which became appa-
rent from the experiments with floats by Capt.
Burstal

; and they adopt the other arrangement
on the ground that at a particular point in the
river, the ebb tide is very strong, and that a
considerable period of slack water occurs during
the flood. But— apart from other matters for
further consideration,— bearing in mind that
there are two outfalls, one for the northern
sewage, and the other for the southern, opposite
to each other, we hardly understand, since the
requirements as to emission are the same, why
circumstances chosen as to the tides should not
be analogous. Yet we read that “while the ebb
tide sets upon the northern shore of Sea
Reach, the flood tide sets upon the southern
shore.” Perhaps this only needs explana-
tion; but the questions which occur .to us
would not he exhausted even in an article

of considerable length. Still we must now
suggest for consideration, whether every
approach towards the sea — advantageous
in one respect—may not tend in another way
exactly otherwise. The evidence which could
be collected at many seaport towns—and which
even is supplied in some parts of the blue book

—would show that sewage does not mix withitself—

sea-water, but that the latter tends to increase
the deposition on a coast. If that be the
case, the question of Loudon sewerage would,
as we feared at the outset, be still very
far from having arrived at what we called the

logical solution of the difficulty. "VVhat that

solution is, it may be beyond our power to state

and certify : all that wc can now do is to point
out some features in the report before us,

which appear to have been hastily deduced
from the evidence, or on which tlic latter is

weak, and admit that immediate operations are
requii-ed, though some few millions should be
swamped in an experiment. Such is the result,

which long negligence of the first conditions in

the formation of towns has entailed upon us.

COMPETITION DESIGNS FOR MT’SIC-IIALL
AND BATHS, CAMBRIDGE.

Cambridge is one of those places which are iflaccd

in the awkward position of having outgrown their

to'vnx-Lall. For a long time its public audience has,

so to speak, been pressing laterally against the walls

of its present assembly-room, and, as a place for

public meetings, its dajs arc numbered. With a

population of 30,000 souls, the maximum of packing
and physical endurance will only find room in the

present hall for an audience of 500 people, and the

want of increased accommodation became so urgent,

that a company has started into existence to correct

the evil. Since the formation of this company, a

counter project has been set up with the object of

demolishing the present town-hall and building a new
one on its site

;
and it is only to be regretted that the

corporation do not feel themselves justified in adding
to the already heavy rates for recent improvements,
by giving the proposition their hearty and unanimous
approval. The Market-hill is unquestionably the

proper locus for the proposed structure, and it is a

pity that reasons before mentioned should deter the

corporation from taking the matter into their own
hands. There is yet a possibility of the scheme being

entertained by the authorities
;
but, in the mean time,

the company have secured the offer of an eligible site

in nearly the centre of the town, and in the Builder

of July 11th appeared an advertisement inviting archi-

tects to send in plans, &c. for a music-baU, baths and

washhouses. See.

The excessively small sum of 50/. was offered as a

premium to the successful competitor, with the pro-

mise of being etnpbiyed as architect of the structure
;

and it was further made a condition that at least ttu

competitors should enter or the prize be void. In

answer to this invitation, only six gentlemen have

come forward, and wc have beard it said that the

premium will be divided amongst two or three of

those whose designs may be considered most merito-

rious. The designs have been publicly exhibited during

the present week. No. 1, “Alpha,” is in style the

Classic of Sir W. Chambers. The exterior is rusti-

cated Doric, and curved on plan to obtain width. The
interior of the Music-hall has a surbase (or pedestal

course), whence rise Corinthian pilasters to support

roof, which is curved, and appears to be taken from

the Museum of Economic Geology, but is deficient in

strength. The room is lighted by curved skylights

that follow the form of the roof.

The Music-hall is figured, 8? feet by 47 feet
;
but

on the floor the plan ouly measures 07 feet by

47 feet, if taken to the square part of the end oppo-

site to the orchestra.

A staircase, 6 feet wide, is the only approach to

the room, which is entered by three doors under the

orchestra : this latter arrangement causes the orchestra

to be more than 20 feet high in front.

In No. 2, "Loudon,” the style of which is Italian,

the approach is by a staircase, 8 feet wide : the

orchestra at end of the room is semicircular : the

ceiling is a segmental brick arch, 51 feet span, rising

6 feet, springing from the top of a brick-and-a-ha1f

wall (without buttresses), 20 feet above the floor of

the hall ! Some of the rooms, &c. would appear to

be without daylight.

When the auihor deposited his plan, he was asked

for his name, and refused to give it. This is the

ouly design by an unknown author.

No. 3 is marked " Industria.” The style is Italian.

The approaches are not exactly what they should be,

recollecting the panic and rush at the Surrey-

gardens : the entrance to the Music-hall, is by a pas-

sage 5 feet wide and 158 feet long. A second door-

way leads into the same passage through a luncheon

lobby. The grand staircase is 7 feet wide, and the

doorway of the Music-hail is 8 feet wide, so that for

exit the passages gradually narrow towards the street.

The room is to hold 1,400 person, so that they would

pass tlirough the frustum of a wedge, commencing
their journey at the base, and making their sortie at

the apex.

The music-ball has a coffered and coved ceiling,

resting upon Corinthian pilasters, on a surbase : be-

tween each pilaster is a window of the Ionic order.

The lighting generally appears defective, and the roof

springs from a brick and a half wall, C3 feet high,

and spans 03 feet without any apparent tie
;

it clearly

cannot be made of timber.

No. 4, " Quoi qu’il en soit ?” is in style Italian

Ionic. This plau provides for a porte cochhre, with

a rather awkward turn at right angles. The author,

in a JIS. appended to the drawings, says,
“
the design

is Italian in character, and your town possessing so

many splendid structures, I can but thiuk that these

public rooms should present a creditable appearance.”

It does not appear that this design has any refer-

ence to a "splendid structure.” The music-hall is

irregular on the plan, with transepts: from their

junclion rises a dome, 30 feet in diameter, and bulbous

finial to matcii. The ceiling is a semicircuLr vault,

ingeniously arranged with hypclhral fenestration, and

supported upon Ionic columns. The music-ball has

evidently been cramped to obtain some light for the

swimming-bath below. The author writes, "by a

practical arrangement, the baths, although apparently

covered by the music-hall, arc amply lighted and ven-

tilated.” The “ practical arrangement,” so far as we
could discover, consists in tinting some rays of light

where they can never full.

" Quod verum tutum,” No. 5, adoqits the Venetian

Gothic style. The approach is by a parte cochere,

having au easy cuiwe from the entrance to the exit,

and laid down with a tramway. In the rnid<ilo of its

leugtli is placed the grand staircase, two flights of

curved (implying danger) lead to a landing,

whence rises a staircase, 8 feet wide, for approaching

the saloon and music-hall. The sv\imming-baths arc

adopted from our Journal, with radiating dressing-

boxes in the cculrc of each bath, and approached by a

bridge.

The roof of the music-hall is a pointed waggon

vault, boarded and ribbed, with a boarded cove be-

tween the plate and the end of the hamnier-bcam.

The author proposes to support the roof by iron

columns from the floor to the hammer-beams, or by

iron tie-rods, not show;n in the drawing. The hall is

lighted by wheel windows in the gables, and small

windows in the sides : the windows are too small.

No. 6, " To be or not to be,” in style, enriched
Italian, aims at less than the others, and perhaps
effects more. The music-hall is on the ground-floor,

with side galleries after Ibe manner of St. George’s

Hall, Liverfiool. The plan is a double cube, with a
scmi-circiilar end : the ceiling is elliptic and coffered :

some of the coffers arc glazed. The room has two
approaches from two streets

;
but the corridors and

rctiiiiig-rooms arc dark. The swimming-baths are

lighted by skylights.

The sum to be expended is limited to 7,000/. in-

cluding fittings of orchestra, warming apparatus,

chandeliers, gas-fittings, and seats for audience.

COMPETITION DESIGNS FOR THE PRO-
POSED VESTRY-HALL IN ISLINGTON.

The seventy-seven sets of designs received have been

carefully hung in Myddclton-hall, and w ill remain open

to the public till nine o’clock this evening (Friday),

Much trouble lias been taken by many of the com-
petitors, and time andthought have been expended, in

the preparation of the drawings
; and the vestry have

reason to be satisfied with the ability elicited and the

amount of work done for them since the end of

August lost! In reliiru, they will be expected to

take the most effectual steps to arrive at a just deci-

sion. Thi: advertisenicat says,
—

“ The building is to

be erected and completed (including the architect’s

commission, salary of clerk of works, drainage and

enclosure) for a simi not exceeding 5,500/.” This

must be remembered in making the selection. The

amount is too small : it is doubtful if the accommo-
dation reqiii red can he obtained by it in such a shape as •

the size and iinportunce of the parish calls for, and-

some of the competitors have forwarded designs whieft

could not be curried out for half as much more. If

conditions be laid down, justice demands that the

selection should be made wiili lire strictest reference

to them. A list of the Mottoes aud References to

the designs, wilh blank space for observations, has.

been printed by the vestry. Twelve designs have-,

already been selected, it is said, by the committee, and
will be proposed to the vestry this, Friday, evening.

Glancing round the two apartments in which the

drawings hang, and without that careful examination:

of plan, and comparison of effect with cost, which will-

have to be made, wc may notice the variity and fair

amount of invention observable in the elevations. The-

use of the Gothic style was expressly debarred by the

advertisement : the Venetian element is largely ob-

servable; coloured bricks for the arches, strings,

and cornices, are much used; and a turret gives cha-

racter to many of the designs. The plans muinly

oscillate between two arrangements, depending on the

entrance being either in the high road or in the centre

of the side. In two cases the entrance is made at the

angle
;
but this arrangcnicut docs not recommend itself.

Some of the most showy designs depend on ibe use

of “cement.” The feeling against the emplrymeut
of this material, iii the way it is ordinarily used, is

growing stronger every day : we earnestly advise the

vestry to do witliout it, or at any rate to use it as

sparingly as pos.-ible.

No. 6,
" Prtemedifaius," has a tower (display-

ing red aud while bricks), and the ball has a

domical ceiling, which, remembering that the apart-

ment is for talking in, would be a very hazardous

form. 18, " Progres®,” is oi'iginal and clew r, as much
80 as any de-ign iu the collection. The author of it

in his descriptive particulars says justly :

—
" It may

give more trouble and require more pains to supply a

design of an original chardctcr, and such a one may,

uolwithslauding, have more faults than a mere copy

of some known work, proved already to be excellent
;

yet iu the latter case not one step is gained in the

progress of art, but an opportunity has been lost

;

while, in the o'her, if among many faults there are

some new hcaulics or combinations to be found, at

least sometbing has been done iu addition to what

bns gone before, and fresh food is presented for the

mind ofthc observer, andsoiiic new feeling awakened.”

The vestry may usefully hear this observation in

mind iu making their selection. 32 aud 33,
“
Isling-

ton 34, Jlerric Islcdon;” and 05, have excellent

points, and C'dl f> r examination ;
the latter, however,

has the fatal error of a room not right angled. 30,

“Lrx,” is an able design, but, through its three

stories of windows all round, does not give the im-

pression outside of the purpose of the building.

Several of the designs fail in this respect. No. 57,

" Whj tiington,” makes some "turn again” in their

passage round the room, for the sake of its avrange-

incnl, and will doubtless have suffrages, though it

would not have our.«. The w'ant of union between the

Hull pr.-ipcr and the front building is a grave objection.

20, 37, aud 4fl, have merit iu parts. 60, " Faith,” gives

a good room, but at greater cost than the conditions

permit, aud the elevation is somewhat clumsy. 75,

" Utililas," using coloured bricks, shows a clever

arrangement of \\iiulows; and 77 is au able derign.
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but must be out of tbe qi.es'.ion, we should tbink, on

the score of cost.

Pir,—You have inserted a notice or two of the compe-

tition for the Islington Vestry-hall, and I think now is the

time to give a final word. In an incredibly short space ol

time seventy-seven designs have been examined, and

twelve chosen. For some reason, best known to them-

selves, the building committee have re.'’u3ed to tell their

brother vestrymen which these twelve are, until the time

comes for voting upon them on friday,—that is, they

deprive them of their choice till the drawings are removed,

and the votes to be given from memory only. Still these

secrets will find an outlet, and so two or three designs are

spoken of as taking a lead among the twelve, while all the

rest are mere rubbish, to the exclusion of others which
might come into competition with the favourites of the
buTldiug committee, whenever the vestry came to vote as

a body. Is it too late to ask once more ihataprofessional

judge shall be called in ? If this is not done, we shall have

another chance of doing something good thrown wholly

away. There are a few very clever designs; they will be

reproduced, it may be hoped, at the Architectural Exhi-

bition. A COilPBTITOE.

n.\MPTON COURT PALACE.

Althoi'gii ihe members of ihe LouJoq aud Mid-
dlesex Aicbfe logical Society spent an agreeible nnd
not uninstrn diTe day when ih<y met there on the

5th iiibt. and w.indtred lliroiigh the hall, the court,

the chapel, the picture-galleries, and the garden, we
must take the lihcriy of sating that it was not the

riglit pbice for the occasion, and thnt the proceedings

were not of a character to forward the purposes of the

'society. No papers were read. The Rev. Thomas
Hugo gave some paiticil rs of the foundation of the
palace, and Mr. A. White, in the chapel, altered by
Wren, mentioned the coustruction of the wooden roof

which spans the apartment, and carries the sham-
vaulted ceiling it present®, as very peculiar, and
calling for illustration. This ceiling is very vividly

polycliromcd, and the walls are covered with exquisite

carvings of the period, from the hands of Grinling
Gibbons, the drawing in which is singularly pure and
heauti'ul, and deserves the study of architects. The
effect of tlie room is alfog ther marred by the white
glass of the windows. Attention was dir<cted to this

by a visitor, nnd the ab-cnce of stained glass was
pointed to as oneinstance of the want of completeness
in our public buildings :—we always fear to go far

enough. When the medircvalists painted every inch
of woodwork in their chinches, covered the' Walls
with paintings, and laid the floor with brilliant tiles,

they look care also to All the window-openings with
glass of “many dyes,” so that all was harmonious,

“ Payd to John Wright, of Southe Memys, fre

misoD, for workyng, karvyng, and intaylling of 16

severnlle fre stones for the repryses of the Kynges

New Hall, whereof two of them curyously engraved

wyth the Kynges arracs, wylh the crowne, and two

of the Kynges beste stande at the upper ende of the

siiyd Hnll, and ten other of the sayd stones in-

graved, five of them wyth roses, and other five

wyth poitcolos, every of them wyth two of the

Kyuges beasts counteryng one agenst an other,

stand on ether syde of the sayd Hall, and other

rest of the sayd 16 stones ingraved with (he letters

H and R ;
eveiy of them wyth the crowne stand in

the four angulsof the same Hall, takeiug for every of

the sayd stones soo brought, clensyd, and fully fyn-

yshed, by convensyon, 22s. 6d.”

Again :

—

“ Payd to Thomas Johnson, of London, karver, for

makyng of 29 of the Kynges bestes to stand upon the

newe haiilmeuts of the Kynges New HaU, and uppon

the feraerell of the said Hull, lakyne for every of them

so made and set up, 16s. 8d.”
“ Payd to Richard Rydge, of London, karver, for

the makyng of three peudentts haugyug uppon the

femerall of the Kynges New Haull, recldy teacsshj d

and set up, at 40s. the pecc.

Paid to Richard Rydge, of Loudon, karver, for

couttyng and karvyng of a rose erowyud standyng in

the crowne vowght of the fenterall of the Hall,

13s. 4d.

Also payd to Richard Rydge, of London, karver,

for the makyng of 16 (lendaunts standing under the

hammer beam in the King’s New Hall, at Ss. 4d.

the pece.”

Under the bead of smith’s work :
—

" Psiyde to Raynalde Wardc, of Budley, for 7350

of diibbyll tenpeniiy nayles iuglys, at lls. the 1000.

Also, 2000 of synggle tenpenny nayles, at 5s. 8d.

the 1000.

Also, 12,000 of sixpenny nayles, at 3s. 6d. the

1000.

Also, 6000 of fivepenny nayles, at 23. lOd. the

1000 .

Also, 4000 of fourpenny nayles, at 2s. 4d. the

1000.

Also, 1500 of rought nayles, at lOd. the 1000.”

Various extracts exemplify the character and the

extent of the painted decorations which were carried

throughout the palace—to the painting even of the
“ chymoey shafts.” Thus:

—

Payd to John Ilethe, piVLtonr, of London, forIn a new edition of Felix Summerly’s “ ILiudbook i --v - » r . >

for Hampton Court,” an excellent little work, some ^he p.iyiityDg of 0 great lyoiis standing ahowgbt the

most Valuable extract' from public records arc printed,

illus'r.itive of the original building and extent of

Hamptou Court Palace, ihe state of the arts, and'
the value of artisans' labour during the Tudor period.

batyllineutt of tyinbur worke upiroa the Kynges new
haull, theyre vayuys gylte with fyne golde and in

oyle, price the pece, 20s.

Also to the same, for gyldyng aud payntyng of 4

These show, amougst other things, th ,t the great
I

S‘‘eat dragons, there vanys layda wythe oyle, price

hall, though constantly called Wolscy’s Hail, was not
,

servyng for the said batlylment.

coranieiiced till five vears after Wohey had given up I

same, for gyldyng and payuttyng of 6

Hampton Court to 'K ng Henry VJII. in exchange
' the pece.

for Ihe manor of Richmond. He surrendered it in

1525, and in the iei.*ord8 of cxptn«e3, under the date

1531, we fiud, for example, these entries :

—

“ Three snwers of lyinbcr (by ta^ke) for the new
scaffalde to take d'.wue the <dde hall [were paid] at

12d. every hundred foot. 16 Oct
,
Anno 22.

10s. servyug the said batyliment

Also of 4 lyons, servyng for the femerall, with

there vanys layde in oyle, price the pece, 203.”

As to wages :

—

“Freemasons.—The master (John MoUon) at 12d.

the day. TJie warden (Wylliam Reynolds) at 5s. the
Carpenters makyng of a framyd scaffolde to take weke. Setters (twelve in number) at Ss. fid. the

down the roiiff of the olde hall, every of them [paid] woke each. Lodgemen (fifty-six named, and the cost

At fid. the day

Further

“Laborers helpjng to take down the olde hall
[received] 4d. the day.”

And,

—

\
placed against eaih name), each 3s. 4d. the weke.

; Hard hewars (one at 4«.) teu at 3s. 4d. the weke.
I Carpenters.—The Master at 12d. the day. The

I

“Warden at 8d. Ihe day. The rest, being ‘ prentises,’

,
receive from 4J. to 8d. the day.

I

Bricklayers.—The Master at 12d. the day. The
“ Warden and sellers takyng down of the freeston Warden at Sd. the day. Fifty-four at 7d. the day.

of the olde ha'I [paid] 3s. 8d. the week, each of Three at 6d. Seventeen at 5d. Four at 4d. the day.

them. Joyners.—The Master at lOd. Seventeen others.

Our readers will thank ns probably for a few items, ' named, received 7d. the day. One 6d,

as to the labour of bricklayers, masons, aud car.

peiiters, in encting the imseut hall :
—

” Briekl-ycrs working in and uppon the founda-
cions of the New Hull, every of them at 6d. the dav
March, anno 23 H. Vllf

Two 4il,

Paynters.—The Master at 12i1. Three at 8d;
and one ‘ grinder of colors,’ at od the day.”

Want of space prevents us from going further with
these records. The gardens were in beautiful order.

Free masons, at 3s. the weke, every of them
' ^ before, was spent very

workiug in frealon uppon dores, wyndowes, covnes pleasantly,

for bmtressis, and gresse tables for the Kyn^e’s New
Hall.

Caipeuters working uppon the flowres of the said
Hall, every of them at 6d. the day. In March,

'

anno 23.

NEW MUSEUM AT THE INDIA HOUSE,
LONDON.

Some considerable alterations, to give in-

Ca,pmlo's for work, in ti.rir howre Ivnm and f
drjnkyog t,,„va upon II, e If J1 for’iho liarty I'™" g°‘"S
expcd'cii.n of (he s,ime-eiery of them rated for

i«dia_iiouse for some time past, uvider the

•eviry 9 ho!-vs 7d. iu all imnugs thim.” airectiou of IMr. Uigby "VVyatt, tlie present
Jtiiiers wcic paid at the same price. In May, Architect of the Company; and though the

anno 24.
’

^

^

Directors have now something else to think
The follDuing entry rehrs to portions of the hall about, the works are being completed, aud the

which are obvious, and increases the iutcrcit of an ex- ' collection arranged for public inspection. What
amuiatii n of it,

I Sale-room has been transformed

into an Indian Court, with, columns and arches

of Indian fashion, and apnropriated, mainly, to

sculptured antiquities,—slabs and figures. 8ome
elaborately cut stone panels of Indian work

have been set up to form a screen. The carving

of some of the groups displays wonderful finish.

The deputy secretary’s residence, aud other

parts, have been thrown into the Museum ;
and

the whole now occupies a considerable space.

The amount of the contract is about 2,500/.

:

with the fittings, the sum will probably amount

to 3,500/. Messrs. Hack aud Son, of Poplar,

are the contractors.

The collection at the India House is one of

great interest : those who would study Indian

architecture must go there to do it. Of minute

carving aud metal-woik, there are some beautiful

specimens.

The first establishment of the East-India

Company, we may remind our readers, was by

charter of Queeu Elizabeth, dated December

31, 1600. This w’as renewed by James I. in

1609, and at other times by other sovereigns.

About the year 1773, money was lent to the

Company by the country, and the Company was

placed under the control of the king’s raiuisters.

The present building, on the site of an older

structure, was commenced in 1799, from the

designs of Mr. K. Jupp, architect to the Com-

pany. Parts were afterwards added by Mr.

Cockerell and Mr. "Wilkins.

Dreadful as the recent much-to-be-deplored

events in India have been, they will probably

bring great advantages to the liumau race :

India will be more entirely ours, and the pro-

gress of Christianity and civilization more

certain and rapid.

WORCESTER CATHEDRAL.*

Hitving completed my survey of the church, I now

descend to iho crypU This is co-extensive with the

choir, mode first into three piincipal divisions, of

which the ceutral and widest one terminates to the

ea^t in a semicircle : this is again subdivided hy two

ranges of bearing shafts into three avenue?, aud the

middle one bisected again by a row of shafts on the

longitudiuiil axis. The lateral portions are in like

manner equally divided by a row of shafts down the

njiddle. The shafts are of moderate diameter, the

section of the abacus, the usual Early Norman one,

and the capital cubical masses overhanging the shaft,

aud rounded off at the corners—what has been called

the cushion c.ipital,—to be found, I believe, in the

Romanesque of every country in Europe. These

carry flat, broad, transverse bands, which tie them

together, and bound every compaitment of the roof,

which is Roman quadripartite vaulting. I remarked

on some parts of the wall very well-preserved painted

dt signs, one an architectural design of a trefoil-headed

arcade, aud some escutcheons quartered vix^Jleurs de

Us and lions rampant, so that these can scarcely lay

claim to an antiquity higher than the twelfth ceutury.

To the crvpt itself is attributed, as in the case of all

similar localities, a fabulous, or rather a legendary

origin, St. Oswald receiving the honour of being the

founder. This is manifestly absurd, its date clearly

not being earlier than the Conquest, and perhaps not

much later than that event. There is no part of the

building I viewed wiih greater interest than this sub-

terranean relic of a remote age, once the scene of the

worship of our forefathers—now the receptacle of

their ashes,—uuheeded by all save the inquisitive ex-

plorer, though in truth it may be regarded as the

mine containing the rugged ore which the genius and

patient thought of successive labourers gradually

elaborated into the richest aud most cherished gems

of Medireval architecture.

Of the screen of Portland cement whiA closes the

choir to the w«st,—hideous buyoud the power of

words to describe— afiecliiig an imitation of Early

English below, and rutining up into vertical panel-

ling and battlementcd parapet above—of the similar

obsiruciion which shuts up the sides, aud breaks the

connection between the choir and the Lady Chapel—

a little less offensive in style and maleiial, I shafi

content mvseif with remarking, that the ouly senti-

ment excited by these disfigurements is an earnest

hope that the day may not be far distant when evciy

Cathedral shall possess a dean and chapter with sulh-

eient love of the art, sufficient kuowledge of its priQ"

ciples and taste iii their application, to prevent for

all time to come the perpetration of similar bar-

barisms.

Ol the numerous tombs, to be found in this cathe-

dral, I shall designedly omit all description, because,

thougli of great interest and value in an archtculogical

* See p. 5o9, anle.
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view, my present purpose is to confine myself to sub-

jects sti'icily architectural, in which category the cele-

brated Mortuary Chapel of Prince Arthur may be

fairly iminded. This monument is raised in the south

branch of the lesser transept, and the proximity of the

scene of the prince’s death, Ludlow Castle, Salop, to

'Worcester, may account for its cathedral having been

selected as the place of his interment. This chapel is

said to have been completed in 1504, two years after

the death of its occupant. It is a very elaborate and

perfectly preserved specimen of what I should call a

happy compromise between French Flamboyant and

English Perpendicular, avoiding alike the slifFuess

and formality of the vertical lines of the one, and the

extravagant waving forms of the other. I am much
mistaken if it be not the work of a foreign artist.

The design of the tracery of its open-work parts is

very pleasing,—the s’ender buttresstts dividing the

compartments with their ogee-forined overhanging

canopies, effigies of kings, martyrs, prophets, and

saints, are sufficiently ornamented without being

overladen with deeoraiioii, and the general result is a

combination of richness and sobriety not often

attained in productions of the sixteenth century. The
parapet which crowus the chapel is unusually lofty,

and in this perpendicular lines predominate. The in-

terior is roofed with a flat ceiling, made the field for

a display of elaborate stone-cutting, and from it

hangs a pendant near each end, sustained by a stone

rib rising from the wall, and abutting at its u;'per

end against the pendant. The solid part of the

chapel is literally covered on the exterior with very

well cut and deep carvings, amidst the variety of

which I discovered the rose, portcullis, fctterloffic, the

garter with its motto, the angel with expanded wings

and scroll, bundles of arrows, prince’s feathers, and

•the pomegranate-badge of the house of Arragon.

Of the exterior it is not necessary to say much.

Of few of our cathedrals is the general outline so

little s'lti'factoiy, and the details present, indeed, a

melancholy aspect. It is quite impossible to fix upon

a single feature which can be offered as a pleasing

•illustration of auy period of architecture. Not a frag-

ment of a pierced parapet to lighten the heaviness of the

walls,—not a single buttress betokening acquaintance

with the fact that these memlers may contribute to

the beauty as well as to the solidity of an edifice—not

a turret or pinnacle of the original construction. Here

and there are some slight indications of an earlier

building, coeval perhaps with the transitional part of

the interior,—among which may be named some

remains of a corbel table of trefoil arches along the

clerestory waDs, a line of trefoil excavations at the

top of the porch on the north-west side, and a few

buttresses of very shallow projection, with a shaft at

each corner. The clerestory windows of the choir are

of the most disagreeable form, two straight lines

meeting at the apex, slightly curved at the lower

extremities. The only portions of Early English

construction retaining their primitive form are the

•windows in the sides, and one front of the smaller

transept; and even these are marred by the intro-

duction of tracery of the Perpendicular period. The

central tower, though not displeasing in its propor-

tions, is but a poor example of a stvle so rich in this

fine external feature : nothing can be more meagre

than the panelling of its roof stage
;
more unsightly

than the naked triunghs which furm the canopies,

unadorned with crockets or finiuls ;
more insignificant

than the statues and canopies of its belfry stoiy. The

angular buttresses and luirets I presume to be emana-

tions of the genius which transformed the interior

of the great transept into the precious Gothic of which

1 have before spoken.

The external restorations just completed are briefly

these. At the west front the gable has been rebuilt,

and the angular buttresses replaecd. These are very

plain, but perfectly suitable to the character of the

front—of three or four stages upwards, m irked by

plain set-offs, or triangular canopy, carrying large

crockets and tiuials. The south front of the eastern

transept has been restored, in strict accordance with

the opposite one. The east wall of the Lady Chaj el

is eutiiely a reconstruction, and the disposition of the

window, its main feature, will he understood from the

description of its iuternal design. In the arch mould-

ings of the U])pcr range of lights are introduced two

bands of the tooth ornament, which also enriches the

raking lines of the triangular gable, and tbc hollow

mouldings of the trefoil light npined in the gable. The
buttresses at the corner, of plain Early English cha-

racter, have been rebuilt consistently with what •was

discovered to betUrir original disposition when disem-

barrassed of the unsightly masses of masonry which

shored them up. la the design of the turrets which

crown the buttresses at the angle of the smaller south

transept front, the same success has not been a^ttuined

as in the iuternal reslor.itious. They are of eight

sides, with a shafted arched opening in each face,

and surmouiiled by an immoderately heavy octangular

pyramid,—the whole as unlike the graceful turrets of

our Early English churches as the imagination can

figure to itself.

The cloisters, situated to the south of the cathedral,

will not repay a lengthened examination. The tracery

of the arches which once surrounded the quadrangle

has been cut out of every one. The vaulting of the

corridors, however, still remains, a very good example

of the Perpendicular period, and there are other p.iits

of the old Norman work which are worth looking at.

These are a circular arched doorway, the entrance on

the south side, with five shafts in the sideu, carrying

as many concentric retiring orders, with roll-formed

edges, some of them carved. The wall of a covered

passage leading to the east end of the cathedral is

relieved by an arcade of round arches on attached

shafts, with rude cushion capitals, and io another pas-

sage, conducting along into the north side of the

cloister, there is a pointed transverse arch, orna-

mented with the Norman zig-zag, and a few compart-

ments of Transitional vaulting, with chanrfereddiagonal

ribs.

But the most interesting and important relic of the

Norman era is the Chapter-house, ucarly iu an unal-

tered state. Externally a regular decagon, it assumes

the circular form within. In the centre rises a single

shaR, from which radiate the roll-formed ribs of the

vaulting, and fall upon shafts attached to the wall,

between the windows (Perpendicubir ones replacing

the old ones). Above each window subordinate vault-

ing cells rise into the prtncip *1 vaul', intersecting it at

a point below its vertex, alter the mHOucr of Welsh

vaulting cells. A billet-cut siring runs beneath the

windows, and below, the wall is ornamented with an

arcade of interlacing semicircles, every pointed com-

partment thus produced enclosing a smaller round-

headed panel on attached shafts. Thence to the floor

shallow circular-headed niches are scooped out of the

solid surface. The capitals are of the cushion form,

and the arcade is formed by sunk surfaces, without

the addition of mouldings
;
and yet nothing can be

more pleasing than the effect produced by the employ-

meat of means so simple.

In this sketch of the cathedral of Worcester, I

hope I have omitted no important architectural feature

which can aid in arriving at a comprehension of its

various styles, and that 1 may have succeeded in con-

veying some idea (an imperfect one it must necessarily

be) of its most conspicuous beauties. I ought perhaps

earlier to have noticed the fact of the total disappear-

ance of the ancient stained glass, of which I do not

believe a single square survives. As a compensation,

we have three or four modern painted windows, but

as my recollections of the glorious specimens of this

beautiful art in conlineutal churches, and iu many of

our own too, incline me somewhat to disparagement

of the efforts of the revivalists, I will express no

opinion upon them. Viatoe.

CHOLERA THREATENING.
Hamburg has ever been our •warning

;
and now

again Hamburg has been attacked by the dread king

«f epidemics. It may be a nice question, for the

moment, wheiher the precise degree of cold which

has now superseded the summer heats be sufficient to

check the growth and progress of the ferment till

next year ;
but there is too much reason to believe

that next year will be a time of slaughter iu England

scarcely less horrible, aud far more extensive, than

that which now is deluging tbc towns aud fields of

upper India with blood. In the midst of this sad

prospect, however, there is hope that in many towns

throughout England, where sanitary efforls have been

made, there will be a decided triumph over the great

enemy, allhough in others a deadly de''eat. The direct

and powerful influence of cleansiog processes in

paralyzing this feU destroyer Las been proved over

and over again. Nay, we now know precisely what

class of persons will furnish by far the greater number
|

of viclims to cholera, aud on what street—it may

almost be said on what house—it will descend. AVe

cau lay our fingers, without the slightest liability to

error, on the weak places which it will assail and

invest. If such knowledge as this had been imparted

to us wilbout power of averting the danger, we must

foresee it is hardly possible that a greater curse could

have descended upon man
;
but, just as suicly as we

know when the cholera will burst forth from its

smouldering ashes, aud where it wiU make its most

destructive ravages, so surely we know how to check

its appearance in some quarlers, and nriiigate its force

in all
;
aud the precautions which we may adopt for

this purpose will not be superfluous if the visitation

which we apprehend should be withheld, inasmuch as

they will bar the progress of other diseases which are

never absent from among us, and improving tlie moral

as well as the physical well-being of society at large.

The General Board of Health is awake, as it ought

to be, to the daogcr that nowimpeud#. It has just

issued advice to local boards as to the precautions that

ought at once to be adopted. The following arc among

the most important suggestions offered. “ First, tua*
the air within and about dwelling-places be not con-

taminated with offensive organic effluvia, such as arise

when the houses themselves are ill-ventilated, over-

crowded, and unrleau, or when their reffisc is not

properly removed from fhemhy drainage or otherwise,

or when any filihy accumulations exist io their ueigh-

bourhood, or when the local sewerage is defective.

Secondly, that the public supply of water bo, as far as

possible, unpolluted by any kind of animal or vegetable

impurity
;

for where cholera is jjrcseiit or impending

no house can be considered safe for habitation in

which there is any offensive smell of animal refuse, or

of other putrefactive animal or vegetable matter; aud

no wafer can be considered safe for drinking into

which ihire flows (as is often the case with rivers and

with wells in the neighbourhood of bouses) any

habitual discharge of town refose or any accidental

sobkage or leakage from drains or cesspools.”

Full details are also given of the powers possessed

by the local boards under the Public Health and

Nuisances’ Removal Act, and which ought stringently

to be exercised at this time. They relate principally

to matters of sewerage and drainage, and generally to

the prevention or removal of all impurities which

taiut the atmosphere or hinder the diffusion of per-

sonal and domestic cleanliness. The fullowiug obser-

vations can scarcely be too widely circulated and re-

garded at the present moment
“
It is possible that no huinan efforts may suffice to

avert the course of that epidemic ferment which thus,

at certain intervals of time, comes, as it were, to test

the safficieucy of our sanitary defences. But public

authorities, armed with the existing powers of the

law, can do almost everything to vender the mysterious

influence innocuous, by removing those local condi-

tions through which alone it is enabled to destroy life

in this climate.

Local boards may be well assured that, if any

precautions adopted by them against cholera should

hereafter seem to have been superfluous in relation to

the epidemic—if the suggested possibility of another

visitation should happily not now he realised—the

pains and cost which may have been given to sanitary

improvetucut will in no degree have been wa'sted ;

since undoubtedly such exertions will have borne fruit

in preventing other disease, and in lessening both the

misery and the expense, the •waste of life, aud the

waste of money, which are now the consequence of

defective sanitary arrangements.”

Other authorities besides the Ceutral Board of

Health are already moving in this matter throughout

the country. The Health Committee at Liverpool

have had some discussion on the subject. At Tyne-

mouth, the town-council, as the local board of health,

are said to be adopting measures for the conservancy of

the public health, aud none know bitter than the

Tynemouth people, from happy experience, the immu-

nity from attacks of cholera to be realised by attention

to the proper sanitary measures. In London itself, the

medical officers of health have been calling attention

to many nuisances which ought forthwith to be

abated ; and particularly to the disgusting condition

into which the arches and other portions of the

Farringdon-street or Clerkeuwell improvements
”

have again fallen, as well as to the accumulations of

filth iu such waste places as those in Augel-elley,

Bishopsgatc-slrcet ;
‘Willis-court, Brackley- street

;

Half Moon-alley, Little Muorfields
;
Feather-bed-hill,

Moor-lane; and Sussex-place, Leadeuhall-street.

All this is but a beginning, of course
;
and doubtless

within the next few months there will be such a

cleausiug process going on throughout the country as

it has not had for some years. Better late than never

;

but were such processes to become perennial, as we

have long laboured to render them, they would im-

mensely contribute so to promote the general health

j

as to e’uable it to withstand aud defy the choleraic

I

virus at all times or at any time or place it might

happen to appear.

FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE.

Transmission of Designs and Autographs hy

Electric Telegragth.—Vrvi^j^^or G. Carilli, iu Florence,

hi 9 invented an iustrument by which the above

wonderous desideratum is to be accomplished, aud

which is well spoken of by the Italian press. It

consists of a metHllic pendulum, which moves hori-

zontally, and to which is attached a metallic indicator,

movcd’by the oscillations of the pendulum, which at

each oscillation descends at a slow rate. Before this

indicator is placed a surface, on which the despatch is

written. As the pendulum oscillates, the indicator

passes along this surface as much as this is possible

by the extent of the oscillation, aud_ this passes oyer

all the space of thevvriting(dcsi_gn) which lies in the line

of its movement. As tlie indicator descends at Mcli

oscillaliou at the rate of the fraction of a millimHre,

it must successively meet all the points of the surface

on which it operates.
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SCALE OF FEET

GROUND PLAN OF PHILOLOGICAL SCHOOL.

PHILOLOGICAL SCHOOLS, NEW-POAD,
MARYLEBONE.

These schools are built in the style of the Domestic

architecture of the fourteenth century. The materials

used are red brick facings with Bath stone dressings.

A handsome flight of steps leads to the entrance-

porch opening to a lobby, from which rises a stair-

case of Portland stone ascending to four spacious class-

rooms, arranged for various purposes on the respective

floors. The ceiling to the staircase is of oak, with carved

bosses at the intersection of the panels. On the

ground-floor is a theatre or lecture-room, capable of ac-

commodating 200 pupils, in the form of an elongated

hexagon, roofed with massive arched ribs springing

from the angles resting om stone corbels, the whole
being surmounted by a ventilating turret. By this

arrangement a picturesque elevation is obtained ex-

ternally. A playground for the boys in wet weather

is formed under this portion of the bnilding. Besides

the theatre and class-rooms, there is a board-room,

panelled with oak, lighted by an elaborate oriel

window. There are various other rooms and con-

veniences suitable for the domestic arrangemcats.

The building has been erected from the designs and
under the superintendence of Messrs. "W. G. and E.
Ilaber'hoD, architects. The builders arc Messrs.

Thompson and Crosswell, of Islington. The contract

was taken at 3,693/.

YTARJIINSTER ATHEN^UM.
A HINT.

"We are not of those who would altogether decrv

eclecticism, but those who select and join must at any
rate select what is good and produce harmony in

joining. A building is in coarse of erection at War-
minster, Wiltshire, for i he purposes of the Athenaeum
and Literary Institution, at the cost of 1,325/. which,
if finished in accordance with the view of it given in

the Illustrated Ixeios last week, will he a constant
cause of ridicule and vexation. Such a strange mixture
of the unadulterated forms of the late Gothic and the
London-Dwelling-house Italian style was probably
never seen. Pointed arcbes, a Gothic hay window,
and Gothic strings, are joined with rusticated quoins
and Italian balusters: a horizontal piece of Gothic
label moulding over some of the windows is carried
on trusses, and, most incongruous of all, the doors,

one on each side of the fa9ade, have a “ frontispiece
”

of columns, entablature, and a broken pediment, with

a bust in the opening.

We speak more harshly than usual, in the hope as

the building is in progress only, that we may induce

reconsideration, and so prevent what would certainly

prove very unsatisfactory.

DISTRIBUTION OF MEDALS
BY THE DEPAHTUENT OF SCIENCE AND ART,

MANCHESTER.

The annual distribution of the national medals for

drawing among the students of the Schools of Art of

the United Kingdom took place in the Manchester

Town-hall, on Friday evening, the 9lh instant, under

the presidency of Eirl Granville. The exhibition of

the prize designs by students in all the schools of art

in the kingdom had previously been opened at the

Manchester School of Art.

Mr. Edmund Potter, the chairman of the com-
mittee of the hliuichester School of Art, having com-
menced the proceedings,

Jlr. Redgrave explained the course followed in

schools of design or schools of art, in order that the

system on which the awards were made might be pro-

perly understood. A system had been adopted by
which education was now given in all schools for the

poor, and so given that any town in the kingdom
might avail itself of the opportunity to receive this

instruction. An) town which chose to take the

trouble of registering 500 students, or 1 per cent, of

the population, who were willing to pay 6d. for in-

struction for one year in drawing, might have a

master recommended who would undertake for that

small sum tlic instruction of those 500 children for

one year, giving them one lesson per week. The

,

State further undertook to test this instruction, to see

that it was soundly carried on, and at the end of the

year would send an inspector down, and by means of

papers from which there was no escape would examine
those boys who chose to come up for examination.

And, to induce them to come up, a small prize was
given to every successful child, the prize being of

materials that would assist him in the further pro-

gress of his art instruction. Moreover, to give the

master au inducement, for every boy who received

such a prize a small payment was made on his behalf

to the master, which was in aid of the mere 6d. Be-

had to pay for the twelve months’ instruction. In the-

course of his speech Mr. Redgrave stated, as a reason

for not delivering the medals that evening, that de--

siring to give the very best work of art that could’ he-

o.'^^ained, they had been obliged to go to a foreigner-

to produce the die. He hoped that on future occasions

Jn h art would stand well enough to produce its-

Ov.- idals, but on this occasion the medal would' be-

the work of 51. Vechfe, whose works stood forth pre-
eminent in the great exhibition in Paris. M. Vechte

was engaged to give them one of the finest raedals'he-

could produce, and said he was using aU his efforts to

produce one of the choicest works.

Several years ago the Art-Union of London set

forth in a special report, which was extensively circu-

lated, and received the attention of a committee of

the House of Commons, the want of encouragement
in this country to mcdal-die engravers, and the conse-

quent fewness of artists in that department, and the

Art-Union commenced a scries of medals in honour
of British artists, which has been regularly pro-

ceeded with, and is now of some extent. There is-

still little encouragement for the prosecution of the

art, and the number ofefficient professors is singnlatly

small. Returning from this digression,

—

Lord Granville delivered a very interesting address,,

showing the need there was for the establishment of

schools of art in this conntiy, the value of a know-
ledge of drawing, and some of the results which had
followed the efforts already made. .

“ I believe it is a

result,” said Lord Granville, “to find that the students-

in these schools in the last ten years have become-

exactly ten times more numerous than they were- ten

years ago. I think it is a result to find that our

education costs exactly one-fourth of what it’ did

seven years ago. I think it is a result to find, as a

positive fact, that almost all (he most eminent porce-

lain manufacturers, almost all the most eminent

cabinet-makers and upholsterers and paper-hangers,

and almost all the most eminent ornamental metal-

work men, have got in their establishments at this

moment men whom they have drawn from schools of

art in different parts of the country.”

The names of the prizcholders were then caUed

over by Mr. Cole, and the certificates handed to them

by the president. The Right Hon- 5Ir. Cowper,

M.P., Canon Richsou, and others, afterwards took

part in the proceedings.
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CHUECH.BmLDIN& NEWS.

Higham Ferrers.—The church of Ilighara Ferrers

is to be thoroughly restored under the direction of

Mr. Slater. The works will comprise the rebuilding

of the north aifle and arcade, and the removal of the

roofs throughout : it is also intended to resetit the

whole with open seats. The amount to be expended

is about 5,000/. 'The contract has been taken by

Messrs. Ruddle, of Peterborough.

WaUoken.—At a meeting lately held in the vestry

of Walsoken church, the new rector, the Rev. G.

Davies, laid before the meetiig plans and estimates

for the restoration of the church and the erection of

schools, the sum required being about 1,200/. The

rector commenced the subscription with the sum of

300/. : Mr. R. Young fallowed with 125/. ;
Mr. E.

Jackson, 75/. ;
Mr. W. Sharp, 35/. ;

and bcfoie the

meeting separated the sum exceeded 500/.

Tranmerc.— St. Paul’s Church, Lower Ti-anmere,

has been consecrated by the Bishop of Chester. The

church, which s^^ands in a field near the Old Chester-

road, is b'iilt of red sandstone, in the Early Decorated

style. It consists of a nave and transepts, with

chancel and organ aisle, with steeple at the south-east

angle of the cliancel. The nave is 38 feet wide, by

75 feet in length, and 52 feet high. Tbc transept is

70 feet by 28 feet, and the chancel 30 feet by 26

feet. The steeple, which is not yet built, will be 147

feet high. The roof, which is simple, is supported by

oaken beams aud joints, burnished of a natural

colour. The church at present holds 700 per-

sons, but when galhries are placed in the tran-

septs, there will be room for 350 persons more. The
architects of the church are Messrs. Hay, of Liver-

pool. The total cost was 3,100/.
;

all of which has

been raised by the committee aud the resideuls in the

neighbourhood, who also previously built a parsonage

and schools, which cost upwards of 1,000/. The
steeple has yet to be builf, at a cost of 500/.

Gloucester.—The cemetery for this city has now
been consecrated. The ground is situated to the

south-east of the city, towards Robin’s Wood-hill, and

Llandinorwig.—The ceremony of consecrating a

church, newly erected in this mountninous and com-

piratively unknown region of Carnarvonsbii’e, was

performed ou Thursday in week before last, by the

bishop of the diocese. The site of the building is an

elevated spot on the left hand side of the road, between

the two portions of what has been hitherto known as

the village of “ Ebenezer,” just before arriving at the

turning towards the slate quarries, on the road leading

to Llanberis. It commands an extensive view of

Cavnavvon harbour, Anglesey, aud the Menai and

tubular bridges. The school,— a structure at the right

side of the road, and south-west of the chuixh,—was

first erected, and a minister licensed to hold services

and preach there till the more pretentious edifice

designed for the congregation could be completed.

This school is calculated to contain 800 children. The
church is designed in the Second Pointed style, and

consists of a nave, which is 56 feel 6 inches long, by

18 feet 6 inches wide
;
north and south aisles the same

length as the nave, but 15 feet wide, and divided from

it by arcades of five arches
;
a channel, 25 feet 6 inches

long by 16 feet 6 inches wide
;
a south porch

;
robing-

room on tbe north side of the chancel
;
and a tower

and spire, which are placed at the west end, tbe lower

story being thrown into tbe body of the church, by

means of a lofty arch. Tbe whole length of the

church is 93 feet 6 inches internally, from east to

west. All the dimensions given aj-e internal dimen-

sions. The sittings and fittings throughout arc of

pitch pine, lightly stained aud varnished, and tbe

sittings are calculated to accommodate from 550 to

600 persons, although ou the occasion of ilie opening

there were many more than that number present.

The east window, of tracery, is filled with stained

glass. The architect was Mr. H. Kennedy, of Bangor,

and the works have been entirely carried out by "Welah

workmen, under the direction of Mr. John Jones^

lanceolate arches, giving a borrowed light to galleiic.s

running above the ceiling of the aisle. Above these

opes are placed triple Gothic windows, corresponding

with the arches. From brackets between the windows,

trellissed rafters support the carved ceiling of stained

and ornamented wood-work, with a cornice running

the entire length of the nave. The floor of the church

is a mosaic of black marble and white stone. The

choir is approached by steps of black marble. The

iuterior of the tower is open, and ornameulally ceiled

at a high elevation. The sanctuary is approached by

two further steps of black marble. The high altar is

constructed of varieties of Italian marble, gilded at

the margins’ mouldings of its panelled compartments.

It is surmounted by a carved marble tabernacle. In

the centre, over the tabernacle, is a large gold cross.

At either side of the church arc votive chapels, one of

the Virgin and the other of St. Joseph,—the altai' of

the Virgin’s chapel beiug similar to the high altar,

but of smaller proportions.

PROVINCIAL NEWS.
Nortoich.—Tiie statue gallery and class rooms of

the Norwich Government School of Art have been re-

coloured during the vacation, and the ventilation

made complete. The casts have been classified and

arranged so that visitors can more conveniently view

the collection.

Braintree.—The new factory of Messrs. Walters

and Co. of London, which has been erected in this

town by Mr. Laver, builtler, for the manufacture of

figured silk, is just finished : it is 73 feet long, 30 feet

wide, aud it has two floors 12 feet high.

Wootton ifameii —The new national schools and

teacher’s residence which have .been lately built here

were oireaed on Michaclmas-daj’. They are erected on

- . a coTDmnuding situation between this place and
foreman of the building department at Port Dinorwic.

I

^ pleasing object from the road.

The whole of the carving has been executed by Mr. I

b’liildiuire were designed and erected by Mr. G.

Evans, including the font and corbels in the chanctj,
'
Qi^rk, of this .place.

u. vivr tv..uiuo ivuu.Li angcls holding sacred emblems. The I Messrs. Cox and Daniel have laid before

DMT Tredworth and the road to Pumanick. Mrasrs.
' “rbels and bos.es in the remaining part of theediijee Corporation of Bristol n plan, prepared by the

- .a • nnrrPfl ii, n vnncfv nt <Vvtnrt5 .mil patterns. 1 lie Ropcs and Bindon, lardijitecfs, of this city,

for the formation of a new road to Clifton. The pro-
Medland and Maberly, of this city, were the archi- carved m a vanefy o devices aud patterns, ihe

tects employed; and Messrs. Wingateiand Sons were !

roofs arc of deal, stamed, and opened to the ridge

the contractors for tbe erection of the chapel?, lodge, ouiaide has au engrailled -slate ornamental jjew road would start from the Deanery, Col-

mortuarv chamber boundary walls, and entrance- '
ridging. There are double and single lighted windows le^gpeen, and be carried acrosssCollcge-street, Lime-

gites; and Mr. Thompson for the road-making and
,

i" the aisles, the larger ones being placed east and
kiin.janc, Queeu’s-porade, at the end, and the lower

drainage. The cemetery is about thirteen acres in smaller ones north and south. Ihe external part of Brandon-hill, to Woodwell-crescent. Crossing

extent, eight of which are appropriated to the Church elevations, east and west, show three gables. The Woodwcll-lane by a viaduct, it would enter the G'^duey

of England, four for Dissenters, and the remaining floor of the chancel is laid with encaustic tiles, aud property, passing through it to its termination at

portion is occupied by roads aud footpaths. The furniiure la 'bj Mr. Griffith Davies, of Bangor. Clifion-hill. The distance from College-green to

approach from the Painswick -road is by a new mac- !

"^^e churchyard is surrounded by a sunk fence, aud an church, by the
,
present circuitous route, is

adamised road and f.iotpatb, and the boundary consists
' mailing next Uic road. The entraiice-gutes, which g^ooO feet

; by the now route 3,800 : the gradient by

of a dwarf stone wall, with piers and iron railing. The .

wood and iron, are placed baelc from the road Park-strect is 1 in 11 ;
that of the more direct route

entrance-gates are of wrought-iron, executed by Mr. | a semicircular recess. Tbe wtmmiug of the church,
. ^ 35, j^ga^ly all the land required for the foima-

Rogers, of Tewkesbury. The chapels are in the De-
j

''’Mch is by heated air, was laid down by AD. W.
|

jjjg proposed road, that is, from Limekiln-lane

corated stjle of thirteenth century -. they are placed Deuuett, of Liverpool. lu additiou to the church
; Clifton-hill, belongs to the corporation and ihe pre-

side by side, and connected by two vestries and an
j

school-room, sites, the gravejnrd, and
ggjj^ possessor of the Goldney estate, who, it is said,

archway. Each chapel is 35 feet long aud 18 feet
|

endowment of 200/. per annum, Mr. Assheton
;

prtsent her portion of it to the city. A subsi-

wide, with open timber roof, stained oak, and var-
|

to whom the congregation are ludebtcd for the
j

jjary pjirt of the scheme is a road from Clifton church

nished. Over the central archway rises a stone spire,
I

^fcctiun of the whole, has caused tu he built, -at the Cumberland basin and the Hotwells.

upwards of 80 feet high, surmounted by a vane, q'te
j

of the churchyard, a house fur tbe
1 Garsiort .—At a recent meeting of the local Board

tower contains a bell weighing 6 cwt. and a sloue ' J
and the whole work has Health, the surveyor, Mr. -Btanding, submitted

staircase is provided for access to the belfrj’. Each
gable of the chapels in the east elevation is pierced

with a three-light window, filled with Decorated

tracery of a Geometrical character. 'The gubles in

the WMt elevation are each pierced with two Iwo-

beeu designed and accomplished without regard to
|

sections, and specifications for making sewers
amount of expenditure. The eredion of the church I Mersey-road Aigburth-road, Grassendale-rnad. and
aud parsonage, we hear, wUl cost 7,000/.

|

Garstou ©Id-road
;
and it was resuked that tenders

Kilkenny.—The Roman Catholic cathedral of be obtained for sewers and for loans, amounting to

Ossory has just been consecrated. The edifice -is
’ 6,500/. ou tlie .securitiy of the special district rates for

light windows, and each gable is sunnounted 'by on ' cruciform. Its length from the grand portal to the Aigburth aud Grassendaie, for tmns of five or seveu

oruanrentnl cross. Tbe side elevations of the chapels
j

recess behind tbe great altar, is 163 feet. The nave
,
years, in sums of not less than 500/. for the jmrpose

are broken by the porches ; one on ithe south side is 80 feet in width, and the aisles 15 feet wide each,
j

of ennymg out the plans.

forming the entrance to the Dissenters’ chapel, and The total width of the nave and aisles is 60 feet, and
|

St. Helen's.—A wnter-''ountein, for the use of

another on tbe north forming the entrance to the the breadth of the building at the transepts is 100 feet.
|

pedestrians, has been placed in Church-street, St.
' ...... ...

Y^hich springs from four symmetric arches Helen’s.

at the junction of the nave with the transepts, rises
;

Sheffield.—The Duke of Cambridge bos uamed

to a height of 186 feet 6 inches, measuring to the top Wednesday, October 21st, as the day on which be will

of the pinnacles. The crypt aud chancel of the
, visit Sheffield, to lay the foundation-stone of the

church form a spare describing five sides of an octa-
[

Crimean monument.
gon, lit by uiue lanccolated windows above, and five

|

Xe^^/ir.—The Leeds Board of Gnardians, at a

below. Three of the upper windows, and all the meeting last week, resolved to build a new-

lower, are filled with stained glass. The transepts arc workhouse for the township. The old workhouse, Lu

lighted by triplet lanceolate windows of stamed glass,

witli smaller windows at the sides. The transept doors

Epiaoopal chapel. By this arrangement the chapels

are kept entirely distinct and separate as regards

religious rites and ceremonies : at the same time,

being connected by the vestries and archway, they
unite to form a whol '. The ground has been drained

to a depth of 10 feet.

Bertcick.—^At a meeting of the trustees of Golden-
square chapel here, for the purpose of deciding ou a

plan for the proposed new chapel to be erected ou the

Parade, the plan with the signature “La Verite” was
fixed upon. This plan wjs furnished by Messrs. Hay,
of Liverpool. The resolution was carried by a

majority of two votes, the numbers being tight to six,

the rest of the twciity-four trustees aud twelve ciders

having declined to vote. Another plan, that signed

“Theory and Practice,” had s’x votes. Mr. ILiy

submitted two plans, or rather one plan with a modi-
fication. The first includes a spire, which, however,
would involve an outlay of 600/. over the 3,000/. to

which the coonr. gutiun have restricted the expense :

the other is ideutic tl with the first, exclusive of the

spire, and this is the one accepted. The building will

be constructed in the Aliddle Pointed style of archi-

tecture, and will be capable of accommodating on tbe
ground-floor 770 persons, and in the galleries (wliich
are small) 238, making a total of 1,008 sittings. Tbe
bnilding will be cruciform in shape.

Lady-lane, had long been looked upon as doomed.

Gateshead.—A correspoudeuf, says the Kortheru
are eacleaed bj- monlJed Gulbie portals comprising

of thitenjera received
Similar to the side

, .Al. i' ....i .c fUr.cut pillars and arches, sonicwhat

doors of Christ Church Cathedral, iu Dublin. Beiu ath

the crosses on the gables are carved niches, with

canopies, for the reception of statues. There ai'C also

niihcs above the doors. Each of the transepts is

flauked by two towers, surmounted by opeu panel-

work iu cut stone, and carved pinnacles. The grand
window over the principal entnince at the front gable

is flanked by towers. This window is divided into six

comparlimuts by stone mulliona: these compartments

inclose panels of stained glass representing the stages

by the board of guardians for painting tbe union work-

house
;
we insert it as a curiosity ; comment on such

“wide” estimating is superfluous:—
Mr. James Anderson, Newcastle ... £26 19 0

Messrs. Firbank aud Son, Gateshead 25 0 0

Mr. William I/aidler, Newcastle ... 24 0 0

Mr.Tliomas Cummins, Gateshead, , . 23 10 0

Mr. George Robson, Gateshead 19 19 0

Air. Robert Rawlings, Gateshead ... 10 10 0

Mr. James Sibbald, Newcastle 9 0 0

of the Passion of the Redeemer. The iuterior is
,

Mr. Sibbald’s tender was accepted, conditionally with

divided in'o nave, aisles, choir, transepts, crypt, and
, his finding security for the due performance of the

side chapels. 'J he nave is divided from the aisles by
j

work. The system, remarks the

five stone arches, snppoitfd by symmetrical jiillars.
!
coinmenting on it, is, to speak plainly, absurd aud

.Above th'se arches the walls are perforated by double immoral. The work cannot be done for 9/.; and, we
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are assured, would yield little profit at the highest

sum Darned.

Derby .—The Arboretum Committee lave rereived

several designs for the proposed saloon, and soleoted

that of Messrs. Giles aud Brookhousc, architects.

The same is already in progress, and will accommodai e

about 5,000 persons. The estimated cost is 3,000/.

THE PROFESSORIAL CHAIR AT THE
ROYAL ACADEMY.

“ THE PRESENT POSITION OF GOTHIC ARCHITECTURE.”

Sir,— On dit, that Mr. Scott is desirous of occupy-

iog the professorial chair at the Royal Academy. If this

be so, he could not wcU have showu his utter uu fitness

for the office in a stronger light than he has recently

done by his paper on “The present Position and
future Prospects of Gothic Architecture,” read before

the Yorkshire Architectural Society, at the Mansion-

house, Doncaster. The Professor of Architecture at

the Royal Academy should above all things have a truly

catholic mind. He should uot be bigoted, but willing

and able to recognise beauty in whatever style it might

be displayed. He ought, moreover, to have such an
insight iuto universal art as to be prepared to point

out to the student the characteristic features and
beauties, as well as the failings aud inherent defects

of the several known styles. He need not love all

alike, but assuredly, on the other hand, be must not
hale any. No lopsided mau, no party man—in short,

no bigot, can be a fit tutor to the architectural youth
of England

;
and that Mr. Scott is tainted with

bigotry, I think none who have read his paper can
deny. What an accumulation of deprecatory epithets

does he hurl at all architecture that cannot Isy claim

to the fallacious title of “Christian I” Mby, sir,

according to his argument, we are not only much
worse artistically than were our middle evil (Midfcval)

forefathers
;
but because the Englishman of the present

day does not have Poiuted windows aud gabled roofs

to his house and warehouse, he is, forsooth, immoral

—

not to be compared with “the monks of old—what a

saintly race were they!”—“a Pagan villa,” with
little better than a Pagan tenant. I fancy few Pngans
ever bad such domiciles as the modem English, and
certainly, as the rule, I think we may say, in favour of

our countrymen, that in no foregone age have there

been so many happy and Christian homes.
“ Christian art is a misnomer thus saith the

Quarterly Review; and most heartily do I endorse

this opinion,—merely observing that I shall be ready

to alter ray views on this subject wheu Mr. Scott aud
his Meditevfilist brethren can prove that the style of

which they are such ardent lovers' owes its direct

origin to Christian doctrine—and can in addition

show that no other style can be applied by Christian

people in a Christian spirit to the various edifices

required in our age. There is nothing more de-

plorable in the present position of our art than the

Pharisaical pride of a few “ good-old-limes ” men, who
are ever crying out to all who cannot “ go back ” with

them, “ Stand by, we are holier than thou.” The
Mediicval is the true art, and Pugin was its prophet.

I would not say one word against the beautiful c.ithe-

drals and churches of the fatherland; neither do I

object to the application of the style of those struc-

tures in modern ecclesiastical buOdings. If we want

a church, and our architects must copy, betl er far that

they should take for their pattern some building which

they can see, than copy from published plates of Greek

aud Romau temples. But I have wandered far away

from my theme
;
merely took upthepento call attention

to the virulent abuse of general architecture to he found

in Mr. Scott’s paper, and to ask whether an artist

•with such an evident animus is suited for a “ master.”

I should indeed be sorry to say anything to injure

the feelings of so accomplished a mau as Mr. Scott

:

I believe that of all the revivalists he has best turned

to account the doings of our medimval forefathers,

aud more than this 1 think that, beyond other eccle-

siastical architects, he has been successful in adapting

a slyle evidently papistical in its ancient treatment

to the requirements of our Protestant Creed ; that he

has quite succeeded, I do not fancy Mr. Scott himself

would by any means admit. I wish him all success

ill his endeavours to push forward and onward bis

favourite style, but for the sake of art I do sincerely

trust that while he is thus a sincere lover of one

style, and a thorough hater of all else, he m^iy never

speak as professor from the Architectural Tribune at

the Royal Academy. Ceiticus.

The “ Other Expenses” of the East London
Union.—Under ibc mysterious beading of “ Other

Expenses,” there are four separate amounts, viz. ;

—

539/. Os. lid.; 269/. 33. 9d.; 2-27/. 10s. lOd.;

34/. 23. 3d.
;

all in one year's accounts ! Tiiis is a

very objeetiouable mode of accounting for public

moneys. It is feared that the old parish disorder for-

merly known as the “ select vestry,” is now raging

under another name.

—

Taxes.

COMPETITION DESIGNS FOR LAYING OUT
SURFACE AND SUBSOIL OF STREETS.

In reply to the offer of six prizes made by the

Metropolitan Board of Works for designs showing
the best mode of laying out the surface and subsoil of

the new street in Southwark, as an example of a first-

class street, and also for the street iu Westminster, as

a second-class street, showing the disposition of the

private vaults, sewers, gas and water pipes, telegraph

wires, with any parts of the soil appropriated to

other useful purposes, viz. ;

—

For first-class street 100 Guineas.

50 „

» 10 „
Aud for second-class street ... 50 „

. 20 „

„ 5 „

thirty-nine competitors sent iu plans, and these were

refened to a committee of seven poisons, consisting

of four professional men, and the ohairra.in, aud two

other members of this Board, assisted hy the en-

gineer and superintending architect. Mr. Alderman

Cubitt and Mr. Wright were the members associated

with the chairman, and Mr. R. Stephenson, Mr. T.

Hawkslcy, Mr. G. Lowe, and Mr. T. II. "Wyatt were

the professional men. The following is a list of the

plans :

—

applicable

ipplieable

2nd CluBs

applicable

Gracious be the Issue.

Sub Terra.
Perseverance.
Preemeditatus.

• Practical.

Cura.
Desiderium Scculi.

Cloacina.
Ferioiur per opaca locorum.
A.D. 2000.
Access, Cleanliness, and Per-
manence.

Pst modus in rebus.

Nemo.
A'ictoria.

Once made, always perfect.

.Hope.

(Juvenis) Unna inter multoa.
Labor omnia vincit.

Anonymous.
Sperana.
Delhi.
Aux grands Maux les grands
Bemedes.

Peto.

^Selim’fl Duplicate System.

Hector.
Cloaca Magna and Minor.
Opinions djJTer.

Perseverance (in a Circle).

Unit.
Strada Huova.

>AIma Mater.

Cleanliness, Comfort, Economy
Utilitate.

Per Bouta del' Uomo eBeslia.

GuUy.

The committee have unanimously awarded the

several prizes as follow:

—

FIRST-CLASS STREET.

.5 js

^ £ Motto. Name and Address. Prize.

'"a—
Gains.

19 (Juvenis) Unus in- H.D. Davis, 227, Maida-
hill West

100

32 Strada nuova James Thomas Knowles,

1 ,
Raymond-buildings,

Grav's-inn

11 Ferimur per opaca
locorum.

Frederick and Altreo
Warren, 2, Duke-st
Adelphi

10

SECOND-CLASS STREET.

3 Gracious bo the

Issue

W. 11. Ciillingford, 43,

Pembridge- villas, Baya-
water

60

20 Selim's Duplicate Wm. Reddall, 3, Chapel-
place, Poultry

20

2-1 Aux grands Ainux

les grands Re-

modes

Samuel Hughes and ueo.
Hopkins, 1-1, Park-st.

Westminster

5

Next week the designs will he open to the public

at the Society of Arts’, Adelphi. It does not seem
that anything of great value has been elicited by the

competition.

THE METROPOLITAN BOARD OF WORKS.
the main drainage.

A meeting of the Metropolitan Bo ird of Works
was held on the 14lh, specially for farther considera-

tion of the Board of Works’ communication as to the

maiu drainage of the metropolis, wlien Mr. Carpmael,

with a lengthened address, ia which he staled his ob-

jections to the plane of the referees, moved the follow-

ing resolution ;
—

" That the reports of this Board submitted to the Com-
missioners of Iler Miijesty’s Works and Public Buildings,

also the report of Messrs. Galton, Simpson, and Black-
well, be referred to two eminent engineers and the en-

gineer of this Board, to report thereon at their earliest

oonvenieoee.'*

Major Lyons seconded the motion, and Mr. Wright

moved the following amendment :

—

“ That this Board regrets that the First Commisaione
of her Majesty's Works baa rejected the Plan B*_ without
communicating to the Board the reason for its rejection.

That this Board, with the assistance of its engineer, has

carefully considered the scheme proposed by the referees

appointed by the First Commissioner so far as the mate-
rials furnished have enabled them, aud that, while enter-

taining great respect for the eminent engineers consulted

by the First Commissioner, ithas arrived at the conclusion

that the scheme proposed by them cannot be adopted by
the Board.
That this Board, while it regrets the further delay in

carrying out the great sanitary work of the main drainage,

is gratified to find by the report of the referees that they

have adopted the principles of the plan of this Board as a

basis for their seneme, notwithstanding the latitude of

investigation given to them in their instructions by the

First Commissioner, and that the dilTerenoes upon this

important question are now reduced to a few tangible

points, viz. :

—

Recommendations which this Board has no power to

carry into effect.
. - .

Recommendations of works the expense of which it

has been admitted by the First Commissioner that the

Board cannot with justice be called upon to defray out of

the metropolitan rates.

Diff'erences of an engineering and sanitary character

upon the following points :

—

Open sewers, with diminished falls.

The western sewage carried on the Surrey side.

A large increase iu the dimensions of sewers to provide

mainly for an increased area and rainfall."

The amendment was secouded hy Mr. Turner, and

after some discussion tbe motion was lost by twenty

votes to eight, aud the amendment agreed to by a

majority of eighteen votes to nine.

Mr. Alderman Cubitt then moved the following

resolution :

—

"That this Board considers that the open sewers pro-

posed by tbe plan of the referees of the First Commis-

sioner are altogether inadmissible, and is of opinion that it

would not be juatifled in carrying out any scheme of which

such open sewers formed a part, but that the other points

of difference appear to be fair subjects for discussion and
arrangement."

Mr. Bristow seconded the motion, which was agreed

to unanimously.

Mr. Bristow then moved

—

“ The appointment of a committee for the purpose of

drawing up a written communication to be made to the

First Commissioner, based upon the preceding resolutions,

preparatory to a conference with him on the subject."

The motion having been secouded, was strongly

opposed by Mr. Hawke?, Mr. Leslie, and Mr. H. L.

Taylor, but was carried without a division.

The following gentlemen were named as the corn-

mittee Mr. Bristow, Mr. Wright, Mr. Alderman

Cubitt, Mr. Doulton, Mr. Turner, Mr. Offor, Mr.

Dennis, Colonel Kennedy, and Mr. D’lffanger.

A HINT TOUCHING FOUNDATIONS AND
THE REMOVAL OF GRAVEL.

In Lnd where the subsoil is clay, the vegetable

mould holds the rain-water untd it passes off by evapo-

ration. In localities where this is the condition of

the soil, vegetation will probably be luxuriant, and

the kitchen-gardener will thrive ;
but a humidity will

bang about the stmospbere, aud it will be evident that

the soil which is most conducive to vegetation is least

favourable for habitation. On the contrary, in land

where the subsoil is gravel, the mould parts with its

moisture in two ways—upward by evaiioralion, and

downward by absorption. In localities thus circum-

stanced vegetation is retarded, and the kitchen-gar-

dener has small profits and slow returns
;
but the

atmosphere is clear, and the quarter becomes deservedly

popular for residence. ....
' In urban districts, the above distinction, m a great

measure, disappear?, for the houses are close together;

what ground they have in rear is mostly paved over:

tbe streets are entirely so
;
and the drainage of the

entire surface is provided for. In the suburbs, how-

ever, hardly any of these points hold good
;
and the

question as to the nature of the subsoil is consequently

ever recurring, especially in the newer neighbour-

hood?. Unless fashion interferes, the land which has

gravel for its subsoil will have the preference.

Not only in a sauitary point of view' is the gravel
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Ian(3 to be preferred to the clay land : structurally, it

is, beyond comparison, the best. On clay, if you do

not put in a tough artificial rock— that is, concrete—

to butld on, the drought of every hot smumer will

crack the upper portion of yonr clay subsoil, and for

every crack you will have a rent in your walls
;
but

on gravel, unless it be loose, the artificial rock is not

desiderated
:
yonr foundation is unchangeable. Here,

then, are economy and security fdong with heallh. In

the country, suppose the subsoil is graved, and the

circumstances happen to be such that there cau be no

sewerage, building is not prevented, seeing that dry-

bnilt cesspools, or absorbing-wcHs, serve the purpose

of drains
;
but where the subsoil is clay, and there are

no meaus of drainage, since a cesspool would hold

water like a tub, and run over when full, the laud had

better be left in the hands of the agriculturist.

Now, with respect to our suburbs, it happens that

there is such a demand for gravel, for road and foot-

path making, that whoever gets hold of a piece of

building ground with gravel in it is tempted to turn

every cube yard he possibly can into cash, to help him

on with his building speculation
;
and I think 1 have

known instances of unprincipled parties taking a lease

of such ground ostensibly to build on, whose ouly

object was to steal the gravel
;
and I believe I could

also point out an estate, every builder of a bouse ou

which had to pay down lOf. for the gravel,—a famous

contrivance for testing bis good faith. It is this

temptation to make more than enough of the gravel

from the foundations which is the object of niy

writing these few remarks. I could point out the

evil consequences of this practice in many suburban

properties. The gravel is dog out beyond the proper
depth for building on : a notice is put up—“ Rubbish
maybe shot here-'' and the refuse siftings, vege-

table mould, &c. form a basis for the future houses to

be built on—in the vi/lanous style : I acknowledge
the few inches of concrete

;
to which I would much

prefer the plain solid gravel. In this manner is the

superiority of the gravel soil subverted, in the struc-

tural point of view
; and a more damp and more

unsound house built over it than would be built on
the clay, where the interposition of ample concrete

footings would he inevadabic.

The lessors of such ground should adopt meaus to

prevent this abuse, which is one of the causes of so

many “crack” houses. By so doing, they may guard
against a few of the houses “falling in” before the
leases. James ‘Wylson.

*** The evil here pointed out is a great one, and
cannot be too strongly reprobated. ^Ve have before

our eyes at this moment a number of houses the walls

of which arc being constructed within two or three feet

of deep excavations, now loosely filled with rubbish,

from which sand for mortar has been removed. The dis-

trict surveyors do what they can to prevent it, short of

summoning the builders before a magistrate (often

they are not aware of the fact), but they must now see

what view magistrates will take of the wordiug of the
Building Act in this respect. Can it be said of walls

in such a position that the foundations “ rest on the
solid ground?”

BLACKBURN INFIRMARY PLANS,
On Monday the Infirmary Coimiiiltee met at the

Town-hail, for the purpose of again inspecting the
plans sent in for competition, the number having been
reduced to four. According to the Preston Guardian,
after examination, they were reduced to three, viz.

—

“Solus,” IGvotes; “ Le Plan rran9ais,” lovotes;
“ Templar ^Munditus,” 5 votes. The committectheo
adjourned until Saturday, this day, w’hen we presume
they will agree upou their report

; and it is believed
that the selecting committee will refer the choice
between the two favourite designs to (he general com-
mittee, or to scientific arbitrators.

CONFLICT OF OPINION BETWEEN SUR-
VEYORS AS TO CHARGES.

TRIMCN' V. LINDUS.

Mb. de la Mabe appeared for the defendant.
This was an action in (he Westminster County Court,
before Mr. Francis Bayluy, the judge, in which the
plaintiff was an architect, and the defendant the pro-
prietor of considerable property at Stra'forJ, and the
village of Upton, a mile beyond. The property, it

appears, is in chancery, and in compliance with some
order of that court, the defcndint iusiructed Mr.
Trimen to survey about forty small cottages, the
greater number of which were at Stratford, for the
purpose of determining whether they were worth
auy, and if so, what repairs. It appeared from the
plaintiff’s evidence, that he went down twice himself
before he could determine the matter. Not being per-
fectly satisfied with his own opinion, he sent down a
second surveyor, who also reported upon the state of
the premises. lie subsequentlv scut in his bill to the
dc‘‘endant amounting to 1-1/. 13s. 6d. fees aud ex-
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penses out of pocket. The defendant resisled the

claim, and paid 5/. 5s. into court in satisfaction of

the plaintiff’s claim. For the defence several surveyors

were called, and amongst them Mr. Lloyd, and they

all stated that one day’s time was sufficient for the

survey of the property in question ;
and that five

guineas was a fair and reasonable remuneration. His

Honour, after hearing the evidence on both sides,

fouud a verdict for the defendant, with costs. Verdict

accordingly.

RAILWAY COMPANIES AND THE hlETRO-
POLITAN BUILDING xkCT.

Thi! directors of the South-Eastern Railway Company
appeared to a summons, before Mr. Seeker, on Saturday
lust, to answer a complaint of Mr. C. R. Badger, (lie

district-surveyor of Lewisham, for refusing to pay him the

sum of 21. 13s. 6cl. fees to which he was entitled under the
Metropolitan Building Act.
Mr. Rees, solicitor to the Sonth-Eustern Railway Com-

pany, aHended on behalf of the directors.

From the evidence of Mr. Badger, it appeared that the
fees were claimed in respect ol' Ihree arches, forming por-
tions of the North Kent Railway, at Lewisham, having
been so altered, by additions of other walls, with doorways,
as to form livery stables, and as such let to a private indi-

vidual for the purpose of trade.
Mr. Rees inquired under what section of the Act the

fees were claimed ?

Mr. Badger replied the 9th section, the words being in

respect of work " in, to, or upon any building.”

Mr. Rees contended that the work in question being at

a building which was used for the purposes of the railway,

it came within the spirit of the meaning of the Act of Par-
liament, which prevented the interference of district rur-

veyors with works belonging to railway companies.
Mr. Seeker said, it was true the arches in question

formed a portion of the railway, and were, therefore, con-
structed (or the purpose of traflic

;
but ho could not see

what the converting them into buildings for stables had to

do with the railway, excepting that the company received
rent from the letting.

Mr. Rees observed that it was an important question,
which would have to be decided by a superior court.
Mr. Seeker remarked that the question had been under

the consideration of his colleague {Mr. Traill), and his

opinion went with the district surveyor, that the stables

were not necessary for the purposes of the railway, and
that, therefore, he (Mr. Seeker) must order the fees to be
paid.

It was then agreed that notice of appeal should be given,
and that a case should be prepared for the opinion of the
Court of Queen’s Bench. Mr. Seeker is unquestionably
right.

ROAD BETWEEN EAST-INDIA DOCK-ROAD
AND BOW-ROAD.

At a meetiug of the Metropolitan Board of Works,
on the 9th, the following report from (he Committee
of Works and Improvements was brought up, and it

was resolved by seventeen to three
—

“ That the

recommendations of the committee, with the plans

and estimates for the formation of a new street to (he

Bow-road, be agreed to;”

—

“ That the necessary steps be t.akcn by tbe Board for
forming a road between the East-Iudia Dock-road and
Bow-road, in the course shown by the line coloured red
upon the plans produced, aud for improving the bridge of
the Eastern Counties Railway in the Grove-road, and the
bridge over Sir George Duckett’s Canal, in the Grove-
road, provided the several proprietors give up for the
purposes of the proposed road aud improvements the land
comprised within the points A and B upon the plans, to a
width of 70 feet at the least

;
that Mr. Cotton, one of the

proprietors, do undertake to make the road for tbe land
which he shall so give up, and also contribute a sum of
1,000(. towards the expense of making the bridge over the
Lea-cut; and provided further, that the owners of the
land, or the parishes, undertake the formation and making
of the roads between the points A and C on the plana,
and to provide all the expenses required for their com-
pletion : the total estimated coat of the said road and
works to this Board being 27,204(.”

NOTES UPON IRON.

On Thursclay, at Birmingham, ami on Wednesday,
at Wolverhampton, matters wore a gloomy aspect

that will not, it is feared, be removed on this side

,

of Christmas. There was exceedingly lUtle done, and

!
prices both of pig and malleable iron had a downward
tendency. This is mainly attributable to the alarm-

ing state of things in America, acconipanicd with the

rise iu the rate of discount, and the Indian matters.

In America, although 60 per cent, per anuiim,

upon sccond-t'l'tss paper is the rate of discount, yet

the disasters are not supposed to have reached their

\

worst. There are no orders coming across now, aud
the ouly eomraunications received are countermands.
Firms oil the other side of the xVtlantic, which by the

j

previous mail were spoken of as firm, were by the

^

last referred to as highly unsafe. Then, whilst no
failures in New Y’^ork have affected South Stafford-

shire iamiediatcly, some firms iu that district will, it

,
is expected, suffer from the effects of the panic upon

j

creditors iu Ibis country who have large trausaetious

I

with the United States direct.

I

!Most of the works continue in full-time operation,

^

but this cauuot last long unless the demands of

;
buyers arc yielded to, and rates accepted considerably

lower than those now demanded,

i

Wednesday was factors’ quarter-day at Wolver-
hampton. The accoiiuts for the most part were met

j

with promptitude.

THE HOUSE OF GEORGE STEPHENSON.
I OBSERVE a paragraph in your last week’s paper

expressing great regret that the house so interesting

as the residence of George Stephenson and the birth-

place of Robert Stephenson should be destroyed. I

am glad to inform, you that the schools which arc

about to be built, and which are intended as a memo-
rial to George Stephenson, will not actually stand

upon the site occupied by the house, but it is intended

either to preserve it within tbe bounds of the play-

ground, or, if removed, k facsimile model of it will

be made and placed in a suitable part of the building.

Tliis latter course will most probably be adopted,* as

the ravages of time are fast telling a tale upon it.

The schools, in which Mr. Robert Stephenson takes

a very active interest, will consist of two large school-

rooms for hoys and girls, with class-rooms to each,

accommodating in all upwards of 400 children. There

will also be a residence for a master and mistress,

together with a library aud reading-room. The style

of buildings will be Gothic, and built of brick with

stone dressings. Arcuidald M. Dunn, Architect-

In my first design for the “ Stephenson Schools ” at

Willington-quay, near Newcastle-on-Tyne, it is intended
to preserve the house in which Robert Stephenson wa»
born; and any other idea than this, I am sure, will not
meet with the sanction of tbe Newcastle corporation.

William A. Kkowlbs, Architect.

VARIORUM.

Anew edition of Mr. Timbs’s “ Popular Errors

explained aud illustrated : a Book for Old aud Young”
(Kent, Fleet-street), has just appeared. It is in great

part rewritten, so as to he in the main a new work,

and now forms one of tbe series of volumes of

“ Things not generally known.” Having already ex-

pressed our favourable opinion of the volume as pre-

viously issued, it is almost unnecessary to do more

than intimate its reissue ; but the book is almost a

new one, and we must at least add that it cannot but

enhance the author’s repute for curious research and

entertaining as well as instructive writing. A.

new issue of “ Tbe Handbook to tbe Metropolitan

,
and District Board of "Works ” has been published by

' Abbot, Barton, and Co. of Upper ’Wcllington-street,

Strand. In this revised edition, the compiler has

added the levels of the priueipal thoroughfares in and

around London from avtunl survey, which must

he of advantage to architects, builders, aud siu’vcyors,

as well ns interesting and useful to general readers.

A tract on the sale of bind lias been published

by Kcrbey, 118, Whitccbapel-road, the useful and
desirable object of which may be gathered from the-

titlc, which is,
—“ Vendors and Purchasers ; a short

Epitome, giving reasons why the present cum-

brous and expeusive mode of transferring land and

house properly shoidd undergo a modification j. to

which is added Votes and Voters, a glance at our

county registration.” The author is Mr. W, R.
Jackson.

iHiScenama.

Fatal Accident at Bricklayers’ Arms Sta-

xioN,—Richard Membrey, a mason, was killed at the

Bricklayei-s’ Arms Station of the South-Eastern Rail-

way last week. On Tuesday morning deceased was

chipping a block of stone, when the sheer-legs suddenly

fell, one of the poles smashiog his face upon the

stone, and fracturing his skull. The sheer-legs had

been used to raise the stone work, and were secured

to a guide-rope, which was fastened to a stone of great

weight, moved by three men. One of the legs was

lifted accidentally too far off the ground, which over-

:

powri-ed the men, and thus caused the accident. A
I coroner’s jury returned a verdict of “Accideutal

I

dedh,” but expressed au opinion that any workman
' employed wiiliiu reach of sheer-legs, when being

;

moved, should be cautioned to rLtketo a safe distance.

!
The New "Wesleyan Chapel in the IIollo-

WAY-RO.\D is now opened. Jlr. C. Laws was the

^architect; ilr. Cowell, clerk of works; and Mr.

Cleaver, bidider. Messrs. Hart and Son furuished

the gas (forty jets), coroufc, gas standards (183 jets),

communion standards,
;
aiidMr. J. Daymoud was

tbe architectural sculptor, who executed the carving

,

of tbe cap of the columns, corbels, and the two

entrance doorways: ca'cb caji and corbel has a dif-

ferent treatment of its foliage. The g.is standards

aadlhe corome were designed by Mr. J. Ash.

I

Appointment op Boroi'gii Surveyor fob

South Shields.—Mr. John Ayris, of Westminster,

has been ajipoiutcd by the corporation of South

I Shields to act as tbeii* surveyor.

j

* To this conrse we must continue to object. Adraitting

the interest attaching to the house, we trust the committee

I

will not fail to preserve it.
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•St. JIa2Gauet’s, ‘Westjhn.stek. — As the wet

\veather has commenced, would you he so obliging os

to counsel the laying of a little more paving iu

St. Margaret’s Churchyard. If money be scarce in

that rich parish, a continued footway from the Abbey
end to the front door of St. Margaret’s Church would

suffice at present
;
hut in these days of iinproveracnt

it is rather reflective, on the authorities to allow this

great improvement to remain nnfinished.

—

Johnny.

The Altebations at Edinburgh Castle.—The
operations of the military engineering authorities are,

it seems, suspended in the meantime, and the plans

have been shown to the City architect, Mr. Cousins,

and others interested
;
hut the Government authorities

have not promised that tlie public shall have an oppor-

tunity of seeing them before anything furlhcris done.

The Lord Mayor, who has seen them, slates that they,

at all events, show a manifest desire to do justice to

the site, and it was stated to him that the Government
authorities wished to make the alterations of a cha-

racter to correspond with the buildings already

erected.

The Coventry School of Art.—The annual

meeting of this school took place at St. Mary’s Hall,

which was crowded in every pait: fuur-fifihs of

the audience or spectators, according to the local

Herald, were ladies, whose influence is not to be

despised. Lord Leigh presided. Ilis lordship begins

to doubt whether foreigners still excel in the

forms and colours of their fabrics: he rejoiced to

observe that grc.it progi'ess was now being made even
iu these particulars. The report congratulated the

subscribers and friends of the school thal the progress

of the institution since last annual report had been

steady and satisfactory. The number of students

entered on the books during the past year, however,
was only 371, against 38-1 in 1855-G, and 340 iu

1854-5. The late e.\hibition of the works of students

had been visited by upwards of 3,500 persons. It

was DOW necessary to make an effort for the civotion

of an adequate building for the accommodation of

the school, and a convenient site was being looked

out, when a meeting w'oulJ he convened, and a scheme
for raising funds submitted. The finances of the

school were now in a better position than they had
been in since the Government grant for the payment
of the masters was withdrawn. The hulance iu

hand, however (13/.), was insufficient to meet current

c.vj)ense3, and increased subscriptions were pressed for.

South' Wales Institute of Mining and
Mechanical Engineers.—An important meeting
of eagincers and mineral proprietors, interested in the
railways and works of South Wales, was held at

Jlerthyr, on the 30th ult. to consider the dcsii-ability

of forming an institute. All the principal iron works
of South Wales \vci*c represented at (his meeting, and
the princip il engineers of the district were present,

or sent letters in favour of the proposed institute.

Appropriate resolutions were passed after an interest-

ing discussion, and a committee was appointed to draw
ap a code of laws for the government of the institute,

naming local committees, &c. &c. The meeting was
then adjourned to the 29lh inst. Merthyr, often called

the cradle of the iron trade of South Wales, and the

place ^Yhe^e Trevethick bniit and set to work the first

locomotive engine ever made, is fixed upon as the

home of the institute. Nearly a million tons of pig

iron are annually manufactured in South Wales; and
' Reside?, the Welsh works import largely fi'oin other

I districts, and convert an immense quantity of pig into

bar and rail iron, nearly one-third of all the wrought

iron mnde in Britaiu being produced in South Wales.

The Bbotuehion Memorial.—In justification of

myself, I must trouble you for a very' small portion

of your valuable space in answer to Mr. Chadwick’s

kttcr in your last. You will notice the more important

queries are entirely omilted by him. My last letter

to you was a plain and true statement of simple facts.

When the design is engraved, every' artist and arciii-

1 tect can judge of its merits himself, but 1 have a

I clear and distinct recollection of reading the designer’s

I own particulars, whcrciu he said, the spire rested on

: the beads of the angels, and not on columns, as Jlr.

I C. snys. As regards the mottoes, I never heard of

1 them till the designs were c.xhibiled; the advertise-

I ment in the Builder was so clear and perfect that I,

' with others, never thought of applying for further

)

particulars. Respecting what Mr. C. says os to

1 Ibts, &e. being sent to each competitor, it is entirely

I untrue, as regards at least one ; and I will conclude all

; I have to say of this airair by assuring you, sir, that

!
gum arahicin Manchester U nianu‘’Bctured from horses’

I hoofs, and, unlike Sir Benjamin West and his cat,

( eamel-hair pencils arc happily secured there from the

I back of the bog. He says, sir, ray drawing, mounted
I on canvass, on a tliick strainer, with a thickness of

1 lining paper and an ordinary mount, was attached to

t the wail with a “small tin tack.” Is not this pre-

{
posterous? By that one assertion may Mr. Chadwick

I he judged, for a difficulty of that sort could not he

s surmounted by the god Vulcan.

A Central “ Place ” in London, uniting
TRAFALGAR-SIiUARE WITH THE BoilOUGH ACROSS
THE Water.— I have just returned from a rustic

tour, in which I had not the opportunity of seeing
the Builder, and have only just seen the number of

Oct. 3, in which you so obligingly introduce my
second letter on “A Central ‘PI ice’ in Loudon,
uniting Trafalgar-squarc with the Borough.” I am
extremely gratified to find that I bold a somewhat
similar view with yourself on this subject. It was, if

you will allow me to say so, probably long in both
our minds before it appeared in print. As, however,
in your prefatory remarks you allude to tlie number
of the Builder of Dec. 13, 1856, I may also draw
your attention to the September number of the Art-
Journal of that year, page 277, in which I first men-
tioned in print the general idea I eutertaiiud (at that
time in relation to the National Gallery chiefly). I

have not the honour to he an architect, and* yet I

venture to intrude my suggestions on your journal;

hut this non-professional position of mine may hold
out a greater chance of value in the idea in question,

inasmuch as a similar result in opinion has been
arrived at from more than one point of view.

Encouraged by the kind words you have said, I shall

venture to send j'ou a few more remarks on the above
subject in a few days.

—

Epsilon.

Aston Hall and Park, at Birmingham.—Tbc
owners of Aston Hall and the remainder of the park
have made a new arrangement with the working men’s
committee appointed to secure its purchase. If the

committee can pay a deposit of ten per cent, ou the

purchase-money at Christmas next, according to the

local Gazelle, the sale will he completed, and two
years will be allowed for the payment of the remainder
of the purchase-money. Between 16,000 and 17,000
shares have been applied for (Mr. C. II. Bracehridge

taking 400, and other gentlemen large numbers), nud
the Aston Hall and Park Company is being cnrolieJ.

Messrs. Chance, Brothers, give 100/. ;
Messrs. Lloyds,

100/. ;
Mr. Charles Ratcliff, 50/.

;
and donations have

been promised by others.

County and District Surveyors in Ireland.
—The Select Committee of the House of Commons
on this subject, report that the institution of county

surveyors, under the Act 6th and 7th William IV.

chap. 116, for the superintendence of county’ works,

has been attended with great public advantage, both

as regards the improvement of county roads and

works, and as regards the economizing of the county

funds. The mileage of roads under repair had in-

creased from 13,191 miles in 1834 to 36,073 miles

in 1854, while the cost of repair had increased only

from 228,316/. to 312,297/. ;
and at the same time

the percentage cost of supcriiitendeuce was reduced

materially iu almost every county. An efficient classof

county officers has been formed, taking charge of nearly

I every county work, and controlling an expenditure of

I
nearly 500,000/. annually, and the committee think

' that the time has arrived for recousideiiug the office,

both ns regards its duties aud its remuneration, with

the view of placing it on the most efficient footing

for the public service. It is thought that the sur-

veyor ought to be supplied in every case with ade-

quate local assistants, an increase of salary being

recommended iu both instances.

Sanitary Procedure in Clf.rkenwell.—The
authorities in Islington, are still actively engaged

in abating nuisances, and some imporlaut jirocc-

dure has just taken place at toe local Police-court,

under the Nuisance Removal Act, several owners of

houses in Pupham-street, Islington, having hceu fined

for allowing their houses to be crowded with more

families than they could properly accommodate. The

stench iu some of the rooms from this cause alone is said

to have been most offensive and prejudicial to health.

Rents in Liverpool.— In describing amongst

other important structures now iu progress in Liver-

pool (of which we gave some particulars not long

ago), Insuraoce Buildings, in course of construction,

from the designs of Mr. Cockerell, the Albion says,

—“ Some notion of the value attached to this site

will he obtained w'hea we state that for tlie basement,

beneath the offices, a rental of 300/. a year is re-

quired ;
that for a small office adjoining (iu the base-

ment), not more than eight yards by six yards, and

approached and lighted solely from the area, a rental

of 94/. a year has been obtiincd; that one large firm

in the town (cotton-brokers) have taken the offices ou

the ground floor, at the north-cast corner of the

building, at a rental of 800/. ;
aud that half that

amount is to be paid by the local agent for the dis-

tribution of stamps, for a range of three rooms on il;e

ground floor, with a frontage to High-streer, taken

on a long lease. At the north-east cormr on the

three-pair floor there will he a large, welt-lighted

room, suitable for general brokers’ sales, to which

purpose it will probably he devoted, as a great want

of such accominodatiou is coutinnslly experienced.

'Ihe contract, which amounted to 35,000/. was taken

by Messrs. Haigh and Co.”

Three Carriages in a Running Tr.\in con^
sumed by Eire.—On the Great Western llailway>
on the 9th inst. a carriage took fire while occupied by
passengers, and from the utter waut of that which has
been so often and so urgently insisted on by the press,
and early by ourselves amongst others, namely, some
mode of communication between the passengers and
the guards and drivers, tbc train ran ou for nearly half

an hour, in the midst of female screams and suffo-

cating smoke as well as frautic efforts to attract atten-

tion by passengers in others of the carriages who hap-
pened to see and hear what was going on

;
aud it

was not till the train drew up at Keusd-green that
the (ciTificd ladies and others escaped from the burn-
ing carriages. They bad managed so far to smother
the burning wood by means of cloaks, but not a
minute elapsed after they did escape ere the carriage

first on fire was in a blaze, and those adjoining it

were also very speedily destroyed. It is really fearful

to think of the peril which the public are ever and
anon incurving iu consequence of the contemptuous and
most culpable neglect of railway managers and direc-

tors to provide means of communication between
passengers and guards, and between guards and
drivers. There is no difficulty, whatever may be pre-

tended. In America, carriages in a train communi-
cate from end to end of the series : why should it not
he so in England too ? A guard miglit then really

be a guard. As it is, he might almost as weU he “a
stucco image,” for all that so helpless a mortal can
do, eveuif he accidentally happen to become aware
of any peril iu which the passengers whom he
“guards ” may stand while his train is in transit.

There are many practicable ways of effecting a com-
munication between passengers and guards, and be-

tween guards aud drivers, but a communication
whereby to pass from carriage to carriage would
probably be the best of all modes of accomplisliiiig

all that is required. It providentially happens in the

present instunce that cuts from the crackling, heated

glass were the only bodily injuries suffered; hut let

a single fatal accident happen on any of our railways

from want of the required communication, and the

managing directors may look out for the personal

coosequences. Juries have already indicated what
they feel inclined to do under such circuraslauces.

The Working-class Concerts at St. Martin’s-
iiALL.—It is satisfactory to know that those refining

aud elevating amusements for the people have been

highly successful so far as regards attendance, although

scarcely what they should he, and what they un-

doubtedly will yet be, iu a fioaucial point of view.

The annual report for 1856-7 slates that “ from the

commencement to the close of the present season, the

concerts have been attended by 50,000 persons ; and
no doubt this number would have hceu largely in-

creased had it not been for the general distress which,

prevailed among the operative classes in London
duriog the past winter. The average attendance at

(each concert of) the second series has been upwards
of 1,200; and on one or two occasions as many os

2,300 were admitted. * * * (Qtai amount
of expense incurred in carrying on these concerls is

between 1,300/. and 1,400/. of which the following

arc the three most iinportaut items, viz. artistes,

510/.; rent of hall, &c. 347/.; printing aud adver-

tising, 315/. The expenditure has exceeded the re-

ceipts by more than 200/. This appears to have been

the case, also, with the ‘People’s Concerts’ in the

provincial towns, which, although they are now self-

supporiing, almost invariably experienced a similar

difficulty at starting.” Subscrijilions are received by
the treasurer, Mr. Nicholay, churchwarden of St.

Jilaiylcbone, 82, Oxford-street
;
Mr.Anderton, Under-

Sheriff of Middlesex, 20, New Bridge-street, Black-

friars; and others. The Prince Consort is a sub-

scriber of 25/.

The \Vf.llington Monument.— Sir : Permit me
to assure your correspondent, “D. H.”lhat I am very

far from being alone in the opinion, that a national

moDumeut to a great historical personage ought to be

(and indeed, to be consistent, must be) itself historical

in its character, and in some respect and degree “ a

' record of the life ” of the mau thus commemorated.

I do not propose to occupy your valuable space with

any' prolonged comments on “ D. H.’s” sentiments on

the matter of monumental art, hut I cannot resist his

objection to my recumbent effigy of the great Duke,

that in life the Duke was not in the habit of assuming

this attitude when in his uniform and when wearing

his knightly mantle. I did not expect any such re-

bearsarof his own monument by our hero, and yet I

cannot see that a recumbent effigy must in conse-

quence be inconsistent in his memorial. Dues “D. 11.”

base his assumed approbation, of the competition dc-

' signs upon the theory that the Duke ordinarily wore

the habilimeufs of a Romau iiiiperator. or that in

British uniform he was accustomed to foim one of a

' group in which the “ allegories,” winged and wingless,

in their uniforms, a certain lion, &c. occupied pro-

jniineut positions? Charles Boutell.
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The Architects at Llakdaff Cathf-dral.

—

We have been favoured with copies of a correspon-

dcDce as to the giving up, by the dein and chapter, of

one of the architects heretofore engaged in the restora-

tion, hut not in time to make any analysis of it should

it seem desirable.

A Dry Dock in the MArnmus.—The 13LhoF

July was signali2cd in the Mauritius by the opening

of a vast drv dock. The dork was planned by Mr.

T. Hounslow, and the desip carried out by Messrs.

Fry and Blondcau. The dimensions arc as follows

—

viz., Length of keel, 250 feet; entrance, 48 feet;

width inside, 68 feet. The basin may be lengthened

to 300 feet, and larger if fonnd desirable ;
but in the

latter case the government would have to make a

concession of land. The same week was signalized

by the laying of the foundation stone of a new Pro-

testant church at Pamplemonse.

[Advebtisbmext.]

NoTiCB.

—

Dispatch Atlas Gratis.— To prevent the

possibility of disappointment consequent upon the enor-

mous sale of the Dispatch, those persona desirous of pos-

sessinc the Dispatch Colocked Atlas are informed,

that should the newspaper bo out of print with which any

E
articular map has been presented, such map may always

e obtained with the paper for the current or any future

week. Either of the Dispatch Atlas Maps will be for-

warded (tratis, with the paper, at the usual price—5d. per

copy unstamped, or 6d. stamped. The Friday Evening

Emtion maybe received in the most distant parts of the

kingdom on Saturday morning.—Orders received by all

News-agents, and at the OfQce, 139, Fleet-street. News-
agents throughout the kingdom are requested to forward

tneir names and addresses, when specimens of the splendid

Double Map (coloured) of Asia will be forwarded. Port-

folios are now ready, price Ss. 6d. -Is. and upwards.

[adtebtisbmbnt.]

National Mercantile Life Assurance Society,

Poultry, Mansion-House,
June 15, 1857.

The Six Iron Revolving Shutters supplied to this office

by Messrs. CLARK and CO. have now been in use upwards
Oi twelve years, and I have much pleasure in bearing

testimony to their general excellence their durability,

security, esse in working, and their nonliability to get out

of order.
Beyond an occasional oiling nothing whatever has been

done'to them since they were lirst tilted, I can therefore

highly recommend them. CHARLES MARSH.
Messrs. Clark and Co.

15, Gate-street, Lincoin’s-inn-llelds.

TENDERS
For Pontymoil Schools, near Pontypool, Monmouth-

shire. Mr. R. Q. Thomas, architect:

—

G. A. Stone, Cardiff £2,115 0 0
D. Davies, Pontypool 2,343 0 0
W. Williams, Newport 2,180 0 0
H. P. Bolt, Newport 2,025 0 0

W. Harry, Newport 1,9-10 0 0

G. Jones, Newport 1,933 0 0
J. F. Williams, Pontypool (too

late) 2.021 0 0

For two houses for Mr. Lucey, Grange-road, Ber-

mondsey. Mr. Geo. Legg, architect, King William-street,

City. Quantities not supplied :

—

B. Wells £1,730 0 0
M'Lennan and Bird (accepted) 1,570 0 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

T. II.—W. H.-Non-Pro'essional. -Sarnia. -W. B. - B. M.—
B. R-E. K.-Capt. L.—W. O. S.-T. II. W.-W. L-T. F. T.—
A. L.-E. M. B.-J. A.-E. J. P.-Reader of the BnUder.-B. C.

(we cannot depart from our rule in this respect).—!’. T. ( litto).—

M. F. (ditto).-J. E.-J. B. C.-O. S.-C. Q.

Errata,—Tot “ centre of the transept." in notice of Lingfield

Church, p. 58!i, read centre of Cftaucel" In report of Mr.
Kerr’s observations, p, 575, for •* they would rememher how tlie

Greek arcliitects lauded on all maunei of eccentricities." read,
** Gothic aroUiteetB," 4o.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

The leek i:mprovement act, isss.
To SURVETOKS.— Nutice is hereby Riven that the 0<>ro-

misiioner- under the Leek Improvement Act require a TOWN
BUKVEYOB. Candidates for t' e Appointment may forward
testimonljils of quali6cation and competency addressed to Mr,
HAMMi'ND, Olerk to the Coromifsioners, Leek, liefore the !20fh

OCTOBER instant, endurecd " Candidate for Surveyor.” Candi-
dates must understaud the manaBemeiit on the most economical

K
'incipies of Waterwiirke, DraluaRt. Sewerage, Puvlng. and Sur-
cecleansioR: he competent to conduct Burveys, prepare plans,

drawings, and estimates of works, of every de cription
; and able

to Euperiutend the execution thereof. Caud dnte-t are not re-
qnired to attend perionally before the Commissioners, uulea-
specially requested, but to stale the salary required.—By order of
the Commistdoners,

HACKER and BLOORE. Law Clerks.
Leek, Ist October. 1857.

WANTED, an ENGINEER, tliorouglilj
competent to nisiing© a NEW FODR-ll(iHSE PtiWEH.

ENGINE.—Apply to W. J. HUNT and C'l, North London Box
Manufactory. 30. New OlKUce.iler-Blreet, Hoxton.

WANTED, in a Builder’s Establisliment
near London, a thoroughly practical JOINEK, to work

and superintend the use of a tenoning maohine. trying machine.
&c. None need apply but ttioce who arc quite competent to work
the above machines.—Apply on Monday evenine. between Six and
Eight o’clock, to A. B. at Mr, Steveoa’s Office, 35, liridge-street
Blaw:kfrtar8

TO WHITESMITHS, LOCK ANO GUN SMIl'lIS.
BELL-HANGERS, Ac.WANTED, immediately, a good WORK-

MAN, who thorouehly und rstonds the above biieiiieBets
Reference required as to aliility and eharaeier —.Application to b.
made to O. P. Post-office. Stukeek-y, T jrkidiire.

WANTED, a YEW good J01NER.S.—
Apply 10 T. REYNOLDS, Builder. Bedford; or at

Aiuton Ernest Hall, E

\1I7ANTED, a Young MAN, about 18, used
V T to PAINTING.—Apply to HALSALL. Grainer, 4. Stau-

h'-pp-slrert. .‘tfraiid.

T(i BUILDER'^ AND SURVEYORS.
ANTED, by a YoungMan of active habits,

V » who has had good experience in tlie offii-ev of emiueut
builders and surveyors, a RE-ENGaGEMENT as CLERK. He
is accustomed to keep the books of a large firm, superintend work,

prepsre drawings, specifications, Ac. and assist at m-asuring up.

References unexceptionable. — Address, T. G. Office of 'Ihe
Builder.”

\iS/ANTED, by the Advertiser, who is a plain
VV draughtsman, a SITUATION ns ASSISTANT in au

Arcliitecl'n othre. in either town or country. Salary moderate.—
Address. X. Y. Z. Post-office, Commerclal-placc, Keutish-town.

TO ARifHITECTS, BUILDERS, AND OTHERS.
XIT'ANTED, by a practical Carpenter, a
Vt SITUATIoN.as CLERK of WORKS, GENr.RAL SHOP

or FOREMAN of WORKS. Can make working and other liraw-

iiips, take quantities, and superiutend general building. Would
contract for good etaitcae’ng, furnisihug materials, or for labour
only. Reference and testimonials highly situfaotory.—Address,
C. B. Post-office, Ball’s-pund, N.

TO BUILDERS. PLUMPERS. AND OTHERS.
\1I7ANTED, by the Sou of a Plumber and
V? «as-fitter, aved 27. a SITUATION as GAS-FITTER.
DELL-HANGeK, or PAINTER and GLAZIER ; is thoroughly
competent in each branch. Undeniable reference can be given.—
A.ldiesp, W. 8. office of '• The Builder.”

TO PAINTERS. BUILDERS. Ac.

\]|7"ANTED, by a "Youug Man, a SITUA-
VT TIoN, as PAINTER. GLAZIER, and JOBBING
PLUMBER. Can do graining, Wages moderate.—Address, A. B.
19. Seymour-stre t, Euaton-square.

WANTED, a SITUATION, in a
Vt BUILDER’S OFFICE, the Advertiser baying been

engaged for many years by a respectable firm 1u the City, who are

now retiredfrom burine-s Mostsatisfactoryieferencecsn begiven.
Address. A. B. Mr. Hatchett’e, Stationer. .Moorg-ite-'.tre t, City.

\x/"ANTED, a SITUATION, as CLERK,
VV CLEBKofWoRKS.orFOIVEM.ANtoa BUILDER. 40

years of age. Is a draughtsman, can measure, e-timate, take out
qiiBiitities. is a gi>od accnuotant. and p'ac ical joiner. First-rate

tratimouials.— Aedress, K. S. R. Office of ” The Builder.”

\1/-ANTED to APPRENTICE (iu-door) a

VV Youth to a CARPENTER and JOINER.—-Address, pre-

paid. to R. D. 222, Strand, near Teraple bir.

TO GENERAL FURNISHING IRONMONGERS AND
OTHEHS.

ANTED, by a Youth, 16 years of age, a
VV SITU.ATIO.N M IMPROVER or Junior Assistant in Che

above business. Ue has been two years at one of the first firmH in
Liverpool, and is a good writer and accouutaut.—Addresa to Mr.
WOODKOFFE, Bedford.

TO ARCHITECTS, SURVEYOR-^, Ac.

VltrANTUD, by an experienced hand, a
VV KE-ENG--AGEMENT : is a first-rate draughtsman and

colourist, lias a knowledge of quantities, and unde stands the
general r'^utiu'* ot office duties. Silmy moderate. — .Address,

J. C C. 59, Huntingdou-street, Bam-ibury nark, Islington.

VirANTED, by a Young Man, aged 23, a
VV SITUATION, in an ARCllIiECT’S or SURVEYOR’S

OFFICE, either In town or country, bai irv, ft5<. per week. Good
references given.—.Address. V. Z. oarc of Mrs Clarke, 16, Purtugal-
street, Llnoolu’s-iun-fields.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHEIta
VTt/ANTED, a SITUATION, by a Person
VV of practical experience, aud competent to perform all the

dutiesofan iiffioe. No objection to fill up spare time at the
bench or otherwise, or would be glad to execute new works or
repairs. ' n a gentleman's estate.—Address, J. H. Ofilcu of” The
Builder.”

TO CARPENTERS. BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ANTED, by the Advertiser, aged 30, a

VV BE-ENOAOEMENT, either in tlie shop or office; is a
giod bench-hand, unde'stands making out fair and working
drawings, setting out and measuring off work, making out plan‘>,

Ac. Ac. and willing to make bim-elf generally useful. No objec-

tion to the Country.—Addieso, E. P. office of *’ The Builder.”

TO BURVEVOBS AND BUILDERS.
\^ANTED, by the Advertiser, aged 26, au
VV INGAGE.MENT in nn office of the above. Is well

acquainted with the general routine of office duties, estimating,
Ac. A neat draughtemau, with a good knowledge uf land survey-
ing. First-rate references A moderate salary.—.Address, R. C.

caie of Mr. DAVEY, M, Birchin-lane. Coruhill.

TO BUILDERS. Ac.

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
VV FOREMAN of CARPENTERS or J"INEKS, or to

take charge of a Job. either in town or country, by one who has a
thorough prac'icul knowledge of building in all its branches.
Unexceptionable reference from last employer—Address, 0. I.

Post-office. Maidenhead, Berki

TO BUILDERS.
\1^ANTED, by a practical Carpenter and
VV Joiner, a RE-ENGAGEMENT os SHuP or GENERAL
FOREMAN-—Has no objection to the couutrj.—Address, J. B.
26, St Thomas-ttreet East. Borou-ih.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.
^HE Advertiser, who is competent to prepare
A finished, working, and perspective diawingn, specific itiuns,

Ac, and is pnicti-cd in laud surveying and levellin i- de-irous of
a KE-ENGAOEMENT. Aged 22.— Address, A. B. 8, Thoruhill-
cresoctil. Islin.-ton.

TO AKCHITECrS. BUI I.DER'i. 'AND OTHERS,
np"VYO ARCHITECTS will be liappy to
A. PREPARE fluished, wurkiog, or detail DRAWINGS,
colour or etch perspective-'. At from figured bketch-rs and
notes; also s. ccitications, quantities, or to meusuce up extras.— ,

Address, ZETA, 29. Great JameB-sireet, Bedford-row.
1

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
i

''PHE Advertiser would be glad to take out
A quantities, prepare drsigos. working drawings, Ac. from

descripiiou or sketches, wi'h aiciiracy ond de-.patch, on very
moderate terms.—Addtess, B, W. C. Post-office, Woottou Wawen,

;

Henley-in-Ar'i>n.
|

TO MASTER PLUMBERS. Ac

^HE Advertiser is in waut of a SITUATION
A as I’LU.MUEK nud ZINC WORKER, md lo fill up lime

at I’aioiiug and tfLieing. Can g've a four jeart.’ refer oce to last

employer. No objection to ike o nintry.—AddrciS to A. B. No. 13j

Beinertoii-ftreet. C 'ledoni-in-road. L-mdon

TO SUHVEYUR.'S. BUILDERS, Ac..

The Advertiser desires an immediate
ENGAGEMENT, in an OFFICE, or as CLERK of

WORKS. Is fully competent to prepare linishcd and working
drnwiDRs. Bpecificutiou', and ettimatei; is well acquainted with
the practice of building generally, having had coiisidernhlc expe-
rience in the superiuieudence of works and work'T’cii. ^Yould be
willing to mnke himself generally u«efuL—Address, A. B, C
Willmot* noii-»e. Old Kent-roa'", London.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

The Advertiser is open for an ENGAGE-
MENTwithany gentlemau requiring a foreman. Isjust

leaving asimilnr riluarioo, doine an extensive aod tirst-Mass busi-
ness. References as to ability and mural character will be found
quite Katisfuctory.-For particular.-', address. SV. 8. Post-office,
Oheadle.Cheahi-e.

timber trade. — wanted, by the
X Advertiser, a SITUATION In the COUNTING-HOUSE.

Salary low. Town or country. Eight yeirs reference to last

employer. — Address, A. B. care of .Mr. MARTIN, Post-office,
Mnrc-slreet. Hackney, N.E.

TO ARCHITECTS. Ac.

The* Advertiser, aged 19, who is a neat
draugh'sman, is open to an ENGAGEM ENT. No objection

to the country. Salary moderate.—Address, J. W. -1, Alina-terrace,
South L'jm’ eth, S,

TO AROHITECrS.

The Advertiser, having had experience in a
Surveyor’s Office, is de.sirous of ENO.AUING WITH an

ARCHITECT. He is a neat dr.augh'smin, and can ensure high
t -stimunials ns to integrity and diligence, cialary not so much an
object ns improvement.—Address, A. B. 10, Steymnn's-row, Uollo-
way-road, N.

TO ARCHITECTS, Ac.

The Advertiser, who has been accustomed
to Italian Arrhitertiire, is desirous of an ENGAGE.MENT

ill an ARCUITET.'l’j nFFICB- C m prepare specitic.itions take
dilapidaiionr, make out buisbed deti'ils and general di-awings. As.
Salary moderate.—Address A. B. Messrs. Mewburn's, 33,Chan-

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.

Occasional assistance offered by
the Advertisjr, po8ee8>ing many years’ experience in the

profcssiui).— .Addre<-'. A Z. 3i. Dnk'-stree'. Oro5'erio'-‘'q'iare.

DR lUGIITSMAN. CLERK, Ac.

A YOUNG MAN, who has two years’ cha-
racter, is a good draughtsman, writer, and ncoountant,

uuderstaudii tracing fur lithography, and has no objection tn the
country, is ncsir-ius of an ENUA06.MENT. - Addres?, H. G.
57. Brook-s’reet. Lnmbe'h.

A PRACTICAL LAND SURVEYOR,
£1. LEVELLER, and DRADGll I’SMAN, «ho for the last

eight years has hem engaged nn exL-nsive town nod paii.-.h sur-
veys, Ac. prinoipaLy for the Door Law Commi>giiouers an-l General
Board Mt Health. wlshesaRE-EVGAGEMENTnsM.VNAGING
SURVEYOR. Salary, 10 guiueat a month. Testimonials or
re'ercoces-—Addres-, C. E. Pobt-office. nmdfonl, Wilts.

TO NOBLEMEN. GENTLEMEN. AND ESTATE AGENTS.

A YOUNG MAN of experience in building
operation®, who has carried out wo -ks on his own responsi-

bility, is open *0 nn ENGAGEMENT. C.impetent in preparing
eFtlmates of dil ipidatio :a, conducting building works, corres-
ponding, oocouiit.-keei i'ig and general min.agement ofan estate.—
AdJrea-, A. B. 2, 9y<lney-plaac. KingVrood. Chelsea.

A STEADY", Respectable Man, who is by
trade a Ji'IN ER. at the present time Foreman and Sales-

man in a large firm in London, wishes for a simUar ENGAGE-
MENT, where trust and oontidenoe may he placed. Can use his
pen well, or make himself generally useful to his employer.
Satisfactory reason for leaving will be given.—Address, G. W.
29. Cresceot, Euston-square.

A DRAUGHTSMAN desires a RE-
ENGAGE.MENT in an ARCHITECT’S OFFICE. Is

competent to prepare perspective, finished, and detail drawings,
and is well acquainted wlob modem Dalian design and construc-
tion Terms mo-1emtp,—.Ad'lre-«, oXON, office of * The Builder.*

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.

A GENTLEMAIs^, who has just completed
bis article®, i- desirous of an FNG.iOEMENT, in the

OFFICE of an AU'iHITECT, where Goth c is the chief work.
Sala y not a co isideraclon.—Address, C. K. 4, Kllburn Priory,
Edgware-road, W.

TO POTTERS, WHARFINGERS, CEMFNT MANUFAC-
TURERS. AND DEALERS IN ALL KINDS OF BUILD-
ING MATRUI.ALS.

A PERSON, liaving a comiection among
builders, wUhes to meet with a SITUATION as TRA-

VELLER. Has been in the above oooupation some years, and is

well known among builders and wharfs, and could bring a con-
nect on with him.— AddrcfS, W. Q. C. Belgrave Coffee-house. Bel-
grave-ruad, Pimlico. S.W.

A NEAT DRAUGHTSMAN, aged 22,
Ai. desires a SITUATION, where, In connideratioii of a rnode-
rate xr.lary, he might find opportuoltiM of praoticil improve-
ment. Satisfactory rcfcrenoea.— -Address, K. M. N. No. 8, Waloot-
square, London, S.

TO ARCHIPECTa.

A GOOD DRAUGHTSMAN, competent to
prepsre workin.-. fluished. and per-peo’ive drnwines. and

has also a Knowledge of colouring, desires nn ENGAGEMENT,
t-mpotary or otherwise. — Address, A. M. A. Uffice of ‘’The
Builder,

'

Tti CtiN'l-RACTdRs. IIUILDER-^, Ac.

Time, store, ami bookkeeper by
Double Entry.-A middie-age. a'-tive per on, ate from an

extensive public work, is anxious for EM PL' iV M r N‘l’.—Sati-fac-

tory references. Moderateau'iiry only ex pec ed.—Address, S. H. I.

care of Mr. Aydon, 23, Bloomfield- terrace, Pimlico, S. W.

TO BUILDERS. C'lNTRACTOU'i, Ac.

A 'WELL-EDUCATED YOUNG MAN is

XJL in want of a SITUATION as junior clerk. lean
excellent penman and ncoountant. and. besides beii-g thoroughly
conversant w th the routine of a builder’s office, has a good prac-
rical knowledge of the bench department of the trade, Ueferencea
as 'to ability and character unexceptionable.-Address, Ac. B. B.
News-room, Lendeiihall-street. E.C.

TO AKCHITEFTd.

A CLERK of the '\VORKS, who has had the
practical superintendence of buildings uf a first-olass cha-

racter, and h'la been 8ev<n vears iu bis present siiuati'n, will be
SHOE I'LY DISENGAGED. The highest ref.-renoes as to ability
and character. Age 36.—Apply, by letter, lo Mr. W. B. COL-
LING. aSA. l>ftvita-st-eet. Berkeley-sqnare.

TO AK'UIITEOi'S

An expeditious DRAUGHTSMAN and
OOLOU KIS r offers hlj services in the preparation of

PERSPECTIVE VIEWS, with lindacape and figures, also in
GENERAL DRAWING and LITH /GRAPHV. — Address,
“ ALPHA.” MillePs Library. Little Oollege-s’reet. Westminster.

PARTNERSHIP. — ORNAMENTAL
PAINTING, EMnOSSlNG, and WKIl'INO on G LAS8.—

The present Proprietor, from ill-health, is dc.iirousofin 'etiog with
a Young Man who has a taste f-ir tbeah.ive. to acquire a praolioal
knowledge of ihe business, an-t ultimately to succeed to the entire

manage- ent ot an -stublished and lucranv"- coucerii.—For parti-

culars, apply to A, B. 41, BUckman-street, Borough. Southwark.
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a large proportion of those physical sufferings

w’liich most of us had been accustomed to

look upon as a necessary though lamentable con-

dition of humanity.

The speaker said he liad faith in the good
sense and good feeling of the public as to the

future : it is quite certain, nevertheless, that

the said public must be spoken to on the subject

EALTII-SCIENCE, if wc may “any times before it will allow its life to be

use a new compound, has been lengthened to the extent practicable, undei

very considerably advanced by ,

lilgber permission—to that extension in the

the successful establishment of i

Southwood Smith said in the

the National Association for the ' course of a memoir “ On the Prolongation of

Promotion of Social Science,
' during the eighteenth century, to wliich

which held its first meeting iu possible as yet to assign a definite

Birmingham on the 12th iust.
|

i

and four following days, under the I

shown by the record of

,

presidency of Lord Brougliam. Its
, f ‘te expectation

object, as may bo inferred, is to aid LT I , ,T
,1 , , , rii 1 •

,

2o‘obu, while m 17110 it would have been
Ihcdcvelopmcutol thesocialsciences,

' o., ,7rv_ , ,, , ,

j, ,
on //o ; while the actual addition ol the excess

and to guide the pub ic mmd to be
^ ^

best practical means of promoting the i„t,„
amendment of the law, the advance- qypQ ^.jjg expectation of life was increased
ment of education, the prevention by fully ouc-fourth

;
that is to say, that if in

and repression of crime, the reforma- 1G90 a person aged thirty could expect to live

tion of criminals, the establishment thirty years, in 1790 a person of the same age

of due sanitary regulations, and the recog- could reasonably expect to live thirty-seven
nition of sound principles in all questions years. An increase in tlie duration of life is a
of social economy. The associatiou is accord- proof of increased comforts, or increased en-
ingly divided for the present into five depart- joyment of certain elements upon which human
ments, the fourth of which, that of “Public life is dependent, such as air, light, food,

Health,” will consider tlie various questions
' warmtli, and shelter. At that period special

relating thereto, and to_ the prevention of attention began to be paid to the well-

disease : it will collect statistical evidence of the ordering, cleaning, and paving of towns. The
relative healthiness of different localities, of uaxTow streets were widened, slate-roofs substi-

differeut industrial occupations, and generally tuted for thatch, bricks for timber, and the
of the influence of exterior circumstances iuthe manufacture of glass somuch increased that glass

production of health or disease ; “it Avill discuss
: ^vindows, even in the poorer towns, became

improvements in house-construction (more
|
common. Agriculture made a surpinsiug

especially as to the dwellings of the labouring > advance, multiplying a hundred-fold the pro-
classes), in drainage, warming, ventilation;

! Auction of fresh vegetable food, and increasing
public baths and washhouses

;
adulteration of

|
in a still more remarkable degree the amount

food and its effects
;

the functions of govern-
'
of fresh animal food by the extension of the

ment in relation to public health, the legislative
|

comparatively new art of collecting and storing

and administrative machinery expedient for its
, fodder for cattle in winter. The increase of

preservation
;

sanitary police and quarantine
; ,

manufactures gave improved and cheap clothing

poverty in relation to disease
;
and the effect of

, to the people, not only conducive to warmth
unhealthiness on the prosperity of places and ^nd health, but almost equally so to cleauliuess,

.

nations.” We say it tcill do this
;

but wc
, the texture compelling frequent washing. Ac-

ougbt also to say it has commenced to do it,

j

cordingly disease assumed a milder form, and
,

and the proceedings at Birmingham show that i epidemics iu particular became much less
j

the importance of this department of the asso- formidable.
I

elation is fully understood. I Jerrick, in illustration of the facts given I

Lord Stanley, in his inaugural address as
j

in tliat paper, said that the average duration of

president of the Department, defining Sanitary life iu London at present was twenty-seven

Science, apprehended that it meant that science

which dealt with the preservation of health and

the prevention of disease in reference to the

years, whereas in the last century it was only

twenty-two.

Papers on the influence of habitations, on the

entire community, or to classes within that com -

1

density of population, and localization of dwcll-

munity, as contradistinguished from medical

science, which had for its object the restoration

of health when lost, and dealt with the case of

each individual separately. The knowledge

which warded off prevcntible disease from the

naturally healthy was oue which might be, aud

iugs, on the ventilation of buildings, aud many

other cognate subjects, were read. Mr. Tom
Taylor aud Mr. Arthur Helps, both remarkable

men, took part in Ibe pi-ocecdings, as did also

Mr. John Simon, Dr. Farr, Mr. Slaney, Mr. M.

D. Hill, Sir Benjamin Brodie, and othei’s, who

ought to be, possessed by every educated per-
, have long laboured iu the caixse. Mr. Taylor’s

sou. This knowledge ought to be diffused, not
[

paper was on “ Central aud Local Action,” and

merely because, in matters which concerned the i Lord Stanley summed up its arguments, when

public in its collective capacity, such as the he said at the close of the discussion upon it,

cleansing of rivers, the drainage of towns, the the general feeling seems to be that indicated

exclusion from populous districts of noxious
j

in Mr. Taylor’s paper—namely, that so far as

employments, aud the like, those by whom sani-
j

any general nile can be laid down, the load

tary reforms were imperfectly appreciated would body should have the power of action, and the

be found hostile to them on the ground of ex-
\
general body that of instruction and supervision

pense ; but because a large proportion of those
j

—that is to say, that the position the central

remedial sanitary measures which it was in the goverument should assume iu regard to all

power of society to apply to physical ills were
j

local authorities is, that it should say, So long as

of such a nature that no police regulation, no
,

you do your work well you shall be left to do it

Board of Health, no legislative enactments,
;

in your own way
;
wc will not interfere with

could successfully interfere to enforce them ' you
;
but if during a long series of years you

without the co-operation of the ])arties con-
1

decline or arc unable to do it, it will become

cerued,—such as the cleansing and ventilation our business to see that the duties of the office

of private dwelliugs. Hencefoith the fact must
|

are properly discharged.

be known that we ourselves were the cause of! Not to dwell longer on the proceedings of

the department, we repeat our congratulations

on the recognition of tlie importance of sanitary

science by the new association. Quietly and
continuously labouring as we have done for

years to establish this, with less sympatliy than

might have been expected,—our cflbi-ts, indeed,

often received with abuse instead of favour,—it

becomes almost a matter of personal triumph
to find opposition disappearing, and sound prin-

ciples generally accepted. The sanitary investi-

gations, of which reports have been published

from time to time in this Journal during several

years, have been made at some personal risk,—

wc might almost venture to say, of life. En-
deavours have been made as well during the

night as the day to learn the real cjudition aud

results of the ueglccted aud poisonous homes
with which certain districts abound, and the

facts thus gathered have been spread far and

wide. In addition, information has been gained

from clergymen of all dcuoiuiuations, and

from the City missionaries
;
from medical men

performing their useful office, not only for the

rich but amongst the poor
;
from the police, and

many others
;
and we have reason to hope that

the information disseminated has not been

without its fruits.

An epidemic again gives reason, we fear, to

quicken the precautionary movement. The in-

vestigation of the first outbreak of it, at West
Ham, btratford, by the Association of the

Medical Officers of Health, shows, as in previous

cases, a reraovcable cause. The row of houses

where it broke out was found to cousist of

buihliugs iu tolerable repair, and not inhabited

by the very poorest class of persons
;

but,

attached to the houses were several separate

cesspools, including a large one into which

some of the other houses drained : at a distance

of 70 feet from the cesspools is a well which

supplied water for the inhabitants to driuk, and

for other purposes; aud, the soil being gravel, it

is supposed that the poisonous matters from the

cesspools have drained into the well. The place

is situated near a marsh, which is said to be

greatly impregnated with sewage matter
; and

not far off is an open stream which carries off

the drainage of a considerable district. Here

we have all the evil conditions likely to produce

both cholera and fever; and the sad result at

the present moment has been the sudden seizure

of fifteen persons, and the rapid death of seven

or eight of that number.

Men of experience have watched the progress

of the cholera for the last two or three mouths,

and noted its usual course, aud it is to be feared

that we can scarcely escape a visitation iu this

country. It behoves all, iu the short interval

which may elapse before the scourge is upon us,

to take those steps which are known to be

efficacious.

The iuspcctors of nuisances in large parishes

and towns shoulcl have assistance : careful

examinations should be made, aud all offensive

matters carried away. Wells of wafer aud the

pumps throughout the metropolis should he

viewed with suspicion, for the water of few, if

any of them, can be wholesome even iu healthy

times. Inhabitants of houses which have the ad-

vantage of proper drainage, should see that the

drains are in good order, and tliat the traps in

sinks and closets are clear, and in working con-

dition. They should permit no bad smell to

exist.

When the drainage is not complete, no faith

must be placed in flushing the drains with

water : often, indeed, more harm than good is

done by it.

Complaints arc often made, where dr.ains have

been formed, of the carelessness of tenants Avho

allow improper matter to choke the drains.

Care should be taken to avoid this ; a choked

drain in the time of an epidemic is very dan-

gerous. It would be well if the iuhabitauts of

large towns would follow the example of the
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Jews in their sanitary) arrangements cleanse

constantly the walls and ceilings of their rooms,

and he attentive to the nature of their food and

drink.

In Bridgewater and some other tovrns, a

house-to-house visitation, to ascertain the state

of the premises and condition of the people, has

been most wisely determined on. In some

places this woul^ not be an easy task. At a

meeting held in Newcastle the other day, with

reference to building a new cliuvch in Shield-

field, the incumbent, ilr. Irvine, said that when

he first came to the parish, he proposed to him-

able, zealous, and persevering fellow-labourers
j

in the cause of sanitary reform, the Builder, •

has, w’e are glad to see, been visiting the North
|

of England, and did not overlook the claims of
^

Newcastle and Gateshead upon his attention,

;

His report appears on another page ;
and we

might hope that it would prove of service to
j

ns, bad we not so firm a faith in our apathy— j

our contentedness witli things^ as they arc—to
,

some extent, indeed (as we said the other day,
j

when speaking of the smoke nuisauce), our

love of them. Here is the monster-difficulty

—

our self-satisfaction. lye cannot “ see ourselves

self the formation of a list of all his parish-
1 as others see us as (for example) the Builder

ioners, and the estabhshmeut of a routine visi-
! sees us. And we should not be surprised were

tation. He put bis note-book in his pocket, 'we to receive, for our next number, a shoal of

aud started out. But in one single house, near letters wondering at his want of admiration for

the church, he found iweloe families; and,
j

Pipewellgatc ! Hillgate,
_

its worthy compeer,

"iving a quarter of au hour to each, he was
j

was blown and burnt to pieces three years ago
;

;

alton-ether three hours in this one house ! And ! aud there the ruins lie to this day. We have

thislmuse. Ictus add, has thousands of parallels.
;

neither the wit nor the energy to rebuild the

On another page will be found a continuance
,

one nor to get rid of the other. Our poverty,

of our notes ou the condition of the town just
,
we know, has been pleaded as our excuse

;
but

mentioned, and other places in the north. The
^

if we cast our eyes across the river, where the

statements in our first paper (p. 577), have I people have au estate—and a Ratepayers’ :

awakened attention, aud will, wc trust, lead to I Association to boot—we see the same state of

advantage. The editor of the York Herald things existing. It is truly lamentable and

lias been moved to great anger by the few
,

the worst feature of it is, we are so willing

obscrv'ations we were led to make therein on that it should be so.” “Everything is done

York, and in a lengthy leader applies to them
I
amongst us by driblets. Improve we do. Gates-

the epithets “untrue,” “ mischievous,” “ im-
'
head, we rejoice to know, has gone ou, extend-

justifiable,” “utterly false,” "without the iug and ioiproving, from year to year. Its pro-

shadow of foundation,” “ unscrupulous tirade,” gross, however, has not been all improvement.

“ simply absurd,” “ malicious ” and “ base Much of it has been quite the contrary. Streets

slanders !”
!
have come into existence, within the last twenty

Ylakiug all allowance for the feeling which i years, setting the laws of health at defiance

;

prompts the writer to place his city in as
i
and even now, when unsanitary plans are _rc-

favourable a light as possible, we must express buked or rejected, they find apologists in high

our regret that the editor of “ so respectable a ' places, llememher ! it was neither in Hillgate

iom-ual” (as he says of the Builder) should nor in Pipewcllgate, nor in any old locality,

have stooped to a course which is seldom the
,

that cholera broke out in 1853 !”

sign of a good cause. Notliing is stated in our 1 There is no fear for Gateshead with so

columns “ malicioasly,” or without inquiry.
' excellent a monitor.

We are forced at times, against our will, to say
j

what may be deemed unkind by individuals, i

and, impressed by the mighty importance of the THE CLOSE OE THE EXHIBITION OF " ART-

subject, may speak with caruestucss; but we
j

TllEASLiPvES, M.^NCHESi'ER.

venture to believe that our statements have
j

Oi;' the thousands of strangers—men of

never been couched in offensive language, or cultivated taste—who have crowded to Mau-

fouud to be unjustifiable. As regards Y'ork, it Chester during the last few mouths, we trust

is quile obvious aud certain tliat it has not ad- there are some of our readers who have given

vanced in the same proportion as other large thought to the “missiou” which the manu-

towns, which some years ago were greatly in- facturing districts may be about to cuter on.

ferior to it. The particular object flie writer Art aud manufacture should be always hand-iu-

had in view was, without the slightest ill feeling, hand; the perfection of mechanism and pro-

to suggest the inquiry whether those towus, ductiveness sliould be married to the beautiful;

districts, and even plots of laud, which are the beautiful should be served, and the objects

under the management of Cathedral Chapters, in which it exists, should he multiplied, by the

are dealt with in tlic way most likely to he resources of the mechanism. So, however, it

advautageous to the community. There are has not been; and the artist has been known to

certainly many instances before us to the cou- regret the existence of what should be vehicles

trary. aud media for design, aud should offer to him

The ancient p-estige of Y’ork, its important recurring opportunities for the dissemination of

position, the circumstance of its being the hjs art.

capital of the largest county in the kingdom, ' Manchester, the capital of a district which is

its place in the great highway through the length perhaps the most important in the industry and

of the county, together witli other advantages, commerce of the country. Las not yet given

should, under other arrangements, have insured to the world much of beauty along with its

for tbisaucieutcityavery large ainouutofpopula- manufactures. In this it is not singular: its

tiou and business. The increase in the former, woven and printed fabrics have not made worse

vauntingly shown by the editor of the York manifestation of art in their day, than have the

Herald, is comparatively small
;
and observation manufactures of Birmingham aud Sheffield,

—

and inquiry compel us to reiterate what we have towns where considerable improvemeut lately

said as to the condition of the poorer classes in may have taken place. So long as there is the

that city. market for the goods of a particular character.

Along the northern coast busy centres of it is hardly to be wondered at that the supply

iudustry arc being formed, aud large towus are should go on. The demand for Manchester

growing up
;
aud it is after viewing such scenes goods proceeds to a centre from all parts of the

of activity, and making visits to the huge works world,—from climates the most diverse, aud

going on ill many parts of the land, that we have from nations dissimilar in their manners aud

becu led to form the opinion as to Y'ork, which has predilections.

excited the anger of the Herald. As to the Many bad designs applied to textile mauu-
sanitary condition of York, we gave the autho- factures therefore liave come out of the Lanca-

rities full credit for what had been done, but we shire district
;
but we are not aware that the

would urge that measures should be taken to borne consumption is on a par for the extrava-

conqicl the OAVuers of houses to open communi- gance in forms, and w'ant of harmony in the

cation with the sewers when formed. We leave use of colour, with the demand from places

the settlemcut of the question at issue between abroad,—in Europe merely, or in all quarters of

ourselves aud the Herald to those who have the the globe. And other districts are equally at

means of comparison at hand, and whose vision fault, if fault there be, in the manner of supply-

is not obscured bv local attachment or interested iiig markets, such as tiiosc of South America,
motives.

; Almost t!ie worst specimens of art in carjiet-

Tlie Galcshead Observer has received our oh- manufacture, that we Iiavc seen, were some tliat

seryations ou that town in a very diii’crcnL were produced specially for Germany. "What
spirit. The editor says,—“ One of our most Manchester has been slow to learii has been,

that there exists a market aud a money value

for art, as well as one for excellence and cheap-

ness of manufacture,—that miud cau work ou

the meanest material, aud change it to a costly

gem, or an “art-treasure.” Artists, or mauu-
Facturers, we all, have, for the interests of each

of our objects and pursuits, to eff’ect a better

union than has lately been maiutained be-

tween us.

Not that there is wanting a value in art,

apart from the combination with manufacture.

To the perception of this, indeed, the opening

of the Exhibition, which came to a successful

termination ou Saturday last, may be due. No
small number of the works in the collection,

were contributed by people connected with

the town, or the trade of the district
;
and the

development of our own art in the buildings of

Manchester, has been the subject of frequent

comment in these pages. The amount of build-

ing which appears generally, to be going for-

ward; the prominence of the structures them-

selves, from their mass ;
the use of good mate-

rials, and the positive desire for decoration

—

whether originating from love of art, or induced

by the_ architects, or arising from other causes,—
arc so many conditions which are favourable to

tbe architecture of Manchester. Eavourable

therefore, likewise, at this juncture, is the posi-

tion of the district for inllueucing, in a bene-

ficial and powerful manner, the ckcumstances in

the future of those arts, industrial aud ornamen-

tal, which are based on the principles of com-

bined beauty aud use that belong to the art

of architecture, and which have a claim for

attention now, inasmuch as they have not

utilized the particular resources of our day. Such

resources are those which we referred to at

the outset, aud the materials of all kinds in

example aud precept, which were never so

abundantly poured forth for general use as they

are at present. Much will be expected from

;
Manchester : aud, from the position which the

' city is taking up, the Exhibition of 1857 may
' inaugurate an era—not less important than that

Avhicii has been dated from 1851.

I Lookiug at some of the more attractive of

the works in the branch of art which more

especially coucemed us, the contrast of effect

between those applying the good and the

bad principles was very considerable. This
' could be observed in the extraordinary collec-

tion of plate exhibited by the Earl of Stam-

ford and Hharrington, where the decadence

from the seventeenth or eighteenth century

work of inferior baudicraftsmansbip—but gene-

rally correct design—to the naturalistic style

which has prevailed in the present clay, was
exemplified : the art in the latter case, bore

no proportion to the outlay. Some pieces of

presentation plate also, recently executed, were,

however, still more remarkable for their defi-

ciency as contrasted Avith the general collection

i of older works. Branches of plants, and petals
' of flowers

;
the stem and base wanting in every

really structui-al feature, and in properly formed

details of ornament ; and figures thrown around,

. or crowded, rather than grouped,—such were
' the cliaracteristics of many of the articles of

British production, which certainly did not

speak favourably for native art, as exemplified

in the silversmiths’ work of the day.
_

That

art could, at one time, be put forth in the

' precious metals, as in iron and brass-work,

was abundantly shown by the exhibition of a

large number of articles, many of which have

been seen in London, at the Society of Arts,

aud in different collections. To show, however,

that art need not be held to have gone from

the workers in gold and silver, we were re-

' minded of what it might be, by the fine series of

'productions by Vechte, aud the Prince of

Wales’s shield. These are indeed, remarkable in

their regard for the elements of the beautiful

!

which are served by attention to outline, and

architectural and structural principle, and in

the power and originality of their detads.

As a grand field of slndj in ornamental art

of every kind, the exliibition at Manchester has

olfered opportunities which certainly have not

been available at any other time. The Indian

collection was large aud varied ;
and was par-

ticularly interesting, on account of numerous

drawings aud photographs of buildings. The

exquisite effect which is attainable by attention
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to the principles of ornament observed by
Mahometans was strikingly shown—especially

in one rug, placed near to the door from the

transept.

To have attempted in our pages, any review

of the large collection of articles in glass,

enamel, porcelain, and oniamental china and

majolica ware; of sculpture in bronze, marble

and terra cotta
;
of the medallions and glyptics ]

the exquisite carvings in ivory; the armour and
arms from the Meyrick and other collections

;

the Early British, Celtic, and Anglo-Saxon

antiquities; the furniture; the specimens of

book-binding
;
the lace, and sacerdotal vest-

ments, and the other numerous articles in the

branch of ornamental art alone, would have

occupied considerable space, and would have

been of little service, without engravings,—if it

would not have interfered with our attention to

subjects more manageable in the pages of a

journal, and which were more ir,mediately in-

teresting to our readers. Like others—induced

to visit Manchester, whether for pleasure or

information—^we lament the necessity entailed

on those whose home is London, of a hasty

inspection of such a collection. Were we, how-
ever, to judge from the efforts made by those

who have had the best opportunities, to get their

examination completed by the closing day,

we should doubt the possilhlity of deriving the

advantage w'bich is contemplated without longer

time than here there has been on quiet days,

with good light—for the inspection. Hurried
visits, such as arc the best that can be

paid—cveu by those who take deep interest

m art—to collections of this character, arc in

some degree, productive of effects in the reverse

direction to tliat which appears to be expected.

It is not now the first time that we have hinted

the hypothesis, tliat, without rest, the vision

and mental perception undergo a process of

deterioration by every fresh object presented

to them, analogous to the effect which is

produced in the case of mere colour. If so,

it is something more than the quantity of

the works in a gallery, that will operate

against the chance of appreciating them indi-

vidually. The writer ol an able article iu

one of the journals, sets down the number of

pictures that might have been seen in a day, as

about fifty out of the few tbousauds wbicli

there were iu the building at Manchester. As
regards many of the schools of art, it might

be more safe to speak ai Jice as the number
of wQi'ks that could be studied and fairly

appreciated. For Londoners, the chance of see-

ing such a collection, therefore, has been very

slight.

The Soulages collection was exhibited at

Marlborough House, and we hope may yet

become the property of the nation; and the

Bernal collection and other works forming the

Government contribution, and many of the

works by modem artists, have been or may be

seen under ordinary circumstances iu London.

Besides these, however, were 1,07*J pictures,

forming the gallery of ancient masters; and

forty-four, the Marquis of Hertford's contri-

bution; the 969 water-colour drawings, and

fifty or sixty frames of miniatui'cs
;
drawings by

the old masters
;
engravings, a large number,

including several rare and interesting works of

Albrecht Durer
;
the photographs ;

the archi-

tectural di'awings (a poor collection), and a

series of nearly 400 portraits of individuals

celebrated iu English history. What manifested

itself to us as worthy to be borne inramd,was the

value of the chronological arrangement in hang-

ing pictures as contrasted with other arrange-

ments suggested for a national gallery. The
method affords the advantages, not only of ex-

hibiting the development of the schools and the

changes in art, but serves to elucidate general

history, and also the biography of individual

painters. In the galleiy of ancient masters at the

Manchester Exhibition, the early schools were

fairly represented
;
the collection of Vandykes

was extensive and interesting; and by Velasquez

and many artists with whose productions thei;e

has scarcely been an opportunity for the public

to become acquainted, the woi-ks were of the

first order. The chronological arrangement was

perhaps most interesting in the collection of

water-colours, beginning with the earliest at-

tempts. The works of Girtin and Turner of

early date, have, in many respects, hardly been

surpassed.

Is there no hope of the advantage which there

would be from the exhibition of such well-

aiTanged collections in London ? It was useless

to expect that the Exhibition could be trans-

ported, as some have proposed, bodily
;
and we

have intimated a doubt w'hetber the step could

be desirable. By sections, however, we should

trust that tlie object may be attained.

The liberality of the owners of the works
of art demands the highest praise. The pic-

tures and drawings liave been exposed to

considerable risk—for, the rain gained frequent

admission imnanypai'ts of the building. It must,

we think, be now apparent that iron buildings, as

at present constnicted, are ill adapted for the

reception of works of art of a valuable character,

for however short a period. The lighting iu

this case has a]ipeared to us insufficient in quan-

tity; and in the smaller galleries, the skylights

ill the middle of the roof allowed the works on

the upper part of the walls, to remain in dark-

ness during much of the afternoon recently.

IVc have been asked to draw attention to the

offer of the building for sale. 'I'here are, of

course, many purposes for which it might he

well fitted. A proposition is mooted for an in-

dustrial exhibition; but residents in the vicinity

of the present building who arc opposed to the

scheme, it is thought, will defeat the project.

On the last shilling day, 2S,984 persons were

admitted
;
and on Saturday, the closing day,

there were 17,988 persons. "VVe have much
reason to believe that although tlie statements

as to want of interest amongst the operative

classes have some foundation, the collections

have been well examined by the educated

people of Manchester, or so far as the_ time

w'ould permit. It was impossible to visit the

building without feeliug that the works were

the suliject of even more serious study than

would have been allotted to them in London ;

and we shall look for the results, both on art

as practised in Manchester, and in a wider

field,—one of national importance.

SAXITAIIY C<]NDITION IN THE NORTH.

Since the lost notes on Newcastle-upon-Tyne were

written, we have caused a more careful inspection of

the place to be ul.^dc, and feel it a duly to give some

further particulars to our readers, tor wc cannot

quietly witness the carelessness of human life which

:

is shown in this great and important town.

The public buildings in Newcastle are handsome
;

the new streets and markets erected under the direc-

tion of l\Ir. Grainger are good
;
the charitable and

other institulious are admirable; and yet there is be-

hind this fair curlain a neglected, unwholesome, and

dangerous district, which, when witnessed, takes

away from the pleasure which would otherwise be

felt iu viewing the streets and houses of comparatively

recent dale. Look, for example, at some houses in

the Bick-row, not far distant from the ancient castle.

A large portion of the north side of this street and

some other houses in this neighbourhood have been

fortunately removed. The dwellings in the Back-row

are for the most part substantially built, and in toU-r-

ahle repair. Passengers this way may constantly see

refuse throw'u without ceremony on to the pavcincnt

in front of the houses, where it is allowed, until the

periodical visits of the scavengers, to take its course.

On inquiring at several of these houses it was foufid

that they were eniirehj icithout water supply. In a

house occupied by lai’ge numbers of men, women,

and children, each person is oblige d to carry ttie

water he may require from a pant (conduit) at a cou-

sider.ible distance. This is bad cnougli
;
but beyond

this, the street is totally dcstiiute of a drain
;

it has

not even surface drainage, except by the open gutter

just mentioned
;
and in the dwellings looked at, there

were no closets at all. It must be evident that such

arrangemeuts must cause constant outrages against

common deccucy, not to mention the serious effects

such neglect must have on the health of families. At

the hack of some of these houses was a very small,

nucoverL'd space, surrounded by tall buildings. The

poor creatures complained bitterly of the occupants of

other houses throwing offensive matter into this place ;

and well they may, for never was there a scene more

filthy. These dwellings, without water and drainage,

mav be considered a sample of several hunch-cds,

which afford harbour to both cholera and fever.

Some of the authorities of tbo town say the people

are dirty in their habits; but how is it possible for

those unfortunately placed in such a position to be

otherwise ?

Since the last outbreak of cholera, as it seems to
us, the work of drainage has been carried languidly

forward, and it is greatly to be doubted if a complete
and effectual system has been adopted. In some of

the houses in Eldon-strect, which are large, and occu-

pied by a respectable class of persons, they are in

constant trouble with the drain. It has not suificieut

fall, and is frequently stopped. Similar complaints

are made iu oth^-r qipi-tcrs.

Eveu in streets which have been recently improved,

the I mdlords of the property in poor neighbourhoods

refuse to commuaicaie with the adjoining sewer. This

i.s the old story
;
but really it is time that measures

should be taken to prevent the loss of health and life

which arises from this evil; and if those who have
charge of the dwellings of both the industrious and

other classes of the poor iu large towns will not per-

form an evident duty, some further powers will be

required from the Legislature, which should declare

that no dwellings in our large towns shall be con-

sidered fit for human habitation, either iu tenements

or otherwise, which are not provided with water,

proper drainage, and closet accommodation.

The ballast-liills, and the large eastern portion of

Newcastle, are in a shocking state
;
so is Sandg.ite,

Silver-street,— iu fact, nearly all the ancient parts
;

and, as wc have already hinted, the more modem
localities arc in an equally dangerous condition.

Tripc-drcssiiig, glue-making, tanning processes, and

other unwholesomeworks are carried on v\iih impunity.

The cows, after leaving the towu moor, are often kept

in very improper places. Indeed, this large popula-

tion is little less prepared for the reception of the

eliol-ra than it was four or five years ago.

It will startle many of our readers to learn that

the commissioners appointed by the Government to

inquire into the sanitary condition of Newcastle in

18-13-4, discovered that out of 9,453 houses which

formed the whole borough, only 1,421 had water-

closets: the remaining 8,032, or five-sixths of the popu-

lation, had no other provision than certain public

conveniences which arc placed in different parts of the

town.

In the district of Saiulgale, out of a population of

say 4,C00 persons, it is slated that not more than 100

had right of access to any private conveuicuce,—uine-

tenths of that resident population being unprovided

for in this iraportaut paitietilar. The consequence of

such a state of things is evident: the broken pave-

ment absorbed the most poisonous matters : from time

to time it was necessary to raise the doorateps of the

houses, in consequence of the rise of the footways by

the accumulation of filth.* Tlie report just alluded

to stales tliat out of the 9,463 houses, only 5,461

were drained to any extent. We will, however, take

the figures exactly from the report of the town and

road surveyors, published in October, 1855 :

—

"Houses in tlie ancient Borough of Newcasilc-on-

Tyne.—Number of houses, 6,680; houses drained

3,976
;
houses not drained, 2,704.

Houses in the Barliamenlary Borough.—Number
of houses, 3,761 ;

houses drained, 2,108; houses not

drained, 1,653.

Total number of houses in 1855, 10,441 ; total

number of houses drained, 6,084
;

total nuniher of

houses undrained, 4,357.”

It will be seen that the number of undrained houses

iu 1855 is greater than that mentioned in the com-

missioners’ report, which gives 3,992 as the number

of undrained houses.

It is a circumstance which should be recorded, that

when Mr. Grainger commenced his new buildings, he

most carefully provi 'ed for their dr.iinage : he also

provided all the houses with water supply aud doset

aceommodatiou. Mr. Grainger states in evidence

before the commissioners that he erecte.l 1,062 closets.

The commissioners say that they found ouly 1,421

closets in the town at the time of their visit; if we

deduct the number erected by Mr. Grainger it will

appear that bcfi re hU day there were ouly 359 private

closets in a popul.ition of from 70,000 to 80,000.

In the report of the town surveyor for 1855 and

1856, we find the number of uodrained houses stated

to be 3,990. It is a most remarkable circumstance,

that while the town surveyor acknowledges that there

are close upon 4,000 out of about 10,000 (approach-

ing towards hall) of the houses in the Borough un-

drained, he should state as follows:
—“It will be

evident, I think, that notwithstanding the erroneous

impression, made upon the miuds of many persons by

the late melancholy visitation of cholera, of that event

h.aving arisen from deficient drainage, that Newcastle

will compare iu this respect advantageously with

almost any town in the kingdom.” It appears that

in August 1854, there were in the towu 30,494

lineal yards of sewers, which at au average cost of

* When tbo cbotera was raging, so bad was _tho nature

of the pavement aud parts below, that the medical olEccrs

found It necessary to spread Ibick layers of fresh soil

from the adjacent country—and spread it thickly—over

the surface, aud this had some ettect in stopping the

pestilence.
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35s. a yar3, aniounts to 53,304/. 10s. How does it

happen that with this length of sewcrshnt little more

than half the houses in the town arc drained?

It may he worth while to state, that duriug scTcn

yeirs, viz. from 1849 to 1850, 14,130/. lOs. 7'1.

iiave been expended on the iniprovecnent of the

sewers: this is at about the rate of 2,000/. per

annum. The rate which has he.m levied has evidently

been inadt qnate for the required purpose, for the sur-

veyor stales that a debt of over 3,000/. has beeu in-

curred, and that to the great regret of the cominittef*,

about the middle of the last year (1855), they “ felt

themselves under the necessity of discontinuing opera-

tions in constructing a very important main sewer,

extending from the river in the direction of the Tut-

liiil-slairs, ‘Westgate-postcro, lloscmary-lane, &c. &c.

and lanes adjoining, a great portion of which, although

the calls for its execution are clamorous, must of

course for a time be deferred. This is the case with

other works of considerable importance in the town-

ships of Elswick, ^YL•stgate, and Bvker, the execution

of which is urgently required by the inhohifants.”

We will also quote the following from the sur-

veyor’s report :
—

” Owing to the want of a sufficient

outlet for the water discharged from the district of

Ord-street, Elswick-terrace, &e. it is cpiite impos-

sible to keep the macadamized road, leading from

Ord-street to the river at Elswick-quay, in proper

repair. The old sewer from the Tuwnship-road at

Elswick-terrace th that point is frequently broken

and forced by the pressure of the water, and the road

metal carried into the drain and lost. A similar

work of equal consequence, is required at T.vneside-

terrace ; the sewer outlet to the large districts, in-

cluding Rye-bill, and adj vceiit streets, has for some
years been inadequate to receive and conduct the

drainage discharged into it. Tne result is, that about

150 yards of its length, next the river, has gothrokea

and filled up. Tiie water, now a very full stream,

runs over the surface, and in summer is very

oftensive.” Although frequent complaints have been

made, it appears that the delay has arisen “ from the

difficulty of obtaining the pecuniary guarantee from the

proprietors interested iu the work.” The bursting of

those sewers, aud other circumstances which might be

mentioned, show, we think, a want of proper system
in the drainage of the town

; for what can he worse

than the practice of making tributaries without having
.

sufficient space at the exit? Sm-h conditions arc very

dangerous, and it is painful to think, that while the

proprietors of dwellings arc wastiug lime in bargain-

ing, the uDfortunatc tenants are suffering.

With reference to the township districts where the

cholera was very fatal, the ins(icctor of roads says,

“So few of the streets are at present in a fit state for

sweeping, are so ira[)cr''eetly bottomed or formed, that

frequent differences will be likely to arise between the

inspector aud the contractor as to the amount of

refuse to he taken op in scivenging, the mud varying,

according to the traffic, from 3 to 15 inches in depth.”

It appears that at the present time it is not neces-

sary to license the slaughter-houses in the borough
;

ami that the auim^ds a’chrouiht where the iuhabi-

tanfs, in the dwellings siin-ouuding them, are not

only annoyed by the foul eflluvia arising from the

receptacles of blood and refuse while iu process of

being cleaned
;

hut also nightly disturbed by the

bellowing of the auimuls kept purposely without food

previously to being slaughtered. Some of these places

arc situated close in and even under dwelling- rooms

:

many are very badly provided wiih sufficiently tight

vessels fur the reception of the offal, and are not ac-

cessible to proper c.irls for conveying it away. The
inspector of nuisances very properly observes that “ it

is desirable that the council or ihe committee s'^ould

have control over llic-ic cst.rblishmeuts by oht iiniug a

bye-law eouferriug the power to graut licences for

keeping them on certain conditions or regulations

being observed in their mnnag.-meijt. The inspector

(Mr. Dawson) ffiso sav-S
—

“ With the exception of

the newslaugbtcr-houscs itiLowcrEii irs’-strect (which

arc kept in excellent order), nearly all those in the

town deposit their refuse in the as'i-pits attached to

the dwellings. In these rc-'eptaj!cs, when the refuse

is covered and mixed wiiu ashes, the dangerous aud
excecdiugly oll’enjive chaia itcrof the tffiuvia docs not

appear
;
hut when the mass is disturbed for the pur-

pose of beiug removed, the stench becomes quite iu-

sufferab’e.” It is very evid-nt that various and more
stringent enactments than those at present in use arc

required, not ou!y iu Ntwe.istlc, hut in otlier large

towns, before the lives of a large portion of the popu-
lation can he I'cmlered safe. The li'Ut by Mr. Dawson
is worthy of cou^idcrat’oii :

—
“ With respect to the

mauagemeut of nuisances arUing from the kee[>mg of

swine, 1 beg to observe that the bye-law at present in
operation, which forbids the kee)Jing of swine within
a distance of 30 fect from a dwelling-house or public
footpath would be much more effective if extended to
distauces ol 00 fect or 100 feet. Swine arenowkcj)t
in certam narrow laucs and couits, badly ventilated.

where the air, from their presence, is often in a very

foul state. Such cases cannot he reached by the pre-

sent bye-law, because the contiguons footpath or pas-

sage is nut a public one. Su strong is the desire to

keep these animals, that notices have beeu served to

remove from situations forbidden by the bye-law no

less than 386 during the last year. Six of these

offenders have been summoned before the magistrates

and lined. Proceedings, after having been com-

menced, have been evaded iu many cases simply by

removing the caboose or sty a few feet, the nuisance

virtually coutiuuing the same as before.”

As regards the smoke, w'hich io grim and mighty

volumes astonishes all visitors, to this town, it would

appear that little has been done in prevention—
the magistrates having, iu many instances, refused

to commit offenders on the clearest evidence. This

is to be regretted, for this is not the way to encourage

the health-officers of the town to do their duty effec-

tually. Messrs. Stephenson, Hawthorn, Bumup,
Armstrong, and a few others, have set the laudable

example of consuming thcii- smoke; hut in other

places the blackness is wonderi’u’. We could say

much more iu connection with this important sub-

ject, but have already exceeded our limits; we must,

however, urge that medical men of great experience

and ability have pointed out, both in the Town
Council and elsewhere, the danger which hangs over

this ancient borough
;
we fear, however, without

much effect.

At the time of the last visitation of cholera a

sanitary committee was formed ; this useful arrange-

ment was, however, broken up within a twelvemonth.

Having taken some trouble to get at the sanitary

facts in connection with this important town, we feel

able to state that it would be easy to provide the

necessary funds for carrying out, with rapidity, the

improvements required
;
but that there seems to be a

want of inclination to go thoroughly and steadily to

work. We do hope that what has been said, with

the sincere wish to do good, will be received in the

same spirit; and that the corporation, the magis-

tracy, aud the inhabitants will unite iu their exertions,

and remove the plague-spots which are so disgraceful

to a place which can boast of such an array of citizens

of distinguished ability, both in art and science, as

Newcastle can point to. At the present moment it

is a painted sepulchre.

A CENTRAL “ PLACE ” IN LONDON,
UNITING TEAPALGAR-SqU-^UE WITH THE BOROUGH

ACROSS THE WATER.

In resuming this subject, T would ask your metro-

polilau readers to take a walk to the Burotigh end of

Hungerford-biidge, after church oii Sunday, for on

that day the factories are not at work making smoke.

If the sky he propitiou®, and there is a little wind

abroad, they will he rewarded by one of the finest

city views iu the world. The situation they will

then occupy in part of the front of the “ (Quadrant

space,” to adopt your own phraseology, between

Westminster and Waterloo bridges, commands the

gi'cat centr.il bend of the river. The city on the

north bank lies extended before the view, in a semi-

circle, or as one-half of a panorama, embracing Sf.

Paul’s to the east aud the Houses of Parliameut to

the west, while the innumerable spires of the metro-

polis adorn the sky-line of the prospect as you sweep

your eye along between these two objects. The whole

city seems spread out before you, while the river below

is busy with life and sleain-boats. The greatest high-

way of London is there heueath your gaze, aud all

along the opposite bank you may perceive sites and

buildings, instinct with recollections, bound up with

the history of our country. A liner spot for histori-

cal musing could not be afforded to our lately en-

nobled historian. And these sorts of suggestions are

not to be left out in considering a city. He who is

dead to them is no patriot. Myriads of human
beings are born, live, and die within the bounils of

London. How much do they depend upon their

associations ? Those are but small judges of human
nature who do not admit at once that grand areas

aud grand build.ngs h ive a vast effect in ennobling

the thoughts aud esp iuding the ideas. The plan of a

vast city is a grand thing, and reacts on those who
build it and dwell iu it. If its streets are close,

dingy, and coutined, the head droops, and the

shoulders fall together as one creeps along them ;
but

come to a fine, open “place,” the form becomes

more erect, the chest dilates, the head is raised up,

its eyes look about, andtheheartisthaiikful. A eraud

space fit for such inspiration, would I have, as I have

said, iu the centre of London, fratcrnDlly uniting the

north hank aud the south bank, aud the river, iu one

triad embrace.

But to continue, granting that your readers go

with me in feeling how noble is the prospect that is

commanded from this part of the south bunk of the

Thames, it is equally evident that the euliaucing of

that spot (by its complete "eclairage,” to use again

yoor own word) and elevating it terrace-wise to the

level of the footway of the present Huogerford-

bridge, the whole quadrant space would be a corre-

sponding bem-fit to those parts of the north hank
which form so fine a prospect from the south. I

mean that the advantage would be reciprocal. The
tenaicing and opening out of the quadrant space

would alFord from it a yet finer view of the north

bank of Loudon than that already attained from Hun-
gerford-bridge, while it, with its grand sweeping river

front, its wide spread ai'ea, aud the noble buildings

which we might hope to arise in future on it, would
present the finest possible object from all points of

access on the north bank, stretching from Wcsimin-

stcr Palace and St. Paul's, iocluding all the bridges.

No form or situation of area could offer more advan-

tages to the noblest effects of architecture than this

segment of a circle, with its hold sweeping river front,

and lit up frequently, as it would be, in various gra-

dations by the westerly sun. Alluding to the effect

of this, I have never seen so magnificent an evening

city view as from this spot (I mean the Borough end

of Hunserford-hridge), one afternoon, when look-

ing towards the west. The mass of Gothic struc-

tuies at ^Ycstminste^ came out against the setting

sun in the most magnificent manner 1

This is Dr the finest point of view from which

these gorgeous piles can he viewed, especially if the

Weslmiiister-hridgc could he removed. No kind of

structure, not even a Gothic bridge, can span the river

at the spot occupied by AYestminslw-bridgc, without,

I apprehend, injuring the effect of the Houses of

Parliament
;
and according to the plan I have snh-

mitted to yon, I do not think it is there that a bridge

is wanted. I would have the bridge to oross the

the river above, instead of below, the Houses, uniting

the quarter about Lambeth Palaea with the opposite

side. A bridge must soon he built there, at any

rate, as has been often proi*osed. I would, in that

case, do away with "VYestmioster-bridge altogether, and

would absorb its traffic among other traffic, by a

bridge (I have said bef're of 100 or 200 feet wide,

but I will now say of 300 feet wide) stretching from

Chariog-cross to the “ Quadrant space” on the Lam-

beth side of the water. The true centre of London

appears to be about the middle of the river at ibis

spot, and would he therefore in the centre of snch an.

eventual bridg.*. This bridge being so wide, would

indeed no longer be a mere pa aage, like most bridges,

hut would he a continuation as well ns jiinelion of

Traffilgar-square and the I.iinbctli-ttrrace iu one great

paralleiogramic area.

A bridge structure of this character aud magnitude

would, I believe, be unexampled, and would probably

be susceptible of novel as well as expanded architec-

tural effects of a high quality. It would, of course,

: connect Trafalgar-square aud Larabelh-terracc on a

level (like lYaterloo-bridge), and might he named after

our honoured Queen. Perhaps it would not he too

much to say that Trafalgar-square, Lambeth-terrace,

aud Victoria-bridge would then afford one of the finest

views, if not the very finest view", in the whole world,

as a metropolitan centre.

I conceive that the level requisite to he obtained on

the Borough side for the new terrace would afford

beneath it a range of warehouses of great value
;
and

as rcg.jtds the siructure of the bridge, it niight, I

should think, be supported on a forest of vast pillars,

so as, to those passing beneath in boats, to seem like a

“ temple of Kamuk ” on the water, or a “ i'ght and

airy cave of Staff,i so as to have the grandest effect

possible. These pillars would be of such dimeusions

as to reach from high-water mark (up to which the

piers would he built) to the roadway above reijresent-

ing the entablatui'e. The width of the bridge (100

yards) would of itself lend stability to the stiu rlure,

so as to allow its churacRT to he less ponderous, so

that these pillars alone should offer sufficient support.

This width would also allow of light being provided

from above iu combination with architectural and

sculptur.il decorations upon the bridge for which it

might afford fine opportunities.

The above idea is probably only one of various

architectural deviecs by which a bridge of 100 yards

wide, crossing the Thanies at Cliaring-ci oss, and

uniting Tr.ifalgar-squ'.ire with the Borougli-leirace,

might oiler feauires of an effective cbaractcr.

My object is to draw attention to this expansion of

the “ Heart of London, ’ now that the question of the

improveineut of the metropolis is forcing attention on

the public from so many quarters, lu this letter I

have only alluded to the architeetural effect within

the compass o, such a scheme, aud not to the practical

advantages iu the way of traffic, &c. on which I have

touched witii a timid hand before. In my next letter

I will, fur the chance of your inserting it, append a

little map of the immediate neighbourhood, with the

general scheme marked on it, and will make a sort of

resume of the points to which I have heretofore

alluded. Epsilon.
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DESIGNS EOa SUBWAYS IN METROPOLITAN
STREETS.

The designs for laying out the surface and subsoil

of streets submitted to the Metropolitan Board of

"Works, as mentioned last week, are now on view in

the large room of the Society of Arts. We have

already given a list of the thiity-iiiiie sets and

the names of the successful candidates. Turtlier c.t-

amination has not removed our impression that little

novelty of value has been produced by the competi-

tion, remembering the plans made public many years

ago iu this country, aud in Trance by M. Horeau and

others.

Looking to the rewarded designs for a

—

First-class street, iu the design to which the "first

prize is awarded, No, 19 (Mr. Davis), the whole of

the ground between the ojipusite rows of houses is

cleared away, aud the vaults of the houses composed of

14-inch brickwork, are c.'clcndcd across the street,

leaving an interval between the back walls of 9 feet.

This is arched over, and foims the subway, in which

are placed, on corbels, the gas mains aud the water

mains, running along the bottom on the paving.

Below the paving, iu the centre of the suhwny, is the

sew'er, of a half-egg shape, iu brickwork, aud covered

with stout Yorkshire paving, &-incli intervals being

allowed between the stones, to permit the water or

drainage, should the How he suddenly great, to rise

into the subway itself, which is, iu time of need, to

serve the purposes of a sewer.

The cost of this is estimated by the author at 36A

per lineal yard, which is to include conArueting

the vaults to the houses, and covering the roadway,

under themetaUing, with an clastic material-—patented

for the pui-posc of deadening sound.

In the second rewarded design, No. 32 (Jlr. -T. T.

K.D0vvles), the house vaults are similarly extended,

leaving an interval of 15 feet between the hack

walls, in which are placed the sewer aud the water

main: the gas mains arc phic::d on either side the

street by the side of the footways, an improveinent,

certainly, if we would avoid a weekly blow up
:

i.'re-

paration is made for ventilating the sewer by means

of shafts;, gas being introduced for the purpose of

producing or increasing the circulation
;
and light

is thrown into the vaults by openings under the curb

of footways, which are raised higher than those in

present use.

The estimated cost is put at 22/. 14s. 7d. ptr

lineal yard, but this is exclusive of the house vaults.

In both these designs the road, in fact, standing on

arches, ready access to the private drains, and fur the

arrangemeut of gas supply, is obtained.

In the third design of this class, No. II (Messrs.

Warren), the house vaults are as usually constructed,

aud a gangvvay, 4 feet or 5 feet wide, is formed

against the ends of them, in which ore placed the

water aud gas mains. The sewer is in the centre ol

the road, vertilated by openings in the road, or by

lamp-posts, and shafts carried up iu the chimoey-

atacks of some of the houses abutting on it.

The houses are to he drained in pairs by 6-inch

pipes, running into a 9-iQch pip.*, which is to he

connected with the sewer; and the water-supply is to

he by a 9-ihch main on oue side, with a 4-iuch rider

ditto on the other, always charged at every lamp-

post in ease of fii-e, for road-walcriog, &c.

The cost of this arrangement, including a cast-

iron paving for the carriage-way, hut exclusive of the

water aud gas main castings, is computed at from

38/. to 39/. per lineal yard.

Of the designs for second-class streets, in the i)laii

to whica theiirst prize was aw.irdcd, No. 3 (Mr. Cul-

lingford), the sewer is carried on both sides of the

road, outside the house vaults, with a passage-way

over, to contain the water and gas mains. The ven-

tilation is by means of gas lircs bui'iiii'g at the end of

the passage, shafts being carried through the ana
walls, and up the party-wails, by the side ol the / ilcheri

flues, as often as rcqaii'cd.

Tlie road is to be drained by means of gully-pits

with outfall into sewer. The cost is called from 12/.

to 15/. per lineal yard.

In the second design of this class. No. 20 (Mr.

Reddall), there is a continuous pa'sage-way below

the footpaths, in which arc placed the water and gas

mains, aud which afl'ords access to the sewer: light i'

introduced to this passage by means of deck-lights in the

iron curb to the footways, the passage is also arranged

to receive the telegraph wires, iu all otlier cases con-

veyed along the subways. The sewer is ventilated by

12-iach drain-pipes, built in beliiud the flues in the

party-walls. The outlay at which this is estimated

to he carried out is 23/. per lineal yard.

In the third design, No. 24 (Messrs. Hughes and

Hopkins), the whole of the ground is agahi cleared

away, the interval between ttie backs of the vaults

being used for the subway ; but, unlike the other

intentions, this proposes that the sewer, ioslcud of

being sunk, shall staud on the paving of the passage-

way, beiug, of course, perfectly water-tiglit, the gas

and water mains resting upon it. The cost is calcu-

lated, with the vaults under the road, as at 45/. per

lineal yard, exclusive of the vaults, hat with tunnel

communication to each house as at 39/.

Some of the designers appear to have forgotten the

depth at which our sewers are occ-asion-.illy foi'iiieil,

and others the amount of accominodation which the

water-mains, &c. in some of our roads would require.

THE MINERAL STATISTICS OE THE
COUNTRY.

A MOST usefifl and elahorale volnme of mineral

statistics, by Mr. Robert Hunt, the Keeper of Alining

Records, has just been published, by authority of the

Treasury.*

In the introduction, Mr. Hunt expresses his satis-

faction in beiug enabled now for the first time to em-
brace every important branch of onr mineral industries.

Sir R. I. Murahison, the Director of tlie Museum of

Practical Geology, appends a Notice, in which he speaks

of the value of these returns, and remarks that they

are particularly importaut iu showing thatrthe produce

of coal iu the United Kingdom has now reached the

enormous annual araouut of 661 .milKons <of tons

(money viduc at the pit-month. 16;663,B02/.).

Witli respect to the atatistiee of hnilding -stones,

ehiys, bricks, &c., iu which we arc more ptirticukrly

interested, the roturus, though considerably increased,

and very vali-ablc and useful in detail, ai'e not so com-

plete as to afford any correct general results tlmt could

earily be emhudied within moderate limits. This is

moM especially the case in respect to clays manufac-

tured into bricks, tiles, &c Still the volume contains

many important details even as to these. AVc find,

for example, that 54,552 Lms of clay were shipped in

1856 from the port of Poole to twenty-one home
ports, such as London, Bristol, Liverpool, Hull,

Glasgow, &c. ;
and that 3,061 tons were shipped

thence to Antwerp, Stockholm, Seville, and various

other foreign ports. To Loudon 582 tons were sent

by South Western railway.

The statistics of building stones begin with the

granites; elvaiis, porphyries, and slates of Cornwall.

Prom about Penryu and Penzance alone, 244,600

cubic feet, or 22,050 tons of granite were produced in

1850. The limestones, slates, and gr.miies, &c. of

Devonshire, are next given. Peculiunlies in the slates

of Launceston are descriticd, some being good only for

flooring, others for ehiirincy-picces, &c. 'I'hc oiditus,

•onglomcrates, sandstones, slates, &c. of Somerset and

Wilts, come next nuder notice. The total value of

the Bath oolites worked in 1856 :ippear3 to have been

25,000/. In a note it is remarked that the value of

the Bath oolite, before any delivery charges are iuenrred

on it, is about 9s. per ton of 16 feet. Of the oolites

of Portland, &c. at Weymouth, Dorset, at Ic;ist 2,000

tons a day arc used for the Portland breakwater.

Under head of Siincy, it is stated in a note that lime

from Keigate chalk is sold at the pits for Os. a square

yard, and the chalk, when dug in large pieces, is sold

at 3s. Od. the waggori load. Quarries at Maidstone

aud Aylcsford, Kent, yielded 55,000 Ions of ILigstone.

In a note it is remarked that the Harwich breakwater,

Lowestoft harbour, and some works at Chatham,

besides several rnetrofiolitnn and other churches, arc

built of Ragstone from the Tguanodon quarry at Maid-

stone, and an analysis of it is givt-n. Of the Stiiflbrd-

shire limestoue, got at Castle-hill, Dudley, ahuiit

3,500,000 tons are used iu the Staffordshire iron-

works alone. Under Staffordshire also it is noted that

the Rowley rag has been employed by Messrs. Chance

in the mauiifueturc of artificial basaltic stone, and a

description of the process is added. Some interesting

iiifonnation is given ns to the nlabasfer.s and marbles

of Derbyshire. Under “Aberdeenshire,” it is noted

that ihe prices of the .Aberdeen and Peterhead gr.-'uites

in tiie quarries variid, iu 1856, from 2s. to 5s. the

cubic foot. At Aberdeen, 50,000 tuns had been pro-

duced, of which 30 393 Ions were sliqiped
;
aud at

Peterhead, 2.400 tons were produced. Of the Oban

slate«, in Argyleshirc, 10,000.000 arc aumi-ally pro-

duced. In short, there is something of interest, or

ofpraelicil value, in every page of these statistics,

incomplete as they still are
;
and donhtks; every year

will increase their compreheusiveness aud genciMl

utility.

The returns of iron ore are far more complete than

those given in any former publication, and may now

he regarded as a very close upproximatiou to ihe real

nrodnee of all the irou-mitiiug districts of the United

Kinf'dom. These returns show that 10,483,309 tons

of iron ore have been raised, and that 3,636,377 tons

of pig irou have been produced. Iron ores have sold,

according to their respective qaatitic,«, at the mines,

for prices vai-ying from 55. to ISs. per ton. Tne

• Jlcmoirs of tin? Geological Survey of Great Britaio, aod
of tlie Miiaeuni of Practical Geology-—.Mining Records.—
Mineral Statistics of the United Xinedora of Great Britain

nnd Ireland for the Year 1856. By It. Hunt, F.lt.S.;

Keeper of Mineral Records. Loudon : Longman and Co.

1857.

mean average price of irou ore, computed from the

sales of all the districts, has been 11s. per ton. This
will give 5,695,815/. as the value of the iron ore pro-

duced in 1856 in Great Britain. The total produce

of pig iron, at the mean average market price,

or 4/. per ton, will give a money value equal to

14,545,508/.

The quantities of metallic copper produced from the

mines of the United Kingdom iu the last three years

were as follows,

—

1851. 1855! 1356.

Tons. Toiin. Tons.
Cornwall and Devonshire 11,979 12,.578 13,533
Sold at Swansea. 1,245 1,276 1,245

Purchased by privste contract 6.403 7,410 9,179

Total 19,717 21,294 24,257

The flue .copper in 1856 was the produce of

278,792 tons of copper ore, obtained from the mines

of Great Britain ntid Ireland, the moucy value of the

ore being 1,744,516/. Tnis exhibits, iu 1856, an

increase in om* production of fine copper of 2,963

tons over that -iiroduced iu 1855, and of 4,540 tons

more thau the quantity yielded in 1854. In the

same periods, the proportion of copper produced at

Swansea from foreign and colonial ores, sold at

the public -tiokctings at that port, have been respec-

t'vcty,—^iii l'fi54, 3,455 tons; 1855, 4,650 tons;

4,837 tons. The money value of the copper

produced at our British smelting works was, iu 1834,

2,331,804/.; 1855, 2,807.207/-; 1856, 2,846,803/.

Tlie mean average market price of the several varieties

of metallic copper was, iu 1855, 130/. 5s. and in

1856, 125/.

The following compreheusive table will show the

value of the whole of tbe mineral produce of the

United Kingdom iu 1850 :

—

Tin Ore £6iSJ,85(I

Copper Ore (ihe produce of sU the sales, ex-

cluding foreiRn ores, but incluiliug private

contract purchases) 2,31.3.960

Lead Ore {as sold, containing silver) 1,431,1109

Ziuo Ore 27,466

Iron Pyrites -1(1,066

, f Sold in Cornwall £1,011
Arsenic

I gjjieg goo

Nickel nnd Uranium
Iron Ore
Coiils

Salt

Barytes and other Minerals
" celuiu and Fine Clays

27,350,81

BiiiMing Stones (estimated on the basis of the

returns and prices given) 3,042,45

Total 30,602,

The market values of ihc metals, as obtained froi

the furiia c, have mouuted to the following sums :
—

Tin £803.2:

Copper 2,486,81

Lead .
1,755,01

Silver .
15^-5’

Zinc 225,05

Pig Iron 14.645,.3(

Other Metals 100,tK

Otlier Mineral Products (exclusive of building

Stones) 17,348,751

Total 37,783,021

RESTORATIONS IN EXETER.

Some remarks made in the Builder of the lOth

instant, iu a laudable 8[iirit, on the churches of Exeter,

shoii'd not pass unnoticed.

“ Ohsci ver” asks what the members ofihe “ Archi-

tectural Society” .are about, whilst churcli towers irc

allowed to wear coals of stucc ). and to shiver in sl-ip-

dash, whilst the old rcgistry-olflec close to tbe cathe-

dral has been ni'idcruizcd with a plastered facing.

The fact is, that the Exeter churches, and loo many

other buildings (including the rcg'stry-ollice referred

to, whire some good ciuqucfoil-hcsdcd lights were

done away with), are repaired without the advice of

an architect. Even the cathedral is in the same pre-

(licameut ;
and although the denu nutl diopter renew

portions of the exterior from time to lime, and have

lately replaced two statues that were broken in the

western screcu, the want of the i-yc of a master over

the whole building is apj'nivut, and the Architectural

Society hi3 no coulnd over the iinprovemcots. The

parishes are small, and represented by cilizcus not

wcaltliv ;
so that, anxious as tbe secretaiies and mem-

bers of the s icirty are to reprove had work and

encourage good (St. Lawrence’s Church was improved

throiigir tbe a>sislaucc of a mcmheri, they have very

little power over the repairs of the parish churches,

j

Still there are some edifices which evince that the

: chureh-rosioriiig ilisposilioii is nut so dead in the

j

“ semper Jidelis ” city as yoiir correspondent’s sensible

j

remarks might lead us to suppose.

I

0-NE OF THE E. D. A. S.
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IXbillUilON iOB. IHE DEAl^ AND DUMB, CABBA, IRELAND. C. Gkogiieg.^n, Architect.

ST. JOSEPH’S (R.C.) INSTITUTION FOR THE
DEAF AND DUMB. AT CABIIA, IRELAND.
Not long ago, wc gave some particulars of tliis

cJifice (p. 584), which has been erected from the
designs of Mr. C. Geoghegan, of Dublin, and we now
add a view of it. The jdan of the building is an
elongated parallelogram, having a ccutre projection
beyond the limits of the wings at front and rear appro-
priated to the use of the “Christian Brothers,”
apartments for masters, sei-vants, cellars, and clusets.

Each floor contains four rooms, with principal stair-

case, situate between the back chambers facing the
hall entrance.

In the wings, which are connected with the centre
by corridors, having glass doors, arc cont.uned the
schools, chapel, refectory, dormitories, phiy-room,
kitchen, staircase, and iureriov offices: a covered
ambulatory, extending the entire length of the bat-k

elevation, and thence to a depth of 100 feet behind
the building, serves to divide the garden from the
play-ground, ball-court, See. to which it offers a con-
venient shelter and approach to the out-offices from
the main ediSce.

The style selected for the institution may be termed
the Gothic of the Tudor period

;
the quoins, window

dressings, arches, cornices, &e. are formed of red
bricks from Wexford, of sizes and moulds made
expressly to suit the various purposes. The striug-

courses, sills, copings, ortiaiiiental carved crosses,
finials, and niches are of granite, with entrance steps
and balustrades. The walls ore built of limestone
masonry, plastered and pebble dashed, with uhich the
red brickwork and dressed granite form a contrast.

The chimneys ore of tirra-cotta, varied in design,
forming the apex of end gables of each wing. The
entire roof is finished with crested ridge of fne-clay.
The schools, dormitories, chapel, &c. will measure, at
completion, 68 by 32 feet. The flooring is formed of
full-sized deals, tongued with iron hooping, sustained
upon wrought-iron trellis girders, thus obviating the
necessity of joists, columns, plastering, &c. and giving
additional height to the apartments. .Utcniate flues

for fresh and foul air h:ivc been provided in piers
situated between each tier of windows, with warm-air
chambers in connection with fire-place of central
building.

The contract for the present works, takeu by the
Messrs. Beardwood, amounts to 7,000A ; the iron-

work in which has been skil'ully executed under the
direction of Mr. Anderson, of the firm of Alessrs.
Courtney and Stephens, each girder having fully

realized its calculated strcngtii under the required test,

in presence of the architect.

The institution, in its present stale, provides beds
for 100 children, and when the wings arc fully com-
pleted, will accommodate 100 more.

Striice and iNTiMiDATtON AT Derby.— There
being a turn-out at the Victoria Foundry, and new
hands not belonging to “ tbccliilj” having been takeu
on, one of these wus threatened by two of the turn-
outs, who have been senteuced, at the County Hall,
to one month’s imprisoument each with hard ’labour.

“ VIATOR’S ” ACCOUNT OF IVORCESTER
CATHEDRAL.

It would be well if every “ Viator,” while pausing
on his way in one of our cities, were to devote an
hour or two to the investigation of the cathedral. lu
every instance the time would be found to have been
well bestowed. But there is a vast difference between
a traveller’s passing visit to one of these grand
churches, ami such a diligent, sustained, and thought-
ful exnniinatiitu of the same edifice as will justify the
subsequent appearance of a descriptive and critical

notice in the Builder. The “ Viator ” who has
recently been \vriting in your columns upon Wor-
cester Cathedral, will pardon me, I trust, it 1 correct
cerlain inaccuracies which detr.art from the value of

bis papers upon Worcester Ciitbedral, as they have
appeared in the Builder of the 3rd and the 17th inst.

After commending the recent removal of the white-

wa‘-h from the Purbeck shafts, strings, abaci, &c. in

the choir and Lady Chapel of the catliedi al, “ Viator
”

expresses his opinion that “ the painting, oiliag, and
varnishing to which the marble has been subjected,

appear but a poor substitute fur the polish of which
it is susceptible.” Neither paint nor varnish has
touched the marble. In many instances, the con-

dition of the surfaces rendered polishing impossible :

in other cases, circumstances did not admit of polish

being applied
;
and some of the shafts, &c. have been

polished. All the rest of the cleaned marble has been
carefully rubbed with oil.

“Viator” has imagined that the south face of the
lesser transept has been rebuilt after a design, care-

fully copied from the opposite fare of the same Iran-

sept towards the north. Instead of this being the
fact, the restoration (absolutely necessny from tbe
condition of the building) of the south f.ice of

this beautiful and singularly iiitercsiing transept

has h cn effected by replacing every stone of

the original work in its original position, in

exact accordance with the time-worn but still

legible expression of the mind of the great artist who
originally raised this portion of the fabric. The pin-
nacles, iedeed, are new; but this was an inevitable

necessity, all traces of these members, as they were at

the first designed, having long disappeared from
every part of the cathedral, “Viator” pronouuces
these new pinnacles to be “ imraodei'atcly heavy,”
and “ as uulike the graceful turrets of our Early
English churches as the imagination can figure to

itself.” I do not know to what “ graceful turrets
”

“Viator” alludes: these pinnacles have been care-

fully studied from one of the best original examples,
and thi-y differ from tbe model only iu their being
somewhat lighter than that model may be seen to be
at Bevtrley.

The actual eastern end of the cathedral, with its

window group, is new, both in design and in con-
struction. The design has been deiivcd from tbe
original features of the north and south faces of the
lesser transept; and while the general character of
the new composition is in exact hannony with the
transept, it has been modified with equal skill of

judgment so as to adapt it to the more important

position of the eastern end of the cathedral itself.

“Viator” represents the new group of ten lancets

with the gable trefoil to have taken the place of the

“ great east window of tbe geometrical tracery

period, of nine lights, with a transom at mid-height.”

The loss of this window, however, “Viator” con-

siders to be a subject for but little regret, except on
account of its “ comparative antiquity.” I will only

remark upon this, that “Viator” may be quite at

ease as to the “comparative antiquity ” of the lost

east window, since it was erected by one Nelson, not

seventy years back, iu the place of an earlier window,
which, in its turn, appears to have succeeded to the

original composition.

The remains of tbe second Norman Cathedral,

together with the relics of the first, which yet linger

about the great transept, “Viator” does not notice,

but he indicates tbe existence of early members, w'hich

he considers “good evidence that this part of the

building was, in its origin, conformable to the Early
English of the choir and Lady Chapel.” A more
careful exaniiuation wonld, I am persuaded, convince
“ Viator” that the early portions of this transept were
finished before the choir was even contemplated.

It is the first, not the "second,” pier from the

“west, on the north side” of the choir, which differs in

so singular a manner from the other piers of the

arcade in both bulk and section. It is to be regretted

that “ Viator” did not give au exact description of

this anomalous pier. IVhat is to be understood by
the statement that the windows of the choir-aisles

arc “preceded by a screen of ti'iple arcades, on shafts”?

" Viator” considers that a quarter of a century
must have “ intervened between the completion of
the opposite sides of the nave.” Such an iuterval

would scarcely have produced such marked changes.
The remarkable manner in which the two western
Transitional-Norman bays of the nave have been made
to range with the Gothic bays, and the much earlier

remains which are to be traced where the actual junc-
tion was effected, are not noticed by your corre-

spondent. Of some of tbe late Norman decoration he
says that he “can give no description.” “Viator”
would find, on examination, that the ornaments in

question are formed by groups of spiral shells : shells

also are introduced into tbe enrichment of some of

the caps.

The extension of the Early Norman crypt towards
the south, beyond the southern range of the choir-

aisles, and the closiug up by masonry of the apsidal

aisles of the main crypt itself, your correspondent

does not describe; but fie speaks particularly of some
wall-painling iu the crypt, comprising an “archi-
tectural design of a trefoil-headed arcade, and some
escutcheons quartered with fleurs-de-lis and lions

rampant, so that these can scarcely lay claim to an
antiquity higher than the twelfth century.”. The
wall-painting iu the crypt at Worcester represents

an arcade of four principal five-foiled arches of equal

height, with two smaller lateral arches. In the three

spandiils above this arcade are as many shields, the

central one being England, three lions passant, and

the others Beauchamp and Clare. Beneath each of
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the four principal arches is the figure of a bishop, in

full vestments, in benediction, with a nimbus. One
of the figures is tolerably perfect, but the other three

are much defaced : all were evidently drawn by an

accomplished hand. The double piscina yet remains

in this once beautiful chapel. This wall-painting is on

the northern side of an Early English bay, which now
terminates towards the east the (otherwise) Norman
crypt beneath the chapel to the south of the southern

choir-aisle. A recent excavation has shown that a

similar Norman crypt once existed towards the north.

The whole of the Norman crypt is evidently the work
of "VVolstan, the first bishop of the see under the Nor-

man dynasty.

“Of the exterior it is not necessary to say much,”
writes “ Viator,” and he then proceeds summarily to

declare that “it is quite impossible to fix upon a

single feature which can be offered as a pleasing illus-

tration of any period of architecture.” Certain parti-

culars follow, all of them about as correct as the de-

scription of the heraldic wall-painting in the crypt.

The Tower has neither lost the nobleness of its form,

nor have the “effacing fingers” which have been

busying themselves with its surface obliterated all

traces of its original rich and effective decoration.

The fine effect of the exterior of the cathedral, while

it yet retained the character which the Gothic artists

had at the first imparted to it, has, indeed, been sadly

impaired
;
but it has not disappeared; neither has it

left us without sure guidance for couductiug rightly

the work of restoration. “ Viator” couples -with his

mistakes statements which might detract from the re-

putation of the workmen who have executed the

restorations. He cannot refrain from indulging in

the habit of reflecting upon the Dean and Chapter:
he omits all mention of the architect who is so satis-

factorily carrying out the comprehensive views of the

liberal and enlightened guardians of this noble catbe-

•dral
;
and he advances opinions which demand criti-

cism instead of conveying information. C. B.

AKCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.
On Friday, the IGlh, the first business meeting of

tbe session was held at Lyon’s Inn Hall. Mr. Wigley,
President, who was in the chair, said that since the
last meeting a fortunate event had happened to their

treasury, and which had brought it nearly to par.

After correspondence with the Architectural Exhibi-
tioQ, with reference to the advance of fuuds that was
made by the Association, on the occasion of the first

Architectural Exhibition, in 1849, altogether origin-

ated by the Association, which advanced something
like 15/. for the purpose, that sum had been refunded

by the Architectural Exhibition to their treasury.

This gave the Association the double satisfaction of

having a public acknowledgment of their having
originated that useful public institution, and enabling

them to face their creditors.

Mr. S. C. Capes read a paper “On the Public Libra-

ries, Art Schools, Museums, and Buildings in London,
with the Advantages they offer iu architectural Educa-
tion,” which we print in full. Mr. Penfold made
some observation at the close of it, wherein he re-

ferred thankfully to the lectures of Professor Donald-

son at the London University, and showed their value,

as did the chairman also.

Mr. Herring, Hon. See. then said it w-as a well-

known fact that many of those engaged in architec-

ture had not proper time, although they might have
the means, for study, and he would propose that the

meeting should express its feeling to the architectural

profession at large, as to the desirableness of lettiug

their pupils have the benefit of tbe Saturday a''ter-

noon. Ultimately, a resolution was passed expressing

as the opinion of the Architectural Association that

the privilege of the Saturday afternoon holiday

should be accorded to the pupils and assistants

of architects in Loudon and the United Kingdom, and
recommending the subject to earnest consideration.

ON THE PUBLIC LTBRAIHES, ART SCHOOLS,
MUSEUMS, AND BUILDINGS IN LONDON,

AND THE ADV.\NTAGES THEY OFFER IN

ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION.

The metropolitan cities of other countries may have

more art reputation, yet none equal London in the

solid means of instruction in every branch of science

and art afforded to its inhabitants. Rome and Athens,

with their temples, palaces, and ruins; Paris, Vienna,

Munich, St. Petersburgh, and others, have each their

charms, and several objects of study
;
and London,

unpoetic and uuartistic as it may appear to foreigners

and strangers, possesses a much larger amount of archi-

tectural adornment than is generally acknowledged,

equal, if not superior in general character, to that con-

tained in some of the much-praised foreign cities. It

will be my object to endeavour to draw' the attention

of the junior members of the architectural profession

to its best and most instructive buildings, and to

point out to them the various sources of study placed

within the grasp of its inhabitants, as well as to show
how every stndent may obtain instruction in what-

ever path he desires to pursue, either for amusement,
profit, or fame.

Do not suppose that I uudcrvalue the advantages

of foreign travel, or deny the great beneficial art re-

sults derived therefrom : such I consider one of the

essentials for their perfect education. My present

wish is to describe how they can procure in this

metropolis a large amount of professional knowledge
not to be acquired in an office, and at a small money
cost, and can profitably employ those hours not occu-

pied in the ordinary office routine, which routine is

absolutely necessary in order to acquire a thorough

knowledge of the laws aud business of the profession,

and which can only be obtained by going through a

proper course of training in the office of au architect.

I know you will advance as au argnmeut the diffi-

culties under which they labour in obtaining sufficient

time to follow up the advantages I am about to

describe, but I do not think that any architect who
receives with his pupils sufficient remuneration to

compensate him for the trouble taken in imparting

office instruction would be unsvilling, for the interest

of his pupil as well as his own reputation, to .nllow

him such opportunities of pursuing those studies

which the progress of the present age demands, and
which are not expected to be acquired in an office.

It is not to be supposed that in those extreme cases

where no, or only a very small, premium is given with

a pupil, and where it is understood that the latter

should, in compensation, devote his whole time in

making himself useful to the architect to whom he is

articled, he should he enabled to obtain equal oppor-

tunities as those who have not, as it were, imme-
diately upon leaving school, to assist in providing

. means for the completion of their own education

;

yet for this latter class, and for those engaged as

assistants, by a more diligent use of their mornings

and evenings, they can acquire by the same means
of instruction the same amount of knowledge as those

in apparently more favourable circumstances.

I have prepared a list of some of the art schools,

libraries, museums, and societies of London, with their

rules for admission, which, after au explanation of

their contents aud objects, I ivill read for your

guidance, and which can be consulted daily at the

office of the registrar of the Architectural Association,

one of whose duties it is to assist architectural students

iu their educational pursuits by obtaining for them

iatroductions, or by giving such information as will

best enable them to carry out their views.

The thoughts, precepts, and works of the learned

men of all ages must form the grammar for our edu-

cation, and the opportunities of studying the books

wherein they are contained and the drawings which

illustrate with life-like reality the embodiment of their

ideas are afforded to us in the numerous public and

private libraries which London possesses
;

but, sur-

rounded as we are by them, how little do we seem

to appreciate the advantages of this, the greatest boon

we can receive, and which it is impossible too much
to appreciate ? Aud yet how often do we hear com-

plaints of the difficulties which surround us in our

pursuit after aud our endeavour to quench our thirst

for knowledge. The libraries of the British Museum,

the Department of Science and Art, Soane Museum,
Museum of Economic Geology, East-Iudia Museum,
the City Library at Guildhall, Institute of Architects,

aud Institute of Engineers, and many others, are all

easy of access to students, and iu these libraries arc

obtainable works of all ages and of all countries, of

all kinds aud descriptions of art, science, and lite-

rature—such a collection as no other city did or does

possess, and so undeservedly neglected by those who

are aware of the riches they contain, but are too

indolent to seek for them.

For schools of ornamental and practical drawing,

modelling, aud sculpture, there are the classes at the

Department of Science and Art, the King’s College,

London University, Royal Academy, &c. with the most

talented artists to assist your studies, aswcllasthedraw-

ings and models contained in these schools, the sculp-

tures and omamentalworks of various nations contained

in the British Museum, the splendid coUecliou of casts

belouf^ing to the Architectural Museum and Museum

of Oraamental Art relating to the Greek, Roman,

French, Medireval, Renaissance, Italian, Cinque-cento,

and Elizabethan periods of uruamentalion, with draw-

ings and cartoons illustrating the coloured mural

decorations ;
the more than 4,000 articles of furni-

ture, decorations in glass, mctiil, leather, mai’ble, and

other works, all treating of decorative art, and the

models of the original designs of St. Paul’s, and of

various buildings designed by Wren aud other great

masters.

Do not forget the Soane Museum, containing casis

and models of Greek and Roman ornaments and

buildings. A catalogue of the books and description

of the contents of the museum have been presented

to this association by Mr. Bailey, the curator, and is

placed for reference of members at tbe office of the
registrar.

The Sydenham Palace, containing a school of archi-

tecture and sculpture, is well known to you all, and
with the aid of its well-written guide-books, affords a
large store of instruction, combining under its vast

roof the architecture of several ages and the sculpture

of all nations, enabling you to contrast in art-history

the icsthetics of one nation and of one age with
another, and to follow up the gradual development of

the several styles. It also, in its courts of manufac-
ture, exhibits to you the building materials, fittings,

and decorative art-furniture of the present day, bring-

ing prominently before you many of the latest im-
provements of each class, and oftentimes showing you
the detail process of manufacture, thereby affording

you practical information in the easiest manner.
Under its roof and in its gardens, and also at the

Botanical Gardens at Kew and Regent’s-park, you can
sketch and study natural foliage—a study requisite for

ornamental design
;
and opportunities are there afforded

to you for acquiring a knowledge of landscape garden-

ing, for in practice we are often called upon to super-

intend the laying out of ground to the best advantage,

to enhance the beauty or picturesque effect of our

buildings.

In the history of our art you can have the advan-

tage of the lectures given at the Jliddlesei and the

two other archrcological societies in London
;
the

Antiquarian, aud several other societies
;
and in the

instruclion in the practical part, and various sciences

bearing upon architecture, you have the Museum of

Geology, with its lectures on geology, mineralogy,

metallurgy, mining, physics, applied mechanics,

natural history, and chemistry
;
with laboratory prac-

tice and schools
;
the Department of Science at Ken-

sington, with its schools, lectures, and practical mu-
seum of building materials

;
its patent museum and

library
;

its educational collections, with the models of

schools and school-fittings
;

its Economic Museum,
with its models, plans, diagrams, and drawings, re-

lating to the dwellings, building materials, furniture,

and fittings for the working classes ;
the very excellent

course of instruction, both as regards fine art and con-

struction, given hy Professor Donaldson at the London
University

; and the System adopted at King’s

College, with their workshops, laboratories, &c.

The Royal Academy, Institute of Architects, Insti-

tution of Engineers, and the Society of Arts, all offer

considerable inducements for the advancement of

your studies, by their system of bestowing books,

medals, and honorary rewards for drawings, designs,

and essays, on various subjects, thereby raising a

spirit of honourable craulatiou amongst their students

and the younger members of the profession. The
Royal Academy gives to those who have obtained

sufficient elementary knowledge of drawing and de-

sign, upon submitting satisfactory specimens of their

previous study, aud upon proving themselves suffi-

ciently advanced by performing test drawings in the

schools of the Academy, a free studentship for ten

years, during which period they are at liberty to enter

any of the classes of the particular school to which

they belong, and to attend all the lectures of the

several professors, as well as tbe free use of the

library. Of late years a rule has been enforced, that

only those architectural students who have availed

themselves of the advantages of the library and of the

classes, consisting of perspective and treatment of

shadows, are eligible in competing for their medals.

For this year they offer a gold medal for the best de-

sign for a National Gidlery
;
two silver medals for

drawings of the west front of Spencer House, made

from actual measurement; a silver medal for an archi-

tectural subject, tinted in Indian ink or sepia, exhibit-

ing the scientific projection of shadows
;
and one for

a perspective drawing in outline. Each recipient of

the three first-named medals receives also a free ad-

mission to the schools, library, and exhibition for the

remainder of his life. The recipients of the gold

medals are eligible to compete for the travelling

studentship, held for three years, at 130/. per annum,

with 80/. allowed for the travelling expenses.

The Institute of Architects admit, for a subscrip-

tion of one guinea per annum, the pupils of their

fellows and associates to their library, and to all their

ordinary meetings, and have formed for them a class

of design, in which a premium of books is given for

the best sketches made during the session. The

medals, which they also offer, are not confined to

students, aud for this year are as follows :—The Soane

MedaUion, with 50/. to enable the successful candidate

to study abroad; for the best design for a marine

sanitarium ;
a silver medal and five guineas for the

best geometric drawings, from persond measurement,

of a Mcdimval building in Scotland not previously-

illustrated
;
and a similai' premium for the like subject

in Ireland
;
with three or more silver medals and

premiums of books for essays. Tbe Institute of Engi-

neers offer medals and book rewards for the best papera
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nisbed, books collected, societies instituted for all

classes of men, and by their location in this metro-

polis they necessarily become more advautaj^enns to

its inhabitants, as being more accessible tlian to those

living at a distance. The value of these iiistitniions

to students will necessarily he in propt.rtion to the

system iodividually adopted for their own education :

it is impossible without the aid of an architectiinil

college to lay down a course of study for eacli dif-

ferent branch : thev are, therefore, left to strike out

scope for those picturesque corners and small group-

ings of details seen in Gothic buildings
;
hut for

grandeur of effect and impression produced on the

mind it is equal to any. No matter from what point,

whoever views it cannot fail to admire it, and feel

either proud or jealous that London contains so fine a

masterpiece. Look at all of Wren’s churches : ex-

amine the plans : study the position of the ornamental

details on their exterior; and you will uot only have

received valuable lessons in skill and geometric

read at their ordinary meetings, and essays fonvarded

to them on subjects beaiing upon tlieir profession.

The Society of Arts offer medals, both gold and

silver, fiu" drawings and essays submitted to them^ on

art, including arcbiteclurc ;
and on construction,

manufaetnre, See.

I have brought the .subject of rewards prominently

before yon, to show that, should inducement be required

for study, there arc specific objects placed before, junior

students, wltich, if earnestly pursued, will not only

tend to future advantage, but jjrescnt hoiioiir and repu-

tation. You may say that tbemanypublicinvitations

to architects to submit designs in competition, as

advertised in the newspapers of the day, afford cquiil

attractions, hut I deny they afford equal iustruction
;

for, being dissatisfied with, and questioning the ability

of the class of men, oftentimes totally ignorant of our

art, who have to decide upon the merits of the draw-

ings, it is almost impossible to bestow that interest on

the subject to carefully collect the same amount of

information, to weed all errors in construction, pro-

portion, and style, as would be done before submitting

the work to a competent tribunal composed of mem-
bers of the profession.

The Archilectural Exhibition is an institution of

groat value to the student, eunbling him to examine

and study the works of the present day, as erected in
, ^ ^ , ,

. , ^ * j j f

the various parts of this empire, and making him i the Great in Smithlieid, erected in the early part of
|

most are admirable for the purpose intenden, namely,
'

ihc twelfth century, by Ilahere :—the portion in the
j

the assemblage of large numbers.

best state of preaervatiou is the chancel of the old
’’’

‘ ” -i-

their own paths to knowledge, or depend upon the ' science, displayed in overcoming irregularities of
’ • •>-

sight andi the poising of weights, but an insight into

arlistic and picturesque grouping for the adornment

of a town. Ills great object in the external design

of bis churches was not so much to please the mind

withacioso inspection in the narrow and bustling

streets, but to obtain elegance and life seen at a

distance rising above the dirt and turmoil of the city.

Take Ihc towers and .steeples of St. Mary, &c. Bow ;

St. Mary, Ludgalc-bill ;
St. Bride’s, St. Vedast

h'oster, Chii?t Church, St. Stephen’s, Walbrook, and

guidance of ea'’h other: and it is only by being made

acquainted with the difFereiit means of study, that

they arc enabled to avail themselves of ihcir

advaulages.

We will now proceed to the hiiilditigs of Loudon,

and see what instruction they offer; and in so doing

will commence with the most ancient that have

e.scaped destruction by the great Eire or the ravages

of moderu improvements; and, nlthough the greater

number of the hiiildiugs of antiquity have been de-

stroyed, yet many rcmuiii of great uso and interest to , and many others, togcthir with his attempt at

the student.
’

: Gothic, aud you cannot fail to acknowledge the

acquainted with the various improvements in raanu

faeture, huilding maierinls, house fitting®, and furni-

ture, as soon a.s introduced. The exhibition is one of

the nituiy proofs of the advantages which have occurred

from liie Architectural Association, which, in carry-

ing out its principles, has been enabled to originate

aud tirinly establish so excellent au lustitution,

affording not only information to the profi-esion, hut

art education to the pubic. This Association, insti-

tuted for the study of design and construction, is

founded on the prini.-iples of mutual instruction, and

is dependant upon the active co-operation of the

junior raembers of the profession, who, the more
eager they arc, by combining, to avail themselves of

its benefits and support its usefulness, must continue

to increase its advantages. That the class of design,

which forms one of its attractions, has been pro-

of the Norman period there are fine examples in ’ master-mind which designed them, aud the valuable

the Tower of London, consisting of the chapel, with
|

lesson they afford in the true principle of design. St.

other portions of the so-called White or Cfesar’3|Stephen’s,Walbrook,is,Ithink,oneofthefiDestex-

tlie remains of the priory of St. Bartholomew ! amples of interiors that he has produced, though
" ..... . i /•

. 2ost are admirable for the purpose intended, namely,

he assemblage of large numbers.

Let me cal! your attontiou to St. Mai'y, Woolnolh,

church, now used ns the parish church
;
the circular ' a singular and pleasing design hy Nicholas Hawks-

pait of the Temple Church, one of the four remaining
I

moor, which may be studied with advantage; St.

round cluirches of tliut period in England, with its
I
Mary-le-StTand

;
St. George’s, Bloomsbury ;

St. M-ar-

'• ’ 1 . ..,-r 1 ....1. 1
:

tin’s-in-the-Eields, with its portico (ratlier over-
fine doorway, beautiful arcade, and triforium,

ductive of great gain to its members, is evidenced
|

Church, Lambeth Cfinreh, poitions aiidseveral moim
hy the leading position which those who furmerly

I ,„c„ts in WcstiniiisUr Abbey, St. Steven’s Clois-
bclongcd to it are now taking; and there is no reason

j

Waltham Abbey, within a few miles of us, may also
.
qrrdiseJ)

;
Sc. Giles’s, aud St. George s, Hanover-sqviare,

he included in the buildings pertaining to I-ondon, aud all of which arc churches of interest to the student,

will well repay for the small labour of a visit ;
the 1 The Baiiqucting-house at Whitehall affords you a

crypt of Bow Church
;
the Confessor’s cryiit at Wert -

1

pall specimen of a design, which, if carried out m
minster Abbey, and portions of the soutli transept. its integrity, would have greatly contributed to make

The Eirly English of St. Saviour’s, Southwark,
, n i u i t

1 1 i: T ®
I ii. Ti ( m I 'o 1 .4 ' To those who have travelled abroad, 1 ask, where

the chapel of Lambeth Palace, Temple Church, and .

lhusl uuu iia.i,
. .,,t „

,
_ t _ . , iir 1 • i Aut. A‘~.i Will YOU find a finer aud more suitable building lor

the Ear V Geometric of Westminster Abbev, afford au
. j •

•
1 c e 4 1 (• pub 1C offices than is exhibited in Somerset House,

endless supply of information to those desirous of i'‘
;+ec,.Qr.;r.nc,

sludyins tl" of thnt slvle. "•“'l

Of tbcDKoralHl piTi,,! p,' ssKs Aoslin Priars Twii'-'lSlr. ™tl ‘‘s river frontage-save and

why, if other classes were oi^aiiised for the study

of other

cquiilly beneliei.

selves desirous to leani, many will have equal pleasure

in imparting instruction.

If you will allow me to digress a little from my
subject, I may mention that it is the earnest wish of

the comniittco that more should he done, and they

feel that, although this is a young society, tin re is no

obrtaole why, hy energy and perseverance, it should

not Income one of the most prominent institutions

of the ag'‘, for the advuucemciit of our profissional

knowledge, and a school for line arts. Tho annual

subscription is fixed at a small amount, so as not to

exclude c.iruest students, however poor
;
and it is only

by iacrevising the number of its members, and by an

earnest spirit of combiimtiori aiiionest themselves,

that its sphere of iijei'nlmss can be extended
;
there-

fore, it is for you all to use your utmost endeavours

to advance its intcri'sls, for by so doing you advance

your own. All meet liere on equal Icnns ; all are

students in art
;
for, however much we have acquired,

we have yet soiiiethiug more to learn: it therefore

behoves those who, thi-ough the means of this AssO'

except the exciTSceoce of tbe dome ?

Our British Museum, Bank of England, Royal

Exchange, India Ilonse, Mansion House, Horse

. Guaids, Biirliiigloii House, University College,
4tuw vvcii: uiguiuscu loi mu smilv

|
(jf (1,^ rcrpeiidiciilar and Tudor stvles, that mar- n

specific objects, that they should not prove volhnis work. Ilcnrv \Tr.’s Chupd, W'ertminstcr Geological Museum,

'Cnefiei.d; for, where students show them- TTal! Cro<bv Hall Elthcii P'l'.icc
considerable merit. Newgate, as a pri:.on, is a

Sl.Amlrm-’s m.istvrpicce of its kmd, auS our oo aud

U.ul, rs!,af, St. Olavo's, llsrl-sltvrt, nod porlioos of
adlnrraUou.

m.ov ollirr vlturolics tmd tomb, ia aud about Loudon '

,

O" ““-if"
Ib-MUBUiauco offlee.,, ,ho» our

arc Vdl rvorthv of oxamiualion. Hampton Court >> “'t.
,

Our City balla. suoh as Gold-

1 1 'i 1 1 1 . • .. . «i.. 11 sniuhs . I'lshmoncers ,
and some others, are wortny

may „ so ba .nrludcl. aud coutams many valnablo
o^r now streets e.vhibil, bnlldiogB,

"“ortir'ElirabrftaT,, H.dlnnd House. Charlton in studying wbicb wo m,ny profitably employ onr time,

llouse-botl, very fine examples. Several portions
.

0>“' “''"'V Hafm-", bt.tbs and washhouses, markets

of the aneieol hostels ot.d private dwellings in tho F'sons. hospitals, and mst.tutions, nifcrd us a rge

e,.sl and sonlh-east of London. o' ^Iniftmu -, and I may here en^^a . to tho e

.,11V • 1 A , 11 Ai. • 4. V f wlioniRvbedcsirousoicxamiiuugourpubliciDsutu-
And sbuuld .'uiy wish to lollow up their studies of

f j. i .i 4- At. % ,..;ii Tii«e.+
-ir ,. 1 ,1

'
^ tions for the imrunse of stuav, that they will m moss

Mcdimvijl architecture, there ore manv modern ropro- ['^113101111.1
i 3,

i„„„4..o4. ,.*4.a„
1 A- • au 1 a 1

• +!,« -aAvsva instances, upon application, receive the greatest .itten-
duftions 111 the above styles, evincing the greatest A ’

-
1 j thnt-

A 1 A .1. A f Ai • ai « Ti « T>i.««.r tion from the officials, oud every luiormation tnat
talent on the pavt of their authors, ihe Riduco ol *, . ,,, ,, /

•' ,

A • . , ,, , , their tunc wd allow. X mvselfhave been over agreat
Westminster itsolt is a v.ilii:ih!c school, which you „ 4. v

1, ,1 At. u 1 4 „i-,«il..,w manv, and have never received anv great hindcrance.
would prize all the more had von to make a long a j au • • .... ;r.

I a a 1 f -A T 1 Our theatres aud their scenery give us lessons m
pilcriitiiige to studv from it. London possesses . . .

°
.jOUOOIl flOascftSUb . . ia *.1'.

churcln-s and domrslic buildings in,uimcrnblv.tCBdnng i
»nd, for vistas and pictmesgne

,t onlv the line
staet .nTchdCflnre, we possess the v.ews from both

you, by the experience of others, uot

spirits of the several s-tylc-®, but sonictirnes what to

avoid
;
for it is uot alwat s setting before you the bert

cinlion, have obt-iinod the knowledge for whicli they
j copies'llial cnabbsyou to becorne perfect 'in your ait

.

sought, still to remain on the list of its mem-
: neeessniy tlint. the faults of others should he

hers, and en, ploy some of their spare 1, ours in imi«irt- p„i„tcd out to you, so ihiit you may avoid falling in'o
ing that knowledge to olhers as a donalion lor nhat

j

,},q gnitie cirors. As our Government tljnngbt lit to
they have gained through ils iustrumeiitalily.

| ^ horrors in their late Art Exhibition, at

Let those who have seceded from it again joiu aud
;

Marlborough House, so have our architects raised up
anitc for the comnion good : let the interest of one be in London ohjecls of dread: a wise uuiii, however

of the llegeiit-drcuses, that from Oxford-street, over-

looking Hauuvei--3qnare, towards the church (not

butlicicnily re.'oguisedj, Trafalgar-sqiiare, the Poultry,

\Vestiiiiu5ter, nW Cannon-street, many portions of

Belgravia, Paddington, and the suburbs
;
the Temple,

Lincolii’s-inn-fie.lds, Piazza, Covent-gardcu, See . ;
and

for landscape gardctiiog we possess our unrivalled

parks and Sydenham Palace.

If we are deficient in fountains and statues (but of

the interest of many : let us all uphold the national nr

interest, and endeavour to retain, if imt raise, that

)C ill Iaoih on oi'iec s oi arcaii : a wise man, iiowevcr,
\ „,.A,or vuiArtfl

. , , • ff Ai 1. u J 1 the latter we possess a iart^e number, ot great merit;,
rt Icarus hv the cxpenence of tliosc who have preceded

, ,
,

^
. i A>n.,Lnf.ntol

. . r, ' Ai 1 ft A- 41, A.i.t. .. and 0 her sireet decorations, which many continental
it him 111 the same path

;
and oflentiincs the study how

^ . i. Ai,.,r«„f ti.r. frr.iI,TiP«c.

position which the late foreign and native coin[)eti-
' to icmedv an evil wdli lead to more careful tlioiiglit

. = „i iEp oiiipt which ner
titions have gained for us, and that Em-opcmi dis- aiul inves^igrtion than making n.^ oid.inal design.

^
It

:

tiiiction in Matters relating to art which we are i is also an eWnt practice m^ti.dying a building not
tains I o them : aud il we have not om public buildings

^ onlv to admire and sketch its heouties, but to eadea-hcginiiiug to acquire.

You must excuse my running away from the sub- voiir to invest yourself with its spirit, and to de.dgii

ject of niy paiivr, to which T now r.tiini by giving fuhlitional portions which you judge will add to its

the I'st of societies and ins'itulioiis nientioiKd at the effect.

commencenieut.

[Here foilowid a list of socii ties and institutions

In the Classic and Italian'slyles of architecture there

are works of which wc may well be proud. Tlie massing

tains I

so well rttuatecl for attracting the popular adniii at'on,

we have them in grcrttcr numbers, and they possess all

tlie meaus fa- furnishing avt-instruetion.

If my liiimble efforts be the cause of drawing more

serious attention to the riches which siUTOund us,

and induce any to make use of the advantages placed

within their grasp, it will greatly enhance the pleasure
with their rules, object.®, and subseriptious, or ineans ' and grouping of ihc bnihlingi of Greenwich Hospital

of admission.] .form'apd ICC equal to any for graiideuv of eifect
;
and ,

^ coming befoie you.
1 puicc equal

^
^By tliis list yon may observe ih-it liiere arc wlicrc will yon find any leniphi aoproachiiigin beauty
|

S. C. Capks.

upwards of thirty inslitutions in London, all bearing of outline toM’ien’s Si. Paul’s? You may dcclahu BtiiMiNciiAM and Midi.axd Institutf.—Part of

directly or indirectly on the study of your profesdoo, against ihe irutiifnlness of some portions of its ron- the Birmiiuliam and Alidlnnd Institute, built from

having periodic lectures, iiiusirnted wiili drawings struetion, but yon cannot justly deny its grace and tbc designs of Mr. E. M. Barry, and of which we
and diagrams, wliich fix the sulgeot-ma'ter more ' elegance, both' externally aud niteni !ly. Had Hie

[

engraved illustrations, was opened on Tuesday cven-

firnily iu tlie mind than any priuted reports arc interior only ihebmefitof gmcl pulychromatic dcco- iug, the 13th inst. SVe are glad to bear (hat many
capubl- of. Theic is no branch of art neglected, and ration, it would, in my opinion, show itself the finest of the spcakiTS expressed their satisf.u-tion at its

every facility is yflordc'd to these willing to accept of tciiii'h: th-it man has vet prtKliu'cd. acoustic properties, which arc always a cause of

msti'u tion. Miiscmns luive bceu formed aud liir-
^

The st\ Ic adopUd dues not perhaps give so great a
^

tuieasiucss to au architect.
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THE USE OP INDIGO.
turner's 1)RA"VV1NGS.

In the d.iys before cobalt aud I'Veacli blues were
invented, walcr-colonr painters had scarcely any
alternative between indigo aud Prussian blue. The
use of indigo was, however, the rule, and that of the

prnssiatc of iron the exception, because no pigment
is so capable as indigo of representing aerial tints and
tones, or so available in the formation of landscape

greens and greys in every variety of tenderness or

intensity.

This otherwise valuable pigment has, however, one
fimit of such magnitude as ongbt totally to exclude it

from a place in the matcnel of the conscientious

artist. It is one of the most evanescent of pigments.

I speak, of course, of the indigo of commerce, simply
ground and made up for use as a water-colour, and
not of the sulphate of indigo, which, eltliough it will

stand, is violently intense, and acts chemically upon
other culuurs, so as to |)recluile its use in works of

high art. llie chromo-lithugi'nphists, whose produc-

tions are exposed to the continuous action of light in

shop windows, can best tell what th' ir experience is
j

as to the durability of indigo
;
but it will be

;

more to the purpose I have iu view in writing, if

1 were to reltilc a portion of my own experience,

because I feel that the relation is imper.itively required

to induce the immedinte rescue ixovA farther detcrio-

ratiou and final ruin of certain worlcs, which consti-

tute in every sense the most VMluable public and
private aitislic possessions of this country in particu-

lar, and of the world. It is now some twelve years

ago that an ardent admirer aud collector of Turner’s

water-colour works, on taking one of the England
and "Wales drawings out of the frame in which it had
been exposed to the action of light for only a few

months, was struck by the novel apjiearance of a

clearly defiued marginal h.md of colour, “fresher” or

bluer than the rest, aud extending all round the

drawing. The fact was, the drawing Lad been put

into a frame somewhat too small for it, and conse-

quently a portion of the colouring had been covered

by the “rebate,” aud thereby protected from the

bleaching power of light from which the rest of the

drawing had evidently suffered. It was, however,
equally evident that the component pigmeuts hud
faded unequally, from the fact that the faded portion

had become decidedly redder tium the portion pro-

tected by the rebate. The pure bright yellows had

gone but litlle, though perceptibly. The madder
lake, as well as the fernigiuons reds, remained in all

their original power. The proprietor of the drawing
to which I have referred decided at once upon wliat

was afterwards proved to be the real cause of mischief,

and was thereby enabled to understand how it was

that he had so often been perplexed, in revisiting

various collections of Turner drawings, by fresh

discoveries of red clouds, &c. where he thought he

used to see grey ones. An appeal was, however,

made to Turner himself, who requested to see the

drawing which it was aliegid had faded. It was

shown to him at his house in Queen Anne-strett, in

the presence of a gcntlemua well known to almost

every collector of Turner drawings. Ou taking it

into his hand Turuer exclaimed, “ I will never make
another water-colour drawing,”—a resolution which

he did not very long maintain. On being asked if he

would have the kiuduess to blend the faded and nn-

faded portions of the damaged drawing a little, the

answer was equally decided and characteri'tic. “ Oh
no ! if I were to do that I should have all my di-jw-

iugs brought to be restored.” He admitted that he

still adhered to the use of indigo, Itaviug supposed it

to be a permanent material. Ou asking him whether

he had not observed that all his early drawings, and

those of Girtin, which had been long exposed to

light, had become rusty, or what is called fo.vy, in

colour, he made no answer, but said, “ ^'ell, what am
I to use for greys?” Tne reply was, cobalt. I do

not suppose that Turner used indigo I'rum that time.

By far the greater part of his drawings have been,

however, made wiili this very fugitive pigment, aud I

write in the hope that you will exert your iufluetice to

induce those who have the care of the Turner draw-

ings, now exposed to view in Mariboroiigh-liousc, to

take such means as may rescue them from certain :uid

not very slow destruction. The writer of this well

remembers seeing the series of “River” drawings

spread out for his cxamiualimi on the floor of Tiinicr’s

dining-room, aud believe* that iu colour they arc uot

now what they then were. It is at lca=t worth while

to test the matter by covering one of them for a

while with an opaque screeu, having a few holes cut

in it here aud there. Ou a recent visit to the Maii-

Chester Exhibition, I was greatly moved by the un-

pleasant fact that some of my old acquaintances

(Turner drawings, which I had not seen for years)

1 have assumed decidedly new faces. Oue of the granJ-

I est of the England series is changed in such a way,

; and to such an extent, as to have lost all its value as

; an authoritative lesson in art. I also take this oppor-

tunity of protesting against a fashion wliich has
sprung U]) of Lite years of framing Turner and other
well-toned and harmouiously-coloured di'awiugs with
a staring stripe of white paper, as a line of demarca-
tiou between the colour of the drawing aud the gold

of the frame. I believe Turner always contemplated
tlie union of the gold of his colour with the gold of

the frame, aud I know that he enjoyed it, aud used to

urge the hanging of frames cootaining his drawings
in grou2)3, without intervals between the frames, so

that nothing but gold might be seen iu connection
with the drawing.

Indeed, what but gold con harmonize or not inter-

fere prejudicially with such exquisitely delicate

balancing of light andcolour as we sec in his marvellous
works? lie knew perfectly how to deal with the

eye, cither as regards the quantity of pure white, or

the quality of his extreme ligh's-: very often no pure
white at all is, or can be admitted into liis composi-
tion, and, in such cases esiieciully, none can be
brought in contact with it excepting injuriously.

But how often do we see the whole of tlie artists’

wisi'ly-jdauned and delicately executed scheme counter-

acted by the effect of these while margins. The eye is

so unsettled by the glare of these new-light Bristol-

board mountings as to be inc.ipable ofsceing any light

at all in the highest lights of many of Turner’s draw-
ings,—lights which, iu contact with gold, and in the

absence of the. white mourning, wouUl have seemed
perfectly luminous. I know of no stronger instance

of the injurious effects of this friime-makt-rs’ fashion,

than that of Turner’s large drawing of the '\^’reck now
exhibiting at Manchester. I well know how richly

harmonious the effect of the colour of that picture is

iu contact w’ith gold
;
whereas, in contact with its

present abominable wliite margin, it looks vulgarly

“paiuty,” and pootively disagreeable. The case of

vignettes made expressly for book engravings cau

alFord no valid reason or excuse for this practice, for

iu them the greatest ingenuity is exercised to break

up and render as little obtrusive as possible the lines

of dcmircaliou bitween the picture and its necessary

ground, and thereby to lead the eye from dwelling

upon the wliite ground itself.

I hope that no oue will conclude, from what I have

stated, tliat water colours arc more liable to fade than

oil colours, for I have proved, by experiment, that

indigo is quite as fugitive, if not more so, as an oil

C'dour ; and I have no doubt that this will be found

to be the case witli pigmeuts generally. That Mr.
Turner should have remained iu ignorance of facts of

this kind, though known to artists generally, is

accounted for by the state of extreme isolatiou in

which be was pleased to live, aud by his marked

repugnance to discuss questions coimeetcd with art

with Lis brother artists. M. I. II.

THE DISTRIBUTION OF NATIONAL
MEDALS.

FROM THE BErARTMl'NT OF SCIENCE AND ART.

Some few moiitlis since, the Department of Science

and Art announced its intention of awarding annuully

to the Local aud Provincial Schools of Art, in connec-

tion with itself, a uuiubcr of “silver national medals,”

iu addition to the brouze oucs usually distributed;

and, that the directors of the schools should feel an

interest in the matter, it was at the same lime deter-

mined that a in-csentaiion of works of art, to the value

of 10/. should be made to every school, a student of

which was successful iu the national competition. If

I did uot, iu common with many others, greatly mis-

take the Department’s intention, it that, as the

local bvoiize prize was a mark of comparative merit

anioug the works of each school, the silver national

medal should indicate the relative standing of the

schools themselves. If such was the purpose of the

proposers of the new ^jrizc, it was nudoubtedly praise-
^

worthy, and well calculated to prodiiccthc best effects,
'

by btiimiliiting at once the committees, the masters,

and the’stndeiits. But I regret to say that the first

distribution, which took place at IheTovvn-liall, Man-
chester, on Friday, the Uih,* "docs not lead one to

believe that this or ayuj other principle has been acted

upon by the gentlemen who awarded the medals.

Tlie greatest minibcr to be distrilniLcd in one year

is arbitrarily fixed as 100, but the number which may
be awarded in one “stage” is not only unlimited,

but two or more students of the same school may
receive (or rather have received) iialioual medals in

the same stage, nius, there are nine meda's awarded

in stai'-e 2; and of the five awarded iu stage 14,

three arc taken by the students of one scimol. But

this is not the worst leatnre 1 reimirk. The crown-

ing I'ldlv is, that oue student is in many cases allowed

to compete iu two stages. A student of the Maccles-

field school is rewarded in st.iges lU and 8; so that

if imy advanced student resolves to obtain a piece of

silver which will be of considerable value as a work

* See p. 691^ ante.

of art, he has only to beat a retreat to the cai'lier

stages of his labour to be tolerably sure of success,

f am aware that theremust always be many difficulties

to contend with in this matter : such, for iustanee, are

the consideration of the student’s age and the time
which be has studied iu the school. In stage 5 the

ages of the siicccssrul competiturs ranges from sixteen

to thii'ty-three years
;
and the time in the school from

one year to three years and four months. But if

prizes are to be given, some principle must govern
the distribution.

The total number of medals awarded this year is

ninety-two, and these are very uucquolly distributed.

Whilst the ladies of the Gower-street school, Loudon,
take ten, the Metropolitan Training School and the

Mine district together take but eleven : the Potteries

have as many as seventeen.

Of the works exhibited, very little can he said either

in eommciiJation or disparagement. There is the

usual picdominaace of elciuentary studies, the same
wiry outliucs, and the same carefully siip

2
)led chalks,

a square inch of which is considered a good day’s

work. The advanced works, however, with the excep-

tion of elementary designs, are not so numerous nor

so geoerally good as in some past years. Stage 7,
“ Drawing flowers, foliage, aud objects of Natural
History trom flat examples or copies

;

” and stage 11,
“ Painting ornament from the flat or copies,” have
received no national medals. Stage 14, “ Painting

direct from Nature,'’ has five medals, four of which
are awarded to fem-de students.

I caunut, bowei.er, pajs stage 23,—“Applied de-

sign,” wit'hout commenting upou the works sent from
the Sheffield school. Sheffield is scarcely the district

from which oue would expect to receive dcsigos for

porcelaiu, yet a student of that school has obtained a

medal for designs of cups and saucers: the same
stndciit has also obtained a medal for designs of scis-

sors. Iu oue piir, the handles are formed of two

humau figures, and the pivot works in the interior of

a head of “ Sileniis: ” the second Las handles formed

of grotesque auimuls with wings. A medal has been

awarded to a design of a water-urn, by G. Thcakcr

:

this work, notwilhstandiag it exhibits considerable

taste in the ciccution, is too evidently copied from the

worst examples of the modern French school. A
design for a water urn, by R. Townroe, has also

received a medal. This design, although possessing

moro of constructive utility, violates every principle

which the Department has laid down as essential to be

observed ; three dolphins, two of which tied together

by their tails bite the sides of the third, form the

spout : the lid is sunuounted by a female figure bear-

ing a cornucopia; aud the body is surrounded by six

naked youths. Is it not astonishing that such works
as these should meet the approval of the Government
examiner ? But the Department is for ever shifting

its ground : what it professes one mouth it wholly

repudiates the uexl, and a history of the workings of

the institution during the past eightyears would form
a valuable aud curious addition to the coimc literature

of the day.

I uow come to the least successful pnit of the

Exhibition—the modelling st-iges. In these there are

but five works: three arc from the Potteries, and to

each is awarded a national medal. '\^ liatevcr may be

the merit or demerit of these woiffis, if the Deparlraeut

thought them wot thy of tlie distinction awarded

them, there is litlle excuse for the position they

occupy. Two arc placed on the ground
;
two more

(bas-reliefs of the discobolus) laid Hat on a table;

and the filth (a vase), placed iu such a position that a

view of the interior is the best to be obtained. Bot

this treatment of the models is characteristic, and the

paucity of works iu the modeUing stages may be iu

part accounted for by the little encouragement given

to that br.iuch of ait by the authorities of the head

I
school. Firrt, the avowed 0 |)imon of the masters iu

I
ihc Training School is, that modelling ia an art in-

I
eluded ill tlic power of drawiug, and, therefore, it is

unuccessiiry to train men specially as masters fur that

department; thus auy man who has taken a certifi-

cate fur
2
>aiiiliiig lias no difficulty, after three months^

'practice, in obtaining that for uiodclliug. 2ndly.

I

The accommodation tor modellers is of the worst

I

kind, even in ihc large sehoids. In Manchester, the

class-room is a h.ick kitchen, or cellar. In Sheffield,

it is very litlle hettei-. In the Potteries, the elasses

are carried on in a eonicr of the general class-room,

and the sune sjiace of about 0 square feet is consi-

. dered amply sullieieut in most ol the metropolitau

,

district schools. But I nin still uuabls to account

for the total abseuce of woik from the head school.

Until very lately ilie modelling classes tbeic esta-

, bished were 2)rovided witli lv:o masters, and it seems

i scarcely piossibie hut that some works have been

;

executed of sufficient merit for exliibitiou.

I

The siiccMissfnl candidates of the “National Com-

;
petition ’’reeeived an iuvilulioii from tiic Department

of Science and Art to attend in iMuiichcsler tor the

j

pnrjiosc of receiving in piersou the certificates of their
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success. About eighty were induced to respond to

this invitation upon the terms offered by the Com-

mittee of Council on Education, viz. a payment of “ 3d.

per mile, reckoned on the distance by railway of the

stndcnt’s school from Jlanchester. Thus a student

from Birmingham would receive 1/. Is. 3d.; a student

from Sheffield, 10s. Cd. ;
and a student from Exeter,

2/. ISs. Od. If the total expenses of a student exceed

the sum allowed, the excess nivat be paid by such

student.” Upon such a liberal arrangement it is not

surprising lliut several students came from Ireland

for the purpose of receiving their national medals,

and it must be a matter of regret that M. Vecthe was

unable (o complete his work in time for the proposed

distribution.

I would now beg to make a few remarks upon the

nature of the “ 10/. worth of works of art ” given to

each school. Kothiog would seem more simple thau

to have made the 10/. worth of works of art bear

some relaliou to the staple of mauufactures of the

town to which they are given. Yet such an arraugc-

ment does not seem to have suggested itself to the

authorities of the Deparlmcut. The things exhibited

are shields, tazzas, and salvers
;
but however beautiful

these works may be as works of art, they are hardly

calculated to improve the taste of the students of the

Manchcstir, Liverpool, or Coventry schools. I

believe it is even a question whether these Jledifcvnl

specimens of metal work, beautiful as no doubt they

are, are the best description of prizes for clemeutary

schools of art.

I ficl some apology is necessary for employing so

much of yom- valuable space, and I ofl'cr it iu the

statement that this anuunl distributiouof medals costs

the uatiou many thousands of pounds. C. II. IV.

THE CHAPEL OF HxlMPTON COURT PALACE.

To the description of the chapel of Hampton
Court Palace, by Mr. A. "White, in a recent vi»it of

the Middlesex Archtcological Society, I trust he will

permit me to add some particulars, which, I bdieve,

are not generally known.

In the summer of the year 18-15, I was engaged

in making various surveys and sketches in the chajiel

of Hampton Court Palace, and other parts of ihe

building. At the east end of the south wall I dis-

covered one of the original stone muUioned windows,

in a very perfect state, but without auy glass in it

:

the window was, and I believe now is, cased up be-

tween two 9-inch walls
:
part of one side was suffi-

ciently opened for me to make careful sketches and

measiiremeiils: within the casing I found many frag-

ments of glass, but none that would indicate that

stained glass was larrjely used in the chapel. At

the same period I also surveyed the roof, from a

suspended scalToldiug and an opening iu the boarded

vaulting. I took careful sketches of this curious and

interesting piece of construction, the whole of which

is put togetlier with mortises aud tenons, and oak

pius
;
these pins, in part, holding the numerous

pieces together. I found several indications of colour

aud gilding, but certainly not to that extent to war-

rant the present unsatisfactory taudriness, as a resto-

ration. In the original painting there was no attempt

to conceal the material of which the roof is con-

structed ;
but the “ polychromy” was of that judi-

cious character that relieved the architectural details,

defined the constimction ;
and, by leaving portions of

the material iu its natural state, the evidence was

certain that the vaulting was no mere trumpery

polychromed plaster, or gimcrack chinaware, but

good, solid, honest English oak.

In continuing my survey I ascertained that the

gallery at the west end also underwent alterations,

under the auspices of the great Sir Christopher.

The present gallery floor is considerably higher than

the ancient floor, and the panelled walls conceal two
good cbimuey-pieces, strings, mouldings, and other

things, which, if opened now, would add another

“wonder” at the princely magnificence of the

“ proud prelate.”

Sticklers for ancient precedent will be, perhaps,

somewhat surprised to find that many of the orna-

ments used in the state rooms are made of a composi-

tion something like papier inacbe, aud that the leaves

at the junctions of the panelled ceiling of the stair-

case, and in other places, are stamped iu lead.

No doubt many drawings exist of the palace in its

original state, before Sir Christopher AVreu merci-

lessly swept away so much of this once stately and
extensive building. It is to be regretted that his

great skill and talent were not in this instance directed

by better taste
; that he, who must have studied the

works of the Jledimval architects, did not endeavour
to blend his architecture with that of the cardinal,

and, without copying, unite harmoniously the two
periods ; then would he have handed to yrogression,

j

and not retrospection in our art : then wonid he have
followed a Medireval example worthy to be followed.

There are still many interesting and instructive

parts of Hampton Court Palace hut little known,

worthy of careful examination—things that I have

now nearly forgotten—as my sketches and notes are

not in my possession
;
and a contiuual examination of

the ancient architecture in many p.nts of the country,

and the distance of time, have, iu some measure,

obliterated many gems of the old palace which ought

to have been better stored in my memory; yet, in

spite of Mr. Ruskin’s invective against “ Perpendicu-

lar,” and archfcologists’ tirade against “debased”
art, there is much to be learnt by the study' of the

architecture of the period of Hampton Court Palace.

E. B. L.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

The session will commeuce ou the 2iul of next
month, and the honorary secretaries have addressed a
circular to the members, inviting them to contribute

papers, or information in another shape, to the general

meetings. They say :

—

“ If, as is highly probable, you may have recently made
some particular subject your especial study, or if, a.'i is not
less likely, you have been engaeed upon the design and
Buperiotendence of some works involving novelties in
architectural composition or construction, you would be
conferring a benefit upon the profession at large by the
communication to the Institute of the results of your study
in the one case, or your experience in the other.
In these days, when new styles of art, new ljuilding

materials and appliances, and inodiBcations of old ones,
are bein^ constantly brought into use, the records of indi-
vidual experiment are of growing importance? and we
trust that you may take occasion to communicate to the
Institute such conclusions as you may have arrived at with
respect to their value, either by theoretical investigation
or actual practice.

XVe find occasionally that architects have withhold
valuable papers from an apprehension of the necessity of
preparing elaborate diagrams. Such apprehensions need
not be entertained, as we have found that papers arc gene-
rally best illustrated by sketches, and the working draw-
ings from which important buildings may have been
executed.”

As these observations apply as well to those wlio

arc not members as to those who arc, we give them
the publicity of our pages, iu the hope of inclucing

contributions to the geueral slock of information.

At the opening meeting of the session a paper by
Mr. IVyatt Papworth will he read, " On the Introduc-

tion of Deal, aud of Painting (woodwork), into this

Coimtiy.”

MEDWAY UNION WORKHOUSE
COMPETITION.

Tins competition appears to offer another illustra-

tion of the necessity for immediate co-operation by
the profession generally, to ensure a more satisfactory

position than is usually awarded to architects who
may feel induced to devote their time and experience

to future competitions of a similar nature. It will be
in remembrance that an advertisement appeared in the

Builder of January last, inviting architects to send in

plans and specificutions, together with detailed esti-

mates, for the erection of the new workhouse for the

Medway Union, according to instructions prepared by
the Board of Guardians, and in accordance with the

requirements of the Poor Law Commissioners. This

advertisement also stated the intended outlay was not

to exceed 11,000/. Thirty one stts of designs were
accordingly submitted for the approval of the gnar-

,

dians, when the first premium was awarded to Messrs.

Peck aud Stevens, and the second to Mr. Edward
Holmes. Some idea may be formed of the importance

that was attached to the printed instructions, by the

fact that the lowest tender for the erection of the

design for which the first premium was ^.warded was
exactly double the amount of the contemplated outlay,

namely 32,000/. Thus situated, the guardians aban-

doned the idea of proceeding with the design of Messrs.

Peck aud Stevens, and wrote to Mr. Holmes, asking

him if he were prepared to guarantee that his plan

could be carried out for the stipulated sum. The
architect requested a fortnight to prepare estimates,

at the expiration of which time he waited upon the

Board with a guaranteed estimate from a highly respect-

able builder, that the work could be done for the sum
of 12,000/. Mr. Holmes was informed, however, after

having been put to much expense and devoting a whole
fortnight iu getting out the quantities and preparing

the estimates, that his guarantee would not be required.

He, however, received a communication from the Board
of Guardians on the 2Qd of September, inviting him
again to compete with Messrs. Peck and Stevens, the

guardians being desirous of reducing the accommo-
dation fr'om 750 to 650. He of course protested

against this procedure on the part of the guardians,

and endeavoured to awaken them to a sense of the

injustice they were doing him, but without effect.

Messrs. Peck and Stevens have accordingly submitted

new designs, which have been laid before the Poor
Law Commissioners for their approval, Mr. Holmes
declining to compete a second time.

NEW ROYAL ITALIAN OPER-A-HOUSE,
COVENT GARDEN.

Resurr/am has been the ftilfilled motto of
Coveiit Garden Theatre, and, as our readers-

know, Mr. Gye intends to carry on the tradition.

We have already published some particulars

of the intended new building, and have now the

pleasure of giving a view of it.

Covent Garden Theatre, as erected by Mr.,
now Sir, Robert Smirke, occupied the site of

one that liad been Iravncd down. The first stone

was laid on the 31st of December, 1808, and
the theatre was finished in nine months from
that time. On the 2nd of December, 1840,.

Mr. Albauo commenced the entire reconstruc-

tion of the building, and produced a fine inte-

rior, of which wc gave an engraving in our

volume for 1847.* On Wednesday, March Sth,

1850, this shared the fate of the earlier building,

aud was burnt to the ground.f
The Opera-house, which has now been com-

menced for Mr. Gye, is to occupy a portion of the

site of the old theatre, and that of several houses

at the rear. The remainder of the site xvill be

devoted to the pui'poses of a llower-market,

the probable elevation of which is suggested iu

our view, although tlie design is not yet fully

decided on. The portico (hexastyle; Corin-

thiau) faces towards Bow-street, and we believe

it is not intended to complete this portion of

the work unlil after next season. The grand

entrance is under the portico, the lower story

of which will be used as a carriage-porch,

enclosed -with glass, while the upper portion

will be available as a promenade, in connection

with the Crush Room. Entrances to the gal-

lery, upper boxes, and stalls, are in Hart-street,

but the pit, boxes, and stalls can likewise be

approached by the grand entrance. An entrance

to the theatre will he also provided through the

flower-market, and a balcony is contemplated,

to overlook the latter, in case it should be

thought desirable to use it as an adjunct

to the theatre. Her Majesty’s private entrance
_

will be in Hart-street, by a separate stair-

case, anteroom, &c. A private entrance

aud staircase for the Duke of Bedford will

also be provided. There are separate stair-

cases to the vai’ious parts of the house, and well-

holes aud winders are avoided in every case.

All stairs and corridors arc to he fire-proof. Tlie

supports of the boxes are to consist of -wrought-

irou cantilevers, resting on cast-iron columns at

the back of the boxes. The house -will be larger

than that destroyed by fire, and will be so con-

structed that the stage and the auditory can be
thrown together whenever desired for banquets

or balls. The accommodation generally will be
on a more liberal scale than In the old house,

and each tier will possess retiring-rooms, and
other conveniences. The roof is to be of

W'rought-iron, covered with slab slate ;
the floor

girders will be also of -wrought-iron. The ceiling

of boxes and auditory will be formed of fire-

proof fibrous material
;

aud the -wood, which
-will be very sparingly employed, is, we under-

stand, to be rendered fire-proof by a pr6eess

belonging to the lessee, Mr. Gye. The works
are rapiiJly progressing, the walls being nearly

up to the ground level.

Mr. Edward M. Barry, of Old Palace-yard,

is the architect, and Messrs. Lucas (Brothers),

the contractors. Messrs. H. and M. D. Gris-

! sell, are the sub-contractors for the iron work,

!
which forms a large portion of the contract.

Let us add that the bas-reliefs under the por-

tico, and the statues on each side of it, are the

well-know works of Elaxman from the old

theatre. It is fully intended that the theatre

shall be opened next season, and we cordially

wish Mr. Gye that full measure of success that

the skill, taste, energy, and liberality with

•tt'hich he has so long catered for the gratifica-

tion of the public, so well deserve.

The Pavilion Designs, Bkighton.—The selection

has not yet beeo declared, and writers are still calliog

on the committee to obtain the aid of a professional

man before coming to a decision.

• Vol. T., p. 165. The tidw and particulars are also

§
iTen in “ Buildings and Monuments, Modern and Me-
ieval," by George Godwin, together with some obserra-

tioas on Acoustics, as applied to theatres.

t An elaborate inquiry into the still unknown cause of

the disaster will be found in our volume for that year.
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CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Boxley.—The parish church has recently been

restored and reopened. The old high-backed pews

have been replaced by open sittings. A new pulpit,

&c. has also been erected, the walls scraped and

cleansed, and the dilapidations in the windows, roof,

and other parts of the buildingrenovated. The expense

has been defrayed by subsciiptioii. Mr. Bulmer, of

Maidstone, was the architect, and the work has been

executed by Mr. Thompson, of the same town, builder.

Oxford.—The chapel of Balli<jl College, which has

been recently rebuilt under the superintendence of

Mr. Butterfield, aud just now brought to completion

by Messrs. Ruddle aud Thompson, of Peterborough,

builders, was opened on the 15lh inst.

Marston .—The foundation-stone of a new church

at Gear Hill, near this place, was laid on the 12th

inst. The architect is Mr. Butterfield, and the builders

are Messrs. W. Brown and Soos, of Fronie.

Mevayissey. — The new Pi'cc Mesleyan Church

erected in this place by those who seceded from the

Conference party, about tbe time that Messrs. Duun,
Griffith, aud Everett were expelled by the Conference,

has been opened. The chapel (land inclusive) cost

nearly 350/. according to the Cornish Teleyraph, and

is now about 200/. in debt. It was built chietty by

subscription. It is erected on an elevated spot

(Tregouey Hill).

NecheU’s Green {Birminyham ).—The new church

of St. Clement’s, with its accompanying schools, has

been commenced, and towards the close of this mouth,

according to Arises Gazette, the foundation-stone of

the church will be laid by Lord Calthorpe. The archi-

tect is Mr. J. A. Chutwiu, of Birmingham, and the

builders are Messrs. Branson and Gwythev. Tbe
church will be in the Geometiic style of Gothic archi-

tecture, aud will be cruciform in plau. The nave will

be 93 feet by 23 feet, and the chancel 22 feet by
20 feet, with proportional transepts and aisles. It will

have a small spire, 66 feet high. There will be gal-

leries in the transepts. The roof timbers will be

er{)oscd, and the chancel roof boarded. The church

will accommodate 852 persons, and 452 of the seats

arc to be free. The cost of the building, including

spire and bouudary-wolls, is 3,200/. Tbe schools will

cost 2,400/. To complete these works, 800/. are

reqnired. The site for the schools was pui-chased in

1851 ; that for tbe church, together with a large

grant, has been given by the Birmingham Church
Building Society.

Derby .—The new chapel recently erected by the

Wesleyau Reformers of Derby, in Becket-street, has

been opened for Divine worship. The building is

calculated to afford accommodation for 800 persons,

and has been reared at a cost of about 1,800/. in-

cluding the site. Messrs. Giles and Brookhouse, of

Derby, are the architects, and Mr. Porter the builder.

The chapel is 60 feet long and 45 feet wide. The

elevation is of a pluin Italian character, faced with

bricks and stone dressings. School-rooms aud

vestries, with rcquis'te conveniences, arc attached at

tbe back. The heating is effected by tbe introduction

of fresh air passing round hot flues, and admitted

into chapel through iron-gratings in the aisles. The

ventilation is formed by means of a large shaft at-

tached to an ornamental open centre-piece in the

ceiling, and to a llue in the chimney-shaft, healed

from the furnace flues, uuder the direction of Mr. T.

Hall, engineer, Derby.

Leeds .—The east window of the church of St.

Lulte, at Leeds, has just been enriched with staiued

glass, designed and executed by Mr. 1\ Barnett, of

Leith, who has also been engaged in a similar work

in the church of Holy Trinity, in this town. The

window, as described by the Intelligencer, consists of

three Early English lancet lights, the centre one con-

taining medallions of the Crucifixion and the Ascen-

sion, on mosaic ground, the intermediate spaces being

filled in with mosaic and geiimetric patterns. The

north liglit contains a full-lr-ngth figure of St. Luke,

in a panel interwoven with the geometrical design.

The south L’ght contains a similar figure of Sfc. Paul,

on a similar ground. The draperies of these figures

vary iu colom-ing, and are both diapered. Around all

the lights foliated borders run,— that in the centre

compartment being a continuous scroll, with green

and purple leaves on blue aud ruby ground. The side

borders consist of the English rose with conventional

foliage, on azure ground. The same artist has com-

pleted two windows of single lights in the church at

Seacroft, iu this neighbourhood. The subjects arc the

Baptism of our Lord iu the river Jordan, and the

Last Supper, in Early English mosaic ground.

The window at Trinity Church was inaugurated with

Masonic ceremonials, to the memory of a late brother,

Charles Lee, of this town, for many years Deputy

Provincial Grand Master for M'est Yorkshire. The

window is at the west end of the south aisle, nest

Boar-lane. It measures 9 feet C inches in length, by

4 feet 8 inches in width, and the head is' semicircular.

It has bceir executed from a design by Mr. W. Perkin,

of Leeds. Iu the centre is a figure of Sanctus

Johannes, the Patron Saint of the Order, 'who holds

the Bible in his right hand, and the square in his

left. He is entering the porclnvay of the temple, on

each side of which are two pillars supporting the

royal arch, with the monogram J. TI. S. forming the

key-stone. Above the figure is a circular compart-

ment with the “All Seeing Eye,” the Bible opened at

2 Chron. and the squai'C and compasses laid thereon.

Below the figures arc thi'cc medallions. The floor of

the porch is laid with mosaic pavement, and the work-

ing tools are grouped thereon. The window is sur-

rounded by a boi'der composed of an endless chaiu,

and radiating ribbon of blue and red, aud encircling

the border are words, “ Let there be light, and there

was light
;

” also “ Brotherly Love, Relief, and Truth.”

In the bottom of the window there is a slab of black

marble, on which is engraven, in gold letters, the

inscription.

Baldersby .—Ofthe church of St. James the Apostle

at Baldersby, latlcy opened and consecrated, fuller

details have been forwarded to us than those in our

previous notice. The edifice, as already noted, is

in the Early Decorated style of architecture. It con-

sists of a tower, placed on the south side of the

western extremity of the south aisle of the nave, 160

feet high, of which the spire is 72 feet
;
a nave with

aisles, 75 feet by 40 feet; a chancel, 35 fert by 19

feet
;
an organ-room ou the north side of the chancel

;

a vestry east of that; and a heating deportment be-

yond the chancel-aisle or organ-room. The tow’cr

also forms the porch, which is groined. In the north-

east angle is a circular staircase leading to the bell-

riigers’ room, which is lighted by a rvindow of two

lights in the west wall. The spire is pyramidal iu

form, and ornamented with bauds representing scales

inverted. The nave is divided into aisles by clus-

tered piers supporting ou each side five arches. The

windows are all according to the Early Decorated

style, and are slightly varied. A double vesica piscis

window lights the easteru extremity of the south

aisle. At some future period it will be filled with

stained glass. The two tall windows iu the west

gable, and the wheel window above them, arc from

the works of Jlr. Wailes, of Newcastle-ou-Tync. The

wheel window has an Ayntis Dei surrounded by

winged angels. The low’er windows display the armo-

rial bearings ofthe founder (the late Viscount Dowue)

and others. The east window of the choir is of three

lights termiuatiug in geoinetrical tracery. The stained

glass, representing the “ Transfiguration of Christ,” is

hy Air. O’Connor, of Loudon. The two side-lights in

the south wall of the chauccl arc at present covered

with calico—the stained glass not being ready for

them. A low stone screen separates thcchaucel from

the nave. It has a gate of scrolled irou-work in the

centre. An ii'on screen separates the orgau-rooin

from the chancel. The pulpitis of carved oak, on

a base of stone. The seats iu the choir for the

officiating clergy and the choristers arc carved. Ou
the floor in front of these scats is a memorial of the

founder. It is a slab of white marble inlaid wnlh

brass. The chancel up to the bases of the windows

is lined with alabaster, aud uuder the east window is

a carved reredos of the same jiiatcrial. The floors arc

of Mintou’s decorated tiles mingled with the fossil-

spotted grey marble of Derbyshire. The roof of

the chancel is not finished, but is to be coloured iu

appropriate devices. The walls throughout the church

are lined with bright red brick, relieved at intervals

with lines of Huddlestonc stone, on which are intro-

duced trefoils, qiiatrefoils, aud other patterns. Iu the

centre aisle of the nave, near the west wall, st mds the

font, resting ou marble pillars of various colours.

The basin is white marble iuhiid wiih other cidours
;

aud the top rim is of grey marble. The architect was

Mr. Butterfield, and the builder, Mr. R. H. Norris, of

London. The stone is of three kinds, Huddlestoue,

Bramley-fcill, and R-.iintnii
;

w'hilst the covering tiles

are frorn tbe works of Hutton Moor, near Ripon. The

parsonage-houso stands to the north-east of the church,

grouping with it. The school building consists of

school and class rooms, ntid master’s house aud offices.

Some iilmshouses are to be erected on a site west of

Ihe burial-ground. The ground npou which Ihe

church and^ils appendages have been erected formed

part of a farmstead called Baldcrsby-brooms, iu the

parish of Topdifle-by.Swale.

KirJcburne {East Ridiny of Yorl-sliire).—'T\\\i

church at Kirkburnc, near Driffield, has been restored

and re-opened. Under the plans of Mr. Pearson, of

London, architect, the works were commenced in the

summer of 1856. The old porch was taken down,

aud a new one has been erected in its place. The

chancel, which had been reduced aud partly rebuilt in

1819, and windows of a different character inserted,

was also taken down, and a new one exteuding

15 feet further east has been built in keeping with

the remainder of the church. A new vestry has been

added to the north side of the chauccl. The nave

has been new roofed aud carried up to the origioal

pitch. The roofs are slated, tile ridged, and the
gables surmounted with crosses. The old walls have
all been pointed, aud the decorations touched up and
restored. The doors and windows in character with
the original church are circular-headed, and the

mouldings are enriched with the chevron or zigzag,

billet, block, lozenge, beak’s head, and other ornaments

peculiar to the Norman style. On the south side of

the nave are two pointed windows, the incongruous

insertions of a later period, which have been allowed

to remain. The principal entrance on the south has

four mouldings, principally chevron, and the label is

enriched with men, beasts, birds, and fishes. Some
thiuk it is intended to represent the twelve signs of

the zodiac. Alost of the windows have small attached

columns. In the east end of the new chancel a

Catherine-wheel window has been introduced, with
irrad’atiug tracery. Exteuding round the nave and
the chancel is a block-cornice with corbels, principally

representing human heads in the most grotesque posi-

tions. Round the chancel are strings of billet and
lozenge ornament. The interior of the church before

its restoration had a very primeval appearance. The
walls are of immense thickness, and the openings of

the windows narrow, but gradually opening inwards.

The most striking object is the arch between the nave

and the chancel, which is of considerable span. Above
this ai’ch an arcade of three lights has been intro-

duced. An old pointed arch in the tower has been

opened out. Ail the old wooden furniture of the

church has been removed: the pews have been re-

placed with stalls, which with the reading-desk and

altar-table are of oak. A new stone pulpit, in Caen

stone, has been placed near the chancel arch, and the

floors have been laid with encaustic tiles. The church

is ventilated, and wanned with hot air. The roofs

are open to the ceiling with stained timbers. The
churchyard has been lowered and levelled, and new
walks have been made. The mason and joiner’s

work has been executed by Messrs. Simpson and

Malone, of Hull. Mr. Emery acted as clerk to the

works. The repairs and restorations have been esti-

mated to cost 2,500/. Of ibis sum 1,500/. are borne

by Sir Tatton Sykes, and the rest raised by voluntary

coutributions aud a church rate.

Middlesboroagh .—The fouudation-stone of a chapel

at Tees Ihlcry, near AliddJesborongh, was laid on the

12th inst. The ground upon which the chapel is about

to be erected was given by Mr. B. Sarouelson, who

also bears a part of the cost of its erection, Mr. Caw-

thorne, of the Tees Tilery, having contributed tbe

whole of the bricks required.

Carlisle.—Mr. Willis, the organ-bnilder, and his

assistants, have commenced the manipulation of the

instrument in Carlisle cathedral, and are now busily

engaged in removing the dust which has accumulated

in the pipes. Nearly the whole of the dirt had entered

the pipes during the restoration of the bnilding. It

is intended to opply hydraulic power to the bellows,

but the present hand-power will still be kept in reserve.

There is to be a cistern capable of holding 1,500

gallons of water, tbe daily consumption being esti-

mated at 500 gallons. The men are now engaged in

laying the necessary pipes, the flags in the south aisle

being takeu up for the purpose.

PROVINCIAL NEWS.

Oxford.—ThQ fountain at the lufirmary is now

completed, according to the local Herald. It will be

useful to the lufirmary in flushing the drains, and as

a reservoir for use in case of fire. The basin of the

fountain is 28 feet in diameter from out to out. and

has in the centre a circle of rock-work, about 5 feet

high and 5 feet in diameter, surmounted by a figure

of a Triton, G feet high, modelled by Mr. Bell, and

executed in one piece of terra cotta by Mr. Blashfield.

The original from which this statue was taken is at

Rome. In case future subscriptions should go beyond

the amount required for defraying the expense of tbe

fountain, they will be applied, says the Herald,

towards lowering the frout wall, &c.

6V<7^^/(^r/a«^/.—The Town Council of Sunderland,

liaving requested the borough engineer to prepare

estimates for public dviuking-fountains, Mr. Crozier,

the engineer, has reported that they may be provided

for five pounds each.

Wearmonih .—The Town Council of Sunderland

have resolved to advertise for estimates for the execu-

tion of the alterations about to be carried out on

Wcarniouth-bridge, uuder the superintendence of Mr.

Robert Stephenson, C.E. The leading feature of the

plau is the widening of the bridge, 3^ feet being

to be added to the carriage-way, and 2 feet to each of

the footpaths. The levels will be materially altered.

During ihe progress of the alterations, a temporary

brid"-e, 12 feet wide, will be formed on each side of

the present structure. The cost of the whole will be

about 20,000/.

il/or/je///.—The trustees ofthe Grammar School of

Edward VL recently held a special meeting to con-
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sider the different tenders sent in for the erection of

the new school and master’s residence. There were

eight tenders, varying in amount from 1,680/. 73. 6d.

to 2,594/. 3s.; and that of Mr. John Fulton, of

Hetton-le-Hole, amounting to 1,680/. 79* 6d. was

accepted, subject to certain conditions. The ai’chitect

is Mr. Ferrey (who was also architect of the church

of St. James, recently built at Morpeth). The site

of the new building is a piece of sloping ground on

the northern border of the town, lately purchased by

the trustees from the Earl of Carlisle. The Gothic

style of architecture has been adopted.

PROGRESS IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA.

The population of this thri\'ing colony in 1850,

was 63,700. At the close of 1856, according to an

article, in the South- Australian Ueffister, on the state

and progress of the colony, the population had in-

creased to 104,700. In 1850 there were 108 manu-
factories, of different kinds, in the province: in 1856

the number had risen to 228. In 1850, there were

twenty-seven flour-mills; in 1856, seventy, whilst

the actual mill power had advanced in a still higher

degree. In 1850, the total tonnage of shipping

visiting Port Adelaide was 86,583 tons: in 1856 it

was 106,741 tons. The imports of 1850 (retained

for colonial consumption), amounted to 12/. 173 . 4^3.
per head of the community. The corresponding im-

ports of 1856, amounted only to 10/. 9s. lljd. per

head. The exports of colonial produce, in 1850,
amounted to 545,039/. or 8/. 11s. Ijd. per head of

the population
;
in 1856, to 1,364,904/. or 12/. 14s.

Hid. per Lead of the population. In 1850 there

were (including rooms for preaching), 142 places of

worship, calculated to accommodate 20,173 persons,

the actual^ average attendance being 14,463. In

1856 the number of places of worship was 218,
adapted to accommodate 34,459 persons, of whom
23,713 were calculated to be in attendance. In
1850 there were sixty-sii Sunday schools, and 3,354
scholars; in 1856, 130 schools and 7,622 scholars.

The Government day-schools, iu 1850, were sixty-

four in number, with 1,867 pupils, educated at an
expense to the State of 1,556/. : in 1856, they were
147, with 6,516 pupils, at a charge of 8,979/.
We have not much news as to new building opera-

tions from this colony by last mail.

A new Roman Catholic College has lately been
erected at Clare. It is large and commodious, and
entirely built of stone, with gardens and grounds
leading up to it. The building at present consists
of a study, hall, dormitory, chapel, and dining-
room, and apartments for professors, but it is in-

tended during the ensuing year to carry up one wing
of the building one story higher, in order to give
increased accommodation.

There are at present two lines of magnetic tele-

graph in operation, of an aggregate lengih of about
forty miles, the line from Adelaide to the Port and
sea-coast (eleven miles), being opened on February 18,
1856, and the north line to Gawlcr Town, including
a branch to the Dry Creek Stockade (twentj'-ninc
miles), was commenced in the middle of January
last, aod opened on the 14th of April. A small
station has been erected at Guwler Towm. During
the ten and a half months that the Port line was iu

operation last year, 14,738 messages were transmitted,
and iu the first three months of the present year,
7,253. The sum of 20,500/. was voted by the bite
Legislature, for the erection of the South Australian
portion of a line to connect Adelaide and Melbourne,
and contracts have been entered into for carrying
out the work. Ten miles of submarine cable are to be
laid under Lake Alexandrinaand the Goolwa channel,
to connect Goolwa and Pelican Point of Lake Albert
Peninsula. Lines are in course of erection between
Melbourne and Sydney.

THE CRYSTAL PALACE AS A TEACHER.
Regretting that so little nse, comparatively,

should be made of the wonderful collection of examples
brought together at the Crystal Palace, we have urged,
•on more than one occasion, the desirability of arrang-
ing for the delivery of occasional walking lectures on
the various branches of knowledge there illustrated.
Ihe editor of the Railway Record, impressed with
the fact that the great mass of the visitors have no
adequate conception of the historical or artistic value
ot the works which the company have been at so much
pains to_ bring together, is making the same sugges-
tion, pointing out how much iaformation would be
given by the “uutechmcal and free commentary of a
man of judgment and taste who should walk through
any special department of the building, and, with
such graces of conversational discourse as the occasion
might suggest, point out and dwell upon the peculiar
works most fit to he admired; and. hv adorning his
lecture with such decorations as history and biography
supply, awaken an interest in the ajstheiics of the
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Crystal Palace, and thus provoke the desire of a more

minute acquaintance with its varied contents. To
meet this, it would be the duty of such a lecturer to

pointout by names the books which have been writ-

teu on the literature of a period, and the like; to

recite some stirring ballad, or fix the attention on

some bright act of the hero of any age, as a point

from which all future acquired information connected

with the subject of bis discourse would radiate as from

a centre; and we may rest assured that the light

though studied words of such a teacher would not

float upon the air in vain, but, resting at length upon

the virgin soil of many a young brain, would be certain

to bring forth fruit in due season.”

lYe hope before long to see what so many are

desiring carried into execution.

IVhen wc were last in the Crystal Palace, 23,000
persons were gathered together under its wonderful

vault, on the Fast Day, to hear an earnest preacher.

It vv'as a sight that will not soon be forgotten by those

who saw it. lYe mention it mainly to note that all

the arrangements within the palace were excellent,

and reflected the greatest credit on Me. Grove and the

other officials.

ON TRACING CURVED TUNNELS.
Your correspondent, Mr. Isaacs, appears to

imagine that the common foriniilaj used for tracing

an ordinary railway curve on the surface will do

equally well for fixing the points of a tunnel.

I, for one, should not ranch like to have the re-

sponsibility of constructing a curved tunnel, if obliged

to set it out by the melliod proposed in your cor-

respondent’s article. It is perfectly true that the

rule is easy to calculate, and equally easy to mani-
pulate on plain ground: there would be no difficulty

in using it to trace a curve on Newmarket- heath, or

Doncaster Race-course, or on the ordinary lie of

country usually selected by engineers for a line of

railway; but this, my practice tells me, is a very

different affair from luouelling. I did not send the

method pointed out in my article, as one claiming any
pre-eminent merit, but as being one by which several

curv'cd tunnels had been actually set out, and success-

fully executed, and that too, under very difficult cir-

cumstances : my object was merely to put on record

the method adopted by myself, and fellow-labourer,

Mr. J. T. Hay, in the practical execution of several

curved tunnels, which fell to our lot on the Continent.

Nearly all the known methods, or proposed methods
for tracing railway curves of any kind, were exam-
ined and considered. There are plenty of mathemati-
cal conundrums published for this purpose, all pro-

fessing to be very good ; but after examining the

merits of most of them, they were passed by as use-

less for our purpose. The method 2)roposed iu my
article was worked out, and considered to be suitable

to our circumstances, and was therefore adopted. No
doubt there may be others much better, but if so, I

have not had the good fortune to meet with them, nor,

indeed, L.ave I ever, to my recollection, seen any
method proposed, in print, for tracing curved tunnels.

Your correspondent asks, what is the advantage of

the method pointed out in my letter. The first ad-

vantage to my notion is, that it has been both prac-

tically and severely tried,—and was not found want-

ing ; it has therefore the advantage of not being a

mere theoretical problem proposed for consideration,

but a method practically employed in the actual

execution of several tunnels of shai-p radius.

Another advantage I think is, that it affords an

instrumental and mathematical check on the mea-
sured tangential lines and offsets to the axis of the

curve—one mutually assisting to check the other,

which is certainly not the case on the common tnn-

gentiul method of setting out a curve. I consider

this a very useful advantage in practice.

The couutiy where these curved tunnels were exe-

cuted was exceedingly mountainous and rugged, and I

feel tolerably w'cll assured that no sane man, having

the responsibility of such works on his shoulders,

would have veului’ed to set them out and keep them
in operation by what your eorrespoudent sec.ms to call

the common method of setting out railway curves.

From the nature of the country, even the straight

tunnels could not have the assistance of au ohscrvatoiy

to set out the lines, because we could find no place in

the mountains whence the two ends of the tunnel

could be seen
;
consequently crows’ nests and obser-

vatories, with transit instruments, did not figure as

prominent features in the works, to excite the curiosity

or admiration of the gaping multitude of yobemouches
in their neighbourhood.

It isnsual to have afixed observatory, with atransit

instrument, in the construction of tunnels, to prevent

any mistake iu the lines or deviation from the axis of

the tuunel. I believe most engineers adopt this

method, to keep things safe aud sure. If, therefore,

good instrumeuts arc thought necessary in a straight

I

tunnel, how much more are instrumental checks
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necessary in curved ones, especially, too, when there

are several shafts on the line of work.

If your correspondent were to trace the surface

line of curve on the ground by the method he pro-

poses, I think he would find it a very difficult matter
in practice to trace a corresponding curve under
ground, so that one should be exactly vertical to the

other; which must he,the case to work the tuunel

correctly, and keep the central axis of the shafts in the

same vertical plane with the axis of the tunnel. In
ordinary ground this would not he an easy matter in

practice, hut in rugged mountain districts, like the

Ccvcmies, it would be exceedingly difficult : it is one
thing to draw these curves on a sheet of pajoer glued

on a board, but quite another to trace them over a
series of galleys and ravines, encumbered, as in our
case, with multitudes of stone walls in the shape of

artificial terraces, for the purpose of utilizing every

scrap of soil for vineyards.

It was a matter of no ordinary difficulty to

trace a straight line over these gullies aud terraces,

much less to trace au accurate curve without an in-

strument, both carefully and au.\iously handled. Had
your con-espondent been occupied with the respon-

sibility of these tunnels, I think he would not have

trusted to the common method of tracing curves on
the surface of the ground, for curves which had to he
accurately traced many yards into the rocky bowels of

our mother eartli.

Ill the latter part of my article, your correspondent

will find that I have actually noticed the common
method of tracing curves, aod alluded to it as a means
of putting in a few iutermediate stumps, if required

during the progress of the works, though in the

tunnels in question it was never made use of, as the

trigonometrical points given by the method indicated

were found sufficient.

Most of the schemes concocted for the purpose of

tracing curves are modifications of each other, and

may be reduced at last to the same principle and

expression.

Some gentlemen have written whole pages to prove

themselves the inventors of the method they advocate,

hut they are mostly new combinations of old forms of

algebraic expressions, the original inventors of which

had “ gone where all good niggers go,” long before

railways began to “ witch the world with noble hoKe*
manship.”

This being the case, I do not claim to be the “soile

inventor ” of the method I have ventured to recom-

mend and apply, nor do I know who is. I suspect it

is that illustrious person known as “nobody,”— for,

like the electric telegraph, it is no one person’s invent

lion, but made up by patchwork bits from many
sources, neatly dovetailed together to make a practical

scheme : it bears a strong family likeness to the
“ common ” method, slily married to a method that

may perhaps have been at the time a little uncommon,
the two together thus producing a very useful

bantling.

I repeat that I do not jiretend to claim for the

method explained in my article any wonderful or

pre-eminent nierit : I sent it for publication not as a

mathematical theorem, or trigonometrical conundrum,
but as a practical method by which several curi'ed

tunnels had been not only accurately traced on the

ground but successfully executed,— and this, after all,

is an advantage over mere theorems, howsoever iiretty

on paper.

I may here observe, that these tunnels were con-

structed with “ side shafts,” so that the axes of the

shafts were not sunk in the axes of the tunnels : this

I

was a matter calling for a little extra care in the

1 setting out, to keep all the lioes in their true position,

I

so that the curve of the tunnels should not be broken-

I backed.

1 lYhile on the subject of curves, jierhops the follow-

j

ing rule may be useful to some of your young readers,

!
as it requires neither algebra, trigonometry, nor loga-

rithms : it is not a bad approximation for “common”
work, and may be called a rule of thumb.

Rule—The square of the tangents in chains, mul-

tiplied by the constant 33, divided by the radius iu

chains, will give the offset in feet and decimals of

feet, which may be thus concisely expressed

—

q'3— X 33 = offset.

If now we refer to a book of tables coutaining the

offsets calculated according to the “ common ”

method, we shall be able to compare the results given
' by this short rule of thumb.

j

Let the radius of curve be ten chains, the length of

taugent two chains, we shall find the offset per table to

be = 13’20, and by the rule above given wc have

—

1 T3 4,

. X 33 = Jq
X 33 = 13'20, the same as by the

tables.

I

Y'our young readers may amuse themselves by com-

[

paring it with any of the other formul® given by

various writers for finding the offsets for tracing the

points ofraUway curves.
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Wlio the inveutor of this rule may be I know not,

and care less : it was given to me by a brother chip

one stormy day, while munching bi-cad and grapes

under the shelter of an unfinished culvert, during a

pelting shower of rain, at Valatrouclie, llerault,

Prance. He gave it to me, as being easy to carry in

the head, and a good ’un to go, when idle, in a hurry,

or not “ scientifically
”
disposed to dabble with trigo-

nometry and logarithms —-but mind, iny learned

friend did not say it was to be used for working

curved tunnels, although it is an uncommonly common
method. Joseph Lockwood.

FAILURE OF PIPES AND RESERVOIRS.
The state of the Nene Valley drainage works is

exciting some alarm. Mr. R. Stephenson, being called

upon to report on the subject, has said,
—“ I think it

essential to make a suggestion as to what should be

immediately done to avert disasters which may at any
period during this season of the year overwhelm the

adjacent lands. The proper spirit in which this ques-

tion should be approached by all parties affected

should be, merging all Nene Valley drainage tpiestions

and the conilicLiog interests incidental tiierelo, to

view it rather as if a great calamity were imminent,
against the consequences of which all parlies should

most strenuously combine to provide a remedy. . . .

The two main sources of danger are of course—first,

the laud floods
;

secondly, excessively high sea tides.

. . . . Iq my opinion, the proper course would be to

construct at or near the proposed bridge at 'Wisbech

a strong substantial w'oodcn stanch, with two seK-

acling tidal gates opening seawards, with an aggregate

waterway of 50 feet, and provided with slackers of

sufficient dimensions to admit tidal waters

The first cost of a stanch of this description cannot
be safely estimated at less than 3,000L”

"We have reason to believe that the danger is im-
minent.

Last week alarm was cxciied in the neighbourhood
of the valley lying between Cowley-hill and Denton’s-

grecn, by the bursting of one of the huge Rivingtoa
water pipes, by which Liverpool is supplied. All the

small brooks, ponds, and ditches in the neighbour-

hood were soon overflowing, and in two hours there

was an extensive river of about 200 yards wide,

covering potato, pasture, and stubble land, and reach-

ing past Denton’s-greeu-lanc to the brook, up-
wards of half a mile. Some idea of the force may he
imagined when it is known that the pipe burst under-

neath, and the water threw up the earth, sand, and
soil, and carried it away, leaving a hole of 11 feet

fl inches deep, and 48 feet by 36 feet 9 inches wide.

A few mouths ago we expressed objection to the

mode in which some of the reservoirs in the north

for new water works were being constructed, and we
were blamed for endeavouring to excite alarm. "We

hope, nevertheless, that it led to extra precautions,

and, moreover, that engineers in charge will keep an

eye on the embankments.

CONSTRUCTION AND USE OF THE
TURKISH BATH.

As there has been much talk lately about Turkish

baths, and whether it is possible or desirable fo bring

them into common use in this country, and as we

know that there are most erroneous notions prevalent

with respect to their cost aud comfort, a short account

of a visit to one recently constructed at Suuth Preston

Cottage, North Shields, may possess some public in-

terest.

The residence is one very common among the

middle class in this country,—a small dwelling-house,

surrounded by a garden, and having a vinery attached

to the house. Behind this vinery is a small oblong

apartment, 8 feet high, about 16 feet long, by 6 feet

wide. At one end of this a furnace is constructed out-

side, and a flue, 10 inches by 12 (in height and breadth),

carried beneath the floor, composed of flat red tiles:

a brick partition was thrown across, including a small

.

wooden door : the walls are furnished with ventilators,

• .and a small aperture is in the chimney to cany off the

I over-heated air. Thus, at a cost of from 10/. to 20/.

; aud with two or three hours' firing, the fuel costing

; about 4d. you are able to obtain and maintain, for

1 twelve hours, a heat in the inner apartment varying

I. from 120 to 150 degrees, aud in the outer from 80 to

1 90 degrees, two hours being the usual time to com-

,

)
pletc the processes. On a fine clear, cold, ratber

j

i .frosty night, just as the moon was rising above the
|

I trees, robed in the bath dress, a loose flowing cape

,

I reaching to the knees, we were conducted by our host
|

f from the vinery (with its sashes open) iufo the outer
^

t bath apartment, where, seated upou low stools, with
|

t the thermometer at 85 degrees, we were soon in a

I most genial glow. Thus prepared, we entered the

i inner apartment (leaving the loose gown—wearing

j small aprons), the atmosphere at 125 degrees. Seating
,

0 ourselves, « /a Turk, on a low wooden bench, we
^

waited in profound silence the moment when all our
skin imi; urities should

“
melt, thaw, and resolve them-

selves into a dew.” Nor had we long to wait. Soon
a most copious shower of perspiration ran from every

pore. Our attendant commenced a brisk friction

wi h hands and feet over the whole surface of body,
and produced a result that we- confess we were not
prepared for. Accustomed to daily use of the ordin. ry
warm and cold balhs, and the constant use of “ flesh

gloves,” we fancied that we had left little to be re-

moved
J
but under the skilful hands of our manipii-

litor, we were soon divested of a rough coat of dead
epidermis, that must have been a terrible obstacle to

the delicate process of respiration, which nature in-

;ends to go on constantly over the whole sarfuce of

the body. Next we were nibbed from bead to foot

with soap, followed by a delicate stream of warm
water poured over us, which produced a delightful

glow of invigoration such as we have rarely experienced

before. A sense of purity over the whole body,

and a deep calm as of settled peace fell upon us

witi aU t-'ie freshness of a new birth. Next a

bracing stream of cold water, and we stepped again

into the first apartment. "When the body bad been

nibbed perfectly dry, we were conducted into the

vinery, where, reclining on a couch, every muscle iu

repose, we were exposed to a current of cold air, with

the loins only girded. The night, we have said, w'as

frosty
;
such a night as your comfortable and well-

clad Euglishman shudders at the idea of e-xposiire to.

Yet, as we imbibed a fragnant cup of cofi'cc,

and watched the soft light of the moon through

the overhanging vines, there was no feeling of

chill, but one of perfect health aud renewed energy

vibrated through the body
;
while, through tlie mind,

sympathising as ever with her earthly dwelling,

passed rapid visions of all that was pleasant in the

past or hopeful in the future ; and we left the dwelling

of our friend convinced that few of the blessings of

modern civilization, as auxiliaries to health aud com-
fort, are to be compared to this English version of the

Turkish bath, aud glad that there are few martyrs to

rheumatism and disease of the overtaxed respiratory

organs among our countrymen who may not, at a

trifling cost, possess themselves of this which would

really seem to be a blessing.

ISLINGTON V'ESTRY-II.\LL COMPETITION.
At a meeting of the "Vestry, held on the 16th inst.

the committee presented their report on the designs

submitted in competition, and recommended twelve

designs for the consideration of the Vestry. The
following is a list of the numbers aud mottos :

—

8. UEsperance ;

32 and 33. Islin^on
;

35. Tltilitas;

46. Con Amove

:

47. (A Device);

50. "Utility

;

52. Eim spiro spero ;

57. "Whyttingfou

;

66. Faith
;

69. Nemo;
71. A.B. C.;

And 73. Bravo.

After some discussion, the recommendation of the

committee was adopted, and the further consideralion

of the matter was deferred for a week.

The authors of several of the selected designs are

freely named, and a simple struggle of interest appears

to be going on. "We may have something more to

say next week.

Some of the cleverest designs arc not included in the

committee’s list.

NOVA SCOTIA-GARDENS, BETHNAL-
GREEN.

As an old subscriber to your execllent journal, I

have had frequent opportunities of appreciating your

earnest efforts to draw the attention of your readers

and the public to the condition of the domestic ac-

commodation of the labouring poor of the metropolis.

I, therefore, think that you will be interested in bear-

ing that the notorious site of Nova Scotia-gardens, in

the parhh of St. Matthew, Bcthnal-greeu, was for-

mally taken possession of by sheriff’s writ, on Friday

last, and orders given for its enclosure. A well known

benevolent lady has purchased the waste place. An
architect is about to prepare plans for the erection of

suitable dwellings for the siuToimding population,

which will possess an arrangement somewhat similar

to that adopted at the Victoria Lodging-house for

Soldiers, in Pimlico. As an early number of the

Builder for the present year contains a very graphic

description of the locality and its idiosyncrasies, its

peculiarities are well known to you, but the scene

which presented itself at the ground on IViday after-

noon in last week w'as strange and characteristic : the

"natives” had become aware that their offeusive

play-ground was about to be taken away from them,
and I believe they intended that the parties concerned
should receive some very decided indication of their

disapproval of the proposed loss. At all events, each
hillock had its knot of oppositionists, and the " moun-
tain ” indicated in your engraving, presented a some-
what threatening aspect, as its crowd of occupants

stood darkly prominent, against the clear sky behind

them. Oue sturdy feUow, bent upon mischief, was
hacking fiercely at a post as sturdy as himself, which
had bceu fixed deep into the earth, as a land-mark

long before. I found that a large number of similar

posts bad been torn up, or hewn dowm, aud carried

away in triumph by the lawless crew, only an hour or

two previously. Whether my energetic friend was a

mute or not, I cannot tell: I ouly hope that he was not
deaf, for vouchsafing no reply to my request to know
why he wasted his strength to anuoy me, he put on
bis coat, and joined a numerous entourage which had
assembled to see a fight, or hear a speech. As there

was no fight, the architect delivered his " maiden
speech,” and my friend was all attention until its

close, when he was pleased to signify his approval of

its seutimeuts by joining in a “hoorayc,” which wel-

come demonstration at once served to establish the

popularity of the movement, aud I have now reason to

hope that, instead of the opposition which was ex-

pected, it will receive protection if not support, " a

consummation devoutly to he wished.”

I will keep you au coiirant with our progress, and,

doubtless, when the buildings are finished aud occu-

pied, some of the many rich and benevolent, who will

be tempted to visit them by their benevolent foun-

der, may be induced to follow her steps to the dens of

the wretched and poverty-stricken, and lend their aid

in the recovery of other waste places.

Congratulating you that all the bread which you

have "cast upou the waters,” has not been lost, and

that evidences of " its return after many days ” are

at last becoming manifest,—I am,

A Fellow-Wokkeb.

THE CLOCK TOWER OF THE NEW PALACE
AT WESTMINSTER.

We are glad to bear that the four qiiartcr-bclla arc

now cast : the great bell, as our readers know, has

bceu completed some time. As all the structural

arrangements iu the tower and the ironwork for

hanging the bells have been ready for several months,

we trust wc may soon be able to judge of both clock

and bells in situ. We make this note, because an
unfair idea of the state of the clock tower has been
circulated. The quarter-bells have not yet reached

the building.

STATUES AND MONUMENTS.
A STATUE is to be raised iu Cork to the late Father

Mathew, the apostle of temperunee. At a meeting of

the committee l.sst week. Sir. Hogan, the sculptor,

after some remarks as to whether the proposed statue

should be of marble or bronze, stated that bronze

would be much better suited to this climate, and it

was agreed that bronze should be the material used.

The cost of a bronze statue of the proposed size,

namely 8 feet high, was stated by Mr. Hogan to be

1,000/. and the cost of the pedestal was estimated

at a little over 100/. making about 1,100/. alto-

gether, as it was calculated that the corporation

would give a foundation free of expense. Mr. Hogan
stated that be proposed to make the statue 8 feet

from the heel to the head, aud that the plinth would

be 6 inches, which, with the pedestal, which is to he

10 feet high, will make a height of 18i feet

altogether.

The statue to Moore, recently erected on the east

side of the Bank of Ireland, in Dublin, was inaugu-

rated last week, in presence of the Lord Lieutenant,

who made a charming speech on the occasion, and

suggested, incidentally, that a monument should be

raised to another Irish minstrel,—Oliver Goldsmith,

within the shadows of his own Trinity.

A statue to Madame Sevigne, by Messrs. Rochet,

has just been erected at Grlgnan.

According to the Literary Gazette, it is proposed

to erect iu the principal squares of Messina four

statues of colossal size, to the memory of the kings

of the Bouihon dynasty. That of Ferdinand the

Second, modelled iu Rome by Teuerani, a cast in

bronze by Herr von Miller, in Mtmicb, and one in

marble of Ferdinand the First, by Constantin Labar-

bera, are now being exhibited at Naples, in the Museo

Borbonico. The other tno statues, of Charles the

Third and Francis the First, the one by Zagari, in

Rome, the other by Morello, in Palermo, are in an

advanced stage of progress.

A statue of Etienne Geoffrey Saint-Hilaire, the

naturalist, has been inaugurated with great pomp, at

Etampes, his native town, in France.

In Paris a subscription has been commenced for a

statue of Daniel Mauin, the Italian, whose defence of

K;

- ir
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Veoice against the Austrians, in 1849, ^as one of the

KLOst gallant events of recent times. The Athenaum
says, the stntuc of Hanilel is getting ready for Halle,

and that of Luther for Worms, and a staiue of Cor-

reggio is now spoken of as in progress for Panna.

The temporary pedestal in the court-yard of Bur-

lington House, Piccadilly, for !Mr. I'olcy’s excellent

equestrian statue of Lord Hardinge, is now ready.

The statue is cast, and will shortly be put up.

Sculptors and others are beginuiug to turn their

attention in earnest to designs for the proposed

memorial of the ’51 E.vhibition. In this case the

committee seeking to aJTord every latitude, have

made no stipulation as to scale, and will receive either

models or drawings.

THE ARCHITECTUR.\L EXHIBITION.

Our advertising columns have already shown that

the Exhibition will be opened to the public, in the

Suffolk-atreet Galhries, on the 17th day of December
next, and will remain opeu till the 20th of Eebruary.

All drawings, models, photoarnphs, &c. must be de-

livered at the Galleries on the 1st or 2nd of December,

before six o’clock, p.m. and none will be received

later. The regulation that diawings before exhibited

in London are inadmis-sible, is temporarily waved, in

favour of the competition designs for the Government
Offices, and for the Memoiial Church at Coustau-

tinople.

lu the department for models, carvings, decorations,

specimens of roaQufactures, and inventions connected

with building, all contributions must be delivered and
fixed in the spaces allotted, between November 2nd
and December 1st. Two rooms, as before, will be re-

tained for the above.

The names of gentlemen who will deliver lectures

on the Tuesday evenings will be announced in due

time. Professor Donaldson, Mr. Grace, and others,

have already consented.

Subseriptious iu aid of the Exhibition are still

sought, and should any gentleman be led to lorw.ird

the excellent example set last year by Mr. William
Herbert, we wiE gladly hand the amoaut to the trea-

surer.

ST. PAUL’S SCHOOLS, NOITINGIIAM
COMPETITION.

In answer to the advertisemeut in our jonnial for

these schools, numerous designs were sent by archi-

tects from aU parts of the country. The committee,
after consideratrou upon the merits of each design,

selected those with the motto “ I take Aim for the
Mark,” which, upon opening the letter accorapnnyitig

the same, were found to be by Mr. Charles* H.
Edwards, of St. James’s-terrare, Loudon. The schools
are to be commenced without delay'.

THE BUILDERS’ BENEVOLENT INSTI-
TUnON.

We would again claim attention to the interests of

this excellent instituliou, involved in the successful

result of the annual dinner, which, as wiE be seen

from our advertising coLmms, is fixed to take place on
the 29th inst.

;
and we hope that not only builders,

but architects and all other metnbeisof cognate trades

and professions, will do what may be in their power,
both individually aud by their iutluence with others,

to ensure a successful result.

THE DECORATIONS AT ALNWICK CASTLE.
The works in Alnwick C.istle, the seat of the Duke

of Northumberland, having anived at a certain stage
in the progress, have been thrown open for a tiuie,

and thousands of persons have passed through the
apartments, under the supervision of Mr. F. Wilson,
who has the works in charge. The Newcastle
Chronicle says,

—

“ The three principal apartments thrown open on
the occasion were the saloon, drawing, and ciiuing

rooms. Their ceilings, which have passed out of the
hands of the artists, are arranged in geometrical com-
partments, most elaboratidy carved in the highesf
style of the cinque-cento era of ornamentation, and
which, in raaguificence of airingemcnt, elegance oi

design, and richness of resource, conveys an expre--
siou of dignity and grandeur, combined with exquisite
delicacy and finish, which could scarcely he surpassed.
The style and design of the carving seem difficult to
describe, consisting of the mtK>,t fancifnl, yet graceful,

cojiibinatiuns of the human figure, with fruits, flowers,
and an im als, grouped together, or flowing in ever
varying and harmonious curves. The sdoon aud
drawing-room are most gorgeous in thcT appear nco,
the carvings of the ceEings being richly gilded : their
most deEcate members and intincate curves stand outm bold and distinct relief from the darker ground on
-^hich they are raised. In the raagaifii'cnt dining-

room, which is grander in its proportions than the

others, but simpler iu design, the carvings are to

rcniaiu the natural colour of the woods of which they

are composed; and as these are arranged with the

purpose of producing contrast and variety, their com-

bination has an imposing and superb effect. The
friezes have been executed at Rome, and are finished

in the highest style of Italian art.”

A full descri[)tion of the intended decorations, it

will be remembered, has appeared in our pages, and

the majority of our readers, admitting the magnifi-

cence, and perhaps elegance, of the work, will sigh

with us over its iuapproprinteness. A very few years

wiE pass away before all who have been concerned in

the matter will see the eiTor and regret the misuse of

a noble opportunity.

NOTES UPON IRON.

For all the business that was done iu the two great

iron-making aud iron-working towns of Wolverhamp-
ton aud Birmingham, at the customary weekly gather-

ings on’change at these places respectively onVfednes-

day and yesterday, the roasters and commission agents

might have remained at their works or their offices

without sustaining loss. Both meetings were toler-

ably well attended. Whilst the dearness of money
had prevented any orders being given out that were

not of a very pressing nature, and, coupled with the

slate of things which occasioned the rise, had pro-

duced the languor referred to, still there was a gene-

rally expressed approval of the step which the Bank
of England had taken. That step, it was considered,

would tend to check the spread of the evil, which it

was feared woiEd otherwise grow with raiudity. Some
shrewd masters went so far as to say that another one

per cent, would be more an advantage than an evil,

as it would put an earlier period to a condition of

affairs which could not be otherwise than most inju-

lious to trade. “ We shall then see the worst

quicker,” was (be expressive remark in which the

opinion was enunciated. Although, however, no-

thing was done yesterday and the day before, yet the

reports were few in which it was not stated that the

houses had enough to do to keep them fully employed

on a from-haud-to-moulh supply. But there was a

confident belief that, before Christmas, "things would

be worse than they are now,” whilst this belief was
accompanied by a kindof vague opinion that "Christ-

mas turned, matters will soon right themselves.” It

would be difficult to quote prices of malleable iron, as
.

they vary with the circumstances of the makers, the

recommendations of the Preliminary meeting and the

determination of llie Quarterly assemblies being but

little regarded in. present transactions. Pig iron of

4/. 03. and 4f. 2s. 6d. rates a month ago, is not quoted

at 41 . ;
hut it may be obtained for the latter sum

;

and 3/. IDs. is now accepted for what at that time was

quoted 3/. 15s.

GAS.

The half-yearly report to the Imperial Gas

Company states that there has been a falling off in

the profits of the company during the last half-year,

which has rendered the payment of the customary

dividend of 10 per cent, on the present occasion im-

possible. Various causes had contributed to this, the

cliief of which was the reduced price of coke, as com-

pared with the cost of C'.als. The report was adopted,

and a dividend at the rate of 7 per cent, agreed to.

The Surrey Consumers Gas Company has just

declired a dividend at the rate of 8 per cent, per

annum for the last half year. On the subject of

gas in Denmark, says the Gatrshead Observer, "a
correspondent writes us from Sundcrburgli, Oct. 3 :

—
'Mr. Jubn II. Little, the principal in the firm of

Mis-rs. Little, gas-engiueers, Newcastle-upon-Tyne,

has arrived out here with a staff of workmen, to com-

plete the erection of works for the lightiug of this

city with gas from plans prepared and survey made
by the iibove-menlioncd geutleniau. The buildings

are in an advanced stale, and the works are expected

to be lighted up the latter part of this month, which
speaks volumes for the contracting parlies, as tliey

have ouly been conimeeced since June last.’”

The London Gas Company have resolved on a

dividend at the rate of sis per cent, per anuum on
the preference shares of 1840, commouly known as

blue preference shares. The South Aletropolitan

Gas Comjiauy have agreed to a dividend of three per

cent, for the half-year just past, with a bonus of 7s.

per share. The Sheffield Gas Company’s directors,

ai'cording to the Independent, h.ve aunounced iu

their report, ju»t issued, that they recommend a divi-

dend, at the rate of ten per cent, on the old, and eight

per cent, on the new slock, leaving a balance of 594/.

o>it of the revenue balance of 10,102/. A sum of

700/. had been expended in altering mains. The in-

creasing demand for gas induces the directors to pre-

pare for still further storeage : tanks for two other

large gas-holders arc required, besides other additions

to the works, and power to bon-ow money is to be
asked for at the forthcoming meeting of the company.

Kirkburton has been lighted with gas, and the

worlcmen employed in the completion of the works
were last week treated by the contractors and the

directors to a supper on the occasion. The streets

of Milford have been lighted with gas. At Pres-

teign the whole of the mains have been laid, aud most
of the houses fitted, and the town, it is expected, wiE
be lighted by the 5th proximo. The Galway Vin-
dicator, in some able articles ou the gas movement,
is urging the cause of cheap aud good gas at Galway.
The directors of the local company resist, and have re-

fused the courteous reqeest of a deputation of consumers
that some reduction of price from the 8s. still charged

be^grtmted. This they do on the absurd and false

pretence that they are a set of private tradesmen, with
whose business prices no one has any right to inter-

fere. We trust the Galway Vindicator aud those who
are aggrieved will very soon open the eyes of this

public company to its nsponsibiEtics and duties, just

as those of hundreds of other companies have already

been,—as weE as to their own best interests, in fact

;

for no a-xiom can ever be better established than Ibis

has been in the case of gas-light,—that, to an extent

far beyond the usual conception of gas directors, low
prices induce a high rate of consumption, and an in-

creased amount of profit to the company.

IMPRO^^MENT AT COLCHESTER.
To-^iorrow’s sun will set for ever upon ihe last ves-

tige of an old abomination called " Middic-row,” lately

occupying a central position in the chief thoroughfare

of this town. The removal of this baiTier will increase

the width of this part of the street from 30 feet to 8S

feet
;
aud I ask leave to caE the attention of your

readers to the fact that the compensation fund for

this improvement was raised by voluntary contribu-

tions. Why should not similar means be resorted to

to get rid of like abominations in London? Lon-

doners are liberal enough in contributing to any

object to which the name of charity is usually at-

tached; and when we come to look into matters

closely, we shaE see that this public spirit is, in

some matters, even more meritorious than piivate

charity. In the first place, there wiU be no ground

of accusation that the contribators’ motives were

public applause, or a reputation of piety
;
and in the

next place, there is no sectarianism in it
:
you cannot

puE down Middle-row, Holborn, and then ordain that

only members of this or that religion, or natives of

this or that county or parish, shall walk over the site

thereof
;

and, lastly, it benefits an unlimited number
of people.* But the chief nuisance of this kind in

Londou is one where many of the occupiers and

owmers deserve to lose their property and business

without recompense. There is a street more Holy in

name than in nature, with a church at each end of it,

many of whose inhabitants live chiefly by corrupting

the moral health of the community; and though they

would think it monstrous and diabolical E’ an Act

should be passed for burning down their tenements at

night, without either notice or compensation, it may
be asked whether even this expedient would be more

dreadful iu its consequences than the traffic that is

carried on in this filth market. 1 must excuse my-
self for applauding the public spirit of the town in

which I reside, by stating that I am only a temporary

resident, and b\’ confessing that I was not one of the

contributors to the compensation fund.

—

Scargill.

CONDI'l'lON OF OUR COURTS OF JUSTICE.

Great trouble has been taken, and expense incurred,

in providing our legislators in their new house with that

necessary element,—wholesome air. A glance through

the Parliamentaiy reports of the last few years shows

the various and pitiful complaints which have from time

to time been made. Sometimes there has been too

little air
;
at others, the blasts were too strong : at one

moment the air has been too hot, aud at another too

cold: on some occasions complaints have been made

of both heat and cold at the same timp, by tliose

sitaated in different parts of the houses
;
and lately

the members have been in danger of being poisoned

by the gases from sewers and the bone-boilings of

Lambeth : even Father Thames himself has not

escaped without suspicion. The remedy, however, is

in their own hands; and, although worthy of com-

miseiation, they are not so much to be pitied as those

who have no means of helping themselves. Looking

into some of our metropoEtan courts of justice, let

us remark that the “Temples of Justice” in a great

state should be constructed and designed in a manner

equal to the importance of the functions which^ are

there to be carried forward. At the present time,

nothing can be more contemptible than the architec-

tural features which arc presented in most instances,

* The removal of iliddle-roW, Holbovo is, we believe,

arranged for by the Board of Works.
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both inside and out, by onr Courts. Take, for in-

atance, the Courts of Chancery in Lincoln’s-inn : can

the most remote and il!»devis^ of small and insigni-

ficant railway stations show anything to the eye worse

than the view which is presented after passing through
the gateway leading from Chancery-lane to the chief

English legal tnbunal ? Look on the pictures pre-

sented by the buildings in ancient times appropriated

to the dispensation of justice. 'I'he Court chiefly

ocenpied by the Lord Chancellor when here, and that

adjoining where the judges oftea sit, are somewhat
quaint in their interior arrangements : in the former
there is an indifferent painting behind the judgment-
seat, and a marble statue of a departed lawyer ou the

flooi'. The chief ornamental feature, however, which
catches the eye both here and in the other chamber,

is an array of the shields of arms of wortliics who
have flourished here. These halls should be made
places in wliich to display the skill of the p iiu’.ers of

ibis country. Some object to our churches being used
for such purposes : to the introduction of art in our

Courts of Justice there can be no objection. We
should have there the best representations which can
be produced by British artists of such events as King
Alfred delivering his laws to his Senate, the signing

of Magna Charta, &c. and also portraits and busts of

men just and eminent in the admiaistration of our

statutes.

Impressed with such an opinion, let us look at tlm

courts attached to the Old B-iiley, where may be seen

ou the roof that abortion, executed in iron or zinc,

the equal of which is scarcely to be mot with else-

where. Many wilt have noticed in the Loudon streets,

monster dusi pans, or teapots, and it has often sur-

prised us that some enteqirising smoke-curer, who
deals in chimney-cowls, has not attempted to copy
this work, and attach it to hia premises, as a means
of attracting notice.

We need scarcely remark upon the Clerkeuwcll

Sessions-house, nor on the Courts of Bankruptcy, or

those in Portugal-street, as any exception from the

uniform ugliuess of these public buildings.

It h;i3 been said that the difficulty with the venti-

lation of the Houses of Parliament has, in a great

measure, arisen from the vast eitcot of the edifice,

and from the necessity, in mauy instances, of making
the best sanitary arrangemeuts, secondary to the

beauty and harmony of the architectural features. In
the courts of law just mentioned, there can, however,

be no such excuse, for the beauty of the architecture

need scarcely be taken into consideration, and yet the

ventilation of these places is very imperfect. As re-

gards the Chancery-courts of Linro!n’s-inn, passing

through them on a winter’s day, the dilFereuce of the

tempetaiure will be found extraordinary: one court

is at times intensely hot, and another of chilling

coldness. It will probably be found, on iuqniry, that

this is in a measure caused by one learned lord liking

warmth, and another preferriug the cold; aud there

would be no great barm in this if it were not that the

numerous council who are obliged to attend here, day

after day, are constantly called from one court to the

other, and these abrupt transitions cannot fail to be

prejudicial to health. Besides the fault of heating, the

ventilation here is often very imperfect. The courts

in PortiigHl-street, particularly that in which Mr
Commissioner Phillips usually sits, requires very

great improvement. At times, when the place is

crowded, the atmosphere is shocking, and the cur-

rents of air driven in, with a view towards improving

it, are very dangerous, heated as the people generally

are by crowding and artificial waruith. The desperate

• remedy adopted at the Old Bailey has not rendered

. that place healthful, and the arraugcnieiits made for

• the reception of witnesses, &c. who are obliged to

' wait here for perhaps twm or tlirsC days, are very im-

.
perfect. The police-courts are little better: what,

' for instance, can be much worse than the arriingc-

I ments even at the Mimsioo-Iiouse ? The condition of

these places requires to he carefully considered, for

1 most of those who come to them cannot help it; and

. truly, the troubles of the law ;u*e generally hard

enough to bear without the additional infliction of an

I offensive and unwholesome atmosphere.

ST. LAWRENCE ESTATE, UNDERCLIFF,
ISLE OF WIGHT.

Some fifty acres of ground adjoining the miniature

' St. Lawrence Church, in the Uiidercliff, at the back

I. of the Isle of Wight, have been lotted out for building

’’villas, in plots varying from half an acre to two acres.

I A new road has been formed, commencieg near to the

ii Earl of Yarborough’smarine cottage, audgiviug access

c to the estate intended to be built ou. Plots have been

t reserved for a church and for au hotel. L^’ases for a

I thousand years, at a ground rent, will he granted by

hthe Earl of Yai borough, the owner of the property.

The natural terraces, already formed by tlie broken

a surface of the Uuderchff, the shelter of the Cliff itse’f,

Hind the extensive view seaward to the south, offer

inducements for the display of somewhat better and
more appropriate villa architecture thau that displayed
iu the neighbouring town of Ventnor, which is a mile
and a half distaut. When the steam ferry from Stokes
Bay, on the mainland, to Ryde shall have been
completed (the works are in progress), the further
necessity of establishing more speedy communication
with the sou'hern coast of the Isle of Wight tliau that
at preseut afforded by the hilly roads must become
more than ever obvious. Let the modem mean? of

bri.iging distant localities into close (time) connectiou
with the metropolis be introduced, aud the day cannot
he far distant, when the whole extent of the Uudcrcliff
may become a second Brighton, but witii a bolder sea
ami a far richer country to recommend it.

THE ROKAL POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTION.
Added to the many sources of arausemeut and iu-

alructiou for which the Polytecliuic is celebrated (now-

more than ever), the iudefaiigabic lessee and manager,
Mr. Pepper, Las provided, as we lately hinted, a

variety of new and attractive euterlainmeiits, as well

as several novelties of a mure scieutific and ioteresting

class, the whole forming a congeries of attractions

which it is really not possible to go over, even with

a mere glance at each and all, at a single visit. Maoy
of them, besides, are of so enduring an interest, that

they are sufficieut of themselves to induce one to

return again and again to see them. The last novelties

of the more showy aud popular description comprise
a stereoscopic and polyoramic exhibition in a new
room just added to the premises, a series of dissolving

views of places and events connected with the Indian

mutiny, and a new philosophical eutert:iinmcnt,explan-

ative of the tricks of modern “ wizards.” Neiiher

have the enormous magnifications of the oxhydrogen
microscope, nor the skilful art wax-work figures of

Moutanari, lost their attractions in the midst

of much that is more recent in novelty and

interest to the crowds who seem to visit the Poly-

technic, Several new raechanical and other iu-

veutions, also, have bccu added. Amongst these

are Myers’s system of railway signals for trains

in motion, some of which,^ we mistake not, have
already been described in our columns; Stevens’s

patent bread-making machine, for doing away with

dirty and disagreeable processes of manipulation

;

and Osmont’s pocket reservoir penholder, containing

sufficient ink to write 100 letters, and sold at so mo-
derate a price as a couple of Bhillings, which seems to

show the faith of its inventor in its essential merits

So far as a brief trial of it can enlighten us, this

instrument seems to bid fair to be the desideratum

looked for, at least for out-door clerks and oWiers.

In respect to the Polytechnic as a whole, we may
add, the evident anxiety, and the liberal and enlightened

efforts, of the present lessee to multiply and accu-

mulate its attractions, and to enhance its general

interest, disarm adverse criticism, even where oi e

is not quite satisfied, here or there, with the efforts

of those whom the lessee eoiploys to carry out his

ideas.

We may here remark that at the Polytechnic a

school of art class in free-hand mechanical, per-

spective, and architectural drawing, was to be com-

menced on the 9ih inst. This school is to be con-

ducted by Mr. II. Hagrcen, of the Eupartmeat of

Science and Art.

RECENT PATENTS.*

W. E. Newton.—Jn Lnprovemeyd in Cenirifugal

Pumps. (A commuuication.) Baled 19th November,

1856.—The object here is to obviate unnecessary

friction, occasioned by the changes in the direction of

the water that takes place in ceutrifugal pum[i3. To

effect this the water is made to pass through the pump
iu the direction of a spiral of gradually diminishing

!

pilch.

Walter Macf.uilane, Glasgow.

—

Moulding or

Manufacturing Cast-iron Pipes. Dated 2Gih of

Februai-y, 1857-—The patentee records eight special

claims, amongst which are— 1. the siiimlianeous

formation of the moulds aud cores for casiiiig pipes,

or the surfaces for shaping or producing both the in-

side and outside surfaces of pipes, the said moulds and

cores being formed in a vertical position, for the pur-

pose of casting pipes on eud. 4. The system or

mode of muuhiiug and manufacturing cist-iroii pipes

iu a horizontal position, in which the casting is par-

tially uucored by me.ms of the expansive force of

steam or gaseous matters, as thcreiube.'bre described.

5. The system or mode of formiiig the moulds lor

casting pipes, in which the pattern of the jaipe serves

the twofold purpose ot forming the moidds and the

cores, the said moulds aud cores being formed iu

horizontal position, as thereinbefore described. 7- The

system or mode of moulding audmanufaeturiug bends,

• Selected from the lists published in the Mechanics'

Magasiue, the Engineer, and other sources.

elbows, braoches, heads, and other pipe fittings, in
which the pattern is m de to form the mould and the

core, as described. 8. The system or mode of mould-
ing or manufacturing cast-iron pipes by the agency
of moulds and cores which have not been subjected

to the action of beat.^

AVilliam Pedder, Savnge-g&rdeos, Tower-hill,

London.

—

Strengthening Metallic and ether Struc-

tures. Bated 2ud March, 1857.—This invention

consists ill streugihening plates, planks, and beams,

employed to form metallic and other structures, at

the parts of such structures where the ends are

brought together by means of streogtbeoing joint

plates having a rib or feather projecting therefrom,

agaiust one side of which feather or rib one end
of one plate is made to butt, and agaiust the

opposite side of which one end of the next plate is

made to butt : the projecting rib or feather is of a
greater length thau the thickness of the plates, and
after the plates arc riveted to the strengthening joint

plate, the projecting rib is beaten in to form a solid

mass between the plates, aud may be burned down so

aa to form a rivet over the ends of the plates.

Charles Pauvert, Chatclleranlt, France.

—

Manu-
arture q/" —Bated March 2, 1857.

—
'The object

of this iuventiou is to dcpi'ive or drive off from pud-

dled irou sulphur, phosphorus, aud other oietalloidB

by cementation ; it is applicable to puddled i.ou in

auy of its stages or states. Tbe patentee employs a

cement, composed of the following substances:—
Fourteen parts (by weight) of oxide of iron ;

thirty of

highly aluminous clay; fifty of carbonate of lime or

wood ashes; four of finely divided charcoal; one of

carbonate of potnssn
;
oue of carbonate of soda. 'The

iron is placed with the cement by layers into a cement-

ing furnace, aud the furnace is heated in the ordinary

manner. This iron, after cementation, is welded, and

then drawn into bars, wheu it is said to become aa

soft and tenacious as iron made with charcoal.

A. Clark.—Improvements in the Application and
Construction of Revolving IP'indoui Shutters and
Blinds and Metal Window Sashes. Dated Nov. 21,

1856.—This relates to window shutters -and blinds

composed of a series of laths hinged together so as to

roll up aud unroll, aud consists in applying strijs of

steel as springs across the laths, so as to give them a

tendency to coil themselves up, which springs may
either be sufficiently strong to coil up the shutters

altogether, or only to assist that operation, and may
or may not form the connection between the laths.

Springs of india-rubber may be similarly applied.

Further impruvemeuts arc also included. Ttie im-

provements in metal window-sashes consist in apply-

ing a thin covering of brass, or other metal, on a body

of iron plate.

Soohs idccctbrU.

A Memoir of the Rev. John Hodgson, M.A. F.R.S.

^c. Vicar of Hartbnm, and Author of a History

of Northumberlund. By the Rev. Jaaies Ratne,

M.A. Rector of Meldon, Author of a History of

North Durham, &c. In two Yols.
;

Vol. I. Lon-

don : Longinc.n aud Co. 1857.

The Rev. Mr. Hodgson was a well-known antiquary
;

and archfcology is much indebted to him for hiseluci-

daiious of many interesting remains iu the north of

England. He was a contributor to the ‘ Beauties of

England and AVales,” and author of various treatises,

poems, aud other literary and scientific productious.

His most important work, however, was bis Hisio^

of Northumberland, based on his elaborate arti.-le in

the “ Beauties of England and Wales,” on the same

county. As a botanist, geologist, and philosopher

also, he was well knowu, espe<-ially in the north
;
and

he took an active and proiiiineut part in those inqui-

ries which led to the invention ol the Davy lamp for

miners, as recorded by Sir Humpliny Davy him^lf.

Mr. Hodgson was a native of Swiudulein Shnp, West-

moreland, or “ AVcstmerhiud,” us he maintained that

this word should be spelt, haviug origiuully signified

the lauds of the western meres, or lakes : if so, one

would tliink that ” W'estiuerclaud,” or Westmoreland

siiiiplv with an e in the place of the o, would be still

more 'correct. The account of Westmorland lu the

“Beauties of England aud Wales,” by the way, was also

written by Mr. Hodgson. In his youth he became

first a schoolmaster ' at Bimplou, aud afterwards at

Matterilale, and elsewhere in the north. In 1802, at

which lime he was about twenty-two years of age, he

appears to have obtained a title lor holy orders
;
and

iu 1804, he became sub-cuniic of Esh and Satley, in

the palish of Laucastcr. Iu 1806, he was appointed

curate of Gateshead, under Dr. Prosser, Recto". Iu

1807, he published various poems, oue of which was

titled “ Loiigovicuin, a Yisiuu,” iu which tbe ari;h£eo-

logical bent of his mind was manifested iu stanzas on

the history of Longovicuin under the Druids, Romans,

Saxons, aud eatly Chrislians. The liyiug of Jarrow

with Hcworlh nas next entrusted to bis care, andthe
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arcliEcoloijical remains of Jarrow Slake and its vici-

nity were soon overhauled and elucidated. A good

many years afterwards, in a communication to the

Society of Antiquaries of Newcastle, Mr. Hodgson

pointed out that the Roman road-remains at Jarrow

consisted of a branch of the "Wrekendyke ;
and, when

requested by a builder of a village ou the line of road

near Gateshead to give a name to the new settlement,

he called it by the apprpriate name of 'Wrekenton,

which it will now always retain. In 1810, Mr.

Hodgson man-ied, and in the same year his connec-

tion with the publishers of the “ Beauties of England

and Wales” commenced. This connection led to his

acquaintance with Jlr. John Britton, who kindly

offered him his aid and goad wishes. Mr. Hodgson's

account of Northumberland iu the Beauties of Eng-

land and Wales
”
extends to 243 closely-printed octavo

pages; andhis account of Westmoreland, afterwards

WTitten, to 245 pages, exclusive of a copious index.

In 1812, the Newcastle Society of Antiquaries was

established, and Mr. Hodgson, at its secoud monthly

meeting, read an essay on “ The Study of Antiqui-

ties,” which was published in the first volume of the

Society’s Transactions. He afterwards wrote and read

many papers for the same society, and, indeed, became

its secretary, and was eventually elected one of its

vice-presidents. The more extended history of North-

umherlaud was first thought of about the ye.ir 1812,

hut it encountered many difficulties and delays, and

the first of its six projected volumes was not issued

till the year 1820. The advertisement of the work

first appeared iu the Gentleman’s Magazuie and the

local newspapers of 1819. Though the first that ap-

peared, the volume of 1820, however, was in fact

“ Volume V. being the first volume of Part 3.” The
work turned out to he an ucforlunatcspecululion fortlie

author, in pecuniary respects : it was not supported by
the county as it ought to have been. In (he Gentle-

man’s Magazine of 1822, there are contributions

by Mr. Hodgson on Copeland and Bethal castles,

Warkworth Bridge, and Williinotcswick. In the

same year a new church at Haworth, designed

by Mr. Hodgson, and intended for his own occupation

as preacher, was finished aud opened for divine service.

This edifice is capable of accommodating 1,500 per-

sons, aud is cruciform in plan, with a tower at the

west end, hut without aisles, and with a low roof,

flat ceiling, and numerous pointed windows of poor
design. At the close of 1822 Jlr. Hodgson com-
municated to the Transactions of the Newcastle
Society of Antiquaries an essay on the Mithvaic

antiquities discovered in that year at the Roman
station of Housesteads. In this essay he exfiresscs

his opinion that “the secrets to which the asjiirants

were admitted in the orgies of Isis and Osiris iu

Egypt, of Ceres at Eleusis, of Adoois in Phoenicia, of

Bacchus in Samothrace, of Hu in Britain, and of

Mithras in Persia, all emanated from one coramou
fountain,” and that the primary object of thcMithraic

severities “ was to prepare the mind and bodies of

the aspirants to undergo every species of self-denial,

and, by an exhibition of that part of the pagan creed

which relates to the passage of the soul from li'e to

immortality, to impress upon them the necessily of

that great moral regeneration which was to fit the

soul for entering upon a new, happy, aud eternal

existence.”

The volume now published of the memoir of Mr.
Hodgson brings down the history of his life to the

beginning of 1823. It contains many letters written

by Mr. Hodgson and others, but particularly by him-
self, and a great majority of them addressed to Mrs.
Hodgson, containing minute details of his every-day
life while absent from home. Indeed, it is doubtles*s

for behoof of those readers especially who reside

in the north of England, and have their interest

in the subject of the memoir enhanced from that cir-

cumstance, that so detailed a memoir is more par-
ticidarly intended, otherwise we should feel inclined

to think that the whole work is on rather loo ex-

tended and detailed a scale to have a very large cir-

culation or a profitable sale.

iHijScellanca.

Smoky Chimneys.—Although I occasionally see

in the Builder articles headed “ Smok}- Cbimiiejs,” I

have looked in vain for any contrivance of their cure,

founded on sound principles of Natural Philosophy;
or, indeed, for a single practical suggestion of any
kind worthy of a moment’s serious attention. And I

cannot help thinking that this fact reflects consider-
able discredit upon the profession. One may obtain

no end of learned talk about the fitness of this and
that exterior and interior decoration

;
but no one who

will build a house and guarantee auy particular chim-
ney to smoke only at the top. But what is the value
of an elegantly decorated room to the man vrho,

through the long winter nights, is obliged to sit in it,

filled with the smoke that is being conatantlv emitted
from the fire-place ?—J. G.

THE BUILDER,

Ventilation by the Steam Jet.—An application

of the steam jet to the ventilation of a coal mine has

just been made by Mr. F. H. Pearce, of the Bowling

Ironworks, near Bradford. A jet of steam issuing

from the top of a set of pipes produces in them a

partial vacuum, which draws the foul air with great

velocity up these pipes, and thence out of the pit into

which they run. The cost is said to be very trifling.

AVood or any other kind of pipes may be used. Little

or no attention is required, and there is no machinery

to get out of repair, while a powerful cm-rent of air,

which can be regulated at pleasure, is produced. The

steam is discharged into the atmosphere above the

top of the pit, and does not interfere with the men
working in the shaft. Manufactories or other places

where steam is in use, or can readily be got up, might

thus be ventilated. The principle might be made

good use of, one would think, on ship board.

Bu^imingham Aechitectur.vl Society. — The
session of this Society commenced on Monday
evening in last week, on which occasion Mr. F.

Empson, the President, delivered an address. The

observations referred principally to the position and

prospects of the society, which are of a very cheering

nature. One subject of general interest was men-

tioned in alluding to questions on which discussion

was invited. This was the great disfigurement which

is being perpetrated on some of our public buildings

by external means of ventilation. Mr. Empson drew

attention lo the enormous appliances which have been

put upon the roof of St. Martin’s Church, which are

not only ugly in themselves, but are so prominent as

to take attention entirely from every other part of

the huildiug. The speaker thought that some means

ought to be adopted to prevent such a barbarous plan

of destroying the beauty of our buildings. In this

opinion the meeting joined, it being asserted that it

would be easy for the designer of a building to adopt

any system of vcnlilatiou withoot so seriously injuring

the building, aud that it was very unjust to an archi-

tect to allow any other person so to interfere with

and damage his design. A cordial vote of thanks to

the President for his paper brought the proceediugs

to a close.

—

Birmingham Gazelle.

S.vNiTAEY State of Sydney.—In a recent number

of the Sydney Magazine of Science and Art, just

come to hand, there is a paper read before the Philo-

sophical Society of Sydney on the sanitary condi-

tion of the town, by the Registrar-General of the

colony, Mr. C. Rolleston; from which it appears that

“the rate of mortality in Sydney in 1856 to 1857

exceeds that of London in a year of cholera, aud the

mean deaths of the whole of England for the last

seventeen years, by 0’266, or ? percent.” There is

something here radically wrong. The deaths of

children under five years of age, a good test of the

general health, are over 8 per cent, in excess of that

of the city of Loudon, and over 4 per cent, of the

deaths of all England. Poverty or want is a very

trifling cause of mortality at Sydney, hut drunkenness

aud habilnal intemperance a very serious and prevalent

one. Of the want of adequate drainage wc have be-

fore spoken.

Elecxeic Light.—hlr. Charles AV. Harrison, of

AVoolwioli, has patented some improvements iu the
'

production of the electric light. lie places pieces of i

metal, or other suitable material, in gas retorts, or iu
|

tubes connected therewith, for the purpose of receiving
;

a deposit of gas carbon, until they are coated to the

desired thickness, aud he then cuts or grinds them to

the required form of electrodes
;

or, secondly, he uses

electrodes of spongy or powdered metals, prepared by

compression into any desired shape. He produces

lights of various colours, according to the metals used.

For the positive electrode he employs a circular disc,

which is kept in position by a small roller.

Local Bo.vbds of Health Appointments.—AVill

you assist myself and others (by publication in your in-

fluential journal) iu bringing from uuder the bushel the

light so modestly hid of the generous liberality, now be-

coming so prevalent, of incorporate bodies and local

boards of health, towards candidates for surveyorships,

iu inviting five or six lo attend the board, and at the

same time politely intimating to them that their ex-

penses will not be paid ? Now, sir, inasmuch as these

considcr.ite gentlemen make it optional with the candi-

dates whether they attend or not, I cannot complain,

though of course some who had been unsuccessful

would partly attribute it to their uon-attendance ;
but

what I do cty shame upon is that so many should he

thus unnecessarily and (I must call it) unjustly selected

upon the same liberal terras, when, say two, or even

three, who had the largest number of votes, might be

invited, and the expenses of the one or two unsuc-

cessful ones paid, as would be only just. Let me ask

those liberal-spirited gentlemen, members of councils,

how they would relish having to travel one, two, or

even three hundred miles, to be not only disappointed,

but mortified by having to pay for that privilege?

Decl.\mo.

Industrial School for Middlesex.—At a

general meeting of the Middlesex connty magistracy

on the 15th instant, a special report was brought up
from the comrriittce appointed under the 18th and.

19th Viet. c. 169, to provide an industrial school for

the juvenile ofl’enders of the county
;
and upon the

motion of Mr. E, E. Autrnbus, the chairman, seconded

by Mr. Armstrong, a resolution was passed authorising

the committee to carry out the plans, as approved by
the Home Secretary, at a cost not exceeding 53,000/.

KiNGSTON-ON-TnA>res, Survey. — Parish As-

sessment.—At a meeting of the Board of Guardians

for the Kingston Union, on Tuesday last, fifty-six

tenders were received for a new survey and valuation

of the parish, the amounts varying from 190/. to

1,000/. The guarchans decided on accepting the

joint tender of Mr. J. M'oruhain Penfold, of Char-

lotte-row, Mansion-house, aud Haslemere, Surrey,

and Mr. E. Kermock, of Kingston, who will make
an entirely fresh map aod valuation of the whole

parish ; and we think, now the. matter has been placed

in the hands of these geullemen, that a fair and equal

assessment will be made, and thus put an end to the

appeals which have been so frequent of late, and been

the cause of so much expense and dissatisfaction to

all parties.

—

Sussex E.rpress.

Lectuee on Early Art.—The session for the

wiuter quarter of the Croydon Literary Institution

opened last week, when Dr. Kinkel, of the University of

Rome, gave a lecture ou “Early Chiistian and Byzan-

tine /\j-t.” The decay of heathen religion aud art

towards the commencement of the Christian era, the

catacombs of Rome, the cradle of a new style of art,

the early churches, the Roman judgment hall trans-

formed into the Christian meeting-house, the foimda-

tiou of the Byzantine empire, its character of de-

spotism and splendour, the cathedral of St. Sophia at

Constantinople, the mosaic paintings used in the

ornamentation of the Byzantine places of worship,

aud the influence that ail these exercised ou Russian

and Mahometan nations, were treated of with care.

Re-opening of St. Mary AVoolnoxh Church,
Lombard-street.—The Standard says, this church,

which has been for some time closed iu consequence

of being under repair, will be rc-opened for Diviua

worship on Sunday next. The church, as many may •

know, stands in a commanding position forming the •

western angle which connects Lombard-street aud

King William-street, and was designed by Hawksmoor.

The front and the whole exterior have been cleansed

and restored by Alessrs. Colls, of Camberwell, builders.

The interior has also been decorated by the same
builders.

The Market Cross at Enfield.— May I be
allowed to call your attention, and by so doing the

attention of the London and Middlesex Archfcological

Society, to the market cross at Enfield, a neat erec-

tion in the Gothic style, and one w'hich Sperling, iu

his “ Church Walks iu Middlesex,” says, “ is a

market cross of some merit, considering that it was
erected about twenty years ago

;

” but which, at pre-

sent, appears to he little more than a mark for the

boys of the place to throw stones at. The iron rails

arouud it are broken, and the whole bears the appear-

ance of premature decay. I trust that a very short

time will sec a restoration.— 0. S.

The L.atb M. Zanth, Architect.—The news-

papers mention the death of M. Zanth, architect to-

the King of Wurtemberg, and designer of the raaguifl-

cent Moorish chateau, the “ Wilhelma,” often named
diming the late Court festivities iu and about

Stuttgardt. M. Zanth, who w'as associated with

M. Ilittorff in his fine works on the buildings of

Sicily, was a corresponding member of the Institute-

of British Architects. He was an exquisite draughts-

man.
Railway Matters.—The foundations of two-

viaducts on the South Durham and Lancashire Union

Railway were laid on the 15th iust. One of them,

j

the Tees Viaduct, has been contracted for by Mr.
I Kenuard, who built the Crumlin Viaduct : the other,
' the Decpihee, has been taken by Messrs. Gilke",.

Wilson, aud Co. of Middlesboroiigh. Both will rise

to the height of more than 150 feet, and span valleys-

of great width. The principal viaduct on the line,

however, will be over the river Beclah. This will he

192 feet high.

Survey of St. Leonard’s, Shoreditch.—At a

meeting of the vestry, to consider tenders for the

survey and valuation of the Eastern Counties Railway:

aud station; the works belonging to the Imperial,

i
Independent, aud Chartered Gas Companies ;

(he

I
pipes and mains belonging to the New River and

East London Gas Companies
;
and all assessments

j

now rated above or at 150/. a year
;
the tenders of

I Mr. Hughes, Mr. Paine, and Mr. Liddiard were re-

\ commended by the committee for adoption. The

I

tenders ranged between 80/. and 300/. the last-named

' being 80/. The fiual appointment is speciaBy ap-

1
pointed to take place on Taesday, 27th iust.

I James Saunders.
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CAMuniDGE Music Hall Competition-. — As
your Cambridge correspondent has fallen into a slight

error in bis remarks last week, in the Builder, on my
I design (No. 2, “London”) for the proposed new
; music-hall, which, if not corrected, might have a

)
prejudicial effect on the minds of the committee in

their selection,—I beg to say, the roof and ceiling

. arc not constructed with a segmental brick arch, hut
' with laminated timber ribs, as described in the speci-

i fication—the construction is not shown in the fair
[ drawings, but all the sectional parts are etched with a

I red tint, which has been mistaken for brick-work.

I The conditions of the competition state that each set

' of designs is to be accompanied with a sealed enve-

lope, containing the address of the author. If cou-

i ditious are given, the committee are hound to keep
to them : of course I expected so, or should have given

1 my name. In other particulars most of the drawings

I seem got up without any regard to the instructions as

to expense and accommodation.—" London.”
The Actions arising out of the Chelmsford

' Sewage.—

W

rits have been served upon several indi-
• viduals, according to the local Chronicle, as parties

!( concerned in the fouling of the water in the river by
I means of the sewage, with notice of inteution to

;l claim an injunction to restrain the proceedings com-
|i plained of. The allegation is that these individuals

. take so little care of the sewage on their premises

li that it flows into the ChelmtT and pollutes the water,

II thus causing “ smells, gases, and effluvia offensive to

ll the smell and injurious to the health of mankind, to

:: escape from the polluted water of the said river,

51 and to spread over the land of the plaintifls con-

tltiguous to the said river, and into, throughout, and
il about their mill.” A writ has also, it appears,

bbeeu served upon the local board of health ; the com-

|j
])laint, of course, being the same, as applicable to

lllhe general sewage.

. The Disney PnoFESsoRsiiiF of Arch.eology.

—

IThe following was issued at Cambi'idge University on
) Jlonday :

—“The Vice-Chancellor has great pleasure

iiiin aunounciug to the Senate that the late John
DDisney, esq. of the Hyde, Essex, to whom the Uni-

uversity is indebted for the foundation of the Disney

niprofessorship of archaeology, and for the Disney col-

lelection of ancient marbles, has further shown his I

reregnrd for the University, and his desire to promote
i

liihis own favourite study, by bequeathing to the chan-
|

kcellor, masters, and scholars the sum of 2,500/.
|

J' Three per Cent. Consols as an augmentation of the
I

DDisney professorship of archajology for ever.”
j

Suffolk Arcileological Association.— The'

liquarterly meeting of this society was held on the 9th
j

dost, at Hadleigh, president the Kev. Lord Arthur
j

Ulervey. The company met in the Town-hull, around

bthe walls of which were arranged a collection of rub-

libings of brasses, chiefly from churches in the county,

nraoucited by Mr. Growsc, juu. of Bihleston
;
and some

‘etchings by Rembrandt, pictures by Rubens and other

ilold masters, contributed by Mr. Robinson. On the

stable were ai’rangcd a number of early charters, rc-

agisters, and MSS. connected with the history of this

icflucicnt town. Objects of interest were visited, and

i:papcrs read by the Rev. H. Pigot, cur.ate of Hadleigh.

riThe peregrinations of the company were brought to a

Iclose at the Wkite Lion Inn, one of the ancient hotels

ilof the town, where there is a gallery on which
' “ Mysteries” were fonuerly enacted for the enterlaiu-

iiment and instruction of the weavers. Here the com-

irpauy, to the nmuber of forty, sat down to a repast,

iipresidcd over by the Rev. Lord Arthur Hervey.

The Professorship at the Academy.—

S

ir,

—

[[The communication in last week’s Builder, sigued

‘(“Criticus,” is one Mr. Scott personally would probably

imot wish to reply to : as an iutimate friend of his,

liowever, I shoiild wish to relieve him from the impu-

atation of having had an eye on the professorship of

irarciiiiectiu'e, which, I am able to say positively, is

msnjThing but true,—indeed, a pure invention or

oimagination. He -was expressly requested to give

icoccasional leetures under the new regulation, which

iiiadmits of this being done by persons not academi-

ieiaus, and rather “ fought shy ” even of that.

—

IAmiccs.

Rag Stone.—

I

n reply to an inquirer, a chord of

tatonc is 3 feet by 3 feet by 3 feet 1 inch.

St. George’s Chapel, 'Windsor.—

D

uring last

n'week scaffolding has been put up round the western

Ivtowers of St. George’s Chapel, for the purpose of re-

:rerectiiig upon them the turrets and vanes, which were

pumcli injured in the violeut storm some months back.

Dethnal-green.—

A

dditions arc to he made to

lUhe Town-hall, Bctlmal-grceu, and the following

tctcaders have been received ;—

•

Super £315 0 0

Single 291 0 0

E. L:iwrance 290 0 0

I
Sahey 280 0 0

Rabcy 236 0 0

"Wood and Sons 235 0 0

Melrose AunEY.—The condition of this noble
ruin, says the Scotsman, encumbered in the interior
by masses of masonry of comparatively modern origin,
and externally disfigured by intrusive walls, has
attracted the attention of several persons of taste in
the neighbourhood, who have begun to inquire whether
something could not he done to remove these unseemly
adjuncts. Among others, Mr. David Cousin, the
architect, happening to reside in Melrose during the
summer, naturally became interested in the matter,
and a letter addressed by him to Mr. William Tnit, of
Prior Bank, explains the nature of the disfigurements,
and the desirableness of having them removed so as
to^ bring out the original features and proportions of
this magnificent monument of Gothic architecture.
Mr. Cousin remarks that the removal of the wall and
arching objected to would display not only the beautiful
carving of the old pillars, but also the original form of
the arches of the clerestory windows, and that the
e.xcrcscences could be sa''ely removed. Sir Walter
Scott, it seems, many years since, strongly urged the
removal of the extraneous masonrv.

Lamdton Castle.'—E.vtensive changes are con-
templated in this mansion, by Lord Durham. Tlic

old coal workings which fractured its walls are being
built up mth solid brickwork, and four of the seams
out of si.x have been secured. The work is progress-
ing as rapidly as possible, under the superinteudence
of Mr. Heckels, his lordship’s mining engineer; but
the principal part of the castle is so much mutilated
that it must he taken down and rebuilt. This will

afford an opportunity of constructing it on a more
regular and compact plan, avoiding the defects which
generally arise in buildings when additions have been
made to them at various times. His lordship has
employed Mr. Dobson, of Newcastle, architect, to

make the requisite designs for rebuilding the body of

the castle, which will be commenced as soon as the

stratification below is made sufficiently solid to bear

the weight of the superstructure.

Landed Estate and other Property.— Cer-
tainly a landed estate is

“ an animal with its mouth
always opcu ;

” hut compare the physical perceptiou

and enjoyment of landed weallh with that of consols

and securities. Can I get me rosy checks, health, and
good humour, riding up and down my Peruvian
Bonds ? can I go out shooting upon my parchment,
or in summer sit under the shadow of my mortgage
deed, and bob for commas and troll for semicolous in

my river of ink that meanders through my meadow
of sheepskiu ? Wherefore, I really think laud will

always tempt even the knowing ones, until some vital

change shall take place iu society
; for instance, till

the globe makes its exit in smoke, and the blue cur-

tain comes down on the creation.— Charles Headers
New Storg.

St. Mich..yel’s, Wood-green, Tottenham.—The
foundations of the district church of St. Michael,

Wood-green, are said to have failed, to so serious an
extent, that the celebration of 'service there has been
stopped for the present.

IIinton St. George, Somerset.— A design for

a mural monument has just bceu selected by the

Countess Poulclt, to be erected here, in memory of

her children, the last of whom died but very recently.

It consists of a figure, to be executed nearly life-size,

in white marble, of Resignation under Bereavement

;

one foot resting upon a plinth, which is inscribed

with the words, “ Not my will but Thine be done,”

indicating the support derived from the promises of

God’s word ;
white beneath, with suitable architec-

tural detail, wOl be arranged the inscription panels.

It was designed and is now being executed by Mr.
Physick, sof .London, culptor.

Curious Spanish In\t:ntion.—A gentleman re-

siding in Cuba has invented a peculiar system of

propiUing vessels. His plan proposes the building of

windmills on the decks, with great wings, from which

the motion is coinmunicated to side wheida similar to

those of steamships. The models, it is said, have

been successfully worked, and it is expected that a

windmill ship will be able to sail just as well with a

contrary as with a fair wind, because, it being perfectly

easy to alter the position of the wings, they may be

always opposed to the wind, whatever direction it may
blow from.

Eonthill.— It is stated that the Marquis of

Westminster, iu addition to Motcombe House and

Eaton Hall, and a palace iu London—is building a

palace at Fontliill, from the designs of Mr. Burn,

architect.

TENDERS
For West Bromwich Cemetery, chapels, lodEO, &c. Mr.

Edward Holmes, architect. QiiauiiUes supplied

Cliflord, Handsworth £2,4‘20 0 0

Matthews, Birmioi'ham 2,333 19 8

Eohiiison, Redditch 2,290 0 0

Uiirdwlck, Birminaharaltoolate) 3,230 0 0

Mouutford, Uirmingham 2,13(5 12 0

Bi isK®! Birruiogbam 2,100 0 0

IIusBCll, Bilston (accepted) 2,090 0 0

c

For rehuildinfi: Chartbam paper-mills, near Canterbury,
Kent. Mr. J. Messenger, architect. Quantities sun-
piled :

—

Carlisle

Smith
Elgee, Folkeetone
Punnett, Tonbridge
Boper
Stump, Chatham
Mqxoii, Dover (accepted)
Spicer, Strood (not in form re-
quired) 4,175 0 0

For decorations of St. Mary’s (R.C.) Church, Moot'
fields. Mr. John Young, jnn. architect :

—

Smith, Baker-street £1,497 0 0
Sliaw, Newgate-fitreet 1,270 0 0
Kuckuck (Pall-mall) G50 0 0

!

W. n. T.—H. W. C. (we fear there is no redress).—A. 0 —II J.
(under our Ilmit).-D. 0. |dUto.)-H. and Son.-C. H. D.—E. U.—
An old Subscriber (certainly not).—C. C. N.—C. (and Co.—Rev
\V. P.—Dr. MoC.—J. U.-W. 11, (next week).-T. H.—W. P. .Y.U
C. H. E. (»e are always glad to reseive correct information).

—

Mr. T.—S. and e.-J. J. L,-J. W.-W. G. 3,-Mr. H.—J. A.—
T-—P- mid M.—W. J. S. (the letter is honourable to the writen

and ensures our friendly ousiderationl.—G. B,—E. S.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
TROTTER.—SaULE of STORES.—By Order

Secretary of .State for War. TO BE SOLD byPUBLIC AUCTION, in the TOWER, on THURSDAY, the astH
of OCTOBEK, 1857, at ELEVEN o’clock in the forenoon pre-
cisely. the followlnff STORES :—Great Coats andCloakp.Cloth-
inR. Vinous : Cloth. Dark Blue. 4c. : Boots, various : Watei proof
Coats, 4o ; Fur Caps, So.; Beds and Bedding; Saddlery; Mus-
qiiets, Flint, various; Accoutrements; Tools, various; Fire-
Engines ; Old Iron and Steel, and miaiellancouB articles —May
be viewed at the Tower, from Teu to Pour o’clock, on the three
days previous to the sale; and catalogues had nt the War Office,
Pall-Mall ; the Toxrer

; and Royal Arsenal, Woolwich, on pay-
ment 8d. each, which will be allowed to purciiasers.
No person wilt be admitted to view the lots, or into the Bale-

Koom. without a catalogue.

CITY AUCTION ROOMS,39. GUACECHUHCH.STREET.E.a
Marble Chimnev-picces. and the remaiuing Stock of t*'* i.^^nanT,

and Continental Marble Company, relinauisbing bu‘

"^/TR. JOHNSON is instructed to SELL by
iVX AUCTION, on FRIDAY, the 30ih day of OCTOBER, at
TWELVE, as abjve, theSTOCK, having been removed for oon-
vcnience of sale, the valuable collection of Rouge Uoyaue. Bt.
Aunc'a, Florentiuc, Napoleou. Fossil, Blue Beige, Black, aodother
choice and rare Marble Chimney-pieces, of great beauty and
elegance of design; Circular, Cheftonier, and Console Tables;
Wiish-stand aud Hall-table Tops; about 300 feet of Marble
Paving, for hall, conservatory, or church Boors; and also various
Marble Blahs, Shelves. Aa—To be viewed two days previously,and
c-italogues hud at the Rooms ; aud at the Offices or the Company,
No. 3. Crookcd'laiie, Londou-bridge.—Approved bills at two
months will be taken.

Final Portion, Clerkenwell.—The valuable Stock of a Timber
Merchant, and Lease of Premises.

TV/TR. LEREW will SELL by AUCTION, ou
ivl the PREMIBES. BowHiig-ereen-Iane, adjoining the
Cherr.y-tree Tavern. ou MONDAY, NOVEMBER aQd.ut ELEVEN
for TWELVE, the remaining BTOCK, comprising i.sno yellow,
white, Qud pine plauka, deals, aud battens, mo spruce deals and
biiteUF, 4.000 feet wide pine board. 1,000 feet mahogauy and birch,
5,000 feet quartering, dve fciuare, fif'.y square, of prepared flooring,
aud lorge quantity of dry out stuff.—May be viewed ou Saturday
prior aud rn'inilng of sale ; when catalogue, and particulars may
be had ou the I’rcmiges, and of the Auctiongjr, Cardington-street-
Hampstead-road, near the Eustoa Btatien.

BE LET or SOLD, in the North of
X. England, a POTTERY of upwards of 100 vear»' standing,

fitted with every modern imoroveinent in maohiBery, 4e 4c. foe
the production of aauitury tubes and drain-pipei. together with
other branches of tlic pottery art. It ii oouveuicntly situate for

WHITECHAPEL UNION.—SMITH and
VT ENGINEER aud INDUSTRIAL TEACHER.—

Board-room, at the Whitechapel Workhouse, on TUESDAY, the
Srddayof NOVEMBEltnext, at TWu o'clock in the afternoon
precisely, to receive TE >TI MON1AL3 from P' rsons desirous of
filling tlie situation of SMITH aud ENGINEER at their School
as above; and, at the same meeting, if considered desirable,
appoint a person to that situation. The person appointed must be
competent to, and wilt be required to instruct such of the boys in
the School as may. from time to time, be placed uuder him, iu all

sorts of smiths’ work, and must he a thorough smith io all its

branches, and capable of taking the management of an engine,
and keeping it in repair

;
and to at.end to. and keep in order ana

repair, ail the steam, gas. and water pipes, and other like appara-
tus connected with the eRablishment.aud make himself generally
useful. Candidates must be under foity-five ycuis of a^e, and a
prtfereuce will be given to a married man. The sol.vry prop'ised
is 38s. per week, without residence, rations, or other emolument.—
Applications snould be in the haudwriting of the parties, had
state their qualiScaiiona, and with recent testimonial, of charac-
ter and ability (not exoseding fouriu number), are to be delivered
at the Workhouse at the time of meeting, when candidate, wiU
be expected to attend.—By order of the Biard,

G. ADA.MS FARR, Clerk,

Workhouse, Chorlcs-street. October 16, 1857.

Tf) PARENTS AND GUARDIANS.

A YOUNG Architect aud Eugiueer, who has
gained oonsideroble professional reputation, ao'! is in

moderate practice in an important provincial town, situated in

one of the moat healthy and acenio localities iu the kingdom, has
a VACANCY iu liis office for au ARTICLED PUPIL. No one
need apply without be be naturally clever oiid lutell'gent, as

assistauce in a short time will be considered equall.v iraponant to

an amount of premium. Ample opportunity will be hud pt

acquiring a thorough practical knowledge of nrohitec uro (in

competition aud otherwise), of civil cugiueonng, aud land and
mine surveying.-Apply. by letter, to FIDO. Posi-oBice. Shrews-
bury. Principals oiilv will be treated with.

Borough enginbkrs- ofeice,
WARRINGTON.-WANTED. a PUPIL iu the abovo

Ottiee. where a thorough kuowledje of aewirgge works may be

obtained, and the gemral conduoiiug of t iwue ousiness. A pre-

mium will be reauired.—Application to be made to Mr. B. P
Coxon.

AIIPENTERS- COMPANY,^ TWICKENHAM ALM8HODSE9. — A VACANCY has
occurred iu the above Alrnrhouses. Applicants must be Lirery-

meu or Freemen of the Company, of the age of fifty-fivt years or

upward-, or Widows of Liverymen or Freemen of the Company,
of the age offilty rears or upwards.— Applicati ms arc to be left at

Carpenters’ lialJ, on or before the 2ud day of NuVE.M HER, 1857.

Forms of application may be obtained at tlie Bcid'c’s cDice, at

the Hail. EDWARD B. JUPP, Clerk to the Company.
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PADDIKGTON.—WANTED, a competent
Per.00 to act as an ASSIST.JNT in the SEWJiRAGE

DFPAUTMENT. He must be n. good Penmao* UoU
eXpedilioilBdrauRhtunnn.

ihl'ilnf es of hts-e t,i. ep«m NiiMR. PLin. fi 1 FIVE. n.m. to the out es or ots

?i“oVd ""wfiraOol. lor tlir Offlor ot Aulofot .o O.r !,ew,r«e

Depuimrol'-Br order. ATEUHQ, Veolty Clerk,

id October. 1857.Vestry Hall, tt

w ANTED, a EEW good JOINEKS.-
*Apply io’T. HETN()LI)P°15ailder. Bedford;

Milton Ernest Hal!
,
near Bedford.

WANTED, in the country, a Person as

MtNAOEU in anesleusive Iron Fniindry and M.nm-

factory of the different fittings reijiiired in dweliiiic.houses of tlie

higher elBSS. He must be practically a.'quaiuted with llierequirc-

meuts of Ruch buildings, and competent to m ike workiin? draw-

iDPR and dr.iw <,ut estimates, -la well as aociisfomed to the m-in^iee-

ment of workmen.— Aiplications to be addreiised t" iltU>-

FOONDEB, Mr. John Keymer’s. 33, Buad-strect, Cheapsnle.

Stating previous employment, references aa to charft'iter. and

qualifications for the situation; also the amount of saury

required.

TO BUILDERS' CI.EHKS.

W ANTED, iu a BUILDEE'S OEEICE, a
YUUh’G MAN. thoTouebly conveifaut with all the

routine of a builder’s businesa He must be a good draughtsman,
well acquainted with Gothic architecture, including detail and
pertpectlve ; be able to take out quantitici. and measure and value

artificers’ works, and. if required, to fill up his time at the books.

None need apply whose character will not bear lhe_ rtnotest

scrutiny.—AdJri""
office Leicester,

. with references and terms, ALPHA, Post-

WANTED, a thorough good SillTH. Alust
be a first-rate forvemau, and capable of doing gt^-fitting

and bell-hanging.—Apply to J. and 0. W. TODD, at their Office,

Belmont Estate, Lee, Kent, near Blackheath.

TO PLOMHERS. GLAZIERS. AND PAINTERS.WANTED, TWO or THREE good THREE-
BHANCH HANDS.—Apply, by letter, to W. Y. Post-

office, Leicester.

WANTED, by a Youug Man, who has been
three years in a builder's and two yean and a half in a"

architeci’s office, a KE.ENGAOE.MENT in cither of theab'i'

finn.a Can he well recommended, and can give good refereoeet

4c. Salary yery moderate.—Address, W. B. 1, New Boswell-courl

Lincoln's-inn.

TT|/’ANTED,by the Advertiser, an ENGAGE-
\w il ENT asASSISTANT in a London office. Good general

and perspective draughtsman, and conversant with tneruutine of

an architeci’s office. Reference to eminent London architeots.—
Address, L. J. Pust-office, KensiDStun.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.WANTED, by the Advertiser, who has been
some years in an architect’s office, a SITUATION

town or country.—Address, X. Office of 1 he Builder.

TO BUILDERS.WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
SHOP or GENERAL FOREMAN, by oue who hai a

thorough practical knowledge of building in all its branches.

Unexceptionable reference from last employer.—Addres-, 0. R.
Oflice of '‘The Builder.”

TO ARCHITEOTS AND BUILDERS.

yjyANTED, by a quick, practical Man, a
. . S1TDAT1‘‘'N ns CeERK of WOKKS.-Uas been many

years employed in sucerinleudiiu first-class work of every descriv-

tion, preparing drawings, and setting out work, and directing

workmen emtioyed in the different brunches connected with
building. The advertiser is quick in prepaniig drawing.*, and

C. C. C. Office of "The Builder.’

'll/’ANTED, in the Metropolis, by an expe-
V T rienced Assist aot, aged Sti.E.MPoOVMENT in the Office

T<1 CARPF.NTEBB AND BUILDERS,WANTED, to APPRENTICE a respectable
Youth, aged 14. to the above Tiadr ffir a U'lmufyei-

A moderate premium given.—Direct, staling particilai?,
SMITH." " - -WILLIAM SM ,

Surveyor, Hairc N.W.

WANTED, by a Young Man, a SITUATION
iu a Builder’s, or Arebiteot aud Butvcyoi's Office. He

is capable of copying drawings and tracings, ami ha-

b

Betbnsl-green.

SHOP or GENER.AL FkRE.MAN. Can prepare any
class of Working drawings, is an efficient »tairc:>se hand, and h is

a good knowledge of iron-wurk ai-d pattern making,-Addret-f
11. P. Office of *• The Builder.''

TO AUCTIONEERS, ESTATE AGENTS. BUILDERS. *o.WANTED, by a SDIIVEYOR, partia
EMPLOYMENT to prepare plaus, details, specifioii'ions

quamiticK. estimates. Ac. or -urveys of estate-, plotting, 4c. i

jailwsy purpo.-«s, with lections, with all other official rcquii
mento upon a mutual principle.— Andresj, U. D. o. 5, Sloutagu
terrace, Trlaiiy-square. Borough, E.

TO BUILDERS AND PLUMBERS.

S1TU.ATION as SHOP FOREMAN to a Builder. oi

CLERK ot the WORKS. Has had the inouagemeolof
tbs first-rate modern buildings in London ; or to take the
ment of an estate. Good surveyor mud draugUtsenau.
blraot. estimate, eive detail druwinus, a id set out all

work.—Address, Z Z. care of -Mr. ColiUs, Surveyor, 1, V
lerrscv, Kennington-cross.

TO ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS.
WANTS EMPLOYMENT as CLERK ot
V* 'WORKS, or Builder’s I’kKB'IAN. A carpenter by

trade. lias Bupeiimcuded for an esiensive aodib —
London firm for .several year*, iu town cud at country Jobs Ai
puff and insincerity iu the enmneratiou of requisite qnal'tiesis
avoided. it ie hoped thoc respvotahleiper-oiis only, who renllv want
the services of such a man will tak* the tr-uble to inquire further

' 'o capacity, character. refercu>-e, &o.—Add-ess. GOOD FAITH,'
19, Warwicu-street, Piiuiioo.

\)t7ANTED, hj a Young Man, who avill

V V shortly terminate »n engaae'i-ent with an Architect ot

extensive pmc'ice. aud whr. is fully qualified to und.-rtake all the j

principal offlciil duties, a SITUaTIDN, requinnir zeal, conh- »

dence and punctualitv. Uefere-ces unexceptionable.— Addres-". '

X. Y. Z Om e of “ The Buibbr.” J

TO BUILDFRa AND OTHERS.

AXr.YNTED, a SITUATION as ENGINE-
Vv DKI'VER and Intake chnrpe of miohineiy orfodriv..

and Hoke, bv aooinpet-nt. st.ndv man ngedi?. Uuderaland* the
^

converting nf builder*’ rante-ial*. handv at Uie -ice, pattern-

making, steam joint". Ac. Good leference.—Address, A. B. 39.
j

Sewatd-street, G.-swell-'t'-eH, EC

\TirANTED, by a Young Man, aged 23, a
" V SITUATION, in an ARCHl I'RCT’.-t or SDRVF.A'OR'S

OFFICE, eitber in town nrcoun'rv. bni-irr. 2j-i. per wc-k. Good
referm.-e* given .—Addres*. Y. Z. care of Mrs Clarke, 16, Portugal-

,

Flreet.Linoolu's-inn-fidds.

wanted, a SITUATION, in a
’

Vv RUII.DEH’.A OFFIOR. the Advertiser having been
en.-np'd f"- manr vears bv a resperta’de firm in the Oitv. who ar*

nowretirfdfr.iin tui«ine-s MoBt-satisfactnrv'-eferencccan beeiven.
^

Address. A. B. Mr. IJr.tohett’-.Stalione-. Moorgate-stre t, City.
j

TO BUILUFHS.
^

VTirANTED, by a practical Carpenter andW J.dner.a KE-ENGAOKMENT as SHop or GENERAL
FOHEAIaN.—

I

lns no objection to the countn.—Address, J. B.

S3, St Tbomas-treet East. Borough.

TO -RUILDERS AND OONTRAfirOR't. t

AX/'ANTED, any quantity ot JOINER’SW WOTIK (lahournuiv), hv n thoroughly go M workman, one o

who hns heen in the habit of taking every de-ori-itmn of .joiner's a

work for the oast ten years in London and the coiiDtvy. or to

Superintend the«’imp. Good totim nials.—Address, A. Z. No. 21.

Coiemnn-'-treet, Woolwich.

VXT^-YNTED, bv a Young Man, a SITUATION
VV as IMPROVER to a PlAJMBWlt Noobjection to fill

up hi-i time in painting and clazmg, h.ayiiis been brou -ht up to

the branches. — Address, E. H. No. 7, Walnut-tree-walk. Lam- "

heth. ?

TO nurLDBR.S AND rONTRACTORS. ^

VXrANTED, by a thoroughly competent and
VV r.'Fpertabte Man, age-134 aSITUATION as FoRE-VIAN

of BRICKLAYERS ; has had first-rate experience. Unexcep-
tionable reference. — Addros, J. E. 13. Upper James-street,
Ciim''en-town. l.oadon. 8

npo ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS, and
J. OTHERS. Mr. EPP-S begs to OFFER his SERVICES to •

the ahiive in designing. laying out, and planting ornamental
ground", park*, girdens, 4c. The necessity of weil-arraneed and
planted gardens, pleasure grounds, nad-. &o. to new buildings, is

g--oernilv admitted to be of the greatest importance. a.s U fre-

quentlv o'ci rs that the effect ofmany beauti'ul and well-designed

sfructur-s have been destroyed from a want of skilful knowledge
and teste in these matters. The highest references given, and
terras moderate,— W. J. EPPS, Landscape Gardener, 4c. Maid-
stone and Ashford.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.
T^HE Aiivertiser seeks an ENGAGEMENT
J. as DRAUGHTSMAN, or to t-ike the Management of m

office in the absence of the princ'pol. (o superintend works under
him, or es Clerk of Works : or to prepare and colour per-pecti vos

for otohitcetB Salary, two guineas per week.—.Address, A. B. care
i.f Mr. Hand", Librarv. i’lapUam. Surrey.

j

TO SURVEYORS AND BUILDERS.
^IIE Advertiser, a good Draughtsman, and
1 who has had conFide-abk experience in Imitding matter-,

desires an ENGAGEMENT in an OFFICE, or as CLERK of
WORKS. Would not ‘'bjeet to fill lip his time at the bench, and
moking himwlf otherwise geuerallv useful. Terms moderate.
Addres", X Y. Z. Wilmott llouse. Old Kent-road. London.

TO AHCniTECTS AND SURVEYORS.
^IIE Advertiser, vrho is competent to prepare
A. finished, working, and perspective drawing*, spe-itioituins,

4c. and is pmetired in land surveying and leveUin-, i- de-irou* of

a I'E-ENGAGEMENT. Aged 93,— Address, A. B. 8, Thornhill,
creserft., Tflineton

T” ARi’MlTECTS AND SUHVEYoR.S.

f^CCASIONAL ASSISTANCE offered by
V./ the Advertiser, poases-ing many yean,’ experience in tuc
profession.-Address A Z. 38. Duke-street, Qros- enor—quare.

A N Architectural Designer aud Draughts-
Yx man, uf tirrt-c -.s* ability, iTFERS hU SEHVlOtCS to

Architec's. Landed Proprietors and othera Hns a thorough
knowledge of the building trade in all its brnDchr«. rstimates
takes out. ciuantities, measure* up wurk*, ho." nad th" manngi-
ment ot extensive winks, ai d is no efficient lund surveyor, leveller,

4c.—AddrrS", A. R. T. Office of ' The Builder,”

A N experienced, practical Clerk of Works is

Ya. dcsu-oiisof a HE-EMiAGEMENT. Locality no object.—

Address. CLERK of WORKS. Tonbridge Union-house, Kent.

TO ARCHITECTS
A EIRST-EATE DRAUGHTSMAN aud
rV. competenr ASSIlSlANT i« desirous of an ENGAGEMENT,
either in nn nFFICE. or as CLERK of Woi.KS. having hid

: ciinfiderabie practice iu h>th capacities, is well up in Gothic
'

and Pcrsccclive.—AdJre.-s. B. L. Oii.oe of '* The Builder.”

A GOOD WRITER and OIL-GILDER,
YjL ogfd 22, a rtspeci.'iWe man, is open to an ENGAGE-

1

.MENT.—Address, L. M. 35, Kiug-sireot. Chelsea.

A S JUNIOE. CLERK.— A Youth, having '

/> had three veals’ exnerieaoe in a first-rate Builder’s Office, i

s wishes to meet with a SlTUATlijN as above. Can i-quare dimeu-
r sions, Wfitc a good linud. is quick nt tracing, and can keepne-

1 counia Uuileuiable rifcreuces, and good chaiMcLr from last
' emoloyer. Nu ohjectiun to the country —Addres,. A. S. H. 9J,

j

Tatohi'ronk-streer, I'imlioo, London, S.w,
|

V
1

1

r
, A YOUNG MAN wishes to meet with a
-t%. SITUATION ah rUAVEbl.EH. hiving been in business
hint self and having a r.>ldra<‘lecouneciiou amuDg>t business men.

f ,

Address to JI. A. No. (io. Praed-street. Paddington.

TO MASTER PAINTEHS. 4c.

A REi^PECTABLE, steady Young Man, who
, ZX lies W'lvked somr time in L lu ton. wirlies to obtain a

[ omstant SITUATION usGR >INEH. WHITER, 4o
;
would fill

up time with p.iiutiug or gl.izin.’. The eiivir'ins of L indou pr •-

ferred.—.Yddrtss, stating te'ms, 4c. A. B. 53. King’s-road, Ileaiing,

\ .
Beiks.

TO CIVIL ENGINEERS. SURVEYOR'^, 4-.

GOOD DRAUGHTSMAN, SURVEYOR,
. and LEVELLER, is open toon ENGAGEMENT. Heis

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.
GENTLEMAN, -who has just completed
his article*, is desirous of an ENGAGEMENT, in the

iFFlCEof an ARCHITECT, where Gothic is the chief work.

TO SURVEYORS. nUlLDEItS. ESTA.TE AGENTS. &o.

L for Some time in tlie i ffice of an eniii'en* Arehitcct and
rvejor, is de-i'0U8 of meeting with iiu ENii.AGEMENT' with
above. He will he willing to make liiiuself generally useful.-
dre-s, ftaticgsalar.v -iflercd, and other particulars, to X. Y. Z.

1 RETIRED, or RETIRING BUILDER,
^ ofCepiial.cau he admitted as PARTNER iu a Tl MBER
ISINESS <.f b-ng slaiidinc. and high respeMabllil.v.—Applies-
111. by letter, addressed W. Z. care of Motsrs. Davirs and Co.

Ivertisiug Ofiiee, 1. Finoh lane, City.

TO AUCHITErTS, ENGINEERS. 4 p.

PRACTICAL ARCHITECT and
. BUILDER wishes for an ENGAGEMENT as RESIDENT

The highest references ns

TO COUNTRY BUILDERS, SURVEYORS,
CONTRACTORS, &c.

A YOUNG MAN, aged 24, son. of a prin-
r*. oipal of espeticnce in building operations, who has had the
uperintendeoce of works in town and oouutry, c impeient in pie-

p works, and usual office rootine, is open to an ENGAGE iVLENT.

TO PLUMBERS, BUILDER-^. AND OTHERS.
YOUNG MAN is iu want of a constant

''O ENGINEERS.—TO BE DISPOSED

ueral work. The premises comprise a brick-built factory of two
lors, each 30 feet by 45 feet ; shed, four-stall stable and loft,

rce vard. with gateway entrance, manager's or foreman’s dwoU-

r tteam-MiHine and boiler, two forges, bellows, and tools ;

sAWING, PLANING, and VENEER
CUTTING-MILLS, LETT’S WHARF, LAMBETH.-TO

?itU the whole of the valuable NEW M.ACIIINERY for sawing,
ilanmg, and veueer ouiting. The premises comprUe an extensive

vharf and two docks, the frontage next the river being 136 feet

tially-erecC'-d saw-mill, 66 feet by 6*3 feet 8 inches, with galvanized
Corrugated iron roof und ends, with sliding doors, engine and
boiler-house, 86 feet bv 20 feet/ 3 inches, lofty brick chimney-shaft,

a range of brick buildinw, about 100 feet long by 25 feet wide,

arranged os a veneer-miTi. plauiuz.miU, and finishing shi-pa

;

brick-builtstabie and loft, two cooimodioua brick-built dwelUng-
hou<e*, and a spacious yard fur stacking timber, 4c. The
machinery includes a pair of high and low pressuie double-

cylinder pendulous steam-engines, equal to I50-ho-ge power (by

Joyce, Greenwich), two Oorniah steam-boile-s (high-pressnre).

each ^ feet long, fi feet 6 inches diameter .with fittings, square
cast-iron water-tank, iu plates, powerful mck saw-beuoh thy
Horn), with 53 feet fable, a new t'mber sawing-frame (by Horn),
l\ deal frames tone of them capable of cutting four deals or
i-’lit ha'tens at oue ooeratioul. two iron ciroular saw-benches,

all the urued brigbtwrouHit iron shafting, with rieger.s pulleys,

and straps, requisite to drive the different machine* ; a patent
knife-culling machine for veneers, capable of taking in a log

7 feet 6 luohrs m length; oue very powerful planing, adzing,

matcliing, tongulog, and croovlng machine, one of a lighter eon-
:oriou (by Wurssam). fir steaming kiln, and every other rcqul-

„ - for the busines.s. A large trade has been carried on upon the

premisei, whi'-h may be secured to a purohmaer ; and the whole
establishment, from situation, from (he superior character of the
machinery, and from tke general arrangement of the buildings,

is superior to an.v of a similar desoriptioii in the metropolis The
premises are held on moderate terms, and the rent has I’cen

'lilherto oaid by the wharfa.-e.—For further particulars, apply to

rtersro. Fi-ui.FTi nmi ILuiskv, Hillitrr-Ktreet. flity.

i£N CARCASES of HOUSES TO BE
a B irgam —Apply to Messrs. L.AUDER and

BEDELLS, Siiiveyois, 4, Great James-street. Bedford-row, W.O.

^J^EN

The Advertiser requires EOUR SIX-
K'H'MEI) KuUSES tiuiic on the Conservr.tive Land

Lsta'e. Hnckiiev. t'-e same us those alieody erected in every parti-

c ilur. Builders wishing to TENDER for the same can ontain fur-

th-r hif-ij 111 inou by letter only to X. V-Z.,care of .Mr. Riddle,
Soott’s-yurd, B i-h.laoe. City.

Building materials.—

T

he Adver-
tiser, who sells largely to Government Contractors, and hw

a coDiieotieu amongst builders, is open to treat with respectable
Town or Country Firms to SELL on CO.MMISSION every
description of Go'iiOS used by BUILDERS. References ^veu.—
Address, J. B. 17, Great Canterbury-place. Lambeth, Loudon.

XHE ROYAL POLYTECHNIC.

-

J. Important Noveltiea — Ht. ’‘,The Rebellion Ip Iiylia;’

- Two

Warwick Coffee Uoi

WANTED, by the Advertiser, a SITUA-
TKiN m an Arohilec-'s Office. Is a neat draughtsman,

ana understands yctsprciivc and coL ur.—.Address, Hating full
paiuculare, to W. T. B. Office of •’ The Builder."

To AKCUITEUTS, 4o.

A GENTLEMAN of thirteen years’ expe-
liciice in the best LondoU offices, is desirous of an

ENGAGEMENT, either temporary or otherwise. Hu is an
excellent draughtsman and iie..igQer, is perfeotli cmivcrsaut with
the getting up m d.awings, both i.oometrical and per.-peotive,

S ished and detailed, and also with the practical part of the pro-
fessiou. Wuutuhaveno ol.jection to uudertakc any description
of profession .1 work at his oan residence.—Address, A- B.9 ,

Otto-
street, Royal-road, Kenuingtou-purk, S.

_ ot Dissolving View*, tainted by Me.-8W.

liine. Clark, ICuoit, Ferring, and Frei’, illustrating the most
important Lo. alitiesof "The Present Mutiny,” with an interest-

ing Lecture on the Rise aud Progress of the " British Rule”
in tudja b> James Malcolm, et<i. late of the Royal Panopticon,

daily, at a quarter past, four aud half past nine. 9nU. A new
Philosophical Euterialnmcut, explanatory of the most cele-

I

brated Aneieut and Moder'n Illusions of the (so called) Wizard.",

I

with Dumerous Eipcrimeutal lllus'ratious.—Ue-engagement of
• the St. George’s Clwir,- for their popular Vooal Concerts every

,
Tuesday. Thursday, aud Saturony evenings, at eight, j/octure by

, Mr. King, on “ The Atlantic Tel-.graph Cable,”—The Dissolving

. View* aud Ptinorsmas. illustrating China aud the Localities of

I the PrcBcut War.—Stevens’s Eighty new osraoramas and life-like

Stereosoopes—'f he Diver aud Diving Betl .- more than 3,1)00 .Models
' aud WorRs ot Art; Electrical Experiments ; Miichiuery always

in Motion ;
MoQtanari’s .Art Wax-work, 4c. 4c.—Exhibition doily

I
of the far-famed Polytechnic Oiy-Hydrogen Microscope.
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OVElMBEUj into'which we shall

enter next week, may be regard-

ed as the commencement of the

Architectural season, though not

exactly the season for building.

The Institute will hold its first

meeting on Monday next : the

Association has got into work,

and so has the Livei-pool Aixhi-

tectui’al Society
;

part of the

elaborate inaugural address de-

livered thereat will be found on

another page. The Institution of

Civil Engineers will begin its ses-

sion on the 10th* The Architectural

Institute of Scotland, which has been
• doing its work well, and has published

some admirable papers,f wiU also, we
suppose, eommence as usual in that

month : the Architectural Exhibition will open

its doors to receive inventions and materials

(designs will be taken in at the commence-

ment of the month following); and, in short,

as we said above, the architectural season will

begin. Considerable activity, too, prevails, and a

busy time may be looked for. Of the Institute

of Irish Architects we do not hear much.

There is some talk, we beheve, of its re-con-

struction on a broader basis : we shall rejoice

to hear of its successful accomplishment. With
reference to the sister-island, by the way, we
have been asked to mention that a new profes-

sional journal for L-elaud, entitled Tie Architect

and Engineer, is to appear with the coming
year. We do so willingly, but we must also

say that to ensure success it must be carried on
with stronger resolves and better arrangements

than accompanied some recent attempts of a

similar kind there.

The Architectural Photographic Society now
numbers in its ranks nearly 600 members, and

ought tobe able to give a riclireturn fortlie guinea

subscribed. The committee have made arrange,

ments with artists to supply them with views

in France, Belgium, Spaiu, Italy, Malta, Atlicns,

and Constantinople, and in our own country

they expect to have a large and fine collection;

from which the subscribers will be able, with

some restrictions, to choose their ow’u subjects.

As they make their arrangements directly with

the photographers themselves, the cost will he

greatly reduced. Already, too, many photo-

graphers in Italy and Spain, and England, have

endeavoured to confoim with their expressed

wishes, which will, in the end, render the views

more serviceable to the profession. Next year

the committee have every reason to hope to ex-

tend their operations into Asia, and to the rc.

maining countries of Europe.

The Architectural Union Company is making

progress, though not so rapidly, considering the

importance of the object to be achieved, as

could be desired. About 800 shares have been

subscribed for, and doubtless, when the Insti-

tute and other bodies meet, a fresh impulse

will be given to the arrangements. The main

terms as to the purchase of the house have

been agreed upon, and the preparations neces-

sary for obtaining tenders for the altera-

* The list of premiums awarded, and subjects for which
premiums are now offered, is published : we shall refer to

Jton another occasion.

t The fifth volume of Transactions, forlS55—6, contains

Boroe particularly interesting and valuable papers, in-

cluding essays “On the Architecture of Nuremberg,” by
Mr. Geo. Burnett, advocate; "On Wrought aod Cast-

Iron Beams,” with illustrations, by Mr. Thos. Davies;
*' On the Egyptian Obelisks now in Rome,’’ with illustra-

tions, by Mr. Alex. Thomson
;
and " Ou the Monumental

Edifices of the Egyptians,” by Professor Donaldson,
“Pb. D.”

tions proposed to he made iu the premises
are said to be in hand. A handsome seal

has been prepared for the company. It is

inscribed round the upper half, “Concordia
Domum Dat

;
” round the lower, “ Architectural

Union Company. Limited.’^ The house pro-
vided for the architectural family, the Insti-
tute, the Association, the Exhibition, and
other bodies, in the shape of a Greek Doric
portico, forms tlie background. Concordia,
a somewhat lusty matron, with a wi*eath
in her left hand, invites the Past, Pre-
sent, and I uture, to enter the home. An old
man, with records and fragments, represents
the Past; a young man, with his plans, an
Ionic capital and a Gothic pinnacle at his feet,

the Present
;
and a naked boy, to show pro-

bably that he is not wrapped in prejudice of

any kind, the Puture. Concordia is generally
represented on coins, if we remember rightly,

with a cup in one hand, and a cornucopia in the
other

;
and if so accompanied on the medal

would have been more easily recognizable.

Misconstruction was perhaps feared. As it is,

wags will probably see in the old man, the
Institute

;
in the young one, the Association

;

and identify the oliild, at their feet, as the lusty

tertium quid, to result one day from a union.
Yiew it as they may, however, the seal is an
interesting production, very creditable to Mr.
Owen Jones, who kindly designed it, and to

Mr. R. Monti, who made the model from
which the die was engraved. We look anxiously

to see the promising and capable Present take
possession of the new Horae, there to make the

best use it can of the Past, and provide hand-
somely for the Future.

Next year it may be expected tbe Architec-

tural Exhibition will he held in Conduit-street

:

on the present occasion it will take place iu

Suffolk-street, as before, but with a difference,

for very considerable alterations, whicli we have
no doubt will be improvements, are being made
iu the Gallery.* The roof of the large room was
a clumsy and iU-arranged affair, carried partly

on obstructive columns, and the walls, it will be
remembered, were vei^ badly lighted. The roof

has been cleared aw'ay, and an entirelynew roof is

beiug put up by Mr. Smallman, builder, from
the designs of Mr. Charles Eowler, jun. It

consists of three pairs of principals, with half

principals, at each cud, so placed as to make the

plan of it an elongated octagon. The principal

rafters have no tie-beam, but there is a collar-

beam about 6 feet up from the foot of the rafter,

and this collar is secured to the rafter by strong

iron angle tics on the face of hoth.f A cove is

formed from the foot of rafters up to the collar-

beams, at which upper level there will be a flat

ceiling, mostly of ground-glass : behind this at

night, gas will illuminate the apartment, without

heating it disagreeably
; while for day-light the

outer roof will be glazed to the extent of IS

feet on each side of the ridge. The walls will

he hung with canvass, painted in patterns, and

the cove, wc understand, will be decorated with

the figures of eight kings, painted by Mr. Huil-

stone, the president of the Society of British

Artists, to whom the gallery belongs, with repre-

sentations on each side of them of the artists

whom they encouraged. In this, as in most
things now going on, a desire is evident to

do something a little better than was thought

sufficient a few years ago. Every new build-

ing of any size shows tbe same feeling : iu

most of them, either in the shape of colour or of

sculpture, some attempt at decoration is made.

Iu the various competitions, too, which have

• The report of the committee and balance sheet,
1856—7, are now before us. The latter shows that the
payments, including 16i. returned to Architectural Asso-
ciation, and 34L to members of the committee, were
428L 199. 6d. The receipts and subscriptions were
•437/. fis. 6d. leaving due to Hon. Secs. 1/. 13s.

t The span is 43 feet. The principal rafters are 8 in. by

j

6in.j tbe collar-beam is 8 in. by 6 iu. at the ends, and
I 10 in. by 6 in. in centre.

lately taken place, considerable freedom of
thought has been shown, to which wc shall have
other opportunities to refer.

Concerning the designs for the Government
Offices, nothing has been heard since the de-
cision. The same mystery prevails as to the
proposed Wellington Monument iu St. Paul’s,

Individual sculptors, considering the matter
still open, are active in making known their

own particular views ; hut of the intentions of
Government in the matter we shall probably

know nothing before the meeting of Parliament.
The designs for tbe Cambridge Music-hall

have been on view during the whole of the

present week. The consideration by the town
council of the question as to whether the present

Town-hall is to be altered or not is deferred

until the 9th of November, when the point will

most likely be finally decided one way or the

other. This we suppose will influence the deci-

sion as to the Music-hall. We are sorry to

find that the impression appears to be that a
Music-hall will not be built, and that the com-
mittee appealed to architects for designs with-

out sufficient grounds for believing that they

would be in a condition to carry out the scheme.

One of our correspondents, however, says,—
“ It is not known when tbe selection will take

place, but there is no doubt that full justice will

be done to all by securing the aid of competent

architects in weighing the merits of design and

detail exhibited in the works of the various

competitors.” It is to be hoped that he will

prove correct.

In the Blackburn Injirmary matter the com-

mittee have awarded the first premium, 100/. to

Messrs. Smith and Turnbull, of Manchester,

and the second to Messrs. Hibbert and Rain-

ford, of Preston. Even at this distance from

tbe scene we could give evidence of personal

canvassing on the part of unsuccessful com-

petitors, not in accordance with the published

conditions of the competition. The Breston

Guardian, with a perception of the real stake

played for, not always exhibited by non-pro-

fessional papers, asks who is to carry out the

design ? and says,

—

“ The committee are bound iu fairness to employ
one of the firms who have been awarded a prize. "We
arc aware that a discretion in this matter was re-

served by the conditions under which plans were sent

in; and we can imagine that such a proviso was ex-

pedient to guard against a possible evil. Bat two
firms have passed through a severe ordeal, and their

abilities in this peculiar architecture have received a

practical recoguitioo. 'The best possible test has

been applied, and the result is satisfactory. We wish,

however, to impress upon the committee the nearly

self-evident fact that the prizes are by no means an

adequate compensation for the abilities and labour

expended upon the designs. The cost to the authors

of the seventy-three sets of plans could not have been

less than 600/. : their value and cost, if ordered and

paid for, would range between 1,500/. and 2,000/.

The prizes together only amount to 150/.
;
so that

the inadequacy of the reward to the risk incurred is

palpable.”

Again,

—

“ Let the profitable part of the work go where the

merit and risk came from. There can be no reason

for withholding from either Messrs. Smith aud Tum-
bull, or Messrs. Hibbert and Rainford, the absolute

erection of the building.”

There ought to be no reason, but we are,

nevertheless, very anxious to know the arrange-

ment adopted in the selected design, hoping,

most earnestly, that we may not have another

pestilential hindcrance to cure, added to those

which already disgrace the country. The

patients, in surgical cases, in many of our

hospitals, would have twice as good a chance

of recoveiy as they now have if they were put

under a canvass tent on. Salisbury-plain. The

. motto adopted by the authors of the second

,
design, “ Le Plan Fran^ais,’^ would lead us to

believe that what has been said in these pages
' on the subject has, at any rate, been seen, even

, if it should not have been properly attended to.
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'We mentioued some time since the decision

iu the

—

Cattle-^ard Competition of the 'Royal Dimin

iS'ociel'i'.—Afterwards a second competition was

inTitcd, hut we believe no decision has been

piihliclY announced. The architect whose de-

mgn was selected iu the first competition

vrrites to us,

—

Possiblr yon, or some of your professional

Ywclers, wooia kin.lly suggest wbat course is open for

unsuccessful competitors to pursue, who, lured hy ibc

promise of a premium, send m thiborale drawings in

competition, aud suhseq^uently find that the parlies

receiving and professing to adjudicate fairly on the

same, decline to announce any decision, or state if

such premium has been awarded or not. It appears

to me that an announcement could he forced, by

serving notice that unless the same were made within

,a given time, the drawings would not be token back,

Lut charged for in the usual manner.

Before making any remark let ns pnnt the

inquiry of another correspondent, “B. W. C.”

and one observation will apply to both. He
says,

—

"Ou the 17th inst. I wrote to ask your advice

as to how an architect, who scut in a competition

design (a premium having been offered for the best)

for a building about to be erected, should act, when

his design, at first (as he heard) selected as the best,

was not only traced, hut also cut out of the hook

in which it was made up. Since then I have received

my letter, and the builder’s, which accompanied my

design, hut not until I had written for them three

times:’ both were opened, I presume by the secretary

of the committee, although each was sealed, aud had

the motto written on it
;
and these were put into a

• ^nrge envelope, sealed, and the motto on it.

i shall esteem it as a special favour, if you will he

good enough to favour me with your opinion as to

whether, in accordance with professional practice, I

have any claim for suchih-treatmeut?”

We believe it is tolerably certain, that a com-

petitor bas no remedy unless a special contract

on the part of the committee can be proved.

This being the case, and we have stated it scores

of times, does not common sense dictate that

architects should always require a proper under-

• standing aud contract, they make designs?

The Islington Vestry-hall competition will

•be settled, some expect, this (Briday) evening.

At a meeting of the vestiy, held last week, the

whole seveuty-scven, and leave them to make the final

selection.”
* * * “ As to cost, no committee

arc competeut to decide that from small-scale plans

;

they should choose which is best, andletthe architect,

if he can, procure a secured tender
;

if he cannot,

throw him over and go to the next best. The science

of construction lies in getting strength where needed,

aud omitting it where useless, and it may thus happen

that one man may erect his building at a cost, wherein

another may exceed onc-hdf for precisely the same

thing. Let it he remembered also, that the nicest

knowledge of the value of a rod of brickwork,—the

keenest appreciation of the fluctuations in ihe timber-

market,— or the best practical acquaintance with the

method of rearing streets of houses, so that they will

hold together without cracks aud settlemcnls just

long enough to he sold into other hands, is no more

a knowlecfge of architecture than a scaffold-pole is a

building, and this is the sort of error that nearly

every committee splits upon. The practice of forty

years ago made archilectiue a matter of hook-knovv-

ledn’e, and every smattcrer xvho knew one order from

another, dubbed himself a critic. Now that it is rising

from its degradation aud becoming again an inven-

tion—an art—it is still clogged and hampered by the

leaven of the old false principles. Some ten or tw'enty

years hence we shall no doubt have a better state of

things.”

Aud iu tbe meanwhile the meritorious must

often suffer. Iu addition to a building offerm{_

all the accommodation required, tbe vestry

should seek to erect a work which would not

simply not discredit the important parish iu

which it is placed, but would tend to improve the

taste of tbe rising generation, aud have a bene-

ficial influence ou every building hereaftererected

there. An influence either bad or good every

public building exerts, and governments, corpo-

rate bodies, and parish boards ought to bear

this most seriously iu mind. The Isbugton

vestry includes men of CTcat intelligence and

perfect integrity, aud will, we feel sure, experi-

ence much regret hereafter, should it, through

waut of sufficient consideration and exact know-

ledge, do wrong in this case.

Our statement of current topics, however, bas

already run to greater length than was intended.

AN ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW.
THE LIVERPOOL ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY.*

To the quiet followers of intellectual pursuits like

ourselves, the notes of war, which have been again

erect heads, though we turn from battles of the Sepoys

to battles of the styles. Peace hath her triumphs as

well as War
;
and while her trophies are generally

more euduring and more beneficial to mankind, she

gives scope for virtues as noble as ever graced the

purest aud most patriotic physical struggle. After

lookiug around me as far as my mental vision or

means of observation extend, with a view to ascer-

taining what would be the most pertinent train of

remarks 1 could fall into this eveniug, and asking

myself what were the greatest errors and short-

comings in the present view and practice of the

profession—what the worst obstructions to advance-

ment in architecture—the thing that still struck me
most 03 a grievous evil aud impediment to progress

was the absence of mental freedom in design—the

continued fealty, which is slavery, to styles and

schools—the lack of judgment and comprehension in

the treatment of those materials which munificent

lime has bequeathed to us from the genius of those

who have gone before us. It is not a congress such

as proposed somewhere in print a short time ago to

settle tbe principles of Gothic architecture, that we

want
;
such a congress would be as absurd os would

a synod to fix tbe doctrines of religion. It is common
sense and honesty among architects and their patrons

that we stand most in need of. Circumstances ai-e

90 different in the present day from those of the age

in which the latest of them flourished, that we can-

not take any style as such : as styles they are dead,

but, like the carcase of the slain lion from which

Sampson drew forth honey, they contain a rich nutri-

ment for the architectnre of the future. What we

have to do with a style is to analyse it, and exercise

the constructive power of our intellect in the pro-

duction of new organisms from its elements. You

may take any part of a foregone style as a key note

to give the msthetic tone to what else of modem
invention may be brought into contact with it.

I do not believe there is any such fidty and immo-

bility between tbe parts of styles of architecture as is

geuerally supposed, nor so much detachment amongst

them. A style may be looked upon as a fluid sub-

stance which may he separated at pleasure, aud which

may be made to flow out into various streams, and

mingle its branches with those of other styles widely

different fi’om it in original character. The pointed

arch was first introduced into architecture for its

structural advantages. It has been employed in very

different styles, and I believe it is applicable to any

arcuated system of building. The cuspiug is a beauty

that is peculiar, I presume, to Gothic, and cannot he

transplanted into classic windows; hut the Saracenic

architects filled in their windows with a wonderful

maze of beautiful forms, in tbe shape of a purely

Afe a meeting ot the vestiy, neia msc wem^, mo our=civ«, rue u. « tracery, that is equal to anything in

LX" agreeable, from a feeling thal.^ befido peat aa.ional
j

Gothic , and tUa I believe to be applicable to tviudea

desif'us for tbe Vestry-ball returned to the

vestry is witbiu tbe amount advertised, reported

that, as it would have entailed considerable ox-
o„o„eei,es .os. regaro, .. .ae,

peuditurc of time and money,^ they had not
| something of their pertinence and dignity, m the,*'

5
• • i 1 lose SUmClUllIK U1 VUl.*l pi.,1 — ..J ,

-

availed themselves of tbe vestry s permission to
, yet, if we view this matter rightly, we

employ an architect in prosecuting tbe reference. Ljjjjjj gg* there is no time wherein the mental

They bad read tbe specifications, and carefully 1 improvement of ourselves and others is more called

re-examiued tbe drawings, and they found that,
'

either national independence or pros-

with tbe exception of tbe design numbered 32 peiity is endangered.

and 33, they fdl, according to the architect's state-
j

For the strength of a nation to cope with its

ment, came witbiu the stipulated cost. There enemies, either within or without, consists not alone

were several of the designs, they said, not com- in its pecuniary resources, hut in a great measure in

natible with tbe requirements of the vestry, the elevation of mind and largeness of heart of its

After considerable discussion, a motion was car- members
;
aud he who by any means aids m tbe

Xd to tbe effect, that the twelve selected designs
,

n.enlal culture of those around >‘™. ^
be referred back to tbe committee, to make a de- estobhshment and dissemmat.oii througyhe pores of

tailed report on tlm designs, giringafnlh

of each, aud that it be printed and placed lu the
and enlightenment,

bands of vestrymen.
, , , 'hut promotes the interest of the state, braces the

Tbepersonalintcrest which, it bas been shoxTU,
the boily politic for coming difficulties and

several of the vestiymen have m particular plans dangers, and adds strength to the pillars of empire,

lessens, we fear, the chance of a creditable de- Moreover, it should he borne in mind that the true

cisiou, and serves to explain why some of tbe scholar or artist is directly contributing to that true

twelve selected designs are in tbe list instead national prosperity and glory, to which vastness of

ofbetter designs left umnentioned. It is asserted territory, richness of revenue, and commercial im-

tbat, at tbe first meeting of tbe committee, they poitance, can ouly he considered at the best as sub-

shru-Rles for the aecuriug of llbert, or defence of m any style, such as church wndows that are not to

territory the noiseless inarch and bloodless triumphs
,

look out of, but only to admit » moderate portion of

of intellect, whether in science, or literature, or art,
:

light. I never eonsidered a high-ptched roof as

attract to themselves less regard, it they do not
,

essential to a budding in which a Gothic style of
' 'beauty is to reign; nor buttresses as essential to

vaults', nor vaults to buttresses. There are modes of

ceiling aud roofing besides stone vaulting which, in

exerting to some extent oblique pressure on tbe walls,

may require and justify the use of the buttress—which

feature, by the way, is as properly employed to resist

a cylindrical vault as a pointed one. And if a but-

tressed building maybe true and unaffected without a

stone ceiling, so on the other hand may a vaulted

building be entirely real and genuine, though innocent

of buttresses, for you may thicken the walls in order

to dispense with them. A building may be true

Gothic architecture with a pointed and traceiied win-

dow, though it have no other feature that is now

considered peculiarly Gothic; what else is required

being the mere unbiassed offshoot of common sense

and a feeling for beauty
;
and what may seem stranger

still, it may be a true Gothic building without any

window at all, but lighted from a Gothic skylight.

You may build a Gothic cathedral, a Gothic parish

church, a Gothic Roman Catholic church, and a

Gothic disseuters’ chape), all fully suited to their

respective purposes, with equal claims to be considered

true works of art.

nut on one side all the designs which included a ordiuate means ahd iustrnracnts, and which consist m
|

The purpose of the building, which must always

tower ' If it were so, this was certainly unjust a generally diffused knowledge, a solid literatme, an govern its form and all else, may admit of but few

-iivfl aiid iiTobablv scivcd to Hut out exploring science, a correct taste, purity of life, and
^

p.irts
;
hut if all the elements proper to its nature

r I riYi-iP nf +}i(» host flesifrus desiffiis the possession of civil and religious liberty—all those ’ aud purpose grow round it, it is a perfect work.
Of court ^7%° things which tend to render prtvate life, in whatever ' p.rted of its kind. It may not he so great as an
moreover, which mi^ht be

rank or class, dignified and happy. It is these that edifice that developed all
;
yet, in being all its p^pose

the tower. If such was the deterraination,
^ armies and navies or required, and all that was contemplated m its design,

competitors should have been mlormed ot it m
wide-spread domiuion—which latter, indeed, if it R is a true and complete work of art

;
just as one of

the first instance. Several very sensible letters
obtained, as it almost always is, hy violence and the lower animals-a dog, or a horse, for instance—

aud articles have appeared in the local papers
wiouii, rather degrades than el’evates, and cannot be is perfect of its species, though it boast not aR the

on tbe subject. One writer in the Islington Ldd without prejudice to the interest of virtue among faculties of man; and such a structure, however

Gazette says,— both conquerors and conquered. ' humh'e its class, is more honourahle to the designer,

Let us tA-e heart, theu, aud pursue our course with ' who kas, as it were, projected himself into bis \\;ork,

lhau a reproduction of the Parthenon. AYe have
“ I would suggest one of two courses

;
either let

the vestry choose _aocw six plans, and request some
, followine formed part of an address delivered by

scarcely Vet V'tVmpted tbe revolution in architecture
gentleman of surtiL-.eut standing to decide which is

president, Mr. S. Uuggina, at tlie opening of tbe
scarcei) yci auunpiou uuo ^

best, or let them direct him to choose six from the session, on tVednesday, the 21st instant. analogou's to that in poetry, when, instead of the
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remote and historical, the familiar and common were

wrought into song. "VVe have yet to infuse the

spirit of architectural beauty into the humble cottage,

the back street row, the ordinary dwelling, which are

to enshrine household virtues and domestic aifeclions

as beautiful as the mansion or the palace.

^Vhcthcr you will go so far with me or not, you

will admit that there are many possible modifications

of architecture not dreamt of in our philosophy.

Let us give up the fear too much entertained amongst

US of violating or changing the spirit of style. Let

us be free aud fearless, and leave styles to their fate.

Our English language is not now what it was in

structure ; besides importations of new words, it has

undergone changes in construction also by imitation

that hccausG we are a Gothic race we must naturally .
the most hackneyed features of the style, without a

love pointeducss aud that quality of form called

rigidity, and which is present in a pointed and absent

in a round arch. Revived ancient learning and

classic art compose a leaven which hf.s been working

against this instinct for the last 300 years. The

goodly works of Homer, Horace, Euripides,

iEsebylus, and the rest, like beautiful exotics trans-

pliutcd into our inlellcctual soil, have taken deep

root iu it : their fragrant virtues have penetrated

through all the pores of our civilization and educa-

tion, aud imbued every English mind with their

sweetness to such an extent that, though of Gothic

spark of ingenuity, novelty, or feeling.*

HOW ARE WE TO REVmi GOTHIC
ARCHITECTURE?

The Builder for the 10th inst. contains an abstract

of a paper read by Mr. Scott at the meeting of the

Yorkshire Architccturol Society, held at Duucastci',

on the 23rd ult.“ On the Present Position and Futarc

Prospects of the Revival of Gothic Architecture.
’

As this is a subject to which I have for some time

past given much thought and attention, I may,

perhaps, be allowed lo say a few words touching the

means by which it seems to me that the principles of

this revival—now that they are firmly established

—

must be carried out.

After describing the causes which gave rise to this

spirit of revival in church architecture, and passing

descent, I should think there would now he a diffi-

cully iu finding anything of purely Gothic feeling or

of the idioms of ancient and modern languages, i
character among the educated natives of these islands,

rendering it more ample and copious than originally ' and that this difficulty will increase with every passing

constituted. The same is true, probably, of most
!

generation.

laoguages. Who can say that the languages ofl Nor is that classic style which, under free and inde- -r--- ,
• *

• i“

architecture are not susceptible of similar modifica- pendent treatment of Greek and Roman architecture,
j

not undeserved culogiums on those who were mainly

tion in their structnral characters, responsive to the woald be originated in England, identical with that
;

Mlmment-d in bringing about n general reyolnlionin

calls of the day and the advance of human improve- style which arose beneath the blue skies and glorious respect tlu-oiighout the coimtiy, the WTiter goes

meat ? sunshine of Italy-a land wherein those mysterious
j

on to say that we have at length succeeded m ob-

An important means T am expecting of regenera- rclaiious which exist between the various beauties of [taming a fair knowledge of Mediaval arthiicct^

tion to architecture is the introduction of the Gothic nature and the deep emotions of the soul must be whether at home or abroad, and m mastering ts

stvle of sculpture into a broad aud free Anglo-classic ' more vividly felt than in our less genial clime. We
,

genera ^mocip es. o ai a » g
> rnorV

stvle of architecture, adapted to the general require-
j

are graver and more abstract : we are a more domestic
|

0^6 o groun e ore us, so

nminintp’ •

menls ot the day. The genine of the claieieal Hre-side-loving people than the natives ot Italy
i
-"I

| « LI
sculpture has vanished before the light of Olmstianity, onr deepest chords arc tnned, and innate poetry bronpht "ith Qotino than wi h the so-ca led CImsic architce-

and is a thing that properly belongs to the past. “ It out, b, blendings of the influences ot nature and li'-e,
tnre , this is no smal acbievcment, to hu e » >™o^hly

was (as Mrs. Jamieson remarks) the apotheosis of i differently proportioned to those which operate on the
^

nias eic e gmmm
.. sehonlhnv knows

mortal beauty and power, and found early and neces-
j

Italians; and such difi’erences must of necessity lead
j

icvcmen . u
,

-nrjpqervti ” and
sai-ily its limits of perfection, aud the highest possible to ditferent utterances in the way of art—a truth ’ ‘s one mg °

°
he able to

adaptation of its principles, in the deification oflwhich will be Ihemore readily admitted when we “Syntax by heart, and ^auothej thing to be ahle^to

external nature.” Gothic sculpture, on the contrary, ^ consider that even in the different states of Italy local

is the expression of the new and larger life of
j

influences affected it, and Rome, Venice, Florence,

Cbristianity, which is no more than the fully de-
1

Lombardy, aud Bologna had their separate develop-

veloped life of humanity, and is a thing of iufiuite
’ ments, just as distinct as were those of England,

progression, to the capabilities of which we can see
|

France, and Spain. The Venetian style of Italian

no limits. And while Gothic sculpture is susceptible ,
architecture, which has been the general model to the

of much classic tuition, the classic elements are also
j

architecture of England as well as to the rest of

susceptible of so far imbibiog the Gothic spirit in transaljiinc Europe, grew up amid scenes and circum-

composition as to harmonise with its sculpture. I stances very different to those which exist and operate

know of no instance of this having been attempted
;

|

here. As might have been expected from the character

hut a mixture analogous to it was effected in the and habits of the people at the time of its origin, its

sister art of poetry by Milton, when he introduced aim was maguiliceoce, luxury, pomp, gay floriility of

my thological and classical imagery into his “ Paradise omamcnialion diffused over the entire face of the

Lost which poem, so far from being injured by it,

has, by the author’s exquisite management, received

increased poetic interest. His breadth and compre-

hensiveness of mind and power of mental digestion

enabled him to see points of unity unseen by less

gifted poets, and to lay everything under contribution

—his classic lore, his political opinions, bis domestic

affections, his theological convictions—to the en-

riching of his great poem.

The true poet weaves all into song ;
so does the

true architect convert everything into architecture.

sai'ily its limits of perfection, aud the highest possible to different utterances in the way of art a truth to know the

-< .-.1 - ..e- ...Ill V.. 4 i.„ ,.,.wvn wLpt, wp

S

yntax ” by heart, and another thing to be able to

compose good or even decent Latin prose. Neither

will an accurate acquaintance with the details of the

various styles of Gothic architecture enable a man to

design, though it may teach him to imitate a Gothic

building. It is not merely by observing the details of

window tracery, mouldings, and the like, that we can

hope to attain to a ’practical knowledge of oor “ na-

tional ” architecture, hut by observing the spirit by

which the builders of the Middle Ages were actuated

in designing new foims, and in borrowing suggestions,

from the architects of other nations. It is in this

last respect, as it seems to me, that our architects at

the present day most signally fail. "SVe cannot pro-

duce new forms of beauty in our architectural designs

in the same manner as our Herefordshire cider-makers

get new sorts of apples, by grafting; though some

of our modern-Gothic architects,— some, too, who

stand high on “ the blazing scroll of fame,”—seem to

have adopted some such a botanical expedient, giving

us now a chip of Italian pine, now a slip of one of

those tall ugly poplars which line every canal and

every highway iu some parts of “ la belle France''

For heaven’s sake let us have no churches!

We want no foreign grafts. The old stock is not

dead yet
;

hut is able and willing to yield us

'

as goodly fruit as ever grew thereon in our fore-

fathers' days, if only we will treat him as kindly
•

and as tenderly as they did.

The “Lancet period” of English architecture is
•

marked by features peculiarly its own, and which

render it perfectly distinct from the contemporary •

styles of the continental nations; and in beauty of
’

form and proportion (both in elevation and ground

plan), in the boldness aud elegance of its vaulting,

and in its exquisite treatment of detail, especially in

the sections of its mouldings, it immeasurably sur-

passes them. Even when they borrowed from the

French the first elements of tracery, our English

. architects took good cai'e to avoid the error which

i their continental brethren almost invariably fell into.

work, which is broken up into numerous minute parts

aud divisions—qualities which those of a purely Anglo-

classic architecture would be almost diametrically

opposed to. Chaste grandeur of form and proportion,

concentration of decoration, contrasting with masses

of plain wall, fewness aud greatness of parts, and

breadth and power of effect, such as shown by Wren

in the west front and dome of St. Paul’s Cathedral

would be the most natural to aud best express the

Euglish feeling and character, which the architect

just named, Sir Christopher Wren, may be considered

To true art insight and instinct all things arc possi- ;
to have more truly represented than Inigo Jones, who

hie. Art, like nature, is ever young, ever renewing
|

was a less original arcbitect--that is, was m-

and germinating. It has in it sometirng like the i
debted to Italy than l,u illnstrious successor. Mh.le

force of nature, which appropriates its nntomnal Greek architecture is too cold for this ehroato, the

leaves as fast as they fall, and oilracts from them the Haliao ,s soinewhnt too warm : but architeelure may

sap of life for the uourishment of new forms. Like
j

be chaste without being cold, and warm without being

corrupt,
sap of life for the nourishment

nature, it has an insatiable appetite for the production

of the beautiful aud sublime, and its effort is to pre-

vail over the loose materials that come drifting to it

from remote ages and lands, and to absorb the dead

matter, pntrifying as it were in the bands of the

archrcologist, into works breathing a new and vernal

life. Its beautifying spirit possesses an adaptive and

restorative energy that brings all into order, and

gives to everything its due rank in the new realm, to

which it is introduced.

The great and paramount thing is to respond truly

to the wants, in strict accordance with the means, of

the present day and country. A change has come

over the spirit of our dream since medieeval times.

A change is constantly and must he evermore coming

over the dream of our life; a change that I believe

manifests itself even in the human countenance in

the course of generations by the action of new

circumstances upon the soul, of which it is the index.
1 1 4-k:r

What Italy has done for us is the fumishin|_

bright example of ancient architecture, reformed upon

modern ideas, and extended to general purposes.

Italy has given us new elements and features ; it

has solved many architectural problems. It has

originated what may be called the order of fenestra-

tion—no unimportant one—but it has not given us a

stereotvped style, much less patterns for individual

works.’ The Italian styles aud examples, as well as i

all other styles and esamples, are to he taken as food
\

ot “aking the circle fill the wliolc head of the window

for the resthetic faculties,' and not literally, and with- ‘1>“3 bringing the heads of the lights W""" ««

out Question appropriated. They will furnish ns
' o/ U, arch,

y
orkmg upon the hint thu

•*1, * k 1* p+iiLiirVif wliprrhv tn embodv and borrowed, but Without for one moment forsaking those

™es7«ld °et ta ette“' principles of beauty which had hitherto distinguished
express oui new auu b

, ,, •
,

the r works from the productions of their neighbours,
poranes, but they can piope ly donothmg more.

_
|

The most promiucnt fact discovered by \^hat is “ the noblest period of our indigenous art,”—
called the great Government competition (g''eat

^

^bich has ever pre-

i;iik.uiuatauL.jo uuvja ptiu .v drawulg luatch would be a more proper name for
the additional merit of being-

The great duty of the architect is to recognise this ' it) is, that a practice directly t e reveise o w la
essentially “ourown,”

change, which be does not do when he bedecks a
[

have been contending for reaches to the very highest
however, the constant repetition of the

Gothic church for the religious rites of the day in the
|

places in the profession, ihe present
! cfrcle was found wearisome, and thought not to fit

costume of a time 600 years gone bv—a space in architectural design seems to be not to exercise what
,

pointed arch. After adopt-

which changes have taken place ten times as great as
I

inventive power is possessed, m the torraation and
yterious expedients to get rid of these defects

any that occurred between the widest periods of
;

decoration of a shell or carcase custributcd houzonta J
^

njost successful of which was the occa-

thc style; changes produced by new and revolution- and vertically iu accordance with the buUdmg s pur-
1

substitution of the spherical triangle for the

ising discoveries, by reformation in religion, by new pose, but to take aa_ illustraliou ot some iroposmgly
, ^-indows) our builders seem

institutions and by the revival of classic literature ' executed design, spoil it m order to conce-ii the thett, borrowed another hint from the French, and

aud classic architecture, which latter alone would and then draw a plan and section to suit it. beverai
adopted from them the system of curvilinear

have a wonderful iutlueuce upon the Gothic style of the premiated designs are little more than copies ot
i Unfortunately, however, in borrowing the

were it allowed fair play
;
for there is a great deal in

^

French, Itahan, aud other continental buildings
;
and

l

tijgy borrowed also the defects of this style,

the decoration and detail of even the best periods of many of the others, wlicu diviated ot tlieir gay
|

degrees lost sight of that distinct subordination-

Gothic architecture that Attic taste cannot well bedizening and gettiug-up, lu which everytiiing
j

pgrtg, aud that depth and boldness of moulding by

endure, and that no man would repeat who bad done that could be done to mplead the judges as to
j

“ Early Decorated period” is distmgmshed.

riehtly studied and refined himself by the classical
. the relative merits of the designs, and shown up in

j decline of the style, indeed, the tracery is

remains the truth-telling dress of the engraver, exhibit little
j

;

It is absurd to conteml, as has lately been done, else than a collocation of wiadovrs and columns, and
[

• To be conlmned.
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marked by an interweaving of the muiliuas, which
suggests the idea that they are lent out of willow

wands, instead ol' cut out of stone. Il was this want
of construciiveness which led to the adoption of the

Perpendicular style, which was disiingiiished by an

appearaoec of stability and bracing of parts which
form a favourable contrast to the “finnikio” pretti-

ness of the contemporary styles in Prance and
Germany.

Thus the various styles of English Gothic archi-

tecture form one unbroken chain, the several portions

of which are so intimately linked together as to seem
toyrtrweach one from that which pieceded it. If,

then, we are to take up and carry on the chain which
our forefathers have forged, we must take it up
at the link at which they let it drop, in order to

introduce foreign material.

Let us persist in the endeavour to produce new
forms of beauty in geometrical tracery

;
and, when we

introduce curvilhiear forms, let us adapt lo them the
bold deeply cut mouldings and constructive character
of the leading lines which mark the architecture of
“the later part of the thirteenth ceutury,” taking
care never to allow the pattern of the tracery to
appear cut of) by the arch of the whidoxo, as is fre-
quently the case in Late Decorated examples. The
tracery should always fit into and fill the window
arch.

I cannot agree with Mr. Scott in considering the
“ French architecture of the thirteenih and four-
teenth centuries” as the “great central type of
Pointed architecture.” Compared with the English
architectime of the same period, it appears signally
deficient in that very “vigour of sentiment and mas-
culine boldness” which be professes to admire in it.

The external outlines are generally clumsy, and the
buildings seem absolutely propped up by an exag-
gerated system of buttresses. The vaults are poor,
and badly constructed

; and there is a paucity and
shallowness about the mouldings, which contrast but
poorly with the bold rounds and decply-cut hollows
of our “Early English” and “Early Decorated”
styles.

“ Having once, however,” as the writer says,
agreed on a common basis, our course must be per-

unfettered. Our aim, it is true, must
st|U be 07ie~to construct on this basis a stvle which
willmeetevery exigency of the day; but in following
np that aim there is the utmost scope for individual
talent, and lor the most exalted efforts of individual
genius. The greater the number of minds bronerht
to bear upon this work, the more copious will be the
regenerated art, so only that aU work upon the same
ioundation, and aspire to the same result.”
pe suggestion of an art-workmau, at the meeting

of the Architectural Association on the 2ad instant
that a class should be started “ for practice and
working drawings, where the artizan might join
with the juuior architect,” seems to me to deserve
our best alteution, as a means calculated to promote
the great cause which we have in hand.

I am glad to see that attention has at last been
called (by Mr. Denison, at Doncaster) to the “ stupid
and pnventional and unobserving practice of all the
arcMtects offices, of settiug Gothic windows, as they
do Itahnn ones, twice as near to the outside as to the
i^ide of the wall.” This is a fault which I have
observed m almost every single modern Gothic build-
ing which has come under my notice, and which is
utterly destructive lo the effect of wiudow-tracerv,
by preveutiug the mullions from casting a proper
amount of shadow upon the glass. tV P

WORCESTER CATHEDRAL AND THE NE^^
WORKS.

The strictures upon my papers, which have a
peared in the Builder, of the 3rd aud the 17
inslant, seem to demand a reply, which I should ce
tamly have withheld had the writer confined hims(
to an expression of dissent from my opinions, witho
impugning the accuracy of my stat'emeuts.

Your correspondent, with wonderful recklessness
assertion, allirms that “neither paint nor varnish h
touched the marble.” lu my first visit to the Cath
dral of Worcester, I was struck, as I think evei
visitor must be, with the disagreeable hue of tl

Purbeck shafts, receutly disemb irrassed of the
whitewash. I ascended into the triforium, touchi
the shafts, to which I found niy lingers adbereil ai
perceived, or thought I perceived, the smell of pain
1 was subsequently infonned, bv one who must hai
had personal knowledge of the fact, and who cou
have been influenced by no motive to mislead m
that the m^ble had been subjected to the process
have described. “ C. B,” appears to have been othe:
^tsc mformed

; but I am not disposed to doubt tl
Tidence of my senses, and my informant’s statemen
upon the unsupported contradiction of “ C B ” Li
It

^ confirmed by the architect, and I will cheerful!
ana unreservedly admit my error.

[Oct. 31, 1857.

I knew, quite as well as your correopoudent, that

the restoration of the south transept front had been
effected by carefully replacing, iu every case where it

was possible, the original stones. I have watched for

weeks the process of cleaning, and preparing them
for this purpose

; and I allow that I should more
accurately have described the present couditiou of

this portion of the cathedral by an employment of the

word “replacement” rather than “restoration.”

But I am unable to perceive that, by this misuse of

terms, I nave inflicted any wrong upon the architect.

In the view I took of the matter, he was entitled to

the praise of a faiihful and exact imitator. “ C. B.”
places him quoad hoc upon a level with an intelligent

mason who, I suppose, would have refitted the stones

quite as well as the architect.

Your correspoudeut takes exception to the opinion
I have expressed regarding the new pinnacles. This
he does alter a very disingennous, or very ignorant
fashion. He says that, I “pronounce the new pin-

nacles to be immoderately heavy.” What I have
written is, that tbe octangular covering is “ immo-
derately heavy.” “ C. B.” has been informed that

the design has been carefully studied from one of the

best origiual examples, from which they differ only
in being somewhat lighter. Ay, lighter, but in

what respect ? Why, in the open part, the sub-

structure, the shaft, aud arched opeuiugs, which pre-
sent a shocking disparity with the heavy stone pyra-
mids. Why. here is the very mistake which has been
committed laid bare, aud my criticism justified to the
very letter. If this be “ C. B.’s” method of defending
his friends, well may the architect exclaim, “iVb?*
talif &c.

The information communicated by “ C. B.” that the
" actual eastern end of the cathedral, with its window
group, is new, both in design and in construction,”
may be accurate, and I do not doubt that on this

question “C. B.” is the faithful exponent ofthe opinions
of others; but if this be so, what becomes ofthe
statement so industriously propagated (it found its

way into the Builder, August 22, p. 481), that the
architect possessed proofs that the ancient window
was of live lights, and that the new window was con-
structed in accordance, &c. ? If this he so, how are
to he justified the praises heaped upon the archi-
tect, for his wonderful sagacity iu discovering and
seizing upou the design of the first great master-
spirit aud designer, and in faithfully carryiog it out ?

Again, I say, 7ian tali, &c.
Your correspondent erroneously represents me to

have said, that the great east window, “ with the
gable trefoil, ’ has taken the place of the Geometric
window ofniue lights. Does “C. B.” seriously intend
lo_ assert that he ever saw an Eastern Decorated
window, of which the summit rose up into the gable
above its horizontal string? Such an arrangement, I
would venture to say, nowhere does exist, except in
the imagination of “ C. B.” I was not aware that the
window in question was of so recent a date as has
been communicated to “ C. 13. ;” though, from the
coarseness of its eseculion, and inelegances of compo-
siiion, I did presunre that it was nut of the period
represented by its design.

“C. B.” complains that my papers leave many points
of interest in Worcester Cathedral, untouched. Un-
doubtedly the^ do ; but even “ C. B.” will discover,
when he undertakes that which he has not yet accom-
plished—" a diligent, sustained, aud thoughtful
examination” of Worcester Cathedral—that a de-
scription which should embrace every detail and
(ealure of so vast an edifice would fill a number of
tbe periodical which received my bumble contribu-
tions

;
aud, even after such a reaping, there would

remain much for careful gleaners.

My object was simply, as must be the purpose iu
all^ similar cases, to direct attentiou to the salient
points of interest, exercising, of course, that discre-
tion iu my selection for which I must be held re-
sponsible.

“ C. B.” docs not coincide in my opinion, that the
great transept was originally built in conformity with
the choir and Lady chapel. Tlie means of arriving at
au exact estimate of the date are, 'I confess, but
scanty. My opinion was mainly determined by the
vaulting pillars

; and, until the eontniry be proved by
documeuiary proofs, I am prepared to maintain, that
the internal evidence is in favour of the Early
English origin of this portion ofthe cathedral.

It is quite true that the anomalous pier to which ray
description alladcs is the “ first,” and not the “ second
from the west on the north side.” Prom this admis-
sion I leave “C. B.” to expect all the consolation it

may be capable of affording him, and cheo'fuliy award
him the praise which is due to the author of so nota-
ble a discovery, if so be that he were really led to it
by his own researches. Of this fact I entertain some

I

doubt.

C. B. ^ again, cannot understand what is meant
by the statement, '‘preceded by a screen of triple
arcades on shafts.” I regret to find that he was

here momentarily deprived of the assistance of his
faithful monitor, aud commiserate the dimness of big
perception when illumined by no borrowed light.

As to the inaccuracy in my description of the
mural painting of the crypt, it amounts to this. I
have spoken of the representation of a trefoilAxtuAtii
arcade, which appears to be formed in part of cinq-
foiled arches, and I have not correctly described the
escutcheons. I visited this crypt iu the ohsunrity of
a gloomy day. Your correspondent, more highly
favoured, saw it by the glare of an artificiHl light.

Had I become aware of the figures of bishops of
which “ C. B.” speaks, I think it probable I might
have been more particular in my notice of this fresco,
my chief object of drawing attention to which was
to indicate its probable date, that it might not be sup-
posed contemporaneous avith the wall which it de-

corates. I do not at all doubt tbe greater correctness
of “ C, B. ” in this instance, aud can easily reconcile
myself to the error I committed, inasmuch as it has
been the means of procuring to the readers of the
Builder a more accurate description of a very inter-

csliiig relic.

I expressed the opinion, in a guarded way, that “ a
quarter of a cexitury hitervened belivee7t the com-
qdelion of the opposite sides of the 7iavey But, iu

;

so doiug, I never entertained the conceited idea that

I

I was fixing the precise interval which separated the

I

declension of style observable in the south side from

I

the purer exhibition of the decoration of the north
one

; nor do I comprehend how my lesser computa-
tion can be held to exclude the greater. I (hiuk this

criticism is justly chargeable with a want of candour.

“ C. B.” is displeased that the exterior of thecathe-
dral does not call forth ray admii-atiou, and proceeds
to characterise my very summary account of it as

incorrect. If he value truth and candour, he is

bound to particularise the statement to which he
attributes inaccuracy. My paper contains a reference

but to these facts—the absence of a pierced parapet

;

the ungraceful composition of the buttresses; the

I

disappcarauce of the ancient turrets
;

the presence

I

ol a corbel table; a line of trefoil holes in front
of the porch

; aud the disagreeable form of the

summit of the windows. I challenge your corre-

spondent to convict me of inaccuracy in any one of

these details. I i-egard the statement made by

I

“C. B.” at Worcester, that tbe exterior of the cathe-

;

dral equals in beauty the interior, as simply pre-

[

posteruus, and ara quite prepared to abide by my
;

expressed opinion of its unsatisfactory outline, its

paltry detail, its present desolate aspect,—an estimate

in which I am supported by some of the most dis-

tinguished archffiologists of the country.
Here I wish that “ C. B.” had seen fit to conclude

his strictures. I wish it for bis own sake, for the
sake of the architect, and on my own account. But
the animxis with which his censures were penned was
not to be concealed; — “'Yiator,’” he writes,
“ couples with his mistakes statements which might
detract from the reputation of the workmen who have
executed the restorations.” This is a disingenuous,
an unjust, and injurious aspersion. I have written
nothing which can justify it

;
and so far from having

indulged in detraction, I have bestowed my humble
meed of approbation on the way in which the works
have geueraUy been completed. In one instance, it is

true, I ventured to doubt if the imitaiion equalled the

model
;

but this is a mere question of individual

appreciation, for an honest exposition of which I did

not anticipate that I should he branded as a defamer
of the reputation of men worthy of all my respect.

“ C. B.” further ventures to charge me with
“ the habit of reflecting upon the defi7i and chapter
I am quite convinced that “ C. B.” is in as complete
iguorauce of my habits as I am of his own. But of

this he may rest satisfied,—I entertain as deep a re-

spect for the dignitaries of our Church, which lvalue

as the foremost blessing of our favoured land, as can.

he felt by himself. I never have happened to express

iu words an opinion favourable or unfavourable re-

specting auy dean aud chapter; aud I believe the

words never before dropped from my pen. But is it

not a notorious fact—a fact we all deplore—that in

times past deans and chapters have imfortunately been

led to give their sanction to the erection in the build-

ings of which they are the constituted guardians of

hideous obstructions, such as those to which I alluded?

And was it not permitted to me to deprecate the con-

tiouauce of this practice without exposing myself to

the charge of habitual slander?

But

—

“he omits all mentiori of the architect”

Ay ! he omits all mention of the architect. Hinc
ilia lacryma. He has not rendered his papers the

vehicle of the laudation of the architect : here is the
cause which stirs the bile of your correspondent. He
has not re-echoed the prejudices and jealousies of a

little proviueial coterie, and therefore he must feel the

weight of their displeasure. But will not the architect

bear with equanimity this neglect of his merits? Will

not the adulation (fulsome some people were pleased
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to call it) heaped upon him by “ C. B.” more than com-

])eusate him for my refusal to sound his praises ?

"Will he not content himself with the pedestal on

which he has been raised by my censor, and be satis-

fied with hearing himself compared with an accom-

plished scholar and architect, who, if not the first,

occupies a place iu the foremost ranks of our church

restorers, to which, so far as I know, “ the architect

"

has no claims.

Aud now a word in conclusion—a word of counsel

and of waiming to your correspondent. We are pro-

mised by the honorary member of the Worcester

Diocesan Architectural Society a “ Handbook.^' When
“ C. B.” addresses himselfin an earnest and thoughtful

spirit to his self-imposed task, he will discover that

there exists a vast difference between skipping jauntily

from one part to another of the cathedral attended by
a train of admiring followers, himself the little idol of

their worship,—spouting after a sufficient crammhig—
his somewhat crude and undigested architectural

notions, which are listened to as oracular inspirations

:

I say he will discover a vast difference between this

slip-shod fashion of describing a cathedral, aud the

production of such an account as shall be the result

of “a diligent, a sustained, and thoughtful examina-
iion'' and in which a censorious spirit shall be able

to discover errors no more grave than those of which
“ C. B.” has been able to convict myself.

" C. B.’s” sneers at the pseudonyrae I am pleased to

assume might well have been spared. Did he not

reflect that he was here venturing upon dangerous

ground, and provoking a ready retort? Did he forget

that he himself appeared at the head of his accom-
panying train iu Worcester Cathedral as an itinerant

ecclesiologist ? What difference there is, then, in our
respective characters, put on for the occasion, to justify

the lofty superiority assumed by my censor, I am
unable to discover. But let him indulge his self-

complacency ; for myself I am content for the present

to remain an obscure and unknown Viatob.

METROPOLITAN FLOWERS.
In framing the Smoke Act, little wotted senators

of all the beuefits involved iu that measure of legia-

latiou. The deed of charity or mercy is oft directed

to a single aud definite object
;

it is intended to alle-

viate a woe, or to appease a want
;

but its scope is

illimitable, the influence is multiplied, reflected, re-

fracted ;
it blesseth him who gives, aud him who

takes; so of every good measure: we reap of in-

corruption.

A few plants there were which germinated and

struggled into bloom, despite the murky vapours of

town. The ivy, although stunted in the tender shoots,

held its tenure on rough walls, when unmolested;

the Virginian creeper aspired to and attained the

loftiest eminences
;
and the clematis, clustering round

sustaining poles, faintly exhibited its pallid blossom
;

besides the jasmine, when fairly clued to a sunuy

wall, appeared to brave the worst of our invernal fogs ;

but then they flowered weakly. These fogs have of

late most sensibly diminished, for as yet this season

has not brought in its train of mists a single evidence

of the Loudon particular; the city air being now as

pure as it formerly was seven miles in the suburbs.

Under the influence of an improved atmosphere,

most of our own indigenous garden flowers will now
arrive at fair maturity

;
and very many of the thousand

graceful foreign additions to our Flora, lately accli-

matised, may be cultivated with effect within 100

square miles of streets and houses. Roses and other

odorous genertc now adorn the Temple, where only

flowers of rhetoric lately flourished; the lovely haw-

thorns of Russell-square, as if reanimated in rural

vigour, gave forth last summer the iucense-hreathing

May
;
and the parks, grateful for the judicious cares

of an active and skilful Commissioner, produced in all

their borders, annual, biennial, and perennial evidences

of floral loveliness, which until this last year were un-

known to Londoners.

The march of botanical scieuce meanwhile has

The effect is derived from tasteful arrangement,

rather than from the variety of plants in tr.iining

—

in fact there are but four or five different generie—

the musk, the hibelia, the fuschiai, dwarf china-

asters, and a few geraniums, make up the intervals

at the base and on the wiudow-cills—the Persian

plant, a parasite lately introduced, is the main feature

;

it runs along the wires and. chains, concealing the

artificial support
;
dropping its fantastic tresses, aud

luxuriating in a profusion of azure bells, streaked

with white; the ivy geranium is suspended at fitting

intervals by iuvisible wires, germinating wildly, not

unlike the native ivy
;

its wanton shoots hear a

whitish blossom. All these have been in health,

vigour, and full beauty for the last four months, and

in blossom more than half that time, in a position that

hardly enjoys a quadrant of sun-light—say about three

hours a day, and that some feet below the street line !

If plants will thrive bg care in such positions,

what may they not arrive at in favourable aspects ?

—

a balcony, with a south-south-east, or south-west

exposure, or even a wiudow-cill.

Wc see iu very many mean streets and lanes,

narrow window openings adorned in the prettiest

manner with such floral vegetation as the scant means

of the industrial tenant can supply: a ledge hoard

extends across ;
it is fenced with tiny palisades, re-

peated to every window, with miniature five-bar

gates to complete the hanging garden—ail that can

be realised of examples seen at the Crystal Palace, or

in the floral balconies of other roomkeepers, are

imitated; and so the taste grows, imparting to the

rising generation a love for floriculture, and at the

same time creating amongst the class of roomkeepers

an interest in those germs of nature which have arisen

from their own care aud attention.

Specimens of fine horticulture in private gardens

are much more numerous of late years, owing to the

examples shown in the public gardens, such as K.cw,

Chiswick, Regent’s-park, &c, ; but the popular pro-

gress of taste in those particulars is more strongly

demarcated by humbler evidences of poor dwellings.

In a small yard about 15 feet by 10 feet, attached to

a little tenement iu the lane which conducts from the

eud of Montaguc-street to Park-road, Regent’s-park ;

the whole space is filled in with shrubs ;
the walls to

the eaves are decorated with varieties of flowering

plants, and it would appear that the whole time ofthe

owner must be devoted to irrigation, pruning, potting,

and disposing his numerous favourites. It is, how-

ever, not 80 : a little water once a day, aud a little

attention twice in the season, assure a lasting fund of

gratification to the cultivator, whose affection for his

numtTous creatures grows with their growth.

Small is the cost, and many arc the varieties of

plants flowering and odoriferous which are attainable

in our markets and nurseries: for one shilling, seeds

of six different kinds of flowering annuals might be

purchased—enough to sow the boxes of six pairs of

windows. That amount, shared by the occupants of

three floors in a lotlging-house would come to four-

pence each floor. Pots of geraniums are to be had

in the early season for fourpcucc each; the inex-

haustible varieties of stocks can be bad to plant in

from the beds at a much cheaper rate
;

ivies without

end, as well as the parasites which tell so well in con-

cealing the quadrature of wall openings. A growing

demand will still further reduce the cost of wall-

flowers and all other nursery seedlings that may be

required to diversify such window exhibitions.

Hyacinths and other bulbs have been long in use

gained by the autumn sun, already announces its

waning glory.

To architecture the graces of natural trees have long

been called for by the Builder. A spleutlid county

mansion revealed through masses of arborage looks

the more majestic; Nature’s finest architecture of rocks,

such as those we lately mentioned at West Iloatblcy,

would be tame and naked without their ornatarc—

a

ruin bereft of its ivy is mean
;
and the noblest piles

heaped together iu cities without the finish of those

natural embellishments, fall short of their right effect.

In juxtaposition with a full-grown forest tree, the

castle assumes a majesty refreshed by the contrast

;

and tbe most deformed remains of shapeless masonry

are invested with graces unspeakable when in verdui'e

clad.

PUBLIC BUILDINGS, &c. IN THE
PROVINCES.

New Corn Exchange, Bidcot .—The new building

has been opened for business, though not yet com-

pleted. The exchange is very dose to the covered

station at Didcot. The contractors arc Messrs. Dom-

velle, of Greenwich
;
and the architect is Mr. R. G.

Fisher, jun. of Westminster. The building is being

carried out under the superintendence of Mr.W. E.

Crake, of Loudon. The estimate was

County Court-house, Wolverhampton .—For some

time past the building in Queen-street, in this town,

known as the Assembly-rooms, has been undergoing

repairs and alterations to render it more suitable for

the business of the County-court, for which it has

been purchased by Government. The large upper room

used for the sitting of the Court has been refitted and

painted. At the end fronting Castle-street has been

erected under a canopy a platform for the judge, with

suitable seat and desk, as well as other arrangements

for counsel, jury, See. as described in tbe local

Chronicle. The jilace formerly used as an orchestra

has been removed, and the space thrown into a pre-

viously existing room at the back, which is now appro-

priated as a consulting-room for counsel and attorneys.

At the lower end ofthe court seats have been placed

for the public. A public office has been made of the

hall on the ground-floor, aud other apartments have

been adapted to the new purposes iu view. The por-

tion of the building at present devoted to the library

will be transformed into a bailiff s office. Arrange-

ments for preventing the entry of drafts into the court

and offices have been made. The palisades in front

of the building will be refiied, and the Royal arms

placed over the principal entrance to the Court-house.

The improvements are being effected by Mr. John

Cockerill, of this town, builder ;
under the superm-

tendeuce of Mr. Reeves, of London, county-court

surveyor.

Bellott's Ilospilal, Bath.—Messrs. Cotterell and

Spackman are preparing a design for the re-erection of

Bellott’s Hospital on a scale which will be likely to

meet the wishes of the public, aud to carry out the

benevolent designs ofthe founder. One feature of tbe

plan will be the introduction of a thermal bath for the

use of the inmates.

Lichfield 3[useum and Public Library .—The

foundation-stoue of the building has been laid. Messrs.

Bidlake and Lovatt, of Wolverhampton, are the archi-

tects. The building, which will be in the Italian,

style] will be erected at the bridge in Bird-street, near

to the west entrance to the cathedral, aud will have

two fronts, the one facing the Close, and the other up

within the room, by those who could afford the outlay Bird-street. On the ground-floor will be a library

for such highly cultivated treasures ;
but these are reading-room ;

the whole area of the first-floor

costly expletives.
, !

being devoted to the purposes of the museum. On the

A line of any sort of verdure at the window base basis will be a large room for sculpture and objects ot

is cheering to the roomkeeper,—flowers still more in-
j

antiquity and rarity. It is intended also to provide

sniring • but the devious teudencies of climbing plants, a residence tor tbe curator, and rooms for storage, &c.

elittcriuc^ in the sun, gladden the sight, whilst tlie
, building will be entered by a tower, containing

fragrance of only a domesticated cowslip fiUs the heart
'
gtonc staircase, leading to tbe several rooms, ine

with gratitude to the Great Author of perfection in all
,
materials to be used in the erection are white bncKs,

that ffi'cathes or vegetates. I with dressings of Bath stone. The contractors are

The humanizing and refining influences of flowers Messrs. Lilley and Meocham.

. . ^ ^ f arc irresistible to the roughest natures—they speak a
j

j)rainaae of Sf. Uelieds.—Tht hue of drmnage
emched the g^denwiih treasures drawn from every

I
own-and in their spell there

| ^/be commenced, says the
clime and country

;
andjhc stimulus given to hoi ti-

i

Rapidly oi-e the children of this genera-
; benefit to the thickly-populated streets

culture by Sir Joseph Paxton’s aclmimble
’ L acquiring' a taste and discrimination fi'om

|

®
g^. James’s Church, including Green-

ment of the Crystal Palace Exhibition, bus taught the,
, they admire and enjoy Fraucis-street, Clarence-road, St. James’s-

admu-er. of lion™Uare how lo group, Iraiu, and
^

adjoining. The contractor, Jh.
educate those marrela of natni-al hearty.

_ J (he duil monotony of London ' ^ Mare, will very shortly commence th.s work
,

- - - _T * I 1 '

. the streets on the other side of the town,

Dorset-street, and a p(
" -

street, with the lanes adjoining.

There are now in many crowded districts proo''s of
,

xd.v.,vaua..nj
, i „„„„ f.., ' tu-

wnereoi ic is susceptioie, unaer xasteiui arraugmutrui. ,
...

i- n
the most remarkable is perhaps that which is open to roference to one ins anc

<

house in
public view in an area rt Grosvonor-square : there, in single plant wall “‘“'y-

fj; omonS
a pit some 10 feet deep below the level of the pave-

,

n«t

ment, festoons of parasite plants adorn the window
|

of twelve years
g jA-flaces the whole balcony

arches
,
beds and plots of brilliant anneals cover the trained by th. “4°

Jlfthere
ciUs

;
iota snsponded from the traverse iron ties drop ren.s-work to the second Sort rad fall th eO^^^^^

their pendolons tendrils in gracoW dalliraoe.
’• / Sded to

trained on wires, eatead the wavy line ot verdure rad
|

door and
““d

"0 one JoS
lep'y''Mow“°“ |

ft' lport?ve° wanton’ for its goi-geons foliage, ensan-

New Chubcu tor Southwark.— Arrangements

arc iu progress for tbe erection of a new church in

the once notorious “ Mint.” The Rev. Williani

Cadnian, the rector of the parish, has purchased of

Mr Roupcll, M.P. an eligible site for 2,100/. half of

which sum he handed back to the rector, as his con-

tribution towards the erection of the church.
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PLAN OF CHURCH OF NOTRE DAiEE DE DADIZEELE, BELGIUM.

NOTRE DAME DE DADIZEELE, IN THE
DIOCESE OF BRUGES.

The (R.C.) chiircli shown in the accompany-
ing engraving is being executed at Dadizeele, in

Bel^um, and is dedicated to “Our Ladye of
Dadizecle,” so called from a celebrated figure of
the Virgin, which was brought from Rome in
the eighth century. The figure is executed in

alabaster, and is held in great veneration by the
inhabitants of all parts of the country. The
existing church was erected by one of the counts
of Dadizeele, who is now represented by Madame
la Princesse Alontmorency de Luxemburg, who
laid the first stone of the future church on the
8th of September this year, as mentioned in
our pages some weeks ago. The service was
performed by the Lord Bishop of Brages,
assisted by t&e Bishop of Ghent, a large body
of clergy, the whole of the ueighboui-ing
nobility, the governor of Bruges, and a vast
assemblage of peasants. The church is erected
in honoiu- of the definition of “the Immaculate
Conception,” a colossal figure representing
which will be placed at the apex under the
canopy of the central tower.

The building will be constructed of red brick,
with French stone dressings. The roof will be
groined in brick and stone, arranged in bands.
The cost will be defrayed by subscription,

collected from every parish in the diocese.

The accompanying sketch represents the east
end: on the left is the bell tower, under which
are the ringers’ chamber and sacristy.

Messrs. Pugin and Murray, of Buckingham-
street, Strand, are the architects.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NE-WS.
Mon .—The interior of the hall of Eton College has

been almost rebuilt from the designs of Mr. Woodyear.
The old roof has been removed, and a new open timber
roof substituted, with a turret lantern in the centre.
There are two new windows, east and west, executed
in stone, and at the west end a light canopy, in
Gothic oak framework, replaces the previous heavy
one. At the east end a gallery has been erected over
the space dividing the hall from the buttery, &c.
It is of carved oak, the front panelled with shields of
King Henry VI. The gallery is supported by a screen
of lancet-shaped arches, the upper portion alone being
open, forming a cloister between the steps ascending
to the hall, and those descending to the kitchen,
brewery, bakehouse, &c. The hall is entered by a
pair of Gothic doors in the middle of this screen : the
hinges are of polished steel. In effecting the im-
provements a singular discovery was made, which is

thus described by the Windsor and Eton Express :

—

‘Around the whole of the hall runs a panelling of
oak about 8 feet in height, consisting of small panels
about the size of school-hoys’ slates, cut all over with
the names of Etonians of several generations

;
one

panel of particular interest, bearing on it, carved in
letters unmistakably of the period, the following in-
scription :

—
‘ Queen Elizabeth

Ann : D : October
X. gave 2 loaves

in a mess.

1595.’

A mess being the supply allowed at meals to every
foiu" of the scholars. At the back of the above-
described panelling on the north and south sides, and
also at the daU end of the hall, were discovered mas-
sive stone fire-places about 12 feet in width, the
mediseval carvings of each being as perfect as if from

the hands of the sculptor yesterday. In neither of
them was there any outlet for a chimney, or the
slightest discolouring from smoke. The discovery
has given rise to a great deal of conjecture, the general
supposition being that the fireplaces are contemporary
with the foundation of the college in 1441, and conse-
quently of an antiquity of over 400 years

;
if so, the

perfect appearance is absolutely marvellous. It is-

well known the original intention of the founder was
to have built the whole of the college with stone. At
Eton, from some unexplained cause, the entire use of
stone in construction was abandoned, and bricks

came into use.” Mr. Britton, in his ‘Architectural
Antiquities of Great Britain,’ quotes manuscript ac-

counts in the British Museum of the expenditure of

the building of Eton College, containing some very
interesting information on this point. “The outer

walls of the college hall (still remaining iu their ori-

ginal state) afford undoubtable proof of the abandon-
ment of the stone and introduction of the brick, and
most strange is the wedding of the two materials, no*

attempt having been made to give a finish to the for-

mer, the bricks being built into the stone in a very-

incongruous manner. There is little doubt this hypo-
thesis respecting the stone fireplaces is the correct

one.” Mr. "Wondyear, on the discovery, so modified*

his plan as to include the fireplaces in the design : a

tcsselated pavement is to be added. The alterations-

have been effected at the cost of the Rev. J. Milder,
one of the fellows, who has also recently q)laced three-

memorial windows of stained glass in the south side-

of the college chapel.

WiUenkall .—New national schools at Lanehead,
near WillcnhaH, in connection with the Church of
Holy Trinity, have been formally opened. The site

is close to the church. The architects were Messrs.

Griffin and Weller, of Wolverhampton, and the con-

tractor Mr. James Rowlev, of Walsall.
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CHURCH OR NOTRE DAME DE DADIZEELE, BELGIU^E. Messrs. Plgix and Murray, Architects.



SUBWAYS.
SiE,—When the Metropolitan Board of Works de-

cided upon a competition, they issued an advertise-

ment, which, although indifferently and loosely drawn,

and open to variety of construction, stated plainly

enough certain conditions to be observed, among

which were, that the sewers should be of a given depth

and area; that the first-class subways should contain

street aud leading mains for the surrounding dis-

tricts; and that descriptive details should be given as

part of the designs. It might have been expected,

therefore, that these requirements would have been

found to be complied with in those selected for pre-

miums, and that the detail necessary to carry out any

system of subways would have, iu all cases, been

shown upon them. We will see if this has been the

First-class Street.—Design for first premium. The
leading aud only original feature in this is the con-

struction of vaults beueath the whole of the subsoil,

the subway being in the centre of them. Upon the

score of expense alone this wili prevent, in all proba-

bility, its ever being carried out
;
but the system is,

moreover, wrong in principle. In other respects this

design complies with neither of the requirements as

regards depth or size of the sewer. The construction

is deficient in strength, and no details are given of the

ventilation, means of entry, or working shafts. The
whole arrangement is, indeed, crude in the extreme,

aud to this may be added that the estimate appears to

be extraordinarily small.

Design for second premium has the leading princii)les

of the former, but shows more consideration : the

author evidently, however, has not the knowledge of

the requirements of the traffic of a large town, for

the coal-shoota are to be in the carriageways, which
is most objectionable, aud a double curb would exist,

which is without exception the most vicious aud
dangerous way in which a highway can be laid out.

^Vhenever the gas-mains, which are proposed to be in

separate channels by the side of the curb, require

alteration or work to them, it would have to be per-

formed from the street as at present, although perhaps

with less inconvenience to the public, and no provision

whatever is made for leading gas-mains, which is an
absolute want. The designer has perhaps adhered
sufficiently closely to the conditions given in the

advertisement iu other respects, and the estimate is

certainly far nearer the truth than that of the first.

Design, third premium, is entirely different from the

two preceding. Subways being formed close to the

vaults on each side of the carriageway, the sewer
being placed in the centre of the road, the galleries

have not room for leading mains (one of the express

.onditions), nor for men to perform at ease any of

those operations in them which they must do if the

system be carried out : the sewer is placed so that the

ground must he broken up for a drain to he connected

with it or to be cleaned if necessary. The way the gullies

are to connect with the sewer is bad
;
the means of

access and for lowering pipes are left to be guessed at

whilst the ventilation proposed is open to grave
objections.

Second-class Street.—Design, first premium, is

nearly the same in principle as the last-mentioned,

with the exception that there are to be two sewers, as

well as two galleries. The terms of the advertisement

appear in the main to have been complied with, but
the subway is ridiculous iu its dimensions, and shows
no knowledge of the conditions which a subway to be
efficient must ensure.

Design, second premium, has likewise two lines of
subway

; it labours under the ilisadvantage in respect
of the situation of sewer that the third design for the
first-class street does, and the dimensions of the sub-
way are far too small for practical purposes.

Design, third premium, proposes, apparently, to

form vaul- s under the whole of the public way like the
first and second premiums for a principal street ; it is

original in design, and would be subject to the risk of
the sewer bursting or leaking into the subway. The
means of getting into this sewer are not shown, and
not easy to imagine, nor the means of getting rid of

any water which might leak into the gangways
;
and

if openings from them are made into the sewers, then
they would be flooded whenever the water rises above
its ordinary level

; and if the sewer ran full, or nearly

so (which it may be presumed it would occasionally

do), the vaults and basements of the houses would be
inundated. It is not clear why this should have been
considered by the judges adapted for a second-class
street, inasmuch as it has all the dimensions and
accommodation for the first-class street. This also

enables to be seen the different modes in which esti-

mates are made out, for whereas the cost is put down
at 39f. per yard lineal, without vaults, the first prize
design, first-class street, for nearly the same thing,
but with vaults up to the fronts of the houses on
cither side, is estimated at but 36/. per yard lineal.

Such are the designs to which premiums have been
awarded, and it is difficult enough to guess at the

principle which guided the judges in selecting them.

They may be divided broadly into two classes,—those

which propose subways in the centre, and to construct

vaiiltage beneath the whole surfare of the street,

those which propose lines of subway upon each side

only. The first class, which suggests a system by no

means novel, but not less objectionable, found, ap-

parently, the most favour; for to them are assigned

the highest premiums, whatever may be the estimate of

their probable cost, their deficiency in detail, or com-

pliance with the conditions of the advertisement.

But this vastness of design, which appeared desirable

in oue class, was not so in the other; for, singularly

enough, the latter appear to have been chosen on

account of the smallness of their dimensions ; and,

whilst other designs embody the same ideas, and in

which the detail of the subject has been considered,

and which are practicable as regards dimensions, those

only have been approved which are far too smsdl for

any serviceable purpose.

When the judges say “no general principles were

found to ap|)ly,” and that they have selected those

most " susceptible of practical adaptations,” they

imply clearly that their own mind is made up as to

what the fundamental necessities are and the ruling

principle roust be. If this is the case, it would have

been well if they had intimated them in their straggling

advertisement, and if, as from the reading of that

it may be supposed, they had not formed conclusions

at that time, it would be most satisfactory to the pub-

lic and all the competitors, now that they have done

90, if they would make them known. A.

monument to Mungo Park, the celebrated African

traveller. A committee, which was appointed in

1841, for the purpose of raising subscriptions in

Selkirkshire, his native county, aud in the neigh-

bourhood, have announced that they have sufficient

funds to warrant them in proceeding with a “ plain

and simple structure.”

The Scutari Monument.—Baron Marochetti’s

monument, to he erected at Scutari to the memory of

the British officers and soldiers who fell in the

Crimea, was recently about to be shipped in the

barque Kyanite, of Plymouth, Capt. James Iland-

ford, which vessel, after taking on board the sculp-

tured marble in London, was to pi’oceed to Penryn,

and there receive the granite base and pedestal,

worked in the quarries of Messrs. J. and W. Pree-

man, and thence convey it to Constantinople.

MONUMENTS AND MEMORIALS.
Fly.—The undergraduates’ window in Ely Cathe-

dral, just completed by Mr. Wailes, of Newcastle, has

been put up, and forms a counterpart to the opposite

lantern window representing the history of Ethel-

dreda. The undergraduates’ window contains figures

of Archhialiop Dunstan, Withburga, Edward, Edgar,

Abbot Biithuoth, and Duke Brithnoth. There is also

now being laid iu Ely Cathedral, at the back of the

recedes, a monumental mosaic slab, to the memory of

Bishop Allen and his wife. It is by Ls. Liesebing

and Co. of Paris. The centre is a figure of 8, con-

taining the femily arms, which, as well as the outside

panels, is hounded by pierre litbograpbe, and the

mosaic work is formed by an admixture of porphyry,

black marble, white and green enamel, and malachite.

Comard Parva {Suffolk).—The east window of the

parish church of Coruard Parva, near Sudbury, has

been filled with stained glass, the gift of Mr. John

Sikes, of Sudbury : it is to the memory of his late

wife. The window is in three compartments, and the

centre medallion contains a figure of our Saviour,

after Murillo, encircled by angels, with the text at

the foot of it in old English,
—“ I am the way, the

truth, and the life.” On the left, the Saviour is re-

presented as pointing to the vine, with the text, “ I

am the vine,” &c. ;
and on the right as the good

shepherd, with the text, “ I am the good shepherd,”

&c. In the upper compartments are representations

of the four evangelists. The artist was Mr. Clutter-

buck, of Stratford, in Essex.

Stratford.— It is proposed to erect a gigantic

pnblic lamp in the Broadway, Stratford, in memory
of the late Mr. Samuel Gurney, a benefactor of the

town and district.

Sheffield.—A monument to the memory of Mr.

John HaiTop, in the Elizabethan style, designed by

Mr. Hadfield, has been placed in the Sheffield ceme-

terv, near the spot where rest the remains of the re-

vered James Montgomery. The deceased was a builder,

and a native of Doncaster. The monument bears the

following inscription :
—

“ This monument was erected

THE LIME PROCESS POR TREATING
SEWAGE.

Will you permit me to correct a statement which

occurs in a leading article of- your journal (p. 590).

and which, mentioning the lime process for treat-

ing sewage matter, speaks of it as having been

patented by Mr. Wicksteed. Now, as this is wrong,

aud calculated to do injuiy to me, 1 beg to be per-

mitted to state that the lime process, which was in-

vented hy me in 1844 (and of which I can bring in-

disputable evidence), was patented by me in 1846,

being the first patent ever obtained for treating the

sewage of towns, as is stated in Mr. Austin’s report,

page 20 ;
whilst Mr. Wicksteed’s first patent bears

date 1851, as may be seen in the same report. I

trust, also, you will afford me the opportunity of con-

troverting the statement which has been made, and is

now reiterated in the same article, viz. that not more

than one-seventh of the fertilizing matter can be

collected hy this process ; if so, what becomes of the

six-sevenths? Can it be found in the water? I

affirm it cawwo/ ; I challenge the proof that it can.

The manure has been often and extensively tried, and

has produced the most decided and satisfactory re-

sults, and has proved, to those who have ffiHy

quainted themselves with its properties, th;it it is far

too valuable to be disposed of in the manner proposed.

WiLLiAii Higgs.

We were quite aware that Mr. Wicksteed s

patent was considerably later in date than that of Mr.

Higgs. The processes may he said to agree in the

nse of lime for the precipitation of the “ solid matters

in suspension,” as they are spoken of by Mr. Austin.

The mechanical details of the processes, on which

much depends,—as in the matter of drying the manure

to make it portable aud commercially valuable, which

is the real difficulty,—however, arc different
;
and if

it were possible to apportion relative claims, the

main credit should he given to Dr. Clark, of Aber-

deen, who in his “ new mode of rendering certmn

waters less impure,” &c. now well known, but which

dates from 1841, showed the way to subsequent in-

ventors. Much credit is, we believe, due to Mr.

Higgs ;
but we referred specifically to the patent of

Mr. Wicksteed, and did so because it is that which

the reporters happen to have considered as having the

best claim to their attention.

Mr. Higgs is in error in representing that we said

that “ not more than one-seventh of the fertilizing

matter can be collected” by the lime process : we did

say, referring to the different processes, that at best

they left the hulk of the valuable constituents in the

supernatant liquid ;
and we also said that six-sevenths

of the valuable constituents in sewage were there, in

solution. We do not know what commercially valu-

able proportion of the whole Mr. Higgs can collect

:

we never asserted that six-sevenths could he found in

in remembrance of John Harrop, of Sheffield, builder, Jq the reports which
by the_ members of the Master Builders’ Association

j j.gfgrj.g4 frequent reference to the powerlessness

and his friends, as a token of their esteem for his
i process to remove a very considerable

general character as a tradesman, his uniform kind-
proporiion of the soluble fertilizing agents of the

ness to those of his own profession, and his steady
sewage whilst we also find the conclusion by

adherence to the great priociples of truth and equity.
^

(jy^grt (Appendix XII. to the Report on the

Born February 2nd, 1795 ;
died May 2nd, 1855.”

j

Drainage of the Metropolis, p. 479), on the

Cheltenham.—The Carlisle Journal speaks of a
|
authority of the examination by Dr. 11. A. Smith,

visit to Messrs. Scott and Drape’s establishment, to ^[lat the fluid, though at first cleared hy the lime

inspect a portion of a window which they have now
j
process, would, after a short time, again manifest

in hand for the chapel at Cheltenham College. The
j

patrescence. A similar inference as to the objection-

stonework of the window will be of Gothic architcc-
1 able character of the fluid run off from the lime

tore, and the design for the stained glass is in the
[

Jeposit would also be inferred from the words of

Perpendicular style. The window will be 25 feet
j

Dr. Hofmann and Mr. Witt; and if the supernatant

high and 14 feet wide. The design comprises four-
j
liquid does flow off, as we are told, in a comparatively

teen figures, representing our Saviour, the Apostles, i pare state, it seems that some of the matters in sola-

and Evangelists, each about 4 feet high. The figures
j

tion are disengaged
;
and though these at Totteuham

are arranged in two rows one above the other, and
j

^re not allowed to escape, so that “ the whole esta-

are surrounded hy perpendicular canopies. The blishment ” is represented by Mr. Austin as “ per-

tracery above is in character with the other parts, fectly free from noxious or unpleasant odour”—it

and is executed in monograms, sprigs of ivy, &c.

The central light in the tracery will contain the arms

of Mr. Dobson, the principal of the college.

Monument to Mungo Park.—The Border Adver-

tiser states that steps are now being taken to erect a

is doubtful whether the advantage of such a process

for London is not, as put hy the reporters to the

referees, uncstahlished. We are, however, auxious to

do justice to the effoits of all those who arc trying to

solve this most difficult problem of sewage utilization s
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tiere are individuals, like Mr. Higgs, who have
devoted long years and much thought to the subject,
and who, we hope, will eventually realize a reward
for their labours and investments. As regards the
Tottenham sewage, we are told that it commands a
price of 4f. 10s. a ton, and that the demand last season
was greater than the supply.

THE NUMBERING AND NAMING OE THE
METROPOLITAN STREETS.

It has before been suggested in these pages that
few things are more difficult than for a wandering
stranger in London to find bis way at night. Even
those tolerably acquainted with the town do not easily
make their way in neighhonrhoods to which they
are not well accustomed. In some instances the
names of the streets are imperfectly marked ; in others
the gas-light is so placed as not to make the name
very visible : and then, when a street is found, it is
not often easy to find the particular number of the
houses. This might be readily remedied by marking
the lamps with a faint, yet distinct colour, which
would not obstruct much light. Eirstly, there should
be the postal division of the district; secondly,
the name of the street and number of the house ad-
joining should be painted on the lamps at the com-
mencement of each street, and repeated at intervals,
one at each cross street

; and on every lamp there
should be the number of the house opposite to it.

T^ plan has been introduced into some towns
northward, and has not been found very expensive. It
must be evident to all that if this plan could be gene-
rally introduced into the streets, it would be a very
great facility to the public, and at the same time often
be a means of facilitating the delivery of letters
by postmen, particularly in suburban neighbour-
hoods, where the gas-lights are few and fur between.

WIMBORNE MINSTER RE-OPENED.
Flags and streamers waved from the towers of

Wimborne Minster on the 29th ult.
;
the shops were

closed, and strangers flocked into the town to be pre-
sent at the re-opening of the Minster, which has now
been, closed for nearly two years, and during that
period has been greatly renovated.

Mr. Charles Mayo, of Queen’s College, Oxford
who is about to publish a history of the Minster]
gives, in the Dorset Chronicle of a recent date, some
account of the restorations, prefaced by a few notes
of the history of Wimborne Minster, and we shall
take the liberty of condensing his remarks for behoof
of our own readers.

The town of Wimborne Minster claims an antiquity
of about fifteen centuries. Its Roman name was
Viudogladia. After the Roman occupation had ceased,
little mention is made of the town till, in A.D. 713,
Cuthbei'ga, sister to loa. King of the West S;iions]
founded a nunnery here, over which she herself ruled.

There seems to be no reason to doubt that Cuth-
berga’a church and nunnery occupied the site of the
present Minster, though no part of her work now
remains. Traces of an older building, which may
possibly be hers, have been found in excavating nnder

I the present church. The oldest portions of the exist-
i ing church, namely, the central tower, below the tri-

I forinm arcade, and the parts immediately adjacent,
' were probably erected in the early part of the twelfth
t century. If this conjecture be correct, the arches
£ abutting on the tower to the east and west are very
( early examples of the Pointed arch. The rest of the
c church was completed soon after, in the form originallv
i intended.

The exterior now presents a very different appear-
a ance from that which it bore two years ago. We have
I no longer the broken-down dilapidation caused bv
j- years of parsimony and neglect z neither have we (ex-
c cept in the pinnacles of the central tower, and here
a and there on the transepts) any of those hideous de-
f( formities in the perpetration of which the church-
n wardens of past generations delighted. The entire
n rebuilding of the choir aisles, the re-casing of the
s sacristy and library, the restoration of the porches,
tithe repairs of the western tower, and the substitution
olof new roofs throughout the whole building with the
esexceptiou of the transepts, contribute to this changed
lolook. The transepts are the only parts not yet rc-
ststored. The exterior of the church is so well known
lithat it is unnecessary to describe it. On entering at
Ihthe west door we gain a view of tbe entire length of
ththe church. The tower was formerly quite hidden
irfrom the church by the blocking up of the tower-
srarch : it has uow been thrown open, the great west
riwindow and door and the groined ceiling replaced,
mud an elegant decorated screen restored to its former
[Kpoflition across the arch. The front now occupies
Ibche centre of the space under the tower : it is Early
EiEnglisb, of plain character. A curious old orrery,
:oconnected with the clock above, is fixed on tbe south
^avalL The southern pier of the tower-arch was found

to be very defective: a great part of it has been
cut out and replaced. The boldness of this operation,
and the indifferent masonry of the tower, have given
rise to some fears for the safety of the upper part

;

but it gives no sign of being unsafe, now that all the
supports have been removed, and tbe ponderous peal
of eight bells has been testing tbe stability of the
tower repeatedly during the opening week.
The nave has been fitted with oak seats of plain

design by Messrs. Holland, of London, by whom also
the roof (the gift of Sir Richard Glyn, Bart.) and all
the woodwork of the church have been executed, ex-
cept tbe roofs of the side aisles of the nave, which
are by Wimborne builders. Some of the columns
have been entirely rebuilt, and tbe foundations every-
where secured without disturbing the arches. The
clerestory has also been taken down and rebuilt, and
the windows of the Norman clerestory underneath it,

formerly bidden by plaster, again exposed to view.
Tbe mouldings, string-courses, &c. have been cleaned
and divested of their coatings of dirt and whitew.ish.
The new roof is in the Perpendicular style, with ham-
mer-beams and gilt bosses. The central tower is open
as a lantern. The walls have been strengthened with
iron bolts and other contrivances, and the interior has
been cleaned and restored. The ceiling is painted in
bright colours by Castell, to whom all the decorative
colouriug and gilding have been entrusted.

The stained glass in the church has been given bv
varions persons. In tbe choir, tbe three lights of the
e^t window, and those north and south of it, are
gifts of the Bankes family. The centre light is of
foreign glass, the rest by Waiement. Ten small
clerestory lights in the choir, by Castell, were given
by subscription. The east window of the south choir
aisle, containing thirteen different subjects from the
life of our Saviour, by Lavers, was given by Mr.
Thomas Hanhain. The side window, given by the
Duke of Btaufort, and by the ladies of Wimborne, is

by WiUcment (inserted by Miller), and by Heaton
and Butler. Four windows raised by subscription
have been put up in the crypt by Lavers. The side
window of the north choir aisle was given by the Earl
of Devon (Willement

;
inserted by Miller)

;
the Cas-

tleman family (Gibbs)
; and the Fryer family (Heaton

and Butler). The third window of the nave clear-

story on the south side was given by Mr. T. Wyatt,
the architect.

THE S.ANITARY CONDITION OF SHIPS
AND STEAMERS.

We have before now directed attention to the un-
sanitary condition of a portion of onr shipping, and
are not surprised to hear these statements confirmed
by the report of the Registrar-General of Health of
last week.

A S(x)tch schooner, the Favourite, at reached
the Tyne from Hamburgh, and reported that one of
the seamen, named William Graham, was ill of cholera.
Mr. Hart, surgeon, proceeded immediately on board,
and, seeing the man was in a state of collapse, bad him
removed on shore, where every effort was made to

restore animation, but he died on Monday morning.
He had been ill four dap. The authorities are fitting

up an hospital, so that in case any more vessels from
North Europe should reach the Tyne with disease on
board, patients may be removed on shore without
being brought in contact with the general population.

We are glad to learn that the authorities in all the
north-eastern parts of the coast are adopting pre-
cautions.

Another fatal case is reported at Horaleydown, on
board the Luteken, on the 22nd of September. The
ship Liilcken arrived at Horsleydowu on the after-

noon of the 21st, from Harburgh (Hanover). She
had touched at Glnckstadt, and stopped there twenty
hours, at which place cholera raged lately, and carried

off 0 per cent, of the inhabitants. Mr. Platt, the

registrar, states that the ship Liitcken arrived at Hors-
leydown on the 21st of September, and that the case

proved fatal in nineteen hours : he also directs

attention to the circumstuncc that an immense inter-

course is carried on between England and the Elbe
in vessels which arc in a very unsanitary condition.
“ The berths of the steamers conveying passengers

being at times saturated with the steam of water-closets,

the condition of ordinary vessels may be easily ima-
gined. To avoid the delay ofquarantine all steamers
should undergo sanitary inspection, and the sailing

vessels in the river should be thoroughly cleansed."

Mr. Platt further remarks that “they should also get

pure water, and they would not then form a bridge

over which the epidemic can mai'ch fi'om Hamburgh
to London.”

We believe that at the last attack of cholera

some of the earliest cases occurred amongst the

shipping, and it is remarkable that the four

deaths in the London district from cholera and
choleraic diarrhcca have taken place in the suburbs ;

—

one girl aged four and a-half, and one six years.

in Cranhrook-street, Bethnal-green
; a girl aged two

pars m Sweet Apple-court, Bethnal-yrcen • and a
boy aged fourteen at Peler’s-strcet, Bromley. The
spot where the seven deaths occurred 4 Stratford is
outside the London district. It is thus evident that
the outskirts, which, if properly cared for, should be
the most healthy, are, in consequence of their unsa-
nitary arrangements, the first to suffer.

The Registrar-General directs attention to the water
supply, and Dr. R. D. Thompson mentions that he
has made an examination of the water supplied by the
Southwark company, and found 17-6 grains of extra-
neous matter on October 15th, whereas the total im-
purity in the pump well of Abbcy-placc, West Ilam
(Stratford), amounted to 56'16 gr-dns in a gallon,
comprising 4‘40 grains of organic matter.

Tile water supply of large towns is truly a most
important consideration. While, however, care is
taken of the water, wc must not neglect other con-
ditions, for the subtle enemy to human life, which,
though invisible to the eye, shows such palpable pre-
sence, marching over a regular course, and slaying
thousands by the way, stops not only at poisoned
wells, but also at overcrowded graveyards, reeking
cesspools, and other offensive matters : it visits over-
crowded and dirty dwellings, and ill-ventilated and
dirty ships

; bat passes such places as are clean and
wholesome, and well conditioned. Although we can-
not sec the pestilence, it is evident that it pounces
upon its suitable prey with the same instinct that
guides the carrion crow in the choice of its food.

KNIGHTSBRIDGE.
A NAifE WITHOirr A TOWN.

Some time since you had a letter from a corre-
spondent, about “a town without a name,” and I
think that I have a matter of as great importance in
“a name without a town.” Your readers, of course,
kuow Knightshridge, and could point it out to any in-
quirer, but I think it would puzzle any of them to
define the limits of that place. Passing along from
Piccadilly to Kensington, you may observe Kuights-
bridge Chapel, an ancient-looking building, with some
important memorials concerning it

;
plenty of work

for a future historian of this locality. This chapel
was the only religious edifice for miles round, years
ago

; in fact, I may say the only chapel of Lon-
don (in 1634) ; but tbe mioistcr attending more to his
flock than to the quantity of ground, over which he
had to preside, encroachments have taken place and
it is now “ a name without a town.”

St. Paul’s, Knightshridge, is part of the parish of
St. George’s, Hauover-square : All Saints’, Knigbts-
bridge, is part of St. Margaret's, Westminster:
Queen’s-buildings, Knightshridge, is in the parish of
Kensington

; and the greater part of Lowtides-squarc
is in the parish of Chelsea;—so that Knightsbridge
proper is not known, and Knightsbridge common is

part iu Kensington, Chelsea, St. Margaret’s West-
minster, and St. George’s Hanuver-square. Surely
an absurdity like this is not to be found existing in any
other part of the metropolis : the name of Knights-
bridge exists, and only name. I think that this
would bear looking to, as by taking a portion from,
each of the encroachers, and remodelling their parishes

—a parish and a parish church would he found for

A Knightsbhidgite.

PRESERVATION OF STONE.
With reference to a recent inquiry in our pages as

to the induration of fire-stone, a correspondent sends

ns an extract from the Ipsicich Journal as to the
employment in that town of Mr. F. Rntisome’s process

on a house-front,—Messrs. Turner’s, in Princes-street.

The paper says :
—“The front consists of Caen stone,

and was, previous to the application, in a state of
complete rottenness and exfoliation : the parts in a
state of incipient decay have not only been preserved

from further disintegration, but seem to be bound
finnly together by an agent most perfect iu its cohesive

qualities
;
and the whole surface of the stone operated

upon exhibits a degree of hardness it never before pos-

sessed : it is also rendered quire non-absorbent, and
the appearance of the stone is improved considerably,

whilst none of its characteristics arc lost. The appH-

cation is one of extreme simplicity, and the material

used perfectly indestructible. The rationale of the

process is thus explained ;—a liquid will enter any

porous body to saturation, whilst a solid canuot go
further than the first interstices next the surface.

Take, then, two liquids capable of producing, by
mutual decomposition, a solid, and, by the introduction

of these liquids into tbe nells of any porous body, a

solid is produced by their mutual decomposition inter-

nally ;
ergo, if a solid could not go in as a solid, it

cannot come out as a solid; and chemical decomposi-

tion having destroyed the solvenl.s, they will never

;ain be iu a state of solution.”

We have meutioned the process before, and more"
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over know how necessary time is to test sm-h vcmecHes.

Nevertheless, we have quoted the statement, in order

that lhc cfFcrt of the api»lication may be walehed.

The condition into which many stone buildings erected

withiu the last fifteen years have fallen is so fearful,

that some certain means of preservation are anxiously

looked for.

PIERCING OF MOUNT CENIS.

ALTiiouGU tunnels, both suhaqueous and suh-

marine, may have had their prototypes in antiquity,

the piercing of the Alps is one of the real trophies of

our times. M. Ranco, chief engineer of this stupendous

work, has communicated the following data to one of

the French periodicals ;
—“ The tunuel will extend to

the length ot 12 to 15 kilombtres, and as man has

never before gone so far into the entrails of the earth,

the march is towards the unknown. The next diffi-

culty is the rather large lake situated at the top of

Mount Cenis, and the level of the tunnel has been

laid so deep for avoiding the danger of these waters

percolating to a surface composed of loose sand. The

great height of Mount Cenis and the lake prevent the

meet their wishes (for they will want no persuasion)

—to join with yon in a common society in which

they shall learn, and you shall help them, then will

both your objicts be gained, both your desires

satisfied , you will know what is the meaning of

brotherhood, aud what is the true end of privileges

and endowments. Such or such-like were the priii-

ciples from which arose the first "Working Meu a

Colleges ; such or such-like were the principles from

which every one since has arisen.

the feeling abroad on this question, as evidenced at the

lari’e and influential meeting held at Exeter-Hall, the Earl

of Shaftesbury in the chair, wc fuUy believe the public will

bear you harmless as regards pecuniary loss.

We cannot, as operative masons, neglect to thank yon

for the readiness with which you granted us the privUege

of leaving work at four o’clock on Saturdays, ten yp*,rs

ago ;
and should you meet our present wishes, you will

have your reward in seeing around you a steady, inteiu-

gent, moral, and self-respecting body of workmen.

And, in conclusion, allow ns to hope that the good under-

standing which has happily existed betwixt the body of

employers and the operative masons in London, for many
years, may continue to exist for years to come.

We are, Gentlemen, yours respectfully,

The Opeeativs Masons or London,

THE BUILDERS’ BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION.

On Thursday, the 29th inst. the tenth anniversary

festivd of this excellent Inslitnlion, established ia

THE FATAL ACCIDENT TO “ BIG BEN.”

Our readers must have heard of the sad end to which

the much-vaunted Big Ben has come. The crack which

has developed itself is said to be precisely opposite to

the spot on which the hammer was wont to strike it

oa those occasions when efforts (under difficulties)

were made to cause Ben to speak out with that full

developed voice which he might have sent ringing all i847, for giving relief and granfiug pensious to

over the metropolis had he been elevated to his final decayed members of the various branches of the huild-

rcsting-place. As the hammer was f.ir heavier than ing trade and their widows—also for affording tempo-

any one anticipated to be requisite to this end, aud as
! j-^ry relief to workmen in case of accidents, was held

. ..
• -

11 1
the section of the bell is peculiar, so far as regards at the London Tavern. About 220 gentlemen con-

piercingof air shafts for ventilation,
|
the thickness of the sound how

;
and as, moreover, all oected with the leading hnilding firms of the metro-

galleries, communicating with each other, are intended
,

quarter bells are formed on the same principle ; it poiu sat down to a repast served up by Messrs. Chater

to obviate this inconveuience. Conjointly with
^ serious question to determine the and Co. under the superintendence of Mr. Funge.

explosion of mines, a huge machine (shield) wiU
j the principal persons present we noticed

operate the work of pierceage. It is calculated that
;

remembered, however, that Big Ben had the following The Chairman, and President, Mr.
six years’ lime, and forty millions of francs will be

^ heavy faU on its way to London
;
and although the Alderman W. A. Rose ;

Mr. Alderman and Sheriff W.
required for completing the perforation of the Alps,

^ack has only now developed itself, a'ter the expiry Lawrence ;
Mr. Alderman "Wm. Gabriel; Messrs.

The company, “Victor Emmanuel, think that they i

^^^ich is said to have
! xho'* Piper and R. "VV. Kennard, Mr. Warren

will thereby obtain the largest share of the traffic of I

relieved the makers of all responsibility, it may be a
|

Delarue, F.S.A. ;
Mr. Wm. Ja"’'-'*

France with Italy and the East. Victor Emmanuel,
(luejtion.in favour of the principle of its construction, p^jters ;

Mr. G. Spencer Smith ;

considering that this is a work interesting to humanity,
'

is disposed to give the half of the above sum from

the revenues of the State, and the company has to

pay the other half—but only when 4 kilometres of

the tuuncl have been completed.”

Jackson
;

Mr. Joseph

question, in favour of the principle of its construction, p^jters
;
Mr. G. Spencer Smith ;

Mr. G. Smith, Jun.;

how far the fall was blameable. That the hammer Mr. W. Williams
;
Mr.H.Dodd; Mr. AKred Smith

;

was made to strike precisely opposite the crack may,

nevertheless, militate against this idea.

RAILWAY RATING.

Mr Henry Lee, Jun.; Mr. George Lee; Mr. Thus.

Jackson,
‘ Jun.

;
Mr. George Bird, Treasurer;

Messrs. Joseph Bird; Joshua Higgs; Ellis; J.

Newson, Jun. ;
Hutchons ;

Thomas Cozens
;

G.

Head; Richard Head; Samuel Head; D. Nichol-

INAUGURATION OF THE WOLA’ERHAMP-
TON WORKING MEN’S COLLEGE.

This event took place on the 16th instant, in

St. Peter’s Schools, Wolverhampton, under the

presidency of the Rev. Dr. Newman. There was

a numerous attendance. The Rev. T. H. Campbell

delivered the inaugural address, which is reported

at great length in the local Chronicle. The rev.

gentleman, in course of his address, said,—I rejoice to

think there has been growing up for some years through

the length and breadth of the land a feeling of sympathy

between man aud his fellow-man, such as England has

not for a long time, if ever, seen before. It has shown
itself in innumerable ways—in a freedom from for-

mality aud constraint in the intercourse between men
of the same station in society—in a recognition of

the bond of kindness and regard, as the only effectual

pri-iciple of government, in all such relations of life

as those of master and servant, employer and employed,

teacher and pnpil,—above all in the yearning of all

who have hearts to feel, that means may he found for

bridging over that terrible gulf which separates class

from class, for reconciling and uniting those anta-

gonistic worlds of conflicting interests, that each may
no longer fancy its existence to depend on the subju-

gation of the other, but may know that, though there

are many members, and all members have not the

same office, yet they are all one body, united in one

head, penetrated and quickened by one spirit. And
as this feeling has been growing and strengthening

among those who have been blest with higher gifts of

learning and education than their neighbours, it has

encountered and coalesced with another feeling, that

these very gifts are not given them for themselves

—

that they are given not in ownership but rather in

trust—that they are held for the benefit of all who
may come within their influence. Men have begun

to feel that power, to be worth anything, must he

used
;
that influeuce, to be worth anything, must be

exercised
;

that learning, to he worth anything, must
be brought out ; in short, that the rule holds good

with mental wealth as well as with material, that the

miser and the niggard can have no enjoyment of it.

Men have begun to understand what Shakspeare

meant when he said,

—

“ Heaven does with us as we with torches do,

—

Not light them for themselves
;
for if our light

Did not go forth of us, ’twere all alike

As if we had it uot.”

And what a Greater than Shakspeare meant when He
said, “That a light is not hid under a bushel, hut put
upon a candlestick to give light to all that are iu the

house.” And then has come the question, “ How are

the gifts of education to be imparted, aud to whom ?
”

and finding also the other question, “ How is the

gulf between class and class to be bridged over ? ”

—

the two together have worked out one common answer
for themselves, “ If you who have been blest with
these gifts can call together those who have not been
so circumstanced, aud can persuade them—or rather

The Norfolk Quarter Sessions were occupied on tlie
i

, xhomas Stirling
;
AVilliam Stirling ;

"Wm.
aist and 22nd inst. with an important appeal on the part j •’

James Herd ;
WatSOn

;
John Thorn;

of the Eastern Counties Railway Compapy against a poor- ioau, JUn.
,
aamts iiciu,

_
important appeal on t

^ilway Company against o. ijuui- i . t ht-h-
rate made on a portion of the Eastern union Railway, of

;
Charles Fish

;
AV. S. SimklE

;
J. v‘ iliiams ;

George

which they are lessees, by the churchwardens and over-

1

•eers of the pariih of Moulton, Norfolk The r.Uw.y
, foUoBin'r were amonK the prittcipal dopatioDS

was sought to be assessed by the respondents at the rate me lOliowi^ wcic uiuoub i i

of oooi. per mile per annum.
j

announced ;— Francis, Brothers, ana rcu, o/. oik
,

Mr. Bovill, in stating the case for the appellants, said
, John B J "White and Brothers, 5^. 5s. ;

W. 1

.

they hud nceurately culcnluted the whole trofllc P™ioE
i

'

5 ; 5, . HarroP Bad Sop, lOf. lOs. ;
Alder-

over the line between Tivetshall and Farncett, and they
I

1 ,r , -, 0;. t„
found that it amounted, in 1866, to l.lflU. The proportion

! man Rose, 20/.
;
R. W. Kcnuartl, iUL

,
Jos. Bird,

of this sum on the mile in the parish of Moulton
a.229L ;

but the foUowiug deductions must be made for the

expenses, namely, 5,713 trains at 2s. 95d. per train mile,

1,495J.
:
renewal of permanent way and repairs, 1877.

;

annual value of stations and buildings, 89/.; interest ""

10/.- Stephen Bird (annual), 15/. ;
Geo. Bird (trea-

surer), 15/.
;
Henry Dodd, 10/. lOs. ;

lee, Son, aud

Smith, 10/. 10s.; Hy. Lee, jun. 10/. lOs.; Geo.

„ , , Lee 2/. 2s.; Piper and Son, 5/. 6s.; Alderman and
capital, at 5 per cent. 114/.; allowance for depreciation of

5 ? Rg . ^Vm. Wchb, 21/.; Joshua
roliine stock, at 10 per cent. 228/. • tenants’ and trade

, , e • „„ ’r,.,. n,. .

profits, at 12 .;
per cent. 286/. ;

showing that the ^ mile of Higgs, 2/. 2s. (and guarantees 5 giimc!« for fi\ eyears)
,

line was worked at a loss of about 170/. in 1856.
|
Alderman Gabriel, 5/. 5a. ;

Mr. W. Delarue, 2/. 2s.

;

Mr. O’Malley addressed the Court for the respondents, . -.y jopj^gou. 5/. 5s. ; T. Jackson, 5/. 5s.
;
G. Spencer

and contended that the portion of the line in Moulton
|

, e? c- C'r.r.^nr. iSmlth K7 tie • ToRcnh
ought to be taken in the proportion which it bore to the Smith, 5/. 5s.; George Smitn, 5/. uS.

,

^pa
whole line, which let for 90,000/. a-year. After making Peters, 10/. lOs.; Wm. Piper, 5/. Ss.

;
Wm. Lee,

every deduction, the respondents believed that 640/. per
mile was the annual value of the portion of the line in

Moulton.
The Court considered that the appellants had shown that

the line in Moulton had earned, in 1866, 2,229/. With
respect to the deductions allowable, the Court considered

that the first two items in the calculations ought to be

allowed. The other items were questionable, but, as the

first two deductions reduced the rateable value of the line

below 600/. per mile, and the Court had no means of

amending the rate, it must be quashed without costa. The
rate was quashed accordingly.

THE MASONS’ MEMORIAL.
Sir,—I am instructed by the masons’ half-holiday

committee to forward to you a copy of memorial to

the master builders of London, and respectfully ask

you to publish it in your next.

Robt. Macdonald, Sec.

10/. lOs-
;
Joseph Rigby, 5/. 5s. ;

Coles Shadholt,

5/. 5s. ;
Win. Hutchons, 3/. 3s.

;
Geo. Head, 3/. 3s.

After the usual loyal toasts, which were drunk with

great enthusiasm,

The Chairman proposed the health of the Lord

Mayor and Corporation of the City of London, which

was responded to by

ilr. Alderman Gabriel, who said that, spending as

the corporation did, such enormous sums in the build-

ing emheliishmeuts and public improvements of the

metropolis, he was sure they could not otherwise than

feel a deep interest in the prosperity and wel-

fare of the Builders’ Benevolent Institution. The

buildings, he might add, that had been erected at the

expense of the corporation of the City of Loudon,

were second to none throughout the United King-

dom. (Cheers.)

The toast was drunk with loud applause.

Mr. Sheriff Lawrence, in responding to the toast

of the Sheriffs of the City of London and Middlesex,

observed that the builders had a very fair share in

the representation of the corporation of London. He

This memorial of tho masons of London was adopted,

at a general meeting of the whole trade, held at Wilcocks’s

Assembly-rooms, Bridge-road, Lambeth, on the 12th of

October, 1857.

To the Master Masons and Builders of London and

Ge.aemeu,-W..th.o7eSive».a.cn.ofI,o„do„.have ;7edUjrUention ‘ ftkt they had ^two^ mBgistrto
Oentiemeu,— tve, tne operaiivemasonsoi L/onaon, nave ! —v --- v

ATr
viewed with much satisfaction the efforts which have been ' among them,—Mr. Alderman Luuitt, JM.r. aim *ir.

and continue to be made, to extend the advantages of a
, j^iJemian Rose whose names were a sufficient

luir-houdny on SjturdnyB to the indnstrial ola.eee gene-
| , f importance and good management

rally ; and those efforts have been attended With success at guaranuo 101 lu
^ /nL \

Edinburgh and Manchester, in oar own trade, and also in I of their excellent Institution, ^oneers.j

very many firms and professions in this metropolis. I xhe Chairman in proposing the toast of the evening,

imployed os we are at a laboriona and unhealthy oeoii-
I ,

j received with load acclamation, " PlOS-
pation, we have nothitherto bad sufficient leisure to enable wumu

-n -ii > u ,.,l„v,^ T„n*Un 4 ;r,r> ” eold
us to obtain either proper mental culture or healthful perily to the Builders Benevolent Institution, said

recreation
;
and are shut out on secular days from tho

1 regretted that the Institution, whose interest they

public libraries, galleriesofart,museums, andpark8 .
which I

assembled together to promote, was not in SUCh
the legislature and the munificence ofindividuals have pro-

. p «..-v„i,i -nrlcl. It

Tided for the instruction and enjoyment of the people. r a flourishing position as its friends 0

Most of us are compelled to residein the closely crowded 1 8c. When they considered the importance ot this

districts of this large metropolis ; and consequently have - , , r ii..-. 1. <.... falf

long distances to walk, to and from our employment: con-

sider, then, how unfitted tho operative must he to take

advantage of the evenings alone for self-improvement,

when the physical powers are completely exhausted.
Gentlemen, the object of this memorial is to respectfully

ask you to concede to us the privilege of leaving work on
twelve o’clock on Saturdays, on and after tho first Satur-

day iu Juno, 1858
;
subject to the following list ofpayments

for the week—viz. 6s. per day for five days, and 33 . for

Saturdays; and should you complywilhour request—from

braach of the industry of this great country, he felt

that ample provision should be made for those whom

the vicissitudes of fortune had caused to become the

recipients of their bounty. The Institution w^
founded for the relief of men who were in the posi-

tion that they, one and all, now occupied, namely,

that of master employers in the various branches of

the building trade ; aud he believed that some of those
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who were now pensioners on their bounty, had been
gentlemenwalking in the same path of prosperity with
themselves, and in the upper branches of their business.

Under these circumstances he was sure they would feel

it incumbent on them, placed as they were iu a position,

prospering and to prosper, to extend the hand of rdief
to their less fortunate brethren. He had the assur-

ance of the directors that in all instances tbe funds
were impartially and properly distributed, aud no
case was relieved without some of the directors per-
sonally inquiring into the appliealion. After calling

attention to the importance of all present supporting
such a valuable institution, he stated that, at a late

festival he was at, it was proposed that each gentle-

man should get twenty new annual subscribers. He
only hoped that those whose sympathies were enlisted

on behalf of the Builders’ Benevolent Institution
would get as many as they could

;
hut if they only

succeeded in getting half that number, great good
would be accomplished, seeing that annual subscribers

were the mainstay of all societies.

Mr. B- W. Kennard proposed the health of the
Chairman, and said, associated as be was with iron,”
which was a material of such itjcreasiug use and
interest amongst builders generally, he could only
wouder and lament that he had not become connected
with the society before, but he was happy now to give in
-his adhesion and aid for the future to the objects of
so valuable dn institution.

The toast was drunk with great applause.
Mr. Thos. Piper, Jun. proposed the health of the

treasurer, which was received with great enthu-
siasm.

Mr. A._ G. Harris, the secretary, here read the list

of subsenptions (the lending of them given above),
and which amounted in the aggregate to 3007.

Mr. George Bird regretted the smallness of the
sum announced, as last year it had amounted to con-
siderably more. In consequence of the death of a
number of their old subscribers, a falling off in the
funds had taken place, and this, coupled with the
small amount subscribed that eveuing, would prevent
their having the usual election in November, This
was to be tbe more lamented as there were a great
number of pressing and really deserving cases for
relief. He did hope that all present would use their
best eudeavours to forward the interests of tbe
society.

The Chairman here announced, amid much
• applause, that Mr. IleniyDodd, of Hoxton, had made
the munificent gift of between four aud Gve acres of
valuable laud, iu the neighbourhood of 'Windsor, for
the purpose of building almshouses for the Insti-
tution.

The toasts of “The Directors,” responded to by Mr.
Cozens (the founder of the Institution)

;
“ The Vice-

presidents aud Trustees “ The Architects aud Sur-
veyors “ The Press and “ The Stewards,”
having been proposed and appropriately responded to,

the company separated. Mr. T. Higgs was the
“Toole” of the evening’s entertainment; and the
vocalists were, Miss Leffler, Mr. A. Lester, and Mr.
Henry.

J3oo6^ SScfcihctJ.

The Law of Landlord and Tenant: with a copious

Collection of useful Forms. By W. A. IIoulds-

woRTfi, Barrister-at-Law. London ; George llout-

Icdge and Co. 1857.

Tiie community at large is much indebted to Mr.
Boutledgeand his firm, for bringing within the reach

of aU so much literature of the first-class as they have

done. It needed extraordinary liberality and pluck,

and a far-seeing mind, to make, for example, the

costly arrangement with Sir Bulwer Lytton, every-

where spoken of at the time, which enabled them to

supply his novels to the public at a shilling or

€ighteenpence each; and although it was, of course,

undertaken on commercial grounds, and may have

proved a successful speculation, such qualities deserve

commendation.

The little book named above belongs to a series of

a different description, called “ The Useful Library,”

and only needs to be known to have a large sale.

All are interested, more or less, in the laws, which
regulate the rights and duties of landlord aud tenant,

and ought to have a knowledge of them. If they have
feared to study these laws because of the language in

which they are couched, or the length to which they

extend, they need no longer allow these reasons to pre-

vent them Irom getting a knowledge of the subject, for

they will find Mr. Hoiildsworth’s treatise “ at once
eufficieiitly popular to be intelligible, and sufScieully

accurate to he trustworthy.” It treats of the various

tenancies, of distress, and other means of recovering

rent, of waste aud repair, of ejectment, &c. &c.; and
contains a valuable set of forms for agreements, notices,

and warrants. We cordially recommend it.

THE BUILDER.

iKi'Scellanea.

The Designs poe the Wae and Foreign
Offices.—We understand that the council of the
Architectural Institute of Scotland have made applica-
tion to Sir Benjamin Hall to authorize an exhibition
in Edinburgh of the prize competition designs for the
War and Foreign Offices to be erected at Westminster.
As the exhibition would prove of importance to the
advancement of art in Scotland, it may he hoped that
the commissioners will find it within their power to
gratify the public of Scotland in this way.

Architectural Society of Northampton.

—

The annual meeting of this society was held on the
21st iust. Lord Henley, in the chair, when the report
was read, reviewing the progress of architecture during
the year, both within and beyond the more immediate
sphere of the Society’s operations, aud of which a
a report is given in last week’s local Herald. The
Rev. G. A. Poole then read a paper on the subject of
colour as applicable to architecture, of which we may
have something more to say.

The Coal-shoot Nuisance.—It is had enough to
slip in frost on the iron coal-shoot covers with which
the metropolitan streets arc beset; hut, when these
foot-traps are loose and insecure, summer brings no
safety with it. An action was lately brought in the
City Sheriff's Court, by a lady who had her leg
entrapped and injured iu Catherine-street, Tower-bill,
by one of these imperfectly-covered shoots, aud the
sheriff at ouce gave a verdict against the house-
holder, with costs, although it was urged on the
part of the defendant that the shoot was properly
fastened, but that the accident arose from the fragility

of the stone in which it was set, for which the Paving
Commissioners were responsible, as defendant never
paved the court.

The Ammerdown Column.—This very elaborate
structure, the completion *of which has been delayed
by legal obstructions, was on Monday in last week
submitted to public examination.

Free Libraries and Museums.—Mr. David
Chadwick, of Salford, read a paper on this subject at

the Social Science meeting at Birmingham, a few
brief abstracts from which may be not uninteresting.
The following towns have recently established, or
taken steps to establish, free public libraries, viz.,

—

Warrington, Salford, Manchester, Norwich, Win-
chester, Cambridge, Bolton, Liverpool, Sheffield,

Oxford, St. Helens, Hertford, Birkenhead, Kidder-
minster, Lichfield, Leamington, AVeatminster, King’s
Lynn, Newcastle, Preston, aud Aberdeen. The fol-

lowing have rejected the proposition to establish free

libraries, viz.,—Exeter, Birmingham, Cheltenham,
London (city), Islington (London), Hasleuden, Hull,
and St. Marylebone (London).

NEW FKEE LIBRAEIES.
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The Public Park at Blackburn Opened.

—

Tbe ceremonid of opening this new park took place
on the^ 23rJ instant. The park, says the Preslon
Guardian, extends from Preston new road to the
heights of Revidge, on the one hand, and stretches
from Duke’s-hrow to Shire-hrow on the other. The
area is rather more than 50 acres. It was sold by
Mr. Joseph Feilden to the corporation, for 05/. an
acre. Mr. Henderson, of Birkenhead, laid out the
grounds. The total cost to the day of opening was
14,7007.; net cost paid out of money borrowed for
repayment in forty years, 10,0007. ; the balance having
been realized by a sale of ground. The grounds are
ornamented by brook, lakes, and islands, bridge, and
fountains, entrance-gates and lodges, Russian guns
and battery, promenades, bowling-greens, drinking
fountains, &c.

St. Marylebone Burial BoARD.--We have
received the award of Mr. T. D. Archibald in the
reference “ the Burial Board of St. Marylebone v.

Culverhousc and others,” together with statements
too serious to be hastily adopted.

St. Leonard’s, Shoreditch, Survey.— At a
vestry meeting specially appointed and held on Tues-
day last, Mr. Paine was appointed, by a majority of
47 to 4, to undertake the duties of this office. Pending
the proceedings a certain degree of irregularity has
occurred, owing to Mr. AV. Tress having interpolated
his tender, addressed to the vestry, after the committee
had received the offers of numerous candidates, re-
ported thereon, and declared the respective amounts
thereof. Mr. Tress’s tender, 1207., about 407. below
that accepted, was (of course) rejected by the vestry,
the majority being 26 to 5.

—

James Saunders.
Proposed Tunnel between England and

France.—This project, it seems, is ouce more
brought before the public, under the somewhat
alarming title, " L’Angleterre Contineutale.” The
Steele gives us some information with respect to the
project. M. A. Thome de Gamond has submitted
iiis project iu tbe first place to the Emperor, who
w’as greatly struck with it. Afterwards the Minister
of Public AAforks, in accord with the Minister of
Marine, named a special commission of the most
eminent scientific notabilities. This commission has
decided that M. Thome de Gamond is no mere
dreamer. The English Government have also named
on their side a commission (?), and it is probable that iu
the coming spriug French and English engineers will

apply themselves to the work of vigorously examining
the practicability of the project. So says the Siecle,

The tunnel will commence on the French coast at
Marquise, Pas-de-Calais, from which it will branch
on one side to tbe Boulogne Railsvay, and on the
other to the Calais line. The first of these branches
will be 13,700 metres in length, aud the second about
20 kilometres. The tunnel will extend from Marquise
8,800 metres towards Cape Grinez, at which point it

will enter the Straits and strike the English coast at
Easlware, between Dover and Folkestone. A hraucL
of 5,500 metres will connect the tunnel with Dover
and all the net-work of the English railways. The
bottom of the sea at one point of the Straits at an
equal distance from each coast has an elevation,
which at low water is covered only by twelve metres
of water. This rock (named Varne) will be raised,

and form the marine station of the tunnel. A harbour
will he there constAjeted. Docks, lighthouses, &c.
will make of the A^ame station a meeting point for all

the shipping of the globe. It is proposed to throw
up at certain distances on the line of the tunnel
tiiirteen temporary islands, each provided with a

The number of issues from public libraries is gene- siuall reflector light and nccessaiy workshops. It

rally in proportion to the opportunities afforded for ' "'*11 possible to sink thirteen wells, and to

their use to the working classes. If the libraries are
!

t^ttack the work of boring the tunuel by twenty-eight

closed in the evenings, the number of issues (and !
at once, which will admit of this monumeutal

consequently the actual use of the libraries) is less per ,

h'hour being completed in six years. The total ex-

annum than the total number of hooks in the library, pense will be 174,000,000 francs (6,960,000/.), about

It] as in the case of free libraries generally, they are !

ninth part of the cost to France alone of the

open all day, till about nine o’clock in the evening,
I

Crimean war.

the circulation will average about seven times the
[

“ Emissary.”—In these days of graph gram
total number. As regards public museums, tbe effect discussions, one feels emboldened to remark on public
of restricting the hours of attendance to not later

j

writers. May I, then, ask by what nileyon apply the
than four p.m. has a like effect iu preventing the

J

word emissary (p. 590, col.’ 3, line 26) to a channel
mass of the people visiting them. Notwithstanding

,

through which sewage is to he sent? Surely if

the incomparable superiority of the British Museum English is to he recognized as a language, it is the
to all others, it appears that the total number of 'duty of educated men to adhere to the established
visitors last year was— to the British Museum,

j

meaning of words long iu use, however they may dis-

361,000; Derby Free Museum, Liverpool, 123,000;
;
pute about tbe coinage of new words.

—

Citizen.
Royal Free Museum, Salford, 580,000. The number t

*,* The meaniag given by us to tbe word “emissary”
of visitors to the Salford Roynl Museum, iu the ' has been “ long in use,” though it is less used now than
preseut year, will exceed 800,000. AVorkiug people ' formerly. One of the meanings attached in the dic-

know that as inhabitants and householders they con- tionaries to “ emissaiy ”
is,

“
that which sends out or

tribute according to their rental towards the cost of, emits.” Emission is the act of scudiug out;
maintaining free libraries aud museums, aud there-

i

“ emissary ” the means by which anything is sent
fore they pai-ticipate iu the enjoyment of the privileges

I

out. Even iu the restricted meaning of the terra,

on terms of perfect equality with all other persons.
|

“ a person sent on mission,” its larger meaning is

The writer concludes with a hope that the people of involved. The word, in the aeuse in which we have
Birmingham, and other densely-populated towns, will viewed it, is a very useful one, and ought not to be
again consider of the immediate establishment of free given up. The Latin, emissarinm, we may leuiiad
public libraries aud museums, ' our correspondent, is a sluice, or flood-gate.

o
1

o a I i •2.*
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H No.

of

1

whole

Li

<(

Liverpool
Manchester

41,400 474,546 nearly 12
32,573 166.653

Salford 20.-138 147,300
Bolton 15,097 78,670
Sheffield 7,034 120,875
Oxford 4,530 26,000
Cambridge 3.579 14,628 » 0 ‘le

I
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The Sheffield Ckimean Monument.— The

Duke of Cambridge laid the first stone of this monu-

ment on the Slst inst. which was held as a great day

in Sheffield. Flags and banners enlivened the streets,

shops were closed, and an extensive procession accom-

panied his Royal Highness to the ground. The

monument, as designed by Mr. Goldie (of the firm of

Weightman, Hadfield, and Goldie, of Sheffield, archi-

tects), will ri^'C from a basement of a circular fiight

of four steps, with advancing bastions for the Russian

guns presented to the town by the Minister of War.

The lower portion of the monument is a squpe, with

advancing angle buttresses, on which will be inscribed

the names of the commemorated; the intermediate faces

of the square containing bas-reliefs of the four principal

events of the war, intended to be produced in bronze.

A cornice composed of the rose, shamrock, and thistle,

crowns this portion of the composition. The upper

and main portion of the design from this point as-

sumes a character of greater richness, and embodies a

record of the alliance. In the centre, carried upon a

cluster of nine shafts, bossed and capped, is a plat-

form supporting a niche, with four crocketed pedi-

ments, embracing pointed and capped arches. Above

rises a steep stone roof, the undeb side of which is

vaulted, likewise in stone, with sculptured bosses.

Armorial beariugs of the town will be produced

in this portion of the work. A colossal statue,

intended to set forth ‘ Britain victorious,” is throned

beneath the central canopy, one hand resting on a

sword sheathed as for peace, and the other holding

out to the victor the wreath of triumph. The head

of this statue will be a portrait of her Jlajesty the

Queen. Round about this central feature are grouped

four pedestals sustaining niches, which shelter typical

statues of England, F^ce, Sardinia, and Turkey.

The contract has been taken by Messrs. Lane and

Lewis, of Birmingham, sculptors.

The “ Brake ” Competition.—In reply to an

offer of a premium of 50f. by the London General

Omnibus Company, for the “ best model or design

for a brake, to be worked by the driver, and applicable

to the present style of omnibuses,” 127 competitors

sent in designs. The referees, Messrs, Joseph Wright,

Gowar, and Miller, have just now made their award,

and have selected for the premium the model No. 1,

by Mr. Thomas Barker.

Steam Hammers.—These tools have gone on in-

creasing in quick gradations, nntil the climax of a 6^

tons, dead hammering weight, with a fall of 7 feet

6 inches, has been reached. A hammer of this weight

has been lately erected and is now in operation at the

works of Mr. A. Fulton, of Glasgow.

Gas.—The Sheffield Gas Company’s directors have

announced that they arc enabled to pay to their share-

holders 10 and 8 per cent, out of the profits on the

sale of their gas, being the Ml amount they can

divide till the price of gas is reduced to 3s. 6d. per

1,000 cubic feet. A surplus of 594/. besides would

thus be left on hand. The Warrington town-

council have resolved to apply for power to erect gas

works of their own, unless the present gas company

guarantee to make gas equal to the power of at least

17^ sperm candles. The directors of the Worksop

Gas Company have given notice that they intend to

reduce the price of gas from 5s. lOd. to Ss. per 1,000

cubic feet. The diectors have adopted this step as

an experiment to see if the increased consumption

will justify them in continuing to charge the reduced

price. The Castle Doniugton Gas Company have

declared a dividend of 5 per cent, with a bonus of 2b.

per share, and have resolved to allow a discount of

5 per cent, on all consumers’ accounts of 10s. and

upwards. The Dublin people are engaged in a

struggle for a reduction of the price of their gas from

5s. lOd. to 3s. 6d. by which they hope to realize a

saving of 40,000/. a year. At present they pay

annually for gas 100,000/. In a public statement

they give the following list of the prices of gas at

various places :

—

London ds. Od. per thousand feet.

Liverpool 4 0 „
Whitehaven ... 2 6 „
Bolton 3 0 „
Rochdale 3 3 to 4 0 „
Sheffield 3 6 to 4 0 „
Birmingham ... 2 lOjto 3 10 „
Bristol 4 0 „
Belfast 3 9 „
Dublin 5 10 „

The quality of Dublin gas is said to be very inferior,

so that the relative cost of light in the undermentioned
places is as follows ;

—

Dublin Ts. Od.

London 3 3

Liverpool 2 9
Glasgow 2 0

Many of the principal firms in Dublin have subscribed

to a fund now being raised for the purpose of taking
steps to obtain an abundant supply of good gas at a
reasonable price.

Fall of Three Houses in Sheffield.—A row

of new shops, nearly approaching completion, in

Gibralter-street, Sheffield, suddenly fell down on

Tuesday in last week, ovfing to the foundation work

on which the pillars rested giving way. Fortunately

no person was near at the time. The damage is

estimated at 500/. or 600/, The foundation walls in

front, says the Shejjield Independent, were built of

” rubble ” stone up to the level of the street. Large

beams, extending from the doors aud windows, were

supported by iron pillars, and the foundation giving
'

way so as to let down one or more of the pillars, the

beams were left to sustain the superstructure of brick-

'

work without adequate support. The consequence

was that they snapped, and let the whole down.

Fortunately the brickwork fell perpendicularly, none

of it being projected into the street. The rubbish has

been cleared away, and more secure foundations are

now being laid.

Ordnance Survey.—The minor triangulation of

Perth and its environs has been commenced. In ac-

cordance with the recent decision of the commission,

this and other tow’ns whose population exceed 5,000

will be drawn on a scale of 10 feet to a mile, or

nearly (it being l-500th the lineal measurement).

These plans are of great importance to the sanitary

commissioners, as they facilitate the means of drainage.

The country districts arc to be drawn on a scale of

6 inches to a mile .—Fertk Courier.

[AnVEBTISBMENT.]

To THE Editor op “The Boildbb.’’

StB,—Numerona inquiries having been made ofue daily

during the last four years, respecting the Revolving

Shutters adapted to onr premises by the Patentees,

Messrs. Clabe & Co. of 16, Gate-street, Linooln’s-inn-

fields, we feel but too happy in having the opportunity of

doing them the justice their novel and useful invention

deserves. In eonseqneneeofthemagnitudeof oar frontage,

which embraces about 30 feet of Oxford-street, one entire

quarter of Eegent-cirens, and between 40 and 60 feet

of Regent-street, the process of closing with the old wooden
shutters was not only a tedious bnt also a very laborious

task—five porters requiring forty minutes to effect that

object. All this loss in time and trouble is now obviated

by the above-mentioned invention—the entire establish-

ment being closed every evening by one porter in the

incredibly short space of three minutes.
_
In order to lead

others to a just estimate of the superiority of this patent,

it may be requisite to state that the size of one of our

shutters alone is 700 feet in superficial measurement,
composed of 27,345 pieces united by 2,900 hinges, weighing
somewhat over two tons, and yet obedient to the hand of

one porter ! Messrs. Clabe & Co. having also executed

other work for us, such as Brass Sashes, &c. we feel muci
pleasure in recommending them : the lowness of their

charges and rigid punctuality, entitling them to the sup-

port of all those with whom durability is economy, and
time saved money made. Onr shutters may be seen in

active revolution, nightly, at half-past eight o’clock.

—

SowBBBT, Tattos, and Company, Bilk Mercers and

,

Drapers, Regent-circus, Oxford-street, Jan. 1, 1867.

For building ten houses, Eing's-place, Blackman-streetj

Southwark, for Mr. Bischoff. Mr. Turner, architect

Jos. Wilson . £3,715 0
Fish .... 3,684 0

Crawley 3.360 0
Blanchard 3,290 0

Burtensbaw 3,160 0

Chapman and Parsons 3,100 0

Panll 3,060 0
John Wilson ,. 2,998 0
Greig 2,877 0
Elliott

.

.. 2,890 0
. 2,865 0

Downs .. 2,760 0

Ashton 2,660 0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

For the enlargement of College House, Highgate, Mr,
\V. P. Griffith, architect :

—

Dnnkley ,. £2,730 0 0
Hedges .. 2,360 0 0
Cusling .. 2,290 0 0

.. 3,194 0 0
Child ] .. 2,169 0 0
Wilson. .. 2,160 0 0

.. 2.100 0 0
Ratterbury........ ,. 2,079 0 0
Ashton .. 2,066 0 0
Watson .. 2,000 0 0
Wiiliams ........... .. 1,997 0 0

.. 1,987 0 0
Jarvis .. 1,964 0 0
Dove .. 1,869 0 0

For boilding a villa and offices at Woodford. Mr, W.
Dobson, architect

,

Perry £2,260 0 0

Wood and Bon 2,193 0 0

Pritchard and Son 2,190 0 0

Hill 2.1S6 0 0

Henshaw 2,039 0 0

Ennor 1,948 0 0

Case 1,790 0 0

For building warehouse, Aldermanbnry-postem, for Mr.
Stewart. Mr. Lambert, architect :

—

Carter £1,974 0 0
Piper 1,869 0 0
Smith 1,790 0 0

Perry 1,728 0 0
Downs 1,696 0 0

For building two cottage residences at Anerley, for Mr.
Thomas Smith. Mr. Lambert, architect :

—

Ring and Staneser £1,6S7 0 0
Barrett 1,667 0 0
Patrick 1,618 0 0
Perry 1,600 0 0
Downs 1,436 0 0
Seymour 1,297 0 0

For proposed alterations to 64 and 65, Cheapside, for

Mr. W, White. Messrs. R. Tress and Chambers, archi-

tects. Quantities supplied

Brass and Sons £1,452 0 0
Willson I,4t8 0 0
Coleman 1,433 0 0
Brown and Robinson 1,305 0 0
Tolley 1,386 0 0

[advebtisement.]

Fall of Delhi.—Plan of the City op Delhi.—On
Sunday next each copy of the Dispatch will be accom-
panied with a plan of the City of Delhi, uniform with the

Atlas. To prevent the possibility of disappointment con-

sequent upon the enormous sale of the Dispatch, those

persons desirous of possessing the Dispatch Coloubed
Atlas are informed tnal should the newspaper be out of

print, with which any particular Map has been presented,

such Map may always be obtained with the paper for the

current, or any future, week. Either of the Dispatch
Atlas Maps will be forwarded gratis with the paper. The
price of the Dispatch is—unstamped, 5d. ;

stamped (to go

free by post), 6d. The Friday evening edition may be re-

ceived in the most distant parts of the kingdom on
Saturday morning. Orders received by all Newsagents,
and at the Office, 139, Fleet-street. Nevvsagents through-

out the kingdom are requested to forward their names
and addresses, when speciinens of the splendid Double
Map (Coloured) of Asia will be forwarded. Fortfolios

are now ready, price 3s. 6d. 4s. and upwards.

TENDERS
For two villas at South Norwood-park. Messrs. Richard

Tress and Chambers, architects :

—

3,900 0 0
Lemon 3,842 0 0
HoUidge 3,796 0 0
Wiut
Walne and Jackson 3,460 0 0
Harrison 3,445 0 0
Garnham 3,413 0 0
Deards 3,400 0 0
Hyde 3,296 0 0
Tarrnnts 3,289 0
McLennan and Bird 3,265 0 0

Seagrave and BloQeld 3,230 0 0

0
Garnham 2,976 0 0

W. H. Row 2,679 0 0!

For Kent artillery stores, Dover. Mr. John Whieh-
oord, architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. James Wil-
liams

Colls and Co. London £5,450 0 0
FrVi Dover 6,150 0 0
Co’bb, Maidstone 6,080 0 0
Kirk and Parry, Chatham 4,960 0 0
Evans, Brothers, London 4,800 0 0
Moxon, Loudon 4,790 0 0 •

Ayres and Co. Dover 4,050 0 0
Stiff and Richardson, Dover (ac-

cepted) 4,010 0 0

For workshops in Gee-street, Bt. Luke’s, for Mr.
Strickland :

—

Pearson
Sabey
Eaby
Lawrence
Brnee
Rome
Beagrave and Co.

£1,241 0 0
959 0 0
066 0 0
865 0 0
833 0 0
819 0 0
802 0 0

TO COEEBSPONDENTB.

H. C.—E. J. {shall have attentioni.—J. B.—'W, I. (the same idea

liaa doubtless entered many heads).—P. 8.—W.—Typhus {the

drain is probably d-'Ieotive, notwithstanding report of its state t

perhaps porous. It should be examioed, made perfect, and covered
with earth. Concrete would create a difficulty in the event of
stoppage hereafter).—B, T, [under some circumstances the tender
might be stamped, and become a contract wbich oonld be
enforced : it is bad working, however, with an unwilling con.
tractor. Before any advance be agreed to, the work should be
offered, at the sum proposed, to the builder who made the next
lowest tender).—C. B.—G. R. B.—C. E.—W. P.—H. P. Q. (Archl.
tectural Pottery Company. Poole).—8. L. 8.—A C.—J. H. B.—
Mr. T.—J. D. C.—B. W. (Should have sent bis name).—True Blue.
— IndHStria.—P.—R. H.—S. and B.—Mr. C.—Epsilon (in type).—

W. J. P. (received).— S. D.—Johnny.—E. S.—R. A. "W.—E-J. W.
(" return walls,” so far as the Building Act is concerned, must be
either “ external, party, or cross walls.” and the Act suffloiently

explains what constitutes these).—W. L. H. (Office of Works
Whitehall).

NOTICE. — All communications respecting adoertue^

menti should be addressed to the " Publisher,” and not

to the “Editor:” all other communicatione should be
addreesed to the Editob, and not to the Publisher,

ADVERTISEMENTS.

DEAUGHTSIUN and WRITEE, Engi-
neering. -,^RCHITECTDRAL and MECHAHICAIi.

Theadvertiser, who has worked for some of the first civil engl-
neer.s in town aud country, and the Government Offices, wishes
for an ENGAGEMENT, either temporary or otherwise, or to take
work at home. Terms moderate. Specimens and refereucea—
Address, F. C. 1, Palace-street, Pimlico.

TO ARCHITECTS.

Gentlemen in want of Assistance, can
have DRAWINGS (detail or perspective) executed with

ability and despatch by the advertiser (OMEGA), at his residency
17, Hill-streel, KnlgbUbridge, B.W. First-class referenaoB if
required.

A RESPECTABLE YOUTH, in his 17th
year, is anxious for EMPLOYMENT in a BUILDER'S

OFFICE. Is competent to trace and copy drawings.—Address.
C. F. Office of “The Builder."
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Tol. XV.—No. 770.

RAINTREE, in Essex, has been

a battle-field for principles be-

fore now
;
and it is at this

moment the scene of a dispute

which involves questions im-

portant to many of our readers.

At the end of 1856, the Burial

Board of Braintree, having ar-

ranged to execute certain ceme-

tery works, advertised for ten-

ders, and ultimately accepted the

offer of Mr. James Brown. Accord-

ing to papers which have been

furnished to us by a committee of

gentlemen, who have associated to

protect the interests of the con-

tractor, including a report of the

proceedings at a vestry meeting,

the 22nd ult.

“To consider a law-suit now in progi*ess, com-
menced by Mr. Jas. Brown, buOder, against the
Burial Board of Braintree, for the recovery of a
balance, claimed by him for work done in the new
cemetery, which he says cau he proved to have been
done by direct orders from the Board, although with-
out written instructions

;
and also to consider whether

they will, if they l.iwfully may, order the same, or

any part thereof, to be paid,”

—

the estimates for these works were based

npon bills of quantities prepared by the archi-

tect of the Board, Mr. Johnson, of Bury St.

Edmund’s
;
and sold to Mr. Brown by the

Board. Further, as other builders who tendered

for the work, had these quantities, which were
lithographed, it may be presumed they based

their estimates upon them. Mr. Brown’s ten-

der for the two chapels was in the words
following :

— “ Dec. 1855 : I hereby agree to

erect two chapels, lodge, and entrance gates, for

the Burial Board of the Parish of Braiutree,

according to the plans, and specifications, and
bills of quantities furnished by ike architect of

the Board, in a thoroughly sound and workman-
like manner, for the sum of 1,160/.”

Tiiis tender having been accepted, an order

for commencing the work was given early in

Jan. 1856, and the architect and some members
of the Board attended and staked out the site.

A bond and contract were prepared by the clerk

to the Board, and were signed by him on the

15th of February. In the contract two clauses

are found, bearing npon the matters now in dis-

pute, viz. Clause VI. winch says, “That if any

alterations or deviations from the said specifi-

cations and drawings, cither in the way of addi-

tion to, or omission from, the works hereby

contracted for, shall be required by the Board,

the contractor shall make the same accordingly

;

and the value thereof shall be ascertaiued aud

settled by the architect, and added to or deducted

from the amount of the contract, as the ease

may require. But no such alterations or devia-

tions shall be allowed without written instruc-

tions signed by the chairman or clerk of the

Board.” And Clause XII. which provides,

“ That if any question shall arise concerning the

construction of this contract, or the said speci-

fications aud drawings, or the execution of the

works hereby contracted for, or any other matter

or thing relating to tlie same, the decision of

the architect shall be final, without appeal; and

that the submission to his award may, at the

instance of either party, be made a rule of her

Majesty’s Court of Queen’s Bench.”
The works having been completed, the archi-

tect certified that they had been executed to his

entire satisfaction, and that there remained a

balance due to the contractor of 158/. lis. id.

;

of which the sum of 96/. is. 4d. it appears,
was for extra works, and 62/. 10s. for 250
feet of stone in the chapels, over and above the
quantities estimated by the architect npon
which the contractor’s estimate had been based,
and for which in express terras his tender had
been given in. The Board, it appears, was
willing to pay for the extra works, but refused
to pay for the extra stone, and refused also to
settle for the extra works unless the con-
tractor gave a receipt in full of all demand.
For a long time the matter remained in fre-

quent discussion at the Board and with the

contractor, until a desire arose in the minds of
all parties to refer the question in dispute to a
vestiy meeting of ratepayers, who ultimately
would be the paymasters of the account. But
it was contended by the clerk of the Board,

according to the chairman of the vestry meet-
ing referred to, Mr. Courtauld, that an action

should first be brought by the contractor in the

County Court, and that then would be the

proper time for referring the matter in dispute

to the vestry; whereupon the contractor in

accordance with the suggestions of the chair-

man and the clerk entered his action; which it

was also understood was to be conducted as

what is called a friendly suit, in which all the

facts should be admitted, no technical objec-

tions taken, aud the issue limited to the ques-

tion, whether the architect, the contractor, or

the Board should pay for the extra stone. The
case came on for hearing in the court on the

21st of May, when, to the surprise of the con-

tractor, a technical objection was taken by the

solicitor of the Board, and the cause thereupon

was adjourned.

On the case coining on again for hearing on
the 8th ult. it appears, by the report of the

proceedings in the Essex Herald of the 13th,

that the ground was taken on behalf of the

Board, that the Board was not liable for the

extra work, because the chairman and other

members of the Board had neglected to con-

form to their own rule of giving “ written in-

structions signed by the chairman or clerk of

the Boai-d,” according to the letter of the con-

tract the contractor had been required to sign
;

and that the Board was not liable foi’ either tbe

extra work or the extra stone, under tbe certi-

ficate of thcii’ own architect that payment was
justly due for it, given in accordance with

Clause XII. of the contract
; because while the

contractor had been required to sign the con-

tract, tbe Board had not signed it, nor affixed the

official seal to it, and consequently, that while

the Board could hold the contractor to his

agreement with them under Clause VI. he

could not hold the Board to its agreement with

him under Clause XII.

!

In reference to the merits of the question of

allowance for extra stone, it appears that some

time after commencing tbe work, Mr. Brown
suspected the bills of quantities for stone were

wrong, upon which he wrote to tbe architect to

inquii'c whether, in the event of deficiency in

these quantities being ascertained, he, the con-

tractor, would be responsible for the error ? To

this the architect replied that he was satisfied

there was no error, but that if there should be

error, be, the contractor, would be responsible

for it. Upon which Mr. Brown wrote to a

house of large business in London, by whom
he was advised that under the circumstances

he (the contractor) would not be responsible.

At the same time Mr. Brown employed sur-

veyors to examine the bills of quantities with

the specifications, to ascertain if there were

errors, aud to what amount
;
aud meanwhile Mr.

Brown desired to postpone bis execution of the

bond until he might ascertain exactly what

position he would be placed in, in the event of

material error being discovered.

At this time Mr. Brown had done about two

hundred pounds’ worth of the work, and being

pressed, signed the contract, and bis sun-eyors
soon after reported that there was an error
in the architect’s quantities, which was com-
municated to the chairman and other mem-
bers of the Board, aud also to the architect,,

who still considered his quantities correct, but
instructed the clerk of the works to keep a close
account of all the stone used in the building,
that so it might ultimately be proved in that
way whether there were error or not in his

quantities. Ultimately, as already stated, the
architect satisfied himself that 250 feet of stone
had been required for and used in the building
over aud above the quantities he had given in,

and he certified for payment of the same.
It appears that at the trial on the 13th counsel

for the Board alleged that Mr. Brown “took upon
himself knowingly the risk of those quantities,
as he could show in his own handwriting, and,
notwithstanding that, he, by some surreptitious

means, got Mr. Johnson to give a certificate for

this very responsibility he took upon himself.”

Whereas ilr. Brown avers that this statement
is wholly erroneous, aud has not the shadow of
foundation in fact.

At the vestry meeting, after these statements
had been made by the chairman, the clerk to
tlie Burial Board, Mr. Cunnington, said, in

explaining why the Board did not attend there,

that it would be unfair to the other parties who
tendered, having accepted Mr. Brown’s as the
lowest, then to add upwards of 5/. per cent,

on the ground of a mistake, which prudence
ought to have guarded him against committing.
Mr. Brown, in the course of his statements

embodied above, said,—as his reason for signing

the contract after he had been informed by the

architect that the risk as to the accuracy of the

quantities must attach to the contractor,—that

the clerk to the Board refused to allow him to

postpone it, suggesting that tbe builder next on
the list would be called on to do it if he, Brown,
delayed. He went on to say there were really

450 additional feet of stone used, but that he
had charged only 250 feet, and that the archi-

tect had allowed the charge. Further, that he
had been told by the committee that they did
not wish him to lose the money, but that the
architect was responsible to him, and not they.

He had then taken the advice of Mr. Duffield,
of Chelmsford, who said he clearly bad no claim
upon Mr. Johnson, who was servant to the
Board and not to him.

The architect’s letter, dated Feb. 4, 1856, in

reply to the contractor’s inquiry as to how he
would stand affected if the printed quantities

should be found incorrect, is as follows:—“I here-

with send you the plans of lodge aud gates for the

cemetery at Braintree, also the quantities of

tbe additional work, aud will thank you to put
your price to them, and let Mr. Cunnington
have the amount. I have no doubt as to the

correctness of the quantities supplied, but the

risk, if any, must be your own, as it was optional

with the contractors who delivered tbe tenders

to take them or not : the plans and specifica-

tions were open to aR to take their own quanti-

ties if they had pleased.”

It was asked during the meeting whether tbe

Burial Board, or the architect, received the

profit of the sale of the quantities to the

builders, but the inquiry was not answered.

On the part of tbe contractor, one of the

speakers pointed out that, as the architect ad-

mitted that the stoue now charged for was not

in the quantities on which the tender had been

made, they would only be paying for what they

had had by discharging the contractor’s claim,

and he furlher denounced very strongly the

refusal of the Board to pay the sum they

admitted to be due (96/.) without a receipt in

full!

After considerable discussion it was resolved,

by twenty-six to nineteen, “That the matter

being under judicial investigation, aud one side
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only being beard, it is premature for this meet-

iug to express an opinion upon the subject.^

Since the meeting the chairman has unttcu

as follows touching the defence set up by the

Board, namely, that they had not signed the

coutract :

—

“ If it were by design that the Board entrapped

the contractor into the false and unjust position of

undertaking, quite irrespective of the quantities.

The builder was, moreover, informed before the

contract was signed, that the responsibility as

to tlie correctness or incorrectness of the bills

of quantities rested with himself ;
and we must

not shut our eyes to the fact that some of those

who tendered might have discovered the error

and increased their estimate accordingly ;
while

others, according to the architect’s letter, might

(the Board) by this triclc—I sav tiick if it were by
^

so that any addition now to Mr. Brown s stipu

design—would escape from that award if against iated sum might be an injustice to them, lo

themselves : if, I say, this were by design, it would wliat extent the Board ideutuied themselves

he simply as base as any compound of treucheiy and
, with the furnishing of ihc quantities _we do not

mean dishonesty could well he. know
:
generally speaking, this step in the pro-

j

Butof course it was not,—of course it could not have
^

ceediugs, is taken quite irrespective of the

been,—by design that this was done ;
and I must Qmployer.

assume that, uutil the matter fell into the lawyers’
j

st,.oug pomt in Mr. Brown’s case is, that

hands, the one-sided execution of the contract was an
architect has certified the correctness of

inadvertent neglect only, probably arising from the
cJjarge for the extra stone, notwithstanding

two distinct .nslinmcnts, the bond and the '“"[act
intimation given by him in tlio first instance,

being on the same sheet, and coming to be thoogbt
proposing lo speak very de-

° M wh‘at°clfonnas me, and strikes me to the Mtely on the matter beeause

earth I stand on, is to flod that men cannot see, that tion we have is not com lete ^>^13 One

to desigoedlv avail themselves of this inadvertent point m connection avith it however, 01

neglect of theirs— at one moment to disavow the which wc can speak very positively, and that

contract iuto which they truly had entered, because is the inexpedieuey, to use no stronger word,

their own neglect to seal it had disabled the con-
'
of the practice, of quite recent date, of

of building of a superior hind that is now going

forward is considerable. The impression from a walk

through the principal quarters of the town, after visit-

ing other towns, is that more must he doing in

Liveipool than at any other place in the kingdom,

London and \Yestmmster perhaps not excepted. The
population is larger than that of any other town: in

1851 it was 258,236 persons, Manchester being

228,433 persons, whilst Bristol with Clifton was

somewhat more than 180,000, Birmingham nearly

175 ,000 ,
and Leeds about 110,000. The town of

course contains at all times a considerable number of

strangers. The funds of the corporation are large, and

the taste for architectural display prevails generally.

The principal woiks going foiward, arc in the

streets adjacent to the Town-hall and Exchange. Of

these latter buildings, which together form a group

possessing considerable merit, the Town-hall itself

preserves a high place in our estimation. Amongst

the features which contribute to its effect, may be

named the small dimensions of its windows of the

upper story, and the statue on the summit of the

dome. The statue, like some other sculpture on the

biiildiug, seems to retain an unsullied whiteness, which,

viewed against the dark clouds,is the source of consider-

able beauty of appearance. Mood, of Bath, was the

architect. The Exchange-buildings proper, are inferior

to the structure with which they group : the windows

generally are without architraves ;
and the details have

more poverty of character than those of the Town-

tractor from producing the deed as evidence of the architects suppljm" to builders proposing to
,

hall. The arrangement of the masses, and the piazza

f..„f V.-, i.io /vvTTTv Lnltnlf- nUrt. too. jit. the next -t-nvirlo,. +Ln ” in hiiililinp-s nbout round three sides of the nuadi'angle, are, however, im-
fuct on his own behalf; while also, too, at the next tender, the ‘‘"^quauiities ” in buildings about

moment they affirm the contract, and mahe it evidence
^

to be caiTied out under their superiutendence.

on their own behalf on some other point,—that men,
;
-yyg names of some architects before

I say, cannot that all this is, in spirit and truth, make more money by tins part of

as unworthy as the fraudulent desigu in the first

^

business than by the desigmug and super-
instance would have been.

, i * intending, and with much less trouble. And
It was truly said at the meeting yesterday, that no

,

, , ... _:ii

round three sides of the quadi'angle, are, however, im-

portant accessories to the general effect which we have

alluded to. In the news-room, some alto-rilivos over

the chimney-pieces are worhs ofmuch interest. Tbedis-

cussiou in reference to the designs for the "Wellington

Monument, lends interest to the examination of the

Nelson Monument in the Exchange area—a workiLwastrulysaidat tbemeetmgyesterday, thatno,---;-- ON,
, , ,i„,,bf1pcs !

iNeison nionumenc in me js-xcuauge a

individual member of the Board would he capable of
I

y cLmih] thev\iot increase their I

sculpture of the allegoricnl class,

taking such a course as this in the conduct of his own ?sk? liy should they imt J^cicase tumr
^i^jch has some pretension as compared with others

private affairs- and the fact is unhappily iioturioiis, income by the exercis^f a knowdedge they aiq
j

Nelson is represented as a

that men acting together in hoards and corporations, bound to possess? Where is the eviir -tp
,
naked figure

;
and amongst the attendant allegorical

will do things without shame which individually no reply, we should say the evil is that the archi-
: fj^ures. is a representation of Death as a skeleton;

one of them would he so shameless as to thiuk of.
,

tect thus becomes to a ccrt.ain extent the servant ' • 1 .e . 1- 1.— xi.... :

It is also unhappily, I think, very generally sup- of the contractor as well as of his first employer,

posed, that a lawyer, acting for his client, may being bound to the former to sec that ho is_ not

properly put aside all other considerations, and have called upon for more work than was provided

regard alone to the client’s cause, unscrupulous as to for in the bills of quantities. Usually the con-

its character, and very little scrupulous as to the ditious set forth that the contract is made irre-

mcans by which he may gain it. Now when these
gpective of the correctness or otherwise of any

two iusUtutioDs (corporation and law) arc put into
bills of quantities ; but still the moral obligation

n..*;rvn tnrvntliai- fn» fi niiriin5f>.5. Wft ITiaV . . v . i , ii • 1 j -i'action together for questionable purposes, wc may . , ^
riirht nosition is

acmmt, oinerwiso tuau rue aaogory; ui Litonmu ,,.

AATAMinnlv innk- -frir nnd <«!iall Tint iinfreauentlv find. '
. ^

•
f .f 1 UT, "ly^ miist roneat

' have referred to, consists m the omission of moulding;commonly look for, and shall not uufrequently find,
interfered vvith. We must repeat,

the worst examples of wrong-doing, smodieixd up m
expression of our conviction

forms of procedure pcrvei-ted from their uses,— of
. v k

Pharisaical raor.fiity,-of vhilcd sepulchre, full of dead
,

that it IS not a wholesome practice,

men’s bones, and all uucleanness. t
- • —

Had I been a lawj'cr, 1 trust I should earn the
|

A DAY IN LIYEKPOOL.
reproaches of many boards and corporations, for

j^ghinson Crusoe, who had to eat his

certainly in the present case I should have said to the
jjg -wcut about coliccling household goods

Braintree Board;
— ‘Gcutleiucu, you come to me,

fj-gju {bg wreck, having no time to lose,—we must

placing his hand on the breast of the hero. Here, if

there be perspicuity, it may be doubted whether

there is plastic beauty. But, as a whole, the

work displays appreciation of certain right principles

of monumental sculpture : the platform of support,

the pedestal with its accessory figures of captives

chained, and dasso-riiivos, and the group at the

summit, all combine together; nod t)ic only particular

demerit, otherwise than the allegory of the kind we

of sufficiently architectural character.

"With reference to another subject on which wc
have lately said much,—namely, the importance of

studying the accessories and the area around a build-

ing,—wc may observe, for the hetler understanding

of a reference which we made to the Livei-pool Custom-

house, that the flagging in front of that building seems

to have been retrenched since wc last saw it, by which

please to wash your bands cleau, for sec, there’s rfrW
materials for onr journal as they intei-ject the portico has lost the little effect that it had. The

upon them. Here’s your coutract, prepared by your-
themselves, whilst pressed by a rising tide of duties

; i
best evidence of the importance of our argunicuts on

selves, which you have got signed by your builder,
’register the facts and thoughts of each !

this head—needed ouly from the fact of the cooitant

which you have accepted and proceeded upon, by
offered. The architecture of our ‘ disregard of the malter, if not in design, at least in

which you hold him bound: after getting one parly to northern towns has become too important to be ! the actual execution of works—is afforded by the stale

sign this contract between two parties, why did not
consideration, in auy view wc might have

{

of the ground about St. George’s Hall. The dirty

your clerk bring it to yon, the other party, to sign or
to take as to iheart of oiir country

;
hut, to furnish a

!

grass, cn- earth strewn with rubbish
;
the coinmou

seal also ? 27iat you were bound to do then : t/iat
description of it becomes a labour of considerable ' wooden gates, and the posts and rails m front of the

you arc ten times more urgently bound lo do now
: man-uiludc; and a carefully compiled volume, rather

' enclosing balustrade, arc most injurious to the effect

just lake your official seal, and put it to your con-
pages of any pcrlo'dicul work, would be re-

j

of the bivJding itself, and should not be aUowcd to

tract, aud having done this act of merest justice to
g,dj.ed to do justice ’to^ the progress which has been

|

remain one week longer. The design and arrangement

your claimant, and put him in the position he has a around those towns. Me—people of .
of the balustrade and its accessories, are certainly

right to stand in, then come iuto court if you please— London—have ourparLicular topics of interest,— press- ' much to he regretted : in some places, standing near

your hands are now clean—and if we gain your cause,
painfully, as peculiarly, on us,—hut having to the balustrade, the steps and base to the bu-lding

we shall gain it honestly in the sight of all men.’
” their relation with the welfare ’of the country. So, 1

beyond, are not to be seen without difficulty; or,

Here the matter at present rcraams. TYe our readers in the proviuces—often justly proud of! at all events, they cannot be seen as they should

have thought it right to place aU the facts of their achievements in architechrre-mast take some- be m their en irety, from the opposite side of the

the case (so far as we are acquainted witli them) tk'''g of “ the will for the deed, and accept our s ree
,
w icre e ° ® ‘

before cm- professional readers, satisfied that fragments of aescnpt.on
Artaiidfat thTch ^

1 ,, ,1 1 „.:ii aud exhaustive accounts which might seem to be ,
ot the buuumg, wnicn is, un ortunaieij, lower cn.i.i

both coilliactois and architects pill sec that it
supplied at consider- the street on the [side referred to ; but the evil Las

involves questions ot very considerable import- been increased instead of counteracted by the arraege-

ance. Justice would say at first sight, if the
,

‘

There are advantages to the nrc/nVeci especiully, as ment ofthcarea. The two isolated columns form un-

builder has been compelled to use move stone we urged once on the occasion of a visit to a place of questionably a mistake; and the conchaJii hor^s,

than be was told would be required, he ought jgsg itnportince than the towns to which we have re- wc have before now said, are so designed and sculp-

to be paid for it by those who have the advan- ferred, in cultivation of the habit of noting all that ' tured, that they are ridiculuus rather than accessory to

tage of it. isevertheless, we are not prepared falls within the sphere of observation,—or, as we beauty of effect._ The steps, platform, and podium

to assert, offhand, that the Board could be com- said, quoting from Sterne, “ Mhut a large volume of to the actual building,
_

are, on the other hand,_ pro-

pelled, if the case were tried simply on its adventures may be grasped within this little span of ductive of much dignity. Along the edge of the

merits, to pay the contractor for the stone life, by him who interests his heart in everything; platform, at the foot of the steps, the bases (for.iicd

used to carry out the original intention set and who, having eyes to sec what time and chauce of twined dolphins) for iron candelabra, are placed,

forth by tbe pkns and specification. The con- are perpetually holiiDg out to hhn as he jouroeyeth the intervals being filled np with stone seats, the

tractor agreed to erect certain chapels, lodge, on his way, misses nothing that he can /aoVy lay his end portico, froin the descent of the ground stands

aud nates " accordiu" to the nlans and SDCcili- hands on 1” May wc not, then, try what we can tahe upou a grand flight of steps, on a lofty basement wnh

cations
” ’ (thonnh there be added in his

Liverpool, though our visit he hut a short side flights. The columns now appear too closely set.

canons ttnortg l mere no aacleo in ms
, =

|

The sculpture in the pediment, designed hy Profess ir

tender, and bdls of quantities ) furnished
| ^ particulars in the early Cockerell, is excellent. We should hardly think lli.,t

by the architect, for a certain sum, and the
j a„asiderahle ' anything superior has been produced since the date

Board would probably be able to enforce tbe
several works of magniti.de

;

of the Greek sculpture
;
we could not have wished it

* The words of the actual contract are not beforo US.
j

have been completed or commenced, and the quantity
|

different
;
but it does make the remainder of the
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toilding deficient as to the sculptural element. The
interior of the great hall, on the occasion of this

visit, appeared to us less deserving than the arrange-

ments we have been speaking about, of (he objections

recorded on the score of the completion of the work
generally. It is not to be expected that any architect

should divine the intentions of another; and itinay fairly

be said of the interior finishing of St. George’s Hall,

that it has been completed more in accordance with

the intention of the original artist, than has the

decoration or completion of any other building

carried forward under more than one architect,

—

unless Mr. Peuoethorne’s work at Somerset House
is to be considered an exception. The introduc-

tion of the organ and gallery may be regretted, on
account of the loss of the vista; but the gal-

lery, and, indeed, the whole of that portion of the

building, is beautifully designed. We think it cannot

but be lamented that the structural and decorative

requisites in the architecture, were left so os to appear
in some measure in opposition to one another. The
hall is lighted-—besides the semicircular light at the

end—by windows at one side only. These windows,

indeed, arc so deeply recessed, that they do not appear

at all in a view from the end; hut we are not sure

that the confrast which yet is observable between the

two sides of the hall, in a work of this class, is quite

satisfactory; and the an-angement, accompanied as it

is, by a provision on that side externally, for the

lighting— by the omission of a ceiling to the portico

—

the columns and entablature thus being left to form a

screen— allows an opportunity which need not have
been prescuted, to the opponents of the architecture

called Classical. The windows are glazed in panes of

hexagons and triangles, and are being filled with

stained glass. The colours, if not the patterns at

present inserted (inferior both to Mediaeval works,

and to many works of recent execution), scarcely apply
the beauties of stained glass : but there is still

difficulty in combining flic effects of colour as pro-

duced by such glass, with general decoration, os

well as in making the application to Classical archi-

tecture. Traceried forms, or somewhat intricate

geometrical patterns, might be introduced with better

effect than mere uniform geometrical figures. The
concert-room is now completed, and the scmicirctJar

staircase-hall below may be considered so likewise.

In the latter, the ascent begins somewhat too near the

entrance. Columns of the Grecian Doric order,

decorated in polychromy of a cool tone of colour, sup-

port the ceiling. The coiicert-roora on the floor

above, is oval in plan (nearly a circle), the stage, or ^

orchestra, projecting from one end as a square recess,

;

with Corinthian columns. A nariow gallery sur-

1

rounds tlie room in bow-fronted divisions, and is ^

supported on caryatides. The general character of!

the architecture is that of the Cieque-cento Ilalian

style. Round the walls are pilasters, panelled and

'

enriched with ornament on a gold ground. There is
'

an elaborate frieze, scrolls, and pateras, I

and a cove with diagonal bands and coffers, with 1

elaborate scroll-work. The plafond of the ceiling is

divided into radiating panels, with lattice-work, to

allow of ventilation. The fronts of the boxes also are

filled in with lattice-work, which is partly gilt and

hacked by crimson cloth. The principal wall-sur'acc

is divided into panels, which are painted in imitation

of maple. lu the chromatic decoration, the chief

colours used are cream and gold; but light blue, or

lilac, and positive colour to some extern, ore intro-

duced iu small portions. The columns of the recess,

which are rather heavy in appearance, are enriched

with scroll-work for a portion of the height of the

shaft, the rest being fluted, with ornament on the

fillets and gilding in the hollows. The recess is

spanned by an elliptic arch, with glazed panels and

tympanum. The iiitercolumns are glazed with look-

ing-glass. The stage advances into the auditory, and

is panelled and enriched with scrolls on the front.

The architecture may be different iu style, both to

the exterior, and to other portions of the interior of the

building; but it is con'istent with the purpose of the

room, and has, we think, unusual beauty and merit.

The defective construction, or planning, of the

Law Courts, was made manifest during the short

visit which we paid to them. The sessions were then

going on. All ilic steps and floors of passages have

been carefully covered with kamptulicon, so that there

is nothing to distract the sound’of what the jury should

hear: yet it was painfully evident that the interests

of prisoners must be endangered. The time w'e

spent, offered, however, a saddening picture of the

state of crime in Liverpool. There were four (rials

gone through, or in progress, during the time referred

to—little more than half an hour—and in each one

out of three of the cases a woman was the culprit

;

and in the other case, a woman was one of the

offenders. The police say that such predominance

of female criminality is usual in the town. As to

crime generally, it may be enough to mention that in

the Woolton New Model Prison, lately built for 8B0

prisoners, there were in it at one time, just previous

!
to our visit, no less than 1,150 prisoners of both
sexes. A visit to a criminal court is a painful thing

in another respect: the ignorance of those who have
not graduated in crime, of the simple purport of the

proceedings on which the verdict will be pronounced

;

the open levity of counsel; the facts which come out,

shownug dread of the police, sufficient to produce
suspicion, if not the crime itself : all these and
other things strike the attention of those who are

not habituated to the atmosphere of law and
“justice.” Difficult ns the questions of prevention,

punishment, aud reformation are, there is much more
than has been yet attempted that might be done,

—

through belter education and the provision of homes.
The measures of police which may be necessary,

should present themselves in some other light than as

the tyranny of the upper classes. The absence of

suspicion on both sides; the recognition of a mutual
serviceableness

;
and a kindly, whilst unpalrouising,

interest by the higher class in the domestic conditiou

of those who are called "the poor,” arc what arc

needed to amend the melancholy condition of too

many of our wealthy towms.

In the way of provision of comforts for the sea-

faring class, thereby amending wbat has helped to

induce the commission of crime, the Sailurs’ Home
must even now have exerted a very hcneficial influence.

Owing to the temporary absence of the chief officiiils,

and the accident of the harmless writer of these notes

being mistaken for a Latter-day Saiut, we did not

obtain access to the rooms themselves, but may
observe that the arrangement of the plan,—with a

central court glazed at the top, and six tiers of

galleries on iron supports, running round iind giving

admission to the rooms,—affords a most convenient

arrangement for like cases. The court in the “ Home,”
at Liverpool, is prorided with stoves, open on nil

sides, so that the men can sit round; the smoke-pipes

being carried str.dght up to the roof; and it has scats

and tables, and, when we saw it, was occupied by
what appeared an orderly and intelligent class of men.
The decorative character of the building belongs to

the modern unmitigated Elizabethan, in which the

forms of scrolls seem as though studiously selected

for their uglinefs. The doorway bas this ebaratter.

The fronts generally exhibit a considerable surface of

mullioned window-opeuing
;
and the angles arc sur-

mounted by turrets.

The docks have been vastly extended during the

last twenty years, and, notwilhslanding the probable

completion, with Government aid, of the docks at

Birkenhead, on the opposite side of the Mersey, com-
plaints are still made of deficient accommodation.
About the time of our visit, a memorial of the Ship-

owners’ Associatiou, agreed to at a meeting on the

17th of October, was presented to the dork com-
mittee,—wherein verp serious inconvenience, and

trade “constantly increasing to an extent beyond all

contemplation,” wore spoken of. It was asserted that

steamers had doubled their tonnage in live years
;
that

ships bad to lie fur weeks in the river unable to get

iuto dock; that vessels were diverted from the port of

Liverpool
;
and the memorialists therefore asked for

“ a very great increase of dock space, and especially

qiny space, on the Liverpool side of the Mersey,”
“ within the earliest practicable period,” Wc have,

indeed, heard the truth of this representation

questioned: but iu all the docks that we visited, the

quay space was fully occupied. In the Bramley

Moore and other new docks, the arrangements for

loading aud unloading offer many advantages over

those of the older docks. Besides the moveable cranes

of great strength, which seem provided in abundance,

the railway is brought along the edge of the docks,

carried on massive jiicrs and strong boiler plate-

girders, for a considerable distance. By cr.iu- s, the

merchandize is liftid to or from the vessels, or the

railway waggons. The iugenuity of coutrivance, and

elaborate massiveness of construction which the

Liverpool Docks exhibit
;

the swing-bridges, the

dock-gates, aud the Cyclopcan-luokiug masonry, good

brickwork, and massive iron columns of the ware-

houses, would deserve much study from our profes-

sional readers. But we cannot say that in all cases,

the beautiful perserves association with what is

structurrdly sufficient; a better character of design in

the duck buildings, walls, and gates is needed.

Nothing, however, has been produced in Liverpool at

anv time that equals in deformity the design of the

bridges to the new binding-stage. They dominate

over the quay side with such ugliness as we have

never seen since the reign of iron began. The length

of the stage is so great as to require several bridges

;

at the stage at St. George’s pierhead, there are only

two. Each bridge consists simply of two blank, red-

painted girders. "Wc did not notice that any cou-

trivance had been resorted to, to overcome the diffi-

culty which has been found, except about the time of

high water, in the ascent for vehicles.

Amongst the works which are connected with rail-

ways there are some of great magnitude and interest.

We can merely refer to the roof of the Tithe-Barn-
street station, and the “ bow and string ” bridges of
plate-iron and lattice-work, near to the station. It is

pleasing to see, about the town of Liverpool, basins
and drinking fountains inserted in the walls of build-

ings adjoining the footway. About the docks these

basins are of polished red granite. As to the water-
supply, it would appear that there is still much diffi-

culty
;
and certainly the colour and taste of the water

of the ordinary supply are anything out satisfactory.

The sewerage, we fear, judging from the stench from
gully-holes in the neighbourhood of the docks, is like

that of other places
;
in some parts of the town, the

condition as to outfall is said to be not much belter

than what exists in London; and in spite of the

immense volume of water which there is to dilute,

and as some persons we suppose would say, to assist

in the ejectment of the sewage of Liverpool, of Birk-

enhead. of Runcorn, Warrington, Manchester, Stock-

port, Bury, Ashton-undcr-Lyne, and numerous other

populous places draining into the Mersey aud its tri-

butaries, we arc assured that the sewage deposits on
the shore at New Brighton, at the mouth ofthe river,

so as to produce serious consequeuces from time to

time to persons visiting that otherwise agreeable place

of resort. Referring to the docks—improvements in the

streets adjacent to them arc greatly required. Along “the
line of docks,” the widening of the street will be effected

at enormous cost
;
the buildings to be removed being

lofty warehouses ofmassive and durable construction.

Whilst the prominent works of architecture iu

Manchester are warehouses, the Liverpool architecture

is displayed chiefly in piles of buildings let out in

offices. The warehouses generally have no decorative

enrichment. Perhaps the most prominent of the

works referred to—from the quantity and merit of

the decoration—is the building in Water-street—

a

portion of the Tower buildings, erecting from Mr.
Pic-ton’s designs for Sir Joseph Bailey, bart. and
mentioned by ns some time ago. It now presents

one ofits rich elevations to a narrow street
;
but when

the warehouses arc removed, this side will front the

George’s Dock. The windows ofthe two lower stories-

in each front arc grouped together, under a segmental

arch with a bold torus as a label moulding. The'

piers are rusticated in the lower part
;
but the basi of

the building has scarcely massiveness sufficient fo' the

prominence which is given to tire feature whicli has

just been alluded to. The windows are wide, and of

four lights iu the wooden mullions aud casements,

which bear evidence of the study which Jlr. Picton

gives to such matters of detail— as exemplified in (he

Middlcton-biiildings at the corner of Ecnwick-slreet,

higher up. The first-floor windows are Venelian,

with an arched-headed centre light and granite shafts,

and ore flanked by Corintliinn tlircc-quarter columns'

on trusses. The cornice of tlie order is carried round
the building as a string, and breaks forward under
the windows of the (op story. The laitcr have seg-

mental pediments, trusses, and pilasters, which are

panelled with red and grey granite alternating in

eompartments. Much emhellishment of a superior

cbaructer is introduced in the tympana of the pedi-

ment*, and in other portions of these windows, the

key-stones to the other windows are ornamented with

heads; and below the raodillion and dentil cornice of

the building, in the interspaces between groups of

trusses which occur over the piei’s bi Dveen the win-

dows, are portions of a frieze with heads, aud richly'-

caiTcd ornameut. “ Bossages,” or I'acet-cut stones

of red granite, till up the intervals of the trusses.

The principal doorway also displays rich carving iu

its trusses, and frieze of fruit and flowers; nad it has a

door-case of polished slote-colonred granite. A
new huildiiig, which is making a good beginning iu

Uhaiiel-strcct, is, we are in'ormed, also from Mr.

Picton’s design.

Ill Dale-street, next the Town-hall, a building for

the Liverpool and London Insurance Company is

now lav advanced. It was referred to in our pages in

a very receut number, when we were noting some

particulars of the great rents realized iu Liverpool.

We may now add tint it is stated to us that the

average price paid for the ground was 50f. the square

yard, and that some portion sold fetched 70/. a yard.

Mr. Cockerell is the architect. The general character

and details ol the building bear much resemblance to

the Sun Fire Office in London, as in the use of columns

iu the upper story, and in the ornameut of Greco-

Italiao character. Below the cornice is a frieze with

windows in it, and festoons. One of the fronts is

broken iuto a centre and two wings : and next the

two recesses the staircases occur. The beads of the

priueipal windows follow the raking line of the stairs,

and the cuds of the steps are represented curved on

the exterior. The want of freshness, by the resem-

blance to the Sun Fire Office, is to be regretted. Mr.

Cockerell’s other prominent work in Liverpool—the

Branch Bank in Castle-street—improves greatly on

acquaintance.
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There is a building oyposite to the premises of the

rnsurance Company, which has been o'tea referred to

and illustrated
;
and whi<h would afford the oppor-

tunity for some good lessons. It was early in the

period of what we may call the recent revival of art

in architecture. Considerable skill is shown in the

design and treatment of the ornament, which is of

Greek character; and though boldly cut, has endured

well the action of the weather. The oroament, how-

ever, is badly placed, and the main features of the

design are tame and commou-placc. Mr. Colling s

work, exhibited in the drawings which he had in the

Architectural Exhibition, and which was previously

and then noticed by us, is now approaching eomple-

tion externally. The building is expected to be com-

pleted in March, 1S58, and is called “ The Albany.^

The objections which we offered to the drawing are,

as we expected, few of them apparent iu the com-

pleted structure
;
and the work may be justly con-

sidered a superior example, both of the fitting use oi

coloured material'*, and of the application of many of

the resoorees which are derivable from Gothic archi-

tecture, to a general Itali-in groutidw'ork of style.

The ornament has the combined merit of beauty

and distinctive churacler; and in that particular

the architect has failed only in the coffers of the

soffit of the cornice, which, besides the too grcit

variety iu them, are so minute ia their parts

as to be inoperative ia comparison with the ro-

settes of the old Roman pattern, and iu the locution

of the ornomeut below the windows, wnich is hiddeo

by the projection of the cornice. The gcneriil orna-

ment, we must say, possesses in a marked degree

the attributes of novelty, character, vaiiely, and

general merit. The interstices being deeply cut. the

ornament shows well; and much of the work being

otherwise merely surface enrichment, the stone will

probably not be put to too severe a test. The ortia-

raent is, as we have said, Gothic in origin, but greatly

modified from that style. The archivoUs of the alter-

nate windows are varied : the oruamenf, in one case,

is derived from leaves, but is Hat ou the fare
;
in the

other case, it includes a number of rosettes, or

pateras.

At the bai'k of the Exchange, at the corner of the

street in which is the building last mentioned, is

another structure, erecting for business purposes. It

makes use, in the fronts, of materials of two kinds,

—

a yellow-coloured stone and a drab-coloured one, or

grey granite. These are placed alternating in the

courses of the rustic work, which constitutes part of

the design in the basement, and in portions of the

front, which form masses, with arcb-headcd recesses

for windows, the latter having ornamented key-stones

and carved enriclimenfs. The frieze and cornice of

the buildings have oblong windows and trusses. The

dark-coloured material is used for window-dressings.

No one, in any way interested in art or history,

should leave Liverpool without a visit to the remark-

able collection of antiquities formiog the museum of

Mr. Meyer, the purchaser of tiie Paussett, the Hei tz,

and other collections, which would have found their

appropriate location ia the British Museum. A choice

scl^tioD of the ivories, and many others of the works

of art were exhibited in Manchester
;
but what was

left included Egyptian, Assyrian, Greek, Etruscan,

Roman, Early British, Saxon, and Mediseval remains;

fragments of architecture and sculpture, personal orna-

ments of all kinds
;

seals and cameos
;
arms aud

armour; cinerary urns, Egyptian mummies, and, in

abort, antiquities in extraordinary variety and of the

most valuable description. The collection of old

china is hardly to be surpassed : it is rich in excellent

specimens of the blue and white Wedgewood ware,

with the designs by Flaxman. The arrangement of

the whole mnseum is such as helps greatly the study

of what it contains. It is understood to be Mr.
Meyer’s intention to present the whole collecticn to

the Derby Museum and Free Library at some future

period. Whenever that muuiticcnt gift is made, we
trust it will be duly appreciated by the people of

Liverpool. At present it cannot be said that the

collection is so appreciated: the attendance is about

thirty persons a week, and few of that number take

any interest in what is exhibited. The sixpenny fee

for admission does not half pay the current expenses

which Mr. Meyer’s devotion to the pursuit, and his

liberality to the public, have entailed upon him.

Of the building for the museum and library, above

referred to, we are able to say nothing. Dimly
clouded iotelligeuce reached us of something some-
where going forward; but as we contrived to pass

round St. George’s Hall without seeing the new build-

ing, wc opine (hat the progress ia the work is not
considerable. Of the mass of buildings forming the

Liverpool workhouse, and several recent churches
that we passed, we need not give auy account

; a day
iu Liverpool, e-«pecially about the docks, or the hilly

part of the town, is a thoroughly tiring business
; and

what we have left unnoticed must stand deferred till

the opportunity for another visit shall turn up.

AN EFFORT FOR LAMBETH.
.< CENTRAL “place” IN LONDON, UNITING TfiA-

FALGAB-SQUAiE WITH TUB BOROUGH ACROSS THE
WATER.

However important it may be to embellish a great

city, and to provide for its traffic, yet there arc

questions connected with its moral and physical health

of far higher moment. In your remarks, appended

to my last letter but one, you well called the quarter

of L'lmbi'th, so often alluded to, viz. that which lies

between Westminster and Waterloo-bridge roads, and

the South-Western line, an “ Atsatia.” What hitc-

friars, as described by the eloquent pen of Scolt, was

in the centre of past London, such is (his spot in the

centre of present London. It is a storehouse of moral

and physical misery allowed to exist and fester in the

heart of the metropolis. Your own observations, and

iny former letters, have shown bow closely, if not

exactly, it occupies the centre situation of this vast

dwelling-place of human beings, holding just that

position whence its mor-d and physical diverging

circle can most readily and widely infect the largest

population. Crouched by the margin of the Thames,

it has a ready access to both banks. To show its

character with the police, it need but be said that the

perpetrators of the late mystery at Wateiioo-bridge

liavc been more sought for in tiiis quarter than else-

where, and yet this fertile source of crime ia per-

mitted to remain untouclied.

We have, within the last few years, removed. St.

Giles’s, and c’e.arcd the purlieus of Field-lane. I am
sure you agree with me that it is lime that the altcn-

tiou of Government aud the inhabitants of Loudon

should be turned to this other quarter, occujiying a

much more central position than either of these, and

one which embraces not only a larger scope for evil

in the streets, lanes, and tenements of the City, but

commands also the whole navigation of the Thames
in the neighbourhood. It has, indeed, every possible

facility for crime and concealmeut, both by laud and

water, that Loudon can afford.

Thus, although other eyes seem to have been blind

to the force of its site, and its ready access to the

metropolis gencr-dly, (hose of vice and dissipation

have been long awake to it. These evil denizens have

esiablisbed themselves undisturbed in a situation

whence they have the re.ai]iest means to do the utmost

possible mischief. With vice and dissipation come
dirt aud drunkenness, and v^ith these disease and

peslilence. As at present occupied, this spot ia a

I

storehouse aud a sallying point for typhus and cholera,

I

whence most quickly to attack the central parts of the

I

City.

1 But the evil is double,—moral and physical. As

;

soon as the shades of night begin, you may see issue

i

forth from this nest of iniquity troops of the evil and

!
misguiding, as well as misguided, across the narrow

j

bridge of Huugerford, who then spread themselves
' about the Str ind, Charing-cross, Fleet-street, and the

I

neighbourhood, and only return to their first haunts

deep iu the night, or on the following morning,

i
Various are the trades and divisions of evil oecupa-

! tions of such as these, for I do not solely allude to

!
(he unfortunates who crowd some of our principal

! thoroughfares at night. Surely it would be well if

' our police authorities would turn their especial atteii-

' lion to the evils of this localiiy, that possesses, from

its situation and character, so much power of mischief.

Let Sir Richard Mayoe turn the bull’s eye of his

particular atten'ion ou the quarter in question. Surely

it only requires that public attention should be fully

;

awakened to the present occupation of this central

spot to induce steps to be taken to promptly force on

it a radical chimge.

In regard to the impovtance of this situation, we
may thus even ham from the teachings of the evil.

If this spot he so strong for evil, may it not be equally

I 80 for good? Not only thus would a upas-tree be
I extirpated, but ou its site a tree for good fruit planted.

That this is my thought, my fotmer letters have

shown, and also my idtas as to the mode. But the

^

extreme to which Igo may be visionary. The stability

of our position in public matters is the result, they

^

say, of so many preventive cheeks as not to allow,

may be, of the freedom of such a step os would
create so expanded an arcbileetural centre to London
as I have iudierted

;
but at any rate the quarter in

question might be cleared out, as St. Giles's and

i'ield-lane have already been
;
and ibis, according to

my belief, would be most effectively done by Govern-

ment, in the first place, purchasing the property and

establishing its rt-gnlalions ou the spot.

Even it an architectural scheme on sucb a scale as

I have submitted to you be visionary, I fancy that the

purch'ue and complete eclairage” of the district

might become a good “ specnlnlioir’’ for Government.

The “ quidraut space” I have alluded to as “ Lam-
heth-terrace would mike an admirable commercial

quarter of the first class
;
and even its arcbileclur.il

qualities might well move haud-iii-haud with those of

commerce, if it were to become the site of such

structures as the “ Manchester warehouses ” lately

raised iu St. Paul’s-churchyard.

It is not in the least, however, that T Invc mode-
rated my architectural visions with respect to this

spot in connection with Traialgur-square, and the wide

bridge uniting them, that I allude to this roode of

occupying it, but only to indicute oue of the many
ways iu which it might be made available, which

might address themselves, more favourably than my
own pet idea, to the busiuess niiud.

I will not at present say more than to call back the

attentiou of your readers to the feet, that the point of

most ready access of aU London is at the present

moment an especial storehouse of crime, tilth, and

pcstileuce. Epsilon.

THE P.A.YMENT OF ART - CERTIFICATED
MASTERS UNDER “THE DEPARTMENT.’*

Tht: circul'jr recently issued by the Deputment of

Art, making known the mtaus by which localities

may obtain the services of au art-certificated master,

has brought us a number of letters from masters in

existiug schools aud other correspondents. One
wriicf, after stating the arrangements under which

schools may be formed, says,
— “There are also cer-

tain notes for the infermition of sclioo’s of art

established before the date of these conditions, viz. ;

—

‘I. In places where schools of art have been esta-

blished previously to the date of these n gulations, the

number of the population under instruction in draw-

ing, and not the number of (he schools, must here-

after be the rule. There must be at least oue per

cent, of the pipulation taught drawing by tlie art-

master, or nuilcr his superiiitenJence, or the art-

master will not be entitled to (he annual payment of

3s. on the prizes [on every child who takes a prize].

The childreu should, if pos’sible, pay an auntial regis-

tration fee of Gd.- If the requisite number of one per

cent, is not reacTied after August, 1858, the certifi-

cate, or other allowances to the mastei, cauuot be

granted.’

There are other regulations which do not affect

existing institutions, so I shall not prolong this letter

by transcribing them, but merely wish to call your

attention to the injustice of these new rules. In the

first place, all the old masters who accepted office

before Mr. Cole was appointed to his present position,

continue to receive their former iucome, wliile those

appointed since have merely a guarautec. of about half

for a limited period.

Secondly, if the master do not give instruction to

the required number of one per cent, of ihe popula-

tion of the place, his certificate allowance (10/. on

each certificate) will not be granted. To make this

an imparlial rule, it should be carried out universaUg.

But in London, under the director’s own inspection,

there are altogether only 3,198 pupils under instruc-

tion in drawing, including the students at all the

district schools in and around the metropolis; a list

of which I subjoin from their ovm printed docu-

ments :

—

Spitalfields 110

*We3tminstcr 40
St. Thomas’s, Charterhouse 60

Finsbury 73

Rotherhithe 24

St. Martin’s, Long-acre 69

""Kensington, Gore Hou-e 62

Lambeth 3a

Hampstead (no number given) -
473

There arc also forty-four public or national schools

taught.
Under instruction 1 per cent, would bo

At Birmingham 1,433 v. 2,328

Manchester 966 „ 3,162

London 3,198 „ 25,000

Sheffield 341 ,. 1,352

Wolverhampton 253 ,, 1,197

Glasgow 976 j> 3,290

Liverpool 2,367 „ 3,759

Belfast 484 ,,
1,200

I have veolured on these statistics to prove that

few, if any, of the schools at present are in a condition

to comply with these regulations, aud I maintain that

to expect competent teachers to uudertake such work

for such very limited remuneration, is both unreason-

able and unjust. If the Dep.irtment, or the local

coraojiltees, wish to retain the services of efficient

men, they must hold out better inducements. There

appear to be no opportunities for adv ancement, and

all our prospect of promotion seems to bo entirely

stopped. 500, at 6d., 12/. 10s. per anuum; 10 per

ceut. on the above, at 8s. each, as prize pupi.s, 'll. lOs.

;

total for the annual instruction of 500 children, 2(7,

An Artist.”

It would probably be pointed out by the lieads of

the Department at borne that ranch of the duty is

* Since diacontitmed.
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confined merely to supervision of the instruction by
the art-master; nud, moreover, that his real remune-
ration is intended to rest on the remits of the teach-
ing, and not on the mereregittration fee. Moreover,
they would say, collater.il advantages are secured to
him, such as a class for schoolmasters and pupil
teachers, with payments also on the results of suc-
cessful teaching, namely, SOs. for every prize taken
by a pupil teacher. A private school, willing to take
instruction on higher terms, must also be named.
Above all ibis, he is paid on the coitidcates he has
obtained from the Department. Witli these various
aids, it is thought, we can scarcely say how tm’y, th'it

enough is done by the public to aid au cuergctic ami
wiling teacher in carrying out the scheme of art

instruction wliich it is intended to offer as wideh' as
possible to the public.

On this point, Mr. "Waliis, in liis interesting
pamphlet, “Schools of Art, their Coustltuiion and
Management,” just now published,* says,—“ that in
some rural districts, and comparatively sm ill towns,
one per cent, may be, and, in fact, is, under instruc-
tion, is true; but when this rule is applied to such
places as Manchester, Liverpool, Birmingham, Siicf-

field, &c. a plan like this throws sueh an amount of
resjionsibility upon the misters, for so comparatively
small a remuneration, that one can scarcely believe
that it is seriously intended to be cairied’ouf. In
Birmingham, and the surrounding district, where tiicre

has certainly been no lack of successin quieily' extend-
ing the elementary system of instniction, and with a
central school in which there are a much larger number
of young men and youths than in any other school in
the kingdom, the numbers have never reached to mure
than one- hall per cent, of the whole pnpu’ation.”
Mr. Wanis has had long experience, and is entitled

to be heal'd. The great object the Department have
in view would seem to be by giving only just sulficieiit

aid to enable an efficient master, n ith*pc''Son8l exer-
tion, to maintain his position, to extend largely tlie

facilities for learning drawing at the smallest possible
cost to the public. We are very much disposed to
cousider the principle a right one, but lliey must t ike
care not to carry it too far : until there is a* sufficiently
strong feeling abroad to ensure the roasters a foil

remuneration. Government must aid. Wc want men
of ability as teacbers, aud these will not be obtaiued
unless they are properly paid.

The analogies of wood arc with more beautiful
natural coustnictious than are those of stone—with
the plant or arbiiraceous products of the vegetable
kingdoin—and therefore it is more legitimately em-
ployed in overspreading forms, such as a ceiling, than
stone could be, which has quite different analogies.

The ceilings of Henry the Suveuth’s Chapel and
other of tlie lafer Gotliie editiees, where huge pendant
masses of stone, made unifurm with the supporting
parts of the vault, evince a desire to emulate in stone
the powers and capabilities of limber, woijd have been
inoreriitioiuil if oxeeulud iu timber, and quite as beau-
tiful and artistic. Groined timber ceilings would not
only give greater c- mpleleucss and pcrl'ecliou to the
church tbau the fiiSf.y, iroquict, open roofs on w’hich
the eye looks iu vain for repose, and which are fufiy

us liable to be burnt as any othir; but they would be
belter acoustically, and wuuU aLo have the tffict of
equalising ihe temperature—an advantage which
cannot be had, whatever the thickuess of the walls,
wiili uotbiug overhead but slates aud bourds.

In great works, aud where funds are adequate to
its effective use and tivatmeut, let stoue be used iu such
parts; but it is quite evident that a timber ceiling

of the kind I have dcsiTibed cannot with tiny justice
be culled a sham merely because it is combustible. If
a btiildiug is durably coustrueted, so mueh the belter
— it is diiriible archilectuie

;
but it is arciiiteeture,

however ephemera], if it he truthfully constiucted and
artistically and cousistvully decorated. Such structures

AN ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW.
THE in'ERPOOL AKCHITXCTUIUX SOCIETY.f

So much has been already said against copyism,
that one gets weary of the subject. But it is siill

necessary to say that copying and designing arc two
different things. bVetich pdaces are very useful to

inspire—to provoke emulation. But we can gain
nothing by copying them. Beauty lies sleeping in

the fallen ruins of the past, iu existing litcratiu*c

and art, in the bosom of surrounding nature, and iu

our daily life
; but it will not be invoked by the

slothful, unthinking imitator. It awaiis alone the
. awakening brvalh of thought and feeling in the
I earnest, truth-bound sonl. Copy a window or
portico or picturesque g.ible iuto a design, and you

i have performed no operation of art. These *are

1 results of art-faculties in other men
;

but you have
I omitted what constitutes the essential vitality of a
1 work, aud without which, in au artistic point of view,

i it is utterly valueless. In exact proportion to tlie

I depth of mind from which any work proceeds—the

I
purity of thought of which it is woven—so high will

i it rise in public estimatiou, so long will it endure.
. The attempt to originate absolutely' new elements is

V vain aud unnecessary; but wc must breathe the
1 breath of a new life through whatever we draw from
t the urns of the past, and make them plastic in our
1; hands. I believe the Classic architecture, which has
I beeu so trammelled and stereotyped, is susceptible of

e endless variety in its details aud features, aud of

t the sajue systematic lawlessness of proportion as the
( Gothic.

One evil result, I fear, of this wholesale copying
0 of exteriors, must have been the production of veiy
ii impracticable and worthless plans— a result which,
ii indeed, contemporary criticism has too much of a
li tendency to bring about. Though iu designing new
G Government oflices it was of some politic il coase-

1 quence to the country that the plans should be such
i as would afford the greatest facility possible for the
d due administration of affairs, but little was uttered by
tl the press touchiog the merit or demerit of that part of

dthe designs. The instriK-tions is.sueJ to arviiitects very

p, properly required certain iudispeiisable accommoda-
tition for secretaries of state, under and private

SI secrctai'ies, clerks, messengers, and so forth; but

• A paper read before the Educntion Section of the
KNatioua! Association for the Promotion of Social Science,
^assembled at Birmiughum. Loudon; Simpkiu imd Mar-
ibshall.

t See p. 622. aufe. From the address of Mr. Huggins

:

Llaserpuol Architectunil Society.

THE BUILDER.

critics aud the public received and trealed the com-
petition as if the sole object hid been the architec-
tural and sculptural embellishment of the metropolis,
aud the satisfying of the Ecs'.hetic appctiie of the
people. Had the subject of competition beeu a uew
metropolitan colhcdral, or other great national
monument, there would have been more seuse in this

;

but in offices for the diily transaction of important
and indi’-peit-'able national busiucss it shows a forget-
fulness of the useful and practical which is not
characteri.Hic of the Englieh mind.
A cause of much short-coming iu architectural de-

sign is our not having to any rcasonnhlc extent drawn
npou the resources afforded by the nuciianical aud
scientific skill aud cnlcr|)risc of our own day, nor
rightly acce[)tcd many of the inatoii-.ils thutTrovi-
(Uuce has held out to us, and which

2)io[)i'rlv used
migul leail to new forms and proportion'*, and give
rise to uew laws of desigu. 'I hose architects of

Medieval Eirupe whose forms avc are so servilely

copying would not have made tiieir windows nor tlic

ribs ot their gvouicd ceilings so invariably of stone if

they could liave made iron ones wiili tlie I’ariliiy and
cheapnisslhutwc canbycasting- ^Vhat ligbtaiidelcgsut

window des'giis— des'gns in which many of the charac-
teristic beuitk'S of Gothic tracery could be carried to

a greater extent than ia stone—we might execute iu

cast-iron, whidi, well painted, would be as durable as

adamant ! An udvnntage iu the use of irou groiuribs,
over and above their clie.ipness, is that w'e should be

more unrestricted as to form than iu stone, and be at
;

as tlie Cathedml of Aiuieus or the choir of that at
liberty to_ make greater departure from the curve of I Beauvais, the straiu of whose clerestory vaults is
equal honzontal tlirust, aud this with less need of but-

j

received and traush-rred to the earth by buttresses 150
tresses. This has lately, it appears, been tried in i fcet liigb in the air, are a wonderful triumph of con-
France. I have olieu wondered that cast-iron has

I
striictive science; but they .ire not more truly archi-

not become the most fnqueutly employed material
j

tectiire than if their ceilings were constiucted of
for spires and liiuterns of churches, for wliuh feature

|

wood, with little or no strain, and requiring no llying
it would have many advantages over stone; it wuidd

: bultrcsses. The chief characteristic of such structures
exert less weight on Ihe supporting tower, it would

,

is their constructive daring, the manifest inoiive of
be less , expensive, and sooner raised, being cast in ' too many of the late Goihic edifices

;
but if they are

pieces, which could be lakcu up separately aud riveted
|

architecture, it is not the overcoming of mcciiauicul
together iu their final position. BL'autll'ul and acri.il

I
difficulties which they exhibit that constitute Iticm

forms composed of opeu and pierced work might be ’ such. A building may bo worthy, bv its mechanical
produced ill cast-iron, such as have uever been exhi- '

skill and daring, to be'numbevcd among the wonders
bill'd in stone, of which latter material there need be • of the world. It may' have domes and vaults a furlong
DO imitation; for general beauty aud variity would in breadth, and flying buttresses spanning the firina-

be better secured by painting tJiem a colour that would meut like a rainbow'- but its true place as a work of
contrast with the stoue below. The few iuslauccs in

;

art will dejiend on the de^irec of beauty of form aud
which cast-iron has beeu employed for these purposes proportion it possesses. If beauty was not aimed at,

in modern limes, while they prove the advuntuges to it is not archileeture. 'We are pleased by the con-
be derived fioin its applieatiou, show, also, the great

|

tcin|ilaliun of fitness of means to eud, and by the
scope that remains for iuiproverncut iu its mode of

^

evidence of mechanical aud constructive ingenuity
treatment aud developincut of its capabilities; and if,

' di-p'ayed in the anatomy of a builditi"-; but arebi-
with the mechanical means aud knowledge ot the pie-

;

teeture is a psychical principle, and appeals to higher
sent day, it were again brought iuto use, common

|

faculties than are c.illei into play by the coutemphUioii
sense would, I Ihiuk, soon lead to its extensive aJop- of skilful construetioo

; aud such an amount of sup-
rion-

_
:
porting m-alerial and superahuudancx of abiifmeut

But it is to the neglect of wood, and injustice
j

should geutrally be given to au edifice as to leave the
done to it as a building material, that 1 would architect unshackled in the exercise of his arlisiic
more particularly direct your aileution. Timber ' powers. Archlteelureis not the offspring of dyuaiuies,
has more aud higlici' structural powers and capa- '

or the embodiment of the Jaw of forces; beauty is so
bilities than stone. It is not only more easily much a want of our nature tli .t we may let our desire
wrought iuto any given form of beauty and grace ' for it overrun present constructive means, and suggest
than stooe, but it will go beyond stone, and cm- modes of realisatiou that ideas of utility would never
body forms of winch masonry is incapable. Aud h.ive led to

;
and, indeed, the liighcr the cla^s o' any

I do nut consider its liability to CJiuhnstiou aud decay, given work, tbe more the idea of conslructiou will bV
which is so much harped ujiou, as a sufficient excuse in abeyance, and subordinated to the law of hiMiitv.

f.ir the almost totiil iieglfct to imrolcl its imoportics.
[

jjut ih.rc is auotler fators in Golliic nrchiticturc
I osnnol ECO why in small churches, where Slone to which wood is no less up,.lira'.lc-I mean the win.
viiullmg la out of the qiusHuu as too expausive, Jqw, whicii would be quite as rational and arti-tic if
groined ccihngs of wood have not been tried. A formed of Baltic pine timber or oak as it is when
groined .suit, lonned « Hh bent ribs, ns re.,1 supiiort-

i f„n„ed of stone. Nay, il is more consistent will, the
ing nrclies, filled m with «lh end plaster or cement, I

,

or with au ornammlal boirdmg. whirl, might be
i, belter filled tor designs wherein the niateri.sl

decorated with colour, aud pcrlorated at plcasm'c for

ventilation, w'uiild be as beuitiful aoid

K=r

ceiling as could be constructed of any material.

For niy own part, I consider carpentry has here a

new aud untried field—a much larger one than

masourj' ever had or can have; for not only are the

pointed, tlic cyliudrical, the couuidal, the groined, the

domed, the pendentive forms—all that masonry ever

yed— at tbe service of the carpenter, at oiic-iiftJi

of the expense of stone, but, as before intimated, he
may realize effects all but uuatlainable in the rigid,

ponderous substance of the masonry, snch as by (rcllis

-ibs and pierced work
;
and there L scarcely a vision

of beauty that could cuter into tbe arebite tural niintl

but what could be executed in the material I am
advocating—a fact which is certainly a set-off against

the disadvantage of the di ficicucy in duiabiiily, or

rather risk of combustion, for, duly painted, I believe

timber would be quite as durable as most species of

stone.

So f.iv from being under any temptation to imitate

a stoue one with it, a moment’s refiecliou would tcil us

that the nature and properties of wood rcudcfeil it a

more fittiug material thuu stone fur the expression

sought in Gothic groined ceilings, particularly that ol

cl ist'city, which tlie stone iu Gothic U ofteu forced to

assumw to a verv absurd cxlcut.

is necessarily supposed flexible, and the expression
of flexibility is sought, as is particularly the cissin
the flowing leaf aud flaoiboyant tracery, because it

really is flexible to some extent, which the stone is

not, aud may be even bent to the flowing hues of the

tracery.

Wc have beard a great deal of Freemasons : I .liould

like to see a baud of Free carpenters. Its pedigree

would be as ancieut as its rival’s, for Noati, the

patriarch of masocii y, was, I should think, more of a

c u'penter than a tiiasim.

Arcbiieclm'e being to serve the physical os well as

the intellectual and rcsthetic wants of mun, must he
formed upon various ideas arising out of his miture,

and coustitutioD, and social condition
;
aud its fine-

art essence—the spirit of the beautiful in building—is

capable of being so formed and adapted to evrry

changing circumstance. It cau be as much at home
io the humhUst cottage as in the royal palace. How-
ever sm-ill the structure, it will contaio her

;
however

large, she can pervade aud fill it. She has uo ob-

jection to wood, or iron, or even to cement as the

material of her taberuaclc, any more than to granite

or marble; nor has she any partiality with regard

to style; all she demands is truth— truth to pur-

pose, to climate, to everything. However stem and
unyiddiug the requireinenta of utiiiiy, she can obey
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them without sacrifice of essence of compromise of

dieii ty. She can pierce the clouds in a spire or the

rock in a cave temple as readily as she spreads her

meshea over the earth
;
she can float over the sea in a

ship, or span the river in a bridge. Utility will

never demand auv form, science will never offer any

construction, nature or discovery will never present

any material, hut what architecture may appropriate

and beautify ;
and so far from these reqniremcuts

or gifts being dangerous to the spirit of the beauti-

ful in buildiug, they will be so many TOe<ans of its

further development—so many new lights into fresh

re'fions— suggestions for new incarnations and re-

vealing? of its spirit. She must grow with the

growth of society in civilisation and refiuecneDt, and

press into her service all of nature, science, sculp-

ture, painting, literature, history that she can use,

which will come to her aid when she bids them with

dance and with song.

The career of archilecluve cannot be considered as

finished until it has assumed aspects suited to every

climate and every condition—social, religious, moral,

iutelleclual, and physical—of wbieli man is capable
;

and until it has recognised every mode of coustriic-

lion, and used every material cousislent with its

nature and properties—until it has availed itself of

every advantage which the advancing mind of suc-

ceeding ages may create for it, and possesses as many

species and orders of beauty rs are fouud in its great

prototype.

"When I take such a view of architecture as this, it

grows in my estimation into a larger thing than it is

popularly considered. Eoginceriug, for example, melts

iuto it, and is entirely embraced by the theory.

Indeed, I cannot state any distinction between archi-

tecture and engineering, that will eadure in any

brood view of the former. Bridges, for example, are

as susceptible of beauty as houses. Bridges, and

mills, and aqueducts, and warehouses, and factories

—

everything erected by man upon the face of the earth

—may, like the works of nature, have its own species

and order of beauty.

[The speaker then commented on various works in

Liverpool, and urged, in concluding his very able

address, that the great element of strength in intel-

lectual pursuit is sincerity.]

Sincerity (he continued) in the exercise of what

powers of common sense, imagination, feeling, or

fancy we may possess, will operate like n creative

spirit that will open to us new worlds of thought and

emotion—that will call

The future from ita cradle, and the past

Out of its grave, and make the present last

In thoughts and joys which sleep, hut caunot die.

Folded within their own eternity.

Devotion to the promotion and discovery of truth, in

wliatever departmeut of intellectual and useful pursuit,

is devotion to good, which must be its end and result

;

for truth, in leading to nobler ideas of God and his

works, is one with good. But it al«o directly operates

beneficially upon ourselves, by at once pre-occupying

the mind with pureandlofty images, that must inspire

a distaste for vice. A full mind, some one has well

observed, is the true Pantheism : it is only in some

comer of the brain, that which we leave empty, that

vice can obtain a lodging. The man who joins iu

some noble pursuit is iu less danger of bciug drawn

along in an ignoble one.

I address these words more especially to students,

and whose guidance I know is a serious consideration

with their seniors. To them a few earnest words

touching the conduct of life will not be deemed im-

pertinent or uncalled for.

I see before me young men about to go out into

the world to piMctise on their own account. A great

point with such will be how they are to get into prac-

tice. I am sorry to say that, at the present day,

success in this is not generally in proportion to the

artistic and moral excellence of the man—rather other-

wise
;
and though I would not by any means have

them to j>‘dge of an architect’s character by his good

or ill success in his profession, and estimate his in-

tegrity in the inverse ratio of his acquired wealth,

yet, if professional advancement were the paramount
consideration in life, ray advice to them would be not

to be over scrupulous w'itli regard to the means they

employed. Be not, I would say to them, too careful

to let your speech at aU times correspond with your

real sentiments, and to follow your owu intuitive con-

victions of what is right. If some well-to-do person

calls upon you, desirous of building a large house for

a sum considerably under prime cost, don’t tell him
what you think of him, or even hint that it is wrong.

Set to work and see what you can do by an ambiguous
specification to entrap some unwary builder, "^’hat-

ever your conscience may say about it, don’t ” put

your foot in it,” as it would be termed, by offending

those who have wealth. Retain them in some way,
and you may get rich— ay, aud respected, too, by the
great bulk of your fellows. But turn the other side

of the medal of life, for it has two sides. By alaw of
compensation which is in force a id operates tbroughont

the universe, you must give value for this : for every-

Ihi:!"' YOU gain you lose something: the thief, it is

wdl said, steals from himself. As he who does a good

action is proportionally ennobled, so he who is guilty

of a mean one is by tb it deed contaminutei and de-

graded. You gain money, hut you must forfeit ivhat

all the gold of C.ilifomia' could not replace—the con-

solation and the hope that spring out of the culti-

vation of your moral nature. You have violated its

laws, and you must pay the penalty
:
you have sown

the wind, you shall reap the whirlwind.

A quiet conscience in tbe breast

Hath only pence, hath only rest.

THE REVKALISTS AND THE VERNACULAR
ARCHITECTURE.

It is impossible not to admire the energy and deter-

mination with which Mr. Scott is endeavouring to

aid, if not to take the lead, in the onslaught against

Classic architecture as applied in the public and

private buildings of the country. No one c-an for a

single moment hesitate iu acknowledging the desira-

bility of improving what he terras “ the vernacular

architecture of the present day and all real lovers of

pure art must rejoice, that by the pen aud pencil, in

theory as well as in actual pr.actice., the public mind

is becoming more deeply interested in the inquiry as

to the capabilities of Gothic for universal application ;

meaning, of course, the use of Pointed instead of semi-

circular arches, as elements of construction or orna-

mental detail.

I have been led to make the foregoing remarks

from having read Mr. Scoit's last essay at tbe Don-

caster meeting of the Yorkshire .lYrcliitectural Society,

in which an interesting resume is given of the rise

and development of Pointed architecture, its present

position, and future prospecls. On that occasion,

speaking within sight of the noble parish church

wliidi is rising muler his direction,—surrounded,

probably, by frieuds and admirers only, Mr. Scott may

be pardoned for having permitted his zeal for bis

adopted style to had liiin to utter hard things of

others, who from education, partiality, or other cir-

cumst.iDces, may have hitherto failed to perceive and

acknowledge the universal applicability of Gothic, or

to disparage and disallow the beauties of the Classic.

It is vei'y rai’ely that I venture into print, and it

becomes especially hazardous when I purpose breaking

a lance or two with so well-prepared aud redoubtable

an antagonist. However, it is only a friendly joust,

aud not a mortal encounter, that I propose to uryself
j

and Mr. Scolt, for old acquaintance sake, will grant

my humour a little exercise.

I do not know whether Jlr. Scott reckons me as

one of his devoted band, who have helped, or are

still helping, to carry out the ‘‘ great artistic revolu-

tion but as I have knowingly committed myself to

the adoption of Classic as well as Gothic, according

to the taste of my frieuds, and shall still do the same,

I must of coui'se acknowledge that I have no claim to

such a high and orthodox position, but must be one

of those who are conspiring against our vernacular

flrc/ntecture, aud iudirectly aiding aud abetting in re-

ducing it to its present low state of degradation. It is

ve-y hard to be in such a dilemma, bat it is evident

that all who cannot at once turn up preterpluperfect

Goths, and sign the pledge, must he accessories before

or after the fact, to the debasing of the current archi-

tecture of her Majesty’s realm.

It has never occurred to me, aud probably many of

ray professional brclliren ai’e equally ignorant of the

fact that this pure Gothic movement is a “mighty

and arduous undertaking.” It is usually admitted

tliat all who desire to excel in art or science must

labour hard for distinction. The struggle cannot be

exclusive for one branch or section of art or science

iircspective of another. Circumstances aud position

sometimes abate the difficulties, but never entirely

supersede the necessity for exertion. The higher the

aim, so much the more are energy and perseverance

required. Is it not an admitted fact that Mr. Scott,

at all events, has met with the due reward of his ex-

ertions, not only in the esteem and confidence of the

public, hut (if such transcendentalism ever thinks

about it) rewards of a more substantial character,

aud not wanting, also, in full abundance.

Perhaps one may not fairly appreciate the efforts

of the excelsior party
;

but when men w'ritc books

deliver lectures or make speeches, it is that they

may be heard of men, and obtain that honourable

distinction which every true artist or architect aims

to obiain, not for the sake of fame only, but for its

collater.al consequence a subsistence). May we
not, therefore, a-sigu equal merits to those who have

the same object in view, but pursue a different course

for its attainment? If Mr. Scott aud bis compeers

had lived half a century earlier, they would, iu all

likelihood, have been as enthusiastic iu Greek as they

now arc iu Gothic ; aud the same genius which pro-

duces now a fine fourteenth-century chui’ch would
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have reproduced or faithfully and skilfully adapted

the Grecian or Roman style.

Mr. Scott says that “the wretched incubus onr

vernacular architecture is alien to our race and our

religion.” Without reverting to the ditlicnlty of proof

that England ever had a purely indigeuous architec-

ture, I will ask whether such an assertion can, with

propriety, be made, except hy supposing ourselves

living in the sixteenth instead of the nineteenth cen-

tury? The religion of this country is, or ought to

be, Protestant. I have yet to learn that the architec-

tural forms and details of our buildings have any-

thing to do with the Reformed or any other Christian

church, the Roman Catholic not excepted, which em-

ploys Classic in Italy, and Gothic in Britain. In

tact, if Mr. Scott’s remark carried to its legitimate

conclusion, the nation must change its vernacular re-

ligion as well as its architecture, so that one may be

consistent with the other ; for there is no denying

that the “ glorious architecture of our forefathers”

was ccitaialy iu perfect harmony with the religion

they professed. This point might be worked out

much more elaborately, but I will now only remark,

iu passing, that INIr. Scott has imwiltiogly given one

of the strongest reasons against the umvei cal adoption,

of Mcdimval architecture.

Perh-jps Jlr. Scott will he able to explain more

satisfactorily on a future occasion how this faithful

and earnest-minded band, who are destined to work a

revolution iu architecture, were instinctively led for-

ward, unbiassed and unguided, to the same object and

result
;
aud how it came to pass that when they

intuitively discovered the “right and the beautiful’

in the one style, they, at the same time, were made

sensible of the “ intrinsic baseness ” of the other. I

am careful to use h'S own words, because it might be

considered that it was hardly possible for an accom-

plished architect to use such terms, and so utterly to

depreciate and ignore the works of his predecessors

and contemporaries. It is true tliat^Ir. ycolt imme-

diately makes a kind of apology, and is afraid that he

may be considered too illiberal : but even when be

speaks of the glorious works of Sir Christopher Wren

aud olhers, he calls them high-prcssure productions;

and that their fitness for a national style is not to be

judged by such examples. This wholesale way of

disposing of ail the architecture of this country, from

the days of Holbein and Inigo Jones to the present

time, shows anything but an unbiassed mind ;
hut the

term will equally apply to any of the most beautiful

raonunfcnts of this or any other couulry: they are

all the results of severe study and great experiences,

wdiether they arc of the purest Greek, Roman, or

Gothic,— whether of the earliest ages or the nineteenth

century. Of course, Mr. Scott’s eloquent description

of what our towns and villages ought to be architec-

turally depends very much upon the limits to which

the vernacular may be allowed to go.
’ Are we to go

back to the Middle Pointed or Perpendicular for a

starting-point? The element of picturesqueness is

much more dependent upon form and outline than

details
;
aud it is easy to fancy a perfectly beautiful

village or town, in wliich not a single pointed arch

nor muUiooed window cau be seen, nor even a high-

pitched roof. It appears to me that a true artist can-

not design an iulriasically ugly building. The powers

of mind will show themselves, and it will he found

that the uthotercsting character of an ordinary build-

ing for domestic purposes is to be attributed to the

active presence of the mere builder, and the absence

of the true architect. As the pro''ession exleuds its

influence, so wc may hope for a belter state of things.

For one professed architect who originates, there are

a score of builders who imitate
;
aud when Mr. Scott

and his friends have decided upon the vernacular, they

will soon find their best points caricatured, aad every

principle of propriety defied and set at nought.

I perfectly coincide with the resume of Mr. Scott,

and his correct description of the origin and progress

of the movement towards the revival of Pointed archi-

tecture in our churches. I am also fully prepared to

admit its surpassing beauty and general fitness, and

am thankful to all who have lahuured hard to make

ita true principles more thoroughly understood.

The village and town churches are now properly

cared for, and all persons possessed of any taste or

feeling must acknowledge that the simple form of the

village church, with its modern tower or spire, leaves

nothing to be desired. There is, however, a problem,

which the revivalists will have to solve, and that is,

how far the Pointed style can be successfully applied

to the erection of large churches, in which the preacher

can be seen aud heard by the whole congregation, and

in which the chancel is reduced to the simple require-

ments of the Protestant ritual. If it fail in this, but

which is only a fair test of its elasticity and adapta-

bility, it is not too much to anticipate that these

buildings will be erected in a different style.

In reading Mr. Scott’s remarks upon architectural

competition as one of the drawbacks to the cause

which he so zealously defends, it cannot be denied
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that throughout the whole there is an undue exaltation

of self and company, and a most unwarrantable depre-

ciation of those individuals who, though not bilten

with the Mcdireval mania, are called upon, in the

legitimate exercise of their profession, to erect Gothic

churches. It may be correct that there is an actual

majority of worlcs in which the true feeling does not

prevail, and which have been erected by architects

without Mr. Scott’s arbitrary pale of civilisation
;
but

is it not the legitimate resnlt that all caunot be first-

raters, and that, instead of complaining, hc,*Mr. Scott,

ought to rejoice that the principles which have been

laid down are considered worthy of adoption by the

majority of the profession, when called upon to erect

churches or other ecclesiastical buildings ? Surely,

they cannot mean to ride rough-shod over the length

and breadth of the land, and stamp out all those

attempts which do not emanate from the learned and

accomplished few. There are abundance of high-

pressure buildings which fall to the lion’s share; and

there must, and always wOl be, a certaiu proportion,

if not an actual majority, of mediocre productions.

In leaving this part of the subject, I cannot hut

think that the writer would have done well to have

omitted the whole of this paragraph. It must be very

tender ground indeed to revert to the subject of com-

petition, for no one practised it more universally or

successfully iu the commencement of his career, and

even now he is found in the list of competitors when
the stake is worthy of the effort.

I fully agree with Mr. Scott that Gothic architec-

ture, if the Perpendicular period be included, can be

adapted with fair success to uumberless buildings be-

sides the church, school, and other buildings exclusively

ecclesiastical. I also admit that there is soraethiog

fascinating in the study, and that it is not unlikely to

take its place, besides other regular styles, in domestic

architecture, and to have its ardeut admirers and ad-

vocates
; but that it will ever become the native or

vernacular style, to the exclusion of all others, I can-

not believe, aud for the following reasons.

In the first place, the circumstances of the present

day are totally different to those of the fourteenth

century, which Mr. Scott proposes as the startiug-

point, from which those who are engaged in the

attempt to achieve a vernacular style are to aim at

developments.

Almost all architecture worthy of the name was
at that period exclusively in the hands of the educated

classes, and knowledge and literature were then nearly

confined to the ecclesiastical body. It is well known
that the ablest architects were churchmeu, that they

possessed the means as well as the ability to design

and control the erection of abbeys, monasteries, aud

churches. The dignitaries of the Romish Church em-
ployed much of their superfluous wealth in the erection

of buildings calculated to impress the uneducated yeo-

manry and the poor with feelings of reverence aud

implicit reliance. "Whilst, therefore, the few could so

completely control the many, it is no wonder that

masterly performances emanated from their hands, in

the same way that any autocrat can despotically direct

the labom-s of his subjects to the achievement of any

idesired object. There was also a perfect unity of pur-

pose, and, as usual, one or two master-miuds in the

kingdom ruled over and gave the key-note to all the

rest. I am confident in the persuasion that, under

no other circumstances, would the same results have

been attained. And what is the case now ? Is there

the slightest parallelism? How many ecclesiastics

and ministers of religion are exactly agreed in their

opinions ? Can ten or even a less number of architects

be found who think alike on the subject of style ? Even
Mr. Scott claims “ perfect freedom” of thought and

action to all who agree to start with him from the

same point. For how long a period would any har-

mony of movement continue? And how very soon

would they be found diverging, more or less, from the

original centre and starting-point. Again, if every

architect were content with his knowledge of his art

up to the fourteenth century, and did not seek fresh

aspirations, there might be some slight hope of

agreement for a short period
;
but presently we should

find that one, after the harassing fatigues of his

arduous and painful duties, hurries off to the sunny

climes of Italy, and feeds his fancy and writes his hook

;

and another goes in the opposite direction, and finds

food for contemplation and study there. Some may
visit the East. Now of this we are certain, that the

journey is undertaken for two reasons, of which a

search after something novel is not the least

important.

it is curious to watch the result of this. If an

architect writes a book, and makes pretty illustra-

tions of this or that arch, and this or that win-

dow, he cannot help finding that he has fallen

violently in love with something which he has seen

under particular circumstances, and considers perfec-

tion. Perhaps it may be little more than the peculiar

form of an ogive head, but that fixes the bent of his
,

studies; and if he were to go another year into the

East, it is not improbable that lie might find himself

inclining towards the cognate forms of Saracenic.

Our graver friend who travels northward, is not

likely to be cheated out of his first love; but would
be found, nevertheless, diverging at an opposite angle

altogether from our Eastern friend
;
and it is clear

enough what the result would he.

Another great ditficully in the way of a universal

style is the tendency to travel amongst those parties

who chiefly employ architects, whether clergy or laily.

They, too, imbibe their favourite notions; aud on re-

turning, not unfrequently wish the realization iu this

country of something which they have seen in their

travels. "We cannot fancy such an individual giving

up his crotchet because his architect tells him it is

notiu the indigenous or vernacular style.

Again, the free institutions of the country are alike

opposed to any arbitrary rules of practising architec-

ture. The very fact of the Legislature applying for

plans for palaces of administration, without defining

any style, is of itself a convincing proof how unsettled

men’s minds are on such a subject. The real fact is,

(hat though men almost univeradly admire a good
building when it is done, they do not hike that jiara-

mount interest in its design and development; and
though Mr. Scott appears to think that there is a

very growing feeling iu favour of Gothic architecture,

I am inclined to thiuk that it is confined to a com-
paratively narrow circle.

That freedom of whicli we all boast is most cer-

tainly the greatert enemy to a national style—for

did John Humphries built his house in the Classic,

Thon)as "Williams would, undoubtedly, have his in

the Gothic.

This is, I think, taking a fairly philosophical view
of the whole subject, and when it is also borne in

mind thaf for a great number of utilitarian purposes

a modification of Classic is best adapted, and that for

engitieeriog works Gothic is nearly, if not quite inad-

missible, surely it is vain, on the part of the le-

vivalists, to indulge the hope that we are on the eve

of accomplishing any but the smallest approximation

to universality of style.

I am quite willing to make the attempt in the

same direction when occasion requires it, hut must
be as free as the air to please myself aud others.

J. Herry Stevens.

BRANCH FEEDERS FOR RAILWAYS.
It is rather a tantalizing circumstance, that hriiuch

railways, which ought to have been most profitable

and eiteusive traffic feeders to main lines of railway,

have but too often proved ruinous
;
and that the sad

experience of this untoward result has checked, or

rather entirely put a stop to, the spread of that

universal network of railways with which it was at

one time expected that the whole couniry would he
interlaced.

Amongst the principal causes of this stale of

matters doubtless was the fact that such branches as

have been made were of far too costly and ponderous
a description ; but one chief cause of this very costli-

ness has been the state of the law as regards railway

gauge in general. By 9 and 10 "Viet. c. 57, a uniform
gauge for all iron roads, of 4 feet inches, was fixed

;

so that branches were necessarily laid out upou (he

same grand scale iu most respects as the mainlines

already constructed. Another cause of expense was,

and is, the necessity of obtaining special Acts of

Parliament for every separate branch or feeder. But
were these minor aod tributary lines to he exempted
from the main gauge law, and a general Act of

Parliament passed, promolivc of such branch lines,

and under which all could he constructed at less law

costs than now, a lighter and more profitable order of

tributary lines might soon be plcoteously spread over

the face of the land, to (he vast benefit of general

commerce and intcrcc-urse, as well as of the main

trunk and main branch lines already foriuol, and of

others which would soon be added to the general

system. As it is, we have, as it were, but the leafless,

twigless trunk and large branches of a complete railway

sj'stem, and from want of the minuter ramifications

the great lines languish in a state of comparative

atrophy, and the greater portion of the country

districts arc still restricted to the old expensive jog-

trot system oftraflac which prevailed 100 years ago.

Considerations such as these, apparently, have in-

duced a well-known architect, Mr. Edmund Sharpe,

to indite aud publish '* A Letter on Branch Railw vys,

addressed to the Right Hon. Lord Stanley, of

Alderley, president of the Board of Trade, containing

snagestions for the creation of a system of secondary

raUways for the agricultural districts.”* In this tract

the author points out, as we have here done, hut more

fully and c.xplicitly, the hinderanccs to the expansion

of oui' railway system, aud suggests the necessary

• Simpkio, Marshall, aud Co. of Paternoster-row, pub-

lishers.

remedies. He then proposes the formation of two
classes of sccondaiy lines,— the first-rlass tramway,
worked either partially or wholly by locomotive
power, and the second-class tramway, worked by
horse power, and both dilTering essentially from the

ordinary Parliamentary first-class railway, at present

in use, as in gauge, for example, wliich he proposes

to be only 3 feet instead of 4 feet 85 inches. As re-

gards the diminution of general cost resulting from
such a decrease of gauge, Mr. Sharpe observes, that

the narrow mineral railways of 2-feet gauge and
upwards, existing in different parts of the kingdom,
and costing from 800f. to l,200f. per mile, illustrate

the extent to which this reduction of cost, dependent
principally on]width of gauge, may he carried. Three
feet he considers to he a width which, intermediate,

as it is, between that of the mineral tramway, and
that of the ordinary first-class railway, would meet
the requirements of the secondary railways, and he is

actuated by a certain amount of practical experience

ia the matter, in recommending such a gauge for the

purpose in view.

There is no reason, he remarks, why extensions of

this 3-feet tramway should not be carried into every

quarry, mine, factory, or farmyard, of the valley or

district along which the line runs
;
nor why each

large farmer and occupier should not have his two or

three trucks, carrying off his produce and bringing

back his coal and lime
;
and as is incidentally re-

marked in regard to the latter of these articles, there

is no doubt that immense tracts of land now lying

comparatively waste throughout the kingdom, might,

by its introduction at a cheap rate of carriage, be

brought into profitable cultivation.

Of the disadvantages under which those districts

labour that are remote from a railway, the author

gives the following instance, adduced by an agricul-

turist residing near Purtraadoc, in North Wales :

—

“ Ho informed me that tho dealers who frequent that

district, with the object of supplying the great markets of

the manufacturing counties, have a regularly descending
scale, in the prices which they offer, as the distance in-

creases from the point where they leave tho rail. In the

case of cattle, which are bought by the head, it is difficult

to register this abatement of price ;
but in the case of

pigs, which are bought by weight, it can be closely fixed.

\ pork-butcher, for example, starting from the rail at

CaernarvoD, by the time he arrives at Barmouth, will not

give BO much by fd. per lb. for the live animal, as he will

at Caernarvon
j
the loss, which tho farmer sustains, being

in this case no less thsu 15 per cent, on the value of the

article
;
an amount sufficient to send the animal 400 miles

by roilway.”

Our readers know Mr. Sharpe chiefly as the author

of “ Architectural Parallels,” and other similar works,

but he has had long connection with the practical

working of a railway, and is well qualified, by special

experience as well as general ability, to speak on the

subject in band.

ROYiUj INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

The first meeting of the session was held at the

rooms iu Grosveuor-street, on Monday eveniDg last,

tbc 2nd instant, Mr. Scoles, V.P., in the chair. A
long list of candidates for membership was read ; and,

at the close of the proceedings, Mr. John Clayton

was elected a fellow. Mr. C. C. Nelson, honorary

secretary, announced various donations, and Mr.
Digby "VVyatt laid before the meeting an outline of a

work on Heraldry, about to be published by Mr.
John Papworth, calculated to supply a deficiency.

Mr. "Wyatt Papworth then read a paper entitled

“ An Altempt to determine the Periods in England,

when Fir, Deal, and House Painting were first intro-

duced, with Remarks on the Processes of the Latter.”

A discussion ensued on the use of varnish without

paint, aud the value of zinc paint, in which Mr. C. H.
Smith, Mr. Grace, Mr. Godwin, Mr. I’Anson, Mr.

Ashpitcl, Mr. James Thomson, and others took part,

and was of practical value. shall recur- to it

when we have more space at command.

A rubbing of the brass, which has been prepared

as a memorial to the late Mr. John Britton, to be

erected in Salisbury Cathedral, was exhibited. Two
Angels under a canopy hold a scroll, inscribed,

—

“ Id memory of John Britton, historian of this edifice,

and author of the noble series of works on the Cathedral

and Meiiitcval Antiquities of England, this memorial is

erected [with the concurrence of the Dean and Chapter]

by members of the Eoyal Institute of British Architects,

to record their sense of tho eminent services by which ho
revived the admiration of Englishmen for the venerable

monuments of the taste and piety of their forefathers, and
gained for these majestic structures the respect of

foreign nations.

Born July 7, 1770, at Kington Bt. Michael, Wilts.

Died January 1, 1957, ia London. Buried at Norwood
Cemetery, Surrey.”

Around the whole is an ornamental border, con-

taining in it a verse from the 48th Psalm,—“
"VVe

have thought of Thy loving kindness, 0 Lord God, in

the midst of Thy temple.”

The brass has been executed by Hardman and Co.

and w ill be inserted in a slab of marble.

Mr. T. H. Wyatt, in presenting the rubbing, said
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t’lC committee had deputed to him its erection in

Salisbury Cathedral : there was some little diffi'rencc

of opiuioQ as to the site between the Pean and the

committee, and this also had been left to him to settle.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

On Friday, the 30;h u’t. a meet'Tie: of (he memhrrs

was held at the hall in Lyun’s-inn, JU. ,T. Norton, .

in the chair.

Mr. E. Mallandnine read a pap T on
’’

.Architertnrp,

and in connexion with CompetTion.” A part of this

we give in the author’s words heluw.

A discussion ensued, in which Mr. AViglcy ohs -rved

that, olthonih it might he ntopian to anticipate that

they could altozether cure the evils inseiia'nhle from

the present system of coinpi tilion, s’ill it w.is com-

petent for them as an ass ’elation to propose reme-

dies and resolutions f<ir that pnr|insp, imd to siig-rest

honesty as well as compcteucs' on the put of judges

in matters of competition, fcir without competency

there could be no honesty in jiidnes. It might be

replied, to any comphiitifs that AS’ere made agdiist the

present system of competition, ihat th^re wis no

code of rules proposed by the ])ro''ession
;
and although

general rules existed in connexion with these matters,

still unless they were formulat'd info a code they

could not be expected to h<ve the effect they other-

wise would. Tiic sulf-sufficiency of a s<'t of men,

brought together on a competition coiiiniittec, was

frequently astonishing. They no 1 mger had the

modesty of individuals, but acted with the de-poiisni

of numbers; and if an individual arehilect com-

plained, tlie answer was, t'.vn nr more heads are

better than one. It was, therefore, the du'y of the

associalion and other pr.ifesnunal budii'S tj show

them something like architcdural sense on the subject.

It would be remembered that the Architectural

Assoeiiitiou ably moved iu this matter in 1849, but

nothing definite was done. The cireuniatances were

different now. and it was lh'’ir duty to dr.aw up and

establish a code of competHion, which should be sent

for approval to other societies at home and abroad,

and with this view he would propose,

—

“ 1. That Messrs. Billines, Capes, ’Colling, Gray, II.-it-

ward, Rickman, Trucilit and Young, with power to arhi

to their number, he requested to join the memhera of the
committee to revise and publish ii new competition code,
first printed hy the Association in ISSO.

2. That it be mude binding on all members of the Asso-
ciation, present and future, to sign the competition code
when approved by a special genorul meeting, after the
code has been read at a previous meeting; and that any
breach of such code shall render the members liable to

exclusion from the Association.
3. That the competition code be nublished by means of

a loose sheet inserted in the professional papers once
every year.

‘1. Thttt a copy of the competition code be for-

warded by the seeretary of the Association to every com-
petition committee, with a request that it bo adopted, so
as to allow of the members of the Association tekiug part
in the competition.

6. Th»t a special competition fund be raised by the
A^ociation from among its members and their friends, to
carry on the expense of publishing.

6. That every member of the .Association, who is also a
member of the Institute, he invited to concur in a memo-
rial to the council of the InsLitute, representing what has
been done and resolved on by the Association, and calling
upon the Institute to do the same.

7. That the same invitation be sent by the officers of
the Association to nil the oth'^r nrobitectural associations,
at home and abroad

;
and that either the president or the

secretary of the Association, or both, be requested to
communicate with the local and professional papers, m
the name of the Association, whenever any defects on
competition judgments are pointed out to them, or come
under their notice.”

Mr. Eenwell secondetl tlie resoluliotis
; ami after

remarks by Air. Capes, Air. Riokmari, Mr. Lloyd, and
Mr. Euuker, the resolutions were carried.

THE PRACTICE OF ARCHITECTURE.*
We suppose our student by this time to be well

acquainled with all our modern appliances ia eon-
•Iniction. And here, I may remark in pas'iiig. thnt

wonderful as are some of Ihe anc'ent structures in our
own land, and more wonderful, perhaps, some of far

distant countries,— of some of which the method of
construction seems to have been lost to us for ever,

—we must, if we even lay ourselves open to the
charge of self-glorification,—we must congratulate
ourselves on being in po5sesdou of some of the most
wonderful contrivance? for incrc isiog the w-'ak power
of human hands, and carrying out the boldest of
hntnan ideas. The travelling-crane, the sleam-engine,
the pile-driving innchiue, the even mechanical use of
rails, for lessening the labour of traeiim in the con-
veyance of materids, are a few of our modern boasts,
jvhich enable us, when we earnestly put forth our
powers, to erect structures of wonderful size and im-
portance, and with a speed hitheito unrivalled in the
annals of building. A\e do not require our tens of

,

* a paper by Mr, Edward Mallandaine, on “ Ardii-
tectore, and in connection withCoinpetition,” read at meet-
ing 01 Architeetual Aasociatioo, as already meutioned.
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thou'ands to scoop out our canals with unremitting

and la^ed toil, as inhumanly ere now has been done

by Eas'ern despots : the miserable labourers perishiug

in heaps as the work proceeded. AVe do not want our

hundreds of thousands of hum in cattle to build

pyramids, and to be decimated iu return. But, be it

spoken with shame, how often do we neglect the great

facilities and knowledge we possess for erecting im-

perishable structures. How often do we prefi.T build-

ing with unstable brickwork, so unsightly that we

hasten to cover with a hiduous mask of cement,

—

cement, forsooth 1—in our weak a'tempts at something

beautirul, something arirhitectnral? How often do

we use, even with our eyes open, the most peri-hahle

descrifition of stone, hardly worthy of the name, and
^

then, with an infatuation apparently the punishment
|

of the mij-deine monr, pitirully search for some indu-

rating compound, to perpetuate the Irausitory arclii-
j

tectnre!
I

All this is vey degrading: we possess an ieexhaas- I

tible snpjdy of some of the finest huildiug stone in
^

the world
;
aud we contcut ourselves with cement, or

the use of some foreign or bastard description of
^

material : we even bear of walls of concrete I AVe have

the largest quantity of iron perhaps of any nation, I

aud certainly the greatest means of most readily
I

making it available, and might make it greatly con-
j

ducive to rendering our buildings, T wdll not say fire-

proof, but less susceptible of taking lire. AA'^e have iron,

and we use only timber,—timber for onr flo.irs, roo'’s,

partitions, and, when we want cheap buildings (-md it

is a groat mistake to think so), for onr en dosures. In-

stead of semicircular arches to our windows, \vc mu't

have straight, or ' no artdics at all,” whiob of coufjc

fail, and produce seltlcmeufs. Instead of proportion-

able supports to carry a snperincumbeiit fr.mt, we

throw across a limber broastsninm"r, suppi'rted by

feeble story-irosfs, and even that brcastsuminer put in

wiihnut any thuiuht as to shrinkage or setilemeiit.

If our partitions must be of limber, why are they not

more frequimtly trussed ? Tlie expense is but trilling.

If we cannot be fireproof, let us at least not become

ruinous without fire. .Agahi, is it prop -r construction

to carry up t-vo stories of brick walls perhaps 14

inches in thickness, on nothing but timber or even

iron girders, with a few spare columns under them ?

AA'hat ensues? D I'lpidutiou 1 AVe cannot even re-

member the wbolesome rule of
“ Pier over pbr

;
and

void over void.’'

But all this i«, p-rliaps, tedious. Tbe knowledge

of tha most approved iirThods of coif^tructioa of

course supposes onr student to be well acquainted

with all the known systems of roofing, trussing,

framing, vaulting, &c.

AA'^c now iniii'ite him iulo the arts of design. Bvit,

as Sir doshiia Reynolds said, “ Nothing ever out of

nothing came.” AA'liai is design ? It is not copying

some god examp’c. It is not using column, entabla-

ture, aud triglyph, wiih a pr-ipcr proportion of

pilasters in coutinu ition, aud round tiie edifice : this
|

is simply attcmptuig to conce il onr of design.

It is not the inserlimi ofau evenly biila-iced num')er of
j

windows (though m-ist probably an odd number)
'

with the iirettiest aud strictly proportional allow-
;

ance of architrave, pediment, aud console to orua-

ipcnt them
;
the use of a few ru-tications, or even

'

that all-importint triumph, the introduction of a
|

few lesser or greater dreais in the fronts, producing .

that deliuhtfiil play of light aud shade so refreshing
J

to the artistic mind. I

Th';se are all nothing: they form hut the keyboard,
'

the notes, the strings—the incins, the appliances.

These latter arc uot //i/isic; the former not design.
\

AA'e mart make our young architects acquainted

.

fir.st with the mechanic d i)arts of liis fine art
;
mjke ;

him draw as rapidly as he can write, until, in fact, to ,

draw will be the easier expression of the two of his 1

ideas. AVe must give him the grammar of his art,

I

the knoxvn rules of taste, of proporiioo. AA'e must

j

feast his r.dud with the contemplation of the best
j

'examples of ancieut or modern architecture, strenu-

j

ously warning him against copying
;
point out thrir

,

beauties and their defects in regard oFtasle; keep
j

him from a superfetatioa of ornament, which is mere

I

gaudy aud very expensive trifling. AVe must even
]

j

teach him the nmcb-re\iled five, or more properly

,

I

three orders. AA'e mu-t leach him to tint, by way of,

distinguishing the various materials shown iu his

drawings
;
aud here carefully prevent him fi'ora ruu-

j

ning into any excess of skybrnsh and colour
;
so that

he shall nut produce ” a sky before or after able to

I

cons'rnct a roif under it.”

j

After these elements, he will do well (o connect a

little his ideis by visiting existing structoi’es—say

I

churches, liospila's, theatres, baths, club-houses, &c.

&c.— not, of course, neglecting the requirements of

the more homely but much more frequeutly -required

domestic dwelling-house or mansion, with all Its

varied appurtenances of closets, libr.irics, music-rooms,

and, perliips, studios, &c.—never contemplating the

I
possibility even, if he have a mansioa or a ducal

castle to embellish ivleriorh), to do it in unarcbitec-

tural discord with tlie exlerior.

In all these buildings he will carefully remark the

varied requirements or, not less impurtaut, the various

omissions
;
studiously noting all in that important

auxiliary his travelling note-book.

And ihus at length, wiih practical

,

which should

only he a synonymous term with scienUJic, knowledge

of his profession
;
with a culiivafed taste uot fettered

but trninod by rules; and an intimate acquaintance

with the requirements of the buildings be is going to

h-andle, our architect will design.

He will design iu the only sound manner. He will

first fix upon the style he intends to adopt—be it

I’oinled, Iialian, Ruinauesque, Elizabethan. He will

produce his |)lin, pultiug every thing in its legitimate

place, studying economy of space with facility of

access. No waste of room in passages will show

itseb': staircases will be made of convenient and,

in I'ublic buildings, of ample size, and absolutely in-

combustible; and last, though not least, all will be

well lighted,— a r<at!ier important point now some-

limes niialtended to by our architects, who most un-

aeconnt.ibly forget that to see^ it is most necessary to

have light.

With a well-slulied plan the architect will be often

surprised to fiiil the number of opportunities which

present ihcmstlvcs for displaying those artistic quali-

ties which he has been cherishing. I do not mean
that lavish onia'iieutatioa which I might almost

stigmatise as sculptui’esque disfigurement, and which

is of no highiT ordtr in architeeturni attiimnents

than tbe pr.>fuse staining in the sleel of the D imascus

blade
;
but I do mean those graces of position, ont-

lioe, lie'ght, and those ineffable breaks so de-r to the

mere cliinfo-scuro architect, equally dear with those

heivea-loriug ami nicfly-bulanccd cloud-c'pped

towers, 30 indispensable f-ir effect.

Every beauty conspicuous and rcqn’site in an eleva-

tion can be produced as well after as before a care-

fully-studied plau, with the additional s.ithfaction of

having a building suitable interiorly for its purpose,

without which, it is superfluous to add, it cannot be

suitable at all.

Tiicre have been some very good remarks made as

to what I may term speaking buildings. I mean

those that shall declare, on mere exlernsl inspection,

the purpose to which they are devoted. This is en-

tering iuto a rather useless and too refined theory or

attempt.

It is very easy, no doubt, to erect what may be

termed selfish-looking buildings—buildings that seem

to siy to the spectator
—“ Do not look at me ;

1 have

not 1 lid myself out to be looked at. and have no pre-

tensions to beauty
;

” the designer of them, of course,

solacing himself with the reflection of their intrinsic

ioternal value. Poor idea! As though it is not as

cheap to be beautiful (I mean architecturally) as

ugly !

AViiat necessity is there for making our workhouses

and warehouses appear mere labour prisons ? AVe

can, of course, with great propriety, imike prisons

gloomy-looking, sombre, aud massive, well expressiug

their use
;
aud easily, in connection with tbe strength

and solidity required in them. Our theatres may
overflow exteriorly with sculptured representations,

or even paintings, treating of the ga'cty and lev-ty

wiih’n. Our palaces may denote regal magnificence

and that grandeur inseparable from large buildings,

which is very appropriate. But what is to distin-

guish these latter from the palatial club-house, tbe

ducal ina'ision, or the busy gigantic hotel ? I forgot.

The I'cd-coatcd sentinel and the awe-inspiring solitary

lion, and solitary uuicoru, holding undivided, but oh 1

how dign'fieJ sway, over their respective 24-inch by

24-iuch ]jillars 1 But is this architecture ?

After having so far supei iiitended our student as ta

make him mister of all the arts of design, we have

yet an important duty to perform by him, and cause

him to a-'quire yet other iuformation, though by some

cousidered not necessary, even to the accomplished

architect. It is, nevertheless, a very important

branch of his all-embracing profession, and, in some
cises, knit up with his very existence. I allude

more particularly to xarreyiay, which includes the

meisufing up, pricing, and estimating of buildings.

It is very rarely, perhaps too rarely, found that both

the arcliiiectural portion (I mean that whicli relates

to design) of the profession, and the estimating and
valuing portion, are successfully practised by tbe

same individual; bot its principles, at least, should

be Well known to the architect. It is first of all im-

possible to successfully carry it on without an in-

timate acquaintance with all the practical details of

building; it requires the knowledge of all trade

custom? as regards pricing and valuing. Tlie com-
petent practice of it involves almost an apprenticeship

to the building trade. 1 need liardly remark that a

man may be a very good surveyor, but a very sorry

architect, in an art point of view.

I have not alluded to the practice of land-survey-
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ing, a knowledge of which, at least to a limited ex«

tent, will prove useful to the architect
;
but is gene-

rally followed by itself, and is incorporated, perhaps
too generally, with the practice of the so-called

engineer.

I tliink that I may here supply an amplification of

my title and definition of architecture, and again
name it as divided into civil architecture, embrac-
ing all domestic buildings, theatres, baths, hospitals,

palaces, club-houses, &c. ; ecclesiastical architecture,

specially devoted to cathedrals, churches, and chapels,

parsonage-houses, &c.; marine architecture, including
all docks, barhonrs of refuge, light-houses, bridges,

quays, &c. j militamj architecture, or fortification,

including all fortresses, towers, rampart*, and the
effects of artillery on them, &c.

;
and, fiaally, naval

architecture, or the art of ship-buildiog, including
the best methods of propelling, &c.

Is not a railway or a sewer a work of the easiest

accomplishment to an educated surveyor ? Is there
anything so insuperable iu the construction of tun-
nels, arches, and the forming of embankments ? Is

there ever any skill shown in the present construction
of these necessary appendages to railway progression,

that architects should, from incompetence, be shut
out from them, or from the superintendence of our
bridges ?

Is there any science in our numerous suspension
bridges, iucludiog even Niagara and the Menai,
designed nnd superintended by men deep in Algebra,
but apparently absolutely ignorant of gravitation ?

To reproduce the sensible ideas of the late Mr.
Elmes (lather to the architect of St. George’s Hall),
is not an architect as well adapted by his searching,
studioii*, and intelligent character to grapple with
even quite new opportunities, as a man iu most cases
raised (rora the ranks (to use a military phrase), from
the recent handling of the spade and the wheelbarrow ?

The erecting of fortifications (I do not quite mean
impromptu defences in an enemy’s country, though this

might be embraced,—why should not armies have
their architect as well as their chaplain or their sur-

geon?)—the erecting of fortifications by the so-terraed
Royal Engineer is at best but a usurpation by him of
the province of the architect, as the ordnance surveys
by our worthy sappers and miners arc a trenching on
the employment of our civil land-surveyors.

Were I to enter more in detail into the require-

ments of the architect, I should class his studies for

theoretical attainments under (he heads of geometry,
a portion at algebra, conic-sections, plaue and descrip-

tive, line-drawing, dgnamics, stone-cutting, carpen-

try. Proceeding, we should then have the study of

perspective and colouring, with the laws of shadows,
or sciagraphy, all these of course, from works on the

special subjects.

The importance of a well-stocked library cannot
be too much insisted on. In fact, it is the life

nnd source of all architectural knowledge
;
and for a

list ofbooks, I cannot do better than refer you to one
furnished by the late Alfred Bartholomew, in bis

sterling work on “ Architecture and Specifications.”

Without reading, we can know comparatively nothing :

nil previous experience and knowledge are to us

absolutely lost. What time and labour are required

for him to behold with his own eyes but even a

small portion of architeefural buildiug practice ! And
yet, as though either blind to its advantages, or too

jealously suaccptible as to the use to which it may be

turned, with what sedulous care are the greatest

facilities iu this respect kept ont of the reach of the

modestly aspiring English student! With what slow

solemnity are the jealous doors opened to the intru-

sion—ofwhom ?—The younger incrahers of their own
profession !—by an unaraiablc assemblage.

Wc must give their due prominence to thcleefures,

to be obtained at the London colleges, and— ob,

bow sparing the number !— at the Royal Academy.

Now, if I have not already wearied you, I will

make what will, no doubt, appear, to orthodox ears, a

very I reasonable assertion. I think if a complete
revolution were the consequence of it, (he effects

would be most beneficial. I wish to assert, that all

(lint I have poioted out may be successfully studied

aud acquired by a learner in the profession with far

more advantage to liimself in bis own home, than in

the office of the most eminent practitioopr, great as

might be what he could there pick up. With a great

pecuniary saving to himself, and the nl(imale nd-

vaut'grt also of self-reliance, and wiihoiit those

impedimeats (they are nothing else) of tracins and
copying drawings, writing Ictlcrs, copying bills of

qumiities, and those numberless ins and outs of

dreary occupied idleness, so familiar to the present

gem r.iliou of young arcliitects.

The weary five or seven years arc listlessly dragged

through with no oiijcet by the pupil, and with a dis-

play of the most utter indifference, pcM-hapj, by the

master. He has uromised “ (o teach and instruct, or

cause to be taught and instructed,” in wliat? In

all, of course, in which the pupil is ignorant. lie is

not asked to go, brick in hand, but neither is he
scrupulously to I’cfraiu from putting in the way of his

pupil the least advantages or facilities
;
to dismiss

him at the expiration of his articles, in an archi-

tectural point of view, a mere overgrown boy. The
apparent utter want of honesty in all this is unac-

countable, except on the supposilion that professors

are unwilling to train up skilled youths who some
day might rival them in their practice.

With the result before our eyes, it seems to the

interest of architecture, and certainly to that of the

young student, that he do not enter an office until, by
study, untrammelled by the monotony and stupid

routine of an office, he have well qualified himself.

The money sivcd in premium will go far towards
paying skilled professors in the various branches

for imparting their valuable information, and when
able to present himself without blushing as an aspirant

to architectural houours, a half-year respectively iu

the offices of two or three architects in tolerable prac-

tice, in order to acquire the busiuess-like portion of

his practice, will then enable him to become what he
never will be, or but after subsequent years of weary-

ing labour, nnder the present system of being taught

by a practitioner.

And if such be his fate, he will find liimself with a

lucrative practice at a time when, as things are at

present managed, he would be only an out-of-date

architect’s assistnut.

In London, certainly, with its manifold advantages

so clearly made out by our friend Mr. Capes, he could

uot fail (orender himself accomplished. I need hardly

say, that from all these advantages he is for the present

kept, by the chain of pupilage. I therefore hail wiih

peculiar satisfaction the rcsoluliou, as some sliglit

mitigation of the evil, recently passed by this Asso-

ciation respecting the Saturday half-holiday. If be

he able also to secure the advautages of foreign (ravel

iu art-hallowed regions, his education may be pro-

nounced near its completion.

In all these matters much might be done by the

Association and the Institute ; at present, I tear, our

efforts have too much the ajipearani-c of supplying the

evil effects of the negligence or iucompeteucc of our

professors.

REPORT OE THE CITY OFFICER OF
HEALTH.

The ninth annual report of the sanitary condition

of the City of London, by Hr. Lclhcby, deserves the

careful consideration of all who desire the wefiare of

the community. The facts slated in this report ought

to have a great effect in rousing the energies of those

who have charge of other communities. It appears

that out of the City population of ncirly 130,000

souls, there died in the course of the ye ir 2.904 per-

sons. This is at the rate of 22’3 per 1,000 of the

inhabitants
;
or it is one deatli amongst every foriy-fivc

of the living. This is called 9 per cent, beluw the

general average, and represents a saving in the year

of 286 lives. We learn that it is only nine years

since a proper health establishment w-as formed in

the City, and that since that time the deaths have con-

stantly decreased, and have been reduced from the

annual number of 3.763 to 2,904, the number above

stated. The difference is 859, or closely upon 1,000

lives ;
and it is well worthy of remark, that this great

saving has been maioly effected in one district, viz.

the central.

We glean the followingremarks :
—“ There are some

places where the morlaUty is still high : iu fircf, a

j

cloud of death is always hanging where the vitality of

the people is slowly sapped, and where disease makes

j

ejsy conquest. It is not enough that these places ure

I

coiitiimally the haunt of such enilcuiic maladies aa

,

iihthisis, fever, and the other putrid class, but often

j

they become the scats of stronger pestilence.” Dr.

;

Letheby remarks that it does not come within his

province to discuss the menus of education which will

' enable (he poorer classes to properly appreciate

i

and attend to sanitary arrangements, and coo-

I

tinucs;
—“But I cannot help saying that there seems

to me to be an easy way of doing it. Raise up but a

I

few' houses that are well adapted fur the necessities of

I the poor, nnd you will soon find that tliey are strong

incentives to the forming of better habit*, and to the

I

seeking for better homes. The s^xtMo'S mgmovement

! which has led to the destruction of the poor man's

[

haunts has had but litHe regard for the jioor mans

j

wants ;
and, after nil, the unjesty of a great ci'y may

be but the glittering diadem upon the front of

Death.”

The average mort'alily of the city is 22'3 in the

1,000:* there are, however, some parts where tlie

dealh-rate amounts to 27 iu the 1,000. The following

number* show the great loss wliich takes place in

yoniio: lives:—Of the 2,904 deaths for the year,

1.163 occurred amougst infants of less than 5 years

• The aversgo mortality of all England is at the rate of

22-S in the 1,000.

of age
; 193 between the ages of 5 and 20 ; 391 be-

tween 20 aud 40 ;
522 between 40 and 60

;
549

between 60 and 80 ;
and only 86 after the fifth epoch

of life. Of a thousand persons, therefore, who died
last year in the City, 400 did not reich their fifth

year, 466 died before reaching their twentieth year,

601 before the third epoch, 781 before the fourth,

970 before the fifth, and only thirty were left to

struggle to the sixth epoch. The doctor remarks :

—

“As in the vision of Mirza, therefore, we may sec

the bridge of human life, with its 100 arches that span
the city. Wc can see multitudes of people striving

to pass over it ; aud as wc look more altculively, we
may see the passengers dropping through the traps

and pitfalls of the bridge into the great tide that

flows beneath. But faster than in the dream of
Mirza is the fulling through of the crowd that

struggles to pass over, for thicker and closer at e the

hidden traps and pitfalls that beset the way. Of the

thousands who emerge from the dark cloud that bangs
about the bridge’s entrance, only one or two will

reach the hundredth arch ; more than a third will have
dropped through before they have traversed the

twentieth part of the way; more than hdf before they
have got to the crown of the thirtieth arch

;
and by

the time the remnant of the crowd have reached the

middle of the bridge, there will he hut three-tenths

of all the number tottering on.”

The difference iu the proportion of infant death in

various unions is worth notice.

The number aud time of the deaths of those engaged
in different pursuits is an impoitant consideration.

Of all the males at twenty years of age and upwards,
the deaths per 1,000 were 22'5

;
but “ the different

classes of society have contributed very unequally to

the aggregate,—for butchers, poulterers, aud fish-

mongers, sliopkeepers, and merchants, have died at

the rate of ouly 15 or 10 in the 1,000 ; while tailors,

weavers, shoemakers, printers, and compositors, have
succumbed at the rate of from 20 to 23 in the 1,000.

The deaih rate of bhicksniitlis and gnsfitters, painters

and glitzlers, dyers, bargemen aud watermen, is 28 to

30 in the 1,000 ;
cabmen, draymen .osth-rs, and stable-

keepers, at, the ra*e of 31 in the 1,000, clerks and
needlewomen, at from 34 to 35 in the 1,000 ; aud
the London working classes of carpenters, masons,

and likbouTivs, at from 43 to 45 iu the 1,000. We
notice that while the merchant, shopkeeper, and
domestic scivaiit, will live, taking the average, till

nearly 57 years of age, the printer and compositor

lives but to 45. It is true that the late hours aud
onfiuement partly cause this large destruction of the

lives of a valuable clu'S of workers
;
but as we have

before hinted, the b:id ventilation and othet ill

causes which arc allovied to exist iu mauy prinliiig-

officcs, are chief means of producing this mortality

which is so much above the average.

The average life of women is 55, hut the poor
needlewoman drops into her grave at the average age

of 40.

After some remarks on the various diseases which
have been, more or les*, fatal, the reporter proceeds to

enumerate the sanitary improvements which have
been effected iu the year: 5,294 hou-es have been

examined, a:id 2,131 orders have been issued for

various saiiilary iinpruveinents. The inspectors Inve

fiirtiisbcd detailed accounts of the slate of 4,718
rooms, each of which has been cirefiilly measured,

and circuiusLintially described in ris[;cct to its

cleanliness, stale of repdr, rental, and the number
and condi'ion of its iuhabitants. These rooms

were lenmlcd by 3,785, and these figures show

what a large proportion of these i)oor people can

only afford ’he rent of a single room; in these

rooms there were 13,277 person?.

In 125 of these rooms there were found 624 per-

sons. Si ver.il ca*C3 of overcrowding arc given, but

Dr. Lcfhcby remarks that, in connection with these,

be hi'pes S'lon to have them all registered as common
lodging-houses

;
and that w hen this is r.ccoiiiplished,

and the inspector of lodging-houses appointed, it wilt

be tfie mean*, through the statiU. ny powers of the

Act of 1851, of pmtriig a check on toe unwholesome

pract'ccs of sucli placis.

Sr,wEii.v.cE OF Ipswich.—The town council of

Ipswich have agreed to a plan of sewerage for the

town submiite.l by iMr. Peter Biuff to the sewerage

C'Unmiltee, and rtconimcndid by them for adop-

tiou by the council. Mr. Bruff proposes the

formation of a miiu iulerceptiug sewer equal to

24 miles in length, and other works. The estimated

net cost of eiec'Uting the whole, iueluding oulfull

works for storage of stirm-waters, lateral sewers ami

strt*ct drains, but exclusive of coiiipeiisalion to owners

and occupiers of private propcily, is 25,794/. odds, of

wliich sum 21,479/. odds is for Ipswich town, and

4,315/. for S'.oke suburb. Coin[K!iisalion, &c. inclu-

sive, the probable expeuditure iu all is estimated at

30,000/.
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SCALE OF' FEET

PLAN OF THE BllOTIiEllTON IMEMORIAL.

THE PROPOSED BROTHEUTON MEMORIAL,
|

SALFORD. I

OuE readers have hcen informed of the various

steps which preceded the selection of the design for

,

a memorial to the late Mr. Brotherton.
|

Mr. Brotherton represented Salford in parliament

twenty-four years, and during the whole of that time

all his election expenses were defrayed by his friends

and constituents. Two full-length portraits of Mr.

Brotherton were obtained in bis lifc-tinic—one by

Bradley, of Manchester, and the other by Westcott,

of Liverpool, and presented to the corporation of

Salford, and deposited respectively in the Town-hall

and the Salford Royal Free Museum and Library in

Peel-park.

The subscriptions received since his death, in

January last, for a memorial to his memory, already

exceed 2,500f. Of this sum 1,000 guineas have been

appropriated to a statue iu bronze, by Mr. Noble,

of London, to he erected in Peel-park, and 500
guineas have been set apart for a monument over his

grave in the Salford new cemetery. The remainiDg

l.OOOf. or upwards, is intended to be invested, and
the interest annually appropriated, for the purchase
of books, to be presented to the Salford Free Library,

and other kindred institutions, in order, say the com-
mittee, that his memorymaybe perpetuated, and his ex-

cellent example constantly brought to our remembrance,
and that of our children and descendants, by testi-

mony as decided and enduring as the love, esteem, and
regard of a grateful constituency, and of devoted and
attached friends, can devise.”

Annexed we give a view of the proposed memorial
and a plan. Over the arch covering the present tomb,

which is cut out of the rock, and covered byan equilateral

brick arch, it is intended to throw another, in four

half-brick rims, abutting on skew backs, cut out of

the solid rock, with the spandtiis filled up to the

ground line with brickwork, the whole of which,

with the arch itself, will be set and fully flushed in

with cement, to form a level platform, for the monu-
ment above. The vault being much longer than the

base of the momunent, it is proposed to leave an

entrance at one end, easily communicated with by the

removal of the stone slab with which it is intended to

cover it. The whole of the monument was to have been

erected in Halifax stone, hut it has been suggested

to adopt the magnesian limestone, from the Mans-
field Woodhouse quarry, near Mansfield, of a similar

kind to that used for the Martyrs’ memorial at

Oxford. The matter is now under consideration.

The design consists of an octagonal base, with

angle buttresses, on a stepped and weathered founda-

tion. Betw’ccn each buttress is au arcade, consisting

of five niches and figures. On the first stage ol

the moDument is introduced a draperied urn, under

an open groined canopy, supported by pillars, and

ecclesiastical figures. The base or foundatlou for

the pedestals on which they stand is to be

formed out of one stone, as also is the arched and

groined roof over the figures, by the adoption of

which arrangement the requirement of metal cramps

is to he avoided, and the tie or binding of the whole

made complete.

The S])ire above is hollow, with a solid top stone,

which will reach about one-third of the distance

between the finial of the vane and the top of the

binding stone over the figures last named. The vane

is of gilded and incised metal, and the spindle or rod

is brought down through the spire to the under side

of the groining of the roof, and there secured by a
nut and screw, which will he so arranged as to be
hidden by the foliage of the centre boss, at the inter-

sections of the moulded ribs of the roof. The whole

of the stones in the monument are to be dovetail

keyed, and dowelled together with slate.

The setting of the whole work (except where
before mentioned) is proposed to be in ground blue

lias lime and sand, composed of pounded stone, as

used for the monument.
llie mason’s work is to be tooled : not the usual

striped work bearing that name, but w'bat is designated

down in ttat part of the country as boasted work.

The illuminated shields around the base of the spire

are intended to contain the arms of Manchester^

Salford, and the adjacent important towns, im-
mediately connected with them.

The lower shields on the base over the niches are to

be illuminated, as to he determined by the committee,.

and the space under the niches, and between them.>

and the top of the weathered base, to contmn the

inscriptions, the divisions for which on the four sides-

will he as under :

—

Ist. His character, as a master and merchant.

2od. His character as a relative and friend.

3rd. His character as a veteran, for the principles

he advocated in parliament during his long repre-

sentation of the borough of Salford.

4th. The tribute offered to his memory by those

whose munificence has caused the erection of the

monument.
The whole of the stones in the base of the moniv
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mcnt are intended to be the entire tbiclcness of the

walls. The work hns been undertaken by Mr.
Thotuas Eicbard AVilHamSj of Lombard-sfrcct, Man-
chester, at the outlay named in the printed instruc-

tions, viz. five hnndred guineas.

It is expected that the monument will be completed
by the montli of August, next year.

The architects are Messrs. Holmes and "Walker, of

Manchester, who obtained the first prize, and have
been commissioned to carry out the works.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Oxford.—Amongst the long vacation improvements

enumerated by a correspondent of the local Herald^
arc the following :—The Chapel of Exeter College,

which will he the largest building iu Oxford, has
reached the springings of the windows. The opening
of Balliol Chapel we have already noticed. At
Magdalen Chapel Messrs. Hardman, of Birming-
ham, have put up the first window of the series

with which it is proposed to replace the grim
dark old saints which have kept the light out so

long. The colours are rich, and the drawings
would be good if the figures were not all so

stumpy. The paintings in the chancel of Holywell
Church arc steadily proceeding, and are likely to

become ti great object of attraction. The ruioed pin-

nacles of St. Mary’s, to say nothing of green and
shattered casements, and ruined walls and pavements,
still continue to disgrace the University and to spoil

the High-street. The parish, it is added, has con-

sented to contribute one-half of the estimated cost of

its restoration.

Ciiddington.—The village church of Caddingfon
having fallen into a state of decay, has been restored

by Mr. Street, from voluntary contributions, assisted

by the representatives of the late Mr. Baker Morrell.

The church, which is dedicated to St. Nicholas, is in

the Decorated style, with some late addit'ons, and has

a chancel, nave, two aisles, and a fine old tower. The
roofs are entirely new. The church is re-fitted

thronghout with open scats, the western gallery taken

down, and the tower thrown into the church. A
vestry has been added on the north side of the chancel.

The pulpit is of stone. The whole of the church is

laid with Minton’s black, red, and huff tiles. The
chancel is fitted up with oak seats for the choir, with

two prayer-desks at the ends for the clergy, and its

pavement is laid with Minton’s encaustic tiles, encir-

cling slabs of white marble. A stained east window,

designed by Mr. Street, was not ready at the re-opeu-

ing by the Bishop of 0.xford.

Cambridge.—The restoration of the church of St.

Mary-thc-Less has been decided upon, and a sub-

scription was commenced some time ago. A beginning

of the works iu contemplation (the new roof) will be

made in the spring or summer of next year, and care

is being taken, according to the Chronicle, that the

work shall he executed in a manner worthy of the

original beauty of the building. Iu order to effect

this, the master and fellows of St. Peter’s College,

and some other subscribers have doubled their sub-

scriptions, and a little more assistance from the public

wiU secure the accomplishmeut of the work. The

sum of 1,300/. is required in order to execute the

roof iu oak.

Deddington.—A vestry was lately held at the

' Town-hall, Deddington, for the purpose of recon-

: sidering the report of the diocesan architect as to the

;
present dangerous state of the parish church, and of

I devising means for restoring the same, and also to

I decide upon the necessity of removing the gallery, now
: so injuriously abutting against the south aisle, and

t the best means of providing necessary accommudation

I for the parishioners. It was unanimously resolved

—

' “ That heavy and very general repairs appearing to be

i absolutely necessary to our parish church, as well as

t the removal of the gallery in the south aisle thereof,

t the most efficient plan to be adopted would be to

£ endeavour to effect a general restoration of the church,

\ by which means, upon a unifonn and simple mode of

8 arrangement, many additional sittings would be gained

1 by the removal of the gallery, and that the same be

c endeavoured to be carried out by voluntary contribu-

t tions, without resorting to a compulsory rate.” A
c committee to carry out the resolution was appointed.

Silkstone.—The repairs and restorations of the old

e church of Silkstone are progressing, and the work-

D men, fifty-five in number, have just had a dinner

g given them by Mrs. Clark, in honour of the rearing

0 of the chancel, which is new. The old part of the

t church is now covered in, the whole of the roof being

B new except the principals. The windows are also to

b be new, those in the chancel, four in number, to be

01 of stained glass. The doors, pulpit, reading-desks,

« communion-table and rail, &;c. are to be new. It has

hbeen found necessary to enter into an additional cou-

trtract, the cost of which will be fully more than the

aoriginal,

IVeatoning.—The restoration of the church here is

completed. The alterations comprehend, among
others of importance, the opening of the chancel and
tower arches, so that an unobstructed view is now
obtained from the east to the west end. Tbe gallery

has been cleared away, and tbe plan has involved the

destruction of the old high pews ; in their stead, the

church has been filled up with seats of one height,

and of the same design as the old seats left at tbe west
end. This has given a considerable increase in the

nmnber of the sittings. Amongst the other alterations

may be noticed a new pulpit and reading-desk, a new
ringing-floor, over the tower-arch, with access by a

new circular staircase in the north-east angle of the

tower. A new vestry has also been made on the
north side of the chancel, and the chancel has been
restored. Blues have been constructed under the

paving by means of which the whole of the building

can now be heated. The plans bad been previously

submitted to, and approved by the Beds. Arcbmolo-
gical Society, who made a grant towards tbe expense

of rcstoraiion.

Reading.—A necessity having arisen for increased

accommodation in tbe Baptist Chapel, King’s-road,

application was made to a limited number of archi-

tects to furnish designs for enlarging and improving
.

to be built by subseiiplion from the inhabitants; it

the chapel, vestries, and school-rooms
;
and they have is to be colled the Church of St. Mary Magdalene,

unanimously selected one by Messrs. Poulton and and will be built, after plans furnished by Mr. W. H.
Woodman, of this town. The plan selected proposes Dykes, of York, with nave, north aisle, chancel,

to extend the chapel iu front, building a facade to the
,

organ chapel, and vestry, and will seat 400 persons.

King’s-road, with lobby entrances to tbe body of the
,

A south aisle, with tower and spire, will be added,

the builder was Mr. Burkitt, all of Wolverhampton.
Messrs. Stock and Sou, of Birmingham, provided the
gaseliers and ornamental ironwork.

Bolton.—The parish church steeple having been
reported by Mr. Holt, architect, to be in an unsafe
state, a meeting was convened by the vicar, to con-
sider the subject. It appems that, many years ago,

the steeple was cased by a stone wall inside, and that

wall, not having been properly bound to the old build-

ing, has given way, so that it has been found neces-

sary to discontinue the ringing of tbe bells. The
feeling manifested at tbe meeting, says the Preston
Guardian, was decidedly in favour of renovating the

structure in preference to building a new one
; and it

was unanimously decided to call in Mr. Billbouse, of

Manchester, to give his opinion of the state of the

building, and the best means of restoring it. Mr.
Bellhouse has since examined the steeple, in company
with Mr. Holt, and expressed his belief that the tower
was safe, although the wall inside, which was intended
to strengthen it, had given way.

Outwood {iPakefeld).—The foundation stone of a
new church has been laid at Outwood, near Wake-
field, by the Bishop of Ripon. The edifice is about

chape! aud galleries, which are so arranged as to

provide separate means of egress from tbe various

parts of the building. It is proposed to alter the

ceiling of the present edifice, and to construct a dome
iu tbe centre, the upper half being of glass. The
lighting will be at night by a gaselier, suspeuded from

the centre of the dome. The veulilation will be

through the dome. The pews are to be re-arranged

on a plan which will, with the enlurgenient, add about

two-thirds to the present ancommodation. The

when more room is required and sufficient funds are

raised. The church is to serve for a new district, to

be taken from the present parish of Stanley.

Isle of Man.— The foundation stone of a new
Roman Catholic chapel has been laid iu Douglas, Isle

of Man. The site of the new edifice, which is to be
called ” St. Mary’s of the Isle,” is on Prospect-bill,

in the most imi^roving part of the town.

Nairn.—St. Columba’s church, Nairn, was conse-

crated on tbe 22nd ult. by the Bishop of Moray and

chapel will be heated by warm-air flues under the
|

Ross. The building, which is in the Early English

aisles.
I
style, consists of a chancel, 24 feet long and 18 feet

Basingsiolce.—The foundation stones of the two
|

broad, and a nave of three bays, 36 feet long and 24
mortuary chapels in the cemetery have been laid,

j

feet broad. The west-end wall is only a temporary

Tlic chapeds are to be iu the Gothic style of the ’ erection, as it is intended hereafeer to add another

Decorated period. Each chapel will have a spire.
!

bay and a tower. The chincel is lighted at the east

Bath stone facings with flint panels are tlie materials
J

eud by a triple lancet of the same character as the

of which the walls will be composed. Vestries will rest of tbe building. The roof is of timber, open to

be attached to each building. The entrance is iu the 1
tb® top, and is of red Memel pine, which is to be

old balf-timbcr style, standing on a platform excavated
[

varnished. Tbe part over the chancel is laid out in

out of the embaukment. A limber bridge will unite panels, of superior work to the rest. The font, which

the levels of the cemetery across tlie approach-road.

The entrance-gates are to be immediately under this

bridge, and will be of ornamental cast ironwork. The
walks and roads are to be laid out in various serpen-

tine lines, and one of the walks will form the only

separating mark between the consecrated and uncon-

secrated portions. The preservation of the well-

known ruins of the “Holy Ghost” Chapel is con-

templated. The architects arc Messrs. Poulton and
Woodman.

is the gift of school children, is a hexagon, of Nairn
stone, and is panelled for future carving.

PROVINCIAL NEWS.
Aston.—The district of Little Bromwich, in the

parish of Aston, is about to he provided with school-

rooms, which will be erected in conuection wiih St.

Margaret’s, Ward-end, the church of the district.

The foundation-stone of the schools was to be 1 ud on

The parish cherch of St. BnrthoUy'"'”®'!”^ '“‘l

lomcw HTde, unaertUesnpcrinlendcnceof Mr. Colson, P’,™ '>? C. Keeves, of Ward-end,

architeet,' has lecn repewed on a new door. Mr. John « proposed to erect, at a cost of 460/. a school

Brown, huUder, avas the contractor. :

“fmmodale seventy children. Plans tor

,, A V ^ XU n L 1 C f the building have been prepared by Mr. C. Edge.
Cheadle.~k chapel, m the Gothic style of archi-

^
of 1501.

lecture, from plans by Mr. J. Milson, of Bath, eapa-
|

a>Je«Je<Kf.-The foundation-stone of new schools
ble of soatiog about 100 persons, has been opened at connection with the Wesleyan Chapel, Price’s-

' street, Birkeuhead, has been laid at the new site in— The new CoD^eptional_ Chapel, .at Beckwitli-street. The schools have already made
Sedgloy, has becu opeued for divine service. I he site some progress, and, when completed, will accommo-
fronts the road from Sedgley to Deepfields, and the 300 children. Mr. Joseph Brattau is the archi-
buQding will accommodate 400 adu ts and 150 ch.l-

jj,. j_ Hogarth tbe coniractor.
dren, with provision, when .ude galleries are added,

, PeMe;-/u«.— Schools, from plans prepared
for increasing the uumher of adults by 156. The c. Knowles, architect, have been erected at
builder’s contract was 1,346/. and the cost, including '

^ including site, &c. of
other expenses, is 1,362/. Is. lid. iiie form of the 430^. ,.aised by subscription.
chapel is rectangular, 66 feet 6 inches lung by 37 feet

{
following list of tenders sent in for

broad. The entrances are ou each side leading to construction of the Spade filill Reservoir is from
side aisles, from which the seating (w'bich is open Quardian of last week
framed), is approached at the further end : elevated

two steps above the aisle floor is the table pew so

arranged that it can be used as a platform at public

meetings. Over the entrance lobby is an end gallery

for children. The roof is open timbered, ceiled ,across

the collar beam, aud divided by moulded ribs into

panels. The woodwork is stained and varnished

throughout. The style of architecture adopted is that

of the fourteenth ceutury. The chapel is built with

Gornal stone rubble work and Box ground ston 3 dress-

loo's. The frontage, t awards the street, consists of a

tower 80 feet high, a central gable, and a side wing.

In the centre gable is a Decorated window, anduuder-

neath, divided by a string course, arc three grouped

single-light windows for lighting the lobby. The

interior is lighted by five double-light aud traceried •

headed windows, filled iu with sheet glass, and bor-

ders of Chance’s tinted cathedral glass. A minister’s

vestry is provided at the rear. The whole edifice will

be warmed by hot water, and lighted by gas. The

architects were Messrs. Bidlake and Lovatt, and

T. Chadwick (to he accepted) £7,695 0 0

T. Saville and T. White ... 7,715 18 6

J. Ishenvood 7,910 9 0

H. Banks 7,955 1 0

H. Cauuee 8,155 12 7

E. Kuig'it 8,164 19 7
"W. Lawton 8,344 4 0

Cooper aud Tullis 8,425 0 0

J, Armstead 8.674 14 4

W. Pickering

Ironwork.

10,652 13 2

J. Clayton (to be accepted) 480 12 1

Watson and Allsup 515 19 10

Stockton.—Since the Local Board of Health came

into operation in this borough, thirty-six new streets

have been laid out, sanctioned by the Board. The

town has been drained at a cost of 6,000/. Drain-

traps have been placed over the gullies instead of

gratings. "Water has been distributed over the town

iuto almost every' house, or rendered easy of access to
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every one. New gasworks have been crcctecl. New

warehouses and quays have beeu planned on the river

side. Blast furnaces have been built, and two new

stations, mills, and workshops have sprung up. Two

yards have been established for building iron ships,

and are employing several hundred hands. The Tees

Conservancy are improving the river approach to the

town, and have spent many thousand pounds iu the

work.
,

Isle of The Isle of Man fishermen have

resolved to petition Government for the formation of

a low-water harbour at Port Erin, near the Calf of

Man, for the protection of the herring fleet and the

vessels which now frequent it as a bay of shelter.

NEWS FROM SCOTLAND.

Edinburr/h.— The Grand Lodge of Freemasons

intend, with the help of the other Scottish lodges, to

expend 10,000/. in the purchase, adaptation, and

adornment of a large tenement in Gcorge-strcet, for

their use. Plans of an oroainented front, facing the

street, and of a ball, to be erected on the area behind,

are to be prepared, and the vvhole works completed

prcnously to St. Audrew’s-day, 1858.

Glasgow.—The streets, lanes, and sewerage of this

city, says tbe local Gazette, have been, and continue

to be, io a most disgraceful state, and getting worse

and worse every year. The state of Mitchcll-stieet,

running into the principal thoroughfares, is instanced

as being bad, but the crooked streets and lanes still

worse. It is full time the Glasgow people were

awakening to the fact that cholera is again threatening.

Galashiels.—The committee appointed to look for

a site for a town-ball have instructed Mr. Hall to

draw out a general plan of a public hall, with court-

room and waiting-rooms, and police-cells below, such

as will be suitable to the requirements of the town.

The committee are negotiating as to a site in Bank-

street.

Forres.—The last remnant of tbe Mantle-wall, as

it was called, which once surrounded the College of

the Cathedral Kirk of Moray, says the Forrsj Gazette,

has lately been repaired at the expense of the Com-
missioners of Woods and Forests. At the east there

was a gateway in the wall, called the Pans’ Port, the

approach by which the bishop, when his residence was
at Spyuie, used to enter, after fording the Lossie

within a few yards of the spot. The Port is a pointed

arch, and had been furnished with a portcullis, which
was drawn up in a groove still visible in the wall,

when ingress aud egress was required. The Port has

been repau'cd. A strong buttress has been built at

the south side, and the whole of the joints and open-

ings between the stones of the fabric have been filled

up with Roman cement. A cope of dressed freestone

has been placed on the top of the wall, for its preser-

vation.

Birnani {GunheUt).—The projected new town of

Bimam seems to have made a beginning. Some time
ago the foundation-stone of an Episcopal Cliapel was
laid by Bishop Wordsworth, and the erection is being

proceeded with. A parsonage and school in connec-
tion with it are in contemplation, and likely to be
soon commenced. Large additions to au already ex-

tensive establishment of a Mr. Auderson have been
fixed on. Four feuiag lots have beeu taken. Sites

for villas on the Torr Wood are being taken.

which is filled with a full-length figure of the proto-

martyr under a rich canopy;—the four side-lights

have ornamental glass in geometrical patterns. Tht

three large tracery openings are filled in the following

manner, viz. the centre one with the martyrdom of

the saint, the two others with groups of angels bear-

ing palm-branches.

Chichester.—A new painted window has just been

erected in the north aisle of the nave of the cathedral.

The mullions and tracery of the window (which is of

three lights), with cusped circles above, of Early

English character, have been restored in Caeu stone

by Mr. T. Kitson, of Chichester. The glass was

executed by Mr. J. R. Clayton, Loudon. The sub-

jects represented have all relerence to the healing of

the sick, as tbe Pool of Bethesda, the Healing of the

Leper, Peter and John at the Beautiful Gate of the

Temple, and others of similar character. Half length

figures of the apostles, Peter, John, Paul, and Bar-

nabas, occupy the upper and lower portions of the

side lights.

Walsall.—A memorial window has been placed in

Rushall Church, to the memory of the late Mr.

George Strongithanu. The window has been painted

by Messrs. Ward and Co. of London, and has been

put up in the chancel.

FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE.

Paris.—The emperor has commissioned Mens.

Ilittorff, architect, to erect, opposite the church of

St. Germain rAuxerrois, an analogous building in

the Gothic style, to serve as a pendant to that interest-

ing structure. It is destined for the Mairie of the

Fourth Arroudissemeut, and wilt be sunnounted hy a

dock tower, which will be used for the services of the

church of St. Germain. The improvements pro-

jected for the Eleventh and Twelfth Arrondissements,

proceed at a great rate. The nlignement of the Rue

dcs Mathurin St. Jacques, modified three times, is now
definitively fixed, aud a part is already covered by

buildings. Its prolongation will be on the scale of

12 mbtres in its brcadlh, and end in the Rue des

Cai'nies, in a direction parallel to the axis of the

Marche. The new building of the Musce Cluny,

which lies on the border of that street, is now com-

pleted, and will be a useful complement to the old

museum, whose archmological riches have not been

hitherto well displayed. Tbe Rue dcsEcoles, which

is to Ik 20 metres broad, hitherto a heap of rubbish,

has been lined with fine buildings.

Milan Leotiardo da Vinci.—The monument to

be erected in that city to the memory of this great

the society coolly re-pockets the 25/. and says, “ Take

them out of this, we won’t have them now ?”

Apart from either local or personal considerations,

this competition involves a principle (or rather a want

of it) wbicb, for the sake of the profession at large,

should and mnst he shown up. The plans declared

“best ’’ iu the first competition, and distinguished Iby

the motto “Never venture, never win," were mg sole

design and draughtsmanship
;
but second com-

petition I also sent in au elaborate set, which still

remains in the society house, as I will not withdi'aw

them until I bring this matter to a crisis. It is a

significant fact, that the assistant secrctai'y told

me personally that the drawings sent by a certain

gentleman (named at the time) in the second compe-

tition had been approved of, and the official announce-

ment was only delayed until a builder’s tender to

execute them within the stipulated amount should

have been received ; hut when I sought subsequently

for information as to the ultimate decision, this

gentleman’s name merged into the title of “Pro bono

Publico," and the worthy official declines to say who

be is, or whether or not tbe premium was awarded, as,

in his letter of September 21st, may be seen. Such

doiegs can only be exposed by the aid of the press

;

and, for the profession generally, irrespective of per-

sonal compliment—which, of course, I shall feel like-

wise,—1 respectfully solicit the insertion of this letter.

John J. Lyons.

THE CAMBRIDGE MUSIC-HALL
COMPETITION.

Tiie authors of the design marked “
Industria

”

complain that the notice in our pages (p. 591) gives the

impression that there is but one entrance to tbe Music-

hall in their design, whereas there arc two, besides the

approach mentioned ;
namely, one in Jesus-lane, and a

second in Park-street. The writer of the notice is

not able to refer as to Jesus-lanc, but remembers that

the entrance in Park-street is a small one simply for

performers, and repeats the expression of his opinion

that the approaches are inadequate. The authors of

the design say they do not understand the remark

that the audience coming out would have to “ pass

through the frustrum of a wedge.” 'When we say

that the doorway of the Music-hall is 8 ft. wide,

the staircase 7 ft. wide, and the passage 5 ft. wide,

others will understand the illustration if they do not.

A letter from “ a Friend of a Member of tbe Com-
mittee,” now before us, complains in strong terms of

personal canvassing on the part of “ ludustria.” Tbe
statement made by the autlior of “ London ” (p. 619)

, . - „ , may be correct as far as bis inteution goes ;
but an arch

painter, will occupy one of the choicest spots ot the
Tvith the walls, is .unquestionahlv

Lombard capital, right as to the preservation of
pot where once stood the mansion of the Finance

Minister of Italy, M. Prina. The Academy of Arts

of Milan have voted 60,000 fiancs towards the ex-

penses of the monument.

CATTLE-YARD COMPETITION OF TIIE
ROYAL DUBLIN SOCIETY.

Sir,—In alluding to this affair, which will stand

pre-eminent on the list of extraordinary cooipelitions,

and illustrate to perfection the liability of architec-

tural practitioners to be made the bugbears of com-

mittees, you say “ there is no remedy unless a special

contract on the part of the committee can he proved.”

Pardon me for troubling yon further after your ver-

dict, but I feel that ihzfacts have not been fully or

clearly put before you, or you would not have arrived

at such a conclusion. Iu ordinary business transac-

tions between man and man, to prove a cj^utract

satisfactorily in the eyes of the law, the previous pre-

caution of a stamp affixed is iudispensabla^ut in a

matter where a public body, by advertisein^n;' invites

tbe members of a profession to embark their talents,

time, and labour, in the hope of the best production

gaining a promised reward, and that then, by further

STAINED-GLASS “WINDOWS.
In the new R. Catholic Church of the Immaculate

Conciptiou at Prescot, Lancashire, recently opened
there, are several stained-glass windowe, viz. a large
four-light altar window, two in the transept, and three
in the chancel.

The altar window is given in memory of the late

Hon. Gilbert Stapleton. It has four lights, contain-

ing full-length figures, under rich canopies, of St.

Mary and the Divine Infant, St. Joseph, St. Ignatius

Loyola, and St. Francis Xavier;—in the tracery the
j

advertisement, such body acknowledges that a corn-

arms of the Stapletons, and in the upper opening the
j

petitor did reach the maximum point, but nevertheless

coronation of the Virgin.
|

declines to pay the premium, the case appears to me
The three side chancel windows are of two lights to assume a very different shape,

each, with subject medallions, viz. the Annunciation,
I

Every man’s time is bis money, and there is such a

the Nativity of our Saviour, Christ bearing the Cross, 1 thing as obtaining money under false pretences ; ergo,

the Crucifixion, the Ascension of Our Saviour, and
|

if a committee tamper willingly, and without the iu-

the Assumption of the Virgin.
|

tention of remunerating with the former, they ought

The south transept window, given in memory of at least, in justice, to incur os serious a responsibility

Mr. B. Brclherton, of Rainhill, is composed of four as if it were bondfide with the latter commodity,

full-length figures under canopies, viz. St. Bartholo-
j

There can he no necessity for “a special contract”

mew, St. Jane of Valois, St. Patrick, and St. Bridget, to be proved fuidher than that of their own making,

The north transept window coutains four figures also, ' viz. tbe official advertisement offering the premium
viz. St. George, St. Gregory the Great, St. Augustin (as in this case was done in two separate instances),

of Cauterburj-, and St. Thomas of Canterbury. The the receipt of the plans in competition, the acknow-
nave windows, fifteen in number, are filled with quar-

[

lodgment that there was a “ best ” plan, and the de-

fies aud coloured borders. I dining to award the premium neverttieless. Day and
These windows were executed at the St. Helen’s ' date, documentary and verbal evidence, can be given

Crown Glass Company’s Works, who have recently for all this
;
and, may I ask, are the competing archi-

put up also a large five-light window at St. Stephen’s tects so pusillanimous as to sobmit, tacitly, to have
Church, Brownlow-hill, Liverpool, the centre light of their laborious drawings shelved as waste paper, while

the anonymous. A correspondent, competent to form

an opinion, writes :
—“ I consider that most of the

drawings are uufairly made. If a committee of archi-

tects were to inspect them critically and report upon

them, I am sure they would show that none of the

designs could he carried out. The site is of a peculiar

shape, the approaches are not goofi, and the building

would interfere with the ancient windows of adjacent

property ;
and the adjoining property abuts upoa

several walls where fine windows are shown in the

plans.”

THE BRIGHTON PAVILION COMPETITION.

The committee have awarded the first premium of

100/. (a second 100/. to be given on a tender for the

work being accepted, or it being abandoned) to

“ Unity is strength,” and 50/. to “Cavendo Tutus,”

both ou condition of a declaration that the work can be

done for 10,000/. The authors of the design marked
“ Unity is strength,” chosen as first in the competition

are Mr. W. J. Green and Jfr. L. Deville. We have

received complaints from several competitors of the

curt, not to say discourteous, note from the Town
Clerk, Mr. Sbarood, informing them, without one

word of thanks, that their drawings may be had on

application. “ It is a good sample,” says one, “ of

the courtesy shown to competitors by committees

;

aud in this case, too, we had to pay two guineas each

for copies of tbe plans of the existing buildings.”

ISLINGTON VESTRY-HALL COMPETITION.

The report of the Special and Offices Committee

on the twelve selected designs has been printed, and

is now before us. It will be laid before the Vestry

this (Friday) evening. Some, when they see prefixed

to the designs such notices as these, — to No. 8,

“ The thickness of the walls, as shown in this plan,

are insufficient ;
” to No 52, “ The general con-

strnction of this design is not good, aud the walls are

not of sufficient thickness; ” and so on,—will, perhaps,

wonder why the committee selected them. We
would wager a new hat that we could name three out

of the four designs which the committee will probably

name to the vestry as the best, if required, and should
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not wonder if Ihey prove to be the work of parties

intimately connected with tbe vestrymen.

The committee, in making their first selection,

have avowedly taken tbe question of cost for granted.

They must bear in mind that one of the express

conditions under which honest architects worked was,

that the building should not cost, includiog commis-

sion, &c. more than 5,500/.; and that if they select

the design of a competitor who has disregarded this,

they will commit a glaring act of injustice, not to be

got rid of or pslliated, as some other injustice may be

by the adage, false though it be, that “there is no

accounting for taste.”

THE ARCHITECTURAL EXHIBITION.

The following passage from the report of the

committee, quoted by us last week, may be usefully

brought to the notice of our readers:

—

“ The committee have turned an earnest considera-

tion towards the two great competitious of this

summer, namely tbo.«c for the Government Offices

and the Memorial Church at Constantinople, and

they have made some inquiry with a view to obtain

from her Majesty’s Government the use of some
place of exhibition (such as unused rooms in the

Houses of Pai-liament), in order to bring tf<gctlicr

again if possible the best of the drawings for the

Govenimeut Offices
;
but the reply received is not such

as to induce them to believe that this will be cflVcted.

Tbe successful designs will besides remain in the

hands of tbe Chief Commissioner of Public Works.
As tbe space at disposal in SulFolk-street is really no

more than sufficient for ordinary purposes, the com-

mittee request those w ho can do so, cither to send per-

spective views only, or to prepare reduced drawings

of their designs, or to send photograifiis of them
;
and

they propose to relax as regards these two com-
petitioDs that regulation which excludes all di-awings

exhibited before in London, if it should be found

desirable.”

THE JIETRCPCLTTAN SEWAGE QUESTICN
A HYDRAULIC PRCBLEM.

A NEW scheme for the purification of the Thames
and the disposal of the metropolitan sewage has been

proposed by Mr. F. Lipscombe, a hydraulist, who has

patcuted the plan on which he proposes to proceed.

He ha.i printed a prospectus, from which wc shall en-

deavour to explain, chiefly in his own words, themuin
principle and arrangements of the scheme.

After stating his objections to the “ open ditches
”

of the referees, amongst which he enumerates the risk

of stagnation and accumulation during frost, and even

by the force of head winds, the patentee proceeds to

show “the unsuitability of inclined channels for

conveyance of sewage many miles” as being the

cause of all the difficulty. The inclined plane prin-

ciple, be remarks, is
“ unsuitable, on account of its

being unable to elicit other than a feeble hydrostatic

pressure, although starting from a spleiiffid fall ;

”

whereas, “ a pipe, when made io start with an abrupt

downward (or vertical) direction, with the view of ob-

taining the utmost amount of hydrostatic pressure,

and then carried in a horizontal line to its outfall

[either by one or a series of such pressure falls and

levels] gives the highest po.ssible velocity to water

travelling through it and the “ horizontal portion of

the pipe merely serves as a guide to the torrent
;
aud,

however long, neither adds to nor takes away, to any

appreciable extent, tbe j^ripcUing power created by

the weight of water in the falls, which [falls] ru’e

cumulative in their hydrostatic pressure.” Tbe

patentee, tberefore, has been led experimentally to

propose " to convey the sewage from London by

means of several pipes laid down upon tliis principle.

A tube, 15 inches in diameter,” he continues, “40

miles long, with a 20-feet pressure (which would be

about the average), laid dowa as recommended by the

patentee, will give a velocity to tbe sewage of about

25 miles per horn’, discharging 1,012,420 gallons per

hour
;

about one-seventh of the whole quantity of

London sewage, taking it at 7)000,000 gallons per

hour. The cost of such an Iron tube would be 85,960/.

:

the expense of digging out the ground and laying

down the tube would be extra : altogether, probably,

it would reach 100,000/.”

He {jroposes several exit pipes on the coast, so as

to spread the sewage, and dilute it at ooce in the

ocean, at or beneath low water level.

In tbe following abstract the whole scheme is

indicated :

—

“Ist. It is proposed that the sewage should be dis-

charged ioto sea-water, at several points, on any part of

the Essex or Kentish shore.

2nd. It is proposed to divide London into several dis-

tricts, as may be found convenient, with the object of

economically intercepting the sewage at the highest con-

venient elevations. No. 1 may be composed of the highest

contiguous portions. No. 2 the next highest. No.3_tlie

next, and so on. Each district wiU drain to a convenient

point within its own area. By this arrangement we obtain

the highly important advantage of draining the greater

part of the sewage to several highly elevated points, pre-

paratory to its being sent away; thereby getting good
fiiUs, enabling small pipes laid from those districts, to dis-

charge, each of them, upwards of a mUlion gallons per
hour, at distant outfnUs.

3rci. It is proposed to lay an iron pipe from each of the

before-mentioned London districts, to distant outfdlla,

down to about low water mark, and give each pipe a pecu-
liar form, as already described, as will elicit the utmost
amount of hydrostatic pressure due to the several falls,

and by means of that pressure to discharge the sewage
coming from tho higher districts, at a very high velocity,

and at a high average velocity even from low ones.
Thus may the London sewage be conveyed to sea-water

without the possibility of the pipes becoming choked, or

giving off any offensive smells during its transit, at a cost

severiil millions less than any other likely plan that has
been proposed."

Without committing ourselves to auy special

opinion on Mr. Lipscomhe’s scheme, it may at least

be freely admitted that hydrostatic pressimc, as a

hydraulic power, when properly applied, has already

done wonderful things, and that, nevertheless, the

principle may be said to be still in its iiiiancy. We
have often urged a consideration of this subject on the

public attention, as in describing sonic of Armstrong’s

hydraulic cranes, for example, aud in suggesting tbe

employment of the ordinary water sujiply, especially

under continuous pressure, in the muliiplication of

such hydraulic engines for use in warehouses. As
regards Mr. Lipscoinbe’s scbcnic, it is at all events

well worthy of further cousideratiou aud discussion,

on sui-h points particularly as tbe strength of the

pipes, tbe depth of their deposit in the ground,

the iofluence of gravity aud friction in retarding the

sewage, &c.

SANITARY ARRANGEMENTS FOR BARRACKS
AND HOSPITALS.

The statements made by hir. R. Rawlinson In a

paper on this subject, read at the recent meeting for

the promotion of social science in Birmingham, con-

firm strongly our views as to the want of a sanitary

commission for the army iu India. For the first

time in the history of this country, sanitary works

liad due attention given to them during the late war by

Government. We have over aud over again pointed

out tho sad state of our home poor in their houses and

in their persons: the condition of the soldier has also

been alluded to. We have rcfcntly directed attention

to the necessity for sanitary works and arrangements

for barracks and armies in rndia,]and wcare glad now
(0 be able to say that Government has taken up the

question in earnest. An army medical report will be

published about Christmas time
;

but, in the mean-

time, a committee of practical men has commenced its

labours. Every barrack is to be inspected, and a

remedy is at once to be applied.* The foEowing

abstract of Mr. Rawliuson’s paper will show it was

needed :

—

Before Sebastopol the British, out of 93,959 men,

lost,from wounds and tnechauical injuries, 1,761 ;
killed

in action, 2,658 ;
deaths from disease and other causes,

16,298—the total of deaths being 20,717. Besides

this there were 12,903 invalided, making a total loss

to our effective force of 33,620 men. The French

losses were in larger ratio
;
the Russians probably

much greater. Sir Johu Pringle wrote about a cen-

tury ago as follows :
—

“ Among the chief causes of

sickness aud mortality in au army, the reader will

little expect that I should rank (what are intended for

its health and preservation) the hospitals themselves,

and that on account of bad air aud other incon-

veniences attending them.” That might have been

written iu the present day. The public will little

expect to be informed that soldiers in barracks, even

in Great Britain, perish faster than criminals in gaols,

and more than twice as fast as men in towns’ police
;

and that in some colonial barracks there had been as

ranch as 50 per cent, in a few months of deaths

amongst men of the finest regiments. Mr. Rawlinson

illiish’ated this by reference to the official returns, and

showed from the evidence taken from the Array Com-

mittee Report of 1855. He further stated that Dr.

Lyon Playfair had iniorincd him that the air of the

sleeping-rooms of the Wellington Bai-rncks, London,

contained about ten times tbe normal quantity of

carbonic acid in healthy air. Fresh air, tree and in

abundance, should be provided for ia barracks, in

tents, aud above all in hospitals. Medicine, meat, and

clothing were of secondary importance. Malignant

fevers, generated by foul air, destroyed far more than

all the shot, shells, bullets, or steel used in action.

Taerc were few barracks in which meaus of ventila

lion were fully provided for aud duly attended to.

For the most part the sleeping-rooms were over-

crowded. feetid, and ruinous to health. There was an

enormous amount of fever amongst the men com-

posing the armies in the Crimea, Russian as well as

the Allies. During the first winter almost every case

* A thick blue-book, of 300 pages, containing the report

of the proceedioga of the Sanitary Commission despatched

by Lord Pantnure to the seat of war in tho East (1855-66),

was issued last week. We gave our readers an abstract of

its contents several weeks ago.

taken into the British hospitals became one of fever,

and so this state of things continued until the arrival

of the Sanitary Commission in the spring of 1855.
From this time fever abated in the British army until

regiments and hospitals were much freer from fever

than in England or on any home station. How was
this, and what had been done? The great panacea

was fresh air. The impervious felt covcaiing to the

huts caused much mischief : ridge ventilation removed
the evil. Before the arrival of the Sanitary Com-
mission, and at the time of its arrival, the British

hospitals were as foul and deadly as the French. With
the alteration in the sewers, the flushing and cleansing,

the ventilation, and the lime washing, there began to be

a change fur the better. The British hospitals continued

to improve
;
the French hospitals became worse to the

end. lYom his observation,reading, and experience, Mr.
Rawlinson made the following conclusions ;—Every

barrack in existence in which a British soldier was

quartered should be inspected as soon as practicable

by persons fully competcut to the duty, with a view

to sanitary improvements, and such improvements

slioulcl be carried out as speedily as possible.

Barracks hid been placed on sites where remedy

was not pi aclicable. There were also btiiidiogs so

inconcenient inform and arrangements, having sub-

soil Jloors, walls, and ceilings, so saturated with

filth that destruction by fire or immediate abandon-

ment ought io he resorted to. Common sewers

ought never to be allowed beneath or within any

buildings which wi-re inhabited. Barrack drains

should only come up to the outer walls. The sub-

soil bcocalh all bai'racks and hospitals should be diy,

fresh, and sweet. There should be arrangements in

all cases Io allow of a free perflation between subsoil

and basement floor. The construction should be

such as to admit of cleansing, and to prevent

any harbour of vermin. Barrack rooms should he

lolly and spacious, having not less than 1,000 cubic

feet of air space per man. There should be at least

ouc open fire-place in each room. The windows

should o))en from above, aud at or near the ceiling.

There should not be less than five square feet of

window space per man. In all barrack rooms there

should be permanent means for ventilation (iude-

pendenlly of the doors and windows), which could

nciUiLT be seen by the men nor be tampered with.

There should be an area of exit and inlet for the fr’esh

air of not less than 15 square inches to each man.

The means of ventilation should be simple, and if

each room had these means distinct and independent

of all other rooms it would be better. There should

be soil pans, &c. and lavatories for each room, ctf nt>t

less than one to every six men. These should be out

of the barrack room, but close to it and under

cover.

NEW DOCKS.

The Northumberland Dock at Hayholc-on-the-

Tyne, has been I'urnially opened.

The area of the tidal basin is two acres. It is 475

feet long and 175 feet wide, with a 70-feet entrance.

The lock is 250 feet long and 52 feet wide. The

area of the dock is fifty-five acres, and at present it

is capable of accommodating 400 vessels. The

average depth of water at high-water neap tides on

the sills of the entrances is 18 feet; at spring tides,

24 feet. The channels through the entrances of the

basin and lock were opened on the 22nd of June,

1857, and about that time tbe closing of the ends of

the embankment was commenced with. At the

time the docks were commenced, in 1853, upwards

of 1,200,000 tons of coals per annum were shipped,

and on its completion, the shipments amounted to

1,400,000 tons, showing an increase during the pro-

gress of the works of 200,000 tons of coals.
_

Mr.

John Plews, of London, is the engineer iu chief of

the dock; Mr. J. Plews, jun. the resideut engineer.

The contractor for the whole work is Mr. David

Thornbury, of Waslinborough. ITie contractors for

the iron gate were Messrs. ILivvks, Crawsliay, and

Co. Gateshead. The cost of the dock is eslimnted at

about 200,000/. The money for constructing the

dock has been raised by the River Tyne Commis-

sioners by bonds, aud so soon as the capital aud

interest arc repaid it will become a free dock.

This is the first dock on tbe Tyne ;
but on tbe oppo-

site side of the river another dock, the Jarrow, is in

progress, aud will involve au outlay of about a quarter

of a^million sterling. This dock is a project of the

North-Eastern Railway Company. The contractors

are Messrs. Jackson, Gow, and Bean, 'fhe dock will

have an acreage of forty acres—making, with that

of the Northumberland Dock, a total amount of dock

accommodation on the Tyne, of ninety-five acres.

An Act of Parliament has been obtaiued for a third

dock at Coble Dene, extending from the basin of the

Northumberland Dock to Smith’s Quay, and about

the size of Jarrow Dock, namely, forty acres. Tbe

Coble Dene Dock will have a depth of water of 26

feet. The basin will be ouc acre and three-quarters
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and will hare a depth of water of 28 feet. Tlure

will be a 70-feet entrance. "When the Coble Dene

Dock is formed, there will be, on the north side of

the river, dock accommodation to the eiteiit o'

nearly two miles, extending from Howdon to Smith’s

Quay, and giving a total dock area of ninety-five

acres. The three docks named, will place the Tyne

third in this respect of all the rivers or ports in the

kingdom.

At Maryport a wet dock has also just been opened.

This is the only one of its kind as ret between the

Mersey and the Clyde. The new dock has been

formed at the west end of the old harbour of Mary-
port. Its length is 600 feet, and width 240 feet;

area a little over three acres. The entrance is 50

feet in width, and the depth of water over the sill 21

feet at spring-tides, and about 10 feet at neaps. The
stone used in the construction of the walls and en-

trance of the dock is red sandstone—chiefly obtained

from quarries in the neighbourhood : the sill is

formed of Lazonhy stone, and the hollow quoius of

granite from the Nith. The gates are built of green-

heart timber—one of the three kinds of timber

whicii are said alone to resist the ravages of the

worm, so destructive to works of this kind. The
lineal quayage at the dock is 1,630 feet, aud the

additional quay space is 12,000 superficial jards—of

which 2,100 superficial yards arc available for the

landagc aud storeage of timber. The plans for the

docks were furnished hy Mr. Decs, ami they have

been carried out under the supciiiilendence of Mr.
Stanley, the resident engineer. The contractor for

the dock-works is Mr. Nelson, of Carlisle. The
gates were constructed on the spot by the trustees,

under the direction of the engineers, and the ma-
chinery has been famished by various firms. Amoug
the firms who have contracted for dilicreat portions

of the work, the Carlisle Journal mentions

Messrs. Tulk and Ley, of the Lowca Iron 'Works

;

Mr. T. Tickle, of Junction Foundry Marypnrt

;

Messrs. Cowan and Sheldon, of Woodbank Iron

Works; Mr. Thomas Pearson, of Maryport; and
Mr. Brown, of Mar\port, the latter of whom con-

stracted the coal hurries. The cost has exceeded

40,000f.

BOILER CtRATES FOR HEATING GREEN-
HOUSES WITH HOT WATER FROM AN
OPEN* FIRE IN A SITTING-ROOM.
I AM surprised that among the number of grates

which compete for piibl’c patronage, noue has been
advertised for the above purpose.

AVlien we consider how general the taste for garden-

ing has become, and how frequently houses are now
supplied with green-houses adjuiuing sittiug-rooms,

it is not a little surprising that no general attempt
has been made to make parlour or kitchen fires avail-

able for warming conservatories. The boiler may be

placed at the back, or under the fire, or both, it '

haviog been proved by the manner in which com-
bustion is sustained in Arnott's Smoke-cousiiming
Grate (as well as the Builder's smokeless fire), that >

open bars at the bottom of the grate are not neccs-
|

sary, and that a lire will readily burn although resting

on a solid and unventilatcd base. Where grates aie

expressly manufactured lo he;it boilers for this pur-

pose, there would be no diifleu'ty iu adjusting the

situatloQ of the boiler so as to obtain the requisite
'

amount of heat from a moderate fire. This arrange-

ment would be most couvenient for the amateur gar-

dener, because the simple net of lighting the fire in

his sitting-room throughout the winter will preserve'

his plants in safety without further trouble. I ven-
ture to predict that a "liirge demand' would arise for i

boiler grates adapted to this purpose, if they could be

supplied at a moderate cost. P.

THE USE OF CEMENT.
With reference to the decay of soft stones at the!

Army and Navy Club House, and other buildings, I

venture to gjve you some remark? on cement of the
i

present day, that is, if froni respectable firms, and
properly used. I should like strongly to impress
upon architects and builders -who wish to turn out

;

jobs in the summer months, that the heat of the

sun is so powerful that it draws all the water from !

the cement before it has time to set, it is then '

entirely perished
;
therefore, when the face is broken,

it may be crumbled with the finger and thumb, aud
yet the best cement may have been used. What I

would suggest should be, to have a tarpaulin that

!

would keep off the heat as well as the rain.
j

^There is one job of cement-work which I should]
wish to draw your attentinn to, that is. Sir W. B.

'

Ffolkes’s, of ililliogton Hall, in Norfolk, some of]
which was done more than thirty years since, and i

stands like flint; that was done at that time

^ Mr. Robert Armstrong, master pitslercr, with'
Messrs. Francis and Son’s R' mm cement, and there
is noue in the market at the present time better

; i

and Armstrong at that time, being a thoronghly prac-

tical man, sought the best inechanics iu London.

I need not point out to you, sir, how there are some

very queer plasterers drawn into our trade by what

.
we call hawk-boys, as it has already been done in

your pages. Many architects do not hke outside

jobs begun at this time of the year, but it is the

soundest time to do cemeut-work iu
;

it is upon the

account of the* jobs in the fields failing by the acre,

but there it is done with queer men, with queer mate-

rials, and what is worse, on thoroughly soddeoed

brickwork, which is sure to fail with the slightest

frost.

Sir, as I have only mentioned Roman cement in

my letter, you may think I prefer that to Portland

cement, but I do not when it is good; but there is

some rubbish in the market. I would rather use lime

and sand, properly beaten up, than that. J. W.

GLASGOW ARCHJIOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

The first meeting of the second session of this

society was held on Monday, the 2iid instant, in the

Bith-street Rooms. The chair was occupied by Mr.
.Michael Connal. Mr. Roht. Hart read a paper, enti-

tled ‘Reminiscences of James Watt,” which con-

tained a great variety of iuterestinsr information

regarding the early experiments of Watt, and the

Scenes of his early labours, besides other valuable un-

published memorabilia of the illustrious inventor,

obtained from himself when the author enjoyed his

friendship, more than forty years a^o. A paper was
read, “ On the ancient Tolbooth of Glasgow,” by Mr.
Neil, in which that gentleman not only traced the

history of the building, the steeple of which si ill

stands, but also of the more ancient Tolbooth, which

occupied the same sit '. He said that the architect of
|

the building erected in 1626 was unknown, and he
i

expressed his opinion that the corporation had ob- ^

tained the design from the Continent. This, however,
|

was controverted hy architects present. The style of

architecture was that ivhich prevailed in Scotland in

the seventeenth century, which exhibited, no doubt,

maoy foreign characteristics, but was more nearly

alh’ed to the English Elizabethan style than to any

other.

PREMIUWrs GIVEN AND OFFERED BY THE
INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

Tire Council of the InstitiUion of Civil Engineers

have rc'cendy awarded the following premiums for

papers read during the past session:—A Telford

Jledal to D. K. Chirk, for his paper “On the Iiu-

provenient of Railway Locomotive Stock;” to R.

Hunt, for his paper “ On the Application of Elcctro-

Alagnetism as a Motive Power ;” to G. Rennie, for

his paper “ On (he Employment of Rubble-Beton, or

Ooucrete, iu Works of Engineering and Architec-

ture;” and to W. B. Adams, for his paper " On the

Varieties of Permanent Way practically used on

Railways —a Council Premium of Books, suitably

bound and inscribed, to F. R. Window, for his paper

“On Submarine Electric Telegraphs;” to G. B.

Bruec, for his " Description of the Method of Build-

ing Bridges upon Brick Cylinders in India to

A. S. Lukin and C. E. Coiider, for their paper " Ou
the Disturbances of Suspension-bridges, and the morle

of counteracting them; to W. Bell, f>r his paper
“ On the L^ws of the Strength of Wrought and Cast

Iron;” to F. R, Conder, for liis paper “On the

Laying of the Pennanent Way of the Bordeaux and
Bayonne Railway and to T. Dunu, fur his ])aper

On Chnin-cahle and Timber-testiug Macliincs.”

Premiums are offered for papers, amongst others,

on thefollowing subjects :

—

The history and practical results of timber and
iron piling, for foundations, or other purposes, and

for wharf and dock walls
;
with notices of mechanical

modes of driving, aud of other modes of inserting the

piles.

Accounts of the failure of large structures, consist-

ing of one or more ai'chcs, with the presumed or

ascertained causes.

The construction and use of wrouglit-iron girders

and j'lists, with arches, iron plates, concrete, or other

incombustible substances, for buildings.

The construction of sftspension-hridges with rigid

platforms
; their adaptation to railway's, and the

modes of anchoring tlic stay-chains.

On the coDstrU'Iion of catch-water reservoirs in

mountain districts, for the sujiply of towns, or for

manuficturing purposes.

Accounts of exisling waterworks
;

showing the
methods of supply, the distribution throughout the

streets of towns, aud the general practical results.

The drainage aud sewerage of large towns
;
exem-

plified by accounts of the systems at present pursued,

with regard to the level and position of the outioU,

the form, dimensions, aud material of the sewers, the

prevention of emanations from them, the arrangements
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for connecting the house-drains with the public

sewers, the disposal of the sewage, whether in a

liquid form, as irrigation, or in a solid form after

deodorization.

Mechanical methods of boring and of sioking large

shafts, of introducing the tubbing and impervious
liuing, and of traversing running s;tnd, and other dif-

ficult strata.

Descriptions of the oven, and of the best processes

used iu Great Britain, and on the continent, in the

manufacture of Coke for railway and other puiqioses
;

with the comparative values of the products.

Description of cast or wrought iron cranes, scaf-

folding, aud machinei’y, employed in large works, in

stone quarries, hoists or lifts ou quays, iu warehouses,

&c. especially where either steam or water is used as

a motive power.

Improved processes and machinery for sawing,

working, and carving timber or stone.

On the improvements which may be efi'eeted in (he

buildings, machinery, aud apparatus for producing
sugar from the cane, in the plantations and sugar-

works of the British colonies, aud the comparison

with heet-root, with regard to quantity, quality, and
economy of manufacture.

Memoirs aud accounts of the works and inventions

of any of the following engineers :—Sir Hugh Mid-
dleton, Arthur Woolf, Jonathan IIorubloBtr, Rn-hard

Trevithick, William Murdoch (of Soho), Alexander

Nimmo, and John Rennie.

STRIKES. &c.

The strike of cabinet-makers at Liverpool, which
had continued for twenty-three weeks, is now at an
end, the men having at length agreed to rctui-n to

work on the masters’ terms. It seems likely that

the dispute as to the Manchester joiners* strike will

he referred to arbitration, the correspondence iu the

local newspapers having pointed strongly in this direc-

tion,—a far more sensible way of arranging matters

than persisting in a strike which will make a gloomy

,
winter onlygloomier,—injure all, and benefit none. The
shipwrights of the port of Bristol, we are sorry to hear,

have been impelled to turn out on strike, in conse-

quence of the masters having notified their intention

to reduce wages from 5s. to As. 6d. a day. There is very

little doing, and the choice of the men, it is feared,

lies between the reduced rate and nothing at all.

A meeting of the journeymen joiners in Greenock, in

reference to the rednetion of their wages, was held on
Saturday week, when it was agreed to ask for a con-

ference with the masters. At a meeting of the jour-

neymen carpenters on the same day, it was resolved

not to submit to the reduction, and this has been inti-

mated to the employers. A number of carpenters

have for some time been going about idle, aud more,

in const queoce of this resolution, were to be paid off

in a few days.

NOTES UPON IRON.

The iron trade, in South Staffordshire io parlicular,

displays an amount of health which is surprising to

many persons. With one exception— and there

operations have been resumed—no suspension has

tiikeu place, notwithstanding the strong sympathy

which subsists between the iron trade and America.

It augurs well for the souuduess of some houses here

who can present an unyielding front to a slate of

things which reduces a weekly receipt represented at

about this lime by thousands, to a comparative trifle.

On Change at Wolverhampton, on Wednesday, it was

stated with considerable confidence that oue oftbelead-

ing iron- trading houses inLiverpool had suspended pay-

ment on account of the postponement of remittances

from America. If (his should be so, the effects will be

seriously felt by a number of small iron-maslers.

Happily the home orders keep up,—so much so as to

furnish nearly full-time employment to most of the

firms. Some arc kept ou by orders on account of the

East-India Directorate. But olhers (here are who

arc very poorly off for orders, aud are unable to keep

the whole of their machinery in gear. In all cases

where the stipulation is made by customers, prices arc

taken which display very little adherence to Quarter-

day resolutions on such matters.

THE ACCIDENT TO "BIG BEN.”

Sib,—The public are informed of the unfortunate

death, by fracture, of " Big Ben of Wcstmiiijter,”

which event, it is said, took place ou or about tbe

time of tbe third striking of " Ben” by the square-

headed hammer at the weekly ringing of Saturday,

24tli ult. when it was discovered that his voice was

no longer E natural, but altogether uncertain and de-

fective. My object is to inform you that, although

the parlies engaged in ringing "Big Ben” might

not have discovered the calamity until as stated, lam
confident it occurred on the Saturday previously. I

I
happened to be in St. James’s-park on my way to
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Wc3tminster-bridge on the latter day, when the

customary ringing at one o’clock on Saturdays com-
menced. The deep sonorous tone at ouce convinced
me it was “Big Bea” my ears were, for the first

time, being deligWd with. On reaching the foot of

the bridge, where there was little to intercept the
sound, and the direction of the wind favourable, I

heard it to much advantage. At this time it was
perfect. As I descended the pier-stairs, to take a
down passage in the river boat, a change in the
ringing was made from slow to quicker time. I had
no sooner got into the boat than it was apparent to

me anolhcr change had taken place, which I attributed
to a muffling of the bell, as I could not comprehend
anything so sudden and unfortunate os that the bell

had really become cracked, much as the sound be-
tokened it. The ringing then ceased for the day.

"William Drea.

THE IMPROVEMENT OF TRAFALGAR
SQUARE.

I VENTUUE to send the following suggestions, as
aupplementnl to the clever remarks of your corre-
spoiiduut “Epsilon,” as to the centralisation of
Trafalgnr-square. Were his views earned out, the
necessity at present existing of finishing off the monu-
ment and other parts, in so shamefully incomplete a
slate, would then be still more apparent. I propose,
then, os follows:—-VRer finishing the Nelson Column
by adding lions, or some other ornament to the four
granite plinths at the corners, and placing some
equally respectable monarch with King George IV. on
the vacant pedestal at the west end of the squ:ire, the
following additions as improvements. Upon the
terrace balustrade, at equal distances, short lamps
should be affixed: at present, e.xrept at the extreme
cud, all is darkness. Lamps should also be confirmed
along the sloping walls bounding the east aud west
sides : the line ol posts at the south end should also
have gas lights, say at every third post. To say
nothing of ornament, the light afforded would be a
public benefit: now a Ciramerian daikncss is spread
over the whole area. The stone inclusures of tlie

fountains require a light ornamental ironwork or
rails, where a lamp at each of the four sides would
have a good effect, especially on a summer or early
autumn evening, when tlie fountains [daying behind
them would improve the appe^irance of things. The
fountains themselves might eveu he made more satis-

factory if, instead of {lowing out of giager-heer-boitle

jets, nozzles were put on that woidd send the water
out in (he form of au umbrella. Fish of various
kinds,— gold, silver, &c.—that would agree together,
would add to the attractions. An eveuing or two
back, when the weather wss gloomy and cold, they
were plajing with all tlieir might; now this is

absurd. WhenAutiuun, with its cool atmosphere, has

arrived, funntains are no longer delightful : in fact,

they make the air much colder, and it is time they
were discontiuucd for the remainder of the season.

If the Government take no steps after this troublous

Indian war and year arc over, it would be well to get

up a powerfully sup()orted petition fur finishing and
improving this desolate region

;
and if that fjiils, I

suggest the propriety of the people themselves shaming
their lethargic Government by getting up a public

subscriptiou, for the purpose of carrying the neces-

sary improvements into effect. It is really mon-
strous to see the monument of so great a benefactor

to his country as Nelson was, in the unfinished state

it ia now in, aud a gross insult to his memory.
Tbue Blue.

PEPYS ON THE THAMES AND ON ORGANS.
I FIND the following entry in Pepys’s Diary :

—

“1666. Jan. 5.—Reading a discourse about (he

1 River Thames, the reason of its being choked with

1 mud in several places, with shelves, which is plain, is

1 hy the encroachments made upon the river, and run-

i ning out of causeways into (he river at every wood-
i warfe, which was not heretofore when ‘Wesimiustcr

I Hall and White Hall w'ere built, and Redriffe Church.”

The necessity for embanking the river is now still

H
peater than it was at the time when the above was

I written, for other reasons besides those menliouid

t therein. And besides the embanking, it would be

b highly desirable to straighten the course of the river,

e especially at the Isle of Dogs. This might be done

b hy converting the "West India Docks into a canal, aud
(1 dividing the “Reach” into docks, which could be

Dmade accessible from Middlesex by a high-level jimc-

tition from the Blickw.dl Railway, that beiiur a high-

lelevel road. The way of the river would thus be .a

Emile shorter than uow. The dock sjince would be

omore than doubled, the river would be more free from
omud, and the impure water would escape more
rsrapidly. But the mud comes from above London,
Jiand must be deposited somewhere, aud if the above

iflimprovements were made, much more of it would (as

I

some does at present) accumulate upon the sandbanks
at the mouth of the river and off the Essex coast.

Tliese might then be converted into available land,

instead of being, as at present, places for ships to run
aground upon.”

In the work above quoted are the following notices

of organs in London rhnrchcs, which, perhaps, will

be interesting to some of your recent correspondents.

“1667. Jan. 23.—To St. James’s, to see the

organ Mrs. Turner told me of the other night, of my
late Lord Aubigney’s, and I took my Lord Bronneker
with me, he being acquainted with my present Lord
Almoner, Mr. Howard, brother to the Duke of Nor-
folk

;
so he and I did see the organ, but I do not like

it, it being but a bauble, with a virginal joining

to it.

April 4.—To Hackney, where good neat’s tongue,

and things to eat and driuk, and very meriy, the

weather htiog mighty pleasant; and here I was told

that at their church they have a fair piir of organs,

which play while people sing, which I am mighty
glad of, wishing (he like at our church at London,
and would give 50/. towards it.

21st (Lord’s Day).—To Hackney Church, where
very full, and found much difflculty to get pews, I

offering the se.xton money and he could not help me,
So rny wife and Mercer ventured into a pew, and I

into another. A knight and his lady very civil to

mo when they came, being Sir G. Vincr and his lady,

rich in jewcUs, but m"st iii beauty—almost the finest

woman I ever saw. That which I went chiefly to see

was the young ladies of the schools, whereof there is

a great store, viry pretty
;
and also the organ, which

is hand^omc, and tunes the psalm and plays with the
;

people, which is mighty pretty, and makes me mighty
earnest to have a pair at our church (St. Olaf, ILirt-

street), I having almost a mind to give them a pair,

if they would settle a maintenance on them for it.”

W. SCAllGILL.

JUfliScellmua.

A Gf,nf,ral Index for the “ Builder.”

—

May I suggest how valmiblc a general index to the

Bnilfier for the whole time of its existence would be?

The Bauzeiiting (Vienna) has jnst given one for its

twenty years’ course—1836-1855—in one vof. for

two florins, or about 4s. Tlie Builder is now a stock

book of reference
;
but we want it to be made readily

accessible. The “ Archccologia ” of the Antiquarian

Society gives such an index from time to time. It is

no joke to hunt through fourteen or fifteen indexes

for any subject; but, if brought under one head,

and well classified, the thing is soon done. All I

would ask would be to have the present indexes put

well together under the various heads, in one volume.

As a case in point, there has reccnlly been some
sparring about the scaffolding made of whole timber,

who first introduced it, &c. &r. Now the Builder for

1845, pp. 33, 34, 41, 91, tells nit about it, aud gives,

moreover, the diagram (p. 91) of a clever derrick

used at Liverfiool. Page 41, moreover, gives the cir-

cular scaffold used at Wesimiustcr. Now had I had

a gcnernl index to the Builder at hand, I aud others

would at once have dipped into that storehoose of in-

foimation, and have kuown the rights of the matter

in dispute. Pray consider this suggestion.

—

Amicus.

Election of Manchester City Surveyor.

—

The Manchester City Council, at their special meeting

,
last week, elected Mr. James Gascoigne Lynde, of

Westminster, to the office of city surveyor, at the

salary of 750/. per annum. Mr. C. E. Cawley, of

Manchester, aud IMr. G. W. Stevensou, of Halifax,

were also proposed.

Subways. —Sir,—I have read with much attention,

and concur with your correspondent (A), in his

general remarks on the distribution of prizes for the

competitive drawings for subways. A more satisfac-

tory result would have been given, had a ticket for

each competitor been thniwn into a hat, and six

drawn out blindfold or haphazard from the mass.

But when it is known, and publicly stated, and the

fact is certainly proved, that the head prize of one

hundred guineas has been awarded to a youth of 19

for a garbled aud mutihited copy of an engraving, in

Jaspar Rogers’s pamphlet—“ Facts and Fallacies of

the Sewage System ”—-I c-'iisidcr it a discredit to all

concerned.

—

Fair Play.

The Designs fob Slb-ways.—Sir: In your

review of the “ Sub-way ” designs, alter describing

the scheme of Design No. 11, which received the

third preminm, it is stated
— “The cost of this

arrangeniciit is computed at from 38/. to 39/. jier

lineal yard.” The figures should be “from 30/. to

32/.” in scheming our design, my brother and raysalf

considered the “economical ” question—one not at all

to be overlooked ;
and we took great pains in esti-

mating the cost : 0/. or 7/ per lineal yard makes a

considerable difference in a loner street.

Frederic Warren.

Railway Matters.—

A

n address by way of testi-

monial has been presented on iliuminated vellum to

Mr. Edward Pease, the Quaker, who oiiginatefl the

Stockton and Darlington railway, and is regarded
by some, though others deny it, as “the Lther
of railways.” Mr. P«asc may be said to have
been the man who discovered George Stephenson,

and presented him to the world. The *' Dublin

Freeman” says,
—“We had an opportunity of exa-

mining a model of a newly invented railway broke,

arranged by Mr. Jlathews, of this city, which, so far

as we are able to judge, seems to possess many ad-

vantages over the present brake. The principle on
which it is formed is the principle, and the man-
ner in which the force requisite to bring it iuto action

is applied seems peculiarly effective. The retraining

power which this brake is capable of exerting is enor-

mous, and if, in the application of it in piactice, it

should he fouud that uo unforeseen difficulties arise,

wc anticipate much advantage from the ingcuinus ar^

rangement.” Two of ihe bridges on the Eastern

Counties line have been care-led away by a flood. The
traffic beyond Broxbourue was entirely stopped. In
this dilcmmu the directors applied to the London
General Omnibus Company, who at once offircdto

provide fifty omnibuses and 100 horses to as^-iat them.

Several of the company’s omnibuses, therefore, were

set to work on the traffic belwcen Broxbourue, Ware,

and ILrtfoid. At a recent niccling of l he East

India Railway company, in London, Mr. Crawford,

M.P., who presided, said,—It was satisfactoj'v to the

shareholders that the injury to the works was not so

serious as had been apprehended. They had got a list

of their loss at Delhi, which included Mr. Taylor,

engineer, and Mr. Beun, inspector. There were five

of their officers lost at Cawnpore:—Mr, Miib r, Mr.
Heberden, Mr. La Touch, Mr. Hanna, and Mr. Bayne.

He only referred to their principal officers. At Alla-

habad they had lost Mr. Hobson, their locomotive

superintendeut. He referred to the gallant conduct

of Mr. Boyle aud Mr. Kelly in their able defence at a

station or house at Arrab, with the aid of a few Sikhs,

against a large force of mutineers during seven days.

By means of engineering skill and untiring exertions,

Mr. Boyle defended the place, which was uo better

than a private bouse, until assistance arrived. The
prospect of the company, he added, was cxcerent.

Railway Traffic.— The traffic returns of the

railways in the United Kingdom, for the week ending

Oct. i7, araoimted to 488,320/. and for the cor-

rcs])ODding week of 1856 to 473,620/. showing an

iucrease of 14,700/. The gross receipts of the eight

railways having their termini in the mdropolis,

amounted to 207,686/. ;
and last year to 207,621/.

showing an increase of 65/. Tlie increase on (he

Great Weetern amounted to 2,904/.; on the North-

Western to 775/.; on the Brighton and Soulli Coast

to 318/.; and on the South-Eastern to 1.013/.:

total, 5,010/. But fiolu Ibis must be dcduelcd 786/.

decrease on the Eastern Counties; 2,645/. on the

Great Northern ; 100/. on the London and Black-

wall
; and 1,408/. on the South-Western : t‘'gcther,

•1,945/. The receipts on ihe other lines in the United

Kingdom amounted to 280,631/. and for the cor-

responding period of 1856 to 265,999/.; showing au

increase of 14,635/.

Taff Vale Extension Railway.—The viaduct at

Crumliu is not the only structure worthy of notice on

this line. The Maesycummwr Viaduct at the Kumnay
Junction, about six miles from Crumlio, is 852 feet

6 inches long; breadth at top over the parapet,

28 feet 6 inches
;

breadth at the foundation of the

piers, 40 feet
;
thickness of piers at bottom, 10 feet

;

ditto at springway, 5 feet 6 iuches
;
height of bridge

above the river, 120 feet; number of openings, 16 ;

span of openings, 40 feet ;
arches, semi-circular

;
time

building, two years : timber used in scaffolding, 32,000

cubic feet
;

architects, Messrs. Liddcl and Gordou
;
the

contractors are Messrs. Rennie and Logan
;
and the

total cost is uuder 20,000/. This viaduct is built of

stone obtained iu the neighbourhood. The masonry

is what is termed rock-work, with a block course at

the springing of the arches. There is nothing orna-

mental about the work, the main object being strength.

The Mayor-Elect of M-vnchester, once a
Journeyman Mason.—Mr. Ivie Mackie, of the

firm of Mudlatcr and Mackie, has received a memorial,

signed by fifiy-four of the town-councillors of Mau-

clicsler, requesting him to become mayor at the

approaching election in November. Mr. Mackie is a

native of Ayrshire, and some thirty years ago was a

journeymau mason in Glasgow. This should give

encouragement to strivers.

Warminster Athen-eum.— A member of the

institutiou informs us that our recent observations on

the proposed front will not be without effect, and that

the design will probably be re-considered. He slates,

what we are glad to mention, that the front com-

plaiiifd of resulted from an attempt to alter a design

to meet the views of others, and that the architect

can scarcely be held responsible for it.
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" Screen ” Shutters.—Prom a desire to serve the

early closing movement, which I believe you have also

at heart equally mth myself, I send suggestions for an

improved labour-saving, and consequently time-saving,

shutter, to replace the common kind of single shatter

generally in use. It would, I believe, answer equally as

well as the revolving shutter, at a very much less cost

of fixing, and would involve but little extra expense

beyond those commonly in use, as the single shutters

might probably be used in the manufacture of the

new kind I propose to be employed. It is suggested

then that they be made on the “screen” principle to

fold up into a box outside at the end of each window,

and of course on a level with the top and bottom of

the framework, having a support underneath the box.

By the present system of shutters in general use, where

the shop front is large, some half-hour, and often much

more (as they get misplaced, and from other causes

are found difficult to fix properly) is spent in shutting

up, and this time is subtracted from the already

too little leisure time of the very often overworked

assistant. Ocher contingencies render the quick clos-

ing of shops advisable, such as crowds assembled from

some special cause, wet weather, and cold nights.

—

Humanitarian.
South Wales Institute of Engineers.— A

general meeting was held at Merthyr, on Thursday

in last week, for the purpose of receiving the names

of members, agreeing to the rules, electing officers,

&c. of the new association, to he called the “ South

Wales Institute of Engineers.” About fifty gentle-

men connected with engineering were present. Mr.

Menelocs, of Dowlais, who presided on the former

occasion, again took the chair. After agreeing to

various rules, the members proceeded to the election

of officers, when Mr. Williams, of Dowlais, the first

proposer and originator of the institute, was unani-

mously elected president for the ensuing year. The

vice-presidents elected were—Mr. E. Rogers, Aber-

carn
;
Mr. Adams, Ebbw Vale; Mr, Martin, Dowlais

;

Mr. T. Evans, Dowlais ;
and Mr. Clarke, Aberdare.

The council are,—Mr. Truran, Dowlais
;
Mr. R. II.

Rhys, Aberdare
;
Mr. D. Williams and Mr. Bcdling-

ton, Rhymney; Mr. Edward Williams, Dowlais;

Mr. S. B. Rogers, Nant-y-glo
;
Mr. Huxham, Ponty-

pridd
;

Mr. Richards, Ebbw Vale
;

Mr. Pearce,

Cyfarthfa; Mr. D. Robeits, Rhymney; Mr. Cox,

Newport; Mr. J. James, Blaina. The members then

dined together.

The Sheffield School op Art.—The four-

teentb annual meeting of this school was held on

Thursday in last week. Dr. Branson, the president, in

the chair. Mr. Young Mitchell read the annual

report and abstract of accounts. The council re-

gretted that no diminution had taken place in the

debt on the building since the last annual meeting.

The amount of the debt is 1,680?. ;
and not expect-

ing to raise so large an amount at present, they hrd

borrowed 1,000/. at 5 per cent, on mortgage of the

building. It was matter for congratulation that the

number of pupils for the present quarter is 2C3,

being eighfy-two more than for the corresponding

quarter of last year, when the old school was in use.

The educational progress continued to be highly

satisfactory, as proved by the uumerous medals ob-

tained by the pupils at the late examinations. The
general account gives the expenditure of the year at

997/-; and the income, including a balance of 12/.

from last year, and a grant of 406/. from Govern-

ment, at 959/. ;
leaving a balance against the Insti-

tution of 38/. The total cost of the building, in-

cluding the purchase of land, solicitors’ charges, &c.

is 7,308/. 4s. 7d.

All Saints, Blackheath.—The memorial stone

of All Saints’ Church, Blackheath, was laid by the

Right Hon. the Earl of Dartmouth, on Sloiiday, the

26th of October. The church is designed in the

Decorated style, aud consists of a nave and aisles,

chaucel, and north porch. Provision is made for the

addition of a tower and spire at the south-west angle

of the building. The church when finished will ac-

commodate 600 persons. The materials are Kentish

rag and Bath stone. The architect is Mr. Ferrey,

and the contractors are ]\Iessrs. Holland. The amount
of the contract is 3,700/.'

Smoky Chimneys.— lu reply to “J. G.” who
complains of the want of a remedy for smoky chim-

neys, will you allow me to point out the cause of

chimneys smoking at both ends, and the means to he

adopted to maiv them smoke out at one end only, and
that the top end ? The general cause of smoky chim-

neys is the too great width or space at the bottom
thereof. The remedy is simple : contract the lower

part of the chimney (equal to the narroACst part

above) dowm to the fire-place, aud you will thereby

increase the velocity of the smoke, which will ru-h to

the top, not having a cooling chamber to impede its

progress. The draw-plate (an nnseemly appendage)
acts on the same principle : it contracts the mouth of

the chimney, and thereby increases the draft.

Wm. Pickering.

New Applications of Photography.— At a

recent meeting of the Liverpool Photographic Society,

a paper was read by Mr. Forrest, in reference to the

effect upon the photograph of burning in the impres-

sion, with a coating of glass over it. He found that

a negative applied to a piece of opal glass which had

been very finely ground, collodioniaed, and sensitised,

produced a very beautiful impression by the transfer-

ring agency of light, and, after being fixed, washed,

and dried in the usual manner, a film was found

adhering to the glass, and could not he removed by

rubbing. Views of this character would he displayed

to advantage in hall lamps, or stafrease windows

might he thus fitted up with beautiful landscape

sceWy. So early as 1820, a beautiful transparent

yellow had been produced by laying salts of silver

upon glass. He described a process whereby he bad

obtained the yellow silver tint in opal glass, and

exhibited several specimens, the results of his varions

experiments.

Memorial Churches at Cawnpore and Delhi.

•An officer of engineers, who is a near relative

of seven of the Cawnpore victims, says;
—“There

is some talk of raising a monument over that

well. They don’t uiiderstaud the natives, or they

would do nothing of the sort. Mbat does a Hindoo

care for a marble pyramid or obelisk ? Now what

they should do is this :—Build above that well a Chris-

tian temple, as small as you please, hut splendid, so

that future generations of Christians shall say to as

many generations of Mahomedans aud Hindoos, ‘Look

here I On this spot your fathers wrought the blackest

of their deeds to get rid of Christianity from India.

See what came of it ! Cliristiau rites arc now cele-

brated and Christian worship presented on the very

Destruction by Fire of Hawarden Church.

—The village of Hawarden, Flintshire, was on Thurs-

day, in last week, illuminated with flames, which had

encircled the church of St. Deoiol,— otherwise Hawar-

den church. This church was built about 1275, and

was the property of Sir Stephen Glynne. Considerable

improvement had been effected in it of late years, the

church having been completely restored. The fire

was first discovered in the nave and chancel. By the

time the engines had arrived from Chester, seven miles

distant, the roofs of the nave aud side aisles had

fallen, carrying with them the galleries, and burying

in one undistinguishable mass several marble monu-

ments, carved stalls, font, lectern, pulpit, reading-

desk, and screen. The efforts of the fire brigade were

then chiefly directed to save the chancel, which was

at first hurning furiously. They were so far suc-

cessful ns to preserve four painted windows; but the

organ, which was woith 250/. was totally destroyed,

partly by fire and partly by the efforts of the villagers

to save it. The tower remains entire, hut it is feared

that the arches on which it rests are so far injured as

to make the whole unsafe. It was discovered that,

beyond all doubt, the church had been purposely set

on fire. The damage done is estimated at 4,000/.

No clue to the perpetrator of the crime has yet been

found.

Sussex Archaeological Society.—The autumn

quarterly meeting of this society was held at Cuckfield

on the ’lOth ult. Mr. J. G. Dodson, M.P. in the

chair during the early part of the time, and afterwards

Mr. R. W. Blencowe. Several new members were

elected, and various objects of interest exhibited. The

Rev. hlr. Dale then read a paper on traces of Saxon

and Normau architecture in Bolney Church, which is

site of that well, and above the ashes of 200 mar- ^ reported in the Brighton Gazette of the 22nd ult.

tyrs.’ ” The Society for the Propagation of the After some little discussion and other procedure, the

Gospel have adopted the idea of ineraorial churches at ' company avent to inspect the church, Ockendou

Cawnpore and Delhi, and announce that they arc ready House, and Cuckficld-place, and aiterwards partook

to receive subscriptions. First of all, however, it is of a cold collation at the Talbot Hotel,

to be hoped that the justice of the case at Cawnpore
!

Collinstown School-Housb.^ After the con-

will be met by ihe punishment, upon the spot, of the firmation at CastlcpoUard, on Friday last, the 23rd

diabolical wretches who committed such acts as were
j

instant, the Bishop of Meath returned to Collinstown

there perpetrated. The Hindoos would also appreciate
.
to preside at a meeting in aid of the societies of the

this as a retributive act.
!

Meath Diocesau Church Missions, and of that for

Gas.—At the first general meeting of the Bnrslcm promoting Christianity among the Jews. Ihe new

and Tunstall Gas Company, the report of the directors school-house, erected at the sole expense of M . Meade

stated that the extensive alterations now in progress Smythe, esq. after the designs of Mr. J. Billing,

at the Longport works were proceeding satis''actorily, I
architect, hixng sufficiently advanced to admit of

and would shortly enable ihe company to supply the
|

using the principal school-room for the occasion,

whole of the district included within the limits of the advantage w'as taken of the presence of the Bishop of

^\ct. The Eccleshall Gas Company’s directors Meath and of his uncle, Mr. Meade Smythe, the

report that from increased revenue, combined with
^

munificent builder of the school-house, to inaugurate

diminished expense of working during the past year, : the building.

it has been resolved to pay the shareholders a dividend
!

Wellington-street, Strand.— Sir: There is a

of four per cent, still leaving a balance in favour of frightful chasm in front of the new west wing of

the company, and that if the present rate of improve- Somerset House. I think it runs close to the pave-

ment continues, the directors will soon he enabled to ' ment for an extent of about 150 feet. Ibis well is

reduce the comparatively high price of the gas. ! aboiit 50 feet deep ;
aud any boy of ten years of

The directors of the Hawick Gas Company have ! age might surmount the low balustrade, 4 feet high,

resolved to lay a main pipe along the principal street aud ride, and if he fell into it, would be dashed tG

of Wilton. At Fochabers, some gentlemen con- ' pieces against the stones at the bottom. I wDl say

nected wi’h the place subscribed to provide gas-limps no more, lest some wantons should try it; and if

in the principal thoroughfares, and the dii'cctors of the
|

they were, who would he to blame ? Fray counsel a

gas company, besides contributing, offered to supply
^

remedy. An iron railing, 5 feet high, would do it. B.

the requisite gas free of expense. Still the subscrip-
: Paying Bridges.—You are much interested in th-e

tions raised were inadequate, and, ou this being made i^rid'^es crossing the Thames. I passed over South

known to the Duke of Richmond, his Grace agreed to -vvark-bridge, paying Id. toll. During my passage

make up the necessary funds. The work was accord-
' there were in all five foot-passengers and two carriages,

ingly contracted for by Messrs. John Blaikie and and vet the proprietors persist in charging the public

Sous, of Aberdeen, and last week the main street was jd, toll : time, quarter-past eleven a.m. 2nd November,

lighted np for the first time. 1857. On the same day, an hour later, I 2>assed over

The Referees’ Drainage Scheme for London. 'Waterloo-bridgc (toll, a id.), there were seventy-nine

—The Metropolitan Board of Works have declined to '

foot-passengers] and niuetecn carriages during my
adopt the seht-me jumposed by the engineers appointed passage— so much for a i<l. toll. These proprietors

by the First Commissioner other Majesty’s Works,and ggem better to know their own interest aud the claims

have forwarded to hU office a commuuicution contaiu- of |},o public.

—

Johnny.
iug a statement of reasons, and asking for an interview.

|

q'lrAMES Tunnel.— 14,269 passengers passed

An appoiiilment was made for Thursday last. 'through the Tunnel during the week ending 24th

Wanted! a Covihung for Lead.—Can any of October, and paid 59/. 9j.

your subscribers inform me, from actual experience, :
Boiler Explosions.—The fearful loss of lifu

the best material wherewith to lioe a leaden cistern, ' arisiiu; from the explosion of boilers bus led

in which water is stored for domestic and culinary ' reflect how such casualties may he lessened and alle-

purposes, so as to prevent the water being contami-
\

viated. I am only an actively thinking man, uncon-

uated? On referring for information to your excellent necled witli auy mechanical employuient, yet my

publication, a remedy is suggested in No. 665, by suggestions will, I hope, he none the less acceptable,

Mr. Wentworth L. Scott
;
but can any one recommend

,

if useful. It has occurred to me that, in place of one

it for efficiency, durabilitv, aud non-injurious action on
,

boiler, if two were employed, ooe only to be worked

the lead, after thoroughly testing it? The deleterious at a time, a constant supervision miglit he made, and

effects of water stored in leaden cisterns are universally
I

their cleansing and defects being attended to and

acknowledged, and yet how seldom arc efficient means
^

more readily koown, there would he less liability to

taken to prevent the water coming in contact with the explosions. Another suggestion I submit, defereu-

lead! To counteract, aud to some extent to remedy, tially and under fear of miscalculation, is, that if a

the evils arising to water in leaden cisterns, is what is
|

massive wronght-^ioxi railing, or framew'ork, encircled

generally resorted to
;

but the most sensible way to
j

these, not perhaps closely adhering to the sides, but a

me appears to be, to prevent the avatcr having any
j

little apart from thorn, the force of an explosion

communication with the lead
;
aud the question then

j

might be considerably decreased. It is a bad state of

arises, what is the material best fitted for the object ? ' things to look forward to such explosions being likely

Subscriber.
|

to happen at all, but it is to he feared that at present,

*„* Lead may be avoided altogether by the use of and perhaps for some time to come, such occurrence®

slate.
1
must be expected to take place.—Gabriel.
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Why Keep Rabbits?—Perhaps the Bxdlder
ask this question of my fellow-workmen. Now that

the cholera threatens us, it may be worth a thouglit

whether these innocent pet animals do not add much
to the danger of the crowded neighbourhoods in

whose-courts they are boxed up. On each side of

the house in which I live, in a ucw part of St.

Pancras, there are rabbits kept, and the odours arising

therefrom are anything but healthful. In one part of

the street, this last week, a respectable family was
attacked with a virulent fever; lirst the child died,

then the father, and now the mother lies in a

dangerous state. A stable, not far from the back of

the house, may perhaps have been the cause; but it

is evident that even in clean streets the inhabitants

must be watchrul that nothing be allowed to accumu-
late in the back-yards. Another evil is that the dust-

bins arc allowed to be over-filled before the dustman
is called. The parish of St. Giles has given a hint

to its parishioners (and other parishes should follow

the example) not to be deterred by the bonus
expected by this functionary, whose duty it is to

collect the dust, See. daily without payment.

—

Oxe of
THE Million.

British Lead.—The produce of lead in Great
Britain amounts to fully two-thirds of the produce of

Europe. Spain stands second, producing about one-

third as much : united, the production of these two
states is equal to seven-eights of the European pro-

duce. The lead deposits of the United States extend
upwards of 3,000 square miles in the States of

Missouri, Illinois, Wisconsin, Oregon, North Carolina,

and California. A few years since, the Western States

of North America produced large quantities of lead :

as much as 40,000,000 of pounds have been produced
in 1851 ; hut the deposits opened out, it is said, have
not coutinued equally productive in depth, and their

present comparative poverty is demonstrated by the

large importations of British lead into these States.

—

Useful Metals and their Alloys.

Institution of Civil Engineers in Scotland
The first meeting of the session of this newly-formed
association was held in tlie Philosophical Society’s

Hall, George-street, Edinburgh, on Wednesday in

week before last. Professor Rankine, the president

of the institution, occupied the chair. The secretary

read the minutes of a meeting held iu June, and an-

nounced the names of eight influential gentlemen
proposed as members, to he hallotted for at the next
meeting. The president then delivered an inaugural

address.

English Engineers in Denmark.—We learn

from a Fiensburg journal that, ou the 12th of October,

the King of Denmark conferred (he Order of the

Danehrog upon Mr. Paton, civil engineer, fur his

pamphlet on the Jutland Railway, and other services.

This is the second time during the present reign that

this order, the highest but one in Denmark, has been

given to an Englishman
;
Sir S. M. Peto having been

invested with it ou the occasion of the opening, by the

King of Denmark, of the Royal Danish Railway.

Board of Examiners for District Sur-

VEYORSHiPS. — At a meeting of the Board of

Examiners, held on the 27th nit.— present, Mr. C.

Fowler (iu the chair), Mr. Geo. PownnU, Mr. Inman,

Mr. Whichcord, Mr. Godwin, Mr. Scoles, Mr. Pen-

nethorne, and Mr. C. C. Nelson, honorary secretary

—

several candidates presented themselves, and a certifi-

cate of competency was given to Mr. T. E. Knigbtley.

The Queen’s Park Estate, Chester.—This

estate, which comprises about 102 statute acres of

land, and a uuniber of villa residences, producing a

rental of from 600/. to 700/. per annum, was disposed

of by i)ub!ic auction at the Royal Hotel, Chester, on

Monday
;

it was knocked down to Mr. Warner, of

Manchester, for 19,000/.

Improvements in the Suffolk-street Gal-

leries.—The architect engaged on these works is

Mr. Francis 11. Fovder, not Mr. C. Fowler, as ivas

stated.

Roman Remains at Filey.—Some tooled stones,

set in mortar on puddled clay, and showing the action

of fire, with Roman coins and polteiy, hones of do-

mestic and other auimals, &e. have been found at a

harrow ou the Cairn head, near Filey, and are de-

scribed more particularly by the York Herald.

Tenders foe the New Bridge at Sunderland.
—This matter was decided by the Sunderland Corpo-

ration accepting the tender of Mr. Benjamin C.

Lawton, of Newcastle, for 34,697/. The following

tenders were sent iu :

—

Butler £36,613
Kiniiaird, London 36,037

Richard Cail, Newcastle ... 35,245

B. C. Lawton, Newcastle ... 34,697

Neil 31,488

Messrs. Forster and Lawtou, of Birtley, sent a tender

I (but not in time) for 34,390/. ;
and it is observable

1 that, with a single exception, there is a close approxi-

I mation in the lenders to Mr. Stephenson’s estimate of

I the cost of the bridge, 35,156/.

Types.—Mr. Editor: It would add much to the
value of the descriptions of the illustrations in the
Builder, if the writers would notice, iu many cases
that occur, the type upon which the plan, elevation,

or details of the building given may he founded. Iu
liie case of the Church of Notre Dame de Dadizcele,
of which you gave the plan and a view in ‘your last

number, the plan is evidently founded upon that of
the exquisite Church of Lieber Frauen Kirke at Treves,
which is attached to the cathedral. The ends of the
transepts and nave are square iu the Dadizeele Church,
instead of polygonal, and the nave is longer by one
bay

j
but iu other respects the recent church closely

follows its prototype in plan, as you may see by the
sketch enclosed, and which I made at Treves a few
weeks ago.—Tiios, L. Donaldson.

Kennington.— Tenders havm been received for
building new mistress’s house, new infant school, and
class-room in Bolton-street, Kennington

; Mr. F. H.
Fowler, architect. The quantities taken out by Mr.
Smither. The tenders ranged from—Cooke, 814/. to

Nolley, 674/.

The General Post-Office, St. Martin’s-le-
Grand.—Very considerable alterations have been
made here to give additional room, but architecturally

they cannot be considered improvements. The hall

has been filled up with offices, and spoilt altogether.

Industrial Employment of Prisoners.—It is

indicative of the dawn of common sense in the man-
agement of our gaols, as places of criminal punish-
ment, remarks the Brighton Gaseile, in reference to

a recent county magistrate’s decision, when we find

the Surrey magistrates, upon the principle that the
cost of punishment of the criminal classes should not
fall upon the honest and well-conducted ratepayers,

hut upon the offenders themselves, came to the reso-

lution of making the Wandsworth Prison a self-

supporting instilntion, by turning the labour of the

prisoners to remunerative work. This is true econo-
my, whatever political economists may say to the
contrary; and we should like to see the same prin-

ciple generally acted upon, not only in gaols, but also

in workhouses, with this difference iu favour of the

latter,—that all the money earned beyond the cost of

bis maintenance should he put to the account of the

pauper, so that he may one day or other shuffle off

the badge of pauperism, aud restart in the world as

a man of independence. Were such a system acted

upon, we should be freed from an immense amount
of taxation, and feel ourselves in a better position to

bear any burdens which such a crisis as the Russian

war, or the revolt in India, might impose upon us.

TENDERS
For new Chapel, to be built at Hertford. Mr. Hcnrj

Clutton (3t. James’s), architect:

—

Murry £1,31S 0 0
Mj’crs 1,150 0 0
White (Pimlico) l,15i 0 0

work has been tak^. I think a few such publications
wopld be the most effectual cheek, and many would have
to thank you for saving them from ruin, and others for
having been the means of obtaining work at remuuerative
prices. j p

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

OntE.-ruoi-sB FLcrs.-Sir,—Being about to erect Botne green-
houses for plants, which I want heated bj flues, will some of your
readers be kind enough to inform me. which is the best descrip-
tion of covers for them, as I find some of ordinary stone oraok,
and let the smoke out ? They will not be aubjeat to much heat,
still they will have to withstand a b^i^k fire at times. Ferhaps
they would also say what is the best kind of ordinary bricks for
the purpose, and if lime will do for the joints. Bach flue will be
about 90 or 100 feet long, and I am told it is only the first 8 or 10
feet, that is likely to suffer much by the heat. I should liko to
know, too, if flues in their course, may not descend a little, as
welt as ascend, without ditrlment to their drawing, as 1 find
some difference of opinion on that point.—C. II. K.
FonoK Pli es.—I am desirous of inspecting an iron foundry, in

which the forge flues descend, and are gathered into one common
shaft. 'Will any of your readers be kind enough to inform me
where a foundry, iUustrative of the principle in question, may be
seen ?—Slab.

J. A. C.-Mr. R.-D. C.-C. F. - L.-E. C.-R. R, U,-E. II.-P-
and W.—W. 8. F. (consuUa dictionaryi.—Mr. H.—Dr. J.—J. P.—
J. C.—N. II. R. (we are not prepared to recommend closing tlie
thoroughfare),—E. T. B. — B. B. — C. 8. — T. E. K, — Kev. C. B.—
F.R,—B.—C. V.(6hallbear from u8'.-3. F. C.-W. M.-G. A. C
(nest week).—J. H. J. T. (we are forced uniformly to decline).—
F. M, (ditto).—W. J. O.—E. G. B.-J. S. 8.

Catuedral of Dadissele.—

T

he scale to plan, p. $38, sliould
have been marked French mdres, not “ feet."

''Boole$anilA<ldrit»ii.''—Weare forced to decline pointing out
books or finding addresses.

NOTICE. — All communications respecting adverlite.
men(g should be addressed to the " Publisher,” and not
to the “Editor:" all other communications should be
addressed to the Editob, and not to the Publisher.

ADVERTI^MENTS.

A CIVIL ENGINEER, holding tlie appoint-
ment of county Biirvevor in one of the western counties, has

aVACAKCYfur an ARTICLED PUPIL. Any youth havinga
taste for the profession would Ibe received for four years for a
mr.deralc premium.-Application may be made to X. V, Z. care of
Mr Roberts. 197, High-street. Exeter.

TO ARCHITECTS.

Gentlemen in want of Assistance, can
have DRAWINGS (detail or perspective) executed with

abilHy and despatch by the advertiser (OMEGA), at his residence,
17, Hill-street, Knightsbridge, 8.W. First-class references if
required.

PADDINGTON.—The Vestry of the Parish
of Paddington are desirous ofobtainiug the SERVICES of

a PKOFES.-iloNAL GENTLEMAN to SURVEY aud VALUE,
for the purpose of Parochial Ahsessment. the properties of the
under-mentioned public companies, eo far os tbc’r works and
operations exist in the pariah, vis.—The Imperial Gas-liuht Com-

S
aoy, the Middlesex Water-works Compaay, the Grand Junction
fa;er-worke Company, the Qraud Junction Canal O impany, the

Regents Canal Company, and the Electric Telegraph Company(if
necessary).—Applications, stating terms, to be forwarded to the
Vestry Clcrk.ou or before MONDAY, theaoth day of NO'VE.MBER
iustint-By order,

FREDERICK AVELING. Vestry Clerk,
Vestry-hall. Harrow-road, November (J. 1307.

TO DRICKMAKER3.
ANTED, R Young Man (unmarried pre-

wf ferredj for the West Coast of South Americi, accustomed-i — - —— — — .v, accustomed
laking and burning bricks, setting kilns, and all Hie uuial

routine of au English orickyard. Liberal terms to a competent
party.-Apply, iu the Hr-t place, by letter, to J. W. at Mr. Dun-
can's, 8, Crawley-street, Oakley-equare, London, N.W.

For Lea House, Herbert-street, Hackiicy-roaii. Mr.
T. E. Enightlcy, architect

Cott ^ei.sso 0 0
Rivett 1,82J 0 0
Piper and Son 1,637 0 0
Wood and Sons 1,393 0 0

For Villa, at SuuDing-hil], Ascot. Mr. T. E. Kuightley^

architect :

—

Tades and Son £3.025 0 0
Patman . 2,811 0 0

Wood and Sons 2.763 0 0

Mills aud Son 2,604 0 0

For new Workshops and OlSccs, for Messrs. Gwynne
and Co. engineers, Milford-lane, Strand. Mr. Lay, archi-

tect. Quantities taken out by Mr. Barrett

To be furnished in

Six Weeks. Eight Weeks.

Dennis £i,54-l 0 0

Downes £4,174 0 0 3,980 0 0

Beagrave and Co ••. 3,918 0 0

Monday 3,800 0 0 3,620 0 0

Gommo and Bryan 3,814 0 0 3,614 0 0

Eowe 3,483 0 0 3,283 0 0

jjjQ ... 3,473 0 0

Ashton".’."’.''.'.'.'.'.'.’ 3,3S0 0 0 3,147 0 0

McLennn and Bird 3,370 0 0 3,270 0 0

Mason ••• 3,243 0 0

Jarvis 3,200 0 0

Purkis 3,179 0 0 3.159 0 0

Lane and Lewis 2,843 0 0 2,S00 0 0

gji-^ Ifot seeing in your last impression an account of

the above tenders, I have sent them to you for your iu-

spection aud use. As usual, you will find a great dis-

crepancy between the highest and the lowest. How such

thin''s occur unless wilfully done (or worse), especially

where quantities are supplied, is a mystery to all persons

connected with the trade, and beats aU figures and calcu-

lations of costs. Could this pernicious aud ruiuous system

be put a stop to, it would be conferring a great bo®n both

to the building trade in general, and also to the merchants

who supply the materials. I propose that you should pub-

lish iu your journal the quantities priced out, so ns to

bring the estimate to the amount contracted for. I have

made an estimate for one of the competitors, and stand

somewhere in the middle, and if you only intimate your

willingness to do so, I will furnish you with a bill moneyed

out, and the prices will prove the manner in which this

TO PLUMBERS AND BDILDERAWANTED, by a person of great practical
experience, who has been for many years eiigaEcd in the

lea ling csiablishmcnts of London, a SITU.\TIU > ns FOREMAN.
Unexceptionable testimonials os to character an I ability can bo
given.— Address, W. FURBE8, Office of “ The Builder.'"

WANTED, a SITUATION as FOREMAN,
by an energetic steady man

;
is quite oompeteut to manage

a business and keep books if required, iu the Locksinitli and Bell-
hanging line. Understands Iiot-watur work iu all it- brauoiics.

—

Z. A. care of Mrs. Otteridge, 72, Great Queen-street. Liucola's-itm-
fields.

TO CARPENTERS, BUILDERS. &o.

\T/'ANTED, by the Advertiser, wlio is a
V» young man, aged 21. from the oounlfy, a SITUATION.

WANTED, a SITUATION as MES-
V T SENQEH in a Bunk or ChamberB, bv a middle-nged
Man. who is active and willing, aud knows town well ; bos been
head porter in a workhouse four years, and la in receipt of a
pension from the polioc for fifteen years' aoLive services. First-
class re'creuces.—Address. J. U. Mr. Thomas bwainu's, S.Strahsa-
place, Ball’s-pond-road, Klugsland.

\’?/ANT.ED, by a Young Man, aged 23, a
Vv SITUATION iu a Builder's or AroUitec •• aud Survryui’s

Office, either iu town or country. Is a fii-st-rate driiuglit-man.

and has a good knowledge of lakiug off quantities, squaring up
and getting into bill. Unexoeptionnblc refereuco", aud terms
moderate. — Apply to 4Y. 24, Clayton-place, Kcuuiogtouroad,

TO BUILDERS, SURVEYORS. AND HOUSE .\OENTS.

TT/ANTED, by a steady, expeneuced, middlc-
\f aged Man. au ENGAGEilENT to ^Ul>EulN I’END a

JOB. new or repairs; or would take auy quantity of Joiner's

Work by the piece.—Address, A. Z. Mr. Gurney’s, 18, Meredith-
street, ClerkenweU.

NOTICE T<' PLU.MBERS, BUILDERS, AND OTHERS.

WANTED, by a Young Man, a constant
JOB. as THREE. BRANCH HANK (I’LD.MBER.

PAINTER, aud GLAZIER): has a general knowledge of gos-

fitting. Good reference. Wages. 37a per week—Direct to Mr.
WILLIAMS, care of Mr. U. C. OrUt, 19, Exeter-streot. filoauc-

street, Chelsea —
TO ARGHITEC'I'S.

WANTED, a SITDATION as CLERK of

WORKS, by a Man of many jeara’ experieuee in first-

rate house and villa architecture, &o. The Advert ser is a rapid

draughtaman, and possesses a thorough knowie ge of interior

finiehings iu Gothic aud Italian work, Ac. Good reierenoe. No
ohjeotion io the country.—Address, BiLSON, Office of "The
Builder."
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TO linT:?lE.DECORA.TOR8 AND BUILDER^.

W"
TO BUILDERS’ FOREMFN-.

TANTED, au experienced, active -Man, as

' YMID FOREMAN : a Carpenter by frarte Pfel-rre®-—

Aiidretp sttttioz net, particulars, and wages requireu. to M - X,

Offi« of “Tbe Dui der." No anonymous communioitions will be

attended ti\ >.

WTA K T E D, in a Surveyor’s OiSce, a

Vt’ WHITINO clerk ; he must be competent to ch«ck

accmmts—Address, stoisg ase and salary required, 4e.. to A. 11.

1 Vicarage-place, Combetwell.—References will be required.

rAl^TED, by a Young Man (from the
'

. < . .j »n PI .1 mV.!,,#,

inc 4c. an irNOAtiEME.NT'iriMPRitVEH: Wairw no 'Aiject.

objection to fill up time if required.—Address, J. P. No. 9.

High-street, Peckham-

TO WRICK MAKERS. BUILDERS. AND OTHERS.

'lirAKTED, by a miudle-aged Man, a
VV RITU.ATION to superintend the WORKS of_a

BRICK-FIELD; has had twenty years’ rjtpencnce in an ns

branches frxn clamp to kiln ; aceiistomed to machinery, Scotch

kiln.wcrk. burning, 4a Good reference will be riyot.—

D

irect,

W. J. 6. Ilope-terrace, Back-road, Kingsland. near Newington,

green. London.

TO PLUMBERS-

WANTED, a GOOD HAND, wlio irould

make himself useful in the various branches, for tbe

eountry.-i^irply to CHUCK. LOCKETT and CO. 10, Norton-

'tl/’AIsTED, by the Advertiser, an ENGAGE-W JlENTosASSISTANTinaLondon office. Qoodceneral

and terstectire draughtfmas, and conversant with tne r.iu'ine of

an archUeci’s office: Reference to eminent Loudon architects —
Address. L. J. Poat-oflice. Kensington.

TO ARCniTECTS. ENGINEERS. AND OTHER.S.

\17ANTED, au ENGAGEMENT with an
VV Architect or othersas DRAUGHTSMAN and GENE-
RAL ASSISTANT. The Adyettiser is a first rate Dronghtsman

and Colourisf. and D familiar with office practice. References

gtveo—Addrew.B J. Office of “ The Boilder."

TO SAW-MILL PRnpRIETOUS AND TIMUEB
MERCHANTS.WANTED, by a Young Man, a SITUATION

ss FOREMAN or MANAGER of SAW MILLS or

TIMBER-YARD. Is a good practical mill-sawyer ; ULo Ji»8_a

good knowledge of the limlieraud
slderable experience in 'themtiing
Good referencer

• ”
road.W.

TO BUILDERS AND JOCRING-MASTERS.

WANTED, by a steady, active young
rparried Man, eonhtant EMl’LoV.MF.KT as Ji-BBINU

BRICKLAYER. Can Bi t btoves, ranges, coppers, imd chimney-

pieces, or do any kind of jobbing work, or go on buildings, if re-

quited. Well experienced at the Imsipess. Moderate terms f r

oonetant. empbjyment. — Address, U. 0. T. Office of ' The
Builder."

TO BUILDER'S, CARPENTERS. TIMBER MERCHANTS.
^ wriARFlNDERS. AND OTHERS.

A BUILDER of long standing wishes to

obtain a SITUATION for l.ia CLERK, aged 34 years- ns

WORKING FOREMAN or GENERAL CLERK. 4o. hn^ne

been with him fir the last ten years, and is o®Vo 'pr*
leaving.—Apply by letter, stating wige.s given, to T. G. H. 23, Bing-

field-sireet. Caledopiaii-road. l-lingtoo.

roNTRACTiiHS. 4c.

A YOUNG MAN, aged 24-, son of a pnu-

_
Clp.l •>! .iperleno! in AliAf“

upei iuieuur..vc of works in town and country.

-iringestima'esof iliUpida'iiins.t iking oufquinti

p works, and n‘iialnffi leroiittoe. j®

-A. B 7. Great Cii’tere-«t ert. Westmin-t.

ipetent in pre-

engagement!

Tii AUCDITF.fTS AND BUILDKfiS.

A S CLBKK of WORKS, or BUILDER’S
rV GENERAL FOREMAN, a thorough pracUcal Carpenter

and Joiner is open to a RE-ENGAGEM BMT in town or country.

Has filled the above offices for biiirteen yenrs o;i some very exten-

Bire works. Uiiexeeptionahle testimonials can be produced.—

Address, J. U. 9 Li*t!e Barlow-s'r-^et, Marvlehons.

TO ENGINEER'S AN D CONTRACTORS.

A THOROUGHLY PRACTICAL MAN is

J\ now open loan ENGAGEMENT, to SUPERINTEND
WORKS or in the Office. He hai had considerable practice In

England and on the Continent, especially on railways and bridges,

Sp-'akA French fluently. Kefereoees given.—Address, A. B. IJ,

Elizabeth-strcet. CheUca, London, 8. W.

A S CLERK of WORKS.—TVANTED, by a

J\. thoroughly competent Person, a RE-ENO AGEME\T in

Good testimonials will bo given.—Address
thoroughly

the above capacity.

J. G. OfBoe of ‘'The Builder-

A DRAUGHTSMAN, who for many years

has under'aken the principal duties the offices

London and country architects, desires a RE-BNG.AGEMENT.
either temporary or otherwise.—Address, C. Y.i News-rooms, (6,

Strand.

TO ENGINEERS SURVEYORS, AND nUIT-PERS.

A YOUNG MAN, a good draughtsman,
and who is fami'iar with the mensuration of artificers’ work,

surveying, levelling, plotting, mapping calrulatlons. and machi-

nery, is willing to make arrangements with either of the above

partias, upon mutual appreciation of services. Highest testi-

monials—Addres". X. Y. Z. Poet-office. PeulonviUe.

TO ARCHITECTS. ARTISTS. DECORATORS, .. .

GENTLEMAN, educated in the office of

of the first ecclesiastical architects of the day. is de-

sirnns of an ENGAGEMENT. Heiswel! acquainted withGofhm
architecture, stained glasL figure drawing, cob.

—Address. L. M. S. Pn<t-olfice. RaU’s pond. I?li

A
r. and decoration.

TO SUKVEYORS,&c.

A PRACTICAL MAN, experienced in build-
ing, with a good knowledge of detail, would he clad *0

ASSIST a SURVEYOR or ESTIMATING CLERK in taking

out qiiantitleB, measuring work. Ac. Has been two years in

builder's office. Small sa'aryexpected. Good reference.-Addres'

A.B. 19. Warwick street. Pimlico.

SMITH and GAS-KITTER wants
- Address, T. P. 3, Sjuth-end-row, n

w ANTED, a SITUATION as CLERK of
WORS'S, or »e-engagemeDt os General Foreman, by a

Young Man. who is practicnlly aeqiiaiutel with Ih- superintend-

ence of woikmen. preparing estimates, drawing-, keeping ac-

counts.*' Good tesiiraouislsaiid reference from Insr employer.—

Addrees. J S. No-4 Clarence-gardeiis, Regeut'd-paik.

N ACCOUNTANT, connected with the
iiiMing trade, will he glad to ASSI.ST BUILDERi^ nud

OITIFRS in Makioc-up th'-ir Boofca, Accoun'a and Ralan'C-

Fbeets. Terras rroJ«nte.—A(idrei8, B. B. IS, Marylcbone-street,

Golden-square, W.

A”Al. bill

WANTED, by a Young Man, a SITUATION
in the BR.-lSS-FINISHING and GAS FITTING BD-'T-

NESS. Would go as au improver for a time, as he_ has not

aoiked Bt it lately.-AddreSfi.U. H. 21, Su£f.>Ik-plaee, Bell street,

Edgware-ioad. N.W^^

TO ARCHITEGT.S AND BUILDERS. ! A RL
-11/'ANTS EMPLOYMENT as CLERK of

^

ra anm .. a m

V» WCiRKS,
^

TG ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS.

NEAT Gothic and Italian Geometrical
and Perspective DRAUGHTSMAN and C’H.OURtoT, is

<-.p.-n fo an EN GAGEMENT »t a very moderate 'uIutv. or na

CLERK of WiiRKA-X. Y. “Freeman” Office. 21, W arwick-

laiie. Paternoster-row, London.

A

T EATHER MILL-BANDS, HOSE-PIPES,
i i BUCKETS, Ac. -Railway Companies, En-ineers, Con
tractors, and Buildera con be supplied with the above article*, o-

the very be-t qualify, and on the snortest notice. PCMP BUTTSf
and every otlier doscription of I,eather always on hand.—Apply
to J. HOLGATE and CO. Curriers and Leather Merebants. 33,

Great Dover-road. London. 8.E.
M'holesale Harness Manufacturers.

F. DENT, sole Successor to E. J. Dent in
all his Patent Rights and Busine^B, at 61, Strand, and 4

,
Royal Exchange, and the Clock and Compass Factory at

^..,.„^...et wharf. Chronometer, Watch, and Clock Maker to the

Queen and Pnnoe Albert, and Mnker of the GREAT CLOCK for

the HOUSES of PARLIAMENT. Ladies’ Gold Watches, Eight
Guineas ; Gentlemen’s, Ten Guineas; strong Silver Lever Watches.
Sis Guineas ; Church Clocks, with Compensation Pendulum. 61.

TO DRAUGHTSMEN AND CIVIL RftwlNEJaHB.

H MORRELL, BLACK LEAD PENCIL
• llANUFACTURER. No. 149, Fleet-Street, London.

These Pencils axe prepared in various degrees of hardnci and

shades.
H U H H for drawing on wood.
H H H for architectural use.

HH foreugineering.
H for sketcbin&

H B hard amd blacifor diaw-

F F light and .shading.

F forgeneial use.

B black for shading.
BB ditto ditto,

BBB duio ditto.

BBBB ditto ditto

, ARCHITECTS and BUILDERS.—
T. TRELOAR, 43. Ludgate-hill, Manufacturer. soppUea

Cocoa-nut Fibre Matting, Door-maU. Hassocks. 4c. of the best

quality, on the most reasonable terms.- Warehouse, 42, Ludgale-

mu. RC.

^0

IMFORTANT TO BUILDERS.

TJEGISTERED CAST-IRON CHIMNEY-
Xv HOPPER and CIJIMNEV-BAR COMBINED, ensuring

a perfect formation of the Flue, and rendering smoky chimneys
lamossible. One trial will cause their adoption in every building.

Price from Ss. fid. each, according to size.

IRON GIRDERS and COLUMNS to MODEL or DRAWING.
IRON PIPES and connections for gas, water, and Uquia

**KAiN-'WATER PIPE and EAVE GUTTERS at whole^e
prices. Also. U-G Gutters, Sash-weighta, S’TABLfe FITTINGS,
pumps, tomb railing, cattle and pig troughs, and COLUMNS
with caps and bases, and every kind of builders outings, in Btock,

at LYNCH WHITE’S Iron Wbarl.Uppet Ground-street. London,

near Blackfriars-bridge.

V ENTILATION. — The PATENT
AIR SYPHON VENTILATOR COMPANY GR.A.Nr

LICENCES for the use of their most economical and emo«Dt
VF.NT1L.ATORS. and give esUmaies for the veuUlatiou of single

romua and buildings of every deicripthm.— Vpplieattons for

licences, labels, agencie?, prospectuses, and estimates to be made
to Mr. G. A. CAPE, Jun. Manager, No. 173. Fenohurch-streot,

London. E.O.

VENTILATION.—PURE AIR.

TO THE i>Moi.'r43ioN.

READY ondPRACTICAL DRAUGHTS-
d 231 recently fr.im a leiding office, seek4 an

; is ver«ed iu the Pointed style', and g-ncral

i

drlailsVand tini-lied work; understands perspect’

; would like to go abroad.—Address,
FOREMAN. an active, middle-aged M:

carpenter by IradVt. accubtomed to mMSure, set out work, pre- ' Nnohji
par- wi.rkinc nnd detail drawings, keep time, pay workmens A 1. Office ol ^ .,c ...u...*.

.

w-.-izes keep acfl-'iiiifs, 4e. Uuexeeptionable reference from a fiist-
i

— ^
rate left.-Ad-

; ^ THOROUGHLY PRACTICAL ASSIST-
duss, E. G. B. ft*, Wcitbourne-S' eet. Pimlico.

.* BUILDERS. PAINTRKP, 4c. 1
of

ANT de-ires an immediate F.NOAGHMENT. Me Is rr

•ly branch of Oie profMsi-m, including laud furreyiii

'Veiling, perspcciiv '... .
I loveiiing pcrBvt'i.i‘i*e, t 'king out qiinnt' ties measiirioc lip works.

The Advertiser, a Young Man, aced 32, a
,
nnd hns’for some time past, had the entire maungemeiit of an

Direct to A. W. 39. Provideuce-row. Park-road, Islmgton.N.
j

ftVwUlTguQr fntccd rcfererccs to gentlemen of
'" eminence in the nrofebsi'in —Address to X. X. Mr, Barra’ta

_TO_T^UlLDEKS. CONTRACTORS, AND ENGINEERS
1 sraHoner 3. Veiv rihn-eb-'^tr.'rt. N W

The Advertiser has been engaged for live ______ ^

years with an engineer, and was previou-ly employed by a 1 A lUUiNvj AiAlN, agCCl
contr.ictor. filling the offices of clerk, collector, time kee'-er. and • t\_

T tt-p aj *•
TO ARCHITECTS.

4. 1 A PRACTICAL and thoroughly competent
HE Advertiser, whose present engagement ^ Ia„d s^rvoyVr ami Levellcr. and a^goo'il DrangUmm.
termios'eson the 8th of December, is desirous of a RE- ^ho f.>r the lost eight years has been engaged on exlensivc parish

ftore-keeper. He is de->iroU8 of obtaining fiirtoer E.MPLOY-
MENT.'sud can produce high testimonials from his late em-
ployers.-Addres*. J. K. I'ioa, HiU-atreet, Walworth.

TO ARCHITECTS.
enga^

... s desirous of a RE-
ENGAGEMENT, either in the town or country, but the former
would be preferred. He h’s had the ndTintage of thirteen years’

pra "licai erpericnoe iu both Classic and Gothic prae'ices Onex-
cepti' noble r«ferenc<8 can be given.—Address, W. U, 3, Bernard-
street, Uegcni’s-p^irk North. N.W.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACrDHS.

The Advertiser, aged 20, is desirous of a
i>E ENG.lGEMENT. Thocoughl/ uiider»t mil* the general

routine of the office, the preparation of fair and working draw-
ing*. end can fiirnlph first-class refereaocj.--Address, A. B. 89.

Jsiiaburgb-H' reet. Kegeot'ii-park.

23, having served
— — liisU-rmof appren'lcesli’P a’ a PLUMBi-.R. Ac. in the

country, wishes to IMI’RuVE himself in Loudon. Tcims
moderate.—Addre>8, A. F. 1, Smith’o-terracc. Chelsea.

EXTERNAL WALL.
With single pulley, from 6b. each t with leading pulley, from 8s. 6C.

These "Ventilators are arranged that the requisite quantity of

air may bo admitted for the due ventilation of au apartment
withouttbeslightest draught being felt by the occupants; and as

they are placed in the estemal wall, their action is not impeded
when the house is closed for the evening, at which time a oimstant

supply of fresh air is most required.—HAY W.ARD_, BROTH LHb.

TO LAND AND ENGINEERING SURVEYORS.

TO PLUMBERS, GLAZIERS, PAPER-
HANGEKS, and HOUSE DCCollAToHS, - A good

BUSINESS in the above line TO BE DISPOSED OF. in a

manufttctuiiug ami railway town in the West of Engiaod. with n
subs'antial Freehold Dwclling-housi. Show-room, and Work-
sKops. The purchase will not exceed 5001. Tiio present owner
bcii'g railed to lumediEtaut eucapement.—For particulars, apply

to Mi-s-srs. A LI.SOP and SON, Decorators, Stourbridge; or to

Mr Tli'iS. TATLOW, Accountant, Cank-ftreet. Leicester.

who f.>r the lost eight years has been engaged on extensive parish

and ton-n siirveys. Ac. and can be highly recommended, requires a
RE-ENGAGEMENT.-Address. C. E. Post-office, Bradford, Witt-

A YOUNG MAN, who has two years’ cha-
racter, is a good dniuehtsman, writer, and accountant,

uiiderntands tracing for lithogr phv, and ha’ no objection to the

country, is de»iro is of au ENGAGEMENT.—Addres’, U O.

57. Brook street, Lambeth.

O'
TD ARCHITECT.-* AND SURV'iYORS-

TO ARCHITECT.'* AND SURVEYORS.
A N experienced ASSISTANT desires an
xl. ENGAGEMENT in an Office, or to prepare drawings. Ac.

jh Bketchenand notes at liG own ohambf"'
Landale’e, 91, Cannon—treet, City, E.C.

t:hve hundred pounds.—To car-
1. PENTEllii and JOINEBS.-An ac'ive mac, with the
above sum, can be iulroduced toauestablUhedbu-iuess.princi-

Governmi'ut suppUes.-.Applv. by letter only, to

1 . 14. Miiidle-row North, KnigliKbridge. S. W.

A GOOD DRAUGHTSMAN, and well

D

dera'l, and well v
ME.'tT. temporary o
King’s-cross.

RAUGETSMAN.—A first-rate Draughts-
open to an ENQAOE.MENT.—Addres?, A. B. C.

69, St .Msrtin’s-laue

TO .kRCHITECTS AND SURVEYDBB.

A YOUNG MAN. a good DRAUGHTSMAN
A*, and SURVEYOR, aud possessing a mjderate nequaiutsnee
with levelling aud taking out qiiantitis'. is open to an ENGAGE-
MENT.—Address, S. I. Buck aud Wooton’s, Moun- -street. 8.

Draughtsman and writer, engi-
;

NEEKING, ARCHITECTURAL and MECHANICAL.
TO HOU-'E DECORATORS. Ac.

IfficadveH^Kwho harwoVked'for' wme'of'the“firstciTii‘engi- \^-^NTED, 111 the neighbourhood of
neersmtowL aod country, and the Government Offices, wMiea VT Grosvenor or Berkeley square, a BU^INEsS in the above
for no ENGAGEMENT, either temporary or otherwise, or to t^e line. Any pertou wishing to dispoe of the same, to address par-

woik at heme. Terms moderate. Specimens and references.— 1

t'culars. to J. M. N. Office of" The Builder. All communieati—
Addresr, P. C. 1, Palace-street, Pimlico. i will be considered strictly coufi ien'ioL

IVOTICE.—Mr.OWENJONES’S DESIGNS
1 1 for PAPERTIAKGINQ.S. os drawn for the late firm of

TowDseud ann Pntkcr, are now only to be obtuined from DUPPA
nnd COLLINS, HoujE Decoratois and Furnishers, 314, Okford-

Btreet, W.

PAFER-HANGINGS.— The CHEAPEST
HOUSE in London for every desertion of PAPPH-

HANGINGS is CROSS’S WHOLESALE ’WAREHOUbB. £S

GREAT PORTLAND-STREET, Oxford-street, where you cap

«lect from the LABOEST and MOST EXTENSIVE Assort,

msnt inVe Kingdom. THIRTY PER CENT. CHEAPEB
than aij' othsr house in the trade.

Idlers, and large consumers will do *

lUhmeut.

THE HOYAL POLYTECHNIC.—Mr. J. H.
J. Pepper F.C.S.. A.Iast., C-E. will describe h's Descent into

a Coal Mine.' at a Lerture eiititled “ A Scuttle of CmK fr' “ f'C

Pit to the Fireside," in which special reference will be made to

the Lundhlll Colliery Explosion, the various forms of Ssfeto

Lamp' nud the ceueralwoiking of Cool Mines. The Lecture wiU

be nk-utifully illustrated with Chemical Experiments aud Dir-

solving Diagrams and Pictures, on the usual Graud Polytectinlc

scale, and will commence on Thursday, the IStli instant, at .three,

nnd be repeated every Tae-.dBy and ThursJay.at three, aiid Wed-
ne-day aud Friday evening at a quarter t i eiglu The Rebellion

ill India, oneof the grandest series of Dis'Olving 1 lews ever shown.

These views, prou-mneed by " The Times’ aud nearly all ilie daily

aud weekiv Journals as" exceedingly besn’-iful and iffec-iv-, .are

exhibited every morninc at 4-15, and every evening at 'J-|'|, 'Jitn

a highly instructive nnd interesting Lecture On tlie Indian Mu-

tiny,” by J. Malcolm, Esq. Thirdre-tngtwomentot ihebLGtorgos
Choir, who will give their Musical Euteriaiument eve^ Tiie.-.day,

Thursday, aud Saturday evening, at eight Sohnsts— Mrs. Dixon,

the Misses Hycrott and Oaistin. and theaccomplished buffo singer,

5lr- George A, Cooper, who will introduce Ills popular \ Ca-

ricatures. Couducior, Mr. Newport. A fine Portrait of Have-

lock aud a new View of Lucknow are now ad-'ed to the sens of

Indian views, which will be exended as fast as the pictures wn be

painted from the origlual sketches Musical Lecture next i^n-

day evening, at eight, by D. Mackintosh, esq. lassiBted by Mrs.

MackiutOili.
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electric telegraphy, as 'vre have before noted, is

Mr. Isham Baggs.

Whether the precise mode in which the com-

pany who are carrying out Mr. Baggs’s inven-

tion mean to apply the power of steam to the

telegrapli, be the best possible, or the most

practicable or advantageous mode or not really

signifies little : the idea, as we have said, is an

excellent one, and there cannot be a doubt but

that it will very shortly be realized in some

shape or other, whereby all its obvious advan-

tages will be fully attained, and telegraphic

messages be immensely cheapened and vastly

multi^ied, to the substantial benefit^ q^the
public no less than of the telegraphic com-

panies
;
and, it is to be hoped, of the inventor

himself and the company by whose enterprise

the new development is being worked out iulo

practice.

And now, reverting to the Atlantic telegraph,

the application of steam power to which would

be an immense advantage, let us say a few

words on the pi’csent state and prospects of this

grand and truly cosraical scheme.

When the cable broke in the Atlantic Ocean,

after ‘100 miles of it had been payed out, the

American steam-ship Niagara, and its Britisli

consort, the Agamemnon, deposited the bulk of

the cable at the Keybam yarth belonging to

Goverameut, at Devonport
;
and^ere it will re-

main tOl next year, experiments meantime being

made with it by Mr. Whitehouse, the electri-

cian, which may assist in solving several curious

electrical problems. Even the 100 miles of it

lying in the Atlantic are being well watched

night and day, and may shed some interesting

light on the subject of terrestrial electro-mag-

netic currents, and other cosmical electric and

magnetic phenomena.
Next year’s endeavour to lay the line will be

made with 800 additionrd miles of cable, or

3,000 miles iu all to meet emergencies, and ihe

expedition, including the Niagara, which, mean-
time, is being altered interiorly at Neu' Tork,

will sail at an earlier period of the year than

before—most likely at the end of June or be-

ginning of July, so that in case of any hitch

occurring there may be ample time to repair it,

oud still leave August open for another effort.

The cable will, of course, be the same in kind

—

iu fact, it will be essentially the same cable as

before. The two portions of this cable, placed

in the two war-ships, it may be remembered,

were, unfortunately, it was said, covered with

wire spun in contraiy spirals, so that the one

portion would tend to untwist tlie oLlicv. Were
one portion to (wist at all with the other, this

would certainly be the result; but no mere
straight pull in the Hue of the cable, such as it

is aloue very likely to be exposed to, can well

act so as to untwist either portion. The danger

of kinking or fouling is itself a sufficient reason

for the careful avoidance of any twisting action

iu paying out. It is now proposed to join tlie

two portions in mid-ocean as 'uns at first con-

templated, the Niagara then proceeding east-

ward, and the westward. The deep
,

sea fishermen, it seems, recommended a different
|

course from cither this or the previous one,

'

namely, from west to east entirely, that is from
:

Newfoundland to Ireland, iu order to take ad-

'

vantage of the set of the Gulf Stream eastwards,

!

instead of the contrary coui'se westwards; and!
although that stream does not dip lower than
seventy fathoms while tlie cable is to be laid far

below that depth, it must be remembered that

in laying it, both the ships and tlie cable will

have the stream to cope with in tlic first place.

The paying-out apjiaratus is to be improved,

so as to guard against the strain on the cable,

caused either by the sudden pitching of the
ship,' or by the action of the brake-apparatus.

Considering the anticipated freedom from pitch-

ing iu the Great Eastern, or Leviathan, would
not such a ship be an invaluable, though, doubt-
less, a costly adjunct in the laying of tlie

Atlantic telegraph cable ? There would be a
'

peculiar fitness in the association of two sucli

grand results of nineteenth-century progress.

We hear nothing of any means being intended
to be applied for the salvation or recovery of
the cable, should it after all be again broken in
the deep ocean. Surely there can be no great
or insurmountable difficulty here. Wc should
like to know what fatal objection could be made

to cither of the two suggestions we ourselves,

for example, some time since made
;
namely—at

intervals of a certain number of miles of the cable,

as it run out, to affix a rope, attached to a buoy,

so arranged as to float on the surface when the

cable has reached the bottom, the rope being

capable of lifting the end of the cable should it

be broken. One or two only of these buoys and

ropes might be requisite, if, as we also sug-

gested, the cable were overrun by a ring attached

to the rope
;
and in this case, indeed, those in

the steamer or two required, under such circum-

stances, to follow ill the wake of the ship con-

taining the cable, would not need to lay down
any buoy at all.

Many plans and suggestions for the safe

deposit of the cable have been made since

the attempt to lay it was temporarily frus-

trated by the untoward accident on board

the Niagara, but on this subject we cannot

here enter. W'e may, however, simply refer

to a little tract “On Laying Telegraphic

Cables in the Deep Sea,” by a nautical and

practical man, who appears to know what he is

treating of,—namely. Master James Bodic,

B.N.'* who was appointed to the Agamemnon
when that ship was first prepared for the recep-

tion of the Atlantic cable, and had an oppor-

tunity of minutely noting all the arrangements

and appliances for its safe deposition then made
on board the ship. Master Bodic considers

that light as the cable was comparatively to

others, still it was unnecessarily heavy, and

hence the velocity and the perpendicularity

with which it rushed out
;
and that were the core

covered with hemp rope in place of wire rope,

except on the coasts, where anchors might get

foul of it, it would be sufficiently strong, and

would bear much more lifting power, so as to

be more easily recovered from the deep sea.

Mr. Bodie’s tract contains a table, showing at

what rate specific gravities descend in the

ocean, deduced l>y himself, experimental!)', from

deep sea soundings, and which cannot but be a

most useful aid iu the settlement of the ques-

tion of the safe deposit of the Atlantic telegraph

in tlie ocean depths.

Vciy considerable progress is being made in

filliugupthctelegraphicgaps,as wemaycail them,

betwccntliis country and its Indian empire. The
greatest gap is still the stretch between Bombay,

I
or at least Kurrachec, and Suez, at the head of

' the Kcd Sea. No telegraph has as yet been laid

down, cither in the Hcd or the Arabian Sea, and
this is mainly, though not entirely, what prevents

our Indian telegraphic news from reaching ns in

less than from three weeks to a month. Steamers

have still to cross the Arabian Sea and the

Red Sea
;
and, altliougb there are other gaps to

be filled up, these are already of minor import-

ance as causes of delay. Tlie shortest route,

however, would be by the Euphrates and the

:
Persian Gulf, Malta is about to become a distin-

guished point in ludian telegraphic coramunica-
'

tioii through Sardinia
;
and the Austrian Govern-

' ment have agreed to the laying of a submarine line

1 from Bagusa, on the Adriatic, forking out of the

I
Corfu an ) Malta cable to Caudia, and thence to

' Alexandria, with a view to the extension of the

: line to India via Alexandria, and the Bed Sea

I

or the Persian Gulf, to Kurrachee and Bombay, I

!
which would be brought within fifteen days of

Loudon by this Austrian adjunct alone
;
and,

were either the Bed Sea line or the Euphrates
line laid down, of course the telegraph com-
munication between London and India would be
instantaneous.

As the question is often put to us, how is the

telegram conveyed from India to England, why
is it that it does not come to us instantaneously,

and how is it that we are dependant on foreign

telegraphs for its conveyance
;

let us repeat, or
rather re-state in another form, that at present
the Indian news, after steaming up the Bed Sea
from India, and crossing the isthmus of Suez, is

[made up by our consul at Alexaudria on its
!

' arrival from Suez (no telegraph report being as
j

!
yet sent across theisthmus, although we believe

there is a partial line nmning from Cairo). The
summary of the news so made up at Alexandria
is forwarded to jMalta, and thence (till the cable

already made he laid down between Cagliari and
Malta) by Government steamer to Cagliari,

i

* Harris, priuter to Ler Majestr, Fore-street, Devon- i

port.

Handed iu to the telegraph-office there, it is

forwarded to Spezzia and thence to Turin.

Thence there are two telegraphic routes, one
via Switzerland, the Bhine provinces, Belgium,
and through the submarine cable from Ostend
to London

;
the other via Erance to Paris, and

thence (through the submarine cable) from

;

Calais to London. A third route may also be
employed, viz. from the Bhine Provinces to

Amsterdam, and thence, via the Electric and
International Telegrapli Company’s submarine
wires, from Holland to Loudon.
A line has been proposed to connect Alex-

andria, Malta, and Gibraltar, with England
direct, but in the present state of the money
market any further great extension of long sub-

marine lines is not at all probable. At present,

therefore, as will be seen, in telegraphic com-
munication England is quite dependent on con-

tinental powers.
As regards internal communication in India

itself, we may add, there are already 5,000 miles

of telegraph in the interior, and measures will

be taken to insure uniformity of design and
management throughout the whole range of line

from Calcutta, Madras, and Bombay to Great

Britain. In, furtherance of this, a coast line

between Calcutta and Madras is in vigorous
prosecution.

FIR, DEAL, AND HOUSE PAINTING.
AN ATTEMPT TO 'DETERMINE THE PERIODS IN ENG-
LAND 'WHEN THESE WERE FIRST INTRODUCED,
WITH REMARKS ON THE PROCESSES ' OF THE
LATTER.*

It has been generally supposed that the timber

seen in old buildings is almost without exception oak

;

but it will be found on investigation, that many other

kinds of ivood were used, a knowledge of which,

tested as tliey have thus been in trying positions,

would be highly serviceable to the architect and to

the builder. From records quoted in Mr. Turner’s

j

“ Domestic Architecture of Eugland,” f it appears

that in 1253, temp. Henry III. the bailiffs of South-

ampton were commanded to buy 200 Norway boards

of iir to be used at Winchester for waiuscot; that in

1255, 1,000 Norway boards were purchased for

wainscoting certaio rooms in Windsor Castle, and
that a house of deal was to be made, running on six

wheels aud roofed with lead. The word used, “ sapo
or sappo,” has been translated “deal;” this latter is

stated to be derived from the Dutch, deelen, or

German, clielen, “ firwood,” which would perhaps
be the better translation of the word “sapo.”J
Turner gives his opinion that “ the wood ordinarily

used was fir, possibly because it was cheaper and more
easily worked than oak,” aud that “ Norway planks

were largely imported into this country from an early

period of the thirteenth century, and perhaps,

although it is not quite so clear, at a still earlier

time.” His authority for these remarks appears to

me very slight; but he has in his favour the fact that

treaties “for the benefit of trade” were made by
Henry HI. with one or two of the kings of Norway

;

the use of the limber, however, would appear (from

these records) to have been confined to the royal

works. Deal boards bought for doors and windows,
are mentioned between 1272 and 1307. One of the

halls appropriated fur the royal seat at the coronation

of Edward II. (1307), was ordered to be covered with

boards “ de sapo.” The wardrobe accounis of

I Edward IV. (1480), mention cofyns of fyrre for the

!

carriage of the king’s books to Ekham.
The above extracts show that fir timber was im-

ported at that early period; and omitting the last

record, wc most now pass over an interval of about

200 years to the next date, for the first statement I

have been able to find of the actual importation of

timber, which is as late as 1517, temp. Henry VIII.

when the Dutch in particular were accused of bringing

over iron, timber, and leather, ready manufactured.

During that monarch’s reign the scarcity of limber

began to be experienced, and several statutes were

passed for fixing the price of barrels
;
requiring the

importation of clap-boards for their manufacture
;
and

for the preservation of the forests of England, but

excludiug the counties where iron-works had been

carried on from very ancient times. Queen Elizabeth

(1558-1603) having reduced the forests still further,

pa-sed subsequent Acts for their preservatioa. Mr.
Clayton, in his work on the ancient timber edifices of

• Read bv Mr. Wyatt Papworth, at the Ordinary
General Meetiuff of tlie Royal Institute of British Archi-
tects, on the 2nd last, as already mentioned.

t The omission in this work of infirniation 08 to the
exact kind of wood used in the different buildings is the
more to be regretted, as the author ot the second volume
states that he had visited every place he described.

J Frenoli, cujiin.
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llie western part of Eogland, states that the timber

buildings of England (of Ibis period, that of the six-

teenth century) were invariably constructed of oak, of

extreme durability
j
and Harrison (1573), the often

quoted WTiter in the reign of Elizabeth, says,
—“ The

wa's of our houses on the inner sides be either hanged

with tapeslrie, arras workc, or painted cloths—or els

they are seeled with oke of our owne, or wainscot

brought hither out of the East counlriesj” and in

another place, “ in times past, men were contented to

dwell in houses huylded of sallow, willow, plum-tree,

hard beamc, and time, so that the use of oake was in

a manner dedicated unto churches, religious houses,

princes’ palaces, noblemen’s lodgings and navigation ;

hnt now all these are njected, and nothing but okc

aide whit regiiarded.” It will be observed that deal

is not mentioned for building purposes. During the

last years of Elizabeth’s reign, cottagers and fanners’

houses were building in all directions, aud in London

tbe progress was likened to an inundation. Large

qirantitics of limber were thus needed, as brick had not

yet been adopted for general use.

Although without any historical record of the fact,

it is to about this period (1558-1608), and to the above-

namfd causes, that I should attribute tbe general

introduction of foreign timber as an article of com-

merce
;
as in 1553 (1st of Mary) thcEoglish had diseo-

vti-ed Archangel, and in 1560 commcuced trading to

Narva, then belonging to Sweden. The fitness of fir,

besidis other woods for building, is set forth by an

Eugli^h writer in 1586, seventeen years before the

death of Elizabeth :

—“ Eirr timber is meet for divers

workes, and greatly esteemed fur his height and big-

nesse, whereuf arc made the ship masts and pillars

for houses, for it is very strong and able to abide great

force. It is used also in building, for great gates and

door-posts : in line, good for any building within, but

not so well enduring without doores, and very soon set

a-fire. The firre, the poplar, the ash, and the clmc

are meet for the inner parts of the house, but they

serve not so w ell in the weather as the okc doth. The

best to bear weight is the fir and the larch, which,

howsoever you lay them, will neither bend nor break,

and never faile till wormes consume them. Ash for

thin horde
;
the best to clean, the firre, the poplar,

and the beech.” In or about 1603, Sir Walter Raleigh

presented to James I. some observations on trade aud

commerce, showing how the Dutch had engrossed the

transport of the produce of other countries, and stat-

ing that ” the exceeding groves of woods were in the

East Kingdoms, but the huge piles of wainscot, clap-

boad, fir, deal, masts, and Umber, is in the Low
Countries, where none grow, wherewith they served

themselves and other parts, and this kingdom, with

those commodities.” Erom other accounts it appears

that for about seventy years a very considerable trade

had been carried on with Russia—Archangel, it will

be remembered, was discovered by the English in

1553), and that down to about the year 1590 a large

number of ships sailed annually to that country
;
but

in 1600 only four had been sent out. and in 1602 only

two or three ;
whereas the Russian trade of the Dutch

employed from thirly to forty ships each as large as

two of the English, and all chiefly laden with English

goods. Though the above shows the extent of the

Iradiag, yet a pamphlet, published about filty years

later, in 1662, whilst describing the produce of Russia,

mentions oak as the only timber exported. By tbe

Year 1638 Germany, Prussia, aud Norway, all sent

timber and deal boards. In 1662, Cnarlcs II. inter-

dicted the importation from the Netherlands and Ger-

many of deal boards, fir, timber, and other articles,

upon any preleace whatever.

Beddes a panel, to which I shall refer presently,

the date of which is somewhat uncertain, the earliest

instance of the actual use of deal I have been able to

find, is in the description of Wimbledon Hall, erected

in 1558 by Sir Thomas Cecil. This building became

about 1640, the property of Queen Henrietta Maria,

and was surveyed by order of the Parliament, in

1649. Theaccouuls do not state whether any re-

pairs were made in the sixty years betweeu tbe date

of its erection and the survey. If the deal, therefore,

which was introduced so largely in the lloor boards

aud wainscoting was not in the original erection, we

must infer that the house was put into repair or

modernised near the middle of the seventeenth cen-

tury, when it was prepared for the queen; I am in

favour of the deal having beca used ia the original

erccliou.

The account of Wimbledon Hall extends over fifty

pages of llic Arclimotogia, aud describes how each

room was paved, lighted, aud ceiled
;
whether waius-

coled, coloured, or plastered
;
what fixtures remaiutd

theicin
;
concluding with the state and extent of the

gavden.s and buildings, the park, and erections belong-

ing to the estate. Tbe use of deal for floor boards,

wainscoting, wall liuings, presses,^ &c. frequently

occurs in the accouut, which lime will not permit me

to give at length. In tbe basement was a dry larder,

having a press of deal wainscot. Among the exterior

buildings a pheasant garden is dest-ribed, severed from

ihe park by a pale of deal boards, 10 feet high. The

land of Richmond Palace is likewise described as part

fenced with brick, and part with deal hoards.

Another early instance may be obtained by infer-

ence, in Brandenburgh House, Hammersmith, erected

about the beginning of Charles I.’s reign (say 1625),

by Sir Nicholas Crisp, the materials of which were

sold by auction in 1822, the dry rot having got into

the timbers (Ealkeiicr’s Hammersmith, edit. 1839).

Sir Bulstrodr Yi^bitelocke, ambassador to Sweden in

the time of Cromwell, on his return in 1654, hrou^iht

a cargo of deal hoards, which he mentions in his

journal to have been used at Pawley Court for new

flooring his hall, and for wainscoting it.

Respecting the asserted practice of “ painting
”

during the thirteenth century. Turner says a few

instances do occur of directions to paiut the wood-

work, but in a note he adds that the chapel built by

Henry III. (1216-72) at Windsor, had a wooden roof

formed and coloured to imitate one of stone at Lich-

field, and that wooden aud stone posts or piers and

arches were painted marble colour, as were those of

the halls of Guildford and Ludgershall. During this

century, the ordinary custom was to decorate in paint

or colour the wainscoting with patterns or subjects

taken from sacred or profane history. Green was the

favourite colour, very frequently starred with gold,

with borders of a different pattern, male and female

heads, &c. This wainscoting being generally only

5 feet or 6 feet high, the wall or plaster above it was

painted in fresco or in water, to represent some his-

tory, or a curtain. Tbe Queen’s chamber, at the

Tower, was to have the walls whitewashed aud pointed,

and within those pointings painted flowers; the next

year the same chamber was to be thorougbly whitened

internally and newly painted with roses ;
also the

King’s own chamber was to be entirely whitewashed.

But this was not confined to internal work, for in the

following year the king directs that water-pipes should

be put up to the great tower, so that tbe walls of ihe

said tower, which has been newly whitewashed, might

be in nowise injured by the dropping of rain water,

nor he easily weakened. Even the chapel of St.

Catherine, in Nottingham Castle, was to be white-

washed on every side, and pointed lineally : directions

are also given to whitewash within and without the

King’s chapel, the Queen’s chapel and chamber, and

the Queen’s great wardrobe, all at Guildford, where

the hall also was whitewashed. 'Whitewashing would

appear to have been then almost a royal luxury

;

though not wholly so, for evidence is found that during

the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries the citizens of

London not only whitewashed their walls, bnt were

compelled by the magistrates to do the same to the

thatch of the roofing, as a precaution against fire.

White lead and oil, with fine and inferior varnishes,

were also extensively employed in this period for the

decorations. Turner, in support of external painting,

states that the habitable buildings being of limber, it

would require painting iu some way to be preserved

from the weather, for although park palings will stand

for almost any length of time, yet cawed woodwork,

aud even plain timber when mixed with ])laster, re-

quire painting. He appears to have formed this opinion

upon the present mode iu Laiicaaliire and Cheshire,

of painting (colouring 't) the timbers black and the

interstices white. Clayton says, “it would seem pro-

bable, from tbe appearance of the timbers in many of

these buildings (the town-halls of the sixteeuth cen-

tury) that their surfaces were originally protected by

a description of paint, of a rich brown colour
;

it is,

however, extremely uncertain whetiicr the pvaclicc of

blackening them, as usually done in the present day,

can be traced to ancient origin. The following extract

from a record, dated 1574, will remove any doubt on

the point. The plastering and whitening the fore-

front of my Mr. liis house in Coleman-street, and the

courte, with the blacking oflhe limber work, 42s. 6d.”

The extensive employment of tapestry in the four-

teenth aud fiftceuth centuries would appear to have

allowed the wbitewashcr to rest, except for the ceil-

ings, which were “ white lined,” as usual
;

a few

walls, however, were white lined even in Elizabeth’s

reign; but then they were decorated with poesies and

moral proverbs on fantastic labels, of which Luckiug-

field furnishes so profuse an example. At Hai-dwick

Hall, 1750, the walls of the slate room arc divided

at about half the height by a stringing, the upper

part filled with landscapes, figures and animals re-

lieved in plaster, and painted “ all proper” on a

white ground
;
the lower division hung with tapestry,

and the oak panels of the wainscot of one of the

rooms arc all marked in gold with the Stafford knot,

the cognizance of that family. The survey iilrcady

mentioned of Wimbledon Hal! in 1649, states that

the oak waiuscot was varnished green, with gold

stars, crosses, See . ;
or coloured with ‘ livor color

aud varnished ;
or varnished white, filleted with

green; and it is interesting to notice that from the

absence of all description to the contrary, the deal so

much employed may be supposed to have been left

plain. The “ knotts ” in the garden “ are compassed

about on three sides thereof with very handsome rails,

piked with spired posts, in every corner and angle, all'

of wood, varnished with white, which very much'

adorns aud set forth the garden.” Oil painting is-

thus not noticed.

As an illustration oC the use of deal in the reign

of Elizabeth, and also of this mode of decoration,

Mr. Reynolds Rowe, of Cambridge, has forwarded a

panel of fir ; it originally had a ground-«ork of Ver-

million, in the centre of which was a pattern laid on

in gold of a good thickness. This panel had formerly

belonged lo Swansey Manor House, in Cambridge-

shire, iemj). Elizabeth, which still contains some of

the same kind of work, probably under the coat oP

white paint of a later period.

In connection with this period reference may be

made to a small octavo volume, by Stephen I’rimatt,

published in 1667, the year following the Eire of

London, and evidently intended os a guide to builders.

Describing the finishing of the various classes of

houses illustrated; he specifies that the walls of each

I floor arc to be “ plastered aud sized
;

th'- pirtitions

' to be “lath, plaster and renduredand sized.” Paiatfr’s

work is described “ for a fair stone colour laid in oil

for windows, doors, rails and banisters for staircases,

shop-windows and modillions is worth 12d. per yard,

being coloured over thrice. For a limber colour iu

oil, over doors and windows, 9d. per ynrd. For a

door painted on one side with a stone colour, 12d. a

yard, and for a light of a window, 6d.
;
for a lead!

colour iu oil, 9d. or lOd. a yard. Puintcr’s work of

ordinary lights of windows in oil, at 6d. per yard, or

3d per light. For painting the best cerulean or blue

colour in oil, Is. 6d. per yard:” this is the only ex-

pensive colour mentioned, and seems to indicate the

original paint for metal-work.
“ Whitewashing with

size ” is given as worth 2d. per yard.

In 1671 it was agreed that the wainscut in the

Hall of the Carpenters’ Company shoidd “ be hand-

somely painted, and the walls above the wainscot on

the south side hung with painted cloth of some neat

painting-work suitable to the front side. A French

traveller in England in 1672, remarks that the

houses of Canterbury are well built and painted aficr

tbe Dutch fashion.” Eor many years after 1700, the

following description from a work of the period \vill

convey some idea of the extent of painting practised.

“Out-door painting for doors,8bop-windows, window-

frames, pediments, architraves, frieze?, and cornices,,

and all other timber-work exposed to the weather,

ought at first setting up to be primed with Spanish

brown, Spanish white, and red lead (about a fifth

part) to make the other two colours dry, ground in

linseed oil : then again with tbe same colour, only

whiter, and, lastly, with fair white made of lead, and

about a fifth part’in quantity (not weight) of Spanish

white. “‘Wainscot colour,” “white colour,”
_

and

“walnut colour” are enumerated; also “ordinary

branched painting” and “plain japan, either black or

white.” On considering this recital of painter’s work

I have thought that these, wainscot and walnut colours,

were used for the purpose of making woodwork

resemble those woods. An interesting account has

lately been published of a lady of rank, who, in 1612

or 1613 appears to have entirely changed the fashion

of the arrangemeuts of houses in Fraace, aud to have

been the first who painted rooms in any other eolour

than red or tawny. The next and last item in the-

description is “whiting and colouring on plasterers

work.” Here I would request your atU-utiou to the

continued use of “colour” (distemper) for interior

work, dowu lo such a late period (1700), _a fact which

I couceivc at once accounts for the extensive use made

of it in our churches. It is clear that from about

1700, oil paiut became a disguiser of materials, and

we know from his own descriptiou that the interior of

St. Paul’s Cathedral was painted under Sir Christopher

Wren’s direction. In a work of 1703, the contrivance

of closets in most rooms, and painted waiuscot are

mentioned as two great improvements. Perhaps the

first intimation of oil paint being used to a

0-s.icat internalh/, is in a “ Compendium ot lfL.1.

It states that the taking of the dimensions for paiuters

works within doors, is the same with that of tbe

joiners by girtings about the mouldings and mem-

bers of cornices, &c. ;
but the painter never requires

work and half work as the joiners do, but reckons his

work once twice, or thrice primed or coloured over.

Wood, iu bis history of Bath, says “ that about 1727,

if ihe walls of any of the rooms wire covered wuth

wainscot, it was with such as was mean and never

painted:” as the new buildings advanced, the rooms

were aU wainscoted and painted in a coally and hand-

some manner.

Ware, in 1767, writes that “ fir, as it is cheap and

works ca«y, since the use of paint has become so

frequent, has iu a manner superseded all other kiuds.

Iu the descriptions of buildings given at the end of

his work, he specifies that the walls are to be rendered
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aud fronted for bangings, and paints all the wainscoted

rooms a " common or stone cnloiir” three times in

oil. In 1775 a large mansion in the country is

stated to have paper to the gruuiid-floor roora‘=,

whilst the walls of the bed-rooms, uarrits, and base-

ment were lime»w'hitcd. And at the beginning of

the present century, says a later writer, the houses of

traders aud middle-classes, parliculaily in the pro-

vinces, were chiefly adorned with simple wastiogs of

rose pink, whitening, and size. A ftieiul, now iu his

eighty-fifth year, remembers the lining to walls being

left unpaiuted, and much of the woodwork even in

the rooms connected with the Ileuses of Parliiment
were also of plain deal. The plastered walls ol houses
were coloured, the sashes painted white, the doors,

skirtings, aud other parts generally black. Several

present can no doubt recall many bouses in the
countjy still exhibitiug this ancient style of orna-
mentation. Thus we may conclude that house paint-
ing, or, as it has been very descriptively termed, the
“ three coats and flat work,” did not come into fashion
until about the period of \Villiam and Mary and Anne,
up to which time either colouring by distemper or by
whitewash had been in vogue for phistetwurk, leaving
inside woodwork more or less untouched.*

CLOCKS AND LOCKS.
Under the title of “Clocks aud Locks,” Mr. Deni-

son has issued a little book, the first part of which
is a new aud enlarged edition of a reprint from
the eighth edition of the Eneyclopcsdia Britannica,

,

and a kind of third edition of one of Weale’s series of
Treatises

;
and the second part is also a reprint from the

jEnryclopiFclia, and was noticed by us some time since,
jwhen it appeared in the form of a lecture by Mr!

!

Denison. Much of the first part is occupied with the
author’s history of the great Westminster clock, of
-which he was the designer, and with an account of
liis own improvements in clocks.f The treatise con-
tains some very nseful information and guidance as
to church aud turret clocks and dials. We may quote
a few of his remarks on the firm of dials

“ The establi-hed form of dial for turret clocks is a
|

sheet of copper made convex, to preserve its shape
;

I

and this is just the worst form which human ingenuity
could have coutrived for it. For, in the first place,
the ramute-hand, being uecessarilv outside of the
hour hand is thrown still farther otF the minutes to
which It has to point by the convexity of tl.e dial

;

'

and consequently, when it is iu any posiiiou except
nearly vertical, it is impossible to see accurately
whei^ It is pointing; and if it is bent enough to
avoid this effect of patallax, it looks very ill

Secondly, a convex dial at a considcrabie height from
the ground looks even more convex than it really is
because the lines of sight from the middle and the to^

'

of the dial make a smaller angle with the eye than
the lines from the middle aud ihe bottom, in propor-
tion to the degree of convexity. Obvious as is the
remedy for these defects, by simply makin'' the dial
concave instead of convex, it has, we believe never
been adopted until Mr. Dent introduced this improve-

!

meat also, at Mr. Denison’s suggestion, in some

'

clocks for the Great Northern llailway, at Doncaster I

and on the platform at the King’s-cross station As
'

convex dials look more curved than they are, these
look less curved than they arc, and, iu fact, might
easily be taken for flat ones, though the curvature is

'

exactly the same as usual. Old convex dials are easily I

mtered to concave, and the improvement is very strik- i

lug where it has been done. There is no reason why
'

the same form should not be adopted in stone, c< meut,
slate, or cast iron, in which materials dials are some-

'

times, and properly enough, made with the middle'
part counlersuuk for the horn- hand, so that the’
minute-hand may go close to the figures and avoid

'

parallax.
_

When dials are large, copper, or even iron :

or slate, is quite a useless ixpense, if the stonework
'

13 moderately smooth, as most kinds of stone take
and retain paint very well, and the gQdmg will stand
ijlion it better than it often does on copper or iron.

I

ihe figures are generally made nmeh too lar-e
1 eople have a pattern-dial painted

; and if the fi^iucs
are not as lorg as one-lhird of the radius, and there-

'

fore occupying, with the minutes, about two-thirds of
the whole area of the dial, they fancy they arc not

'

large enough to he read at a distance
; whereas the fact

occupied by (he figures, the
leas dbtmct they are, and the more difficult it is to

‘

disliugiush the position of the hands, which is what
i

people really waut to sec, and uot to read the figures.

replaced by twelve large
spots, liiere is a clock with a dial of this kiud iutuc London Aihemcum

;
aud though it is constanilv

retened to as a regulator of watches, nobody has

* To be continued.

.It vv
° lull Account of the Great Clockat M c. mmstor By Edmund Beckett Deniao-l M AEduiburgb

: Adam and Charles Black. 1857.

ever complained of the want of figures, which, after

all, do not mean what they say, as you read ‘twenty
minutes to' something, when the minute-hand points to

vni.* The rule which has been adopted, after various

experiments, as the best for the proportions of the
dial, is tiiis :— Divide the radius into three, and
leave the inner two-thirds clear and flat, and of same
Colour forming a strong contrast to the colour of the

hands, black or dark blue if they are gilt, and white
if ihi'V are black. The figures should occupy the

next two-lbirds of the remaining third, aud the
minutes be set in (he remainder, near the edge, and
with every fifth minute more strongly marked than
the rest

;
and there should 7io/ be a rim round the

di:il, as there generally is, of the same colour or gilding

as the figures. The worst kind of dial of all are the
things called skeleton dials, which either have no
middle except the stonework, forming no contrast to

the hands (to which state the authorities of Trinily

College, Cambridge, have lately altered their well-

kuowu double-striking clock, put up by the famous
Dr. Bentley, striking, as it used to he said, once for

Trinity and once for bis former college, St. John’s,
which had no clock), or else taking special trouble to

peiplex the spectator by filling up the middle with
radiating bars. "Where a dial cannot be put without
interfering with the architeclure, it is much better to

have none, as is the case in many cathedrals and
large churches, leaving the information to be given
by the striking of the hours and quarters. This also
will save something, perhaps a good deal, in the size

and cost of the clock
;
and if it is one without a train

remontoire or gravity escapement, will enable it to go
better. The size of public dials is ofteu very inade-
quate to their height aud the distance at which they
are intended to be seen. They ought to be at least

1 foot in diameter, for every 10 feet of hciglit above
the ground, and in many cases more, whenever the
dial will be seen far off; and this rule ought to be
en'‘orced on architects, as they are often not aware of
it till too late, and indeed seldom make proper provi-
sions fur the clock or the weights in building a
tower.”

As to lighting (hem, he says :

—

“ The art of illuminating dials cannot be said to
be in a satisfactory state. Where there happens to
be, as there seldom is, a projecting roof at some little

distance below (be dial, it may be illuminated bv re-
flection, like that at the Horse Guards—about the
only merit which that superstitiously-venerated and
bad clock has

;
and perhaps the same thing might be

done by movable lamp reflectors, like those put be-

,

fore shop windows at night, to be turned back against
the wall diiriug the day

;
but such an arrangement

would be expeusive in working and attendance, even
,

if it could be conveniently arranged. It has also

'

been proposed to sink the dial within the wall, and
illuminate it by jets of gas pointing inwards from a
kind of projecting rim, like what is called in church
windows a ‘ hood-moulding,’ carried all round. But,
it is a great objection to sunk dials, even of less depth
than would be required here, that they do not receive

'

light enough by day, and do uot get their faces

washed with the rain. The common mode of illumina-
tion is by making the dials either entirely, or all ex-
cejit the figures and minutes and a ring to carry them,
of glass, either ground or lined in the inside with
linen (paint loses its etJour from the gas). The gas
is kept alwi.ys alight, but the clock is made to turn it

nearly off and full on ut the proper times, by a twenty-
four-hour wheel, with pins set iu it by hand as the
length of the day varies. Self-aetiog ap|)aratus has
been a[iplied, but it is somewhat complicated, and an
unnecessary expense. But these dials always look!
very ill by day

; and it seems often to be forgotten that

'

dials are wanted much more by day than by night;
and also, that the animal expense of lighting three or

'

four dials far exceeds the interest of the entire cost of
any ordinary clock. White opaque glass with black

|

figutes has lately been introduced, and it is very'
supeiiorto the common nieiLod. It is used in the

[

great M estniinster clock dials. It is somewhat of an
'

objection to illuminaiing large dials from the inside,
'

that it makes it impossible to counterpoise the hands .

outside, except wiih very short aud therefore very
hC'ivy counterpoises. And if hands are only counter-
poised inside, there is no counterpoise at all to the
force of (he wind, which is then constantly tending to
loosen them on the arbor, aud that tendency is aggra-
vated by the hand itself pressing on the arbor oneway
as it ascends, and the other as it descends

;
and if a

large hand once gets in the smallest degree loose, it

becomes rapidly worse by the constant shaking. It
is mentioned iu Reid’s book, that the minute-hand of
St. Paul s cathedral, which is above 8 feet long, used
to fall over above a minute as it passed from the left
to the right side of xn, before it was counterpoised

In a street near tlie Builder office there is a clock out-
side a halter's shop with the fijnre of a hat merely at each
ol the usual figure-points, j-et the time is indicated as
clearly as usual.

outside. Iu the conditions to be followed in the
Westminster clock it was expressly required that ‘the
hands be counterpoised externally, for wiud as well as
weight.’ ITie long hand should be straight and plain,
to distinguish it as much as possible from the hour
hand, which should end in a ‘ heart ’ or swell. Many
clockmakers and architects, on the contrary, seem to
aim at making the bauds as like each other as they
can

;
aud it is not uncommon to see even the counter-

poises gilt, probably with the same object of produc-
ing apparent symmetry and real confusion.”

In respect to the Westminster clock, Jlr. Denison,
states that the final estimate of Mr. Dent for its con-
struction was 1,800/. The weight of the great bell
was increased from fourteen to sixteen tons by an acci-
dental deviation of the founders from Mr. Denison’s
design, and the composition of the metal, as pre-
scribed by him, was somewhat different from what
was usual, containing 7 of tin to 22 of copper, instead
of 1 of tin to 4 of copper. The density and strength
of the metal were thus greater than of any known
bell metal, and the bell altogether more powerful than
had been expected by any body. Consequeutly, all

previous calciilalious as to tbe proper weight of the
hammer bad turned out wrong. The bell went on
increasing in sound as tbe hammer was increased,

up to 12 cwt. or about l-28th of the weight of the

hell. Mr. VoUiaaiy had assumed that the weight of

the hammer ought to he from the 200tli to the 160th
pai't of the bell’s weight, and Mr. Denison himself
assumed 4 to 5 cwt. or about l-60th of the bell’s

weight, to be the proper proportion. In respect to

the striking of the hours and quarters, Mr. Denison
says,

—

“ It should be understood by the public that the

first, second, aud third quarters begin to strike at tbe

right time, but the fourth quarter begins half a minute
before tbe right time, to get out of the way of the

hours, and act as a warning to people to get out their

watches for the first blow of tbe hour, wbieb is

intended to be always exact within a second of Green-

wich time.”

The Londoners are not destined to astonish country

cousins with the 7-inch jumps of the long hand,

Jlr, Denison considering it not safe to let such heavy

hands so move. The clock is to wind itself up by

hydraulic power, applied from a cistern, ou (he

hydraulic crane principle, but capable of being set

aside aud substituted by hand power, if out of order.

The stiiking part only is to be wouud up by water on
this self-acting principle.

In a postscript to part first, Mr. Denison, in his

trenchant style, makes a somewhat sirious onslaught

upon Mr. Cole, of the Government Dejiartineiit of

Science and Art, as to the procurement of a clock for

the Brompton Museum. First of all, the author

states, Mr. Cole appeared desirous that Mr. Dent

should make one as a model of the great "Westminster

clock, aud regardless of cost ; but soon after, he con-

tinues, it was suggested to Mr. Dent by Mr. Cole

that “ it might be worth his while to put up a clock

at that place at a low price, ybr the sake of the adver-

tisement ; and, if he would not, there was somebody

ebe who would.” Mr. Dent declined to do business

ou such terms, aud accordingly Mr. Cole, it is added,

ordered the clock of another maker, of whom it is said

that he was not even among the fifty-one makers

rewarded or publicly mentioned by the Eshibilion jury

of 1851
;

" though, indeed, it was proposed, in joke,

to give him a special medal for his clocks—not on
account of their goodness.” The remarks which

follow do not seem justified, even by the statements

on which they are based.

In regard to the 2nd part ofMr.Denison’s volume,

we have already, as remarked, given the substance
;

and we shall therefore couliue ourselves mainly to

some additional matter not contained in the lecture

tbertriu quoted.

Iu speaking of certain American locks, the author

says,

—

Tbe casting of both these American locks—which

liavc all their heavy parts of cast irou,—is vastly

superior to any iron casting we have ever seen made
iu England

;
and on the whole, the United States are

evidently far ahead of us in the manufacture of both

good and cheap locks; and all because our pcojde are

too stupid to substitute machinery for hand-work, and

because (as Mr. Hobbs said in the discussion at the

Society of Arts on the establishment lately set up by

the Government for the manufacture of arms at

Woolwich), “if the English workmen can do any-

thing to make a machine go wrong, they will
;
whereas,

in America, they will do all they can to help it.” In

the same way the American and French manufac-

turers of clocks have driven our makers both of

common clocks and of ornamental clocks out of

our own market
;
and any enterprising manu‘'acturer

might very soon finish the business by making both

church aud house clocks at half the price which is

paid for the old-fashioned hand-work of ClerkeuwelJ,

and of far better qualify.
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It is necessary, Mr. Denison justly remarks, to

caution the public against shop-window locks in

general, unless it be known or endent that (bese sold

at a moderate price within are the same,— whicli, we
dare say, it mny be pretty decisively added, they

seldom or never are.

Since 1851, says the author, Mr. Chubb and some
other makers of tumbler locks, have adopted false

notches in all their best locks, together with revolv-

ing “ curtains,” and these provisions, he adds, “ uu-

doubtedly make the locks much more difficult to

pick
;
in fact, so difficult, aud requiring such nicely of

iustrumeuts and manipulation, that they may be con-

sidered practically safe, except under extraordinary

circumstances. But then it must be remembered that

all the great robberies, of which there are scvtral

every year, do present extraordinary circumstances,

and that they are never attempted except where the

temptation has been made great, by the thieves seeing

that they had unexpected facilities offered them. It

is, therefore, by no means safe to assume that a lock

will never be picked, merely because it would take a

first-rate hand a long time to do it. The process

need not be continuous. A good hand will do part of

his work, and measure it, or mark it off upon his

false key one day, and more another, until it is all

done, and his key ready for action at the first con-

venient opportunity. Recent experience has shown
that your own officers, clerks, and servants, are the

people from whom you have most to apprehend, and

they are just the people who have the most time and

opportunity to perform their key-making operations

undisturbed.”

As to Uie revolving curtains here alluded to, we
may remark, that if all of them he as liable to go

wrong, even in spite of being directly under the

maker’s eye, as one or two of which we have had

some experience, they must be a general nuisance. In

the cases vefi rred to the revolving curtain was apt,

from the mere shutting of the house-door on which it

was placed, to he shaken aside or out of position, suf-

ficiently to prevent even the true key from getting in to

the lock till picked at by the end of a pencil, or some
other implement with a sharpish point. Bad con-

struction, however, may he the cause of annoyance in

such instances.

Almost the only lock (besides his own unpatented

one) of which Mr. Dcuison may be said to speak in

anything like strong terms of its general merits, as

a cheap and good lock for common use, is one patented

since the publication of his article in the “ Eucy-
cloprodia liiitannica.” He calls it " Tucker’s last

patent,” and speaks of several forms of Tucker’s new
inventions, besides the ordinaiy door-lock,—such

as the latch or spring door-lock, and the desk, sliding

door, or piano-lock,—of all of which he says, ” these

are decidedly the best cheap locks of any that have

yet been brought out.”

As we before observed, while treating of locks and

keys, the majority of the locks used in our ordinary

dwelling-houses are of the most trumpery descrip-

tion, being usually out of order within the first six

mouths
;

so that a good serviceable lock is still

much wanted ; hut if buyers of houses and their

occupiers would only resolve not to put up with such

locks as are still too often used, and prove a constant

source of aunoyance and expense, we might surely

now hope to see, in this respect, a speedy and com-

plete reform.

THE BURIAL BOARD OF ST. MARYLEBONE
AND THE CONTRACTORS.

It will be remembered, that after the completion

of the Marylebone Cemetery at Finchley, the works

were found to be defective in a remarkable manner,

and that certain allegations were made, both against

the contractors and the architects. An action was

brought against the contractors’ sureties, Messrs.

Thos. Culverhouse, John Nicholson, and John Culver-

house, who, in turn, brought an action against the

Board. Ultimately, all the matters in dispute were

referred to the arbitrament of Mr. T. D. Archibald,

barrister-at-law'. Jlr. Archibald has recently made

his award, and has assessed the damages sustained by

the Board at 1,827A which Messrs. Culverhouse aud

Nicholson are to pay, together with all costs of the

rcfereoce. For the counter action, it was decided that

they had no grounds, and they were to pay all corts

of the reference in that respect also.

At a stormy adjourned meeting of ratepayers, held

on the 2nd inst. to consider this aw'aril, called origi-

nally with the view of relieving tlie sureties to some

extent, some extracts from the evidence of witnesses

examined before the arbitr.itor were read by Mr.

Gliddon, and, for the sake of warning, must not pass

unnoticed :

—

J. Brown, foreman to the contractors, said : The chief

contractor told me to take up the 9-iuch pipes (contracted

for) which I had laid down, and put 6-ioch pipes down
instead. The clerk of the works was not there, ho was

gone to dinner, and I took them up immediately. My
•business was to lay down pipes. The master told me on

several occasions that I put them too closely in the sockets.

I was not to put them close into the sockets nor to connect
them, as he said it would take more pipes to put them
nto the sockets. In 5-feet paths I had un order to fill up
the ftround without putting any p'pes in. Master told me
to open the ground, fill it up again, and ram it down.
There were no pipes there at all. Master told me he
would have it done so, and I should have my money— that
ho was my master and his partner's too. His partnerwas
in the country, and the master said he was going to take
the clerk of the works away, aud that I knew what I was
about. He told me to fill up some trenches that were
open, and that I should be paid all the same. I said, “We
shall all get transported, and I should never get another
job if this were found out." I was told to take the men
out of the sand-pit if I saw any of the commissioners
coming, and I did so. He said if any gentlemen came
in committee, and I saw a hat waving, I was to lake
the men out of the sand-pit. I understood that if it was
known the sand was got on the grouud the contractors
would lose 200Z. or 300E I received orders from the
master to give a ticket to men who brought the gravel,

and I had to give an account to the clerk of the works of
what came in and what was used, aud I was forced to put
more down than came in.

Charles Eobiuson, a workman : I recollect having con-
versHlion with the chief contractor. He said to me and
Sathersthwaito, “Now there is no one by you, you don't

want any mortar, put the bricks in dry." Two 12-feet

lengths were done in that way. It was done so by both of

us. We said it was not proper to do so, and he said he
was master.
Thomas Chapman, another workman : The contractor

said (in the middle of the day), “ You stop after ail the
men are gone.” I was to fill in the ground without pipes.

Ue said 4-incli pipes were to be pul in here, and told me
to fill it up without them. Ho said "The architect is

coming to-day;” aud I said “I don’t know him.” He
said “ I shall be with him, and when ho comes I will wave
my hat. Y'ou put one or two pipes in and a few bushes,
and then leave them, and when he is gone take f
again." He said when any one was coming with
suit on I was to lay glased pipes in the trench, and wheu
they were gone I took the pipes out and put the bushes

'

instead.

It was contended by some, that (he contractors

having been paid on the certificate of the architecti

the sureties ought to have been considered relieved

from responsibility. One of tlie speakers, Mr. Tripp,

who maintained that the architects were liable to the

Board, in giving what he considered analogous cases,

said, with respect to the new cemetery for Paddington,

that the drainage of that ground was found, after the

works were completetl, to be much in the same state

as the cemetery of Marylebone, aud the architect, a

highly respectable man, and a pirishioner of that

parish, had at once admitied his responsibility, and he

had had the works perfected at a cost to himself of 700/.

After various motions, it was resolved, amidst

great confusion,—“That as any remission of the

amount the sureties are hound for would affect the

interests of the ratepayers at large, as well as the

efficiency of good local government, this meeting is

of opinion that it will be necessary to take the sense

of the ratepayers at large by calling a public

meeting.”

them up
1 a black

THE CRYSTAL PALACE.
DR. JOHNSON.

Admirers of Johnson and our antiquarian readers

will be gratified to know that the Johnson relics, from

Inner Temple-lane, which were sold a few weeks since

as old materials, at, in fact, a nominal price (we be-

lieve under 20/.), have been secuj’cd for the Crystal

Palace Company, and are now, after being carefully

marked under the inspeclion of an experienced archi-

tect, housed in the north wing of the building, ready

fur re-erection in the grounds of the palace. It is

understood that the Honourable the Benchers of the

society will present to the company the carved hood

from the doorway, and the staircase which in the first

instance they reserved from the sale. Fitted up

with photographs of the bnildiug in its last condition,

original or photographic portraits from Sir Joshua

Reynolds’s numerous paintings of Johnson’s associates

and coutemporavies, autographs of liimsclf and other

men of eminence of the age, and other relics, it will

form a nucleus for a highly interesting record of the

last century, and its great men in art and literature.

We trust, therefore, ere long, to witness an erec-

tion, with its adjuncts, which, even in our own age and
' certainly in the eyes of posterity, will stand, perhaps,

only second in interest (diminished to some extent, of

course, by its changed locality) to Shakspeare’s house

at Stratford-upon-Avon, now the property of the

nation.

THE NEW DOM OF BERLIN.

The recent malady of the king has caused some

delay in the progress of this great work
;
however, it

is now proceeding again. It will be erected close to

the Stadt-Schloss, over the residence of Frederick the

Great. M. Hcydt, the Minister of Finance, has been

entrusted with 'the chief leadership of the building.

The foundations of the choir are laid in the bed of

the river Spree. An especial arrangement is made

for the coDveuience of Cornelius : as his age does not

admit of delay, the arrangements are so managed that

M. de Coruefiiis will be able to paint in the crypt,

undisturbed by the construction of tiie building beir)‘

proceeded with above him.

DESIGNS FOR RESIDENCES IN THE
UNITED STATES.

We mentioned not long ago the appearance of a

useful volume, by Mr. Calvert Vaux, containing

designs fur villas and cottages, prepared for execution,

and many of them executed, in the United States,’''

aud we now return to the volume according to promise,

in order to give a fuller notion of ils contents, and to

peat that it deserves a sale as well in this country

as in America. The hook contains 300 wood en-

gravings of views, plans, aud details, and some very

sensible letter-press. Mr. Vaux, who will be remem-

bered by many of our London readers, when he went to

America became the partner of Mr. Downing, whose

usefid career was brought to a close by the burning

of the Henry Clay steamer. " II hello e il buono,"

the motto ou Mr. Downing’s seal, was also the pursuit

of his life. Some of the designs in the book were pro-

duced under their joint supervision, while some few

belong to a time when Mr. F. C. Withers was in part-

nership with the author. The value of art in building,

Mr. Vaux says, is but beginning to be recognized in

Aineiica

“A very transient visit into any part of tbo country
allows that most of the villas ana cottages arc erected

without regard to artistic propriety, and at considerable

loss to their owners, from the useless outlay incurred by
adopting ill-considered plans

;
aud the subject, as well as

the majority of the bouses, would be improveil by a little

more ventilation. Square boxes, small and large, are

springing up in every direction, constructed without any
attempt at proportion, or the slightest apparent desire to

make them agreealde objects in the landscape. These
tell their tale simply and unceremoniously : they are the

uatural result of the migratory, independent spirit per-

vading the industrious classes in America, and ofl'er in-

teresting evidences of the genuine prosperity of the coun-

try, for they show not only that the landlord aud tenant

system is disliked, hut that almost every storekeeper and
mechanic can contrive, even when quite young, to buy hia

own lot and live in bis own house. On the other hand,

however, they demonstrate that the capacity for.enjoy-

ment, and the oppreciation of what is really desirable in

life, that should naturally accompany this active and suc-

cessful industry, ere wanting. Each of these bare, bald,

white tubes tefis its monotonous story of a youth passed

with little or no cultivation of the higher natural percep-

tions, and of a system of education in which the study of

the beautiful in its most simple elements is neglected and

apparently despised. The lack of taste perceptible all

over the country in small buildings is a decided bar to

healthy enjoyments: it is a weakness that afTects the

whole bone aud muscle of the body politic ;
and it is a

needless inconsistency, for a full exercise of freedom of

speech and action should naturally result in a full, free

exercise of the innocent enjoyment that unfettered in-

dustry renders possible, and a refined propriety, and

simple, ineipeosive grace ought habitually to be the dis-

tinctive marks of every habitation in which a free

American dwells.”

Fig. 1 is a Suburban Villa executed some ye.ars

ago in Georgetown, Dist. Col. for Mr. R. P. Dodge.

The plan of the principal floor shows a porch

that occupies the lower story of a tower, and forms

a coutiimaliou to the veranda on the priiicijial front.

The main hall, lighted from this porch, is of liberal

dimensions, and leads to a drawing-room that is pro-

vided with windows opening on to the front veranda,

and with a handsome bay at.the farther end. There is

also a means of access from this room to a more retired

piazza, or ombra, on the other side of the house. The

dinin"-room, which communicates with the ombra,

is, as shown, eulercd from this p.nrlour as well as from

Ihe outer hall, and has a large pautry, or service-

room, attached. The housccostabout 15,000 dollars,

but might be carried out in a plainer way for 10,000.

Fig. 2 is a villa of brick and stone, ictended to be

erected near Poughkeepsie, aud is estimated, simply

finished, at 16.000 dollars. The house is a])proachcd

through a porch connecting two verandas, see Fig. 3,

thus affording a Icoglheucd covered promenade. The

veranda, we may here observe, appears to be an essen-

tial feature in these residences. The hall would be

used as a cool morning-room io summer.

Figs. 4 and 5 illustrate a villa “ with wings and

attics,” about to be executed for Mr. Tlios. Earle, of

Worcester, Mass, aud is estimated at about 16,000

dollars. The principal rooms commuuicale with each

other, and -with tlie hall.

Figs. 6 and 7 set forth a Marine Villa, which

has been erected at Newport, Rhode Island, for

Mr. D. PaEsh. It is built of hvickand brown stone,

and ihe contract was taken ul something under

20,000 dollars.

Mr. Vaux has erected a country house for Mr. N. P.

Willis, at Idlcwild. He has evideutly built for him-

self a good roputalion.t

• “Villas aud Cattagee.” By Calvert Taui. New
York • Harper. Londou : Sampson Low, and Co. Lud-

gate-hiU. 1857.

t Let ns add, ae showing the course pursued in New
York, that the aulhor's card, printed at the cud of the

book, states his terras to be

“ 2i per cent, for plane and specification,

1 ,,
detail drawings,

I

ij „ superintendence.

1 6 per cent, usual commission of architects.”

m

g.'-.

^ u
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VILLA EESIDLNCES IN TLE UNITED STATES. -Mb. Calyeet Yaes, Aechitect.
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I

THE ARTESIAN 'WELL AT CRENELLE,
PARIS,

Tn the year 1833, M. Mulct was charged, by
the Municipal Council of the City of Pans, witli

tlie boring of an artesian well upon the left

bank of the Seine, on the Place Breteuil, a vast

space of ground extending in front of the

Abattoir dc Grenellc, not far from the Hotel des

luvalides.

The workmen commenced on the 21th Septem-
ber, 1833, undone may be able to form a notion

of the innumerable difficulties that the skilful

geological engineer must have encountered when
j

one knows that the works of boring and tubage
|

were not completed till the 26th of Fcbi-uary,

1811—more than seven years of tribulations,

accidents, and deceptions, which would have

disheartened most engineers. But M. Mulot

proraisiug always success in a manner so certain,

and based upon serious geological documents
and calculations, the men betook themselves
with vigour to the work, and the implements of

their apparatus brought away successively the

different beds of earth, marked upon the

geological map, traced a priori. At last the

green sand was reached : it was the last bed of

earth, and the water leaped up with impetuosity.

The borer had arrived at the extraordinary

and predicted depth of about 1,790 English

feet.

[

It was necessary to add to this depth an

!

ascending tube of 110 feet, so as to attain the

height the water was to reach
;

that is to say,

about 1,900 feet from its starting point. I

The water is produced from the pluvial

,

filtrations of the lands of Champagne.
i

Since 1S41, a cage of woodwork had been

:
erected round the tube of ascension

;
but as the

juxta-position of that erection rendered repairs

difficult in case of accident, the administration

decided that a cast-iron monumental fountain

should receive the ascending tube, and should

replace the rustic scaffolding established origi-

nally there.

In the centre of the Place Breteuil, then,

they are about to erect the fountain, of which

we give in our present number a drawing, from
the design of M. Ivon, the engineer.

In the centre of a circular stone basin,

bordered by a railing, raised upon a stone base,

rises the new tube of ascent. Round this tube

circles a spiral staircase, consisting of 150 open

steps, 2 feet 6 inches in width, which conduct

to the platform of the campanile, the terminal
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of which, is raised 139 feet 8 inches above the

gi'ound.

The enclosure of the staircase is of hexagonal

form, and 6 feet 10 inches wide. Tour external

platforms or balconies encircle the monument,

and project gushing sheets of bubbling water.

THE EBVIVAL QUESTION.

A CORRESPONDENT, " \V. P.” wriiGs in the number

of the Builder for the Slat of October, on “ How
are we to revive Gothic Architecture ? ” His purpose

and feeling are evidently excellent. Far be it from

any one to declaim against bis reverent estimation of

“our national architecture,” “the noblest st>le of

architecture that has ever prevailed.” lie is honest

and simple in his judgment.!

It would, however, be entirely unnecessary to notice

his remarks if they contained nothing more powerful

and noticeable than the well-worn similes and state-

ments respecting the grammar of art and original

composition, and the difference between design and

imitation
;
but his letter contams some notions that,

although conventional and ordinary, are really false.

The new grafts on the old stock are not by any

means to be of foreign birth or growth. All the

forms invented by continental artists, and all the

suggestious embodied in tbeir works, are to be care-

fully passed over by English architects. This state-

ment is a])paretitly made under the excitement of a

lecture on indigenous art, or of the study of some of

the very bold and very dogmatic teachings of re-

vivalists : surely it is not to be received in soberness.

Are tbe buildings of France, Germany, and Italy

perfectly out of the pale of beauty, and useless for

artistic teaching ? Is their expression so utterly in-

compatible with the Gothic feeling in other places

that they cannot supply one sentiment or enlarge for

benefit the circle of architectural forms and feeliogs ?

“ W. P.” did not mean this. He would probably

instantly disclaim it. His mind was, perhaps, fixed

on tbe forcible and unnatural introduction of ill-

assorted forms of continental art into our own ancient

buildings.

How pathetic is his exclamation, " For heaven’s

sake let us have no patchwork churches !

”

Why churches, friend? !Mr. Scott does not con-

fine himself in any way to ecclesiastical huildmg : be
is arguing for the aim of his revival—for the fitness

of Gothic architecture for all purposes. And if

“W. P.” wishes to guard against patchwork building,

he must enforce his objection to it on wider grounds
than its application to old English churches. No one
doubts for a moment that there is evil in importation

to them of foreign forms, mainly because their cha-

racter is already chosen and fixed, and is better un-

changed. They are relics—not mere articles of use

:

they belong to us by birthright—not by our toil

:

they ought to be preserved, stable and perfect, for

our followers. But modern buildings are of a different

order ; they are the books that loe are to write—the

wealth wc are to leave for the benefit of our suc-

cessors, and in them we ought to use every thought
that we can cull from nature and art in our own
country, iu our own minds, and in all other places

—

all cast in our own mould.

There will be no more patchwork in a well-woven

concord of ideas—some gathered from old work, and
some from original thoughts—some from foreign, and
some from native buildings—than in a laudscape of

tbe first order taken partly from nature, and planned
and executed by rules of art.

"W. P.” lays down before us tbe means by which
the revival must be carried out. He finds it necessary

to give us a short sketch of the periods of English
art : he dues this in the ordinary wuy; Early English,

Early and Late Decorated, andPerpenJicular, all pass

in review. He is, perhaps, mistaken about flie source

to which he traces the failure in the progress of art

in the fourteenth century. It is apparently to be
more ascribed to the peculiarly altered texture of the

thought than to the original want of consideration.

The people, during the change from geometrical to

curvilinear outlines, found their field less coufinetl,

—

their opportunities vastly increased,— and their free-

dom really unlimited
;
then they gave way to the

force of their imagination,— gradually cast off the

grasp of reason and custom,—and gave the rein to

rich and varying fancies. As they advanced, they iu

time became conscious that they had lost command,
and had got out of the way. This led them to turn
for rest and reform to the style of sharpness, precision,
and lines,—called Perpendicular.

_

That they did lose sight of the principles of the
direct subordiniitiou of parts, and the depth and
boldness of moulding, is also manifest; but these in-

atteutious to laws and to constitution arc now, as
then, the natural and continual consequences of an
unrestrained fancy.

‘ A\ . P.” cannot often have seen bent willow wands
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in moulded stonework : the nicety of workmanship and

delicacy of finish are, however, ordimiry remarks.

“ W. P.” makes an observation conei-ruing the one

unbroken chain of styles; but this comparison, as be

puts it, will hardly answer h's aim. He does not

intend that we are io consider the latest piunt of our

ancestors’ work as the proper starting- post I'or our own

advance; yet they only ended the chain when they

ceased to build at all—origincilly. This is rather

against the revival in principle. Mr. Scott would not

endorse it.

“ W. P.” cannot mean, either, that this uvlrohen

chain was broken at any point at which we are to take

it up.

\Ve suffer much from far-felched and ill-formed

comparisons. ""VV. P.” would have read ns a lesson

better iu the homely prose we like best. He must

mean that, to carry on the architecture of the past,

we must begin qmx progress where our ancestors left

the main high road fur that road they really followed

—or of the chain—that vve must take olF the links

that fit not the rest, and forge additions to it that

shall carry it on in good pruportion aad iu proper

strength.

Concerning “ W. P.’s ” opinion of the “ stupid,

conventional, and unobserving custom,” that Mr.

Deuison so loudly denounces, it is evident that he is

somewhat led away from his observation of old

churches by Mr. D.’s talk of modern ones. Thin

walls, small cost, and necessarily large internal open-

ings, necessitate a certain law in the matter: the

massive masonry and the lavish cost of ancient work

allow of any conceivable device. A^’^e are now ham-

pered, hut “AV. P.” is right in urging that we ought

to do the best we can with our opportunity.

He will probably read me and my remarks justly :

if so, he and I will both be satisfied. S. F. C.

it is just possible, however, that some importance may
attach tu the exact position of such an object as the

anomalous pier iu the AVorccster choir
;
and though

“ Viatur ” may not look a second lime before he deter-

mines whether the lions in a shield of arms are or are not

quartered with fleurs-dc-lys, or whether the lions them-

selves are quietly walking with three legs upon the

ground, or are in an erect attitude on their two hind

legs only
;
yet these arc just the matters which either

fu^ui^h correct historical data, or lead the student of

history astray. AVhat am I think of “ A'iator,” con-

sidering that his “quartered” lions and flcurs-de-lys

“ can scarcely lay claim to an antiquity higher than

the twelfth century ? ” The obscurity of the gloomy

day must have been very obscure indeed, to have so

completely overshadowed all remembrance of the fact

that the Freuch lilies were first placed on tbe shield

of England by Edward—not the Confessor—but the

Third.
“ Aviator ” is angry with me because I supposed him

to be a traveller. I did so without the slightest idea

of giving offence. I believed that he was a “tra-

veller,” because he wrote himself “ Abator.” If I had

supposed he would have preferred it, I would have

rendered him a “ wayfarer or, bad I known his

faucy for Latin, he might have been left, uutranslate-

able, “ Viator.” Indeed, if I could have imagined that

he had selected his assumed designation upon the same

principle that be described the catbedi'al, I would even

have supposed that “ Viator,” in his paiTicular case,

signified one who resides regularly at AVorcester. As

it is, I take my final leave of your correspondent as

“ A'iator,” which may mean whatever lie pleases. I

hope, however, that you will permit me, in plain

English, to assure you that I am faithfully yours,

Charles Boutell.

AVORCESTER CATHEDRAL; THE NEW
AVORKS, AND “VIATOR.”

I DO not intend to enter into any controversy with

“Viator.” AA’hen I observed in “ Ariator’s ” critical

description of AVorcester Cathedral, printed in your
!

columns, many statements which I knew to be in-

!

correct, together with many expressions of opinion ^

which I believed to be calculated to mislead, I wrote

to you for the purpose of con-ecting the errors, and

of recording my protest against the opinions. I re-
^

tain my own opinions, aud my corrections of "A'ia-

tor’s” errors require neither explanation nor vindica-
I

tion. But I trust that you w'ill permit me to leave
;

your correspondent’s ready flow of anonymous per- (

sonalities to the regret with which they must he
*

regarded by every candid and courteous reader.
I

In his last production, “ A'’iator ” states that I said
'

at AVorcester, that the exterior of the cathedral was 1

equal in beauty to the interior, and this assumed
statement he is pleased to regard as “simply pre-

'

posterous.” I never said anything of the kind at

'

AVorcester. AVhat I did say w'ss, that “ the ex-
*

terior of the Early English parts of the cathedral,
'

as originally built, was no less consistent with

the style of the architecture, and no less worthy

of admiration than the iulerior.” I am well aware

of the present sad coudilion of this exterior, and I

have expressed myself without reserve upon this mat-

ter ;
at the same time I can see evident traces of what

this exterior once was,— traces which would render it

au easy work to reproduce tbe whole in its original

character. AVere such a restoration effected,—were

the early buttresses to resume their first aspect, and

the corbel-table and parapet to become again what

they were 600 years ago, and the Early English win-

dows once more to appear in their true forms, and to

reproduce their origiual grouping.—and were such a

restoration to he completed in all its details in this

I same spirit, I should he ready To appeal to any com-

petent and impartial judge to pronounce au opinion
I upon the external dignity and beauty of the Early

! English Gothic of AA’orcestcr Cathedral. “Viator”

I compels me to rectify another mis-statement. He

[

deliberately asserts that the “ Handbook of AVorctster

[Cathedral” which I have uudertakeii to write is “a

j
self-imposed task.” Instead of this being the fact,

this is a duty entnisted to me by others, and by me
undertaken at the request of those gentlemeu whose

property this “Handbook” will become when it is

completed. “ A’iator’s” own essay oa AVorcester Ca-

tbedriil appears really to be a “ scK-imposed task.”
“ A'iator” may object to such a duly being entrusted

to roe, and when my work is published he may regard

it with contemptuous derision : I sincerely regret to

be obliged to admit that his commendation aud his

censure are to me alike a matter of indifference,—until,

that is, he has acquired the habit of “diligent, sus-

tained, aud thoughtful examiuation,” and has learned

how to discriminate with sound judgment, and to

write with miuule accuracy and under his own name.
“ A'iator” evidently considers miuute accuracy in what
are apparently little things to be beneath his notice:

CHURCH-BUILDING NEAVS.

Lincoln .—The monument to the late bishop (Kaye)

of Lincoln has been erected in the south arm of the

east transept of the cathedral, contiguous to tbe tomb

of Bishop .Grostete. It consists of a square Gothic

base, supporting afigure of the late bishop, sculptured

in white marble. The deceased is represented in tbe

moment of death : he is clothed in his episcopal

robes, aud reposes on a mattress, his bead supported

by a pillow, his right arm across his breast, with the

hand clasping the sacred volume, and the left hand

just relaxed from the crozier which lies by his side.

The sculptor was Mi-. AVestmacott, R.A. The pedestal

is arcaded on each side, the intervals being pierced

with trefidls, surrounded by foliage. Aroundthe edge

of the table ruus the record in Latin of the deceased’s

titles, and the dates at which he gained his various

promotions.

Little Canfield.— The church here, which was

originally one of the earliest and rudest of the

sacred edifices in this neigbboiu-hood, has been lately

almost entirely rebuilt, and is now completed in the

Decorated style, except the south door, which has

been kept to the original. Eight new windows have

been placed in tbe church and vestry : the w'oodcu

bell turret has been removed, a gable carried up with

cross and coping, and a new tower and spire rising to

the height of 80 feet erected on the north side of the

church, with au entrance at the west side, aud

windows north aud cast, in character. The tower

communicating by an arch with the nave of the

church, the gallery or organ loft has been removed,

and the instrument now stands under the lower arch.

A new porch with tracery has also been built on the

site of the old wooden structure at the south entrance :

this is in the Perpendicular style. The whole of this

renovation, including the tower walls, buttresses, and

spire, hfls been worked ia Caeu stone. In tbe interior

the chancel floor has been laid thi-oiighout with en-

ciustic tiles : a niche, surinouuted with tracery in

stone, has been placed in the noith wall adjoining the

vestry, aud to the latter a new stone siaircase has

been built. The old pews in the ehancel have given

place to open Gothic benches. The rector, the Rev.

C. Lesingtiniu Smith, was his own architect and pay-

master. The contracts were taken and the works

executed by Mr. AV. Jago, of Great Duumow, mason

and builder.

Geddington.—Or\ the 29ih ult. the old parish

church of St. Mary Alagdalenc, Geddington, was re-

opened, after extensive repair and resloration. The

church has been enlarged by the lengihenitig of the

north aisle, and much additional room has been gained

by the removal of the huge galleries aud pews which

b*efore disfigured it. The seats are all open, and of

deal, stuiued aud varnished, and afford accommodation

for upwards of 500 persons. The floor has been

paved with Minton’s tiles. A nevv vestry and porch

have been built. Several arches, before liiilden, have

been thrown open, and a ucw one built in the south

aisle. The woodwork was done by Mr. S. R. Brown,

of Kettering, aud the masonry by Air. E. Patrick, of

Geddington. One. of the most remarkable features
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in this ebiircli is the Jeogth and height of the chancel,

which dates as far back as 1369.
Berwick Bassett.—The church here, which has

recently been undergoing repair, has been re-opeiitd.

The building, part of which is in the Early En;4lisli

style, and dates from the eleventh century, is almost
entirely new, only parts of the nave and chancel walls
being left of the old structnve. The vestry is new.
as also the tower. The stone used is found in the
neighbourhood, the dressings being of Bath stone.
The tower is covered with a pyramidal roof, hung
with plain red tiles, and surmounted by a fiuial and
gilt cock. All Ihe roofs are of deal, stained, and are
covered with stone slabs, with crosses on the nave and
chancel. All the fittings arc of English oak, as are
also the pulpit, desk, and lectern. The chancel con-
tains four ijCDches, with carved poppy-bead ends,
altar rad, and table. The chancel is laid with Miufon’s
tiles. Tliere is a stained glass east window, and on
the south side a memorial window to Mrs. Hawkins.
The work was executed by Mr. Major, of Swindon.
The architect employed was Mr. Thomas Wyalt, of
London. The cost of the rebuilding was about 900/.
Tow'ards this, a donation left by the late Mrs.
Hawkins, of Avebiuy, amounting to 200/. was avail-
able

;
and in addition, the sum of 100/. wus given by

the Marquis of Lansdownc, the lay impropriator of
the parish.

Hawarden.—The chancel of the church, which has
received comparatively slight injury from the fire, is

being enclosed by a brick wall, and with deal board-
ing and asphalte felting the roof will be made water-
proof, and iho chancel will then be used for divine
service unlil the remainder of the church has been
rebuilt and restored

; after which all the damage done
to the chaaeel will be made good. 'With re-
ference to the re-building, a meeting of the pavi.-h-
ioners has been held, at which Mr. James Harrison,
of Chester, architect, reported os to the stale of the
church. He estimitcd the expense of re-building the
pillars and arches in the nave, and restoring the
windows in the west end, the roof of the nave and
aisles, the floor, seats, doors, and the pillars, arches,
and floor to the tower, rc-glazing the windows, and
completing ail damage, at anjoutby of 3,025/. He
Mso estimated the restoration of the roofs, stalls, &c.
in the chancel, at 413/. A plan for raising funds,
by rate and subscription, was agreed to, and a sub-
scription list at once opened, when 500/. each were
subscribed by Sir S. R. Glynne, Mr. Gladstone, M.P.
and the Rev. R. Glynne, the rector; and 100/. each
by the Bishop of St. Asaph, the Hon. Mrs. Talbot,
and others : various smaller sums were also sub-
scribed.

Liverpool,—The church of St. Stephen, Crown-
street, was re-opened on the 27th September, the
work having then so far progressed as to admit of
public worship being celebrated. The alterations,
says the Courier, were imperatively called for on
account of the defective construction of the roof, the
entire of which was untiered, and the chaaeel portion
was quite open to the severity of the weather. The
chancel-root has been made good, and over the nave a
new polygonal panelled ceiling has been put up to
prevent down draughts. The whole of the church
internally has been cleaned down and coloured, and
the entire of Ihe woodwork newly varnished. The
chancel has bceu improved. The east window, hitherto
covered with a curtain, which gave a dismal look to
tlie church, has been removed and replaced by a
atained-ghias window, manufaclurcd by IMessrs.
Pilkington, of St. Helen’s : the window is necess.irily

simple in its design. The top having three circular
portions, is filled with a medallion of the “Stoning of
Sr. Stephen,” and with two groups of angels bearing
palms: the centre of the five lights lias a large
figure of St. Stephen under a canopy. A new rcredos
of Caen stone, with marble s'hafts, supporting
crocketed and finiulicd canopies, has been erected in
the chancel. The stone carving has been executed by
Mr. R. W. Tueboff. The warming of the church has
been improved, under the superintendence of Mr.
Hazard, warming and domestic engineer. The work
has been carried out from the designs, and under the
superintendence of Mr. Thomas^'W. Kingsmill, of
Dublin. A member of the congregation acted as
clerk of (he works.

Newmarket,—For some mouths past the formerly
dilapidated fabric of St. Mary's Church, Newinarl^et,
has been undergoing a thorough repair. The old pews
and galleries were substituted by open seats, affording
more accommodation : a gallery, extending the entire
length of the body of the churih, has been erected,
the floor laid with oak, and g-as-pipes carried to every
part of the building, the walls cleaned and repaired,
aud new windows put up.

BurringJiam.—The new church here has beru
opened for divine service. Tlie edifice is in the Early
English style, and built of red brick, with slaled roof.

The iutoriov is also all of brickwork, in three colours
^

diapered. The pulpit aud font are of brickwork,

,

blended with mosaics. The windows are glazed in
geometrical patterns, except the easternmost, which
is a painted window of the two Marys at the tomb,
presented by Mr. H. Healey, of Ashby. The length
of the church, from east to west, including the chancel,
is 67 feet

; and the whole occupies about 2 roods and
36 perches. There are twenty-eight stalls in the
church, aud a few seats for children, all of which are
of American deal, stained. The cost of the building,
exclusive of internal arrangements, is 1,000/. and
with the internal arrangemeuts, 1,300/. About 640/.
have been raised by public subscriptions. Mr. Teuion
was the architect

;
and Mr. Johnson, of Laisby, near

Grimsby, the buOder.

Otterburn {Northumberland).—A new church has
been erected in this village, and was reeenily conse-
crated by the Bishop of Durham. The edifice is in
the Decorated Gothic slyle of architecture, from de-
signs by Mr. John Dobson, architect; and cost about
3,000/.

PROVINCIAL NEWS.
Elp.—The bishop and dean and chapter have made

arrangements for the erection of schools in the city of
Ely. There will be two in tlie tipper and one in the
lower town. In Silver-street, in the upper town there
will he schools for 400 children, and a committee-
room

;
also a school for infants in Gaol-street, with

a residence. In the lower town in Broad-street there
will be an iufant school for 100, and an adult school
for 100. Mr. S. S. Teuion is the architect. The
style of Ihe buildings is Early Decorated. They will

be of brick and Casterton stone.

Chippenham.—The local guardians have determined
to erect a new workhouse. The site has been selected,

and an agreenieut signed for purchase of the land.

Mr. Christopher Creeke, of Bouroemouth, has been
appointed architect lor the completion of the building.
It will be erected in a field at Rowden-hill, near the
Bath turnpike-road, and about half a mile from the
town.

Stafford.— St. Peter’s Schools, llixon, have been
opened. They are erected on a piece of land adjoin-
ing the church, the gift of Earl Ferrers. The erection

is of red brick, faced with stone, with stone copings to
the gable?, and is 30 feet by 18. The walls are 13
feet high, with au open timbered roof, rising 7 feet

from the wall-plate. The timber of the roof is stained

and varuislicd. The building is lighted by five lancet
windows, one at each end, and three to the front.

The school-room is entered by two porches, one for

boys and another for girls, and the floor is boarded.
Requisite outbuildings adjoin for the convenience of

the scholars, aud the master’s houbc, erected in a
similar style is attached. The school premises are

surrounded by a playground.

West Hartlepool

.

—The coniract for the erection of

a new pile of woi-ehonses on the east side of the
Swainsou Dock, West Hartlepool, has been let to Mr.
Samuel Baslow, of West Hartlepool, at 11,000/. The
range of buildings will be 400 feet long by 100 feet

wide.

Alnwick.—A movement is in progress in Alnwick
for the purpose of obtaining a covered building or

corn-exebange, where farmers and corn-mcrebauts may
meet together and transact their business.

Lichfield.—The contractors for the Museum arc

Messrs, Lilly, of Meosham; not Messrs. Lilly aud
Meaeham, as stated.

NEWS FROM SCOTLAND AND IRELAND.
Kilmarnock.—Building operalions have been going

on here with activity for some time past. A number
of villas have been erected in the suburbs. In Port-

laird-sti ect, the Royal Bank buildings, from the

designs of Messrs. Peddie and Kinnear, ofEdinburgh,

are approaching completion. The Episcopal Chapel

in St. Marnock-strect has been consecrated: the

building partakes of the Etrly English slyle, and
consists of chancel and nave, with open timber roof,

which, together with the seats, are stained. In the

same sireet a range of dwelling-houses and shops is

in course of erection. They are in the Italian style,

having triangular and segmenlal pediments over the

windows. The architect is Mr. Ingram, of Kil-

marnock. In Fould’s-strcet, a small chapel has been

erected, and a number of other houses in various

parts of the town.

Aberd'^en.—The anticipated scientific meeting of

the British Association, in 1859, has induced some of

the more enterprising aud intelligent of the citizens

of Aberdeen to bestir themselves in order to provide

an adequate place of meeting for their expected visi-

tors; aud this they propose to efi'ect by means of a

subscrijdion for the ereetiou of a building to be per-

manently devoted to such public piiiqinses as “ a

music-hall” is usuoUy intended for. A subscription

list, amounting to l.GOO/. has already been got, and
whcQ 2,500/. are raised, the work will be proceeded

with. The hall will belong to a Joint Stock (.limited)
|

Company, and will probably cost some 5,000/. or so,
and be capable of accommodating 2,500 persons!
'Ihe provost heads the subscription list with 100/.

Belfast.—A correspondent says ;
—

“ The Roman
Catholic workmen of Belfast are about to build a
splendid hall, with library and reading-room attached.
This new hall is intended to hold 3,000 persons, aud,
when completed, will be one of the finest buildings in
Ulster.”

^

STAINED GLASS.
Lincoln.—Another memoiial window has just been

placed in the chapel of St. Anne’s Bedehouses. The
window lia.s been designed and executed by the Rev.
Henry Usher, a native of Lincoln, who has long de-
voted altention to this art. The window is the north
triplet in the chancel, and consists of three figures of
nearly life-like size, under foliated canopies—one in
each compartment. The central figure represents
Elizabeth, the wife of Zaccharias, and his wife : on the
left side is Simeon in the act of blessing Zaccharias
aud bis wife (Luke ii. 34), and on the right side Joseph
of Arimuthca, having his Iraditionnl emblem, a haw-
thorn branch, in his hand. At the foot of the figures

in the foreground is grass bestrewed with flowers, and
mountain scenery in the distance. The window on
the opposite side was executed by Mr. Usher some
two years since, and for the west window he has
already prepared designs, the subject being the Na-
tivity of our Lord, and the Visit of the Magi.

Ashboum.—A lancet window Las been placed in

(he north transept of the old church here by Mr.
Lister, to the memory of his late uncle. The window
has been painted by Mr. W. Warrington, of London.
It consists of borders, foliage, and three medallions.

The upper medallion is emblematic of Charity, em-
bodying the inscription, “I was hungry and ye gave
me meat;” the middle one of Honesty—the just

steward rendering his talents to his lord
;
and the

lower one of Hospitality:
—“I was a stranger and ye

took me in.”

Winchester.—A commemoration n indow of stained

glass is being placed by Mr. Gibbs, of London, in Win-
chester Cathedral, at the western extremity of the

south aisle of (he nave, in honour of the officers of

the 97th regiment who fell in the Crimea duiing the

late war.

Aberhafesp.—Another stained glass window has

been placed in (he chancel of Aberhafesp church,

near Newtown. This window is about 12 feet high
by 6 wide, and is in the perpendicular style, with
somewhat florid tracery. 'The three bottom lights

illustrate the narrative of the Canaanilish woman’s
appeal to the Saviour to “have mercy on her, and
heal her daughter.” The Saviour is attended by seven
of his apostles, including St. Joho and St. Peter. The
upper parts of the lower lights contain landscapes of

the ancient fortified city of Tyre; and coasts, with
trees and foliage peculiar to eastern scenes, forming
a relief to the figures in the foreground. The upper
parts, or tracery lights, are filled with the Heavenly
Host, represented by doves ascending almost sur-

rounded by vast numbers of cherubs. This window
is the gift of Lieutenant General Proctor, and is the
work of Messrs. Thomas Baillie aud Co. of London.

SANITARY STATEMENTS.
The Effect of Sanitary Measures.—In a paper read

at the late Birmingham Conference, Mr. May, of

Macclesfield, added another item to the existing series

of proofs of the saving of life and money which may
be produced by sanitary arrangements. In 1847
and 1848 Mr. May called the attention of the inha-

bitants of Macclealield to the mortality which prevailed

there, aud the state of things which led to it. When
these evils were made sufficiently a2)])areat to com-
mand attenlion, the Public Health Act was intro-

duced, and constructive works were immediately com-
menced in the worst streets, aud courts the most
notoriously filthy, and wiiere sickness and mortality

were most in excess. The streets were sewered,

paved, and flagged, the houses all drained, additional

means of ventilation introduced, and the yards and

courts drained and flagged; and the coutrast which

they then presented, and effects which followed, were

most striking. First, with regard to the rate of

mortality. For seven years it was 33 in a thousand on

the average: it hasuowbeen reduced to2Gin a thousand.

If this fact were taken alone it might be considered

of little value, but it will be remembered that certain

streets were described as possessing a frightful rate of

mortality
;

.nnd as these streets were the first to be

improved, the decrease in the mortality has been in

one of the streets 60 per cent.
;
in a second, 42 per

cent.
;
in a third, 40 per cent.; in afouith, 34 per cent.;

and in a fifih, 12 per cent. It is deserving of re-

mark, that the street in which the decrease was the

greatest was the first to be improved, aud that in

which there w'as the least decrease was the last
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eiecuted, showing that the longer the works have

been in operation the greater the decrease, up to a

certain limit. The average age of death of all per-

sons was twenty-four years, or ten years less than the

adjoining rural districts ; it is now twenty-nine years>

or five years less than the rural district. But to afford

a striking example of the difference hetween_ the

avera^^e age of death in streets where the sanitary

arran^’ements were completed, and others devoid of

3uch,%ur of each were fairly selected for comparison,

and ’in the former the average age of death was 34,

whilst in the latter it was 19 years. Throughout

England the mortality of children under 5 years is

39 per cent. : here it is 40 per cent, and the reduction

has been 13 per cent. Tor each death it is proved

from correct data that there are 28 cases of sickness,

so that it will be conceived how large a number of

cises of sickness must have been prevented, with all

their attendant loss and suffering ;
but in order to

prove the fact, it was ascertained that according to

the relief books of the board of guardians the

number of cases of sickness relieved and attended by

the union surgeon, in the streets that were drained,

were from 24 to 29 per cent, less compared with the

past, whilst, in certain other streets enumerated and

not drained, there was no decrease at all. There

must, it is fair to presume, have necessarily been a

corresponding decrease of cases attended by other

medical men than the union surgeon, in the first-

named streets. Other works were done and other

improvements followed, including a considerable de-

crease in the amount of crime.

Evils of Inhabited Stables—HXic, monthly report

of Dr. R. D. Thomson, the medical officer of health

in Marylehonc, states that amongst the deaths during

the five weeks ending October 31st, fifteen arc regis-

tered as having occurred in mews, and nineteen cases

of zymotic sickness had been attended by the parochial

surgeons iu similar localities. The inspection of

houses over stables in mews had occupied much of the

time 'of the inspectors, and had continued to lay bare

a highly uubcalthy condition of the servants of the

higher classes. 163 “inhabited stables” had been

examined during the month. ^Vhen asked, at a meet-

ing of a representative council, whether he considered

the mere fact of persons living over stables where

horses were kept, and of which there were so many
instances in that parish, was in itself injurious to

persons so living irrespective of any other cause. Dr.

Thomson said the point very much depended upon the

situation of such habitations. He did not mean to

imply that the mere fact of persons living over stables

containing horses was injurious to health, but the fact

was that iu most instances the mews had been con-

structed in such a way that the buildings were without

closets, and had very bad drainage, and these circum-

stances, coupled with the keep of horses beneath the

dwellings, had a prejudicial effect on health, but it did

not arise solely from horses being kept underneath.
^

A medical man told us, not many days ago, of a groom

residing over a stable in Belgravia who had lost three

children, one after the other, as they reached a certain

age, and who had been, with tears in his eyes, to ask

him how he coiJd save the fourth, then sickening in a

similar manner. The advice was, leave the stable, and

get a healthy lodging. The advice was taken, and

that child is now healthy andThriving. ^\c know of

half a dozen such cases, and can, therefore, corrobo-

rate most positively Dr. Thomson’s statements.

THE METROPOLITAN BOARD OF WORKS.
The President of the Metropolitan Board of Works

and the Chief Commissioner had a conference on

Thursday in lust week, on the first principles to be

adopted with reference to the main drainage; the

details to be settled by the referees appointed by the
|

Chief Commissioner and the engineer of the Board i

assisted by two others. Mr. Thwaites laid the case
]

of the Board before the Chief Commissioner, and
!

pointed out that the principal points of difference
;

were the proposed open channels, the increased area
|

to be drained, and the expense of carrying the point i

of discharge or oulfall so much lower down the river. 1

Upon the first point, namely, the open canals, Sir B.

'

Hall at once admitted that open canals were objec-

tionable. Wilh respect to the second point, the e.v- ;

tension of the area, S;r B. Hall, according to the
|

reports of the daily press, wished the Board clearly to
j

uuderslaud that it was the duty of that body to inter-
'

cept all impurities flowing into the Thames within

the metropolitan area
;
aud he explained this by show-

ing that if a stream became contaminated beyond
the metropolitan area, but discharged itself within

that are.a, then the sewage passing into such stream

should be iutcrcepted. With regard to the third

point, the point of outfall, the Chief Commissioner
was clearly of opinion that it ought to be at Sea
Reach, aud that if the Board were to have it at

Erith, public opinion would protest against it, and
the Board’s works would probably be stopped by

Chancery as a nuisance. On Friday Mr. Thv\aites

reported to his own Board the result of the inter-

view. He stated that Sir B. Hall had given up the

open channels aud the extended drainage area. This

discrepancy at once struck the
^

Board, and Mr.

Thwaites was again asked to explain ;
but he adhered

to his first assertion. The Board_ thereupon resolved

to have their own short-band writer’s notes written

out iji extenso,o.rL(i printed for the information of the

Board.

There appears to be also a misanderstnndiog as to

‘ who should pay the cost of the extension to Sea

Reach. Sir- B. Hall pointed out that the cost would

be merely an annual rate of five fartbiugs in the

pound additional.

Next Monday the several questions thus stated will

come on for unravelment by the Metropolitan Board.

LAMBETH ASSOCIATION FOR PROVIDING
IMPROVED DWELLINGS FORTHE LABOUR-
ING CLASSES.

This association, formed under the provisions of

the Labourers’ Dwellings Act, has commenced its

work in Lambeth, on a vacant piece of ground situated

belween the railway and Vauxhall-walk. A brick

building is now in course of erection there, which will

contain sitty-four rooms, or thirty-two sets of two

rooms each. The approach to the first aud two upper

stories is by means of a staircase communicating wjlh

external galleries. It is expected that the association

will he able to let the two rooms for 3s. GJ. per week,

and then obtain a fair profit. I’our water-closets arc

provided on each floor : this gives one closet for the

use of two families. As an endeavour has bceu made

to build more cheaply than usual, in order to let at a

less rent than is ordinarily paid in improved or model

dwellings, the directors have been content with this

amount of water-closet accommodation, as they are

convinced that even this is much better than the poor

now obtain. Each room is ventilated by means of the

patent syphon ventilator. The architects arc Messrs.

Ashpitel and Whichcord
;
and the builders, Messrs.

Colls. We uuderslaud that the dii-ectors of the asso-

ciation have ordered drawings to be made, and tenders

to be obtained for fifteen houses, to he built in the

same locality. Each house will contain four suites of

three rooms each, and will be for the accommodation
'

of those who are able to pay a somewhat higher rent

than will be charged to the inhabitants of the house

now building.

THE BRAINTREE BURIAL BOARD AND
THEIR CONTRACTOR.

My attention has been called to an article in your

publication of Saturday last (p. 633), relative to a

claim made by !\Ir. Brown, a contractor, against our

Burial Board. 1 have no reason to complain of the

manner in which you have treated the subject, but I

do complain of the “committee of gentlemeu who
' have associated to protect the interests of the cou-

^ tractor,” that they, being iu possession of all

' the necessary particulars, have apparently withheld

from you one or two facts, which become of import-

ance when they attack the Board with the accusation

of doing an injustice.

The question, which, as you say, is oue of prin-

ciple, is, whether a builder, who has purchased bills of

quantities from an architect, has a right to sue the

architect’s employers, if, iu couseqiicncc of on error

in these quantities, he finds it necessary to use more

materials than he anticipated.

On this point the Board wish for a decision. But

}>Ir. Courtaiild, who was chairman of the vestry meet-

ing to which you have alluded, not content to wait

the result ef the trial which has comineuced, and is

now in progress, has written aud published a letter, in

which there is a total ahscuce of that propriety of

feeling which we have a right to expect from one who

occupies the position Mr. Courtauld has gained. To

this letter I have published a reply, which is, I fear,

too long for insertion in your paper
;
but I enclose a

copy, referring you particularly to Clause I. in

Jlr. Brown’s security, as showing the terms upon

which Mr. Brown’s contract was undertaken ;* aud

when I tell you that the Board contend that the

bills of quantities were prepared by the architect,

aud sold by him for his own profit, aud that the

• ” Clause I. That he the said contractor shall and will

build, erect, end complete two chapels *
.

* *
,

accordiuK to certain specilications ami drawings prepared

I

by Mr. John Johnson, of Bury St. Edmund’s, the archi-

I tec't employed by the said board. * * Aud shall

; do and execute all such works (whether particularized in

the said Bpecific.atioQs or not) as shall be requisite lor the

erection and completion of the said buildings aud works,

,
or may be reasonably inferred from the said specifications

1 and drawings, in a good substantial, durable, and work-
^ manlike manner, and provide all materials for the same of

the best and most approved quality, and carry and convey
the whole thereof at bis own expense aud risk. And iu all

respects complete the said worl^ to the satisfaction of the

said architect.’*

[Nov. 14, 1857.

board deny that Mr. Brown, or his sureties, signed

the security under pressiure, I think you will see that

(he board have not only an important principle for

which they are contending, but that they are doing

so fairly and dispassionately.

If I may offer my own ideas on the main question,

and on which you have refrained from giving a

positive opinion, I will do so. It appears to me to

be a convenient practice, that bills of quantities should

be prepared, whether by the architect or not I con-

sider immaterial. 1 think builders perfectly justified

in sending in tenders based on these quantities
;
hut

here the use of them should stop. \Vhenevcr the

tender of a builder is accepted, he ought, before

signing his contract, to satisfy himself that be has

based his calculations on coiTcct data. If it should

turn out that the quantities are wrong, surely he

would have a remedy against the person from whom

he purchased them
;
but if, after satisfying himself of

the correctness of the quantities, or (at bis own risk)

neglecting to do so, he signs a contract or security to

complete the works, according to the plans, for a

stipulated sum, he surely ought to have no remedy

against his employers because he neglected to do that

which it was palpably his duty to do moi e than theirs.

Try the question from the opposite point of view.

Suppose, when a ooutract is completed, the employer

says to the builder, " You based your calculations ou

the assumption that you would require 1.000 feet of

stone, when, in fact, you have only used 500 feet. I

have contracted to pay you 1,000/. but I shall refuse

to pay you wore thau 900/. iu consequence of this

mistake.” ^Yhat would the builder say about justice

then ?

Probably all bills of quantities are more or less

iuaccuratc; but so long as they are used merely

to assist the calculations of the multitude of persons

who tender, they arc a very useful iuveution ;
but to

hold that because a man, on the faith of them, has

advisedly signed a bond, or other h-gal document, to

perforin certain works, he may afterwards repudiate

his liability, would be a most dangerous policy, and,

as it .appears to me, within the limits of neither law

nor equity. -A- Cunnington.

We have since received a communication from

Mr. Brow'u.the. contractor, and docaraents from other

parties interested, aud we postpone fui-ther conimeuts

iu consequence.

LIVERPOOL ARCIlITECrURAL SOCIETY.

GIASGOW CATHEDllAL.

At a meeting of the above society, held on Wednes-

day, the 4Lh inst. Mr. Huggins, president, who w'as

iu'the chair, exhibited a mauusenpt “ Table of Archi-

tects and their Works, chronologically arranged,”

which had been presented to him by its compiler,

Mr. Francis Sullivan, of Manchester, koowti to the

professiou by some contributions to the Builder.

It contained a very full list of the principal architects

of all ages and nations, from llir.im, the builder of

Solomon’s Temple, and Dfcdalus, the architect of the

Labyrinth of Crete, down to the lalest deceased

practitioner of our owu time and country.

Mr. F. Howard read a paper “ On the Decoration

of Glasgow Calhednil with Stained Glass.”_ The

author read copious extracts from the proceedings of

the committee, at Glasgow, appointed to select an

artist to execute a design for the windows. Upon

these proceedings he commented, contending that the

committee had not shown any reasonable grounds for

the selection of a Munich artist, and that they were

incorrect in their notions of glass designs, lie referred

to what might he considered the ehments of Munich

celebrity, which had merely been obtained from the

King of Bavaria paying high prices for designs. These

had been introduced into various buildings iu Bavaria,

and had been the means of raising up a number of

glass-stainers in their own peculiar way. Was it to

be supposed that artists would execute the work for

2/. the square foot ? and if not, where would they

get the designs at all? He couteoded that the works

of the Munich artists were merely copies of old German

works, and did not possess that ingenuity which was

attributed to them. They were such \vindow9_ as

Euglish artists had been improperly accused of making.

If Tt were intended that such piclurcs should be an

example to British artists, they declined to take them.

Mr. Howard offered some prucLical observations on

the various styles of glass-staining, and the mode of

treating subjects, and defended the English artists

from incapacity — a charge involved iu the recent

proceedings of the committee at Glasgow. In conclu-

sion he commented upon a sulpect which had been

recently brought under notice in some of the news-

papers, namely, the execution of works of art by com-

mission. It was urged that artists could not be

trusted to work on commission, and that was an

argument which had been put forward by the Glasgow

committee. Such an assertion could uot be main-

tained by facts. Experience showed that all the first
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»orks m the wor d had been proauccd on comimssion contaraiug from sixleen lo twenty beds each, withThe EIgm marbles would not have been excented wasMng-elosels attached

;
and between the wards is aexcept they had been ordered Michelangelo and

,

room tor the nnrses. this being obtained by a projecMaelle received commissions tor the.r^ most eelc- tlon m the face of the building. These roLs are sobrated ciTorts, and all tl.e greatest works in Italy and arranged that a single nurse can overlook two wards
in this country had been executed on commission

|

On the opposite side of the corridor, that is, in theMr. James M. Hay said i-The school which he back of the building, is a very complete b.th-raom, aGciman and French artists foUow is one open to the coal-store, a scullery, in which any medical cookery
gravest objeelrons. Glass-paintrng is an art „f ,(3 ^

'

own and not an imitation of pictures, with light and another for patients after an operation. The western
Aadow, distant hackp-onnds and aerial perspective, wing is arranged in a precisely similar way,—two
Each suVet should he complete of itsell^, and con-

,

wards, with a nimscs' room between in the pro ection
fined within the stone framework or niMIions pro- of the front

1 but the northern part of the hnildiog
vided by the architect The art to which glass- attached to it furnishes another ward, making fivi
painting is more closely allied tlaii any oilier is upon the whole floor

^

mosaic, for the artist makes out his subject somewhat
;

The second floor,' which is reached by its own
after the same manner, and, by cleverly combining staircase, is for the female patients. Its arrance-
pieces of glass of various colours, produces a work of ments arc precisely similar to those of the first floor
such bnllianey, sparkling cftect, and gem-hke appear- with this difference,—that at the back of the central
ance as can be obtained by no other means. I can tower, that is, in the angle where the two wings
testify to the absence of this equality m the Munich

,

meet, is the operating theatre. The basement of the
windows at Cologne Cathedral, to which allusion has building contains a spacious kitchen, a sitting-room
been made as well as to the window by Luban, of for servants, a spacious washhouse, in which the work
Tours m the Church of the Innocents in this town. ' will be done by steam, and all the other conveniences
This false style has been abandoned for years by aU which can add to the completeness of the buildin?
our best glass painters. I will mention one exception, and the comfort of its inmates
The Duke of Northumberland has had executed a ' The floors arc formed with Keene’s cement on con-wmdow for his private chapel at Alnwick Castle: the Crete, the only exceptions bcin^ the bedrooms in the
caitwn for this windowwas designed and preparedby top story, occupied by the nui-scs. An air-shaft runs
Mr.Dyce,and was exhibited at the Art Treasures Exhi- up through the building at the angle of the wings
bition at Manchester; and while the drawing, com- and every ward, every room corridor and closet
position, and colour are equal, if not superior, to any-

;

is supplied with hot and cold air, with means of
thing the Munich artists have done, there arc the ' escape, the polluted air being drawn off by an anpa-
same faults which characterise that school. The ratus in the roof. In addition to this, every room
window IS of five lights, and the composition extends

^

has one, and every ward two, open fireplaces. Hot
across them all: the actual framework of stone

|

cold, and chilled water, is carried by pipes unto each
mullions is ignored

; and twisted columns, strong and floor, and the whole building is lighted hv gas Steam
massive, with capitals and ogee arches, all of a non-

[

will be the chief servant of the house. The new
despnpt character, are introduced, painted, setting the

;

hospital has been designed by Mr W 13 Gin'^ell
real architecture at defiance. This is the kiud of: and we are told, in its present slate its cost will
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E Cooper
;
and 2ad, No. 46, “ Con Amore,” by Mr

Allom.

_

It was resolved that the committee should commu-
nicatc with the authors of the designs, and take
measures to satisfy themselves that the desi-^ns could
he executed for the fixed cost.

glass painting with which the Glasgow comraitlec arc

desirous of decorating the finest—the only cathedral in

Scotland, and apply to Munich for what they can
Lave equally well and better done at home. But
a different ]iriaciple from that of the Munich school
is exhibited in all the best works of our best glass-

painters : each compartment of a window is treated as

a glass panel : the architectural framework is con-
sidered as perfect, and receives from their hands no
supplementary additions of painted canopies, pedestals,

arches, and other cetera : the resources of their

art, limited though they be, are sufliciently large to

dispense with snch factitious aids.*

be about 15,000/. It is capable of receiving from
180 to 200 in-patients.

We give these particulars with which we have
been favoured, but wc reserve an opiuion as to the
plan and arrangements of the hospital in a sanitary
point of view, until we have an opportunity to inspect
it personally.

MONUMENT TO THE LATE ASSISTANT-
SURGEON THOMSON.

Tidd monument to that heroic man of science the
late Assistant-Surgeon Thomson, of the 44ih Regi-
ment, is DOW complete. It is a granite obelisk, 65
feet high, comprising a shaft finely polished, and a

THE BRISTOL GENERAL HOSPITAL. base, on which are inscribed the deeds of him it rc-

Tke new building which has been erected, by cords, and three steps. It stands on an elevated hill

public subscription, for the purposes of this charity, western extremity of Forres, a place made best

is situated in the rear of the old hospital in Guinea-
I

hnown by '‘Macbeth.”

street. It is described as a central tower, from which I

well-deserved memorial was originated by the

two wings radiate at right angles, one facing the New-
i

Dircctor-Gencral, Sir James McGrigor. It will

cut and having a southern aspect, the other facing forgotten how Surgeon James Thomson,
Bathiirst-basin and having a western aspect. Attached ' battle of the Alma, when the British were

to the extremity of the western wing, and in the rear, ' field, voluntarily remained behind with

is another building, so that the hospital may be said desperately wounded Russians, 400 of whom he

to form three sides of a square. The latter has a :

succeeded in restoring. He contrived to escape the

northern aspect, and the whole edifice stands upon a dangers which menaced him throughout his stay,

platform. The ground-floor of the building is appro- ' died very shortly after, from the effects of hard-

priated to the accommodation of the residcut officers, ' shijis and priiat ons.

the committee, and the out-patients. The room in
' '^’ho muster-roll written by Fame in the Crimea

the base of the tower is the board-room : next to it name in it than James Thomson,

in succession in the southern wing, are the library,
j

‘‘-His hfe was useful, and his death was glorious.'

the house-surgeon’s dayroom and bedroom, the pupils’
i

iliiyroom, and matron’s dayroom and bedroom. On
the oiiposite side of the corridor with which these

apartments corarauuicate is the main entrance, the

staircase of the second and third floors, a dining-room,

"WOODMAN, SPARE THAT TREE.”
Your observations on London gardens in a

recent number emboldens me to claim your sympathy
for the trees in this neighbourhood, which are threat-
ened with deformity or annihilation by the vestrj' of
St. hlarj-lcbone. Their surveyor gives ns notice that
it IS against the law for any tree to overhang the
garden-wall, and threatens that, if they are not duly
cropped, our premises wHl be entered, and the tree cut
down.

To my eye the most pleasing suburbs of London are
those where the road is bord:red by gardens, whose
overhanging trees form a grateful variety to (he cease-
less lines of houses. They are useful too, for often
have I seen groups of people seeking shelter from a
sudden shower under their foliage. One tree iu (his
neighbourhood was peculiarly admired by the cele-
brated landscape-gardener you have alluded to, its
graceful branches forming a most picturesque object
in a bend of the road. It has already been injured by
order of the surveyor, and is now again threatened by
printed notice. We look to the press as our protector
against ignorant and overbearing authority, and we
hope not in vain.

An Inhabitant of St. John’s-wood.

and some storerooms. In the western wing, in the

front, are the museum, the surgeons’ consulting-rooms,

land the waiting-rooms for the out-patients of the

surgeons and physicians, and in the back, the stair-

case of the first-floor, two casualty wards for males

land females, and some other rooms. Outside both

these fronts is a colouiinde, and here the patients will

itakc the air when occasion requires. 'The part of

ithe building attached to the extremity of llic western

wing, and facing north, contains the physicians’

iroom, the dispensary, and the drug-room. On the

[opposite side of the corridor is the porter’s room, the

aviiidow of which overlooks the yard, and some small

ji'oonis for different purposes.

Ihc upper part of the building will be devoted to

!ilhe iu-patients and the nurses. The first floor will

Lc occupied by males. The room in the central

itower will he the sitting-room, during the day, of

ithose patients who are able to leave their beds. In

liche southern wing are two large wards, capable Of

’ * The Glasgow papers state that Sir Beiijnmia Hall, as
tCliief Commissioner of Works, has ordered the removal of
iiwo stained-glass windows recently set up in tho crj-pt of
itUnsgow Calucdral, and they are very angry thereat. We
luave not heard the grounds for the order.

j

ISLINGTON VESTRY-HALL COMPETITION.
On Friday, the 6(h, the report of the special com-

mittee, referred to in our last, was laid before the
Vestry. Iu reply to juqniries as to whether the
designs selected could be caixied out for the amount
fixed, Jlr. Hai’vey said it was taken for granted by
the committee in sclecliog, as it was on that under-
standing alone architects had competed.

The commitlee being asked to state which were the
best four out of the twelve, named No. 46, "Con
Amore No. 50, “ Utility

;

” No. 57, " Wliytting-
ton

;

” and No. 71, "A. B. C.”

The Vestry then proceeded to the selection of the
two plans for tho premiums, on a motion by Mr. Cox,
together with a proviso, at the instance of Mr. Elt, to

the effect that the Vestry was not hound to build

either. Jlr. Timewell urged the consideration of tho

question of cost. Mr. James AVagstaff thought the

Vestry ought to have more information out of the

committee. The mode of voting was then considered,

and Mr. Elt made a stand for a new system. It was,
however, considered inadmissible, and the Vestry pro-
ceeded to select the two designs by taking a show' of

bauds for each seriatim, and striking off the lowest,

and then repeating the process, till at length the two
successful designs were announced to be,

—

Isf, No. 50, “ Utility,” found to be by Mr. Henry

NOTES UPON IRON.
Gloomy apprehensions and fearful forebodings are

supreme in South Staffordshire. No failures are yet
reported, hut it seems almost impossible that some
firms can hold out much longer. Every one holdfast
his confidence till the Denuistouns w’cnt. The con-
nections of that firm are so many and so extensive,
and the interest iu these again so many and diversified,

that the announcement by that firm, dated the 7th inst.
was felt as " a heavy blow, and grave discourage-
ment.” These views were shown to be by no means
groundless, when on Wednesday afternoon, the houses
concerned received circulars from Messrs. E. B.
Codrington and Co. of Liverpool, askiug for time in
consequence of the suspension of Messrs. Deanistoun.
Some good home orders are being re.-oived in certain
direction?, and no alteration, is stipulated in the kind
of tender

; but iu most others no order can be got
unless for a four months’ bill, which at 10 per cent,
and its uncertainty, is a greater risk than will be'
uuderlakcn. The period is one of great suspense.

SCENERY AND MUSIC.
The Uaymarket Theatre.—^Ar. Tom Taylor, an

artist himself, has taken care to have two or three
very pretty scenes for his new comedy, "An Unequal
Match,” which has been produced by Mr. Buckstone
(the manager himself playing in it), wRh very great and
well-deserved success. The curtain rises on “ A Village
in Glaizedale, Yorkshire,” by Mr. Jlorris, with the inn
and the forge, and the stage laid out in walks and grass
plots, the whole very naturally and pleasautly built up

;

and it fulls, in the third act, on a German watering-
place, with the hrunnen and the reading-room, and a
picturesque mountainous landscape behind, very credit-
able to Mr. O’Connor. The scene for the second act,
an interior, Jacobean in style, with a carved chimney-
piece iu two stories, strikes us as not quite a new
friend. Miss Amy Sedgwick, who has the principal
part in the piece, has not yet attained completely the
art which hides art, but must, nevertheless, be con-
sidered a great acquisition. Compton is admirable:
in fact, it is an exceedingly interesting and nicely
written piece, very well acted, and deserves to be
seen.

English Opera at the Lyceum.—Here, too, scenery
has not been disregarded : indeed, the general com-
pleteness with which Mr. Balfc’s new opera, " The
Rose of Castille,” has been produced, conjoined with
the admirable singing of Miss Pyue and Mr. Har-
rison, has done much towards obtaining the full

measure of success which attends it. The scene for

the first act is the outside of a S2)anish Posada, with
pent house over the gate into the yard, and a moim-
tainous background, very nicely painted and pot
together. For the second act we have a Moorish
ioterior; whereof the floridly ornamented gates are

noticeable. The music, lively and graphic, is amongst
the best Mr. Balfe has produced, and the efforts of
Mr. Honey, Mr. M’eiss, and MUs Susan Pyne, in

addition to those of the principals alrcarly mentioned,
deserve the wannest praise. Here we have the work
of an English coinjioscr interpreted by English singers,

with the orchestra admirably comlucti.'d by an English
musician, Mr. Mellon; and all those who pretend to

sigh over the want of high musical talent amongst us.
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T>'STrTCTioN OF Mechaxical Engineees.

—

The general meeting of members of this institution

was held on "Wednesday in last week, at the Institu-

tion, Birmingham
;
Wr. S. Lloyd in the chair. Several

new members were elected, and the president, vice-

presidents, and members of council, were nominated

for election at the ensuing annual meeting. The first

paper read was a “ Description of Naylor’s Improved

Steam-Hammer,” by Jlr. Charles Markham, of

all the sunpoi-ts, so as to keep the articles constantly

in contact with the separating biicks, and never leave

them room enough to twist or get out of shape.

E Clark. — Improvements in Floating Docks.

Dated Jau. 19, 1857.-This consists in arranging a

floating dock so that it may be sank to receive the

ship, and afterwards be flualed by pumping the water

from the space helween the side of the ship and the

i

^ the next wn*-, “On Lightins Reilway Mns
r lli.L Pnwnmind late used as a rmnish for

\

nith Gas, ivith a Bcscnptionof Mr. T. J. Thompson s

^Pa^rfnlours Ind as a Carrier for Water Colours
\

System,” by Mr. J. Kitson, of Iccas ; the last popr

or Faints Dated Dec 29 1856.—The pateotee takes was a "Description of a Ventiialing Apparatus for

mi k i g of hard soap^, 21b. and of common Buildings,” &e. by Mr. Samuel Thorutou, of Bu-

dnrU ih The soap is sliced Ihin and put into the mmgham After the meeting a hydraulic eugme, by

S' which is healed to about 120 deg, Fahr. and Mr, Dayid Joy, of Leeds, was shown at work, desiped

tte inTxtoe is stirred until the soap is dissolved, to he used as a simple and couvement molive-powcr

The XoTis dissolved in the smallest giiantily 0 for several pur],oses where steam-power is ohjection-

watcr possible, and is then added to the mixture of able, or not available.

Non-Consumption Smoice.—Mr. "William

and a national lyrical stage worthy of the country,

should show they are jn earnest by snpporling the

undertaking at the Lyceum.
, mr j

JuUien's Concerts at Her Majesty s

Eoremost amongst the causes which hai-^ fosteicd the

erowth of a taste for superior music amongst ttie

masses in this country, must be placed .TuHicn s

Concerts The provision of the best music for the

nubile at small cost is no trifling good, and those who

provide it deserve oor earnest support. There was a

little want of spirit perceptible in the performances,

and enthusiasm in the audience, a few nights ago;

but the new “Indian Quadrille,” which will have

been produced before the appearance of our number,

will doubtless bring both back, and fill the house to

the close of the necessarily short season. The band

is almirable.

RECENT PATENTS.*

li. J. Brethon.—Improvements in Machineryfor

Manufacturing Draining Pipes, Bricks, Tiles, and

nil other similar Plastic Articles. Dated Jan. 10.

Ig57 —This maebinerv is applied to tbe manu'‘acture

of solid or pcrfur.dcd’ bricks, &c. having a regular

cross section. A vertical screw revolves in an upright

cyliuder. A ro!ary motion is given to the helix, by

horse or steam power, and the clay is thrown into the

upper box of the cylinder as it is dog from the groiind,

without any other preparation than that of being mixed

with water: it is ground, mingled, and freed from

hard or filamentous substances, and finally forced down

tbrottgh side-moulding apertures.

George Tomlinson Bouspielp, Sassex-place,

Loughborough-road, Brixlon, ^\xvses.—Machineryfor

compresshig Clay and other Materials applicable to

the Manufacture of Bricks and other Articles.

A communication. Dated March 5, 1857.—In this

invention moulds are employed which correspond in

form to the article to be formed from the clay or other

material by compression. One, two, or
i uujicu, tmu .•!«- vi.wu, .sj - . » i • on tne maners in uispuie uei.nj_\t mm uuu uic cuun-

moulds are attached to a mould-carruT, which is moved
^

^ ^ may come freely m
, confirmation of this resolution was moved

up and down between suitable guides by an cccenmc
, the mixture has cooled, it is a<^m -

on the main axis of the machine. The moulds earned
, jj. spontaocously bursts into coinhuslion,

by the mould-carriers are bottomless, and into them
| bnrned a very short time the fire is

fit pistons or plungers which receive motipo from 1

extinguished hv a close fitiiug cover. This prepara-

cams placed on the same axis as tbe ecceotric before
' 2 . These cement?, though capa-

mentioned, and there are also other pistons or plungers

attached to the top framing of the machine, which

enter the moulds when they arc moved up by the

eccentric.

Samuel Hemming, Bow, Middlesci .—Material

for Roofing or other Building Purposes. Dated

March 21, 1857.—This invention consists in forming

from pulp produced from the fibres of straw, grass,

hemp, wood, or other similar vegetable productions.

SXtXmXgroaii°d ta cTur mill.' mX Jackson, the extensive builder upon the Gore Estate,
inema.sisn

g cashed with water at Kensington, was last week summoned to the Ham-

anTthe task water hldly reddens bine litinns paper, inersmith Police Court for not consaming the smoke

It s then le t at rest niil the water at the top is
' of a temporary steam tnmaee at Gloaeester Lodge,

It IS then icil at AW water is then added, used m sawing timber. Mr. Walls, his manager,
okar, and this is

. appeared in his place, and it was stated on liis behalf

dtewwff Thte is repeated intil the clear water on that he was not likely to do anything willingly to

rX 0, the thick vXte mass hardly aTecls bine -1- “ PX^X^iteftt \'nXdiXretecL7S
litmus paper.

_ Vrssn^r;„n to be erected, in Piince Albcrt-road, with a view of

N. C. SzERELMEV.—Improvements VI 1 13
jjew entrance into Hyde-park, were exhibited, in

Combinations of Materials
-r

^
.-y order to show tbe value of tbe interest Mr. Jackson

and other Slrnctvres Materproof. Dated a
. gtateij that no expense

1857.—These improved “ Greek cemens
ijg spared to consume the smoke. Thcminiiuum

diiced thus :—The patentee takes water, u oo , g
, gf ggg^g -^-35 inflicted and paid,

bricks, powdered coppered slag, powdered iron s ag,
Birmingham Borough Surveyor. — A

argillaceous earth, and gaseous matter pro uce rmu
^ ^ meeting of the conncil of this borough has

milk. These are boiled together, and ca e *
i

]jggjj to take into consideration the resolution

pound No. 1. In a second compound are crop oy
ggj^ which recommended the dismissal of the

sas or coal tar (or liuseed oil, ^ ^ borough surveyor, Mr. Pigott Smith, on account of

hydraulic lime, grit, and calciocd flint.
ygfuggi to appear before them, to answer questions

i boiled, and arc then, by an^on_ ladle,
the matters in dispute betwixt him and the coun-

nfirmatioa of this resc

by Mr. S. Briggs, and seconded by Mr. Brinsley.

A*lderman Hodgson moved an amendment in favour

of inquiry into the charges, and Mr. Sturges one re-

quiring the resignation of the borough surveyor; but

the original motion fur dismissal was carried by 31 to

20, five being neutral.

Bristol Mining School.—The first lecture ofthe

session was given by Mr. ThomasAu? tin, C.E. on “Sur-

veying andDrawiog Instruments.” Much importance

was at one time attached to the introduction of several

wires into tbe warp of the wire tape
;
but as these

wires were necessarily converted by the woof into

helices in the process of manufacture, this tape was

more liable to stretch than the ordinary tape. The

ble of separate use, are preferred to be employed in

succession on walls or olbcr structures.

fHiSccllfliua.

A Cambrian Monl'Ment.—A deputation from the

Liverpool Cambrian Society recently attended at Plas

Madoc, near Ruiibon, Ibe scat of ^Ir. G. H.^^halley,

for the purpose of viewing the site on^the Eglewscg

plain, figured, or

“wieef mmie'’/ wi';todiex‘'’orn!oS of “siriteble
|

™a'5o Crim™t;"aiia olliei- horoex of Wale, including
; fo-tuking offsets, or amongst buildings, or other intri-

Sc L3ruction corresponding to the form rc- ' those now flyhling the battles of the, r country in
! eate work. The Aincriesn rule was au implement

Sd anin aifflcionllv dried aSd hardened {by ,

India, and of allJVelshmen entitled m times past or
|

„s„ally made in yard or two-yard lengths, m pieces

meSnre or otherwise) for removal, the said surfaces to come ” to the respect and gralitudo of their conn-
|

„f horn or whalebone four or six inches long, about
pressure or otlicrw

, ^ ^ ^
,

^ n„ the soot thev were met by a cominiltce halt an inch wide, and one-sixteenth ot an inch thick.

by any of the
i

pTaleam' offercii by that gentleman for the erection of
j

double linen tape, with ribbed warp, was the least

thrsaid*p°idp,' by cansln°g it to be placed in any con-
!

fhe Cambrian monument in lumoiir of Prince Llewelp,
|

objectionabk ot any ot the tapes, and was very nseful

be ng snbsconently r ndcred impervious to moisture trymen. On the spot they were n ct by a com niitce halt
,being subsciiiient y len e 1

ot tbe National Eistedtod, to be held at Llangollen in and made to adhere together by the application of
by any ot tbe usual preparations. Rot poeeeaea

Mr, Wballey stated that Lady Hall, thin glue i they were then reduced to their proper

! ._!i „*Urs..,. i..Uiinnr.o wArp. wnrm snniioi’ters of the
, Tririn nnil Hie iuehcs marked off unou one of theiricith.

\V. -
, _ .

,

IndTeatihtln^ “oomfaoY buMfngTbV uleaM tt’l I rihe'rpK oTIbe" moiratain, whom varioos appro-
;
(he entire nmnber, and a silver wire drawn through

tuMarchamher situated at the back of a grate or ’priate resol,llions were passed approving of the project the lio'es. These, when completed, were remarkably

?ove ftoSS air and products of eombiislion from and promolivc of it.
]

correct. Offset rods and s aves, station staves and

Are being made to pL through tubes in the said The BnoTllEETON Mkxioeial, - You have done
;

surveying arrows, and angular instruments used in

chamber, and Ihe air delivered into the room from good servive to tbe public by giving a view of llie held work, were next describcd nlsolheplauetheo-

thc exlcrnrl atmosphere being heated by contact with Brotherton Memorial, and as one interested in good dolite,

the exterior of the said tubes. 2. Withdrawing the ' monumental works I am especially glad ,
and if I .l.a.v ments, tbe theodolite, quadrant sextant, Ac. Ao,

Swiiv -Imvroeements in Keatiug and Tenti-
\

and others of influence, were ’warm supporters of the
, form, and the inches marked off opoa one of their

OWAUN. impToieue^^^
tt-.,.-... I -..c.-emciit. The compauy then adjourned to a tent surfaces : at these marks a hole wns drilled, through

;the entire niimhcr, and a silver wire drawn through

I the lio’es. These, when completed, were remarkably

1

correct. Offset rods and staves, station staves and

warm and vitiated air of the upper part of the room,

and delivering it through perforations at the back of

the grate, so as to promote combustion and prevent

the formation of smoke. 3. The construction of de-

tached tubular chambers to he used with grates and

stoves of the ordinary construction as described. 4.

A method of heating hot-houses and conservatories,

and charging ihe heated air supplied to the same with

the vapour of water. 5. A method of coostrucling

hot-air chambers. 6. A method of ventilating kilns

and hot-air stoves.

J. Bird.—Improvements in the Manufacture of

Articles suitable to be used as Window-heads and

Sills, Lintels, and other similar Parts of Buildings.

Dated Jan. 19. 1857.—This consists in manufacturing

articles to be used as window-heads, sills, lintels, &c.

from fire or otlier clay, in a dry or nearly dry state,

by forcing it into a mould by a great jiressure. The

articles thus moulded are burned in a kiln, in which

are three or more walls or supports, across which tbe

articles to be burnt rest, being kept apart by sepa-

rating bricks. At the front of the kiln is a screw,

which, as the articles shrink during the burning, is

used to force forward a block long enough to rest on

• Prom the lists publislied i

and other journals.
the jlfecAoKtcs’ Magazine

venture an opinion, I would proQounce the lower and
]

The Joiners’ Strike at Manchester.—Since

the upper part as decidedly good. Tbe centre or
; our last notice of this strike, three of the local archi-

middle portion, however, shows snch an ertdent I tects, of long standing,—Messrs. Richard Lane, \Vil.

amount of weakness, that it would be well for 1 liam Haylcy, and Isaac Holden, have offered to act,

the architects and coramiltee to reconsider this por-
|

in conjunction with the mayor, as arbitrators in the

tion. I would suggest to strengthen the supports by dispute, and the,master builders have at occe unequi-

(instead of one column at the hack of figure), three in I vocally accepted the arbitration, and agreed to abide

the form of a trefoil. Their junction also with the hy the decision of the arbitrators, The. rnmnutleft of

lower part is poor, and has a certain meanness about

it, and to get rid of this I would add a pierced para-

pet immediately over the cornice : and these, instead

of detracting from, would add to the beauty of the

design, and tlie small amount of extra expense would

he for the committee hardly worth their consider-

ation.—W. L.

The Gurney Testimonial, Stratford.—The

design of the
“
Gtirney testimonial ” has been pre-

pared by Mr. G. A. Dixon, surveyor to the Local

Board of Health, says the and
, ,

• ... x, ,

will he suhmilted for the apjiroval of Ihe provisiolial
[

months, and 63 hoars m the wintei months,

committee prior to a puUio meeting of the in- tliercfore is neither a frank aceeptance nor an equaBy

habitants which will he convened at an early period, rank refosul ot the proposed tnbunal, ttel « I™

wheo it is expected tl.c design will be adopted, and a like the f.ist-and-loose uaderstandtng of some prev lous

subscription promoted for carrying oat the object. Urhitrahons of a similar kind vvte have some recollect on

The site for the erection ot the obelisk Is the Broad- of, to yield we fear, any satisfactory result m the

way, Stratford, the west end of St. John’s Church.
j

present strike.

The committee of

the workmen, in their reply, however, merely thank

the architects named, and refer them to a copy of

another letter addresssed to the secretary of the mas-

ters’ association, in which they speak of a deputation

being “ prepared to meet a deputation from the

builders and the gentlemen you name in your letter

to settle this dispute,” at the same time announcing a

“ resolution” they had just come to, to “ equalize the

working time at the rate of fifty-six hours per week

(he year round, or otherwise adhere to the rules last

issued hv the operatives, viz. 58 hours in the summer
’

This,
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.VTIONAL Art-Education, and

the machinery for effecting it,

are matters of no trifling

moment, and call for serious

attention.

The statements made by Air.

RedgraTe at the distribution of

national medals concerning the

expense of teaching drawing in

parochial schools, and the in-

siruciions for those who wish

to obtain the services of an

art-certificated master, seem to have
created among the masters in con-

nection with the Department of

Science and Art a feeling of in-

security, and, according to the letters

which have appeared in our pages,

and a dozen which have not, no
small discontent also.

It may be well, at some future time, to ex-

amine this and other matters in connection

with it thoroughly, in order to discover the
real facts concerning it, as well as to take a
general view of the means that ai-e being em-
ployed for the spread of art-education by the
department. At present let us take a cursory
glance.

There are two classes of masters of schools

of art. One is composed of those who, under
the School of Design system, received appoint-

ments with an annual government grant made
towards their salary; the other, of men who
have been trained in the central school in Lon-
don, and receive their appointments from the

Department of Science and Art ; the contribu-

tion towards the salary of the latter being in the

form of payments on certificates of competency
awarded by the department. Thus, a man who
possesses certificates for one branch of art, re-

ceives 10/. annually
:
possessing certificates for

two branches of art, he receives 20/.
;
and so

on. The practical difference in the allowance

to the two classes is, that a master appointed

under the School of Design may receive 300/.

a year from Government, and one who holds his

appointment from the Department (if he is a

very clever fellow) may receive 30/. It is the

latter class who will be affected by the new
regulations

;
and, as they are the types of all

future school-of-art masters, what affects them
will affect all future appointments. There is

; also another difference in the position of the two

1 men
;
for, whilst the fortunate possessor of an

; appointment from the School of Design teaches

I onlyinhis central school, and in what other places,

I on whatever terms, he chooses,—the depart-

I mental master has to work a fixed number of

i hours per week, in whatever places, and upon
1 what terms, the School of Art committee and
[ other people arrange for him. It would be

t thought from this that the recently-appointed

I teachers are inferior men to their seniors in

c office, but a glance at the subjects for examiua-

t tion for the higher certificates obtained by the

f former, and a comparison of the condition and
c operations of the lately-established with the

c older schools, will lead to a very different con-

c elusion. Here then are two sets of men
e engaged in the same occupation, but not with

:

t the same amount of work, and vastly dispropor-

t tioned remuneration. Those who work the

li hardest, and have the least pay, arc fearful, and

iiit may be not without some cause, that the!

D new regulations will still fui’ther dimmish their
!

B salaries
; at the same time asking that all masters

j

d doing a certain amount of work shall have
j

equal remuneration. This is a subject well de-
serving the careful consideration of the Depart-
ment;* and when it receives such cousideratiou,
it is to be hoped that the Department will be
no longer bound by the grave-clothes of the
School of Design, but on its own responsibility

settle the matter equitably for both sides.

But without entering deeply into the matter,
let us see what are the functions of the art-

ccrtificated master, and take an impartial glance
at the position in which he is placed.

The avowed object of the Department is the
art-education of the people, the opening up of

new thoughts, and the placing in the hands of
the lower classes a medium of expression and a
weapon for work which have hitherto not Idccii

possessed by them. The obvious reason for

I this is, that it must necessarily increase national

I prosperity
;
for, by making us a more artistic and

j

a more intelligent people, by teaching ns the

j

relation that thoughts bear to things, in culti-

vating the one and facilitating the production of

the other, we become more independently
powerful, more productive, and, consequently,

more wealthy. This is the business view of the

case, and one, too, not to be neglected. Another
aspect which the work of the Department may
assume is a moral one. The possession of a

good eye and an educated hand must necessarily

carry with it something besides its mere mer-
cantile value. It is a key to the ignorant, by
which they may unlock for themselves the door

of beauty, and lay open to their eyes the inex-

haustible treasures of nature. Indeed, the

possession of a cultivated perception is an in-

cessant note of interrogation to all that is

passively beautiful in nature or wonderful in

art. And however much we have hitherto
j

extent of 8/. for each school taught, wiH
ignored the fact, yet the ultimate influence on ' impress upon them the advantage of

the lower classes of a knowledge of the beau- '

power; but at any sacrifice they must be

tiful, and of the capacity for its admiration, I

to learn drawing, in order that they may
must be to strengthen the moral faculties. Thus

j

teach it. They are the fittest persons to teach

the results of art-education will be both to put
,

to young children; because, from experience,

a tongue into our fingers by which we may ex -

1

they are well able to impart instruction, and

press form, and cause a recoil on our minds ,

have the greatest power over their pupils : and
which must generate thought and inquiry. I

as for the most part they are well educated

The means for all this are as yet necessarily
mteilipnt men, the task of acquiring the

experimental. It has been found that the
I

drawing will be comparatively easy to

good, we must not be too chary, at first, of
making such positions remunerative by Govern-
ment assistance. The man who has been
severely trained in the Government's own school,

at some expense both to himself and liis country,
must be made the means of this good to his

feUow-countrymcn; but, like other men in similar

positions, he must be paid for it
;
and, if we are

to expect able, efficient, aud intelligent men,
they must be paid equivalently to their profes-

sional position.

So much may be said for the future masters
of schools of art

;
liut, in all justice, let us look

at both sides of the question.

It is a mistaken notion to suppose tliat the
certificated art-master is to be the perpetual
teacher of drawing iu parochial schools. Fi'om
the fact of its being impossible as a permanent
business speculation, we may decide it is not to

be the case
;
aud it is his own fault, and worse

than his fault, if he does not make it a means

I

to an end, and not the end itself. In a country
town where a school of art may be establishec^

he must be the teacher of such schools for a
time, because there is probably no one else be-
sides himself who will teach it as systematically

and well as himself. But, as he progresses, he
will raise the means of shifting this arduous
duty from his own shoulders to those of others,

who together will be better able to discharge it.

Aud in this manner the schoolmasters and
pupil-tcachers in every national school, in or

near the town, should be compelled, as a part

of their work, to attend a class for their

special education at the school of art. The
fact of teaching drawing in their schools in-

creasing the salaries of the schoolmasters to

schools of art and design have not attained the
them.

object in view : it becomes, therefore, a question
!

then, in time, will the art-teacher raise

as to what means arc to be adopted for its
'

P^“sclf the disciples who will help him in

attainment, and under what circumstances. The
, f

mission. But iu the interval, wliilst he is

trained and educated master of art (in its truest
fbounng for a common good, he should not

and not its conventional sense) is regarded as
^ sacrifice,

_

which would be a most

the most fitting person to achieve the looked-for
prooeedmg, inasmuch as it would cer-

result, and upon his shoulder is placed the onus
taiuly result m thinning the ranks of the best

of the task. This is natural. But when a man “cn, by giving them fair cause for desertion to

has spent the best years of his life in mastering "" grateful field of enterprise.*

a difficult profession, often at great sacrifice of each man who is sent out to a provincial

other prospects, and finds himself possessed of ^-^wn be paid liberally, according to his stand-

so subtle a weapon as art-power, he rationally ^rom the annual Government grant to

looks for some return for his long labours, as science and art; and let this continue for a

well as a recognition of his professional position. Ibiihcd period, say one or two years, as the

To labour patiently in the mission of art- case may be. At the end of that time he

education is his expected task, but to do so ought to have made himself a position, iude-

without adequate remuneration he has not looked pcii^Jcnt of the greater part of State assistance,

forward to. Here a difficulty presents itself. Our should then be made the local inspector

means of extending art influence to the lower of art-teaching in the neighbourhood; for by

classes are through the ordinary parochial time we have supposed that the work, in

schools
;
and such schools are not in a position to P&rochial or non-remuuerative schools, has been

pay professional prices. How then are the masses undertaken by his own pupils: he tlicn baa

of the people to be reached? The majority *0 that his machinery works well, aud

of our country towns are not able even to—or, ^ceps in good order, and also to attend to his

at least, will not—support a school of art, which central school of art. By this means we might

is the recognised focus from which art-teaching spread art-education over a larger surface than

must radiate
;
and, without this, how are we to ^ur present system does

;
for, amongst the

make art-education general ? To meet these schoolmasters taught to draw, should be iu-

difliculties, it is evident that at first we must eluded those within a moderate distance of

couple the general education in art of the people
town, and whose schools might be peri-

with the special art-education of particular per- odically inspected by the local inspector. Surely

sons, in order to create remunerative positions
experiments this might be fairly

for those who have the non-remunerative task ^^icd m cases which would fathom its advan-

of the instruction of the people
;
aud, inasmuch

as art-power is socially aud commercially a great * Not an uncommon case even now.
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THE rUNCTIONS OF THE SCIENCE ANE
AKT DEPARTMENT.

A SERIES of lectures on the Department of Art and

the Museum at Broiupton was commenced on Mon-

day evening last, in the new theatre there : the lec-

turer was Mr. Henry Cole, C.B., and the subject the

Functions of the Department. It was an interesting

statement, aud will be made generaljy accessible by

being published for one penny._ Me would gladly

print a considerable portion of it, hut arc forced by

the miiltipbcity of matters which press upon us to

confine ourselves to two or three paragraphs.

Of the state contributions for promoting public

education, Mr. Cole said,

—

“The total national evpeuditiu'c for promoting

Public Education and Science and Art in every way

through the primary division of the Education Board,

the British Museum, National Gallery, grants to

Universities, and grant to this Department, may be

taken, at the present time, to he in round numbers a

million of pounds sterling, which divided among our

population, say, of 30,000,000, makes the contribu-

tion of each to average uincpeuce per head per an-

num. It is difficult to calculate the annual value of

the production of this country
;
but I tbink, seeing

that our imports aud exports last year amounted to

238,545, esOi'. it is not an over-estimate to place it

as being worth 400,000,000^. a year. The state con-

tribution towards Education, Science, and Art, which

vitally influences this enormous amount, therefore,

bears the proportion of the outlay of one pound on

behalf of Education, Science, and Art for every -100/.

of production, or one penny in every 1/. 13j. 4'/.

The annual Parliamentary vole for fiic Science and

Art Department only, being under 75,000/. is less

than a five-thousandth part of the estimated annual

production, and is about a thousandth part of the

annual lavntiou of the country. It is as if a man
with 1,000/. a year devoted 2/. 65. Sd. a year to the

general education of his children, and gave them the

additional advantages of drawing-lessons and a little

navigation, at a cost to himself of 35. 9e/. a year. In

the same proportion the agricultural labourer, who
earns only 25/. a year, devotes I5. 3d. to the

education of his family, and has to deny himself the

luxury of half a pint of beer in a year in helping his

children to a knowledge of drawing, and enabling

them to cut and mle straight lines.

It may be pointed out as a coincidence at least

worthy to be remembered by any who oppose State

aid towards education, that whilst democratic power

in this country has increased, so a demand upon the

Government to exercise certain new functions has in-

creased also. As the people have felt their wants, and

nificant, being a trifle more than 1 in 1,000 of the kind, and the roads a mass of mud and

population, and it is disheartening to feel that, accord-
1

filth; the whole being a marsh 7 feet below

mg to the present state of public feeling for A«t, per-
j
high-water mark. In Vicarage-terrace the only

haps half a eentury must elapse before every mechanic

will have had the means in his youth of acquiring

those elementary principles of Art which woidd im-

prove the daily work of his future life.”

Speaking of the contents of the Museum, he said

that many of the things exhibited had been either

altogether hidden previously, or inadequately exhi-

bited :

—

“The ai-chitcctural collections belonging to the

Department for years were buried in the cellars of

Somerset House, and were hut most imperfectly

shown at Marlborough House. The prints and done immediately.

drain available is a sink nnder the pump, vito

which they hahitualhj empty all the slops of their

houses ! The sink communicates with the well,

and the people have no other water to drink

!

The Board bare addressed the Local Board of

Health, calling upon them to take “ immediate

aud effective measures for removin", or at

least for mitigating, conditions so conducive to

the development of the disease, under which

most of the inhabitants of their districts are

placed.” At any cost, something should be

drawings possessed by the Department have never

been seen by the general public. The casts of the

Architectural JIuseum are surely better displayed

than in Canon-row. The union of these collections,

We are not now approaching this place for

the first time. Nearly two years ago we de-

scribed the imminently dangerous position of

Canning-town, and in onr fourteenth volume
aud the addition of the moads of St Paul’s and

(
gg)“ ^ s];etch, sllOTOg that “ the artt

heialhuukcf Bow-cueek, a.d the euabuukment

the State will act together. Every foreigner who has

seen this commencement sees in it the germ of the

finest Architectural Museum in Europe, if the public

support the attempt.”

And he added, “ The iron Jlnseum is only to be re-

garded as a temporary refuge for the destitute.”

CANNING TOWN AND HALLSVILLE,
WEST HAM.

The recent outbreak of cholera in this neigh-

bourhood has led to further efforts ou the part

of some of the clergy and more influential in-
,

, ^ ,,

habitants to obtain improvements in the drain-
1 be poisoned by cesspools, water will stand on

age of the place, and such other mitigations
|
the surface, and evils of a serious nature will

of its miserable condition as may render the
j

follow.” “Let us hope for the introduction of

development of disease less likely. At the

of the Thames, are all that prevent the houses

here from being flooded every high tide.” We
pointed out that it was impossible to provide

for the drain^e of the place by the ordinary

meaus, aud said,
—“The houses here have been

erected without the means of either carrying off

the refuse or properly getting rid of the damp.

In the course of time the debris of these aud

other houses will raise the level; but it is sad

to think of the sacrifice of human life which

must take place in the mean time without

prompt measures.” Again,—“If something is

not done, in two or three years the ground will

commencement of the year a petition had been

forwarded to the Secretary of State for the

Horae Department, setting forth,

—

“ That the houses in the district have, for the most

part, been built without any regard to the health or

comfort of the iiihabitanls.

That the district is a marsh 7 feet below high-

water mark, the tide of the Thames beinsj only kept

out by the river-wall. It is wholly undrained, aud

intersected with overflowing and pestilential ditches,

which are the only outlet for all the sewage aud filth

of the neighbourhood.

That the health of the neighbourhood has already

suffered much from tbe neglect of proper precautions,

have had power to express them in Parliament, so the ' the proportion of deaths to the population being fright-

central authority has been called upon to administer futJy large.”

to these wants, and it is the Government itself rather
, euiTiestly prayino"

than the people which hee eedeavoored to oblein aid
[

„ aSd indepeodcot laeaeorcs he

''

measures proportionate to tbe extent of the

future requirements. Flesb and blood are

precious materials.”

The measures were not taken, aud tbe evils have

become more apparent : again, therefore, we call

for remedial measures. The erection of dwell-

ing-places in such a position should not be per-

mitted. Bemg here, their owners must do

what can be done to save life. Flesh aud blood,

as we before said, are precious materials, and

the country cannot afford to iudulgc in preveut-

ible disease, involuntary demoralization, and

premature deaths.

MEMOIR OF LOUIS VON ZANTH,
ARCHITECT.’^

The death of a distinguished brother architect,
— *'^11

1 i- 1.. I mac immeaiaie nnu luucueuueut. lui-usaica uc
; and more particularly of one who has been a corre-

preserve as much oc co-opera ion asp 1 .

'adopted to carry off the sewage from their houses, ' sponding member of onr body and a liberal contri-
hasbeeu the case especial y mththe subjects of public

, ^ accumulates ou the ! hntov to our collection, demands some notice on our
education, m which, so far as I have observed, it is

the complaint of localities, and particularly where the

jealousy of local authority is holiest, that the Govern-

ment does not do enough for them. The Education

Boards in England and Ireland, the Schools of D. sign,

and the greater number of the grants for promoting

Science and Art, have all arisen since tlic passing

of the Reform Bill in 1830. It was rather the in-

fluence of the Crown that created the Royal Academy

in 1768 than any public demand. Aud so feeble was

aud the stagnant water which accumulates on the
j

hutov to our collection, demands some notice on our

surface of the soil.”
j

pai-t. I feel it, therefore, to he a duty which

There was a correspondence in consequence 1

devolves on me as your secretary of foreign con-e-

between the General Board of Health (to whom spondcace, to seize as early an opportemty as pos-

SbSr-e Grey referred the petition); and the
i^rueurge vjicy i

.
' depaihed colleague, Herr Zantli, who has by his

West Ham Local Board of Health, but uoth ^ i-nerited a nase in the historv of our art.

was done.

A few weeks affo the cholera appeared in the

^
parish, and carried off several of the biMntants.

|
emincil modi-

_
The gentlemen who^ had movedjjefoie

, cai man, aud chief physician to Jerome Buonauaite

works well merited a page in the history of our art.

I have reason to believe that he was horn about

1798, at Breslau, in Silesia, and was consequently a

mens' repiTsentatiL in 1810 on the subject of Public. fmme^itelf addressed the ^

residence of that sovereign at Casscl

Gallerics,evenifitexistedatall,thatthethenChan-!4iitomo
Brady— immediately ^^„,ated partly at Cassel and partly at

ccllor of the Exchequer is said to have refused to
‘ Board of Health agam, and said, m the course p^ns, and, it is supposed, was a pupil at the Lycee

accept the Dulwich Gallery of Pictures as a gift to
j

ol their comimmication ;—
|

Napoleon. Having evinced a decided taste for draw-

the nation, on the condition of housing and taking
]

Public attention has been lately called by your ing, he was placed at Stiittgard, where his widowed

care of the Pictures. Last year the Government,
|

Board to the near approach of cholera. At least seven mother resided, under me architi^t Fischer, pro-

through Lord Stanley of Aldcricy as President of the I fatal cases have already occurred in this parish, aud a fessor of the Polytechnic School m that town. About

Board of Trade, built a structure on their own re- heavy responsibility attaches to those who have 1819, Zinth went to Fans, and hecanie the pupil

sponsibility to seenre Mr. Sheepshanks’ munificent neriecled the warnings of experience, and allowed tbe
,
of Monsieur Hittorff, and although he had then made

gift of pictures, valued at 00,000/. and Parliament
' present state of Hallsvillc to continue. It is not for little progress in composition he showed an e^dent

aftcr^%ards cheerfully voted a sum under 5,000/. re- ns to suggest remedial measures, but we would, ' bias for decorative detail and great purify of draw-

quisite for its cost. In half a ccntuiy such has been
|

nevertheless, most earnestly entreat you a^^ce to
^

ing. He foUowcd his excellent master s advme, and

the change of public opinion in respect of National
,
send an inspector (unconnected with the neighbour- took part in the competitions of the benool ot

Galleries of Pictures.”
!

hood) to report upon the sanitary state of West Ham, ' Architecture ;
but being of a reflective and delibc-

.. Tbz o£ ov Scie.cz zckoolc
' - ^ccialiy tb.i pact of it lyin. i. tkc P>aicto,v

^

czUve to. of

of all kinds at the present time lu connection With the marsnes. i

(-..Uorfivcr r,r,A nTiriPfifipfl Vip

Departmeot is
i

.

Tley further urged that the inspector should
^

H ^ „ ijjt ,7
of Art througiout the United Jungdom at the present mstruct the Local Board as to the precautlonaiT

, accustom himself to the esdtement, bustle,
time IS sixlj-hve; and aeeordmg to the last returns ’ necessary now to be taken and they

j,eprr„io„„ble youth of
they were the means of educating upwards of So.pOO

|

advantages would follow " if
neighbours yield when engaged in such eier-

of the Metropolitan Building circumstance affected his conceptions,students in drawing and painting. These numbers ' provisions
include children in poor schools under instruction in

, were Kitend'ed "to tfest'Hamf'’ This wai ^nr'although'hir-'pr^ets'”' were drawn out with
drawmg. Since the Schools of Design were expanded

j ^ j President of the Board, ' the most elaborate clre, he never could carry off a
into Schools of Aut, and made to embrace the teaching

, ^

fo^Lwir-Tn 18H° 3,206 7dLts°fea?in“dra“ng
|

mediately, and found houses without drainage,
|

of his own leisure and reflection, his designs were

cost the State 3/. 2a. 4d. each. lu 1856, 35,000
,

Without ventilation. Without water-supp y, ex-,
, pj.QfgggQ,. the meeting of the

students cost the State about 15s. each, as nearly as
' CCpt of the worst description, aitcbes present-

| jyjtjtQjg Qf Architects, on the 16th, as mentioned eise-

cau he estimated. But this number is really iusig- ' ing an evaporating surface of the foulest
^

where.
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admirable, and evinced considerable originality and

careful treatment.

Zanth from the pnpil became the assistant of his

friend and master, and in 1823 both went to Sicily,

with the view to investigate fully and thoroughly the

antiquities of that island, which as yet have never

been adequately illustrated, numerous and costly as

are the works, and learned as arc the authors, treating

upon its ruins. During their stay, Messrs. Hittorff

and Zanth were struck by the beauty of the nume-
rous buildings erected since the Greek times, and

which adorn the cities of Messina, Catania, Palermo,

and other places, erected by the diflcrcut conquerors

of the island, since it was in the possession of the

Romans. They, therefore, took accurate drawings

of the churches, palaces, monasteries, hospitals,

public fountains, private houses, as also details of

altars, tombs, pulpits, stalls, and other decorative

embellishments in the churches, which are marked by
a happy freedom of design, novelty, and effective

combioatioB. The work, which appeared in the joint

names of the authors, was specially edited by Mons.
HittoifF, iu numbers, between the years 1826-35.

The choice of subjects is extremely varied, contain-

ing examples of Moresque, Saracenic, and IBvzan-

tinc, as those of Palermo and Mon Realc, and em-
bracing every period of modern architecture without

an exclusive adherence to any. The execution of

the work is in outline, and may be cited for the judi-

cious selection of the subjects, the purity of the draw-

ing, and exquisite character of the engravings.

At the same time appeared many numbers of their

work on the ancieut monuments. It is to be re-

gretted that this valuable publication has been sus-

pended from the want of particulars to complete their

previous studies, which a personal visit to Sicily ran
I

alone satisfactorily supply. It is to be hoped that
|

the survivor may accomplish what still remains a

desideratum—a work on Siculo-Grecian architecture, !

rendered complete by the light of modern researches,

and the experience and learning which have, of lafe

years, been brought to bear on works of this class,

and for the elucidation of which no one has proved
himself more competent than Monsieur Hiltortf.

Zanth was especially struck by the peculiar mag-
uificence of Mon Reale, and the Eastern aspect of the

Capclla Reale and of the palaces of La Zisa and La

!

Cuba, at Palernoo, of which he subsequently made

,

some splendid and elaborate coloured views to a large ,

size; and in fact this style of art seems to have had
j

a decided influence on his future artistic taste. In '

1830 Zanth quitted Paris to seek a new sphere of

employment, and returned to Stuttgard, where he

constructed many charming town and country houses,

perfectly adapted to the convenience of the occupants,
;

elegant in detail, picturesque in their masses.
,

These erections, and some of his beautiful drawings,
j

were brought under the notice of the king, who im-

mediately appointed him as his architect, and com-

missioned him to make drawings for a theatre to be

attached to the palace; but which, imrortunalcly,

w’as never executed.

His royal patron was desirous to form for himself

a kind of special personal retreat, or suburban villa,

to which he might occasionally retire for the d iy, or

a few hours, like those of the papal families in the

neighbourhood of Rome, os the Villa Papa Giiilio, or

those at Frascati and Tivoli, or as is found in various

parts of GeiTnany; or magna componere parvis,

^

like that at Cluswick, belonging to the Duke of
|

Devonshire. It was to consist of a priucipal casino, i

hot-houses, and conservatories
;

porticoes, kiosks, a

!

belvedere, ball-room, theatre, and domestie ofilccs,
|

connected one with the other by the general distri-

bution of the garden, which was to be adorned wiih

parterres, pieces of water, and fountains. The AVil-

helma is situated at the extremity of the royal park

of Rosensteiu, at a league from Stuttgard, and near

the town of Cannstadt, famous for its mineral waters,

and the gardens extend down to the Necker. The
style selected by his sovereign was the Moresque.

The plot of ground appropriated to the "VVilhelma lies

on a hanging level, rising from the Necker ;
and Zanth

found great difliculty iu combining its various parts

with the grounds of Rosenstcin, which had been laid

out by an ignorant gardener, without any reference

to the undulations of the surface. Iu order to make
himself acquainted with the most celebrated hot-

houses in England, he came to this country, and

visited those of Cliatswortli and others, and also

studied the application of iron to the various purposes

of the forcing-houses, as also its filuess for the arcade?,

cupolas, kiosks, and columns of the porticoes.

On the occasion of this visit he exhibited his mag-

nificent series of Sicilian drawings iu these rooms,

and was elected an honorary and corresponding mem-
ber of our body. Tlie studies of the Wilhelma were

commenced about 1838; it was the favourite th'^me

of his future existence, the one great object upon

which he employed the remaining years of his life.

His time, his health, bis talents, aud his meaus were

all devoted to it : it absorbed all Lis thoughts and
aspirations : he seemed to liv'e for it alone, with a

chivalrous love for his art. I have said that the king

selected the Moresque style for the architecture of his

villa
; a style which has not in our days been adopted

for an architectural monument of any importance.

"With the exception of the edifice called the mosque,

in the Schwetzingeu gardens, near Manheim, no
serious attempt has been made to reconcile the forms,

corabioatioas, and decorations suited for one climate,

so as to be adapted for another essentially different.

The volume of Owen Jones was the only authentic

reference for such a style; but of course it is evident,

with even this admirable illustration of Moorish work
in the Alhambra, that much must be left to the

imagination, the taste, and the discretion of the

architect, to harmonize the fantastic poetry of the

style, its brilliant decorations, and its piquant in-

dividuality, with the ordinary wants and conveniences

of modern European life. Our friend did not fetter

himself by a slavish adherence to precedent, nor

neglect any means of success
;
and he employed stone

of various colours from the adjoining quarries for the

priucipal buildings, rich coloured brick for the offices,

,

and cast iron for various details. The Wilhelma
presents a conscientious mastery of difficulties, and

the triumph of the architect was assured when the

most renowned sovereigns of Europe, attended by
their numerous brilliant suites, found themselves iu

the casino, the conservatories, gardens, and porlicoes,

brilliantly illuminated, and reflecting the exquisite

decorations, which, harmoniously distributed through-

out, charmed the eye aud satisfied the taste. Aud
although the magician who had created the fairy

scene was not there, his master spirit delighted the

brilliant circle assembled in this truly royel villa.

Zanth has published ten cbromolithographic illus-

trations of ^Yilhelma, drawn with the most elaborate

patience, truly German
;
and they were executed by the

most eminent lithographers in Berlin and Paris. He
spared no expense to insure the most briiUiant result,

!
and one of the plates, the general view, required

twenty stones. The French government, with a

liberality that docs honour to its love and patronage

of art, subscribed for forty copies : it were to be wished

that our owu government felt more alive to the expe-

diency of encouraging in a like manner publications of

tliis class. He presented a copy of this costly work
to our library.

A wealthy lauded proprietor in Hungary sent for

him to make the plans for a large village, with houses

and faiTiis of different size?, a church, aud other public

buildings, in connection with the restored castle of

the lord. These designs are of the greatest interest;

for he scrupulously studied to make them conform to

the materials at command, brick and wood, which

were alone procurable in the country; and he gave

them a national chaivctcr, elevated by elegant and
''

appropriate combinations and jiroportioiis, without

departing from siiniflieity and utility.

Zaiith’s health Lad of late year? yielded to the unre-

mitting toil with which he followed his art; and,

absolute rest being necessary, he last year visited

Italy with Mons. Hittorff and family. His anxious

friends bad hoped that he might have eujoyed an ele-

gant repose amidst such scenes without the fatigue of

thought, and that the fire of his genius might have

been rcldndled by the renewed contemplation of the

noble works of that classic soil. But the tone of his

early energy was gone; the languid invalid looked

wilhout emotion at those moiiuincnts which he had

once regarded with the liveliest enthusiasm, aud his

residence of some months at Rome was one of sufferiug

and discomfort. ‘While there he received iustructions

from his king to design a Protestant church, to be

attached to the royal palace. This he completed, not
1

without great effort, after the Basilica type, and, on
i

his retoim in June last, presented it to the king, who
|

! approved of the conception, and the church was decided

! to be carried out as designed by him, and to be com-

I mcuccd early in 1858. He had also completed some
' time since the drawings for a Roman Catholic church,

I which it was recently intended to erect after the con-

cordat entered into between the Iviug of Wurteraburg

and the Pope.

The death of this distinguished architect occurred

on the 7th of October last, and was attended by cir-

cumstances which may remind us of the hero cut off

on the field of battle, or the chaplet-wrcath bound

round the head of the expiring victor in the Olympic

"amc?. The Emperors of Russia and of the French

met as guests at the court of the King of Wurtem-

bui'if, nud this priuce, wishing to do all honour to the

sovereigns, gave a splendid fete in the rural palace of

the Wilhelma. The luouavchs, surprised aud delighted

with the magnificence and taste of the fairy scene by

which they were surrounded, aud by a style of art

recalling the fabled and gorgeous scenes of the Eastern

caliphs, rather than the court of a German king,

eagerly inquired to whose skill and imagination their

host was indebted for the exquisite aud varied archi-

tecture around them. They learned that it was Herr
Zanth, and that he lay at that moment on his bed of

sickness. The Emperor of Russia, anxious to ex-

press his satisfaction to the artist, sent Prince Gort-
schakoff at once to the bed-side of poor Zanth, to pre-

sent him with the decoration of Commander of the

Order of Stanislaus, and the prince himself attached

to the breast of the sick artist the ribbon and cross of

the order, accompanying the act with the gracious

and touching expressions of admiration which the

emperor had uttered. Zanth was on his death-bed,

but this act of kind consideration soothed the last

moments of one whose devotion to his art and
amiable disposition had endeared him to all who knew
him.

Zanth was an enthusiastic follower of architecture

;

his predilections were for classic art. He was un-

rivalled .as a draughtsman for the minute accuracy of

every part and the finish of every detail. His large

perspective drawings were the most scrupulous pos-

sible renderings of the buildings they reprcseuled ;

and although they might want somewh’it of aerial

effect, yet they were always strikingly eflVctive and

grandly rendered. He was extremely susceptible iu

his feeliugs, aud sbriuking from observation. Iu dis-

position he was most generous, ever ready to acknow-

ledge talent in others, aud most firm in his attach-

ment as a friend.
“ No man is a prophet in his own country,” and

it is to be feared that the noble, upright, and highly-

t gifted architect of the 'Wilhelma was not as fully

I

appreciated by those immediately near him, as he was

I

by the sovereigns of other states, aud by bis profes-

sional bretlircD in other countries, who honoured him
as an artist aud esteemed him as a man. He had

J

received the Cross of St. Gregory the Great from the

Pope
;
that of the Lion of Zahringen from the Great

Duke of Baden
;
that of St. Louis from the Duchess

Regent of Parma; and he was member of the

academies of Berlin, Muuich, Milan, &c.

These few notes consist of the impressions produced

by an intimate friendship aud intercourse of five-and-

twenty years; but I am indebted for many particulars

to our mutual friend Monsieur Hittorff, who was to

him as a brother, not merely iu art, but in affecliuD.

Zanth was limited in his friendships
;

his modest

and retiring nature made him iustinctively avoid

numerous attachments
;
but the few who knew him

appreciated the rare moral and iuteiluctual qualiUes,

which made them share iu the triumph of his suc-

cesses, and lament him as one whose loss it is not

easy to replace.

THE GREAT BELL AT WESTMINSTER.
Few people give anything so liberally as advice,

especially in matters which really do not coucern

them ; there being a secret pleasure in imagining they

possess more discrimination than the rest of the

world. It is now nearly two years since I offered

some remarks on the forms, methods of casting, and
riogiug of large bells, wiih suggestions on the subject.

I stated that iu proporliun as ihc bell is iucrensed in

size and. weight, so is it less likely to be sound and

free from the chances of being easily cracked. If the

hell is to he a large one, the metal must be fused at

several furnaces, varying in intensity of heat, aud

some ready for the mould before others ;
but when-

ever two or more currents of fluid metal meet, the

rudiment of a fracture may be formed, astlic chances

are that different ineHings may vary iu temperature,

and one will solidify before the other
;

also that por-

tions of oxide or earthy matter, floating on the sur-

face, may prevent the perfect junction aud iucoi pota-

tion of the two streams.

Beils arc usually struck by a clapper within, or by

a hauiuicr on the outside. Such continued buttering

upon a huge hollow, cast or crystalline substance,

perhaps iu the first instance not perfectly sound,

must, sooner or later, certainly crack the metal. This

may tiappeu when the bell is quite new, or it may be

used for several ccniurics before the fracture is ob-

served. A number of comparatively insignificant

hammerings or concussions will produce u very sur-

prising effect if continued for a long period. The

fracture may, at first, be so trifling as to be almost in-

appreciable "by the most refined ear; but every stroke

of the hammer will increase the evil, until the vibra-

tions of the metal arc so iuterniptcd, that instead of

a long-contiuued harmonious sound, an unpleasant

jarring noise is produced, aud the bell becomes useless.

Now tliat the bell at Weslininster is broken, wc

can readily umlerslaud the cause, for we are told by

Mr. Denison * that it was knocked sometimes within,

aud frequently on the outside, with a clapper or a

hummer, from two to three times as heavy iu propor-

tion to the bell as any of the other large bells in

England, and pulled poimtimcs by as many as ten

men. The reason asrigned for this difference in the

* Proceedings of the Iloyai Institntiou, March Gib, 1807.

Pp. 3 aud 11.
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size of the clapper is, that the hellhad a much greater

power of hearing blows than usual. Suppose, for ex-

ample, it was required to break a large hell : the

mode of procedure would he to strike it with violent

and repeated blows from a heavy hammer, till the

operation was ultimately successful : then why not

expect the same termination in all cases, if the same

process be adopted ?

The general tone of the learned gentleman, whose

name appears so conspicuously embossed on “Big

Ben,” is to the effect, that he knows more ahont hells

than any one else : this is certainly the substance of

his two hours’ discourse, delivered, before the hell

was cast, at the Royal Institute of British Architects,

on the 28!h of January, 1856. When the bell was

completed, Mr. Denison described it to a very nu-

merous audience, at the Royal Institution in Albe-

mai'le-street, on Friday, the 6lh of last March, in

terms which induced us to believe that he was, in

every respect, satisfied with it
;
that the whole pro-

ceeding had terminated precisely as he eipeoted
;
and,

in fact, we were given to understand, that it was the

only good bell in the world. ‘'iVhether this was tbe

case or not, it is immaterial now to inquire : all hopes

of that one good bell are ended : it is useless, spoilt

for ever, before it had been placed in its final destina-

tion
;
hut not before it had been delivered, highly

approved of, and paid for out of the public ex-

chequer.

I do not agree with the adage, that “ experience

makes all folks wise some people cannot see folly

which is evident to the rest of the world. But I

X'eadily admit, that “experience makes wise men
wiser:” the greatest philosophers sometimes over-

shoot themselves; bat their mistakes may prove

valuable lessons of instruction to those who know how
to benefit by them. For this reason, we must sin-

cerely hope that Mr. Denison has learned, by expe-

rience in bell-mctal, that the old shape, and the old

method of manufacturing unusually large hells, is

unlimited as to expense, quite uncertain as to the

result
;
and, if ever so successful at first, that they

may terminate at any indefinite period : therefore, as

the nation has just been at tbe expense of several

thousand pounds, in the expectation of having a good
and durable hell, it may not be amiss to remind him
that failnres, similar to that which has already hap-
pened to the 'Westminster hell, will, in all hnmon
probability, occur again and again, if the same form,

the same weight of metal, and the same circum-

stances, generally, he repeated.

Mr. Denison told us, at the Royal Institution, that

when HE undertook the responsibility of determining

the size and shape and composition of the five bells,

the Chief Commissioner of Works authorized the

making of such experiments as might be required,

before finally determining the design and com-
position of the bells ;— and, further, that these

experiments cost about 100/. The great hell can

now only he considered as one unsuccessful experi-

ment, causing a loss to the nation, and we are still

ignorant of any certain or successful termination

:

the metal may he recast several times, with the same
result

;
because, in recasting a mixture of copper and

tin, weighing sixteen tons, there are difficulties to

contend with, little known 1o any but a bell-founder,

or metallurgical chemist ;
and the expense may not

stop at “Big Ben for, every time he is melted and
cast, he will, probably, cimc out of the mould with a

different voice, which may not chime in harmoniously
'

with his little companions
; and' as it is much easier

to alter four little hells than one large one, it is ex-

'

tremely probable that they will all have to be recast,

to try and make them correspond in sound with their

stentorian neighbour. This is by no means an
imaginary incident ; the present large bell was in-

tended to sound E flat
;
whereas, by some unaccount-

able mismanagement, it turned out to be E natural.

The next experiment may prove to be E sharp.

Before the public is called upon to pay for casting

another “ Big Ben,” which may' again end in vexatious

disappointmcui, it is to be hoped that the entire sub-

ject will he thoroughly inveatigated, and certain well-

considered experiments, upon a large scale, be under-
taken, for Ihepm'pose of suggesting some modification

of the old ponderous bell, which may answer every

purpose intended, during the period of at least a cen-

tury', with a grand-sounding, dignified tone; and, if a

satisfactory tone can be heard, with full effect, in St.

James’s-park, or at Lambclh-palace, is it of such vital

importance that it should be heard distinctly hi Hyde-
park, or the llegent’s-park ? The outline of research,

or class of subjects for experiment, should not be under
the entire direction of mere amateurs, however learned
they may be ou other subjects. There can be no ob-
jection to one or two well-informed amateurs, who
possess a good share of common sense, joining a com-
mittee formed ot' two or three gentlemen eminently
distinguished for their altainnieuts in physical science

;

and certainly there should bo added ouc or two prac-
tical bell-foundeis, or clever mechanics. A party.

thus constituted, might he led into a train of ideas and

experiments as yet hut imperfectly developed.*

Ail persons in a civilized state of society are una-

nimous iu their admiration of classical learning and

collegiate studies: such acquirements generally give

those who possess them almost unbounded advantages

over others who arc less learned
;
hut the love of pre-

cedent, and the desire of following in the popular

current, have frequently induced such persons to adopt

notions contrary to the plainest dictates of reason and

common sense; and, cooscqueotly, the most incon-

sistent schemes have been admitted vrithout scrotiny,

and applied without reflection. The steam-engine, the

railw'ay, and the electric telegraph were invented and

matured by men unknown to the universities but very

far in advance of ignorance. They were self-taught

:

oU the most learned men are, without exception, self-

taught; for, if they are more learned in any depart-

ment of art or science than the rest of mankind, of

course no one can teach them : they advance by their

own studious habits, and perhaps, unshackled by scho-

lastic authority, boldly venture upon untrodden regions

of science to make discoveries of great public utility,

whilst their more learned contemporaries are fearful of

risking their reputation in pursuit of what may be

deemed wild and visionary theories: therefore

“ Give to the dictates of the learn’d respect.

Nor proudly untaught sentiments reject.”

C. H. Smith.

FIR, DE.\L, AND HOUSE PAINTING.
AN ATTEMPT TO DETERMINE THE PERIODS IN ENG-
LAND WHEN THESE WERE FIRST INTRODUCED,
WITH REM.VRKS ON THE PROCESSES OF THE
LATTEU.f

In every branch of painting in oil applicable to

buildings, the general process will be foimd very

similar, with the exception of such variations as easily

suggest themselves to the careful workman. The
first essential is, that tbe wood plaster or cement

should he perfectly dry. This is acknowledged by all,

and yet when despatch is tbe order of the day, it must
be neglected. One writer goes to the extent of stating,

that “Perhaps in general cases, where persons are

building on their ow'n estates or for themselves, two
or three years are not too long to suffer the stucco to

remain unpainted
;
though now frequently in specu-

lative works as many weeks are scarcely allowed.”

Tbe wood-w'ork having been prepared for fixing, has

first to undergo the operatiou of “ knotting,” in order

to prevent the turpentine iu the knots of fir-wood,

from passing through the several coats of paint. One
method for best work is to cut out the knot whilst

the work is at the bench, to a slight depth, and to fill

up the hole with a stiff putty made of white lead,

japan, and turpentine. There are many ways of
“ killing ” the knots. The best and surest is to cover

them with gold or silver leaf. Sometimes a lump of

fresh-slaked lime is laid on for about twenty-four

hours, then scraped off, a coating of size knotling

applied, and if not sufficiently killed, they are coated

with red and white lead in linseed oil, and rubbed

down when quite dry. The general method is to cover

the parts with the “ size knotting,” i. e. a preparation

of red lead, white lead, and whitening, made into a

thin paste with size. The most common mode is to

paint them with red ochre, which is worth nothing.

, Tbe next process is that of priminy, which consists in

giving a coat of white lend with red lead, and a little

i drier in linseed oil. This is the first coat, and upon
which the look of the paint on completion depends.

This first, or priming coat, is put ou before “stop-

ping ” the work, should that process be required. It

consists of filling up with putty any cracks or other

irnperfections on the surface of the wood. If the

putty used in the process of stopping be introduced

before the first coat of colour is laid ou, it becomes

loose when dry. A good painter, after the application

of this first coat, removes by pumicing all irregu-

larities from the surface, especially those rendered

apparent by the knots and fibres of the wood. A
smooth surface being thus obtained, a second coat is

given, consisting of white lead and oil : about one-

fourth part of turpentine is sometimes added for quick

work. If four ccats are to he put on, this second one

has sometimes a proportion of red lead, amounting to

a flesh colour
;
but if only three, it is generally made

to assume the tint of the finishing coat. It should

have a good body and he laid even. This coat, when
thoroughly dry and hard, is in best work rubbed down
with fine sand paper, aud carefully examined to ascer-

tain whether any further stopping be required; and
then the third coat, or “ground cnlour” applied, of

a somewhat darker tint thau wanted when finished,

* The accident to ” Big Ben '* is now attributed to the
fact that it was cast 5| inches thick in the waist, instead
of inches, as proBcribed.—Ed.

t Read by Mr. Wyatt Papwoith, at Institute of British
Architects. See p, C5t, ants. The date of ILirdwick Hall
should be 1570 instead of 1750.

having sufficient oil for easy working, hut not too

fluid : thus, two-thirds oil and oue-third turpentine

are employed; or sometimes in equal proportions of

oil and tiu-peutine. The jiatting coat follows, the

object of which is to prevent the gloss or glaze of the

oil, and to obtain a flat dead appearance. The advan-

tage is not confined to the look of the point, for it

bides all defects in the wood or other material that is

painted. "White lead is mixed with turpentine, to

which a little copal varnish is sometimes added, and
when the tint is put in, it is always made lighter than
the ground colour, or it would, when finished, appear

in a series of shades aud stripes. Flatting must ha

executed quickly, and the brush is generally, if not

always, carried tip the wail and not across it. It

must be understood that a flatting coat is not con-

sidered as a coat of paint : being wholly of turpentine,

it is by exposure to the air evaporated, leaving a thin

coat of pigment which is only required for effect, not

for use. Some puiuters, particularly where the work
is required to dry rapidly, use a large proportion of

turpentine in the several coats
;
thus the ground coat

has two-thirds oil and one-third turpentine. If four

coats arc to be laid on, the third has a little more
turpentine than usual, which in the second is about a

quarter, and so on. I would suggest for particular

attention, that turpentine, on the whole, is chiefly

useful for the purpose of saving oil and labour. It

should never be employed where really lasting work

is required. Tbe necessity of having the substance

perfectly diy before it is painted has already been

noticed, and it is equally important that each coat of

paint should be quite hai-d before another is applied,

more especially where the work is exposed to the son.

When the material is quite dry, the first coat is readily

absorbed by the wood or plaster. Plaster to be

painted requires some additional care in the work-

maosliip itself : unless it he quite good, the lime works

out in minute bubbles and destroys the effect of the

paint, which can only be corrected by rubbing down
and repainting; even then with no great certainty of

success. Some persons advocate the use of a priming

or of a second coat, made of strong double size, stained

with some colour to mark where the brush goes.

Tbe secoud coat then consists of white lead in oil oil,

used as stiff as possible : the third coat is made of

single size with a little white lead ground in water to

mark the course of the brush ;
and tbe fourth coat of

white leid in two-thirds oil and one -third turpentine,

with a little blue-back to take off the rawness of the

white. Such work as this is now generally repu-

diated : those in its favour state that it is of equal

benefit with a coat of paint for inside, but confess

that it is not so for outside work. Its objectors state

that such “sheepskin” coats prevent the paint from
sinking into the wood or plaster, causing the paint to

peel off and chip : I fear that it is much practised iu

inferior work. When inside work has to be finished

of any colour, it becomes necessary to provide for it

at the third or second operation, according to the

nunjber of coats
;
particularly if the work is to be

finished flat, or as it is termed, dead white, grey, &c.

All new outside work should be primed a flesh colour,

mixed iu all linseed oil. The second coat may be of

the same mixture if four-coat work is to he done

;

and iu this coat all defects are to be made good. If

three coats only are to be applied, this one should he

laid on with care. The third and fourth coats, which-

ever may he determined upon, are generally white,

stone colour, lead colour, chocolate, olive, and in-

visible green, all in linseed oil. When white lead is

employed alone, it has been recommended to dilute it

with half drying or boiled oil, aud half linseed oil,

as the boiled oil affects the colour of the white lead a

little, but in all other colours boiled oil may he con-

sidered the best for the purpose of preservation.

When it is required to cover a painted material,

or " to repaint,” the surface must be prepared to

receive the coats of paint; it is sometimes first

washed, or if the work he very greasy, turpentine is

used, after which the paint is rubbed down with

pumice-stone and water, or with some potash in it,

until an even surface is obtained, removing any knobs

or impei'feelions in the previous coatings. In re-

painting, the first coat is called “second” colouring,

the old work being considered equal to a primed slate.

It is composed of w'bite lead, turpeutiue, aud oil, with

the pigment required for the colour that may he

wanted. Some painters use two-thirds turpentine and

one-third oil
;

others three-fourths turpentine and

one-fourth oil
;
aud even all tm-peotine, drier, and a

very little red lead; hut this last must be worked

very quick, crossed once, and laid with the grain of

the wood, as it is not mueh better than a flatting

coat. For third colouring or finish, the white lead U
thinned with half turpentine and half linseed oil,

drier, and a very little blue black, lo take off the

rawness of the white, and also lo make it cover

better. For the best rooms the flatting coat is re-

quired, as before described. Two coats of new paint

are frequently sufficient for ordinarywork where painted
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previously. Light-coloured worV, as margins, rails,

and so on, is generally painted before the darker work,

as mouldings, &c. Carved work especially requires

care to prevent the work being clogged up.

Where the face of old work presents a very bad and

uneven appearance from blisters or other causes, the

inequalities are filled up with a cement. Modern
specifications often require that the woodwork should

Mve four or more coats, until the paint “ bears out.”

This is certainly necessary when it may be anticipated

that little oil will be used, or where the priming and

early coats may not have been properly attended to. The
result is a deadness in one pai-t, the glaze continuing

in another. It often happens, too, that the sun and
air has quickly dispersed the greater part of the most
valuable quality of the paint, i.e. its oil, and the work
presents the same flatness. Care is also required

when 'constantly painting in chocolate or black : if

will dry directly. For finishing, the white lead

is mixed in half linseed oil and half turpentine,

and used as stiff as possible: blue-black, or some
colour, and a little drier, are requisite.

The use of distemper is older than that of oil and
vaimish. Whitewashing is a kind of distemper, espe-

cially when size is used with it. The extracts from

the records in the former part of this paper have no
doubt reference to this kind of painting, and the

word ” colour ” would he more applicable as a trans-

lation than "
paint,” wliich is generally used. Com-

mon . distemper colour for walls is Spanish white, or

whiting, broken into water, to which is added strong

size whilst warm, and then allowed to cool, when it

should appear a thin jelly ; two coats are generally

necessary : when applied to old work, it should be

first washed by a brush with water : this process

in old publications is called “ painting in water

these are made too thin with boiled oil, blisters occur,
,

colours.” Papered rooms coloured in this manner,

which causes the paint to peel off, and leave the wood especially if flock papers were used, look very

almost bare.
!

well, as the pattern can be seen through the

Painting plaster work demands a few ohservatious. coats of colour. A convenience in the use of this

White lead and linseed oil, with some litharge as preparation is that the rooms may he completed and

drier, are mixed to the consistence of thin cream, dry in one day, with very little dirt or inconvenience,

and applied
;

the oil is entirely absorbed into the It is not generally known that walls which have been

plaster in a few hours. This coat will perhaps be distempered cannot afterwards be lirae-whited, in con-

Bufficiently dry in a day or two, wheu another, a little sequence of lime when laid on whiting becoming

thicker, is given, the oil of which is also wholly or yellow. Oil colours, however, can be applied aTer-

only partially absorbed, according to the nature of the wards, and then white lead is used. Ap’rtmeuts that

plaster. In a few days a third coat can be applied, arc to be varnished are prepared in two ways. The

made rather thick, and (according to the absorption of first is by applying the intended distemper colour, and

the oil from the second coat) one-fourth or less of tur- then covering it with as many coats of coloured or

pentineisadded,andlikcwisethepigmentsapproaching uncoloured varnish as may he required. It maybe
to the tint required. Should the plaster be thoroughly useful to observe that distemper causes the wood

saturated, the flatting or finishing coat is applied as to swell, and that if the material bo not quite dry

before described. Wheu very durable work is rc- ' previous to the application of the varnish, the latter

qnired, a fourth coat is put on, thinned with equal penetrates into the size, hut is prevented from reach-

proportions of turpentine and oil, and then the flatting ing the wood by the moisture retaiued in it, which

coat. If the plaster be not flatted, the last coat is opposes any union with the resins forming the base of

made of two parts turpentine to one of oil. By thus ' the varnish. The varnish then gives to the distemper

painting, plaster is rendered incapable of absorption, i the hardness of cement, which, not yielding to the

and its surface becomes hardened by the oil to a shrinking of the wood, scales off in drying. The

depth of about an eighth of an inch, rendering it less
' second method is to grind and mix up the colour

brittle, and enabling the surface to be washed. To
!

with varnish, which produces a better result, especi-

effcct absorption quickly, painters sometimes give the
|

ally if the coatiug be applied when the wood-work is

plaster two or three coats of boiling liiiseed-oil, which
1
dry, and if it be very clear, so as to dispose the wood

are soon absorbed, and then give it the other
|

to imbibe it. The successive coats then become iu-

coats of paint. The substance, generally, constituting
!

corporated with the first. Generally but little colour

nine-tenths of the body of paint, is carbonate of
j

is added to the last coat of varnish, and in some cases

lead, commonly called white lead, the quality of ,
it may be applied colourless. It then forms glazing,

which is therefore of the greatest importance to the :
and its briUiancy is greater; the colour also is

darability of the work. White lead is said to improve ' stronger. The use of size produces a considerable

by being kept for several years before use. Besides
|

saving of varnish, and the splendour given to this last

the three qualities manufactured, six or more chief stratum conceals the imperfections of an unequal

modes of adulteration have been recorded : 1, by car-
^

coating of the colour. For new plaster-work a coat

honate of lime, as chalk, whitiug, &c. ; 2, sulphate of
j

of size is requisite
;
a solution of glue in water, rot

lime, as gypsum, selenite, plaster of Paris
; 3, car-

i
too strong, is applied warm, that it may penetrate
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The shades and grain are given by thin glazings of

Vandyke brown, burnt sienna, or umber, ground in

water, and mixed with small beer, which is a suf-

ficiently glutinous vehicle; but imitation wainscot

requires a thicker one, in order to receive the im-
pression of the combs by which the grain is imitated.

Thus oak graining is executed with coloor in turpen-

tine mixed with a little turpentine varnish; the work
being covered with it, the combing is done without

delay as it dries very quickly. The lights are then

taken out with a camel’s hair brush, or a rag moist-

ened with turpentine, and rubbed clean. In cheap

work the operation ends here, and the surface is

covered with copal varnish to protect it
;
but good

work is “ over grained,” that is, a glaze of colour in

beer, as dark as may be requisite, is laid over the combed
work, in shades thrown across the work. Sometimes
the whole panel is laid in with this glaze, and the lights

taken out with a sponge, a brush is then used to lighten

theelgps; when quite dry the work is overgraiiied

with the same colour laid on thin and softened off. For

graining wainscot in oil, bees-wa.x is used instead of

varnish to the colour, mixed in equal quantities of

turpentine and oil ; one, two, or three coats of a good

oil varnish, such as copal, are applied when the work
is quite dry.

Time only allows me to mention Hie use of staining

and varnishing, and to refer slightly to the process of

polishing wood by varnish and wax. Varnish and polish,

both form a glazing, and give a lustre to the wood they

cover, as well as heighten the colours of the wood,

hut from their want of consistence they yield to any

shrinking and swelling, rising in scales or cracking

when much knocked about, which damages can only

be repaired by application to a proper workman.

Waxing, on the contrary, resists percussion, hut it

does not possess in the same degree as varnish the

property of giving lustre to the bodies on which it is

applied; any accidents, however, happening to its

polish are easily repaired by rubbing. As another

method of covering a surface, the board now exbibitcd

bar been prepared to show how deal may he employed

witliout the use of oil painting. The surface having

been prepared, it was at once grained, the natural

colour of the wood forming the ground of the imita-

tion wood, the whole was then varnished as usual. In

coarse deal, the knots might be worked into the

pattern, but in wood selected for the purpose, the

small knots could hardly he said to disfigure the

work. Another advantage to be considered of material

importance is, that as there is no oil painting required,

the material would be drying up to the last minute of

finishiug the house, when the graining and varnish-

ing would be done in a few days.

The proper time to paint is a subject worth con-

sideration. For interior work it is not so important as

it is for exterior
;
though for the former some part of

honate of baryta*; 4, sulphate of baryta ; 5, pipe and ' the plaster, which should be already quite dry. Ad- the warm, not hot season, should be selected, not only
« Fine whiting 1

ditiomil effect may also be obtained by a careful ' n ..-.i.!-

pumicing after the first coat.

It is generally asserted (hat varnish is more liable

to injuiy by dirt than oil painting, and that the

means of repairing it cannot be the same, because the

dirt adheres more strongly to the resinous parts of

the varnish than to the oil surface. Soap and water

applied carefully with a sponge, and the use of clean

other clays; and G, starch, flour, &c.

ground in oil is very difficult of [detection : it not

only renders the paint a much less compact body, hut

causes it to he more easily acted upon by the atmo-

sphere ;
thus blanching it and destroying it by re-

peated washings. These adulterations will in some

measure account for the great difference that exists in

the prices of painters’ work. The other metallic

white paint now used is zinc white, well known for warm woollen cloths to dry the work, ore efficaeions

its intense whiteness, its resistance to sulphurous and
|

means of cleaning both surfaces. The steps of wooden

other deteriorating causes, and its harmless qualities
j

staircases which have been painted, grained, and

to the 'painter and the inmates of the house under
]

varnished, wear better than those which have been

decoration. It is requisite that the oil used should
: only painted

;
the gloss is only very slightly injured

he as white as possible, all the brushes and pots well
! hy the operation of cleaning, and neither dust nor dirt

cleaned with spirits if they have been used before for
j

adheres so easily. A coat of varnish can he again

white lead, and driers or colours with a lead basis
]

put on at any time,

should not be mixed with it. Zinc white possesses

less body than while lead, and great care is requisite

that the colour when ground in oil is of suflicieut con-

sistence to be laid on a flat surface without showing

through
;
for in that state any oil in excess will form

a slight glutinous coating on the surface, retaining

every particle of dust brought in contact with it,

until it has evaporated, lu general this white wiU.

not dry so quickly as the older colour, but this defect

is remedied by the application of proper drying oils.

With_these precautions a few trials will enable any

painter who chooses to w'ork zinc while to overcome

the difficulties which appear at first to condemn the

invention. It is asserted that in consequence o*' the

great durability of the colour of this paint, a house

painted with it may he washed for a succession of

three, four, and even five years
;
and that after each

successive washing, the smfface will be fuutid as clear

and bright as when fresh painted.

Clearcole has already been referred tu in conjunc-

tion with coats of oil paint. It is a cheap mode of

painting, wheu used alone, for servants’ rooms,

kitchens, and such like places where despatch is

necessary, or when it is necessary to liaint

often. The old work should be well cleaned aud

The processes of graining and marbling may be

traced back as fur at least as the time of Janes VI.

of Scotland (1567-1603), during whose reign a room

of Hopetoun Tower was painted in imitation of

marble. Before that period, iinitrtions, as I have

already mentioued, were done in stone-colour, marble-

colour, waiuscot-colour, 3;c. In 1076 marbling was

executed, as well as imitations of olive and waluut

woods; find in 1688 tortoise-shell was copied on

battens and mouldings. The friend ibovc referred

to tells me that the doors of the chapel in Coii-

du't-street, Bond-street, attracted much attention

from the novelty of their being grained to imitate

wainscot, done perhaps about the year 1810, when a

new front was given to the building. From some letters

in my possession I fiud that mahogany was imitated

in 1815, and maple-wood iu 1817. The imitatiug

marbles and most kind of woods has nothing very

peculiar in its mode of execution, being similar to

actual painting, the result depeiidiug more on naiural

taste than on mechanical sldll. The process of

errainiuo' is in the first instance the same as for

ordinary painted work, but it requires more care in

obliterating the marks of the brush. The last coat,

instead of being flatted, is composed of equd portious

dried: and then a mixture of white lead, ground of oil aud spirits of turpentine, and is brought up to

in water and mixed with size, laid on : this the colour characteristic of the wood to be imitated.
up

togetrid of thesmell more quickly, but because moderate

heat improves the look of the work, while cold air

chills the oil. For external work, the proper season

is undoubtedly the autumn, when the days are suffi-

ciently hot to dry the work properly, and the weather

sutlicicotly settled to allow of its being carried on

continuously. If a house is done up for the sumraer,

the paint then executed in tiie spring is chilled by the

cold and ruined by the unsettled weather. Or should

the painting be performed later, say in the month of

June or July, the hot snu dries up the oil, the really

effective preservative property of the paint, before it

can be absorbed. Such work is consequently worth-

less at the cud of less than two years, whereas were

it dune at a later period the result would be a belter

appearance, lasting for perhaps double that time.

Aspect should also be considered wheu external paint-

ing is required to be performed.

The Chairman (Mr. Seoles.V.P.) in reference to Mr.

AVyattPiipworth’sremarks on varnishing without paint-

ing, staled that the late Sir Anthony Carlisle had the

'oterior wood-work of his house in Langham-place, so

/aruished throughout, and the effect of the varnished

deal was very like satin wood. The wood-work of the

Swiss cottage, at the Colosseum, in the llegcnt’s-

paik, was also only varnished.

Mr. C. H. Smith (11. M.) said, that in recommending

the use of varoish, it was necessary to state what kind

should be used. Auy resinous substance in combina-

tion with an oil would produce a varuish
;
but the

difference between a rcsiu aud a gum, which might

resemble each other in outside appeui-ance, should be

clearly understood. A resin proper would mix with

oil, but not with water; whilst a gum proper would

mix with water and not with oil. After mixing a

rcsiu with any volatile oil, such as alcohol, spirits of

wine, or oil of turpeutine, and applying it to any sub-

stance, the oil would rapidly evaporate, and leave the

resin in a powdery state, which could easily he

sponged off. Many years ago he had applied mastic

varnish to some drawings, but only a small remnant

of it now remained, and a sponge would at once ex-
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pose the surface of the paper. J3at if used with a less

volatile oil, the varaisli would produce a totally differ-

eut effect, and, for wood-work, only copal varnish in oil

should he used. This would give a very hard surface,

as might he seen on the panels of carriages. Besides

Sir A. Carlisle’s house, he might mention a house

built about the year 1813, at Brighton, by the late

Mr. Bonomi, for Mr. Prince Hoare, in which the

joiners’ work was varnished, and it was iu a very good

ondition many years afterwards, the varnish having

aequired a very dark rich colour. "With regard to

cleaning paint, a solution of wood ashes was frequently

employed formerly for washing either linen or paint.

This mixture, if too strong, hail a tendency to decom-
pose the paint, and careless use of pcarlash and
soda would wash off all the paint, though if used
gently it would effect the object required. "VYith regard

to paint, the ouly valuable quality of white lead was
its extreme density. Iu the course of his early

experiments he had tried to make a pigment from
sulphate of lime, using the finest plaster of Paris;
and, although this made a beautiful pigment, there
was no body in it. This material w'as applicable to

water-colour painting, if mixed with a very little gum,
to prevent its brushing off. It Lad advantages over
the white, generally used for water colours, aud made
of lead or zinc

;
and if the sliglitest film of it were

used it would be almost transparent when laid on, but
when dry intensely white. In experimenting upon
maguesiau limestone he bad found that magnesia was
also a2)plicablc as a water colour. He did not know
of any sulphate or mixture of sulphur that would
have any effect upon it. It was totally unaffected by
the vapour from sewers or drains, and therefore
superior to white lead for distemper painting.

Mr. J. G. Grace (C.V.) said that the very best way
of treating wood was simply to varnish it, and not to
smother it over with paiut. Eight or ten years ago
be had been employed to paint a house iu the Isle of
Arran, for the present Duke of Hamilton, aud he had
found the wood-work, of red pine, so free from knots,
aud so wcdl executed, that he suggested that it should
be at once varnished. This was done with great
success, and the work had lasted, and looked now as
well as when it was done. He believed paint had not
been used as a preservative to wood before the time of
William and Mary : before that lime painting was a
decorative process. The style of architecture and the
use of wood seen in the buildings of William’s day,
altogether came, he thought, from Holland. Mr. Grace
referred to a document in his possession, being a tender
for painting the work at Greenwich Hosjsitnl, in the
year 169G, by William Thompson. Tuc price asked
for painting outside work three times iu oil was
8d. per yard. There was also a price for painting
sashes, iron bars, and inside work, aud for painting
“ three times in good linseed oil and well primed.”
Mr. Grace also referred to papers alludint; to the
“walnut” aud “wainscot” colours mentioned by
Mr. Wyatt Papworth. Among those were charges
for “ all outside painting 3 times in oil, at 8 I.” mid
for “'all inside, walnut or wainscot, Od. per yard:”
these prices showed that gniioing was not inteoded.
At this period (1696, seven years before the accession
of Queen Anne) he believed painting was chiefly
executed in white; for in cleaning off 'ihe paint fron’i

old wood-work of that age, be almost invariably found
that the original colour had been white. A blue tint
was attenvards used, and, iu the time of George III.
various shades of stone colour and drab. Graining
and marbling were introduced into this country aboiif

the year 1782. Mr. Grace stated that his' father
(now far advanced iu years) remembered their
introfliudioa by French workmen at Garlton House
for the Prince of Wales: they were then considered
as great novelties, or at all events as areintroduefion.
With regard to the operations of painting, he could
not too earnestly urge the necessity of ccreful
“ knotting,” the neglect of which could not aftcr-
wariia be remedied. Tlieevil arising from this neglect
was constantly seen in the common apjdicalion oftwo
coats_ of builders’ paiut, after which the dark spots
showing the forms of the knots soon bi'came visible.
For bad work a remedy might be found in rubbing
down, sand-papering, or pumice-stoning; but bad
knotting could ouly be got over by scraping down to
the knots themselves, and redoing the work from the
beginning. The use of size colour was also to be
guarded against, as its application in the first instance
prevented the absorption of the oil paints by the
wood, and all the after processes only formed a skin
laid ou the woodwork, rather than a coating to effect
Its preservation. YYheu the sun (as iu a window-
shutter, forexample), struck upon wool sized before
pimting, it was sm-e to crack and fli.kc off.
V^ith regard to pigments, Spanish white was only
whiting : none but those with a metallic base had anv
body at all. White-L'ad furiiishcd the best body Iba't
could be applied to woodwork. Zinc paint possessed
several valuable qualities, but it had very little bodv.
Any one who had used it would know that after even

seven or eight coats the grain of the wood could be
seen

;
and he would call particular attention to the

fact that zinc paint would not clean well. It had a

face which might be compai'ed to wax, and any attempt

to clean it seemed to rub in the dirt, so that a bright

clear surface could not ,be got, as with good lead paint.

To clean paint he strongly recommended that the raw
alkalies should not be used, as they would infallibly

take off the flatting coat. The best mode of cleaning

was by means of good soap, not too strong, laid on with

a large brush, so as to make a lather: this should be

washed off clean with a sponge, and wiped dry with a

leather. With regard to varuish, nothing but copal

should be used, as no other would stand wear so well. I

It was the most expensive of all varnishes, and there-
'

fore could not be apjdied good in cheap work. I

In reply to an inquiry if there was any practicid

disadvantage in applying zinc paiut upon 2)reviou3

coats of lead, Mr. Grace stated that the manufaclurers

of zinc paiut appeared to have come to the opinion,

'

that it was best apjdied as a finish upon a body of

lead. Zinc print bad a good colour, particularly if of

fine quality, and, under Favourable circumstances, would
last well. Some experiments which he had tried in a

long corridor at the Houses of Parliamcut, under the

direction of Sir G. Barry, w'here the manufacturers of

the zinc paint conducted all the operations, seemed to

show that there was practically no difference in the

durability of good white lead and good zinc paint. I

Mr. G. Godwin (Fellow) said that the testimonials

in favour of zinc jrnint were very strong
;

and, if it

had no other advantage, its prevention of the misery 1

arising in the shape of painters’ cholic, loss of hauds,&c.

from the use of lead, would make every member of

the profession anxious to use it. His own limited
|

experience bad furnished him with two cases of

failure, which he was told had arisen from apply-

'

ing the zinc without cleaning off the coats of lead
,

paint underneath
;
and the intended white paint had

turned out to be nearly black. Mr. Wyatt Papworth’s

paper had brought many valuable facts together, and
would, no doubt, lead many to understand why one

|

person could do painters’ work thirty per cent, cheaper !

than another, and yet get more money by it. He .

moved the thanks of the meeting to Mr. Papworth
for his paper.

Mr. Aslipitel (Fellow) referred to a large irablic

diniug-room in the Gity, where he had employed
zinc white, with a satisfactory result, ui)on coats of

red lead, and found that it was not affected by gas-

light, as lead paint was.

hlr. Jennings {l''ellow) observed that the use of

paiut had the advantage over ordinary varnish, that,

besides protecting the work, it gave it a harder sur-

face, and enabled it to bear a severer blow than if

varnish had been employed. French polish produced
the best effect ; but if two coats of copal varnish

were applied, and then polished, the effect would
be as good, and the surface as hard as if the work
had been painted.

Mr. Tliomson (Fellow) referred to a case in which
a pair of wainscot doors were carefully fioished,

nibbed down, and hand-polished to a satin surface.

One side of these was afterwards varnished, and the

effect was it hore out upon what was termed the figure

of the wood, and it sunk into the softer parts
; so that

it not only produced a rough appearance, but also

changed the actual texture of the wood, which, ou
being touched by the hand, was as coarse as a rasp,

and some excellent work was spoilt by the experiment.

Jlr. Grace said that, in the experiments at the

Houses of Parliament, to vvhicti he bad referred, it

was clear that the zinc paint liad not the marked supe-

riority which was claimed for it. Ou the sanitary

question he added, that the workmen did not like it so

well as the lead paint. They said that it smedt sour,

and made their throats sore. He had in his establish-

ment men who had worked there more than five-and-

thirly years with lead paint, without having a day’s

illness. He believed it depended entirely upon clean-

liuess, and, among the various artizans employed by
him, he would match the painters against any others

fur healthy- lookiug men, and steady, wcll-coaducted
workmen.

Mr. I’Anson (Fellow) referred to a case in which
zinc pniiit (mixed, he belicrcJ, with varnish) had been
ajqdicd over distemper, aud the work had stood
remarkably well. His own experience was, that it

required five coats of zinc to produce an appearance
equal to four coats of lead paint. He found that the
workmen nauseated and disliked the use of zinc more
than that of lead; but he could not say whether the

permaoeat effects of the latter were most deleterious

or not.

The Ghair.nau referred to the green-houses in the
Palace Gardens at Salisbury, which had been painted
last year, but the appearance of which had led him to

ascertain that zinc paint had been employed, and
that the rcsnlt, he thought, was unfavourable ou the
score of durability.

Mr. Digby "Wyntt (Hon. See.) said that, in any fine
\

revival of the ancient or modern Italian styles of

decoration, the effect of the other tints employed de-

pended mainly on the brightness, purity, and dura-

bility of the white
;
and the most beautiful rose tints

were obtained through the slightly transparent upper
coat of white. In the use of lead paint, or other mate-
rials which had a tendency to turn yellow, this im-
portant advantage was lost, and it was desirable, there-

fore, to consider any material which appeared to possess

a character of permanence and purity, with a view to

arrive at something like the white pigments which the

aucients obtained from their fine vyhite marble.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARGHITECTS.

On Monday, the 16th, the ordinary general meet-
ing was held, Mr. J. J. Scoles, V.P. in the chair.

Mr. G. G. Nelson, honorary secretary, announced
various presents, including a portion of a donation
from Mr. G. "Wightwick, in the shape of 100 drawings,

and five or six lectures delivered at the Athcnfcum,
Plymouth, with easel and foot-lights for the draw-
ings

;
and this, he pointed out, was especially deserv-

ing the best thanks of the Institute.

Mr. Digby Wyatt bore witness to the value of the

donation, and

Professor Don.aldsou said he believed it was Mr.
Wightwick’s original intention to have left these

works to the Institute in his will, but he had adopted

this more agreeable method of presenting them to the

Institute. He moved,—“ That the honorary secretary

be requested to acknowledge the donation in the most
flattering terras.”

The motion having been seconded, it was carried

with applause.

Professor Donaldson, as honorary secretary of

Foreign correspondence, presented a dunation from
M. llittorlF, of Paris

;
a memoir of Herr Schiukcl,

architect, of Berlin
;
and a profile bust of M. Roeland,

honorary corresponding member at Ghent, who had
sent them numerous donations, and amongst them
drawings of candelabra in the church of St. Eavon,

at Ghent, in brass and copper. They origiually be-

longed to Gharles I.
;
and on being sold with his

effects, were bought by Bishop Trieste, of Ghent, and

by him presented to the church of St. Bavon. The
candelabra, of which there were four, were of con-

siderable height, and they contained the arms of

Charles I. The Institute liad representations of other

candelabra, designed by Buonarotti and Raffaclle,

and as they were drawn to the same size, it was in-

tended to have them placed together, so as to show those

that were the actual execution, and those that were
merely the designs, of these iilnstrioua masters. They
had also been favoured with a number of prints of the

buildings M. Roeland bad executed at Ghent, some of

which were very interesting. One was of a large church
at Brussels, now in course of construction

;
another, of

a brilliant coffee-room, which he had added to one of

the clubs of Ghent, entirely of marble
;
and they

would be able from the drawings to form some idea

of its beauty. There were also drawings of another

church he was constructing at Ghent, and of a riding

house and some shops. He (Professor Doualdson)

had further to present, The Flistory of the Academy of

Fine Arts at Dusseldorf, by Heir Weigraann, archi-

tect, of Dusseldorf; also a donation from Signor
Kaftangioglou, architect, of Athens.

The Chairman announced the decease of Mr. James
Morrisou, the well-known millionaire, who at the

formation of the Institute not only became au hon.
fellow biraself, but put down his son’s name.
The Signor lysandros Kafiangioglou, architect,

director of the Royal School of Fine Arts, Athens,
who had executed a college for young ladies for the

Queen of Athens; Herr Rudolph Weigraann, architect,

Dusseldorf, Professor of Architecture, and Secretary

of the Royal Academy of Fine Arts at Dusseldorf

(who restored the great Gothic church of the Saviour'

at Duisburg, and is the author of various works on
architecture, engiuecring, and perspective), were

elected as hon. and corresponding members.
Professor Donaldson then read a “Memoir of

the late Herr Zanth, architect, of Stuttgardt, Wur-
temburg, hon. and corresponding member,” and
author of the “Architecture of the "Wilhelma, or

Palace of the King of Wurtemburg.” The paper,

which wc have given in full ou another page, was
profusely illustrated with views of the gardens,

and architectural features of the palace, and was re-

ceived with much applause.

Mr. Digby Wyatt (in the absence of Mr. J. B.
Wariug, associate), read a paper on the “ Arts con-

nected with jYrchitccture iu Tuscany,” beautifully

illustrated with examples of stained glass, fresco

ornament, and marble, enamel, and wood inlay, as

practised iu central Italy during the Mediaeval and
Ginqiie-cento periods.

Professor Donaldson thought they would all partici-

pate in the noble enthusiasm with which Mr. Waring
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had talceu up this interesting subject, and it was to be

hoped that he would give them further information

on it by way of complement to the series. Pro-

ductions of this kind, conceived and carried out in

this spirit of performance, were virtually the fulfilling

of the purposes of all high art; and, perhaps, there

could not be a more striking exemplification in Eng-
land of the want of these grand adjuncts to the com-
pletion of the nrchitccturjd picture, than the case of

our own St. Paul’s. Mr. Waring had laid it down
that the useful should never be disconnected from the

beautiful. He (Professor Donaldson) would adopt

the converse of that proposition, and say that the

beautiful should never be dissociated from the useful.

It was the beautiful that gave to the useful its senti-

ment and its expression, and it was the beautiful that

brought home conviction to the mind and feeling,

and without which no impression was made upon the
heart. Let us look at St. Paul’s itself. There we
found a building in fine harmonious proportion
—there we found a building of very consider-

able size : it was carried out with great skill and
study, and grandeur of design

;
but whoever

entered the interior of St. Paul’s felt, as it were,
a chilling effect, arising from a want of combination
with its architectural beauties of those subsidiary arts

and decorations that, if introduced, would render it

inimitably impressive and imposing. Now, if St.

Paul’s had been carried out with stained glass win-
dows, and fresco or mosaics, enamel inlay, or raar-
quctiic, in various parts of the building, what a
gorgeous effect would he produced upon the eye and
upon the mind, and what an effect, abstractly con-
sidered, would he produced by that glorious work of
the greatest architect this country had produced. Why,
we should ail he warmed by a sentiment of inspiration
as we entered its splendid portals, instead of being
chilled by the monotony and want of ornament that
reigned through its immense recesses. Nothing could
he more appropriate for introduction into St. Paul’s
than the decorations described by Mr. Warinfr and
Mr. D. Wyatt. It was painful to reflect how poor
and niggardly we were in this country, and how
marked the contrast was ia the case of similar struc-
tures carried out in P.iri8, where the Church of St.
Vincent dc Paul, which had all these embellishments,
had been carried out at a cost of between 90,000f. and
1-00,000/. But where could they get such a muni-
ficent amount to carry out these works on such a
scale in our London churches? In the Church of
St. Vincent dc Paul the windows were painted in the
way described by Mr. Waring. Each window was a
splendid picture, and each picture formed part of the
entire architecture

;
and instead ofyour building being

cut up into 80 many holes letting in the glaring light

of day, you had pictures and windows of the most
resplendent colours. This was also the case in the

Church of St. Gudule, at Brussels, where there were
beautiful pictures in the transepts, and beautiful

Cinque-cento pictures in the apsidal chapels round the

choirs
;
although there in discordance with the style,

but which in St. Paul’s would be at once harmonious
and imposing. It had been said there was an objec-

tion to receding pictures, but, to a certain exteut, they

must be receding, otherwise they were tame and flat.

At Lille he saw this carried out at the ends of the

side aisle, which had a perspective representation

tending to extend the length. At first sight it Lad a

very happy perspective effect, but as you approached

it, it was lost
;
hut there was a great deal of art

introduced to carry out the idea of the architect.

It was not for the architect exclusively to restrict

liimsclf to more geometrical form and line,

but rather embellish his architecture with such

ancillaries as they had had described that evening.

What he much admired in the paper was the logic of

!Mr. Wariiig’s mind. It was no common mind treat-

ing the subject, and, by means of able analysis, leading

to an important ultimate purpose, showing how the

proposed system was not likely to obstruct the build-

ing, but that it was conducive to great effect on the

mind of the beholder. If wc wished to produce

noble impressions on the mind of the spectator, it

was by using all those accessories that might ap-

propriately enter and be applied to the architecture

of a building. In Gothic architecture, the architects

had had the advantage of iutroduciug a great number
of these elements of beauty into their buildings; and

it had been from a fearfulucss and hesitation that the

public mind had not been prepared to receive the like

decorations in the Classical, or, as he would term it,

the Italian style of building ; but no doubt, if they

wished to convey the best possible effect, it was by the

introduction of such assistance as Mr. Waring had so

ably brought under their consideration

.

Mr. C. Barry conceived that all must fuel how
difficult, in the pursuit of their profession, it was to

have all their ideas fully and harmoniously carried

out,—difliculties connected not only with the taste of

the artist or architect who desigoed,hut sometimes in
,

•the want of the siuews of war. They would all agree
j

in the view that had been t’lken with reference to the

great national monument, St. Paul’s. The nation’s

purse coidd do what no individual could accomplish,

and it was a consummation that all architects and
artists alike must desiderate.

Thanks were voted, and the Chaimiau having called

attention to a contrivance, for striking the centre of

circular drains, by Mr. James Buckle, clerk of works,

and a model of which was laid on the table, the meet-

ing was adjourned to November 30th.

THE AUCniTECTUIlAL ASSOCIATION.
SQUAEING DIMENSIONS.

On Friday, the 13th inst. the semi-monthly meeting
was held, Mr. J. Norton, Vice-President, in the chair.

Mr. Bunker, Honorary Secretary, read a communica-
tion which had been addressed to the Council of

Plymouth touching the advertisement for designs for

a guildhall, which asked

“1. Win the architect receiving the highest pre-

mium he employed to carry out his design at the

usual per cent age, provided bis competency is found

to be undeniable ?

2. Will professional assistance he sought by the

committee in enabling them to award the several pre-

miums ?

3. Will there be a public exhibition of the designs

previously to the selection being made for the pre-

miums ?

4. and lastly. Will the committee pledge themselves

to reject all designs that do not fully and honestly

comply with the w'hole of the conditions contained in

the instiTictions furnished to architects ?
”

The speaker added that no reply had been received,

hut they had heard privately that since the communi-
cation had been transmitted, the competition had been

deferred. Mr. Bunker also read a letter of consider-

able length from Mr. Hewitt, ia which he dealt with

the question of competition generally, but which it

was determined not to adopt or forward until some

further information was received from the Council.

The suggestions in Mr. Hewitt’s communication were

contained in the following programme at the conclu-

sion of his IctJer:—
“ 1. Bough sketches only of the proposed design in

outliue, slightly tinted, to be prepared to a scale of

20 feet 1 inch, to consist of the following drawings

only, viz. a plan of each floor, one elevation, one sec-

lion, and one external perspective view.

2. The design to he accompanied by a general

description of the materials and construction, capa-

bilities and areas of office, Ac. and an approximate

estimate.

3. These sketches to be taken into consideration by

the Council, and a number not greater than twenty-

one, nor less than eleven, to be selected, the authors

of those selected to be alone entitled to conditions

and terms first issued.

4. The author of the best design to be employed

to carry out his design upon the usual terms, unless

any serious objection exist.

5. The premiums, amounting in this case to 500/.

to he awarded to the remainder of the limited com-

petitors, in the order and ia the proimrlion the

Council thiuk deserving; no premium, however, to

exceed 50/. nor to he less than 10/.

G. Three architects of repute, and entirely disin-

terested, to he called in to report on the designs, aud

assist the Council in making the award.

7. The designs not to be publicly exhibited until

after the award is made.

8. Any canvassing on the part of any competitor,

either directly or inffirectly, to disqualify and exclude

him from the competition.

9. All designs to he submitted under an assumed

mark or motto, and which iu no case is to be one by

which the author’s name may he divulged.”

The Committee on Competitions reported that they

had met, aud that the following resolution was

carried unanimously, viz. “That this coinmitlcc be-

lieve that any code of laws which is not generally

adopted by the profession is quite inadequate to deal

with the present evils qf competition.”

Subsequently the following resolutions were caiTied

:

“ That ttic committee consider it desirable that a

scries of inquiries and suggestions should be framed

for the purpose of conveying information and assisting

committees in preparing the conditions of future

competitions, and for their guidance in arriving at

their decisions. And that it ia desirable that a

sub-committee of the Archileclural Association be

appointed to draw up suggestions, to be forwarded to

all parties having the conduct of competitions
; and

that they submiUhe same to the general body.”

The report of the committee was adopted
;
and the

same committee reappointed to further consider and

pursue the subject.

The chairman then stated, relative to the occupa-

tion by the Association of a part of the new buildings

of the Architectural Union Company, in Conduit-
street, the following resolution, which it was proposed
to consider and discuss at the next meeting

“That regard being had to the importance of

securing a union-point for the profession, and the

favonrableness of the present position of the Archi-

tectural Union Company, it is advisable that the

Architectural Association should take steps to assist in

the object, by its removal to the premises of the

company.”

Mr. Rickman Ihen delivered a vjW dissertation

on “ Squaring Dimensions,” but which rather took
the form of a resu7ne on the “ arithmetic of archi-

tecture” generally, and which it would he impossible

to deal with without diagrams. The speaker said,

if they properly studied the subject, they would
fiud that it was one of the greatest interest : it

moreover trenched closely on a subject which was now
being greatly discussed,—that of the adoption of the

decimal system. The great difference between our

own system and the French system and foreign sys-

tems generally was, that in onr dimensions we more
frequently made use of the duodecimal than of the

decimal; and, when we got above the fractions of

shillings and pence, aud treated of pounds, we rarely

followed out the decimal system. The influence of

the duodecimal system was so great, that four out of

five of the dimensions we squared, in going through

great quantities, were influenced entirely by the duo-

decimal system. He did not intend to go into the

subject, as had been done with another subject in

another place, by treating of the antiquity of squaring

dimensions. He had not been either to the British

Museum or to the library of the Institute to read

up old works on the subject, to ascertain how they

squared dimensions in the days of Sir Christopher

Wren,—whether the cubical contents of Stonehenge

or the masses of the Pyramids were superimposed or

calculated by decimals or duodecimals, or whether the

ancient works of the Pirmus at Athens, or the palaces

of the Greeks and Romans were by scale work.

Those who were iu an architect’s office might

be considered as being pretty well masters of

duodecimals, but not so of decimals; and if in-

structed to square a whole parcel of figures, and they

did it by the old system, it would he comparatively

a process of drudgery, and they’ would take no interest

in it; but if they took an interest in it, they would

find ont a happy knack of their own, in working

out their arithmetic, of eliminating certain dimen-

sions, and of combining them mentally in many
ways. Of all the mental calculating processes we went
through in figuring, that of getting rid of the factors

—

of midtiplying or dividing together various factors so

as to produce unity, whether that unity was 1, or 10, or

12, or 100, or more,—this process of eliminating or

getting rid of the Bupeiffirnty of figures was the moat

interesting and valuable in the subject they were then

considering. To do this a knowledge of the com-

position of numbers was of the greatest importance.

Thus the composition of 10 and 12 was manifestly

different,—that of 10, as a concrete number, being 2

multiplied by 5, and 12 being 2x2x3. Other

numbers might be coitibiued in a more complicated

w.»y. They knew the difference between prime num-

bers aud concrete numbers, and the happy knack of

iutroduciug the component parts of concrete numbers

was of great huportaucc. Though it might at first

appear tliat the duodecimal was more simple than the

decimal, still, practically, the fact of our always using

decimals in liighcr numbers showed that it was the

most simple and available
;
aud although we more

frequently made u«e of 12, still he hoped some day

to see the decimal system, in squaring up ordinary

dimensions, adopted. A very useful elementary ex-

ercise was that of golug through a course of dividing

1,000 up into its aliquot pai’ts; and auother interest-

ing process consisted in multiplyiug several given

symbolic figures by the same symbolic figures; and

Mr. Hay, of Ediuburgh, in his work on arithmetic,

pointed out several interesting characters of this kind

in the works of the ancient Greeks, and in more

modern works. There was another method of looking

at figures which some had, and which, though it did

not muck facilitate, served to assist the mind over-

tasked by long squaring: it was the system of Me-

inoria technica, or artificial memory—the adoption of

a set of symbols irrespective of the subject under con-

sideration, and which, by means of a code, were

referred from one to another, so that any given lines

of gibberish, or forms, might be made to denote the

reigns of kings and dates, and so become the repre-

sen^tatives of numbers. He would not recommend

the adoption of this system, for what we wanted in-

stead of the Slemoria technica was a thorough know-

ledac of concrete numbers., 'fhe higher and more

rapidly you could run up in reducing your 1,000 into

its aliquot, the more useful would it be in squaring

dimensions. There was another division of numbers,

which was practically of great importance in the SUT-
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veyor’s office
;

namely, the determination of the

aliquot parts of a foot superficial in inches. Mr.

Bidder, who might he said to have “lisped in num-

bers, for the numbers came,” the Swiss calculating

boy, and others, used the decimal system—from unity

downwards, or from unity upwards, according to the

decimal association; or, as Professor Be Morgan

termed it, “the all 10 system.”

THE DIFFERENCES IN BUILDERS’
TENDERS.

I TRUST you will excuse this attempt to solve the

perple.xities of some persons who have, at various

periods, favoured you with amounts which appear

to mystify them, and which have been headed “Blind

Builders.” The subsequent paragraphs are intended

to show that those who have received that designation

arc so called from a vv^ant of acute perception by the

parties who have thus named them, and that the dis-

tinction (?) recoils on such as cannot see through the

operation of the “ force of circumstances,” and may
prove them to demonstration to be blind contributors,

who misapply the appellation most suitable to them-

selves, or they would see some of the following

reasons for the glaring discrepancies observed in

divers valuations.

When quantities are not supplied.

The baste with which some estimators found their

tenders on the area or the cubic contents of a building,

causes them often to exceed greatly, and as frequently

to ’fall far short of, the totals of their more circum-

spect neighbours, who care'’ully wade through the

specification, and measure the drawings, &c.

When quantities are furnished.

Indefinite wording may cause the real meaning to

he misunderstood.

The insertion of general descriptions, including

many details, and which may be classified as “ sport-

ing items,” leads to confusion.

Manuscript instead of lithographed blank bills,

with the errors made in copying not properly cor-

rected; and the occasionally indifferent penmanship,

involving uncertainty os to the figures, &c.

Whether quantities are rendered or not.

Ill-framed and loose specifimetions, aud iuadequate

drawings.

Incompetence in the person who prices.

Carelessness in moneying out after the items are

rated.

The utopian impetuosity of building owners; who,

when they determine to erect a mansion, house, fac-

tory, &c. imagine that their work should perforce

take precedence over that of every other individual

;

and who constantly urge that the artificers ought to

be immediately on the ground,—that the season will

pass away to their loss ; thinking all difficulties sur-

mounted till pay-day— that bane of all diurnals,

which they desire to he delayed as long as possible

;

and wishing the structural features to appear com-
pleted in an rmpossible time

;
thus hurrying on the

architect, surveyor, and builder; putting an evil con-

slructioa on their labours, “ holding them up” to the

contempt their employers in sueh cases alone deserve,

and laughing at such as “ go to the wall ” from want
of opportunity to examine, and if ucedful, revise their

calcnlalions.

Even highly respectable competitors, who have

other works in the same locality, are able and willing

to execute contracts at a lower price than men “of the

same standing,” who would have to send plant aud
workmen into the district for the sole purpose of

carrying out one object.

Contractors, who arc not busy, arc oficn glad to

take a large bnilding iu hand for a “ lump sum,” that

win hardy, or perhaps not quite, return to them their

outlay, in order that useful, active, and intelligent men
may be rctaiued in their service, and give their

masters the chance of turning their abdiiies to profit-

able account on some future occasion. Again, such
as have extensive works ou hand sometimes tender at

a sum sufficiently large to insure the rejection of

their offers, being nnwilliug to seem disinclined to

submit a price, dthough not eager to enlarge their

present responsibilities.

Sometimes tindesmeu in a “small way of business
”

are arUulIy ready to lose now, to obtain the name of

cheap, or strictly honest contractors, with the ulterior

determination to thirge an cxlravagant sum for what
they see iu ptrspective, and expect to have offered

them aEerwartls, without competition.

Fluctuations iu the prime cost of goods cause such
variations as the followirg ;—One tradesman, having
had money at command, at the right time, invested
his capital iu the purchase, “ at a bargain,” of a large
stock of materials that happened to be just called into
requisition, to a considerable degree. Another was
unable to become proprietor when the same articles
might have been obtained “for a song;” and he

knows that while he has the power he must buy,

though a better speculation offers, now, before the

supply is cut off, although they have risen to an un-

precedented market value. While a third has all his

property “locked up,” and will be compelled to

borrow, at a high rate of interest, to secure at any

sacrifice what he requires, by the date be is under the

necessity of using the same.

Observation has taught many, that although the

overseer has, from hahit or otherwise, stated that all

the materials are to be of the best description, and

that the labour is to he performed in the most work-

manlike manner, his practice, from timidity, ignorance,

or incessant occupation, is oflen to allow the concrete

to be little better than the soil removed to make room

for it; the bricks to be the refuse of the field
;
the

stoue, such as has been repeatedly rejected, previously

to removal, from the quai-ry
;
the timber aud deals

sappy and shaky
;

the iron castings foul; the iron-

mongery of the most trumpery kind, and such as be-

comes the aggravating source of continual complaints,

a nuisance to all who handle it; the plaster to he

mixed up with the debris from the old building

(when there has been one on the site before)
;
the lead

lighter than specified, and improperly laid ;
and the

whole of the work put together as badly as the extent

of the most flexible conscience of a thorough
“ scamping builder ” will permit.

When “ pettifogging ” upstaris are included in the

list of competitors, one, never intending to pay for the

materials he has the dishonesty to contemplate using,

can undersell them all; become a bankrupt, and quietly

taking care of "No. 1;” decamp, to the chagiin of

all with whom he had to do
;
and recommence his

malpractices in another town, where his want of

character is unknown—indeed, in a place in which he

is not notorious. Sometimes men of the latter class,

who are acquainted with the fraudulent disposition of

particular men, who may “ have an eye ” to building,

enter into an agreement with the last-mentioned, that

they shall, by “putting in low enough,” have the

work secured to them at the amount of the next

highest tender, the excess being privately paid. The
competition is merely a gross sham, to defraud the

conscientious of his legitimate chance, and the archi-

tect of pai’t of his proper commission.

Fortun^ilely, this parasitic race is not numerous,

aud, as a body, builders are “ honourable men ;” yet

so arc not all.

Two cures for the above abuses present them-

selves ;—first, for the profession to found their charges

on personal, fair valuations
;
and, secondly, for an able

clerk of works to he invariably appointed to each

building of any importance.
" None are so blind as those who will not see.”

L. Biden.

RAILWAYS AND OTHER ENGINEERING
WORKS ABROAD.

We proceed to lay before our readers a list of

various enjiueering works abroad, projected or iu

baud.

FRENCU RAILWAYS—NEW CONCESSIONS.

A.

—

To the Northern Railway Company.

1. Paris to Soissons, to be done in three years.

2. Boulogne to Calais, branching to Marquise, in

three years.

3. Amiens to Terguier, on the Creil aud St.

Queiitiu line, in six years.

4. A cross line from the Lille and C dais line to

the Paris .’ind Lille railway, iu five years.

5. Cliantilly to Seiilis, iu three years.

6. Pontoise to the Belgian railway, in two years.

Alsu may be included the Amiens aud Rouen, in

which the Western Company participate for one-

third, to be done in six years, and a line from

Ermont to Argenteuil.

Concessions to become definite if claimed by com-

panies, or the Government, within four years, and to

be completed in eight years from date of concession.

1. Soissons to the frontier, by Laon, Vervins, aud

Ilirson.

2. From the above line to a point between Busigny

and Landrecies.

3. Senlis to the Paris and Soissons line.

4. Beauvais to a poiut in Paris and Pontoise rail-

way, which the Western Company are about to con-

struct.

E.— Concessions to the Orleans Railway, to be

done in eight years.

1. Paris to Tours by Chatcauduu.

2. Nantes to Napoleon-Vendee.

3. Bourges to 5Ioiitlu9on.

4. Toulouse to tlie Moiitauban railway, by Albi.

Conditional concessions to become definite if

claimed in four years, and to be done iu eight years,

are as follow:

—

1. Tours to Vierzon.

2. Orleans to a point in the Bourbon line, between
Montargis and Briare.
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3. Montlu^on to Limoges by Gueret.

4. Poitiers to Limoges.

5. Angers to Niort.

6. Umoges to Brives.

The lines left by' the Grand Central (now fused

into the Orleans and Lyons lines), arc for comple-

tion :—

•

1 . Montluqon to Moulins.

2. Limoges to Agen.

3. Coutras to Perigueux.

4. Montauban to Lot aud to Kodez.

5. Arvant to Lot.

6. Perigueux to the Montauban railway.

C.

—

The convention relative to the fusion of the

Lyons and Mediterranean lines into a
Paris and Mediterranean railway divides

them i)ito three groups^the ancient, modem,
and eventual.

The first is composed of those open for traffic ; also

the Besan^on and Belfort, Dole and Chagny, Dflle

and Bourg, Marseilles and Toulon, and Lyons and

Geneva, iu coiu'sc of constractiou.

The second comprises—

1. Lyons line by the Bourbonnais, the St. Ger-

main-dcs-fosses, and Clermont, Arvant, Puy, and St.

Etienne lines.

2. Nevers and Moulins to Ch&lons, Chfitillon to

Montbard
;

Salins to Verrieres aud Jougue ; Mont-
beliard to Delle and Aidiucourt.

Delay of execution for all these, eight years.

The eventual group, to be conceded in four years

at least :—Brioude to Alais, Montbrison to Andre-

zieux, Privas and Carpentras, Toulon to Nice, Avig-

non to Gap, Gap to the Sardinian frontier, if the

Piedmontese line will be constructed to meet it from

Susa.

All to be done in eight years from date of con-

cession.

A line is projected from Vitay-le-Fraii 9ois to

Nevers, by Troyes, Brienon, Auxerre, and Clamecy,

which, about 1,000 mbtres long, will be the means

of completing the long line from Bayonne to Stras-

honi'g.

The line from Lille to Strasbourg is conceded to

three companies ;—1. Bassigny to Herson, to the

“ Northern 2. Herson to Thionvillc, to the

“ Ardennes ” Company
; 3. Thionville to Strasbourg,

to the “ Eastern.”

Besseges and Alais Railway is ready to be opened

in a few days.

Branch of the Caen Hne, from Lissienx to Hon-
flenr.—Earth-works about half done as far as Pont-

d’Eveque. lYom thence to Honfleur, the only work
commenced as yet is the Hfterfot tunnel, eleven

shafts, of 50 mfetres depth thereabouts, having been

sunk
;
the heading is now through from end to end,

so that the water, wliich occasioned much trouble and

expense, now finds its way out at the lower end. The
Lissienx tunnel will be through in a very short time.

The line will be open to Pont d’Eveque in about a

year. The line from Toulon to Nice is being con-

structed, under the direction of Mr. Gaduel, who has

taken up quarters for himself and staff of assistants

at Cannes. The important line from Lyons to Bor-

deaux is conceded to the Orleans Company : it is to

pass by Clermont, in the mountainous district of

Auvergne, by Ussel Tulle and Brive.

The Lyons and Grenoble line is decided to he con-

structed in the valley of the Ainan.

The Kebl-hridge over the Rhine, ne;.r Strasbourg.

The Convention of July 2, 1857, states that

—

' 1. The bridge will traverse the Rliiue opposite the

Bavarian Custom-house.

2. To be lattice ironwork for double line, with
' footpath for the public on one side.

[

3. A swing bridge, of 30 mbtres opening, to be

placed at each end.

4. The length of bridge to be 265 metres; four

piers in the river, 63 mbtres from face to face.

After the inauguration of the railway from Chalons-

sur-Marine to the camp, M. Dumery, locomotive

engineer-in-chief to the Chemin de Per de I’Est,

snbojitted to the Emperor Napolcou a new loco-

motive, with furnace to consume its own smoke.

This is effected by making use of an inverted syphon,

through which the coal passes, aud is carbonised in

its upward passage, becoming coke when it reaches

the level of the tire. The smoke is consumed in its

upwaid passage through the upper stratum of

incaudcscent coke. Sarrebnick coal was used, and

the reside satisfied the authorities.

Surveys are to be made from Avignon to the Alps,

by the valleys of the Durance aud the Coulon rivers.

In Holstein, the Gluckstadt and Itzelioe is verging

towards completion.

Denmark.—Lubeck and Hamburg line conceded to

the Lubeck and Buchen Railway Company.
Bavaria.— By the opening of the line from Munich

to Rosenheim, which was proposed forthei2lh October
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(the fHe of the king), the whole Hoe will be throwa :

open from Caen, by Paris, Strasbourg, Munich, to

Rosenheim, except the bridge over the Rhine above

mentioned.
I

The Ligurian coast-line is advertised for con-

cessionists by the Sardinian Government. Specifi-

cation to be seen at the offices of the Sardinian legation

in the capital cities of Europe—^London, Paris, &c.

It is to start at the river Var, the Niceue frontier of

France, and end near Spezzia, at the Modenese frontier.

,

Tenders to be sent in before January 1, 1858.

Saxony.—Interesting surveys are being made be-

tween Annaberg and Bohemia, in that very moun-

tainous part of Europe.

Bohemian lines open this year—Toeplitz to Assig,

Parderbitz to Kceniggratz, Kladno to the iron mines

of Nutschitz.

The Portuguese Government have refused subven-

tions to new companies. The line from Lisbon to

Oporto is finished, or nearly so.

A company has been formed to drain the Venetian

marshes, on the shores of the Adriatic, from Venice

to the Isonzo.

The Frau^ois-Joseph group of Austrian railways

proposes to limit its former scheme by suppressing

some branch lines.

On the Northern Spanish Railway, the section

Vittoria to Nanclaus to be shortly commenced. Con-

tract taken at five per ceut. under tlie schedule of

prices.

The line from Nocera to Cava (Naples) was opened

on 31st July last. The gradients are from 1 in 100

to 1 in 60 and 1 in 40, and heavy works were obliged

to be made for the purpose of avoiding steeper ones.

The engines, of a new construction for heavy inclines,

were made in the workshops of the railway, on the

spot, under theii' chief engineers, one French and

another Neapolitan.

Prussia.—The Dortmund, "Witten Steele Essen

and Mulheim Railway, have, after much delay, ob-

tained authorisation to construct it.

Spain.—Saragossa to France : commission of French

engineers appointed to report.

The .tVrchduke Max has obtainedfrom the Emperor

of Austria the power to construct all the Lombardo-

Venetian lines as projected, and hopes at the end of

the next year to see Piedmont and Loinhardy united

by railway.

The rapidity of execution of the works in construc-

tion between Naples, the States of the Church, Tus-

cany, Modena, and Lombardy, is the admiration of

every one.

The high bridge over the Reno, near Bologna, has

fifteen arches, of large span: 1,000 workmen arc

employed on. it.

The Cliaumout and Langres section of the Paris

and Mulhottse line was opened to the public oa 1st

October.

The line has, in the above section, nine cuttings,

two tunnels, and seven bridges. In 34 kilometres

it crosses tae Marne river four times.

The late heavy rains have retarded the opening of

the Besseges and Alois line.

Surveys have been commenced on the new line from

Paris to Soissons, lately conceded.

Surveys arc also being made for a line from Caen

to Angers.

A new line is projected from Dieppe to Paris, by

Neufchatel, Forges, Gournay, Gisors, to Pontoisc, on

the Northern line, and Argenteuil, on the Western

line.

The French engineers who have levelled over the

continuation of the Kursk-Kowno line to Liebau,

report that it should run by’ Liebau, on account of

the insurmountable difficulties, and be prolonged to

Riga by Dunaburg.

The same engineer, M. Dumery, who invented the

new furnace for burning French coal in locomotives,

nas also just brought out a new apparatus (adaptable

to all steam-engines), called a “ conduit rechauffeur

By means of this the steam is passed from the boiler

into a heating cylinder, in which its tcmperatiu-e and

density are gradually increased before it enters the

working cylinder. This increase is so contrived that

at the commencement of the stroke the steam enters

the working cylinder but slightly augmented in tem-

perature and density, and that the maximum of these

two is attained only after the stroke has been com-

pleted by the piston.

The Western Swiss Railway has commenced works

between Iverdon and Vaumarcus.

The Provincial Council of Turin have voted 8,000^.

in favour of a new line from Savona to Turin.

Hungaiy.—The line from Temesvar to Szegedin

was opened for traffic on the 24th ult. Thus the

route is complete from Vienna to Temesvar except the

passage of the river Theiss, which is to be spanned

by a magnificent iron bridge, mast-high above water,

to be finished next June. The traject is now per-

formed by a substantial temporary bridge and tem-

porary deviation of the line at that point.

The Victor Emmanuel Railway purposes completing

its junction across the Rhone next summer, at Culoz.

It is not true that the Seville and Cordova line has

been finished, as reported lately in some papers : 11

kilombtres only are contracted for, viz. from Lova to

Penaflor. The whole line is expected to be opened

in the beginning of 1859.

The works of the Kceuigsherg line to the Russian

frontier are to he commenced before this winter.

Mods and Ilanmont Railway works very actively

carried on. To be open in six weeks.

The prolongation of the Munich, line from Rosen-

heim to Sultzbourg will not he authorised until the

line from Linz to Passau is seriously put into hands.

In Denmark the Gluckstadt and Itzehoc line is to

be open in a few days.

The Duke of Rianzarbs has obtained the concession

for the Lisbon and Cintra line.

The French Government, to conciliate the wishes

of the interested, will give approval to prolongation

direct of the Burgundy line to the Sardinian fron-

tier, near Chambery.

The Northern Railway has ordered for its numerous

new concessions 30,000 tons of rails, and 10,000

tons of chairs.

Great activity on the Caen and Cherbourg ^vorks.

The marshes of Cutentin present some difficulty, the

embankments subsiding rapidly by their own weight

into the soft ground; but the contractor hopes, by

continued filling, to gain solidity at the end.

A French engineer proposes to run tramways for

horses from the Provence lines to the favourite re-

sorts of strangers, &c. Hyeres and Cannes, S:c.

THE IMPROVEMENT OF THE CONDITION
OF THE ENGLISH WORKMAN.

Considering the enormous wealth of this country,

viewing accumulated property in a mass, as well

as the huge fortunes which have been gathered

up by individuals, it would seem that we are a thrifty

nation. Unfortunately, nevertheless, in many points

we are both careless and extravagant. It would be

easy to give a long list of particulars which would

explain our meaning, and show that in many instances

those who had the means of preventing it have wasted

human life by not making certain necessary provi-

sions; and that the induscriuus class, the mainspring

of the prosperity and strength of England, have not

been sufficiently careful of themselves.

A change is coming over the management of our

workshops and manufactories : the introduction of

steam power, and the subdivision of labour, which

has, in a great measure, been the result, have caused

colossid establishments to rise up which ai'c really

wouderful to behold. Ihfty years ago, a manufactory

which employed 100 men was an establishment

worthy of notice: now we may travel over this land

and see it thickly studded with works where from

1,000 to 2,000 hands are busily employed. Whether

this concentration of human power will he eventually

better for the working classes, or otherwise, is a ques-

tion worthy of the most careful consideration, but

which vve will not now attempt to discuss. One

thing, however, is certain, that some of these manu-

factories, including the men employed and their

families, have a population of 3,000 or 4,000,

enough living people to occupy a small town. Amongst

such important bodies of the English people, there

should be provisions made of extent in proportion to

the magnitude of the subject. If local government is

fouad useful iu towns, would not a system of manage-

ment in these large communities be equally valuable?

We are induced to bring this matter before our

readers, in constqaence of various couversatu ns with

both the managers and workmen of several large

manu^’actories. In most cases the masters are most

anxious to do all in their power for the benefit and

improvement of the social position of the men, but

there seems to be a fear on their pai-t of being in-

trusive : the operatives are similarly sensitive, aud so

it is that little in comijarison with what might be

done is effected. It is a pleasant circumstance, that

iu Lancashire aud elsewhere, the masters aud the

workpeople have, in some instances, acted together

in that kindly aud wise way which is to the advauta;^e

of all parties
;
but iu the great majority of cases this

has not been done, and there cau be no doubt that

many means of saving money, aud also adding to the

comfort of the employed, is lost by the want of

a'-Tcemeut between the great body of the men aud

,

their employers.

In many very important establishments, no pro-

vision is made for sickness or accidents; aud yet how

easy it would be to devote a few pence weekly to a

fund for that purpose. At Stephenson’s (Newcastle),

each workman pays a penny weekly, and with part of

this sum adouation is made to thetown infirmary, which

gives the means of admission for a certain number to

that iusiilution, and the reraaiuder of the money is

distributed in weekly sums to those who require

aid. In other places, where large numbers of persona
are employed, some have moved in the right direction

;

but nothing in proportion to the importance of the

subject, has yet been carried out
;
and believing firmly

that, by system, the English workman may be able to

provide for himself aud family in an independent

manner, a cheap aud wholesome dwelling, provision in

sickness, cheap and good education, and medical ad-

vice, we invite consideration to the subject.

It is worthy of note that the ribbon weavers of Coven-
try are, to a considerable extent, their own masters.

A large number possess looms which arc worth 40?.

aud upwards. The purchase of such expensive matters

by workers who, on the average, earn not much more
than twenty shillings a week, is a remarkable iuslance

of both thrift and industry. Many of these looms
are placed in various parts of the town, in rooms in

the upper stories of the bouses, and during the last

few years steam power has been applied to many of

them by placing steam engines in central situations,

aud then laying on tbe steam power as the water

companies do water to the various houses. It is

evident that some difficulty must be felt in adapting

many parts of the ancient city of Coventry to the

purpose above mentioned. It is customary for the

ribbon weavers and their families to live in the rooms
which contain the looms, and it is certain that some
of these are not well situated. In order to remedy
the evil complained of, the Messrs. Cash (we are told

by Mr. Cooper, in a contemporary) are erecting a

block of 300 houses, in a pleasant neighbourhood

outside the city. The looms in all these houses are

to be turned by one huge steam engine, and the

tenants of the houses are to have the enjoyment of

gardens. This is a step in the right direction which

is worthy of the greatest praise.

Mr. Cooper states that out of between 3,000

aud 4,000 looms which are at work in Coventry,

fully three-fourths are tbe properly of “ men who
have bad to practise hard saving aud self-denial.” In

some instances schemes of union and mutual assist-

ance, similar to the freehold land and building socie-

ties, have been resorted to, and we are told that the

value of looms alone which are the property of the

workmen amoonts to 120,000?. ;
and to this 10,000?.

or upwards must be added for winding-engines, filling-

wheels, jacks, &c. We should be glad to find them
extending their views to the purchase of dwellings.

IRON TRAMWAYS IN LONDON
THOROUGHFARES.

A N improvement for which we have long contended

is now about to be begun by the General Omnibus Com-
pany, or rather by a special company, already regis-

tered as the London Omnibus Tramway Company,
aud which has been originated by the management of

the General Omnibus Company, whose constituents

have authorised its formation, and voted the requisite

supplies out of their sui'plus funds. The subject was
brought before the General Omnibus Company in the

reports of the Gerauts and Council of Supervision at

an extraordinary general meeting held on the 10th

inst. From these reports it appears that the line of

tramway to he first firmed (under approval yet to he

obtained from Parliament) will traverse the New-
road, beginning at Notting-hill-gate, and running vii£

Grand Junction-road, New-road, City-road, and Moor-

gate-street, to the Bink, with branches to the Great

Western and North-Westeni railway stations, and to

Fleet-street vid Baguigge Wdls-road. The eslimate

of capital required is 50,000?. ITie new tramway

omnibuses, according to the report of the engineer,

Mr. Janies Samuel, will weigh about 2 tons instead of

21 cwt. and carry sixty passengers instead of twenty-

one, at a speed of 8 miles an hour instead of C. The
fares will be lower than at present, and tbe traffic, it

is estimated, will probably be donbled. The new
break is considered to he of special importance iu the

stopping and starting of these tramway omnibuses.

It has not been decided whether they will stop only

at fixed stations, or wherever called upon by passengers

to do so. The engineer’s estimate of cost is as

follows ;

—

8i Miles of double tramway (including

sidings) at 3,000?. per mile £25,000

34 Omnibuses, at 220/. each 7,480

320 Horses, at 20?. each 8,320

Law, Pailianientary, engineering, and

preliminary expenses 5,000

The tramway will be double, aud flush with the

surface. It will occupy the middle of the road, and

will be of hammered iron, on longiLudinol bearings.

Alloway New Kirk and Burns’s Monument.

—The higher the walls of the new church at Alloway-

risc, says the J^r Advertiser, the more evident

appears the accuracy of our first impression, that it

all but ruins Burns’s monument. The expression of

regret and indignation, instead of passing away, as

Mr. Baird might imagiuc, is deepening aud spreading.
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CHELSEA SUSPENSION-BRIDGE,

In a previous volume (XII. p. 186), we gave a view

of the Suspension-bridge, then in course of construc-

tion over the Thames at Chelsea, together with descrip-

tive particulars of the foundations and superstructure.

The bridge is approaching completion ; January is to

see it opened : the approaches are formed, and the

embanlcment of the Thames adjoining it, on the Mid-

dlesex side, is completed, and wc now therefore add to

the previous illustratiou a view at large of one of the

piers, with the cast-iron columnar towers whicli

carry the chains, and various details of parts of the

construction. A comparison with the previous

view shows that some few alterations in form have

been made : for example, the towers are now in

one story, up to the bearing point, instead of

twoj and the pointed shape of the arch over the

roadway and below it has given place to the semi-cir-

cular and elliptical form. The dimensions have heen

hut slightly altered. The total length between the

abutments is 705 feet
;
and including the abutments,

915 feet; the centre span at point of suspension is

347 feet
;
the side spans, 185 feet

;
the deflection of

chains at centre is 29 feet
;
and at the sides, 30 feet

6 inches; the height of the roadway at towers above

Trinity high-water mark is 24 feet 2 inches; the

height in centre is 24 feet 6 inches
;

and at the

abutments, 23 feet ; the clear headway above Trinity

high-water mark is 21 feet 8 inches ;
at the abutments

it is 20 feet 2 inches.

The piers upon which the towers are built are each

88 feet in length and 19 feet 3 inches in width, and

terminate in curved cutwaters 7 feet 6 inches above

the level of high-water mark. The foundations of

these piers are similar to those which are being formed

for the arches of new tVestminster-bridge, and which

were described very fully aud defended by us at a time

when opinion was running adverse.* They consist

of timber piles driven into the London clay below the

bed of the river at intervals of 3 feet over the entire

area of the piers, and cut off at nearly low-water level.

The outside of the piers is formed by cast-iron piles of

12 inches diameter aud 27 feet long, driven 20 feet

below low-water mark, and, between these, cast-iron

plates are driven so as to protect on all sides the

hearing piles by a metallic casing. The space thus

enclosed is then dredged to the hard stratum of gravel

above the clay, flUed in with concrete, and the whole

secured by wrought-iron lie-bars. On the bcaiing

piles is a flooring of solid stone bedded on the concrete.

All the caisson above low water is lined with brick-

work, and the cutwaters at each end, where exposed

to constant shocks from drifting vessels, are built of

solid brickwork.

Each tower is formed of eight cast-iron hollow

columns, 1 inch, thick, connected by cross-frames,

as shown in fig. 1. These columns, with spread-

ing feet, go down to within 2 feet of low-water

mark. The height from high-water mark to the

point of suspension of the lower chain is 59 feet

6 inches, namely, 7 ff2®t 6 inches from high-water

mark to the platform, and 52 feet from the platform

to the nnderside of the lower chain.

The sectional area of the chains at the centre of the

bridge is 212 square inches, which gradually increases

in proportion to the strain, towards the towers, where

it is 226. The suspension rods passing from the

chains to the roadway of the bridge are 2 inchp in

diameter, and placed 8 feet apart. They have a joint

at each extremity, the upper one allowing a motion

parallel with the chains, and the lower a transverse

motion. The roadway has a rise of 18 inches from

the laud moorings to the centre. Two wrouglit-iron

longitudinal lattice girders (as described in our first

account) extend the entire length of the bridge, and

are secured to the suspension-rods to which the trans-

verse girders supporting the carriageway arc also

bolted. These girders are eighty-seven in iiumbc-r.

They arc formed of boiler-plate, strengthened with

angle iron, aud arc 32 feet long by 2 feet 8 inches

deep, and weigh 32 cwt. each. Betwecu these girders

pass wrought-iron bearings, to which are bolted plates

k iron of the same material which fonns the roadway.

On the upper surface these plates are covered with

bitumen, over which arc laid compressed slabs of

asphalte and cork cuttings. This forms the bed for a

wood pavement of blocks of ship oak, which arc again

c coated over with asphalte and the paved sui'face of

the road completed.

The bridge was designed and is being carried out

by Mr. Thomas Page. Mr. R. A. Humble is the

resident inspector; Messrs. Young and Co. are the

contractors.

We may add, that Messrs. Howard and Ravenhill,

of Hotherhithe, have executed all the chains, sus-

• pending-rods, aud plates, and that these have borue

' the severe lest of a tensile strain of 13a tons per

1 inch, without yiL'lding ,Jgth of an inch to a foot, aud

1 that the work is very satisfactory.

* For diagrams see vol. siv. p. 166.

So far as respects the design, artistically considered,

we must confess to having no admiration for the

termination of the piers, although the globe, we are

told, is to be of glass ; and as to the toll-houses, now
nearly finished, we should seriously advise an altera-

tion : they are not worthy of the important con-

struction to which they are the preface.

The annexed details will make our account clearer.

Pig. 1 is a section through pier, showing the foun-

dation of the iron columns.

Pig. 2, section of half the roadway.

Pig. 3 shows the anchorage of the suspending-

chains.

Figs. 4, 5, 6, and 7, show the arrangements of the

chains at the point of suspension, with the rollers

beneath.

Fig. 8, the joint of the suspension-rods.

OLD SEWERS A LATENT SOURCE OP
DISEASE.

At.t. modern houses ai’e built upon a system,

which by a little precaution, and a scarcely appre-

ciable expense, affords at the same time health and

comfort to the occupant. A very few years back, no

provision whatever was made to guard against the

absorption of moisture in the foundation walls of a

house; latterly, every working bricklayer knows,

that by the use of a single layer of slate (fixed in

cement), ever so little above the ground range of a

foundation, the rise of damp in walls is repressed.

What a catalogue of evils is avoided by this simple

provision ! The servants of an establishment are saved

from all the penalties which damji walls are sure to

entail upon the occupant of a basement story
; _

all the

aches to which the human constitution is subject arc

at once obviated ; and apartments which, built on the

surface, were formerly damp some 2 or 3 feet upward

;

or if sunken only 4 feet below the level, were damp

to the ceiling, are now perfectly dry, aud fit for sleep-

ing-rooms.

The evil of damp walls is, however, but a small

matter when contrasted with other abominations,

reliques—no, we cannot say of barbarous times, but

of the little regard which was paid by builders of

only twenty years back to the easements required for

every human habitation. The most important con-

sideration in founding a structure, after the general

plans are decided, is the proper disposition, arrange-

ment, and formation of the sewers ; the first postulate

is a sufficient fall
;
the second, the due allocation of

sinks and traps
;
the third, the proper and solid con-

ftrmation of the duct whereby the suUage is conveyed

to the main or public sewer.

Until very recently, the house-drain was constructed

in 4-inch brickwork, carried out throughout the

whole covered area; the arch or coveriog was in the

same gauge, formed of bats or place bricks, packed

loosely together, with just as much mortar as

keep the whole mass iu position, and then the whole

system of house-drainage was covered in.

Id process of time those drains, if well filled in

with water, become solid, and as the phrase runs,

water bound ;
iu fact, the mortar of an old sewer is

invariably harder than the brick—but there is an

agency ever at work below the surface, against which

it never entered into the heads of speculative builders

to provide. The rats of London number millious,

and their domain is the sewers ;
they occupy the street

lines in strong colonics, and they make discursive

visits into the tributaries; seeking their sustenance

from the larders and Wuste of the circumjacent domi-

ciles. They invade every house, and wh^t the

mortar is wet or green, they permeate the thiu con-

text of 4-inch brickwork; burrowing into every

apartment, and making apertures through which the

maHgnant and suppressed vapours of compound

ordure ascend, and fill the mansion to the roof with

the seeds of cholera. As water gravitates downward,

those subtle vapours tend upwards ;
the pent-up

malignities of 100 miles of sewer, being m a state ot

perpetual agitation to find vent upwards, thus fiU

with malaria the chambers which they were formed

to disinfect.

Ill many, not very old soccages, and even in good

squares, the stench emanating from the sewers, is at

times so rank, so overpowering, and so laetbal, that

the tenant would be justified in throwing up his occu-

naucy, on the plea of danger to the health of hts

family. To tamper with such imperfect drams, or to

endeavour to cobble them up, is wholly useless. You

may find out a dozen rat-holes, aud cement them

;

you may open out the external areas,_and clear the

traps
;

but all is in vain. The entire system is

diseased, andpresmant with infection—it is open at

every chink, therefore the only remedy is to clear

away the whole original system, and to lay down m
place thereof non-absorbent tubular dram-pipes, well

luted together at the joints with properly attempered

mortar. The confined and sublimated vapours ooze

through the brickwork, but drain-pipes are im-
permeable.

By thus providing for security against damp in

basement walls, and by simply using the proper
conduit for house sewage, every ground or sunken
floor of the metropolis may be rendered wholesome,

comfortable, and clean.

Meanwhile, a visitation from house to house, to

look after these matters, is seriously incumbent on
parish authorities. "Whilst they inspect external

sewers, decayed house-drains are in equal need of

revision. Q.

HARROW REVISITED.

It is gratifying to find that the authorities of all

our public schools do not stand stock still. It is wise

to advance with the times, and keep pace with the

progress of the age. Harrow is in the hands of

improvers : the builders have been busy, and are busy

now
;

and, what is more, they have contrived to mix
the useful with the ornamental. As usual in all such

cases, a critic might fiud food for his nnamiable allow-

ance of grumbling,—to show his learning
;

for critics

always assume to themselves the privilege of knowing

more than anybody else. Stark criticism is not my
business : it is simply to describe what I saw' of the

actual stale of things in the famous village ;—such an

odd, quaint, dear little up and down, in and out

vill^e, as it is, with its queer nooks and corners, little

houses, and wire-clad windows.

The old village is getting qnite jnvenile, quite fresh

and perky, and, like ladies past a certain age, has

begun to smarten itself up, and disguise its many
cracks and wrinkles. What with additions and demo-

litions, it has become more smart, more gay and

jaunty, than it used to be,—in my juvenile days. A
few years have made many changes, aud certainly for

the better : much has been done, but not too much, in

the way of alteration. After a few years’ rambling

over many strange lands, wc find great changes when

wc return to our old haunts. Whole generations of

juveniles have come aud gone, passed through the

diugy portals of the old school, and eutered into the

rough and stormy paths of life ; but the weather-

beaten school-house stands bravely where it did, and

the old church—such a rare old church,—still crowns

the hill,—with a uew face to he sure, but proud of its

hoar antiquity, aud, may be, proud of its smart new

dressing.

The old turnpike-house has gone,—clean disap-

peared, with its odd chinmey and queer quaint gables

;

although it may be missed, it is no loss ; but yet it is

au ancient landmark swept away, and more than one

weather-beaten wooden house has followed in its

wake,—by this time burnt for fii*ewood: peace to

their ashes. The old sign at the ‘'King’s Head” still

swings in its gibbet, and creaks as shrill as ever on
its rusty binges. The house itself has been smitten

with the prevailing taste for change : the two queer

little parlours have been knocked into one—actually

into one room,—smartened up with new sashes, and

squares of coloured glass, the artistic production of

the most eminent glazier of the village.

Mine host and his artist friend, the glazier, are

proud of the effect of their joint labours. They have

put in new glass, but knocked out many a reminiscence

by so doing: many a well-remembered name scrawled

on the ancient squares has gone for ever,—like the

noble fellows who scratched them on the tail and

brittle glass.

A few, very few days since, I read in the melan-

choly columns of om- Indian news the death of as fine

a lellow as ever drew sabre in defence of'the honour of

our brave old flag. I searched for the well-remembered

square where I saw him scratch his name, but alas!

like himself, it has gone. Oh, mine host of the old

“ King’s Head,” may the gods forgive you, for I cannot.

And why has mine host thrown these two old rooms

of his into one ? Because the master of the school was

going to give a dinner to the inhabitants of the vil-

lage, in commemoration of the erection of new school-

rooms and the new memorial chapel. Good,—the

occarioQ is good, the cause fe good; but, master land-

lord and glazier, you have demolished what you can

never replace. Give your sign a new face, repaint

“ bluff Hall,” if you will
;
but you should have left

these scribbled sqiiai'es of glass for the sake of the

names they bore, and for the men who scratched them

there. Time-honoured names of brave men were om

those squares of thine, mine host; but they arc gone.

The old church has been smartened up, the time-

eaten walls cased with a new coat, not of “ rough

cast,” thank goodness : let us hope the church menders

have for once done what they ought to have done,

although perhaps they may also have done what they

ought not to have done. They have improved the

church inside and out, therefore let us give them

thanks
;
for it is not one of the usual churchwarden’s

blotches,—it will pass muster very well; aud, as I

am not critically disposed, I will not write a critique.

There is one “restoration” in the church which
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gladdened my eyes : it was to see the time-worn

monumental brass of the founder of the school rescued

from its old position, saved from the nailed bools of

the villagers, and now fixed in a pillar in a conspicuous

part of the church. It was grievous to see the brazen

effigy of the generous founder of the noble school so

utterly disregarded as to form part of the pavement of

a pew, daily trampled underfoot, and clTaced by the

feet of our village friends, who owe everything to the

man whose monument they so 3cur\'ily treated.

Surely this is a sign we live in better times. The
monumental brass of the founder of Harrow School

has at length been thought worthy of a place of safety

in the church where he so often worshipped. Romans,
countrymen, and friends, I thank you for your justice,

though ’tis but tardy and long withheld.

The old font too,— wiiat strange vicissitudes it has

seen : once the ornament of the church ;
then the

ornament of a little garden
;
then the receptacle for

boots and shoes, blacking-brushes, and rubbish of that

kind,—to say nothing of hath bricks aud hearth-stones.

It is strange, but true, that this venerable piece of

antiquity—a quaint old f mt of Purbeck marble—was
turned out of the church, vilely abused for many years,

and at last re-polished and restored to its proper

place in the old church, from which it hod been re-

moved, doubtless, by the hands of some long since

defunct improving churchwarden.

It used to grieve me much to see this old font filled

with dirty boots and shoes instead of holy water. I

often raised my voice, but in vain. I have at last had
the satisfaction to sec the font restored, as well as the

founder’s brass
; so let us hope that the worthy people

•f the village have satisfied their consciences, and done
at last what ought to have been done many years

ago.

They did well when they saved this venerable font
;

aud so did I
;
for when it was in the course of restora-

tion I preserved a chip to convert into a seal, which
has travelled many a weary mile with me over sea and
land in many and varied climes.

It will be gratifying to all true Harrovians to

know’ that the monumental brass of old Lyon, the
founder of the school, has, after many years of vile

abuse and shameful neglect, been carefully preserved in

a slab on one of the pillars of the church. Could old
Lyon have risen from his grave, he would have shaken
his bony fist in the pale faces of the authorities of the
school for their neglect of his monumcot, and he
would have said, in a voice of thunder

—

"Eiepi monumentum tcro perennius,
Reifuiique situ pyramidum altiua :

Quod non irnber edai, non AqnUo impotens
Possit diruere, aut iiiDUmerabilis
Annorum series, et fuga temporum.”

Of the old school-house nothing need be said here’

as it remains much the same, imtouched by any one,

and gently used by Time himself. It looks down
complacently on the new wonders springing up at its

feet, and long may it do so.

The school chapel has been pulled down—quite a

recent building—to make room for the new memorial
cbapcl now in course of completion, acd but recently
consecrated.

Side by side with the new chapel is also a new
school-house, built entirely of very red bricks, to

correspond in some measure with the venerable front
of the old school.

These new class-rooms are a great addition, not
only to the architectural appearance of the village,

but to the convenience of any one connected with llic

school. It is i^Qiple, unpretending building, not at

all hui'Jcued wftC ^decoratioas, being evidently built

more for use than ornament : it has a quaint air of
douce utility, more formal than elegant; and, if not
picturesque, it has the merit of being neither out of
character nor unsightly—negative virtues, but virtues

after all.

If it claim the merit of harmonising with the old
school, and being in character with the head-master’s
residence, it has at the same time ihe privilege of
liciug in rather violent contrast with the florid orua-
mentation, aud white stone dressings of the new
Memorial Chapel—however, variety is pleasiug—and
here, certainly, we have both variety and contrasting
edifices, placed side by side to claim attention from
those who are critically disposed, which I am not.

The new chapel is totally different in style, cha-
racter, aud general featm-e, from anything else in the
old village, and bids fair to he one more lion added to
the I'ustic wonders of the place. It is a building of
considerable size for a school chapel, and of consider-
able pretension as well,—as, indeed, it ought to be
under the circumstances of its erection.

It has been raised for a twofold purpose, as a
school chapel for the boys, and to commemorate the
memory of those gallaut HaiTovians who perished in
the Crimean war.

It has ornamented scats, brass lamp.s, and will, it is

hoped, be fillfd with staioed-glass windows; one of
which is already in its place, and others are in pre-

paration. Tlie steeple is not yet complete, nor indeed

are all the external or internal decorations.

It is a great addition to the architectural features

of the liltic village, and will, undoubtedly, be a centre

of attraction for the numerous visitors to IlaiTow. It

might have been placed in a better position
;
but

then it might have been placed in a worse—so we are

quits with criticism on this head.

The names of those heroic Harrovians who fell in

the Crin.ean war will he emblazoned in a conspicuous

place in the chapel—the last tribute which the living

can pay to the dead—there, let us hope, to remain,

not only in memory of the fallen brave, who nobly

did their duty in the hour of need, but at the same
time to set aa example of courage aud devotion, of

deeds nobly dared, and victories won, to the numerous
generation of young and geucrous hearts, having this

memorial constantly before them while enjoying 1hc

sunny morn of life, and passing through the school

—

to fit themselves for similar honours, when they may
pass away—for it is something, after all, to leave an

honoured name behind.

But let us descend the hill and cross a noble

meadow down to Duck Puddle— “ Oh Pheebus,

what a name! ”—and cast a glance at the grand im-

provements effected in the bathing-place. A few

years back this was a mere muddy pond, good enough

for pigs to wallow in, but scarcely adapted for the

purpose for which it was intended
;

for, certes, the

bathers often came out more like " liille pigs than

gentlemen." Now, however, all is changed. The
batbing-place has been paved, bricked, aud slated,

lined round with dressing sheds, and what is of more
consequence, supplied with a running stream of clear

water. This improvement is a decided step in the
j

right direction, and if the water is not exactly equally
j

clear with the limpid stream of Bandusia, or Father
j

Thames at Eton, it is clear and wholesome, and of

inestimable value to the boys. It is an improvement
which merits notice and deserves our warmest appro-

j

bation, for it has been the means of giving to Harrow
I

School what Harrovians much wanted, a place where '

they can bathe in clean water. The boys arc proud

of “Duck Puddle” now, and so they ouglit to be,

for the cost is money really well spent.

Bssides these alterations and improvements the new
racquet-grounds must not be overlooked. They arc

conveniently placed, and are a useful addition to the

necessary equipments of a great public school, where
ample accommodation is required for all kinds of

manly games.
\Vljilc on the subject of these improvements, it has

occurred to us that something not only might be
done, but •ught really to he done, to improve the

little dingy room dignified with the name of the

Library. A great public school like Harrow ought

to have not only a better room but a better library

than it has at present. In this respect Harrow is far

behind its rival, Eton
;
and now that the school is

well up in numbers as well as in reputation, we hope
the “ Harrow gentlemen” of the present and future

general ions will put their shoulders to the wheel aud

make a stir, not only to moot the question of a belter

library and more suitable room, but will set to work
in earnest, aud at least take one step more in the

right direction, and get up a library worthy of the

name and reputation of the brave old school. It

would soon be furnished by presents from “ old

fellows,” and iu a few years would assume propor-

tions worthy of the standing which Harrow has

acquired iu the list of our puLdic schools.

This hasty and rambling sketch might he much
extended, the subject being anything but exhausted

;

and, before closing, it may be well to add that the

authorities have shown great wisdom, aud some liber-

ality, in providing a suitable place for the children of

the inhabitants of the old village. Tiiis is wise, for

they have great and undoubted claims to share the

heuefits of Lyon’s noble legacy to the inhabitants of

Harrow.
What changes we find after a few years’ absence

from any place! Here at Harrow is the “old ’pike”

demolished, the oil church restored inside and out,

the founder’s old monumental brass carefully restored,

the new chapel pulled down to makooom fora newer,

and dear dirty old Duck Puddle is a puddle no longer.

Old houses knocked dowu and new ones run up, old

faces gone, and old friends after them, aod so on to

the end of the chapter, a clear aud conviuciog proof,

ye gentlemeu of liaiTow, that the longer we live the

older we get. Amen. L.

IJiIu, Ottley’s Lectures o.v Painters and
Painting.—Ou Wednesday last, Mr. Ottley, for-

merly art critic on the Morning Chronicle^ delivered

the second of a scries of Lectures on Painters aud
Painting, as illustrated iu the works of MicheLuigelo,

Titian, Raffiielle, and Corregio, &c. The Lecture,

which was delivered in an interesting aud masterly

manner, coaimaaJed the applause of those present.

PROVINCIAL NEWS.
Ipswich.—Mr. Bruff’s plan for the complete sew-

erage of this town has been brought under the special

consideration of the town council. The plan recom-
mended, instead of the concentrated pumping system
before proposed, the use of the river as the natural
outfall, by constructing a sewer on each hank, to be
discharged at certain points below the town, the

mouth of each sewer being tide-flapped, so as to dis-

charge the sewage freely for eight hours, and partially

for five hours each day, and to store it during the

remainder of the day. The total estimated cost was
30,000/. which the committee recommended should

be raised in eight years by rates. The rccommeuda-
tioQ of the committee was adopted by sixteen to

eight.

Misterton {Leicestershire).—The esquire of this

place, with his brother, the Rev. G. H. Franks, rector,

are erecting schools at their own cost. They consist

of a boys’ aud girls’ school, with residence attached,

and an infant school, with class-rooms to each school,

porches, lavatory, aud out-buildings, the whole form- /

ing one group, situated in a pleasant meadow, well

backed with woodland. The buildings are erecting in '

the native material, red brick being varied with gi'ey-

ended bricks, the windows all of stone
;
the style that

of the fourteenth century, but very simple. The
work is proceeding under the superintendence of Mr.
Teulon, Messrs. Laws, of Lutterworth, are the con-

tractors.

Guildford.—The alterations and additions to the

union workhouse, commenced last autumn, ai*e now
completed. The new' buildings comprise schools for

150 children, a fever hospital, additional wards for

male and female paupers, alterations to the old infir-

mary, a new lyiug-iu ward, &c. The school buildings

contain two large school-rooms, two dining-halls,

dormitories, sitting-rooms and bed-rooms for the

schoolmaster and schoolmistress, with lavatories,

bath-rooms, &c. On the boys’ side are two work-

rooms for industrial training, aud on the girls’ a

laundry. All the rooms arc lofty, and well lighted

and ventilated. The schools aud playgrounds are

detached from the main building, with the view of

separating the children from the adult paupers. The

new hospital, which is also placed at some distance

from the other buildings, in order to prevent infec-

[

tion, contains three wards for male patients, and the

same number for female patients, with nurse’s room,

I

bath-rooms, &c. Great pains have been taken to

secure perfect ventilation iu the wards of the new
' ho'pital, and to improve the ventilation in the old

infiimary, which origiually was extremely defective.

A new workroom has been erected for dissolute

women, and new rooms provided for the aged aud
able-bodied men and women. The works have been

executed by Mr. 0. S. Ellis, from the designs and

under the superintendence of the architect, Mr. C. H.
Howell. T-hc amount of the contract was 5,947/-

and the actual cost of the works 5,938/.

Tewkesburg.—The Corn Exchange at Tewkesbury

has been inaugurated. The new building has been

erected on the vacant space in front of the TownhalJ,

and forms part of it. The front, which is of stone, is

of the Doric order. The plinth is of Stanway Hill

stone, forming a contrast iu colour to the Bath stone

above. Two three-quarter columns and two anteas

divide the front, between which are placed two win-

dows and the door. The roof is of wood and iron, in

three spans, the centre being of glass, supporled by
trussed girders. The contractors were Messrs. Collins

and Knight. The front shows some sculpture de-

signed aud executed by Mr. H. Frith, of Gloucester.

The total cost of the building is about 700/.

Tenhurg.—The first stone of a Corn Exchange and

public building has been laid at Tenbury, inlYor-

cerstershire.

Stcansea.—New schools are being erected at the

Cuckitt, Swansea. Plans being prepared by Jlr. R.

Kyrke Peiisoii, the diocesan architect, application was
made to the Educational Board of the Privy Council,

who made a grant of 350/. towards defraying the

cost. The remainder is private subscriptions, partly

obtained. The committee having advertised for

tenders, several were sent in, and the tender of

Messrs. David Evans and William Roberts, being the,

lowest, was accepted. The building will consist of

two school-rooms, one for boys and one for girls,

with separate entrances aud lobbies, a class-room, and

a residence for the master. The size of each school-

room is 27 feet by 18 feet, and the class-room 15 feet

by 16 feet. There will thus be afforded accommoda-

tion for 150 children. Tne coat of schools, resi-

dence, boundary-walls, &c. will he about 700/. The
building will of necessity be plain in character, but so

far corresponding in appearance with the recently-

erected church for the vicar.

Preston.—Messrs. Cooper aud Tullis, masons and

buildi-rs, of Ibis town, says the Preston Guardian,

have just completed the construction of a new wing

at Fulwood-barracks, which is designed for the accom-
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modation of married soldiers and their wives. The
site is at the north-east end of the cavalry barrachs,

at the extreme end, the dwellings in front facing the

exercise-ground. The entire range of tenements is

111 yards long, and 33 feet wide, with a flagged parapet

all round, three yards in width. There arc ten divi-

sions, eight dweliings or compartments in each; and

thus accommodation is provided for eighty soldiers

and their wives. There is no attempt at ornamenta-

tion in the architecture. The walls inside are of

brick, and externally the building is constructed of

hammer-dressed Longridge stone. The building is

two stories in height. Behind and in a line with the

dwellings are a wash-house, drying-room, laundry,

and other necessary appnrtenances, all of stone. The
stairs are of oak, and the floors of Baltic timber an

inch and a half thick, with oak joists. Mr. J. 'White-

head executed the ironwork, and Messrs. Wilding and
Watson the plumbing, glazing, and painting. The
cost has been 8,520/. The entire amount expended
in the baiTucks at Fulwood is 145,520/.

CHURCn-BLTLBlNG NEWS.
^ LiHle Addington.—The church of Little Adding-
ton has been restored and ic-opcncd. The roofing

has been renewed, and the church re-seated. The
tower, which is at the west end of the nave, and
within the body of the church, was originally open on
the north, south, and east sides. For many years the

arches and piers which supported those three sides

were hidden from view by bcingf built up, and an nn-
Mghtly gallery placed at the west end of the church.
This gallery has been removed, and the three arches
opened and restored. A groined ceiling in the north
porch has been restored, and the plastering removed.
The old oak pulpit and the chancel screen have been
preserved and restored, these being the only two spe-
cimens of ancient woodwork in the church. It is to

be hoped the chancel will soon be new roofed and re-

stored. The restorations have been executed under
the superintendence of Mr. E. F. Law, of Northamp-
ton, architect.

Sarrogate.—St. John’s church and burial-ground,
I Billon, near High Harrogate, have been consecrated.
1 Except the spire, which still remains unfinished, Ihe
church was completed ia 1855, fjom the designs of

1 ‘Mr. Seott, since which time it has been used as a
: chapel of ease. Itisbuilt of dressed3tone,and is covered
I in with blue slale. The style is Early English, and
I the site commands an extensive and picturesque view
t of the valley of the Nidd and the surrounding couu-
l try. The interior is divided into nave, side aisles, and
c chancel, the aisles being separated from the nave by
1 five arches, supported by clustered columns, the

c capitals of which arc richly decorated \vith vine-leaves

1 and fruit. The windows are lancet-shaped, the lower

1 tier in the aisles being single lights, and the upper

I tier in the nave double lights, the whole being glazed

V with glass of a slightly green colour. In addition to

t the east window, with three lights, the chancel is

I lighted by two single-light windows on the north, and

t two on the south side, the whole being stained. The

t east window is from the atelier of Mr. Grace, of

I Loudon, the subject including the principal events in

t the life of Christ. The north windows, representing

e events in the ministration of Christ, are from the

r works of Mr. Ward, of London; and the south are

\ by Mr. Clutterbuck, the subjects beiug St. John the

I Baptist and St. John the Evangelist. The limbers

0 of the roof are varnished. The church has been

e erected, at a cost to Mr. Sheepshanks, of Leeds, of

b between 9,000/. and 10,000/.

Dorchester.—The Congregational church in South-

s street has been opened. In stylo it is Decorated

( Gothic, executed from a design by Messrs. Poulion

1 and Woodman, of Reading, in random walling of

1 Bidgway stone, with Bath stone dressings. The front

ii is ornamental, with a traceried window aud gable,

B with finial over it. On each side is a porch, the

S' south forming the base of the spire. This latter is

0 of Bath stone, springing from light open tracery

B work. The dimensions of the body of the church

1 are 76 feet by 37 feet, and the form is a parullelo-

g gram, with vestries and a school-house in the rear.

1 The school-house is about 40 feet by 32 feet. The

c church, in the interior, is ceiled, but in the open-

ti timbered roof form. The seats are low, and of

8i stained deal, and will accommodate 600 persons. The
9 floor is of Poole Potterj’ tiles. The window at the

in rear is of staiued glass, by Mr. Lavers, of London.

I The pulpit platform is of Caen stone, aud is sur-

^ rounded witli ornamental ironwork, decorated with

g gold and ultramarine. The edifice is warmed by

1 Haden’s hot-air apparatus, aud lighted at night by

t' two gaseliers. Mr. Wellspring, of Dorchester, was

tl the contractor.

Brighton. — The enlargement of London-road

c! chapel, and the schools adjoining it, undertaken at a

ticost of 1,500/. ^as been completed. The size of the

cl chapel is doubled ; it now holds 1,000 persons. No

alteration has been made in the style of the edifice.

The roof has been raised, and left open. A gallery

now runs entirely round the chapel, supported on

slight iron pillars. The pews are low benches. The
architect for the alterations was hir. Simpson, of

Brighton
;

the contractors, Messrs. Wisden and

Auscombe. In close proximity with the chapel a

new Sunday-school, unpretending in character, has

sprung up, built by Messrs. Goddard and Blaker. This

holds 300 children. It opens into the infant school,

held daily, for 260 children. A sura of 800/. has

been subscribed, leaving 700/. still due.

Goldsborough.— The rector has uncovered some
recesses of architectural work in the chancel of

Goldsborough church, which had been plastered over for

ages. Goldsborough church is called a specimen of the

early Norman style, and contains two effigies of Crn-

,

saders in full panoply, said to have been the com-
panions of Robert Curthosc, in fighting the Payniui

host on the plains of the East. Their descendants

are labourers in the village at the present day.

THE STAINED GLASS FOR GLASGOW
'* CATHEDRAL.
I AM very glad to observe, from the Builder, that

the decoration of Glasgow Cathedral with staiued glass

is now exciting some degree of interest in England,

and that it has recently formed the subject of dis-

cussion at the meeting of two architectural societies.

I am also happy to observe that on both these occa-

sions the derision of the committee was condemned.
It has all along been consistently and vigorously

opposed by the architects of Glasgow, who have taken

active, and, I believe, effectual measures to prevent the

resolution of the committee from being carried into

effect.

The power of the committee to determine anything

at all is not recognised by Government; and I am
quite convinced that Sir Benjamin Hall is by no means
satisfied with the result of their deliberations, and

that he will never consent to the course they recom-

mend or sanction such a ridiculous libel on British

art: so that, upon the whole, the probability is, that

the resolution of the committee will become a dead

letter.

I trust, however, that the matter will yet be more
gcucrally taken up by architectural societies through-

out the country. Here, unfortunately, we are in a

very bad position for bringing anything of the kind

before the public. We have no such thing as a pro-

fessional organ in Scotland. Moreover, our architec-

tural society—the Institute—i.s virtually defunct here :

only two meetings were attempted last session, and

they were both miserable failures. This is owing to

a misunderstanding with our Edinburgh brethren.

As to the removal of the staiued glass windows from

the crypt : the windows—specimens of the Munich
school—are unsuited for the position they occupy,

and, in my humble opinion, the sooner they are out

of it the better. Glasgow.

STAINED GLASS.

St. Mark's Church, Whitechapel.—Five lofty

lancets, subscribed for by the congregation, have just

been erected in the chancel. They are geometrical,

aud contain eight medallions of subjects from the life

of our Lord. Mr. Warrington was the artist.

Si. Nicholas's Church, Liverpool.—The same artist

has recently done for this edifice four north aisle

windows. Perpendicular pictorial. Two of them are

Crimeau memorials to the rector’s son, one a memo-
rial to a late rector, the other to a merchant.

Childwall Church, near Liverpool.—A window has

also been put up by Mr. Vl'arriugton iu the north

transept of this church. It is decorated, and is a

memorial sut'jcct window to a Liverpool merchant’s

wife. This makes, with the east window, the fourth

window the artist has done in this church, and he is

now about decorating the entire transept for the same

Gentleman, and also painting a mural memorial in a

wiudow, of which the blank tracery is inside, for the

vicar.

St. Matthevi's, Stoke Newington.—A memorial

window was erected on the eve of All Saints, in the

south side of the aisle of St. Matthew’s Church, Stoke

Newington, consisting, in its stonework, of three main

lights, and a large quatrefoil, the centre one of the three

lights filled with grisaille diapered painted glass, with

hands of colour, and coloured centre bosses : iu the

upper parts of the two side lights are figures of SS.

Peter and Paul : beneath these are panels of diapered

glass, having in their centres medallions, into which

are worked the initials of those by whom the memorial

has been erected. The large upper quatrefoil has a

picture of the subject of " Our Lord’s Agony in the

Garden,” and “The Sleeping Apostles.” The window

was designed and executed by Jlcssrs. M. aud A.

O’Connor.

St. Michael's, The memorial window

to the late Colonel the Hon. F. G. Hood, in this

church, has just been completed. Beneath the window
is engraved the following inscription;—“To the

honour and glory of God, and in memory of Colonel

the Hon. Francis Grosvenor Hood, who commanded
the Grenadier Guards at the battle of the Alma,
September 20, 1854, and fell in the trenches before

Sebastopol, OctoherlS, 1854, aged 45 ;—this window
was erected by the iuhahitants of this city and neigh-

bourhood.”

St. Marg's, Bury.—A new painted window has

been put into the east end of the north aisle of this

church, by Mr. Edward Greene, to the memory of the

late Mrs. Greene. The window' consists of three

lights, each of which contains two subjects, the upper

one being the Old Testament type of the Gospel

incident portrayed on the lower. The subjects are :

—

1. “ The Gathering of the Mannn,” with the legend,

“Your fathers did eat manna, and are dead;” and

below, “ The Last Supper,” with, “I am the living

bread which cometh down from Heaven.” 2. “The
Serpent in the Wilderness ;”—“ As Moses lifted up

the serpent in the wilderness;” the lower subject

repiesenting, “Our Lord and Nicodemus,” with the

inscription, “ So must the Soa of Man be lifted up.”

And, 3. “The Dividing of the "Waters of the Red
Sea;”—“The fathers were baptised unto Moses in

the sea below which is “ The Baptism of Christ,”

with Icgeud, “As many as have been baptised into

Christ have put on Christ.” The small lights in the

tracery at the top of the wiudow contain angels

holding scrolls and the sacred monogram
;
and the

spaces between the upper and lower line of subjects

\

contain the symbolical pelican, the Alpha and Omega,

and the Agnus Dei. The rest of the window is filled

in with diaper and border work of leaves and flowers.

I

The work has been executed by Messrs. Heaton and

Butler, to whose hands the west window of the nave

I

has been entrusted.

I

LONDON SEWAGE CONVEYED BY
I

HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE.
I I WAS greatly pleased with the short notice of Mr.

Lipscombe’s proposal for conveying sewage to the sea,

j

which appeared in your number of the 7th inst. If

, I do not greatly mistake, he has hit upon the solution

of one of the great questions of the day ;
and I have

the more confidence in the success of his plana be-
' cause (though I do not mean to dispute his patent, ns

j

I confess I never thought of applying the principle

i
on a large scale) your account of them immediately

reminded me of an application of his method which I

had in operation for some years at a former residence

of my own.

I was an ardent agriculturist, and therefore deter-

I

mined not to waste the sew’age from my house ; but

as it was built in a low situation,—so much so that in

time of flood the stream which ran through the

grounds came almost into the back premises,— I bad

to devise a method for conveying the precious fluid to a

tank sufficiently distant not to be offensive, and to be

near the land to which I wished to apply it. After

conning over the want of fall, which precluded any

ordinary method of proceeding, it struck me that I

had a head of water at an elevation of some 12 or 14

feet in the upstairs closets. I therefore determined to

have a tank made, lined with brick set iu cement,

from the upper margin of which I carried a line of

clay-pipes, w'cll socketed into each otlier, for some

hundreds of yards, beneath buildings, &c. t il they

terminated at the bottom of the disotf^^ soil-pipe of

the closets, which was of lead, amly^^ch was well

secured into the end of the line of TOrizontal clay-

pipes.

Jly proceeduigs were openly ridiculed by the work-

men employed. They wanted to build a great buri'el-

drain of a foot in diameter, which would inevitably

have been clogged up with the stagnant filth, whereas

my pipes were only 3 inches (I think) in diameter !

"Wlieu all was ready, and the work dry, T had the

ground left open, to see if any leakage occurred at the

joints : all prophesied that such small pipes w'ould he

sure to be choked up, and the stuff would never reach

liie outfall into the tank, &c. which was on a dead

level, and I believe actually rather up-hill. However,

I had confidence in the pressure of fluids equally in

all directions
;
and it wjs not belied

;
for, after re-

peatedly emptying the pans of the closets, and having

all the slops poured down, at last I had the gratifica-

tion of seeing the fluid begin to discharge itself into

the tank. After a few trifling defects in some of the

joints had been repaired with Roman cement, all was

covered with earth, and for years a perfect drainage

into my tank went on without disturbance from rats

or any symptoms of choking; though other larger

drains, from the scullery, &c. had repeatedly to be

repaired.

Now, this little experiment ready was a trial on a

very small scale of the plan by which, as I understand

it, Mr. Lipscombe proposes to do what so many long
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heads have been puzzling over these several years, in

reference to the drainage of the metropolis ;
and, as

far as those parts are concerned situated at a certain

elevation above the sea level, I have the greatest con-

fidence in the idea. As to those parts at a very low

level, I presume he would raise the sewage by steam

power to reservoirs at a sufficient elevation
;
or perhaps

force it at once throngh the pipes, as Mr. Mechi does

at bis farm, by forcing pumps.

Should means of profitably applying sewage on- a

large scale to agriculture be devised, it is evident that,

by ramifications of pipes in all directions from the

mains, it may be conveyed to a large extent of country,

just as a water company supplies houses and streets

from its mains under hydrostatic pressure. Depend

upon it, sir, it is a fertile principle.

IlrDEODYNAinCS.

THE BRAINTREE CEMETERY CASE.

EBEONEOUS QUANTITIES.

The following was received from the contractor

before the appearance of our last number :

—

With regard to the matfer of the Board identifying

themselves with the sale of the bills of quantities, I

have to say that 1 bought my copy of Mr. Cunning-

ton, the clerk of the Board, and paid him one guinea

for it. Further, on there being an alteration in the

plans to reduce the first estimates,! received a written

copy of altered quantities from the clerk of the Board,

which was accompanied by the following letter :

—

I am directed by the Braintree Burial Board to

inform you that they have determined upon certain

alterations in the work tendered for by you on the

24th September, 1853, and that their architect has

prepared a new bill of quantities (of which I enclose

a copy), consequent on such alterations.” * * *

This letter having been sent to each party origi-

nally tendering, shows that the Board ordered the

architect to prepare the quantities
;

that the clerk

(the Board’s servant) sold them
;
and also it recog-

nises that all our estimates were based upon these hills

of quantities.

By yonr quotations from the letter of S. Courtanld,

esq. -(chairman of the vestry meeting), you have fully

shown the ground upon which the Board deny the

power of the architect to certify, viz.—that they have

not attached their official seal to the contract, which
the clerk of the Board induced me to sign. At this

very time he was acting as solicitor between myself

and the Board
;
and having signed the contract, 1

trusted him to affix their seal, thinking of course that

as an honest lawyer he would see them do it. Had I

not implicitly left it to him, I should not have been

duped by signing what the other party did not sign,

nor should I have thus placed myself in a legally

worse position to obtain ready payment for that part

of the debt which they aU admit to be just.

As to my being awar6that the risk of the quanti-

ties was mine, you will see by the architect’s letter

that he was positive they were correct, while I only

suspected they yieTe not.. Besides, it was because I

had dcfc'e two hundred pounds’ worth of work, and

the clerk asserted I should have no claim for it till

the 'contract -was executed, that I signed it. I pre-

ferred to risk the lesser amount to the greater; but

the Board has almost reversed 'my choice by deli-

berately refusing to pay that part of my bill which

they confess to owe. » *

As you correctly observe, the strong point in my
case is that th^architect has certified the correctness

of my claimjflmA has even explained the different

items of my bill^to the Board. But the solicitors to

the Board exclaim, “We do not recognise au archi-

tect, for our seal is not upon the contract, which
makes him umpire and his decision final vAthout
appeal.”

Perhaps it is not for me to comment on the moral
rectitude of such a defence. I only aver that I trusted

the Board as a body of honourable men, and there-

fore, at the snggestiou of the chairman and the clerk

of the Board, agreed to try the claim fur the GOA for

extra stone, as a friendly suit, in the County Court,

never expecting to be entrapped into the unpleasant

position of plaintiff in an action w’here legal techni-

calities were allowed to outweigh jnsticc, aud where
gentlemen would undertake to defend that part of a

debt (96A) which, out of court, and even before the

whole parish in vestry assembled, they acknowledged
to be righteous.

November 9th. Jaites Brown.

In consequence of a letter appearing in your pub-
lication of Saturday last (page G62), signed “ A.
Cunningtou,” I beg the favour of a small portion of

your valuable space in reply to a statement iu that
letter. I allude to that part where he says “ the
Board contends that the bills of quantities were pre-
pared by the architect, and sold b// him for his own
profit.” This I deny. The quantities were prepared
by me in consequence of having a direct order from

the Board to do so, and who also authorised them to

be sold at one guinea a copy ;
two copies were sold by

the Board or their representative (one of which copies

Mr. Brown had), and three by myself; the total pro-

ceeds of the sale being five guineas. The lowest

tender delivered for the works was 1,160A upon which

the usual per centQge.if it be charged, would be about

17/. The time of myself and clerk in preparing the

quantities was five days (they being executed in

anastatic printing), besides paying for printing aud

carriage, 2/. ;
but, instead of my charging the Board

upon cither of the above principles, which I should be

justified in doing, I am content to take the proceeds

of the sale as remuneration for my trouble and money

out of pocket. It will, therefore, be seen that the

words, "sold 'Ip him for his oxen profit is not a

fact, and might A’ery well have been left out of Mr.

Cunnington’s communication.

Nov. 16. J. Johnson, Architect.

METROPOLITAN BOARD OF 'VYORKS.

THE ilAlN DRAINAGE.

At a meeting of the Board held on Monday last,

16th, Air. Thwaites in the chair, it was resolved, by
twenty-eight to three, on the motion of Air. Bristow,

seconded by Air. Carpmael,

—

“ That this Board, having taken into consideration

the interview between its chairman and officers and

Her Alajesty’s First Commissioner of AVorks and his

referees on the 5th of November inst., reiterates its

con-viction that to extend the point of outfall from

B"* to Sea Reach at the cost of the metropolitan

ratepayers would be unjust, and in direct contra-

vention of the principles of the AletropoUa Local

Alanagement Act.”

The discussion displayed considerable ability and

common sense, and would serve to give a better im-

pression as to the chai'acter of the Board than is

entertained by some.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.
LIGHTING MINES BY GAS.

The first meeting of the new session, held on the

10th inst. Air. Robert Stephenson, M.P. president, in

the chair, was occupied by receiving a paper " On
Lighting Mines by Gas,” by Air. Alexander Wright.

The paper commenced by noticing the almost uni-

versal introduction of gas for the purpose of illumina-

tion, and the causes of the attention of the author

being turned to its adaptation to the lighting of

mines, where the present mode of employing tallow-

candles, or oil-lamps, was found to be prejudicial to the

health of the miners, whilst the light afforded was so

inadequate, that men could not perform their duty

properly. It was stated, that the expenditure of oil

and tallow in the mines of England might he roughly

estimated at 500,000/. per annum.
In Cornwall and Devon alone there were about

30,000 men employed underground, who were lighted

at an annual expense of 90,000/. per annum -, and in

one of the large mines the annual expenditure for

caudles had reached as high as 7,000/.

A general review of the state of lighting aud venti-

lation of the Cornish mines induced the attention of

the author to the introduction of gas for superseding

candles aiid oil-lamps. An attempt hid been pre-

viously made at the Tresevean mine in Gwennap, but

it was abandoned. He concurred that it was pre-

ferable to make the trial upon a mine where explosive

gases wore not given off, as in coal-mines ; and where

the work was closer, and did not extend so rapidly.

The mine selected for the experiment was the

Balleswidden mine : the depth of the shaft was de-

scribed as being about 780 feet, whence there branched

out several levels and tramways, at various depths,

and in numerous directions. About 340 miners were
employed underground, in two changes, or shifts, each

of about eight hoars’ •duration. Each man worked
about five days during the week underground, and one

day aboveground.

In the ordinary mode of lighting, each miner burned
four candles in eight hours, obtaining only au inade-

quate light for the expense incurred.

The gas wbich was introduced to this mine was
manufactured at the surface, and was forced by a

pump into a heavy gas-holder, composed of cast-iron

plates, whence it issued by a descending pipe into the

mine, under a pressure equal to 18'7 inches of water.

The shafts and levels were fitted with wrought-iron

tubes, proved by high-pressure steam, and from Ihc

branches, flexible tubes and burners were carried into

the pitches and chambers fur the miners, aud to the

floors for picking the ore. The tramways, also, had
a sufficient number of burners, to preclude the neces-

sity for using any candles or lamps in the mine.
The quantity of gas consumed was about 4,000

cubic feet per day, of two shifts of miners.

The comparative expense of the two srstetns of

lighting was stated to he much in favour of gas;—as

the annual cost of candles was 834/. 3s. 4d.—whereas

that of gas was 487/. 2s. including interest on plant,

wear and tear, and ail expenses.

It was stated that the sanitary condition of the

mine was visibly improved : the ventilation was
better, and there was an entire absence of the sicken-

ing smoke and bad odour, previously pervading the

mine, which the author believed to arise from some
particular compounds of hydrogen and carbon, given

off daring the imperfect combustion of the candles.*

THE VACANT SPACE NEAR ST. PAUL’S
CATHEDRAL.

The subject of the appropriation of this piece of

ground was a few days since brought under the con-

sideration of the corporation of the City of London

;

and, so far as might be gathered from the reports

published in the morning papers, an evident desire

seemed to be shown to preserve the space, which

enables us to take the finest view that is to be had

of this glorious structure—the “Peaii of the City.”

But then this peculiar spot of land, which, uncovered,

displays so fine a picture, is worth 50,000/.—a large

sum undoubtedly, but not more than the worth of

the view which, by means of this opening, is offered

to both foreign visitors and the people at home.

Some small paintings, by Correggio, and other

famed artists, are worth from 10,000/. to 15,000/.

each, and private individuals of taste are delighted to

be in the possession of such treasures. If a single

effort of the gifted pencil is worth about the quarter

of fifty thousand pounds, how can wc feel that

this price is too much for the picture which is

offered to the sight of the passer-by, from the eastern

part of this opening ? Aloreover, it would be only

doing a tardy act of justice to Sir Christopher Wren,

now that au opportunity offere of displaying to some

extent a work which is not only a credit to the

architect, but to the nation. This noble hnilding has

been surrounded in all directions in a manner which

must cause every one of sufficient knowledge to re-

gret the taste of our forefathers.

Sir Christopher "Wren hoped, when the City was in

ruins, that he might have been permitted to remodel

it—to make a terrace along the banks of
" Father

,

Thames,” to form a magnificent flight of steps from

the cathedral to the river, and to plan the streets of

the new city in intersecting straight lines, which

would have added not only to the health of the heart

of the metropolis, but would have also given us the

means of appreciating the merits of the exterior

design of our chief cathedral. Unfortunately, how-
ever, pounds, shillings, aud pence, and a strange

perversity, caused the City to rise from the ashes in

all the crooked and narrow ways which had been

formed by circumstances, aud under the necessity

contiiigent with a large population lodged within

defensive walls.

At the recent meeting at which this subject was

considered, many strong arguments were used in favour

of preserving the land, and hut few on the contrary,

except the bare money value of tho property. With the

large revenues of the corporation, aUhough at present

overdrawn by the expense of various important altera-

tions, the sum above stated might he spared, and

the next generation, and those that follow, will

appreciate the taste and public spirit which caused the

City authorities to leave them a fine view of St.

Paul’s.

It is to he hoped that those who have so ably

advocated the preservation of this space, wbich is of

such great value to the public, will make renewed

exertions
;
aud that at the next meeting we shall be

told that the corporation have declined building here,

ludependeolly of other advantages, it would be a

famous site for important public monuments.

GRAA^EYARD SCULPTURE AND FUNEREAL
POMP.

SoaiE months ago you kindly gave space iu your

columns to some remarks of mine, on the gross errors

committed in a grammatical sense, or rather an

orthographical one, by our sculptors of the various

mementos-mori which disgrace and disfigure our

cemeteries. To thank you for that favour is to

acknowledge my obligations to you, for the public

press, through you, multiplies the writer’s views ten

thousand fold.

Allow me, then, once again to refer t<j our “ grave-

yards,” now called “ cemeteries.” Generally they are

placed in picturesque situations— they have all that

the poetry of isolation, of green fields, and babbling

brooks,” or sunny hill sides, and extensive prospects,

o’er hill and dale, can give to vender such locali-

ties at once the fitting places for solitary grief,

• A paper was read at the meeting of Tuesday last,

the 17th inst. “On the Conversion of Wood by Machinery,

by Mr. U-. L. iUtUsworth.
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or of saddened and hallowing reflection. "Why,,

then, it may be asked, are these sacred reposi-

tories shunned by the man of taste, the reflective,

the pensive mind? Why? Because every feeling

is offended, and every insult offered to the eye aud
the imagination. Under the garb of humility, you
have the pompous slab of “ departed greatness all

the vii’tues are enrolled to tell how a man discharged

the duties of 'life, whilst the notorious fact is con-

cealed, that intoxication sapped, madness primed, and
death fired the train, which resulted in an end re-

joiced over by all, especially by " the sorrowing
widow, and her weeping fatherless children.” In
more than one instance could I point out, in every

suhirban cemetery, cases where such inscriptions

would show that

—

“ The fnn’ral bated meats
Did joyful furnish forth the marriage tables j”

and all the grief that was real was displayed in pay-

ing—
The hearse, the coach, the panoply of pride,
The graveyard aculptor,—would that he had died,
Ere such a bill os this was shown !”

Ay, and so say I, for I have come to the conclu-

sion that epitaphs and all the parade of woe are a

mockery, a ddusion, and a snare. A poor family

loses a relative, near, dear, distant, or uncared for
; a

pompous funeral is detcimined upon; the “Gothic”
hearse is bespoke, the feathers and “ all the mockeries
of grief” are there. All wonder, admire, and in the

end imitate, never reflecting on the cost,—never ask-

ing how the “ fatherless ” will he pinched to pay for

the black plnmes,—how many an empty stomach will

protest against

—

“The swilling Bacchanals, who drink success
To trade,”

and show the only sign ofweeping in the drink-glazed
eye.

I would ask of the Btdlder to denounce the whole
of our existing system of burials and the after-death

perpetuations. l)o, pray, condemn the New-road
style of mourning : let ns, when we take a walk in our
“graveyards” cease to be reminded that we arc in

the workshop of “ Fitz-IIumhug,” or “Pretentious
Brainless.”

Departed greatness sleeps in modest rest. A horse-

slaughterer, or :t quack doctor, or any other sepul-

chral advertising knave, blazons f^abulous qualities, and
calls them virtuca, aud boasts of goodness where only
hicancry, imposition, and impudence, deluded igno-

rance and enriched themselves on the follies of a

generation. “Suffleient for their day was the evil,

thereof:” why are their heirs and successors to reap

another harvest? is the question of your inquirer.

Let the present generation show by their practice

how they discountenance such pretensions, absurdi-

ties, and gross impositions.

A \Vaj.ker among the Tombs.

FASHION IN THE WEST.

Thebe are many strange phases of this metropolis,

which strike the attentive observer, and few are more

curious thau the regular changes aud observances

which take place periodically in different neighbour-

hoods. AniongsL these, it may he mentioned, that

almost as soon as the primrose and waUfluwers have

superseded the croeus, a change comes over the

appearance of the London buildings. In squares and

streets numerous bodies of painters are at work, and

iron work aad stucco are freed from the town smoke,

and clad in hues more in contrast with the budding

shrubs and trees. At that lime the large extent of

the western fashionable neighbourhood is deserted of

its population, and many places are as quiet as a

country village. At the doors of large mansions,

trusty porters and housekeepers loiter, uudecked with

plush or powder,—the window-shutters of dining and

drawing rooms arc closed,—the assistants of the west-

end tradesmen have an easy time of it, and in many
instances the principals are looking as anxiously for

the return of summer as school-boys do for the arrival

of the swallows.

It seems a strange inconsistency, and yet so custom

' wills it, that when the buds open in youngest and

freshest beauty, and when bright greenery begins to

clothe the fine form of nature in the country, it

; is the time for its votaries to rush from these

sweet retreats, and seek shelter in the town. It is

1 a Quixotic measure, however, to criticize fashion.

' As the painters and decorators complete their work, a

1 busy scene of industry commences in the dwellings.

1 The windows and shutters are opened to admit the

i fresh spring air—upholsterers are busy, and soon the

j balconies and windows become gay with choice

1 flowers and plants, which perfume the air, and afford

1 a pleasure to the pent-up Londoner which it is

1 diflicult to describe. As -'the spring advances, one

) by one the families reach the town
;
the sound of

carriages begins to waken the quiet streets
;
and, by a

: gradual increaBC of arrivals, the “ west-end,” before

the hawthorn-blossoms have blown off, becomes as

noisy in its particular way as ^Vhitechapel, or parts of

the Borough. Now come forth your dealers in won-
derful news, with loud voices, announcing third

editions of the Jitnes, Post, and Standard. German
bands, which have been travelling in the provinces,

“discourse” very decent music. The butcher, the

poulterer, and fishmonger arc roused from their few

months of torpor, and the sound of rolling wheels

scarcely ceases from midday till the approach of early

dawn. The porter has now assumed his chair of state

and dignity of costume: the halls are lined with
stalwart attendants, clad in their peculiar costume.*

As the trees in the squares get thick with leaves,

the bustle in the west increases
;

aud long after

the other districts have been in as quiet a state

of repose as can be expected in this vast metropolis,

the humming sound of the neighbourhoods of fashion

may be distinctly heard in the suburbs. Hearing
these and other voices of this city, in the gloom of

night, thoughts arise of the many sad phases of the

huge population which is here congregated, and hope
is felt for the time when there may be a better under-

standing between the west and the east, aud when
the energy which is used in foUowing the round of

fashionable life may be, to a considerable extent,

directed towards raising up and improving those

thousands of human beings who are, now, even worse,

than lost.

A PROTECTIVE COVERING FOR LEAD.
Will you permit me, in answer to “Subscriber,”

to say I have found upon several occasions two coat-

ings, of “ equal proportion,” of dry white lead aud

red lead, ground “by hand with stone and muUer,”

iu turpentine, and then thinned np with gold size and

turpentine to the consistency of ordinary paint, not

only render an old cistern sound, provided there are

no cracks in it, but also prevent a new one, or lead

pipe, for years, from being destroyed. I can speak

from several years’ experience, and would gladly give

you, in my rough way (upon your promise to shield

me from the ire of my brother plumbers, the anger of

Mr. Ziueman, the wrath of Master Slate-worker, and

the venom of Gutta-percha and Co.) the result as

follows :
—

No. 1. A draught-pipe of pump was eaten through in

twelve months; a second one was laid down with the

same result : a third one was fired with the above

coating, and, for aught I know, remains there at work
now: it is from four to five years since it was laid

down.
No. 2. In a cistern supplied with pump or spring

water, the bottom was entirely eaten through in a very

short time ; a second one was soldered in, and I believe

to be at work, and baa no sign of imperfection : it had

three coats of the above composition nearly three

years ago.

No. 3. A very large cistern was “fixed in such a

place as none but a surveyor can direct ” (and did

Nena Sahib only know of it, be would use his utmost

to get there),
—“supplied with river water,” quite new

seven or eight years : after drying it thoroughly two

years since, I painted it three times with the foregoing

composition, and last week examined it, and found it

perfect. An Abtizan.

NUMBERING AND NAMING THE
STREETS.

T pebceiye the Board of Works have commenced

a very necessary reform, by amalgamating the “ter-

races,” “rows,” &c. of the New-road into the

“ Eustou-road ” and “ Marylebouc-road,” with con-

secutive numberings from end to end. I see, also,

that they have judiciously placed the odd and even

numbers on opposite sides, but a great improvement

in the matter would have been to have made them

run with the course of the river, and it would be

well in future numbers to do so in those streets which

run parallel with the river
;
apd iu such as run at

angles from the river, to cause them to commence

from the river, and proceed northward or southward

as they are north or south of it.

In re-naming the streets, I perceive, from the list

recently given, that no definite philosophic plan has

been iiltemptcd, but that a purely arbitrary nomen-

clatore has beeu adopted.

The various congeries of streets and squares ought

to have been arranged in groups, and appropriate

names given iu each locality. For instance, some-

thing of the following system should have been

adopted ;—in the City we should have the names of

Glasgow', Manchester, Birmingham, Lyons, Ham-
burgh, &c.

Near the Docks—Liverpool, Bristol, Hull, South-

ampton, &c.

* Horace Walpole, who was coasidered the man of taste

of his generation, only wore hair powdered iu the winter

months : in summer he hnd liis plain wig carefully brushed.

Might it not be worth whUo to consider the footmen in

this respect ?
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Coveut-garden and Drury-lane—Shakspeare, Mas-
singer, Ben Jonson, Knowles, Talfourd, Garrick,

Macready, Kemble, Siddons, &c.

Liucolu’s-inu, Gray’s-inn, and the Temple—the
names of eminent lawyers.

Near the hospitals—those of distinguished sons of

Galen.

The termini of the railways—the towns through
which these railways pass.

Pimlico might rejoice in the titles borne by the

Royal Family and the aristocracy.

Near the Palace of Parliament, the names of

senators; and around the Government Offices, diplo-

matists.

About the Tower, aud other military buildings,

might be grouped the names of warriors and noted

battles.

Near the Tunnel and bridges, those of engineers;

in Lambeth, of archbishops of Canterbury, &e.*

In new localities, where there are no associations

to suggest names, the main street or square might
bear the name of some distinguished author or philo-

sopher, or warrior, and the subordinate streets those

of their works; as for instance— Sir Walter Scott’s-

square
;

Waverley-strcet, Rob Roy-terrace, Lammer-
moor-cresceut: or,'Wellington-sqnare

;
Tolavera-street,

St. Sebastian-row, Badajoz-crescent, "Waterloo-terrace.

Were this system adopted and carried out, as it

might be, the facilities for ascertaining the locality of

any place would be considerably increased; whilst the

plan suggested in the Board of Works Report would

only tend for a time to mystify and puzzle the

wenders of the huge metropolis, and never be deal

aud comprehensible. Fbeb. Ross.

COVERING FOR GREENHOUSE FLUES.

In reply to “ C. H. K.”—First. The best description

of covering is the 12 or li-inch square paving tiles

j

or bricks : between each joint of the tiles lay a piece

;
of iron hooping, an inch and a half wide, and use for

I

the joints of the tiles a fine close joint of mortar,

I composed of lime, loam, and fine pounded brickdust,

I the inside of the flues being first well pargetteil.

I

Secoud. That the first eight or ten feet are likely

I

to suffer from the heat is true, and the appliention of

I

cast-iron plates, say a quHrter of au inch thick, as a

I first covering, is desirable, with the tile above, in

!

manner as described, leaving a space of an inch and a

!
half or two inches filled nearly in with sand: thus the

'

iron will have room to e.xpand (or a covering of Welch
fire-lumps may be employed).

Third. To the inquiry if the flues in their course

may descend as well as ascend—Yes, and without

detriment, if proper judgment be exercised in the

formation of the same.

A Brickxayee of Experience.

THE JOINTING OF MASONRY.
WORKS tN EXETEB.

It is to be hoped that the attention your corre-

spondent has lately called to the compo-work recently

done in Exeter will not he without its good effects.

The restorations, too, for ever going on about the

cathedral—to the credit of the Chapter be it spoken

—

would, no doubt, be all the better done under the eye

of an architect
;

but a practice prevails in that city

and neighbourhood which is almost worse than the

continmition of plaster and slapdash—which needs the

voice of Punch or your own good-natured strictures to

discourage—and that is the unscientific and dishonest

way in which the walls—whether of squared ashlar,

or of rough or irregular range—ere pointed : it is

regular tack and point of the bricklayers dabbed on—
sometimes half a foot wide, projecting about half as

much where there are joints, and sometimes where

there are none at all; no matter, so that regularity

and squareness he produced: and what is worse, the

coai'se joints, most of which are all the coarser from

having the comers and arrisses on the face broken

are filled and brought level with common mortar, on

the surface of which, while greeu, some fine rubble is

scattered, to complete the sham, and then over all is

dabbed on the tuck and poiat 1

There are architects in Exeter of reputed celebrity

who most know a better way of doing such work,

unless they consider such practical details beneath

their notice, aud leave it all to the mason
;
just as a

celebrated civil engineer once told the House, in reply

to a question put to him about some iron-work, that

“ the blacksmith would attend to that.

In your number, 176 (1846), your friend “X.”

w'ell de-cribes the poiuting of ancient masonry, “ All

must be real.” Pray tell the ecclesiastic mason in

Senq^er Fidelis, that in pointing no mortar should

ever project beyond the surface of tbewoilc; nay,

* It must be understood that we continue to protest

against any but the most absolutely required changes m
the names of old streets. These hare associations which

compensate a thousand-fold for an occasional inconvem-

ence,

—

Ed.
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that it should be rather a trifle within it, and formed

with a weathered or sloping surface, allowing the bed

of the ashlar course above it to protect it rather

;

and that every joint should tell its own tale honestly,

and mark distinctly the form of every irregularity,

whether natural or rough from the hammer, of every

stone. The Church of St. Lawrence, which has called

forth these remarks, is a sad specimen of the mode of

pointing prevailing in the locality : it is well to know

that no architect has been employed about the work.

At the Training College near the city, built a few

Tears ago, the architect has set an example how
pointing should be done where the stone-work is irre-

gular. At Plymouth they understand the thing well,

and at other places in the county
;
but in Exeter and

its neighbourhood tuck and point seems to be the

way thought necessary in all work of restoration

where the walls arc huilt of hewn ashlar. Much of it

is dislodged by the first frost, and none can last many
years

;
and so the last state of a renovated hnildiug

becomes almost worse than it was before it was

touched. X. Y. Z.

RECENT PATENTS.*

W. Clark.—Lnprovemenis in Air and Water-

proof Coatings, and in their Applications. (A com-

munication.) Dated Dec. 26, 1856.—This relates to

coatings to he employed particularly in dyeing and

painting, in the preservation of moulded plasters,

porous stones, and organic pervious alterable sub-

stances. It is a kind of artificial leather composed of

gelatine and tannin. The patentee imprints or coals

the objects to be treated with gelatine, isinglass, or

glue, and after drying soaks them in a solution cf

tannin, or of matters containing tannic acid, such as

nntgall, sumach, boblah, or oak bark.

F. Walton.—An Improved Flastic Composi-

tion, and in the Application of Machinery for
Manufacturing the same. Dated January 20,

1857. — This consists in an improved plastic

composition made of lacs or other resins pos-

sessing properties combined with fibrous substances

for imparting tenacity and strength, and if requisite

with colouring matter to improve the appearance.

Also, in the application of masticating machinery,

and of a heated cylinder, fiiruislied with a piston rod

and screw fur preparing the composition, and keeping

it in proper condition for working. Also in the

application of ornamental forms with the composition.

L. W. Watkins.—The Manufacture of a Putty

to be used in Glazing, ^c. Dated January 3, 1857.

The improved putty is a composition of two parts of

an oil obtained in the refining of rape and linseed oils,

and commonly known as black acid oil, from its con-

taining sulphuric acid, which acid is used in the re-

fining of the said oils, added to one part of any alkali

ill solution, and mixed \vith it in a vessel, until, by

continual stirring, it assumes a creamy or soapy ap-

pearance. It is then mixed by band labour, or any

other inechauic.il force, with a siifiicient quantity of

whiting, until it attains the consistency of dough,

when it is termed putty.

William Edward Newton, Chancery-lane,

London.

—

Tracing Cloth. (A communication). Dated

March 5, 1857.—The improved process of manuiac-

tnre is as follows :—The patentee first prepares a

composition of the following materials, although not

confining him=elf to the exact proportions named.

Eight parts by weight spirits of turpentine or cam-
phine, eight parts castor oil, two parts Canada balsam,

one part balsam copaiva. This combination, when
well mixed, is to be applied to the tracing muslin as

by means of a sponge, spreading it evenly over the

surface. The sheet is rolled up and allowed to stand

for thirty-six hours or so ;
it is then unrolled, and

any excess of composition is to be rubbed off. It is

then to be again rolled up for a like period, when, if

on uncoiling it the surface does not appear to be dry,

it mast be further rubbed or wiped. It is then to be
rolled again, and in two weeks thereafter will have
become fit for use.

M. Trattles.—Improvements in Toolsfor Cutting
Cylindrical and Conical Forms. Dated January 6,

1857.—For long cylindrical articles the patentee

avails himself of a lathe; but for smaller the tool is

rotated by hand. The mandril is hollow, to receive

the wood to be cut, aud the front end of the central

opening is hell-mouthed. In the side of the mandril
is a diagonal recess, deep enough to expose the interior

of the mandril, aud to permit of the edge of a flat

blade projecting therein. These blades arc secured

by clamping screws, which permit of their adjustment
or removal for sharpening. Rotary motion being
given to the mandril, the wood is rapidly rednccd.

JohnWheatman and John Smith, Sheffield.

—

Grinding Circular Bates. Dated iMareh IL, 1857.

—

This invention consists in substituting for the grinding
body at present in use a common sand or grinding

• From the lists published in the Mechanics ' Magazii
and other journals.
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stone in saw grinding machines, in which the edge or

periphery of the grinding body acts directly upon the

saw secured to a table or bed-plate.

George Marshall, Morpeth, Northumberland.

—

Saw-setting Apparatus. Dated March 16, 1857.

—

In carrying out this invention, the apparatus is con-

structed with a novel arrangement of fence and spring

or a lever to atisw'cr the same purpose. The fence

has two or more set screws to move it backwards and

forwards, or to secure it when adjusted to suit the

setting of saws, and has also a rest for the saw-plalc.

The spring used in one mode of constructing the

said apparatus is made so that when the punch is

struck it operates to press the saw-plate firm on the

rest, and at the same time is so arranged as to force

the punch up after each stroke. The fence may he

variously worked, aud the apparatus may be modified

to suit frame, large, aud different knods of saws.

J. Wilson.—Improvements in the Manufacture of

Steel. Dated Jan. 2, 1857.—These consist in roast-

'

ing or calcining granulated cast iron, and afterwards

melting the roasted metal to obtain cast stiel. Also

in obtaining steel from rich iron ores by substituting

such ores in place of bar iron in the usual process of

cementation to obtain steel, and in melting the pro-

duct so obtained with from 6 to 8 per cent, of oxide

of manganese to obtain cast steel.

Edward Manico, Bnckleisbury, Loudon.

—

Obtaining Foundations for Marine or other Struc-

tures. Dated April 24, 1857.—The patentee terms

his invention a “Caisson de fer:” it is a hollow

fabric of iron, its shape may be diamond or square,

&c. He confines himself to no size. A caisson of a

cubic yard in capacity (to the description of which he

confines himself in this specification) will contain

about one ton of stones, and when bedded in sand or

shingle, the interstices between the uneven sided

stones will receive from ten to twelve hundred weight

of sand or shingle, which will work into the caisson,

and form a solid mass, which, with the iron of which

the cradle or caisson is made, will, when in position,

weigh upwards of four tons.

PROVINCIAL PORTRAIT GALLERIES.

Whilst appreciating fully the attempts in the

metropolis to establish schools and galleries of art,

we have long been most earnestly impressed with the

necessity which exists for fostering similar institutious

in the large towns throughout the country. In

Birmingham, Glasgow, Manchester, Ediuburiih, and

a few other places, there arc periodical exhibitions of

pictures by living artists, which are not only bene-

ficial to the public taste of these spots, but are also of

great benefit to the rising artists, w'ho have in many

instances been indebted to these local cxhibiiions for

gaining that knowledge of their powers which has in-

duced them, often with the best effects, to try their

fortunes in the metropolitan.

We have now, however, more particularly in mind

the collection of poi traits, of our eminent men, which

it is proposed to form in London, and feel regret that

it does not make so much progress as the importance

of the idea deserves. Valuable as such a collection of

the portraits of the great aud noble men of the whole

land will be in this centre of our population, it should

not prevent the formation of local collections.

Much good might be done in such large towns, for

example, as Manchester, Birmingham, &c. by col-

lecting into one place the portraits of the chief men

who have distinguished themselves in literature,

science, or art, aud have been iustrinnental in ad-

vancing the condition of their own district, or the

country at large.

In other instances, the chief toivn of a county

might be selected for this purpose; and many will

be surprised, when they think on the subject, to find

what a large number of worthies their neighbourhood

can boast of, who might be usefully placed as patterns

before the rising generation. Many of the town-halls

such local exhibitions during a visit to Northumber-

land, which can boast of a long array of famous cha-

racters. On the banks of the Tyne, in comparatively

recent times, the two Bewicks, John Martin, the

painter, George and Robert Stephenson, &c. were

born. Lord Collingwood first saw the light near

North Shields. Gardener, the author of “England’s

Grievances,” was bom at the same place. The two

great lawyers, Lords Eldon and Stowell, were horn in

a narrow lane leading from the Quay-side, Newcastle.

Hutton, the mathematician, who was at an alum-pit,

received some education and kept a school in the town

previous to his promotion to London. Morrison, the

Chinese scholar, was a native of this place. The un-

fortunate Luke Clenuel, with some companions who

did not arrive at the same eminence, studied the art

of painting in a garret near the Black Gate. Aken-

side, the poet, was horn in a picturesque house in the

Butchcr-bank, which still exists. Peter Nicholson,

who has done so much to spread knowledge amongst

the artizans of this countiy; Eairbairn, the engineer;

and a large number of others less generally known to

fame, have been connected with the ancient borough
;

aud in different places there are fine portraits and

busts of most of these men, which are scattered about

to little purpose, for they are but little seen. This

matter has been before referred to in the Builder,

but we deem it advisable to bring it again before our

readers.

NOTES UPON IRON.

The iron trade has experienced a convulsion since

our last, for which few persons out of South Stafford-

shire, and not a large number in it, were prepared.

Several firms had severely suffered by (he failure of

Glasgow and Liverpool, superadded as they were to

the shutting off of all remittances from America.

This latter circumstance had occasioned a somewhat

heavy drain to be made upon the resources of the

Wolverhampton and Staffordshire Bank, whose direc-

tors in consequence began on Wednesday in last week

to refuse the customary accommodation for paper

taken by their customers iu the ordinary course of

business. The effects which followed were of the most

serious character. Ironmasters who had been trading

largely with bills were brought to a stand, and by

Monday last three firmshad issued circulars anuoimcing

that they should be compelled to call their creditors to-

gether. The Bank opened on Monday with assistance

from the Bank of England to the extent of 50,000/.

So heavy a call, however, was made upon them dur-

ing that day that in the night the directors determined

to suspend payment. The announcement to this

effect, placed upon the doors on Tuesday morning,

was received with tlie utmost consternation through-

out the town and district, accompanied, as it was,

with the receipt by creditors of circulars from two

other iron-making firms. The panic which, however,

had set in was allaj ed by the publicly-expressed as-

surance of the mayor of Wolverhampton that the

notes would he paid in full, and by the expressed

readiness of the merchants to receive them. Wednes-

day broke with the announcement of another iron-

firm being about to call togetbertheir creditors; thus

making a total of six firms so circumstanced. There

is no business doing that can be noticed, and prices

nominal
;
makers, if for cash, accepting a surprisingly

low figure. The workpeople at nearly all the works

have only partial employment.

J3oofe^

Remarl-s on Secular and Domestic Architecture,

Present and Future. By G. G. Scott, A.R.A.

London : John Murray. 1857-

We must content ourselves on the present occasion

with mentioning the publication of Mr. Scott’s book,

under the above title, containing an elaboration of
iuauy oi luc towu-uaiis —

, .
'

, . y • ..1 ,.1. >

tkronghoul the coautry arc bare of pictorial decora-
j

those news rvlirch have been set forth .o the author s

lion, and nothing could be more appfopriotB than the own words m our pages and have eacated theye of

han^ug of thes^e pnhiie buildiugrwifh portraits of
|

=ld™rrre wrZ'’hnfh:lr fenh h. motiveL Ms desJ. He

future town-halls to render them fit for this purpose, says

.

These local collections should, iu all instances, be as “ I want to call attention to the meanness of our

complete as possible, and easy of access. vernacular architecture, and to the very partial suc-

Some neighbourhoods are more abundant than others ccss which has hitherto attended the attempts at its

in the production of remarkable men, and some seem
I

improvement : I want to point oat the absurdity

to grow geniuses of a peculiar description : for instance,
j

of the theory that one style is suited to churches aud

some famous painters have been reared in Devonshire.
^

another to bouses, and of the consequent divorce be-

Froin Ipswich and the neighbourhood several men tween ecclesiastical aud secular architecture ;
to press

of note in both art aud literature have proceeded. 'upon architects who are engaged iu the Gothic revival

The city of Bristol might coHeet a goodly company ' the paramount duty of rendering it consistent by per-

j

of celebrated persons. Without, however, mentioning fecting it, and that on a systematic principle, in its

'

a long list of places, it is evideut that few, if any, of domestic and secular brpehes; and, finally, to show

I

the least note, would be unable to get together a to the public that we aim not at a dead antiquarian

I
gallery which would be an inducement aud an revival, but at developing upou the basis of the indi-

j

encouragement to the rising generation. genous architecture of our own country, a style whi^

j

The writer of ihis particularly noticed the need of will be pre-eminently that of our own age, and will
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naturally, readily, and with right good-will and hearti-

ness, meet all its requirements, and embrace all its

arts, improvements, and inventions.”

This is exactly what we want, and have always

worked for. There are plenty of strong words for

pponcnts to cavil at: thus plaster is accursed

hviff," and there are many excellent observations for

friends to quote. “Anon, anon, sir.”

Essays upon Educational Subjects, read at the

Educational Conference of June 1857; vnth a

short Account of the Object and Eroceedings of
the Meeting. Edited by Alfeed Hill, Barrister-

at-law, one of the Honorary Secretaries. London :

Longman and Co. 1857.

These arc important essays, and although they,

doubtless, will not of themselves fairly settle the moot

question, already so mnch discussed, and still as far

as ever from a settlement, still there has been much
valnable practical information elicited at the Educa-

tional Conference, as is testified by the papers now
published. The book is divided into six parts. The
first contains papers chiefly on the fact of the non-

attendance and early removal of children from school

in this country; the second, papers on the attend-

ance, &c. at schools on the Continent; the third,

papers chiefly on prize and certificate schemes; the

Wrth, on half-time schemes, and evening aud factory

schools ;
and the fifth, papers not falling under the

preceding heads. Part sixth is an account of the

proceedings at the meetings. Among the authors

of the papers are many names well known in con-

nection with educationd subjects, including Govern-

ment school and factory inspectors, and others offi-

cially and practically acquainted with the statistics

and the routine of schools.

A Hundred Years ago : an Historical Sketch. 1755
to 1750. By J.\MEs IIutfon. London: Long-
man and Co. 1857.

This is an interesting and amusing olla podrida
collected by a single dip, as it were, into the life-

current of the England of the last century. The
miscellaneous aud more amusing shreds and anecdotes

of the latter portion of the volume arc preceded hy an
historical sketch of the political bearings of the time

selected for illustration. There is then given some
account of the men of the day, and what they were

doing
;
anecdotes of the dark side of society, such as

the press-gang, the foot-pads, suicides, &c. ;
a chapter

or two on the frivolous classes, and their frivolities
;

others on the amusements and pastimes; and these

are followed up at the close by a few glimpses of

society in general, and its modes of progression and

of intercommunication without either steam or rail,

electric telegraphs, or universal penny-postages.

This volume affords an excellent example of xvhat

may he done in our own more especial province

towards the enlivenmentand instruction of the present

bv means of reviews of the past.

Bridewell Hospital for the City Casual

Poor.—'Within these few weeks Bridewell Hospital— |

at present untenanted, except by officials, and a large

portion of its revenues altogether unappropriated,

except to an ever-increasing reserve fund—has been

prominently brought under the notice of the perplexed

guardians of the London City Unions, as a desirable

building for the housing of the casual poor, if it could

he obtained for such a purpose. By diligeut research

into the original charter of Edward VI. and subse-

quent ordinances, this would appear to be only the

revival of one of the legitimate purposes of the City

Bridewell. A joint committee from the City unions

has been appointed to confer with the governors of

Bridewell, or the Charity Commissioners, as to its

appropriation. Meantime, a memorial on the subject

has been submitted to the governors.

Essex-street Pier, London.—A correspondent

states that five tenders were received, ranging from

SbOf. to 561/. and that the tender of Mr. J. H. Ball,

650/. was accepted.

Belper Ceiietery Competition. — Sir: The

Belper Burial Board advertised a short time ago for

designs for certain works proposed to be done at their

new cemetery, to be sent in on November 6lh.

According to a circular just issued to the competitors,

there were “ upwards of 100 designs received, aud

carefully examined by the Burial Board,” and returned

to the authors within the short space of four or five

days. I send you this information for the benefit of

your numerous readers, that such a feat of agility aud

despatch may not pass uuuoticed, hut may receive that

publicity which it deserves, and which your journal

can so well give it. Philotairplaye.
_

*** Two other competitors complain that their

drawings have been returned to them spoilt,—hy the

packing-paper pasted all over them.

Bedfordshire Architectural Society.—The
tenth annual meeting of this Society was held in the

'

Bedford General Library on the 10th inst. The
attendance was larger than nsual. On the table were
coins and various other objects of interest. After the

reading of the usual report, and the election of office-

!

bearers, the Rev. H. J. 'Williams read a paper entitled,

"Notices connected with the History, Architecture, and
j

Antiquities of Glastonbury Abbey ;” the Rev. IV. Airy

one hy the Rev. J. Taddy on the etymology of the
'

word "Bury;” and Mr. Monkhouse one on "Recent
Discoveries at Biddcnbam.” A shaft or well, 37 feet

deep, has been found, in a gravel pit. The well

was contracted hy a most expensive shaft into a

'

diameter of 2 ft. 9 in. and has no marks of ahra-

sure, as if from any use, upon it. The contents will

appeal' from the following quotation from the paper as

reported in the Bedford Times

:

—It may seem strange

to us that the Romans should have bestowed so much
cost and labour in sinking a shaft 37 ft. deep to receive

the remains of one individual
;
but there is the shaft

and there is the skeleton, there are all the parapher-

nalia of sepulture, the altar, the statue of the deity to
'

whom it was dedicated, and the remains of the victims

offered in sacrifice: so we must seek for an explana-

tion of what appears to us so absurd and paradoxical

in the character and customs of the Roman people.

He then pointed out the points of resemblance between

tbe pit at Biddenham and those at Ewell, Stone, and

on hlount Aventioe. Mr. Akerman, who was present

'

on its being opened, remarks that this mode of inter-

1

ment was practised by the Romans in Britain, and

was calculated to protect the remains of the dead from

insult and desecration. The shaft on Mount Aventine,

at the very gates of the Imperial City, was 51 ft. deep

and about 3 ft. in diameter, and at the bottom was a

vault or columbarium, with niches in the side for re-

ceiving cinerary urns : the chamber also is stuccoed

and painted with the greatest care; so that a clear

identity of purpose is shown between these three pits
,

and the one at Biddenham. fihey were all Roman
'

and all sepulchral. I

Strikes, &c.—While thousands are being thrown
out of employment from failures and sheer want of

work at Glasgow, the journeymen joiners in that city

(1428 in number) are out on strike on a question of

wages, are glad to hear, however, that there is

a prospect of a compromise with the masters, who have

met their men half wayhy offering 5d. an hour, or

Oid. less than the men contend for. Meantime
a committee is arranging as to the relief to he
given to the unemployed at Glasgow, and it has been

.

resolved to provide work in return for relief, aud to

give food rather than money for such work as can be
given. At Belfast numbers of skilled tradesmen are

walking the streets without employment, and others '

are proceediug by every steamer to England and Scot-
I

land, where their prospects of work at present are by
i

no means encouraging. I

Old Hackney Church Tower.—Few who travel

I along the line of the North London Railway omit to

I

notice the picturesque grey tower of old Hackney

j

Church. It is an object amongst the masses of

modern buildings which is not ouly pleasant to the
' eye, but gives rise to thoughts of progress aud other

I

times. The body of the old church was removed,

but persons of taste in the parish determined to save

the tower, which stands amongst trees in the chiirch-
' vard. We heard with regret a short lime ago that

this venerable remnant of suburban antiquity had

fallen so much out of repair, that the police surveyor

had condemned it as being dangerous. It appears,

however, that the body of the building is sound

enough, but that parts require care. A meeting has

been held with a view of saving the tower, and

the lord of the manor has pledged his word that

funds shall be forthcoming for the necessary restora-

tion.

The Adelpiii Theatre.—Some romantic scenery

has been painted by Mr. Pitt and Mr. Brew, for a

piece of glamour, called “ The Legend of the Headless

Mau,” wherein Mr. B. Webster plays with his usual

power. Some of the effects ore very well managed.

Dudley Drainage Plans.—The plans and spe-

cifications for the drainage of Dudley being com-

pleted by Mr. William Lee (but not yet carried out),

the Board of Health applied for his account up to the

present lime. The summary is as follows :

—

" Self, 312 days, at 63s £982 16 0

Assistants, 657 days, at 16s 520 0 0

Clerks, l,234i days, at 8s 493 18 0

Clerks, 27 days, at 5s 6 15 0

Cash paid for travelling expenses 83 17 10

Ditto for stationery 63 10 7

Ditto for parcels and postage 0 13 9

Total £2,157 11 2”

The estimated cost of the sewerage is 40,000/.

The account was referred to a committee of the whole

Board,

The Bells at "NVestminster and St. Paul’s.
—It is a curious coincidence that the great hell at

St. Paul’s appears to have met with a disaster like

that which has befallen the modern monster bell at

Westminster, before the buildiog was completed.
Allan Cunningham, in his life of W'ren (Lives of

English Architects, Painters, and Sculptors), alluded

to it, vol. iv. p. 234, as being one of the charges

brought against Wren by the Commissioners of St.

Paul’s, as a fraud from had workmanship, to which,

with other alleged frauds and abuses, Wren most satis-

factorily replied (see pamphlets on this controversy),

showing that the authorities had allowed the great

bell to be improperly struck with a hammer hy the

public for a money consideration !—C. C. N.
Fatal Effects of Impure Air.—On a coroner’s

inquest on a child, at Bedford, according to the local

Times, it appeared that the room in which the parents

and child slept was very small, being only seven feet

by six feet, aud that the chimney was stopped up,

aud there was no opening whatever for ventilation.

Some of the jurymen who visited the house were
unable to stand the fcctid atmosphere of the room.
The jury returned the following verdict :—Death from
couvulsions, caused by inhaling impure air in the

room in which the deceased slept.

Printing from Veneers.—A process of veneer-

ing by transfer is mentioned with approval in the

French journals. The sheet of veneer or inlaying to

he copied is to be exposed for a few minutes to the

vapour of hydrochloric acid. This novel plate is

then laid upon calico or paper, and impressions strack

off with a priutiug-press. Heat is to be applied

immediately after tbe sheet is printed, when a perfect

impression of all the marks, figures, and convoluted

lines of the veneer is said to be instautaneously pro-

duced. The process, it is affirmed, may he repeated

for an almost indefinite number of times. The designs

thus produced are said all to exhibit a general wood-

like tint most natural when oak, walnut, maple, aud

the light-coloured woods have been employed.

Steel.— Messrs. Galloway, of Manchester, are said

to have joined Mr. Bessemer, and are constructing

extensive works at Sheffield, for the manufacture of

steel, under the provisions of bis several patents.

Mr. Bessemer has also the works of an eminent

manufacturer in Glasgow placed at his disposal, ''or

the purpose of cari'ying out his improvements,

—

“which,” says the Mining Journal, "wc are glad to

learn, have now proved of practical value. The ques-

tion of steel-making,” it adds,
"
has now assumed

an importance that must arouse the trade to inquiry
;

Mr. Bessemer being enabled to manufucture plates of

any diameter, according to the length and breadth of

the rolls employed, aud at a reduction of cost caL-ulatcd

eventually at 10/. to 8/. per ton,—dependent, in fact,

on competition, as the best steel can be produced at

the same cost as common iron. The whole of the

I

tools used iu the extensive works of Messrs. Galloway,
i
Manchester, are manufactured from ‘Bessemer steel,’

I

and we believe are examples of excellence.”

j

Fire at 'Worsley-hall.—A fire broke out at

"SVorsley-hall, near Manchester, the seat of the earl ot

,

Ellesmere, on Friday evening, in last week, aud dc-

I stroyed four servants’ bedrooms surrounding the

:
apartment in which it is supposed to have originated.

I

A great amount of damage, however, was caused by

I

the water which was thrown upon the house, and

!
which penetrated through every room from the roof

I to the entrance-hall. The amount of damage, is csli-

i

mated at 3,000/. to 4,000/. A view of this mansion,

I

some of our readers may recollect, was given in

I

The Builder a few years since.

I

Wimbledon, Surrey.—It is arranged, we arc

: told, to erect at this place a village Club-room, with
' reading aud lecture rooms and library. A residence

' forms one angle of these, and at the opposite extremity,

j

prujectiug from a large oriel iu the reading-room,

I

there is to be a Church-service room. The designs

I

for these buildings are in the hands of Mr. Teulon,

. who is appointed the architect. The whole will be in
' brick, varied : the style is rather Early Decorated.

There is a distinction in tbe Church-service room

from the other buildiogs: it has a semi-ecdesiastical

characler. It is expected that the work will shortly

be commenced.

A Sanitary Commission for the Army in-

India.—I have read with much interest your remarks

on the important matter of preserving the health of

our soldiers in India. Should you have time to look

into tbe late Mr. Buckingham’s pamphlet, published

by Porlridge and Okey, in 1853, eutiiled " The

Coming Era,” you would be additionally assured of

the great importance of your suggestions.

S. E. M.

*** We are confidently informed that our obstr-

rations have not been useless, and that the Govera-

ment is at this moment discussing the necessity of

[

following the course we have urged. We have to add,

that the design selected is by Mr. Edward Holmes, of

Birmingham.
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The Late Mb. Woolcott.—Mr. M'oolcott, of

Ilereford-street, Park-lane, described as “ an architect

and builder,” destroyed himself last ^veek. At the

inquest, his brother, Mr. George M'oolcott, secretary

to the Mid-Kent Railway, said that for some time

.

past he had been in a low, desponding state of mind,

which witness attributed to the unwearying attention

he paid to his profession. There was nothing else

that would tend to disturb his mind. The jury
'

returned a verdict of ” Temporary Insanity.” I

Gas-lights.—Oil-gas rRoir the Sunflower.— |

It is well known that coal is not the only substance

which supplies gas for illumination. It may be pro-

;

cured from oil (and the best for this is the sunflower

oil) in sufficient quantities. Some persons prefer the !

light from "oil-gas,” as softer and more grateful to

the eye, more silvery and moon-like
;
but it must be

admitted that it is inferior in strength and intensity to

that procured from coal. However, in distaut

countries, where coal is not only scarce but extremely

dear, the sunflower might be cultivated on an extensive

scale for its oil, to be hereafter used for the purposes

of lighting.—J. B. N.
Bridge Traffic.—The arrangements for passing

over London-bridge answer so admirably, would you

oblige the public by recommending the following rules

for passing over Blackfriars-bridge :—1. The foot

passengers to go over the left side to the water.

—

2. Carriages going at a walking pace, to keep close to

the curb.—3. Carriages going at a trotting pace to

keep the middle roadway.—4. All carriages to be

furnished with full strength to draw their loads up the

incline.— 5. That no stoppages be allowed on the

bridge.—L.

Sea-water fob Main-drainage.—It has often

been proposed to bring the sea to London by pipes

alongside the railway. "Why should not this be done

and keep a constant stream of salt water through our

sewers of sufficient volume to liquefy their contents

at all times? The gases would, by this means, be-

come innocuous j
and when the sewage reached the

open channel proposed by the Government referees,

it would flow forth on either side the river without

danger to the localities through which it passed. To
accomplish my scheme the bulk of the rainfall should

find its way into the Thames by natural gravitation.

I make my proposition from having seen, for many
years, the sewage of nearly 2,000 persons daily

poured into a milldam of salt water without offence

to the neighbourhood
; and I have made other experi-

ments that confirm my belief that the " open sewers
”

need not be a bone of contention between Sir Ben-
jamin Hall and the Board of Works,—A. F.

Chowen’s Bell-buoy for the Goodwin-s.\nd3.

—The form of the bell-buoy invented by Mr. G.

Chowen, of 49, Burr-street, St. Katbarine’s-docks,

has been improved, bat we are not aware that the

authorities have done anything as yet in the matter.

An experiment is very desirable. The invention is a

hopeful one. It is described by Mr. Chowen in a

email tract titled "A Voice from the Goodwin,” of

which we have heretofore spoken.

specifications did not state that it was imperative to be !

done : that rested with the contractor ;
the full depth of

j

excavation being 6 feet
j
the concrete, 2 feet 6 inches thick I

by 4 feet 6 inches wide.
)

Other matters could also be named, to show that it is

essential for the benefit of all parties the architect should !

not take out the quantities required for his own works;
j

but that it is esienfial two surveyors should be employed,
|

one on behalf of the architect, and the other on that of
j

the builders, All parties would ultimately reap a benefit,
j

includine the inJiviiiiia! who has to expend the money.
The architect would place himself in an independent posi- I

tion of the builder: errors would be guarded against'
which lead to litigation and annoyance—" the Braintree
ease to wit:” the builder would have his claim against
the surveyor without giving ofFence to the architect : were
he to do 80 ,

in some eases, he might lose future employ-

1

ment from such person.
I

I have also to call your attention to the system now
adopted of sending in two tenders by one contractor, '

each, as a matter of course, in a different name. Should

TO LAND SURVEYORS’ ASSISTANTaWANTED, iu an Office, in. Town, a
thoroughly qualified and expeditious DRAUGHTSMAN,

to PLOT SURVEYS from Field Books and prepare first-class
plans. Emplo.vment permauenU No one need apply whose re-
ferences as to character and qualifications are not unexception
able.—Apply, by letter only, to GAMMA, Messrs. Harrison, 59
Mall-moll, Loudon, stating aye, references, and salary expected
and inclosing specimens of writing and line<.

WANTED, by a steady, industrious Man,
thoroughly conversant with the above branches, and hot-

water work, a SITUATION as FuREMAN. Satishiotory reasons
given for leaving bis present employer. No objection to town or
country, or to take au engagement to go abroad.—0. B. G. Post-
ofiice, Reigate. Surrey.

TO BUILDERS AND PLUMBERS.
XT/’ANTED, by a steady and experienced
\ V PLUMBER, aged 38, a SITUATION ; can fill up his

TENDERS
For the fittings at Messrs. Barber and Smith's, Cornhill,

Mr. W. E. Williams, architect :

—

Piper and Sou £1,250 0 0
Drew 629 0 0
Tardley (accepted) 593 0 0

fWe give the above as sent to us, but apprehend there

must be an error somewhere.]

For boilding new offices for the proprietors of The
Sfornina and Evening Star newspaper, in Dorset-atreet,
Salisbury-square, Fleet-street. Mr. E. Walters, archi-

tect, Manchester. Quantities supplied by Bunker and
Herring :

—

J. and C. I’Anson £3,176 0 0
J. M. Macey 2,869 0 0
Browne and Robinson 2,690 0 0

lieun. O^cgnne't Tender*.—We have received a com-
munication from Messrs. Gwynne's architect, wherein
he saj's, in reply to “ J. P.’s” observation on the differ-

ence in the amount of tenders ;

—

" Although I am practically acquainted with the build-
ing business, and have for the last twenty-five years been
in the habit of taking out quantities and measuriog off
works, I informed Messrs. 6. that I did not approve of
taking out quantities for my own works beyond what I
had done for our private use; the Messrs. G. therefore,
had them taken out by a surveyor, an entire stranger to
myself.

I would mention a cause of much difference in the
amount of estimates, namely, ‘ the now full manner of
taking out each and every individual portion of work,
however trivial, without explanation

; and also the fulness
of some dimensions.’ Some builders price all items, others
only part: in the present case I give an instance of the
contractor's agent practically using hia own judgment,
and examining my drawings

;
and on comparing Itiein with

the quantities, he considered it unnecessary to put a price
to many items : iico would have produced a heavy amount,
namely, 4,936 yee< clcte planking and strutting, vUh elose
ooarding to loose ground side (jf trenches, if required. This
item caused an examination of the proposed work to be
*i®cu*ed, and to ascertain if the quantities were taken,
the full depth for excavation, including concrete; and
Mso, if extra width was allowed for the proposed planking.
A very trivial charge was put down for the whole of this
work, to what it would have been if fully priced out : the

the two be the lowest of the number sent m, the lowest of
the two is then withdrawn. B. Lay.” TO GRAINERS, WRITERS. AND ORNAMENTAL

PAINTERS.

AA/anted, as a permanent hand, a MAN
T who can undertske the above branches of the trade.

—

^ply immediately, per post, stating terras, 4o. to Mr. J.
WaNSBRUUGH, No. 3, King-street, Carmarthen. References
required.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Boiler Orate*for neating Greenhouses.—In reply to the inquiry

of “ P.” Mr. Allen, of Worsbip-rt’-cet, Finsbury; Messrs. Bailey,

of High Holbom; Mr. John Sbewen, of Bevenoaks, and some
Other manufacturers, say that they have arrangements to meet
bis requirement. We arc departing from our rule, however, in

mentiMiiDg this.

B. C. B.— J. B. Paddington (a contract having been made for

the execution of the Brotherton memorial for the sum originally

named, there would seem to be no advantage io showing that it

ought to cost morel.—J. B. D.—S. H.—F. G. L.—W. J. (the use of

zinc in such a shape would not be advantageous).-R. A. R.—An
Old Subscriber.-India la little out of our path).—J. M. (letter

sent shall appear. Does our correspondent know Hr. I’Anson’s
accounts of these buildings, read at Institute of British Archi-
tects?)—H. J. B. (under our limit).—Mr. H. 0.—G. W.— C. S.—
J. L. (next week).—A.—P. W. M. (a member, apparently, is not
excluded until he is two months in arrear. He mt? withdraw
bis subscription within twelve months after the e^>iration of the
twomonths) —W. M. (the subject has been mooted several times
in our pages).—L. B. (declined with thanks).—U. A.— C. D.—
0. W.—J. W. R. (tbe assertion that rewarded design for subways
is taken from Mr. R.’s pamphlet, has already been made In our
pages).—R. ]R.—J. 8.—T. G. D.—A. R. C. H. (apply to Wealel.

—

W. A.—B. L.—T. S. B.—C. B.—T. H. S. (shall have attention.
What was the matristrate’s decision?)—J. R. C. and A. B. (shall
have attention).-B. J. jun.—X. Y. Z. (in type).—E. H.—J. L.—
(in type)- F. P.—A. R.

NOTICE. — All communications respecting adveriite.

ments should be addressed to the " Publisher,’’ and not
to the "Editor:” all other communications should be
addressed to the Editox, and not to the Publisher.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

AA/anted, hj a respectable Young Man,
TV aged28, a SITUATION aeahaady manat PLUMBING,

PAINTING, and GLAZING, also good general whitewasher, and
well able to make himself generally useful, and willing to do any-
thiug required, and prinoipally at jobbing. Wages no object
whatever. Good reference from lost employer.—Address, F. H.
81, East-street, Mauchester-square, Marylebone.

TO JOBBING BUILDERS AND PAINTERS.

AA/anted, an occasional or constant EN-
V • GAGEMEN T as working FOREMAN. Can bring busi-

ness worth from 8001 to suoL a year. Can make out estimates and
specifications—Address, A. Z. 16a, Grove-place, Brompton, back
of the Grapes.

TO BUILDERS.

AA/anted, a RE-EN(jlAGEMENT, by a
TV sober and indnstrions FOREMAN of BRICKLAYERS.

Has considerable experience In moulded brickwork, has carried
on extensive jobs in London, and is thoroughly acquainted with
workiug drawings. Unexceptionable references.—Address, A. Z.
the Hall, Bradfield. Combust, Bury St, Edmunds. Suffolk.

AA/anted, a situation as JUNIOR
TT CLERK in a BUILDER’S OFFICE. Can trace draw,

ings. square dimensions, and write a good hand.—Address, A. B.
No. 22, Clarence-road North, Kentish-town.

TO BUILDERS, CONTRACTORS. 4c.

AA/ANTED, a SITUATION as working
T T SHOP-FOREMAN by a respectable young man, an ex-

perienced CARPENTER and JOINER. Is competent to prepare
working drawings, and to execute first-class work

;
or would talrp

charge of a repadring job in town or country. Good reference.-^
Address, R. S. Gibbs's Newspaper Office, 16, Southgate-tenace,
Soutbgate-road, De Beanvuir-town.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
TO PARENTS AND GUARDIANS.

A VACANCY occurs for a YOIJTH, about
-tx. 14 or 15. as a SAW, PLANE, and TOOL MAKER.-
Apply by letter, at ei, Crawford-street, Marylebone.

TO PLUMBERS, BUILDERS. 4c.

AA/ANTED, % an cmerienced PLUMBER
tT and GAS-FITl’ER, ooosvant EMPLOYMENT. Refer-

ences given.—Address, J. N. No. 5, CecU-stieet, Strand.

TV/TR- WILLIAil CORDEROY, Surveyor,
i’X 08, HiRh-streef, Sf. Marylebone (W.|, has a VACANCY
for an ARTICLED PUPIL—Application by letter, addressed as
above, will receive early attention.

TO BUILDERS.

AA/anted, by a steady, active Young Man,W of good practical experience, a SITUATION, as SHOP
or GENERAL FOREMAN. Is a good draughtsman, can take
out quantities, and prepare estimates, 4o. Good testimonials.

—

Address, A. B. 3S, Arlington^treet, New North-rood, N.
TO CLERKR OF WORKS.

DEQUIRED, a steady Man, to Superintend
XV Additions to & Mansion in the north of Ireland. Good
general knowledge of construction, masonry, and joinery, and the
volue of materiff and labour, indispensable.-Address by letter
Obly. prepaid, stating qualifications, terms, 4c. to Mr.G. A. BURN,
Architect. 40a, Connaugtit-tcrrace, Eilgwure-road, W.

TO ARCHITECTS. SURVEYORS, AND BUILDERS
(Town or Country).

^HE Advertiser wishes to be received as aX CLERK into a weli-establisbed firm, His primary object
is not salary, but an ultimate partnership. Has hau several years
experience as an architect, and can furnish references of respect-
abiliti, and means to carry outhlsvlewa None but highly re-
spectable proposals will be entertained, aud full particulars
requested, as they will be held strictly confidential.—W. C. 8.
Office of “ The Builder.”

WANTED, a PARTNER, or an APPREN-
V T TICE, or OTHERS, with 4001. to share the profits of

Machinery for Sawing Blocks of Mariilc, and Making Marble
Chimtiey pieces, 4c. for the trade.—Apply to H. HEALEY, No. 7,
Hollowav rnad, adj .inlng the Pied Bull, near the Tnmoike.

TO SMITHS.

AA/”-ANTED, a steady Man, wlio has had
»T experience in FITTING DP and FIXING IKON

STAIRCASES, CONSERVATORIES. ROOFS, GATES, 4c,—
Apply by letter to Mr. STEPHENSON, 8, Lincoln-place, New
North-road. N.

TO ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS.^HE Advertiser, a respectable Young Man,X who Is competent to assist in preparing finished and work-
ing drawings, also book-keeping, is In WANT of n SITUATION
in either of the above officea Salary moderate.—Address, X. Y, A
24, Upper Stamford-street, Waterloo-road.

WANTED, an INDOOR APPRENTICE
V T ab”Ut fifreen or sir teen years of age. to learn the SMITH

and FARRlKRlNQ. and all branches of the businea-i A small
premium required.—Apply to T. SMITH. Geurge-atreet, York-
road, Battersea

^HE Advertiser, who is competent to prepare
X Engineering and Architectural Drawings, and to make ail
necessary caicnlations and estimates, 4c. is ready to prepare
drawing8.4c, on the shortest notice, from sketches or descriptions.
Address. ZETA, Brasington’a Library, Kensington.

TO SURVEYORS AND DRAUGHTSMEN.
ANTED, m ASSISTANT, who is com-

V V petent of surwyinc, levelling, and mapping.- Apply,
Btating terms, to Mr. WARDLE, Stationer, 4e. Mardoi, Shrews-
bury.

TO ARCHITECTS.
^HE Advertiser, who is a first-rate draughts-
X man, and thoroughly understands the practical part of his

profession, as also perspective, and is a fair colourist, is >je-<ircas of
obtalniug a SITOA'TION in an ARCUiTBCI’3 OFFICE,—
Address, W. H. Office of “ The Builder.”

AA/*ANTED, by a Young Man, a SITUATION
» f with a Builder <>r Painter, as PAINTER and GR AINER.

or M TURN OVER APPRENTICE to a Writer and Grainer: can
write a little. Wage' modente. Town or o-iuntry. — Apply by
letter, A. M. Mr. Silver. Grocer, corner of Tottenham-road,
Kingsland. Middlesex, N.B.

TO manufacturing joiners, SAW-
X MILL FROPRIETORS, and OTHERS.—A first-class firm

in the general building materials line is open to treat for oo
AGENCY leither on commission or purchasei, for all kinds of
prepared JOINERS’ and BUILDERS' WORK, Ao,—Apply, iu
first instance, to JAMES £. BIGGS, 3, Dove-siieet, Kingsdone.
Bristol

TO CARPENTERS, BUILDERS, AND CONTRACTORS.

AA/"anted, by a very steady, active Young
TV Man. aged 2ii, a SITUATION as IMPROVER in a

Carpi-nter nud BuildePs shop. Has bad five years' practical ex-
perience. Wages no otijeot. He is a practical scholar and writer.
Address, by letter only, to £. D. No. 4. Norfolk -street. Globe- road.
Mile end, London.

TO SURVEYORS AND BurLOERS.

the Friends of a YOUTH, aged 14, are
J. desirous of an INDOOR APPRENTICESHIP for him in

a respectable family, where his domestic comforts would be at-
tended to, and where he would have an opportunity of acquiring
a thorough knowledge of the above business in aU its brauohes.—
Address, J. E. Post-offioe, Wantage.WANTED, a SITUATION .as HOUSE-

V V CARPENTER on a Gentleman or Nobleman’s Estate in
the country. Seven years’ good character. — Address, A, D. 33,
Moiniugton-plnce, Hampstead road.

TO ARCHITECTS, 4o.

the Advertiser is desirous of obtauiing a
X SITUATION a* ASSISTANT in an Architect’s Office, iu

either town or country. Salary moderate.— .Address, M. N. Money-
Order Ofiice, Commercial-place. Kentish-town.

TO BRIOKMAKER8. BUILDER-^. AND OTHERS.

AA/ANTED, by a Middle-aged Man, a SITU-
V T ATD'N as FuRKMAN orMANAGERto the Works of

a Brickfield, or a Brick, Tile, and Pipe Works. Has had twenty-
five years’ experience m tbe different branches withcla.i ps, Scotch
kiiQs. aud other modes of burniug, and is well accustomed to
steam-engiues. brick, tile, aud pipe maebiuerv. Good references
giveu. No Objection to go abroad.-.Yddress, J. W. K. Post-ofiice,
Peckham-rye.

TO ARCHITECTS OR BUILDERS,
the Advertiser, having recently left bis last
A. situation, is now open to a KE-ENGAGE.MENT, cither
temporary or otherwise, town or country. Has had long expe-
rience in architects’ offices, can make noatly-fiiiisbed working and
detail drawineg, understands perspeotive, ani can give good
refereuce, if required. Salary moderate.—Address. F.S. Office of
“ The Builder.”\A/ANTED, by a practical CARPENTER, a

T BITOATHiN as CLERK of WUKKB. SHOP, or GENE-
RAL Foreman, Wuuldl^keoontractwork.fu^ni^hing material
or labour. Can make workiug aud other drawings, take quan.
titles, aud is a thorough staircase baud.—Fur icfereBce, &C.
address L. M. 11, Fredenck-plaoe, Ball’s-pond.

the Advertiser, who has had seven years’
X. experience, is desirous of an ENGAGEMENT, with an
AxchiUoc.—Address, J. W. 3, Bemard-street, Regent’s-park.
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mmM impression, we apprehend,

prevails in the manufactur-

ing districts, that they are not

I

appreciated in the

*if^ metropolis. So far, at least, as

the Bidldey is concerned, the

idea can have, indeed, no founda-

6 tion ; of the works in our art,

which during late years some of

_ the northern towns have produced,

the importance has been often recog-

nised, and attention has been rc-

!

cently called to the locality referred

to, as to its capabilities for influ-

eiice in the future. That the im-

pression, however, exists, and that

the Lancashire people, in particular, are

! “touchy” on the subject, we have had

many opportunities for observing. Lately, as

the world knows, a strong and well-grounded

claim has been put forth by Manchester, to be

considered as holding that there are pursuits of

interest and value, which may not immediately

appear connected with the production of “twist”

and calicoes, and the amassing of wealth. Not

only in art, but in structural and sanitary mat-

ters allied to architecture and buildiug, progress

has been made
;
whilst much has been done

that would be useful in a comparison be-

tween the north and the south, from which

the rectification of the course on either side

might be effected. Much is to be learned

on both sides. Whilst it is essential in a

national point of view, and important to the

south to cultivate a better acquaiutance wdth

the manufacturing districts, it is equally the

case that there is much that could be derived

with advantage in the other direction. During

a sojourn in Manchester, or perhaps more so iu

the thickly-populated country which surrounds

it, a stranger observant and unprejudiced, may

discover many things that will excite alternately

his surprise, or his admiration.

Fresh from the experiences of London, one

most remarkable feature of the district is the

comparative ease of life of the “ operative

classes.” In the metropolis, the working

man finds every addition to his family a

painful tax upon his labour and his endurance,

and a sore trial to his ingenuity in the

matters of home comfort and provision of

suitable employment for his sous and daughters.

In some of the Lancashire towns, the case is

obviously different. In Asliton-under-Lyue,

every member of a family seems to be readily

disposed of,—so that it is rather an advantage

to have many children, as in the prosperous

colonies ;—every family may have a house, and

the due complement of bed-rooms
;
each one is

well clothed and well fed ;
and in the majority of

cases, the cleanliness and the comfort of the

habitations, in spite of an unfavourable atmo-

sphere, aud various uon-sauitary conditious, is

very remarkable. Many of the bouses are rented

from the millowncrs—who, it is right to say,

have a somewhat higher sense of their duties

and interests in relation to those whom they

employ, than has commonly been attributed to

them—and many are owned by the people them-

selves. Towards the latter position of affairs,

the buildiug societies arc said to have efficiently

contributed ; these societies being, we are told,

generally well managed as to the advances,

without mucli professional assistance.

But it is even more worthy of observation,

and more gratifying to notice, that the female

sex is universally provided for : that great

problem, as we have ourselves regarded it, the

employment of women, seems to receive, in one
grade of society at least,. in these districts, com-
plete solution. Doubtless the market for labour

here has led to the neglect of children, aud. In

some cases, even to their destruction by narcotics.

On the other hand it has obviated consequences

such as have followed from the condition iu

Loudon lately, as to the employment, and
existing at this time. We ought, perhaps, to

quote the evidence of Mr. Schofield, given

in the course of the inquiry iu November,
1S56, before Mr. Banger, preliiniuaiy to the

application of the Public Ilcalth Act to the

township of Dukinfield,* iu which he attributes

a “ large amount of convulsive disease of a

fatal character among children,” to “ the fact

that mothers go early iu the morning to the

mills, putting their children out to nurse, payiug

from Ss. Gd. to 4s. per week per child,” aud

adds that the practice is “ quite general.”

But this sad condition of things must be

altered by tbc dissemination of knowledge—not

by the interdiction of female employment. It

may, indeed, well appear that the girls who are

employed in factories, should not be so with-

drawn from domestic avocations as to become

disqualified for the mauagement of a home ; as

it has appeared that the removal of childrcu

from school at the early age at which their

labour can be turned into money, is not de-

sirable. But, penetrated with the impression

of the alternative iu the deficiency of employ-

ment, such as we have alluded to, we must

regard that which provides the employment as,

on the vhole, a favourable condition. The
majority of tlie women who are at work in

weaving sheds and factories, have an appear-

ance of health aud comeliness whicli would

imply no privations, and no laborious drudgery.

There is no corresjiouding class in London.

The class striving for a miserable existence

by the needle, is in a worse position than its

coriespondiug class in Lancashire, or than the

workers iu factories, both in evei-y comfort of

life, aud every mailer of appearance—unless

fashion of dress. At some of the factories at

Ashton, the employment of a considerable num-

ber of married women. Laving families, becomes

indeed matter for regret. To the inquiry,

—

“What became of the children?” it was

answered that they were generally left in the

care of their grandmothers ^ a reply which

itself might be taken as indicating the exist-

ence of a better condition of the working

classes than usually is found elsewhere. In

one of the mills, that of Messrs. Thomas

Mason and Sons, which is exceedingly well

managed by Mr. Hugh Mason, the employ-

ment of mothers of families is, on the other

hand, discouraged; whilst exertion is made, by

attention to the dwellings, and interest taken

in the condition of the workpeople—shown

by the donation of publications such as

the “British Workman” and the “Cottage

Economist ”—to contribute to the moral and

social welfare. The usual wages of the women

are ten or eleven shillings the week ; hut some

very good bauds will receive thirteen shillings :

better wages—the cost of a dwelliug being con-

sidered—we fear, than arc to be got by the

work of the needle in London.f It must also

be considered— taking the general rule—that

such wages are those of one member of a

family.

Of course there are seasons of depression,

when the mills work “ haf time,
” aud when the

earnings of a family may be diminished a pound

• The Eeport end Appendix (printed by Eyre sud
Spoltistt'oode), contain some Tulunijle particulars,—espe-

cially in the “Statement’’ and Mortuary Returns, by
Mr. A. A|p!and.

t The hours of work are from six o'clock to six o’clock,

allowing one and a half hour for meals, and givingr up at

two o’clock on Saturdays. The legislative enactments
provide as to time required for education in the case of

children.

a-week. A continuance of such circumstances,
and time to spare, usually bring political

agitators upon the scene,—some wcil-mcauiiig,

some who are iu the right, aud some who
find iii a particular exercise of iudustry their

chief income and most genial occupation. Then
the rights of labour^ aud many other troublesome

questions, are debated
;
and, if the commercial

stagnation continues, great excitement may en-

sue, and occasional riot. Short periods of half-

time working, it is believed by persons wbo arc

familiar with tlic condition of the people, though

not by us, need produce only a deprivation of

luxuries, or slight temporary inconvenience;

but they are felt by the shopkeepers. The
chance of recurrence of these occasions, how-
ever, makes it very desirable to inculcate saving

habits, and the provision of facilities for small

investments. Such a period of depression has

recently commenced.

Nevertheless, as we observed, the condition

of the Lancashire workpeople is one which con-

trasts favourably with that of almost every class

of artisans iu Loudon. In a parliamentary

return, just issued, we find some “industrial

and pauper statistics of Lancashire Unions,”

from wliich wc can deduce that, in the

area of the Liverpool Union, in which cra-

ployineut in manufactures is small in com-

parison with that in other industrial occupations,

the proportion of paupers to the population is

about one-twentieth part of the latter; wliilst in

Bolton, which may be considered a manufac-

turing district, the proportion is about a twenty-

eighth part
;
in Bury it is less than a twenty-

seventh part
; in the unions of Bartou-on-Irwell,

Cliorltou, Salford, Manchester, and Brcstwich,

added together, it is a thirty-fourth part; and

in Ashton it docs not amount to even a sixty-

second part. The depression which now exists

is attributed to the recent scarcity and high

price of cotton, and tlie present dearness of

money. But, in a speech by ilr. J. II. Coullbart,

late the mayor of the manor of Ashton, lately, he

mentioned new factories which hud been erected

during the lust twelve months, viz. Mr. Jonah

llarrop’s, at Bardsley; Mr. George Taylor’s,
.

at Lcesfield
;
ilr. Peter Seville’s, at llliodeslull

;

itr. James Adshcads, at Sonracrc; Messrs. Tho-

mas Nield aud Sous’, at Coe’s Gardens; and

ilessrs Thomas Mcllor and Sous’, at Sharp’s

Shrubberies. Besides these, there liad been,

according to returns of the rate-collectors, four-

teen new extensions of factories
;
seventeen new

warehouses, worksliops, aud sheds
;
one new

gas-work, nine new shops, four new villa resi-

dences, and 110 new cottages. The marriages had

increased in an unusually large ratio, aud so had

deposits iu the savings-banks; whilst, although

the whole rates liad increased to 3s. Id. in the

pound on the assessed property, they were still

much below tliose of other places.

The impression produced liy a visit to this

locality, and other portions of the mauufaciuring

districts, after an absence of some years, is a

very telling one. It is stated in BradsliJ.v’s

lately published “ Guide to Mauchestcr,” that

there are witliiu that city, without numbering

some buildings in different parts of its suburbs,

9G cotton-mills, 1 worsted-mill, 10 silk-mills,

G calico-printing works, besides a large number

in the outskirts; IG manufactories of small-

wares, 35 dye-works, 11 hat-manufactories, G1

establishments for the construction of ma-

chinery, besides 55 foundries
;
4 lead-works, 4-

paper-works, 52 saw-mills, 12 corn-mills, aud

1,214 works or factories designated “miscel-

laneous.” The aggregate power of the steain-

eu"iucs is said to exceed that of 12,000 horses,

aud the goods produced are stored in 1,743

warehouses. Iu the town of Stockport, there

are said to be forty-nine mills, usually giving

employment to more than 1G,000 workpeople.

The establishments enumerated as belonging to

two of the towns, however, form a small pro-
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portion of those o’liich are attencUnt upon the

staple trade of the district. Okihaui, Hoch-

dale^ PrestoDj Wigan, and many other populous

places in Lancasliire, besides towns in i ork-

shire, would have to be taken into accouut, in

statistics; and the importance of that part of

the kingdom in any view of national piospci'ity,

or of progress in science, or art, would still be

left inadequately expressed. In 17S5, the im-

port of American cotton into 1 iverpool was

live bags; in 17S7, it was lOS bags; and in

1S56, it was 1,711,201 bags. According to

ilr. T. llazley, there are not fewer than three-

and-a-half millions of our fellow-subjects, or

one-eigbth of the population of the United

Kingdom, dependent for subsistence upon the

scription, as are also the most beautiful localities

on the other side of Manchester, whicli we have

also alluded to. In such cases, the factory-

having sometimes an adjacent residence—com-
bines with ihe scenery to make a pleasing

picture. Aud hi other cases, some attention to

the grouping in plan, and to the proniiuence of

the angles and the cutrance-way, shows what
might be realised with the aid of art.

The chimney-shafts form a branch of prac-

tical architecture in which our Lancashire

friends excel. However these erections may
have become vulgarized, in the perception of

mrniy persons, from tlieir number, and the

deleterious and opaque mass which some of

them emit, they are in numerous instances

cotton manufaefure. Wc thus sec tlie reason
I beautiful objects,—not less so than the Egyp-

of the interest which is taken in the discoveries
j

tian obelisk. 1 hey arc usually octagonal iu

of Dr. Livingston : the supply of cotton is the
,

plan, rising directly from the ground with
supply of food. It is found proritablc to con-

vey the raw material to considerable distances,

where labour is comparatively ebeap, rutlier

than to convert it into thread and cloth within

the chief town; and it is one of the remarkable

characteristics of the district, that many of the

factories arc siuiated iu no close vicinity to

railroad stations, and are even placed on sleep

acclivities, where the difficulty of cartage must

be great. Manchester itself seems tending to

become more and more a busy place of excliangc,

aud the general capital and mart for the popu-

lation in tiie manufacturing towns which sur-

round it. Liverpool is the port of the district.

Manchester has now gained the chief charac-

teristics of a metropolis, aud truly, iu many
respects, the management of ifs munici[>al

affairs contrasts with that which prevails iu

London, to the disadvantage of the latter. Rail-

roads of course form the veins aud pulsation of

tlie district
;

and, not to mention the Man-
chester and Liverpool line, many of the achieve-

ments, fluancial and structural, by which the

country has reaped the benefit iu a new mode
of conveyance, date their accomplishment from

the requirements of ihe cotton manufacture.

The factories in the district are seen on all

sides: their nmnhers and their dimensions

fill the mind with wouder at the immensity
of the interests which have accumulated. A
visit to the city of Manchester gives a

very limited notion of the circumstauccs which

rapidly-diminishiug sides, and are terminated by
a iieck-mouldiug and cornice

;
and what is re-

quired ill them I'or the due effect, is a somewhat
better character about tlie base, aud careful

proportion iu the details at llie summit. The
construction and the materials are generally, as

they are required to be, of the first order.

As regards the dimensions of mills, aud
the quantity of machinery they contain, the

facts are marvellous. Take that of Mr. Wood,
at Glossop,— a coimccted series of buildings,

extended from time to time, which must now
1‘each to a length equal to that of Waterloo-
bridge. A further addition is being made to

|

it. Amongst tlie machinery are 2,851 looms;

and the engine power is that of 528 horses.

'

Referring to Glossop, the cleanliness of the town,
wilh the well-built aud tidy appearance of tiie

,

houses of the workpeople, again form matter for
,

remark, accustomed as we arc to notice the

dwellings of a very different character in other
^

parts of the kingdo :i, where houses are built,

by grasping speculators, orate rented of middle-

.

men landlords. Stone is the general material.
I

.It Slot tram, inLougdciidale, a similar character,
'

tliough ilia somewhat less degree, prevails. The
j

church here, which is of late date, was partly

restored a short time since, under the direction

of the late John E. Grcgan, of Manchester.

,

From the lofty eminence on which the building

stands, the view is of surpassing beauty.* Not
far off is the Dinting Viaduct of the Slieflield

we refer to. Looking out from some of line. The effects ])roduced by the proportions

the railways, or lines of road, the factories, of its stone piers, and the shadows which they

,

with their lofty cliimneys, seem to absorb the
, cast across the vale, wlien the suii is low down,

.

field of view; and the stranger hardly detects
j

are worth seeing. The superstructure is ofi

the houses required for the large number
! timber, with arches of bent plauk, in thicknesses.

'

of workpeople that liave to be accommodated. ‘ All along the same line, the scenery is of wild
;

This effect results as well from the smallness of
' and beautiful character; and at Rroadbottom, '

the bouses as from the dimensions of the fac- in Cheshire, from tlie viaduct where the recent
lories. The former are built with better re-

gard for the occupation of a family than are

the houses of London,— where, from very

different reasons, it is difficult at first to see

where the poor or the industrious classes live.

The effect referred to is, perhaps, most remark-
able at Stockport,—or along the branch of the

Manchester, Sheffield, and Liiicolnsiiirc Rail-

way, that connects Ashton, Dukiulield, and

accident happened, the view of the vale, far
j

beneath, is remarkable. Rut, perhaps the most
[

interesting scenery is found beyond Mosslcy iu

Saddleworth, wliere the road passes at a great

elevation, and discloses at frequent distances
|

new prospects of bills and long-extending

valleys, from which, with all tlie beauty of,

nature, the industrial element, is never absent,
j

The picturesque features of the locality, how-

.

Guide Bridge,—especially iu the dusk of evening, ever, are little known, even iu Manchester.
|

or at the time when the thousands of windows I In the more populous parts cf the raanufac-

1

are brilliant with light. Factories, however,
1 luring district, wliicli rank as towns, there is a

!

arc seen not only about the towns, hut amidst
|

sad obstacle to tlie effect of all architectural or
'

the hills and vales of Saddlewortli, Longden-
}

natural beauty. The smoke-nuisance prevails to
!

dalsjand Glossop,-—amidst sceiieryas cncliauting ' an extent which must be beyond the conception
|

and grand as any in England
; aloim the line of! of any inhabitant of London. It seems to be

the East Laucasbire Railway
;
ana, indeed, iu due not to mere number of houses, as with us,

every direction far and wide. In the tomis,
! and not. even to the factory chimneys; for,'

where brick is used, it cauuot be said that the
|

much attention seems to be now given to the
'

proportions and character of the buildings ai'C pi-evention of excessive smoke from these last,

what they might be. Professional architects do
i
It is due, apparently, to some distinguishing

not seem to be usually employed
;

and the
|

character of the area about Manchester, iu
general uniformity of the many stories and the atmospheric conditions—which seem to
numerous window openings, aud the common

, operate in beating down and intensifying what-
absence of all cornice, or other decoration, arc ever element of nuisance may exist. The
unfavourable to the effect. We do not think : causes of the quantity of rain iu the dis-

this character is rendered necessary, even by tlie . trict may liave some relation to it. A paper
requirements of uniformity in the iron-founder’s

;

by Dr. Angus Smith, in the “Memoirs of
work, or ample area of window opeuiug. In the Literary and Philosophical Society of
stone districts the effect is better

;
but, proba-

'

bly, chiefly so, from that assoeiatioii with
natural scenery which has heretofore been a
subject of inquiry in these pages. The dis-

tricts to which we have referred, about the
juuction of the counties of Lancashire, York-
shire, Cheshire, and Derbyshire, are of this de-

* In llae churcliTard are some curious epitaphs. One of
them records of a certain Joseph Cash, that

“ He was much respected
While here on earth lie drew his breath.

And preutly lamented
Both before and alter death;”

and another is said to exist, commemorating the virtues of
one who grew line onions.

Manchester,” would, we believe, be found,
giving information on the subject. It is

said everywhere, as a subject of congratula-
tion, that the smokiness of the town is greatly
diminished

;
the corporation have at least the

power to interfere, and have, perhaps, used it to
some effect. Lookingat the majority of the chim-
neys, opaque smoke—whatever other noxious
exhalation there may be—is certainly not observ-
able generally and for long periods

:
yet the atmo-

sphere itself seems offensive as ever,—charged
with “ blacks,” and beclouding to the vision as

to all architectural beauty. The basins on the
Infirmary area are covered with a thick scum of
soot, far worse than wc have ever seen in

Trafalgar-square. The particles of cotton which
are floating in the air are also a source of annoy-
ance. At many of the principal factories,

mechanical contrivances to assist the consump-
tion of the smoke, have fallen into disuse

; and,
beyond the now well-known construction of the
fire-place, and the provision of air-holes about
tlie furnace-door, aud of a chamber within the
latter, to allow the air to be warmed before ad-
mission, dependence is placed only upon the
manner of feeding with coal, aud upon the pro-
vision of boilers of ample number, aud steain-

producl ivencss. An attentive fireman need make
very little smoke. The two-fliied boiler is in
general use ; but to this form it has lately been
objected, that, from tlic flues being low down,
the resistance to the expansion is unequal over
the area of the ends; and other incouve-
iiienccs tending to danger are discovered. The
smokiness, however, remains the blot on the
face of Manchester. Tlic exertion of all her
energy in practical science, should be brought to
investigate the true causes and iiieaus of pre-

vention of what must for the present, render the
appearance of the city distasteful iu the eyes of
strangers, and quite negative the merit of many
of her best works iu architectural art.

One subject which has still to be attended to

in the district, is that of ventilation of the fac-

tories. Mr. R. lYood, in the course of the
inquiry at Dukiufield, already adverted to, staled
that he “knows of no mill ventilated at all.

There are windows; they are made to open, but
arc kept closed. There are uo means taken to
change tlie air of these rooms. The temperature
is often over 90 degrees.” The results from such
circumstances must of course tend to ill-health

iu the work-people, and adversely to the favour-
able conditions which wc have remarked upon.
Much might be effected simply by providing
ventilation to the gas-buniers, wliich are, as now
arranged, really the chief occasion of injury.

Iu most of the public rooms iu Manchester,
indeed, this point is particularly attended to

:

no similar care is taken in places of resort in

the metropolis. Mr. Ranger well remarks on
the necessity of “attention to the fact, that it

is not sufficient that persons be aware of the
causes which tend to impair vitality

;
but that

individuals having authority over otliers, should
be impressed with a knowledge of the fact, that

by their care or negligence, the sanitary condi-
tion of those under (hem may be improved or
injured

”
whilst, however, the neglect of

attention to the admission aud change of air, in
the case of our dwelling-houses, "is generally
attributable to ourselves alone,” in manufac-
tories the case is very different

;
“ in these,

both temperature and atmosphere are under the
control of the overseer, not the workmen, and
the latter must be content to inhale the air,

however vitiated it may be, which the former
admits for his breathing.” As to most of the
houses iu Dukiufield,—a place which, we fear,

must be taken as an example of what occurs
elsewhere,—he states that most of the windows
he has seen “are sufficiently large, but those of
the ground-floor are, as a general nile, not even
made to open, whilst those to the sleeping-

rooms, though they seem made to open,” he
has found “uuiversally closed.” “In street

after street, and court after court,” he has
“looked in vain for an open window.” We can
testify to the correctness of this representation, if

applied to the dwellings of the upper classes,

where the now general use of gas—and unven-
tilated,—aud the practice of keeping up exces-

sive heat of rooms by large fires, tend to the

injury of the health of the inhabitants. The
condition of public places and private houses
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which prevails in London in this respect, is in

jranchester reversed. The difficulty of com-
bining the mechanical contrivances for conduc-

tion, with ornamental character, has not been
overcome in all cases

; but in many cases

in Manchester, the lighting, by rose lights in

the ceiling, is managed with considerable skill,

and w'c should think with economy, and becomes
an important aid to the effect of interiors.

The large lamp-pillars at the principal open
spacings and crossings in the city, are anything

but favourable specimens of the taste of the

district. We may mention one at the end of

Mosley-strect, near the Infirmary. There is

still existent, a very curious propensity to select

the ugly form, where two patterns of opposite

characters are offered. The point deserves a

little investigation from “ deep thinkers,” meta-

physicians, and psychologists. In a certain

district, where two specimen patterns, costing

each the same sura, were sent for selection—one

being of rather superior character,—the prefer-

ence for the general order was given to the

hunp-post of the unsightly form.

Let it not be supposed,— it surely will

not by any of our ordinary readers,— that

a regard in every district for the tasteful

appearance of the prominent objects, is unira-

porfant. Every work of art—every beautiful

thing in nature—goes to elevate the character

of the people,—to render them happier and
belter, and more worthy members of the social

fabiic. We care not now to mark the incidence

and course, and give the rationale of the iu-

fluence : we have before this, attempted to do

so, and are prepared, on some other occasion, to

offer reasons why the beautiful must ever tend

to higher heucGt than mere temporary emotion.

Claiming none of the extraordinary results

hoped for from the particular works which

formed the Exliibition of Art-Treasures—re-

sults on a class lowest in the intellectual scale

—

we yet believe that the subject is worth pur-

suing, especially by the employers of labour and

the educated residents of the manufacturing

districts. People arc not aware of the develop-

ment which is necessary to the simple use of

the organs of sight : men do not necessarily see

everything that is before them. We arc here

leaving the intellectual aspect of the question

mainly out of consideration. Healthful occu-

pation for the eye and mind, however, must be

provided. How great is the sura of this which

even yet has to be fiumishcd in many localities

in the districts under notice ! The new supply

required has not kept pace with the deteriora-

tion that has been going on, in the absorption

and extinguishment of nature's beauty,—by the

growth of building-area, and the accumulation

of soot and suffusion of smoke. To all these

points, then, let attention be given. Oh ! men
of Lancashire ! for the same reasons that you

provide the iutellcctual food by cheap literature,

and your noble deeds in the establishment of

free libraries,—albeit for a class by whoni you

expect not to be appreciated the higher flights

of poetry or reasonings of philosophy,—recog-

nise the fact that the aliment requires equally

to be supplied,—though in several forms, for

different powers of digestion : but, go on pro-

viding it largely amid any discouragement, and

sedulously remove every obstacle to the percep-

tion or use of what is offered. The cultivation

of such latent powers—the spread of such

education—the provision of such beautiful ob-

jects—will render the relations of employers

aud employed, easy and pleasurable ones, and

make impossible those social outbreaks which,

from time to time, occur, and produce tei'ror

and alarm. Such provisions will do something
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towards extinguishing (he vice of drunkenness,

still too obviously prevalent in Lancashire, and

which, is the result, w'e believe, chiefly of the

vacuum, in the niiud, that intellectual food

and harmless pleasurable excitement could

fill. Says Cowley :

—

“ All I wretched and too solitary ho
Who loves not his own company !

He’ll feel the weight of’t, many a day,

Unless he call in sin, or vanity,

To help to hear 't away."

Let it be understood that we are throughout

referring, not to Manchester merely, but to the

manufacturiug districts of England. In Man-

chester what has now been done, calls for

warmest commendation \
but more is needed—at

least in the adjacent districts. The use of the

wealth realised by employers of labour, it is on

every ground to be hoped, is such as will advance

the general intellectual and moral standard,_and

the condition of those about them. And it is

equally to be hoped that the operative class are

mindful of the singular advantages they possess.

Considering the known facts in the pros-

perity which mainly there has been during

sixty or seventy years, w'c have been anxious

to learn how the duties referred to had been

performed. After a tea-party of the Ashton

aud Dukiufield Mechanics’ Institution, on the

5tb of November, at the Town-hall, the Mayor

in the chair, and when prizes were distributed,

complaiut was made, that thougli the support to

the institution had largely increased amongst the

working classes, many of the employers had

withdrawn their countenance from it.

Portions of the gains arc spent in the erection

of large residences, in costly entertainments, and

in sumptuous furniture : often the wealth goes on

expanding and accumulating in tlie erection of

new factories, or further extensions. One

vvealthy person, in pure want of objects, left his

money—amounting to more than a quarter of a

million—towards the payment of the mitjoual

debt. Many of thciiumber,hnwevcr,arerauni1icent

patrons of art, or assiduous supporters of edu-

cational and benevolent movements. One cotton-

spinner, indeed, the employcr of a large number

of workpeople, aud who is just now building

for himself a house which, wc suppose, from a

distant view of it, may cost such a sum as

10,000/. was lately heard to complain that his

son was getting loo mucli education at the

superior school at which he had been placed

;

and that he must remove him before he, the

son, had acquired tastes of a literary, or other-

wise objectionable character. So that the very

acquirements which are the safeguard of_ many

a mail from debasing courses are, according to

this authority, to be shunned and tabooed. But

these arc exceptional cases : they are matters of

history and anecdote, handed about in all good

humour, and laid to the door of one or other of

the towns in tlic neighbourhood of Manchester

against which the jest may happen to tell tlic

most. In no part of the country has the influ-

ence of the female character aud society been

more apparent in a beneficial direction. In

Manchester certainly it has done much to

remove many of the habits current in society

—

which were possibly not seen and admitted

by residents, but were once noticeable by

strangers.

Much, however, remains to be effected in.

extension of the course, in relation to art, sani-

tary science, aud education, on whicli Manchester

has entered : tlic people of the town may bo

Avarmly congratulated on the possession of insti-

tutions which we iiave not, and might be proud

of, in London, aud on the disposition which there

is to forward every object of educational aud

social advancement. Can we be wrong in ex-

pecting further results from the progress which

is commenced ?

THE HEllALDS OF THE ELECTIUC
TELEGRAPH.

OLD “posts,” roads, SIGXAJLS, AND NLWS.

Now that a letter of goodly size can be yonvtyed

from “ Laiid's-end ” to “John 0 Groats” with

extraordinary swiftness, and at the cost of only one

|)caiiy, wc can scarcely understand how the peoi»le of

former days managed to get forward \^itli ll;e imper-

fect conveyances which they could then roimiiaud.

From the most ancient limes the rapid conveyance

of iutelligeuee seems to have been au important con-

sideration. In the sacred writings we liml the expres-

sion “ swift as a post ” used, to give an idea of great

rapidity : slow, however, in comparison with the

present were those posts, and it is curious to rellect

that centuries passed over—notwithstanding the evi-

dent wish for improvoiuent—without any material

difference in the method of conveying information to

and from places at a dUtauce. For many ages the

swift postman proceeded ou foot or on horseback,

and express indeed must have been the business which

caused the risk of crossing ihc ro.idlcss tracks.

lu the days of Joseph, we find that Jacob, Lis

father, heard truly that there was corn in Egypt, and

Hit the brclhreu lu search of it to a cousiderable dis-
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tancp. The joyful news of corn must have pissed

orally from neii-hbourhood to neighbourhood until it

reached the ears of the patriarrh. It seems tolerably

certain tb it, in an'anging the late outbrealc in India, a

cahe was used as the medium of coniiuunieation. In

the civilized nations of ancient times a somewhat
similar method of conveying news was no doubt prac-

tised. In some icstanccs “the post” cariied his

message rudely cat on stones. At other times the

letter was written on some frailer ina'erial, and at

others the communication was verbally given to a

messenger, he being entrusted at the same time with

a sell, rin or other object which might he rec'Ognizcd

by the parlies. In the Roman times letter-writing

became S'lmenhat common, and that gn-at people, by

thcT road-making and improvements in navigntion,

set the world a good example by opening a compara-
tively ready means of communication between nalintis.

To pass to more recent limes, tbemessengers ofkiugs
and nobles begin to be considered saiTcd and impor-
tant personages, and, slieltered by their office, they were
free to ])ass through hostile armies and troubled lauds.

The necessity for the privileges ofacereJited heralds

is evident, when we consider eveu the state of this

country ttiirteen or fourteen hundred vi-ars ago, when
the land of England was divided into uuuierous king-
doms, which from time to time were fiercely arrayed
against each other.

The making of roads and the facilitating of transit

were the chief means of stopping these sangiiinnry

contests. In like raaoncr the progress of civilization

rather than weapons of warfare (.ffccted the union of

Wales, Scotland, and Ireland.

The Plnros at Dover, although showing alterations

made at v.irious periods, still retains such distinctive

evidence of its original features that we may consider
it the most anemnt architecturtd sicnal existing in
England. In other places along the coast {Tyne-
mouth, for instance) there were ia all probability
similar warnings to mariners raised

;
but these seem

to Lave disappeared. After the departure of the
Romans, fortresses and castles increased in number,
and formed centres to wliich tlip forces of a district

might he collected by the fcadal superiors, and this
was elTected by means of various signals. In times of
peace the friendly beacon blazed upon the battlements
to show wlierc tlie retainers and wanderers might dud
shelter. Sir Walter Scott, in “ Pevcril of the Peak,”
refers to this custom, and mentions that on the death
of the haron the light was put out until after his
funeral : a varied fire would call the neighbourhood to
arms. In some cases a cross painted red by day, or
one of fire by night, was speedily home through the
district as a signal for rising, and in other instances
the red cross was fixed in the market-places for a
similar purpose. JIany rare pictures must have
occurred in those old times when the fiery cross
reached the towns and villages, and the strong men
swiftly armed, and departed from the groups of the
aged, women, and children.

In addition to the castle signals of the olden time,
there were those which hospitalers displayed from the
churches and I'cligious establishmouls. In Durham
Cathednil the sanctuary knocker at the chief entrance
is curicrubly hollowed, and has evidently been intended
for the reception of lights, lire effect of this grim
face, with glimmering rays from eyes and mouth at

uight-tirae, must have been very hideous, tliongh re-
assuring to the culprit. A cast of iliis curious relic

may be seen in the Architectural Museum, at
Bromplou.

In places along the coast, in the most unsheltered
spots, religious men established themselves in rude
hermitages, having for a chief object the succour of the
shipwrecked.

St. Ciithbcrt, centuries ago, placed himsclf on
the island of Liudisfaruc, aud afterwards removed
to the more solitary Earne I-laod. Wandering in
these and similar places it is not difficult to picture
the monks, by some primitive hcacon-Iiylits, on the
steep cliffs overlooking the raging storm. In mauy
instances the hermit’s c'll gave placo to a building,
M'hich often, when blazing with light at Christmas time
and other festivals, ofi'ered a welcome sight to weary
sailors.

_

AVe ought perhaps to have noticed the mountain
signals as the mo>t ancient. This description of
beacon-light has been a favourite subject lor the
poets; ami dire mist have hem the coiifusion when
these harbingers of strife and death were lighted upon
the hiDs. Oauijibell sings,

—

“ Why Uaines yon far summit ?
“Why shoot to the blast
Those embers like stars
To the firmament cast ?

”

Sir Walter Scott’s gathering of the clans is too familiar
to readers to reijiiirc repetition.

In addition to these means of communication, as
trade roads, aad civilization increased, the merchants
and chapmen who visited the fairs, which began to be
held in ail parts of the country, added to the means
•ot spreading information; and many a message of
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varied import lias been borne by these missionaries

of progress.

Ia addiiion to these, the wandering minstrels did
good service by their rounds of visits—by making
disiaut people acquainted, and drawing them mentally
closer together.

lu ancient times the state of the roads prevented
any other means of conveyance for merchandise tiian

mules and pack-horses: however, as roads improved,
rude waggons and other carriages came gradually
into use, aud something like a regular traffic began
to be formed. It is curious now to glance back to

those days when a journey of from twelve to fifteen

miles was a matter not to be undertaken with im-
punity. As time passed on, the holding of the Court
and assembling of Parliament in difl'erent cities did
much to improve the highways. These movements
of royalty were important affairs, the long cavalcades
of horse and foot-men, preseutiug the appearance
of a considerable army. In old manuscripts, the
particulars giveu of the extensive provisions required
fur the feeding of tliosc large bodies conti'ast curiously
with the simple arrangemeuts required by her Majesty
during her progress from Loudon to the Highlands of

Scotland. The barons aud the iliguitaries of the
church also moved (rom their districts with long trains

(if followers
;
aud in course of time the majority of

English [)eo[ilc would begin to know that such places

as Newcastle, York, aud Cauterhury existed. Then
swift posts, some on foot and others oa horseback,
became more common, and the friendly missives of

that time were endorsed with instruetious to (he
messengers to “run, niti

;
foryour lives rua.”

Stage-vfaguoris began to he familiar objects on' the
roads, and suggested tlie sta^ie-coacli—the next step
towards the rapid locomotive post. Stowe says,

“that the first stngc-coaeli started from Loudon
from the Cock lim, situated not far from
Woslmiiistcr Alihey.” 'Those stage-coaches, which
were, no doubt, the wonder and pride of that age,

;

were lurobeiing and unwieldly conveyances
;
and they

. improved but very slowly from the time of Stowe to

the beginning of the reign of George III. AVc have
just now before us a print of one of these old
m-iils,which present as great a contrast with the
famous coaches which were once on the Dover and
other roads, as does George Stephenson’s first loco-
motive with the compact engiues now in use. Of the
old-fa>-bioncd stage-coaches, the “basket,” a -wickcr-
vv'ork projection, bebiod, which afforded accommoda-
tion to about half a dozcu persons, was an important
fcuhire. E ich improvemeut in the roads and the
vehicles united the people of the various parts of the
nation more closely together. Canals and increased
strength of our shipping also tended to promote more
frequent and rapid communication, the rale of
speedy tnvclling on the canals being about as great
as that which could have been achieved during the
royal progresses above alluded to.

Ill the improvements of more recent times it is im-
possible to over-estimate the services of the Mac
Adams, under whose skilful management the public
roads -were greatly improved ; our royal mails began
to be enabled to keep up a rate of ten miles an
hour throughout the chief districts of England, and
every one woudered at the “swiftness of the post.”
AA'hile this extraordinary progress was going forward,
a system of eonimuniration, by telegraphs aud other
signal-givers, had come into u-e ; we even convey
news ovouiui the coast, from the Nore to the Ad-
miralty’, quick os sight; but the particuLirs of this

inlroduclioii, the formation of the system of the Post-
office, find some othiir advances, may afford matter for

another paper.

ART IN’ ARCHITECTURE,
(a DI.ALOGL'K.)

Dramatis Personee.

Aristides ...

.

Timmins ....

Riifs/Anius .

Donaldo ....

Scotonius
.

Garblentum
Archimedes.

A distinguished Pro‘’essor.

An Am.iteiir.

A great Critic.

AiiolLer Professor.

A successful Golhicist.

A Disciple of Rufskinius.

An liugiiieer.

“ If by ciorreetness be meant the conforming to rules
purely arbitrary, correctness may be another name for
duliiesa aud atupiJity.”—il/(/cai(/ay.

Aristides.—If you had said a correct taste and
judgment are necessary for the perfect realization of
beauty by the architect, 1 could not have dissented;
but to recpiirc a young architect to he possessed of a
perfect taste before he begius to design, is simj)!?
absurd. He must first make himself acquainted with
the principles of art; and by practice learn to appre-
ciate them. No one who has not exercised thought
himself can fee! the merit of origin ilify', for he knows
not how diificult it is to produce, and if he takes his
taste at second-hand his mind will become a dead flat.

He may be taught taste to serve the fashion of the
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hour, but perfect taste only comes by years of expe-
rience and practice.

Timmins.—What you advance in explanation of
the difficulty of acqiiinng a correct taste, seems cer-

tainly at first sight to have much truth in it; hut
permit me to call your attention to the fact that a
person may possess correct taste, and not be capable
of inventing any combinnlions of beauty.

Aristides.—True; a person of some taste may not
be capable of putting on paper a single new idea, or
even of conceiving an originality in imaginatiou

;
but

that is a merely negative taste. To acquii-e a positive
taste, which is the one the architect requires, it is not
sufficient for him to compare examples: - he must
practise design. A Icnowledge sufficient for a small
critic may be obtained by comparing examples; but
the creative power must have repeated triids before
it can summon up consistent images. To put to-

gether those images requires judgment
;
and the pro-

cess of forming a taste before practising design is

more likcdy to bias the judgment than correct it; for

becoming prepossessed iu favour of some one 25eculi-

arity, he will insensibly draw bis images from that
source, and become, if not a copyist, yet eerlaiuly not
an oiiginal thinker.

Timmins.—Then am I to understand that you do
not consider it imiiossible, but ineiiiedient, to give an
architect correctness of taste, before allowing him to
design, by reason of the length of time it would take
him to acquire it ?

Aristides.—Certainly not. He can only have his

taste improved; but between improvement and
correctness there is a -wide margin. It takes a lifetime

of practice to acquire a correct taste ; and though by
mere study and comparison he may appruach nearer
to correctness, he will never arrive at it till he has
practis’ d design. He will then gradually possess

himself of such an iutimaie knowledge oftiie relation

of parts to the general effect, as only trial and experi-

ment can give. While he is exercising his imagination
and invention, he will be improving in manipulative

dexterity. There arc also so many points to be con-
sidered in architecture, especially conuected with
utility and construction, all of which are iiece.ssaiy

for the formation of correct taste, that it is impossible

to arrive at it in tolerable perfeclion without going
through a process of design.

Timmins.—I fear you have as yet the best of the

argument; hut you are a professional man,—I am
only an amateur. Are you, however, quite sure that

prejudice against the would-be critics has not some
connection with your oiiinions ? And, on second
thought, 1 almost think you misnnclcrs'ood my mean-
ing when I said an architect should first be possessed
of correct taste ; for I only intended that he should be
taught from what source it would be best for him to
draw bis ideas

; whether from the pure Greek, the
Gothic, or the Italian; or should the rules of correct

taste allow him to choose from any style, to know
what examples he should try to imitate, or what
forms are the most beautiful.

Puifskinius.— Italian Gothic is the style that should
be chosen for a groundwork

;
none other is so fitted

for sculpturesque treatment.

Donaldo.—Nay
;
Greek art is the most perfect

;
the

mind should first be imbued with a love of the most
perfect of styles.

Scotonins.— I disagree with both of you. Four-
teenth-century Gothic should be chosen as the

de depart. Revive Classic art,—what will he the

effect ? A resurrection ot the dry bones of antiquity,

without one spark of vitality. Gothic art is the only

one that reflects, even at this day, the living senti-

ments of the homely English mind.

Aristides.—Not so fast, gcnlleuien; not so fast.

AVhat you propose to do is to pnjudice the mind in

favour of that style of art which best reflects the

predominant seutiiiients or idiosyncraeics of your own
braius. (Warming.) Of professional prejudice, I

think I have as little as most men. Criticism

often is not taste, but the art of finding fault. It is

an easy thing to say, I don’t like this picture, or I

prefer that ; but before a man can become an “ autho-

rity,” he must be initiated into the mysteries of com-
position, and must have a joractical acquuinlnnee with
the difficulties which have to he surmounted. It is

quite possible for a person so to cultivate his percep-

tion of (he beautiful by compavisou and analysis, as

to be capable of selecting the good from the bad in

general effect
; but ia ma'ters of detail he will be

ignorant, and be liable to full into llieoreticid errors,

which a few mouths’ practice with the pencil would
have served to show the fallacy of. Far be it from
me to deprecate the utility of even amateur criticism.

There are often suggestions thrown out which are of

great value to practical men, and serve to keep them
in the right track, for being more free from technical

prejudices than we are, they can often look at the

subject thi’ough a less contracted medium. That is

the province of amateur criticism, but no one would
be guilty of trj’ing to make a critic in order to make
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a painter, for he would be as fai' off being a painter

after attaining to critical knowledge, as he was before

he began. (Dngmatically.) No, depend upon it, you

only prejiidice the mind when you attempt to make a

mau of taste before you allow the young mind to exer-

cise its own invention.

Archimedes.—Sir, taste is all stuff: wbat we want

is, good, chcfip, utilitarian aivhitectui'e, and good

work, both of which are, I am ashamed to say, now

very scarce.

GarlletUum (sternly).— Sir, poUteness in

architecture as well as in speech. I would recommeud

you to read my treatise on the principles of design in

architecture, aud give up all your five-pcr-cent.

notions.

Aristides (abstractedly).—^Politeness! Yes, true ;

but it is rather an affected phrase : what a pity it is

there is so much of the advertising spirit shown in

architectnral criticisms.

Bonaldo.— It is certainly very amusing when one

thinks of the number of books which have been written

to set up a stam'ard of taste, for all to measure by.

Even Hogarth was foolish enough to write a book,

the professed object of which was to enable everybody

to a,grec in maUers of taste. I think we are quite as

far from agreeing now as ever we were
;
aud I hope,

Arislicles, that you are not going to full into Hogarth’s

error, by attempting to point out how we mat/ agree.

Aristides.— Ccitidnly not 1 nor yet Burke's, whose

great fault lay in not dehuiiig the meaning of the

term beauly^
;

for he evidently thought only of oue

kind, when he said that smoothness aud smallness

were essenliul to it. That is a specimeu of the

vagaries people are led into wheu they study an art

in theory only. Read “ Oerstead’s Soul in Nature,”

and there you will get so out of your depth in con-

side) ing the oriKiu of beauty, that it will he a miracle

if ynur t isles are uot swamped for ever.

Timmins.—Let us rcturu to our first topic : what

has led you to form so strong an opinion ag iinst

cultivating aud training a pupil’s taste, before per-

mitting him to design?

Aristides.—Viho is to judge for him? who is to

show him wliat is correct taste, aud what is incorrect

taste? It is in a great measure an arbitrary distinc-

tion. As muiiy a sceptic says, it is what I pi-cfer,

not what you prefer. All that can be done is to put

what are universally considered to be good examples

of the various styles before him i let him copy tbeni,

and wbcu he has made himself acquainted with their

various characters aud lines of expression, let him

design in each style : he will then, if he possess the

proper genius, discover the key-note of each style
;
or

else he will, from the prevailing sentiment of his

mind, take a partiality for one style above the

others: let him practise that style; it is better that

be should desigu well in one style than badly in all

!

But above all things impress upon his mind the neces-

sity of thinking for himself, aud not copying all the

minute pecidiarilies of the style he adopts, with the

fervour of an arcbteologist, a method too much in

vogue at the present time. Ho should be taught to

eel that art is a living essence, not a dead reality.

Timmins.—Then you are of opinion that the posses-

sion of correct taste is not incompatible with a wide

divergence of opinion and preferences?

Aristides.—\ on express my views exactly : and to

illustrate my meaning, there are now present several

of my distinguished friends, each able in the walk of

art be lias sketched out for himself. It would cer-

tainly ill become me to say Ku''sl\inius is a man of

correct taste, therefore Donaldo is not, or vice versa.

No, geutleiiicn, you arc all men of ta~te. Though

you may dill'er in opinion as to the style best fitted

for our adoption, or even in the character of the

beauty you each worship.

Timmins.— Xoxi. are of opinion then that a design

is in good taste if the style chosen is tilted for the

purpose, and the several parts unite in a cousisteot

manner, forming a pleasing ensemble ; or otherwise,

as you express it, if the key-note of the style has been

struck ?

Aristides.—X&s. That is the usual meaning
;
and

totally irrespective of originality, which, at the same

time, should be our aim. “Cornet tasle” has, after

all, been a very insipid young ladj’, and twin sister to

Purity, the Icar of whose rebuke has deprived of

energy ramy au ardent mind, which, with proper ex-

ercise, would have developed much freshness of

thought. We must, for the future, try aud brush a

little of their prudery out of these young lailii s ; in-

deed, I see signs of improvement already, for our

young gentlemen, neelecliog to pay tbem tbe altcn-

tiou they have hitherto demanded, they will, to pre-

vent themselves being forsaken, become more moderate

in their demands.

Timmins.—My mind begins to open as to tbe mean-

ing you attach to the phrase “ correct taste.” Yuur

object is to show not that there are no men of taste

out of the profession : but that the aims of art have

been cramped up in the very narrow enclosure repre-

senting the domain of correct taste.

Aristides.—Exactly, sir. It is not necess-iry that

there should be inventiou, imagination, or seulinient

displayed, to satisfy those self-constituted judges o'

art: in 1rulh, the less thougiit bestowed on tbe

the design, provided it harmonizes with its adjuncts,

the more correct the taste. The bett'-r the details of

the style are preserved in their original integrity,

even to the adoption of a complete order, tbe more

pleased they are, and will exclaim, “ How pure !

”

forgetting that a style is dependent for its vivifying

element upon the iutroduction of fresh mstUT and

fresh thought. Therefore I bold, in opposition to all

purists, that if the various paris of a dedgii are well

adapted to their purpose, and there is a freshness of

thought disjdayed iu the details, with due prominence

given to tbe main features of ihe edifice, those features

not being merely ornamental appendages, but real

and required, and if the whole details of tbe design'

fall together in an harmouious ensemble, every part

having been conceived iu relation to its fellows, and

to the general effect
;
and lastly, if due regard has

been given to proportion, not only of linear dimen-

sion, but of light and slwde, of mass, of plain sur-

face compared to that which is ornamented, of open-

ings to wall surface, and of strength comjiai'cd to the

weight to be supported; that design, even if no style

has been strictly adhered to,— or even if there have

been importations from another style,—that design,

I say, will be iu correct taste.

Timmins.— It seems to me now, that so far from

tbe mixture of styles creating impurity, it is the

only way of developing a new one.

Aristides.—Your siigiiestion is very correct: the

leading styles of art have resulted from the fusion ot

opposite elements
;

it is only wlieu the combinalion

has been sudden, that what arc c.dled impure styles

have been produced
;
and these, from the qnaiutuess

with wfiieh the combinations are efl’ectcd, and the

great latitude allowable in them, are eminently suitid

for picturesque archileclure, such as the Elizabethan.

Of course the purists desqiise such styles, though I

thiuk, wilh little reason, for each Las its beauties,

which may be inncb more appro))rIatc iu some situa-

tions than those of any other style.

Timmins.—Each style expresses some sentiment,

then ?

Aristides.— Still more coiTeet
;
and it is of the

greatest iinporlancc that the style which best ex-

presses the sentiment most appropriate to the plice

aud purpose, should be the one selected for an in-

tended edifice. Of course each style will express, in

greater or less degree, most of the sentiment common
to the miud of m'au

;
but that which expresses it best

should be the one chosen. As to this or that style

uot being adaptable to modern purposes, it is a mere

fiircc
;
every style in proper bands is capable of doing

that.

Timmins.—Theu you think that the claim put for-

ward by the advocates for the employment ot only oue

style universally, is not in the best taste?

^//.—Come,’ Aristides, cnligliten our darkness on

that point : we wish you to give your re.isoiis, pro

aud con.

Aristides.—i\s I have written a paper explaining

my views of the subjeci, I think I cannot do belter

than read it; so, with your kind permission, gentle-

men, I will now begin, pausiug between cich division

of my paper to bear your comments.’''

CONSTlirCTlON OF riCTURE GALLERIES.

lectuhes at the bkoiii*ton jiuseum.

The second of the introductory course of lectures

now in progress of delivery at the Broinpion

Museum, was delivered on Monday evening, the 23rd

instant, by Mr. R. Redgrave, K.A. and was “ Ou the

Gilt of the Sheepshanks Collection,” with a view to

the formation of a National Gallery of British Art.

Pointing out h<nv recently it was that a_ National

Gallery of jiictures bad been provided in this country

for the iustruciion and grulificalion of the iicople

generally, the lecturer traced the rise of the Euglisti

school, and then reviewed, pleasantly, some of the

prlncijial pictures in the Sheepshanks Collection. He

urged that these works, which appealed to the affec-

tions aud home feelings of the people, were more

likely to touch their minds than tbe works of tiic old

masters. After a warm culngium of our great artist

Turner, aud urging the dcrirabilily of making a

national collection of works in watcr-colunrs, the

lecturer proceeded to speak of the construction of

picture galleries, aud this portion of the lecture we

give in his own words :
—

It is well knowu that the varnished surface of an

oil picture forms a sort of imperfect mirror, and

unless the light is arranged with proper reference to

the position of the spectator in viewing the picture^

he 13 prevented, seeing the pointing by an unpleasant

glitter foiiucd hy the imperfect reflection of the source

of light upon its surface, as the window or the gas-

jet, for instance. This would be made (|nitc clear to

any one who, standing before a picture where this

glitter obtrudes itself, would take down tbe work and

substitute a true mirror in its stead, when he would

at once see a perfect reflection of the window or other

source of light. Now, the first question to be con-

sidered is, how to place the source of light so that the

sjiectator when at a convenient point for viewing the

picture is not annoyed with this imperfect reflection

ou its sni facc
;
and when a gallery is to be built for

the receptiou of works of art, this should be one of

the paramount considerations. This would appear to

be au abstruse question, since we so seldom see a

thoroughly well-lighted gallery : it is, however, by no

means the case : the laws of vision are absolute, and

are clearly defined, and the exact places where all

these reflections will be troublesome can as easily be

laid down bylines, as the plans and dimensions of the

galleries themselves.

But there is another condition to which it is neces-

sary to refer in galleries which, like the Sheepshanks

Gallery, are lighted from the top (the most usual

method, from the much greater hanging space ob-

Inincd). One of the first requisites is sutficiency of

light, but as the simplest way to remedy the evil of

reflfctiou is to diminish the size of thcop-ningfor the

admission of light, and raise the roof, this expedient

is olten resorted to (the more that it accords well with

the grandiose views of the architect). It thus happens

that iu shunning one evil we fall into another : by

raising the roof, it is time that the place of the reflec-

tion is raised above the usual banging line of the

pictures, but, alas ! they are as in a well where but few

rays of light can penetrate. I will illustrate this by

reference to oue of the most celebrated galleries of

modern Europe, which I have lately carefully

studied.

Fig. 1 gives you the section of Baron Klenze s

faijiuus gallery at Muuich, the Pinacotbcck (you will

find the lines in his evidence in the Report on Fine

Arts, in 183G). Now if a spectator stands in the

middle of the gallery of A so as to see the npper

pictures, the window light would be reflected, if the

wall were a polished surface, between C and D : if he

removes to B to see the lower pictures nearer the eye,

the reflection would be found between E and F, but

still above the pictures which are within his line of

vision : if, however, the skylight were lowered to half

the height, as at X, the reflections, when the spec-

tator is at A or B ropectivcly, would be lowered to

within llie liu<s g and h, i and /.• respectively, and

would become Iroublesorae to the spcet-itor.

Now, ou examining this gallery, T made a note of

the extreme want of light to see the pictures. In the

room coutaiuing those of the Early Flemish school

(a school of extreme finish, and which is first

entered), it was impossible to see the works at all:

when the sun was shining, it was necessary to draw

the bunds to prevent the admission of its direct rays,

aud the advantage of a bright day was lost
;
and, on

a cloudy day, the light was wholly insuflieieut. A'et

Murray, who somehow or other is a great authority

with travellers, says that Klenze, “ in addition to the

praise of having constructed a beautiful edifice,

deserves that of having foiincd the most con-

venient and appropriate receptacle for paintings in

Europe.” Ou my return, I examined the propor-

tion of light iu Ihe Sheepshanks Gallery in relation (o

the ro'.mis of the Piuneotheck, and found them as

follows ;—namely, the proportion of the opening for

light in the Pinacotheck to the HjiiRrc surface of the

floor I found to be about l-13ib, or as 178 feet to

2,310 feet; wliile that of the new gallery for our

pictures is as 482 feet to 954 feet, or more than one

half. 'Phis is suftieieutly difl'ercut
;
but when, in ad-

dition to this, it is stated, that the light itself isnearly

three times nearer the floor in our gallery than at

Munich, viz. as 20 feet 9 inches to 52 feet, it will

be seeu that we have nearly fifteen times as much

volume of light on our pictures. By means of blinds

we are enabled to regulate the light as we please in

sunny weather when the glare might bo loo great, and

have amply sufficient in cloudy weather, tfet with
To be continued.
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all (his, the gliiter point is so mnnaged as to be (at of the bniidiug—a succession of cabinets parallel with
all convenient points for viewing (he jiiclures) quite the main galleries—is a very bad one, for openings
above them and cut of the way. Moreover, by a nice

]

into each cabinet from the main galleries (as, I believe,
calculation we have been able so to adjust the gas-

]

was the intention of the architect) would have led to
lighting, that the angle of incidenre falls wiihiii the

-

same place of reflection as the daylight, and is equally

removed from the surface of the pictures. One of the

causes of the greater abundance of the light in the

g'lUery here arises from the slcylight being carried

quite through, and the coving of the ceiling being
only fiom the sides towards the centre, and not
from the ends also. Thus a far greater volume of

light is admitted, and the pictures iu ttie corners
of the rooms arc not sacrificed

; for, of course, in the
Munich g.iUery, the pictures in the corners ore much
farther removed from the light, on account of the

the loss of a large amount of valuable wall space, for

I think there are twenty-three cabinets, wauling,
therefore, twenty-three openings. As at present
arranged, with merely an opening at each end and one
in the middle, you have constantly to return through
many cabinets to gain the principal gallery, if you
wish to study the works of a master or of a school
in their entirety, since the plan of arrangement has
been to put the large works of a school in the galleries,

the small ones in the cabiucls, thus widely separated
from each other. Fi-om what I have said, you will

_
_ . infer, what is indeed the truth, that I do not concur

covmgs, than even those in (he centres of the sides in Murray’s praise of this gallery. I think it a very
and ends. It must be observed, however, that the

j

handsome architectural erectiou,’but it is very incom-
smallncss of our pictures prevented their being hung ' modiotis and bad as a picture gallerv, and I hope will
much above the eye. The average hanging is 9 feet

|

he made the model for anjthing done in this
G mclics, while at Munich the gallery was expressly ' country, as it already has been at Dresden. Though
constniced to hang to the height of 29 feet. This

j

some of the defects have been there modified, yet the
IS far too high. I think no picture (iiulcss its own fanltioess of the original plan of necessity remains,
size exceeds these dimeusion?, or it has been com-

j

I must, however, be understood to speak only of
pased for a high point of view) should be hung much

,

tlic arrangements for the display of the treasures of
higher than 15 feet to the top of the fiame. And

j

ait iu these galleries. As to their ai-chiteclural fea-
one fimlt of the Munich gallery is, that a coustiuclion

|

tures, they are, as all well know, extremely grand and
suitable in some degree for such large pictures as noble structures.
‘‘The last Judgmcul” by Reubens, though even

|

There is another mode of lighting picture galleries
these are not abundantly lighted, is carried through- ' fiom the top to which it is desirable to refer. I mean
out, aud 18 the same for rooms in which pictures of that whereiu a laiitliorn treatment of the ceiling is
immite finisl. are himg : some of these lo the height adopted, instead of by means of flat skylights, as in ' not tUpTetaTesThe'obiect, ‘to' which ‘nrcliiteetnUTs

l,...iral r f=hM-pshanks Gallery. wholly secondary. In Inilding a palace, exterior

asThare . ,„w'‘’‘’n
1 h,s method of lighling has been follnwed in our i grandeur and interior magnificence are as mudi

as 1 have shown, .all are ill and insufliciently ligWed. own Ivational Gallery, as well as in that of the Bour- ' requisites as its uses for habitation or residence : such

of insnffie
y-to";P!=

,

gso's Collection at Dnlwieh. Where only the per-
;

may be given np wkoUy to the architect : here he may

n.,l,le la
*1

‘V®
peii4''“l-''r S'ics of the lanthorn are glazed, there is revel in Ihe display of his art, and carry the decora-

Sm-es t 1- p;”.? ,1°
‘ to orien ngreatdeiieiencyof light by this mode, since tion to any extent that is not inconsistent wiUi

.a t 1 1 T e ^ 8“ “f' pio"'™ 00 each side only requisite amount of contrast : hot in a gallery for art,

i H It

‘te toeaserements
;

receive the advantage of half the light admitted ^ the art is the one thing to which all Shnnld be sub-

nn fit?
^ ® less than

,

into the room, and that the furthest removed from ' servient : Ihe pictures, in this ease, are not meant lo

,1 n "p
‘

s ““t?
glees- P'e ">l IS in- them, namely, from the opposite side of the lanthorn.

|

seive as subsidiary decorations to the architecture, but

[mrfll
““1 “in'®,,‘''Pi"'!",els

I

"'hen the whole or part of the lop is glazed also, as arc themselves the jewels for which the huildiug

ws”l aa.: ‘l

"•'SS® I’S'J' SS' 1® ‘Is® is the case m some of the rooms at Tra'algar-sqnarc, forms only a fltting and suitable casket.
tbc only advantage is a cumbrous archilecinral struc-

!

(nre. impeding a certain proportion of light, instead
j

-rapttqt rriAPUT precjtom
of the simpler one of flat lights.

|

H.U ] Ibi CliAREL, ERJtbrON.

There is uo doubt that the immense improvement
,

Baptist congregations have recently in many

which leave the pictures to the accident of being
seen well or ill, as the chances arising out of the
other contingencies may determine. The shrine is

clegaut, but the pictures are entombed.
But is this to be permitted in any buildings that

the nation may erect ? Are the gems to be lost in
the costliness of their setting ? Is it right to sacrifice

our national pictures to a showy outside or to a
palatial elevatiou ? Think of the tens of thousands
our national pictures have cost us

;
think of the value

of such noble gifts as this of Mr. Sheepshanks, and
the others I have already noticed, aud suy if we aixi

to be thus deprived of their enjoymeut.
The first thing to be demanded in a National

Gallery of Art, w hether of foreign or British pictures,
should be the perfect adaptation of the place to their
arrangement and display. This is hardly the work
of an architect. It should be determined by a paiuttr.
The necessary proportions, the height and situation
of the lights, the widths, the heights to which the
pictures should be huug, the propoitions of diflerent

compartments or cabinets as adapted to the pictures
they are lo contain, should be settled first, aud by or
in conjunction with the painter, and the block, thus
absolutely and unchangeably determined, may then be
given up to the architect to treat in conformity with
the rules of his art. There can be no doubt that by
such means a nobler, because more characteristic,

structure would arise, than by the usual method of
neglecting the utilities aud confidering the elevatiou
and decoration before the purpose. And if not, arc

wall
_

upright). IVom this
hanging forward only a part
of the light reaches the sur-
face of the pictures, on some
of which I have seen several

inches of shadow thrown by
the frames

; and where the
surface of the picture is un-
even a new source of annoy-
ance is developed fi-om this

practice.

This leads me to remark
on this mode of hanging pic-

tures as another great obstruc-

tion to their proper lighting.

Although hy this means also

the glitter of their surface may
be wholly obviated, aud in hanging high it

almost a necessily thus to bring the surface
the picture at right angles with the line of view ' demand the fullest amouut of light (hut cau be ad*- i

ii'onfouuders’ work, were intrusted to*Messrs. Cooper
of the spectator; yet if the light is high, hanging

I mitted, while their highly-polished scrfaccs, arising
j

Tullis, and Mr. Richard Augliton. The total
a jnctui’e forward at top deprives it of much of

j

from continuous varnishing, requires that all reflec-
,

chapel, when completed, will be up-
Ihc light from above. Pictures, if they are worth

j

lions should be carefully avoided, .aiuch mure so, " of 2,500/. The entrance to the chapel is from
preserving in a national gallery at all, are w-ell worth ' indeed, than in modern pictures, which ai-e many of

|

Bisbergate by a flight of stone steps, with palisading
the wall space to admit of their being seen propeily;

I them unvarnished, aud ihcir scale of colour much front. The ground-floor of the chapel will seat
and I again repeat that works should not he hung I brighter. I may here advert to the management of

, ‘=*‘^0 persons. It is proposed to have a gallery for
much more than half the height of those in the the Dulwich Collection as a type of the auti-public

|

^-he rear of the chapel will be

feeling that was current half a ceutuiy ago, when its
|

vestries, and a staircase to the organ-gallery. Tbc

regulations were first framed. No one is admitted seats will be open, and the roof will have open

without a ticket. These tickets are only obtainable .

fi'aming, consistiug of rafter? with curved ribs and

at a distance, in one or two places, aud by particular ,

spandrils, filled iu with decorated iron castings. Be-

opplicatioQ. Thus it happens, as it ever does under I
I'catb the chapel will be hoys’ and girls’ schools, with

such arrangements, that the visits are at the lowest separate entrances from Charnley-strett, and divided

rate, and the public obtain hardly any advantage from
what was intended solely for their beuclit.

in the mamifacture of sheet glass, which we owe P^^'ces emerged from the small chapels in which they

partly to the retnovid of tbc duties, aud partly met, and erected structures of size and

to the efforts made to meet the wants of the affording more fitting accommodation for the

Great Exhibition building of 1851, has enabled peiTormance of their religious services. The body in

us safely to adopt a construction which was Pf^ston have not been behindhand. For some time

hardly available when the Dulwich or the present
,

sought for land, and ultimately they purchased

National Gallery xvas built;— I mean, by permitting extensive premises fronting Fishergatc, at the corner

Ithe use of very large sheets of glass without laps.
,

Chavolcy-street, and having pulled these down,

j

"When the Dulwich GaTcry was first erected, it used
,

building for themselves on that site the

I

to be quoted as a well-lighted gallery. On a late .

chapel represented hy our engraving. The exterior,

I

visit, however, I could not but feel that it was far too exception of the upper part of the tower, is

dark, taking into consideration the gloominess of .

*^0’^ completed. It is xvholly of Longrldge stone,

j

our atmosphere, aud the obscurity of the pictures hy !

'^^c architects for the new edifice are Messrs.

„ _ ^ I

the old masters for which it was iultadcd. These
' IBhbert and Rainford. The contracts for the

bring the surface of, have been so lowered in tone hy time tliat they masons’, joiners’, and carpenters’, plasterers’, and
v'ith the line of view demand the fullest amoimt of light (hut cau be ad-

j

worl

Pinacotheok, and thus much of the necessity for
hanging forward obviated.

The Sheepshanks Gallery is provided with an outer
skylight on the roof, aud an inner light of ground
glass below it. This obviates all danger from leak-
ages, affords ample opportunity for abvmdant ventila-
tion, aud screens the pictures from the direct rays of
the sun, so that it is only in the extreme brightness
and heat of summer that the blinds need be used.

The gallery at Munich consists of a succession of
galleries lighted from the top, such as I have described,
and commuoioating with a succession of small lovv
cabinets lighted from the side. An opportunity was
thus afforded me of seeing how uusuilable are such
side-lighted rooms for the reception of pictures. Much
of each side wall, where the light is good, is neces-
sarily lost in the openings eomraunicating from cabinet
to cabinet. The side on which the window is placed
is wholly useless, and on the side opposite the window
the pictures are seen under the most unfavourable
couditions possible, the spectator not only standing

It may he said that it is quite possible to arrange
a small gallery such as this for the Sheepshanks pic-

tures, aud to gain suflieieut light, while avoiding any
reflections, but that far grea'c-r difficulties have to he
overcome in pilauning a gallery of greater width and
height suitable for large pictures. But by careful
attentiou to the laws of reflection, and to the fullest

admission of light in the right situation, I do not
think that increased size necessarily implies increased
difficulties. It may be asked, what then is the cause
that giillcries for the reception of pictures have been
so frequeutly failures as to the proper display of the
works they contaiu? I believe it to be sioaply this.•k;- ^ 1- i_x 1 .1 ^ .

—
•> “

I

i -* uciicve ii lo uu simpiy luis.
fils own light, but also having the reflection of the

j

The architect is too often more intent on disnlayingwindow elittennf? on crpcv mVliiro nn^.- tp : ...l-z. x .. •' 9xvmJow glittering on every picture near the eye. If
this is the case iu the smaller cabinets lighted by one
opemt g, how much more is it iu the large room at
the e!,d of the galleries, lighted at the side by four
large windows ? On the wall opposite these windows
numerous important pictures are hung, and it is
wio/i^ impossible to take up any position in the room
from whirh vo.r..

lueroora saermceu lo classical examples, to Vitruvian propor-Jromwhwhyou can see them. Moreover, the plan
;

tions, to lofty vaultings, to cornices and covings,

himself, and what he improperly considers /lis art,
than the works for which the structure is intended.
Thus a noble fagade, a handsome portico, a range of
columns, a Sjdeudid elevatiou of the exterior, out-
weighs all consideration of that which the building is

to contaiu; while even within eveiything nmst be
sacrificed to classical examples, to Vitruvian propor-

frum each other by a moveable screen.

The interior dimensions of the chapel are

40 feet by 72 feet. The style of architecture may
be termed “Eclectic,” but at the same time it has

many features in common with the Romanesque. The
tower at the corner of Eiaheigate and Charuley-slreet

will he 110 feet in height to the top of the tiled roof,

which will cover it. In this tower provision xvill be

made for a clock, which it is hoped will be placed

therein hy the public, aud illuminated at night for the

benefit of the town at large.

In the cai'viug ihroughout, which is naturalistic, an
attempt has been made to elicit such skill and ingennity

as the workmen possessed. Ou a future occasion we
shall engrave some of the capitals. Mr. M. Sledmao,

of Preston, is the carver, and he has been assisted in

the work by 'William Holden.

Institute of Architects.—At the next meeting
to be held on ^Monday evening, the 30th of Novem-
ber, a paper will be read, “ On the Foundations of

some of the Metropolitan Biidges in the River
Thames,” by Mr. \V. A. Boultiois, Associate. The
ballot will be taken for nine applicants for admission.
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POINTED ARCHITECTURE AND ITS WORST
ENEMIES.

Sir,—Few persons have a more ardent admiration

for Gothic archifecture than myself, and fewer have

made it a closer object of study practically as well as

theoretically
;
and it is with surprise and pain I have

heard and read what has lately been promulgated by
some who call themselves its peculiar advocates. A
body of meo, styling themselves followers of Pugin,

have lately thought proper to lay down the most
startling and contradictory dogmas on the subject

;

to villity every one who is master of any other branch
of art; and to arrogate to themselves not only the

sole knowledge and understanding of Pointed architec-

ture, hut even its resuscitation. "Well may one say,
" Sive me from ray friends.” The Puginites are

doing more harm to Jlcdimval art than all its direct

opponents. Reckless assertion, transparent sophisms,

and palpable falsehoods are soon discovered, the

pnhlic are disgu-ted, and the result is, that the excel-

lences and beauties the subject really possesses, are

neglected and disregarded. Men feel with the poet,

after detecting several fallacies, that they can believe

nothing from such sources :

—

** Qaodcunqne ostendis mihi sic, incredulus odi.”

Let US examine a few of the dogmas lately put
forth by the Puiiiiites, and see how far their remarks
are just. The fi^^t is, th'it Pointed architecture is

“ Christian art 'par excellence ood yet it is con-
ceded that it never existed in the very heart and
centre of the Christianity of th d period ; and, there is

something iimre, it was not the art of the carlv

Christians. Tlic form and type, and the whole sym-
bolism of the Christian church, are derived from the
basilica, and if men, half a oeutury ho .-k, were so
wrong-headed or so ignorant as to copy temples in-

s‘end, and put np ox- kiiHs over church porticos, it

does not alter the question in the least. But, says

one writer, it is “Christian par excellence'' because
it W'as early developed under “ the iullueuces of Chris-
tianity.” Why, two-thirds of the Christian era had
rolled away, twelve long centuries had past before there
was a vestige of Pointed art in Europe

;
and when it

did take rout, it lasted in all its phases little more than
three centuries, or one-sixth of the time in which Chrts-
tianity has blessed the earth

;
and, of that period,

how short a time was it in its pride. Its rise, as Mr.
Sharpe has shown, in an admirable article in the Jour-
nal ofthe British Archaological Associatioti (vol. v.

p. 311), occupied about half a century
;

it was in its

glory, as the geometrical decorated, not quite three-
quarters of a century; as the curvilinear, it began to
show symptoms of decline through another half cen-
tury

; and it struggled on, degraded and debased,
during a century and a half more. So that for only
seventy years, only the twenty-sixth portion of the
existence of Chrisliauity, was Pointed archilecLure in

its glory. Surely, after these considerations, we can
never call it “Christian par excellence^ on. account
of its co-existence or duration.

Nor was the world in that state of Christian excel-
lence as to stamp that character on the coutempomrv
arts. First, as regards the church : it was torn to
pieces by conifuding factions

; the inouks baled and
attacked the parochial clergy

;
and were themselves

the victims of the unsparing enmity of the friars.

These last were broken np into two great parties, the
Dominicans aud Fi auciacans,—and at no time in the
history of the wirld was there such iiiternechie war-
fare between the religious. Abroad things were worse.
There were two, .aud sometimes thren, iufallible heads
of the chui'ch at oner, each excommunicating and
cursing the otlirr and his adherents. Nor was the
state of the laity any more “ Christianpar excellence "

than that of the clerics. The madness of the crusades
had exhausted all the resources of Europe

;
the vic-

torious Tiirkfrwere about to seize on thcfairB\zantine
empire. Tuere was neither learning, arts, nor com-
merce. The lower orders were actually slaves,—serfs
working with collars on their necks. 'ITiere was no
law but the will of the strong, no arhitratior but the
sword. A fine condition of church and sta e to be
Called “.Clmstiau excellence !"

But another waiter sbts, “it mere thorouebly
cariies out its tone and feeling.” In what way ? Is
there anything particularly Christian about crockets
and pinnsehrs, or about aorthing introduced by G.jlhic
architects, which the early Christian church did not
possess ? The only diiFerencc that I can see, beyond
that of the form of ornament, was the introdii tmu
of a number of altars aud images, which last, in par-
ticular, the early church held iu deserved ahhoirence.

But we are now startled hy Ijeing told it is “ modem
architecture, the last new origiuai stjlcL” In the
same paragraph it is-oommended ito us as “ Mrdiieva],”
and in the it is “the arciotecture of oar fore-
f^hers. ’

^

"What there is “Christian par exceTlence,”
about it, if “modern,” I cannot conceive. The “last
tnodern architecture,” and perhiqis the most original
ot all, IS that of iron and glass

;
yet no one calls the

Crystal Palice “Christian art.” The next, and what
is generally called modern, is the Italian, which is as

much a development from the Roman, as the Per-

pendicular from the Lancet, and as original in its

progress and ultimate stale. The Puiuted is properly

called Medimval as holding the middle place between

this and the Classic styles, llow, then, can that he
modern which wis out of use more centuries than it

eviT existed in its prime? If modern, why does it

deserve our veneration—why eoniiiiend it to our feel-

ings as the architecture of our furefailuTs ? But then

comes something more startling s'ill: it is “the
architecture of the Gormauic races.” IVtiy, Pointed

architecture is no more Germanic than it is Lom-
bardic, Veaetian, French, or Sp'iuish, in all of which
countries it exists

;
and, if it were, iu the name of

common smse what is there “Christian parexcellence"

about Germany or Germanism? Ye divines of Can-
terbury!—ye doctors of O-xford! hear this of the

land of Agricola and Kiiippcrdolling—of Kant aud of

Strauss, and acknowledge there is something new
under the sun.

But there is another question I would ask of the

Puginites,— if it be the archileclureof o\ir forcfithers,

why throw it aside for continental fo^ms? It used

to be argued, .lod I think truly, that the most elegant

and most heautifut Gothic was to be found in England :

why is this now abandoned for wlnt a facetious friend

calls the “ strcaky-bacon style ” of Lombardy, or

Louis Oiize French. A churrh is to be built at Con-
stantinople by the E iglish, to commi-moraJe their

brave counliymen ivho fell wairing agtainst the

aggressions of the great Czar of the North, and uot a

ve>tige of Emdisli taste, nor of the arcltiteeiure of

our forefathers, is tolerafc-l. IiL«t' ad of this we are

to have a copy from the north of Italy, and without

any more s'gn or vestige o^ an\ thing English about

it tliau if Eogland never had an architect. An auti-

qUiUy may in a few years stuml before a hiiiMing

which he might suppose to have been built by “ blind

old Daudolo,” after his brilli-mt ronquust of Byzan-
tium

;
but never would he think that, it. was built by

English bauds to the memory of the brave English
hearts who fell at the Alma or Inkermann. Again,

there is a competition for au abode for English states-

men, and a design is seut in muW the Iloratiau

molto “Cehbrarc dome-stica facta.” Surely here,

with such a title, we should cxpi ct something do-

mestic—something of our owu—something English.

"Withdraw the cover, and we have a rigid copy of a

Dutch market-house and exchange, redolent only to

our associations with herrings, cheese, .and schnaps.

“ Can such things be,
And overcome t» like a aumnicr's cloud,
"Without our specisl wonder ?”

The fact is that Pointed Archiiecturc is neither

Christian, Germanic, nor anything it is said to have

been. It is Moslem—it is Saraccuic. This fact has

been, abimdantly proved hy two gre.at English authori-

ties, Sir Gardner Wilkinson and Mr. Fcrgiisson.

That it was brought over by the Crusaders is a

nniv'etsul traditiou on the Continent, aud proved hy
Seroux D'Agiucourt, and admitted by one of the

Pugiiiite writers. The passage is as cniuous aud as

startling as any of the multifarious lours de force of

that party. He says: “Its systematic ad-ijition can

with certainty be traced to the suggestive architecture
!

of the East : surely this does not iiuehriatiauize the

.'already Cliristian (!) architecture of the soldiers of.

the Cross, who brought the idea home among the I

spoils won from their unbelieving foes.” IIow came
'

it to be "already Christian ? ” No Christian building

hud been creeted in any way resonibling it. There is

no sort of pretence that the style, which Mr. Fergnsson
showe to have existed in the East 400 yrars before

any similar hiiildiug was erected iu Europe was ever'
used for any Christian edifice. It seems to me that

!

the dictum, “The archileeture of the Siiracens was
'

already Christian,” is simply an iutrepid as:-ertioii,
i

without shadow of proof. Did not Mohammed vary'
iu every w.iy he could from Christian habits and!
usages, aud not only so, but from those of tlie Jews? '

His calendar, mode of fasting, the preference of the
left to light, Ids plunJity of wives, and, not to multiply
instances, his ohscrvaliou of the Sabbath,—^ivere not
evcfT one of these a determined opposition to Chris-
tiauity, in cveiy outward as well as inward form ?

But to leave this point for a moment, it is stated
that Justinian was the first who began to “Chris-
tianize ” architecture, by building tlie Santa Sophia,
at Constantinople, and it is liintel that this fact may
have iullucnccd Muhammedan arcintccliire. I have
already shown that anything in Christian form ivas

reimgnaut to Nloslcm feeliog ; Imt I would ask in
what way can the Santa Sophia be comsdereci
more Chriatian than the Christian arrangpmentB
whidi obtained for the prewous six cenlorres?
The Empress was clearly a Eutychian, the Em-
peror himself wos anything but orthodox (see

“Evagrius,” 4. 3S, 39), and tie ill feeling was smoul-
dering, which shortly afterwards broke out as the

great schism between the Eastern and "Western
Churches. The plan of Santa Sophia is not that

syniholized by the Latin Church,— tlie long “ navis,”
or ship, in which like that of Noah, the world is

saved from the Deluge, nor the “ alie ” or wings
of the dove. The form is that of the Greek cross,

aud the architects are two Asiatics. A French
author has just stated that he has discovered this

curious fact among some of the Byzaiitiue writers,

—

that the idea of Santa Sophia, which is vaunted of as

Justinian’s own, was in reality taken from the palace
of his great rival, IChosrew, or Chosi'oes, the king of

Persia. Be this as it may, a slight glaucc will show
its thoroughly Oriental character.

But to return : it is cousiderctl on all hands, that

the Crusaders brought the Saracenic art to Europe;
and that it took root aud became the fashion here.

It was not Christian when they found it and adopted
it. Did it become so, par excellence, afterwards?
Alas ! I have shown that neitlu-r its duration nor its

concomitant circumstances enlit'e it to this distinc-

tive epithet. Iu fact, there is a most singular cir-

cumstance connected with it. As has before been
stated, a short half-ceutnry brought it to perfection,

and it remained so about seventy years
;
but during

this time the intercourse wiih the Moslem had
ceased. St. Louis had perished before Damietla, in

the seventh crusade
;
and another short hap'-ceiitury

had wrerted the last hold of the Christians (St. Jean
d’Acre) on the Holy Laud. The sight of Oriental

civilization and art was thus entirely severed from the
Europeans

;
and, strange to say, shortly after this

came llie decline, aiul then the debasement and fall

of Pointed architecture.

With these parent facts before ns, it seems strange

that the term Christian art should erer have hecupizr

excellence applied to Gothic. Early Cliri-.(i-iu art had
never expired at Rome, and on the revival of learn-

ing and letters it had awoke, and had made such strides

as amazed the world. Talk of Gothic vaults and the

covering large spaces,—arches, the boldest and lightest

ever seea in the world, had spanned the noblest nave,

and a dome larger than that of the Pantheon, as its

great architect said, had been hurled up into the air. If

Jusliniau in his conceit had overcome Solomon, the

great Michael had exceeded him four-fold in exteut,

and teu-fold in beauty, and without departing from
tlie symbolism of the early Christians.

The phrase, Christian architecture, as applied to

Gothic, originated with poor Pugin. With the ardent

zeal of a fresh convert, he wished to do all he could
fur his new faith. He conceived the Middle Ages
were its palmy days, and he thought if he could revive
nothing else of those times, he could revive their archi-

tecture. Wilh him for years it was a fixed idea,—so

much Gothic so much Popery. How this idea has
been seized and worked on by other religionists, we
will uot pause to inquire; suffice it to say, that it is

vaunted at Romethat the Ecclesiologisthos made more
perverts than any other means of proselytism. Not
only so, hut it was elderly caught .at by the young
men of that time. Here was a chance,—a royal road

to architi ctnre without the labour and careful study
which classic art detnaiids. To he able to draw a few
windows, aud to esant about Christian art, was all that

was required: with this they started into full-blown

ttrohitocts. In fact, it was a cajutai cry; and both
parties—Tapers aud Tadpoles—canghfrit up as greedily

as Pugin expected they would.

But it is very touching, and veryinstructive to watch
the Inter years of this talented mao. The scales gra-

dually fell from his eyes
;

little hy little the truth

dawned ou him, and his honest mind could not with-

hold his alteied comictions from the public. Ja his

last pamphlet he narrates, in most simple and affecting

language, how one by one the briglit visions he had

forrned'of mediieval purity aud liappmesshad faded ou

nearer examination
;
in other words, how his life had

been .spent in ebasiug phautoms-aud sbaiJows. Tliiuk

of the wear ou the brain when a luan’s- daily toil is to

endeavour to persuade himself and all around him into

the belief of a falscboood,—to cheat himself iato what
his better reason must have revolted at, and, though

nnopposc'd, to feel tbe world silently distrusted him
more day hy day. No wondjer his mind gave way.

Mis course was that of a hrr^t meteor
; the smaller

stars paled their calm lustre as he shot by, and the

bystanders thought that his aspect

” Mitlj tear of change
“ Perplexed the nations.'’

jUas ! it ended in a sad night
;
with broken fortune,

and with shattered intellect, he sank into the tomb.

May he rest in peesee, aud may it he a lesson to us all

that the pmrsuit of honest tmth ia tbe sB'eat and best

path tbroiigh life, and far to be preferred to the tem-
poriiry dialinclnxn. falsehood and sojihism may invest

us with.

His followers just now are blowing their oovn

trumpets, and lauding themselves in great style; and
what is worse, abusing and vilifying not only every

one who differs from them, hut every one who knows
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anything besides Gothic architectnre. It is a difficult

thing to cope with a man who mahes it his boast that

he does not know. But it appears that even in archi-

tecture there arc Tite Barnacles, who disliJee those

who “want to know you know;” and it has been

remarked, when a man says he is thankful for bis

ignorance, that he his a great deal more than he is

aware of to he thankful for. In my humble judgment,

the best Gothic architects are those who arc also good
Classic aruhiiecis ; 1 could point to many instances,

one of them of the very highest standing. There is

generally a purity and consisteocy about their designs

that the Puginites want. With them there is almost

always a straining after effect,—a tiying for “some-
thing strong,” some “jolly dodge,” as is the iisml

phraseology of the anti-CIassics. Let me, however,

hint that a little milder language towards others, and

less use of such phrases as “an accursed thing”

applied to everything which displeases them, would

he in better taste.

Why on earth both styles should not he studied, I

cannot conceive. To narrow minds, to the half-edu-

cated, to the bigoted, I can miderstnnd why one

thing, and one thing only, can meet with reception.

A few years ago the prc-IIaudelites worshipped

Sebastian Bach, and despised Mozart. Men hove

been found to say Shakspeare was no poet, because

Milton was
;
and that Claude was no painter, because

Turner was. But all this (os was said one evening at

the Institute) is just this argument : because turtle

soup is an csrellent dish, therefore a haunch of venison

is not Christian food. No, sir, the true architect is

hound not only to make himself strictly mister of all

that has gone, hut to look forward to that whicli is

coining: there is nothing like the chastened expe-

rience of tlie past to guide and confirm the aspirations

for the future.

But there is another matfer which the riuinites

arrogate to themselves in away which is ludicrous.

They assert that to them, and them only, tlie true re-

vival of Pointed architecture is due. They are

pictured as devoted young saints, rmhiiig over the

country as a sort of arL-hitecturnl missionaries, sketch-

ing every church iu their way, and propounding the

most sound truths every cviuing at the iuu over their

cigars and wliiskey-aiid-Writcr. Is uot the revival the

work of a century and more? Prom the time of

Horace Walpole, did Grose, and Bcutbam, aud

Dallaway do nothing ? Were there uot such mm as

Britton, and Rickman, and Bloxam, and John Henry
Parker ? But I will teli the Pogiuites the men who
at last fully aud truly developed the secrets of

Medieval art. It is due to those who added the

quality of the scholar to that of the sketcher aud

architect,—who not only visited the edifices whose
history they wished to investigate, but who have

toiled over chavtularies, cbroiiicles, ledger books,

and other monastic manuscripts,—who have laboured

in cathedral, collegiate, and other public libraries

—

who have explained the change of style, the addition

of ornament, the falling off of effect, the mixture of

workmanship, by showing that at certain periods a Bre

took place, a large legacy fell in, a lawsuit was lost,

I a settlement in the fouudation threw down some work,

: or that the abbey was visited by some celebrated

' foreign architect. It is to Professor Willis and those

; who have followed his path the credit is due. It is

to the union of the knowledge of black-letter and of

1 black-lead, and nut to Pugioism, we are debtors.

I fear, sir, I have wearied you and your readers,

I but permit me to make a short resume of the subject.

I It is stated that for six centuries Christians did uot

I know how to build a Christian church, nllhougfi the

t buildings they erected gave origin to all Christian

< symbolism ; that at the end of this lime an un-

0 orthodox emperor, and still more unorthodox wife,

j
just on the eve of a gi'eat schism, built a large church

1 in the style of a Persian palace, and this was the first

^ step to Christianize architecture : (hat this style

c crept on by degrees for two centuries more, soinc-

V where in the East, under the patronage of Mahoin-

B med, where it was developed as Saracenic, or Pointed

i architecture : that four centuries after this the cm-

5 sading Christians for the first time became acquainted

B with this style, and recognized that as Christian which

h had been, par excellence, Moslem for ages
;
aud that

tl they, poor iunocents ! carried it home with them in

ti triumph as Christian, and then for the first time for

h twelve centuries Europe was blessed with Christian

1 architecture : tliat this pure Christian architecture,

Si accustomed to the hol-bed of Islainisro, lasted scarce

a a century in chilly Europe, and then faded, heeame

d degraded and debased, and died. Then we arc told

B wc must admire it because it is modern, because it is

D medimval, because it is the architecture of our fore-

t fathers (w'hich architecture practically is to be actually

j1 shelved for foreign forms),—in fact, because it is

—

“ A past, young, future, new, revived, old piece.”

A Are these men serious, or are they laughing at om-

Itheards P If serious, what reprobation do they not

I

deserve. We might pass by their arrogant assump-

tions—the only builders of “the temple of the Lord

are wc,”—but they have no right to make our

English school of architectural criticism a laughing-

stock in the eyes of foreigners. Verax.

PROVINCIAL NEWS.

Banhunj.—The Corn E.xchange, on the Cornhill,

is nearly completed. The front is of freestone, and

(he walls are lined with the same material. The
dimensions of the interior, from front to b.ick, arc

81 feet 6 inches, at the widest point, the hack foiming

a cousiderable segment of a circle : the width at the

end next to the street is 6o feet. The height of the

interior from the floor-line is 47 feet; the central

portion of the roof, wliich is partly dome-shaped,

being glazed Vith rough glass. The entire v\idlh of

the facade is 71 feet 6 inches. The height of the

exterior, from the paving-line of the street to the apex

of the pediment, is 49 feet 8 inches. The pedestal of

the statue of Ceres surmounting it, is 6 feet 7 inches

;

and the statue, 9 feet
;
the total elevation being

65 feet 3 inches. Over the central doorway are the

borough arms, and on the keystones of the doorway

arches arc masks, Bacchus, Ceres, and Mars. Attached

to the building are three waiting or coiTimiltee rooms,

aback lobby, aud otlier couveoiences ;
and beneath

are two cellars, one GO feet by 10 Ret, the other

16 feet square. Air. Hill, of Leeds, is the archilect;

and Mr. Albert Kimberley, of Banbury, the builder.

The contract was 1,898/.

Cardiff.—The “Printer’s Devil” of the Cardiff

Guardian is of opinion that “ there’s not a town so

full of dirt throughiiut the I’riucipality ” as the

thriving town ot Cardiff is; aud in humorous I'liymc

points attention to the state of “ Paradise,” Edward-

street, New-town, St. M-iry-street, and Ilcrbert-

street, as fertile sources of di^ea?c.

Carnarvon.— It is staled tliat the Woods aud

Forests are making various repairs aud excavations

with tlie view of beautifying and putting iu Letter

order the ruins of Carnarvon Castle.

’Nechclls-grem {Birmingham).—The fouodalion-

stone of St. Clement’s Schools, Nechvlls, was laid on

Tuesday before last
;

and Messrs. Branson and

Gvvytber are the coniractors for the building. Accord-

ing to the Journal, out of 2,700/. required for the

school, 2,500/. have already been got together
;
30/. of

it by a penny suhscriptioa amongst the artisans con-

nected with the district. The ui w schools will

accommodate 590 childi'en. Air. Chotwiu is the

architect.

Liverpool.—A new fountain, on a large scale, has

been erected in the Botanic GarJens-park, from a de-

sign by Air. T. Duncan, water engineer : Mr. Rollett

was the modeller; and it has been cast and erected by

Alessrs. Alacgrcgor,—Mr. Wells having done the

building work. The fountain, as described in the

local Journal, consists, in the first place, of three

large shells, which receive the water, as basins
;
and

they arc supported by three livers, with spread wings.

They rest upon a pedestal, formed li'om a comhinatiou

of reeds, sea-wced, shells, aud aquaiic jjlants. In the

centre, where the three shells join, a pcrj)eiidicular

mass of reeds rises like a trunk to the height of

12 or 14 fret. Above the shells, at the back, stand-

ing amonast the reeds, are three more livers, one over

each shell, from the beaks of which flow a stream of

water. Alctal cups are provided, one chained to each

liver’s leg, for the convenience of the thirsty. On

gala days large jets of water can be sent from the

upper portions of the oruaiueiilal pillar, which will

lluw over a series of steps.

Leeds.—The Leeds hoard of guardians have resolved

upon purchasing a site for a new workhouse, adjaccut

to the present ludustri^'l School, aiul asking the

consent of the Poor-L .w Board to an expenditure of

25,000/. fur the new edifice aud lauds. The latter

will consist of 21 acres.

CIIfRCII-BUILDING NEWS.

Slandgronnd.—k painted window, executed by Air.

AVailes, of Newcastle, has been placed in the north

aisle of Standgr<nind Church. The window, which is

of three lights, b is, iu the centre one, a representation

of the prophetess Ann.i, witli legend, and beneath is

an angel with a scroll. On eiiher side are figured the

raising of Jairus’s daughter, aud Mary at the feet of

Jesus, wlien Alartha is cumbered about much serving,

with inscriptions.

Brighton.—The London-road Chapel and adjacent

schools have recently been eulavgecl, at cost of

1,500/. The size of the chapel is doubled: it is now-

capable of holding 1,000 iiersous. No alteration has

been made in the siyle, but it has been caiTied out

uniformly, so as to cover a piece of ground iu the rear

of about the e.\tent on which it formerly stood. The

roof lias been raised, and left open, so as to exhibit

the oaken skeleton, instead of being ceiled flat. A

gallery now runs entirely round the chapel, supported

ou alight iron pillars. The pews arc also changed in

character. The architect for the alterations was Air.

Simpson, of Brighton; the contractors, Me8^^3. AVisden

and Auscombe. Iu close proximity with the chapel,

a new Sunday school, unpretending in character, has

sprung up, built by Alessrs. Goddard and Blaker,

Portsiade. This holds 300 children. It opens into

the infant school, held daily', for 260 chiUireii. Up
to the present time 800/. have been realized by con-

gregatioual and other subscriptions, leaving 70U/. still

due.

Hereford.—The restoration of Hereford Cathedral

is to he resumed in Fehriiary next.

Chester.—The interior of the Lady Chapel of

Chester Ciithedral is undergoing a restoration. The

orn-imentul colouring is in the hands of Air. Octavius

Hudson, of the local school of art. A considerable

quantity of the old colour has been found adhering

to the stonework, and this, according to the local

Chronicle, will be strictly copied in the new puiutiug.

The stonework in one of the two openings ou c.ich

side of the Lady Chapel, which seems to have been

cut away at the time the aisles were added, will he

replaced’ : the other openings must remain as they are,

to give access to the Lady Chapel from the aisles.

The carvings and ornamcots which have been broken,

or have fuiicd from the decay of the stoue, will be

reinstated. Ttiere will be more or less colouring given

to all the vaulting, the ribs, and the mouldings, &c.

so as to extend this kind of decoiatiou over the whole

interior.

Warburlon {Cheshire).—The old wooden church of

Warhurton has been restored. The west-end gallery

has been removed, and the plaster and whitewash have

been taken off the old woodwork of the roof and oak

pillavs. Other alterations and restorations of a similar

kind have been made, and the edifice thrown open its

whole length about 50 or 60 feet. Tiie higli pews

have been replaced by low open scats. Deconitive

impruvements have been made in the little chancel or

transept. At the east end of the church, a stained

glass three-light window, by Air. Wailes, has been

put iip^— subjects, the Epiphany, Crucifixinn, and

Resurrection of our Saviour. The painter ofthe dcco-

r-ations, including texts iu old church characters, was

Air. Chandlcy, of Warrington. The floor of the

chancel has been laid with Minton’s coloured tiles,

and the walls covered with symbolical paintings. The

expense of the alterations has been defrayed by the

rector and the parish.

SUBWAYS FOR SEAVERS, RAILS, PIPES,
AND WIRES.

“An improved scheme” for the tunnelling of

crowded thoroughfares or other streets and roads, and

the relief of traffic and facility of pipe-laying and

lifting, drainage, &c. is proposed by Air. Charles

Baylis, of the Poultry, Solicitor, from whose com-

munication on the subject wc shall give the leading

featui'cs of the scheme, as far as our limits will allow.

Provision for tram or railway traffic, as well as for

the laying and lifting of gas and water pipes, and tcle-

gTiiphic wires, and for the flow of sewage, all without

iiUcr'ereuce with the usual surface traffic, are, ou this

scheme, made, by excavating the ground to a suitable

depth, aud building three tunnels side by side, and

parallel to each other. In the centre one is placed or

constructed the main sewer for the thoroughfare, and

in the two side tunnels it is proposed to place the gas

and water pipes and the telegraph wires, In order to

gain access to these tunnels, apertures, covered with

moveable metal or other plates or covers, are made on

the top of the timucls, and if tliought desirable,

strong sheets or blocks of glass may be let iiito the

tops of the tunnels at intervals, so as to admit light

to the interior. Of the advantages of ready access

to gas and water pipe?, See. we need not ucnv speak,

having frequently and long since drawn attention to

this subject in the Builder.

On the top of the tunnels it is proposed to con-

struct two, three, or more lines of railw.iy, aud imme-

diately above the railways on the side tunnels, aud at

' about’ the level of the present roads, it is proposed to

build the road or way for the ordinary irallio
;
hut

instead of covering over the subterranean railway the

whole width of the street, it is proposed to leave an

open space about 6 feet wide, or the breadth of a cab-

stand, all down the ceutre ofthe thoroughfure, except

at appointed crossings, hut covering the space over

entirely where the streets intersect lacli other. Light

and air would thus be admitted to the railway beneath.

The communication of the water and gas-pipes, tele-

graph wires, &c. with the streets, S:c. would he_ by

taking them through a piece of iron lube of sufficient

dimensions, to be embedded in the brickwork at in-

tervals. ,

Air. Baylis considers that the return on tlie

outlay for such a scheme would he very large

from’ the passenger aud goods traflic alone
;
m
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addition to which, the Post-office and other Govern-

ment authoriiies, the City Corporation, Metro-

politan Boji'd of Works, owners and occupiers of

premises, wafer, gas, and telegraph companies, and

2)arochial authorities, would support and largely con-

tribute to the carrying out as well as to the profits of

the project.

PALL OF HOUSES, CAMBERWELL.
A WORD OF CAUTION.

Tee disaster which occurred on the 14th inst. in

De Crespignj -park, Camberwell, where a parly-waU

between two semi-detached houses, just ready fur

roofing, fell, and carried with it the greater part of

the front and back walls of both houses, should

serve as a warning, and prevent other accidents.

Those who ought to know attribute the fall entirely

to the recklessness with which the wall—18 inches

in thickness, koneycomhedwilhfines— had been carried

up in haste, withuut a particle of iron hooping as bond

to compensate for inferior workmanship. The mate-

rials of their several kinds are said to have been good.

If the present weather continue, and the mode of

building now pursued in several quarters we could

name be persisted in, we shall have other falls bt foi e

long. How some of the houses now being erected iu

the suburbs stand is a marvel,— the mortar made wii h

loam instead of sand, the bricks the worst of “ jdacc,”

and these inaieri ils, such as they arc, thrown together

with reckless baud, without baud of any kind. The
district-surveyors, ill-supported by many of the magis-

trates where there is the least obscurity in the Act,

are nearly powerless in the matter, but are neverthe-

less visited with the abuse of the public whenever
disaster occurs.

Most earnestly we exhort the speculative builders

of the suburbs to ebauge their course, at any rate till

summer comes again, or life will probably be sacri-

ficed. On Several previous occasions, when we hud

expressed these words of caution, the ink had scarcely

dried before an accident happened. "VVe sincerely

hope it m ly not be so now.

THE METROPOLITAN DRAINAGE
QUESTION.

We have been appealed to by various gentlemen
who have suggested plans for the main drainage of

the mctropolii", to call attention to their respective

claims of priority in the suggestion of such plaus

;

but iu some iostanees this course would only involve

ns in long correspondence and reclamation, without
the means on our part of determining the questions at

issue. We nmsl content ourselves iu the meantime
by mentioning that Mr. J. Bailey Deufon, the engi-

neer to the General Land Drainage and Improvement
Company, at Westminster, claims attentiou to the

circuuistance,
—“1. That amongst the designs pre-

sented to the Court of Scw'crs in 1849, there was one
[Mr. Denton’s own] which embodied all the (/overn-

ing principles, uow accepted as practicable and sound,

for the carrying out of that vast and important object,

the main drainage of the metropolis, and that no
tangible aeknowleiigment of this fact has been made.
2. That the credit and advantages which usually

follow succe-'Sl'ul competition have been bestowed
upon a gentleman, \y1io candidly admits that he
did not originate the scheme he has furuished

to the Metropolitan Board of Works.” In justice to

Mr. Denton we must also add, that in a commuaici-
tion, dated 29ih ult. from Mr. H. C. Saunders, the
secretary to ihe referees appointed by Sir Benjamin
Hall, it is acknowledged, on the part of the referees,

that the principles enumerated by Mr. Deuton in a
previous letter as those on wbich his plan in 1849
was founded, “ are, in tlie main, those since adopted
by the Mctropoliian Board of Works, aud, with cer-
tain modificatious, apjr A’ed by the referees.”

The ouiy other case to which we shall at present
allude is tliafc of Mr. Charles Majbury Archer, of
Harapstead-road. Mr. Archer, after pointing aiten-

tion to Mr. Lipseombe’s hydraulic scheme, recently
introduced to piildic notice iu the columns of the
Builder, says,

—"Tlie new scheme in question appears
to me to be an imitation of a comprehensive plan,

which, about the middle of 1856, I forwarded to the
commissioners appointed to consider the question cf
the main drainage, and to the commissioners for

ascertaining the best means for distributing the
sewage, and both of which desiderata I proposed to

accomplish by means of pneumatic or atmospheric
power.”

We may here say a few words ns to a scheme pro-
posed by Mr. 11. Aluntt; “drainage engineer.” Mr.
Alnutt suggests the construction of nine seviage
works, six on the north and three on the south side
of the Thames, with covered reservoirs near lines of
railway, along which the sewage could be drawn off
in closed trucks without pumping, precipitation, or
deodorizatiou, and seut into the country to timber
stages, where it could be simply and at once dropped

through the bottom of the truck into heaps of earth

laid down for its absorption into compost, to be after-

wards spread upon the fields as manm'e. Mr. Aluutt

feels obliged to notice the very obvious objection of

immensity oT work thus produced in perpetuity
;
but

with the rain-fall running into the Thames, he does

not think his scheme impracticable, and remarks,

that it is by division of labour that great w'orks are

accomplished, aud that the metropolis might thus be

drained by subdivison of labour, just as it is easily

provided with gas or water, by several companies,

while any attempt to do so by a single system, might

be impracticable, or at least unadvisable.

METROPOLITAN BOARD OF WORKS.
At a meeting of the Board, held on Monday, the

23rd inst. Mr. Thwaites, iu the chair, further to con-

sider and proceed upon a report, made by the chair-

man, of the result of the couference with the First

Commissioner of her Majesty’s Works, on the main

intercepting drainage, it was resolved, after several

motions had been negatived,

—

“ That tlio reports of the Board eulimitted to the First

Commissioner, and also the reports of the referees, be re-

ferred to the engineer of the Board, together with two
other civil engineers, and tbut they be instructed to re-

port to the Board as to the best means of carrying out the

main drain ago of the metropolis, and that in report on the

expense of the works proposed they will state, first, the

amount necessary for carrying the sewage to B*, and, in

ease the funds should be provided, the further cost in

carrying the sewage to the point of outfall at Sea Reach.’*

Mr. Tlios. Hawkcslcy and Mr. Geo. Bidder were

appoiuted the referees.

Mr. Leslie, in moving previously the rejection of

(lie. jilan sent by Capt. Gallon, Mr. Simpson, and Mr.
Blackwell, went iuto an elaborate examination of it

and of the report which accompanied it.

EVILS OF INHABITED STABLES.

With reference to the above subject (p. 062), per-

mit me to direct attention to the fact that proper

ventilation will lessen the great mortality, sickness,

and unhcallhiness found iu Mar\ leboue, and iu the

163 inhabited stables inspected during the month.

About three years ago, the coachman’s house over the

mews of Sir S. M. Peto, bait, in Bayswater-road,

was as unhealthy as any in Marylehone. When
Watson’s ventilators were fi.xed for the stable aud the

coachman’s house, by desire of Sir Morton, two of

the children were suffering from chest diseases, and

ever since the coachman’s family had resided there

the surgeon had been in atteuffiance upon one or

other of them : all looked sickly and had little appe-

tite. In the morning, when it was time to arise, they

felt as if they had not bad a full night’s sleep.

I called about six mouths alter the ventilators were
fixed, and saw the children with rosy cheeks, and
heartily enjoying their sport. The mother informed

me, that since the liouse aud stable were ventilated,

there had been no sickness in the family, aud the air

of the house felt as pleasant as if they lived in the

country.

I know of very mauj’ similar facts that have occurred '

in London aud the provinces. The horses require
I

I good ventilation as well as the grooms, and wherever
!

stables are properly ventilated with freedom from
j

draughts, the horses suffer less from disease, eat

better, are stronger and better winded, are free from
coughs, and maintain their money value.

If stables and the inhabited rooms over them were
veutilaled, not only would there be health and com-
fort for the borse§, and the grooms and their families,

but there would be an almost total absence of stable

smell in the vicinity of mews, and a most powerful

• predisposing cause of fever aud cholera would be re-

I moved. At present the mansions of the upper

[

classes, so near to the mews, arc well supplied with

I

stable smells, through windows aud other openings.

I The effect, on delicate ladies especially, and on those

who live in the immediate neighbourhood of mews, is

mo&t injurions, from the accumulated and coucentruted

stench of stables. Fresh Air.

MONUMENTAL BRONZE versus MEMORIAL
WINDOWS

;

OR, .a;RE perennius versus splendidior titro.*

The sturdy men of ancient name,
Whose memories cimuot pass,

Laid broad the footings of their fame,

Aud wrote themselves on brass.

But modern fame, more soon deserved

(If nut so fixed— alas !),

Is sometimes suitab'y preserved

In brilliant, brittle glass.

Anon.

* Suggested by reading "Harrow Revisited," in the
Builder of 21st inst.

[Nov. 28, 1857.-

AN ARCHITECT ON SALT WATER AND
NOT “AT SEA.”

It is always interesting to us to see the general

intelligence of an architect enabling him to distinguish

himself in a matter not connected with his profession.

A short time back, in a fog, the barque Ontario, of

631 tons register, ran on the S.W. end of the Ply-

mouth breakwater. She had remained there nearly

two months, with only her hows above liigii water,

having still between 500 and 600 tons of her cargo

iu bold, when Mr. Dainant, oftheflim of Damantand
Reid, architects, one of whose works (the Devon and

Cornwall Bank, at Plymoulh) we recently mentioned,

iiudertook to bring her into port with her remaining

cargo. With the aid of a diver, and the loan of three

brigs-of-war, ceded by the Dcvoiiport dockyard aulho-

riiies, uuder a bond for 200f. to be paid iu the event

of the vessel’s sinking, &c. Mr. Damaiit, at low water,

went to work. Two of the brigs were attached to

the wreck, one on each side, near the stern, and one

to her bows, by chains which looped the sunken

vessel up to the others, and as these loops depended

uecesiarily from the bows of the brigs, their ballast

was run aft to aid their leverage. Two steam-tugs

were then affixed iu readiness to the hull of the

wreck. As the tide arose, the brigs did their expected

duty, lifting their burthen into a floating position;

and, by the light of the moon, this strange mass of

connected crafts moved safely, over a distance of

ncai'ly three aud a half miles, from the outer side of

the Breakwater into Cutwater harbour.

Mr. D.imaut’s difficulties were ereat. The har-

bour-master’s report against the practicability of the

scheme had occasioned the demand of the hood ; and,

without a word against auy official, the obstacles of

“red tnpeism” were likely to be most serious to the

undeitiiker. They have, however, only aided to

enhance Dr. Damant’s triumph, and as be has so sne-

cess'ully gone out of his usual beat in this exhibition

of his knowledge, practical skill, and readiness, and

“launching” just now is on the carpet, we may be

excused for going something out of our ordinary way
in recording it. He has another claim to our notice

in being a connection of Mr. George Vigblwick, to

whom, nut now iu practice, the prolession is under

many obligations.

Mr. Damant was formerly in the employ of Mr.

Rendcl, ihe late engineer, during which engagement

he received a testimonial from the directors of the

Edinburgh "Water Company, for his services (in Mr.
Reiidcl's absence), while their Bill was before the

House of Commons.

ARTESIAN WELLS AND PURE WATER FOR
LONDON.

It is refreshing to look at the engraving of the

Artesian Fountains at Grenelle, Paris, iu the Builder

of the week before last. I make no doubt but the

real water display will be fully equal to the pleasing

impression conveyed by the engraving. It does greatt

credit to M. Ivon, engineer, for his good taste.

The question will no doubt be asked by many,—Is
it not possible for such wells and such designs to be

constructed aud carried out in London and other large

towns and cities in England? I answer decidedly,

yes, if a fair scope be ^veu to designers, aud the

judges will act with real judgment. But no unpre-

judiced man of sense, taste, or reflection can say our

recent competition designs fur “Public Offices,” “ M cl-

lingtoQ ilouimient,” and “ Sub-ways” have bad any

oihcr decision than would have resulted from alotlery

wheel. The public funds have been wasted and mis-

applied. There is no possibility, 1 am assured, of any

of the prize designs being praclicaliy adopted, and

the public have only been amused or interested for no

purpose but that of bringing out a useless display of

patience, perseverance, and wasted energy of architects

and artists, many of whom must be heart-sick at their

fruitless labours and empty pockets.

But auuiher great mischief is the waste of valuable

time, as well as energies, of the past two or three years,

producing nothing but vague, idle declamation, instead

of woiks such as those which have practically and

steadily progressed in France, and which prove the

superiority of action over our talk. Is ibis to last?

Are we to make no progress? And are wc to con-

tinue to pander to, if not to foster, public nuisances,

when the remedies are in our own hands, if wo will

only steadily adopt aud use them? These are vital

questions. Cun the pubhc funds be more appro-

priately expended than in craplouiig our workiug

classes and tradesmen iu the removal of nuisances,

aud suhslilution of social aud moral benefits, by intro-

duction of works and constructions which will produce

plenty of pure air aud pure water,—which, iu'combina-.

riou wii li proper dwellings for the poor, must advantage

all? The stoppage of the Artesian will at Kcutish-

town was a great mistake : 1,302 feet of sinking aud

boring w'ere left, as a failure, when a few hundred feet

more would have given satisfactory and rerauncralivo



results. Let us hope this work will soon be resumed.

As to the sewage, now discharging into the Thames, that

will, I trust, some day be prevented, and be applied to

its proper purpose for crop-gi’owing
;
but this, like

" the good time coming,” we must wait a little longer

for, at the I'ate we are now slowly dragging along,

and doing nothing. Peacticax.

EXAMINATIONS IN ARCHITECTURE.
OXFORD UNIVERSITY.

The delegacy appointed to carry into execution the

statute passed last terra concerning the examination

of persons not members of the University, has agreed

upon the scheme of examination for the year 1858.

Ill the list of subjects in which candidates may he

examined we fled the following :

—

“ Dratcing and ArcMiedure.

1. Drawing from the flat, from models, from

memory, and iu perspective ; and drawing of plans,

sections, and elevations.

2. Design in pen-and-ink, and iu colour.

3. The history and principles of the arts of design.

A fair degree of skill in free-hand drawing will be

required in order that a candidate may pass in this

section.”

The examination will commence on Monday, the

21st of Juno, 1858.

THE NEW RIVER COMPANY.
Sir,—I have jnst seen, in the Builder for the 12th

of September last, an article headed “Hertford,” in

which it is stated that the New River Company arc

concentrating the sewers of the town in their new
deodoriziog beds, where all the foul sewage water

from the tovra will be filtered and pissed into the Lee

trust in a clear state. Can it be possible that the

New River Company really intend that the inhabitants

of the metropolis shaU drink filtered sewage water?

If so, the sooner this is put a stop to the belter.

Hanging would be too good for men who would per-

petrate such an abomination. B. Jones, Jun.

An Account of Church Bells ; with some Notice of
Wiltshire Bells and Bell-founders. By the Rev.
W. C. Lukis. Parker ; London and Oxford. 1857.

This account of church bells was originally read at a

meeting of the "^’ilts Archmological Society, at Salis-

bury, in 1854, and appeared in that Society’s

Magazine. The author has since collected much
additional information, and has embodied what he
considered of sufficient interest in the account now
published. The volume contains a copious list of

founders, a comparative scale of tenor bells, and in-

scriptions from nearly 500 parishes in various parts

of the country. Indeed, the account itself has been
drawn up almost exclusively from bell inscriptions.

Some plalci are given showing various modes of hang-
ing bells, &c. The author divides his treatise into

remarks ou hclfrics, bell-founders, and foundries
;
bell

metal, casting and tuning, hanging, cost, legends, and

ringing of bells; and on ancient bells, spoliation of

hells in the sixteenth century, and on the comparative

scale of teuor bells. There is thus here a good deal

of information to be got upon this (at present) rather

prominent and popular subject, although the account

does not enter into the history of bells in general,

which, indeed, had already been done by several

writers, such as the Revs. A. Gatty and H.T. Ella-

combe. The latter gentleman, by the way, has just

had published (Hamilton, Adams, and Co. London)
“ An Affectionate Address to Riogers in every Chureh

and Parish
;

” being a “ Ringers’ True Guide, contain-

ing a safe Directory for every true Churchman,” by

S. Bc-iufoy, a dissenting preacher. The fact that there

are no less than 70,000 bell-riogcTS in the country

seems to afford a sufficient apology for the publication

of this little tract by one so well known in connection

with church hells as oim readers will remember Mr.
Ellacombe to be.

PROCEEDINGS UNDER METROPOLITAN
BUILDING ACT.

EXEMPTED BUILDINGS.—MILITIA DEPOT.

JOHN JAT, APPELLANT V. IIENUT JOHN nAMMONU,
KESPONDENT.

This was an appeal (beard at the Court of Queen’s
Bench, on the 21st inst.) from a conviction by a metro-

politan police magistrate, whereby the appellant was eon-

vieted in Is. and costs, for not giving, pursuant to the 38th

section of the Metropolitan Building Act, two days’ notice

to the district surveyor before commencing a certain

building. Tho question for the decision of the court was

whether the building came under the 6th clause, which

exempted from the operation of the Act all buildings em-
ployed for her Majesty’s use or service. It appeared that

the building was iu course of erection by the commissioners

of lieutenancy in the city of London, ns a depot for

-the London militia, and for the deposit and safe custody

of its arms, accoutrements, and stores. The commissioners
j

were appointed by letters patent on the Ist December, .

1853, and, by 1 George IV. chap. 10, they were empowered
;

to array, train, and exercise the militia, and also to erect,

purchase, or biro premises.
_

I

Mr. M. Smith was now heard in support of the convic-
|

tion.
’ The buildings exempted by the Gth section of the

Metropolitan Building Act (18 and 19 Tict. c. 132) ^vere

“ Her Majesty’s royal palaces, any building in the posses-

sion of her Majesty, her heirs or successors, or employed
,

for her Majesty’s uso or service." He contouded that
,

these words meant buildings belonging to and directly lu

the employment of the Crown.
Lord CampbeU.—That is not what the Act says.

Mr. Smith.—It is not a building in the use of the Crowu.

Lord Campbell.—It is used for holding arms and ammu-
nition belonging to her Majesty, and for the protcctiou of

the realm.
. , i. e

Mr. Smith.—The magistrate treated it os a building for

the use and service of the commissioners of lieutenancy.

They have a duty cast upon them to find and provide a

building, and to deposit in it tho militia arms and stores.

Mr. Justice \Vightman.—Everything kept there is tho

property of the Crown.
Lord Campbell.—The words of the section are too strong

to get over. This is clearly a building for her Majesty’s

use and service, and it is wholly immaterial at whose ex-

pense it is erected or maintained.

The other judges concurring, the conviction was quashed.

It is right to mentioa that it was not the huilJer

in this case who objected to admit the control of the

district surveyor, but the advisers of the court of

lieutenancy. ’The court of lieutenancy applied to the

judges for costs as against Mr. Hamraond, but the

court refused them, saying be was a “ public officer,”

acting iiv what be considered to be the discharge of

his duty.

Gas in Melbourne, Australia.— Melbourne

is now illiiininiited by gas. The sircets of the city

fur the first time “saw the light” on the 12th of

August, and the event was convivially celebrated by

the mayor and bis friends at the “Criterion.” Owiog

to the extreme width of the streets, however, and the

"rcat interval which separates the standards from each

other, the general effect w'as not so brilliant as had

been generally anticipated.

anmi'illy proved in England and YTales alone.-'
Mr. Toulmin Smith has had published by Stanford,
of Charing-cross, “ A A indication of Common Sense,
Human Nature, apd Practical Improvement, against
the JIanifesto of Centralism put forth at the Social
•Science Association, 1857,” in which this expert
writer tells us, in a leading title, that “local self-

government [is] nn-mystified.” Doubtless, when
local self-government is itself ripped up as ably by
some special pleader on behalf of Centralism as
Centralism hai bceu by Mr. T. Smith ou behalf
of local self-government, neutral and disinterested
“ parties ” will be able to judge between the conteiul-
iug principles, and to decide, fully and finoUy, which
is bc.st, or whether (as we rather suspect) both be not
best,—that is, when each is stripped of its own
special and peculiar superfluities and abuses, aud re-
habilitated by the arnendraent of its own short-
comings. Meantime, wc fear that for every Ro vlnnd
of central misgovern ment, an Oliver ol local silf-

miagovernraent would not be difficult to find. Wj
have received from Sir Richnrd Mayne the “Fares
for Hackney Carriages, and distances within a circle

of four miles’ radius from Charing-cros’, measured by
authority of (he Commissioner of Police;” and as i;y

Act of Parliament, in case of dispute, these tables are
to be received as conclusive evidence, tho pnblie
should know that the list is published by C. Knight,
and by \V. Clowes and Sons.

flfli'iSccniTiua.

Gas : THE Metropolis Divided and Mono-
polized BY THE Gas Companies. — A scheme,
whereby the metropolitan gas consumers are divided

into so many lots, and banded over ea'ffi to one
special gas company, as a subject for monopolized
dealing

;
and, hence, whereby the consumers are

placed entirely at the mercy of the lurctofore com-
peting companies, has been matured and resolved

upon by the Metropolitan Gas Companies; and it is

full time the gas consumers of the metroplis weie
awakened to the necessity of resisling the snare. Some
of the vestries, indeed, are already up and doing, and
an important meeting of deputations of leading

parishes was held on the 18th inst. in the Court-

house of St. Marylebone, for the purpose of conferring

on the subject. Resolutions, in favour of general

ILLUSTRATED BOOKS.

Boetry and Picturesfrom Thomas Moore. London :

Longman and Co. 1858.

The publishers say, “ The demand for illustrated books

for presents has led them to suppose that a selection

from the poems of Thomas Moore would be accept-

able.” We cannot praise the logic of the advertise-

ment, good Messrs. Longmau, but we quite agree

with what is meant, ami can cordiwlly admire tho
j

co-operution to resist the attempt, were unanimously

book which has resulted from the supposilion. passed, and an adjournment voted, to afford time oud

Eighteen artists, including Cope, Duncan, Birket
! opportunity for communication with all the vestries

Foster, Horsley, Maclise, F. R. Pickeragill, S. Read, ' ami district Boards of the mctropolilnn p.irishes, and

W. H. Rogers (the Initial Letters and Oroaments),
' for the obtainraent of powers for further action. Just

G. Thomas, Topham, H. Warren, nud Hurrison Weir, ' as the meeting was concluding an important letter

have co-operated in the illustration of Moore’s world-
;
was received from the town-clerk of Manchester,

famous songs
;
but iMr. Birket Forster plays the chief

,

stating that the profit of gas liuhtiog to (he corpora-

part, aud has contributed some of the most charming tion amounted to between 30,000/. and 40,000/. per

landscapes Re ever drew without having them spoilt, annum, and was applied to local improvements—an
as for example, the illustr.itioos to “ As a beam o’er iutimalioa which was received with loud applause,

the face of the waters may glow” (simply sky aud
[

St. Mark’s N.ational Schools, Old-strket-

sca), “ Venice,” both engraved by J. Cooper, and
]
road.—The opening festival of these schools was

When through the piazetta,” engrave.l by W. T.
I
bold last week, and the opportunity was availed of to

Linton. The best of the figure subjects is F. R.

Piekeragill's to“Youug Love’s Dream.” Dunc.m’s

drawing to “ I saw from the beach,” W. Thomas’s

“ March, nor heed those arms that hold you,”

G. Thomas’s “ Youog Jessica,” ami Cope’s “ As once

a Grecian maiden wove,” hating the costume, are

amongst the best. It is a charming book.

VARIORUM.

“The Pick and Gad” is a monthly record of

prescut a teslimoniul to the architect : a large number
of ladies and gentlemen were present. The schools

arc iu the Gothic style, aud capable of holding three

hundred hoys and girls. The an-liitect was Mr.
E. C. S. Blake, of Westminster. The builder was
Mr. Smith. The testimonial consisted of a handsome
clock, on an ebony stand, and under a glass shade,

with an inscription ou a silver plate.

Fears for Wells Cathedral.—Will you permit

— - me, through the medium of your columns, to rail

mining and its allied sciences and arts, the first num-
j

attention to the works lately commenced on the scu'h

her of which has just been issued by the proprietor, I side of Wells cathedral. A few years ago irreparable

Mr. Wbitton Aruudell, of Henrietta-street, Covent-
[

injury was done to the wonderful weri front by (he

garden, mining engineer and surveyor, by whom it
|

repairs then made, bearing all the evidences of hasty

is conducted. The number opens witli the first part
^

contract work without attentive or c.impelent supc-r-

of an article ou “ The Physical and Geological Struc-
j

vision : I was, therefore, alarmed during a visit to the

tuve of the Mining Districts of Cornwall and South ,
ucighboiu’hood of Wells, a week or two ago, at bearing

Devon,” accompanied by a geological map ol'tbe of the coiitem|)laled of the whole of the

same districts. There are also papers On the

School of Mines and its Publications,” and “ On the

Drainage of Mines,” with reviews of cognate hooks,

and a monthly summary of scientific and art pro-

gress, list of prices of metals, &c. A new and

enlarged edition of “ The Executors’ Guide,” by Jlr.

J. C" Hudson, lute of the Lcgacy-Duty Office at

Somerset House, has been published by Messrs,

j

Longman and Co. This very useful little book is

' not intended to supersede legal advice, but rather to

p.jint out to the numerous class of executors what is

obvious and what requires smli advice, in the exercise

of their very onerous and multifarious duties. Con-

sidering the “mess” which too many exccuT rs

make of (hose duties, every one of them ought to

have a guide such os this at hand, for reference aud

iuslruction wherever he feels auy doiihf, and not

seldom, too, where he has not begun to do so clisiveet

an act as /<? i/orri/ o •easiouully happens to he. Tiie

utility of a reliable guide such as Ibis, mny be esti-

niatei from the fact, that more thru 18,000 v\ii!3 are

south side, under tlie superintendence of a surveyor

and auctioneer of the town. As the safety aud pre-

servation of our venerable churcbea is a matter of

natiuii-il importance, I think it is the duty of eviry

one to endeavour to prevent any mcdilling with them,

except under the most watcliful and zealous care of a

thoroughly competent architect. A veiy iutelligeot

stone carver, whom I met at Glastonbury, aud who,

during many years’ work at restorations under eminent

men, has imbibed an intense love for bis work, ex-

pressed to me very deep regret at the manner in which

the work is being performed, and assurei! me that the

so-called restoration would be the mere destruetion of

the exquisite old details. An insertion of this note,

or, what would be belter, a few words from your

influential peu, may induce the autliorit'es to consult

some architect of known ability in such matters as to

whether the work really is going on propeily or not,

and, should the report prove unfavourable, they can-

not, of course, wi;h it to proceed as at present.

J. A. C.
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TuE Peize Designs foe the Goveeniient

Offices.—AVe are glail to hear th4 those designs, as

we thought they ought to be, are intended to be

further exhibited
j

the Architectural Instilute of

Scotland having induced the Doard of orks to allow

them to be sent to Edinburgh for that purpose.

Liveupooe Aechitectueal Society. — At a

meeting on the 18th, Mr. S. Iluggius, President, in

the chair, Mr. E. Horner read a paper entitled “A
Plea for the Beautiful in Art.” A brief discussion

followed, in the course of which Mr. P. Howard re-

marked that the fine arts were not fine arts unless

they interested the imagination, and through the

imaginatiou appealed to the higher emotions of the

soul. Comic pictures, he said, were only admissible

when they were so tre.'ited as to elevate the comicality

of the subject, and to 'Wilkie was due the credit of

having entirely originated that mode of treating

comm subjects, the Dutch comic pictures, so called,

though they exemplified the principles of the art,

being coarse, aud frequently iudeceut. Art was one

thing and the application of art another, aud all the

principles of art might be combined without pro-

ducing fine art at all. Mr. Picton said he could not

help thinking that Mr. Iloruer had taken in some

respects rather too desponding a view of the slate of

art at the jirescnt day. With regard to architecture,

he denied that the architects of the present day were

greater copyists than those of any former period.

They took old styles as their types, as the Greeks took

the Egyptian for their type, but they were continually

creating new features, and were going on in that way

insensibly to develope what would be a thoroughly

new and original style of art.

St. Martin’s-in-tue-Fields Library and

Re.vding Room.—Aleclurc on the “ Seven Churches

of Asia” was given on the 17ih inst. by the Hon.

Sec. the Rev. 'W. J. Beamout. The rev. the vicar, in

taking the chair, informed the meeting that their hon.

sec. was about to leave them, and eulogised the zeal

and energy be had displayed in discharging his duties

and promoting the instruction aud amusement of the

working classes. The lecture was listened to with

great interest
;
the more so from the rev. lecturer

having visited personally the scenes he described.

The Appeopei-Ytion of S.mithfield.—This im-

portant question still remains undecided, and the pre-

sent position of affairs is as follows;—The committee

appointed to arrange this business have, it appears,

failed to agree with the Chancellor of the Exchequer,

who will not sanction any plan which does not

leave sufficient space iu front of St. Bartholomew’s

Hospital. We believe that the Government are

willing to give up all the ground on the Cnarler-

hoxise side of Long-lane, and that the committee are

not satisfied with this arrangement, aud are deter-

mined to bring the matter under the consideraliou of

Parliament. Due regard, it is to be hoped, will be

paid to the connectiou of the site with many impor-

tant national associulious, and the value of open areas.

St. Michael’s, Coenhill.—At a vestry ineeling

of the parish of St. Michael, Cornhil!, on the 19th

instant, Jlr. Herbert Williams, the surveyor of the

Drapers’ Company, was elected parish surveyor. Wc
hope this may be a move towards getting the new

porch of the church finished, and the removal of the

ugly hoarding that has so long been an eyesore to the

public.

The Dudley Drainage.—In the last number of

the Builder there is a parngraph respecting the Dudley

drainage plans. As I have never troubled you with a

word respecting any works ofmine(exceptingodver(isc-

ments for tenders), I am sure you will not deny me
space to correct some inaccuracies in this paraiirnph.

It is incorrect that “ the Board of Health applied lor

his [my] account up to the present lime.” I sent

them such an account voluntarily, and they at once

referred it to their owu officials, whose report, that I

was entitled to bj paid the full amount of my claim,

was presented at the last meeting of the Board, and

entered on their minutes. A resolution was passed

requesting me to meet a committee of the whole

Board, to advise with them, as their engineer, as to

proceeding as soon as possible with the sewerage

works most necessary
;
and also, to arrange for pay-

ment of what was due to me. This is the correct

version of the words, “ the account was referred to a

committee of the whole Board.” Tlie greatest in-

accuracy is, that after giving to the public my
account (with, perhaps, an unnecessary amount of

detail), your informant has placed in juxtaposition

with it, “ the estimated cost of the sewerage is

40,0007.” I beg to inform you that the sum total of

the estimates is very nearly 50,000/.

WiLLiAJi Lee.
*** The pnrasr.iph in question was inserted simply

as supplying iufi'rniation, and was not intended to

convey any matter of offence. The estimated cost of

the sewerage was staled at the mectiug of the Board
to be the sum named in the paragraph iu question,

and was so reported iu the local papers.

The Leeds Towii-hall Contract.—The Town
Council of Leeds held a special meeting on 'VYcduesdny

in last w'cek, when they auihorized the town clerk to

defend the council against a bill, filed iu Chancery by

the assignees of Mr. Samuel Alack, the contractor for

the town-hall, wiih reference to the works of that

building, in which ccriain claims against the council,

amounting to upwards of 20,000/. are set forth.

The Dudley School of Art.—The second

annual examination of the pupils in this school took

place Hst week, aud the drawings were cxlnbiled and

visited by many of the townspeople. Mr. "Wyldc,

the Government inspector, was present at the exami-

nation of Mr. Coclu-aue, the master’s, pupils, and niue

medals were awarded to the works iu a more advanced

stage.

IIigham Ferrers Church (Northampton-

shire).—We are asked by the officials to mention

that this formerly collegiate church is undergoing

restoration under the superinteudence of Mr. W.
Slater. Higham was the birthplace of Archbishop

Chichelcy, xvho is said to have been found here

tending bis father’s sheep by M illiam of Wickham,

who, noticing his intelligence, instilled into him his

architectural as well as his chnich principles, lie

has left at IIigham, in the bedehouse and .school,

proofs of his attachment to his native place
j
and the

tine parish church, though in the main a century

older, shows, it is stated, indications of having

undergone a restor<ition in the hands of the Arch-

bishop, whose likeness and arms arc to be found in

the Perpendicular woodwork of the chaucel. There

is a eiu'ious ]>avemcnt at the east end, which has been

drawn aud described by Lord Aiwyiie Compton.

Towards tlie restoration fund, her Majesty has con-

tributed 105/. The parishioners, in number about

1,100, and none of them, with very trifiing excep-

tions, ow'ncrs of land or houses iu the pai-ish, having

raised 1,-150/. by voluntaiy subscriptions, are appeal-

ing to the public for the supply of the remainder of

the sum required.

Weston’s Music-hall, High IIolborn.—This

IS a very handsome apartment, which has been built

under the direction of Messrs. Finch Hill, and Pa-

raire. It is more than 100 feet long, about 40 feet wide,

and 40 feet high, aud the ceiling, divided into ten

compartments, is elaborately ornamented, and, together

with the front of the gallery, displays a considerable

amount of fanciful design. Iron columns, with orna-

mental spandrils, carry the gallery : the end-wall, uc.xt

the orchestra aud stage, is lined with large sheets of

looking-glass, surrounded by drai)ory. The colour is

delicate and pretty, and the decorations, byMessis.

Homan and Beenscu, appropriate aud pjleastiig. The

approaches are Hid with Bale’s patent inositic quarries,

by the Poole Architectur.il Pottery Company. The

hall is lighted by five glass cbaudelicrs, the centre one

of which is too large.

The Architectural Exhibition.—A correspon-

dent says:—“On seeing the advertisement of the

ArchilecUiral Committee, permitting the exhibition

of the drawings for the new Government Olficcs and

j

Memorial Cliurch, 1 was in doubt whether thedesigus

I

for the new Islington Vestry-hall would be admiss-

' ihle, they having been previously exhibited; but

I

upon making inquiries I have been given to uuder-

! stand that as it was a local cxliibilioii, and for local

purposes alone, it will not preclude them from the

forthcoming exhibition; therefore I wish to make
' this known, through your p per, to others like myself

' who may be iu doubt, and 1 trust that competitors will

j

send their designs that a coniparisou may be drawn

I

between the rejected and premiuted drawings.”

I
Belper Cemetery CoMPETiiiON.—The success-

ful competitor is iMr. E. Holmes. We stated this

: last week; but, through a printer’s accident, the three

lines containing the intiurition (bottom of first culumn,

p. 083), were shifted to the foot of the third column.

!
The Glasgow Masons. — The master masons

have conceded the demand of the operatives that their

wages shall be paid fortulghtly ;
and this cause of

! dispute has been so far satisfactorily arranged. We
' regret to state, however, as oue of the results of tbe

' present monetary crisis, that on Saturday before last

: 700 operative masons were dismissed from era[iloy-

meat iu Glasgow, and that tiie uuinher of unemployed

' was likely to be very considerably increased at the

I

end of the past week.

I Scaffold Accidents. — Three men were on a

scaffold of a building in course of erection in Beer-

lane, Tower-streef, when the plank on which they

were standing suddeiilv broke, aud they fell to the

basement, a dejitb of GO feet. Oue of them received

j

extensive iiijui’ies. Auuther scaffold accident look

I
place kit week on the premises of Mr. Hind, on up-

holsterer, of Totlenhaiu-coiirt-rciad. William Hunt,

foreman to the bricklayers, fell from one of the stages

,
of the scafibld into the stone-yard, a height of near 40

feet. Both his thighs were broken, and his skull was

fractured, with coticussiou of the braiu. The case is

j

perfectly hopeless.

A Covered Walk.—Cut thi-oughRussell-square,

and let there be an aveuue, gravelled, and covered

(across the garden-ground). Crystal Palacc-like, from

Bloomsbury-square to Gordon-sqiiare. The climate

forbidding garden exercise for several months in the

year, this would serve a private advantage, and being

a thoroughfare for pedestrians (never numerous),

from say six o’clock a.in. to eightp.m. for some months
in the year. Each path-side to be railed, to prevent

encroachments in the garden. Posts to be placed at

each end. The expense to be divided between tbe

estate holders and the Government.— C. D.

Roman Remains at Gloucester.—Some Roman
reiiiiiins have heeu discovered by workmen while

making excavations for cihars in Norlhgate-slrcet.

At the depth of about 8 feet, the bases of two columns,

8 feet apart, were discovered, resting in their original

position on square stone plinths, flanked On the one

side by a square pilaster, and surrounded by the base-

ment walls of an old Roman structure. At tbe dis-

tance of 8 feet from the columns, and facing the

street, were the remains of a doorway. A stone

tablet or nicbe was found with its face to the ground,

and bearing iu bold alio relievo the figures of

J3scula])ius and Hygeia.

Binks’s Travelling Scaffold.—At the Hull

Public Rooms a machine of simple construcliou has

been exhibited. It consists of a perpendicular ladder

supported by a “ strut.” The ladder poles iu this

instance are 40 feet in height, the lower bars being

4 feet, and tbe upper ones 3 feet in length, and 19

inches apart: every fouith bar sustains a platform

about 0 I’eet long and 1 to 2 feet wide, placed on the

inside of a ladder, aud an equally wide ledge is placed

on the top of the machine, the feet of which are

grooved info another ledge, which being siqiported by

iron wheels, becomes a travelling platform.

Look to your Coin Deposits.—The founda-

tion stone of a Lunatic Asylum was laid at Not-

tingham, a week or two since, when a bottle, con-

taining a parchment record and a number of coins,

was deposited under it, as usual. A watch was kept

ench night, until Friday, in last week, when the stone,

having been built upou aud embedded in masonry,

was thought secure. The thieves, however, Ind also

kept watch. The workmen, on Saturday morning,

found that tbe stone bad been undermined, and the

coins extracted. The actual present value was

only 125.

Carpenters’ and Joiners’ Strike iN Man-
chester.—As the turnouts have refused evary offer

of arbitration or mediation on the dispute, the hopes

eutirlained that the strike would speedily terminate

have been dissipated. The employers have obtained

hands from distant localities, and some of the old

hands, tired of their uncomfortable position on strike,

have returned to work. One of the largest building

firms has obtained one-fourth of their usual comple-

ment.

Polytechnic Institution.—!Mr. Pepper’s lec-

ture, entitled “A Scuttle of Coals, from tlie iline to

the Fireside,” embodying an account of his visit to a

mine, and illubtrated very fully by dissolving views,

is one of the most interesting ever delivered within

the walls of the Polytechnic, and may be listened to

with advantage by young and old alike. The danger-

ous conditions under which the miners pursue thc-ir

work are described, as well as the mitigations which
science provides ; and a number of valuable statistics

are conveyed to tbe hearer in so pleasaut a inauner,

that after being thoroughly amused, he finds himself

cousidcrably instructed.

The Clock of Rye Church.—Presuming that

the subject of “ Public Clocks ” is a legitimate portion

of the scope of your useful work, as connected with

bniidings, I should feel much obliged if oue of your

readers could furnish some particulars to be depended

on respecting the very large old clock in the old

church of the old town of Rye, in Sussex, which I

saw there some few’ years ago and I presume is there

now. The large dial-plate was placed either over the

great east window or the east face of the tower, I

forget which, but the pendulum swunginside the body

of the chm-cb aud was seen in motion through the

cast window. My reason for making this applieatiou

is, that in a long aud very interesting article in the

Tivies of the 18th instant, headed “ The Tower aud

Clock at AVestminster” (and which the Times of

the next day, under the head of “The Recasting of

the AVestminster Bell,” admits to be incorrect iu some
particulars), it is stated, “ It [the pendulum] is 14 feet

long, weighing over 6 cwt. and more than double the

size of the Post-office clock pendulum, which teas the

largest in the world." If by '‘she" is meant
“ length," I cannot but fancy that it is an error, and

that the pendulum of Rye church clock is "larger"

that is, "longer" than either. But, apart from this,

the clock, from its size and make, is a curiosity worthy

a notice iu yonr useful journal. As Rye was one of

the ancient cinque ports, with a good trade, perhaps

tbe clock may be of foreign make.—

A

n Inquirer.
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OTHIJJG interferes more with

tlie improvement of the masses

of the people than the dlfficnlty

which exists of getting rid of

old easterns; for instance, the

practice of keeping the dead

before interment for a week or

j\ more, so hard to break down,
* many instances, been the

means of destroying the lives and

health of the living. For many
WK^ years infants were “swaddled”'

and bound up in the remarkable

manner shown in old manuscripts and

pictures. It would be as difficult to

form an estimate of the number who
have been killed by such processes as

of those who have died prematurely

from the effects of tight-lacing. At one

time, in cases of small-pox and similar dis-

eases, every breath of air was carefully ex-

cluded, as though that life-preserving element

was an enemy instead of a friend. When this

treatment was in fashion the small-pox was about

as fatal as the cholera is now. Fever patients

used to be closed up iu a similar manner, and the

beds of the sufferers were piled with blaukets.

We cannot wonder, under such circumstances,

at the spreading of the disease.

All these evils, and fifty more, have been, to

a considerable extent, lessened. There are, how-
ever, a large number of persons amongst the less

educated with whom the fashion of former days

is still considered the best, in spite of its

evident ill effects. Many an intelligent artisan

and his wife who would laugh at most of the

practices alluded to, would decline availing

themselves of a home, however wholesome,

which did not present the appearance of those

built upon the old plan. Thousands who feel

the difficulty prefer the fashion, and with their

families live in subdivided houses, where, in

many instances, the benefit of privacy, cleanli-

ness, and comfort cannot exist, in preference to

occupying dwellings which, although different

in outward form, have the means of family

seclusion, and all the necessaries for health. It

is a pity that it should be so, but such being

the case it is necessary, in order to do good, to

use means which, while being beneficial, will

humour the prejudiced taste which exists
;
and

credit is due to those who devise proper means of

coaxing the great industrious multitude iuto the

use of the kind of houses which are so much

with staircases leading to the back premises.

The upper and the ground floors of those houses,

which consist of three rooms each, let fur

10/. a year each (less than 4s. a week), including

taxes
; the places below for less : and we were

told that they are occupied as quickly as they

can be finished, by respectable workmen, Jiud

that they pay about 8 per cent.

Every single step of this kind is encouraging,

and it is unnecessary to deny that many such

have been taken. Notwithstanding the enormous
extent of the ignorance yet prevailing, and the

amount of work required to be doue, all parts

of the country show the gradual admittance of

the truth of those principles from which im-

provement must result. Twenty years ago,

thd'great mass of even the middle and well-

inform^ classes were not aware of the dangers

which they were beset. Glance back to

former times, and it seems remarkable how
peqple could live at all. Take, for instance,

many country villages : the bouses were chiefly

planted in the form of a street, in the centre of

which were two rows of “ midden steads ” and

pigsties : stagnant pools of the foulest descrip-

tion were collected in all directions, and the

stale garbage i,and other refuse were left in

small mountains in all seasons : there were of

course cesspools in the rear, for no attempt

at proper drainage had been made. The
interior of the houses might be kept clean,

but that did not prevent the breaking out of

pestilence, which iu a moderate degree was

looked for witii the coming of the summer

leaves, but wliich at times became so serious

as to terrify the people, who were then

not able to trace the disorders to their

cause. Small silk bags filled with cam-

phor were bung round the necks of the

children, as if that could neutralise the vile

gases which were created around their dwell-

ings. And bad as this was, the condition of the

towns was worse. We recollect seeing in an

important town a large churchyard raised to the

height of not less than 12 feet above the proper

surface by the mouldering dead. It was managed

in a way which would perhaps have surprised

even the workers in Spa-fields and some metro-

politan grounds. People even then used to

wonder how room could be made for more.

But there was no George Alfred Walker to

look in and investigate their “doings.” It

was by no means unusual to drain this ground

without disguise, and let it run along the public

street to the nearest gully-hole. If an inhabitant

had at that time lifted up his voice against such

a practice, he would have been thought fit for

a place in the neighbouring lunatic asylum.

Lanes thickly surrounded this graveyard, and one

narrow turning led to a series of little squares

and back nooks. There was no drainage in any

part, and yet perhaps not less than 200 or 300

required. We have more than once suggested in ' persons inhabited the houses which were readied

these pages, how desirable it is to provide houses
|

by the narrow archway. There was also a long

at a moderate rent which would afford the
i building used as a school, where nearly 200

advantages of separate residences and other
|

children were constantly assembled. In front

necessary qualities, and which would as nearly
' of the school was a place for all the refuse,

as possible present the appearance of the dwell- Behind was a closet, with cesspool, which was

jugs now in use.
|

constantly overflowing, and which was the only

We have found in one of the northern ' convenience for the boys, and for a large

towns this principle carried out to a considera- number of the inhabitants. At times the huge

ble extent in some of the new streets. Tlie
^

dirt-heap would be removed, and the task

houses towards the road present a substantial-
^

would occupy two or three days,

looking front, two stories high from the pave-
j

When cholera broke out in the town for the

ment, with rooms below looking into a very first time, not a single house iu this court

wide area. In the front of each house are two ' escaped ;
iu some instances whole families

doors, fitted with knockers
;
one of these, by ' were swept away ; then the houses iu these con-

means of a; leads to the ground-
' fiued places were not supplied with water;

floor, and the other to the floor above, while a people had none except such as they could

railed flight of steps affords entrance to the catch from the drip of the roofs in rainy

apartments below. We have thus in each bouse weather, or carry from the nearest pump or

three distinct sets of rooms. The back is conduit; and that, added to total want of drain-

fashioned with galleries, something in the same age and the accumulation of putrid refuse,

manner as the model cottage which was erected caused an atmosphere indiscrlbably close and

by Prince Albert near the Great Exhibition, oppressive. In many instances childi'en s schools

were kept down these courts, and lives innu-

merable were lost iu consequence. Recollect,
for another instance, the condition of the
old town of Edinburgh at about the titne men-
tioned

;
— the wynds, the lofty houses with

common stairs, without water-supply or other

means of cleanliness. Descending dust-shafts,

such as those iu our modern model bouses, had
not been thought of; no closets or water-cisterns

were placed on each landing. So imperfect were
the arrangements, that it was dangerous for the

wayfarer to travel towards nightfall. Some of

the more thouglitful of the Edinburgh dame»
would, it is true, considerately, from their lofty

situation, exclaim, as warning to the passer-by,

before throwing out the dust, “’Ware below!
’ware below !

” This condition of affairs led, as

may be imagined, to sad effects. It required no
little amount of energy and love for the pic-

turesque at that time to explore the stair which
led to the room once occupied by Smollett, and
other places of interest. Parts of Edinburgh
are bad enough now, but it has been greatly

improved since then.

It is of the utmost consequence that a know-
ledge of the laws which govern human life should

be given to women. A frightful loss of infant

life occurs through their waut of this knowledge.

In a certain unhealthy district of Loudon,

during one year, forty-four deaths occurred, and

of these, twenty-six who died were children

under five years of age. The difference in the

proportion of deaths amongst infants iu various

localities shows that this loss is unnecessary.

Thousands of prevcufciblc deaths which occur,

both in London and the provinces, from other

than sanitary imperfections, are clearly to be

traced to the ignorance of the mothers in the

simplest principles of healthful management. In

the National and other schools in whicli the

future mothers of the next race of English

workmen are being educated, attention should

be given to the instruction of the young, not

only in sanitary matters, but as to the structure

and functions of the body. To the motliers we
have to look for the education of the world.
“ When shall I begin the education of my
child?” said a young woman once to a wise
man

;
“ it is now four years old.” “ Madam,” he

replied, “ you h.ave lost three years already.

From the first smile that gleams over an infant’s

cheek, your opportunity begins.”

There is not a more terrible sight in the dark

regions of Loudon than to see mothers giving

tender infants gin and other strong drinks,—an
act of kindness as tliey think. Their ignorance

of the effects of such treatment makes them
wonder when the cliildren wither away, and

speedily die before their eyes. In nine cases

out of ten, amongst the poorer classes, intem-

perate mothers are ignorant that by their course

of life they either poison their infants, or, at

any rate, weaken their systems. If the common
and useful knowledge to which we allude was

made a more important consideration, some

might thereby be pi'evcnted from committing

what they would know to be acts of wicked-

ness. Qmte true it is that “in exalting the

faculties of the soul, we annihilate, in a great

degree, the delusion of the senses.”

In many poor neighbourhoods the quantity

of laudanum and other opiates sold is extra-

ordinary : by their means the cliildren are

drugged, and this causes a considerable increase

in the list of deaths
;
nor is this dangerous and

(^uilty use of opiates confined to the poorer and

more ignorant classes, as may be seen by the

advertisements of elixirs, soothing syrups, and

cordials for children, which so constantly meet

the eye.

The sanitary laws by which health is pro-

moted, should be made a branch of the na-

tional education. Take a case to exemplify

its necessity which came before us quite re-

ceutly. A lady selected a farm-house, in a
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deliglitful pnrt of the country, as a residence for

herself and children during the summer. T\’hen

there, she found that a horse-pond, which

was at a short distance from the house, had an

unpleasant smell; inside the rooms there was

also an impure atmosphere, aud it was dis-

covered, on examination, that there was some

communication by drainage between the cow-

sheds and the house, and that the drains were

all stopped. Men were set to work to put the

derangement right, and the result of such au-

operatiou in the summer-heat may be readily

imagined. As one fatal consequence, the chil

dren were stricken by fever, and in a few days

three of them died. Now, if this lady had for-

tunately been in possession of the proper

amount of sanitaiy knowledge in the choice of

a place to which she might retire for a season,

she would, in the first instance, have avoided the

neighbourhood of a stagnant pond into which

refuse ran
;
and when, being there, the drains

were taken up, she would have escaped with

her children from the house with as much
activity as she would have run from a building

on fire. StiU, as we said before, knowledge is

spreading, and life is gradually lengthening.

In the case of graveyards, a strong evidence

of the advancing state of public opinion may he

found in the general expression of horror which

has followed the statements that have been

lately made at the London Mansion-house, in

connection with the disinterment of the dead in

Moorfields burial-ground. It was difficult when
we laboured on the subject, nine or ten years

back, to make persons believe in the danger of

the Loudon graveyards. Fortunately, however,
the truth was gradually impressed, and then, by
the strong force of public opinion, a parlia-

mentary enactment was obtained for the purpose
of putting a stop to intramural interments.

Various circumstances have from time to time
transpired in connection Avith closed places of

sepulture to cause excitement,—the removal of

cofiins aud their contents, to make room for the

erection of dAvellings; the carrying away of grave-
stones and other memorials by wholesale; and,

although very large sums of money have been

A “ CENTRAL PLACE ” IN LONDON, UNITING TRAFALGAR-SQUARE WITH
THE BOROUGH.

A “ CENTRAL PLACE IN LONDON,
UNITING TBAFAJ.GAll-sqUABE AVITH THE BOROUGH,

ACROSS THE WATER.

The above small plan, for which I request indul-

gence, is in reference to my former letters that have
appeared in pages 542

.
561

,
509 , 604, aud 636. It

is restricted, of course, to a small extent ns compared
with London itself

; nor can your readers fully view
- - - . . -

I
the hearing of the scheme contained in my previous

paid for accouimodatiouin those spots, no sooner
|

letters without reference to a map of the whole nietro-

has the source of profit ceased, than (in many polls. It comprehends, indeed, little more than the

instances) they have been allowed to become
j

actual area suggested for improvement and its imme-
sccnes of desolation. Graves were bought at • diate neighbourhood.

considerable prices, on the clear understanding This “ Central Place” in London, uniting Trafal-

that they were to he treated with consideration, '

P:ar*8quare with (he Borough, across the water, is

and were freehold. Those who purchased grave- indicated _hy the hroad dark line. Its greatest ex-

stones aud monuments, aud who also paid for 1

tension, viz. from the National Gallery to the Yorlc-

thc privilege of fixing them over family graves, i

Borough, is somewhat over half a mile

never expected that these would be carried
may be seen that the area on the north bank of

awav, and used for different purposes. Nor did
i

would be of an irregular foimi, but that on

4.1 'll- 1 4.1 4 41 1, J- 1 1 J the Borough Side would admit of a justly symmetrical
they thrnk tbat the bodies would be reraoyedj

h-estmeut. This would variety
, p ,1 p p 11 , ^

' uiinaeu-LLutLi iiuiinucuv. This would give variety,
the secrets of the^ grave fearfully exposed, _aiiJ

; the bridge of 100 yards in width
i their dearest sold. Ibis iS'iliptn wonhl nffm-d n mnirnififif'nt. vipwoveu the boucs of ^

' archdectural treatment.

connecting

,
. • p 1 1 • .1 them would afford a magnificent view of Loudon,

the private view of the subject.
^

Ihe public besides being a very grand feature in itself; .and

health is, however, a cousideration of equal under certain regulations would relieve with facility

inipoidaiice, aud, to take the case before us, it • the overdegree of traffic that now clogs the streets of

seems ili-jmlged to attempt to plant a school

for children on ground which has been shown
by Dr. Lcthcby aud others to be one mass of
putrefaction.

The account of the condition of the bodies
which were removed from Moorfields, is sick-

ening. IVe acquit Mr. John Young, the
architect, and Mr. Thomas Piper, juii. whose
intelligence is so widely known, of voluntary
contempt for public opinion, or wanton disre-

gard of the dictates of common sense; but they
seem, certainly, to have shown an amount of
thoughtlessness scarcely to have been expected
from them.

"While upon this subject let us express
a hope, that the managers of the cemeteries
which have been receutTv opened, will avoid
the practice of pit burial, the evils of Avhich
have been already so fully shown. We have
had hiuts from good authority, that in some
instances things are not working as they should
in this respect. It must be home in mind,
that ere long Loudon avDI march to Pincliley
and other places, and it would be a scandal if,

with our past experience, we were to produce
there that state of things from which we are
now but just escaping.

the City.

The star in the centre of the bridge indicates the

pivot of the scheme, being as near as may be the

central point of present London, as is to be noticed

in the Post-office district maps.

I have not indicated any lines of new streets in the

heth without detriment to the more aristocratic part

of the town.

In my thirdletter, page 604 of No. for Oct. 24, 1 set

forth expressly the architectural aud general art efforts

which would arise from such a treatment of the heart

of London.

In my fifth letter, page 636 of No. for Nov. 7, 1 dwelt

on the great importance of the ‘'quadrant space”
comprised between the bend of the river opposite

Charing-cross, the South-Western Railway, and (he
Waterloo and Westminster-bridge-roads, being cleared

of its present habitations audinhabitants, it being now
a centre hotbed of moral and physical disease, aud
suggesting the purchase of this area by Government
as a first step; submitting also that it would not, in

any case, be an unprofitable application of public

money.
Those of your readers who have been sufficiently

attracted by the scheme, cau easily apply to the above
plan those letters ivhich appeared bel’ore, in enume-
rating which I feel somewhat aghast at the space I

have taken up. Their subject is oue on which
much more remains to be said, but I am sensible, on
the other hand, that through your pages I have had
quite my proportion of “ say for the opportunity of

which I am much indebted to your courtesy.

Epsilon.

ART IN ARCHITECTURE.*

Aristides' Treatise “ On the Sentvnents and Capa-
bilities of various Styles,"—with the Discussion

thereon.

The wordy war raging between the Gothicists andT> , r 11- .11 • , ji i-iir. vYUlUY wai liiKiue uumccu mi: vruiuiuiais aiia
Burough, such, as would naturallv arise ont of the m • • 4 i • 4 j

'

,9 ’ , , , , , -,11 , i

Classicists begins to assume uow an uunardonablePTmitmn of siiph .'i o .'in. of a f’P.nr.r.'i nrpa in Hip hnarf . ..execution of such a plan, of a central area in the heart

of London, because I desired to avoid embarrassing
the simple idea with any details of further extension,

especinlly as such details would naturally be guided by
vai'ions considerations that I am unacquainted with,

or, if I Avere, that I should not be fitted for dealing

with, not having the honour to be, as I told you
before, professionally an architect, although an euthu-
siastic adinii'cr of tliat art.

You have so kindly given space to my previous

letters on the above subject that 1 feel I should be
presumiug too much on your indulgence by a repeti-

tion of their contents. It vrill be, perhaps, therefore

best simply to refer to them for the separate points

which they brought under your notice.

In my first letter, page 542 of No. for Sept. 19, I

set forth the general plan and bearings of the scheme
as it affected the health, traffic, and adornment of the

metropolis.

In my second letter, page 561 of No. for Oct. 3, I

further detailed the same points, and showed some of

the advantages which would directly accrue to Lam-

ferocity. This second invasion of the Goths on Classic

ground promises to he almost as big iu fruitful

events, as the former was for the time in dire calamity,

dismay, and ruin. The same elemeutal causes have, I

am inclined to think, produced both. The Classicists,

like the Romans, have ceased to display the energy of

intellect, which foimerly rendered them supreme
masters of the world’s taste : and some say their

morals are sadly comipted. They must bestir them-
selves; they must think and act once more, if they

would save their beloved style from the destroying

hand of the—I will not say barbarian, but in-

vader
;
and Avheu they have effected a truce with the

enemy, they must turu their atieution to reform at

home. I have the greatest hopes that much good

will result from the strife
;

for if the combatants do

not unite, I think it likely they will gain energy, seF-

reliance, and natiu’al tastes and feeliugs on the one

side; and on the other, polish, refinement, grr.ce, and

dignity.

' See page 633, ante.
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The consideration of the claims of the rival styles,

as set forth by their various supporters, together with

the practical proof that is everywhere afforded of the

successful application of what appears at first sight to

he opposite principles
j
aud also within the circle of

my own practice, having employed the various styles

accordingly as I thought they would meet the re-

quirements ofthe case; and having convinced myself,

that in one case one style may be used mth ad-

vantage and propriety where another would fail, has

led me to investigate the capabilities of each style,

and I have arrived at the couclusion, that it is mainly

the sentiment which the style expresses, that makes it

suitable to the locality and purpose. Of course, there

are other points to be considered which may modify

the desirability of its employment—such as the

materials at command, and the cost of the different

descriptions of labour, but that is the principal de-

duction I have drawn
;
and the object of the present

paper, is to string together a few thoughts relative to

the sentiments which the leading styles in use are

capable of expressing.

GREEK ART,

“ Ah 1 Greece ! they love thee least who owe thee
most.”

—

Byran.

Greek art possesses in an eminent degree abstract

beauty: it is the offshoot of singtdarly exact minds,

and is the most perfect realization of the ideal which

has yet been given to the world. In it the propor-

tions arc exquisitely balanced, the lights and shades

most delicately handled. The minutest details are

pencilled in, and perfected with such a refined feeling

for the beautiful, that it seems like the work of

superior beings. Everywhere there is harmony, grace,

and dignity. The very qualities to which it owes its

perfection almost prohibit its use at the present

day. It lacks so much pliability and natural-

ness, that it is almost impossible to preserve

its beauties intact in applying it to modem purposes.

We have ceased to think in the same strain as the

ancient Greek, therefore we cannot design in the

same style, witliout being liable to fall into the most
imbecile copyism: but where we wish to express

graceful dignity—dignity without presumption, and

elegance without affectation—we should study the

heaven-born examples left us by the Greek, seek to

discover on what those qualities depend, and then

embody them in our design.

The prevailing sentiment of the art of the Greeks

is high intellectuality : their aim was to produce the

abstract and the ideal in everything: their imagina-

tion was allowed but limited range, from the fastidi-

ousness of their taste; hut whatever beauties they

produced they perfected with the utmost precision

and exactness. They aspired to reach the central

essence of beauty : the utmost perfectiou of external

form, and the idealization of the geucric natme of

things; in a word, they aimed at being gods, not

men. They never could descend to the portrayal of

homely virtues or vices, or to the simple illustration

of the great look of nature : everything, good or bad,

mnst needs be tinged with ideal excellence. It was

beneath their wisdom to see Nature as she is, Ihey

saw her only as she ought to appear according lo

their predilections. Their philosophy even aims at

superhuman effort, for they would not, in their

mechanism of life, allow for friction. In everything

they sought excellence—all nature cried out aloud to

them for excellence. Their sculpture was but tbc

portrayal of abstract qualities—in the ‘‘Laocoon”

lay the representation of intense pain
;

“ Jupiter

Olympus” was but the incarnation of godlike majesty

;

the “ Hercules” that of the greatest physical strength ;

and “Venus” that of sensuous beauty. Characteristic

distinction of species they in all cases exaggerated

;

marking it in the most decided manner. They sought

with fervour abstract truths, but their wisdom at ihe

present day would be considered impracticable. The

tree sent out majestic branches aud exuberant foliage,

but of fruit there was none : other elements were

required in the soil, in default of which the tree

withered and died: it had lived its natural term of

life, became exhausted, and could produce no more.

From the few characteristics of the art which T

have attempted to point out, it will be understood

that to try to introduce it again in its pristine purity

would be a hopeless task. "When the public first

became acquainted with the style, they were enrap-

tured and amazed; never had they seen anything so

perfect, so harmonious, or so refined : such grace

and dignity had not before been conceived by the

most enthralled votary of art. Admiration led to

imitation, and not only were the ancient forms repro-

duced, but they were placed in singularly inappro-

priate situations. Enthusiasm gave place to satiety,

and then most people agreed, that however beautiful

the style was, considered abstractedly, it did not

comply with our modern wants. Continued repetition

had become tiresome: Centaurs,- Mlnervas, and

Neptuncs were very well in their way ;
beautiful when

examined in connection with Greek mythology, or

even as mere forms
;
bnt beyond that they were dis-

covered to have no connection with our sympathies or

ideas : very good in a museum, but of no meaning on
a modern building. The public soon found out that

we were copyists of the worst description, devoid of

all original thought, and that is a failing above all

others that they have the least sympathy with. Art
was in truth becoming a dead letter. What would be

thought if we imitated to minute mannerism the

poetry of Homer, Milton, or even Pope ? That would
have been much more creditable, forwcshould even have
had some new thoughts. I think I can only compare
the copyism that then prevailed to the reprint of the

works in another form ! or a Bible with illustrations

taken from the “ Illiad.” No more striking illustra-

tion can be pointed out of the evil of adopting a style

without the introduction of new elements, than the

mania for Greek architecture which prevailed some
fifty years ago.

As the prevailing sentiment of Greek art is the

ennoblement and enthronement of the intellect,

expressing simple dignity, it is well fitted for halls of

justice, representative chambers, and buildings appro-

priated to science. But in the application of the

style we must not imitate; we must enter into the

spirit of it—a diflicult thing to do. If the artist-

architect cannot strictly adhere to the style, and be

original at the same time, he may yet sympathise

with it 80 much as to imbue his work with similar

sentiments, and thus ennoble and refine his concep-

tions, placing it nearly on a level with the ancient

masterpieces. Italian and Roman architecture may
in this manner he purged of much of their grossness,

and their details corrected and dignified by the intro-

duction of the Greek harmonic excellencies
;
it being a

most improving style for study, if not for imitation.

The inappropriateness of certain styles, excepting

for special purposes, may he forcibly shown by trying

to conceive—a Grecian prison, or, still better, a

Grecian workhouse ! At one time Grecian lodges and

park entrances were common ; indeed, I now
recollect one which has not been built ten

years I a miniature copy of a temple, with rough

plate-glass let into one or two of the metopes, to

serve for windows, and, oh shade of Pericles ! the

chimney-stack crowned with slate tops of the

usual pattern. Also I could mention an octastyle

chapel, of the true Amphiprostylos type, with the

corapluvium, if it may be so called, filled up with a

flat skylight through which the wnud and rain play

with melancholy and funereal coldness. Something

certainly might be done exceedingly tasteful, in the

way of villas and lodges, if designed in the proper

spirit : not adhering too strictly to the style. Wc
must conceive the outline of the genenil arr.ingcmcnt

first; and then putting ourselves into the frame of

mind we might suppose a Greek to he in, wore he in

our position, try and give expressiou of purpose to

the roughly-conceived design; the details will then

work themselves out consistently as a matter of

course. The style will, however, harmonize better

with fiat or gently undulating scenery, than square

rocky masses, and possesses such inflexibility, that it

is very difficult to handle with freedom.

One of the ugliest features in our modern pscudo-

classic dwellings, and which shows the imbecility and

red-tapeism still clinging to ns, is our treatment of

chimney stacks—no, not shafts, for ihey are ignored.

What might be made, if our architects would strike

their fetters off, a source of beauty and picluresque-

ness, becomes transformed into the most villauously

ugly appendage that the imagination could contrive,

when under tlie influence of the nightmare. The

modern Italian improvisatore, when he handles the

chimneys, must feel his weakness—he cannot make

them rhyme; do what he will,—group ihern, raise

them, lower them,—there they still stick out in bold

contrast to the rest of the building, the very incarna-

tion of ugliness : he gives up the attempt in despair,

letting them jangle in as they best may ; he probably

crowns them with a cornice so heavy, that it is per-

fectly miraculous that the 45-inch brickwork is not

ground to brickdust. On this he must needs place

his “mug,” to prevent the wind gathered up by (he

top surface of the aforesaid cornice going down the

flue in a gusty volume; (he wiud collected by the

opposite surface of the roof still gets down the flue.

Of course the 'peace and happiness of the inmates,

together with 'their best furniture, are entirely

destroyed; but what of that? They are like Finnon

haddocks, accustomed to be smoked. Perhaps the

unfortunates rebel, aud are rash enough to send for

a chimney-doctor : he pulls up the floor — he

takes out the grate, and many other arc the attempts

he makes: perhaps with the help of a tube at

the top, 10 leet or 12 feet high, and a fire-plate at

the bottom; together with a large annual consump-

tion of coals, it may be he succeeds. I feel I am

departing from iny subject, but I must go on, it is

such an exciting topic. Am I to be told that with

proper provision at first ;
with a flue of equal section

all the way up, free from cavities or receptacles for

cold air, and not of too large an area
; with the shaft

carried up well above all surrounding objects, and each
shaft distinct, if grouped: am I to be told, with a

rueful countenance, that the chimney-doctor will still

be needed ? Those of frequent failure will give an
affirmative “ Yes : for the laws by which chimneys
smoke are as fickle as the elements, and the unruly

household Lares require frequent coaxing.” To such

I can only answer, try the plan I have here pro-

pounded.

Another great defect in modern Classic dwellings

—

though not coufined to them alone—is the attempt to

keep the roof flatter than is necessary for protection

from the wind and rain—for the due fulfilment of its

purpose. Everything above the cornice appears to be

considered an eyesore, and many are the schemes
devised for kcepimg the roof and chimneys out of

sight; all of which may be summed up in one word,

—

failure. Utility is sacrificed to false taste, for the

essential feature of the building is wanting; or at

least we can see that it is looked upon at the best as

an ugly necessity.

It is such proceedings as these that have brought

odium upon all connected with Classical architecture

:

one or two among many of the shams thought neces-

sary to preserve purity aud horizonfality.

The outline of the design should be the Jirst con-

sideration, for it is the most obvious feature of the

whole. A well-developed, firm, and meaning outline

gives life to the mass, detaching it boldly from sur-

rounding objects. What can be more unmeaningly

ugly, or more humiliating, than the mis-shapen, un-

sightly heaps of bricks and mortar, under which the

ground in our parks groans ? Misnamed Italian archi-

tecture. A picturesque skyline is certainly not neces-

sary in all situations, the reverse being the case in

many instances
;

for the tendency of pictiircsqueness

is in opposition to that of Classicality. All I contend

for is truth of purpose (a question we will discuss in

another place). The Greeks would certainly not have

acted ns many of us have done : they would have

adapted their art to modern wants, preserving its

ruling ffisthi-tic principles intact, viz. symmetry of

parts, simplicity of plan, breadth of effect, and refine-

ment of detail. It is this that gives majesty, grace,

and matchless beauty to all the productions of their

ardeut aud well-balanced minds : which has helped

them to excel all others, and give to the world the

most perfect style extHut. But it is hoping against

hope to expect good architecture when art is a mer-

cenary trade, oud the soulless speculative builder

usurps the place of ihe architect : when everythiug is

looked on with mere utilitaiian eyes, and the pro-

prietor cannot distinguish between moderately good

and villanou-sly bad, but is willing to pay the same

price for both.

I am afraid I have said more than the limited

applicability of the style will warrant
;
but many of

the remarks arc equally applicable to all styles. I

would wish my hearir.<, before finishing the firsf part

of my paper, to bear in mind that it is the seotimeut

of the style which fits it for the expression of purpose.

The style chosen must harmonize with the site. A
Grecian house in a Guthic garden, or vice versd,

would offend all tastes. The ground about a Classic

dwelling must be arranged with a certain formality

and an dtlentiou to the principles previously enun-

ciated. I am aware that many will not give to Greek

architecture even the limited range which I have

assigned to it ;
but to piy mind, nothing can be more

charai’teristic aod appropriate to a man of refinement

and learning, and nothing so congenial to his tastes,

as the residence in a suburban villa designed on truly

Greek principles.

Arislidf-s.—Now, gentlemen, what do you think

of the first instalment of the subject ?

Ritfskinius.—I think that you have done a great

deal more than justice to it. To my taste nothing

can be more insipid, nothing so tiresome, wearying,

or monotonous, as Greek art. The regularity and

method so suit ible to you is to me in the last degree

oppressive. The constructive priuciple is had, and

the whole utterly false and untrue to nature.

Aristides.— I will not build you a house in that

style. I would suit the character of the house to that

of the mind
;
the gurniiure of the design should ex-

press the tastes of the owner. You should have a

more imagiuative residence, a more picturesque, quaint

abode, with a spice of solemnity about it, but w ithal

showing a playful effect of light and shade, entirely

utiariifieial, without one particle of formality in the

whole composition.

Lonatdo.—Yov. understand well how to apply the

medicine of the mind : there are many who would

grunt and growl over their miserable fate in being

compelled to live in an untasteful age, were their

clients to object to their pet sty le : such is the effect

of bigotry.

Aristides.—Under such circumstances it is impossi-

ble that they could produce a good work
;

their souls
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rebel against it. Far better would it be if the gentle-

men in question would acquire a little pliability of

disposition, and adapt themselves more to (he

huinonrs of their clients. Ev'cry mnn has a right to

a little forbearance, considering how tastes differ, and

the likelihood of his not being much wrong cither, as

I have been attempting to prove. Instead of setting

up their backs and showing their bristles like hedge-

hogs, would it not be bitter for them to try and dis-

cover the inward sympathies of their clients, and give

suitable e:tprc35ion to them ? They should conceive

for tlie proprietor, but finish for the artist. With
your permission, gentlemen, if you arc not already

weary of the subject, I will proceed.

ROMAN ARCllITECTLKE.

Roman archileeture is as correct an exponent of

ment of an original kind. Notwithstanding, it is
,

this species of sfructnrc the Romans were adepts,
essentially an artificial style, more in consouance

,

Their taste in ornament was even more faulty and
with the occupations of cities than wiih natural or

^

licentious
;
and they did not ciiihody in any part of

rural scenery. "When employed it should be on a their architecture that honestv of inteution so charac-
large scale, for it has not the innate sublimity of the teristic of Englishmen

;
therefore, according to your

Greek, and on the other hand will not bear breaking ' own showing, it is unfit for onr use.
up info small masses; a measure necessary for the

j

Jrisfides.—Fardon me: the cty for plain imvar-
pictnresque. All good Roman work must aim at nished reality, in material and construction, proceeds
richness without eiiibc-rance, and grandeur wntliout from very much the same cause, as the " comelness ”
pretentiousness : while we eratilafe tlieirmagnificence,

|

of style demanded by our ancient tutors. Both are
we must be discriminate in selection, rejecting nil

! no doubt very good to a certiin extent; but push
meretricious ornament and adventitious aid. Avoiding them beyond their legitimate limits, and thc-y end in
baldness, we must still not cover every inch of sur-

,

disgusting affectation. The absurdities and follies
face, w'ith enrichment, destroying one of the highest which art critics of ihepresent day have been attempt-
qualities iu art, viz.—breacllli of effect. That sym- ' ing to thrust down the public throat are unendurable,
metrical arrangement of parts and countei'parts dc- The mist>ikcs and inconsistencies they fall into are

the feelings and moving I'assions of that nation as maiidcd in Greci;in architecture, need notin Roman the rcsnlt of undue appreciation of some' one principle,

that of the Greeks is of theirs. Pomp, magnilicenr-e,
j

strictly adhered lo: it is not csseiilia'ly iieces- ' which blinds them to all others. No mm in his

grandeur, luxury, display, chaiacterised all their
!

the two ends of an edifice should be smses would attempt to practically cany out the
tastes. All (hat ctudd ennoble the warlike and cuer- or that both sides should be similar, or principle of truthfulness to the extent demanded by
getic race was called in to give its aid in perpetuating should be a regular parallelogram, or a them,—they would not themselves I It has become
the victories gained by them. ^Vorshipping military complete circle, or indeed of any simple genmetric much too commoti to write fine things for the sake of
glory—everything gave place lo that ruling passion, figure: still there shou'd be a ci-rlain degree of sym- writiiiii tlirm— it never being inteuded that they should
Science was cultivated to advance the art of war; to U^'^'^rical h^ruioiiy governing the whole. The several be reduced to practice. To carry the principle of
malco roads, to construct inai hines, to throw bridges

over rivers
;
or, on mi/re peaceful occasions, lo balance

aloft ponderous vaults and domes, under which the

gods were propitiated, or the glorious achievements
of the empire consecrated. As the taste fur luxury
and case advanced with conquest, then were the
splendid baths, the mighty aqueducts, the colossal

ampbiihca’res, and magnificent p laces erected. Now
was (he summit of their greatness reached: slowly
the enervating nature of their amusements and habits

. _ ^ ,

> carry the principle of
misses of the composition shuuld be grouped in ro-

,

truthfulness to the extent fashion demands, wouldlead
ference to a large aud central feature, with an eye to to the condemnation of a// stmcUu’.d concealment. Is
a bold and pleasing play of light and shade; they it consistent to object to support from concealed arches
should be pro|)Ortionate, not inlerferiug with each ties, or beams in the case of architraves, and in the
other, hut hcl|iing the general effect. Due emphasis ' same breath allow chains to be buried in cupulas to
should be laid on the main horizontal divisions of the counteract their thrust? If we e.xamine nature
design, which should .igain be judiciously embellished (another thing we are requested to do), we see that
and enlivened with suitable conventional orn-iment

,

in the majority of instances structure is concealed—in
and spirited mouldings. The laws of composition some indicated, but in none brought out so promi-
reqiiire that all the parts unite in giving oueiiess of nently before the eye as the too scrupulously con-

sapped the louudations of their already overgrown
! ;

it being quite iucorrcct to scientious truth worshippers wish us to believe is

dominions, and in their fall the civilization of ceu- 1

f^rrange it so that it may be divided in two, each com- ' necessary in good architecture. Another fashion
turies became a thing of the past.

j

plcte in itself Still more tasteless is it to jumble
^

bitely in vogue, teaches us that good architecture can
Mith much that is splendid, superb, and vigorous

;

® of materials, good perliaps iu them- be produced on utilitarian principles only, w'ilhout
in tliuir architecture, there is mixed a leaven of folly, ;

selves, but having no common connection or homo- attentiun to aislhetics. A roof must only (by this

extravagance, aud vulgarity. Licking the chaste re- !

geoeity of meaning. It is nece.ssary for the dignity of theory) be inclined so much as will best fit it for
finement of the Greek, they yet partly compensated

!

edifice of any importance, that it be placed on a earning off the water falling upon it
;
and no atten-

for it by greater versatility of talent aud* their superior
,

commanding stylobate, that it have a bold base and tion need be paid to the functions it fulfils in carrying
altainmeuts in science, thus eolarglug the scope of cornice, aud, in some cases, a crowning ; out the general outline of the building; this would
their art. The invention of the arch introduced a I P^irapet. The pyramidal ])rinciple (so strongly insisted prohibit most Gothic loofs and all slated turrets. On
lever in the system which the Greeks never possessed, I’poQ by Bartholomew) must never be neglected where the same p''iuci[ile, it is miessentia] to give an arch a
or never appreci-ated. It is a feature giving power to give elegance of contour to our work

; j

greater height than will enable it to support the
and elegance to their architecture, and

2»lucing at the conclusion, 1 would point out to students in weight piled above it
;
or it is equally unnecessary to

disjiosal of the artist aud man of science increased
j

of utmost importance they shuuld form a window narrower than can be conveniently
resources, facilitating tlmse eogineiring operations

.

finish in all classic work, and would guard e.xecuted with due attention to stabiliiy; or a door
which the Romans dclighled in,—emboldeuiug the them against being led away by the sketchy’ pic-

' ’ ' - - - — ” - ....... j.<.- -n

architect in his conceptions, and affording a never-
I

turesqueness prevalent in the designs of many of our
failing resource in structiunl diffiimlties.

|

young rising architects.

The vast scale of the Roman works throw the' Archimedes.—Allow me to say that you have made which the principle will logically lead if carried out
Greek productions into the .shade: it is os a giant

i
a most unwarranted attack upon engineers in genrr.«1.

,

'ts full extent; and I would ask, what will bc-
compareil to a pigmy. The grandiur only attainable

j

The worst which can be saul of them is that they nmch-vamited Gothic, if measured only
by size being denied (lie Grcekc, they did all that consider “ ulility ” to be the iirimary object of their principles laid down by its own over-ardent
mortals could do with their limited means, producing, i pro^'ession, and i am willing to brave being set down admirers? The merest tyro, who has but ouce
in a very sinall_ edifice, a degree of the sublime far

j

by “ men of taste,” when I say that they are correct
;

attempted a Gothic church, will see the fallacy of such
excelling that displayed in a Roman work of the

|

iu consitiering it to be so. I should I ke to know in reasoninss as these, if he be not bliedly intent upon
same size. The employmeat of the arch principle what position the world would have been now if it,

supporting the ” good cause ” at any price. Tnitbful-
led, by sure steps, to the adoption of ihe vault aud had been left to the guidance of the so-called “ men assiimlly is characteristic of Gothic structure;
dome, and ihe solidity, science, and skill displayed iu ! of lasle ?

”
‘\Vhy we should have been driving to

' ‘^^'I'^arianism is not
;
for there is an msthetic

Roman work, have never been excelled. The symmetry i London on stage-coaches, because, forsooth, thej^are fulfilled even at the expense of con-
of interior effect gained by Roman vaulting is worthy ' more

2
)icturcsqoe; or, perhaps, sending our troops to ^'euience, and (hat is the law of verticality

;
for de-

of all praise, and from which our engineer.^, with their
|

India iu Dutch galliots by reason of their not bemg minding that the leading Hues of the edifice should
boasted skill, may yet gain much knowledge in arclii-

!
so fonn'illy constructed as our present clqipers, and vertical

;
])roIiibits width in the windows, flatness

higher than will admit a tall man, or wider than will

allow two ladies to pass, in full criuoline dress. A
hundred more “ cases in point ” may be cited to

tectural statics. ‘With geometrical symmetry, which ' look better in a s in the roof, and lowness in the arch. In all great
our own 'Wren carried to such perfection, they coni-

j

Aristides.—I aui extremely sorry if from the tone ^'"J'ks, not alone in the Gothic, but equally in other
bined sound construction, very diffeicnt to the thought

' of my remarks they can be* construed into sm-h a stiles, some sacrifii'C must be offered up to the esthetic
and money sparing labour of the present day—the ' meaning as you have chosen to put on them. I did

!

principle. St. Paul’s possesses an outline of un-
works of engineers who have do knowledge, architects ' not say “ utility ” must not be considered the primarv ' nobility and elegaoce; hut that effect has
who have no taste, and contractors who have no

[

object of all engineering; indeed, it is so of all the obtained by carrying the outer dome up far
souls. Geometric harmony is a study so much '

arts, as the name imidics ; but I mnst insist above the inner oue, leaving a void between of no
neglected, that I cannot do better than rcconiuieDd

j

upon their not totally ignoring the existence of other
' '^lihty whatever. It ha', however, heeu well observed

Its more frequent introduction in our own works : it
|

beauties besides that of' utility*! My intention w.is to
' AHom, that this arrangement was calh.d for

is this that unites inelegant combination the various point out where they might improve their vast con- ' S*'’® ^^^ct both lo the interior and exterior; con-
parts of a design, giving due pr.ipnrtions aud balance ' ceptinns

;
and I still* adhere to the notion, however I

seqnciitly, the one has been made proportionate, the
to each

;
showing at a glance tbit it is the work of a

I

absurd, that the study of architectonic proporlion ^ commanding. Who will deny that
man of knowledge, accuracy, aud si.-ieuce—not that

:
wmuld enlighten their too malter-of-fact minds, and

' variaoce with utilitsrian doctrines ? The
of a presumptuous bungkr

; a completed idea—not an
I

render their productions more compact and b.-au’iiful. ' philosophy has been sur-
un gested mass of crudities, faulty in construction. No one can denv that it would be an advantage to the

* ’

and clumsy m design. Modern cngiueers, ccriamly.
I pnblic sight and pocket, if those clumsy appendages of

aie done woudem m their way, but they are yet useless piers, enormous caps, ugly mouldings, aud

n”rro.!t:

stage of their art: requiring the unmeaning columns and entiiblaturcs, attached to, but
not having the slightest connection with, llie bridges

they disfigure, were displaced to make room for m-ire

meaning and appropriate enihcllishmcnt. Though

perfecting mastery of exact cilculation and struc'tuni
elegance, to render their works complete: in elegance
let them take a lesson from the Romans.
The capabilities of the style are much more varied

than the Greek : and having many points of re-
semblance to the Romans in our wants and tastes,
though there are striking characteristic differences, it
is much more suited to our requ'reiuents. For public
huddiogs and civic institutious it is emincntlv
adapted : for domestic purposes Italian is better,
which is alter all but a niodilicutiou of the Roman.
The sentiments displivcd most prominently in

Roman architecture are puiwr and grandeur: seuti-
ments very appppnate for the expression of the
wealth aud intelligence of an enterprising commercial
country. It also possesses an enlarged scope for
invention, and for ihe di^p'ay of artistic embellish-

niountcd by Mr. Fergusson, who iuilf condemns
Gothic vaulting for not effecting two purposes

—

serving for both a ceiling and a roof: to such ex-

tremely ridiciitons results does any doctrine lead,

when pushed beyond its legitimate limits.

Rnfskiniits .—I cannot agree with you on anyone
point : if archileeture transgresses in truthfulness, as

utility is the priiiiriry object of such works, bt-nuty'ds I

represented it to do in many cases, it is not

an important secondary one, aud perfection cannot be
j

Gothic, it is a bastard style, and I totally condemn it.

obtained without the study of ir. Garblcntum .—I also must take exception to your
Garblentum .—Eugincers are a soulless race

; and
|

remarks, especially with regard to Gothic windows,
however I may disagree with you on lhe point of which I boldly affirm are not Ihe lea-t bit narrower
styles, I most cordially re-echo the sentiments you

j

than the strictest utilitarian could desire, if he gave
have just expressed. stabiity the cousideration it merits. Are they not

Rnfskiniiis.—Your “ sentimeDt8”rcgar(]ing Roman I more consistent than the great gaping openings in

art are as wide of the truth as your previous praise of i modern buildings, miscalled windows, through which
n ..„i

jjj some respects they may an army might be marched with ease ?—and is not a

Gothic arch far more scientifically structural limn the

cramped and crazy architraves which disgrace onr

Grecian is sickening,

have displayed more science than the Greek; but 'or

coustruciive truth thoy had no feeling. Crazy archi-

traves, backed up by arches to assist them to carry modern pseudo-Classic porticoes
; a shabby artifice,

their own weighf, ore abliorrent in iU’incqde
;
aud in

|

repugnant to all correct feeling.
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Aristides.—Then what do you think of the Pom-
peiians using wooden beams for architraves over their

arcostyle colonnades ? I thinli that we liave no neces-

sity to resort to such an expedient now, for the same

purpose may be effected in a much better manner

with iron.

Rufskinius.—lYll sueli shams arc beneath contempt.

Aristides.—Our opinions on art are so widely

divergent that I fear I shall only bore you by pro-

ceeding with my p^iper.

Garblentim.—Oh, dear no 1 You will presently

he getting to the most interesting part of your paper:

we wish to hear what you have to say on Gothic ai’chi-

tecture.

Aristides.—That is my ne.vt subject, so I will

proceed.

GOTHIC ATICUlTECTUIir-.

There cannot he expressed two innve opposite

seutiments than are embodied iu the rival styles of

the day—Gothic and Classic ; whereas the la-t depends

for its effect on our feelings for artificial perfection,

without any direct imitation of nature, but rather

uniformity and conventional treatment : the latter is,

in its inhercut excellences, dependent on, and an

e.xponcnt of, the principles which regnlnle natural

beauty. It is the uuprelentious pnetic offsiiring of

unsophisticated nature, disrobed of alt artificiality and

affected refinement.
;
the homely soul of man laid bare

;

The genuine effusion of the spirit which sees this great

and glorious outer world iu a loving, trusting, hopeful,

mysterious, and imaginative mood. Such an architec-

ture must be peculiarly suited for Christian and ecclesi-

astical purposes
;

for all is open, all is true—nought

glossed over for mere showy effect or flimsy tawdri-

ness. It has not been inaptly termed, by some who
feel tbe full force of these qualities, Christian archi-

tecture; but there are those that have no sympathy

with the style—that do uot uuderstaud it, aud never

will—and are, consequeully, disposed to cavil at the

interpretation, aud call such views orlhodoxical. lie

who has felt the solemn soul-iusjnring effect of the

interior of a Gothic cathedi'al ;
who has felt grave,

humble, subdued, and awe-stricken, in the presence of

the spirit of our good and true ancestors
;
who has

communed with the dead of bygone ages in the

gloomy shade of medimval-vaulted canopies—be will

uot be disposed to question the fituess of the style

for religions purposes, or its power of raising our

minds above worldly desires and earthly vanities;

freeing us for the time from the subjection of those

cares which lie cankering in our hearts, bringing with

them only desolation and (rouble. Show us tlmt

this peculiar power exists in Classic architecture, and

that it is as capable of exciting emotions as pure and

lovely as these
;
then we shall be at liberty to ridicule

the term Christinn art, and employ iu preference the

Classic style with all its so-called superior couveui-

ences and modern appliances.

Not only is the Gothic peculiarly suited for reli-

gious sympathies, but it is a style that harmonises

admirably with natural scenery. The unaff'ei-tcd

irregularity of outline aud varied disposition of masses

allowable in a composition in this style,—arising

from a natural and coiifoniial arrangement of the

several parts, to their respective purposes and objects,

in strong contrast to the opposite course, which must

be adopted iu the treatmeot of all Classic styles, aud

the duplication of members to preserve symmetry,

renders it singularly in keeping with the works of

nature, affording relief to a miud harassed and

annoyed with tbe vexatious realities and formal cere-

monies of this artificial modern hie. It is here, sur-

rounded by works of Gothic art, giving zest to natnre s

charms, that the weary mind, in quest of quiet enjoy-

ment, will find true repose. Grecian art may suit

the active intellectual miud; Roman, the energetic

mind, aud sumptuous luxury of the man of wealth

;

but for the miud of nature’s true poetic cast, which

feels a joyous buoyancy in communing with the

varied beauties of the picturesque. Gothic art is a

sympathetic link with the outer world. No other art

is so pliaut, so versatile, and so imaginative, or so

true : its sentiment is poetry, and its principle truth.

Let not the soulless criticisms of “pia'dical men”
drive from the heart of the enthusiastic lover of the

natural, all bulkjf in tbe living healthy vitility of the

style, by the hackneyed asserliou that it is inapplicable

to the present wants of society. Such opiiiious are

only held by those wlio arc incapable of reading the

spirit of the style, and rc-adapliug it to the demands

of modern civilization.

Just as the Classic styles may with propriety be

termed the grand and epic iu art, so may the Gothic

with quite as much propriety be called the simply

poetical. There exists (he same disliuction of charac-

ter between the poems and literature of antiquity and

the literature of life, feelings, and srntiauuts in

vogue at tbe present lime, as there docs between

Classic aud Gothic art; and it will be ns vain to

attempt to warp the tastes which individuals mauircst

in favour of oue or the other of these styles, as it

would be to divert the course of the gre.it ocean cur-

rents. There nre scarcely two feelings common to

both styles
;
and white minds contiune to be consti-

tuted so diffcrcutly, and organisations arc so various,

it is the height of absurdity to attemiit to unite the

antipodes in taste. A purely dcraonsirative propnsi-

miiy be proved to all by force of analysis, but art is

dependent upon the inward fceliug of beauty : it is a

sentiment, uot a mathematical prolilem. IVhat is the

value of art—of w’hat good is it? say thousands of

people : a question difficult to answer when those who
ask can never ascend to an appreciation of anything

beyond maierial comfort. Of whit use is music, say

those who have no ear for it? and to such as they it

is of no use, and dcvlt can be. It is the same with

the advocates of one or other of the styles, which

their organization and early training fits them best for

appreciating; they cannot see beauty iu any other

—

their cars have become so accustomed to listen to one

tuuc that all oth'T airs nre thrown away upon them.

Argnment in such a case is a waste of words
;

if one

mnu likes pork and enolher prefers beef, no amount

of reasoning will convince either of them that his

favourite dish is not the best. It is the same in art

:

all deductions are superllons when wc cannot agree

upon the premises.

If it be said that, notwithstanding all this, I do

appreciate the various styles for the time, purposes,

aud ])lims, for which they were at first employed—but

only such a one is now applicable—I answer that onr

age’ is retrospective as well as progressive while wc

boiTow ideas from the pist, wc iutredace new

elements for the ’future. No style iu i's integrity is

apidicable, because in none do the same ciicum-

stiinccs exist. Wc must mould, bmd. rc-shape, and

re-arrange the materials wc have at baud, and in

doing so new phases of style will develope tliemselves

in every respect appHoable. We may talk, write,

dispute, and revile each other, and still the whole

circle of the styles will be practical ;
belter to turn

our attention to finding out the peculiar fitness of

each than waste onr breath in disputations about the

propriety of employing one.

There has been another falla'-y walking abroad of

la^e. Those who have fullen into the diflicnlty of not

knowing which to chose from among the rival

claimants have attempted, in a very loose and unstable

mauner, to prop up a theory which would teach us to

pay uo atteutiuu to any style. Such a course can

only be followed in imaginntion
;
to attempt to re-

duce it to practice, w’ould be a ' herculean tn.ik, aud

would result in a most unmeaning assemblage of

borrowed ideas. It could only be paralleled by

attempting to bui.d a ]\vramid from the apex, or a

house without a foundation. The process by which

we evolve new forms is too laborious and long to

admit of being gone throu'zh in the short space of

lime allotted for the production of ouc design, or

even of many. So much depeuds upon fortuitous sug-

gestions and fleeting conceptions, that at the utmost

we can only hope to effect variations on some style

taken as a not to produce a new one. If it

were not so, we might invent a new style in every

design we made ; a result so impossible, that every one

will see the absurdity of it. Eveu supposing a

genius gieot enough arose, and invented one entirely

new, of what advantage would it be ? All the smaller

fry would has’e iu a measure to copy him; where,

then, would exist the greater originality? Onibe

other hand, if no style is taken as a basis, we produce

a mere jumble— an unfortuitous concourse of atoms.

Oue of the great difficulties urged by anti-Gothicists

in the way of the employment of Gothic for domestic

purposes, is the unmanagcableness of the windo-w-

opeuings. They say, with truth, that broad spaces of

plate, glass are inadmissible, from the nfcessiiy’ of cm-

ploying muHionsfor the subdivision of the opening.

This some of the ultra-Guthicists flaily deny but

with very little show of reason. The mulliou is as

essential to the preservation of Gothic character, as

the architrave, frieze, and cornice arc to tlmt of the

Classic. The perpendiculiirity of the style demands

that the leading features should be elongattd vcitieally,

both with respect to voids and solids
;
iu the window

it is the void that leads the eye. There is also the

difficulty of another principle to contend with, which

it is essential to keep iu view s^hen designing iu

Gothic. I mean the opposite one to th.at expressed

by the term breadth, and which requires that the

most strikin:: features should be subdivided—in some

cases diapered, and that no broid sm-races, uot even

iu'the stoECS, taken sciiarstely, should be allowed.

In this, as in most other in-tauces, the two styles are

in exact ojipositiou ;
for the larger the surfices of the

stones in a Classic structure, provided tlicy arc not

dispi'opoitionate to the thickness of the wall, or deep

euou'di to destroy the horizoiilality, tbe better the

effect rhiu sin face must be wry sparingly intro-

duced in Gothic work
;

whereas, in Clas-^ic, it is

esseulial for rc[)05e. If there happens to be a large

exteut of uupierced wall space iu a Gothic design, it

should be erected prineipully with rough, irregular

stone, or else it must have introduced in it scutcheons,

niches, or other conventutl oruaments belonging

to the style. I do not wish it to be understood that

I consider solidity of piers and walls contrary to the

spirit of the style
;
the reverse, rather, is my opinion,

for a certain degree of solidity is absolutely riquisite

for the repose of the strnciure; but it is the repose

due to quantity, a very different quality to the Classic

bre idrli before alluded to. 1 know tliat the Tudor
will be cited against me, showing that it is of little

consequence whether the stones are laid smooth and

regular, or irregular, provided the design is a good

one
;
but I would beg h ave to suggest that Tudor

can hardly, strictly speaking, be culled Gothic, so

much formality and carpenters’ work having crept

into it as to destroy, in a measure, the spirit of the

style; aud in that case it only expresses what may be

said much better in another style.

There have been many attempts to get over the

diffif'ully of introducing sashes and prcierving the

mullioDs, and nearly all have failed. Jlr. Bariholomew

gives an example of bow tbe same may be done, but it

ic simply barbarous. Why casements should be so much
objected to I am unable to account for. If they can

be constructed to keep out the wet—and that they can

be admits of no doubt—why should they uot be used?

Presuming that the object of having windows to open

is to admit air, when it is required for coolness or

ventilation, it caunot be disputed but that a system of

easements is equal to that requirement. Of course, if

fiiruiturc is to be pulled through tiie window, all our

arguments fall to the grouud ;
but in a gentleman’s

house that is unnecessary ! There is another much-

talk(.'d-of disadvantage arising from the employmeut of

mnllious, and that is, that it cuts up tbe jirospecl;

but this is more imaginaiy tlian real. Tlic question

hinges on this: do wo prefer culm or ostentation ? It

the latter, by no means adopt Golliio; if the former.

Gothic by all means ;
for the separation and division

of the prospect by the inullions allows of a quiet con-

templation of it in parts : if wc winild see the whole,

we cun approach nearer. To bo iu the centre of a

room opposite an immense window is like living out

of doors, and iu winter is excessively cheerless. If the

same window be dividi-d in the Gothic fashion, we, on

the contrary, feel as if in a house—in fact, at home.

There are no doubt advantages and disadvantages in

both; all we can do h to choose as our tastes prompt

us. Be not afraid of being called a in in of uo taste

;

that is a bugbear cspecinlly reserved for the ignorant.

Of what then shall wc' say Gothic architecture is

capable? Is it to command applause, to inspire us

with a supreme admiration of our fancied greatness,

or to lead us to worsiiip the intellect of man ? No !

but to draw us imperceptibly to acknowledge the great-

ness and goodness of the God of nature; to lead us to

sympathize with the true and unaffected beauties and

iufiuile variety of effects which are constantly sur-

rounding us, enlarging the range of our kuuwledge,

and sharpening our appetite for the natural-, nut being

given for us to look upon as so many useless baubles;

but for elevating our aspirations and enlightening our

views, to promote our enjoyments aud purity our

hearts. I muit pause awhile.

ON SCIENTIFIC INSTITUTIONS,

IN CONNECTION WITH THE DEPAUTIIENT OF

SCIF-.SXE AND ART.

This was the subject taken by I>r. Lyon Playfaii>

C.B., for the third of tlie series of lectures now in

course of delivery in the theatre of the Brampton

Museum, and was read by him on Monday evening,

ihe 30lh ult. Tbe theatre was full to overflowing,

and this was the case, we may mention, on the pre-

vious occasions. In (he neighbourhood, especially,

tlie lectures are regarded with great interest, and the

hope is pretty loudly expressed that others will follow

those idreiidy announced.

The lecturer first cousiJered the institutions cstab-

lished iu the capitals of the three kingdoms, and then
'

the schools iu tbe provinces. Foreign countries, he

! said, had, many years since, perceived that it was

' necessary, for the popular apprehension of the counec-

' tion of the sciences willi the industrial arts, to have

supplemental museums, connecting the abstract

' sciences with theii’ appl'cations to the usual indus-

;
tries of the country. It was in 1835 that the iiec^-

sity for such museums in England was forma.ly

' brought before Governmeul by a man of rare iutelli-

' gence and singular pei'severauce, the late Sir Henry

' de la Bcche. This eminent geologist was then m
' charge of the geological survey, which, f dlowiug in

' the footsteps of the trigonometrical survey, lays down
’ upon maps the geological aud mineral feaiurcs of the

' various districts. Sir Henry, in his memiHal to the

' thcQ Chancellor of the Exchequer (Lord Mooteagle),

' siiguesleJ that a collection should be formed “ con-

' (aiiiing spct-iaiens of the various mineral substances

' used for roads, iu conslriictiog public works or build-
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iDg?, employed for useful purposes, or from whicli

useful metnls were extracted, aud that it should be

arranged with every reference to instruction,” os by
the adoption of this course "a large amount of in-

formation which was scattered might be condensed,

and those interested enabled to judge how far our

known raioeral wealth might bo rendered available

for any undertaking they are required to direct, or

may be anxious to promote for the good or ornament

of their country.”

The collections thus indicated, having commenced
in 1835, had assumed such form in 1837, that the

Government gave some rooms in Craig’s-court, Char-

ing-cross, for their reception, where they accumulated

so rapidly, that first one house and theu two houses

became lull, aud finally, growing iu importance aud ex-

tent much beyond the capacity of the Government
houses in Craig’s-court, the handsome structure in Jer-

myu-street, now known as the Museum of Practical

Geology and Government School of Mines, was erected.

The Mining School was descrihed; the Royal Dub-
lin Society, and other establishments

;
and be then

traced the establishment of the Special Schools of

Science, in connection with this Department, which
now exist in Loudon, Poplar, Bristol, Birmingham,
Leeds, Truro, Stokc-upon-Trent, M'igau, and Aber-
deen, some, in fact all, successful as to the dispo.si-

tion of the working-classes to support them; bnt even
those most numerously attended and iucreasiug in

numbers running the risk of abandonment at any
time, because, with one or two exceptions, the ex-

penses are greater than the receipts.

The desire of the artisau for a secondary education
is not uew. He has for the last quarter of a century
laboured to attain it ibrougb the agency of institu-

tions devoted to his own class, but has failed. Let us

pause to reflect upon the reasons why he wants it,

and why he has not succeeded iu supplying his want.

In recent years, the most meritorious efforts have
been made by the public, with the co-operation of the
State, to establish primary schools; but it has been
too much the practice to consider these as sufficient

for the education of the people. The public have
laboured zealously to bring together the materials out
of which an educational edifice may in future be con-
structed, and have well laid some of the stones which
are to constitute its foundation. Milton describes a
complete and liberal education to be that ” which fits

a man to performjuslly, skilfully, and magnanimously
all the offices, private and public, both of peace and
war.” Whether the primary schools of any country,
and particularly of this country, are calculated to

answer the objects thus demanded of education, will

be seen by a little consideration.

The lecture system, he thought, had failed, aud so

what Lad been called Working Men’s Colleges had
been formed.

The first requirement in the education of the work-
ing man is to give him his positiron as an intellectual

being, by enabling him to understand what he is doing,
that is, to explain to him the natural laws upon which
his labour depends. It is not sufficient that be should
be enabled to fulfil bis duty : his dignity as a man
requires that he should be enabled to fulfil that duty
with understanding and intelligence. If public cdu
catiou be aimed at the first point only, all it does is

to fix a handle to a tool, or a framework to a machine

;

the second aim ensures that the machine is the most
perfect of its kind, adapted to fulfil all that is required
of it. You will nnderstaud, then, that while I do not
undervalue one branch of knowledge professed at these
Working Men’s College.®, I think they miss the primary
means of elevating the working man, because they do
not concentrate their energies on a few branches of
knowledge bearing on bis daily life. The most suc-
cessfiil school for working men has probably been the
School of Arts in Edinburgh, founded by Mr. Leonard
Ilorucr; at all events, it can boast of a larger number
of pupils, and a duration of existence not possessed by
any other secondary school for artisans. Its success
has beiu mainly owing to the few subjects which it pro-
fesses,— these being confined originally to mathematical
science, chemistry, and naturdl philosophy; although,
at the request of the pupils who found that they were
deficient in elementary knowledge, English, French,
and drawing have since been added. The adminis-
trative duties of its council (which, I should mention,
consists only of gentlemen and master-mechanics, not
workmen) arc within control . its teachers are qualifii d
and paid, and the students have within a limited area
a choice of the sciences embraced in the raannfactiircs
of their city. I have now, perhaps, said sufficient to
show wherein I think the cause of failure lay, when
the lecture system of the institutions gave way to a.

school system, founded, however, not on the limited
design of a school, but on the wide comprehensiveness
of a university.

The next fundamental difficulty is the want of an-
preciation on the part of artisans, as a bodv, for instruc-
tion in_ the science of their occupatioDS. No doubt
this exists largely, but still not to au extent so uni-

versal as is supposed
; for in the schools of this depart-

ment we find men willing enough to take advantage

of them, when we are able to found them on such

terms of admission as working men might fairly be
expected to pay. The removal to this obstacle rests

raaiuly with the state, fur its present existence is

perhaps due to the fact that little or no taste for

natural knowledge is given iu our primary schools,

supported so largely by state eudowmciits. If some
of the verbalism of schools were made to yield to the

acquirement of scientific truths—if words were to give

way to iileis—then the taste fur science would be

imbued into the boy, and a demand for its further

gratification would arise when he became a man. Our
primary schools have a large task assigned to them in

the few years whi.-h the child of the working man
devotes to instruction. The introduction of science,

as a special branch of education, would, tbercfure, be
attended witli great difficulties. Bnt it would be an
easy thing for an apt teacher to gather round his les-

sons in geography much that is most attractive iu the

study of nature, instead of cramming the children with
the names of tributaries of rivers, and of mountains,
which he is not likely to hear of again after leaving

the school. Geography, thus taught, with a thorough
di3ci[)liue in the theory, as well as in the practice, of

arithmetic—that foundation of a working man’s indus-

trial scicuce—would soon show their results iu the

iucreased demand for further learning, when the boy
became a mau.

The last and greatest difficulty of all to the establish-

ment of secondaiy schools, in coouection with Mecha-
nics’ Iu>titution3, consists iu waut of adequate means

;

first, adequately qualified teachers; and, secondly, ade-

quate remuneration for their services. I have already

painted out that the fees of secondary Schools of Science

cannot support them to the extent which they do Schools
of Art, because in the latter there is a mi.xturc of rich

and poor pupils : in the fomier, there are poor only.

According to the present action and means placed at

the di'posal of the Department, we have little power
to give efficient aid. Before, however, discussing how
that aid might best aud most economically be given,

we arc met at the outset with a doubt ou the minds of

many, even of men of liberal intelligence, as to whe-
ther aid should be given at all to such schools, either

by the state or by the private efforts of the more wealthy
in the several localities. The general argument, a*s

presented to me, is as follows :—This country has
attained a high degree of industrial prosperity, in spite

of the failure of the Mechanics’ Institutions aud the
paucity of Scientific Schools. Our Watts, Arkwrights,
and Stephensons are men who have risen from low
degree without the aid of such schools. Our manu-
fiicturcrs, as a body, do not call loudly for them.
They arc men of money, can pay for science, and im-
port it nhcu tlicy want it

;
aud these men of monev are

the payers of wages to the men of sinew, aud don’t
let us lag behind iu industrial enterprise, so that our
imports and exports annu dly increase. Though, after

all, oue could dismiss such a style of reasoning, as being
a negation to the necessity of progress, still its preva-
lence demands attention. To say that because a thing
is well done, therefore means cannot be found to do it

belter, is to mean that God’s light is to be extinguished

by man’s darkness. Though the Roman could write

well wilh a style, the Englishman may be allowed to

write better and faster with a quill.

In this mode of opposing scientific iustruction,

perhaps the most common and fallacious argument is

that which points to Watts aud Stephensons as reasons

against scientific instruction. Call such men as wit-

nesses : heir the struggles of their lire to overcome
the dLfii'icncy of early education ; their toilsome ascent

in steps cut out oue by one in the mouutain of know-
ledge; and I renounce my place ns au advocate, and
leave the case iu your hands to be decided by their

evidence alone. Hear such a man as ray friend and
old class-mate. Dr. Livingstone, the renowned African

traveller, who educated himself partly by resting his

book on his spinning-jenny, aud snatching sentence

after sentence as he pissed at work
; but also by taking

advantage of the facilities for scientific education in

Glasgow, which enabled the brave-hearted young man
to acquire a knowledge of science with the small sums
saved in the day from his earnings as a cotton-spinner.

I class among ray oldest and most valued friends men
now in the same social position as myself, but whom
I have known as cotton-spinners, weavers, carpenters,

and blacksmiths. Some of these men are in Scotland,
and have arisen to eminence through the facilities for

scientific education presented there. One or two ai'e

in England, and have learned science for themselves,
and well too, without any schools to which they could

'

have gone had they wished it. All of them, without :

exception, arc ardent promoters of scientific instruc-
|

tion among the less successful class of working men.

!

The mistake of the argument is very obvious. All
|

the dwellers of a plain do not surmount the mouutain
[

which frowns upon them at the end of their valley.

A few daring spirits have reached its summit, and
j

passed beyond it, but the great mass of the people
remain iu the low-lauds. It has been well said that
we ire not called upon to legislate for men of genius,—nature takes care of them,—but for men of me-
diocrity, who require aid to pass obstacles. The bold
and daring man may leap from rock to rock in a
foaming stream aud reach the opposite shore in safety,

wiiile a man of less power and nerve would have been
dashed agaiust those very rocks which gave to the first

a footing. The only way to secure a safe passage
for the mass of people standing on the brink of the
stream is to bridge it over, so that all may travel
with little effort. The case should not be argued by
placing natural talent in antagonism to education.
Education does not profess to give the gifts of God,
by creating abilities in man, but merely to draw such
out as are inherent within him, so that he may be
enabled to apply them to his comfort and happiness in

life. Schools are arenas for mental training, places for

mental gvmuastics, where, by systematic effiart and
exercise, the feeble man may become strong.

There is still one large class of objectors who exert
great influence in preventing science from being intro-

duced into the framework of our cdncational systems.

They contend, that however useful science may be in

promoting the utilities of life, it is neither calculated

to discipline the mind (that is to strengthen common
sense), uor to enlarge and ennoble the faculties. Such
men as my friend Professor Huxley has p linted out,

err by scanning science as a piece of mechanism, and
not reading it as a poem : they are unable to rise to

the geueralUies of philosophy, and view it therefore as

a collection of diy realities, or hard facts iraknit together

by a common system. Perhaps this feeling has been

strengthened by the observation, that science is some-
times taught as a mere accumulation of facts. The
teachers are to blame

j
but in all professions there

may be persons without either scsthetical or philoso-

phical capacity. Although there are men who only

see pure carbonate of lime in a statue by Phidias ; who
cannot see a forest because of its trees, or a town
because of its houses, or a stately edifice because of its

bricks,—yet it is unfair to take their view of science

as a just reason for denying its power in educational

development. It is no doubt true that science gives

an exactness to both thought and action which differ

materially from the mode of cultivating the faculties

through the graces of polite literature. "VVe feel shocked
with its prosaic character when it tells us that dia-

monds are mere lumps of coal, and refuses to admit,

although it admires, the fancy of the poet when he
looks upon them as angel’s tears congealed as they
fell on the cold aud sinful world, or as drops of dew
distilled from the sparkling stars. But, while science

demands truthfulness as the essence of his existence,

his philosophy rises also into glorious conceptions of

creative wisdom. Iu coal the philosopher sees, stored

up for the use of mau, the heat and light of the sun

when it shone in ages which have long since rolled

away; for when the sun shone upon the primeval

forests, now entombed as coal, its beat and light passed

into chemical affinity, which enabled the plants to

extract 'their solid matters from the transparent aid

around them. In the combustion of the cod the che-

mical affinity passes again into heat and light, so that

actually, and not metaphorically, we warm and light

ourselves by those solar emanations which gladdened

the world some millions of years since; and, in the

act of doing so, we throw back into the air the car-

bonic acid upon which former races of plants lived, and
thus give food to the increased vegetation required by
au advancing civilization. What a wonderful and
bountiful benevolence is thus shown! Would not the

knowledge of these beneficent provisions for the well-

being of the human race cast a new light upon the

gloomy passages iu which the miner works when be
excavates coal for our use ? It would enuoble his

work and elevate his mind to feel that be was an agent

to an iufiuitely wise benevolence, which was providing

for the well-being of the whole world. Surely the

labourer would then sympathize with the feelings of

Hugh Miller, the working stonemason, when he began

to understand the meaning of St. Paul, that we are
“ labourers together wilh God.”

You will find the necessity for promoting and dif-

fusing scientific knowledge treated in au admirable

chapter, by Buckle, in his recent work on the “ Pro-

gress of Civilization in England.” He shows that, as

man’s moral nature remains the same in all ages, and
as no new discoveries in morality take place, the

changes in a civilized people must be dependent upon
their relative intellectual condition, and must, there-

fore, result from—1st. The amount of knowledge

I

possessed by their ablest men
;

2 'd!y. On the direc-

I

tion which that knowledge takes, that is to say, the

I

sort of subjects to which it refers; and, 3rdly, and

I

above all, on the extent to which that knowledge is

j

diffused, aud the freedom with which it pervades all

[

classes of society. All this is very clear, and worthy
of full thought. The practical character of a country

i

must obviously depend not only ou the amassing of
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knowledge by its philosophers, but also upon itsj

diffusion among the people. It is not a knowledge
,

merely of natural laws which make a people wealthy

;

it is the power of applying them to the every-day

purposes of life that produces riches. Philosophers

very rightly remain with their abstractions, as a

fountain remains at its source, or trickles away from

its fulness in a narrow stream. If you wish to make
that fountain useful to the surrounding country, you
construct a reservoir for its waters, and channels by
which to conduct them to the fields requiring irri-

gation.

Throwing open the civil service of the Crown to

competition is an illustration, he thought, of whntthe
public desire as aids to their education. If all the!

public offices in the State, except the staff ones, were
^

thrown open to competitive examination, an uudoubt-
j

cdly great influence ou the education of the country
j

would be exerted. But whether that iuflucnce would
|

ultimately be good or bad must depend upon the kind
,

of knowledge for which the rewards of State employ-

meat are olfered. I

STREET ARCHITECTURE, ROUEN.
j

HOUSE IN THE EUE DU BAG.
]

Continuing onr sketches in Rouen of the houses
i

which followed those of the Media:val period, we give i

one in the Rue du Bac, surmounted by a vase in glazed

earthenware, which is carried up on a leaden base of
j

good workmanship. The vases in ^\fayence
”

recall
|

the period in which the ancient manufacture of porce-

1

lain in Rouen flourished, the productions of which, *

daily more rare, have acquired a certain reputation.
|

The roofs of houses of that period which have pre-
|

served the ornament are rare, as much on account of

,

their fragility as of the value borne by these vases in
'

commerce.
I

The staircase, though in a very ruinous state, seemed

to merit attention.
I

This house, though of an agreeable proportion,

'

should be regarded from a distance. The sculptures
'

upon it are much neglected. It is not given for imi-
\

tation : the broken pediment on the one-pair floor is
j

indefensible. >

PERSHORE.
I

Pershore, a retired country town at the distance of

nine miles from Worcester, pleasantly situated on the
|

river Avon, is the locality ofan architectural fragment
interesting even in spite of its incompleteness,— for it

'

consists only of the choir of the intended church of a !

Benedictine monastery formerly established there. As i

it would appear that the steps of tourists are but seldom I

directed to this secluded spot—my conductor inform-
j

ing me that visitors appeared at rare aud distant
|

intervals,—I trust I may be reuderiug some service

to students of architecture in drawing attention to

'

this very beautiful, and in some respects remarkable

ediflee.

The form aud details of the four great archways at

the crossing, upon which is raised the central tower,

originally designed as an open lantern, but now
darkened by a modern flat ceiling, and the aspect of

the southern branch of the transept, denote, unques-

tionably, that a church of far higher antiquity once

occupied the site of the present one. The broad flat

soffits of the round arches, borne up by coupled shaf(s

on the face of a pilaster mass; their extremely short

and heavy capitals,—some rude and almost shapeless

blocks—some channelled into a sort of inverted
^

cones—some having the surface covered by interlacing
|

designs—aud one or two carved into human heads,— j

the arcade of three circular arches, a central wider
,

one, and lateral narrower ones stilted to the same

height in the east wall of the transept ; the capitals

of their shafts, heavier and clumsier than those at the

crossing
;

one exhibiting an uuskilful attempt at

volutes curiiug out under the corners of the abacus;

the base little more than a rude slope; the narrow

gallery above these arches threading between the inner

and outer faces of the walls, into which daylight is

admitted through little round-headed apertures, ou

stunted bearing-shafts, crowned by cushion capitals ;
i

the similar openings higher up, one under each wall-

'

rib of the vaulting, looking into a second ambulatory,

likewise coinciding with the thickness of the wall

;

the arcade of circular-headed panels, simple depressed

surfaces, along the foot of part of the east and the

whole of the south wall, enriched on the face with a

triple zig-zag and bauds of studs (very like the nail-

head), in the slightest possible relief,—mere surface

ornament,—the strings under each of the galleries

spoken of; the under side of one of them cut into a

shallow star-moulding : all these are details forming au

assemblage of the characteristics of very early Norman
work. There are some insertions of the Perpendicular

era in this transept which will be readily recognised,

whilst the vaulting, inthree compartments.is apleasing

example of the Decorated class, with longitudinal and

i 2 ; 0 ^ « i S '
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transverse ridge ribs, aud an additional one interposed

between each wail-rib and the diagonal, with good

bosses at the intersections, and shields along the ribs

themselves. The bosses at the apices of the wall-ribs

are formed of large ball-fluwers. All arc brought

down, together wilh the wall-ribs, which assume ibe

form of a very narrow acute-headed arch, upon corbels,

which, if originally carved, have been since defaced.

The choir of the church designed to take the place

of the old Norman structure, of which I have described

the remains, is divided longitudinally into three

aisles, the central one terminating polygonally to the

east, in three planes of projection. The piers of an

unusual plan, and perhaps from this very circumstance

the more striking, are made up of a lozenge-shaped

nucleus, wilh truncated augles, to which are applied

triplets of shafts, wilh a shaft of greater diameter ou

each of the four sides. This pier is used exclusively

on the north side, whilst on the south it alternates

wilh one in which a triple shaft is substituted in the

place of the single larger one on the faces of the

lozenge. The pier-arch mouldings of two orders, each

of two rolls, aud intervening hollows, with a triplet

of rolls as the sub-arch or soffit, have a singularly

clear, strongly marked, and well-defined section, and

a certain air of massiveness and robustness, which
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h rmonises admirably with the eharacler of ibe piers,

'

generally found only in the more advanced builJings

and with the general simplicity of the edifice. The
j

of the £arly English period : and further : filleted

hood-Jiioiild, a plain concentric roll, springs from rounds, continuous to the base, are introduced to

carved tu*’ts of leaves, as in the choir of "Worcester I separate the shafted orders. I think there are clear

Cathedral. The capitals, though not di'^playing the ' indications, too, of some change of design having

ingenious variety and delicate execution of those in
,

supervened before the completion of the church ; first,

the building ju't n'imed, are, nevertheless, good and I iu the method in which the junction of the cxireme

quite characteristic examples of the plainer ones of
j

eastern plane, and the one on each side immediately

the Early English period. The triplets of shafts have ' contiguous, is eff;c1ed ; the latter projecting over and

a circular abacus, common to the cluster
j
the isolated

j

overlapping the former. Secondly, iu the outer

shaft, one of the same form, which all unite : the pro- ' order of the pier arch-mouldings on one side, not

file, the usual overhanging filleted roll, aod deeply being brought down fairly upon the abacus of the

cut hollow beneith. Every roll in the arch mould-
,
shaft, hut truncated at different elevations; the

ings (except one), and the central sha''ts of the trip- I
abruptness of this expedient being softened by con-

lets, carry in front a square fillet. The base, of its
' cealing the ends with minute floriated corbels. And,

proper section, ha? a circular outline as well as the thirdly, aod most decisively, in the presence of a

plinth on which it is raised from the floor. I triple vaulting shaft in each re-entering angle of the

There is no 'I'riforittm
;
hut I confess the absence of I polygon, cut off at some distance above the floor, and

this always agreeable feature in our churches, is ' so rendered positively useless. The combination of

scarcely to be regretted in this instance, since by its
|

the roof of the polygonal end, and of the adjacent bay
omission height is obtained for an unusually lofty

j

westward, forms one of the most skilful and elegant

and elegant clerestory, which thus becomes the pro- arrangements of vaulting I remember to have seen.

minent feature of the building. The openings of the

screen, formed iu the interual face of the wall, drawn
upwards in lengthened, graceful proportions, are

divided by bearing-shafts of triplets, canyiug pointed

arches (ihe middle one stilted), witlr three bold rolls

in the head. The ab.wus, base, and capital offer

perfect identity with these members of ihe lower story.

In the I'xternfd wall is pierced only a single window,
corresponding to the central arch of the arcade

quatrefoil. The mouldings with which the design is

worked out are extremely bold and good, of three

orders, and furnish an excellent example of that sub-

ordination aud continuity of moulding in tracery which
characterizes the Decorated in its native land far more
strongly than in the countries into w’hich it was thence
diffused. The first order, a large circular fillet, traces

out the principal arch of the panels, the vertical di-

visions between these, and is returned horizontally at

the top, so as to make the compartment square-headed ;

the second smaller fillet divides the primary arch into

the two ogee-headed arches, and forms the circle be-

tween them
;
while the third, a square fillet, constitutes

the foliation both of circle and of subdivisions. It

has been my good fortune to visit the belfries of not

a few continental churches of a more or less ornate

character; hut I have never seen one iu which so-

much care and taste have been successfully employed iu

converting this ordinarily neglected portion of an eccle-

siastical edifice into one of its really striking and con-
spicuous beauties.

The Tower is, perhaps, scarcely a fair subject of

criticism, as the completion of the church to the west
of the crossing might have considerably modified oiu-

opinion of its effect. Certainly, in its comparatively

isolated state, its proportions do not strike one a?

possessing much of that upshooting and aspiring ten-

dency which we naturally associate with this grand
external feature of our churches. Of the two stages

above the roof, the lower one is pierced in each face

with a couple of two-light windows (occupying only

the middle of each side) composed of two trefoil-

headed lights, carrying a trefoil under an enclosing

arch, the unbroken continuity of moulding of which
I have spoken reappearing here again. Each face of
the iij)per story is occupied by four panels, in every

respect identical with those in the inferior of the

belfrj’ (the two middle ones opened as windows), with

the addition of vertical strips of stone between the

The windows in the side aisles, where the original

ones have not been displaced by Perpendicular inser-

tions, arc single Pointed ones, mere perforations,

without mouldings of any sort, set behind a shafted

arch, sometimes concentric, sometimes not, pierced in

the inner face of the wall. To this disposition (he

most easterly window of the north aide forms an ex-

ception, being a triplet, preceded by an arcade of

I
three arches, on single bearing-shafts of Purheck

front,— a seeming defect, to he accounted for, perhaps, ^ marble, an arrangement identical with the correspond-
by the fear of an excess of light which three openings

,

ing pait of "Worcester cathedra!. At the cast end of

would have admitted. The vaulting shafts, arranged
j

the south aisle is inserted a Decorated window,
in groups of three, under a common round abacus,

I
bounded horizont illy at the summit, composed of

rest upon richly sculptured corbels iu the spaandrils of four hifoil-arched lights under circular segments,
the pier arches, and are ringed by the continuation

j

all worked with a filleted roll. The vaulting of the
over them of the clerestory string,— a filleted round.

[

aisles is plain quadripartite, with groiu-nhs of cha-
These receive the aggregate of the ribs of an admi-

1

racteristic section, springing from groups of triple

rable Decorated roof, possessing besides the usivd
^

vaulting shafts, resting upon the floor, and ringed by
]

panels, and triangular ones above them, which appear
longitudinal and transverse ridge ribs, one interposed

|

the extension over them of the string course at the ' not to have received the last finish, as we can scarcely
between the wall^ rib end^ the diagonal, and between foot of the window screens.

j

doubt that the one was intended to be improved into
this and the longitudinal ridge rib, every intn'section

|

In the south transept is deposited a stone coffin, ' a slender buttress with its crowning pinnacle, and the
being concealed by^ open-work bosses of foliage of i

dug out of Ihe adjoiuiug burial-ground wiihiu a com- ' other to carry the customary crockets and finials. A
great size and surprising richness.

|

paratively recent period. It narrow's from top to
i
string of the ball-flower, surmounted by a battle-

Ihere is one detail, however, iu the vaulting system bottom, aud is closed with a heavy stone lid, on which ' meuted parapet, forms the separation between the two
to which objection may fairly be taken. The junction

j

reclines a cross-legged effigy, clothed from head to
j

stages of the lower
;
the string alone is used for the

of the clerestcry wall and vault is so managed as to
j

foot iu the mailed armour of the thirteenth century :
' cornice.

necessitate the use of a rib to cover the intersection,
;

the head resting on a cushion, the right baud grasping I The windows, resting on a filieied-roll string, are
of most ua^ightly appearance. An arch formed about a horn, and the left a shield pointed at its lower ex- ' simple perforations with double splay, except in one
an acute-angled triangle is, in this situation, the most tremily. At the end of the south aUle there is one

! or two instances, where they are snrrounded by a con-
plcasiug and the most usual (we see it in Ihe south in less perfect preservation, of an ecclesiastic, with

j

tinuous roll-moulding. The plain hood-moulds are
transept)

;
it is also the most convenient, because it

,

hands clasped on the breast : the sides are relieved by ' recorned for a short distance, but are not continued to
adapts itself to any given height aud width. In this qiia'refulintcd circle?, which seem to assign it a date

. the buttresses. These, below the aisle-roof, are of
case the span of the arch constituting the summit of ; not cail'cr than the fourteenth century. Near to

[

undiminished projection and breadth
;
above it they

the Wdll-rib being less than the interval between the this stand tw'o other tombs of more pretensions, pro-
J

arc set off twice, and capped with incomplete square
vaulting sha'ts, there existed no other expedient of

j

bably of the Jiimesian era : they are of two stories, ' turrets, which stop the lower ends of the firing arches
bringing down the extremities of the rib opon its

|

the base supporting columns of classical proportions,
j

springing over the roof of aisle, and abutting between
supports than the addition of hmg sloping st’lts

I
with Corlntliian capitals, which bear up the flat the clerestory windows. The buttresses at the angle

diverging right and lelt after the mnuner, if so trivial ' canopy, under which reclines, in one, the effigy of a
]

of the north aisle, set cardinally, are of very slight
a comparisou may be allowed, of the extended legs of knight in complete armour, with kneeling figures at

|

projection, aud flanked by a single shaft in a recesf at
an open compass. Departure I’rom archiiectural forms the head and feet

;
whilst on the base of the opposite

!
one corner, by a Irinle shaft at the other The central

of recognised and admitted beauty is only to be j__
tified by a result of greater beauty; an end ccrtninly

not attained by the novel disposition iu question,
which inu<t, therefore, be set down as proceeding
from mere caprice or defective taste, unless arising

one, aie sculptured in high relief smaller male and
! tower is shored up at its north-east angle by an enor-

fcniale figures in (he same altitude, attired in the ' mous sloping mass of wall prolonged from the clerc-

primest of all costumes, aod of exquisitely ludicrous
j

story parapet quite down to the ground. There exists
expres'ioD. only one variety of the ce'rbel table, under the clere-

llaviog completed ray survey of the interior, I was story parapet of the choir—a succession of pointed
from some constructional necessity, which 1 shall

j

about to quit it. when I was invited by my guide to ' archis supported on jdain modillions.
presently show may have been the case. be witness of his daily att entions to the church clock.

jt remembered that in describing the in-
An arrangement to which much imporlance is sanguine m the hope of any interesting dis-

1 terior, the existence of three Norman archwavs in the
at whed by some iuquircrs-ecrlcsiological, perhaps, ,

covery rcaarding my compliance, I nevertheless fol-
' ^.^st wall of the south transept was noticed. Of these

rather than archre.dogleal-is that triplicity of group- I^^ed him up the newel staircase, and quite unexpect- the one adjacent to the crossing opens from the tran-
mg observalde m the various compunei.t parts of the eJly '‘^und myst-ll m an apartment of spacious dimou-

' jniQ the aisle. The original purpose of the
hmldiug. Ihus, we find triplets of shaft?, as members sions and imposingdecoratimi. Like the tapestried sides

' i^jdaie one is not likely, perhaps, to give rise to much
of the piers

;
triplets of wiudow lights

; in the soffits
|

noble ha'l, the sur ace of the internal wall of

of the pier-arches, in the vaii'tiiig shafts, and
the openings of the clereslory screen. I apprehend
this prevuleut distribution into triads not to have
occurred wholly wilhoiit design : and though we may
hesitate to adopt the conclusions of some who,
suspecting symbul to lurk under every det il of a
Med'fcval church, attribute to it a higher aud holier
inip irt, it caunot he dcnicil that tins liiplieiiy forms
one aniong.-t a numerous class of characteristics dis-
tinctive of E irly English architeclu e at its bust aud
purest period.

The extreme eastern plane of the ptdygonal ter-
mination is p'erci'dwilh an archway, which f'nnerlv

thishdl-c’-ambir ('"or it isof this I speak), a quadrangle

of 30 feet, uni] eorre-poiiding height, is covered from
end to end, and from top to bot'om, with a coatinued
suite of paiiciliug, of admirable desigu and careful

execution. Divided into five compartmeuts on each
side, the central one is a narrow, pointed, trcfolia’ed

arch, the two on each side taking the form of a

couple of ogee-headed lights, included in an equi-

lateral a'-ch, with a quatrefotiated CTcle in the
head.* Along the foot of the wall extends a range
of trcfoil-headtd arches (upper foil-pointed). Of
the pa’:el?, the one on each side, iramediitely conli-

giiuus to the centre one, is pierced to admit light into
gave admission from the Suncluaiy into a Lady I

the great thickaeas of ihe wall per-
Cnapol, but whiili at present opens into a recess too
sjiallow aud insignificant to be eutith d to this designa-
tion, an addiiion made within the last twenty years.
The arch' spring? from a diff.reut level, aud’ rises
somewhat higher than the one on e .ch side of it.

The piers differ not cs:eiitiaDy from those alreadv
described, though some of the shaf's are of Purheck
mirble, and stand quite free of the uucl. us of the
piei. But in the arch mouldings there arc evid. nt
signs of progression. For instance, the sub-arch,
mstead of ihe triplet of rolls, is formed of a roll and
triple fillet, the fillet iu front very broad, aud this is

rails to render a really C'-nvenieat one. At mid- height
a broad fiieze-like fascia, hounded on its upper and
lower edges by the scroll moulding, and ornamented
with sunk quatrefoil?, enclosing h.dl-flowcrs, traverses

likely, perhaps, to give rise to much
difference of opinion, an apsidal recess or chapel in

this position being a very usual arrangement in cathe-

dral, conventual, and other churches of importance of

the Norman class. It is more difficult to explain

satisfactorily the destination of the third. An arch

of communication I think it can never have consti-

tuted, inasmuch as the lower part is closed by the

wall arcade before spoken of, which has claims to, ai

least, a? high an antiquity. However this may he, it

would apppir that subsequently to the completion of

the early English choir, the unity of the plan was
broken by the addition of a chapel parallel to the

south ai-sle. Two of the Norman arches were walled

np, and others of good decorated detail were, on the

exterior, raised over them : at the same time, access

was given by a third archway of similar character

from the ai.Te into the chapel. This in plan is *

pirallclogram of two compartments in length, and as

many iu « idtb, of which sufficient evidence is afforded
he wuU, prohbng in angular pioje Lous over the

ri spends of the vauliiug shafts carrying the
tical divisions of the pam-L. The trefoil-headed Lp,i„g;ngs of three ribs, one transverse and two
arcade at bottom is surmounted by a battle utnted aiagonal?. Singularly cnongh. this chapel includes
p.ira;iet. eieiy merlon ot which exhibits also the sunk

J

original laucets of the aisle, and was besides
' I have nsed Ibe term circle, but not with strict aceu- probably lighted at the east eud by two windows, of

ol the quatrefoliated space glides one of which the jamb moulding?, both external and
01 the eucxosiag arch, and at the - , , .-i, • • r L i. i

eoulUiuous curve with the heads of the internal, still remain perfect, with the groove between

for the reception of the glass. The lower part of the

rscj, because the out!
ut the top into
bottom forma
ogee subdivisions.
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wall whicli closes the outer, that is, the most southerly

of the Norman arches, is relieved by a very good

arcade of poioted tn-folinted arches, snrttioiiuted by

triangular canopies, crocheted and fiuialled, the frag-

mentary character of which seems inexplicable, unless

we suppose it to be but the commencement of a deco-

ration which it was designed to extend to the entire

chapel, and (hat of this intention some now iindis-

coverable circumstance prevented the completion.

By how much the roof of the ch jir and transepts

once exceeded in height the one actually existing, of

so depressed a form as to be completely misked by

the battleinented parapet of the clerestory wall, may

be learnt from the gable lines on the south, north,

aud east faces of the tower. This unusually low pitch

of roof in a construction of the period at which Pointed

architecture had obtained its perfection (the vaulting

below it being of Decorated character), is of itself a

remarkable circumstance; and I cmnot but think it

affords ns a liitle insight inio the cause of that some-

what un2Tace‘'Bl intersection of vaulting and clere-

story wall to which I have drawn attention in speaking

of the iutcrior. If we suppose the choir contempo-

raneous with the higher vaulting to have presented in

its internal elevation the all but universal comp’e-

ment of three stories, the builder of the present one,

when he determined to omit the triforium stage, must

have found it a mailer of extreme diffi' u'ty, if not

iiupossibilitv, as a mere matter of construction, to

raise upon the phrs a clerestory wall of such gigantic

height as to reach the elevation of the original vault

;

and hence arose the unavoidable necesniy of lowering

the new vaulting in a degree adapted to the dimi-

nished loftiness of the substiueture.

That the vaulting in question was raised at aperiod

subsequent to the erection of the centrul tower is

]ilainly proved by the fact that the windows of its

roof stage are not constructed without an exact refer-

ence to the inclined lines of the onginal higher gable,

the central portion of the window which would be

masked by the abutting of the gable being left in-

complete, andthe jamb mouldings and mullious dying

off as they descend upon the raking sides.

The two western responds of the nave of the old

Norman structure are still in their original position -.

ponderous cylinders built up iu courses with heavy

quartcr-rouud caps. These arc the piers of the nave

of Malvern and of Tewkesbury, and much relied upon

by some as clear indications of a mode of archi'c -ture

prevalent be^'ore the Conquest. It appe rs, however,

difficult to dissociate these friiginails from ihe cross-

ing and the transept, whose Norman origin is too

manifestly impressed on them to be controverted by

the most zealous advocate of so-callcil Suxon archi-

tecture; nor do I think, even if an interval of some

few years could be cle.a-ly established, that these piers

possess suffii'iently strongly-marked differences to

imply a distinction of style.

I returned to Worcester much gratified with my

expedition, so much so, that I repeated my visit on

two subsequent occasious. Should tliis slight memo-

rial serve to make more geuerally known the church

of the Holy Cross at Pcrshorc, and especially its

remarkable—may I not write, unique bc!l-cliaml>cr?—

I shall not consider my excursion whul’y fruitless.

VlilTOE.

FIR, DEAL, AND FRENCII-FOLISniNG.

I HAVE read with much ititerest the papers of hlr-

Wyatt Papworih, in your last numbers, and aho the

short discussion which arose lliercnn. I enunf't help

feeling much surprised that amo' gst the many men

of eminence who look part in tlic di ciission, the

merits and advant'ges of “common fir,” as an

ornamental wood, should have been so completely

overlooked.
. , i

Is it not strange that the great iilumni of the deco-

rative world should still stick to the old ahsoid

fashion of disguising woods, instead of revealing ihoir

natural beauties.

This is a grave charge, anl I nnkc it gravely. Ii

is too true, that many of our aitisis, employed in the

internal decoration of houses, rack their brains to find

new means of imitating and disguising woods, instead

of studying the best meins of bringing out their

natural peculiarities and fitness for employment as

decor.'tiv'e wood?. lus'eid of wasting tims in picr-

fecting imitat'ons of scarce or dear woods, it would

be much better to cra[doy the sinie amount of time

in fully developing the na'ural eba-actcrlstics of many

of our native woed^, now despised fm- decorative pur-

poses, because, forsooth, they ore cheap and common.

This ’is a sad mistake. Jlany of onr commonest

woods are very bemtiful'y grained, but their excel-

lencies for ornamentulion are lost, because our deco-

rators have not studied the best mode of devJoping

or bringing out their beauties.

Painting and graining, and imi'a'ing, have been

carried to a sickening excfs*. The mtnral appear-

ance of the woods has been en'irL'iy ignored. Why

should our doors and cupboards be always painted?

.\nd bow painted ? Styles of French white,—panels,

rose, pink, or salimm colour! For cheapier bouses,

the doors and cupboards, window linings, &c. arc

generally of two siiades of stone-colour,—and vilely

executed into the bargain. I prefer the natural ap-

pearance of the wood—whatever that wood may be

—

well and clearly varnished
;
but, better still, lYench-

polisheJ. Why is French-polish not more used in

' England? Why confined to cabinet-pieces and fur-

niture, exetpt in ths bouses of the upper ten thou-

sind? Clear, colourless varnish ought to be more

commonly used to finish off our joiners’ work, instead

of the common painting now so much in vogue.

I was much surprised on reading the following

words in Mr. Papwotth’a paper:
—“As another mode

of covering a surface, the board now exhibited has

been ](repared to show how deal ni'y he employed,

without the u-e of oil-painting. The surface having

been prepared, it teas at once grained, the natural

colour of ihu wood forming the ground of the imita-

tion wood: the while was then varni-hfd as usual.”

Why paint the lily, or pTfume the rose? Here we

hiive a really beautiful wood ar-lutlly spoiled by being

“grained” over. As an experiment in effect, well

and good. But I hope this style of work will never

bo seriously entertained. Let the wood alone,

—

common deal, psoperly treated, is very beautiful and

ornamental.

I am surprised that it has been so long neglected

for decorated uses, because its natural qualities for

this purpose arc of no mean order. It is worthy of

more attention than has hitherto been bestowed upon

it. I have seen, in my travels over the world, very

beautiful specimens o*f furniture made entirely of

“ common deal,” that would not have been despised

in a London boudoir.

Our cabiuftmakers, uphols'crers, derorctors, and

jo'uers, appear either to be ignorant of the merit of

deal, for ornamental use, or else they wilfully neghet

to employ it, preferring to paint and grain, to the'r

heart’s content. Were our joiners and decorators to

form thiir d >1 rs and window-linings of wcll-sc’ectcd

lir-wood, have them well varnished, or still hitter,

French polished, painting and graining would soon

he superseded. The difference in appearance is im-

mense. T h’lve seen rooms entirely fitted with “com-

mon deal.” Will French polished, and fur such pur-

poses deal, if well selected, is very beautiful, cheap,

and pleasing. I have seen large wardrobes and

dioiii'i-tables made of deal, aud being, as before

o'jseiwd, well French polished, they liave puzzled

more than one learned cciuuois«eur to make out the

„.ood, —for, ceries, they never dreamt of guessing they

were made of “common deiil.” Nay, ir.o e, 1 have

seen the private ro nns of a crowned hc id, where the

only woo 1 employed was this much-despYed “ com-

mon deal,” aud liis nigesty was rather proud of his

“common deal ” than otheiwise.

In the Royal Palace at Berlin, one or two of the

king’s private rooms arc entirely fitted up with deal

fixUins; doors, windows, shutters, and everything

ehe being of fir wood.

The tcception-rioin where the King of Prussa

usu.lly transaris burin'ss with his luiuistcr^ and re-

ceives d'putathms, a? wdl as the adjoining

cabinets, are fntc 1 wth deal, not painted aud grained,

certbinly, but well French polished, 'the effect is

v<rv good. Few would fancy that no other material

had' b'eea used but deal
;
for the wood is not only in

this ca-e oinaniental, but useful; and, like myself,

every one is surprised when told that this tipparently

oew’kiud of oriiamcntiil wood is only deal. It is. of

course, will selected, c refully wrought, and French

polished secundeui artem, which is the great secret

of the business.

If our d lOr-, door-cases, shutters, linings, &e. were

m:de from well-selected, ihoronghly-seasoncd deal,

carefully executed, aud then well varnished, uhhu

clca'. Colourless v.ii'iiish, or siill bcttir, Fniich

pi.lishrd, I have no hesitation in stating my certain

couvicliun that it would very scon become the mode,

and supersede the present system of painting and

iiidiff.TcDt graining.

It is necessary ihit the wood selected for such pur-

pose should be well grown, aud from a fully developed

tree, where all the fibres or grains arc distinctly

marked. The beauty of the wood, when properly

treated, consiits iu tne brilliant manner iu which the

rich, deep yillow sriaaks or Dyers of the hard wood

arc developed under the hands of the skilhil polisher.

Th'se yellow veins show through the polish like clear

and beautifu1ly-maikcdstreuks'(-f amber, and strongly

reflecting the light, llicy produce a v.ry pleasuig

effect. 'Ihe yellow, variegated, hard pmt ot the wood,

forms a very e.xcellciit contrast to the delicate white-

ne-s of the softer parts of the board
;
and, if skilfully

selected, the effect will be ranch admiictl, and ciriaiuly

preferred to the best imitation of the mure rare aud

e.xoensi e woods.

I cm glad to find tbR Mr. C. II. Smith rccam-

mends varnish instead of paint,—and am especially

pleased that Mr. J. G. Grace took the bull by the

horns at the very commencement of his observations,

by bluntly and honestly staling “ that the very best

way of treating wood was simply to varnish it, and

not to smother it over with paint.” To this I cn^

tirely agree, as far ns it goes
;
but from what I have

seen, I think French polish is far better, and will

amply repay the extra expense. Mr. Jennings stated

his opinion, that “ French p lish produced the best

effect :
” no doubt of that. He afterwards obserx ed,

“ but if two coats of copal varnish were applied, aud

then polished, the effect would be as good :
” this I

doubt; but at any rate, it would be belter than paint-

ing and graining, however well they might be executed.

For ordinary houses of the middle classes, I

strongly recommend our builders to leave the wood

in its natural state, with the exception of the applica-

tion of clear v.irniah, to develope the colours,—and

avoid the present absnrd and unsightly system of

painting. It will be much cheaper in the end, and

the effect '’ar im-re pleasing than is now produced by

daubing the woodwork over wiih comm<'u paint.

I make a strong stand for the beauties of common

deal, if piMperly u-cd : it is really an ornamental wood,

jiviiciously treated
;
and I firmly hilievc the lime will

yet come, wlien well French pdi'hed deal will fight a

batile of extermination again->t Xnc: red hot furnitute

DOW iu common use. It is far more chaste in ap-

pearance than the glaring red furuiturc of the pre-

sent— Brokers’ Alley style; let it be faiily tried,

aud its own merits will curry the day.

In arranging doors, panels, &c. much will, of

course, depend on the skill exercised in selecting the

wood, in placing the be-t p iris in the panels, so that

when polished the most pleasiug effects will be pro-

duced. Much, too, dep-nds on skilful workmauship

and smooth finish, which can only be obtained by

care, and using well-seasoned wood
;
but this is the

case w’ith any other species, and is, therefore, not

aptdiciihle to deal alone.

1 earnestly hope that such of onr emincTit deco-

ri.t'irs as have the oppoitunity will give de:«l a fair

trial: let them boldly make the experiment, aud I

feel assured thiy xviil not only be pleased, but sur-

prised, and in the end fully satisfied with the result.

No paint, if you please, but plenty of good 1' rench

polish, and “ommon deal” will he despised for

ornainentiil purposis no longer.

JosEPit Lockwood.

ENGINEERING AND OTHER MORKS
ABROAD.

On the Ifi'h Angll^t, aud 12th September last,

the General Romau Rnlway Company {Compagnie

Generale des Chemivs de Fer Romains), made a

himped-siim (« forfait) contract with the Industrial

Company of Florence (trading under the name of the

Credit Molilier Toscane), rciU'cseutcd by M. Cozino

Ridolfi, and with M. Giulo S-ivti, en'ziueer at

Genoa, for the coustruction and furnishing, all in

complete working ordir, of the engines and roUmg-

s'oek of the whole line from Rome to the River

Po, by Ancona, Bologna, and Ferrara.

The inaugu’ation of the section from Nola to

Palma, has "just takeu place, This poition, nine

kilometres in length, forms part of the Sanseverin

Railway, which is iuteuded to be ninely-foiir kilo-

metres long. The king of Naples, following the example

of the ancient Romans, wishes to rid lazy souls of the

evils of a garrison life by strengthening their bodies

iu the tranchees de la paix (railway works), and so fit

them for heavy fatigue whenever it may be needed :

so it is said.

At the Ollier side of Naples the GoTcnimcnt push

forward the works towards Rome : it has already

signified its in'enliou of building the great viaduct

across itie Vuhnroo, at its cost.

The locomotives arc built at Petrarsi, at which

town the model workshops have made a-tinishing

progress since their found itiou in 1842. The shops,

including a splendid foundry, forges, See. and all

mateiiul for any of their largest enterprises, give

work to 1,300 men under Lieut. -col. Corsi, Royal

Neapolitan Artillery, aided by Capt. Afaa de Rivera,

undiT the command of General D’Agnstinho.

Tims, marly all the Maiinc engiues for their navy

have been made at Petrar-si. Sever..! others arc in

hand, iochuling one of 400 liorse-pow.-r.

From Naple's to the frontier of the Roman States,

the liuc has been opened fur some years to Capua,

and in two years it is expected to be open to the city

of Rome. It is astonishing to sectlicse works already

completing, with the comparatively small budget,

ncfhnps the minimum iu Europe. The expenditure

of the kingdom is not to ( xcerd 140,000,000 ot francs,

fur a population of 10.000.000. Out of this the

Minister of Public Works gets only 20,000,000

of f anes.
.

The Paris, Lyons, and Mcmlevrarican Railway
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Company are occupied at present with surveys, in the Pointed architecture, instead of merely the arch
neighbourhood of Air, for a branch line to join Mar-

\

was so imported
;

and then accuses me of having
seilles with the Alps. The council-general of Soane- admitted it (!), deliberately quoting in inverted com-
et-Loire have voted that, with as little delay as pos-

,

mas from my lecture the following passage :

—

“ The
sible, the Paris, Lyons, and Mediterranean Company I systematic adoption can with certainty be traced

should have the concession for a branch line from the I to the suggestive architecture of the Hast
”

whereas
Moulins railway to the Lyons line, which, starting I the passage really stands thus : “If its systematic

from Paray, would join the Geneva Hue at Macon. ' adoption can with certainty he traced,” &c. ! Surely

The same council express a wish that the Nevers and
[

such a double misstatement is sufficient to turn
Moulins Hnes should meet the Lyons line at the against him the force of his own quotation

—

tow'n of Chaloos-sur-Saone,

The council of the Gironde votes in favour of the

line from Bordeaux to Nantes, by Libouroc, Blaye,

Saintes, Rochefort, and Napoleon-Vcnd^. The line

at present open for traffic is wholly inadequate to the

wants of such a rich and commercial population.

For some time past an engineer has been occupied

in studying several small branch lines in the depart

“ Quodcunque ostendia mihi sic, incredulua odi !

”

I had in a previous sentence given a corresponding

“if” in italics, and added the words, “a question
which I will not now attempt to investigate;” and
further on had repeated for a third time the same
“if-,” thus showing, in the most emphatic way, that
I did not make the admission which, in spite of all

ment of the Var. The first is to connect Hyeres with
|

precautions, he has the conscience to attribute

Les Salins, by locomotive traction, starting from La ^

Garde, the first station on the Nice and Toulon line.

The second by horse traction, will start from Hyeres
to Les Salins les Pesquiers, traversing and contouring
the peninsula of Giens, as far as the Tour Fondue, and
communicating with the shores of the lake by a small

steamer. The third (also horse work), is to start

from about the Places des Armes to Pont du Las,

and thence to the Seyne, from which a branch will be
made to the Marseilles and Toulon railway. The
fourth (horse work also), starts from the Place St.

Jean, and abuts at the extremity of Moiirillon, follow-

ing the boulevard de I’Eygoutier. The surveys ore to

be presented officially daring the month of November,
by the engineer, to all the municipal councils in-

terested.

An experimental trip took place on the 15th of

October on the Geneva line, as lav as the entrauce to
the Credo tunnel. The directors, engineers, and guests
formed the party, and most of them pushed forward
by post carriages to Bellegarde, to a banquet, which
was ready for them at the Hotel de la Poste.

The Custom-house,—a new one, at the expense of
the Geneva and Lyons Company,—is ready for the
roof. The central station, adjoining, advances with
activity.

The difficulties encountered on the marly soils at
the Lyons end of the Credo tunnel have beeu over-
come. Not so the Suijonx tunnel : no sound bottom
has been found : no sooner is a heading driven than it

slips in immediately. The hill through which the
tunnel is being driven is " sapped ” to the founda-
tions : the very vine-rools on the flunks are left naked
by the innumerable " crevasses ” occurring every day.
The Credo tunnel is to be finished in three months

:

out of 3,950 metres there are only 350 to vault.

In a few days the line from Jativa to Valencia
(Spain) will have the section from Jativa to Alcudia
open to the public.

On the 10th of October, the Emperor of Russia
approved of the following persons as lessees of the
Warsaw and Vienna Railway:— Count Zamoiski,
Count Potocki, Count Renard, Baron Murchwitz,
M. Milde, the Bank of Eystein (Warsaw), and Prince
Hohcnlohe of Prussia.

The railway from Bregenz to Pvheiueck is conceded
by the Austrian Government, and that of Lindau to
Bregenz by the Bavarian Government, so that it will
not be long before a company is formed for a belt-Hnc,
or “ Chemin-de-fer de Ceinture ” of the Lake of
Constance.

THE STATEMENTS OF THE OPPONENTS
OF GOTHIC ARCHITECI’URE.

It is not my custom to reply to anonymous attacks,
audit would be, unbecoming in me lo defend anv-
thing I have written, against fair criticism. My object
in now writing is not to do either of these, but mainlv
to beg any of your readers, who may chance to have
waded throngh the tirade in your last number, bear-
ing the name of “ Verax,” to take the further trouble
of referring back to your numbers of March 21, and
April 4, in the present year, where they will find my
lecture given at the Royal Academy, and to a more
recent number containing another, read at Doncasler,
and to judge for themselves how fnr your correspon-
dent’s statements bear out the title he has assumed.
They will find, if I mistake not, that lie has not only
placed himself in a class to which I referred, “ who
delight to attach a false and exaggerated meaning to
an expression,” but tliat even to "the charge of ” pal-
pable falsehood,” which he does not hesitate to bring
against others, he has, I am sure inadvertently', run
the risk of exposing himself. Take, as specimens,
the professed quotations given in inverted commas,
‘‘ modern architecture, the last new original style;

”
the last modern architecture.”
If these are attributed lo me, I am unable to find

them.

'^^en, on the mneh-vexed question, as to whether
the Pointed arch was imported by the Crusaders from
the East, he first converts it into a question whether

It would not be easy for me to look through the
multitudinous works of Mr. Fergusson and Sir

Gardner Wilkinson, to test the correctness of his

similar assertion respecting 1hcm
;
but, judging of the

former by his most recent wt'rk, I should conclude
that, while knowing well (as we all do) aud broadly
stating the antiquity of the pointed arch, be does not
very confidently hold that our forefathers learned it

in the East, much less does he hold that their archi-
tecture had any such origin:* on the contrary, he
speaks of Gothic architeclure (round and pointed) as

belonging to the Teutonic tribes who had overwhelmed
the Roman empire; whose successors I have termed
“ Germanicf’ he ” Gothic," hut both with the same
meaning

;
while the Pointed Gothic, as distinguished

from the Round, he says, there can be no doubt w’as

“invented in France.” He further attributes the
introduction of the pointed arch to the necessities of
vaulting, &c. Its origin he thinks of little impor-
tance, and holds that nearly all the other characteris-
tics of Gothic architecture had already been attained;
and he further holds with me, that Gothic architec-

ture was the last in the scries of original styles, at
least in this part of the world. Sir Gardner Wilkin-
son, I believe, actually endeavours to show that the
Saracens derived the pointed arch from previous
Christian buildings, aud Mr. Fergusson distinctly

shows that the Saraceuic style of Syria and Egypt was
developed out of the Byzautine

;
so that I fear these

two champions will not do him more good than my
asserted admission. “ Verax,” however, goes further :

he accuses me (again having recourse to inverted
commas) of saying that “ the architecture of the
Saracens was already Christian,” and actually takes the
trouble lo prove that it was not so ! I need hardly
say that I had made no such statement

;
but in speak-

ing of the ” architecture of the soldiers of the
cross,” referred not to the Saracenic (!), but to the
Romanesque of Western Europe.
We next come to the statement attributed to me

(or to some one else), that Justinian was the first to

Christianize architecture. On Ibis I need not dwell,
as I do not find that 1 even alluded to the name. I
will only add on this point, that it is somewhat new
to hear the Greek cross stated to be less Christian
than the Latin nave and aisles 1 It is, needless, how-
ever, to enter further into these particulars : the
whole letter is one mass of such fallacies. The ages
which covered Europe with the most wonderful and
costly monuments, both ecclesiastical and civil, are
said to have been those in which “ the madness of the
Crusades had exhausted all the resources of Europe !”

The days of our Gothic cathedrals, of Cimabue,
Giotto, the Pisan sculptors, &c. &c. arc said to have
possessed no arts ; those of Abelard, Grosselete, aud

Dante, no learning: and those of the Italian repub-
lics and German free cities, no commerce! Those
who think differently from your voracious correspon-
dent, are accused of doing so from the lowest motives,
and to hide their own idleness or their incapacity of
learuing the vernacular style. A design which has been
often objected to as being Italian is now discovered to
be pure Dutch! A style often objected to as Popish, is

stated not to be Christian, because not found at
Rome 1 Poor Pugin’s death is attributed to his find-
ing his theories to be erroneous, aud those whom he
wrongly charges with styling themselves his “ fol-

lowers,” are accused of all kinds of things of which they
are unconscious

;
and especially of nndeiTariug such

men as Professor Willis, a man whom they hold in
the very highest consideration

;
while the whole is in-

terspersed with a mixture of seeming erudition and
real coarseness anything hut creditable. The only ex-
cuse I can make for the writer (in whom I, with
much regret, imagine that I recognise a man for

whom I have always entertained a real respect), is

that he intended it (like his story of the “Young
Saints,” and their

“
cigars and whiskey-and-water ”)

only as a pleasant fiction, and subscribed himself
“Verax” only in the sense of “ hccus a non
lucendo.” Geo. Gilbert Scott.

MR. ARTHUR HOLME, OF LIVERPOOL,
ARCHITECT.

Death has deprived the architectural body in
Liverpool of one of its ablest members, in the person
of Mr. Arthur Holme (brother of the present mayor),
and who has died prematurely at the age of forty-
three.

The local papers bear witness to the esteem in
which he was held, and give sooie particulars of his
career. He commenced in the workshops of his-

brother, and then passed some years in Birmiiigham<
studying architecture, as the pupil of Thomas Rick-
man. For some time he was in partnership with
Mr. John Cunningham. The Daily Post mentions
amongst his works, St. Paul's church, iu the Prince’s-
park ; St. Matthias’s church, in Great Howard-street ;

All Souls church and schools, St. Aidan’s church and
schools, St. Alban’s church and schools, All Saints'
church, Great Nelson-street, and a church of greater
ambition and architectural success than these,—St.

Mary’s, at Grassendale
;

the music-hall, in Bold-
street

; the slip at Eastham, and the waterworks for
the military ou the Curragh of Kildare. The Courier
adds, the church at Crosby, the new fd9ade of Messrs.
Woolbright, in Bold-street, and the seat of Mr. Jona-
than Peel, at Knowlmere.

Mr. Holme has left his children the best of pos-
sessions,—a good name.

• Since writing the above I liave referred back to jour
report of Mr. Fergusson’s paper on the pointed arch, read
at ihe Institute in 1849, in which he unquestionablv does
take the view to which I alluded in my lecture as to the
eastern origin of the Pointed arch, but most carefully
guards himself against what he s^s being misinterpreted
to apply to Pointed architecture. Has words are as follows :

*' In adopting such a view of the question as this, there
are two things to be guarded against, the first confounding
the invention of the Gothic style with that of the Pointed
arch,— a mistake too often fallen into. The first, however,
is a purely indigenous and native elaboration from Roman
art, without any trace of copying or even imitation. The
latter is a mere subordinate characteristic of that style,
and not at all entitled to the rank it has hitherto assumed
in the controversy. The other mistake is to assume
that it was copied from the East for copying’s sake;
the truth being, if we admit the above view, that the
hint was given by the East, but nothing more: it was
applied to Gothic buildings in a manner in which it had
never been used in the East, and was so incorporated with
and worked into the nativestyle, that it soon lost all trace
of its origin, and became as native as any other partof the
true Gothic. Though, therefore, I do not think it can be
denied^ but that the origin of the pointed arch is from the
East, it must, 1 think, at the same time be admitted that
all its appropriateness and all its beauty, ns found in our
mediffivsl cathedrals, is wholly due to the talent and inge-
nuity of our Northern architects, who wrought it into those
forms of beauty and grave which we all now so fully appro-

STAINED GLASS.
St. Nicholas (Scarby).—A new east window of tbree

lights has been placed in the chancel of the church of
St. NichoU?, Scarby-cum-Ownbry, Lincolnshire. It
was executed by the St. Helen’s Glass Company. The
centre opening represents the Ascension of our
Saviour in presence of the Apostles. The two side
lights are occupied by figures of SS. Matthew and
John Evangelists, with their respective emblems
beneath. Under the centre subject are the arms of
the donor, with the inscription,

—
“ Presented by

Ann, relict of Richard Roadley, esq. A.D. 1857.”
The style of the window is Decorated.

Clonmore (Ireland).—A memorial window, accord-
ing lo the Carloxo Sentinel, has been erected in the
parish church of Clonmore, to the memory of the late

Honourable Mrs. Stopford. The design, which is

Gothic, was given by Mr. J. 'Welland, architect to

the Ecclesiastical Board, and the work executed by
Jlessrs. Faircloth and Lynch, of Carlow. The
painted glass was supplied by Messrs. Sillery, of
Dublin.

Miscellaneous.—The following are works executed
by Mr. Warrington in various pnr-'s of the country,
including Ireland : namely ;—eleven window’s in the
new church at Lissadill, near Sligo

;
the east triplet

containing a representation of St. Peter raising

Dorcas ;—the west window of "Winwick Church, and
the east wiudow of the Orphan-honse Chapel ;—two
Norman windows in Newington Church, Keut ;—

a

series of avindows for the chapel of Cheltenham Col-
lege ;—the cast window of Ashover Church, Derby-
shire, and others.

BAPTIST CHAPEL, PRESTON.
SCULPTURED CAPITALS.

In fulfilment of the intention notified in our
account last week of the chapel now being
built at Preston for the Baptists, uuder the
direction of Messrs. Hibbert and liainford, we

ciste aud 80 universally admire" {Builder lor 1849, have engraved representations of the sculp-
p. 304-5) : yet your correspoudent asserts that Pointed I j „ ^ j -ii. j i j-u
architecture is Sarasenic, and that “this fact has been

|

Capitals. Trcedom WaS permitted to thO
abundantly proved by * * * Mr. Fergusson !’’

i
Carvcrs iu the production of tllCIU.
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WATERGLASS AND ITS APPLICxATIONS.

Of soluble glass, or the soluble silicate of potash

or of soda, and its varied uses, we have occasionally

spoken, especially of its use in hardening soft and

porous stone
5

in the production of artificial stone, as

under Messrs. Ransome’a patents; also in the sup-

pression of damp in walls, the fixing of lime-waslx

and other colours, the starching of cotton fabrics as

a substitute for flour or starch
;
&c. &c.

One of the most important inventions in the

chemistry of the current century is the application of

the silicates of potash and soda to the arts. These

silicates, called “ waterglass ” because they are solved

or easily soluble iu water, though their composition

is neaidy similar to that of ordinary glass, were made

use of almost thirty years ago, by Mr. J. N. Von

Puchs
;
but it is ouly lately that they arc manufac-

tured and used on a more extensive scale.

Several improvements made recently in the manu-

facture of waterglass by Liebig, Kuhlman, and others,

and the belter acq^uaintance with its properties, make

it possible now to apply it with greater certainty, and

at a moderate price. In this countiy, however, its

value has not yet been sufficiently appreciated, while

iu Prance and Germany, large establishments are

already engaged solely in its manufacture. In Great

Britain, more especially, the varied applications of

waterglass, it is believed, would be found particularly

useful and profitable to manufacturers and capitalists.

AVatergla's, produced either by directly dissolving

silicic acid in caustic potash or caustic soda, or in-

directly by heating a mixture of carbonate or sulphate

of potash or soda with charcoal and powdered silica

or quartz and dissolving it afterwards iu boiling

water, forms a tolerably clear solution, which, by ex-

posure to the ah’, partly gets decomposed by absorp-

tion of carbonic acid : it is therefore advisable to pre-

vent the admission of air by keeping it in well-closed

vessels.

Used as a paint, waterglass is said to combine the

properties of a varnish with that of a cement, and to

possess further the advantage of being almost colonr-

iess, drying very quickly, evolving no smell, and

rendering the surface of the object coated with it

very durable, and almost indestructible. Another

peculiar and important property of it, described by

those who have used it, is, that it undergoes a chemi-

cal combination with certain porous substances,

rendering the same almost as hard as stone, resisting

afterwards the action of air and moisture. A piece of

chalk, prepared with waterglass, will get so hard, it

is said, after a few days, that it will produce lire on

steel.

One of the earliest applications of waterglass was

to prepare wood, papevhangings, linen, &c. so as to

protect them from the action of fire, water, and air,

and this, of course, is very important to theatres, fac-

tories, and nU buildings more or less exposed to these

elements. It is said to be sufficient to cover the

object once or twice with a thin layer of the solution,

which, in drying, fonns a kind of glass, evenluaUy

insoluble in water, and partly chemically combined

with the fibre.

Among others of its alleged applications is its use

in preserving casks or other vessels euiployed m the

beer or wine trade, and for the better clcansiug of the

same. All metals, particularly iron, are said to be

prevented from oxidizing by this impervious prepara-

tion. Mixed with “Blanc-fix,” according to Mr.

Sichercr,* it fonns, on glass, by exposure to high

temperature, a white enamel, which also may be pro

duced in varied colours. It is employed with much

advantage, it seems, in printing on glass, aud \vc may

here observe that the chemists of the last and pre-

vious centuries used waterglass, or “oil of flints,

as they called it, in preciiiitatiug various silicate

colours from the metals, used iu shape of salts. Red

cliloride of cobalt, for example, if precipitated m
waterglass, forms a beautiful blue powder,—silicate

of cobalt. . , 1

The chief anplication, however, of waterglass, is

based on its powerful chemical nttractiou to mortar,

brickwork, porous sand, and limestones, foriumg

silicate of lime, which is very hard, and like glass.

For example, a wall or stonework puinted with the

solution is said to combine durabi!it.y with the pro-

perty of dryiug very quickly. Once dry, it docs not

afterwards discolour
;
and the surface being like glass,

it, of course, can be washed at imy lime, if necessary.

Mixed with powilei'cd ch'ilk, or patent white aud

blanc-fix, it appears to form a good white paint, ou

wood, brickwork, &c. Any desirable^ colour may be

chromic painting by this process has the advantage of

not changing its appearance after a time. This

method of painting, which is still capable of further

improvements, is already adopted iu many instances

by artists.

The property of waterglass to combine with

powdered chalk, lime, magnesia, sand, gypsum, and

other porous substances, so as to form a hard mass,

susceptible of a polish, and with unchangeableness to

atmospheric eflects, renders it useful for purposes of

general oruamentation. It is said to form an excel-

lent cement for stone, glass, and porcelain. Common
limestone prepared with waterglass has been used in

lithographic processes. Artificial Roman cement of

very good quality is said to be produced from it.

"Waterglass has, also, been employed for printing in

colours ou paper, particularly paperhangiogs, linen

and woollen textures, &c. in fixing gold and silver on

paper, &c. Ultramarine prepared with waterglass

preserves its colour better than wilh any other fixing

agents. In dyeing it has been used as a mordant.

Another new application of it is that of a substitute

for soap. It is very cheap, does not act on the fibre^

and is esteemed as a good detergent.

There are many other more or less useful or im-

portant applications of waterglass which space will

not allow us here to mention,

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Lynn .—A short time ago, the Wesleyan body de-

termined on making extensive alterations in their

chapel in Tower-street, Lynn, the architect engaged

being Mr. W. Newham, jun. The tender of Messrs.

J. and W. Purdy, builders, was accepted, and the

work went on. A committee undertook the manage-

ment, aud the contract was executed by Messrs.

Purdy. When the whole was completed, says the

Norfolk Chronicle, the committee were horrified by

the receipt of a “little bill” for 798A being 3G1/.

in excess of the contract price. This charge they

strongly disputed, and the result was au action against

them for the 361L (the 437A having been already

paid). An amicable arrangement, however, was

entered into while the case was under hearing, by

which the contractors, receiving 275/. paid into

t, were to be content with this, and pay all costs,

excepting 25/. which the committee were to pay

towards their own. Iu other words, the contractors

were to receive 300/. and pay all the costs on both

sides.

Stilton .—The church here has been restored and

reopened. One of the chief improvements in the

interior is the removal of a gallery or loft from the

west cml, which has exposed to view the tower arch,

supported by four slender shafts, having embattled

capitals. The ue%vly-dvcssed Norman font, which is

approached by new stone steps, has been placed under

the belfry. The new pulpit is worked in Clipshom

stone ; it contains a scries of panels having trefoil

pointed arches. The seats are like those introduced

into Ely Cathedral. The chancel has been renovated,

aud the windows have been replaced. The south

porch has been refaced : the door is new, as is also

the one at the west end, and each contains scroll-

work. A new north door is to replace the present

old one; and improvements are to he made in the

vestry. Red and black square patent tiles, from the

manufactory of Messrs. Moore, of Brosely, are laid

diagonally in the aisles. In the course of the re-

storations several hundred cart-loads of earth, which

liad been accnmulating for ages, were removed from

the vicinity of the walls of the church. The whole

of the work has been performed by the contractors,

Messrs. Richardson and Son, of Stamford.

iW/oH.—On the 16tU ult. the Bishop of Oxford

consecrated the church at Milton, in the parish of

Adderbury, which had been previously dedicated to

St. John the Evangelist. The building cost 1,300/.

Mr. Butterfield was the architect. The edifice is

built of the stone of the country, with dressings from

the Bath quarries, and it is covered with red tile. It

consists of a nave, tower capped with low spire, and

sauctuarv. It has a porch and lich-gate, ihc nave

has an open space at its westernmost end, forming a

sort of narlhex, in which is set the font and cover.

It is benched for ninety, including the childi'en of the

school.
, ,

Ando-eer.—Civ. the 2olh ult. two chapels were con-

secr<atcd by the Bishop of Winchester at Smannell aud

Hatherdtn, in the parish of Andover. A few years

ago au entire stranger provided 100/. a year for a

curate for these most destitute hamlets until such

produced, and the art of producing «//mco pictm-es
^ permanent endowment should be

in this style, on walls, is culled “ stercocliromy,
I They have now been endowed by ^^iu-

instance of which may be seen at the new Museum,
j

Colle-’c, aud two chapels of simple, though

Berliu, of four pictures by Ivaulbaeh. A stereo-
1

'character, under the direction of Mr.
;

,
, . I William White have been built. They are calculated

b;comeTtt7rfcSni7ted
' to accommodate 200 and 150 Persons and luive been

tious if wo mention tbat Messrs. Sichorer and Ilausman, fmjghcd for 650/. and 700/. respectivelj . The n*

of No. 17, Eastclieap, nualytical aud coiisuUmg: chemists,
apsidal chanccl are comprised under one root,

state they have given special attenlion to this suigect. i

being separated internally by a low screen, and the

larger chapel has a north aisle. The walling is

finished internally in red and buff brick, and externally

in brick and flint. The roofs are covered with plain

tiles, and ceiled between the rafters with boarding.

The fittings are of deal. The window-heads are

cusped and partly traceried, after the style of the

Early Geometrical period
;
and the apses, gables, and

bell-gables are furnished with good metal crosses.

Qualford .—The church of Quatford has been re-

paired and enlarged, and was re-opened on Thursday

before last. The south wall has been taken out ;
and

the new aisle separated from the nave by an arcade of

five pointed arches in Alveley stone. The aisle^is

lighted by three side and two end small gable win-

dows. It has an open timber roof, the woodwork

being stained and varnished. The nave is separated

from the chancel by an old Norman arch, and built of

tufa. It is conjectured that the whole of the original

church was built of this material, as a large quantity

has been found in the old foundations. The wall has

been cleared off to the origjoal stone, and pointed.

At the west end of the interior, the arch, which was

before wholly concealed by the gallery, has been

thrown open and restored, showing a west memorial

window. The whole of tbe seats (which are open)

have been repainted and repaired, and a number of

new ones added, making in all about 270 sittings,

FentyrcL—The parish church of Pentyrch has

been rebuilt, and was consecrated by the Bishop of

Llandaff on Thursday week. The church consists of

a nave 50 feet long by 26 feet wide, with an octagonal

turret at the south-west angle, surmounted by a spire

with an open traceried belfry-stage, a south porch, a

chancel 25 feet long by 15 feet wide, and vestry

adjoining. The style is Decorated Gothic, with flow-

ing tracery. Advantage has been taken of the rapid

fall of the ground to the east to obtain considerable

height for the eastern end, which faces the road. Tbe

walla are constructed of Pennant stone, with Combe

Down Bath-stone dressings. The building nses from

a bold spur base, and is buttressed at the angles only

by somewhat peculiar sloping buttresses set diago-

nally to tbe walls ; it is lighted by a four-light west

window, moulded and recessed with flowing tracery,

and by three two-light traceried windows in the south

side of the nave, and two similar ones in the north

wall. Tbe chancel has also a large three-light trace-

ried east window, and two windows in the south wall,

one having a single and the other double lights with

traceried head. The roofs are all of wrought Memel,

stained, aud the ceiling, which is panelwise between

the rafters, tinted blue. They are slated with Bangor

slates of purple and blue, arranged in bands of these

colours. The whole of the gables are coped with

freestone. The turret rises to the height of about

70 feet, and is octagonal on plan, with a buttress on

four sides, terminatiDg with a pediment beneath^ the

belfrv-stage, which consists of a moulded two-light

traceried \rindow under a crocketed canopy, on each

full of the octagon forming a light open crown, whence

springs a tapering spire, banded with alternately

several plain courses of masonry, and several with

slightly projecting weathering. The interior, which

accommodates about 200 persons, is fitted with open

loose benches of Memel stained, a Caen stone font,

with pillars of red Devonshire marble, aud an oak

cover with wrought iron-work. Tiic passages are

paved nrith red and black Staffordshire tiles. The

pulpit is of Caen stone, intended to be carved. The

chancel is fitted with carved benches, placed lougitndi-

nally as stalls. The architects were Messrs. Prichard

aud Seddon, and Mr. Norman Brown was the con-

TFrexham.—St. Mary’s Roman Catholic Church

was opeued on tbe 19th ult. The edifice has been

erected at the sole expense of Jlr. R. Thomson, of

Wrcxliam, and together with the house, or vic^age,

has cost about 5.000/. The church is m the Deco-

rated style, and is built in Minera stone. It is above

100 feet long by 48 feet in mdth. The plan in-

cludes chancel, nave, aisles, side chapel, tower, large

and small sacristy, and a confessional between sacristy

and aisle. The presbytery is situated on the semth

side, and is a building capable of accommodating

three priests. The chancel is separated from the

nave bv a hiirhlv-wrought aud deeply-moulded arch,

with carved and 'moulded jambs. The nave consists

of five bays, the arches of which are moulded, and

enriched with hood moulds. The nave is lighted by

means of a clerestory, the windows of which are cir-

cular and are sub-divided into four quatrefoils

variously arranged. The aisle windows consist of

two lights, with oruamcntal tracery. Two vanishmg

arches separate the chancel from the lateral chapel.

The east window commences at the spring ot tne

roof and coujists of a large circle of tracery fixed m
a triaugidar frame. Side windows are arranged to

throw Uuht on the altar: they extend into the

panelled roof, which has the appearance of a chancel

clerestory. The nave aud insle roofs are supported
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on priQcipals, springing from stone corbels, which
will eventually be carved. The architect is Mr.
Pugin.

Derby .—A committee, headed by Lord John Man-
ners, M.P. has been formed for the purpose of carry-

ing out the restoration and enlargement of St. Peter’s

Cburcli, Derby. Mr. Place, the architect employed,
estimates the total eost of the restoration at 2,400/.

Sherburn .—The church of Sherburn, near Leeds,
has been re-opened. It has undergone some extensive
alterations and improvements, in course of which
many specimens of Norman architecture have been
brought to light. The roof, which is high-pitched, is

entirely new, and the windows have been filled with
cathedral and white glass, in omamentiil patterns.
The two galleries in front of the tower have been
pulled down, and the body of the church filled with
uniform pews of oak, and staiued deal, with much in-
creased accommodation. Some stained glass has been
put in the west window of the tower. Much of the
old Norman work has been restored.

AUCHITECTUR^VL PUBLICATION SOCIETY.
Vn E notice the recent issue of the second part of the

works for the year 1856-7, consisting of thirteen
plates in illustration of some of the articles in the
letter C of the “ Dictionary of Architecture,” now in
course of publication by the Society. These plates,
like their predecessors, are full of useful and in-
slruclive material : some of them, we may say, are too
crowded, but the subjects in them having been care-
fully disposed, they each have fair effect. The first

Fu
^ “Canopy” covering the chair of

the Cardinal Archbishop in the Duomo at Naples • a
nsefnl example, but poorly lithographed. Under the
title. Capital, we have two plates, which exhibit
twenty-three specimens,” chiefly of the Medieval
period : these will surely not be the last under this
heading, although some difficulty will perhaps be ex-
perienced in obtaining sketches of worthy subjects
w^ch have not been already placed before the student.
Chimneypiece” follows in a fine but greatly dilapi-

dated specimen from Linlithgow Palace, presenting
three openings, which may be advantageously com-
pared with those in Viollet-le-Duc’s dictionarv. Me
may say as much of the four other examples oi’ a more
domestic character, from Cashel and Kilmallock, in
Ireland : these afford very useful hints to designers for
or^ary puiposes. “Chimney-top ” ought to be the
last plate (it is the fourth given) devoted to this
a.most eih.-.uslless subject, hut the committee has
acted rightly m so often directing the attention of the
profession this w’ay. The present selection of twenty-
three examples affords ample scope for alteration and
uiiprovement ; many of the originals, it must not be
foi^otten, are used only for wood or charcoal fires.

• Church,” exhibiting an interior view of San Spirito,
at I'lorence, designed by Brunellesco. is a tinted
facsimile of a very careful drawing made on the spot
by Mr. F. P. Cockerell, and affords some interesting
bits of perspective effects : it is also good as a wholeMd a record of a very curiously planned buildini;.We should be glad to see niauy other examples of
these intenors ; they afford a large field for study, if
selected with regard to their architectural merits
and not merely for artistic effect. The same obser-
vations apply to a following plate of " Confession,”
the example being selected from Fontane’s “ Chiese

tioma an expensive, and, we believe, somewhat
rarewoi-k in England ; the plate is filled with the
view looking up into the church of San Martino ai
Monti. It will be inspected with interest even by
those who have visited that great city, as travellers do
not generally sec this ont-of-the-wav ehnreb, which is
w-e 1 worthy of a careful inspection. The treatment
ot the ornamental portion especially, in the lithograph
IS, we suppose, the result of a careful imitation of the
origin^ Italian print : it reminds us of a style of
engraving of former days in England. The plate of

t-hurch-plan presents nineteen examples of various
.vpes, eoimencing from the old basilica of St. Peter’s
tnith to ninth centur,),and ending with St, Stephen’s.
Mplbrook (1673). It is interesting to note the use of
the cireular apse from fig. 1 to fig. 13 i the examples
from Italy, Prance, and Germany; and the square
eastern termination of York Cathedral, and the
other churches selected from England. Boston
Church, Lincolnshire (fig. 18j, it will be remembered,
has the ment of being the largest ohnreh in the United
ivingdora without cross aisles. Columbarium ” re-
minds us of the manner in which many of the Homan
houses kept together the remains of their families,
servants’ and clients. Instances of private mansolea
will occur to the memory ot all our readers, and
soinetlimg of the same kind is being gradually reintro-

r. n 1

°.°..™°“ “ ““ I>“Uih cemeteries,

eiamncl /“'fc
Pihloresque and suggestive

anSs ^ practitioner. To give ex-

mate or ott, ,
without dimensious, approxi-mate or otherwise, and their height above the surface

of the ground, is unsatisfactory : the specimens, how-
evcr,_ are suggestive. The “Cortile” of the great
hospital at Milan is shown in the next plate. Many
of the details of this building will be found in the
earlier parts. “Crocket” forms the subject of the
last plate, and this we shall hope to see additionally
illustrated, those before us being confined to one
style, that of late French-Gothic

j
but they are charm-

ing examples of their class.

The materials for these plates have been, like those
of former parts, collected and arranged by Messrs.
Hansard and Lewis, through the kindness of the
ownep lending the original sketches. On the present
occasion these consist of (taken as the plates occur),
Messrs. C. F. Hayward, H. B. Garling, T. H. Lewis,
IT. R. Newton, W. Lightly, C. Fowler, jun.

; R. H.
Shout, of Yeovil; J. H. Walton, Professor Donaldson,
F. P. Cockerell, Oct. Hansard, E. Blatchley, J. M.
Lockyer, E. H. Martinean, H. R. Ricardo, Ewan
Christian, T. Roger Smith, and from the sketch-book
of the late A. J. Green, lent through tic kindness of
Mr. Titc, M.P. Our impressions, for some reason,
are not all printed so sbaiply as usual : in fact, the
work on some of the stones is not executed wiih
Mr. Bedford’s usual effect : a heavier and iincertaiu
baud appears to have worked on many of the plates
with a result less happy thau that of previous iiqrts.
To speak move plainly, they are very ill done.

THE LATE WILLI.4M DEANE BUTLER
ARCHITECT.

This gentleman, whose name as an extensive prac-
titioner of about forty years’ standing is familiarly
known to the Irish public, expired suddenly at his
residence, Stephen ’s-green, Dublin, on Saturday nicht
the 28tli ult.

^ ’

When Mr. Butler commenced his profession, after
quitting the office of the late Mr. Bcazley, to whom
he served a portion of his apprenliceshij), the number
of arcliitectui'al practitioners in Ireland was exceed-
ingly limited; and, after a comparatively short time,
he found himself in the enjoyment of an excellent
share of business, which he preserved up to the
time of his death. Mr. Butler was universally
acknowledged to be an architect of considerable
ability and excellent taste; and has left some perma-
neut memorials to his fame behind him, Aruougst
bis chief public works may be noticed the Roman
Catholic churches of Roscrea and Monasterevan, both
important edifices, in the Gothic style; the terminal
buildings at Dublin of the Dublin and Drogheda
Railway, of Italian character

;
the new cathedral at

Kilkenny, recently consecrated, aud the facade of
the Palatial Mart, at Sackville-street, Dublin. Inde-
peudeutly of these, Mr. Butler had an extensive
private practice, and designed some mansions for the
resident nobility and gentry

; to his skill, too, Dublin
is much indebted for some handsome shop-fronts.

The profession in Ireland may reasonably be con-
sidered to Lave lost its “father,” as we believe Mr.
Butler was its oldest member, aud certainly he has
left behind him a greater number of pupils prac-
tising as architects, and of eminence, than did any
other.

For many years this genlleman held the appoint-
ment of architect to his Excellency the Eoj’d
Lieutenant, but wc believe the emolument (if anv)
was very trifling.

The immediate cause of death seems to have been
paralysis of the throat, and although Mr. Butler had,
some twelve mouths siuce, an attack of that malady,
which affected other portions of his bodv, his call
from life was very sudden and unexpected. Mr. Butler
has left a wife aud thirteen children.

feet; and masters’ and examiners’ rooms, clerks
aparlments, chambers. See.

The courts are to be cairied up two stories in
height. All the buildings will be, as far as practi-
cable, fire-proof, and the floors of the wide spans will
be supported on a series of metal girders, with hollow
brick arches. The ceilings in the basement are of
arched brick also

;
and the foundations are to have a

considerable quantity of concrete, formed of Medina
cement, air slaked lime, clean fresh-water sand, and
fine and coarse gravel. Over the commissioners’
courts, iron lattice girders of S-ineb by 3-inch angle
iron at top^ and bottom, with 3-inch by ^-inch tension,
and extension bars, so disposed as to form a series of
equilateral triangles, will be introduced. The build-
ings to be finished against the 1st of June, 1859,
under a penalty of 25/. per week. The probable
expense will be 15,000/. or 16,000/.

;
and the plans

have been furnished by the architect to the Board of
W^’orks. The commissioners are about applying to
Parliament for a Bill to make considerable improve-
ment in the locality of these buildings by the con-
struction of a new street from the western side of
Greek-street to the eastern side of Old Church-street,
the closing up of Chancery-place, Moimtralh-street,
Morgan-place, and portion of Pill-lane, and the pulling
down of a number of old houses. Should this be
obtained, considerably greater building works will be
undertaken thau those now being contracted for, aud
the frontage to the quays greatly increased.

An iron tramroad is to be laid down from Ste-
phen s-green to Round-town, the leading thoroughfare
at the south side of Dublin.

EXTENSION OF THE FOUR COURTS
DUBLIN.

The new hnildiugs about to be erected for the
Courts of Appeal and Incumbered Estates will occupy
a site at the rear of the present Four Courts, and at
the point where Pill-laue unites with Morgan-place.
They will comprise a block with two projecting wings,
and present a frontage to Pill-lane of about 130 feet]
by a depth of 80 feet. In style the architecture will
be consistent with that of the existing buildings, butM plainer character, having chiselled granite stone
fronts with rusticated basement, simple architraved
windows, and a continuous entablature of architrave
frieze and cornice, with blocking over the same.

In height they will be three stories, exclusive of
basement, which is intended to contain court-keeper’s
apartments, document rooms, urinals, water-closets,
&c. Sic. Ou the principal floor will be a grand stone
staircase, and a corridor running through, off which
are situated the various secretaries’ and clerks’ offices.
The first floor will have a simiUr corridor, as also the
commissioners’ courts, each 28 feet by 28 feet, with
ornamental ceiling and circular dome light; also a
proposed court, to be erected hereafter, 39 feet by 38

ELM, NEAR MISBEACH.
THE ECCEESIASnC.XL COMIIISSIONERS.

Some of our corrcspondeuls are concerned to bear
that iu the repair or restoration of the chancel of
Elra Church, slates are to be substituted for the old
covering of lead. If wc have been correctly informed,
the facts are these:—The parishioners of Elm, in a
laudable spirit, and at considerable expense, have
cleaned, repaired, aud restored the interior of their
large and interesting church, and they intend to
follow up this good work by abolishiug the present
unsightly pewing, and substituting for it plain but
substantial, uniform, aud commodious benches. It
would appear that the chancel is in the hands of the
ecclesiastical commissioners, as appertaining to a
“ suspended ” cauonry, from which the commissioners
derive an addition of 1,200/. per annum to their
already enormous revenue. The fittings of the chan-
ccl were mean in the extreme, aud the east window
and the roof were modern work of the poorest
description : still the roof wasleaded, which is the case,
with but very few exceptions, in all the churches of
the district.

The 2>arishioner3 applied to the commissioners to
repair aud restore this chancel : the sura required is

but a portion of one year’s receipts
;
and, although we

admit that, as trustees of church property, the com-
missioners might not be always justified in expending
money upon mere oroameut, we are strongly of
opinion that they should act faithfully as conserva-
tors of the buildings which have fallen into their
hands, and not suffer, under any pretence, the lead of
a church or chancel to ^be stripped and exchanged for
slates.

LONDON DIRT AND LONDON MANTS.
I ASK leave to point out to Londoners, by your

help, a melropolitan peculiarity which never fails to
strike me, a provincial, as strange, offensive, and un-
necessary. I mean the stupendous filth of London
public places. I do not mean honest, necessary dirt,

but neglected, accumulated, remediable dirt. I observe
that in many districts the dirt of the roadways is left

upon the surface from day to day, week to week, and
naonth to month

;
stinking dust iu dry weather, and,

in moist aud wet weather, stinking compost, varied,
from an adhesive greasy paste, through different
degrees of dilution, to the ne plus ultra of abomina-
tion, a liquid slush, about the thickness of pea-soup.
I notice holes and corners,—poor alleys and courts,
culs-de-sac, &c. where this dirt is piled and plastered
in masses, like drifted snow. I see (to take merely
one or two instances) the staircases and stairs leading
from the London-bridge approach on the City side, to
the street below, in a state of dirt utterly disgraceful.
I canuot suppose cleansing has approached those
places since they were opened as public ways. I see
the pavement of the Piazza, in Covent-garden, caked
over with dirt which seems to be never removed, I
want to know why all this nastiness need prevail.
I suppose rates are paid, or might be levied, for the
expenses of cleaning the streets and public places;
and it is inconceivable to me, living, as I do, in a pro-
vincial town of considerable size, containing plenty of
the elements of dirt, but where the dirt is removed
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Jay by Jay, that Londoners submit to this hideous

nuisance of omnipresent, overwhelming dirt.

Allow me to offer a suggestion on another subject,

occurring to me as an occasional visitor to London.

Country people in town, leaving their hotels in the

morning, and not returning to them till night, and, I

doubt not, many Londoners away from home all day,

greatly feel the want of establishments here and there,

one of which I will describe as follows, viz. :—a clean,

airy, well-lighted, and comfortable room, where rest

may be taken, newspapers read, meetings appointed

(perhaps with a private conference-room attached),

and letters written, where refreshments may be had

of the luncheon sort, more satisfactory than buns and

ginger-beer on the one hand, and less costly and

daboratc than the chop-house provision on the

other, and where closets and washing-basins are at

band. I am disposed to think that a company would

be a very profitable speculation, tint had for its

object to provide such places, thoroughly well-ap-

pointed, and attended by good servants, at moderate

prices.

Other Loudon wnuts are dining-places, or restau-

rants, of a sort very superior to the present aviroge.

After tlie club, to which comparatively few belong,

there is at present nothing but the ixpetisive hotel,

the crowded, bustling, overlicated, popular feeding

place, the detestable gloomy chop-house, or the bad

imitation of the I’l'ench restaurant. The cheerful

I and comfortable restaurants of Paris might be very

I advantageously imported, and the cafes too. Let any

one remember the various occasions when, on walking

home at night from the theatre, or any other place,

a desire has seized him for a glass of beer, or a cup of

I coffee. Out of certain districts where such things

I may be had, at places of an uncomfortable and

; unpleasant appearance, if not of a questionable cha-

: meter, nothing is open to him but the ginshop.

I fear to have already written more than you will

i like to print, hut I never visit London without

; noticing the above shortcomings and wants, and this

.1 statement of them naiglit set some people to devise

':and carry out the remedies. A Provincial.

eleven in number one way and ten the other, at equal dis-

tances apart, have no names at all. In the centre of the
town is one fireat street, running from the river to the
palace. “The first row of blocks of houses parallel to

this street, on each side, is numbered 1 ; the second row of
blocks of houses on each side, parallel to the first, is num-
bered 2, and so on. But taking the blocks in cross rows,
on one side of the above-mentioned great street, the row
nearest to the palace is lettered A, the second B, and so

on
;
and on the other side the street, the row nearest the

f

Kilace is lettered L, the second M, aud so on. Thus a

etter and a figure are necessary to define any block of

houses. In each block the hous<*8 are numbered 1, 3, 3,

Ac. Thus, in looking in the Manheim Directory for a

person’s residence, you will find, for instance, C 3, 0.

This moans No. 6 in the block which is defined by the
mark C 3. The letter C shows on which row of blocks it

is as taken one way, and the figure 3 shows in which row
of blocks it is as taken the other way,'”* This system may
appear complex in description, but is not so in reality : it

could, however, only be applied in towns so regularly built

as Manheim.
At Genova, I am informed, certain streets are num-

bered, not upon the doors, but carved upon the curb-

stones outside the footpaths, or, as they are absurdly and
improperly termed in Liverpool, parapets, which do not
mean footpaths, but walls breast high. The difficulty

hero is, that if two houses be thrown into three, a number
vranting: or if three houses ho thrown into two, i

s, there is a surplusage of numbers. It has been su;,

gested that, instead of numbering the houses, it would bo

a good method to put the numbers upon the curbstones,

as at Geneva, but at distances exactly five yards apart.

These would not always come exactly opposite the front

door, or perhaps oven opposite the house, whilst some-
ti lies more ilian one number would come before one house.

But they would always be near, if not exactly opposite, a

house or door, and would always be permanent, however
the house* themselves miglit change. It would identify

localities very exactly : a certain event took place at such

2. The fixed cutter plaiie.

3. The rotatory cutters, on Muir’s principle.

4. Ditto with vertical axis, on Bramah’s plan.

5. The socket plane.

In describing these machines, the action of the

carpenter’s plane was compared with that of the

machines, aud some of the methods were mentioned

by which its action had been attempted to be assimi-

lated in the machines.

The planing- machines were shortly described, as

well as the different forms and speeds adopted in

England and America.

it was argued, that in order to produce good work
the coudilioDS to be fulfilled were, a high velocity of

cutters, not too rapid travel of work, a solid bed to

cut against, the working parts well balanced, the

bearings steady, and the angles of the cutters properly

detcrniioed. The author condemned the usual em-

pirical method of determining the angle of the cutters,

and insisted upon the desirability of taking into con-

sideration the nature of the material, as well as the

character of the work, and the diameter of the cutters,

in fixing upon the proper angle. He then stated

those angles which he considered best for different

kinds of woods and varieties of work.

Brief descriptions and diagrams, illustrative of the

principles of the following processes aud machines,

were then given :

—

1. The American shaping-machine, with pattern

and couceutrical collar guide, for planing irregular

number, and’it could be refen-cd to on a map. It would
j

^ork
.1.0 .bow the lent-th ot ever, .Ireet, and you njight in o

^ difTcrent methods of tcnoniog With chisels,
cub or car ascertain the number of yards of an entire jour- I ...

If a certain street contained fifty numbers, it would

be instantly known to be 250 yards long. If you made
turning at No. 40, you would have travelled 200 yards

along that street, and. by repeating the same in each street

you proceeded, could easily ascertain the total distance

you had traversed.

Nothing can be more luconvenient or absurd than

the repetition of the same name fur many streets.

terestinc to see how little the French have been
.. . .. 1 . -» A.. . 1,™

or with an assemblage of circular saws, or with the

ordinary tenoning cutters.

3. The copying-machine for producing fac-similcs

of a east-iron pattern of any irregular shape, by

means of rotatory cutters made to recede or advance

by the pattern, which revolves simultaneously with

the work.

4. Hughes’s spokc-macbinc with tubular cutter-

guilty of this folly. Uarely aro two streets of the same
: shaft, aud movcable cutters, acted upon by a traversing

name
;
but they have, instead, endeavoured to do hoi

to all classes of men, not even confining themselves to the

“BIG BEN’S” ANCESTORS,

The following extract from Ihc
“ Repertory of

i Antiquaries” may afford amusemeut, and be of interest

i to your readers. It will show that one (at least) of

HBig Ben's ancestors was cracked like himself, aod that

i he only inherits an infirmity which is constilulional in

lithe family, aud though, of course, cveiyone knows

It that our courts of law arc now so immaculate that the

UWestmiuster judges do not require the same piompt-

ii ing to duty that their predecessors did, they jnay, when

tl they hear the voice of Big Bcu, congratulate them-

H selves that ho is speaking for an object different to that

olof his unfortunate ancestor, Tom of Westminster.

“Tbo bell called Tom of Westminster hung in a strong

cl clock-tower over against the door of Westminster Hall,

SI and about the beginning of the last century was granted to

S St Paul’s, whither it was removed, and stood under a sbed

fi for some years before the steeple was cleared of the scaf-

fi folding and fitted for such an ornament. Ihe clock had

« not long been up before the boll was cracked aud now cast,

li but with such bad success that it was thought necessary to

li take it down and repeat the experiment * *
_

The clock-tower was standing till 1716 ;
the occasion of

il its being built Mr. Maitland’s ‘ History of London’ gives

i ns follows:— ,. - , . , t. • n j
‘ A certain poor man, in an action of debt, being Uneci

l! the sum of 13<. 4d., Bedulphus Ingham, Chief Justice of

I Kine’s Bench, commiserating his case, caused the court-

n roll to be reduced to 6s. 8d., which being soon after dis-

e covered, Ingham was abierced in a pecuniary mulct of 800

B marks, which was employed iu erecting the said bell-tower

, on the north side of the said enclosure (New Palace lard),

opposite Westniinster-hall gate, in which tower was placed

3 a bell and a clock, which, striking hourly, was to remind the

iji justices in the haU of the fate of their brother, in order to

^.cat names of their own country. For inafiince, they

have the Hue Wutt, Itue Newton, Hue Lord Byron, Rue
Marie Stuart. Their naturalists are represented by the

Rue Uiiftbn, Rue Jussieu, Rue Cuvier; their writers by

Rue Voltaire, Rue Moliere, Riio Boileau, and Hue Lamar-

tine ;
their biiUles by the Riia des Batuilles, Rue d’ Arcole,

Rne’d’Austerlit!!, and more recently in Rue d’Alma, Rne
de Bomarsund, and Rue dTukerman. How high and woll-

soiinding are such names as Rue des Pyramirles, Rue Cas-

tiglioiio, Rue de Bobvlonc, though it must he admitted

some of their names arc not a little odd ; as, for instance.

Good Children-street (Hue des Bons Enfans), or 29th of

July-street (Rue do 29 Julliet), Soft Sigh-street (Rue de

Bol Ueapiro), English Qeiitleraen-atreet (Rue d' Anglais),

English Ladies-street (Kuo d’Anglsises). Among their few

instances of repetition is one that must be admitted to be

somewhat irreverent, viz. Hell-street, Hell Boulevard,

Hell Barrier, Hell Market.

p prevent all dirty work for the future.'

P. C. N.

ON NUMBERING HOUSES AND NAMING
STREETS.

In a paper on various suLjects read by Mr. Verclst

1; last year, before the Liverpool Arcbitectural Society,

h but not published, some remarks were made on the

D numbering of houses aud the naming of streets, from

7 whicb, as the subject is agaiu occupyung atteotiou, we

D may make a few quotations. Much of what was read

h had chiefly a local interest, confined to Liverpool and

I Birkenhead, hut our quotations will refer to what was

s said as to the points in question in various towns on

t the Continent.

In Paris, the numbers in those streets that are parnllo

5 with the river commence and continue on with the current

of the stream, whilst those at right angles with the river

c commence at the river cud. the numbers being odd on one

i side and even on the other, always commeuemg on the

il left hand.
,,

The town of Maulieim, upon the Rhine, was utterly

i d destroyed during the lamentable wars of the Palatinate,

: . foi-nnHu nernin durinc the French wars, ana nas

p been several times ruined : it is therefore quit

1
, -town, and is rebuilt with all the streets at right angles

1 This aflbrded an opportunity for an eflectuul system of

j numbering the houses and naming the streets ;
hut the

1 system adopted is peculiar, for the streets, which are

THE CONVERSION OF WOOD BY
MACIILNEIIY.

IN.STITTTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

In tbe paper read on the 17tli iustint, “ On tbc

Coiiversiou of Wood by Machiuery,” by Mr. G. L
Moleaworth, a comparison was drawn, showing the

more rapid progress of wood conversion in America

than iu England. This was ascribed to the greater

cheapness of material and the scarcity of skilled

labour in the former country, which gave a stimulus

to invention ;
whilst in EnglauJ the case was different,

the material was comparatively expensive, and skilled

artisans were abuudant. Nor was the system of tbc

subdivision of labour as yet fully carried out, the con-

version of wood being hitherto iu the bands of a class

who could not employ much capital in machinery, or

keep it constantly at work to the greatest advantage,

even when they had it
;
and, at the same time, the pre-

judices of foremen and the combinations of workmen

bad operated powerfully against the introduction of

new machines. Many of the machines of English

construction had been of too costly a character, and

in desigfiio.a them sufficient attention hud _uot been

given to eennomy of the convtricd materinl. The

cheap and simple character of tbc American machines

was mentioned, and some of their characteristic

details were described.

An account of the different kinds of saws, as well

as the form of teeth, the modes of setting them, and

the velocities adopted in England aud in America was

given, and the silent friction feed, the American

" Mniey” saw, the author’s arrangement of a revolv-

ing wed"e, the methods of cross cutting, the pendulous

saw, Macdowall’s circular saw, the pendulum, the

dished saw, the scroll aud the band saws were briefly

described, and mention was made of Mr. Exall’s im-

provement in the band saw.

The author then proceeded to enumerate the

varieties of planing-machines, which he classified

under five beads, viz. ;

—

1. Tbc reciprocating plane.

‘ Murray's '* Handbook."

pattern.

5. The railway key-machine, invented by the

autlior, for cutting the taper simultaneously on two

sides of the key.

6. Sticl’s oar-machiue, as used at Chalhara Dock-

yard, for roughing out the oar with swivelling circular

saws, aud finishing it, by a series of cutters acted

upoD by a ' feeler iron,” so as to produce a varying

form of blade aud “ loom.”

7. The methods of dovetailing on M’imshurst’s

plan, by a series of rotating cutters, and on Burley’s

plan, by a series of reciprocatiug chisels aud circular

saws.

8. The method adopted in America of forming the

dovetail on the mitre.

The different boring-tools were noticed, and an

account given of the modes of mortising, by giving

motion to the chisel and reversing it, as well as the

forms of mortising-cbisels, aud the devices for clearing

the mortise of chips.

The subject of timber bending was briefly men-

tioned, aud a description given of Hookey’s mode of

bending ships’ timbers, Meadows’s patent for bending

veneers into and around the sharp angles of mould-

ings, and Blanchard’s method of bending all kinds of

timber, bv applying end pressure to it, while it was

' wound round a cam of the desired shape.

In conclusion, the author coneidered that wood

conversion was not fully developed in this country,

and hoped that this paper would direct the attention

and ingeuuity of engineers to the subject.

At a meeting on November 24th, an appendix to

Mr. Molesworth’s paper was read. After reference to

the manufacture of casks by machinery, Hamilton’s

machine for sawing curved ship timbers was described

as having an inner gate, and the blade so bung as to

allow of a transverse as well as a swivelling motion,

for curvilinear work; the log being so arranged as to

be turned on its axis whilst travelling, and to be cut

to any desired bevel. Green’s method of adapting an

indicator roller to this machine, for cutting variable

bevels from a small scale diagram, was also mentioned.

A description of Jordan’s wood-carving machinery

was given, with his method of producing a species of

floating movement in the table carrying the pattern

and the work, under a frame furnished with a series

of drill-cutters and a tracing knob, so as to produce

several copies simultaneously from one pattern. The

plan of carving under-cut parts by swivelling^ the

pattern and work simultaneously, was also described.

A description was afterwards given of the ingenious

machines, also invented by Mr. Jordan, for making

the frames of school slates, at Colonel Pennant’s

quarries, near Bangor. The logs of American birch

were first cut up by frame saws : the planks were

then seasoued for six months, and were afterwards

cross-cut to proper lengths, passed over a series of

circular saws and grooving cutters alternately fixed on

the same shaft : the mortises and tenons were cut m

I

f 0!^;• I

J
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two other machiues : the end mortises, tenons, and

shoulders were then cut, and the slates encircled by

four of these pieces. The frame thus formed was

then laid against two stops, and a pair of drills de-

scended upon the opposite corners, miikiog two holes :

it was then reversed, and another pair of holes were

made in the other two corners, pegs were inserted,

aud the work was completed.

PROGRESS IN THE CITY OF BAHIY,
BRAZIL.

A COMPANY has just been formed for the provision

of a patent slip, a jetty, capable of coaling the largest

steamers, bonded warehouses, and stores, for the

deposit of coal. Lieut. Robert Grundy, C.E. has been

nominated by the Board of Directors, to act as direct-

ing manager, and the works are to be commenced
forthwith, and carried on with such activity as

can be compassed in this somewhat sluggish locality.

Another company is talked of, to carry oat the pro-

ject of boring a tunnel through one of the hills in the

city, in order to form a communication between the

lower level of the city adjoining the bay, and an in-

land portion, from whence there will be an easy

access to theupper level. The city of Bahia varies very

considerrtbly in level, and there is now only one very

steep and dangerous carriageway, connecting the

upper and the lower portions. The tunnel will have
to he cut through solid granite rock, and although no
very astonishing work in Europe, it will be attended

with diCBcnlty in Brazil. Mr. Vignoles, the engi-

neer, has proposed and recommended this plan, which,
when carried out, will be an importiuit and valuable

improvement to the city. Bahia is already jrrovided

with water-works, and some of the fountains which
were purchased at the Paris E.vpo3itiou have been
placed in the squares. The buildings are well con-

.

structed, and in many instances considerable excel-
lence is shown in the design of the fronts of the
erections in the comraeroid parts of the city. The
churches are very numerous, some of them being well
worthy of notice in an architectural point of view.
The Church of the Conception is interesting, being
principally formed of blocks of marble, which were
sent over from Europe ready worked, marked, and
numbered so as to be put together in accordance with
the design of the European architect. The paving of
the streets is excellent, but not so heavy and substan-
tial as we are here acfustomed to, as they have in Bahia
very little heavy traffic. There is abundance of stone,
which is admirably adapted for bnildine and paving
purposes. Some of the ancient brick Dutch paving
may still be seen in the older parts of the city. Tnc
population of B.ihia exceeds 150,000.

the “bad calculators and the non-calciilators but I

fake an estimate (my own) which is just the medium
between the two, being 24 per cent, above the lowest

estimate
;
and agreeably to my promise I have here-

with sent you one of the bills of quantities, moneyed
out the same as I bad previously moneyed my own
estimate, with 24 per cent, off each item, which brings

the amount to 2,800^. I pledge myself they are all

on tbe same scale, and you may judge yourself if I

speak the truth, when I say that they are none of

them remunerative, large or small, but generally on
an average 12 per cent, under prime cost. The labour
must be paid for in full, or the works will stop on the
first Saturday night this is omitted, and the laboiir is

generally considered to he about one-third of the
amount of the contract—thereby throwing all the loss

on the materials, which will amount to about 22 per
cent, on their cost. I can perfectly understand how
a tradesman, being a briebnaker as well as a builder,

may sink the merchant’s profit to make in himself a
safe market, how a man with ready money may
make a cheap market, and how savings are made in

many ways, but I will defy any builder, he he whom
he may, to make a profit out of such a schedule of

prices. J. F.

DIFFERENCE IN BUILDERS’ TENDERS
AND THE CAUSE.

In my letter to you on the subject of the diff.-rence

in the amoiiut of builders’ tenders, nothing could be
further from my intention than to bring forth any
personalities. I am very glad the subject has excited
considerable attention, not for this panicubr case,

hut on a general principle, with a view, if possible, to

end a practice which strikes every one as being most
remarkable, and only accounted for in one way, that
some builders must be “ rogues,” either to themselves
their creditors, or their employers.

It would be useless for auy one to attempt to
answer all the “ perplexities of some persons,” or the
sophistries of others. I can have nothing to do with
“fulness of quantities”—they ought to be, and I
believe they generally are, correct ones,—“or the
mistakes of others,” “ the pricing of all items,” “or
only part.” ily experience tells me, if I have to
build a straight wall, it is worth so much a rod ; if it

has a circular corner, there is so much more labour to
pay for

;
if it has a stone coping on the top, it must

be piid for by some one; and if only a brick on edge
in cement, it will cost more than if done in mortar.

Now, what are the facts before ua?
Some gentlemen require an alteration or a rebuild-

ing of their business premises : they apply to on
architect, and he proceeds with his work, and pro-
duces certain plans. Surveyors are appointed, and
they take out the quantilus.’and it will be to their
disgrace if they are not correct, and neither full nor
short, as they are to be well paid for their work. In
my estimate, the amount put down fur them was
67A 4s. 3d. besides “ 20/. for expenses of litho-
graphinc.”

The bills of quantities are delivered to the builders,
and each contractor is at liberty to cxamitie the
drawings, and niahe himself master of the nature of
the works to be perronued. Now, all starting fair,

what is the result—one builffir asks 4,544/. another
2,800/. something more than G2 pi-r cent, difference.
lam not gomg to dr.iw any infi-rence between these

two tenders, as it would be placing myself in the
power of those gentlemen whom I have repudiated.

pounds there, an allowance of 3s. per head upon
national schoolboys, and 30s. per head upon national
school teachers, who happen to pass an examination
in drawing at the end of the year; if, I say, the re-
muneration of the art missionaries of the land is to
be provided in this precarious way, can the country
expect that art-education will, after all, result in
becoming anything more than a delusion and a
snare ?

There is but one portion, perhaps, of the article to

which I have alluded, from which I must beg leave
to dissent

;
that is, the part that suggests that a con-

siderable allowance should he made to an art-school
for a year or two, and then be discontinued. I am
afraid that, like many theories on this matter that

look well enough upon paper, this would never
answer in pra-tice. 1 think those who have had any
experience iu provincial schools will agree with me,
that the third and fourth years of a school’s existence

are those that are just the most trying to it : I mean
a school that is working fairly and honestly under the

same master; not one of those that are always found
under a new name, and seem to be ever WTithing
under the spasmodic convulsious of continued fresh

starts.

Before a school is opened, care should be taken that

there is next to a certainty of its affording a respect-

able and increasing income to a master; that there

shall be a fair field for the exertions of a clever and
active man

;
and that there should be no fear, if he

docs his duty, of poverty or overwork preventing

him from holding up his head in the town in which
he is placed.

It is very well in theory to say the people should

manage all this for themselves
;
that if they want art-

eilucation, they will pay for it, &c. The opposite

theory is now pretty well established
;
and as Mr.

Cole states in his. lecture, reported iu your number of

the 21st ixlt. p. 666,—“As the people have felt their

wants, and have had power to express them in Parlia-

ment, so tbe central authority has been called upon
to administer to these wants

;
and it is the Govern-

ment itseP, rather than the people, which has endea-

voured to obtain and preserve as much local co-

operation as possible.”

And since it is now pretty generally conceded, that

a useful fuuetion of the Government is to aid in the

art-educaliou of the people, it merely becomes a
question how this desirable object is to be effected.

The Department of Science and Art, when it came
into power, found, no doubt, iu the schools of design,

amongst much that was geuuine and good, some
abuses: it found some men (they were, however, only

exceptions) in the receipt of considerable salaries, who
were not devoting themselves to their duties with
zeal and cfUdenLy: and it is scarcely to be wondered
at, that looking at abuses of the old system, the mea-
sures of the new one shoixld be too sweeping; there-

fore, from paying masters fair salaries, with consider-

able carelessness, it came to paying them none at all,

or only such au amount as should secure their con-
nection with the Department from being entirely

thrown off. It would not be doing (he Department
justice if it were not added, that au untiring energy
was at once directed to the reform of abuses, and a

system of training and examination instituted, so as

to secure masters fitted for their work.

Much credit is also due to the Dcpaidment for the
recognition aud adoption of parts of the scheme of the
Committee of Council, such as the pupil-teacher

system, which may he the means, iu jjrovincial

schools, of obtaining a maximum amount of instruc-

tion, with a minimum cost
;
aud wiiat is chiefly re-

quired now is, that the Department should adopt some
of the better aud bolder, as well as the more petUe
portions of the committee’s scheme. For instance,

under the Committee of Council on EducAtion, any

THE JOINERS’ STRIKE AT MANCHESTER.
Dear Mr. Editor,—I beg to lay bc^'orc you, and

the readers of your valuable Jonrual, the facts re-

specting the strike now pending between the joiners

and their employers iu Manchester. Up to last May,
our time of working was sixty hours per week, in

summer, and fifty-five in winter, averaging fifty-eight

per week the year through. In May, after much
bickering and partial strikes, the employers acceded
two hours per week

;
that was, to leave off at one

o’clock on Saturday; hut ou the 5th October, the
employers issued new rules without consulting us,

that we must work fifty-seven Lmis per week, \vinter

and summer alike, to commence on the 10th. After
allowing us a week’s grace, aud we coming to no
definite settlement (we having offered to work fifty-

six hours per week, or fifty-eight in summer, and
tifty-tlmee in winter), we were turned out on (he

19th. Since then we have been offered the arbitra-

tion of three nrchitents, which we have refused. The
mayor has kindly offered to interfere. "We have re-

ru->ed that also at the suggestion of alelterinthe
Guardian. Altering (he time to fifty-eight hours per
week in summer, and fifty-live in winter, averaging
fifty-six hours and til'ty-one minutes, the year through,

our employers offered us that which was treated with
contempt.

Nosy, in the name of common sense, or humanitv,
can yon, Mr. Editor, or any of the numerous renders

of the Builder, point out any other rational mode
how such unfortunate disputes can be settled? By
SO doing you will oblige, with many more,

A Joiner unwilling on Strike.

*** The rational mode of settling a dispute is that

which the joiuers have refused,—namely, a reference

to impartial third parties, inwhom all have confidence.

As to the “comiuou-seuse” to which our doubtless
well-intentioned correspondent appeals, we are forced,

to confess that we find very little of it in this unfor-
tunate affair. Is this a moment, Avhen building ope-
rations are being discontinued, when capital is not to

be obtained but with the greatest difficulty, and a

dark winter threatens all of us, fur men to give up
their employment on a question of one hour's labour

a week ? A joiner, or any other workman,—engi-

neer, clergyman, or prime minister,—has the fullest

right to take his labour to the best market, to obtain

the full worth of his special skill, which worth is of

course materially influenced by the amount of that

skill elsewhere obtaiiiuble
;
but surely it would not be

contrary to “ common sense ” to learn, before reject- master of any training college in the kingdom may
ng the offer of one customer “ witli contempt,”

!

come t^^^^mination in one of various subjects,

whit its real value in the market is, and to feel such as history, literature, geography, &c. and on
tolerably a?surcd that a belter customer coaid be ' P'^ssiug a successful examination, become possessed of a

found elsewhere.
j

lectnresbip ou his owu particular subject, which
curries with it au augmentation of salaiy of 100/. a
year, to which (I believe I am right when I say) the

THE MACHINERY EOll ART-EDUCATION
j

college to which he is attached is hound to add at

Sir,—The thinks of all purlies iuteresled iu a
;

150/. per aimum. Now, I trust the nobleman

wide-spread art-eilueatiou are due to you for vour gentlemen at the head of the Department would

able and impartial article in the Builder of the *2 1st
,

with no contradiction, if by adopting this arrange-

ult. on the remuneration of masters of schools ment they asserted their conviction, that the time had

of art. There can be no doubt tbit if art itself is to be
,

arn^ed when art is by all considered worthy of

re.=pec{ed in tiuscoimtry ;if it is ever tobe wedikd to
:

our educational arrangements, and

indusiry
;
if it is ever to go haud-in-hand with our especially as art-knowledge has at last been recoguised

trade and commerce
;

if ever, as au integral portion of
,

V Oxford University in its middle class exami-

education, it is to rank with literature and science ;
'
nations.

its teachers must be enabled to hold a respectable, as
J

The masters of schools of art should also be
they do hold a responsible, po.-ition in society. And

^

enabled to feel tbit some system has been fixed upon,
there can be as little doubt that if the scale of pay-

'
aud that there is no fear that by means of arbitrary

ments is founded upon the niiaiiiium on which a
' changes, they may be deprived of even those small

youth, fresh from the training-class, can be induced
|

nioiuy payments now made to them by the Depart-
to make an uncertuin venture, to scrape together a ment. There seems a want of common honesty in
precarious income, by five pounds here aud ten

j

makiug an agreement w'ith men one month, and
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breaking through it the next
;
or in inducing men,

on certain conditions, tn go through a laborious course

of study, to obtain cerlificales that shall carry certam '

money payments with them, and then changing these

conditions for others that in some towns it is impos-

sible for them to fulfil. If the whole question is re-
'

opened before the country and Parliament, as it is

not unlikely it may he, the injustice of the alteration 1

will surely be iusisled on.
I

Another matter in which the Department might
'

-safely follow the Committee of Council, is in the

assistance rendered to local effort, in the erection of

suitable buildings for carrying on schools of art. If a

common elementary or national school for poor chil-

dren is required, under certain conditions, a large

portion of the expense will he met hy the Committee

of Council ; why should not this be the case with

Schools of Art? Why, if a local committee are ready

to guarantee, say half the cost of building, to sub-

mit the jdaus for the approval of the Departinent,

and promise to provide the grcrtter part of a mrs-

tcr’s income,— why should not the State step in

and give the requisite assistance? It surely would

not be an unworthy outlay of a portion of the

icducatioiial grant, and what is fair at Broinpton

; can scarcely be false at Birmingham, or other pro-

'vincial towns.

The Department of Science and Art deserves sic-

icess, and with men of talent at its head, and esta-

I hlished firmly as it now is, might throiv off some of

i those iillni-'jconomical shackles that at first restrained

lit, and hy a wise and discriminating liberality (not

rcouilued to the metropolis), consolidate itself in public

: esteem and support. A Ceiitificated Master.

quotes, in special proof of this, two facts—namely,

that the unrivalled tools of Mr. Whitworth, of Man-
chester, are made by men who at one time were
common lahonrers, aud that the engines on board all

the vessels built by bis faihcr since 1852, when a

great strike occurred in the engineering establish-

ments of Glasgow, have been made by “ men wlio

were originally house-carpenters or joiners; that

many of the best workers in his sh'p-yarJ were hand-

support to sixty families, we have, in the putting out

of thirty blast-furnaces, 1,800 able-bodied men un-

employed, who, with their families of four in each,

become 6,400 persons without bread. 'ITn-n, if upon
each puddling furnace in work Ih'-re are employed

four iiide-hodied men having fiimilies, and two able-

bodied men without families, we have a total of

G,090 able-bodied men, who with the families indi-

cated, inunher 18,270 p.-rson-^,—in all 24,670 de-

THE WATER SUPPLY OF THE SUBURBS.
LEA-BUIDGE.

It has been already stated that a portion of (he

; Hackney marsh has been visited with fever aud other

rprcvcntible diseases, a circumstance not to be won-
lidered at when it is considered that the dwellings arc

ilplantttd without care on the damp soil, and have no
tthorough means of drainage. I would, however, just

Know direct attention to the water siqrply of this

ilalready considerable number of houses, which pro-

nmises shortly to increase. It has been remarked that

Ithc East London Water Company have formed a

N canal from the Lea river at a distance of several miles

^nearer to its source than this point, it having been

iishown that the large quantity of sewage discharged

rfroin the rapidly increasing district near this stream

Jihad rendered it unfit for human use
;
and notwith-

itstanding this, and that the clear filtered water of the

jccompauy is withiu a stone’s-throw, and could be laid

Jton to all these houses at a small annual cost, the in-

lihabitants of the Lea-hridge take their water from the

xpollutcd part of the river, or from doiiblful wells.

riThe matter of the water supply, if provided for the

xpoor of the metropolis, still requires great care, and

tit should be home in mind, although the fact has not

jcbeen generally noticed, that at the time of the breiik-

ling out of the last attack of cholera at Newcastle-ou-

ITyne, the ordinary water supply ran shoit, and acon-

•iisidcrable part of the town was supplied from the

ITync, which was then little belter tiiaii a huge sewer.

In connection with Lea-bridge, why should the

fpoor people there be obliged to drink water which

idins been distinctly shown to be uufit for household

e?

It is difficult to deal with properly already! built,

nand which is often so fettered with ground-rents

icaud other charge^, that it is uot a source of much
'tprofit

;
hut people’s lives must be taken cure of,

aand certainly prompt measures should be carried

unto effect to prevent the growth of such neighlour-

iihoods as Canniog-town ;
and in order to effrct this,

icno time should he lost in extending the circle round

.(London which will come under tlie sauitary law ?

Borne will say, “ Why make a limit of any districts.

IBut render it unlawful, in any part of the kingdom,

oto erect groups of dwellings which cannot be pro-

ifpcrly provided with the nacans of hcalih.”

Looker-ox.

loom weavers, and that half-starved nailinakcrs from prived of the ordinary means of support, in connection

St. Ninians, nrar Stirling, made passable riveters in
j

with the immediate mamifuciurc of pig and malleable

about a month.” It is impossible not to be stai tied ,
iron in South StiifforJj-hirc. There are very few

by such a statement. If Messrs. Napier and Whit- ' malleable iron works in South Staffordshire in full

worth can procure fit hands for their nice work, said
|

operation
;
wc do not know (jf more than three or

Mr. Wilson, by subjecting intulliaeut men to a few
\

four.

weeks’ or mouths’ remunerated training, instead of i Nothing was done at Wolverhampton or Birming-

passing hoys through five aud seven yeai s’ apprentice- ham on Wednesday aud Thursday in the way of buy-

ships, then the sooner—so far at least as the master ! ing and selling ;
and scarcely any orders have been

concerned— the latter are abolished the better, received during the week.

Mr. Wilson’s own experience in the medical profes-

sion went with Mr. Napier.

COMMUNICATION ON RAILWAYS.
For years we have urged the necessity of enabling

passengers to rointnnnicate v\ith the goard. The want

of the means to effect this is a blot in the system.

Numerous suggestions have been made, but railway

directors have not felt impelled to adopt one of them

At Woiveihimpton, the associ-ition of coal masters

in thtt district resolved to reduce the wages of their

men— the liiin coal workers—from 3s. 3d. to 2s. 9d.

a-day trom the 19lh December.

ROYAL INSTITTJTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECl'S.

On Monday, 30th November, the ordinary general

.IV.,
I

nieefiiig was held at Grosvenor-slrect, Mr, G. G,

Will Mr. W. Symons, of Dunstcr.he more fortunate than Scott, V.P. in the chair
;
wheu the following Fellows

those w'lio have preceded him ? His plan is simple, ' and Associates were balloted for, and duly

and has much to recommend it. It provides an in- ' Mr. Gilbert R. Blount, Mr. D. Addington Cobbetr,

expensive method of allowing any passenger to com-
|

Mr. Thomas Cundy, jnn. Mr. Robert ^L'^rr, Mr. John

raunicafe to the guard, whilst a train is in motion, a Norton, and Mr. W. Haywood, as Fellows; ilr.

r.ii- .iiiciiin,!, Q+nr» tl.rttr.iiTi Twnnipthnils C- B. Ardinir. Mr. hrancis Edwards, Mr. r. Hyde
reason for wishing to stop the train. Two methods

are provided for. The apparatus is simply a coid

passing along the centre of the carriages, under the

roof, with proper arrangements to facilitate the

abstraction or addition of carriages at interuiedinte

stations, and to a'low for the contraction, cxp-ausioii,

and vibration of the traiu while in motion. There is

also provision made to enable the gnaid to reach the

carriage from which he has received the signal. Tnis

arrangement consists of a mil which, when not in use,

hangs at the side of the carriage, and only projects a

few inches, but may be extended to about 18 inches,

so as to admit of the guard walking with perfect

safety between it and the carriage; and it may
be applied to all existing English carriages at probably

,

ol

a smaller expense than the French method. The

second plan dispenses wiih the outside rail, enables a

j

passenger to send a note to the guard, who, if neccs-

! sary, may reply without leaving his scat, and should

I

he*see svrfficient cause he can then comiminicate with

the driver to stop the tr.tin. Thu appurutus for this

i could be applied to any carriage fnr a very small sum.

C. B. Arding, Mr. Francis Edwards, ?

Pownall, Mr. Robert Willey, and Mr. W. Lightly, a

Associates.

Professor Donaldson, rs foreign comaponding

member, pr’tsenicd a work entillcd “ Iconographie

dis Chapitcaiix de Palais Ducal a Venisc, par Mr.

Burges, Architect, et M. Didron, aiue. Dircettur des

Annales Arclieologues.” A birJ’s-eye view of the

pcirt, (locks, and garrison, at Kingston •upon-Hull, was

prescuted by ilr. Digby Wyatt..

A ncwly-iuvenled lock, called the “ Inaccessible

Lock,” was exhibited and explained by Nlr. Bl.'cket.

A paper, copiously illustrated, was then read by

Mr. W. A. Buolaois, Associate, “ On tlic Foundations

le of the Metropolitan Bridges of the River

Tiiames;” and, after a short discussion, with thanks

to the reader of the paper, the meeting separated.

ARCHITECTURAL A.SSOCTATION.

At a meeting held on Friduy, November 27th, Mr.

Nonon in the chair, a letter was read from the town-

-
,

-
, , “"u ,.li.|k of Plymouth relative to the competition for the

Obicctions may bo sneecsted, but we are very much
, y „ ... „ n- \ *k„f i,.,

, .1 i*.i i. X Tii'W Gdi d hall and Public Butloiog-', staling that ne
disposed to thmk they could be obviated : at any rate new uuiiunau uuo luo c ° ’ °

.„nnpct
11,0 svstcin ought to be tried forlbwilh on one of the ('“' to relurn nn ans icr to the request

.
- o

; f„i- a copy of the plan and partteiJars of the competi-

Ill ' tion, in consequence of a resolution of the town-

i

NOTES UPON IRON,

i South Staffordshire is not now that ficrypandcraoiv

council, passed on November 9th, direclitig proceed-

ings to be suspended for further consideratiou. The

clerk also staled, that the subject had again been

ium-louking place that it is when money is cbe-'P and
,.oysidcred at a meeting of the council, held on the

cnmnKrcial credit is good. Between thirty and forty aud he was instructed to stale that it had been

blast furnaces that a mouth ago were darting forth
resolved to postpone further proceedings for the

monster longues of flame, each one a])parently vicing prespuf.
with his nciglibnur in the fierceness of his endeavour

^

^ ^ discussion took place relative to the desir-

to fire the welkin, now stand huge black speutres ' otherwise of Keating the Associatiim at

metamoriLosed hy the offended gods into monuments p,•posed new buildings of the Architectural Union

of their own folly
;
if not of that of some (if tiieir CompuTiy, in Condiiil-slrcet. Ultimately, a resolution

owners also, in fancying themselves miDionaires by empuweriug the committee to meet the

THE APPRENTICESHIP SYSTEM.

At the annual general meeting of the Royal Scottish

^Society of Arts held last week. Professor GeorgeWilson

^delivered an address, in the course of which he referred

i);o a paper on ‘’the Apprenticeship System,” read rc-

(ccntly by Mr. James Robert Napier at Dublin. The

i'pbject o*f Mr. Napier is to urge, in the plainest and

iirullcst terms, that the system of long apprenticeships

•IS a total mistake, wrongful alike to the apprentice, the

nourocymao.thc master, and the public. He discusses

b;hc system from many points of view, and, before an-

lOQOuncing that he has totally abandoned it, states that

’if it is evident that apprenticeships or lung engage-

jipuents arc quite unnecessary, aud that a business is

cjcavucd much more quickly without such.” He

beiug permitted to use a portion of the money of pyoinotcrs or directors of the Union Cutnp.my, with a

those who are such. Taking the number of the
to an understanding of terms,

fiiruaccs recently put out at tliiity, that number would
jjj._ \vigley read a review of tlic “ Instructions ou

be a decrease of those in fire in Se[itember to the
.cle 5ia--tical Buildings,” by St. Charles Burromeo.

extent of one-fifth ; and, reckoning the make of each i Chairman annonuced that at the next conver-

fornace f t 110 tons, no less than .8,300 tons of pig- '

a paper would be reid on the Progress and

iron per week ace now being ni:inuf.(ctiirc(l in the great Development of Gothic Architecture,” by the Rev. C.

iron-making district of South Stuffordshire short of

that which w.as being made tiao mouths ago. A
j

=
furthiT rcJiu-Hon will t,,lie place.

,
] ^jetrOPOLTTAN BOARD OF -WORKS.

In nvinnfiu'tnred iron a much greater diminution in
,

-Ml. Lnurijiii x

the quantilv made must be nuti'd tlian in the ense of :
At the last mCLting of the Board, some aichiKc-

pig-iron. We think that we should be quite withiu tural and building matters were considere an i

the mark in setting down the malleable iron works as posed of.
_ « fn,^

beinc emnloved to the extent of ouly half their capacity.
!

Approval was givea for the constmction o

s“ tl..T there ere 2,030 int.ldlies Rtreeees at thele ' toiy,' U f,ct hy 50 feet, twe .. ee to he conetraeted

w-o'iks—furnaces where only pi.g-irou is used—and that , of iron and glass, by Messrs. Cubilt the but < ,

by each furnace there is ou an average eight tons of
;

.Messrs. Ely. The factory is ‘

iniddlvd iron made every week, we have a weekly ^ Cubiifs establishment, at the back of the -
'

i-educlion of 8,120 tons of puddling iron, or half the ' road, and is to he used for the manufacture of luwly

onaulitv that was being made at the beginning of the !
invented wire cartridge, in_ making which no pow e

nuarter. i

"’‘11 premises.
. .

^
It is evident from these figures that the make of pig-

I

The Board refused an application from i cssrs.

iron is now largely iu excess of the demand, and that, I Scovcll, fur the construction of an iron budge or

to prevent stocking to a large extent, a much larger I
gallery, across Toolcy-street,

J''

inuiliher of blast furnaces must be put out. I come to the conclusion that such structures and

I
The effect which such a rediictioa will have upon ' projections are nhstructions to light and. air.

Ulie labour of the district will be very serious. If I
Approval was given_ for construction ot a wme

every blast-furnace iu operation affords the iiuaus of
j

shelter for the Atlmtic telegraph, at List
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wich, by Messrs. Glass and Elliott, 850 feet loog

by 30 feet wide, aad 12 feet high, to contain two

coils of cable of 200 miles each, so as to protect

tbc cable from frost and snow.

A. special committee of the Board has been ap*

pointed to consider and report on the course to be

pursued with reference to the provision of suitable

premises for transacting the business of the Board.

A committee has also been appointed to take into

consideration the “Amendment of the Building Act,”

and also to report with a view to dealing with the

matter in the ensuing session, whether any, and what

alterations may be desirable in the local management
and Building Act.

Mr. Leslie has given notice of motion to the effect,

that the Metropolitan Board of Works do offer three

premiums, amounting together to 1,000/. for the

host plan (by public competition), for the surface

drainage of the metropolitan area, and conveying the

rain directly into the Thames, or its tributaries.

THE STAGE AlHl ilUSIC.

"Richard II." at the Princess’s.—A crowded audi-

ence assembled at the Princess’s Theatre on Monday
nighttowelcomethcresuscitationof“Kinglli(:hardI[.”
after its temporary withdrawal, to make way for the

later revival of “The Tempest.” We were glad to

see that during this short recess the scenery bad
neither lost its brilliancy nor the actors their

energy
; but still more gratified were we to observe

that the audience evinced as thorough an apprecia-
tion of this most successful combination of archi-

tectural and costumic display, in strict accordance
with period and precedent, as when the first

of^ those grand revivals, that have conferred so
bright an eclat upon the managerial career of Mr. C.
Kean, proved how greatly artistic impersonation
might be enhanced by rigorously correct scenic
accessoiy, and how strongly public taste was inclined
for the innovation. The same scenes that formerly
riveted attention, still seem to retain their accus-
tomed influence over the beholder. Neither the im-
pressive solemnity of the bedroom in Ely House, with
its “ storied ” walls, bay-window, and capacious chim-
ney, nor the effective simplicity of the room in the
Duke of Lancaster’s Palace, with its equilateral vault,
and coloured accessories

;
neither the decorated arches

and elaborate panelling of St. Stephen’s Chapel, nor the
Norman vaulting of the crypt at Pomfret

;
the feudal

grandeur of the Castles of Flint and Pembroke, uor the
smiling landscapes that form so strong a contrast with
them

; neither the gabled streets of old London, nor
the quaint characteristic representation of the Duke of
York’s garden at Langley ;—none of these have yet
lost their admirers or their freshness. Mr. and Mrs.
Kean’s reappearance in their old parts was greeted
with that genuine applause only accorded to artists of
the first rank. Of Mr. Kean’s conception of the
trying character of the most unfortunate of nionarchs,
we need only say that it contained all those nice gra-
dations of emotion,—hope, surprise, majesty, humilitv , ''

rage, and resignation,—according to the alteruatiotis
of his feelings and his fortunes, which have rendered
his impersonation of the fallen king one of the greatest
triumphs of his long and arduous career.

JuUien's Promenade Concerts.—We confess we
have held the present series of these popular enter-
teintncnts in less esteem than any that have preceded
it. A thinness in the occupants of the private boxes,
and a cold apathy in the audience generally, may have
conduced to our unfavourable impression, but a dis-
passionate view of the case may easily prove to the
most obdurate that such apathy is a result, and not a
cause, and that the remedy may easily be found in a
better programme. The interest in concerts that
arc not based upon the works of the great masters
most ever be but ephemeral. The “ludiau Qua-
drille,” too, has done more harm than good, and

Vocal Association, consisting of 300 voices, will sing,

and Madame Coulon, Herr Gofirie, and the Distin

Family, will play. The object of the society, which

has now been established fourteen years, is so good,

that we should on that ground alone invite our

readers to give their aid, but beyond this the concert

promises to be an excellent one : so that on merely
selfish grounds tickets may' safely be taken. Mr.
George Pitt, of 3, St. Stephen’s-terrace, Bayswater,

is the secretary.

Smoke Peetektion.—Messrs. W. B. Wilkinson
and Co. of Newcastle, writing to the local Couranf,
thus state their experience in smoke prevention
“ As regards common bakers’ ovens, which we use
for calcining gypsum, we have just made what we
think a very manifest improvement, at a cost not
exceeding five shillings. We have formed the roof of
the furnace, two feet in length from the door, of a
fire-clay lump, pierced its entire length with two
apertures, opening above the furnace door, through
which there passes a strong current of air over a red-

hot surface: this, becoming heated, impiuges against

r, I, 1 ^ . j, 1 n A T, -A • ^ vertical surface opposite the apertures, and is driven
Gallenes mid CahneU of Art m Goeat Bntom

:

j improving, as we think.
being an Accomit of more than lorhj CoHectioii, !

of Famtinge Dramngs ^^^^^^ MSi.
j

and although a little smoke is made at the time of
isited 1854 awo 1856. Bj Hr. aagen,

Morrav, Alhermarle-strcet, london. 1857. Lfth„ d„„r. The perforated Sre-day lump we have
THisfourth and siipplementalvolume ofthe“Trea'!nrcs ' used is simply a sewer bottom, or invert block,

of Art in Grent Britain,” by the Director of the Royal
j

turned upside down
;
and as this is now an article of

Gallery of Pictures at Berlin, is acknowledged by
|

commerce, and easily procured, wc hope this commu-
the author not even yet to complete his voluminous uicatiou may induce others to try it. We don’t know-
account of the art-treasures in this country. He ’

that there is any originality in the plan.”

described those contained in his first three volumes as I Almshouses foe I>’Digext Respectability.

—

“almost incredible in amount;” but the vista rather ! Every aJmsbonse founded by the benevolent in the
opens upon him instead of closing as he progresses; course of time becomes a home for many who would
and doubtless, although he does not promise it, we either have to bear the greatest privation in their old
shall in good time have yet another supplemental

|

age, or find an asylum in the workhouse, which, from
volume, containing “ a considerable harvest,” and the ignorance and depravity of many of its inmates,
“ much that is worthy of notice,” but admittedly not

' mast be a wretched abode for those who have been in
yet recorded. superior circumstances, and trained in moral and

la spite of his foreign origin, and the occasional
I refined habits. Por the small sum of 500/. or 600/.

but excusable blunders into which on this account he
j

such a home could be erected and endowed, and I wish
here and there falls, Dr. Waagen has really done there was such an asylum, or a pension society, in
wonders in making our art-treasures known to our-

' every parish, for the aged of good character in reduced
selves

;
and though it is perhaps questionable whether ' circumstances,—the scum of society being inmates of

a native &ri-savant w'ould have been allowed such ' the workhouses, which are not, I repeat, fit homes for

access to them as he has had, what has already been those persons of good character who have the mis-
done cannot but show us what might be done by one fortune to be destitute iu their old age. In Wales
possessing the advantage of beiug an Englishman, ' there are very few. Were the gentry of the princi-
added to such art-learning and powers of research as palify to unite to erect some, under the presidency of
Dr. Waagen possesses. the Prince of Wales, for the natives of the twelve

Meantime, we have not only to thank this gentle- ' counties, it would be a great comfort to many aged
man for the ability and perseverance, as well as the ' persons in the decline of life. In the Isle of Wight,
success, with which he has ferreted out, and fixed on ‘ too, some might he founded for decayed natives, or resi-

record, so many of oiir art-1rcnsnres, but also, to some \ dents of that part of the kingdom, ber Majesty and
extent, for the grand exhibition of these treasures ' Prince Albert being respectfully solicited to become
which has just been closed at Manchester; and it is patrons; and I should like to see some erected in every
to be hoped that the British public will re()ay him county as a county institute, irrespective of the local

by purchasing copies of the fruits of his labours.
j

institution of the same description. With your per-

The most important of the collections mentioned in
;

mission, I would respectfully entreat the support of

this fourth volume arc-.—The British Museum,— its the ladies of England and the clergy to increase such

additions and changes
;

the National Gallery
; Lord institutions, believing them to be useful, and, in

Yarborough’s pictures in Arlington-street : Marquis
j

common with other undertakings, to improve the

of Hertford’s
;
the late Mr. Morrison’s

; Sir Charles ' comfort of our poor suffering brethren.—A.

Eastlake’s; Lord Overstoue’s
;
the Duke d'Aiimale’s;

j

Rail-way Mattees.—On the Cornwall Railway,

Lady Warwirk’s, at Gatfon-park
;

Lord Folkstone’s
;

,

at Salfash-bridge, the hydraulic presses are said to be

the Prince Consort’s, at Kensington Palace
; Lord ' °icst successfully employed in lifting the span of the

Amherst’s, Knole-park
;

Mr. Bankes’s, Kingston
j

bridge recently floated across the Tamar. The west

Lacy, the Duke of Northumberland’s, at Alnwick
i

end was raised 3 feet iu about two hours, and the

and Sion ; the Duke of Newcastle’s, at Clumber; the
^

masons were set to -work in building up underneath it.

Diikeof Portland’s, at Welbeck; and additional Notes The second span is making progress, - t’i--

upon MSS. both ot Sir .lohn Soane’s Museum and
University College, Cambridge.

if it has drawn at all, it must have been from
curiosity and not from merit, being lamentably and
infinitely the worst descriptive piece of writing that
ever fell from the pen of its clever author. A week’s
festival, comprising the works of the great masters,
Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Weber, Mendelsohn, and
Spohr, now, we believe, in progress, will go far, it

may be hoped, to redeem the coldness of this year’s
audience, and also produce a golden harvest for the

;

entrepreneurs. It is in combination -with the im-
mortal works of such writers, that the lighter music
of lighter pens may he combined, and a delightful
result obtained; but without the former ingredicuts
in full proportion, audiences may be brought toge-
ther, but will never be thoroughly satisfied.

Iron, Hardware, aiid Hnial Trades’ Pension
Society.—A concert is to be given at the Hano-
ver-square Rooms, on Wednesday, December 9th,
lor the benefit of the Iron, Hardware, and Metal
rades Pension Societv, when Madame Bassano,

MissMesscnt, Mr. Montem Smith, Mr. Frank Bodda,
.‘Ir. Chapel, ilr. Eliot Galer, and the members of the

Home Pastime ; or, the Child’s own Toymaher, with

Practical Instructions and Illustrations. By E.

Landells. Griffith and Farran, comer of St.

Paul’s Churchyard.

We have here an ingenious and by no means unuseful

development of the card-castle science. It will

teach children of ten or twelve years old something

like a consirnctive use of their bands, which may be

of practical service to them in after years when the

stern realities of life take the place of childish fancy

and aniusement. How' many handless, helpless mor-
tals do we see grow up to be utterly dependent on
others, in every little trifling band’s-turn or petty

job that may require to be done, just from -want

of a little constructive education of the hand in

childhood. The objects to be cut out and put toge-

ther in Mr. Laudeil’s amusing “Home Pastime,”

are engraved in outline shapes on cardboards, a num-
ber of which are enclosed in an envelope, along

with the little tract of instructions. The forms are

various, from Prince .lUbert’s model cottages to a

wheelbarrow, and comprise even such articles as

railway and other carriages, engines, tenders, omni-
buses, and peramhulaturs, windmills, sledges, bed-

steads, &c. By help of a sharp-pointed knife, a

pair of scissors, and a little gum, these are con-

vertible into good imitations of the veniable article

in the solid, and may then be coloured according

to nature. The tribe of little men and women are

much indebted for this new pleasure to Mr. Lan-
dells, and, indeed (it being an ill wind that blows
no one any good), to the illness of bis own little

son, for whose amusement this very decided im-

provement on card-castle building was invented.

•The traffic

returns of the railways in the United Kingdom for the

week ending November 21, amounted to 421,670/.
and in 1856 to 419,430/. showing an increase of

2,240/. The gross receipts of the eight railways

having their termini in the metropolis amounted to

169,889/.; and last year to 173,141/. showing a de-

crease of 3,252/. The decrease on the Great Northern
amounted to 2,408/. ; on the North-Western to

1,819/.; on the Blackwall to 27/.; on the South-
Western to 214/. ; total, 4,468/. But from this must
be deducted 116/. the increase on the Easter Coun-
ties

;
882/. on the Great Western; 182/. on the

Brighton
; and 36/. on the South-Eastern

;
together,

1,216/. The receipts on the other lines in the United
Kingdom amounted to 251,781/. and in 1856 to

246,289/. showing an increase of 5,492/. iu the re-

ceipts of these lines.

Deainage Schemes.—Mr. Lipscombe denies that

his hydraulic plan can have anylhing to do w-ith the

atmospheric system of a correspondent of last week,

but we are unable to go into the question.

The Marylebone Cemetery Affair.—Sir

:

Observing in your paper of the 14th November date,

under the head of the “ Burial Board and the Con-
tractors for St. Marylebonc,” that I am one of the

contractors in the job, I beg to inform you that I

have nothing whatever to do in the affair more than

being one of the unfortunate securities. My sur-

veyor stated that he -would write to you on the sub-

ject : should he have done so. please not to take any

notice of this ;
otherwise, please to insert this, as it

stands to do me a considerable deal of harm in my
business.— J. Culverhouse.

*** !Mr. Culverhouse is in error. He is described

in the article in question simply as one of the sureties.

To make the matter clear for him, however, we print

his letter.
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Cheltenham School of Art. — On Tuesday
evening, the 24th, a joint conversazione a'i tie School
of Art and the Literary Institulion was held in the

rooms of the latter Institution, the chair being occu-

pied by the Rev. C. H. Bromhy, principal of the

Cheltenham Church of England Training College.

iThe large room of the Institution was hung with
ipainlings and drawings by the School of Art pupils,

lengravings, photographs, &c.
;
while on the tables

(Were exhibited on extensive and interesting collection

'of stereoscopic views, a series of specimens of ivorj'

iturnings, galvanic and electro-magnetic apparatus,

:and microscopes, with a large assortment of micro-

iscopic slides, and objects, including those minute
triumphs of photography which, almost small enough
ito be covered by the point of a large pin, and almost
linvisible to the naked eye, become, under the micro-

;3cope, perfect portraits, and groups of figures. During
itbo evening a paper was read by Mr. Janies P.
iKoigbt, the master of the school, “ On Schools of

.Art,” the object of which was to set before the public

ithe advantages to be derived from art education, and
ithc facilities offered for the acquirement of it, in the

rpresent schools, reference being made to the cstablish-

iment of the Schools of Design, and the extension of

ithe scheme into the present Schools of Art, under the

iDepartment of Science and Art. A vote of thanks to

tMr. Knight, for his paper, was proposed, in fiattering

’terms, by Mr. W, M. Tijrlt, J.P. A paper was also

jfead by Mr. Pottinger, ‘'On Photography, in cou-

enection with the Pine Arts,” for which a vote of
[ithanks was proposed by Dr. Wright.

“Steam Superseded.”—Professor R. Ramsay
l(Reinagle’s application of atmospheric power is thus

oenthusiastically described by himself, according to the

Wxford Journal

:

—“ I resolved to get made a rude
imodcl of a two-yard pea-shooter, with a trumpet
imouth-piecc, and a large open conic emission-eud. I

tprepareJ a piece of deal board to act as a roller on
)four wheels. At one end of this rude car I nailed a

ipiecc of wood as a head-board, against which the

oconic mouth at the end of my pea-shooter could come
1 n close contact. My experiments electrified me with
eielight. I could blow my car many yards in a

imoment, as if struck by a mallet or a cricket-bat I I

ti(.ben placed about 2G lbs. in the form of a large

^scuttle of coals, and hlcw the car so weighted over a
il'urkey cai’pet about 1C iuebes almost momeutarily.

> * * This was the beginning of iny iuven-

aiou of a compressed air-engine eighteen years ago.

tit is now greatly simplified. In an apparatus, con-

ustiug of a cylinder, 12 inches in length, with a bore

)f 1 inch, when the piston, at the last twelfth of an

mch, shall have compressed the 144th part of a foot,

icho density will assume sixty atmospheres, and will

ijupport or raise 630 lbs. Now, suppose I submit this

^ast compressed quantum of air to rareficatiou up to

if50\ which is equal to 21 times, then it follows that

:as 21 X 630= 13,230) 13,230 lbs. arc raised, If, by

i^ydraulic pressure,! submit that minimum portion of

rir to a compression of 144 atmospheres (the density

luJopted by the Portable Gas Company twenty years

igo). then, without any rarefieation, the small quantity

f air will lift or support 79,720 lbs. : wbea rarefied

p to ToO"^, or 21 limes, the increase is thus :

1 X 79,720= 1
,
674,120 lbs. This my engine can

\ffect in half a second, which equals iu a minute
f 00,894,400 lbs. At 200 atmospheres (easily ob-

:aiued) the total amount raised in one minute will be

pprescuted by a much gre-ater amount. My iuvention

iQeii gives upwards of 3,352 horse power. AVhen my
)

^•laine is at work, I can guarantee that it shall work
^

i^ght and day for ceuturies. It takes thirteen hours ^

:i"fbre the piston reaches the last inch iu the cylinder,
[

hd it will cost only half a miuule to revolve and set

;

n motion again. Let us suppose that to propel a

i[iip of 2,000 or 3,000 tons burden, globes or

!

li'lindcrs he charged with 200 atmospheres, and kept

i the hold. This amount of noiseless, quiescent,

!

rirrilic pow'er, cau he taken to any part of tlie world_
[

T The Royal Museum and Library at Peel’s
j

.rARK, Salford.—The ninth annual report of this

ri riving institution has been printed. The committee !

nmgratulate the borough council ou its progress, “ fur
1

q.rpassing all former experieuce.” The total issue of
^

)WIvS from the whole Library, during tbe tw-elve '

.;Oiith3 ending the 31st October, amounted to 147,814

^duiucs, divided iu the following maauer, viz.— |

llefereQce Library 84,342 volumes.
I

Lending Library 63,472 „
|

Total 147,814 „
j

^•leso issues exceed those of 1S5C by 5,330 volumes;
|

1'1855, by 32,357 ;
of 1854, by 82,432; and of the :

:fgrcgate issues of 1850 to 1853, by 39,143 volumes

;

i.d, taking the present extent of the voliimoa iu tbe

library actually available for readers at 20,000, it fol-
;

>V3 that the’ v\bolc of the books have circulated.

Ting the twelve months, rather more than seven

icacs
;
giving a daily average of 493 volumes, from

|

ihlh departments of the Library.
(

THE BUILDER.

Improvement of Public Taste.—There is no
branch where had taste is more prevalent than in
household furniture, &c. In the theatre of the School
of Design at Brompton there is an excellent plan of
placingpieccs of carpet, printed calico, wall-papers, pot-
tery, glass, plate, &c.ofbad designwitli tickets attached,
explaining where the false priuciples exist. Now, 1

think there ought to be something of this sort in the
Museum, thrown open to the public, with patterns of
good design beside them, in order that the public
taste may be gradually improved, which is at present
at such a low ebb, that even those people who do go
into the Museum go as a sight,—they are not im-
proved in taste. The public of the nineteenth cen-
tury is 80 ignorant of beauty that they must be taught
the veiy rudiments by examples and tickets. —
C. DE Vaugiek.
Restoration of Manchester Cathedral.

—

The churchwardens propose a complete restoration of
the whole building, and appeal, not only to the parish-
iouers of Manchester, but to the inhabitants of the
whole diocese, for assistance. ITiey state that they are
desirous the work undertaken should he strictly a re-

jforariow ofthc ancient edifice. The works neccssaiyto
complete restoration of the exterior are the rebuilding
of the tower upon its present site, renewal of the
stonework of north clerestory to correspond with the
south, renewal of the pinnacles, and extensive repairs

of the stonework of the walls and mullions of the
windows, and renewal of the lead roof upon tbe nave
and side aisles. The interior, also, requires thorough
renovation, the free pews in the nave re-arrangement

and renewal, and the unsightly wooden galleries in

the nave and aisles should be removed. The plans

have been approved by the bishop and the dean and
chapter. The estimated cost is 18,000/. or 20,000/.
Green Wall Papers.—In reference to a subject

on which some discussion lately took place ia several

of the journals of the day, including the Lancet,
which had urged attention to the injurious effects re-

sulting from the use of green papers, coloured with

some green salt containing arsenic, usually the arsenite

of copper, or Scheele’s green
;
the same paper now

states that after experimenting on the subject, it

appears that “ green papers containing arsenic, when
carefully manufactured and well-sized, may be employed
with safety in the papering of rooms. There is one

precaution, however, which ought to he observed

;

that is, not to make use of the room for a few days

after it has been papered, and until it has been well

ventilated, and this for the follow’ing reason; during

the operation of papering, some of tbe arsenical pig-

ment becomes mechanically detached, and is suspended

for a time in the atmosphere of the room, aud is, of

course, inhaled by those who occupy it. We are in-

clined to attribute to this cause some of the injurious

results stated to have followed the papering of rooms
with certaiu descriptions of green paper.”

The Kilkenny Arcii.eological Society.—The
November mccling of this very active and thriving

association was held iu the Tholsel at Kilkenny, on

the 4th ult. the Dean of Ossory iu the chair
;
when

twenty new raetnhers were elected, and two societies

also received into the community of membership. A
number of donations were presented, and various ob-

jects 0/ interest exhibited. Several papers were read,

iucludiag one of a series on the topographical depart-

ment of the Ordnance survey of Irelaud, by the Rev.

J. O’Hanlon, the present subject being the county of

"Wexford. A paper on “ The Scandinavians in

Leinster,” by Mr. II. F. Ilore, was presented.

Dampness in Houses.—The great evil seen and

felt from the damp walls of most new houses, might

readily be prevented by adopting a course I witnessed

at the village of Cowden, aud said to be carried out by

a builder, I think, of Penshurst, in the county of Kent.

It is to mix hot lime and sand as mortar, with the

addition of coal tar, aud put one layer of the said

composition to receive the course of bricks previous

to the plate for grouudtloor joists.

—

Anti-Damper.
Should Architects solicit?— I want to know

whether it is customary for architects to solicit

orders from “ persons about to build ?” After a fire

which lately occurred at Wolverhampton, an enter-

prising firm took the earliest opportunity next morning

of “ reqaesting the favour,” &c. &c. I don’t think

this is usual amongst professional men, because I

have seen in yuur papers eomplaiuts against archi-

tects making their art too much of a trade

;

but

as tbe above firm make a frequent practice of doing

it, even \y1icu other parties are engaged, I may be

mistakeu in my notions, so “I want to know you

know.”

—

Tite Barnacle.

Gas.—Will the .B/«7r/(.T kindly submit the following
,

knotty query to its learned readers ? How is the

plural of gas foMjicd? Some orlhographers make it

gawes, while otlmrs contend that it should be foimed

bv adding merely sj,—gases,—in accordance with the

rule that nonus in 5 form the plural by adding ;

and also, as the word gas has the sharp sound of the

double^rihcwin the plural is all that is required.—J.B_

715

Norfolk and Norwich Arcujjological
Society.—The quarterly meeting of this society was
held on Tursday ia week before last, at the Guildhall,
Norwich, Sir J. P. Boileau, hart, in the chair, when
the Rev. C. R. Manning read a commuoication
from Mr. A. D. Bayne, on “ The early settlers iu
East Anglia,” a subject illustrating the connection
of ethnology and archaology. After some dis-
cussion on the subject, the members inspecled a
variety of curiosities on the table, and Mr. Filch ex-
hibited a curious British vase. The Rev. C. R.
Manning exhibited a drawing of the font at Ran-
worth, dated 1705, which then had a lofty pyramidal
cover, painted in red and other colours. Mr. Daveney
contributed a drawing of a Latin inscription upon a
bell in Plomstead church : the letters presented gro-
tesque figures.

Mr. Morewood’s Great Tunnel Sewer.
Notice has been given that application will he made
to Parliament in the coming session for leave to bring
in a Bill to authorize the appointment of commis-
sioners, or to incorporate a company, with power to
construct the intercepting tunnels proposed by Mr. J.
J. Morewood, for tbe conveyance of the metropolitan
sewage into the marshes east of London for deodori-
zation and utilization, and also to obtain the necessary
funds, either from the Consolidated Fund, or by
levying rates. Mr. Morewood calculates that he can
thus dispose of the whole question of the metropolitan
sewage, at one-third of the cost of the B* plan.' It
seems very doubtful, however, whatever be the relative

merits of the proposed plan, whelher, in the present
state of the question. Parliament will pass such a Bill
as this.

Oxford Architectural Society.—A meeting
of this society was held on Wednesday, 25th ult. the
Rev. L. Gilbertson, B.D. of Jesus College, in the
chair, when the Rev. E. Hobhouse, B.D. of Mer-
ton College, read a memoir of Walter de Merton.
The lecturer regretted that no architectural remains
of Walter de Merton’s works were now in existence,

except the choir of his chapel aud small portions of
his college. His little hospital at Basingstoke has
entirely disappeared. At Maldon, neither in the

church nor manor-house is there anything to revive

the remembrance of the great and bountiful man who
nursed his infant institution there.

The Royal Society.—At the anniversary meeting
held on the 30th ult. tbe balance-sheet showed that the
receipts for the year, including sale of 1,500/, Consols,

had been 4,841/. ISs. 4d. ; the payments (including

expenses of removal to Burlington House, 1,299/.
19s. lOJ.!) 4,814/. 12s. 8d. The principal point in
Lord Wrottesley’s address was one made by Faraday

I

iu a lecture at the Royal Institution a considerable
time ago—namely, setting forth how one set of obser-
vatious may he found to bear on another set made
elsewhere on a totally different subject, as illustrated

by thirty years’ daily observation of the sun’s spots

made in Germany, and a set of observations on the
dip of tbe needle, the two showing decennially a cer-

tain connection. M. Chcvreul, whose works on colour

are kuown to our readers, received the Copley medal.
On Retaining the Sewage of the Metropolis

FOR Agricultural Purposes.—May I suggest that,

if no plaa has yet been propounded, or out of ihe many
plans uo conipreheusive and satisfactory scheme has
been devised and perfected, for the solution of this

great question, an invitation should he given to all

the scientific and practical meu of the day to attend a
confereuce, to be held either in London, Manchester,

or Birmingham, to consider the different methods
proposed, and to discuss the whole questiou iu all its

various bearings; at which meeting all Ihe maps, sec-

tions, plans, and other documents should be{>roduced,

in order that some conclusion may be arrived at which
shall be satisfactory alike to the agriculturist and the

inhabitant of the metropolis?—T. G. D.

Memorial in Gateshead Churchyard.—It

will be remembered that the church of this town
Bufiered from the effects of the terrible fire aud explo-

sion which swept away an immense mass of buildings,

and destroyed many lives. The open space ou both
sides of the Tyne still remains, and presents the deso-

late appearance of a town which has suffered a long

bombardment. Like the Great Fire of Loudon, this

visitation followed closely upou the ravages of pesti-

lence, aud has been the means of detnolisliing many
nnwholcsome places. In order to preserve the memory
of this event, a number of blocks of granite, of large

size, and other matters, which were cast high into the

air and fell through the roof of the church, have been

grouped together, and inscribed as below :—
“These stones, with burning timber and red-hot

iron bars, were blown into the church by the

explosion in Hillgate, Out. 6th, 1854. Weight

of the largest stone, about 6 cwt.”

The adjoining church, which so narrowly escaped

entire destruction, and has been repaired, although but

few traces of antiquity remain, is of eaily date, and

has various historical associations.

ii:
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Improved Slate Working.—Au improvement,

intended to supersede tlie dangerous system of blast-

ing out the slHe masses. Las been introduced into

several of tLe Welsh quarries, and hitherto tlie opera-

tions are s 'id to have been successful. Long square

slabs a vard and a half wide, can be worked out at

the rate’of 21 inches an hour, without waste.

Consecration of St. Paul’s Church, Wfst-

IIINSTER-ROAD.—^Thc Dcwly-erccted church,
_

dcdi-

cated to St. Paul, and situated in the Westminster-

road, St. Geovge-the-Marfyr, Southwark, was consc-

crated on Wednesday last by the Bishop of Winches-

ter. The church will hold 1,200 persons : 4G0 sit-

tings ai-e free, and 200 are to be let at iioniinul

rentals. The arehitect was Mr. W. Rogers, of Can-

nou-iow; and the builders, Messrs. Myers, of

Lainhctli.

"Rotten Row,” Hyde Park.— The following

etymologies of this name have been suggested in the

pages of Notes and queries -.—I. “Routine Row,”

from processions of the church passing in that direc-

tion. 2. LVom its passing by buildings that were

old, or “ rotten.” 3. Prom the Latin word “ Rota.”

4. From the woollen stuff called rateen. 5. From

rolteran, “to muster”— roiker, rots. Another

writer in that periodical says,
—

“ I had imagined that

Rottoii Row was so termed simply because its gravel

is alw.iys kept rotten or loose, so that horses are able

to gallop over it without the least danger of falling.

However, in some extracts from Souvenirs of Travel,

by Madame Ociavia Walton le Vert, in the Critic for

October 15, the American lady supplies ns with the

following definition of ihe word Rotten Row (from

the Fi encli “ R<iute du Roi ”) is reserved for those ou

BIJILDER’S CLERK.—WANTED, in a

TO ARCHTTECTS!.

An architect, whose time is not fully

occupied, wi'utd he ’ appv tn BssUtanr tnemher of the profe«-

fion at his own houee or otherwise. The advertiser is a ennd

designer, well up in Pnalisli and Italian flrphit»c'u'-e. has had

much experience in e<Mdeaia«tical work, and is accustomed to pre-

pa-e perspective nnd all other kinds of drawinca Terms raost

L IV'IUIC UU AVJl /
— -.

horseback. The Queen’s carriage is alone permitted

lusive place.’
’

in this exclusiv'

TENDERS
For new Music Hall proposed to be erected at the new

“ Crown and Cushion," Westminster Bridge-road. Mr.

W. Smith, architect:

—

Chappell and Winter £1,165 6 0!

Bestall 645 0 0

Kent 799 0 0

Fish 799 0 0

Dennis 795 0 0

Patrick 775 0 0

Hill 759 0 0

Lansdowne 730 19 6

Moore 7lX) 0 0

Mann 690 0 0

Pedlington 695 0 0

Barker 610 0 0
Dover 600 0 0

Rivett 683 0 0

James S. Lemon 574 0 0

Jarvis 650 0 0!

For sundry works at the “ Ship" tavern, Greenwich, for

Mr. Thomas Quartermain. Mr. Aiireu cross, Biackheath-

road, architect:

—

Mansfield and Son £1,108 0 0

Lucas, Brothers 1,089 0 0

Piper and Son l,03-i 0 0

For the completion of the Coal Depot at Deptford, for

Messrs. Smith and Co. Messrs. Tillott and Chamberluin,

architects. Quantities not supplied :—

Laurence and Son £2,292 0 0

Eider 3,1-10 0 0

Mills 1,998 0 0

Hooker 8,986 0 0

Piper and Son (accepted) 1,973 0 0

TO COBEESPONDENTB.

A Query. Ihe Temple.—Can any of your numercu? correspond,

ente tell which house in the Temple was Syme years since called

“The Adelphl House”? It had a grove of treesand a fountain ou

its grounds, and vfas known about Johnson’s time.—A. B C.

S. C.K. I
will appear).—H.T.—J.H. {under ourlimit).—B. P. (ditto)

-Jl. |ditto).-A. C.-J. P. IC.-G. G. e.-O. W.—B. O.-J. S. L.-
Clan Chatton (declined with tlnrnks).—K.— T. K.—C. W —E. J.—
C. P. R.—W. P.—Iiiguirer—A. B. C. (12 feet of li-inch etrong lead

pipe is said to weigh 53 lbs. ; of ij-moh pipe, 78lbi
j and of Si-iuoh

lOOlbs l—L. M. 8.—J. H.— Felix (rather a fall description of huts
for the Crimea appeared In an early volume of the Buiider) —
Rev. J. K. B.—W. t).—E. R,—W. C.—W, H. (next week).—J. P.—
An old Subscriber (Mr. Beott Russell is the constructor of " The
Leviathan”; Mr. Brunei, the originator and designer).-H. I.—
J. G.-B. L. T.-C. G.-W. C.

Boohs and Addressee."—We are forced to decline pointing out
books or finding addresses.

HOTICE. — All comraonications respecting adeertise.

menit should be addressed to the “ Publisher,’’ and not
to the “ Editor :” all other commnnications should be
addressed to the Eniroa, and not to the Publisher.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
^^ANTED. — Mr. EDWARB BANTON,

. . many years Purveyor and Accouatant to one of the ... ._
cipal London firm?, makes up account?, measunrs nnd values
work at 21 per cent. Quantities priced, from lOs 6d. Bills of
extras examined for architects. Highest references if r< guired.

—

Addreis. 8, Lower Brun.wick-terrace, Bamsbury, Islington.

A PPOINTMENT WANTED.—A gentleman
jCm. of active habits, having a good knowledge or commercial

A THOROUGHLY practical CLERK of

l\ WORKS i« desirous of a K E-ENG AGFM ENT. Is fully

maliSed to fucerintend rie ereMon of any extensive works, nr

rressure any works—Address, HENRY, Post.office, St. Alban’s,

Herts.

Tt' OAnPENTEBS AND .TOINER«,

A YOUNG MAN, aged 22, who has been
used to the bench and jchbine work, wi«heB fi’r CNSTANT

EM PLOY’ M ENT nr ns«!i IMP ROVER at the BENC'-f for one

)r two years. Wages ll Is.—Addicss, C. W. 24, Stofford- place

Jouth. Pimlico.

TG AwoniTETTS A-NP OTHERS.

A N AECHITECT, of several years’ practice
j\. in London, d''r'oe which h» hns cirried out wr»rk« to fin’

f-xtent of bft.ween 40.0011? no'? no oooi. is desirous of ENTERING
the OFFICF, of an ARCHITROT of good standing, or of on
nypnititment ns SiirvcTor on an Estate, eltlier in this country or

in the Fnglish colonies : the ercatcr the retirement, the more pre-

f rahle the nppoin'raent. Terms, dependino on looaht.v. from

21 ISs. 6d. to 32 3«. per week, at eight hours a day, to an architect

;

nnd from 2002 to 3O02 per annum ns surveyor on an estate

-

Address, hy letter only, to Mr. THOMAS MEYER, 61, Lincoln’s

nn-fields, W.C.

A N ARCHITECT’S ASSISTANT is desirous
l\ of a RF..EN'5AOF.MENT.-Addre«s, Mr. G. CASWELL,
9, New.street. Spring-gardens. Charing-oross, S. W.

PJ.UMBERS AND BUn<DERS.

A YOUNG MAN is in want of a permanent
£%. SITUATION ns n THRrcE.BRANOH RAND, town or

country.—Direct, W. C. Office of ‘‘The Builder”

TO FNOTVn-ERo * ROIITtecT.^, AND OoNfRACTORS.

A EOE.EMAN, of great experience, now
fx. princinsl Pnremnn of Patternmakers an-* Csroer ter". t,> a

most extensive firm, wishes to meet with an ENGAGEMENT.

—

Address, H. W. Q. Post. office. Mount-street. Lambeth. 8.

TO A”OHrTPOT«i. fta.

A THOROUGHLY efficient ASSISTANT,
J~\ with thirteen year-' constant, and varied exnerieree. In the

oftiees of the tnost eminent, architects in town, a first-rnte and
rapid designer and draughtsman (ceometriea'. omamenlal. and

p Upectivet, is desirous of nn ENGAGEMENT, either temporary

or otherwise, or to nndertsVe anv description of professionai work
at. his own residence.—Address, A. B. 9, Otto-street, Royal-road,

Kennington-pirk, S.

TO EVOTNEF^S. PURVEYORS AND BUILDERS.

A GOOD DRAUGHTSMAN, experienced
lx. with tlie inenKuratinn of ar-ificers’ work, survering.

levelling, ond niachinerv. wishes to ENGAGE with the above

parties A mndertite ea'arv rennired. Be=t references can be

given.—Address. X. Y. Z. Post-office, Pentonville.

TO BUTT.ORRS and SURVEYORS.
A S IMPROVER, in a Builder’s Office, a
AV. Young Man of good addreas, who writes and draws well, and
practically understands de-sil and onn^tri'ction RsIitj- or no
snlarr.— Address, with particulars, lOT.A, Post-office, Brompten.
row, S.W.

A S CLERK.—A YOUTH wishes to meet
rx. with a SITUATION as above. He is _Bi<ady. and of perse-

verina hiibit? ; can rq rare dimen-ion", is nuick -it traeinr, wriies

a good h-ind, and is wiling to make himself generally ii-efnl.

Three years' good ohaTa'-ter from lo-st emolover. and can he

.‘tropgly recommerded.—Address, A. S. 11. 92. Tatchbrook-etrect,
Pimlico, London. R, W,

TO AwroiTpoTS, BUILDER'. &Q.

A PRACTISED DRAUGHTSMAN wishes
lx for nn ENGAOF.MENT.—For parlioulara, address L. L.

7, Knight.’s-piace. Waodovortli-road.

A S CLERK of WORKS, a thoroughly prac-
Ix tical Man is desirous ofaRE-ENOAGEMEN^. References
from previous engag.-meiits on'-xcepMnnable. — Addres.", C. J.

Mr. Hartley’s. 13, Crown—treet. Soho. W.C.

TO MASTER PLUMRE«8 AND BUILDERS.
A THOROUGH PLUMBER wishes for
lx. EMPLOYMENT, Has no objection to gas-fitting.—Address,
B. A. 22. New Mlllman-streer. Pounoliog.

TO LAND SURVEY'IRB A^n CIVIL ENGINEERS.

A RE-ENGAGEMENT WANTED, by a
lx. first-cloCT SDRVEYitR and LEVELLER, cipahle of con-

ducting and carryloe our any survey, having had exten Iva pra--
tice. and exeoute-l several large surveys under the Board of Health
and Poor-law Board fur rateable and sewemge purpose", for which
first-class certificates have been awarded. Terms moderate, with
reference iiuexceptinnable.—Address, Z., F. Urtun, E?4- Buttes-

ford, near Nottiurham

TO ARCHITECTS.
A N ARTIST, of known ability, and a Fore-
/t man Painter, of great experience, are preoared to ON DER-
T.AKE. conjointly, first-class HOUSE PAINTING and DECO-
RATION, under architects only. Designs fiiruishe-i. Reierenoe
to works executed.-Address, A. Z. 20, Gluuce.ster-place, Camden-

TO CIVIL ENGINEERS. LAND-SURVEYORS, 4c,

A COMPETENT ASSISTANT (aged 30),
XI. having just finished a large first-class survey and map, le

open for an EnGaOEM ENT. either at home or abroad ; would
be glad (to undertake first-class surveys aud guaraulee accuracy.
Satisfactory references.—-Address, WM. STEpHENSUN, Post-
office. Brighton.'

TO ARCHITFCT.'i.

A N ARTISTIC COLOURIST and PER-
Ix. SI’ECTIVE DRAUGHTSMAN OFFERS his SERVICES
on moderate terms. — Address, DELTA, Library, 29, Dtnbigh-
place, BelgravicL

Tt) ARCHITECTS.
pENTLEMEN requiring ASSISTANCE,
vX can have in erior or exterior perapeotives. working detail?

or other drawing?, executed with atdlitv and deepafoli by the

advertUcr (OMEGA), at his residence, 17, Hill-street, Knights
bridge. S.W.

'T^HE Advertiser is desirous of obtaining an
A ENOAGEMEN'". in an Architeol’s office. He is a neat

dr«>iB'i'sm-in and lia? been ten years in the profession.—Address,
A. Z. lOn, Cum'rerland street, Haekney-road. N.B.

TO AHCHITECf’P, SUUVFTORP, AUCTIONEERS,
ESTATE AGE^TB, &c

The Advertiser, aged 25, is desirous of a
RE-ENGAGEMENT as ASSISTANT to the above, where

a good pracHoal knowledge, and faithful discharge of the several
duties enjoined, would meet with due appreciation. Satisfactory
and ample references happily given. Tc'-timonia! irom late
eiigftgemeut. and stourity, if required. No objection to the country
or Continent. Salary not a primary consideration.—Address, C.
", Tlmnington-ploee. Wincheap. Cinterbury, Kent.

. o _ o.-d knowledge
husines?. speiiking French and German, and practically
luainted with the duties of a secretary and with assurance bosi.
Bt8s,UFPE!'S his SERVICES in any occupation of a geullemanly
obaructrr, for a moderate remuneration—suitable emplotmeut
being hU principal object. The highest testimonials will be

ind^ security if necessary.—Addrese, W. W. B. Office of
"The BuUder.”

^HE Advertiser, who has had seven years’
A. expen'ence in several good tiffice.s, ia desiron?of an EN*
J.AGEMENT with an Architect,—Addres?, J. W. 7, Bloomsbury-
place. Bloomsbury-square.

TO BUILDERS. &o.

the Advertiser wishes for a RE-ENGAGE-
i MENTasSHOP, or GENERAL FOREMAN. Fully qua-
ified : has been employed by some of the Inrgestflrms in town, to
whom re'erenoe can be given. Age, 30.—Address, A. B. 19. Can&l-
errac», Yurk-mad. N.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SUHVFTOKR.

the Advertiser, who is a good DRAUGHTS-
X MAN and PENMAN, proficient in squarinv. abstracting,

ind bi'ling dimensions, aud in the routine of an office, and who
las had some pxp>rieace in measuring and eitima’inv, is desirous
of an ENGAGEMENT, terapor.iry or otherwise.—Address, A.B. 3,

Iritnnuia-terrace, Fulham road, Brompton, S.W.

TO ARCHITECTS AND 6URVKYORS.
WITH a VIEW to PARTNERSHIP.—
Vt a Gentleman is desirous of an ENG.AGEMENT as an

AS-^ISTANT. Salary not an object. — Address, in ooufidenoe, to

J. B. 35, Portman-plaoe, Maida-bill, W.

TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS.
WANTED, a SITUATION as PLUMBERW in the coun'ry, or to go abroad; can do gas-fitting. 4c.
Good reference. — Address, W. CLARK, 47, James-street, Ken-
nlugton park.

TO BUILDERS, J''INERS. 4c.

WANTED, a SITUATION by a first-rate
» T JOINER, who thoroughly underctande the working and

miuagcment of ail sorts of joiners’ nnd saw-mill machinery
j
can

make aud temper tools, a good saw.'horpener, and well acquainted
wiih meeianies. Good testimonials. — Address, Q. B. Office of
‘ The Builder.”

TO BUILDERS AND PLUMBERS.

WT ANTED, by a steady, experiencedW PLUMBER, a SITUATION. Ag.-, 36 years. Gan fill up
dme at paioting and glazing if reqn'rel.—Address, a. W. No. 13,

Fa-t-street, Kennington-road, Lambeth.

\lt/’ANTED, by a Yoiiug Man, a SITUATION
Vt as GRAlNER. PAPEH-UANGER. and PAINTEH.-

Addres?, W. 8. B. at -Mr. Whiting’s, Southampton-street, Camber-
well.

TO OAHPRNTER8, JOINERS, AND BUILDERS.

VX/’ANTED, by a strong, active Lad, who
V V has sen'cd two years at the trade, a SITU.VTfoN for a

frrm of year=.— Address, 8. T. No. n, King-street, King’d-road,

Chel-ea. S . W.

TO ARCHITECTS AND BUlLDFns.
ANTED, by a neat ARCHITECTURAL

''w DHAUGHTSAIAN and E.XHiniToR, an ENGAGE-
MENT to prepare and colour geometrical and per-peotlve draw-
ings. Was articled in London

;
bus been engag' d as cl-rk of works.

A modcate sal-iry required, and much less wiiere lie could im-
prove him?olf in takmg out quautiti.-a—Address. H. I. "Free-
mau” Office. 31. Warwiok-Iane, Pateruoster-row. L 'o lon.

Ti> MASTER PAI.NTERS, BUILDER'^. &o.

\T7ANTED, by an experienced GRAlNER,W WRITER, and GENERAL PAINTER (ivuld make
himself generally useful), a SITU.ATION in th- above line.

Country not- objected to. Can be well recommended.—Address,
M. Q. care of Mr Richardson, 3, Cambridge-place South, Kings-
Und-rnad, London. N.E.

TO CARPENTERS, *c.

VX/’ANTED, by a respectable Young Man,W aged 23. a sfTUATION in a JOBBING SHOP, or
o'herwUe; 1a welt acquainted with town and country trade, and
has a good knowledge of cabinet-work, polishiog. 4e. No objeo-
tion to any part of town or country. Wages not the object.—
AddrcRS. A, Z. 34, Roupell-streel. Lambeth.

\T^ANTED, by a Young Man of sober habits,W a SITUATION as I.MPROVBR at Marble ot Stone
Work. Is willing to make himselfgeneral’y useful. Low wages
only expfoted.— Address. A. F. Office of ’ The Rudder,’’

W/"ANTED, by a practical Man a RE-W ENGAGEMENT as BUILDER’S FOREMAN. Good
reference? can be given. LooaUty no object.—Address 0. T. No. 8,
Crescent. Jewin-street, City.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.
WANTED, by au ASSISTANT, aW PITDATIUN, in town or country. Good draughtsman,
and quick at figures.—Address, II. 0 . 16

.
Great Marlborough-

street. W.

TO WHOLESALE AND RETAIL TIMBER-.MEKOHANTS.
'il/'ANTED, by the Advertiser, a SITUA-
VV TION as FOREMAN and SALESMAN in the above

line. H'U! been twelve years in his present eogagemeBt, and is

practically acquainted with every bcauch uf the trade.—Address,
A. B. C. 3, Wood-street, Chelsea.

\\rANTED, by a Young Alan, aged 22, a
V T SITUATION in a builder’s or contractor’s office, in town

or country. Is a neat draughtsman, (expeditious penmau, quick
at account-', can take out quantitie?, and measure up work. Has
bad experience with both au architect and extensive general
country builders.—Address, Z Post-offioe. Nortliwich.

TO PARENTS AND GUARDIANS.
WANTED, a YOUTH, to APPHENTICE
V? to the CAR'PENTERING; also, one to the BRICK-

LAYING and PLASTERING TRADE.S—out of doors. A pre-

mium expected. Also a Youth, about 16. to keep time and asaisl

tvith the hooks in the Office.—Address, A. B. C. at Mr. Sloper’s.

Stationer, Uolburu-hill.

TO SURVEYORS AND BUILDERS

Tee Eriends of a YOUTH, aged l-t, are
desirous of an INDOOR Ai’PHLNriCEnHIF for him in

a respectable family, where hia domestic comforts would be at-

tended Co. and where be would have au opportuuity of acquiring
a thorough knowledge of the above business in all its branches.—
Address, J. E. I’oet-office, Wantage.

Window blinds.—tylor & pace.
Window Blind Manufacturers, 104, New Bond-utreet, and

3, Queen-street, Cheapside, Loudon, submit the following PRICES
of WINDOW BLINDS, which they can recommend as MM
made in the beat manner:—Venetian blinds, per square foot, da.;

beat holUnd blinds, on rollers, 6d. ; best ditto, ou spriug roUerSi

9d. ; gauze wire bliods, in mahogany frames, 2s. ;
perloratcd zinc

blinds, in ditto. Is. lOd. ; outside bUnds of striped cloth, 8a

Transparent blinds in great variety. Engravings, with prices and
discounts to boRdots and the trade forwarded on appiicatioa

post free.
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N tlie notice of tlie manufac-

turing districts, lately given

in these pages,* reference was
made to the general merit ob-

servable in recent works in our

art, and to the suggestive value

of the p.articular steps taken in

those localities, in the direction

of sanitary improvement. Our
readers will probably feel inte-

rested in some account of the

features and points of importance

in the matters in question. In the

present state of sanitary science

especially, it should be serviceable

to look at the conditions in many
separate districts, and to note the

1 measures which arc adopted. It may be dilli-

f cult or impossible to apply the means in one
( case, to the wants of London

;
but the inquiry

; and comparison should have some value

—

> whether in affording the model for our appli-

1 cation, or only the timely lesson as to a course

1 which we should here avoid.

Our reasons for seeking to draw attention to

t tlie circumstances of the manufacturing districts

( of the north, were very obvious ones arising

f from the still extending growth of their industry,

a and their now vast capabilities towards any

c object, whether in art, science, or general social

a amelioration. The simple facts that wc gave,

—

t the statement that now, after a progress of

a about seventy years, one-eighth of the popiila-

t tion of the United Kingdom are dependent upon

t the cotton manufacture,—would show the iiu-

pportance of very frequent attention to a locality

V where there must be so great a power for

D making or retarding national prosperity, or

e exerting influence on any tributary object. It

i is stated that there has been an increase, between

( the years 1838 and 1856, of 411 cotton facto-

I lies, in Lancashire and Yorkshire. The magui-

t tude of many of these buildings may be inferred

( from what we before stated. Of the whole

1 number erected in those districts, during the

s same period,—as of the buildings apprO'

]

printed to woollen, worsted, silk, iind other

I textile manufactures,—we have no account

;

1 but the importance of these last, nurae-

1 rically, as structurally, must be considerable,

' They would include the mill of Mr. Titus

1 Salt, at Saltaire, near Bradford, of which

wc gave a view some time ago. Although,

i in the opinion of those who are best

; acquainted with the subject, the manufacturing

I districts have never passed through such a

I crisis as that which they are suffering from at

this moment, there is no probability that the

growth of the interests and capabilities which

we have alluded to, will be diminished. The

facts, then, that there are being added to the
' buildings of our country—in factories, ware-

1 houses, or offices—so large a number as may be

i inferred, and that wealth has accumulated
• which there is the disposition to have applied

to the purpose of architecture, or other branches

' of art, are important in several different aspects.

As to art, in some of the classes of buildings

mentioned, great progress has been made
;
in

I others, it has yet to be effected. As regards

! house- decoration and furniture, perhaps in no

part of the kingdom has the same liberal ex-

penditure, and, iudeed, good taste, been mani-

fested, as in Manchester and its immediate

neighbourhood. But, the circumstances of the

* f ea p. (86, ante,—also *' A Day in Liverpool,” p. SJi.

population and industry of the districts are

important, no less hi relation to sanitary science
than to art. The very prosperity to which we
have referred, is attended with results in addi-
tion to the gradual encroachment on, or extinc-
tion of, the beautiful work of nature. Loudon
has been called a collection of towns, rather
than one city; and there is much that is

analogous to the metropolis in the populous
part of Lancashire : the vicinity and intercom-
munication of its towns being practically the
same as in the case of the districts of London.
It is to the condition of the locality as to
sewerage, and the disposal of refuse, that w'e

are about to direct primarily, attention.

The population being distributed in towns
five or twenty miles apart,—with many inter-

vening mills
;

print, dye, or bleach works
;
and

groups of habitations,—one “ area of drainage,”

viewed on the principle shadowed forth in the
Report of the Referees on the Drainage of the

Metropolis, would include the greater part of

South Lancashire, and considerable portions ol'

Cheshire, Yorkshire, and Derbyshire, or of

all portions of the country draining into the

Mersey and its tributaries. Tlie proportion to

number of buildings and population, of house-
refuse which would have to be dealt with by
sewerage, must, however, for reasons which will

shortly appear, be now considerably less than
that of the sewage of London. But, on the
other hand,—assuming the application of the

present metropolitan principle of drainage, and
of outfall and disposal of sewage,—the difficulty

in the case of the area of the manufacturing

districts would he uincli greater. That is,

on the plan of collection into main outfall-

cbauuels, or ejectment into streams—methods
which it is not shown would be departed

from in fact, by either of the proposals for

the London sewerage now under discus

sion—the length and sectional area of con-

structed ontfail-channel, or stream, or both, in

Lancashire, would be required to be enormous
in dimensions

;
whilst, we apprehend, nothing

is more clearly shown by evidence, than the fact

that the bulk or concentration of sewage-matter

itself creates an evil, or that length of sewer

permits decomposition and the noxious influence

which it is the object in future to avoid. We
have felt compelled to refrain from positive

recommendation of either of the schemes for the

sewerage of London, feeling that neither of them

offered the real and satisfactory “solution of

the difficulty.” This we may at least say, that

if the i^rinciple of maiu outfall-channels

—

assuming the proper discharge from the point of

outfall into the sea—be the correct one, it should

be capable of being applied to the large area of

South Lancashire, now finding its drainage

emission at the mouth of the Mersey. Our
readers will not have failed to notice that there

are opinions, from medical officers, tending in

favour of the outfall by numerous sewers, even

those into the river Thames, in contra-distinction

to the principle of interception and maiu outfall-

channels
;
and, could the various difficulties hi

the rise of the tide in the sewers, or the storage

of the sewage, and the deposition on the banks,

be overcome, it is not clear that, with the im-

mense volume of the river, the principle of

numerous places of emission would not now
manifest itself as more advantageous than the

other plan. The object, however, is to find the

correct principle. Such principle, when arrived

at, like all good principles, will be remaikable

for its simplicity. It will be applicable to the case

of all populous districts, like the metropolitan

area, or the area of South liaucashire,—although

subject to required modifications in plan and

contrivance. But, if it be taken as decided that

the great volume of the river Ihamcs requires

to be freed from sewage, what must he the neces-

sity arising from the present, or the possible,

I

condition of the Lancashire rivers and water-

courses, which, although the houses are drained
very partially on the London system, are now
charged with filth

;
and whose shallow streams

often have little perceptible flow, or never,
except in tinae of flood, fill the width of their

channels. The sanffaiy condition of the manu-
factm-ing districts wodJ be worse than it is,

and far worse than the condition of London,
were the same system of house-drainage in

operation as that which has during late years
here been introduced,—or were the disuse of the
midden-steads, or ash-pits, enjoined, as the
abolition of cesspools has been in the metro-
polis. To\vns like Manchester, Ashton, Stock-
port, Rochdale, Bolton, Wigan, and others,

would have only this non-prcjudicial condition,

—that their drainage would be not into a tidal

river.

It seems to us, the question of principle ta
be decided is, whether the sewage of all populom
districts is to be conveyed to sea, irrespectively

of distance. That would be assuming, as we said,

that the sewage, when got to the coast, could be
m ide to engulph itself in the ocean, instead of

hanging about the shore,—a result whichwe have
lately regarded as possible in the case of London,
and as actual in the other case, at the mouth of

the Mersey. We have not pursued the chemical

question, which we suggested might deserve to

be inquired into
;
but, we thiuk it very probable

that difference of specific gravity, or other

mechanical conditions of the fluids—without

reference to peculiar tidal currents,—would
operate so far as to involve present subject-

matter for consideration. We would reiterate

that the condition of many populous sea-port

towns should be looked at, and would urge that

the question as to them belongs to that of the

sewerage of Loudon.

Though, in the Lancashire towns, the house-

refuse is got rid of on a principle different

to that adopted in London, the condition

of the streams is not sensibly better than it

might be expected to be from the larger amount
of pollution. What it would be by the adoption

of the metropolitan, and, as it would be deemed,,

more advanced, system, we could scarcely ven-
ture to think. The present condition may be
compared with that of the Rleet, the Effra,

and streams of a like nature, rather than the

Thames. In each case, the streams are no
longer to be called rivers : they are sewers

; and
unless they could be restored to their original

purity by complete interception, require to be

treated according to the existing circumstances.

Tlie “ conservancy ” of such rivers especially

should be maintained, and should be in the

hands of proper authorities; and we are glad to

see that the town-council of Manchester are

now applying for the requisite powers, by the

exercise of which, o^vners of property on the

banks of the rivers Dwell, Irk, and Medlock,

will be prevented from ejecting rubbish and

refuse into the stream, or otherwise altering the-

regime of the river, or volume of the water, for

their own purposes. On this subject, however,

a few points of information may be supplied -in

a future article.

The official Referees in the “ Conclusions ” in

their Report on the Drainage of the Metropolis,

express the opinion, “That the pollution of

streams by sewage, throughout the whole

country, is an evil which is increasing with im-

proved house-drainage; and that it is very

desirable that the attention of the Legislature-

should be directed to the subject with a view to

devising means for remedying the evil.” But

we have referred to the circumstance of exces-

sive pollution where there is, we might say, no

such “improved house-draiiiage ;” whilst, if

that house-drainage were now introduced, the

streams would reach to a state to which the

pollution of the Thames supplies no sort of

parallel. Could more be needed to show that the

question of disposal of refuse is a national one ?
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Some methods oE *' deodorizatiou,”_ separa-

tiou of solid coustilueuts, or direct utilization,

answer, to a certain extent, in the case

of single small towns, at least so far as to

free a stream from pollution, and yet render

unnecessary any outfall to the sea. It is asserted

that similar methods are inapplicable to the

case of larger places, like London,—even

divesting the question of the interfei ence of the

commercial considerations. As to these last, it

would be well to put them altogether aside,

until the main question—that of getting rid ot

tlic refuse iimoxiously—can be settled. It may
remain a proper question whether outfall or

ejectment of the sewage or refuse on to the

land, would not still be the true solution of

the difficulty.” The commercial considerations

arc virtually abandoned in the scheme of the

Referees
;
it is even apparent that a large outlay

in working as well as primary expenses is contin-

gent upon the adoption of that scheme : it seems

to us exceedingly probable that a concentrated

nuisance at the points of outfallwherever decided

upon, and one of serious character along the

lines of sewers, covered or uncovered, would

be attendant on the realization
;
therefore, it is

•with these probabilities, thatthosc involvcid in the
j

ejectment on to the land, ascertainable after the I

collation of many data which have found no
j

place in the recently published documents,

;

should be contrasted. It may be necessary and

politic, even, to calculate, at least for some de-

scriptions of produce, upon deterioration of the

land,—hardly shown to arise, but which, accord-

ing to the major part of those practically con-

versant with agriculture, might result from the

application of sewage at all times and seasons,

—the necessity of such application being in-

volved in the rejection of another arrangement

for outfall.
I

We fear that in the controversy as to covered .

or uncovered outfall chaimels, the real question

has been misunderstood. If channels, mainly

uncovered, be considered, tlic point is, whether

the engineering arrangements will allow the

flow to be maintained, and the sewage to be so

abundantly diluted with water, as to render the

noxious exhalations of no moment. Tor, it seems

to be admitted that on those occasions at pre-

]

sent, when the sewage is largely diluted—as on I

the ten or twelve days of storm waters, in each
|

year—no prejudicial effect could accrue, unless

at the first fltishing out. If, from the plan of!

the outfall, or the nature of all sewage-water, this

refuse must always be a source of disease, the
|

evil will not be remedied by the arching over of
^

the outfall channels or main intercepting sewers, i

The covering, witliout means of ventilation, will
j

but increase the evil. Decomposition, favoured
;

by the great length of sewers, will be going on ;

'

the gases will force for themselves exits at

numerous points in the course of the sewerage

—

or more probably by tlie house-drains thein-

-selves; and we once more call for more promi-

nent attention to this elenrent of the ques-

tion-ventilation of the sewers—than it lias

received.

In the Lancashire towns, the course de-

liberately chosen as the alternative from the

farther pollution of the rivers, or experi-

mental and problematical undertakings, is'llie

retention of the old plan—the use of privies

and ash-pits,—only under strict regulations,

and careful provisions as to clearance and
removal. This is tlie system retained in Man-
chester,—a town where great attention lias been

given to sanitary questions. The regulations

of the “Building and Sanitary Regulations’

•Committee,” in pursuance of the Police and
Improvement Acts, not merely permit, but enjoin

the construction of such conveuiences and recep-

tacles; and closets arc allowed only '‘under

special arrangements with Hie committee, and

by the owners or occupiers agreeing with the

Water-works’ Committee for water,”—“also
defraying oue-half of the cost of removing the

ashes,”— all which would seem to imply tliat

the construction of conveniences of the

modern and more approved character, is not

encouraged,—tiiough the water-supply is now
abundant. The “Regulations” enjoin that every
dwelHng-lionse to be built within the borough
shall be pi-ovided with a privy and asli-pit (the

Act goes even further—having a reference to
existing houses), “ constructed in a yard at-

tached to the premises, but not in front of”

the house ; over these conveniences, no sleep-

ing-room is allowed to be built
;
and “ the pre-

mmes ” arc to be “ so arranged that loater shall

not flow into the ash-pit It should be stated

that there is a proviso as to drainage of the

ash-pit.

Reliance appears to be placed on the ashes

as a deodorizing agent. Such an effect would,

undoubtedly follow, from the use of earth,

ffarth is the best natural deodorizer
;
and in

dependence upon it, it is only necessary that

it should not be supercharged with the refuse,

as hitherto has been the case in populous dis-

tricts. Mr. Austin, in the slight reference

wliich he makes, in the “Report on the "Means of

Deodorizing and Utilizing the Sewage of Towns,”

to the midden-steads of Liverpool and Mauches-
j

ter, though he thinks that the rate of mortality in

botli these towns supports “ the conclusion of

those who contend tliat a higli standard of

health is not to he expected until the water-

closet has been generally substituted for the

midden-stcad,” regards ashes as forming an
“ excellent deodorizer when nropcrly used.”

To liave the same effect as eartli, the ashes, we

apprehend, would be required iu considerable

quantities,—or such quantities as they arc

seldom found in, except in tiie case of the Lanca-

shire houses. Coals there are a third or a

:

fourth of what they cost iu the metropolis
;
and

they arc used, as a London liouse-Avile would

think, somewhat lavislily. Lancashire coals,

however, appear always to produce a large

quantity of ash.

The dimensions and construction of the con-

veniences are particularly provided fur, and the

Acts, in some respects, admit of even greater

precision and stringency than is attempted iu the

“Regulations.” in one Act, the provision, if

required by the Council, of a proper funnel or

flue for can'yiug off any offensive stench, is

mentioned
;
but the ajiplicability of snch a con-

trivance to open ash-pits is not very clear. The

removal of the soil or refuse, by the most recent

regulations, is in the hands of the authorities;

and the practice is (having used deodorizing

agents where thought ueccssai’y) to cart it to a

central depot—where, however, it is not long

allowed to remain, and to remove it thence, and

convey it in covered receptacles by railway, to

districts where it can be disposed of for

what it may fetch. A similar system is

adopted in the adjoining borough of Salford
;

and in this case, from an Account of Expendi-

ture and Receipts, we are able to sec that so far

from there being a profit realized, there is a loss

—viewing the subject iu the commercial aspect.

Mil the year ending August 31st, 1857, 21,239

j

tons of soil were collected from about 10,000

^ pits in the chief township. The value of

' this in the yard was Is. 6cl. a ton : this

j

was after the expenditure for getting out

I
of the ash-pits, and carting to the yard,

: besides several items to be taken iulo considera-

I

tion in any other case. The sale of the manure,

! including carriage, would not realise more than

'2s. Gd. a ton,—instead of over 3s., which would

j

be required for the return of the mere outlay on

I

the operation.* Of course this by no means

I proves that a better commercial rcsult_ would
* not follow from other methods of utilization.

I But it must not be supposed that other means

have been nncousidcred in Manchester. The

I
question of utilization of sewage by irrigation

! has been taken up on several occasions
;
and

Jlr. Philip Holland and Mr. Edward Corbett

may be named as having, at one time or other,

given attention to it. The former gentleman,

some time ago, pursued a scheme for the irriga-

tion of land adjacent to the Bridgewater canal,

by bose and pumps. Wc have referred to par-

ticulars of the early operations, which augured

pecuniary success
;
but for some reason or other,

the scheme appears to liave been abandoned.

The rise of midden-steads or ash-pits leads to

the provision of back-passages and entrances.

* The money out of pocket for the past year, we believe,

would be about 66R. ISs. The estimate of expenditure

over receipts by the ScaveDgiug Committee, for tiie year

ending in 1853, is 865?. 5s. The receipts from 23,000 tons,

with sundries, are here set down iit 2,900?. ;
whilst thc es-

penditureon 35,000 tons, including anlesman's commission,

wages of clerks, scavengers and carters, loading bouts,

and carriage by river and canal, cost of carts and iinple-

ments, keep of horses, rents and sundries, are set down
at 3,765?. 53.

These have frequently been allowed to get into

a dirty state : they are not cleansed by the town
except in urgent cases. They can hardly recom-

mend themselves on considerations of police.

The Lancashire principle is that of dividing

the nuisance by Ihe receptacles over as large an
area as possible, in preference to concentration

of it iu a sewer-river, or outfall-channel
; and to

trust to the slight advantage from the best con-

struction of the receptacles, with constant

supervision and speedy removal, for mitigation of

the effects. The system would not be defended as

a perfect one, and is considered to be inapplicable

to the houses of the metropolis, on account of the

space which it requires m the plan
;
but this

docs not form the true objection to the system,

or to any analogous to it, in general cases. The
houses iu Loudon are hardly more confined at

the backs than the houses of Manchester. The
objection is the sanitary one. This makes it as

much incumbent on the people of Lancashire, to

pay attention to the question of house-drainage

and sewerage, as the people of London,—if not

more so. The requirements, and consequent

difficulty, are cveu greater in their case than

with U9.

Under the existing system of sewerage,—that
is, with the advantage in one point of view, of

the non-introduction of the closet system,—the
outfalls are in a dangerous state. To this

point we shall again refer; hut, taking the

case of Dukinfield* as an example, the “Report”
alluded to in a former article sliows that the

sewage is ejected chiefly into the Tame, partly

into r!ie canal, and partly into “ the lake.” One
outlet, at Dog-lane Station, is,

—

“about eigliteeu feet above Ibe level of the canal;

the 9rw.ige is allowed to find its way down the bank

and upon its 8ur'‘ace. Opposite to this outfall, or

rather immediately above it, there is a range of

houses.”

The river follows a meandering course, skirting

the more populous part of the township : it is

spoken of as “iu foul condition, very offensive,”

and retjuiring great improvement. The popu-

lation is rather over 11,000. The stream iu

many parts is a mere brook, and there hre four

weirs within the district. Mr. Aspland is re-

ported as saying :

—

“ If tempted to explore the valley, he discovered

that the river, dammed up by a weir, instead of pass-

ing onwards the selvage impurities, is converted, during

many months in the year, into neither more nor less

than a huge cesspool, distilling from its putrid bed the

most nosiouB vapours and gases. These cirenmstanees

afford abundaut explanation of the high rate of mor-

tility
* * * * Its impurities are considerably

augmented by the sewage from Staley-bridge district

and town, situate immediately above Dukinlield.”

Below Ashton and Dufcinfield, the same narrow

stream passes Guide Bridge, and reaches the

populous town of Stockport; and what is the

state of the solid and liquid compound that gets

into the Mersey, might be supposed,—but, it

would be well if the deleterious matter were

passed on, ratlier than deposited, or retained,

festering, within the populous districts. Other

towns are not so favourably situated as to

streams. The mortality of such places (in the case

of Diikinficld it is shown to exceed that of

Whitechapel in London) is of course iu great

degree due to insufficient number and mal-con-

strucliou of the conveniences and receptacles of

the sort iu use, and to many other causes.
_

But

the result from the immediate and general intro-

duction of the closet system, in opposition to the

best arrangements of the other sort, would, it

seems clear, be most disastrous. The question,

what sliould be done with the sewage of houses,

is not answered by the metropolitan recommen-

dation of outfall-channels to the sea. IIow

would the work of applying these to the Lanca-

shire district ever be surmounted? cr how can

the proposed outfalls for London, secure more

than a partialorteraporaryresult—the real object

being the entire dispollution of the Thames—so
long as the “ area of drainage” docs not include

prospectively every town and district draining

into the river ?

We must pursue the subjects which are before

us, in a future number.

* Dakinfield, in fact, is in CLeshire
;
but is separated

only by the river, from the town of Ashton. Stockport is

similarly situated in Lancashire.
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Elevalion.

AN AMElilCAN TOWN HOUSE.

AN AMERICAN TOWN HOUSE.
In addition to the examples alceady given from

Mr. Vaux’s “ Villas and Cottages ” (seep. 658, a7ite),

wc add a view and plans of a town house, about to he
built in Eifih Avenue, New York, on a plot 25 feet

wide, adjoining the grounds occupied by the Church
of the Ascension. It is thus more open and airy tbnu

is the case in the majority of house lots in New York.
It is to he huLlt of brown stone and brick. The re-

cess formed at the end of the dining-room, and the

pantry adjoining, project from the main body of the

house, to give increased space on the principal floor.

The main staircase has a skylight in the roof. This

house will cost about 20,000 dollars when finished.

THE “LEVIATHAN” STEAM-SHIP.
Wf made an endeavour a few days ago to obtain

for our readers, by personal examination, some im-

partial information of what is really being done at

Mihvall towards lanuching the Leviathan,—that won-
derful piece of iron construction (the last result of

Mr. Scott Russell’s experiments on wave curves),

which, if it were dropped down in Russell-square,

would rest upon the houses on both sides;—but we did

not succeed ; the relation of progress being the pri-

vilege, apparently, of a friendly pen or two not likely

to say too much. If we may judge from the unde-

niable want of forethought and the ill-arrangement

exhibited on the first day’, and at a frightful cost, there

may be personal wisdom in this prevention, but

there cannot possibly be any in the assertion made to

us by Mr. Yates, the secretary of the company, that

he cared nothing for the press, or for what the press

said. Li t us, with equal candour and emphasis, say

to Mr. Yates and his directors, while there is yet

time, that if the business of the Eastern Steam
Navigation Company is to be carried on in main-
tenance of that feeling, and managed after the fashion

which it is certain to induce, that company is as surely

doomed to be a failure financially as the vessel now
on the way'^3 is a triumph mechanically.

It was a comparison made in our pages in 1854
between the big ship and the houses in Tavistock-

squai-e, and reprinted everywhere, which first gave the

general public any notion of its enormous size and
I capacity. The length of it, on the upper deck, we
j may remind our readers, is 692 feet, the breadth of

1 the hull 83 feet, and its height 60 feet. It consists

I of more than 10,000 plates put together with three

1 millions of rivets. The decks and iron walls form it

i into about eighty enormous boxes. According to a

]

published statement, its four paddle-engines arc to

!
give a nominal force of 5,000 horse-power, and the

s screw-propeller of 6,500,—11,500 horse-powerin the

\ whole 1 The engines, when in full work will swallow

1 up 260 tons of coal each day, and yet the cellar is large

e enough to hold a supply for a voyage to Australia aud

I back. Why, the iron shaft to connect the propeller with

t the engine is three times as long as a good ten-roomed

I house is high, namely, lOOfeet, and each wheel is 5 6 feet

in diameter. Just imagine this enormous work,

the conception of Brnuel and the production of Scott

Russell, completely fitted up with every necessaiy of

life, and da.shing across the ocean with 4,400 human
beings on board, at a continuous speed aud with an

ease never before attained (and this it is confidently

anticipated will be the case), and you will have before

you the most extraordinary resnlt of engineering

science aud constructive skill that the world has j et

seen.

Of the [formation of the launching ways, resting

on enormous piles and concrete, and the apparatus

for pushing the vessel down these ways, and holding

her in when she slips too fast, the public are tolerably

well informed
;
suffice it to say for the present that the

vessel, which was originally about 300 feet from the

line of low-water mark, is now about 110 feet nearer,

and that the operations arc continued day after day. On
the first dav', it will be remembered, the ship moved but

once, about 4 feet at the head and 6 feet at the stem
;

and those who saw the advance will not soon forget it:

the exquisite beauty and grace of the movement with

which she hurled two souls iuto eternity was a thing

to think about.

One word more to the Company, and to some who
have said to us, “"Will the ship pay?” If the line

of policy indicated in Mr. Yates’s observation, already

quoted, be pursued, we reassert with strong convic-

tion, that the scheme will be a failure. But we will

imagine the prevalence of better counsel in that

respect, aud even then wc do not hesitate to say, that

to obtain success financially, one of two things must

be done
;
cither there must be three or fom* more

Leviathans built, and worked by the same board

aud staff, or its management and agencies must be

undertaken by parties who have other duties, also, to

occupy them. In other words, if the Leviathan is

to have her own hoard of directors, secretaries,

clerks, agents here and agents there, manager at this

p.)rt and superintendent at that, all to herself, there

will be verj' little difficulty in buying shares cheap

this day two years. It was a grand work to do ;

—

destined, probably, to produce a revolution and bring

wealth to the country,—and those who did it will

have earned honour, though they may not get a

money return for their capital. We offer these

ohservatioDS, however, with the view of aiding them

to get both.

ART IN ARCnilECTURE.*
Aristides continues to treat of Gothic Art.

It has become very common to employ Gothic for

school buildings, aud properly so I think; only if we

adopt the style for schools, we should be very careful

not to fall into the usual error of giving a gloomy ex-

pression to them ; such a course is quite uncalled for,

and very improper. It is astonishing what an effect

the expression of a building has on the youthful

miud when it is at all imaginative. Gloominess is a

• See page 698, ante.

frame of mind extremely repulsive to the young
;
and

as first impressions are then indelible, it will give

them a disgu‘-t to the place, and associated with that

will probably be a dislike to learning, for children

will imperceptibly connect one with the o'her, which

no amount of reasoning will afterwards suffice to drive

away. Not only arc modern schools in many in-

stances gloomy in appearance, but there is an abso-

lute want of sufficient light. I have myself seen some

in which this was painfully apparent. Itisufficieh^

of light, had ventilation, and uucleanliness invariably

go together. How excessively disagreeable and posi-

tively unhealthy must this be to young people, with

their delicate susceptibilities and natural buoyancy of

spirits, impaired by incarceration in such living tombs
as these

;
instead of their studies being made in-

teresting, they arc positively repulsive from the dis-

agreeable associations connected with them. If
would, however, he an easy task, with a little manage-
ment, to give to Gothic schools as cheerful an
appearance as they are at present solemn and mourn-
ful

;
for, indeed, one of the beauties of the style is its

range of expression. The whole of human sympathies

beiug within its reach, with perhaps the single ex-

ception of those constituting the grand aud epic.

From what does the expression of purpose in an

edifice result ? Is it the abstract quality of a certain

arrangement of lines aud forms, or does it arise from

what is commonly termed the sentiment of associa-

tion? This is a question very difficult to answer,

but it is, nevertheless, of vital importance that we
should he possessed of some clear and decided notions

on the subject, if we are to have principles to guide

us in design instead of mere individual preferences.

On one bandit has been ably shown by Mr. Gurblet,

that there are certain forms of expression by which

nature informs us of the physical qualities existent in

her various works. Angularity expresses power as

surely as a contraction of the brows and compression

of the lips indicate determination
;

a curvilinear con-

tour gives elegance mih as much certainty as a smile

betrays the joyfulness of the iuward feelings. Ou the

other hand there are associations which arc merely

artificial, having no real existence, and therefore are

not general, only expressing local feeling, such as

confounding Classicality with copyisra, or Gidiiicism

with barbarity. These being lalse, are the most

difficult to be dispossessed of, and are, in lacf, pre-

judices imbibed Irom early partiality or lack of know-

ledge. should, therefore, be careful to draw a

distinction between individual tastes aud essential

qualities; otherwise we are unable to perceive whe-

ther we design or compose on lasting priuciples or

evanescent partialities.

There also exist other sources of pleasurable feel-

ings, opeu to the imagiuiitive mind, when coiitem-

pldting an edifice, he it Classic or Gothic, such as that

derived from a perhaps undue appreciation of the race

who have perfected it; or if it is a ruin, from the

romance of its history : but all associations of this

kind depend more upon the disposition of the observer,
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than any aoiual quality in the eiami'le; and fre,

tbereforp, evanescent, having no existence in restheiic

laws. Though memorios like these frequi ntlv heighten

our pleusiire, they oftener confuse our understanding,

and lead us to set a value on a design which it othei'-

wise does nut deserve. We should rather try to hauish

such impresshms as these, and study a design from an

aesthetic point of view; our ideas must, be cosmo-
politan to be appreciated by all. One who has been
contemplating the majestic grandeur of ancient art is

very likely to attribute excellencies to it which it does

not possess
;
and the same rule holds good in every

other style. We appreciate best that which weutuiiy

most
;
an additional reason for not confining ourselves

to the study of one style; for will alwaj s appear
super-excellent to the exclusion of all other beauties.

Associati(>u of ideas, in the sense popularly understood,

is a most fruitful source of error
;
though much expa-

tiated upon in architectural “ chit-chat papers,” and
described as the fount from which most art-plcasnrc

is derived. All msthetic beauiy—as the use of the
terra implies—is totally' unconnected wiih extraneous
aid : it is, ia reality, self-exis1 ent. In ay^wsm/sense,
association is the cause of all the pleasurable emo-
tions of the mind, excited by the contemplation of
beauty in any form, and does, in fact, constitute that
beauty; but they are associations existent in nature
and ouly discovered in the design,—uot of that loose

and vagoe chai-acler which they are usually described
as being, and which none can understand or explain,

exceptiug by having somehow or other got it into
his head previously that this or that form is beau-
tifol,_ tinging by association all atter-ihoughts. If

this is not a fair explanation of what isusunliy under-
stood by the term, what do they mean? Why attri-

bute our sensations of delight in beauty partly to that
cause, when it can be irrefragahly proved that it is

the only oue? The simple truth is, that the matter
is little uuderstfod

;
and their ideas being confused,

they give explanations which only serve to mystify.
Whether the expression of purpose in a building,
properly speaking, arises from an abstract power in
the lines and conibiiialions themselves, is unceitnin

;

but it is sufficient for our purpose to know that nature
expresses qualities invariably by the same means

;

and we must copy her principles if we would succi cd
in giving purpose to an edifice,— as with angulnr
masses, she expresses power; with curves, elegance;
with mass and gloom, solemnity

;
and so on, through

all the tones and phases of sentiment which exist.
On the proper selection of these qualities artistic
expression depends, indepeudently of that which arises
from the suitability of the plan to meet its require-
ments.

What has all this to do with Gothic architecture?
many will ask. To which I reply, that it simply
proves what this paper seeks to establish ; that ench
style has a sphere of expression peculiar to itself,

from which bounds it cannot trespa'S without io-
tniding on another’s province. If we do not dis-
tinguish between the capabilities of each style, we
shall be likely to reverse the order of harmony, and
introduce them in inappropriate situations. Gothic
could not be improper in any situation when
England was comparatively shut out from the influ-
ence of the rest of the world

; but now ihinss are so
changed, aud we have adopted so many new ideas, as
to have become so essentially cosmopolitan, that this
style, though excellent in itself, is inadequate to satisfy
our modcru demands. Our field ol view is now so
much larger than it formerly was, that we are com-
pelled to introduce new scenes, and more various
landscape, to preserve the whole from dull monotony.
Undoubtedly, our advantages and knowledge have
vastly increased : then why not use that which a
bountiful Providence has thrown iu our way? Why
resolutely refuse to work up the new material, which
modern research has opened to us, from the great mine
of ancient art ?

I know that thorough going merHaivolists will sny,
“This is all trash:” for those who resolutely shut
thenisidves up in a little island of their own persist
in thiukiug it is the only habitable spot on the
globe.

M.icb as I admire Go'hic art, for its manifold
beauties ami flexibility, I cannot shut ray e\es to ihe
existence elsewhere of equal beauties of au entirely
opposite ch'ir.icter.

Having touched upon the leading features of the
three principal slyhs, I shall conclude my paper with
a few remarks on the mixed styles, or Renaissauce
now 80 much in use.

’

Iii^s/.-inius .—Your paper has not done justiri
Medieval art; while it professes to touch ou all
beauties afipertaining to Gothic, half of it cons
ot irrelevaut matter, by which you seek to estab
your first, false proposition. What you have said
spectmg Its good points, I most cordially coint
with

; but you liave not said enough. Classic ar<
tecture, even if it were exceUent for the purpe
'Hich at first culled it into existeuce, cannot, sun

liy auy sane man, be considered to embody modem
'•entimeiits, excepting that it is sfriioturally nnscien-

tific and fal<e, full of disguise, and in its totality a
al1amlle^s sham. How opposite is the uoptesuming
truth, the scientific elegance, the unvarnished reality,

the. natural and easy beauty which distiogiiishes the

Gothic, where the ornamentation is so appropriately

(lisirbuted and elegantly designed, collected in tra-

ceried windows and canopied niches, which shine as

poli'hi'd gems set in frosted gold, so different to Ihe
laboured effect and high-pressure system of art dis-

played in pseudo-Clnssic designs. If Renaissance, or

any other such lascivious style, is so suited to our pre-

sent w'ants, it argues badly for the mwraiify of the
»ge.

Andides.—You still run away with false impres-
S’ons, and indulge in unintentional misrepresentations.
The objections you have urged have been refuted a

hundred times. Do try and look at the questioo in a

hroader light, and be not so wedded to the style of

benuty iu one woman as to deny the existence of equal
nttiactions in another.

Scotonins.—Your simile is plausible, but false : iu-

genious, but untrue; far be it from me to deny the
existence of gre>t beauty in such works as St. Paul’s,

Greenwich Hospital, or St. George’s Hail; but these
are the highest efforts of art, and the highest efforts

of all styles are good
;
but to come to the real test,

let US examine Ihe vernacular, through which fhe
^ieuiiis of a style should speak to all beholders. What
has been produced ? Look at our cottages, our town
dwelliogs, our warehouses, and even our villas. Was
there ever anything so ugly, so imbecile, eo art-less,

and 90 contemptible ? The vernacular style should,
in all cases, be an exponent of the straightforward,
honest feelings of the English people. Certainly it is

not now
;
and so far from elevating the taste of the

uncultured classes, it destroys all their innate percep-
tion of beauty, plunging them into such a dark abyss
of horrors and corruption, that it will take generations
for them again to acquire the nafui-al, healthy tone of
mind of which they have (has foully been robbed.
Providentially, there has arisen a school of art fitted

eventually to rescue them from the slough of despond
which they have fallen into

; for say what you will,

it cannot be disguised that we have succeeded in re-
storing Gothic ecclesiastical architecture. Wince at
it though you may, we shall, as assuredly as truth is

greater than falsehood, introduce Gothic as the secular
style of the land.

Aristides.—It appears to me that the plan adopted
by you Gotliioists, when comparing the rival stjies,

is to contrast the good of the Gothic with the bad of
the Classic: the cathedral with the pattern row of
cottages. It is needless to say such a comparison is

unfair. You have not the boldness or the unfairness
to deny that tliere is some little merit in a structure
like St. Paul’s

;
but that we are told is a “ high-pressure

production” : we must see what the style produces in
the vernacular. Before that is done, I should like to
have explained to me what the Gothic vernacular was.
Where are the fourteenth-century dwellings, so artisti-

cally superior to anything modern ? or who informed
you of the innate sense of beauty possessed by, not
only the good old Englishman all of the olden time,
but also by his retainers ? When that point issettled
then it will be time to compare the two styles. At
present we can only compare modern works with
modem works,—Gothic with Renaissance. Builders’
Gothic and Builders’ Italian are both bad ; the Italian
may perhaps be passable, but the Gothic is intolerably
villaiious. This fact does not certainly arise from
their “taste"’ being destroyed by Renaissance; for
they never had any: it is simply the effect of specu-
lative building; and wiib productions of this class you
would compare the earnest work of our true old free-

masons! Compare the best efforts of modiru Italian
with those of modern Gothic : where is the disparity
you speak of? One suits best with grassy lawns, th*e

other with more picturesque scenery. One, having a
heavy sky-line, requires a background of trees

;
the

other, in its quaint pointedtiess, requires such aid less.

Speculative buildings ought not to be considered expo-
nents of British feeling, except it be for the pocket

;

but the villa residences of our merchant princes, when
designed by skilful hands, are. It is a mere piece i-f

imagination to suppose that everything mediaival was
necessarily pretty, because many of the examples left

us are so : nothing can he more false than such a sup-
position, for it is the natural effect of time to destroy
that which is poor and mean, and invest with greater
beauty all that is originally good and firm. I have
not the least doubt teat the vemaeular style of the
fom'teenth century consisted more of mud hovels than
of anything else; and even the bettir class of houses
would be touud dark, dreary, and clumsy, if we were
well acquainted with the domestic history of that
period. Of course there were palaces of goodly
proportions—or rather castles

;
but they cannot

be considered as belonging to the vernacular
style, for they arc high-presmre productions, and

superior modem works could he easily pointed out.

If you admit the foregoing to be trae, why complain
that St. Paul’s is a high-pressure work ? For of

Gothic there is little left that was not at the time of
erection considered to be sumptuous. The manners of

the ancients approached much nearer to ours iu refine-

ment than ever did those of our Gothic ancestors

:

then why complain of the unfitness of classic to our
character ? Got bic ecclesiastical architecture, you say,

is now au “established Ihct,” wince atit as you may.
Who wiuces at it? “It is also providential that a

school of Goth'cists have come to rescue us from the

quagmire of despond.” I am glad to hear it ! aud if

they should be the providential instruments for re-

placing speculative building by a belter system, so

much the better.

Donaldo.—A long speech, but a good one: why,
indeed, should we give up a style that has been so

great and glorious in results, because, forsooth, in the

YCTuacular tongue, there are some ugly words ? If

St. Paul’s is a high-pressure production, is it not
merely a proof that the style requires only talent to

work it out? and is not, therefore, the credit greater

where the difficulties are so many ? To give the same
dignity to a Go'hic eathedral would be impossible,

from the vast size it would require to be made. If

the difficulties in the way of being original are greater,

so are the results more magnificent; and this of itself,

if believed, disproves the great plea of a celebrated

Gothicist regarding the lavish expenditure, which he
says is required, to effect any thing in the shape

of Italiao. Toere may be, and no doubt are, advan-
tages peculiar to each style

; and these, as ray friend

Aristides seeks to impress on you, should be well

looked into.

Aristides.—The united aim required to create a

national style cannot be obtained till all our at present

divergent ideas flow into one channtd. Such a style

will be the result of the fusion of two opposite

elements. Already I think I perceive a tendency to-

wards that consummation. Gothic will never, in its

integrity, be universal : still, no doubt, it will consti-

tute one element, and that not the least, in any new
style that should happen to become universal.

Scotonius.—“Jerry ” building is the accompaniment
of a false style of art

; of an architecture that admits of

structural concealment— sneer at the fact though you
may. If we had followed in the steps of our good
old ancestors, we should have advanced instead of

retrograded. ^Vhat a lack of thought aud original

conception there is in all the boasted works of the

niodeTn Italian school—if school it can be called 1

What heavy, ugly, square, monotonous ci'eutions—no !

copies— arc they! How different to the varied,

graceful, and aspiring Gothic ; which being as truthful

as it is beautiful, seems as though a spirit hud come
down from heaven to clothe truth in vestments woven
by angels

!

Aristides.—The great charm of original thought
cannot be claimed by Gothic architects, with any
greater fairness than by the so-called Classicists.

Show me the porch, the window, the spire, cuuopy
or roof framing, in fact, any portion of a modeni
Gothic church, and I will engage to find a counter-

part in some old example. It is true the members
may be more varied than is possible in Cla-'Sic: that

is a beauty peculiar to the style : but of real originality

there is very little to be found. Instead of adapting

the st}le to our habits, which it is frequently capable

of, fhe tendency of Gotbicism is to adapt our ideas

to the old-fashioned ungainly contrivances of our

ancestors. No ! originality can never suri ly be

claimed by your party; they are too servilely Gothic

in their notions. Perpendicular architecture was the

result of a want felt, of a tendency to modernism
which could not then be met in a satisfactory manner
l>y employing pure Gothic. If we had gone on in

the steps of onr forefathers, we should have been in

much the same position as they; but such a suppo-

sition is an absm’diiy. We must, iu order to ad-

vance, from time to time abandon a traditionary line

of proceeding, to adopt new ideas, as fresh lights

break in upon us. The question has, however, been

gone into so often, and been so tho'ouglity ventilated,

that it is waste of breath for us to discuss it.

Garblenttm.—Your theory of expression in archi-

tecture coincides with my own opinion
;
but the con-

clusion you draw from it respecting the employment
of several styles is a fallacy : however, we will, though

we cannot agree, hear what you have to say respecting

the detestable Renaissance.

Aristides (sarcastically).— Thank yon for your

kindness
:
perhaps a little dissent may give activity

to the faculties.

Rufskinius.—We wish to he guarded on all sides

in an im[H'egnable mail of argumeot. So show us

the way you handle the weapons wherewith you pur-

pose slaying the valiant Goth.

Aristides.—Far be it from me to slay so helpless

a creature : I only wish to teach him bow to fence.

Scotonius.—Then measure your ground aud begin.
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AECHITECTUEE OF THE SENAISSANCE.

Italian architecture, in its capacity for expression,

holds a middle position between the Gothic and

Classic. "While it partakes of the regularity of one,

it combines with it, in a great degree, the picturesque

effect of the other. It is more flexible than Classic,

and possesses greater dignity than Gothic. These
qualities point it out as being peculiarly fitted for

street architecture, and for general domestic pur-

poses. A large amount of original design may be

displayed in the grouping of the masses
;
and also

much freshness of invention in the details. With a

little help from the Gothic, the style is capable of

embodying very varied conceptions. We are not tied

down to tne employment of base, column, and entab-

lature, as we are in the pave Classic, which renders it

of such limited apiilicability
;
nor are we debarred from

tbe use of those beautiful members, if we require

them
; for we are at liberty to introduce them where

force or prominency is required in the design, or to

mark the several ranges of floors. The windows may
also be treated with great freedom

;
and the ensemble

of the edifice may even receive its effect entirely from
fenestration. It is a style which admits of greater

breadth than the Gothic; allowing of the introduction

of large sheets of plate glass, which iu Gothic would
be quite imidniiasible : indeed, either jilatc-glass manu-
facturers or architecture would suffer if Gothic were
universal. This again is an additional inducement for

the employment of Italian in towns, where as much
Hf/ht and as little dirt is required. Again, it may
appropriately be used where great uniformity is

wanted, as in a formal row of buildings, which would,
in Gothic, appear very stiff and prim. A bold pro-

jecting cornice (not held in balance by rods) takes off

the baldness which in a line of Gothic houses would
be exhibited.

I know many will shrug their shoulders, and
truthful people will grin, when I express my deli-

berate conviction, that it is one of the advantages of

the style, that it may be executed in cement ! Stone
is a better inateribl, no one will deny; but the ex-

pense prohibits its adoption in nine cases out of teu.

The cry against cement is one of those virtuous,

puritanical notions, which everybody rc-echocs and all

practically disregard. Gotbicists will shudder at such
sentiments

;
and in their style its use would indeed

be monstrous. True, all the nations of antiqoity used

it ; even the Mexicans used it, and also the Chinese

use it BOW ; then why not we? It gives a lively and

cheerful appearance to streets, which otherwise would
be direfully gloomy if left to the depressing influence

of dirty red brick : legitimately employed, no one

ought to object to it as a sham, for it is uot. Is the

coat a mail wears on hia back a sham? Then why a

coal of cement ? Inside it is a “ necessary covering

outside, we are taught it is a '* sham.” By the same

logical reasoning we might prove that the inside of a

honse ought to have the bare brick exposed, and tbe

ceiling ought to show tbe timber joists— such are the

absurdities to which a false standard of truthfulness

will lead us.

Trench Renaissance is still more picluresquely

treated than Italian
;
and if not too profusely covered

with decoration, which satiates the mind, and has led

to its being called lascivious,\i may also be employed

with good effect in town architecture,—in places

where a broken sky-line is an object of importance,

as in a position where it will be viewed from a dis-

tance, towering above and giving variety to the

usually monotonous horizon of a modern city; the

outlines of which are generally all but neglected.

Elizabelhan is purely an English style, and, though

much abused by “ tbe best authorities,” is still well

worthy of our notice. It should be very sparingly

used in cities, and, together with the French of the

same period, should always be employed with great

caution. It offers great inducemeuts to unskilful

bauds, from the case with which it may be copied, and

it is the bad architecture so produced, together with

its worse application, that has rendered it so com-

pletely a workhouse style,—hence its disrepute. "WTiat

style is so suitable for a baronial residence, surrounded

as it is with such thoroughly English associations, and

harmonising so well as it does with English land-

scape?

Italian is a style fitted for the expression of com-

mercial prosperity, and the display of accumulated

wealth. French Renaissance is partly fitted for the

8anicpurpo.se; yet possesses less Classic taste; and

is more extravagantly egotistical in d’splay. But

Elizabethan, with its secluded yet cheerful and fan-

tastic qnaintness, is far more suited than either for

the residence of a nobleman or gentleman priding

; himself on his English ancestry and bis coiistilutional

: notions. It is intrinsically a Sbakesperian style, pos-

t sessing the attributes of his age, and partly those of

I his genius. Vivid and forcible, brilliant and fantastic,

1 homely and cheerful, it is far from being the demo-

1 ralized bastard offspring of the two styles, which

I

people who ought to know belter arc never weary of

representing it to be,—and proving it to their own
full satisfaction.

In advocating the employment of several styles, I

would wish to disabuse my hearers’ minds of the

impression they may insensibly form, that it would be

correct to place opposite styles in juxtaposition : no-

thing is further from my intention; for though in

styles which have an afliiiity this may be done fre-

quently with good effect, j^et the transition should not

be too rapid, or the contrast too great. If the sur-

rounding structures be not very ungraceful in outline,

attention should be paid to the laws of harmony;
working up the whole into a pleasing ensemble, as if

it were part of a general design, which only required

carrying out and completing. Nevertheless, there

should exist an individuality, distinguishing ench from

its neighbours, though the wbole should form a com-

position, or a picture. There should be no inelegant

junction, or knuckle-joint, if I may be allowed the

expression; no unfinished break—waiting to be con-

tinued in our next—but the union should be easy,

graceful, and complete in finish
;
combining them as

parts of one composition, yet distinctly marking the

extent of each design. Agradation of ideas is necessary

to preserve the effect of the sentiments impressed on

the mind, both in architecture and poetry
;
for where

the sentiments conveyed are of opposite characters,

they destroy each other and become latent, like nega-

tive and positive electricity. A Classic Imilding in

proximity to one in Gothic taste, will, contrary to

the vulgar notion of improvement by contrast, injure

it, by giving it an apparent toyishness of appearance;

and the Gothic will, iu rctuim, re-ait and produce in

the Classic a certain hard, cold, and formal effect,

otherwise not noticeable. I often think that the

Gothicists destroy the fine sentiments e.xhibiied in a

Classic building, by placing an imaginary edifice in

their own ranch-loved style, in opposition, by the

side of it. Such a course will as effectOHlly destroy

its beauties, as a comic song will drive away all the

pathos of a senlimcnlal one. It is impossible to

laugh and to cry at the same moment— unless it be

during hysterics or madness: so to perceive and

appreciate fully the beauties of each style, we must

detach one from the other, and survey them sepa-

rately— a difficult operation if they adjoin. Some
will, perhaps, ask wliat is to be done, if the adjoining

buildings, according to the rules previously pro-

pounded. are required to he of opposite styles, as iu a

hall of justice aud a church; to which I answer,

something niust be sacrificed to each style, if utility

says that they must go together. In every scheme

there are some disadvantages; some convenience or

some beauty must be sacrificed; but we should choose

that scheme which meets most of the requirements of

. the case
;
and I confidently assert that the proper

and legitimate use of several style*, in preference to

one, will meet our wants much more effectually

—

sneer, as many will, at the assertion.

Nothing to my mind has proved the superiority of a

modification of Italian for civic purposes more than the

late competition for the Government Offices. There

were several able Gothic designs submitted
;
but they

were, without exception, uniformly inappropriate.

Indeed, Gotbicists seem to ignore all attempts at

giving a expression of purpose to an edifice

—

that is left to chance. They arc so taken with the

beauties of Mediievalisra and precedents, that expres-

sion is generally disregarded
;
though the style, with

proper treatment, is capable of a much greater range

than they generally give it. Monastic device, epis-

copal attributes, or collegiate convcntioiislitics, arc

not the things fitted for giving expression of purpose

to a range of national offices for the transaction of

the business of a great commercial kiugdom sack as

England. Yet, what else is there to give these Gothic

designs expression? Nothing! How strangely inappro-

priate those medifeval figures and straggling reliefs with

which Messrs. Deane and Woodward decorate their

design for the Foreign Office, seem, when we con-

template the purpose of the intended structure, viz.

the transaction of the current business of the realm

in its relations with foreign lowers! How one,

irresistibly reminds yon of the past ! Tbo other of

the present ! Snch a contrast of ideas serves to

degrade an otherwise meritorious design into a baby-

house for old men in their dotage. There may be

extravagances and flagrant copyisra displayed in many

of the Renaissance designs
;
hut how much more

appropriate is the feeling crinveycd by that slyleto

the purposes to which tbe buildings are to be devoted 1

Every moulding, every line, every bit of decoration,

speaks of affluence, wealth, commerce
;
and withal

they possess a certain systematic and bu-iiness-like

distribution of parts, not unaccompanied with dignity

and stateliness of carriage.

While I advoc.'ite a legitimate employment of

Renaissance, it is impossible for me to be blind to lhe

many glaring falsities and gin-pal:ice perpetrations

which have brought disgrace upon the style itself, and

undeservedly so. Farnese Palace cornices, thin and

meagre architraves, Palladian windows stuck in be-

tween live-story pilasters, like Tom Thumb between

the legs of tbe American Giant, and gaping shop-

fronts with no apparent support. Bands and string

conrses filled with pateraj of the most approved form
of coulectiouery rosette, occasionally diversified by
the spaces between the stories being filled in with

border panels, some 14 feet high. Such efforts as

these (if they can be dignified with the title) are a

standing disgrace to the age we live in, aod it is

almost sufficient to make one concur with those who
think it one of naught but tasteless abominations,

till a little patch of real artistic worth brings us back

to the knowledge that art does still exist. The true

aim of architecture has been sadly neglected
;
but the

faint streaks of light in the horizon permit us still to

hope that the mid-day of art is approaching, and that

its snn will yet complete one more cycle.

In this slight review I have introduced little tech-

nical m.itter. My object has been rather to give

voice to that part of our art which appeals to the

general sympathies of the human mind, for most

people h ive sufficient taste to appreciate a consistent

design, though they may uot have enough to protect

them from adverse and corrupt influeuces. If we
try to place before them some new beauty or appro-

priate form in everything we do, no matter how small

it is, we shall insensibly raise to a higher tone their

taste for the beautiful and true.

I have alteuipted to draw a line of demarcatiou

between association proper aud arbitrary association.

One is drawn from the everlasting aud pre-existent

principles of nature
;
tbe other is the result of a bhud

fullowiug of rules or theories, without once turning

round to inquire or to investigate. The laboratory

of nature is locked to such as these : they mistake

local feeling for nniversal law. Tbe opinions I have

expressed are not mere visionary analogies, suddenly

discovered for tbe support of a theory, or the refuta-

tion of an opponent, and as suddenly thrown on one

side as useless when they have served their turn:

bat the accumulated experience of a life devoted to

art, and of much patient observation and investiga-

tion. As such I hope they will be taken; and I sin-

cerely trust that the blind partizanship and mistaken

zeal evinced by many members of the profession, will

give place to more enlarged views of tbe comprehen-

siveness of art.

lRifski7iius .—Arc you alluding in your last sen-

tence to the earnest efforts of the party whom I have

the honour to represent ? If so. I can only say that

it is an uncnlled-for and illiberal remark.

Aristides .—A liberal wish, though.

“ I would offbod none

;

Those who think Utfeap l^ill fit,

Let them try it on-’*

The party now breaks np, some betraying great

disgust, and others with “ smiling countenance

serene.” As hut little benefit might be looked for

from the discussion of the last section of the paper

by tbe able Pro'‘es8or A. it is the less to be regretted

by the company—or the reader.

Tiios. M. Reade.

THE ARCHITECTURiVL MUSEUM,
BROMPTON.

OuB advertising columns have already made known

the subjects of lectures proposed to be delivered here

during the ensuiug three months, but we repeat the list

to emphasize it: — Wednesday, January 13, evening

meeting, Mr. Cockerell, R.A. iu the chair. Award

of prize by Mr. Ruskin.—Wednesday, January 27,

“ Oo Ancient and Modern Architectural Urn.'iment

contrasted,” by Mr. John P. Seddou.—Wednesday,

February 10, ” Ou the Domestic Architecture of the

Middle Ages,” by Mr. John Henry Pai-ker.

—

Wednesday, February 24, ” On the Right Use of

Ancient Examples,” by Mr. George E. Street.

—

Wednesday, March 10, " Oo Ancient Timber

Framing,” by Mr. Raphael Brandon.—Wednesday,

March 24, ” On the Selection of Objects for Study in

the Architectural Museum,” by Mr. G. G. Scott,

A.R.A.

There are but two candidates for Mr. Rnskiu s

prize, aod their merit is said to be nearly equal.

We may meutioo that the new catalogue will be

ready in the beginning of the new year, and that a

large collection of photographs is being made to illus-

trate the casts in the Architectural Gallery.

Hints as to Price Lists; District Map.—

W

ould

it not be very much more convenient for reference if

the different manufacturers could arrange to print

their price lists on the same size paper, so that they

might he kept together, and, if thought necessary,

bound and indexed ? Also, would it not pay to publish

a coloured map (like the new postal), showing the

I

portions under the jurisdiction of the diffi-rent district

I

surveyors ? It would be found very convenient.—W.T.
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FJa7i of Tomb of General de Brea.

TOMB or GENERAL DE BREA.

The accompacyirg engra\iDg represents Ihe tomb

which has been erected at Nantes, in memory of

the brave General de Brea, who died in 184S. It

was designed by N. Bonrgerel, architect, of Nantes,

where he had taken his reputation as laureate of the

Academy of the Fine Arts of Paris.

DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE, ROUEN.

Wood and Stone House, Rue CaticJio'ise.—This

curious house, 39 feet high by 30 feet wide, is con-

structed of stone as high as the cornice of the first

floor. The second floor is of wood, undisguised, the

pilasters only being of stone. We may particularly

remark the arrangement of what was formerly called

I'etage noble. Above the two centre windows is

seen a pediment which encloses a seniptmed subject,

represeuting a strong castle with its towers and battle-

ments. In the tympanum of the dormer which ter-

minates the house is a sculptured escutcheon with the

arms eff..ced. It was probably a little town-house,,

where, quite at the end of the sixteenth century, some

Norman lord was accustomed to spend (he months of

the had season. It is situate in the Rue Cauchoise,

No. 70, near the boulevard of that name.

Stone House ofSeventeenth Century.—We add the

!
elevation of a stone-fronted house hearing the date

;
1G37.

\

\

PROPOSED GOVERNMENT OFFICES.

; SosTE of our readers arc, naturally enough, very

I

anxious to know what the Government has deter-

I mined on with regard to the proposed Public OfBecs,

and the designs selected in competition. Nothing is

!

known positively
;
but things get talked about some-

’ times before they are communicated officially, and

, this is what we are told as to the Public Offices. A

\

few weeks ago the Treasury informed the Board of

' Works that the question of new Government Offices

, had been laid before (he cabinet, and that it was dc-

I

termined to carry out the designs made (by Mr.
' Pennelhorne) in 1854, referred to in (he Report on

DowDiDg-s(reet Extension Bill, 1855, aud that the

Foreign Office was to he proceeded with forlhwith^

The Chief Commissioner, if we arc correctly informed,

urged in reply to this, that something more magnifl-

ceut should be done, and that it would even be a

breach of faith with those whose works were selected’

in the late competition if the course alluded to

were pursued. If our information be correct, the

Treasury have, nevertheless, determined to carry out

the designs of 1854.

TOMB OF GENERAL DE BREA, AT NANTES. M. Bourgerel, Architect.

SiMpr.E Disinfectant.—Cut two or three good-

sized onions in halves, and place them on a plate on

the floor : (hey absorb noxious effluvia, &c. in the

sick-room in an incredibly short space of time, and

are greatly to be preferred to perfumeiy for the same

purposes ! They should be changed every six boors.
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THE CHAteA-U of CHAMBORD.
The buildings in the debased Italian style of archi-

tecture, or that of the Rcuaissance, as it is more com-

monly called, are not so well known in this country

as they would seem to deserve to be, and it is witn

the view of directing attention to them that I have

been induced to pen the following letters. A resi-

dence of about fifteen months in the immediate vicinity

of some of the finest monuments of the Renaissance

which are to be found in France, or, indeed, in the

world, has, I trust, along with a sincere love of

the study, to some extent qualified me for the task.

The object I have in view will, I hope, be more

readily— at any rate more pleasantly— attained by a

particular description of a few of the finest examples

of this school, than by any attempt at a scieutific de-

scription of its distinctive features ;
and it may not

be altogether nDi[\tere--ting, even to the purely pro-

fessional reader, if these descriptions are accompanied

by brief notices of the historical associations con-

nected with the buildings described. Nor will it, I

think, be out of place to inquire into the circum-

stances which gave rise to ttc introduction of this

style. As the feudal system began to detay in France,

and the nobles, instead of warring against their

sovereign, began to submit themselves to bis rule, and

to attend upon him at his courta, the necessity of the

royal residences, at least of those of the interior of

the country, being impregnable fortresses, no longer

existed. The final expalsion of the English from

France, and the consolidation of Charles VII.’s

throne, also contributed to the future inutility of

military strongholds. There was yet another motive

which gave impulse to the stride made by the fine

arts in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. During

the twelfth, thirteenth, and fourteenth centuries, an

exclusive monopoly had been exercised by the priest-

hood in building fine edifices, as attested by the mag-
nificent cathedrals, chnrches, and monasteries, which

by Henry II. and Charles IX. and brought to a con-

clusion by Louis XV.
Chambord, however, was not destined to escape

unscathed through the fiery furnace of tlie Rcvolu-

lion, and its walls yet bear the marks of the defacing

hammer and chisel. At the same unhappy time the

art-treasures ooller-ted during three centuries were in a

few days destroyed, or dispersed fur ever. Its pre-

sent proprietor, the exiled Duke o* Bordeaux (to bis

honour be it said), exfiends the whole of the rental

which the estate yields, in the restoration of the

building, which is done in strict accordance with the

original derigs.

The Ch&tcau of Chambord is so little like any other

building I liave ever seen, that I have some hesita-

tion in attempting its description. In England,

Woolaton Hall, Ijonglcat, and Burleigh House, are,

perhaps, the only buildings which in the least re-

semble Chambord. These belong, however, to the

Elizabethan style of architectuie, which, though

nearly contemporaneous with ttie debased Italian

style, yet differed from it in mnny essu-ntiai features.

The principal part of the building forms a square

with four large round towers at the corners, whiclr

have high conical slate-roofs surmounted by a belfry.

In the centre of the square is another tower, known

as la tour de la Jleur de Us, which took its name

from an immense stone lily, which formerly crowued

it. It was thrown down by the mob during the

Revolution, and has not yet been replaced; The top

of this tower forms an open lantern, which, with its

flying buttresses, is very similar to St. Giles’s Cathe-

dral in Edinburgh, and of St. Nicholas’s ia Newcastle,

with this difference, however, thit its details are

Italian, while theirs are Gothic. 'VViihiii this central

tower is a double spiral staircase, so contrived, that

two persons may ascend it at the same time without

seeing one another.* It opens on to four different

stories, each of which comprises four compartments.

arose in every part of the country. A desire
c^part»ents bang at mbt angles to one

withstand the power and influence of the Church led !

““°tber form a cross, so that the 1/ght is thrown from

to a feeling of rivalry on the part of the nobility, i

sides upon the staircase Above these four stones

They were actuated.-also, by a desire to outshine in i

the stairense opens on to the roof, the wbede ar^ of

magnificence other foreign princes, wliose elegant and I

^bich, with the excq»tion of the towers and the

handsome palaces they had visited in their travels. i

bintcra, is paved
;
the chambers beneath it being

Accordingly, about this time we find the chateau
\

arched to sustain the weight.
• • • • • • ' A Ultle btloiT the eaves of the towera, and numrag

during one of the thousand and one nights, and had

stolen it from the country of the sun in order to con-

ceiil it and the amours of its gay prince in that of the

mist. This palace is buried hke a treasure
;
but those

blue domes, those elegant minarets crowning the

lofty walls or towering in. the air; those long

terraces commanding the woods ; those light

arrows moved by the slightest breath of air

;

those crescents interlaced on every colonnade,

would make you believe yourself in the kingdom of

Bagdad or Cashmere, if the blackened walls, with

their carpets of moss and ivy, and the pale and melan-

choly colour of the sky did not attest a rainy country.

It was, in truth, a genie who built those walls
;
but

he came from Italy, and was called Primatici-io. It

was, in truth, a g^ty prince whose amours were con-

cealed there; but he was a king, and was styled

Francis I. Everywhere bis salamander spouts its

flames. It glitters a thousand times on the vaulted

roofs, as do the stars in the vault of heaven. It sus-

tains the capitals with its burning crown. It colours

the glass with its fires. It winds along with the

secret staircases, and everywhere seems to devour

with its flaming looks triple crescents of a

mysterious Diana,* twice a goddess, twice adored.

But the basis of this strange monument is, like

itself, replete with elegance and mystery. It is a

double staircase, vising in two spirals, which are inter-

laced from ttte lowest foundation of the edifice, till it

towers above the highest belfries, and terminates in a

lantern or cabinet a jour, crowned with a colossal

fleur-de-lis, which can he seen frcmi an immense dis-

tance. Two men may ascend it at the same time

without seeing one another. This staircase by itself

seems a little isolated temple, One would fancy that

the obedient stone had bent beneath the finger of the

architect. It appears (if we may so exp'ess our-

selves) kneaded according to the caprice of bis i magi na-

tion. The bdiolder has difficulty in comprehending

how the plans were drawn, and in what words in-

structions were conveyed to the workmen. The

whede seems a passing thon^t, a brilliant idea,

assnming, all at once, a durable body, a realised

dream.”

No one who baa seen Chansbord will s'ly that this

eloquent description is far-fetched or overdrawn.

The visitor is shown the room where Francis wrote
fort mvine nine? to the w/7ifrt« de raranaane \

A Ultle btJow the eaves Ol the towera, and TUimTllg me visiiui is suu« u uuc luyui . aL.v.o ..

.

CharleTvilI. Luis XII. and Fraucis I. were iKen r™'”' buildinjr, is a beautirully bains- on the pane of one of the windows the wcll-knowa

of highly cultivated taste, and who loved to patronize
|

bartisaii. anpported by corbels The dormer

artists, sculptors, and men of letters. During his windows, with their Corinthinn or Ionic pilasters,

campaign in Italv, Charles VIII. had made himself “““’I n'>'>>os. “"J ''“I' buttresses, are parti-

acquainted with ;il the finest buildings of that conn- 1

o“ln' ly o''g™t ; each of them, lu fact, is of itself a

try
1
and, on his return to France, ill addition to a stot!? for an architect. The chimucy-slalks rise from

large collection of antiques, he took with him a large 1

“ basement of a very similar design to that used for

number of Italian workmen and artists. To him vc
' dormer windows.

are indebted for the chapel of St. Hubert, at Amboise,

a gem of its kind, and of which I shall Lave occasion

to speak by-and-by.

The style which prevailed in Louis XII. ’s time,

couplet
'* Souvenl femme varie ;

Sienfou qui s'yfe.”

The story goes that liis sister, Margaret of Navarre,

entered the room as he was writing it with a diamond

on one of the windows, and that she retaliated for the

libel on her sex by saying she conld quote twenty

instances of man’s fickleness. Francis answered that
the dormer windows.

I must not omit to notice a species of ornament , , . , ,i • . a .v . . 13
, ,1 L- 1 i. 1 f I • f i.1. her reply was not to the point, ana that he woula

employed here, which is to be found in many of the ,

^ ’

buildings in Pisa and Florence, and which has

peculiarly striking and effective appearance. I mean

and which is sometimes called /n,. sometimes the pieces of black slate or marble, in the shape of circles,

Flamboyant, was florid to a degree. It abounded in

exquisite details,—the work on the canopies, for ex-

ample, resembling lace-work, but it was greatly want-
ing in general efftct.

It is to Francis I. justly styled the father of art

and letters, that we owe that debased Italian style,

which is more commonly known as that of the

Renaissance, and which will form the principal sub-

ject of the following letter. Encouraged by the

liberal patronage held out by this prince, numerous
foreign artists, sculptors, and architects of celebrity,

were induced to visit France. Among others we may
mention Primaticcio, Vignola, and Leonardo da Vinci,

the latter of whom ffir a number of years occupied a
small chfiteau in the neighbourhood of .Amboise.

Owing to her Italian education and tastes, Catherine
de Medici no doubt also contribnted in a measure to

the progress made by the arts in the sixteenth

century. These remarks will serve as an introduction

to the subject I have in hand, and I now proceed to

describe in the first place the royal Chateau of

Chambord.
About twelve miles from the ancient town of

Blois, iu the depiirtment of the Loir et Cher, stands
the Chfitean of Chambord, one of the most splendid
monuments of the Renaissance. Its site is*un''ortu-

nately quite unworthy of this magnificent pile. The
surrounding countiy is a dead flat, the only relief to
the eye being the deer forest which encircles ihe
chateau. The atmosphere, owing to the humidity of
the soil, is dark and gloomy. Notwithstanding these
detracting circumstances, Chambord, once seen, can
never be forgotten.

Its erection commenced in the reign of Francis I.

who employed no fewer than 2,000 workmen, under
the superintendence of Primaticcio;* was continued

Some doubta have of late been started by M. Baillarg#,
to Chambord being the design of Primaticcio. M.

Baillargd is inclined to ascribe it to an architect of Blois,
whose name has not come down to posterity. Others,

attribute the design to Tignola.

ovals, and other figures, inlaid in the stone, which re-

tains much of its original cream-culour. They are

generally, but not always, surrounded by a moulding.

From either end of one of the sides of this square

rather bear of one instance of woman’s constancy.
'• Can you mention a single instance of her incon-

stancy?” asked the Queen of Navarre.

It happened that a few weeks before this one of the

gentlemen of the court had been thrown into prison,

accused of some neglect of duty, and his wi'e, who
was one of the Queen’s ladies in waiting, was reported

, .
I

-
1 X • . • 1

^ V to have eloncJ with his page. Certain it was that
extends a wing, which terminates in a large round

' , -t .1 ^ j *1. i i *1 j j- 1
, .L 1. I p • 1 1

-
I both the page and the lady had disappeared, no one

tower, the whole forming a lung and imposing range
, n . n l xi • 1. • n ii 1 i *...

. mi. * ? I
• ' j 11 con d tell where. Francis tnumphantly appeiled to

of building. The centre part htmg considerably,)^”. v *. -it i. 1 • j- L j A 1 j >

, I
° •

. 1 -.i. -i ^ / I
this case

;
but Margaret warmly vindicated the lady s

higher, becomes more proimnent, and with its forests ’
• z lu i. i- u k •

’ .If- V 11 -1 cause, and maintained that time would prove her mno-
of lowers, belfries, chimneys, and dormer windows,' tt 1 i i 1

• k i n
, i I -I • j k 1 (v i. T e 1. cieeiice. Her brother shook ns head, but promised
hasamosUMmgiinfi hevutiful cfr.cf front <,f

^ character shonld be r-
hie srde la the gronnd rormerl.v employed ae the

|

trtni-tiomPTit liara If. wns nriwinyl u iTif' n«pn hv n . . .
’ . . • . . '

. .tournament lists. It was originally inclosed by a

moat, with a balustradcd parapet.
which the ci>u[ilet was written, bnt also grant his

sister whatever boon she might ask. A few days
On the opposite side of the building is a eonrlyard,'^''"':‘'‘‘^^"^‘ L, ‘

-k,
, ,. Jl, -

1 rk^ij- •
1 after this conversation it was discovered that it was

round which there IS a low range or bnildinp, intended

for the acconimodahon of retainers which was huilt
,

by L°tes XV. rhi^B court is entered by a fine Iteched
cchanged clothes, and he was thus enabled

portal, which has been the priaeii.al eutrauee to the

L I? .k k ^^3• k 1
devofSHly remained in his place. Margaret claimed

^

The raterior 0 the building ,s by no means eqiml

m detail or arehiteetural fen lire to the ezlcrior. the
; this instance of eonjngal affection

whole internal decoration of English houses ot the .
*

. . .

° xx >

. , . , i_ X- 1 z ht rzL bv giving a great fete and tonrnameut. He also
period IS of a much higher stamp. Many of the

aeL?„y,d the |ane of glass, but the saying has sur-
ments have on their panelled roots the F. and

^

^ e » •' o

crown of Francis I. alterniitely with his arms, “'e
|

" Ae„Hee of the destraelion of the panels,
salamander The fireplaces are all large, with abroad I

sacrificed it to please MclUe, La
projecting chimneypiece, which runs up to the ceiling „

L -f .1 z z Tz n e +k.,z vauiere.
or ai'ch of ihe apartment. It is worthy of notice, that

the staircase and the halls are finished with stone on
The visitor is also shown the room where Molihre

first brought out on the st-age his comedy of “ Le
the walls and panelling of the roofs.

Bourgeoii'Oe,itilhomme
"

before Louis XIV. and Ms
1 cannot better supplement this description than

hj quoting one or two passages from the pen of
Chambord that Francis I. confiding inM Alfred do Vigny the accom|„islicd author of

,1, a man who had been his enemy for
Ctnq-Marsi -- Between two miry marshes and an

entertained the wily Emperor Charles,
oak forest, far from any public road, the tiaveUer

eehile r/tornino to Ids own kinedom after ouelUug
suddenly comes upon a royal or rather a magic
chateau. It seems as if some Eistern genie, con-

strained by another wonderful lamp, had built it

* Lady M. W. Mootagu, in one of her letti

East, gives an account of a triple staircase of this kind,

which she saw in a mosque at Adrianople.

while returning to bis own kingdom after quelling

the insurrection of the Flemings. Although it con-

tinued to be a favourite residence of royalty, it was

not (at least so far as my memory serves me) the

from the scene of any other remarkable historical incident. In

* The mistress, first of Francis, and then of Henry II.
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later times it was inhabited by Stanislaus, the deposed

King of Poland, and afterwards by Marshal Saxe.

The former filled up the moat which originally encircled

the ch&tean, a proceeding which, while it was dictated

by motives of prudence on account of its insalubrity,

detracts from the appearance of the building.

After the revolution, Chambord was purchased by
public subscription, and presented to the Duke of

Bordeaux, its present i)roprietor.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Cambridge .—The restoration of the church of St.

Mary-the-Less is about to be commenced, by the erec-

tion of a uew oak roof, at the probable cost of 1,300/.
Maidenhead .—All Saints’ church, Boyne-hill, near

Maidenhead, Berks, has been consecrated. The build-

ings, which are wholly of brick, together form three
sides of a quadrangle, on the north being the church,
on the east the parsonage, and on the south a school.

The church comprises a nave, with two aisles divided
by clustered columns, and a chancel separated by a
screen. The columns are of stone, the arches being
of stone and brick, serrated at the edges, and placed
in alternate courses. The walls arc of red brick, in-

terspersed with black. The chancel presents a com-
bination of colours by the use of britdes aud stone of

various hues
;
and the east end has alabaster and in-

laid marbles, of which the prevailing colour is white.

ITie church was designed and mainly built at the cost

of the Misses Hulme, daughters of the Rev. "W.

Hulme, a clergyman well known at Reading. All the
windows of the church are of stained glass. The
architect of the buildings is Mr. G. E. Street, of

London, who also contributed as well as designed the
stained glass, a picture of our Lord surrounded by
angels over the chancel arch. The contract was
carried out by Mr. Joseph Mills, of Stratford-on-

Avon.
Eaton .— Christ Church, Eaton, near Conglcton,

was consecrated ou the 1st iust. The edifice, which
is bniltof Yorkshire stone, in the Eirly English style

of architecture, consists of nave, chancel, vestry,

porch, and square tower, with broken battlements,
surmounted by a vane. The site was the gift of Mr.
G. C. Antrobus, of Eaton Hall, who has also subscribed

500/. towards the erection: his brother. Sir Edmund
Antrobus, subscribed 500/. towards the same object.

The entire cost has been about 1,400/. The church
will hold about 250 persons. The large east chancel
window represents the apostles and the following sub-

jects j—St. John bapiising our Lord, with the text,

“ Repent and be baptised
;

” in the centre, our Lord
holding an orb, the emblem of his power; the Cruci-

fixion, and the List Supper, with the text, “Do this

in remembraoce of me,” &c. ; the Freemasons’ em-

blems are displayed, the window being the gift of the

Freemasons of Coogletoo, Macclesfield, and Crewe.

The two south chancel windows represent the birth

of our Saviour, Christ disputing with the Doctors,

and Christ blessing children, with texts. These

windows were the gift of the pupils of the Rev. J. P.

Pirmin, of Dane Bank, the incumbent. The north

chancel window is a representation of the Resurrec-

tion, being a memorial to Mrs. Brown, the wife of

Mr. Raffles Brown, of Liverpool, the architect of the

< •church, by whom it was presented. These stained

!
glass windows were executed by Messrs. Edmondson

; «nd Sons, of Mauchester.

Wheaton-Asion .—The church here has been re-

{ built and consecrated. The edifice, which is of stone,

1 has been erected by Mr. Godfrey, of Birmingham,

1 from designs prepared by Messrs. Bidlake and Lovatt,

( 'of Wolverhampton. It consists of nave, north aisle,

1 north and south transepts, and chancel, with vestry

1 between (be latter and north transept. On the north

{ side of the west front is a bell-tower, and on the

‘ south side a porch, both of which form entrances to

t the ioterior. The pews, which will accominodate

1 nearly 300 persons, are open, and about one-third

f free. A gallery across the nave provides space for

I the organ and sittings for children of the school.

’ The style adopted is the E^iriy Decorated. The roof

i is open-timbered, stained and varnished. A stained-

s glass window in the cliancel, from the works of

\ Messrs. Chance and Co. of Smethwick, has been pre-

i seated by Mr. John Hurtley, of Wolverhampton,
1 who also subscribed liberally to the building fund.

Ziverpool .—The foundation-stone of a new church,

t to be called Holy Trinity, was laid on the Ist. inst.

i in Parliament-street, by the Rev. Dr. M’Neile. It

\ will be rather a small edifice, of Pointed Gothic,

1 having an unpretending front elevation to the street,

c opposite the Park Theatre. The church is to be

I built from designs furnished by Mr. George WiUiaras,

a architect. The chief feature will be a belfry 57 feet

I high. The edifice is to contain sittings for 581 per-

$ sons
;
and, in addiiion to the church, the scheme

e embraces plans for schools for 450 children. The
f whole scheme, it is estimated, will cost 4,500/. of

« which 700/. are yet unprovided for, the rest having

been made up by subscriptions. The contracts for

the excavation, brickwork, aud masonry, have been
taken by Mr. Tomkitison

;
for the joiner-work and

carpentry, by Messrs. W. Leyland and Co. ;
and for

the plumber-work and glazing, by Mr. Edwards.
Glasgow .—The united Presbyterian Church in St.

Vincent-slreet, is in progress. The masonry, says

the Gazette, of the wings (corresponding with the

aisles of a Gothic cathedral), is now all but completed,

being carried up to the height of the gallery roofs:

the two porticoes, forming the north and south ends
of the central portion of the building, and which cor-

respond to the nave in Gothic architecture, are now
cousiderably advanced. Considerable progress has
also been made with the tower, which occupies the

north-cast corner of the site. The architects are

Messrs. A. and G. Thomson, of Glasgow. At the

Dean of Guild Court, according to the same paper,

authority has been given to West Nile-street Con-
gregational Church, for the erection of a chapel at the

north-west corner of Campbell-strcet and Waterloo-

street. The designs were furnished by Messrs. Bar-
clay and Watt, architects. The style is Roman Doric,

adapted to meet the requirements. The principal

front is towards Waterloo-street, and the entrance is

by a flight of broad steps leading to a portico of four

columns, which stands in advance of the staircase

wings extending on each side. There arc no window's

behind the galleries, hut the space above the galleries

is contracted in width, and forms what in Gothic

would he the clerestory, along both sides and ends of

which lunette windows are carried. The ceilings

over the galleries are segments of a circle. The pul-

pit end of the chapel is formed into what may be
termed a recessed portico with square pillars and
platform behind communicating with the vestries.

The church will accommodate nearly 1,000 sitters,

and in the basement story there is a lecture-room,

seated for about 200, and a large hall for Sabbath

schools. The cost ot thebnilding, including the price

paid for the ground, will exceed 10,000/.

Kelh (Drogheda).—A Roman Catholic chapel is in

course of erection in connection with the range of

buildings comprising a convent, schools, parochial

residence, and church, at Kells. In the chapel, says

the Drogheda Argus, one of the first objects that

strikes the eye is the large circular space or stucco

canopy on the ceiling over the sanctuary, which is

divided into si.xteen compartments, radiating from a

small central circle. All these radiating spaces are

decorated. ITie prevailing colours are green, gold,

and saffron, forming the ground for passion-flowers

aud shamrocks interwined. The central circle and

the mouldings ore all gilt. In four spaces at the

corners of a square, within which the large circle is

formed, arc the four Evangelists, painted in full size.

Four panels, running along within straight lines

above the altar, are filled with medallions of St.

Peter, St. Paul, St. Patrick, and St. Columkbill, in

life colours. The stiles and bordering spaces are en-

riched with scroll-work. The grand altar and the

surrounding parts are decorated in the florid Gothic

style. Red, bine, white, and gold prevail, and the

mouldings are brought out in gold. The space about

the tahernack'S of the side-altiirs is painted imitation

of Caen stone on paper, after designs by Pugin (?) The
mouldings and stucco work around the altar-piece, re-

presenting the Assumption, are gilt. Mr. H. Maguire

is the contractor.

STAINED GLASS.

Winchester Cathedral.—The stained glass memo-
rial window to the officers and men of the 97th regi-

ment, who fell in the Russian war, is now fixed in

the western end of the south aisle of the cathedral.

The window, which is a perpendicular one, and was

built by Bishop Edington, in 1366, consists of ten

openings, besides nine small spaces in the apex

and sides of the arch, the top one of which con-

tains the heraldic insignia of the Duke of York, who
was colonel of the 97ih, and from whom it derived its

name—“ The Ulster Regiment,” the duke being Earl

of Ulster. The small compartments on each side con-

tain roses. Below the duke’s arms are the figures of

St. Michael the Archanifcl, who is represented van-

quishing the Prince of Darkness, aud St. George, the

jjatron saint of England, overcoming the dragon. The
openings on each side of thcjc saints contain angels,

bearing the emblems of peace and victory. In the

spaces near these is introduced the shamrock, the

97th having been raised in Ireland originally. The

middle series of lights are filled with representations

of Joshua, Gideon, David, and Jonathan, four of the

warrior kings of the Israelites; the lower series with

four figures of Saxon monarchs, in the following

order :—Ethclbcrt, Egbert (the founder of the Engli^ih

monarchy), Ethelrcd, and Alfred the Great. The back-

ground of the figures is a diapered colour, and each of

them is surmounted with a perpendicular canopy on a

coloured ground. The glass is of the “ perpendicular

period.” In the Gothic panelling under the window
are fixed four t ablets of Caen stone, in which a' e carved

,

iu perpendicular black letter, with coloured capitals,

the insiTiplions, Mr. Charles Gibbs, senior, of New-
road, Lundon, was the artist.

Christ Church, Macclesfield.— Another stained

glass window has been added to those already in this

church. This window has replaced the one ou the

sott’h side, formerly filled with stained glass of an
inferior descriplion, which has been taken out. The
style is a mosaic, with large medallion in the centre,

containing “ the good Samaritan.” The priest and
Levitc are represented as passing by “ou ihe other

side,” while the good Samaritan, who is pouring oil

into the wounds of the “man that had fallen among
thieves,” Occupies the foreground. The wiuduw is a

memiiri>il one. The work was executed by Messrs.

Edmondson and Son, of Manchester, making the fifth

window put up in this church by the same fim.

Gloucester Cathedral .—We understand, says the

Gloucester Chronicle, that the Rev. T. Murray
Biowne, honorary canon, has addressed a letter to the

Denn and Chapter, stating that it is proposed, with

their consent, to remove the dingy glass with which
the great west window at the cathedral is at present

filled, and substitute for it stained glass, as a memo-
rial to the late Bishop Monk.

DISEASE AND THE BOARD OF HEALTH,
AND HEALTH OF TOWNS BILL.

The tocsin of alarm has been sounded viTy judi-

ciously by the Board of Health. The approaching

cholera has given us due warning, in the same manner
that it has invariably and unerringly done before : its

advent (and that before long) has been preceded by
severe diarrhcea all tlie autumn, and unequivocal cases

of cholera have shown themselves in London as well

as in the country.

It has twice invaded us from the shores of (he

Baltic, aud will do so again. If wc neglect the pre-

cauiionary measures which ample experience has

demonstrated that we possess—the effeclual means of

checking the earlier forms of the disease,—the con-

demnation for our neglect will be a just retribution

for our indifference to the greatest calamity which has

ever afflicted the human race. It is the duly of every

man to urge on the public authorilies the fulfilment

of their duties and powers which the Govemineot has

liberally placed in their hands to avert or mitigate an

impending and great scourge.

Under the provisions of the Health of Towns Bill,

there is given to boards of guardians the power to

appoint medical inspectors over the whole kingdom,—
over towns and hamlets; whose business should be to

ferret out the sources of danger aud poison which
infest, in a thousand forms, our towns aud villages;

iu alleys, aud holes and corners, in gutters and drains,

in ditches, and stagnant pools and ponds, which breed

malaria, and thus unsuspectingly poison thousands of

our fellow creatures.

A large amount of these distressing evils may be

averted. This is not the time for a heartless and

frigid economy to nullify the means of doing good and

saving the lives of ourselves and neighbours : we must

be up aud doing. The appointment of medicnl in-

spectors by the boards of guardians of towns and

unions should he at once determined upon : their

duties are onerous and most responsible. It is not

enough to constitute parish surgeons as local inspec-

tors : their hands are already too full in visiting the

sick. It is competent for guardians to provide medical

gentlemen as inspectors who are not burdened with

other engagements, and who could investigate large

districts of country, and bring to light the causes of

epidemics with a view to remedy them. There are

not move than twenty to thirty inspectors as yet in

the whole country, owing to the ignorance of hoards

of guardians in not comprehending their duty, or to

their extreme selfishness, if not wickedness, in saving

a paltry tax,—the salaries of the insfiecturs. Thus

the lives of thousands are perilled rather than use the

means of averting the awful spread and mortality of

cholera. The humanity of the Legi>lature is com-

pletely ignored and thwarted by the cruel and ill-

timed economy of those public authorities who have

refused to carry out, or have very imperfectly carried

out, the benevolent means at their disposal, in the

several Acts of Parliament,—in the Act for Removing

Nuisances, aud the Health of Towns Bills, and other

BiUs.

As be'^ore, the old adage will be realised of shutting

the stable door when the steed is stolen; so, if the

providence of God wills that we should again suffer

the dreadful evils of pestilence, as we have suffered so

fearfully in 1834, 1849, and 1854, we shall be found

as helpless and unprepared as we were then. It is of

little use to contend against the dire cholera when it

' bursts out with unrelenting fury, destroying one-half

of those attacked. What I urge is the prevention of

J

those calamities by discovering all the causes aud
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sources of epidemics, and adopting the mcnas of

checking them,—means which usually are within our

reach if duly pointed out and liberally used. Even in

an economical view, there might be vast saving to

parishes by diminishing the mortality of those lieads

of families whose dependants may he thrown ou the

rates.

Coincident with the necessity of averting cholera,

I would beg to advert to a great public want,— the

great want of public conveniences. London is the

least commodious place of any large town : all the

capitals of Europe arc better provided, and especially

Paris, where common sense and utility have prevailed

over a ridiculous modesty.

The powerful press is the best friend of the people,

and their strong advocacy of an universal Wiint will

bring them a grateful, though silent, Ihnnksgiviug.

Iq the hope that the subjects to which I have referred

above will be admitted to have a strong claim upon

the journals of the country, I have not hesitated to

plead for their prompt co-operation.

Paris. It. \V. m.d. r.R.c.s.

WREXHAM MrSIC-IIALL.

On Wednesday evening, the 2tidj iNIr. D.ividson, of

the Chester Government School of Art, delivered a

lecture on printing, in aid of the funds of the Wreshain

Literary luslilution. In closing the Icctime, Mr. Da-

vidson said
;

—
“ And now let me again urge on the attention of all

present the claims of the Institution, through whose

instrumentality these lectimes arc given.

I have spoken of the days when books and papers

were scarce, and obtainable only by the few. Thank
God, that day is past, and public reading-rooms are

numerous; but they want support, not only from the

riel), hut from the working classes, for whose special

benefit they are intended. Let me beg of all present

to bear in mind that, whilst schools under government
and clerical inspection arc established, these must fail

in accomplishing their ultimate eud, if the great work
is not taken up and continued when the hoys and girls

become men and women. In towns like this, for

instance, where there are few, if any, amusements for

the people, is it not our hounden duty to provide for

their moral and intellectual culture? The tavern,'

with its plate-glass windows and glaring gas-lights, I

with its singing-room and its sporting paper, holds
j

out its attractions, aud lures especially those who “ have
nothing else to do,” for idleness is the source of all evil.

Ought int we then to gird on our sword and take up
our shield to war with ignorance, idleness, and intem-

perance ?

Ought we not to provide places where the better

qualities of a man’s heart and mind are brought out,

and from which he can carry to his home, not blas-

phemy and passion, bixt instruction and peace?”

On the following eveniog the public distribution of

the prizes gained by' the students at "Wrexham under

the tuition of Mr. Davidson took place. The mayor
(Mr. T. Edgworth) took the chair, and opened the

meeting with an address, in which he urged the use-

fulness of drawing either in bnsiness or as an accom-

plishment, and earnestly begged the rising generation

to avail themselves of the advantages of the drawing

classes now established in the town. Mr. Davidson
next addressed the meeting at some length, firstly

detailing the origin of the Wrexham branch School of

Art : he next illustrated on the black board the influ-

ence drawing has had on our manufactures
;
sketched

the jug of the past and the jug of the present day, our

toys, the dog of former days and the toy-dug our

children now have, our nursery pictures, &c. : all have

their influence in educating the eye aud cultivating

the love of the beautiful.

CONVERSION OF WOOD BY MACHINERY.
INSTITITTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

At the meeting on the 1st instant, Mr. R. Stephen-

son, M.P. president, in the chair, the discussion upon
Jlr. Molesworth’s paper “ On the Conversion of

Wood by Machinery,” was continued throughout the

evening.

Exception was taken to the author’s preference for

the wood framing generally used in America. It was
admitted, that whilst it was new it might he suffi-

ciently steady, and might absorb, or neutralize the

vibration
;
but it was asserted, that the screws soon

worked loose, the joints became slack, and the

framing trembled. On the other hand, however,
cast-iron framing was more durable, the joints con-

tinued firmly attached, and the whole fabric re-

maiued steady; it was easy to neutralize the vibra-

tion by inserting heacath the plummer blocks, sheet

lead, or strips of wood, which prevented any jarring,

and the shafts continued to run evenly, for a greater
length of time.

Great difficulties had been originally experienced in
setting circular saws, so as to make them run truly

;

but since a soft packing bad been adopted, they could

be run at much higher speeds, and the larue plates

could he made mu<'h thinner. It was asserted, that

none of the American circular saws could produce

such a good surface on flooring boards, as could be

given to them by the fixed planes, under which the

boards travelled. It was only necessary to keep the

pkines in good order, and to make the boards travel

sufficiently quick. S'raight-planing could he per-

formed at the rate of 50 leet to 60 feet per miuute,

by fixed planes
;

whilst the edges of the boards could

be worked off square, or be ploughed aud toQiiued by

circular cutters. The speed of the circular saws in

this country rarely exceeded 7,500 revolutions per

minute : at that speed thin saws were worked, whilst

those used in America were much thicker.

At the large establishment of the Lte Mr. Thomas
Cubitt all the sawing wiis performed by circular saws,

and beautiful specimens of work were exhibited. The

timber could be cut to any angle by saws fixed in

rising aud falling spindles, some of which made as

many as 6,000 revolutions per minute : the men,

however, generally prelerred about 3,000 revo-

lutions.

Smart’s circular saws were originally about one-

eighth inch thick, thus wasting much timber. Tbe

late Six Isambai d Brunei then introduced the large

veneer saws, put togeibcr in segments. Holland in-

vented the system of packing the saws, and now they

could be worked at very high speeds, when 36 inches

diameter, and only 14 gauge in thickness. It was

found advantageous to leave a space of 2 inches be-

tween the teeth, when tbe saw had its full diametcrof

36 inches, and when by constant sharpening the

diameter of the saw decreased, the space between the

teeth diminished iu a regular proportion.

It was urged, that the production of high finish by

machinery was a difficulty but not an impossibility.

Hitiicrto the study had been to produce quantity;

and quality of work had been sacrificed to it.

ROYAL ENGINEERS versus MILITARY
ARCHITECTS.

CONDITION OF BABR.\CKS.

It is pleasing to find that your admirable observa-

tions relative to tbe sanitary coudition of our Indian

army have received the attention of Government,

and that it is ])robabIe your suggestions will be

adopted. Tbe experience gained during the late war

should he put into practice. We caunot forget the

fearful havoc that was made iu the ranks of our

proudest legions by the ravages of disease, accelerated,

if not in a great measure produced, by inattention to

sanitary measures ;
nor can we forget the great im-

provements which followed the successful operation of

the sanitary commission subsequently appointed ; we

therefore earnestly hope that similar results will

reward the labours of those who seek by saailary

measures to promote the health of our countrymen in

India. But while we sympathise with all such uuder-

(akings, let us not he unmindful of those nearer

home. The present state of many of our mUitary

establishments calls for the special attention of Go-

verument ; iu fict (as Mr. Rawliuson suggested at

Birmingham), eveiy barrack occupied by British

soldiers should he inspected, with a view not only to

sanitary, hut other improvements; for, notwithstand-

ing the larsic sums of public money annually ex-

pended on these establishments, through the medium

of the Royal Engineers, urgent wants are uusupplied,

and improvemeuts, natnrally expected in proportion

to the outlay, ore sought for in vain
;
no general

plan is laid out, or permanent improvement aimed

at; old defects are perpetuated; changes, involving

cousideruble expense, are made to suit some present

purpose, which is no sooner answered than a further

alteration is made f<ir some new requirement
;
and so,

year after year-, buildings are changed, altered, aud

modified, aW left in no better state than they were

found. Jlarried soldiers with their families, perhaps

to the number of fi«e or six, have, in some iuslauccs,

uo other “quarters” than oue common barrack-

room, without even a single division or screen, which

ordiuary decency itself would demand.

Lavatories, or wash-houses, are often placed at

incouveuient distances, so that the soldier to reach

them must cross his barrack-square for the purpose of

w’ashing, and he will find the house provided for that

purpose so badly drained, that be is obliged to staud

ou an inverted washing-bowl, or some such article, to

keep his feet from wet, while he washes iu the water

as it flows directly from the cock. Surely these things

cannot promote either the moral or physical welfare

of our army. Defects, we know, arc common to all,

or most, large establishments, but there can he no

excuse for many that now exist in oar barracks, par-

ticularly when the country pays so dearly for their

removal; indeed, so long as the care of these places is

intrusted to engineer officers who have no interest in

the work, or, at least, rest satisfied so long as tbe

mere formal routine of the duty is gone through, it

is to he feared no great improvement can he expected.

"Where, may we ask, are our military architects?

Are they not required as well as military surgeons or

engineers? Let facts be considered aud allowed to

au-^wer, aud they will show the many evils resulting

iroin tbe present system
;

the vast expense of all

works undertaken by the Royal Engineer department,

not excepting the mere ordinary barrack repairs, which

in some cases cost more than with judicious manage-

ment would be sufficient in a short time to remodel

the entire structure
;
and these ftict<, speaking louder

than words, wonld further show the benefits which

would result to the public service if each military

district was placed under the charge of an architect

who would constantly reside in that district and be

solely responsible for the proper maintenance and

efficiency of the several barracks under him, and who
would, at the same time, be independent of all other

local military authorities. He would thus be enabled

to devise and adopt for his guidance same general

improved plan of each barrack, subject of course to

the sauclioii of the Inspector-general of Fortifications j

and, having this plan before him, all changes and

improvements should be made with a view to the per-

fecting of it : our barracks would then become objects

of national pride, and not he, as at present, objects of

national disgrace. C. E.

THE NATIONAL GALLERY OF PORTRAITS :

sculptures and paintings.

The portraits of celebrated and historical charac-

ters have got a temporary home in Great George-street,

"Westminster, but what precise degree of progress has

been made in the collection we have not very lately

heard. Our purpose at present is twofold,—^first, to

draw attention to a suggestion of M. Delpeche, the

reducer of sculptures, that a gallery of sculptured

portraits reduct’d from original busts, &c. to a certain

uniform standard—and of which copies might readily

he multiplied for local or provincial galleries, public

and private—would he preferable iu many respects to

paiuied portraits. This is too obviously a good idea

to require much expatiation in detail. M. Delpeche is

an cx''ellcnt authority as regards the practicability of

faithfully reducing such porlraiis, having already

made himself favourably known in London by his own

sy.rtcm of reduction, whereby, for example, the bust

of Clytie, in the British Museum, was reduced for the

Ai-t-Union of London, and of which reduced copy,

rendered in Parian by Alderman Copeland, the Art-

Uniou of Loudon has distributed no less than 500-

copies to its members. M. Delpeche is also well

known to have reduced various other sculptures,

such as Marochetti’s Princess Elizabeth and Prince

Albert, Mary Thornycroft’s Duchesses of Kent and

Gloucester, Wyon’s Engineers, and Monti’s Louis

Blanc. The superiority of sculptured over painted

portraits iu some respects is unquestionable, and espe-

cially so in the multiplication of portrait-galleries

;

hut why not combine the respective excellences and

advantages of both, even in the same gallery ? The

other purpose we had in view was to poiut attention

to the fact (which seems, so .far as we are aware, to

have been overlooked) that already there is a fair

beginning of a national porlrait-gallery of paintings

hid away in the dark, on tbe walls above the ornitho-

logical aud other collections in tbe British Museum-

"Why should not some of these portraits he added at

once to the collection in progress ?

THE DUNFERMLINE SCHOOL OF ART.

The Dunfermline School of Art will perhaps

he worth your attention, now that the public are

taking a little more interest in such matters;

aud, iu my opinion, the nou-success of Dunferm-

liue school ’shoixld not be allowed to die away un-

noticed. Its history is soon told. In 1854, efforts

were made by the local committee, aud a sufficient sum

collected to justify their building, and getting all the

etceteras required—at a cost of nearly 700/. or 800L :

a school-house, and examples, &c. were obtained.

The Department appointed a master (Mr. Leonard

Baker) to open the school. The committee obtained

everything that could be wished : there was, then,

no cause of complaint on Ibis bead. Unfortunately,

though, a good cause for complaint did exist : no one

on the committee understood anything about tbe

mauagCQient of au art-school; aud what was even

worse, the fact of a school being connected with

Government does not seem to he any recommendation

in Scotland. "Without entering into any minute par-

ticulars to explain what took place, I will only inform

you, “leaving the rest to known facts, that after

two years’ hard work, the master found it impossible

to make the Danfermlinc school succeed, unless

the committee agreed to introduce a course of instruc-

tion and of encouragement, so that more interest

could have been excited ;
and, after a long illness, he
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felt it his duty to resign. An inspector was sent

down by the Department. Great efforts were made,

and for a time things looked pretty well, but it had

not been rightly arranged, and all I need say is this,

that on the 3rd of last month everything was put up

for sale. Only one person attended 1he sale—a very

aged gentleman—who had been persuaded that all

the examples and fittings would be useful to him for

completing a scheme for an institution which he in-

tends leaving to the Bridge-of-Allan people. Every-

thing, independent of the building, was sold for 50/.

No person attended to bid for the building. There is

something not quite right in the system, depend on it.

One who watches it.

SCHOOL OF ARTS, STIRLING.

Jifu. Leonard B.\.ker, of the High School of

Stirling, delivered a lecture on “ Art ” to this Iiistitu-

tiou on Wednesday evening, the 2Qd iust. The chair

was occupied by Sir John Hay, hart, and the audience

was large. At the close he said :—Since I have been

in Scotland, I have not found that interest taken in

art which I could have wished. Art-education is not

yet appreciated anywhere in Britain, and it is only

among a few that wc observe any progress. I am
exceedingly desirous that everybody should seriously

take into consideration the propriety of establishing

an art-school in Stirling. I ora sure it would succeed

well, and I do not say so without having fully con-

sidered the subject. I know that many look upon art

simply as an amusement. Why is this ? It is be-

cause all they know of art could not suggest any-

thing else but its being an amusement; and many

when they find it more difficult to leurn than they

auticipated, throw it up in disgust, and make no

attempt to overcome the difficulties in the way of the

acquirement of a thorough knowledge of its princi-

ples. It is all settled in this way—that they have no

lastc. No one denies that to excel in anything re-

quires superior ability ;
but we are also aware that no

one can attain such perfection without close aud

careful study. We are accustomed to hear that, unless

we have taste, art is of no use to ns
;
but I conjecture

I it roi'^bt be as well said that unless the child has a

taste for it, there is no use learning the alphabet or

I
multiplication-table. You will, perhaps, say that the

cases are not similar, because in the latter it is a neces-

' sity, and teste must not be consulted. I think it

I ought to be the same in regard to art, because at a

: time not very far distant reading and arithmetic were

I not thought any more necessary than art is now as a

I branch of education ;
and I have no doubt that in the

future a similar illustration may be drawn from the

way in which art was looked upon in the nineteenth

century, to enforce the teaching of some other branch

) of human knowledge as of universal use.

town by Queen Elizabeth ; but in all the researches

(and they were not a few) (hat I had occasion to

make some few years ago among the records of Rye,

when I was preparing to publish my history of our

ancient town, I never could trace the slightest indica-

tion of such having been the case. How’cver, we have

proof (I should rather say proofs) of Rye Church
having bad a clock several years before the period of

the Spanish Armada, which will appear from the

following entries :

—

1513.—Paid the cooper for a barrel for

the chime £0 2 8

1513.—For working upon the frame of

the clock end dial in the steeple 0 2 0
The man who made the clock-work and

dial 2 6 8
The man of Winchilsca, that made the

cIo'.-V, iu full payment of his bargain 0 6 8

1561.—The clock-maker for making the

chimes go 1 16 0
The house over the clock 0 1 6

This last item seems to mark the certainty of our

town having a clock at that time, as we still have a

covering, or house, to shelter the two boys, who stand

underneath with hammer iu hand to strike the

quarters, each on his own separate bell.

The same article in “ Ency. Lon.” says:
—“The

oldest clock which we have in England that is sup-

posed to go tok-rably, is of the year 15-10, at

Hampton Court;” hut if oiir entries of 1513 and

1515 prove the existence of a clock here at that time,

and wc have no evidence of any new one since, then

we may conclude that the old dock of the old church

of the old town of Rye is the oldest in England now
going, and that it has the longest, though not the

heaviest, pendulum in the kingdom.

WlELIAJf HoLLOWAT.

N.B. The extreme lightness of the pendulum is

accounted for from the shaft being of wood, with a

slight piece of iron on cither aide, the hall alone

being of lead. The sexton (chs me that a few years

ago the pendulum was shortened, previously to which

it was 25 feet long instead o( 18 feet.
—

"W. H.

RYE CHURCH CLOCK.

Having seen in your interesting paper a letter

f from “An Inquirer,” wishing to he informed of some

f
.particulars, to he relied on, respecting the old dock

c of the old church of the old town of Rye, aud being

a an old inhabitant of the town, I hasteu to satis'y his

c curiosity, as far as I am able. In the first place, 1

B must premise that “ Inquirer ” has made a slight

n mistake as to the position of the dock : he thinks

it it is placed on the cast face of the tower, over the

g
great east window ;

instead of which it is placed on

I the north face of the tower, aud over the north

? window, through which latter the pendulum, which is,

8 as he says, withinsidc the church, may he seen in

I motion. The pendulum being the principal object of

i inquiry, I will first speak of this, aud inform “ lu-

q
qnircr ” that our pendulum is 18 feet in length, being

4 4 feet more than that of the great dock at Westminster,

b but the weight fulls considerably short of that of the

1: latter, which is over G cwt.
;
whereas ours is only

' ^cwt.
Having disposed of the pendulum, I will next

p
proceed to an examination of the antiquity of our

c clock. On reference to the article, “Horology,” in

I the “Ency. Load.” I find it mentioned that the first

p
pendulum-dock made in England was in the year

I 1662, by Mr. Fromantil, a Dutchman. Had we no

0 other evidence to adduce, this would decide the age

0 of our clock not to exceed about 200 years
; but some

ft few years ago Mr. Octavius Morgan, a gentleman

v who has devoted much time to the study of old docks,

c came to Rye for the express purpose of examining our

c clock, when he did me the favour to call on me, to

a ascertain what information, if any, I could give him

;

n when, in the course of couvcrsalion, he said that our

c clock' xvns not originally a pendulum one, as was

1 apparent from many of the works still remaining, aud

II that he was of opinion that the Rye dock is the

0 oldest clock iu England now going. Of this fact I

« will give what additioual proof 1 can. There has

k long been a tr.nlitiou in the town that onr clock was

t) taken in the Spanish Armada, aud presented to the

LIVERPOOL ARCHITECTUR.A.L SOCIETY.

A meeting was held on Wednesday, the 2nd inst.

Mr. Huggins inthe(cbair, when a letter was read from
Mr. R. Rawlinson, rc-urging that while there was uo
memorial foundation stone under St. George’s Hall, a

stone with coin and tablets was buried on the site

oripinally intended, and ought to be taken up.

The proceedings of the Liverpool Academy, especially

in connection with the favour they show to one particu-

lar school of painting, have displeased some of the

community, and Mr. Boult gave notice of a motion

he intended to bring before the next meeting, calling

upon llie towQ council, who grant aid to the Academy
equivalent to 200/. a-year, to require from the

Academy a detailed report of their proceedings.

Mr. Picton then read a memoir of the late Mr. A.
II. Holme, architect, of whom a short notice appeored

in our last number.

Mr. Gildard considered the hypothesis of Mr. Bell
satisfactory, that the cathedral was reared over the
spot where the cell of St. Mungo stood, and that this

sufficiently accounted for the selection of such a

peculiar site, and the consequent erection of the crypt.

The society resolved to hold a meeting in the

cathedinl on Saturday first.

THE ROYAL ACADEISIY MEDALS.
On Thursday evening, the 10th inst. the award

of medals made by the Academy was announced. Sir

Charles L. Eastlake, presiding. The following is a

list of the successful candidates :

—

Gold medal for the best historical picture in oil

colours: subject, “The Good Samaritan.”—Phihp
Richard Morris.

Gold medal for the best composition in sculpture :

subject, “The Good Samaritan.”— George James
Miller.

Gold medal for the best fiuished design in architec-

ture : subject, "A Design for a National Gallery.”

—

Francis T. Gompertz.

The Turner gold medal, for the best landscape in

oil colours: subject, “An English Landscape.”

—

Neville 0. Lupton.
Silver medal for the best painting of a figure from

the life, in the Life School.-—Alexander Glascow.

Silver medals for the best study from the living

draped model, size of life.—James Waite, Henry
Garland, and J. M. Barber.

Silver medals for the best dr-.w'ings of Academy
fi.gures, done iu the Royal Academy. — Ebenezer

Bennett and Samuel Lynn.
Silver medals for the best accurately figured draw-

ings of the West Front of Spencer House, with de-

tails.—Thos. Vaughan and Henry M. Eyton.

Silver medals for the best drawings of a Statue or

Group in the Antique Academy.— Wm. Hollyoakc

and Frederick Graves.

Silver medal for the best models (in clay), in the

round of a Statue or Group in the Antique Academy.

—John C. Worman.
Silver medals for a Perspective Drawing in Outline,

applied either to a known building (e.vterior or iu-

terior), or to a design.—Thos. Vaughan and Geo.

Atkinson.

Silver medal for a specimen of Sciography.—Thos.

Vaughan.

There were three candidates for the gold medal,

which the president regretted ou the part of the

coiincil was uot more responded to ; and four for the

silver medal, in architecture.

GLASGOW ARCHJilOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

GLASGOW CATHEDRAL.

The December meeting of this society was held on

Monday, the 7th inst. Mr. Robert Hart, in the chair.

Several candidates for admission were balloted for,

and duly elected. Mr. A. Bell read a paper entitled

“Notices, Historical and Antiquarian, concerning

Glasgow Cathedral,” iu which he threw some new
light on the early history of the see, and criticised

the various opinions regarding the age of the build-

ing, which have been advanced by writers on that

subject. Upon the whole, he was inclined to thiuk

that Mr. Honcyman had set that matter at rest,

though he still thought it possible that the crypt may
have been commenced iu the twelfth century.

An auimated couversation followed the reading of

Mr. Bell’s paper. Mr. Rochead called attention to

examples of early architecture in Scotland which

have never been described, particularly referring to

several small chapels on the coast of Kintyre, which,

he had no doubt, were erected by the Culdees, at the

same period as the ancient chapels in Ireland of a

similar character, so ably illnstratcd by Mr. Petrie.

He objected, however, to these being called specimens

of NormaJi architecture, as they belong to a period

anterior to the conquest.

Mr. Honcyman exhibited a drawing of the only

part of the cathedral belonging to the twelfth century.

It is a small respond in a dark comer of the crypt,

displaying the characteristics of the Transitional

period,—a rudely sculptured capital with massive

abacus. He contrasted this with one of the other

capitals of the crypt, which are most exquisitely

moulded, aud showed that they were evidently about

sevcnly \cars later.

NOTES UPON IRON.
The quotation for small lots of the ordinary pig-

iron of South Staffordshire is now 3/. lOs. Sales

are, however, made in certain instances at 3/. us. and
in some few cases as low as 3/. 23. 6d. A statement

has been circulated to the effect that "an eminent

firm has purchased 3,000 tons of pigs at 3/. per ton,

which were quoted a few weeks before the panic at

4/.” The statement, however, if founded upon fact,

must not he looked upon as representiug the condition

of the pig trade generally. If, however, the existing

relative proportion between the supply and demand
should continue, the period cannot he far distant when
in many, though not all cases, pigs will he sold at 3/.

The demand for manufactured iron, as wc have inli-

mated, is not equal to the supply of pig-iroii. A
vigorous effort contiuues, however, to be uiade to pro-

duce more similarity between the two, and to keep

pigs from receding below their present level.

More blast-furnaces have been put out since our

last, and yet stocks are not kept worked up. AVchave
summed np thirty-five blast-furnaces unlit that were

iu fire before the panic, and more are to go out.

The reports of malleable-iron makers, announced

on ’Change at Wolverhampton on Wednesday, and st

Birmingham on Thursday, were of a more cheeiful

character than last week. The advices from America

show a rapid progress towards a restoration of

prosperity
;
and more remittances are to hand from

thence this week than last. Monetary affairs at

home also are evidently improved. With these

“signs of the times,” makers appear disposed to he

satisfied, even if, as is the case, they are not accom-

panied with orders from either the home or the

foreign market. From some directions at home
there have been inquiries in the week, which it is

hoped will lead to orders being given out; hut, with

this exception, no alteration can be noted upon our

last notice of the state of the iron trade of South

Staffordshire.

Infant Schools.—Infant schools are to he built

in Weymouth-teiTace, Mr. Charles Laws, architect.

Tenders have beeu received, ranging from Wood aud

Sods, 583/. to Smith, 418/. The latter was accepted.
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A PROSPECTUS, in form of a tract, has been issued

by Mr. John 'VV. Papwortb, architect (Great Marl-

borough-strcct), of “Au Alphabetical Dictionary

of about 50,000 Coats of Arms, belonging to Families

in Great Britain and Ireland, forming an extensive

Ordinary of British Armorials, upon an entirely new

Plan.” An example of the new scheme is given. On

this plan the arms are systematically subdivided

throughout, and so arranged in alphabetical order

that the names of families, whose shields have been

placed upon buildings, painted glass, seals, plate,

brasses and other sepulchral monuments, sculptured

or painted portraits, &c. whether mcdiieval or modern,

can be readily ascertained. At present, any family

name being given, the appropriate coat of arms may

he easily enough found
;
hut by the new plan the

reverse procsss will become practicable, so that any

coat of arms, or heraldic symbol, or combination

being given, the family names to which they are

appropriated may readily he ascertained. An arrange-

ment such as this cannot but be of great and general

utility. In treatiug of the smoke of towns ques-

tion, we have occasionally drawn attention to a colla-

teral question well worthy of consideration, namely,

how far the conversion of smoke into carbonic acid

gas may militate against the sanitary objects in view,

eveu in spite of the law of the mutual diffusion of

gases. In a tract titled
“ Coal, Smoke, and Sewage,

scieutifii-ally and practically considered ;
with Sugges-

tions for the Sanitary Improvement of the Drainage

of Towns, and the beneficial Application of the

Sewage,” Mr. Peter Spence, of Mauchesler, urges the

importance of this question in a sanitary point

of view, and proposes a system of atmospheric or

gaseous sewerage, and the complete removal of all

gases to a safe distance from our towns. The
original suggestion of a mode for effecting this object,

Mr. Spence observes, is not his
;
hut he is not aware

of its having ever been given to the public in a prac-

ticable shape, and there are some views of the matter,

he adds, which may be safely presented as new. He
would combine this gaseous sewerage in such a form

with our town drainage, as would bring all the liquid

sewage into contact with the gases from oar furnaces

and our house fires, the liquid sewage being kept, as

now genei'ally proposed, separate from all surface

drainage. “The semi-liquid and fetid mass,” he con-

tinues, “being brought into contact with the sulphurous

acid gas (the result of our perfect combustion), would

have its putrefactive process arrested, and the foul

emanations neutralised, all its ammonia converted into

sulphite and thus permanently fixed, and all the

sulphuretted hydrogen and other unwholesome gases

decomposed. When concentrated in this inno.xious

form from various districts to a convenient place, it

might with perfect safety he manufactured into manure

more valuable than the richest guano, as I shall after-

wards attempt to show. All the gases from our coal

combustion would have to be conveyed along the same

tunnels to centralizing conduits converging to a point,

where an immense chimney, at least 600 feet high,

should be erected, to discharge these gases into the

atmosphere,—the ascensive power being obtained

either from the retained heat of these gases,which would

probably be found quite sufficient, or if not, artificial

heat could then be supplied to effect that object.”

lu a “ Special Report of the Medical Officer of Health

to the Strand District on Slaughter-houses,” pub-

lished under the authority of the Board of "Works for

the district, the medical officer, Mr. Conway Evans,

after treating of the abomiuations of slaughter-houses

in and about the crowded dwelling-houses in the

Strand, calls upon the local Board of Works to oppose

the grant of every license for slaughteriog in a

kitchen, cellar, or area under an inhabited house,—or

behind such house, might have been added. We
happen to know of an instance in which a Strand

slaughter-house, in a narrow and close area behind the

street houses, must not only have been an abominable

nuisance to the lodgers in the house itself to which

it is attached, but was so to many other houses, the

windows of which are close to it
;
and the stench from

the slaughter-house drain was so intolerable inside an
adjoining house that the drains had to be overhauled

and renewed, but without amending the evil to any
extent. Moreover, from the constant incursion of

animals, even this adjoining house was infested with

troops of various kinds of fleas, and particularly a

very small bbick species, of which more complaint
was made by the inhabitants than even of that won-
derful species of the bug tribe, “the Temple Bug,”
with which the same unfortunate dwelling was in-

fested. Why the practice of slaughtering beasts in

the midst of crowded dwellings is still pennilicd one
can hardly imugine. The “ Toll Reform Associa-
tion ” (19, Stiand) have published a “ Statement of
Committee, with map and case,” transmitted to Lord
Palmerston, in which reasons for sweeping away all

tolls within six miles of the metropolitan centre are

urged,—and good reasons they are too. As the

Goverument is believed to give their good-will towards

the very dcsiruble end iu view, it is to be hoped that

Parliament will not see another session close without

putting an end to the metropolitan toll-bar nuisance.

^BiiScenanea.

The "^'ictorta Sewer.— The consideration of

this unfortunate work has been again brought before

the notice of the Metropolitan Board of Morks, and

it is recommended that the sewer, from a point near

the United Service Institution and the Penstock-

chambers, be re-constructed, at a probable expense of

6,000/. ; and that, from the peculiar nature of the

,

work, three contractors of high character he invited

to tender for its execution, on a schedule of prices and

specifications framed by the engineer. The motion

gave rise to some discussion, and it transpired that the

cost of this work up to October, 1857, was 60,315/.

2s. 2Sd- Mr. Bazalgctte stated th.at this sewer was

constructed in a quicksand, and the ground was honey-

combed, and was constantly being washed away by

the tidal water forcing its way into the ‘sand. It

would be necessary to make a solid foundation for the

houses to stand upon. The portion of the sewer

under discussion did not form part of his main drain-

age scheme, although the northern part of it did.

lie thought that any further delay would he exceed-

ingly dangerous. An amendment, “ That the Board

should abandon the sewer altogether,” moved by Mr.
Leslie, was rejected.

CoLPBATiM'iELDS PRISON.—At thcusual meeting

of the magistrates of Middlesex, it was moved by

Lieut.-col. Elsey, “ That the plans for the enlarge-

ment of the House of Correction, Coldbath-fields, laid

before the Court on last Court-day, whereby it was

proposed to provide additional accommodation for 600

prisoners, be approved, and the Clerk of the Peace be

directed to transmit the said plans to the Secretary of

State for his approval
;
and that, subject to such au

approval being received, the Visiting Justices of the

said House of Correction be authorised to carry such

plans into execution, at a cost not exceeding 46,500/.”

The motion was carried.— [It is painful to witness

the continued increase of onr prisons ;— in this

instance, at a cost of close upon 50,000/. and an

auuual expense fur prisoners (allowing 20/. per annum
each) of 12,000/. per anuuin for the new coiners. The

cost of keeping people out of gaol, aud doing so iu it,

is not yet properly considered.]

Liability to pay for Spoilt "^'ork.—Mr.'NV. Cox,

a statuary and mason in the Ciiy-road, having received

an order from a gentleman for a vase with wreath

round it to be sculptured in marble, employed Jacob

Harris, a Pole, who had previously worked for him,

to execute the order on Mr. Cox’s premises, marble

being supplied to the Pole for that purpose. The
agreed-for price payable to the latter was 5/. lOs.

—

the work to be done in ten days. Though Mr. Cox

had refused to allow the marble to he taken off his

premises, the Pole was allowed by the wife of the

former to take it away, and the work proceeded at a

mason’s yard near Bow, where, as alleged by Mr. Cox,

the work was entirely spoiled. He refused to pay,

aud was summoned after the customer himself had

condemned the work. The magistrate’s decision was,

that Mr. Cox employed the Pole, and must pay him,

with costs. Doubtless the decision was based on the

ground that before giving work to a man to do, the

employer ought to have satisfied himself that the

workman was capable of doing it. Had not Mr. Cox
conscientiously refrained from insisting on his cus-

tomer fulfilling his agreement, another question might

have been started—namely, whetherthe customer was

still liable to fulfil his agreement wirb Mr. Cox on

the same grounds
;

for the vase was Iluished, though

not well done, aud might have been pressed upon the

customer.

How they act towards Professionlli. Men in

Rotherham.—The eleciion of surveyor to the Local

Board at Rotherham, took place on "NVednesday week,

when ilr. Hartley (a mason), of Sheffield, received

the appointment. There were fifty-six candidates, and

out of them three were selected, one engineer and two

masons (one of them being also au innkeeper), all local

men
; so advertising was a mere farce. I am in-

formed by a member of the Board, that the testi-

monials of the fifty-three rejected candidates were not

even read by them
;
therefore they had their trouble

and expense for their pains. I think, in strict jus-

tice, they are entitled to some C-Uiipeusation. I im

told the present happy surveyor will not hold office

long, as he cannot possibly «ork with the materials

of which the Board is composed; I trust, in fairness

to the candidates, you will publish this statement. I

forward you my curd as a guarantee of good faith.

A Lcoker-on.

Surrey Arch.eological Society.—Nearly forty

of the members of this society met at the Bridge-

home Tavern, Southwark, to reconsider the propo-
sition made by a number of their body to extend the

limits of their society, and amalgamate it with the

county of Kent. Mr. Crosby opposed the resolution,

in which he was seconded by Mr. Corner. After a

discussion of about two hours, the meeting proceeded
to a division, when there appeared twenty-six for the

amendment, against thirteen
; so that the resolution

was rejected.

Somersetshire ARcn.EOLOGicAL Society.—The
first conversazione meeting of this society for the

season 1857*8, took place on Monday before last, at

the Museum, Taunton. There was a large attend-

ance. Jlr. W. F. EEiot read a paper “ On Photo-

Flemish Painting,” in which, says the Taunton
Courier, he claimed public attention for a new style

of pictures, some of which were exhibited in an ad-

joining room. A paper was also read by Mr. B.
Pinchard, “ Ou Dartmoor.” Next followed a lecture

by the Rev. W. A. Jones, “On the Geology and
Antiquities of the Mendip Hills.”

Oxford Architectural Society.— The last

meeting of this society for the cmTcut term was held

iu the society’s rooms, iu Holywell-sirect, on Wed-
nesday before last. Mr. Freeman, M.A. gave an
account of a visit to Toulouse and Alhy, illustrating

his lecture by drawings of churches and buildings of

interest. It is proposed to read, in course of next

term, a scries of papers on ihe history of Oxford, as

illustrated in the architectural features of her build-

ings.

Cambridge Architectural Society.—The third

meeting of this society for the October term was held

on the 26th ult. at Ihe rooms of the Philosophical

Society. Mr. Luard, of Trinity College, read a paper

on the Cathedral of Orvieto, in Etruria
;
iu which he

described the front as being of marble enriched with
mosaics. Several photographs were handed round,,

one showing the general elevation, and the rest por-

tions of the sculpture in detail. A few remarks were
afterwards made by an honorary member, disapproving

of certain galleries which are about to be erected in

Tiinity church.

Belfast Bank Competition.—A correspondent,

under the signature, “ First Gem of the Sea,” com-
plains, as a competitor, that a perspective drawing of

Ins, of much labour, and all perfect when sent in

along wiih ten other drawings, by rail, was returned!

to him, after repeated demands for it, by post, doubled

up, crushed, and completely spoiled. Compensation,
he remarks, could only he got by suing the Ulster
Bank directors iu Ireliind. The premium was given
back to Glasgow where the branch bank is to be
erected. Our orrespoudent concludes by observing

that the competition system must break down unless
conditions be issued from authority. Some trades, as
he remarks, have a common fuud for the protection of
their members.

The Value of the Barometer : Knowledge
IS Power.

—

It is a circumstance that cannot be too
generally known, that before the eommeocement of
the laic storms on the northern coasts, which caused
tlie loss of a large number of brave fishermen,,

one village avoided the disaster through the in-
habitauts being better educated than iu other places-

near; they understood the working of the barometer,
and believed in it. In consequence of the aspect of
this instrument, the men determined not to venture
to sea; and it “ woidd have been well,” savs a
notthern contemporary, “ if they had also takeri the-

precaution to drag their boats out of danger,” aud
then they would have escaped without the destruction

of either property or life.

Public Fountains in Manchester.—Iu the
Manchester council last week there was some discus-

sion on three eiperiaiental I'ountaius erected by pil-

vate benevolence in Manchester, respecting which,
according to the Courier, there has been a good deal

of unpleasantness and mismanagement. A letter was
read from Mr. Barnes at the council meeting, to the
effect that he thought, if he gave the fountains, the

council might reasouably be e.xpected to supply the
water freely. So thoiigut the majority of the coun-
cillors, but Alderman Pilling, the deputy chairman of

the water committee, held that his committee must-

\

have entire charge of both the fountains and the
‘ supply of water, or they could not finnish the latter.

: The Wntaius, it appears, have been placed in incon-
' venient positions, causing iotermptiou to foot passen-

1
gers, and for want of proper drainage with two at

least, the flags have been constautly wet with the
waste water. The following not very elegant lines

liavc been placed above Mr. Barnes’s fountain, near
the Victoria station :

—

Here, traveller, you iniiy cinencli your thirst
,

With that which never liarm.s
;

I

But while you quafT the gracious draught

I

Think well of Robert Baroes.

j

Mr. Barnes deserves a better poetaster.
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N tlie subject of stained glass,

as regards its ancient and mo-

dern characteristics, able pens

have from time to time con-

tributed observations in these

columns; and in other quarters

such views of the subject have

been discussed almost to ex-

haustion. The battle of styles,

too, has been fought with

warmth and energy, leaving the

issue in a truce, unless, indeed,

the reasoning of Mr. Powell, of

Birmingham, as lately printed

in these pages, turn the scale.

We are disposed to believe that,

in the zealous inquiries into the

arehieology of the subject, and in

the earnest championship of its principles, this

way or that, the incomparably most vital point

has been utterly lost sight of, namely, the

causes by which have been brought about the

almost entire absence of health in the present

condition of the art, and the urgent necessity

and means for its reformation.

It has been declared that our artists on glass

Lave as yet exhibited but unfavourably in cou-

trast with the old masters, to whom the world

is indebted for the painted glories of Chartres,

Canterbury, and Fairford
;
moreover, they have

been said to compare unsuccessfuDy with the

Germans of the present day.

Notwithstanding the scenic trickery of

the German artists, and their efforts to

neutralise the finest,

—

i.e. the most natural

elements of stained glass in its material and

individuality as an art,—the new windows

for Glasgow Cathedral are to be commissioned,

not of English artists, but of those of the

Munich school, by whom were lately erected

the academic though vapid transparencies of

Peter-house College Chapel, Cambridge.

Despite the honest opposition which has

been evdneed by those of deeper knowledge of

the subject than was exhibited in the dictum of

the Glasgow authorities, it cannot be denied

that there now exists such wide-spread disease

in the English system of stained-glass work,

that the conclusions referred to may possibly

be explained on the forlorn principle that the

most mistaken application of art is preferable

to the ignorant burlesques upon it which mark

eight out of every ten of the windows erected

in the present day. In so far, this charge and

practical demonstration against our own artists

approach the point upon which the attention

should be drawn of those who still evince some

solicitude for a true art, sickening, and unable

to conceal its plague-spots, yet capable of cure

;

at the bauds too of those by whom it has been

so inconsistently spurned.

The great question which should present

itself to those who would pass judgment in the

case, is involved in the consideration of how far

artists, in the true sense of the term, ean be

. said to have had, or been encouraged to have,

.
anything to do with the subject at all

;
and thus,

how fair it may be to arraign for seiiteuce those

who can so obviously prove an alibi.

The practice of stained-glass work, in its

natural conditiou, is either an art (as we con-

ceive it to be, in the strictest sense), or it is a

mere matter of manufacture. That it is the

former may be asserted from the fact, that there

j is no aptitude that an artist can possess by

1 nature or education, for colour, poetry, or com-

position, no power of expression, draughtsman-

ship, or invention, that may not in glass be

legitimately wedded to its materials, and the

true principles of its requirements in design.

If, then, these premises are correct, we have

to point out one of the strangest anomalies of

the day.

With few exceptions, modern windows, pur-

porting to be of high character, emanate from

establishment's in the names of men whose art-

skill does not reach even to a miscroscopic pro-

portion, and whose existence in the assumed

authorship of eveu the degree of art produced

in their pay, depends wholly upon their scrupu-

lous avoidance of giving to their patrons the most

trifling evidence of their o\vn handiwork.

Thus it is, and has long been. By a general

absence of due discrimination and selection on

the part of those who dispense the patronage of

the siibject, men of purely trade instincts and

commercial adventure have started up, craving

the favour of orders,” succeeding abundantly

dem glass, in one of its most abject forms, been
bolstered up and encouraged.

This is no exaggerated statement of the con-

dition of stained-glass work in this nineteenth

century of ours; but the evil, deep though
it be, is not past cure. Let those to whom
art is something, and who at once regret and
deride its position in relation to glass, who by
their purse and influence wo-uld encourage it to

better tliiugs, not despair of its easy emanci-

pation. Let them probe the matter deeper than

they have yet done, and seek the artist on glass

as they would his brethren of painting, architec-

ture, or sculpture. Let them, in simple justice to

those who devote to the art their best years and
warmest studies, thus open the doors of truth

to true authorship. Let all evidence of the

miserable print plagiarism and trade system be

sought out, as a wholesome preliminary in deter-

mining the choice of him who shall commit to

future centuries a thing of beauty or a chro-

matic eyesore.

in their speculation, and finding upon the fair
; Pursuing such means glass-painting will not

field in which such art as Durer’s was once long remain what it now is—a reproachtoEnglish
fostered, a fruitful areua for per-centage calcu- art, Those few true men who are steadfastly

lations aud business enterprise. And this has

existed, nay, flourished, in the name of art

!

“ Can mercliant-anthors—they who range
Between Parnassus and the ’Change,
Sole denizens of neither—
Who seek to play a double game.
To grub for gold and fly at fame,
lu truth, be blessed with either 'i''

In trade matters, the position of the vendor

of stained-glass work, as a producer, may, of

course, he paralleled ad infinitum ; but, let it be

remembered, the most powerful element of

commerce may be the deadliest poison to art.

Were the great works bequeathed to us by

former ages created under this “ cold shade
”

of Mammon ? Will an artist, whose works are

worth ha'viu)

devoted to it, will, under fairer encouragement,

be joined in ai-t-brotherhood by others who are

now seated from the pursuit
;
and the present

trade of glass-painting will give due place to

the banished art, which has so loug yearned for

the day upon wliich the veil shall fall from the

eyes of those who, with good intent, have

sought it in darkness and in error.

POLYCHROMATIC DECORATION.
EOYAL lIJSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.

On Monday evening, 14lh December, the ordinary

general meeliog was held at the Rooms, in Grosveuor-

street, Mr. J. B. Bunuing, V.P. in the ^air. Mr. R.

Kerr and Mr. Norton, attending for the first time,

and who (like his art-brother were admitted as fdlows, aud Mr. C. Ardiug, as

that controls the stone vault, or imparts breath
, ^ i i-

*

, ,, 1

1

n 1 \ J -
J. .• IV ' Mr. Dighy Wvatt, non. sec. announced a long list

to the marble block) finds m reputation the
donations, inclhding from the Minister of State,

best part of his rew’ard, give warmly the full Paris, "Archives de la Commission des Monumeuts
flow of his invention aud aspiration, at so much Historique?, Livraisons 19 ct 24,” Paris, 1856

;

diera ?
i

“ ObservutioTis on Metallic Art,” by Mr. Wyatt, ex-

n 1 c.;,-,!- i,;o 1
traded from the Art Treasures of the United Kina:-Can sucli a one s nk lus name and loragly

,

pursue his art under the paymaster whose

interest iu him is represeuted by pounds, shil-

per c

lings, aud pence Can, indeed, anonymous art

long remain art at all ?

The only one who can, in fairness to a patron,

consistently hold himself responsible for any art

(but especially for that ail-important phase

of it which embraces the illustration of the

sacred books), is the artist himself.

We do not criticise a poem in favour or dis-

favour of the publisher, nor are poetic concep-

tions in architecture or sculpture attributed to

the authorship of the mason or of the quarry

masters of Carrara. Iu whose name, then, may

most of our modern windows, good or had, be

fairly reviewed ?

As matters of detail, there arc other per-

nicious influences acting with deadening effect

upon glass-paiutiug, to which allusion may be

made, namely, those which have resulted from

the importation of German prints after Over-

beck, ScbnoiT, Fiivich, aud others of the school.

These engravings and lithographs, together with

those after Rubens and eveu West, have formed

the stock-in-trade of inauy of those practitioners

who enjoy, under the present state of things, a

positive reputation as "artists on glass.” Sumc-

tinies, by a not unusual efiVoutery, a whole com-

position derived from such sources, and cruelly

manried in the ignorant rendering, may be seen

as intact, as the circumstances of the case would

permit
;
at others, an attempt to cloak the clumsy

theft by a torturing of figures by, say Furicli,

into part compositions of Overbeck, &c. &c., may

be easily detected; and then, worse than all,

will come a few "makeup” figures and acces-

sories by the artist (?) himself. Thus has mo-

1867: frodithe author, “L’Art tnoderne, parTheophile
Gautier;” from ihe author, “ Niaes-eh and its Palaces,”

by Joseph Bonomi.

Professor Donaldson said, amongst not the least

important presentations of the evening, was the dona-

tion by their president, of two noble medals. The
first was a medal struck by the corporation of the

City of London, on the occasiou of the visit of the

Emperor of the Prench. It was a medal of large

size, and did honour to the City. The other

was struck to commemorate the visit of the King of

Sardinia, in 1855. They gave the portraits of the

imperial personages, had beautiful reverses, and were
executed by Mr. Benjamin Wyon. It was a gratify-

ing thing to the Institute, to find that their chairman,

on that occasion, had urged the City of Loudon to take

the steps they had taken so recently, in promotion of

the fine arts. It was he who had induced the corpo-

ration to cause a number of statues to be executed, to

fill the niches of the Egyptian-haH, at the Mansion-

house, where 6,000/. had been laid out, besides the sum
that had been expended for the tVeliington monument,
in Guildhall. He had promoted the rtriking of these

medals, and as the representative of art in the city

of London, they were indebted to him for having

excited its citizens in the laudable promotion of the

fine arts of this country.

The Chairman explained that, at his suggestion, it

was determined to strike these medals for the euoou-

ragement of art, in the promotion of 'W'hicb it was

gratifying to find lliut the corporation of the city of

London had never been backward. He trusted that

as long as it existed it would continue to do so, aud as

long as he remained their servant he would never lose

an opportunity of assisting.

Professor Donaldson.—Their chairman had said as

long as he was " a servant” ofthe corporation. Now,

if there were a man who was less a servant, but ratber

a more worthy officer of the corporation, it was Mr.
Bunuing. His independence of character peculiarly

qualified him for the office, and rendered him superior

10 all meaner considerations in the exercise of a ster-

ling, honest, English iudepcndence of spirit. It was

very rare that medals were struck, and rarer still to
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find the opportunity of doing so seized by Goyerument

;

and when it happened to he otherwise, the execution

of them was confined to one family,—that of Wyon,

undoubtedly a man of great talent and worth ; hut

was it not a shame that, in the production of these

works of art, only one family could he found capable

of executing them? The Art-union of London had

been anxious every year to strike a medal in comme-

moration of the history of the fine arts; one year

striking the portrait of a painter, another of a sculptor,

and another of an architect. But the great difficulty

was to find artists to produce these medals. It was,

he thought, disgraceful to our Government that they

so rarely seized the opportunity of striking medals of

the size of those before them, and he could not help

suggesting that the approaching auspicious union of

the Princess Royal would be a fit and fine subject for

such a commemoration.

Mr, Wyatt announced that the Britton memorial

had been completed, and was erected in its place in

Salisbury cathedral.

Mr. T. H. Lewis, fellow, then read “A Brief

Account of an Experiment made upon Concrete, ex-

pressly for the Committee of the Architectural Publi-

cation Sociely, and of some others,” which we give in

full on another page. After a short discussion, and
,

a vote of thanks for the communication,

Mr. George Aitchison, jun. read a paper, polychro-

matically illustrated," Ou Colour as applied to Archi-

tecture,” to which we shallreturn. At the close of it,

Mr. Burges was afraid he could add very little to

what Mr. Aitchison had told them. Ills (Mr.

B’s.) studies had been confined to Meditcval and

Pompeian buildings. When at Pompeii, he thought

the style of buildings exceedingly agreeable, and

rather forcible. The natives of hot climates were

fond of rich colours, because their windows were so

constructed that the light penetrated very little. Mr.

Aitchison classed the Medieval system under the

white, the blue, and the gold ground; but they would

likewise bear being classed under the finished and the

unfinished. When a cathedral was built they put

stained glass in the windows, and obtained colours by

that means. There was so little wall space that there

was no room for pictures. The consequence of this

was, they left it white, each of the piers being exceed-

ingly small, and then they continued the colours of

the windows by picking out the hollows of the prin-

cipal mouldings with red, the only parts strongly de-

corated being the bosses and the mouldings of the

ribs, for about 1 foot from them. This system was
found at Chartres, Beauvais, and Ely. Occasionally,

hut nut very often, the capitals were coloured and

gilt, as at Cologne, where, however, they adopted

strong colouring, as at the Ste. Chapellc, and coloured

the space betweeu the windows : the effect was exceed-

ingly bad. As regarded coloured decorations, how-

ever, he thought the Ste. Chapelle was something

horrible, and that it would not bear comparison with

the Lower Chapel at Assisi. The western and southern

systems could not go together. If you wanted colour-

ing iu a building, you must give up moulding, or vice

versa - and for his own part, be wuuld always give u])

the mouldings. In the case of the chapter-houses at

Salisbury and Ely they weut further than in the

cathedrals. At Salisbury they gave very little colour

in the glass. It was nearly all grisaille. They then

coloured the hollows of the mouldings, richly deco-

rated the bosses and the space immediately surround-

ing them ou the vaulting, the rest of the vaulting

was covered with red lines in imitation of stone-

joiuts, a very common system of decoration in the

lower coloured buildings of the Middle Ages. On one

occasion he was iu the little church of MuUinct, near

Rouen, and found that it was almost in the same
state it was in during the Middle Ages, and nearly

every square inch of it was covered with some deco-

rative p-ittem. In the case of Salisbury Chapter-

House, the colour was gradually brought down from

the bosses by means of a litilc white, red, or yellow

ou the ribs, until it reached the windows. These

bad the circles iu the tracery, aud a band of shields

running along, horizontally, throu>’h all the lights iu

full lined rich-coloured glass. The borders continue

this colour to the bottom of the windows, where the

arcade that runs round the whole of the buildiug was

most richly and fully decorated. It was Ibe sairic iu

the Lady Chapel at Ely. They brought the colour

carefully down
;
the windows were all ofstuiued glass,

with a tar greater proportion of white and yellow in

them th in at the S.iinie Chapt-Ue : the effect of which
latter he could not help thinking was unmitigatedly

bad. In Italy, if they Wanted colour in achmxh,
they used Mr. Aitchisoo’s blue ground, and separated

the picture by borders with a tbiu white liue on

either side of them, for it was these white Hues, aud
not the borders, that made the real line of scjiaralion.

Oa the other hand, they took care not to deaden
theeflVef. by mixing white with it. It was pure good
blue, and upon it they painted, in tender colours, such
as light pink and light red, and white, shaded with

different tones of blue and red; and sometimes they

even used a scarlet figure to vary the effect. At other

times they used a beautiful light purple, which was so

great a favourite with the artists of the Middle Ages;

and all these colours were to be seen in perfection in

Van Eyck’s picture of the Adoration of the Lamb.

Then when they used gold grounds, as at Palermo,

they still used light colours, hut separated by means

of darker ones, only in much smaller proportions.

After all, the effect of a building would depend a

great de^ upon light. The Upper Chapel at Assisi

looked nearly as had as the Ste. Chapelle, because there

was too much light in it
;
on the contrary, one of the

reasons for the Lower Chapel looking so beautiful

was, that the light only penetrated into it through

the windows of the side chapels. As to the future

of architecture, in regard to decoration of build-

ings, we must have figures and employ the painter,

for all decorations without figures always appeared to

him to be exceediriglytame. We must get the painter to

treat the building as an architect would, aud put au

architect over him to look after him ;
but it would be

better still, although we might have to wait for two

or three generations, if architects turned painters

themselves. Let them erect the building, aud then

decorate and paint it, aud so leave a thoroughly perfect

good work behind them.

Mr. Penrose questioned whether, in the present

state of polychromatic knowledge, it was possible to

lay down many dogmatic laws. A few, perhaps,

might be pointed out, such as the necessity of placii^

delicate white or thin black lines between certain

colours, the imraedinte opposition of some colours

producing discord,‘if it can be pointed out and asserted;

hut it was dangerous, he thought, in their present

state of polychromatic knowledge to assert anything

very strongly on the subject. Many more experi-

ments, and much more research, were necessary, and

be believed that many persons were deterred from
|

approaching the subject by reason of its very great

difficulty. The study of flowers, of the colours of

skies and landscapes, of butterflies and birds, would

do more for them than the study of scientific books.

He believed that the great success of the untutored

nations in colour rather surprised ns, and was refer-

able to the fact that they looked to Nature in the

first instance as their guide
;
but commentaries on the

higher applied laws of specimens in colonr drawn

from the great buildings of antiquity, were of the

utmost importance. Prom thinking on the subject

generally, he had been led to the conclusion, that on

the particular purpose of the building depended very

much the key in which it should be coloured. In some

cases a white grouoil, or nearly white, was to be

selected as the best ; in others, where a moderate

light was admitted, the very strong colours, the deep

blues and deep reds were used, and he believed that

in all cases the deeper colours were better for adoption,

always excepting mosaic, which, from the brilliancy

of its gold ground, aud the peculiarity of its reflection,

enabled it to hear much greater varieties of light

;

but, at the same time, it would not hear a very strong

light. Hence, the apse of the Triclinium of Leo

certainly bad an unsatisfactory effect.

Mr. Lockyer could imagine nothing finer than the

large mosaics at Orvieta aud Sienna. At sunset they

displayed a perfect floating sea of gold aud colour,

which told out in the most beautiful manner.

Mr. Baker would not discuss the question as to

whetl»er the white line or the black line affected the

appearance of colouring, but it was of considerable

importance to insure that the vainous colours should

he in light and shade, as it were, duly proportioned,

au in a picture
;
and, as in the specimens before them,

effect depended ou brilliancy of contrast. Were any

one to pniut on a piece of paper a series of colours of

very nearly even depth, it would surprise them to see

how difficult it was to distinguish one colour from

another of nearly the same depth of colour. One

would be bright, and another dark, and the contrast

was most beautiful. The specimens of coloured

mosaic showed a beautiful effect when the dark blue

background was brought out iuto good outUne, He
was sorry to hear Mr. Aitchisun’s general condemna-

tion of the Pumpeiun pain'ing; for although the con-

trast to the geueral outline was occasionally dis-

agreeable, the toocs of colour were very beautiful, and

gave us delightful hints for its adoption in our own
climate.

Mr. Fowler alluded to the case of a chapel which,

some fifty years ago, on being deprived of its coatings

of whitewash, disi-lnged rich specimens of polychro-

matic decoration of the time of Ileury VH. At the

period iu question it was thoii^tf nothing of, but

then there were no arch'tcctu^ or archffiological

societies, ever ready to appreciate such discoveries,

lie had always felt that the polychromatic branch of

their art demanded mure study than it had hitherto

received, aud be was glad to see it takeu up by the

rising generation, and followed out with so much
research, as well as being so ably illustrated that
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evening. Whatever might he said about the Sainte

Chapelle, he thought they must give the French

credit for having, at immense labour and expense,

worked out a very striking experiment. For his own
part, he thought the experiment unsuccessful, but

still it was valuable as a fact to refer to. Some
people might think it was over-done or under-done,

but there it was as a matter for speculation. If he

might express his own opinion, he should say it was
exceedingly over-done; aud it was unfortunate in the

effect where decoration w'as spread over the integral

parts of a structure which ought not to he interfered

with. Decoration came iu, and told well subsidiarily,

but the structural parts of a buildiug should stand

out in their integrity. It was a mistake to imagine

that the column should be diapered and scrolled over,

or covered with what he would term impertinent

decorations. In the case of the Monreale at Palermo,

with which they had become familiar by means of the

productions of their late worthy member, Herr

Zanth, it appeared to him to make one of the most

charming instances of polychromatic decoration, and,

as he conceived, one of the most successful and

genuine. But he could not form a decided opinion,

not having seen the original, hut he mentioned it as

one of the successful instances of art-colonring when
it was better understood aud more extensively used

than it had been since.

Mr. Lockyer protested against the condemnation

that had been indulged iu both as regarded the Pom-
peian and Giulio Romano decorations. Any one who
had seen the Villa Papa, the Villa Madama. aud the

works at Mantua of Giulio Romano, must feel that he

was a thorough master of his subject, knew what he

was about, and used no colour or form injudiciously.

He (Mr. L.) might he impure, perhaps, in his taste,

but in upholding his works, it w'aa from a conviction

that there were few works in Italy that struck him so

much as the performances of that artist, both as to

j

design and arrangement of colour. Mr. Aitchison

! seemed to find fault with the deep masses of red, but

in that climate you rather required masses of colour.

They were very' well lighted by the subjects painted

upon them, but certainly the hriliiant sunlight and

atmosphere of Italy seemed to require those masses

of colour which are dispensed within England. ^Yith

regard to mosaic decoration, Mr. Aitchison mentioned

the better effect of gold when produced on a green

ground. Now it struck him that iu the case of most

of the mosaics of Italy the gold was on a reddish

ground, and very few ou green. In the San Lorenzo

I

it was on green, hut there the effect was poor,

j

Mr. Wyatt.—The earliest mosaics in the Santa

1 Sophia are on deep white ; in later ones they became

red.

Mr. Kerr was quite of opinion that polychroniatism

' was one of the principles of their art that ought not
' to be passed unnoticed. He understood Mr. Aitebisou

to say that the art of colour was a matter of iustiuct

and not of rule; that it was not a matter of science

but of intuitive and instinctive knowledge, under the

' correction of an experienced eye. Now, nothing, in

his opinion, could be a greater mistake iu the abstract.

If he were called upon to define colour in relation to

architecture, he should say it was the music of their

art. Nothing could he more correctly weighed, esti-

mated, or definitively reduced iuto system. Not that

he would say that it had been so weighed and esti-

mated, and its elements accurately reduced into

system
;
hut the work of Chevreul on the subject

was exceedingly mathematical in all its processes

for the determination of principles ou which

every one might very safely rely. The interior deco-

ration of a building in modem times with colour must

he a peculiarly interesting subject of inquiry to the

architect. "When he spoke of colour as being the

music of their art, he was not speaking altogether

figuratively, for he fancied that the interior of a build-

ino' might be decorated in any one of many ways,

just in the same manner as a piece of music might be

set to any one or many expressions or sentiments.

Wheu we wished to decorate the interior of a struc-

ture in a bold and striking manner, or if, on the other

hand, we wished to carry out the work iu a smooth

and graceful manner, we adopted the desired material

and design iu order to produce the wished-for effect on

the mind of the beholder. In the classical times of

antiquity he was inclined to think—notwitiistanding

all tnat had been said, and perhaps proved, with regard

to chromatic decorative buRdiug—that it was not car-

ried on to a very great extent. He, for one, as aa

admirer of Greek architecture, should be sorry to

admit that they did colour the exterior of their build-

ings. The operation of the miud at that time and iu

that age was more stern and severe ; but when you

came to the Middle Ages, you found the mind losing

its severity—losing that stemoess, and more involved

iu complication of lighter details; and then in after-

time, and by gradual progression, the use of colour

became more applicable to the mind and the purposes

of art, and in the Medieeval and Renaissance works.
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which were goveraed hy principles almost entirely by

Mediffival examples, we found that colour began to be

adopted and used, not only with profusion, but with

something more than gusto—with success, with intui-

tive success. Now, the colouring that was to be

found in Medimral buildings, successful as it was,

was not successful by accident, or by the application

of rules, but the existence of rules may be easily dis-

covered. Chcvreul discovered a great many, and

laid down remarks on position. If Mr. Aitchisou

would only collect the specimens that were bang-

ing about, and assort them in various classes, he

would find that certain principles governed oue class,

and certain principles another, which must inevitably

be, and without which colour decoration could not be

successfully employed. It was different with form,

the other great principle and department of their art.

They could not weigh form, but they could, as it

were, weigh the music and poetry of colour, and so

lay down fi.ted principles of action. Indeed, there

was no subject io the present day more deserving the

attention of scientific men in relation to architecture

than colour.

Professor Donaldson was of opinion that the great

principle that should guide an architect in the deco-

ration of bis building, should be its character and its

object. "When he had gone into a building decorated

to any extent, he really ofttimea could not appreciate

what the intention of the architect had been. It

appeared to him that primarily iu a building, archi-

tecture should take the leading position,—that is, the

place of promiuence and honour, and tliat all decora-

tions should be subordinate to its members, in order

to fill up the plain spaces, and give effect, by decora-

tive contrast, to the severer features of architecture.

Mr. Burges had very well said that he perceived very

frequently in the Medireval buildings, that the colour

was in the hollows, which threw out in greater relief

the small shafts of the piers. There he (the professor)

thought that colour was very admirably introduced.

But when they found colour usurping the proper place

of architecture, and architecture, instead of itself

being represented in natural materials, relieved, as it

were, here and there by accidental portions of colours

;

when he saw the white surfaces of buildings them-

selves coloured by artificial pigments,—colour usurp-

ing a place it ought not to possess, and architecture

put in a secondary position,—he could not help

thinking that it was degrading to art- If archi-

tecture was to be decorated, it should be by

varieties of material, that is, by different tones of

coloured marbles and stone, of which the shafts and

friezes should be constructed, and uot to admit of

artificial decoration. When they went into the

Temple of Jupiter, at Pompeii, and noticed the

I

podium, with its horizontal cornice, and then the

:
conrses of stone above, which were all of different

colours, it seemed absurd that colour should be made

I to represent materiHl, and you did not see anything

1 to justify it. But here the colour introduced was

/ Iona fide, and part of the material. It represented

;
architecture, whereas in other cases it did not, and

t only represented subordinate ornamental decoration
;

; and so it should be whether it be simple diaper, or

I other colours, or other ornamental forms, like those

:

given in the illustrations. ‘When they talked of the

i Saintc Chapclle, what could he the purpose of the

I architect in the decoration of the building (he had

: not recently seen it himself), in covering with an

; artificial coating the whole of the beautiful architcc-

I ture there ? About forty years ago, he saw a repve-

! sentation of the decorations of St. Stephen’s Chapel,

Westminster. It was ^together covered with colour,

• which had a very gorgeous and magnificent appear-

; ance, but to bis (Professor Donaldsou’s) mind, the

proper, legitimate, and sober effect of the architectime

was lost, and it seemed to be more an adapta-

tion of mere tapestry hanging than a proper mat-

ter of architectural effect. These, he thouglit,

were the principles on which buildings should be

decorated, i.e. what should be the proper pur-

pose and appropriate interest of the architect. He
differed with Mr. Aitchison in his condemnation

of Pompeii, hut it should he remembered that where

these decorations were placed, rather in the shade than

exposed to the sun, nothing was more proper than the

introduction of brilliant tints. Mr. Aitchisou stated

that he noticed there were little columns and dimi-

nutive entablatures, and capricious decorations intro-

duced, for which he could see no use; but it should be

remembered that these objects doubtless represented a

class of architectm-e of which no remains have survived

at the present time, and that the domestic details of

their buildings were of a small and delicate kind ; and

if wc recollected what we can do in iron and wood,

though at that time they appeared to be in bronze,

the representations would appear to be harmonious.

He {Professor Donaldson) w'as not pleased with what

he saw in the baths of Titus at Rome, but he was

delighted when he studied.'.lhe villas iu the neigh-

bourhood; some of the paintings were on a white

ground, and told out with very beautiful effect

;

while others were on a dark ground, and brought

out the colours even more brilliantly than those

on a peacock’s tail. Among Mr. Aitchison’s draw-

ings, the black spots were in very small masses,

else they overpowered; and they were used svib-

ordinately, so as not to produce a heavy effect. With
respect to the white lines, the Egyptians understood

the value of them. We should find this in the

Egyptian paintings in the British Museum. We
should there see that a white line separated the greens,

the blues, the reds, and yellows, and gave to each tone

its true and proper quality. When he thought of the

Palazzo T. he could not go the whole way with Giulio

Romano. The decoration appeared to him in many
parts to be puerile, and the result of caprice rather

than of genius. There was so much extravagance of

contrast and proportion, that he left, the Palazzo with

disappointment. lie thought that Baldassari Peruzzi

da Sienna had designed great works in this style, as

the lower, although the difference in the fall was
3 feet.

A portion of it I pat into water. I examined it in

a fortnight, but it had not then set. I am sorry to

say that I omitted to look at it again for a consider-

able time, so that I cannot speak as to the exact time

of its setting
;
but when I took it out of the water,

seven months after, it was qnite hard. I mention,

this, in order to show that the concrete was at least

a good average sample.

In order to try the matter more in detail, I had a

box filled with very clean sand, such as is used by

masons. The box was then well shaken, and the sand

settled down so as to lose about one-fifih of its bulk.

The box was then filled up, so that, in fact, it was

made to hold about one-fifth more than its ordinary

quantity of sand.

This W’as turned oot, and well mixed with water.

After this it filled the box, but on being shaken sub-

sided down to the same level as before, thus losing, i

well as Giulio Romano, who had a heavy hand, and was addition to the bulk of water, one-fifth of its own

frequently capricious : and most beautiful works wei'e
|

bulk as before.

also designed at the Villi Caprarok by Vignola, who
j

This wet sand was then mixed with onc-third ofits

perfectly understood these decorations. Professor bulk of ground lime, and made into mortar, which

Donaldson concluded by moving a cordial vote of 'just filled the box. The surface was levelled, and

thanks to Mr. Aitchison for his paper.
|

carefully tested during the setting, but neither expan-

Mr. Aitchison hrMy replied, n-Mi much spirit and ,

nor contraction eenld he perccired

effect, to the observations that had been made
i
and !

Another experiment <vas then tried at the mg-

the meeting adjourned for the holidays.
|

Mr. Wyatt Papworth. A box was filled

®
1
With coarse ballast, and one-seventh of imgrouod lime—

' added to it, the lime being broken up into smaller

EXPERIMENTS ON CONCRETE.
!

pieces, but not very carefuHv, and then mixed with

The experiments here deserihed were cl, icily made i

[j;'

with a vie , of vcrifiing some facts meationed in the
,

tt™'™ "‘o "•'=» «" v part ally slacked he

description of “ Ooicroto,” in the-Dictionary of the *•“; f“i‘
. u-r e iT>ir +• .w c«v,.;qIv, Rnt t iiQVA Ltfftr I

might be considered atoleiably fair example ol wliat
Arehitealaral Pnhlieatton Soe eiy. M

.j

ZtprTvlsl madefy1 TheTene S deS i

with ungroand lime without proper

ectTlhis i,-lst, IhS there is a sen- 1

and carefu only 0 get he whole doae

sible loss in bulk of the ballast, independently of that >»»? possible. The icsult was slight but

oftheli,ne;nnd,2ea,that,l.emate,iids onheingmk^^^
ballast, which

together expand eonsiderably. So much is tins lea
j ^

prevalent, that a respectable
. its hulk of ground lime. On being put into the box

,n,te above stating aojdhmg hat he didjt believe , S
. ^ ^

to he troe,-reqn.red P" '
' than Ihe ballast did separately. The mass was then

concrete that I slioidd aHew him one-seve 1 h^
“'"uSed\]zru Ztt‘ross’'oZhS;Zti:s ,

^

thus great It was this demand that first led me to " ^uu „thZex“pe"Znt I should be glad to moulion,
expenmeut. The '^B ‘"‘J* „ it i, , u„ri„„s one, and hears upon a part of the
the same mauner and, with one exception I was pre-

understood, via. the setting
sent at the whole process from beginning to end. ye .. , ,

Several of the eomniiltee of the AiThitectui-ol Piihli- or hardening of tlio concrete 01 mortar.

Son Society also attended at the trials. A wooden I

A friend of mine who ,s a firs -rate chemist, ang-

hox was made, holding exocily one cubic yard. This 6““ to mo some tune ..nco that the addilion ot a

was filled with n fair sample of the ordinary Thames ' carbonate to ‘tio ''ooW cause it to set more

ballast and such as is used for concrete in London, fioickly, and for this obvious reason
,
tha as the lune

To Ihi was added ground Medway grey stone lime, in « ropposed to he hardened by the absorption of car-

the proportion of one of lime to six of balksl. The
' tci'c

.
s"Wanee in eomhmalion wrth that

whole iJas there turned out and mixed together in Ihe
,

acid would oiler to the lime its hardening medium m
ordinary wav, the cube vard taking about forty gal-

,

F'f "I
-

The whole hoik would thus stand as “ ‘he ‘'“c. He further stated, though he could

not procure me tiic details, that the experiment had

been tried, on a somewliat large scale, with carbonate

j

of soda mixed with concrete used under water, and

I

with complete success.

I I, thertfiire, had some more concrete made, and

1
mixed with carbonate of soda as directed. It was put

into water, aud, in sixteen days, was finally set.

Ions of water

follows :

—

Ballast 27 feet cubic

Lime ik\
\Vater c. 6 )

10 ^ do.

Total do.

oncretc thus mixed, was inrown luio me oux t , . , x i - xl i-

from the lev 1 ot the ground, so thnl the lower part
,

«»* ‘'“c- I ‘‘''ci mort.r made m the ordinary

r II r I 1 fLi nrtri ti.r. itriTtor ritti-f wsY) f^^d somc also mixcd with carbonate of soda,
would have a fa o ai , >

'but iu a larger proportion than with tbe concrete,
of 1 foot The exDcnruent was also made ot throw- .

Zita from a p stforn,, 10 fret above the ground.
' T>>» cxperimeot was, however not eueoura^ug as

In each c.se Ihe result nms the same, vie. the whole 'cttmg crumbled to pieces. 1 think
in eacn case uu. ilsuh,

_ >
. , , ^^,3 artificial bardcuing might, as the process is a

mass, made into concrete, occupied precisely the same

THE POINTED PENDENTIVE DOME AS A
RIBBED VAULT.

Ix making tbc remarks to be found at pige 465
1

' of this volume,' on the pointed pendcutivc dome, I

space as the dry ballast, via. one enhie jid, nlVthe
,

*'«P I-' e'^P«teteuted on furlherwith advantage.

bulkofthelimeaudwatcr,beiEgabouttwo-fifthsofthat T. Hayter Lewis.

of the ballast, being lost, but none of the ballast itself.
|

, -

The surface was CxarcCuIly levelled, and thiu boards

tacked over, so ns to ascertain if there -were any ex-

pansiou in tbe setting, but none could be perceived.

The weight of the mass was 27 cwt. I then had

some more ballast mixed with a similar proporlion - -
. , , -,v ,1

-

of tfHoi-omul lime broken into small pieces, and wetted merely considered itasasimple shell; but with this

for a quarter of an hour. It was in that time pretty vault, as with others, the greatest economy ot ma-

well slaked but there must have been a good deal in terial and the greatest structural efficiency arc to he

the centre of the lumjis not so. We know, from our attained by the application of a system of framework

every-day experience of the blistering of plastering iu or ribbing.
_ ^ . ,, 1, n r j ,,,

internal work that a very long lime is required to slack
,

Iu applying nbs to this vault, we shall find them

liracthorougbly, and 1 thought that, as this operation to be of several diffa;eat kinds ;—first,

was "-oing ou to some extent after tbc coiici elc had been being the arches m which the chief strength of the

mixe'd aud put into the box, a sensible expansion would vault is placed. These spring from the angles of the

t kc nlace
^ spread over the surface of the vault.

This however ^rtaiuly did not, for not the slightest Secondly, ridge ribs, which spring from the apices of

increase of hulk'was perceptible. I had the first tried the enclosing, otherwise termed forming or wa 1-

portion (mixed «ith ground lime) broken np nhont a nrehes, and meet m the central hosa o the vanl .

lcckntlei-itwBiiin.de. The parts imineiihuely heloiv Thirdly, we should naino the horizontal ribs which

the surface and nil imdcrneath them, had not sct,bnt sen-elo stiffen the mam ribs, slnits; these, of course,

tbe whole formed a eompict mass without any vacuities not being absolutely necessary, or not so in all cases,

whatever, the upper parts seenitag to be aa solid as
;

For the main nbs to be in equilibrium it is neces-
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sary tteir central planes sliould be vertical ;
thus,

of all the ribs springing from one angle, only one caw

have its central plane normal to the vauli surface.

The central planes of the ridge ribs will, of course,

he vertical. The number of main ribs one of these

vaults might need, depends, as well as their dimensions,

on circumstances. It is quite certain that few

things can be more simple than one of these

domes, in a case in which only a single main

rib springs from each angle. But when several main

ribs spring from each angle, the matter hecomes

more complex. As all these ribs will be close toge-

ther at the springing, I conceive that a very ill effect

would be produced if their intrados did not coincide

with a spherical surface, concentric with the surface of

the vault. A little consideration will show that the

main ribs would in this case he somewhat greater in

depth than the central or diagonal main ribs of the

vault (those whioh alone arc normal to the vault sur-

face). The main rib nearest to the central rib would
be a little deeper, the one beyond that somewhat
deeper than that, and so on ; this difference of dimen-

sions, however, is a mere nothing. But the result

would be not only the gn aier grace from the preser-

vation of the geometrical figure, but that the joints

or meetings of the ridge rib and the main ribs

would mitre fairly, as well as the joints of the latter

with the struts. I should think the mitred joint more
suitable to this vault than the boss-concealed junc-

tion : either mode is applicable, however. By these

arrangernents the arched ribs transmit the thrust of

the vault only to the angles of the plan. But it may
he seen that the ridge ribs descending npou the apices

of the inclosing arches, exert outward pressures ou
these points. The way of resisting this thrust which
has suggested itself to me as the most simple, is that

of extending the wall arch into the vault, and giving

it suHieient solidity to have au inclination to fall in-

wards, the ridge rib pressing outwards, and thus at

the same time that its own outward tendency is re-

strained, restraining the inward tendency of the

overhanging w'all arch. In this manner these forces

tend to the strengtheniug of the whole construction.

This member, which might be named the hanging
wall arch, is not needed where another ridge rib

counteracts the thrust of the first, as in the length of
a vaulted avenue.

It may be remarked, that it is by no means difficult

to make many modifications in this vault. Various
circumstances would suggest these, such as the cases of
the dome having to support a superincumbent vault
or lantern, or in its being finished with an open eye
(which, perhaps, constructional reasons would dictate

to be of a starlike form), &c. I give a modification
of this vault, which might not be unsuitable at limes.

A A. Main ribs. BB. Ridge ribs.

C C. Hanging wall arches.

The plans to which it is applicable are oblongs’

he.vagons, octagons, decagons, &c. which are not per-

fectly regular figures, but which have every alternate

side longer than the others
;

so that there would be
two dimensions of sides, an eqital number of each di-

mension. The longer sides being spanned by semi-

circles, pointed arches would span the shorter ones.

These vaults would consist of half the number of

sections of which there are sides on plan, i.e. two to

an oblong, three to a hexagon, &e. of a sphere, the
radius of which is the same with that of a circle

which would circumscribe the regjilaro\)\<yag, hexagon,
&c. fas the case might be) having its sides equM to

the longer sides of the plan. In the case of an oblong,
the radius is s \/2 ;

s equalling the longer sides on
plan. Any plan that can be covered by this vault
may be likewise covered by the ordinary pointed
pendentive.

As compared with other vault?, the pointed pen-
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dentive dome possesses, like the fan groin, the great

practical merit of all its ribs being portions of circular

curves, and in common with fan and other groins,

that the whole thrust is concentrated at the angles.

Over the fan groin it has the advantage of having
all its enclosing arches, as well ns its diagonals, of

the same figure, whether equilateral, higher, or lower.

It has the advantage of affording greater spaciousness

of effect than any groining can have. It has the

great advantage, above other pendentives, of its

loftiness. Over the various groinings it has the

advantage of possessing a smaller extent of surface

thau any of these, if pointed in section, as well as

the advantage of the spandrils requiring much less

loading, because containing much less cubic space.

The less extent of vault surface of course requires

fewer ribs than that of groins : oue result of these

circumstances is the smaller weight of this vault,

compared with others.

I almost think that a sufficiently strong case has

been made to induce some architect, of geometric
attainments, to take this wandering vault info his

protection,— Ibis offspring, shull I say, of the

systems of groining and of doming, partaking in so

large a degree of the ratui’c, as well as assuming the

decoration of both,—the paternal rib, ramifying in

strcDiith over the surface, and the maternal grace of

panelling and interlacing works, spreading iu elegance

over the space between the ribs, besides its own more
particular adornment, which might be richly carved

with foliage, or with geometrical patterns—the hang-
ing wall arch. I wish, then, so some one would, and
work this almost or altogether untried form into

something which, while altogether our own, might
be worthy of British architecture iu the nineteenth

century. S. C. R.

EDUCATION AND PROFESSIONAL LIVES
OF THE EARLY ITALIAN ARCHITECTS,
PAINTERS, AND SCULPTORS:

ASCONTKASTEDWITH THE EDUCATION AND PEACTICE
OP ilODEUN TIMES.*

Teaching and illustrating by biography has always

been a favonrite means of inculcating and enforcing

good precepts, and we have the highest authority for

its use in far more important subjects than that which

I am about to bring before your notice
;
and it seems

to me that, in treating of particular professions and

occupations, the consideration of the circumstances,

educational helps, obstacles, and early influences in

childhood, friendships, antagonisms, affections, and
patronage of manhood, and the honours, the repu-

tation, the hardly-earned independence, or the unfor-

tunate dependence, the results of the training of

the child, and the liahits, whether good or had,

of youth, to be traced in age, and the final tri-

bute to a life well spent by their survivors, with

the consideration of modes of practice of their pai'-

ticnlar branch of their profession, brought about

by their particular education and influences, is

especially valuable to the living and working stu-

dents of those particular professions who have present

with them many of the great achievements wrought

amid encouragement and discouragement, sickness,

pain, and anxiety, in spite of obstacles, misappre-

hension, and even ridicule, by their predecessors.

Therefore, at the present time, when, though the

profession abounds in able men, greatly skilled and

highly educated, especially in certain attainments, yet

considering the many advantages possessed by us, the

number of works of every preceding age open to ns, and

brought home to us by the great modern inventions of

printing, and every form of illustrative engraving and

photography, the perfection of manufacture in almost

all branches, and the great facility of conveyance for

materials, and also for the concentration of all re-

quired talent to any point of our land required, the

art produced is not of that standard of originality and

beauty attained by the men of old, and certainly not

I

of that proportionate standard that might be expected
I from our marvellous advantages,—-I trust it will not

;
be deemed lost time to endeavour to consider what

I

important differences exist between the education,

professional lives, and practice of those who, in days

past, produced works which we in the present time

look upon as worthy of admiration and imitation and
make long pilgrimages to foreign lands to see,

and those of modern times ;
and whether the same

order of men practised architecture in those days as

at present.

With this view I shall give some brief sketches of

those particular points, in the lives of the early Italian

artists, as related by Vasari, that I consider elucidate

the subject in question. I choose the early Italian,

because, thanks to Vasari, we are better acquainted

with the lives of those who have prodnoed celebrated

works, and because their mode of practice is that

which I particularly wish to bring under your con-

* Read by Mr. Dnice, at a meeting of the Architectural
Association, held on Friday, December lltb.

sideration, my main point being to show that in those
days men were selected to give designs for buildings,
in consequence of their artistic acquirements, they
often being men that up to that period had not
turned their attention particularly to architecture, but
were considered competent from the imagination and
powers of drawing, shown in the sister arts of either

sculptoi'e or painting (and often both) up to that

period
; and it will be my object to point out, though

the existing examples of the various periods render it

scarcely necessary, that as long as this state of things
lasted, thcbuildiiigs produced were remarkable for origi-

nality of thought andbeauly of design
;
but when men

came to give their attention to architecture alone, their

imagination was less exercised, and a less amount of

knowledgcofdrawing wasconsidered necessary,whereas
Ihc other arts cannot be practised at all without them;
and the architects being no longer artists in the same
degree as formerly,the practical, or rather scientific part

of their two-fold character, began to have the pre-

eminence, and the consequence was, that gradually

precedent took the place of originality, and measured
proportions, and forms copied from ancient works,

and composed principally of straight lines, took the

place of the free liues of the pencil and the artistic

reproduction of natural forms. In going through

Vasari, whose work I have found sufficient for my
purpose, one of the first passages that arrested my
attention was in the life of Cimahue, a painter alone,

and which is as follows :

—

“By these and other works, Cimabue had acquired

a great name, as well as large profits, and was
appointed, together with Avnulpho Lnpi, an artist

then greatly renowned in architcciiu’e, to superintend

the building of Santa Maria del Fieri, in Fforence

those that had the direction of the work evidently

thinking that his taste and experience in art, though

in a different branch, would be of great service to the

work. The first architect we find noticed is Buono,

who was sculptor as well, a fist of his works being

as follows:

—

The Castel del Uovo and Castcl Cupoano, Cam-
panile of St. Mark, Venice; St. Andrea, of Pis-

toria, the marble architrave over the door of which

containing many figures in the Gothic manner, name
and date 11G6, was sculptured by his own hand;

the enlargement of Saufa Maria, at Florence; and

the Palace of Arrezzo, showing that those who
were skilled in sculpture were nevertheless entrusted

with important architectural works. But to see more
fully the way in which they managed these matters in

those times, and the gradual change that took place

iu tbe mode of practice, and consequently in the works
produced, let us inquire with this view into the lives,

education, and practice of a few men whose names are

well known in the history of architecture, and many
of whose works are at the present time the object of

admiration and study. * * * *

Let us first take Arnulpho, horn 1232, died 1310,
architect of Sta. Maria del Fieri, and of the Or San
Michele. "We do not know much of his education,

Vasari says that he acquired the art of architecture

from bis father, Jacopo IV. (note this), studied design

under Cimabue, for the purpose of employing it in

sculpture
; he was also a pupil of Niccola Pisano,

altogether au education not often considered necessary

iu the present time, being as though a student of

architecture were now to learn composition and con-

structive architecture with an architect, as at present

;

and, in addition to that, the art of design from East-

lake, and that of sculpture from Gibson. And what
was the result ? Two of his works are Santa Maria
del Piori, and the beautiful building, originally de-

signed by him ns the corn-market, and thus called

the Loggia of Or San Michele. This education did

not, however, spoil his practical usefulness, as it was

by his advice that the Florentines issued a decree that

no hnildiug should ever after be erected on the river

banks, when they had sank
;
and much ruin would

have been saved, says Vasari, had the decree alw'ays

been adhered to.' In 1285 he founded the Loggia

and Piazza of the Priori, rebuilt the principal chapel

of the Baffin of Florence, the campanile of the same

church, and the church of Sta. Croce, after which

came his great work of the Dtiomo, or Santa Maria

del Fieri, “in which,” says Vasari, “he proceeded

with 80 much care and judgment, making lus excava-

tions wide and deep, and filling them with excellent

materials, such as flint, and lime, and a foundation of

immense stones, that they have proved equal, as we
still see, to the perfect support of that enormous con-

struction which Filippo di Brunelleschi erected upon

them, and which Arnulpho had probably not even

thought of placing thereon.”

His next works were the city walls and gate

towers, after which he designed the Palazzo di

Signori
;
after which many other works, among which,

was the tomb of Cardinal Brnye, in the church of

Sau Dominico, at Orvieto, where he displayed equal

power as an architect and mosaic worker. At length,

at au advanced age, he died,laclenwith honours, iu 1310.
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Ilia original model fjr Santa Marla, showing the

manner in which he intended carrying the dome im-

mediately above the |)iers, was lost, with those of

Brunelleschi, they being apijarenlly not more careful

of the original models of their great masters than we

of Wren’s of St. Paul’s.

Having traced the career of one who, though

well shilled as a sculptor, yet applied himself almost

exclusively to architecture, and whoso greatest works

are in that art, we now come to one who was edu-

cated and practised as a sculptor, and whose great

work is in sculpture, he was, from his fame in that art,

chosen to design and superintend works of architec-

tare; namely, Niccola Pisano, bom 1205, and died

1278, who is celebrated as having opened a new road

to sculptors, and by his practice and influence led the

way to truth aod nature. He was born at Pisa, and

according to Vasari, his first lessons were from Greek

or Byzantine sculptors at work at the figures and

other ornaments of the Duomo and the Baptistry

;

but, according to other Italian writers, from Pisan

artists
; but his chief instruction was derived from

the diligent study of antique sarcophagi, then at

Pisa, in which, says Vasari, “ The nude, as well as

the draped figures, were perfect in design, and exe-

cuted with great skill.” This, of course, in the then

existing state of sculpture, gave him such a correct-

ness of outline and finish that placed him above all

others of his time. “ His first work,” according to

Vasari, “ was a tomb in marble to San Dominico,

founder of the order of Preaching Friars, and in 1231
he completed the construction of the tomb, with the

many figures still to be seen upon it, to the great

extension of his fame, the work being considered

one of extraordinary merit, and superior to anything

that had then been seen. While engaged on this

work, he also prepared plans for the re-building of

the church and the greater part of the convent.” I

take this opportunity to point out in the works of

Niccola and others more particularly given to sculp-

ture, an advantage the inverse of that which I am
advocating as applied to architecture of the same man
uniting thetwoarts,that while thearchitecturebecomes

sculpturesque and artistic, on the other hand, those

works, such as monuments, tombs, &c. generally

entrusted to sculptors, and in the present time

generally consisting of one statue, and the pedestal

neglected, or if attempted to he decorated, barbarous

in the extreme, become architectural in their cha-

racter, meriting the terra construction, and enriched

in the present instance willi many figures
;
for as long

as the architect lacks power of drawing, and the

sculptor the art of architectural composition, no

perfect work can be executed in either art.

To show that the sculptor and artist is not neces-

sarily a bad ooustruclive architect, note that Niccola

was the first to found buildings in Pisa, where the

soil is so bad for foundation on arches raised on piers,

which in their turn were supported by piles—for,

says Vasari, “where this was not practised, the whole

edifice was frequently ruined by the sinking of the

fonudation, whereas the piles rendered all entirely

secure, as experience fully demonstrates.”

One work noted is a deposition of our Saviour

on the ra9ade of the church of San Murtino at Lucca,

which is full of admirable figures. After many other

works, we come to the well-known church of St.

Antonio of Padua, of which I have a sketch, and also

the church of the IVari at Venice, sketches of which

are in Street’s “Brick and Marble Architecture.”

Another interval of unknown works, and we come to

the marvellously beautiful pulpit in the baptistry at

Pisa, and that at Sienna. Thus we see in these few

notes what seems to us a singular mode of practice.

At one time we have a man diligently studying classic

figures, and showing the result of his studies in a

tomb noted for the beauty of its many figures (not

one, remember). At another we find that his skill in

composition, as shown in this, has, as we should now

say, got him a job in architecture. His success in

this gains him many others, which cause him to travel

to Rome, Naples, Venice, and other places. "We next

hear of him, chisel in hand, at Lucca, at a deposition,

and finally achieving his great triumphs in sculpture—
Le. design and execution—in his native city and at

Sieuna. Soon after which we find him retiring from

his labours to Pisa, and leaving his two-fold practice

to his son,

—

Giovamii Pisano, sculptor and architect.—Now let

us mark his education : Vasari says, that being con-

stantly with his father, he attained early proficiency

both in sculpture and architecture, so that in a few

years he not only became equal to his instructor, but,

in some respects, surpassed him
;
and what was the

result ? A tomb was wanted at this time at Perugia, to

Pope Urban IV. who had just t‘.xp)ved. "What did

the Perugians do
;

give the job to some iocompeteut

townsman ? No
;

they wanted a first-rate work

:

Niccola had indeed retired, but Giovanni had qualified

himself to succeed him, so Giovanni was employed,

and, as is sure to be the ca^e when a man has really

qualified himself for his work, this fii'st work imme-
diately led to another : a water-course had been just

made to the city, a fittiug fountain was required for

it, “ they now, therefore,” says Vasari, i. e. being

satisfied with his first work, “confided the erection of

the fountain, with all its ornaments, whether in marble

or bronze, to Giovauni Pisano.” And now let me
ask, how many of our existing sculptors would make
a fitting, harmonious, and architectural design

;
how-

many of our architects would successfully design and

execute the details, figures, Ac. and why ? I think

from the w-aot of Giovanni’s education
; he, while

qualifying himself for his profession as a sculptor,

which secured the detail, bore in miud that he would

some day or other be called upon to design buildings,

which secured the composition audconstructive know-
ledge. This undcrlai<ing being completed

j
murk

this, as he was a sculptor, executing the stone carving

himself, aod making the casts for the bronze work,

he could not leave till it was finished. He left Perugia

for Pisa to see his father, who was ill
;
but passing

through Florence he was compelled to delay some time

there, for the pvirpose of assisting with other archi-

tects at the mills ou the Arno, which were then in

coiu’so of construction. “Hearing of his father’s

death,” says Vasari, “he departed for Pisa, where, in

consideration of his talents, he was received with

great honour by all the city, every one rejoicing that

although Niccola bad passed away, yet Giovanni re-

mained to them, the heir to his virtues as well as his

abilities.” Do we ever hear now of an architect being

received in this w’ay on his return to his native city

after executing two or three works in London, or any

other place ;
and w-hy not ? I do not mean to the same

extent, for we are not so excitable or enthusiastic on any

matters as the Italians of the present day, much less

as the Italians of those days in the matter of art. Ve
do not, you will say, take any works of our great

painters in triumph through the streets as the Floren-

tines did that of Cimabue
;
therefore you cannot ex-

pect that they will accompany any of our great archi-

tects through the streets of his native city ; but I

will remind you that a great soldier is received with

as much enthusiasm as we are capable of
;
and more-

over, a great painter or sculptor alone is also treated

with the same honours if he happens to visit his

native place; bnt when did we hear of a great archi-

tect being thought so much of, or treated in the same

manner? Aud why is this? you will perhaps say.

Partly because compai-ative excellence is not so clearly

defined, and partly because the public do not value

architecture so much as they do the other arts. True
;

but we must go deeper. Why is comparative excel-

lence difficult to define, aud why do not the public

appreciate this art as much as the others? 1 will tell

you w'by, in my humble opinion. Because in the

profession itself it is looked upon aud treated more as

a business than an art, because, in training young

men lo an art that requires an intimate knowledge of

the other two sister arts, loan art to which the others

are often called upon to become handmaids, and

which requires all the outline di-awiog, and at least

some knowledge of the execution of the sculptor, and

all the subtlety of composition, aud some of ibe

knowledge of colour of the painter; all this is often

ignored
;
the extent of drawing is confined to a small

power of sketching builuings. The other knowledge

required to raise works of architecture to works of

art is left unlearnt. A little archmology and a large

supply of works on old buildings ai-c substituted,

which, as most make use of them for reference to

Classic or Gothic huildings, may, perhaps, account for

the difficulty of defining comparative merit, which is

never the case when men are alone dependent upon

their imagination, power of drawing, aud study of

nature. Moreover, the public know, lo a certain ex-

tent, the amouut and difficulties of the attainments

considered necessary, aud respect the profession

accordingly. But to return to Giovauni— the

Pisans did more than fete him, for the men of

those days were greedy to possess the works of tiieir

great artists. As his first work had been in another

city, and had proved his talents and acquirements,

they resolved that their city should also be enriched

by his works, for, says Vasari again, immediately after

recording his triumphant reception, “Nor were the

Pisans disappointed when the occasion came for put-

tin" them {his abilities) to the proof, for, resolving to

make certain changes in the small, but richly-adorned

church of Santa Mai'ia della Spina, the charge of these

was entrusted to Giovaiiiii,who,withtbeaidof his disei-

ples.broughtthedecorationsofthatoratorytothcperfec-

tiou we now see.” Ills success in this last work caused

the Pisans to confide to him the design and execution

of the Campo Santo, which I need not tell you was

successful also. After which followed many works,

including, Vasari says, “ i\x'tfagiide of the Duomo at

Sienna, the high altar of which he covered with

figures, foliage, and other ornaments in relief, the

w-hole work being bisected into compartments by hue

mosaics and enamels on plates of silver, fixed into

the marble with great nicety aud carc.” ‘While en-

gaged in restoring n convent, he received a com-
mission to execute a pulpit for the church of

S.int Andrea, similar to what Niccol i’had executed for

the cathedral of Sienna. Tliis took Giovanni font

years. At this time, having executed so many famous
works, like a true artist, considering that he was always

a student, be resolved to proceed to Rome, that he
might profit, as his father had done, by the study of

the few antiquities then to be seen there
;
but this

design he afterwards abandoned, aud returning to

Pisa, he was commissioned to execute the pulpit in the

Duomo: he also executed figures ou the tympana of

two of the doorways of the same building. His last

work was a small chapel in the church at Prato, to

contain the girdle of the Virgin, which, having been

stolen, the people, as usual, resolved to put it in a

safe place. He died in 1320, aud was honourably in-

terred in his own work, the Campo Santo. Besides

being an architect and sculptor in marble, Giovanni

was also a worker in ivory.

"We next come to a master-mind, one who has pro-

duced one of the world-known treasures of architec-

ture, yet who neveitheless, under the present system,

would not have turned his attention to architecture at

all, aud the world would consequently have been de-

prived of his work, for during many years of his life

he was a painter alone,—need it be said that I allude

to Giotto (born 1276, died 1336),— thanks to the

system of those times, styled by Vasaan, in the heading

to his life, painter, sculptor, aod architect ; aud do

you think his work in architecture would have been

so beautiful had his mind, eye, and hand not been

previously trained by his long course of painting, and

consequent long study of nature? I am sure not.

It is the only way. You cannot get water out of a

dry well; and even the study, i.e. the knowledge got

by the study of nature, is of no use if you have not the

power of hand and eye to reproduce her forms aud

those with which the mind becomes filled; and this

can only be attained by years of practice.

So that in Giotto’s case, his education as an archi-

tect, i.e. a designer of architecture, was bis practice as

a painter. But you must always bear in mind that it

was the system or custom of combining the arts that

rendered it practicable. I would not pretend to say

that at the present time any one of our great painters,

after ten or twenty years’ practice in painliug alone,

would rnnke a good architect, or even perhaps tarn

out a really good design. Though he would possess

three of the great desiderata, viz. power of drawing,

experience in composition, and continual study of

nature, he would lack a fourth even to pi'actise archi-

tecture as au ai-t, viz. the power of applying these

acquisitions to architecture; but tlie artists of those

days, whether painters or sculptors, knowing that

their fume iu their special art would very probably

lead to employraeut iu architecture (a first-rate

artist of auy kind being looked upon as the

best designer of the day, and, consequently, the

most fit man to whom to coufldc any work which it

was wished should possess peculiar beauty), took care

in their leisure time (which was not much in those

days when church walls were not of white-wash or

colourless plastic) to qualify themselves for such an

emergency, aud often to such a degree that, as we
have seeu in the life of Niccola Pisano, a sculptor, that

their works are noted as models of construction as

well as of beauty. Vith regard to Giotto’s early life,

all arc well acquainted with the story as told by

Vasari. * * * A remark occurs to me now, iu

looking over the list of works of Giotto—a painting

which may as fittingly come here as anywhere else

—

that in those days the painters aud sculptors had

great opportunities of studying cotemporary architec-

ture, as nearly all their works, instead of being

executed in their own studios, were done ou or within

tlie walls of the churches, religious houses, aud other

public buildings ; and I can well imagine that the

iii'tists’ minds were occupied dm'ing many a spare five

minutes of rest from their labours iu admiring and

(jbserving the buildings whose walls they were enrich-

ing, and much knowledge was probably in this way

stored up and made use of when the opportunity

occuired.

It is not ray intention, nor would time pqpmit me
lo make mention of any of the e.xtraordinary numbers

of paintiugs executed by Giotto, or to endeavour to

trace the events of his life, which would, indeed, he

much the same thing.

However, Vasari goes ou recounting his principal

works, till we come upon this:
—

“ In the year 1327

Guido Tarlati da Pictra Mala, bishop aud lord of

Arrezzo, died at Mossa di Maremma, when returning

from Lucca, whither he had gone to visit the emperor,

and his body was carried to Airezzo, where it received

the honour of a most solemn and magnificent funeral.

It was then resolved by Piero Larconie and Dolpho da

Pietra Mala, hi other of the bishop, that a sepulchral

monument in marble, worthy of the greatness ot a man

who had been lord spiritual and temporal of the city
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as well as chief of the Ghibelliiii party m Tuscany,

-should be raised to his memory. They wrote accord-

ingly to Giotto, requesting him to prcpai-e designs for

a very splendid tomb, adorned with whatever might

most worthily enrich it, and, sending him the required

measurements, they prayed him at the same time to

procure them a sculi)tor, the most excellent, according

to his opinion, that could be found in Italy, they refer-

ring the whole affair entirely to his judgment. Giotto,

who was very obliging, made the desisn and sent it

to them, when the monument was erected accordingly,

as nill be related in its proper place,” i. e. in the

lives of the selected sculptors, Agostino and Angelo,

of Sienna. Here, then, is an iostauce of what I re-

marked above, viz. that the greatest artist of the age,

whatever his special profession, was looked upon as

the greatest designer, and therefore called upon when
any work more than usually beautiful in design was
required, whether in his peculiar province or not.

After this we hear of no more works in sculpture or

arehitectnre till we come to the following:
—“After

-completing these works, and on the 9!h July, 1334
(f. e. it the dates are correct, when he was fifty-eight

years old, and only two years before his death), Giotto

('omiiienccd the campanile of Santa Jlaria del Fiori.

The foundations were laid on massive stones, sunk
twenty brachia

;
he caused the remainder, namely,

eight brachia, to be formed of masonry. The bishop
of the city, with all the clergy and magistrates, were
present at the foundation, of which the first stone was
solemnly laid by the bishop himself. The edifice then
proceeded on the plan before mentioned, and in the
Gothic manner of those times

;
all the historical repre-

sentations which were to be the ornaments being
designed with great care and diligence by Giotto
himself (would that the architects of the present
lime would do so, and not leave so much work to

the carver), who marked out on the model all the
compartments where the friezes and sculpture were
•to be placed, in colours of white, black, and red.

The lower circumference of the tower is of 100
brachia (25), that is, one each of the four sides.

The height is 144
;

and if that which Lorenzo di

Ghiberti has written be true, as I fully believe it is,

Giotto not only made the model of (he campanile, but
even executed a part of the sculptures and reliefs

—

those representations in marble, namely, which exhibit
the origin of all the arts. Lorenzo also affirms that
he saw models in relief from the hands of Giotto,
and more particularly those used in these works,

—

“ .\n assertion that we can easily believe,” continues
V.'isari :

“ for design and invention are the parents of
all the arts, and not of one only. This campanile,
according to the design of Giotto, wus to have been
cr^^vncd by a spire, or pyramid, of the height of fifty

br.u-hia; but as this was in the old Gothic manner,
the modern architects h.rve always advised its

omission, the building appearing to them better as it

is. For all these works, Giotto was not only made a

citizen of Florence, but also received a pension of 100
goldan florins yearly—a large sum in those limes

—

from the Commune of Florence. He was also

appointed superintendent of the work, which he did
not live to sec finished, bot which was continued afeer

his death by Taddeo Gaddi ” (also a paintei’), so we
see now the connection between the shepherd-boy and
the Giotto Campanile. Years have gone by—educated
by a painter as a painter, and living and practising as

a painter, almost exclusively, till he was fiftv-eiglt

years old, we now see his powers of drawing, subtletv

of c imposition, liis long experience as a designer, his

long study of nature, and bis matured and full iinagi-

t at’on at last concentrated on a work of architecture,

as if it was intended to be a lesson for us, that it is

not a light thing when we sit down, pencil in hand,
to design a work intended to last for centuries

;
that

they are not light acquirements that the art requires;
that it is an injury, rather than a benefit, that our
knowledge of construction and building is good and
that the walls will stand for ages, if, at the same
time, our preparation of our powers of design has
not been commensurate with the importance of
the art, and with our skill in making our work
permanent; if, in fact, our art is not worth pre-
serving, for the pleasure, the instruction, and the
benefit of succeeding ages. Do not for a moment
mininderstand me: Ido not say, know less of con-
structive skill,—you cannot know' too much

; how
grievous, for instance, would it have been if there had
liecn the slightest flaw or sign of weakness in this
building, upon which so much art has been lavished
by Giotto, if his parting gift had perished from bad
construction. No; the constitution should be good,
and the bone and muscle strong, where the form is so
beautiful,—but still the form should be worthy of the
b:.’ne and muscle. But, mark the way in which this

great artist set to work ; from his previous life perhaps
it might have been imagined that a dashing sketch
would have been the way in which his imaginative
design would have been communicated; but, no.
Should we then have had the full benefit of all his

knowledge and experience ? No
;
he himself must make

the model, or the proportions would not have been

sufficiently considered. All the detail must be

marked out by himself, or the design would not have

profiled by his powers of composition. The coloured

decorations must all be designed by him, or we should

not have derived all the full benefit of his having been

a painter
;

and, lastly, all the detail itself must be

designed by him, and, as far as he was able, modelled

by bis own hand, or of what avail to the work would
have been the marvellous power of drawing possessed

by its designer? Only two years after the first stone

of this great work was laid, Giotto died, in 1336. I

cannot better conclude my few notes of his life than

by quoting, with your permission, the last few' lines

of “ The Lamp of Beauty,” in “ The Seven Lamps,”
expressing, as it does, all my views in so much more
glowing words :

—
“ And if this be, as I believe it, the

model and mirror of perfect architecture, is there not

something to be learnt by looking back to the early

life of him who raised it ? I said that the power of the

human mind had its growth in the wilderness
;
much

more must the love and conception of that beauty,

whose every line and hne we have seen to be, at the

best, a faded image of God’s daily work, and an

arrested ray of some star of creation, be given chiefly

in the places which lie has gladdened by planting

there the fir tree and the pine. Not within the walls

of Florence, but among the far-away fields of her

lilies, was the child trained who was to raise thathead-

stone of beauty above her towers of watch and war.

Remember all that he became
;

count the sacred

thoughts with which he filled the heart of Italy
;
ask

those who followed him what they learned at his feet;

and when you have numbered his labours, and received

their testimony, if it seemed to you that God had
verily poured out upon this bis servant no common
nor restrained portion of his spirit, and that he was
indeed a king among the children of men, remember
also that the legend upon his crown was that of

David’s :
—

‘ I took thee from the sheep-cote, and

from following the sheep.’
”

As Taddeo Gaddi—born 1300, died 1366—was the

successor of Giotto in the superintendence of the

works of the campanile, wc will next consider a few

passages from the life of this master, who was his

godson, and who was with him for twenty-four years;

“and, after his death,” says Vasari, “ was considered

the first in his art, for judgment, genius, and other

artistic qualities, being superior in most of these to

all his fellow-disciples.” After enumerating many
works on painting, we come to this passage:

—

“ Having rc-liuroed to Florence, Taddeo continued the

works of Orson Michelle for the commune of the

city, and refounded the columns of the Loggia, for

which he used stone, dressed and hewn, instead of the

bricks of which they had previously been formed, but

without altering the design left by Arciul2)ho, who
had directed that spacious magazines should be pre-

pared above the Loggia, with vaults for storing the

reserves of grain laid up by the people and commune
of Florence and that you may see in how much
earnest the authorities and people were in their prac-

,

tice of the art of architecture, as well as the artists,

allow me to read the following passage, which I am
the more induced to do, as I hailed as a sign of better

times the revival to the letter of one of the modes of

proceeding here alluded to. Hear Vasari
—

“ And to

the end that this work might be completed, the guild

of Porta Sta. Maina, to whom the charge of the fabric

had been entrusted, commanded that the tolls of the

Corn-market, the tax of the Piazza, and other imposts,

should be made over to the building; but, what was
of more consequence, it was further ordained, and

with great judgment, that each of the guilds of

Florence should construct a column at its own
charges, and should furthermore place a statue of its

patron saint in a niche of the same. It was, more-
over, decreed that every year, in the festival of each

saint, an officer of the respective guilds should

make a collection, standing each by his own column,

during the whole day, for that purpose, with standard

elevated and ensigns displayed.” The revival I heard

of the other day, when in Ox*'ord, was, that each of

the principal heads of colleges and others had con-

tributed a column to the museum. In 1331, be was
called upon (Giotto being at Milan) to prepare a

model and design for the Ponti Neceheo, his instruc-

tions being to construct it with all possible beauty,

as well as solidity. The bridge of San Trinita was
also built by him. “While all these architectural

works,” says Vasari, “were proceeding, after the

designs and under the direction of Taddeo, he did not

neglect his paintings he painted whole chapels

and other works. He died at Milan.*

Architectur.\l Exhibition.—The opening con-

versazione will be held at the Gallery in Suffolk-

street, on Saturday, the 2Dd of January. Professor

Cockerell will preside.

• To be continned.

ON THE ARTS CONNECTED WITH ARCHI-
TECTURE IN TUSCANY.*

Thebe is no district of Europe entitled to greater

respect from all who honour art than w'as that portion

of Italy, during the thii-teenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth

centuries, which we now recognise as the Duchy of

Tuscany; tested indifferently by the excellence and
variety of its monuments, the spirituality of its

artists’ productions, or the honourable consideration

in which their works were held by all ranks of society.

This high distinction was in a great degree due to a

fortuitous union of elements in the constitution of

Florence in the thirteenth aud fourteenth centuries

such as may never again recur. The favourable posi-

tion of the city for commercial pui'suits, and probably

some congenial sympathy on the part of the citizens,

early made it the seat of a prosperous trade in, and
manufacture of, woollen goods. Its association with

the Ghibeline cause nourished aristocratic feelings of

veneration for feudal nobility, while the sanctity of

the relics with which its earliest religious structures

were endowed, fostered, more particularly among the

democracy, a fervent devotional respect for everything

ecclesiastical. Through these three sources,—an

enlightened oligarchy, a proud nobility, and an ever-

activc Church,—ample patronage was provided for

artists
;
and, as has ever been the case, genius sprang

to life in profusion at the all-powerful summons of

weahh and honour.

There was, however, yet one more charm of great

potency at work to aid, and which indeed mainly

generated the particuhir class of excellence to which

I iiropose to draw more sjiecial attention. I allude

to (hat particular veneration for technical excellence

and honest work which the municipality expressly

desired should characterise every work of art for

which they gave a commission. ^len whose fortunes

had been made by the reqiutation of their skilful

weavers, and of their sterling florin,—the only pure

gold coin of its time,—conld scarcely tolerate, in those

magnificent structures which were to be the outward

and visible emblem to foreigners of their state, either

bad work or dishonest material. Handicraftsmen of

all kinds were honoured each in their several degrees

:

guilds and confraternities were erected with special

privileges
;
and the services of all were enlisted to

heighten with every external magnificence the pageants

of the community, and the monuments of architecture

and its sister arts, which were to he produced for the

public enjoyment, and yet more for the public honour.

The triumph of the artist was to Florence the triumph

of one of its skilful children, whose talent was the

manifest source of ease and prosperity to all. Hence
the public rejoicings in the “ Borgo-Allegro ” over
the strides made in painting by Cimabue ; the public

gratulations over the exquisite manipulation of marble
work and mosaic by Orcagna, iu the Or San Michele,

over the brilliant ability of Donatello, Ghiberti, and
Luca della Robbia, in sculpture, and over the origin-

ality of Giotto, and the daring of Brunelleschi in

architecture.

The public buildings in those palmy days of art

were looked upon as demanding the co-operation of

all
;
and as each man who brought of his best to the

work received, at the hands of his fellow-citizens, both

in money and good esteem, the full value of whatever

he added to the common stock of beauties, neither

the greater men were permitted to appropriate the

honours of the less, nor were the less permitted to

filch the credit due to the loftier spirits. Hence arose

a co-ojieration among artists and artizans of aU kinds

such as has been scarcely ever known in the world’s

history, and hence is derived much of the peculiar

excellence and interest of the principal structures time

has spared to us upon the almost classic banks of the

Arno.

It had been my intention to dwell upon many of

the technical arts which contribute to this excellence,

but heavy and unexpected engagements have curtailed

the time at my disposal, and I have been forced to

limit niy attention to three of siiecial interest;—viz.

stained glass, which has not received the attention it

deserves at the hands of art students
;
painting in

fresco, which is so eminently characteristic of all Early

Italian architecture, and Tuscan in particular, and

marquetry, of which Tuscany appears to have been

at least the European nursery.

Amongst all the arls connected with architecture,

there is not perhaps oue so capable of imparting

splendour to a building as that of stained or painted

glass; a fact which ajjpears to have been known aud
practically ajiplied from the earlier period of the

Christian era to within the last century or two. In

the first recorded examples nothiug more appears to

have been attempted than filling in windows with a

species of mosaic-work of different colonred pieces of

stained glass
;
nor is it until the eleventh or twelfth

century of oty.' era that we have satisfactory records

• Tbe following is part of a paper read at the general
meeting of the Royal Institute of British Architects, on
November lOth, by Mr. J. B. 'Waring, already referred to.
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oE the application of figure-subjects in this method of

decoration,—a system which reached its apogee, with

all the other decorative arts, in the fifteenth and six-

rteenth centuries. There arc three methods of exe-

cuting these glass pictures, which may be termed the

Mosaic, the Enamel, and the Mosaic-Enamel. In the

first, the composition is formed of small pieces of

stained glass, or glass coloured throughout by metal-

lic oxides, termed pol-mctal, welded together in small

pieces, and producing all the required tints in local

colour : the shadows, which are slight, are produced

by the application of enamel colour upon them with a

'brush, and then fixed by burning in a hiln : the best

examples of this class ore, perhaps, those of the

twelfth and thirteenth ccntm'ies. In the second, or

Enamel method, which was most in vogue during the

-sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the artist painted

his sufiject entirely with enamel colours on a ground

of white glass, sometimes on one side only, sometimes

on both
;
the entire design being welded together in

pieces of much larger size than those usual in the

Mosaic method
;

and, when complete, fixed by ex-

posure to heat in a kiln. In the third, or Mosaic-

Enamel method, we find a combination of both the

former : it was the most in vogue, as might naturally

be supposed, at a transitional period between the first

and second methods, and is, indeed, characteristic of

the works of the fifteenth, and of the early pai-t of the

aixteenth century. In this method, the use of pot-

metal for the large masses of colour imparts all that

•brilliancy and power which is peculiar to the mate-

rial; whilst the use of enamel colour for the more

delicate portions of the picture, as the flesh, the hair,

the ornaments, and the general accessories, permits a

delicacy and minuteness of finish otherwise nnattain-

;ahlc. * * * #

In the revival of this art during the present cen-

tury, the artists of France, Italy, Belgium, and

Germany have taken the lead, and far surpass any

.efforts made by the English
;
yet in the best of these

there is much that is unsatisfactory, and neither in

drawing, colour, nor solidity, do they bear any cora-

.parison with the best works of the fifteenth and six-

teenth centuries in Tuscany. This arises principally

from an insufficient adoption of pot-metal in the

masses of colour, the false idea that the numerous

lead lines of the small pieces of glass in the mosaic

method arc antagonistic to the general effect,—the

contrary, I believe, being certainly the case,—the

insufficient use of large masses of shadow, and too

minute attention to blending the several local

colours : such were the defects which struck me in the

otherwise beautiful works of Capronnier of Brussels,

and of Bertini of Milan, in the Great Exhibition of

1851, and in those of Petit Gerard of Strasburg, of

Lafaye, Gerante, and Lussoti, of Paris, and of Vincent

Larcber of Troyes, in the Paris Exhibition of 1855.

The notices of the magnificent stained-glass win-

dows of the Duomo of Florence arc very meagre

:

some of them are merely stated to have been executed

in 1434 by a Florentine artist, Domenico Livi da

Gambassi, at Florence, who had learnt the art at

Lubeck. This may apply to the series of which an

-example is given, though that even appears impro-

bable, and some of the subjects in the upper windows

of the transepts, of which St. James is an example,

are certainly of much earlier date. The entire series

•is remarkably rich in colour, and consists of the pro-

phets and kings of the Old Testament, and the Apos-

tles and Saints clad in most picturesque and striking

costumes, such as Freiligrath describes in his “ Pic-

torial Bible,” presenting a fine example of those

“ storied windows richly dight” which Milton has

celebrated in verse.

They ai-e formed of small and irregular pieces of

stained glass, and in the ensemble present no extreme

delicacy of execution nor peculiar depth of shadow
;

the effect being obtained by a rich combination of

colours, excellently arranged, and very much in

accordance with the scientific principles enunciated

by M. Cbevreul : the robes are seldom of one plain

tint, but ai-e richly worked with ornamental patterns

of a bold and effective character. The faces and

drapery are seldom strongly marked in shadow
;
and

the former, though in some cases, as in Moses and

the king, very finely expressed, yet in others, as in

St. Simplicius, are very rudely formed,— a defect,

however, not easily remarked at the distance they

are placed from the eye, whilst the object which the

artist evidently sought, namely, a rich combination

of colour, is perfectly obtained. The dark leaden

lines with which the small pieces of glass are welded

together, without any regard as to where they occur,

are also lost in the distance
;
while the important

result is produced by means of these black lines, that

much greater solidity and a much stronger effect of

colour are obtained. They give increased contrast and

distinctness to the separate colours and to the entire

composition, which, if not treated in this manner, is

apt to become confused and flimsy-looking even at a

axiom, that the blending of tints, unless in subjects

very close to the eye, should be avoided in stained

glass as simply labour thrown away.

Proceeding now to fresco as an ornamental adjunct

to architecture, we find that between the Byzantine

epoch, when mural decoration could boast of the rich

and solemn effect produced by the use of mosaic inlay,

and the revival of the art of painting in the fifteenth

century, there extends a long period, embracing the

works of the Romanesque and Gothic styles, neither

of which has been illustrated in the manner they de-

serve; an omission arising chiefly from the few re-

mains which exist at this day in a perfect state, at

least in the Cisalpine countries. As regards the first-

named style, we have frequent records that painting

was extensively applied as an internal decoration,

where mosaic-work could not be obtained
;
and we

constantly find notices, during the eleventh and

twelfth centuries, of the walls of churches being

covered with painted subjects, illustrating the Sacred

"Writings or the lives of particular saints.
* *

The general characteristics of this Italian Gothic,

or Giottesqne style of mural decoration arc,—a dado,

or base, paneEed with imitations of various marbles,

contained within borders painted in imitation of the

glass mosaic-work usually known as Opus Grecanicum,

having at times central designs of intricate geome-

trical and leaf ornament. Ahont 6 feet from the

floor is a comice with small brackets or consoles, all

radiating in perspective to a central point of sight

:

above this the wall is divided into large compart-

ments, containing historical or religious figure sub-

jects, the figures being strongly outlined, and the

colours flat and distinct, with but a slight use of

cbiaro-oscuro. These compartments are also enclosed

in painted mosaic borders, and beneath each there is

a description of the subject illustrated, written in

peculiar Gothic letters of a very good style. The vault-

ing of the roof springs immediately from above these

pictures, the only actual projection being one large

central rib, ornamented with winding foliage and

mosaic borders, and painted mouldings to carry it

more agreeably on to the flat surface of the vaulted

compartments, which are almost always painted of a

deep blue, studded with gold stars, and in the centre

of each of which are painted fignres, usually holding

written scrolls descriptive of their meaning. Some-

times the names are written on the clouds beneath,

from which they frequently appear to rise. The in^

tersection of the rib is marked by a gold boss, carved

and gilt, but not of great size, having a ring in the

centre, from which a lamp was suspended. The orna-

ment is generally a mixture of mosaic-work, Roman
reminisceuces, especially in the pniuted mouldings,

and transcripts from nature ;
the two first, however,

being predominant. The colours are well arranged,

and the ornamental accessories, such as dresses, build-

ings, thrones, armours, &c. are of great variety and

beauty, aud very carefully executed.

Such are the general characteristics of most of the

mural decoration in vogue up to the close of the

fifteenth century, as seen in the works of Orgagna at

Pisa and Volterra, of the lorenzetti and Bartoli at

Siena, and in the several Italian schools of Italy. And

although the works of Paolo Uccello, Masaccio,

Ghirlandaio, and Signorelli, present many points of

divergence, the principal feature being the greater

importance attached to the historical subjects, and a

very superior style of execution, yet it is not until

the time of Perugino that we find a completely

different system adopted
;
and to him appears to be

certainly due the introduction of a style in every way

superior, which was extended and improved by bis

contemporaries and pupil9,among8t whom Piuturicchio

and Raffaelle are most prominent.

I will now bring under your notice the last division

of my subject, which is the art of marquetry, or inlay

in wood. Although a passage in the treatise of Thco-

philus on Painting (twelfth century) appears to bear

on the practice of working in several kinds of wood,—
” cupri, ferri, lignornm, lapidumque,”—yet the earliest

examples with which we arc acquainted are to be found

on the ivory boxes, ornamented with inlay of various-

coloured wood, chiefly manufactured at Venice during

the fourteenth century. In these the art was only

employed as an adjunct; and it is not until the close

of the fourteenth or the commencement of the fifteenth

century that we find it applied as an ornamental art

by itself, aud developed on large surfaces. Vasari and

Lauzi state that Brunelleschi gave lessons in per-

spective and tarsia, to architects and othei-s, of which

Masaccio, in painting, and Benedetto da Maiano, in

his inlaid works, availed themselves. Vasnri says that

several works of the kiud were executed by the old

masters, “da nostri vecchi,” and were termed by

them works in “ tarsia,” or intarsiatura. In his life

of Benedetto da Maiano, he states that this practice

was first introduced in the time of Bmncllescbi and

Paolo Uccello, “that, namely, of conjoining woods,

short distance ; indeed, it may be taken as a general
|

tinted of different colours, and repicsenting with

these, buildings in perspective, foliage, and various

fantasies of different kinds.” The earliest artist in

this manner mentioned by Vasari, is Giuliano de

Maiano (1432—1490), architect and sculptor, who
commenced his artistic life with works in tarsia, and

executed, as his first work, the seats and presses of

the sacristy in the Church of the Annunziata at

Florence, with Giusto and Minore, two masters of

tarsia.
*

The moral that may be deduced from these few

observations on some out of the many arts associated

in the production of the great monuments of Tuscany,

is the following It has been the great misfortune of

architecture, from the last century up to the present

time, to be considered as a study per se

;

as an art

perfect in itself, and requiring no adventitious aid

from the sister arts of sculpture, painting, &c. ;
bnt

if we search antiquity through, we shall find no

example of such a disconnection of the one from the

others
;
and those buildings are the most interesting,

the most beautiful and satisfactory, which have sought

the aid and guided the aim of all those varied and

ingenious methods of omameut, which the skill of

mankind has discovered and brought to perfection.

It is true that constructive science is of primary im-

portance to the architect
;
yet it can do no more than

form the skeleton which it is his doty to render, not

merely useful, but agreeable to the eye ;
and in order

to effect this, he must of necessity call in the aid of

the artist in stone, in colour, in metal, in wood and

mosaic work, and possess the knowledge and good

taste requisite to apply them effectively to his subject

:

the useful should never be separated from the beau-

tiful : the last is the complement of the first, ofwhich

every work of the Divine Creator, the great Architect

and Artist of the Universe, affords striking and

inimitable proof.

To one deeply penetrated with this feeling, the

study of architecture is no longer confined to the few

years spent in an office to obtain a knowledge of the

different styles, and the usual methods of professional

business, but demands long-continued attention to all

the arts of design, with a view to their general appli-

cation to architecture. And here let me say a word

on the subject of servile imitation—an evil almost

necessarily attendant on the revival of any style or

manipulative art. Novelty and beauty excite admira-

tion, and naturally produce imitation : but this will

be only for a time
;

for we should not he human

beings if finally we did not endeavour to strike out a

new path for ourselves
;
and then it is that we shall

bring to bear our knowledge, not for the purposes of

imitation, but of progress. With all just deference to

the studies of our predecessors, with all our admira-

tion for the styles of the past, our present object

should be to consolidate and arrange the information

wc now have; and from the lessons thus gained, the

examples thus given, strike out a new path for the

powers of the architect, and bring hack the art to its

normal state, which is one of gradual but sure pro-

gress, founded on scientific and artistic knowledge

:

we should perceive that merit exists more or less in

all styles, and is irrespective of fashion, which is

mutable and often unjust; that the princip/w of onr

art are fixed and certain
;
that however much long-

received rules may be altered as circumstances may
require, they are not to be despised or disregarded

without careful consideration ;
that true construction

is the vital principle of red progress
;

and that,

besides the excellent and numerous examples of orna-

ment wc already possess, Nature has still varied and

inexhaustible resources in store for our study; and

above all, that for the appliance of these means at our

disposal, an earnest study, a just appreciation, a prac-

tical knowledge of all art, are indispensably necessary,

and can only be obtained by an industrious use of the

hand aud of the eye, as well as of the mind.

But to what purpose should we do this? "What

incentive has the architect of this country, and this

day, to undergo an education of so protracted and so

difficult a nature? Let it be owned at once, that the

artist’s own improvement, and the development of his

own powers, with the personal pleasure consequent

thereon, must be the only reward be can reasonably

look forward to. Such studies for an architect are

“ as caviare to the public ”—that public which re-

quires builders not artists, and looks with jealousy and

distrust on any architect who thinks more of his pro-

fession as an art than as a trade. How differently

was the architect of the fifteenth and sixteenth cen-

turies in Italy situated ! In Tuscany especially, that

classic home of art where the old Etruscan spirit,

though dormant for centuries, rose from its tempo-

rary grave in all the glory aud majesty of a bright

resurrection, the appreciation and admiration of the

public were not confined to one art or to one set of

men, hut to everything which was calculated to lend

a grace and charm to all the requirements of civilized

life. The church, the government, the municipality,

the noble, the wealLby raerebant, delighted to honour

all that related to the arts, and the artist might labour
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contenletlH' at liis own improvement with the certain

assurance that the better he siicceciled the wider and

deeper hi^ studies were, in that same measure he mipht

£oant on the applause aud appreciation of his fellow citi-

zens. After all, to the generous mind, what reward in

money, what payment, however gi-eat it may he, for ser-

vices as a man employed to do a certain work— as a

servant, in fai't— can compensate for the want of appre-

ciation as an artist ? But not for this let us falter O':

be cast down, the good work must still go on, and

though the task he a tlinukless one, thonsh the seed

be cast on a stony and rough soil, yet it is necessary

to proceed, tnisting that in the future such studies

will bear fruit, and be of service to our country.

SOME RECOLLECTIONS OF THE INTRO-
DUCTION OF ILLUSTRATED LITERATURE
INTO ENGLAND.
At the end of our former notes on this subject* we

alluded to the large increase in the uumher of artists

and engravers caused by the improved incaus «bich
have from time to time heeu discovered, of rendering

their talents available to the multitude, and have no
doubt that movements which arc in progress will, to

an amazing extent, increase the ranks of (he army
which is engaged in diffusing knowledge by means
of illustrated literature. Without further specula-

ting on the coming wonders, we will glance briefly at

the system by which, at the time of the publication of

the annuals, and the illustrations by the Findens aud
others, the numerous book-engravings were produced.
In Hogarth’s early days he was wont to execute his

book-plates with his own hands, carry them when
finished to the publisher, receive his money, and tlieu

come home, don his sword and better suit, and saHv
forth to study life

;
and it is probable that the chief

part of the numerous eugravings which were produced
by this great painter aud moralist was the work of
his own hands. ‘W’^ooUett, the famous master of
landscape engraving, generally had his subject etched
on the copper by Browne aud other celebrated etchers,
reserving for himself the task of working this skil-

fully laid in neutral tint, by means of the graver and
various corrosions or "bitings,” into those rich aud
varied tints which no engraver has equalled.

As the demand for book-plates increased, engravers
of euunence began to gather around them assistants
iind pupils, who, under superintendence, worked ac-
eordiog to their peculiar skill on various parts of the
plates. At one time the Findens had a staff of about
thirty assistants, many of whom were paid high
salaries. It cannot be said, however, that this system
of manufacturing led to the improvement (in an
artistic point of view) of this description of art. At the
time to which we refer, the demand for wood engrav-
ings was gradually inci'easit^, and the facilities for

printing and the quality of them were much improved.
There was, however, great difficulty in procuring
artists of sufficient skill to make drawings on the wood
suitable for the kind of printing then in use ; in fact,

most of the artists of name would have considered it

as an insult had they been asked to make drawings for
such a purpose. \Villiam Hervey, au appreutice of

'

Bewick’s, ^tenvards a pupil of the unfortunate i

Ilaydon’s, Keuny Meadows, and occasionally George
Cruikshank, by turning their attention to this de-
partment of art, greatly improved it in delicacy of finish

aud brilliancy of effect, Harvey’s drawings of animals,
j

engraved by Bankster and others, Kenny ^tcadows’s
!

“ Heads of the People” and illustrations of Shakspeare,
&c. were a chiefmcansofdirectingthe public attention i

io the merits and utility of engraving on wood, and
|

most rapidly the taste for books illustrated in this way
spread. The school-books, works on natural history,
scientific publications, &c. began to be extensively ,

illustrated in a manner which contrasted curiously
,

with the blocks in Catnach style, which were for-
!

merly in use, and various serial publications began
to be offered to the public

; amongst the most reiiijo-k-
ahle of these were Charles Knight’s “ Penny Maga-

I

zine, and the " Saturday Mag-izine.” These works
'

were looked at with wonder at "the time of their com-
mencement, both for their cheapness, and as was then
thought the merits of the engravings, and truly there
were so many difficulties to be overcome by the con-
ductors of those journals, that they^ are entitled to
our best tbauks. Amoogst these was that of providing
blocks of boxwood of sufficient size,— a circumstance
to which wc have before alluded. lu Mr. Knight’s

i

lili^trated “ ^ndon,” a great step was made, aud the
^ritcr of this remembers at the commencement of,
tto work, the difficulty there was in getting admis- i

Sion to places in the metropolis, views of which were
required for that aud other works. Churchwardens

custodians could not readily understand for what
those views were needed, and frequently much more
time was occupied by formal applications to get
access for this purpose tban in making the sketch and

• See p. 49S, ante.

drawing it on the wood. JIany wbo now enjoy the

facilities which are so generally afforded to those

engaged on the illustrated press, would feci surprised

at the particulars which could be related of the per-

suasion aud patience required in former days.

In thus briefly glancing at salient points iu the

prosress of book iUustrations, we must not pass

over mthottt notice, the introduction of lithography,

which for a time came much into use. The improve-

ments in wood engraving have, however, to a con-

siderable extent superseded this for small works.

Besides the publications just mentioned, aud some
others of less note, most of our readers will remember
the launch of our contemporary, who, with

so murh wisdom, nnder a merry mast, has done such

good service m many paths. At the time of the

commencement of that periodical, various illustrated

weeldy publications of an immoral tendency, were in

the market, aud several earnest men joined together

for the purpose of providing a source of amusement,

which, % reflned wit and pure intentions, should, by

the contrast, make the dangerous works just men-
tioned contemptible, and well have they succeeded in

their undertaking. The commencement of the lUm-
iraied London AUws, in 1842 ;

the Builder, in 1843
j

and some other works, form a point m the progress

of illustrated literature for the multitude
;
aud in the

former of these publications, amongst other works,

we would mention the large illustrations of the Duke
of Wellington’s funeral, drawn by John Gilbert, as

marvels both of the art of engraving on wood, and

surface printing. Thomas Bewick could scarcely

have anticipated the extent to which wood-engraving,

and rapid and clear printing from wood-blocks,

have been carried. We still look for advance. At
the present moment the art is standingstill. Amongst
the varicus attempts to improve the art of engraving

on wood, we must not omit mention of the volumes

issued by the Art Union of London, which are illus-

trated by a number of our best artists, some of whom
were thereby led to draw on wood for tlie first time.

At the present time there are very nearly tweoty

illustrated p.apers, which issue weekly from the metro-

politan press
;
and yet the great masses of the people,

both in the country and large towns, are scarcely

reached.

The art of photography has come largely ioto nac,

and by its means we may expect many subjects will

be transferred to wood blocks without the aid of

a draughtsman. One of the chief obstacles in the

way of effecting this at present is the difficulty of

finding engravers able to work on other forms than
those pencilled by the lejritimnto dmushtsinen, to

which they have been so long accustomed. And here

we would remark, that, like the stcel-pktc engravers

before mentioned, the engravers on wood who are

most largely employed, are getting into the method of

produeing blocks by means of a large number of

organised hands, some of whom cut peculiar tints of

the sky and buildiugs; other?, drapery
;
others, land-

scape, building, or foliage; and others of greater artistic

skill engrave the faces aiidliands; while the “small
boys,” or those of little ability, “ block out

”

or cut away the edges and larger spaces which are

to print white. No doubt this manufacturing

system is necessary where the production of large
j

cuts is required for the illustration of current events;
i

but we fear that it will have the effect of making the !

artistical engravers capible of executing high-class
:

engravings on wood with their own hands very scarce.
I

One of the evils which will result, from the system to
'

which we liave alluded will be the loss of the

characteristics of the artists’ drawing’, for the sky man
will get into the method of ruling all his skies, in the

same way, and the “ cutter ” of foliage will acquire a

conventional style, which will render him careless of

copying peculiarities.

It is admitted that increased artistic instruction

amongst our engravers on wood is desirable
;
and it

i

is to be hoped this desideratum will be supplied to the
I

rising generation. I

An illustrated paper, published in Paris, has re-
j

cently given some examples of surface printing,
!

w'hich are well worthy of attention. Some of these
j

subjects consist of figures drawn with much character
'

and energy, and are as they appear before the public,

the work of the artist himself, untouched by
the engraver on wood. A short time ago a postal

district map of London, about 4 feet in lengih. and
of proportionate height, executed by this means, was
published at the office of the Illustrated Times, at

the cost of 2i-d. The streets and other places arc very

distinctly lettered. If this map had been produced on
a copper or steel plate, one printer could not have
turned off more thau fifty or sixty impressions by a

day’s work. By means of lithography, a few hundreds

of copies might have been obtained in the same time
;

but by the new process between 20,000 and 30,000
copies were thrown off in one night. IVe are not

sufficiently acquainted with this process to be able to

give any opinion upon it, but if by this or any other

means we could get bold and characteristic sketches
by our great artists, produced at such a price and in

such numbers, and of such size, as would cause them
to be extensively spread about, they would be useful

for schools aud for the adornment of the dwellings of

the poor, and would effect much good.

CHRISTIAN ART IN PAINTING. SCULPTURE,
AND ARCHITECTURE.

One of the most popular, and also one of the most
favourably criticised, of living English writers appears
to consider that the title of this note applies to “ aU
the productious of art from the time it h.as beeu
directed and developed by Christian influences ;” and
that it may be regarded under three different aspects.

These seem to be the aTtisiic, which is the individual

point of view
; the poetical, which belongs to all (modes

of faith ?) ; aud the purely religious aspect, which
belongs to one mode of faith. Mrs. Jameson and her
admirers will, it is hoped, not be offended by this slight

transposition of her expressions.

The dilemma for that lady’s advocates is the fol-

lowing:

—

Does the one mode of faith mean the Roman Ca-
tholic Church, semper eadem, and consequentlv, for-

merly as now, heretical in the eyes of Protestants,

i. e. Mrs. Jameson and her critics? Or,

Does the one mode of faith mean the Catholic and
Apostolic Church, which embraces nil those who ac-

knowledge as their symbol the shortest creed, while

differing on essential points of doctrine?

If the first position be the tratb, what Mrs. Jameson
calls Cbristinn art would be quite as much represented

by the works of Battoni aud Canova as by those of

Nicolo Pisano and Pra Angelico. That of course will

be repudiated in favour of the second position. But,
although the second position is jjreferable, because it

opens the door of Christian ait for the admission of

the later Byzantine works, it also opens the door to

those very works of B ittoni aud Canova, which that

lady and her followers most assuredly repudiate; and
would also force them to admit the anima'ed later works
by Sir Charles Eastluke, and the landscapes by our

beat painters, into the ranks of Christian art. There

is only one way of escape from this dilemma; aud it

has practically led Mrs. Jameson to ban the chnrches

above named, aud to say pretty clearly that Christian

ai't is the reflection of the literature of the sixth

to the tenth centuries, Avhieh literatm*e was “the
Legends of the Saints,” and, as Mrs. Jameson says,

was taken up at a time when “ the reverence for those

who endured martyrdom gradually grew into venera-

tion, worsliip, adoration; a line too floe and invisible

not t'j be transgressed by excited popular feeling.”

But those who are not content to hear that Christian
art is only to be found in pictures drawn from the
Legends of the Saints may oppose that purely Roman
Catholic restriction

;
and, after first suggesting to Mrs.

Jameson that it does nut seem to be the province of
Christian art to tempt au excitable popular feeHug to a

breach of the first cominaudmenls, may say that they
are yet watting for a reason why any of the followiog

classes should or should uot be considered alone or

with others as CarL'ian art. These are,

—

1. Omaraeniation (by diaper or geometric patterns,

painted or sculptured, or both), in which it is assumed
that no resemblance to any previously existing thing

occurs.

2. Ornamentation in which monograms, emblems,
&c. (invented or appropriated by the Greek or by the

Roman Catholic priesthood before the present time)

constitute the chief features.

3. Representatious of subjects from the Old Testa-

ment; or from the New Testomeot
;

or of the Inno-

cents, Saints, and Martyrs commemorated by the

Church of England as by law established; or of

persons canonized by the Popes
;
or of such subjects

as the Day of Judgment, Paradise, &c.
;
or of person-

ages of any class uot engaged in miracles or martyr-

doms.

Aud, finally, for the proof of the religions condition

of the painter, ttie snilplor, or the architect, at the

time of his conception and execution of the work,

because, of course, a practically irreligious man, or a

heretic, could not produce a work of Christian art:

indeed, it is doubtful whether any, unless engaged in

the sacerdotal profession, could be successful.

This is the most tender point in the discussion.

Either we must accept ah the works by any persons

professing to ho Christians, as Christian art; or we
ranst ask Mrs. Jameson and her friends to draw up
an authoritative list of the pictures, sculptures, and

buildings that were conceived and executed under the

influence of inspiration, and nothing less thau such

inspiration will be requisite to (hose who draw up

such a list ; in fact, the writers of it must be infallible

guides. So conscious, indeed, is Lord Lindsay of

this, that he endeavours to obviate the difficulty in a

most ingenious and unsuccessful manner: he says of

those who, with him, practise and admire Christian
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rt,
“

it is not symmetry of form or beauty of colour-

Qg, apart or conjoined, that constitutes our preroga-

ive, but the conception by the artist, and expression

0 the spectator, of the highest and holiest spiritual

ruths and emotions,”

—

e. g- landscape is not Christian

rt,—and, indeed, as the prerogative of Christian art

lalf depends upon the spectator, there would be no

i'ork that was really Christian aid unless there was a

pectator to recognise in it the expression of these

ruths and emotions. Now, if Lord Lindsay was not

vriting nonsense, will he, or any one for him, acquaint

he public with those canons of criticism which inform

lim and his disciples when the highest and holiest

piritual troths and emotions are conceived, by the artist

ind expressed in painting, sculpturo, and aroliitecturc

0 the spectator ? Of course, no one will attempt such

1 defence of the passage just quoted, because it involves

i statement of two things
;

first, a list of the truths

hat are to be considered the liighcst and holiest

ipiritual truths
;
and secondly, a list of the emotions

hat are to be considered the highest and holiest

jpiidtual emotions. Nothing less than the conception

md expression of these being Christian art, it would

seem that the books produced by the two distinguished

writers whom we have cited are mis-named, and that

they should have been entitled " Collections of the

chief instances of pictures pretending to be works of

Christian art, but falling short of that rank.” At

the same time, will any person who uses the words
“ Christian art ” be so obliging as to explain, by any

process of reasoning, whether Dante’s vision is a work

of Christian art or not, and to give an answer to the

same question in regard of Milton’s Paradises ? It

is a great comfort that, in theory at least. Lord

ijiudsny seems to differ from Mrs. Jameson, and that

he would allow the possibility of Sir Charles East-

lake’s later pictures to be as true works of Cliristiaii

art as the best productions that imitate the Madonna
di S. Luca

;
and that he would do equal justice to

such pictures as "The Governess” and “The
Needlewoman,” provided always that the spectator be

truly a Christian, because, of course, Mrs. Jameson

and Lord Lindsay must be assumed to be capable of

comprehending the expressions above named, even

when unsuccessfully put before other critics.

But the matter gets much more simple when we
approach the subject of Chiislian art iu ari-bitecture.

Here we have a list of negations. It will probaldy

be conceded by those who use the term Chi-isfian

architecture that it does not mean any i>articular style

at all, provided that the building fulfils an iiitcutioa

of conveying to the spectator (being a Christian) the

expression of the highest aud holiest truths and emo-

tions ; that any style which fails to produce such a

building, when required, does not belong to Christian

art ; that the architects since 1500 have signally

failed according to their critics aud their owu admis-

sions, iu producing such a building in any style
;
that

Christian art docs not include any style, aud that

Christian architecture does not include any huilding,

merely because the style and the building are used

for an edifice which is called a church -, that the mere

fact of a style arising, if it were possible, amongst a

people professedly Christian, would not make that

style Christian art
;
and that Clu-islian architcctare

does not mean the style or succession of styles prac-

tised from the sixth, to the sixteenth centuries for

Chi'istiau purposes.

Aud, w'bat is stUl more to the purpose, we should

have some assertions—that the highest and holiest

spirituiil truths and emotious are only to be exhibited

in one style in architecture, though in many styles in

painting and sculpture
;
that this style is still Christian

art, even when applied to secular objects, although

painting and sculpture when applied to secular sub-

'
jects cense to be Christian art

;
that this style is any

one form, or all the forms, of Pointed architcctiire

which were practised in the Christian parts of Prance,

• Spain, Ita'-y, and Germany, in the sense of Norihern

1 Europe, and in England and the Low Countries

. during tlic period 1200-1500
;
and that this style, or

: ttiese styles, if practised elsewhere, were not Christian

1 architeclure. Besides all which, we should have the

• startling, but somehow to be explained some day,

: corollary, that daring those ages, aud especially during

i a particular half-century, the Roman Catholic priest-

[ hood (considered heretical by Protestants) possessed

i while present in these localities, but lost ou removal,

I the power joined to the will of making their buildings

[ then and in future express those highest and holiest

t truths and emotions which arc essential for art or

8 architecture to be Christian ai-t or architecture. With

t every respect for present architects, we beg Iheir

: attention to their condition as it may be inferred from

t the words of (an English Protestant clergyman) the

I Rev. Thomas Hugo, M.A. :
—“ The foiins of Gothic

a architecture are those in which men of old expressed

1 their holiest, deepest, sublimest thoughts ” (perhaps

) Mr. Hugo has slightly exaggerated
;
aud we omit the

i next passage, which occurs in the BiiUcleyoi this year,

1 1857, page 77) 5
“ tliesc men possessed and venerated

the faith, and they wrote it in every detail of the

buildings which they reared as that faith’s material

abode
;

” a faith which, as above shown, was uniformly

in certain places, at a certain time, and in certain

hands, sure to produce a work of Christian architec-

ture, whether or not (and Ibis line should have the

particular attention of Mr. G. G. Scott) the practi-

tioners or architects had large means, and had ever

learnt the grammar—if indeed one existed—of their

art. Anon.

HERALDRY IN ARCHITECTURE.
Hetealduy claims a long and very ancient connec-

tion with architecture. All nations who have made
,

different arts minister to the decoration of theii-

;

dwellings and public edifices have used it as an
;

accessory. By it is indicated the rank or station of

the proprietor or the designer of them : as an his-

:

toriral record, as a souvenir of the dead, and as cou-

'eying information of the manners of different coun-

tries, heraldry is a nsefiil science
;
but it has not

always been judiciously employed as a means of de-

coration ;
sometimes it has interfered vvitli and marred

the effect of lines and members of importance iu

buildings. It ought always to be made subordinate

to the principles of art.

Heraldic ornaments sculptured on the temples of

antiquity arose from the common habit of dedicating

the armour of the enemy and suspending it in temples.

This is alluded to by the Greek poets. The Iliad

(vii. 81) describes the victor bearing the armour be

had won to Troy, aud hanging it up in the temple of

Apollo
;
aud Virgil describes, in Encid (vii.), a temple

hung round with

—

" Helmets, darts, and spoara,

And captive chariots, axes, shields, and bars,

Aud broken beaks of ships, the trophies of their war.”
Drytlfn.

The shield of Agamemnon and the shield of Achilles,

to fall bv which was considered, iu those hendc times,

as the greatest calamity ;
the quantity of niilitary en-

signs borne by the Greek cavalry
;
the rich bauners

and standards, were objects too magnificent not to be

represented by their best sculptors on the friezes of

their temples. From the times of the Greeks aud

Romans, though we might add to these the Persians

and other nations, the seniptnred stone aud the em-

blazoned shield have been generally api-lied as arebi-

tcctural decorations to civil and religious eilifices.

Adulntion or vanity, and not a love of art, has

sometimes been the cause of overloading a building

with heraldic bearings. Some moimmeufs in Italy

exhibit this fault to such a degree that, as a French

writer says, they might be token for archives of

heraldry. The Duorao of Orvieto is, perhaps, one of

the most remarkable instances of the extent to which

sometimes appear as an ornament on pavements, as

they were also sculptured on the doorways of several

cathedrals. Leaves entwining among cscutcLeous

were common; and animals that denoted strength,

courage, sagacity. Among fish, the dolphin,

w'hich is considered by heralds the chief of fish, and

assumes a relation to naval affairs more than any

other fish, is found frequently depicted iu heraldic

bearings ;* it is so distinguished on acenuut of the

beauty of its form and its successful adaptation iu

numerous examples of sculpture and fountain decora-

tion. We find, in many of our cathedrals, shields of

various sizes placed on the point of their arches in a

succession of square compartments sculptured in the

stone, sometimes painted and sometimes not ; in-

serted in the spandrils; on the bosses of vaulting;

aud of several different dates, so that they give a due

to ascertaining the periods of various portions of the

nrehitecture. The notices that Willcment (the

heraldic artist) gives, of heraldry in difl'erent cathe-

drals, are interesting to the sluJeiit.f

We see that the masons and carvers of the hliddlc

Ages, in addition to the great quantity of symbolical

figures which they wrought out of their fertile fancies,

—

“ Anssitut main fecond cn reveries

Inventa le blazon, et I'art des armoiricB”
{Di-preaiix)

—

availed themselves freely of the stores of heraldry

which the pomp of power, the spirit of rivalry, the

love of dislinction, and the ostentation of wealth

had rendered very consideritble; for every baron or

prince had his arms ;
every county, city, borough, and

town corporate aud guild had its onns; every abbey,

monastery, college, aud school, founded in England and

Wales, had its arms. Trte reigns of Edward III. and

Richard II. were the “ palmy days of heraldry.

reditary arms wltc perhaps scsriicly used by private

families before the beginning of the thirteenth

century.

J

Qiiatremcre de Quincy says on Ibis subject {J)ic^

tioniiuv'ii, alt. Armes et Annoiries), that heraldry

which, after all, is only an accessarij, often plays too

principal a part
;
doors sometimes seem as if they bad

been made expressly to support a mass of these gro-

tesque ornaments,— ridiculous trophies raised by bad

taste to vanity. Thev are not inherent to architecture,

though sculptured in’ the stone : they should he treated

as a hors-d'ativrc, and never break the uniformity of a

building
;
whereas we often see in some of the grander

buildings in Europe pediments and rakiug mouldings

broken''up, and an aperture lelt in the middle pur-

posely to admit a bust, a medallion, or an armorial

bearing. Whatever beauty the ornaments and details

wc have been spenkiug about possess iu tbemstlves,

they should increase our adrniratiou for the higher and

superior beauty of the oi>jcct they adorn : that should
. ^ 1

- \\ri
the passion for decoration, and the excessive love of

j

be\he great centre of attraction. Where good taste

colour, may be carried. Its whole surface was covered presides they may be most advantapous, and. contri-

bute greatly to the effect of a building, thoi^i not

essential parts. !'•

CONSTRUCTION OF FLUES AND
VENTILATION.

Mr. George Jennings, to whose ingenuity aud

spirit we owe many useful things, now in great

demand, has lately patented some fresh matters relat-

ing to construction and ventilation. He proposes to

employ a light iron trimmer in front of chimney

openings, instead of the wood trimmer now used

;

also, hearth blocks, perforated, instead of the half-

brick trimmer arch,—the perforations in the “blocks

to correspond with air spaces in the iron trimmer

joist. He then, iu combination with these matters,

proposes to use earthenware flue-pipes, having air

spaces or chambers round them, so shaped as to make

the circle into a square. These air cliaiubcrs are to

serve as extractors of vitiated air, and are so made

that they bond in with the brickwork, and take the

inclinations peculiar to flues in buildings.

“ Suppose a two-roomed house,” says the patentee

“ the lower room only having a fire-place, but the

— - . •
-L- t 'i- L chimney formed with my flue pipes, if the irppcr

too—that powerful auxiliary to architecture, winch
wanting the fii-e-place, be connected by a

invested the interior with tints of such enchanting 1

juj^ption block, with my extraction chambers, the

splendour; which diffused such life and glory around
, sjgepjjicr.room would be continually changing the air.

by the reflection aud refraction of light,—painted '

^oiivse, I have also a simple plan for supplying air

glass, in its earliest apfdicatioo, was employed to
j respiration, and to support combustion.” In a

represent military portraits, and arms %vUh scrolls 1

jj^usc, the kitchen chimney only being built

containing short sentences, from which faniily mottoes j extraction chambers corn-

may have originated.f Warton places this gorgeous
| g^gj-y room, at or near the ceiling

ornament at au era earlier than the reign of^Edward
vitiated air, from the heat imparted from the

with subjects from the Old and New Testament. Many

fagades presented the sculptured effigies of the holy

protectors of the city, of the benefactors of the

chiircK, of the architects who had desiped them
;
and

the Duomo of Sienna was decorated with the armorial

bearings of all the cities federated with thiCt illustrious

republic. If our memory serves us, the Ullizii of

Florence had a collection of arms painted in cunipart-

menta, underneath, its cornice, iu the fagade facing

the Piazza.

Armorial hearings were first brought into England

by the Normans at the time of the Conquest. The

number of armouries received a considerable aug-

mentation from the splitting aud subdividing of

linded property, and were still further multiplied by

those used in tilts and tournaments* In the ages im-

mediately subsequent to the Crosades, the symbols of

heraldry’began to be prominent features in architec-

tural works. The shields upon which they were first

represented were in the form of an isosceles triangle,

slightly curved on its two equal sides ;
but soon after-

wards they began to assume that of the Gothic arch

reversed, a shape probably adopted with a view to

such decoration, as harmonizing better with the great

characteristics of the pointed style. Painted glass,

II. Encaustic tiles, also, which were introduced in

the early days of heraldry, afforded another means of

disifiayiiig the insignia of warriors. They are still

found in the pavements of many of our cathedrals and

fine old parish churches. The ornaments burnt into

them are of infinite diversity. The zodiacal signs

* Edmundson’s “Complete Cody of Heraldry

t “ Tbe Curiosities of Ili-raldry,'' by 0. A. Lower.

jmoke flue, would be drawn off without any commu-

nication with the interior of the smoke flue, as is

the case with the Arnott ventilator. IVo must take

au opportunity to look at these arrangements.

• Moule’s “ Heraldry of Fish."

t “lleraKlio Notices of Cantorbnry Cathedrai."

X Uulhim's “ History of Europe duriug the Middle Ages.”
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MEXTMOKE, BUCKS,
THE SEAT OF BAUON' M. A. DE KOTIISCI£ILD.

Mentjiore, of wludi we this week give a ground

plan and view, is the scat of Baron Meyer Amacliel

dc Rothschild, lately erected from the designs of Sir

Joseph Paxton, M.P. and Mr. George Henry Stokes,

It is about mile west of the Cheddington

station on the London and North-'Western Eailway,

and is situated on an eminence which commands a

fine view of the vale of Aylesbury, the Dunstable

downs, and the Chiltern and Barham hills.

The style adopted by desire of the baron for the

exterior is that which prevailed during the early part

of the reign of James I. and of which 'Wollalon Hall,

Notts, is perhaps the finest example. A difference in

the combination and arrangement has contributed to

produce grouping of a picturesque character and out-

line, and the details and ornamentation are understood

to be the result of a careful study and examination of

the works of John of Padua.
The mansion is built entirely of Ancaster stone, of

fine quality and colour : the cornices are highly en-

riched
;
and the frieze of each order is filled in with

carved panels and heads.

The approach to the mansion is hy a court, flanked

on one side by the wall of the couservatory, and on
the other side by the screen wall of the seiwants’

offices. Niches are formed in each of these walls, for

the reception of statues. The entrance-porch is of suffi-

cientwidthtoadmit of carriagespassingthrough, and has

a groined stone-ceiling elaborately carved. Prom the

sub-hall, which is lined with Caen stone, and paved

with Sicilian and Rouge Royal marbles, a flight of

marble steps leads to the arched corridor, which forms

means of communication between the suite of apart-

meuts on the ground-floor and offices. The grand
hall is about 48 feet by 40 feet, and 40 feet high, and
is separated from the sub-ball by the corridor just

mentioned. At this end of the hall are inserted three

arches, the whole height of the ground-floor, filled

with polished plate-glass. The entmnee to the in-

terior is through the centre arch which forms a

doorway.

At the level of the chamber-floor the grand hall is

smTounded by corridors, and an open arcade of great

beauty and richness; each arch of which is filled with

a balustrade of alabaster and green marble. This

arcade, with its richly-moulded arches, carving, and
ornaments, is striking and effective, and imparts both
character and variety to the interior.

Immediately above the arcade is the main cornice,

from which spring the coved ceiling and walnut ribs,

which divide it into compartments ;
stone heads,

carved by Monti, are planed fn the frieze beneath

each rib, and the compartments of the coved ceiling

are filled with ornamental shields, scrolls, and

foliage.

The hall is lighted from the top, the roof being

constructed externally on the ridge aud furrow prin-

ciple. This ridge and furrow roof is supported in

wrought-iron riveted girders, to which also is fixed

the framework of the ceiling, consistiog of moulded

walnut ribs, filled in with glass manufactured ex-

pressly for the purpose.

The grand staircase occapies the side of the hall

opposite to the vestibule of the garden-entrance, aud

consists of one wide central flight of steps of solid

Sicilian marble : on either side of which is a deeply-

recessed arch with coffered ceiling
;

a flight of steps

on each side leads from the landing to the corridor,

surrounding the grand haU. The ceiling is divided

into panels by moulded waluut ribs, the soffits of

which are enriched with gmlloche ornament.

Some departure has been made from the style of

the exterior, in the decoration of the principal apart-

ments, the dining-room, drawing-room, _&c. being

elaborately finished, and decorated according to the

styles which prevailed in Trance during the reigns of

Francis I. and Louis XIV .,
XV. and XVI.

The servants’ offices are also built of Ancaster

stone, and are in the same style as the mansion.

They form four sides of a quadrangle, the entrance to

which is through an arched gateway. The whole of

the rooms ore fitted with every requisite. The

kitchen, pantry, and larder are lighted from the roof.

The kitchen is provided with all necessary appur-

tenauccs, which were supplied and fitted by Messrs.

Temple and Reynolds, Priaces-street, Cavendish-

square. Direct coramnnication is obtained with the

mansion by steps leading from the passage near the

kitchen ;
the kitchen, scullery, aud other rooms

appertaining to it, being thus placed in a nearly

central position.

The mansion is warmed throughout hy hot-water

pipes, aud provision is made for ventilating each

room, hy the admission of fresh, and the removal of

vitiated air. The whole of the windows are fitted

vrith copper easements, and glazed with plate-glass,

supplied by Mr. Alfred Goslett, of Soho-square. The

hot-water apparatus and bell-hanging were executed

by Mr. May, engineer, Dean-street, Ilolbom.
I

The contractor for the works was Mr. George
Myers, of Lambeth, by whom the whole has been
executed in a most excellent and substautial manner,
under the able superinteudence of Mr. John Jones,

the clerk of works.

POINTED ARCHITECTURE AND ITS
GREATEST ENEMIES.

Sir,—It may he convenient for some people to

sneer against anonymous criticism, and it is most
proper to reprehend it if it be made the vehicle of

personal attacks; hut in matters of scieutific or

{esthetic investigation, where there is, or ought to be,

hut one object in view—Ihc search of truth—it is both

desirable and convenient to conduct the discussion

without meutioniog names on either side. In the

examination of dogmas and theories it is often proper

and necessary to use strong language. It is by rough
shaking only that gold is separated from mud. Truth

is truth, whether the discussion lie between Mr. X.

and Mr. Z. or between Cato and Poplicola. But in
|

the former case every keen observation is felt as a i

personal reflection. Mr. X. takes the strong language !

as aimed at himself, not at his theory
;
and Mr. Z.

fancies there is always some lurking shaft aimed at

his own defects or misfortunes. It is from these

causes the rules of Parliamentary debate prohibit the

mention of any member’s name, aud that you, sir,

aud every conductor of auy leading public journal,

make use of the editorial we, instead of the egotistical

J. It is found more convenient and more courteous.

It leads more directly to our argument, and we are

less liable to fall into personalities.

But if gentlemen who have placed themselves at

the head of a party are determined to make a personal

matter of it, and wUl rush iuto the conflict, catching

up every skull-cap they find, and, putting it on their

osvn heads, cry out,
—“ V’^hat a wretch this is who has

made this for me!” aU that can be said is this—if

they will fit on the cap, they must take the chances of

the'blows that may light on it. But why should any-

thing of this sort occur iu matters of abstract taste

or art ? If Mr. Scott chooses to rush into a con-

troversy as to Pointed architecture, why should he

thrust himself forward as bearing the sins of the

whole of a small, but very noisy and arrogant

body? Months have elapsed since the lectures

to which he alludes were delivered, and their

sentiments have since been extensively quoted,

bandied about, and perhaps exaggerated. Still the

question is not whether A. or B. utter them, but

whether ttoj are enunciated publicly. Jack 'Wilkes

assured George the Third that “he never was a

Wilkesitc,” aud it is no doubt true there are “ Scoti

ipsisScotis Scotiorcs;” hut why should he apparently

be so eager to seek a personal antagonist? “I
think I know ‘Verai,’” he says. What of that?

Would truth be less truth, if he does; or if " Verax”

could be put down by casuistry, or silenced by clamour,

would not trufh eventually prevail? It is geuerally

the sign of a weak cause when a man evidently tries

to pick a personal quarrel with its advocates. There

is an old stock joke at the bar, that a brief was once

delivered containing these words :
—“ We have no

case; counsel are instructed to abuse plaintiff’s attor-

ney.” And very pretty insinuations (we will not say

abuse) there arc against "Verax;” garbled, distorted

quotations, seeming erudition (on which point, by the

way, we may respectfully take leave to demur to the

self-constituted tribunal), and, worse than all, some

more than insinuations as to veracity. Let us enter into

these points, and see what “ Verax” has said, and

whether or no Mr. Scott may not a little, a very

little, have laid himself open to similar imputations.

But, before we begin, we must try and set Mr.

Scott right as to quotations in inverted commas.

These are not supposed to be verbatim et literatim

transcripts of a/fa writer has said. Should we attempt

this in Mr. Scott’s case—should we have to give all

his tliree-or-four-ways-to-he-undcrstood sentences, we

should have enough to do. Inverted commas mean

that the phrases included are not those of the writer.

It does not follow that they contain every letter and

syllable quoted, but that they honestly contain the

p'ith and sense, or salient points of what has been said,

or likely to be said, by others. Any garbling or dis-

tortion is clearly wrong. But to write “in inverted

commas” “Crusader” for "Soldiers of the Cross”

(and, mind, this is italicised as one of “Verax’s”

heinous offences) is certainly not a garbling of a quo-

tation, the more especially as the greater part of those

worthies were soldiers of anything else but the Cross.

Well, let us quietly, and as shortly as we cau, run

through “ Verax’s
”
^statements, and the replies to

them, and let us see how far these answers are those

of an open, candid, and generous mind, or not
;
or

whether the same or worse objections may not he

retorted on the objector.

“ Verax ” commences by stating that the title

Christian architecture, par excellence, is not due to

the Pointed style, in several respects. It never

existed iu the heart and centre of the Christianity of

the period, and was not the architecture of the early

Christians, nor of the Primitive Church for many
centuries. Now, what is Mr. Scott’s answer to

this ? “A style often objected to as Popish is

stated not to be Christian, because not found at

Rome.” This is all he has to say. Is this attempt

at a sneer either a fair representation of the argument,

or any answer to it ? Permit me for a moment to

state it in the words of the Roman antiquaries.

“ Here,” they say, “ are the buildings wherein, if

not the holy Apostles themselves, certainly their

immediate successors, have met aud worshipped,

—

buildings hallowed by the footsteps of saints, and the

blood of martyrs, where the great champions of the

faith, the fathers and doctors of the church, have

maintained the sacred truths of Christianity,— build-

ings which are, doubtless, the spots on earth most to

be reverenced, except Jerusalem itself, by any Chris-

tian of whatever persuasion,—and you brand them with

the odious title of Pagan. You might as well say the
I New Testament was heathen, because itis written in

[
the heathen Greek tongue. Aud then you cite your

j

northern Gothic, which is nothing but Saracenic

brought over by the [Crusaders, and tramontanized,

and vow that is the only Christian architecture, and

for no reason, or no ground, but your bare assertion.”

Instead of sneering at “ Verax,” will Mr. Scott be so

kind as to answer the Italians ? I cau assure him

the expression Pagan, as applied to their buildings, is

regarded by them with horror, as the reckless appli-

cation of an opprobrious tenn to some of the most

sacred places on earth.

“ Verax ” next goes on to plead that Pointed art

can scarcely be called Christian par excellence, as the

Church had existed twelve centuries before such art

was known
;

that it no sooner took root and got to

maturity than it showed symptoms of decay ; that it

occupied only one-twenty-sixth portion of the existence

of Christianity while in its glory, and only one-sixth

in all its stages, including its debasenuent. He goes

on to show that the world was not in that state of

Christian excellence as to stamp such character on co-

existent art ;
that the Church was in a frightful state

of schism, dissension, and corruption ;
and that of the

laity as bad
;
the Eastern empire at the mercy of the

Turks ;
neither learning, arts, nor commerce ; the

lower orders slaves
;
no law but the will of the strong

;

no arbitrator but the sword. To all these arguments

what is the reply? Absolutely nothing. But Mr.

Scott, who, evidently finding “ he has no case,”

wishes to get his fling at the opposite advocate, cries

out,
—“ There now 1 what a shame ! He says there

were no arts! Why, there were three painters just

beginning to learn at Florence from some Greek

artists ; men built lots of cathedrals [not a quarter so

many as the Normans], Can you say the days of

Grostute, Abelard, and Dante, were not days of learn-

ing, aud of the German free cities and Italian towns

those of commerce ?" Soft and fair! Exceptio probat

regnlam. Isolated instances will not prove general

principles, hut rather infer the reverse. If a few
' learned men could be found in a century, it would

not prove that the majority—a very large majority

—

were not in gross darkness. The old alchyniical

Bishop of Lincoln (Grostete) had amassed some learn-

ing when the rest of the world had none, and people

wondered at him ;
as to the [other school-man, he

would have been forgotten ages ago if it had not been

for his unfortunate and scandalous amours. Arethese
I men to be quoted as proofs of ages of learning ? The

I days of Dante were what he describes them himself,

I

days of darkness, ignorance, fraud, and oppression.

* He was a bright, particular star in his age ;
a great

!
and glorious poet; and had acquired so much leanung

I

that wc w'onder where he got it. But there are

j

huudreds of fifth-form boys, aud thousands of nndet-

!
graduates, who possess more learning than the whole

world had in that age. As to the painters, they were

fathers of a school which ultimately arrived at the

highest perfection, but they stood alone in their day.

The same thing may be said as to commerce ;
the

Hanseatic league was just formed, which ultimately

ripened to most important results; the citizens of

-Vmiilli had alarge coasting trade in the Mediterranean,

which, centuries after, led to the maritime enterprise

that discovered America, and to that enormous state

of trade we now call commerce. All these things

must be taken comparatively. I suppose more

tonnage goes out from the port of Newcastle now,

than existed iu the whole world in that day.

Just let us push this sort of argument one step

farther, and see to what absurdities it may lead.

Flavio Gioia, or (as Dr. Gilbert thinks) Paolo Veneto,

brought a mariner’s compass from China, in 1260—
ergo, it was the age of magnetic science,—and it may

be believed that Cceur de Lion sent home the news of

the storming of Acre hy electric telegraphs (I beg

their pardon), telegrams I Bartholomew Schwartz,

somewhat later, found out how to use powder as a

*
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projectile

—

ergo, it was the age of guunery,—and it

is not impossible Philip Augustus used the Minie

rifle 1

No, sir, attempts have been made to show these

were ages of faith, because people believed whatever

they were told—for the best of all reasons, they had

BO power to examine; and ages of happiness, though

the world was full of violence. But to endeavour to

go further has been reserved for the present day. I

fear we must sum the matter up in the words of a

lively Ih-cuch ivritcr, who says,
—“In those times

there was no science, not even in that which touches

us all most nearly—our health. The king’s physician

was invariably a Jew or an Arabian ; the king’s fool

was always a native.”

On the next point, I find “ Verax ” is accused of

having made sad rois-statemeuts : he has said “ the

last urw original style,” “ the last modern archi-

tecture,” instead of “the latest original style of archi-

tecture,” and “the architecture of the modern as dis-

tinguished from the ancient world he has also stated

that the very same thing is called by the same writer

“Mcdifcval;” and “the arcliitecture of our fore-

fathers ” in the next jiaragraph, when, in strict truth,

it is only in the next page. All sorts of hints are

thrown out to lead people to believe that much turns

on all this, and that “Verax ” is perverting quotations

and mis-stating facts. Can anything he more petty,

more ungenerous ? It would have been much better

if Mr. Scott had answered “ Ycrax’s ” question, how
its being the last new style—I beg a thousand pardons,
“ the last new original style

”—made it, par excel-

lence, Christian. A newer style, then, it seems would
depose it from its virtue and dignities. But “Verax”
denies it is the last new original style of architecture :

this he asserts to he that of iron iind glass
;
and that

the Italian (as much derived from the Roman as the

Decorated from the Laucet) was another original

intermediate style.

But now comes a really serious accusation of “ a

double lijis-statcment
;

” here are the words :
“ On the

much-vexed question whether the Pointed arch was
•imported by the Crusaders from the East, he (‘ Verax ’)

first converts it into a question whether Pointed

architecture, instead of merely the arch, was so

imported.” This “Verax” docs not do, for he does

not sec how they are to be separated : the other half

of “ the double mis-statcincut ” is, that “ Verax
”

makes out Mr. Scott admitted this, by purposely

leaving out an if in trauseriliag the passage. In
many instances there is much virtue in an if,

—
hut in this there seems to Lc none. These are

his very words,— I hope by an error of the press

or triiuscriber these letters may not again fall

out ;

—
' If its [the Pointed arch’s^ ayslcinatir adojuioa

can wiih certbinty he traced to the suggestive archi-

tecture of the East, surely this docs not unchrisliunize

the already Chrisliau architectuie of the Soldiers of

the Cross, who hrouglit the idea' home among the

spoils won from their iinhelieviug foes.” In the name
of “ conscience,” as Mr. Scott talks so much of it,

what is this but an admission,— ay, and that in spite

of ihe if that he is so extravagantly anxious for? “ If
I did so and so, I did it with a good motive.” Is not

this an admission that something icas done? " If ^

brought home tho statue, I did not break the finger

off.” 3s not this an admission of a fact ? “ If the

Crusadirs hrouglit home something, they did not un-

i;iiri3tiauizc it.” Is not that an admission somctliiug

was hrouglit? But, probably Mr. Scott tliinks he

can blow hot and cold, and, if foiled in one part of

his argument, can jump round his if, aud take up a

new position. This will not servo; there cannot be

two trulhful defences. Tl will not do for a thief to

.say, “ I did not steal the horse, hut if I did, I meant
to send it hack next day.” His if would he con-

sMered an admission of iho fact before any “ con-

scientious” magistrate, and would infallibly .«ead him
±0 the sessions. It comes to this, the Cru-ailers

brought somelhing home or they did not. If they

brought nothing home, what nousense it is to talk of

what lijppencd to it by the wiy. The Americjiis are

very fond of small jokes about nothing: “half no-

Ibiug;
”
“the small cod of nolhiiig whittled down

;

”

but of bll strange ideas the strangest would he to

“unchristianize” nothing. If they brought some-
thing, what was it tliey brought? The passage under
examination is certainly as obscure and involved as

anyihiog I ever read, and is prob-ibly intended nut

to be too closely scrutinized ; if so, Mr. Scott has
brought it on himself,—he forces us to Iry and
imravel it.

But, before doing this, it will save time and smoolh
Ihe way to have a word or two about Mr, Eergussoii’s

book. Mr. Scott says it would not be easy to look
through all he has written

;
it seem^, however, be has

gone as far back as IS-IO. llis conclusion is, that
the search does not help “Verax.” Let us see what,
in “ VtTax’s ” own words, Mr. Fergusson “shows.”

And here it is rea’Iy a relief to take up a book
based on facts and dales. It would he well if every

architectural critic wrote like Mr. Fergusson, as

forcfiil and as candid in speaking of a Hindu Vimana

as of a Roman Basilica,—as unprejudiced iu treating of

the Parthenon as of Salisbury Cathedral,—and pur-

suing the only philosophical way to arrive at truth by

collecting all his facts before he begins to deduce in-

ferences. Now let us turn to page 383, et seq.:

—

Your readers will perhaps remember the year of the

Ilejra was 622, and that of the first Crusade 1096.

IVcll, what does Mr. Fergusson show of undoubted

Moslem or Saracenic architecture? The mosque of

Caliph Omar, at Jerusalem, was built A.D. 637 ;
the

mosque of Amrou, at C'liro, 642 ;
the mosque of

El Aksah, at Jerusalem, 691 ;
the mosque of Caliph

Walid, at Damascus, 705 ;
the mosque of Ebn

Toiilouu, at Cairo, 876; the mosque of El Azhar, at

Cairo, 981 ;
the mosque of Sultan Barkook, at Cairo,

1149; several others, also, of later date. Of these

he gives five very clever illustrations; and I am sure,

to any unprejudiced mind, a few glances will show
these to he the models or precursors of our Pointed

architecture.

But let any one go through his book, and afterthat

look to any other work wherein views of Moslem
architecture are contained, and there cannot he a

doubt of the resemblance. I remember once standing

before the magoificeut west front of Peterborough

Cathedral in company with an old Indian officer,

whin he said, “IVhy, this is just what we see

throughout the E ist : huge pointed portals running
up to the top of the buildiog

;
spires, pinnacles—evury-

thiitg like the minarets—the aspiring character of

Mussulman architecture.” And tliis style came iulo

general use very shortly after the great Crusade. lYc

do not say that the dogma post hoc, ergo propter hoc
is always correct, but surely it is in this instance.

Again, let us look at this probability. Mahomet
and llis followers sternly refused to follow or copy
anything in use either by Christians, Jews, or their

Hindoo neighbours. Is it likely, then, they would
copy the architecture of either ? The reigning Caliph

would probably say, “I will not have the round
arches of those Christian dogs, nor the level archi-

traves of the Iliudoo idolators. If we are to have
arches, make them of other forms,—-horse-shoe, or

stilted, or pointed. We copy nothing from unbe-

lievers in other matters, wliy do so in their architec-

ture ?”

And now, begging pardon for keeping Mr. Scott

waiting, we will return, and put a few questions to

him
;

for, unless we get him into a corner, it is clear

there is no knowing where to have him,

—

'tVe’ll beep liim to tlie quesiion close,

Aod arguo ciaXcKTiKunj.

First, then, we would respectfully ask,—aud Mr.
Scott surely (after such dictation to other people)

miist have an opinion on the subject,—did the Crusa-

ders bring ang style of architecture from the East to

the ‘Wist or not?

If they did, what style was it ?

What the gentleman means by “the suggestive

architecture of the East”—was this Pointed or not?

"What he means by trying (o set up a difference

hetweeu the Pointed arch aud Pointed architecture?

How is the one to be sepai'ated from the other? The

arch is not a form of ornament, but an essential part

of construction. Perhaps he will also kindly in‘'orm

us what Pointed architecture would or could be with-

out the Pointed arch ?

What he means by " the alreadg Christian archi-

tecture of the soldiers of the Cross, who brought the

idea home among the spoils,” &c. If it were theirs

before, they could not bring it back with them as

spoils. llis sentence, aud all its its, cvideutly allude

to Pointed ai'ohitecturc.

Is there any proof, or presumption, or the most

remole probability, that any Christian building was

ever erected anywhere iu the Pointed style bcfoi'c

A.D. 642?
If uol, will be explaiu how the Crusaders found it

among the Saracens, as a sort of Christian foundling ?

Now will he kindly turn to his letter of the 5lh of

December last, and tell us what he means by saying

it (the imported architecture) is not re'erred to the

Saracenic hut to the Romanesque of Western Europe?
And will ho explain how this Romanesque liad crept

all over Europe iu various forms, from Lombard to

Norman, at least a century before there ever was a

crusade or crusader? And will he explain why the

lecture aud his letter differ? Clear, definite, and

succinct answers to these questions would he a great

boon to “Verax.”

Then “ Verax ” wishes to know how it is “the
earliest style 'which may fairly he called Christian is

the Byzantine?” In his iunocence, and backed by

the aulhoritios of Procopius (who wrote a separate

treatise ou the buildings of the day), of A'gathias, of

Paulus Sileutiarius, and several mure (for we dread

now the imputation of “seeming erudition”), we
Icara that the first who made any change iu the

architecture of Byzantium was Justinian; that he
prided himself much upon it, and boasted he had van-
quished Solomon himself ; that his flatterers told him
his ideas came from heaven ;

but one sly historian, it

is said, relates that these innovations were stolen

from the palace of the Persian emperor. Mr. Scott’s

polite answer to all this is, he never “ even alluded to

the name of Justinian.” Does not know the gen-
tleman ! Probably not. But will he explain when,
how, or in what way the Byzantines began, and fairly

succeeded in Christianiziug architecture for the first

time, which^he has not only alluded to, but asserted?

^Yill he also show ho'w, or in what way it was on
the cessation of intercourse with the Moslem world.

Pointed architecture first declined, and then became
debased, and shortly perished?

AVill he also explain the seemingly great inconsist-

ency of always crying out for “the architecture of

our forefathers,” and yet always designing in some
foreign style; the more especially when the architect

openly takes for his motto, “ Celebrare domestica

facta,” to a design for an English house for English
statesmen, and what justification it is to answer
when under this motto we find a Dutch market-
house, “it has often been objected to as Italian,”

and whether Italian is nearer the “ domesticafacta,”
than Dutch ?

Will he also tell us why a man cannot be master of

two styles of architecture. Classic and Gothic, as well

as of one, and why those who confessedly are masters

of both, should be branded as enemies of the latter,

against all truth aud reason? Why the Puginites

should alone arrogate to themselves the knowledge of

Pointed architecture? Why, when “ Verax ” and bis

frieuds are doing all they can to save Pointed archi-

tecture from the consequences of the blundering and

overstatements of others, and wish to bring them
back to the only safe path, that of truth and sober-

ness, an aasxver should be put forth, headed in

capitals, “the statements of the opponents of Gothic

archil ccture ?”

AVni he also tell us -what he means by " young
saints?” for “Verax” never used such an expression.

Aud here it gives me the greatest pleasure to say, that

among the rising young men both of the Institute

aud Association, there is quite as much a desire to get

out of the trammels of “ Puginism ” as of the old

“five orders” school. They wish as the world pro-

gresses that new forms of beauty should develope

themselves, to meet the varied sentiments that every

day arise,—not as the Eclecticisli of Italy attempted

to make a hodge-podge of different beauties, and stick

a peacock’s tail to a leopard’s head
;
nor to put a bit

of Newgate below, and York Miuster above ;
hut to

get more weapons to their unuom^, more iu.strumeuts
to their observatory, more colours to their palettes

;
so

that different and more varied sentiments might he
better represented by the increased means afforded to

them.

In conclusion, I will now venture to relate to Mr.
Scott a story which occurred during the Crusades. It

is related by the author of the “ Histoirc Geuerale —
During one of the truces between them aud the

Saracens, the latter asked seriously why it was they
had left theii' homes and travelled so many long miles,

and wherein they, the Moslems, had offended them,
that they sought their blood in such a vengeful way ?

The Crusaders said,—It was because they, the

Saracens, were unbelievers
;
they had put to death our

Lord; that they were idolators, and in particular

worshipped two great idols, calledMahound andTerma-
giint. The Saracens answered that they were most sadly

mistaken
;

it was the Jews who had put to death Issa

Ben Mariam (Jesus, son of Mary) 600 years before

there were any Mahometans
;
that as to images they

abhorred them
;
so far from worshipping them, they

never suffered the likeness of anything to he made,
not even in a picture

;
they worshipped Allah, and him

only, while the Christians had images in all their

churches, bowed down to them, burnt inceuse before

them, lighted candles iu their honour, and worshipped

them
;
and they entreated the Christians to come into

their mosques and houses, aud see for themselves

whether there were any idols there or not. It was
all of no use. The Christians were so blinded by
prejudice they would not believe the evidence of their

own senses, and they went on devoutly cutting the

Saracens’ throats because they had killed the Lord of

Life, and because they worshipped two great idols,

Mahound and Terraagunt.

Are there not in the present day some people as

much blinded by prejudice as those Crusaders were ?

Your readers will probably think so. Vekax.

nAWAKDEJT Church : more Bur'ning.— By a

curious fatality, the new pulpit, nadiug-desk, and
other woodwork and patterns, at Mold, in Fliotshire,

prepared by Mr. Edwards, carpenter, for the restora-

tion of the interior of Hawarden Church, have also

been destroyed by fire, like the church itself.
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LECTDEB ON THE MUSEUM OF ART.

On Monday, the 14th, Mr. J. C. Robinson, R-S-A.

read an address in the Theatre of the Department at

Brompton, on the Museum of Art, in which he

traced the growth of the collection, and urged its

value in popularizing knowledge. After answering

some objections, and pleading for museums in general,

he proceeded to describe the classes of objects con-

tained in the collection. With reference to the in-

crease in the value of fine specimens which has taken

place, Mr. Robinson said,—
“ Specific instances, in any number, might be ad-

duced in support of what has been now advanced

;

time, however, will only allow of the briefest possible

allusion to one or two: the rise in value in one class,

in which our collection fortunately possesses a most
important series, has been so sudden and remarkable,

as to be worth special notice. Tour or five years ago
the most beautiful specimens of Italian majolica ware
might have been purchased at dealers’ shops and
London auctions at from afew shillings to at most a few
pounds, sny 5f. or lOf. at the highest

; whilst in Italy a

few scudi or dollars would purchase the finest piece.

Now these same pieces will sell for 20/. 50/. 100/.

200/.
;
nay, I dare scarcely place a limit to the value

of the finest specimens. As an instance, the most
seemingly extravagant price ever heard of until then
was given in Italy, not four years ago, for a fine

majolica plate. After being refused by dealers and
amateurs without number, on account of its sup-

posed exorbitant price, 12/. English, demanded
by its owner, this long-coveted specimen was purchased
by a French dealer. This year this same piece was
publicly sold by auction iu Paris for the sum of 450/.
and brought in triumph to this country by its pur-

chaser, a celebrated English amateur; and this

Museum has, in times not long gone by, made nu-
merous acquisitions in the same direction, which, if

now brought to the hammer, would yield a similarly

fabulous increase. The Bernal CoUectiou, which two
short years ago was offered intact to Government, and
declined, for 40,000/. and subsequently realised up-

wards of 60,000/. by public auction, would now pro-

bably be worth 100,000/.; and the purchases made
for the Museum of Art on that occasion, as they
were the choicest treasures of the collection, would,

without doubt, yield a still higher rate of profit.”

The lecture is published by Chapman and Hall, at

a nominal price.

PROVINCIAL NEWS.
"Maidenhead-.—The new county policc-etatiou here

is nearly finished. It is built with red and white

bricks, pointed black, and inclosed within a wall of

open brickwork, with freestone coping, nearly 5 feet

high. The court where the divisional petty sessions

will he hold is 28 feet long, 18 feet wide, andlS feet

high. The cells for prisoners are 11 feet long, nearly

C feet wide, and 10 feet high. Each is supplied

with a water-closet, and is warmed and ventilated.

The building was erected by Mr. James Dormer,

of Reading, from a design by Mr. J. B. Clacy, the

county surveyor.

Devizes.—The new corn exchange has been opened.

The building is 142 feet long by 42 feet wide, and will

accommodate 3,000 persons standing, or 1,000 seated.

The co^t will be about the original estimate, or 3,505/.

towards which 2,500/. have beeu raised by voluntary

contributions, the remainder by mortgage on the

borough rates, to be repaid by instalments of 100/.

a-year.

Cheltenham.—The new casually wards of Chelten-

ham General Hospital have heeu completed. The de-

sign was furnished by Mr. D. J. Ilumphris, and the

contract was taken by Mr. W. Salisbury. The new

\yards, one for mole audthe other for female pstients,

are heated by steam, and ventilated. There are a

reception-room, bath-room, and other apartments.

The new wards were set in progress by a subscription

nf 1,000/.

Pontypridd.—The new bridge here was inaugurated

on Friday in last week. It consists of three arches

(40 feet span each), on the lower side of the original

bridge, in the parishes of Llanwonno and Eglwysilan.

The width of the roadway is 20 feet, length of bridge,

172 feet. The stone was from a quarry belonging to

Mr. Morgan Edwards. The bridge cost altogether

1,575/. On the centre of the bridge is the following

inscription ;
—

" This bridge was erected a.d. 1157, by

public subscription.—Designed by Robert Hughes,

district-surveyor; and built by Thomas Jenkins.” The

work was paid for by instalments as the building pro-

gressed, viz. the first iustalmcut of 450/. when the

abutments and piers were up plinth high
;
300/. when

the abutments and piers were ready for fixing the

curves; 450/. when the last keystone was driven;

and 375/. three months afterwards.

Birmingham.—A new temperance-hall is being

erected at Birmingham capable of seating 800

persons.

Newcastle.—The new coni-raarket was opened on

Saturday week. It forms the centre portion of the

corporation buildings in St. Nicholas-square. It is

164 feet long, 64 feet in breadth, and 22 feet high;

and is lighted on each side by eleven windows, at an

elevation of 20 feet from the ground
;
and by the

same number of entresol windows, placed directly

over these side windows, at a 12-feet higher level.

Above the market is the music-hall, 170 feet in length

by 64 feet in breadth, and 45 feet high, approached

by four separate entrances, having atone staircases, to

the hall. It has been suggested that the best mode
of lighting the hall by night will he by sunlights, the

method adopted at the Free-trade Hall, Manchester.

The new music-hall will accommodate about 3,500

persons.

Clevedon.—National schools are erecting at Cleve-

doD, a small and healthy watering-place, 12 miles from

Bristol. They have been much wanted, and arc being

built by private subscription; Sir Arthur Ellon,

hart. M.P. for Bath ; the Rev. Mr. Braikenridge, Mr.

Jerdone Braikenridge, and Mr. Conrad Tinzel, of

Clevedon, each subscribing 100/.; and by a grant

from the Committee of Council on Education. Each of

the schools (which are for boys and girls), is 45 feet by

19 feet; with a residence for the master and mistress.

The materials are the fine magnesian limestone of the

vicinity, wilh ornamental tiles, in colours, for cover-

ing. The style is Early Decorated Gothic. Messrs.

Pope and Bindon, of Bristol, arc the architects.

CIIURCn-BUILDING NEWS.

Cheshunt.—The new Congregational Chapel in

Crossbrook-street was opened on the 8th instant. It

is built iu the Decorated Gothic style, with tower and

spire 85 feet high. The interior of the chapel is

about 60 feet by 40 feet, and will seat about 400

persons
;
and there is a gallery under the large win-

dow which will hold about 100 more. The roof is

open, the rafters coloured and varnished; hays in the

length of the building, each bay having a pointed

stone window iu the centre. The organ is placed in

an arched recess on the south side of the chapel. The

pulpit is of stained deal on a stone base, and stands on

a pillar, surmounted by an ornamental communion

railing. Behind the pulpit is an arch, forming a re-

cess, across which is a carved screen, and above the

screen a small trefoil window in stained glass, repre-

senting the Rose of Sharon and the Lily of the

Valley, the floral emblems of our Saviour. Above the

arch is a wheel window with stained glass of deep

blue, rclieveil by orange and ruby. The architects

arc Messrs. Lanfior and Bodoll ;
and the builders,

Messrs. Dove (Brothers). The total cost of the new

building is about 2,000/. 1,000/. of which has been

paid.

Tunslall.—The new chapel of the Methodist New
Connection body at Tunstall has been opened. The

front of the structure is of stone. There is a recessed

colounalc, with a main and side entrances; and two

pillars, 2^ feet in diameter, of the Ionic order, sup-

port a pediment, enriched with frieze woi k and cor-

nice. In the interior there is a gallery at the end

opposite the pulpit
;
and at the back of the pulpit a

window, filled with stained glass. The chapel, which

will seat between 500 and 600 persons, is heated

with hot water, and lighted principally by two sun-

lit'hts iu the ceiling. The designs for the building

were prepared by Mr. J. T. Fairhank, of Bradford,

and the work has been executed by Mr. F. Batty.

Llanthewy "Pack {Monmouthshire). — Twe. parish

church of Llanthewy Vach, which has been lately re-

built, was consecrated ou Tuesday before last, by the

Bishop of Llandaff. The church had fallcn into a

state of decay, and has been restored in accordance

wilh the original style, which is Gothic of the perpen-

dicular period. Such of the old work as would allow

of it has been replaced, and the additions made to

correspond therewith. The church consists of a nave

vfith a wes'ern hell turret, aud south porch and chan-

ced, wilh open timber roofs covered with stone

tiles. The external and internal dressings are of free-

stone, aud the gables are coped aud sunnounted by

crosses. The east window is of three lights, with

arched traccried head, and the rest of the local square-

headed character. The nave is fitted with loose

benches, pulpit, and font, aud the chancel with stalls

for the clergy, lectern and altar table. The cost of

the whole of* the works has been about 400/. The

restoration has been effected from the designs of

Messrs. Prichard aud Seddon, the diocesan architects,

by Mr. Thomas Williams, builder, of Croesyceiliog.

SheiHeld.—^i. Johu’s Church, the foundation stune

of which was laid on the 20th November, 1856, is

approaching completion. The building is erected,

the contractors for the mason’s work have completed

their contract, and all that remains to be done will be

the plastering and fitting up of the interior. A stone-

gabled bell turret has been erected over the chancel

arch. The building, it is estimated, will cost about

2,000/. of which about 1,800/. have been collected.

The site was presented by Mr. Edw. Newman. The
style of architecture is the Geometric Middle-Pointed,

and the total internal width of the edifice is 45 feet,

while the length is 106 feet
;
the height of the nave,

to the apex of the roof, being 56 feet. Accommoda-
tion will he afforded to 600 persons.

Barnsley. — The successful competitors for the

several branches of work in the erection of a new
church, in Worsbro’ Dale, near Barnsley, arc Mr.
Taylor, stonemason

;
Mr. Hunt, joiner and carpenter

;

Mr. Wm. Brown, plumbing, glazing, and slating

;

Messrs. Jenkinson and H^l, plastering; and Mr.

Charles Rogers, painting and staining.

Edinburgh.— The foundation stone of Dr. Alexan-

der’s new church, in Merchant-street, has been laid.

The building is designed by Messrs. Hay, of Liver-

pool. According to the Caledonian Mercury, it will

have a tower and steeple of an altitude of 120 feet,

and the main building will be of By'zautine character.

The cost of erection will he about 10,000/.

THE JOINERS OF MANCHESTER AND
LONDON.

Honoured Sir,—Having seen in your impres-

sion of last week a letter from a Manchester Joiner,

complaining of what he calls the injustice of the

builders of Manchester, I have been so forcibly struck

with the wide difference between their case and ours,

I could not withhold making a few observations rela-

tive to the cause of their strike.

I am a London joiner, and twenty years a journey-

man; 1 might, therefore, be supposed to know some-

thing of the state of trade, and also the mind of Lou-

don joiners respecting the Munchester strike. I do

hope that you will, through your valuable and widely-

circulated journal, tell them that we think it per-

fectly ridiculous to dispute with masters about one,

two, or three hours’ work in a week, hut in the name

of (to use the words of the Manchester joiner) com-

mon sense, let them accept of any reasonable offer,

and go to work. In the name of humanity,’! would

say, do not bring your labour to London. To give

our Manchester fellow-workmen some idea of the

present state of the building trade iu London, I wiR

mention a case in point where lam nowomployed.

Park, in Islington is the scene of operation. Mr.—
is the architect and builder. Allis carried out under a

foreman in the osual way, and the property is first-

class. The work is let at prices so low, that we are

obliged to work from six in the morning till eight at

uigbt, not earning more than one pound four shilings

per week. AVbat will our Manchester Joiner think,

when I tell him we have to make a 2-inch double-

moulded door, 7 feet by 3 feet, for five shillings

;

also, 2-inch circular sashes aud frames, of large

dimensions, at eight shillings per opening
;
boxing

shutters, &c. eijiiaUy low.

I will not further iufringc upon your valuable

space, hut subscribe myself your humble servant,

Thomas Preedt.

The Strike of Joiners and Bricklayers at

Manchester.—“We are glad to learn, that shortly

after the insertion of the communication in our

columns from one of the workmen on strike, to which

wc appended a note on the subject, the joiners agreed

to submit the matter in dispute to arbitration, and

named Mr. Alderman llcywood as their arbitrator.

The masters named Mr. Alderman Bancroft on their

part ;
aud the arbitrators shortly thereafter decided

that the men should accept the offer of the masters,

namely, the i-esumption of work on the understanding

that fifty-eight hours in summer and fifty-five hours

in winter he the weekly time given to work. This

unfortunate strike, it is to he hoped, is therefore at

an end, as the men arc said to have resumed work on

the above understanding.

PROCEEDINGS UNDER THE l^IETROPOLITAN
BUILDING ACT.

DIVISION OF WAREHOUSES CONTAINING MORE

THAN 210,000 CUBIC FEET.

At Guildhall, a few days ago, Mr. John Jay, the

contractor, was summoned to answer the complaint

of Mr. George Smith, the district surveyor for the

southern division of the City of London, for omitting

to comply with the Metropolitan Building Act of

1855, in the erection of premises belonging to Messrs.

H. E. and M. Moses, merchants, situated in Cannon-

street West, after due notice had been served upon

him, requiring him to do certain things in compliance

with the above Act.

Mr. Bodkin, in support of the summons, stated

that the building was commenced iu September, 1856,

but the notices required from the builder were not

supplied uutil some time after, and, upon the district

surveyor viewing the premises, he observed indications

iu the party-wall running from the basement to the

ground-floor, which induced him to suppose the wall
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was intended to bs carried up to the top of the build-

ing, and if that had been done there would have been

no comphiiit, as the builder would then have com-

plied with the Act of Parliament, which requires that

no building used as a warehoiise for the purposes of

trade should be allowed, where the number of cubic

feet exceeded 210,000, without a party-wall. But,

by Ihe omission complained of, there was an undivided

space amounting to about 350,000 cubic feet, which

was clearly an infraction of tlie Act in question.

Evidence was then giren of the service of a notice

by the district surveyor upon !Mr. Jay, the builder,

requiring him to build up the p-irty-wall, the date of

that notice being the 12th of June last, and of his

non-compliance with the Act of Parliament up to the

present time.

Mr. Hawkins, in reply, contended that, as the

building was completed, Mr. Jay’s contract was at an
end, and consequently be was no longer “the buildvr

engaged in erecting ” the premises, within the mean-
ing of the Act. The premises were completed in May
last, and the notice from the district surveyor was not

served until June, and the summons was not taken
out until nearly six mouths after that notice. It was
laches on the part of the surveyor, and it would be a
hardshij) if Mr. Jay was to be liable at any time to

the penalties of this act for any irregularity iu any
building be might have erected, when it was the duty
of the surveyor to point out such irregularity at the
time, and before the completion of the building. If i

the magistrate made an order upon him, it Avould be
requiring him to do an act which the law' forbids

;

for, if called upon to make the necessary alterations,

Messrs. Moses would not permit it, and Mr. Jay
would commit a trespass, for which he would be
liable to an action, if he obeyed the order.

Alderman Challis said he had read the Act care-
fully, and after giving his most considerate attention
to the evidence and the arguments advanced, he felt

j

it his duty to dismiss the summons, and he did so on I

the ground that proper notice had not been given ^

while the building was iu progress. He could not
help remarking, also, upon the time allowed to elapse

before the summons was taken out.

An application for the expenses of the defence was
refused.

District surveyors are in this unfortunate position,
that if tliey act rigorously in accordance with the
words of the Act, they are termed tyrannical, and
abused by those who are not acquainted with the law

;

while if they seek by repeated requests and long wait-
ing to avoid harsh measures, they are upbraided for
neglect of duty.

OUTBUILDINGS.

At Lambeth, some time ago, John TVood, a jobbiug
carpenter, was summoned by Mr. Stow, the district

surveyor of Camberwell district, to show cause why
an order should not be made on him by the magis-
trate, compelling him to take down a certain building
which be, as a “builder,” had erected, the saruc not
being in conformity with the provisions of the Build-
ing Act.

The building in question (alleged to be a pigstye),
measures on plan 14 feet 8 inches by 8 feet 6 inches,
and in height to the underside of ridge (of span roof),

7 feet, to eaves, 5 feet 9 inches. The builder, it

was stated, availing himself of the hoarded fences,
enclosing the end and sides of garden at the rear of

i

house, raised two gables, constructed the roof, covered
it with slates, and enclosed the front or side, next the
dwelling-house and offices, with quartering and board-
ing, in which were left a doorway and opening for
small sash-frame. For default of notice, district sur-
veyor had summoned Wood, and he was fined by ma-
gistrate 20s. and 2s. costs.

On appearing to answer summons for irregularity.
Wood professed willingness to amend, and stated that
on applying for leave to enter the premises, the
huildiiig owner objected, and threatened that legal
proceedings would be taken, in the event of his so
doing, for trespass. Thereupon the magistrate expressed
unvvillingQess to make an order on defendant, and sug-
gested that the building ovvner should be proceeded
against (no powers arc given by Metropolitan Building
Act), or that the district surveyor should proceed to
cause compliance in person, and recover from owner.

At this stage of the proceedings, the magistrate
gave the district suiweyor to understand that in cases
where due notice of building had not been given to
the district surveyor, he eutertaiu a doubt as to power
of the district surveyor to proceed, under the 45th sec-
tion of the Jletropolitau Building Act, against
defmdautj giving it to be his opinion that such
notice should be given to the builder, “ whilst engaged
in erecting, &c. &c. and that notice of irregularity
served on builder, after completion of works, would
not hold good. lie stated his opinion that the whole
Act was a “ blundering piece of legislation,” and event-
ually the case was postponed for a fortnight to give
his worship time to consider the matter. Hltimatelv
the magistrate determined th.it the structure should

be pulled down
;
and the hiiiiding owner, still objecting

to dlow Wood to come on the premises, \radertook to

remi'dy the irregularity himself.

We have received some somewhat harsii cornments

on the proceedings of the district surveyor in this

case. A little further consideratiou would probably

show our correspondent that the district surveyor

would have neglected his du'y if he hud acted other-

wise. If buildiugs of wood, 14 feet by 8 feet, or

4 feet by 8 feet, were permitted, it would not merely

be iu contravention of the law (uotwithst-Hudiug the

absence of auy dufioition in the Act of what is a
“ building ”), but would lead to a very dangerous con-

dition of things, and render the provisions of the Act
to a great extent nugatory.

COiLMUNICATION ON RAILWAYS.
In a recent number we noticed a means of communi-

cation between the guard and driver of a railway-train

proposed by Mr. Symons, consisting of a slidiug foot-

rail, to be worked along the side of the cai'riages whilst

'

in motion, and a string signal. Wishing much to see

railway officials brought to a sense of duty due to the

public and the millions of human beings that arc

annually hurled along these mighty causeways of

intercourse, in adopting a proper means of securing

safety transit, we now call attention to a mode of

commonicaliou afforded by Messrs. Myers and Askew’s
“ Railway Signal Brake.” The invention consists of a

self-connecliug oral communicator or phonic rotary

tube, which is fitted under the carriages, with spring

connecting spring mouth-pieces, together with a

whistle and alarums at each end. The spring mouth-
pieces placed iu the intermediate carriages enable the

passengers to converse with the guard, and the guard
to answer. When the tube is rotated by the guard,

it strikes the alarums, and raises before the driver a

signal or semaphore, directing him to stand by his

engine, or the driver can do a similar act to the guard.

Should the guard be asleep, and not hear the alarums,

by an attachment from the signal it will pull him to-

wards Ihe brake-wlied. The rotating is then stopped,

the whistle sounded, and the conversation between

the one and the other takes place. The whole of the

apparatus is worked off the brake screw, which is like

the ordinary screw now in use, only working horizon-

tally, and putting on a very rigid brake, which acts

on three-fourths of each wheel, and its retarding

power can extend throughout the train, if required.

Surely, from the numerous inventions relating to this

matter, railway managers would have no difficulty in

selecting one to meet the existing exigencies.

WANT OF SANITARY KNOWLEDGE ASHORE
AND AFLOAT.

The public are greatly indebted to you for keeping

the sanitary question constantly before them, for by
that means you will indoctrinate the rising generation

with sanitary knowledge, so necessary for their health,

the want of which is greater than many persons have

any idea of; for wheu one sees servants taking the

hells off the traps iu sinks and areas to let the water

run off faster, and by that means allow the stench

from the drains to penetrate into the house, I think

the public will agree with me that they are indebted

to you for keeping the sanitary question constantly

before them.

In reference to sanitary knowledge on hoard ship,

I can speak from personal experience of the want of

even the slightest attempt at ventilation
;
and when I

recollect the dreadful stench there was between decks

with 500 emigrants on board, it almost makes me
sick. And what is the condition of ships’ crews in

the merchant service, with the ship laden to the

beams, and the forecastle half filled with cargo, in

which fifteen or twenty men have to eat and stye,

without any ventilation but that which they get from
the scuttle-hatch, which is almost always closed? It

is, therefore, not siu'prising that fevers are on board

ship, when there is no ventilation. And what would
the consequence be of a number of men sleeping in

such an atmosphere, if it was not for the bountiful

supply of fresh air they inhale when on deck? And
although the strong and hardy sailor may not feel it

at first, yet I think it must in time undermine his

constitution. But wliat must be the effect on a poor

fellow stricken with fever, and who is confined to his

hammock, and cannot get the fresh air every four

hours that his more hardy shipmate can ? And when
he wants to moisten his fevered lips, the water in the

bucket will make him heave at it, through being

slung to a beam, and hauug absorbed the effluvia

which is generated in such a confined atmosphere
;

for

if a bucket of water placed in a fresh-painted house will

absorb the effluvia arising from fresh paint, I think

water placed in a ship’s forecastle as I have described,

will become saturated 'with the effluvia, and not be fit

to drink.

Now, sir, I think these two great evils,—the want

of ventilation and pure water—are veryeasilyremedied.
Those gentlemen who so kindly provide sailors’

homes on shore should turn their attentiou to sailors’

homes afloat, where the greater part of Jack’s life is

spent, and insist upon ships being provided with
ventilators, which might be easily done if they were
compelled to have them. Suppose it was a perforated
iron pipe, ninning from the ship’s quarter the whole
length of the ship round the forecastle, that would
admit the fresh air without any draught

;
and an up-

sbaft over the lamp, so constructed as to prevent a
down-draught, to carry off the smoke and any smell.

Aud for the price of a few shillings a ship could be
provided with a filtcrer, with an air-tight cover, made
to dip into a flange filled with water, which would trap

the cover, and might be slung in the place of the
bucket, now iu use

; and then the crew would cli'iuk

pure and tasteless water. A ’\Yokkman.

THE COMPETITION DESIGNS FOR
GOVERNMENT OFFICES.

ARCHITECTURAL INSTITUTE OF SCOTLAND.

The rewarded designs for proposed Government
offices are now being exhibited in George-slrect Hall,

Edinburgh. At the annual meeting of the Architec-

tural Institute of Scotland, held a few evenings ago,

Mr. Matheson, of her Majesty’s Board of Works, read

a paper with reference to them. In the course of it

he read a letter from Mr. Burn, one of the judges,

which gave some little information as to the proceed-

ings ol the judges.

Mr. Burn said, “Out of the 218 designs, the judges
selected sixty-seven for further consideration and for a

report upon them by the assessors, Messrs. Angell

and PowuaU, to whom they wereremitted to ascertain,

how far they bad comiffied with the instructions issued

by Government : and during the period of this remit,

nine other designs were added to the sixty-seven,

making in all seventy-six designs iu the selected list,

which, thereafter, the judges examined in detail,

accompanied by the assessors, and finally out of that

number made choice of the designs which appeared to

them entitled to the premiums offered. I have no
means of ascertaining whether any designs were re-

jected as being too late of arrival. The designs' were
all hung aud exhibited to the public before the judges

were appointed, who had nothing to do with the

arrangements of the Board of Works
;
and as no esti-

mates were required from competitors, and none

accordingly were given, it was no part of the duty

of the judges either to consider the cost of the build-

ings. or offer an opinion as to their probable expense.

Iu fact, neither compeUtors nor judges were in any
shape required to make the probable cost a matter of

consideration.”

Mr. Matheson said at the conclnsion of his paper,

—

“ These designs have now become the property of the

country. Whether they be carried into execution or

not, we highly appreciate their merits, which do in-

finite credit to their authors. They will be preserved

as valuable memorials, testifying to the present ad-

vanced state iu this country of the true principles of

architecture in its most admired styles aud orders,

and which it is our privilege, our duty, and interest

diligently to study.”

It has been suggested, that during the exhibition

of the drawings, separate jiapers on the style of archi-

tecture of each design should be read by various

members of the council.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

At the meeting on the 8th instant (Mr. Robert

Stephenson, M.P. in the chair), the paper read was
“An Account of the Steam Ferry over the River

Nile, at Kaffre Azzayat, Egypt,” by Mr. T. Sopwith.

This ferry was situated on the line of railway ex-

tending from Alexandria to Cairo, and was about

midway between those places. It was intended to

convey, temporarily, until a more permanent and

fixed structure, now in course of erection, could he

completed, the railway trains and engmes between

Knffre Lais aud Kaffre Azzayat, towns situated on

opposite banks of the river Nile.

In the discussion, the cost was stated to havx been

18,000/. including the jetties at both ends, carried on

Mitchell’s screw piles, with protecting cylinders at the

extremities. The method of sinking the cylinders was

by Hughes’s pneumatic plan of using a “plenum”
instead of a vacuum. The mode of attaching the

chains on the two shores was by having weights rising

and falling within a cylinder, at each extremity, to

compensate for the drag upon the chains.

As an illustration of the mode of management of

the hue, it was stated that at one period there was

only one train each way every other day, although the

natives had evinced a great desire to travel, and the

line couuecting towns containing large populations.

A hope was expressed that contact with the energetic

engineers, in the service of the Pacha, would in due
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time break down such dilatory habits and perverse

adherence to antiquated customs, and that the benefits

anticipated from the establishment of the railway

would be realised.

In the construction of the machinery of the ferry,

great credit was awarded to the late Jlr. C. II. Wild

and Mr. Dempsey for the details of the machinery;

to Mr. George Robert Stephenson for the method of

lifting the platforms
;
and to Mr. Rouse and Mr.

McLaren for putting together and erecting the whole,

and mabing it work thoroughly well.

GLASGOW ARCHiEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

THE CATHEDRAL.

The members of this society and their friends,

including many ladies, met last Saturday in the
cathedral. The place of rendezvous was the Chapter-
house, where, shortly after twelve o’clock, tlie chair

was taken by Mr. Rochead. After the transaction of

the usual private business of the society, the chairman
delivered an address, in wliich he e.xplaiiied the object

of the meeting, and the proposed order of proceedings,
which was, that they should eiamiue the crypt, under
the guidance of Mr. lloueyman, the choir, Lady
Chapel, and Chapter-house, with Mr. Rochead, the
nave with Mr. Baird, and the exterior with Mr. Bell.

Before leaving the Chapter-house, Mr. Honeyman
pointed out, with the aid of diagrams, the most
striking characteristics of the varieties of Gothic
architecture which were practised during the
twelfth aud thirteenth centuries, in order that those
present, who had not studied the subject, might
he able intelligcutly to follow his remarks wheu
explaiuing the peculiarities of the crypt and the evi-

dences of its antiquity. The meeting then adjourned
to the crypt, where the first object which claimed their

attention was a painted notice, intimating that that
part of the edifice was erected in 1175. Mr. Honey-
man showed the absurdity of this statement, by com-
paring drawings of details from Jedburgh Abbey, the
Galilee at Durham, aud other buildings erected about
that period, with the comparatively late details of the

crypt. He said that he would not have considered it

necessary to occupy the time of the meeting by any
reference to this subject, w'cre it not that the autho-

rities still persisted in misleading viaitoi's by these

incorrect notices, which are prominently displayed in

the various parts of the building
;
and he suggested

that the society should represent to the custodians of

the cathedral the propriety of altering these descriptive

cards. Several members espresseji^ their concuiTence
in these views.

In the choir tho dioii-mnn gave a brief historical

sketch of that part of the building, and comineuted on,

its more prominent architectural beauties. He also

adverted in eulogistic terms to the alterations recently

completed under the direction of Mr. Matheson, archi-

tect to her JInjesty’s Board of Worlcs for Scothind.

Mr. Baird delivered an interesting address in the

nave, in which, inter alia, he called attention to the

gradual change which took place in the style of Gothic

architecture towards the close of the thirteenth century,

as exemplified in that part of the cathedral, and the

gradual development of tracery as exhibited in the

windows.

The meeting then made a survey of the exterior and

the site of the ancient archiepiscopal palace, which

seems to have been a place of considerable strength.

DRAWING-ROOM ORNAMENTS.
As the chief object of your journal is to improve

I the public taste iu everything connected with dwell-

i ings—from digging the foundations to finishing the

; apartments,—I forward you a few hints on drawing-

1 room ornaments.

The variety of ornaments fr:quently spread over

I the surface of drawing-room tables and shelves, or

' which may he found disseminated through the general

• sitting-room, often serv'es as an. index to the mind

I and character of the individual to whom they belong.

I Our appreciation of beauty entirely depending upon

I our education, the amount and general tendency of

I that education may be as unmistakably traced in our

1 homes as iu our conversation. One individual will

1 think it necessary to have ornaments either costly in

I material or elaborate in workmanship, while the eyes

c of another will as satisfactorily rest upon the simplest

c of Nature’s works. If the amount of pleasure

a afforded by these two extremes could be accurately

I measured, ! doubt not that the latter would gi*eatly

I
preponderate over the former. Why? Because the

r resources for contemplation are more extensive, and

» of a higher character. The mind that would dwell

with deSght upon a fresh-cut cabbage-leaf with a dew-

d drop glisteoing on its waxy bloom, would indeed be

a envied by that which sought to display the best

St selection from Soho Bazaar, could it for a short time

it investigate all the phenomena which combine to form

t! that commonest produce of the kitchen-garden.

Money will not purchase the power of doing this;

hut it is the rich reward of the labourer iti the field

of science. Let me, therefore, recommend those who
are entering life, aud expecting some day to want
“ drawing-room oroaments,” to choose the cheapest

and most delightful inode of procuring them
;
and,

although they may not exactly select the cabbage-leaf,

the same course of study wliich teaches them to appre-

ciate that, will secure to them an endless variety of

beautiful things to charm the eye and delight the

understanding. M.ater.

DECIMAL STANDARD TOR ADMEASURE-
MENT.

TIavthg noticed in a late numhcT of your paper some
remarks on decimal calculations, it brings to mind some
ideas that I have entertained for several years of the

great desirability of adopting a decimal standard of

admaasarement. It would save much trouble to sur-

veyors, engineers, and other scientific men. The fol-

lowing plan seems calculated to meet the ])urpose :

if not, some member of the profession may probably

suggest an improvement. To interfere os little as

possible with the present scale, I take the inch for a

standard.

I'OOO rods,

I’OO feet,

10 inches,

or, 10 inches, 1 foot; 10 feet, 1 rod;

and, to assimilate this with the present measures,

one foot, or one yard lineal, would be 1'2 of decimal

measure
;
or a running measure of any number of feet,

say 30, could be reduced to old measure by adding a

cypher and dividing by twelve, thus :—300 in. -t-

12 in. = 25 ft. duodecimal measure.—S. J. Barber

THE SUFEOLK-STREET GALLERY.
The advertisement of the Architectural Society in

the Builder of the last and preceding weeks contains

an error, which 1 trust you will do me the favour to

correct. It states that “ the reitairs of the large

room (the Gallery of the Society of British Artists)

seem likely to be incomplete by the Ist of December.”

This is scarcely just towards the architect and the

society. There have been no repairs of the gallery.

The roof has been entirely rebuilt (a portion of the

walls also), and upon a principle, both as to its con-

struction and mode of lighting, totally different from

Mr. Nash’s work (the former r'of), which, although

raised with a cost noliraited, both as to labour and
material, was so essentially defective iu the first prin-

ciples of construction, that it w'as found unadvisahle

to attempt to repair it.

The subject of construction, in respect to the light-

ing of galleries for pictures and sculpture, has of late

acquired an interest and attracted public attention,

from the general defectiveness of our public galleries

in this respect, and their inferiority to most of those

of the continent, as well as from the papers upon the

subject, published of late years by Sir Charles East-

lake, the more elaborate ones by Mr. Pyne, and

the recent lecture delivered at the South Kensington

Museum by Mr. Redgrave. In erecting the new
gallery (for such it really is) in Suffolk-street, the

true principle of lighting a gallery has been attempted

to be carried out. The Government building at

South Kensington exhibits an advance in the right

direction as to the mode of iightiog, althongh, in

respect to architectural symmetry or beauty, it is not

superior to ordinary railway stations.

P. Y. Hi-rlstone.

DAMP HOUSES.

In looking the other day at some dwellings which

had not been long erected, in a comparatively dry and

lofty portion of the metropolis, the ravages of damp
were seen to reach even to the first floor, and after

hearing the complaints in consequence, we were told

how papers and books became mildewed, that the

piiiut aud other covering of the walls peeled off, how the

linen in drawers was not safe, of fusty smells, the aged,

and indeed those not so old, having sometimes sharp

hints of rheumatism, children coustantly catching

colds, and other troubles.

There are not many worse things than a damp and

mouldy house. It is an ancient evil, and although

damp is one of the chief destroyers of house pro-

perty, it has not yet, in many cases, found a remedy.

When thinking of these matters, we remembered the

particular signs of leprosy in a house, and the means

of core mentioned in the 14th cLapter of Leviticus,

beginning at the 34th verse, port of which we
quote :

—

“ When ye he come into the land of Can.aao, which

I give you for a possession, and I put the plague of

leprosy in a house of the land of your possession,”

—

The owner of the house is ordered to tell the priest,

saying,
—“It seemeth to me there is, as it were, a

plague in the house.” The priest issues a command
that they empty the house before he goes in to seethe

plague, “ tlwt all that is within the house shall not

he made unclean.” If when the priest looks upon
the walls he finds “hollow strakes, greenish or red-

dish, which are lower than the wall,” he then

shuts up the house for seven days; and if, on his

return, he finds Ihe “plague be spread on the walls of

the house,” he commands that all the stones in which

the plague is shall he taken away to an unclean place

beyond the city, “ and he shall cause the house to he

scraped within TOiuid about, and they shall pour out

the dust that they scrape off without the city, into an

unclean place, and they shall take other stones and

put them in the place of those stones, aud he shall

take other mortar, and shall plaster the house.”

After this precaution, if it is found that the plague

cornea again, the priest shall again examine it, and if

it is found that- the plague has continued to spread,

then "it is a fretting leprosy in the house—it is un-

clean, and he shall break down the house and the

stones of it, and the timber thereof, a*.d all the

mortar of the house, and he shall carry tliem forth

out of the city, into an unclean place. Moreover,

he that gocth into the house while that it is shut up

shall be unclean until the even
;
and he that Hctb in

the house shall wash his clothes, and he that cateth

in the house shall wash his clothes.”

We have met with instances at home in the present

dayof diseased dwellings of various sizes aud conditions,

which very nearly approach the accounts of the houses

from which it was ordered according to the Sacred

Writings that all the inhabitants should depart. We
have noticed the efforts made to cure the “ dry rot,”

as it is called in large strnclurea, the removal of the

diseased and introduction of fresh materials,— all this,

however, without certain effect, until the house and

neighbouring ground have been deeply and thoroughly

drained. A few years since, ns was reported at the

time, although the old Church of St. Pancras bad not

long befiire been restored, the place was attacked by

a rot, which rapidly destroyed the wood-work and dis-

figured the wall : the flooring and wood casings

were covered with long mould and fungi
;

and the

whole interior was pervaded by a deadly and ofTcusive

smell. It was in time found that the church was not

fit for occupation, and on search being made for the

cause, it was discovered that the surrounding gi'ound

was damp t the ground had been raised, by the inter-

ments of the dead, to a considerable height above

the floor of the edifice. The drip from the roof had

not been thoroughly carried aw-iy
;
and on opi ning

up various parts, the vaults were found filled with

water, which had drained from other graves. It is

evident that, under such conditions, it was as neces-

sary to close Old St. Pancras as it was the dwellings

in the East. Effective drainage, however, did its

useful and certain work
;
and but for that, this church

must soon have become a ruin, unfit for use.

TRIFORIUM.

On the meaning of the term Triforinm, Mr. James

Parker writes as follows in the November number of

Notes and Queries :

—

Seeing in a lafe number a communication on the

origin of this word, reminded me that in the year

1852 I had occasion to collect notes upon the suliject

for a paper which I read before the Oxford Archi-

tectural Society. The derivation was evident')- a

mystery. One author only had used the word,

namely, Gervase. He either invented it, or, as is

more probable, received it from the workmen engaged

on the cathedral. Ducange I found held to the

theory ai tres-fores , but unfortunately the triforia

Gervase was describing had two or four opi'iiings.

In taking a survey of all our cathedrals, three openings

are the exception rather than the rule. Ducauge also,

as I conceive without authority, gives as the Greek

equivalent TpiQopov, a word used by Macarius, but

with a very different meaning. It was the antiquary

Sumner who suggested the notion of the Latinization

of
“ thoroughfare.”

First, I attempted 'to determine to what Gervase

applied the name. In a careful examiuation of his

account of Canterbmy Cathedral, he evidently

alludes, in the description of the fabric as it stood be-

fore the fire, to what we now call the “ clen story

gallery.” He speaks of “obscur® fenestr® ’' above

the arches, but agaiu, above these, the “Via qure

Triforinm appellata est, et fenestr® superiores.” In

other words, he describes a “blind story,” and above

is the
“
clerestory.”

In the description of the cathedral, as rebuilt after

the great fii'e, he says, “the architect intermingled

the lower triforium from the great tower to the aiore-

said pillar with many marble columns, over wlmh he

adjusted another triforium of other materials, and

also the upper windows.” In other words we have

two triforia. 'What was the difference iu construc-

tion between the two fabrics ? I presume, judging
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from other early Norman examples, that the " obsairte

fenestrie” afforded no “via,” hut that in the new

building (the same as now standing), there was a

perfect passage in the lower as well as the upper

triforium. So far as to the application of the word :

beyond this is conjecture.

The suggestion which I then threw out (the five

years which have elapsed, I admit, have somewhat

diminished my affection for it) was that the frf was

but the scribe’s contraction for tiirri, and that/onam,

as has been shown by Mr. Phillott, might well mean

a passage : moreover, that Gervase particularly men-

tions that it was a passage, and that where there was

no passage, he implies there was no triforimi. 1 laid

stress upon his speaking of "the triforiumyVom

great tower as far as a certain pillar,”—that, in con-

clusion, all triforia lead from the differeut staircases

to the tower, and nowhere else (or certainly all clere-

story passages do, which I consider, according to

Gervase, to be the triforia excellence') ; aud that

in the case of central towers, with aisles and tran-

septs, as in nearly all our cathedrals, there is no other

way to the tower but along the tower-passage, or

triforium.

I will not trouble you with the uses to which both

upper and lower triforia have been at differeut times

applied, as I am afraid they throw no light upon the

origin of the word. At the same time I think it a

subject well worthy of investigation
;
and perhaps, if

you insert this, some of your numerous correspondents

may be able to afford information as to their employ-

ment, aud if any are used for practical purposes at

the present day.

ST. JAMES’S-PARK: THE ORN-UfENTAL
WATER AND THE STEAM-ENGINE FOR
PUMPING WATER.
The metropolitan public and the general public of

Great Britain must be greatly obliged to SirB. Hatl

for the excellent improvements made in St. James’s-

park, and the metropolitan parks generally. But what

can have induced Sir Benjamin to place au abominable

puffing, snorting, smoking, high-pressure steam-

engine, on the ornamental island, at the east-end of

the ornamental water? “To pump water from the

new well for use in the lake,” may be the reply.

That fresh water is necessary all must allow, and few

will find fault with any saving of money between the

present cost of pumping and the fonner cost of pur-

chasing water from one of the water companies, if the

pumping can be carried on without noise and without

smoke : the present turmoil and filth never cau be
sanctioned for a continuance. Portunately, neither

the noise nor the smoke are necessary. A compound
engine (liigh-pressure and condensing) will double

the power of the steam, work without noise, and save

half the fuel ;
and coke should be used, not coal. If

Government will not attend to cleanliness and com-
fort in such a place as St. James’s-park, how can the

public be asked to abite the nuisances of noise and

smoke in manufacturing districts ?

Civil Engineeb.

WELLS CATHEDRAL.
Sir,—Seeing a letter in the Builder, of Novem-

ber 27, respecting the alterations, or rather what is

almost facetiously called “ the restoration ” of portions

of England’s proudest piece of symbolism, and most
exquisite work of art—Wells cathedral ;

and having re-

cently spent a few weeks in that quiet cily, “The
drip and tinkle of whose fountain may be heard on

the Meodips,” I am in a position to know somethin;

of the state of the parties referred to in the said

letter, and I very much fear that the protest therein

is not strong enough, and wOl require to be repeated

before it is taken notice of.

Will it be believed that the surveyor employed by

the Dean and Chapter, is no architect at all? Ye
shades of Britton and Pogin, arise ! Ina aud Giso,

come forth ! and once more enlighten thy supiue

descendants. Give ear, ye Society of Antiquaries,

and hear the waU of art mal-treated by bai'barous

hands ! Will ye stand supinely by, and see that

glorious work of Joceline de Welles—the world-

renowned west front, tortured by a tailor ? Incredible

veyor, to which was also added auctioneer. Yes, this

as this must appear to your readers, such is the artist

to whom the very delicate work of restoration is com-
mitted by the Dean and Chaiiter, to whom he is a

salaried surveyor. I have myself examined the work
of restoration when in progress under his supervision,

and was, indeed, much grieved by the despulialion

going on, arising of course from the ignorance of the

architect on such jnatters. The masons were doing
their work by contract, and were evidently making
the best of their bargain. The Dean and Chapter
seem to be following the very questionable wisdom of
the poet,

—

“ Nor proudly untaught sentiments reject.’

I do sincerely hope, that though Beauty sleeps in

easy repose on this relic of the past,

—

" In which the architect built his life,

And with him toiled his children, and their lives

Were builded with his own into the walls,"

—

she must be ronsed by one in whom lives the awaken-

ing breath of thought and knowledge ; and I also

hope that the Dean and Chapter will not, in their re-

trenching mania, cause any more Portland cement

monstrosities to take the place of stone, in the exqui-

site west fa9ade,muuh of the restoration being done with

that material. I beg, therefore, to suggest (through

your coluraus), that the Society of Antiquaries (of

which I am a member), bestirthemselves, and address

a memorial to the Dean' and Chapter on this very

important subject. P. S. A.

Knowsley-park.

BRICKS, ANCIENT AND MODERN.
The art and practice of brick-making are, no doubt,

as old as civilization. A full history, with diagrams

of the several forms and dimensions, would have

special interest,—will no one take up the subject?

Egypt, Assyria, India, Persia, China, aud Europe will

furnish splendid examples of bricks and brickwork.

There may alsa be something gleaned from Mexico

and from Peru. There have been solid bricks, and

even hollow bricks, from a remote period. The
Romans carried brickmakiug to great perfection, and

probably first introduced the art into Great Britain,

as also on the Continent generally. They made hollow

bricks on block moulds, and used them for hot-air for

rooms aud baths. There arc samples in the Museum
at Rouen, and at Newcastle-upoii-l'ync. There are

also radiated (that is arch) bricks, of the Roman
pei’iod, at Newcastle.

Roman Brides at Neivcastlc.

in. X 3^- in. x l|in. ) Red bru'k clay, very rough,

4 in. X lA in.
|

and bent in digging.

Roman Arch Bricks.

7 in. X 6 in. x 2 and li in.

7f in. X 8 in. xHin.
lOi in. X lOi in. x l^iu.

11 in. X 7 in. X 65 in. hollow brick, 7 in. (hick, so that

the space is 5^ in. x 4 in. This hollow brick has been

used for a bath flue.

The following dimensions and prices may be useful

just now, as there will probably be work for English-

men in the East soon.

Prices of Tiles and Bricks at Constantinople, 1855'
Bricks, 12 in. x G in. x 2^ in. at GGO pitw-

ters per l,000= about £5 0 0

These tiles are light colourecl, and are used for

THE WORD “ GASP
Sir,—I am glad that your correspondent, “ J. B.’'

(in a late No. of the Builder), has publicly put the

question with respect to the spelling of the plural of

the word commonly -written gas, because it affords me
the opportunity of pointing out what I consider the

anomalous heterography of this word.

If there is one rule with respect to English ortho-

graphy which is clearer than another, and which
admits not of exception, it is that all nouns sub-

stantive ending with the sound of s, 'preceded hy a
short accented vowel, double the final letter. Such
words are, lass, class, glass, grass, stress, dress,

redress, excess, mass, and hundreds of others. In-

deed, there is scarcely au exception to this rule in the

whole English vocabulary.

The only reason I cau conceive for deviating from
the general rule in this instance is, that probably we
derived the word from the German chemists

;
and it

being regarded, on its introduction, as a foreign word,

was conscquenlly spelt as in the original. But as it

has now become completely naturalised, it certainly

ought to be made to follow the analogy of our own
language, in conformity with other words derived

from the same source
;
for the words grass anH glass

are both spelt in German with one s ; and precisely

for the same reason they spell gas with one
;
and for

the opposite reason we ought to spell it -with two i

namely, they pronounce the preceding a long, while

we pronounco it with a short quantity.

I hope that it is not yet too late to see this alter-

ation universally adopted, especially if it should have

the sanction of the Builder and other influential

Journals. The public eye would soon get accustomed

to the alteration, and one anomaly, at least, would be

erased from the long list which at present disfignres-

our language
;
and thus would “ J. B.’s ” question be

practicdly and consistently answered. B. J.

floors.

Best QiiaJitv.

10 in. X 5 in. X in. at 350 piastres

per 1,000= £2 18 4

9 iu. X 4.^iu X li in. at 370 piastres

per 1,000 = 3 1 8

9 ^ in. X 5 in. xli in. at 350 piastres

per 1,000= 18 4

Common Quality.

15 in. X 15 in X Ij in. at 320 piastres

per 1,000= 2 13 4

10 in, X 10 in X I5 in. at 200 piastres

per 1,000= 1 13 4

Tulular Pipes, hand made.

Common red earthenware, poor in quality.

3 inches diameter, at I5 piastreeacb 3d.

G inches diameter, at 2 piastres each ... 4d.

9 inches dinraeter, at 4 piiistrcs each ... 8d.

13 iuches (linmeter, at 8 piastres each ... IGd.

15 inches diameter, at 10 piastres each ... 20d.

The pipes arc each 12 inches iu length, and are

made with spiggot and faucet ends.

Bend-pipes or curves are not made, but all junc-

tions are with sharp elbows. The prices are as

under :

—

3 inches diameter, at 2 piastres each 4d.

6 aud 9 inches diameter, at 4 piastres each 8d.

13 and 15 inches diameter, at 9 piastres each 18d.

N.B. The piastre is taken as of 2d. value, English

money. The rale of exchange, however, varies.

TRADE PRICE-LISTS.

The current number of the Builder is not the fii’st

in which it has been suggested that trade price-lists,

and circulars relating to building matters, should be

issued of a uniform size. Might not the idea assume

a more practical shape if the Architectural Exhibition

committee required exhibitors iu the “ Materials

Department,” in the forthcoming exhibition, to comply

with a rule framed for the purpose ?

Small quarto, say 10 inches by 8 inches, leaving a

margin of inch to the left of the paper for bind-

ing, if dtsired, would be a convenient form.

E. B.

RECENT PATENTS.*
Thomas Robert Winder, Dover.

—

Constructing

Subiuarine Works. Dated April 11, 1857-—This

invention relates to a mode of simplifying th.e con-

struction and the placing of large blocks of concrete

or masonry to form the foundation or underwork of

piers, harbours, and other like submarine structures.

To attain this end the patentee forms a floating cais-

son of plates of cast or wrought iron boiled or

riveted together, and this floating vessel (which is

open at the upper part) he brings over the spot

which is intended to receive a large block of concrete

or masonry. Having moored or otherwise secured

this Uoating vesool ia the required place, he dis-

charges concrete therein, or lie builds ii2> brick or
stone work therein as req-uired, and by the accumula-

tion of such building materials in the vessel, the latter

is sunk to a given depth in the water. He next builds

up the sides of the vessel by adding plates of iron to

the upper part of the vessel, and thereby increases the

capacity and depth, the upper edge of the vessel being

raised considerably above the surface of the water.

When this is effected, he continues to throw in con-

crete or build up masonry within the vessel, repeat-

ing the building up of the outer iron casing as the

vessel sinks by the accumulating weight placed in it.

In this way the caisson or vessel is charged with

masoniy or concrete until it sinks to the bottom,

where it will by its own weight remain fixed and im-

movable, and form a secure artificial foundation for

auy subsequent superstructure; or the superstructure

may be formed by continuing the building up of the

vessel or caisson.

James Bird Sparke, and Alered Sparke,
Thorulane Eoundry, Norwich.— Machinery.

Dated April 8, 1857.—The first part of this inven-

tion relates to that part of sawing machinery which is

employed to give motion to the timber under opera-

tion, for the purpose of bringing H up to, and keep-

iug in contact with, the saw during the cutting, and

of "ftithdrawing it from the saw when the cut is com-

pleted. The second part of tho invention relates to

the mode of driving reciprocating saws, or saws which

act upon the material to be cut by successive strokes.

George White, Laurence Ponntney-Iane, Can-

non-street, London.

—

Glass Furnaces. A communi-
cation. Dated March 26tb, 1857.—This invention

consists in heating glass-houses, or furnaces for the

manufacture of glass, by means of the complete com-

bustion of the gasses derived from wood, coal, peat,

lignite, anthracite, or any other suitable fuel, the full

combustion of the said gasses taking place by means

of a blast of hot air, the injection being thus regu-

lated that the full combustion of the gasses, and con-

sequently the highest temperature, takes place iu the

central part of the furnace towards the indting-pots-

This system of heating is applicable to glass-furnaces

of any size, the fire-grates being entirely done away

thus offering au additional space for the melting-pots.

’ Selected from the lists published in the Engineer.
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Benjamin Horatio Paul, Torriupton-street, Tor- 1857 .—Improvement in Rock BrilHng MacJdnes .

—

rington-sqURre, London .—Preservation of Stone,
|

Claim : The me and application of the india-rubber,

either natural or artificial, also of Cements and

other similar compositioJis. Dated April 1, 1857.

—

This invention is effected by applying to the stone, &c.

solutions of the aluminates of soda, potash, or of

other aluminates, also of the zincates of soda or

potash, or phosphates of alumina, or zinc in solution

by alkalis; also similar preparations of lead or

molybdenum. These solutions ore employed cither

alone or (for the purpose of more effectually filliog

the interstices or pores at the surface of the slouc, &c.)

mixed with finely-powdered substances, which are

little liable to be affected by the atmospheric influences

existing in towns. The substances to be used for

this purpose are silica, carbonate of magnesia, baryta

or zinc, sulphate of baryta, I'rench chalk, or other

similar substances. The material thus iulroduced into

the pores may be coloured by the addition of oxide of

iron, plumbago, or other suitable pigment.

Charles Pascall, Norwood, Surrey.

—

Tile-making

Machinery. Dated April 29, 1857-—^'Chis invention

relates to the shaping of the ends of tiles, and cutiiug

them off, when produced in lengths, from the sqneezing-

box or other expressing or forming apparatus forcing

the plastic material through a die. The expressing

and forming the tile material in lengths is the same

as usual. The length of the tile material when

expressed or formed is received in rollers, or other-

%visc supported while being cut off in proper lengths,

and at the same time having the ends of the tile

shaped. The patentee effects this by means of two

wires, suitably stretched between two slides, which

traverse across the breadth of the tile in guides, which

cause the wires to traverse in curves or lines, so as to

describe and cut the tile of the proper length, and

with the ends of the form required.

Teetius John Cooke, Wolverhampton.

—

Manu-

facture of Knobs, Roses, and Escutcheons, used for

doors, drawers, shutters, and other similar purposes.

Dated May 2, 1857.—The knobs are made partly of

brass and partly of sheet irou, or partly of cast iron

and partly of sheet brass, or partly of cast or

malleable iron and the remainder of sheet iron, and

the roses and escutcheons solely of sheet iron. The

invention also comprises improvements in ornamenting

the same, and also in ornamenting the ordinary

description of articles of the same kind which arc

made of cast or sheet brass, or both combined, by

japanning, enamelling, painting, or inlaying them.

John Leslie, Conduit-street, Hanover-squ.irc.

—

Apparatus for Ventilating Buildings. Dated May 4,

1857.—In carrying out this invention, an air-shnft ««

fixed to the ccilins or npppr part of a building, in such

manner as to rise through the roof, aud on the exterior

of the nir-shaft is formed au enclosed chamber, open

at bottom aud closed at top, by whicli combination of

parts the heated atmosphere of the building will enter

the enclosed chamber around the air-shaft aud keep it

warm, and will thus induce a rising curreut through

the air-shaft.

when interposed iu such manner that its expansive

force shall operate the drill in rock drilling machines.

George A. Gardner, City of New York, Assignor

to self and Lemuel P. Jenks, Boston, Mass .—An
Improvement in Rock Brillhig Machhies .—Claim :

The peculiar combination and arrangement of the

devices, whereby the rotation of the mandril and drill,

as well as the gradual and proper advancement of both

drill, mandril, and frame, or either of them, is effected

by means of a single eccentric on the cam shaft.

William Van Anden, Poughkeepsie, New York.

—An Improved File-cutting 3Iachine .—Claim : The
arrangement of a bed on which the file blank is cut,

having a forward positive feed motion, and an inde-

pendent forward motion against the edge of the chisel.

combination with the lateral grooves for draining, but
which also answers the purpose of preventing horses
from slipping. Also, the manner of uniting the irou

blocks in laying a pavement by the alternating over
and under lapping of the scries of blocks, whereby
the blocks are enabled to sustain one another, and
thereby more effectually maintain the required grade.

Many Thoughts on 3Iany Things ;—being a Treasury

of Reference, consisting of Selections from the

IVritings of the Known Great and Great Un-
known. Compiled and analytically arranged by
Henry Southgate. I/ondon : George Routledge
and Co. 1858.

in consequence of the percussion of the hammer, and i

This really is what it purports to he, a Treasury of

the difference of the resistance of the metal at the
j

Reference, and will be found worth its weight in gold

back edge of the chisel, wedging it forward at the
|

“y literary men, and those \yho want materials for

time of cutting the teeth of the file to cause their
[

thought. As Mr. Southgate justly says, too, it “is

upsetting. Also, the combination and arrangement of
j

only adapted for occasional reference to any par-

the bed on which the file blank is cut, with the ticulsr subject, but, from the variety of interesting

triangular feed-gate and side rails of the machine I
topics, both in prose and verso, which it comprises, it

frame. jUso. the combination and arrangement of i

^^7 “l^o afford many an hour of agreeable and in-

the ratchet-wheel spring, and detent pins, or their
;

structive reading. We are here conducted, as it were,

equivalents, in combination with the pawls for ope-
j

through a picture-gallery of the first masters,—

rating the same. Also, the use of the compound self-
!

througli a garden of the choicest flowers,—where the

adjusting chisel-holder stock, in combination with the .

social virtues may be promoted, the pleasures of rc-

cbisel, whereby it is held rigidly in its place under the mtcllectuality cultivated, aud some of the purest

blow of the hammer. Also, the use of the triangular
j

delights of which the human heart is susceptible

gate as a feed motion to my compound bed, in com -

1

enjoyed.
, . , , , , ,

bination with the apparatus for operating the same.
1

Classification and analysis have been closely ob-

IlEZEKiAii B. Smith, Lowell, Masa.—^« /w/ironrrf served to give facility for reference to any general

Mortlsino .Machine.— Claim: 1st. The adjustable subject, and this the searcher will find illustrated in

compound treadle, when used in combination with a its various phases by, for the most part, distinguished

mortising machine. 2nd. The pawl, or its equivalent, Here and there an anonympiu quotation

in combination with the table, to prevent the action
|

occurs, which might have been omit ed without

of the chisel from jarring the foot, not intending by damage to the book
;
but of this, the little too much,

this to confine myself to the exact form represented, one ought scarcely to complain. It is one of those

but adopting any other substantially the same. books in which there is always something to discover.

Henry F. Wilson, Assignor to self and Henry
!

Jhc extent of the collection says much for Mr.

B. West Elvria, Ohio.—2«br an Improved Cross-cut ;

Southgate s reading and industry
;
and the arrange-

Sawing Apparaius.^Chim -.
'\ he radius bars, iu com-

!

"’cut of it speaksJor^his taste and acuteness.

RECENT AMERICAN PATENTS.*

JosiAli Brown, Jun. Buffalo, New York.

—

Im-

provement in Truss Bridges.—Claim : Providing each

of the main and counter braces with two gams at top

and bottom, and each of the timbersof the chord with

a gain at a point where the braces are applied cor-

responding with the gains in the braces, and passing

the braces^thus formed up between the timbers witb

the gains of the braces in such relation to the gains of

the timbers, that when the timbers of the chords are

brought together they arc combiuei], and become, as

it were, only one piece, no part of which can he ope-

rated upon or affected independently of the other, by

the downward and upward thrusts commou to truss

bridges, even if the bolt which passes laterally through

and intersects each set of braces and the timbers of

the chord were removed.

George S. Avery, Lewlsboro’, New York .—An
Improvement in Segmental Trussfor Bridges, ^c.—
Claim : An improvement in segmental truss bridges,

by a combination of the arched top chord, borizoutal

bottom chord, braces, vertical tie-rods, packing blocks,

and self-adjusting shoes, the whole constructed into a

segmental truss of greater strength and stability than

such as are generally used with the same amount of

building material. Also, the combined arrangement

of the different parts.

Francis C. Lowtheop, Trenton, New Jersey.—

An Improvement in Iron Truss Frames for Bridges.

Claim : The straining plate, iu combination with

the rods, when the latter are connected to the plate,

and when the said plate is arranged to receive the

vertical or verticals and diagonals of iron truss frame

bridges.”

Lemuel P. Jenks, Assignor to George A. Gar-

diner, Boston, Massachusetts ;
ante-dated Jan. 7,

* Selected from the lists published :

Franklin Jnitilute, of PeDiisjlvania.
1 the Journal qf the

The
dedication to “ His Friend and Partner, Joseph Bar-

rett,” will serve to remind readers that they have

heard of Mr. Southgate before iu another capacity,

—

engaged in “ knocking down,” rather than building

up, books.

What he has now put together is a massive

volume of nearly 700 pages, of which the index aloue

occupies thirty-four. The book is beautifully printed,

and does great credit to Messrs. Cox and Wyman, at

whose establishment it haa been produced. The type
is good, and the arrangement of the pages elegant.

Rudimentary Treatise on the 3Iarine Engme, and
on Steam-vessels and the Screw. By Rorert
Murray, C.E. Third Edition. London: Weale,
High llolboru. 1858.

This very excellent treatise by the Engineer Sur-

veyor to the Board of Trade has been revised and
considerably altered and improved since its last edition

was issued. The practical remarks on the screw aud
propelling power as used in the royal and merchant

navy arc especially interesting. Much new and useful

information is also compressed into tabular and other

forms in the Appendix, and the volume is illustrated

by various engravings. We cordially recommend it.

“Divide et impera;”— Statistical Book-keepmg ;

being a Simplification aud Abbreviation of the

common System by Double Entry ; together with

Suggesiionsfor the Prevention ofDefalcations and
Frauds in Banks, ^c. By F. C. Krepp. London

:

Longman and Co. 1858.

This is certainly, to all appearance, a very elaborate

.
work on “ Statistical ” book-keeping

;
but it must be

bfu^aHon with the several rollers and endless carrying for regular business-men,—tradesmen, manufacturers,

aud pressing apron, when the same are relatively and others,—by affording it a fair trial, or, at least,

arr.m‘md, the adjustable frame to the one roller, to
,

that consideration which it seems to deserve, to say

give increased or diminished pnssure to the apron i whether it be sufficiently practical to induce them to

against the back of the pressing roller, or interposed
,

discard the system on which they have heretofore

ygQggr gone. The new system, however, does not appear to

George W. Bishop, Brooklyn, New York.—Fbr be so much an antagoniatical scheme to that of book-

an Improvement in Iron Pavements for iSfreefs.—
;

keeping by double entry as a centralisation of that

The object of this invcnlion is to make a pavement
,

system itself, an abstract and index superadded to it,

for streets of blocks of iron, so formed on their upper and over-riding it, as it were
;
or a master-key to its

surface as to effectually prevent horses from slipping,
|

more detailed and disconnected contents. By means

and permit w'atcr with accumulating dirt to run off to
J

of what has the aspect, at first sight, of a somewhat

the side gutters, and, at the same time, of securing formidable complication of the ordinary system, we

hination with the vibrating bars, for the purpose of

straining the saw so as to enable me to give the saw

a reciprocating motion without guides. Also, placing

pins at a greater or less distance apart than pins for

the purpose of giving a rocking motion to the saw

while reciprocating, said motion to be graduated

according to the kind of wood to be sawed.

Thomas D. Worrali., Lowell, Mass.— For an
Tmpi-oved juiuers' JPtanc .—Cluiiu : 1. Tlic employ-

ment of the clamp lever for aeonring ixnfl Lp<I<1ing the

bit. 3. Tile clamp lever, as arranged in combination

with T strap and nut, for the purpose of regulating

and adjusting the bit for cutting, when firmly bedded

aud secured.

Gilbert Bishop, City of New Y'ork.— For an

Improved Rotary Veneer hlachine .—This invention

consists in cutting veneers and other thin stuff by a

knife, with a circular or curved edge in rotation iu

the liue of its edge, while the log from which the

veneer is to be cut is vibrated or turned towards the

knife edge as it passes, so that the knife progressively

covers the whole top surface of the log, aud cuts the

veneer by a continuous rotary drawing, thrusting and

varying stroke of the edge from point to heel, as the

log'is presented to and brought in contact with it.

Joseph H. Goodell, Bridgeport. Connecticut.—^

For an Improved Machinefor Straightening Veneers.

Claim : Tlie reduction or removal of the curve or

scroll shape given the veneer in its cut from the log

or stick, by the introduction and feed of it endwise,

that is, transversely to the general direction of the

curve assumed by it in the cut between a roller or

rollers, aud carrying and pressing apron, arranged for

operation together aud on the veueer. Also, in corn-

rails thereto for a railroad. Claim : Making cast-

iron paving blocks with a series of transverse draining

grooves, which, when completed aud laid, will form

grooves nmniug from the middle of the street towards

the side gutters or sewers. Also, forming the surface

of iron paving blocks with a scries of inclined planes

and shoulders, to prevent horses from slipping, while,

at the same time, carriages will roll over the surface

without serious impediment or concussions. Also,

the said series of inclined planes and shoulders, in

have thus, in effect, a simplification arising out of the re-

arrangement. It is for practical book-keepers to test the

merits of Mr. Krepp’s statistical system, aud we com-

mend it to their notice as involving the addition of a

promising novelty to the established system, which

it may be also said to comprise within the compre-

hensive sphere of its operations. It is said to be the

result of fifteen years’ personal observation and prac-

tical experience, in English, American, and German

counting-booses, and we can well believe it to be so.
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The hook of statistics^ or\ceiUrairzcd ejhtome of

the business, appears tO' bring the whole of its transac-

tions within a comparatively small compass, and to be

"ultimately made to contain tbe very essence of a

large pile of other books, kept during a period say of

ten yeai's, or longer, if required.” By keeping out of

sight all distracting details of secondary importance,

a sort of bird’s-eye view of the whole range and drift

of affairs, however extensive and complicated, is thus

professed to be obtainable.

The author’s suggestions with reference to the pre-

vention of defalcations and frauds iu banking and

other companies also seem to merit attention.

ffltgccllanca.

From Brompton* to Bayswateb, vid Park-
lA-HT..—The necessity of skiiTing round all Hyde-

park to reach Bayswater and other districts north of

the Park from Brorapton, Knightsbridge, Chelsea,

&c. to the south of it, and vice versd, either ou foot

by night, or by vehicle at all times, is a great grievance

of which we have often complained. The crossing of

Hyde-park by a public road, open at all times, has

been urged ; but interference with the privacy and

the integrity of the park formed one main diffi-

culty in the way of such an arrangement. To obviate

this difficulty it has been proposed to sink the public

road below- the level of the park, and this might be

done, probably, whatever route were proposed to be

taken. A matured plau has been laid before us by
Mr. Risdon, of Bayswater, who proposes to open

such a road along by the sunk wall of Keusineton-

gardens, from near Victoiia-gate, and opposite "West-

bourne-street, to the present bridge across the Serpen-

tine, close beside which it would pass by au additional

bridge, whence it would run to the Kensington-road,

a little to the east of Gore House, and opposite the

new road leading to " South Kensington” and the

Art-Museum. Same such line of road is just what
is wanted to obviate the very great nuisance referred to.

Slip at Cardiff.—About three weeks since, notice

was given that after a certain date no more vessels

would be allowed to enter the East Bute Dock, as the

contractors intended clearing away the embankment
between that portion already in use and the extension

just completed. For this purpose the water was turned

out of the dock, and the inner gates of the lock were
taken up, not being considered sufficiently strong to

bear the pressure of water upon them, and another

pair was ready to be laid down. The contractors,

Messrs. Hemmingways and Pearson, put on a large

number of hands iu removing the bunk, and it was
thought that the work would have been oomplotcd in

about a month to the satisfaction of all parties. We
,

regret, however, to state that about one o’clock on 1

Tuesday (the water being out) a large portion of the

eastern wall gave way, carrying with it the foundation,

the tramway, and a quantity of iron ore, which was
,

alongside. The wall for at least sixty or seventy

yards is completely gone, the angle whea-e the slip

occurred projecting some ten or fifteen feet beyoud

,

the level, the stones being separated from each other,

and some of the large blocks of forest stone, about
i

three feet thick, being completely smashed—some of

them into a thousand pieces. We are told, however,

that no fault can be laid to the contractors, but that

,

the heavyweight on the banks, and the support sud-

denly withdrawn by letting out the water, have been

the sole cause. The damage is estimated at between

11,000/. and 15,000/., but it is feared that, if another

slip should occur, the whole of one side will have to

be rebuilt.

Cambridge Architectural Society.—^At the

last meeting of this society, the report of the com-
mittee was read, which said, amongst other things :

—

" It is gratifying to observe the gradual prevaleoce of
an improved taste in the matter of domestic srchitectore.
We allude especially to the new brick house in Trumping-
ton-strect, and to those near St. Michael's church, which
were the first built after a more picturesque design. We
believe that much of this improvement is due to the taste
of Mr. R. R. Rowe, the town surveyor.
We uow proceed to notice some important works in the

county. At Ely, the princely munificence of the dean and
chapter has borne fruit in results which bid fair to render
their cathedral pre-eminent in interest and beamy. The
east window has been filled with stained glass by Mr.
Wailes, which for brilliancy and clever contrasts of colour
approaches the beat French glass of the thirteenth century.
We are glad to say that of the late bishop’s bequest,
enough money yet remains to enable the chapter to place
several new windows in the choir: a work which will
shortly be commenced. The reredos has been finished,
with the exception of the figure of Christ ou tbe central
pinnacle, and is now being gilt and coloured : stone screens
have been placed behind the stalls, which are themselves,
togelherwith the rood screen, shortly to have their panels
and their niches filled with the sculptures which have so
long been wanting to complete them

;
the north transept

will soon glow with colour, and be further enriched with
stained-glass windows and frescoes : nor is this all— it is
proposed to board in the roof of the nave, and to execute
thereon, under the direction of Mr. L' Estrange, a fresco
sunilar in design to that of the church of St. Mary Magda-
lene, at Hildesheim, in the kingdom of Hanover, which is
now undergoing restoration."

The Smedley Viaduct.—Signs of iustability have

shown themselves in this structure, according to the

Manchester Courier. At the last meeting ofthe city

council a rejiort was presented, which stated that the

extra cost for strengthening the viaduct, in conse-

quence of previous failures of had work, would he

1,480/. A larger sum than this, adds our authority,

will in all probability be sunk upon the work before it

is pronounced sa*‘e, and it may possibly have to come
down bodily. It is built of brick, and the chief cause

which led to the failure of some of the arches is said to

have been the imperfect manner in which a portion

of the contract had been fulfilled. Additional work
to strengthen the principal abutments was added, and

the bridge seemed likely to stand in security. These

further cracks, however, caused grave doubts to be

entertained whether the viaduct wilt last long.

Damages for Injury by a Scaffold.

—

At the

Manchester County Court, last week, judgment was
given in a case of some interest. The action was

Laying Submarine Cables.—Messrs. C. and G.
Johnson, of Wandsworth, have described to us the
model of au apparatus specially designed for laying
down wires for submarine telegraphs, now in their

hands. They say within a frame about 14 feet Ion?,

8 feet high, and 3 feet wide, are arranged three dis-

tinct break-wheels, representing three points of a
triangle. Each wheel is provided with a lever and
roller, so placed as to aet on a point in the circum-
ference, and exert a power opposed to the motion of
the wheel, by which its revolutions may be retai’ded

or regulated with precision. The end of a cable once
passed through this machine, is taken firm hold of by
a peculiarity in the constrnction of the break-wheels,

and may either be hauled in or paid out without a
single coil. It is self-acting, the strain imparted
being correctly indicated, and can never exceed the

prescribed bounds. In laying down a cable in deep
water, the quiclcer tbe operation is perfonned tbe

better, as then the wires would not have time to drift

brought to recover damages for a serious injury caused
I

away, and consequently unnecessary slack will be
to the plaintiff’s wife, by the falling of a hoarding iu ^ prevented. They say their machine could be made-
front of three houses in Oldhara-road, Manchester,

|

to work perfectly well, going 15 knots an horn.-, or

belonging to a Mr. Gregory, a watchmaker, one of the ' more if required.

defendants. The judge was of opinion that the scaf-
j

" Art in Architecture.”—Sir : My good friend

fold ought to have been of sufficient strength to have
' “ Commonsensius ” is desirous, through the medium

withstood the effects of wind. It appeared that it ! of your columns, to propose for the consideratiou of

was Edwards, one of the defendants, who applied at
|

“ Aristides ” a few remarks upon the opinions he has

the Town-hall for permission to put up the boarding, expressed on the subject of " Good Taste iu Architec-

but he did not erect it himself. The owner of the ture.” He would speak to “ Aristides” as follows :

—

property let off the work to various persons—an
;

" You say that, ' irrespective of any question as to

excavator, a bricklayer, and a carpenter. It did not
;

style, that design must be in good taste which, whe-
appear to have been the business of anyone in par- ther viewed in mass or in detoU, produces a pleasing,

ticular to put up the hoarding securely
j
but it was harmonions ensemble? Now, sir, you must permit

a fact that Mr. Gregory was the owner of the property,

and he paid the joiner by whom the hoarding was
erected as his servant. This he (the judge) thought
was evidence sufficient to make Mr. Gregory liable,

and the verdict must, therefore, be against him
for 40/.

The Agricultural Implement Trade. — A
paper was read on the 9th inst. at the Society of

me, with all deference, to remark, that your definition

is a complete failure. It is true, asfar as it goes,

bnt it does not get to the root of the matter. Both
‘Donaldo’ and ‘ Rnfskinins ’ would readily give

their assent to the truth of this proposition, because

they could do so without thereby making any admis-

sion adverse to the cause they have in hand, without

resigning that undivided sovereignty they have so

Arts, by Mr. S. Sidney, “on the progress of 'the ably claimed for the style of their adoption. The
agricultural implement trade during the last twenty question is not ' whether or no that style is in

years.” Tbe paper, with a disenssion which followed, good taste which produces a pleasing, harmonions
is published in the Journal of the Society, of the 11th

\

ensejnble,’ for the affirmative of that proposition is

inst. Mr. Sidney, in the outset, stated that his
I

admitted by all, without one dissentient voice. The
object was not to iuslruct agriculturists, but simply

j

real point at issue is, ‘Whether such and such a

to give that large class who got their meat from ' design does, or does not, produce an effect that all

the butchers, and their bread from the bakers, with- men ought to call pleasing.’ And this is where your
out troubling themselves about the origin of either ' definition fails; for combinations of form before

commodity, some idea of the vast amount of mecha-
j

which ‘ Rufskinius ’ would stand entranced—oblivious

nical ingenuity and agiicullural experience, which has of tbe toils and troubles of this work-day world

—

been devoted during tlie lost twenty yoora, to luakiag tvr.'ipped in ecstatic contemplation, and soaring ou the
inferior ooila fertile, nnd fertile solls more productive, ' wings of harmouy to the seveuth heaven of delight

;

to economising time and labour in every operation of these combinations would, in the raiud of ‘ Doualdo,’
husbandry, so as to keep pace, as far as soil and produce no other emotion but that of unmitigated
climate would allow, with the daily increasing '

disgust. "Where ‘ Rufskinius ’ found nought bat
demands of our town population. After the discus- I

‘ Music that gentler on the spirit lies

sioii, in which several agriculturists and other gentle- 1

Than tired eyelids upon tired eyes,'

men took part, Mr. Sidney, in conclusion, maintained ' woold only be conscious of a horrible discord,

that the time had come for reserving piizes for great ' enough to set his very teeth on edge. Still, I should

and much-needed inventions or improvements, such think, sir, as far as I can gather from the general

as steam ploughing.
\
tenor of your argument, that your opiuions ai'c iu the

Public Decorations.— are told that great
;

main ))erfectly just and orthodox; and I would, there-

preparations are being made for the approaching mar- .

fore, entreat you to bring your powerful mind to bear

riage of the Princess Royal, and that the Chapel Royal
!

ORce again ou the question at issue, and I feel sure

is to be re-decorated for the occasion. In glanciogthe yoR would then be able to furnish us with a definition

other day at records of some of the state marriages of that may be of real service to us.” If, Mr. Editor,

former days, wc were struck, if we may say so, by ' yon should think it worth while to give insertion to

the ugliness of the decorations. On the marriage o’f
,

ttis “ mild remonstrance,” you would oblige.—R. M.
George II. the interior of the sacred edifice was fitted

;
The Soulages Collection.—Lord Granville,

with large awns, stuck over with wax candles and the Lord President of the Committee of Council on
chaudeliers of the most questionable shape. W’^e Education, received a deputation from the Royal
hope, however, that matters will be managed in a Institute of British Architects, with reference to the
more artistic manner. Royal marriages during the purchase by Government of the Soulages Collection,
Middle Ages, celebrated in our fine old cathedrals, ©n Wednesday afternoon, at the Privy Council Office,

were splendid affairs, and the city was made say with Diseases of Teades; BAKEES.-On reading
tapestry and other neh hanpngs. e have discussed jr. Letheby’s annual report and slatislics upon disease
a good drf of this ancient magniflcenee. The s„d death, I ind from his investigations all classes
elegance of the htlings of the Chapel Koyal and other (heir peculiar diseases, phthisis heinr the malady
localities should he worlhy of the age.

I of haliers
i
and the ?«««, observes,— "But surely the

_

The Architectural Society’s Illi:str.ations.— fact that particular complaints can be so easily appor-
Sir ; May I beg to be allowed to make a few remarks tioiicd among particnlar trades justifies the hope that,

iu reference to a review of the Architectural Pablica
j

with ordinary care, their prevalence cau be very much
tioQ Society’s last part, in the Builder ofthe 5lh inst. dimiuished.” After reading Dr. Letheby’s report, I
Did the plates, as issued to the inetubers, represent

|

calculated how many journeymen bakers have died,

my work as it was drawn upon the stone, your critique ' who had worked for me, within the last ten years :

would be perfectly just; but so far from such bciug the result was to me saddening. Mymeu have gene-
the case, tbe drawiugs have, iu the preparation of the

stones, or from some accident iu the printing, suffered

to such an extent as quite to ruin them. My work
has hitherto given salislaction to the Society, and some
members of the committee, who saw these on the stone

before they were proved, expressed themselves pleased
with them. Valuing my reputatiou as an artist, which
would suffer severely were so unfavourable a review of

my work deserved, I venture to trouble your columns
with this explauiitiou

;
and, thanking you for your

approval of my work in general, I am, Sir, &c.

Francis Bedford.

rally lived with me some years, hut Icancountfilteen

young men (none forty years of age) who have fallen

victims to this bakers’ malady, in one form or other

of the disease. Now, sir, I know that if bakers would

do away with the present unhealthy, dirty, and bar-

barous manner of kneading bread, our trade, for one,

would soon show a more encouraging account in the

future reports of tbe City’s chief medical officer. I

sincerely thank you for the euconragement you have

given me in favourably reviemng ray endeavours to

promote tbe sale of pure bread in this metropolis.

C. Stevens.
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IIEUE arc maiij points in tlie

position oC the drainage ques-

tion at Manchester, other than

\ve have noticed,* that arc inte-

resting and important. Tlic

Bridgewater Canal is supplied

by the river Medlock
;

it is

stagnant, and more offensive for

miles than one of the London

sewers. The "entire volume

of the Manchester streams

was correctly described by Mr.

Eawlinson, in his Keport on

Altrincham, about the year

1850, as " one mass of ferment-

ing corruption for fifteen or

twenty miles down their course.”

The water is used by bleachers,

printers, and dyers
;

and the

refuse from their works is ejected into the

streams. Tims, the tainted water is again

used for condensing and other purposes in

steam-engines, and is discharged, heated, back

into the open or covered water-courses which

receive the drainage of the town; "so that asemi-

liquid compound is formed, an accurate idea of

which no written description can convey.” Mr.

Kaw’linson continues,
—"A thick scum coats the

surface, upon and over which birds walk
;

the

putrid carcasses of dead animals, dogs, cats,

&c. float aud rot in the midst
;
fermentation

takes place rapidly, as large bubbles of gas may

be seen escaping, and a thick vapour constantly

bangs over the entire area.” * * “When a

full water-supply is carried out, and water-

closets have become general, some terrible

loss by disease may certainly be anticipated,

should the present couditiou of things be

continued.”

This description, though, as to the worst

features, applicable chiefly to the Bridgewater

Canal, gives a fair representation of the state of

the streams, and as they are to this moment. In-

deed, t)ie water in the Irwell appears much less in

volume than formerly,—though floods are said to

be greater. One reason forthis lattercircumstance

—whether the true one in the case or not—seems

to be well deserving of consideration. It is that,

by improved laud drainage, water now reaches a

stream quickly, causing a sudden rise,—instead

of gradually, so as to maintain the stream at an

equable level. The rainfall sooner gets to sea,

aud the stream remains low, for a longer period

Medlock, at a. foul place to which reference has

been made, that the sewage matter in suspen-

sion and solution in a tunning stream, can he

precipitated by the lime process, at a compara-

tively trifling cost
;
and that much of the injury

arising from the use of the rivers as common
sewers, may by such means he prevented; and

in the "ilinutc,” of October 26th last, whilst

their committee "have no doubt as to the vast

importance ofpreventing the admissionof sewage

matter into rivers;” they say they had "re-

commended the precipitating process, both from

economical considerations in relation to an evil

already existing, and from regard to the urgency

of the subject in a sanitary point of view.” On

such recommendations, the towm council seem

to be noAv seeking from Parliament the powers

referred to in our former article.

It may, therefore, be presumed that the

intention in Manchester is to carry out a parti-

cular application of the lime process on a large

scale
;
and there are many points of interest as

to the mechanical contrivances apparently con-

templated, that will call for the attention of

those who are interested in the general question

pertaining to London. It does not appear that

the Manchester experiments have attracted

much attention from the Government Keferces

at least we find no evidence of it in the Report

and papers. The experiments seem to have

been suggested subsequently to the reading

of a paper by Mr. F, Crace-Calvert, in

which he put forth a method for facilitating

deposit from the Medlock, in the curves in its

course, using lime as the precipitant.

The chemical part of the investigation and

laboratory experiments were conducted by

Messrs, li. Angus Smith aud A. M'Dongal, aud

Mr. Calvert, at separate periods
;
and the appa-

ratus used at the canal, consisted principally of

a trough with perforated bottom, extending

across the stream, at an elevation of several feet

above the water. The full effect of the appli-

cation of lime was not ascertained—owing to

unavoidable defects in the experimental arrange-

ments; hut it was found by Mr. Calvert, that

taking the organic matter in suspension and solu-

tion as 12T1 grains per gallon, tliere remained,

after treatment by lime, only 3 5 grains per

gallon in solution,
—" a quantity less than exists

in many river waters which arc used for do-

mestic purposes.” The lime process, it certainly

appears, would put a stop to the putrefaction

going on in the Medlock aud canal, and remove

the noxious gases which are evolved. On the

occasion of the experiments, this was strikingly

shown by the change in the atmosphere of the

warehouse over the deposit basin. As to the

proportion, of lime, three hundred-weight per

million gallons were sufficient; but it was found

that the same lime would do duty four suc-

cessive times, with little difference of effect.

his Report on Deodorizing

The contrivance which Mr. Calvert has

proposed, consists in ' the provision of small

tanks—the size and position of the beds of

natural deposit near the angles aud curves

;

aud, at several hundred yards higher up, in

placing across the stream, banders, with open-

ings to allow the flow of the water, whilst the

barriers would retain a layer of lime, the thick-

ness and renewal of which w'ould be rcgvdated.

The matter in suspension in the water, after

coming in contact with the lime, would be

carried on and deposited in the still-water line,

or in the subsiding tanks in that position. The

idea obviously occurs, that a process recom-

mending itself as this appears to be doing, to

the people of Manchester, might he usefully

applied to the existing sewers of London,—not

with expectation of commercial gain, or as a

perfect measure, but as some alleviation of the

evils that arc now endured, or which await

correction from works that will be some

years in course of execution. The Manchester

Association consider it as proved, that the

canal could be purified at an annual cost of

300/. or ‘100/. It would be confessed that the

plan of removal now adopted in Lancashire, is

in its nature, not the most scientific that might

be devised.

The expense to the city of Manchester, of all

cleansing operations, wc arc told, is about 7d.

a-hcad, or, for 250,000 inhabitants, a total of

about 8,000/. In the Dukinfield Beport, we

observe several references to the difficulty of

getting the pits emptied, aud of finding parties

willing to take the soil. In Manchester and

Salford, the circumstances maybe more favoni’-

ablc : market-carts which w’ould be returning to

the country empty, are able to carry back a por-

tion of the refuse
;
yet, wc have seen that there is

no gain commercially. In London, in the case of

one particular district, a siuiilar circumstance as

to the carnage of the stable manure, was found to

dimmish the value of refuse in the liquid form;

and the Stauley-bridgc Works for irrigation by

sewage, became a failure. Yet, as perceived in

all the recent reports and documents, utili-

zation in the liquid form, offers the only pro.

spect of meeting the difficulty. Fortunately, the

causes of the ill-success of the works just

referred to, are understood, though the ques-

tion has suffered from the discouragement of

other attempts.

Mr. Samuel Brooks, in 1854, being anxious

to have the question of utilization cleared up,

wrote to the Towm Council of Manchester,

offering 1,000/. to be expended in premiums,

plans, and inquiries
;
but we have not heard

whether any advantage was taken of the offer.

The land of Mr. Cams Worsley, at Rusholmc,

near Manchester, is irrigated with part of the

sewage of the village ;
where, however, the

house-drainage is very partially on the metro-

politan system. Mr. Austin considers " these

works are interesting as an example of how

small a place it may be worth while, as a pro-

fitable investment, to lay down pipes upon, and

Further reasons are given for the extraordinary

rise in the water of the Medlock, in August,
|

Mr Austin, m
, ,

1S66 and Au.-ust 1857,—when great damage ' and Utilizing Sewage of Towns, referring to

was done to property, leading to legal proceed- 1 these experiments, inthont questioning their

iuirs against the corporation of the borough,
j

value, indeed considers that tliey^^wil form „„„„

The Manchester and Salford Sanitary Associa-

1

“ no^ criterion o the quantity ol lime
' even to ei’cct engine-power, for the purpose of

tiou to whom the thanks of the inhabitants are required for " ordinary sewage water. Ihei manure on to the laud,” adding

due'for the diffusion of much information, re- precipitate has a certain value as manure,
quantity of sewage delivered "was

commend that the course of the Medlock should
;

but would not bear much cost of carnage; yet
1 ordinary discharge from

be modified from the present circuitous channel
;

it is more valuable and agreeable to use than
houses.” We have found at Rusholme

the town’s refuse,— at present sent as far as
j

outfall into the brook is still pre-

Lincolnshire. It is observed by Mr. Calvert, in
| —as the irrigation does not

a paper in the Chemist,* that the plan could be
| frostv or wet weather. A similar

easily applied to smaller streams such as those
^j^gg elsewhere

flowit^ through Bolton or Oldham, a con-
; /g^gg^^ Edinburgh) ;

therefore the question
sideration of particular moment, bearingm rnmd

i

Loudon, aud entire dependence upon out-

the faets*r§ferred to m our last article, ihe

that angles in the side walls should be avoided

that the bed of the river should he paved, with

a dip to the centre ;
and that a certain weir

should be removed, or re-constructed, to facili-

tate cleansing; and they refer to the raising of

the beds of the rivers by solid refuse thrown

therein, and to encroachments on the banks, as

amon-st the evils which could be remedied were purificfttion w ould prove of great value to manu-

the eJuservanev in the proper bauds. As to the
!

facturers^ho use the water. The process does

sewa-e question, they consider they have demon-
i

not leayQ an mcrease of mineral matter ;
but it

strated by experiments which they performed at
,

removes portions of the substances which lovra

the Bridgewater Canal, near the- mouth of the incrustations in boilers. ^
‘ See page 717, ante.

I

fall on to the land, is scarcely answered.

It would be well to inquire carefully into the

effect of the soil aud grass as deodorizers. Men-

tion is made by Mr. Austin, in several cases, of

the smell arising where land was in process of

irrigation, though by him it is attributed to

mismanagement, or faulty contrivance in the
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Open ditclies. Mr. Caird, in the article, “Irri-

gation,” in the lately published volume of

the new edition of the “Encyelopaidia Bri-

tannica,” appears to us to show that the irriga-

tion, on. proper soil, must involve deodorizatiou.

Land in the neighbourhood of Manchester, ma-

nured in the ordinary way, is, we believe, found

more offensive than that which is irrigated with

sewage, whilst the former mode of application is

costly as to labour, is inferior in the mechanism

of application to the grass, and permits the use of

much that is mere rubbish, found in the contents

of ash-pits.

The object of future works of sewerage in

Manchester should be, not only to free the

streams from the present rjUh, but to provide

suflicient outfall for house-drainage on the ap-

proved principles. The work to be doue is in

many respects peculiar to the district, and will

be attended with difficulties as great as those of

the drainage of London. "VVe have thouglit that

some hints, useful in one case or the other, might
accrue from a comparison of the circumstances

and rer[uirements of the separate localities.

PONT COVER, FROM THE CHURCH OF “ST.
ETIENNE I)ES TONNELTERS,” ROUEN.
A CENTURY has not elapsed since the church of

“ St. Etienne des Tonnelitrs ” was still erect, and

•displaying in its exterior the marvels of its architec-

tui'e—fine Jlorid Gutliic of tlie end of the fifteenth

cenluiy,—and sheltering under its graceful vault, in

tlic mysterious light of its stained windows, a large

numlier of decorative adjuncts.

In 1793, this church, like many others, submitted

to the terrible necessity of the momeut: its doors

were closed, aud its furniture put up to auction, to

increase the treasure of the nation. Afterwards the

edifice, become iosecurc, disappeared itself.

Till re is in tbc Library of Rouen an old print, well

detailed, which displays the originality of tliis build-

iug. Dc Jolimont, also, in his “ Edifices dc Rouen,”
in the sixteenth century, gives a drawing of the

church.

The font cover, of later date, is, perhaps, the only

object of art remaining of this biiildiug, and is now
in the Baptismal Chapel of the Church of St. Roioain,

which abuts upon the Rouen Railway. It is of octa-

gounl form, made of carved oak, and in perfect pre-
servation

;
is composed of a spherical pyramid, upon

a rectilinear base, each fare of which is tilled with a

subject taken from the life of Christ. All these

subjects are well composed, aud executed with great

delicacy of chiselling.

Above is a quadraugular lantern, consisting of four

detrebed columns, forming an order of architecture,

terminated above the entabbiturc by a Little dome,
crowned by a pelican. In the space between the
columns the artist has carved a representation of the

Resurrection. The carving of the whole shows great

spirit, is iu most excellent preservation, and bears the

impress of the sixteenth cenliwy. The Archmological
JIuseum of Rouen possesses a cast of this font cover,

very skilfully executed.

A PEEP AT PARIS.

PahIS is decidedly one of the most beautiful of
modern cities. Since the last revolution, the pulling

dowa of old, narrow streets, and building new ones iu

their stead
;
the planting of more trees iu the fre-

quented avenues
;
the completion of the union of the

Louvre with the Tiiileries
;
the addition of squares

;

the placing of more statues iu the niches of edifices

and iu public walks, have quite changed the face of
things, astonished foreigners who knew Pans a few
years ago, and surprised even the Parisians them-
selves. Animated by this movemeut, the city has
acquired a uew degree of interest. In this movement
there were needed great men, and works directed to

really useful aud oruamenlal purposes
;
aud under the

empire of Louis Napoleon, progress has been the order
of the day

;
vast projects which for some years had

lain dormant, have been achieved
; a strong tendency

to advance lias shown itselfin mauysanitary improve-
ments, whilst the example set by Paris, several other
cities of France have followed. It is most iuleresting

to observe the perseverance with which artesian wells
are worked; to seethe monumental fountains erected
over them. Artois. Cbaillot, Austerlitz, Belleville,

Grenellc, and Passy are celebrated for these costly
works. The engiueers and surveyors of bridges and'
highways have mauy difficulties and emharrassmeuts
to overcome in penetrating to the required depth
through numerous hard substances, through quarries of
flint aud stone; but all these seem trilling compared
to the success with which their operations are gcce-
rally crowned. The steadiuess, yet the despatch

with which old buildiugs, sometimes of great solidity,

are levelled, aud as quickly replaced by others more
suitable to the character of the present epoch, is

almost incredible. Few of the cbatelets and castle-

palaces of the ancient kings of France now remain

;

however, these vestiges of Old Paris are seen here and

there offering a striking contrast to the architecture

of the New Paris, and looking as if Time spared them
for posterity, and made them too venerable for modern
improvements to destroy. Many of the antiquities of

this country have been preserved in the Masee des

Monuynens Frangais, founded in 1793, chiefly with

the view of doing service to art, and of illustrating,

by means of the monuments, sculptured tombs, and
bas-reliefs of different ages, arranged in chronological

order, the history of France and the history of

French art. Lenoir was the founder and manager of

this useful aud interesting Museum. Among the

Freueh, there are some who in their national vanity

choose the Ile-de-France as the cradle of Gothic archi-

tecture. But it is a more general opinion that the

arts were imported into France from the East. The
same forms of arches, aud mouldings, and enrich-

ments are found in the East in monuments still

existing, and which date several years before the great

church constructed in the Ile-de-France. Tims the

famous Sainte-Scpulchre, built by Arabian workraeu,

dates nearly tw'o centuries before the great Gothic

church of France, aud has been cited by many as a

very beautiful type of Gothic architecture. The French,

however, have done much to promote this style of

late years, by building a number of Gothic churches
in different dioceses. Mith them at the present day,

as iu our country, it is the popular', the universal, the

religious art. Me shall look at two or three of those

ancient edifices iu Paris which have been restored, are

still being restored, and which it will take an immense
expense of labour aud material to complete. Among
the religious ediGces in tbc ancient Gothic style of

Northern France, Notre Dame claims our first atlen-

tiou, as one of the finest specimens of the architecture

of the Middle Age. "When we have examined the

construction of this calhedral, which was the unin-

terrupted labour of nearly 300 years, and wduch is

entirely built upon piles
; when we have examined

the general disposition of the plan which is just aud
noble; the proportions of the dillerent parts to the

whole, which arc satisfactory; when wc have seen

how admirably all the essential parts have been em-
ployed according to the principles prescribed for

them
; how perfectly the means are adapted to the

ends intended
; how much diversity without confu-

sion, consequence being given to important parts, and
ioferior or smaller being subordinate

;
when we sec

what a rich imagination has erabellisbed the edifice,

making it at once pleasing to the eye and instructive

to the mind
;
giving real beauty to the curvilineai'

forms and lines which naturally arise out of

conslnictioD, as the ribs aud bosses of the vault-

ing, the pendants, the pinnacles of the buttresses,

the crockets and fiuials to the pinnacles, the tracery

to the windows, the ridge ornament to the

roof; when we see every niche, canopy, tahernacle,

and hollow moulding in the arches of the door-

ways and galleries filled with statues, emblems,
and Scriptural subjects

;
when we trace the num-

ber of ornaments and reliefs bestowed upon it,

within and without, calculated by their arrange-

ment to produce the greatest effect
;
the variegated

dyes of the interior, heightened by “ storied windows
richly dight,” blending and harmonizing with united

splendour over the whole
;
we feel the chief object of

the architects of such a pile, after it had been well

constructed, was to carry it to the utmost perfection,

to engage all the powers of form and colour for it

to attain a high expression of beauty
; to render it,

by all the means of decoration, as splendid as possible.

Some persons do not approve of this profusion of

form and colour; but, on the other hand, the eccle-

siastics, who in former times were generally the archi-

tects of churches decorated in this manner, aud the
monks, who devoted nearly the whole of their lives

in illuminating the missal, thought it only proper to

render glorious by similar meaus the edifice devoted
to worship. We shall find that the system and prin-

ciples whicli they pursued, subject to improvements
the result of experience, have been to a gi'eater or
less degree adopted iu the most beautiful churches iu

the world. Besides, can any one invent a belter

method, or improve on the plan of fabrics so perfectly

adapted to every requirement of the church? We
need not go farther into history than to remark that

the taste for colouring the monuments of sculpture
may be traced to the first epochs of monarchical govern-
ment in France, and was propagated until the six-

teenth century. It was but an imitation of the
Greeks borrowed from the Egyptians. In truth, it

is to these ingenious decorators—to the frescoists,

mosaicist®, polychromisls— of those early ages,

that art in relaHon to religion is so much indebted.
Many of the wondrous stained-glass windows of Notre

Dame have been repaired more than once
;
in 1752 by

Pierre Lcviel, who vrrote a treatise on the art of glass-

painting. At present M. Lassus has been charged to

repair them, and to adhere to their original character.

When the restorations are completed, Notre Dame may
look like what it did in the thirteenth and fourteenth
centiu'ics. The fa9ade, or west front, is restored;
the kings have resumed their places on the pedestals

from which they had disappeared
;
the three portals

are again surrounded by a zone of crowded sculptures.

If we examine the mystical character of this and other

cathedrals on account of the ornaments that were em-
ployed symbolizing the doctrines of the church, as the
vine, the ivy, tigers, lions, serpents, and the signs of

the zodiac, wc shall find that these figures form the
principal decorations of all the ancient basilicas and
churches. The western doorway of Notre Dame is

charged with a zodiac, as is that of Rheims and
S. Dcuis, without extending the list by mentioning
other great churches on the Continent. But, whatever
the nature of the figures sculptured iu the stone of
these piles, they were not the creatures of mere fancy
or caprice, but every one had a meaning, an aim, aud
expressed some religious thought, although to the
ignorant many of them were enigmas. When the
ancient chiselling, fine incrustations, and colour are

restored in Notre Dame, it will no doubt exhibit

poiyehromic architecture as in the glorious days of
Jleciifeval art.

The Sainte ChapcUe, not far from the cathedral,

and near the Qtuii-aux-Jleurs, is one of the wonders
of Paris. It was begun about the year 1245, from
the designs of Pierre de Alontreuil, the architect of

I

the castle at Vincennes, and the refectory and chapel

I

of the Vii-gin of the Abbey of St. Germain-des-Pres,

!

which for its size and beauty nearly equals that of

i
Sainte Chapelle. Sainte Chapelle is not great, but it

I

is much admired, and affords a proof how much suh-

I

limity may be attained even with small dimensions.
It will not yield in beauty of its kind to any of the
most famous churches of Frauce. Its construction is

I

not a little remarkable. It consists of an upper and
lower chapel

j
the latter at present is an atelier for

I

the restorers, sculptors, and glass-painters
;

but a

spiral staircase iu one of the towers conducted us to
' the celebrated chapel, where a profusion of splendour
almost dazzles; where very magnificent painted glass

I

windows, of the thirteenth and fifteenth centuries,

throw their magical tints over the interior, exceed-

ingly rich with colours and gold
;
the ribs aud stars

of the groiuiog are picked out in vermilion and gold,
' on a blue ground

; much of the surface is sowu with
Jleurs-de-Us iu gold, as was a common habit at the
time in royal and religious buildings. Nothing can

I

be imagined more elegant than its golden sju'ie, most
' carefully elaborated, rising from the high roof and
glittering in the blue sky.* It has all the delicacy

we see in goldsmiths’ work. It has been thought
that Raoul, the goldsmith, directed the exccutiou of

' the ornaments. However, we cannot obsei-ve the

.

finish of its details without appreciating the taste

!

aud the degree of perfection to which in those days
they bad brought architecture and sculpture. This
architectural gem St. Louis purchased for placing

iu it certain relics he collected in Venice and Pales-

tine. They had not yet begun the mosaic pavement.
The restorations directed by Leduc and Lassus evince

great care, patience, and skill. To pass from this

edifice to its neighbour, the Palace of Justice, built

from tbe designs of Antoine, in the plain, robust

character of the Doric, is very striking, from the

different impressions which each produces. The sudden
transition from one to the other is extreme. It was
erected in 1G22; a previous one having been de-

stroyed by fire. Its character is imposing and well-

sustained, consisting of a large hall or court, vaulted

in solid stone, surrounded by corridors, supported by
columns, and lighted by well-placed lunettes

;
the

arcades, staircases, and courts of law, are all well

constructed in solid stone. The whole has that grand
and lofty appearance which the Doric always has when
well treated, and which, more than any other order, re-

tains the charm of its primitive simplicity. Tbe masses
are kept large and unbroken, and the superiority of

the workmanship and material (the former surpassing

the latter) excuses some little faults that occur iu

the details. A simple, regular, and but little

adorned structure like this cannot have much
attraction for exclusive admirers of the beauties of

tbe Gothic as exemplified in the Sainte Chapelle.

Contrasted with the latter, tbe architecture of this

palace, cast in a sterner mould, is, perhaps, seen at

a disadvantage; the one is composed chiefly of

eurviliuear forms, the other of rectangular; though,

each has its peculiar merits, its own principles;

and all that criticism has to do in such a case

is to see that the principles which should govern each

are duly applied. We do not sec any points of resem-

blance by which these two productions can be com-

* Illustrations havo been givi

other buildings named.
r pages of this and
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'pared. It seems very necessary to judge of different

buildings, each presenting a style of composition essen-

tially different, after those rules which have been

•followed out in them, and not to judge after our own

rules. It seems necessary to have just end precise

ideas of the relative value of different forms and pro-

portions of different buildings, whatever the end to

which they are destined,

—

" \Vhetber the broad-brow'd tower that dares the sky,

The hall by Commerce or by Science trod,

The palace-home of kings, or solemn house of God.”

Crossing Pont-Neuf, of which Giacomo Androuet

was the architect, temp. Henry III. we admire, on the

I

Honses which a few years ago abutted on the lower

I

part of the tower, and scarcely admitted a ray of

the sun into the street, have been cleared away for

j
an open space of ground planted with trees, and

. laid out with curved walks, and flower-beds lior-

'

dered with ivy. It is to the tired pedestrian quite

i
an ehjsse. Here, as in other gardens and squares, in

imitation of the London squares, the English style of

' gardening has been adopted; the straight monotonous

lines and paralleh'grams once so common, have been

!
banished

;
and the beds for flowers and shrubs lake

the more pleasing shape of a bow, a water ornament,

a heart, or a Jleiir-de-lis, This is, in some respects,

nnd under some circumstances, an improvement

upon the manner of g.irdening, invented by Leuotre,

which has been disliked by many on account of its

' extreme formality; yet he was the man at that time,

who embellished the residence of kings, and there was

a magnificence of ideas in his plans, as developed in

the gardens of the Tuih-ries, the terrace of St. Ger-

main, the park at Versailles, and the Trianon. "\Vc

will now go by railway to Saint Denis, and see its

venerable cathedral and the royal mausoleum, just

outside the foriificatioiis of Paris. The exterior of

St. Denis is much surpassed by that of Notre Darac,

Rheims, and Amiens. Restorations have been going

on here for many ceutuTies, at different epochs, and

under different efioclis, and under different dynasties.

The crypt, which contains the tombs of the kings of

France, is quite a museum of scidpture. It is worth

while considting Lenoir’s work on these ancient

tombs, which he has classified and arranged in the

order in which they w'erc executed. The crypt of 9t.

Denis, the apsis, nave, aisles, and chapels, form quite

a studio
;
art may be learned here theoretically as well as

in an atelier , the interior, which they are making as

splendid as possible, will perhaps exceed that of Notre

Ddine. ^Ve cannot say much in favour of the style of

some of the architecture, which is a kind of Lombard

Gothic,—of which there are many specimens built in

France and in Germany, by Clovis and Dagobert. Bnt

architecture made some stepstowards the beautiful after

the second race of kings, in the ninth century, judging

from the Abbey of Cliiui, built in 810. Felibieu, iu

: his “ Lives of Celebrated Architects,” says that

i Abbot Sugcr ought to be considered as one of the-

' most intelligent men who lived in the twelfth cen-

tury. He repaired and enlarged Saint Denis, took

i

upon himself the principal share of the work ;
began it

towards the year 11-10, and finished it in less than

ten years with an extraordinary magnificence, as

may be learned more particularly from his own de-

scription. On the return of the Crusaders, towards

the end of the lliirtceuth century, many of the de-

corative arl s were cultivated
;
and the artists who had

accompanied Louis IX. in his voyage to Asia brought

home with them a style of decoration unknown before,

and introduced into architecture arabesque ornaments.

Real taste was apt to be sacrificed to too great a love

for these ornaments, and was prejudicial to the more

genuine Gothic architecture of that period. At present,

some of the side chapels, the shrines of the ancient

' kings of France, are very splendid, from the rich

colours that cover the walls, from the sparkling dyes

' of the windows, the golden ribs and bosses of the

' groining, which is starred on a blue ground. Tbe

suspended lamps, the inlaying, the capitnls of tbe

I

columns, the canopies in which stand the kings,
'

arrayed in their robes, bolding their sceptres, and
' crowned with their golden crowns, enable the visitor

to form an idea of what the cathedral will be when

completed, for the whole of the interior is to be

worked up to the same degree of brilliant effect as

' seen in the side chapels that arc finished. We asked

a Frenchman who accompanied us, what he thought

of it. He said, “ it is bizarre, a hideous charivari of

colours, Irop pnrev, trop recherchee, et ornee a
' I’ejj'et' Another replied to the same question— “ It

is too beautiful—it is extravagant; one utility in

it is that it employs artists and workmen : better

'< have days for restorations than days for mutila-

! tions.” Let us now return to Paris, and conclude

I
our remarks on another style of buildings, and

a later age, taking tlie churches principally, for of

'

all public edifices, they most strongly attest the state

' of art at the time when they wti-e constructed.
_

In

the churches of the ancient Gothic style, we might

I

have included in our description, St. Germain-des-

raised terrace which juts out from the centre of the Pres (now being restored), St. Efieime-du-Mont,

bridge, the garden and the trees, forming in the St.^Gervais, which were built about the same date,

svunmer season
' ' i p. . .

a picturesque group, viewed from ^ and bear many points of resemblance to each other;

.
^ , T ° 1 *1.., s;..;.,fn_r'liQTinllo <Iii Pnlat.s waathenKSt

the Pont dcs Arts and other points of the wind-

ing Seine. The pedestal of the equestnan statue

of Henry IV. which was damaged in altering

the pavement near its basement, is being re-

stored. Tbe first stone of this monument was

placed here in 1818, along with a copy of the

Eenriade, richly bound. The statue was cast in

bi-onzc by Lemot. We now come to the lofty Gothic

tower of St. Jacques, once part of a chnrch demolished

in the Revolution, and which has recently heenrestored

.

though tbe Saiute-ChapeUe du Palais wasthen^st

elaborately wrought of all. When we look into the

architecture of iWis, we frequently find that incon-

gruous mixture of styles, which often occurs to mar

the finest buihlings, from the fact of their having been

built at different pci iods, and by men seemingly deter-

mined to show their contrary ideas and tastes. It has

been the fate of some of the noblest edifices that were

ever reared to have passed through the hands of several

architects who have not co-operated towards one great
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and important end, unity of style, but have saciifii-ed

it to the vniiity o'-' tlieir peculiar fancies 'u conse-

qaence of wliicb, the pleasure and iiuprovt-uieur that

might bedi-fived frorasuchediGcesareiiuud diminished.

It would seem that some architects tried as uiiicli as

they could to alter or to distort the first, plan and

order adopted by their predecessor. This is ob-

served in many of the old chur.-hes iu Paris

that from time (o time have undergone npairs.

The pom in arch or the horizontal lu'iun is lound

alongside tlic Gothic. Saint Eu^tache offers nn

instance of the Gothic and Renaissanc-c in close and

ill-assorted juxta-positioii
; a niiraber of d tails from

the Greek and Roman orders, and oruaiucnts veryliue

and delicate, but not Gothic, obtrude themselves

amidst the ancient Gothic. Some of the sculptured

works of the sixteenth century, as seen in the

tombs of St. Denis, by Richicr, and Germain Pilon,

opened a new era for the statuiry art in Prance.

The French school was founded by Jean Consiu, in

1.540 : but it was towards the middle of the eighteenth

century that Prance derived great advaniagc-s from
her wars with Italy; and Paris became enriched

with monuments of art, the spoils of Rome and
Italy. Tiiese wars gave her a knowledge of

the principal works of that artistic country,

and had a powerful influence upon the archi-

tecture of Paris. To be convinced of this we
have but to acquaint ourselves willi the best works
of Perrault, of Pierre Lescot, Levan, Bullant, Philibert

Delorme; and, later, those of Antoine (the Hotel des

Monnaies)
;
Jacques de Brosse (the Luxembourg Pd-

lace)
; the Surbotine, by Lemcrcier; the cupola of

Val-de-Grace, by Lemuet; the Iriiimplial arch of St.

Denis, hy Bluudel; Versailles and the luvalides, by
Mansart. Among these ai'e some of the finest edifices

in Europe Q. de Qidncy. in his account of the
church of Su‘.-Genevievc, calls it a nionument of

its kind,— the greatest of the eighlecnih century. It

was the work of Soufflot. The church of the Iiiva-

lides also is considered hy Felibieu, de Quinev, V.
Cousin, and others as one of the most beautiful of

modern Europe, Numerous artists wercemployid in

constrnciing and ornamenting it. Bruant su'perin-

tended tlie building at its commencement
; Slansard

raised the dome
;

Girardnn, so ranch jiraised for his

b^-reliefs and sculpture at Versailles and the Trianon,
directed the sculpture; Martin, the Buulognes, N.
Coypel, Jouveiiut, &c. painted the princip il parts. ^

The^ idea of Napoleon was to remove all Ihu infir-

maries to a greater distance from the church, adheiing
to the original designs of Bruant and Mansard

;
to

prolong the edifice into one vast cross, presenting four
fa^ ides, like the existing great fa9adc, having the dome
in the centre. The Inv-ilides had then been un et

unique. Visconti, to whom Paris is indebted for some
of her most graceful fountains, superintended the
decoralioDS ot Napoleon’s tomb. Though we have
but glanced at some of the most be.iutiful objects in

Paris, they will yet be ever engraven on our mind
;

'

and wc say of them as to a friend on parting, '

au rewir. F. L.

'

HACKNEY AND HOMERTON.
The RUiue and Switzerland are more familiar to

the dwellers in the western parts of the melrupulis
than arc the Ends which form Ihe eastern districts of
the same great city. It is a pity that such should be
the case, tor if but a small part of their spirit of investi-

gation and travel were diverted by those of the west to
|

the opposite parts, beneficial results would be the i

consequeiice. We have frum time to time directed
attention to parts of London which to many were as
unknown as arc the partially explored /egions of
Africa.

,

Let ns now glance at Hackney, Homei ton, and the
'

other mighbourhoods which adjoin the marsli-laiuls.

'

A line of lailway skirts the nonh-eastern borders
of Loudon, and any visitor to the distrii-t to which
we are buund may start from the City, or from Chalk- ^

farm, Camden-town, Islington, or other stations, and :

the “ iron horse,” as the old locomotive was first
j

called, will, in a very short space of time, convey the
|

traveller to the Hiicktiey station. The grey old

'

tower of the ehurcli which formerly stood here is a
pleasanc-looking object, and tempts us towards the

I

graveyard, which contains numerous memorials of the
'

dead who have been interred here aljmit a century. I

Some of those stones are illegible, imd yet there are in-
!

dicalious of the ornamental sculpture, which also is fast
j

vanishing. Here and there it may be uoiiced that all

traces of lettering have disappeared, and nothing is ;

visible except a faint indication of some family crest; I

suchobjecl.srerTiindone of the “vanity of vanities” of'
the“Preaelier.” Thegronps of trees, with peeps through
of the old belfry, will please artists. It was a praise-

i

worthy feeling which caused the people of Hackney to :

preserve this poition of their chui'ch, for already have :

nearly all the picturesque features of the buildings I

been removed. In the main street the gabled houses !

have been altered into mere f ishi'uiable shapes.

Plate-glass and other decor.iiions have been brought

into use. The building of shops ou what were once

the gardens in front of dwellinoa, and other usual

works of progress aic going forward. This neighbour-

hood is gi-n orally very 0 |>pn. and there, are plenty of ex-

tensive green places lefi in all direclion?. Tlieslrects

and .squares have no architectural beauty. Many of the

houses are of the un.adoriicd stUe of tlie early part of

George the Third's reign: they have a comforlable

look, aod convey a feeling of iinpresiimiiig respecta-

bility. Mixed wiili those are a few dwellings of date

as old 83 Charles the First or Second’s time, with

nice iron railing and pollard-trees in front. There

are also the City of London Pnioii, the Hackney
Union, chiirchi-s, and some ch u'iiable biiildiogsin this

district which will attract no'ice.

Siibstanti.il and snug as is the general appearance

of Hackney, it is, like other localities, unfortunately

not without poor, neglected, and dangerous s[Uits :

we would mention, Iltudle-stieef, Alibott-streit, and

Piiirey-strcet, as planes which require very great im-

provement: the drainage is bad, the closets are bad,

the pavement bad. “ The houses were, in fact, sir,”

said a tenant, “built with a pro.apect to sell and

here is the sure result—sniall-pox very prevalent, and

typhus fever common.
We had some d fficulty in finding an “ old in-

habitant,” many of the persons to whom we applied

lor information having only for a short time resided

there. The general impression seemed to be, that the

place was remarkably he.dthy. A gcu'leman who
had resided in a corifinod part of Whitechapel, said

that during his residence there ho was scircely ever

out of the doctor’s hands, and that since hia removal

here his health had wonderfiilly improved. After a

careful inquiry amongst various persons, we hear of

no particular cases of ague. In the lluckncy Union,

which contains the pom of a population of 63,000,
there was but one case at the time of otir visit

which at all approached towards this complaint, so

prevalent in parts of Bedford'hire and Kent. One
of the medical attendants of this seemingly well-

managed institution, stated that the neiahbourhood
had a high character for heal'h : the watcr-siip[)]y

from the E st-L indon Company was good
;
and that

as regards the exhalation from the mar.-h, he thought

that the elevated position of Hackney and Homerton
might in some degree cause it to esonpe the injurious

effects. However that may be, it is certain that pre-

ventible diseases here are ra'her to he tr.iced to (he

ill-drained spots than to mists from the marsh. In
making this sLatemciit it mu-t be burtie iu miiiil that

(he neighbourhood is open, and that even most of the

courts of which we would complain are open towards
the country.

“We are getting on here, sir,” said an intelligent

shopkeeper ;

“ we are pulling a new face upon things

;

hut would you please to step to the back of ray

premises, and look at au old-fashioned nuisance, which
1 would be clad if you could assist me in getting rid

of.” Accepting the inviuition, we proceeded as di-

rected; and, over a paling, siw the Hiickuey Brook
flowing amongst the houses, much in the same fashion

as the Fleet Ditch did formerly at Cleikenwell. Into

this “brook,” or ditch, a considerable part of the

drainage of Hackney and other places is passed. The
condition of this stream should be considered, fur

aceordiug to present appcaiauces it may be loug be-

fore the great scheme of Che drainage of the metropolis

will be executed.

In passing over this neighbourhood, it is a pleasant

sound to one’s ears to hear that music of progress, the

puffing sound of the locomotive, the brea'hings of

which indicate wonderful and speedy changes in this

aod other metropolitan suburbs. Ere long we hope
(hat the r.jilw.iy.a, and the advanced iDtelligcnre of the
indnstrioHS classes, will lend to thousands of homes
being made on open ground,—well-dr.iiiied and whole-
some places. Here, Imwi-ver, straight before us,

spreads the marsh,—iHCge fields of cabhazrs, onions,

and other vezetaifles form the foreground, which is

broken by trees, jialings, and dung-heaps. When
looking at this view, we thought that boiii De Wint
and Cox might have picked up nice bits of scenery
here, that would liave cans' d many to exclaim,
“ Have we such pretty quiet, sceucry so close to

London ?” At (he lime of our list visit a slight fog

hutig over the laud, and thunder-clouds roUed up in

the distance. Seen uuilcr such circumstances, this

large level space, leading towards the Thames, and
reaching far iu th<' opposite direction into the country,

had a beautiful effect.

The river Lea and thew.itcr iu (he artificial cutting
of the East London Water Cumpaiiy flow through the
level part of the valh-y, M'anilering towards Lea-bridge,

where the new aud extensive filtering works of the
Water Company are situated, lla-kucy aud Homerton
are seen rising ou a pi- asaut eminence on all parts of
the ground which are at all r.dscd. The houses are
marching upon the marsh, and even down below, the
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bricks anil mortar seem struggling to meet the

neighbourhoods of Cauning -town, &c. which are fari

thiT east. Amongst the unhealthy districts. Lea-
bridge was mentioned, and to this spot, so well known
by many a huiubln disciple of honest Isaac Walton,

let us move on. This place is increasing, and before

inanyyeais pass it will contain a large po|m!ation.

Independent ot any malaria from the m irsh, the posi-

tion of this group of houses is such, that fever aud
other com plamrs may be easily accounted for. The
Lea river, which passes through the place, is in its

ordinary surf'cc very little below' the ground-floors,

in which families sleep, The drainage is not cared

for, although the stream runs close to many of the

houses. At the last attack of cholera, there was only

one fatal ca-e sit Lea-bridge, and that occurred in a

house where the dwellings are placed back to hack,

and neither well drained nor ventilated.

The absence of hedges or walls is a peculiar feature

of the mai'.-he.s. TJie land is, however, divided by
numerous short wooden posts, which separate the pro-

perty. This large tract of “ Lammas land ” belongs

to the parishioners of Hackney. The high lord, as

he is called, h 's certain privileges, but from August
to A|iril the land is free to any inhabitant for the

purpose of grazing cattle. During the remaining

mouths the property is claimed by certain individuals

who grow large <’rops of hay upon it. If our readers

will take the map, they will perceive that several

streams of considerable volume flow through: the

chief of Ih'-se is the river Lea. A few years since

this river, into which a considerable quantity of sew-

H'jc passed, was delivered unfiltered to the dwellers of

E ist. London.
Now, however, the water supplied by this company

is brought hy a canal, which (Iraws the water from
the river Leu at a considerable distance from town,

where the water may be considered as pure as most
country stre.iriis. The sewage of Tottenham, &c.

is now inlerccpted
;
the liver Lea passes through

Lea-bridge
; the other stream is received at the large

works which have been recently put up hy tlie water

company for filtering and sending it to London as

pure as may be. A very intelligent person whom
we met with here directed attention to the difference

of (he water iu the river and the canal, and remarked
th.it he had forniciiy for many years been acquainted

with the nature of the water supply delivered to the

unforluiiate dwellers of Lambeth and Vauxhall. From
the Thames be has known the water w'hich was

pumped up to be so Yuul with the sewage that the

smell was so b.id that it was difficult to keep the men
at work. It npiiears that hy an enactment of Parlia-

ment they were obliged to pump at low wntar.

Respecting this our informant said “ Nothing could

be worse than this plan
;
the water was little better

than the Flcet-uitch, and this, with very little refin-

ing, was sent for men, women, and children to drink.”

Truly the water supply of a great city is a most ini-

poitmt bu>iness—a matter of life and death to thou-

sands
;
and it was with no small pleasure that we saw

the means which are being used at Lea-bridge for

purifying this important necessary of life. Here the

water of the canal flows in continual stream iuto the

large filieriug tuuks which are at work night and day,

and it is a beautiful and moat pleasant sight lo look

into the receiving chamber, in which the water is con-

stantly in a condition fit for use. So clear is it, that

the liitle fish may be distinctly seeu at the dejith of

several feet. From hence the water is conveyed by
pipes to Loudon. A sle im-engine of immeuse power

assists ill this operation : this is constructed ou Bolton

and Wait’s most improved principle; and there is

iu most eyes something exceedingly grand in the

slow, yet seemingly irresistible force of this monster,

which, by the ponderous movement of a I’am weigh-

ing over 50 tons, forces the water amongst six or

seven hundred thousands of people.

ON THE FOUNDATIONS OF SOME OF THE
METROPOLITAN BRIDGES.*

Waterloo and London Bridges, which were bolli

built by John Reuuie, have both the same kind of

foundations. 'Watcrloo-bridge, built in 1809 to 1817,

has nine equal semi-elliptical arches of 120 feet .span

i
and 35 'eei rise; aud London-bridge, built in 1825

j

to 1831, has five semi-elliptical arches, two of which

I arc 130 feet span, two 140 feet span, and the centre

larch 152 (eet 6 inches span, with 37 feet G inches

'rise: it is 52 feet wide, none of the other bridges,

I

mcluiliug \V;itcrliiOj being more than 45 feet wide.

jThe foundations of both these bridges were con-

Istructed in coffer dams. Into the ctmAmetion of

j

coffer dams it is not now proposed to enter, their object,

I

(heir purposes, aud their dclails being well uuder-

I

* The following is a portion of a pnper, by Mr. W. A.

j

Boulnois, read, as already mentioned, at the ordinary
; meeting of the Eoyal Institute of British Architects, on
the 7th iostiuit. As we have recently trodden the same

,

ground, some of the particulars given would be super-

I

erogatory.



stood iu this room. Tlie entire area of the bases of

the piers is piled with elm piles, about 20 feet long

and about 3 feet apart, and which penetrate tlic Lon-

don clav, iu the case of "Wat rloo-hridge probably to a

depth of 18 feet, and in Loadon-bridge about 18 feet

9 inches or 19 feet. On the heads of these piles

were laid sleepers, and the loose earth between their

I heads was replaced with rubble concrete, on which

1 bloclis of Braniley hall stone and brickwork filled np

the spaces bcCMccti the pile-heads, immediately below

the platform of oak plaiildng which earned the first

: course of grauile niasomy.

The p'Cssure upon each pile in Loudon-hridge has

been estimated at eighty tons, or about five tons per

foot supcifleial on the entire area, and this is consider-

ably below what the piles would actually carry. The

dilllculiy of applying sufllcicnt dead weight upon

I piles, to ascertain their hearing powers in equilibrium,

; has always prevented the fonua'ion of any formula or

' data on which engineers can base their experiments,

I The piles are driven, and the pressure they must he

i sustaining is then calculated after the load is on, no

1 maximum hnviug been ascertnined. At the border-

) bridge on the Newcasile and Edinburgh Railway, the

. calculation showed that each pile must be sustainim:

1 a weight of seventy tons. The pressure on each pile

of Waterloo-hridge is probably somewhat less, but

I still it must amount to at least sixty-eight tons.

Londou-bridge has a close ]>ile sheeting all round

I the platform, which penetrates ahont one-third of the

] distance of the main hearing piles. Waterloo-hriJge

1 does not appear to be so protected, yet London-bridge

I after the removal of the coffer dams settled in every

I' pier from G inches to 10 inches towards the down

•1 stream : this was atlrihutable to the entire area of

II the river substrata finding their proper bearing after

11 the disturbances to which they had been subjected by

tl the piling of the. coffer dams and of the centrings.

1 The coffer dam above bridge was in 35 feet of water

b below low-water mark, and the piles were conse-

q
quently very deeply driven, and though those which

n w'ere near to the piers, or could apparently aflect

! them, were not drawn hut cut off, the mass of the

( clay had received a disturhauce which settled itself

p
probably once and for ever, and if the hearing

a areas and the tenacity of the piles are sufficient for

tl the superincnrabcut pressure, no further settlement

need be apprehended.

Southwark-hridge, also built by John Rennie, was

' erected in 1814 to 1817 : the spans are 240 fett in

! the centre arch, and 210 feet each side arch. The

1 arches are segmental in eight cast-iron ribs, and rise

A about 22 feet. The two piers arc each 24 feet wide:

I they were built in coffer duns upon piles wlii.-b were

la about 2 feet G inches apart, or even closer, ar.d 20

If feet deep : the drawings, which I have been cniiblcd

It to examine, represent about 286 piles under each

!p
pier: the platforms for the first course of masonry

iv were made in a similar manner to those of Luiidou

" and ^^aterloo Bridges, auij no settlement has taken

place as far as I can learn, nor has any repair of

moment to either sub or super-structure ever been

necessary.
.

Vauihall-bridge, by James ^Valker, was built m
1811 to 181G : it consists of nine segmental iron

arches in ten ribs of equal spans of 78 feet, the rise

being 11 feet. The foundations were laid iu caissons,

which w’ere sunk down to ihe London clay, the river

being dredged I believe in its entire breadth for that

purpose ; the footings are iu stone, no subsidence has

been recorded. I have not been able to learn the

precise means taken to prevent the scour from nnder-

miuing the caissons, but I believe the Kentish rng

ami ballast were thrown down around the piers in vast

quantities.

Hungerford-hridge was built by I. K. Brunei m
1844. The foundations of the two piers which carry

I the chains, rest oii a bed of gravel which, is stated^ to

1 be as hard as a bed of artificial concrete. Ko piles

• were used iu the foundations, a coffer dam being

• fonned round the piers, and the ground was exca-

vated down to the hard gravel which was found about

6 feet below the then bed of the river. Below the

mud (and until the hard gravel was met with) gravel

of a looser kind was encountered. On the Hunger-

ford Market side of the bridge at the mooring piers,

the ground was very bad :
piles were here driven to

the depth of 30 feet. ISIr. Brunei terras the beds on

which the bearing piers rest, two oases of hard gravel

(as narJ as concrete) forming a natural formation,

situated in the midst of a looser soil.

After this description of the different foundations

of the piers of the bridges which are in existence in

the river Thames, it will be seen that the conclusions

• which must be drawn from the practical experience of

I those foundations wliich have failed, and those which

I have not, arc very limited, hut they arc at the same

I time vtry clear and simple ; the bed of the river

Thames is much lower than when the bridges which

I have failed were built—a fact occasioned by the in-

•eased scour produced by the removal of tue dam
wliich old London-bridge afforded—ihe contraction of

the waterway by ihe projection of omhaukments, and

though last, nut least, the hallasting wliich for a long

period constantly proceeded above the bridges, and

thougli now to a great extent prcveuti d, yet sufficient

from the dredging operations as well bi-low as above

bridge to deepen portions of the waterway by some

inches annually. This deficiency is not made up again

by the deposit of gravel or ballast, for the deposit of the

Thuiiies is silt, cand, and mud; and the original

gravcl-hed of the Thames has been so reduced by

dredging, and by the scour consequent on changes in

I he’ waterways, as to be now only existing in sufficient

thickness to he built on in oases as they were termed

by Mr. Brunei, such as the parts on which the

Ilungcrford-bridge piers were constructed. \Yherevei’,

therefore, we find tlic foundations have been made to

depend on the gravel, and have not been taken deep

into the London clay, failure has taken place. The

piers of Ilungcrford-bridge, the only exceptions to

this rule, are so lightly weighted, and silnated so fortu-

nately for avoiding scour, and have been so recently

having, on the whole, very steidy tides, it is not pro.

bahlc th;t unforeseen ami uuprevcutililc injury should

occur to deep-seated founilatioas, well protected in its

bottom.

The inquiry into this subject has led me to s^ck in-

formation as to any failures from scour which have

occurred to bridges abroad, and I cannot find an in-

stance of a deep-piled bridge which has fallen : many
have needed repair, and most of them have of late

been strengthened by throwing in conente round tlie

piles, and no qnesliou seems ever made of the stability

of this enclosing medium, or of its tenacity to the

wood piles. lodecd, the employment of conercte by

the Trench in hydraulic works is far in advance of our

application of it hitherto. They do not scruple to

use it without any eucasement whatever in the beds

of swift i-ivers subject to violeut toircnts daring

floods.

Upon the subject of the durability of the cncasc-

racnls of the piers at Westminster and Chelsea

bridges there exists some difference of opinion : for

myself, 1 think that if the hollow piles arc filled with

cement grout, they will, os respects the buried por-

coustrneted, that they cannot be said to disprove it. ! tions of them, be almost as diu'able as the other por-

Tiie rule of experience is, that in the clay only can a I tiuus of the slructure, and will he, as compared with

sure foundation be found, and no casings haveyct been
[

piist constructions, whether Pelasgian, Giccian, or

added to defective piers which have held the enclosed
|

Roman, iudcstruclihle
;
hut as respects the portions

gravel into a sufficiently compact mass to prevent its out of the clay, unless some preservative is applied to

sinking by loss of substance thioiigh the joints of I them, they will not endure, probably, more Itiaii 300

pilings. Dowu to the clay, then, wo must ko fir a
j

years. It was IMr. Hawkshaw, I believe, however,

siu c tounda'ioi), and theilifferent methods of effecting
. in his evidence before the committee of the House of

this arc the only points for discussion.
!
Commons on this point, who said that by the firae

The old successful examples in London arc all of that any decay of moment had occurred to the iron

one class : they are coffer-dam examples, with the casing, the condition of the other portions of the

exception of Vauxhall-hridge and the new bridges structra-c would be so stable as to admit of its removal

designed by Mr. Page. Yauxhall bridge, as has been

shown, was a caisson foundation carried to the London

clay without piliug, and tlie weight of the bridge is

not suffic ient to need piling. All the other sound

bridges arc piled deep into the bine cloy. The shoul-

ders and sides of these piles, and the surface of the

clay hutweeu them at their tops, are the ultimate

bearing points upon which presses the superstructure,

whether of granite or stone courses, or of compound

concrefe and wood, or of iron. Theory would say,

upon this foundation make the superstructure as light

as is consistent with even pressure and avoidance of

jarring which may cause motion: every pound you

place on the shoulders of the piles, or upon the earth’s

surface at their head«, beyond what is requirwl for

inertium, is useless and superfluous. To maintain the

piers in perfect inertium, and immovable under the

pressure of water, floating ice, or drifting sailing

barges, or uuskilfuily directed steam-boats, and the

heavy’ road-traffic over the bridge, requires a muck

less weight than would result in an cquibhrinm be-

tween the bearing surfaces and the pressure : it is not

necessary to have solid granite from the bearing points

to the voussoira for equilibrium, and almost any mate-

rial 'hat can be used are in the tidal curreuts of our

river sufficient for this purpose. It is perfectly true

that London and 'Waterloo bridges would he abso-

lutely stronger constructions theoretically’, if their

piers were not so enormously heavy, and were built of

brickwork, or hollow. * *

With regard to the destruction of the foundations

of piers in the river by scour, I think the ultimate

depth of the scour will never, under any possible cir-

cumstances, extend suflicieully fir down the piles of

either Loudon, Southwark, \Vaterluo, or New West-

minster, to cause any apprehension on this score, end

simply’ renewing the casing and filling round the piers

with concrete will be enough to prevent their injury,

shiiuld a tendency to scour be observed. The river

has deepened only in places for some long time since

its great deepening by the removal of London-bridge.

When cmhaiikments are carried through on each

side, as we mnst all hope they will be, and ihechannel

narrowed, the equalisation of the depth will at that

time prevent any serious increase of scour.

The methods piopo-ed to counteract this effect by

Mr. Cubitt and Mr. Hosking, would also prove

effective to preserve bridges founded so deep as those

piled into the Loudon clay, though they would not

probably have preserved cither WestmiusUr or Black-

(riars. 'Mr. Cubitt proposed to pave the bed of the

river with stones for a distance above and below the

bridge of some GO fe<-t, I believe, ns well as under

the arches
;
and Jlr. Hosking proposed a suh-wcir of

piles across the river to a height which should pre-

vent the rush of water degrading the existing bottom

of the river, and he showed tlnd ample water would

remaiu at low tide to answer every purpose of the

navigatiim.

Le Creult, chief of the French Fonts ct Chaussees

in 1780, iu his work on rivers, proves that the beds

of rivers do not change sensibly when considered

throughout their course; hut that local causes alone

occasion increase or decjeasc of depth in the beds in

different places, and not throughout their length, and

the Thames being subject to no violeut floods, and

and replacement without danger, and when we con-

sider what hos been done both at Blackfriars and

Westminster, in the way of cutting at the old founda-

lious, I have little doubt that these piers could be,

with care, re-encased without any danger to the fouuda-

tions, which it must he always remembered are deeper

than the pile ca-^ngs, and not above them, as was the

case at those defective bridges. Screw piles might at

any time be placed a short distance outside them

without any risk from vibration or concussion in the

strata.

THE GREAT CASE OF STUCCO u. BRAINS.

Sib,—

I

t is a great pity that writers like “Aris-

tides ” will waste so much time and ingenious argu-

ment, throusjh not first acquainting themselves wiih the

most accessible and easily learnt facts; and though,

as one of the butts of liis mistaken attempts at wit,

I might maintain a dignified resolve not to help him,

I will, if you please, assist him to correct a laet or

two, that will quite alter his whole data.

1. He must be quite a stranger to England to sup-

pose we ever stucco buildings for the sake of “ a

cheerfid and lively apiiearance.” The idea lias been

broached, as 1 believe aU those of “ Aristides’ ” have,

ia your pages before, and seems thought a capital

cement-maker’s cry. A little stay iu any of our towns,

however, will show him that if any of their “ cemeut

architecture ” aiiproaclies liveliness of colour, it is be-

cause it has received within a year or two a coat either

of paint or some other dirt-hiding cosmetic, without

which periodical sloughing or raoulling (so “ good for

trade,” and for some ofthcjSuMer’s readers, at the cost

of its non-readers), the “ dirty-red brick ” of our young

friend’s aversion—nay, even the more soot-rcteiitivc

London brick—is so much longer growing thoroughly

dingy, as to have actually the advantage iu this point

over any “cement” piece of art that Chancery or

some corporate owners may have left as long to its

own unaided cheeifidness. Now, whatever the object

of these universal coats of drab or our national sacred

“ stonc-colonr ” (a tint, by the way, that I do not be-

lieve people ever yet chose for cheerfulness, for 1 never

saw it on any happy-looking village or good-old-time

plastering; and the most livciy-eolourc.1 t-nvii I ever

saw, which is St. Thomas’s, in the 'West ladies, lias,

or had, its wood and plaster houses of every light tint

I can think of this,—even Ruskin’s avei’sion,

buff, but not this holy drab) ; whatever their object,

I suppose “ Professor A.” as a professor of the noble

science of mud-spreading, knows that they might

possibly be applied on other materials than cemeut

;

and even if they could not, if this ground for them

must (urther of’ necessity cover the whole building,

nilh every appurtenance rcquiied by its structure,

and also every one proper to another whole imaginary

stone building, and be “jointed to imitate stone (as

the specifications say)
;
and further formed with vast

contrivance (not the architect s, however) into the

semblance of that other imaginary building, with

copiLals, architraves, and what not ;—if all this is

preparatory and accessory to getting a house lighter-

coloured, i can only say we have realized the state of

that fabled people' who had no way but burning a

house down to obtain roast pork.
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2. “Aristides” talks of stone as “ the best mate-

rial,” and ‘‘cement” as another, as if these- ^eru

somehow interc.bangeable, or both fit fur some common
purpose, for which he mentions no other. Now, I

believe that among the endless eccentricities of our

great architet ts, there is one piece of work, a medical

college in LinC'dn’s-inn-fields, where this substitution

of cement tor stone, as a building material, has been

tried
;
but the common pr.tctice of mankind in every

place where alone is not at band, has uniformly con-

firmed the old choice made at Babel, of brick for its

substitute, and not cement. I am quite ready to

admit, on valid proof, that all this is overturned by
the above innovation, or by Paxton’s; but our friend !

is arguing about present materials.

3. There is no “cry against cement” that I am
|

aware of. The “puritanical” cry that “Aristides”
and bis whole craft will yet find too strong for tbcin, .

is only for Ibe righttliing and person in the right!

place, and no miniiiTy of one by another: a designer

at the drawing-boartl, for instance, and not a sneaking
,

mimic of a maii-milliiier, with stone and brick for lace

and crinoline.

4. "Whether “the coat on a man’s back is a sham ”
;

depends on whether it is so designed as to pass for a
i

coat, or for somtthing else. "We applaud in their
right place, coats that represent well a suit of armour,
or a man’s skin, or a dragon’s

;
hut I never heard of a

gentleman wiariug them, and in the street. Now,
just as little does any Englishman, or body of Eng-
lishmen (except perhaps the Puseyite clergy) desire

,

their building to pass for aught else than it is, or their

building’s coat, when it has one, for a hidlding. But
this, our poor deluded Jlr. Bull is obliged to have all

|

his work to do, everywhere, and make his entire cities,

if not country, masquerade-rooms, to the laughter of;
all neighbours (save his own child Jonathan) and the

I

illimitable absorption of degraded labour into the abyss
of ephemeral millinery

;
all forsooth, to keep up the

pretence that certain "
per-centage-on-the-outtay^'-^

taking agents are fine-artists. This is the only down-
right wicked “sham ” in the case. Sliam buildings,
for their own sake, would he merely childish and
laughable, not immoral. Are we to be told these are i

an object, cither with the “architects” or the public?
'

Coats on buildings have been used everywhere 5,000
years, without its ever occurring till the last 50, or

'

perhaps 100, to pass them for no coats, but for build-
ings. Now, to make them good and sightly coats,

!

whether in stone or cement, as at Florence Cathedral,
S. Sophia, or even a medieval plastered inn, required
some, however little, of the designer’s oion work

;

hut to mould them into the ready-made fomis of finer

uncoated buildings, perfeclly, even to the “jointing,” I

requires owl)- other people's. Is it a very singular
coincidence that this is all poor Mr. Bull can get,

I

from men paid not by their own work, but a
pci’-ccntagc on other people’s ? Is it at all sin-'

gular that from such a “prufessiim” he finds he;
can get nothing else, fret and fume and proscribe
this or that “sham” as he may? Nay, for the
sake of this, he must have skins on his buildings,

stone or stucco, wheiher wanted or not, from the gin
palace to the palace of ‘Westminster and British Mu-
seum ; and the stucco ones, by far the lesser sham and
less harmful. lie must have them for the sake of the
forms they can be made to mimic, though this was no
more thought of till the days of ouilay-paida.rc]\i\.(icii

than crinoliue before there were outlay-paid milliners.

Cure their root, and they will all cure themselves,

—

never otherwise. “ Aristides” and his fellows are the
only shams to be eradicated : it is useless as well as

puritanical to cry against cement.
5. ^\e are told this is “one of those virtuous no-

tions which every one re-echoes, and all practically
disregard.” "W ill Aristides he pleased to show us where
the late Pugin, or Messrs. Street, or "Woodward, or
Seddon, or Scott have disregarded it? If not, here
are three facts he mistook in a breath :—(1) There is

no such “ cry :
” (2) though none re-echo the “ notion,”

many do practically regard it; and (3) it is uo “vir-
tuous notion, being the easiest possible to carry out
by good or bad, real or unreal, designers alike.

6. The "cry” might actually lead us to a ceiling
“ showing the timber joists. Such are the absurdities
to which,” &c. Ob ! absurd world and miserable man-
kind, to have lived some 5,000 years in such absurdities!
Happy nineteenth century, to be delivered at length
from the perpetual sight of absurdity 1 And yet those
dolts, the painters, actually still imitate this, expect us
to take pleasure in the disgrace of our ancestors, and
show us kings and heroes sitting under the absurd
joists ! No wonder the Royal Academy excludes
architecture : Aristides explains it all.

7. "^'hat Goth can have told him that the “ use (of
cement) in their style would he monstrous” ? lu
their style indeed, if the middle ages are any autho-
rities in it, all cement had the barbarity to show itself

openly to be cement (and that inauaged by an original
designer), and not stone, masoniy, mouldings, carvings,
and buildings. Mhich is the more “ monstrous” may

admit two opinions. Perhaps, however, those ages

are not so great an authority as Mr. Scott, for I hear

rumours of bis discovering iu poor harmless-looking

silicate of lime “an accursed thing.” Novv' I must

apologize for quoting this once, iu Aristides’s oivn way,

at second-hand. I had promised myself the pleasure

of reading Mr. Scott with care; hut a ceidain late

sermon or lesson in "Westminster Abbey changed

my mind. I had gone to hear Dr. Wordsworth, but

was first struck with some odd derangement of the

building’s light, from that fine distribution that has

chiefly, or perhaps solely, given it its peculiar solemn

beauty, as the only dignified church-interior in Lon-
don, and I believe the most so iu England. That
decided predominence (as in a Frciirh cathedral)

of the central light over that of all the aisles was

gone, and the latter glaring as iu a modern church,

as if the aisle windows, so long before our time

cleared of all beauty and art (to the admission of

about four times the light they were intended for),

were now even enlarged. However, I saw no change
in their shabby casements, but fir overhead in the

“clear” story, found five windows filled up with either

deep and heavy-coloured glass pictures, or Turkey
carpet designs (for you Tniist monnt at least to the

triforinm to ascertain which); hut apparently elabo-

rate pictures, which, if fit to ho seen, would be the

exact things w'anted in the aisle windows: so that I

presume they are not •worth much, or would not he
put (in a building only 30 feet wide) just 100 feet

above the spectator, where they can be just as well

understood as in the lantern of St. Paul’s
;
nor used

us sun-bliads, a purpose served as well by a litric

rough plate-glass (to say nothing of the light artistic

mosaics of the Cologne and other clear stories)
;
nor

so as to defeat the whole purpose for •which the said

clear story was built
;
and, if they are continued, to

reduce the poor old building at last to the Vll]gr^r

English type of a church, lightedfrom below, which
is utterly fatal (as Mr. Fergiisson says), to all digni-

fied effect. I looked again at the wofid aisle win-
dows, and thought life is really too short to he squan-

dered in perusing men’s opinions who can do such
things as these; so I came out wiser, and have not
I'cad Mr. Scott, any more than I should go to Icam
mechanics of the engineers of the Leviathan. His
works would probably yield me new and valuable

truths
;
and so may any fragment of print that •we

tread into the mud, but it becomes impossible in

these days to carry out the Mussulman rule of

leaving no scrap unread that may contain some word
of Allah. Assuming that Mr. Scott is rightly quoted
then, I should say he ought to have looked more than
whitewash-deep for the “accursed thing.” "Whalever
materials, or practices cither, you may proscribe,

others as vile and delusive will iimnecliatcly arise in

a subtler form, and you will find only false and
delusive design is to be had after all from a delusive

profession, from outlay-paid (that is, paid for other
men’s work) designers. E. L. Ga'rdI'Tt.

interests were aft'ected by the works. After being

stored, the water was passed through a cast-iron

main-pipe of 44 inches diameter, and Iwenly-thrcc

miles in length. Great difficulties were encountered

in constructing the works, iu consequence of the

variable character of the ground, upon which the

main embankments and other retaining works had

to be constructed. It was deemed necessary, iu

several instances, to excavate the puddle trenches t&

depths of 50, 60, and even 70 feet below the suv‘'acc

of the ground. The cost of the works, hiud, Parlia-

meiitary and local inquiries, bad reached about

750,000/.
;
but of this sum it was estimated that

150,000/. had been cxpendel upon, and in con-

sequence of, the contentions of the local authorities.

In addition to this outlay, the purchase and improve-

ment of the works of the two Companies by which

Liverpool was formerly supplied with water, lu d

amounted to about 850,000/. Hence the total co.'t,

to the p3'esent time, of providing water for the in-

habitants of Liverpool and its neighbourhood, num-
bering altogether about 500,000 persons, was up-

wards of one and a half million sterling, or some-

what more than 3/. per head. The two works toge-

ther were, however, capable of supplying twenty gal-

lons per head per diem to one million of" people.

The statement of the receipts and expenditure

showed that there -was a balance of upwards of 700/.

in the hands of the treasurer.

After the reading of the report, Telford Medals

were presented to Messrs. D. K. Clark; 11. Hunt,
P.R.S.

;
G. Rennie, F.R.S

;
and W. B. Adams

;
and

Council Premiums of Books to F. R. "Window
;
G. B.

Bruce; A. S. Lukin; C. E. Condcr; W. Bell; F. R.

Couder; and T. Dunn.
The following gentlemen were elected to fill the

several offices on the Council for the ensuing year :

—

Joseph Locke, M.P. President
;
G. P. Bidder, I. K.

Brunei, J. Hawkshaw, and J. R. McCleau, Vicr-Pie-

sidents
;
W. G. Armstrong, J. Cubitt, J. E. Eri'ington„

J. Fowler, C. H. Gregory, T. E. Harrison, T. Hawks-
ley, G, W. Hemans, J. S. Russell, and J. Whit-
worth, Members; and S. Wood and M. D. Wyatt,

Associates.

INSTirUTTON OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.
On the 15th inst. the general annual meeting was

held, Mr. Stephenson, M.P. President, in the chair.

The report of the council for tlie past session, which
was read, referred to some of the more important
engineering works in progress or recently finished.

Among the works iu an advanced state, the bridge
erecting by Mr. Brunei, V.P. on the Cornwall Rail-

way, for carrying the line across the River Tamar, at

Saltash, near Plymouth, was prominently alluded to.

This bridge, including the land openings, would be
about 2,200 feet in length, and would consist of nine-

teen openings, two of 455 feet span each, and the others
varying from 70 feet to 93 feet in span. The latter

were formed of simple •wrought-iron girders, but the
two main openings were to be spanned by longitudinal

beams, suspended by long-linked tension chains, ren-

dered rigid by vertical stmts and diagonal bracing,

from arched tubes of xvrought-iron plates. The
transverse section of these tubes was elliptical, the
horizontal axis being 16 feet 9 inches in length, and
the vertical axis 12 feet. Each tube with its chains
and suspended roadway would weigh about 1,080 tons.

The first was floated on the 1st of September of this

year, was conveyed upon pontoons to its site, and was
placed upon the piers in about two hours. It -was

now being lifted by hydraulic presses, and the process
was pi-ogressing very satisfactoiily.

The Rivington Waterworks of the Liverpool Cor-
poration, constructed by Mr. Hawksley, M. Inst. C.E.
were brought into operation in the early part of the
present year. The works consisted of several im-
pounding reservoirs, two of which had embankments
of nearly 100 feet high, and two others with embank-
ments of about 50 feet high. These reservoirs held
about three tbonsand two hundred million gallons, and
were intended to deliver about fourteen million gallons

perday to the inhabitants of Liverpool, and iiinemillion

gallons per day to the mill-owners and others whose

ANCIENT BRICKS.

As a pendant to the article on ancient and modei^u

bricks in last week’s number, perhaps a few parti-

culars, which I have gathered from the account of
^

Lord Macartney’s embassy to China, regarding that

stupendous piece of brickwork, the wall, might have-

some interest.

The dimensions of the bricks seem to vary (accord-

ing to their use); those in the front of the walls being’

15 inches by 7^ inches by inches, and those for

paving, 15 inches square. The bricks are fire-burnt,

and of a bluish colour. The faces of the wall (which,

batter) are finished with moulded, not cut, bricks.

The quoins of windows, doors, embrasures, and salient

angles “ in” the towers, are of strong grey granite,

containing but little mica. The joints of mortar are

about half an inch thick.

London brickwork, with its niches, festoons,

pilasters, consoles, cornices, architraves, its panel-

lings, and its unique wincloryjheads, such as at No. 5,

Bow-churcbyai'dj is a study in itself. S. C. R.

ST. PALL’S CHURCH, DORKING.
The church and parsonage, represented in our

engraving, stand on a sloping piece of ground, in the

outskirts of the town of Dorking, near the Deepdene,

the residence of Henry Thomas Hope, esq. by
whom the site was given. The church is built

of Bath stone and flint : tho roofs are covered

with tiles. In style it is Early Decorated, or

Geometrical. The interior is fitted up with open
stained deal seats, accommodating between 500
and 600 people. There is a small western gallery,

forming part of'the solid construction of the building,

supported on stone arcading. The cast and west win-

dows are filled with painted glass, by Hudson. The
walls of the interior are ornamented by ecclesiastical

devices, in stamped stucco. The west gable termi-

nates in a bold oak shingled beU-cot. The church

and fences cost about 2,700/. The parsonage adjoin.-

ing is of new brick and stone dressings, and cost

1,500/. The church and parsonage are built at the

sole expense of John Labouchcre, esq. of Broome-
ball, w'ho has also liberally endowed the church. Mr.
Ftrrcy, of London, was the architect. Tne contrac-

tors were Messrs. Shcarburn and Son, of Dorking.

The church was consecrated on the 15th of July last.

Reading-eoom at a Manutactoby.—The work-

men at Messrs. Mandslay, Sons, and Meld’s, engi-

neers, Lambeth, have voted an address to their em-
ploycj's for p’acing at their disposal a comfortable

reading-room and mess-room.
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THE ATTEMPTED LAUNCH OF THE
‘'LEVUTIIAN”

Sir,—It is very saiisfactory to many of ns who

were watching aud wntidcring, to find that yojir

jtiiiicious and well-iJieiited observations of Friday, the

'nth, IIHVC clianged the tone of the daily press. U|)

to that lime they had believed what they were told,

and taken everyt’fiing f n’ gi*anted. They have since

then, I am glad to see, exercised their own judgment

more upon the matter. Mr. Yates’s avowal of his

contempt Ibr the pre^s has probably aided in opening

their eyes. The doings at Poplar have been anything

but iise'ul to English reputation. The Mechanics'

Magazine, following your lead, says,
—“Was ever

such a spectacle witnessed as thousands upon thou-

sands have for weeks past beheld on the Thames 1—
an English engineer, at the head of multitudes of

mechanics and ldboiircr.«, breaking ponderous engines,

would be an interesting item; but there can be no

doubt thai the total cost will form a valuable record

for the iiri-hlvcs of the Institution of Civil Engineers,

where tliey might be enrolled as a sort of thing lo be

avoided, with a salutary effect.

\Ve now cotiic lo the “ultra scientific” “cheek-

taekle,'’ which is thus described;

—

“The mo-it interesting and important parts of the

material cobnect.-il with the launching of the Lenathan,
are the ‘check tackles.' ! front of the erudlcs, on the

shore Bid- o' th<- ship, and in order to regulate the t"0

rapid descent of the ve&sel, and retard her progress should

it become too rapid, two iuimeuse inetion-drums, or cup-

Btiius. have b-en constructed. The drum part of these

machines, round wbicn the main chains are coiled, are

13 feet long, hj 8 lect in diameter, and are connected with

tlie cradles by powerful chains lij inches in thickness ot

link, weighing n cwl. to the fathom, passing round double-

sheaved iron tilocks iu the framework of the cradles, and,

with brakes, bearings, ic. weigh no less than 60 tons each.

The whole has been lastcned lirmly by means of piles

rending enormous ooldrs, crushing solid masses of
' f;",” /"m’^ doubt!

timber, buisting strong iron vessels, forcing up the
: the largest and most powerful of tbekind ever cons'rueted.

soil, tearing up the verv bed of the river, expending ' The flungea of the barrel which carry the chain serve for

vast snmsof mono,, im|,ovcrishing shnrcboldcrs, roin-
;

iug the vessel herself, spreading terror around, im-
i iron, 13 inches wide. by 1 inch thick, whichcan be tightened

perilling life—keeping this up day after day, week ' up by means of levers, IB feet long, worked by block

after wreir and even month after month and nE in
|

order merely to lutccr a ship irom the shore to the tbecmdle : the end is then secured

river I
”

j

to the timber framing which carries the whole apparatus,

Much misinformation has been given to the public F”d is eonstrnoteci in the Btrongest po»ibl. w.y
S';® ., ' has been left undone to render ibis part oi the tackle

m graudilnqueot terms: compare, lor example, the
^

effective as it can be made. The frames which carry all

descriptiou which has been circulated, probably from
;
this are constructed of timber driven to a depth of many

official sources, of the “ launching wavs” and the
' feet into the eronod, and mruttme .Bainst the linibet

,, , , , 1 I 5, . , 1 . • 1 ° ^1 iL r\c framing of the ways, the whole being held toge'her by
check-tackle, vn(h what is actually the case. 01

^
^olts and ties. In these framings are also placed the

the former it has been said,— hydraulic presses which start the vessel. The necessity

n , , s , 'and elTicii-ncy of the ‘check tackle' in controlling the
“ The arrangements for launching her were directed by

: descent of the vessel was fully proved at the first attempt
Mr. Brunei, who has planned two inclined ways from launch ’*

beneath her, to a distance of 300 feet down the bank of
the river, on an inclinution of 1 iu 12. These ways are
about 120 feet wide: the distance between them is also
120 feet, and the substructure, which carries the rails,

and upon which the cradles are to slide, are of im-
mense strength and snUdity. Under each way are driven
seven rows of piles, the four outside rows having piles at
the distance of eve^y 3 feet, while the three inner rows
have them driven only every 6 feet. The piles are forced
down to the gravel bed of the river, commencing under
the ship's bottom, and extending to low-watermark on the
bank. ,

11

"VVe find from the above that the “cheek tackle”

and machinery wers found to work admirably, and

showed how eonipleteiy the movements of the monster

could be controlled, and that their necessity and effi-

ciency in controlling the descent of the ship, were

fully proved at the first attempt to launch. This, no

doubt, reads well, aud looks remarkably grand
;
but

. , e “ f ^ so far from tlieir efficieuev having been proved, or
tank. On each side of every row of piles, are timbers . i _c .i _
i2 inches by 12 inches square, bolted together, securing their having m any way been shown to be ot the

the heads of the piles between them, and extending the slightest utility in checking the ship, the contrMry is

entire length of each way. The whole is covered with ' gatislaclorily proved by the fact, that when the ship
concrete, to n thickness of 2 feet : and above are longi- . < t r j. j..i.
tudinal timbers of great strength, running the entire

j

stopped after her fir4 movement, and at the momeut
length of the way. On the top of these, placed trans- 1 it was reported that she was held by this “ check
Tersely are timbers of the same strength, but only 3 feet tackle,” there was, at least, one foot of slack be-
ap»t, .nd th. »hole .^vecnrelr boltnd toeethuv. iirnvins

chnvk-Jrnm.
J solid strudure. Upon this are laid the metals

which the ship is to be lowered. (?) They are heavy
bridge rails, similar to those used on the Great Western
Ilailway, and are screwed down to the timber roadway."

The difference between the manner in which these

ways were constructed and that described above, is

very great, as the followiug account of them will

show.

The first step in preparing fur the launch was to

clear away the mud and dirt to a regular inclination

of 1 in 12 from the ship down to low-water mark
;

after which, the five rows of piles forming each way,

Another circumstance has proved the complete

uselessness of these costly appendages, viz.—that at

every renewed atti-mpt to launch, and with everything

slack, and iioihiiig to stop her but “friction,” it hus

been found nearly impossible to start her, or keep

her in motion with the overwhelming power applied

to get her along.

Instead of carrying on a set of vagaries (dignified

by the title of “ experiments”) with a couple of pieces

of hulk, some rails, and a few tons of iron, in order

to “ discover” (?) tlie amount of Irictioii of metal

and varying from 25 feet long near the ship, to about i
upon metal, which, by-the-by, I remember was done

6 feet near low-water mark, were driven: the two Uc'me thirty years since by Morin and others, it would
outer rows on each side of each way were pitched have been far bitter to have profited, iu this instance

3 feet apart, ani at a distance of 20 feet inside them, '
at least, by ttie experience of others,

another row
;
but these inside rows, three in number,

j

I should thiuk Mr. Si-ott Russell must feel happy
were pitched 6 feel apart, so that the breadth of each ' in having no share of the responsibility of this dis-

way, viz. 80 feet, was divided into five stripes, of 20 astrous experimeut in launching resting nijon his

feet wide, extending from the bottom of the ship ' shoulders.

down to low-water mark. To the sides of these piles, ' The scientific public have already obtained an idea

just below their tops, balks of timber, called waling- from your pages of the sort of secretary possessed by
pieces, each about 12 inches square, were bolted, on the coronany, and it is unnecessary therefore for me
the outside of each row only, by l^-inch iron buUs,

!
to say anything on that head. An Engineer.

and the surface of the mud over the area of 80 feet
|

wide, was then covered with a lay'cr of concrete, ^

barely 1 upon which other balks were ‘ EDUCATION AND PROFESSIONAL LIVES
laid, about 2 feet apart, and in lines parallel to the ! OF THE EARLY ITALIAN ARCHITECTS,
rows of piles; these balks were also about 1 foot' PAlNlEltS, AND SCULFTORS :

square, and concrete was then put into the empty

'

space between them, aud levelled to an even surface
with their tops

; so that instead of the ways being
constructed on “ 2 feet of concrete,” the whole super-
structure is carried upon only “ 1 foot ” of this ma-
terial, and the support derived from the bolts in the
waling-pieces agaiust the heads of the piles.

As an instance of the amount of calculation and
foresight exhibited throughout this famous lannching
exploit, it may be mentioned that when the ways
were completed it was “found” that they wore not
vnde enough ; that is lo say, that they were not sutB-
ciently strong to carry the great weight about to be
“lowered” down them, aud the consequence was
that each v:ay was increased in width by an addition
of feet! ! ! which was done by driving a row of
piles on each side of each way, at a distance of 20
feet from each outer one, thus making the rows of
piles in each wiiy seven in number, and concrete,
balks, waling-pieces, &c. &c. were added, as was done
in constructing the part already completed. "What
addition this made to the first estimate for the launch

asco>;teasted'\v]Tii the education and practice
OF MODERN TIMES.*

We now come to one of those masters of three-

fold pmcticc, of which the history of modern art-

practice has 2irodu('ed no ex'unple, viz.;—Audrea
Orcagna— died, 1376— painter, sculptor, aud archi-

tect. In the intnidiiclory lines of this life, A'^asari

makes the following remark:—“We stldom find a

man distimrnishiuu himself in any branch of art who
cannot readily acquire the knowledge of others, moie
especially of those more immediately connected with

that to which his attention was first devoted, and

which proceed, so to spe ik, from the same source.”

Andrea wns bom in Florence; bis father was a

goldsmith, of whom he probably learnt drawing aud

modelling: be then went to study sculpture, under
Andrea Pisano. He then made attempts at painting,

both in fresco and distemper, in which he received

instruction from his brother Beniardo. He soon

• Read at (he Architectural Association, by Mr. Uruce.
See p. 732, ante.

began to execute paintiugs : from the fi.me acquired by
these he was appointed to paint is the Cuinpo Santo

at Pisn. During this time we hcjr of his c.xccutiug

certain sculiiturra in marble; Iheu returning to

Florence, he was employed as a painter. During this

time he used to prepare designs for a brother, who
was a sculiitor; he then took to studying sculpture

earnestly
;
and after this he (mark this, as iu accordance

with what I have said to be the secret of the success

of the working of the system of the limes) took also

lo studying arcliitccture witli the utmost diligence,

“ believing,” says Vasari, “ that ho should fiud this

also useful at some future day, as he did; for about

this time the commune resolved to erect a building

in which the citizens might assemble during the

wiuter. A competition, which was a favourite method

iu those times, was set on foot. Orcrguii’s plana

were found to be the best, and the building, commonly
known as the Loggia de Lanzi, was immediately

erected under his superintendence.” Vasari mentions

rather au important error in the placing of the

Loggia, viz. that it faces the uoNh, and in winter no

one can remain in it for the sbai'puess of the wind, so

that its primary purpose was frustrated. Alter this he

returned to painting
;
but soou after it was resolved

to erect the tabernacle in the Or San Alichele; and

resolving also that it should surpass all works of the

kind before erected, in design, Wurkmauship, and mate-

rial, they, in accordance with the principle of selecting

the greatest artist of the age, whatever may be his

peculiar walk, says V'^asari, “ confided the charge of the

whole to Orcagna, as being the most excellent artist of

the age.” He prepared several designs of the work, of

which one was selected, after which those iu authority

gave up the carrying out of the work entirely to

Orcagna. He then selected the first sculptors out of

different countries t> do the other parts of the work,

reserving the figures for himself aud his brother

Bernardo, the painter. Thus we h-ave a striking

example of the practice of those times. Orcagna’s

work was equally good, whether in painting, as shown

in his celebrated works in the Campo Sauto
;
his skill

in design and sculpture, as seen in the beautiful taber-

nacle in the Or San Michele ;
or his architcclnral

design in the beautiful Loggia de L'inzi ;—showing that

the cultivation of the sister arts greatly assists in

bringing out the powers of a man of genius in any

one of them iu which he may he engaged. AVe next

come to one entirely given to sculpture, but whose

works were so connected with architecture, and whose

life throws so much light on the piractice ofthe times,

that I accept the plea that he was engaged with

Brunelleschi in the works of Santa Maria, and include

I him with the architects to whom I allude.

1
Lorenzo Ghiberti (born 1381, died 1435, whose

works I consider the models of architeetur.il scnlp-

I

tore for the present day, and the casts from whose
I works in the Architectural Museum and at the Crystal

Palace I particulai'ly recommend to your notice as

olijects of special study) was born iu Florence.
' His father-in-law was a goldsmith, and from him he

acquired his art, in which he speedily surpassed his

j

instructor; but his delight was in design and sculp-

' ture, and he soon began to employ himself in casting

small figures in bronze, which he finished very grace-

I

fully : he took pleasure also in imitating ancient

!

coins and medals, aud takiug poriraits of his friends.

After this we fmd him, having left the city on account
' of the plague, working in Riraiui, after the indiscrimi-

[

Date manner of those times, as a painter, in conjunc-
' lion with another iu decorating a church. He,

however, still worked at sculpture, executing re-

lievi in wax aud stucco and other materials,

.
well knowing, says A'^asari, that such rdievi are the

,
di'awing exercises of sculptors, without practice in

I which they cannot hope to bring any great work to

perleciion. AVbcn the pestilence had ceased the

signori and the Guild of Merchants resolved to pro-

ceed with the two doors of San Giovanni. To select

a master to design and carry out these they had re-

course to rather a singular mode of compititiou, the

object kept iu view being not directly to obtain the

best design, hut to find out the best man, in all

resptds; and consequently, in all probabiLfy, iu the

end obtain the best design also. To vflect ibis they

did not ask for the designs for the door as in an

architi'ctural competition, or for casts of the whole

j

as iu the late competitiou for the AVdliuglon Monu-
! ment ;

and, indeed, as in the sculpture competilious

generally
;
hut a large number of foreign and other

I

artists being assembled in Florence, they began by
I selecting seveu to compete; then selected a subject to

be executed in bronze, and giving each artist a sum of

,

money, they gave them a year to execute it in, and

wdited (he result. AVhen the time arrived, the seven

.
specimens were given to the Guild of Merchants. At

I

this time there were a large number of foreigners in

the city,— some painters, some sculptors, others gold-

smiths. The Syndics, setting an example that might

j

well be followed by all competition committees at the

I

present time, invited these artists to give judgment on
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the works. The numher of these with those of the
|

led to his intimacy with Donatello; he then, says

same callinR iu Florence who were also inviieJ, was Vasari “ gave his attention to many professions
;
nor

thirty-four, all cxiierienccd in their several arts.
' had any lou'' time elapsed before he was cousidered by

These reduced tlie uumber to two, Ghiberti aud
!
many good judges to be an excellent architect. At

Branellcschi
;

but the final decision forms oue of that time a statue of Liiidea Wood was required for

the 0104 honourable records in the history of art, and the mouks of Sau Spirito. Brunelleschi, being de-

will always shed a lustre on the two eminent artists,
j

siroua to prove that he could execute large works as

Brunelleschi and DouateUo, both competitors, more I -vi’dl os small, undertook this. lie then gave con-

thau all their celebrated works. It shall be given in I siderable attention to the study of perspective, the

Vasari’s words: '• When Donato aud Filippo saw the I rules of which he much ituproved. We next find

care and success with which Lorenzo had Ciimpletcd '

his active mind busy studying the Scriptures, and the

his speeimeti, tliey drew aside together, aud conferring
I works of Daiitc. At this time it was that finding

with e;u'h other, decided that the work ought to lie fault with a crucifix of Donatello’s, he received the

given to him, because it appeared that t'le public
|

answer of “Take wood, then, aud make one thyself

advantage, as well as individual beuefil, would be ' which he did, aud Donatello confessed himself beaten

thus best secured aud promoted; since Lorenzo, 1 by the oue produced, which is now on the altar of

being very young, for he had not completed his
|

the chapel of the Goudi. We next come to the corn-

twentieth year, would have the opportuniiy, whilst petition for Ihe doors of San Giovanni, he also at

exercising bis talents on that miignificcnl work,

of producing those noble fruils, of which his

beautiful story gave so fair a hope. They derlured

that, according to their judgmuut, Lorenzo had

executed bis specimen more perfectly than any of

the other artists, and that it woidJ he a more obvious

proof of envy to deprive him of it than of rc'-titudcto

accord it to him.” And would that the feelings with

which all men looked upon the collected works of

their fellow competitors were such as influenc'd these

great men ; zeal for the public advantage, that it should

be served in the best manner possible ;
zeal for the

art, that the man should be selected likely to carry

out the work with the greatest beauty aud perfection
;

and, finally, zeal for justice, that the prcruiuni should

be giveu for the best work. If such were the fedings

of couipciirion committees, would there be any par-

tiality or giving the work to relations or fellow-towiis-

folk? For the considerations would he, will tliis

desigu curry out most efficiently the purposes and

intention of those who pay for it, and for whose use

it is intended ?—will this design further Ihe art more

than the others?—is it the most beautiful aud com-

plete, and will it reflect the most credit aud fa'ue on

the architect employed, and tlie city or commuiiity

for whom it is built ? Then, if these facts are granted,

it becomes no longer a matter of choice, but an obli-

gation and ma'ter of necessity, that tliis one and no

other should be selected, or, to use Brunellc-'cbi’s

words, “ it becomes a more obvious proof of envy to

deprive the artist of the charge and reward of carrying

it out than of rectitude to accord it to him.”

This is the only code I would have biudiog on com-

mittees or competitors. When Loreuzo had com-

pleted this work, the Guild of Merchants gave him

one of the statues on the Or San Micbele, viz. of

S. John the bagtist, but I shall not follow his wurks.

Of bis second door we have a cast in the Crystal

Palace: he was continually employed iu sculpture,

but even he showed some of that versatility which

seems to he a marked characteristic of the elder

masters. We find he prepared a model iu wood for the

chm'ch of San L -renzo, aud that he gavchis aiteutiun

to various brauches of art, and took delight iu paint-

ing and working on glass : ho made the windows

round the cupola of Sta. Maria, and the three windows

above the priiicip.il door; and, as I have previously

mentioned, be was associated with Brunelleschi, his

former competitor, in superintendence of tliat church.

This, however, was au act of injustice, as Brunelleschi

was the sole inventor of the way in which the work

was to be carried out, and, therefore, alone capable of

conducting it, while Ghiberti had never thought of it

till appointed his colleague. He died at the age of

sixty-four.

We have next to consider the education and prac-

tice of a great constructive architect, viz. Filipn

Brunelleschi,—boro, 1377 ;
died, 1T46. Weal! know

his great work, his great inventive skill, his great con-

structive qualities, but I think most peo[)le would

imagine bis early education to have been other than

what it was. Let us see. His father wished him to

be a notary, but seeing that his mind was constantly

bent on various ingenious questions of art and

mechanics, he made him learn writing aud arithmetic,

and then placed him in the Guild of Goldsmiths, that

he might learn the art of design of a friend of his.

See Low ira])Oi'ti»ut this was thought iu those times !

No man was expected to rise iu any branch of art or

constructive science that had not been previously

grounded not merely in the art of dr.awing, but

modelling, or some special useful practical branch,

such as sciilptui'c or p.iiuting. He soon showed so

much skill in setting precious stones, and in designing

and eiecuiing figures iu silver, that his first work «as

executing two figures of prophets, for the altar of

San Jacopo dt Pistojia. He seems, however, alwnys

to have had a considerable mechanical turn iu his

mind, ns we find his attention occupied by tbc compn-

: tatiun of the divisions of time, adjustment of weights,

I and movement of wheels; making several watches

with his own baud. He was then seized with an

earnest desire to attempt the art of sculpture, which

this time made a design for the marble pulpit in the

church of Sta. Maria Novcllo. But the study of

architecture was now becoming predominant with

hitn, and, selling a farm which he possessed, he set

out with DouateUo to study at Rome. And now we

begin to find the influence of the change fi'om Goihic

to Classic, from picture>-queiie3S to measured propor-

tions, from arlLtic design to mechanical iinilalion.

“For,” says Vasari, “they instantly nsadc. prepara-

tions for measuring the cornices, and taking the

ground plans of these edifices, Donatello and himself

iabouriug continually, aud sparing neither time nor

cost : no place was left unvisited by them either in

R ime, or wiihout the city, or in the Campagna
;
nor

did they fail to take the dimensions of anything good

within their reach.” Again he says, “ Filipo had two

very great purposes on his mind, the one to restore

to light the good manner of architecture, which, it he

could effect, he should leave no less a memorial of

himself than Cimabue aud Giolto had done; the

other was to discover a method for constructiog the

cupola of Sta. Maria del Fiori, iu Floreuce, the diffi-

culties of which were so great, that after the death of

Aruulpho Lapi, no one had ever been found of suffi-

cient courage to attempt the vaulting of that cupola,

wiihout an enormous expense of scaffolding. He did

not impart his purpose either to Donato, or any living

soul, hut he never rested while in Rome, until he bad

well pondered on nil the difficulties involved in vault-

ing the PautheoD, and had maturely considered the

means by wiiich it might be affected.” We have also

from Vasari an instance of the value of possessing a

handicraft in the midst of his studies, we find, like many

au artist-travelliT in the present day, “ that the money

of Filipo f-ill'ng short, he su|q>licd the want by sciting

precious stones for goliUnutLa who woro !»» fri'-nds.”

.\ud now came the occasion for which Brunelleschi

had so diligently prepared himself. An assembly of

architects and engineers was gathered in Floreuce by

the superintendents of the works of Santa Alaria del

Fiori, to consult on the best means of raising the

dome. I have not time to enter into the difficulties,

the discouragement, the ridicule of his scheme as im-

practicable, and other obstacles that Brunelleschi met

with before he could bring the authorities to entrust

him with the work that he had so long set his mind

We all know the result, and the details you can

I’ead fi)r yourselves : sufficient has been quoted to

show the character of the man and the practice of the

times. One more anecdote I will, however, give, to

show that his love of art was as great as his me-

chanical skill. Donatello having described an antique

vase at Cortona, he became,” says Vasari, “ inflamed

with such an ardent desire to see it, that, impelled by

the force of his love of ai t, he set off as he was, iu his

mantle, his hood, aud his wooden shoes, without say-

ing where he was going, and went on foot to Cortouu

for that purpose. Having seen the vase, and being

pleased with it, he drew a copy of it with his

|)Hi, and returned therewith to Florence before

Donato or any other person bad perceived that

be had departed—all In-lieving that he inuat be occu-

pied in drawing or inventing sometbiiig. ILiving

got back to F'lorence, Filipo showed ibe drawing of

the vase, which hchadexemtcdwilh much patience, to

Donato, who was not a litile astonished at this evidence

of the love that Filipo bore to art.” To show his

great zeal and nctivity in his long -cherished work, 1

will quote the following out of a lengthened descrip-

tion. “ Perceiving the building to proceed rapidly,

and finding all bis undertakings happily succ ssful,

the zi-al and confidence of Filipo increased, and

he laboured perpetually, he went himself to all

the ovens where the briiks were made, examined the

clay, proved the qualiiy of the working, and

when they were baked he would select and set

them apait with bis own hands. In like manner,

while the stones were under the hands of the stone-

cutters. He would look narrowly to see tiiat they

were bard and free from clefts
;
he supplied the stone-

cutters with models in wood aud wux, or cut hastily

on the spot from turnips, to direct them in the shaping

and juncture of Ihe different masses. He did the

same thing for Ihe men who prepared the ironwork.

During the time that this building was iu progress be

made models with bis own hand for many woiks. He
died at tiie age of sixty-nine, and was buried iu S.mta

Maria del Fiori.

Let ns pass ou to his friend Donatello, horn 1386 ;

dii'dl-lfiS; who, though he studied archilccture with

him iu Rome, still continued to practise prinoipally as

a sculptor.

Vasari says “ that he devoted himself to the arts

of design, and was not only an excellent Pciilptor aud

admirable statuary, but was besides vciy skilful in

works of stucco, well versed in the stii'iy of per-

spective, and highly esteemed as an arcliiti ct. Like

those of Ghiberti, his works, as shown in the few

casts in the Crystal Palnce, aud also in his works I

have seeu at Fiurcnce, appear to me to be especially

valuable as models of moderu architecturiil scnlp-

tui'c, and, belonging to a transitional period, thiy

are precisely of that type of perfect siiJplurc

which harmonizes with Gothic architecture, and jet

equally with Italian ;
and I would specially recom-

mend the casts in. the Crystal Pulace to the notice

and study of young architects and architectural

sculptors. Nothing is specially known of his educa-

tion, nor is there anything particularly woi'lhy of note

in his practice, except his extraordinary and unceas-

ing industry. The number of his works is extra-

ordinary. The St. George, at the Or Sau Michele,

is one of his most beautiful works, a cast of which is

in the Crystal Palace.

Alberti was an architect alone, and known chiefly

by his writings. lie was fairly skilled in painting,

though he did not ])raclise it, and wrote on that art

also. Both his education and practice show signs of

transition to the present mode of educatinu and prac-

tice. Vasari says, “he gave his allcnliuD not only

to the acquirement of knowledge in the world of art

generally, and examinations of works of antiquity in

their proportions, &c. but also, and much more fully,

to writing on these subjects, to which he was ^by

nature ordained, rather than to the practice of art.

That is to say, like many of the present day his

knowledge of art was more that of the scholar and

antiquary than of the practical executant, such as the

sculptor or painter, and even the architect conversant

with these arts
;
aud, according to Vasari, his practice

showed his want of this sort of knowledge, for wcfiud

the following passage :
—“ Leon Batista would not have

faUen into this error if to the knowledge he possessed

and to his theories he had added the piactice and

experience acquired by actual working : another would

have taken pains to avoid this difficulty, and sought

rattier lo Beeurc grace nnd beauty to ilis cUiflcC.”

That is, that when a man is taught the theory of

architecture alone, and the manner iu which those of

bygone times worked, aud to this adds Icarnimr, know-

ledge of construction, aud matbematical skill, bis work

is apt to be more scholarly than artistic, as in this

instance to which Vasari alludes, viz. the apse of the

Niinziala in Florence, in which Alberti thought more

of the different intricacies of the plan and tbc correct-

ness of the proportions, according to the antique than

to the beauty and happiness of the effect of his building.

Bramante, painter aud architect, &c. began his

education by studying the works of Fra Bartolomeo,

but being more inclined to the study of architecture,

he moved from Urbino to Milan, for the purpose of

examining the Duomo. His first work in Rnine was

to paint the arms of the Pope iu fresco over the door

of San Giovanni Latcrano ; he then studied the anti-

quities, making accurate measurements, and in no long

time had examined aud measured all the buildings of

antiquity iu Rome and iu the Campagna, also in

Naples, and wherever ancient buildings were to be

f'lund. He thus attracted the notice of the Cardinal

of Naples, who appointed him to rebuild a clnister in

Travertine : he was thus introduced to the Pope, and

finally prepared the first deisgn for St. Peter’s. We
see that by tins time the mode of education and prac-

tice bad much altered, and that, though we find this

architect brought up as a painter, yet liis subsequent

educHtiou did not differ much from that considered

necessary a few years ago. The change that was fast

coming over the practice of architecture is seen in the

education of Antonio Sau Gallo, who, brought up as a

carpenter, studied architecture under his uncle, an

architect, and afterwards became assistant to Bra-

mante, who used to give him sketches and descriptions

of buildings, which he left him to carry out.^ He suc-

ceeded Ilis master in the works of St. Peter’s.

Raffuelle, painter, architect, and si-uljitor. We
find that the more exalted geniuses, eveu at tnis lime,

adhered to the practice of the earlier masters; and

whether their chief art was painting, as in the case

of Raffaelle
;

or sculpture, as in the case of Michel-

angelo
;
they more or less practised the other two

arts, ns opportunities occurred. Ruffaelle was educated

first by his father, whom he at a very early age

assisted in his works; aud then by Perugino, who was

himself a pupil of Andrea Verochio. His first archi-
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tectuml v/iirka were designs for the ornameuts in

stuceo forthe Loggia. He also gave designs for a villa

for the Pope, and a pal ice for the Bishop of Troia, in

the Via di Sao Gallo, in Florence ; he gave a design for

the stabhs of the Cliigi Palace, and for the chapel of

that family in the cliurch of Sta. Maria del Popolo

;

he was employed to snperintend the works_ of St.

Peter’s
;
and was ninch iuterested in the clearing and

discovery of the antique rcraains of Rome, in measures

for the restoration of which he was much occupied at

the time of his death. Ilis pupil also,

—

Giulio Romano, being bis favourite pupil and

assistant, though first educated by him as a painter,

followed bis master’s mode of practice; for Vasari

says, ‘‘ Proceeding thus in the service of Raffaelle, his

master, and acquiring a knowledge of the most intri-

cate difficulties of his art, which were taught to him by

Raffaelle vvith the utmost affection aud solicitude [to

how few masters can these terms he applied], Giulio

soon became to be able to draw perfectly in perspec-

tive, to measure edifices, and take plans of buildings :

Raffaelle frequently designing and sketching certain

inventions after Ms own fashion, which he would
then leave to Giulio, to the end that the latter

might complete them on an enlarged scale, and

with the exact measurement and proportions, so

that they could afterwards be used by his master in

his architectural undertakings. In these last-men-

tioned labours more ])articularly, Giulio Romano soon

began to take a great delight, and devoted his atten-

tion thereto in suoli sort that, when at a later period

he exercised the vocation of an architect, he proved

himself to be a very excellent master.” Raffaelle’s

mode of practice in giving rapid sketches of his

designs was rather different to that of Giotto, who
prepared models, even to the details and sculpture,

with his own hand. Yet both were painters : Raffaelle,

indeed, executed more woiks in architecture than
Giotto. What made their practice so different ? In
the first place, the old Guthic habit of extreme care

was fast disappearing; and, in the second, the imita-

tion of the antique, aud the prevalence of measured
))roporlions, rendered the completion of the master’s

first ideas by another hand more easy, when they were
peculiar arrangements of known proportions, than
when they were burning thoughts from the mind of

the master, so connected and influencing the whole
structure, that another hand could not complete them.

The practice of Giulio Romano was peculiar, as he
designed many buildings, and decorated them with
frescoes by the hands of himself and his disciples, as

we may gather from the following quotation :

—

“ This artist produced so many designs, both in

Mantua and other places, that their amount appears

incredible; but as we have said, there could he no

palace or other biiildiug of importance erected, more
especially within the city of Mantua, unless it were

constructed after a design by him. He rebuilt the

church of San Benedetto, in Mantua, a very large and

rich edifice, belonging to the Black Fi'iars, and situated

00 the old walls, near the river Po
;

after his de-

signs, also, was the whole church embellished, aud
adoracd with beautiful pictures aud fine paintings in

fresco.” Me also find that designs for “tapestry

aud cloth of arras ” were made by him : indeed, he
would never, says Vasari, refuse to set his hand to the

most trifling raatler, an example which, if followed

by artists at the present time, would cause our com-
mon-place aud cvery-day things of life to he much
better designed than at present.

His master was earnestly solicited to return to

Rome, aud undertake the works at St. Peter’s
;
but

while the negotiation was pending he died. As an
illnstraliou of the different works then given to the
charge of the architectural artists of those days,

you will, perhaps, pardon the following quotation :

—

“Mben the Emperor Charles V. arrived at

Mantua, Giulio made many magnificent preparations

for his reception, by order of the duke -. these consisted

of arches, perspective scenes for dramatic representa-

tions, and various matters of similar kiad
;

for never
was there any man, who, in the arrangements of

masquerades, or the preparation of extraordinary

habihments for jousts, festivals, and tournaments,
displayed fancy and variety of resource such as he
possessed : this was acknowledged with astonish-

ment and admiration at the time by the Emperor
Charles, and by as many other persons as were
present.”

San MichcH, the great architect, but greater
military engineer, acquired the first principles of
architecture under his father aud uncle. There is a
difference iu the words used by Vasari in speaking of
these later masters : in these it is “ acquired the first

principle of architcclure :
” in the lives of the earlier

ones, it is “acquired the first principles of art;” a very
good distinction, as the later masters principally
studied the antique buiLlings, to learn the principles
upon which they were erected and ornamented, with
a view to produce similar buildings, and combined
this knowledge with the science of construction or

building
;
while the others not only learnt the princi-

^

pies, but the practice of all the decorative arts, and then

learning the science of building became practical pro-

ducers of original buildings, never satisfijd uuless
j

some new and original thoughts distinguished their

buildings from aU that preceded them. But to return

to San Micbeli : he completed his education by visit-

ing Rome, for the purpose of studying and measuring

the antiquities.

Michelangelo Buonarroti, sculptor, painter, aud
|

architect. I have said that all the men of extraor-

dinary genius, even in the later times, adopted the cus-

tom of a three-fold practice : thus we find that

Michehmgelo, placed udth a master to learn painting,

'

was induced to study sculpture by his admiration of

the antique statues in the garden of Loreuzo de

Medici
;
and after long practice in these arts, he

'

erected the sacristy and new library of San Lorenzo,
'

at Florence
;
that he was also much employed in re-

building and strengthening the fortificatious of that

city
;
and that finally he was invited to undertake the

superintendence and sole direction of the works at

St. Peter’s. He was, however, loth to undertake so

great a work, sayine, “ that architecture was not his

vocation ;” but being commanded to do so by the

Pope, he prepared the model. (I suppose his reluct-

ance ai'Dse from the labour of so large a work at so

advanced an age, being over seventy at the time, and

also from its leaving him so little time for his other
,

vocations). “ At length,” says Vasari, “the Pontiff;

issued an edict, by which he appointed him super-

intendent of the fabric, with full authority to do and

undo, decrease, extend, or change, as it should seem
|

good to him
;
and furthermore commanding that the

,

whole govci’nmcnt of those who were employed under
'

him, should he in his hands. Hcreupou, Michel-

!

angelo seeing the confidence which the Pope

'

placed in him, desired to prove himself worthy, and

had a clause inserted to the effect that he per-
!

formed his office for the love of God, and would
'

accept no reward though, according to Vasari, his

means were very limited. Mhat a glorious end ffir a
'

great man—what a beautiful finish to bis extraor-

1

diuary and active life 1 At seventy-f-.ur we find the
'

veteran artist giving all the skill, art, and experience
j

derived from, a long life of three-fold practice, to

erecting a church wholly to the glory of God. During
the last fifteen years of his life, he erected many

.

works in Rome. And now we come to one of the last

of the artist architects.
[

Sansovino, iu whose works there is an artistic spirit

which, when I was abroad, delighted me more than
'

any other work of the sniue period, brniight up
09 a sculptor with Jacopo, of Sansovino was
a sculptor and an architect. It is worthy of note, in

'

passing, how many great men were brought to light,
'

or obtained honour, by working at the statues and
'

other decorations of the Or San Michele. Sansovino
j

attracted notice by a model that he prepared for one
'

of the statues, as, though another obtained the

commission, as the elder master, Sansovino’s was the
'

most beautiful, in consequence of which he was taken

to Rome by Giuliano San Gallo, architect of Pope

Julius IT. Now, when Jacopo came to Rome, what

'

charmed him most ; and what did he earnestly set

'

himself to do ? To measure all the antique buildings ?

No ! Vasari says, “ when,” that is to say, when he

had been brought to Rome, “the statues of the

Belvidere attracting him beyond measm'c, he set him-

self to copy the same. Now Bramante, who was also
'

architect to Pope Jnlius, holding the first place, and

having rooms in the Belvidere, chanced to see the

designs of Jacopo, with a nude figure of clay in a
|

j

recumbent attitude, holding a vase for ink, which he

had also made, and these things pleased him so much

I

that he began to favour the youth, and ordered him
to make a large copy ia wax of a cerlaiu subject, which

he was also having copied by other artists, inlending

to cast it in hrouze. Whea aU. had completed their

' work, Bramante showed the models toRaffaelle Sanzio,

: inquiring of him which he thought the best. It was

then judged by Raffaelle that Sansovino had greatly

i
surpassed the others, wherefore, by the advice of

' Domenico, Cardinal Grimani, Bramante was com-

,
manded to have the model of Jacopo cast in bronze.”

; After several works in sculptui’e, he made designs for

j

several triumphal arches to celebrate the arrival of

Leo X. at Florence; and, in company with Andrea

I

del Sarto, he was employed to decorate temporarily the

J

unfinished fa9ade of Santa Maria, after which he was
' almost constantly employed in ai'chitecture. * *

Me have now considered how the architects of some
of the principal and most admired buildings in Italy

were educated, what sort of men they were, what they

considered necessary to ,,the perfection of their art,

aud what different occopations they considered com-
patible with the study and practice of architecture.

I

Me find that the architect of Santa Maria del Fiori

I

was educated by a sculptor, and learnt drawing and

I

design imdcr a painter; that the architect of St.

Antouio, at Padua, was a scifiptor
;

of tlic Santo

Campo, a sculptor; also that the Giotto campanile

was the work of a painter, at the cad of a loug life

devoted to painting
;
that it was carried on to comple-

tion under the superintendence of a painter
;
that the

same hand that covered the walls of the Sauto Campo,
at Pisa, with frescoes, designed and superintended the

erection of the Loggia de Lanzi, and designed the

beautiful tabernacle in the Or San Michele, even to a

new method of fitting and joining the stones; while

at the same lime he executed the chief and most beau-

tiful of its sculptured ornaments. That the same

man who defeated the far-famed DonatcUo in bis own
art, and was second in ihe celebrated competition for

the doors of the San Giovanni, conceived and executed

the boldest thought of constructive skill that the his-

tory of architecture can show; while the first architect

of St. Peter’s was educated as a painter
;
the second

was the greatest painter that the world had produced

;

and the final director of the works, and author of

most of the present building, was equally a king among
painters and sculptors. Thus we see wherein is the

difference between the education and practice of those

days and that of our own times. It seems to me to

be in the simple difference of opinion as to what

amount of knowledge of the sister arts is requisite to

make a good architect. Now, I will put it to you :

you have both systems before you; you see how our

present one has gradually arisen, from the observance

of filed rules and measured proportions in ihc study

of the revived Classic architecture. The results of

which of the two do you prefer? Is there not in the pre-

sent time, and has there not been for ages, a greater

lack of origiualily than formerly ? Are not any two

buildings in the same styles yon can point out more

alike and less stamped with the individual miud and

genius of their respective authors ? Then, again, do

not the merits of many of our buildings rest more

upon tbeir display of antiquarian research and archaeo-

logical knowledge, than upon the grace and beauty of

their proportions dependent upon the long and care-

fully-trained eye of the artist, or than upon the beauty

and richness of their sculpture, which only masters

in the art could produce, aud only the same hand that

plimned the building could design and arrange with

harmony ? It is true that there is a greater move-

ment in that direction at the present time ;
but towhom

are we principally indebted for that ? Is it not to

those young architects who at the time they belonged

to our class of design, showed a greater power of

artistic dravviug and oolouriog than had been seen for

many a long year iu the professiou? Bat the im-

provement is as yet with the few. The many are

divided into the designers—shall we call them rather

the arrangers—according to the precedent and old

models ia both Gothic and Classic styles, and those

w'ho, for the sake of apparent originality, sacrifice

good taste. Now what remedy for this state of

I

things do the lives of these great men suggest ? To
' see this, let us begin at the starting-poiutof a modern

architectural career, and see what practical additions

' and antidotes the consideration of their education and

practice would suggest to the present usual mode.

The youug arcliitcct comes from sobool,— a fair

' amount of school knowledge, and probably (or else he
' would not have chosen the profession) with a small

amount of skill in copying drawings, into an office

where everybody is busy, and nobody has much time

to attend to him. Moll, what is he first set to do?

Accordiog to the office he enters, he may either be
'

set to copy “Pugiu’s Examples,” or " Chambers’s,” or

other measured representations of old works of dif-

ferent periods. Now this is useful in two ways,

I

if properly taken advantage of. It teaches geome-
' trical drawing, and, at the same lime gives them

a knowledge of the buildings of old time, and

is only hurtful if it gives him an idea that he will

' have attained the height of architectural excellence, if

he can in after-life reproduce these buildings, or even

,

buildings adapted to his purpose. With these details

let him, therefore, work at these with all his might ;

if he is to copy them, let him copy them with all his

I

might. Many of us, I doubt not, now regret we
' wasted time which would have perfected our power of

geometrical di'awing, exercised our mind iu correctness

and precision, and given us an intimate knowledge of

! those valuable examples of ancient art, which never

can be lost time as long as we keep in their real use.

But while at work at them, we should always re-

member that it is the general principles of taste and

design involved in the production of these works

—

not their actual proportious or details—that ought to

he useful to us in after-life. For instance, that iu the

Norman and Byzantine styles, it is the simplicity and

massiveness of their pim-s and arches contrasted withthe

richness of appearance and varied forms of the cawed

ornaments that is so kept iu mind—not whether the

arch is round or the moulding fretted
;
that in the

Early Gothic, grace of general proportion of the

arches and piers—not the exact form of the inould-

iugs
;
aud that the lesson to be learnt while drawing

the carved foliage in the Early Decorated capitals iu
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Pogiu’s or Collhigs’s Gothic ornaments is the use

of natural foliage when designing capitals for your-

selves. From the Grechs you can derive the general

principles of purity, of vast and perfect sculptui'e, and

from the Romans the general principles of richness of

ornament and profusion of sculpture
;
but I would

advise the yonng student as speedily as possible to

make himself useful in the actual practice of the office,

for that after all is the legitimate teaching of i he ofRce,

and that which at the present time it is priucipally

capable of imparting, and in this let him imitate the

masters whose lives I have brought before your notice,

for we see that they speedily learnt all that their

masters could teach them, and soon raised themselves

from pupils to disciples or assistants. But I have said

that the practice of the office is all that can be learnt

in it, as if there was still something more to he learned.

It is because wc must remember that while we are

copying engravings of ancient building's, while we arc

making drawings from the direction, or from original

drawings of our masters, wc are nut exercising our

imagination and invention, taste, or faculty of choice.

Then what is to be done ? Let us consider what the

men did whose lives wc have been cousidcriug, and

we find that, although they, like ourselves, were placed

with masters to learn the different arts with which

they began tbeir professional lives, they were after all

principally self-taught. I would, therefore, advise

those who are still in an office to exercise in the

evening those facultieB that have not been used during

the day with some different art or occupation : for

iEstance, while they are at their elcinentary work
during the day of leaiuiing geometrical drawings, to

exercise themselves in the evening with the freehand

drawing from leaves and other natural objects, and

from casts, as in the Architectural Museum, wbich I

particularly recommend to their notice. "While

engaged during the day at copying such works as

Pugin’s or Collings’s Gothic oruameuts, let them get

some clay or a piece of Caen stone, and try to produce,

in full size capitals and other ornaments (having

natural leaves by them), similar to those which they

have been drawing during the day, and this for at

least an hour each evening previous to beginning the

study of the necessary hooks on construction and

other subjects, without which they can make no

progress. "^N'hilc copjing at the office any of the

outline engravings of Greek sculpture, they should

try in the evening, while studying hooks on the pro-

portion of the human figure, what sort of a figure

they can produce in clay of the like proportions of

their day copies. "When they have got into the

regular work of the office, they should vai-y tbeir

evening’s exercises by availing themselves of the

power'of modelling they -will by this time have

acquired in making models of buildings that they are

engaged in at the time in the office, practising the

perspective they have learnt in copying them, and

studying them in different positions. Then in visiting

the buildings of their masters in town or the neigh-

bourhood, they would do w'cll to watch carefully the

carvers at their work, and in the evening endeavour

to surpass them in design and execution, and to note

tlie construction of arches, roofs, floors, church-seats,

and other points of constructiou and ornament, while

in tlic course of construction, and while their mode of

joining and other particulars can he seen
;
when at

home, endeavour to make models of them iu W'ood

and other materials, aud also plans, drawings, and

models of designs of their own. In the vacation aud

other leisure time iu the summer, they shoald fill

their sketch-book with the works of nature, rather

than the works of man. They should seek to know

all the leaves of the forest, and all the curves of the

trees
;
the foliage of the ferns on the rocks, and the

forms of the birds on the branches ;
and upon their

return home, let them endeavour to reproduce them

in their clay or stone. Let them learn outline from

the mountain, and colour from the heaths and the

mosses
;
aud they will, to a considerable extent, have

• supplied by the evening and vacation study the de-

ficiencies of an office education j and I am sure that

their first building will show that much has been

: effected. And let me also point out that they will

I have qualified themselves for profitable employment in

; designing for manufactures, and also the smaller objects

; of architectural design, such as monumeuts, memorial

: crosses, aud many other works, while they are yet

] deemed too young and inexperienced to he enlrustcd

with the erection of large buildiugs. Perhaps the

: elder members and those who are no longer pupils,

.1 will allow me to remind them that the masters in

;
question were always learning. If they consider that

II any of the acquirements thought necessarj' of old

• would be useful to them, I should advise them to

)i begin at once, and that it would be in accordance

I with their principles if we each of us took stock of

,1 our qualifications for the art we arc practising, to

hope to practise; and let him wbo is accomplished iu

ii design and the art representation, hut deficient in

[!
practical knowledge, not be the least ashamed Of

beginning that study at its very hegiuning, while
those that on the contrary arc well skilled in con-
struction, but as it is often the ease, deficient in

desi^, begin at once to exercise their imagination,
and improve tbeir hand in drawing. tVe all of us
have our weak points : let us, that the art of our age
may be of the best, each of us begin to fortify our
weak places, and supply our deficiencies. And there
is one branch of our art that we have all neglected,

viz. the study of sculpture and use of models, for the
remedy of which I will conclude by proposing that,

in our new quarters at Conduit-street, two new classes
'

be formed on the priuciple of our present class of
j

design, viz,,—an architectural sculpture - class, or

class of design in the " Round,” and a class of con-

1

strnctive modelling
;
also that steps should he taken

j

for establishing in the rooms, aud iu connection with
|

the Architectural Exhibition, an annual exliibitiou of

,

ircbitectural sculpture. As in the well-known, and I

hope much-loved, words of the poet;

—

" Lives of great men all remind us,
We CBQ make our lives sublime

j

And, departing, leave beliiod us
Foot-prints in the sands of time ;

—

Let us then he up and doing.
With a heart for any fate;

Still achieving, still pursuing,
Learn to labour, und to wait,"

CIIURCII-BUILDING NEWS.
Wells, Somerset.—St. Thomas’s church, which has

heeu erected to the memory of the late Dr. Richard !

Jeukyns, Master of Balliol and Dean of "VN'^ells, at

the cost of Ills widow, who died also in .Tune last, I

is just completed, and was consecrated on the 21st
\

inst. by Lord Auckland, the diocesan. Tlie plan is a :

parallelogram, the cast end terminating in a five-sided

apse, a north aisle, gabled, and a north-western tower
!

and spire. The easternmost hay within the apse is
,

appropriated to the chancel aud sanctuary, with a

breast-wall of stone dividing it. There is a south

transept for the children of the schools. Tiic materials
|

employed arc the local stones, being cream-coloured,
j

brown, and grey, which are alternated in the walling,

'

and all the freestone work is of Doulton stone. The
,

interior of the walls is ashlarcd with Doulton stone,

having all the arches alternated with Hare-hill stone,

and the shafts of the arcadiug are of blue lias. The
'

exterior presents an Early Decorated church, with its ,

nave and gabled north aisle, north porch, and lich-
,

gate ; a tower, with its enamelled clock-face beneath a

canopy, and its high belfry windows, treated after the
,

mauncr of the Western churches, surmounted with an
octangular spire, gabled ou the cardinals, and pinnacled

at the angles, all richly carved aud decorated. On a

lower stage the buttresses are terminated with sculp-

tures of the Evangelists. The apsidul end is para-

peted in tabernacle work, and the roof ri.siug there-

from terminates with a metal cross. The interior

has its five apsidal windows occupied by stained glass,

by "Wailes, presented by the members of Balliol

College, the subject being five types aud anti-types

;

and the next window westward, on the south aide, is

by Clayton. All the others arc glazed with a floriated

glass of colour, by "Wilmshursf. The reredos is con-

structed of stone aud Devonshire marble, enriched

with mosaics, and the empanelling is executed in gold

and colour by I’isher. Tlic pulpit is of stone aud

marble, and also the font, both by Forsyth. Parts

are enriched with gold, aud the pulpit has a hook-tray

of wrought brass. All the fittings are of oak. Mr.

Teulou was the architect; aud ]\Ir. Davies, of Lang-

port, the builder.

Broxhournc.—The interior of Broxhoiirnc church

has now been restored, as well as the exterior. The

chancel. North chapel, and South chapel, or aisle,

have been restored nt the .expense of Mr. G. J. Bo-

sanqiiet aud Mrs. O’Brico. The cost of reatoriag the

uave aud aisles has been defrayed by means of a rate,

subscription, and grant. The works have been car-

ried out from the plans of Mr. Cltdke, the diocesan

architect. All the scats are low and open. The chan-

cel and aisles are arranged stall-wise, wilti carved

poppy-heads, and traccried and panelled fronts. Ihe

east wall is diapered and paiuted, the first bay being

enclosed with screens. All the woodwork is stained

and varnished. The whole of the stonework with the

plastering has been restored and renewed. The work

has been performed by Mr. Ringham, of Ip.swich, and

Mr. Pulham, of Broxbouroc. Two new paiuted win-

dows, by Powell, have been placed in the Saye chapel

by Mrs. O’Brien; and it is intended to raise a sub-

scription to fill the west window in the tower, by

Lavers. A memorial window, by Millciuent, has also

been placed iu the north aisle.

Blackpool.—The exterior of the new Roman Ca-

tholic church, as described by the Breston Guardian,

is built with York flag, in narrow courses, hamimr-

dressed and turk-puiated, with Mlnera stone dress-

ings. The interior is worked iu Mincra luid Long-

ridge ston**, which, from its colour, is said to give the

church a sombre effect. The plan of the edifice consists
of a chancel, north and south transepts, Lady Chapel,
two sacristies, confessionals, nave, aisles, south porch,
and central western tower. The chancel contains an
east window, of five lights, which terminates in tra-
cery

; four side windows, of three lights each, with
wrought and moulded shafts. The chaucel is separated
from the nave and transepts by a moulded arch. The
Lady Chapel contains three windows, arranged to har-
monize with the reredos. This chapel is said to be
too small and unimportant compared with the rest of
the church. The nave is divided iuto five bays of
15 feet each. Above each arch rise two clerestory
windows, which arc connected with aud connect the
windows with the coibcls, supporting the principals of
the nave roof, the legs of which run dowm and sub-
divide the clerestory wall. The aisle windows are of
three lights, each of the transepts containing a large
window of four lights each : a similar window also
occupies the west end of the church. The western
tower rises to the height of 12d feet. A spire would tend
to remove the somewhat stilted eflect of the angle pin-
nacles. Almost the whole of the windows are filled with
stained glass, by Copronia, of Brussels, Barnett, and
"Wailes. The first is the author of the east wiudow,
which is of a later date than the rest of the building,
setting at defiance all true principles of glass staining,

says the Guardian. The side chancel windows, by
"Wailes, it adds, possess neither trulL of drawing nor
taste in colour. The clerestory windows, by the
same artist, are designed with more care aud judg-
ment. The aisle windows are by Messrs. Barnett.
The edifice is in the Decorated stjle of Pointed
architecture, measures 130 feet in length, and is

54 feet broad across tlie transepts. The nave is

60 feet high : the chancel is 24 feet by 18 feet. The
rest of the church is in proportion. It is situated iu

Talbot-road, Blackpool, leading directly from the

railway station. Mr. Yales, of Liverpool, contracted
for the entire building, which has cost, independently

' of the iutci’ual fittings, the sum of 5,500/.
‘ Sheffield. — St. Stephen’s church, Nethcrlhorpe
; district, has been opened. It is situated at the junc-

!

tiou of Fawcett-slreet and BellGeld-street. The
: edifice, according to the Independent, is in the Gothic
i style of architecture, of the geometrical period, and
is iu the form of a cross. A tower is jdaced at the

' intersection of tlie nave and the transepts, supported
by four internal arches. There arc no aisles, and the

pews or stalls arc ranged on each side of the nave and
' transept. There arc three small galleries, one in each
transept, and at the end of the nave. The pulpit,

' reading-desk, aud chancel fittings, are in carved oak,
and, along with tlie font, have been manufactured by

' Mr. Shaw, of Saddleworth. The roofs are of open
limber, which, as well as the stalls aud galleries, are
stained oak and varnished. There is a vestry on the

' south side of the chancel, and also a small organ
I chapel opening into the elianccl aud transept by an
larch. The whole fabric, wiili its organ aud iuternal

fittings, is the gift of Mr. Henry Wilson, of Sharrow,
' and has cost about 4,500/. The architect was Mr.
Flockton, aud the builders Messrs. Dutton and Heald.

STAINED GLASS.

Cork.—The chapel belonging to tbe community of

Christian Brothers here has been decorated, aud the

whole of the windows, six iu number, have been filled

with stoined glass. There are twelve medallions,

each containing an emblem of tbe Passion. The
ground is of ornamental quarry work, each having on
it a symbolic pattern, and the whole is surrounded

with coloured borders. The staiuecl glass was executed

by Messrs. EJmundson aud Son, of Manchester.

Benzancc.—A three-light wiudow has just been
completed by Jlr. "Wilmsburst, for the church of

Madron, near Penzance. It contains three subjects

beneath canopies,—Elijah raising the "Widow’s Son
;

the Resurrection of our Lord
;
aud Mary speaking to

Christ after the Death of Lazarus. Beneath is a brass,

with iuscripliou, showing that the window wascrected

to the memory of Major Robyns.

PROYINCLYL NEWS.
Bawtry.—A new infant school has been opened

at Bawtry. It is a very plain aud unpretending

erection, and has been built at an expense of 352/.

The architect was Mr. J. G. Weightman, of Shcfifield
;

aud the builder Mr. Howard, of Bawtry.

Loddon {Norfolk).—Tenders for new schools, at

Loddon, Mr. James S. Benest, of Norwich, architect,

have been received. There were seven tenders, rang-

ing from R. Steward, of Yarmouth, 911/. to Griffin,

of Norwich, 719f. i'he last-named was accepted.

Worcester.—The new water-works, at Pope Iron,

will be opened in a week or two. They consist of

eogiue-house, boiler-house, aud cottage for engine-

driver; two subsiding tanks, with strainers; three

sand-filters, a pure wnter-taok, &c. The engine-
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house, boiler-house, cliimney-staclc, and cottage, are

brick structures, with Bath stone dressings, 'l^e

subsiding tanks and filters arc of hard bricks, and the

walls coped with Derbyshire grit stone. Prom the

pore water-tank the water is pumped into the main

leading through the city to a reservoir on Eaiubow-

hill, by which the pressure will be kept up constautly'-'

during the night, and at such times as the luachincry

may not be in motion. From the cngiuc-main,

hra*ach mains, cxtemling to about 17 3 miles iu

length, are laid throughout the whole district. The

vaulted reservoir is placed at Raiubow'-hill. The

contractors by whom the works have been executed

arc—Dor engine-house, filters, See. at Pope Irou and

Rainbow-hill, Messrs. Chambers and Hylton, of Bir-

mingham ;
engines, boilers, pumps, and raacbiucry,

the llaigh Foundry Company, ivigan
;
iron pipes,

Mr. Barrow, of Staveley. The hydrants and valves

were supplied by Messrs. Simpson; and the pipes,'

&c. were laid by Mr. Aird, of Loudon. The whole

of these works were designed by Mr. Ilawksley, of

London, and carried out under the superintendence

of his resident engiueer, 5Ir. Purchas, Mr. Henry

Lucy acting as clerk of the works.

Sicansea .—The Swansea poor-law guardians have

decided to build a new union for the aged and decrepit

poor of thfe town and district, with the approbation,

it is believed, of the great majority of the ratepayers;

but a meeting in opposition to the scheme is

announced. ’

.

2lansfiel<l .—The unemployed here have’ been set to

work to mend the roads, &c. the expenses to 'be 'paid

from the highway' rate. Between forty and fifty' men
have been already set to work, ai\d thus made inde-

pendent by^ their own labour, and kept from crowding

to an ovcrft()wiug workhouse.

Bakewetl Duke of Rutland has provided

Bakeweil with- a partly new town-hall, iu which the

inagiatratfB’ rn'cetings and county courts are now
held, and which is adapted for public meetings, lec-

tures, concerts, &c. The principal apartment is

50 feet long, 2-i feet wide, and 18 feet high, to the

cove of the ceiling : this room is lighted by twenty

lattice windows and two skylights, the latter also act-

ing as %'entilntors. The ornamented roof is partially-

supported by ir<m pillars painted to resemble Sienna

mai-ble, and the entire screeas’ and divisions of com-

partments are executed in panelled wainscot, and

painted like oak. The portion of the hall allotted to

the use of the public is provided with seats for 300
or 400 persons.

Nottingham.— St. Matthew’s schools are now
approaching completion. The walls are built of

Ci'opwcll (blue) stone, from the immediate vicinity.

The dressings, labels, andr copings are of Ancaoter

stone, the wtiole being upon a base of patent moulded

red bricks. The chimneys arc of red brick, octagon

on plan, with moulded caps and bases; the roofs are

covered with blue and red Staffordshire tiles, in alter-

nate bands. The buildings consist of mistress’s resi-

dence, girls’ and boys’ schools, all with separate

lobbies, entrances, and class-rooms. An entrance

gateway bas been erected, leading from Wollaton-

street, ascending-up a flight of steps to the right and

left hand and meeting in the centre, at a height of

15 feet, or half the height of level. The architect

is Mr. Chas. H. Edwards, and the contractor Mr.

Hill, of Nottingham.

3Ianchcster .—Adjoining the town-biJl, iu York-

street, Chceth-dro, preparations have been making for

an extensive building, intended exclusively for the

balls and partifs connected with the “ Manchester

Assembly Rooms ” of fonuir days, a new and select

society, according to the Courier, linviug been recently

organised. The building will have a frontage of

nearly 100 feet, and will cover about 1,100 square

yards. The rooms, which will all be on one level,

will comprise a ball-room at the back, extending

uearly the entire width of the building, 81 feet by

31 feet, exclusive, of recesses for seats, orchestra, &c.

and 40 fefet 'high
;
card-room, recepliou-rooin, ante-

room, rt’freshincut-rocm, cloak-rooms, vestibule, &c.

The chief outlay will be spent upon the interior. The
front will be of brick, with stone dressings, in which

some novelties ©f design will, it is said, be introduced.

The projecting portico will be formed of pilasters and

open arches filled with ornamental ironwork. A stone

cornice and pediment will surmount the facade. A
tower, similar to on Italian campanile, will adorn the

north side, the primary object of which will be to act as

a chimney and ventilator. There will be a large f.m in

the cellar to assist in passing fresh air into the prin-

cipal rooms, and on assembly nights (says the Courier),

it is not improbable that the luxury of scented air may
be indulged in. A cos'crcd carriage-drive will he
erected in front of the Assembly-rooms. Upon the

hall-room will he lavished the utmost extent of deco-

ration consisieut with good taste and a chaste effect.

The floor will be constructed so as to eiisiirc a siiffieieiit

degree springiness to the trend of the dancers.

There will be an abundance of wall surface for deco-

ration. ISIossrs. Mills and Murgatroyd arc the archi-

tects^ and Messrs. Bcllliouse the contractors, who

have sub-let the brickwork and excavating to Messrs.

Rutherford and Lamb, and Messrs. Kelly and Evans.

The work of excavation is progressing, aud the hard

clay; of which the ground entirely consists, will have

to be dug out to a depth of 15 feet (5 inches, it being

intended to have loity and roomy kiicheus, lai-der,

supper-room, &c. below the principal suite of rooms.

The briukselters’ work was at a stand for a time iu

consequence of the strike.

Salford.—A new clock is being placed in the tower

of Trinity Church, Salford. It -will have four dials,

5 feet 8 hrebes diameter ; they will be illuiuiiiated

with gas at night. The town council arc defraying

the expenses. Mr. Bailey, of that place, is the maker.

South Shields.— South Shields Cemetery

chapels arc approaching completion, and will be

ready for use by the commencement of the new year.-

Each chapel haV a tower and spire. The upper pait

of each tower, is an open lantern, having- twelve

lights, aud finished with a panelled parapet
j
and the

lower part forms the entrance porch to the chapel.

The angles of the towers are surmounted by crocketted

pinnacles, from which spring flying buttresses. The

carving is all from natural types, comiirising inuta-

tions of the marde, ivy, convolvulus, vine, lily, &c.

and is well executed. The style of the buildings is

Decorated Gothic. The architect is Mr. Robert

Lamb, of the firm of Oliver and Lamb, Newcastle-

on-Tyne.

SCRAPS FROM AMERICA.

A NEW church at "^'est Philadelphia, built at the

instigation of Thomas AUibone, is now about being

fioislied. The new- bank, iii Chestnut-street, is also

rapidly approaching com])letion, aud its erection up

to the present has cost 250,000 dollars. It is said to

be a magnificent structure, to Irtvc a granite front,

most elaborately ornamented; iron doors of rich de-

siga
;

.1 counter of the same material, and carved in

the most costly manner
;
a huge vault, of chilled iron

plates, erected in the centre of the banking-room,

and covered with designs, di-playing grejt artistic

beauty
;
ceilings richly embellished in fresco, floui-s

iol.-iid with marble, and everything displaying, in

fact, a lavish expenditure of money for such a purpose,

In the nianager’s-room, which is approached by a

magnificently wrought spiral staircase of iron, the

decorations are said “ to bailie description,” and the

style of the furniture and fillings displays the

greatest luxury. The new bank of NiehoLis Biddle,

iniincdiiitcly opposite this, although an establishment

of a much more important nature, is comparatively a

plainbuildiiig. It may be well to mention, as an evidence

of how banking matters are sometimes managed by

, our Trausatlautie brethren, that while this outlay was

going on, the whole capital of the batik, amounting

to 1,875,000 dollars, with a surplus of 400,000 dol-

lars, had bi-en, utterly sunk, and the directors studi-

ously kept in ignorance of the f.ict by the manager,

the aforesaid Thomas AUibone, who has absconded,

leaving the bank to dose its doors, and heaping ruin

on multitudes who fancied themselves in aftlucocc.

The La Crosie railroad will be opened to Mansion

immediately, and shortly also to Lisbon. This road

is steadily progressing, and must become one of the

best thoroughfares iu the north-west.

The Baptists are building a church in Portage city,

and nearly all the outside work is finished. It is

plain, but of appropriate character.
,

The works arc stopped on the railway between

Fond du I.ac and Oshkosh. About eight miles, or

half the entire distance, of the rails have been laid.

“QUANTITIES” FOR TENDERS.

M ill you allow me to say a few words on the

subject of quantities?

1 think it cannot be denied that in all cases where

contracts for work are to he let by competition, the

tenders should be severally based on one certain datum.

Quantities siipi'ly this.

But quantities are not to be absti-acted unless an

expense, iu addition to the cost of preparing the

drawings and spet ificaiion, be incurred. The mode of

charging this extra expense appears to be settled by

general consent, but still there is one question which

remains open, viz,,—the best mode of ch-argiiig for the

copies of the quantities, and which, it appears to me,

it is unfair to add to the cost of the work to he dune at

the expense of the client of the architect. 1 would

suggest tliat, in proportion to the coskof the prop(Med

works, each builder tondcring should pay a sum upon

deposit on receiving the quaulities, aud which sum

should represent the cost of preparing all the C(ii»es

of the said quantities
;
these deposits to be returned,

upon sending iu tenders, to all but the successful

competitur, who would thus have to bear at bis own

cost the expenses incurred iu preparing the copies

required. Architects know too well that, in many
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cases, builders apply for aud receive bills of quantities

upon which they never scud in a tender ; but were

the course above suggested p'ursued, it is not too

much to assume that tenders would be received from

all to whom 'quantities were furnished; and I also

believe that a healthy action would result from the

adoption of such a course, which would exclude many
who, while they can obtain quantities gratis; or at a

charge of half-a-guiuea or so, furnish tenders at prices

far below cost. Such men, cOuld they command it,

would hardly cave to risk a deposit for quantities;

and iu their place would, I expect, be subsiitdted

many respectable builders, who now stand aloof in

conti-acts k-t by public te'nder.

Then as to errors in quantities ? Wcfhld not a

clause similar to the following have prevented all the

recent disagreement miiexpose at Braintree, if inserted

as a condition ' upon which the builders receiving

quantities were to frame their estimates ?

—

“ The quantities will be assnmed as' correct unl^s

the contractor, previously to sending in his tender,

points out an error, should such exist. The plans and

speiufieation will he open for the inspection of the con-

tractor at the oflice of the architect until
,
aud

no allowance will be made for any error that may be

discovered after the tender is delivered.”

Snrelv some such protective clause • as this is but

mere justice to the architect, surveyor, and contractor,

and ccrlaialy no less so to the client whose money is

expended.

Just allow me to add, by way of inquiry, whether

the system of receiving open in place of .scaled tenders

as a rule is not worthy of consideration, and whether,

if such ft course became general, important aud bene-

ficial results would not accrue to all parlies?

I trust, however, that the day is not far distant

when the profession will universally adopt one general

code of regulations on these and all other matters for

which some recognised mode of dealing is now con-

sidered necessary. H. J. Bbown.

LEEDS M ORKHOUSE COMPETITION.

The subject of architectural competitions has

alre-uly occupied so much space in the columns of the

.RKtfffrr, that you may, perhaps, consider that your

readers have had enough of it : it is, howfcver; one of

such real importance, both to the pi-ofesslonand to the.

public at large, that I think it should not be allowed

to rest in its present very uusatisi'actory state. But

to effect any improvement, the profession must do

something more than make speeches and write arti-

cles ; cviry iudividmd member of it must honestly

and consistently abstain from sending drawings iu

competition, unless the conditions proposed are fair aud

honourable : this would be a much better course than

that of abusing committees for decisions, the in-

justice of which ought to have been expected, either

from the ignorance or uufairness exhibited in the

instructions'!^ I will not, however, occupy your space

by reiterating general statements, the force of which

all admit, but which few, if any, act up to
;
but will

ask your attention to the conditions contajued in the

enclosed instructions to architects purposing to

send designs for the -new intended workhouse at

Leeds viz.
—“ Architects are required to furnish a

complete set of plans, sections, elevations, explanatory

and wurLing drawings, accompanied by a general and

minute sjiedfication el of executing the

'

\\QvV%, sufficient for contracting for the same, and

j

an estimate of the cost in detail" &c. ;
or, in other

' words, architects are to furnish all the documents
' aud information necessary to enable the clerk to the

I

guardians, who is, of course, a lawyer, to make a bind-

! in" contract with a builder to erect the building

j

required, and thus, with perhaps the assistance of a

I clerk of the works to superintend the erection, the

! worthy guardians have no doubt slirewdiy calculated

i

tlint they may save the expense of an architect, and

!
even lay claim to a character for liberality, by offering,

as about one-fourth of the amount which

the architect legitimately employed would be entitled

to. It may perhaps be thought that the above eon-

ditirms aie’framed in ignorance, but I liuve_ reason to

think that such an excuse cannot be offered iu extenu-

ation. In writing to inquire as to this competition, I

took the opportunity of asking whether, in making a

selection from the designs sent, the guardians would

avail themselves of professional sssislunce; also

whether the author of the design selected as the best

would be employed to carry' out the work.- The reply

to these questions from the clerk to the Board is,

—

“I think there is no thought, on the Board of guar-

dians’ side, of adopting the course you refer to in

refe cure to supei-iutcn'ding the building of the new

workhouse.” If, after this candid avowal, the com-

pering architects should he dissatisfied with the decision

which may be made by the Leeds guardians, they can

only lay the blame on their own shoullci-s, and will

not’ be able to say they were not forewarned by

Non-competitoe.










